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Cijrisitmas
We may, all of us, give thanks
this Holiday season that our in*
dustry is prosperous in a post-war
period, that business skies are
bright above us and that the future
holds only an assurance of continued prosperity and a much greater,
even undreamed of, development of the motion picture.
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rocLuctioib

Jesse L. Laslcy
presents

Cecil

B,

DeMUles

r

BY. C7E-A.N1E IMAGPHEH-SON
TO

those aspects of modem life of which he is admittedly the greatest master, Cecil B. DeMille has again
turned for material, and the result is a drama of love and

marriage that excels, in strength of story, in acting, in
wealth of production, and in living, breathing humanness,
both "Male and Female" and "Why
CAST INCLUDES
Agnes Ayres
Kathlyn Williams
Forrest Stanley Theodore Roberts
Shannon Day
Clarence Burton
JuLLA Faye
Theodore Kosloff

Change Your Wife?"
a

Cparamounl

Cpicture

William

THE

TESTING

Cparamount
y>icture
— By William S. Hart —
Picturiied and directed
Lambeit Hillpner
Photogiiphed
by Joe'byAugust,
A S. C.
A William

Want

to

S. Hari Prodiiciion

Break

Some

Records?
VV7ELL,
"The Testing Block"
broke all records for the Rivoli
Theatre,

New

S.Hari

York.

The opening day's receipts were larger
by $41.70 than any day in history.
So if you want to break records, you
know how to do it!

BIOCK

Motion

Picture

News

r
IVhafs

in Store

Exhibitors

for^y^otion

the Next

Q
CjrrC3,t TPlliri2^S

Twelve

Pi6iure
Months?

es wniout
ount
param
dazzle
even
theirpictur
own shining
past.

And figure what that past has been in the' past year alone !
Think of the Cosmopolitan Produdtion Humoresque" and
Cecil B. DeMille's ''Something to Thi?ik About"; of Thomas
Meighan's ''The Prince Chap" a William DeMille produ<5tion,
and "Civilian Clothes," a Hugh Ford production.
Think of William S. Hart in "The Testing Block" znd" The
Cradle
and "Sand"
!
These ofareCourage"
all Paramount
Pictures.
So is George Fitzmaurice's produdlion "On With the Dance."
And Cecil B. DeMille's "Why Change Your Wifef" and
Wallace Reid in "Whafs Your Hurry f"
Who brought the immortal "Hticklebeny Finn" to the screen ?
Paramount — it was a William D. Taylor production.
Think of Maurice Tourneur's "Treasure Island." That's
a Paramount Picture.
Think of George Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man" re- "
leased a year ago and still drawing crowded houses ! Paramount again.
Depend on it, a Paramount
of its kind.

Picture

is always the best

And you would know ivhy if you realized the colossal resources behind Paramount.
Paramount Pictures are supreme the world over.
In South America a great motion pidture popularity contest
was recently conducted.
Paramount won with twice as
many votes as the next competitor.
The largest motion piClure studio in Great Britain is a Paramount studio. Paramount Pictures are shown all over
the British Isles, and all over the British Empire.
The demand for Paramount Pictures in Asia is so great
that a studio has been ereCled in Bombay, and an Indian Paramount Company formed.
In the whole history of entertainment there has been no
success like Paramount.
The gladiators' contests in ancient Rome, the great bull fights
of Spain, the out-door carnivals of Italy, all labored under the
disadvantage that they could be seen by only a few thousand
people at one time.
Paramount Pictures are seen by millions throughout the
world, simultaneously.
And all this vast extension of organization behind Paramount isbased on one thing — the greatness of the pictures
themselves, their sheer magnificence and luxury, their human
touch, the rich red blood that pulses through them !
Consult the list here for PARAMOUNTPiCTUREScomingin 1921.
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A
Maurice Tourneur
Production
"THE BAIT"
With Hope Hampton
GEORGEProduction
MELFORD'S
"The Jucklins"
By Opie Read
With Monte Blue
WALLACE REID
in
"The Charm School"
A Saturday Ei'ening Post Serial
By Alice Duer Miller
BILLIE BURKE
in
"The Education of Elisabeth"
A
COSMOPOLITAN
Production
"The Inside of the Cup"
Winston Churchill's great novel
DOUGLAS Maclean
in
"The
Rookie's
A Thomas H. Ince Return"
Production
WILLIAM
DeMILLE'S
Production
"Midsummer Madness"
From Cosmo Hamilton's novel
"His Friend and His Wife"
GEORGE Production
FITZMAURICE'S
"Paying the piece
Piper"to
Companion
"On With the Dance"
THOMAS MEIGHAN
in
"The
Frontier
Stars"
A Charles Maigneof the
Production
ROSCOE ("Fatty")
in ARBUCKLE
"Breivster's Millions
By George Barr McCutcheon
DOROTHY
in GISH
"The Ghost in tJie Garret"
CECIL Production
B. DeMILLE'S
"Forbidden Fruit"
DOUGLAS Maclean
in
"Chickens"
A Thomas H. Ince Production
A
COSMOPOLITAN
Production
"TheBy Passionate
Pilgrim"
Samuel Merwin
With Matt Moore
CHARLES
MAIGNE'S
Production
"The Kentuckians"
By John Fox, Jr.
With Monte Blue
ETHEL CLAYTON
in
"The
PriceFordof Possession"
A Hugh
Production
A
LOIS WEBER
Production
"What Do Men Want?"
DOROTHY DALTON
in
"The Teaser"

THOMAS

MEIGHAN
in
"The Easy Road"
A
GEORGE MELFORD
Production
"The Faith Healer"
William
Moody's
famousVaughan
play. With
Milton Sills and Ann Forrest
A
COSMOPOLITAN
Production
"The
Buried
With MarionTreasure"
Davies
ROSCOE ("Fatty")
in ARBUCKLE
"The Traveling Salesman"
MAE MURRAY
in
"The Gilded
A Lily"
Robert Z. Leonard
Production
SIR JAMES M. BARRIE'S
"Sentimental Tommy"
A John Robertson Production
SIR JAMES M. BARRIE'S
Every
WomanProduction
Knozt's"
A"What
William
DeMille
WALLACE REID
in
"The Daughter of a Magnate"
By Frank Spearman
SYDNEY CHAPLIN
in
Joker'
A "King,
Sydney Queen
ChaplinandProduction
A
HUGH FORD
Production
"The Great Day"
Famous Drury Lane Melodrama
A Famous-Lasky
Production British
A FAMOUS-LASKY
British Production
"The Mystery Road"
By E. Phillips Oppenheim
With David Powell
THOMAS MEIGHAN
in
"The Quarry"
A
COSMOPOLITAN
Production
"The Manifestations
of Henry Ort"
With Matt Moore
A
GEORGE MELFORD
Production
"You Can't Fool Your Wife"
By Hector TurnbuU
A
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
Production
"Ladies M ust Lix<e"
By Alice Duer Miller
A
HUGH FORD
Production
"The Call of Youth"
By Henry Arthur Jones
A Famous-Lasky
British Production
ROSCOE ("Fatty") ARBUCKLE
"The Dollar-a-Year
Man"
in

CECIL B. DeMILLE
Production
"The Affairs of Aimtof
By Arthur Schnitzler
A
FAMOUS-LASKY
British Production
By "Appearances"
Edward Knoblock
A
COSMOPOLITAN
Production
"Love Piker"
DOUGLAS Maclean
"One a inMinute"
A Thomas H. Ince Production

WILLIAM AD. TAYLOR
Production
"The Witching Hour"
Augustu
ByWith
s Thomas
Dexter
Elliott
WALLACE REID
"FreeinAir"
By Sinclair Lewis
COSMOPOLITAN
Production
"Profits"
in
ELSIE FERGUSON

"Sacred and Profane Love"
By Arnold Bennett
AN
INCE-VANCE
Production
"Beau Revel"
WALLACE REID
in
"W atch My Smoke"
THOMAS MEIGHAN
in
"Is Matrimonyin a Failure?"
GLORIA SWANSON
"Everything for Sale"
AN
INCE-VANCE
Production
"The Brass Boivl"
WILLIAM DeMILLE
Production of an original script by
Edward Knoblock
Author of "Kismet"
GLORIA
in a new SWANSON
story by
Elinor Glyn
DOROTHY

DALTON
in
"The Money Master"
By Sir Gilbert Parker
A
George Melford
Production

CECIL B. DeMILLE
Production
of an original story by
Avery Hopwood
Author of "The Gold Diggers"

Q>aramounl
Q>idures
^M«»»MFAMOUS
M
I ^K2U/Ef J^l AOOLt>h lUKOnPLAYERS-IASKY
JESSE L LASKV Mcifw. CECIlCORPORATION
e DC MKLE t*«cMrCwW \^
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H

E

f^idure

- to be Teased

January

Jdntli

\\/-itten and Directed
Prances Marion

by

Photographed by Charles f^osher
and Henry Cronjd(^er
T"
GH
I
L
The untold millions who love Mary
Pickford for all the sweetness and
happiness that she has brought into
their lives will hail "The Love Light"
as a great picture — perhaps the greatest of all the wonderful Mary Pickford
productions.
Miss Pickford has never screened so
beautifully, nor has her exquisite
talent ever been offered greater scope.
The story, now rich in humor and
now tense in its hold on the heart,
could stand alone as a splendid offering, but with the beauty and art of
Mary Pickford it should prove an
overwhelming box-office triumph.
NOTE
This is not the
usual without
"blind"
advertisement
written
the opportunity of an actual view
of the picture The man who
wrote this advertisement went to
California for the specific purpose of pre-viewing "The Love
Light" and
is a sincere expression of this
his opinion

CODPODATION
ADTISTS
UNITED
MARY PICKFORD
D.W.GRIFFITH
CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM
ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

The World's Record
We thought we realized the incomparable

^ji^west

^odudion

popularity and box-office value of Douglas Fairbanks ; we felt that his new production "The
Mark of Zorro" was indeed a great picture but
we were unprepared for the amazing demonstrations that are taking place wherever the picture
is being shown.
For example, in one week's showing, the
Capitol Theatre, New York, established a world's
record with "The Mark of Zorro" by playing to
94,501 admissions and a box-office total of
$48,103.43.

'9fe
Cur^e of
^olinsfon
Jic GapiQtrano'
Culky
Directed

bij SredJ/iblo.

UNITED

ACTSTS

COf^PORATION
MARY PICKFORD - CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS • DW GRIFFITH
MIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT
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of
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Host

—

Friends

Ever'jwh.er
A

Most

Joyous

Christmas

Most

a

Spice

EDUCATIONAL
729 Seventh

of the
FILM

E. W. Hammons,

Year

Program'

EXCHANGES,

Avenue,

and

Profit-

able New

"The

New

President

York

e\

Inc.
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GOLDFARB

OF

SUPPED

NEW

THE

YORK

RUBBER

AND

BANDS

CLINCHED

MADONNA

FOR

GREATER

ON

TOP

OF

NEW

THIS

JANS FILM SERVICE, Inc.
SECURED
TERRITORIAL
RIGHTS
NEW

FOR

JERSEY.

A

GIGANTIC,

'

NORTHERN
WE'LL

THAT'S
GOING
AND THEN SOME!

ABSOLUTELY

YORK

THE

SAY
SOME

GREATEST

STUPENDOUS

BLENDING

SPECTACLE

ANCIENT

ROME

TERRITORIES

B.

r

ROLFE

WIRE!

December
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OFF

CLEVELAND

OF

JACOBS
THEIR

BANK

CONTRACTS

ROLLS

FOR

MEN

AND

AND

THE

STATE

ON
TWO

OF

TOP
LIVE

FALKNER
AND

WHOLE
RUNS

SHOW

COMBINED

WITH

SELLING

OF
THAT
SHOWMEN,
OF

NEWARK

WHITEHURST

BALTIMORE,

BOOKED

WORKS

IN THEIR

FOR

MODERN

OF

THE

WEEK

THEATRES

SUCCESS

WITH

OHIO

OF

POWERFUL

DRAMA

BROADWAY

FAST
Produced

*

FILMDOM

^

JANS
729

and

Distributed

by

PICTURES,
INC.
Seventh Ave., New York

I

STOLL

FILM

CORPORATION

Throug'h

OF

AMERICA

pre s ents
Pathe Exchange ,Inc.,

if
THE

LURE

WATER"
Marion
Hill

From
the
NTovel
by
CROONING
Ivy

Featuringf

It's a story

Duke

of the

OF

and

Gay

NewaLl

stage, of midnight

suppers

and
and

nerve racking Ufe.and o-p green
the charm of the country, of an

fields
actress

who

under

the

spell of rural surroundings

in love -vjvith a married
when

her

persistence

falls

man, only to repel him
breaks

do>vn his reserve.
i
11

Unconsciously the^^man
lias {kllen in love with sltl
Ideal
not

with

only

a Man

wKo

alter ly di&reg'ard.s

her but who seeming'iy is
insensible of proved iemmine
charms. one whose indifference
she

interprets

to honor,
So

home
she

as devoliort
and fidelity
sends

^V&man,his
"He

for

is your

him

feIlo\^
man

The

infatuation

lasts only so

long' as he is cold to her , so
long* as he

is not

like other

men she has known ."When
he yields he becomes mher
eyes

common

clay , the halo

that surrounds
thm

air '.'and her

outlook
back

him 'fades into

is instantly rig'hted

to the

toiler,

. I haven't

fau-lt^y

the

Greater
Mother:

harmed

him"

rise jDomesiic^lTraqedi/
o^and
c^eings
J^vLman
7)ay
(Svery

STOLL

FILM

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

Georo'e Kind
- President
130 West
4fethL Street N.YC.

atnuary
Released
Q%
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Motion

Convert'
orchesto

a

in

k

of

your

musical

to

a

asset

aMOPlMR

C

power

piece

and

musical

NEVi^VORK:Amewcan
CITV
AtecCA BIDS.-^COO e'WAY.

News

Habilityinto

Substitute

ecj^ual

Picture

orchestra

Vciriety

expression

CMICZ^CO
, ILL.
•Photo

^

sm rp.jKHc\sco cal.
Playeb.Co.
/09 GOlOfN &AK Aie.

IM DEPEND
nUH^ ^ A55'N.

"Pinnade ~Product/of3S, ?>jc,

E:>^ploitation
Hitherto

NEAL

DANGER

HART
IN

VALLEY

Unapproadicd

I HE exhibitor who attempts to get business with
unknown
players
is in the
same position
as the merchant who undertakes to sell unadvertised
goods.
He must either spend so much money in local advertising that his profits are wiped out — or else see his
competitor monopolize the trade with advertised goods.
The druggist doesn't advertise Coca-Cola. He doesn't
have to. That is done for him by the Coco-Cola Company.
The unapproached exploitation of the Independent
Films Association has created a market for its product
in the same way — and the exhibitor booking through its
member independent exchanges secures ADVERTISED
GOODS for which a demand has already been created.
Secure bookings through the exchanges having membership in the Independent Films Association — they handle only brand-new ADVERTISED productions.

PARKING

iciure^

FANNY

(A Parable)
There was once an exhibitor who had a
goat named Fanny.
The exhibitor
used to run
parkby.histhe F'anny
around
the film exchanges
hired
men of the New York Film Czars.
New York heard Fanny was growing
plump — so the order went out to the hired
men, "Cut down on Fanny' feed — keep more
for
Theourselves."
exhibitor
iijoticedabout
how and
lean found
F'annyplenty
was
getting,
so he looked
of fodder around the independent exchanges.
Furthermore, he was told he could park his
Fanny there as often as he pleased.
When the Czars saw this, they wired their
hired
exhibitor's
goat." now
But men,
it was"Gettoothelate.
The exhibitor
parks his Fanny around the Independent Exchanges— and she is gaining weight rapidly.
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^-oThe
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News

JVCeaning

0^ a Symbol
POSSIBLY
you onhave
the advertisement
modest signatureinitial affixed
thatnoticed
attractive
of a
recent release — ^or below a ^aphic scene-cut — or
on the cover of a press book that couldn't be laid aside!

Although unpretentious in size, it possesses TREMENDOUS import to the Moving Picture Industry !
The symbol "M. A." means PUSH, PROMOTION,
PREDOMINANT PUBUCITY and PROFITS PLUS!
It has become the sifen of ULTRA -EXPLOITATION
and the stamp si^nifyin^ of PROFITS for Producer,
Exchange Man and Exhibitor alike.
When
you ADVERTISERS
see the symbol ''M.
you called
know into
thatplay.
the
MASTER
haveA."been
When they interpret the producer's ideas and join
their own to his advertising campaign, there can be
only one answer— RESULTS PLUS!
One result — they set the sky afire with "SKYFIRE,"
Neal Hart's super-successful feature! They were
chosen to exploit it because the producers and exhibitors had confidence in them inspired by their previous,
result -^ettin^ work.
Get a copy of the "SKYFIRE" press book or any
other bearing the "M. A." symbol and see how the
exciting episodes, heart-throbs and climaxes of the
features are connected by the MASTER ADVERTISERS with ideas that put the pict\ires over BIG !
The MASTER ADVERTISERS
action on other campaigns !

are ea^er to strip for

Their backing boosts bank accounts !
BANK

MASTER
ADezencels
109

ADVERTISERS
S.Gold

N.DeavbomSt.

Jo Fischer
Chicago. IlL

ON THEM!

December
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UfOMAN AND CHILD IN THE
/jS^c'// (and \i\S£jex^
~
mOM THE
us-rey
I / f I \ \ \ y^orioA/ P/CTueE //vo
Vorld^otion

Picture

Corpomtioix^

£>jr-ec^or

linos' Shr-o>Jce

Director- Cjnem3'f<^T-,3jo}ry'

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
500 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
PRODUCING Worlds New's Pictui'es
Have you jzecs/ueo a copy o/«- oc/g handsome PHoroc/sAUuec
S£-cr/o/v Of U^orld's' yV&n-V /I/us'/^<3'^Jor7S'??-- a^ot t^ejrr //v rcue rr.

TWELVE
i

GOLDWYN
in

PICTURES

GOLDWYN

A REGINALD

BARKER

PRODUCTION

GODLESS
MEN
iy3daf>teci from tke J^amous sloyy
Black Pawl' Ben Ames Williams
Reginald Barker

TOM
HOLD

MOORE

YOUR.

HORSES

^JidoLf^ie cL^rom,
ike J'oLmoixs
siory
Canavan"
hy Sa.tuydia.ij
R.u|3ert '^vemn^'^ost
HugKes
E.Mason HotD[3ei-

That Greatest
describesSeathisI^icture
tremendous
Kver
^Hli
the deep, a Reginald
Ames

Wiiiiams'

drama of
Filmed/*

Barker production

famoui> story "Black

of Ben

Pawl".

^OM
picture!
A ^^onderfut
piece MOORK'S
of character best
actin<^,
side-sphttintj;
titles,
lig-htning action and the same
that the pubUc applauded

delicious hum()r

in "Scratch My

Back".

GOLDWYN
A FRANK

LLOYD

PRODUCTION

AV01CEINTHEDAFU<
rfrom the ^T/nVooa's Stage Success
by Ralph
jDirectedE.Dyar
hy
Frank Lloyd

^

M\ST\\R\
picture that holds you tense
from the first scene to the final electrifying

climax.

It is adapted

from

the A. H. Woods

piay which scored a great stage success.

MESSMORE KENDALL a
aOBEaT W CHAMBERS
VIVIAN
THE

MARTIN

SONG
OF THE
SOUL
cJlclcf,Uclbyfrom
c^n
OldlUorld
'Ro
mance
William J.Locke
A JohnW.Noble Production.

MABEL
WHAT

NORMAND

HAPPENED

TO

ROSA

(JlJcLf,{ed frorr^
ikesloryLenore
"KosaCun-an
Jl Ivaro^nf rarxi e'
by Pearl

\/lMAX

NL\RTIN,

as the beautiful

heroine of "The Song Of The
the greatest acting of her. career.
t h a t a i m s s t ra ig h t at the h eart.

blind

Soul" does
A picture

/l/IABEL
NORMAXD
plays a highly
hilarious part in this swift moving story
of a shop-girl who
adventure,
.

longed
.

for romance
-

and

Victor ScKertzinger
-

5H

GOLDWYN
AN

ALL

STAR,

PRODUCTION
-^^HE

THE

cdNCERT
by Hermann Bahr
Victor Schertzin^er

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin'
NourKeaJ^,J]t Your Nearest Exchange

CONCERT"
was a tremendous sensation on Broadway and has all the earmarks of one of the biggest box-office attractions
the screen has ever- known.
. .
^

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

FOP^

CURRENT

SHOWINGcA)
GOLDWYM
A REGINALD

..'uiis i he btrmgs

win tax the capacity;Di;;::;:

BARKER

PRODUCTION

BUNTY

PULLSifHE STRINGS
by Graham Moffat
<jlclapte<L L>j J G paiuks an-d Ckairles K-Snjon

v,;ur dieatre,
Tlie cast reads like. /a ' ''Who-gfi:
;t tamous pcrtormcrs.

Reginald Barker
a

GOLDWYN
pAUUNE FREDERICK, just as in Madame X,
has a role of character and adventurous flavor in this dramatic

screen version of Channing

[^ollock's plav based on O. Henry's story.

PAULINE

FREDERICK

ROADS
OF
DESTINY
'~\UrtUen iy C h a n n in ^ "Poll ock <z nvf nam* J
'^Suggesie-J L</ O'Henrys Short Story of ike s
Frank, Lloyd

GOLDWYN

''M/lLL
his
with who
ping-sailo
ROGE
wome
lets two
pong rman
RS,n asplay
a Swede
heart, will hand your patrons an hour of
^sheer delight

~ 7'^'

(_ () \i PSOWS

fir^t picture since
' The Miracle Man" is an enthralling love
story that touches a problem close to every man
and woman of today.

WILL

ROGERS

GUILE
OF
t,yVv^OMEN
by Petei CID,r>ct^J
ark^ Macf
a rl a n.e
Clarence Badger

BETTY

COMPSON

PRISONERS

OF

LOVE

by CatKerine Herti-y
T'ersonatly T'roJu.ced by Betty Comt3SOn
Arthur Rosson

GOLDWYN
LL the .sparkling humor, tender pathos
and delicate charm of the great success
has been

retained

in this delightful romance

of back-stage life.

A FRANK.

LLOYD

PRODUCTION

THE
GREAT
LOVER
Cok„^ c.d'Varr^s'J^aULle
SiegeSuccess
by Hke
Leo Ditiickstem
and Frederic and
Fanny
Hattorx

GOLDWYN
j-WORGE ADE'S famous comedy, glittering
\sith his inimitable brilliance, has been made
into a picture that is one grand and
shout of laughter.

glorious

JACK^
JUST

PICICFORD

OUT

OF

COLLEGE

by George Ade
Alfred E. Green,

NowTieady Jit Your Nearest Exchange

If
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FINKELSTEIN

^

RUBIN

M.L.Finkelstein
of Minneapolis

Picture

I.H.Rubin

, Minn.

announce
to the

Theatre

Owners

sota, Wisconsin,
South
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Big

Hearted

Love

has

no

Women
doubts,

Will
when

LiCUr

Thrill
the

world was against him, the true
love of his blind sweetheart won
the great battle.

Picture

at this Dramatic

Surprise

In the eyes of the world

and all

the laws of circumstantial evidence he was guilty — guilty of
the worst crime imaginable.

She was the only living soul who Would you accuse him? Don't
knew the truth — and they re- answer until you see this drama
fused to accept her story as eviof surprises, thrills, mystery and
dence on the witness stand.
• heart-interest romance.
State Rights

COMMONWEALTH
Sam
729

SEVENTH

Distributed
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Zierler, President
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You

don

about

t

have

"hard

times"

to

and

produced market with

worry

an

this

over-

picture

INDIANA

ILLINOIS
Telephone Central 3575

'

distributors of
EQUITY
PICTURES
ORPHEUM THEATRE BUILDING
110 South state Street
CHICAGO. November

l6 , 1920

Commonwealth Film Corporation,
Sixteen-Hundred Broadway,
New York City, N.Y.
Gentlemen:

Attertion :

Mr. Zierler

I have just finished seeing Dolores
Cassinelli in the "Hidden Light" for the third time,
and I like it better and am more impressed with it
every time I see it.
At our last exhibition we showed this
feature to some of the most prominent exhibitors in
the city, and they were so impressed with it that
they asked us to be sure and let them know when we
are going to show it again, as they would like to
aee it once more, and when you get "hard boiled""
exhibitors to ask that - you've got some picture.
We have a winner in this icicture and
you can rest assured that we are not going to hide
the "Hidden Light" under a bushel basket.
Sincerely yours,
GOLLOS ENTE^RISES.
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only
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This

is

an

Age

of

Picture

Specialization-

Hereafter

Special

Specialize

on

Pictures

Production

will

Only

Believing that this is the day of specialists and that all things have grown out
of concentrated effort along one specific line, the Special Pictures Corporation
has determined to center its energies on the production of the best in the short
reel field.
Hereafter the distribution of the Special Pictures Corporation product will be
handled by the Federated Film Exchanges of America listed on the page
opposite.
This move was made in the belief that there are too many exchange systems in
the business resulting in lost motion, duplication of effort and added costs to
the exhibitor. If by consolidation and elimination we' can preserve and make
bigger an organization that is on the right track of fair dealing with the theatre
owner, we believe we have made a good move.
Under this belief we chose the Federated Film Exchanges for the distribution
of our product because of the fact that each exchange is an independently
owned exchange affiliated with the national organization and that its head is
the owner and not a branch manager working merely for a salary.
Federated will handle our entire output, the Comiclassics, the Chester Conklin
Comedies, Ford Sterling Comedies, Louise Fazenda Fun Tests, the Milburne
Moranti Comedies, the Clayplay
and the Comedyart Productions.

Comedies

in Mud,

the Sunset-Burrud

Scenics

Assuring you of bigger, better short reel features for 1921 and believing we have
made a move of mutual benefit to ourselves and the exhibitor of the entire country, we remain,

SPECIAL

PICTURES

Short
HOME
7 100

Santa

Monica

Reel

OFFICE

CORPORATION

Specialists
AND

STUDIOS

Blvd.
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Angeles,
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News
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Where

Special

You

Pictures

Pearce Films, Inc.
146 Marietta Street
Atlanta, Ga.

Inc., of N. E.

of Baltimore, Inc.

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
207 So. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, 111.
Standard Film Service Co.
Sloane Bldg.
Cleveland, O.
Specialty Film Co., Inc.
107 So. St. Paul Street
Dallas, Tex.
Supreme Photoplays Corporation
1446 Welton Street
Denver, Colo.

Standard Film Service Co.
Elizabeth and John R. Streets
Detroit, Mich.
Crescent Film Service
Film Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

Book

Corporation

Product

Los Angeles, Calif.

Empire State Film Corporation
327 Main Street
Buffalo, N. Y.

Greater Productions, Inc.
100 E. Locust Street
Des Moines, la.

Now

Consolidated Film Corporation
738 S. Olive Street

Federated Film Exchange,
48 Piedmont Street
Boston, Mass.
Federated Film Exchange
412 East Baltimore Street
Baltimore, Md.

Can

Mid-West Distributing Co.
Toy Bldg.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Merit Film Corporation
206 Film Exchange Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Federated Film Exchange,
97 Meadow Street
New Haven, Conn.

Inc., of N. E.

Pearce Films, Inc.
608 Canal Street
New Orleans, La.
Empire State Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Masterpiece Film Attractions
1235 Vine Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Quality Film Corporation
414 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.
United Film Service
3628 OHve Street
St. Louis, Mo.
Consolidated Film Corporation
90 Gold Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Calif.
Supreme Photoplays Corporation
2022 Third Avenue
Seattle, Wash.
Federated Film Exchange
Washington, D. C.
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^
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FUG

autkentic portray

adventures
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suspense
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man

American
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history o)^

Outlawry

Act -Silver
Train
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color, <
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horse;
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and I
realisti
01d\^
a gene

a

Pac

Episode

an)

"Men
and women Cam)
boo
Quantrell's
and spurred, eyes and g
flashing — hair-raising
nations, blanketed Indi
of the Pueblos, dare-d
stunts by native Mexic
of the plains. Setting:
snow-capped mounta
of the Sangre de Ch
range. adequately
Only one exp
w
could

my thoughts as I st
there spellbound witn
ing a sight, the equal
which, I never expec
see again — marvelous. 1
FRANK READI

Warning

Taking

to

advantage

paign the Mesco

Exhibitors

of the National

Pictures

cam-

is putting

back

Corporation

of the production, "Jesse James
competitors are now showing
State Rights

advertising

to an antiquated

Under the Black Flag,"
and attempting to sell
picture called "The

James

Boys In Missouri", "The Life of Jesse James" or by a
similar name.
The picture they are showing was
made about ten years ago with the direction and characterization invogue at that time. It was withdrawn
from

the market

apparently
from

for no

the publicity

for years, and
reason

is now

except

our production

being

to gather

revived

big profits

has gained.

JESSE JAMES, Jr., Says: "Unauthorized persons are now
showing moving pictures supposed to portray the life of my father,
Jesse James. The only true history ever written of my father's life,
entitled, 'Jesse James Under the Black Flag', is in the hands of the
Mesco Pictures Corporation of Kansas City, Missouri, and is now being
reenacted for production. This story portrays facts that have never
before been revealed. It has been rewritten for pictures and is being
directed by FRANKLIN
B. COA TES for Mesco Pictures Corporation. It is an authentic, gigantic, thrilling, spectacular production.

"I feel sure the fair-minded exhibitor will not mistake an old,
worn-out picture for the super-production we are engaged upon. Look
for the sign of the genuine:

State Right buyers can arrange now for the only picture authorized by me
of my father's Ufe— 'Jesse James Under the Black Flag', by communicating
with Mesco Pictures Corporation,
Respectfully,207 Sheidley Building, Kansas City, Mo."
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Sennett's

Mack
"A

Small Town
Idol"
[A Plot Glorified With Girls]

It takes a youth, removes him, innocent, but in disgrace, from his
small town home; it sets him adrift
in a great city, gives him a job in
a motion picture studio and a leading woman to adore; it releases the
tongue of slander at home and
breaks the heart of his trusting
country girl ; it restores him as a
mighty screen hero of a Western
melodrama and composes all his
difficulties in a romance of tender
beauty. All this is garlanded
with a thousand girls of typical
Sennett beauty perfections. Such,
in faint, inadequate synopsis, is this
latest six-reel achievement from the
hands of the maker of "Mickey."

Featuring
BEN

TURPIN

MARIE

PREVOST

CHARLIE
PHYLLIS

MURRAY
HAVER

'^Sa^^ -XU-'iiV ■

MELODRAMA
till you

gasp and

grip

your chair arms
SPECTACLE
till your vision is overwhelmed

COMEDY
till your sides ache and
the tears roll down your
cheeks

The Comedy King has come by his title by virtue of
the default of competitors. There is only one Mack
Sennett. Beginning with the first rays of light projected
through Biograph film and continuing in the van of
picture making, Mack Sennett is a figure unique. It
isn't accurate to say that
ness;" the business grew
full stature of a matured
first time as a producer

"he grew up with the busiup with him, and now in the
perfection, he appears for the
distributing through his own

releasing agency — Associated Producers.

Signalizing

this epochal event is a production, "A SMALL TOWN
IDOL," that is the last word — the ultimate expression —
of a genius for devising drama in pictures, riotious comedy in motion and realized visions of extravagant beauty.

THOMAS
G20RCE

LOANE

H.INCE

TUCKER

- MACK

- MAURICE

SENNETT

- MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

Associated
HOME OFFICES:

- J. PARKER

NEILAN
READ

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

- ALLAN

DWAN

JR.- C GARDNER
Inc.

SULLIVAN

December
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Motion Picture News
One feels inclined to place a gold seal opposite Allan Dwan's name
In his first production for Associated Producers. " The Forbidden
Thing," which be adapted and directed from Mary Mears' vivid and
vital fiedstory
" faith that would
die," will the
certainly
among ofthe a top-notchers.
He hasnotconstructed
featurebe inclassinarrative form and has placed remarkable emphasis upon its rugwed
simplicity. The tale is peopled with figures who are actually lifelike— whose joys and sorrows are touched upon with genuine feeling.
It life.
is dramatic to the core — but not the drama of the theatre, but
of
Moving Picture World
" The mentalForbidden
production,
sentiand dramatic,Thing,"
is quiteanoutAllan
of theDwan
ordinary
In plot while
and should
touch
the
right
spot
in
the
public's
heart.
There
is
something
about
itlivesthatof makes
you likecharacters
it in spiteareof tangled
the rather
The
the principal
into drawn-out
an almost story.
unravelable
skein, and that, of course, makes you eager to see " how it is going to
come out."
Exhibitors' Trade Review
" The Forbidden
Allan Dwan's
contribution
the
Associated
Producers,Thing."
Inc., program,
is a initial
life drama,
conceivedto and
executed on the highest plane and with excellent artistry. Sat in
humble surroundings, and wrought out by very human characters, it
is a picture play that will attract and hold wide attention because of
the lesson it teaches. It is a story of a love that lives — a faith that
nothing can blast, and because the good and the bad in men and
women work at cross-purposes, the tragic element enters but never
dominates. . . Mr. Dwan displays a fine sense of proportion in
assigning the best available players for his roles. For instance, what
is there that operates against this cast being referred as as " an allitar cast?"
Kxhibitors' Herald
For whatever
successDwan.
" The Forbidden
Thingso "well
achieves,
creditthatis
largely
due to Allan
He has done
with athestory
has beenerallytold
before
that
the
repetition
will
doubtless
be
found
genenjoyable.

cxhiHtar

flldO'C

Cleveland News Leader
■■ Theproduced
Luck ofby the
AnnaoneQ.ofNilsson
and love
James
Kirk-Of
AllanIrish."
Dwan, with
reminds
the great
stories
Iwood,
he past.
Moving Picture World
" In the Heart of a Fool '' is unlike the thrilling adventure stories
with
whichareMr.woven
Dwan's
has romances
been associated
in thein past.
Into
the story
threename
separate
culminating
a striking
dramatic
climax.
Mr.
Dwan's
artistic
perception
is
evidenced
lavishly mounted interior settings. The cast assembled by Dwan isIn
strong.
Wire from A. U. Blank, Rialto Theatre, Omaha.
" In Sunday
the Heart
a weeks
at the
Rialto
and ofhasa Fool
broken" opened
all house
recordsengagement
so far. Monday
crowd got beyond control. Swept down the aisles and filled every
available inch of space, both upstairs and down, and conservative estimate places number of people in the theatre at one time at forty-one
hundred.
The Rialto has only twenty-six hundred seats. My heartiest congratulations.
Indianapolis Star
Allan Dwan, whose production of the McGrath story, " A Splendid
Hazard," had its premiere at the Circle theatre this week, is a producer who would
probably notto boast
he " tomakes
stars." which
of absolutely
no consequence
any onethatexcept
the prospective
stars,is
but he could with reason boast that he makes the best i ossible use
of those talents for acting which the screen has so far developed. The
photography is excellent and the settings characteristic of this intelligent and skillful producer.
WireInd.from S. Barrett McCormick, Circle Theatre, Indianapolis,
AllantationDwan
production
of " Splendid
at premiereandpresenCircle theatre
this week
accepted Hazard
by press" reviewers
audience
as
one
of
the
high
lights
of
screen
art.
Dwan's
masterful
direction of the fascinating story which combines all elements
of audience
appeal
assures
success.to Walthall's
proclaimed great
fst of his
career.its financial
Congratulations
Dwan and work
Mayflower.

Wid's
Dwan has turned out an unusually fine production, with
excellent jihotography, mastery of detail, and while the killing off of
the wife may be unnecessary, the average audience will probably not
find
well this
fitted. materially objectionable. The entire cast is excellent and

Wire from P. G. Theophelis, Managing Director, Lorain Opera
House, Cleveland.
" Luck
the Irish
opened
at Loraine
operathatbouse
and theto
opera
houseof could
not "begin
to hold
the crowd
cametoday
in droves
see your wonderful picture. It was capacity afternoon and night.
Largestbody more
business
we haveand ever
done was
excepting
" Mickey."
than pleased
applause
frequent.
We want Everymore
pictures like this.

Letter from Tom Moore, Garden Theatre, WashinKton, D. C.
"The when,
Forbidden
to its itremarkable
opening,
in theThing"
face of has
the lived
rainy upweather,
did within Sunday
$15.25
of the year's record. An unusual opening does not always guarantee
an
unusual
week,
but
"
The
Forbidden
Thing
"
has
done
such
a
business that we are holding it over for a second week. Whilesteady
exhibitors can get specials of such quality, they need not fear control
of their programs by any interests at any time.

-St. Louis Globe Democrat
" Soldiers of Fortune." Allan Dwan's picturization of Richard Harding Davis' offamous
at thewithKing's
theatreforforeveryone.
a week's Itrun.is
■ Soldiers
Fortunenovel,
" isopened
a picture
an appeal
louiancetude,and
adventure.
Allan
Dwan's
direction and
is ofNorman
the firstKerry
magni-Is
while
the
playing
of
Anna
Q.
Nilsson
another feature.
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PRODUCTIONS-

TKe

Realization

TKe

Fulfillment

of An
of A

Ideal

Promise

The formation of Marshall Neilan Productions, over a year ago,
was not merely the origination of a new producing company in a
crowded field.
It was the birth of a great ideal comprising plans of independent
production of screen entertainment following nine years of
thought and experience.
Involved in this ideal were certain definite promises of interest
to prospective exhibitors of this product and to the trade in
general.
In a little over a year's time this organization has established a
high percentage of consistent successes that any studio might
well be proud of.
"The River's End," "Go and Get It," "Don't Ever Marry,"
"Dinty," and "Bob Hampton of Placer.' Each one an artistic
achievement and a tremendous box-office attraction.
These pictures m^ke fact of the contention that Marshall Neilan
is a — if not THE director of the most consistent financial and
artistic successes released during the past year.
In the ten years gone by, the artistry of Neilan and his ability to
present this artistry in a way that appeals to the public has
become more and more popular with cinema audiences throughout the entire world.
Today his name on the front of a theatre guarantees exceptional
entertainment. Record attendances whenever his pictures are
shown, regardless of their nature, prove that the motion picture
followers fully realize this.
Among the prominent artists, technical experts and executives
assisting Mr. Neilan in achieving this enviable position are
Marjorie Daw, Wesley Barry, Marion Fairfax, Colleen Moore,
James Smith,
Kirkwood,
O'Malley,
Hawks, J.
R. Grainger,
Pete
L. L.Pat
Baxter,
Tom Howard
Held, Jacques
Bizeul,
David
Kesson, Ben Carre, D. J. Grey, Lucita Squier and William
Linahan.
Each one a master in his or her own field, this staff embodies
but one of the Neilan policies; that of obtaining the best brains
in the industry and allowing these brains full scope.
The good will enjoyed by Marshall Neilan at the hands of
exhibitors,
and public,
the achievements
of that
his first
efforts
as anpress
independent
producer
and the genius
has year's
made
all this possible can have but one outlook for the coming year,
namely: greater accomplishments, further progress in consistent
quality and bigger box-office returns.
—
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NOW

BOOKING

EASTERN PA. & SOUTHERN NEW
JERSEY
Twentieth Century Film Co., Philadelphia
WESTERN PA. & WEST VA.
Columbia Feature Film, Pittsburgh, Pa.

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS
Specialty Film Co., Dallas
KANSAS & MISSOURI
Richards & Flynn, Kansas City, Mo.

jq^^ ^ NEBRASKA
Greater Productions Co., Des Moines, Iowa

MARYLAND, DEL., D. C, VA.
Liberty Film Exchange, Washington, D. C. ' NEW ENGLAND
Eastern Feature Film Co., Boston, Mass.
SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Savini Films, Atlanta
MICHIGAN, OHIO, KENTUCKY
Standard Feature Film, Cleveland

WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO,
MONTANA
De Luxe Feature Film Co., Seattle, Wash.
ILLINOIS & INDIANA
Superior Screen Service, Chicago, 111.

NEW YORK & NORTHERN
GREATER
NEW JERSEY
^ ictor Kremer, New \ork City
NO. CALIF. & NEVADA
All Star Features, San Francisco
SO. CALIF. & ARIZONA
All Star Features, Los Angeles
NEW YORK STATE
Nu-Art Pictures Corp.. Buffalo, N. Y.
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Exhibitors!

The

Your

Reputation

Your

of

Assurance

Guarantee!

a

of

Distributor
Good

is

Quality

A Feature About the Ever Present
What

"That
Something"
The Glorious Success by
W.

W.

Woodbridge
Featuring

"The

Are

SinsFeaturing
of the World?"
Loys

Margery Wilson and Charles Meredith

de Kay

Pluvia
"Souls of Men"
Featuring
WILL
YVETTE

Marvelous

JEFFERIS

MITCHELL- LUCILLE

The

The World's Most Perfectly
Formed Girl
in
"NEPTUNE'S BRIDE"
Written and directed by
Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke

YOUNG

Toreador"

6 Reels

Exemplification of Bull Fighting

Eye"
Sky
Reels nger"
The 6Stra

in Spain

*
The following representative exchanges have these independent attractions available for you
Illinois and Indiana,
Grsater New York, New York State, Northern New Jersey,
EMPIRE STATE FILM CORPORATION.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION.
New England States,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota,
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES. INC. OF N. E.
ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES OF
NORTHWEST.
Eastern Pennsylvania.
New Je'rssv,
Iowa and Nebraska,
MASTERPIECE
FILM Southern
ATTRACTIONS,
INC.
A. H. BLANK ENTERPRISES.
Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT OF EASTERN
Missouri and Southern Illinois,
PENNSYLVANIA.
UNITED FILM SERVICE.
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North and
Kansas and Western Missouri,
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Florida,
CRESCENT FILM EXCHANGE.
ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES OF
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TRUE FILM COMPANY.
Michigan and Ohio.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.
Oregon, Washington. Idaho. Montana,
DE LUXE FEATURE FILM COMPANY.
Kentucky and Tennessee,
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS EXCHANGES OF
California, Nevada, Arizona,
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
DISTRIBUTED
WESTERN

PICTURES
IRVING

635 H. W. Hellman

M.

BY

EXPLOITATION

LESSER,

General

Bldg.

COMPANY

Manager
LOS

ANGELES,

CALIF.
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Distributors:

Greater New York, New York State, Northern New Jersey, Empire State Film Corp.; New
England States, Federated Film Exchanges, Inc., of N. E. ; Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey, Masterpiece Film Attractions, Inc.; Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, First
National Exhibitors Circuit of Eastern Pennsylvania; Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Associated First National
Pictures of Washington, D. C; Michigan, Ohio, Standard Film Service Corp.; Kentucky, Tennessee, First National Exhibitors Exchanges of Kentucky and Tennessee; Illinois, Indiana.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.; Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota, Associated
First National Pictures of Northwest; Iowa, Nebraska, A. H. Blank Enterprises; Kansas.
Western

Missouri, Crescent Film Exchange; Missouri, Southern Illinois, United Film Exchange; Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, True Film Company; California, Nevada, Arizona.
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Unity Feature Service.
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Skoiiras Brothers' Netv Grand
Central Theatre, St. Louis, on the
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FURNACE

Adapted by Julia Crawford It ers
CITY
THEATRE
Akron
Orpheum
Baltimore
Aladdin
Liowood
Belvedere
Bay City
Washington
Boston
Modern
Beacon
Exeter St.
Brooklyn
Stadium
Buffalo
Palace
Chicago
Balaban & Katz
Cleveland
Stillman
Liberty
Alhambra
Columbus
. Empress
Grand
Detroit
Madison
Grand Rapids
Majestic
Hartford
Capitol
Indianapolis
Colonial
Lexington
Ada Meade
Los Angeles
Clune's Broadway
Louisville
Alamo
Lynchburg
Academy of Music
Molioe
Avoy
New Haven
Palace
New York
Rialto
Pasadena
Jensen's
Philadelphia
Palace

from the Novel by "Pan '
CITY
THEATRE
Portland, Oregon
New Grand
Pittsburgh Cameraphone
Olympia
Providence
Strand
Modern
Reading
Colonial
Rochester (two weeks)
Star
Sacramento
Godard's
Saginaw
Mecca Palace
Salem, Oregon
Oregon
Salt Lake City
American
San Francisco
California
Seattle
Blue Mouse
Spokane
Clemmer
Syracuse
Palace
Toledo
Valentine
Washington
Palace
Youngstown
Dome
CIRCUITS
N.\ME
"TERRITORY
Lynch Enterprises
South
Saenger
South
Lynch-Hulsey
South
Poll
Connecticut
Loew's
New York
Skouras Brothers
St. Louis
Rubin & Finkelstein
Minneapolis,
St. Paul, Duluth
Ascher Brothers
Chicago

'

Trade U&rk Reg. U. S. fat. OS.
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BUYERS

TIMELY

SUBJECTS

|
|

I
i

Candler Pictures, a new corporation with new ideas, announces the purchase of eight high
class revivals.

1
i

I
I
i
I
1
I
I

Our organization includes an expert film editor and title writer — and we defy any buyer
to dispute the fact that these re-edited revivals do not equal, and in most cases excel, any
brand-new production.
These pictures will be money-makers for the independent exchange.
We bought them at
the right price, and we will sell them RIGHT.
We know that if we disappoint you on
our first offering we lose your business on the others — AND WE INTEND
TO EARN
AND KEEP YOUR CONFIDENCE.

■
|
|
1
1
|
|

I

OUR

FIRST

I

in

Vincent

"HIS

I

Adapted

OFFERING
Serrano

ENEMY'S
from

" A Modern

Monte

DAUGHTER"
Cristo," by Lloyd Lonergan

ON
COMING
Seven

A SENSATIONAL,

I

and
one, three and
six sheet posters.

FAST-MOVING

FOR
CANDLER

I
I
iiiiiiiiiiiM^

Suite 2003-11

1

THIS

DRAMA

OF

SURE-FIRE

HEART

APPEAL

getting under way with a clever and successful plot to ruin a young surgeon's
career and steal the love of his bride-to-be, the picture shows in rapid succession a daring
dive from a high bridge, a shipwreck on the ocean, a rescue by aeroplane, and comes to a
thrilling conclusion when the doctor is about to realize his long-cherished dream of vengeance, and his enemy's daughter is at his mercy.

I

|

A full line of
lobby
advertising
matbooks, ter, includiing
cuts, press
II
X 14
display,
hand
colored striking

other

an audience picture with a boxoffice title.

I
i
■
I
I

|

SERIES

successful productions, each

I

|

TERRITORY,

WIRE:

PICTURES,

Inc.

Harry A. Klein, President
220 WEST

42nd STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY

Bryant 9120
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Picture

ASSOCIATION
OF
MOTION
PICTURE
SUPPLY

Announcing
To the Supply

a

DEALERS

New

Organization

It was with the thought in mind of general
improvement of the motion picture supply business
that this association was formed recently.

Trade :

This is the age of co-operation in business. The
old adage "Competition is the life of trade" has been
changed to read "Co-operation is the life of trade."
The biggest advances made in business during
recent years have been due to co-operation. The
best co-operator is the best operator of a business.
Team-work pays! You have seen marked
improvement in lines of business where former
"competitors" have changed to "co-operators."

The managing directors of twenty-four representative supply dealers and jobbers held numerous
meetings, where the need for such an association and
the probable results of it were thoroughly discussed,
and the organization was carefully planned.
With a firm conviction that closer co-operation
between supply dealers would improve their businesses
and enable them to render better service in the
motion picture Industry, they formed the Association
of Motion Picture Supply Dealers.

The objects of the Association of Motion Picture Supply Dealers are to
promote the welfare of its members and to distribute among them the fullest
information obtainable in regard to all matters affecting the Motion Picture
Supply Business; to aid in bringing about more friendly relations between
the motion picture supply dealers; to assist in standardizing and marketing
high-grade motion picture supplies; to improve the quality of motion picture
supplies and apparatus and the service rendered by the various branches of
the motion picture industry.

All those who gave oftheir time and service during the formative
period have joined the Association as Charter Members.

Applications for membership are being considered by Tht
Executive Committee.

A Constitution and By-Laws have been drafted and adopted.
Some of the Committees have been formed, the Association is
well under way, and it already promises to be the means of
accomplishing big and important work.
It is the desire and aim of the Association to [list as its
members all the representative dealers and jobbers of motion
picture supplies. The Association can reach maximum
efificiency only when it has the co-operation of all those engaged
in this important and rapidly growing business.

An invitation is hereby extended to all those in the supply
trade to communicate with the Chairman of the Executive
Committee, who will forward a copy of the Constitution and
By-laws of the Association, with details of membership
requirements and application blank

Association

of

Motion

Your inquiry will receive immediate attention, and you will
hasten the work of the Association by sending it promptly.

Picture

Supply

Dealers

Address inquiries to H. H. Cudmore, Chairman Executive Committee,
823 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

ASSOCIATION
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MOTION
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Billy
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Vernon
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Hollywood, Cahfornia
1439 Beack wood Drive
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In those one reel Spotlight Comedies
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PflREnfiECRUST

OFF

THAmOUCH

v<4
am

TAKE A
TIP-'.'. PLftV
"COnEDY"
ALT
AHD
TO WlN,HOWELL
UP-!'.!

A Ipxanbfr Alt has held aloft one great objective throughout his nine years in pictures.
He has reached it today. Together with
HpIpu BfluifU who has worked faithfully by his
side he is turning out a new series of two reel
comedies. To make them different is the essence
of their problem, and that they have solved it in
good measure can best be attested by those who
have seen them. This much can be said right
here: their comedies embrace such themes as are
enjoyed by old and young alike, there is a
humanness about them that reaches the heart, a
modernness

that gives snap and speed, and fun

that lingers long after the last scene. You will
recognize in them another forward step in the
development of better pictures. The first two of
these comedies are now ready. Write or wire
for full information.

UNION
FILM
COMPANY
STUDIOS:
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Motion

A PHOTOPLAY

vjKich Kas launcKed a NATION

OF PICTURES—
FIRMLY FIXED the AUTHOR,

JAMES

OLIVER

(CANADA)
CURWOOD

into tKe SUCCESSFUL
as tKe LEADING

Picture

PRODUCTION

SCREEN

WRITER

OF THE DAY, ESTABLISHED THE VERSATILE TALENTS of NELL SHIPMAN tKe STAR—
And tKe ABILITY of DAVID HARTFORD— tKe DIRECTOR— It also demonstrated tKat we sKowed GOOD
management wKen we BLENDED TOGETHER tKese ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS, and tKen COPPER
RIVETED tKem arranging witK ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES FOR WORLD-WIDE
DISTRIBUTION.
A GROSS

RETURN

of o^er $500.000.00 to date proves tKat EXHIBITORS

MONEY— and— judging hy RETURN

BOOKINGS— will CONTINUE

A FIRST
729 7tK Avenue

NATIONAL
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picture
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Jus.t leaning

audience,

isn't

it?

The picture that will "bring a line "before the "box office without
forcing a pu"blicity campaign. It's the picture with a name
"backed "by a favorite director and popular stars.
I'irst time you think of it, ask your wife or your
mother,
if she has read "Lavender and Old Lace."
Ask her too,
if she's going to see the photoplay of that famous story when
it appears locally.
Millions of women-- and men too-- have
laughed and wept with the white haired sweetheart of Myrtle
Reed's wonderful love epic.
The "book went into forty editions.
You'll find it is known and loved in nearly every home in
America.
- There's your audience!
national

Renco gave "Lavender and Old
reputation, Lloyd Ingraham.

Renco also gave this picture a real
Marguerite Snow,
Seena Owen, Victor
Lames Corrigan and Lillian Elliott.
photoplay throngs know them.
"Lavender
one

of

the

and

Old

"big pictures

of

Lace"
the

Lace" to a director of
His name is enough.
"all star" cast Potel, -Louis Bennison,
You know them and the

means

packed

houses.

It's

year.

President ,
REECO
New
223

York
West

address:
52nd St.

Telephone :
Circle: 4205
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GENTLEMAN

ACHMED
i\BDULLAH
produced by JJugo Jiallin Pmducttons, Inc.

aiiisfic
genius
of l-luqo inq
'ballof
in, human
coupled
uuithe his
infinite
understand
nature, has cieated o picture as true as it is
beautiful ; — a thing uuhich compels by its
Uery simplicitij.
perfectly balanced cast qiues a most Inteliqenr
I
interpretation
of /tchmed Abdullah's
fascinatinq
story.

W.¥. HODIQNSON CORPORmON
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkOty
DistribuOng through PATHf Eahangtjncerpanacd
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DMmSON
Sl-drrin5

Esn;

JOSEPH
SAM

DE
A

PAUL
SCADDONT
WITH
A POVERPUL CAST INCLUDING

KILCOUR,
CRASSE

Picture

HOUGH

With

MADGUEDITE

ARNOLD
Unlimited

Your patrons know Paul Scardon as one
of the greatest directors of the present
day: Emerson Hough's name is known
wherever the printed word is circulated:
the cast seen in Miss Barriscale's support is as strong a one as has ever been
assembled for a single production.

DE

GREGG,
Exploitation
And

LA

LLOYD

MOTTE,
BACON.

Possibilities

so you see that whatever we tell

you— and you in turntellyourpatrons,—
about this really great production must
be true. It's a picture on which you
can 'go the limit',— both in exploitation
and in advertising. It's a sure-fire
money-maker for you.

Distributed by
W.HODKINSON CORPOMnON
527 Fi/th Avenue. New YorkOty
thru PATHS Ijcchange.hc
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Radio

Mat- Slide

'

50 Radio- Mats

MAr

121 W,

Are

:

MINN.
-Exhibitors
Theatre
Co., Ii^e.
II
-Rialto Theatre
SupplySupply
Co.
-United Theatre Equipment Corp.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
-Southern
Theatre Equipment Go.
-George Vivirito.
-Beseler Lantern Slide Co.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
-CrovFU Motion Picture Supplies
-Herbert & Huesgen Co.
-Hovi'ells Cine Equipment Co., Inc.
-Independent
-F. B. Porter. Movie Supply Co.
-The Capitol Supply Co.
-United Theatre Equipment Corp.
Theatre Equipment Corp.
OKLAHOMA CY, OKLA.- -United
-Omaha Film Exchange.
OMAHA,
ftl NEB.
II
-United Theatre Equipment Corp.
PITTSBURG, PA.
-Hollis, Smith, Morton Co., Inc.
-Southern Film & Supply Co.
PINE BLUFF, ARK.
PORTLAND, ME.
-Pine Tree State Amusement Ent.
-General Supply Repair Co.
PORTLAND, ORE.
-Service Film & Supply Co.
-Empire Film Co.
PULASKI, N. Y.
-Chas. E. Mason.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Argus Enterprises, Inc.
SALT LAKE CY, UTAH.- -The
-Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co.
-Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
ST. ft
LOUIS, MO.
it,
-St. Louis Supply Co.
Educational Film Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.- -Atlas
-The
Argus
Enterprises,
i
-Breck Photoplay
Supply Inc.
Go.
-Edward M. Kemp.
-G. A. Metcalfe.
-Walter
G. Preddav.
-G. A. Metcalfe.
SEATTLE, WASH.
-Western Theatre Equipment Co.
-Spokane Theatre Supply Co.
SPOKANE,
tt WASH.
tt
-John W. Graham & Co.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. -Geo, Limboeker.
TERRE HAUTE, IND. -Lyric Film Supply Co.
-Peerless Film Supply Co.
TOLEDO, OHIO.

-The Theatre Supply Co., Inc.
-Albany Theatre Supply Co.
-Lucas Theatre Supply Co.
-Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
-Auburn Theatrical Supply Co.
-W estern Theatre Equipment Co.
-Ralph Harris & Go.
-Becker Theatre Supply Co.
-Exhibitors Supply Co.
-Exhibitors Supply. Co., Inc.
-United Theatre Equipment Corp.
-Movie Supply Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
-The Argus Enterprises, Inc.
-Dwyer Bros. & Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-The
Enterprises,
-UnitedArgus
Theatre
EquipmentInc.
Corp. '
COLUMBUS, S. C.
-Carolina Theatre Supply Co.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
-American Theatre Equipment C.
DALLAS, TEXAS.
-H. K. Barnett, Theatre Supply Co.
-Lucas Theatre Supply Co.
-Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
-R. D. Thrash Theatre Equipment Co.
-J. E. Thornton Co.
DANVILLE, VA.
DENVER, COL.
-The Argus Enterprises, Inc.
-The Denver Theatre Supply Co.
DES MOINES, IOWA.
-The Argus Enterprises, Inc.
-Des Moines Film Supply Co.
DETROIT, MICH.
-Michigan Motion Picture Supply Co.
-United Theatre Equipment Corp.
DULUTH, MINN.
-National Equipment Co.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
-Consolidated Film & Supply Co.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. -Michigan Motion Picture Supply Co.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. -Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
-Kansas City Machine & Supply Co., Inc.
-Charles M. Stebbins Picture Supply Co.
-Yale Theatre Supply Co.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. -The Argus Enterprises, Inc.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
-Carrell Film & Supply Co.
MILWAUKEE, WIS
-Exhibitors Supply Co.. Inc.
-The Ray Smith Co.
-Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co.
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AKRON, OHIO
ALBANY, N. Y.
ATLANTA, GA.
AUBURN, N. Y.
BILLINGS, MONT.
BOSTON, MASS.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Ask for Sample

Slide

^RADIO SLIDES TYPED DAILY. --For]
Exhibitors' Announcements
Live Individual Advertising
Special Sales-Prize Contests
Catch Lines and Daily Talks
Screen "Extras"of Big Events
Local News and Social Calendar
Benefits & Charity Performances
Pighting Unfair Legislation
Churches — Schools — Y.M.C.A.
Bits of Humor-Press Paragraphs
Popular Song Chorus & Jokes
j
Sports & Election Returns, Et

Xmas

Radio-Mat

Your

\^\(
PATENTED/

$2.

Take
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Exhibitors

must

get this fact —

The

trade must

get this fact —

The

stars must

Front

rank

get this fact^ —

directors

must

get this fact —

I

THE

BIG

FIVE

will have

PRODUCTIONS

the capital and experienced

management

to

PRODUCE

most

or

ACQUIRE

of the biggest productions

the market

for the coming

on

year.

Arrangements i^'ill soon f^rriml of detailed
aiinoiiiieeiiients.

THE

BIG

FIVH

PRODUCTIONS.

s

D e c e m b e r 25, i g 2 o
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The Prosecuting Attorney was relentless — a Crusher
Souls whose one God was the God Success — She Was
Circumstantial

Evidence

was

of Women's
Friendless —

Against Her — She Sealed Her

Shield Another — He Sent Her to the Penitentiary — And
He Fell Madly in Love With Her !

SUNDISE

PICTUDCS

Lips to
Then-

CODPOMION

prosonts
PEGGY

"Jh

HYLIND

PRICE
of SILENCE"
from the famous novel

"At

The Mercy of Tiberius
by Augusta J. Evans Wilson

A human interest story that bares the
soul and heart of a noble woman under the
most trying circumstances. Swift, clean and
replete with tense dramatic moments.

An Independent Supers-Special that will
soon be the talk of the country because of its
beauty and unusual theme.
To be sold on a State Right Basis with the
exception of Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey which will be distributed by
Sunrise Exchange.
FOR

QUICK

ACTION

WIRE

OR

WRITE
Sunrise Pictures Spread

llinimiiiiiiiiiiiill
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"WEST

CORPORATI
OIV
SUNKISB^^^PICTURES
ll
4.2tvd ST.
NEW

I(aijs o^Happiness
(
^iioiiiiiiil

TORK

CITY

A

Profit-Present

for

Offered

Mayflower

by

Photoplay

Two

Allan

"Soldiers

Dwan
of

Christmas

Corporation

Productions

Fortune"

and

"Luck of the Irish" — also a
Chautard
Picture
the
"Mystery
of the Yellow
Room" — and a Charles
Miller

Offering,

"The

of the Yukon" —
Law
besides
an
R.
A.
Walsh

Production,

"The Deep Purple"
— All released by
Realart.
First
will

National

supply

following:
Allan

—
—

the

the

Three

Dwan

Pro-

ductions— "A

Splen-

did Hazard,"
"In

And

Heart

and

**The

A

Sidney
Sylvia

featuring

Henry

of a Fool,"

Scoffer"
A.

with

also

Franklin

Breamer

B.

Walthal —

James

Kirkwood

featuring

Kirkwood

Production
in

the

title

featuring
role.

Wid's; News;
Trade Review;

''NI

C

World and Harrison's
PRAISED

c41ma inRubens'^^r"
DANIEL CARSON
GOODMAN'S
C
2 -Reel
ART Features
ER'
A PRIZE '^
OFFERING

A 6-Reel Feature
Extraordinary

CC1V.1KG!

COMING!'

Gail Kane

Marguerite
Namara

30,000,000
People Are
Waiting for
Aristocrat
of Serials

1 By Arthur B. Reeve
^
the King of
^Kv, Authors

An
All -Star Cast
In This Master Serial
COMING!

y9

^^IFSITDER:

J. Robert Pauline

Paul Panzer

Peggy MacMillan
Shanor
Violet
Violet Mersereau

Maine

Wherever
You

Go—
A

Pioneer
Exchange

CORP.
FILM
PIONEER
A. E. LEFCOURT, Pres.
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WEST
NEW

46th

STREET

YORK

to

California
A
Pioneer
Exchange
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EDDIE

LYONS

UNIVERSAL
"Everything
"La

La

But

SPECIAL

LEE

ATTRACTIONS

the Truth"

Lucille

'*A Shocking

MORAN

Night"

"Once

a Plumber

"Fixed

by George

'

Picture

Newt

D c'c c m b er 2 5 , i q 2 o

Wkitman

Bennett

Productions

mean

Interesting,
Expertly)

Lionel

Intelligent

Acted

and

Photodramas

Artistically

Barrymore

Presented

Star

Series

and

Exceptional

Direction

Scenarios
DOROTHY

03)

Kennetn

Webb

by

Art

FARNUM

Distributed

by

Wkitman
537 Riverdale

W.

"Specials"

O.

First

Bennett

ROY

Studio

WEBB

National

Studios

AS)e., Yonkers,

HURST,

Direction

N.

Y.

Manager

by
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W. C. Sears, Lyric Theatre, Boonville, Mo.
"I certainly believe the First National franchise is the
best
buy ANOTHER
I have everREASON
made inWHY
regard to pictures." —
THATS

Attractions!

Making

Money

Special feature dramas and comedy productions that no exhibitor
can afford to overlook. Your audiences are watching for them and
they are 100 per cent patronage builders.

"Habit
A big fashion show and the dramatic story of a woman
who lived only for finery until —
with
Mildred Harris

"The
Scoffer"
A powerful drama of a man who defied God.
thrills and smashing scenes.
An

Allan

Dwan

Full of

Production

A Louis B. Mayer Special

yy
Presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation

"Unseen
Forces
The strangest love story ever screened — the unseen
forces that draw mate to mate.

"Love, Honor
and Behave'
A Big Special in 5 Riotous reels — more than a slapstick.
A

A Sidney A. Franklin Production
Presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation
Lionel

Sennett

Constance

Barrymore
in

"The Devirs Garden"
One of the most thrilling and powerful dramas of the
year and a Whitman Bennett special.

Mack

Production

Talmadge

in
''Dangerous Business"
Her most charming and peppiest comedy-drama.
Adapted by John Emerson- Anita Loos

"The
Punch
of the Irish"
A Henry Lehrman Comedy
and one that carries a punch in every foot.
2

Riotous Reels

First

2

National

"Toonerville's
A Fontaine

Fire Brigade"
Fox Comedy

The famous, cartoonist's characters in real life — ^not
animated cartoons — presented by Betzwood Film Company.

2

Rollicking Reels

Attractions

2

December

25, ipso

H. P. Thompson, Liberty Theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
" We are more than satisfied with our franchise. The
longer one looks at the franchise the better it looks. It
surely is a guarantee of good goods at honest prices.
There
are noREASON
poor First
ANOTHER
WHYNational pictures." — THATS
nh&rell

^^A

Great

bo a Franchise

Piece

eySiVMdl&S

of

Showmanship!^^

That's what Joseph M. Plunkett, managins
director of the New York Strand, says of

Neilan's

Marshall

M

"DINTY"

" Dinty is like a breath
distinctive, different.

Wesley

Barry

of clean, fresh air — wholesome,

" Our audiences were delighted with it. Its humor,
pathos, its fine touches struck home to everyone.

its

" It's a great piece of showmanship and a wonderful
audience picture — the kind that has practically a universal
appeal." — Joseph

M.

Scenario

A

Plunkett.

by
Marion
Photographed by David Kesson
Art Director, Ben Carre
First National

Fairfax

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave^ New York City
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H. Browning, Grand Theatre, Middleton, Conn.

" Through our First National franchise we are able to
offer our patrons a most comprehensive array of superspecial attractions r~THArS ANOTHER REASON
WHY
nhoroll

be

a Franchise

'^^"AA/hitman
L

I

o

everywhere

Bennett
jsr

presents
E

L

BARRY

G

r

eab

Lionel Hairv more s name alone will l)rin^ in the
crowds.
conceded to he one of the greatest actors of stage
or screen ; his characterization in this picture i'^ no
exception.
J If Dortrays the role of a man who goes through
the most astounding adventures.
Imagine a man attending his own fimeral.
Imagine him mourned as dead by one widow and
claimed as her husband by another when he reall\
is married to a third.
\\ hat a marital mix-up — a veritable comedy of
errors !
'

Pursued by a Dashing Widow, He Recalled That He Was Dead

December

2 ^, ig 2 o

W\ S. Butterfild, Bijou Theatrical Circuit, Mich.
" / consider the First ]\ationaI franchise for my chain
of
theatres good
business
ANOTHER
REASON
WHYinsurance policies." — THAT'S

nherell

bo a Franchiso

everyuibere

MOR

Qdven

Whitman Bennett's
vised production.
Adapted from
famous comedy.
Directed

A

personally

Arnold

by KENNEl

First National

H

tare

super-

Bennett's

WEBB.

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

But a Pretty Pair of Ankles Made Him Forget That He Was Dead
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?— Yes

!

The few words on the front cover of this issue tell practically the entire message we
would give the trade at this time.
We are indeed fortunate to be concerned with the one industry which will be least affected by the present period of economic stress— and which period, the most conservative authorities estimate, can only be of brief duration in the general business world.
There is some talk within our ranks, but, mostly, it's mere patter. It's the "somebody
told me that somebody said" kind of talk. It doesn't come from men of position or
authority. It doesn't come from men whose business takes all their time. It does
come from a few who perhaps profited easily in easy money time and who got to believe
that their sinecures would be permanent.
Any one who will stop long enough to do a little thinking will quit talking and follow
the optimistic good sense of Charles M. Schwab who says that all business needs is
"less waste and more work."
There are obvious reasons for the railroad situation, for the agricultural and retail
produce situation, for the general industrial situation, particularly with those industries whose retail prices soared highest and whose manufacturing end was most affected
by war conditions.
These basic causes of disturbance do not apply — at least not in the same deep and broad
measures — to the motion picture industry. Whatever we feel of business depression
will be largely a reflection of the general one. And it can only be a mild reflection, because we deal in a commodity called amusement, one that people want in good times
and bad, and one they will always want — but on a satisfactory basis of appeal and price.
We have nothing to fear from without. It is only our own mistakes made within, that
we need worry about. It is our own inner war, not the waste of the world war whose
consequences we have to fear.
The automobile industry, whose course we parallel so closely, had its worst year in
good times. It wasn't that people stopped buying cars; it was because the industry
got honey-combed through the waste and weakness of its own economic mistakes.
What we need to guard against is:
(a) the belief that this is an easy-money, get-rich-quick business in which luck
plus incompetency can win out.
(b) The belief that the picture-going public has less intelligence than the makers
of the pictures.
(c) The constant tendency to take the short cut to commercial success instead of
the long straight course of economic clarity and safety.
(d) A reliance upon vanity, egotism, jealousy, instead of business sense and experience.
These false timbers only will shake this industry.
We have nothing else to fear.
The good house this year will pack them in; the good picture will get the money; the
concern founded upon sound principles oi economy will prosper.
This year — and next— and next.

Zukor

s

Nineteen

Twenty

a

Busy

One

In More Ways Than One He Had His Hands FullJuggling Millions Like Flash-Backs in a Sennett Comedy

surely have to admit that
building activities, interests in producYou
1921 Outlook Startles '
tions for the speaking stage, foreign
Adolph Zukor had a pretty
expansion on a mammoth scale, and appointments, aptough year. One-half of his time was spent in
dodging the brickbats and cabbages of those who declared
pointments, appointments. Seems to us, looking over the
record that at 485 Fifth Avenue they must count that day
he was trying to gobble up the whole blamed picture universe; the other half was occupied in putting over move
lost that doesn't find someone appointed to something or
after move which indicated that in finances and mental
other, someone signing contracts to do this or that, someability he could gobble o& a gosh hanged big chunk if he
one sailing for London to assume charge of more or less.
Memory is fleeting in the
seems possible at this writing to travel back to the moment when Adolph Zukor was the target for all and sundry. But the trip might be worth while, if for no other
reason than to note how little anyone seems to be worrying about the octopus as Nineteen Twenty-One dawns.
A fairly hot argmnent can be worked up by asking any
film man whether he thinks there are panic times ahead
and what effect they yvill have on the picture business. A
small town exhibitor will scorch around the collar if you
ask him his opinion on the current year's rentals. You
can even get some discussion going on thoee dryest of
picked bones — censorship and taxation..^
But — mention tlie " Trust," revile
Octopus."
And you get a blank stare. Somebody takes pity on you
and changes the conversational subject.
In which, mayhap, there is a lesson for those of us inclined tobecome over-excited concerning the " problem "
of the moment, to forget that it is a great big business;
that the only certainty is that it is, and will be. and always
be a great big business. 'Spite Hell and Taxes."^ \\ \
Yes, Adolph Zukor and Famous Players-Lasky have
had a busy year. We have a record before us crowded

And
the week
must froraTjOndon
be ll^ven dayto waste
someone
returning
tell usthat
all doesn't
about it.see
We can well imagine Mr. Zukor sitting at his desk some
morning and pressing the buzzer. " Send the Third Assistant General Manager in," he says. There ain't
none," responds the boy. '* He wae promoted to Supervising Director of Analytical Exhilntor Aid yesterday."
" Send the man in charge over at Long Island," tries Mr.
Zukor. " Do you mean the Managing Editor, the Chief
of Production, the Special Representative of the Production Department, or just the Studio General Manager?
counters the boy. " AiivImiw. an¥<me|pu want sailed for
London yesterday."
11111111111^' I
A year that has seen Humoresque, " Don't Change
Your Wife," " On Witli the Dance," Male and Female "
and Something to Think About " has been a production
year well spent- A year that has seen the signing of contracts, to write original screen stories by Sir Gilbert
Parker, Henry Arthur Jones, EdwiU-d Knoblock, Avery
Hopwood, Sir James Barrie. E. Phillips Oppenheim, and
Elinor Glyu is^rf|||l|iaiBit&possibilities for Nineteen
Twent
y On^illlinillllllll/
Nineteen Twenty, it must also he recorded, has also seen
the initial production steps on the first of the all star — or

with single spaced typewriting to record doings and V^' super-star," according to the publicity departmentevents. But in our own private counsels we like to think
pictures. This is to be;.XThe Affairs of Anatole," a vehithat the biggest achievement of Nineteen Twenty is the
cle that, in tlie hand«r of Cecil DeMille. should offer an unusual opportunity to give the new policy a flying start.
one that will not bear fruit until jyiaete*^ Twenty-One —
All tliroi:gli the Famous Players-Lasky record we find
the all star stock company poli^5^^>\^'^^l^{^
What this will mean to the moti^ pifeYiirc can only be
"* millions " and more and more mention of millions. We
forget, as bad are we at mathematics, just how many
determined by those artistes who are called upon to contribute toits fulfillment. What it can mean ig unlimited;
millions — n^aybe it's billions for all we know — that the
English organization is custodian for; we find a three
what it will mean is forecast in no small degree by the unselfish enthusiasm with which they wqIc
inillion dollar figure to represent the Famous Players in
India; the news colmnns tell of a Canadian branch spendLasky's announcement.
g millions on theatres from coast to coast; Los Angeles
No wonder Adolph Zukor looked forward,"^
M big pities in the United States are seeing the
cent arrival in Los Angeles, to pictures that would
full year on Broadway.
l^l^ion dollar palaces; million dollar office buildIt's an eventful and complex history, that Nineteen
Twenty Famous Players calendar. Though the right hand
knows not always what the left is doing in such
cases, we find blended in the mixture theatre

92

ings;^ niilijmis, milKons. millions. Even,' corner on the
globe has its Famfeus Players million.
And. let us say it
Jlk
with bated bream, every million has been placed
so that it is pregnant in amazing possibilities.
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Is

There

a

Franchise

Everywhere?

We'll Say It Looks That Way as Nineteen Twenty Draws to a
Close — Apostle of the Independent — Exhibitor or Producer
The Faith
all have our own peculiar
*' impressionistic " pictures of
men and organizations. To the writer, for example, the mention of Teddy Roosevelt always created a
vibrant picture of a bull elephant charging headlong
through shrubbery and iindergrowth. A madly careening
animal, achieving his object at all times; right at times,
wrong at others, but by brute force and strength of personality always smashing forward to the target.
It takes a real character and ability of the unusual
order to create these mental wash drawings. The colorWE

less on the highway of life leave no touch on memory's
tablets.
J. D. Williams is one of the film men who always registers adefinite, concrete picture with us. He is The
Eternal Optimist; the personification of Faith, belief in
his objects and ideals, hewing straight to the line, unswerving; and, it has seemed to us, making that FAITH
get him there even when other means fail.

when did he first start impressing on
us the necessity of encouraging the
ambitious independent?
Oh, not more than seven years

Healer

or so ago. He's kept right at it ever since.
The important part of it all is that First National's
support of the independent has not been merely the word
of mouth sort that finds its birth and resting book in the
press
scrap book — it has been the cold, hard, solid
talk ofagent's
real money.
It isn't so long ago — is it, boys? — when a lot of us
thought First National was crazy ^vdth the heat whenever
we heard of a new price they had paid for a picture or
guaranteed to a producer. Didn't that first Talmadge
contract sound like a riot? And look at the second!
For Nineteen

Twenty-One

First National aims to

or two with him the other day. And the " J. D." we discussed Australian conditions with almost a decade ago is

" carry on." The words " franchise " and " independent " have been set in seventy-two point and tacked on
the wall. And for a holiday gift they are going to give
us " Passion " — on the success of which not a few wise
sharps are predicting there will follow the lifting of the
on so-called costume pictures.
And — who knows? Chaplin may come through any
day with that next First National production. Would it

tlie same " J. D." who was selling us the independent
producer this week.

be mean to call it Chaplin's 1920-21 release? Let's see —
"Chaplin?"
Who is he?

That's saying a great big bound volume of wisdom!
We might as well say right here that J. D. Williams
typifies First National — and the type of First National
men we have met in Harry Scwalbe, Robert Liebers, Col.

" J. D.," we figured, through franchise holders, should
be in pretty close touch with conditions throughout the
country and their possibilities as affecting the motion
picture. So ^\ e asked him to be real serious in discussing
the outlook for our readers. Even that couldn't curb his
optimism.
Here are his words:

We first met
J. D." some seven year? or so ago; we
met him at the birth of First National; we passed a wor

Robert Le\^' and others of their calibre.
The names are^
-^.^
interchangeable and interlocked in our minds.
Nineteen Twenty has seen the fullest development of
those things to which The Eternal Optimist has given hi?
Faith. The reaching out of the franchise system until
its hand touches even that of the smallest exhibitor, aHtl
its pathway resembles the intertwinings of a railroad
map, are but the culminating stages in a dream that we
can well imagine having seen its inception long before

Nineteen Twenty dawned.
j^^a^^V^/^^*^^*"*^^
Faith is reaping its rewards ^^^^^^ ^ ^ Y-'^/^^^' 4*1^
, And the Faith of The Eternal Optimist inust/'olilis
as it looks upon the present day importan;be.io^the inde
pendent producer.
If J. D. Williamg has pr<^6hed one
sermon to us on the industry's debt to the independent
producer he has intoned nine hundred ^d ninety -nine.
If he has told us once what the industry owes to Marshall
Neilan, he has worn our ears out ^vith it. How often has
he told us to keep our eyes on T^Tiitman Bennett! What
a cocky personage he has been these last few
weeks over that new Schenck contract! And

C" h r X si m a s N it mb e r

•The present industrial and financial readjustment
going on in all lines of bu;siness wall undoubtedly be felt
by the motion picture industry. Such readjustment is
necessary and inevitable. It is positively essential that
the business of the industry settle down to a solid basis,
and that is exactly what is beginning to take place.
Legitimate production and exhibiting enterprises will
^enefit by the .^minatien/6f wild-cat schemes and defla'
oh of stock market bubbles. Good business will continue good.
" As for the future : Our executive board, reflecting the
sentiment of Associated First National Franchise holders03
in all territories, are of the opinion that the coming year
will see a crystallization of production, with the result
that there will be fewer and better pictures. The really
big picture — and by big picture is meant big entertainment value, not mere footage — will be more and more
popular and profitable than ever. Associated
First National views the future with optimism."
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Over

Bank''
the
to
Hill
the
Nineteen Twenty Saw " The Showman's " Organization
Setting New Records — And More Big Ones Are to Come

for

Fox

William Fox is himself the epitome
Making Broadway Buzz
men sat around a table
THREE
at the Astor Hotel, some time
of ceaseless energy; and his corporations Nineteen Twenty record is the realization of that
Their faces were long,
along about last Spring.
Crocodile tears streaked their faces.
their voices glum.
energy. Fox did not " just release pictures " during Nineteen Twenty. In addition to the achievements discussed
Verily, it was a mourner's bench.
by our conversational experts quoted above we find the
" Poor Bill Fox," said Moaner Number One. " He's
spending his bankroll making expensive pictures and not
Fox year beginning with the erection of his monster homeoffice and studio building in New York City, and we see
a single star in any of them.
Poor Bill Fox."
Nineteen Twenty closing on the completion of a plan of
" Yeah ! " chimed in Number Two. " I hear he's s
reorganization and expansion at the Fox West Coast stuaway over a hundred thousand on a picture called ' While
dios calling for the expenditure of a million dollars.
New York Sleeps ' and there ain't a star in the whole cast.
Recent
days in Nineteen Twenty also saw the first birthNot a single one. Poor Bill Fox."
" That ain't all," adds Number Three. " Fellow told
day of the Fox News, and we'll grant that the initial anniversary of a youngster who stepped along as fast as the
tpe about a picture he's spent weeks on that's based on an
Fox News is worthy a place on the records.
old poem. No story, no star, nawthin'. Just some dusty
In fact. Fox seems to have been anxious to make Nineold poem. ' Over the Hill to the Poorhouse,' I think it's
called."
teen Twenty a year of " firsts." \^'e find on the records
WMi
^r^f^f
the production of his first serial, '' Bride 13 " and eviPoor Bill Fox!
The same three men met in the Astor just a dity
dently a success at the initial attempt, for the close of
ago. Talking millions, as usual; advising all and sundry,
Nineteen Twentv' brings us another Fox serial, " Fanas always. Discussing daily the how and why of the
tomas," American-made.
business.
Then Fox defied the critics and tlie carpers by deciding
to
take Pearl White from the ranks of the serial and preBill Fox has the right idea," said Number One. " The
story! Showmanship! Those are the big things. Rats
sent her in photoplays of feature length — assuredly a radwith the idea of two thousand a week stars and piker
ical move. But if we are to believe the reports, "* The
vehicles. I said all along — give me the story and the
\^liite Moll '' answered Fox affirmatively.
Four new stars appeared under the Fox banner during
director."
y V 7^
the
twelve mouth period, Eileen Percy, Buck Jones,
''You bet," chimes in Number Two.'^ v Look at that
Louise Lovely and Clyde Cook. The year for the
■ While New York Sleeps,' one of the big hits of the year.
A story! A showman's title and theme! A production!
specials started with a success in William Farnum's " If I
^ eve King," so we can look forward with fair optimism
Bill Fox musta heard me tsilkin' cause them's been my
to its closing the same way when the hoUday season brings
sentiments all along."
• 7>
*' Blind Wives,"
from the Edward
" Yes," adds Number Three.
" See what ' Over the
Knoblock play
Hill IS doing.
And no stars needed, no fifty thousanc(\(v^^' Milady's Dress
dollar story from a Broadway hit. Just a sure-fire theme vf^^land they do say that the Fox Foreign Department is
that any good showman coulda seen would be a knockout cutting quite a swathe this blithesome year of Nineteen
from the word ' Go.' We three knew that all along. But Twenty. Its present head, Sydney Abel, was trained for
Bill Fox has the luck and the money to put it over^Lucky <^he post abroad,
stiff! "
^1^^
^^But it is the Bill Fox, of Broadway, New York, who has
So it goes. We might be willing to tell you that
tiat^roese
^rtled the natives. The poor Bill Fox, who was going to
conversations are mythical; yet, we might add that thei
the big Fall season with nothing but starless pioJust tiling of his nerve!
Someone told him just
are not so imaginary as you would suppose. But, at an^
rate, they tell our story. Tell it completely, and in quick
Over the Hill " opened, " It's a good pictiu-e foi
flashes; that he who runs may read. Nineteen Nineteen,
folk, but don't attempt it on Broadway." Just
think of hoHe poor Bill Fox stepped right forward to ptfl
Nineteen Twenty, Nineteen Twenty-One — you'll find Wilhis head in ttie noose.
liam Fox always the showman; doing things that none
else dares do, yet the accomplishments that everyone says
Yes, just* think. And of the results — '* \^Tiile Nev
York Sleeps " the first picture to play simultaneously a
' Anybody could do ' after they have been demonstrated.
And isn't that the secret and the definition of
two Broadway houses, " Over the Hill " roundui'^
the fifteenth week.
Poor, poor. Bill Fox!
Showmanship — Simplicity and Direct Appeal?
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''Foolish
Wives
' 'Outside
the
Universal's Nineteen Twenty a Year of Big Specials
and Healthy Foreign Expansion — 1921 Opens Brightly

Law'7

is being produced, we are interested
' Universal Without Powers!
ambitious reporter for the
recently
Yokohama Yoke
to a share in seeing the completed offering. But the major portion of our appetite is whetted
sought to interview Carl Laemmle on his retiurn
from Europe. The scribe probably scented the approach
for the exploitation. R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of
Universal,
bears a well-earned reputation as promotion
hand
day
ber
flour
and he knew that offNum
of a Holi
ishes on general business conditions, the outlook for the
wizard — an artist in dressing every attraction so that it
brings the ultimate cent for producer and exhibitor. So
future and the reasons for the past — if any — always made
good space filling copy.
why shouldn't our interest be keen? Isn't it a spectacle
for the gods to see genius face to face with the job of its
" Mr. Laemmle," ventured the reporter as we hapcareer?
pened on the scene. " Do you believe that the present
tense economic situation, will, in its reflex periods, have
The dawn of Nineteen Twenty-One finds a different
Universal Company in one important respect. No longer
a reactionary effect upon the motion picture business? "
do we say, " Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane, and P. A.
Mr. Laemmle hesitated. Finally, " Yes," he said. " I
Powers." For April 16th of the year Nineteen Twenty
think you're right, Eric Von Stroheim is a great director.
saw the resignation of Pat Powers as treasurer and the
A master! "
purchase
of his stock interest by Laemmle and Cochrane.
The interviewer tried again, " Reading between the
Thus does time fly; thus do conditions canter.
lines of the last Federal Reserve Board report, and taking
into account depreciated currency values in their relation
" The Virgin of StambouL" The Great Air Robbery,"
to the excess profits tax, do you feel that there is danger
" The Devil's Pass Key," *' Once to Every Woman "

AN

for American films in foreign markets? "
A wrinkle on the Laemmle brow. You have stated
it with remarkable clearness," he replies. " ' Foolish
Wives ' will gross over a million dollars. I know it will.
I know why it will."
" Will the unemployment crisis have an adverse effect
on travel in side-door Pullmans? " counters the Yokohama Yoke.
" ' Foolish Wives,' " says Mr. Laemmle, " will show you
a Monte Carlo scene that is a knockout. I felt it over in
Europe.
It is terrific."
The very thought forces him to take the interviewing
reins in his own hands. " ' Foolish Wives,' " he goes on,
" is a picture that will ride rough-shod over economical
conditions. Nothing will stand in its way during Nineteen
Twenty-One. Every gun in the Universal artillery, exploitation, advertising, presentation and sales will be put
behind ' Foolish Wives ' — so watch for it."
From all of which you might gather that Carl Laemmle,
at this writing, hasn't much time or thought for anything
other than " Foolish Wives." You're pretty nearly right.
A few moments of each Universal hour must be checked
off to " Outside the Law," the big Priscilla Dean-Tod
Browning special that will start Nineteen Twenty-One.
Then give the balance of the sixty minutes — both waking
and sleeping hours — to " Foolish Wives."
We know of few scheduled events for Nineteen TwentyOne to which we are looking forward with greater interest
than the presentation and exploitation of " Foolish
Wives."
Our interest is divided. Naturally,
knowing the elaborate scale on which the picture
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and *' Shipwrecked Among Cannibals " stand forth as the
Universal achievements of the year in a production way.
The first mentioned on this list gave us a taste of the exploitation we may expect to witness on " Outside the
Law " and " Foolish Wives." So prepare for cymbals.
Glancing over the record we find that no mean part of
the Universal year has been expended in the direction of
foreign expansion. We find such items as, " Carl
Laemmle sails for Europe," " George Kann, export manager, sails for Europe," " J. V. Bryson leaves for Australia," Sociedad
"
Something-or-Other secures contracts
for distribution of Universal product in Argentine,
Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Uraguay, and Paraguay," " Film
Booking Office, Ltd., of London, arranges to distribute
Universal production in Great Britain," " Cinematograph Who's This signs to book Universal product in
Spain and Portugal," " On completion of establishment
of Universal offices in Australia, James Bryson goes to
New Zealand," Philip Paerl to distribute for Universal
in Holland," *' Universal will produce in Germany for
distribution through Europe," and so on, etcetera, otherwise, and as it were.
Truly, the war is over for Universal, and The League
of Nations a signed and sealed pact. Kamchatka, Patagonia, and Liberia are still said to be open territories, but
a hustling representative from 1600 Broadway is on his
'way to those points now. However, we wish to deny the
rumor that, in addition to his task of arranging Universal
distribution, this representative is charged with the job
of finding locations for the next Von Stroheim
picture.
These have already been selected.
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Which Only Confirms the Industry's Opinion of Paul Brunet
and Pathe's Outlook on Threshold of Nineteen Twenty-One

W

E have a good friend who has
been with Pathe since the

Filmland' s Clearing' House

days when we had to travel to the wilds of Jersey

" Exhibitors in some sections have
been more or less hard hit, but basing

my opinion upon nation-wide reports there is no necessity for a feeling of panic and it is almost a certainty that

City whenever we wanted to say " Howdy ! " to him.
That's traveling some — ^Jersey City; and that's traveling*
back some when you allow memory to roam to tlie time
when the home office address was
Congress Street,
Jersey City."
" Backward, turn backward, oh, time
member when Pathe withdrew from General Film and we
Poor Pathe.
used to gather in corners and mourn : " 'Stoo bad. Nice
Poor Pathe!
company; nice fellows,
think, quitting General Film
OutRe
Mocking Gibraltar! Just
into the cold, cold world."
Well, to get away from the laugh that history has recorded, and back to our subject, this friend of ours has
been with Pathe since the beginnings, seen adminstrations
come and administrations go, brainy men take up the
reins and brainy men lay them down. He is a tacit
individual. His confidences are rare. But the other
in a burst of loyal enthusiasm he broke forth

1

United States is basically too sound to allow
IIH^The
conclitions to become serious, wlxile the big business men
of the country are handling ajl^f s with remarkable judgment and foresight.
" Good pictures viill continue to fill
theatres — poor
pictures to keep them empty
^ e are now dealing \\-ith
a highly discriminatin public and unless we maintain a
,.
„s
pe
.i
ty that standard
discriminating
of release we cannot expect the
'^^g^
^^' Iter favorably to public
" One big point with regard to the future rises above
The negative cost must be reduced. While
others.
reduction is in order, the high standard of production
ust be maintained.
This can be accomplished bv
ucers through a keener regard for the value of the dollar.
to , " Waste must be eliminated, and eliminated immediately, ifproducers are to be enal)led to continue to compete against the continuance of the present economic conit all, the exhibitor will profit."
through
But, the
itions.
item we checked oS as first on the list
Remember

" Say, this man Brimet is the greatest executive Pathe
has ever had. He is one of the real constructive builders
of the industry. He knoAvs business, finance and Hepictures
He is broad of vision and a square she
ow.
<^'">'''
lll
lfl
lll
lUI
III
Quite a recommendatitm.
No man, yo
is a heroi
to his valet. Not every film executive is
his hirelings.
Few are the " bosses " who win loyalty ;; :
fewer those who appreciate it But Paul Brunet apparently registers clear focus on all counts.

Pathe " high-spots " during Nineteen Twenty-. Then
add this one: " The appointment of Elmer R. Pearson
And to the two blend this
as Director of Exchanges."
summing thought:
The
gro^vth
of the Features Sales
m
Department, which
the year did more than tvvdce as
Increase
So we are happy to record that at the head of the rost^^^much business as during Nineteen Nineteen.
of Pathe events during Nineteen Twenty we find : " The
in serial sales, a jiunp of virtually one hundred per cent.
election of Paul Brunet as President." And to present the
Those are the ultunates in a Pathe year crowded \\-ith
die-cut, straight-forward views he holds on Nineteen
activity. Mention must be made of the sweep to premier
Twenty conditions and the Nineteen Twenty-One outlook.
honors by Harold Llovd; the closing of contracts whereby
On two points he is emphatic. First, that exliibitors and
Pathe became the distributing agency for the product of
the industry need not fear the reaction of general busiAssociated Exhibitors and the StoU Film Corporation,
ness conditions; second, negative cost must be reduced.
with the renewal of the American and HodkinNegative cost! At last a film man^ has. 4l(ced.
^^n^ - together
and Paul Brunet's signing of Rudyard
contracts,
son
tionit.
a nmnber of stories for Pathe which will
ANTite
to
Kipling
V\vmW$M
be produced by Robert Brunton.
" We are now facing and have been confronted with,
for several months, a period of transition which has had
Patlie, we must also add, more than held its prestige as
a distributor of short subjects during Nineteen Twenty,
its influence upon industries of all description," declares
witli such releases as the Rolin comedies and other short
Mr. Brunet. Fortunately the motion pictiu-e industry
has been the last to feel the economic strain consequent
specials.
And who can close the book without lifting a glass in
upon the ending of the war and the beginning of the return to normal conditions. While it has been the last to
silent toast to the anniversary of the year — the tenth birthbe affected, it is also true that the motion picture
day of the Patlie News? — honoring
industry.
business will be the least affected of any industry.
meaning much to the motion pictiu-e a pioneer
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Didn'
Robertson-Cole Seemed " Too Good to Be True " —
Trying Business Ethics on the Picture Scramble

of

''Film

" Kismet " is with us now in all its
15th saw the first
S ' Stands for Sincerity
DECEMBER
birthday of the Robertsonglory. And these are only the highlights. Wonder what the man on the street thinks now?
Cole Distributing Corporation; December 31st ^
They are looking forward to Nineteen Twenty-One
finds the organization's o}vn twelve story ofiice building
with
clean and straight vision over at Robertson-Cole.
s
;
ne
er'
ncy
days are
thirty-o
Decemb
ready for occupa
A.
S.
Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general manager,
covered with new tales of the prowess of Kismet " ;
sizes up the situation this way :
any wonder that January 1st brings a real Happy New
*
" We can see nothing but continued prosperity for
Year?
We'll say there shouldn't be. If any orgahiz^on
those strong links in the industry's great chain which have
which we ever had anything to do ever spent twelve
been carefully and painstakingly made. If there is to be
failure it mil be on the part of the weaker links, and, in
months moving as swiftly, as consistently forward, as
this business, as in all others, the weaker links are those
Robertson-Cole has in Nineteen Twenty, we're frank
which have turned their backs on fair dealing in honest
enough to say we'd wear a new coat out patting ourselves
on the back.
Look at the record books. Ncav stars, big productions,
"A gooa product always sells readily. The merchant
Avidespread physical expansion, jotted down on every
with superior goods; the artist Mith a finer composition;
page. And, truth to tell, though the dawn of Nineteen
the professional man with greater ability; the motion
picture
company Avith a better product, are all sought
Twenty saw plenty of handwriting on the wall, it wasn't
many months before that time that a large portion of
out by a public which is ever seeking more complete satismotion picture opinion was wondering whether Robert
faction, and which always has the money with which to
son-Cole was going or coming.
Was it? Honest?
'Mr,' Vj^y it.
Bad years are only incidents in the life of an instituYes, the sidewalk film man couldn't see Robertson-tion of permanence. Firms which refuse to wonder what
Cole. It didn't seem to act as a picture organization
should. For one thing, it was able to be thrown for losses
the future holds, which work on steadily toward an ideal
at the start of the game and recover with redoubled
through good times and uncertain ones, are those which
strength. Another point, you never read lengthy intersucceed. In the present day of readjustment no uncerviews with the head of the organization in the trade
tainty, no clouds, no insurmountable obstacles appear for
the
organization
which moves forward with courage, true
papers. All in all, it didn't seem to be a regular " picto the principles of honest business conduct, and with
ture company. Seemed something like a good merchandising organization.
faith in the industry it serves. We know the public will
That was a handicap.
be amused. We know it will select the most entertaining
To the man on the street.
pictures which the market affords for its amusement. In
But, as we survey conditions this waning yeai
1^ these two principles we find an answer for all problems.
Nineteen Twenty, apparently not to exhibitors.
" The past, present and future of the motion picture
industry, we therefore feel, is irrevocably tied to the
Let's check off events as they crowd the Nineteen
question of a better product. The great rapidity with
Twenty Robertson-Cole calendar. Starting with January
which the motion picture map has changed since those
we find Mae Marsh signed; then the release of " The
few years ago when the first pictures were made is a tribBeloved Cheater," and here's Carpentier under contract
ute to the few who have kept their eyes ever ahead, and
as February starts. Otis Skinner's name went on the
a
justification
/of the principle that to stand still is to
dotted line in February. Dustin Farnum's followed as
March opened. " The Bottom of the World " and " The
^ to the statement that we consider
" Wliich brings
' ^ ' us
Fortune Teller " are among the pictures on the boards
perish.
the whole question of success in the picture business to
about this time. Sessue Hayakawa thought enough of the
rest on the fidelity and sincerity with which the producer,
outlook on March 28th to sign for four super-specials.
March also saw the decision to erect a home office builddistributor and exhibitor work together in giving the
public the best product which the present can supply.
ing. April's contracts brought Al Christie's " So Long
It is no longer a child-like public which we serve, but one
Letty " and Pauline Frederick's signature. First steps on
which watches the changes and improvements in pictures,
the erection of new studio buildings in Los Angeles are
and the art of picture making, as carefully as we
taken in July; September brings " The Stealers "
ourselves, and often with even keener eves.
and plans for more Cabanne specials, and
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In

Again;
Out
Again
—
Goldwyn
Here's the Phenomenal — A Film Producer Who Has Been
Praised by Prominent Authors — Looks Business; Acts Art

SOME several weeks ago, when
Samuel Goldwyn decided to head

" He Opened

the Resignations " column in the Nineteen Twenty
almanac, we registered a few personal impressions in the
course of " Personalities "; scarce a fortnight later, when
Samuel changed his mind, he was Snapshotted " by
W. A. J. To that extent is difficulty added to the task of
once more checking up events and discoursing thereon.
But there can be no thought that too much attention
is being given to " Goldwyn, of the Goldwyn Corporation." Activity has surely been that gentleman's keynote
during Nineteen Twenty; and, while considerable ten
point type has been used to comment on that activity,
there is importance in it that warrants placing the facts
down on the permanent twelve point record.
Mr. Goldwyn's chief diversion during Nineteen Twenty
has been the pursuit of the wary prominent author to his
uttermost lair. Trailed with grim persistence, tempted
with honey, one by one the proudest animals of wild and
woolly Authorland have succumbed. And, once captured,
they have found themselves treated to the fatted calf;
rendered himian by a freedom from restraint and a kindly
understanding they had not expected to find in the
dreaded confines of Screentown.
That's an achievement. Its performance shows Samuel
Goldwyn belying his appearance and the general impression ofhim. He conveys the picture of a hard-headed
mathematical business man. But such a character, having realized the importance of the author, would begin
and end his efforts with the offering of higher prices for
stories.

Goldwyn showed vision. He displayed an appreciation
of the quirks and turns in the mind of creative genius.
Some one has said that he seems to approach most problems with the finesse of a bull in a china closet; we hnow
that he didn't approach his literary lights that way. Instead, we can imagine him opening the door mde and
saying, " Walk in, gentlemen. Look around a little;
stick around a lot; if you Avant anything ring the bell; tell
the servants what to do. I'm chief butler myself."
It was such vision that gave us Eminent Authors, that
brought such personages as Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts
Rinehart and Gertrude Atherton mtliin studio portals;
that induced Booth Tarkiugton to write original two reel
comedies and features; that captured Maiu-ice Maeterlinck
and sent him cross-country to go to a studio school ; that
resulted in the recently published letter from Rex Beach
that goes on the records as a vibrant high-note of fealty
and loyalty. That's a copy in our scrap-book.
But Nineteen Twenty for Goldwyn did not use

ft
up
all
its
days
on
the
author.
We
the Door "
have just had a man check over the
has
year's
of s
The:
News and
the memorandum he
givfiles
en u
IRhere's
HIlin
" Founding of Goldwyfi,^"€tll."fn England, with
branches throughout the United Kingdom.
" Securing of controlling interest in Brav Pictures Cor-

Production of ' Earthbound,' one of the year's big
pictures. Enters Nineteen Twenty -One ^dth such productions as ' Madame X,' ' The Penalty." * The Branding
Iron,' • North Wind's Malice,' ' Godless Men.' ' Honest
Hutch,' etc. The developmenti^iWill Rogers as a popular star.
"fillip
" Increase of the Goldwyn Board of Directors by the
addition of R. R. M. Carpenter, George W. Davison,
Eugene Dupont, H. F. Dupont, E. V. R. Thayer, Albert
Wittenberg, Messmore Kendall, T. W. Haberman. Henry
Ittleson, and other important financial men."
Activity, to say the least. Strong in its hint to watch
the Nineteen Twenty-One development of such pregnant
possibilities. And as an intimation of the course those
events
willoftake
may year:
quote froin Samuel Goldwyn's
own view
the we
coming
" Nineteen Tw enty-One will be an epoch year in motion pictures," he thinks, because it will mark the culmination ofthe fusion between author, story and director.
The process of welding together all elements which go to
the making of a successful photoplay is a process which
has been going on since the beginning of the industry.-,
but chaos has passed and we can now see an orderly
development.
" We have reached the stage where w e can actually
see more than a day ahead f
" The original screen story ■\\t11 triumph during Nineteen Twenty-One. To me, the success of Eminent
Authors absolutely forecasts this. And the author and
director wdll find a common ground as they have not before in the fact of the direct creative contributions of
each to the screen.
" It was necessary that this should come about for today, we are catering as an entertainment to the best influences in American life, and to do that successfully we
must give them of the best.
" At
hold on
Rogers,
own.

the same time genuine stars will increase their
the pul)lic and natiu-alism, as exemplified by Will
for instance, will come more and more into its
Nineteen Twent}-One wall, therefore,

prove a valuable link between the old and new."
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Said

''Let's
Marcus—
to
Dick
And So the Deed Was Done — Coming of " The Foiu* Horsemen " Promises Metro a Big Nineteen Twenty-One Send-Off

Team"

Metro
with
Goldwyn, Paramount,
hesitate to say that the big
Frank to the Nth Degree '
event of Nineteen Twenty for
Selznick, World Film, Hallmark, TriMetro occurred the day that Richard A. Rowland
angle, Mutual and the General Film receiver? "
sat down at a table in the Claridge grill with Marcus Loew .
" Haven't heard a word about it," says Dick. " But
It may be the other way around. Mayhap the big day of
everybody knows my price. Sure it's a steep one. But
Marcus Loew's year was that on which he started to talk
if they'll pay it I'm ^villing. Send them around."
We can well believe the mimeograph which states that
turk
Rowland believes tliis to be the best Christmas that Metro
" with
j»|Worthwhile
Atey any
rateRow
it lan
mustd have
Dfeeni|g
a ^||
session
|li|||
eavesdropping on. Richard A. Rowland, as W. A. J. said
has ever had. Metro has been right up front in the production ofbig specials this year, under the supervision of
in " Snapshots " last week, is " the frankest man in the inMaxwell
Karger; it has moved wdth the fastest in signing
dustry." He's even that way in business. Which, we
imagine, disarms the man with whom he is dealing far
for the works of prominent authors and is building a real
more effectively than supposedly shrewd finesse. Marcus
creative story department under the eyes of Bayard
Loew is able to do business with a smile and an occasional
Veiller; Nazimova is still Nazimova.
flash of humor.
Nineteen Twenty-One opens up brightly \sdth " Polly
The opening guns must have been fired something like
with
a Past." Looming up in gigantic proportions behind
this:
it is " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." And on
" How's business, Dick? " asks Loew.
the horizon is the only Nazimova in " Aphrodite," the
" show " sensation of the last year.
" Rotten, thank you. We can make pictures ; we can
Good reason to be cheerful. One portion of the plum
sell them ; but it is costing gosh blamed big money to make
pudding
takes on unusual interest for us at this moment
them, and if the other fellows don't stop buying and
because
the
hard-boiled reviewer of the staff has just
building theatres it's going to be tough sledding selling
them. How is it with you? jl|||U|||)l_
strolled in as we ^virite these words and declared, " In Ina
" Oh, so-so. But if I only iWWS^Hu^red and sixty
Claire as she is seen in ' Polly with a past,' Constance
four more theatres it woidd be twice as so-so. Would go
Talmadge has a worthy rival."
get the money to build the theatres if I were sure of the
Yes, and he's so hard-boiled he makes reinforced concrete look like jelly.
source of supply."
Naturally you would expect Dick Rowland to be cheer" Speaking to me? " counters Dick.
ful as he surveys the outlook. He puts it in these words :
"Maybe."

WE

" Pay the price," speaks up Rowland.
" Settled ! " from Marcus. " Let's split the lunch check
and go see Mr. Morgan." j||K|il||l|f
^ It's haroto
1^
So are nations born and empires doomed.
figure just what percentage of reality there is in the above
conversation because you can never count on Dick Rowland. He's always original — and humorous in a frank,
refreshing way. There's oiily one point on which we
know him to run true to form without fail.
'^WiwU*
Every fourteen days in Broadway film history brings
new rumors of a merger. Out in the sticks exhibitors are
saved the painful tortures of these spasms. But on Times
Square they come as regular as the seven year itch and are
taken as seriously.
Which is saying something.
Well, the cardinal rule of the merger-rumor creator is
"Always mention Metro first." The facts don't matter;
rumors have only slight acquaintance with the facts, but
the axiom of the craft is " Mention Metro First." So off
to the Longacre Building trot the newsgatherers.

4

" Mr. Rowland," speaks up the reporter,
'* what have you to say about the merging of
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" It is well known that Metro as an organization is a
confirmed optimist. It has always clung to its faith in the
brightness of the future and even in darkest times has
refrained from joining any chorus of pessimism. This
faith, we believe, has carried us through the period of the
war and is carrying us now, through the era of reconstruction, with vision unimpaired, with hopes high and
Avitli an unshakeable confidence that 1921 will be a year
of unprecedented prosperity for everybody in our industry\. > )
" The year that is passing has seen the beginning of the
fruition of some of our most important plans. We have
successfully launched our campaign for bigger and better
pictures, and the quality of our output has convinced
exhibitors and public alike that when we announced this
innovation there was sincerity in our promise.
While we are experiencing an economic readjustment
that all thinking men had anticipated, the people are
meeting it with the spirit of cheerfulness and hope in the
future that demonstrates to the world those qualities which have made

us as a nation great."
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NineteenThe Realart
Twenty
Infant
Youngster Gave 's
a Lusty Yell, Upset
the Cradle and
Woke Up the Wliole House — Watch Nineteen Twenty-One

Prodigy

ed the
fellows."
Realart started the ball
JOHN WHOOZIS invent
Booking on "The Honor System
a;
cafeteri
Luke Floozy gave us
rolling when Arthiir Kane's name
the automatic Horace Hallroom discovered the
was on a desk in the Fifth Avenue offif ts. It didn't slip
a bit when Jack Woody stepped into the foregroimd.
" pay-as-you-enter ^rolley car — but it remained for Jack
And way in the background there is one of the quiet
Woody and Realart to give us the " play and pay afterworking, efficient, ^' business men " of the game — Morris
ward " picture plan. Which achievement, despite the
levity of our opening words, deserves its place in the
Kohn. Modest, retiring — ^you don't see much of him and
motion picture history.
you hear less — but every man who kno\vs him is a booster
Can you imagine the shade of the original General Film
and we've never met a " knocker."
Realart itself ranks high in its Nineteen Twenty record
exchange manager stamping into a small town exhibitor's
the
successful establishment of the star franchise system
theatre to dictate the day's terms and being met with this:
providing exhibitors with theatre rights to the entire list
" Get out of my box office. I'm playing on the ' honor
of thirt>'-six pictures without having to buy territorial
system ' today. Realart has given me a big special and
rights
or assume obligations respecting the marketing of
after the day's business is done I'm to pay them what I
the productions.
think it is worth. JFold up.jyQy, blackjack and take the

back door out."
|
f '-i
You can't quite picture the old line manager's face at
about this moment, can you? Nevertheless, you have
seen Realart announce a "play and pay" policy; you
have seen Realart put it over; and if some one tells you
that the " play and pay " was just cooked up for some
Mayflower specials and won't be heard of a^ain — whiM)er
^^'^y^
" -'^^^'^ see if it
to hin^yj^l^l^"^'
thought that
thi^' Watch
' play aha pay* expentnerit
doesnt turn up in Nineteen Twenty One as the germ and
inspiration of some radically new distribution plans —
real innovations."
You might, if your hat is a trifle large, cut that italic
paragraph out andj paste it in the hatband now; it will
help the fit — and make it easier for us when the orchestra
strikes up " I Told You So."
Realart only rates as an infant diu-ing Nineteen
Twenty; but Realart seems to us to have registered with
a pretty lusty voice during those twelve months. For one
thing they gave us several new stars, and our personal
thanks go down for having the pleasure of seeing Bebe
Daniels and Wanda Hawley in well-merited headline
positions.
It's a fairly healthy infant that can look forward to
Nineteen Twenty-One with plans for a total of thirty-six
productions. In addition to the stars on the roster, ^ese
are to include the marketing of the two William D. Taylor
specials, and if the Box Office Reports from exhibitors
mean anything Realart has turned a trick in its development of this producer.
^ ^
\^^^^!^
We can't extend ourselves to the^; exteiit of aP^ge on
Realart without taking advantage of the opportunity to
register an impression of admiration we have always held
towards a corporation that could so successfully

and continually link its name
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with " regular

" Sixty -four of the most prominent theatre circuits in
the country are holders of franchises," Jack Woody will
tell you mth a smile. And if you'll press him for his
opinion regarding the Realart prospects for Nineteen
TAventy-One he'll add:
" Realart is better sold right now on this season's product than it was last February on its 1919-20 output. Does
answer your question regarding my opinion of the
present conditions in the industry?
" And Realart Avill be better sold next September on its
1921-1922 season than it now is on it? present season.
Does that answer your question regarding my opinion of
the outlook?
^ *' Fm talking in terms of motion pictiu-es, not of steel
or calico, or butter and eggs. The motion picture business next year will be what we make it. and Realart. 1
can guarantee, will make it the banner year of its career.
*' We have but one ambition : To produce pictures
which average materially better than those of our most
progressive competitors and to supply them to the exhibitor at prices which will permit us both to make an
honest profit.
" That's the big thing which Realart nill carry out in
You can't tag the " Amen " on to a page about Realart
without a word about the contributions to trade paper
advertising
history made by this organization diu-ing
192L"
Nineteen Twenty. The *' boys around New York " who
watch these things with critical and occasionally hypocritical eyes early in tlie year exhausted their stock of
id
All's " at the class of the insert advertising by Realart.
And as a trade's advertising reflects its standing in no
small degree — to that extent is there necessity for
double star " honor mark after Realart's name
on the industry's Nineteen Twent}' calendar.
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"Dead Men Tell No Tales," But Albert E. Smith and
Vitagraph Prove a Pioneer Can Still Sit in the Front Row

WE'VE met it on every page of
our own book. We've seen

The Collaborating

it at every turn and twist on Broadway. We've
crept up dark alleyit* and devious laues only to come face
to face with the dread message. We've sought the peaceful calm of green fields — and they have echoed the words.
We've travelled resounding cross-country rails and their
rhythmic jangle has thrummed the phrase. We've begged
for rest on green ocean waters, and the crashing waves
have chanted :
" Dead Men Tell No Tales! "
We've thought of descending the dank darkness
a
mine shaft; we've been tempted to ride the skies in an
aeroplane; wondered on the possibilities of Sahara's
desert wastes; trembled on the edge of the long, hard haul
into Labrador's ice; we've puzzled, and we've swore, but,
what's
the : use? We'll wager that anywhere we went we'd
learn that
" Dead Men Tell No Tales!
The other week or so there was a murder mystery in
Philadelphia. Two suspects were run down, captured,
and jailed. The girl wanted to send a message to her confederate urging him to maintain silence under the greatest
pressure. She scanned the pages of a magazine. (Wonder
if it was The News?) Her eyes brighten and she stops.
Her lip stick comes into play. Five words are underscored. Thev speak a whole story :
" Dead Men Tell No Tales! "
There's been no way of escaping it. We don't want to
say that " Dead Men Tell No Tales " sums up the Vitagraph Nineteen Twenty calendar, but we will say that the
slogan and the campaign it evoked showed Vitagraph ending the year in a blaze of glory. We say this, even knowing that there is a rumor that somewhere in the marsh
land of Louisiana there is a three year old pickanniny,
backward since birth, who has failed to read at least a
dozen times during the past month " Dead Men Tell No
Tales." You can't have everything. The " pick " is
every bit as much alone in his ignorance as he is blissful.
Vitagraph planted itself solidly on the " big special "
map during Nineteen Twenty, both in picttttes and in the

Wizard

There's also, " The Heart of Maryland," from David Belasco's play.
We've seen this on the screen once. And always regretted
the waste of a wonderful vehicle. Tickled now to see that
it is going to be made again — and made right. Being
filmed
Natchez, Mississippi, byToin Terriss — traveling
afar forat the
right settings.
T^U||j{ j

And we find in preparation, " The Son of Wallingford," the famous character in an entirely original creation for the screen by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
Chester.
,j
We'll say that Vitagraph seems all Set for the Nineteen
Twenty-One scramble. If the exploitation pace set by the
past
new
"
that

year's accomplishments is any criterion of what the
specials will receive — then prepare for smoke.
Dead Men Tell No Tales " wasn't the only Vitagraph
went over the top during Nineteen Twenty. Memory

t^lls us of " The Courage of Marge O'Doone," and
^iT'rumpet Island," two of the year's big winners. We
find Alice Joyce and Earle Williams in vehicles holding
their positions firm; a new star in Alice Calhoun, and
consistent product for Antonio Moreno and Corinne Griffith. And some of the best of the comedy bets.
We come to the question of serials. And pause. Because here there is one of the biggest mysteries of the business to us. We have noticed, " ' Hidden Dangers,' written
by Albert E. Smith and . . ." We have come across
" * The Invisible Hand,' written by Albert E. Smith and
• •<>
We have seen " ' The Veiled Mystery,' written by Albert E. Smith and . . ." Then there have
been " Smashing Barriers," " The Silent Avenger " and
" Fighting Fate," all wiitten by ' Albert E. Smith
and . . ." f^i
How does he do ftr
/////:
We've wondered, pondered and puzzled. Some bright
day we are going to take a week off from the weary grind
of listening to the press agents and journey to Flatbush.
There we are going to disguise ourselves as an outworn
" prop " and loiter in the neighborhood of Albert E.
Smith's sanctum. There we are going to discover for a
waiting world how Albert E. Smith, between the million

manner of exploiting them. We're here to add the fact^^^^d
details that like
we know engulf twixt
the executive
directing
jan organization
■>andi
i
-i thousand
i . • . the
' ' Vitagraph,
that on the best of information we can state that the sales
one problems of the day that we know he carries home to
books look just as cheerful as siurface appearances would
indicate. Christmas, Nineteen Twenty, should have every
unravel in sleeping hours, despite the six hundred and
ninety-four telephone calls and the three dozen trade
reason for being a merry, merry one for Vitagraph. s^^'
paper
nuisances who clutter each hour— can still find the
Let's look at Nineteen Twenty-One. We find at the^tSj^
of the list, " Black Beauty," just completed and ready for
moments to tiu'n to his collaborating. We believe he's
release. A well known story? A special? Expulling a double exposure trick on the clock and
getting forty-eight hours labor out of the day.
ploitation possibilities? Lordy, man, we'll say so.
i
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Hiram

Abrams—
'He
to
A Glance at the 1921
HoroscopeStuck
for United Artists
Sees Cheer Aplenty for the Stars' Own

a

Policy

Organization

at
Maybe a Chaplin Soon
the seer finds a Charlie Chaplain reANYONE who took one look
lease through United Artists fairly
'
Hiram Abrams
face should
feel certain that he is that sort of a fellow. Anyearly in Nineteen Twent}'-One.
Yes, " fairly early."
one who took a second look at that firm set jaw would
Startle you? Well, our star-gazer likes that attitude;
know it.
Anyone who shook hands with him would
it encourages him to go on somewhat to this effect : " ' The
feel it.
Kid ' isn't the only Chaplin picture practically ready for
the release charts. There are other Chaplins needing but
Yes, Hiram Abrams stands by his guns; he is the
a few weeks in the cutting room before they see the light
" sink or swim " type of chap who nevertheless manages
to be swimming all the time.
of day. A word to the wise is sufficient. Some one will
When the Big Four pulled out of the Distribution Terget ' The Kid '; some one else will get the other pictures.
minal Hiram Abrams laid down a rule which in effect
It's the toss of a coin either way — but there will be new
said, " No Through Trains." Transferred from a lame
Chaplins aplenty in Nineteen Twentv-One."
figure of speech to film English his declaration was —
We also see " 'Way Down East " as a United Artists'
attraction before Nineteen Twenty-One has passed the
" Every United Artists' production will be sold to the
exhibitor singly, on its own merits.
No stars series, no
half-mile mark; much earlier than most people imagin.

programs,
no duos,
trior nor quartettes."
That was
the announced
policy, and as ^^^^^"^^^^i^
Nineteen
Twenty-One dawns — give him credit — Hiram Abrams and
United Artists are still doing business at the old stand
and in the old way.
He stuck to a policy.
You ought to appreciate what that means in a business
where " policy " is still understood to mean a game of
chance.
You would appreciate it if you were one of the nine
hundred and ninety-nine trade paper editors who at one
time or anotlier suddenly received the inspiration, " For
this Holiday Edition I'll pid)lish a chronological table
showing the news events and announcements of the year.''
It's a great idea, brand new, original — the first time you
get it. Your enthusiasm lasts for about two days, imtil
you begin to check up the table and find it reading some-

We don't seem to mind how we prophesy; we're getting
up courage enough to almost feel like a \ry at the races.
Nevertheless, jot our tips down in yoiu- note-book, and
bear us in mind as you turn the pages of the calendar.
A day or so ago we asked Hiram Abrams to give us hie
own impressions of the high spots in the motion picture
industry during 1920. His reply made it necessary for
him to mention the name of some screen productions.
And, would you believe it, he didn't confine his quotations
to United Artists' releases.
There's an index.
" To my mind," he declared, " the biggest development
in 1920 has been the production of a far superior t\pe
of motion picture; a type that has attracted larger audiences, caused longer runs and made possible the erection
of better theatres. Chief among such attractions may be

Exhibitor's Only Friend, says book anyway you want to
so long as I get the money."
About that time you cuss the quality of the goods since
Prohibition came and decide that a series of pictorial

mentioned Miss Pickford's ' Pollyanna.* Mr. Griffith's
' "Way Do^vn East,' Mr. Fairbanks' " The Mollycoddle,'
and ' The Mark of Zorro,' ' Over the Hill.' " Himioresque,'
and ' Earthbound.'
'■ Such productions are the best assurance of clear sailing for the picture industry at a time when business seas
are expected to be rough. I look for a strengthening of
the determination of leading stars and producers to make
fewer but better productions, taking time to realize their
heretofore undreamed-of-heights of production and utilizing every resource and aid available for the full ex-

layouts of all the company's stars makes as good a Holiday Edition as anything else. Which is why we shoot a

pression oftheir own personalities."
Before we close, let us reply to the cynic in the back

thing like this: "January 1st: Mannie Magnate announces Open Market only logical system of booking;
February 15th: Mannie Magnate in revolutionary interview declares Program Booking salvation of exhibitor;
April 23rd: Mannie Magnate finds solution of exhibitor
evils in Star Series Booking; July 4th: Mannie Magnate,

bouquet-laden arrow at Hiram Abrams.
Looking forward to Nineteen Twenty-one oiu: horo
scope casts very favorable shadows for United Artists.
A certain magnate once tried more or less successfully to
prove that one plus one equals three; it remained for
United Artists to show how three live contributors can make a
102

Big Four."

Nevertheless —

^'l^o has read the heading on this page and now asks
us, " Is Percentage one of Hiram Abrams' policies? "
We're here to say that it was, and is, and will be. And
tliat some four, five and six years from now a stranger
wandering slowly down Seventh Avenue is apt to see a
long line forming towards the door of Old Doc
Abrams, dispensing sugar-coated Percentage Pills
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Associated Producers Entered the List of " Incorporations
in May— The "Big Six" That Became
"Big Eight
Sell the Product
gave us
can't succeed with an efficient organNINETEEN NINETEEN
ization marking time for lack of proen
r,"
ete
Nin
Fou
"Big
a
duct; and you can't put over inferior product with the
Twenty brought forth a " Big Six," and Nineteen
gt of selling forces."
Twenty-One is expected to produce a '* Big Five." It r
mained for Al Lichtman to give us an entirely origin:
Then he'd go off into facts, figures, percentage tables
idea the other day when we
^
d proportion charts.
As Sambo might say, " He's the
e]f^
JW[gi34Rj4fitf»f
conversation.
Says Al: y^|||||||||||||||||||li^
concretest person what we knows."
Fred Warren bears the title of General Manager '
" Who will be the producer or distributor daring
Distribution for Associated. Oscar Price, president of the
enough to step forth and announce himself as ' The Big
organization, gained our admiration right at the outset
One '? A great opportunity awaits the man whose selling
of
his pictiu-e career, and for a very simple reason. And
^
slogan will be ' The Great I Am.' "
he holds it for the same cause.
To wit:
Associated Producers started out to be a " Big Six?*
Just about the time the incorporating meeting reached the
He wouldn't talk then; and you can't get him to talk
demitasse stage J. Parker Read, Jr., tossed his productions
Bre'er Price^SC'lelj'llljlnPliltf lil^^post of United
into the fray. Then it became the " Big Seven." A few
Artists for a month or so when an informal gathering of
moons ago C. Gardner Sullivan began to feel lonely with
trade paper editors then in existence invited him to be
all his old playmates in a game of their own and he asked
one of the weekly guests.
for a seat. Thus the " Big Eight." Temporarily, at least.
You never can tell. Associated seems to be reversing the
He accepted the invitation — socially. But not in a
bvisiness way. We never quite recovered from the shock
old tap-room ditty about " Ten Little Bottles in a Row."
of meeting a man who had been in tlie picture business
Every time you turn around there's another member on
the staff. I
four weeks and didn't know all about it. Just think of a
four week veteran who didn't hasten to tell us in loud
^I|||||^ssociated hasn't let many waste moWe'll say
tones how inefficient we are, how the efficient business
ments creep into tlie first seven months or so of its life.
school in which he had studied would enable him to set
Nineeen Twenty had proceeded merrily along as far as
us right, and so on, and so to speaki|||||y
May 14 before the organization was incorporated. July
1st saw the opening of tlie home

ofifice, and — hip-hip-

It's a good thing for the purposes of the Nineteen
Twenty record that we have a few inches left to speak of
the people Avho give Associated Producers its title.

h„„„y-J„,y
4^.^jjgjj|p|^|^of
a.e branch
It was September
12th that the initial production
was
released and already five pictures with the A. P. ere
have reached the screen, and a sixth toes the mark th
week.
^llllKlinft
You've got to expect spehailroar any organization with
which Fred Warren is connected — if you know Fred
Warren.

,^ Nineteen Twenty has shown us in a production way
^at Nineteen Twenty-One is likely to hold for Associated and given a bare hint of the glowing prospects
when all the producers in its membership are found on
the release chart.

The Warren personality is, to us, one or^^
stimulants of the business.
We never slight the opportunity that will give us a few minutes conversation wit
him. Fred is our picturization of a sales executive. He'
breathes confidence, optimism, and " go get it " spirit.
Three years we have tried^ ^l^'^ Fred Warren to say
something or other about the glorious yuletide, greetings
of the season, prepare for the liarvest, etc. But we |[aye
failed. However, if you want talk " product ^Vp^Y^
him there is no such thing as a holiday.
" Conditions? " he'll say. " Never beKei?^|
an efficient organization, sufficient p^duct and top-notch
product. You need each item. You can't make
money with a waste-motion organization; you

We have had Thomas H. Ince's " Homespun Folks; "
J. Parker Read, Jr., represented with " The Leopard
Woman " and " Love," Allan Dwan as sponsor for " The
Forbidden Thing," Maurice Tourneur's latest production,
" The Last of the Mohicans." December 18th brings
bother Read offering, " A Thousand to One," and the
early months of Nineteen Twenty-One will find Mack
Sennett making his debut with " A Small Town Idol."
Ince then steps forward again with " Lying Lips." Leav3^ Marshall Neilan and George Loane Tucker in the
ociaied surprise bag.
In addition to Oscar Price, whose likeness hides behind
this page, the officers of Associated consist of Thomas H.
Ince, chairman of the Board of Directors; J. Parker
Read, Jr., Secretary; Marshall Neilan is VicePresident
and
Mack
Sennett is Treasurer.
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W. W. Hodkinson Speaks Right Out in Meeting When He

the

Sea

Sizes Up Nineteen Twenty-one's Prospects — All Is Off
exhibitors in the country have come to
are walking along a quiet
There^s a Lighthouse "
understand the permanent underlying
country road, revelling in the
values of our organization. They know that we can book
glorious sunshine, cheered by the colorful wonfor them better than they could themselves, being as close
The blithely whispering brooks we pass,
ders of nature.
as we. are to all sources of production,
the birds that chatter oaily^ 4>be occasional rabbit that

WE

darts across our path i|i high glee all seem P^^|ff|l4|l|j||f{fl^^€ formation of groups of independent exhibitors
ered together for self-protection is a clear indication
'""M
picture of Paradise.
f tlie need of such an organization as ours.
We can
Occasionally we pass another traveller on the highwa
iipply them Mith tlie product to insure their absolute
Bright is our salutation. ; *' Great day, isn't it? "
M
independence.
On the other hand we have attracted to
v elous country around here, «l||l][|||^heerily each passe'
our
organization
some of the lest directing and literary
talent
in
the
count]^|j||||||||
by echoes our sentiments. ""IH||''
Here's another one approaching. Seems preoccupied
Yes, we'll admit it Coming from any one other than
and serious. We'll take a chance. Howdy! '' we salute.
W. W. Hodkinson, those recent paragraphs would be
" Grand weather, fine coimtry, "^^bat? "
straight advertising, labeled as such. Coming from
" G'r'r' No! " comes tlie respond^Klf The rottenest
weather you ever saw is waiting just around the turn in
" W. W." they are The Hodkinson Gospel. Just as all
roads lead to Rome, so do all thought pathways in thr
the road, a quarter mile this side of where you'll run into
Hodkinson mind lead to his organization. The world
Atrocious coimtry;
marsh, swamp, pests and fever.
exists as a place for his organization to achieve its destiny;

^"^And,
gosh!'
Piethe tWl^^
lane. The
sunyou
hasdon't
gone i&IWf
behindl^Pll
a cloud,
road grows
^l
heavy underfoot. Aw, what's tlie use of going any further
on this tedious journey ?
( >/
That's about the effeiilHlme odd himdred words
type^v^iting have just had on us. W. W. Hodkinson Hkfr
responded to our invitation to express his views on conditions. And he sees the world through glasses darkly.

eventually
organization
^villyou
be admire
the world.
" W.it, W.''
is
the Firm his
Believer
incarnate;
him for
and
you are inclined to nod your head in assent as he checks
off film events day by day to prove to you that he is right.
No interviewer who has ever listened to a statement
from W. W. Hodkinson would ever accuse him of insincerity. He breathes the faith that is ^v-ithin him, and
practices it. This week he is starting on a trip around the
country. Before leaviug he issued a statement which in
theme and tone is much similar to the exclusive one
quoted above. Hodkinson sees a storm coming, and he
set out on the Paul Revere trip. ^ hen they begin

" As to the present oumft5MTcaW>5f ssy msl I l;6tasider
it encouraging. Producer-exhibitor and producer-distributor concerns are highly geared and overcapitalized,
carrying crushing loads. This circumstance has driven
n the ^Tecks, as " ^ . W." sees it. he is not going
to le^ any of the shipwTecked mariners complain that they
them into the buying of theatres, as they hope by the
did not knoAv about the Hodkinfon Volunteer Life Saving
added profits from such venture^,,1id!? piostpouev^tjie final
day of reckoning. This (J^y. oi^^^eckoning in my judgment
Service. a\ ith reinforced cork preservers and non-collapi
sible rafts. There's an Ad\ ance Man ahead of this storm.
"
■
\
is not far off."
Pelting rain, thunder
^ ,P7fi=tV^^\\^\^c
started tliree years m so ahead, he's making the cleanBut just a moment! A ray of sun is sl^jipmg through the ^ijip trip with Uie thunder follo^ving close on his heels,
clouds. Mr. Hodkinson sees further tfian the storm. V ? /g Nineteen T^venty saw a Hodkinteon Month drive which

He continues: " When the day of reckoning <ipme\ Iw^^ ^ "weW deserved tribute to the man for the things he
amid the general wreckage there will be a: safe refii^e )is-, /^as done in motion pictures, and- to the man for the orfar as the exhibitor is concerned. By the e^lecled mechaij- \V^amzation he has builded. . Nineteen Twenty saw the
ism which I have built up for the past three years I hav^ \ acquisition of the product ojtsudi mdependent producers
\as Irvin V. Willat, Hugo Ballifl\J. L. Frothingham. and
prepared for just such a situation when the exhibf^ors
will be looking around for a steady supply of high quafky
^he Rockett Brothers. Nineteen Twenty saw the enlisting
pictures. The growth of our organization has been steady
ithe
of the active 'cooperation of Irving Bachellor, one of
d
and along lines of absolute soundness. We have always
country's foremost novelists. Nineteen Twenty-One ywiW
see the presentation by one of the Hodkinson producers
been building for permanence. Our staffs at headquarters and in the field have been increased in reof pictures directed by T. Hayes Hunter as well
as a coming series of Irene Castle productions
sponse to an expanding volume of business. The
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Earl Hammons Clung to Educational's Ideals on the Up Grade
and All Is Rosy Now — A Record Breaking Nineteen Twenty
" Brevity, Soul of Wit "
QUIET, mild-mannered young
steps in the plans for Educational's
own exchange system. It seemed a
man; unobtrusive, yet regisce
s;
tering afirm confiden
that impresse
a gentlefoolhardy thing to do uvuii i^u^'V rash than the first
dreams of Earl. Hammolffi^^E establish exchanges deman in the picture business; an all-arovmd regular fellow
voted exclusively to tlie handling of short subjects. No
whom you like. Because he looks — and is — " white."
picture longer than two reels is booked through these
Some five years or so ago he set himself a goal. It was
offices.
a long, long ways off. Far in the distance; it seemed alEducational at this time also decided to enter the commost ahopeless aim. Folks told him so. But he plugged
edy field and took over the distribution of the two-reel
away. Progress was slow at the start — and for a long
Christie comedies, with a release every two weeks. The
time after the start. Discouragements were many. Times
there were aplenty when it would have been lots easier
Torchy comedies, Mermaid comedies, Chester-Outings
and Chester comedies, are found among the additional
to quit; or even to change to the paths that, while they
did not lead to the goal, tread far more softly underfoot.
product contracted for. An option was also taken on the
rest of the Christie output.
The young man believed that every bit as much quality
What happened to the foolhardy exchanges? October
and real art could be put into a short subject as was injected into five-reel productions. There were many who
1st saw every exchange in operation — and the booking
agreed with him on that. But, the young man also said
sheet presented figures far surpassing the quota set for
that there would come a day when exhibitors would be
that date. Fall saw the exercising of the option on the
balance of the Christie output, the single reelers now
willing to give the deserved reward to the man who put
brains and ideals into the
being released by Educational.
And how about the dream of short subjects that would
answer was a loud horse-laughJ|||(|pJ^^,
be
the features? Have we seen short subjects that comThe one or two reel subject is a filler," said the
manded feature rentals? Have we had short subjects
wise ones, " Don't care how much class you put into
A

them — ^they will always be fillers. Exhibitors haven't the
brains to see it otherwise. They'll pay their money for
the feature — and then the filler must be thrown in for
postage stamp money. Don't buck a losing proposition.
If you must make short subjects — make them cheaply;
if you want to spend money — do it on five-reel stuff,"
But our young man — Earl Hammons — held fast to his
aim; and today we find his organization. Educational
Film Corporation, out of the woods and into the clear
free spaces, grown to a point where even the " wise ones,
don't dare to offer advice, hitting on high and still ho
ing fast to the same trail.
. ■ f * 4\
That last point is the big one. ' *lJtiiialA^ been any accidentally acquired super-special featiu-e that has saved
Earl Hammons from admitting tl^;h^ was wrong; it
hasn't been any of the sudden; tMpsfs';af^a tricky game th
has thrown him within reach pt ithfexgdal. It has be
steady, persistent, dogged, courageous plugging away at
the one object. It has been a fijht woj^h^v^atchil^ — and
a finish worth cheering.
' •^L'i^^V"
\
Educational got off to a good statt irr^Mneteen T^nty
with the linking up to the tremendolus resources o^the
Hudson Bay Company.
Educational cWiges the year wkh ,
its own exchange system covering the country, with aif
output that finds a ready place on the best screens of th\,
coimtry — and an honored position, too.
June of this year saw the first organization
Christmas

Number

that would call for expenditures equal to featiu*es and
gross a business worthy of the expense? Well, " The
Race of the Age " should answer those questions for all
who care to ask them. And time after time our " Exhibitor Service Biu-eau " pages have presented newspaper clippings and other advertising matter showing the
prominence in which exhibitors hold such specialties as
Annette Kellermann in The Art of Diving." " Babe
Ruth, How He Knocks His Home Runs," " Modern
^entamrs," and " The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes."
Hammons also had an idea thati exploitation and advertising aid could be put behind his pictures equal to
that given longer films. He spent money to go at it right
— rand here too he landed solidly during Nineteen
TVenty.
1 I
any imp\»ill| WJ-tips ^ve^$ Made during Nineteen
enty with prominent organizations, including a conct for the distribution of the first of the pictures made
Under the auspices of the National Geographic Society
and the entire produgt of the New York State Conser^on Commissio^^ \ ; ■ '
^ e'll say the y^uqg mkn's dream has come true. As
for Nineteen TwenJ;y-One? Well, you know how it is
about getting thfe eingine running when you're at the top
of the hill. Coasting is easy. It's just as simple to take
on a prophetic air now concerning Educational
and look forward to Nineteen Twenty-one.

^
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Con-

vention Postponed
Announcement is made from the headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri that the state convention of exhibitors, originally planned
to be held at the Hotel Statler in St.
Louis, Mo., on January nth and I2th,
has been postponed to January 20th and
2 1 St. . State censorship and the question
of Sunday closings will be two of the
prominent subjects to come up for action
at the coming convention.
The state organization has been conducting for some time a campaign, including the signing of petitions by picture
patrons throughout the state, against a
movement under the auspices of the StLouis Federation of Churches to legalize
state censorship.
Marshall
Neilan
East Within Two

Coming
Weeks

Marshall Neilan expects to finish production work on " Not a Drum Was
Heard " within the next two weeks. Then
with the care of his fifth independent production off his shoulders, the well-known
producer will start for New York on a
brief business trip. The acquisition of new
screen material, including negotiations for
a spectacular subject said to call for the
appearance of thousands of persons in certain scenes, is represented as the main object of Mr. Neilan's trip East. It is also
stated that he will make advance arrangements for the productions of Booth Tarkington's
with Wesley Barry in
the titular"Penrod,"
role.
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Line- Up

for Blue-Law Fight
At a meeting of the Greater New York
branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of the State of New York, held at
the Hotel Astor on December loth,
President Sydney S. Cohen appointed
fifty-one state senatorial exhibitor representatives and forty-five state congressional exhibitor representatives to carry
on an anti-blue-law campaign in the
state of New York. The duties of the
committee members will be to conduct in
their respective districts a vigorous fight
against the movement to secure blue-law
legislation either at Washington or at Albany.
Mrs. Henry Moskowitz, chairman of the
Recreation Committee of the Woman's
City Club, addressed the meeting and
promised to aid the state league in its fight
against all blue-law propaganda. Senator
James Walker, of New York, reported on
his anti-blue-law activities conducted at
Washington in behalf of the Motion Picture Owners of America.
Missouri

^.
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Indiana Exhibs to Combat
Blue -Law Advocates
Representative exhibitors from each of
the thirteen Congressional districts in Indiana met last week at the Hotel Severin in
Indianapolis and discussed plans to prevent the passage of blue laws in Indiana
when the General Assembly meets early
next month. The exhibitors attending the
meeting were recently appointed as a committee byPresident Gustav G. Schmidt, of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana, to lead the anti-blue-law fight.
The Indiana state organization of exhibitors isgoing after legislation to legalize Sunday shows in a most determined
manner. An elaborate publicity campaign
has been mapped out with a view to bring
the question squarely before the trade and
the public through the columns of the press
and also by mail. Meetings in each of the
congressional districts are also to be held
in the near future to the same end.
Blackton to Open Studios
in London in Spring
J. Stuart Blackton, the well-known
motion-picture producer, will leave for
England on December 29 to open studios
in London for the production of motionpictures to be distributed throughout the
world. Mr. Blackton plans to have his
London studios ready for active work in
the early spring. Lady Diana Manners
and a number of internationally-known
stars are reported to be scheduled for stellar parts
Blackton's
British to
productions. Mr.in
Blackton
will continue
make
pictures in America from time to time.

J,

Governor Sproul to Meet
Church Federation
The removal some time ago of Dr. Ellis
P. Oberholtzer, of Philadelphia, from his
voting capacity in the Pennsylvania Board
of Censors, caused considerable agitation
at the time among reform circles who considered Dr. Oberholtzer as the strictest
censor Pennsylvania ever had. The removal of Oberholtzer and ,the appointment of Secretary Richardson to the voting vacancy was protested by some as a
piece of politics in the favor of certain motion-picture interests. This brought a vigorous denial from Governor Sproul of
Pennsylvania.
The controversy seems to be far from
settled, however, and, accordingly. Governor Sproul has consented to hear a committee from the Interchurch Federation of
Philadelphia, probably within two weeks.
Recent Incorporations
New York State

in

Better than a half million dollars is represented inthe capitalization of companies
incorporating in New York state during
last week, for the purpose of entering
some phase of the motion picture business.
The Celtic Photo Plays of New York
filed papers with the secretar}' of state,
with a capital stock of $200,000, and naming as its directors Thomas J. Ford of
Brooklyn. Thomas A. Kirby and Thomas
Egan. of New York.
Other firms include the Cinema Holding Corporation, Mount Vernon, Sioo,000 ; Bernard Munves, New York ; Benjamin and Paul Pakula, Brooklyn; Eaton
Holding Corporation, New York, $50,000 ;
Thomas C. Mulligan, Albert Shulman,
New York; Harry Goodman, Brooklyn,
and the Arnold Picture Co., $60,000;
Arnold A. Kline, Newark, N. J.; Ethel
and Morris Forgash, Brooklyn.
Branford Theatre Opened
in Newark, N. J.
On Thursday evening, December 16,
Newark, N. J., saw the opening of the
new Branford theatre on Branford Place
at Broad and [Market streets. Jacob
Fabian arranged an attractive program
for the Branford's premiere, and the
Newark motion-picture patrons turned
out in gala style to attend the opening.
Exchange Managers
Elect
Officers in Detroit
Because of transfers and changes of
local exchange managers in Detroit, Mich.,
Ralph Ouive, of the Realart offices, has
been elected president of the Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers, which is
affiliated with the Board of Commerce.
George W. Sampson, of Pathe. was elected
vice-president.
Motion P i c t u r c X e w s
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Decision Reversed in
Patents Co, Case
In a statement issued by Gustavus A.
Rogers, attorney for Joseph H. Sampliner in the case against the Motion Patents Company, Vitagraph Company and
others, for damages under the Anti-Trust
Law, in which the defendants were successful in the courts below, it is reported
that the United States Supreme Court, by
a decision handed down on Monday, December 6th, reversed the decision of the
lower court, which dismissed the action,
and directed that the trial now nroceed
on the merits, so that the plaintiff can
prove his damages.
The case arose out of the dealings between the Lake Shore Film Supply Company, Motion Picture Patents Company,
General Film Company and the Licensed
Manufacturers, and goes back to the days
before the government instituted the proceedings against the so-called " Motion
Picture Trust."
New

York Reform Body to
Have Busy Year
The New York Civic League, with
headquarters in Albany and well known
to the motion picture industry, from the
fight which it has waged year after year
in the legislature in the hopes of securing
a more strict censorship in this state as
well as to close motion picture shows on
Sunday, has just come out with an announcement ofits legislative program for
192 1. The league will again, enter the limelight, not exactly in cooperation with the
Sabbath Day Alliance, but working along
I similar lines in a fight to down the law
which now enables the various municipalities to settle for themselves the question of
Sunday shows.
The head of the league is Rev. O. R.
Miller of this city, associated with George
West. A meeting of the directors was held
a few days ago and the program as now^
outlined discloses some interesting information, including the fact that the league
is out to fight the Walker baseball bill, the
Sunday motion picture law, as well as the
Walker prize-fight law and the 2.75 beer
law.

To Act Against Exhibitors
jNot Playing Bill Advertised
j

Charging that certain motion-picture
theatre owners in Troy, N. Y., are adverj tising pictures which are not shown at
I their houses, Alderman David N. Cheney,
' of that city, will bring up the matter for
discussion before the next meeting of the
Common Council. There is a city ordinance in Troy carrying a penalty of $150
in the case of any manager of a motionpicture house advertising pictures which
he fails to include in his program. Mr.
Cheney declares that two instances of this
violation have been brought to his attention within the past week.

Snapshots
By Wm. A. Johnston
S. Barrett McCormick.
Left New
York this week for Los Angeles to unite
the motion picture and the dress suit at
the de luxe Ambassador theatre in the
de luxe Ambassador Hotel. Also to manage the Kinema and other Lesser-Gore
theatres in Los Angeles. At a dinner given him on the eve of departure he says he
will aim for the ultra-artistic and subtle;
expects to make the Ambassador the
" Vanity Fair " of picture theatres. The
Ambassador opens in February. We look
for new and illuminating material in our
Exhibitors' Service Bureau, of which Barrett McCormick has long been a prominent and very helpful associate editor. A
young, quiet, clean-cut, modest man. Says
very little and does much. His newspaper
advertising is watched closely by exhibitors. Has splendid knack of picking at
human interest and writing appealing
copy. His prologues and stage settings
are origmal and notable.
The Howard Theatre, Atlanta. Another
de luxe theatre opened Monday evening,
December 13th. Prominent New Yorkers
in attendance. Management of Ralph de
Bruler, who formerly directed the several
theatres of the Macon Photoplay Company. A fine type of exhibitor. Lots of
vision. Adherence to high standards.
Sees the photoplay theatre the home of
the cultured classes and believes music
will play a big part.
Passion. Happy to see our predictions on this picture verified. Opened big
at the Capitol theatre. Claim made of a
new record a single day's receipts. Big
jam at box-office Sunday evening. Fine
presentation by Rothapfel. Picture should
have long New York run. Prominent exhibitors in attendance at Sunday afternoon show : E. V. Richards. New Orleans ;
A. M. Fabian, Jersey City; Col. W. S.
Butterfield, Battle Creek; M. L. Finkelstein and L H. Rubin, Minneapolis ;
Aaron Jones. Chicago.
E. B. (Farmer) Dunn.
A pioneer
projectionist. Inventor of Speedco arc
controller, now widely used. Perfected
the longitudinal film in early days. Now
to the front with new camera which takes
natural color and stereoscopic pictures.
Says time is ripe for new mechanical improvement in pictures. Means much to
pictures, artistically and commercially.
M. Leon Bracker. Saw his wonderful
posters for " Man, Woman and Marriage," the new Holubar picture. New in
treatment. Fine execution. Striking.
Will excite much public interest. Hope
exhibitors will give them proper setting.
Decided advance in posters. Had only
high interpretation of picture's subject
matter and suggestion of the quality, and
distinction.

Arthur S. Friend Denies
Wall Street Rumors
In view of recent reports circulated in
Wall street circles that, current with his
resignation as treasurer of the Famous
Players-Lasky Company of New York
and New Jersey, effective January i, his
holdings in the film concern would be
thrown out on the market, and desirous
of obviating any erroneous impression as
to his future status as a member of the
board of directors, Arthur S. Friend has
issued the following statement :
" Any impression that I had resigned as
a member of the board of directors is
false. Although not generally known at
the time of my resignation, it did not include my future standing with the board
as a member. I simply resigned my
executive position in order to make myself
free to develop personal interests. I have
never had nor entertained any idea of resigning from the board. I have considerable stock in the corporation which I conceive to be good property, and have no
disposition at this time to sell it, and any
report that I was going to unload or was
at all antagonistic to the corporation or
its management is erroneous."
Blue Law Fight of M, P. T,
Receives Endorsements
The Motion Picture Theatrical Association is in receipt of many letters from
prominent men and women who signify
their intention to support the association
in its fight
a " Blue Sunday."
Among
those against
who pledged
their support
are Governor Alfred A. Smith of New
York, Mrs. Charles Sabin, Mrs. John
Francis Yawger, and Judge Wadhams of
the Court of General Sessions.
A mass meeting was held on December 16 at the Apollo theatre on Forty-second street, presided over by J. A. Quinn,
president of the M. P. T. Association. A
number of well known men and women
were present to voice their protest against
the depriving of the public of wholesome
amusement on Sunday.
King Sails for England
George King, president of the Stoll Film
Corporation of America, sailed for England Tuesday, December 14, to be gone a
month. Mr. King's trip is partly for the
purpose of describing in person to the
officials of the Stoll Film Company, Ltd.,
the progress made in the United States
by the Stoll Film Corporation of America, the first release of which, " Squandered Lives," will go to exhibitors January 2.
Kelley on Extended Trip
Winifred F. Kelley, general sales manager of Sunrise Picture Corporation, will
leave next week on an extended trip
around the country in the interests of the
Peggy Hyland feature, " The Price of
Silence." Mr. Kelley will touch every important film center from Maine to California.
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Industry's
Aid Promised;
**Blue" Laws Discussed
The Committee of the N. A. M. P. 1.
and the M. P. T. O. Association met in
joint -session the morning of December
14th at the Hotel Claridge. The meeting
was closed to all but the Committee members. A statement of the transactions,
which will probably last all week, will be
made to the trade and newspapers through
a press committee to be appointed bv
President Brady of the N. A. M. P. L A
spirit of harmony marked the opening
session.
The jonit committees were addressed
by Herbert Hoover and Felix Warburg,
w ho made earnest pleas for help from the
screen in behalf of the starving children
of Europe. The leading charitable organ/.ations of the country, irrespective of
relig'ons
denomination,
are already
united
in
a drive
for $33,000,000,
the amount
needed to take care this winter of 3,500,000 children in urgent need of food
and medicine. The matter of a screen
campaign will be placed in the hands of
a committee. Mr. Hoover paid a higii
tribute to the motion picture. " I wish,'"
said he. " to reiterate what I said recently
to a group of prominent people. It was
this : 1 credit two agencies with having
done the most good for humanity in the
past twenty-five years. They are the gas
engine and the motion picture. The motion picture is a profound avenue of education and uplift."
Fined for Taking Boy 's
Word on Age Question
Should an exhibitor pay for the falsehoods of a too-youthful movie fan? This
is the question raised by A. V. Bothner,
manager of the Majestic theatre, Troy,
New York, who was arrested on November 22 and fined $100 for admitting a boy
thirteen years of age into his theatre.
According to Mr. Bothner, the boy was
asked by the ticket seller if he was sixteen
years of age and answered in the affirmative. He was questioned again by Mr.
Bothner, who happened to be taking tickets
at the time, and gave the same answer.
The boy, Mr. Bothner states, looked eighteen years. The manager was then arrested, the Humane Society prosecuting
the case, and after a trial by jury, the fine
was imposed and paid.
Mr. Bothner warns exhibitors that this
is practically a test case. He states that a
manager is not a mind reader, and feels
that there is no reason why he should have
been convicted of this misdemeanor. The
boy's mother, in testifying, stated that she
had given the money to him to go to the
picture house.
Mother

of Harry Gar son
Dies
Mrs. L H. Garson, mother of Harry
Garson, producer of the Clara Kimball
Young pictures, died suddenly on Monday, Dec. 13;
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Nat Hanson May
Not Join
Beaverbrook, Is Report
I Goldwyn's
Assets Big |
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According to official intimation received
at Toronto, Ont., N. L. Nathanson, of
np
GOLDWYNhas PICTURES
CORToronto, will probably not go to England
A HE
PORATION
issued a statement
to become associated with Lord Beaverof the financial condition of the corporation as of October 30, which is inclusive
brook in the operation of the latter's many
moving picture theatres in Great Britain
of an extended audit of the company made
in June, by Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & for a number of months, if at all. It was
officially admitted that Lord BeaverCompany. The statement shows assets
brook has expressed a desire to have the
of $13,621,712.59, the liabilities of $3,316,services
of the Canadian moving picture
219.85 and capital and surplus totaling
magnate
and it is understood that Mr.
$10,305,492.74.
The liabilities include and give effect to Nathanson has received a handsome offer.
At the present time, however, Mr. Nathe recent issue of the corporation's twothanson isbusily engaged with a theatre
year convertible notes amounting to
expansion program in Canada that is gi$1,788,000.00.
gantic in proportions and widespread in
The June and October audits follow in extensiveness.
He does not desire to
detail:
leave
this
work,
it is intimated, until a
.\s per Audit of Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & Co. on
June Assets
26, 1920.
number of the large theatres in the prinfash
$511,589.39
cipal cities of the Dominion are actually
Liberty Bonds, Canadian War Loan
Bonds, etc
107,165.00 opened. In this work, Mr. Nathanson i-^
Accts. & Notes Rec. & Advances to
I'roducers
705,890.57
the Famous Players' Canainventory
3,694,169.04 representing
dian Corporation, a $15,000,000 enterCurrent Assets
$5,018,814.00
prise, of which he is the managing direcinvestments in Theatres and other Comtor.
panies $1,452,829.20
.Advances to Subsidiary Companies
1,852,995.43
Studio
at
Los
Angeles"
Bldg.
&
Equip...
Furniture, Fixtures and Equip, at 22 ., 502,996.73 Brady Opens Fight Against
branches and Home Office
100,723.21
Blue Law Advocates
Fixed Assets
$3,909,544.57
Total Tangible Assets
$8,928,358.57
Deferred Charges
121,094.51
War is declared against the Lord's Da}
Coodwill
2,381,600.00 Alliance. The National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, following a
$11,431,053.08
Liabilities
preparatory barrage on the part of itMortgage on Los Angeles Studio due
July 1st, 1924
$168,000.00 president, William A. Brady, went " over
Payments received in advance of Service
(self-liquidating)
687,188.88 the top " at its last meeting to meet tht
Xotes Payable
524,375.00 Alliance's onslaught in its efforts to securr
Accounts Payable
337,796.35
the passage of a series of blue lawTotal Liabilities
$1,717,290.23
through Congress. President Brady treatCapital & Surplus
9,713.762.85
ed the last meeting of the national association to a rare spectacle of verbal pyroOn October 30, 1920 $11,431,053.08
.\ftcr Giving EiTect to theNotes
Issue of 2-year Convertible
technics, in which every available aid of
the organization was summoned to tht,
Tangible Assets
$10,896,887.85
Good Will and Deferred Charges
2,724,824.74
fight which Mr. Brady characterized a" the most vital the motion-picture indus
$13,621,712.59
Liabilities
try
has ever been called upon to make."
Xotes Payable (2 yr. Convertible) $1,788,000.00
Other Liabihties
1,528,219.85
As a result of 'Mr. Brady's appeal. .1
committee from the A. M. P. A. was a])Total Liabilities
$3,316,219.85
pointed to attend the meeting of the N. A
Capital and Surplus
$10,305,492.74
.M. P. I. and the M. P. T. O. A. on Dec
$13,621,712.59
14th at the Claridge Hotel. The memberof this committee are Paul Lazarus, pres
Universal Has Option on
ident of the A. M. P. A. ; C. L. Yearsley
and Merritt Crawford. They will devist
Film of Prince's Trip
some definite way satisfactory* to ; Mr
Universal has an option on a remarkBrady, in which the A. ]M. P. A. can put
able sequence of pictures showing the
Prince of Wales on his recent tour of the its shoulder to the wheel and help make tht
blue laws turn back.
world, it has just been announced by
George E. Kann, export manager for
Universal. The pictures were filmed by
''Big
Sales inChief
NewFour"
CaDtain William Ba'rker, one of the leadYork
New for
ir"- British cinematographers, and have
Hiram Abrams, president of United Ar
been put together so as to form a picture
tists' Corporation, last week appointee
story
of the
popular
includes
colorful
andprince's
historictravels.
incidentsIt Abraham C. Berman as sales manager o
the New York branch of the corporation
taken from all the important places visited
At the inception of United Artists, Mr
by the prince in his 50,000 mile jaunt.
Berman was given charge of the Canadiai
The first prints of the travel feature
to be shown in America will be brought
offices.
A short and
time Middle
ago, he West
made brand
a touof the Eastern
to this country by Arthur Clavering, one
of the leading British film men. and a offices for Mr. Abrams and was recenth
summoned to New York to handle th<
prominent figure in the Film Booking Ofbusiness of this territory.
fices, Ltd.
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Studio

Is Built

in

Lake Placid, N, Y.
A new producin;g organization, with
licad(iuarters at Lake Placid, N. Y., is announced by W. F. Griffing. It w'ill be
known as the Independent Studios, Inc.,
and Mr. Griffing, former president of the
Independent Productions and owner and
general manager of " Arctic City,'" at
Port Henry, N. Y.. will head the new concern.
A new and fully equipped studio, large
enough to accommodate two companies,
is now in course of construction and will
be read)- by the end of January. In addition to producing pictures, Independent
Studios will rent out their studio to companies desiring to make pictures of a
Northwestern or Alaskan setting. A
Northwestern city set, which can be altered easily, has been built by Mr. Griffing, who points out that Lake Placid,
which is near New York, may be used
for admirable snow scenes from Novem.ber until April. The City, Mr. Griffing
announces, is cooperating with the picture company, and will welcome producers. Arrangements have been made for
excellent hotel accommodations during the
entire winter. The new studio is equipped
with Alaskan sledge dogs and all accessories required by a producer of pictures
of the North.
Independent Studios will begin work
on their own production on Januaiy ist.
The story contemplated is " Mac, of
Placid," a novel by T. Morris Longstreth. Joseph Levering and Mr. Griffing
will direct. The pictures will be all-star
features of the highest calibre. Releasing arrangements have not been definitely
settled.
Special Pictures Product
for Federated Release
Federated Film Exchanges will distribute all past and future releases of Special Picture Corporation. David J. Chatkin and Marion H. Cohn concluded negotiations on last Saturday night on behalf
of Federated, with Louis W. Thompson,
president of Special Pictures Corporation.
Hereafter Special Pictures w-ill center
its energies on the production of high
class short reel subjects, announces Mr.
Thompson. " The arrangement witli
Federated," he states, " was made in the
belief that there are too many exchange
systems in the business, with a resulting
duplication of effort and added costs to
the exhibitor. If by consolidation and
elimination we can preserve and make
bigger an organization that is on the right
track of fair dealing with the theatre
owner, we believe that we have made a
good move.
" In Federated," he continued, " each
e^^change is independently owned and is
affiliated with the national organization.
Its head is the owner and not a branch
manager working for a salary."
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Stoll
.

BOX-OFFICE records of the Capitol
theatre, Broadway and Fifty-first
street. New York, were smashed Sunday,
December 12, when " Passion," a First
National special attraction, opened a
week's engagement there. That the receipts would have been much larger had
the house been bigger is accented by the
fact that the sale of tickets was stopped
at 6 :30 p. m., at which time the sidewalks
and streets were jammed with people for
two blocks in each direction. The reserves
were called out to keep order and the boxoffice window was closed. Officials of the
Capitol also declared that it was their belief that the beautiful weather outdoors
kept many patrons awav from the theatre.
" Everybody in the theatre is confident
that it will establish a week's record," said
Edward Bowes, managing director of the
Capitol on Monday morning, " the matinee
weather yesterday was not as propitious
for theatre attendance as it was on the
Sunday when the box-office receipts came
nearest to the record amount taken in yesterday." Mr. Bowes said that the production had gone over in bigger style than
anything that had ever been shown at the
theatre.
The New York critics were unanimous
in the expressions on Monday morning
that the production is one of the pre-eminent pictures of the present age.

" Parish Priest " Plays Premiere
at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
HE
PARISHof PRIEST"
an
adaptation
the late Dan
Sully's famous stage play
opened its premiere engagement at the Capitol theatre, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., Dec. 13th and according to Herman
J. Garfield, manager of the Capitol, played
to S. R. O. business both matinee and
evening performances the opening day.
Review by James F. McKeon
" The Parish Priest " is a pleasing and
exceptional heart interest story of the
village pastor who takes the broken and
knotted skeins of love and friendship of
his parishioners and through a shuttle
of kindness weaves a cloak of happiness
for all. The production is Irish in atmosphere but entirely nonsectarian. It
touches neither creed or nationality and
combines palatable portions of love,
humor, and pathos and sustains interest
delightfully.
William Desmond cast as the clergyman was never better in any role. Ruth
Rennick scores in the principal feminine
part. The supporting cast is well chosen
and the character work of Walter Perry
and Billie Bennett notable. The photography is good throughout and the scenic
locations exceptional. The projection
time is one hour and fifteen minutes.
The author is Daniel L. Hart, present
mayor of Wilkes-Barre. The production
was directed by Joseph Franz.
The presentation includes a fifteen minute prologue with elaborate stage settings
that serves as a splendid introduction to
the screening of the feature itself.

Co. to Produce
This Country

in

That the Stoll Film Corporation would
produce pictures in America during the
coming year was announced by George
King of thai concern upon his recent departure for England.
In the course of a statement made before sailing, Mr. King placed his concern
in the category of American firms, with a
tlioroughly American personnel.
The fact that the Stoll Company produces, and will continue to produce, a portion of its output in England, merely earned out the puipose, he declared, behind
the operation of the company — namely, to
he an international organization, dealing
with an international commodity. In this
connection he drew a comparison with
Famous Players, which also produces in
luigland on a big scale.
That pictures made by his concern
should be catalogued as " foreign " productions, any more than those produced
by Famous, would be a mi.s-nomer, he
declared.

Heavy Demand
for Tickets
to Movie Ball Jan, 5
. The demand for box seats and tickets
for the ball and entertainment to be held
under the of
auspices
of theat Theatre
Chamber
Commerce
the HotelOwners'
Astor
on January 5 is, according to reports,
greater than even the Committee on Arrangements anticipated.
Almost all of the large producing organizations have secured one or more
boxes, and individual tickets have been
sold at exceptional speed. The number of
individual tickets is limited to twenty-five
hundred. This number of tickets will, it
is said, have been disposed of fully a week
liefore the event.
Through a special arrangement with the
management of the Hotel Astor, the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce has
arranged
d'hote
which will a bespecial
coveredtable
by the
cost dinner
of the
ticket and which can be partaken of by
the guests any time after nine-thirty in the
evening until the closing of the affair.
The vaudeville entertainment arranged
by B. S. Moss, Marcus Loew and the other
shape.
committeemen
is al.so taking concrete
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U Box Oifice Reports, Advance Releases
and other Departments not included in
this issue, will again appear in the next
number.
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A. M. Gollos, president of Gollos Enterprises, Inc., is completing
arrangements for a trip to Denver,
Colorado, where he will open a
branch office for Gollos Enterprises.
The first feature to be released
in that territory will be '' The
Birth
of a Race."
This in
production
has never
been shown
Denver.
Gollos Enterprises now control
twenty-one states for " The Birth
of
a Race,"
and fromstates
the will
Denverbe
office
the following
served : Colorado, Utah, Nevada,
New Mexico, Wyoming, North
Dakota and South Dakota.
Russell - Greiver - Russell announce that they have completed
negotiations with the Bray Pictures Corporation for the animation of " Gasoline Alley,"
Frank King's cartoon to which
they recently purchased the screen
rights.
Three scenarios have been
turned over to the Bray people for
animation. These three scenarios
were picked from a great number
as being the very best obtainable
for screening purposes.
The producers of " Gasoline Alare money
spending
timeley "and
in a considerable
search for
the best scenarios the market
holds. It is their belief that the
animated cartoon with autpmobiling as a background and real
humorous situations and stories
picturing incidents that have happened to any one who has ever
driven an automobile, will please
the public greatly. It is their enmakefeatures
"Ga.^oline
Alley"
cartoonsdeavor'toreal
in capsule
form, full of humor, speed and interest.
The first "Gasoline Alley" will
be ready within a few weeks for
viewing by the producers.

FROM

and
REP

RESENT

Strafford has returned after directing an industrial picture in the
northwest.
Irving Garmon, formerly on the
road
with " City
The Birth
of a now
Race,"is
in Kansas
territory,
covering the northside of Chicago
for Gollos Enterprises.
George Moore, Jr., son of
George Moore, manager of the
Orpheum Theatre, has joined the
sales staff of Celebrated and will
handle features for that concern.
Louie Zeller, of the Carlo Theatre, Chicago, is leaving next Wednesday for New York, where he
will meet his brothers and sisters
who are coming in from Europe.
D. Padorr, president of the Merit
Film Exchange Company, Chicago,
is in New York closing contracts
for the territory on the new Esther
Starring series of animated cartoons made by the popular artist,
Penny Ross, creator of " Mamma's
Angel
for many
years
by
the Child,"
Chicago featured
Tribune and
of the leading newspapers of the
country. Mr. Padorr reports unusual success of the new series due
to the great popularity of Mr. Ross
as a cartoonist, and says that the
posters which have been made for
each release have been drawn by
Mr. Ross personally and are unusually attractive.
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Portage Park Theatre, which
opened Saturday, are Century Comedies, distributed by Universal, the
first of which will be " Hot Dog."
They have also closed for International News, two numbers each
week.
Mrs. Emma Cohen, for some
time past the manager of the Casino
Theatre on Madison street has resigned and is preparing to leave for
the east. She will make her future
home in Fall River, Mass. Mrs.
Cohen made a big reputation while
in Chicago as one of the most successful managers of a downtown
house, and had the distinction of
being
the loop.the only woman manager in
The Independent Master Films of
Detroit contracted last August for
the Xeal Hart Series, and has participated in the advertising campaign
on these pictures. Last week this
company purchased the entire business of the Joe Horwitz Productions in the Film Exchange Building. The purchase price was not
disclosed.

Friday afternoon, December 24th
(Christmas Eve) will be a big day
at
all of theatres.
Ascher Brothers'
motionpicture
A Christmas
party will be held at each theatre
and Santa Claus will leave Christmas presents for all the kiddies.
This will be a special performance
W. H. Roberts, owner of the for the kiddies. An elaborate program will he presented — feature
South Bend Auditorium, which has
and comedies specially
been under the management of photoplays,
adopted
for the children with vocal
Daddy Hines for some years, is re- and musical
specialties.
building the house and will open it
about the second week in January
Roy R. Dickson, formerly manunder his, Roberts, management.
ager of the St. Louis Film ExOne of the features of the opening
change, has accepted an offer from
bill will be the first episode of ihe the Independent
Films Association
serial " Eddie Polo King of the of Chicago, and has assumed important duties in the production department of that company. The St.
Circus."
J. L. Friedman, president and
Maurice Hellman, of Universal, Louis Film Exchange was purgeneral manager of Celebrated who has just returned from a visit
chased last week by Sam Werner
players Film Corporation, an- to Bloomington, reports Manager of the L^nited Film Service.
nounces that " Nobody's Girl " Martin of the Irvin Theatre, savs
starring Billy Rhodes,' is now ready that business is holding; up excepfor release through the central
After playing
Neal Hart's
release,
tionally well for the holiday seato capacityhouses
last
west territory.
son. Manager Lyons, of the Castle "Slcy-fire"
week, the Casino Theatre, located
The picture, which is a Feder- Theatre, at Bloomington, claims "to in Chicago's busy loop district, has
ated Film Exchange output, pre- be outdoing all other houses in the re-booked the picture for an addisents the popular little screen star point of crowds and attributes his
tional week's run. The Casino has
in a story of the air, land and sea. great success to the fact that " he very seldom
altered its policy of
Such well known players as Mel- appeals to the masses and not to
changing its program each week'.
bourne MacDowell, Herbert Lindley, Leo Willis, Lloyd Whitlock the classes."
Max and Harry Ascher. Roy
and Mary Alden appear in Miss
At La Salle, Illinois, starting the
managerandof EdAsrhers"
Rhodes' support.
feature who
was week of January 17th, the Mar- McMullen,
Kenwood Theatre,
Nikodirected
by FrancisTheGrandon,
quette Theatre will run, for a solid
dem,
manager
of
Aschcrs'
Terminal
Theatre,
will
leave
for
New
week,
one
of
the
first
two
Gertrude
made " Hoop
La " andMiss
other
productions in which
Rhodes
Olmstead
pictures,
while
the
Fisher
York
City
Monday,
December
13th,
starred.
Theatre, of the same city, will run to investigate conditions in general,
the other. This is the new Univer- and to talk with the leading exhibitors of the country relative to
A trip to Minneapolis brought J.
sal star's home town, and both
W. Carnrick. of the Rothacker In- houses are anticipating and prepar- stage-craft and conditions covering
dustrial Division, two contracts for
ing for a record breaking crowd.
the motion-picture field for the
industrial pictures. C. P. Tobin is
coming year. Max Ascher, Lewis
on a sales tour of Ohio. W. H.
Among the bookings for the new P. Newhafer, general manager, and

STATE

ST.

Harry Beaumont, booking manager, visited Peoria, Illinois, on December 9th Theatre,
to look over
New Palace
which Aschers'
is being
erected in Peoria. The Palace
Theatre is expected to be opened
within the next two months, and
will be one of the most up-to-date
and beautiful theatres in the
United States.
Leo White has arrived in Chicago
to start work at the Essanay
Studio, where he once worked as a
memberpany, onofcomedies
Charlie bearing
Chaplin's
his comown
name and starring none other than
himself. Upon the completion at
Hollywood of his fourth comedy
release for Independent Films Association, White determined to
make tionChicago
the four
scene comedies
of produc-in
of the next
the series of twelve he is under
contract to deliver. Chicago being
the headquarters of the Independent
Films Association. It has not yet
been decided whether White will
return to Hollywood after completing four comedies at Essanay, or
whether he will remain in Chicago.
Louise Fazenda. who has
achieved marked popularity as a
comedienne, arrived in Chicago
Monday on her tour of the counpreliminar>'
on a try,
series
of two toreelstarting
comediesworkto
be released by Special Pictures
Corporation. Manager Dillon has
arranged for a number of personal
appearances for the popular star in
Chicago, and she was welcomed by
patrons of the Pantheon, Covent
Garden, West End, BroadwayStrand. Woodlawn, Jackson Park
and other theatres during her stay
in the city. On Monday Manager
Dillon was host at a luncheon party
in her honor at the Congress Hotel
at which representatives of local
and trade press were present. Miss
Fazenda has completed her contract with Mack Sennett, and will
devote her entire time to the pictures to be made by Special Pictures Corporation.
Al Martin sends us word from
the coast that he is now directing
Alexander Alt and Helen Howell
in two reel situation comedies and
believes that they will be popular
with exhibitors.
The Avon Theatre, the handsome
thousand-seat moving-picture house
Decatur, has been redecorated, refurnished and generally beautified
and is now being operated under
the management of J. B. \Miitney.
A fine nine-piece orchestra has been
installed in addition to the organ,
and the theatre is being nm on a
high-class basis and business is reported to be building up rapidly.
.Admission prices are twent>' cents
for the balcony and thirtj' cents
downstairs.
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Strand Theatre —
Overture — First Rhapsody Roumaine.
Current Events — Strand Topical
Review.
Vocal — " At the Fireside " "A
Group ofby Songs."
Specialty
number
the Strand
Male
Quartette. Presented with a
special stage setting cut of
which will appear next week.
Feature — The Truth About Husbands — Whitman Bennett —
First National.
Vocal — " The Song of Songs," Soprano solo by Mary Mitchell.
Comedy — Convict 13 — Metro.
Next Week — The Trail's End.
Riaho Theatre —
Overture — Morning, Noon and
Night in Vienna.
Scenic — Mountain Sailing — Bruce
Educational.
Instrumental — " Caprice Viennois"
— Violin solo by Sascha Fidelman.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal — "Ariso De Benvcnuto " —
Basso solo by Emanuel List.
Feature — Flying Pat — Dorothy
Gish.
Comedy — Convict 13 — Metro.
Next Week— Oh, Lady, Lady.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture
" Mignon."
Current —Events
— Rivoli Pictorial.
Ballet — " Ever
Charming
"—Danc-by
ing number
presented
Thalia Zenou, Vera Myers and
Paul Oscard.
Feature ■— • The Julkins •— Monte
Blue.
Vocal — " Pace Pace " f rou. " La
Forza
Destino
" — Soprano
solo byDel
Mary
Fabian.
Comedy — His Noisy Still — Fox.
Organ — " Fan Fare."
Capitol Theatre —
Overture— 1812.
Feature — Passion — Poli Negra.
Presented with a prologue
which reproduced in tableaux a
scene from the picture and described in a separate story appearing in this issue.
Criterion Theatre —
Second week of " Midsummer
Madness."
DENVER
America Theatre —
Current Events — International
News.
Novelty — If Wc Lived in the
Moon.
Comedv — Number Please — Lloyd
Pathe.
Feature — The Girl with the Jazz
Heart — Madge Kennedy.
Next Week — Hold Your Ilorses.
Riaho Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty
Pathe.— Topics of the Day —
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Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Week — Heliotrope — ParaVocal — " Margie " and " The Last Nextmount.
Rose
Solo ofbySummer."
Mme. Zavaschi.
Moore's Rialto —
Feature — Once to Every Woman — Overture — " Hejre Katay."
Dorothy Phillips.
Current Events — Fox News.
— Half a Chance.
Comedy — -Wolley Hits and Monkey Feature
art.
Bites — Educational.
Next Week— Oh Ladv, Lady— RealNext Week — In the Heart of a
Fool and Parlor Bedroom and
Bath.
ATLANTA
Rialto Theatre —
Feature — Amance— -Viola
Chorus
Dana. Girl's RoCurrent Events — Fox News.
Jeff.
Comedy
—
A
Soft
Boiled Yegg —
Comedy — His Fliver's Wedding —
Overture — " American Fantasy."
Howard
Supreme.
Special Pictures.
Howard —News and Views — SpeciEducational
—
Bray
Pictograph
—
Feature
— The Tiger's Cub — Pearl
lies. ally selected from news weekGoldwyn.
White.
Next Week- Go and Get It.
Current Events — Rialto News.
Solo — Herbert Waterous, basso.
Orchestra — " It Happened in Nord- Feature— Heliotrope — Paramount.
SEATTLE
Scenic — Duck-Days," a hunting epi" and
" Extase."
NextlandWeek
— Out
of the Snow.
sode, to be accompanied by special music. (A hunting-song by
~
CINCINNATI
Schubert, a berceuse by IlyinLiberty
Theatre —
sky, and appostlude by Debussy.
Theme — Maytime.
Comedy— To be selected.
Current Events — Pathe News 97
Soprano solo by Alma Doria.
and local views.
Day.
Overture
—
Popular
Hits
of
the
Educational.
WalnutTopics of the Day.
Scenic — Collectors of Craniums.
Pathe
Review.
Criterion
—
Current Events — Pathe 97.
Feature — Dangerous
Business — Comedy — Married Life — Sennet.
Constance Talmadge.
Harpdez.Solo— Senorita Carmen Men— In the Heart of a Fool.
Next Boy;Week — An Old Fashioned Feature
Next Week— Behold My Wife.
Feature— Clara Kimball Young in
]^id-Channel — Equity.
Clemmer Theatre —
Screen Snapshots.
Current Events — Pathe 98.
Overture — " La
V'arcarole " and Strand
Comedy —— Torchy Turns Cupid.
" Margie."
"Feature
— An Old Fashioned Boy.
Fox News.
Current Events — Fox News.
Next Week — Curtain.
Paramount — Bray Travelogues.
Comedy — The Scarecrow — Metro.
Rialto
— Oh,
Daniels
Featur
Feature
—
Best
of
Luck
—
Metro
.
e—
Lady, Lady — Bebe
■ Special.
t Events — Fox 75.
Currensa
er l Comedy.
iv
Un
Next Week — Occasionally Yours.
Pathe.— The Dear Departed —
Comedy
es — Homespun Folks.
GiatftursFe
—
!
,
Next Week Oh Lady Lady
SAN FRANCISCO
Forsyth Magazine.
Featur
Forsyth
e— —Hobart
Bosworth in His
Current — Events — Kinograms.
Own
Law.
Palace
Literary Digest 84.
Strand Theatre —
Wouldn't Believe It
Feature — The Girl with the Jazz Comedy—
—MackYouSenne
Cartoon — Mutt and JefT.
tt-Paramount.
Heart.
Feature — If I Were King — William Next Week — Children of Destiny.
Farnum.
BALTIMORE
Next Week — A Child for Sale.
WASHINGTON
California Theatre —
Overture Events
— " Broadway
New
— Pathe
Current
— Pathe Rose."
News.
CurrentTheatre
Events—
and Pathe
Metropolitan —
Review.
Orchestra — " Merry \Vives of Crandall's
Overture — " Madame Butterfly."
Vocal
—
Operatic
selections.
Windsor " and " June Topics." Current icsEvents
Pathe News, Topof the —Day.
Novelty — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
Educational — Bray Pictorial — Gold- Feature — Twin Beds — First Na- Feature— Nazimova in "Billions."
tional
Parkway Theatre —
wyn.
Feature — The Testing Block — Next W^eek — Unseen Forces — First Overture — " Maritana."
William S. Hart.
National.
Current Events— Parkway News
Next Week— The Life of the Party.
made up from Pathe, Pathe
Review
and Bray Pictograph.
Loew's Columbia —
Pet.
Imperial Theatre —
Overture — " Dance of the Hours."
and the Teacher's
Edgar
Comed
y—
Current Events — Selznick News.
Overture Events
— " Margie."
Current
— Imperial News.
Feature
—
The
Saphead.
Feature
—
Idols
of
Clay
—
Paramount.
Orchestra — Sixth Hungarian RhapNext
Week — Idols of Clay, continsody and " Nobody to Love."
ued.
trope.
Comedy —terAre
You Married — ChesEntering
Educational.
Wizard —on second week of HelioLoew's Palace:
Cartoon — Pot Luck — Paramount.
Feature — The Love Flower — Griffith Overture — " Robespierre."
Pathe News, TopCLEVELAND
U. A. Presented with an at- Current icsEvents
of the —Day.
mospheric tableau prologue.
Comedy — My Goodness — Sennett.
Next Week — The County Fair.
Feature
— Frisky Mrs. Johnson —
Paramount.
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture
from "La
Orchestra — Selections from
Stillman——Selections
Garden:
"Madame Butterfly " and Moore's
Theme
—
"
I
Love
You,
Dear," by
Feature
—
Conrad
in
Quest
of
His
"and
Broadway
Youth, continued.
Rudolph Friml.
fox trot. Rose " as waltz
Corned}— Torchy Comes Through
—Educational.
ray.
Feature — Idols of Clay — Mae MurNext Week — The Charm School.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture
— New York Hippodrome
March.
Vocal — Japanese Sandman.
Tenor Solo by Harry Harper.
Cartoon — Bolshevists — Mutt and

Boheme."

Hi
Current Events — Pathc News, Literary Digest
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff in "The
Bolshevick."
Comedy- — Back from the Front —
Christie Comedy.
Feature
— A Frederick.
Slave of \'anit\ —
Pauline
Xext Week— The Life of llie }*art\.
Euclid —
Overture — Popular Phaulasie arranged by J. SoJer.
Theme — " When You're In Love."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — April Fool — Lloyd Hamilton.
F"eature — rayIdols
of Clay
— Mae Murand David
Powell.
Next Attraction — Kismet.
Metropolitan —
Overture — Selections from " The
Fortune Teller."
Theme — Compilation arranged by
Musical Director Phil Spitalnj.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy
— Greek
Meets
Greek —
Pathe.
Feature — The Scoflfer — Allan Dwan
production.
Next Week— Old Dad with Mildred Harris.
Strand —
Overture — Lucia di Lamamoor.
Theme — " When I Dream of You. '
Current Events — Literar}' Digest.
Comedy
— " Greek Meets Greek " —
Pathe.
Feature—" The Scoffer.''
Next Mildred
Week—Harris.
"Old Dad" with
Knickerbocker —
Overture — Selections from " The
Greenwich Village F^ollies."
Theme—" Kismet."
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Comedy — " Trouble " — Al St. John.
F'eatureNormand.
— '' The Slim Princess '' —
Mabel
Next Week — Hobart Bosworth in
" A Thousand to One."
Alhanibra —
Overture — "Poet and I'easant,"
with xylophone solo by Mr.
Heber.
Theme — " From the Land of the
Sky Blue Waters."
Current Events — Loew's Up-toDate News — Literary Digest.
Comedy
T he
Sportsman " —
Larry— "Seman.
Feature — " Behold My Wife."
Next Week — Norma Talmadge in
" Panthea."
Hoffman-Palace —
Theme
— " The
Rose,"' with
magic
flute Lovely
accompaniment.
Specialty — Bobby Folsom, comedienne, singing a repertoire of
popular songs.
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy — " Wanted, an Alibi."
Feature
Pathe. — "Half a Chance" —
Next Week — "The Broadway Bub-

Motion
Central Park Theatre —
Comedy — Torchy In High.
Overture — " Aida."
holo — " Celeste."
Feature — Lionel Barrymorc in The
Devil's Garden.
Ziegfeid Theatre —
Scepic — Arizona.
Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in The
Mark of Zorro.
Comedy — Her Husband.
Coming
Feature — The Kiddle:
Woman.
Barbee's Weekly.
Loop Theatre —
Universal
Overture — Selections from "Irene."
Feature — Bunty Pulls the String.
Comedy — A Tray Full of Trouble.
Coming Feature — Vivian Martin in
Song of the Soul.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Comedy
— Torchy's Millions.
Feature
Clay.— Alae Murray in Idols of
Coming Feature — Erin in Revolt.
Hiviera Theatre —
Overture
Scenic. — " The Force of Destinj-."

Picture

News

Educational — "Wilderness Friends."
Comedies — Sunshine, " Her DogBROOKLYN
gone Wedding " — Mutt and
in " Parlor
VocalJeff
— Thomas
J. Bolshevists."
Penfold and
Eddie McGrath.
Strand Theatre —
l-'eature — " The Thief " — Pearl Overture — " Les Preludes."
White.
A flock of live sheep, a shepherd
dog and herder helped make
Xext Week — George \\ alsii in
realistic this orchestral number.
"The Plunger."
.\ scenic set and lighting effects
were used to accentuate the
PHILADELPHIA
storm music in the theme.
Prologue to Scenic.
"In the Wigwam" (Woodman J
sung
by [ackson C. Kinse\,
baritone.
()\ erture — Picjue Dance — Suppe.
Stanton
Feature — Aladame Peacock — Metro.
A woodland scene with a real
wigwam beneath trees and Mr.
Comedy
— Edgar's Little Saw —
Goldwyn.
Kinsey in warpaint and chiefStanton News — First presentation
tain's feathers. An introducof interesting events selected
tion to the scenic film.
from all the weeklies of the The Hunting Ground of Hiawatha.
world and compiled by the
Scenic with Soloists.
Stanton camera man.
(a)(Cavaness)
" By Waters Kathryn
of Minnetonka,"
Cartoon — A Parlor Bolshevist —
James,
contralto.
Mutt and Jeff.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
(b)Orchestra.
"Na-jo," (Wiedoeft) Strand
Scenic — If.
Next Week — Conrad in Quest of
(c)Mendelssohn
"Land of Sky
Blue Waters,'
Quartette.
His Youth — Paramoiml.
Vocal.
■' In the Garden of My Heart."
Feature
Arcadia— —The Restless Sex.
(Ball) Kathryn James, conScenic — Burton Holmes Travelogue.
tralto.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Strand Topical Review.
Comedy — Going Thru the Rye — • Vocal.
Bobby Vernon.
Xext Week — Same.
" The
Japanese Mendelssohn
Sandman. '
fEfi'an- Whiting)
Quartette
in
oriental
garb in
L'niversal.
setting.
mandarin
blue Japanese garden
Victoria
Feature — —The Devil's Pass Ke\ —

Comedj
'! he Lionicspun Hero.
Literary — Digest.
Feature — Curtain.
Comiii'j Peaiure— Xoniads of the
North.
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ
Offertory,
Sunbeam."
\\
oodlawn
News "and
Views.
Woodlawn
Com< dy Playlet. The
Scarecrow.
( )\ erture — " Martha."
Comedy — Mr. Fatima — Eddie Barr\. Feature — Conrad in Quest of His
Feature
— Conrad in Quest of His Current Events — Pathe News.
Youth.
Youth.
Descriptive Fantasy— In a Clock
Next
Week
—
The
North
Wind's
Store — Lake.
Malice — Goldwyn.
Intermission — "Avalon."
.\
score of clocks with illumiComing
F-eature
—
To
Please
One
Woman.
nated faces used effectively in
Feature — Clothes — Metro.
tra.
connection with Strand orchesCartoon
—
Mutt
and
Jeff.
Regent —Events — Fox News.
DETROIT
Current
Next Week — The Amateur Devil.
Comedy—
man. \\'et and Warmer — LehrAdams
0\
treure—— Selections from " Irene."
Current
Review.Events — Adams' Topical
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Special
— " Romance
of Detroit."
Detroit
amateur cast.
Feature — " Unseen Forces."
Xext Week— William S. Hart in
" The Cradle of Courage."
Broadway Strand —
Overture — " Hungarian Lusispiel."
Current Events — Broadway Strand
Bits and Shots.
Vocal — " The Time Will Come,"
Francis J. Tyler, basso ; " Just
See \\ hat Fowler,
You Have
Done,"
Catherine
soprano.
Comedy — "When Greek Meets

Feature — A ^lisfit Wife — Metro.
Comedy
Shuffle the Queens.
Capitol——Events
Current
— Select News.
Topics of the Da}' — Literary Digest.
Next Week — Stop Thief.
Feature — The Wonderful Chance —
PalaceSelznick.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next Week — Madame Peacock.
BOSTON
Park Theatre —
tra. — Park Symphony OrchesOverture

Weekly News — Two issues.
Young.
— Hush — Clara Kimball
b'eature
— " Heliotrope," Frederick Features
Burton.
The
Gilded
Dream — Carmel
Xext Greek."
Week — Alonle Blue in " The
Myers.
Next Hobart
"ii'eek —Bosworth.
A Thousand to One —
Madison
Jucklins."
Overture
—— Grand Opera Faniasie.
Fixed by George — Lyons Moran.
Current Events — Madison Topical
Review.
ble."
Beacon
—
Vocal — Ruth Chase and Arthur Overture —Theatre
Piano and organ.
CHICAGO
Dean — Dearest One," " Rose Weekly News — Two issues.
Comedy — A Prohibition Monkey —
of
Heart."
Pantheon Theatre —
Novelty My
— Edward's
"Old Time
Joe. Martin.
Paramoiuit Magazine.
— Polly with a Past — Ina
Movie
Show." Branding Iron," bVatures
Claire.
Feature
—
"
The
Piano Solo — "The Russian Rag."
James Kirkwood.
Comedy — The Scarecrow.
HerHawlev.
First Elopement — Wanda
Next Week — " The 'i'ruth .\bout
Overture — " The Hifhter."
Feature — To Please One Woman.
Next Week— The Star Rover— All
Husliands."
star.
Solos — " Sweethearts " and " The Washington
—
The Misleading Ladv — Bert LvSpirit Song" — Alfreda Wynne. Overture — " Marilana." ■
tell.
Coming Feature — A Thousand to Current Events — Washington AniThe Fliver Wedding — Comedy
mated Review.
One.

Organ Solo—" Marche Pontificale."
BUFFALO
Shea's
Hippodrome —
— ^lichaelis.
Overture" The Forge in the Forest"
Stage Setting — An Old Plantation,
used as a background for the
soloist.
\'ocal— ' Old Black Joe." Sung by
C. Gardiner, basso.
Feature — The Love Flower — D. W.
Gritlith.
Comedy — Neighbors — Buster Keaton.
Current Events — Hippodrome Review, consisting of Topics of
the Day, Pathe hand-colored
subject and excerpts from the
leading weeklies.
Xext Week — Conrad in Search of
His Youth — Thomas Mcighan.
Shea's Criterion —
Overture — " High Jinks" — Friml.
StagefulSetting
— The
Desert
a color- )
nicture
of the
Far— East.
\'ocal — " \ Son of the Desert Am
I."' Sung by Herman E.
Gahwe, a soloist of local
prominence.
Feature —rayIdols
of Clay
— Mae Murand David
Powell.
Comedy
— Park Your Car — Snub
Pollard.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Next Week — Tourncur's
" Deep

EXHIBITORS'

SERVICE

BUREAU

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Seven hundred exhibitors are hsted in the pages that follow; seven hundred live
wires, worthy representatives of the art of motion picture presentation and exploitation. Motion Picture News
has not attempted to exe:^cise any self-bestowed wisdom in the selection of exhibitors deserving a place on an
" Honor Roll." We have allowed the events of the year to tell their own story, place their own honors. In the
seven hundred names that follow will be found those exhibitors and advertising men who, by unusual exploitation and presentation of pictures, have earned space in the colmnns of the Exhibitor Service Bureau. To these
men we are indebted for the material that makes possible an Exhibitors Service Buieau; to these men producers and exhibitors are indebted for the inspiration that makes for better " selling " of motion pictiu-es. Just
as the motion picture retailer — the exhibitor — stands shoulders above the retailer of any other commercial or
amusement field in advertising and selling ability, so do these seven hundred deserve recognition for the
achievements that have placed them on " The Motion Picture News Roll of Honor. The names given include
those
exhibitors whose doings have been related in the Exhibitors' Service Bureau during the past twelve
months.]
FLORIDA
ALABAMA
L. D. JOEL
New Casino Theatre. Jacksonville
■W.
L.
BRYON
Savoy
Theatre,
Anniston
S. A. AUSTIN
Strand Theatre, Jscksonville
R. B. WILBY
Strand Theatre, Birmingham
FRANK H. BURNS
Rialto Theatre. Jacksonville
MARVIN WISE
Alcazar Theatre, Birmingham
PHIL GERSDORF
Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville
MISS LUCKEL
Empire Theatre, Mobile
M.
C.
COOLEY
Strand Theatre, Tampa
ARKANSAS
ROBERT J. BLACK
Phiel Theatre, St. Petersburg
JIMMIE BOYD
Sun Theatre, Blytheville
GEORGIA
OWENS & HOLMES
Conway
GEORGE SCHMIDT
Alama No. 2 Theatre. Atlanta
J. C. HAUBER
Hauber Theatre, Pine Bluff
MANAGER
REDMOND
Forsyth Theatre, Atlanta
T. E. HOBBS
Majestic Theatre, Marianna
FRANK HAMMOND
S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Atlanta
J. FRANK SHEA
P.alace Theatre, Little Rock
JAMES F. JACKSON
Tudor Theatre, Atlanta
A. H. COLLINS
Grand Theatre, Jonesboro
A. J. WOOD
Odeon Theatre, Savannah
E. K. BUTLER
Wilson Theatre, Russelville
A. H. PAXSON
Rialto Theatre, Valdosta
ARIZONA
W. L. BRADENBURG
Waycross Theatre, Waycross
A. J. WOOD
Grand Opera House. Brunswick
RICHARD
& NACE
Phoenix
0. C. LAM
Rome Amusement Co., Rome
FRANK MILLER
Modjeska Theatre, Augusta
CALIFORNIA
ARNETTE AIKEN
Colonial Theatre. Commerce
■C. J. LEWIS
Alhambra Theatre, Alhambra
IDAHO
MISS SYLVIA GROGG
Hippodrome Theatre, Bakersfield
A. R. THOMAS
Argonne Theatre, Colton
MAJESTIC AMUSEMENT-CO
Crystal Theatre, Boise
B. W. BICKETTS
Strand Theatre, Boise
■GEORGE
F.
SHAPP
HARRY J. WENDLAND
Byrd s Liberty
Strand Theatre,
Theatre, Fresno
Fresno
A.
H.
HILTON
Paramount
Theatre, Lewiston
L. J. HILLIGER
Fruitvale Theatre, Fruitvale
MANAGER
KILANA
Rex Theatre, Buhl
H. H. BOSELY
Alhambra Theatre, Los Angeles
J. H. MILLER
Rex Theatre, Orofino
ILLINOIS
F. L. BROWNE
Clune's Broadway Theatre, Los Angeles
AL ST. JOHN
Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles
CHAS.
J.
VOLLMER
Lyric Theatre, Belleville
SID
GRAUMAN
Grauman's
Theatre,
Los
Angeles
W. E. NEWBERRY
Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles
HALL & GRIFFIN
New Ch.atterton Theatre, Bloomington
AL
MYERS
Kennel Theatre, Cairo
ROY
MILLER
Miller's
Theatre,
Los
Angeles
BOB ABRAHAMS
Frolic Theatre, Los Angeles
EMMA COHEN
Casino Theatre. Chicago
B.
F.
ZEMMERHOLM
La
Salle Theatre, Chicago
RALPH
BLAIR
;
Grauman's
Rialto,
Los
Angeles
J. A. CURRIE
Kinema Theatre, Oakland
W. E. WEINSHENKER
Logan Theatre, Chicago
EUGENE PERRY
T. & D. Theatre, Oakland
ADOLPH
POWELL
Riviera
Theatre, Chicago
RAYMOND AMUSEMENT CO
Rosemary Theatre, Ocean Park ANDREW
KARCAS
Woodlawn Theatre, Chicago
GYNN & RUGTWET
Strand Theatre, Longmont
MANAGER
HAWKINS
Pershing Theatre, Fairfield
THOMAS J. WATSON
Superba Theatre, Freeport
D.
H. SCHUHMANN
'
Florence
Theatre,
Pasadena
BARNEY
GOODMAN
Frolic
Theatre,
San Francisco
J. J. McSPADDEN
Colonial Theatre, Galesburg
FRANK COSTELLO
Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco
MANAGER
FISCHER
La
Salle Theatre, La S.alle
ED A. SMITH
Rialto Theatre, San Francisco
VERER HICKS
Family Theatre, Marion
GEORGE MANN
Rialto Theatre, San Francisco
J. RICHARD AVEY
Strand Theatre, Pecantionia
E. C. LEISY
Majestic Theatre, Peoria
■CHARLES
Newman's California,
College, San
Francisco
EUGENE H.NEWMAN
ROTH
San Francisco
DU ROBINSON
Apollo Theatre, Peoria
J. A. PARTINGTON
Imperial Theatre, San Francisco
MANAGER
HEWITT
T
Strand
Theatre, Robinson
J. W. DE STASIO
Liberty Theatre, Sacramento
CHAS.
F.
HOUSE
Ashers
Midway, Rockford
AUBERY STAUFFER
California Theatre, Santa Barbara
W.
W.
WATTS
Princess
Theatre,
Springfield
MRS. M. D. KIPLINGER
Opera House, San Bernardino
JOE
ERBER
Erber's
Theatre.
East
Louis
J. C. KNAPP
Strand Theatre, San Bernardino
CHARLES H. RYAN
Garfield Theatre.St.Chicago
G. A. BUSCH
Superba Theatre, Dan Diego
INDIANA
A. L. MILLER
T. & D. Theatre. San Jose
JAMES B. MASON
California Theatre, San Diego
JOHN HEFFNER
Riveria Theatre, Anderson
FRED BUTLER
Starland Theatre, Anderson
COLORADO
GEORGE H. HINES
Auditorium Theatre. South Bend
Fort Wayne
JESSE R. JONES
Jones Theatre, Canon City MAJORIE A. MANHURIN, Ad. Manager Orpheum
W. C. QUIMBY
Strand Theatre. Fort Wayne
J. E. TOMPKINS
Liberty Theatre, Colorado Springs
C. W. MASON
Orpheum Theatre. Fort Wayne
-A. R. ARGUST
Princess Theatre, Colorado Springs
A. B. TALBOT
America Theatre, Denver
VALENTINE COMPANY
English Theatre, Indianapolis
•GEORGE GRAVES
Rialto Theatre, Denver
RALPH
W.
LIEBER
Circle
Theatre, Ind'.anapolis
HARRY
KOCH
Ohio Theatre,
Indianapolis
LOUIS K. SIDNEY
Strand Theatre, Denver
O. E. WUERZ. .
Rivoli Theatre, Denver
FRANK
REMBUSCH
Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis
1. OLSON
Lyric Theatre, Indianapolis
OLE M. NELSON
Majestic Theatre. Grand Junction
BERT DEARDOFF
Strand Theatre, Kenddlville
J. J. GOODSTEIN
Palm Theatre. Pueblo
HERBERT H. JOHNSON
Luna Theatre. Lafayette
CONNECTICUT
CLARENCE L. BRANNIGAN
Luna Lite, Marion
C. R. ANDREWS
Star Theatre. Muncie
J. F. CLANCY
Palace Theatre, Hartford
P.
K.
AUTON
Royal
Theatre,
New Castle
B. G. SALVINI
Lyceum Theatre. New Britain
JOHN H. WETZ
Crown Theatre, North Salem
•CLAUDE FREDERICKS
Olympia Theatre, New Haven
O. J. CHANDLER
Isis Theatre, Peru
"MGR. SELLMAN
Strand Theatre, Waterbury
FRANK HOLLAND
Murette Theatre, Richmond
"W. BROWNING
Grand Theatre, Middletown
C. E. McNAUGHTY
Princess Theatre. Seymore
W. C. MELOY
Strand Theatre, Shelbyville
DELAWARE
RUFUS LEIGHTY
Grand Theatre, Washington
ELIAS WETSTEIN. Public Director
Queen Theatre, Wilmington
H. E. GREEN
American Theatre. Evansville
REESE B. HARRINGTON
Opera House, Harrington
IOWA
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
J. A. GERFRACHL
Tiny Star Theatre. Ames
NATAILIE
WILLIAMS
. Grand Theatre, Bluflfton
SIDNEY B. LUST
Washington
BEN HARDING
Liberty Theatre. Council Bluffs
. TOM MOORE
Washington
MANAGER
HANSON
.....Adams
Theatre. Crf.'on
"LAWRENCE
BEATUS
Loew's Palace, Washington
H. M. CRANDALL
Washington 113 CATHERINE
SCHLIEP
Crest.-
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ROBERT H. McMASTER
Willard Theatre. Cre»to«
ALLMAN & LEISER
Strand Theatre, Clinto»
RALPH HANSON
Willard Theatre, Cr»ito»
O. F. WELLS
Lincoln Thtatre, Charitom
A. E. WELD
Strand Theatre, Ctdar Rapid*
E. METZGER
Strand Theatre, Crcstom
JESSE DAY
Palace Theatre, Des Moimea
VAN DYKE & HILL
Royal Theatre, Dei Moiaaa
ARTHUR S. STOLTE
Dei Moines Theatre, Dti Moiaes
E. H. HELMTS
Rialto Theatre, Des Moinea
B. L. VAN DYKE
Royal Theatre. Dei Uoinei
J. H. MALLOY
Strand Theatre, Dubuque
JAMES BOYLE
Strand Theatre. Fort Madiioa
YOUNGCLAUS ft LATTA
Lyric Theatre, Harlaa
J. J. JACOBSON
Strand Theatre, Marihalltowa
J. P. MARTIN
Palace Theatre, Mason City
J. C. DUNCAN
Plai« Theatre, Sioux City
JOHN J. FRIEDL
Royal Theatre, Sioux City
L. D. BASLY
Princeii Theatre, Sioux City
ALEXANDER FRANK
Hoitettler Enterpriiei, Waterloo
S.
Armory
Theatre, Charitaa
Clarinda
O. O'HARE
F. WELLS
Lincoln Theatre,
KANSAS
O. W. BOYS
Royal Theatre, Newton
H. J. THACKER
Strand Theatre. Saliau
STANLEY
CHAMBERS
Palace Theatre. Wicki»a
M. B. SHANBERG
Midland Theatre, Hutchimoa
KENTUCKY
J. A. MILWAIN
Blue Moon Theatre, Bradwall
GUY B. SNOW
Grand Theatre, Fultoa
CRESCENT AMUSEMENT CO
Princess Theatre, HopkintTiU*
A. P. KEITH
Mary Anderson Theatre, Louiivill*
JOE GOLDBERG
Strand Theatre. LouiiTilla
JOS L. STEURLE
Walnut Theatre. Louiivilla
CHAS. KREBS
Cherokee Theatre, Louiirilla
S. BEN SPARKS
Ben AU Theatre Lexingtoa
FRED DOLLE
Alamo Theatre, Lomiirilla
MISS ALICE WARD
Grand Theatra, Richraoa*
LOUISIANA
H. PEARCE
Todor Theatre, New Orleaai
K. V. RICHARDS
Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleaai
SAENGER AMUSEMENTS CO
Naw Orleaai
MASSACHUSETTS
MISS FINKLESTEIN
Fenway Theatre, Boston
MANAGER
Central Theatre,
Square, Boitoa
NATHAN H.SAYER
GORDON Gordon'i Majestic
Boston
NATHAN
H.
GORDON
Gordon'i
Olympia
Theatre,
Boiton
SAMUEL
PINASKI
Park Theatre. Boitoa
TOM SPRY
Tremont Temple, Boiton
W. W. WOODHEAD
Globe Theatre, Clinton
L. M. BOSS
Rialto Theatre, Fall Rirar
ANDREW CABE
Rialto Theatre, Lawrence
MANAGER D.O'KEEFE
Music Hall,
Leominster
THOMAS
SORERIO
Strand
Theatre,
LoweU
CHAS. BENSON
Olympia Theatra, Lynn
JAMES T. ALLEN
Federal Theatre, Salem
JOHN F. KOENK
Federal Theatre. Salem
GRODON WRIGHTER
Poli'i
Palace Theatre,
Theatre. Ipringfield
Springfield
MANAGER
McDONALD
SpringiSild
J. D. HUTCHINSON
Stoneham Theatre, Sonehim
MARYLAND
VINCENT A. VALENTINE
Horford Theatre, Baltimore
JAMES J. HARTLOVE
Sunset Theatre, Baltimore
LOUIS DE HOFF
New Theatre, Baltimore
F. G. NIRDLINGER
Victoria Theatre, Baltimore
MICHIGAN
ELWYN M. SIMONS
New Family Theatre. Adrian
JAMES H. RUTHERFORD
Bijou Theatre, Bay City
LIPP & CROSS
Post Theatre, Battle Creek
TOM MOULE
Adami Theatre, Detroit
PHIL GLEICHMAN
Broadway Strand, Detroit
JOHN E. NIEBES
Dawn Theatre. Detroit
A. J. MOELLER
De Luxe Theatre, Detroit
JACK MOWATT
Grand Circus Theatre, Detroit
HOWARD O. PEARCE
John H. Kunsky Theatres, Detroit
GEORGE GUISE
Majestic Theatre, Detroit
GEORGE W. TRENDLE
Madison Theatre, Detroit
THOS. D. MOULE
Madison Theatre, Detroit
HOWARD O. PIERCE
Madison Theatre, Detroit
W. D. ASCOUGH
Milei-Regent, Detroit
JAMES RITTER
Rialto Theatre, Detroit
C. K. WAUGHOP
Scenic Theatre, Detroit
SID LAWRENCE
Washington Theatre, Detroit
HARRY
McDonald
Washington Theatre, Detroit
S. EDGAR MOMAND
Strand Theatre, Flint
MR. STORK
Ideal Theatre. Grand Rapidi
W. S. McLaren
Majestic Theatre, Jackion
H. C. McCOURT
Family Theatre. Jackion
W. GRIFFITH MITCHELL
Majestic Theatre, Kalamaioo
CLAUDE CODY
Gladmere Theatre, Laming
HAL OPPERMAN
Crescent Theatre, Pontiac
PAUL J. SCHLOSSMAN
Regent Theatre, Muskegon
JOSEPH R. DENNISTON
Family Theatre, Monroe
MINNESOTA
C. L. MILLER
Grand Theatre, Crookiton
P. E. SCHWIE, General Manager
Duluth Theatre Co., Duluth
S. L. KNAPP
Loyalty Theatre, International Falli
WILLIAM GOCH
New Astor Theatre, Minneapolii
G. C. JOHNSON
Calhoun Theatre, Minneapolii
JULIUS L. JOHNSON
New Garrick Theatre, Minneapolii
THEODORE HAYES, General Manager Finkelstein & Ruben, Minneapolis
S. G. LEBEDOFF
Liberty Theatre, Minneapolii
A. K. ABELSON
New Lyric Theatre, Minneapolii
CHAS. P. PERRY
Strand Theatre, Minneapolii
O. WOEMPNER
New Park Theatre, MinneapolU
EPH. ROSEN
New Unique Theatre, Minneapolii
LOWELL W. CALVERT
Capitol Theatre, St. Paul
G. N. BRADDOCK
New Liberty Theatre, St. Paul
B T GOLDMAN
Princess Theatre, St. Paul
MISSISSIPPI
A. O. BOURDON
Crown Theatre. Bilozi
G. P. McCLINTOCK
Greenwood Theatre, Greenwood
PAT KLIENPETER
Grand Theatre. GreenTille
FRANK C. ELLISON
Saenger'a Princess. Meridan
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A H WEST
MONTANA
, „
MANAGER
RANklN
.'
H.
A. ALBRIGHT
Strand Theatre, BiUmgi
American Theatre, Butte
PAUL DE MORDAUNT
MANAGER
TEUFEL
'^"?"'« jS"*^^. gutte
E.
..
S"""*'
Butte
Theatre, Helena
'^'i'*"Theatre,
V,.Marlow
SON
JOHN
L. WJ. MYRICK.
Great Fall,
Theatre,
Alcazar
C. W. ELKH ARDT .•
MISSOURI
J. GREENE
« v •
McKenne Theatre, AUanu
WIGGINS
SHERMAN
W. H.PRENDERGAST...
MUELLER.
. . -.v.. :
leffeV.on
Tv," . ^'''i'J'^"'"," City
MR.
OH.P'^V"''
REYNOLDS
MAXWELL.
V^^rfZ ^u''
. C°'"'°^'"
W. E. STURGIS
^...Electnc Theatre, Joplm
MILTON FELD
Hippodrome Theatre, Joplin
T. BiDWELL Mc'coRMick;:.';.::"": i,;, -rh^fr;
O P ROSE & SON
' ^ ■O',"*"' Kansai City
FRAN K L CRICHTON
NEWMAN
^i'^''^,''
JtWJ.'GEORGE
.. . .
Sovoso Thl=lrl'
v*"'" 9^'
'»°y°%7^«i,tre, Kansas City
J. J. SPRAGUE
WILLIAM MOSCOWIT
GOLDMAN . .Z
kin^l T?,,',V''''c.^''7°'^«
ARTHUR
LoeVi Garrfrl
Th!f,tr.' IV P"?*
Theatre, St. Louii
Garrick
l-oeWt
FER
SCHAE
WALTER
willIam
;;
^""i,';:^:"^'
EARLE S. GOLDMAN
NESBITT...
.
T in^L JJt\vrtI'"'
L^vY
:::::::::
:::::::::
:::Hi^^^^
°§tJ^''^^^
NEBRASKA
J^BOBC: MaII?N
WALL

7^%^'' central
city
Kri^f,
Columbiw

v.-.;.-.-.;.;. -.c^l/,
1 1 u'iv^^^
iEII ^g^o^Sf^ °. -:h^aVrical CO ::::;::::-^^^/^^p. «
H ARR?''^o lSISrc; ::
Omaha
w.^.^^^BURG.v.-.-.v.v.;v.v.v.-.v.-.v.\v.;;:;b^heu^'!^a?r^r^c^^
NEW
JERSEY
KAKL
a. SUELKE.
Liberty Theatre.A«l»ntic
Cape May
KARL r's^UELKE^^^^
City
Park
Highland
Theatre,
Forest
.
tirwircrE-tiiLrVxi
AARONrvn^^^^^^^^
pc
Strand Theatre, New Brunswick
Mf-iP KRvnii-iV
Goodwin Theatre. Newark
Goodwin Theatre, Newark
T R wiVfaiTv
{vALT
-SHAFER
• v.
A. GORDON ^ERb'
T'J^fna'l
REID
TheVt"e P^tVTi^i
N^eZTrk
G^den Theatre
EDWARD COSTIGAN
i!!!!! i iAcme Theatr^ So'nS, Ri^?«
booth KiTer
ATRE
STREET THE
STATE
R. W. BAREM
ORE
^ .■ ■.V.V.VLtacota ioeatre.
Theitte/Unio" I^^^
NEW
YORK
Morgan. Aubur.
'A
fRED ELLmTT
.Clinton Square. Albany
FRFD foRFVT
mSS° IlI^Z^IItH MARBURyV.\V.-V.V.\\V.V.\V.\-V?^fa'n°d" Sr7' ^tt
U^S^'Sfl^^ ^9^^^^
New Striild Th^at":;
aS
A.bany
Theatre,
iAl^ Symphony'^°y'^
rni^
nAOri? rT?T
B.nghamton
Theatre.
PM
?RFn
...Strand Theatre. Binghamton
p I^H^l-Viro
Brooklyn
Fifth Avenue, Brooklvn
Keith'sMarcy
F£^Tii>r l?.?^^T BRA
WILLIAM
NDT
Theatre, Brooklyn
Garden Theatre
^l>Tf???S^4??5S^ELMER
C. WINEGAR
f^^^^.?.h^J^^^
■S'a^d
TheVtre,
B^ookl^
Central
ParkTheatre.
Theatre.Brooklyn
Buffalo
^?S?o^.?'^,Tr?v^i.-^V,i
Tuxedo
BRUCE
FOWLER
Elmwood Theatre Buffalo
JULES
MICHAEL
•
Regent Theatre
RPt^^^,?H. L^MJJi^V
Theatre, Buffalo
HART T. DIXON
RivoU Theatre. Buffalo
H.
B.
FRANKLIN
Shea's
Theatres,
Buffalo
AL. SHERRY
Star Theatre, Buffalo
EDWIN WEINBERG
Strand Theatre! Buffalo
DAN HARRINGTON
Palace Theatre. Cattaragai
A. PHILLIPS
Grace Theatre. Conev Iiland
W. D. WALDRON
CrotonU
G. W. WALTER
Amusu Theatre. Elmira
GEORGE TOOKER
Regent Theatre. Elmira
CHAS. H. LANDERS
Fredonia
MEYER SHINE
New Hippodrome. G:orert»iUe
MRS. MARIE CUMMINGS
Opera House, Gowanda
WILLIAM
DILLON
Strand. Ithaca
HOWARD WAUGH
Winter Garden, Jamestown
GEORGE GILDERSLEEVE
Opera House. Kingitoa
ROBERT
ALBERT
Albert, Lancaster
J. H. TRESCOTT
Pictureland Theatre, Lirinia
HUGO REISENFELD
Rialto, Rivoli, Criterion Theatre, New York
TOSEPH PLUNKETT
Strand Theatre, New York
SAM HURTIG
Apollo Theatre, New York
S. L. ROTHAFEL
Capitol Theatre, New York
MANAGEER MANGINI
Arena, New York
BENJ. E. JACKSTONE
Fox Audubon. New York
M. DOLINSKY
Loew's Ave. B.. New York
A.
A. ELLIOTT
'.
LOUIS
WEINBERG
Plara Playhouse.
Theatre. NewHndioa
York
N. DIPSON
Dipson Theatrical Ent.. Olean
H E. MORSE
Sampson. Penn Tan
COLLINGWOOD THEATRICAL CORP
Stratford Theatre. Poughkeepiit
CLIFF A. CARROLL
CarroU Theatre. Rome
M. SHIRLEY
Palace Theatre. Schenectady
PHIL SMITH
Crescent Theatre. Syracuie
THOMAS HOGAN. Jr
Top Theatre. Syracuie
LUX BROTHERS
Alhambra Theatre. Utici
SIM ALLEN
Colonial Theatre. Utici
EDWARD LEWIS
Keith's 81st Street Theatre. New York
HARRY FINKE
Palace Theatre. Schenectady
NORTH
DAKOTA
C. TEOREY
Orpheum Theatre. Wlllitoa
W r CLAVIER
Liberty Theatre, Fargo
S'TAN BROWN
Met. Theatre, Grand Forki
ii
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NORTH
CAROLINA
HARRY SOMERVILLE
Broadway Theatre, Charlottt
MANAGER LEE
Piedmont Theatre. Charlottt
E. N. DARDINO
Strand, Charlotte
W. C. McINTYRE
Rose Theatre, Fayetteville
MANAGER HENRY
Rex Theatre, Spartaniburg
W. D. VAN DERBURGH
Broadway Theatre, StateiTiUe
EARNEST G. STELLINGS
Grand Theatre, Wilmington
HOWARD WELLS AMUSEMENT CO
Victoria Theatre, Wilmington
OHIO
FEIBER & SHES
Colonial Theatre, Akron
C. A. BARBIAN
Waldorf Theatre, Akron
LIEMOTTO
SMITH
Ideal Theatre, Alliance
WARD
JOHNSON
Majestic Theatre, Alliance
GEORGE MOORE
Royal Theatre, BelleTue
M. W. SMEE
Sttnnd Theatre. Canton
C. A. SMITH
Sherman Theatre, Chillicothe
BOULEVARD THEATRE CO
Boulevard Theatre, Cincinnati
McMAHAN & JACKSON
Grand Opera House, Cincinnati
C. HUBERT HOUCK
Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati
RAYMOND FRANKEL
Lubin Theatre, Cincinnati
I. LIBSON
Strand Theatre, Cincinnati
BERT TODD
Manhaim Tucker Co., Cleveland
W. FRIEDMAN
Metropolitan, ClcTcland
C. P. LINNERT
Wade Park Orpheum, Cleveland
TOM CARROLL
Standard, Cleveland
JACK KUHN
Stillman, Cleveland
PAUL GUSDONOVIC
Strand, Cleveland
CHARLES
GROSS
Columbia Theatre, Columbui
WILL D. HARRIS
Grand Theatre, Columbui
HOWARD FRANKEL
Majestic Theatre, Colmmbu*
I. A. MADDOX
Southern Theatre. Columbui
FRED W. POSTLE
Victoria Theatre, Columbui
LEO BURKHARDT
Hippodrome, Creitlin*
GIL
Ascher's Auditorium,
Dayton
CHAS, BURROWS
GROSS
Columbia, Dayton
MARK GATES
Dayton, Dayto«
Bannon Theatri, Klyria
KENNETH SINK
Pastime Theatre, Greenville
MRS. CECILE WEISENBERGER
Liberty, Geneva
ROY W. DENNIS
Grant Theatre, Hamilton
BROOMHALL AND SCHWALM
Jefferson Theatre, Hamilton
FRED S. MEYER
Palace Theatre, Hamilton
GEORGE A. REA
Forum Theatre, Hilliboro
Opera House, Lorain
W. M. PATELLA
Memorial Theatre, Mansfield
G. H. FOSTER
Marion Theatre, Marion
H. T. LEDERER
Utopia Theatre, Painesville
HARRY KRESS
Opera House, Piqua
A. P. LANG
Temple, Pleasantville
Electric, Pomeroy
GEORGE H. SCHADE
Schade, Sandusky
E. C. PAUL
Fairbanks, Springfield
CHALKER AMUSEMENT CO
Majestic, Springfield
FALLMAN
Victoria Theatre. Steubenville
STOFFER & SENNETT
Grand Theatre, Tiffin
EDDIE ZORN
Temple Theatre, Tiffin
H. C. HORATER
Alhambra. Toledo
HORWITZ
BROS
Colonial. Toledo
6. BARRETT McCORMICK
Rivoli. Toledo
E. A. ZORN
Temple. Toledo
JACK OSSERMAN
Duchess, Warren
CHRISTIE DIEHEL
Liberty Theatre, Youngstown
BROWN & CROWLEY
Weller Theatre, Zanesville
OREGON
A. H. McDonald
Rex Theatre, Eugene
GEORGE A. HUNT & CO
Liberty Theatre, Medford
A. C. RALEIGH
Columbia Theatre, Portland
W. KOLLROSS
Empire Theatre, Portland
WILLIAM
FLY
Hippodrome, Portland
PAUL E. NOBLE
Liberty, Portland
PRANK
LACEY
Majestic, Portland
J. WEINSTOCK
People's,
J.MELVIN
C. HILLS
RivoU, Portland
Portland
MARSHALL
TAYLOR
Rivoli, Portland
L. DAVID
Star, Portland
CLARENCE
HILL
v
MUnjestic, Roseburg
OKLAHOMA
MRS. McGLENDON
Collins, Avant
SHIRLEY SHREEVES
Odeon. Bartleiville
WILLIAM N. SMITH
Rialto, TuU»
PENNSYLVANIA
ROBERT HAYWARD
Regent. Beaver Palli
GILBERT BERNSTEIN
Grand. Chester
THOMAS
PROFFITT
William Penn, Chester
CLYDE D. KLEIGER
Refronich. Freeland
P. A. KINNEY
Park Theatre. Franklin
HARRY J. POXALL. JR
Photoplay Theatre, Gettysburg
C. FLOYD HOPKINS
Victoria. Harrisburg
M. V. COLL
Campbell, Hazelton
GEORGE WINTZ
Wick Opera House, Kittaning
GEORGR
M K-T?UPA
Hamilton
Theatre. Lancaster
Lancaster
G. M. KRUPPA
Hippodrome.
WETSS ^- RTRMKR^UL
Globe T»ieatre. McKeesport
FP/VNK PMVfOPT.OS
Lvnc Theatre, McKeespo-t
WILBOIN WILSON
Imperial Theatre. Philadelphia
Metropolitan
Opera
House, Philadelphia
EDGAR WOLF
Victoria Theatre.
Philadelphia
STANLEY
COMPANY
PhiUidelphia
ELMER
HARRIS
Blackton. Pittsburgh
T. H. SCHROEDER
Columbia, Pittsburgh
PETER ANTORinPOLIS
Olympic. Pittsburgh
H. L. GILES ft W. P. MASCH
Grand, Pittsburgh
ANITA K^NGES
Playhouse. Pittsburrh
SAMUEL SIVITA, Directing Manager. .. Rowland & Clifford Thsatre. Pitt-'burcb
N. A. BENSON
Stadium. Pittsburgh
EDWARD
TOHNS
Wonderland. Pittsburgh
CARR & SCHAD
Strand. Reading
LOUIS NADLEY
i.
MajesUc, Rochester
SAMUEL FRIEDMAN
Strand. Scranton
NIXON NTRDLINGER AND J. WOLF
Belmont. West Philadelphia
ABE SELIGMAN
Locust, West Philadelphia
JACOB THF.TS
Orpheum, WilVes-Barre
FRED HERMANN
Savov. Wilkes-Barre
T. B. GROVES
Strand. Wilkei-Barre
G. DENNOS
Grand Theatre. Williamsport
SILVERMAN BROTHERS
Strand Theatre. Altoona
RHODE
ISLAND
MANAGER MA HONEY
Rialto, Providence
CHAS. H. WILLIAMS
Strand. Providmci
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SOUTH
CAROLINA
GEORGE
WARNER
Bro«dway, Columbia
L. T. LESTER
Rivoli, Columbia
T. C. CARY
PrinccM, Hon«a P«tk
C. L. HENRY
Spartaniburg
SOUTH
DAKOTA
H. J. UPDEGRALL
Princeii, Sioux Palli
TENNESSEE
FRANK
DOWLER
Alcaxar, Chatta»oof»
HUGH L. CARDOZA
Criterion, Chattanooga
E. L. ROGERS & FRANK A. DOWLER, JR
Rialto, Chattanooga
L. W. McCUAN
Koiy Theatre, Dreidem
BEN PFLAUM
Majestic, Johnion City
J. J. MURDOCK
Strand. KnoxviUe
C. A. McELRAVY
Memphis Enterprises, Meraphii
C. E. MURRAY
Strand. Memphis
G. E. BROWN
Memphis Eirterpriies, Memphii
HARRY
SUDEKUM
Knickerbocker, NaihvilU
TEXAS
EDMUND ft WILLIAM DORFONTI
Dixie, Athent
HARRY THOMAS
American, Dallai
T. R. WRIGHT
Bluebird, Dallas
E.
FOY
Foy's Neighborhood Theatres.
Inc., Dallas
RAYL. STINNETT
Jefferson.
Dallas
C. E. JEFFRIES...
Old Mill. Dallaj
JOHN DESTEFANO
Queen, Dallai
LEON S. GOHLMAN
Rex. Dallai
J. T. STEWART
South Enterprises, Dallai
J. P. McCUE
Bijou. El Paso
JAMES G. QUINN
Rialto, El Paio
O. WESTCOTT YOUNG
Rialto, El Paio
ED GREENBLATT
Isis. Houston
A. B. HILL
Queen, Houston
LEO M. VALDEZ
Royal. Laredo
B. T. BURNS
Majestic, San Antonio
H. G. PLATH
Crescent, Templi
S. A. LYNCH ENTERPRISES
Liberty, Waco
WILLIAM HARWELL
Empress, Wichita Palli
HENRY 8. FORD
Majestic, Wichita Palli
H. S. FORD
Olympic. Wichita Palls
UTAH
H. E. SKINNER
Alhambra. Ogdtn
A. L. STALLINGS
Rex. Richfield
BROADWAY THEATRE COMPANY
Broadway. Salt Lake City
GEORGE
MAYNE
Gem. Salt Lake City
WILLIAM CUTTS
Kinema, Salt Lake City
GEORGE E. CARPENTER
Paramount Empress, Salt Lake City
VIRGINIA
Dixie, Fairmont
E. W. GOULD
Trenton, Lynchburg
H. C. FOURTON
Cranby, Norfolk
KENNETH
E. FINLEY
Broadway. Richmond
HARRY BERNSTEIN. JAKE WELLS
Colonial, Richmond
WASHINGTON
H. M. LEONARD
Algoni
FRED WALTON
American, Bellingham
STAR AMUSEMENT CO
Everett, Everett
MACK J. DAVIS
Dream Theatre. Port Engelei
CLASS A THEATRE CO
Class A Theatre. SeattU
AL LEVIN
Coliseum, Seattle
FRANK STEFFEY & JOHN DANZ
Colonial, SeattU
JOHN HAMRICK
Rex Theatre. Seattle
RALPH RUFFNER
Strand SeattU
WALTER L. FENNY
Casino. Spokani
CHARLES E. BRADY
f
ROY GROMBACHER
< Liberty, Spoktn*
RICHARD
P.
SIMS
>- Stillwell, Spokani
C. E. STILLWELL
H. T. MOORE. Gen. Mgr
Colonial, Tacoma
H. WELLINGTON WOODIN
Strand. Tacomt
A W. EILER
American, Walla Walla
WALTER M. KASTNER
Liberty, Wenatchie
PEED MERCY
Yakima, Yakima
WEST
VIRGINIA
T. L. KEARSE
Charleston
C. E. TIPTON
Orpheum. Huntington
TOM MORROW
Strand, Charleston
GEORGE KYRROS
Virginian. Charieiton
RUSSELL LINN
Dixie. Fairmont
R. HAMMER
Academy, Lynchbmrg
WISCONSIN
CHAS. PACINI
Majestic, Kenosha
HUGH FLANNERY
Fuller Opera House. Madison
GEO FISHER
Alhambra, Milwankte
LEO LANDAU
Butterfly. Milwaukee
W. H. RHODA
Merrill. Milwaukee
HARRY HART
Princess, Milwaukee
JOS. SCHWARTZ
Milwaukee
PRANK COOK
Strand, Milwauket
O L MEICHER
Whitehouse. Milwiukei
BEN S. BROWN
-^ttr, Viroqaa
CLYDE KONE
Grand Wauiau
WYOMING
W. R. SAMPLE
Irii. Casper
CANADA
ALLEN BROTHERS
Allen Theatre. London
M KASHIN
Holman. Montreal
GEORGE ROTSKY
New Grand, Montreal
JAMES MORRISON
Star Mead{ord. Ontario
HARRY POMEROY
Strand, Ottawa
Alhambra. Toronto
RIE
J LAU
AHERB
TENNTNGS
Aliens Danforth, Toronto
SAM W. B. COHN
Allen Theatrei. Toronto
THAS. BRANHAM
Famous Playeri. Ltd.. Toronto
Ltd.. Toronto
Famous Playeri.
H M. THOMAS. Gen. Mgr
Pantages.
Toronto
Regent, Toronto
Vaneouw
Allen.
New
O D. CLOAKLEY
ENGLAND
Alhambra Thaatri, Vom6om
GEORGE HARCOURT.
New Pavilioa, Hawmlie
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We

Is

This

a

We " Uncle Sammed " the
Above to a few of Our
Exhibitor Friends — Some
Big Boys, Some Little
Fellows, But All
Mighty Good
Fellows
E,ast, West, North, and South were
represented in the Hst, a sort of hit
or miss proposition but intended
to get the views of all sections of
the country and the conditions in
all classes of theatres.
On these pages are published the
replies received to our question
up to the time it became necessary
to close the forms for this particular part of the 1920 Christmas ediSome ofcontribution
the boys didn't
get
in withtion.their
in time
for the kick off.
To these we apologize for so
early a dead line, with regrets that
we and the News readers are to
miss what they have said. A few to
whom letters were sent just naturally are such procrastinators that
they never will get around to answering our question. These we
view with charity, having in mind
our own shortcoming in many a
like circumstance.
However we regret also that we
go to press without them. To
those who are represented we extend sincere thanks and congratulations.
May your Christmas be as merry
as you expect it to be — judging
from the optimistic expressions of
your contributions.

Charles H. Williams, Gen. Mgr..
Strand Theatre. Providence, R. 1.,
Advises —
Therenot i>beanknocked,
old >a\ ing
thatknock
" He when
who
would
should
entering and not when leaving " which is
very applicable to the entertainment busitoday.thankful
, W'e each
one
>hould nessfeel
and and
.show every
our i>rati-

L. W. Barclay

A. G. Stolte

Asked

Christmas?

tude in an every day e.xpression of .sonukind for the bountiful blessings which we
have this da}'. The yoke of the Moving;
Picture Trust has been broken and thtexhibitor therefore has a wider field, and
if he is awake to the opi)ortunities that
ai^j knocking, the industry, both from the
producer's
l)e the betterand
for the
it. exhibitor's end, will
Wi.shing the Motion - Picture News
and each one of its staff the ver>- best
of success which they de.serve for thestandard the\ have maintained, we are.
as ever.

Harold B. Franklin, Manag. Dir..
Buffalo, N. Y.

—
The glowing
hre with its blazing grate.•^ ;
Reports
chairs drawn close; evening shadow's fading into black distance — such is the atmosphere beloved of the Xmas story-teller.
The hi.story of motion pictures makes a
story in kee])ing with Xmas. It tells of
the struggle of a handful of pioneers who
developed the industry from a .side-show
into an art that is second to none in the
affections of the people. The.se men must
feel very i)roud of their achievement.
After all, this is a wonderful industry we
are in, where business and artistry are
bound together ; where prosperity has been
the reward
eifort and for.
merit.
have
much ofto true
be tliankful
Let W'e
u>
show our gratitude by keeping the industry clean and let our business ethics be
beyond reproach.
A. G. Stolte, Managing Director.
Des Moines Theatre. Des Moines.
Iowa,

Every— exhibitor should have a Merry
States
.\mas. That is my belief, and nearlx
every brother exhibitor in this good old
state of Iowa is going to have such an
Xmas. The rea.son for it is this, there
never have been better times, his admissions have advanced, and while his film
rentals and general expenses have increased, he will find after careful .study
that he has had more paid admissions than
(luring tlie previous year. .
He has liad better productions, he has
had a lietter chance to ex]iloit them, and

H. B. Franklin

Louis K. Sidney

N c -h.' s \

Them

Merry

Shea's Hippodrome.

Picture

Phil Gersdorf

James

An Effusion
By the Best
Joke Smith in the Game,
George E. Carpenter, Mgr.
Paramount - Empress
Theatre, Salt Lake
Cuss, City, Utah
P ersonality Plus ! says our Advt.
Another live stunt — it's a ringer!
Ruth, little girl, with the cute
spit curl,
Acquires
soft
corns
on her
Much handling of cash — Cashier
records
finger — go smash !
O h, boy, hustle out the s. r. .0.
\J sual crowds every night, 'neath
electrics so bright —
N ow,silisten,
we'll admit the bum
gn—
but
T he reason for this outburst on
rhyme —
the part of our janitor is the
fact that the Paramount-Empress
has enjoyed the greatest year in
its history, some thirty married
employes will discuss turkey and
trimmin's at Xmas while the
ushers will be dolled up in fancy
haberdashery, to say nothing of
the coon porter who has a weird
golf— cap,
and! other fixin's
all onwaistcoat
the house
That's the reason we are going
to have a Merry Christmas.
Good pictures, a set policy and
" the customer is always right "
are among the factors. We are
getting the highest prices in town
and standing 'em up every night.
We did it every night during the
hot weather, too, last summer!

if he has not taken advantage of every
bet."
a good in" their
has passed
he have
opportunity
The
producers
been liberal
methods of .-showing exploitation, the
trade papers have never faltered to show
the exhibitor every angle to put a production over, and all combined, if he has been
a.sleep and let his competitor have the
'.Merry Xmas instead of himself, it is his
own
wonder
if 192
1 will offer
u-; as fault.
good anW'eXmas
as has
1920.

A. Maddox

A. J. Moeller

Eugene H. Roth
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And

If

So

Why?

Louis K. Sidney, Manager
Fox Theatres, Denver,
Colo. Contributes —
I offer my thanks to the following
ones,
Who have made my dreams what
they are
To the vast army of workers in
the industry
Who helped theatres advance so
far.
To the producer, who struggled a
good many years,
During days when the game looked
cold.
To the author, the stars, to the
pioneers,
Who battled from long days of
old.
Thank God, they've
ship to the last.
And did their work
be done,
I owe it all to those
and to them
Xmas Greetings —
Year for '21.

stuck to the
as it should
great men —
Happy

New

H. C. Horater, Managing Director,
Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, O.
Tells us —
This will be a real Christmas for both
llu Alhambra and Pantheon theatres, for
the reason that the producing companies,
|)ai iicularly such big ones as Goldwyn,
Mrst National, Robertson-Cole, United
Artists, Associated Producers and others,
have given us big pictures, at a fair and
cciuitable rental, so that we could make
money. We are also thankful, notwithstanding that there appears to be a general
depression, that our theatres have made
money during the past year and that prosjpects never looked brighter. A year ago
we were the first to change admission
prices and are pleased to say that our
patrons have never complained of the
same for the reason that we give them
iust what they want and the big producing companies backed us up by giving uwonderful pictures. I wish the Motion
ihcTURK News and the readers thereof a
\ery Merry Christmas and a Happy New
^ ear.

Geo. E. Carpenter

Earle S. Nesbitt

We

Added

-If
Not
Earle S. Nesbitt, Manager.
Lin wood Theatre, Tarkio, Mo.,

Why
Not?
Thomas D. Sorerio, Gen. Mgr..
Strand Theatre, Lowell. Mass.

ys —we look 'em in the face and grin a
SaCan
" Merry Christmas "? Course we can.
But will they come back on the minute
with " the same to you " ? So ? Well and
good, then. No? Ah, soft music and
flowers.
Those inflation days. Remember? Up
went
it? prices. Ditto, the qualitv? Say, did

And that thing they call Enterprise ?
Have we seen it through their glasses?
You Old Year, you. You've labeled us.
Which is it? "Good scout"? "GoldWell, Nineteen-twenty-one will make it
digger —" ?sheep or goat ; shoddy, wool.
plainer
One-nine-two-one, howdy and come in.
You're lookin' friendly.
A. J. Moeller, General Manager.
Mich. M. P. Exhibitors Assn.,

special presentation,
kiddies' Christmas
matinee.
He extends Christmas
greetings
via his screen. He and his surroundings
fairly radiate the Christmas spirit, whicli
results in merr}- Christmas. Who can sa_\that happiness given does not bring a like
return ?
He himself is merry, because he is an
optimist, none other could be a successful
exhibitor, and an optimLst can not be other
than merrv at Christmas time.

O.

Contributes^ —
Harnessed logetlier, working in ah.solute harmony, the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, by use of their screens,
can wield a power so far-reaching and so
effective that the world will stand amazed
at its potentiality.
E.xhibitors of America. Aladdin and H^^

Geo. J. Maurer

Mrs. C. Weisenberger

O. J. Chandler

Onlyhe once
a movie
life
does
reallyin rise
to theactor's
splendid
heightshe expected
of him.
when
retires.

That's

Wonderful Lamp was a myth, but there is
nothing mythical about your wishes being
granted, if you will put aside petty differences and present a solid front, lay your
case before the i)eople in an intelligent
manner and demand your rights in legislative and other matters that are vital to
the best interests of your business and the
best interests of vour patrons.

Contributes —
A Merry Christmas for exhibitors?
Certainly. Public sentiment, our patrons
demand a Merry Christmas. Consequently, the exhibitor creates a Christmas atmosphere in and about his theatre, arranges for a .special Christmas program,

James A. Maddox, Managr,
Victoria Theatre. Columbus.

The film industry faces the most
—
States
prosperous era in its history, despite moving picture actors.
There are three ages at which
a moving picture actress is the
most dangerous. At the age of
seventeen, eigteen and any time
over nineteen years.
Moving picture acting has now
come to mean the art of impersonating persons not worth impersonating.
An exchange
man'sa advice
: if a
customer
calls you
liar, humor
him.
He may be right.

O. J. Chandler, Manager,
Isis Theatre, Peru, Ind.,

'■ Is this a Merry Christmas for the exWrites —
hibitor? "When t-he exhibitors display the
Merry Christmas sign in the box office
and on the screen it sure will be a Merr}Christmas for all, both the public and the
exhibitors, and this prosperity has extended to the studios and we are now receiving the greatest productions that
money and brains can produce, nothing- is
too great, therefore the exhibitors are
l)rofiting by this, and the pitblic is more
than pleased to pay the increa.se in the
admission price when they receive value
for their money.
So let the great work go on so that we
may have many more " Merry Christmases to One and All."

Sid Lawrence

W. W. Watts

Thomas D. Sorerio
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Harold F. Wendt, Adv. Mgr.,
Rivoli Theatre, Toledo, 0.,
Tells the World—
" Nobody loves a pessimist "■— and as
we all want to be loved, let's look at the
bright side and tell the world that this is
a Merry Christmas for exhibitors. Why?
Another year has passed without another war — although we still have a war
tax with us. So we know the " neighbors " once more are seeking amusement
and are looking to us to fill their stocking.
While film salesmen still hound us with
their dazing figures, some wise man has
thought of the idea of bringing back those
pictures taken ten years ago. This might
help
out. us, but hurt our producers, so that's
The print paper scarcity is practically
forgotten and once more are our editors
willing to accept a story now and then telling of the " best picture yet made."
Phil. Gersdorf, Manager,
Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Writes —
Yes, indeed, this should be a Merry
Christmas for the exhibitor. The very
fact that he is one of the cogs in one of
the most fascinating and progressive industries in the whole wide world should
give him genuine cause for joy. And that
wonderful spirit of cooperation which has
been gradually increasing throughout the
whole industry, sponsored and encouraged
by the hard-working- trade journals, gives
promise of even better times to come. Regardless of certain local conditions, prosperity and good times loom ahead, and
with owsone's
facebehind.
to the sunshine, the shadsoon fall
Wishing you and the entire " game " a
Merry Christmas and a prosperous and
happy New Year, I remain,
George J. Maurer, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky.,
Presents —
This should and will be without doubt
a Merry Christmas for Exhibitors, in fact
it should be a merry, merry one for us
all who have the honor to be connected
with this great industry. To my notion

Picture

Mrs. Cecil Weisenberger,
Edward L. Hyman, Manager
Strand Theatre, Brooklyn
Tells His Story in Poetry
" Merry " is a grand old word
Especially when
It is tacked onto
Merry
Christmas
And because we are
Over here at the
Brooklyn Strand
You'll forgive us
If we admit that we have
A great theatre
A great show — always
A loyal patronage
A big year ahead
A And
tip top
stafif
no regrets.

we are " Sitting on the Moon " with
plenty of worth while productions and the
public ment,
running
true make
to Barnum's
which I would
read like statethis:
" The public want to be entertained with
motion pictures." We have the theatres,
the producers are giving us the pictures,
we are going to give them what they want,
and we will always have a Merry Christmas.
This should be a Merry Christmas for
the News. " You cover the field." Nuff
Ced.
Greetings to the Industry at large.
From New Orleans and the Saenger Amusement
Company,
Through E. V. Richards, General
Manger. Comes This Message:
Honesty of purpose, elimination of
waste, performance instead of promise
together with efficient coordination of aU
branches of the industry for its general
good will put the motion picture nearer
the apex of big business for 1921. It
might be a seasonable idea for some producers to realize that Mr. Bamum has
been dead a long time and that Abe Lincoln was a prophet as well as a statesman.
We in Dixie at this Christmas-tide are
keeping our faces to the sun, looking
ahead.

News

Mgr.,

Liberty Theatre, Geneva, 0.,
Comes through with —
" SURE — It Am Gwine to be a Merry
Christmas for Exhibitors." WHY?
The Liberty theatre, Geneva, Ohio, is
going to give the kiddies of this community awonderful party, with a real Santa
Claus
everything."
We and
also "anticipate
a successful season,
although with present high rentals, the
monetary result may not be all one might
wish.
We have just finished a three days' run
of " Humoresque " to crowded houses.
Good music is our specialty. Through
novel and attractive advertising we try to
keep everybody interested.
Result — A Merry Christmas and Prosperous New Year for Exhibitors.
Charles W. Mason, Manager,
Ind.,
Orpheum Theatre. Fort Wayne,

Is this a Merry Christmas Time?
ites —
WrWell
I should hope, — I say it's fine.
Just
some " Dangerous
here finished
and knocked
all recordsBusiness
for this"
Dinty's coming and believe me boys, —
it's going to make a helluva noise. You
can ask us why our Christmas is merry ;
year.
we'll tell you now, it isn't the sherry. Not
even Santa has got the drag — we're safe
this year from every snag. Associated
First National exhibitor's safe franchise is
wh}- we're acting so frisky and wise.
]\Ierry Christmas to all — Happy NewYear, too ! Associated First National, —
here's looking to you !
Edward

L. Zorn. Gen. Mgr..

Temple

Theatre, Toledo. O.,

Merry Christmas — Sure ! I have no
blues to sing and if you ever run across
the bird that colored the Mondays just
send
— along to the Temple and the staff
Sayshim
will
submerge him in the mellifluent
Maumee. Thanks for the opportunity of
wishing a Merry Christmas and a Happy
and tor?
Prosperous
to all exhibiand the staff New
of theYear
News.

Here is the way the Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, advertised " Get Out and
Get Under."
The result of the exploitation was great business according to Fred S. Meyer,
manager
of the Palace

December

25, ig20

L. W. Barclay, Managing Director,
Grand Amusement Co.,
Johnstown, Pa.,

States —
" Is this a Merry Christmas for the exhibitor?" Most decidedly so, and for
every other factor connected with the motion picture industry.
The summer just past has been the
greatest for the picture business ever, and
the future looks brighter than ever before.
The star system is passing, and director
and story are coming to the fore. More
and more the pictured story predominates,
instead of the star. This will mean, eventually, that the salaries of stars will drop
to a figure in proportion to their real contribution to the industry, and the money
expended on screen plays will go into production, instead of into salaries.
The motion picture industry is still in
the development stage, and, from indications, the development within the next
year will be great.
Sid Lawrence, Manager,
Ferry Field Theatre Co.,
Detroit, Mich.,
Writes —
I personally think that it should be a
Merry Christmas because we have this
last year enjoyed a year of the greatest
prosperity ever known in the history of
the motion picture theatres.
Of course it is true that we at this time
are having a slight slump due, I think ,to
the fact of money conditions, but the outlook looks very big at the beginning of the
New Year.
But I think that every exhibitor in the
business cleaned up last year and therefore should have a very Merry Xmas.
So let us all say that business is great
and all look forward to the coming Merry
Xmas and Happy New Year.

H. L. Swain, Manager,
Saenger's Theatres, Shreveport,
La.,
Tells us —
Is this a Merry Christmas for exhibitors? Yes
"
or No ? " " You Never Can
Tell," some of us will be " Going Some "
"Down on the Farm," where we will

Thomas D. Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. H. WUllamg, Strand theatre, Providence, R 1,
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrom
e, Bnffalo.
neorse .T. Srhade. Soha<le theatre.
H. r. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Sandusky.
Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre. Dayton. O.
Edward L. Hyman,
theatre.
Theo. Lr. Hays, New Strand
Oanick theatre,Brooklyn.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.St. Paul.
81d Lanrence, Alhambra theatre,
Leo A. Landan, Butterfly theatre. Detroit.
Milwaukee.
Jack Knhn. Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Jnltns
L.
Johnson,
New
Garrlck
theatre, Hinn«apollH.
Pavl Gnfldanovtc. Strand. Cleveland. O
O. Near Noraaod, Strand theatre, Flint, Hleh.
nimries C. Perry. Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
Teledo, O.McCormlck, Gen. Mgr. Rivoli theatre,
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Milton H. Feld, Manager,
Eugene N. Roth, Managing
Director, Calif orniaTheatre,
San Francisco, Presents
the Following
Indeed this should be a very
merry Christmas for every Exhibitor in America, Dear Old Nick
certainly filled our SOCK aplenty
last year and all his good wishes
were richly fulfilled. The Producers for most part gave us
good pictures. The STARS are
less important, The Authors
rounded out better stories, The
Camaraman delivered 100 per
cent, The PUBLIC were very
good to us. The Director — well
when given the ingredients can
mix a good cocktail. Here's my
offering for a good
. DIRECTOR'S COCKTAIL .
FillGENCE,
glass WITH INTELLIUse ONLY THREE OR FOUR
STAR— Brands,
Sweeten
with
HUMAN
INTEREST
Add DASH GOOD TITLES,
Sqeeze
GOOD CHARACTERS
IN PLAY,
DON'T USE LEMONS,
Color to SUIT TASTES,
DON'T CHILL THE SERVICE
When Ready SERVE IN 5 OR 6
PARTS AT MOST.
P. S.: Use Padding FOR PACKING ONLY.
And — a Merry Christmas to
everybody coupled with Best
Wishes for a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
spend the " Week End " " Down Home,"
like " An Old Fashioned Boy " with " Old
Dad," " Mother " and " The Kid," telling
" Nothing but Lies " to " Someone in the
House " like " A Small Town Idol."
Others " Can't Have Everything " and
" It's a Thousand to One " they will be
" The Victim " of " A Full House," having "A Moment's Madness " with " The
Spenders," " The Money Changers " and
" Thoughtless Women."
Then there will be " The Poor Simp "
who will be " Sick Abed," suffering from
" Movie Madness," spending " One
Week " with " Nurse Marjorie " and
"His Poor Relations."
Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. ThacK-r, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte Moines theatre, Des Moines.

Newman's Theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.,
This will
Sends
us —be a Merry Christmas for exhibitors because in -the past year motion
picture production and presentation have
advanced from a game to a gigantic industry— almost an art. Admissions have
come into their own. The day of appealing to the masses through a popular low
admission price is past. The public realizes that it can get genuine entertainment
in motion picture theatres.
This has been made possible by bigger
and better pictures and the great development of motion picture presentation which
has brought about the big business of 1920.
Motion picture exhibitors should be merry
because 192 1 will affor d them bigger and
better opportunities than any previous
dustry.in the short history of this infant inyear
With the genuinely big attractions
promised by the producers for i92i, with
admission prices set at a figure that makes
the only limitations of proper and elaborate presentation the limitations of theatre
and equipment
of the will
exhibitor's
own genius,
crowdedandhouses
be the
rule instead of the exception.
The developments of 1920 will make
the year 192 1 magnanimously profitable to
those exhibitors who don't get cold feet
and who use the brains God gave them to
give their patrons bigger and better pictures properly presented.
W. W. Watts, Proprietor,
Princess Theatre, Springfield, El.
Operating three theatres, trying to keep
managers satisfied, giving them the pictures they should have, listening to the
woes of box-office girls and ushers, settling disputes among musicians, putting
pep into the press agents, trying to keep
expert film salesmen from charging twice
as much as the films are worth, kidding
express agents into being companionable,
smiling at patrons leaving the house condemning the show, and juggling the figures so that there will be a Httle left to
have a little entertainment — these are
things I have been doing all year, and T
suppose it is a Merry Christmas for me
because I am still here. It's a gay life,
but I wouldn't trade with anyone on earth
— not even Wm. A. Johnston.
Liwell W. Calvert, Manag:lng Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Qulmby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres.
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A, H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewlsten, Idaho.
Georire
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrlck, Rlalto theatre, Butte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Granman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Lools K. Sidney, Mmrn^jHng Director, William Fox
thM tres, Denver.
Phii. ia«r8dorf. Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

the
RETURNS

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Love —
A very fine picture. The patrons
liked it and the business was excellent. (East.)
The Forbidden Thing —
Considered a good picture with
good title hut not an extra box office value. (Middle West.)
GOLDWYN
What Happened to Rosa —
Xot a great picture, but well up
to the average. Uid excellent business for a week. (Midde West.)
A very fine production, which
lirought more than usual business.
(West.)
The Slim Princess —
Very pleasing entertainment.
Good Sunday business and consistent business all week. (Middle
West.)
The Branding Iron —
' Except for some impossibilities
in the story, this is a wonderful
picture and cast. Period before
Christmas has hit all houses.
The Street Called Straight —
Mediocre picture, too talky. Business fair. (East.)
METRO
The Hope —
Pretty good melodrama for those
who like theirs raw. Business not
very good. (East.)
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath —
A poor picture which failed to
make good returns. (West.)
The Saphead —
Keaton takes the honors away
from Crane. Good advertising
possibilities
Keaton's
popularity made theandreceipts
betlci
than
ever. (Middle West.)
Madame Peacock —
Poorest audience picture she ever
appeared in. Not at all elaborate
cither. Very ordinary. (West.)
SELZNICK

REPORTS

0 N

Big
FROM

PIONEER
The Inner Voice —
Picture seemed to appeal to high
grade audiences and we did average
business with it. (Middle West.)

N

E

fF

RUN

Though this is a very good entertaining picture, it did not go
well at my house, and business was
poor during its run. (West.)

.\ dandy story to this one and it
seemed to please my patrons.
UNITED ARTISTS
Brought good returns on the box
office end.
The Mark of Zorro —
The best picture that Fairbanks
has made. Jt took the house by
storm and ran well for the entire Always Audacious —
Made a hit here, pulling big
week. (East.)
crowds at each performance. Audiences, however, were for the most
Played eight days to capacity and
l)rokc all previous house records. part made up of shop and high
Reid's
folEveryone (Middle
says itWest.)
is Doug's best school girls.
lowing. Picture
will regular
please Reid
picture.
fans. (East.)
VITAGRAPH
Conrad in Quest of His
The Vice of Fools —
Alice Joyce seems to be improving with each succeeding picture.
Pleasing picture, well handled.
—to excellent business. (MidIMaved
This one held up unusually- well. Youth
dle West.)
The star is winning new friend^ at
this theatre. (East.)
Good entertainment. Star well
liked. (East.)
Trumpet Island —
A very good picture. Business
above usual. (West.)
Behold My Wife—
REALART
Her First Elopement —
Average picture, neither good nor
bad. Wanda is well-liked here and
this went over \ery well. Box
office just fair, nothing to get excited over. (East.)
A Cumberland Romance —
Fair picture, box office receipts
about average. (West.)
FOX
The Challenge of the Laic—
A good Russell picture and the
returns
\Vest. ) were excellent. (Middle
STATES RIGHT
The County Fair —
Sure-fire hokum stuff — rube picture, well played, well directed and
it went over in good shape. Quite
satisfactory. (East.)
UNIVERSAL
Once to Every Woman —
An average picture. Box office
receipts as usual. (West.)
FAMOUS

PLAYERS

Heliotrope —
Played to big houses all week at
The Wonderful Chance —
two theatres and stayed over for a
O'Brien in town doing location second week here. It didn't break
work, and by some effective tie-ups, any records, however, but was a
broke all house records. The pic- " puller " from a box office standture is his best, to date — but I
point. Seemed to be gencralh'
don't kid myself that his presence liked. (East.)
in town didn't add fifty per cent
A very good picture. Played to
to box-office receipts. (East.)
good business for a week, increasA fine production. We had more West.)ing the last few davs. (Middle
business than usual. (West.)

Business
ver>- well in
third
week holding
of run. up(East.)
Great. Played three weeks down
town and is doing capacity business
uptown. One of the big pictures
of the year. (Middle West.)
To Please One Woman—
A very good production that attracted capacity business for week
run. Lois Weber has given the
picture on excellent setting. (East.)
Opened poorlj', but business built
up during the week. Well liked.
(Middle West.)

New

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

Picture

Say

THEATERS
A Mormon Maid —
Clever, interesting picture with
an unmatchable cast. They liked
it.and(East.)
it,
the box-office report showed

Very good
which did
Flying
— comedy
only fairPatbusiness
due to holidays.
FIRST NATIONAL
Nomads of the North —
Excellent picture with Northern
and animal atmosphere. Has the
most wonderful forest fire scene
ever made. Good business.
Peaceful Valley —
Not the greatest thing Ray lali
did — but a darned good human interest story which went over
splendidly. Well satisfied. (East.)
Twin
Bedsbit— of film cntertainmeni
A poor
that fell down hard at the box
office. (East.)
Married Life —
Might have been good as a tworeeler. Disappointing as a fivereeler. dard.
Business
not up to stan(East.)
Harriet and the Piper —
A fair production, with business
about as usual. (West.)
The Scoffer
Very good picture, strong, intensely dramatic. Filled two houses
running first run simultaneous engagements. (Middle West.)

Idols of Clay —
Elaborate, splendid direction, but
not a story to hold the public spellbound. Opened a fair business
which continued fair throughout
the week. (Middle West.)

Hugely
applauded
Dinty
— returns
excellent
to theandboxbrought
office.
(:Middle West.)

An Old Fashioned Boy —
A very bad picture for Ray.
Business only fair. Patrons disappointed. (East.)

Held over for second week. Business fell— off beginning with ninth
Kismet
day possibly on account of increased
admission prices. Patrons did not
"enthuse
Skinner'sover" acting
all p----'!
picture,wasbutexceptional.
(East.)

The Marriage Pit —
Nothing, duction.
unusual
(East.) about this proA Romantic Adventuress —
Fair picture. Business only fair.
Story impossible and not up to
standard for star. (East.)
Dorothj' Dalton as a sweet, unsophisticated little miss — can you
imagine anything worse? The picture is pitiful and I lost money on
it. (East.)

ROBERTSON-COLE

So Long Letty —
A poor picture which did not
please.
The result
was low box office receipts.
(West.)
A Slave of Vanity —
West.)
Interesting and artistic, but did
onlj' comfortable business. (Middle
An intricate detective story that
furnishes plenty of thrills. (East."*
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Enter

the

Practical

Prologue

Norman
K. Whistler's Complete Working Script
Showing How to Stage a Prologue for " Earthbound "
MANY an exhibitor is asking himself what is to replace exploitation as the paramount
item in the official life of tne picture theatre. Our theory is and has been for a year
or more — presentation.
Our hard-boiled advertising manager who loves to kid all editors frequently asks
us with what we are going to fill up the pages of the Exhibitors' Service Bureau wlien the enterprising showmen " quit leading moo cows up and down the street with ' I'his is no Bull ' on
their sides." Our answer is, " l ell how the same exhibitors put on the show rather than
how they put over the show "
In the text on this page and in an inspection of the accompanying cut is to be found
the first practical example of what the exploitation pages of the News will contain in the
not distant future, complete working scripts telling how to stage prologues, specialty numbers,
etc. Herein is described the prologue arranged by Norman K. Whistler, proiuction manager of the California theatre, Los Angeles, for the showing of "Earthbound."
To the layman that which is described and shown may be meaningless. To the electrician, the scenic artist and all of the back stage crew of any theatre it is a comprehensive
blue print of how to accomplish certain things in connection with their work.
The publication of such an article and drawing marks an epoch in trade paper service.
Following is Mr. Whistler's script. Index letters refer to the cut appearing above.
from Thais), and a scenic. At the end of
A — Red Canton Flannel Hanging
the scenic the lights came up slowly on
Drapes (Temporary).
the blue bunches to full up, while the orB — Skyblue Cheesecloth ( Double
chestra was playing the introduction
yardage draped).
(vocal number), "Until Eternity," and
C — Stage floor completely covered to
edge of picture sheet ; also hanging over
projection started with the singer's voice,
the cloud effects came up at the same time
into the orchestra pit.
with the blues, and when all was up the
candlesticks were turned on inside of all.
D — Large Polychromed Cathedral
Candlesticks, with one five dips of blue
the blues and clouds were dimmed down
lamp color and very small scratch to leak
and out in time to allow the first scene to
a pin head of light toward the audience.
Ije given on a dark screen with the
These have to be dipped ever)- day or
candlesticks left burning. (After this
they will burn off and affect the picture.
there were no cues until in the third or
Lamp candelabra base; flame no volt
fourth reel, when the wife has told the
clear.
husband of his wife's carry^ing on.) Title
E — Picture sheet not working ^or title " Take Her Away from Here Before It Is
curtains) ; all cheesecloth coverings to Too Late " ; then come up as slowly on
mask to edge of sheet showing no black
the reds (to be full up when he shoots
whatever.
the other man) as your dimmers will
Lighting Equipment.
stand. Time, about ten or eleven minutes. After the man is shot and while fne
B — Bunches — one bunch on each side
action on the screen will cover it during
to flood curtains and screen, using a 500
the police business, etc., make your
watt lamp, and three sheets of ( light blue,
change from red full to blue full up and
not steel) to a color frame. (Two
let it stand until the finish of the picture,
bunches on same circuit under a dimmer
control. )
where he walks off (out of sight) to
E.
Heaven.
R — Hunches — one on each side to flood
curtains and screen with one 500 watt
lamp and five sheets of red (warm, but
not too
dark) inalsotwo'
colorcircuit
frames;
these
two bunches
on one
and
under a dimmer control.
C-E.

The exhibitor Edufon
in the town sostunf
small that
^srciai
it has but once-a-week newspaper has
been shown a way to make a crashing advertising smash by the manager of the
Avonia, at Avon, 111.
Avon has but one newspaper published
on Thursdays. In view of the fact that
the manager of the Avonia theatre is the
best advertiser there was little difficultv
in putting over the stunt once it wa.s
thought of.
The first 500 copies of the Avon Sentinel for November 18 were immediatelv
transferred to a job press and an overprint in heavy, black letters was put over
the entire front page, reading :
" Don't Ever Marry —
■' It is tough for teamsters, garage
guys, writers, milkmen, lawyers,
gardeners, bakers, judges, ministers,
doctors, grocers, jewelers, fuel men,
florists, electricians, druggists, barbers, glaziers, carpenters, masons, operators, bankers, musicians, chauffeurs, architects, landlords, clerks,
teachers — everybody !
•FIND OUT SATURDAY"
As soon as the copies were ready, thev
were sent out by automobile to the regular distributing places of the paper. Only
the small town exhibitor who knows the
interest with which a newspaper that is
published only weekly can appreciate the
force with which such a message all over
the front page of the paper went over
with the townsmen.
In addition to this smash, on the extra
edition the Avonia manager had taken
care to have plenty of reading notices and
two display advertisements inside the
same paper on " Don't Ever Marry."
The result was that nearly everybod\within riding distance of Avon, in addition to the regular inhabitants of the village, flocked to the theatre.

Cloud effect lamps, using 1000 watt
stereopticon lamps, and a storm (fast
speed) disc with a fleecy cloud disc, with
a piece of pale (faded steel) blue gelatin
to tone them to fit the color scheme of the
main title. Note: Be sure that your
clouds work the same way as the ones on
the screen.
D.
Candlesticks do not need a dimmer control, but must be on the same switch and
work together.
S-B.
Portable traveling (road) dimmer bank
and switchboard.
Light Cues.
The Los Angeles presentation was preceded by a weekly violin solo (Meditation

Blue print reproduction referring to the prologue originated by the California theatre, Los
Angeles, for "Earthbound," and explained by the article appearing above
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Novel

Picture

News

Prologue
for
"Dinty
Weisfeldt of the Strand, Milwaukee,
Makes Specialty Number Real Event

Weisofiferedof to
TY" manager
44T^IN
I 1 feldt,
the E.
NewJ. Strand
'^^^ theatre, Milwaukee, opportunity
for exceptional exploitation, display of
home talent, and, last but not least, an
overflowing cup for the box-office.
First of all, Mr. Weisfeldt tied up with
the biggest newspaper in Wisconsin, the
Milwaukee Journal. Through this medium a story appeared each day with either
the picture of Wesley Barry, the Chinaman, or the negro boy, or a still of some
scene in the picture. An advertisement
was run in the Journal reading as follows : " Wanted, freckled face newsboy
who looks like Wesley Barry, Strand theatre, Tuesday, 4 p. m."
Another was run asking for a Chink
and still another for a " Sammy."
Tuesday at 4 p. m. the lobby of the
Strand theatre was jammed. ChoosTftg
those who were to take part in the prologue seemed impossible, so Manager
Weisfeldt came to the rescue once more.
He invited all the newspaper boys to a
private showing of " Dinty " Thanksgiving morning, after which each newsboy
whose ambitions were in the' direction of
the limelight would be asked to walk up
on the stage and give a sample as to how
he sold his wares. Was there a variety?
Oh, boy ! The ones who were cheered
most by the newsy audience were to take
part in the prologue. And their judgment
was good, for with the aid of Manager
Weisfeldt and the orchestra the boys put
on a prologue that would have been a
credit to any number of professionals.
The curtain arose on a scene — a gang
of newsboys seated on a stone wall, some
kneeling on the ground talking to the
ivories, one lad strumming a banjo, another playing an accordeon.
" Dinty," portrayed by a local newsy,
dressed as Dinty of the picture, in an old
sweater, torn stockings, broken shoes and
cap pulled down over his freckled face,
came forward and in a regular newsv dialect sang, " Dinty, Dinty, Dat's De Salute

They Gimme," an old newsboy song, the
words of which were changed a little to
suit the picture. He was a hit.
Then the little darkey, not to be outdone, stepped forth and " shook a dark
shoulder," to the amusement of the audience.
A scene from the picture in which the
little boy dressed up a la Lord Fountleroy
approaches the " gang," holding a paper in
which is a copy of Dinty's advertisement
for a newsboy, and on the gang's cry
" Where
that hat
? " scares
'em
all
stiff did
withyouhisgetvoice
when
he shouts
"Murder!" was presented.
A song by another of the newsies, yodel ing and selections on the banjo and accordeon completed the prologue.
Free

Apples
Peaceful

Advertise
Valley

"' Free Apples from Peaceful Valley "
distributed from a wagon in the business
center of Albany, N. Y., last week, proved
a source of good advertising for Charles
Ray's picture at Proctor's HarmanusBleecker Hall. Several barrels of apples
were given away every day, the rig being
surrounded at noontime by men and
women who grabbed eagerly for the apples as they were passed out. Since the
opening of the new Mark Strand theatre
in Albany, stimulating competition, two
or three of the theatres have employed
exploitation stunts with good results.

Artistic
"What'stheatre,
Your Memphis,
Hurry?"
the workcutofouttheforPrincess
Tenn.
Princess, Memphis, Decorates for Reid Picture
The psychology which justifies a neat
personal appearance as a sales argument
for salesmen, has its application in the
dressing of a theatre front as was exemplified inthe case of the Princess theatre, Memphis, Tenn. Charles A. McElroy, district supervisor of Memphis Enterprises, Inc., brought the lesson to bear
when " What's Your Hurry " was being
shown.
A display was arranged above the awning in the front of the theatre. The title,
■' What's Your Hurry," was set up in foot
high letters, the words being separated by
a three-foot cut of Wallace Reid and Lois
Wilson in the leading roles. The correct
proportionment of the lettering as well
as its arrangement were of material benefit in giving the display an artistic touch.
Large six sheets were pasted on both
sides of the entrance, forming perfect
symmetry.
The appearance of the theatre helped
this display. The Princess is a comparatively small building with Corinthian coldisplay.umns rising on both extremes to the top.
The white painting accentuated the sign

Stage setting and characters who took part in
an elaborate
for " of
Dinty."
recently
stagedabove
by Edward J. Weisfeldt, manager of the Strand
theatre,
Detroit. prologue
Full account
the event
is given
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Stanley Chambers Creates
Another Lobby Sensation
Stanley Chambers of the Palace theatre, Wichita, bears a reputation for being
an adroit showman and one of the cleverest exploitation men in the business, even
though he does run a house in addition.
His most recent sensation occurred when

Lobby decorations for "The Restless Sex," originated by the Regent theatre, Wichita, Kansas
Noble

Furnishes

Liberty Theatre's
•^-^r;
Puts On Fine E
LE, manager of the LibPAUL NOB
erty theatre, Portland, Ore., has
used a business building stunt recently that is worthy of emulation b}'
houses that are fortunate to have the services of an organist who can play from
memory.
" For anyone who can name a song
popularized within the last twenty-five
years, which Henri Keates, our master
organist, cannot immediately play from
memory the Liberty theatre will give five
•dollars," said Mr. Noble at the Liberty
Sunday noon concert, a weekly " S. R.
O." event at this theatre.
" But," continued Mr. Noble, " should
Mr. Keates not recognize the tune, then
the person who calls for it must prove its
existence by himself singing the chorus.
" Sahara," " Alexander's Ragtime
Band " and " A Bunch of Daisies " were
typical of the first songs called for. Then
some man requested " When I Was a
Dreamer and You Were My Dream," and
Keates, confessing the failure of his memory, quieted the giant organ while the
fellow stepped into the middle of the aisle
and sang the chorus. Applause which
followed forced an encore and the man
repeated the chorus. He received his $5.
Later a man with less talent requested
a number not known to Keates. " You'll
"him.
"have to sing it, brother/' Noble answered
" Couldn't sing if my life depended on
it, but I might whistle," was the answer.
He won his $5 reward, although technically the theatre was not forced to pay it.
" Cheyenne," some woman asked.
The opening strains of "Cheyenne " are
:identical with the introduction of " San

New

Musical

Idea

Wizard

xploitadon Stunt
Antonio,"' and Keates, in the excitement
of the moment sHpped into the latter song
instead of the one requested. A whisper
from Noble saved him just as he was conchorus theof right
" Sannumber.
Antonio,"
and then cluding
he theplayed
" Lady, you may not recognize it, but
that is probably the speed record for geting
into conclusion
Wyoming,"of said
Nobleoutat of
the Texas
successful
the
piece.

he was playing " The Restless Sex."
The entire color scheme for the lobby
and front-of-the-house decorations was
worked out in blue, white and gold, a
combination that in itself made the display one of the most effective ever seen
in Wichita.
On both sides of the main entrance,
display boxes had been built. These were
arranged like miniature stages, with blue
and red silk curtains as a background.
The pasteboard pillars were placed about
12 inches in front of the curtain, leaving
abundant space for the easels. The large
lettering on the top was cut out of black
and white paper, so that the light back of
them gave an illuminating effect.
The large sign across the front of the
marquee was built in similar manner, so
as to be legible more than four blocks distant, especially at night time.
Unique as was the display in Wichita,
it was equally artistic, many favorable
comments finding their way to the boxoffice.

And

"Down
on the Farm*
Goes On and On

Demonstrating what a smaller motion
picture house, using second-run pictures
as a rule, can do when some novel features
are used in the lobby decorations, the California, an 800-seat house in the heart of
the downtown section of San Diego, Cal.,
for two days.
recently
showed " Down

on the Farm "

James B. Mason, proprietor of the California and also of the Dream, has in Edwin Slocum, house manager, and Vernon
Lewin, assistant house manager, two live
young men, and to Mr. Lewin falls the interesting jobof arranging lobby displays.
For the showing of " Down on the
Farm " he secured a hfe-size horse model,
and about it grouped a typical fence, upon
which were hung parts of the harness,
while nearby was a plow and other farm
equipment. During the matinee and evening shows a man in rustic attire stood near
the horse or moved about inside the fence^
adding the final touch of reality to the
scene. The name of the picture appeared
in large letters above the lobby entrance,
and at night the letters were specially
lighted, the words being spelled out in succession by an arrangement fitted by Mr.
Lewin.

Special decorations for the showing of " The
Restless Sex" at theKansas
Regent theatre. Wichita,

The California is directly on the route
generally taken by the navy boys as they
come up town from the harbor front and
the rural scene caught them instantly, and
many favorable comments were heard
from them and others.
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CarroirsLobby

Display

Picture

News

for

"The Devil's Passkey"
Tom Carroll, manager of the Standard
theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, had the entire
attention of Prospect avenue centered on
his lobby display of " The Devil's Passkey " last week. The Standard theatre
lobby is narrow and the big end of the display had to be placed in one corner so as
to catch the eye of the passerby on East
Ninth street, the nearest cross street. So,
with this necessity in mind, Carroll built
a solid box around the ticket booth. This
box came out flush with the sidewalk and
was directly under the inner tier of lights
of the marquee, which made it stand out
all the more prominently.
A life sized ]\Iephistopheles rose out of
the corner of this box, clad in the conventional garb of his kind. Strings emanated
from his hands. These strings hung loose
almost to the sidewalk, and attached to
each one was some symbol of sin. One
had a deck of cards fastened to it. Others
had dice, heads of beautiful women, bottles of wine, and other mementoes of the
wild-oats sowing period.
All around the devil flames were blowing in the breeze. Bright red chiffon was
the flames. And a fan placed underneath
the chiffon was the breeze. A hose, led
from the exhaust pipe nearby, exuded
clouds of steam that might have come
from the very heart of the infernal regions. This eff.ect was heightened by a
cluster of red lights that were placed in
the- marquee immediately over the head
of the devil.
Full sized cut-outs also adorned the entrance and the lobby of the theatre, and so
completely occupied the theatre entrance
that the prospective patron was literally
saturated with " atmosphere

Passkey," used by the Pastime theatre, New York,
Lobby decorations for " Tlu Devil's
during the run of this picture
Sladdin Stages Dance
Publicity Medium

as

Good exploitation means not only devising a stunt that is worthy of publicity
notice but also seeing that it gets into print
as was exemplified by S. G. Sladdin, exploitation representative for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at the Boston Exchange. He organized a dance, for the
opening of the winter season, under the
auspices of the Paramount girls at the
exchange. That furnished the news, and
was worth several paragraphs. Sladdin
saw to it that the Boston papers gave the
space it deserved and several of the
journals, notably the Boston Post, used
pictures of the committee in charge. The
function provided a good time for all but
was under exploitation furnishing, as it
did, a means of pubhcity for Paramount.

This is how Tom Carroll, manager of theStandard

Exploitation
Man
Has
Talent as Cartoonist
R. C. Gary, exploitation representative
at the Omaha Exchange of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, knows how to
draw a line or two himself that even the
censors cannot object to. Exhibitors who
can wield a mean pen themselves may follow the example and actually sell their
own newspaper publicity.
Gary's facility to draw cartoons won
him additional newspaper space for his
latest picture to exploit which was " Something to Think About," as is shown by the
accompanying cut made from the original
of
Mr. \ews
Gary'sof cartoon
in the
Omaha
a recent published
date.
Hundreds of the News' readers chuckled at the subtle wit and then caught on
when Cecil B. DeMille's latest special was
advertised for the Rialto theatre. Gary
is going so strong with his cartoon ideas
that the News is thinking of attaching him
•to its staff, while the management of the
Rialto theatre is equally certain that it can
use him as its personal publicity representative because of the interest his " motion
picture " cartoons have created in Omaha.

theatre; Cleveland. Ohio, decorated his lobby for the showing of "The DevU's Passkey"
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Rothapfel Staging Elaborate Prologue for
"Passion"
Rothapfel, production direcL.
S.
That
tor for the Capitol theatre, has crowned
his previous triumphs in novelty prologue
and spectacular photoplay presentations
with the climaxing achievement of his
career, is the consensus of opinion among
newspaper critics, as well as the general
public that witnessed the premiere Broadway presentations of " Passion."
Fundamentally, the prologue as devised
by Mr. Rothapfel for this attraction, comprised all elements which contribute to
the Rothapfelesque type of entertainment,
varying, however, in that the presentation
combined for the first time, two separate
and distinct theme notes of a production.
The difference between the prologue for
" Passion " and for other productions consequently lies in the fact that Mr. Rothapfel not only introduced the spirit of
royalty and luxury, but also the feeling
and impetuous wrath of the mob.
In view of the length of the production,
it was deemed advisable to so arrange
the presentation that the ovei'ture, prologue and screening of the picture blended
into a comprehensive and colorful whole.
To
this supervising
end, Mr. Rothapfel
devoted
h's
efforts,
the research
of the
most tuneful and appropriate musical
numbers of the Louis XV period available, and virtually compiling the most
usable numbers into an overture that
minutely expressed the dramatic emotions
of the famous DuBarry story.
The overture embodied the spirit of
romance in its opening strains, introduced
the love theme that is later heard in various arrangements throughout the number,
and lead up to the stirring strains of the
Marsellaise, gradually diminishing into a
dainty French minuette which was the
cue for parting the curtains, to disclose a
scene in a House of Royalty during the
Louis XV period. Five couples in the
fitting cosume went through their part of
the dance which lead up to the entrance of
the royal couple.

Lobby display designed by Messrs. Knapp and Devereaux, managers of the Loyalty theatre.
International Falls, Minn., for the showing of "Nomads of the North"
Daintily and gracefully, royalty danced
on and on.
Suddenly, as a climax for a strange
rumbling heard outside the castle during
the last part of the dance, the leader of
the mob appeared in the doorway. Close
on his heels followed the throng.
It was here noticed that Mr. Rothapfel
had introduced the leading characters who
denounce DuBarry in the photodrama.
Accusingly and with intense dramatic
fervor, the mob terrifies the members of
the royalty. The Marsellaise is the musical number used.

Joint

Exploitation Publicity and Advertising

Brings Profits
Usually the fact that a picture plays in
two theatres in the same locality at the
same time is regarded as a distinct handicap, if not a disaster. It remained for
Ray C. Brown, manager of the Locust
theatre and the manager of the Belmont
theatre in Philadelphia, to upset tradition.
The picture was " .Something to Think
About." Instead of deploring the fact
that they were both playing the same picture, the two managers, whose theatres
are not very far apart, both being on
Fifty-second street, boasted of it. The
predominating line of copy in their joint
advertising read : " First Time on Record.
Big Enough to Play Two Theatres at the
Same Time." They pooled their advertising, publicity and exploitation resources
and because the picture was able to draw
audiences enough to fill two houses at
once, they did enormous business.

Novel Prologue to "Passion" presented by S. L. Rothapfel of the Capitol Theatre, New York
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On this page is shown
of the
features
Moore's
of "Kismet"
picture
played
Rialtoused
theatre, Washington, D. C.some
Above
is apresentation
cut illustrating
how of
the Tom
orchestra
was run
costumed
and thewhen
specialthisfront
drape
stagethesetting
r

Above is seen the way Mr. Moore decorated his lobby and the house employees attired in costumes appropriate for the engagement of " Kismet "

Here is the stage setting and prologue characters presented by th^ Rialto of IVashtngton during the "Kismet" engagement
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25, igso
Venice,

for " Peaceful Valley"
Two pretty girls wearing tight-fitting
white overalls and jumpers, one leading a
balky donkey and the other holding tightly
to a less aggressive goat.
Would they attract attention on the
streets of any town or city?
Carl Marquard found that they wouk!
in Venice, California. He is the manager
of California theatre there and the two
niftily attired girls, with their escorts of
live stock, comprised the first exploitation
he has ever attempted since his theatre
(opened last July.
The results have made him decide that
every picture he books from now on will
be exploited because of the added success
he is convinced exploitation will bring to

Lobby painting which graced the Rialto
theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn., for the showing of " Trumpet Island."

Buffalo Exhibitor Goes
After Christmas Business
Bruce Fowler, manager of the Elmwood
theatre, one of Buffalo's most attracive
neighborhood theatres, this week sent
around to all his patrons an attractive card,
which was enclosed in the Elmwood program for the week. The card informed
Elmwoodgoers that tickets for the theatre
were available in book form and that as a
Christmas present one of these little books
would make a most acceptable and unusual Christmas present, assuring the recipient many happy hours of real recreation in " Buffalo's de luxe Motion Picture
Playhouse." The tickets in gift form
were placed on sale at the box office or
were delivered to homes of patrons if they
so desired. Mr. Fowler reports that an
unusually large number of the ticket books
were sold and expects that he will have to
send
in another
order arrives.
to "the printer
for more
before rush
Yuletide

any'' Peaceful
picture. Valley " provided the basis
for the exploitation.

Wolfe Writes "Pome"
About Doug Fairbanks
Here is a little " pome " which G. G.
De Wolfe, manager of the Dixie theatre,
Goldthwaite, Texas, used as one of the
exploitation ideas of his campaign for
" The Mollycoddle."
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS us his name,
0
U
G
L
A
S

h, he is the " Doug " of fame !
nmatched upon the silver screen,
ladsome smile, the warmest seen,
atest picture, greatest hit,
" Mollycoddle " is he? Nit !
ee him wallop, fine and fit !

FAIRBANKS — known from pole to pole,
A 11 have seen his strenuous role !
1
R
B
A
N

n " The Mollycoddle " he
ules three generations. See?
y word of the weakling type,
11 the earmarks make you gripe ;
ow the scenes all shift and he —

ing ofhisactors,
agree —three !
SK hows
scope you'll
in persons
more familiar blue jeans.

Gal., Exploitation

The two ushers sel'ected for the pilgrimage through the down-town section
of the city were the prettiest of the usherettes of the theatre. Their trip was more
successful than he had expected, for the
miale became more balky and the goat
more restive as the crowd which followed
them grew in size.
In response to all inquiries the girls
stated they were taking the animals to
" Peaceful Valley " farm, and the crowd
that followed back to the theatre when the
animals had been recovered appreciated
the remark, for the lobby of the theatre
by means of cut-outs had been transformed into a miniature barn yard.
The goat and mule were put in a pen
erected in the lobby and remained there
as a part of the lobby display for the duration of the run.
Farming implements borrowed from a
local hardware store aided in the effect
obtained in the lobby.
The usherettes and the ticket seller
wore the white form-fitting overalls and
jackets.

Lobby of the California theatre, Venice, Cal., dressed for the showing of " Peaceful Valley."
given above

Full details concerning the exploitation campaign
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By Charles

Armistice Day or St. \'alentine's Day or
Washington's Birthday. Of course it is
possible to make the picture supply the
seasonable clue, but it is difficult. Of
course, the news reel and some special
short bits do bring something of what is
needed.
But the music without any difficulty
creates the atmosphere.
It is like decorating your house with
lilies for Easter, holly and evergreens for
Christmas, flags and skyrockets for
Fourth of July.
People do like to be reminded of the
event we celebrate. It is pecuUarly a part
of human nature to like to become part of
an atmosphere. We feel good when we
see the flags flying from the house-tops
on a national holiday. \\"e respond to the
sight ; we feel grateful for the attention

News

"Picture

Holidays,

picbook y thespirit,
e toholida
always
Ir isn't tures
which fitpossibl
into the
whether it be Christmas, Easter,
Fourth of July or Columbus Day. But it
is always the opportunity of the manager
to add appropriate atmosphere witli music.
I have purposely waited until this last
moment to offer some thoughts on Chnstmas and music in the picture theatre, so
as not to interfere with any plans which
you may have had on foot. M}- purpose
in these articles is to l)e suggestive rather
than purely serviceable ; I hope to arouse
the imaginations of my readers so that
they may follow their own inclinations
along the lines I have started.
Therefore, before offering a type of
Christmas picture program, I should like
to indicate the atmospheric possibilities of
music.
It is a comparatively easy matter to
suggest any season, any holiday, any idea
with music. For instance, a patriotic program can be made which veritably shrieks
Americanism, nationalism and " My Country," and it isn't necessary to use the
"Christmas
Star Spangled
Banner
only, with
either.a
is written
into" music
flavor which is as significant of the event
as Christmas trees and holly ! The suggestion of Easter instantly offers a thousand opportunities, for the church literature of music is rich in compositions written expressly for the time of lilies.
A theatre manager books his pictures
generally pretty far in advance, or he has
to take his features more or less in schedule form. He cannot, except on rare occasions, select the feature or the comedy
with any regard to the timeliness or appropriatenes ofit with the date. He
cannot make Christmas picture programs ;
he cannot celebrate the coming of spring
or the Emancipation Proclamation or

Picture

D.

and

Music

Isaacson

IN ONE MONTH:
Remember:
The First Annual
Conference of
The Musical Fraternity
and the Industry
Motion Picture
Meets in New York City
January 24-25-26
Headquarters,
Hotel Astor
Three full days of important and valuable contributions to the plant of cementing the relations of music and pictures.
How to use music to its fullest advantage: Specific suggestions and exhibits
by the most successful exponents of the
process.
How to Solve the Important Musical
Problems of the Exhibitor.
How to Get the Most out of the Musical Investment.
The Good will offerings of Publishers,
Musical
Magazines,
M-usical Union.
Composers' Society, etc., cn..
Register your name with Motion Picture
News, Charles D. Isaacson, Editor.
with which the individual celebrants have
added their touch of color.
When wc enter the home of a friend, it
gives us a thrill to find that there is a
Christmas tree, with burning candles and
many colored trimmings. The stocking
hanging on the mantel-piece recalls old
time's fun. The mistletoe is an impetus to
kissSo,theitpretty
who'sthenearest
us.
followsgirlthat
theatreto which
takes cognizance of the qualities in human
nature which delight in seasonable reminders, atmospheric touches, holiday
reminiscences endears the patrons to tht
house.
" It isn't simply a place where pictures
are shown," the patrons say ; " it's a homelike institution. They're always doing
something which is different, always doing
is so inappropriate."'
The best which
showman
the world is the
something
man who can create a feeling in his
patrons of a personal, intimate communion between themselves and the house.
It is their place, not simply a theatre. It
becomes a club house, so to speak. There
is a personality upon the place. Oh, my
hat is off for the theatre man who makes
a personality shine out of his house. Several prominent managers have done this.
W'hen the public walks up to the box
office and into the theatre and watches the
show, it knows that that personality is
expressing itself all the time.
There's a friendliness in a theatre with
a personality which can never be felt in a
place where they simply show pictures.

Don't forget that you don't make th<
pictures, so you can't put any of youi
genius in that. Your personality hasn'
any place in the pictures themselves.
Only in the way that the pictures art
presented- — the atmosphere of the house —
can you count. That's where the person
ality is made.
The music is the only place in the program where personality is created.
Keep a continual musical atmosphere ir
your program ; keep the musical atmosphere in keeping with the turn of events
holidays, seasons, etc.. and that spirit ol
homeliness and friendliness cannot helj
but pervade.
Therefore it is well to keep in mind thai
musicians have supplied music for even
occasion. It is written — if you will onh
find it. And do not for one moment thint
it is difficult to find. You can turn to am
well informed musician and ask him foi
music for any occasion and the probabilit\
is that he could call off enough compositions for a whole week's entertainment
If I, for instance, were asked to product
a musical atmosphere for Christmas, 1
could name at least one hundred appropriate numbers. To show you what 1
mean :
Christmas carols, including " God Res'
You Merry Gentleman," " The Losi
Chord" of Sullivan; "Ave Maria" o;
Shubert or Gounod, " Holy Night,'
'■ Peaceful Xight,'' choruses from Handel's "Messiah." especially the " Hallelujah " chorus, Verdi's " Requiem," slow
movement from Beethoven's " Xintt
Symphony." " Adeste Fideles," Toymaker's music, from Victor Herbert'*
" Babes in Toyland," " Star of Bethle
hem,'' " While Shepherd's Watched Theii
Flocks at Xight," " Hark the Heralc
Angels Sing," " Hosanna," etc.
It is not hard to pick from all the opportune music which is available in th«
Christmas literature. And the remarkable part of it is that from a singU
instrument up to full symphonic orchestra, there are arrangements aplenty froir
which to select.
. Christmas atmosphere can be madt
with music, by chimes, religiou.'
choruses, quaint old biblical melodies, joyous children's songs, bits of hymns
Some managers with audiences not largeh
Christian might feel hesitant about using
what might seem to be secular numbers
But this is found to be a mistaken fear—
the entire world, including the Jewish
public, understands that Christmas ha;
(Continued on page 300)
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Goldwyn announces that
the eighth picture of the
"forEdgar
series is innowtimeready
the "exhibitor
for
showing during the holiday
season. It is titled " Edgar's
Little Saw " and is based on
a Christmas tale written by
Booth Tarkington. It is described as the best comedy
yet written by Tarkington
and especially appropriate
for showing during the
Christmas holidays.
Goldwyn reports that the
series, the eleventh picture of
which is now in production
at the Goldwyn studios in
the West, is going over unusually well with exhibitors
and public alike. Ole M.
Nelson, manager of the Majestic theatre, Grand Junction, Colo., writes:
" I consider the Edgars the
best and surest comedy I
play. Some of the others
are more spectacular, perhaps, but for good entertainment, which you can bank on
being clean, the Edgars are
sure there. Edgar, his pal
and sweetheart are perfect
wonders at acting."
Monte Blue Signed for
Allan Dwan Picture
Monte Blue has been engaged to
play the leading role in Allan
Dwan's second Associated Producrelease,which
" The was
Perfect
Crime,"
worker'son
started
this
week at the Holl>-\vood studios.
Since his return to the coast from
New York two weeks ago Mr.
Dwan has been preparing the script
for the picture, which he himself
will direct. The story is from the
pen of Carl Clausen and originally
appeared between the pages of the
Saturday Evening Post.
Jacqueline Logan, a Ziegfeld girl
imported from the Follies by Mr.
Dwan, will play the leading feminine role opposite Monte Blue.
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William and Gordon Dooley, the well known knockabout comedians now appearing in the show atop the Century Theatre Roof in New
York City, and known
throughout the United States
for their vaudeville performances, are the latest stars announced to appear in the series of Royal Comedies now
being distributed by the
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
The Dooley boys have appeared on the stage ever
since childhood. Their picture debut is made in a tworeel comedy titled " All
Balled Up." This Royal Comedy series is distributed
through the Reelcraft and allied Independent Exchanges
everywhere.
Johnny Jones and his " leading lady " in a scene from the next " Edgar " comedy
released by Goldwyn, " Edgar's Little Saw "

Rivals
First

Pearl White Company
Goes to Bermuda

recently is cited in letters and telegrams that have reached the home
office in New York from James B
Clark, of Rowland & Clark, Pittsburgh, and Nate Gordon, of Boston. Both these showmen hold
First National franchises for their
respective territories and have, in
consequence, their own attractions
to exploit in their theatres.
Mr. Clark asserted in his teleIMr.first
Fox week
that "shattered
the poorest
day ofgram tothe
all
records at the Savoy theatre. I
never anticipated such a tremendous
box office success, playing to absolute capacity. Will keep ' While
New ond
York
a sec-as
week, Sleeps
but a' not
thirdonlyweek

On December 4 Pearl White, accompanied by her director, J.
Searle Dawley, and the entire
■' Woman or Tiger", company
sailed for Bermuda,
where scenes
will be made for the William Fox
production that will eventually be
released in succession to " The
Thief,"
the Miss
Pearl White
White remained
feature
just issued.
in New York long enough to see
the first public showings of " The
Thief."
!

Nate Gordon said in his letter to
Harry F. Campbell, manager of
Fox's
Boston branch, that " While
well."York
New
Sleeps " was played in
the Gordon's Old South theatre.
F.oston, for two weeks " with the
biggest business the house has ever
done under our management. It has
likewise done a big business at our
Olympic theatre, Lynn, and Gordon's Central theatre, Cambridge,
and a good business at Upham"'
Corner Strand, Dorchester."

Weekly

Endor-

ses subject
"Topics"like 'Top"An editorial
ics
of
the
Day,'
now
familiar
all theto
way from the Broadway
palaces
the smallest village theatre, never
drives the masses out of the house,
but interests them so strongly that
New York Sleeps "
Mr. Fox points to the fact that in two years it has developed from
a hopeful experiment to a definite
" While New York Sleeps " is not
alone a " big town " attraction, as
The foregoing paragraph, quoted
proved
Mr. Gordon's
letter, from the editorial page of the
showmen in
in smaller
cities are someAmerican Legion Weekly, sums up
times of the opinion that they can- success."
not handle an attraction of excep- the unusual success of " Topics of
tional proportions and theme to as the Day" with American audiences.
much advantage as the same show Pathe Exchange, Inc., the distributors of this reel of witticisms, rewill give to a big city exhibitor.
port ever increasing bookings on
New London, Conn., is a town
representative of hundreds of its this
Films,subject,
Inc. produced by "iTimely
size throughout the country. From
the Empire theatre, New London,
Manager Poiizzner wrote to Mr.
Fox of his playing " While New Strand Bills Ray Film
for Week of Dec. 26
York
Sleeps an" inoutcome
circumstances
that
developed
immensely
" Nineteen
starring
pleasing. " This production," writes Charles
Ray. and
has Phyllis."
been engaged
by
Mr. Pouzzner,
sufficiently to run"impressed
it on the mebiggest
Managing Director Joe Plunkett
week of my year — anniversary for the Strand theatre. New York,
week.
for the week of December 26 instead of the preceding week. This
adaptation
of Frederick Stowers's
Third Hallroom Com- story is the third picture in which
Charles
Ray
is presented h'- Arthur
edy Now Ready
S. Kane for release by First Na" Th'slease ofIsthe
the new
Life,"series
the third
re- saying : tional. Mr. Plunkett is quoted as
of the
" I ha\ e had a pre-view of this
Percy-Ferdie
Hallroom
edies w^hich was
directedBoys'
underComthe Ray picture, and I consider that it
deserves
to be shown when as
personal supervision of Harry
Cohn is now ready, according to many people as possible can see it.
the announcement made by C. B. C. Thousands devote the last week beFilm Sales Corporation, which is
fore Christmas to shopping. During the next week conditions are
offering these comedies to state
rights' buyers. Harry McCoy, entirely diff'erent. They want good,
Hugh Fav, Lillian Hackett, Max clean, wholesome entertainment,
.'Xsher, Polly Moran and a capable anl ' Nineteen and Phyllis ' will
cast make this a sure fire comic.

Endorse
Fox
National Franchise

Commend " While
WILLIAM
takes
pride in FOX
the fact
that special
he is
in receipt of laudatory letters not
only from the regular users of his
product but also from friendly
rivals in the field. One of the most
pleasingterestexpressions
inthat has comeof tofriendly
Mr. Fox

Legion

Special
Holders

give them just that."
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Two scenes from Mae Marsh's first starring vehicle for Robertson-Cole release, " The Little 'Fraid Lady "

"Kismet"
Continues
to
Score
ES to the powers of Favorable Reports on more satisfactory for opening the
TRIB" UT
Kismet " as an attraction
Winter Garden. An immense busiPicture Received
capable of breaking house
reward.ness, far beyond capacity, is our
to Robin ed
flow
to
record, continue
and
ertson-Cole which produc
at Home-Office
" Winter Garden Theatre/'
which is distributing this super" Clemmer and James, Managers."
special, starring Otis Skinner.
packed and enthusiastic houses all
Word of the success of " Kismet" in Seattle completes its naTom Moore, of the Rialto the- day long. Seating capacity eightion-wide sweep. Starting with its
wired Robertatre, Washington,
teen hundred. Turned away litson-Cole that he was keeping
world premier at the Strand theerally
thousands
could
have
filled
" Kismet " for an indefinite run
atre. New York City, on November 14, at which time it broke all
there. Directly after this wire the house twice over again. ' Kismet ' is truly a great and artistic day and week records at the
came others from Will D. Harris,
Strand, it continued by breaking all
of the Grand theatre, Columbus, production. "Will D. Harris,
records at the Strand, Brooklyn,
un"
" Kismet
" Grand Theatre."
gives
Ohio, who
qualified praise,
and from Clemmer
Clemmer and James, of the Goodwin, Newark, and Moore's
and James, Seattle, who opened the theMessrs.
Washington, thence sweepWinter Garden theatre, a new Rialto,
ing westward to Ohio where at the
Kis"
with
theatre
Winter Garden
Grand
Opera
House, Canton, and
house
Seattle, bill.
choseThe
" Kismet
met " as a special attraction.
as theirin opening
success"
theatre, Columbus, it reMr. Moore, in Washington, held of the Otis Skinner feature there the Grand
ceived the endorsement of typical
" Kismet " over after a most ex- has been the sensation of the cities on the eastern border of the
tensive advertising and exploitation Northwest. A day after the open- Middle West. This finds it playing
campaign. He put on a prologue
ing the managers wired to Robert- all over the nation, and breaking as
for which he sent to New York
son-Cole as follows :
many records in the houses of
City for his costuming and other
" Kindly preciation
accept
ap- smaller places as it did in New
material. Every house employee,
of your our
fairfullest
treatment
City, and throughout the
including the orchestra, was to us from your home office and York
East.
dressed in Arabian costume, and a your
branch management here also
A special service section on
company of a score of local play- our unlimited praise for ' Kismet ' " Kismet " was published in the
ers, who were headed by Theodore which, to date, has no equal. We November 20th issue of the Motion
Hardy, acted out an elaborate in- feel that nothing could have been Picture News.
troduction for the picture.
There was special lighting for
the prologue, and special effects in
the house, included the burning of
incense in large holders on either
side of the stage. Daniel Breeskin
Premier
in West
who leads the Rialto orchestra, ar- Goldwyn
ranged a special musical program
which was widely commented
California
Theatre to Play " Prisoners
upon.
of
Love " ; Also
at Capitol
Will D. Harris, one of the most
enterprising of Ohio exhibitors, THE first big presentation of displaying a lively interest in the
Betty Compson's initial star- forthcoming presentation of " Priswas one of the first to book " Kisoners of Love " because it marks
ring production, "Prisoners of
met
"
in
the
Buckeye
state.
He
screened it at his Grand theatre, Love," released through Goldwyn, the first stellar appearance of Miss
will
take
place
at
the
Cahfornia
Compson, who for a number of
Columbus, and then sent Robert- theatre, Los Angeles, during the years
has been a member of the
son-Cole this wire : " We screened
picture
colony in that city, and who
v/eek
of
December
26.
The
produc' Kismet ' and were delighted with
tion is now scheduled for its New has a large circle of personal
it. It is a truly great picture and
friends
there in addition to her
York
presentation
at
the
Capitol
one of the finest productions ever
following. Miss Compoffered to the screen. I am play- theatre the week beginning Sun- greatson fan
has not been seen in a picture
day, January 2.
ing it here shortly and feel that I
A special program will be built since her acting in George Loane
am giving my patrons and the theatre-going public, of Columbus the around the Los Angeles presenta- Tucker's production of " The Mirtion of " Prisoners of Love." Carli
acle Man," which elevated her to
most thoroughly worthwhile artis- D. Elinor,
musical director of the stardom,
and those who saw her
tic production that the screen has
California theatre, who arranged work in that photoplay are keenly
offered for a long while."
the musical score for several of the desirous of seeing to what further
Mr. Harris' expectations were largest productions in motion pic- heights as an actress as she may
entirely
by according
" Kismet's to"
tures, has compiled a special musi- have risen in her own independent
success atfulfilled
his house,
cal setting for the Compson picture.
the wire which has just reached
The New York presentation will production.
Exhibitors generally are greatly
Robertson-Cole and which tells of
its run at the Grand theatre. In be under the direction of Samuel interested in the film for the same
L. Rothafel, presentation manager reason and because of the extensive
this Mr. Harris said:
of the Capitol theatre.
exploitation carried on by Goldwyn
Los Angelans are reported to be
" Opened
' Kismet ' today to
for " Prisoners of Love."

Picture

News

In preparation for exploitation activities early in the
New Year, the Fox staff of
artists and designers are busy
sketching and outlining the
advertising material for Fox
stars and special attractions.
The publicity staff and exploitation forces are preparing copy for the printer that
press books, clip sheets and
billing novelties may be in
readiness far in advance of
the release dates subsequently to be
announced.on all
Detailed
information
pictures the Fox studios in
New York and Hollywood
are turning out for January
and later distribution will be
forthcoming in due season,
but this advance statement
will serve as an intimation to
picture showmen that the
1921 activities of the Fox organization promise to be
productive of ticket-selling
attractions galore.
The fourth Pearl White
feature,
" Woman
or Tiger?the"
is said to
have inspired
imagination of the Fox staff
of illustrators to a high degree. As some time will
elapse before the successor to
"The Thief" is released, it
is declared that ample opportunity will be given for the
preparation of an extensive
and attendance-inspiring line
of billing and exploitation
material on " Woman or TiMuriel Ostriche Serves
as Temporary Mayor
Word is received by the Arrow
Film Corporation from Mrs. Garnette Sabin,row-Muriel
producer
of the ArOstriche Comedies,
and
who is now in Atlanta, Ga., attending the Motion Picture Exposition
with Miss Ostriche, that Miss Ostriche's ger?"
personal appearance in
Atlanta has created a veritable sensation.
Miss Ostriche had the honor conferred upon her Mayor
as beingofappointed'
the Honorary
Atlanta
for a period of one hour, on December 8,during which time she sat
in the Mayor's chair from 11
A. M. to 12:30 P. M.
* 'Number, Please," fto
Be Holiday Attraction
That the release of Harold
Lloyd's new comedy, " Number,
Please ? " at the height of the holiday is decidedly appropriate, is the
opinion expressed bv the managements of leading picture theatresover the country. Information fron*
Pathe branches make it certain that
the favorite comedian's latest offering will take a lead-ng place as an
attraction during the Christmas season.
A few weeks prior to the release
of
"Numbers,
Please?"
which is
on the
Pathe schedule
for December
26, it was evident that Lloyd would
outstrip his best previous record
for wide distribution, according to
reports from the branches, which
also state the picture will establish
a new mark for long runs and extensive theatre
advertising for tw^oreel feature
comedies.
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Fox film favorites whose records of achievement promise many a Christmas as merry as this one. Top row — William Farnum, Louise Lovely, Clyde Cook,
Pearl White, Tom Mix. Bottom row — George Walsh, Eileen Percy, Buck Jones, Shirley Mason, William Russell
Lew Cody has entered the
independent producing field
and his first independent feature, "A Dangerous Pastime," is now
readyIrving
for distribution through
M.
Lesser, general manager of
the Western Pictures Exploitation Company. " A Dangerous Pastime " is said to
prove that the star can also
play a " man's man " as well
as a " he-vamp."
The story, by Wyndham
Martyn, was adapted to the
screen by H. Tipton Steck.
It is described as a happy
blending of drama, comedy
and mystery.
James W. Home directed
"the
A Dangerous
" and
supporting Pastime
cast includes
Elinor Fair and Cleo Ridgely, in the leading feminine
roles, Ernest Joy, Mrs. Irving Cummings, Arthur Hoyt
and Frank Elliott.
Two

Featured Players
in New Christie
Two single-reel players appearing in a single-reel comedy is a new
mark to be set in " Dining Room,
Kitchen and Sink," the latest Christie Comedy to be released through
Educational Exchanges. Fay Tincher and Eddie Barry are the two
players, each of whom has been
heretofore featured alone.
However, a point is being made
by Educational that the new Christies do not rely for their interest
or quality on single players, but
that in all of them there are a
group of players of unusual ability
and with strong fan following. For
instance, with Bobby Vernon in " A
Homespun
Hero,"
were Helen Darling and
Verathere
Steadman,
and
in
"
Wedding
Blues
"
Neal
Burns,
Helen Darling, Vera Steadman and
Earl Rodney.

Author's
Name
to
Aid
Pictures
It is a story
of human interest, and
Williamof Fox
by scores
ed in
is contend
ITthat
that
it
will
be artistically presented
not once
in- Knoblock's
Fame to
stances has a playwright whose
may be assumed when recalling
work has come to the screen even
that Marc MacDermott, Estelle
Help Put " Blind
Taylor and Harry Sothern, who
approached the record Edward
Wives " Over
Knoblock has attained in writing
w^ere principals in " While New
successes for the stage. It was on screen more seriously as time York Sleeps," enact the leading
Knoblock's play, " My Lady's passes, William Fox maintains that drama.
roles in this newest " episode "
Dress," that Mr. Fox based his showmen should capitalize this innew special production, " Blind
creasing good-will toward the
Wives,"
which, also
Charleswrote
J. Brabranch of amusement. Mr.
bin, the for
director
the younger
Fox cites the name of Knoblock as Famous Sculptor Prescenario.
views Big Special
holding a record of sucMr. Fox directs the attention of an author cessful
stage creations that is
showmen to the advertising and bound to challenge the attention of
Edgar Walters, sculptor and
publicity possibilities that attend newspaper editors and reviewers, traveler, is another artist who, having been permitted to see early
the mention of Kuoblock's name
commensurately imas the author of the inspiration for who willpressedbe
with the fact that moving
showings
of portions of Metro's
" Blind Wives."
pictures
writers. are attracting the best gigantic production of " The Four
Knoblock's record is a part of
Horsemen
Apocalypse,"
declares it toofbethe" one
of the most
dramatic history as recorded in reFor these reasons Mr. Fox con- remarkable
pictures
he
ever
has
tends
that
exhibitors
should
herald,
cent seasons.
, " One,"
this season's
starring
vehicle
for Frances
Starr,
every means possible, the " big
is a David Belasco production of a by
The famous sculptor and his
names" that come, from stage to
Knoblock play that has been run- screen, be they players, authors or bride visited Metro's West Coast
ning since September 14, 1920, and
It is particularly a mat- studios in Hollywood a few days
still runs at the Belasco theatre, directors.
ter of self-interest to do so when ago while in Southern California
New York City. It is interesting an author so celebrated as Edward or their honeymoon and, as the
to note
that "Belasco
Marie added
Odile," Miss
the Knoblock — with his great record of guest of Director Rex Ingram,
play
in which
plays — may be men- watched the filming of a portion of
Starr to his list of attractions sev- successful
allegorical episodes of the world
tioned in such instances as that of the seen."
eral seasons ago, was written also
famous novel by Vicente Blasco
" Blind Wives."
Ibanez.
by Mr. Knoblock.
Mr. Fox declares that devotees
A third Knoblock play to be produced by Belasco with Miss Starr of the stage who witnessed " My
Dress" will find in "Blind Warner Vehicle Scores
leading, was " Tiger Tiger," a suc- Lady's
Wives" a new interest, broadened
in New Orleans
cess
of
last
season.
"Kismet,"
used
to star Otis Skinner on stage and as the play proceeds because of the
screen ; " Milestones," one of the pictured additions to the original
Facing the poorest conditions
great Broadway successes of late theme. Those who never saw the New
Orleans has experienced in
seasons
;
"
The
Faun,"
in
which
play will have entertainWilliam Faversham starred upon Knoblock
ment in the screen version that many years, H. B. Warner's Pathe
feature, " Dice of Destiny," broke
the stage ; " The Headmaster," thrills with heart interest, and all
records at the big Pantages the" Paganini," and " The Cottage in reaches deeply to touch the strings
atre there the past week, according
the Air," all plays by Knoblock, of emotion that await within almost to information iust received at the
have been staged with attending
success both in America and every human the occasion to re- Pathe home office. All over the
abroad.
spond to skilful manipulation.
country " Dice of Destiny " is acWith dramatic editors and recomplishing the same results, dethe appeal
" Blind Wives
clare Pathe officials.
viewers for the stage taking the isFor
addressed
to noof particular
class."
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Kineto Review Will Be
Launched in 1921
The Urban Popular Classics,
which embrace all releases of pictures produced by Charles Urban
for the Kineto Company of America, have enjoyed a remarkable
growth during the year which is
just now coming to a close.
There are now completed and
ready for their place in the permanent motion picture encyclopedia,
otherwise known as " The Living
Book
more than
than 80
Kinetoof Knowledge,"
Reviews, more
50
Movie Chats, more than 40 Science
Series and a considerable number
of
other completed
subjects w-hich
ultimately
will be classified
in an
Art Series, a Travel Series, an Industrial Series, a Military Series,
a Costume Series, a Customs
Series, a Religious Series, and so
on until all the possible pictorial
classifications are covered.
During 1920 Mr. Urban arranged
for distribution only for the Movie
Chats. In the coming year he will
also launch the Kineto Review ;
possibly still another series.
Both the Kineto Review and the
iMovie Chats are single-reel subone-reel The
features
" they are
oftenjects "; called.
difference
between them is one of variety. Th(
Kineto Reviews devote the entin
length of the reel to the consideration of one subject; the Movie
Chats treat of more than one subject, the variety ranging anywhere
from three to twent\- different sub-

"The
Furnace"
Andover, vil
Mass. ; Namco
kedtheatre, Hea
y
William D. Tay- ExhibitorsBoo
EnthusiasREALART'S
Club theatre, Windsor, Vt. ; Park
lor production, " The Furnace,' is proving a box-office
theatre,Street
Lebanon,
X. H.
; Poli's
tic Over New RealElm
theatre,
Worcester,
attraction of unusual power, judgMass.;
Broadway
theatre,
Chelsea,
atages
from
of congr
the mess
ing
art Production
Mass. ; Rialto theatre, Lawrence,
ulation and heavy bookings which
Realart reports are pouring into
Mass. ; Opera House, Bath, Me. ;
the home office from exhibitors
Merrimac Square theatre, Lowell,
atre, Tarentium, Pa. ; Princess the- Mass.; Princess theatre, Brattlethroughout the country.
atre, Ogallala, Neb. ; Garrick thea'V't. ; Colonial theatre, Belfast,
" Wish to congratulate you on
tre, Burlington, Iowa; O. H. thea- boro,
Me. ; Strand theatr^ Randolph,
' The Furnace,' now playing at
tre, Tower City, Pa. ; Durrel thea- Vt.
;
Park theatre, Barre, Vt. ;
\'audette,"
saysWatts,
a recent
telegramof
tre. Ware, Mass. ; Rialto theatre. Black's theatre. Fair Haven, Vt. ;
from W. W.
manager
New
London,
Conn.
Laurier theatre, Woonsocket, R. I. ;
the Vaudette theatre, Springfield,
Provincctown theatre. Province- Central theatre, Biddeford, Me. ;
111. " Consider it a high class at- town,
Mass. ; Modem & Beacon Black's theatre, Northfield, Vt. ;
traction in every respect. Cast,
photography, acting, directing, theatre, Boston, Mass. ; Federal Black's theatre. Bethel, Me. ; Star
great. Opened Sunday to good theatre, Salem, Mass.; Colonial theatre, Westbrook, Me.
business and has been building up
every day since. Great woman's
picture.
Givefrom
us more
like it."where
A wire
Detroit,
to Exploit
R.-C.
Film
" The Furnace " was shown at How
P'ur'
"
says:
" Little 'Fraid Lady " Can Be Well
Kunsky's theatre,
nace ' went fine Monday. Unusually good for worst day of week.
Robertson - Cole
Says
A TExploited,
cisions and conduct, dog biscuits,
Capacity
crowds theatre,
most of Louisville,
the day." "T^HE
LITTLE 'FRAID
The Alamo
freckles,
and iNlarsh's return.
Ky., booked the picture, ran it and
LADY," the Robertson" I don't know how manj' of
super-special, starring Mae these
would
work out at any one
found that " business he'd u]) well Cole
Marsh, which is for early release,
allInweek."
showing
of
the
picture," he
addition to messages of praise has, claims the producers, exploita- said, " but in someMarsh
form or another
tion possibilities which are almost each of these notes
and accounts of the success the
represents
unlimited in their scope. Every
production is bringing are the ex- exhibitor,
some method of extraordinary exno
matter
whether
he
is
ceptionally heavy bookings Realart
ploitation that I would try to put
in the habit of using exploitation over as circumstances
permitted in
is receivinginonall " sections
The Furnace."
Exhibitors
of the or not, is bound to be attracted by
all
classes
of
towns.
By ' exone of the manj' angles which
country are signing up for the su- some
traordinary exploitation ' I mean
this picture offers.
methods other than usual advertisper-special.
Included in the list of the most
" The Little 'Fraid Lad\-," which
ing methods which may be stanrecent bookings are the following; was directed by John G. Adolfi.
Globe theatre, Clinton, Mass. ; tells the stor}- of a girl artist who
jects.
The Associated PhotoAllston theatre, Allston, Mass. : left the sham and hypocrisy of the dardized."
c
ty
to
seek
the
simpler,
more
Plays, Inc , announce Helen
Palace theatre, Syracuse, N. Y. ;
Walsh -Fielding Start
Gibson's latest Western
New Albany theatre, Schenectadv, wholesome life in the great open.
drama, a feature production
First Production
N. Y. ; O. H. theatre. Two Rivers, She goes to the woods to live and
totaling six thousand feet,
Wis.; Bijou theatre. Decatur, 111.; work. While there she becomes acquainted with a wealthy family,
Work on the initial offering of
Princess theatre, Lewistown, 111. ;
entitled
" Noheralded
Man's Woman,"
which is
as this
Idle Hour theatre, Canton. 111. ; O. through dramatic circumstances, the recently-launched Walsh-Fieldand
the
events
which
follow
ofing Productions, Inc.. was begun
H. theatre, Logan, Ohio; Star theyoung star's greatest screen
achievement
fered varied scenes and diversi- this week at the Glendale studios,
atre, Nevada. AIo. ; Wonderland
fied action.
The story is one of a
under the personal super\'ision of
theatre, Luidsborg, Kan. ; Rex theIn speaking of the exploitation Thomas B. Walsh, director-general
dance-hall girl who fights her
atre, Clay Center, Kan. ; New Garrick theatre, Duluth, Minn. ; Cozy possibilities of the picture, the Rob- of the new company. It has been
way ingthrough
misunderstandertson-Cole press book on the sub- given the working title of " True
theatre, Iron River, Mich.; New
and adversity
to the love
ject, which has just been published, to Life." The principal roles have
Orpheum theatre. Webster City,
of a stern-principled prossays :
been entrusted to Barbara CastleIowa.
ton, Montagu Love, Macy Harlam,
Strand theatre. Fort Dodge,
Edward Coxen plays the
"A knows
practical
exploitation
man Edwards
who
exhibitors
and
their
Davis and \ ictor Gilbert.
Iowa; Regent theatre, Beaver
pector.lead, and Leo Maloney
male
The production marks the advent
Falls, Pa. ; Metropolitan theatre, problems from coast to coast, saw
the heavy. Others in the cast
Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Orpheus theatre, ' The Little 'Fraid Lady ' and in into the .American picture field of
are Aggie Herring, Estelle
another
British
financier.
He
is
just
as
long
as
it
took
for
him
toAllen, Charles Smiley, Al
San Rafael, Cal. ; Empire- theatre,
write : them, he made the following Percival D. iM. Fielding, president
Red BlufT, Cal.; Empire theatre, notes
Cody, Mrs. R. T. Curry, and
Frederick, Aid. ; Richmond theatre,
of the new corporation, w^ho conlittle Margareta Curry and
Duncan
Pulliam. The picture
trols
large
holdings
in
England
and
" Dog, masked costume, child's India. Mr. Fielding recently spent
Alexandria, Va. ; W'arrenton thea- intuition,
was directed by Wayne Mack
'fraid girls, bootlegging,
tre, Warrenton, Va. ; Orpheum theand Leo Maloney.
atre. Portsmouth, Va. ; Arcade the- would any daughter give up father? several months in .\merica, during
atre, Pendleton, Ore.; Arcade the- first aid to injured, painting father which visit the new independent
atre, La Grande, Ore. ; Palace the- love, birds, Bohemia, judge's de- producing unit was incorporated.

Scenes from two of Famous Players-Lasky's new features.

Left and right — Bill Hart in " The Testing Block."

Center — Enid Bennett in "' Silk Hosiery "
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Prominent

Authors

Aid

Screen

A. H. that
Woods
dozen Goldwyn Tells of the Dark," ducedwhich
half stories
to sthewhose
on the stage;
play prowas
additi
INAmeri
can onwriter
done
on
the
screen
for
Goldwyn
are reaching the screen through
Work Done by Them
by Frank Lloyd. Graham Moffatt
the Goldwyn - Rex Beach Eminent
contributed the story for one of
During 1920
Authors' Productions, and prac-g
tically all of whom are now writin
Goldwyn's great fourth year picoriginal screen stories, more than
tures, "Bunty Pulls the Strings."
thirty prominent American writers
Bahr, author of " The
Katherine Newlin Burt's first Hermann
Concert," and the great Belgian
either have already contributed
great success, "The Branding dramatist, Maurice Maeterlinck, are
yn'snowfourth
stories
for Goldw
Iron," has been as popular with under contract to write one feature
ing picture
production
or are
preparyear
fans, and her new novel,
stories for picttirization in the near " Snow Blindness," is now being scenario a year for Goldw\n.
future. Comprised in the Eminent filmed. Both are directed by RegiWallace Irwin contributed "Trimnald Barker.
s' group are Rex Beach,
Authorneur
tned with Red" for Madge KenGouver
Morris, Rupert Hughes,
Irving S. Cobb is represented on Hutch "nedy;
for Garret
Will Smith,
Rogers ;"Honest
Carlyle
LeroyandScott,
Mary
Robert
de Athert
on.s Rine- Goldwyn's roster of famous authors
hart
Gertru
Moore,
"Stop
Thief!"
for
Tom
Moore;
Pearl
Lenore
Curran,
by
"
Boys
Will
Be
Boys,"
in
which
.\mong the other contributing Will Rogers appears ; Peter Clark
American authors. Booth TarkingWhat Normand
Happened
to Rosa,"
for
; Catherine
Henry,
ton should be named first. He has MacFarlane, newspaperman, maga- "Mabel
zine
writer
and
novelist,
also
conalready won success on the screen
tributes astarring vehicle for Rog- " Prisoners of Love," for Betty
with his series of two-reel comedies
Frank Brownlee, "His
of boy life known collectively as
ers, "Guile of Women." Maximil- Compson;
Own Law," for Hobart Bosworth ;
ian Foster's new novel, "The Trap,"
'■ The Emotions and Adventures of
vv'as converted into " The Highest Edgar Allan Woolf, " Head Over
Clara Horton, signed to play the lead in
Original scenas a screen starring vehicle Heels," from Nalbro Bartley's story
for feature productions
will Bidder,"
T. Hayes Hunter's Dial production, "The Edgar ariosPomeroy."
for Madge Kennedy. George Ade, of " Shadows," for Mabel NorLight in the Clearing "
be contributed by Mr. Tarkington who
ranks with Irvin Cobb as the
mand ;Leo Difrichstein and Fredin the coming year.
eric and Fanny Locke Hatton, by
Hugo Ballin an Artist
two foremost living
Ben Ames Williams, the novelist country's
of National Repute
and short story writer, is already humorists, is represented by two " The Great Lover," Augustin Macpictures, both made from success- Hugh and Winchell Smith, by
Hugo Ballin, besides heading the represented by four pictures, " Jubful stage comedies, " The Slim "Officer 666;" William J. Hurlbut
producing company that bears his ilo," for Will Rogers : " The Great Princess,"
in which Mabel Normand
name, is an artist of national repute Accident," starring Tom Moore; was starred, and " Just Out of Col- by "Made in Heaven;" Charles
Kenyon, by an original scenario,
and high standing. It is to such a " The Man Who Had Everything,"
lege," for Jack Pickford.
" The Alibi ;" while Thompson
type of man, says W. W. Hodkin- starring Jack Pickford, and " GodRalph E. Dyar's is a new name Buchanan and Elmer Rice, members
less Men,"
Proson, that the industry must look
duction awith Reginald
an all-starBarker
cast made
in pictures. He is a Spokane news- of the Goldwyn staff, are writing
for the advancement of the mopaperman who wrote the highly suction picture a^ an expression of from the story called " Black
cessful melodrama, "A Voice in the original scenarios.
real art. The Hugo Ballin productions are released by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation.
Pawl."
Mr. Ballin is now at work on the
screening
of "stage
East play.
Lynne,"He theis DeMille
Discusses
New
Policy
world famous
a month. His yearly total has
giving it a breadth of treatment
T ONG run pictures such as
and all-around magnificence of
I we plan to produce under " Longer Runs Des- dropped from fifty-two to twelve
production that will insure its value
the new production policy
dned to Crowd Out
perhaps.
to the showmen, for with his of this organization are destined to
" That these pictures were capartistic nature Mr. Ballin couples crowd out weaker and purposeless
able of playing engagements of
several weeks was due to their ina thorough understanding of com- photoplays thus making ' fewer
Poorer Photoplays"
mercial values.
creased quality. Better stories,
and better ' pictures a fact rather
" The reasons for this change casts, staging
and direction were
are
many,
but
perhaps
the
most
than
a phrase."
There,
in a few words, is Cecil obvious is that pictures have be- lesponsible for this change.
Two new directors have
come steadily better and have
" It is not beyond the bounds of
B. DeMille's summary of future found corresponding
been engaged by Mr. Carl
favor in the reason to say that the picture of
events
under
the
new
all-star
proLaemmle to produce picduction policy recently announced eye of the public. The day of ex- the future may take a year or more
tures for Universal's
special
perimentation ispassing and the to produce, if a picture produced
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corattraction
program, it
has
day of achievement is at hand. under this system should play for
just been announced. They
poration.
Mr. DeMille has just started the More time, money and thought are three or six months — and our exare William Worthington,
perience inthe past has shown us
initial production for Paramount being put into the pictures of towho directed many of Hathat this is not impossible — a year
day
with
the
result
that
the
specunder
this
policy
—
an
adaptation
of
worth's recent successes, and
tator sees immeasurably better pic- spent on production work would
Robert Thornby, who has
Arthur Schnitzler's play, " The tures.
be a year well spent. We are
been handling a megaphone
Affairs
Anatol,"
with Wallace
an allstar
castofwhich
includes
toward a realfor Famous Players and J. P.
" Barely six years ago, I made working izationconstantly
in fact of our slogan of
Hampton during the past
Reid. Elliott Dexter, Gloria Swan- fourteen pictures in a single year.
son, Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels, We regarded those as very good ' fewer and better pictures. "
several years.
These new acquisitions,
Theodore Roberts, Dorothy Cum- pictures at that time.
taken in connection with the
ining, Agnes Ayres, Theodore
Today, working just as hard New Talmadge Picture
Kosloff and Julia Faye. Stage or " harder,
recent return of Stuart PaI find that I can only
ton, to the Universal lot, and
settings for this production are turn out three pictures in the same
"Playing
the Production
Game"
the prospective return of
being designed by Paul Iribe, a length of time. But the three pic- isThe
First National
prominent French artist, and a
Jack Ford, maker of many
tures that I make today draw more on which Norma Talmadge is now
stellar staff of scenario writers patronage than the entire fourteen
Harry Carey successes,
work,Soutar,
" On Principle,"
by .\nheaded by Jeanie Macpherson, of six years ago. Any one of this at
prompt officials at Universal
drew
adapted for
the
Elmer Harrie, Avery Hopwood, trio can be counted on to play for screen by Paul Anthony Kelly and
City to announce that UniBeulah
Marie
Dix
and
others
are
several
weeks
in
several
of
the
Albert Parker, and temporarily
versal's directorial staff now
is stronger than it ever has
now at work on the manuscript.
theatres of the larger cities.
been, and is well equipped to
the working
of " Satan's
In an interview given out on
Paradise,"
has nowtitle
definitely
been
"A few years ago this same given
meet the intensified producthe eve of production work on this class of theatre would change pro- titled " Playing the Game," and
tion of high class five-reelers
photodrama, Mr. DeMille made the
gram weekly. In other words, it was finished last Wednesday.
planned for the coming year.
following interesting prophesy required fifty-two pictures each
This is the first First National
Worthington and Thornby
and
resume
regarding
this
policy
:
year
to
meet
the
demands
of
the
in
which Harrison Ford, who has
will be associated with Rolexhibitors.
lin Sturgeon, Norman Dawn,
been signed for a year's contract to
" Just a few years ago the pro" Thanks to long runs, this play opposite Norma, will appear.
ducer was delighted when his picReaves Eason, Jacques Jacture enjoyed a run of one or two yearly total is steadily decreasing. Other important members of the
card, Stuart Paton, Leo Mcweeks at a single theatre. Today Whereas the exhibitor of the past cast are : Montagu Love, Leslie
Carey, Harry Harris and
other Universal directors of
we have relatively many produc- required a different picture for Stewart, Jr., Mabel Bert, Alichael
tions which play engagements from every week of the year, today he nandez.
Barns, Cooper Cliffe and E. Ferfeature productions.
not infrequently requires only one
three to eight or nine weeks.
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4t
"Passion" Scores Again
at Atlantic City
Fantomas"
Set for Dec.
19
" Passion," the Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., special,
Many Surprises Promised in New
starring Pola Negri, the European
Fox Serial by Director Sedgwick
emotional actress, repeated the triumph it has scored at all other
to have packed as many of the senICK
places it has been shown, at the EDWARDises many
SEDGW
es inpromsations as he could into each episurpris
the
Globe theatre in Atlantic City dursode, and now declares there is
ing the week of December 5th. new William Fox serial ' Fan- more " big stuff " in each episode
tomas," which is now nearing the than there is in any ordinary
From the opening performance to
at the Fox stu- feature.
the closing date the theatre was finishindiosg in episodes
West 55th Street, New
forced to sell standing room at York. The
Sedgwick has had fine co-operanew serial is schedfrom New Jersey officials
eevry performance, and the produculed for release December 19, im- aroundtionFort
tion itself gained comment and
Lee. He has burned
following
mediately
the
final
epinewspaper reviews ahead of any
sode of the first Fox serial, down " sets " of buildings and has
that has ever been accorded a mohad the use of the two fire engines
tion picture in the New Jersey city, " Bride 13."
and the firemen, not only to watch
Director
Sedgwick
is
not
foldeclares First National.
lowing a tradition of using a for any possible danger but to give
measuring stick on stunts and atmosphere to the scenes. He has
thrills, but is making them fall as also given many Jerseyites sevScenic Beauty Feature the story dictates — saving, of
eral thrills, for whenever he had
course, a final thrill for the finish worked at night in the towns along
of "Not Guilty"
nearly all the popuof each episode, declares a state- the Palisades
" Not Guilty,"
Sidney
Franklin's
ment from the Fox headquarters. ing. lation has come out and remained
production
adapted
to the
screen
spectators far into the early mornfrom Harold MacGrath's famous In the " Fantomas " stories he has
novel and soon to be presented by plenty of material, it is declared.
Thehavecontracts
The twenty-six volumes of de- date
been in received
excess of up-tothose
Albert Kaufman through Associtales which William Fox
ated First National, is reported to purchasedtectivefrom
on
the
preceeding
Fox serial
Marcel
Allain,
the
be artistically photographed and to French author, are declared to " Bride 13 " which has received so
contain some of the most wonder- contain enough big situations for
a welcome all over the counful natural backgrounds of Cali- five serials. Mr. Sedgwick is said big
trv.
fornia.
Exteriors were taken at Monterey, Del Monte, Pebble Beach
Big
Lodge, Seventeen-Mile Drive, LagSerial Well- Received
una, Balboa, Mount Hollywood, Pathe
Pasadena, Big Bear Lake and in the
Pathe Reports That Bookers Plan
famous gardens of the Hotel Huntington.
"
Velvet
Drives for " its
exhibition, Fingers
say Pathe officials.
Massive Church Set in ACCOMPANYING reports of
Prominent among the theatres
successes recorded by " Velvet where the picture will be advertised
Fingers," the d new George B. Seitz
"Temple Dusk"
release by Pathe, December on a big scale is the Hills theatre
serial,
Under the watchful eye of 6. at prominent theatres that have at Newark, N. J. Manager Harris
Arthur and Herbert Lubin, a mas- presented the first episode, are com- of the Hills theatre has about completed plans for a campaign that
sive replica of a great church intermunications informing that exten- will include
many novel features,
ior is being constructed at the
sive exploitation campaigns are be- both
Metro studio, for use in the George
in
newspaper
ads and street
ion
prepared
use in connect
D. Baker production of the S-L with ingthe fifteenfor episode
melodrama demonstrations, it is stated.
with Mr. Seitz and Marguerite
feature,completed,
" Temple will
Dusk."
A party in honor of Tommj- Carr,
when
be oneTheof set,
the Courtot as the stars.
who plays a leading role in " Velmost costly and beautiful interiors
Fingers," isperformance
also to be held
at
The diversity of exploitation the vet
ever utilized in a motion picture
afternoon
on the
angles
provided
by
the
new
serial
feature, it is declared. In it the all- has stimulated interest in novel ad- opening day of the serial. At this
star cast selected by Mr. Baker
affair features of especial interest
vertising schemes, and on that acwill enact the scenes of Calvin
children will be presented. The
count preparations are under way to
manager of the Hills is confident
Johnston's
Saturday
Evening
Post
for
campaigns
in
which
all
the
upstory.
that his campaign will center the
George D. Baker is said to have to-date methods will be employed, interest of Newark picture fans in
given his leading players, Anna Q. states Pathe. It is expected " Vel- " Velvet Fingers," which he has
Nilsson and Robert Frazier the best
vet Fingers " will make a new serial selected as the subject for the bigthe conspicuous exploitaroles
gest theatre campaign ever attion. of their career in this produc- recordtion for
ideas used in connection with
tempted byhis house.
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News

"^^Th^'-Hu^or::^^^^^^^^
Canton,
O.,
witnessed
thee'opensqu
orerecently
Hum
ing of a new
theatre
when
the Melba, a 632-seat house, opened
its doors for the first time. The
Melbaablebegan
under with
the most
circumstances
secondfavorrun
pictures, playing to capacity on
" Humoresque," its initial offering.
Window tie - ups were arranged
with local merchants in the vicinity,
while a tie-up with the Army recruiting service resulted in fifty
huge posters which advertised the
picture from store windows and
telegraph poles.
As the step towards establishing
personal contact with the future
patrons of the new house, a mailing
list of 3,000 was
announcements oftheprepared,
opening, and
signed
by the manager as a personal message, were sent out.
Arthur Somers Roche
Now at Hollywood
.\11 of that knowledge of the
devious ways of a great city that
has made the fiction stories of
.\rthur Somers Roche so popular
among magazine readers will be
woven into the plots of a series of
screen tales just begun by Mr.
Roche for Metro, declares Metro.
The other
authortales
of " has
Uneasy
Street in"
and
arrived
Hollywood, Cal., his pocket containing one original stor>- upon which
production
will start
future. Moreover,
he in
hasthethenearrough
outlines of a series of myster\
stories, stories of New York, and
stories of business' intrigues, that
promise an entirely new variet\" of
pictures for Metro's stars.
"Number,
Please" to
Open in New York
The New York premiere of
Harold Lloyd's next Pathe comedy
special,day
"Number,
given
and datePlease?"
at the will
Strandbe
and Capitol theatres the first week
in the New Year. At the same
time, the Brookh-n Strand will feature the latest Lloyd fun maker.
The tionfollowing
week, generally
the produc-in
will be released
New York, and the week after in
Brooklvn.
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Three Pathe pictures which will make holiday time bows to the public. Left — "That Girl Montana." Center — "The Devil," with George Arliss. Right —
.
"When We Were 21," with H. B. Warner
One of the competitors of
William Fox in production,
distribution and exhibition
Pathe
Serial
Set
for
Jan.
23
of photoplays sponsored a,
recently published assertion,
in one of the trade papers,
in a South Amerithat " a year's run on Broadserial starring Charles Charles Hutchison in actioncan transpires
THE
republic, the scene of plotting
Hutchison, " Double Advenway will soon be nothing unand
counterplotting
to gain valuable
d
ture," is to be release by
common." In this connecThrilling Stunts
Pathe on the schedule for the week
tion Mr. Pox reminds the
oil
lands
and
property
rightfully beof January 23. Announcement that
longing to the Biddle estate.
trade that he has already
in New Picture
the stunt star's newest picture would
gone more than one-quarter
Charles Hutchison will be supof that distance across the
succeed " The Phantom Foe " on ly known accomplishments as a high
ported by Josie Sedgwick and Ruth
a-time releasing
the
Pathe
two-atcalendar with " Over the
tricks.
card was made this week.
diver and performer of dangerous Langston in the leading feminine
parts. Miss Sedgwick and Miss
Hill."
" Double Adventure " will be the
The star has a vehicle written for Langston were prominent in the
Now in its fourteenth week,
second Brunton produced serial to
by Jack Cunningham, who as "Daredevil Tack" serial, as was
be released by Path and is the work /him
" Over the Hill " is drawing
of Director W. S. Van Dyke, who the author of many photoplays is Carl Stockdale, who is the leading
capacity business at practifamiliar to the picturegoers. The
cally every performance, acin " Double Advenfilmed Jack Dempsey's " Daredevil scenario provides a dual role for the heavy character
ture." S. E. Jennings is seen as a
cording to box-office reports,
Jack"sion ofunder
the
personal
superviwhile seats are offered on
star,
who
will
appear
as
Dick
Robert Brunton. In advance
revolutionist
chief of
and the
Louis
D'Or
as the President
Republic
reserve and the attraction is
announcements it is described by Biddle, scapegrace son of a prom- completes
the
cast
of
principals.
advertised eight weeks in
inent banker, and Bob Cross, newsPatheing asfrom" the
a more
pretentious
offeradvance.
" Double Adventure " was comstandpoint
of scenic
paperture.
man and
Betweenseeker
theseafter
two advenmen,
pleted so far as actual staging is
effects than the Dempsey picture, whose characters
differ
so
greatly,
concerned in September. Since that
which gained widespread comment
Universal Release Has
there is a most unusual physical re- time Charles Hutchison has been
as a model of serial production."
semblance, asituation from which
Scored in Buffalo
Hutchison is starred as a dare- Mr. Cunningham is reported to have forced to remain away from studio
work byceived
an boneaccident
in which
he redevil in " Double Adventure." In
fractures
and bruises
manymoments.impressive melothe production of this piece he is evolved dramatic
Reports from Buffalo, N. Y., in- said
resulting
from
a
fall
which
occurred
to have many scientific devices
The author has also supplied a while making a retake for the film.
dicate that " Once to Every Woman," the Universal-Jewel produc- to aid him in the performance of love tale which relates the romance The finished titles and other details
tion, starring Dorothy Phillips, stunts that would register with ex- of the newspaper reporter for the
have since been comwhich recently was shown for a
citing effect. To bring additional heiress to the Biddle fortune and of the picture
and all fifteen episodes of
thrills to his acrobatics he uses aerO; that of the ne'er-do-well young " Double pleted,Adventure
week's
run
in.
the
Palace
theatre,
" will be ready
Buffalo, has created more interest planes, motor cars, motorcycles in Biddle and the daughter of a South
for
presentation
before
the first is
in that city than any film ever
American statesman. Much of the released.
shown there, announces a statement various combinations with his widefrom Universal's
headquarters.
Mouth-to-mouth
advertisement
had
been its biggest asset, Buffalo film
men assert.
1921
for
Plans
Announces
Read
Maurice A. Chase, manager for
Universal in the Buffalo district, atplace in the hall of motion picture
has Mahlon Hamilton Is month.
JR.,from
d, D,
PARKER
■tributes much of the picture's pop- J just
announceREA
by wire
popularity
within the next twelve• the Coast, his plans for proularity to the " Ben Bolt " singing
to Play Opposite
:stunt being generally used in conduction in 1921. The keynote of
Glaum's
productions
will
beMiss
released
through
Associated
Louise Glaum
junction with Miss Phillips' action Producer Read's " campaign meson the screen.
Producers
as
J.
Parker
Read,
Jr.,
sage " is the fact he is looking to
Productions.
the original story as a vehicle for
Louise Glaum, and for the crea- male part in the next Louise Glaum
A number of specials are in conBurton Holmes Scenic
templation.
tion of two all-star or non-star
specials to be made for Associated picture.
"
Reports
that
I
am
going
to
Producer Read already has purShows Malay Life
Producers if his present plans work produce 'The Impossible Mrs. Belchased several novels, and the
erly
out
prop
to
this
end.
lew
'
as
my
next
picture,"
wired
right
to
plays which he is holding
The Paramount - Burton Holmes
The three or four Louise Glaum Read to his representative, Sig. in reserve, his faith in the original
release of December 12th takes one
Schlager,
"
were
anticipatory.
My
to the Malay Peninsula, a peaceful productions and the two Hobart next production will be an original story being paramount, as witness
land where the noisy motor breaks Bosworth stories released this story which I confidently believe " Sahara," " Sex," " The Lone
the silence as infrequently as once year have been found successful, will make my greatest work. I
Wolf's Daughter," " Love Mada day, but where one can tour
have not yet decided upon a title
Read's announceness " and now, " Love."
through the loveliest of surround- according
ment, andtoit Mr.
is expected
that the
Mr. Read will continue to proings and see the native Malayan as producer will enlarge his activities
Louise
Glaum
has
been
signed
duce at the Thomas H. Ince studios
one rides over sleepy hill and lazy the coming year to permit of the up for a number of years to come,
in
Culver
City under a special ardale in his " benzine buggy." The greatest production effort he yet for
Mr. it."
Read having faith that Miss
rangement with Mr. Ince.
roads are fine and one gets a won- has put forth.
derful opportunity to study Malay
Glaum's following and the vehicles
Mr.
Read
declares his 1921 prodMahlon Hamilton has been en- in which he is placing his star will
methods of life in the quaintest and
uct will have box-office projected
jmost amusing forms.
gaged by Read to play the leading result in her achieving a higher all over them.
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Build
on
UILD on 1920!" was the
ultimatum recently issued
■^"^ by Carl Laemmle, president
ol the Universal Film Alanufacluring Company, to the assembled department heads at Universal City,
the West Coast production center
of that firm.
" In the past twelve months," explained Mr. Laemmle, " Universal
has accomplished far greater things
than ever before, not only in the
solidifying of its organization and
closer co-ordination of its various
production, distribution and executive branches, but, also in its output
of
more first-class, outstanding pictures.
" This last — the making of good
pictures — is the prime reason for
the company's
are
about
to enterexistence,
into the and
yearwe 1921
with a heritage of efficiency, upon
which to build good pictures in the
future. The stage is all set for
an era of quality production for
Universal, and it is up to you men
to see that our 1920 record is used
as a firm foundation for building
a year's output of greater and better pictures that will be overstepped
by no others in the moving picture
field."
That Carl Laemmle's words, indicating a long forward step for
Universal in the next twelve months,
are prophetic of what Universal
may be expected to accomplish, is
well borne out by a resume of
LIniversal activities in 1920 and its
plans for 1921, as made public in a
recent statement issued from that
film company's home office.
One important change marks the
new year's policy in Universal production. Whereas seven big Universal Jewel pictures were released
during 1920, Universal intends to
make a fewer number during the
coming year, but each one that is
made, will be the result of the combined cooperation of the executives,
scenario, technical and productive
departments at Universal City.
Thtis, in the making of LTniversalJewel productions, efYorts will be
concentrated to produce a few pictures far in advance of those of the
past.
Universal heads explain this by
announcing their belief that the industry is now in the era of specialization and that Universal City,
the largest single picture producing

Picture

News

Strong Cast Seen in
"The Other Woman" •
1920,
Says
Laemmle
The first of a series of four, J.
■'
b'oolish
Wives
''
is
heralded
L.
Frothingham pictures which are
by
Universal Plans Fewer
Universal as the costliest picture to be released by the VV. W. Hodever screened. It is estimated that kinson Corporation during the vcar
Pictures
for
the picture will cost almost three- 1921 will be " The Other Woman "
quarters of a million dollars in th^ from the extraordinary successful
Coming Year
making alone. Advertising, exploi- novel
Davis. of the same name by Nora
tation and distribution is expected
plant in the world, is not so great to run the actual outlay to the
The direction is to be in the
that its main efforts cannot be con- million mark, declares Universal.
hands
of Edward Sloman, and the
centrated upon the making of one
Universal
supplies
actual
producphotography
be by Tony Gaubig picture at a time. Heretofore
tion figures to back up its assertion dio. In the will
cast will appear Jerthere sometimes have been three or
ome Patrick, Jane Novak, Helen
as to the cost of Von Stroheim's
four big Universal pictures under coming
Universal - Jewel. Von Jerome Eddy, Joseph J. Dowling,
way at the same time.
Stroheim superintended the con- William Conklin, Aggie Herring,
1 he first photoplay to be made
struction of a series of sets, exactly
FrankieSteppling
I-ee. and the child actor,
under the new order of things will reproducing many of the great John
buildings
at
Monte
Carlo,
which
is
be '■ False Colors," starring Priscilla
Dean. "False Colors" is a dra- the locale of the picture. Among
matic story of the stage, written these sets is the Plaza, near the
Buckland to Be
by Edwina Levin. Stuart Paton famous gambling Casino. The set Wilfred Producer
will make the picture. The script is 400 feet long, 200 feet wide and
is now in preparation at the hands necessitated the removal of 10,000
Buckland, for the past
of Lucien Hubbard, scenario chief cubic yards of earth. It is said to sixWilfred
years art director for Famous
have
cost
$100,000:
taking
160
men
at
LIniversal City, assisted by Doris
Players-Lasky, is the latest to join
Schroeder.
twelve weeks in its construction.
the ranks of the motion picture
producers. He has associated himself with Allan Dwan, who will in
due course of time present the Wilfred Buckland productions.
Barry more
in
Melodrama
Mr. Buckland will start work in
the near future at the Hollywood
Weil-Known English Play Chosen
studios on his own productions. He
by Bennett for Lionel Barrymore
will do his own directing and his
scenic setting at the interesting training promises to
" TIM, THE PENMAN," reputed sumptuous
' ^ to be the most popular of all Lyric theatre in New York with bring something of real value to his
English melodramas, will be the Wilton Lackaye in the role of Jim, pictures. Allan Dwan is most enthusiastic in his praise of Mr.
fourth of the productions starring and Theodore Roberts in that of
Lionel Barrymore prepared under the Baron. That revival was a Buckland as a new maker of photopopular success.
plays and entertains the highest
the personal supervision of Whit- notable
The release of this melodrama hopes for his future success.
man Bennett for distribution by
Associated First National Pictures, will complete the series of four pictures which represent the versatilInc. Work on the filming of the
feature has already been started at
ity of Mr. Barr>Tnore to a noteEileen Percy Vehicle
the Yonkers studio of the Whitman wortliy degree. In the space of six
Due for Release
Bennett Productions Co., and will working months he will have apbe finished, according to the prespeared
in
"
The
Master
Mind,"
Eileen
Percy is on the list of the
ent schedule by January IS. when " The Devil's Garden." " The Great new William
Fox attractions sched" Salvation Nell," the second of the Adventure," and " Jim, the Penuled for immediate release. The
man." The contrast between these
special features Mr. Bennett will
produce for First National, will be roles is noteworthy. The first was farce comedy in which this star apstarted.
pears is " Thescreen
Land story
of Jazz,"
from
a study of the psychological reac- an original
by Jules
tions of circumstances upon a man
The latest vehicle chosen for Mr.
Barrymore in the present series he wealthy enough and brainj' enough G. Furthman, author of " The Man
is appearing in for Mr. Bennett, is to attempt to control his own des- Who Dared," with \\"illiam Rusa melodrama which in its dramatic
sell and " The Skj wayman."
tiny; the second dwelt with the reThe assembly of supporting playactions of a man fettered by his
climaxes gives that star unusual op- own condition
ers includes Herbert Heyes, Ruthe
in life; the third
portunity, it is said. " Jim, the was a delicious comedy ; and the Stonehouse, Jane Miller, George
Penman " has the record of having fourth
is a melodrama.
been produced more times in the
Fisher. Rose Dione, Wilson Hummel, Blanche Payson, Franklyn
Mr.
Barrvmore,
of course, will
" speakies " than any other English
Farnum,
Carrie W a r d, Kewpie
portray
the
role
of
Jim
in
this
new
play and every time it has been presented on the American stage it has picture. Doris Rankin, who has La
Morgan,
Ha>-\vard
]Mack and Dick
Reno.
repeated its original triumph. Wil- given him such magnificent support
liam A. Brady sponsored its last in previous productions, will play
revival in this countr\', £:i^•!nQ it a the part of Xina Bronson.
The elaborately produced
stunt serial starring Charles
Hutchinson, " Double Adventure," is to be released by
Pathe on the schedule for the
week of January
Announcement that23rd.
the stunt
star's newest picture would
succeed " The Phantom Foe "
on the Pathe two-at-a-time
releasing card was made this
week.
" Double Adventure " will
be the second Brunton produced serial to be released by
Pathe and is the work of Director W. S. Van Dyke, who
filmed
" DaredevilJack
Jack " Dempsey's
under the
personal
supervision of Robert Brunton.

First view of Katherine McDonald's next starring vehicle, " My Lady's Latchkey," to be a First National release
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The four of United Artists zvho make I920's Christinas a merry one
for them
both public and their releasing organisation.
naming
Stroheim

Why zvastc words m

Film Went
Rembusch
Big, Says
Mary
Pickford
in
New
Role
F. J. Rembusch, head of the F.
The
story
centers
about the roJ. Rembusch Enterprises, of Inmance of a young girl whose
president
, sts,
ABR
diana, recently notified Ralph W. HIRA
edAMSArti
" The
Love
Light " brothers are called from their
ofM Unit
announced this week that the
Said to Be a Distinct
Abbett, Universal's branch ex- next Mary Pick
lighthouse station to follow the
ford production,
change manager in Indianapolis,
fortunes of war. The girl takes
that he had one of the biggest ." The Love Light," written and diDeparture
up the work of tending the lightrected by Frances Marion, would
crowds he ever had for the openhouse light after their departure.
sed
ary
be
relea
on
Janu
9.
This
is
but
who
returned
to Italy to play The picture
ing of " The Devil's Pass Key," the
does not embody any
big Erich Von Stroheim produc- the third " Big Four " production important roles in an Italian com- battle scenes though the theme is
ford
,
that
Miss
Pick
has
made
and
pany, and George Rigas. The one built on the depravity of an
olis. tion, at the Ohio theatre, Indianap- the first since her trip abroad.
photography of this picture has enemy spy in betraying the young
" I confess that I was a little
been in charge of Charles Rosher, lighthouse keeper in the absence
Withfordthis
Miss Pickanxious when I began to exploit
returnsproduction
to the screen
in a
her kinsfolk and disrupting the
the picture, as to whether or not story that is entirely different from who was responsible for the won- of
peaceful life of the fishing village
derful
lighting
in
"
Suds,"
and
it would go over," said Rembusch, anything she has yet done, but in Henry Cronjager, while the art in which he carries on his sinister
" but I find that it is one of those which she is given most unusual direction was under the supervi- work. Tragedy, comedy and a
pictures that people begin to notice
sion of Stephen Goosson.
weahh of action enter into the
of displaying her exas soon as you talk about it. I had opportunities
ceptional talents.
"
The
Light " is not only story that is unfolded on the screen
a hunch the day before we opened
Word has come from the West a unique Love
departure in the line of in this new production which is dethat it was going over big, but it
clared give Miss Pickford a dishas surprised me and exceeded my Coast, says United Artists, that stories which have been produced
tinctive role in the part of the simin the annals of filmdom " The by the " World's Sweetheart," but
expectations.
Light " will doubtless go it is a gripping comedy drama of house.ple romantic maiden of the light" The business is holding up Love
down
as
the
big
picture
of
1921.
unusual interest.
great all this week.
The story is said to be filled with
delightful humor, pathetic appeal,
and has a wealth of character and
New Art Director for
keen artistry.
the Lasky Studio
This picture marks the first entrance of Frances Marion, the Special
Pathe
News
Reels
Max Parker is the new art diVector of the Lasky studio, succeeding well-known writer, in the directorial field. She has accomplished
Wilfred Buckland. So says a reNos. 97 and 98 Are Specially Taken
cent announcement from the office wonders. " The Love Light " is
of the West Coast studio of this her
original story, which made it
for Tenth Anniversarv Celebration
organization.
possible for her to add many deFollowing a successful career as
lightful touches during the course FOR the closing weeks of its tenth chute, down which they flash into
an interior decorator and architect, of producing the picture.
anniversary celebration, Pathe the river, there to be made up into
Max Parker joined the Lasky studio
While Miss Pickford was in Eu- News presents more original and rafts. There is a central spar tree
art staff five years ago. As Wilfred
rope recently. Miss Marion was thrilling "stunts," specially staged to be cut oflf at a distance of 250
Buckland's assistant, Parker won also there on her honeymoon. The and executed in its honor and ex- feet from the ground. A steel-shod
high rank in this important field of two met in London and journeyed
hibiting the capacity and daring of lumber-jack throws a length of rope
studio activit}'.
into Italy, where Miss Marion ob- its camera experts at their best. about the thick trunk, and with a
tained the details for " The Love Reels Nos. 97 and 98 show a most rope-end in each hand walks swiftly
Light."
entireoutplot
of the inviting program, according to a upward with the apparent case of a
Wide Interest Shown in story
was The!
worked
in Europe,
statement from Pathe headquarters.
and Miss Pickford, who is always The former carries the spectator squirrel.
In its historical review. No. 97 il"813"
Leblanc's
after the best in detail, secured a
of the world wholly unlustrates unique devices of offense
From all quarters bookings on number of her leading players for into a part
familiar alike to city people and the introduced in the World War. The
"813"
are
pouring
in,
announces
a statement from the headquarters the picture on the other side, im- most enterprising of globe-trotters dread death-dealing clement, liquid
porting them so as to have a per- — into the great lumber district of
spurting from its conof Robertson-Cole. Nearly every
fect cast to produce the picture the Cascades, where thrilling fire, is shown
taining mechanism. Upon the ocean
Robertson-Cole Exchange has had which she believes will be a sen- " stunts " are all in the dav's work.
many expressions of interest from sation.
depth-bombs are seen leaving the
You see giants of the forest seem- muzzles of deck guns, dropping into
exhibitors, while half of them reAmong
those
players
are
such
aring
to
tower
into
the
skies,
with
the waves, and exploding.
port exhibitors who have been aptists as Jean De Briac, for sev- lumber-jacks laying them low. A
proached by literary people and
eral
years
leading
man
to
Sarah
Uncle Sam's fleet of swift little
great
cable
comes
swinging
down
fiction readers with a view to ascertaining when they might be able to Bernhardt, Raymond Bloomer, Ed- from somewhere out of sight, wraps submarine cha ;ers, built to comb the
ward Phillips, Albert Prescott, its lower end about the weighty seas for lurking mines and to keep
.see the picturization of Maurice
Evelyn
Dumo, who played with trunks and yanks them unceremoni- vigil over enemy submarines, are
Leblanc's
celebrated story on the
local screens.
ously over the ground and into a shown tossed about in heavy seas.
Miss Pickford in " Little Peppina,"
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Picture

News

Here is shown three views of new Hodkinson pictures. Left — "The Coast of O'' portunity," with J. Warren Kerrigan. Center — "Down Home," an Irwin Willat
production. Right — "The Brute Master," with Hobart Bosworth
Albert
Sales

Record
Set
by
Hodkinson
dicated this. Mr. Hodkinson had
centive to the men to do their
, 1920, has passed
MBER
NOVEinto
history as the record utmost to put the Hodkinson Monih been since the inception of this cormonth for sales since the in- Drive over the top, gold watches
poration, waiting
just suchthat
a moment to show
exhibitors
his
ception of the W. W. Hodkinson suitably engraved were offered to
Corporation. The total sales for those members of the organization proposition was one which had for
the month of November in actual who showed the highest percentage its basic principle a square deal for
figures showed an increase of of sales and a silver cigarette case the exhibitor, first, last and all the
eighty per cent, over any previous was offered to each member who time. He had been surrounding
month. This is a remarkable trib- reached the quota of sales assigned himself with the best brains in the
to him in collections. A liberal industry and had been creating an
ute on the part of the sales organization of the W. W. Hodkinson cash commission was also offered to organization and selective machinery for securing good product.
Corporation to Mr. Hodkinson and each branch reaching a fixed quota.
equally as remarkable a tribute on This commission to be shared by
A comparison of Hodkinson rethe part of exhibitors in the United the representative and sales force.
leases during the year 1919 and releases during the year 1920, when
States to Mr. Hodkinson.
It was a psychological moment
for
the
Hodkinson
organization
to
Starting out on the first day of
such pictures as " Sex," " Riders of
Dawn," " Love Madness,"
November, with the slogan " noth- launch such a drive. Mr. Hod- the
" Down Home " and " The U. P.
kinson'sbitors apersonal
fight
to
give
exhiing
can
stop
us,"
the
members
of
square deal and to secure Trail " were offered to exhibitors,
the Hodkinson sales organization
proceeded to justify this slogan. for them the very best in pictures, will show the progress which had
on
terms
which would enable them been made in the production line.
The country was divided into three
While new product was being semajor districts and four minor dis- to stay in business and make a fair
cured, a sales organization was
tricts. Each district assigned to a margin of profit, had been receiving national recognition for some being welded together, an organizasupervisor. Mr. P. N. Brinch,
sales manager, already outlined to time past. The trend of exhibitor
tion which knew Mr. Hodkinson's
his organization the lines along opinion seemed to be Hodkinson- plans and knew that they must be
which the drive was to be con- ward. Letters from exhibitors to successful. With such facts in
ducted and quotas were assigned to branches and direct to the main mind it is not surprising that November set up a new high record.
each district; and, as an added in- office and reports from the field in-

Improvements
has probTHE yea
busiest in the
ablyrbeenofthe1920
motion picture career of
Robert Brunton, head of the great
Brunton studios in Los Angeles.
Employing the Edisonian twentyhour-day plan, this worker has expanded his plant until it is now
considered to be one of the largest
and best equipped motion picture
studios in the world. In addition to
this he has personally produced or
supervised a dozen of the leading
screen successes of the year.
" Longacre " has been added to
the imposing array of Brunton
stages. This edifice measures 300
X 125 feet, and is considered to
be the largest structure of its kind
in the world. It is tall enough to
serve as a hanger for a great Zeppelin, and provides 37,500 square
feet of floor space. As many as
fifteen companies have erected sets
on " Longacre " at the same time.
In order to safeguard the 600
painters, electricians, carpenters
and prop hands who work at
Brunton a complete emergency
hospital has been established. The
building contains a ward large
enough to accommodate six pa-

in
Brunton
Studios
all
manner
of
palms, potted plants,
tients, an operating room fitted
with the latest surgical appliances shrubbery and flowers for hotel
and living quarters for members of foyer, conservatory or garden
the medical staff. The hospital is scenes. Adjacent to this building
under the direction of Paul M. is a large tract where turf is
McWilliams, former instructor of grown for exterior sets.
Sixteen acres of land has been
surgery in the United States nav>'.
All medical care is given to Brun- added to the west side of the stuton employees without charge.
dio and four new scene docks, constructed of tile and corrugated
Realizing that efficient transportation is an important time saving iron, have been erected. A firefactor in film making Mr. Brunton
proof paint shop, stables large
has devoted consistent effort to im- enough to house fifteen horses, a
provement of the studio streets and barber shop and a cutting and projection building have also been
transportation
A formidable fleet of service.
Ford tractors
and built recently. Besides these ims a quarter-mile track
trailers has been purchased to de- has been laidprovementout
for the use of
liver and collect set materials, and
more than a mile of macadamized studio people who keep mounts at
the new paddock.
roadway has been laid.
The tenant roster of the Brunton
In the planing mill a huge " resaw " machine, a recent invention studio has received some notable
in timber cutting machinery which additions during the last year. Ruth
converts trees in their natural state Roland and Charles Hutchison,
to finished lumber of every size and Pathe serial starSj have occupied
description, has been installed. The
working force in this department quarters at the big plant, as have
has nearly doubled during the past Oliver Morosco, J. L. Frothingham, Betty Compson. Mae Marsh,
Monroe Salisbury, Catherine Curyear.
One of Mr.
Brunton's
recent
intis, Florence Lawrence. Sidney
novations isa spacious greenhouse
which supplies studio tenants with Franklin and Lottie PickforA

Parker

to Make

Specials for Schenck
Albert Parker, who has been directing Norma Talmadge in her
last two productions, has signed a
new agreement with Joseph M.
Schenck, whereby he will make for
him a series of special productions,
all of them to be based on well
known plays or books. Mr. Parker recently returned from the
West Indies, where he had been
making exteriors in the sugar cane
plantations
First National.for Norma's newest
. Previous to this story, Mr. Parker directed " The Branded
Woman," adapted
by himself
collaboration
with Anita
Loos, fromin
Oliver
Bailey's
play "with
Branded."
Before D.being
affiliated
Miss
Talmadge, Parker had come into
exceptional prominence through his
production of " Eyes of Youth,"
adapted by himself from Max Marcin's play of the same name.
When Mr. Schenck produces
" Smilin' Through," Mr. Parker
will return to the Norma Talmadge
Film Company, to direct this play
by Allen Langdon Martin, in which
Jane Cowl starred on Broadwaj'.
Mr. Schenck's scenario department
is now busy reading several books
and plaj's for Mr. Parker, and it is
expected that the title of the first
of these Parker special productions, will be announced in the near
future, when the releasing organization will also be made public.
Salesmen
Urban

Are Shown
Subjects

Roy rectorF.of theSoule,
diUrbangeneral
Motion sales
Picture
Industries, spoke before two large
gatherings
of business men this
week.
On Tuesday night he entertained
the sales force of the Knapp Co.,
one of the largest organizations
dealing in art calendars in the
world. They are in convention here
in tN^ew York and had invited Mr.
Soule to address them. Mr. Soule
accepted, but made the suggestion
that all the home officials and ^nsitors come up to the Urban offices
and hear his speech up there, at the
same ural
time
Color seeing
Pictures.the Urban NatOn Wednesday Mr. Soule entertained a group of officials from
some of the largest advertising
agencies in the country. They were
invited principally to see the Spiand to help.
study its possibilities as a rograph
selling

JESSE

W.

D.

HAMPTON

presents
B. Warner
in

"Dice
of
Slory by
JOHN Destiny"
MOROSO
Directed by HENRY
The

name

of H. B. Warner

KING

will be associated with

the tremendous success of "Alias, Jimmy
for years to come.

Valentine/'

The play can hardly be mentioned without recalling
the star. The combination was one of the most remarkable of all stage triumphs
In "Dice of Destiny" H. B. Warner has another wonderful crook role in a story of romance and dramatic
power. Another great combination of star and play
has been achieved.
An intensely exciting story mellowed by love is developed to the great climax when the so-called thief
has the man who hounded him under ether and waiting for an operation at his hands?
Did He Kill Him

or Did He Save His Life?

JESSE

D.

HAMPTON

presents
H.

B.

Warner
in

"When

We
Were
Twenty-One"
From the celebrated stage success
by H. V. ESMOND
Director-HENRY

KING

Remember the stage play "When We Were 21"
that ran for week after week and month after month
to crowded

houses, and that played in practically

every city of any size in the country?

Remember

its

delicate humor, its pathos, its dramatic qualities and
its truthful representation of life? Remember
you praised it and your friends praised it?

PATHE

Distributors

how

Here

Warner's
with
that

it

is—

greatest

all

made

picture

the

qualities

the

stage

play

great.
Those

who

young

man

are young
who

will see themselves

has just become

in the

21; those who

are

older will think regretfully of the days that are gone;
they will excuse his foolish love affair because they
will see that he is in love with the sex rather than the
woman,

just as were they at the same

age

A picture for long runs for prestige, and for profits.

Distributors

JUNE

CAPRICE
and

GEORGE

B.
with

Marguerite
in

ues
"RogWritten,

Courtot

Roman
and
Producedce''

and
Directed

GEORGE

SEITZ
by

B. SEITZ

"Absence makes the heart grow fonder — of some
one else," said the cynic.
So she found it. Probably at home she would
not have given a second thought to the picturesque
ruffian who prated of patriotism while he plotted revolution. But there under the soft blue Spanish skies
her heart warmed to him and she forgot her fiance
at home in America many miles away.
But the forgotten one refused to be forgotten.
To win her back he joined her in Spain and outloved,
outwitted and outfought the scamp who was about to
walk away with the prize!
Entertainment

PATHE

value — great!
Distributors

SEITZ

is

serials
sets,

the

like

great

man

who

makes

features, — high
lighting,

ish, first class

class

smooth

technique

fin-

and

all

that.
Now

he has produced a feature of the highest feature

class but with the fast action, suspense, thrills and
crashing climaxes that he puts into his serials.
To get the proper atmosphere

he took his company

to

Spain and there took the outdoor scenes of this really
big production.
See the big battle in the old Spanish plaza between
the Revolutionists and the soldiers; see the struggles
between

the American

hero and the Revolutionists;

see the scores of thrilling and beautiful scenes!

PATHE

Distributors

JESSE

D.

HAMPTON

presents
Blanche
Sweet
in

"That

Girl
Montana
From the novel

by MARAH ELLIS RYAN
Director
ROBERT THORNBY
She was all white, she was blonde, but she lived in
the wig-wam

of an Indian Chief —

A blonde Indian maiden

would

never do. so the Big

Chief sent her back to the white people —
Then

the action began, for that girl, Montana,

some

girl. Oh! Man!

was

But there is speed to spare in

this picture
Blanche

Sweet is shown

a Western
she made
in.

at her virile best. She loves

picture as much

as an exhibitor does and

this one about the best she ever appeared

PATHE

Distributors

HAL

ROACH
presents

HAROLD
In

the
The

LLOYD

greatest

comedies

exhibitor

a full stocking and

with

smile is the exhibitor

who features

"Thanks for Lloyd Comedies"
"Thanks for the Harold Lloyd comedies.
They make people laugh wholeheartedly,
healthily — and most people enjoy laughing that way in
whenTHE
they have
—Editorial
NEWa chance."
YORK
TIMES.

"In a Class by Himself"
"Harold Lloyd is just as funny as C
ever was. He's cleverer than C
often
is — is in a class by himself."
—MAE
TINEE in THE CHICAGO
TRIBUNE.

"Original and Masterly"
"The keynote of Harold Lloyd's comedies is original work executed in a masPICTURE

WORLD

made

a happy

HAROLD

"The Greatest of the Year"
"You can promise something that has
never been excelled in the line of film
stunts in this and make good besides giving your patrons the greatest comedy of
tiie year."—MOVING PICTURE NEWS

—MOVING
terly
way."

ever

LLOYD

"Don't

Pass It Up"

"The exhibitor who passes up this comedy deserves to be passed up by his
—MOTION
audience."

PICTURE

NEWS.

"Lloyd IS a Big Leaguer"
"Lloyd is a big league comedian, his company is big league and whoever dopes out
the gags and does the directing is big
-WID'S DAILY.
league."

HAL

ROACH

presents
"Snub with
Pollard"

"Sunshine
Sammy"
and

Fair Girls"
The Vanity
in the greatest single reel
comedies ever made
One

every week

Fifty-two every year

They are playing in more theatres
every week than any single reel comedy
and are exceeded in number of bookings by only a few really great motion
picture masterpieces.
HAL

K

ROACH

STUDIOS
ROLIN FILM COMPANY
Culver City, Cal.
Hal E, Roach, President

Hal Roach, the man who found
Harold Lloyd, has achieved with
"Snub" Pollard, "Sunshine Sammy,"
and the Vanity Fair Girls the greatest
single reel success in the history of the
industry.
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Motion

Associated

Exhibitors^

Picture

Inc.

Announce

Mr.GeorgeArliss
in

THE

SENSATION

OF

TWO

Produced
Leonhardt

and

Directed
James

CONTINENTS

by
Callahan
by

Young

That " The Devil " is one of the screens most splendid
achievements is the firm belief of the Associated Exhibitors.
Mr. Arliss' superb characterization as the Devil is sur-'
passing in its artistry.
It is certain to live — to be remembered. Itis flawless, brilliant.

" The

Devil " has

one of the world's
New York.
The

premier

supervision
Watch

been

most

booked, ajter inspection, by
celebrated theatres, The Strand,

presentation

of Mr.

will be

under

the personal

Joe Plunkett.

for future announcements.

ASSOCIATED
25 West
PAT

EXHIBITORS,
45th Street, New
HE

Distributors

York

Inc.

N ew s

December

2 ^ , i i) 2 o

Associated

IN a statement eminating from
the headquartersrs of the Associated Exhibito in New York,
Phil L. Ryan declares that the close
of the present year finds the indusion
er than
conditever
sound
" much
basis
firmer
and tryonin amuch
histo
in its
before
s :ry." Mr. Ryan's
follow
statement
" Irrespective of what the economic conditions of the past year have
meant to general business the close
of this year finds the motion picture industry as a whole in a much
sounder condition and on a much
firmer basis than ever before in its
history. Much has been accomplished in the course of the past
twelve months and the situation at
the moment points to big things accomplished ina big way in the future. The froth is off the brew,
but the substance remains and it is
strong.
" The exhibitor's position is
sound.
He has raised his prices

Rolin

Exhibitors

to meet general rising costs, but the
general quality of his product has
been so greatl}- improved that his
prices may remain when men in
other lines are forced to make reductions. Merchants in staple lines
of long development had reached
the top-notch in quality before they
started to raise their prices in line
with the general movement. Therefore, the raise in prices was a definite increase on a fixed value. The
motion picture business on the
other hand was in a state of development and the raise in price
came with the improvement in CLuality. Since the quality is to remain
the higher price can remain without
detriment or loss of patronage.
Rentals, being the basis of quality,
will also not decrease.
" Surrounding the soundness of
the real men and firms of this industry we have had for years the
wild-cat promoters and the shoestring producers. Roosevelt said

Issues

Statement

that every progressive movement
had its ' lunatic fringe.' So too
every legitimate industry in the
course of its development has had
its
Frenzied
Finance Fringe.'
One
of 'the
most significant
happenings
in the industry is the investigation
conducted by the National Association into the numerous stock-selling schemes that have hampered the
legitimate standing of legitimate
concerns and the public branding of
these fakers for just what they are.
This is just one of the things indicating that we have struck close
to rock bottom in business methods
in this business.
" The motion picture industry
has followed the course of all other
industries of rapid and great development and has steadily tended
toward centralization until today we
are on the eve of its complete accomplishment. Local theatre chains
have steadily extended their scope
until many of them are becoming

Film
Leads
as
Comedy
edies
with
Harold Lloyd in the
at
Culver
City
is
the
largest
decomthe
of
cers
As the produ
voted to the production of comedy name part. These pictures have
edies starring Harold Lloyd,
the one-reelers with Harry pictures. At this plant the Lloyd earned a new interest since Lloyd's
" Snub " Pollard and the Vanity two -reel feature comedies, the popularity has carried him to the
Pollard are
and filmed.
Vanity Fair Girls one- peak of his profession and reissues
Fair Girls, the Rolin Film Com- reelers
of them are now to be seen featured
pany has taken commanding posiDuring the past year Mr. Roach on many programs.
tion among the organizations proadded to his forces Harley Walker,
ing short-length comedy pictures.
When Mr. Roach started producThe company was organized by long a prominent newspaperman,
ing the two-reel Lloyd specials for
and
far
famed
for
his
humorous
Hal Roach and began its operations
Pathe he organized another comwith the production of one - reel writings. Mr. Walker assists Mr.
to make one-reel subjects.
comedies with Harold Lloyd in the Roach in the selection of scenario These panyfeatured
"Snub" Pollard
material
and
writes
the
titles
for
and established themselves witji exrole of
funster.
as- the Harold Lloyd pictures.
cent to chief
the heights
of Lloyd's
his present
hibitors as a series marked for their
great popularity was made under
The Rolin Film Company has re- high and uniform quality. Within
leased its productions through
the guidance of Mr. Roach, through
Pathe Exchange, Inc. Roach has Pathe Exchange, Inc., from the the past six months, another company was formed to alternate with
steadily increased his organization first. Its initial contributions were
to its present eminence. The studio the Lonesome Luke one-reel com- the Pollard comedies on the Pathe

almost nationwide. In distribution
only those organizations of countrywide strength are really important.
This all portends the accomplishment of big things in a big way and
it is a significant fact that the big
men in the developing of this industry are today the leaders of the
big combinations. This is another
evidence of the manner in which
we have followed the de\elopment
of the steel industry, the automobile industry, and others of the
same character.
" Little need be said of the financial situation, of depression on the
present, or the future. Such trouble as the motion picture business
has experienced has been local in
its character and not national. We
have felt the change of underlying
conditions less than any other industry. Other lines are now on the
up-grade, local troubles are clearing
up, and the producer and exhibitor
who plans on the basis of a prosperous year will be the gainer.

Producer
schedule. The Vanity Fair Girls
was the name given these pictures.
His new series has met with the
success
that and
attended
Mr. Roach's
other works
in a comparatively
brief career are a widely known
amongout itsthework
picturegoers.
Throughfor the photoplay
comedy, the Rolin company bears
the reputation for clean and wholesome type of play and it is declared
that there is perhaps no other specific plan more assiduously adhered to in the production of these
pictures than the strict observance
of the rule to produce laughter only
from material that is innocent of
suggestiveness.

The
George
B,
Seitz
Organization
serial stories and his first work was
the
The serial was offered by Pathe un- tbat time they have furthered themIN a career of two years
selves in their professions.
the adaptation of "The Black SeGeorge B. Seitz organization,
der the time
title, Mr.
" TheSeitz
Black
Secret."
cret," a work which won him the
surrounded
For his scenario department Mr.
formed by Mr. Seitz to make At that
pictures according to ideas and himself with men whose past Seitz enlisted the services of Frank praise of Mr. Chambers. Millhauser later essayed directing with
ideals, he formed in his association achievements in the world of the Leon Smith and Bertram Millas scenario writer and director of pictures were familiar alike to film hauser. Mr. Millhauser was known a success that is proved in the fine
Pathe serials, has given the screen men and the public. And since to serial fans through his many notices
given Smith
" The wrote
Phantom
Foe."
Frank Leon
the serial
six notable photoplays. Among
in
which
Seitz
made
his
first
apthese are five serials and one feapearance as a star with June Capture. Among the stars who appeared in them are : Pearl White,
rice in " Bound and Gagged," and
June Caprice, Marguerite Courtot,
he also wrote " Pirate Gold."
n
a
and Warner
Juanit Hanse
This year George B. Seitz was
Oland.
joined by his father, F. W. Seitz,
The success that has attended
who severed his business connections in Boston to become vice pressuch Pathe offerings as " The
ident and general manager of the
Black Secret," " Bound and Gagproducing corporation at the urgent
ged," "Pirate Gold," "The Phanrequest of his son. James Shelley
Foe," andline" Velvet
Hamilton was added to the scenario
in thetom serial
and the Fingers
feature,"
department in 1920, and at the same
" Roguestration ofand
Romance,"
is
an
illustime Robert Amick became the
the organizing genius and
administrative abilities which Mr.
head of the art department. Williarn Sullivan has served in the caSeitz numbers among his accomplishments. For in his present orpacity of assistant director to Mr.
Seitz from the first and others who
ganization the responsible personnel is the same as when he first
have served long and prominently
assembled his associates in his new
in the company are Spencer Benenterprise as a film producer.
nett, assistant director; Anton
The Seitz organization has grown
Grot, technical director; Harry
rapidly. Its initial effort was the
Wood, cameraman ; Edward Snyfilming of the Robert W. Chambers
cameraman ; William Quinn,
" still der,
" photographer.
story, sodes
" In
Secret,"
in fifteen
epiTwo scenes from " Rogues andPathe
Romance,"
with Pearl
White
as the star.
release a George B. Seitz serial for
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Variety

in

Picture

Nazimova

News

Roles

Past Year's Work Show Two of a
Dramatic Kind and Two Satirical

Harvey Hoffman (right) ina "Jesse
the Black Flag" (1865 episode),
production
PicturesUnder
Mesco James

Pioneer

Announces

W.

Smith

Made

Promoted

Assistant to P. N. Brinch, the
Hodkinson General Sales Manager
ager, from which position he was
One of the first moves made by
P. N. Brinch, the recently appointed promoted to be branch manager in
general sales manager of the W. W. July. 1917. Shortlv after, he enHodkinson Corporation, was the listed.
promoting of A. W. Smith, Jr.. to
Mr. Smith summed up his ideas
be his assistant.
in
very few words: "Whatever
Mr. Smith, although a young I ahave
accomplished." he said,
man, has been engaged in the mo- " makes me ambitious to go a great
tion picture industry since 1914, at deal further. And I know that with
which time he associated himself
organization and workwith Pathe. There he received his my ingpresent
as
I
do
under
Brinch, there
training under A. S. Abeles, Pathe is much that I canMr.accomplish.
It
Manager. He was salesman, then
inspiration to be assobooker, then assistant manager and is a veritable
ciated with Mr. Hodkinson and the
learned thoroughly the different
type of men that go to make up his
angles of the game. Later he cov- organization.
We are out for reered Western Massachusetts for
Pathe. Then he was transferred
sults now — and we're geared to get
to Dallas, Texas, as assistant manthem."

of the pictures she made in 1920.
While six-reel productions as a
rule are filmed in considerably less
time,
Russian
artistework,
is ne\-er
contentthewith
hurried
nor
will she countenance any slipshod
methods of production.
" Stronger Than Death " was
adapted for the screen by Charles
Bryant from the novel of AngloIndiandirected
life by by
I. A.Herbert
R. W'ylie.
was
BlacheIt
and Mr. Bryant. " The Heart of
a Child" was adapted from the
novel by Frank Danby and directed by Ray C. Smallwood. Mr.
Smallwood also directed " Madame
Peacock," scenarioized by Nazimova from Ritain Weiman's
story
that appeared
The Saturday
Evening
and a " photoplay
Billions "
which
was Post,
made into
by Mr. Bryant from a French
comedy-drama.

Releases

Has Strong Schedule Ready for
Opening Months of the New Year
arc twi) more special fea'\\7'1TH preparations completed ivO.icrts,
tures which will be released dur» » for the release during the
year 1921 of features, reported to
ing the first six months of the new
be greater in magnitude than have year; and these features will be
ever before appeared on the Pioneer supplemented by the big Park &
list of attractions. The Pioneer Whiteside specials, " Idle Hands "
Film Corporation, in a special state- and " A Good Woman." Gail Kane,
ment issued this week over the sig- J. Herbert Frank and Thurston
nature of President A. E. Lefcourt, Hall are starring in " Idle Hands,"
sounds a most optimistic note for while
in "A Good Woman," Miss
the new year.
Kane will be supported by J. Herbert Frank, Gladden James, Lillian
" Talk, think, and act optimism.
The motion picture industry is pass- Worth and other well known playing through a period which demands ers.
Considerable interest will be censound judgment and keen foretered in the release early in the new
sight,"
is
the
belief
of
officials
at
Pioneer headquarters.
year
of
A Man
There Was,"
So far as the new releases for the
ring "Victor
Seastrom.
Other starimcoming year are concerned, the
portant releases for the new year
Pioneer list of attractions is headed include, " His Brother's Keeper,"
with
Barljarian,"
starring starring Martha Mansfield, Rogers
Monroe " The
Salisburv
who is supported
Lytton and Gladden James ; " The
by Jane Novak and an all-star cast. Midnight Riders" with Bill Payton
Another important release sched- and Carlyn Wagner in the leacling
uled for the new year by the roles ; the extensively advertised
Pioneer Film Corporation, is " The Fanark feature "The Crimson
Eternal Mother," starring Florence Cross," and " Finders Keepers "
of the Depths,"
Reed. " Beyond the Crossroads." and " OutMersereau
starring
and Edmond
starring Ora Carew, and " In Soci- Violet
Cobb.
ety." featuring the adorable Edith
A.

OF that
the Nazimova
four Metrocontributed
productionsto
the screen during 1920, two were
poignantly dramatic in theme and
the other were in the lighter vein.
" Stronger Than Death " and " The
Heart of a Child " revealed the
Russian star in her more compelling moods, whereas " Madame
Peacock forded
" her aand
" Billions
" afdelightful
excursion
into brilliant satirical comedy.
Nazimova's future screen efforts
for Metro, it is understood, will
be more serious, marking a return
to the style of drama in which she
has scored the signal triumphs of
her career on the speaking stage
and in silent drama. Along this
line were her impersonations in
her first two pictures of the year
now drawing to a close.
The average of three months
was devoted by Nazimova to each

Open
New
Publicity
Bureau
Novel Methods in Publicity and
Advertising

Work

a deto be beaten
parture fromd the
WHAT is promise
path in the publicity and advertised
ing field is nouncement
disclos
an an-&
issued byin Cook
Shay, Inc., 145 West Forty-fifth
street, which will be found in anNews. other page of the Motion Picture
In the announcement Messrs.
Cook and Shay promise a service
of exceptional merit to advertisers
and publicity clients.
The firm has organized a corps
of trained experts in these lines
who will act in an advisory capacity, it is announced. It has
established connections with dependable representatives in the
larger cities throughout the country and is peculiarly well equipped
to handle advertising and publicity
campaigns
of any
magnitude, according to the
statemeni.

Special

Opens

Are Promised
Both of these men have had considerable experience in publicity advertising and exploitation fields.
William H. Cook, who needs little
if any introduction to the trade,
recently left Fox Film Corporation
tc associate himself with James H.
Shay in this new enterprise. Cook
has had a broad experience in the
theatrical as well as the screen
world, while Mr. Shay brings to the
firm the welcome and refreshing
angles of the trained newspaper
man and special feature writer.
During the past two presidential
campaigns Mr. Shay w^s engaged
in an active and advisorj' capacit>'
in the political publicity bureaus.
Directing publicity for some of the
largest and most successful promotions has, however, occupied the
greater portion of his attention, and
it is the theatrical record of his
associate Mr. Cook.

at

Broadway

" Dead Men Tell No Tales " Showing
Ends Big Teaser Campaign in N. Y.
view featured the scenes aboard
Men the burning ship in the first part of
"Dead
the
of
THETell secret
No Tales" teaser, if it th^ film, and paid tribute to the
was anyvealed tolonger
a secret,
was re- directorial skill of Tom Terriss in
New York
on December
this particular scene. The
6th, when the Vitagraph feature handling
opened at the Broadway Theatre reviewer of the New York Globe
for a week's run. The manage- made reference
to which" the
advertisement
has cr>-ptic
decorated
ment made particular use of the
black and white one-sheets which the recent dailies in huge black
looked like enlargements of the splashes," as being revealed at last.
The review went on to say that
black and white newspaper adver- many
had been made
tisements. Charles McDonald, ex- '■ nervousreaders
" by the advertisements
ploitation for the theatre, featured
of such sinister appearance, but
ts
the special ploitation.
one-shee
his ex- ended by expressing the opinion
Mr. Johnston,in manager
" the picture is here and all is
of the Broadway, reported an un- that
forgiven because it is an excellent
usualthe large
" opera ofcloak
" came
audience,
members
which
example
of aUnderhill.
mystery melodrama."
especially for the picture.
Harriette
in the TriThe reviewers of the New York
une,
stated
that
"the
picture is
papers made many comments on one of the best of its kind that we
this super-feature, and every resaw."

December

2^,

December 2nd saw the start
of the new Cecil DeMille
production,
Anatol," to
which
Paramount "considers
be
a distinctive step in the advance of motion picture production. This is the picture
which has been widely heralded as the first picture to
be produced by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation
on the West Coast under the
recently announced policy of
assembling all the Paramount stars in one great
stock company.
The cast is composed of
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Wanda
Hawley, Agnes Ayres, Bebe
Daniels, Theodore Roberts,
Dorothy Cumming, Theodore K o s 1 o f f , Julia Faye
and others. The scenario
will be the work, in collaboration, of Jeanie MacPherson, Avery Hopwood, Beulah
Marie Dix, and Elmer Harris.
The production will have
settings of magnificence and
an investiture in which
neither expense nor trouble
will be spared to bring it to
the highest pitch of perfection, declares Paramount. It
will demand the concerted effort of hundreds of skilled
artisans and artists and vdll
eventually bring to the
screen, in the most sumptuous manner
possible,
highest
attainments
in the'
art
and literature combined with
the science of modem motion picture production, declare Paramount officials.

tres
Thea
Bookings
Prove Pearl
Big
White Has Pleased
as Feature Star

Book

"The

THAT showmen have been
pleased with Pearl White as
star of feature photoplays is demonstrated bythe quality and quanThief "
on " The
that titytheof bookings
Fox contract
department
has reported to the trade press.
Aside from countless bookings reported to be secured from the
smaller towns, the Fox organization has contn cted " The Thief "
in every large city from Coast to
Coast, it is declared.
Miss White made her appearance
in her third Fox production on
Sunday following Thanksgiving.
The
proved to be
the
ticket picture
" for showmen,
who"just
in that
booking warded off the slump in
box-office takings that generally follows aholiday period. Reports are
still coming in from all directions
confirminsr the conviction Mr. Fox
has often expressed that Pearl
A dramatic scene from " Blind Wives,"
White would be an even better
'■ draw " when she became estab- suited in a local newspaper camthat exceeded anything ever
lished as a one-presentation star before paigndone
in behalf of motion
than she was in serials.
And with "The White MoU " pictures in Newark. He went personally to local merchants in coand " Tiger's Cub " she became
operation with the advertising staff
established as demonstrated in boxoflSce takings in the printed expres- of the Star-Eagle and put stills
sion of editorial opinion, and in the
Thief
everyin adthat was" into
included
the
manner audiences received her from " The vertisement
resulting
three-page
spread
precedpresentations. Now comes " The
Thief,"
that than
is said
ing the photoplay's inopening.
be off toana offering
better start
eitherto
Developments
other large
cities are still to be recorded, but
of its Pearl White predecessors.
it may readily be judged, from the
The Terminal
showing oftheatre,
"The Thief"
the
Newark,at importance of the theatres playing
N. J., was a success to such an ex- Miss White's latest photodrama,
tent that house records fell despite that there will be more than considerable activity in the long run.
strongest opposition, according to
statements issued by H. K. Robin- Exploitation aids and ideas for
son, the house manager. This was awakening public interest in the
the earliest report on any engage- Henri Bernstein play have been developed to an unusual degree by
mentbeing
played close
by " The
Thief,"
ark
enough
to NewNew the Fox staff of publicists, and each
York to get the returns on record Fox branch is getting behind " The
Thief " with every ounce of effort.
ahead of towns further awaj'.
Manager Robinson made the
M. L. Markowitz plays " The
Pearl White production the basis Thief
" at his Strand theatre, San
of some active hustline which re- Francisco ; in Chicago the H. C.

Thief"

B-6-as
a forthcoming William Fox production
Moir atCo.
White's
one
theirplays
Rose,MissBoston
and new
Alcazar theatres, and Rowland and
Clark have contracted their Savoy
theatre, Among
Pittsburgh,
for " Thein
Thief."
other showmen
the larger cities who have booked
Miss White's latest are:
W. p. Scoville, Idle Hour, Kansas City; Empire Amusement Co.'s
Regent, Indianapolis
Ike Liberty,
Lison's
Strand,
Louisville; ;the

Terre Haute; N. S. Silverman's
Semon Rests 36 Hours
Boston
Barcli, theatre.
Schenectady, and Keith's
Between Comedies
E. W. Fay will play " The Thief
Larry Semon is one of the busat Fay's, Rochester; John Seifert
iest stars on the Pacific Coast these
will have Miss White at the Rialto,days. He recently finished a comDayton ; the Saxe Amusement Co.
will show her at the Princess, Miledy, entitled " The Sportsman," and
within 36 hours was engaged in acwaukee;erbocker,
white E. Philadelphia;
M. Fay's E.
Knick-C.
tual production on a new comedy,
which he is making under the tentaBuckius's Valentine, Canton, Ohio ;
tive title of " The Hick." Then,
C. H. Miles's Miles theatre, Clevehis new leading lady, Marjon Aye,
land, and are
Ruthenburg's
Globe,
needed some new costumes, and
Flint, Mich.,
among the listings
rather than be held up, Larry
of contracts already confirmed in
launched the balance of his comthe Fox home office.
pany on still another comedy, which
he claims will be an entirely new
departure in the realm of comedy.
He states that he will not announce
the title of the third comedy until Hammond
Sees
No
Depression
it is actually finished, as the title is
s
s
a key to the action and nature of
e
from the exchanges, but on a surs
e
n
in
the storv.
vey of conditions generally made
Educational Chief Reepr okd
sig diongofn shobwun s
r
through the home office. This emorensit
in ou obnoal
c
c
a
i
braced an examination into the
ports Bookings as
, gs," id ,
at m
steadiness with which the prints
Bebe Daniels' Vehicle mons inpreasnges toof E. EdWu.c Ha
g.
were working and the demand for
at Rial to Dec. 19 th
Big as Ever
ilrmy xcthh
n keacdt,
winnc
eFvecreaseEmon erceidsings.ehoI nth "a eIrmamredfiposters,
photographs and advertisthe
country
are
on
a
much
sounder
b
ing material. All of these showed
" Oh, Lady, Lady ! " Bebe Dan- in
oy vpre trh mo vem im
d
business
basis
than
ever
before.
e
l
a
marked
increase over the whole
s
newest picture
Realart, and
has
o
sar
e
s te
been iels'
booked
by Dr. for
Riesenfeld,
rpaved a Octob mbearNnd the esresportf
u
Only
a
short
time
'
ago
managers
s
n
will be shown at the Rialto theatre, ecei
have been in a panic at period thatchanges
Educational's
own and
exhave been open
otr ece th . bulsli ow in- would
New York, during Christmas week, r
rumors of business depression. brought forward
ateftha tnhDteagemonh
i
c
i
larger
orders
for
a
s
w
d
beginning Sunday, December 19.
T ain ver o- Now they know that their affairs the future.
ce
gerr.
The Production is adapted from vbeimgbe per
N
o
g
are being conducted on a sound
the musical comedy of the same
Educational's production plans
basis and they refuse to be fright- are
entirely settled for many
name by Bolton and Wodehouse,
" Not only is this true, but pracmonths
to come. All of the varitically all of these contracts cover
which had a long and successful run
ened
by
rumors."
Mr. Hammons added to this
ous producing units are far ahead
on Broadway a short time ago. entire series of comedies and single statement that this was a particuschedule and actual prints are
With many humorous incidents and reel pictures. It is the more sigimportant statement because on
being received in the New York
nificant when it is stated that this in caselarly
funny situations embodied in this
exhibitors
did
feel
that
they
picture, it is said to provide an has been brought about without in- had to retrench they would be in- office weeks ahead, so that all adiaeal vehicle for Miss Daniels.
vertising and exploitation material
creasing product and that no speclined to contract for cheaper prod- can be completed. While there will
Supporting Miss Daniels are:
cial productions are responsible for
uct
instead
of
the
higher,
both
in
be no further increase in product
Walter Hiers, comedian; Harrison this gain. Still more important is features and in short subjects.
by Educational, the company also
Ford, popular leading man: Char- that these contracts show faith in
This
statement
was
made
not
announces that there will be no delotte Woods, Lillian Langdon and future business for the theatres. It
indicates to us that the theatres of only on the report of bookings
crease in the number of offerings.
Jack Doud.
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Carolina

condemnLU
RESOing
stateTI
and ON
local censorshop,
recommending that steps be
taken ofimmediately
by theatre owners the United States toward the
repeal of Federal theatre taxes and
the passage in North Carolina of a
law l)ased upon the New York state
law in regard to deposits by exhibitors were passed l)y the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of North
Carolina in convention at Charlotte,
December 6. The censorship and
deposit resolutions probably will result in representatives of the association being present when the next
Cieneral Assembly of North CaroIma convenes for the purpose of op•posing any attempt at the passage of
a censorship bill and to make efforts to have a bill drafted along the
lines of the New York statute pro-viding that deposits ise
made as a
pledge for merchand
shall be
given into the custody of the county
r.
sure
trea
About one hundred exhibitors of
the state were in convention and arrived in Charlotte the day preceding the convention for the purpose
of accepting an invitation of
Graver's Broadway theatre to attend a special showing of " Fassion," the Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., special production
starring Pola Negri, the continental emotional actress, after the
regular Sunday night performances.
The convention met the following
day in the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Selwyn. P. W. Wells, of
Wilmington, president of the organization, presided at the sessions.
After the questions of Federal
taxes, deposits and censorship had
been thoroughly discussed, C. J.

Two

First

The first
" Oh,
Lady
adapted
fromis, the
playLady,
of the
same! "
name by Bolton and Wodehousc.
Bebe Daniels, the " good little bad
girl," is featured in it as May Barber. She is supported by a cast including Harrison Ford, Walter
Hiers, known as " the funny fat
boj';" Charlotte Woods, Lillian
Langdon, and Jack Doud. It is directed by Major Maurice Campbell,
and the scenario is by Edith Kennedy.
" Oh, Lady,
" isplay
known
to
thousands
who Lady
saw !the
on the
speaking stage, where its great success led Realart tp adapt it for the
screen.
The story is full of humorous incidents, and is said to furnish Miss
Daniels one of the best roles she
has had, Realart officials believe. It
deals with a country boy and girl,
Willoughby Finch and May Barber,
who are youthful sweethearts.
Finch leaves for the city, and after
five years becomes engaged to an-

National

Special

Gives

Showing

of " Passion "
McLane, J. C. Walsh and D. W.
Bair were appointed members of a
special committee for the purpose
of drafting the consensus of opinion of the convention into resolution form.
The resolutions, as reported back
and passed by the convention, were
as follows :
" That greetings l)e sent to the
Theatre
of
America, Owners'
with whichAssociation
we are allied,
congratulating that body upon its
splendid achievements in bringing
the producers, distributors and exhibitors in closer relationship and
better understanding, and that it is
the wish and purpose of this body
to lend its good offices and support
at all times in furthering the work
so well begun along this line.
"That it is the judgment of this
body that steps should be taken immediately to present to the Sixtyseventh Congress of the United
States ment
a ofclear,
comprehensiveFederal
statethe burdensome
taxes which are being borne by the
exhibitors of the country, with an
appeal for the repeal of such
amendments to the admission tax
law as will place the exhibitor on a
ground
equal
with other industries of the
country.
" That in our opinion the deposit
system has Ion"- placed upon the
exhibitors an unjust and indefensible burden, at the same time

Realart

ons —
TWOone imp
tedantfroprod
m aucti
musical
adaport
comedy success, and the other
based on an Alice Duer Miller story
cons
—lease
s. titute Realart's December reThese pictures are included in the
quota of thirty-six productions offered under the Realart Star Franchise.

Exhibs

Convene
yielding to the producer and distril)ut()r an unfair advantage which
in many instances has been availed
of, therefore, be it resolved that the
next General Assembly of North
Carolina be urged to enact a law
similar to the New York statute, by
which all deposits made as a pledge
to merchandise leased for future
use, be held in trust by the treasurer of the county in which said
contract is to be executed until such
contract shall have been fully executed to the satisfaction of both
parties to the contract, or until the
rights thereunder shall be judicially determined.
" That this body reaffirm its position in favor of clean, moral programs and as unalterably opposed
to the exhibition of any picture of
immoral or questionable character,
and that we invite all persons and
organizatio!is interested in clean,
wholesome shows to co-operate
with a committee of exhibitors and
a like committee of producers and
distributors to the end that the best
possible results may be obtained at
least expense, and without the disturbance of legitimate business incident to local and state censorship.
In our opinion the present state and
Federal laws are ample for tlie protection of the public, and if any
further protection should become
necessary our efforts should be directed toward a uniform Federal,
rather than a state and local censorship, therefore, be it resolved
that this organization shall, through
its official representatives, resist
any and all encroachments upon
their business rights by attended
state or local censorship."

Releases

in

Dec.

Picture

News

Violet Clark Writing for
Douglas MacLean
Early in her girlhood, Violet
Clark showed a pronounced leaning
towards the use of the pen for the
income she decided to establish for
herself. In school she had little
or no trouble putting her essays,
in fact any compilation, up to the
100 mark. And in writing was her
paramount interest. It is not surprising, therefore, that she has
finally become a leading writer for
the screen, associated with a leading producer, Thomas H. Ince, and
devotes her activities, to stories
which will become film plays starring Douglas MacLean.
Miss Clark was born in Omaha,
Nebraska, and has attended Mills
College of California, as well as
the University of Chicago. Her
career in writing for the screen
dates back to "Loot," "Bonnie
Bonnie Laurie," with Mary MacLaren, and " No Experience Required," for Universal. That she
has continued to progress is evition. dent by her present enviable posi-

Heidelberger, Active
Treasurer of World
Feter C. Heidelberger, secretary
and treasurer of the World Motion
Picture Corp., is one of the latest
successful business men of New
York City to enter actively a motion picture enterprise. It is due
to the fact that he is always on
the job, states World, that the comful. has proven to be so successpanjIn addition to his motion picture
activities Mr. Heidelberger is engaged in the real estate business in
Greenpoint.

Pioneer Report a 200
Percent Increase
rected by Sam Wood, and the scenWanda
Hawley and
ario is by Edith Kennedy. Miss
Reports from all the Pioneer exHawley carries the role of Chrisextending from Maine to
Bebe Daniels Featina Elliott, wealthy, beautiful and California,changes,
which have reached the
tures Scheduled
carefree, who by helping her cou- headquarters of the Pioneer Film
sin out of an unfortunate love affair becomes involved in several un- Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth
usual and exciting situations. She street, show- an increased business
other girl. Meantime May has become a successful actress, and has is supported by Jerome Patrick, who during
the month of November, as
forgotten her childhood attachment. will be remembered for his fine actagainst a year ago, of over 200 per
She meets Hale Underwood, a
ing in " The Furnace," a current cent, and an increased business
young artist, who is on his way to Realart
release. Others in the spebo best man at the wedding, and
cially selected cast are: Nell Craig, over the month of October of this
Lucien
Littlefield,
Jay Eaton, Helen year of 79 per cent.
from himment. Shelearns
sends ofa Finch's
message engageto her Dunbar, Herbert Standing, Edwin
former sweetheart which is misin- Stevens, Margaret Morris, Ann
terpreted bythe butler, who receives
it ; and complications follow. May Hastings, and John MacKinnon. .From The New York Tribune
becomes deeply involved in these —
so much so that Hale, who is in
" Bonnie May," the first
" 'Dead Men Tell No Tales'
love with her, begins to believe she
Bessie Love production made
is not the innocent girl he had
is thrilling drama on the
thought her to be. But it all works
by the A. J. Callaghan Productions and being distri- screen. It follows Hornung's tale
out for the best, and he finds himclosely, and reel follows reel withbuted through Federated Exself justified in his choice — while
out the slightest drop in interest.
changes, will be released
Finch and his fiancee, who have
soon by Celebrated Players It is a fascinating story from first
been separated by the strange
in the Illinois and Indiana
to last, much nicer, we think, on
course of events, are happily united
territories.
the screen than in book form. The
again.
This is the first of four spe- picture is one of the best of its
Realart's second December offercial productions Bessie Love
kind that we ever saw. It is peris to make for Federated.
ing is Wanda Hawley in " Her
First
Elopement,"
a
story
by
Alice
fect in every detail, and the burnThe
screen
play
was
made
Duer Miller. Miss Hawley starred
from the book by Louis
ing of the ship at sea is so realistic
in " Food for Scandal " and " Her
Dodge and was directed by that you have to exercise great
Beloved
Villain,"
Ida May Park and Joseph de self-control to keep from jumping
art
releases.
Her both
first recent
pictureRealfor
Grasse.
on the stage and joining in the
Realart was " Miss Hobbs."
" Her First Elopement " was di-
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Bert Lytell in three scenes from "The Misleading Lady," a Metro picture
Educational Comedies
Heavily Advertised
Educational claims that a new
record has just been set in Cleveland, O., newspapers with the announcement of thirteen of its pictures at thirteen theatres. It
points out that this is far more significant than the mere booking of
the pictures, for all of these houses
realized the importance of advertising these pictures, even including those that used a half-inch
space. In some cases more space
was given the comedy than the feature. In every case the brand name
of the comedy was used, and in
every case but one the title was also
included.
The pictures advertised on this
day were: "A Tray Full of Trouble," a Chester, at the Euclid ;
" Seven Bald Pates," a Christie, at
the Mai and Alhambra ; " Four
Times Foiled," Chester, at the Savoy; "A Fresh Start," Mermaid,
at the Ezella : " Torchey," at the
Homestead ; " Nonsense," Mermaid, at the Crystal ; " The Big
Show," Chester, at the Regent ;
" Don't Blame the Stork," Christie,
at the Lyceum, and " A Seaside
Siren," and
at the
Jennings,
Gordon
Square
Lucier.
The Olympia
merely advertised the brand, a
Christie.
According to the Cleveland Exchange eight other theatres were
playing Educational Comedies at
the same time, but did not advertise.
Edwin Frazee, who is making a series of two-reel comedies at his new studio in Riverside, Cal., announces that
he has just completed his
third, entitled " All in the
Air." The first comedy was
" After Bedtime," and the second "A House Full of Spirits." Mr. Frazee is reported
to be making good use of the
trick photography he learned
while directing Sennett comedies, and for which he is especially noted.
These comedies are now being distributed through independent exchanges throughout the country. Exhibitor
reports in regard to those already released are said to be
unusually favorable.

Metro

Head

the
s into
passe
ry as
histo1920
one
of the
THEfilmyear
best years enjoyed by Metro
Pictures Corporation, as is evidenced by the many letters and
telegrams of congratulation that
have
beenes. arri
Metro
ht 'sto
home offic
Theving
year atbroug
a successful fruition the praiseworthy policy, steadfastly and undeviatingly pursued by Metro, of
giving the exacting film public bigger and better pictures.
Thirty-eight) pictures were put
into the motion picture market by
Metro. Of this number, nineteen
were Metro specials, while the company served as a medium of release
for seven Screen Classics productions, one Maurice Tourneur production, two S. L. (Sawyer-Lubin)
productions, three C. E. Shurtleff,
Inc., productions — all of them
adaptations from novels by Jack
London ; three Taylor Holmes
productions, one Hope Hampton
production,
ton comediesandput three
out byBuster
JosephKeaM.
Schenck.
The majority of the Metro specials were produced in Hollywood,
California, while some were filmed
at
Metro's
York
City. eastern studios in New
During January two Metro pictures were ofifered the public, " The
Willow Tree," Screen Classics,
Inc., production released by Metro,
starring Viola Dana, and " Nothing
But the Truth," a Taylor Holmes
production starring Taylor Holmes.
Metro released two pictures in
February,
" TheLytell
Rightstarred,
of Way,"
in which Bert
and
"The Walk OfTs," starring May
Allison. Both were produced by
Screen Classics, Inc.
Four pictures \\ere released in
March, two of them Screen Classics productions, one a Taylor
Holmes production, and one a
Hope Hampton production.
In April Metro released " Alias
Jimmy Valentine," starring Bejt
Lytell ; " Dangerous to Men " with
Viola Dana, and " Nothing But
Lies," a Taylor Holmes production. In May, came " The Best of
Luck," with an all-star cast, and
the June schedule listed " The
Cheater,"
which starred May Allison.
The first July release was " Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," adapted

Issues

Thirty-eight Pictures
Released to American Market
from the comedy by C. W. Bell
and Mark Swan and directed by
Edward Dillon. "The Misfit
Wife " was also released in July
with Alice Lake as the star. The
three August releases were " Held
in Trust," starring May Allison;
" The Chorus Girl's Romance,"
with Viola Dana as the star, and
■' The Mutiny of the Elsinore," with
a special all-star cast.
Six pictures, " The Hope," " The
Roth

Finishes

Reports

Statement
Price
Redemption,"
" Clothes,"
" The ofGreat
Redeemer,"
" Love,
Honor and Obey," and the first
Buster Keaton comedy, " One
Week," were released in September. In October came the second
comedy,
Convict and
13,"
"Keaton
Blackmail,"
" The "Saphead,"
" Body and Soul."
November saw five pictures released. They were " The Star
Rover," " The Fatal Hour," " Are
All Men Alike," and " Someone in
the House." For the present month
the schedule
" The Keaton
Scare- ;
crow," includes
with Buster
" Hearts Are Trumps," " Polly
With a Past," " The Misleading
Lady" and "Cinderella's Twins."
Tour

on Conditions

192 1 to Advance
MAXfor ROTH,
Special division
Pictures manager
Corporation, has just forwarded a report to the home ofifice in Los
Angeles on existing conditions in
the East generally and how these
conditions affect the short subject
field specifically.
Mr. Roth returned to New
York a few days ago after a
lengthy trip convering fifty per cent
of the country, terminating with
two weeks in Boston spent in a
close study of the New^ England
situation. The report reads in
part as follows :
" Wetion that
areallexperiencing
the reacother industries
are
undergoing in greater or lesser
degree, and a perfectly natural
condition resultant from an overdose of prosperity. This reaction
is not in itself dangerous and
should not cause us a great deal
of worry. After it is all over, the
result will leave the entire industry in a more healthy condition.
" A close study of the motion
picture industry will show very
convincingly that it has been moving in cycles and each completed
cycle has raised the industry a little bit higher than its predecessor.
" Generally speaking, with the

of

East

in East;

Short-Lengthspossible exception of the first run
exhibitor, short subjects until very
recently have been purchased by
the exhibitor on a basis of footage.
For example, if he needed two
reels to fill out his program, it did
not concern him greatly if these
two reels happened to be a two
reel Western or Comedy, or a
single reel comedy and a weekly,
of any other combination, so long
as it ws conveniently available.
However, the smaller exhibitor is
giving more and more attention
each day to this part of the program, and for that reason he is
putting on a better balanced pro" Short subjects are slowly but
surely coming into their own, and
the instances where two-reelers are
gram.
featured over the feature itself are
growing in number every day.
Comparing the regular run tworeel comedy, slapstick, or otherwise, with a regular run of fivereel features, a careful analysis
proves that the former has greater
entertainment value and is the better picture. Th>e intelligent interest being shown by the smaller
exhibitor in short subjects! will
logically compel the producer to
use every effort towards the raising of the standards.
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Ouive,of Realart, Heads
Managers' Association
Pathe
Dates
Four
for
January
Realart's
to
sor
succes
well and favorably known actress. at Ralph
As the immediate
Detroit,Quive,
has been
electedmanager
presithe December feature sched- Blanche Sweet, Gladys
Another player who has played
dent of the Detroit Board of Moule that brought forth such
tion Picture Exchange Managers,
Brockwell and H. B.
leads in some of the big picture
successes of the year, who is seen according to a report received at
productions as " Dice of Destiny,"
List
on
Warne
r
with H. B. Warner; "The Empire
in " The Sage Hen," is Lillian Rich. the home office.
Mr. Quive has been in charge of
of Diamonds," Leonce Ferret's big
Miss Rich played opposite H. B.
international spectacle, and "Rogues Ion Hamilton and includes Edward Warner in " One Hour Before Realart's Detroit office for the last
and Romance," with June Caprice Peil, Frank Lanning, Charles Edler, Dawn," " Felix O'Day " and " Dice year and a half. He has worked in
and George B. Seitz, Pathe an- Jack Roseleigh and Kate Price.
with other memof Destiny." She was featured close co-operation
nounces a group of four big feature
local board, and is
with Mahlon Hamilton in " Half a known bersasof the
The second feature on this sched- Chance."
attractions for the month of Janone
of
the
most popular
the remainder of the
uary. These include Blanche Sweet
ule is an elaborate screen presenta- cast Mr. For
Lewis selected Alfred exchange managers in that territion of H. V. Esmond's play, Allen, James Mason, Helen Case
in "That Girl Montana," H. B.
tory, not only with other managers,
Warner in " When We Were Twen- ■' When We Were Twenty- One." and the young hero of the story is but with exhibitors as well.
ty-One," both Jesse D. Hampton The play was obtained by Jesse D. Wallace MacDonald.
From the
tions ; " The ,Sage Hen," an Hampton for H. B. Warner. In his
produc
The contribution from the BenEdgar Lewis special which marks part as the self-sacrificing guardian
jamin
B.
Hampton
studios
will
be
tc
the
irresponhsible
young
heir
to
the return to the screen of Gladys
" on the Audaine fortune, Mr. Warner the final number on the Pathe Jan- EXHIBITOR'S HERALD
Killer,
The B.
and "min
Brockwell,
has a strong support. James W.
Hamptproduced by Benja
uary schedule. " The Killer " is
from a story by Steward Edward Morrison appears as Richard Au- described by Pathe as a thrilling
daine and Claire Anderson as melodrama revolving about a char- Larry Semon
White.
in "The Suitor"
VITAGRAPH
acter who is a killer by nature and
The release dates are : " That Phyllis. The other principals are instinct.
In the story by Stewart
Girl Montana," January 2 ; " When Minna Grey, Claude Payton and Edward White, the Killer differs "TMs master fun maker leads a cast
Kara
Glynesk.
Henry
King
diWe Were Twenty-One," January 16 ;
from his great prototype, Lucretia through the liveliest stream of fun that
rected the production.
" The Sage Hen," January 23, and
Borgia,
in his methods of executing has flowed across the screen in many
The
release
for
January
23
is
a
"four
The features
Killer," make
January
These
up 30.
one of
the drama of the old West produced by his cunningly conceived plots. The weeks. It is a comedy to be put into a
m.ost notable schedules Pathe has Edgar Lewis. " The Sage Hen " is poison cup of the historical killer is class by itself and the exhibitor who
on the story of the same name discarded for the more actionable passes it up is missing something
offered during one month and have based
been selected with the greatest care by Harry Solter and deals with the and melodramatic expedient invented by a modern man.
to provide a formidable group of at- struggles of a woman against the
tractions for the first month in 1921. narrow and intolerant morality of
Frank Campeau, celebrated for
small towns of the West. It is a his dramatic portrayals on the stage
" That
Girl inMontana
" presents
Miss
Sweet
the role
of the story of mother love fighting against and the creator of many notable
heroine of a romance of the fron- heavy odds to bring youthful ro- screen characters, is seen in the
mance to a happy issue. Miss same role. Jack Conwaj-, Tod
tier. The play was adapted by
George H. Plympton from the Brockwell has the part of the Sloan, Frankie Lee, Zack Williams Photoplay Magazine
novel by Marah Ellis Ryan. Robert mother. It is a character role and and Frank Haynes are other well
Thomby directed, and the cast sup- is reported to be a powerful and known plavers who are in the cast
"THE SUITOR"
porting the star is headed by Mah- vivid portrayal as rendered by this of " The Killer."
good." VITAGRAPH
Wm.

DeMille

a luncheon given in his
honor by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld at the Claridge, on
Wednesday of last week, William
DeMille, who produced " Midsummer Madness," the Paramount
picture now being shown at the
Criterion tlreatre, told a group of
newspaper people his ideas and
ideals in motion picture production.
Mr. DeMille at the same time
gave some interesting information
on how " Midsummer Madness "
was produced from Cosmo Hamilton's novel, " His Friend and His
Wife."
" ' Midsummer Madness ' " he
said, " furnishes an interesting illustration of the necessity of cooperation between authors and directors, and shows why the Paramount producing organization
headed by Mr. Lasky has brought
a group of big writers into its
studios. Somebody has raised
the point that ' Midsummer Madness ' is not Cosmo Hamilton's
book, ' His Friend and His Wife.'
With this statement I agree heartily, although I must admit that I
have never read the book. But,
while admitting the picture is not
the book, I maintain that it does
tell the story which the book told.
" Mr. Hamilton spent more than
a month in the Lasky studio in
Hollywood, during which time we
worked in the closest co-operation.
Before we began to work, I asked
Mr. Hamilton to tell me the story
of ' His Friend and His Wife.'
He started to tell it to me with
AT

Guest

Tells of Work

Attend-

ing Production of
"Love

Madness"

the ideas and the words of a novelist, introducmg more than fifty
characters and sketching in details
which make up the book. But I
soon convinced him that from the
standpoint of the pictures the story
must center in the four characters,
portrayed on the screen by Jack
Holt, Lila Lee, Lois Wilson and
Conrad Nagel, and that he must
discard every incident that could
not be told in pictures. He worked
over this for days on end, my task
always being to have him tell his
story in terms of motion pictures.
The story he finally evolved is the
story of ' His Friend and His
Wife ' and ' Midsummer Madbook. ness.' But, of course, it is not the
" I do not want books. I do not
want plays. I want authors — authors who can learn that building
a drama in terms of pictures is
entirely different from building a
drama for the stage. I shall probably never adapt another book to
the screen, because the future of
motion pictures lies entirely in the
establishment of a new screen literature. Until we have that we shall
not have an art, and the only way
to get a screen literature is to have
authors who can tell dramatic
stories, tell those stories in motion
picture terms.
"The motion picture today has

"For boys aful girls of all ages.
When we saw it, a family of three —
at
Dinner staid middle-aged father, decorous
younger mother, and a son of eleven —
about the same relation to its ul- had
mutual hysterics from mirth, altimate development that the miracle play of the fifteenth century
though Isuspect
the to
small
enthusiasm penetrated
his boy's
parents.
has to modern drama.
Larry Semon
isn'timprove
standing
that's
" The reason for this is that up certain.
He has
methods
d hisstill,
to the present we have been al- of funmaking immeasurably in the past
most wholly devoted to perfecting months, and this two-reel is packed
er
our craft learning our tools and wiQi
bright bits of business clever
improving on them. We have now cloviming, and all-around good ,sense in
developed this craftsmanship to a sets and story. For there is a story —
degree that enables us to present all about a band of plotting dynamiters
our story.
be- who are hounding the rich father of the
hooves us toWell,
striketherefore,
into new itfields
lovely heroine, deftly played by Lucille
and make the motion picture the Carlisle. A few
more like this and
art that it is destined to be. In Semon will be in the
front rank of the
this we are growing rapidly — I
should say that every five years silent comedians."
in motion picture growth is equivalent to a century's growth in the
From the
legitimate drama. In about twenty-five years the motion picture
will have brought itself down inMotion Picture News
to the twentieth century."
"The Suitor"— two-reel
Six Houses in One Street
comed
y featuring Larry Semon
Have Star Franchise
Releas
ed by Vitagraph
Six out of seven theatres on Easton avenue, St. Louis, between the
numbers 3600 and 5600, are holders "For unalloyed slapstick this
twoof Realart's Star Franchise, ac- reeler wins medals.
cording to reports received by "Fast action and novelty gags in
Realart from the branch manager in which the cleverest kind of trick
that district. The franchise carries photography is used to advantage
with it the theatre rights to thirty- characterizes the picture throughout.
six productions. Realart officials "Larry Semon as the star again apregard it a tribute to the popularity
parently takes many chances of breakof the pictures that out of the seven
ing his neck with his tumbling stunts
theatres in this small area, six have and in this connection is ably supported
selected Realart productions — ver> by a good cast of "knock - about'
nearly a 90 per cent showing.

comedians."
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Three dramatic scenes from " Outside the Law." the forthcoming Universal Jewel picture in which Priscilla Dean is starred
Wesley
Barry [Loaned
to McDonald Go.
Wesley Barry, recently elevated
to stardom by Marshall Neilan in
his production of " Dinty," distributed through Associated First National Pictures, Inc., has been
loaned by Mr. Neilan to the
Katherine MacDonald Froductions
Company in support of that star in
her next production, " Trust Your
Wife." The latest production starring Miss MacDonald for distribution by First National is completed,
and the actual filming of the play, in
which Wesley Barry will appear in
the supporting cast, will be started
at once.
The play is as yet unnamed. It
is an original script selected by
Bernard Fineman, vice-president of
the Katherine MacDonald Productions Company.
First Duncan Comedy
Due January 15
The advance advertising on the
new series of Bud and His Buddies
Comedies was started by the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation over six
months ago, when the engagement
of the diminutive comedian, Bud
Duncan, of the Ham and Bud duo,
was announced to the exhibitors
via the trade papers.
Now January IS is the date set
for the first release. The title of
the picture is " Puppy Love." From
then on there will be a weekly release on schedule. Enough pictures
have been completed and received
by the general office to assure an
uninterrupted schedule for exhibitors.
Distribution will be through the
Reelcraft and allied independent
exchanges throughout the United
States.
The firm of Finkelstein
and Ruben, of Minnesota,
have acquired the distribution
rights to all the Harry A.
Sherman Productions, according to reports received
this week. They will distribute the Sherman pictures
in Minnesota, North and
South Dakota and Wisconsin.

New

Contract
for
Harry
Carey
Frank Braidwood, Arthur Millett,
Universal
Star Will Charles LeMoyne and others. The
larEY,
most
popu
western
star,l'sis
Universa
CAR
Y
HARR
lured
ersa
to be feat
in Univ
Have Own Company
picture was
filmed under
Carey's
personal
direction,
although
Val
Jewel productions, it is announced
Paul
handled
the
megaphone.
t
by Mr. Carl Laemmle, presiden gof
Under
New
Plan
The star now is engaged in the
the Universal Film Manufacturin
Company. As four more Carey picproduction
of " of
If Only
an adaptation
PhillipJim,"
V.
tures have been promised to ex"Blue Streak McCoy." "Marked
hibitors in Universal's 1920-1921 and
Mighels' story, " Bruver Jim's
Star Series, his first super-producon- Men " established a new record for Baby." Jacques Jaccard is in
tion will not be put into producti
Carey's
ability
as
a
screen
star.
It
charge. Carey's support includes
until next summer. Then he will was a touching story of deep human Carol Halloway, Ruth Royce, Duke
characterizations, wholly unlike the R. Lee, Roy Coulson, Charles Brinl's
al
ersa
be acti
takeonn sche
fromduleUniventi
rely andspeci
attr
will rough and ready western roles he ley, George E. Bunny, Joe Hazelton
devote his time to making two or previously had portrayed. It was and Minne Prevost.
three big pictures each year.
adapted from Peter B. Kyne's story
Blackstone Pictures, Inc.,
The arrangement with Carey was " The Three Godfathers."
Carey also won unusual praise for
the latest exchange to enter
made upon Mr. Laemmle's recent his interpretation of the quaint
the Chicago field, is now
arrival at Universal City. A conestablished in its new offices
tract was signed by the star and the tramp character in " Overland Red,"
at 21-23 East Seventh Street,
film chief under which Carey will the popular story by H. H. Knibbs.
and have taken a long term
" Blue Streak McCoy " was from
make Universal-Jewel productions the
pen of H. H. Van Loan, one of
lease on the premises which
for the next two years. The arwere remodeled in every descreen's
leadingstarwriters.
rangement issaid to involve a sum theThe
Universal
gained fame
tail to give commodious acupwards of. $150,000.
the stage and as a playwright
com odations to the busiUnder the new plan, Carey will on
before
he
entered
the
film
world.
ness, the exchange including
have his own producing company.
This innovation for the cowboy star He wrote and produced " Montana,"
three large vaults, two inspection rooms, poster and
will be inaugurated immediately, so a popular melodrama of a decade
that his next four pictures, for re- ago, playing the leading role of
shipping fortablerooms
offices. with comlease in the Star Series, can benefit " Cheyenne Harry " in the piece.
His
most
recent
production,
Morris Kline is president
from the intensified production ef- " Hearts Up ! " is from his own pen.
of the corporation, R. H.
forts of Carey's own company as it It is considered to be the best picHadfield, the manager,
is built up in readiness to handle the
started as an exhibitor in
ture he has made since " Overland
projected Universal-Jewels.
1906 and since that time
Kenneth McCaiTey, formerly per- Red." In " Hearts Up ! " Carey is
having been connected with
sonal representative for Mary Pick- supported by Mignonne Golden,
production, state rights and
ford, will be production manager
for Carey from now on. He will
exchange business from cdmost every angle. Fred Linsuperintend
Carey's
nextforthcoming
four fiveick and Maurice SaUn are
reelers as well
as the
covering
the Chicago district
larger productions.
as salesmen and three others
Carey has been with Universal for
working the outside terrifive years, during the last two of
Inc. tory for Blackstone Pictures,
which he has been starred in fivereelers. Prior to that he was the
The first
refeatured player in two-reel " westleased are pictures
reissues being
of Wm.
erns." Before joining Universal
Russell, Mary Miles Minter,
he played for Biograph, where he
Helen Holmes and a series of
took leading roles for Griffith.
Among his best Biograph pictures
twenty Ben Turpin, two-reel
comedies. Other pictures
were " Olag, the Atom," " A
will be added to the list
Chance Deception," and " Knight of
regularly but no picture
the
Range,"
which
he
wrote
for
rights will be acquired unless
himself. He also played for Griffith
they have a positive drawing
in " The Unseen Enemy," with
Lillian and Dorothy Gish.
punch for the theatre.
The territory to be covered
Carey's past
with
Universal
have twelve
been months
a succession
is Illinois, Indiana and Wisof successful photoplays. Among
consin, with possible a little
the most successful of this series Harry Carey, Universal star, who is said
later connections in Indiown producing company in
anapolis and Milwaukee.
were " The Rider of Vengeance." to have thehisUniversal
organization
"Marked Men," "Overland Red,"
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sity of scenery never before used
in picture making, a committee was
lormed immediately to act in a
body in bringing before producers
the advantages of making motion
pictures in Jacksonville, Florida.
VV. R. Carter, former newspaper
man, editor, and owner of Jacksonville's TheofMetropolis,
was elected
chairman
the committee.
His
associates are H. K. Klutho, leading
architect and owner of the largest
studio in Jacksonville, Harry B.
Hoyt, president
of the
city's ofGasa
Plant,
E. E. Cohen,
president
large department store, and B. S.
Levy, president of chain clothing
stores.
The committee single out, first,
the western background for pictures
in Jacksonville. There are large
cattle ranches in close proximity to
the city, the rich grazing grounds
and climate make this country particularly good for cattle raising.
In the event that a producer
wants immediate transportation
service, he finds that five railroads
have terminals in Jacksonville; that
ten lines run into the city from
various directions, and that the
trains are of the express class. If
he wants river transportation, the
St. John River and its various ship
lines are at his beck and call.
And there are locations aplenty
for typical fruit growing atmosphere. Of course there are orange
and grapefruit groves. But only a
short distance away are farms specially devoted to raising on a large
scale, figs, grapes, pears, peaches,
and the like, as well as farms that
are typically northern in their appearance.
How many times is sugar cane
planting appropriate for exteriors?
Jacksonville abounds in such lands..
Fishing is quite an industry. The
St. John River is a Mecca for the
deep sea hunters and the producer
interested in this sort of atmosphere
can glory in the inexpensiveness of
it as offered by Jacksonville,
Florida.
If the producer wants shots of
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Jacksonville's
Advantages
for News
Producers! |
I
By W, J. McCormack,
Motion Picture
RjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiTiiiiiiiiii^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiii^
nning to
PRODUCERS are begi
vicvv with annoyance the increased expense attached to
making exterior scenes on the West
Coast. V\hy? Because the locations in and adjacent to popular
studio sites have been ' shot to
To quote a well known
death.'
western director, who knows of
: " I've got to be
whathtyhe speaks
careful about shooting
mig
scenes around here. Every bit of
the country has been used. To include familiar exteriors in any picness.of Ifthirt
tinga comp
I'my
sameany
ture
take
forced istocour
or more a night's ride from the
studio in order to get new scenery,
how do you think that cuts into
uctionis expe
prod
There
only nses
one ?"solution to the
problem confronting producers.
Find a site that offers facihties at
least on a par with the West, where
there are excellent climatic conditions, natural scenery, business coand, if possible, a nearness to NewoperationYork.
That site is Jacksonville, Florida.
The average temperature throughout the year in Jacksonville is about
69° Fahr. The city is situated on
the St. John River. It oilers a
lavish variety of scenery — cattle,
alligator ranches, ostrich and poultry farms, orange and grapefruit
groves, a 450 yard wide beach and
fisheries.
It is onlyregions,
a night's
ride
to
the mountainous
a forty
mile ride on a beautiful road to St.
Augustine with all its wonderful
old and new sites, lumber industries, turpentine plants, sawmills,
tropical scenes — everything. The
country lends itself to northern settings, in fact to every geographical
location.
And this city of Jacksonville is
only a twenty-eight hour ride from
New York City at express train
speed !
Jacksonville has a municipally
controlled electric light plant that
gives service lower than many privately owned competitive plants.
The city sells power at three centsand light
at~ seven
The
plant
is enuipped
with cents.
oil burnina
engines. During the recent coal
strike, this electric light plant, with
its equipment of oil burning engines,
was able to keep the factories running right along.
A few months ago, the leading
business men of Jacksonville got
together at the Chamber of Commerce to consider the possibility of
Jacksonville becoming a large
motion picture production centre.
After considerable discussion, they
decided to make investigations with
a view to what New York and Los
Angeles offer motion picture producers.
First they commissioned a responsible motion picture technical
man to investigate the climate. He
found, after constilting the United
States weather report, that at no
time during the average year is the
temperature of Jacksonville higher
than that of Los Angeles. Armed
with a climate and other weather
conditions on a par with that of the
West Coast and with a wide diver-
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big northern city life, Jacksonville
can supply
this, 125,000
lor it haspeople,
a population ol about
and
has all the pep of a western city of
a half million population.
In the way of industries, which
may prove of interest in picture
making, are enumerated : the
cracker manufacturing concern; the
cotton oil refinery; the dry kilns;
the dairies; broom factories; one of
the largest coffee roasting plants of
the S(-iuth ; macaroni manufacturing
plants
; turpentine yards encircling
the city.

Following the announcein last week's
MotionC.
Picturement News
that Milton
Work, president of the Peerless Producing Co., had acquired the world rights to the
latest Mayflower production,
" Whispering Shadows," in
which Lucy Cotton is
starred, comes the news
that he has also purchased
the Lawrence Weber, Inc.,
production, " The Wakefield
Case,"
Rawlinson as with
the Herbert
star. This
is a
mystery story from the pen
of Shannon Faife. The pro
duction was directed by
George Irving. In the supporting cast are Charles
Dalton and Florence Billings.
Both of these high class
pictures will be distributed
on the State Right market,
by Peerless Producing Company, which is rapidly rising
to the fore as the distributors
of state and foreign right
features. Among the previous
features which they have successfully handled are the
Edythe Sterling Western,
" A Daughter of the 'West,"
and "The White Rider."
Practically all of the territory "on these two pictures
has been' sold.

The St.
River
offersdepicting
an excellentJohn
locale for
scenes
pleasure and commercial boats. A
boat can go safely for over a hundred miles up the St. John River
to
Sanford,
side interesting
trips " to
Silver Springs with
and "other
places. Not only are splendid locations offered here, but the very
variety of them inoculates into the
fertile mind ideas for screen stories!
Jacksonville is the hope of the
producers who view with annoyance
the increased expense attached to
making exterior scenes on the West
Coast where the country has been
' shot to death.' The beauty of
Nature, the excellent climatic conditions— on a par with that of the
West — the transportation facili- New Minneapolis House
ties, the production facilities, the
Books Educational
nearness to New York, and the sinDeclared
to be the finest residencere co-operation of the business
tial district playhouse in America,
men are fundamental in Jacksontheatre, located at Nicville's bid for motion picture pro- the Loring
ollet and Fourteenth streets, Minneduction.
apolis, was opened Saturday, DeYears ago, Sidney Olcott, well
cember 3rd. " Torchy Turns Cuknown director, recognized the
" was featured on the opening
wonderful advantages offered by bill,pid and
with the first change of
this city, and he made numerous
productions there. The old Kalem program Lloyd Hamilton in " The
Simp," a mermaid, was included.
company also took advantage of The
theatre has announced the polJacksonville's economic and highly
icy of showing all the Educational
efficient motion picture facilities, but Comedies.
on a rather small scale.
Now, for the ensuing year of
Hutchinson Says
1921, Jacksonville makes a serious
bid to become a prominent centre
(Continued)
for picture making. Investigate,
believe the time has passed
Mr. Producer, and verifv for your- for" We
any class of work and service
self.
' to get by ' and the day has arrived
when real quality, real work and
giiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiniii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!niiiiiiiiiNiiiimiiiiii
honest service is appreciated by
the discriminating, whether in the
ISamuel
Hutchinson
Speaks | exhibition or producing lines.
riiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiini{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|[iiiiiiiiiiii{riiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iii^
" We are preparing special plans
for productions for the future,
tations, and while our net profits along lines of novelty, knowing
"PERSONALLY,
I do not
claim have not been large, the volume of fronv our experience that new and
the motion picture
business
offerings are the life of
is now in its infancy I have business
factory. has been extremel}' satis- striking
the show business. We expect
watched its growth for seventeen
" In our Chicago laboratory, the some wonderful announcements
years, through personal contact,
and have viewed its ups and downs laboratory work has been of such during the next twelve months.
" In conclusion, it is with great
in this particular. The motion a character and quality that we
picture business is like any other have secured a great number of pride pany
we owns
canallstate
comits that
own our
property,
who appreciate high quality
basic industry, in which there are clients
and service.
lands and cumbuildings,
inperiods of great prosperity folbrances ;does notwithout
owe any
" In our London laboratories,
lowed by periods of lesser results.
debts
of
any
kind
and
has
a
very
which our company owns, includ" Reviewing the past year's reing the land and buildings, our satisfactor\' bank balance on which
sults of the efforts of the Amer- printing
of such high quality to start next year's business. Wliat
ican Film Company, I am inclined that our isEnglish
and Continental better prospects could be reviewed
to believe that we are now enterthan these?
clients
refer
to
us
as
the 'Tiffany'
ing on an era of greater prosper- of
the
printing
business,
and
in
" We wish to extend our best
ity in the industry Our company
has just finished one of the most spite of reconstruction and depres- wishes and the compliments of the
sion
caused by has
the been
w-ar, extremely
our Lon- season to our many friends and
profitable years in its history. Our
don business
customers throughout the United
sales in the United States as well satisfactory.
States and abroad, for the next
as those in Europe and the Far
East has far exceeded our expec(Cotittnue'd on next column)
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Coming Associated Producers, Inc., releases.
Dailies Devote Greater
Space to Pictures
In liam
a Fox
statement
just issued,
calls attention
to the Wilfact
that newspapers throughout the
country are giving increasing space
to the part that motion pictures
play in the life of the public. News
items and editorial comment regarding motion pictures being
shown or about to be shown are in
the ascendency even in those dailies who heretofore tabooed all references to film matters.
As an instance of this new order of affairs, William Fox calls
attention to an editorial expression,
applying to William Farnum in " If
I Were King,"
appeared
the
Savannah
Press that
under
date ofin November 25.
In part the editor wrote ;
" Everybody has read the book
or seen the play, and yet, from the
way people attended the pictured
representation in Savannah they
are not tired of reheasing the
story. Every performance, morning, noon and night, was crowded,
the last as heavily as the first. The
representations were plain and impressive.
The point the Savannah Press
wishes to make is that there is
great demand among the people for
clean, high-class motion pictures.
There is nothing erotic in this film.
It is full of action and teems with
color and spirit.

Left — Louise Glaum in "Love." Centre — Hobart Bosworth
"Lying Lips" with House Peters

"Forward"
tfan recen
n reDwan
to the
ly wrote
pictu
N Alla
AMOTIO
effect that the world in general and the motion picture public
in particular would be vastly benefitted and much happier — and perhaps wealthier — if some of the oldfashioned games and men and
women and modes of travel and
methods of correspondence and so
forth and so on should return to
their former popularity.
He advised Mr. Dwan to make a
series of pictures as a sort of propaganda for this big idea.
" In those days — -well, yes, perhaps the good old fashioned ways
were
good," the
Mr.letter
Dwanon remarked
as
he tossed
the table.
" Return to them ? Please excuse
— me — please ! "
" Wouldn't it be wonderful to go
back to gestedthethe fan
old from
squareCincinnati.
dance?" sug" Oh, yes — it would," replied Mr.
Dwan.
" Wonderful
opportunity
to trim the
toes of some
of our
most progressive dancers. That's
the only comforting thought I entertain relative to the matter."
"And there's the old-fashioned
parlor, with its hallowed memories,
that was opened once during the
week — and that was Sunday afternoon and Sunday evening," laments
the fan.
" Great sentiment !" Mr. Dwan
says. " Back to the frosty, musty
parlor, with its damp, dank atmosphere and pneumania. Back to the
sofa and brand new chairs and new

" A Thousand to One."

Right — Thomas H. Ince's

enthusiasm.
Is
Dwan
Slogan
Disagrees With Fan's
" So do I— but not in Kentucky,"
Who Hearkens to
Air. Dwan said, but with a perceptable lack of enthusiasm. " It was a
Good Old Days
little
— also init.
Illinois.
Well gray
do church
I remember
The
preacher
would
start
preaching
at
carpet for inspiration — perhaps.
Well, I believe the modern way is 11 a. m. and at 2 p. m. he would
best. Instead of the moldy, mil- still be preaching. In fact, I somedewed old parlor, why not a spin in
times thought he would continue
your roadster or limousine on a
until that doom's day he
Sunday afternoon? Why not a preaching
was telling us about. I am not opsprightly trip to the beach, or the
preachinsf.
undermountains? Why not an hour or
stand— posed
butto good
not any
more of
the
two at the theatre? Why not a
good
old-fashioned
kind.
Let's
trip in your airplane? Back to the hear the progressive, modern disclaimer— for his sermons are brief,
old parlor? Again I beg to be ex" I shall never forget those oldfashioned husking-bees and hay
rides," further says the fan.
cused."
" Neither will I," replies Mr.
Dwan. " I fell off a hay wagon
once — and that cured my hay-ride
sentiments. " I also attended a
husking-bee back in Illinois — and
that's not so far from Cincinnati,
at that — and a red-headed swain
planted a red ear of corn in my
face when I disptited the right of
discovery of same with him. I
don't
want Give
any me
morea husking-bees
in mine.
book and a
quiet evening at home — or if it is
afternoon, perhaps a visit to the
ball park or the football game — ^or
something. Maybe a motor trip."
" Also, I remember well the Sunday morning sermon in the little
old
red
Kentucky,"of
avers thechurch
fan in over
a newin outburst

business-like
and timely."
The Cincinnati
fan mentioned
many other old-fashioned customs
and fads, which he hopes will return, but Mr. Dwan dismissed them
with a shrug, and in a more serious
vein, expressed himself as follows:
" Happiness lies in progress. The
man who stands still will always be
knocked about and pummeled by
the passing throng. The man who
is ever moving forward wins the
admiration of his fellow man, or
his envy, but secure in the knowledge that he is progressing, comes
happiness.
" Let us always go forward — and
not backward.
"And that's one mission the motion picture industry is called upon
to fill. May we rise to the occasion and perform the duty that devolves upon us as members of that
industry."

Christie

Myrtle Lavison,
appearing in Frazee now
Comedies

Has

tus anin units
impewith
kept greatpace
HAVING usually
producing activities within the
year, the Christie company is entering 1921 with picture production
well in hand to take care of forthcoming releases of the winter
months and early spring. Marked
not only by a broadening out into
six-reel comedy-dramas, but also an
increase in the quantity of its short
subject offerings, the year of 1920
has been a big one for the Christie
company.
The next of the six-reel comedydramas has already been made. It
is " See My Lawyer " from the big
Broadway play by Max Marcin and
will be released early in the new
year presenting T. Roy Barnes, and
Grace Darmond who made a hit in

Successful

" So Long Letty," augmented by a
list of other stellar players.
Greater than these accomplishments, Al Christie points to the new
two-reel comedies which Educational isreleasing at the rate of two
per month, which are characterized
by the same quality in short lengths
as Christie has produced during
the year in the feature pictures.
'■ The demand for more comedies of
a high grade this year has been met
by a comedy which is at least fifty
per cent better in merit and pulling
power than at this time last year,"
says Christie. " Not only that, but
the comedies in the single-reel
brand which have now been introduced as Vanity Comedies, are bearing the same stamp.

Year

" The end of the year is said to
be characterized by a general
slump in production, but we are going right ahead with the two-reel
and single-reel schedule, now making the comedies which will be released through Educational exchanges in March and April of
Mr. Christie is now working on
a two-reel special which will present Neal Burns and Dorothy
Devore with a cast of five supporting players from the large stock
company. William Beaudine. and
Frederic Sullivan are producing
1921."
one-reel Vanity Comedies with the
stock company of players which has
been set aside exclusively for this
one-reel release.
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Olga Frintzlau, Paramount
scenaria writer, who for some:
time devoted her attention to the preparation of
the scripts of William DeMille's productions, has just
signed a five-year contract
under the terms of which she
will continue to write exclusively for Mr. DeMille.
Miss Printzlau's success in
the adaptation of Cosmo
Hamilton's story, " His
Friend
His Wife,"
which
WilliamandDeMille
produced
under the title, " Midsummer
Madness," is said to have
been the determining factor
which led to her engagement
for a long term of years.

Predicts

Advance

for

Picture

News

1921

Methods and PerNew Marketingfecting of Color Photography Seen
The opening of the way for an
FAR - REACHING changes in entire
reorganization of marketmethods of marketing picing methods
has been
effected,
actures, improvements in methods of
cording to Mr.
McKay,
by the
showmanship and the perfection of
color photography are sorne of the Mayflower - Realart " Play and
under
which first,
exprominent advances that will be ac- Then PayhibitorsPlan,"
their
pictures
complished inthe coming year, ac- and then payplay for
them
afterward,
cording to John W. McKay, general manager of the Mayflower basing payment on actual box-office receipts instead of on a guess
Photoplay Corporation.
as to the worth of the picture as
" Judging by present indica- embodied in the rental price fixed
tions," said Mr. McKay, " we may
look for some very revolutionary by the distributor.
things next year. Chief of these
Without a doubt this "honor
will be far-reaching changes in system of booking," as some call
marketing methods. And next to it, is the most radical method ever
To Film "Unchartered
this will be the progress made in injected into the motion picture inthe technical end of the business.
dustry, he states, and it is believed
Seas" in the North
the fuller development next year
Wesley Ruggles has been en- Then, too, methods of showman- of this scheme will be watched
ship will be perfected to the hightrusted with the script for Metro's
with great interest by ever>- exhibpoint attainable
nextMr.year."
adaptation of John Fleming Wilitor and distributor in the business.
Inest the
opinion of
McKay
son's "Uncharted Seas." Rudolpho there can be no question that the
Valentino will play the masculine
"
Exploitation
of motion pictures
lead, while Carl Gereard will give next great step forward for the during 1920," says Mr. McKay,
motion picture will be the perfec- "has evolved much from which the
the heavy portrayal.
tion of color photography.
The entire company plans to
wise theatre owner will profit in
leave for the Arctic regions at an
" Although a number of color 1921. Picture presentation has
photography
systems
have
been
early date, where most of the exbeen perfected to its highterior scenes will be taken. Di- developed this year," explained Mr. probably
est degree of usefulness, but such
McKay,
"
none
has
been
wholly
rector
Ruggles
plans
to
"
shoot
"
the Aurora Borealis while the satisfactory. The method has been is not true of exploitation. I am
either imperfect or so expensive as told there are still many exhibitors
troupe are in the northland.
to render it impractical for com- throughout the country who are not
mercial purposes on a large scale. sold on the exploitation idea. But
Pearl
White's Third But with the creative minds in the the fact remains that undoubtedly
mechanical
and technical end of the
Feature in Demand
of 1921 will find every thebusiness
concentrating
on this prob- the end
ater owner in the country converted
The home office of the Fox orlem, it is only reasonable to anjanization
receipt branches
of informa-in
ticipate some startling achievements to this business stimulant, and it
tion from isitsinvarious
in 1921 as a result of their experi- will be established as a concrete
this country that " The Thief,"
adjunct of the exhibition game."
Miss
White's isthird
special the
fromvogtie
the
Fox studios,
exceeding
ments."
she attained with " The White
Moll
"
and
"
Tiger's
Cub."
The
Production
Delayed
third Pearl White picture did not Barker
get under way until the week after
Infection of Paul
Thanksgiving, but the bookings
ine Starke's Eyes
have far exceeded her first two, as
Causes Set-Back; Other Units Busy
demonstrated by the records in the
picture. Russell Simpson, MarjFox contract department, it is an- A TELEGRAM received at the Alden,
CuUen Landis and Miss
nounced.
Goldwyn studios from Reginald Barker who, with the com- Starke have the four big roles in the
pany making the screen version of Reginald Barker all-star production of " Snow Blindness."
Clyde Cook's Third to Katherine Newlin Burt's new novel,
Be Ready January 9
E. Mason Hopper is putting the
" Snow Blindness," is in Banff,
As his third Clyde Cook special Canada, states that work of photo- finishing touches to the new Rupert
graphing the exteriors has been de- Hughes picture in which Helene
comedy, William Fox will release
layed, due to a serious infection of Chadwick has the principal role.
" All has
Wrong
" on comedy
Januarystar9.been
So the eyes developed by Pauline This is the first story which Mr.
well
the new
Starke. The trouble was caused by
received by showmen and ticket- a scratch on the forehead sustained Hughes wrote directly for the
buyers that Mr. Fox expects for on the train while en route from screen. He is spending every day
on the set and is collaborating with
" AH Wrong " increasing sales and Los Angeles to Banff. The curious Director Hopper on intricate campopularity — for the two comedies part of the entire matter is that
era effects.
already released with Clyde Cook
Director Frank Lloyd has finished
the star are reported to have gone Miss Starke plays the role of a
girl temporarily snow blind in the nearly all of the American scenes
over with a " bang."
for Gouvemeur
Morris'
first original scenario known
tentatively
as
" The Water Lily," and will soon
begin photographing the big scenes
of the Boxer uprising which figure
in
earlyanpartentire
of the
storv- ofanda
for thewhich
section

Marion Davies will give a Christmas party at the International Film
Company's studio on the afternoon
of December 25, between 3 and 5
o'clock. Hundreds of children of
the neighborhood will then be the
guests of the beautiful film star,
who will personally present a
Christmas gift to each child, previously— on Wednesday, December
22. At the party there will be dancing, music, refreshments and a
general gala time.
If "Buried Treasure,' Miss
Davies'curednewest
can be
sefrom the picture,
laboratories
where
it is now being worked on, it will
be shown the children as an added
attraction. Previous to this. Miss
Davies has held her Christmas Day
children's party in her Riverside
Drive home, but this one, in the
?tudio, is planned the greatest treat
of them all.

Chinese city was built on the Goldwyn studios.
Tom Moore's new stellar picture,
" Mr. Barnes of New York," from
the famous old novel by Archibald
Clavering Gunter, is rapidly taking
screen form under the directing eye
of Victor Schertzinger. Quaint and
colorful costumes and settings have
been designed for this production
in keeping with, the period in which
the action takes place.

A new precedent was set recently
for the theatres of the Julius Sax
Theatres Circuit of Portland, Ore.,
when Sam Sax, general manager
of the chain, booked King of the
Circus," the new Universal serial
starring Eddie Polo, for the New
Grand theatre. Heretofore it has
been strictly against the policy of
the Sax houses to show serials,
states Universal.

John W. McKay, Gen. Mgr. of Mayflower
Marion Davies
tertains

Harry

Wilson,

En-

Author

of "Tlie
Spenders"
Harry
Leon Wilson,
author of
"The Spenders," which Benjamin
B. Hampton
has which
made the
into W.a motion picture and
W.
Hodkinson Corporation will release in January-, is known as one
of thetoday.
great American humorists
alive
Mr. Wilson worked with Mr.
Hampton in br'nging the situations
embodied in ' The Spenders" absolutely up-to-the-minute, as a result of which the picture offers an
interesting portrayal of New
York's Society at the present time,
and is replete with the richest humor.
Universal Series Wins
Access to Sax Houses

December

25, 1920
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I
Rothackers
Greatest
Expansion
in
1921
I
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IN a statement just issued from
the Chicago headquarters of the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company, Watterson R. Rothacker
extends hoHday greetings to the
entire industry in the following
words :
■' Every one in the motion picture industry — producers, distributors, exhibitors and professionals —
I wish all of these as merry a
Christmas and as happy a New
Year as the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company will have. And
I hope they will enjoy as prosperous a coming year as I feel sure is
in store for our organization."
The past twelve months are described in the statement from the
Rothacker headquarters as " the
biggest by far on the Rothacker
calendar."
laboratory
sion of the In
big the
plant
business diviwas
turned away, it is stated, because it
was not humanly or mechanically
possible to turn out any more
prints, In the industrial division it
was impossible at times to get
enough cameramen to supply the
demands of
Rothacker'sstatement.
clients,
announces
the Rothacker
The coming year is expected to
witness even greater achievements
by the Rothacker forces. By the
time the infant 1921 has its teeth
cut the Rothacker Coast laboratory
will be opened. As soon as the
Hollywood plant is in operation
Mr. Rothacker will go to London to
get construction started on a third
laboratory there. While in Europe
last summer he received assurance
of enough business to enable the
foreign plant to open up with 500,000 feet of planting a week, it is
stated. On returning from abroad
next spring, Mr. Rothacker plans
to award the contract for the erection of a fourth laboratory in New
York.
The dawn of 1920 saw the Rothacker Industrial Division the
world's
largest
of practical pictures, the producer
field in which
Mr.
Rothacker was the pioneer. But
one would scarcely recognize that
industrial division today, so swiftly
has it grown in twelve months. Last
January there was only one Rothacker industrial headquarters —
Chicago.
Early last spring President Rothacker bought out the Leggett &
Gruen industrial film concern and
formally opened the Eastern Rothacker industrial branch in commodious quarters at 220 West Fortysecond street, New York City. One
after another, other branches were
established in St. Louis, Buffalo,
Peoria and Milwaukee. The Rothacker Industrial Division is determined to have every strategical
city in the country covered within
another twelve months. While in
Europe last summer Mr. Rothacker
appointed Richard Wainwright industrial representative for the
United Kingdom. Mr. Wainwright
having offices at 6 Piccadilly Mansions, Shaftsbury avenue, W^ I.
" made
itsThe
advent" super-production
into the industrial
field
this year. Formerly most practical
pictures were of short length — in

the majority of cases only one reel
and seldom running over three or
four. This year industry came into
full appreciation of the value of the
medium which Mr. Rothacker was
the first to harness into their service ten years ago. A manufacturer who, two years ago would
have been content with only one
reel, this year found need for eight
to ten reels. The seven and eightreel practical picture was as common on the 1920 production
schedule as single reelers were several years ago.
Films which American manufacto get trade
Uncle were
Sam'sa
share ofturers will
theuseforeign
notable feature of 1920 practical
picture production. Films produced in the Chicago studio last
spring are now in all parts of the
world.
For the Laboratory Division 1920
proved a severe test. There literally was not a breathing spell in
the entire year. But in spite of this
pressure a half-hour was chopped
off each person's working hours by
giving the laboratory workers two
recesses a day — fifteen minutes
morning and afternoon, in which
they might dance in the studio, go
for a walk, regale themselves in an
ice cream soda across the street or
whatever they pleased. Of course.
Lull
Bennett

the pay remained the same. The
laboratory force responded to this
innovation by actually turning out
more prints in eight hours than
they had been doing in eight and
one-half hours.
Early in the year the exterior
fireproof vault was completed, affording cHents an absolutely safe
storage place for negatives. Inside
the laboratory a number of changes
were made, notably the segregation
of assemblers
walled
rooms. into small asbestosFrequently the Rothacker organization was called upon to furnish a
special messenger to convey prints
to a distant city in order that an
advanced release date might be
made.
The organization started out at
the beginning of 1920 to make
" Rothacker Service " as well
knownvice menas were
" Rothacker
Prints."
dispatched
on a Sertour
of the exchanges to find out all the
ways the organization could deliver
something more than prints. Members of the organization now feel
that the service goal has been attained, but they are determined that
the goal of 1920 shall be only the
starting point of 1921. Letters received from exchanges the last few
months indicate that " Rothacker
Service " has become a part of film-

Proves
Says

Holiday

Drop Shows War
Craze is By

s partsa
variounoting
es yin are
T thetheatr
THAof
countr
discernible lull in patronage is
one of the best signs that the times
could afford of the solid basis upon
which the motion-picture industry
is based, is the opinion of Whitman
Bennett at the head of the producing company of that name whi<:h is
preparing seven special productions,
four of them starring Lionel
Barrymore, for distribution by
Associated First National Pictures,
Inc. Mr. Bennett declares that a
halt in motion picture-theatre patronage at this time of year is a
good indication that the business of
exhibiting is once more on a normal
basis.
" The exhibitor who feels alarmed
because he has noticed a perceptible
drop in attendance at his theatre
within the past few weeks." said
Bennett,
is' either one
who one
has
aMr.very
short " memory
or else
who entered the business of exhibiting during the abnormal period
which has persisted over the past
thirty months. The experienced exhibitor knows that in normal times
there is always a lull in attendance
before the Christmas holidays and
these exhibitors were surprised
when it did not come last year or
the year before.
" This mid-season lull has been
explained in various ways but the

Return

I
inil

dom's vernacular. Wesley Smith
has been maintained on the Coast
as a service representative, visiting
the studios regularly.
" One of the big jobs on our program for 1921 is the standardization of our laboratories," said the
president of the Rothacker Company. "Early
in the new
yearCoast
the
Rothacker
laboratory
on the
will be opened. As soon as this
one is operating. I plan to go to
London to get construction started
on the European contract. I do not
think we are overly optimistic when
we hope to see laboratories erected
both in London and New York City
" The then four Rothacker laboratories must be standardized — although long distances apart they
in
1921."
must operate as one.
" Our technical experts are now
working on this standardization
problem. Their task is to insure
that in no matter which laboratory
the negative is developed or the
print made the result will be the
same. With laboratories in Los
Angeles, New York and London as
well as in Chicago, all operating
under standardized methods, it will
be possible for the Rothacker
workers to develop most of the
negatives they will be called upon
to make prints from."

to

Normal

evenings employ the hours used at
other times for theatre attendance
to do their Christmas shopping or
else take the opportunity of earning
additional money by the many extra
temporary positions that are open
to them for their evening hours.
" The fact that the lull has been
discernible this year should be a
source of confidence to the exhibitor. It is the surest indication
that could occur to show that the
country is getting back on a normal
basis. The American people have
once more taken up the business of
living sane and safe lives when the
occupation of preparing for Christmas is widespread enough to be felt
in the motion picture theatre. The
hysteria of war is gone. The careles nes ofprivate extravagance engendered by the recklessness of all
the governments of the world, recklessness which caused the people to
disregard all customs of normal
Whitman Bennett, producer of pictures
living, is gone and it is for the benfor First National release
fit of all legitimate business that it
is gone.
" The brake has been applied just
most plausible one lies in the fact
that the business of preparing for in time. The American public has
the celebration of Christmas is an served notice on the motion picture
occupation that allows but scant theatre that it is once again living
time for theatre attendance. Retail on a normal basis. Real showmanship will once more come into its
trade is on the boom especially in
the evening. Clerks, accountants ow^n and the man that knows the
and other store employes are tied science of exhibiting is the one who
up at their place of business. They will be rewarded for his eflforts.
themselves are not only prevented The ones who will suffer are those
from attending the theatre but the who are real showmen but mere
members of their families stay home owners or managers of motion picture theatres. The public will be
to be present when they return
from work. A great many of those once more responsive to well
who are not forced to work in the
thought out exploitation."

M 0 t i u n Picture

Miss

Talmadge

in

Florida

Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio, has made December a " Harold Lloyd Tribute Month" at the Palace. The house has played all of
Lloyd's two-reel feature comedies. With the showing of
each, increased interest in Pathe's premier comedian has
been manifested by the public until it has become apparent
to Mr. Meyer that his patrons are sufficiently enthusiastic
about Lloyd's performances to warrant his offering as
features
one-reel during
pictures.the month of December five of Lloyd's best
The five one-reel pictures selected by the Hamilton for
exhibition during December are " Why Pick on Me? " " Ask
Father," "Hear 'em Rave!" "Bees in His Bonnet" and
" Two Scrambled." The playing dates are December 2, 3
and 4, "Why Pick on Me?"; 8 and 9, "Ask Father!"; 15
and 16, "Hear 'Em Rave!"; 19, 20 and 21, "Bees in His
Bonnet," and 27 and 28, " Two Scrambled." In announcements of the Lloyd Tribute Month showings, which bill
these one-reel comedies as " 5 De-Luxe Re-issues," advantage is taken of the appearance in the cast supporting Harold
Lloyd of " Snub " Pollard and Bebe Daniels.

Constance and Her Company Busy
on Exteriors for New
Production
E
G
D
A
LM
A
T
ANCE
CONST
Kenneth Harlan, who recently apwith her director, Chet Withey,
peared with Constance in " DanCameraman Oliver Marsh, and hcr
gerous Business," and who, on account of his splendid work in that
entire company, have gone to
Miami, Florida, to make exteriors picture, has been signed up by Jos.
for " The Man From Toronto," M. Schenck for a year's contract
will be seen as Constance Ta!Douglasadapted
Murray's
been
for play
the v^hich
screen has
by madge's leading man. This is the
first of the Constance Talmadge
Grant Carpenter.
The name of this story which productions to be directed by Chet
was played in this country by Withey, who formerly directed
Henry Miller, under the title of Norma Talmadge. Following
" Perkins," and is still playing in " The Man From Toronto " Mr.
England as " 'rtie Man From To- W ithey will direct " The Butlerronto," will be changed later on. flv in Harness."
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Artists
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NOTE: Did you receive a copy of our CHRISTMAS PROGRAM arranged by FINSTON? Free
on request.
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New York
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♦♦AN EXCHANGE

WITH

Tour

Begins Tour of Personal Appearances at Newark , N. J., January 2
Inasmuch as the main motive of
BEGINNING
January
George Beban will
open 2nd,
his my tour is to bring the artist and
tour in connection with " One Man public on a more friendly basis and
to urge co-operation between the
in a Million," his latest film product producer
and the exhibitor, it would
with which he intends to accomfolly to rush through this tour,
pany through its showing through- be
but a small portion of the
out the country. The initial open- hitting
field. And while I shall not, in any
ing will take place at the Branford theatre, Newark, which, ac- manner, receive the financial reimbursement that I would in procording to Mr. Fabian, who is
ducing pictures, I feel that adding
erecting the theatre, will be ready
to house the Beban attraction by a few months to my tour will do
much more good to me and for my
that date.
After playing the Branford a ideals and in carrying my message
full week, Beban will move to New directly to the motion picture
York and while the theatre has not
The fact that Beban is urging
as yet been definitely settled upon,
it is understood that arrangements better pictures and in his talk
at length on the uplift of
are well under way with Moe Mark speaks
audiences.:"'
for the Strand and that the local the
picture industry has brought
presentation will take place in that the tour to the eyes and ears of the
theatre.
executives of many cities in which
When Beban left his West Coast he will appear. In many cases the
studios it was with the intention of star will arrive as guest of the
remaining on tour for a period of mayor and in some instances arten weeks. Since that time bookrangements have been made to appoint him mayor for a day, such as
ings have been made which will
keep the star away from Los An- was done on First National day in
Oakland this year. The rotary
time.remaining clubs have also evinced a desire to
" I geles
didfor siz
not months'
dream of
away as long as this," declared Mr. support the Beban project as well
Beban. " But exhibitors in the as have the welfare leagues, the
large cities, hearing of my new parent-teacher associations and
plan and, in many instances, speak- other civic organizations. A
ing with brother exhibitors who had special representative is now on
already booked the attraction, tour ahead of Beban and is arwired me not to pass them by.
ranging various meetings.

A PERSONAL
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Research Department
Attached to Studio

A comprehensive research department and hbrary that are prepared to furnish all of the wide
range of information necessary for
the making of more accurate, interesting and beautiful motion pictures has been organized by Mrs.
newat theIsland
Forney
Pauline
t studio
in Long
ParamounPayton
City. Airs. Forney, with a number
e in the Library
of years' experienc
of Congress, is considered to be
unusually well qualified for this
work in which she is assisted by
Miss Gertrude Koch, formerly of
the Newark Public Library.
The research department is to be
an adjunct of the production department where, on a moment's
notice, a director may learn everything ranging from how a native
woman of Tahiti wears her hair to Three West Coast " Saniys" who rushed the season a bit in order to present themselves in costume to News
readers. Left, Marjorie Daw; Center, Wesley Barry; Right, Irene Marcellus
details of court etiquette at an Embassy ball in Turkey ; the kind of
tablecloth used in Colonial days or
the interior fixings of an Australian ranchman's hut.
Neilan's
Diversified" Dint}-,"
Product
was a romance of the
ITH the completion of " Not
newspaper
world disclosing one
W
Widely
Different
Pica
Drum
Was
Heard,"
Marthrilling episode after another. It
NATHAN HIRSH
shall Neilan's newest indetures
Come
from
was a sensational story with sensapendent production, not far off, this
tionalism ever present in each scene.
PRESENTS
young director rounds out a year
Neilan
Studio
of diversified product.
In " Don't Ever Marry," Mr.
Neilan proved himself equally adept
Since last January Mr. Neilan has
been responsible for five produc- tion has for its background and at farce. A humorous story
E. K. LINCOLN
throughout, this photoplay portions that — in theme and general
atmosphere — have been as wide general atmosphere a setting unlike
the director's keen sense of
of the previous Neilan releases comedy trayedvalues
given to the public
apart as the poles. " Not a Drum any
of
the
year.
The
theme
of
the
in
his
own
inimitable manner.
WastheHeard
" is a West
dramatic
of
American
with story
two story itself is different from any of
" The River's End," another triumph from the Neilan studio, gave
cowboys and a beautiful girl of the the four former offerings.
PiLvious to this production came us a romance of the Canadian
plains in the leading parts. A
goodly amount of pathos is prom- " Dinty," a story with Wesley Northwest, again entirely different
ised throughout the storv in inci- Barry, the boy star, in the big part. from any of the above-mentioned
dents dealing with the unhappy life Staged in San Francisco, this is a
One of the year's biggest
of the young wife of a weakling tale of the metropolis with drania pictures.
financial successes, this picture has
and
humor
sprinkled
throughout
in
whose neck is saved from the hangachieved a prominent place in the
equal parts and a spectacular thrill annals of motion picture producman's rope in the supreme sacri- as
the
climax.
fice of his cowbo>- pal. Staged in
tion.
" Go and Get It," predecessor to
the locale of the story, this prodncSantschi

IN

"THE

MAN
OF

E"
OURAG
A C
Tremendously
Dramatic
and Thrilling Western Story
of Unusual Box-Office Value.

Territory Selling
Get Yours
AYWON
FILM CORP.
729 S«v«nth Avenue, New York

Series

Open
Jan.
23
arms that have won him many
rescreen encounters, Santschi has alof the
date ofment
lease unce
the first
of the
THE anno
the Trail" to
ways been upheld as a model of
Tom Santschi series of West- "Beyond
Be First Released
manliness. Always he has appeared
ern productions made by Cyrus J.
in the strongest outdoor pictures,
Williams is contained this week by
and in many respects he is synonyPathe in a statement revealing that
mous with big Western productions.
by Pathe
" Beyoducendthe series
the Trail
" woul
" Arrangements for the release of
ry d23. introon Janua
After months spent in picturesque portrays the mother, Patricia Pal- the Santschi pictures of Pathe were
made by Cyrus J. Williams through
parts of Western United States and the Indian.
mer the " Girl," and Willys Galles Arthur
S. Kane. Mr. Williams has
on trails said to have never before
been
in
the
producing field for nearbeen followed by motion picture
" Everything that could be exly three years. He has one of the
pected of a Tom Santschi picture is
pla3-ers, the Santschi company has
best equipped studios on the West
completed its cycle of intensely dra- crowded
into 'inBeyond
the Trail,'
declares Pathe
the statement
just" Coast, and has made se\ eral of the
matic Western productions. " Bebiggest ' outdoor ' pictures of reStaged
the most onbeauTrail " was
the issued.tiful"country
everin pictured
the
numberyond thefinished
and theas first
suchof was
cent years. Mitchell Lewis appeared in a series of outdoor
selected to blaze the way for the screen, this story relates the sacrifices of one brother to save the dramas made tmder the supervision
series.
Robert North Bradburv directed other from degradation and to defend the name of his mother.
of Mr. Williams."
" Beyond the Trail " as he did each
" Stirringly dramatic, ' Beyond C. Alfred Karpen Enters
succeeding production. His knowledge of picture values, his judgment the Trail ' will give the Santschi
an auspicious start. It offers
Free-Lance Field
of wonderful locations, his keen in- series
sight into drama, and the tastes of exhibitors a production of sterling
exploitation
merit,
and
a
star
who
C.
Alfred Karpen, formerly with
the picture-going public, are fully- for years has been one of the most Universal,
Realart and Pathe, has
manifested in the first Santschi reentered the free lance field as an
lease, declares the Pathe statement. popular players of the screen.
" Santschi is one of the few expert film editor and title writer.
Supporting Santschi in " Beyond
the Trail " is a cast of popular play- screen players who has retained his While with Pathe, Karpen prepared
popularity
at flood-tide
throughout
many foreign
productions
for the
ers. Edward Hearn, who was prom- his
entire career.
Winning
his way American
market.
Aside from
his
inently cast in the Jack Dempsey
into
public
grace
through
his
wholeextensive
studio
and
laboratory
exserial,released
" Daredevil
Jack,"will
which
also
was
by Fathe,
be seen
some appearance, his good-natured
he has had a and
broadpublicity
trainas Bud, brother of Clem Martin, characterizations, and in a large
ing in theperience,advertising
measure
through a sturdy pair of field as well.
played by Santschi. Gertrude Claire
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Three views of one of Vitagraph's latest productions, "It Isn't Being Done This Season," in which Corinne Griffith is starred

Vitagraph's
Outlook
for
Vitagraph,
OUGH
Larry
Semon and1921
Jimmie AuTH
AL
through its increased facili- Albert E. Smith Prebrey
will
be
particularly active durties, has enjoyed the most
dicts Biggest
ing 1921. Both are now busily ensuccessful year of its career and
gaged on the preliminary work on
Year Ever
reached its highest point in both the
days.,
new comedies
which will be begun
quantity and quality of its producimmediately
after
Christmas holinces
ses
it
that it propo
tions, annou
to permit no let-up in its activities " Get - Rich - Quick Wallingford "
Vitagraph's
twoWilliam
serialDuncan
comduring the coming j'ear. Albert E. stories,
his new story, which also
panies, headed by
Smith, its president, who is in New will be published in novel form, is and Joe Ryan, respectively, are
York on a brief business trip from new in theme, introducing new working under pressure at the West
the West Coast studios, where he characters, but retaining the no- Coast studio keeping up with the
is speeding up Vitagraph productorious J.Rufus Wallingford and demand for their pictures. Mr.
tions during the winter months, said his equally famous partner Blackie Duncan, with Edith Johnson as coupon his arrival this week, that not Daw.
star, is more than half through
only would the twelve regular comEarly
in
the
new
year
five
of
Vitwith
" Fighting Fate." and Mr.
panies now busy on Vitagraph featagraph stars will have completed Ryan in his first production as an
ure productions, comedies, chapter- their first offerings of the new year. individual star, is well into " The
plays and special productions with
Purple
In in order
that
all-star specially engaged casts be These will be Alice Joyce in " Her there
may Riders."
be no delay
their serial
kept intact and urged to even Lord and Master;" Corinne Grif- productions during the coming year,
fith, in " It Isn't Being Done This
greater efforts, but that additional
Mr. Smith, who writes the chapterspecial companies would be formed Season ; " Alice Calhoun, Vita- plays
in collaboration with other
graph's newest star, in her first proto increase the output of special
duction, Princess
"
Jones ; " Earle authors, already has their new veproductions.
well under
During the past year four of Williams in " Diamonds Adrift,"
The hicles
year
1921, way.Mr. Smith says,
these special productions were com- and Antonio Moreno in ' " Three will be a banner one for VitaSevens," his first feature production.
pleted. The first, " The Courage of
Marge O'Doone,"
by James
graph.
Curwood,
and directed
by Oliver
David
Smith, met with big success, and
the succeeding special productions
were equally popular. They were
the first Tom Terriss Vitagraph
Devil"
"The
Exploit
l
production,
Trumpet
Island," WilPathe
Announces " Most Sensabased on the "story
by Gouverneur
Morris, and another Tom Terriss
gn Seen in New York
"
tional Campai
production, " Dead Men Tell No
most presentations in motion picture anthe
probably
for
PLANS
Tales,"
by E. shown
W. Hornung,
which
sensational
exploitation
any "^jj. states Pathe
, • •
is now being
in the first
run
made, itpic-is
be motion
willthe
, Every effort
ac- declared,
ever been^^u^^
has
motion
J J m•picture
XT
1
to
make
theatres. " Black Beauty," adapted corded
New \ork or any other ^^^^ ^^>^j^^
by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
p^^^^^ Molnar's
Chester from the storv by Anna city, have been made for George ,.,onderful plav, more sensational
Sewell, with Jean Paige in the Arhss's screen debut in
The ^^lan was its stage presentation
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Film Novelty Promised
A new era in art is about to be
ushered in. Philip Van Loan is
authority for the statement that he
is at present engaged upon a
vehicle which when completed
should prove to be a big step fordustry. ward in the motion picture inIt is generally conceded that no
film attraction would be well received by an audience were there
no musical accompaniment. Mr.
Van Loan contends that as music
is so essential to the proper presentation of even the greatest film
spectacles, it is but fitting ha music
should not be relegated to second
place, but should be considered
not only as of equal importance as
the film but actually part and parcel of same. With this in view
Mr. Van Loan promises to give,
when completed, a visualization of
music so that an audience may
really see what they hear and hear
what they see. Incidentally, Mr.
Van Loan promises another distinct novelty in that the fihn
presentation will not be interrupted
bv titles.
From

The New

York Globe

DetKl Men's Tales.
"Dead Men Tell No Tales." the
cryptic advertisement which has
decprated the recent dailies in huge
black splashes, is now revealed as a
harmless, necessary movie at the
Broadway this week. This, will be a
relief to those jier\ous souls who were
•atartled by its sinister implication
under pastry ads or patent medicine
announcements. Our own Globe Trotter assures us that he even saw the
notice df an excellent physician with
the traditional "office hours from. 11
to 2 and by appointment," and un^er
it the laconic prophesy "Dead Men
ButXotheTales."
picture is here and all is
Tell
forg-iven because it is ari excellent example of a mystery melodrama of
pirates and bottles of rum and beautiful Spanisli women rescued at least
six times for every reel. Most of the
burden of these rescues fall on Percy
Marmount, as the dauntless hero.
Catherine* Calvert makes a vivid and
flashing: senorita, who is not too proud
to be .saved. The fil,m is combined
with the usual Broadway vaudeville
bill, although it is quite strong enough
to can-j- the programme alone.
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BEFORE reaching young manhood, while but a boy in
his teens, Robert G. Vignola, director of Robert G.
Vignola productions for Cosmopolitan (ParamountArtcraft), determined in his young mind to become an actor.
Everything was done to dissuade him but to no avail. In
desperation, finally, his father bargained with the son whom
he had imported from Italy, at the age of three, and deposited
in Albany, New York, where it was hoped and expected that
said son would grow into a practical young man, adopt some
profession or trade and become a " home-town fixture."
Without confidence in his son's ability to act — and devoid
of any sympathy for his aspirations, the elder Signor Vignola
agreed to furnish transportation to New York and return,
with a meager allowance for living, meantime, but with the
proviso that either " Bob " was to return, giving up all
thought and reference to his wild " aspirazioni," or when the
money gave out, rely solely upon himself and his beloved
" art " for necessities of life.
At least it was a chance. Robert accepted, left for New
York and did not return unto Albany until he was to appear
in a play " at the opera house " the reward of a persistent son
of doubting parents.
It did not impress the family ensemble nearly as much as
it would impress those interested in theatrical activities that
Mr. Vignola had the distinction of making his first appearance
on the stage with two of the world's most-famed dramatic
factors, Eleanor Robson and the late Kyrle Bellew, in
" Romeo and Juliet." For the following seven years he
played leading parts, and became widely and favorably known
for his characterizations. One of his favorite assignments was
to impersonate an old man, when he was but a boy himself.
It has always been his preference to do the " unusual," and
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among earlier productions directed by
FOREMOST
George Archainbaud rank: "As Man Made Her,"
" The Brand of Satan," " A Maid of Belgium," " The
Cross Bearer," " The Awakening," " The Stormy Petrel,"
" The Love Cheat," " A Damsel in Distress," and " Little
Mother Hubbard."
His recent pictures include Elaine Hammerstein in " The
Point of View," " The Pleasure Seekers " and Eugene
O'Brien in " The Wonderful Chance," which won unanimous praise from the critics everywhere.
An angle on Mr. Archainbaud's splendid directorial ability
is supplied with much pertinence in Wid's review of " The
Wonderful Chance." In speaking of the star, Eugene
O'Brien, Mr. Archainbaud's direction is paid a fitting tribute:
" ' The Wonderful Chance,' however, appears to be by all
odds the best starring picture that Eugene O'Brien has had.
Many elements enter into its success, the most prominent of
which are the story, and the skilful direction. Archainbaud's
direction has not only emphasized the high lights of the plot
to a fine degree but has also been responsible to a great sense
of the fine appearance made by the star. The double exposure isgreat — nothing has been seen like it before."
In addition to Wid's enthusiastic praise of Mr. Archainbaud's directorial skill. Motion Picture News attracted attention to the excellent points throughout the picture and
said, among other things, " The picture is well directed and
produced."
George Archainbaud was born in Paris, France, and it was
there that he received his rudimentary education. His motion picture career started when he became an assistant di170

Vignola

now, a director of acknowledged merit, he continues with
" the unusual " for that is the least one may say about his
photoplays. There is little room for adverse criticism, as reviews of his works will verify.
Having mastered his attempt to become a well-known and
competent actor, Mr. Vignola followed the beckoning hand
which led to direction of the motion picture. His first seven
pictures were for Kalem Film Corporation, where he had
started as an actor. Following these, he engaged upon a trip
to Europe and spent many months abroad and as a result he
has
not only visited but played in nearly every country in
Europe.
Some of the stars who have been directed before the
camera by Robert G. Vignola are Constance Talmadge, Ethel
Clayton, Tom and Owen Moore, Pauline Frederick, Jack
Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Hazel Dawn, Alice Brady, Alice
Joyce, Clara Kimball Young, Vivian Martin, Louise Huff,
Alma Rubens and many players of noteworthy ability.
In the past year Cosmopolitan have released " The World
and His Wife," one of the greatest successes of the year, in
which Miss Rubens, Gaston Glass, Montagu Love, Pedro de
Cordova and others were brought to the zenith of their
talents. Ready for distribution are " Passionate Pilgrims,"
with a cast of unusual strength, " The Manifestations of
Henry Ort," and under production " Redemption Cove," all
stories which were placed, with utmost confidence in the
hands of a director sure to make the best of good material.
" The World and His Wife," however, brought Robert G.
Vignola altogether into his own. Greatly admired by all
who come within the range of his cheerful, kindly and altogether dependable direction, Robert G. Vignola has won the
admiration of the industry.
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rector to the French master artist, Emile Chautard, then
associated with the Eclaire Film Company of Paris. Arrived
in America, there followed directorial engagements for the
aspiring young Frenchman, with the Beacon Film Company,
the American Cinema Corporation and Pathe. William A.
Brady gave Mr. Archaijibaud his first big opportunity to
direct when he engaged young George to make " Man Made
Her," starring Gail Kane.
Mr. Archainbaud is a man who devotes his entire energies
and continued efforts to the art of the motion picture. Results emphasize his respect for detail and the injection of a
vitally human element. His is possessed of a keenly observant mind — one that retains what it observes, and is registered through the channel of those fortunate to fall under his
directorial skill.
The past year Mr. Archainbaud has directed for the Selznick Pictures Corporation and will continue his work indefinitely. His outlook upon the coming year is characteristically optimistic. He believes in making better pictures, as
better and wider experience in choosing stories suitable for
the screen, evolve. " Let us say less about better pictures
and do more about it." is Mr. Archainbaud's recommendation. "My ambition is to be able to choose from stories written expressly for the screen, which can be dramatized with
greater effectiveness than attempting to mould material which
was not originally designed for the photoplay into celluloid

entertainment."
To know George Archainbaud and the seriousness of his
purpose is to visualize another year of achievement, in 192 1,
for this young French artist.
Motion

Picture

News

HAKRY
Difecting William Fox Special Productions
C h 'r i s t m a s N u m b e r

MILLAKDE

Director of " Over the Hill "

Now

Directing William Farnum
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WITHEY, one of America's most distinguished
CHET
directors of the motion picture, served a long and
faithful apprenticeship as an actor and scenario writer
and has studied every branch of his art with a completeness
that has brought its ultimate reward — recognition as a director of unquestioned ability. In summing up his qualifications, awell-informed man recently said:
" Withey, unquestionably, has many things in his favor —
but the one which stands out like a beacon light is his braininess. He knows the camera, as well as the technical side
from A to Z. He knows stories and continuities. He knows
stars. He knows " types " — ideas that can be used to advantage in pictures, the valuation of lighting effects. He knows
scenic arrangements and locales. Much of this comes from
study and direct association with things, big and little, that
go to make a picture worth while."
In speaking of his accomplishments, Mr. Withey likens the
progress of the motion picture with that of the development
of the art of portraiture.
" In the early days " declares Mr. Withey, " painters frequently gave undue prominence to minute and unessential
detail. Their backgrounds were overcrowded and resulted
in a sense of confusion, making it difficult for the observer to
focus his attention upon the central figure or group. But,
when we stop to recall that drawing and painting were first
used as a means of story telling, it is easy to understand this
lack of artistic discrimination with its chaotic results. Painting and illustrating made rapid strides in those days, and it
was not long before men arose to preach the gospel of simplicity. Elaborate landscape and unnecessary details were
eliminated and instead of every detail being shown as heretofore, the artist was content to leave something to the spectator's imagination. I believe that motion picture directors
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IT is a series of notable achievements covering the past
three years which led to Jerome Storm's recognition this
year as one of the small group of star directors.
After directing Charles Ray in fourteen pictures, which
established the star as a leader in popularity, and four of Enid
Bennet's best box-office attractions, Mr. Storm's success had
culmination this year in " Peaceful Valley."
" It is worthy of Griffith," commented Harriette Underbill
in the New York Tribune. " In this world where nothing
is perfect one hates to say that the picture is perfect, but at
least we could see no flaw in it. First, we wish to give credit
to Jerome Storm. . . ."
" A sure winner and no mistakes," was the comment from
Wid's. " Jerome Storm's faculty of doing the right thing at
the right time makes ' Peaceful Vally ' come about as close
to perfection as anybody could want."
" The rich atmosphere, the quaint sketching of the star
. . . and the admirable direction of Jerome Storm, who has
an uncanny knack of making everything he touches real . . .
these provide the values of ' Peaceful Valley,' " declared
Lawrence Reid in the Motion Picture News. " Mr. Storm's
backgrounds are fairly eloquent. One can almost catch the
fragrant odors of the country."
" Storm is Well qualified to be stamped as one of our best
through his work in this picture alone," said
directors Mirror.
film
the Dramatic
These are a few of the estimations of the last picture
created by Mr. Storm before he assumed the direction of
Lillian Gish in her first stellar venture since leaving D. W.
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and cameramen have much to learn from the lessons taught
by the history of the development of art and at last we are
beginning to take heed. Colorless characters that make no
appeal to the imagination shall disappear from the screen as
they have disappeared from the canvas. The public is already beginning to demand screen characters that are true
to life and in the future, I believe that the demand for something better and more artistic in the way of photoplay productions, will increase. I, for one, am willing to devote my
every effort toward the continuous betterment of the screen."
As a result of Mr. Withey's high ideals and painstaking
endeavors, he has been called upon to direct such well-known
stars as Norma Talmadge, Madge Kennedy, Billie Burke,
John Barrymore, Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, Mae Marsh,
the
late Bobby Harron, Dorothy Gish, and Constance Talmadge.
The screen adaptation of Douglas Murry's play " The
Man from Toronto," starring Constance Talmadge is one of
two in which Chet Withey will direct the popular young
star. The second " A Butterfly in Harness " is predicted as
a worthy follower, being written especially for Miss Talmadge by Frederick and Fannie Hatton.
A few of the titles of pictures which Mr. Withey has directed from time to time, might serve to give some idea of
the versatility which he has acquiired as a result of his early
training. Among his many successful photoplays are " The
Hun Within," " The Old Folks at Home," featuring Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, " On the Quiet," with John Barrymore,
" She Loves and Lies " and " The New Moon," in which
Norma Talmadge was starred. " Romance," in which Doris
Keene played the leading role, will be remembered as the
poetical picture, hailed as one of the artistic accomplishments
of 1920.

Storm
Griffith's administration. That he is the one director best
qualified to follow Mr. Griffith in guiding Lillian Gish along
her triumphant way is indicated by the Tribune's declaration that the Storm masterpiece of 1921 is worthy of Griffith
himself.
The Lillian Gish picture will be known as a Jerome Stonti
production and will bear the trade-mark of " Storm PicAlthough Mr. Storm declares he has no definite plans
formulated subseuent to the completion of this picture, it has
been
authoritatively reported that he will institute work on
tures."
the first of the " Storm pictures." He expects to leave for
California some time in February or March to consummate
his studio arrangements.
" The human picture with a theme for thought," is the
Storm creed. Plays of an inspirational note fitted into a
background vibrant with democratic life are the type which
he seeks for his future work.
Mr. Storm has a wealth of ideas obtained from his varied
experiences as an actor and director of stage productions for
seven years, during which he covered virtually every town
of the United States. For three years he was an actor in the
Ince studio organization. Because of his. fund of knowledge
concerning all phases of picture production, he was elected
by Thomas H. Ince to direct Enid Bennet. After making
four pictures with that star, he. became director for Charles
Ray. " The Girl Dodger," " The Egg-Crate Wallop," " The
Busher," " Paris Green " and " Peaceful Valley " are a few
of the record-makers which resulted in that star's rise.
Motion

Picture

News

Hope

Hampton
was a difficult role, one to daunt even an actress wise in the
HAMPTON is one of the screen's most recent
HOPE
ways
of studio activities. But Miss Hampton went merrily
and most beautiful captures. Her latest pictures inon. Mr. Perret was filled with admiration : " Vraiment," he
clude "The Modern Salome," directed by Leonce
Perret, " The Bait," a Maurice Tourneur Production, released
exclaimed, " she is mar-vell-ous !"
Hope saw the picture, scrutinized herself, and said, with a
only recently through Famous Players-Lasky, and " The
Power of Love."
firm nod of her head : " I've got to do better than that !" Regardless of this caustic criticism, the picture was successful.
Hope Hampton hails from Dallas, Texas. She was eduMiss Hampton scoring a hit with the public.
cated at the Sophie Newcomb School in New Orleans, La.
But this sternness of judgment is characteristic of Miss
The furtherest thought from young Hope's mind was to emHampton.
The result to the public is an interesting improvebark intoher
thelatent
" movies."
star and
talents. So way down in Dallas lived the
ment in every picture the youthful star comes out in.
And then, to bring Miss Hampton to the attention of proMiss Hampton's next appearance was in a Maurice Tourducers, her jump from obscurity to fame is best indicated by
neur Production, " The Bait," by Sidney Toler, released
through Famous Players-Lasky. This picture, too, is exthe use of the three dots : A picture in a paper . . . instantaneous recognition . . . the Aladdin of sudden fame rubbed
pected to be another box-office knockout.
Prior to working in this production. Miss Hampton decided
his highly polished lamp . . . and behold, the world is now
to broaden her knowledge and see something of the world.
possessed of what, heretofore, only the Lone Star State could
boast.
She went to Monte Carlo, consorting there with Lily Langtry,
known in America as " The Jersey Lily." and with Fannie
A demand that refused to be quelled by " nos " brought
Ward. It was pleasant to tour Italy and other places of ineager-eyed Hope to New York. Producers became interested
terest and see something of the life of other peoples. This
in her, in her beauty which was to everyone apparent, in her
kind of experience is always of value in picture work, which
ability which was potential. She was advised to go to a Draknows no boundary.
School. Training
in every Miss
profession
's wise ; why exceptmatic
the theatrical?
So decided
Hampton.
After " The Bait," Miss Hampton went almost immediately
For six months she studied with unswerving seriousness at
into another production, " The Power of Love," directed by
the Sargent School. At the expiration of that time she was
Jack Gilbert, formerly assistant to Maurice Tourneur. And
in this production Miss Hampton feels, for the first time, that
urged to go on the Screen and there obtain, if nothing more,
she has begun to know herself; to commandeer the histrionic
the apprenticeship of hard, practical experience.
This she did, after weighing the pros and cons with her
powers that are hers.
usual care and thought.
Hope Hampton should be a shining light in the film firmament in the year 1921.
Leonce Perret engaged her for " A Modern Salome." It

Madlaine

sorne months past, the admirers of Madlaine
FOR
Traverse have been mourning the absence of this
splendid actress from the screen. Consequently it
will be gratifying to learn that during 1921, Miss Traverse
is to appear in a series of elaborate special productions, produced by her own company.
The first of these will be based on " The Ivory Disc," by
the well known British novelist, Percy Brebner. This is a
psychological drama of society which created a decided stir
in England last season, where the book first appeared.
As a vehicle for Miss Traverse, the story offers the widest
range for the display of those dramatic and emotional powers
of expression which have brought her such a host of admirers.
This new Madlaine Traverse Production will afford the
star, who ranks with the best dressed women on the screen,
an opportunity to display the ultimate in artistic and modish
dress as expressed in the newest Parisian creations which
the star has ordered especially for this production — customs
tax and all.
For several years Miss Traverse has been one of the best
known emotional stars on both stage and screen.
She is a Boston girl, educated in Europe. At the age of
twelve, Madlaine made her debut on the stage, appearing
first in vaudeville, then in stock and on the road. Even at
this early period in her career, there was a dramatic tensity
and a subtlety about Miss Traverse's acting that created
favorable comment among the critics and caused theatrical
circles to " sit up and take notice."
174

Traverse
Her initiation into motion picture production was in an
Artcraft picture, entitled " The Poor Little Rich Girl " and
with Ivan in " The Sins of Ambition."
William Fox was attracted by Miss Traverse's acting.
The result was a series of Fox pictures, chief among which
are " The Caillaux Case," " The Danger Zone," " The Love
That Dares," " Gambling in Souls," " The Splendid Sin,"
" The Snares of Paris," " Lost Money," " The Hell Ship,"
"What Would You Do?" and others.
Last spring, when Miss Traverse terminated her contract
with Fox, she had two definite ideas in view. The first was
to seek a much needed rest and vacation, something which
she had not enjoyed during two years of practically continuous work, and the second, to complete her plans for
the making of Madlaine Traverse Photoplays on a suitable
scale.
Hereafter Miss Traverse will be seen only in big attractions of a type best suited to her individual dramatic talents
and of a quality which will meet the most exacting demands
of her ever widening circle of admirers.
At least four Madlaine Traverse Photoplays will be produced during the 1921 season; the first of which will be " The
Ivory Disc," probably will be retitled in the picture version.
These super productions will be made by Trinity Productions, Inc., by special arrangements with the star.
It is needless to add that Miss Traverse's first screen offeringing under her new arrangement will be awaited with the
keenest anticipation by photoplay-goers both here and
abroad.
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THERE are a great many things that might be said of
pertinent interest regarding Charles E. Whittaker, he
who with acknowledged skill prepares many stories
we eventually see portrayed upon the screen. The way,
however, to best perspective upon Mr. Whittaker's worthy
activities is to quote him, for his own entertaining way of
telling a story is beyond the pen of the ordinary mortal.
" Who am I," questions the wizard of the pen, " that in this
season of peace and good will I shall talk of my doings? Let
us be original, doing what nobody has ever yet done in the
picture industry — let us ' pan ' somebody for a change.
" Artistically the outstanding high lights of the year were
the last reel of ' Way Down East,' the uncourageous exploitation of ' Earthbound,' * Humoresque,' and ' Over the
Hill ' ; Otis Skinner in ' Kismet ' and the threat of Famous
to give us better pictures. Of these factors of 1920, the last
is most vital and significant. If it will result in weeding out
a lot of incompetents, with which every department of the
industry is cluttered up, sending them back to the farm and
the shoe stores. Famous will have earned a crown of impenetrable glory. Concerning the five great pictures I have mentioned, Iwill fire a handsome present to any exhibitor who
honestly and offhand will name the scenario writer responsible for the script of all five!"
One of the unanswerable questions Mr. Whittaker is fond
of putting is :
" Why does every exhibitor say that pictures are all too
long and then refuse to pay good, fat rentals to those ambitious enough to make serious and wonderful two reelers and
three reel offerings?. If you pay a hundred dollars a night
for a five-reel feature, would you pay sixty for a three-reeler?
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Reply: ' Not unless it were a " Shoulder Arms." '
" We are told that the industry is facing a crisis. Thank
Heaven ! It is always facing a crisis.
This gives it nervous
strength, which is the desired condition of the beautiful and
strong, like a prize fighter's or Rockefeller's check book.
" To indulge in prophecy is futile; but so far as 192 1 is concerned, itseems to me evident that we must resist manfully
both Blue Laws and Blue Lagoon pictures. We shall have a
wave, an epidemic of desert island ' stuff,' because desert
islands are jolly places where there are no censors, no Blue
Laws, no young ladies playing the Meditation from Thais;
no re-issues and no bad carbons. Apart from this, Signor
Ponzi, of Boston, will tell us that the ' steal business ' is in
its infancy ; but the exhibitor knows that there is one variety
of the ' steal business ' that is old enough to have teeth and
wear horn-rimmed glasses."
There are many adaptations and original screen plays, for
which Charles E. Whittaker is responsible, among them (his
first attempt) " The Whip," followed by " The Pride of the
Clan," for Mary Pickford ; " Arms and The Girl " for BiUie
Burke; " Here Comes the Bride " for John Barrymore; " Her
Final Reckoning " for Pauline Frederick ; " The Claw " and
" Eyes of Youth " for Clara Kimball Young ; " Partners of the
Night" (Eminent Authors, Inc.), "Mothers of Men," Edward Jose ; and for Maurice Tourneur " The White Heather,"
" The Life Line," and " The Broken Butterfly." The mention of " La Tosca," " Resurrection," " Fedora " and " The
House of Glass " awaken fond memories of screen plays of
yesterday, while the triumphant presentation of " Kismet,"
one of the most difficult adaptations ever made, was the
acknowledged masterpiece of Mr. Whittaker.
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DENISON CLIFT, dramatist and director, well known
for his stories for William S, Hart, Sessue Hayakawa, Henry B. Walthall, and other stars, is at present in London completing a super feature of Guy de Maupaussant's
Films, Ltd. story of " The Diamond Necklace," for Ideal

So in June, 1920, Mr. Clift left Los Angeles, thence to New
York, and sailed a short time later. Not only has he been
studying production activities abroad, but Mr. Clift has
gained a first hand insight into the national customs and temperaments ofthe people.
He has visited France, Italy, Spain, Morocco, Holland,
Mr. Clift is a San Franciscan. He was educated at StanSwitzerland, Belgium, and Great Britain. While in these
countries, Mr. Clift studied in great detail the masterpieces
ford University. Then followed a career as a short story
writer, novelist, and playwright. Scanning " the " country " of Art in the galleries of the larger cities — Paris, Rome, London, and Madrid.
for more " prizes " to win, Mr. Clift decided to turn his
In London, Mr, Clift accepted an offer to make a picture
skilled hand and creative mind to writing originals for the
screen.
in a British studio. That the offer must have been an unusual
one goes without saying, since Mr. Clift went abroad with
Accordingly, he began to write down ideas that had been
clamoring for paper and typewriter for many a day. The re- intent to study and absorb life in all its complexities on the
sult is a series of successful pictures of unusual rank. His
other side, not to work so " concretely."
He was engaged to direct the world famous, " Diamond
important adaptations include " Wolves of the Rail," for
WilHam S. Hart ; " The Midnight Patrol," Ince-Select special ; Necklace," one of the greatest short stories ever written by
that master of the art, Guy de MaujJaussant.
"Wedlock" for Louise Glaum; "And a Still Small Voice,"
The cast for this production is headed by Milton Bosmer
for Henry B. Walthall ; " His Birthright," for Sessue Hayaand Jessie Winter, both ranking among the elite of English
kawa. The following are original stories and continuities
artists.
for Madlaine Traverse ; " Rose of the West," " The Snares
Mr. Clift prepared his own continuity. Indeed, a skillful
of Paris," "Lost Money," "The Hell Ship, and "What
technic would be called into being to adapt as it schould be
Would You Do?" In rapid succession came original stories
for Gladys Brockwell, Tom Mix, Peggy Hyland, and others.
adapted a story so subtle in its psychology and human delineation of character and the way circumstances makes puppets
It is not generally known, but at one time Mr. Clift was a
feature writer at the Lasky, Ince, and Paralta studios. What
of " us mortals."
is known, however, is his association with the Fox company
Speaking of British production, Mr. Clift says:
as scenario editor of the West Coast Studios.
" While far behind us in technical equipment, there is a
Last June, Mr. Clift severed his connection with the Fox
strong sense of ideals in British studios, and English pictures
company, at least temporarily, in order to go abroad, pri- are improving rapidly. Since the close of the War, the work
has received a strong impetus.
marily,to study production methods on the other side.
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slender
youthname
who Gaston
needed Glass,
a job. identified
Now it re-a,'
recalls " Humoresque," " The World and His Wife,"
and " Corporal Cameron of the Royal Mounted."
Gaston Glass was born in Paris in 1895 and educated there.
He was a protege of Mme. Sarah Bernhardt and for five
years played with Sarah, the divine, in both France and in the
United States. Then began his screen career in Paris with
Pathe Freres and Gaumont.
The World War brought his career to an abrupt intermismission, for Glass enlisted in the French aviation branch of
the Army and saw continuous service. Here, too, his career
was halted by severe wounds.
The boy came to America to recuperate, and while in New
York attracted the attention of no less an authority than
John Emerson. Glass was offered a small part in one of Mr.
Emerson's productions, which was accepted with alacrity. It
was his chance; he made good.
In rapid succession there followed numerous productions
for Famous Players and other companies. He was attracting attention. He was considered the ideal type for the
grown up son of poor, Russian Jewish parents, and accordingly, was cast for this role in " Humoresque." Previous to
■" Humoresque," Glass was " just a juvenile." But in this
Cosmopolitan production, one of the season's four greatest
pictures, he made his first big impression. His finished, delightful work as the gifted violinist has been subject of favorable comment throughout the United States and Canada.
Immediately after completing work in this production, he
was engaged to portray the role of the dreamy poet in " The
World and His Wife." This character was another " scalp "
to Glass' rapidly increasing captures.
No longer were pro-

Charles
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ducers asking " Who is Gaston Glass?" He had commanded
a " name."
Following the release of " Humoresque " and " The World
and His Wife " to the general exhibitor, the Glass boom
reached a deafening pitch. There came many flattering offers
from our foremost producers, material indication enough of
his rapid rise to the near-top in picture circles.
He accepted that contract, however, which seemed the more
desirable from the standpoint of proving that appeal does not
depend upon personal appearance altogether, but upon flesh
and blood ability to live a role.
It was for this reason that he decided to accept the offer
of the title role in the first of the Ralph Connor stories to be
filmed, " The Foreigner." It is the role of the youth in this
picture of the great Northwest, delineated as only Ralph Connor can, and portrayed as only Gaston Glass can, that will to
a great extent put " The Foreigner " across in a big, virile
sort of way. Glass does not wear evening dress, nor the
everyday apparel of easterners. He appears in the rough and
serviceable outfit of a Russian peasant.
His success, evidenced by his re-engagement for another
Connor picture, " Cameron of the Royal Mounted," is based
upon his efforts in the first one. His salary has soared
again, for the contract includes not only a clause to " feain salary.
ture "the young Frenchman but the aforementioned increase
Upon Gaston Glass' return to New York, about the end
of December, 1920, it would seem that he will have made the
best of the months passed into the abyss of Time and may
anticipate even more fully another Happy and Successful
New Year — the wish of his many and staunch friends both in
and out of the industry.

Hutchinson

In these hectic
is called the " King of Stuntmen."
days of dazzling deeds " King " is an aplomb of more
than far-reaching merit.
his undaunted nerve
strength,
Hutchinson's
Charles
coupled with his ambition have led him to do many things
that make the heart of the average person start racing with
thunderous loudness and lightning rapidity.
Hutchinson was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and
educated at the Western University. The " Smoky City "
could not keep Hutchinson long; his ambition demanded
more scope.
He went on the stage and played in several Broadway successes and in vaudeville. For eight years he was occupied
with stage life. Then came his entrance into the field of the
cinema.
He began with the Triumph Company, then went with
Crystal, with Brenon, Solax, Vitagraph, and lastly with
Pathe, with which company he is now " serialing " in great
style.
Hutchinson is an excellent type. In addition to a robust
personality, he is five feet ten and weighs about one hundred
and sixty pounds, dark complexion, dark hair and dark eyes
that are wont to sparkle and brim over with his excitement
and interest in a special stunt.
He is ambitious and has always been so. It was his ambition that caused him to seek laurels as a leading man on the
speaking stage, where he was in vaudeville as a head-liner
for three years. For two years he was leading man for
Frances Starr and Laura Hope Crews. For several years
he was with the Murray Hill Stock Company, where his
HE

1

favorite roies were played in "Way Down East" and "The
Bonnie
Brier before
Bush."the camera has been a notable one, for it
His career
secured for him the name of " King of Stunt-men." This
application was given him during the making of " The Great
Gamble," a serial production in fifteen chapters. So well was
it received by the trade, that Hutchinson was immediately reengaged for additional serials. " The Double Adventure "
was the second one taken up and it proved to be more than
the title indicated, for in every episode there was action of a
very adventurous nature. Scenes were laid in New York,.
South America, Mexico, and Southern California. The script
provided every conceivable kind of work for Mr. Hutchinson.
Upon completion of the second serial Pathe had story and
script ready for the third, which is titled " The Fortieth
Door," and production work was started some months ago.
It was halted during the first episode because of painful injuries sustained by the star, Mr. Hutchinson. This was
due to defective appliances, which resulted in Hutchinson
falling fifteen feet and suffering a dislocated elbow upward
and backward of one arm and dislocation of wrist of the
other arm. For several months it was necessary for him to
give up his work. He is now back before the lens and will
have his third serial ready for release at the specified time.
Mr. Hutchinson can attribute his success in cinema-land
to his ability as an actor. In this respect he is considered
one of the finished leading men of the screen, being an adept
in the performance of " stunts " as the result of his athletic
training which places him in a niche not occupied by other
leading: men who work before the camera.
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past year Earle Williams has starred in stories
THE
selected by him and officers of the Vitagraph Company from the works of the greatest authors of today,
and a glance over the list of productions made, a number of
which have been released, is like reviewing a list of the best
sellers.
The first to be made was Winchell Smith's " The Fortune
Hunter," and after this in the following order came " Captain Swift," by C. Haddon Chambers, the noted English
novelist ; " The Master Stroke," by Van Rensselaer Dey ;
" The Purple Cipher," by Will F. Jenkins ; " The Romance
Promoters," by L. W. Robbins, and the last to be completed was " Diamonds Adrift," by Frederick J. Jackson.
The greatest care is taken in the selection of stories for
Mr, Williams by the Vitagraph Company, as is pointed out
by the fact that at the time of this writing he has with the
scenario organization been going over original screen stories
and novels for four weeks in the hope of finding the one
that has the pleasing combination of romance, light comedy,
and drama, in which class Mr. Williams excels.
In addition to the long tenure of contract record made
by Williams, he also enjoys another distinction — that of having had more leading women than any other screen star, to
say nothing of the fact that he is the oldest player in the
point of continuous service now with the Vitagraph Company.
In Williams' earlier releases he has been known to play
both leads and heavies. The very fact that his delightful
ability to enhance a character with the breath of REAL,
not REEL, life elevated him to the rank of star is of moment to those interested in screen personages.

Bryant

W

and the exhibitor — that's
the public
of n.
A GOOD
Bryant friend
Washbur
The man who puts across the
clean cut, sparkling kind of comedy, the usual Bryant
Washburn production, and who is a box-office winner, is
surely a friend of both the public and the exhibitor.
Accordingly considerable interest is evinced in this popular
star's first independent production, " The Road to London,"
by David Skaats Foster.
Washburn is a Chicago-ite. There he was educated. His
stage career began in 1907, approximately, with George
Fawcett, with whom he appeared in several successes. Then
he advanced and played the lead in Eugene Walters' " The
Wolf " and followed this with an appearance in " The Remittance Man."
The old Essanay Company started out in business about
this time, and Washburn soon became associated with them.
He was a splendid screen type, abetted by sound technic.
For six years he remained with Essanay. At the end of that
time his name was affectionately known to every fan in the
country.
There followed several pictures with Pathe, and from that
company he migrated to Artcraft, then a company within
itself. Here he made " Till I Come Back To You " and " The
Way Of A Man With A Maid." It was about this time that
Artcraft and Famous Players-Lasky consolidated, and for
Paramount, Washburn made " A Very Good Young Man,"
" Love Insurance," " Why Smith Left Home," " Too Much
Johnson," " It Pays To Advertise," " Six Best Cellars," and
" Sick-a-Bed."
Upon the expiration of his Paramount contract, Washburn
acted upon an ambition that had long been formulating into
184

His releases of past years include : " The Grell Mystery,"
" The Hillman," " The Seal of Silence," " The Girl in His
House,'" " An American Live Wire," " A Diplomatic Mission," "The Man Who Wouldn't Tell," "The Highest
Trump," "A Gentleman of Quality," "The Usurper," "A
Rogue's Romance," " The Hornet's Nest," " The Wolf,"
" The Black Gate."
Indeed, Earle Williams, five feet eleven of virile manhood,
possessing those qualities that charm, and possessed of a
personality that "gets across " on the silver sheet with pleasing vigor, is a name among screen personalities.
Earle Williams is a name both to the producer and the fan.
He is the original film industry record-breaker, enjoying the
distinction of having remained longer with one producer and
distributing company than any other actor, writer, or director
of the film industry.
Ten years ago, Earle Williams played his first part for
Vitagraph, and it appears that if President Albert E. Smith
has his way, Williams will be starring for Vitagraph ten
years from now. A record, in these days of frequent moves.
Williams comes from Sacramento, California. He was
educated at the public and high schools in Oakland and at
the Polytechnical College of California.
His stage career began with the Baldwin-Melville stock
company, New Orleans, La., in 1901. Then he went with
the Frederick Belasco Company in San Francisco and Portland and with the James Neill stock company. There followed engagements with Henry Dixey, Rose Stahl, Mary
Mannering, Helen Ware, and George Beban.
His screen career began with Vitagraph ten years ago.
And there he has been ever since.
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tangible thoughts — to organize his own company.
His ideas were more or less crystallized, since the plan had
occupied him for several years. There was little loss of time,
therefore, in completing the formation of the Bryant Washburn Productions, now known as Screenplays Productions,
Inc., with offices in both New York and Los Angeles.
The picture rights to " The Road to London," a best seller
in England, which was deemed suitable to Washburn's clever
pantomine, were purchased. Mr. Washburn, his wife and
little son with various members of the company sailed from
New York for London, in and around which Metropolis the
picture was taken.
An all-British cast was engaged, men and women who have
made their names famous, Joan Morgan playing opposite
Washburn. Indeed, this production has been called " a perfectly cast romance." It was picturized-and directed by Eugene G. MuUin.
" The Road to London " perhaps may be said to establish
something of a precedent, ranking with the first of the big
American screen-plays to be made in England. Much interest
has been aroused in that country in this new independent production of Mr. Washburn.
Bryant Washburn has done much to raise the standard of
screen comedy to its present high standard. He would never
consent to play in a picture that harped on vulgarity, knowing that these pictures are to be seen by children. The opprobrium of the censors or of specially formed Mothers' Clubs
against pictures unsuitable for " young America " is not applicable to the Washburn pictures. Simply because this end
of distribution as applied to production has been one of the
salient factors upon which the star based his cinematic code.
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VER THE HILL," the photoplay that made strong
I men weep, women sob and almost simultaneously
brought forth roars of laughter. And the picture,
too, that put Harry Millarde, its director, " Over the Top."
Until a few months ago, " over the top " was used upon the
slightest provocation to describe the net results of single or
combined activities which brought about the realization of
hope or ambition. Most adequately do they now describe the
recognition attributed Harry Millarde for what is conceded to
be one of the greatest picture plays of 1920. It might otherwise be described in the words supplying the title for a
season's success of some years ago, " The Talk of New York,"
for " Over the Hill " created a furore of excitement which continued for many days after its premiere and has been the
subject of editorials by many famed litterateurs.
One might gather from the constant reference to Mr. Millarde as having directed " O ver the Hill " that this was his
first success. Not, indeed. For many months he has been
directing picture plays and has a number of box-office attractions to his credit. He played in and directed " Every Girl's
Dream," for be it known Mr. Millarde is still young, of admirable physique and of the qualifications sought for in a leading
man. " Miss U. S. A." and " Sunshine Maid," starring June
Caprice were directed by Harry Millarde, as well as " BlueEyed Mary," " Miss Innocence," " Gambling in Souls," " Rose
of the West," " Sacred Silence " and others.
When Fox Film Corporation signed Pearl White for feature
productions, the first one was assigned Harry Millarde, which
is a tribute to his ability. Obviously a great deal depended
upon the production, Miss White's first starring vehicle in a
feature subject, for a period of some time. " The White
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longer is it necessary to point to " The Turn in the
Road," " Better Times, " Poor Relations," and other
productions which have been directed by King Vidor
in order to identify him. The mention of his name immediately suggests his work, and the far-famed " Jack Knife
Man."
For like a rainbow, bringing in its wake sunshine and a

No

promise of fairer weather, " The Turn in the Road," King
Vidor's very first multiple reel film, ushered in a spiritual
renaissance in cinema-dom, being followed by other productions, which fulfilled the promise of excellency prophesied
by the artistic premier.
Where some pictures intrigued the senses and appealed
to the love of physical action, Vidor's productions spoke
directly to the soul. A gossamer whimsy which unbottled
the more tender and gentle of human emotions and thoughts.
Others sought for and found realism, King Vidor sponsored
reality. And in this hazy distinction — hazy insofar as words
express it, vivid insofar as pictures go — rests the difference
between King Vidor productions and " productions."
King Vidor includes other artistic gems in his list : " Better Times," "The Other Half," "Poor Relations," "The
Family Honor," and " The Jack Knife Man." Much of the
lustre of these photoplays radiated from the poetical personality of Florence Vidoir, cast in the leading feminine
roles — a rare flower transplanted and blooming in plain, old
fashioned gardens.
The Vidor photoplays have been spoken of as poems,
poems that might have been conjured up from dream life
into soft, distinct figures of reality ; poems that James Whitcomb Riley and Eugene Field might have sponsored from
186

Moll " was well received and widely praised. .
Then, after having searched for a story, Mr. Fox called
upon Mr. Millarde to consider " Over the Hill to the Poor
House." The old Carleton
handed down through
was to form the foundation poem,
for the script. It appeared, atages,
the
time, unsuitable material to the young director, until the enthusiasm ofthe executive aroused his interest and he began
visualizing the picture version.
Right here, being the son of parents in moderate circumstances with many little mouths to feed and as many little
lives to consider, supplied the tenderness of thought so visibly
reflected through the channels of his players, the heart-strings
of the youthful director. One would recognize immediately
that the " man behind the gun " in this case knew something
about home life, of the amusing, and sometimes pathetic misunderstandings between juvenile characters, of the thoughtless incidents of humiliating torture sent upon elders by their
own flesh and blood. And, also, did his " small town " experience manifest itself, though one might think it was a:
smaller town, judging from the picture, than Springfield,
Ohio.
Nevertheless, it was in Springfield that Harry Millarde was
born. He has learned, through his own efforts to become
successful from an artistic as well as a financial standpoint,
what sacrifice, disappointment and final achievements mean.
His stage career paved the way for his knowledge of technique and the effect hoped for in presenting a theme before
an audience and the observations of a life 01 one twice his
age, are reflected by the portrayals of characters who go to
make up the personnel of the picture that put Harry Millarde
" Over the Top," which is the great success " Over the Hill."

Vidor
the Oberon of their imaginations to the reality of life.
King Vidor has just completed filming " The Sky Pilot,"
from the well known novel by Ralph Connor, for the Catharine Curtis Corporation ; and in this photodrama of the Canadian Rockies infuses, according to those fortunate enough
to witness a private pre-view, an elemental strength, a native vigor, that conduces to a tonic quality symbolizing the
wild, wide places, where man contacts the mountains, the
great trees, the animal kingdom ; and sleeps on the naked
earth beneath the canopy of the sky. Man in God's country.
King Vidor is a son of the South, born in Galveston, Texas,
twenty-six years ago. He was educated at some of the leading southern and eastern colleges.
Florence Vidor was born in Houston, Texas, and it was
there she was educated at a convent and the high school.
Her screen career embraces the following productions :
" The Countess Charming," " The Bravest Way," " New
Wives for Old," " Till I Come Back To You," " The Honor
of His House," " The White Man's Law," and then follow
the pictures with her husband. King Vidor: "The Turn in
the Road," " Poor Relations," " The Other Half," " Better
Times," and others.
Neither husband nor wife had ever had stage experience
prior to adventuring into cinema realms.
The motion picture is King Vidor's religion. To him it is
Nature's first adequate universal language, and the greatest
force ever given to Man since Time began. He believes it
will, through being universally circulated, ultimately create
a deeper understanding between nations and races ; that it
will be the means of abolishing war and laying the foundation
for a True Brotherhood of Man.
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ROCKCLIFFE FELLOWES has something of a record among screen leading men in that he has never
yet been cast in an unsuccessful picture. And as Mr.
Fellowes for a period of more than six years has been a leading man and featured player in innumerable picture plays,
it is a record worth noting.
Rockcliffe Fellowes was born in Ottawa, Canada. He
studied at several of the leading colleges, expecting to become
a banker, and for years toiled through a business career that
failed to inspire him. Then came his advent onto the stage
and abandonment of commercial business for once and for
all. Fellowes played prominent roles with Ethel Barrymore,
Cyril Scott and others.
His first venture in the realm of the silent drama was in
the featured role of " Regeneration," one of the early Fox
super specials which won for him tremendous popularity
almost overnight among motion picture fans everywhere and
secured him recognition as one of the ablest actors who had
then forsaken the speaking stage for the celluloid drama.
Since that time, Mr. Fellowes has never been anything but
a lead in most cases being featured and in every role always
commanding the interest of picture players by his capable
work.
His most recent production, which will not be released
until sometime in 192 1 was opposite Ethel Clayton in "The
Price of Possession," produced by Hugh Ford for Famous
Players-Lasky from the novel by Winifred Boggs.
Prior to this he had played opposite this star in several
notable productions, all of which were tremendously popular, the combination being a most happy one.
Previously, Rockcliffe Fellowes played the part of the
young doctor, the principal male role in Hugo Ballin's first

Gordon

STANDING, fast becoming another actor of
GORDON
the large family of artists to command due recognition for his artistic work, has spent a busy year. His
activities have not been confined altogether to pictures.
The Standings are to the stage of England what the Barrymores are to the American stage. The famous old family of
stage celebrities consists of six brothers and Herbert Standing, the father. The brothers are Sir Guy Standing, Daryl
Standing, Aubrey Standing, Wyndham Standing and the
twins, Harold and Herbert, Jr. Gordon H. Standing is a
nephew of Herbert, Sr., and a son of Frank Standing, known
to the stage as Frank Celli.
An old English Quaker family of London is the source, and
out of respect for the feelings of their elders, who objected to
their ambitions to become actors, when Herbert and his
brothers Frank and William went on the stage, they assumed
other names. Herbert took the name of Herbert Crellin,
Frank became Frank Celli, while William christened himself William T. Carleton.
All won laurels upon the lyric and dramatic stage. Since
then Herbert, Sr., has resumed the family name and so, also,
has his nephew, Gordon H. Standing. William T. Carleton's
son is William P. Carleton, who has retained his father's professional name and is well known in motion pictures.
Two daught;ers of Herbert Standing, Sr., are also in the
motion picture field. They are the Misses Joan and Grace
Standing.
Faith Standing, a sister of Gordon H. Standing's, has retained her father's professional name and is known to the
stage of England, alone, as Faith Celli.
188

Fellowes
independent
duced with anproduction,
all-star cast. " Pagan Love," which was proAmong his other recent noteworthy successes was opposite
Constance Talmadge in " In Search of a Sinner," Norma Talmadge in " Yes or No," and Elaine Hammerstein in " The
Point
of View."
Recently
there was some talk of producing an all-Canadian
picture in which the principal actors and actresses would be
from the Dominion and Fellowes was selected for the featured male part.
Fellowes comes from a long line of noted Canadians, among
them the famous Colonel MacNab, who possessed great
estates in and near the city of Ottawa, Canada, and was
prominent a generation ago in the politics of Upper Canada.
Rockcliffe Park, from which Fellowes takes part of his name,
originally formed a portion of his ancestor's great estate.
Fellowes was educated at Bishop's College and at Ashbury in Lower Canada. Originally a banking career was
planned for him and it was with such a career in mind that
he studied finance and other courses in banking. For several
years he engaged in business pursuits. But his artistic impulses eventually overcame the opposition of his elders and
he then abandoned business for the stage.
The stage presented new obstacles — obstacles which young
Fellowes, business man, viewed with cheery mien and then
proceeded to hurtle.
Chief among the celebrities he played with on the legitimate stage are Mrs. Fiske, Ethel Barrymore, Cyril Scott,
Grace George, William Courteney, and many others. His
excellent work in " Within The Law," and " Under Cover "
are especially worthy of note, and will long be remembered
in theatrical circles and by play-goers.

Standing
This internationally famous family is planning a reunion
for the coming summer in London or New York. Inasmuch
as the greater percentage of the Standing family is on this
side of the Atlantic, it is highly probable that the reunion
will take place in New York.
Gordon Standing is a most versatile actor, as some of the
roles he has portrayed during the past year will prove. In
"Miss 139," he played a character heavy in a company headed
by Diana Allen, and in " Man and Woman," with Miss Allen,
again, played a juvenile lead. Followed his selection for
the role of the Reverend Doctor Brown, in " The Foreigner."
Anyone who has read Ralph Connor's thrilling story will
recall with pleasure the beautiful character, which, in the
screen version, it is said Mr. Standing has played to perfection.

Temporarily, at the end of 1920, Gordon Standing is forsaking the screen, only because of an opportunity to appear
upon the Orpheum Circuit in vaudeville, in a sketch founded
upon Sir James Barrie's " The Half Hour."
In addition to earning laurels upon the stage and screen,
the Standing family have also won honorable place in the
recent war's Hall of Fame. Four of them served with the
Allied Armies, and Sir, Guy Standing was Knighted for
meritorious service with the British Army. Gordon H.
Standing served with the Second Division of the United
States Army, participating in the great operations of that
Division, following which he spent five months in the Army
Standof Occupation in Germany. What more could Gordon pride?
ing wish for to satisfy his justly national and family
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JAMES VINCEI«IT, Director of the Motion Picture
Directors' Association, is possibly in a better position
to offer a message of " Good Will," representing directors at large, than any man in the industry. This because
of the unique position occupied by him as Chief Exejcutive
of the New York Lodge of M. P. D. A. As its President
he calls upon himself and members on both coasts to be only
the servants of the progress of art, now most conspicuously
in the limelight. Mr. Vincent recently said :
" To the producer and distributor the director is his right
hand man. True, he is a paid employee, but upon him rests
the carrying out of the policy and quality of production which
the producer presents. A better understanding between producer and director is most desirable and any concession by
the producer should be repaid in his product. He knows of
the demand of the market. His director must, in the final
analysis, satisfy this demand. In • the development of the
story and the actual making of the picture there should be
perfect understanding and to the many trying times in this
progress the director should alwaiys have the backing and
support of the producer who creates the opportunity. This
has developed to a pleasing degree, let it continue to grow is
the humble plea of the director. Let us spread it throughout the industry, for the making of truly great pictures, always set up standards which we may aim to surpass.
" The so-called efficiency expert has proven a failure in
this industry in the past and has been the undoing of some
of the largest companies, because his kind of efficiency has
been in direct opposition to the essential points of picture
making and in constant antagonism with the director. Has
he figured time and light, or human element with which
the director must constantly deal? True efficiency will come
when approximate expenses are worked out on the law of

average by the men of finance in conjunction with a practical
director.
relationship
is greatly
desired conceives
by the director
and" Athecloser
author.
That which
the author
in the
mind is a mental picture. It must be translated to the screen
by a director. He must perceive and feel the author's conception as the book pictures; it must be in vision before he
can clothe it with proper action to be understood by an audience. The director is the actors' guide. There must
be affiliation. For the actor is likened to a finely toned instrument which by interpretation the conception of the author through the meditation of the director gives entertainment to the spectator.
" We seek a closer tie to bind us to the exhibitor. Director
and Exhibitor now need to work in harmony. Our aims are
similar. One makes the picture the other presents it. The
director from afar off attempts to get under the skin of the
audience. The exhibitor is one with the public. We must
got to know one another intimately and profit by each others'
experiences.
" The Motion Picture Directors' Association, has been organized to maintain the honor and dignity of the profession
of Motion Picture Directors and all persons connected with
the Motion Picture business. To cultivate the usefulness
and to exert every influence to improve the moral, social and
intellectual standing of our members. In our councils all
matters of vital interest to the various phases of the industry
are taken under consideration in an organized manner and
by the pooling of brains, conclusions are arrived at which
benefit the work of the director and the industry in general.
" The M. P. D. A. interpretes a standard — one, by which
all directors may profit — cooperation, exchange of ideas and
brotherly love."

Society
Cinematograph

BECAUSE a few cinematographers in the motion picture industry in Los Angeles were dissatisfied with
existing organizations of cameramen, and because
they dreamed of possibilities, they met to discuss the means
of bringing about desired changes. Out of these earnest
conferences grew the organization of the AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS, chartered under
the State of California on the 8th day of January, 1919.
Their purpose was to bring into closer confederation and
cooperation the leaders in the profession and thereby promote the interests and welfare and protect the rights of the
members of the Society.
The fifteen charter members formed the first Beard of
Governors, and from this nucleus has grown a membership
of seventy picked men. Membership can be secured only by
invitation and each proposed member is judged solely upon
his record and ability as an expert cinematographer, and his
character and personal fitness for membership. It is their
ideal to make membership in the Society a mark of honor
and distinction based on merit.
This Society is not affiliated in any way with any other
organization and is quietly devoting itself to the growth and
development of their part of this great industry — making
big pictures arid studying the problems peculiar to the profession. The members realize the importance of the cameraman in recording a production and aim to be worthy of
recognition from the producers. For years the cameraman
has striven for recognition on the screen; in this effort the
Society has assisted materially, for few good pictures are
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now shown without the name of the photographer on the
screen. This is no more than his due for he is a very human
individual and the sight of his name on a picture is a satisfaction and an incentive to new endeavor.
We do not suggest that photography is the only important element that enters into the making of a successful picture, but we can say that there have been many pictures sold
on the merit of the photography, in which either the story
or action was decidedly weak — and poor photography can
ruin an otherwise strong picture!
Screen photography is the vehicle which carries to the
audience the thoughts and the genius of author and director
and the talent of the actor. It is thus one of the greatest factors in the success of a photoplay. The photoplay of today
should be considered as an artistic entity and to secure the
most satisfactory results, the cameraman should be a collaborator with the director in translating the original ideas of the
author to the screen. It is useless to discuss the obvious advantage to the director when he has a cinematographer who
can without suggestion or explanation carry out his ideas.
In the membership are several who have advanced from
their position behind the camera and are now directing,
among them being the well known student and cameraman,
Mr. Hugh C. McClung. Mr. Edward Kull is directing at
Universal City; Mr. George Hill is directing Louise Lovely
at Fox Studio; Mr. Fred Leroy Granville has finished four
pictures with Samuelson Productions at Isleworth, England ;
and our president. Mr. Philip E. Rosen, is now directing his
own productions at Metro.
Motion
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J^^- CLIFT left Los Angeles June first for
a six months' tour of the Continent and
Great Britain, to gain an insight first hand into
National customs and temperaments. France,
Italy, Spain, Morocco, Switzerland, Belgium,
Holland, Scotland, Ireland and England have
been visited. The great Art masterpieces in the
galleries of the Old World Capitals; the tragic
gayeiy and fascination of Paris, Monte Carlo,
Port Said, Ostend and Venice; the undercurrent
of social revolution smouldering in the hearts
of millions abroad; the changing thought of the
European — all have contributed a wealth of
fresh material for a series of powerful modern
photoplays now in preparation for an international field.
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coming of a new year in motion picture history
THE
is accompanied by an announcement from Thomas H.
Ince, which indicates that a new productional poUcy
will be followed in the filming of Ince pictures for the coming twelve months, that an amount of effort even greater
than was expended during the past year will be embodied in
the series of specials to be released by the Associated Producers and the Douglas MacLean pictures, individual starring vehicles for this one Ince star, to be released through
Paramount.
Mr. Ince believes that the exhibitor and the public have
tired of the story built around the peculiar personalities of
the stars. It is quite evident that the new era in pictures
demands powerful drama with much vitality and scope of
general appeal; that a story embodying all the elements of
plot action, characterization, and idea, enacted by capable,
experienced players, regardless of their name or its so-called
fame, will win the favor of all.
The coming year, Mr. Ince states, will also see a
marked improvement in the effect and artistry of direction
and in photography and general productional care. Like a
stage play which scores a hit overnight by virtue of its story
and staging, regardless of the personnel of cast, so will the
photoplay of 1921. Mr. Ince, who has always supervised the
productions coming from his plant, will take an active hand
in the direction of all his pictures for Associated Producers,
Inc. Says Mr. Ince:
" Production at my studios is progressing to the fullest
extent and conditions are more active than they have ever
been in my career as a producer. I have completed my second Associated Producers release, " Lying Lips," which represented the biggest spectacle I have ever made and which

Maurice

TOURNEUR, producer of the exquisite
MAURICE
and perfect production of Stevenson's " Treasure
Island," Maeterlinck's " The Blue Bird," " Prunella,"
"Victory," "The Whip," "Trilby," "Mother," "A Poor
Little Rich Girl," and " The Bait," recently completed " The
Last of the Mohicans," his stupendous picturization of Fenifamous isnovel.
Cooper's
more
Maurice
Tourneur
a Frenchman who came to America
quite by accident. One day he was seen reading an English
magazine in the Eclair studio in Paris. Emile Chautard,
then directing Tourneur in pictures, suggested that, since he
could speak the language, he should go to the United States
for American Eclair, which he soon did, arriving in New
York in 1914. From his initial efforts his rise was meteoric.
It is the fruits of this ripe experience that Maurice Tourneur
is putting specials on the screen today via the new Associated Producers organization, of which he is a part with
George Loane Tucker, Thomas H. Ince, Allan Dwan, Mack
Sennett, Marshall Neilan, and J. Parker Read, Jr.
Tourneur is a master of illusion, of atmosphere, of dreams
and fantasies, conceded by critics and screen lovers the world
over to be one of the most artistic directors. He rightly deserves the praise, for he has served his time learning the
beautiful things that he gives to the eighth art, as the photoplay is called today :
Born in Paris, Tourneur spent most of his early life there.
Neither of his French parents were professional, his father
being a jeweler and his mother a devoted wife. At eighteen
he was graduated from Lycee Condorcet. After finishing
college, young Maurice became a designer and interior decorator, and has created illustrations for books and magazines,
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H.

Ince

embodies more time, effort, and money than half a dozen
average program features.
" In addition to three Associated Producers specials, I
have entered production as well on a Douglas MacLean
production for Paramount release."
Following "Lying Lips ".will come another Ince-Associated Producers special with a cast including Hobart Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Niles Welch and Madge Bellamy.
The title of the drama will be announced shortly.
The next feature, recently completed and set for early release, is " Mother," an original story with scenario by C.
Gardner Sullivan, directed by Fred Niblo,
with a cast including Lloyd Hughes, Betty Blythe, Joseph Kilgour, and
others.
Thomas H. Ince personally directed a number of the most
vital scenes in " Lying Lips," as well as cut and edited the
many thousand feet of film which were exposed. He supervised the other productions, in accordance with his usual
productional policy.
Relative to his plans for the coming year, Mr. Ince said:
" I am of the opinion that the motion picture industry is
now in a state of readjustment commensurate with the present-day demands of both exhibitors and the public.
" While there is a prevalent idea that production is being
diminished, I interpret this as meaning that it is only because the individual star, or program, series plan is being
replaced by the all-star special production, which necessitates more time and money than the former program policy.
" I can see only benefit for exhibitors and their box-offices
in the coming of the all-star special. I would like to impress
exhibitors with the necessity of extending their runs and presenting agood picture as long as it will hold up."

Tourneur
posters, curtain and fabric designs and beautiful stage settings.
He became associated with Auguste Rodin, the celebrated
French sculptor, and later with the Parisian mural painter,
Puvis de Chavannes, with whom he did much work on
decorating the Boston library.
The next three years saw Tourneur an artillery officer in
the French army.
After leaving the service in 1900 he felt a craze for acting
and went on the Theatre Paris stage. He rose rapidly, receiving aroad engagement for one night stands of four plays,
in which he did nine characters.
Tourneur was then chosen by Mme. Rejane to make a
world tour. They appeared in France, England, Italy, Portugal, Africa, and North and South American countries, Tourneur directing and playing in her support.
After his return to Paris, he joined Andre Antoine, assisting in the production of more than 400 plays in 7 years.
About this time his attention was drawn to the photoplay,
which now was making itself heard. He visited his old
friend, Emile Chautard, whom he had directed on the stage
and who now headed Eclair, the principal film company of
Paris. In 1910 they had exchanged places, Tourneur becoming an actor under Chautard's direction. His first film was
" The Merry Widow." It did not take him long to understand pictures, and soon he directed for Eclair, being sent to
Africa to make war pictures. Here he produced big features,
including " The Fall of Constantine."
And then came Chautard's suggestion that he come to
America. The rapid rise of this artistic director is one of the
pleasantest bywords in production circles.
Motion
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Charles

year now closing has been easily the most memoTHE
lable in the already notable career of Charles Ray. It
has witnessed the formation of his own company and
his debut as an independent producer, his affiliation with
Arthur S. Kane, the carrying into effect of the contract for
the release of his productions by First National, the building
of his fine new studios, and the presentation of his greatest
film triumphs up to the present.
The Charles Ray Productions, Inc., was chartered early
in January, with the star's father, Charles T. Ray, as president Richard
;
Willis, first vice president and general manager; Albert A. Kidder, Jr., secretary, treasurer and assistant general manager ; Gus Inglis, second vice president, and
Charles Ray and Mr. Inglis, directors.
The union of forces with Mr. Kane was effected almost
simultaneously with the organization of the Arthur S. Kane
Pictures Corporation by the well known executive whose
name it bears and who has been its president from the begining. Mr. Kane now presents Mr. Ray in all his new productions, while his company supervises all the star's New
York activities, books, plays and other screen material purchased for his use being contracted for through the Kane
offices.
At the beginning of his career as an independent producer
the star determined to confine himself almost exclusively to
pictures adapted from stage successes and popular stories by
celebrated authors, a policy he is following with marked success. His initial attraction was a picturization of George
M. Cohan's famous musical comedy hit, " Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway," in which Mr. Ray took the part of
" Kid " Burns, the role the actor-composer had made famous.
" I can think of no other man now in the films," said Mr.

Nigel

THIS is the leading man whose work as an actor pleases
the leading women and the public, as indicated by the
exceptional reports received at the office of the pro
ducers.
Mr. Barrie has had a number of exceptional releases during
the years he has been in pictures, the number increasing in
personality value as Nigel's art increased in power ; especially
is this true of 1920 and for the excellent productions in which
Barrie is cast for 192 1.
This popular lead was born in Calcutta, India. His mother
came from Cork and his father from London. Young Nigel
was educated in England, at Haileyburg College.
His stage career embraces a long series of successes and
sojourns with the most brilliant figures in the theatrical world,
including Sir Frank Benson, Sir Herbert Tree, Fred Terry
and Julia Neilson, John Drew, and Grace George. He
played leads — a real matinee idol with loads of ability — in
" The Count of Luxemburg," " Gypsy Love," and " The
Laughing Husband." Barrie was a professional dancer in
vaudeville with Joan Sawyer.
Now follows the beginning of his screen career. Nigel
made a hit from the start. His tall figure and clean-cut
features scored heavily on the screen. He is six feet one,
slender, black hair and brown eyes, and a way of deporting
himself that elicits a gurgle of " mooned-eyed " worship from
every girl and even causes the more sedate "mamas " to
smile in a way that indicates " she had just such a handsome
man paying court to her when she was young."
Barrie played in the " Bab " series with Marguerite Clark
and also played opposite this star in " A Widow By Proxy."
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Cohan, " to whom I would rather entrust this stage character of my own creation, which has become, through long theatrical association, very dear to me." The author was quite
as enthusiastic after seeing the film and " Forty-five " is
proving as great a triumph on the screen as it was on the
stage.
Mr. Ray's second independent production was " Peaceful
Valley," the classic rural comedy drama which Edward E.
Kidder wrote for the late Sol Smith Russell, and which
formed the basis of the celebrated actor's fame and fortune.
In " Nineteen and Phyllis," a delightful comedy by Frederick Stowers, for release during holiday week, Mr. Ray*
promises to maintain the very high standard set in the two
previous offerings. He recently completed the production of
" The Old Swimmin' Hole," the picture rights to which, with
three other James Whitcomb Riley poems — " The Girl I
Loved," " Home Again," and " Out to Old Aunt Mary's " —
he bought several months ago. He is now at work on " Scrap
Iron," by the late Charles E. Van Loan.
Early in the summer Mr. Ray bought a group of fourteen
of the Charles H. Hoyt comedies, each of them a play of
genial warmth and sparkling humor. The list included : "A
Black Sheep," "A Brass Monkey," "A Hole in the Ground,"
"A Midnight Bell," "A Milk White Flag," "A Rag Baby,"
"A Runaway Colt," "A Stranger in New York," "A Trip to
Chinatown," "A Temperance Town," "A Contented Woman,"
"A Day and A Night," "A Dog in the Manger," and "A Texas Steer." Subsequently, he sold "A Contented Woman "
to Joseph M. Schenck, for Constance Talmadge, and " A
Texas Steer " to Samuel Rork.
Among other stories which Mr. Ray has acquired is "Ramsey Milholland," one of Booth Tarkington's boy tales.

Barrie
Other pictures include : " The Marionettes," " The Better
Wife," " Joselyn's Wife," " Tangled Threads," " The Cinema
Murder," " The Turning Point," and " The Honey Bee."
Among his most exceptional releases for 1920 are " Their
Wonder Child," opposite Margarita Fisher and following
this, " The Girl in the Web," opposite Blanche Sweet. In the
First National release starring Katharine MacDonald, " The
Notorious Miss Lisle," he played the lead and was opposite
Pauline Frederick in " The Slave of Vanity," which special
has just been released. Mr. Barrie's excellent work in it has
won the praise of the fans and resulted in new laurels for
him.
He is now working with Ora Carewe and Milton Sills, all
three of whom have important roles, in an all-star Metro picture, "What's the Matter With Marriage." This play will
introduce a new twist to the eternal triangle, in which there
is no heavy, all parts being of the sympathetic nature.
It is Mr. Barrie's ambition to become a director. His past
work and the concentration he always devotes to the work
in hand certainly fits him for this new position in production. It is with this intention that he has booked passage on
the Olympic to go to Europe in April or May. With the view
of touring the Continent and acquainting himself with scenes
and customs. Later he plans touring the Orient for the same
purpose. It is because of this intention and the planned
" Barrie travel tour " that Nigel has not been classed with
the Real Estate buyers of the film colony. He believes it is
to his advantage at this time to prepare for the work he
wishes to take up later.
Motion
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S. STURGEON
Producer of

" God's Country and the Woman "
" The Chalice of Courage
" Destiny "
" Pretty Smooth "
" Sundown Trail "
" The Breath of the Gods '
and other successes
For twelve years author, editor, manager
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ISMET," the crowning glory of success, and the
big achievement of Louis Gasnier, in 1920. Not
X. m. that previous to the heralded special he had not
had sufficient to carry him, with laurels, through the year,
but with " Kismet " as his climax, he was sure to win.
Two years ago Mr. Gasnier organized his own producing
company, under the name of the L. J. Gasnier productions.
He produced a number of pictures released through Robertson-Cole including " The Beloved Cheater," " The Butterfly
Man," and " Occasionally Yours," in which Lew Cody was
starred. This brought Mr. Gasnier up to the beginning of
his work on " Kismet."
Regardless of his previous successes, Mr. Gasnier has
reached the topmost peak of artistic directing in " Kismet."
Given a wonderful vehicle, he directed in a wonderful manner. There has been nothing on the silver sheet for many
moons that compares with this photoplay from the standpoint of art and detail. Mr. Gasnier fully realized his task
when he undertook it. In the first place, the picture had to
be taken in California instead of the city of Bagdad, in old
Turkey, where the story is placed. Here was the first obstacle which, although apparently as insurmountable as a
mountain, Mr. Gasnier overcame through concentration and
ability. The City of Bagdad, in the picture, is in reality a
replica of the historic Oriental city and defies the eye of the
most experienced traveler.
As a crowning tribute to the famous director, Otis Skinner, who is perhaps more familiar with " Kismet " than Edward Knoblock, the author, himself, has the following to
say concerning the work of Mr. Gasnier.
" In the making of ' Kismet ' for the screen, I was sur-

Nate

C

DIRECTOR NATE WATT, well known as a director, is now at work filming " Peck's Bad Boy." The
picturization of this popular story of a mischievous
younster is creating a deal of favorable comment, for there
is no doubt about it, the finished product will be a splendid
box office attraction, especially as handled by Director Watt.
Little Jackie Coogan, who plays a prominent part in " The
Kid," Charlie Chaplin's new picture, is entrusted with the
title role in " Peck's Bad Boy," and Nate expects to do big
things with the talented little actor.
Watt is a young man, only twenty-nine. He has had a
singularly uphill fight to become a full fledged director, but
his years of experience will certainly prove of great value
to him in his future work.
Starting in a minor capacity with Lois Weber nine years
ago. Watt soon became assistant director for the company
and was of great aid to Miss Weber in the making of some
of her most famous productions. He assisted in filming
" Hypocrites," " The Dumb Girl of Portici ; " " Captain
Courtesy," with Dustin Farnum in the leading role ; and
"Where Are My Children."
Mr. Watt then accepted a position as co-director with
William Russell in a series of six features for the American
Film Company. Next came an assistant director's berth
with Robert Thornby in six productions starring Blanche
Sweet.
Again came A. well considered move. Mr. Watt went with
Metro, assisting in several pictures starring Bert Lytell.
He left that company to go with Director Chester Franklin,
who was making the Sol Lesser special production, " What
Women Love," starring Annette Kellerman.
The director
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rounded with every possible assistance. Magnificent mountings, gorgeous costumes and an exceptional cast, all of which
was handled by Louis J. Gasnier, the director, in a masterly
manner. I understand that Mr. Gasnier never saw the production upon the legitimate stage, and I marvel at his work.
I looked for the tiny things that had helped make the
original production such a success, and Mr. Gasnier had
guessed them all. If I am permitted to do another production for the screen, I trust I will be surrounded by just such
an organization, with Louis J. Gasnier, at the helm."
We must hark back many years to understand just when
and how Louis J. Gasnier began the career which today
finds him an expert in his line. Mr. Gasnier was born in
Paris, France, and began his early dramatic training under
the guiding hand of M. Antoine, of the Teatro Libre, who,
at that time, was the acknowledged peer of stage directors
in Paris. Mr. Gasnier had a penchant for the stage. At the
age of sixteen he made his first public appearance, playing
juvenile parts in repertoire at the Teatre Renaizzance.
Mr. Gasnier's rise on the stage was meteoric and it was
not long before the ambitious young man was made stage
manager. Under his direction, many of the French plays of
the time were presented. It was while rehearsing his company in " The Wandering Jew " that Gasnier became interested in the photoplay drama.
It was in 1900 that Mr. Gasnier signed his first contract
as a motion picture producer. For a number of years he had
been production manager for foreign studios in Paris, Rome
and Monte Carlo. In 1910 he came to America and began
directing a number of celebrated artists in the new country.
His efforts have justly won him distinction.

.

Watt

became ill, suddenly, and Watt was given his first real opportunity to direct. He stepped right in, taking charge in
a highly efficient manner. He completed the picture, which
proved to be a big success and is now barnstorming the
country at a fine clip.
It was about this time that Irving Lesser decided to make
d series of pictures of " Peck's Bad Boy." No one of better
directorial mettle suggested himself to Mr. Lesser than
Nate Watt.
So he was engaged.
Jackie Coogan, " the Peck's Bad Boy " delineator for the
screen, sustained a basilar fracture of the skull in an automobile accident. This, after the production was well on its
way. For a time Director Watt feared Jackie could not continue in his role, and there was much mourning at the
studio. But the boy recovered and the company has now
resumed full production activities.
Nate Watt does not take the responsibility of putting a
picture across without having carefully prepared himself
for the task in hand. His years of apprenticeship as an
assistant director can be translated into a first hand knowledge of production from every angle. Many of our leading
directors advocate these gruelling years in service
Being an assistant director surely drills the aspirant in
the rudiments of perfecting production plans, seeing that
every detail is carried out to its proper end, and being responsible for the thousand and one units that go to make up
production. Of course, work of this nature can become
mechanical, mere routine, unless the man is of an ambitious
nature. The latter is true of Nate Watt.

Following the completion of " Peck's Bad Boy," even
bigger things may be expected of Mr. Watt
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MADLAINE
TRAVERSE
Who will shortly be seen as the star in an
elaborately staged feature, produced
by her own company
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"The Price of Possession'*
"In Search of a Sinner'*
"The Point of View"
"Yes or No"
"Pagan Love" (All Star)
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Lyons

and
Moran
So it was that Lyons and Moran found each other when
EDDIE LYONS and LEE MORAN— popular screen
appeared in comedies together. After a brief career
they
comedians, whose latest releases include : " Everywith Biograph, Lyons went with the Western Nestor Comthing But the Truth," " La La Lucille," " Once A
pany, together with Lee Moran. Both were with the Imp
Plumber," and " Fixed By George," all of them of the five
company under the direction of Carl Laemmle. In June,
reel type. A new Lyons and Moran mirth provoker will be
1912, they became Universalites.
ready for release in January, 1921, entitled "A Shocking
For eight years they have turned out a short film comedy
Night."
Both these fun makers were born in the same state —
as regularly as Saturday night. During this time four hundred and sixty reels of laughs have been released.
Illinois. They are both of Irish parentage. They both use
They eventually reached a turning point in their career
their own names in their professional life and are both alwhen they wearied of writing, acting, directing, titling, and
most six feet tall and weigh respectively one hundred and
cutting one and two reelers ; they wanted something bigger
thirty-five pounds.
to do — five reel comedies, for example. So they came East
Both began their stage careers in vaudeville. Lyons organized a " Newsboys' Quartette," and sang tenor in it, and " sold " President Laemmle of Universal on the idea.
After spending a vacation in New York, the two of them
while Moran had a song and dance act of his own. Then,
went back West and started work at once on a five-reel
at practically the same time, they deserted the two-a-day
for the alluring promises musical comedy offered.
comedy: "Everything But The Truth." This was a big
In all their wanderings up to this period they had never
success, and in rapid succession followed " La La Lucille,"
met each other — in fact, their paths diverged as widely as
" Once A Plumber," and " Fixed By George."
those of jny two ordinary mortals not destined to give to
In speaking of their dual work, Eddie Lyons says : " In
history another pair of names so closely linked as were those
our pictures we work on the theory that a man or woman is
of Damon and Pythias.
a grown-up child. The child sees only the obvious comedy,
The photoplay was the destiny that brought them tobut a grown-up will laugh at the ' rough house ' stuff and
find amusement in situations that the child cannot grasp.
gether. After a short flier in stock, they learned what a
I have sat in theatres where our own comedies as well as
one-night stand meant from actual experience. And the
those made by other producers have been shown, and in
knowledge did not appeal particularly.
every instance I have noticed that the men and women found
It was the contrast the photoplay offered to the one-night
stand sort of existence that made the two first listen to the
more to amuse them than did the youngsters."
We all know what a clean cut brand of comedy these two
call of the cinema. Motion pictures at least do not go " skacheery chaps produce.
Their names guarantee merriment.
livanting " all around the country as a daily habit.

—
Moreno
recent move on the part of Vitagraph has been hailed
No
with greater endorsement than the return of Antonio
Moreno to feature productions after two years in
serials, which have established him in a premier position so
far as world popularity is concerned. No better criterion
of the drawing power and value of Moreno as a feature star
can be offered than the unsolicited comments from editors of
the principal motion picture magazines which are ever in
touch with the genuine preferences of the public.
James R. Quirk, editor of Photplay magazine, in his review of the year indicates the tremendous power of Moreno
by declaring him the king of serials, superior because of his
ability as a romantic actor.
Frederick James Smith, editor of Shadowland and Motion
Picture Classic, calls Moreno " the most picturesque personity of the screen " and predicts that as a feature star he will
be numbered among the greatest in popularity.
Picture-Play magazine places Moreno alongside Douglas
Fairbanks, Wallace Reid and John Barrymore as one of the
ten most popular male stars of the coming year.
" Antonio Moreno via the serial route has built a world
popularity comparable to that of Pearl White with whom he
appeared
at one
sayshuman
Picture-Play.
" YethasMr.
Moreno
excels as an
actortime,"
of more
drama. He
distinction
with his romantic fire and physical magnetism. With proper
attention he might easily create a type on the plane with
Hart, Ray and' Chaplin."
Adele Whitely Fletcher, editor of Motion Picture magazine, says:
" It is good to know that the vivid Tony of the Moreno
line is again to be cast in the feature production rather than
the serial. Bringing to the screen as he does, old Spain with
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Bennett
its unfulfilled dreams and its poetry and romance, he is one
of the most colorful and interesting figures shadowed on the
silver
The sheet."
rise of Chester Bennett to prominence as a director was
one of the most interesting things in picture during the year,
as it demonstrated the limitless bounds of the industry for
ambition and determination.
Three years ago Bennett was an assistant camera man, the
lowest figure of a producing unit. Today he is an established
director with many successful productions behind him. Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph. has just selected him
to direct the first Antonio Moreno feature,- " Three Sevens,"
from the novel by Perley Poore Sheehan and it is likely that
a producing team of this young star and young director will
result.
Chester Bennett was a graduate lawyer and had just hung
up his shingle three years ago when he was struck with the
possibilities of the picture business. He felt that it offered
wider opportunities than the law. So he applied by judgment.
From assistant camera man he soon became assistant director. He played some leads for a time to get acquainted with
the acting side. Then he became assistant director to James
Young and later director for Earle Williams. With Williams
he made " When A Man Loves," " The Master Stroke," "The
Purple Cipher," " The Romance Promoters," and " Diamonds
Adrift." He also made the western scenes in Tom Terriss'
production in New York of " Captain Swift."
His first production with Antonio Moreno will be one of
of the year and " Three Sevens "
releases
early
Vitagraph's
is
expected to
fully
meet the standard Bennett has set for
himself with his 1920 productions.
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Neilan
THE

Productions

name of Marshall Neilan in front of the theatre

is the public's guarantee of good entertainment. The
American theatre-goer does not take long to appreciate
merit and places his confidence in those responsible for
merit. In one year motion picture devotees have come to
realize that Marshall Neilan is the man who made " The
River's End," " Go and Get It," " Don't Ever Marry,"
" Dinty," and " Not A Drum Was Heard." Their confidence has prompted them to see his newest effort as soon
as released, and because they have realized each time that
their confidence has not been misplaced, Marshall Neilan
Productions draw capacity attendances — not because of the
story, not because of a personality visualized before their
eyes and not because of anything but the fact that Marshall
Neilan is responsible for the production and because he has
been responsibile for five of the best productions they have
seen during the past year.
In the formation then of Marshall Neilan Productions,
the organization, this director has won for himself a place
in the hearts of the motion picture patrons that perhaps can
be duplicated by no other producer today.
Prior to the event of Marshall Neilan Productions as such.
Mr. Neilan — although responsible for such triumphs as
" Daddy Long Legs," " The Unpardonable Sin " and " In Old
Kentucky " — was merely the director whose name very
often never reached the public. The exhibitor on the other
hand was thoroughly " sold " on Marshall Neilan and his
name proved a big factor in obtaining his booking.
This " selling " of Marshall Neilan to the public in a way
that gave him the credit he deserved was only possible

Stuar

t

STUART PATON, well known director, put across Eva
Novak in her first starring picture for Universal,
" Wanted at Headquarters," adapted from the famous
crook story by Edgar Wallace, entitled "Kate Plus Ten." He
is now fast completing production work on Miss Novak's
second starring vehicle, " The Torrent," adapted from " Out
of the Sunset," by George Rix, to be released early in January, 1921.
Paton was born in Glasgow, Scotland. His earlier career
was as a chemist. Later he became a stage painter. He
developed a desire to become an actor. He soon gratified
his ambition. For six years he played in London, performing at King's Way Theatre. He wasn't on the order of the
strolling players in " Hamlet," but he did play before royalty,
and the experience was not half bad. Paton played before
the august eyes of King Edward and King George. His acting was higly praised.
About this time, Stuart decided to come to America. It
was only a few months later that he became a leading figure
in the Universal vvestern plant, registering a decided hit as
a capable Scenario Editor.
His directorial career began with " Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea." Other pictures he made with Frank
Crane are " Peace At Any Price," " Like Wildfire," " The
Green Seal," and " Beloved Jim." Then he returned to Universal to make " The Gray Ghost." The World company
wanted him, so' he came to them to make " The Devil's Trail."
He directed Christy Mathewson, beloved " Big Six " of the
diamond in special releases. Later he handled the megaphone for Jess Willard, the then heavyweight champion.
And now Paton has returned to Universal. He was given
a rousing welcome upon his arrival. His first picture was
208

through such an arrangement as the formation of Marshall
Neilan Productions. This was not a case of foistering on
the public a name and then trying to meet the representations that name implied with a quality of product. Rather
it was a matter of giving the public the information the exhibitors already possessed, information that was indeed in
the nature of a service for it told the public what it wanted
to know, giving it the name of a man upon whom it could
depend in its search for quality motion picture entertainment.
Fundamentally, Mr. Neilan believes in organization. Most
everyone does. But, unlike most everyone, Mr. Neilan believes in allowing each member of his organization the widest scope possible in the execution of his particular work
and the creation of new ideas. It has been his policy to get
the very best brains in the business, pay well for these
brains and then allow them to function without obstacles.
As further recognition of this work, the producer believes
in giving his associates full credit publicly and otherwise,
for any and all accomplishments.
The use of new facilities and the introduction of novel
departures in motion picture productions figure among other
reasons for Marshall Neilan's success. With the perspective, imagination and daring of youth, he is constantly exploring new fields in his endeavor to get away from what
has been done before. He proved the novelty and excellence of taking scenes on the ground from a dirigible. He
searched for locations by aeroplane — and found them.
The exceptional merit of Marshall Neilan Productions
for the coming year is assured. '

Paton
" Wanted
At Headquarter,"
withnight
Eva photography,
Novak. ' This inproduction is remarkable
for its novel
which
Paton's skilled hand is evident. " The Torrent," the picture
he is now completing, is said to be an excellent piece of work,
ranking among his most impressive successes.
Paton is one of those who believes: "he who hesitates is
lost." And yet, like all true Scots, he makes sure exactly
what he wants and then goes after it stubbornly. Which is
synonimous to saying he " gets it."
Take his last release: "Wanted at Headquarters." The
wonderful night scenes and the excellent railroad scenes were
way out of the ordinary. And they certainly were not easy
to get. " We're going to have them in this picture, just the
same," avowed Director Paton. So everyone got together
and cooperated in beautiful style in order that they be secured. No effort as spared. But the results are commensurate with the time and energy, the worry and the anxiety
that went
with them.
getting them just the way Paton was determined to have
Nothing is too difficult, is another Paton maxim. He
spares no labors and so contagious is this unquenchable
vigor of his that every member of his production staff and
members of the technical departments at the Studio bend
every fibre to accomplishing the end in view.
Keying the star to a high emotional pitch, inspiring her
with the thoughts and the actions of the character she is portraying and giving her efforts the best photographic • and
lighting co-operation is another phase of the Paton method
of production. But he is not a gruelling worker. He is
one of those enviable few who get great results without unnecessary waste of time and energy. The oncoming year
should be another successful one for Mr. Paton.
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Norma

and

NORMA
AND CONSTANCE TALMADGE will spend
even a merrier Christmas than usual this year, and
are about to begin an extraordinary Happy and Prosperous New Year, because 1921 finds them in possession of
a contract to continue under the First National Banner for
another three years, under terms so remarkable that it is said
to be the largest individual transaction in all film history to
date. With a deal involving twenty million dollars, Mr.
Schenck can naturally af¥ord to give his stars bigger and better productions than ever before, and has already bought no
less than eight successful Broadway productions, paying anywhere between forty and seventy-five thousand dollars each
for the picture rights alone.
Another milestone which the past year marks for the
talented Talmadges, is that for the first time in their lives,
they took a three months' vacation abroad, the party consisting of Mrs. Talmadge, Mr. Schenck, Norma, Constance and
Natalie, their chums Anne Pallette, Dorothy Gish and Mrs.
Gish.
Both the girls are quite unconcerned about the eminence
they have achieved, the high altitude from which they could
look down upon the lesser lights. The same camaraderie
which exists in the family exists in the studio. They are
interested in the outside life of every member of their companies. They love people ; they love good times. Best of all
they have ideals, and do not attempt to conceal them. They
believe in people; they believe in things; they even believe in
Santa Claus and fairies !
When asked about their plans for the coming year. Norma
said she wanted to play dramatic, emotional roles, which
have in them something more than just the opportunity to
act, which besides being true character portrayals, would at

Hblubar

Constance
the same time be helpful. " I have turned down a number
of good stories," she said, " because I am not satisfied to have
people see in my pictures entertainment only. I want them
to always feel an underlying psychology in what I do, and I
like a story with a purpose, a story that gets somewhere, a
story with some sort of new idea or an old ideal."
When Constance was asked what sort of stories she wanted
to do next year, she said : " Although no less than sixty
manuscripts are submitted to me every week, it is exceedingly
difficult to get exactly the kind of comedy I especially want.
I enjoy making people laugh, secondly, because this type of
work comes easiest and most naturally to me. I am not a
highly emotional type. My sister could cry real tears over
two sofa cushions stuffed into a long dress and white lace
cap, to look like a dead baby, and she would do it so convincingly that nine hundred people out front, would weep
with her. That is real art, but my kind of talent would lead
me to bounce that padded baby up and down my knee wdth
absurd grimaces that would make the same nine hundred
people roar with laughter. You see in my way, I take my
work quite as seriously as my sister does hers, — I would be
just as in earnest about making the baby seem ridiculous,
as she would about making it seem real. That, I think, is
the secret of being funny on the speaking stage, as well as on
the screen. One has to be serious in one's levity.
They agree that one must leave a great deal to the imagination on the screen because in the span of one short hour, it
is often necessary to develop a character from girlhood to
womanhood through three marriages and two divorces, and
perhaps travel half way round the world, besides.
It looks like a big year, next year, for Norma and Constance Talmadge !

and

THOUGH
he has produced but a single picture during
the last year no producer has been busier than Allen
Holubar, who is soon to give to the picture world
what promises to be the film sensation of a decade — " Man,
Woman, Marriage," starring pretty Dorothy Phillips.
The story was adapted to the screen by Holubar, who
collaborated with Olga Scholl in its preparation. More than
six months were consumed in actual shooting of this great
picture and another two months were added to the whole
in cutting and titling. " Man, Woman, Marriage " is to be
released exclusively through Associated First National and
will be road-showed in the best theatres of the nation.
Eminent motion picture critics, who have been permitted
to see this wonderful production in its editing stages, havedeclared it to be the most wonderful picture ever presented
on the screen. While the story deals with the relationship
of man and woman it is not presented in the superficial sex
method, which has so deluged the screen during the last
season or so.
Holubar has gone straight to the heart of the situation
and has dealt with sex antagonism, rather than sex attraction. Aside from presenting a stirring modern story the
photoplay has been impregnated with spectacular retrospective views illustrative of woman's relationship toward man
since the human race first sprung into existence.
Years ago when Allen Holubar was directing for Universal it was freely predicted that time would see him in the
forefront of the ranks of master directors. The entire fan
world, as well as producers and exhibitors, will remember

Phillips

Holubar's " The Heart of Humanity " and " The Right to
Happiness." Following these came " Once To Every Woman," one of the best pictures of recent releases. Working
upon his first independent production Holubar spared
neither time nor expense to place upon the screen a picture
which will undoubtedly be looked upon as a milestone in
the progress of the cinematographic art.
For two years he had been gathering data for the story,
later prepared by the scenarist. From the moment the
camera started grinding on the first scene Holubar knew
exactly what he wanted to place upon the screen and exactly how he wished to do it.
In the entire nine reels the master director never lost an
opportunity to inject a thrilling story with the human details of life. The story is a masterpiece of fiction founded
upon fact and is a condensed history of the human race and
the humanities of life.
The entire histrionic field could not have afforded a better
star for this great story than Dorothy Phillips — the woman
who gave Allen Holubar the inspiration for its origin. Miss
Phillips long ago endeared herself to America's millions by
her faithful interpretations under the direction of her author-director husband. Her work in Holubar's films before
the latter became an independent producer convinced the
screen world that she was one of the most talented actresses
of the shadow world.
Her work in " Man, Woman, Marriage " will undoubtedly
to the forefront in the screen's brightest conplace her swell
tel ation ofstars.
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Tod

Browning

BROWNING, director, is now a name among
TOD
artists. His excellent direction of " The Virgin of
Stamboul," with Priscilla Dean, established him, without the semblance of a doubt, in the front rank. He is now
busy directing Miss Dean in " Outside the Law," a gripping
drama from his own pen.
Although " Outside the Law " must be categorized as a
crook drama, its resemblance to the general run of underworld stories end with that classification. A tremendous
wallop is delivered in the opening scenes, which show a gang
fight in San Francisco's Chinatown. And from this point
on the story speeds along with increasing suspense, the action sustaining the rapid star.
Browning does not exaggerate his situations. He does not
have to. He is too much a student of life; too much the keen
observer to have to resort to the amateurish weapon of the
novice.
Tod is a man of many phases and varied talents. Only
after years of experience did he consider himself capable, according to his own stringent standards, to assume the responsibilities going with " the megaphone." A director, Mr.
Browning believes, is necessarily the master-mind of the
play. He must draw from the star every bit of talent he
or she may have. It is his skill and his ingenuity which often
takes a poor theme, a mediocre actor, and binds them together so as to make the result a remarkable production.
Browning was born and educated in Louisville, Kentucky.
He claims no relationship to Robert Browning — the poet!
Tod had a rather exciting sort of life in his early youth.
He found the confines of home a trifle irksome, so at an
early age he ran away and some time later became a ballyhoartist with the Manhattan Fair and Carnival company.

Rollin

He directed for Biograph, Majestic-Reliance, Fine Arts ;
Metro's " The House in the Mist;" Bluebird-Universal, " The
Deciding Kiss," "The Brazen Beauty;" Universal, "The
Wicked Darling," " An Exquisite Thief," " The Unpainted
Woman," " Petal on the Current," " Bonnie, Bonnie Lassie,"
" The Beautiful Beggar," and " The Virgin of Stamboul,"
the last two starring Miss Dean. And now it is Browning's
own pen that has provided a third starring vehicle for this
lady! — "Outside the Law."
young
Browning's varied experiences, his deep insight into and
sympathetic knowledge of humanity is of great advantage to
him in his work. He never inserts any cheap, or any amateurish comedy in his pictures. Stored away in his mind are
countless photographic incidents of humorous things he has
observed — right straight through a career starting as a ballyho artist and rising to a position of director artist with
Universal.
There is much to be expected from Tod Browning, writer
and director, and from the pictures he will produce, during
the ensuing year of 192 1.

Sturgeon

ROLLIN STURGEON has put across Carmel Myers
in her last two successes : " In Folly's Trail " and
• " The Gilded Dream." He is now at work directing
her in a third picture, " Cinderella Jane," by Marjorie Benton Cooke, which will be released late in January, 1921.
Sturgeon was one of the first scenario writers in the business, creating that position with Vitagraph. Then he began
directing as well as writing.
Some of the stars he has been instrumental in making are
Corinne Griffith, Jane Novak, Alma Rubens, Mary Anderson,
and Florence Vidor. Mildred Harris Chaplin is another who
received her start with Mr. Sturgeon.
Sturgeon directed the first of the great " out-of-doors " pictures, producing " God's Country and the Woman." He was
pioneer in this type of the photoplay; since that time many
have followed in his footsteps and many have been the beautiful pictures featuring Nature in all her quixotic glory.
Other Vitagraph productions directed by him are " The
Chalice of Courage " and " Through the Wall." For Lasky
he successfully launched " The Petticoat Pilot."
Then commenced his very successful career with Universal. He directed " Destiny," with Dorothy Phillips; " Pretty
Smooth " with Priscilla Dean, a picturization of Bayard
Veiller's " The Chatterbox " ; directed Monroe Salisbury in
" Hugon the Mighty " and " Sundown Trail " put across
Tsuri Aoki in " The Breath of the Gods." In succession
there follow the last two Carmel Myers pictures : " In
Folly's Trail " and " The Gilded Dream."
Sturgeon was born in Rock Island, Illinois. He attended
the Northwestern University and Harvard University. He
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At the age of eighteen, the boy became a jockey, riding
for Virginia Carroll, a prominent Southern turfman. At
twenty-one he was an entertainer — singing, dancing and
otherwise adding to the general gaiety in a " river show " on
the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers. Two years later, he formed
a partnership with Roy C. Jones, and the two became popular in vaudeville.
It was several years later that Tod was offered a position
with the D. W. Griffith company, in the good old Biograph
days. From an actor, he graduated to an assistant director,
and then it was only a step to becoming a full fledged director.

was trained for the law and
1909, when he was induced
to such an inducement was
of his highly commendable
tor.

worked in his father's office until
to enter pictures. That yielding
wise is indicated by the results
record, both as writer and direc-

Sturgeon is a magnetic type of director — no excitement nor
flurry where he is in charge. Those who have been fortunate enough to come under his direction are 'unanimous in
their praise of his skill and his equanimity of temper! Sturgeon finds that a calm demeanor is usually more conducive to
increased efforts than " hair tearing and black looks."
Despite the countless details that accompany directorial
work and the hundreds of momentary slips that usually take
place during the production of a picture, Sturgeon rarely, if
ever, is delayed in going right ahead with a scene when he
to action." against directors — wasting
players " complaint
his old-time
called
hasThis
is an
time. Sturgeon has developed an economic time-saving system to a high point of efficiency. That is why a Sturgeon
picture goes right through without jarring halts and long
idle lapses, during which time the actors are forced to smother
their impatience and keep a smile going overtime.
Perhaps this explains, too, the fact that Sturgeon always
has his pictures ready on time. There is no speeding up at
the last minute ; keeping the players on the set from early
morning to late night. He plans his scenes at the studio and
at home. When he is on the set, the action already mapped
out is rehearsed and " all set " is the pass word.
There is no doubt that in Rollin Sturgeon, Universal has
one of the best directors in the field.
M 0 tio n P ic t u r c X e w s
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Bert
BERT LYTELL, athletic and handsome young Metro
star, began his screen career in Herbert Brenon's
" The Lone Wolf," scoring a big success as the clever
crook. His Metro pictures, beginning with " The Trail to
Yesterday " and ending with " Easy to Make Money," established him as a strong drawing card with ever-increasing
followings, so that after his return from military, he was engaged by Metro to play in big special productions. The first
of these was " Lombardi, Ltd." , based upon the stage success by Frederic and Fanny Hatton. Then followed " The
Right of Way," " Alias Jimmy Valentine," " The Price of
Redemption," and " The Misleading Lady." Lytell is now
busy completing, under Maxwell Karger's direction, " The
Messenger from Mars," said to be one of the most aspiring
of this popular star's pictures.
Lytell was born in New York City and, although some of
his boyhood was spent in the West, he was raised in the atmosphere of the playhouse. Rightly so, for Lytell comes of
a family of stage players. Both on his mother's and father's
side this family have been prominent in the theatre ; and even
further back, Bert's grandfather, J. K. Mortimer, was one of
Augustin Daly's most prominent players.
Lytell was educated at Upper Canada College, Toronto.
Then he came to New York, eager to embark upon a dramatic career, and at the age of seventeen made his stage
debut in Newark, New Jersey, in the old Civil War melodrama, "Cumberland '6i."
Since then, Bert Lytell's stage experience has been extensive. He has had the leading role in practically every big
play produced during his lifetime. He headed his own stock
company in San Francisco and in Albany, New York, and
has appeared with stock organizations in Rochester, New

Mahlon

HAMILTON, the splendid artist who enMAHLON
acts one of the leading roles in " Earthbound," that
spiritualistic motion picture now creating such a stir
throughout the country, is now to be seen in the featured
role of " Half A Chance," his first big release following
" Earthbound."
Hamilton has a long list of successes to his credit, but the
very near future will hold still bigger ones. He will be seen
shortly opposite Blanche Sweet in " That Qirl Montana," and
then
follows
" The Truant Husband," featuring Betty Blythe
and Mr.
Hamilton.
Hamilton was born in Baltimore, Maryland, and educated
there, and at Maryland Agriculture College.
His stage career includes such successes as " The Great
Question," " Israel," " The Chaperon," and others.
Like many other well known stage actors, Hamilton was
attracted by motion pictures. He left the stage. Now he is
almost a confirmed " picturite," and, we wager, one soon to
be regularly starred " on his own."
He co-starred in the Pathe serial, "The Hidden Hand;"
played in " The Danger Mark,'*"" The Death Dance;" in various Kitty Gordon productions; with Mary Pickford in "Daddy Long Legs ; " with Anita Stewart in " Kingdom in
Dreams," " In Old Kentucky ; " in " Ladies Must Live ;" with
Blanche Sweet, in " The Deadlier Sex " and " That Girl Montana"; with the Brentwood Films in " The Third Generation." Lastly comes " Earthbound," in which Hamilton's
acting was one of the high spots of the production ; " Half A
Chance," his latest feature picture ; and " Truant Husbands,"
as co-star with Miss Blythe.
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Orleans, Honolulu, Troy, Los Angeles, Portland, Mo., and
Boston.
Mr. Lytell is one of the many prominent stage and screen
folk who received training as members of the famous Alacazar Stock Company in San Francisco, under the management of Fred Belasco, brother of David Belasco. He played
several seasons there as leading man, opposite Marjorie Rambeau, Evelyn Vaughan, and Bessie Barriscale. Subsequently, he appeared as a featured player in a number of New
York stage successes. His most recent Broadway triumph
was
in with
" Mary's
starred
Irene Ankle,"
Fenwick.in which production he was coBert has a most impressive list of successes attached to
his name — both on the stage and the screen. But it is on the
screen that his most notable successes have lately occurred.
The latest Kargar-Lytell production, " The Messenger from
Mars," the London stage play in which Sir Charles Hawtrey
starred, adapted for the screen by Arthur Zellner and Arthur Maude, is said to be one of biggest productions that
have yet come from the Metro plant.
Indeed, Lytell is a star of the brightest magnitude and is
unanimously declared a favorite by the fans. Because of his
histrionic skill and the breadth of his abilities, he has been
given stories that require the skill of the artist to sympathetically and accurately portray. Take " The Price of Redemption " ; Bert runs the gamut of the emotions in this gripping drama. From a brave young officer, to a fashionable,
drink-loving young Englishman, to a drug fiend living in a
loathsome hut in India, and thence to a rejuvenated man,
healthy and eventually wealthy — in love.
The coming year will, without any doubt at all, be a remarkable series of triumphs for him.

Hamilton
Mr. Hamilton is very well liked by the fans. He is a handsome type of man, with strong, sharply chiseled features. He
is six foot, has light brown hair and blue eyes that are wont
to glitter and gleam in response to his every emotion. The
rest of his smooth shaven face can be inscrutable ; but the
expressive eyes are sure giveaways.
Hamilton is of that class of actor who fairly exhales breed- *
ing and poise. There is a powerful, yet quiet, force to his
work that attracts. He fairly dominates a scene, not obtrusively nor violently ; but with unassuming naturalness.
This is true of his work in " Earthbound " and even of his
leads opposite well known stars. He has never registered
as " just a leading man." Always as a personality and an
actor to be reckoned with. And his day is fast arriving, for
now he is drilled in the workings of the screen and he knows
camera angles and camera values. This knowledge reflects,
visibly, upon the screen. At least it is to be seen in his every
action ; never does he appear in an awkward light ; never is
his makeup poor. It is these little things — little, insofar as
the
ruin layman's
an actor. understanding goes — that serves to make or
In " Earthbound," Hamilton was chosen from the many
whose names suggested themselves as possible for the role
because of his histrionic skill and charm of personality. Many
actors do not mean to be flurried and spasmodic. Yet they
are. Hamilton is anything — has ever been anything — but
this, and so Director T. Hayes Hunter felt absolute confidence in his masterly handling of a delicate role. Mahlon
Hamilton should look forward to 1921 as one of his brightest
years.
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SENNETT has practically completed " A Small
MACK
Town Idol," which is to be his first Associated Producers release. It's another side-splitting Sennett
comedy — a $1,000,000 one, with more than two reels of fun.
The three featured players are Ben Turpin, that cross-eyed
disciple of drollery, Marie Provost, Phyllis Haver, and
Murray.
Charleyciated
Producers. " It's a sure fire winner," chuckles AssoRelative to his forthcoming activities as a producer of
comedy Mr. Sennett says :
" My own devotion to romantic comedy and the dedication
of the Sennett organization to the presentation of plots of
authentic character is, I believe, sufficient evidence as to
what I feel regarding screen literature.
" While I have no intention of abandoning hilarious
comedy, I am certain that the picture plays the public is demanding of producers is a quality of story-telling not hitherto revealed to any great extent.
" Romantic comedy covered the field, providing legitimate
impulses against which to place humor and extravagant fun.
Picture plays in this respect then become akin to life, which
is, as everybody knows, a sequence of smiles and tears. All
smiles and no tears mean falsity ; all tears and no smiles
spell discussion. It is in the happy balance of these that romantic comedy will be maintained in public appeal."
Mr. Sennett's plans for 192 1 are, we are given to understand, of the greatest interest to comedy producers, to exhibitors, and eventually, as usual, to fans. There will be a
series of comedies for Associated Producers and also a series
of two-reelers, for the time being at all events, for Famous
Players-Lasky.
The first of the big Mack Sennett Associated Producers

Wesley
WESLEY
RUGGLES, well known director, has among
his most recent directorial successes: "Love," and
" The Leopard Woman," starring Louise Glaum.
Some of his other outstanding pictures for 1920 are : " The
Winchester Woman," starring Alice Joyce; "Piccadilly
Jim," " Sooner or Later," and " Desparate Hero," starring
Owen Moore; and " Mother Love," with Alice Lake.
These pictures were made after Mr. Ruggles' return from
France in the American Army, in which he served two years.
To turn a hand to the megaphone after wielding the bayonet
in " No Man's Land " was quite a jump, but Wesley did it
— did it with artistic deftness. He is recognized now as one
of the elite in the youthful band of directors forging to the
front with increasing speed. Like the most ambitious and
the ablest of his profession, Mr. Ruggles is working toward
a set goal — to be the producer of his own pictures.
Not only does Wesley want to be the producer of his own
pictures in thought, but he has negotiations under way now
which may result in his becoming so in actuality.
Wesley Ruggles was born in Los Angeles. He has had
rather extensive experience on the stage, having seen " active service " in musical comedy, stock, and repertoire.
About this time, he became interested in the screen and
all its possibilities. He forsook the stage for the screen and
connected with Keystone. He directed several Sydney
Chaplin comedies, among them " Her Painted Hero." Then
comes one of Charlie Chaplin's most interesting successes,
also directed by Mr. Ruggles: His famous burlesque on
" Carmen."
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productions will be " A Small Town Idol," one of those delicious comedy mix-ups so characteristic of the clean-cut
brand bearing Sennett's name.
Mack Sennett's screen career began with the old Biograph
company, where he appeared in many comedies and dramas.
He was recognized as a very able actor. In 1912 Mr. Sennett organized the Keystone Film Company, with the assistance of Ad. and Charles Kessel and Charles Baumann. He
took his company to Los Angeles, establishing headquarters
there, and there has been ever since.
Mack Sennett has been responsible for many stars, for the
number is almost legion who have received their start and
their " screen education " under his supervision. Mabel Normand and Gloria Swanson rank foremost among stars who
began with Sennett.
He is now supervising two-reel comedies for Mack Sennett-Paramount release as well as two-reelers and five or
more reelers for Sennett-Associated Producers.
Among the many hilarious Sennett releases of an early
date are: "Uncle Tom Without the Cabin," "Back to the
Kitchen," " Salome vs. Shenandoah," " His Last False Step,"
and many others.
Special productions include: "Yankee Doodle in Berlin,"
and " Down on the Farm," the last still holding its own as a
" big timer " in comedy circles.
Those interested in comedy and its various phases turn as
a matter of course to Mack Sennett, for he is the master hand
who has fashioned and been largely instrumental in moulding comedy to its present high-class level.
The ensuing year will see many big special Mack SennettAssociated Producers releases. This means an increase in
chuckles and box-office receipts.

Ruggles
This picture not only put Mr. Chaplin across in great style,
but it established young Wesley as a director. His next
move was to go to Vitagraph. There he directed " For
France," " The Agony Column," " The Winchester \yoman,"
numerous O. Henry specials, and Bobby ConoUy specials.
His directorial career was abruptly interrupted by the call
to arms. Ruggles was absent from the studios two years,
during which time he fought as only a red-blooded American
can fight on the other side.
Returning to America, Ruggles started in to direct at once,
making such pictures as " Piccadilly Jim," " Sooner or Later," "Desperate Hero," " Mother Love," " The Leopard
Woman," and " Love," the last two starring Louise Glaum,
being remarkable for the audacity of their lavishness, the
realism of the character portrayals — the sure hand of Director Ruggles being seen throughout.
Here is a director who has made a name for himself with
that unprepossessing quiet of the man who is sure of himself and of what he is doing, what he WILL do.
When the time comes for the release of the first Wesley
Ruggles Production — and perhaps the time is not distant —
the trade, and the exhibitor will know precisely what to expect in the way of high class pictures, excellent direction,
beautiful sets and lightings, and highly skilled acting. The
fans, too, will know, for in these days of the general magazine
story about motion pictures and the doings of motion picture
people the director is coming in for his share of credit on an
increasingly larger scale. Wesley Ruggles' name has not appeared on a poor picture. We venture to say it never will.
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Giblyn

Charles

'4 ^rrilGER'S
Mountain Woman and " The
I Thief," CUB,"
directed" The
by Charles
Giblyn, with another
A
feature production in preparation, the first year's
work making photoplays for Fox Corporation, is fast approaching, although when the year of 1920 closes it will not
mark twelve months since the name of Charles Giblyn was
annexed to the representative list of Fox directors. It was
in February of 1920 that the exteriors of " Tiger's Cub " were
made — Mr. Giblyn's first picture for Fox — one that met with
a warm reception everywhere despite the realistic " snowbound "country supplying the locale for filming of George
Goodchild's gripping story. " Beautiful exterior scenes of the
great, snow-covered hills of Alaska, with interiors of the
rough cabins to match. Interest all the way through. Humor
and pathos combine to hold an audience's attention," is a fitting tribute to the director and an accurate description of his
initial Fox picture, starring Pearl White. Another pertinent
comment points out " ' Tiger's Cub ' is expertly made, human
in feeling and powerful in its melodramatic moments."
Of " Tiger's Cub " Wid's Daily was wont to say : " Direction— unusually capable. Inasmuch as Director Charles
Giblyn always seems to come through with a picture replete
with fine production values, the credit for this may well be
his."
Upon the completion of " Tiger's Cub," Mr. Giblyn was
not destined t6 proceed in the usual way of finishing one task
entirely before beginning upon another. Instead, he was
rushed off to more exterior locations, this time in and about
Pineville, Kentucky, where he teamed the natural requisites
of the story with the dramatic abilities of Pearl White, and
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K. LINCOLN, a popular exemplar of cinematic art,
^
appeared in three big 1920 successes, " Desert
-J* Gold," "The Inner Voice," and "What Is Love."
Mr. Lincoln says that his year's happenings can be
summed up like this : " Work hard seven months and loaf
harder the other five ! "
Which is explained in terms of real estate. E. K. has a
beautiful estate in the Berkshire Hills, located near Great
Barrington, Mass. That is why he has never signed a
yearly contract. After working very hard for seven months,
he betakes himself and his belongings to his residence in
the Berkshires and for five months puts dull care, Kliegs
and all other studio paraphernalia behind him. " This is
life as she should be lived."
Mr. Lincoln owns the Greenacre Kennels, his dogs having
won in all the big eastern shows in New York, Philadelphia,
Boston, Baltimore, New Haven, Fairfield, Danbury, Newark. He has a grand total of one hundred and twenty-eight
dogs, including more champions than in any other United
States kennel. He made a record of having over sixty dogs
at a charity show in New York City.
E. K. also owns the Lincoln Studio at Grantwood, New
Jersey. He has never worked in it, which is quite accidental
and not purposeful exile.
Mr. Lincoln believes in cheery companionship. Thus it
is not surprising to find him a member of every theatrical
club in New York: The Players, Lambs, Friars, Green
Room, Actors, Fund, Equity, and Actors Order of Friendship.
E. K. Lincoln was born in Johnstown, Pa. His stage
career includes four years in stock. Then come " The College Widow," "Strongheart," "The Squaw Man," "The
Virginian," and "The Woman."
His screen career includes many notable productions,
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produced what is said to be one of the greatest pictures of its
kind, " The Mountain Woman." It was adapted from Charles
Neville Buck's widely read novel, " Pagan of the Hills."
Before cutting " The Mountain Woman," and without any
respite whatever, Mr. Giblyn found himself facing the grave
responsibility of making the screen version of Henri Bernstein's The
"
Thief," the play which created a furore in Paris,
London and New York, some years ago. Referring to the
French play in screen form it has been truthfully said that
" Mr. Giblyn retained good continuity with strong climaxes
and well-handled suspense in a difficult undertaking."
Soon will " The Mountain Woman " take its place among
Pearl White features, directed by Charles Giblyn. While he
has been engaged completing final work upon " The Thief "
and upon the story of the Kentucky mountaineers, Miss
White has been under other direction, but it is understood
Mr. Giblyn will direct another Pearl White starring vehicle
in the near future.
Before joining the Fox organization, Mr. Giblyn has established an enviable reputation as a director, his distinctive
methods having won him merited recognition. It is always
safe to look for an artistic interpretation with Mr. Giblyn at
the helm, since the years of devotion to his chosen profession
has established him among the foremost directors of motion
pictures. He has every faith, every belief in the continued
growth He
of the
to founders
which he ofhas
life's
work.
was industry,
one of the
Thepledged
Motion his
Picture
Directors' Association, and his activities in the industry reflect his progress and echo praise of his accomplishment.
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among them: "For the Freedom of the World," "Lafayette, We Come," and " Stars of Glory." He has been with
World, Goldwyn, and Perret Productions. Among interesting releases distributed by Hodkinson are " Fighting
Through," and " Desert Gold." His most recent, with S.
L. Pictures are " Virtuous Men " and " The Inner Voice."
E. K. Lincoln is specially adept in interpreting western,
society, and high class character roles. His is a splendid
physique for such roles — " a six footer," black hair, hazel
eyes, with strong, clean cut features.
Because Mr. Lincoln admits to spending five months in
comparative idleness at his estate in the Berkshires, this
statement should not be taken at its face value. A man of
Lincoln's active inclinations cannot be idle. And the true
woodsman learns much that is translatable into the language
of the screen. Witness the inspirations that come with a
clear mind, a strong body, and good health.
Lincoln has always been something of an out-of-doors
man. The poignant sweetness of the woods, the purity of
the air, the crunch of grass and brambles under foot — these
are things which appeal to Lincoln, which barken to an instinctive something that is the echoing song of primitive
man, the lurking whisper of days when all Hfe depended
upon the hunt and when the survival of the fittest lay in
man's ability to wrest from the jungle-like wilderness nourishment sufficient to exist. This love for the Great OutDoors is stronger in some than in others. It is very strong in
Mr. Lincoln, and fortune favors him in granting him an
estate as beautiful as that in the Berkshires.
The coming year will certainly see E. K. Lincoln in photoplays of interest and of the usual box office value. He is
a favorite with the fans — rightly so, for there is quality in
his acting and great charm radiating from his personality.
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UfT^ HE BROADWAY
BUBBLE," "The Whisper
I
Market," and " The Prey," three pictures among
A
Vitagraph fall releases announced, via the screen
and exploitation, " Directed by George L. Sargent."
Another, soon to be ready for distribution, and predicted to
surpass even the aforementioned successes, is " It Isn't Being
Done This Season." It is the third in which Corinne Griffith
has appeared, under Mr. Sargent's direction, " The Prey "
being a starring vehicle for Alice Joyce.
What the critics have said about Mr. Sargent's achievements is indicative of what may be expected of him in the
coming year. Some of the things said " right out in print "
might well flatter a much older and more experienced director :
" The Prey belongs in the class of very good pictures," said
the Moving Picture World and the Exhibitor's Trade Review opined that " George L. Sargent has preserved an unbroken continuity; delicate, handling eliminates possible sex
suggestion and the action is speedy throughout."
His second Vitagraph picture " The Whisper Market "
fared comparatively as well, but in his third picture, and the
second in which Corinne Griffith was the star of a Sargent
directed picture, his work met with unanimous praise. " The
Broadway Bubble " was a triumph for both star and director.
Wid's Daily commented " Direction very fine — shows considerable novelty in treatment. Variety paid the director a
worth-while compliment in referring to his work by " Special
credit goes to George L. Sargent for the solid competence
with which he has handled it." And Photoplay remarked
" George L. Sargent's direction is sensible and at times
spirited."
So much for George Sargent, who had not been directing
for some time, previous to his affiliation with Vitagraph, because :

Albert

LAST year, Albert Parker was recognized as a very good
director. This year he is recognized as the producer
A of several Norma Talmadge successes and as the
highly capable artist who will shortly prepare a special series
of ALBERT PARKER PRODUCTIONS for Joseph
Schenck.
Parker not only directs his pictures ; he usually adapts them
for the screen. " The Branded Woman," starring Norma
Talmadge, directed by Mr. Parker, was adapted by Miss
Anita Loos and Mr. Parker. " Playing the Game," the
second Norma Talmadge picture which Mr. Parker has just
competed editing, was adapted by Paul Anthony Kelly and
Mr. Parker. This last production is said to be another, if not
a better, picture, typifying the usual finished product coming
from the Schenck studio and bearing the name of Norma Talmadge, star, and Albert Parker, director.
" In " Playing the Game," to be released in January, 1920,
there is a happy mixture of humor and pathos. Mr. Parker
excels in this sympathetic presentment of human beings in
all the temperamental see-saws of their moods.
One of the first big pictures directed by Albert Parker was
" Arizona," starring Douglas Fairbanks. To direct a man
like Fairbanks in a picture of such rapid-firing action as " Arizona " is a test of any man's directorial abilities. Yet Parker's skill and his humorous touches sent this production
over big. He was engaged to handle Fairbanks in his next
production : " The Knickerbocker Bucaroo." Again Parker
came through, and the picture appearing under the Albert
224

Determined to return to the direction of pictures, George
L. Sargent, upon his discharge from the army of the U. S. A.
sought an engagement. Fortunately he is a rather far-seeing
sort of man, and was not forced to accept any old " job "
which presented, and a part of his determination anyway was
to re-enter the profession with a new vigor, and let the
months which had elapsed since he laid down the megaphone,
prove that he had not forgotten the right means of using it.
So he was at " liberty " long enough to become irksome, but
one day came the opportunity awaited. He was engaged to
direct Alice Joyce in " The Prey," his first picture for Vitagraph. He was then assigned the direction of Corinne Griffith
with the result of " The Whisper Market " and the heralded
" Broadway Bubble." Another will be among early 1921 releases, and when " It Isn't Being Done This Season " is ready
for distribution, it is not yet known what Mr. Sargent's next
activities will be, except that he will continue to direct pictures for Vitagraph.
What constitutes a director who can turn out the kind of
work credited George Sargent? Sometimes it is fundamental
training, coupled with a natural and cultivated ability. Mr.
Sargent had had the kind of training that lasted through a
war and through determination against accepting an assignment which he, in his own heart, did not believe he could do
But returning to the " makings " of such a director, let us
justice.
reflect upon his early days — even College days, where it really
commenced when he became stage director of the amateur
performances given by his class, and finally general director
for College entertainments. Time was, thereafter, yet now
faded into days gone by, when George Sargent was stage
director for Cohan and Harris — their " The Fortune Hunter "
thereamong. And George L. Sargent also annumbering
swers roll call as a member of M. P. D. A.
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Parker signature was one of the best Fairbanks has ever been
seen in.
Mr. Parker's next picture was " The Eyes 'of Youth," with
Clara Kimball Young. He adapted the screen version of
this celebrated play, building his story with due attention to
the star, the sets, and the locale.
About this time Mr. Schenck began to cock a thoughtful
eye on this Albert Parker man. Knowing his own mind and
being sure of his man, he engaged Mr. Parker to direct Norma
Branded
The now
in "had
Talmadge
Mr. Parker
come Woman."
to a decision regarding various
things a director should do. One of them was to adapt his
own pictures, or else collaborate in the adaptations.
" A director bears the brunt of a picture's success or failure," propounded Mr. Parker. " Adaptations have a great
deal to do with this. Often do directors have to re-write the
scripts prepared by continuity writers. After all, if anybody
knows about the star's strong points and weak points, about
sets, about action, it is the director. I am firmly convinced
of the director's wisdom in preparing his own script.
So it is not surprising to note that Mr. Parker in collaboration with Paul Anthony Kelly prepared the script for " Playing the Game," the new Norma Talmadge picture.
Besides doing a special series of ALBERT PARKER
PRODUCTIONS for Mr. Schenck, Mr. Parker will find

time to direct Norma Talmadge in " Smilin' Through," Jane
Cowl's memorable stage success.
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GEORGE

L

SARGENT

Producing for Vitagraph

DIRECTOR
Corinne

Corinne

Griffith in

" The Broadway

Bubble

Griffith in

The Whisper Market "
" Indeed no adverse

" The direction has
been good and there
are spots of decidedly masterly
knowledge of the
technique of good
directing."
— Dramatic Mirror.

criticism

can be

made of the production and the inter— Motion Picturepretation."News.

" Special credit goes
to George L. Sargent for the solid
competence with
which he has handled it."— Variety. '

" The climax is developed easily, sure-

" Direction very
fine. Shows considerable novelty of
treatment.
—Wid's.

view.

ly, vividly."
hibitor's—Trade ExRe-

Alice Joyce in
" The Prey "

" Belongs in the class of very good photoplays."
— Moving Picture World.

" George L. Sargent has preserved unbroken continuity ;
delicate handling eliminates possible sex suggestion. Action speedy throughout." — E.vhibitor's Trade Review.
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Justine
JUSTINE JOHNSTONE is the sixth Realart star— the
unanimous choice of artists, writers, and executives of
the Realart company.
Previously she had been known
only to theatre goers, with whom she was a great favorite —
still is in fact, despite her prolonged absence in the realms
of the silent drama.
So there is no wonder in the statement that 1920 has been
a banner year for Justine Johnstone. She is declared " the
most beautiful girl in America." If there be skeptics, let
them but see Miss Johnstone, and they will capitulate without an iota of resistance.
Miss Johnstone has completed two pictures for Realart:
" Blackbirds," which has already been released, and " Out of
the Chorus," adapted from " Emergency House " by Sidney
Morgan, which has not yet been released.
In her rendition of the internationally famous smuggler in
" Blackbirds," Miss Johnstone has shown that she is an
actress worthy of stardom.
In her second picture Miss Johnstone has the role of a
famous Broadway dancer who does not realize that there is
anything else in the world but bright lights and tinsel until
she meets a young doctor who loves her. It is then she finds
her heart and realizes that there is equally as much sorrow
as joy in the world.
Miss Johnstone is anxious to make pictures with as varied
roles as possible. She wants to portray the real American
girl, — of the different types which America boasts. Realart
will do all in its power to give Miss Johnstone the vehicles
she wants. Realart officials feel that there is nobody more
capable of portraying the American girl than Justine John-

Margarit

IT is good news to learn that petite Margarita Fisher, she
of American Film Co. fame, has left that concern to organize her own independent company. Miss Fisher is
now in New York completing her plans, and work on the
first Margarita Fisher Production will begin shortly.
Among Miss Fisher's recent pictures for American are :
" Their Mutual Child," " The Week End," a clever Cosmo
Hamilton story, and " The Thirtieth Piece of Silver." In
all, she, as the star, received the usual commendatory compliments for her individual work.
Unfortunately, not all of Miss Fisher's stories have been
on a par with her ability. From now on, however. Miss
Fisher will devote much time to the careful selection of
stories. We may look to see this capable star in pictures
particularly suited to her charms and talents. There is a
sweetness about Miss Fisher's work which endears her to the
most blase of audiences ; a gaiety, a cheeriness, a radiating
" sunniness."
Margarita Fisher was born in Missouri Valley, Iowa. At
the age of eight, she was perfectly at home on the stage and
could lisp her part with as much pertness as the best of them.
And also at this age Miss Margarita was given to outbursts
of temperament which shamed the Divine Sarah at her best!
Miss Fisher has been with the American Film Company
for several years. In fact, this was about the first company
she was associated with. Among her very early pictures are :
" The Quest," and " Miracle of Life." With Equitable: "The
Dragon," and with Pollard Pictures Plays: "Pearl of Paradise," "Miss Jackie of the Navy," " The Little Girl Who
Wouldn't Grow Up," " The Butterfly Girl," and " The Devil's
230
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sf tone

stone herself, a typical American girl.
Justine Johnstone has reached stardom solely on her own
merits and her desire to " make good." It wasn't so very
long ago that her captivating smile peered out at you from
magazines and newspapers as the most beautiful girl in the
" Follies." During intervals in her " Follies " engagements,
she supported the Castles at the New Amsterdam with Ed
Wynn in " Over the Top," and appeared as a leading woman
and star in several other stage successes. And just as she
had reached the heights she decided that she really was not
quite ready for stardom, so she left the bright lights for quiet
and hard work with a neighborhod stock company. Here she
stayed for almost a year, playing every part from Cinderella
to Camille. When she returned to New York she felt she
was fit and ready. It was then that Realart Pictures offered
her a starring contract.
Miss Johnstone has often been called " the most beautiful
girl in America " and she rightly deserves the appellation.
Only this month, Paul Helleu, the famous French etcher who
is now here to draw the most beautiful women in America,
told Miss Johnstone that she was the most beautiful girl he
had
ever seen. Miss Johnstone will sit for M. Helleu very
shortly.
The camera has proven itself quick to catch Miss . Johnstone's exquisite beauty. With her talent, beautiful face and
form, and sumptuous wardrobe, Miss Johnstone promises to
be one of the screen's greatest successes.
Those who have been convertd to Justine Johnstone admirers anticipate with interest her forthcoming releases. A
good lead for the exhibitor.

a

Fisher

Assistant." Her latest American Film Company releases
are: "Their Mutual Child," "The Week End," and "The
Thirtieth Piece of Silver."
Miss Fisher is unusual in many ways. The first one may
be said to be her willingness to share the limelight with
others. Often she has absolutely refused to go on with a
scene if the director stubbornly insisted in carrying out the
action planned. " Why should I stand upstage?" questioned brown-eyed Margarita, with something of a flash
in their depths. " He's equally as important here as I am
and I refuse to be a co-partner in any such high-handed doall by myself." And she never was.
as playing
And ings
also
at this upstage
age. Miss Margarita was given to outbursts.
Which explains why so many leading men who played with
Margarita Fisher received their first real chance to show
" what was in them."
The cast for the initial Margarita Fisher Production will
be chosen with a view to talent, as well as types. " I want
I don't
asserted
act,"capable
can really
who who
people those
want
are only
of Miss
playingFisher.
up to "the
star.
Individuality on the screen has not been emphasized near
enough. At least in the Margarita Fisher Productions it

This means that not only will the stories be of unusual
will be."
but the cast as well. " And direction is another imworth
portant consideration," is another Margarita Fisher item. " I
want for a director a man who is schooled in the fundamentals ofdirectorial work, but also one who is creative, who
can dilate on an original idea and make of it something really
worth while. That's my idea of a director." And trust Miss
Fisher to carry out her ideas.
Motion
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John

S.

Robertson

AMONG
the highest of the " high lights " of the motion
picture year, has been the success of the screen version of " Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," which was produced by John S. Robertson, starring John Barrymore.
Mr. Robertson had already achieved distinction as a director of good taste, one who told his screen story with a directness, proving his sure sense of drama, but when " Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde " was released, John S. Robertson took his
place among the foremost producers of the day.
Especially gratifying must have been the reception given
Mr. Robertson's work, depicting Robert Louis Stevenson's
story, in England. There it was hailed with the same tremen-'
dous success that it enjoyed in our own United States, there,
where Englishmen are properly jealous of one of their
greatest writers.
St. John Ervine, author of the recent stage successes " John
Ferguson " and " Jane Clegg," commented upon the great
ability with which this masterpiece of Stevenson's was produced, and added: " It was undoubtedly the most remarkable
film I had ever seen projected on the screen."
In an interview given upon his arrival in New York, Henry
Arthur Jones insisted that it was seeing " the screen classic,"
" Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," that convinced him of the value
of the screen as a medium for a great story telling and induced him to enter the field of writers for the screen.
But a more practical reward for the director's work came
when the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation gave him the
opportunity of working out his ideas in special productions,
the first of which is to be " Sentimental Tommy."
Material for the story was absorbed from Barrie's delightful fiction, " Sentimental Tommy " and " Tommy and Grizel,"
the adaptation for the film play being made by Josephine
Lovett.

Barrie's story Is unusual in its character development and
human interest, and the " Barrie " touches are said by those
who have seen the unfinished product of the screen version,
to be carried out with characteristic appeal.
" This poor devil of a Tommy would always be noble and
heroic," said Mr. Robertson in discussing the interpretation
of the title role, " but it is only when
on the wings of
too vivid imagiriation that he can reach flying
the heights and when
the flight is ended, it is those he loves best, who suffer. But
Tommy finds a way out." And recalling the story, it seems
" Tommy " could always " find a wye."
Sentimental Tommy ' is not blatant ' movie material,' "
explained Mr. Robertson when talking of ftie play that is predicted to add many new laurels to his already large collection.
" But to a director who enjoys subtlety and imagination it
has infinite charm and possibilities, and to put ' Sentimental
Tommy,' the most lovable, complex, and fascinating of Barrie's creations, on the screen, has been an undertaking worth
Mr. Robertson has almost completed the screen play, and
what is more, he will cut it himself!
The titles will be taken from the books, for it is the direcwhile."
tor's ambition to make this a " Barrie film " throughout.
In speaking of his achievement of 1920 and the outlook
upon 1921, Mr. Robertson said:
" Most helpful has been the degree of cooperation received
from the Famous-Players-Lasky Corporation, first in regard
to a cast, which took time to assemble, and then, in the building of the Scotch village, which in itself, was a gigantic
undertaking. However, without that village, never could
I have made the picture that I hope for in ' Sentimental
Tommy,' for it supplied the proper atmosphere, and came the
nearest to the realization of my ambitions in my career as a
director."

Eddie

Cline

and

CLINE, director — Buster Keaton, star. An unbeatable combination. The four pictures thus far released through Metro prove it: "The Scarecrow,"
" Convict 13," " One Week," and " Neighbors." And Keaton
has only started on his starring career.
Buster Keaton is famous in vaudeville as the son of thq
hilariously funny Keaton family act, comprising Keaton,
pere ; Keaton, mere, and Keaton, fils. Buster was the youngster who tumbled all over the place and caused gasps to
mingle with laughs in dread anxiety for his innocent bones.
But nothing ever happened, and the boy grew up still tumbling; he tumbled from the stage into pictures, and finally
played with Fatty Arbuckle ; then he tired of tumbling with
somebody else, so he tumbled himself into a star, and his
merry drolleries are knocking the blues back into abysmal
depths for folk who are given to pull long faces.
George Ade, noted writer, was invited to see Buster Keaton
in " One Week," which is something of a golf story. Mr. Ade
went — not that he cares an iota about seeing screen comedies,
but simply because he remembered that not so many years
ago he chuckled mirthfully over the antics of one Buster
Keaton. And so impressed was he with Keaton's appearance
in " One Week," that he sat down and wrote a warm letter
of praise to the Metro officials.
Keaton is not a comedy star who works along one track.
Witness the variety of his four releases. Neither does he rely
on acrobatic flopping about to put him over. He combines
athletic skill with histrionic ability. The result is one varied
EDDIE

Buster

Keaton

performance after another. His sense of humor is another
factor in his work. It is the sure fire sort. You can't help
shrieking with laughter when Keaton, in his own inimitable
way, commences to race through a picture and leads up to
a side-splitting climax. Perhaps Buster Keaton'.s ability and
his humor is " bred in de bone," for his father and mother
were recognized laugh converters.
In Eddie Cline, Keaton has a director who understands
comedy values as few directors do. Cline hails from Kenosha,
Wisconsin. He was educated in Chicago. His screen career
began with the old Keystone company.
Then the Keystone company, having lived a noble life, died
a noble death, and the Mack Sennett-Paramount releases became famous. Eddie directed many of these successful comedies. Among some of his interesting motion picture collection of choicy titles are : " That Night," " The Kitchen
Lady," "Those Athletic Girls," "A Bedroom Blunder,"
" Sheriff Nell's Comeback," " A School House Scandal," and
" Training for Husbands."
About this time Buster Keaton decided to tumble to stardom, so he singled out Eddie Cline, and said : " Cum on,"
Eddie, " cum." And there was formed one of the memorable
combinations of director and star — the combination that has
given the exhibitor such highly satisfactory box office receiptsthe
;
fans such highly satisfactory laughs.
" Neighbors," the latest Keaton release, directed by Eddie
Kline, is said to be clever both in story, in acting, and in direction. The first 1921 release of this pair is anticipated to remove, temporarily, the cares and anxieties of a Sultan.
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THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS"
Christmas greetings to Justine Johnstone on
her first star-release " Blackbirds " — which
introduces a charming, accomplished new star
in the person of Justine Johnstone.
Justine Johnstone's beauty is certainly brought
out on the screen. In giving her " Blackbirds,"
Realart has provided her with a subject which
is entirely appropriate to her interpretative
ability. Judging from her portrayal here her
forte is legitimate dramatic offerings. Her ingratiating personality and talent should establish an enthusiastic following.
Motion Picture News,
December, 1920.
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S. CAMPBELL, director of the Chester
WILLIAM
Comedies, has just screened his latest production,
" Pout Times Foiled," which " sounds " up to Mr.
Campbell's usual high-class comedy level.
Mr. Campbell is a pioneer of the motion picture, industry,
and in eighteen years devoted to the game he has done everything from ticket taking to acting. As a director he has been
on the staffs of many of the biggest present-day organizations. He first conceived the idea of introducing to the camera
the wild denizens of the jungle. Previously, animals had been
attractions only in circus and vaudeville acts. Why not for
screen work? pondered Mr. Campbell.
While on the staff of the William Fox organization, he
originated and directed " Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells,"
a hilarious comedy that made an instantaneous hit, running
steadily for four years. Even today there is a demand for
it, and it may still be seen on the programs of small houses in
the far corners of the country.
Shortly after this release there followed " Tame Lions and
Wild Women." With this successful beginning, Mr. Campbell began to devote his attention almost entirely to trained
animals for the screen. Today he is pre-eminent in his particular line, and few can boast of equal skill in handling animals and extracting the last giggle of comedy out of strange
situations produced by the introduction of beasts of the
jungle into the humdrum routine of domestic American life.
William S. Campbell's career began at the very bottom of
the motion picture ladder. He broke into the profession as
a boy. His first job was sweeping out four Los Angeles
theatres and making himself useful in any kind of a way.
From caretaker he was finally promoted to usher, and in this
position he absorbed quite a bit of useful data concerning
Hank

of the outstanding features of the past year in the
comedy field, is the remarkable success of the Hank
Mann Comedies, released by the Arrow Film Corporation.
These comedies consist of a series of twenty-six two-reel
pictures, one of which is released every other week. Hank
Mann and Al Santell, his director, share honors.
Hank Mann is New Yorker — born and bred, being a product of Morris High School, upon finishing which he continued life in a long stage and screen career. Previous to
joining Mack Sennett forces he was in vaudeville, but forsaking the footlights for the Liegs, he found reward for his
efforts and was featured in a number of comedies. Thereafter he went with Fox, and was featured in " Bon Bon Riot,"
and " His First Blow Out," following which he was engaged
by Morris R. Schlank, producer, where he started with onereel comedies and gradually built up a following, resulting in
the two-reelers.
Al Santell, Mann's director came well recommended.
Previous to entering the directorial field, Mr. Santell was a
short-story author, besides being an architect. For the American, Mutual, Kalem, World, and Goldwyn he had directed,
and among the featured players and stars in his pictures were
Fay Tincher, Kathleen O'Connor, Neal Burns and Joan Hill.
He also directed
" Joe Martin," the human orang-otang when
connected
with tJniversal.
Now that these two experienced cinematicians have come
together and are combining their years of work in a common
effort to put across comedies of the rip-roaring variety, film
fans are beginning to find it very enjoyable, indeed, to attend
any theatre at which Hank Mann appears.
Santell and Mann work together with perfect cooperation.
ONE
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Campbell
" us mortals," later used with humorous effect in his pictures.
From usher he was promoted to operator, and then to doorman. At last he was entrusted with the management of a
chain of theatres. While acting in this capacity he began
writing scenarios. He was successful. So he abandoned the
business end of the picture industry to join the production
department. It was in 1908 that Mr. Campbell became identified with the Selig forces as a scenario writer. Here he had
an opportunity to learn new angles of the business, for he
tried his hand as cameraman, mastered the intricacies of
developing and printing, and did his turn at cutting, editing,
and title writing.
Campbell left Selig to go with the Sennett organization,
where he worked for three years as a staff writer, and three
mere as a director.
He was with William Fox as a director in the early days
of the Sunshine Comedies, and then went with Universal as
a writer and director, originating the Joe Martin comedies
and directing the first few of the series.
Mr. Campbell is now at the head of the Chester Studio
busily engaged in turning out a new series of comedies built
largely around Alexander, one of the most intelligent chimpanzees in captivity. Not only is he working with the
chimpanzee, but also with trained lions, leopards, pumas, and
monkeys. With his experience and skill in handling animals,
he expects to make the new series of Chester productions real
masterpieces of their kind.
The first of the Chester series, " Four Times Foiled," has
already registered a pronounced hit, a second has been completed, and a third is well under way. Releases are planned
for once a month during the coming year.
Mann
There are no " broils " of the out and out sort. Director and
star know each other as it is given to few to know. They
are great friends and it is not unusual for one of the two to
hit upon a novel idea while away from the studio or while
attending one of their own pictures at a local theatre.
" An idea," says Santell, " grows out of something else.
That's why I like men about me who think individually ; who
don't hang upon me for every little word. The successful
man is the man who sees a common, every-day occurrence,
and builds something from it. He makes that incident the
beginning instead of the end. There's the rub. you know.
Knowing what is the beginning, what is the middle and what
is the end.
" Perhaps many such occurrences that meet the eye of any
pedestrian daily is the end of a series of events ; the culmination of what has gone before. Now, if I am impressed with
what I see, I take it as the idea. Oftentimes it is just the
beginning. Then I build for the development of the story,
or the middle, and from there to the end is a matter of sequences. This may meet with dubious head shakes, but figure
it out for yourself. That's the surest way, in the long run,
of Hank
routingMann
doubt."
is a splendid type of comedian. He is well
acquainted with every side of motion pictures, and his knowledge of how to put across comedy with the greatest effect is
worthy of emulation. In fact, there are many today on the
screen who have found Hank Mann one of the elite among
the disciples of comedy.
The Hank Mann comedies are distributed by the Arrow
Film Corporation — the people who " never go wrong " on the
salability of a picture.
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IT took several years, during which Vivienne Osborne
was engaged in playing upon the legitimate stage, to
lure the evident screen subject into pictures. Finally
someone was successful and she was introduced into a new
kind of work.
Needless to say she fell in rapidly, having many qualifications often lacking in aspiring young women, for Vivienne
Osborne carries her attractiveness with ease and poise, is
seemingly unspoiled and oblivious of her charms.
We first saw her in a feature under the direction of George
Archainbaud known as " In Walked Mary," which was released by Pathe. In this, with a view to becoming thoroughly
" screen broke," Miss Osborne accepted a part which required more acting than she will possibly have to do again,
since it was the role of the " heavy " and she is as far from
the " type " of one, as could be imagined. Yet, with the
proper make-up and direction, she came through with laurels.
It was during the run of " The Bonehead," a play of the
legitimate stage, in which she was appearing that she was
selected for the part in " In Walked Mary," and be it known
that it was not the kind of " heavy role " which called upon
Miss Osborne to get so far away from herself that she could
not come back. Possibly it was a " light heavy."
Her next picture was in " The Restless Sex," in which her
part stood out with unusual prominence, and then, when the
Fox special " Over the Hill " started all New York talking of
its brilliant success, we found Vivienne Osborne as one of the
" girls " grown up and the one, and only one, for whom the
audience has any sympathy. . In a picture like " Over the
Hill " where the " mother " part predominates to such an extent, itis a compliment indeed, that the work of an ingenue,
especially when the " family in the story " was a large one,
stands out, as did Miss Orborne's. She was engaged many
weeks upon this picture, and immediately following the show-

Vivienne Osborne is a " girl of the west," having spent
most of her life in Spokane, Seattle and other cities of the
State of Washington. Her stage career began there, where
she played in stock in the two cities mentioned. She determined to reach New York some time, and finally gratified the
desire via a circuit of vaudeville, which brought her east. An
engagement upon the stage in a Broadway play followed, and
the rest leave to 1921.
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eminent writers are known as the R. Cecil Smiths,
TWO
Ella Stuart Carson, favorably identified as a writer
for the screen herself, being Mrs. R. Cecil Smith.
Therefore, this clever couple are signed individually and collectively, dating August, 1920, for a long term contract. It
binds them to write exclusively for Selznick.
Says the erstwhile Miss Carson : " I think that we hold the
record of a couple combining matrimony and business. We
have been combining for fifteen years and are still living
together — which is some record! Of course, we disagree,
or rather, we fight. My name is Carson and Mr. Smith's
grandfather's name was Jerry, and the Irish will out. But
it is just a flash and then fade out.
" During the past year we have written twenty-four continuities, which is traveling some."
Indeed, there is no doubt about that. Furthermore, the
kind of work coming from the pen of these writers is of a
" Q."born in Hebron, Indiana, educated
capital was
with aCarson
quality,
Ella Stuart
at the University of Chicago and the Indiana State Normal
School. Her early career embraces newspaper activities on
the Chicago Tribune, the Chronicle, and the Albuquerque
Journal. Miss Carson made her debut as a screen writer by
adapting " Loye Letters," and in rapid succession follow :
" Mother's Boy," (Paramount) ; " The Wedding Ring," " The
Yellow Back," " His World of Honor," " Keep Him Guessing," latest Selznick adaptations.
Seven years ago, R. Cecil Smith, although a recognized
writer at the time, decided to learn just what was necessary
to write successfully for the screen, and to do this he applied
236

ing was selected for the lead, opposite Gaston Glass in " Corporal Cameron of the Royal Mounted." Upon its release it
is predicted that her career will begin with a beginning.
Miss Osborne, though not altogether willing to forsake the
stage, has developed a startling interest in pictures. She
studies them, studies the script, reads the story from which
the adaptation is made, and thoroughly familiarizes herself
with every detail, so that there will be no time lost in '' getting into it," when the director is ready.
It is for this reason, that although a year ago she was
offered a contract to " star," she refused it. Sounds almost
unbelievable in these days of ambitious young ladies, aspiring to stardom. But it is true, nevertheless. Had it been an
offer to star with one of the leading producing companies.
Miss Osborne admits, it might have been different. She
would have felt that if the work was with a director of great
note, one who had his own business reputation to look after,
she could take a chance upon his seeing that she qualified
fully, but believing that there must be a firm foundation upon
which to build, even for an actress of the screen, she preferred to work in smaller parts in big productions, absorbing
all that came within her observation, laying that firm foundation for bigger, better parts, and finally, through gradual improvement becoming fitted to her own idea of what a star
could be, believing the end will justify the means.

i

1

Smiths

to Thomas H. Ince for a place in his organization, not as a
writer, but as " atmosphere," or, as it was known on the lot
in the old Inceville days, " bushwa." For several months,
his life was a constant round of grease paint and ccepe hair.
But this was only a minor phase of his daily work, his main
attention being devoted to keeping an eye on the directorial
end, studying shots, lighting, grouping, and particularly the
dramatic growth of a story.
After several months, Mr. Smith entered the scenario department in the capacity of reader. There he learned to distinguish between the good and the bad in picture construction, later acquiring the reputation of being one of the best
judges of picture material in the business. From here it was
only a step to the actual writing of stories, and Mr. Smith
developed into one of the most versatile writers for the feature
screen today.
In the past two years, Mr. Smith has had thirty-five produced feature pictures, among the best known being " Madcap Madge," the late Olive Thomas' first starring vehicle.
Additional stories and adaptations are " The Price Mark,"
" Extravagance," ten stories for Dorothy Dalton, including
numerous others for Charles Ray.
When

Myron Selznick started to organize his scenario department for Selznick pictures, one of the first moves he
maae was to sign Mr. Smith and Miss Carson — the R. Cecil
Smiths — to long term contracts. And this move has been
one of far reaching advantage for Selznick, the R. Cecil(
Smiths' trademark being recommendation enough for a picture's merits.
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Metro star
Under personal direction of Maxwell Karger
Now producing " A MESSAGE

FROM

MARS," from Richard Ganthoney's great stage success
Recent Releases:
" The Right of Way "
" The Misleading Lady "
" Alias Jimmy Valentine J'
" The Price of Redemption "
" Lomhardi, Ltd."
At present in New York
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Harris

^^r-r^HE INFERIOR SEX," "Polly of the Storm CounI try,"
picturesviain First
which National.
we have seen
Harris,tworeleased
TheseMildred
when
Mildred Harris was starred under the name of Mildred Harris

Harris was paid the most flattering attention by city officials
and Dominion executives. Her popularity increased with
every introduction.

Chaplin. We will see the same Mildred Harris in " Habit "
and
" TheNational
Woman release.
in His House," both complete, awaiting
also inFirst

Long before Mildred Harris won the recognition for ability
that is hers today, newspapers and magazines devoted liberal
space to predicting the achievements of what was then little
more than a " little girl." More than two years ago one exhibitor stated : " Mildred Harris seems to be offering exhibitors, as a whole, more encouragement to advertise than any
star now before the public. There have been many cases of
uniformly good advertising that have resulted from the various pictures in which she is appearing, and it has been interesting to study the different twists that exhibitors in various
sections of this part of the country have given the exploitation

If the latter two compare favorably with the first two, the
year's work for Mildred Harris will speak for itself.
The career of this greatly admired star dates back some
time when, judging from her present extreme youth, she must
have played child parts, for while her introduction to the
screen was in a Vitagraph production, it was followed by
engagements with Reliance-Majestic and Fine Arts, long
enough discontinued to have passed into motion picture history. Among the pictures in which she played in the earlier
da5's are : " Old Folks at Home," " The Village Prodigal,"
" The Whim," " The Price of a Good Time," " The Men Who
Dared God," " When a Girl Loves," " For Husbands Only,"
" Home," " Forbidden," which were previous to the four made
for release via First National.
Diminutive and appealing is Mildred Harris, but in her determined little way she does not expect to allow anything to
interfere with her career as an actress of the screen. She will
soon be at work again after a lapse of considerable time.
Miss Harris is the sort of girl who makes the best of everything, leaving no opportunity to improve or develop her art
unattended. Her eye for detail is noticeable in her selection
of wardrobe. She is noted for good taste; she is identified
with a style all her own.
While in a Canadian city early in the fall of 1920, Miss

Emmett
EMMETT
FLYNN, immediately after completing the
editing of his production of Mark Twain's famous
" Yankee in King Arthur's Court," commenced work on
a new picture, a super-special entitled " Clung."
Mr. Flynn was the one director among many singled out to
direct the screen version of " A Yankee in King Arthur's
Court." And only after tirelessly weighing Mr. Flynn's abilities as compared with others did William Fox turn the stupendous task over to this skillful director. It required a deal
of subtlety and a firm grasp of Mark Twain's fine satire to
successfully put " The Yankee " on the screen.

" For that is what this medieval story really is," avers Director Flynn ; " a satire on what the people of today consider
the romance and the joy of the days when knights
were bold.
But Mark Twain shows that those days were not filled with
romance and the knights not overly bold. Today is the day
of romance, is the point the story brings out with such cleverness," continued Mr, Flynn.

" When a man in Washington can press a button and start
three battleships on their
way ; when a man can talk via wireless to a person one thousand miles away — why, this is the
day of romance.
The knights of old lived in an age of disChristmas

Number

Upon the completion of her contract, calling for one more
possibilities."
picture, Miss Harris is looking forward to the goal of the
motion picture actress, her own company. This will all depend upon her power of resistance, since flattering offers for
appearance upon the legitimate stage are at her refusal. It
is believed, however, that she will continue in her work
wherein she has earned the identity of one of the leading feminine players of the screen, even if at the same time she
accepts an engagement on the stage.
Miss Harris, who has recently declared that she will no
longer be called Mildred Harris Chaplin, states that she does
not believe it can, for a moment, interfere with her progress.
She was a star in her own right before she became Mrs.
Chaplin. She feels she paved her own way to stardom upon
the merits of her ability, and does not need the name of a male
star to continue upon the same merit which won her professional recognition.

J.

Flynn

comfort, of tawdry display, of mock romance. Today is the
age to revel in — not the age when ' King Arthur and his
sturdy warriors ruled.' By putting a Yankee, accustomed
to the luxuries of twentieth-century inventions, back into
King Arthur's age and making hirri revolutionize the place
into a twentieth-century affair — why, the contrast is brilliant,
the satire glorious. But it required much thought to put it
over on the screen."
Emmett Flynn, while a young man, is not a newcomer to
the screen. He directed for First National, Goldwyn, American, and Fox. Chief among his earlier pictures are : " Alimony," "Racing Strain," " Bondage of Barbara," " A Bachelor's Wife," " Yvonne from Paris," " Other Side of Eden,"
" Eastward Ho," " The Lincoln Highwayman,"

and " Shod

with
" A Fire."
Yankee in King Arthur's Court " may be said to be the
first really big production Flynn has made. It will be, in fact,
one of the most important releases of 1921. And since Director Flynn has spent months in making it and pretty nearly
all day and night in working out the action, great things may
be expected cf it, and of other productions bearing Emmett
Flynn's name.
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Robert

Schable

FOREMOST among his 1920 releases, Robert Schable
lists : " On With The Dance," his individual work in
this production winning the applause of the critics ;
" The Romantic Adventurer," " The Stolen Kiss," " Paying
the Piper," " Blind Wives," and " Temple Dusk."
Natural, easy ; an actor who is a well known figure in both
stage and screen circles. That's Robert Schable.
Mr. Schable began a successful stage career supporting
some of the celebrities in well known successes. Then he became stage director for John Drew. For ten years he captained the Drew plays, making a name for himself as a director of excellence. There followed affiliations with Ethel
Barrymore, Annie Russell, Marie Doro, George Fawcett,
Nazimova, " Everywoman," and others.
Finally, Schable decided to leave the stage. Acting upon
this decision, he taught for one year at the Sargent School
of Dramatic Art. John S. Robertson, well known director,
suggested that Schable enter motion pictures as an assis-

tant director, eventually becoming, himself, a full fledge
director.
Schable considered the suggestion a good one. He acted
upon it favorably.
He was assistant director to Charles Maigne, Mr. Robertson, and other well known directors. Then came the suggestion to become an actor, thereby learning the fine points
about directing.
Schable acted favorably upon this, also.
In rapid succession there followed, among many other
pictures: " The Marriage Price," " World To Live In," " Red
Head," "Test of Honor." "The Firing Line," and "Sin-

Hugh

T

CAST for " Pike," American millionaire in " The Slim
Princess," and expected to fulfill the requirements according to George Ade's description of the handsome
tourist in Turkey, where the popular " string bean " type is
looked upon in disgust and where fat ladies " eat and grow
Thompson
fatter."
since. made a hurried trip to the Pacific
months
coast someHugh
He of the megaphone, Victor Schertzinger, was the first to
direct Hugh Thompson in a Goldwyn picture starring Mabel
Normand in which Mr. Thompson scored success sufficient
to create a demand for the newcomer's talents. This resulted
in his next being cast for the leading masculine role in " Head
Over Heels " and thereafter in " What Happened to Rosa."
(Goldwyn).
From the beginning of Hugh Thompson's career he was
more or less of a success since his six feet, two inches of wellproportioned physique, dark brown hair and dark lustrous
eyes abetted by an ease and natural way of deporting himself
before the camera registered decidedly well on the silver
sheet.
There is scarcely a leading woman of note with whom

John

Ma

is an actor of twenty years experience, twelve of
which were spent on the English stage, four on the
American stage, and about three in pictures. During his motion picture engagements, he has won a place for
himself by the exceptional delineations in such roles as the
Lawyer in Roscoe Arbuckle's " Brewster Millions " ; the
sporting English barrister, a comedy part all through in " The
Waif of the Wreck " ; and as the Father in the Ince-Douglas
MacLean subject, " When Johnny Comes Marching Home."
After a very notable career on the English stage, John
MacFarlane came to America with no less a personage than
Ellen Terry. He played with Frohman and other leading
producers for a number of seasons, making a pronounced hit
in each play. Indeed, his easy bearing, melodious intonation
and histrionic powers placed him high in the favor of the
theatre-going public.
When the War broke out he returned to England and enlisted. He saw active service right straight through those
gloomy and tense years of strife and bloodshed.
His tenure
HE
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There is a poise and a subtle something about Mr. Schable's characterizations that distinguish him in any cast.
Humor and naturalism is the keynote of Robert Schable's
ners."
histrionic
skill. " Temple Dusk," shortly to be released will
illustrate another of Schable's subtle characterizations.
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Hugh Thompson has not played. His career dates back as
far as the old Essanay days when since celebrated screen
players were in the making.
Hugh Thompson was born in St. Louis, Missouri, the only
son of a representative physician of that city, and while Dr.
Thompson still exercises his paternal jurisdiction over his
full-fledged
actorthinks
son, Hugh
is a mother's
He isinone
those men who
of mother
first, and boy.
remained
Newof
York when tempting offers beckoned toward the Coast account of her presence there. Finally when the Goldwyn contract was negotiated, in the dead of winter, California became
sufficiently alluring to command Mr. Thompson's westward
ho! Having decided to remain there indefinitely, his mother
and father recently joined him in Los Angeles.
Reminiscence accentuates vividly the versatility of Hugh
Thompson, for in film plays of by-gone days he has played
every different kind of role imaginable. His friends and
fellow workers will remember: "Secret Strings," "Woman
Under Oath," " False Gods," " Phil for Short." " Wit Wins."
" Someone Must Pay," " Making Her His Wife," and " Cynthia of the Minute."
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of service continued until the demobilization of the troops
in March, 1919.
There followed, naturally enough, the reaction period. Getting back into the run of civilian life, the normal trend of
everyday life. Every service man confesses to the difficulty
of beginning life unchanged where he left off before enlisting. But Mr. MacFarlane had the stage and motion pictures
before him, and he went back to his work with re-doubled
vim and vigor.
He has been a member of the Los Angeles film colony for
the past year, following a tour with John Kellerd in a repertoire of ten Shapespearean plays.
His years of stage work are of particular value to Mr.
MacFarlane for his screen delineations. Then, too, his broad
experiences in repertoire are highly valuable to him in his
characterizations.
John MacFarlane is of the keenly observant type. The
humor of everyday life excites his appreciation. Let life be
your school, is Mr. MacFarlane's motto.
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RITZI RIDGEWAY has a long list of successes to
her credit with Fox, Universal, Famous Players, and
others.
She was born in Butte, Montana, and also educated there.
It was at the School of Fine Arts in Chicago, Illinois, that
Miss Ridgeway continued her studies.
Her stage career began in New York in stock. Then followed two years in vaudeville, all of which proved of great
service to her in her screen work. Miss Ridgeway began
with Essanay and from there to Triangle to appear in " Up
or Down." Then comes the Fox success, " The Danger
Zone;" Universal's " The Fire FHngers;" featured in "Winning a Bride," " Ranger of Pike's Peak," " Petal on the Current ;" in the Famous Players' " Judy of Rogues' Harbor."
She was featured in " The Fatal 30 " a thrilling serial.
When cornered, the usual actress admits that she is capable of a correct interpretation of one or two characters in a
certain line of work, and many seem content with this accomplishment.
It falls to the lot of Miss Ridgeway, however, to seek con-
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tinually a new character to play and one which will require
close application.
It is a source of anxiety to the scenario staff to find new
characters for her to play, and she will not accept stories in
which the ordinary character has to be portrayed. Why be
just " ordinary " when it is possible, with a little thought,
to be " out of the ordinary " figures Miss Ridgeway.
That she is right is evidenced by the versatility of her
work, which is pronounced excellent. Miss Ridgeway is one
of the youngest of the " comers " on the screen. She is
eagerly
alert,
taking in lessons on the art of " emoting "
from every
source.
In a studio, with productions being made on every side,
there is much to be learned by just observing, believes Miss
Ridgeway. Then, too, there are opportunities of talking
with the studio staff and the technical aides. Every one offers a different explanation to the same question. In other
words. Miss Ridgeway assimilates knowledges from every
source. That is, perhaps, one reason why she is considered
one of the brightest actresses in her line of endeavor.

Wall

Wally Van forsaken the megaphone for — something else? He has NOT!
Despite the fact, since supervising the serial, starring Bennie Leonard, he has not had occasion to tax the stability of his two good lungs. He laid the old megaphone on
the shelf, for the while, but when he takes it up again — look
out!
It is all because Wally Van has been doing something else.
He has been negotiating plans, which, within the first of the
coming new year, will be made public.
It is with no reflection upon his beloved and adopted profession that he has not devoted the past few months to directing pictures.
Anyway, he has directed enough in his time to " hold him
for a while." And in his many years of experience he gathered a smattering knowledge of everything that has to do
with picture making from the ground up, and down.
He is one of the few directors in the business who knows
the production end of it from the time the film goes into the
studio as a raw product, until the day a picture is released
for the publisher's inspection.
Wally Van has gained this knowledge through years of
HAS

Emerson

JOHN EMERSON and Anita Loos perpetuated the " let
no man put asunder " collaboration back in 1919 when
Miss Loos said " I will " and thenceforth became privately known as Mrs. John Emerson.
The marriage of this well-known team of scenario writers
has -resulted in a series of comedies, which they supervised,
starring Constance Talmadge: "A Temperamental Wife,"
" The Virtuous Vamp," " In Search of a Sinner," " The Love
Expert," " The Perfect Woman," " Dangerous Business " and
" Mama's Affair," shortly to be released.
It was largely due to the highly clever collaborations of Mr.
Emerson and Miss Loos that Douglas Fairbanks won such
flattering commendation in " The Americano," " His Picture
in the Paper," " In Again — Out Again," " Wild and Wooly,"
" Down to Earth," " Reaching for the Moon," and several
other pictures for Paramount. . These pictures, too, were
supervised by the clever couple.
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close association with the motion picture industry. He became a director in the early days of picture making, graduating thereto from being an actor, and thereafter continuing
to be a director.
Wally Van had his initiation into the world of cinema.
His first engagement was one, more or less, to gratify his
curiosity.
The conclusion.
thing was aBut
"farce"
to him.
"Can't
was
his secret
at least,
he would
find be!"
out
for himself. As a result, first thing we knew there were
scenarios by Wally Van, continuities by Wally Van and after
a short time, there were pictures " Directed by Wally Van."
Through the years which have brought the motion picture to be looked upon as the most promising industry of the
United States, and the envied industry of foreign lands, Wally Van has been directing pictures. And he will direct, but
oh how different from his first one — " Love, Luck and GasoIt would have been most fitting to announce the proposed
activities at the Christmastide, and yet, why not leave an item
or two for the " Happy New Year " wished for Wally Van,
and which, in his characteristic reciprocal way, he wishes
line."
everybody
!

and

Loos

The coming year, 192 1, will see this notable pair devoting
their skill and their powers to the developing of satirical
comedy writing, for the screen, along new lines. A number
of such stories are now ready, in which Constance Talmadge
will star.
Anita Loos, than whom no more sparkling exemplar of
comedy exists, is the daughter of a newspaper man who was
a chum of Bill Nye, America's beloved humorist and devoted
friend of James Whitcomb Riley. Miss Loos certainly has
"atmospheric" cause for humor! At the age of fourteen,
pert little Anita sold a story to her boss, D. W. Griffith,
under whose direction she was emoting in numerous pictures. She has been writing ever since, and may be contradictorially
known as " the oldest and the youngest " of screen
writers.
Mr. Emerson, among other things, is President of the
Actors Equity Association, elected spring of 1920.
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Olcott

Sidney
HIS

vicissitudes of fortune are many. Yet he is the
most traveled of the big directors in motion pictures.
Sidney Olcott was born, reared, educated in Toronto, Canada. At the age of twenty-five he was a business
man who had never ventured more than a hundred miles
from his native city. But he was filled with an unconquerable restlessness — a feverish ambition to accomplish something "big."
Having been something of a local success in amateur
entertainments, he decided to cultivate this latent talent — if
it were one. So he entrained for New York.
Having once found the trail of theatrical locations, he
haunted the managers' offi'es with untiring vigilance. Meantime, his reserve funds were dwindling with rapidity.
The father of Thomas Ince, at that time conducting a wellknown agency, introduced Olcott to a manager of a road attraction. Engaged! The show lasted ten days. Olcott,
keenly observant, made the most of his inside view. Htf
capitalized this experience and secured another engagement
that lasted almost twenty weeks. He learned with rapid
avidity.
Consequently, next season found him touring the North

George

E.
is putpicture,
entitled
Maine,

GEORGE E. MARSHALL is the director who
ting the inspirational pep into Tom Mix' new
now being completed on the West Coast,
" Oh, You Tex," from the novel by William McLeod
scenarized by Frank H. Clark.
Mr. Marshall claims Chicago as his old home town. He
was educated at St. John's Military Academy and at the
University of Chicago.
The screen, with all its promises of artistry and action, appealed to the young man. He went further West to carry
out his desire to get into pictures and learn the business from
the ground, having a definite idea even at that time to turn
his hand to directing in the not distant future.
Eventually he connected with Universal, and for four years
he remained with that company, directing, among other pictures, "Love's Lariat " and a serial called " Liberty."
From Universal Marshall went with the Ruth Roland company in a directorial capacity. He handled the megaphone
for this daredevil of feminine serial stars, putting across that
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the big league producers of the year is noticed
AMONG
the name of a young man whose record has climbed
steadily and rapidly. Frank Lloyd is the man, and
although he has been heard from many times, it is predicted
he will be heard from in the future in a far bigger way than
ever.
His 1920 record is an envious one indeed, for Samuel Goldwyn can back up the truth when it is said that Frank Lloyd
Productions have been big money makers.
The most salient point in his line-up for the year was that
beautiful visualization of Alexandre Bisson's famous play
" Madame X," with the sentient Pauline Frederick as Jacqueline Floriot. This exceptional production, after piling up
box office records in the big first-runs, is still going strong.
" Madame X " was called one of the greatest pictures of the
year.
" Lloyd's initial Goldwyn production " The World and Its
Woman," with Geraldline Farrar, did a tremendous business.
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American continent in " From Rags to Riches."
Sidney Olcott's bow in motion pictures was made in the
studio where the careers of D. W. Griffith, Mary Pickford
and others, since famous, began.
Here Mr. Olcott met F. J. Marion, founder of the Kalem
Company. Later he was engaged as a director in the Kalem
organization. He was the first director to take a company
away from New York to make pictures. He was the first
director to take a company abroad. Olcott's " cinematic
travels " embraced the British Isle, northern Europe and
Palestine. Ranking foremost among his " foreign " pictures
is " From the Manger, to the Cross."
Shortly after the company's return to the United States,
Olcott accepted an offer from Adolph Zukor. His first picture for Famous Players starred Mary Pickford in her first
seven-reel production, " Poor Little Peppina," a tremendous
success,
and recent
" Madame
Butterfly."
His most
success
is his highly praised production,
" Scratch My Back," by Rupert Hughes, a Goldwyn picture,
which has been a big box-office winner because of its supremity.
1921 should be a gala year for Sidney Olcott.
Marshall
tremendous success, " The Adventures of Ruth," a whirlwind of action characterized by splendid settings and skilful
directorial workmanship.
Mr. Marshall is now associated with the Fox Company.
He
made " five
Prairie
Trails,"
starring
Mix, been
one ofstarred.
the most
successful
reelers
in which
Mix Tom
has ever
Following this western thriller, Mr. Marshall was put in
charge of one of Eileen Percy's first starring vehicles, " Why
Trust Your Husband?" Marshall handled this picture with
much deftness and the comedy touches were played up to
splendid advantage. A veritable triumph for Mr. Marshall.
Aware of Marshall's ability from the beginning, the Fox
Company were now so convinced of it and evidenced so much
faith in the finished product bearing his name that they put
him in charge of the new Tom Mix special, " Oh, You Tex,"
now being completed on the West Coast.
George E. Marshall is a serious, studious type of man,
blessed with a whimsical sense of humor. His namk will be
one to conjure with during the forthcoming year.

Lloyd
and was called a super-feature. His next, " The Silver
Horde," by Rex Beach, although a year old, is still working
for many theatre owners to their keen delight. When " life "
in a film is desired, Lloyd is the man to inject that substance.
Then came " The Woman in Room 13," and " Roads of
Destiny," picturized from Channing Pollock's play after the
O. Henry story. In both pictures Pauline Frederick scored.
The first " Frank Lloyd Production," under Lloyd's extended contract with Goldwyn, is " The Great Lover," at
present making a national " hit." His second special is now
in the making, " The Water Lily," from the story by Gouverneur Morris. This should carry double significance, being released as an Eminent Authors special and a Frank
Lloyd Production. His " Les Miserables " with William
Farnum. and other big pictures, " When A Man Sees Red."
" The Rainbow Trail," " Riders of the Purple Sage " and " A
Tale of Two Cities," have earned him the distinction of being
an " ace director."
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Duncan

William
BETTER known as " the Vitagraph serial king," who is
in the habit of putting across, usually directing as well
as playing the star role, one successful serial after another. His latest is " The Silent Avenger," a breathless succession of rapid fire action and dramatic situations, handled
by Mr. Duncan with much deftness.
" Screen banditry," says Mr. Duncan, " delivers an important message to the impressionable minds of youths. Talk of
eliminating wicked characters from the screen is as sensible
as talk of eliminating evil from the Bible. Good stands out
in a more illuminating light when contrasted with evil."
This is Duncan's answer to F. C. Craven, Bostonian, who
recently advocated the elimination of the vampire and banditry from the screen in a speech before the annual convention of the Humane Association at Omaha.
" Youngsters do not attempt to imitate the bad men of the
screen," disavowed Mr. Duncan, " Instinct tells them to
imitate the hero, who is always a man of virtue.
" If a screen hero had nothing to accomplish, he would have
no place on the screen. Because he 'does overcome obstacles

and eradicate crime, he is a hero in the minds of the movie
audiences. No reputable producer screens crime as a virtue.
Rather, he .shows that crime does not pay and criminals always come to a bad end. Is it logical to believe that a boy,
seeing the hero rewarded and the bandit punished, would
choose to enter a career of crime?
" He might imagine himself a detective, policeman, ranger,
or peace officer of some sort, but he could hardly be expected
to imagine himself a desperado. When crime is rightfully
pictured on the screen, it teaches a powerful lesson for good.
The only banditry which should be eliminated is the sort repulsive to human intelligence and refinement, or crime
wrongfully
extolled
Bill Duncan
oughtas toa virtue."
know of what he speaks. He has
made a study of this special phase of production. More bad
men have fallen victims to him on the screen than have ever
fallen before the Texas Rangers or any other law-enforcing
body outside the cinema. For years Duncan has filmed thrilling serials for Vitagraph: every one of them has contained
one or more villains.

Fallon

Thomas

" give Thomas F. Fallon
pictures
" moving
words for
THEa nucleus
his themes.
To succeed, he believes they
must be literally and figuratively pictures that move
of themselves while moving others by a natural and logical
process, basically propelled by the underlying psychology of
the life within them. Action and situation, otherwise, is
merely a catchpenny physicality, without soul, which invigorates, sustains and humanizes it.
Mr. Fallon never writes about what he has not, at least to
a small extent, experienced himself. Therein, probably, lies
the gripping element characteristics of his original stories.
In " The Shark," a virile sea story, enjoyed, and still being
enjoyed, an unusual success, both here and abroad, Mr. Fallon incorporated some of his own thrilling sea experiences.
" The Plunger," a Wall Street story, has recently been released. This depicts in a striking way, the true life and pitfalls of the " Street." Mr. Fallon spent several weeks studying the methods of the " Bulls and the Bears " in the ofBce
of a broker friend, before attempting to write this story.
Last summer he spent his vacation near a mining town in

middle Pennsylvania, and when he returned he brought back
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LOVE'S 1920 releases number " A Place
MONTAGU
of Honeymoons," "The World and His Wife,"
"The Riddle: Woman," "The Wrong Woman,"
and " Satan's Paradise."
There is a quality about Love's acting that is peculiarly
his own; a charming ease, a hint of powerful purpose, a
cleverness of emotional expression.
Here is an actor of strong abilities who is interested in
big, virile roles, such as those played by Tree, Mansfield,
Dietrichstein, and Lackaye, on the stage. He believes there
is an opportunity for a new kind of star part, and, what is
more important, a new type of strong, appealing stories.
In one of his foremost 1920 successes, " The World and
His Wife," a Robert G. Vignola Production for Paramount
release, Mr. Love enacted a role which required as much
dramatic ability as is ever necessary for an actor to summons. One false step might have ruined the portrayal. A
bit of overacting or the slightest underacting would have had
a definite effect upon the otherwise beautiful production. It
was his perfection of character delineation which emphatic248

the script for
of early
" Dynamite
scheduled
release. Allen," a mining' story which is
His most recent work is a feature for Pearl White, on which
he collaborated with Max Marcin and J. Searle Dawley.
Mr. Fallon's first serial collaboration was an adaptation of
the colossal " Bride 13," now enjoying world wide popularity.
He approached this colossal attempt with considerable trepidation, but the results proved this to be unfounded, and he
feels that the serial of the future will be a medium of far
reaching instruction, as well as entertainment.
" While New York Sleeps," the giant special of New York
life, and on which he also collaborated, gave him opportunity to scour the Metropolis from the Battery to Harlem,
a radius of eight miles. What he saw and absorbed, the
country at large is seeing and absorbing at this moment.
Mr. Fallon ranks with the screen's foremost writers. His
is the prolific type of mind, creative to the point of the expert. The year of 192 1 contains big things for Thomas F.
Fallon in keeping with his ability.

Love

ally contributed to the acknowledged success of the finished
product.
In " Satan's Paradise," Love's latest production with Norma Talmadge, he again puts into his role that strength of
character and ease of movement that is identified with all
the Love pictures.
Rumor has it that Mr. Love is carrying on negotiations
which will result in an interesting development for 192 1.
Montagu Love acknowledges Calcutta, India, his native
home. He was educated in England. There, too, began his
stage career, which overlaps to America.
He was under the management of Belasco, Joseph Brooks,
the Shuberts, William A. Brady, and Cyril Maude. But he
forsook the stage, attracted by the gigantic strides motion
picture production was taking.

Notable among his past achievements are " Rasputin,"
" The Grouch," " The Roughneck," " The Cross Bearer," in
all of which he played the title role, and the dominating
role in " Bought and Paid For."
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William

H.

A YOUNG southern girl, from Houston, Texas, equipped
with a voice of rare sweetness, winning personality,
and acknowledged charm, essayed to make a name for
herself on Broadway — the street where Fame is King.
This was Lucy Cotton, demure, studious, but sparkling.
A desirable contrast.
It was only a few years ago that she came to New York
and understudied Ina Claire in " The Quaker Girl." From
musical comedy she swerved to the dramatic, and was admired for her work and appearance in '" Polygamy " and in
" Little Women." Thence, followed the successful farce.
" Up in Mabel's Room." Miss Cotton's greatest success of
theBut
stage,
run ofscope.
" Turn She
to the
Right."
the however,
stage did was
not the
offerlong
enough
longed
for
a wider field of artistic endeavor.
Motion pictures was the natural solution.
For the past year, she has utterly forsaken her first love,
the stage, to give her entire time and thought to pictures, contenting herself with small parts, at first.
Miss Cotton's studious concentration upon her work, her
firm histrionic ability and pleasing attractiveness, soon won
her a name. Wherefore, she was elevated from small parts
to co-star in " The Prodigal Wife," to star in " Blind Love,"
and to be featured in " The Miracle of Love."
Other pictures followed, and upon completing " The Misleading Lady," Miss Cotton was chosen, the one among
many, for the feminine role opposite George Arliss in " The
Devil." Her rise in the past year from small bits to- dominating roles stamps her as an artist of recognized capabilities, and is a momentous step in the career of one of filmland's
brightest lights.
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VAN
Bacon is to the stage, — now, since he has laid down
the megaphone and again comes forth as an actor.
For many years. Van Dyke Brooks' has been identified with the world of cinema. His career began when he
wrote, directed, and played, as well, in his own productions.
He was one of the first ten directors of America and for nine
years made Vitagraph offerings.
Then his health forced a long, required rest, but within
the past year he has returned to the motion picture industry;
welcomed as an actor and missed as a director. He is one
of the most recent members of the West Coast colony, where
he was well acquainted from activities of days gone by and
where, with brothers of the Motion Picture Directors' Association, he continues to devote his days to the progress
of the motion picture. Since Mr. Brooks returned to the

Brooks

screen as an actor he has played the part of " the shadow "
in J. Stuart Blackton's " The Moonshine Trail ;" in support
of Louise HufT, the part of the boy's father in "What
Women Want." In the Vitagraph production, " The Fortune Hunter," Mr. Brooks played the part originated upon
the legitimate stage by Frank Bacon and since its release
has been called " the Frank Bacon of the screen."
In two coming Cosmopolitan productions, " The Passionate Pilgrims," in which he will appear as " old Hittie " and
in " The Manifestations of Henry Ort," as Constable Whitcomb, it is predicted by the director, Robert G. Vignola, that
Mr. Brooks will score heavily.
Since arriving upon the West Coast, Mr. Brooks has been
in dem.and by companies desiring characterizations of such
parts as so few actors are capable of delineating.

Nicholls

George
actor, producing manager, director or writer all his
life — that is George Nicholls, well known screen actor, who is now busy acting in Fox' " Queen of Sheba,"
that
colossal
the West Coast. production in the course of completiori on
Mr. Nicholls is one of the most sought after character
actors for the screen. He is a man who is good or bad;
makes them laugh or cry; can be stern or kind; as humble
or as proud as you want; as haughty as a kaiser. Anything
the producer may want in character, and he is such a good
actor that no one thinks he is acting, but only living in a
natural sort of way.
For a number of years, George Nicholls has been on the
screen, and all of his characterizations stand out. No one

In the past year he has played in a number of excellent
productions: — " The Honor of the Family," for King Vidor;
in " The Orphan," with William Farnum ; he was the sea
captain in Maurice Tourneur's "Deep Water;" from this
type he turned right about face to play a comedy part in
" Nineteen and Phyllis," with Charles Ray.
You disliked him as the stern father in " The Iron Riders,"
with William Russell ; you despised him as a villain in
Griffith's " The Greatest Question."
And now, in " The Queen of Sheba," he is going to be seen
as the grandfather of the Queen and also as David, the
father of Solomon.

who saw " Mickey " can forget her guardian, the Blacksmith ;or the oppressive factory owner reformed by a child
in "A Turn of the Road."

There is no line of demarcation in the George Nicholls
array of character delineations. He runs the gamut of the
emotions with remarkable ease.

AN

Clyde

F

LEADING man worthy of the title, which was proven
in Erich Von Stroheim's " The Devil's i-'ass Key," and
opposite Ethel Clayton in " The City Sparrow."
The peculiar fascination responsible for having lured many
clever actors of the legitimate stage to the screen must have
suddenly settled upon Clyde Fillmore, for after a career of
which he may well be proud the screen claimed him, and
now it appears that he expects to remain a screen actor.
A career of four years upon the stage in such plays as in
which Mr. Fillmore appeared would render most any likely
chap eligible, however, and perhaps the screen was not presented as a " lure," but a sound, and more " climatic " convenience, since California has claimed him, as well.
Some of the plays referred to are " It Pays to Advertise,"
" The House of Glass," " He and She," " The Little Teacher,"
" The Very Idea," " Cfvilian Clothes," and other plays which
won favorable Broadway repute and sallied forth with a
Broadway endorsement. It is a recommendation in itself for
an actor to have been one of the company playing as many
representative plays, those, which upon the strength of their
success, afterward sold for staggering amounts for screen
rights.
His screen career began at Universal, and includes " Mil254
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lionaire Pirates," " Fire Fingers," " Sundown Trail," " His
Great Success." Since the production of these we have heard
of Mr. Fillmore in " When Fate Decides," and many others.
He is always busy. A satisfactory answer.

VIOLET

TAGGART

Thomas

CLARK

Iiice Studios

Culver City, Cal.
W riting Originals and Continuities for
Douglai MacLean
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Green

Alfred

ALFRED GREEN is the youthful director who, having
won his spurs as one of the foremost in his line of
endeavor, has been wielding the megaphone for those
productions starring Jack Pickford, the last three of which,
"Double Dved Deceiver," by O. Henry; "The Man Who
Had Everything," by Ben Ames Williams, and " Just Out
of College," by George Ade.
Green is blessed with a whimsical sense of humor — the sort
that stops the tears just as they commence to threaten to
splash down otherwise respectable cheeks. He seems to
have an understanding of the greatest possibilities of his players. Thus in the instance of Jack Picnford. Jack has been
more successful in his last three pictures under Green's skillful directicn, than he has been in some time.
Word comes from the Coast that Alfred Green is now affiliated with the Mary Pickford Film Company. The Pickfords
certainly know how to keep a good "-bet " in the family :
Mr. Green comes frcm Perris, California. He enjoyed a
stage career in various productions. The stage was all right
for some, but not for others, believed Alfred. So he bade it
good-by and cast his lot with pictures

WALTON is the charming star recently discovered in Universal's firmament. Her latest starring releases are " Pink Tights " and " Risky Business," ahighly dramatic story by John Colton and Douglas
Doty, directed by Harry B. Harris. In it this youthful star
does some of the best work of her career. " Risky Business "
establishes Miss Walton, not only as a star of brilliance, but
as an actress of genuine ability.
Gladys Walton's current releases are " La La Lucille," " The
Watchmaker," and " Out of the Sky." In all she scored a
personal triumph, in spite of the fact that she was not supposed to take too much of the limelight!
She is a serious worker who has a deal of versatility. One
of the outstanding factors about Miss Walton's work is her
ability to live her part in an easy, natural sort of way that reminds a spectator of " some one just like that who lives down
in — oh, you know, that place in Maine somewhere."
Gladys is a striking illustration of what is termed realistic
character portrayal on the screen. She puts the spark of life
into her pantomime ; makes each gesture, each bit of action
GLADYS

Christ in as N u m b e r
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count for its fullest. In other words, economically and
efficiently saves herself aijd gives only what is supposed to
be given. The critics have a tendency to comment caustically on the way many screen players fling themselves about
— without apparent rhyme or reason. Sometimes this is due
to inadequate direction. But it is a star's responsibility to
know whether she is creating a poor effect. She can't be sure
of the little things, but she can be aware of the " tout enAnd in this Gladys Walton is mistress of her art. She has
semble."
been
fortunate in having good direction. But many are the
conferences she has been an active participant in when the
director prepared to shoot a scene. No rabid curiosity here ;
no display of the so-called " woman's feverish search for the
reason, the reason for it all." Only a serious girl's desire to
know of what " she speaks " in pantomime, before going
ahead and doing it. This, too, may partly explain Miss
Walton's ease and her naturalness ; a thorough knowledge of
what she is going to do and why she is going to do it.
Universal is proud of her new star — Gladys Walton.

Schroe

SCHROEDER, one of the best known continuity writers in motion pictures, has three recent releases from her pen: " The Adorable Savage," with
Edith Roberts ; " In Folly's Trail," with Carmel Meyers, and
" The tures
Gilded
Dream,"releases.
also with Miss Meyers. All three picare Universal
Miss Schroeder was born in Long Island, New York, and
educated at the Brooklyn Girls' High School. Her screen
career embraces nine years of picture work, her adaptations
including: "My Fighting Gentleman," "Charity Castle,"
for American; "Price of Applause," Love's Pay Day," for
Triangle; "The Little Boss," for Vitagraph; "My Unmarried Wife," " The Trembling Hour," " Under Suspicion,"
" Pals," and " Jewel," previous Universal Pictures.
There is a human knack about Miss Schroeder's adaptations which mark her as one or the leading scanarists in picDORIS

direct Peggy Hyland in " Right After Brason." Then he
directed House Peters in " Silk Husbands and Calico Wives."
Upon completion of this last picture. Green directed Clara
Kimball Young.
Just about this time Goldwyn commenced to scout around
for really capable men to handle their stars. Not necessarily
older directors with years and years of experience. But young
men with achievements to their credit and the best years of
their career before them. Who else but Alfred Green? His
past work and this years of apprenticeship were in his favor ;
his thorough knowledge of picture values and of human nature were others. So he was engaged. We have the productions starring Jack Pickford, which speak for themselves.
Now comes the affiliation with Mary Pickford. 1921 looks
promising for Alfred Green.

W

Gladys

Doris

Almost his first engagement was as assistant director to
that master artist, Marshall Neilan. He assisted Neilan in
making " In Old Kentucky," " The Unpardonable Sin," and
" Daddy Long Legs."
It is not every one who can rise from assistant director to
director. But Alfred Green did ! From Neilan he went to
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ture circles. There have been complaints aired, of late, concerning directors ire against the slovenly continuity writer
who sails along with a story, without any regard for the director, the cameraman, or the star, picturing impossible
scenes and impossible situations.
The result has been that many directors have had to rewrite or revamp such continuities, a woeful number of which
are said to be constantly being written in these days of intelligent writers for the cinema.
This complaint cannot be registered against Doris
Schroeder. The " Schroeder " trademark is an indication of
high quality, of much intelligence, and of real down-to-date
common sense. This may explain why Universal have given
so many of their most important stories to Miss Schroeder
to be scenarized.
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Edmund
AMONG

the latest adaptations credited the pen of Edmund Goulding are " The Sin That Was His," starring
h WilHam Faversham, and " The Devil," starring
Ueorge Arliss, two masterpieces of Mr. Goulding's art, the
assignment of which tells the tale of his acknowledged ability.
Edmund Goulding, who commenced his career on the stage
at the age of fifteen, and was one of the best known young
actors of London, played with Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree
for several seasons and in practically every London theatre.
Mr. Goulding's first play, " Ellen Young," was written in
collaboration with Gabriel Enthoven, and was successfully
produced in the Savoy Theatre, London, in 19 14. At that
time six of his one-act plays were to be found playing in different parts of the United Kingdom.
Heading from France to this counrty at the conclusion of

o

u
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the war, Mr. Goulding wrote several features for Famous
Players, also " The Ordeal of Rosetta," for Alice Brady.
Thereafter he wrote and adapted a series of features for Selznick,
and later " The Daughter of Two Worlds," for Norma
Talmadge.
Expecting to spend several months in his native land, in
the summer of 1920 Mr. Goulding sailed for London.
Scarcely had he arrived there when he was called by cable,
to return. The assignment which necessitated his presence
in America was adapting " The Devil," made popular by
George Arliss a number of years ago.
Since Mr. Goulding has already had practical experience
in the direction of pictures, it is rumored he expects to combine his gift of adaptation and original compilations with his
pronounced ability in the directorial end of motion pictures.
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people of the film industry have had the strange
FEW
experiences that have befallen Orrin Denny during
the past year. Early in 1920 he was sent by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, because of his unusual
qualifications, to join the Universal-Smithsonian Institution
expedition in Africa. For such a position "he was better qualified, perhaps, than many others, being an expert technician
in all departments of cinema photography.
Shortly after joining the expedition he was appointed Manager by his employers and by the* American Consul in Nairobi, British East Africa,, and since that time he has performed both the executive and the artistic duties of this office
in the most creditable and satisfactory manner.
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In Africa Mr. Denny's experiences have been as varied and
as exciting as the most vivid imagination could picture. He
has hiked through thick, bramble-torn wild places, heretofore unexplored by the white race. Wild animals of the
jungle infest this country and are a constant menace to life.
Then there is the contact with the semi-civilized and wholly
uncivilized natives. They may be friendly disposed toward
Mr. Denny ; again, they may take a deep dislike to him. In
which latter event the country may scarcely be said to be
exactly comfortable.
For the last ten years Mr. Denny has been identified with
the film industry, serving as laboratory superintendent where
some most remarkable photographic products were made.
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E. P. Hermann, president Hermann
Film Corp.
Hermann FilmHas Four
Curwood Stories

in Pvussell

|

**TN keeping with the general prosperity of the industry for the
A past year, the Capital Film Company has finished the most prosperous year of its existence. Not only has it successfully marketed
a number of series of money-making products, but it has prepared
for augmented production, which will insure its place next year
among the foremost independent distributing organizations.
" It is with pride that we can point to our Lester Cuneo fivereel Western productions which are being released at the rate of
one a month, two-reel Fritzi Ridgeway Westerns released bimonthly, single-reel Tusun comedies released weekly and our completed series of two-reel railroad stories with Helen Gibson, two-reel
Western pictures with Al Jennings and two-reel Western subjects
with Neal Hart.
" We have just announced our forthcoming release, Frank King's
' Gasoline Alley ' cartoon, which is destined to lead its particular
field in the fan's popularity.
" We have unbounded faith in the continued prosperity of the
industry, and are laying our plans for continued production.
" We extend cordial greetings to our customers and other members of the industry."

Co-operative
Plan
Needed
New
Buying Policy Essential for
E. P. Hermann, president of the
Foreign Market Says F. Luporini
Hermann Film Corporation of San" We ditioncannot
permit much
such alonger.
conta Monica, Cal., announces that he THE need of a change in policy
to be tolerated
with respect to the purchase of
has secured the rights to four of
American-made motion pictures by If nothing is done to combat it, the
James
OHver
Curwood's
books,
which will
be used
as vehicles
for foreign buyers is again emphasized producer, the distributor and the
in this country will eventbig special features to be produced by Ferdinando Luporini, Managing exhibitor
ually suffer from it.
Director of Luporini Brothers, in
during the coming year.
With this idea foremost in mind
Entering the motion picture field a special statement issued to the I "formulated
plans with a number
a short time ago, the Hermann com- trade press this week.
of prominent foreign buyers to use
panj' made a hit with its first proMr. Luporini's statement follows : our combined efforts in effecting the
duction, That
"
Something," featur" For a long time, there has been purchase of the foreign rights to
ing Margery Wilson and Charles depression
in the foreign market,
American productions. By
Meredith. Distributed through Ir- what with the depreciated foreign many
ving M. Lesser, general manager of exchange and the obvious retrench- reposing full confidence in the firm
Luporini Brothers, the group of
the Western Pictures Exploitation
ment on the part of producers and of
foreign buyers now associated with
Company,
Something
" has foreign buyers alike to curtail pro- me, are enabled to economize not
been
booked" That
throughout
the United
duction and to cease buying pictures only- in time and energy,', but in
States. It received the endorsement
This period of depres- money as well.
of the Rotary clubs of America at respectively.
sion has led to a state in inactivity
" To undertake the magnitude of
the annual convention recently held
in Atlantic City, and was written bv that is almost lethargy; and if per- this task, I have placed the firm of
mitted tQcontinue, will undoubtedly Luporini Brothers at the disposal
W. W. Woodbridge.
Mr. Hermann has built an ideal lead to serious consequences in the of foreign buyers associated with
studio, the only one in Santa Mon- foreign film market.
me in my new enterprise."
ica, Cal. It is situated on Wilshire
boulevard, the main automobile
road between Los Angeles and San- Lesser
Has
New
Picture
ta Monica. During the coming year
the
Hermann
Film
Corporation's
studio will be available for lease by
"Souls of Men," G.-J. Production,
big producing companies.
Ready
for Western
Pictures Co.
capitalist,
who came to Southern
"C OULS
MEN,"
a psychological OF
drama
featuring
Will California to live a life of retirelogic
Jeffries, has been completed by the
ment, became interested in the moG. and J. Photoplays Corporation,
tion picture industry, and is presiKleber Joins Baumer
.ind will be distributed by the
dent of the company.
Western Pictures Exploitation
Chester C. Kleber, secretary of Company, according to an anPark Frame directed " Souls of
nouncement by Irving M. Lesser, Men," and the cast of players,
the Harry Levey Service Corporation and formerly with the Univer- general manager.
headed by Will Jeffries, includes
sal Industrial Dept., has resigned
This production is the first of a Lucille Young, Yvette Mitchell, T.
his office with Levey to accept a po- series of six to be produced by G. E. Duncan, Walter Perkins, Ersition as manager of distribution and J. Photoplays Corporation with
nest Pasque, James B. Long,
for the Baumer Films, Inc., special- Will Jefferies the featured player. Claude Lampman and Frank Stockists in industrial-education films.
Isador Grodzins, former Chicago dale.

Ferdinando
Luporini, managing director of Luporini Brothers, who recently announced a new co-operative
policy' among foreign buyers
Grand to Exploit West
Comedies in N. E.
As a result of purchase of the
twelve two-reel Billy West comedies released to the state right
market by Joan, Sam Grand, who
conducts the Federated Film Exchange at Boston, will inaugurate
a campaign of advertising and
publicity of the Joan comedian that
is new to his territory, which includes Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont.
Massachusetts,
cut and Rhode
Island. ConnectiThe first approach will consist of
advance publicity for Billy West
through the newspapers. Sam
Grand does not contemplate releasing the comedies before the first of
the next year, so that he will have
a few weeks in which to prepare
the public
for screen.
the Joan comedian's
advent
to the
Leroy Scott Completes
Continuity of Play
Leroy Scott, of Emioent Authors
Pictures, who went to the Goldwyn
studio in Culver City a few weeks
ago, has just finished the continuity of his play, " No. 13 Washington Square,"
go stay
into
production
at which
once. isHeto will
at the studio while it is being filmed
and also for another picture of his,
which is the first he has written
directly for the screen.
"Jazz and Jesters" Is
Celebrated Comedy
"Jazz and Jesters" is the title of
the first Celebrated Comedy, which
will be released December 27 by
Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago.

Motion
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Paul
Success

Up

j^'TTS
developI HE
mentgrowth
of theand
independent
field is limited by only one
thing — the growth of the independent the
exchangesanswer
themselves
!"
This was
of Eddy
Eckels to the question as to just
what 1921 held for the independent
branch of the film business. Eckels
has long been regarded as one of
the most active and best informed
men in the state right field of production and distribution. During
the past year he organized the Independent Films Association, of
which he is now president and general manager.
" If the men who head the state
right exchanges of the country
make progress in proportion to
their opportunities," continued Mr.
Eckels, "youvelopments
areduringgoing
to see dethe forthcoming
year that will startle you.
" There is one thing that is almost imperative for the indepenA

to

Exchanges
ing to pay real money for.
Producers Will Come
" Unless the independent exchange men can supply this sort of
Through in 1921
product, he must expect to be
crowded out of the field.
Says Eckels
" These facts are plain. Anyone
but a blind man can see them. And
dent exchanges to do for their own the big majority of independent exchanges throughout the country are
welfare and prosperity. They must
in a state of preput themselves in a position finan- at this moment
paredness financially for the truly
cially to handle bigger and better
productions than they have ever big pictures which they know are
handled before. The time is long going to be offered to them durpast when a state right exchange
ing 1921.
" There are some exchanges that
can operate profitably on a shoe- have
string.
not yet seen the handwriting
on the wall and to these I would
" The state right market must utter a word of earnest warning.
cease regarding itself as a market
" For the big pictures are really
for cheap pictures. Exhibitors are :oming.
demanding productions of genuine
"So l say that the possibilities
box office value — productions with
foremost stars and made by capable of the independent field depend abdirectors from the right sort of
solutely on the exchanges — and I'd
story material. Pictures of this like to hammer this thought home
in
every
description are the kind the the- country. state right exchange in the
atres want — the kind they are will-

Statement

the

from

Federated

it is apparent that the Federated Grand, Boston, Mass. ; J. L. FriedFilm Exchanges of America is the
By Jos. L. Friedman
; A. Kahn,
Kanmost logical method of distribution
sasman,
City,Chicago,
Mo. ;111.Merit
Film Corp.,
LM
FI
D
TE
in
the
motion
picture
industry.
RA
DE
Minneapolis, Minn. ; M. J. Frisch,
FE GES
THEEXCH
AN
OF AMERIt is obvious that no organization Des Moines, la. ; H. A. Kyler, Denonal
INC.,
or- in the motion picture industry could
is a nati
ICA,
ver, Colo. ; P. Oletsky, Baltimore,
ganization of Independent State possibly have the interest of the Md. ; W. G. Underwood, Dallas,
Right men, blanketing the entire exhibitor at heart the same as the Tex. ; S. Werner, St. Louis, Mo. ;
United States, created, primarily, Federated Film Exchanges. It is R. Wettstein, Milwaukee, Wis. ; J.
for the purpose of concentrated the one organization in the indus- E. Pearce, New Orleans, La. ; A.
buying power.
try that is independent in every G. Whyte, New York City, N. Y.
The members of the Federated sense of the word, and by reason
It is understood that announceact as a unit in contracting with of its charter will remain indepenments of great import, regarding
dent for all time to come.
new
contracts entered into by the
producers for National rights, inThe members of the organization Federated, will be made in a very
stead of, as formerly, bidding
against various competitors for are as follows :
short time, which will bear out most
D. J. Chatkin, San Francisco, forcibly the contention made that
State Rights, thus artificially creating higher prices, and because of Cal. ; H. Charnas, Cleveland, O. ; the Federated is the most logical
the fact that each member in his B. Amsterdam, Philadelphia, Pa. ; method of distribution in the
own territory is his own manager, H. Lande, Pittsburgh, Pa.; S. V. United States.

Picture

Cromelin

News
Speaks

on Importation

eign made
films into this
forationan ofimporimport
T the
y will
THAcountr
play
tant role in settling the problem of
l
ationa
nge
intern
excha
and do a
great deal towards establishing
commercial reciprocity, is the belief held by Paul H. Cromelin,
president and general manager of
the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Furthermore, Mr. Cromelin believes
s endors
that the
trade'will
ment of Ameri
such can
a policy
lead e-to
an internationalization of the motion picture industry.
Mr. Cromelin's statement, reprinted verbatim, follows :
" The importation of foreignmade films into this country will be
a real step towards the internationalization of the motion picture industry. Commonly regarded as
' the universal language,' the motion
picture
by all means be made
universalshould
in scope.
" Importing productions made
abroad into America will promote
reciprocity and assist in settling the
problem of international exchange.
Exporting films turned out in the
United States serves to create a
favorable impression about our
country everywhere. American love,
hornes, ideals and characteristics
depicted aid in making this land appear a desirable haven to the foreign and favorably influences an
influx of visitors and immigrants.
" Producers abroad cannot hope
to compete seriously with American-made films here as yet, because
few pictures made there are consistent with American ideas and
ideals. There are- some, however,
that are up to the mark and these
should prove marketable and welcomed in the United States. Our
standards are rapidly being recognized as the criterion and the
hope for the foreign producer who
wishes an American market is to
emulate us."

Good

Prospect

for

Good
Film
during which my energies were de- that faith and vision and have
By Charles Urban
voted to the uplift of motion pic- brought these latter two distinct intures. That takes me clear back
always
novations "to a head." They are
gh r have
thou
EVEN
no longer dreams or ideas on
borne the reputation of being to 1896.
paper,
but
have been worked out
an optimist, I have always
These years were devoted prinlooked facts in the face. I have
cipally to commercializing my ef- in metal and have passed the severnever tried to persuade myself that
est tests. The results have far exforts for purposes of creating sufceeded my utmost expectations. I
ficient finance with which to carry
an outlook or a proposition was
good, unless it looked good to me on the costly experiment in believe I have done something useful and am entitled to my reward.
evolving an efficient and practical
from every angle.
The coming year vrill see the
So it is with a full realization of Natural Color Process, on which launching
the two big projects
what many leaders in the motion I have been engaged during 17 which haveof been
acquired by the
picture industry are saying and years; an economic and safe device Urban
Motion
Picture
Industries.
and
picture
service
for
the
masses
ing,
what many more are think
that
The one which will interest the
I say emphatically : 1921 should be at home and the creating of a permanent Motion Picture Encyclo- exhibitors particularly is the nata banner year for the high quality
ural color process. There are many
of Instructive Subjects for
man. The producer, the distribu- schools,pediachurches,
technical
colleges
of
you,
of course, who remember
r
le
bito
tor, the exhi
who hand the and industrial institutions.
Kinemacolor.
best products will have a very sucThe reason I was compelled to
cessful year. I am not interested in
An entire evening's entertainment
those who -handle the medicore finance these projects alone during of Kinemacolor ran at the Scala
the
past
20
years
was
due
to
the
theatre in London for twenty-four
product. They progress to a point
in times when money is plentiful, lack of faith of most men in the consecutive months at $2.50 — and
future
of
the
Educational
Motion
that was ten years ago when $2.50
but not so well when money is
Picture and their lack of vision as was a big price for any theatre
tight; when people are more care- to
the limitless uses to which the seat. The new color process is
ful with their money.
From my own personal angle, I Motion Picture in the inexpensive such an improvement over Kinemacolor as perfection always is over
believe that 1921 is going to be the disc form as well as the general
most productive year I have ever adaptation of a practical color pro- experiment.
had. In predicting this, I reflect
cess by the existing Trade and ExI can safely promise the exhibi{Continued in next column)
hibitor, could be utilized. I had
on the entire period of 24 years

Urban's

Predictions

{Continued)
tor that before 1921 is out, there
will be available in quantity feature
pictures in natural color.
The other big project will be the
Spirograph, the home motion picture projector which uses a flat
disc instead of roll-film. This will
take movies into the home and
school and commercial field. It
will not act as a competitor to the
theatre ; on the contrary', it help
the theatre as the Victrola has
helped the concert hall.
Our the
" Popular
Classics,"
which
include
Movie Chats,
the Kineto
Review and the Science Series,
will, of course, keep expanding.
I am satisfied that all motion picture men who have more than a
mere monetarj- interest in their
work, will prosper well in 1921.
There are many of them. In such
a large
as ours
idealists are industry'
not always
heard,thebecause
they have not the knack of making
as much noise as some others, but
there are pretty many of them just
the same ; enough to carry the industry steadily forward on the
road of progress and higher ideals.
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American Film Adapts
Popular Story
The American Film Company announces that a number of large
houses have booked " The Blue
Moon," a " Flying A " production
of David Anderson's book of the
same title. The popularity of the
book is expected to pave the way
for the success of the screen version. Grosset and Dunlay, publishers, have issued what is called an
American popular edition of the
book
drama.illustrated by " stills " from the
" The Blue Moon " is only one of
the recent picturizations of popular
stories made by the American Film.
Others of this class are : " The
House of Toys," written by Henry
Russell Miller ; " The Honey Bee,"
by Samuel Merwin ; " The Thirtieth
Piece of Silver," by Albert Payson
Terhune ; and " The Week End," by
Cosmo Hamilton."

Quality— Not
Insomething
1921
about not
goods if he Quantity
is to corral the shop- ago mentioned
letting
your
light
shine
under a
ping
money
of
the
exhibitor.
Lee
Mr. Exhibitor has not had a bushel.
By Joe
out-is monopoly on shopping. He finds
the door
Many a production having merit,
now it
eveng just
waitin
WITH side1921
public are wise to the con- through over confidence by both
evident that it is going to that his ditions
and
they
come
up
before
the
be a year in which many changes ticket shifters with an eye on what producer and exhibitor, has lost
in the picture business will take they want and an intention to get it. much of its value at the box office.
An element which is looming The producer remarks, " This is a
place.
expensive picture. I know it
About this time post season pre- larger every month on the movie big
good, so there is no need of
dictions break out along with win- calendar is the matter of proper ex- is
spending
any extra money in the
ter colds and icy feet. Last year at
ploitation offeatures. Everywhere
this period the cry was fewer and about us there is evidence that with trade
papers."
exhibitor's
in thisThesame
channel, mind,
does
better pictures. Did it do any an intensive campaign of informa- running
not
increase
his
newspaper
space.
good? Look around and note that
tion long runs can be mapped out The bigger and more expensive and
the market is glutted with films for pictures just as readily as for
and you have your answer. One of a show hit. The illustrations are the more merit a production contains the larger should the advertisthe most representative trade pa- so apparent it would be useless to
ing appropriation be. If you keep
pers last week listed sixty-five re- cite them. Special exploitation by
leases that were offered the trade forces that have made a study of a good production a secret it cannot be a success, and when you do
for the month of December. An this sort of thing is going to be a
advertise tell something about your
more
important
factor
than
ever
exhibitor couldn't take care of
them if he worked double time and and in some well organized con- goods to the public. They are interested in your wares, — nothing
played two bills a show.
cerns itnow ranks next to director,
With this oversupply the wise star, story and primal distribution. else.
The day of easy money is over,
exhibitor has been doing some Keen and intelligent exploitation
shopping. He has enough to pick opens up so many avenues. News- and the idea of running theatres on
and choose from and under such
papers generally are devoting more the old shooting gallery basis is
conditions merit counts heavily in space and care to picture subjects past, but hard work and clean
making the ultimate sale. Now if than ever before. Department methods will make money.
the producer who overloaded the stores are ever alive to co-operate
Just tab it down that 1921 is gomarket last year in the fact of what with a clever stunt in boosting a
ing to be long on quality and many
should have been the natural trend picture and the other ramifications real big specials will be offered to
has the sense of a burned baby he are such that the field becomes quite the exhibitors, which will have sufis not going to hit that error on the biggest thing in the game once
ficient merit to warrant them long
the nose twice with the same fist. the show is set and ready for re- and successful runs, and the publease. There is nothing particularly
lic will pay just what these pictures
He'll
trim have
to quality,
that
he must
fewer knowing
and better
new about this. The Bible long are worth to see them.

Comedy Demand Causes
Advance Showings
Demand for its new single reel
comedies, the Vanity and Gaiety
series, is so great Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., reports, that several theatres have been granted permission for special advance showings. Since prints were sent to exchanges several weeks ago this was
possible.
Among the houses showing them
at advance showings last week were
the Strand, Louisville, which played
"Ain't Love Grand?", the first
Gayety, and the Liberty, Seattle,
where " Tea for Two " gave the
first glimpse of one of the Vanity "Happiest
By Joe Brandt
series.
have
should
Independents
THEa Merry
Christmas
in view
of the developments of the
"Ranger and the Law*' past year, and particularly during its
Nears Completion
last six months, and if those engaged in this branch of the motion
According to a wire received
from Bernard D. Russell, of Rus- picture industry " watch their step "
sell-Grevier-Russell, the next Les- they are destined for the Happiest
ter Cuneo production, "The Ranger New Yearof they have ryhad in the hisor in their
and ing
thecompletion.
Law," is rapidly approach- connecttoryionthewithindust
it.
Francelia Billington is playing
Many of the difficulties surroundopposite Cuneo. The supporting
Independent or State Rights
cast has been well chosen. The fielding thehave
been surmounted and
scenario was written by Henry Mc- problems solved and the improveCarty and Leo Meehan. Meehan is
ment in the quality of the produceditor of the Photo Playwright
tions handled by the Independent
Magazine for screen writers pub- Exchange is showing gradual but
lished in Los Angeles.
positive growth and the critics of
the independent movement have not
the opportunities to designate the
independent exchangs as junk shops
Projector for "Death
for the disposal of cheap pictures
that would not be handled by
House" at Sing Sing
As a token of appreciation of others.
help and co-operation of Sing Sing
This improvement in producofiicials during the filming of scenes
tions, with star, story and directoral
value increased and upon a
at the prison for " The Quarry,"
Thomas Meighan's latest Para- par with the offerings of the promount picture, Tom Forman, digram producers is already showing
rector, has given the prison a mo- its effects and I can be pardoned
tion picture projection machine for for directing attention to the many
appeals made in the past by myself
use in the " death house."
and the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of which I am president, to
Albert Nathan Now at the State Right buyers to give more
attention to quality rather than to
Pittsburgh Office
the cheapness of price when buypictures whether features or
Albert S. Nathan, formerly at- short ingstuff.
tached to the Buffalo exploitation
While I have offered nothing but
force of Famous Players - Lasky
Corporation, has been transferred meritorious and box office value
to the Western Pennsylvania terri- pictures myself and have had many
tory as exploitation representative a heated argument over price because some buyers could not see
with headquarters at the Pittsburgh
exchange.
that quality was worth more in the

the quality to aid the
long New
run, I feel one of myYear
greatest that lacksEver!"
personal achievements in the inter- development of that market and
est of the independent market dur- convince the exhibitors that the ining the past year was in prevailing
dependent exchange can give him
upon George H. Davis to place his money making pictures.
James Oliver Curwood production,
We have proven this in our six" Isobel rectedorby Edwin
the Trail's
di- reel feature, " The Victim,"^ in our
CareweEnd,"
in this
Eallroom Boys Comedies, in
field and the sensation caused by "Screen Snapshots " in our Star
this picture
needs no comment Ranch Westerns and will continue
from
me.
to do so in our forthcoming super
In all our offerings we look
Western
feature, list
"Dangerous
further ahead than the particular and
a lengthy
of new Love"
short
picture we are turning into cash. stuff and features we will have in
If it lacks picture value we will not the New Year.
offer it in the first place. We take
In conclusion I want to repeat
but a nominal percentage of the my constantly reiterated advice to
productions that are shown to us the State Rights Buyers to acquire
for handling in the independent
only value
pictures
genmarket, and we have tried to make and handle
uine box office
and with
not stuff
it known, not by advertising or by because it is cheap. The better
idle claims, but by actual results quality productions may cost more
that we are sincerely interested in 2.* the start, but they will not only
the future of the independent mar- m.ake more money themselves but
ket and will never offer a picture they will build a foundation for you.
glllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIJIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIlllllUIIUIlllUJIIIUIIIUIUUIUUIIIlilUllll^^
?iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»
I
''Big Year Ahead'' — Greiver
|
**CIX months ago Russell-Greiver-Russell opened its office at 8
^ South Dearborn Street, Chicago, to act as distributing agents
for film producers. During this period we have expanded rapidly,
and now our activities embrace productions, supervision of one of
the large studios on the Coast, as well as supervision of a national
distributing organization.
" We are grateful to the industry for so kindly receiving our
initial efforts, the Fritzi Ridgeway two-reel Westerns, the singlereel
Tusun cartoon.
comedies, five-reel Cuneo Westerns and ' Gasoline Alley '
animated
" We now have under consideration numerous propositions for
the production of film suitable for our requirements, which are
very precise and exact. They must be the very finest of their kind
before we will give them consideration.
" Indications point to an unusually active and prosperous forthcoming year for the industry, to all members of which we extend
cordial greetings."
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convinced byIs
this showing,
"
■' Similar offers Em!
for city engagent were icy
"Show^
JANS, presidePol
F.
.\1AX
HI-:Rof
Jans
The
ments have been made me in the
Pictures, Inc., but were then compelled to pay
the Jans
with headquarters at 729 more lor their territory, on ac- states and it is my plan to route
count of the competition induced, the production wherever the buyers
Seventh avenue, New York, interviewed on his return from Toronto, than I had originally offered.
prove hesitant in" purchasing at the
Canada, expresses himself rather
found some difficulty in selling figure offered. It is hard for me to
forcibly as to the lack of nerve the"I Canadian
state rights and ac- understand the reason for Indedisplayed by Independent State
pendent buyers, operating as they
cordingly Iput the production on
Right buyers at the present time. at Toronto for a week. Here also are now compelled to in an overcrowded market, preferring to buy
He states that although all critics it was continued for a second week
agreed that his big production, and during this week which is just so-called special features simply
" Madonnas and Men," was one of concluding, so great was the suc- because they are cheap when it is a
the coming successes of the year
of "Madonnas and Men" that known and proven fact that the
that he found the state right buyers time cesswas
offered me for thirty con- real big special compels more busivery slow in paying the prices for
tinuous weeks playing the legitimate
ness by far than five ordinary sotheir territory- which would leave theatres in Canada, starting at called specials would bring in to
the
box
office.
rim a legitimate profit.
Montreal and going through to
■' The state right buyers have had
" Consequently," says Mr. Jans, Vancouver, British Columbia. As
these contracts carried guarantees this experience time and again and
" I was
take the
by
the compelled
horns andto show
the ' bull
state' of first money, I, of course, immed- it seems to me they should be
right buyers the possibilities in
iately accepted them and attached guided by their experience. If,
" Madonnas and Men." This I did my signature. After I had con- however, it is their intention to
through the medium of the Madison
summated this deal, the Allan continue their attitude of insisting
theatre in Detroit where I placed Bros, of Canada immediately pur- upon being shown, I will continue
the production for a week. So big
the rights for Canada so to follow my present policy of
was the business there that the en- that in chased
addition to the money for showing them, because I have provgagement was continued for anen that I have the production that
other week — something entirely the territory which I had originally
contrary to the policy of the Madi- asked I am getting the receipts will get the biggest business possison. Several state right buyers from the thirtv weeks' run.
ble in any theatre."
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Motion

Picture

Arrow's

New

News

Comedies

ent ofEXBER
Arrow
the GER,
• presidSHALL
WE.
that
announces
Film Corporation,
they have arranged to distribute on
the States Rights market a series of
thirteen Romayne Comedies which
are now being produced at Culver
in y.the studio of
Califor
City,Romayn
e nia,
Compan
the
The first ten of these comedies
have been produced and Charles
Avery is now at work on the
eleventh, which will be entitled
'■ Rhinestone and Robbers," and
which should be completed within
a week. Production will immediately be started on the next
Romayne comedy entitled, " Daffy
These comedies are two reels in
length and are of the slapstick
variety. One of the most principal
comediennes in the series is Dot
F'arley,
who has often been called
House."
the
female Ben Turpin of the
screen, due to her ability to cross
her eyes at will. The ten comedies
already" Beachnuts,"
completed "arePeaceful
: " Hicksville,"
Valley," "Keyhole Reporter," " Stale
Eggs lainand
Sweethearts,"
Still Pursued
Her," " "The
ShotVil-in
the Kitchen," " Underground Romeo," "Twenty Legs Under the
Sea," and " Sewerside."

rapid production of pictures; with Friedman Screens His
the result that many excellent
Latest Purchase
photoplays are either being held on
Servant
in the
the shelf or being sacrificed because was" The
screened
for the
first House
time in'
there is not enough theatres in the Chicago at the Film Exchange
country- to afford a profitable Building last week by J. L. Friedket will be given an opportunity to showing to all of ihem.
man, president of Celebrated Play" Another important phase which
work off the great excess of nners Film Corporation, which indercleased merchandise and within will present many interesting dependent exchange has just purvelopments for the coming year
ihe next year productions will be
chased the rights for the Central
an absolute necessity if theatres are will be the contest between the
independent and the so-called trust West
Mr. territor>-.
Friedman is preparing an
to be new
supplied
with new in
subjects."
The
administration
Wash- interests of the industry. The pres- elaborate advertising and exploitaent
indications
are
that
the
indetior> campaign for the picture, and
ington will also have a great inpendents are more than holding it w^ill have its premiere at a loop
fluence upon the picture industry.
their
own
;
and
so
long
as
Wall
theatre.
" One of the outstanding facts in
the reviews of the motion picture Street money can not control or
Servant in the House "
industry for the last year has been buy all the best brains in the busi- was" The
produced by H. O. Davis for
the neglect of the producers at
ness, that the independent will re- the Film Booking Office. The
main a large factor in the realms storj' was adapted from a stage
large to realize that theatre construction has not kept pace with the of the American motion picture." play written by Charles Rann Kennedy. The play contains an appeal
and the author his not been guilt>of preachment,
a remarkable moral yet
back there
of it.is Hugh
Does
Over- Production
Exist?
Ryan sides
Conw'ay
directedJack
it and
beJean Hershalt,
Curtis,
exercise a choice and, of course, quality of productions standardized
By Harry A. Sherman are doing it at the expense of the and maintained at a consistently Claire Anderson, Clara Horton,
Edward Pial, John Gilbert and
high point.
picture.
, poor
of 1921 ?
This condition will exist until the
The poor picture is going to lose Harv^ey Clark appear in the cast.
WHAT This is the question
which every one in the in- natural processes of elimination be- out, in the independent field at least.
The independent exchangeman
come effective and the producer of
r)-, especially in the independent
std,
duel
inferior pictures ttirns his talents and exhibitor today are exercising Paul Gilmore to Start
is asking just now.
fi
Florida Film City
Calamity howlers, of whom there into some other field of endeavor. more and more care in selecting attractions for distribution or bookare always more than a few in the Then we shall hear no more of this
ing and will take only productions
Paul Gilmore is making extenmotion picture business, are pro- particular type of calamity howler. of merit
sive plans to establish a new film i
and real box office value.
In my opinion 1921 is going to be
claiming from the housetops that
city
on the Anna Maria key in I
a
record
year
in
the
independent
There
will
never
be
any
difficulty,
we are entering on an era of "bad field. Producer, distributor and
Florida.
The construction of a "
however,
in
finding
a
ready
market
business," that conditions are stead- exhibitor alike will prosper as they
large studio and the widening of
ily growing worse throughout the
for the good picture.
some
of
the
streets on the island
industry and that we are doomed to never have before.
For the theatre itself, 1921 prom- are included in Mr. Gilmore plans.
It
probably
wall
be
a
bad
one
for
ises to be a bigger year than any The main thoroughfare is to be
a Old
long Over
periodProduction,
of " slump."as usual, is pikers and pessimists, just as every
yet seen in the industry. Other made one of the most attractive i
\ear in the history of the motion business
blamed in part for the trouble.
may be affected by the streets in any film city, it is stated.
This is always the cry, when in- picture industry has been, but for wave of retrenchment now sweep- Mr. Gilmore recently visited the '
ferior pictures fail to get the fancy the forward-looking, progressive
for a long time to prospective producing center with
prices expected for them by their independent it is big with possibili- come,ing thebutcountry
the motion picture house an engineer, and preliminary plans
owners, which happens when there ties.
the subject were discussed. Mr.
if anything, do better than it for
are sufficient attractions available
I look for a year in which all the will,
Gilmore from his headquarters in
would under normal conditions.
at fair figures of real bo.x office manifold possibilities for mutual
And as long as the theatres can
Fla., announces the comquality.
co-operation between the indepen- depend on the public to come if they Tampa, pletion
of the production, " The
This is the situation now. There
dent producer, distributor and ex- have a good attraction to offer, Isle of Destiny."
Reports from the
are a large number of productions
hibitor, shall be developed as never
laboratory in New York describe
on the market and the independent before, with picture costs stabilized there will always be room for an- the " photography as great " and
other good photoplay.
exchange and exhibitors are able to and equitably distributed and the
the " scenerv wonderful."

jjryAHE trade conditions for
I the coming year in the
motion
field,"
prophesied
Joseph picture
M. Goldstein,
treasurer of Canyon Pictures Corporation, will be governed entirely
upon the developments which are
.now transpiring in the financial affairs of the country. It is sa d to
say that as soon as stocks and other
securities become stabilized, the
present period of depression jn
mercantile fields will be relieved,
which will have a direct influence
upon the amusement enterprises.
" With capital accessible, many
undertakings both in theatre construction and in production w'hich
are now being held in abeyance,
will be brought to a rapid conclusion. In the meantime, the mar-

Easing of Tension to
Influence Industry
States Goldstein
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There has been such a demand in the foreign field for
the Ford Educational Weekly that the films are now titled in eleven different languages.
The Ford Motion Picture
laboratories have met this
demand and have installed
every necessary facility to
deliver these films to the foreign market in a high-class
manner.
In America the Ford Educational Weekly now enjoys
one of the largest circulations
of any weekly product and is
a typical Ford success. With
the films in eleven different
languages it is undoubtedly
going to repeat that success
abroad.

First Run

in Chicago for

"Honeymoon Ranch"
A first run in Chicago and two
more sales on " Honeymoon
Ranch " are reported by Bert Lubin, who is now on the road visiting independent exchanges relative
to the marketing of his future releases.
Lubin sold " Honeymoon Ranch "
Illinois rights to the Doll-Van Film
Corporation, who immediately
booked the five-reel Western for a
first run at the Alcazar theatre. It
is expected that the Doll-Van Film
Corp. will also handle Lubin's second picture, " Crossed Trails,"
which is now in the cutting.
The other sale announced by Lubin was to the First National Exhibitors Exchange of Minneapolis,
who bought the Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota
rights for the picture.
" Crossed Trails," Lubin's second release, will in all probability
be ready about January 1.
Rockett to Do Series
for Hodkinson
The Rockett Film Company, producers of " The Truant Husband,"
starring Mahlon Hamilton, Francelia Billington and Betty BIythe,
are to make a series of productions
for release by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. " The Truant
Husband " was written by Albert
Payson Terhune and appeared in
the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
Editor-in-Chief AI. Rockett announces that stories of the calibre
of " The Truant Husband " are
greatly in need, and a call for more
of such screen material has gone
forth to the press from the office
of Mr. Rockett.
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Over
Increase
ficial to the motion picture industry be the man who does not meet
profitable business. Part of that
By W. E. Shallenberger
as a whole,
for init the
means
an increased interest
quality
of service, and a very large part of it,
must consist of not misrepresenting
the picturesducerturned
instry
out foris both
quesetionindu
ng tur
ion
pic
prevaili
and distributor
madepro-to his product to the exhibitors. ToTHEmot
seems to me to be today.
day there is no necessity for an exany oldmust
thing possess
" will
" What will be the status of the realize
hibitor playing an inferior picture.
not do.thatA "picture
independent producer, distributor qualit\-, it must have a good story, It is just as possible for him to get
r
ng
bito
ng
and exhi
duri
the comi
the best of direction and settings, as good pictures as there are in the
and must be enacted by a capable inarket from the independent exA careful analysis of the situation cast. Where an exhibitor has a
changeman, infact, I believe there
convinces me that conditions never large number of pictures to choose are better pictures
offered on the
were more favorable to the inde- from, more pictures in the field in iridependent market today than can
than they are at the present fact than he can possibly plan in l)e found on any program but the
year?"Inpendentfact
time.
so firm is my belief
distributor must convince the exhibitor that he has good pictures
in this that the Arrow Film Corpo- a year's time, the result will naturally
be
that
he
will
be
more
careration has laid out a campaign to
ful in his selection and will book and when he represents a picture to
handle the business far in excess of only those pictures which are the be a certain class of picture it must
anything we have heretofore done. best. Producers realizing this are be what he represents it. He must
establish exhibitors confidence and
We are planning on at least a 75
better features and the re- his success is assured.
per cent increase in our activities making
sult
is
bound
to
prove
advantageous
over 1921 and 1920 was the greatest tc the industry in general.
Today it is not only possible to
I believe also that there will be get the best pictures on the indeyear
zation.in the history of our organian improvement in the advertising pendeni market but it is possible to
I have just returned from a trip by
motion picture companies and by get them, at a far Letter price than
through the West and conditions
be ato National
secure thedistributing
same picmotion
picture exhiljitors. The in- it would
there which have come under my
ture from
dustry
has
grown
out
of
the
class
personal observation fully bare out where the cheap ten, twenty and organization. The reason for this
my statements.
thirty type of advertising will pay. is obvious. The independent exchangeman has no New York
Everywhere exhibitors are book- It is a big business in which a vast
ing pictures on the open market and number of people are engaged, a " home office " expense to bear. He
booking the best attractions it is
which furnishes entertain- is not paying a lot of fancy salaries
possible to get. They are looking business
ment to millions of people daily and to executives back in New York
more and more to the independent a business to which many of the who are unfamiliar with his terriexchanges and producers for these best minds in the world are bringtory and conditions therein but
attractions.
ing their best efforts to improve nevertheless dictate to him the price
Producers are turning to the in- and nothing can hurt that business he must get for his product. Nor
■ dependent field as a distributing more than the cheap advertising, is he burdened with a number of
medium as they have never done be- the salacious titles and suggestive efficienc)' men sent out by the
" home office " who often times
fore. More and better picturs are
cost more confusion, waste and
offered for release on the indeThis
type
of
advertising
is
not
pendent market today than at any needed to sell motion pictures, it down right loss of money than they
time in the history of the motion paper.
is a mistaken idea to think that it is, can ever hope to make for their
picture business, and these produc- and if I had my way I would have company. Quite the contrary, he
tion compare favorably with any on this t>pe of advertising absolutely has an exchange in which his own
the market today. One has only to barred
from every newspaper, mag- money is invested, and he has a
look over a list of features offered
azine or periodical in the ceuntry. vital interest in making that exin the independent field today to What we need is a censorship of
change pay, and he knows that by
a picture and supplying it to
verify this statement.
advertising more than a censorship taking
his exhibitors at a fair price and
A remark frequently heard is that
the market is over crowded with of pictures.
at the same time allowing him a
I believe that one of the princi- margin of profit which will permit
pictures and that therefore business
pal
factors
of
the
success
of
the
is going to be bad. The only one distributors will be service. Too him to turn over his stock, pay his
who is going to suffer from this is much stress cannot be laid on this salaries and put a little money in
the producer or distributor of an
the bank he is conducting a busiexchangeman
who e\ery
renness which is profitable to both the
inferior picture. This is a condi- point.dersThe
the best
service from
tion that I think is extremely bene- point of view to the exhibitors will exhibitor and himself.
75

Per

Cent

Reelcraft's
Plans
- ONE
NINEisTEEN
the
year for
a bannerNTY
to be -TWE
Reelcraft Pictures Corpora- High Class Short Subjects Promised by
tion, according to the announcement of President R. C. Cropper.
R. C. Cropper
" Nineteen-twenty-one is to be a
big year for Reelcraft." says Crop" The third week l)rings to the
we will
per, "starting
for Exhibitors our long promised series
releases
series of first
a new January
release
each week in that month. First of single-reel comedies featuring
will come the series of Al Christie little Bud Duncan in his ' Bud and
produced single-reel comedies, fea- His Buddies ' comedies. It has
turing Betty Compson and Billy taken six months to arrange and
Rhodes, made for the Mutual pro- perfect this series, but we believe
gram and now re-issued by Reel- the public will decide that the time
craft. The following week, the and money were wisely and well
Reelcraft Scenic Nature Beautiful spent. We expect this series to be
series will start on a weekly release a record breaker.
VI. Walker in Chicago schedule; this series has been nearly
The last week in January will
Alfred Walker, director general a year in the making, cameramen introduce our new comedian,
of the World Motion Picture have covered nearly every part of George Clarke, in a series of fiftyCorp., was in Chicago the first part the United States, and many thous- two single-reel slap-stick Paragon
and feet of film made in foreign Comedies. Slap-stick is to be the
of the week of December 12. He
was scheduled to close contracts countries has been received ; each rule throughout, and of the broadest kind. There has been a demand
for the distribution of the weekly release is to picture the beauty spots
pictorial section for newspapers as of nature with a thread of con- from our distributors for real slapissued by the World. Other matstick and Clarke surely is delivering
tinuity throughout that wilF mainters relative to distribtition and
tain the interest, for instance " The the goods.
sales were taken up with some of
" AW of the above represent our
of the Trapner.' ' Wind Godthe prominent film executives and Spiritdess 'and
' Crater Lake,' all have a hpsinning for the new year. For
exchangemen of Chicago.
cast of players in the scenic views.
February we have two more serie?

for
1921
of
two-reel comedies
now bemg
prepared. March will also introduce additional product to the Reelcraft program.
" Our distributing organization
will also be increased considerably
during the coming year, and more
offices opened to care for our rapidly increasing business. All in all
we plan to make it a real successful year for all theatres playing our
service, improving our product and
cementing the friendships already
fo rmed between exhibitors, our distributors and producers."
Olmsted Joins World
E. F. Olmsted has been appointed
director of sales of the newspaper
service department of the World
Motion Picture Corp. He will act
as one of the assistants to David
A. Murphy, general director of the
department. He is now on a trip
and before returning to New York
will visit many of his former newsnaper acquaintances. He will call
on the Metropolitan newspaper
publishers which the World has already contracted with for service.
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Celebrated Books Four
Serials at One Time
Under a new plan inaugurated
by Celebrated Players Film Corporation, that company is now booking four serials at one time. This
new sales plan gives the exhibitor
a continuous flow of chaptered
stories for fifty weeks.
The four serials to be furnished
under the Celebrated plan are "The
Vanishing Trails," " The Lurking
Peril," " In the Clutches of the
Hindu," and " The Veiled Mystery," pictures which have met with
praise at both the hands of exhibitors and the reviewers at special
showings.
The Celebrated Players Film
Corporation has outlined an extensive advertising campaign to back
up thising.fifty
weeks'
bookThis plan
not advance
only reduces
the concern's selling cost about onefourth of what it would ordinarily
cost to book each serial separately,
but also makes it easier for the
theatreman as well as cheaper.
To Film Screen Drama
in Borneo
The " Wild Man of Borneo "
will come to town in real truth, according to arrangements just completed
the Louis.
Dutch-American Syndicate of bySt.
An expedition is to sail shortly
after the first of the year for the
purpose of transferring the " Wild
Man of Borneo " from real life in
his native lair to a strip of celluloid. The present expedition will
comprise two cameramen, a director and a complete cast of players
for a proposed drama to be filmed
in the environment of the island.
The Dutch-American Syndicate
has arranged to release all of its
Borneo films through the Independent Films Association of Chicago.
Reelcraft

Salesmen

Publicity

on

the

Increase

Chicago Firm Reports Demand
for Publicity is Growing Fast
AMONG the Chicago advertising for the publicity, heralding the
provokers he has
and publicity people, the Mas- series of laugh
starring Mary Jane
ter -Advertisers, who are handling underway,
Blair.
accounts for several nationally
not neglecting other lines,
known producers, say they are par- theWhile
Master Advertisers announce
ticularly able to affirm that the promoters of the cinema now regard they will specialize in the preparation of press books. The addition
publicity as second only in importance to quality of production. A of Matt E. Simon, formerly of the
large amount of work has been Chicago Daily News, to their staff
coming into this firm, necessitating in the capacity of assistant to Manincrease in working force and office
ager Sam Gold and Harold Bement,
facilities.
artist, formerly of Charles Everett
One of the late efforts of the Johnson, was one of their recent
firm, from which good response has steps taken to widen their scope so
been noted, is the sixteen-page press as to render greater service to the
book of the production, " For the film trade.
Freedom
Ireland,"
by Creation
Films, Inc.of The
press books
for the
first Independent Films Association
Neal was
Hart the
picture
Oasis,'' Broadway Favorite in
also
work— "ofHell's
the Master
Star Ranch Western
Advertisers. They are now planning the advance publicity for the
"
Dangerous Tenderfoot,"
next ofHart
play, "Sky Fire," a which is the title of the third retale
the film
North.
lease of the " Star Ranch WestThe Capital Film Company, sponerns," now being offered the State
soring Fritzi Ridgeway in a series Rights market by the C. B. C. Film
Sales
Corporation
of New York, is
of two-reel Westerns, has placed
the publicity of the series in the said to be a picture of the rugged
hands of the Master Advertisers. and primitive West with a woman
They are now engaged on a press- of that great out-of-doors who by
book exploiting the entire series. On circumstances lives in an environment of hardened men, winning
completion of this work a sixteenpage press book for a forthcoming out.
The cast includes such players as
production, starring Lester Cuneo,
will be started.
Jack Halliday, now leading man
Emile De Recat, producer of Chi- for Margaret Anglin in " The
cago Summer Park Revues, who is Woman of Bronze," now playing
Frazee theatre, New York, and
now
moving ;he
Eva Lang. Otis B. Thayer has
pictureproducing
comedies two-reel
at the Essanay
studio
northAdvertisers
side, will
depend ofonChicago's
the Master

done good directing in this Western thrilling: two-reeler.

to

Have Selling Drive
The salesmen of the New York
Exchange of the Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation have set aside the
coming
month as of
" Singer
Month
in the territory
Greater
New "
York and Northern New Jersey,
and are endeavoring to secure a
hundred per cent representation of
the four new series offered by Reelcraft during the month of January
in every theatre now showing Reelcraft service. This effort has been
planned by the salesmen themselves
as a testimonial to Mr. Julius Singer, manager of the New York Exchange.
C. B. C. Super-Feature
Adapted From Novel
" Dangerous Love," the Western
super-feature now being offered
the Independent Market by the C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation of
New York and which was adapted
from the novel " Ben Warman" by
Charles E. Winter and directed by
Charles E. Bartlett from a screen
version by Hal Hoadley, is said to
be a picture of thrilling action, of
love and sentiment, of hate and
jealousy, and portrayed in that section of the
countrytowhere
a man's
strength
is tested
the uttermost
if he wants to make good.
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Proctor

Managers

News

Will

Exploit "County Fair"
On Tuesday, December 14, General. Manager Hart of the Proctor
Enterprises assembled the entire
managerial staff of the Proctor theatres, twenty managers in all, at
the Simplex Projection Room, New
York, where they obtained their
first view
of " The aCounty
After
the screening
generalFair."
discussion and exchange of ideas took
place. Addresses on Practical Ex. ploitation were given by Manager
Hart and S. Barrett McCormick,
who gave the managers a detailed
account of how they put over the
Toumeur Special in Toledo.
The Keith Offices have set aside
a certain amount of cash awards to
be competed for by the various
managers of the Keith, Proctor
and B. S. Moss theatres in Greater
New York. It is purely an exploitation competition. But as ManaHart states,
"withwhich
the keen
and gerfriendly
rivalry
now
long before the competition starts
is existing, I can see nothing but
smashed box-office records in all
our theatres during the run of
Maurice Tourneur's 'The County

Inter-ocean Reports
Brisk Trading
Despite the fact that there is
what some local motion picture exporters decrj' as " a period of inactivity in the foreign market," the
Inter-O
cean Film Corporation,
" exporters, specializ
wellFair.'
known
ing
in the distribution of Americanmade films in foreign film markets,
report a decided briskness in trade.
In a statement issued to the
trade press the early part of this
week, Gus Schlessinger. manager
of the Department of Foreign Film
Sales of the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, makes mention of the
fact that the company has disposed
of numerous productions for many
choice foreign territories. Prominent among the sales listed
the
disposition of the series of isBlack
Diamond Comedies, twenty-four in
number, to one of the" largest film
renters operating' in China for physical distribufon throughout the
Chinese Republic. This sale, it is
said, involves a verv large
consideration. What makes itcash
unusual, however, is the fact that very
few motion picture sales are being
made to film renters in China at
the present time.
Many Advertising Aids
for '*Gowboy Jazz"
" Cowboy Jazz," the special tworeel production which S. & E. Enterprises isat present distributing
on the State Rights market, has
been provided \\'ith a large amount
of advertising supplies to a$sist the
exhibitor in exploiting this novelty
film.
This picture
made
the ausnices
of the wa~s
Benevol
ent under
Protective Order of Elks, and presents
the champion cowboys of the world
in a series of remarkable stunts, including riding, roping, steer throwing, etc. All of the advertising
supplies have been prepared to
bring out the tieup with the various
Elk lodges as prominentlv as possible, and the slides, posters, lobby
display, etc., carry an appeal to the
members of the different lodges
throughout the country-.
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Christmas Prologue Is
Arranged by Equity
The exploitation staff of Equity
pictures announce a Christmas prologue for its Conway Tearle feature, "Whispering Devils," in conjunction with the New York Concert League. The musical element,
for which Nathaniel Finston, formerly conductor of the Rialto and
musical director the Capitol, New
York, and now with the New York
is responsible, emConcert League,
braces a variety of appropriate
songs and orchestral numbers.
The reading matter allows the
exhibitor choice between " Human
Frailty," Brjant's famous poem;
Tennyson's " Ring Out Wild
Bells," and selections from Dicken's " Christmas Carol." The stage
settings call for an impressive
Christmas scene. One of the settings is in a nursery, with Christmas-tree, toys, fireplace, stockings,
etc. Another setting suggested has
more of the church-like atmosphere
with a background of arched windows with colored art-glass, a pulpit, etc. The lighting is from rim
to blue flood, which reveals a man,
in ministerial garb, sitting pensively in a high back chair. For
exhibitors whose equipment would
not permit any elaborate settings,
this prologue is modest and inexpensive enough for general use.
The Christmas prologue on
"Whispering Devils" will be distributed to the exhibitors through
tiie
state-right
buyers of Equity's
Conway Tearle feature.

Washburn's Convincing
Kissing Scene
Bryant Washburn, who has just
completed David Foster's play,
"The land,Road
to London,"
in Enghas found
a new manner
of
keeping down production costs.
Foster's play
d that the
American herodemande
kiss the petite
French maid, and Washburn was
resolved to make the picture closely follow the original. The answer
was simple. Mrs. Washburn played
the maid, and as a result there is
a thoroughly convincing kissing
scene.

Joan

Aims

M s SAL
the
to ES
step
CO. this
JOANweekFIL
THE
front, with a plan to combat
the threatening Blue-Law bigotry,
fostered by the self-styled sponsors of Sunday saintliness, the
ion. By means
's Dayniou
Lord
s ciat
of the
combination
of an inge Asso
sword and the olive-branch, the
exploitation staff of Joan, headed
by Nat Rothstein, advertising
manager, has found a way of making capital out of the " Sour Sunday" agitation, and adding profit
agan
against the antiprop
its
to
t da
nmen
mania.
entertai

The Joan plan is surprisingly
simple. Briefly, it will mean that
instead of the motion-picture industry suffering from the BlueLaw campaign, it will benefit thereby. In a nutshell, the Joan scheme
enlists the public — the motion-picture fans — on the side of the exhibitor and the film industry in
general, and makes the local theatre the headquarters of popular
sentiment against the Sour Sunday zealots. It transforms the motion-picture house into an unofficial
court of justice and promotes the
exhibitor to the rank of Public
Defender. It goes further — it
adds to the patronage of the theatredomby attend
interesting
thoseon who
selthe movies
Sunday.
All lovers of Sunday pleasure will
be obliged to register their protest
at the local motion-picture theatre, for want of any other medium,
for the exhibitor will be the representative of the recreation-loving public in general, as well as
the film fans.
The details of the Joan plan
follow :

In brief, this plan provides for
the use of the press-book, poster,
slide, herald, circular and every
other advertising and publicity accessory accompanying every Joan
release, as a means of popularizing
the Blue Law protest. Every device of advertising and exploitation used by the exhibitor to promote the patronage of a Joan picture is forged into a weapon
_ The point of the lower produc- against the Puritanical propagation costs is that the kiss constitors of the " Solemn Sunday " obtuted payment for all professional session.
services rendered. In speaking of
The first gun that the exhibitor
which Mrs. Washburn said, "Nothfires against the " No-Fun-Oning could be fairer."
movement is through his
" The Road to London " is Mr. Sunday" list.
The patron is inWashburn's first picture for mailing formed
of the " Blue Law danger,
Screenplays Production.
and is asked to declare his resentment in joint assembly at the
local
theatre on a certain night.
Texas Guinan Returns
Heralds follow this up and are disto New York
tributed in stores, at legitimate
theatres,
clubs, etc. They are
Texas Guinan, who will be
starred by Victor Kremer in a headed " To Our Citizens " and
series of Western scx:iety features, ask them pointedly whether they
their personal liberties to be
has returned to New York, ready want
overruled
minority.
to begin work on her first produc- On the backby ofa fanatical
this announcement
tion. She has been touring the
the details of the procountry for the past two months as is onetestgiving
meeting, the time it is called
a member of the Marcus Loew
party which visited the new thea- for, and asking every liberty-loving citizen to register his protest
tres under construction.
by signing the Protest-Register in
the lobby of the theatre. The last
S-E Markets Comedies line of the herald is an announceIn addition to its feature subment of the showing of " The
jects, the new Shenfield-Ennis or- Hardest Way," the Joan feature,
ganization announces a series of after the meeting. Prominent public men are scheduled to address
eight two-part Midget Comedies.
These pictures will be sold on the meeting.
the audience at the indignation
series plan only.

Blow

at

Blue
Laws
effective volley of attack against
Smashing Idea to Aid the "Sour Sunday" evil is suggested by Joan to exhibitors. This
Industry
in Fight
project is as follows: The exhibitor gets in touch with the adAgainst Reformers
vertising department of his local
newspaper and presents to them a
An all-embracing tie-up with the means of realizing an enormous
other agencies affected by the Blue amount of advertising revenue and
Law madness is also suggested.
same
time of
inflicting
a wholeThe most effective of all powers at thesale
indictment
the Blue
Law
in this class is of course, the rnovement. The advertising-solinewspaper. Among the intended
citor or manager of the newspaper
victims tationofis thetheSunday
" Lord'snewspaper,
Day " agi-it is to write a scorching editorial criticism
thewhich
"Lord's
Day" dewill be remembered. Co-operation
mentiaof after
a collection
of
between the exhibitor and the advertisements of local merchants
newspaper
for theircertainty.
common The
de- affected unfavorably by the Blue
fense, isa foregone
Laws, follow. The editorial reads
power of the press in swinging to the effect that the newspaper
public opinion against the " Sour and
the business men whose " ads "
Sunday"
possibility,
and inciden-at are below are staunchly opposed to
tally increasing
the patronage
" Sour Sunday."
motion-picture theatres, is part of
The Joan Film Sales Co. calls
the plan outlined by the Joan ex- particular attention to the fact that
ploitation forces. By this arrange- its campaign, as outlined above,
ment, the theatre will secure, free
of cost, an amount of publicity and against
the " Blue Laws " is by no
support that could not be bought means restricted to the protection
of
motion-picture
interests alone.
for money. In this particular case,
suggestion as to co-operative
the press and the exhibitor are The
advertising just made, as well as
allied in interest, and the motionthe other angles touched upon,
picture industry as a whole could all
calculated to benefit every other
find no stronger champion than the are
business disastrously affected by
newspaper. In addition, the sup- the proposed Blue Law legislation.
port of all the sporting-goods
The Joan Film Sales Co. also
companies, automobile interests, al- begs
to add that it is open to any
lied amusement agencies, and all
local stores, i. e. : the whole range of criticism and suggestion that members of the industry may offer, for
organizations affected by the " Blue the sounder this campaign is
Law " madness, will be lined up
to strike a solid blow against the thrashed out the more formidable'
enemies of wholesome Sunday re- the resistance against the " Sour
creation.
Sunday" studipidty will be. It respectfully offers the plan touched
The alignment of the liberal
element among the churches is also upon in this statement for the consideration of the National Motion
provided for in the Joan campaign.
The innumerable cases where
Picture Association. It is Joan's
clergymen have endorsed particu- sincere belief that the film induslar productions as influential in
try bears the brunt of responsibility as well as the danger of the
improving moral sentiment, are
Blue
Law movement, and that it
cited for the exhibitor's use. An now has
a supreme opportunity of
open-letter advertisement contains
another effective attack against the striking a blow for public freedom
Blue Law intolerance.
by the co-operation of the screen
By far the most sensational and and the showman.

"The
Parish
Priest"
Opens
Famous Hart Stage Success Runs
on Screen in Author's Home City
tory, have been carefully drawn unAFTER twenty years history is
der the personal supervision of the
repeating itself in the an- author and are played by ideal
nouncement of " The Parish types. The lovable young priest,
Priest," just made by Herman J. around whom the action revolves,
Garfield and scheduled for Decem- is William Desmond. Ruth Renber 13 at the Capitol theatre,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. On January 25, nick was chosen to play the role
1900, almost twenty years ago to originated by Marion Shirley;
the day, Dan Sully made his first Margaret Livingston appears as
appearance in this drama, little Agnes Cassidy, while Walter
Perry, Thos. Ricketts, Cad Miller,
dreaming that he was destined to Billy
Bennett and J. Morris Foster
play it year after year in every city
of any size in the country until his are also prominent in the cast.
death. The old notices of the first
Realizing the importance of the
opening. Manager Fred Herman of
opening
tell
us
that
the
"
new
"
theatre left nothing unDaniel L. Hart drama was an in- the Capitol
done that would add to the success
stantaneous success and an " ap- of the occasion. The presence of
propriate successor to ' Sag Har- the author was assured, while
bor,'The
'
Old Homestead ' and
every official of importance in the
' Shore
Acres.'
Once more the" popular Dan Hart city of Wilkes-Barre was provided
drama is scheduled for an opening, with a seat of honor; a beautiful
this time in the home city of its farehearsed with a full chomous author. The familiar char- prologue,
rus of voices and a special stage
acters, portrayed by so many noted
in keeping with the atartists during the twenty long sea- set built mosphere
of the story.
sons of the play's remarkable his-
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Picture Life Story
of Jenny Lind
Harry Leonhardt, president, and
Harv^ey B. Day, general manager,
of the Allied Independent Attractions, Inc., announce that on behalf of the Allied they haveP. en-B.
tered into a contract with
Lyon, general manager of the
Jenny Lind Photoplay Company to
produce and distribute a feature
of the never-to-be-forion Swedish
productgotten
nightingale.
Mr. Leonhardt, who will personally supervise the production, did
not say where it would be made,
but it is understood that the
greater part of the production
work will be done in California,
with shots taken in New York
where Jenny Lind made her first
American appearance under the
direction of P. T. Barnum, and at
Boston and Northampton, Mass.,
where she was married and spent
her honeymoon respectively.
In the work of production Mr.
Leonhardt will keep with him the
same staff that aided in the production of the George Arliss picture,
"The Devil," and which included
James Young as director, Harry
Fischbeck and Frank Hampton,
studio manager.

Picture

News

To

"Midchannel" Star at
Theatre Opening
Clara Kimball Young, Equity
star, appeared before a distinguished gathering at the opening
of Astor theatre in Philadelphia
recently. Despite the pouring
rain, an overflowing house was on
hand to greet her. She was introduced by Ben Amsterdam, and
made a brief speech of appreciation, after which she complimented
Mr. Amsterdam for his enterprise
and spirit in erecting one of Philadelphia's finest theatres. It was
only after a number of " curtain
calls " that she was allowed to
leave.
Miss Young's
second City
personal
appearance
in the Quaker
was
at the Great Northern theatre.
" IMidchannel," in which Miss
Young is starred, had just been
screened when the actress was introduced to the audience.
In the dedication of Amsterdam's Astor
Young
met many
of theatre.
the mostMiss
prominent
film men of the East, among them
Sam Grand, of the Federated
Boston; Arthur White, of the
Federated, New York; Harry
Bernstein, of Commonwealth. New
York; Walter Green, Bill Steiner,
Abe Werner and Joe Brandt — all
of New York. Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of the Equity Pictures Corp, was among the guests.

"Service"
^£ ^ ERVICE to anyone who dethe New
^ sires
M.
slogan "ofis Irving
Year Service,
Lesser, general manager of the
Western Pictures Exploitation
Company. According to a recent
announcement, Sol Lesser and Irving Lesser have taken up different,
but closely associated fields of endeavor. Now it is Sol Lesser, the
exhibitor, and Irving Lesser, the
producer and distributor.
The Western Pictures Exploitation project, which was formed
three months ago with Irving Lesser at its head, has now more than
passed the embryo stage and looks
forward to a prosperous New Year.
Mr. Lesser's experience in the
motion picture field is one of the
biggest assets of the new company.
Having spent the greater part of
1919 exploiting and distributing D.
W. Griffith's "Hearts of the World"
throughout the West, Mr. Lesser is
thoroughly acquainted with the territory his company covers. He is
also interested in the AU-Star Features Distributors, Inc., the Educational Film Corporation of Southern California and the Sol Lesser
Motion Picture Enterprises.
Starting in 1906, Mr. Lesser has
been actively' engaged in the picture
business for the past fourteen
years. He has held large interests
in state right pictures and exchanges throughout the Western
States. He also has had large theatre holdings and extensive interests in the manufacturing of pictures from time to' time.
In reference to his latest project
and its prospects for the New Year,
Mr. Lesser makes
the following annou cem nt :
" Through my long experience in
the picture business, as a producer,
distributor and exhibitor, I believe
that I have gained a thorough
knowledge of every phase of the
motion picture industry, which
should be considered vahiable. It
is my intention to capitalize on this
experience to the extent of becoming heavily interested in the manufacturing and distributing of pictures. Iam in business to serve
Mesco

being handled
in various parts of
Lesser
Slogan
Year Planned 's
the country by the following representative exchanges : Greater
New York, New York State and
by Irving Lesser
Northern
New Jersey, Empire
on West Coast
State Film Corp., New England,Federated Film Exchange of New
anyone
desires service."
England, Eastern Pennsj'lvania,
Since who
its organization
the West- and
Southern New Jersey, Masterern Pictures Exploitation Compiece Film Attractions, Inc., Westpany has successfully disposed of
ern Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
the entire United States territory
National
Exhibitors'
Cirof Eastern
Pennsylvania,
on a number of pictures. " That First cuit
Something," produced by the Her- Delaware, Marj-land, District of
mann Film Corporation with MarVirginia, North and
gery Wilson and Charles Meredith Columbia,
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Florida, Associated First
in
the feature
" Neptune's
Bride,"
written roles
and ; directed
by National
Pictures of Washington,
Captain Leslie T. Peacocke, author
and Corporation;
Ohio, Stanof " Neptune's Daughter," and D. C. ;dardMichigan
Film Service
featuring Pluvia, considered the
Kentucky
and
Tennessee,
First Naworld's most perfectly formed girl;
tional Exhibitors Exchanges of
" The Stranger," produced by Hugh Kentucky and Tennessee, Illinois
B. Evans,
Jr. ;Lesser;
" Sky the
Eye,"United
pro- and Indiana, Celebrated Players
duced by Sol
Film Corporation; Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota,
Film Corporation's feature, " Sins
of the World," starring Loys de Associated First National Pictures
Kay; "Souls of Men," the G. and of Northwest ; Iowa and Nebraska,
A. H. Blank Enterprises; Missouri
J. Photoplay
tion, featuringCorporation's
Will Jelferis, producYvette
Mitchell and Lucille Young; the and Southern Illinois, United Film
Service; Kansas and Western Missouri, Crescent Film Exchange;
Romayne
Super Film
" The Toreador,"
or "Corporation's
Bull Fights Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
True
Film Company; Oregon,
of
Spain,"Doodle
and in
Mack
Sennett's
■' Yankee
Berlin,"
with Washington, Idaho and Montana,
the Sennett Bathing Girls.
De Luxe Feature Film Co. ; CaliA very novel, historic and infornia, Nevada and Arizona, Allstructive feature, " The Missions Star Features Distributors, Inc.
of California," is the latest film to
In addition to his extensive inbe secured by Mr. Lesser for world
terests in the distributing of picdistribution. This picture, produced
Mr. Lesser is now actively
by the Scenic Art Productions, engagedtures, in
production field.
promises to create no little interest, With Jackie the
Coogan, the famous
due to the fact that it will be dis- child actor, who
played the title
tributed at the same time the Ca-lifornia Missions Restoration Asso- role in Charlie Chaphn's " The
the Irving Lesser
ciation conducts its million dollar Kid," as the star,
is filming a series of
drive for the purpose of restoring "Productions
Peck's
Bad
Boy
" features which
the historic Spanish missions to promise to set a precedent
among
their former state.
child pictures.
" The
Art ofAnnette
Diving,"Kellermann,
a one-reel
Another branch of Mr. Lesser's
film
featuring
extensive business is the management of star, actors and directors
has proven
a
big
seller
and
has
received unlimited praise everywhere. and the handling of plays and
In this picture, the Blanchard Film stories. One of his chief accounts
Company used the cinal slow mo- in this department in ^^'heeler Oaktionsuccess.
process camera with remark- man, well kno)vn leading man, who
able
recently completed the lead in Tod
The above named pictures are Browning's " Outside the Law."

—
Active

Co.

make
on east
whento there
pictuorreswest
WHY motigo
is so much natural beauty
in Missouri and the middle western
states waiting to be screened? This
question confronted a group of
Kansas City capitalists and business
men early last summer, and since
no good reason was forthcoming
to vanquish the project, the Mesco
Pictures Corporation of Kansas
City was chartered under the laws
of Missouri for the purpose of
Foreign Sales Reported making photoplays in the Middle
Alvin Wortham, foreign sales West. The idea was to produce
manager for Bech, Van Siclen only really superior pictures and
& Co., Inc., announces the follow- the first requisite was an experienced director. The company found
ing sales : " The Ghost of Slumber
in the person of Franklin B.
Mountain," for India, Ceylon and him
widely known as a director,
Burmah ; " The House Divided " Coates,
orer, and writer of
zon
Ama
and "T)ollars and Destiny," for successful expl
scenarios in the studios
Italy; "An Adventuress" and of both coast
s.
" Trooper 44," for India, Ceylon
Missouri
has
one character whose
and Burmah ; and " The Mystery of life and adventures
are stranger and
the Hope Diam'ond," for England, more thrilling than
any which
France, Belgium, Switzerland, Japan, Philippines, India, Ceylon and might be conceived of by the lurid
Burmah.
imagination of the average scenario

Busy

in

"Jesse James" Feature
Nearing Completion
in Middle West
writer. This character is, of course,
Jesse James, so Director Coates
went down into the James country
around the little village of Kearney
in the Missouri River valley, and
with Jesse James Jr., only living
child of the outlaw, and a number
of old men and women who had
known Jesse James, contributing
many heretofore unrevealed facts
concerning the life of the most
hunted character in the history of
outlawry. Mr. Coates himself wrote
the scenario, "Jesse James Under
theWith
Black infinite
Flag."
pains Director
Coates selected the cast. Jesse
James, Jr., young attorney of Kansas City, appears in role of his
father with Alargaret Hungerford
playing opposite Mr. James. The
supporting cast numbers more than

Missouri
300 persons. Skilled horsemen and
horsewomen appear in many of the
scenes. Indians in costume revive
the old frontier atmosphere. Three
reels of the eight dealing with a
romantic epoch in the life of Jesse
James were filmed in Santa Fe, N.
!M., where the Spanish architecture
of the town and the Castilian faces
oi the residents subtly portrayed
the period of Jesse James' Mexican
exploits.
Work on the interior sets is now
in
in progress
Chicago. in the Rothacker studio
Final Scenes

Shoot

on

"The Tame Cat"
Word has been received by the
Arrow Film Corporation from
E)ramafilms that Will Bradley, the
director
of " The
Cat," has
just returned
fromTame
Charleston.
S.
C, where he shot the final scenes
on this production, which is now
being cut and titled, and will be
read>' for earlv release.
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"THE

25, igso
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS"
(Perret-Pathe)

A Splendid Production Given Mystery Story
a production standpoint, "The Empire of Diamonds" is one of
FROM
the best pictures we have ever seen. Excluding the story, which is
of the average mystery variety, the feature is a combination of wonderful shots which begin in London, take in Paris and its suburbs and then
jump to Monte Carlo.
The production is another illustration of the artistry which is possessed
by French directors in building beautiful backgrounds for their pictures,
and Leonce Perret is no exception to the rule.
He has taken a story, and filled in its weak spots with plenty of action
and thrills and then swung back to the mystery sequence which is ever
before us and developed it by degrees until it reaches a strong climax.
The story is of the French variety and it is a question whether American
audiences will be interested in the ty^e of " deep-dyed villain and his accomplices," portrayed as they are in the French style.
However this may be, the story is well told, has its gripping moments
and has a pretty romance nmning through it.
One of the strong thrills introduced shows the villain setting fire to a
house in which he has tied one of his enemies so securely that one would
believe it impossible for him to make an escape.
He does, however, by reaching under a door and seizing a knife with
which he cuts the ropes which bind him and then climbs up story after
story through flames and smoke until he reaches the top where he savings
out on the wing of a wind-mill, letting go just as the building crumbles.
High diving is also introduced, the hero and \illain jumping from the top
of a precipice, which appeared to be fifty or sixty feet in height.
The cast includes American and French actors, among whom are Robert
Elliott, Lucy Fox, Henry G. Sell, Ruth Hunter, Leon Mathot, Jacques
Volyns, L. Morlas and M. Mailly. — Length. 6 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Robert EUiott
Matthew Versigny
Marguerite
Versigny
Paul Bernac
Henry^"57G Sell
..Leon Mathot
Arthur Graves
Trazi d'Aricola
Jacques Volnys
Andre Zarnoff
L
M. Mailly?^
Baron dc Lambri
Hunter
Ruth
lor
Esther Tay
Scenario by Leonce Perret.
Directed by Leonce Perret.
Story by Valentin Mandelstam.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Empire of Diamonds," Leonce Ferret's latest production for Pathe will
.
'■ of next
theatre on
appear at the
Diamoiids
Empire ofthat
The discovery
by Valentin
from the novel
Adapted
artificial
York with "the
in NewMandelstamm,
conspiracy
its fascinating
starts
diamonds, manufactured by a secret process, have been sold for two years as
genuine stones.
, people, tfollowed
,i j
Across three thousand miles of water and two continents, three
These men had been
the dangerous trail of manufacturers of spurious stones.
artificial diamonds so perfectly that only the wear of years . could prove
makingfalsity.
their
special agent ot
sister and her sweetheart, a to
Pursuing the fugitives with his
Paris. There
house goes
the French Secret Service, the head of the diamond the
Riviera.
and
Nice
Carlo,
Monte
to
chase
thrilling
his
begins
" The Empire of Diamonds " is a thrilling tale of travel, adventure, conspiracy
and romance. The locale is laid on the other side and takes in many beautiful
I'Etoile, the Eiffel
Elysee, the Arc de Triomphe
the Champs
sights including
Tower
and the Quai
Notre Dame.
„ „ ,,de
Hunter, tLeon
Harry G. Sell. ^Ruth, ,,
The cast includes Robert Elliott, Lucy M.Fox,Mailly.
Mathot, Jacques Volnys, L. Morlas and
PROGRAM READER
New York, London, Paris and the beauty spots of France form the background
"The Empire of Diamonds," a romantic and adventurous
against which is enacted
of a diamond conspiracy, which will appear at this theatre on nextthat—for years .
story
Matthew Versigny head of an American diamond house, discovers
is traced,
have beenfirmbuying
they
the American
faces and
ruin. selling spurious stones. Unless the source
of water and two continents begins.
Then the chase across three thousand miles
Riviera, the American, his
From New York to Paris, Monte Carlo, Nice and the Secret
Service, follow the
agent of the Frenches.
specialrogu
fiance,
sisterofand
trail
two her
daring
and a clever
.
a trap on their
spring
they
caught,
be
to
about
are
men
guilty
the
as
Just
.. ,
pursuer and place the blame of their illegal trade on him.
it being said that
Leonce Perret has given the picture a wonderful production,
industry that a photoplay
this is the first time in the annals of the motion picture the
has been picturized on the exact locations called for inChampsstory.
Elysee, the Arc de
Among some of the beautiful spots visited are the
Grand
de la Bastille, the„ Quai
the Palace
Triomphe
arte.
tt
i. the
,
„ ,, d'Anjou,
Montm
Palais and dethe I'Etoile,
The cast includes Robert Elliott, Lucy Fox, Henry G. Sell and Ruth Hunter.
SUGGESTIONS
(his picture should interest
mystery stories,
are interested in
If your patrons
and is told in an interesting manner.
them. It has thrills, action and suspenseshots
and its surroundings which
Paris
of
wonderful
some
Leonce Perret had taken
are indeed interesting to witness.
_
. ,, u ■
Tell your patrons that this is another Leonce Perret production and call their
attention to his past work as a director, mentioning at the same time some of his
recent productions which include " Lifting Shadows," " The A. B. C. of Love,
and " Twin Pawns."
CATCH LINES
See
"
The
Empire
of
Diamonds
" at thewith the locale
theatre.laid Itin isNew
a thrilling
tale of adventure, romance and conspiracy,
York,
London, Paris, Monte Carlo and the Riviera.

"THE

TRUTH

ABOUT

(Whitman
Bennett-First National)
HUS
BANDS"
Orthodox But Careful Production of W ell-Known Play
with its
"Theits Profligate,"
PINERO'S
ARTHUR
SIRsatiric
flaying WING
of the double
moraldrama,
code and
sarcastic comparison
of those whose sins are found out with those who remain imdiacovered, has not proven the best of picture material, especially when the
plot is Americanized, but a careful and expensive production coupled with
good acting has evolved a feature that will get by with the average audience and perhaps prove quite a hit.
"The Truth About Husbands," a title that seems to us to be no improvement on the original, unless one believes in catering to the morbidly
curious, is orthodox from beginning to end. It tells the age old story of the
man who has tasted the joys of life, marrying an itmocent and trustful
girl, with one of his indiscretions becoming known and disrupting his
marital happiness.
It also demonstrates once again that some one pays for the sins of the
flesh. There are times when the offering becomes rather suggestive.
There is much that is commonplace in the development of the story. There
are never any high lights of comedy and the finish is convenient. And the
message of the play, charity for the transgressions of the male sex, reaches
scarcely further than the main title. But since audiences seem never to
grow tired of being told what they already know, like to look at nice
clothes, big sets, garden parties, etc., and apparently agree with the professor atYale, or some place, who has said that there are only two things
in the world, sex and religion, "The Truth About Husbands" will no
doubt prove interesting.
In personal honors Anna Lehr and May McAvoy about split even,
although the parts are verj^ well divided and the cast is entirely competent
even to the bits, such actors as George Fawcett being seen in one of the
small parts. — Length, 6 reels. — /. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Janet Preece
Anna Lehr
Dustan Renshaw
H. E. Herbert
Mrs. Stonehay
Elizabeth Garrison
Leslie Brownell
May McAvoy
Hugh Murray
Richard Gordon
Lord Randolph
'.
Ivo Dawson
Wilfred
Brownell
Arthur
Rankin
Irene Stonehay
Lorraine Frost
Adapted
from " Wing
The Profligate."
By Sir Arthur
Pinero.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The presentation at the
theatre next
will be the latest
Whitman Bennet production, "The Truth About Husbands." The story is an
adaptation
of
Sir
Arthur
Wing
Pinero's
widely
read
novel,
"The
Profligate."
Kencast. neth Webb directed the production, which is capably interpretated by an all-star
The picturization touches with direct frankness upon the follies of youth — the
trusting innocence of women combated against the sophistication of man, which,
in
life leavespay,thewith
"skeleton
in the
for which
both the wife,
transgressors
mustlatereventually
the third
side cupboard,"
of the triangle,
the innocent
suffering
accordingly.
At
the
finish,
however,
the
"other
woman,"
in
a
spirit
justice
youth and sex, attempts to absolve the husband from blame in the ofeyes
of histo
wife bysents a new
assuming
the
responsibility
of
the
youthful
indiscretion.
The
story
preand interesting angle at this point when the husband refuses to allow
the
"other
woman"
to
become
a
martyr
through
falsification
and
makes
a
frank
avowal
wholetheaffair
to his wife, thereby proving himself to be more or less
of a manof the
beneath
surface.
characterization
of Anna Lehr
the " other
and May by
McAvoy
theTheinnocent
wife are excellent.
Theiras artistry
beingwoman,"
greatly enhanced
the factas
that they are contrasting types. The remainder of the cast is competent and well
chosen,
while the lavishness of the production offers a most harmonious background
for
the players.
PROGRAM READER
It
may
not
be
"
the
Truth,
and that
nothing
Truth," as
applied literally and individually,thebutwhole
it is Truth,
the truth
you but
will the
be delightfully
entertained at the
theatre next
when the latest Whitman
Bennet production, "The Truth About Husbands," will be the attraction
.
The story is taken from Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's famous novel, "The Profligate"
eternal
life's
in
transgresor
of the
three phases
frankness
portrays
and
triangle
— folly —with
deception
— thetheinevitable
disclosure
of sin.
A unique finish to an elaborate and splendidly enacted production is brought
about when the man and woman who took the false step at the beginning sacrifice
their happiness in order that the innocent wife may not suffer in the end. Scenically,
the picture abounds with beautiful and artistic backgrounds while an excellent
supporting cast adds greatly to the artistic portrayal of the leading roles, enacted
by Anna Lehr and May McAvoy.
CATCH LINES
Charity for the husband's past is the theme of this great picture adapted from a
play of international renown.
The story of the man who having had his fling, chose the path of respectability
only to find his sins could not so easily be disposed of. A new angle of the age
old problem
rises onefromfor the
willingness
double
moral that
standard,
the world's
woman and
another to
for accept
the man.the theory of a
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"A

"TWO

THOUSAND
TO
ONE"
(J. Parker Read-Asso. Producers)

KINDS
OF
(Universal)

Rather Crude, But Has Moments
Arbitrary Plot and Coincidence Hinder the Values Here
after he has purged himself of evil
A STORY of a man's redemption contact
with suffering, provides the
instincts, through coming in
idea behind Parker Read's newest production, " A Thousand to
One," starring Hobart Bosworth. This is a theme which is a favorite one
upon the screen and it has a universal appeal. Its lifelike dimensions have
not been realized by the director because he has allowed arbitrary incident
to destroy the logic. It is quite theatrical in several places, though it
permits the star to score in a rugged characterization.
The title finds expression in the odds of the redeemed figure, winning a
rich bride and thus paying off his debts. He is more a victim of circumstances than downright vicious and an opportunity comes to him to save
himself from prison by marrying his ward. Both parties realize that they
have made a grave mistake in matrimony, but a convenient train wreck
serves to separate them. The husband is reported dead, but he makes his
getaway in the excitement of the moment. And from that point he becomes adisciple of virtue unwilling to re-enter his wife's life again. Coincidence isprominently displayed when a title states that his stock manipulations have enabled him to square his debts. And a very bald bit of coincid8nce is introduced when his evil associate bobs up at the exact moment
to hear the regenerated man impart some precious information over the
phone to his valet.
The parties to the wreck make their residence in the vicinity — one of
them providing the romantic interest imtil such time as the hero decides
to confront his wife again. He is employed as a miner in the other's
camp and his sole object is to make his bride happy. If she can find
solace with the convalescent it is not his privilege to destroy her pleasurs.
The picture becomes real hectic and develops along a primitive style.
Bosworth is an actor who must make his forcefulness felt. And more than
one rugged scene is flashed as he gives battle to the various malcontents.
The denouement shows a reconciliation. This is not made the most of by
the bride, who fails to reveal any trace of emotion. She might be meeting
a Chinaman for all the feeling she displays. The picture covers a great
deal of ground and reveals a sumptuous interior of 'Frisco's Chinatown as
well as picturesque exteriors. The scene of the wreck is remarkably realistic. It sends forth a good thrill. It keeps moving. There is no doubt
about that. There is always a generous sample of suspense measured out.
Mr. Bosworth gives his usual vigorous portrayal. But fine actor that he is,
one must say that he never penetrates the surface here. The arbitrary incident carries a punch, but eliminates the logic— Length, 7 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
William Newlands
Hobart Bosworth
Beatrice
Ethel Grey Terry
Jimmy Munroe
Charles West
Steven Crawford
Landers Stevens
Georgeson
J. Gordon Russell
Donnelly
Fred Kohler
By Max Brand.
Scenario by Joseph Franklin Poland.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Photog^raphed by J. O. Taylor.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Hobart Bosworth is the star of the J. Parker Read production, " A Thousand
to One," which will be the feature attraction at the
theatre next
It is a tale
a man's isredemption
— his self-sacrifice
for a woman.
As William Newlands,
Mr. ofBosworth
given a clearly
defined character
study —
one that is similar to his rugged portraycils of the past. He is a gambler here and
by the manipulations of stock dealings he is in danger of going to prison. But he
learns that a girl is coming from Hawaii to place herself under his guardianship.
Since she is blessed with a goodly fortune it is to his advantage to gain her
wealth, by marriage. It is on the honeymoon journey that the bride learns of his
brutal nature. And when the train is wrecked, Newlands is reported dead. But
the accident makes a man of him and he works to redeem himself in her eyes. He
is instrumental in bringing good fortune to others and Beatrice discovers that she
loves him after all. The picture permits Bosworth to flash his vigorous style of
acting. The supporting company is excellent. The offering is rich in its atmosphere.
PROGRAM READER
It has been said of Hobart Bosworth that he is one of the most vital actors on
the screen. His pictures are invariably based upon rugged characterizations.
They always permit him to indulge in red-blooded action in which he rises to the
heightstheofspectators
emotional have
power.
Thousandin atoBosworth
One " is offering.
an excellent
what
come " toA expect
It isexample
two-fistedof
and vivid and holds the onlooker deeply interested. The picture is adapted from
story,
tells of theIt redemption
aMaxman Brand's
of brutalpopular
instincts
into" aFate's
figure Honeymoon,"
of honesty andandkindliness.
pulsates withof
life. " A Thousand to One " will be at the
theatre next
.
SUGGESTIONS
You out
can that
tell itthem
that different
Hobart Bosworth
has another
" he-man
" picture
here.
Bring
is quite
from his previous
essays.
Tell that
the action
is laid for the most part in the exteriors of the Northwest. Tell that it is a vital
and vivid
of a man's
that it isBecause
a typicalBosworth
Bosworthalways
picture. Suchpicture
a campaign
shouldredemption.
bring forth Tell
the crowd.
gives
one
his
money's
worth.
Tell
that
it
is
as
vigorous
as
"
Behind
the
Door,"
or
Below theFeature
Surface."
out attired
that thein star
is permitted
of "emotions.
him Bring
in stills
a dress
suit and toin run
the the
garbgamut
of a
miner. Bill it as a two-fisted melodramatic romance.
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News

LOVE"
of Interest

a Western is exposed in " Two
at writing
RATHER
its shortcomings of plot and charbut despite
Love,"attempt
Kinds of crude
acterization and the fact that the idea has been used since the
nickleodion days, it carries some moments of interest. One interesting
factor is the tiny juvenile as represented in Reaves Eason, Jr., sometime
known as Breezy. He, it is, who provides the heart api>eal — a note which
holds the story together and gives the picture a flavor which will be appreciated bymany spectators. The idea is based upon the right and wrong
kind of love — the right being generated when a somewhat worthless scamp
finds his honor and self-respect in the companionship of a woman — the
wrong kind being generated from the bosom of a dyed-in-the-wool villain.
The direction is very arbitrary. The events happen according to Hoyle
or because the titles compel them. A pioneer wagon occupied by a small
family appears in a clearing. And the entire action never moves from that
spot. They would seek shelter in a miner's cabin only to discover that the
occupant of it is the vicious villain. The idea grows when emphasis is
laid upon a cache of buried gold. It seems that this miner has killed his
partner years before to get the map of the location, but the hero comes
over the horizon with the missing fragments. So it is a struggle to get
possession of it. While the entire story hinges on this buried treasure, not
a move is made in its direction until the final scene.
To give color to the romance the heroine is depicted as the sister of the
invalid instead of his wife. There is very little action and what is disclosed isbrought out in the nature of a flash-back. Some attempt to add
a touch of excitement is introduced when the villain kidnaps the boy. The
scenes are cut and dried and impressed upon the spectator before they
happen. As said above the employment of the tiny juvenile is the story's
sole appeal. He is given much of the plot to do with as he pleases. A first
rate little actor is the Eason youngster — a youngster endowed with considerable vitality and color. This picture didn't cost a great deal of money,
so it should not be compared with bankroll features. It is an oflFering
which doesn't demand much of the spectator. The heart appeaL the
juvenile interest should conquer quite a number. — Length. 5 reels. — ■
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Mason
George Mc Daniels
Fred Watson
Ted Brooks
Kate Watson
Jimsy May
Bobby Watson
Reaves Eason, Jr.
Dorgan
Reaves Eason
Mickey
By Himself
Sita
Fontaine La Rue
Jim Morley
Charles Newton
By Douglas Doty and John Colton.
Directed by Reaves Eason.
Photographed by V. Miller.
A

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A story of the West which features the juvenile actor. Reaves Eason, Jr., will
be the feature attraction at the
theatre n*xt
and
. It is byentitled
" Two miner
Kinds who
of Love
lives the
rightname
up toof itsa good
title.
Bad love is offered
a worthless
would" and
dishonor
woman. Upright love is furnished by a man who has come to believe that no
woman is worthy of respect. But under the kindly influence of the heroine, he
grows to admire her. And his affection blossoms into the divine passion.
The Watson family, father, sister and little boy, have migrated to the West.
The former is in search of health. Tiring of riding over the plains they seek
shelter forfurther
the night
a miner's
cabin.boyThemakefather
is toohome.
much But
of an
progress
so thein sister
and little
it their
the invalid
occupantto
of
the
cabin
is
a
wolf
in
sheep's
clothing.
The
youngster
has
been
brought
to be fearless and he comes to the rescue of his aunt on more than one occasion.up
When distress seems to be their reward, a friendly miner. Mason, enters their
life and offers a good love. The picture is laid against Western backgrounds and
is capably acted by a cast which includes George McDaniels, Jimsy May and
others. Reaves Eason directed.
PROGRAM READER
As everyone knows there are two kinds of love — the good and bad. Sometimes
it is hard to distinguish between them. What is offered sometime as good most
often turns out to be evil and vice versa. This is the crux of the idea which
furnishes the background of the latest Universal picture which features a cast
of excellent players headed by the remarkable juvenile actor. Reaves Eason. Jr.
The picture is entitled " Two Kinds of Love " and is a first-class western — one
which
strongfeature
in its romantic appeal
and heart interest. " Two
Kinds of Love "
will beis the
week. attraction
Come and at
be the
entertained by the theatre
greateston
child actor on theof
screen. Come and see a vital and vivid picture.
SUGGESTIONS
There is very little plot interest to exploit here and you had better use the soft
pedal in your arguments. The story has been used time and againtheandwellit known
would
not be wise to detail it in any particular other than emphasizing
fact that there are two kinds of love — which everyone should recognize. Play up
featured.
the cast. Place special emphasis upon the fact that Reaves Eason, Jr.. isactors
on
child
In your billing bring out that he is one of the most aremarkable
Your
director.
first-class
is
he
that
tell
and
the screen. Play up Reaves Eason
his features. Bill it as a
steady patrons will remember his name and doubtless
straight
and
child Western
appeal. — a melodrama of the soil. A picture of strong heart interest
CATCH LINES
See " Two Kinds of Love." This is a Universal picture featuring a cast headed
a throbbing picture of the West —
Jr. Seequalities.
the juvenile
abypicture
of the actor.
soil — a Reaves
picture Eason,
of appealing
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"THE
"THE
JUCKLINS"
(Paramount- Arte raft)
Rural Story Rich in Detail and Atmosphere
detail in Opie Read's
THERE are so many characters and so much
book, " The Jucklins," that the picturization of it has not been an
easy task. For a reel and part of anothsr the picture doesn't make
much headway due to the planting of the various characters. But at the
game time the spectator is interested because the director has emphasized
the homespun touches. No rural story has carried more realistic quality
than " The Jucklins," and it is tempered by the elements of humor, sentiment, and pathos — elements which should appeal to most everyone. The"
picture depends upon its local color and incident and romantic interludes.
It's a story of a picturesque family that resides in the mountains of North
Carolina and paints the contrast between the poor and proud and the aristocratic gentry. Of course, this contrast brings its conflict. The young
people in the picture are painted in the throes of romance with emphasis
placed upon the heartaches which accompany thwarted love. The main
idea has to do with the task of keeping the district school open. A group
of vicious boys make it so vmpleasant for the teachers that they are forced
to beat a hasty retreat. However, a young farmer migrates from Alabama,
who is forceful enough to bring order out of chaos. His arrival provides
the main romantic conflict. A counterplot has to do with a fake murder
which is staged by an unscrupulous aristocrat to belittle one of the Jucklins. In emphasizing this counterplot (one of many) the picture loses in
direct continuity.
The director, in order to bring out the dramatic qualities, has forgotten
the value of compression. But he has provided a touch here and there
some of which are humorous, others sentimental, so that the spectator
won't trouble himself about the story interest. The highest praise must be
given the cast — a cast appropriately chosen. Acting honors go to Charles
Ogle, who gives a portrayal of keen understanding. As the father of all the
. Jncklins he comes forward with a finely modulated performance. His work
here should make his services greatly desired. Monte Blue, as the homeepun hero school-master, offers a rugged study — one that strikes a deep
chord of sympathy with the onlooker. Mabel Julienne Scott, Fannie
Midgely and Zell Covington are also thoroughly in character. The rural
touches, the exceptional atmosphere and the old-fashioned romances and
quaintly humorous highlights should make " The Jucklins " good entertainment for every class of audience. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Guinea Jucklin
Mabel Julienne Scott
Bill Hawes
Monte Blue
Millie Lundsford
Ruth Renick
Lim
■ Fannie
Charles
Ogle
SusanJucklin
Jucklin
Midgley
Alf Jucklin
Zell Covington
General Lundsford
Winter Hall
Chyd Lundsford
J. M. Dumont
Dr. Etheredge
Clarence Burton
Sheriff Parker
Guy Oliver
Attorney Conkwright
Robert Brower
Scott Aimes
Jack Herbert
Bill Aimes
Jack Hull
Johnny Aimes
Frank Weatherwax
Dan Stuart
William Boyd
Station Agent
Jack Byron
School Teacher
Charles Wildish
Old Negro Josh
Uncle George Curry
By Opie Read and Augustus Thomas.
Scenario by Frank Condon.
Directed by George Melford.
Photographed by Paul Perry.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Opie Read's charming story of life in the North Carolina mountains, " The
Jucklins,"
will ofbe romance
the feature
attraction characterization
at the which next
This is a story
and homespun
is faithfully caught .
by George Melford, the director. The Jucklins are a family who are poor but
proud. They have brought up their daughter, Guinea, to be the wife of an aristoowner's
she with
responds
to the
school-master
Alabama,cratic land
who,
while son,
not .but
blessed
a family
namedistrict
and wealth
is richerfromin
human qualities.
When Bill Hawes comes to teach school he finds that his troubles are before
him. But he quells the disturbing element and is instrumental in saving the
Jucklin name from dishonor. In the end the Jucklins have their happiness. The
picture is punctuated with charming local atmosphere and homespun touches —
many of these being humanized by an excellent cast that includes Charles Ogle,
Mabel Julienne Scott and Monte Blue.
PROGRAM READER
A charming photoplay of life in the Carolina mountains will be shown at the
■
theatre
The ofJucklins,"
Read's
bookpoorof
the same name.
It isina "story
contrasts anandadaptation
conflict — of
the Opie
contrast
of the
and proud of the region with the aristocratic gentry. Romance is offered in more
than one instance. And the picture is wonderfully rich in local color. It is a
picture which transports the spectator, so faithfully has the director caught the
spirit of the book. There is humor and pathos and thrills and excitement. The
people are real here. An excellent cast that includes Charles Ogle. Mabel Julienne
Scott and Monte Blue provides a perfect interpretation. See this charming picture.
CATCH LINES
A photoplay of sentiment, romance, pathos and humor revealed in " The Jucklins,"
an
adaptationA picture
of Opieof Read's
of the same name. A picture to radiate
happiness.
fragrantstory
appeal.
See " The
Jucklins " and have an intimate acquaintance with life in the North
Carolina
mountains.

COAST

OF

OP
RTHUN
ITY")
(B PO
ru ntonodkinson
Picturesque Story With Kerrigan in Heroic Role
^^r-ipHE
OF best
OPPORTUNITY"
nearly
take credit
I for COAST
being the
picture ever may
laid very
against
Mexican
backgrounds. While the idea and characterization have been incorporated time and again, still they represent the American spirit so well
that the picturegoing public becomes interested. This is a story- of an
American civil engineeer who is given overwhelming odds to fight and
who emerges successfully in typical American fashion. The action becomes quite involved and one has to be somewhat familiar with real
estate terms to understand the plot. The hero desires an option on a
valuable copper vein and he is determined to construct a railroad on the
property.
This precipitates a deal of melodramatic conflict between the forces of
good and evil. For the sake of emphasizing the conflict the railroad magnate's daughter is involved in a romance with the hero's friend, while her
girl friend holds option jointly with the aforementioned magnate. She is
desirous of aiding the engineer, while the magnate is determined to secure complete control. So the picture takes on the outline of big business in conjunction with its melodramatic incident, peculiar to the Southwest or Mexico. There are native sons who are in the employ of the disciples of evil. And the hero is kidnapped and placed in a suspicious light
to discredit him with the girls. But he is an American — and wins.
The action keeps moving with faultless tempo, most of it transpiring in
the big outdoors. Ernest C. Warde has saturated the picture with good
local color and atmosphere which is not only represented in backgrounds
but in types of characters. The picture is never stressed with its melodramatic incident so that the romantic element is lost. All the ingredients
are well shaken up and arranged to give it an acceptable balance. The
picture is not a one part vehicle either. Kerrigan gives the others plenty
of opportunity to portray their parts. There is a little shooting, a few
wordy arguments, a fight or two, and some hard riding. In aU " The Coast
of Opportunity " is a first rate Western, if you want to call a picture laid
in Mexico by that title. It isn't new; it is quite obvious, but it carries
qualities which are sure-fire. — Length, 5 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Dick Bristow
-J. Warren Kerrigan
Julian Marr
Herschel Mayall
Janet Ashley
Fritzi Brunette
Tommy De Boer
Edward Hearn
Rosita...
Flo HoUister
Marr s Secretary
Carl Stockdale
An Old Miner
WilUam V. Mong
By
Page by
Phillips.
Directed
Ernest C. Warde.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A photoplay of intrigue and adventure which has to do with staking a claim
and placing a railroad through a valuable copper vein is " "The Coast of Opportunity," J.Warren Kerrigan's latest production. Impartial critics have declared
it to be with
the best
of this popular
vehicles
months, since
it is
crowded
an adventurous
line ofstar's
action
which for
holdsseveral
the spectator
completely
fascinated. The action is laid in Mexico just over the border and relates of Dick
Bristow's enemies
experiences
to own
execute
his p!ansto tosaybecome
He isMexicans.
persecuted by
nefarious
of his
nationality
nothingrich.
of native
Scenes are presented which are truly thrilling when he is kidnapped, for instance.
He engages in battles royal, but he comes up smiling and succeeds in his mission
as well as in winning a charming girl. The picture is well balanced with romantic
moments which act as a relief to the tense situations. Mr. Kerrigan plays his part
with considerable abandon. . His cast is well proportioned. Among the players
are
Fritzi Brunette
and Herschel
" "TheAmerican
Coast —oftheOpportunity
" is a
splendid
a clean-cut
story ofMayall.
an intrepid
type of American
youth whosample
wins ofagainst
overwhelming
odds.
PROGRAM READER
An adventurous story of an American youth who is determined to win despite the
obstacles
The feature
Coast of
Opportunity,"
the latest J. Warren
Kerrigan placed
picture before
which him
will isbe " the
attraction
at the
theatre
next
. The story is laid in Mexico and has to do with the task of
the American youth in getting option to a valuable copper vein and erecting a
railroad upon it. The scenes take the spectator along adventurous channels. How
the hero wins against his overwhelming odds and finds time to cultivate a beautiful
romance will be told next
. Rest assured it is one of Kerrigan's best.
SUGGESTIONS
The Kerrigan following should place good value opposite this picture. It is one
of
star's
best. So
up strongly.
Tell that the
the theideal
American
whoplay
winsit against
all adversaries.
Tellhero
thatis itcharacteristic
is the type of
of
story which commands great interest. You can state that it is laid in Mexico and
presents a daring line of action. Feature the star with stills and mention the
other players. Bill it as an exciting romantic melodrama. Bill it as a red-blooded
story which should appeal to everyone. Mention that it is the best story ever
produced on the screen which has to do with a Mexican background. Tell that
it
on a par with Kerrigan's past features — most of which have been running
veryis good.
CATCH LINES
He found himself confronted by powerful and treacherous enemies. But undaunted be won his way to success. He found riches in the soil and captured a
bride in typical American fashion. See J. Warren Kerrigan in " The Coast of
Opportunity."
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"BLACKBIRDS"
(Realart)
Justine Johnstone Is a Welcome Screen Figure in Crook
Melodrama
THERE is no question that Justine Johnstone is a welcome figure to
the screen. Her striking beauty makes her a distinctive personality
which, coupled with her dramatic instinct, are sufficient to enlist
the public in her favor. In giving her " Blackbirds," adapted from Harry
James Smith's stage play of the same name, Realart has given her a subject which is entirely appropriate to her interpretative ability. Judging
from her portrayal here her forte is legitimate dramatic offerings. Her
ingratiating personality and talent should establish an enthusiastic following.
It must be said for the star and her capable cast, that includes the ever
dependable Charles Gerard, an actor who is rapidly forging to the front
as an exceptionally skillful "heavy,"' that they dominate the story. Really
there is not much originality expended in the adaptation or direction.
The sponsors have followed the lines of least resistance, although with its
shortcomings " Blackbirds " may be .said to furnish satisfactory entertainment. Some liberty has been taken with the theme and characterization,
with the residt that much suspense is destroyed. The line of action is
clearly understood once the characters are introduced. But if the interest
for the array of e»' ^ is somewhat lost, one can always rest the eye
upon the star. Miss Johnstone, Mr. Gerard and William Boyd in the
opposite role are certainly endowed with enough screen intelligence to
hold the attention of the average spectator.
The dominant weakness lies in the uninspired direction, for the story
never moves with a vigor characteristic of crook melodrama. In fact it
becomes quite draggy. The star is seen as an international adventuress
(a more polite word than "thief") who is followed to America by a detective determined to capture her associates. When she would attempt to
frustrate the arch-criminal's plans hs reminds her of the danger. It is easy
to anticipate that the fair crook and the detective will find romantic expression and that the vicious " blackbird " will be caught. The picture is
staged effectively and capably titled. The photography and lighting, however, are not of the best. " Blackbirds " carries elements which could
have been utilized in making it a crisp melodrama. However, it suffices
in starting its beautiful star along the road to popular favor. — Length,
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Leona Tretonn
Justine Johnstone
Nevil Trask
William Boyd
Stephen Bechel
Charles Gerard
Howard Crocker
Walter Walker
Mrs. Crocker
Marie Shotwell
Arline Crocker
Grace Parker
Suzanna
Jessie Arnold
Grandma Crocker....
Ada Boshell
Griggs
Alex Saskins
By Harry James Smith.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
Directed by Jack Dillon.
Photographed by Arthur T. Quinn.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Justine Johnstone, universally known as one of the most beautiful girls, if not
the most beautiful, in America, makes her screen debut as a star in the Realart
production,
Blackbirds,"
whichwith
is a popular
screen version
play
of the same " name
which met
favor a offewHarry
shortJames
years Smith's
ago. Miss
Johnstone brings to the screen a refreshing personality, a fascinating appeal in
her beauty which will not be denied. The vehicle chosen for her introduction to
the film public is considered entirely appropriate since it establishes her distinctive
personality as well as bringing forth her abundant talent.
A capable company which includes the fine character actor, Charles Gerard,
gives her faultless support. Miss Johnstone plays the part of a clever smuggler
and an international thief. She is on her way to execute a daring theft when she
falls in loTe with the first man she could respect. This is the beginning of her
adventures which take her through various exciting and romantic scenes. The
picture holds the spectator in tense interest throughout its varied line of action.
Jack Dillon directed from a scenario by Clara Beranger.
PROGRAM READER
Patrons of the
— theatre will welcome the opportunity to see a new
star. They will see next
at this theatre the most beautiful girl in
America — a girl who has been selected by sculptors and artists as such. Justine
Johnstone makes her debut upon the screen in " Blackbirds," and patrons will
be certain to recognize the fact that she hasn't a peer in the representation of
beauty. Her talent is sure. The picture is a Realart production entitled " Blackwhich is a favor
screenupon
version
the play
the late Harry
met withbirds,"popular
the of
stage.
It isbya fascinating
crookJames
play Smith
which which
holds
the spectator in a tight embrace with its adventurous action and appealing romance.
In the cast is Charles Gerard, one of the best actors on the screen.
SUGGESTIONS
In billing this picture your best angle of exploitation is the name of the new
star. Go strong on the fact that she is called the most beautiful girl in America —
that she has posed for sculptors and artists who have proclaimed her beauty in
terms of praise which cannot be questioned. Use stills of her. Play up her name.
Create a following for her. Go after your feminine patronage and ask them to
come and see the new beauty of the screen. You can stimulate interest by unique
lobby display. Such stunts as hanging bird-cages around the lobby with stuffed
blackbirds or the real article would he a good idea. Have your artist draw blackbird sketches and a likeness of Miss Johnstone. Play up the cast, mentioning the
names of Charles Gerard and William Boyd.

"THE

SCUTTLERS"
(Fox)

Farnum Has a " He-Man " Role in Story of the Sea
BILL FARNUM certainly deserves credit in getting away from liis
stereotyped roles and giving his following a sample of new characterization. In" The Scuttlers," the rugged Fox star, has a feea
story which is not as vigorous as its interpreter. Adorned with a title
which suggests two-fisted action and flowing incident, the picture does not
measure up to requirements in giving the heroic Farnum the adventure
expected. True it is a sea story, but the qualities which made Jack London famous have not been copied by the author. The star plays the part
of a Lloyds detective whose object is to capture scuttlers who are sending
ships
to Davy
for the with
sake of
insurance.
Scene
after Jones'
scene Locker
is introduced
thethehero
conducting a watchful
waiting policy, although the suspense is ever present because one is certain that the " fur" will fly before the conclusion is reached. It is Farnum's
privilege to indulge in a battle royal. He indulges in two of them here
which for " stand-up-and-take-your-medicine." or " knock-'em-down an<J
drag-'em-out " quality will pass muster with anything he has ever before
attempted. The action transpires on a large schooner which is guided by
a vicious first mate. The skipper is a victim of circumstances — a man who
is determined to go straight, but who is dominated by the brute. Bill
stalks the deck abiding his time and putting up with various samples of
insults. The first fight comes when he goes to the rescue of a much abused
saUor.
There is a flash of romance which is really out of place. It doesn't seem
likely that a skipper would harbor his daughter on a boat manned by an
assortment of cut-throats. The climax presents the customary Famum
" fireworks." The star has released himself from the irons, and catching
the brute at the job of scuttling the ship, gives him a taste of his own
brutality. It's a " he-man " fight and no mistake. Once it is over, the picture is complete, though a scene or two is given up showing a group of
smugglers waiting for a consignment of fire-arms. The final shot discloses
the hero sailing away to safety in a steam yacht, commandeered from the
smugglers. In idea the picture is quite original. Sea stories have come
and gone but never before have they been based upon a crew, or a skipper
or a first mate who scuttled a ship. It strikes us that the director could
have arranged to present more melodramatic incident. A storm at sea or
a wreck and men dashing about in the rigging would have made it quite
vigorous. One looks for other features besides a battle royal with Famum
about. The tyijes are good. G. Raymond Nye is picturesque as the chief
scuttler. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jim Landers
WiUiam Famum
Laura Machen
Jackie Saunders
Captain Machen
Herschel Mayall
Erickson
G. Raymond Nye
Lindquist
Arthur Millet
George Pitts
Harry Spingler
Raymond Caldera
,
Manuel Ojeda
Don Enrico Ruiz....,
Erie Crane
The
Cook
"Kewtjie"
Senorita
Juanita Bonneller
Claire Morgan
Delores
Rosen
Al Fremont
By
Clyde byC. Paul
Westover.
Scenario
H. Sloane.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Photographed by John Boyle.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
is "The Scuttlers,"
with
William
Famum
as
the
star.
This
is
an
absorbing
story
of the
sea
and tells of a man who is hired to ship as a sailor in order to learn if the
captain
is guilty, as suspected, of scuttling his ships for the insurance. The man in question is employed by Lloyds, the British ship insurance organization. To avoid
suspicion Farnum, as Jim Landers, allows himself to be shanghaied. He finds himself under a brutal first mate, and the mate at once shows that he dislikes Landers
more than any one else on board.
The detective is put in irons when he goes to the defense of another sailor, but
his
not so bad
it might scuttles
be because
Laura,andthethecaptain's
comesposition
to hisisrescue.
AfterasErickson
the ship
water isdaughter,
pouring
into the hold he discovers Landers. A terific fight ensues in which the first mate
is killed and Landers escapes with Laura on a lifeboat. And once out of Erickson's
influence the captain is able to redeem his honor. "The Scuttlers " is a powerful
photoplay
moves with
a vigorby characteristic
of Farnum's offerings. He gives
an excellentwhich
performance
assisted
a competent cast.
PROGRAM READER
William Farnum, the noted Fox star, will be seen at the
theatre
beginning
a thrilling and
absorbing
sea story
called
Scuttlers,"
from the pen of ClydeinWestover.
During
the action
the steir
has "The
a terrific
battle
in the hold of the sinking ship, and another later while marooned on an island.
It is a fascinating photoplay which is not only powerfully acted and presented,
but is also rich in atmosphere. In Mr. Farnum's company are Jackie Saunders,
Herschel
Arthurguarantee
Millet, and
" Morgan. J. Gordon Edwards is
the directorMayall,
— sufficient
of its" Kewpie
excellence.
CATCH LINES
He shipped as an ordinary seaman to obtain evidence against a band of ship
scuttlers. See Bill Farnum in the two-fisted picture. " The Scuttlers."
A stirring
picture of the sea.next
That :s " The .Scuttlers
" which star
brings
Farnum
to the
The popular
has William
a redblooded offering here.
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Factors

of Construction and Equipment
to Be Considered
THERE will come a time in the lives of News any man should feel himself capable of whether it is to be propelled by a horse in front
or a gas engine under the seat there is bound
most projectionists when it will be to their sketching his own idea of the Ideal Projection
to be needed a great deal of fitting and alteradvantage to be able to take the plans for Room when his present employer commences
ing and refitting and realtering. It cannot be
to build that new theatre he has had so long
a theatre and to lay out the projection room
helped.
as it should be laid out to secure the highest in mind.
Location of Room
That is the one and only reason why projecquality of projection under the conditions imtion rooms are placed up under the eaves in the
posed by the architect. With the huge number
From the architectural standpoint a theatre
of theatres being built in 1920 and 1921 there is
back of the balcony. ' You will sometimes hear
bound to be a call for complete data on projec- is first of all a structure of beauty, an edifice to that that position is selected because of the wish
tion room and equipment and who if not the show off the designer's ability to convey an idea of the manager that no seats in the balcony be
projectionist is to be called on to aid in this of lavishness. Then after this has been done otherwise some good seats in the front of the
to his satisfaction comes the question of how
work. It is for this reason that the News
balcony or on the main floor would have to be
the useful or utilitarian portions can be adapted
prints in this one issue several pages of dia
removed to accommodate the projection room.
to the building to get the best results. It This latter claim might be true if the builders
grams, wall layouts and floor layouts and
photographs of rooms already completed. In- should be noticed that it is not a case of erecting a building to show perfect motion pictures, intended to construct the house complete and
cluded with this illustrative material will be
found explicit directions. By the study of these but rather to build a beautiful structure in then bring in the room and place it down on the
spot selected but where the projection room is
pages and by making use of the free and helpful which pictures of a sort are to be exhibited.
{Continued to page 274.)
When the cart is built first without knowing
service of the Projection Department of the

A place for everything and everything in its place.

That seems to he the policy in this projection room at the new Capital, in St. Paul, Minn.
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WE TAKE

PLEASURE
IN ANNOUNCING
TO OUR
PATRONS THAT THIS THEATRE
IS EQUIPPED WITH THE

MAJOR

PRE-SELECTION SYSTEM
OF
REMOTE
CONTROL THEATRE
SWITCHBOARD

THE SAFEST UP-TO-THE-MINUTE SWITCHBOARD
ON THE MARKET. WHICH ALLOWS THE WORKING
OUT OF ANY DESIRED COMBINATION OF LIGHTING AND EXACTING SCENIC EFFECTS WITH EASE.
THIS SYSTEM SURPASSES ANY OTHER IN THE
ELIMINATION OF FIRE AND PERSONAL INJURY
HAZARD. IT SIMPLIFIES OUR LIGHTING PROBLEM TO A REVOLUTIONARY DEGREE

I23SJ

Thiis iviajor bwitchboard involves a principle never before used on
manual or remote control stage switchboards.
This principle allows the working out of any desired combination of
lignting effects with ease, and the setting up of lighting changes for the acts
ahead without interference with the effects in operation at the time.
No lighting change is so complicated that it cannot be made instantly
by the operation of a single lever.
The Major Switchboard allows the controlling of any individual switch
unit, or combination of units, or even the entire board from any part of the
theatre.
All modern architects familiar with Theatre Construction specify Major
Switchboards
DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS MAILED

ON REQUEST

At the present time the following theatres are being Major equipped.
Capitol Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Columbia Theatre, Baton Rouge, La.
Ft. Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, Strand Theatre, Lansing, Mich.
FINKELSTEIX & RUBEN'S
New Capitol Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Rapp & Rapp, Architects, Chicago
This "Perfect Play House" just completed
is equipped throughout with FA Major
Remote Control System of Switchboards.
This system has no equal for controlling
theatre lighting.

111.
Hull Theatre, Peoria, 111.
Majestic Theatre, Bloomington, 111.
Blackstone Theatre, S. Bend, Ind.
Gregory Theatre, Hammond, Ind.
Victory Theatre, Evansville, Ind.
Kahl Theatre, Davenport, Iowa
Rialto Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

^^ank%yidam
SAINT
LOUIS,

Capitol Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Walker Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Keith's Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Palace Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio
Colonial Theatre, AUentown, Pa.
Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Majestic Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Slectric
U- S. A.

Co,
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(Continued from page 272.)

built into the theatre as part of it there are
enough ways by which those precious seats need |
not be wasted.
I
Everyone knows that perfect projection is only
attainable when the axis of projection is horizontal. Many times a man is able to produce
a good screen image in spite of 8 or 10° of
off-set projection and he convinces himself that
his projection is perfect. It merely seems per- ■
feet because he has nothing with which to compare it. If he is getting results that satisfy
himself under adverse conditions what would he
be able to do under perfect and correct conditions.

"Horizontal projection demands that the projection room be placed either in the front
of the first balcony or on the main floor." In this illnstralion the projectors in the Circle
Theatre, Indianapolis, are housed on the main floor directly behind the last roivs of seals. Its
roof is used as part of the mezzanine.

Horizontal projection demands that the projection room be placed either in the front of the
first balcony or on the main floor. The projection room of the Mission theatre in Los
Angeles was brought down from the eaves
V, here it had been placed originally and worked
into the balcony front, between the loges. In
passing from one side of the balcony to the
other the patrons walk over the projection room
•without being aware of the fact. So well concealed isthe room in this theatre that only from
a few places in the auditorium is it possible to
detect where the cone of light emanates from.
This is as near Ideal Conditions as have been
encountered.
On the other hand the Circle theatre at Indianapolis boasts of one of the comparatively
few theatres having balconies, that can boast
of having its projection room on the main floor.
This room which is entirely fireproof is entered
from the auditorium, the door being on a line
with the last row of seats. While this position
( f the projection room might be criticised from
the standpoint of possible trouble in case of
film ignition it could be well enough protected
r gainst such possibilities to eliminate this
argument.
There is considerably more to the mere location than the choice between the main floor,
balcony or eaves. There should be taken inl'
consideration the facilities for ventilating th<room, and the means of entrance.
A projectionist is to a degree the same 7-the captain in command of a ship. If there
danger from some cause the projectionis:
should do all that he can do to get the patronsafely out of the theatre and to set into motio:.
such precautions as have been provided hin
fcr handling fires. With all this done ther^:
is no necessity for him to remain at his pos:
W e are speaking here, of course, onh- of firc:
in the projection room. Fires in other par;;
of the theatres demand that he stay at his pos.
and keep the picture going to allay fear and
thereby reduce any tendency to panic. But after
a man has done all that he can to save propert;
it is time for him. to leave as a human Hfe
worth intrinsically more than millions of fee:
of features.
To do this properly and with the greatest regard for the safety of the projectionist means
that the projection room should be located
may be
where
stairs. itCircular
means of egress
a trap door. A
in both ends, if
ment.
from an ample

This projection at the Community Theatre, Catskill, N. Y., could be materially improved
by laying on a coaling of plaster over the bare brick ivalls. The room sise is ample and
the ventilation seems to be well taken care of. If the projectionist is given a good looking
comfortable room to znork in, his work is apt to be on the same plane.

|
i
I

j

|

c'
set thj
a permanent
reached
staircasesby are
alright if
into the room is not throug
swinging door in one end — or
possible — of the room reached
stairway is the ideal arrange-

Ventilation is Important Factor
In the matter of ventilation we come for the
first time to a real legitimate reason why the
I
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Neat,

Roomy

and

IVell

Arranged

Picture

Projection

News

Rooms

A neat method of raising projectors to meet conditions imposed by the designer of the port holes.
This view and the one below are from the
Theatre Visalia, Visalia, Cal.

Rheostats up on a shelf out of the way; film
safely stored in a combination storage and rewind
cabinet; a fire-extinguisher and a broom. What
projectionist would want or need more.

At the time it was opened this
projection room zvas called the
best in the country. It is not
far from that today and is
located
in Newman's
Theatre,
Kansas CityRoyal
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How

to Lay Out Projection Rooms
(Continued from page 274.)
projection room should and at the same time
should not be placed up under the eaves.
When the room is placed in the back of the
balcony above all the seats the roof of the
room is very near the roof of the theatre. A
short run of ventilating duct and the outdoor
is reached. But when the projection room is
placed down deeper into the theatre farther
away from the outdoor, free air, the additional
run of duct adds an enormous friction to the
air passing through it and consequently a larger
ventilating fan and more power is demanded to
run the fan. Unless carefully laid out, too, the
draught may be found faulty. Especially should
short sharp turns in the ducts be avoided and
whenever possible the runs should be straightaway.
As mentioned above the location of the projection room up under the eaves is the cause
of more uiihealthiness amongst projectionist
than all the poisonous gases that are really and
supposedly found in samples of carbon gases
taken from lamp house. Hot vitiated air from
the audience rises rapidly to the roof of the
theatre. If the ventilating fan in the projection

room is working and the fiort holes are not
covered with glass this dead, malodorous, poison
air is drawn like a magnet into the face of the
projectionist. It is this air and not necessarily
the products of combustion from the carbon
arcs that cause the 400 (estimated by some
authorities) deaths yearly amongst projectionists. Because of this condition of affairs there
is an added reason for the placqment of the
projection room elsewhere than in the dead air
pocket near the ceiling of the theatre.
In the majority of cases the Ideal Location
is in the front of the balcony at least until the
art has progressed to a point where it will be
recognized feasible to have the projection room
constructed with glass walls so that the patrons
nay see the inside workings. When the room
is there, it is unobtrusive, easily accessible and
does not present a difficult problem in ventilation.
Size of Room
If a formula were to be given for the size
of room it would almost be safe to state it in
this form: "Make it as large as the architect
will allow." For if past performances are to
be considered as a criterion this ultimate in size
would not be preponderant.
The Society of Motion Picture Engineers
has taken this matter of room size into con-

Picture

News

sideration inits discussion of standards and has
suggested :
The width of the room should be a minimum
of six feet for one projector with three feet of
added width for each additional projector, spot
lamp or stereopticon. The minimum distance
from the floor to the ceiling should be eight
feet
There should be at least three
in the clear behind the projectors.
In some states however the size of the projection room is determined definitely by statute
and this means the maximum size as well as
the minimum. There should rightlj' be a minimum size but it is difficult to believe that therr
would be occasions where the dimensions wouM
be too great.
In those localities where the dimensions arc
not laid down definitely the standards of the
S. M. P. E. may be considered as the minimun:
but all the space that can be added above thest
limits should be secured. Ample space is desirable for two reasons: Better working conditions, and Greater Safety.
A large airy projection room is cooler ir
summer than one of cramped dimensions. That
is self evident. Then, too, the air in a larger
room is more apt to be in circulation and any
undesirable gases that enter are neutralized by
the greater volume of fresh air present. The
larger room, by its structural details, generally
require a more stable floor and ceiling, not to
mention the walls. There is space for film
cabinets, work benches and chairs. The entire
atmosphere is one of greater attractiveness.
Why Safety Should Be Considered
As for the question of Safety, there need be
little said. Anyone who has attempted to put

TnoNT

Waul. Layo^t

A sample front wall layout. This one is peculiar in that it was made
for a foreign installation where left hand controls were preferred

on
in a projectors,
" booth " 10a
feeta increditable
width, inperformance
which are two
rewinder and a shakj- bench realizes the handicap. There is no elbow room in any direction ;
the two projectors are practically touching each
other and to get from the right side of one to
the other requires that the man squeeze under
the lamp house and the back wall. In a room
of this sort there is a real tendency to leave
open reels of films where they will be handiest
to reach when needed. There is hardly room
for a pail of sand or a water receptacle for
hot carbons. Scrap film is thrown on the floor
under the bench or shoved into one of the
corners. All these are actual reasons why
Safety is more easily attainable in a projection
room of ample size.
Several of the drawings in this section show
the sizes of projection rooms that have been
constructed. One of them is 19 feet in length,
11 feet high and feet in width. A study
of that particular layout which is shown on
this page will show that this size is not any
too great for three projectors and a stereo.
For two machines and a stereo a projection
room should be at least 12 feet in length, 9
feet in width and 12 feet high. With a design
following these dimensions there is sufficient
room around the projectors in all direction, the
machines are not crowded together, there is
plenty of space in which to work and make
repairs and above all else the ceiling is high
enough to insure good ventilation.
Construction Materials
The finest material for the construction of
projection rooms is hollow tile. This material is
cheap, light, easily assembled and once in place
{Continued on page 282.)
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Special Carbons have made a. c. projection atriumphant success by virtue of their matchless candle power,
silence, and elimination of flicker
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Theatre at Allentown, Pa.

& VINCENT'S Colonial
WILMER
theatre, which has just been opened,
excels any other motion picture theatre in
the state . of Pennsylvania for beauty of
architecture and lavishness of investiture.
It is a marvel in design and construction
and was erected at a cost of $750,000.
At the entrance to the outside lobby
there is a kiosk of glass in which the ticket
sellers are located and admission* is gained
to the inner lobby, a dream in beveled
glass, marble arches and ornamental plaster work. Three magnificent chandeliers
illuminate the main ramp, an inclined
walkway leading to five sets of double
doors which lead into the lower foyer.
An upper ramp leads through a corridor
flanked by great columns to the mezzanine
foyer. On both sides are great arches
mirrored with the finest French beveled
glass.
The upper ramp, which is one of the
real innovations of the theatre construction and is one of the outstanding features
of the theatre, leads by an easy incline and
without a single step, to the mezzanine
foyer, an elegant spot, richly carpeted and
furnished with furniture of Colonial pattern. Here writing desks and stationery
can be found. The lighting is with Colo-

nial lights, fitted with parchment eyeshades in pretty patterns. In the center
there is a well surrounded by a balustrade
of marble, and looking into the lower
foyer. Leading ofif at the southeast corner
is the door to the emergency rest room,
which is fitted out as a hospital.
Passing through the entrance from
mezzanine foyer the patron finds himself
in the mezzanine promenade, a broad back
area in the rear of the balcony. Great wall
seats set in semi-circular hollows in the
wall, a retiring room for women and a
men's rest room and smoking apartment
furnished in Colonial fashion are found
here. On the walls are elaborate oil
l)aintings, some of them the work of
Peter Gross, a Lehigh Countian, who
had a studio in Paris. The pictures are
framed in the traditional oval.
Entrances to the east and west of the
promenade bring one to the balcony.
The stage has an artistic setting, the
work of the Ackerman studio. It suggests a woodland theatre. The proscenium arch is embellished with three mural decorations in which the theme " The
Three Graces " is worked out, giving a
key to the panel decorations.
On each side are upper and lower rows
of boxes, three to a tier and having an
average of ten chairs. The background is
a series of graceful Ionic columns supporting great arches from which drape
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luxurious hangings of mulberry velvet.
The first three rows of the balcony are
arranged as loges. Back of these the balcony seats rise in great tiers. The ceiling
contains the ventilating system with an ornamental screen with filagree effect.
Over the boxes are large lunes covered
with nate
a the
filigree
eft'ectofand
rich tones
the trom
organ.which ema-

Going by way of the lower ramp entrance isattained to the lower foyer. Suspended from the ceiling of the mezzanine
foyer through the well is a great crystal
candelabra. On the right are the executive offices of the theatre management, a
suite of three rooms. These are the headquarters of John F. Maloy, manager, and
Ivan E. Sanders, assistant manager.
Entering the main body of the house
the patron finds himself on the main
promenade. To the right and extreme
left are two sets each of loge boxes with
thirty odd seats each. They are equipped
with plush chairs. The balance of the
theatre has air-cushioned seats.
Four columns of Italian marble support
the balcony along the rear wall. It is thus
seen that there is not a single obstruction
to mar the view.
In the ceiling of the balcony are great
dome lights, thirteen in number. At the
entrance to each aisle is an electric light
which is properly shaded to meet the needs
of a motion picture theatre.
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on the inside of the wall are arranged to slide
Out a Pro- in the center of the wall. The necessary pipe work
is also carried inside the wall and is reached by
jection Room
removable plates. This makes an extraordinarily
{Continued from page 278.)
neat system and one that cannot easily be tampered with without the knowledge of the prois permanent. A projection room of hollow tile
is sound proof, absolutely fireproof and as jectionist.
But the usual system consist of a long iron
stable as a rock. Asbestos board is often employed and while this material is fireproof if pipe extending the entire distance above the
properly used, it is not lasting and does not shutters and attached to the front wall near the
give that cfifect of stability attained by hollow ceiling, and on this pipe, directly above the
shutters are placed smooth pins. Ordinarily
tile or even concrete.
these pins are horizontal and over them are
Front Wall Layout
hooked the cords from the shutters. The pipe is
In general this is dictated by the arrange- held from turning by the cord leading to the
ment of the machines within the room, and by fusible links. Once this latter cord is loosened
the location of the room itself.
the pull of the shutters tips the pipe and allows
There are of course, two types of portholes, the cords to slip off the pins. Gravity closes the
those for the machines and those for lookouts. shutters. This is a cheap, and perfectly satisMachine ports are smaller than the latter, somefactory S3'Stem.
times only half as large.
These shutter system should be tested at
A good size for machine ports is about 4" stated intervals. It is worth while wasting a
wide by 6" high and for lookout ports, about few fusible links, which do not cost much, in
order to satisfy oneself that the shutters are
14" in square. This may seem large,
to some but the comfort of the projectionist in perfect working order. Altogether too
seems to ask for ports of such size that a full many times have reports from projection room
view of the screen is possible without undue fires stated that " some of the shutters stuck
craning of the neck.
and would not close completely." It is better to
Of course, each and every port must be be safe.
Whether allowed by regulations or not the
equipped- with free sliding shutters held in the
open position by means of cords which in turn projection room proper ^is no fit place for the
are connected to fusible links placed over the motor generator set. As a general rule it requires very little attention and for that reason
machines. There are many schemes in existence for the shutter system. One system and may be placed in a small room. Thus the arguan admirable one, too, is shown on page ....
ment of lack of space need not receive much
Here the shutters instead of sliding in grooves consideration,
How

to

Lay

How the new Albany Strand appears from the stage.
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An ideal arrangement is to have the motor
generator set in a room directly adjacent to the
projection room and separated from it by a thin
fireproof wall. Although this room is generally at one end or the other of the projection
room the handiest location is directly back of
the machine. This allows the placing of the
control switchboard as an integral part of the
dividing wall and so arranged that the front of
the board is dead.
The controlling switches may be mounted on
a piece of slate which is an integral part of the
dividing wall. This would give the projectionist
handy access to the switches without the annoyance of-having the motor generator in the
room with the projectors.
The rheostats also should be placed outside
of the operating room for the sake of -safety
as well as of comfort. Rheostats shelves placed
up high on the side walls of the motor generator room or special rheostat room w-ith an
exhaust fan to carry off the generated heat form
the best arrangement.
As a covering for the concrete floor rubber
mats are best but at the same time are probably
the most expensive. A good substitute is battleship linoleum which besides being easy to
work and stand on and noiseless is also a fair
electrical insulator. Linoleum is easily applied
and cleaned and has a long life if oil is not
allowed to soak through it.
In concluding this treatise on the subject of
projection rooms some one is sure to notice
that up to this point we have gone all around
(Continued no page 286.)

The projection room has been phjccd in the too usual position near the eaves.
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Book Review
AIRPLANE PHOTOGRAPHY
By Herbert E. Ives and published by
J. P. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. $4.00.
Although written from the standpoint of the
still camera and the still cameraman this new
book by Mr. Ives contains so much of value to
the cinema cameraman that a review in these
columns is entirely in keeping with the usual
subject matter.
Scarcely is a reel of news film released nowadays that does not contain considerable footage
of " air stuff." The growth of news reel competition demands at least one thrill a reel and
aerial stunts provide one of the most successful means to the end. It is in the relation of
photography to this phase of the industry that
Airplane Photograph}^ finds its appeal.
Of course to a certain extent every detail
that affects still photography also affects the
work of the cine camera. Although the motion
picture cameraman does not have the wide
range of speeds in plates or films supplied for
the still camerarr an, yet the former is not so
limited b}' the limitations of his instrument.
In a review of this book the most helpful
chapters would be found to be those on lenses,
shutters, characteristics of photographic emulsions, filters and photographic chemicals. These
subjects apply to the motion picture camera in
practically the same degree that they do to the
still camera.
The chapter on shutters, in particular, is well
presented. A rather complete symposium of
shutter types is given and the testing and calibration of shutters is carefully and clearly explained.
When attempting to photograph above a certain height trouble is experienced with what
is known as " ground haze." With ordinary
emulsions it is difficult to penetrate this blanket
but by employing emulsions of the correct color
sensitometry. This book explains the experimental work done in this field and the results
finally obtained.
The functions of filters are treated at length
with special mention and analysis of those
found particularly suitable for aerial work. A
number of photographs showing the effects of
the use of filters suitable and unsuitable for
the work are included in this chapter.
The cameraman who aims to make his library
complete in every aspect of his profession will
want this book, for while he may not be employed at the present time by news reels or in
special air stunts he never knows when he will
be given that assignment. As a book of general information it is well worth the price.
Ten
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Years of Faithful
Service
A ten-year record of faithful service is one
that an industry should recognize. For ten
year The Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash
Register Company has rendered really vital
service to the motion picture theatre industry.
The electrically operated automaticket register, manufactured by this companj-, started its
career as a humble little machine that was
operated by a foot pedal. The fact that some
of these machines are still in service shows
how sturdily the equipment is built.
When you stop to think that the register
issues tickets five times as fast as they can be
issued by hand, registers each ticket sold, keeps
all ticket under lock and key and gives an exact
check on cash receipts for the day, it seems as
though it might justly be called a perfect machine, so imagine our surprise in finding an
experimental mechanical department at the
Automaticket factory.
" Going into a new field," we quite naturally
asked. The question was put to Samuel H. De

Roy. the genial vice president of the company
and to Edgar S. Bowman, its veiy aggressive
sales manager, who have been the active heads
of the company since it was started.
Their answer to my question was that the
experimental department was trying to beat
their present model and what was even more
extraordinary was a positive declaration that
the next year's model would be a radical improvement over a machine that already does
everything but talk. It seems that during all
the ten years that the company has been in
business this experimental department has been
maintained to " beat last year's model."
The Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company have a most modernly equipped
factory right in New York City, 540 West
Fifty-eighth street, and maintains a suite of
offices on the fourth floor of the Goodrich
Building, which is at 1780 Broadway where any
exhibitor is welcome to make his office headquarters during a visit to New York.
The manufacturers of the automaticket register incidentally do one of the biggest ticket
businesses in the country. In fact, they have
set a standard for quality at the price and a
pace in rapid deliveries that has won them
general recognition as ticket headquarters.
What this company has done in the past ten
years is to be eclipsed by even greater facility
for service which was given it when its capital
was recently increased from $150,000 to $1,000,000. This new capitalization puts the company
in a position to realize two great ambitions —
one is to put out the remarkable machine that it
is now working on and the' other is to set a
new record for ticket service by constantly
adding new printing equipment so as to be in a
position to make ten-day to two-week deliveries.
Film

Exchange
Building
for New
Haven

WiTH the completion of construction work
on the new Film Exchange Building, New
Haven, Conn., local exchanges of motion picture companies will realize their ambition of
many years in having a building of their own.
The new building is located on the corner of
South Orange and ^Meadow streets. The owner
is John Kilfeather, who had previously constructed and equipped exchange buildings. For
the New Haven building every care has been
taken to make the structure absolutely fireproof
city.
and one of the most modern buildings in the
The building is eight stories high, built of reinforced concrete faced with grey Virginia brick
and trimmed with stone. It will be equipped
with sprinklers.
Located on a corner and running through to
the new boulevard which leads directly from the
station to the heart of the city and the center
of the theatrical district the building offers a
desirable situation for the transaction of motion
picture business. Light is provided on three
sides with excellent ventilation.
Film exchanges have already flocked to the
new gathering place. Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation have taken the entire second floor;
Universal Film Company the first floor; Metro
Pictures Corporation the fourth floor and Pathe
Corporation the sixth. Other film corporations
with exchanges at New Haven are said to be
negotiating for space.
The few details still left to be finished for
the complete equipment of the building, will be
in order within the next month while it is
anticipated that the entire building will be ready
for occupancy by Februarj' 1, 1921.

Screens

Are

Making

Big Success
According to reports received from the head
office of the Alirroroid Screen Company, their
list of screens is going strong, especially the
newly developed heavyweight type.
Many letters have been received from users
of the early iiirioroids telling of their satisfaction and often asking quotations on new ones.
One such letter from John H. Gentner, of the
Retina theatre at St. Louis, says : "Although
I have been using a Mirroroid for seven years
it
yet, letter
but amfrom
anxious
try the new."
Andis good
another
E. B.to Linck
of the
Hippodrome theatre at Williamsport, Pa., which
said among other things : " Our Mirroroid has
been complimented by many exhibitors who say
it is the finest screen they have ever seen."

Schoenbaum
Has Eye
His Lenses

on

THE

editor
of from
this department has just received acall
M. M. Schoenbaum informing him that he is preparing some interesting data on the latest improvements and
processes of manufacture of French lenses and
that he in the meantime wishes the News to
inform those to whom "Sir. Cheney, his former
representative loaned lenses that he would like
to have them returned.
The lenses which are out on trial are in
most cases of those focal lengths which- are
in greatest demand by what Mr. Schoenbaum
describes as "discriminating exhibitors." The
editor understands that as a special act of hohday spirit Mr. Schoenbaum will not insist od
the return of his lenses if a check is sent him
before Christmas Day.
Let those who have been favored with weeks
of free use of Air. Schoenbaum's lenses reChe would probably consider a money order),
coverin
(he would
g theprobabl
goodsy inconside
hand.r a money order'

Los

Angeles Simplex
Sales Increase

From E. C. Andrew, Pacific Coast manager
of the Los Angeles offices of the Argus Enterprises, comes a report that is particularly pleasing to Simplex officials, inasmuch as it indicates
that the well-known Simplex Projector is as
much in demand on the West Coast as it is in
other parts of the country.
The new office of the Argus Company, located
at 836 Ohve Street, Los Angeles, is the last
word in efficiency and design, and that this
branch of the popular Argus Company means
business is evidenced by the fact that an entire new building has been specially erected in
which to house its activit
ies.
According to the report referred to, the following installations have been effected recently:
1 Type " B " Simplex in Jesse Lasky, Hollywood; the Sunshine theatre, Los Angeles; Hal
E.
Roach,
Holl3^vood. Culver City, and Cecil B. De Mille,
2 Type "S" Simplex, D. W. Griffith, Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles.
1 Type
Burlin
game. "S" Simplex, Earl C. Anthony,
I 'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil Ill iNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiujii]ii|
I
I
I The Special Projection Room |
I Section in this issue treats |
I the subject in a new manner. |
j\m iiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiinii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimnnl
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Om? of the sample layouts furnished architects by the engineers of the
Nicholas Power Company

in foreground. The SimProjection room of Rivoli theatre, La Crosse, Wise, Charles Larson, chief projectionist
plex projectors and other equipment was furnished by the Tcco Products Mfg. Co., of Minneapolis. With tts
convenient .nvitchboard and complete set of dimmers this room is one of the finest ever illustrated in the News.
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AND
MAKING

GOOD

ON

DELIVERIES

There is no longer any reason why you should not have your tickets within two weeks after you
place your order. We are filling orders for
GUARANTEED

AUTOMATICKET

TICKETS

in two weeks and rush orders in even less time, when required. AUTOMATICKET
are always high grade and always the best tickets for the money.

TICKETS

We have the equipment to turn out quality tickets and do a volume of business that enables us to sell
them at the price of ordinary tickets. Get good tickets, and get them exactly as you order them, and
in two weeks, by placing an order for GUARANTEED
QUALITY TICKETS.
Ask us to quote on your requirements and let us submit samples.
THE

AUTOMATIC

TICKET

SELLING

AND

1782 BROADWAY
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YOUR

TICKET
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PRINTERS
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CASH
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WORLD

INSURANCE

TANKS
JOINT

INSTALLED
D. W. Griffith Co.
Vitagraph Co.
Gaumont Co.
American Film Mfr. Co.
Kineto Co.
Goldwyn Corp.
Lyman H. Howe Co.
Burton Holmes
Fox Film Corp.
Famous Players
United States Government
Universal Film Co.

A.

COMPANY

BY US
L'Sta
r Laboratory
Pathe Freres
Rothacker Film Co.
Craftsmen Laboratory
Republic Laboratory
Colorcraft Co.
Cromlow Film Co.
Film Developing Co.
G. M. Film Printing Co.
Pathescope Co.
Paragon, Inc.
Quality Film Co.
Washingt
on Post

J. Corcoran,
Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory
753 Jersey Avenue
Jersey City, N. J.
TELEPHONE MONTGOMERY 238
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Out a Projection Room
{Continued from page 282.)

the projection machines making suggestions but
have failed to touch upon those mo<;t necessary of machines. In the case of a power
house the engine is usually purchased tirst and
then the structure built around it. Perhaps this
is the way that projection rooms should be built
because an ideal projection room with a pair
of poor projectors is money wasted. But on
the other hand, the best projectors ever made
could not do a satisfactory job in a shaky, shimmying "booth." It appears therefore as if the
two items — room and machines — should be considered as a unit.
Selection of Projector.
"Which projector shall I select" is the question so often received by projection departments. Every man if he has attempted to make
a study of the situation has convinced himself
what machine he would buy if he had occasion
to do so. But a department of this sort cannot express any such opinion. There are three
standard machines on the market each one of
which has its hearty adherents. The one and
only thing to do then is to go around amongst
your theatre friends and get their experiences
with the projectors they have been using. From
here go to the distributors of the several makes
and form your opinion of the kind of service
each would give for you will surely need service
at some time in your career and the right kind
of Service will mean the saving of a great many
dollars.
These suggestions we realize arc meagre
enough but they are the only ones to be guided
by. If the theatre manager or his projectionist
is a natural born mechanic he can tell which
machine is constructed best by an examination
but not many men can qualify as experts in this
line. Past performance is the best clue to projector supremacy.

"Back

Testing" the Year
of 1920
II is always a good idea to look back over
ones shoulder at the end of a year and form
an idea of the successes and failures that have
happened. It is also a good idea to take a brief
inventory of the accomplishments to see if the
year has been worthy of special mention

Perhaps the most mteresting phase to discuss
is that of improvements. Of course, it would
be still more interesting to discuss the rumors
of improvements but these have fallen on the
air so thick and fast that it would require a
volume to give them proper treatment. Actual
improvements are worthy of notice for they do
act as an indication of the progress of the art.
The principal projectors have made announcements from time to time of improved features
and additional devices. These range all the way
trom larger, more • substantial lamp houses to
smaller but equally as important refinements of
intermittent movements. Such attachments as
arc periscopes while small in themselves play a
distinct part in helping the projectionist turn
out more finished screen pictures.
Carbons which for a time due to war conditions did not have the burning quality of previous years have regained much of this lost
ground and as a rule are now found entirely
satisfactory for projection purposes. Those
faults which showed themselves in uneven consumption, hard and soft spots, and sometimes
in the blowing out of the core in the case of
cored carbons have been eliminated to a great
degree and this has helped in the quality of
pictures.
Several new screens have made enviable successes. Most of them have been of the fabric
backed tj^pe with either a specially prepared paint
surface or one of metallic composition.
The question of screens is one that has not
had proper study up to this year. But one of
the leading research laboratories has made up
for this deficiency through a rather complete
analysis of commercial screen surfaces. The
results of the work were incorporated in a paper
delivered before the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers and unless signs fail the data contained therein is the beginning of a systematic
investigation of screen surfaces as applied to
theatres of differing types. At present the
selection of the proper surface is too much a
matter of judgment on the part of the supply
house or salesman. In the future there is every
reason to believe that the correct screen may
be selected from a chart after making certain
measurements such as position of screen and
.dimensions of theatre.
Along these same lines comes the problem of
correct screen intensities. There is very little
data for public use but some individuals are now
working to gather such information and their
labor will go a long ways toward the standard-
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ization of screen lighting. There is no more
excuse for the screen that is over-bright than i
for the one that is under illuminated, although
the tendency during 1920 seems to be toward
that of intense brilliancy.
There are probably more theatres using 60
amperes and upward today than ever before.
This is not because of the influx of new and
larger houses but is because many of the theatres that have been getting along with 45
amperes have drawn their own conclusions to
the effect that the picture will have a greater
attraction if it is better lighted. Naturally this
is not correct in many cases but it is difficult
to combat without definite figures obtained by
experts from actual tests.
There is a real tendency also, to improve the
working conditions of the projectionist in the
theatres that have been built. Seldom is a new
theatre found nowadays with a cramped projection room. Although architects still persist
in placing the projection room up under the
eaves they have seen the value of making the
workroom of the machine man large enough
for comfort and health.
The condition of films supplied to theatres
does not seem to have improved throughout the
12 months just passed. In fact there is sometimes reason to believe that films are supplied
in worse repair than formerh'. This is a matter of Exchange supervision and as has been
so often stated in these columns, the real fault
can be traced back to the head office of the
Now that manufacturing conditions are getting
producer.
back to normal it is safe to predict a more rapid
advancement of the projection branch during
1921 than has taken place during the last few
years. Materials and labor, barring unforseen
trouble will be in better shape and equipment
manufacturers w-ill feel more willing to undertake excursions into the experimental field.
Peerless Automatic
Arc
Controls Invade Canada
The Famous Players Canadian Corporation
who are opening several new theatres in eastern
Canada have equipped the projectors in their
new houses with Peerless Automatic Arc Controls manufactured by The J. E. McAuley Mfg.
Co.,
TheChicago.
splendid results obtained with these' Controls at the Famous Players Criterion theatre
in New York City is said to be responsible for
the new installations.

Looking back from the stage of the Community theatre at Catskill, N. Y.
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Satisfied

Lighting

MANUFACTURERS OF
Nitrogen spot lights
Arc spot lights
Mnsic stands
Aisle lights
Rewinds
Film boxes
Musicians' chairs
Directors' stands
Plugging boxes
Stage pockets
Cable
Condensers

We

With

Your

Equipment
manufacture

grade

a high

line of stage

lighting and kino equipment. Our line is
complete and prices are
reasonable. (Engineering service gratis.)
RUDOLPH
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CAPITOL
THEATRE
NEW YORK

Today

EQUIPMENT

820 So. Tripp Ave.

"THE LARGEST THEATRE IN THE WORLD"

CO.

Chicago, 111.

:—
SA"YS
Electra Carbons are so eminently satisfactory that we use no other brand in the
Capitol booth.

We are equipping 90 per cent, of Chicago theatres

Give

" We use a ^"xl2'' Electra as an upper
carbon, in combination with a 7/\6"x6" copper-coated Electra-Nega, as a lower carbon.

Yourself

a Christmas

MIEHLING

"We pull 110 amperes, with a throw of
15'9" high.
and project a picture 21'6'' wide by
207 feet,

Present

Here is a gift that every "live" Exhibitor owes to
himself this Christmas. While you are in the giving
mood, get this complete, graphic, handy-reference catalog of motion picture supplies for yourself.

" Electra carbons give a steady, white light
of excellent quality. They are long burning
and have no ' hard spots ' or faulty cores.

You'll be glad many times that you have it, for in it
you will be able to find everything and
anything you
may happen to need in the way of theater equipment.

" I strongly recommend them to all managers and exhibitors who expect perfect results on the screen and are willing to provide
the operator with the best ' tools ' available."

Your Copy Is Ready
We are not sending these catalogs out promiscuously
—they represent too much money
for us to do that. However, we
want you to have yours, and if
you will just send in your name
and address, we will forward it
to you at once, postpaid,

■

PINK

LABEL

JFith the
Season s Greetings

Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
Produce Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis
845 So. Wabash Ave., Cliicago
157 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis
133 Second St., Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis
(1501)

•TRAOe MARK-

HUGO
REISINGER
SOLE IMPORTER SINCE 1890
11 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK
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CAMERAS
LATEST MODELS

IN

STOCK

READY FOR IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

FrenchDEBRIE

complete with eight magazines, two carrying cases, two and three-inch
F3.5 lenses, set of masks, rewinder sunshade and Debrie or Precision
Tripod as preferred.

French PATHE

complete with six magazines, two carrying cases, two-inch F3.5 lens, \
automatic dissolving shutter, Veeder counter, and Precision Bali-Bearing >
Tripod.
J

English MOY
American

complete with six magazines, two carrying cases, two-inch F3.5 lens, I
Precision Bail-Bearing Tripod.
j
complete with automatic dissolving shutter, Veeder counter, four maga- )
zines, carrying cases and Precision Bail-Bearing Tripod.
j

WILART
(American Pathe)
American

ALSO
GET

A FULL

QUOTATIONS

MOTION
44th Street

Stage Lamps,

LINE
FROM

OF

HEADQUARTERS

PICTURE

Theatre

Lighting

Equipment of Every Description
We can supply you with everything for theatre
lighting, including every type of lamp and effect
used on the stage, every type of lighting apparatus,
for the interior and exterior, with special cable and
fittings.
The name " Kliegl Bros." is almost universally
noted on stage lighting apparatus.
Write now for Catalog H so you have it
when you need it
Universal

Electric Stage Lighting Co.
KLIEGL BROS., Props.
239 West 50th St., New York
Stage Lighting Engineers — Designers and Builders of
everything electrical for the stage and theatre.

You

can't

pass

over

afford
the

tisements in this
They
as

are

the

as

PRINTERS,

to

AdverIssue.

important

$71500

400 ft.
ETC.

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK

EVERLASTINGLY

*
*

METAL

*
*
*
*
*
*

ADD JUST THE
CORRECT
TOUCH OF DIGNITY TO THE
DISPLAY
OF
PHOTOS
AND
POSTERS
IN
YOUR LOBBY.

*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
+

00

ORDERING

APPARATUS

*

1000

$55500

TRIPODS,
BEFORE

$

200 ft.

complete with four magazines, automatic dissolving shutter,
two-inch F3.5 lens, sunshade, finder, carrying case and Precision Bali-Bearing Tripod, •

UNIVERSAL

118 West

^ISOO""

CITY

BEAUTIFUL

FRAxMES
OUTWEAR
ALL OTHER
FRAMES,
COST

AND
NO

MORE

WON'T

WARP

CAN'T

CRACK

*
*
*
*
*
*

CAN BE HAD IN
A SCORE OF
STYLES
AND
SIZES.

•I"
*
*
♦
♦
+
♦
*

No. 665 Easel Frame.
IT e also make ticket choppers in three
styles, brass railings, booths and easels
Ask for a copy of our complete catalog, and information concerning our new finishes which do not require polishing.
(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ABE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)

*
*
*
*

THE

Text.
*
*

NEWMAN

♦

REFUSE TO
WEAR OUT

MANUFACTURING
— 38 Years Young: —

+
*
*

CO.

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch — 68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
In Canada — Perkins Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Wlnnlp^. i
l'»*'l''I''I'»-l"I--l-l'I--|'iIi-I"I-.|.<i»Hi»4.4..i.iI..i..|.»»4M»»4,4,^
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How

to

Produce

High

Class

Picture

News

Lighting

Effects
A

Description

of the

Refinements of Control — jThe
Slow -Motion Master
Hand -Wheel Drive
When dimmer plates are assembled
■' one high " — that is, in a single row — all
of the plates can be made to operate in
unison by means of the master lever and
the interlocking mechanism already described. When plates are banked in multiple rows — that is, two high, three high,
four high or five high — it is customary to
install a separate master lever for each
row. It sometimes happens, however,
that there are reasons for desiring to operate certain plates, or all of the plates, in
adjoining rows, by means of a single
lever. This condition is provided for by
means of bell crank connections between
the two shafts.

Use

of Dimmer
(Continued)

Equipments

A still further refinement of control is
obtained by the wheel drive. With a dimmer equipped with this feature it is not
only possible to dim or brighten any number of lamps at one time, but it is also possible to dim some and brighten others at
the same time. In addition to this advantage the wheel drive possesses the merit
oi enabling the operator to obtain a slow,
smooth motion, causing the lamps to glow
or fade by such imperceptible degrees that
dawn, twilight and similar effects can be
reproduced on the stage with marvelous
fidelity to nature. •
With wheel
an interlocking
master
drive, such equipment
as that inw'the
Rialto theatre, any of the following combinations can be obtained :
I. Any single plate can be operated
alone by means of an individual lever.

in Theatres

2. All plates in any row can be operated
in unison by means of the master lever,
shown on extreme end of each row.
3. Any number of plates in any row
can be interlocked and operated in unison
by the master lever while other plates in
the same row, but not interlocked, remain
inoperative.
4. All plates in any two or more rows
can be interlocked and operated in unison
by the master wheel.
5. Any combination of plates in any
two or more rows can be interlocked and
operated in unison by the master wheel,
while plates not in interlock remain inoperative.
6. By rotating the handle of the master
levers, shown on end of each row, shafts
may be thrown into or out of interlock
with either of the two vertical driving
rods, enabling the operator to dim any
combination of lamps and at the same time
brighten others. For example : White
lamps may be dimmed and amber lamps
brightened at the same time to stimulate
twilight effects. Amber lamps may be
dimmed and red lights brightened at the
same time for sunset. Red lamps may
be dimmed and blue lights brightened for
moonlight.
It is well to remember in choosing dimmer eqtiipment that front of switchboard
mounting is generally preferred to rear
of board mounting because all dimmer
plates are in plain sight and easily accessible, making it certain that faulty operation of any plate will be quickly noticed
or remedied. Interlock dimmers are, in
nearly all cases, to be preferred to the
non-interlocking type, because ease of
operation and refinement of control is
greatly increased, while the difference in
first cost is small.

"T

and

Gets

The 25 dimmer plates in the Peoples theatre, Chicago, are mounted conveniently above the
szvitchboard

D"
New

at

Stockton

Projectors

The T & D theatre, Stockton, has reequipped the operating room with two of
the latest model roller pin type " E,"
Powers Cameragraph with arc controls
and automatic dousers. The new equipment has one of the longest throws in the
state of California, it being 165 feet from
the projection room to the curtain. The
picture is 21 by 28 feet. This is tlie second pair of these new type of machines
to be installed in Northern California, the
first installation being at the Tivoli Opera
House, San Francisco, recently.
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ALLER
'S
4500 SUNSET
BLVD.

ONE

MORE

ADDED

TO

BIG
OUR

LABORATORY
LOS
ANGELES,
CAL.
OUR
OUR
OUR

SUCCESS
LABORATORY

WORK

NEGATIVE
MASTERPRINTS
RELEASES

Our Record— Our Reference
Kismet
Intolerance
The Miracle Man
The Clansman
Broken Blossoms

44

Pollyanna
Daddy Long
Suds

ET"
M
S
"li isI
indeed most
gratifying
to have been chosen to do the
K
laboratory work, on the big special production 'KISMET' ,
which I have given my usual careful and conscientious attention."
Signed :

The
The

Legs

Mollycoddle
Mark of Zorro

The River's End
Cheating Cheaters
Testing Block
and many

FILM

REELS
A
in sizes from 5" to 18"
diameter with either
wood

or steel hubs.

Re-winding
Film

Merry

Christmas

and a Happy and Prosperous New Year is Our Wish for
All Who Read This and for All Those Who Have Read
Our Ad's in the Past. We Wish to Announce that Our
Policy for 1921 Will Be

Tables,

Cabinets,

SERVICE

With Prices as Low as Are
QUALITY
Consistent
With the High
Standards We Maintain
in Artistic Designs of
Character and Refinement
of

Deliveries
Prices

SHARLOW
'

BROTHERS

440-442 WEST 42nd St.
439-441 WEST 41st St.
New York City

AND

Pro-

jection' Booths, Film Cans, Hand Carrying and
Shipping Cases, Wood Lined
Export Cases.

Prompt
Low

others

PLASTIC RELIEF
ORNAMENTS

ORNAMENTAL
COMPOSITION WORK

CO.

AND
LIGHTING FIXTURES
No Order Too Small or
Too
Large
for Prompt
Execution.
Write for Our Catalogue
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements in Our Line.
National
328-330 MAIN ST.

Pasttr

&ltrf (En.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Manager Spahr Looks
Ahead
to 1921

MR.

O. F. SPAHR, manager oi the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company,
after reviewing his record of sales for the year
1920, states that they are the biggest sales in
Motiograph history-. During the past two or
three months, when so manj" concerns were complaining that conditions were not the best and
that sales were on the dechne, Spahr states that
the Motiograph sales have kept up verj- satisfacton.-. Although, he has noted one special
feature of the sales, which is, that the buyers of
today are more conservative — that is, the}' want
to be shown, and they check into the quality
of an article more carefully than ever before.
This is one reason why, he believes, Motiograph
sales have been exceedingly large in number.
He further states that since buyers have
shown such interest in checking into the matter
to find out the real quality of the Motiograph
Machine, it has placed more confidence in the
^Manufacturing Company's
Enterprise Optical
engineering
and manufacturing departments,
for they now feel that they are rewarded for
the extra time and special pains they have taken
to produce a machine of such high quality. They
have been given such enthusiasm that they are
going into their 1921 year's work by putting
into the Motiograph Machine such energy- and
precision work that will make it a more perfect
machine than ever before.
Mr. Spahr is perfectly confident that the demands for well made projectors will be greater
in the year 1921 than ever before. He advises
tha: the Enterprise Optical Jklanufacturing Company is going into the new year's work with
manufacturing space, more machinerjincreased
and the best labor it can obtain so as to give
all Motiograph purchasers a high class projector.
Mr. Spahr states the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company hopes to take care of ever>'
order that is given to them during 1921, and
advises that it will give each order that same
Motiograph ser\-ice that Enterprise has been
preaching and gi^•ing in the years gone by. He
is confident that -vrixh experience of over r^venty
years in the manufacture of projectors, his
company is in a position to do this. To quote
him further: "Our whole sales force, office
force, in fact everj- man connected with the
organization is working to make this possible."
President Earl Speaks
for Powers
When asked for a statement regarding the
outlook for 1921, President Eari, of the
Nicholas Power Co., said:
"The influence of the motion picture industry is now so fully understood it seems hardly
necessarv- to point out that the viewpoint of
this business will have a tremendous effect
upon all lines. While it is true a proper attitude of conservatism is wise and necessar>-, at
time it would appear the industn.present
the
should seek to promote reasonable optimism.
" This is a season of the year when we all endeavor to give particular attention to the need
for cheerfulness in the affairs of life. It is no
exaggeration to state that cheerfulness is made
the " serious " business of the nation during
the holiday season. This year we have a particular need for such cheerfulness now that
business is rapidly getting over the first serious
setback it has received since the commencement
of the World War. Such re-adjustments have
always followed abnormal conditions- caused by
past wars, and there was ever>- reason to believe we would e\'entuaUy require such a re-

adjustment after the war which has just ended
The conditions, however, are different in this
particular instance as this countr>- certainly
has not been impoverished by the war. Furthermore, we have a well organized banking and
business system which pro^des sai^:iiards for
just such emergencies.
■'3klany prominent business men and manufacturers have assured us that there is no need
for alarm, and only the men who were extreme
in their extravagance daring the hdght of our
prosperity see nothing but liard times' ahead
of us. This country- is still short in many important lines, and the world at large will provide a still greater market for our products.
It is up to us all now to be wnse in our buj-ing,
but to cease buying is not a part of wisdom.
The penny wise and pound foolish policy- is
particularly unwise at a time when we have
such good reasons for beheving that this country- is facing another period of prosperitj-.
Perhaps this prosperity- will not be so extreme
in some directions, but it -ktIX be of a far more
substantial and permanent nature.
Industry Uses Corcoran
Tanks Exclusively
When it is considered that nearly 100 per
cent of the studios in the country- and probably
near the same percentage abroad have installed
tanks manufacturered by the A. J. Corcoran,
Inc., of Jersey Oxy, one is forced to the con-

Picture

N e

Hallberg Speed Indicatoi
and Recorder
\
The modem motion picture theatre is s
temple of two arts — Drama and ^lusic
The highest t>-pe of screen presentatiot
now requires close coordination •with suitable music to help sway our emotions
Expensive organs and s\-mphony orchestras are part of the equipment of the superior photoplayhouses, and yet full har
mony between music and picttires is no
obtained vmless there is made some mechanical arrangement to synchronize th«
tempo of both.
Just imagine a true instance — a heart
rending death scene of a mother moumec
by her t^vo httle ones so sad that the picture had been interpolated with short coa
trasting semi-comedy scenes of a dancehall appropriate to a parallel theme in thi
stor}'. The picture draws to a climax—
the action becomes faster — the author cut
these contrasts in four different times
each time in shorter lengths of film, sc
that the changes are only four second
apart. The music must follow thesi
changes — tense dramatic value would b«
changed to burlesque should the jazz mu
sic of the dance scene overlap into th<
death scene. Here is where a mechanica
synchronizing de\-ice furnishes the miss
ing link between the film and, music. Th«
director watches the dials of his Hallberj
Electric Film Speed Indicator and know:
(Continued on page 294.)

Home of Corcoran Tanks
elusion that the product must possess unusual
merit Such an important operation as him development demands that all accessories be of the
highest grade, having made a long study of developing tanks and their uses, Cocoran is in a
position to apply his knowledge for the benefit
of the industr}-.
Mr. Cocoran says that many times new buyers of tank equipment consider price first of
all but that soon afterw^ards when they discover how much expensive solution is being
lost through cheap and fault}- construction they
are com-inced that the best of tanks is only an
investment

The
Motor-Generator
that produces
Perfect Arcs
You Should Have One
mkt mUk lw»-art Trm»€rta
The HertDer Electric & .M f$. Co.
im Wast lUtfaS(.,CleTelud. 0.
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SPEER
E
R
DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK
and
ALTERNO
Carbons

Projector
A Factory Devoted Exclusively to the Manufacturing of
Moving Picture Accessories for Theatres, Film Exchanges
and Studios.
IS THE BRAND. Sold the
World Over. Ask for Them.
Insist on Them. It Is Your Guarantee of the
Best. Handled by All Live Wire Dealers.
E.

E.

FULTON

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.
SPEER

CO.

3204 Carroll Avenue '

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

Chicago, HI.

THE

COSMOGRAPH

Portable Projectors, built in several different models FOR PROPERLY PROJECTING MOTION
PICTURES AND LANTERN SLIDES to accommodate both regular and safety standard film,
WARNING — We built several hundred Cosmograph machines during the World War, for use in camps, etc. These machines
are 1916 Models and lacking many of the IMPROVED AND MODERN APPLIANCES WE ARE NOW USING.
several of these cire being thrown on the market, giving the impression that they ait late models at Bau-gain Prices.
CAUTION— DO NOT PURCHASE REBUILT COSMOGRAPH MACHINES OR ANY OTHER KIND AND EXPECT
US TO STAND BACK OF THEM, UNLESS PURCHASED DIRECT FROM US OR ONE OF OUR AUTHORIZED
DEALERS.
TERRITORIES— SOME

THE

COSMOGRAPH

GOOD

MOTION

DEALER'S]:aND

PICTURE

DISTRIBUTER'S

MACHINE

TERRITORIES

OPEN.

Wriie for Particulars.

CO., leo. E.,Sv'^rGt "L.. m^. Murehead,

Ky.

TRADE "^^^^^C^^ MARK
AN
AUTOMATIC
ARC-FEED
FOR EITHER DIRECT OR ALTERNATING CURRENT

:

ATTACHED

/

TO POWERS

.-SE'

SIMPLE— EFFICIENT— DURABLE
and low-priced
Carried in stock by all supply dealers
MADE BY
THE PROJECTOGRAPH
CO.
2573 E. 55th St.
Cleveland, Ohio

ATTACHED

TO SIMPLEX
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Hallberg Speed Indicator and Recorder
{Continued from page 292.)
instantly by prearranged cues exactly
when the scene changes are due.
The dual arts — filmusic — require this
missing link of high grade theatre equipment without doubt — but there is another
use, highly commendable from the standpoint of profits, and that is to move
crowds by " speeding " a show. Many
managers make a constant practice of
rushing films through in order to seat
more patrons and thus swell profits, and
while this is a practice which cannot be
endorsed, it is much more practicable
when equipped with speed indicating devices than otherwise.
The Recording device is of inestimable
advantage in order to have a thorough and
accurate knowledge of film costs and machine costs. It accomplishes the same
purpose for phototheatres as speedometers
for automobiles. Large corporations now
figure their tire costs in miles. Large theatres should figure their film costs the
same way. The charts can be entered
onto comparative statements to show just
what each projection machine is doing, in
order to have an accurate knowledge of
your business. Circuits of theatres find
.such information of inestimable benefit
for the purpose of comparison between
their various theatres, and the performance of each projector of the same or different makes will be recorded, so that it
becomes possible for the owner and manager to determine the practical projection
value and reliability of each projector installed.
The complete equipment for one projector is diagramatically pictured in the
accompanying illustration. The current
from the generator is carried to a distributing box mounted on the generator control panel in the projection room, or other
convenient location, where it is divided up
into three circuits and passed through adjustable resistances for regulating the current to the correct value on the initial setup for the different meters. One of the
three circuits connects with an indicating
meter having scale readings in feet of film
per minute and minutes per i,ooo feet,
mounted in the operating room of the

Picture

News

The

BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

Composilc sketch of Speed Indicator Installation shoivinq connections betivcen projection
room, orchestra pit and vmnager's oiUce.
control panel, or other location where the
operator can readily watch it. The second circuit connects with a second indicating meter mounted in front of the orchestra leader, and the third circuit with
the recording instrument in the manager's
CINCINNATI OMAHA
DETROIT
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS

HtHliPH
Saynus
EVERYTHING
United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

FOR

THE

MOTION

Theatre

PICTURE

office. This equipment, with wiring
would have to be duplicated for each additional projector. Ordinary bell wire
installed as it would be for electric bells
is all that is required for making tlie va
rious connections to the meters.

fmt

a

l|nItJiajj

THEATRE

EXCEPT

ST. LOUIS
CITY, MO.

iHoat
f'faanu
THE

FILM

Equipment
Corporation
J. H. Hallberg
Executive Offices
Vice Pres. and Secy.
1604 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY
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The Paragon
Mile after mile of

The
Velvet

EASTMAN
FILM

IS exposed

and

of Motion

developed

Picture Screens

Gardiner
Gold- Fibre

Screen

YOUR pride in your pictures will be as
great as your pleasure with your "box
office" receipts. It will not be necessary to
buy "high priced" films in order that your
audience may enjoy your pictures. The soft,
warm velvety tones brought out by the
Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen will
create in your patrons a greater desire to see
"Your Movies" than ever before. It's a
business getter.

each

at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous

month

practical tests we may be sure that
the quahty squares with the Eastman standard.

Send to-day for Booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Eastman

Film never has an op-

portunity tohe anything hut right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

LABORATORIES
Harry Houdini, Pres.
T. W. Hardeen, Sec'y. & Treas, FILM
Nathan Saland, Vice-Pres.

DEVELOPING

OF

THE

OHIO

4800
Union 4801
4802

CORPORATION

216-218 Weehawken St.
West Hoboken, N. J.
We have enlarged our title department and guarantee 24 hours service.
Ring Union 4800, 4801, 4802 and ask for Title Department.
We have three deliveries every hour and guarantee to return your titles within 24 hours, or sooner,
if required.
WE ARE ALSO READY AT ALL TIMES TO GIVE YOU QUALITY PRINTS AND
SERVICE ON YOUR RELEASE
WORK.
Our plant covers 35,000 square feet.

If
Let the theatre
i ventilation
HEATING
v/entil/\tin^

I
r

special l4s

how.—
tell
Sendyou
today
for
Booklet 7

M17N5PC7N ^(7£7LlNCi SYSTEM,! Nc. NEW yi7RK
BRAN<;H - 1325 VINE 5T. PHILA PA" 70 W. <>5tl!ST.

FALIEZ

LENSES

AND

OPTICAL

LABRELY

ARTICLES

IRIS

M. H. SCHOENBAUM
220 West 42nd Street, New York City
Cable Address, Cinoptic, New York
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the

Lobby

Frames

Libman-Spanjer Corporation Lays Plans to Invade
Field with New Line of Theatre Equipment
Announcement was made several weeks
variety of wood manufactures, but the
letter lines are unique and exclusive. A
ago that William F. Libman had retired
from the Stanley Frame Company and
great many people are employed in the
Spanjer factories, and with a shipping
had opened his own offices for the manufacture and sale of Theatrical Lobby
point for the Eastern trade at Newark and
for the Western trade at Chicago, it is felt
Frames and Displays, was only the beginning of a series of events that seem
that the new corporation can give excellent service to the field.
certain to have a very widespread effect
Mr. Libman, who has opened temporary
on that particular branch of the theatre
offices at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
supply field.
This week the announcement is made
City, states that the Libman-Spanjer Corthat Mr. Libman has joined forces with
poration isalready in full operation with
numerous gratifying theatrical contracts
William H. Sparijer, one of the most important manufacturers of wooden ware in
under work in the factories. He promthe United States, and under the name of
ises many innovations, both in the manufactured articles and in service, and says
Libman-Spanjer Corporation, these two
that his company is prepared to undertake
men are to enter the theatrical lobby discommissions that up to this time have
play field in a larger way than any other
William H. Spanjer, one of the members of the
organization has hitherto found possible.
seemed impossible of accomplishment.
Libman-Spanjer Corporation
Mr. Spanjer has been identified with
theatrical displays for many years. He
originated and manufactured the circus
wagons, with all their wonderful ornamentation. He manufactured lobby
frames for the first motion picture houses
in New York and Newark, but the growth
of other lines of his manufacture demanded his attention so that for a number of years he has not been as close to
the theatrical field as in his earlier days.
With Mr. Libman now to assume the
direction of the sale and exploitation of
the Libman-Spanjer Corporation, and
with Mr. Spanjer himself in charge of
the manufacturing end, all the immense
faciUties of the Spanjer Manufacturing
Plants are once more to be turned to the
picture theatres.
Mr. Spanjer is the only manufacturer
of wood letters in the United States. His
two factories, one in Newark, N. J., and
the other in Chicago, 111., turn out a great
Jersey City Factory of Libman-Spanjer Corporation
THIS

IS THE

Phone Bryam 6801

CAMERA
USED BY
Burton Holmes Travelogues (Exclusively)
By all the prominent
Camera Men, Leaders of Industry,
Scientists, Explorers, Government
Bodies and 100% of the
LEADING PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD

NEW YORK

BELL & HOWELL
CO. LOS ANGELES
1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

Developing
very best.

and

Evans'

EVANS

FILM

printing

BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42Dd Street
A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM

Special Representadv

IN

AMERICA

RAW

EQVAL

CO., BSC.
N«w Y«rk Cky

TO THE

STOCK
BEST

Used SucceesfuUy by the Foremoat Prodnoen and
Laboratorie*

allow of no variation

in film work — it must

be the

service is the logical choice for you if quality, responsibility and promptness
are
the
qualifications
you demand.

MFG.

CO.,

416-422 W. 216th St., New

York

City ^.al^r^°r^.u
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PROJECTION
The best to be obtained is none too good for your
theatre. The best can only be had with the " Keenolite "
Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market today and used by all of the largest and best theatres.
28% more light, 32,8% better definition. It will pay
you to investigate.
JUST ANOTHER

" IMSCO

" PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136-37
MOTION-PICTURE

Automatic
Arc
Controls
" the watch dog of the arc "

Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHY

A COMPLETE

COURSE

A practicable, usable, standard treatise for both
the professional cineraatographer and those without experience. About 500 pages — 400 pages of
text and 100 pages of illustrations — by New York
Institute of Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory, F R.P.S.. Chie InCONDENSED COUKSE DJ
structor In Cinematography for the Government Signal
Motion Picture
Corps School ot Photography at Columbia University, with
special chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly Feature
Photography
«« TOflK iflSTmjTE Of PHOTOCRAPWT
Photographer for Thanhouscr, Edison, Pathe, and World Film
Companies, and by Research Specialists, Research Laboratories ofthe Eastman Kodak Company.
not satisfied with
MONEY REFUNDED if examination.
PRICE $6.00 this course after five days'
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY ^^^^IJ^^l^Sii^^
dealer's on request
Dept. 4—145 W. 36th St., N. Y.

Are feeding the projector arc lamps of most
every theatre in the land famed for perfect projection.
They produce a high degree of excellence in
screen illumination heretofore considered impossible to obtain.
Over a thousand in constant service.
Write for descriptive circular
Manufactured by
THE J. E. McAULEY
30 N. Jefferson St.

MFG.

CO.
Chicago, 111.

L.GEVAERT
& CO.
ANTWERP, BEUCIUM
MANUFACTUR
E R.S
OF ,

No. 75767/10 Palm Plant, aatural prepared,
everlaatlng.
Inches
Without
Palm With
Pot
High
Leaves Pot
No. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared
everlasting, 16 Inches diameter with red bow
4
$1.10
$.60
75767/4 24
each
per doz.lasts
$12.00.
1.25
.75
76767/5 30
6
If this$1.50,
Wreath
only twenty years,
2.50 2.00
7
76767/7 42
will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
3.00 2.50 cost
10
76767/10 48
year for Inferior goods.
Be aheadandof plants.
your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers
Our
Illustrated catalogue in colors No. 75 will assist you In selecting, same Is tree for
the asking.

RAW

FILM

STOCK

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York
POSITIVE
EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE
We carry a complete line of accessories for the up-to-date
Moving Picture Theatre, and can fill all orders immediately.
Perfume
Carbons
Condensorg
OilScreens
Fire Fxtinguishers
Po§ter Frames
Ventilating
Motors, Ftc.Fans
Tickets
Reels

We can save you money

NEGATIVE

COLORED
POSITIVE
( U.S. PATENTED )

Give us a trial.

Write today for our latest circular.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade
220 80. state St..
Chlcagro, ni. 2d FIo„r Consumers Bldg.,

UNITED STATES

DISTRIBUTOR

LOUIS
DESTENAY
HOOVEN
BLDC
PHONE
117 W. 46 ^" ST., NEW YORK CITY
BR.YANT Ife^E
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Dark Red
Blue for

and Peacock
Decorations

On Saturday evening, December 4, Finkelstein and Ruben will formally open the
Loring theatre, Minneapolis' newest and
most beautifully appointed neighborhood
house. This theatre, which will seat 1,280
persons, has been in course of construction for over a year and represents' a cost
of $500,000. It will be under the management of Chauncey Teoery, former
manager of the New Lyndale theatre, another neighborhood house in this city controlled byFinkelstein and Ruben.
The real beauty of the Loring lies in the
decorations which are dark red and peacock blue. The peacock design is used
throughout the house. The auditorium of
the theatre is almost square, while the
stage and orchestra pit are patterned after
the Capitol theatre in St. Paul. The orchestra pit is oval in form and is so arranged that the orchestra will be almost
out of sight.
An eight-piece orchestra and organ will
New and Old
Films
CLEANED
and
CONSERVED
A. TEITEL
112 Nurib La Salle Street I. Chica(a, UlinoU
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent Ists of or sddress contemplated or exUtIng theatres, exchanges, state rights owners, publicity mediums »nd producers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes wer«
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a
•STlng of from 20 to B0% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone, Bryant 813S
New York
Addreiting
Printing
PHONE BRYANT 360S
U
UNIQUE SLIDE CO "
IIW"! Highest Quality Lantern Slides
— ^ TIT SEVENTH AVE!. NEW YORK.
PEARCE
FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Street
New Orleans » La.
Atlanta, Ga.
Largest Independent Film Exchange South
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furnish music. Powers 6B projectors
have been installed. The policy of the
house will be to show second run pictures,
splitting with the New Lagoon, another
Finkelstein and Ruben neighborhood theatre. The shows will average from eight
to ten reels, presenting a very desirable
program.
One of the outstanding features of this
new theatre is a completely equipped children's playroom where the youngsters
may play with sand, blocks, slides and
other apparatus of the modern playroom.
A matron will be in charge of the playroom at all times.
The location of the Loring is ideal, situated on the principal carlines ten blocks
from the center of the city and in a district where five percent of the population
of MinneapoHs reside.

8,000

Town

to

Have

$100,000 Theatre
What the motion picture theatre means
to the town of 8,000 inhabitants in indicated by the announcement last week of
the formal opening of the new Liberty theatre, a$100,000 structure at Mexico, Mo.
The Liberty is the largest house devoted
entirely to motion pictures in any town in
America of the size of Mexico. The seating capacity is a trifle over 1,500.
Equipped with an $18,000 pipe organ,
silk and tapestried mural ornament, two
latest model Simplex machines, marbled
foyer, spacious rest rooms for both men
and women, and a perfect system of stage
lighting and effects, the Liberty stands out
as a paragon of not only small town houses
but as one to which many theatres in the
larger cities might look with envy.
A. H. Whitney, one of the prominent
business men of Mexico, has been appointed manager of the theatre, which is
backed by interests of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. The Liberty will
run productions of first run caliber, stowing them at the same time that they are being presented in St. Louis and Kansas
Citv.

New

Broadway

Danville,

Theatre

Virginia

Monday, November 15th, saw the opening of the new Broadway theatre in Danville, Va. The souvenir issued on the occasion of the opening states that the
Broadway is owned and operated by the
Southern Amusement Co., with the following officials: C. M. Vanstory, President ;John F. Pryor, Vice-President ; J.

Picture

News

C. Hester, Secretary, and George W.
Pryor, Treasurer.
The program also gives credit for the
beauty of construction of the new theatre
to C. K. Howell, architect ; L. B. Flora &
Son, contractor; William M. Saling, decorator, and Carmine Vitolo, in charge of
stage decorations.
The new Broadway has a seating capacity of 750 and in luxury of appointments is
surpassed by
son-DixonnoLine. theatre south of the MaIn his opening address Mr. Ken E. Finlay, personal representative of the president of the Southern Amusement Co., reviewed the advancement of the motion
picture industiy at large and particularly
in the city of Danville. For his company
he promised to the people of Danville the
biggest and best productions and expressed awillingness to spare no expense
or cooperation with the producers to bring
to the people of Danville the newest and
biggest screen productions. The outstanding feature of the opening was the taking
by Mr. Ken E. Finlay of a motion picture
of the audience. This picture was shown
to the audience for the first time at the
matinee following the opening.

December
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BARGAINS

Hand drive Motiograph Machine — $100.00
{We offer seven of these, all late models in A-i condition,
slightly used by government.)
Powers and Simplex Machineg, hand and motor drives
(second hand), at big saving
on hand a full line of second hand theatre
have
We also
chairs, generators, fans and theatre equipment— prices
right.
For description and prices write
S. E. SHAFFER

& CO.,

Telephone W'abash 5346
207 S. Wabash Avenue

Why
We

Worry

Print High

Lobby
We

Over

Chicago, Illinois

Grade

to Shipping

Care for Financial Investment
Write today for prices, samples, and information about our distribution service.
WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE
1821-23 Berteau Ave.

BASS—

INCREASE OF LIGHT
DECREASE OF CURRENT
BILLS

Details?

Photographs
Attend

Present to your Patrons one of the
roid Screens—
Perfect Surfacedn Mirro
of all screens. A
the best know
Mirroroid produced for every use and
Firm
every price. The One and Only
that sends real large projection size
samples.

COMPANY
Chicago

Ask for Real Mirroroid. For sale by
every dealer in United States. Rialto
Theatre Supply Co. in Canada. Every
Mirroroid Dealer vfill shov^r you
Samples. Project on them and prove
to yourself that Mirroroid is superior.
Nevf Prices: 85c and $1.00 persq. foot,
including stretching frame.
MIRROROID MFG. CORP.
Phone Bryant 9184
New York City
Ave.,
725 7th

CHICAGO

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
YES REAL. U. S. MONET ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most complete outfit of its type ever offered and at a greater money
saving than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features,
Universal
and trick
forward
take with
up, focusing on film,Regular
etc.. fitted
with crank,
50 M. M.
F: 3.5andlens,reverse
complete
6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines
and extracases.
parts,ISntire
case for
camera
and off
carrying
trunk to olive
contain both smaller
outfit
finished
In a beautiful
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
YOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICE $450.00.
TRIPODS
Precision Fanoram and Tilting Top Tripod with fine leather case.
List price $190.00. Our price $165.00.
Universal Fanoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00. Our
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill
109 X. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

EAGLE

FILM

y9
''The

Quality

Right

photographically.

not

Gold

Fibre

Soreens

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.

Raw

Stock

Will

go to pieces in the
projector.
Made by

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.
There's a distributor near you
Samples and Lileralure upon requea

ROCK

THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

CO.
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(Continued from page 128)
come to be a time for rejoicing- and is glad
to hear the music without necessarily
thinking about the religious aspects of it.
I should like to take this occasion to
present some definite suggestions for the
holiday music — compositions which can
create the atmosphere of the moment.
Take St. Valentine's Day week : time of
lovers, cupid's bows, pink ribbons and proposals. Here are just a few obvious and
highly appropriate selections.
Overture, " Romeo and Juliet," Kreisler's " Love's Joy," " Oh Promise Me " of
De Koven, " Mikado " chorus, " She's Going to Marry Yum Yum," "Wedding
March," Mendelssohn or Wagner, " Angels' Serenade," " Drink to Me Only with
Thine Eyes," " Coming Through the
Rye," "Barcarolle," "Tales of Hoffman."
When turning further on the calendar,
Washington's
Birthday,
February
22, a
time
for patriotic
celebration
:
Medley of America, songs of war and
peace, Hopkinson's old songs, imitation of
Ben Franklin's musical glasses, bugle calls
of the U. S. Army, Schubert's " Marche
Militaire," Turkish march from " Ruins
of Athens" (Beethoven), "Prelude C
Sharp " of Rachmaninoflf, " March Slav "
of Tschaikovsky.
Going over a few weeks into Easter, when
the Lenten business is supposed to drop off,
there are opportunities for music which draw
those same crowds to church. Here are some
of the selections :
" The Palms of Faure," " On Wings of
Song," Mendelssohn, Midsummer Night's
Dream Overture, " The Holy City," " The Lost
Chord," Hallelujah chorus from Handel, " I
know that my Redeemer Liveth," Angel's
Chorus, "The Heavens are Telling" (Haydn),
Gloria from Mozart's Twelfth Mass, " Cujus
Animam " from Rossini's Stabat Mater.
At this time I am not attempting to give
any detailed list of holiday opportunities. I
should just like to touch on different types of
suggestions. For instance, as a last example,
suppose you were planning on a Hallowe'en
week's atmosphere ; I am sure you could get
it with selections like the following:
Scherezade ballet (Rimsky-Korsakoff ), College Songs, Hansel and Gretel Music of Humperdinck, Schumann's Scenes from Childhood
(some of them), "Orientale" of Cesar Cui,
Afternoon of a Faun (Debussy), Wild's Man
Dance (Ornstein), Laughing song, from
" Manon."
Don't forget the newly written compositions
that are appearing every day. In this connection, Imight say that often a new song or instrumental number of the popular variety seems
to have no particular and direct value except in
a situation which may not arise until many
months afterward. It is worth while to study
the new music as it comes along.

Musical
alities

Person-

(Under this head the musical individuals are introduced to the Fraternity.
Send in your biographies.)
Harold Price, organist. Have spent twelve
years in the business, beginning in the days of
the one-reelers. Have made a special study of
organ as used in theatres for a good many
years, and have played successfully for some
of the best houses in the country. At present
with the Strand theatre, Greensburg, Pa.
Cady C. Kenney, organist and pianist —
thirty-three years old — began study of music
at age of nine — concertized as pianist at twelve
— held first church position when fifteen years
old and has played organ in church continuously since — instruction in organ received
principally from Hamlin Hunt (Minneapolis)
and W. Middelschulte (Chicago), in piano
with Emil Liebling and Allen Spencer (Chicago), and all branches of musical theory with
.Adolf Weidig (Chicago) — took a two year's
post-graduate course in the American Conservatory, Chicago. Held teaching positions in
Simpson College, Indianola, la.. Christian College, Columbia, Mo. (director of music), MacPhail School of Music, Minneapolis, and State
University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo. At
present organist and choirmaster in St. John's
Episcopal Church, conducting a private studio
for piano and organ students, and is pianist at
the Clinton theatre and with a dance orchestra,
and substitutes at the Strand theatre (playing
organ), Clinton, la. — experienced in composing,
arranging and orchestrating music, and leadlibrary.ing orchestra and band — has good organ
Wade Hamilton, organist. A young organist
of 24 years of age and has been interested in
music all his life, but in the last six years, he
has placed a great part of his efforts in moving picture music. Of course he has aspirations of becoming something in the picture
music world, and is striving to that end by being constantly on the alert for new ideas.
Mr. Franz Otto, Coach and Conductor of
Chorus and Orchestra, Teachers Certificate,
Chicago Musical College, 1902 Post Graduate
work, Berlin, Sterns Conservatory, 1903, Operatic repertoire. Chorus Conductor, of Student
Chorus.
Lortzing Opera, 1907 to 8, Berlin, Musical
Director Y. M. C. A. Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1906
to 7, Conductor, Y P Chorus, Dubuque, la.
1910 to 18, Conductor Saengerbund and orchestra, Dubuque, la. 1915 to 18, Musical
Director Dubuque High 1918 to date, third
year. Supplied singing specialties for various
motion pictures, conducting orchestras, for
classic pictures such as Julius Caeser, Richard
the Third, Evangeline, David Copperfield, and
others. Vocal teacher since 1902.

The

Music

Forum

(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion picture fraternity gets
together on music.)
Dear Editor:
As per request of one of your newspaper representatives here, we are enclosing two of our Musical Scores
as used by us during the past week. Any comments
or space for these in your paper will be appreciated.
— American Theatre, Butte. Montana.
Louise Glaum in "Love Madness." Theme — "On the
Trail
to Home
feet — 14
minutes.Sweet Home." Scored to timing 1,000
No. 1 — Screening — Intermede Chinois — Continue until title.
2 — T.only
— Norwood's
— No.
Chorus
— until. home at Long Island. — Theme
No. 3 — D. — Fade out to den — Seque — Dramatic Rec.

Picture
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No. 4— T.— The Evening Periormance — Madrio
Or— Vely.
fast One-step.
No. 5—Diminuendo.
D.— At Shot— Finale -Symphonette Sui
Gradual
-Last 16 barf
No. '6— D. — Flash to Bedroom
-Sinister Th
Theme — Chorus.
No. 7 — T. — At Police Headquarter
No. 8— T.— Daddy Knows the Kind— Con.
No. 9 — D. — Man Leaves Room — Firefly dilight
No. type.
10 — T.(Biz.
— WeDoorbell).
would like to see Mr. Norw
alone. — Theme — pp and slow.
No. 11 — T. — The morning sunlight. — Con. Them
12 — T. — Private o£&ce — Dramatic Tension
64 —No.Shepard.
No. 13 — D. — Newspaper clipping — Mist. — Dra.
No. 14 — T. — Mistake — Starlight — Johnson.
No. 15— T.— October— Tragic Theme — Vely.
No. 16 — T. — I'll wait for you — Andante Dra. — Bo
No. 17 — T. — Continually encouraging — Theme.
No. 18 — D. — She closes door — Seque — Shadow!
the night — Borch — To action.
No —19Levy.
— T. — If you're such a coward — Heavy 1
terioso
No. 20 — D. — Woman takes off mask — Norma «r
ture — Start at 10th bar.
No. 21 — T. — Why so much interest? — Theme.
No. 22 — T. — I guess we understand — Adagiett
Symphonette Suite — Berge.
No. 23— T. — Eight o'clock — Pathetic Andente — V
No. 24 — D.— At door of Chief's room — Frivo!
Cupids — Intro, and 4/4 Mod. only.
No. 25 — T. — She phoned at six— Myst. Dran
Borch.
No. 26 — D. — Crook enters room — Dance of Ba
deres — No. 2 — Rubenstein.
No. 27 — T. — My husband — Phone — A B C— Dr.
No. 23— Luz. -Lloyd — Lloyd As
arranged
— Chorus
— X. by
RHUEL
E.
MOULTON,
No. 28— T.Musical Director,
American TheatT'
Butte, Mont:
Dear Editor:
I am very much interested
letter pict
of
24th advising me of the conference your
of motion
exhibitors, executives and musical authorities,
held in New York City, January 24th, 25th and 2(
I will be very glad to attend this meeting anc
feel sure that it will be of great service to the vari
branches of the industry.
May I suggest that you include in the progr
special reference to the music with short subjects,
you know very well, a great many of our best th
tres are giving a considerable amount of attent
to the musical settings which they accord short s
jects, and I believe that there is much interest to
aroused by inviting some exhibitors to talk on 1
particular subject. — E. W. Hammons, Educational F
Exchange, New York.
Dear Editor:
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor of
24th instant requesting my attendance at the mot
picture rausicaf conference and in answer thereto
say that I will either attend the conference in ]
son, or if prevented, will delegate another represei
tive of the American Federation of Musicians to do
— Joseph N. Weber, President, American Federation
Musicians,
Dear EditorNew
: Y'ork.
I received your last article, forwarded from
Monterey Hotel and really enjoyed reading it.
a peach. That matter of cue sheets is a crime,
course, I discarded the cue sheet, as it is, long a
but there are hundred of leaders, who are compel
to use it, with what results anybody knows. I h
fought that cue sheet atrocity for the last four ye.
with all the means I could command. — N. Mirsk
care
City, The
N. J. Orchestra, Marlborough-Blenheim, Atlar
Dear Editor:
We will be glad to have a representative at y<
proposed music conference, January 24th, 2Sth <
We think it an excellent idea. — C. L. Yearsley,
26th.
sociated First National Pictures, Inc.
Dear Editor:
We shallbyhope
to beW. represented
your mucc
conference
Charles
Cadman, thein famous
poser,
who
is
under
contract
to
write
incidental
mi;
for all our Indian films. Mr. Cadman will be f.ll
concert dates in Texas during the middle of J
uary and I believe that his bookings will allow fc
to proceed to New York in time for your conferen
— J. C. Wilcox — American Film Co. — Denver, Colo.
My Dear Mr. Isaacson :
I am thoroughly in sympathy with your campa:
for a better analysis of the relation of music to r
tion pictures. Mr. Alois Reiser, Conductor of •
Strand Symphony Orchestra, joins me in express
the will ingness of the Strand organization to coop
ate with you. at any time, when you may so desire
fonvard
your \-isit.
and regards.
trusting Edw;
it 1
be Looking
soon, I am.
with tokindest
personal
L. Hyman, Managing Director, Strand, Brooklyn.
My Dear Mr. Isaacson :
I can assure you that I feel that there are trem
dous possibilities in the development of music in ci
nection with the motion picture theatres and I
glad that the sentiment is beginning to crystall
under such splendid leadership as your own and I
Freund'u. I have spoken to but one motion i
ture
manager
in Akron fine
aboutorgan
the matter
he had j-a
installed
an especially
in his— theatre
was eager to see it put to good purpose. I am wc
(Continued on page 303)
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Announcement

"iuccess to you for 1921 — Success — That's
ill vord— Better spell it HARD WORK.

a big

Jut when the year is closing and you look back
»^it results even more than you anticipated, with
very customer your friend, and boosting for
ou — That's a Xmas
or 1921.

present worth

while. Now

for

1921

Our policy remains the same — There is no better one. Musical Instruments designed for one
purpose — Your theatre — designed by men who
know — and built to be the best. Tone quality,
workmanship, and material combined with a
personal service — insuring you satisfaction.
Make 1921 your year for success. Investigate
now.

You

Owe

Yourself

Write

An

Inv estigation

Today

Use the Coupor, it's for your convenience.

Bartola Musical Instrument
313-316 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

Co.

Please send catalog explaining the many advantages of the Barton Organ.
Name.
Street.

United State* Patent Pending
Bartola

Musical

313-316 Mailers

Instrument

Building, Chicago,

Co.

Illinois

aty...
Stat*..

N.

I
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" HER

FIRST ELOPEMENT "
(Realart)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: " Capricietta " (Allegro Moderate), Varley
1 — Theme (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until— S : At Screening.
2— La
" (Melodious
Gavotte), by Baron (2 minutes and
me off then."
T: "Cut
until—Duchess
IS seconds),Petite
3— Continue to action (30 seconds), until — T: "As a matter of fact."
^^vy (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T:
Dupont'^'?^s ^^^P'"'^'"
Island and."
5 — "Serenade Lointaine " (6/8 Moderato), by Berge (3 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: "In the Maitland office."
6— Theme (4 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: " Filled with sympathy"
7— "Kiss A Miss" (Valse Chantee), by Baron (5 minutes and 33 seconds), until — T: "If that goes we shall be."
8— "That Cat Step," by
& Henderson (1 minute and 10 seconds),
Miss."
until — T: "Nor I with you.Breau
Kote to he produced on phonograph.
9 — "Cup of Love" (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: Maitland stops
phonograph.
Hote to be produced on phonograph.
10 — "The Conspirators" (sinister Misterioso), by Santos (1 minute and
50 seconds), until — S: Phonograph stops.
11 — "Dramatic
by Winkler (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until
at the Varden."
— T: " Dinner hourSuspense,"
Note: Watch effects of r'mfiing hell.
12 — Theme (4 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "Well, listen to this, I."
13 — "Caprice Joyeux " (Melodious Allegretto), by Seeligson (2 minutes),
until — T: "The next morning while."
14 — "May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (3 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: "Meanwhile Captain Harding."
15 — " Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by De Leath (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Then comes the formal week."
16 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato), by Borch (2 minutes and 40
seconds), until — T: "I'm going after that."
17 — "Love Theme" (For general use), by Lee (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Alone in her room."
18 — " Hindoo Hop " (A fox trot oddity), by Levy (2 minutes and SO
seconds), until — T: " Lotta's quiet little party."
19 — "A La Paree " (Bright one-step), by Verdin (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "One-half hour has wrought."
20 — " Dramatic Recitative " (For heavy dramatic scenes), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: "Now suppose you tell your."
21 — Theme FF (2 minutes and SO seconds), until — T: " Young man, you
must marry."
"ALL TAX FREE MUSIC IN REALART CUES."
THE END.
" OUTLAWED "
Specially Selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.).
Theme: " Ailagietto " (from Symphonette Suite), Berg;
1 — Theme (50 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
Note: With ad. lih. railroad effects.
2 — " May Dreams," by Borch (and con moto), (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " So Far Love and Romance."
Note uitli ad. lih. railroad effects.
3 — Galop No. 7, by Minot (to action on pp or ff), (two minutes and 20
seconds), until — S: Hat flies out of train window.
4 — " Hurry," by Minot (for pursuit and races), (I minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "Little Lady, I Didn't Mean."
5 — "Theme," (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "You Took a Snapshot.
6— " Serenade Romantique," by Borch (and. con moto) (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "The Benton Ranch."
7 — "Turbulence," by Borch (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:
" Sierre Madre Had Often."
8. — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "'Just What the Message That."
9 — "Perpetual Motion," by Borch (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Men, We're in Luck There."
10 — " Dramatic Conflict," by Levy (to action pp or fF), (2 minutes and
10 seconds), until — T: "Daddy I Couldn't Help."
11 — " Conspirators," by Santos (sinister misterioso), (55 seconds), until
— T: "Didn't You Drop This."
12 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until T: "As the Days Pass
Barbara."
Dramatic
Suspense,"
— S13 :— "Sheriff
Arrests
Fleming. by Winkler (3 minutes and SO seconds), until
14 — Continue ff (45 seconds), until — S: "Sheriff Reading Telegram."
15 — " Phantom Visions," by Stevenson (skeleton characteristic), (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "When the Nightbird's Call."
16 — "Sinister Theme," by Veely (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
" Well, Mr. Benton By This."
17 — Continue pp, (1 minute), until — T: "Good-Night."
18 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (to action pp or ff), (7 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "The Trap is Set."
19 — Dramatic Agitate," by Simons (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T:
" It's Only a Scratch."
20 — "Agitate." by Minot (for scenes of tumult), (6 minute), until — T:
" The Only Chance."
21 — Theme (35 seconds), until— T: "Don't Worry, Bob, You Have."
UNTIL THE END.

TheNewEraOrgan
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" HONOR BOUND "
(Universal)
Specially
se'.ected
compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speedandlimit
of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Queen of My Heart" (Sentimental ballad). Baron
1 — Theme (50 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Dramatic Recitative" (for heavy dramatic scenes), by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T; "To the outer world."
3 — Continue
pp (50 seconds), until — S: Close up of newspaper clipping
4 — " Because You Say Good-Bye," by Levy (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
until — T: "That afternoon."
5 — Recuerdos " (Mexican Caprice),
until — T: "Time and environment." by Santos (1 minute and 40 seconds)
6 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 15 seconds), until
T: "While Jim Strong when."
8 — " Japoloma " (Modern fox trot), by Sanders & Carlo (40 seconds),
until — T : " In this mind of lust."
9 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
until — T: " I want to speak to you."
10 — "Evening Breeze" (characteristic Allegretto), by Langey (4 mindays merged into."
30 seconds),
utes andMoorish
Rose until
(fox— T:trot),"Listless
by Barondays
(2 minutes
merged and
into.' 50 seconds),
~ •: " Soft strains of music."
until—
T
12 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds) until — T : " I think it's time
13 — "Twilight Reverie" (Andante Dramatic), by Berge (1 minute and
until — T: "Tropic night, silent and."
45 1^seconds),
— "Dramatic
Agitato" (for general use), by Hough (3 minutes and
for
us.'
10 15seconds),
until —Tension"
S: Native girl enters Jim's room.
— "Dramatic
(for general use), by Levy (3 minutes and 30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"I think you might at least."
16 — " Dramatic Agitato,"
by Simon (S minutes
— T: "The day brought NOTE:
to Billy."FF during fight. and 10 seconds), until
17 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "In honor bound."
18 — "Appassionato," by Borch (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T:
No matter how many faults."
19 — " Roses That Die Bloom Again," by Levy (5 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: "When we (Melodious
in our helplessness."
Caprice), by Varley (1 minute and 50
20 — " Capricietta "
seconds), until — T: ' Travelling THE
arm inEND
arm."

MOVIE-MUSIC
The Official
"Theme" Music

FREE

For

the

Otis

Skinner

by Herschel Meniere
andGuido Dipro
NO

TAX!
This picture is the sensation of the hour
and the miracle of the theatre's art!

Send

for

a

Free

Orchestration

I

Orchestra Leaders!
Send also for the "Waltz" that all America is humming!

''DONT

YOU
REMEMBER
by W. R. Williams
You can use it in a dozen different ways.
It's a little beauty and beautifully arreuiged.
New

Fall B and O Catalog READY— Also FREE

TIME?"
HE Chicago
T"The
Send all mail to WILL ROSSITER,
71 W. Randolph
St. ^'licago. Publisher"
111.

This organ has in truth made possible a new era
of music for the medium and smeiller sized theatre
of quality.
Every owner is a satisfied owner.
[Write for Literature)

WARSAW,
MARR
& COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.
Al=o Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organs for the Larger Sized Theatres.

N. Y.
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{Continued from page 300)
dering if the fact that so many theatres are installing
organs would suggest an unexplored avenue to many
excellent organists who have contented themselves with
giving desultory recitals in churches.
I feel, of course, that the biggest thing about the
movement is the absolute psychological need for music
in motion
The being
best talent
thors andpicture
artists houses.
is gradually
drawnamong
into authe
service of the movies. The talent, to find its complete
expression, is bound to demand the best there is in
music or there has got to be something to take the
place of the human voice — and even from a purely
commercial aspect it behooves the enterprising musician to assemble
his proposition
forces and and
say, I" Here,
I've what
been
Studying
up on this
know just
need."is of course a deep seated aversion among
youThere
managers
to pleasantly
anything "sugar
high coated.
brow," but
difficulty can be
IndeedthatI have
found from my newspaper experience that men really
prefer a woman with brains providing she is willing
to powder her nose and fluflf up her hair a bit. And
it is the same with art.
I shall be glad to receive any further communications concerning the proposed conference, will make
any investigation you might desire and will use any
propaganda that I can in our paper. — ^Josephine Van
Degrift — The Beacon Journal, Akron, Ohio.
My l3ear Mr. Isaacson :
I am heartily in accord with your idea of making
the moving
tions as well.picture house a center for music distribuIf the musical accoriipaniments, which now are -generally only an annoyance., can be made to really fit
the picture and chosen from the best sources, the result should certainly be an artistic whole, and r-o
dc^ubt
better class
of peoyie
might that
be attracted
to thesethetheatres.
Personally
I believe
if even
in small centers and raw new towns, such as some of
our western cities could be given a gradual diet of
some better class singer or cellist or fiddler, even —
that eventua'ly
we might
music on
public
that
would
support the
artists create
when aputting
concerts
and recitals of the legitimate kind.
I am wondering if the small town movie house
couldn't
madea chance.
the place Must
of giving
local talent,haviof
the betterbe art,
we necessarily
the Galli-Curcis for consumption at once? Where
then is the smaller talent ever going to get its opportunity? Irather hope the conference may take that
up favorably
and inlend
helpingdecisions
hand toas the
gling lesser —ones
theira final
to strugwhom
theySincerely
shall have
as
"
attraction
"
for
their
movies.
wish I might attend the conference; it
would be very interesting, but away oflf out here one
attends nothing very interesting but just tries to keep
up with the everlasting H. C. of L.
Your work for music is wonderful and I follow it
all with the greatest of interest. Sorry you were not
operating the free concerts when I was a " Manhattanite."
to your
continuous.
I'll
be .Here's
interested
alwayssuccess,
in theselong
goodandmovements.
— Louise
Valdora Kelly, Academy School of Music, Great Falls,
Mont.
Making Special Organ
Attachments
• <"^T'0, those are not coffin cases, for,
believe you me, they're just plumb
full of action."
So William Wood, organ specialist who
cares daily for the five huge unit organs
in each of the Portland theatres operated
under the banner of Jensen and Von Herberg, stoutly defended his youngest " cheild." William, or " Billie " as he is more
generally known, is sometimes described
as the organ nursemaid, for it is his duty
to see that each of these five organs, constantly in use 12 hours a day, is at all
times in perfect order. And not having

William Wood, organ specialist for the Jensen
Von-Herbcrg theatres at work in his shop

organ because the nearest imitation of the
harp possible to attain with an organ connection isto be obtained through their flat,
wooden keys. Electrical connection readily may be made by elaborate wiring so
that certain pressure of the organ keys will
play the instrument at the same time notes
from the pipe organ proper are sounding.
Very minute magnetic wiring is necessitated because of the 1,500 yards which
are used on this comparatively small attachment. Mr. Wood found a large size
darning needle the proper tool to use in
boring some of the wee chambers for the
magnetic wiring.

Four sizes of hard rubber balls, " the
kind little girls play jacks with," as Mr.
enough regular work to keep him busy, Wood identifies them, will play this instrument, one ball for every note. The
William set about to build a pipe organ atballs
vary
in
size, as the higher notes natutachment which in Chicago " F. O. B." to
rally call for a smaller, more delicate
Portland, Ore., would cost in the neighborhood of $1,500. But his latest charge, touch. The electrical connection will cause
these balls to fall on the instrument as the
over which he has toiled constantly —
sometimes 18 hours out of the 24 — will organist touches the keys.
represent less than $800.
To build organ and organ attachments
Mr. Wood has just completed a ma- one must qualify to be a first class dressmaker. Therefore Mr. Wood, already rerimba-xylophone attachment. It repreferred to as organ nursemaid, purchased
sents four octaves with 49 notes and the
accompanying sharps and flats and is four skins of " Alam-Lamb " sheepskin
equipped with a reiterator that makes pos- and carefully cut out the 49 sockets for
sible asecond manner of playing each note. the 49 keys. Each socket is as nice and
To be properly impressed one must see particular a piece of dressmaking as any
the two coffin-appearing cases which in- fastidiotis woman could demand, for edges
close the notes and the sharps and flats are all carefully turned in, with no seams
and one must be told of the 1,500 yards of showing and with a perfect fit obtained in
magnet wire, the four dozen hard rubber each of the 49 cases. Inside of the key
" toss " balls, the four sheepskins and the cases even more discriminating work was
12 fishskins that are neatly fitted about done by Mr. Wood, who fitted each of the
each key. One cannot fail to be impressed valves with fish zephyr, which he declares
by this knowledge, but to the uninitiated is nothing else than nicely cured fishskin.
musician one may still remain hopelessly Incidentally one of the gravest problems
Mr. Wood faces in keeping the Jensen and
ignorant of what it is all about.
Von
Herberg organs perfect is making
" Them things with pipes underneath
is one description that has been given of a this zephyr a little less appetizing to mice
marimba-xylophone which real musicians patrons of the theatres. A part of every
will tell you is only a glorified xylophone organ equipment, he contends, is a mouse
with longer and larger metal pipes giving trap well baited with cheese.
greater resonance and beauty of sound. It
Three weeks of " extra time " have been
is used in connection with unit orchestral put in by Mr. Wood.
Dviring the latter

G. Schirmer's
GALAXY
?nd MISCELLANY
The Two Famous Series
For Orchestra
Found on Every Cue Sheet
ABOUT SPECIAL

PRICE

OFFERS

G. SCHIRMER
3 E. 43rd St.
New York

This is the combination marimba and xylophone aitachnient for an electric organ built by
William Wood
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MANAGER OR OPERATOR. Want3 position.
Have had flre years experience as manager and
operator and am employed at present. But want to
change. Will consider leasing or handling house In
small
on per cent.
H. A. Garrett, c/o Liberty
Theatre.townClarendon,
Arkansas.
YOUNG MAN. intelligent, willing, of good habits
and a hard worker wishes position assistant director.
Experienced.
Box 790, Motion Picture News, New
York City.
PIANISTS-ORGANISTS: — Music publisher closing
out stock will send Postpaid 12 Copies assorted high
class
sheet New
musicYorkforCity.
One Dollar. GORDON, 1931
Broadway,
WANTED— PIANISTS AND OKG4NISTS, with picture experience: good salarv steady poaUlons
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. »14
Mall.jrs Building, Cblcagro.
FOR SALE — Elf-ctric Player Cremona Piano, with
mandolin and pipes attachment; good as new. Liberty theatre, Fosston, Minn.
WANT TO LEASE a theatre equipped. Anywhere
in U. S. or Canada. Wm. R. Pattie, Frankfort, Ky.
FOR SALE: G. E. Compensarc. nearly new. Hundreds of slightly used photos, slides and cuts on leading plays.
Cheap. Atlanta Motion Picture Co.,
Atlanta,
Missouri.
FOR SALE — Beautiful picture set, in excellent
condition, now at the Dyckman theatre, 207th
Street & Sherman Ave. Apply B. S. Moss, 7th floor.
Palace Theatre Building. Bryant 9200.

Making Special Organ
Attaciiments
(^Continued from page 303)
part of the time he was assisted by J.
Green. Their workshop has been one of
the small dressing rooms of the Liberty
theatre, although the apparatus overcrowds out into the hall and the xylophone
itself remained in aloof dignity of an entirely separate dressing room. The marimba-xylophone, itself, was not built by
Mr. Wood, who has confined his work to
the electrical attachment with which its
connection to the big organ may be made
possible. The instrument was purchased
at the cost of $375, which amounts to just
about half of the entire cost of the product when ready for the super-organ.
Many self-made instruments are to be
noted in the dressing-room-work-shop, all
of them designed primarily to save time.
A sand paper polisher, crudely made of
wooden spools to which a small motor
may be attached, has been one of the great
time savers. " We use that polisher for
everything — even for manicures," Mr.
Wood solemnly asserts. The same motor
used for the sand paper machine is sometimes attached to " just a common garden
variety ments"in that
drillcapacity.
and has saved many moStill Another
Ascher
House Opens

PerfeA Xlght Control
At the wilt of the Operator
amperage can rcadilv be
THE
regulated to light or aark
pidures as easily as turning gas
up or down.
At the same time, the voltage
lowers and raises automatiially in
proportion
of the arc to the changing length
The Transvetter insures a perfed
arc, a steady, bright, white light and
more
withoutaidstic
waste ofprojedion
current. of pidures

ASCHER
theatre BROTHERS'
was formally Portage
opened Park
last
Saturday evening. With a seating capacity of 2,500 the Portage Park takes its
place as the largest theatre on the northwest side of Chicago, and it was taxed to
capacity at its premier performance. Jack
Pickford in " Just Out of College " was
the opening feature.
In keeping with the chain of representative theatres now operated by this well
known organization, the newest link conforms in every way to the high standard
set by Ascher Brothers.
Erected at a cost in excess of $500,000,
the new structure is one of the finest and
best equipped photoplay theatre buildings

You can make a pfrfeS Jis'
solve with tvo-arc Lrann/erter

TRY

TheHertnerEleaHc & Mfg. Co.
1900 NVett lt4<hS«.,CI*veknd,0.

por5.inw.aod
25^40 W. Lamps
FOR

THE

Picture

in the country. Besides the theatre, the
building contains eight stores, thirty-four
apartments and a beautiful ball room immediately above the lobby and foyers.
The large entrance lobby has the walL
finished in marble and paneling in artistic
eft'ects, the arched ceiling in white and
cream blends in harmony. The decorative scheme of the amphitheatre is blue
and salmon trimmed in gold. The seatwhich are all located on the main floor,
are spacious and designed to assure the
comfort of the patrons. An innovation in
motion picture theatres is the placing of
loges in the rear of the orchestra floor.
Concealed throughout the entire auditorium are thousands of Hght bulbs of all
hues. These lights are controlled by a
mammoth remote switchboard. Innovations have been installed in the lighting
system which will permit, through the use
of an automatic dimmer, soft or brilliant
colored lighting effects, which are so used
as to synchronize with moonlight, water,
and other scenes, as the subject is unfolded on the screen.
Special attention was given to the question of ventilation and careful survey was
made of the several systems in vogue before the acceptance and installation of the
washed air system in use in this theatre.
Great fans drive the air through water,
purifying it before it is delivered into the
auditorium. The temperature of the
washed air is regulated to fit the season,
by passing over heated coils in the winter
and iced coils in the summer months. For
every person in the theatre, thirty cubic
feet of purified tempered air will be supplied every minute.
Joe Koppel, one of the ablest and most
popular theatre men in Chicago, is house
manager and George Koehler and his famous orchestra, formerly associated with
D. W. Griffith, will furnish the music for
the pictures and will also render overtures
from jazz to grand opera. The latest type
of Moeller pipe organ has been installed
to supplement the special orchestra which
will interpret the picture plays.
Rest rooms have been provided with
every convenience and an attendant in
charge to look after the comfort of the
patrons.
HOODS

FOR SIGNS, STAGE OR CANOPY LIGHTS
They Cover the Bulb and Show Brilliant Lotting Color*
Have Every Advantage
Save Your Dipping
Dollars in Lamp Renewal*
No —Bothersome
Easily Put On or Taken Off
REYNOLDS
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.
BETTER

News

Hoods slip over
the bulb

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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to concentrate earnestly on the proposition
to make Rothacker Prints and Rot hacker
Service

100%

Our

quality and

mind

is

100%

constructive.

filled

with

gratitude and appreciation for the
courtesies from trade and press which make
our business life pleasant and profitable.
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We
joyously
contemplate
Year with its rich possibilities.
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reasons-see them.

Eslablishcd 1<>10

607

Pages

in

the

Lead!

^ The totals are in — and Motion Picture News
flashes across the Nineteen Twenty finish line
with a lead in advertising over its nearest competitor of 607 pages.
^ alone!
Forty-two more pages in the last issue of the year
^ An average of 11'^ pages each week.
^ Convincing proof of the leadership of Motion
Picture News in the field. Proof paid for by
advertisers who value their dollars.
The

^OL.

XXm

No. 2

News

Alone

Covers
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Field

Entered as .Second Class Matter,
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Booking

you

Brains

HEN
you
Paramount

book
a
Picture

are booking

a staff of

advertisers,

publicity

ex-

perts, artists and exploitation men, to prepare
your

advertising

publicity and
show over.
A

put

staff that

in the

world

no

—

more

your

theatre

could

to hire — you
nothing!
And

and

afford

get

than

for

that —

you're getting the right to use
a trade-mark that has already
cost over a million dollars — and
is worth it, to you!
% FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
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The
Lovable

Picture

Same
Rookie !

D EMEMBER "23 K Hours
Leave"?
That was the
story
of the rookies' last day
in America.

Here's the companion piece
— this one shows you the
rookie on the first day after
he gets back I
And it's the same rookie —
Douglas
— just
funny and MacLean
likeable and
peppyas
as before.
And the same girl who won
everybody's heart — Doris
May — is in this too.
By Archer McMac^in
Directed by Jack Nebon
Photographed by Bert Cann
A Thomas H. Ince Production

Ihomas'K.Ince
presents,
AN

DOUGLAt)

m

'ooKie's

Return

CC Cparatnount

Qidure

New

January

A

31)

i , 1921

Smashing

Hit!

itHpHE
Testing
is proving
the truth
A
of what
we Block"
said about
it in advance
—
that it is the greatest picture Hart ever made.
It started out by breaking all records at the
Rivoli, New York. And all over the country
critics, public, and exhibitors are raving
about it.
It's got more thrills, more human interest,
more heart appeal and more dramatic punch
than all the others put together.

WaUam

S.

Hart

a

in
Q>aramount
"The
Testing
Block"
By William S. Hart. Adapted and directed by
Lambert Hillyer
Photographed by Joe August, A.S.C.
A

William

S. Hart

Production

I FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASrar CORPORATION
X ADOLPH ZtlKDR Prvs JESSK L.LASKY Prys. CECIL B DE MOLE DmcSirJtMrvt

Q>icture

I

PHOTOGRAPHED

WRITTEN AND
DIRECTED BY
FRANCES MARION

BY

CHARLES ROSHER AND
HENRY CRONJAGER^

Jfew ProductionRY
MA

RD'
% PI
be released
January
Mntfi S
CKFO

"THE
LOVE
LIGHT"
^ Picture that will carrij to your screen all tde beauty,
charm and. ait that have madQ Mary Pickford the most
beloved girl in the world.
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MAI5Y PICKFORD - CHARLIE CHAPLIN - DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS - D W. GRIFFITH
HIRAM AbRAMS, PRESIDENT

If
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picture

Zorro'

to

Schench

Marcus

Loew

do
of

Mr.

the

Offices

<^r. Hiram Abrams, Pres,
United Artists Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, Hew York
Dear

if,

City.

Abrams;1 have

just

returned

to my

office

from a screening of Douglas Fairbanks^ new
picture "The Mark of Zorro", and I cannot
refrain from telling you that I think it is
really the most wonderful picture he has made.

that we have
X our theatres

We believe the picture is so big
decided to play this feature in
a full week instead of our usual.

Impolicy which has always
j Vfchree or four days.

"Mark

of Zorro"

been

to play

It took a picture
to do it.
Best

wishes

like
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AT
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OF

THE

MARCUS

THE

USUAL

newest

From
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the

Johnston

the
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Yours

A

everything

regards.

very

truly.
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Capfstrdno''bi
Curse
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FREDoi? NIBLO
Directed
.
CulleyWeekly"
Mc Story
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by

BOSWORTH

HOBART

Thousand

To

One

Directed

by R.V Lee

Personally

supervised

J.PARKER
READ
JR.

In his newest Associated Producers picture,

J. Parker Read, Jr., has achieved, in "A
Thousand to One," starring Hobart Bosworth,
a melodrama that is different. Though
much of the action transpires in a Western

this young producer demonstrates that
the message of the clean, upstanding story
of

bad man, black curses of the "Western
ible.

GEORGE

READ

LOANE

TUCKER

JR. - MACK
- MAURICE

SENNETT

.. ■• ;

- MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

Associated
HOME OFFICES:

moral

coward

who

conquered an

evil self may be told on the screen without a foot of hokum or a breath of
bombast.

setting, neither a six-shooter nor a two-gun

J.PARKER

a

- THOMAS

NEILAN- ALLAN
H.INCE

Producers

DWAN

- C GARDNER

SULLIVAN

Inc.

729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY
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Ama'ican Melodrama Ever Screened
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Motion

One

bi^ I'-aij^K every

Picture

weelc

You want good comedies but you want more
than one — you want fifty-two — for every
week in the year. That's taking comedy worries
really off your mind. And you can do this by
booking CENTURY COMEDIES— because
they're made right where the screen's best
features are made — where talent and ideas and
equipment and unusual sets are always available.
There's nothing cheap in the looks ofa
CENTURY COMEDY and the fun is as fresh
as the next minute. Don't worry about your
comedies — lean on CENTURY.
CURRENT

''Happy

RELEASE

Daze''

UNIVERSAL

News

January
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and

nT*!
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Good

WEEKLY
A

FEATURE

that you

can count

on will be the heart and soul of Universal's
policy for the year 1921.

A good picture every week for fifty-two straight
weeks — a great big slice of your schedule off
your mind for a whole year.
And no worry. A production every week in the
year that will average higher than any other
brand of pictures on the market. Made by a
company with bigger assets in past performances, picture-making knowledge and equipment than any other concern in the world.
Sold you at a price that will net you more
anything else you can buy.
Fifty-two good pictures a year.
that's enough.

than

That's all and

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS
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St.arring
DOROTHY
PHILLIPS

tote"
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-fbeao

When vou
you book this pictui
pictui?.?. set
get the assistance of your
Universal-Jewel Exchange in arranging for the services
of a singer to render vocal accompaniment during your
showing. Follow^ the plan of Ascher Brothers of Chicago
as given in your Moving Picture Weekly, Issue of
December 11th.
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for a single week, but for every week in the year.
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else but
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Audiences don't like any old kind of a scenic, but
all audiences like Educational Scenics. Audiences
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like any old kind of a comedy, but all audiences do like Educational Comedies — and so on
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IKEALART

STAR
.,. Wsncb
Lach Starting
Miles Minter,
Hiwlcy,OneBcbcoF (heUanicUl ultowingor JunineMayjohnuonc

(Exhibitors' Trade Review, Dec. I UK)
"The New York Idea" is one of
the best comedies of marriage and
divorce on the screen, and is one of
Alice Brady's best photoplays. She
seems better than ever before, at
moments, and the comhinalion of an
excellent storu, an excetitional cast and
splendid direction makes

(Exhibitors' Herald, Dec. 25th)

this feature

loom up as an excellent box-office
attraction.

'•'Oh Lady, Lady" (Realart) is an adaptation of the stage success and by reason
of the catch}) dialosue, beautiful sets,
effective lishtins and practically an all-star
cast in support of the star. Bebe Daniels,
makes

There

splendid entertainment.

you have it again! — "the combination
an exceptional cast,

of an excellent story,

splendid direction,
catchy

dialogue,
beautiful sets,

distinguishes every

which
The

REALART

your

patrons

Sign one

REALART

STAR

entertainment

Realart
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effe
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ucti
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gives your theatre and

insurance for a whole

year!

TODAY!
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Akron — Orpheum
Allentown, Pa. — Hippodrome
Atlantic City — Bijou
Baltimore, Md. — Blue Mouse
Boston — Park, (Lowry)
Boston — Fenway
Boston — St. James
Boston — Broadway
Buffalo — Shea's Hippodrome
Buffalo — Shea's Court
Camden — Grand
Canton — Strand
Chicago — Ziegfeld's Theatre
Chicago — Lubliner & Trinz Circuit
Cincinnati — Ike Libson's Strand
Cleveland — Strand
Cleveland — Metropolitan
Clinton, Iowa — Strand Theatre
Columbus — Grand Theatre
Chester, Pa. — Washington Theatre
Des Moines — Abe Blank's Garden
Dorchester — Codman Stquare
Elizabeth— Capital
Fort Wayne — Jefferson Theatre
Hamilton, O. — Palace
Hartford— Strand
Harrisburg — Regent
Holyoke, Mass. — Strand
Indianapolis
Olsen's Alhambra
Theatre —
Joplin — Electric Theatre
KansasTheatre
City — Sam Harding's Liberty
Lancaster — Hamilton
Lexington, Ky. — Strand
Lima — Lyric
Little Rock — Saul Harris Theatre

for

that
the

some

Woman"

looking

The

of the Theatres
has

been

played —

who

run

these

immediately

strongest

kind

25 West

45th

Theatres

upon

release

of advice.

Los Angeles — Symphony
Louisville, Ky.. — Majestic
Lowell — Strand
Marionette — Cozy Theatre
Milwaukee — Alhambra Theatre
Muncie — Strand
New York — Strand (Moe Mark)
New York— Proctor's 58th Street
New York — New Atlantic Gardens
New York — Grand Opera House
New York — Moss Coliseum
New York— Proctor's 125th Street
Newark — Newark
Oklahoma City — Coopers Theatre
Omaha — Brandeis Theatre
Oshkosh — Rex
Ottowa, 111. — Orpheum
Paterson — Lyric
Perth Amboy — Strand
Philadelphia — Comerford Circuit
Philadelphia — Palace (Mastbaum)
Philadelphia — Franklin
Philadelphia — Mammoth
Philadelphia — Colonial
Philadelphia — Locust
Philadelphia — Broadway
Philadelphia — 25 neighborhood houses
Plainfield— Plainfield
Portland, Me. — Empire
Providence — Strand (Williams)
Racine — Princess
Reading, Pa. — Colonial
Roanoke, Va. — Rialto
Seattle — Clemmers' Theatre
Sioux City— Plaza Theatre
Spokane — Clemmers' Theatre

Associated

in which

advice?

the men

picture

the

information?

Springfield, Mass — Capitol
Springfield — Electric Theatre
Springfield, O. — Princess
St. Joseph — Electric Theatre
St. Louis — Grand Florissant
St. Louis — Juanita Theatre
St. Louis — Novelty
St. Louis— Moffett
St. Louis — Lafayette
St. Louis — Lowell
St. Louis — Arco
St. Louis — Lindell
St. Louis — Shenandoah
(All Owned
by Famous Players)
Missouri Corporation
St. Louis — Columbia
St. Louis — Webster
St. Louis — Star
St. Louis — Casino
St. Louis — Majestic
St. Louis — Marquette
St. Louis — Congress
St. Louis— The Kings
St. Louis
— Gravois
Zorn)
St. Louis — Mikado
Toledo — Temple Theatre (Eddie
Trenton — State Street Theatre
Washington,
D. C. — Metropolitan
Theatre (Harry Crandall)
Washington, D. C. — Knickerbocker
Washington, D. C. — Savoy
Washington, D. C. — Apollo
Washington, D. C. — Avenue Grand
Washington, D. C— York
Wilmington, Del — Savoy
Youngstown — Liberty (Deible)
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STARVING

CHILDREN
THE

HON.

FRANKLIN

K.

LANE

Proven Friend of the
Motion Picture Industry, Is
TREASURER

OF THE

HOOVER

MOVEMENT

From

the fullness of his knowledge, resulting from important service abroad during the late World War, Mr.
Hoover is passing on to the American public the grave
necessity of stretching out a helping hand to innocent
sufferers from the Holocaust of Hate.
He pleads in the name of charity first. Three million, five
hundred lives will be snulf ed out before another harvest is
garnered
life!

unless aid is rushed.

Ten

Dollars will save a

The movement is of almost equal importance because of
its relation to international affairs. Starving millions on
one side of the Atlantic mean disordered millions on the
other.
Think

THIS

of this as a charity of necessity!
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MOTION

DAY

PICTUI^E
NINE

BIG

WELFARE

ORGANIZATIONS

Covering Every Community
WILL

HEARTILY

in the Country

CO-OPERATE

The American Relief Administration, the American Red Cross, the
American Friends* Service Committee, the Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee, the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
the Knights of Columbus, the Young Men's Christian Association, the
Young Women's Christian Association, and the Literary Digest Appeal
have been enlisted in the tremendous drive for funds which is to be
made on Motion Picture Day.
These organizations will work out the details for the work of mercy
in conjunction with each and every motion picture man who gets in
touch with them.
There will be speakers of prominence to help arouse interest. There
will be a general plan of operation suggested in Motion Picture Trade
Papers later. Any plan which may be devised to collect plenty of
money will be considered a good plan.
There are 250,000 Lives to Save. There Must Be Ten Dollars fot
Every Life. Our Goal Is Two Million, Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars.

THIS
REAP

MESSAGE
-THEN

CALLS
SICAf

FOR
OM

THE

ACTION
DOTTED

—
L§NE!

THIS

BIG

DEMANDS

PilOJECT

YOUR

SERIOUS

ATTENTION

The Motion Picture Industry is essentially "of the
people" — or of the masses. Figuring only in the
most practical and sordid way, it would be good
business for the motion picture industry to spend
Ten Dollars to save the life of any child. The per
capita expenditure for motion pictures these days is
a lot higher than Ten Dollars in seventy years, the
normal lifetime.

"THE INVISIBLE GUEST"
is an interesting, entertaining, and highly
convincing tabloid feature (150 feet in
length), which has been prepared for use
in motion picture theatres to tell the
Starving Children story to the public.
Prints are available through the various
distributing companies for the territories
designated:
DIVISION OF
COMPANY
DISTRIBUTION
SELECT
Boston, Indianapolis,
Charlotte
PARAMOUNT
New York, Des Moines,
Atlanta
City
. Albany, Kansas City,
ROBERTSON-COLE
Milwaukee
aty
UNIVERSAL
Los Angeles, Oklahoma

In a higher plane, what industry owes more to the
people — and to the children? It's the genuine hearttug between motion pictures and the people that has
resulted in the tremendous development of our
business. We're the people's dearest friend — it's
their right to come to us for help.
And from still another angle — and you motion picture folks everywhere ought to give this a lot of
thought: — The time is at hand when the motion
picture industry ought to welcome any opportunity
to prove its tremendous strength, either for public
welfare or for its own protection.
(Signed)

WILLIAM A. BRADY,
President, N. A. M. P. I.

GOLDWYN
VITAGRAPH

Detroit, Omaha, Denver
Buffalo, Dallas, Salt Lake

PATHE

Pittsburgh, San Franrisco, Portland
Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati, New Haven
Cleveland, Seattle
Chicago, Minneapolis,
New Orleans

METRO
FOX
REALART
FIRST NATIONAL

Emergency Prints at the Following Cities:—
Butte, Spokane, Wichita, Sioux Falls, Fort Smith,
Memphis — from the Universal Film Mfg. Co.

We're with you in the drive for the Starving
Children of Europe and the honor of our industry.
Count on us for full support.

Get a Print Now and Run It at Every
Show From Now Until January 26.

(Owner or Manager) ,
(Theatre)

HERE'S

THE

DOTTED

(Address) .

Si^n

Mail this coupon to
Hoover Relief Motion Picture Division
West 49th Street, New York City
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DIRECTED
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PHOTOGRAPHED
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FROTHINGHAM

PRODUCTIONS
4341

Melrose

Hollywood,

Avenue

California

We

Thanh

Sun

Films

Corp.

R. D.

Film v-iorp.
DaUas, Oklali oma
Little Rock

Los Angeles, San Francisco
Seattle
All-Star

Middle

Feature Distributors, Inc.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Rot mson

^

Walker

Doll

West

Film Amusement LiO.
Liincmnati, Okie

Van

Film

Amusement Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Seattle, ^^Vask.
■

Greater

Productions, Inc.
Des Moines,

United

W.
la.

Film Service

■

I. Film S ervice
Indianapolis, Ind.

McDermond
St. Louis, Mo.

Empire
Merit

Co.

Film
Films

Co.,

Exkikitors

Inc., Detroit,

Film

Pearce

Films

Merit

Film

Savmi

Films

Soutkeastem

Tkeatre

-

Ckicago,

Rick ards and Flynn,

-

Co., Kansas

City

Film

-

City

Orleans

Co., Pittskurgk,
-

Salt Lake

Mick.
City

New

Amusement

111.

Kansas

-

City

Pa.

- Atlanta

Co. - Atlanta

Wassman and Stepkens - Atlanta
Peerless Pictures, Inc., Boston, Mass.
S. T. Stepkens Film Dist. Co.
New Orleans, La.

Exkik itors Book ing Association
Salt Lake City

De Luxe

Federal Film Service

Feature

Film Co.

Wask

Pkiladelpkia, Pa.
Royal
Ludwig

Pictures, Inc.
Pkiladelpkia, Pa.

:
\

■

Pkotoplay

Alexander

Film Exckange
Minneapolis,

Boston

Mmn.

Film

ington, D. C,

Co.
Boston,

Corp.
New York

Mass.
City

ror a most prosperous year. We trust tkat unprecedented •
prosperity and success will attend your efforts during
tkis new year and tkat tke pictures you kave secured
from us will ke instrumental to tkis end.

Clark-Cornelius
Corporation
117 West Forty-sixtk Street, New York City
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PRODUCERS!

DISTRIBUTORS!

Picture

EXHIBITORS!

Certain self-appointed individuals and interests at Washington are threatening the existence of, the future, and the stability of the entire motion picture industry by means of
legislation to establish what is known as

"BLUE

SUNDAY"

To prove that the American people have no desire to eliminate happinesss and legitimate recreation for the one day in seven which is devoted to rest and peace — that the
American people have no desire to enter either a mental, spiritual or physical slavery at
^ny man's dictation — we must submit at once a written protest of American citizens who
will demand that they be not denied the privileges of the free air of God on the golf
course; neither will they be denied the Sunday newspapers and magazines on their own
veranda — nor shall any legislation be enacted which will deny them the privilege of
silently witnessing a screen production of the master authors or artists of the world.
No

legislation will ever enforce or impose
RELIGION

which

or BELIEF

must and does come

from the soul

Personal petition blanks for the forwarding

of protests of

16,000,000
law-abiding and respectable citizens to their Congressional representatives in Washington have been prepared and are ready for
YOU
without cost or expense to yourself in forwarding the protest of your patrons to Congress
assembled.
WRITE
WIRE
PHONE

FITZPATRICK
202
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THE
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Representatives

TODAY
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'HE rapture of first^^HE
disthe agonyofoffirstlove; rapture
illusion; the peace that
is bred of pain— all these
are blended in Betty
Compson's marvelous
performance of the
beautiful Blanche
Davis

in "Prisoners

of Love".

J

of J rt^
Gail-icrme^ienT'y
Verso-ri.a.Lly 'procLnae-d. i>y/
Tj- eci&d by
'J^eity i-rCortvhroir.

^isi-riLu-iecL hy

BETTY

CpMPSON

PRISONERS
OF
LOVE
PKRSONALLY
PHODLICED BY
BETTY
COMPSON
ARTHUR

ROSSON

GOLDVVYN

i a/hat w as the price
/ / Blanche Davis paid
for her gift of glorious
physical beauty.
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NEW
ENGLAND
STATES—
First Nat. Exhib. Circuit
Boston, Mass.
NEW YORK STATE and
NORTHERN NEW
JERSEY—
Merit
Film Corporation
New York City
COLORADO, NEW
MEXICO, UTAH,
WYOMING, IDAHO,
MONTANA, WASHINGTON and OREGON—
Supreme Photoplays Corp.
Denver, Colo.

CALIFORNIA, NEVADA and ARIZONA—
Consolidated Film Corp.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Consolidated Film Corp.
San Francisco, Cal.
NORTH and SOUTH
CAROLINA, GEORGIA, ALABAMA,
TENNESSEE
and
FLORIDA—
Savini Films. Inc.
Atlanta, Ga.
EASTERN MISSOURI
and SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS—Film Co.
Independent
St. Louis, Mo.

WESTERN VANIA
PENNSYLand WEST
VIRGINIA—
Apex
Pictures,Pa.Inc.
Pittsburgh,
ILLINOIS and INCelebrated
DIANA— Players Film
Corporation
Chicago, 111.
LOUISIANA and MISPearce
Films
SISSIPPI—
New Orleans, La.
OHIO
and
K E NWarner
Film
Attractions
TUCKY—
Cleveland, Ohio

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA and SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—
Royal Pictures, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
NORTHERN WISCONSIN, NORTH and
SOUTH
Merit Film DAKOTA—
Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.
TEXAS. ARKANSAS and
R. OKLAHOMA—
D. Lewis Film Co.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

For Foreign Rights
Apply Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago

SOUTHERN WISCONLudwig
Film Wis.
Exchange
Milwaukee,
STATE OF MICHIStrand Features, Inc.
Detroit,
SIN— Mich.
IOWA and NEBRASGAN— Productions Co.
Greater
Des Moines, Iowa.
WESTERN MISSOURI
Crescent
Film
and
KANSAS—
Kansas
City Corp.
KA—
DISTRICT
COLUMBIA,OFMARYLAND,
DELAWARE and VIRFederal Film Service
Washington, D. C.
GINIA—

GLAIRE ADAMS

^Bcnj. B.Hampton

from

9iroduaion,

the novel hi^

Hariy
Leon
Wilson
'^Wuh an Ml Star Cait mdudincy
Joseph

Dowling

" Niles

Welch

Claire Adam$ " Robert
Kim
'^)wcW^i^ Jack Conway 'Produced bif' Great Authors Pictures. //ic

A

Splendid

Story With

A

Superlative

Cast

Harry Leon Wilson's name is one that will attract many extra
admissions to your box'office. And no less strongly appealing
is the fact that this,— the greatest of all his sparkling comedies, —
is enacted by a superlative cast, — a cast that is more than capable
of doing it justice.

Joseph J. Dowling, the man who made "The Miracle Man"
famous, — Claire Adams, starred in many past Benj.B. Hampton
successes, — Robert McKim, "the best-loved villain on the
screen," — Niles Welch, voted by many the most popular juvenile
of the present day, — these stars are a real attraction for your
patrons.
DistrihuUd by
W.W: HODKINSON CORPOMnON
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
rA/'u PAJH£ £xhange,hic.

Benj. B. Hampton
DESERT GOU)

Productions Now Bding Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
THE SAGEBRUSHER
THE WESTERNERS
RIDERS OF THE DAWN
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FROM A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE NEAL HART
EXPEDITION INTO DEATH VALLEY— Los Angeles Times.
Neal

Hart's
Death

Party Braves Torrid Desolation
Valley to Film Desert Scenes

of

for "Danger Valley.'*
THEexpedition
Los Angeles
Times Valley.
has just printed a detailed account of Neal Hart's
into Death
'Of the thousands of motor trips made yearly there are never more than two
or three which stand out as unusual," says the Times. "The one trip of the
thousand was completed recently by a party of twelve motion picture actors,
actresses, cameramen and assistants. In two Cadillac touring cars this party of
adventurers worked from one end of Death Valley to the other, penetrating to
spots in this below-sea-level wilderness that have never before been reached."
The Times goes on to relate that the occasion for the trip was the making of
Neal
Hart's
great story,that"Danger
Valley,"
and motion
says, "This
wasnota
decisive
demonstration
everything
in the
picturee.xperience
business is
milk and honey.
"Forfoodtwelve
days these
women
livedattached
on the to
desert,
existing only
on the
and water
carriedmenin and
the two
trailers
the cars.
"No this
one wilderness
in the partyit knew
the roads
Death ofValley,
and upwhen
they struck
out into
was with
the oneof desire
shooting
all unusual
and
out-of-the-way locations across this one hundred and fifty miles of desolate
country.
"The
road knowledge,
the policy
looked
be the
bestlack
trailofresulted
in the partyandbecoming
lost offorfollowing
three days.whatAfter
work-to
ing back and forth over the hills and through the sinks they found themselves at the very spot they had left three days before. Fl
there they decided to travel by compass, and struck out on a straight line across the desert in the direction in which they hoped to fi f
town. Two days later they saw across the sagebrush a small settlement which meant they were back to civilization.
Four miles 1|
town one of the cars sputtered and died. Not a drop of gasoline in the tank!
"Neal Hart deserves credit for going into that hell hole and exposing himself to such hardships in order to get the real thin
pictures.

"When the party reached Los Angeles, covered with dust of Death Valley, they were surrounded by large crowds wherever
stopped."
"Danger
third picture
in the Neal Hart series of eight extraordinary outdoor pictures, and is scheduled for rel I
throughout
the Valley"
country isontheJanuary
1.
It is the only authentic Death Valley motion picture ever produced, and aside from its intensely dramatic storv value, will posl
an irresistible popular appeal on account of the curious dread and horror with which Death Valley has always been regarded by the pu
Exhibitors
fortunate
great tofilm.have "Danger Valley" on their list of forthcoming attractions should begin now paving the
on thisenough
business
for unusual
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C. F. Hancock, Lyric Theatre, Stuart, Flu.
" / have yet to lose money on any Associated First National franchise picture I have played. As for dratving
power and quality of prints they lead the field."
— THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
nherell

^Tense
EMOTIONAL

be

a Franchise

eyeryudi&as

!*'
— Exhibitor s Trade
Review
Moments

Dramatic

SITUATIONS

CONVINCING

" Presented by a clever aggregation of players, ' The
Truth About Husbands ' registers as an interesting film.
The emotional situations are convincingly developed, offering tense dramatic moments. The subject matter is
so skilfully handled that nothing offensive is screened.
" Anna Lehr's performance is remarkable for its
sincerity and tenderness and May McAvoy gives a well
balanced and appealing performance. The work of the
company as a whole is of high-grade quality. Beautiful
exteriors abound, including exquisite woodland and water
views, the interiors are well filmed and good lighting
prevails. Kenneth Webb has maintained unbroken continuity and the action moves smoothly throughout." —
Exhibitor's Trade Review.
A POWERFUL PICTURE
" ' The Truth About Husbands ' has a comparatively
recent theme. A strong situation is reached. The power

of it lies in a pure-minded wife's supreme confidence in
her husband. A good structure leads up to intense
moments, and it is beautified by exquisite settings. May
McAvoy is a talented young artist and enacts her part
with convincing fidelity. The big effect on a crowded
house at the Strand Theatre was that of acting at the
high
World.point of this entertaining drama." — Moving Picture
MISS McAVOY CHARMING
" A bit dififerent. Kenneth Webb has provided a thoroughly satisfactory production for the story and it runs
off smoothly. Your patrons are sure to enjoy charming
May McKvoy. "—Wids.
VERY INTERESTING
" A satiric flaying of the double moral code. A careful and expensive production coupled with good acting.
It will no doubt prove interesting. The cast is entirely
competent even to the bits." — Motion Picture News.

Speaking of Whitman Bennett's presentation
of
his
personally
supervised production

THE

TRUTH

—

HUSBANDS

Adapted from " The Profligate "
By Sir Arthur Wing Pinero
Directed by Kenneth
A

First National

Webb

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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P. J. Schlossman,
Schlossman Amusement

Picture

News

Co., Muskegon, Mich.

" / took out a franchise because I believe First National
can supply me with the best pictures as cheap or cheaper
than anyOTHER
other
system." — THAT'S ANREASON distributing
WHY
nherell

A

be a Franchise

everywhere

Picture

All

New

By

Mighty

That

York

Will

Astounded

Epic

Screen

of

ION
presenting the famous
POLA

Entire

City
Broadway

NEGRI

"Passion"
Jammed

and Traffic Held
Bent

That^s

another

reason

on

continental star

Seeing

Up

for

Mad

Blocks

by Throngs
the

Picture

why

ise

everywhere
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C R. Glenn, Queen Theatre, Hendersonville, N. C.
' The First National franchise is a clear, clean-cut proposition and one of the best buys « theatre can make.
4nd I know I am in a company that is not trying to
olace
a theatre
in the
town against me." — THAT^S
ilSOTHER
REASON
WHY
nherell

be a Franchise

maze

Held

In

Over

every iilb&^S

America

Another

Week

Capitol
Theatre's
By special request of the thousands
of New Yorkers who were unable to

First

Time

History

gain admission when sale of seats
were stopped daily because of crowds

Capitol

seating capacity

5,000

Daily showings
Daily capacity
Number
Total

of days played

capacity

. . .

5
25,000
14

350,000
(Thousands Turned Away)

orld's

First

Record

National

Special

Broken

Attraction
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John T. Gelgar, Gaiety Theatre Co., Bluff ton, Ind.
" We are highly pleased with our franchise, the standard
of production has been high, and best of all pleasing to
our patrons."— THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY
nh^rell

Keep

Your

b€> a Franchise

Eye

everywhere

On

This

Picture

While it is playing at the
New York Strand next week

We

think

It's

His

•
Best

Picture

So
We'll
And

Tell
What

You
the

How

It

Goes

Critics

Say

Arthur S. Kane presents

CHARLES
in

"Nineteen
His

Own

From

His

and

Picture
Own

Studio

By Frederick Stowers
Directed by Joseph De Grasse
A First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City

RA^

Phyllis

Motion

Kctore
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Opportunity

has, giveii
HOOVER
HERBERT
tion picture ' an
opportunity.
Hoover has bestowed on the screen
less privilege. Herbert Hoover has
he film industry to prove that it is, above

the moHerbert
a priceenabled
all, the

mouthpiece of the world's spirit and heart; and, inful friend to Herbert Hoover.
a
cidental y, grate
Elsewhere, in the advertising pages, exhibitors are
told of the plea of Herbert Hoover on behalf of Central Europe's starving children; of the steps that have
been taken and should be taken to answer that appeal.
It remains only for MOTION' PICTURE NEWS to lend
[ts warmest and most personal urging to exhibitors
to line up behind Herbert Hoover. We mean this;
nean it with every vestige of soul that can be put
into words. This is not the trite " has-to-be-done "
lote of approval.
It would be simple to play upon heart-strings with
m appeal on behalf of three million starving children; famished bodies, deadened souls. But, though
t seem like a descent to state the facts, the motion
Dicture has practical, almost sordid, reasons for reponding to these three million pleading voices.
I First, the screen found a valuable friend during
he last Administration in Herbert Hoover; and the
1Icreen will be fortunate to be able to enlist Herbert
'Hoover as an ally during the next four years.
Second, by its ability to show quick action and real
)ower in the response to such an appeal, the motion
)icture will register its strength with a force that
.ranks and bigots will not ignore.
ISI Third, Herbert Hoover has, with characteristic efiiciency, united all creeds and races behind its plea,
'o that, for once, the motion picture is able to answer
worthy appeal without fear of offending any who
upport.
The road is clear; the goal is right. Let it not be said
hat the motion picture has, at one and the same time,
urned a deaf ear to both an opportunity and a duty.
;

Good Pictures Never Worry
N independent producer who wants to make

A
/%

\

" specials " — and who seems well equipped —
comes to us in grief and anxiety over the first
run situation.

" How am I to get my pictures into these producer
ontrolled theatres?" he asked.
"And if not, how
an I succeed? "
Our reply was that if he made a picture better than
le one that pushed it out of first run representation —

1, 1921

No. II

and

Duty

then we'd rather be in his shoes than those of the
fellow who owned the theatre. In fact we wouldn't
accept such a financial risk — as the ownership of such
a theatre under such a policy — for any inducement.
If, we said, the one or more downtown houses of any
city, were bottled up as to their attractions in such a
way we believed we could go to the local bankers or
any set of good business men and get money for the
erection of a theatre to house the better pictures that
were kept out; and that proper advertising of the
facts to the public would put the new theatre on its
feet and knock the props out from under the others.
We furthermore asked him why he laid all stress
upon 2% of the picture theatres of the country as
against the other 98%; admitting the very large importance of the key city first run, and its effect upon
second run prices was it not vastly overrated by the
recent and desperate competition for its control; and
how about making pictures for the vast majority of
houses which all but make up the total number of
the country's theatres and which want good pictures
just as badly as any other -^^
theatre
-rif anywhere?
Where

We

Can

Teach

proNew York
nent was
promimate
of the
recently disthe legiti
ducers of most
cussing with the writer the fact that many of
on Broadway
successes
pronounced
the
" flopped " dismally when they opened.
We ventured the assertion that they were not
properly advertised. The truth of this is self evident.
The shows simply had to wait till the public discovered their attraction; the public was not told about
them — in the proper way.
We are better advertisers — in the picture field;
much better. Just the same, many a picture suflfers
from inadequate or improper advertising. In these
instances, and we have seen them right along, the
diflperence in the actual and possible gross must amount
to many thousands of dollars.
It is difficult to overestimate the importance of
advertising.
ONE

It seems to us at times that where a producerdistributor indicates strikingly his advertising skill
and facilities he could well afford to quit producing
and build his success upon his ability to put the other
fellow's picture over.
As for the exhibitor, does any one know of a

prominent one who isn't distinguished by his advertising ability?
WM. A. JOHNSTON
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Brady and Cohen Appoint Joint Committees
HE following statement was issued by William A. Brady, president of
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, and Sydney S.
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
At the end oftoa deal
week's
by problems
the various
appointed
by
both " organizations
withwork
all the
beforecommittees
the industry,
the leaders
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry and of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America feel greatly encouraged by the definite
progress that has been made.
" Joint Committees appointed by both organizations have been in frequent
session during the week following the first meeting of the representatives of
both bodies at the Claridge on December 14.
" All these committees — the Committee on Business Relations, the Committee
on Cooperation with Herbert Hoover, and the Committee on Legislation — have
reported satisfactory progress. A spirit of harmony and cooperation is in the
airCommittees
and is being
work Wm.
of the
of elevenreflected
appointedinbythe
President
A. committees."
Brady of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, and Sydney S. Cohen of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, to confer on matters pertaining to both organizations.
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry: William A. Brady, ex-officio ; P. L.
Waters, R. A. Rowland, E. J. Ludvigh, William Fox, William Wright, A. S. Kirkpatrick,
Gabriel L. Hess, Lewis Innerarity, R. H. Cochrane, J. D. Williams, C. C. Pettijohn — Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America ; Sydney S. Cohen, ex-ofificio ; G. G. S'-hmidt, A. W. Steflfes,
H. H.
Lustig, E.
T. Peter,
Julian Mogler.
Brylawski, C. L. O'Reilly, J. H. Rhodes, J. C. Ritter,
H.
B. Varner,
Joseph
Hopp,A. Joseph
Committee to act on Hoover Proposition: Oscar A. Price, chairman; William Fox, Carl
Laemmle, R. A. Rowland, C. C. Pettijohn, J. E. Brulatour, William Wright, J. R. Quirk, A.
S. Friend, H. M. Berman, Lewis Innerarity, Arthur James, Ralph Kohn. — Sydney S. Cohen,
chairman ; Leo Brecher, C. T. Sears, C. E. Whitehurst, L. Goldman, J. Evans, S. Bullock, S.
I. Berman, E. M. Fay.
Committee on Business Relations, Equitable Contracts and Advance Deposits: E. J. Ludvigh,
Lewis Innerarity, Gabriel L. Hess, C. C. Pettijohn, Ralph Kohn. — A. W. Steftes, J. Manheimer,
Joseph Hopp, E. M. Fay. Joseph Stern, L. J. Dittmar, E. T. Peters, Leo Brecher, Jos. Rhodes,
L. Goldman, John Evans.
^
,^
Committee on Legislation, Censorship, Sunday Opening and Taxation : R. A. Rowland, William Fox, William Wright, Gabriel L. Hess, R. H. Cochrane, J. D. Williams, C. C. Pettijohn,
Ralph
Kohn.S. —I.G.Berman,
G. Schmidt,H. M.Lustig,
Pouzzner,
L. O'Reilly,
A. J. Brylawski,
H. B. Verner, C.
Jos. Herman.
Joseph Mogler,
J. C. C.Ritter,
Sears,
T.
Sub-Committee
to Act onH. Hoover
Proposition
: Oscar A. Price, chairman ; C. C. Pettijohn,
William Wright, Lewis Innerarity, H. M. Herman, J. R. Quirk, Arthur James, Ralph Kohn. —
Sydney S. Cohen, chairman, C. E. Whitehurst, E. M. Fay, C. L. O'Reilly, S. I. Berman.
Censorship Threatened by
Mayor of Schenectady
Mayor George R. Lunn of Schenectady,
N. Y., in discussing a complaint which
some of the ministers of that city have
lately made against such pictures as " Up
in Mary's Attic," " Sex " and " Regeneration," was emphatic in declaring that unless some of the producers are more careful there will be what Mr. Lunn terms " a
real censorship." Mayor Lunn is firm in
his belief that many of the producers are
making a mistake in not endeavoring to
keep their product on a higher plane. A
committee was lately named in Schenectady for the purpose of censoring pictures
which are shown there on Sundays.

Mayflower to Do "Aphrodite" Early in 1921
ANNOUNCEMENT is made by General Manager John W. McKay of the
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation that
" Aphrodite " will be one of the early
super-features to be made by Mayflower
in 1921. Preparatory work is now under
way and negotiations for the leading
members of the cast in progress, declares
Mr. McKay. He also intimates that the
director selected for this picture is one
of the " cleverest men in the business."
To save time, the producing company
will be divided into three units, each one
working by itself but under the supervision of a director-in-chief.
It is of interest to note in connection
with the preceding cmnouncement that
the Nazimova production of " Aphrodite " has been postponed, the next vehicle scheduled for the Metro star being
"Camille,"
received fromaccording
the Coast.to Ita iswire
also just
known
that a Ftench film version of " Aphrodite " will market.
shortly be released on the
American

New
Orleans Investigates
Film Conditions There
The new city administration in New
Orleans, La., is taking a whirl at the film
exchanges.
" With tons of nitro-cellulose motion
picture films, an explosive as powerful as
nitro-glycerine, stored in a score or more
of motion picture exchanges scattered in
various sections of the city, New Orleans
is in constant peril of probable loss of life
through explosions or fires in the exchanges," Fire Commissioner Harry Fitzpatrick and City Architect Christie told
the Board of Fire Commissioners last
week.
The fire board appointed Mr. Fitzpatrick and another member, Stanley Ray,
who is also a city commissioner, as a
committee to confer with the city architects, film exchange managers and others
to devise some way by which these motion
picture films " can be handled at a minimum of danger to life and property."
" Th^re are no ordinances to regulate
these
exchanges," Mr. Fitzpatrick told the
fire board.
It is very probable that such an ordinance will be passed by the new city commission, and it has started on a remedial
campaign to remedy some of the defects.
The discussion ended in the appointing
of a committee which was ordered to report to the commission council.
McDermott

Co-Director

The review of " Dinty," pubhsheu recently inthe Motion Picture News gave
full credit for its direction to Marshall
Neilan, whereas John McDermott directed
the Irish incidents and Mr. Neilan the
Chinatown scenes, according to word received bv the News.

Picture

News

Would Instruct Aliens
Motion Pictures

by

ns thatonetheof motion pictureindicatio
is becoming
the
FURTHER
most powerful agents for social, political and economic advancement were
forthcoming this week as a result of the
address of U. S. Commissioner of Immigration Frederick Wallis at a luncheon of
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers on Thursday, December i6. In the
course of his talk the Commissioner made
an earnest plea that embrj o- Americans be
given a deeper and more sympathetic understanding ofAmerican ideals through
the medium of the motion picture.
Acting on the Commissioner's statement that a big step in this direction
would be made if pictures at present
shown to the thousands of immigrants at
Ellis Island were titled in Yiddish or
Italian or other foreign languages, a committee of the A. M. P. A. has put the
proposition before the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry- and
the Committee on Americanism. It is expected that definite action will be taken
immediately by these bodies, not only in
the matter of titles, but also along other i
lines suggested by the Commissioner.

Obtain

Injunction

Against ^
Use of Airplane Views
Following the public warning to news
weeklies by Katherine MacDonald Corporation tothe effect that the special airplane pictures shot in Los Angeles for j
Miss MacDonald's forthcoming Associated First National attraction, "Stranger
Than Fiction," must not be used in any
way by the news weeklies, an injunction
was secured December i6 in the coast city
against Pathe News, declares a statement
from First National headquarters in New
York. The latter is enjoined from using
or showing in any way the exclusively
made scenes, the shooting of which was
arranged privately and carried out in the
line of private business, announces the
statement.
this, a Internationfurther in- "
junction
was Following
obtained against
al News, it is stated.

Four

Companies Launched
in New York State

Only four companies intending to engage in the motion picture industry were
incorporated in New York State the past
week. During the summer it was not uncommon for a score of new companies to
be reported in the week.
The four reported are: The Trump
Film Company, $10,000, Henr>- Huber.
John J. ]\IcNevin and Herman Pollack,
directors; The Direct Film Corporation,
$25,000, Anton Novotny. Elmer J. Laforme, Flora Nathan, New York; J. W.
Film Corporation, $30,000. Joseph and
Lillie \\'einstock. Jack Devick, New
York; Pasha Pictures Corporation, $50,000, Rose Mintz, Harold M. GoldbLatt,
New York, Wvthe T. Boiling. Scranton.
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Movements
and
all
THAT motion picture interests in
sections of the countr}' realize the
importance of fighting the reform
movement to their utmost is evident from
the reports received on their activities.
Both censorship and Sunday closing agitations are cropping out in various sections. Indiana is seeking a strict interpretation of the old Sunday Blue Laws.
The censor advocates are coming to the
fore in Georgia and the Sunday movie is
the vital issue in Ohio.
Blue

Law

Sunday

The campaign of opposition to the strict
interpretation of the blue laws in Indiana
and the elimination of them as applied to
Sunday photoplay exhibitions received
impetus in Indianapolis last week when
the Central Labor Union, urged by members of the motion picture machine operator's union, adopted resolutions denouncing the Sunday closing movement.
The Republican members of the. state
legislature, which convenes, January 3 for
its biennial session, gathered in Indianapolis last week for preliminary organization purposes. The Republicans have an
overwhelming majority in both Senate
and House and it is through them that the
Indiana motion picture theatre owners
must fight to obtain legislation favorable
to the industry'. President G. G. Smidt of
the organization was out of the city most
of last week. His return to the city was
expected to be followed by renewed activity among the exhibitors. The real battle
is not expected to open until the legislature
convenes and all the interested parties are
on the ground.
The recent action of the Censorship
Committee of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry in appointing
a committee to confer with the producers
on the subject of better titles for pictures
is meeting with approval of officials
throughout the countr>'.
The committee intends to wait upon
every big producer in the business and
urge that more careful attention be given
to the subject of titles. In many of the
censorship fights it was discovered that
opposition to the pictures in many instances was on account of the title and not
on account of the picture itself.
J. R. Quirk, chairman of the committee of standards of the censorship committee received a letter from John M. Casey,
chief of the licensing division of Boston,
in which the action on the part of the
producers in taking more care in the selection of titles is highly commended.
The censorship advocates of Georgia
are now preparing for the next fight which
is due to come off early in the spring.

as

Active

Men

Picture

Censor

to Meet

Jean Paige and Albert
E. Smith Are Married
Jean Paige, screen star, and Albert E.
Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company of America, were married last Tuesday
at the
the bride's
parents morning
at Paris,
111.home
The ofwedding
was
a simple one, and immediately after the
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Smith left for
a t'vonotweeks'
trip, the itinerary of which
was
announced.
Miss Paige was born in Paris, 111., and
upon her graduation from the High
School there, came East to college, where
she specialized in the study of elocution
for about two years. Miss Paige accepted
an offer from Vitagraph Company about
three years ago to play in the O. Henry
series then being produced at the Brooklyn studio of that company. She was advanced to stardom about a year ago and
has won a large individual following.
Mr. Smith is one of the pioneers of the
motion picture industry. He was one of
the founders of the Vitagraph Company,
which, established in 1898, now has two
of the largest studios in America and
several European branches.
The Womens

Out

Crop
Advocates

Club is the chief of the

" Pro-Censorship Committee," and as the
plans now stand, there will be a revenue
of twenty thousand dollars a year (approximately) from the censoring of films.
Out of this amount, the three censors will
be paid salaries of one hundred and
twenty-five dollars a month, and the remainder will be used to buy books for the
poor and illiterate throughout Georgia.
The exhibitors of Georgia feel that a
ray of hope for them is that GovernorElect Hardwick has come out strongly
against censorship, and who was elected
on a platform that was fully and completely endorsed by the motion picture industry. An idea of Governor-Elect Hardwick's
stand
on this
is given
this
letter to Willard
C. subject
Patterson.
He instates
that he believes that all states and most
cities now have adequate legislation to
safeguard the public.
The reformers are active in Ohio. The
other day, George Moore, owner and manager of the Lion and Royal theatres in
Bellvue, Ohio, was in Cleveland, and
passed around the following letter, facsimiles of which have been received by
many other exhibitors :
"My Dear Mr. Moore:
" You are hereby notified that the
Ministerial Association composed of the
protestant pastors of the city of Bellvue,
Ohio, by unanimous vote in regular session on Monday, December 13, 1920,
authorized and instructed their secretary
to duly notify you to close your picture
shows in Bellvue, Ohio, on Sunday in accordance with the General Code of the
State of Ohio, Section 13049.

Reform

Active

Opposition

" I might say that similar organizations
to our own in the following towns have
closed Sunday moving picture shows in
their towns: Lancaster, Marion, Upper
Sandusky, Dunkirk, Findlay, North Baltimore, Payne, Paulding, Wapakoneta,
Bryan, Deshler, Van Wert, St. Marys,
Sydney, Picqua, Troy, Bellefontaine,
Xenia, Portsmouth, and others. Portsmouth and Findlay took the matter into
court and were fined and ordered closed
by the judg'e, and informed by him that
should they again open, they would be
given the full penalty of the law which is
one hundred dollars and costs and six
months in jail. They have not attempted
to open again.
" The Secretary of the Bellvue Ministerial Association was also instructed to
say that this notice is final and that immediate action by law would of necessity
follow should this request to respect the
law be denied.
" Trusting that you will grant the request and notice of your sincere friends to
close your Sunday shows and abide by the
law of our state without further word or
action, we remain as ever,
" Most Cordially Yours,
(Signed) "A. G. Adriance,"
" Secretary, The Bellvue Ministerial
The Ohio Screen League, a state orAssociation."
ganization formed for the protection of
the exhibitors in this state, is actively engaged in offering opposition to this activity on the part of the Ministerial Associations throughout the state, to close the
motion picture theatres on Sunday.
From the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry.
The District of Columbia Department
of the American Legion have adopted
resolutions opposing the Sunday Blue
Laws in Washington and have appointed
a committee to fight such regulations if a
hearing is held before Congress.
The resolution was adopted at the annual meeting of the Department and was
approved of by representatives from every
American Legion Post in that city.
The entire blue law fight centers on the
Temple Bill now before the District of
Columbia Committee in Washington which
prohibits among other things the showing
of motion pictures on Sunday.
FULL PROGRAM OF
MUSIC-PICTURE
CONFERENCE, January 24-5-6,
is this
published
in
issue.
See Pages 372
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To afford the Motion Picture the utmost in presentation, to give to the
screen a spirit in harmony with today in America rather than to be bound
by the traditions of opera, symphony and ballet — in fact to Americanize motion
picture presentatfon — were among the high lights in the objectives set forth by
S. Barrett McCormick, recently appointed director of presentation for the New
Ambassador Theatre which will shortly be opened as an integral part of the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles. The occasion was a send-off dinner to Mr.
McCormick at the Hotel Astor, New York, on Saturday, December 11th.
The honor of selection for appointment to the Ambassador is regarded in
the industry as well merited distinction and as a signal recognition of Mr. McCormick's
work inInconnection
Circle Theatre,
Indianapolis,
and
at the effective
Tivoli, Toledo.
addition towith
the the
Ambassador
Mr. McCormick
will
have the management of the big New Kinema now in course of erection in
Los Angeles. Both theatres form part of the circuit controlled by Sol Lesser
of First National Associated First National.
While qualifying his remarks with the proviso that it would not be possible
to make any strictly definite statement of plans at the Ambassador until after
his arrival in Los Angeles and a study of possibilities and conditions, Mr. McCormick gave an indication of what was sought to be effected. " The purpose
will
be
to
the speaker,
" the utmost
in presentatioij throughgiveall totheMotion
media Pictures,"
that lend said
themselves
and possibly
to develop
new
methods."
Pennsylvania

Censors

to

Pass on "Trailers"
Censorship in Pennsylvania has been
extended to " trailer " films, used in advertising coming attractions.
The State Board of Censors announced
today that hereafter no trailers can be
shown on the screen if they include scenes
from film plays that have not yet been
passed upon by the censors.
The ruling reads as follows :
" The use of trailers or advertising
films not exceeding 150 feet in length will
be permitted in advertising only future
film attractions, providing that said trailers or advertising films will not be shown
prior to the date of approval of the films,
reels or views in question, and that the
said trailers or advertising films do not
contain any scenes or subtitles that have
been eliminated by the Board.
" Each company using trailers or advertising films must file a letter in the
office of the Board, 1025 Cherry Street,
Philadelphia, indicating their willingness
to comply with the above regulations."
Seeks Export Delegate at
Foreign Trade Meeting
E. W. Kaufman, president of the InterOcean Film Accessories Corp., of Hollywood, Cal., has protested to John S.
of the American Bankers'
Drum, president
Association, against the omission of a
delegate to represent the export end of the
industry at the Foreign Trade Confilm
vention.
In reply to a request for suggestions,
Mr. Kaufman suggested the following:
Allotment of part of the money available
under the Edge Law for film industry ; cooperation of international bankers with
industry to give over extended periods,
justified credits; issuance of irrevocable
letters of credit; exchange of raw materials at accepted cost to finance corporation for films ; appointment of a man in
charge of film industry export finance deto department of compartmenproposal
t;
merce for appointment of commercial
trade attache and to cover foreign field in
official capacity in interest of motion picture industry and finance corporation.

England's Biggest House
Opened to Public
The Dalston Picture House, which is
the largest in Britain, has been opened to
the public. It has a seating capacity of
2,500, is decorated in black, gold and
white, and luxuriously equipped.
The Mayor of Hackney officiated at
the opening ceremony, and Lord Beaverbrook made a short speech, in which he
pointed out that the Dalston Picture
House was the twenty-first to be opened
by the Biocolor Theatres.
Every new device which can make for
cinema house comfort has been installed,
an orchestra of twenty-five musicians, a
restaurant, soda fountains, and the very
newest thing in ventilation and heating
apparatus.
Censor Board Rulings Are
Held Not to Be Law

opinion rendered
ACCOR
r an16th
by Attorney
Decembeto
on DING
General Alexander Armstrong of Maryland, the rulings of the board of motionpicture censors of Maryland are held to
have no force in law of themselves. The
opinion was handed down in connection
with the case of Frederick Clement
Weber, of the Gertrude McCoy theatre,
who was charged by the censor board
with having displayed immoral advertising posters.
Some
that theto attorney-general's
opinion ishold
applicable
all rulings of the
censor board as well as to that affecting
the display of alleged immoral posters.
This is contested, however, by Marie W.
Presstman of the censor board, who declares that while Section 15 of the movie
law, prohibiting immoral posters, gives
the board no authority for making rules
for the enforcement of this particular
provision, yet other powers of the board
include enforcement provisions.
Mr. Armstrong's
statement
further asserted that in case of
alleged displays
of
immoral posters, the magistrate or the
court trymg the case must determine
whether or not the poster is immoral or
improper and impose penalty accordingly. The rule itself or the violation of the
rule is not held to be sufficient on which
to base a legal complaint.
In the case in question, Magistrate
Chapman in the Northwestern Police
Court dismissed the charge against Mr.
Weber, because the magistrate declared
he saw nothing immoral in the poster
complained of.

Picture

News

North Carolina Exhibitors
Hold Winter Session
The mid-winter convention of the
North Carolina State Exhibitors' League,
held fifteen days earlier than their original
schedule called for, in order that the assembled exhibitors might attend the Motion Picture Exposition in Atlanta, was
an important one, despite the speed with
which the business before the League was
disposed of.
H. G. Varner, who has just returned
from New York and who is one of the
most prominent exhibitiors of North Carolina, read an extensive report in which
Mr. Varner alleges that he found Famous
Players-Lasky still actively interested in
the purchase of theatres, despite their
protests to the contrary.
Percy G. Wells, president of the
League, was in the chair. A fund of five
hundred dollars was raised, at a brief session after dinner, for the purpose of beginning afight against censorship, for i|»
is believed that the coming fight will^>e
the hardest fought that North Caroffna
has yet seen.
{
In aexhibitors
resolution extended
adopted, greetings
the North toC*'"olina
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Am^
ica and congratulated that body upon/ts
efforts to bring producers, distributVs
and exhibitors into better understanding;
recommended that Congress be inform^ ^
of the burdensome Federal taxes borne by
exhibitors with a view to secure such
modifications as will place exhibitors on a
more equal basis with other industries in
this respect; urged that the next General
Assembly of North Carolina be prevailed
upon to enact a deposit law similar to the
one adopted in New York ; and declared
for clean moral programs, opposed the exhibition of any picture of immoral or
questionable character, and invited all interested persons and organizations to cooperate with an exhibitors' committee
with a view to secure the best possible results along this line.
Harry Urbach on Motion
Picture Journal
Lawrence A. (Larry) Urbach, who for
the past four years has been associated
with the Motion Picture News and the
Exhibitors' Trade Review, has been enPicture Journal as
gaged by the Motion
its advertising
manager.
" Larry " Urbach made his first entry
into the motion-picture industry in 1916
as assistant studio manager for the Solax
Film Corporation. He then went to the
Motion Picture News to get his first
training in the advertising branch of the
industry,
and founded
when the
Review was
he Exhibitors'
joined hands Trade
with
their advertising staf¥ to further carry on
his activities and serA-ices to the advertisers. After three and one-half years of
faithful services to the " Review," Mr.
Urbach left to enter the producing field.
Things did not turn out as he expected,
and the new year finds him back in the
trade paper field.
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Southern

California

Enthusiastic
Three

'Day

Session

in

ENTHUSIASM for united action on
the part of all exhibitors of Southern
California by association and cooperation was the key-note of the Exhibitors'
Convention held in Los Angeles December
7th and 8th, under the auspices of the Theatre Owners' Association of Southern
CaHfornia, which is affiliated with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
It was the most emphatic meeting with
theatre men ever held in Los Angeles and
members who attended the recent Cleveland Convention likened the two meetings
and held that what the Los Angeles meeting lacked in attendance, it made up in
pep and enthusiasm.
Those who attended the convention, and
they represent practically every theatre in
Southern California and Arizona, not only
became members of the Association by
signing the by-laws and paying the dues,
but they also contributed liberally toward
a fund to defray expenses of the organization— the total subscriptions of which
in cash amounted to more than $11,000.
The quota of the Los Angeles organization to the National Association is $2,500,
and the fund over and above this amount
will be retained in the Southern California
Association to meet needs of conditions.
In preparing for the convention a membership drive was inaugurated by the officers and members and by the time of the
opening meeting applications for membership had been received from practically
every theatre owner and manager in this
section.
The first meeting of the convention was
that held at 10 130 Tuesday, December 7th,
when Hon. Meredith P. Snyder, Mayor of
Los Angeles, gave the address of welcome.
T. L. Tally, chosen chairman of the convention. Glen Harper, secretary of the
convention, and other delegates responded.
The aims and purposes of the organization were outlined by W. L. W. Whitson,
proprietor of the Plaza theatre at San
Diego.
Following this President H. J.
Siler of the Southern California Association appointed various committees as follows :Grievance Committee : J. L. Lazarus, C. E. Walker, G. A. Bush, J. Sams,
W. A. Williams, D. H. Schuman, Wm.
Fahey; Finance Committee: D. B. Van
DerUp, G. L. Van Depergh, F. A. Grant,
[. M. Young, G. S. Bell; Membership
Committee: Pearl Merrill, J. S. Lustig,
R, A. Pagenkopf, D. S. McCarty, W. Wyitt ; Resolution Committee, W. L. W.
A^'hitson, L. L. Bard, Frank Schaffer, B.
^. Lustig, S. W. Anderson; Legislative
"ommittee: Geo. W. Bush, H. B. Breckvedel, F. A. Miller, J. A. Cook, Geo.
-ody; Entertainment Committee: J. Sams,
E. Walker, J. L. Lazarus, J. M. Young,

Los

Angeles

Exhibitors

in

Convention
of

Active

"Passion" Breaks Records
at Capitol, New
York
t* r
PASSION'S"
phenomenal
record
the Capitol theatre in New
Yorkat
for the first week of its run there was illustrated by an announcement from the
theatre, made on Saturday. Receipts up
to Friday night, the first six days of the
run, have equaled the amount drawn into
the box office by the best previous attraction on the entire seven days. While
actual figures were not given the announcement indicated that this special
First National Pictures, Inc., attraction
would exceed in receipts the previous
record of the theatre by more than 20
per
box cent
office.in actual money taken in at the
In point of attendance the production
had established a world's record for seven
days, it
stated,
performance ofisthe
first when
week thewaslaststarted
on
Saturday night. More than 10,000 people had paid admissions to see the attraction during the first seven days of its
run, according to a report submitted, and
the estimate of the auditor of the theatre was that the final tabulation would
show that between 106,000 and 110,000
had actually purchased tickets at the box
office during the week.
H. J. Siler, L. F. O'Donnell, Pearl Merrill,
D. B. Van Derlip, J. L. Lustig, Glen HarA most pleasing feature of the convention was that introduced at noon of the
first
day
when all members and. guests
per.
were ushered to a banquet room adjoining the halls used for the convention,
where luncheon was served by the Los
Angeles theatre owners. The same kind
of hospitality was repeated on the second
day of the convention. First Vice President C. C. Griffin, Oakland, Calif., of the
national organization was the first speaker
at the afternoon session on Tuesday, when
he addressed the meeting on the national
organization. Following, Glen Harper,
secretary of the Southern California Association and a member of the Executive
Committee of the national organization,
gave an interesting report of the progress
of the National Association.
At the Wednesday session, the last
closed one of the convention, reports
were made by the various committees and
the repo'-ts in all instances were adopted
as read.
The resolutions prepared under the
chairmanship of W. L. W. Whitson of
San Diego provided an endorsement for
the work of the Cleveland Convention and
of President Sidney S. Cohen and the
Executive Committee. They opposed advance payment of deposits for a period
longer than seven days, urged a uniform
deposit system in adherence to the sevenday clause, and went on record as being

State

Organization

w huUy against the advance payment being made m full. Deposits should be kept
in the State, according to another resolution, and the meeting urged the passing of
an act similar to that known as the New
York State Anti-Deposit Bill. Protest
was made against censorship ; exchanges
renting feature films to be shown in public or semi-public places ; against the music tax ; and playing films on a percentage
basis. The practice of stealing stars was
the subject of one resolution, and the exhibitors adopted this with the promise that
they would not play films in which such
stars appeared.
One of the most important resolutions
was that asking for a standard Association contract form in which the salient
features of the contract were expressed in
bold face type. Such features as length
of contract, cancellation clause, New
York office cancellation option, and the
Star Series contract features to be emphasized.
The movement for " A Little Church
Around the Corner " for motion picture
people in Hollywood was endorsed and
the producers were urged to be more careful in the preparation of titles and subtitles to insure the elimination of spelling
and grammatical errors.
The Association adopted the slogan,
" An Injury to One Is the Concern of
The closing session of the convention
was an open one and attended by representatives of the producing colony, exchange managers and others. A number
of players were invited to be present and
Harry Carey, William Duncan, Carter deHaven and others responded.
In addition talks were made by Sid
Grauman,
All." Sol Lesser, F. J. Bush, business
manager Operators' Union; Fred Miller,
managing director California theatre;
Morris Wolf, retiring Exchange Board of
Trade; Joe Goldberg, president Film Exchange Board of Trade ; Walter Rand,
manager United Artists Exchange, D. L.
Markowitz, president San Francisco Exhibitors Association, and others.
Jesse L. Lasky also took advantage of
the opportunity to meet the exhibitors and
spoke of activities in the producing field.
The final meeting of the convention was
a dinner dance given at Ship Cafe,
Venice, Calif., on Wednesday evening.
This was attended by many celebrities of
the producing colony in addition to practically all of the members of the California
Association, and their guests, and the evening proved a most pleasant one in every
respect.
The register of the convention contains
(Continued on page 352)
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Studio Engineers to Safeguard Legislation
The interests of the producers against
unfair legislation by the Cahfornia Industrial Accident Commission will be protected bythe Electrical Illuminating Engineers' Society, according to action taken
at its last meeting.
The society is composed of studio electrical engineers and is relied upon by the
producers to defeat proposed legislation
which would hamper production without
giving additional safety to the workers.
The membership includes F. L. Mills,
Lasky ; Harry Brown, Universal ; Ed
Christ, Universal; G. E. McCormack,
Charles Ray Productions; T. E. Young,
Carter De Haven; W. L. McPheeters,
Universal; W. L. Hermon, Gasnier; L.
Kolb, Goldwyn; W. T. Strohm, Brunton's ; Herbert Sylvester, Ben Wilson
Studios; B. Wayne, Douglas Fairbanks;
R. E. Hauck, Ince; Harry E. Collins,
Clara Kimball Young; F. G. Carpenter,
Tourneur; R. F. Daggy, Nell Shipman
Productions ; E. V. Morris, Hal E. Roach
Studios ; Ed Brewer, Katherine MacDonald Productions ; Frank N. Murphy,
Warner Brothers ; R. A. Nauman, Louis
B. Mayer ; Roy Hostatter, Cinema Studio
Supply Co. ; Al Helvey, Betty Compson
Productions, and L. Johnson, Bessie Barriscale.
Metcalfe* a Legion Officer
Earl Metcalfe has been elected vicecommander of the Robert Stowe Gill Post
of the American Legion, whose membership consists of the members of the theatrical profession in the Lambs' and Players' Club.
Southern

California
itors Meet

Exhib-

the following names of Los Angeles exhib tors :
James Chapman, Manchester theatre ; W. A. Cory ;
B. H. Lustig, Dreamland; Sol Lesser. Kinema; J.
Lazarus, Palace ; William A. Wiliams, La Tosca ; W.
E. Jones, Superba ; John Tully, Elite ; H. E. Seber,
Globe ; E. H. Chapin, Globe ; A. B. Gaunault, Rosebud;O. L. Sanborn, La Salle; C. A. Pearce, Olympus;
W. Carter St. Andrews ; R. C. Vixner, Jefferson ; G.
F. MacLeary, Arlington; Mrs. Glen Harper, Apollo;
R. A. Pagenkoff, Palace ; J. L. Swope, Hollywood ;
Albert E. King, Lincoln; T. L. Tally, Tally's BroadBard, ;Bard's;
Trallis, Meratta
Hidalgo;; J.
Frank
Corner,way; L. L.
Sunbeam
K. C. M.Manny,
M.
Young, Apollo; F. A. and L. A. Grant, Windsor; A.
L. Gore, Alhambra; H. B. Breckwedel, Symphony;
G. Van Debergh, Victoria ; J. S. Lustig, Starland ;
I.
wam.Gore, Liberty ; M. Gore, Casino ; L. I. King, WigOut of town exhibitors present were :
Laura O. Perlaton, Culver City, Calif. ; S. V. Anderson, Liberty, Brawlev, Calif. ; James Cook, Palace,
El Centro, Calif. ; S. Pauros, Rex, Bakersfield, Calif. ;
Charles Welstead, Garden, La Jolla, Calif. ; R. A.
McNeil and Wife, New Lyceum, San Francisco; D.
B. Vanderlip, Huntington, Huntington Park, Calif. ;
Pearl Merrell, Culver City; Ed Barron, Gardena,
Calif.; C. E. Walker, Princess, Santa Anna, Calif.;
D. Markorowitz, San Francisco; A. N. Jackson, San
Francisco; George La Plante, Colonial, Upland; Jack
Callicott, Bakersfield; Frank Buttolph, Orgonne, Colton, Calif.; Geo. S. Bell, Inglewood; Frank Powell,
Gaiety, Santa Monica; Bessie Moniffe, Victory, Burbank; H. W. Hask, Liberty. Azusa; J. C. McVev,
Grand, San Diego; C. C. Griffin, New Piedmont, Oakland, Calif.; Frank Levey, Royal, San Francisco;
Bert Pettigill Eureka, Calif.; J. L. Manahan, Rialto,
Cal exico, Calif.; G. A. Bush, Superba, San Diego;
J. M. Lenny, Long Beach; S. F. Cody, San Francisco;
W. W. Jehitson, Plaza, San Diego; James Sanns, Rosemary, Ocean Park; R. N. Taylor, Lyric, Pomona;
C. A. Robinson, Yeager, Watts; C. E. Zimmerman,
Majestic, San Pedro; D. H. Shulman, Florence, Pasadena; G. Donldwaito, Lyric, Oxnard ; H. W. Warner,
Pasadena; H. N. Wolf, Capitol, Redondo.

Penn

State

Wartime

Ruling Rescinded
The war-time suspension of the rule
that required operators of motion picture machines to be at least 18 years of
age is no longer in force in Pennsylvania,
according to a ruling published today by
the inspection bureau of the State Department of Labor and Industry.
During the war, when military service
drew so heavily on the man power of
the nation, the 18-year-old rule for operators was temporarily set aside and
boys as young as 16 years were permitted in charge of projectors, after obtaining the necessary state licenses. This
is not to be permitted, as explained by
John M. Walker, chief of the bureau of
inspection of the Labor Department, who
issued the following statement on the
subject:
" There seems to be some misimderstanding regarding the emergency
ruling of the State Industrial Board,
permitting the employment of operators on motion picture machines
under the age of 18 years. You are,
therefore, advised that this ruling
was rescinded last spring and no
person under the age of 18 is permitted to operate a projection machine. Moreover, all such operators
must be licensed from this office.
"In some cases helpers are employed to take care of rewinding,
etc., and such helpers must be over
the age of 16 and, between the ages
of 16 and 18, must be furnished with
an apprentice license, and if 18, or
over, must have the regular operator's license.
" I wish to impress further upon
you that no person under the age of
16 is permitted in a booth or projection room and all persons over that
age who are permitted in a projection room must be provided with
either ancense.apprentice
or operator's
In other words,
no personliis permitted in a projection room unless he holds a license issued by this
department.
" I trust this point is now clear
and will be strictly enforced."

Picture

News

A Study in Figures
NEW YORK exhibitor, who asks
that his name and the location of his
theatre be withheld, comments as follows
A

on William A. Johnston's editorial, " The
Sales Manager's Opportunity," appearing
in the November 6th issue of the News :
'^XTTE

read with interest your article

on page 3519 of your issue of
November 6, 1920. If the returns made
by the ternal
producers
to the
Collector
of InRevenue are
honestly
computed
upon the receipts from film rentals, then
the small theatre is most assuredly being
exploited.
" Our theatre has five hundred seats,
shows pictures only, and is located in a
city of 12,500 population having few industries and relying largely on a summer
business of six weeks to support the inhabitants during the other ten and a half
months. There are two other larger theatres, one a combination house and the
other show ing oictures only. In order to
attract attendance it is necessary to offer
the best productions and the most popular
stars, because the majority of our patrons
attend pictures daily and they are thoroughly conversant with production and
star and readily know when the best is
not being given.
" We believe that we are now paying
top prices for our pictures and that we
will have to receive substantial reductions
before we can make a reasonable profit
from our business. Meantime many
worthy and commendable productions are
being withheld from showing here because
larger and impossible prices are not paid.
The producers who are supplying us are
constantly complaining that we are not
paying enough, and most of them attempt
to raise our prices on every new contract.
" For your information to assist you in
the analysis of the situation which you are
attempting to make, we submit our receipts and the cost of film rentals, exclusive of tax, for the months of September
and October. 1920, which were better than
average.

"Ireland in Revolt*' for
State- Rights Market
A wire just received from Chicago informs that Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film Corporation,
"September: Receipts, $3,186.93; cost
has completed arrangements with the Chi- of features, $990; cost of short subs,*
cago Tribune to put the Tribune picture, $262.50; total cost, $1,252.50.
" Ireland in Revolt," on the state-rights
" October : Receipts, $3,250 ; cost of
market. This picture shows conditions in features, $1,092.50; cost of short subs,
Ireland as they actually exist at the pres- $279; total cost, $1,371.50.
ent time.
" You will note that our film rentals are
The Chicago Tribune sent Captain Ed- between 35 and 40 per cent of our reward F. Weigle, the famous war photoceipts. Our prices are 13 cents for the
grapher, tothe Emerald Isle to secure pic- afternoons and 20 cents for the evenings,
tures of prevailing conditions, and he has and we believe that an increase would rejust returned after a three months' tour,
duce attendance as these prices are an inbringing with him some remarkable views
crease of three and five cents respectivelv
of the riots, reprisals and other incidents
last year.
We also believe
that mo-'
of terror which are today part of the life over
tion picture
admissions
must remain
at
in certain portions of Ireland. Weigle is
populartinue toprices
the foremost
photoplay amusement
is to conremain if the
the man who in 1916 brought to this country for the Tribune pictures showing the
German side of the war. This proved a of the American public."
big box-office success.
AU About the Musical Conference
The first showing of " Ireland in Revolt " was held in Chicago last week at
the Randolph theatre and proved a good
Page 372
box-office attraction.
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Ready

for

Chamber

of

Commerce

Ball

Producing

and Distributing Concerns Purchase
Boxes for Festival at As tor
der the great plaisance. Two bands have
"T^OR the Theatre Owners Chamber of D. Williams, George Arliss, Educational
been engaged, one a string orchestra of
|i Commerce Ball and Festival, which
Films, John S. Witty, John Zanft, Harry
thirty pieces, will render dance music until
C. Fields, A. J. Callahan, Arrow Film,
fakes place next Wednesday night,
Charles
Christie,
Roscoe
Arbuckle,
Clyde
2 in the morning, and Whitman's band
every big distributing and producing comof the Palais Royal will take up the work
Cook, Wesley Ruggles, Whitman Bennett,
pany has bought boxes and will be repreuntil the conclusion.
E. K. Lincoln, Robert Vignola, Harry
sented in full glory.
Probably at midnight the New York
The following companies are listed as
Millards, Mary Carr, F. Ziegfeld, Jr., Billie Burke, Natalie Talmadge, William L. American will announce the winners of
box holders : Universal, First National,
the tremendous memory contest now runFamous Players, Paramount, Fox Film,
Sherrill, Hope Hampton, Madeline Traning in the Hearst papers and will issue
verse, Bryant Washburn, Maurice TourVitagraph, Pathe, United Artists, Associ$5,000 dollars in prizes to the winners on
neur, D. W. Griffith, Violet Mersereau,
ated Producers, Hodkinson, Goldwyn,
the ballroom floor.
Realart, Select, Commonwealth, Metro,
Tod Browning and more than fifteen hundred others.
The committee, headed by Chas. GoldSelznick, Robertson-Cole, Equity, Ernest
rier, chairman, William Brandt and Louis
The vaudeville entertainment will beShipman, Pioneer Film, Assocated First
Blumenthal, have left no stone unturned
gin at 9:30 under the direction of Marcus
National Theatres, Moving Picture World,
to make this affair the first of what will
Motion Picture News, Trade Review,
Loew, E. F. Albee, with B. S. Moss chairo'clock.
become the annual event in the motion
man, and will continue until about 11
Variety, Exhibitors Herald, Dramatic
picture
industry.
Mirror, IVids, Motion Picture Journal,
Most of the members of the Theatre
Dinner will be served from 9:30 to dayJoseph M. Schenck, Jules Broulatour, ArOwners Chamber of Commerce or incorthur S. Kane, Carl Laemmle.
Hght and ticket of admission will contain
porated committees, and a number of
Prominent among the individual ticket
a coupon entitling each person to a speprominent men not associated with the
purchasers are Marion Davies, Norma
cial elaborate dinner at any time they de- Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce
sire, all of the restaurants on the ground
and Constance Talmadge, Pearl White,
will act as side committees.
floor
of
the
Hotel
Astor
being
reserved
Thomas Meighan, Jean Paige, H. M. HerBroadway.
The ball committee is located at 1600
for the persons who attend the affair.
man, Jos. I. Schnitzer, P. A. Powers,
There will be fourteen attractions unAdolph Zukor, Richard A. Rowland, J.

Aaron

Jones

Tells

Chicago Man
Picture

^^rr^HERE is not a first-class picture
deor Paris,"
I house in
Aaron J. Jones
claredLondon
of Jones,
Smick & Shafer, when interviewed regardmg motion picture conditions on the
continent. Mr. Jones had just returned
to Chicago from Europe where he went
on pleasure bent but stopped long enough
to observe the motion picture industry
and its development in Europe.
" In London a restriction has been
placed on the building of theatres until the
present housing condition has been rectified and settled. They are in much worse
conditions for housing facilities in England than we are over here. However,
English theatres and music halls were
never conspicuous for their exterior
beauty. In fact, you could pass by them
without knowing they existed because
they use no electric light display on the
front of theatres or in the lobbys, and
positively no billboard or newspaper advertising. In England the admission
charged for motion pictures range from
two to six shillings, which equals forty
cents to a dollar twenty cents in American
money. Their pictures are six months to
two years old, a condition which is caused
by the booking agencies who have an
established policy of booking pictures at
least a year in advance.
" Of course the night life of London is
a thing of the past. All restaurants close
at ten
o'clock
liquorBecause
is served
in
the
hotels
after and
that nohour.
of the

of

Conditions

Abroad

Considers England and France
Men Far Behind America

building conditions. Sir Oswald StoU secured Hammerstein's theatre and is playing a picture policy, changing his pictures
twice a week, much like we do at our
Orpheum. A full week policy is unknown.
Col. Levy of Birmingham, is the first
American to invade the London field or
motion picture exhibition and is said to
have secured the Palace. The Allen
Brothers, Canadians, have bid for the EmFord Not Planning BlueLaw Sunday Alliance
In refutation of a story recently appearing in a theatrical publication, announcement is made by Henry Ford's
motion-picture representatives that the
prominent manufacturer has absolutely
no intention of attempting a so-called
" splurge " in the exhibition of motionpictures and positively no intention of allying himself with anv Blue Law Sunday
campaign.
" Plans are already under way," reads
a telegram from Mr. Ford's representatives, "calling for a most aggressive support of the motion-picture theatres of the
United States in opposing any blue Sunday legislation or the rabid, paid job of
censoring motion pictures in general.
" Relative to any announcement as to
future activities of the Ford motion-picture laboratories, the laboratories have
been enlarged and equipped in every
manner known to the motion-picture industry. Activities will be conducted in
keeping with future demands for the continuation ofthe progress and the enlargement of the present work at hand."

pire. The Famous Players have secured
the site upon which the old Tivoli stood
and will build when the restrictions are removed.
" I ran up to Glasgow just to see how
the Scotch took the pictures. Glasgow has
fifteen picture houses, chargmg an admission fee of from two to four shillings,
which equals from forty cents to eighty
cents in our money.
" The condition in France is about the
same. Picture houses charge a smaller
fee, four francs, equalling about twentyfive cents. It is a universal system in
France also to charge for programs and to
expect tips.
" Both in England and France 98 per
cent, of the motion pictures shown are
made in America. Their greatest favorites are Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks, although Chaplin is much in
demand. We are twenty years ahead of
Europe in the making and exhibiting of

motion pictures."
Dwan's
Eastern Office
Buildi
Is Moved
to ng
Brokaw
The

Allan Dwan Productions announces the removal of its Eastern ofiice
to Room 911, Brokaw Building, 1457
Broadway, New York City. Bert Adler
is Mr. Dwan's personal representative.
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Atten:

Mr*

W*

A.

Jolinson

Gentlemen:

We want

to make

of the

mention

that

faot

COimTY FAIR" was
yonr Issue of DeoemlDer 4th on "THEover
three times as
the neans of getting this office
any feature.
on
had
ever
have
we
many in^uirires ae
fhis

is oonolusive

your

that

Q?rade

Paper

is certainly well distri'buted throughout Hew York
State and the co-operation extended is well worthy
of our consideration*
Yeiy

truly

GARDHTSa

1:0

yours

PICOHHES

C. A,

I3JC,

Taylor
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Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
Vocal"The
— " TheHolly Trumpeter
" and
City."
Sung by Prince Lei Lani.
Feature — The Heart of a Fool —
First National.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath — May
Next Week— Twin Beds.

NOW UNTII. SATURDAY
CONTINUOUS EVERYDAY NOOM TO II PM,
Kinema Theatre —
Overture — Raymond.
Current
Events — ^International
News.
Vocal — When You and I Were
Rialto
Theatre
'
Current
Events — —Rialto
Review.
Young Maggie. Solo by Roy
Allison.
Smoot.
Educational
— Bray Pictograph —
Goldwyn.
mm wm Mfc
m 'w
Cartoons — Gumps.
VocalKatherine
— Sunrise Crocker.
and You. Solo by
Orchestra — " Northern Rhapsody."
" In Old Manila."
TOXHEWAHDoniERDtaysivesuejtar
Nn
hm
Patterew
Special — Forty-five minute musical
Scenic — Business of Camping —
revue. Twenty entertainers
Bruce Educational.
ZZZZZ2222ZZ2Z2aZZ2ZZZZ22ZZ2222222ZZZgZ2Z2ZZ222277
headed by Doris De Fiddes,
Feature — Twin Beds — Carter De Third
of a page for The Mark of Zorro," by the Washington theatre, Detroit,
Haven.
present
a dancing and singing
where the film is running this xceek
Presented with a prologue with a
act.
Feature— Out of the Snows.
Comedy — Kiss Me Quick — Fox.
special set
child's
nursery
with showing
twin bedsa on
the California Theatre —
Feature — The Scuttlers — Wil- Next heart.
Week— Everybody's Sweetstage. Marie Weidman and Overture — ■" Sanctus Cantus," speliam Farnum. Presented with
cially arranged Christmas
Paul Mack present a singing
a
prologue
showing
a
stage
songs and selections from
and dance feature.
setting representing the hold
SEATTLE
" Tannhauser " and " Pilgrims
Next Week — Love, Honor and Beof a ship with two actors
have.
playing the parts of sailors and
Current Events — Fox and Gaumont
presenting a sequence from
Graiiman's Theatre —
News.
Chorus."
the feature.
Overture — Selections from " Oh Organ— Silent Night, Holy Night. Next Week — Prairie Trails.
Seattle
— " Old
Overture—
Instrumental
— Pal."
" My ' Regards."
Solo by Milton Charles.
Xylophone
Current
Events
—
Pathe
News.
Boy."
Scenic — On the Trek — Prizma.
Current Events —solo.
Fox News.
Organ— Henry Murtaugh plajdn^g Special — "A Christmas Dream."
Cody.
Scenic
— Waters of Destiny.
SAN
FRANCISCO
Two orphan children fall
" Dreaming About That Great
Feature — Occasionally Yours — Lew
asleep and have a vision of a
Big Christmas Tree."
Instrumental — Cornet duet by two
toy shop. Dolls come to life^ Strand Theatre —
Next Week— The Mark of Zorro.
local newsboys.
and dance and sing. Santa Comedy — A Rare Bird — ConsoliFeature — The Charm School — WalClaus disappears through the
dated.
lace Reid.
shop
window
into
a
snowSpecial
Hertz's Kiddies.
storm. The effects are achieved Cartoon—— Blanche
Presented with a prologue showing
Mutt and Jeff — Fox.
the interior of a bedroom and
with transparency sets.
— A
Child For Sale —
SIOH THEATRE
the exterior of a doorway with Feature — What Happened to Rosa Feature
Abranson.
— Mabel Normand.
children sleeping. The chilNext Week — The Untamed.
dren's mother in the bedroom
sings and the children enter and Comedy — The Sportsman — Vita- California Theatre —
give a dance. Then a group of Next graph.
Week — The Guile of Women. Overture—" Rose."
Current Events — Pathe News.
carol singers entertain and exit.
Orchestra — Kammenio Ostrow —
Santa Claus comes down the Miller's
Second Theatre
week of —Godless Men.
"Old Pal Why don't You
chimney and leaves toys for
the sleeping children. The chil- Next — Special showing of ConnectAnswer Me " and " It's a Beaudren wake and examine the
tiful World Cause You're
Court.icut Yankee in King Arthur's
presents. The final act is preAuditorium
Theatre
—
sented by the Grauman usherNovelty
Pathe.— Topics of the Day —
ettes in a tableau under the Eighth week of 'Way Down East.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
I AiirW
N«vtaiTrnmplM
Ptkca ofid Pkiorta,
hiiniilinof ttm
Organ — " Some Little Bird."
itle of "A Merry Christmas."
Ldicst Cmm
m KUoD^ben
Second week of Heliotrope and Special
— ^Baby Boynton, five year
Here."
Lloyd's
comedy Number
old organist, at the world's
Please.
largest organ, offering " BerMission Theatre —
Third week of The Mark of Zorro. Feature — The Life of the Party —
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Next Week — The Scarecrow.
Tally's Theatre —
ceuse."
Opening — Screen Snap Shots.
Current
Events — International Imperial Theatre —
News.
Overture — " I Love You Sunday."
Events — Imperial Screen
Feature — The Misleading Lady — Current
News.
Bert Lytell.
Orchestra — Special selections under
Current
News. Events — International
the title of " Old Masters vs.
Jazz," and extracts from " La
Feature — Two Kinds of Love —
Bohme" and "Don't Take
Reeves Eason.
Those Blues
Away."
Educational
— Screen
Snapshots.
Clime's Broadway —
MUSIC'S ELOQUENCE
Current Event.s — Fox News.
ScenicBruce
— They
Forgot
FROM MASTER HANDS
Educational. the Town — •
Novelty — Movie Chats — Kineto.
Feature — Little Miss Rebellion.
Feature
— The County Fair — David
Butler.
Next Week — Oh, Lady, Lady.
Butler is making a personal apSymphony Theatre —
pearance and introducing the
Overture — " Tick
Tock " from
feature.
" The Man of Oz."
Next Week— Idols of Clay.
Events — Fox News.
Opening week ad. of the Mission theaThis one for " The Star Rover " was Current
Cartoon — Home Brew — Mutt and Tivoli Theatre —
tre,Zorro
Los Angeles,
with " The
Mark of
used
last
jceefc
by
Miller's
theatre,
Los
" the feature
picture
Angeles.
Orchestra — " Babes in Toyland."
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SAMUKt. OO.UJVTOH
: "REGINALD
BARKER'S
:•' ■
Prodv^ctiOi-i'cP
■. -^f:*

GODLE^S^EN

" Goodless Men
display
by the California "theatre,
Los Angeles
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — " American Patrol."
Current Events — Pathe News No.
99 and local views.
Comedy— Fickle Fancy.
Scenic — Tropical Nights.
Feature — An Old Fashioned Boy —
Charles Ray.
Next Week— The Life of the Party
— Roscoe Arbuckle.
~

DENVER

Winter Garden Theatre —
Theme— "After the Ball Was
Current
Events — Fox News.
Over."
Comedy — One Week— Metro.
Feature— Blackmail— Viola Dana.
Next Week— The Mark of Zorro.
America Theatre —
Vocal — "Anna Belle Lee."
Baritone Solo by Henry Klotz.
Current
Events — International
News.
Comedy — Neighbors — Metro.
Feature — Hold Your Horses — Tom
Moore.
Next Week— Just Out of College.
Riaho Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Comedy
nett.— Fireside Brewers — SenFeature — The Charm School — Wallace Reid.
Next Week — The Furnace.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Head Over Heels."
Current Events — Fox News.
Vocal — ■" Sahara Rose."
Tenor solo bv Harry Harper
Cartoon — Hard Luck Santa Claus
—Mutt and Jef¥.
Feature — Go and Get It — Marshall
Neilan.
Comedy — Pals and Petticoats —
Vitagraph.
Next Week — Peaceful Valley.
Tabor Theatre —
Overture — Indiana Moon.
Educational — Universal Screen
Magazine.
Feature — Out of the Snows — Ralph
Ince.
Comedy — High and Dizzy — Pathe.
Current Events— Kinograms.
Next Week — Something Different.

YORK CIT-^
mW
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " La Forza Del Destino," by the Rivoli Orchestra.

Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Musical — Violin Duet by Willy
Stahl and Joseph Waldman.
Feature — To Please One Woman —
Lois Weber.
Solo — Prologue to " Pagliacci,"
sung
tone. by Edorardo Albano, BariConied}- — ■ Shuffle the Queens —
Christie.
Organ
Solo — Played by Firmin
Swinnen.
Riaho Theatre —
Overture — " Overture Triumphale."
by Rialto Orchestra.
Scenic — The Royal Family of Swaziland— Prizma.
Vocaltone.
— Solo by Carl Rollins, BariCurrent Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal — Solo by Gladys Rice, Soprano.
Fe?.ture
— Oh, Lady, Lady.
Comedy — A Fireside
Brewer —
Mack Sennett.
Organ Solo.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Babes in Toyland," by
Strand Symphony Orchestra.
Current Events — Strand Review.
Vocal — Prologue sung by the Strand
Quartette.
ScenicPrizma.
— To the Trail's End —

I'icture

News

Here's the Show of Shows!
r»linl<liu'» ForainoX luvenl*
Star In
WESLEY
'freckles"
BARRY

»«n

MABSHAU NCILAN-S FOURTH FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
COMEDY FEATURETTE
PICTOfclAL REVIEW
Coster and Clements
KEW LYRK CONCERT OCCHCSniA
9r*CEN JOUmAL
SCENIC ntOEOOUE

Thin one for •• JJinty," a third of a page, is the irork Oj the .Yom; Lyric theatre,
Minneapolis
following
numbers
will be
BOSTON
played by Orchestra : Popular
Melodies from " Oh, Lady,
Lady" (al Pierrot, (b) Pier- Beacon Theatre —
rette; Waltz — Intermezzo Comedy.
Weekly News — Two issues.
''Marigold'' ; "Gardenia" ;
"En Tr'acte" ; Ballet Music
Features
"Ihestar.Misleading Ladv"
er " —— All
OrganfromSolo" —Carmen."
" Fanfare " played by
Bert Lytell— "The Star Ro'vFrederic Egener.
Feature — Isobel, or the Trail's End.
— " Something Differweek — Civilan Clothes — Next Week
ent' — Constance Binny —
Comedy — High and Dry— Mermaid. NextThomas
Meighan.
" Cinderella Twins " — Viola
Organ Solo.
re-issue.
Dana. "The Cure" — Chaplin
Capitol
Same as Theatre
last week.— Second week New Lyric Theatre —
Scenic
— New Lyric Pictorial Review.
for Passion.
Park Theatre
— Park— Symphony OrComedy — " The Breath of a Na- Overture
chestra.
tion "— Judge Rummy — Ca,rMINNEAPOLIS
Weeklj- News — Two issues.
toon.
Current Events — New Lyric Screen Features — " A Thousand to One"
New Garrick Theatre —
— Hobart Bosworth. "Fixed
Cuirrent
Journal.
ical. Events — Cinema Period- VocalInterpreted
— Prison scene
from
"Faust."
by
George"
Lyons
Moran.
Next
Week
— "—The
Sin & that
was
by Nat Coster as
His " — William Faversham.
Faust, Florence Clements as
Scenic — Crowning
King Blizzard
— Chester Outing.
Marguerite,
and M. Provinson
as Mephistopheles.
Overture — " Christmas Carols and
sr. Loms
Sleighbells " played by New Feature— Behold My Wife.
Garrick Symphony Orchestra, Next Week — The Furnace — Agnes
William
Warvelle Nelson,
New Grand Central Theatre —
Avres.
conducting.
Overture — Special musical program
Comedy
—
Edgar's
Little
Saw
—
by — Gene
Rodemich's
ST.
PAUL
Scenic
Universal
film. orchestra.
Booth Tarkington.
Musical — Violin solo.
Vocal — " Asleep in the Deep " and
Current
" Annie Laurie" by Charles
News. Occurrences — S e 1 z n ic k
Laird, Basso.
Capitol
Theatre
—
Presentation
and Prologue.
— " Dance of the Hours,"
Feature — Oh, Lady, Lady — Bob? Overture
from " La Gioconda," played by Feature — Constance Talmadge in
Daniels.
During prcsentatio i
Capitol S>nnphony Orchestra,
Dangerous Business.
Oscar F. Baum. conducting.
Torirow
Tuesda)
Organ
Solo — Theme : " Just Like a
Current Events — Capitol Digest.
Special — A Toyland Adventure — Comedy — Mermaid Special April
" Do You Believe in Santa
Fool.
Claus?" sung by Lillian Cross- William Fox Liberty Theatre —
Only a pot of flowers — but they
man ; Dance by Gail Bidleman
made berJJdochvrith fear 3
Overture — Egmont — Beethoven —
and Elsa Lauritzen ; " ToyHochman's orchestra.
land," sung by Walter Pontius; Current News — Fox reel.
Eccentric dance by the Jacks- Cartoon Feature — Mutt and Jeff in
in-the-box, Jane Roth and HarParlor
Bolshevists.
riet Hauch ; The Talking Doll,
Rose."
Dorothy Toplay ; Dance by Serial — Bride Thirteen — Episode 15.
— Organ solo. Theme :
Anna Ruth Tuttle and Dorothy Musical
" Love Nest " — Walter Parker.
Lawler ; Dance by the Christ- First Feature — H. B. Warner, Lilmas Tree, Roberta Kendrick;
lian Rich and Rosemarj- Theby
Dance by Hans and Gretchen,
Helen Thian and Eleanor
in " Dice of Destiny."
Second serial — First episode of
Phantomas.
Chapman ; " Nursery Rhymes,"
sung ler
by Pontius,
Lillian and
Grossman,
Toys ; WalThe Musical — Violin solo.
Popular selections by orchestra.
March of the Toys.
Second
Up in Mar>"'s
At"— Eva — Novak,
St. Louis
star.ticFeature
Comedy
Booth— Edgar's
Tarkington.Little Saw —
ACofmopoUun Production
Dc*
Hcllotro
•' Heliotrope " ad. by t'raiiK liurnx,
publicity directortre, for
the Fla.
Phillija theaOrlando,

Vocal — " The Passage Bird's Farewell," sung by Lillian Crossman, soprano and Walter Pontius, tenor.
Feature — Civilian Clothes — Thomas
Meighan.
Organ
— " Hallelujah
Chorus,"
fromSolo" The
Messiah," played
by
Arthur Depew.

Missouri Theatre —
Overture
" Tumble In " — Antoi
Sarli's— orchestra.
WorldiousHappenings
event films.— Medley of \-ar
Travelogue
Abroad.— Burton Holmes' Trip
Presentation No. 1 — In Arcadia-
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Comedy — Betty Romeo Hero.
Specialty — Myrtle Schlehr, soprano, offering popular and
classic selections.
Fea'.ure — The Broadway Bubble;
I
vvith Corinne Griffith.
Next Week — The Money Changers.

Children dancing with scenic
and Hghting effects.
Scenic.
Presentation No. 2 — Barcarole
from Tales of Hoffman — Duet
by Misses Morrill and Pielke.
Comedy — Mack-Sennctt Paramount.
Presentation No. 3 — Novelty Human Phonograph. Special
Scenic effects.
Vocal—" The
Chord."
souri Lost
Vocalists.
Base by
soloMisby
Giovanni Petrucci.
Feature — Thomas Meighan in Conrad in Quest of His Youth.
Presentations under supervision of
Charlesof Dahl.
late of Carroll's
Lady
the Lamp.
Del Monte Theatre —
Ovrrture — Selections from Robin

<

'
Topical
— Literary
Digests, Topics
ofHood.
the Day.
Scenic — Travelogue.
Presentation Feature.
Concert by Glee and Mandolin
Clubs of Washington Univers- Eight inch hy five column dinplay on " The Testing Block," the work of
0 rauman's theatre, Los Angeles
ity, St. Louis. Songs : Old College melodies. Musical : " Ja- Literary Digest — 85.
Comedy.
• Comedy
— Wedding Blues — Christie
panese Sa n d m a n," " Love Feature — Children of Destiny.
Nest," " Just Like the Rose," Next Week — The Scuttlers.
Feature
— Panthea — K orma Talmadge.
" Wandering," and " WhisperNextBlackbirds.
Week — Justine Johnson in
Comedy
ing."— Sunshine Special.
CLEVELAND
Feature — Mabel Norma nd in What
Happened to Rosa.
Knickerbocker —
Stilhnan —
Overture — Selections from "The
Overture—
Dance
of
the
Hours,
■0«'™<-^'»5»yORPHEUM A^D
from La Giaconda.
Poor — Little
Ritz Girl."in Normandy.
Theme
It Happened
, KNICKEI<BOCKER
Theme — Since I Just Met Wonderful You, from The Kiss Burg- Current Events — Ford Weekly,
lar.
Christmas Greetings.
Current Events — Pathe News and Comedy — ^The Hard Boiled Yegg,
Literary Digest.
with Chester Conklin.
Scenic — Explorers — Educational Feature — A Thousand to One —
Film.
Hobert Bosworth.
Next
Week — Will Rogers in HonComedy
—
Don't
Weaken
—
Mack
Sennett comcd\ .
est Hutch.
Feature — The Life of the Party — HofFman-Palace —
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Overture — Blue Adeline Waltz.
Next Week — Thomas Meighan in Theme — Sometime.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth. Current Events — International
News.
Euclid
Overture—— Popular Phantasies, arranged by Director J. Sofer.
Theme — When You're in Love.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy
ilton.— April Fool — Lloyd HamFeature — Idols of Clay, with Mae
Murray and David Powell.
NextSkinner.
Week — Kismet, with Otis
Here is a ticeU e-inch hy four column
displaying thisforweek
" The atDevil's
Oardcr, ' playthe Knickerbocker
theatre of Cleveland
CINCINNATI
Walnut —
Current Events — Pathe 99.
Literary Digest — 85.
Comedy — The One Bes* Bet —
Chester.
Feature— Behold My Wife
Next Week— Dinty.
Strand —
Current Events — Pathe 100.
Comedy—
ton. One Week— Buster KeaFeature — Nomads of the North.
Next Week— Curtain.
GiftsCurrent Events— Fox 76.
Special Pictures Comedy.
Feature— Oh, Ladv, Lady.
Next Week— Ali Baba and the 40
Thieves.
Palace —
Current Events— Kinograms.

Strand
Overture—— Tickle Me.
Theme — The Beauty Spot.
Current Events — Literary Digest.
Comedy — The Skipper's Narrow
Escape," a Toonerville comedy.
Feature
— Old Dad, with Mildred
• Harris.
Next Week — Dinty, featuring Wesley Barry.
Metropolitan —
Overture — Capricco Italian.
Theme — Hello, America.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy — The Skipper's Narrow
Escape " — Toonerville Trolley
comedy.
Feature --Old Dad, with Mildred
Harris.
Next Week — Dintj- — Wesley Barry.
Allianibra —
Overture — II Trovatore, featuring
the Miserere as a cornet and
trombone duet by Messrs. Pollak and Powers.
Theme~I Love You.
Current Events — Literary Digest —
Loew's Up - to - Date News
Events.

PHILADELPHIA

Stanton Theatre —
Overture — Babes in Toyland — Victor Herbert — Stanton Symphony Orchestra.
Feature — Conrad
in Quest of His
Youth — Paramount.
Comedy — Toonerville Trolley
Meets All Trains — First National.
Stanton News — Special selection
from first presentations of all
the weeklies of the world, toLIBERTY
THEATRE
"LETS G0",„...
■THt CREAM OF SILENT DRAMATO-NIGHT
t Ciiy Buffalo. Rochcitar. Smtu
•TATI
Uixa — OPTroyNEW— OrYOR*^—
Aibtnj —AhudOi
ANOTHER RECORD ESTABLISHED
OF THE MOHICANS
inily or, FRIDAY v

MAURICE TOURNEUR
THE LAST OF THE
MOHICANS
)/ James Ffnimorc Codptr
presents
ClARESCE L DROM'N
JnJbne\ .CJri draTTiavorld-known
c.'f
story
A historically truthful version
of this

( BIGGEST PKturt
1 ».U b»,n( back fwvpy
nmtn^itnct,
ol «ih«i- u«yiIKDIAN
w^ih ihr •OU ^olfcT
E-»0 Anwncan WHAT
in whot* KIDvtoiiH<t<lcnriNoiihtPlayrd
btooi at our loT«(t<h*i«
warn i<

MACK SENNETT COMEDY
MOST EXCELLl
THE GINGHAM

GIRLS"

Three column strip display for " The
LastLiberty
of the theatre,
Mohicans."
the workN. ofY. the
Herkimer,
gether with local events, comman. piled by the Stanton cameraTopics of the Day — Literary DiCartoon — A Hard Luck Santa
Claus— Mutt and JefT.
Scenic — If.
NextUnited
Week —Artists.
The Mark of Zorro —
gest.
Arcadia
Theatre
Same as last
week. —
Next Week — To Please
Woman.
Here is one of the displays used by
the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, to ad- Feature
Malice.
Victoria —— The
vertise "To Please One Woman "

North

One

Wind's

Motion
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Comedy — The Simp.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Next Week — A Slave of Vanity.
Palace —
Feature — Always Audacious — Paramount.
Comedy
— Edgar's Little Saw —
Goldwyn.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next Week — The Testing Block —
Paramount.
Regent —— The Amateur Devil —
Feature
Paramount.
Current Events — Fox News.
Cartoon — Hard Luck Santa Clans
—Mutt and JefT.
Scenic — The Quaint Isle of Marken
— Educational.
Next Week — Flying Pat — Paramount.
Capitol —
Feature — Stop Thief — Goldwyn.
Comedy — Wedding Blues.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Current Events — Select News.
Next Week — Behold My Wife —
Paramount.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — Children's
Toyrendered
Symphony. Excellently
by Hippodrome Symphony
Orchestra.
Stage Setting — One of the most
elaborate sets ever seen in this
theatre, depicting a Christmas
scene of unusual brilliancy. A
mammoth electrically lighted
and vari - colored Christmas
tree. A small village in the
valley. Across the sky leaps
Santa Claus and his reindeer
train. The whole strikingly
colored and illuminated.
Vocal — " Gypsy Love Song." Sung
by Ralph Brainard.
Feature — Conrad in Search of His
Youth— Thomas Meighan.
Comedy — A Dixie Madcap — Jane
Katherine Lee.
Current Events — Hippodrome Review, consisting of excerpts
from the leading news weeklies, aPathe hand-colored subjects and Topics of the Day.
Next Week—" An Old-Fashioned
Boy" — Charles Ray.
Shea's Criterion —
Overture — Christmas Fantasie —
Lake.
Vocal — Waltz song from Romeo
and Juliet.
Sung by Charlotte Pardee.
Feature — Deep Waters — Maurice
Tourneur produciu
Comedy
— Pals and I'etn. —
Sunshine.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Next Week — Midsummer Madness.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — Tickle Me.
Current EvAits — Latest Pathe
News.
Feature — The Wonderful ChanceEugene O'Brien.
Comedy — Betty Sets the Pace —
Muriel Ostriche.
Next Week — Otis Skinner in Kismet.
—
ace
Pal
Feature — Food for Scandal — Wanda Hawley.
—
Empire
Feature — The Woman Untamed —
Doraldina.

This one^ eleven inches hy three col-,
limns
for of" Her
Elopement
the work
the First
Alhamhra
theatre" ofis
Indianapolis
CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ Offertory
"Seranota."
Woodlawn
News — and
Views.
Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.
Comedy — "The Big Show."
Overture — "Gems from the Manhattan Opera House."
Feature — "To Please One WoIntermission —

"The Laughing

Comingman."feature — "The North
Wind's
Hyena." Malice."
Barbee's
Loop Theatre —
Ford Weekly.
International News.
Comedy — "Shuffle the Queens."
Feature — "The Song of the Soul."
Coming
feature — "The Great
e—
a
er
vi
Ri ry Theatr
Li
lyLo.ver.Di"gest.
ekra
Wete
Scenic.
Overture — "Light Cavalry."
Feature — "Nomads of the North."
Specialty — "Yuletide Greetings."
Comedy — "Edgar's Christmas."
Coming feature — "Dinty."
Ziegfeld Theatre —
Organ selections.
Comedy — "Watch Your Husband."
Scenic — "Arizona Grand Canyon."
Feature — Douglas
Fairbanks in
" The Mark of Zorro."
Coming feature — "The Riddle WoRandolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
m.an."— "A Train
Comedy

Full of
e ubl
FeaturTro
— "Ir
e."eland in Revolt."
Coming feature — Wallace Reid in
"The Charm School."
ATLANTA

Howard —
Overture — "Linger Longer, Letty"
— Enrico Leide, conductor.
Howard News and Views.
Alma Doria, soprano, in selections
from "So Long, Letty,
Feature
— "So Long, Letty — (Robertson-Cole.)
Solo — Herbert Waterous, basso.

News

Comedies — Pals and Petticoats.
Mutt and Jeff in A Hard Luck
Santa Claus.
Vocal — Penfold and MacGrath.
— The Plunger — George
Criterion
Overture — —Prologue, arranged by Feature
Walsh.
Dave Love — "A Toy Sym- NextTrails.
Week — Tom Mix in Prairie
phony," called "The Night BeChristmas," with Baby
Aileen fore
Stevens.
BALTIMORE
Topics of the Day.
Pathe Review.
Feature ty"—— First
Marshall
Neilan's "Din- New Theatre —
National.
Overture — Christmas Carols.
Goldwyn.
Comedy — "Edgar's Little Saw" — Current Events — Pathe Weekly.
Comedy — The Big Show.
Feature — Madonnas and Men.
Overture —— Special, arranged by H.
Forsyth
Parkway— Christmas
Theatre — Carols.
E. Bodiford, leader.
Overture
Forsyth Screen Magazine.
Setting: Lobby decorated with
evergreens, wreaths and colFeature
K. Lincoln in "The
ma. — E.Voice"
ored lights. Stage decorated
Inner
— American Cinewith a huge wreath over center
Comedy — Eddie Boland and Vanity
and evergreens on each side.
Current Events— Pathe Weekly.
Fair head"—Girls
in
"The
SleepyPathe.
Comedy— The Tent Boy.
Feature — Idols of Clay.
Overture.
Wizard
Theatre —
Current Events
Hallroom
— Topics of the Day.
Grand — Boys Comedy.
Feature — Idols of Clay.
Loew-Metro Screen News.
Gaumont Pictorial Life.
Feature — May Allison in "Are All
BROOKLYN
Men Alike" ?— Metro.
Comedy
— Buster
Week"—
Metro.Keaton in "One Strand Theatre —
Overture— 1. "O, Come All Ye
Overture.
F a i t h ffrom
u 1." Tannhaus
2. " Pilgrims
Chorus
er. (b)
Rialto
—
Paramount
Burton Holmes TravStrand Choristers in holiday
elogue.
Feature.
carols. 1. "Silent Night." 2.
—Chester.
"O, Come All Ye Faithful."
Comedy — "A Trajful of Trouble"
Set for "b" was interior of
church, effect being that of
audience looking through a
small aperture into church
DETROIT
chancel.
Strand's Christmas Greeting —
Short film showing latest inAdams
Overture^—— " The Messiah."
ventions in mechanical toys
Current
Review.Events — Adams Topical
and ending with Christmas
pastoral scene and greeting
Educational — Selected Scenic.
from management.
Vocal — Emmons
and C o 1 v i,n
The World's Christmas — Film
" Grieving for You," " Timshowing of holiday events as
selected by Managing DirecComedy — Edgar's Christmas Saw.
tor E.News,
L. H\-man
Feature — The Cradle of Courage —
Pathe
etc. from Fox,
William." S. Hart.
oo
Next buct
Week — Charles Ray in An Musical Instruments Christmas
Old Fashioned Boy.
Party —by Handel's
" Largo
played
Strand String
Sec-"
tion of orchestra
with organ
Broadway Strand —
accompaniment.
Current Events — Broadway Strand
Bits and Shots.
Christmas Novelty. — The Waltzing
Educational — In the Land of TemDoll (Poldini).
"Lullaby"
ples, Music in the Air.
(Stout).
Kathryn James,
conComedy — Fay Tincher in Striking
tralto, singing lullaby before
Models.
fireplace in mellow light. Followed this with Mile. Sylvia
Orchestra — " Around the Christin
pantomime
Christmas doll.dance, attired as
Vocal — Billy Priest, tenor, Sue
mas Tree." soprano, Wilma A Christmas Trip — Prizma Film
Rathburn,
Leininger, contralto.
Feature — The Jucklins — Mabel Jul- Vocal"Niagara
— "Ave Mighty
Maria" Thunderer."
(Gounod.)
ienne Scott and Monte Blue.
Grace Bernadette, soprano;
Next Week — Midsummer Madness.
Grace Mergelin, harpist; A.
Debruille, violinist.
Overture ——" Light Opera Potpo- Feature — "The Truth About HusMadison
Current
Events — Madison Topical Vocal — "Thine Alone" from "EiReview.
leen" (Herbert) sung by HenEducational — Selected Scenic.
n.' ryDance"
sungKerby
Moeller, (Molloy)
tenor. "The
Comedy — Selected.
Walter
bands." Smith, basso ; Kat5ir>Ti
Vocal — Ruth Chase, " The Voice of
theurri."
Chimes," " Thank God for
James, contralto ; Grace Berler, tenor.nadette, soprano; Henry MoelFeature — The Truth About Husbands.
a Garden."
Next Week — Nazimova in Billions. Comedv — Buster Keaton in "ConSullivan. "The Lost
singing
Comedy — Selected.

Sv wa* pretty— and very wejtJthy Appafeotly <v%ry
fb^ln'tlM
ble boTC UDtUworldonew&nud
day ato nurry.her.
ju^t up andIt becanu
kidn:ippeda teni'Lh«
rouDg
lady'He didn'l
The funleaniof differtfitly
il is, he thought
"Vanrp."
untU
theyEiie
werehappen.faraojit at SCO, on a yacht ihu]ga bt^iKfo
liSUghT Only one — froro Mart to finish.- ^
(Cart
Includes Jerome
Paimk.andNellEdwinCraJj.Steirena.
Her- I1
twrt SUndinK.
Heler Dunbar
Uott tad Jeff
Foi N'cwf W'«cUr

Picture

Chord" —

Washington —
Overture — " Vanamericana."
Current Events
— Washington Animated Review.
Educational — Isle of Desire.

Organ Solo — "Halleluiah Chorus"
from
Handel's
"Theand
Messiah"
Edward
Xapier
John
Hammond,
vict 13." organists.
Next week — Charles Ray in "Nineteen and Phyllis."
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

ON

Big
FROM

tracted to it because of title.
FAMOUS PLAYERS
(West.)
Romantic Adventuress —
Little better than average business. Well liked by patrons who An Old Fashioned Boy —
An amusing farce, but not quite
said Miss Dalton's work was very
good. Good supporting cast. Well up to some of Ray's recent efforts.
box office attraction, howdirected and photographed. (West) A good ever.
(Middle West.)
A fair picture which opened
METRO
with average business but did not
draw well at the end of the week.
Billions
(West.)
Picture— proved a frost here. It
is " not much " and my audiences
were below normal. Many thought
The Life of the Party —
Fine picture. Splendid business. it the poorest film Nazimova has
Excellent entertainment. The kind ever played in. (East.)
of show it's
a pleasure
run.
Everybody
comes
into the to
theatre
Saphead
—
expecting to have a good time and The
Broke
no records
but it drew
go out happy.
(Middle West.)
fairly good crowds throughout the
week.
The Restless Sex —
(East.) As a picture it was " fair."
Went over very well. Fair picture. Business good. (East.)
Polly With a PastOnly fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks pep. (East.)
Deep Waters —
About average business. Fine
production of its kind but with
little for exploitation except au- Madame Peacock —
Poor picture, business fair. Bethor's name cast
and and
original
story.
lieve Nazimova is falling back in
Photography,
direction
all
her stories. If she keeps this up
very good. (West.)
she's liable to lose her popularity.
(East.)
Behold My WifeOne of the best pictures of the
—
year. Went big all week. (Mid- Clothes
A light feature, more of a womdle West.)
an's picture
Business
fair. than
(East.)anything else.
Conrad in Quest of His
Youth —
The Misfit WifeAverage picture with about usual
Mediocre picture. Business not
business. (West.)
up to standard. (East.)
The Testing Block —
A Chorus Girl's Romance —
Good feature which brought more
Certainly a fine picture and a
sure-fire box office attraction. Pic- than usual business. (West.)
ture seemed to please and went
fine all week. (West.)
Best
Luck — Did not seem to
Fairof picture.
Heliotrope —
draw
well.
Business about average.
Did well and held over second (West.)
week. Like most second-weekers
here unless they are far above the
FIRST NATIONAL
average or highly advertised it
petered out. (East.)
Dinty —
business all week. The pubAn excellent picture in every He Big
wants
dle West.)plays of this kind. (Midrespect and business grew all week.
(Middle West.)
Picture proved very average
drawing card. Work of Wesley
Idols of Clay —
Big business second week. Thrill- Barry considered very good but
ing. Gorgeous sets and sensational story as a whole failed to please.
title are big attractions. (Middle Almost
West.) too melodramatic. (Middle
West.)
A good picture filled with sex Old Dad—
Only fair picture. It received
appeal that did a good business.
(East.)
only fair patronage. Mildred Harris is not a drawing card out here.
Opened up extra big and con- (Middle West.)
tinued so during week run. (Middle West.)
Dangerous Business —
Fine production which seemed to
This picture brought very good please and brought fine business.
business and people seemed at- (West.)

N

E

fF

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Married Life —
Despite its length, this comedy
keeps up the interest throughout,
and was a good laugh-producer.
(Middle West.)

Say

THEATERS
Once to Every Woman —
A poor attraction, very little to
redeem it.
Business far below
normal.
(West.)
REALART

In the Heart of a Fool —
First Elopement —
A rather complicated theme which HerDrew
well for first two days
kept up the suspense until the end. but did not hold up for the rest
However, a bit too melodramatic of the week. Fair. (East.)
in spots. (Middle West.)
Husband' s Friend —
A decidedly poor box office atThe Love Flower —
traction. Has no entertaining value. (West.)
Excellently produced Griffith picture that attracted very good business, part of which, however, must
be attributed to the Buster Keaton
ROBERTSON-COLE
comedy on the bill. (East.)
Dustin
Farnum,
Big
Happiness
— who has not
been seen on the screen in a long
Unseen
Forces
—
. Not the best title in the world while in Buffalo, returns with an
and of minor value from a box of- entertaining vehicle in which he
fice standpoint. Picture pleased. does some good character work
(Middle West.)
m a dual role. Held up well, despite holiday season slump. (East.)
Truth About Husbands —
VITAGRAPH
Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it.
The
Broadway
Bubble —
(East.)
Opened big and kept up big all
week. A picture that pleased
FOX
everybody because it is logical
(Middle West.)
The Thief —
Thoroughly pleased audiences
SELZNICK
with result that picture got good
box
West.)office play. Pearl White fea- The Wonderful Chance —
ture our audiences liked. (Middle
The best story O'Brien has had
for some time. Business fai*.
(East.)
The
Tiger's
Cub — picture and
Very
entertaining
went well with my patrons. (West.)
// I Were KingOnly brought average business.
Fair attraction. (West.)
GOLDWYN

UNITED ARTISTS
The Love Flower —
A sure fine production. Went
over big all week. Patrons seemed
well pleased, which was echoed by
the box office. (West.)
STATES

RIGHTS

The Branding Iron —
Ranch —
Brought a normal business, some- Honeymoon
Played to standing room. Strong
thing unusual for pre-Christmas posters pulled in crowds. Allene
days. (Middle West.)
Ray pleasing as star. Picture very
well received. Best Western
The Girl with the Jazz Heart — shown here for long time. Patrons
Fine production. Box office re- asked for others like it. Full of
ceipts heavier than usual. (West.) action and suspense and the kind
that draws crowds back to see more
of the same kind. (West.)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
A Thousand to One —
A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week, in
spite of proximity to Christmas.
(Middle West.)
Homespun Folks —
Probably the best picture of the
week in this city. Was well liked
and a good box office attraction.
(Middle West.)
UNIVERSAL
The DeviVs Pass Key —
A very good melodrama which
played to very good business.
(East.)

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

PETCRS MAjeRIES-^'
SAW
c,:J,";,ZJ-^^ PERrECT.tl WOMAN."
This hand drawn display for " The
Last
is the work
WilUamof the
M. Mohicans,"
Strong, publicity
directorof
of the Rialto theatre. Providence, R. I.

Exhibitors'

Service

Bureau —

Pages

360-37]

Stage setting and male quartette appearing
Joseph Plunkett's
for " Iscbel,''
The opposite
Trail's End,"
York inStrand.
Descriptionprologue
of the prologue
appears oron " the
page the current X\:eek's bill at the New
Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Loirell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, ProTidence, R. 1.
Harold B. Franklin. Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George
J. Srhade,Alhambra
St-hade theatre,
H. C. Horaler,
theatre, Sandusky.
Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. PauL
A. J. Hoeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhamhra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre. Milwaukee.
Jack Knim, Loew theatres, CieTeland.
Julius L. Johnson, New Garrick thetitre, Minneapolis.
Paul
Gusdanovic, Strand. Cleveland. O.
C. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich,
rharles C. Perry, Strand theatre. Minneapolis.
8. Toledo,
Banet O.McCormick, Gen. Mgr. Rlvoli theatre,

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres.
Jackson, Mich.
WUIard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
B. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Tbac)*^, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
.\rthnr
Iowa. G. Stolte Muiues theatre, Des Moines.

L>well W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand Knd
theatres.
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thoma*-. .Strand theatre. Omatia.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston. Id&ho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramonnt-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. M.vrick, Rialto theatre. Butte.
Eugene
cisco. B. Roth, Califoroia theatre. $an FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Granman's theatre. Los Angeles.
LonU K. Sidney. Managing Director, William Fox
thwtres,
Denver.
Phi:.
iVsrsdorf,
Arcade theatre. JacksonTille, Fla.
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"What's

Hurry?" Exploitation
Incident to the showing of Wallace Reid
in '• \\ hat's Your Hurn%" Manager
Dwight L. Hill of the Pickwick theatre in
San Diego, Cal., used several good stunts
■which "went over" in good shape. On
October 27th he had tags put out over
the city, these being attached to all the automobiles found on the streets, bearing on
one side suggestions as coming from the
Police Department, while on the other
side was the announcement of the presentation of "What's Your Hurry?" at
the Pickwick.
The signature of ^layor Louis J. Wilde
was secured to a proclamation designating
Wednesday, October 27, as " Safety First
Dav," with the suggestion that the slogan
be,'"
Your publicity
Hurry— Safety
Firstthe!"
This What's
was given
through
daily papers.
A third stunt was arranged by Manager
Hill, who secured the co-operation of the
circulation men of the local papers who
have charge of the street " newsies." to
the end that between 5 and 6 o'clock on
\\'ednesday evening ever}' newsboy on the
street was calling out, " What's Your
Hurry?"
Shanberg
Puts Over
"Peaceful Valley"
For the showing of " Peaceful Valley "
at the Midland theatre, Hutchinson, Kansas, of which M. B. Shanberg is manager,
some unusually effective exploitation was
employed.
Out in front was an old board sign
which directs the way to " Peaceful A'alley." The lobby was decorated with corn,
pumpkms and other rural articles, even to
the old mail box, and the entire setting
showed a lane leading to " Peaceful Valley."

Carroll

Your
Plunket

Stages

Fine

Pro-

logue for "Isobel"
feature
tion
pt that
this week
exce
at theof
pres,enta
THE note only
Capitol in connection with " Passion," described in last week's
er for " Isobel,"
,
prol
a
is
issue
ger numb
ed
stag by Manaogue
Jos. Plunkett of the
Strand.
With the house lights dimmed, the
stage disclosed a Northland scene, with
the aurora borealis shedding a gentle
light over all. In the foreground were
the members of the Strand Male Quartette, dressed in the Northern costume
of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police— heavy fur coats, caps and heavy
boots. They were grouped on a dog
sledge, which was made to order for the
occasion. With the lights still dim, the
four sang two selections, " Winter," by
BuUard, and " Absent," by Metcalfe.
As they reached the last refrain of the
second song, the lights gradually grew
dimmer, until in almost total darkness,
a heavy snowfall effect enveloped the entire stage. Through the snow, cabins in
the valley behind the singers slowly
lighted up.
The singers stand around dog sledges
in front of the drop. On the encore number the set is lighted a bit from the sides
with blue floods and snow falls gently,
glistening in the light as it drops. In
the distance lights twinkle as if some
other ated Arctic
dwellers'
a few miles
away. homes were situThe stage was set as a farm yard. The
old well, and the old time walking plow
and an old farmer sitting on a tree stump,
whittling a pine stick and smoking an old
time pipe, gave the scene reality.
At the other side of the stage a country
maiden was in deep conversation with
Charles Ray, who was leaning over the
side of the well. Clever lighting effects
by stage manager Wornner aided in putting over the presentation.

Works

Novelty

Exploitation Stunt
It was a beaver board booth surrounding the box-office of the Standard theatre,
Cleveland, and painted in life sized proportions was Harry Carey's head and
shoulders, in a miner's costume, just as
he appears in his picture, " West is West,"
just above Carey's
picture
words
PLOYMENT
AGENXY the
stood
out EMwith
clearness. Below the picture of Carey
were posters saying " Miners Wanted,
$75.00
a Month and
and "Wanted
Board,"
"HELP Dollars
WANTED"
But over two hunderd passersby failed
to notice the connection between the adMiners."
vertisement and the theatre, and thought
it was real, bona fide employment agency.
Tom Carroll, manager of the Standard
theatre, said he was swamped with applicants. They came into his office, and
said they wanted a job as miner. They
wanted to apply for the positions advertised out front. It took some explaining on Carroll's part, to make these fellows understand that this was motion picture exploitation, and that the jobs didn't
really exist. After Carroll had laboriously explained the state of affairs to one big
burly " cullud " gentleman, the applicant
turned on Carroll and said disgustingly,
" That's a Hof a way to fool a
But that's the penalty for using realism
r nigger."
pooexploitation.
in
Just a little beaver board',,
some paint and a couple of signs judiciously placed, created an atmosphere entirely
foreign to the natural location of the theatre, and although the .Standard theatre is
placed right in the heart of the business
section, he transplanted the passerby into
mediately.
another land and caught the attention im-

Characters who appeared in the prologue for "Kismet" staged by Will D. Harris, manager of the Grand theatre, Columbus, 0.

Motion
Wendt

Gives

Picture

News

Newspaper

Men Special Show
When the Rivoli theatre of Toledo
showed " The Law of the Yukon," Harold Wendt, advertising and exploitation
man for the Rivoli, got the theatre's best
friends — the newspaper men — out boosting for the picture in advance. Robert
W. Service is, as most everyone knows,
the newspaper man's poet and the story
of the picture was of the experiences of
an American newspaper man who went
to Alaska to start a daily.
Wendt had some invitations printed
which stated that Morgan Kleath (the
newspaper man in the story) invited the
Toledo press to see the pictures of his adventures in Alaska. The result was that
the special party was well attended and
the papers the following week carried
great accounts of this film, scoring another victory for Wendt in the way of
packing the theatre all week.
" Once to Every Woman " lobby decorations used by the Holman theatre, Montreal, Canada

Palace

Theatre,

Schenec-

tady, Effects Tie-up
HornUsesBigTownMethod
Jewel Theatre, Fremont, O., Sets Fast
Pace
in Small
Town
Exploitation
l
ing, most every one of those rural anHORN, manager of the Jewe
SG.theatre,
nouncements were answered in person.
Fremont, Ohio, is setting a
And we are making more money
• fast pace for small town exhibitors
than we ever did before. The anof his state and giving his patrons regular
swer is, keep up with the cities. We
city shows.
Mr. Horn is only lately a convert to the
can't always keep ahead of the cities
as we did with " The Round-Up," but at
theory of exploitation. He did not believe in extensive newspaper campaign>,
least we can keep up with 'em, and in
these days of photoplay magazines, when
thetown
small
the
for
etc.,
lists,
mailing
atre. Then came a time when he began to the neighbor from Squedunk knows all
doubt that the old methods were the best
aboutitorthe
newest
it's the
the biggest
exhibwho sells
the pictures,
newest and
methods and he' was induced to spend
entertainments
in
the
picture
field,
who
some money to buy a real feature and to wins the confidence of his patrons, and
exploit it properly. The result was enough
who cashes in on that confidence."
for Mr. Horn. He cUmbed on the exploitation bandwagon and is making better profits with big shows at top prices
than he ever did with cheap shows at small
prices.
At the time this was written Mr. Horn

was planning his campaign for " The
Round-up," the showing to be a premiere
for his section of the state. Following is
Mr. Horn's own account of how he put
over the picture :
" We started our newspaper advertising one week before we opened with the
picture. We began with small two-inch
teaser ads in the daily papers. These
teasers were snappy captions from spicy
subtitles. Each day these teaser ads increased in size until the end of the week,
when we came out with a big announcement of the show. We had special window cards made, and distributed a hundred of them. Heralds were also generously distributed. Then we inaugurated
a rural mailing list. Hundreds of_ announcements went out in all directions,
for miles around, and judging from the
dusty vehicles that were lined up in front
of the Jewel theatre the day of our open-

The Palace theatre, at Schenectady, N.
"Suds"
lor of
Y., took advantage
the exploitation possibilities ofMary Pickford's " Suds " and
staged an attractive tie-up with the Adirondack Light and Power Corporation of
that city for the week preceding the picture. Two young women, one a blonde
and quite closely resembling the original
Mary, and a brunette were used in putting the at
stunt
over. Themachine
imitation
Mary "
labored
a washing
and " wringer
while her companion held up cards from
time to time, telling the crowd outside the
window that " Suds " would be the attraction atthe Palace during the week of
December 12. The two girls wore blue
denim overalls. There was hardly an
hour during the day that the sidewalk outside was not jammed to the gutters.

Window display arranged by the Palace theatre, Schenectady, N. ¥., for the run of "Suds"
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Showing a window display tie-up which the Metropolitan theatre,

Titus

Has

Ctrcleville, 0., obtained for its showing of " Why Change Your Wife?"

Censorship
Florida

CENSORSHIP may have its uses,
and Judge Henry M. Titus, owner
of three prosperous theatres in
Florida, declares that a considerable part
of his success as an exhibitor is due to his
policy of referring all productions under
consideration for booking in any of his
houses to a double board of censors. Although the two boards are made up entirely
of members of his personal family, he declares that business has shown continuous
improvement ever since, he adopted the
censorship method ; in fact, his success has
been so marked that he has alrea4y purchased asite and an architect is now preparing the plans for a new theatre larger
than any of the three he now owns.
One of the Titus boards of censors has
but one permanent member; that is Mrs.
Titus. The second and final board is composed of two daughters of the exhibitor,
one fourteen and the other twelve.

Board

Exhibitor Allows His
to Pick the Shows

of

His

Own

Daughters

That was
when
mothers'
board rons
of away.
censorship
came
intothe
being.
The two daughters began attending the
theatres regularly, and it was seldom but
what they saw every picture that was
shown at the three theatres. They expressed their Hkes and dislikes very
frankly, and Judge Titus noticed that they
seldom differed in opinions and that usually the pictures they liked were the ones
that drew the big audiences where the
ones they didn't like were the ones that
didn't draw.
" Then I started getting their opinions
on pictures before deciding on the length
of time I would run them in the three

soon as they can receive a print of their
bookings. If the kiddies enjoy it it will
go over big. If they turn their thumbs
down turn off the foyer lights to aid in
cutting down expenses."
Smith

Gets

Results

Atmospheric

with

Prologue

F. L. Smith, manager of the Rialto theatre, Newark, N. J., believes that atmospheric presentation is a big part of the
battle in popularizing a picture. Whenever a picture offers the slightest opportunity for prologue adaptation Smith
takes full advantage of it.
He recently won considerable praise
from his patrons because of a Japanese
prologue that he put on with his last
week's run of " The Breath of the Gods."
The prologue was built up around the

theatres," continued Judge Titus, " and
since that time regular patronage has
shown a continuous increase. Two of the
three theatres I own — the Lyric at Daycona Beacn and the Crystal at Daytona —
run the year around, while the New Daytona at Daytona Beach is open only for popular ballad, " The Japanese Sand" Children are the greatest motion pic- •
man," which was sung by a coloratura sothe
six
months beginning in November,
ture judges to be found," declares Judge
prano in Japanese costume. The presenwhen the big winter season opens.
tation proved a valuable asset to the picTitus. " If they can't understand the ac" I think it would be a mighty good
ture, which is one of the most realistic retion itis a safe bet that many adults won't
be able to understand it. If they find it plan for exhibitors to make a special play
productions of Japanese scenes, life and
for children at a special performance as customs ever screened.
entertaining, then it is clear that any adult
will find it equally so, for there is nothing
highbrow about children. They are utterly guileless and do not express appreciation simply because it is the work of some
director with a big name, or some actor or
actress with a great reputation. Children
are frank, and if they say they don't like
a picture the chances are that no theatre
audience will."
Judge Titus and Mrs. Titus first established censorship when their daughters insisted on going to matinees as a regular
daily occurrence. Sometimes there were
pictures in the theatres which were not regarded as especially suitable for growing
girls' consumption, and Judge Titus decided that very likely he was no more particular than a lot of other fathers and mothers in this respect, and that perhaps the
Another of the Metropolitan theatre, Circlcville, 0., window displays for the showing of
showing of such pictures was keeping pat"Why Change Your Wif^f"
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Small Town
Man Strong
for Mailing List

Some of Fred S. Meyer's exploitation
for theatre,
" Get OutHamilton,
and Get Under
" zvhen this picture played
the Palace
O.
The large cut is self explanatory. The insert shows a window display obtained by Mr. Meyer

Mission

Theatre

Exploitation

New Los Angeles House Gives " The
Mark of Zorro " Novel Exploitation
One day was set aside by the managee of excellent exment for the old Spanish famiUes of Los
A DISTINCT typ
ploitation was carried out by ManAngeles.
aging Director Robert E. Wells,
School children were interested in the
for the opening of the New Mission theI>icture and the theatre through the conatre of Los Angeles, Cal., for which ocduction of an essay contest on the history
casion "The Mark of Zorro " was chosen
of California during the days of the peas the feature picture.
riod when such incidents as shown in
The whole theatre fairly breathed the
" The Mark of Zorro " took place.
atmosphere of the " Golden Age of CaliThe opening night was a gala one for
fornia." Upon alighting from your car, even Los Angeles.
there met you two footmen, in the " bandit " costume that " Doug " wears as Zorro in the picture, and ushering you to the
door, you were greeted by Spanish flower
girls with huge baskets of dewy violets,
who distributed them to the ladies together with fans and mantillas. Great bouquets of flowers decorated the lobby and
the interior of the theatre. The ushers
were colorfully costumed in velvet troucers and crimson sashes of the Caballeros
of the old Spanish days. The atmosphere
of it all was harmoniously carried on in
the lighted flower-wreathed Spanish balconies, built in the walls, and the twin
fountains that splashed on each side of
the stage, together with the magic of color
splashes here and there, that accentuated
the marvelous simplicity of design.
A few doors away from the theatre
was the store of the Western Costume
Company that designed and executed the
I

costumes worn by the company in " The
Mark of Zorro." There they had a display of the costume, on the floor of which,
in attractive design, were the stills from
the production.

Exploitation
Harry E. Davis, owner and manager of
the Bijou Dream theatre, Milton, Pa., declares that a neat announcement of the
week's attractions mailed direct to the
home of possible patrons is the best exploitation device that a small town manager can employ.
Mr. Davis has been the owner and manager of the same theatre since IQ06.
Other theatres have started in competition,
but Mr. Davis has always more than held
his own and at the present time he is
practically without opposition. He lays
his strong position chiefly to ihe weekly
announcement which he mails to an extensive list which includes nearly every
householder in Milton.
The history of the Bijou Dream has
been one of almost continuous renovation
and remodeling. Practically nothing remains of the original theatre except the
site and the name ; and at the present time
the Bijou Dream is one of the most up-todate theatres in Pa. Each one of the improvements has been duly heralded to the
patrons of the theatre through the weekly
announcement which is sent out.
The result is that the Bijou Dream has
become a Milton institution. The Milton
public is vitally interested in it and most
of them know the year when each new improvement was added, and all is laid to
the house's weekly announcements.
" I have always mailed them," says Mr.
Davis speaking of the announcements.
" Theatres that go to the trouble of making up a weekly program and then
distributing it at the theatre are wasting
time. They are trying to make a repeal
out of a person who has already seen announcements of coming attractions and
are entirely neglecting the person who
doesn't happen to be in the theatre at the
time the programs are distributed. Mail
them
sible. ever}- week to as big a list as pos-

Window display for " The Mark of Zorro" at the Mission theatre, Los Angclos, showing in
which the costume that Doug used in the picture was placed on exhibit as shoxvn and stills
from the picture displayed
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Tct'O views of the lobby display for " The North Wind's Malice" desicfiied by Geo. IV. Turner, manager of the Everett theatre, Everett, Wash.

Turner

Builds

A

Novel

Lobby

Display

" North Wind's Malice " Exploitation at Everett,
Wash., Makes Big Box-Office Receipts

OUT in the state of Washington, in a
city called Everett, the Star Amusement Company operates seven theatres in a way that deserves commendation. Exploitation and presentation are
more than names to the Star people, and
many a novel stunt is put over for the attractions that are booked for the various
houses.
Recently George M. Turner, exploitation representative for the Star Company,
put over a campaign for " The North
Wind's Malice," playing at the Everett,
the leading Star house, that is worthy of
emulation by a big city theatre. The major part of the campaign was centered in
a lobby displaj^ a cut of which appears
above.
The entire front was built to resemble
an Alaskan snow scene. Starting with the
marquee — large icicles were hung around
the entire border, fir boughs being used to
break the corners. The tops of the cases
were hung with smaller icicles and draped
with artificial snow. The box office was
transformed into a miniature log cabin.
On either side of the lobby were immense
snow scenes covering the entire walls.
The face of the lobby was made into a
larger cabin the doors of which led to the
foyer. A row of small fir trees were lined
across the entire face of the building.
Blue and green lights were used throughout. To lend atmosphere the door-girl
was dressed in an Alaskan fur coat, cap
and boots. According to the thermometer
in the box-office window she needed them,
for it registered 20 degrees below zero.
Nothing unusual was attempted in the
line of newspaper displays.
The presentation of the feature was in
keeping with the exploitation campaign.
Berthold Lindgren, organist, played a spe-

cial musical prologue to the feature, his
first number being " Shadows Will Fade
Away," used as the love theme throughout the picture, followed by Rachmaninoff's Prelude in C sharp minor, used as
the theme of malice. The latter number
being played as the snow scenes at the
first of the feature went on the screen.
Another of Mr. Turner's campaigns
was for " It's a Great Life." This campaign was featured by tie-ups with local
merchants.
Following are a few of the stunts put
over :
Tie-ups with three restaurants for window display cards reading : " Sure ' It's A
Great Life' at the Orpheum." He also
arranged to put small cards on their me-

nus, these bearing the legend : " Eat,
Drink and be Merry. Sure ' It's A Great
Life ' at the Orpheum."
Tie-ups with two confectionery stores
for window displays. The cards read :
" 'It's A Great Life,' but our candy will
make
yours sweeter."
A tie-up
with one music store for a
window display, the cards reading:
" We'll say that ' It's A Great Life ' and
music makes it even greater — come in and
hear the latest records." The other bore
the same slogan with the theatre name
and the dates.
Extra Fine Three Color
Ad. Used in Nashville
Paper
Southern exhibitors and moving picture
advertisers recently were astounded by
the success with which the management of
the Elite theatre, of Nashville, Tenn.,
made use of their color displays in the
local morning newspaper.

Reproduction of a four-color page display run
in a recent issue of the Nashville Tennessean
by the Elite theatre of Nashville

When for
" The
" wasto
booked
the Devil's
Elite it Pass
was Key
decided
seek the unusual in announcing its coming to the local moving picture fans. Accordingly, afull page was taken in the
Nashville Tennesseean for the Sunday issue preceding the showing.
A full-page layout was made up from
punchful scenes of the picture, and after
considerable dickering with the publishers,
printed in four flashing colors. The page
was the talk of Nashville. It since has
aroused much favorable comment on the
part of publishers and advertisers in all
parts of the country, being classed as one
of the most perfect newspaper color jobs
ever seen.
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Brooklyn Strand Features
Scenic Subject
Surprise ideas had full play in connection with the showing of Kineto's nature scenic short subject, " The Hunting
Ground of Hiawatha," when it was exhibited at the Brooklyn Strand theatre.
Manager Edward L. Hyman used for
his presentation an elaborate prologue, in-,
visible soloists, a widely known quartette
and the Strand Symphony Orchestra. Almost every foot of development of the
theme of the film, which virtually tells the
story of Longfellow's " Hiawatha " was
interpreted by music. In fact, Mr. Hyman put on a programme of music ostensibly for " The Hunting Ground of HiaFirst, he introduced the scenic with a
prologue which showed a fringe of trees
on the bank of a stream. An Indian wigwag stood between the trees and under
watha."
neath the high pine boughs Jackson C.
One of the r-ecent artistic stage settings used for a specialty number at the Circle theatre,
Indianapolis. Ind.

Patrons

Write

Atlanta
Stunt

Showman

Display
Put

Over

in Interest of " The

SOMETHING a little out of the ordinary run of " contests " was tried
out, with flattering success, in Atlanta recently, when Frank H. Hammond,
publicity manager of the S. A. Lynch Enterprises, and Ralph de Bruler, manager
of the Lynch houses, carried out a wellplanned advertising campaign on " The
Furnace," which resulted in packed houses
for the entire week's run at the Rialto theatre.
The picture was booked to play the Rialto the week of November 7th, so Mr.
Hammond prepared his advertising. A
display ad was written announcing that
the Rialto management thought the production so good that the ad men did not
think they were capable of writing advertising that was equal in merit to the picture and had therefore decided to allow
the public to prepare the display copy
suitable prizes in free tickets to be awarded to the winners.
This announcement was carried on
Sunday, November ist, advertising that
the picture would play weeK of November
8th, and that the contest would close November 4th. The time was a little short —
and then, on Monday, much to his chagrin, Mr. Hammond discovei^ed that the
booking-clerk had " slipped up " and that
the picture was being held over, somewhere in the territory, for a second week,
and that nothing on the face of the globe
' — as the booker expressed it— could bring
that picture before the week of the 15th.
So, with a heavy heart, Mr. Hammond
approached the offices of the Atlanta
Georgian, the newspaper that had agreed

Copy

Novel

Furnace

"

to run the contest, and prepared another
special ad, explaining the situation, and
giving another week on the contest. A
brief and humorous " reader " was given,
also, and, after all, the contest was somewhat strengthened by the unexpected delay, allowing more time to encourage the
timid.
The ads poured in — most of them very
bad, some few of them fairly good, and
one that was really excellent. The winner
of the first prize carried, at the top, in big
letters, " Rialto " ; beneath, " all this
week," and then came the cut, flanked on
one side by the catchline, " Marriage i5
like a furnace — it either destroys or it
purifies. So watch your step on your way
to the altar "; on the other side, " If you
'are contemplating matrimony — -wait! Before you take the plunge, see this picture.
It mayself,open
your eyes."
Over theof cut
itwhich depicted
the marriage
Folly
and her millionaire, were the lines, " She
said ' I will ' — but she wouldn't. And she
didn't." Then followed, in letters slightly
smaller than the name of the theatre, the
name of the picture, with the sub-caption, "The Story of a Millionaire Who
Married an Actress." Followed a very
brief synopsis, headed " A Careless Jest
Started the Trouble." The last few inches
of the ad gave more catch-lines — but as
the Rialto had booked, at the last minute,
the new Harold Lloyd comedy, " High
and Dizzy," the prize-winner's consent
was secured to dropping the catch-lines
and substituting the ad of the comedy.
This prize- winning ad was used on Sunday preceding the opening of the picture.

Kinsey, baritone, attired in chieftain's war
paint and feathers, sang Woodman's " The
Wigwam," a colorful solo. This paved
the way for the actual showing of the film,
which revealed Indian life and the natural animal wonders of the forest.
As the film showed rushing and placid
waters, Kathryn James, contralto, from
back stage, sang " Cavaness," " By the
Waters of Minnetonka." Then as a young
Indian brave rode through a forest trail
the Strand orchestra played the catchy
" Na-jo," by Wiedoeft. The final scenes
had action lent to them by the singing by
the Mendelssohn Quartette of " Land of
theThe
Skyscenic
Blue opened
Waters."
and ended with music
and action.

"Madame X" diw^rijtions during the run of
this picture at the ton.
ThirdPa.Street theatre, Eas-
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LONG LETTV
j j

Lobby bydisplay
for "Sotheatre,
Long Letty"
used
the Rialto
Chattanooga, Tenn. Note the shadowgraph idea of the bath house.

Personal
Harry

Endorsement
Crandall

Adopts

This

Ideas
Plan

Chicago
The
Every
Flower
around
of this
theatre,

Theatre's
Presentation Elaborate

music used
Woman,"
Song from
which very
feature was
Chicago.

in filming " Once to
Ben Bolt, and The
Faust, was the motif
charming presentation
built at the Stratford

in Exploiting
Nomads of the North "
would have been his teaser campaign —
BELL, in charge of adNELSON B. vertising
and publicity for the
simply a line of bear tracks running diagCrandall theatres in Washington,
onally across a 50-line double-column
D. C, and vicinity, put over a capacity
space, with the title of the picture in the
In the third reel of " Once to Every
upper left hand corner in small type and
Woman " Miss Phillips makes her debut
week at Crandall's Metropolitan theatre
the name of the house in the lower right
as an opera star singing Marguerite in
in the capital with " Nomads of the
hand corner.
Faust. At this point the film was stopped
North " as the feature by reversing the
usual method of procedure.
while a soprano soloist sang the Jewel
On Saturday a display ad 120-lines deep
across three columns was run in the moThe Metropolitan has frequently cashed
Song, after which the picture was resumed
in by virtue of clever teaser campaigns
tion picture section of the Washington
immediately, Miss Phillips taking the encore on the screen.
conducted prior to the opening of the run,
Times, a day before the opening of the
picture. The same ad was run in the
with with " Nomads of the North " it was
The impression conveyed to the audience
felt that an unusual twist was needed to Washington Post on the Sunday of openwas that Miss Phillips had stepped out of
match the many novel elements made part
ing, in the Herald on Tuesday morning
the screen to sing the aria, as the artist
after
opening and in the Star the Thurswas costumed exactly as Miss Phillips was
of the drama in Mr. Curwood's picturizaday
of the of
week's
run. advance
The retion of his story of " God's Country.'"
in the picture, and was seen stepping forsult ofafternoon
this reversal
the usual
With this thought in mind, Mr. Bell beward between heavy blue velvet curtains
gan the Monday before the Sunday openprocedure and the spreading of the diswhen the spot was thrown on her.
play over four days instead of shooting it
ing of the " Nomads " engagement to run
Near the end of the picture Ben Bolt
all the Sunday of the opening, as is the
50-line double column ads in all of the
was
sung from the wings during the time
usual Washington custom, was to open
Washington papers. These took the form
Miss Phillips was supposed to be smging
of personal, signed endorsements of the
" Nomads " to the Metropolitan's absoit in the picture.
lute capacity and put it over for a week
picture by Harry M. Crandall, owner of
The effect was very pleasing.
the theatre, who was made to appear for of standing room patronage.
the first time in his career as an exhibitor
of silent drama to take the feature of one
of his bills out of the hands of his publicity department. These " talking ads "
were continued for four consecutive days
— or in other words through Thursday^ —
each day's argument being the exposition
of a new feature of superiority in
" Nomads." The advertisements signed
by Harry M. Crandall were not kept up a
single day after the four legitimately distinctive aspects of the picture had been
covered. As long as Mr. Crandall had
anything important to say, he appeared to
say it.
On Friday and Saturday, instead of
continuing ads heavy with type, Mr. Bell
resorted to what, had it bf>en used first.
California theatre. San Diego, Cai, lobby display for the showing of "Under Crimson Skies"
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Stage setting for " The Jucklins.'' used last week at the Rivoli
theatre, at
N right
eiv York.
Also shoiving the Rivoli orchestra with Managing Director
Riesenfeld
center front

Here

Is

a

New
"Yellow
Typhoon"
How Manager
Fisher Put Over
Some
Clever Teaser Exploitation

J CLYDE FISHER, manager of the
Temple theatre, St. Marys, Pa.,
* recently introduced that city to a
unique exploitation campaign, the chieT
feature of which "led local people to
believe that a cyclone was going to hit
St. Marys.
The promotion was originated in the
interests of " The Yellow Typhoon."
In the Monday edition of the Daily
Press, the town's only daily paper, there
appeared on the front page, among the
local news, a short item headed •
" Storm Signals Are Out." The body
of the item was as follows : " St. Marys
is booked for a big storm, a Typhoon, on
Thursday and Friday of this week. Typhoons are a little out of our line, but
this is going to be a regular one, a Yellow
one atout.that,
so you'dword
bettera little
be ontoothelate
lookWe received
to
go into the matter fully today, but will tell
you much more about it tomorrow, for
we want to read up a little on Typhoons in
general, and Yellow ones in particular."
This was the leader, and was all that
was said in the paper that day, care being
taken to keep all knowledge of the picture
from the public in order to keep the
readers from considering the item as an
advertisement. That night, on all sides,
there was talk of the storm that was coming this way, and would hit about Thursday. He had the entire town believing
that it was a bona-fide news item. Not a
soul was told of the real facts and all took
the supposed prophesy for what it seemed.
All Monday night and Tuesday up to
the time the paper got on the streets, people were talking about the approaching
storm. Then Tuesday's paper came out
and carried a follow-up under the caption :
"What
Is aread
Typhoon,
a Yellow
One?"
The article
as follows
:

" Regarding the storm that will visit
this city on Thursday and Friday The
Typhoon, the Yellow one, we mentioned
in yesterday's paper, we looked in several
dictionaries and an encyclopedia, but
couldn't find out exactly what a Typhoon,
a Yellow one, is. We are inclined to believe, however, that we didn't look far
enough, so will hand the problem over to
our readers, especially those who still
attend school and have access to Webster,
Worcester or the New American. We
want every one of our readers to answer
the question, but will not give any details
until tomorrow. Look up the word Typhoon, the Yellow variety, find out its
meaning, derivation, antonyms and synonyms, and anything else that may lead to
a better understanding of the word. Ask
your mother-in-law, the policeman — oh,
the dickens, ask anybody and everybody
about a Yellow Typhoon and then jot
down what you have learned. For the
best definition we will give the very best
thing a person in St. Marys can get,
namely a — no, not today ! Tomorrow we
will tell you what the prize will be for the
best definition of a Yellow Typhoon. Remember, itwill be a thing that is prized
highly by everybody in town, see if it isn't.
Get busy now — look up Yellow Typhoon."
Then the juveniles started talking, for
they were beginning to scent a " movie."
They became interested, and many an
adult was asked about typhoons. They
asked their teachers and they spoke about
typhoons at home and at play. The holding back of the intelligence concerning the
premium was another stunt that kept them
guessing, and talking all the more about
The Yellow Typhoon, a thing which surely
every advertising man values highly.
On Wednesday came the big expose, as

Idea

will be seen by this clipping from Wednesday's Press:
HAVE YOU LOOKED UP "THE
YELLOW TYPHOON "?
Tomorrow is the day set for the big
storm, the Yellow Typhoon, and we are
very anxious to learn all about such " animals," so ask the people of St. Marys to
send in their definitions of the word. As
the Press will not published tomorrow
we'll have to tell you all about it today.
Now, in regard to the prizes, we said
yesterday that they would be the best that
we could give, and so they are. For the
definition of the word which the committee considers the best we will give twelve,
a whole dozen, tickets to the Temple, good
on night that pictures are shown ; for the
second best, six tickets, and for the third
best, three tickets.
Now, then, get this right : Write a definition of less than 25 words on " Yellow
Typhoon " and bring or send it to the
Temple
o'clock.
P. M.,to Friday.
Novemberbefore
26th.i If
it is bound
be the
best definition received you get a dozen
tickets to the Temple — enough to attend
busy.
the pictures two whole weeks — if second
you get six tickets, and if third, three. Get
P. S. — If you can't find a good definition to the word, visit the Temple tomorrow afternoon or evening, when Anita
Stewart will appear in the great First National release, " The Yellow Typhoon," in
six big long reels. She will give you a
good idea of what is meant by Yellow
Typhoon, and you will have lots of time
to write your definition and have it in the
hands of the committee in ample time to
compete for the desirable prizes.
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Here is the way A. A. Bruce, assistant manager of the Peoples theatre. Portland, Ore., d^wratcd the lobby for the shoimng of "Good References"
Write
Miniature!

Stages

in

Lobby

Peoples Theatre, Portland, Ore.,
Has Novelty Lobby Display Idea
The miniature stages with their clever
miniature stages depicting
Two
scenes from the picture next to be scenes, are thought by Portland film men
featured, have proved to be the to be decidedly more decorative than the
usual advance one-sheets or made-to-ornewest method of doing advance advertisder
cards. They possess the added feature
ing by the Peoples theatre, Portland, Orefor the Peoples theatre which has a progon.
portionately small foyer, of consuming no
The small scenes are in gold frames destanding
space
and because of their elesigned similarly to the stage of a regular
vated position being visible to all at all
theatre, having pillars at either side, an
times.
ornate arch at the top and minute drawn
curtains. The interior of the frames,
Cost of the original stages was $8.50
which are steel lined and electrically
apiece. This included the rather intricate
equipped, is i6^ inches by 17^ inches
wiring which enables various lighting efhigh. The exterior measurements are
fects and makes possible a wider range of
scenes. Art work of changing them each
17^ by 19^/2 inches. Cut-out figures are
used and as the stages are two inches in time amounts to approximately $2.50 a
depth added realism is attained by clever
light effects not unlike those attained by
piece.
regular foot lights.

Editor,

Fillers
Says

for

the

Wendt

Here's a hot tip for some of those exhibitors who are continually " crabbing "
to the newspapers because they don't get
enough publicity — but who never go any
further out of their way than to possibly
furnish their editors with press sheets and
stills. '■ Try and be of real assistance to
your editors," says Harold Wendt, advertising and exploitation man for the Rivoli
theatre of Toledo. " One little thing
which can easily be done and which
will probably be appreciated by your
editors and still get you some additional space will be found in writing them
some " fillers," using dope on advance
bookings for your subject matter. But
make them short — just two or three lines
in type. The editors will have them set
up and laid aside in their galleys, using
them quite occasionally for filling out
their columns in their movie page, instead
of other matter.

For the engagement of " Good References," arecent attraction at the Peoples,
on one side of the foyer a miniature stage
showed Constance in voluminous, jaunty
attire, strongly suggestive of Vogue's or
Vanity Fair's extreme styles, standing,
showing her references to a prim old maid,
as quaint and conservative as the other
■ was modish. A landscape or two on the
wall, a grandfatjier's clock, lamp and
stand added to the completeness of the
scene. The other stage contained a picture of a merry, winking moon just setting
behind the horizon of blue sea which intervened between the deck of " S. S. Peoples," on which Constance was contentedly sitting on the lap of a man busily
engaged in kissing her. Again she was
portrayed in attractive, but fantastic evening gown with great fullness of skirt and
appreviated bodice.

Two miniature stage settings hung in the foy er of Peoples theatre, Portland, Ore., which
advertised " Good Refer£nces as told in the above story
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Ad.

Freak

Idea

Glee Clubs
St. Louis

for ''The

Untam
Another instance
of ed"
the freak classified

showing " The Untamed."
Harold Wendt, advertising director for
the Rivoli, inserted the following "ad " in
the classified columns of a leading Toledo
daily :
" Wanted — A left-handed horse ; one
that is accustomed to doing everything just
backwards; but do not want a jack; one
with some intelligence that can be taught
tricks preferred."
When the foreman of the composing
room sawonethethat
" adhe" called
he thought
it such an
unusual
the attention
of
the editor to it, and the result was a story
on page one to the effect that some one
had sought the ■— ■— — want ad columns
in an effort to obtain " the scarcest thing
in the world."
got the
necessary
comment
and thenThis
Wendt
submitted
his
story — one to the effect that Tom Mix had
the only left-handed horse in the world in
his newest picture, " The Untamed." The
editor thought the latter so good that it
was given a good position in the news
section as well.
Gets

Some

Novelty

Exploitation Stunts
A unique tie-up was recently put over
in Boston on the occasion of the release

" monkey-man " in the impersonation
field, was appearing in Boston at the time.
Walshe is less than four feet tall, and has
a make-up with which he claims to have
fooled many circus simians. He also has
made a study of monkey-talk and is an
authority on their modes of expression.
Asher arranged a trade showing, and
then the simultaneous appearance of " A

Appear in
Theatre

Post

Cards

Ad-

vertise "Oh Lady Lady"
A deluge of post cards was the novel
form of exploitation used by Myers

Novel

in that territory of " A Prohibition Monkey," in which " Joe Martin " is featured.
It happened that Patrick Walshe,
known in theatrical circles as the best

News

During the past three years the Mandolin and Glee Clubs of Washington University, St. Louis, have gained considerable public favor by virtue of their annual
concerts. Because of the fact that the
members of both musical organizations
are sons of prominent local families their
]jresence is often demanded at various
musical and entertainment gatherings.
To tie up his program for the week
of December 12 with some popular movement, as is the custom of Manager
Schwartz of the Del Alonte theatre, arrangements were made whereby the two
university clubs might appear as a special feature. The program was so made
;i> to give the impression that this was
ihe annual public concert and that it was
being given as a part of the picture program. The crowds that were attracted by
this unusual bit of exploitation elevated
the
box-office receipts to a considerable
extent.

" ad " bringing great amount of news publicity for a picture has been recorded at
Toledo, Ohio, when the Rivoli theatre was

Boston

Picture

The New York Strand male quartette and the
stage setting used for a prologue number for
last 7i'cck's run of "The Truth About Husbands"
Prohibition Monkey " in three of the leadthe Beacon,At Loew's
um, ing
andtheatres,
the Modern.
the sameOrphetime
he planted an eight-column spread in the
magazine section of the Boston Sunday
Post, comparing Walshe and Joe Martin,
with pictures and interviews of each. The
publicity
caused
amused
comment instory
Boston
and much
assured
crowded
houses for the three theatres.

Brothers when Oh Lady Lady " was
l)Ooked for the ]\Iajestic theatre, Chillicothe, Ohio.
The cards were unusual in that, although they were personal, they bore no
names. They were sent to " Oh Lady
Lady," the street address of prospective
patrons following. In this manner it was
possible to get the messages into practically all of the homes in the city without the
use of names, and at the same time to prethe attraction
most senteffective
way. " Oh Lady Lady " in a
On the reverse side of the " Oh Lady
Lady " cards was the announcement of
the production, some of the principal
players, where it would be shown, and
when.

Above are shown four original lobby display cards by Edward H. Robson, scenic artist for the Crescent theatre, Syracuse, X. Y.
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Pictures

EXPLANATORY

PAGE

FOR

RELEASES

Index
SHOWMEN

THE JACK KNIFE MAN
" First Run " Showings— Page
Produced by King Vidor Produc1337, issue of Aug. 14th — 1692
tions.
of Aug. 28th— 1873 of Sept.
Distributed by First National. 4th— 2411 of Sept. 25th— 3703
Star — Fred Turner.
of Nov. 13th — 4229 of Dec.
Director — King Vidor.
4th.
Producers Ads — Issues of Aug.
21st, Sept. 4th.
Exploitation — Page 1691, issue of
Prologue
Descriptions — Page
Aug. 28th— 3188 of Oct. 23rd
1692, issue of Aug. 28th.
—4072 of Nov. 27th.
NEWS Review Resume — Human interest story, rich in characterization, humor and atmosphere.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — A fine picture. Exhibitors say so.
Critics say so, but the public is slow to appreciate it. Unusual, different from what is generally seen on the screen.

4th. Page
_
STOP THIEF
MusicSept.
Cues—
1939, issue of
Produced by Goldwyn.
" First Run " Showings — Page
Distributed by Goldwyn.
Star — Tom Moore.
1689, issue of Aug. 28th—
1871 of Sept. 4th— 2412 of
Director — ^Henry Beaumont.
Sept. 25th— 2597 of Oct. 2nd
—2978 of Oct. 16th— 3174 of
Review — Page 1753, issu** of Aug
28th.
Oct. 23rd— 3532 of Nov. 6th.
Producers Ads — Issues of July Exploitation — Page 1873, issue of
10th and 24th.
Sept. 4th— 3530 of Nov. 6th.
NEWS Review Resume — Faithful and intelligent adaptation of
famous stage success.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Nothing extra either in business
or quality of picture. — This is an entertaining feature and seemed to
please the audiences. Business was good during run.

of Aug. 14th— 1689 of Aug.
WHAT'S YOUR HURRY?
Produced by Famous Players.
28th— 1871 of Sept. 4th— 2050
Distributed by Famous Players.
of Sept. 11th— 2232-2 of Sept.
18th— 2595-6 of Oct. 2nd—
Star — Wallace Reid.
3884 of Nov. 20th^229 of
Director — Sam Wood.
Dec. 4th.
Rcview^Issue of Aug. 28th, page
1757.
Exploitation — Page 1692, issue of
Producers Ads — Issues of July Aug. 28th — 1862 of Sept. 4th
3rd and Aug. 7th.
—2223-38 of Sept. 18th— 2988
Lobby Displays— Issue of Oct. of Oct. 16th— 3191-2 of Oct.
16th, page 2988— Nov. 6th, 23rd— 3540 of Nov. 6th— 3717 of
3540.
Nov. 13th— 3895 of Nov. 20th
" First Run " Showings — Page
—4073 of Nov. 27th— 4238 of
953, issue of July 31st— 1338
Dec. 4th.
NEWS Review Resume — Wally Reid and motor truck shine in
this one.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — A very good production to extra
big and big business for two days.— The best pictiure Reid has turned
out this year. Just packed them in. Looks like some fine advertising was slipped over in this one for a certain brand of truck. Local
dealers capitalized on it by putting one of the trucks on the street.

CHORUS
ROMANCE Prologue
Descriptions
— Page
Produced byGIRL'S
Metro.
1871, issue
of Sept. 4th.
Distributed by Metro.
" First Run " Showings — Page
Star — Viola Dana.
1691, issue of Aug. 28th —
Director— Wm. P. Dowlan.
1871 of Sept. 4th— 2050 of Sept.
Review— Page 1751, issue of Aug. 11th— 2596 of Oct. 2nd— 3702
28th.
of Nov. 13th— 3883 of Nov.
Producers Ads — Issues of July 20th.
10th and 31st.
Exploitation — Page 2050, issue of
Lobby Displays— Page 4237, isSept, Itlh— 3348 of Oct. 30th
sue of Dec. 4th.
-^^37 of Dec. 4th.
NEWS Review Resume — The best light comedy of the year.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Drew well all week. Excellent
picture. Viola Dana is an especial favorite. — Fair picture. Drew
average audiences. — Fair picture to average business. — Picture fair;
business no better.i — Good picture. Lots of interesting situations
well done by star and capable company. Opened to nice business
and held public interest all week. — Big box-office attraction, a good
title, pleasing picture zmd a well liked star who does a good " shimmy."— Two days to big and average business. — Everyone voted thif
the best Dana picture they ever saw. — This picture went over big.
A pleasing story, well liked by my audiences.

NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE Prologue
Descriptions — Page
Produced by Katherine McDon- 2990, issue of Oct. 16th.
alu Pictures Corp.
tr> » ci. •
-n
Star-Katherine McDonald. ^'7^.. ^i^" ^^rA^^'^J^f
^89-92, is.sue of Aug. 28thYoung.
Director-James
Review-P
age
1755, issue of
FWt
99^n
°^ ^^P*-*• —
P
Aug 28th
25th-317
of Sept.
-2411-13
July
of
Oct.
23rd—
3702
of Nov.4
of
Issues
Ads—
s
Producer
31st, Aug. 14th and Aug.
13th.
28th.

A CUMBERLAND ROMANCE Music Cues— Page 307, issue of
Produced by Realart.
July 3rd.
Distributed
by
Realart.
"
^'""^l,
" of.^'^^^"ffT^?,?^
e ■ry Miles Mmt
,
761,j^jy
issue31st—
July
— 954
Star-Ma
er.
of
1124 24th
of Aug.
Director— Chas. Maigne.
7th— 1511 of Aug. 21st— 1873

Lobby Displays — Page 4071, is- Exploitation — Page 1513, issue of
sue of Nov. 27th.
Aug. 21st— 3715 of Nov. 13th.
NEWS Review Resume — Katherine McDonald in drama of divorce scandal.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Average picture with well liked
itar. Played to average business three days. — Good picture bringing
more than usual business. — Only fair picture, but is drawing good.
SOUL OF YOUTH
Lobby
Displays
of Oct.
30th.— Page 3359, issue
Produced by Rcalart Pictures.
Music Cues — Page 1231, issue of
Distributed by Realart Pictures.
Aug. 7th.
Star— All-Star.
"
First
Run " Showings — Page
Director — W. D. Taylor.
r, •
T ofr Aug.
A
-,0 ,
1689, issue of Aug. 28th—
Issue
28th,
page
28OI of Oct. 9th^227 of
1753.
Dec. 4th.
Producers Ads— Issues of Aug. Exploitation — Page 3887, issue of
21st, Aug. 28th and Sept. 4th.
Nov. 20th.
NEWS Review Resume — Lewis Sargent duplicates success of
" Huckleberry Finn."
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — A fine production. Business better than usual during run. — Plot of picture good. Good houses entire week — Given a bit of exploitation, this will go over big. Gave
special free showing for school children and " mopped up " on regular showing. Broke all house attendance records for Saturday show.

4th— 3174
%\ .^ept-— Page
Review— Issue of Aug. 21st, page Exploitation
1125, of
issueOci.of
-iora.
15
Producers
Ads—79
Page 178, issue
Aug. 7th — 1513 of Aug. 21st—
of July 3rd.
1690 of Aug. 28th.
NEWS Review Resume — M. M. Minter's best — a real picture.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — A very good picture which pleased
and did good business for one week. — Played it two days to averas^e
business. — Did well with this, though Mary Miles Minter's popularity
has dropped a bit because of her persistently saccharine roles. This
is as good as her best and pleased.
WHAT WOMEN LOVE
of Sept. 4th— 4246 of Dec.
4th.
Produced by Sol Lesser.
First Run " Showings — Page
Distributed by First National.
1511, issue of Aug. 21st— 1872
Star — Annette Kellermann.
of Sept. 4th— 2412 of Sept.
25th— 2595 of Oct. 2nd— 2803
Director — Nate Watt.
of Oct. 9th— 3531 of Nov.
Review
21st.— Page 1577, issue of Aug.
6th— 3884 of Nov. 20th— 4062
31st, Aug. 14th and Sept.
4th.
28th-1857
of Nov.
^ ^^^^
of Sept.
issue'4thof
of Julv
Page 1689,
—27th.
A^u Exploitation
Ads—
^^A c».rvf
i/)tv.Issues
Producers A,,^
Prologue Descriptions — Page —2231 of Sept. 18th— 4070 of
1493, issue of Aug. 21st— 1872
Nov. 27th.
NEWS Review Resume — Kellermann in thrilling water feats —
good comedy — unusual undersea stuff.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Annette Ke'lermann great favorite
here. Picture drew well. — A very entertaining and interesting picture which brought more than usual business. — Interesting picture.

The above page inaugurates a new service designed to save exhibitors a great deal of labor and to make the filing of information on certain pictures easy. The selections for the page are automatic — those pictures which in the course of sixteen weeks
receive the greatest amount of exploitation so far as the News has been able to relate.
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The fact that you can play well or that
you have had the most serious kind of
musical education in universities and conservatories, that you were with this or
that famous European maestro, doesn't
make any difference. What is your knowledge of pictures? Just because you have
attended a picture show doesn't make you
a fit candidate to take charge of the
music !
Don't expect to be put in charge of a
big picture palace at once when you present your card. Go out and get acquainted
with picture technique. Playing picture
music is something very different to playing just music, playing symphonies, or
opera. You must reconstruct your entire
musical understanding to make an appropriate man in a picture show. If you
were ambitious to become the conductor
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, you
wouldn't make an application to the directors before you had risen in the ranks.

News

Picture

Crowd
By Charles

two cries coming up from the
I HEAR
field.
On the one hand is the theatre manager or owner bemoaning the fact that
he cannot put his hands on the right kind
of musicians for his pictures.
On the other hand I am besieged by
hundreds of musicians of the most worthy
advantages seeking to find the outlet for
their abilities.
Whenever a theater manager asks for
the name of a man to take complete charge
of his musical programs, organize his
orchestra, of a hundred or one, I am
happy to be able to send a list of half a
dozen musicians in his section of the country with an assurance that the individuals
represented are gifted with the right experience and the right point of view.
When a musician writes to us, however,
it is impossible for The News to make
any special effort for immediate action :
the right theatrical request must be received first before an introduction can be
effected.
The situation, which only three or four
months ago was scarcely worth noticing,
is today becoming a serious matter, and
calls for a special discussion.
This department, it is clearly demonstrated, isbeing followed not only by managers and owners of theatres, not only by
musicians now securely placed in houses
where they are able to do their best — but
also by many who are not yet placed in
theatres or not yet placed in the right
theatres.
To these latter gentlemen and ladies I
should first like to speak.
I must confess that many (perhaps one
out of every three) who write to me seeking a place in the motion picture field are
not ready, and
wouldn't
circumstances sendI their
namesunder
to a any
theatre.

Picture

of
D.

Picture

Musicians

Isaacson

WATCH FOR NEXT WEEK'S
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
It will contain the program of the Musical Picture Convention.
See how
much you get for your three
days in New York, January
23-4-5
Less than a Month
for the Big Musical-Picture
Conference, New York City
Hotel Astor.
January
24-5-6
Send reservationsNews.
to Hotel Astor and

would you? Get into the smallest house
you can find, and work for as little as
they are willing to pay you. It's a case
of experimenting on the dog, to be sure
— pity the audience in the little house
when you get started. Or .better than that,
try to get into the orchestra of a successful conductor, and study what he does.
Take the last row of the second violins,
and watch what is being done— and why,
why, why !
A great organist writes me : " I am
one of the most successful men in my profes ion now,
;
to fill in on some spare time,
I am willing to take a place in a picture
house of the highest standards if they will

The News has certainly drawn all
kinds of musicians into its musical department. We never would have believed it
possible that in so short a time so many
hundreds of picture musicians, prospective and actual, would lay their problems
and ambitions in our hands.
Having indicated these facts, it then
becomes a very simple matter to criticize
the managers of theatres who are going
on about their music business with the
wrong kind of assistance. Why is it necessary to do it? Why have poor musicians when the woods are full of the
You say you haven't met the best musicians. Well, that's because you never had
agood?
place to meet before. Now you have.
It's this department, and The News has
authorized me to freely and gratuitously
serve as a committee of introduction; to
bring together worth-while theatre managers with the kind of musicians they seek.
The classified department of The News
is wide open. Now, I have no special desire to turn this column of mine into a
solicitation for advertising. Those who
follow what I say will notice that I do not
adhere to the trade paper custom of using
a lot of publicity matter and calling it an
editorial department ! So when I say that
the classified columns of The News are

open to the musicians who are seekingtheatres, and the theatres which are seeking musicians, I want you to understand
that I am giving you the same advice I
wouldtions asgive
I do. myself, knowing the condiThis does not alter or interfere with the
promised cooperation of this department
to assist without charge any musician or
what I would suggest. I said : " Spend theatre manager in getting toj^ether. But
your spare time this season going to pic- the number of musicians who are placing
ture theatres and hearing what the organ- their names with us is growing to such
ist does. Then get in a little place, and proportions that it becomes more and
after you've made good to your own satis- more difficult to be of quick assistance to
faction, Idon't think you'll have any
trouble landing the biggest jobs. Your anyYetindividual.
many musicians nozv enjoying a
name wall do that for you, anyway. If it good berth in motion picture theatres liave
doesn't seem worth while for you to do been placed through this department and
all that, then forget pictures — or, rather, are continuing to be placed!
leave it to those people who are willing
The purpose of the present article is to
make The News stand perfectly clear to
to concentrate on this field alone."
And of that description there are hun- all the present picture musicians, prosdreds who are seriously preparing thempective picture musicians who are in corselves. Every day I receive letters from
respondence with the music editor.
men and women who have studied and
Also it is hoped that this statement will
analyzed conditions and are willing to go encourage more theatre managers and
through all the developments to perfect owners who are struggling with the probthemselves. They are certainly a whole
lem of finding the right musicians — to put
lot better equipped than conser\^ative old the problem up to The News Music Demusicians who will not make concessions
to the needs of the motion picture field. partment.
A whole lot better, I say, than the best
(Place your request by letter, teletelephone
to Music
Moartists who sneer at the picture public and
tiongraph,
Picture
News,
New Editor,
York City.
cannot see the reason for considering that
State just what you are looking for.
NO CHARGE.)
public first — not themselves and their tra(Continued on page 434)
ditions first.
pay my price." What this gentleman says
is right. He is one of the most successful
recital and church organists. But he never
had anything to do with motion pictures,
and I wrote him that I couldn't conscientiously name him to any of my corresponding theatres. He was indignant —
then he calmed down a bit, and asked
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Eddy Eckels, president and general manager of Independent Films
Association, is recovering from an
attack of pneumonia that confined
him to his home for ten days.
Exploitation plans that will strike
an entirely new angle in the film
industry were completed by Harry
Rice, business manager of the Independent Films Association, on his
recent trip east. Rice has just returned to the home office of his
company in Chicago. " Because
I'm a publicity man, some folks may
think I'm exaggerating when I
assert that this deal I've made is
the biggest scoop ever put over in
the advertising end of the film
business,"
said itMr.is soRice.
As soa
matter of fact,
new "and
big that when we announce it there
will be a nation-wide sensation.
Nothing whatever like it has ever
been attempted." Eddy Eckels
and 'Dick Robertson are enthusiastic
over Mr. Rice's
coup, and
full two
announcement ispromised
within
weeks.
Bert Isaacson, well known in
Chicago film circles is now covering
the northside of the city for Celebrated Players Film Corporation.
An unusually large crowd of exhibitors witnessed the first showing
of a Stoll Film Corporation picture
in Chicago last week when " Squandered Wives " was thrown on the
screen Manager
in Universal's
projection
room.
Ben Beadell
was
host at the showing and provided a
fine musical setting for the picture.
Very favorable comments on this
production were heard and the
quality of the picture made those
who viewed it predict that Stoll
Film Corporation will be successful in the Chicago district if their
other pictures are up the mark set
by this one.
Gollos and Gollos Film Company,
exclusive Illinois distributors of
" The Sacred Flame," the picture
starring Emily Stevens, reportheavy bookings throughout the territory. In Chicago Lubliner & Trinz
will show the picture at a number
of their houses and the Bijou
Dream will be the place where it
will have its downtown showing.
Watterson R. Rothacker made a
short visit to New York, returning
so as to be home Christmas Eve.
D. D. Rothacker, manager of the
Industrial Division, is on a vacation
in North Carolina. H. J. Aldous,
Rothacker treasurer, is doing a
rushing holiday baby business. Carl
Coverdale, a laboratory developer,
claimed the $50.00 reward which
Watterson R. Rothacker offers for
babies born to workers. It's a girl
— Virginia.
"You've got nothing
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The second of the Cuneo series,
Manager McGorly, of the Bevon me," smiled W. H. Strafford, as
erly Theatre, Woodstock, Illinois,
he put in a claim for Enid Adair " The Ranger and the Law," now
Strafford.
is being photographed at the is planning far ahead for the presDoubleday Studios at the coast. It
entation of " Once to Every
Aaron J. Jones has reached will be ready around the first of the Woman," which goes into his theaatre
in
January.
He. already has
Chicago after a tour of Europe
engaged the services of a splendid
and resumed his duties at the head
The twenty-four sheet advertising soprano
soloist to lend atmosphere
of Jones, Linick & Schaefer firm
Hand Wilson
the picture through her vocal
year.
at the beginning of the week. Mr. campaign
is
probablyonthe" Lone
first campaign
of its" to
and plans a presentation
on a state right picture of this nuinbers,
Jones' trip among
has caused
a flurry
of kind
which will be unique for a town of
nature.
excitement
members
of his
less
than
five
thousand people.
staff. After what he said about
Paris, Sig Faller, manager of the
Publicity Representative W. L.
Bijou Dream, immediately engaged
Manager Lesserman, of Univerpassage for April. Norman Field, Hill, of Universal, has started a salsal, reports that " Once to Every
presentation
scrap
book
in
which
Woman " is one of the most sucthe general manager, began yearncessful pictures from a box office
ing for London and is said to have appear clippings from Motion Picture
News
showing
how
theatres
declared himself. He will sail next
standpoint ever released in the Chiall
over
the
country
have
put
on
cago territory, and that bookings
Fall for a sojourn in Europe — not
forgetting Paris, where once he important productions and he finds are very heavy, one hundred and
book of great value in assisting seventy-two theatres in Chicago and
held forth as general manager for the
the exhibitors to increase the value suburbs already having made playthe interests of J. Calvin Brown.
of pictures being shown at their
ing dates and a large number which
have booked the picture are waitRalph T. Kettering has written a house by proper presentation.
ing their turns for the prints.
new play called " When It Strikes
Home." The stock company at the
Shubert theatre, Milwaukee, are
A new wage scale to become efSalesmen from all parts of the
fective on January 1 was agreed
playing it this week.
Chicago territory met with Man- upon by representatives of the Allied Amusement Association of
Lesserman of
H. A. R. Dutton, president and Chicagoagerexchange
last Universal's
week for
Chicago
and of the motion picture
their regular bi-weekly conference
general
Exhibitors'
Supply manager
Company ofoftheChicago,
left and report business holding up well operators of the city at a meeting
Sunday for Texas with his family, in theatres throughout the territory, held last week. Under the agreement, which is a compromise of the
on a much needed vacation. For except in a few manufacturing centers where there is a slight slump demands made by the union for a
six years Mr. Dutton has assiduously kept himself at the helm of noticed. Salesmen, generally, re- larger advance, a thirty-three and a
third increase in wages is granted,
the company, and now that it has
ported that managers who are
reached the point of being one of putting forth real efforts to exploit bringing the scale to $1.50 per hour
the largest in the supply business and advertise pictures properly as instead of $1.12^ as at present.
of the industry, he feels that he and well as presenting them in an adehis family can spend a greater part
President Joe Hopp of the Illimanner, have no complaints
of the winter in the warmth of the as to quate
nois Exhibitors Alliance left Sunbusiness.
San Antonio, Texas, sun.
day night for New York, where he
will attend the meeting of the N. A.
The Exhibitors' Supply Company
this week, on the first day of a
Manager Bradford Bradon of the M. P. I. and M. P. T. O. of A. as
thirty day sales drive on Peerless Majestic theatre, Streator, Illinois, a representative of the Illinois exhibitors. W. A. Steffes of MinneAutomatic Arc Controls, sold the
all about the traditional holiLubliner & Trinz chain of theatres forgotday slump
president of the Minnesota
and went in on a big ad- Alliance,apolis,accompanied
Mr. Hopp
thirty-four of the Arc Controls.
vertising campaign on " Once to East after spending Saturday and
This makes the Lubliner & Trinz Every Woman
" with the result that Sunday in Chicago conferring with
chain 100% on this article. They all house records
were broken durare installing them in every one
ing the days he played this picture. various officials of the Illinois orof the theatres they now operate, A soprano soloist was used in the ganization.
and have also ordered them for presentation, singing Ben Bolt and
W. D. Burford of Aurora left
the new 4,650 seat theatre nearing
Song from " Faust " dur- for California Monday, accompacompletion at Kedzie and Madison the Jewel
ing the time the picture was runstreets.
nied by Mrs. Burford, and expects
ning. Mr. Bradon is making plans
to remodel and enlarge the house to spend several weeks on the
All evidence received at the offices as he feels the need of more seats. Coast resting up after a strenuous
of the Capital Film Company indi- The theatre, when remodeled, will winter's work.
cates that " Lone Hand Wilson " is be one of the most beautiful houses
The transfer of the Neal Hart
receiving a superabundance of good in this district.
features unit and the Leo White
advertising. Wherever the picture
comedy unit from their Glendale
is shown, a flood of twenty-four
sheets precedes its coming.
Manager C. A. Robb of the Luna studio to the Balshoffer studio,
Following is a partial list of the theatre, Kankakee, recently has put Hollywood, California, caused contowns that have fallen in line on the in all his spare time visiting successsiderable speculation as to whether
twenty-four sheet poster campaign :
ful moving picture houses through- Pinnacle would retain the Glendale
Kansas City, Milwaukee, Cleveout the state and finding out for studio or not. Ollie Moore and
land, Los Angeles, Utica, Minnea- himself why they are money mak- Frank Messenger, however, settled
polis and Des Moines.
ers. As the result of his investiga- the question with the following
tion he has decided that the secret
" Lone Hand Wilson," from its
" Yep, we'll
Glenshowing some weeks ago, has of their success lies in adequate statement
dale. The: outdoor
sets keep
and streets
stepped into the front ranks of re- presentation of pictures and will in Glendale in particular will bt
cent Western releases and Cuneo in apply that theory at his house. He used constantly, as well as the
his first stellar picture has elbowed has reached the conclusion that good splendid locations which are numhis way into the inner circle of advertising must be backed up by
erous in the Verdugo Hills surWestern stars.
good presentation.
rounding Glendale."
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Byron

Morgan to Continue with Famous
Byron Morgan, well-known magazine writer, has signed a new
contract whereby he will continue
for a term of years to write original stories and scenarios for Paramount, according to an announcement from the Hollywood office of
Jesse L. Lasky.
Mr. Morgan is probably best
known for his Saturday Evening
Post stories, notably a collection
of tales of motoring called " The
Roaring Road." Several of these
have been produced by Paramount
with Wallace Reid as the star, including The
"
Roaring Road,"
" Excuse My Dust " and " What's
Your Hurry?"
Levey Completes Fifth
of "Aladdin" Series
" His Magic Lamp," the fifth
episode
of " electricity
The Modern which
Aladdinthe"
series on
Harry Levey Service Corporation
is producing, depicts the evolution
of lightdayfrom
the sun'slamps.
rays All
to
present
incandescent
forms of lighting are to be depicted, and many difficult and heretofore unattempted photographic
feats will be accomplished, it is
stated.
Fine Sets for Elsie
Ferguson Vehicle
When Elsie Ferguson began
work at the Lasky studio, Hollywood, on " Sacred and Profane
Love," aduction inWilliam
which sheD. isTaylor
to star profor
Paramount, she found some of the
most exquisite sets imaginalile
awaiting her. One of these sets
represents a mid- Victorian home
and garden in England. The exterior shows a typically English
garden. The interior is a big living room, quaintly and strikingly
decorated. Other big sets represent the concert hall and boudoirs.
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"Woman Untamed"
Booked Heavily in Illinois
Illinois exhibitors are quick to
book " The Woman Untamed," featuring Doraldiiia, the dancer, according to a statement from Harry
Weiss, president of the Superior
Screen Service of Chicago, who
controls the rights on this picture
for the State of Illinois. Bookings
are coming in very fast and the
keen interest that exhibitors are
showing towards the picture forecasts a new booking record in that
territory.

AND

Picture

V I E IV S
Negatives
Kineto

for

Company
Enters
Field
Dominant Pictures Announces

Charles Urban has just received
one of his chief scientists, F.
Percy Smith; of London, a conTwo Series of Short Subjects
don, a consignment of new negathat will go into his Movie
is maden which will embrace, it is said, Chats tives
MENT
UNCE
ANNO
and Kineto Reviews. These
this week of the formatio
everything from a one-reel subject
of the Dominant Pictures Cor- to a five-reel spectacle. In this con- pictures are said to constitute an
poration, a new entrant into the
nection, anumber of special pro- entirely new endeavor in motion
ductions have already been secured. picture making.
independent field. The announceMr. Urban is himself editing and
ment comes simultaneously with the
A
series
of twenty two-reel Westthe negatives. Their release
resignation of Jacques Kopfstein as
ern subjects to be released as the titling
general sales manager of the Victor " Western Star Dramas " is an- will mean, Kineto states, that the
motion picture will be performing
Kremer Enterprises, who has renounced for distribution by the the
same service and function that
signed to assume the general man- Dominant Pictures Corporation ac- such magazines as Popular Science,
agership of the new company.
cording
to
Mr.
Kopfstein.
The
Offices have been rented at 135
Science and Inseries is " The Cow- Popular Alechanics,
vention, Scientific American and
West 44th street, and according to first ofboy'sthe
Sweetheart
"
which
features
other
such
journals
are
performing.
Mr. Kopfstein, the new company Art Acord and Edythe Sterling.
The
pictures
will
be
released
unwill be well prepared to take care of
Dominant Pictures Corporation
the manifold requirements of the also
der the general title of " Science in
announce
for
ready
release
in
independent exchangeman and the
the Home," and they will illustrate
the state rights market a series of the possibilities of experiments at
state rights operator.
The company will specialize in twelve one-reel comedies featuring home in the same way that these
the production and distribution of Rosemary Theby, which are to be weekly and monthly magazines do.
advantage to the exhibitor is
high-grade independent offerings, known as " The Newlywed Series." at The
once apparent. In the average,
his price of admission is seldom as
much as the cost of any one of
these magazines and the lesson in
the film is so much clearer than it
is in the magazine. The materials
"Mr.Wu,"
Stoll Film, Ready
Production Based on Stage Play
employed
all of the
Science
the
Home in
" Series
are "such
as arein
to
be
found
in
any
home.
with Lang Again in Leading Role
Union Film Company
HCOMING release of which was so marked an element in
A FORT
the Stoll Film Corporation on the success of the latter has been
Busy on Coast
its one-a-week schedule will be "Mr. very successfully caught by Mr. Elvey, it is said. The scenic effects
For some time past rumors about
Wu," a photodrama based on the
g
the
Union
Film Company or a
speakin stage success of that title are especially attractive, particularby H. M. Vernon and Harold Owen,
company similar in name have been
ly
that
portraying
Mr.
Wu's
garden,
in which Matheson Lang made so a riot of exotic growths.
rife around the film circles in the
The star role is taken by Mathe- W^est, but the first to bear fruit is
pronounced a hit. The screen version was directed by Maurice Elvey
son Lang, the same actor whose suc- the one concerning the Union Film
from a scenario by Frederick
in the spoken role is one of the Company's actual producing activBlatchford. The art direction was most cess discussed
ities and the announcement that the
in connection with
by Barry Barnard.
modern drama. Supporting Mr. first two pictures are ready. AlexCritics who have had previews of Lang are Meggie Albanesi, Teddy
ander Alt is president of the com" Mr. Wu " pronounce it a remark- Arundel, Lillah McCarthy and Roy
pany, Miss HelenandHowell.
and treasurer,
J. T. secretar>'
Whitlaw,
able picture, in every way sustaining the deserved vogue of the spo- Royston, all sterling performers of general manager. It is said that the
ken version. The Asian atmosphere the stage and screen.
new concern is amply financed and
able to carry out its plans, which
at first call for the completion of
twelve two-reel comedies starring
Alexander Alt and Helen Howell.
G.H.Hamilton
Enters
Field
These pictures are to be completed
at the rate of two every month. Distribution plans have not been made
Well Known Showman to Market
Three

Features

to Independents
he is now handling, who had been
watching his smoke, induced him to
handle their product.
The three pictures for which he
has taken over the distribution, offering them on the states rights
market are " Kazan," by James
Oliver Curwood, starring Jane NoBecause of the rapid manner in
vak ; " The Mask," by Eugene
which he disposed of the states Hornblow, starring Hedda No\'a,
Jack Holt and Mickey Moore, the
rights
of Tarzan,"
selling for
the" The
entireSonUnited
States greatest child actor on the screen,
in a period of six weeks, the and a rip roaring five-reel comedy
owners of the three pictures which called " Hey Rube."

HAMILTON,
GEOR
oldest showmen in
of the H.
one GE
the picture business, who was responsible for the selling of " The
Son of Tarzan " for David P.
,
Howells has started in business for
a'-enue.
himself with offices at 729 Seventh

The studio is located out at Sherpublic. man, California, coastward from
HolMvood. The executive offices,
which until recently were located in
the California Building in Los Angeles, have been moved temporarily
to a downtown place in Sherman.
This was for the purpose of keeping
in closer touch with the producing
forces,
which was commenced.
' found necessar>when production
As
soon as the administration building,
now under construction, is completed these offices will adjoin the
studio. Much building and rebuilding is going on at the studio.
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"Ireland in Revolt," the
Chicagoshows
Tribune's
picture,in
which
conditions
the Emerald Isle as they
actually exist today, was
given its premier American
showing at Jones, Linick &
Schaefer's Randolph theatre
in the Chicago Loop last
week. The material for these
films was collected by Capt.
Edward P. Weigle, famous
war photographer of the
Chicago Tribune, and the
man who took, brought to
this country and successfully
exhibited the films entitled
"inThe
1916.German Side of War "
He has just returned from
a three months' tour of Ireland, where he was sent by
his paper, and has brought
with him a remarkable series
of moving pictures of raids,
riots, reprisals, burning buildings and all the horrors
which are today a part of
Ireland's
daily life.
The Tribune
has not yet
announced its distribution
olans, but it is rumored that
"Ireland in Revolt" will be
put on the state right market, as was the war picture
released by the Tribune some
time ago.

A

Systemized
Organization
visory.
etc. Harry Rice, manager; Arss being
progre
t or made
enden
the indep
state Independent Films, of
THE in rapid
thur Lowy, R. W. French, adright branch of the film indusChicago, Branching
try is exemplified in the expansion
Out Rapidly
Department
of Expansion
— Initiates all movements
to broaden
just announced by the Independent
ation,
o.
Films Associ
of Chicag
scope of operations of Independent
The Association was organized A. D. Jenkins, Floyd Williams, Films Association ; analyzes marlast July by Eddy Eckels, long advisory.
kets and demand; provides for supidentified with the state right field
ply; develops possibilities for new
Department of Service — Has ac- producing
and well known in the sales and
units, new stars, etc.
tive handling of service to ex- Richard Robertson,
exploitation end of the film business.
manager; Edchanges
and
exhibitors.
Howard
Associated with Eckels at the in- Robertson, manager; M. B. Raub,
dy Eckels, Harry Rice, advisory.
advisory.
ception of the enterprise were N.
Departmentintended
of-toPromotion
PriA. Woody, H. E. Belford and Dick
provide —funds
Department of Exchanges — for newmarilyenterprises
Robertson.
or
producing
Considers problems arising from
Pioneering their way forward, exchanges after sale of territory; units initiated by Department of
these men were able to announce
co-operates with exploitation fac- Expansion. E. A. Barrymore,
by September a list of member extors in stimulating activity, creat- manager; Harry Rice, Richard
changes covering all distributing
ing interest, adjusting differences, Robertson, R. W. French, advisory.
centers in the United States. From
these exchanges there grew a demand for series releases six times
as great as the Association was
able to supply. So steps were To
Boost
Cleaner
Pictures
taken to procure the right sort ot
productions to meet this demand.
And in this, the Association found
George Beban to Make " Cleaner
itself confronting a serious probFilms " Part of His Tour Talks
lem.
local censor repreThe search for releasing ma- <<'Tp HE day for better and clean- every instance,
sentatives were present during the
A er photoplays has arrived. advance exhibition
terial was continued. Single pic- Public
and Mr. Beban
demontration
has
more
tures were not sought. The declaims that in no manner, during
mand of the theatres, reflected than proved this." So claims no the
entire tour, was mention made
through the state right exchanges, less an authority than George Beban, who is about to begin a Coast of any suggestiveness or the poswas for pictures in series, with
sibility of any eliminations
stars of established box office value, to Coast tour making personal ap"The Parish Priest"
throughout
the entire fifty six hunso
that
continuous
advertising
pearance
in
connection
with
his
Has Record Opening
dred feet of footage that makes up
maintained with cumula- new picture, " One Man in a Mil- the feature.
Herman J. Garfield returned couldtivebe
effect.
lion" and who, during his talk from
And to further prove that a clean
from Wilkes-Barre recently, where
It became evident that . in or- the stages of the biggest silent
his special production of the old
der to procure the desired material, drama edifices, will make a wholesome love story will " get
stage success, " The Parish Priest," the Association would have to take plea for the uplift of pictures and over " with the so-called " hardhad its out-of-town tryout, with up production work itself or else the curtailment of sex and vice boiled" exhibitors as well as the
accounts of a stampeded box-office organize producing units that would
general moving picture public, Befor three days with three thousand co-operate with the Association in productions.
ban further claims that they arAdvance
publicity
on
the
sexrived in New York City with a
people crowding into a twenty-five the manufacture of pictures that
less film product which Mr. Beban
hundred capacity theatre to see the could be handled successfully by has derived has caused no little full 100 per cent booking record,
last performance. While the pic- the member exchanges.
claiming clean
that a and
hustir throughout not only film cir- all exhibitors
man heart interest
ture version of Daniel L. Hart's
The latter course was decided
cles but men and women in private
drama was not opened in Wilkes- upon, and to carry out the great life who, with their children, are wholesome photoproduction was
Barre with any thought of the finan- diversity of activities that would regular patrons of motion picture the thing they wanted — and got,
cial returns but was rather one of
insofar as the Beban product was
involved, the executives of the theatres.
the stages in the preparation of be
During the booking tour that concerned.
Association found it necessary to
Mr. Beban wishes to announce
the picture for its New York pre- branch out from a two or three Mr. Beban and Sol Lesser made
mier, all records for theatre at- man concern.
which extended from Los Angeles that he is showman enough to govtendance in the city were said to
ern his routine of talk and advance
Five new executives were allied to New York, they screened Behave been broken.
with the company, and a plan of ban's latest film product, " One exploitation and publicity on sane
re-organization was put into effect Man in a Million " for the benefit as to erase any signs of so-called
In nearly " preaching to the public"
Special Paper Prepared last week by which nine separate of local exhibitors.
and distinct departments were es, on Sport Pictorials
tablished with a responsible head
Arrow officials call attention to in charge of each, vested with full
the unusual posters which they are initiative.
supplying on their short subjects
Department of Office Routine —
and call particular attention to post- Includes management, accounting
ers on Sport Pictorials, a series of and purchasing. Howard Robertson, manager; Jack Willis, M. B.
one-reel productions produced by
Town and Country Films under the Raub, advisor3^
editorship of Grantland Rice. As
Department of Production —
much care and attention is given to Considers all matters pertaining to
the preparation of these posters as present active production; also
takes over new production matters
any special feature production.
These posters are made by the from Department of Expansion at
point where casting begins. Eddy
Ritchey Lithograph Company.
Eckels, manager; Floyd Williams,
Richard RobertMoUie King Feature to Frankson,Messenger,
Roy B. Dickson, advisory.
be Completed Soon
Department of Advertising — Includes publicity and exploitation ;
Work on "Her Majesty," Amer- also .preparation
of lithos, photos,
ican Cinema Corporation's newest
production, starring Mollie King, is press books, cuts, slides, etc. Richard Robertson, manager; Harry
rapidly nearing completion at the
Victor studio. George Irving is the Rice, E. A. Barrymore, Charles
Olberg, J. R. Mahon, advisory.
director in charge.
Stress has been laid upon the
Department of Sales — Harry
elaboration of scenic background Rice, manager ; H. E. Belford,
Howard Robertson (foreign), R
promised, two famous " show W. French, advisory.
places
"
owned
by
wealthy
New
Yorkers having been utilized for
Department of Finance — Eddy
William Desmond appearing in " The Parish Priest," adapted for pictures'
exterior scenes.
Eckels, manager; Nathan Woody,
from Dan Sully's famous play by Herman J. Garfield
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Launch
New
Distributing
Plan
cities.
The
whole
plan
is a progresMENT made from
UNCE
ANNOthe
sive, cooperative, showmanship idea
West Coast this week Chatburn Enterprises
put forth by proper operative heads,
tells of a new distributing
Backs Road-Show
and it is believed that it will be
tion
naof
niza
orga
newh which is to become
a breadt
plan bytional
beneficial to the entire industry both
Booking Plan
effective shortly after the first of
ir. The
a financial
time isand
nowcooperative
come and way."
is at
the year, under the title of T. W.
hand,
declares
Mr.
Chatburn,
when
ses.
rn
Chatbu
Enterpri
any and all cities throughout the any traveling amusement production shipped in tin cans, with a
" The motion picture industry entire country. Any exhibitor
since its inception, and like most throughout the United States will small working staff accompanying
lines of business, has followed the be in a position to book a road it, should be so booked and routed
line of least resistance," is the state- show from T. W. Chatburn Enter- as to be of benefit to all exhibitors
ment made by T. W. Chatburn in
prises with its presentation equip- and theatres where it is handled, to
ment, publicity, representatives, the extent that as long as the theannouncing
his
plans.
"
Many
capable and able men connected with etc., on an equitable percentage aratre now has chosen to accept the
the industry today have gone with
rangement which will guarantee heaviest end of the operating exthis line of resistance, thinking that that the production must stand on
penses of motion picture exhibition,
the moving picture business was its merits together with both exhib- the production with its staff being
itor and distributor gambling with the smaller end, satisfactory persomething different from the legitimate theatrical enterprises. The unforeseen difficulties which have
centage ob o k i n g arrangements
VvTiter believes, and conceived the heretofore placed the burden upon should and must be put in effect.
idea some seven years since, that the the exhibitor.
T. W. Chatburn Enterprises will
have a limited amount of shows to
motion picture industry is nothing
"
The
theory
is
advanced
that
this
more nor less than a progressive plan of booking will dominate the distribute, it is stated, but the qualstate of the legitimate theatrical motion picture field in the future,
ity of production that will be prebusiness. If the prominent charac- and T. W. Chatburn Enterprises is
sented by them, together with the
the
first
concern
to
ad\ance
the
ters of the legitimate stage perarrangements with the exformances were in a position to plan in its entirety. Do not under- booking hibitor,
in addition to the tremensuccessfully amuse the public by
dous overhead cost of film footage
stand this plan to mean that a unit
show
is
being
formed
whereby
the
and paper tonnage eliminated, the
speaking dramas, from a showmanship standpoint, the same should exhibitor must take comedy, drama, production booking department of
apply whereby these people are in scenic, feature, etc., locked up and the industry will have a new phase
a position to amuse the public suc- is forced to play it according to the injected into it which we might say
cessfully through the motion pic- ideas of others, but compare the is not new, but as stated before the
ture medium, applying the same booking arrangement of motion progressive idea of the legitimate
principle only in a progressive picture road shows with the identi- traveling road shows. T, W. Chatform.
burn Enterprises will welcome any
cal idea of the old legitimate travelproductions, and you and all exhibitors to visit their
" T. W. Chatburn Enterprises is have ingthespeaking
policy of T. W. Chatburn branches located in Los Angeles,
a newcomer in tlie field to the theatrical man, but not a newcomer to Enterprises. There will l)e one San Francisco, Seattle, Denver,
the industrj- as a whole. T. W. heavy directed road show two a Kansas City, Chicago, Pittsburgh,
Chatburn personally founded the day unit, traveled, operated, and Philadelphia, Boston and New
plan of distribution which will be owned by T. W. Chatburn through- York and thoroughly go into the
out the United States, per year, matter of booking arrangements
put in effect by the Enterprises
tinder his command and which will which unit is in addition to the which will be gladly outlined to
be operated along the absolute lines regular road shows to be booked by them. The company declares that
of road show booking offices, hand- the exhibitors. This heavy road it wants to satisfy' a something that
ling only the largest and best prod- show will have open time to book does not exist at this time and
uct, few subjects, supreme ouality, with progressive exhibitors after hopes that it has the plan to accombooking on a percentage basis in its initial exhibition run in ten large
plish this purpose.

Billy

West
esCo.ders
THE Joan Films
it consi
tablished whatSales
to be a new record for comedy bookings in the independent
field on its new series of Billy
West comedies. In the period of
six weeks, a total of four hundred and eighty bookings have been
reported from three territories of
the East — the only section of the
country that has thus far released
the West series.
The districts represented in
Joan's report cover Ben Amsterdam's territory — Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey;
Western Pennsylvania operated by
Joe Skirboll of Pittsburgh ; and
Maryland, Delaware, Washington,
D. C. and West Virginia, for
which Peter Oletsky of Baltimore
controls the distribution rights of
the West comedies. In addition to
the four hundred and eighty bookings secured by, these three exchanges, there are over three hundred thus far reported by Sam
Zierler of New York, who is distributing the comedies for New
York State and Northern New
Jersey.
This number of showings is considered aflattering compliment and
substantiate Joan's claims that

Picture

News

Victor Kremer, president
of Victor Kremer Feature
Films, Inc., announces that
the name of his first special
production has been changed
from " Hearts and Saddle " to
" The Handicap." Mr. Kremer
discovered that the title
"been
Hearts
and Saddle
used some
time ago" byhada
program company.
A special showing of the
feature is being planned for
the near future, and the production is now being titled.
An elaborate press book is
now being prepared in which
will be contained a line of
heralds, throwaways, exploitation, stunts and other
helps.
Harry Sherman Moves
New York Office
Anticipating the widening of
their producing and releasing activities Sherman Productions Corporation this week moved their
New York office from the Longacre tersBuilding
to larger
headquarin the Fitzgerald
Building,
1482
Broadway.
With toriesallin the
but United
a few ofStates
the terriand
Canada disposed of, only a few
details remain to be completed before they will be ready to release
the initial attraction.
The first of these pictures, " Man
and Woman," written and directed
by Charles A. Logue, will probably
be the premier Sherman release although another now in process of
production may be selected, if it
fulfills its present promises as a
box ofiice attraction.
A

New Method in Art
Titles Developed

The Harry Levey Ser%-ice Corannounceshas
that developed
T. B. Mes-a
sick, staffporation
artist,
new method in art titles. Working
in a new medium he has discovered
Is Popular
in
East
a pigment he makes himself which
Joan series, makes no attempt has just the proper photographic
Six Weeks Show Many new
to imitate Chaplin, but introduces qualities for making art title backgrounds and reproductions in such
his own style of humor was the occasion of pleasant surprise among a way that the full illustration is
Bookings of Joan's
Comedy Series
exhibitors, states Joan. The com- visible without in any way interfering with the legibility of the work,
edies were described as having an
is stated.
atmosphere of freshness and nov- it These
titles are being used in
elty that made frivolity contagious
Billyies West's
effort in
of two-reelers
arehisnewJoanto serthe from the very start.
connection with the Truth proAmong the items of approval in
industry and the public. Statesduction The
"
Porcelain Lamp "
rights distributors are now making the West comedies were the lobby showing scenes
in the evolution of
anxious inquiry for his third re- displays, posters and accessories travel, the camel pack, the Chinese
lease it is said. Thus far, the
using the first brake, and other
territories that have released the prepared by Nat Rothstein of the stages.
force,
on
"
Sweethearts
"
and
West comedies haxe exhibited his Joan
"Service Stripes." These are in
first two subjects only: "Sweet- rotogravure, and show a scene
hearts " and "Service Stripes." from the comedy and a full-length
Joan is therefore making every ef- photograph of Billy West alongfort to speed up the production of
side, with high hat and cane. As
e/. Special
West's releases.
the lobby display and posters are
:^ A Gsnume":
In surveying the report of the the chief " bait " used by exhibibookings above mentioned, Joan
In the
tors, the profitable box-office record
states that about two-thirds of the
achieved
by
exhibitors
of
W^est's
lhadoif
bookings were placed in first-run subjects were ascribed to the adhouses.
vertising aids.
of the
of be
West's
brand
of The
fun originality
was said to
the source
Ben Wilson on Coast
of most praise, and naturally responsible for the great number of
Ben Wilson, who is producing a
bookings. The many devices and series of five-reel western features
get-ups that this individual makes starring Jack Hoxie for the Arrow
use of to promote laughter were Film Corporation, returned to the
emphasized in explaining his suc- Coast this week after having comA David G. Hscber ProdndioD
cess. The fact that West, in his
pleted several important deals.
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Bert Lubin Back from
Successful Tour
Bert Lubin, who recently went
on a tour of the independent exchanges inthe interests of " Honeymoon Ranch," and to make preliminary marketing arrangements
for the release of a series of westem features, returned to New
York this week very optimistic as
to the future of the independent
field.
only want
reiterate
whattalkI
said" I before.
Thetobad
business
as regards moving picture theatre
patronage is pure unadulterated
'hokum.' The mere fact that the
Capitol and the Strand are chalking
up new attendance records every
week proves that. And the photoplay houses everywhere are doing
the same thing. Evidently the people are cutting out the more expensive forms of amusements and
attending the movies instead. And
if the exhibitor has no reason for
complaint then no one has, for the
exhibitor is the real backbone of
the industry and his demand for
pictures is not lessening. There
must be supply to meet demand,
and as
big 'distributors
cuttingthe
production
it only spellsareadded
business for the independents."
Scenarios

Sought

for

First Mesco Picture
Nearing Completion
"Jesse James Under the Black
Arrow's " The Tame Cat " is PicFlag," the first of the super-productions being made by Mesco Pictures Corporation of Kansas City,
turization of " Rajah's
Diamond
"
astic over this production and state
practically complete and the last
WITH the completion of film- that in offering it to the State is
interiors at present are being shot
ing of " The Tame Cat " by
Director Will Bradley, an an- Rights buyers they are giving them at the Rothacker Studios in Chinouncement ismade by the Arrow a production absolutely different
cago, all of the exteriors already
Film Corporation that this picture, from anything heretofore offered having been taken.
about which so much secrecy has
The distribution arrangements
the independent market. " The
been maintained, is a picturization on
Tame Cat " is a novelty and it is have not yet been announced, but it
of the novel, "The Rajah's Dia- believed by Arrow that it will is probable that the series of picprove a remarkably attractive protures planned by the Mesco Picworld
famous
. auRobertby the
thor,mond,"
Louis
Stevenson
tures Corporation will be released
duction for independent exchangemen
and
exhibitors.
They
point
through the state rights market.
"The Rajah's Diamond" is perhaps one of the best known works out the fact that it is possessed of
this author has given to literature. unusual advertising possibilities
Arrow Sells Foreign
Many producers in the past arc and that the value of the author's
is evident. Stevenson is
said to have contemplated filming name
Rights to Pictures
this story but have abandoned the probably one of the most widely
The activity of the foreign buyread authors of the past century,
idea owing mountable
to thedifficulties
apparently
insurers is indicated in a statement iswhich stood and he has a host of followers who
sued by the Arrow Film Corporain the way of transforming this re- will be interested in seeing the
tion in which Guy R. Hammond,
screen version of this story. In
markable story to the screen. Direc- addition
to this the unusual title of general export manager, states that
tor Bradley, however, had the
courage of his convictions and has the story permit of wide advertis- the following pictures, four special five-reel features starring Jack
ing and exploitation possibilities
quietly gone about the producing of
which will be fully covered in the Hoxie, the first of which is " A
the picture.
Arrow officials are most enthusi- press book now being prepared.
Alan From Nowhere," and "The
Deceiver " were purchased by NeusHesslin & Company for Argentine,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Chili, Peru,
Bolivia and Ecuador.
Frankly n
Farnum
Popular
Stevenson

Novel

Is

Filmed

Canyon's Westerns Are Well Received by Independent Exchanges
"Gasoline Alley"
from the independent order to take care of the large volRussell-Greiver-Russell, who re- REPORTS
exchanges throughout the
ume of business, while the Entercently completed a contract by country
prise Distributing Corporation of
holding franchises for the
which they become producer of six five-reel
productions starring Atlanta has put a force of special
"widely
Gasoline
Alley,"
Frank cartoon,
King's Franklyn Farnum, report that these salesmen on the road who handle
known
automobile
are making a search for scenarios pictures are among the biggest first-runs exclusively, according to
money-getters that have ever been
to
fit "must
Gasoline
Alley."
The offered by state rights exchanges, Canyon.
The Pittsburgh territory, which
scenario
be along
automobile
state Canyon Pictures.
is handled by the Columbia Film
lines featuring " Walt " the fat boy
The De Luxe Film Company of Service, is among the exchanges
in the contain
" Gasoline
Alley " situations.
strip, and Philadelphia is reported to be which has placed orders for double
must
humorous
The animation will run between booking them to the biggest first- the amount of prints anticipated,
while D. M. Vandewalker, Jr., of
four hundred fifty and five hundred Film
run houses,
the Exhibitors'
Exchangewhile
of Washington,
D. Doll-Van Film Corporation of Chififty feet in length. Special atten- C, says that they are among the
cago states that the Franklyn Fartion should be paid to the anima- most successful released that they
num pictures are today the strongtion possibilities of all scripts. In- have handled for years.
est independent offering in this
formation regarding scenarios can
Substantially, the same reports territory. The Enterprise Distribbe obtained from the Scenario
received by Canyon from the
uting Corporation of New Orleans
Editor of Russell-Greiver-Russell, were
Greater Production Company of launched a big campaign in advance
2nd floor Consumers Building, Des
Moines, Walter A. Baier Film of the release dates of these picChicago.
Company of Milwaukee, and the
tures, with the result that the prosSpecialty Film Company of Dallas.
pect in Louisiana and Mississippi is
Tucker Bros, of Oklahoma City expected to be one of the biggest
Frothingham Picture
have ordered additional prints in successes in recent years.
Is Re-Titled
The second J. L. Frothingham
production was made under the
working title of " The Living RoUo's
Successful
Trip
Child." This title has since been
Many
Sales of Clark Cornelius
changed after a conference with the
officials of the W. W. Hodkinson
Product Are Result of Sales Tour
Corporation, to " The Breaking
According to a report from
is claimed to be one of
Point,"to athetitle
which is perfectly WHAT
the most successful sales ex- Clark-Cornelius, indications are
suited
story.
peditions in recent months in the that the entire country will be sold
" ThetivelyBreaking
" isbeneath
tenta- state rights field was consummated
scheduled forPoint
release
on " The Devil's Angel " within the
the Hodkinson banner early in Feb- by S. J. Rollo, secretary of the next few weeks. In addition to
Clark-Cornelius Corporation, who Miss Gardner as the star, this proruary.
duction also has Miss Peggy
who just returned from a sales
trip, during which he closed with O'Neill, the art model; Lejaren a'
Western Star Sales
ten territories for his production, Hiller, the noted illustrator, whose
appear in the Saturday Even"
The Gardner.
Devil's Mr.
Angel,"
starring
Manager of Tour
Helen
Rollo was
out worksing Post
and other magazines; C.
The Western Star Productions, for two weeks. In the majority of D. Williams, another well known
ies
these
territor
he
also
sold
who are producing and releasing on
painter; Marc Connolly, a well
the State Right market, twelve " Love's Battle " and " The Fourth kriown writer, and Templar Saxe,
William Fairbanks, five-reel West- Face." A great many of the ex- who has appeared in a great numern features, announce through
changes also purchased the Tom
ber of successful productions.
Phil Goldstone, that they will abso- Moore dramas and the Wallace
This
picture was taken under the
lutely refuse to sell an exchange Coburn Westerns.
without having them first see what
supervision of Lejaren a'
The names of the exchanges pur- personal
chasing these pictures will be found Hiller. All of the interiors were
they are going to buy. Sales Manager Hyman is now completing a listed in this issue of the Motion taken in his studio and lighting and
Picture News.
arc effects were originated by him.
tour of the country.

New Script Writer for
Whitman Bennett
Dorothy Farnum has been secured as scenario writer for the
Whitman Bennett productions for
release through Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., by a special
arrangement between Mr. Bennett
and Joseph M. Schenck. Mr.
Schenck has Miss Farnum under
contract but through the arrangement which has been made. Miss
Farnum will give whole time to the
Whitman Bennett productions in
the preparation of the scenarios and
continuities. Miss Farnum will prepare the script for " Salvation
Nell," the second Whitman Bennett production scheduled for release by Associated First National
Pictures.
New

Edition

for Novel

"The Tiger's Goat"
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, publishers of Elizabeth Dejean's novel,
" The Tiger's Coat " from which the
Dial Film Company made their
production of the same name, have
announced their intention of publishing a special motion picture
edition of this book, which edition
will consist of one-half million
copies.
This, of course, offers to the exhibitors throughout the United
States who play this picture a great
possibility for a tie-up between
bookstore and theatre, which will
benefit both parties.
The book will be illustrated by
scene stills from the production.
Wm. Fairbanks
Western is Completed
The Western Star Productions
have just finished shooting- on "Bill
of the tion
B William
O Ranch."
In thisthe
producFairbanks,
star,
does some wonderful stunts, and it
will be hailed with delight by the
patrons who like big strong action
productions.
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Reelcraft Exchange in
Kansas City
The Reelcraft Pictures Corporation has established a branch office
and exchange for the distribution
of its exclusive Short Subject program, at 928 Main Street, in Kansas City, Missouri. This is the
seventh city to house an exclusive
Short Subject exchange of Reelcraft, the other cities where offices
have already been established are
New York City, Chicago, Cleveland,
Milwaukee, Indianapolis and Minneapolis.
Reelcraft is also represented in
every other important distributing
center of the United States by Independent Allied Exchanges.
" We have been compelled to open
our own exchange in these cities,"
says President R C. Cropper, " to
care for our rapidly growing business. Several other cities are also
under consideration for the installation of Reelcraft offices, and announcement concerning them will
be The
madeKansas
early inCity
the Branch
new year."
will be
under the jurisdiction of Carl Harthill, district manager of the Central
States for Reelcraft. The exchange
manager will be announced later.
New Exchange Opens at
Charleston, W. Va.
The Southern Film Exchange announces that it has opened offices in
Charleston, W. \'a., and will distribute high-class State Right attractions inthe W est Virginia territon,-. General Manager E. R. Custer, formerly Paramount sales representative and manager
Cincinnati exchange
for of
twoMetro's
years,
will have have executive charge of
theSpacious
company'squarters
activities.
have been secured in the Kanawha County Bank
Building and a model exchange outfitted. Several productions of unusual merit have already been contracted for. However, General
Manager Custer intends paj-ing
New York film row a flying visit
to line up a few more unusual independent releases.
Pat F. Liddy, manager of the
Plaza theatre, Charleston, and Fhil
C. Jacks, prominent local capitalist,
are associated in the enterprise

"Keep to the Right" to
Open in Mid-West
The new year will see the opening of Equity's five-reel feature.
"Taliaferro,
Keep to theinRight,"
starring
Edith
Iowa and
Nebraska
under the auspices of the Reelcraft
Film Co., of Davenport, Iowa.
One of the interesting novelties
in connection with the exploitation
of " Keep to the Right " will be
the use of artistic advertising, designed and worded in the holiday
mood, carrjing a New Year greeting and following with an invitation to see " Keep
to being
the Right."
Arrangements
are also
made
to prepare handsome window-cards
for display in store-windows, extending the compliments of the season to patrons and inviting them to
see " Keep to the Right." Among
these is a circular holly-wreath,
with the enchanting smile of Edith
Taliaferro in the center. Herald,
throwaways. etc., are now being
,completed
for Mr- Bridwell's, of
Reelcraft, exhibitors.
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Sunrise
The

Following Sales Are Reported
on the Independent Market
" Madonnas and Men " (Jans Pictures, Inc.) to F. Goldfarb, of Climax Film Corp., for Greater New York.
" Madonnas
Men " for
to George
Jacobs of Masterpiece Pictures, of and
Cleveland,
Ohio.
" Madonnas
and Men " to Jans Film Service, Inc., for
Northern
New Jersey.
" Dangerous
" (C.ofB.Dallas,
C. FilmTexas.
Sales Corp.) to the
Independent
FilmLove
Service
" The Victim " (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.) to the Independent Film Service of Dallas, Texas.
Joy Comedies (Aywon Film Corp.) to Matthew Teplitz
of the Penn Film Service, of Pittsburgh.
Joy Comedies to Quality Film Service of Atlanta, Ga.
15 Mary Pickford Two Reelers (Aywon Film Corp.) to
Penn Film Service, of Pittsburgh.
Success Series of 15 two reelers (Aywon Film Corp.) to
Penn Film Service, of Pittsburgh.
Man ofofPittsburgh.
Courage " (Aywon Film Corp.) to Penn
Film" The
Service,
of Pittsburgh.
Mystery " (Aywon Film Corp.) to
Penn" The
Film Woman
Service, of
" The Woman of Mystery " to the Lyric Film and Supply Co., for Indiana.
Quackerlof Did
Hide " (Aywon Film Corp.) to
Penn" When
Film Service,
Pittsburgh.
" When Quackerl Did Hide " to the Lyric Film and Supply Co., for Indiana.
" The Evolution of Man " (Aywon Film Corp.) to Penn
Film Service, of Pittsburgh.
" The Evolution of Man " to the Lyric Film and Supply Co., for Indiana.
"Oh, Louise!" "The Midnight Girl," "My Girl Sucomedies (Aywon Film Corp.) to Penn Film
Service, zanne,"
of three
Pittsburgh.
15 Mary Pickford Two Reelers to Gardiner Syndicate,
of Buffalo, for Northern New York.
" ScreenFeatures
Snapshots
" (C.
C. Film
Sales Corp.) to
Fontenelle
Films
for B.
Omaha
and Nebraska.
Mack Swain Comedies (Herald Productions, Inc.) to
S. and S. Film and Supply Co., of Pittsburgh, for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Mack Swain Comedies to Southeastern Pictures Corp.,
of Atlanta, Ga., for North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana and Alabama.
Mack Swain Comedies to Mentor Motion Pictures Co.,
of New York, for Northern New Jersey and New York State.
" Cowboy ofJazz
" (S. N.
andY.,E.forEnterprises)
to Ben
Productions,
Buffalo,
Northern New
York.Fitzer
" Cowboy Jazz " to First National Exhibitors Circuit
of Louisville, Ky., for Kentucky and Tennessee.
" Cowboy Jazz " to the Reliance Film Exchange, of
Washington, D. C, for Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and
District of Columbia.
" The Devil's Angel " (Clark Cornelius Corp.) to Boston
Photoplays Co., for New England States.
" The Devil's Angel " to Merit Films, Inc., of Detroit,
Mich., for Michigan.
" The Devil's Angel " to Middle West Film Amusement
Co., of Cincinnati, for Ohio and Kentucky.
" The Devil's Angel " to Pearce Films, New Orleans, for
Louisiana and Mississippi.
" The Devil's Angel " to Wassman and Stephens, of Atlanta, Ga., for North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama and Tennessee.
" The Devil's Angel " to Empire Film Co., of Chicago,
for Northern Illinois.
" The Devil's Angel " to Wayne Film Service, of Indianapolis, for Indiana.
"The Devil's Ansel" to Royal Pictures, Inc., of Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania.
" The Fourth Face " (Clark Cornelius) to Boston Photoplays Co., of Boston, for New England.
" The Fourth Face " to W. I. Film Service, of Indianapolis, for Indiana.
" The Fourth Face " to Famous Pictures Sales Co., of
Buffalo, for Upper New York.
" Love's Battle " (Clark Cornelius) to Boston Phototoplay Co., for New England States.
" Love's Battle " to W. I. Film Service, of Indianapolis,
for Indiana.
" Love's Battle " to Famous Pictures Sales Co., of Buffalo, for Upper New York State.
Tom Moore Dramas (Clark Cornelius) to W. I. Film
Service, for Indiana.
Wallace Coburn Western (Clark Cornelius) to W I.
Film Service, of Indian^nolis f<^r Tn'^i^na

Prepares. for
Big Publicity Drive
The New York sales force of
Sunrise Pictures Corp. is practically complete, it is announced, and
will commence its big drive simultaneously with the publicity and exploitation drive on " The Price of
Silence," the Pegg>- Hyland features, which Sunrise recently announced as its first release.
Winifred F. Kellej-, general manager of the company, who left recently on a selling trip will assure
state right buyers of an extensive
publicity campaign conducted both
from the New York office and by a
personal visit to several of the exchanges by Nat Dorfman, Director of Advertising and Publicity of
Sunrise Pictures Corporation. Mr.
Dorfman plans to get teasers
started in ever>- state and will alsa
arrange for a book store tie-up on
the novel, " At the Mercj' of Tiberius " from which
" Price of
Silence " has been the
adapted.

Star of "The Victim" in
Broadway Success
Robert T. Haines, featured player
in " The Victim " the super feature
offered the independent market by
C B C Film Sales Corporation of
New York has scored another
dramatic hit with Ben Ami in
■ Sarnson and Delilah" the sensational success in New York theatricals now playing the 39th Street
theatre.
Mr. Haines has also recently completed a principal part in " The
Foreigner
Firstcredited
National
release. He"hasa been
by the
critics for years as being one of
-America's cleverest and most talented dramatic actors and his work
in motion pictures is a valuable
acquisition to the screen.

Cast

of Warner Serial
Is Announced
Among those who will be seen in
the massive animal serial that CoL
\\'illiam N. Selig is now producing
for Warner Brothers are Irene
W allace, Genevieve Berts, Mrs. G.
E. McCormack. Hen Haggery, Al
Ferguson, Wilbur Higby. Frederic
Peters and John George.
According to reports from the
Coast, no expense is being spared to
make this serial a worth}- successor
to " The Lost Cit>-,'" Warner Brothers' first big animal serial.

In the
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of the
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Interest
First

Peggy after
Hyland,a considerable
who returnsabsence
to thein
screen
•• The Price of Silence," a forthcoming Sunrise Pictures Corp. release

in

Sunrise

Announcement

Hyland Feature
IX response to the trade paper
advertising sent out by the Sunrise Pictures Corporation, No. 220
West Forty-second street, last
week, in connection with its superindependent special, Pegg>' Hyd, "In inquiries
the Price
Silence."
scores lanof
fromofevery
part
of the country have come in from
state right buyers. This rush to
close on the picture for the difTerent territories, Sunrise points out,
is indicative of the great popularity
that
is Peggy
Hyland's.general sales
Winfield
F. Kelley,
manager of the company, left yesterday for Philadelphia as a first
step on his swing around the countrj'. He took with him dozens of
inquiries and telegrams and will
arrange to show the picture while
on tour. He is also arraved with

of

Film

Peggy

Brings Inquiries
literature and publicity compiled by
Xat Dorfman, director of advertising and publicity for the Sunrise
concern.
Onewill
of beMr.to Kelley's
prime right
ob»
jects
sign up state
buyers for all future productions
to be released by Sunrise. Strong
exploitation and advertising cooperation goes with the deal and a
speciallatedcampaign
has been
by Mr. Dorfman
alongformuthese
lines.
Another feature will be a book
store tie-up on the novel, " At the
^lercy of Tiberius," from which
" The Price of Silence " was
adapted. This famous novel of
Miss Wilson's has gone into seven
editions with a circulation totalling
more than a million.

^""'^n un!'rA'°
Burnstein
Back
from
Tour
Canyon Salesman Returns from
Fred Falkner, seeking an attraction to combat the opening of the
two big new theatres of Newark,
Long Trip Through Film Centers
T ULES BURNSTEIN, who has production
or marketing of picN. J., has arranged for " Madon- •J
been on the road for the last tures.
nas and Men," the big super-special
prodirced by Jans Pictures, Inc., to
" In the first place," said Mr.
for the Canyon Picbe shown at his Strand theatre the eight weeks
tures Corporation, has returned Burnstein, '' it is up to the indeweek of January 9.
to New York after a tour which
exhibitor to " watch his
Mr. Falkner was enabled to get brought him to every important step,' for pendent
he takes every step
valuable first hand information center from the Atlantic to the Pa- possible tounless
protect himself against
cific.
the
inroads
of
those
companies opfrom the run of " Madonnas and
As a result of the efforts of the
erating on Wall Street money, he
Men " in Detroit where his people, who live in that city, saw this home office of the Canyon Pictures will find that he will either be
picture at Kunsky's Madison Thea- Corporation in New York and Mr. driven out of business by merciless
tre and guided by the report which Burnstein's tour, more than sixty competition, or forced to sell his
he received from them, Mr. Faulk- per cent of the United States and theatre at a sacrifice. The second
ner immediately secured this super- Canada has been sold on the entire point by which I was impressed
special for his Strand theatre.
series of six five-reel features star- was the necessity of producers
ring Franklyn Farnum. It is ex- making not only better and cleaner
pected that through the missionary- pictures, but of getting one hundred cents value for everj' dollar
5,000 Exhibitors Sign[for work done by Mr. Burnstein, the
remaining territory will shortly be that they invested in production
World, Says Kelley
entirely disposed of.
work. In the past, entirely too
Nearly five thousand exhibitors
much money has been spent on picMr. Burnstein,
who
is
a
keen
observer of business conditions as tres for which there was absolutely
have signed up for the World
News Pictures, and are awaiting well as one of the best known fig- no return in finished product. If
the first release, according to an
ures in the motion picture activities, the producer wishes to allow his
back many impressions of directors and stars to waste money
announcement of " Smiling Jim- brought
which cannot but be of for him, he will have to stand the
my" Kelley, general sales manager conditions
interest to all those engaged in the
of
the
company.
"
Our
exchanges
entire loss himself."
are now ready to open their
doors," stated Mr. Kelley, " and
branch managers have been appointed in twenty-five important
cities throughout the United States. "Hush"
Gets
Big Welcome
New Clara Kimball Young PicEach department of our corporation is working night and day in
ture Winning Advance Bookings
order to further the success of
this fifth Young production was
the organization and its undertak- ONE of the significant features also
the cause of much favorable
in connection with the adings."
comment.
It was unanimously de\ ance dates scheduled on " Hush,"
clared to be fetching and mysterinew
Clara
Kimball
Young
Hank Mann Comedies Equity's
ous enough to arouse keen interest
feature, is the representation of
new theatres, announces Equity. It in the picture itself. It might be
Are Sold Abroad
appears that many new theatres arc stated that the title is Miss Cowen's
Hank Mann's popularity as a desirous of housing this Young v/hile the clever, witty sub-titling is
comedian among the fpreign film feature.
also the result
of herareeffort."
fans is attested by the number of
first runs
booked in
"Among the subjects of praise," SanEarly
sales closed for the Arrow-Hank
Francisco
and Los Angeles on
Mann Comedies during the past says an Equity statement. " is the the Coast; in Chicago, Minneapolis,
"Hush."as Milwaukee, Cincinnati and Cleveweek. Guy R. Hammond, general distinguished
The reputationauthorship
of Sada ofCowen
export manager, announces that
land in the Middle West; Baltination's ranking screenthe entire series of twenty-six two- one of the
writers was generously demonstratmore, Washington, D. C, Philadelreel Hank Mann Comedies were
phia and Newark in the East, and
ed and probably responsible to a
sold for the following territory: great extent for the record number Atlanta and New Orleans in the
Mr. Suzuki, of the International
Motion Picture Company, bought of inquiries received. The title of South.
the series for Japan; Mr. Diaz, representing Gonzales of Porto Rico,
EVERYBODY
for Porto Rico, Santo Domingo
KNOWS
c
and Haiti, and Mr. Joseph K. Lamy,
for Cuba.
OYS"
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Russell-Greiver-Russell, the
Chicago film organization,
have completed negotiations
with a well known Coast
producer for the production
of pictures to be distributed
nationally by the RussellGreiver-Kussell organization,
according to reports reaching
Chicago from the Coast. Five
reel features, special productions, comedies and other
films are affected. It is understood that this move
brings
under
Russell-GreiverRussell control
the work of
several of the most prominent
directors, stars, and technical
experts on the west coast.
Bernard D. Russell, the
coast representative of Russel -Greiver-Rus el , makes
the following statement:
" It is a fact that such a
combination has been completed. I will say that the
producing organization is
second to none on the coast,
and has long. been known for
the pictures it puts out.
Work of several of the popular and better known stars
comes to us through the
step
taking." office of
At wetheareChicago
Russell-Greiver-Russell, W.
D. Russell stated that the
combination already has
been effected, and work has
been going on for some
time.

Ay won
Has Reissues
with Popular Stars
Nathan Hirsh, president of Ayv.on, has in preparation for release
fifteen two-reel pictures to be
called the Success Series of Short
Subjects which have been specially
selected from the two-reel films in
which many of the most famous
stars first came into fame and fortune.
In the Success Series of Short
Subjects such big stars as Henry
B. Walthall, Alae Marsh, Dorothy
Gish, Lionel Barrymore, Lillian
Gish and
others equally as prominent appear.
Plans have been carefully laid
for the release and proper presentation of both the Success Series
and the fifteen two-reel Mary Pickford pictures. Press material and
exploitation ideas of real value
have been compiled together with
excellent paper and numberless
stunts by which the enterprising exhibitor can get much extra money
into the box office by playing these
interesting pictures.
State Rights territory on both
series is being snapped up quickly
and the biggest circuits of theatres
are booking the subjects.

First Celebrated Comedy December 27
"
Jazz
and
" is the
title
of the first Jesters
Celebrated
Comedy,
which will be released December
27 by Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago. It is the first
of a series of Celebrated Comedies directed by Jay Hum.
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Enthused Over " Outside the Law "
CARL LAEMMLE, president of methods of Universal print distrithe Universal Film Manufacbution. Positive prints of Universal
turing Company, arrived in New pictures ordinarily are made at the
York City from Los Angeles last Universal factory at Fort Lee, N. J.
week, expressing great enthusiasm
To expedite
the this
distribution'
of
over " Outside the Law " the new
prints, for
special feabig Priscilla Dean picture, written first run
ture, Mr. Laemmle ordered that the
and directed by Tod Browning. The
be made at UniUniversal chief acclaims it as the first runversalpositives
City, immediately upon the
greatest piece of work Miss Dean
of the cutting and edithas ever done for the screen, and completion
ing of the film. This was done, and
predicts it will rank among the few the film
now is being speeded to the
great pictures of film history.
fifty-odd Universal exchanges
" Outside the Law " will have its throughout the United States and
premier showing at the Superba Canada.
theatre, Los Angeles, during the
is expected that the picture will
week of December 26. Arrange- be Itshown
simultaneously in many
ments for this pre-release showing
J. L. Prothingham
were made by appeal to Mr. places, early
in January.
Arrangeare being
completed
for a
Laemmle himself, during his recent theatre ments
on Broadway, in which to
stay
at
Universal
City.
The
showLloyd Comedy Feature
give the picture an indefinite run.
ing will be accompanied by unusual So
confident is Mr. Laemmle that
of Atlanta Opening
exploitation and presentation, in- the picture will be the sensation of
cluding personal appearances by the season, Universal already has
Singular tribute to the drawing
power of Harold Lloyd, and to his Miss Dean as well as by Lon under way an exploitation campaign
Chaney, who supported her in the
popularity with the American pub- underworld
■ for the metropolitan district propicture.
lic, was paid by the management
No release date has been set for
jected for extension well into the
of the New Howard theatre, which
Spring. A similar campaign ha«
threw its doors open to the people the big Universal-Jewel production, been
inaugurated in other parts of
of Atlanta, for the first time on but Mr. Laemmle has promised his
exchange managers that a first run the country, for the purpose of givMonday, December 13th.
ing Universal exhibitors extensive
On the opening bill of the New print of the picture will be in each
Howard, Harold Lloyd in his latest exchange January 2. This has aid in " selling " the picture to the
necessitated a departure in the usual
Pathe comedy special, " Number,
Please? " was awarded a leading
public.
position. In all the advertising material, Lloyd was prominently menTitles
4
Selects
tioned as " The screen's most Goldwyn
comedian."
popular
Four Pictures Now in Production Are Permanently Titled
*'Man of the Forest" Is
is a tale of San Francisco domestic
of carepolicy Goldwy
its titles,
Zane Grey Novel
FOLLOWIN
n life in the late sixties, with one
fullyGselecting
In an article which appeared in Pictures Corporation last week deYork's
cided upon the permanent titles for episode
famous taking
" Five place
Pointsin "New
section,
an
the various trade publications issue of December 25th, mention was four of its big pictures now in pro- exact replica of which was built on
duction.
the Goldwj'n lot. Lewis S. Stone
made of "The Man of the_ Forest" a forthcoming Benj. B. American
Rupert Hughes'
comedy
dramawent
of and Mabel Julienne Scott head the
domestic
life
which
cast of "Don't Neglect Your
Hampton release which was alluded to as an Irving Bacheller into production under the working Wife." Other players include Kate
Lester, R. D. MacLean, Arthur
story. This was in error, " The title of " Mr. and Miserable Jones "
Man of the Forest" is a Zane will be permanently known as Hoyt, Charles Clary, Josephine
Grey novel.
" Dangerous
CurveforAhead."
The Crowell and Jane Atherton. Waltitle
selected
Gouverneur
lace Worsley is directing the production.
Morris' first original screen story
Cleveland Beauty in
is "A Tale of Two Worlds," which
The picturized version of KathLevey Picture
replaces the working title of " The erine Newlin Burt's new novel of
This iswhich
a tale becomes
of Ori- adventure, now nmning serially in
life in China
June Fuller, winner of the Cleve- Water entalLily."
land Beauty Competition held last intermingled with Western life in the Red Book Magazine under the
August by a moving picture con- California. It will be a Frank title of " Snow Blind," will be
cern for the prettiest girl for a Lloyd Producton. The leading roles known as " The Magnificent Liar."
a Reginald Barker Propart in their first 'production, posed are being played by Leatrice Joj', It will be
duction and the company is now in
in a Harry Levey Service Corpora- Wallace Beery, J. Frank Glendon Banff, Canada, where most of the
tion Truth production entitled " A and Jack Abee.
place, shooting exte"Don't Neglect Your Wife" is action takes
Chat with Ida Bailey Allen."
riors. Russel Simpson heads the
She plays the part of one of Mrs. the title bv which Gertrude AtherAllen's students at the Cooking ton's original scenario will be with
cast of
" TheLandis,
Magnificent
Liar,"
Cullen
Mary Alden
School, where some scenes of "A known instead of by the temporary and Pauline
Starke
in
the
other
Chat with Ida Bailey Allen" are title
of " Noblesse
Oblige," whichIt roles.
taken.
she attached
to her manuscript.

I^atest photograph of Clara Kimball
Young, star of " Hush,'' a new
tquity release
Statement Issued by
Abraham Lehr
The following statement has been
issued b}' Abraham Lehr, vice
president of the Goldwyn organization, regarding the GoldwjTi production policy for 1921 :
" In the new ytzx we shall bend
all our efforts to the making of
photoplays with strong, hursan,
appealing
stories,
acted by playwellrounded casts
of competent
ers. Our goal will be fewer and
better pictures. We have learned
that the public wants logical, sensible plots that appeal to inteUigent
people.
Shakespeare
said,as ' true
The
play's
the itthing.'
That's
todav
as
was the
day just
he uttered
Lewis
King Directing
Star Ranch Western
A Star Ranch Western for early
release, announces C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation of New York,
fs being directed by Lewis King,
formerly
American
William FoxofStudios.
The and
working
title of the picture is " The Gun
Runners," starring C. Edward Hatton and his co-star, Frances Parks,
who has
tures forappeared
the past in
twoGriffith
years picand
who played a prominent
part in
■
it."
Allen Holubar's latest picture.
Other members of the cast include
Rav Flohre.
"Snowy" Baker to Star
" Snowy " Baker, former OhTnpic
hero and millionaire sportsman of
Australia, has succumbed to the lure
of the screen and will shortly be
seen as the star of a series of five
and six reel pictures to be known
as Sno^\7 Baker productions.
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" For the exhibitor to
adopt a policy of wide retrenchment at the ■ present
time," says the heads of the
Canyon Pictures,
" is ultimate
to court
smaller
returns and
disaster."
Both Joseph M. Goldstein
and Jack Weinberg are of the
opinion that when business
falls off, is the time to make
every effort to attract people,
who would with an added inducement stay at home, to
frequent the theatre.
" This inducement must be
in the form of better pictures,
and exchanges must ask a
higher price for better productions.
" The theatre manager who
is not frightened by a slight
drop in business, and who
puts worth while attractions
on his screen, encourages his
people to stand by him. But
to cut in the quality of his
offering or to make drastic
reductions in his musical program will drive many more
dollars from his theatre than
he will save.

Fairy Tale at End of
Ballin's Production
With the completion of " East
Lynn " a matter of days, Hugo
Ballin is devoting his time to the
most important of the several surprising innovations in the production. This is the interpolation of
a glowing fairy tale of the moyenage in which Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle appear, produced in an
impressionistic manner. Scarlet
walls and blue doors vie with purple skies and golden trees, and
costumes of startling originality.
Nor will their effect on the screen,
according to the plan worked out
by Hugo Ballin, be altogether lost
or even transmuted to black and
white altogether. The result promises to be a revelation, according to
the few who have seen the first
" takes."

"The
Devil"
Booked
ATED EXHIBITORS
ASSOCI
Plan
Elaborate Prence
"
The ,Devil,
thate " Arliss
annou
to be
starring Georg
sentation Week of
distributed by Pathe Exchange, has
been booked by Mr. Moe.Mark for
January i6th
a pre-release showing at the Strand
theatre in New York City, and that
he has also closed contracts insur- regard this picture as the very finest
ing presentation of the picture in photo dramatic triumph of the year.
several other houses in which he is That is just exactly what the Assointerested.
ciated Exhibitors have achieved.
The world premiere of the pic- They have succeeded in turning out
ture will take place at the Strand the very best piece of dramatic entertainment which it has been my
theatre beginning the week cf January 16th and plans have been com- privilege to see this season. I am
pleted by Mr. Joseph Plunkett, the absolutely certain that it will be one
Managing Director, for its presenta- of the biggest public favorites. The
work of Mr. Arliss is wonderful.
tion on a magnificent scale.
One of the most elaborate pro- His portrayal on the screen of the
logues ever arranged for the Strand character in which he appeared for
has been put into rehearsal by Mr. so long a time on the stage is a
Plunkett and a special exploitation masterpiece in dramatic art.
and advertising campaign is being
" I am glad to congratulate the
Associated Exhibitors on this exarranged by the management.
Both Mr. Mark and Mr. Plunkett
Mr. Markceptionallyisfine production."
giving his personal
are enthusiastic about the picture
and their opinion is shared by the attention to the forthcoming presentation at the Strand.
few big exhibitors who have been
permitted to view the production.
Mr. Plunkett, the managing director, is equally enthusiastic, and
" It is not the policy of the Strand
theatre to indulge in extravagant promises the New York public a
claims for any picture before it has great surprise and a real treat in
been shown to its clientele and has the prologue and musical introduchad its approval registered at the
tionture.
and Heaccompaniment
the that
picis of the firm to
belief
box office," said Mr. Mark, in signthe
photoplay
will
equal,
if
not
ing the contract, " but in the case of
' The Devil ' I want to say that I eclipse the tremendous success of

Variety

in
the
ion of
adoptspice
the" the
WITHslogan,
of the
program," Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., has started an intensive campaign through all of its
exchanges to impress upon exhibitors that it does not stand in the
position of an organization able to
supply this or that brand of short
subjects, but that it can supply
every portion of the program exthe 'featu
news weekweekre inandthetheyear.
ly ceptevery
This plan has been adopted since
it was found that some exhibitors
have not realized the great growth
that the organization has had in the
11 Reelcraft Pictures
past year and the immense increase in the product that it has
Are Completed
handled. Rather than an effort to
Eleven completed productions make immediate sales the exchange
have been received during the past men throughout the United States
week by the Reelcraft Pictures Cor- and Canada will be instructed to
poration for its exclusive Short devote their time to explaining to
Subject program.
exhibitors the variety and the volume of pictures that it is now
The Hollywood Studio of Reel- handling.
craft completed and shipped four
In the two-reel comedy field Edsingle-reel comedies featuring Billy
ucational isnow releasing a ChrisFraney under the direction of Glotie every two weeks and a Chester,
ver Jones, " The Hunter," and " The a Mermaid and a Torchy comedy
New Member." The single-reel
In the single reel comcomedy unit in which George Clarke every month.
edies it now has a weekly release,
is featuring, also working on the
Reelcraft lot in Hollywood, com- the Vanity and Gayety series alternating. The Bruce Scenics Beautipleted and shipped "The General"
ful and the Chester Outings will
and " The Instructor."
hereafter alternate, affording a
In the Bud and His Buddies se- weekly release. In addition there
ries, featuring Bud Duncan, will be a number of other scenic
" Puppy Love," " The General pictures, while the company will
Store-General," and " Chicken continue its policy of announcing
in one or two reels whenHunting"
the general have
office.been received by specials
ever a picture is held to possess the
For the Royal Comedy series, highest degree of box office power.
Other special features such as the
" All Balled Up " and " The Palm Rufus
Steele two-reel dramas will
Missed" in which William and be distributed.
Gordon Dooley are featured have
In addition to this Educational
been finally cut and edited.

for
Stran
the stage play
in which Mr. d
Arliss
enjoyed
one
of
theatrical history.the longest runs in
In New York City the stage play
enjoyed the unique distinction of
being produced simultaneously by
rival managers and played to
crowded houses in two theatres all
winter. Harrison Grey Fiske and
Henry Savage both bought righti
from the author, or his agent, only
to find that the play had not been
copyrighted in the United States and
neither had any special privileges
over the other.
Fiske's version of the play ran at
the Belasco theatre with Mr. Arlisj
starring
Savage's theatre
presentation
was at and
the Garden
with
Edwin Stevens playing THE
DEVIL.
In addition to the Strand showing,
special arrangements are being made
for exceptional presentation of the
picture at Shears Hippodrome at
Buffalo, at the Kansas City theatres
of
Sam Harding,
at J. inH.Oklahoma
Cooper'i
magnificent
new house
City and at a house to be selected
by Mr. Libson
in Cincinnati.
gotiations are under
way for Neits
exhibition in several other leading
theatres and in several cities long
runs are planned for the picture.
It will go from the Strand theatre
in
York to the Strand theatre
in New
Brooklyn.

Educational
Output
feel
confident
that we have done
Out to Acquaint the that.
" The business that Educational
Exhibs
With Its
has
done since opening its own exFilm Service
changes would be amazing to those
who have not studied this particular field. Before more than a few
claims to have the largest Hbrary months have passed we believe that
of any short subject organization exhibitors everywhere will realize
and in many territories a large
Educational is the short subshare of these have not been that ject
headquarters for every theatre
shown, while leading theatres, such that wants to present the best in
as the Rialto, Rivoli and Capitol,
often call upon this collection for film entertainment."
pictures that have been exhibited,
but which are deemed worthy of
Leonce Ferret, the French
repeating.
director
who recently com" We are doing this," says Presipleted The
"
Empire of
dent
E.
W.
Hammons,
"
to
bring
Diamonds
" which Pathe is
home to the exhibitor realization of
releasing,
is
making
preparathe fact that he has in us an ortions for a super special to
ganization that supplies everything
be called "A Race for Milhe needs except the feature and the
news weekly. We believe that we
The new picture will be
have now firmly established the
produced with an American
quality of every one of ou^ releases,
cast and the distinguished
but at the same time it is true that
French actors, Eugene
exhibitors have gotten in the habit
Breon,
of ' Gallic
of shopping around for their variUons." " greatest
stage
villains
" and
the
ous productions without realizing
comedian.
Will
Bourbon.
that they can get them all in one
Marcya Capri, a Spanish
exchange, in exchanges that specibeauty, will also be seen in
alize in this particular field and
the new Ferret production.
that can furnish them better prodWhile abroad recently makuct for all their needs and better
ing the exteriors for " The
service with it than any other orEmpireclosed
of Diamonds"
M.
Ferret
a five-year conganization.
" Most exhibitors do not realize
tract with the Stoll Film
that we are now working on a basis
Company of London for the
of 230 releases a year, certainly an
exclusive handling of his
impressive record in this field. We
productions, in Great Britain.
mean to bring home to the showWork on "The Race for
man who makes money on this or
Millions " will be begun as
that brand of two-reel comedies
soon as the script, on which
that our other product means as
M. Ferret is now working;, is
much to this theatre. To do this
completed.
we have had to maintain the same
high standard of product, and we
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Metro
First

Nat1
should be o£
that
ICE
A SERVest
inter
to every exhibitor in
the country has been instituted by the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, in the
publication each month of a bulletin containing an unbiased criticism
of photoplays which merit the disl."
title of
exceptiona
ws "about
The board tinguishing
revie
99 per
ys
cent of all photopla
published
from a moral standpoint and in the
ment
announce
of the new service,
the object is explained in these
words :
" The National Board of Review
has for some time been convinced
that it could properly undertake a
critique of the best of the photodrama along with its work of reviewing pictures on a moral basis.
The time now seems ripe for attempting to establish an order of
more serious critical appraisal of
motion pictures than it has been
within the policy of the trade or
the press to bestow. With this in
view the National Board has organized aspecial committee on critique
whose function it is to examine
those film productions which seem
to have unusual qualifications and
to make selections ' from among
these for a list of exceptional pictures. Generally stated, pictures
considered for this list must have
outstanding dramatic, artistic, pic-

Paid
High
Tribute
torial and instructive entertainment for selecting it as an exceptional
photoplay include the following:
No less than two productions dis" Du Barry's story unfolds aptributed by Associated First Naquality."tional
proximately against the backPictures, Inc., obtained a
ground of fading glory which
place among the lirst four selected marked the decline of royalty in
by the board as exceptional photo- France. To the producer it presents the opportunity to work with
plays. "Passion,"
starringPola
the European
emotional actress
Negri
bold
strokes
historical
vas on which upon
the an
whole
culturecanof
and the Whitman Bennett produca
period
can
be
reflected.
It
calls
tionringof "Lionel
TheBarrymore,
Devil's Garden,"
starare the two for fidelity to detail in costume
pictures of this one distributing and manners and for authentic historical setting.
company that are selected as worthy for places in the list.
"
It
is
gratifying to find that
The November bulletin of " Ex- this first very
foreign picture of importance to be shown in this country
" has Bennett
this to
say aboutceptional
thePhotoplays
Whitman
since the war sets a standard of
production :
which our best producers may well
" This is a photodrama that is
envious. The appointments of
taihful to the spirit and treatment be
the interior are made with a care
of the novel it picturizes. In these
bring delight to the studays when so much fiction, popular that will
dent of the Louis XV period of
and otherwise, is distorted and re- decoration, while the formal garlabelled for the screen, for no other
den exteriors that represent Verapparent reason than that picture
sailles recall the works of Watteau.
makers are obsessed with the idea
" When the story plunges into
that photoplay action necessitates
the switching around of situations, the events of the French Revolution, Mr. Lubitsch shows a skill
of emotional currents, of characin
crowd
and thegroups
draand of author'sto purposes
alike,
maticcomposition
clash of massed
it is ters,
encouraging
be confronted
which
proves
that
he
knows
how
to
with a picture that does not do
any one of these things, but seems get his effects without overloading
to say : This story was chosen for his scene. He achieves a maximum effect with an economy of
its merits as it originally stands." means which never leads him in
Classifyingtraordinary
" Passion
an exproduction, "theas reasons
exaggeration."

To

Picture

News

Arranges Ads for
Exhibators

assist exhibitors everywhere
in the exploitation of " Polly
with a Past," the David Belasco
play by George Middleton and Guy
Bolton, starring Ina Claire, Metro
has devoted a considerable portion
to the press book supplied with the
super-special to stunts and varicrus
advertising features that should
achieve remarkable results. The
preparation of the plan and promotion book disclosed to Metro experts in charge of devising the effective stuntsitself
that to
" Polly
with a
Past " lends
exploitation
with perhaps greater facility than
nine-tenths of big feature films on
the market now, or at times previously, announces a statement
from the Pathe headquarters.
Metro's publicity department has
outlined two score or more special
advertising features, including tieups with merchants, with the newsetc., that
put theThese
picturepapers,
across
withshould
a bang.
were selected and are explained in
detail in the Aletro press book; but
the very nature of the title and
story of the Ina Claire production
is such that when the exhibitor may
have exhausted the material preor in
should pared
notby Metro,
fit in with
his case
schemeit
of advertising, it will be an easy
matter for him to devise his own.
Of all the stunt suggestions
offered to exhibitors by Metro in
connection with their showing of
" Polly with a Past," perhaps the
most novel is the use of a parrot
figure — parrots generally being
known as " Polly'" — in any number
of interesting ways. It so happens
Metro trade-mark is a parney Ainsworth have
prominent that the
directed by Clarence G. Badger.est
In
rot, and the employment of this
for current this
n pictures n
"Gr
Eshowdozc
TH
was directeden"
by E. Mason feathered
dwy
production
Rogerseat
is seen as a parts. It Doz
Gol
ing
released by Goldwyn Has
talker in a variety of
sailor and gives a charac- Hopper.
stunts will fulfill the dual purpose
are put forth by that produc- Swedish
Frank Lloyd is represented by of
ter portrayal entirely different from
ing organization as the strongest
advertising not only the picture,
group of releases in its history. any picture in which he has previ- two productions — " A Voice in the but the company responsible for its
ously appeared. In the cast with Dark," from Ralph E. Dyar's stage
Several of the pictures are held to him are
Mary Warren, Doris
be in .advance even of Goldwyn's Pawn, Bert Sprotte, Nick Cogley, murder mystery, and " The Great production.
Lover," a picturization of Leo
previous highest achievements in Lionel
Belmore
and others.
Ditrichstein's stage success, written ♦:Song of the Soul" in
distinctive qualities which make for
by
himself and the Hattons.
Mabel
Normand
is
seen
in
"What
great pictures.
■' The Concert " is an all-star
Steady Demand
Happened
to
Rosa,
"
from
a
short
Reports from Goldwyn exchanges
Heading the list is "Godless story in the Metropolitan. The
production
of
Hermann
Bahr's
Men," a Reginald Barker produc- picture was directed by Victor stage comedy in which David Be- in all parts of the countrj- show a
tion based upon Ben Ames Wil- Schertzinger. Hugh Thompson lasco starred Leo Ditrichstein. It
steady demand for " The Song of
liams' novel of adventure on the plays opposite her. Doris Pawn, was directed by Victor Schertzin- the
Soul."' the first of the Messmore
sea, tion
"Black
Pawl."
This
produc,uer.
Lewis
S.
Stone
and
Mabel
Kendall-Robert
W. Chambers proMarshall and Eugenie Bcshas been seen in Los Angeles. Tully
Julienne Scott have the leading
ductions starring Vivian Martin.
Its success at the large California serer have important roles.
Tom Moore's picture is from a roles. In the cast are Myrtle Sted- In many instances this picture has
theatre was so pronounced and the story
by Rupert Hughes and is man, Raymond Hatton, Gertrude been backed by special exploitation
demand for further showings so
Russ Powell, Frances Hall in which Robert W. Chambers, the
called " Hold Your Horses." Naomi Astor,
great that at the end of the week it Childers,
and Lvdia Yeamans Titus.
author, has figured prominently.
Sylvia
Ashton,
and
Sydwas transferred to Miller's theatre
"
" Earthbound
Goldwyn's
where
had
its long
run in Los
Angeles.
Another Reginald Barker Production is included in the twelve,
a picturization of Graham Moffatt's
Scotch comedy, " Bunty Pulls the
Strings." In the east are Leatrice
Joy, Russell Simpson, Cullen Landis, Casson Ferguson, Raymond
Hatton, Josephine Crowell and
Edythe Chapman.
In the list is Betty Compson's
first production in which she first
appears as a star and her first picture since her' success in " The
Miracle Man." Supporting Miss
Compson in " Prisoners of Love "
are Roy Stewart, Emory Johnson,
Ralph Lewis, Clara Horton, Claire
McDowell and Kate Toncray.
Miss Rogers is represented by
" Guile of Women " from a story
by Peter Clark MacFarlane and
Here is pretty Madge Kennedy as she appears in her latest Goldwyn picture, " The Girl With the Jazx Heart "
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Kremer Optimistic On
1921 Outlook
Commenting recently on the
outlook for 1921, Victor Kremer,
president of Victor Kremer
Film Features, summarized the
situation as having reached the
dividing line where exhibitor and
producer must choose between
heavy losses, as the result of wild
speculation, or a continuance of
profitable business as the reward of
conservative business methods.
" That perennial question, ' What
hold fortome?the '
the coming
does
was never
more year
applicable
motion picture industry than it is
this year," said Mr. Kremer.
"During the great readjustment,
now being brought about in all lines
of endeavor, the exhibitor and producer have their selection to make
now, not later when the time may
be too late.
The speculator seeking immense
profits, earned easily through adopting the theory that the public must
accept such as he offers, I am afraid
will find his illusion early dispelled
and instead discover himself taking
Pandora's Box.
from man
his reward
The
level-headed
who bows to
conditions as they present themselves may not hope for the gifts
that come as the answer to an Aladdin's wand, but he may rest assured
that independent of the possible
upheaval in the business world his
business will prosner and as 1921
gives way to 1922 his books will
balance greatly in his favor.
* 'Moonshine' \ Mermaid
Comedy Finished
" Moonshine " is the quite unVolstedian title of the latest Mermaid Comedy, starring Lloyd
Hamilton which is just being completed at Glendale. Cal., studios
under the supervision of Jack
White. According to advices to
Educational from the Coast the
picture
willto prove
est effort
date. Hamilton's greatIn this picture Hamilton has the
role of a young moonshiner and
as the ignorant but successful youth
he supplies a number of unique
comedy situations. Beatrice Monson plays opposite. " Moonshine "
will be a January release, " High
and Dry," featuring Jimmie Adams,
being the Mermaid for December.

"Kismet"
4^T7^iSMET,"
the Robertson 1^ Cole
starringin
Otis super-special,
Skinner, continues
its nation- wide record-breaking
sweep among American first run
houses, declares a statement from
the Robertson - Cole headquarters.
From displays in Eastern theatres
where records were broken in such
houses as the Strand theatres, of
New York City and Brooklyn, the
Goodwin theatre, Newark, and
Moore's Rialto theatre, Washingion, the trend has been westward,
but the results have continued uniformly the same, says the statement.
The most congratulatory messages
of all sorts continue to flow into
the Robertson-Cole offices from all
parts of the United States on
■■ Kismet." Clemmer and James,
managers of the Winter Garden
theatre, Seattle, at the close of their
record - breaking week at this new
house,lows : wired Robertson-Cole as fol'■ Kindly accept our fullest appreciation of your fair treatment to us
from your home office and your
branch management here, also our
unlimited
praise
forequal.
' Kismet
which
to date
has no
We '
feel that nothing could have been
more satisfactory for opening the
Winter Garden. An immense business far beyond capacity is our reAs an evidence of the business
which is being done in the Middle
ward."by " Kismet," O. R. Hanson.
West

Reports
First-Run
Houses Send
Fine Reports on the
Business Done
supervisor for Robertson - Cole, reported from Milwaukee on last
Monday that he saw in front of the
Strand theatre, crowds awaiting admittance to a " Kismet " showing,
which were so large that two policemen had to work continuously to
keep space open so that people may
use the sidewalks.
Coming further East, J. M. Flynn,
manager of the I^obertson-Cole exchange at Albany, New York, received from George W. Davids,
manager of the Stratford theatre,
Poughkeepsie, New York, an excellent wire of praise regarding Kismet." In his letter he said:
" Just a line to let you know that
' Kismet ' broke all holiday records
at our Stratford theatre, Poughkeepsie, New York, on Thanksgiving Day. It is a first-class picture
and was received with most favorable comment by our thousands of
As an aftermath to the showing
of " Kismet " at the Audubon theatre. New York City, Robertsonpatrons."
Cole
has received from Manager
Ben
E.
Jacksen the following letter:
" It affords me great pleasure to
attest the tremendous drawing
power of ' Kismet ' which we regard as an unusually brilliant at-

ixaciioii. it has proven its box
Favorable
ornce
vaiue during its run at this
house on upper Broadway. Otis
Skinner, already an acknowledged
legitimate artist, proved even more
wonderful as a screen star.
" Our attendance was big, both
matinees and evenings, and we had
the S.,R. O. sign out practically all
One of the most enthusiastic exhibitors inthe whole country on the
the time."
Robertson-Cole super-special "Kismet," starring Otis Skinner, is Will
D. Harris, of the Grand theatre,
Columbus, Ohio, who sh o w e d
■■ Kismet " successfully after one of
the biggest exploitation campaigns
ever put on in the country. Mr.
Harris who wired Robertson - Cole
gratulations on the feature as soon
as he had screened it several weeks
ago, wired during the week when
the picture was shown, saying that
he
broken
his house records
for had
Monday
by $200.
Mr. Harris made the showing of
" Kismet " at the Grand theatre,
Columbus, an event long to be remembered there. Not only did he
exhibit the picture to the public but
enabled a number of lights of the
show world to get their first
glimpse of it. For instance, one
night during the week he put on a
special midnight performance for
Ed Wynn and his company, who
were playing at the Hartman theatre. Mr. Wynn and his associates
staid up until 2 o'clock in the mornto see " Kismetover
" andit. went away
verv ingenthusiastic

English
Conditions
Improving
see
itor through the natural dissatisfacwill
s
month
two
next
THEEngland safely through her So Says Pathe Execution of his patrons. It also posttive
Here
for
Big
pones action on fresh product. All
period of financial and industrial depression is the prediction
around, the money loss has been
considerable. I have gone into the
chairP. Holt,
byof Major
voiced man
Conference
s Cinem
a,
Pathe A.Frere
with Mr.
Brunet andexhaustively
also with Elmer
Pearson,
Limited, who arrived from London eighteen months in advance. When subject
last week for personal conference the war broke out, British ex- Director of Exchanges, and have
hibitors became frightened, fore- hopes of restoring the practical
with Paul Brunet on matters intiseeing, if not a film famine, at basis of distribution to English exmately affecting the film situation
hibitors which prevailed before the
at the present time on both sides of least costly delay in securing the
class of product that would keep war — together with improvements
the Atlantic.
" The speedy return of normal their patrons satisfied. So they which progress in the industry has
financial conditions in England — ordered long in advance of needed
in America."
which cannot be delayed beyond delivery — and the practice has con- brought
Major about
Holt also
is a director of
tinued.
Provincial Cinematograph Theatres,
another eight weeks — " said Major
" This is especially hard on the Limited, a corporation owning and
Holt, " makes us hopeful soon of distributor,
who frequently sees no operating a large number of the
effecting some much needed reforms in our methods of film dis- return for product ordered and sold leading picture houses in England
I Box Office Reports and |
tribution, which are a hold-over until many months afterward. In outside of London. He declared
I Advance Releases ippear in | from the time of the beginning of the meantime many of these attrac- himself as impressed with the
1 this issue.
tions have become passe, which number and palatial character of
the war. I refer to our pernicious
system
of booking attractions decreases their value to the exhib- picture houses in New York City.

Three scenes from " Two Kinds of Love," a forthcoming Universal special
1

production with an all-star cast
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Picture

News

Drive
on /'Love"
Is Started
Series of " Louise Glaum Tag Days "
Expected
to
Obtain
Big Results

The one and only Mary in her role in her forthcoming United Artist picture,
"The Love Light"
Foreign

Cast

for

Pickford

Miss Pickford's Latest Vehicle
Shows Foreign Talent in Support
the leading theatres in Rome.
WHAT is described to be a de- of Fred
Thompson is one of the two
cidedly unusual, yet particularly clever, cast of players will Americans appearing in the picture
support Mary Pickford in her next and W'ill be remembered as the
United Artists' production, " The chaplain of the 143d Field Artiller>-,
of which Miss Pickford was god"
an- mother.
Love Light,
Hiram
releasehasbybeen
nounced forwhich
Jean De Briac, who plays Antonio
Abrams, president of the corporaCarlotti, was born in Paris and for
tion, for January 9th.
two years was leading man for
Entirely new faces will be intro- Sarah
Bernhardt. Albert Prisco
duced to motion picture fans, for in
this thrilling production which had was born in Italy and has spent
its locale in Italj', Miss Pickford practically all his life on the stage.
was so particular about the charac- Mr. Prisco has been in pictures for
ters to be portrayed that she chose some time, but recently appeared on
practically all of the principal mem- the stage w ith Louis Weller in "Disbers of her cast while abroad, havcovering
andEdeson.
with
Bates
andAmerica,"
Robert
ing them transported to Holh'wood, Blanche
Evelyn Dumo, who plays the role
especially for this one production.
Raymond Bloomer, Miss Pick- of Maria in " The Love Light," was
up on the stage in Italy, and
ford's leading man, although he has brought
for a number of years was the best
played many roles in America, w^as known
Madonna type for artists in
secured by Miss Pickford in France.
Mr. Bloomer had just returned Italy. She appeared with Miss
from plaj^ing an engagement in one Pickford in " Poor Little Pepina."

Series
Signs Up New
Pathe
Two-Reelers Based on Holman Day
Stories; Edgar Jones as the Star
and his characters. The Edgar
MILLIONS of American readers
of out - door, red - blooded Jones Productions, Inc., has established headquarters at Augusta,
stories, who for years have read
" Down East," written by Holman Me., from where they can readily
enterstories
the countr>Mr. Day centered
Day, the Maine bard and literateur, his
in.
wmII soon see his works re-created
Of
the
pictures
that have been
upon the motion picture screen.
completed, such nationally known
This will be accomplished places
used for location, as
through a contract just arranged by Moose were
Head Lake. Dead River,
Pathe Exchange, Inc., which, in its
Umbogog, the Upper Penobfirst announcement of the New Lake scot,
and the Kennebec River. Mr.
Year, tells of the acquisition of Day's readers are as familiar with
"The Holman Day Series." This this country, virtually, as the author
series is to be composed of twfo-reel himself, so vividly did he draw his
productions starring Edgar Jones, pen pictures of the localities.
and will be based upon the famous
Edgar Jones, who is starred in
stories written by Mr. Day around
productions, is known for his
his experiences in the Maine woods. these
striking characterization of manly
Every one of the Holman Day heroes. He makes an ideal porseries of two-reelers will be pro- trayer of the principal characters
duced in the actual country wherein around whom ^fr. Day wove his romances and his adventures.
the author found his atmosphere

APROMOTIOX
propaganda
for " Love," the Louise
Glaum
special being published nationally
by Associated Producers December 5, which promises to have the
support of the Hearst newspapers
throughout the United States as
well as the cooperation of the
Newspaper Enterprise Association,
has been launched by J. Parker
Read, Jr., the producer, announces
Sig Schlager.
A series of " Louise Glaum Tag
Days " are
for thethousand
promotion.the
Five basis
hundred
Louise Glaum tags are being distributed to Associated Producers
exchanges under the direction of
F. B. Warren, general manager of
distribution. These tags will be
disseminated in downtown districts
the day previous to first run — and

To

Film

New

subsequent
— showings
"Love"
by
clubwomen,
societyofbuds
and
schoolfolk to aid local charity or
in such communities where the
" Community Chest" or other charity is arranged for at Christmastide the tags will merely be distributed— that is, people will be
" tagged " — the suggestion embodied in the heart-enclosed portrait
of Miss Glaum underlined with the
star's name and the line — " In the
name of ' Love ' " — being inescapable and therefore constituting an
ace of an exploitation stunt
Jack Smith, of the New York
American Christmas Fund, has
pledged his cooperation and proceeds of the tag day or days to be
held in New York will go to the
American Christmas Fund.

Chester

Story

Vitagraph to Do Sequel to " GetRich-Quick Wallingford " Stories
some of the scenes, particularly the
COLLIER'S
WEEKLYin aislarge
the interiors, will be made on location
magazine successful
field of competitors in bidding for in the East and at Vitagraph's Eastem studios at Brooklj-n, the bulk of
George Randolph Chester's new the
picture will be made in a small
story,
"
The
Son
of
Wallingford,"
which will deal with the adventures city in the West or Middle West
Chester, who collabof the son of the notorious " Get- Mrs. Lillian
orated with her husband on the new
Rich-Quick Wallingford." The new
story will be run in four install- stor}% will accompany the all-star
ments in Collier's, the final chapters cast when it goes West on location.
" The Son of Wallingford " is not
appearng early in May of the combe confused
with Mr. theChester's
In its
To Be Continued
forming jear.
it will
be " somewhat
abridged" to
earlier
stories recounting
advenin order that it may be printed
tures of J. Rufus Wallingford of
" get-rich-(}uick " fame, although the
within the four-week period.
The story also will be published in father is one of the most important
book form under the title of " Get- characters. It deals rather with his
son, James R. the fight in his nature
Rich-Quick
Wallingford's
which
is pages.
the title
it will bear inSon,"
Col- between the good influence of his
lier's
mother and the questionable inActive work by Vitagraph on the
stincts and practices of his father.
screen version will begin immedi- The story is replete with thrills and
ately after the Christmas holidays excitement and affords opportuniunder the personal direction of the
ties for a most spectacular producauthor. While it is expected that
tion, declares Vitagraph.

The

Furnace"

Wins

Favor

Reports to Realart's Home-Office
Say Picture is Scoring Ever\^'here
'tT^HE best drama of real life
From other sections of the country where the super special is be^ I have ever seen." This is
ing shown come similar reports.
what motion picture patrons had
Inclement weather and the Christto say about Realart's William D.
mas shopping season proved poor
"
Furnace
The
"
production,
Taylor
when it opened the Garrick thea- was
shown when
at the" The
PalaceFurnace
theatre,"
tre in St. Paul — and packed the opposition
Buffalo, N. Y.
house during the entire run.
" ' Furnace ' making wonderful
" For opening attraction at Garrick theatre, St. Paul, we selected run here in spite of bad weather
' The Furnace ' because we knew it
and shopping
wiresofManager Howardseason."
J. Smith
that
would bring them in," says a telegram to Realart from Finkelstein theatre. " Ever>-one well pleased.
and Rubin, Minneapolis, December Several came back second time to
15. "It exceeded expectations.
Have done capacity business.
Further evidence of the strength
Heard patrons say best drama of
of
the picture
as ain box
real life I ever saw. Greatest emotraction is found
the office
flood atoi
tional acting ever seen here. Ex- bookings coming in on the special
ceedingly pleased with showing and
Newspaper
reviews and comlook forward to w-onderful busiit"
see
ness soon in Minneapolis. Con- favorable.ments have also been unusuallj
gratulations."
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Cooperates
Director

with

Calvin Johnston, the " Saturday
Evening
Post in
" author,
in New York
order toh^s
workarrived
with
George D. Baker in the production
of Mr. Johnston's story, "Temple
Dusk," which Sawyer and Lubin
are presenting as a special George
D. Baker Production. Mr. Johnston refused seven other offers for
his great story, because he espethat "Temple
should cially
bedesired
directed
by Mr. Dusk"
Baker,
whose reputation as a director of
power and vision, best qualified him
for the task.
The first thing that Mr. Johnston
did upon arriving in New York,
fiom his home in Kansas City, was
to congratulate Mr. Baker upon his
continuity of the story, which
greatly elaborated upon the fiction version as published in short
story form.
Mr. Johnston has long been an
admirer of the work of Anna Q.
Nilsson and Robert Frazier, and
after seeing them work in " Temple Dusk in
" hewhich
has decided
write
a novel
they willto figure
as the principal characters.
Mr. Baker is using the studio
night and day, in order to finish the
feature before Christmas. After
Mr. Baker has cut and assembled
the film, it will be tried out before
a city audience, in order that its
audience appeal may be correctly
gauged. Savvyer and Lubin believe
that by testing their features in
this way, they will be able to release only productions that are one
hundred per cent box-office attractions-

Take a peek at two of Realart's ingenue stars and at their current Realart pictures: Left — Bebe Daniels in "She Couldn't
Help It." Right — Constance Binnejr in " Something Different "
Rothacker
ned toR.Chic
Roth
agoreturson
ackerter
Wat
WHEN
after a fortnight upon the
Coast, he brought with him the contractor's promise to have the Hollywood laboratory completed in Januaiy. The formal opening is planned
for sometime in February. Mr.
Rothacker and members of the exexcutive staff will attend.
" While in Los Angeles I saw Al
Kaufman's super-feature, ' Man,
Woman,
is one of
the most Marriage,'
expensive which
and portentous
pictures of the year and which will
play an important part on the First
National program of 1921," said
Mr. Rothacker.
" This
picture with
was
directed
by Allan
Holubar
Dorothy Phillips in the leading role.
" I was among the those present
crowd at a delightful dinner given
bv Arthur S. Kane in horior of
Charles Ray, at the Bevcly Hill
Hotel. The dinner was marked by
wonderfully enthusiastic predictions
concerning the future of First
National and Associated First National. We will begin printing
Ray's coming production, " The Old
Swimming Hole," in the Chicago
laboratory the first of the year.

'The Silver Lining" Is
Based on Fact
According to a statement from
the Metro headquarters in New
York, the stsry unfolded in the
production,
" Thedespite
Silver the
Lining,"
based on truth
unusualis
character of the tale. " It is a slice
of real Hfe," states Metro, " as observed personally by Mr. West, who
penned the original story and then
directed the picture." The heroine
is a girl who is projected from the
life of a small town into the giddy
whirl of the life of the demimonde, and who after many thrilling adventures, becomes a matron
of high social standing unsuspected
by her associates as to the true character of her earlier life.
Statement
C. L. Chester at Coast
After Trip East
C. L. Chester, head of the C. L.
Chester Productions, Inc., creators
of the Chester Outing Scenics and
two-reel Chester Comedies, released
through Educational Exchanges,
reached his home in Los Angeles
just in time for Christmas after a
trip to New York for consultation
with E. W. Hammons, president of
the Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc.
Mr. Chester was reported as delighted with the booking reports
that he was shown and further definite plans for both the comedies
and the Chester Outings were laid.
" Beatary release,
It," is
thealready
comedy in for
the JanuNew
York offices and a supply of Outings sufficient for the next six
months have been completed.

omic asandit
econment
general
readjust
THEfinancial
ture inn-pic
ts
affec the motio
dustry is discussed in a statement
just issued by Benjamin B. Hampton, the motion-picture producer.
Mr. Hampton says :
" There is the same settling down
process in motion pictures as in all
other lines of industry today. We
have been engaged In a grand financial and industrial orgy — and this is
the " morning after." I suspect
that the exhibition, distribution and
production of motion pictures is
suffering less from the general reorganization than most industries,
due largely to the cash system under which the industry operates.
That is to say, the manufacturing
and distributing branches of this
industry do business on a cash
basis. No extensive lines of
b^nk credits have ever been available to picture producers, excepting.

Returns

from

Coast

" I found Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven hard at work at the
Chaplin studios finishing their next
First National release. Louis B.
Mayer is particularly enthusiastic
about Anita Stewart's picture,
' Sowing the Wind,' which soon will
be published thru First National.
At the Mayer studios Edwin Carewe
was making progress on, ' The
Tornado,'
starring
AnitaMr.Stewart.
When I left
the coast
Mayer
was completing
arrangements
to receive Mildred Harris on her return

guests at
Swanson's
includedMiss
Eileen Percy,
Elliotthome
Dexter,
Ann Forrest, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Kaufman and Major Levy of
aquazone fame. Later in the evening we adjourned, for dancing, at
the Alexandria Hotel, where we
were joined by Adolph Zucker and
Sid Grauman.
" It was my good fortune to be
at the Ray studios to see the big
prize fight scene which will be the
punch inareRay's
' Scrapon Iron.*
Things
humming
the
Christie lot, King Vidor is nearing
to
the
Coast
to
start
another
Mayermade feature.
the completion of 'The Sky Pilot'
" Mr. Fineman, of the Katharine for Catharine Curtis Corporation.
McDonald Company, told me that Miss Curtis and her executive staff
were in consultation with a big
Miss McDonald's
First
Na- coast producer in regards to a
tional picture will next
be the
biggest
ever, replete with thrills and big wonderful super-special which Miss
Curtis predicts will be the box office
moments.
leader of 1921.
'■'While there has been a bit of
" I was a guest at a delightful
dinner party given by Gloria Swan- a lull on the Coast since the deson, on the occasion of the birthparture of Colonel Fred Levy of
day of her husband, Herbert Sonborn. The toast of the evening Louisville, it was the general opinion that conditions are rapidly rewas to the hostess' little daughter,
turning to normal and will start up
who, by common consent, was
a bang again as soon as the
acknowledged to be the most won- with
derful and beautiful baby in Cali- Colonel again favors the Coast with
fornia, ifnot in all the world. The

his presence."
from
Benj.
of course, the largest corporations
which are allied with Wall Street;
Although these large corporations
dominate the industry, the largest
number of people in the industry
are employed by the several scores
of corporations not allied with Wall
Street, and the practice of their
concerns is to function without extensive bank credits.
" Consequently the moving picture business, as a whole, is practical y acash business, and when a
period of financial contraction occurs there are no extensive readjustments because of enormous
bank credits.
" One may say with safety that
pessimism in regard to this industry is ill-founded. No one who
studied the workings of the industry in the winter of 1918-19 can be
alarmed by present conditions.
Early in November, 1918, the armistice was signed with the result

Hampton
that war pictures immediately became unsalable. Then came the
third great blow — the nation wide
epidemic of influenza.
" Consider for a moment the
rneaning of these statements. Consider an industry injured by the
armistice, as all industries were injured, and then think of that industry having ninety-five per cent
of its outlet closed for nearly two
months. What other industry
could have endured such conditions
and come through in the spring of
1919 in a healthy condition? Ninety-five per cent of the outlet for
pictures was closed, and yet by the
spring of 1919 the industry was
back to normal, and by the summer
of 1919 was in a highly flourishing
condition.
" This present settling down experience is unpleasant, of course,
but it is merely a temporary annoy-
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Daisy Robinson, playing a lead in Irwin
V. Willat's " Partners
of the Tide." Release by Hodkinson
Movie Mad " Set for
January Release
"' Movie Mad," a two-reel Christie Comedy which will be released
•thro u g h Educational Exchanges
«arly in January, is said to be the
iirst comedy ever made that is really basededies. Iton
" kidding
comis based
on "thefilm
admiration of a visiting young woman in
Los Angeles for a comedian and
the desperate means to which her
sweetheart resorts to cure her of
the infatuation. Dorothy Devore
and Neal Burns are the featured
players.
Edward Lewis to Star
Gladys Brockwell
A melodramatic romance of the
Pacific Coast is the latest contribution to the Pathe feature schedule
from Edgar Lewis, whose elaborate
production of " The Sage Hen " is
to be released by Pathe on January 23.
The title role is played by Gladys
Brockwell. The remainder of the
cast is_ made up of Lillian Rich,
seen with H. B. Warner in several
of his Pathe vehicles; Wallace
MacDonald, Alfred Aller, Arthur
Morrison, James Mason and Helen
Case.
Gambling Resort Used
as Metro Setting
All of the famous racing and
gambling resorts of Tia Juana,
Mexico, below the southern boundary of California, have been converted into a gigantic picture setting to be seen as one of the unique
spectacles of Metro's special producdramation ofby" Sorrentina,"
Donn Byrne thein photowhich
Viola Dana is now engaged at
Metro's West Coast studios in
Hollywood.
Under special arrangement with
the authorities at the Mexican
Monte Carlo, special races were
scheduled, all of the well-known
characters of the tracks and
gaming resorts were prevailed upon
to appear before the camera, and a
scene such as never attempted before has been " shot " for the
screen, declares Metro.

Motion

Picture

News

Chester
Series
Announced
Release Shortly
Educational to
Adventure
Series
New Scenic and
any other vessel.
EDUCATIONAL
is soon
to an-is
The releases will include the
nounce the release
of what
described to be one of the most complete story of the seal from pup
unique series of scenic and adven- to fur coat taken on Pribilofif
ture pictures ever made, as the Islands; another gold mining near
result of a trip just completed by Nome, a third a trip across the
Fred White of the Chester Outing Arctic ocean, flavored with Eskimo
Camera staff made on a cruise of lile and polar bears, another life in
" The Bear," U. S. Coast Guard, the Aleutian islands, a fifth the
on its annual trip to the northern- story of the King Islanders who
cross Behring Strait with their
mostnent. point
It is of
saidtheto American
be the firstContitime wives and families .in skin boats to
that a camera man has enjoyed work in the Nome mines. There is
such a privilege and that the pic- a strong touch of the international
lures that resulted more than justi- situation in another picture which
fied the five months' time expended. tells of the trip of " The Bear "
" The Bear " has fought the across the Behring Sea to Siberia
Arctic ice pack for nearly fifty where it sent a landing party ashore
years. It sprang into fame in the at Anadyr to relieve an American
early eighties when it was given trading post which had been captured by the Bolsheviki.
by England to this country for a
Dorothy Phillips, star of " Man. Woman
relief expedition to find General
Showing the score of the Chester and
Marriage." a forthcoming
First National release
Greely. Its annual voyages begin Camera work it was at the same
at Seattle with the route lying time that White was making the
through the Behring Sea to Cape trip on " The Bear " that another
Barrow. On this last cruise, which cameraman was at the very southCleveland's many admirers
ernmost tip of the world, south of
has just been ended, there were
of Mary Miles Minter, Realmany thrilling experiences in the Punta Arenas, making another
art star, were recently given
ice floes which the camera has re- series of Chester - Outing Educaan unusual opportunity to
corded, far north of the route of tionals.
see their favorite on the
screen. The occasion was
the week of November 24,
when six different theatres
Larkin
to Leave
Mayflower
presented Miss Minter in
li
Realart productions.
city Go to Coast to Handle PubWill
At the Mall and Alhambra
for Pickford and Fairbanks
she appeared in her latest
w ho handles the legal affairs of both
picture, " Eyes of the Heart."
Mr. Fairbanks and Miss Pickford.
She was also seen in " Jennie,
Be Good " at the Lake View
The post of publicity director for
iliese two stars is considered to be
Tuesday and Wednesday. In
" Sweet Lavender " she came
one of the most important positions
to the Nemo Tue-day and
of
its
kind
in
the
entire
industry-.
Never before has the task of
Wednesday, to the Union on
Thursday and Fr day, and to
handling personal publicity for two
the Denison Square on
stars of their magnitude been underfaken by one man, but because
Thursday. " A Cumberland
of his previous experience in the
Romance," another of Miss
Minter's Realart pictures,
Pickford organization and his wide
was shown at the New
acquaintanceship in the Fourth
Palace
Estate. Larkin is believed to be
fully qualified to fill the place.
" We regret very much to lose
"White Moll" Scores
Mr. Larkin," said John W. McKay,
general manager of the Mayflower
Again in Indiana
organization,
" because
The Indianapolis branch of the
him the best man
in hiswelineconsider
in the
business. It was because of his Fox organization reported to the
excellent record with Miss Pickford, home office under date of December
during which he designed the 10 that Manager Charles Sweeton,
famous Pickford Liberty Loan of the Northside theatre, EvansMark Larkin, who is leaving Mayhad expressed his deHower toFairbanks
take charge
of publicity for poster and was responsible for mak- ville, lightInd.,
and Pickford
at Pearl White's triumph in
ing Our Mary ' America's Honorary " The White
Moll," as follows :
Ace ' and ' Little Sister of the Na\v'
"Pearl White in 'The WTiitc
that he was engaged by Mayflower.
made
was
ENT
OUNCEM
ANNtoday
with our concern he con- Moll ' opened to record breaking
from the office of the While tinued
his splendid work by putting business. At night traffic was
n
ratio
Corpo
play
Photo
ower
Mayfl
over the National Salesgirl Beauty blocked for three hours. Wonderthat Mark Larkin who for the past
ful story, wonderful star, wonderyear has been director of publicity
ful picture. Congratulations to
g
zatisin
organi
that
for
adver
"and tion
Fox Film Corporation on producwill leave for the Coast shortly
Contest." to Release "The
after the first of the year to take Pathe
ing a feature of such merit."
Killer" January 30
Mar>fornks.
public
activeordcharg
as ity
The Benjamin B. Hampton proFairba
Dougl
ande of
Pickf
Russell Smith Joins
duction ofannounced
" The Killer,"
which
Up until the time Larkin assumed Pathe has
for release
Celebrated Players
and
press
r's
of Mayflowe
charge ing
30th, will bring to the
department, he was in January
advertis
screen
another
work
from
the
pen
Russell
G. Smith, after three and
the employ of Miss Pickford as her of Stewart Edward White, one of
personal publicity representative; the foremost modern writers of one-half years as service manager
so in making this change he feels
for Universal's Chicago office, has
7\merican outdoor life. Frank
that he is going back home.
resigned
to take uppresident
new dutiesof with'
the
Larkin will probably return to Campeau, Jack Conway, Qair J. L. Friedman,
Coast immediately after the first of Adams, Frank Haynes, Zack Wil- Celebrated Players Film Corporaliams, Frankie Lee, and for the role
tion at Chicago. He is considered
the year along with Hiram AbVams,
head of the United Artists, and of the jockey that most famous of one of the squarest, most conscientious and efficient executives in the
Dennis F. O'Brien, of the firm of all racing saddle experts. Tod Sloan, film business.
O'Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll, are members of the cast.
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Reformed."
"The Cheater
Three of William Fox's new pictures are shown above: Left— William
White inRussell
" The inMountain
Woman "
Pathe announces that January 16th has been set for the
release of the Jesse D.
Hampton production,
"When We Were Twentyone," starring H. B. Warner.
The picture is based on the
former stage success of the
same title, in which Nat
Goodwin and Maxine Elliott
scored notable triumphs in
London in 1901 and later in
New York. Mr. Warner is
seen in the role of Richard
Carewe played by Nat Goodwin in the spoken version.
All the aids at the disposal of the picture producer
have been incorporated into
the screen version of the
former stage play to emphasize the dramatic effects of
the situations, declares a
statement from the Pathe
headquarters. Rich settings,
fine photography and a judiciously selected cast are
some of the features of the
new Jesse D. Hampton production, according to the
Pathe statement.
In the cast besides Mr.
Warner will be seen James
Morrison, Christine Mayo,
Claire Anderson, Minna
Grey and Claude Payton.
First fSeitz Feature Is
Set for December 26
Produced on a lavish and spectacular scale, " Rogues and Rowill head
Pathe
schedule mance,"
of which
releases
on the
December
26th, will be sure-fire box-office
insurance, declare Fathe officials.
George B. Seitz has produced this,
Ills first feature, with the many
thrills and suspense of a serial, in
addition to a close fidelity to correct detail and atmosphere.
Agnes Johnstone Will
Write for Metro
an original
story
by" Home
Agnes Stuff,"
Johnston
and Frank
Dazey, has been purchased by
Metro as Viola Dana's next starring
production following the completion of " Sorrentina." Coincident
jwith this announcement came the
(statement that Miss Johnston has
signed a contract with Metro to
write a series of stories,
^nd scenario by Jules G. Furthman

Fox

Lists
iamg Fox
Willlyin
provisio
THEhas made
picforn supp
ture showmen with attractions during the first month of 1921
presents an attractive array of ofwith some ofured
Fox stars
Therepop-is
feat the. most
ular ferings
a definite release date set for the
William Russell, Shirley Mason,
Louise Lovely, Eileen Percy, Buck
Jones and Pearl White attractions,
with dates still to be selected for
Tom r^Iix and George Walsh offerings that are completed and ready
for exhibition.Following the release of Buck
Jonesber 19,inthe" Two
on Decemnext Moons,"
feature introducing
that new star in the Fox constellation will be " The Big Punch," originally announced as "Fighting
Back " — a photoplay written by
Jules G. Furthman who also made
the scenario. The date to " The Big
Punch " is January 30. In the organization Jones will be Barbara
Bedford, his new leading lady;
George Seigmann, Jennie Lee and
others. Jack Ford directed this one
with Frank Good as cameraman.
George Walsh got under way
across the screens with " Number
17 " in the week ending December
18, and preparations are active for
presentation of the athletic Fox
star in " Dynamite Allen " as f olIcw-up, although a definite release
date has not been fixed. The story
and scenario of "Dynamite Allen "
were furnished by Thomas F. Fallon, with Dell Henderson directing
and Charles E. Gilson as cameraman. There will be an uncommonly
large company presented in support
of Walsh, with Edna Murphy,
Dorothy Allen, Carola Parsons,
Mrs. Lottie Ford and Nellie Parker
Spaulding in prominent roles. Bryon
Douglas, F. Thornton Baston and
Brigliam Royce will lead among
supporting males.
Louise Lovely starts the New
Year for Fox star, presenting on
January
2 " Partner
Fate," bya
picture made
from aof story
Stephen Chalmers. Bernard Duming directed Miss Lovely in this
offering from a scenario by Robert
Dillon with Glen MacWilliaims
cameraman.
On January 9 William Russell
will start his rounds with " The
Cheater Reformed," a photoplay
which was directed by Scott Dunlap. Seena Owen is Mr. Russell's

Center— Buck Jones in "Two Moons."

Right— Pearl

January

Attractions
month 01 the year :t >etms fitting
Strong Schedule With to mention " The Road Demon "
among the coming events. This
feature was written and directed by
Leading Fox Stars
L\nn F. Reynolds, and will show
Announced
Claire Anderson as Mix's leading
lady, with George Hernandez in a
leading lady in this offering, with prominent role.
Sam De Grasse as the villain in
Shirley
in "Wing20. Toy"
the case. Ruth King and Jack is the
Fox ]^Iason
release January
This
Brammall enact roles that are sec- feature, directed by Howard M.
ondary only in interest to the leads. Mitchell, was made from Pearl
Eileen Percy's January date is Dole Bell's story, with scenario by
the 16th, and the play she will pre- Thomas Dixon, Jr. Edward Dodds
sent carries the questioning title, acted as assistant to Director
"Why Trust Your Husband?" "Mitchell, and the cameraman was
George E. Marshall, who directed Glen MacWilliams. Raymond McMiss Percy in this offering, shares
Miss Mason's
man,
honors with Paul Cazeneuve in Kee
with isHarry
Northropleading
the heavy
and Bettv Schade playing second
credit for the story. Lucian And- lead.
roit was the cameraman. In support of Miss Percy the lead emMention
Pearl White's
ploys Harry Meyers, with Hayward
ary releaseofcompletes
the listJanufor
Macks, the trouble-making villain. that month. Miss White's " The
Milla Davenport, Janes Miller and Thief " has been reported as roundBess True have prominent supporting out big audiences for exhibitors
ever since its release on November
ing roles.
Tom Mix presented " Prairie 29, and a sufficient time will elapse
Trails " under releasing date of De- to give showmen every advantage
cember 26— as the liveliest of holiMiss" White's
popularity23in brings
" The
Thief
before January
day offerings — his following attrac- of
The Mountain Woman." This
tion will be
" The date
Road hasDemon,"
for which
a definite
not as "feature
was adapted from Charles
yet been provided. As it will be Neville Buck's story, "A Pagan of
offered at latest earlv in the second
the Hills."

ysee
"'Ha
Village
in
His d"
er Dude
No theLong
RayPlays
New

Storv

" Nineteen and Phyllis "
It is significant that the second
production that takes Mr. Ray out
of the role that made him one of
he most popular stars on the screen
is also the second one to be directed

added
haszation
characteri
to anhis
CHARLESotherRAY
re
teen
repertoi in "Nine
and
Phyllis,"edwhich
be released
by
Associat
First will
National
Pictures,
Inc., and according to report, the
new role is a justification of the
theory that he would be permitted
to get away from the " country
boy " role. In his forthcoming release, the third from his own
studios, he enacts the role of the
small town dude and his trials are
tribulations in trying to hold his
own in the clothes and entertainments line on a salary of $18 a
week against his rival who is the
only son of the village magnate, _ is
said to be the most humorous series
of incidents that the young actor
has ever had the opportunity of
portraying.

by Joseph
understood that De
the Grasse.
procuring Itofis Mr.
De
Grasse as a director of Charles Ray
productions was accomplished
through
the wishes
of the star
self because
the director
heldhimthe
same
thought
as
did
Mr.
Ray
—
that
the actor was versatile enough to
gain fame in other roles than that
of The
a " farmer
success boy."
which has greeted
" Forty-five Minutes from Broadway" in which Mr. Ray portrays
the part of Kid Burns, a character
far removed from a "havseed" and
in " Nineteen and Phyllis," shows
the actor's ability in these roles.
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New

Americanization

Rothacker
Steerage

Scene from " The Broken Gate," a son
Frothingham
production for W. W. Hodkinrelease

"Slave
of Vanity"
Scoring
Robertson-Cole's
Special Plays
to Big Business in All Sections

THE success of " A Slave of
Vanity," the Robertson-Cole
super-special, starring Pauline
Frederick, is hailed by the releasing organization as another proof
of the warm welcome which is being
given the English dramatist in
America. There is a vogue evident
for the plays of Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero, from whose " Iris," " A
,
adapted
was being
Vanity
Slave of
s. "None
shownas
vehicle
screen
is enjoying a greater measure of
success than the Pauline Frederick
production, declare Robertson-Cole
officials. Released late in the fall
season, this attraction has played
in first run houses all over the
country to big business.
Besides the list of houses recently made public which played
" A Slave of Vanity " first run,
many additional theatres have
shown it, the newspaper reviews
and the business both paying high
tribute to the production. On a
long list of houses which recently
have: shown " A Slave of Vanity "
are
The McCoy, Baltimore; The
Repubhc, Jacksonville, Fla. ; The
Pantages, Toronto, Can. ; The
Ideal. Columbia. S. C. ; The Allen, Akron, O. ; The Grand, Colum-

A David^G. Fischer Production

Picture

Would

Show

Films

Newx

Plan
in

on

Transatlantic Trip
to the hands of the professionai
IN the steerage of every ship that sowers
of discontent.
brings immigrants to these
shores Watterson R. Rothacker
" The conditions would be most
would like to see motion pictures propitious for the seeds thus sowr
projected which would give the to bear fruit. The immigrants art
newcomers the right start in in the critical period of their hves
America.
as the ship plows her way over the
" Last time I was in New York I Atlantic. They are starting lif<
anew. Their minds are open to imhad occasion to visit Ellis Island,"
The slightest influenct
said Mr. Rothacker. " I was im- at such a pressions.
time would have greal
pressed with the urgent need of
bearing upon the future of these
planting seeds of Americanism America
should waste no time ir
among the immigrants.
sure that the first influence;
" Newcomers are pouring into making
are for good.
the Port of New York by the
" It would not be necessary tc
thousands. The melting pot will produce
films. There are <
melt some of these, others will turn wealth of new
pictures already on hanc
out to be undesirable. We should
start the fire under the melting pot which could be diverted to this pur
merely by retitling.
before the immigrants step foot on pose
" Let's take these people into oui
the land of great opportunity.
confidence. Tell them about our" Let's show them motion pictures
our country and our ideals
on the way over so that when they Among selves,other
things tell them ir
pass the Statue of Liberty they will advance that New
York, Philadel
be on the right track toward later phia and Chicago are not all there
regarding that statue as a symbol is to America — show them films o
to be preserved rather than some- rural America where men ar(
thing to be torn down.
needed to till the soil. In the if*
" Let's get in the first word with
days them
beforea helping
they come
let':
these people — tell them our message give
hand toto us
become
of Americanism before they fall in-

bus, Ga. ; The T and D theatre,
San Jose, Cal. ; The Playhouse,
one of us."
Wilmington, Del. ; The Lyric,
Miami, Ariz. ; The City Square
Will
Exploit
Seria
theatre, Atlantic City; The Liberty, Pioneer
Houston, Tex. ; The Plaza, Salem,
Reports Elaborate
Preparations
Mass. ; The Apollo, Tacoma,
Wash.; The Orpheum, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Under Way for "The Mystery
try-wide Mind"
exploitation campaig
A perusal of this list will show ELAB
are which will be tackled by expert
ations
prepar
E
said
to
be
under
way
by
the
ORAT
that the first Pauline Frederick
Film Corporation in con- under the personal supervision
production for Robertson-Cole Pioneer nection
with the release, in the very General Manager ^I. H. Hoftrnar
has played from one extremity of
General Manager, M. H. Hoffmai
the country to another, having near future, of " The Mystery whose
experience in this connectio
ion,
Mind,"
a
serial
product
written
been the choice of most discrimi- by Arthur B. Reeve, the author of dates back to the production of th
nating exhibitors, and having the famous Craig Kennedy stories, first serial offered the exhibitors i
pleased all sorts of audiences.
and the man who is responsible for America — quite a few years ago,
The success of " A Slave of many successful serials.
J. Robert Pauline, the well loiow
hj^pnotist who has amused patrot
Vanity " is based directly upon its
of
the vaudeville houses with h
fitness as a story for Miss Freder" The Mystery Mind " will be reick, the extraordinary opportunities
leased nationally under the Pioneer
which it gives her for emotional banner, under greater auspices than uncanny skill, is the star in " T\
Mind."theTheenterprise
Supreme Pi'r
acting, and the sumptuous and col- any serial Pioneer has distributed Mystery
tures, Inc.,
orful way in which it was put on in the past, according to a statement sponsible for the production of th
the screen. Laid in England, its emanating from Pioneer head- 15-episode serial, has surround(
action shifts to Italy, and then back
quarters, signed by President A. E. Mr. Pauline with an all-star cast ii
to the slums and fashionable Lefcourt.
eluding Violet MacMillan, Pegf
streets of London.
One of the outstanding features Shanor, Paul Panzer and others _<
announced in connection with the equal prominence, giving this seri:
features which are rarely seen
release of " The Mystery Mind "
will be the far-reaching and coun- productions of the better kind.
The following New Year's
greeting to authors is extended by Samuel Goldwyn,
president of Goldwyn PicSelect
Alice
Lake
as Sta
tures:
" We want our authors to
Scenes for
give the same time and care
to their photoplays that they
Uncharted
SeasFields
" to
Pacific Ice
give to their books and spoin
plays.
Progressive
just made by Bayard Veiller, dire
erskenhave
come
to realize writthat
been ' selected tor of productions.
Shot
has
LAKEto" star
Be
ALICbyE Metro
in
the
special
the screen furnishes a disThe Wilson story is a story
tinct medium of artistic extionto of
produc
Unchar
conceded
be "the
best ted
storySeas,"
ever the sea. But it is not one that de:
pression as varied and powwritten by John Fleming Wilson. with sea- faring men as they ge
erful as that of the written
The production will be directed by erally are known. It is a tale
page or the spoken play. In
which human emotions -are p<
Wesldy Ruggles, who joined mitted full play. Incidentally, soi
order to get the close superMetro's directorial staff to handle of the most remarkable phc«
vision by the authors over
their stories we are willing to
the megaphone for Miss Lake's cur- graphic effects ever attempted_ w
pay handsomely and to give
be sought in the ice fields of t
Love."
r will
their scenarios an artistry of
" Mothe
g ofproducti
Filminrent
the on,
Wilson
story
be Northern Pacific.
production of which they
Mr. Veiller has hot yet announc
y's West Coast members
started
compan
of the cast for the n
ood,
studios atin the
Holh^v
within a few
will be proud."
days, according to an announcement
picture.
1
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Realart

Wins

4jrT-\HIS
-andof-pay
afterI ward play
plan
marketing
the big Mayflower specials
makes a fascinating study from a
dozen
tradeJohn
angles."
The different
speaker was
S. Woody,
general manager of Realart and the
remark was called forth by a letter
he had just received from an exhibitor who had just played the
productions under the new plan.
This man admitted frankly that he
had
been at
skeptical
about Realart's
sincerity
the outset.
But he
comes back handsomely, by paying
a glowing tribute to the plan itself,
closing with the significent remark
that in the future he will know
what to expect because he realizes
now that "Realart is on the square."
" This man's letter is typical,"
continued
I do not
know
how Mr.
it isWoody.
in other "industries,
but in ours, whenever any radical
departure in selling method is made
the burden of proof is put right up
to the producer; the exhibitor must
be shown.
" With any move so revolutionary
as the play-and-pay afterward plan
it was squarely up to Realart to
back up its preliminary statements
with the goods themselves. That,
of course, we were prepared to do.
The reception of this plan, for us,
is one of the highlights of the closing year. It has opened up new
avenues of thought and I am sure
its influence will be felt in our own
sales policies of the future — and
perhaps , in the sales policies of
many other concerns.
"At first the average exhibitor
who received our proposition was
dazed. It was too good to be true.

Their

Confidence

" This is only one from scores of
letters, but in them all is the same
fine response — and the honest desire
to deal as squarely with Realart as
Now Welcome "Play- Realart
deals with exhibitors.
" There are. five productions reHe strung
along with the old farleased under Realart's Mayflower
merand-Pay-After''
who declared on seeing a gi- Specials plan and they are opening
raffe for the first time : There ain't up fields that promise great things
no such animal ! ' He kept looking in the future. Realart, I am confor the joker in the deck. Finally
fident, has inaugurated that the
he wrote in (dozens of him) : honor system is an honor system
' Well, I'll bite. What's your game? and that we are acting in good faith
Let's have your proposition — I — just as we expect them to act in
want to take it apart and hunt for
"At faith.
length the exhibitor takes the
good
the" But
catch there
in it.'wasn't any catch and pictures. H» gives them a fair
when this simple truth sunk into trial, advertises them properly and
the understanding of the exhibitor the pictures do the rest. He dishe was frank and square enough to
covers that the offer was all Realplay the game and sign up for the art claimed for it. He learns that
the pictures are really strong feafive" The
specials.
'
exhibitor
who wrote this
tures.Imagine
'
our surprise,' says
letter touches on this very point. the writer of this letter, ' to find
His first impressions probably have every one of. these films genuine
been used by many others. He features and in first class condisays : ' When we read your letter
" Yet somehow he feels that
stating that we could have these
films at our own price it was such doesn't quite settle the matter.
an unusual offer that we thought it There's an explanation due, and he
must
be amangagisofnowsomedetermined
kind.'
" This
to adds, significantly: 'Your offer
make amends for his former lack was so unusual that we couldn't
was that
straight.'
of confidence. And to show his believe
" The itfact
Realart puts him
good faith he books other pictures. on tion.'
his honor — and trusts him — impresses him tremendously. He
" He is glad of our faith in him
and other exhibitors and he de- wants to show us that he is ready
cides then and there that he will to respond to such an appeal. He
trust Realart not only because it is honest and he proves it — and
pays, but because honor begets right here I want to say that this
honor. To quote his exact words: is one quality that keeps cropping
' Next time we get a letter from out among exhibitors everywhere
you we will sit up and take notice in this Mayflower pictures cambecause we know now that you are
paign. They are all inherently
Skeptical

Exhibitors

Eileen Sedgwick appearing in Universal's latest serial, " The Diamond
Queen "
'Two Moons" Due Dec.
19; Jones Starred
William Fox will release Buck
ones in " Two Moons " on Decemer 19. This offering follows closey upon "Just Pals," a photoplay
hat was declared to possess the benfits of a most human tale, cleverly
lirected and pictured in a manner
o bring praise from showmen, the
iress and theatregoers throughout
1 he land. " Two Moons " promises
^^lo outrank its popular predecessor in
he Buck Jones series.
Besides Buck Jones, the star, and
arol Holloway, the leading womon the square.'
n, the cast assembled for " Two
^oons
"
includes
such
favorites
as
a jus Seville, Bert Sprotte, Slim
honest."
Padgett, William Ellingford, Louis
itz Roy, Eleanor Gawne, May Big
Cut
in
Production
Noted
duce but four pictures next year in
oster, Dick La Reno, Jim O'Neill,
which
Norma
Talmadge will be
Edward Fell and William Wallinga statement just issued, J. D. J. D. Williams Speaks starred,
r of the Assoand
illord. Edward J. Le Saint directed. INWilliams, manage
but
four pictures in
ciated First National Pictures,
of Decrease in
which Constance Talmadge will be
Inc., discusses the proposed decrease
starred, in contrast to six producjlobe Trotter Among in production for 1921 as announced
1921 Output
1920. tions from each of the girls during
in recent statements from some of
Metro's Writers
principal production centers of
" Charles Ray will make not more
Some of the most remote corners the
been anticipated and dis- than
the industry. Mr. Williams says : which has
four pictures during 1921,
cussed for more than a year.
f the world are destined to finc^
" From thirty-five reels a week to
heir way to the screen in future eighte
" Production standards have whereas previously he has made as
en reels a year is a far drop,
reached the point where the method many as eight releases a year.
vletro productions through the ac- but they are taking it.
" Marshall Neilan is perhaps one
(uisition by that company of origbest known as ' supervised by ' is
to exhibitors, is the result no
longer safe and successful.
of the greatest present-day exiflnal film contributions by John of "That,
ponents of limited volume and
producer's
for of
indepenlussell, author, globe trotter and
" As recently as two years ago a
dence, and thisdesire
evolution
ideas,
ormer representative of the United methods, and ambitions for personal number of popular stars and direc- quahty results. He has made but
itates abroad.
whose pictures today are in four pictures in 1920, and it is
accomplishment by the independent greatertors,demand
Mr. Russell is one of the noted stars
than ever before, neither exaggeration nor inapproand directors reaching to every
vriters acquired by Bayard Veiller, producing plant in the industry has made and released an average of
priate publicity to say that there is
no director who as a producer givirector of productions for Metro's a very important meaning to the in- eight attractions a year.
Vest Coast studios, during his reing his personal attention to every
" Now we find their schedules of
dependent theatre owner.
ent visit to New York. Among
detail of every release. for which he
" Where two years ago the trade activity for 1921 literally cut in half is
responsible has forged ahead
lie other additions to the company's commonly accepted statements that with plans for three and not more
rowing staff of story producers are
such centralized produc- than four pictures to be made in more rapidly or has risen to greater
fontague Glass, Arthur Somers such ingand
units would provide a total of the coming twelve months. Com- heights in the estimation of exhibiwoche and Gene Buck.
tors and public than the man who
pare this new rate of production
from twenty-eight to thirty-five
reels of film a week, we now find with that of five years ago. It is
End,' ' Don't
d ' The ' River's
Jo Rest for Keaton Co. the majority of producers, stars and very significant. It means that each Ever
Dinty.'Marry,
'directe
' Go and Get It ' and
directors making plans for 1921 with release from the capable, recognized
between Pictures
an average output per unit of production leaders will receive more
" Mr. Louis B. Mayer is another
time, more thought, more attention producer who has deserted the folds
Buster Keaton and his company eighteen reels a year.
to
detail,
and
far
more
care
in
the
f fun-makers, who are making a
of the six and eight year adherents
" This is probably the most drastic
;ries of two-reel comedies for and complete change in production actual course of production, with and who is going to limit his pronseph M. Schenck, which are being policy that the industry has (ever the result that the finished attracductions for 1921 to not more than
tions are bound to reveal on screen four pictures, because he cannot
ileased through Metro, do not be- witnessed in a single season. It
eve in hesitating long between pic- opens to debate and prediction a examination an unprecedented de- give his personal attention to more
gree of entertainment quality as the
ires. "The Haunted House," the score of vital and purse-hitting
fth Keaton comedy, was completed questions of what the result will be result of an amazing curtailment in than that number."
ne day last week and the follow- to exhibitors arid to the producers production volume with an equally
ig morning witnessed the start of themselves.
amazing increase in production I Box Office Reports and Releases |
umber six. This latest picture as
"
It
is
a
big
step
forward
in
the
quality.
1
appear in this issue 1
;t has no title.
evolution of the industry, and one
" Mr. Joseph M. Schenck will pro-
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British
Arthur

"They
wherever
'Thoughtless
is played,"
and thispack
cut them
provesintheir
contention
so far asWomen'
the Majestic
theatre.saysNewPioneer,
York,
is concerned

Vitagraph's
New
Serial
" Purple Riders " to Be Released
Soon,
to Have
Thrilling Action
DESIGNED to be a classic of star is renowned as one of the
greatest horsemen in the world.
the West that was, " The Expert
lariat work, and gun play
ph's
"
new
Vitagra
Riders,
Purple
Western serial, scheduled for release with real ammunition, introduced
shortly after the new year, will, it into tense situations, make this seis claimed, delight millions of
rial one that will keep the spectators out of their seats.
Americans and meet the new public demand for this colorful and
"
The
Purple Riders," in the lanexciting type of production. Joe
guage of the cowboys in it, is goRyan, one of the few real cowing to be a rip-roarin'- story of
boys in pictures-, and a star of the old frontier and because Vitanote, not only plays the lead in graph has ordered them to give the
the new chapter-play, but is direct- public the West at its wildest, they
ing it. Associated with him are a are taking unusual chances for
ing.
group of the wildest riders and stunts
to make the pictures thrillropers the West can offer, men
Albert E. Smith and Cleveland
with whom he rode the plains before any of ihem had heard of
Moffett
wrote the story of " The
motion pictures.
Purple Riders,"
and pleased
have expressed
The horse riding fetes alone of themselves
as well
with the
the " Purple Riders " will delight filming of their creation. Seven
thrill-seeking spectators, says Vita- episodes have already been seen
graph. There are no better riders
anywhere, it is asserted, than in at Vitagraph's Eastern Executive
the cast of this picture, and the Offices.

Morosco

Sees

Big

Advance

Stage Producer, Making Pictures,
Forsees
Fewer
and
Better Films
silver
screen
has produced genuine
«<T7EWER
and better pictures.
]l All-star casts instead of in- genius. But the day of fewer and
dividual luminaries being featured. better pictures is here.
More intelligent discrimination in
" I so firmly believe this that
the selection of the basic story. while we are starting with enough
Greater attention to details in the proved stories and material to keep
orderly pvramiding of dramatic ef- our cameras turning for at least
three years, we will produce only
fect."
Looking into the future of the four pictures in our first twelve
motion picture industry, says Oli- months. Each of our productions
ver Morosco, these are some of the will be a ' feature ' for we have
certain developments that are seen. gone into this with the determination that each picture must measure
They will come for film productions are to advance, and to advance up to our own very critical stanthere are certain definite rules that
dards before being released.
must be followed, according to Mr.
"
We
have started our first picMorosco.
ture, "The Half Breed," after
months
of - careful preparation. It
" Camera cranks have been turnto achieve realism withing like machine guns," said Mr. is myout theidea
stilted effects. For instance,
Morosco. " The footage has been our cameraman
worked for three
astounding, statistically speaking.
Of course, the result must be ob- weeks in New Mexico with 2,500
vious. Quantity production. There head of range before catching a
have been good pictures and the certain required effect."

Film

Picture

Leader

Clozenberg

News

Here

Visits America

to Confer With LJniversal's Chiefs
L'liiversal to handle the entire UniMR. managing
ARTHUR director
CLOZENBERG,
versal output for distribution in
of the
Scotland, Wales and IreVWm Booking Offices, Ltd., of Lon- England,land. The
F. E. O. is one of the
don, arrived in New York aboard
the Olympic Dec. 23rd last, for an largest film distributing corporations
extended visit. This is the British in the United Kingdom, and has
film man's first visit to the United nine agencies, located in the following cities : Liverpool, Manchester,
States in more than a year.
Shortly after Christmas, he will Glasgow, Sheffield, Birmingham,
Cardiff, L(fcds and Dubbe the guest of honor at a dinner Newcastle,
lin, besides the main office in Longiven in the Waldorf-Astoria by
don. This arrangement to distribute
Mr. Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal. Mr. Laemmle and the Universal pictures was personally
at by Mr. . Clozenberg and
British film magnate are warm per- arrived
Mr.
Laemmle,
shortly after the Unisonal friends, and were together •
versal
executive's
arrival
England
last
summer.
It inassures
much
during
the
Universal
chief's
recent visit to England.
British exhibitors of a steady
supply
Mr. Clozenberg is one of the of Universal pictures under bookpioneers in the British film world.
ing arrangements not unlike those
He formerly was connected with prevailing in the United States.
the Ruffels organization rememIt is for the main purpose of
bered in this country for its gigantic
with the perexploitation campaign throughout becomingsonnel ofacquainted
the Universal organizaGreat Britain for " My Four Years
tion, in its production and distributing branches as well as in its
in Germany," the Ambassador
Gerard film. Systematic exploita- executive section, that the Englishman has come to these shores. He
tion is one of Clozenberg's hobbies.
The F. B. O. now is waging an en- will spend considerable time in New
ergetic publicity and advertising York making a first hand study of
campaign in behalf of " Broken Universal methods and conferring
Blossoms " and " Blind Husbands." with the officials of that company as
Since his last trip to America, to the kind of films wanted by the
Mr. Clozenberg has contracted with British public.

New

Distributors

Federated

to

Handle

for

Ford

Educational

Weekly:
Laboratory
is Enlarged
Laboratory facilities have been
FITZ PATRICK and McElroy,
representatives of Ford Motion enlarged and even.- known device
Picture Laboratories, announce for the proper production and perthat on and after January 9, 1921,
fection of motion pictures has
Federated Film Exchanges of been installed and the future product of Ford Educational Weekly
America, Inc. will be the exclusive
distributing agency of the Ford and Ford Educational Libra r>- will
Educational Weekly products be of a standard which can only
throughout the entire United be attained by the best artists and
States.
the finest equipment. Eastern ofThe demand for the products of
fices Ijave also been ooened in the
the Ford Motion Picture Laboratories and its activities of the fu- CandlerNewBuilding.
22*0 W. 42nd
York Cit>'.
ture will, it is believed, be such Street,
Executive offices will stilll be
that it has been considered advisable to establish distribution points maintained in Chicago at the Century Building, Adams and State
in a great many cities which have
not heretofore been covered by na- Streets, with B. W. Alberts, General Manager, in charge.
tional distributing organizations.

Twenty -five Weeks
The

at

Capitol!

Now at the B'way Strand, Detroit
W here is he going next?
That's up to you, Mr. Exhibitor
Write to
SUDWORTH FRASIER
Tenor

New York Concert League
1664 Broadwav. New York Citv

January
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Three scenes from the Renco special production, " Lavender and Old Lace
An important shift in the
sales force personnel of the
Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc., has just been announced
by Mr. Harry M. Berman,
general manager of exchanges for Universal. Herman Stern, who for two
years has been manager of
Universal's
Pittsburg tooffice,
has
been promoted
the
position of district manager
and will be in charge of the
Canadian territory, with
branches from Coast to
Coast.
Stern's new district will
embrace the Canadian-Universal offices in Toronto,
Montreal, St. John, Vancouver, Winnipeg and Calgary.
The principal Canadian-Universal film branch is in Toronto, and is personally
supervised by Clair Hague,
general manager of the
Canadian Film Exchanges,
Ltd.willStern's
headquarters
also
be in Toronto.
Stern's successor in Pittsburg is A. R. Cherry, for^ merly the leading salesman
in that territory.

Herman Stern, new distribution maniger for Canada
for the Universal
Film Corp.

"Mammoth"
Neilan
Prod
ucti
on
weeks of preparation
to get
through
Based on Randall Par- other methods. The advantages of
h
mot
to
demam
a
be
scribed
on
ucti
prod
a
of
NEWS
film, in which over 2,000 perrish Story; 2,000 in
taking
these the
views
from aare
" blimp
rather than
aeroplane
many."
sons appear and which has been
Some Scenes
The slow speed at which a dirigible
going on quietly for the past four
travels allows for greater detail
months, is disclosed in the initial
announcement concerning this film, thousands of uniforms, supplies,
than
would be possible in " shootissued by Marshall Neilan. Al- horses, ammunition, immense geneing " from aaction
plane.at Inonecases
continuous
pointwhere
was
ion
rmat
ernno
rators for night photography and
conc
though info
ing it has been given out, work other paraphernalia took much time desired, the blimp was anchored to
on this film has been in prog- and labor, especially in view of the the ground at the height desired,
ress simultaneously with the pro- unpopulated plains and mountain saving the erection of platforms
and the climbing of difficult natural
duction of " Dinty " and " Not A locations with difficult approaches.
heights in search of the proper view.
d," and its anHear
Drum Was nounceme
use
of
a
dirigible
"blimp"
nt accounts
for the great in The
photographing the big scenes for
Another feature of the excepactivity that has been evident at the this picture proved a great help in
tional merits of this picture, it is
Neilan studio during the past few overcoming the problem of obtain- pointed out, is the cast. James
months.
ing the desired effects for the Kirkwood, in the title role ; Wesley
The production, which- is now screen in wild country. Two " Freckles " Barry in a part specially
nearing completion under Mr. camera men in this airship were written into the scenario; Marjorie
Neilan's personal direction, presents enabled to secure " shots " in a
O'Malley
and Tom Gala visualization of " Bob Hampton half hour that would have taken Daw,lery Pat
are among
the players.
of Placer," conceded to be the best
work of Randall Parrish, whose
many popular books have placed
him among the foremost writers of
Western stories. Among his other Sub-Titles
Featured
by Fox
well known works are " When
Wilderness Was King " ; " My Lady
Reports Special Care in Preparaof the North"; " Sword of the Old
for Special
Sub-titles
of
don
Frontier," etc. Marion Fairfax
prepared the script.
story
complete
in scores of scenes
Fox
Laid in Montana and Wyoming WRITERS y in the William
publicit department, when and minor episodes, carries as the
in 1876 shortly after the close of
in its com- burden of its narrative the main
the Civil War when the Indian up- shown " Blind Wives,"
pleted and ready-to-release form in classifications of a gown in its marisings startled the entire country,
terial, its trimming and its making.
this subject offers Mr. Neilan the the projection room of Fox Film The fur,
the silk and the flowers
ed
tion,
Corpora
discover
the
in
subbiggest production he has ever attitles an element of deftness and that go toward feminine adornment
tempted to portray on the screen.
clearness that give the key to each
the text for tragic episodes
One of the great dramatic feat- of the episodes which comprise the provide
each unto itself. Then there is the
ures of the story and which serves
life
of
a
manikin to be reflected as
as a spectacularly thrilling climax Edward Knoblock story of woman's
to the picture, is the famous last vanity. Those titles were, for the a gripping episode, with the dream
stand of General Custer against the most part, taken from lines used on of a fashionable* woman — vain, selfish and extravagant — whom is disSioux. In planning the reproduc- the
stage when " Blind Wives " was
closed the tragedy that attends her
tion of this historic episode, it was presented in its original form as
possession
of fine adornment; carMr.
Neilan's
ambition
to
stage
a
My
"
Lady's
Dress."
These titles have been carefully
screen version of the famous
rying the thread of the main story
massacre so that it would stand out phrased and distributed throughout and connecting up the several epiat all times as a genuine accomplish- the changing incidents in the action sodes.
The fashion scenes will be of
ment in motion pictures and serve and in a way to emphasize the inas a striking tfibute to the Amertensely dramatic nature of the pho- striking interest to women theatreican frontiersmen. Scouts were
toplay, explains a statement from
goers. Director Brabin took his comsent to all parts of the West to ob- the William Fox headquarters. It
pany into the Fifth avenue district
tain data involving locations and is to be remembered that " Blind to picture the scenes that call for
photographic tests and months of Waives " is similar in form of con- a fashionable atmosphere. The most
advance preparations were made
struction— and only thus similar to famous dressmaking shop in Amerbefore a single scene had been "While New York Sleeps," the
ica was used as settings for the
" shot." Arrangements for the en- Fox photodrama Mr. Brabin earlier fashion show. Lucile's (Lady Duffgagement and handling of thous- directed with the same principal Gordon) establishment was thrown
ands of persons to, on and from
Director Brabin and Ludistant locations and plans for the players as are employed in " Blind open to
cile's own models wore the Dufftransportation of several carloads
The dress of a woman of fashion Gordon creations that are shown in
of technical apparatus in addition to is basis for the entire action. The the Fox presentation.
Wives."
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Educational

Starts

Drive

Sales Drive Throughout U. S. and
Canada Expected to Bring Results
JUST six months after the first weekly releases of single-reel comedies which have just been started,
of its exchanges opened, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., this the Vanity and Gayety series alterweek announced a sales drive
nating. The Bruce Sccnics Beautiful and the Chester Outings are the
through the United States and Canada to bring every office up to the chief representatives in the scenic
fullest possibilities of its territory. field with other special miscellaneous pictures from time to time
Because of the necessity of meeting conditions in the various terri- and specials released whenever the
tories and through delay in obtain- officials of the company believe is
ing just exactly the men who were exceptional from points of view of
desired, various exchanges were box office value and audience apopened during the first four months
that followed the first bookings,
Denver, New Orleans and Dallas peal.
Director Paul Powell has
being the last sections to be represented.
begun active work on his first
production for the Famous
Although many of the territories
Players-Lasky British Prohave already exceeded their original quotas in bookings, a new mark
ducers, at their London studios. The story of the play
is being set for them in the present
is provided by E. Phillips
drive and at the same time special
Oppenheim, author of some
effort is being put into those exfifty successful novels.
changes that opened at a later date.
The story has been adapted
It is reported that first run bookings
for the screen by Margaret.
now total almost a hundred per
Turnbull under the title,
cent of the possibilities and that
the second and third runs make
"The Mystery Road," and a
strong cast has been engaged
only a slightly smaller showing, so
for the production, including
that the new effort will now be
Marion May, a brilliant
centered on the smaller theatres and
on individual series that in certain
young Russo-Italian star,
who has won marked distincterritories have not equalled the
tion in Italy for her work in
average.
several of the Bernini films;
Educational's
product
now
inDavid Powell, Mary Glynn,
cludes four series of two-reel
Percy Standing, Ruby Miller
comedies: Christie, released every
and other well-known Brititwo weeks, and the Torchy, Merish players.
maid and Cliester series, each one
a month.
In addition there are

WESTERN
STAR

DRAMAS

TWO-REELERS
Twenty

Productions

Ready

A full line of advertising, including
startling six, three, and one sheets on
each release.
First Release — Call of the West
A splendid cast, including Art Acord,
Edythe Sterling, Pete Morrison, in an
exciting virile drama.
Other titles are " The Cowboy's Sweetheart," "The Vulture of the West,"
"Western Nerve," "The Fiddler of
Big Horn," and " Ranch and Range,"
which will be among the first released.
DOMINAT

PICTURES

l35l'West^44th

Street,

CORPORATION
New

York

City

I' i c t u r e News

1

Helen Gardner,
featured production
player in "The
a Clark Cornelius
Corporation
for theDevil's
States Angel,"
Rights market

Special

Music

for

Xmas

Nathaniel Finston Arranges Holiday Program for Concert League
presentation of a scenic or of ao
As a result
confer-of educational subject, showing scenei
ence thatofthea recent
executives
the New York Concert League had from the Holy Land. Organ and
witli Nathaniel Finston, formerly orchestral accompaniment is also
conductor at the Rialto and musical given. The third unit offers a
director of the Capitol, New York marionette novelty, a kiddie dance
City, this music-master has been or a toy specialty, with complete
added to its staff of experts. By details and directions.
this arrangement, exhibitors will
The fourth item deals with the
be supplied with special orchestra- news weekly or magazine ; the fifth
tions, music lead sheets and music
the solo numbers renscenarios to fit the size of their re- comprises
dered by soprano or tenor, or quarspective orchestras and to coincide
tet. The feature picture comei
with the theme of every picture next, after
which the seventh unit,
they present, it is announced.
Christmas divertisseTo mark its affiliation of Mr. embracing
ments follow. This calls for as
Finston, the New York Concert
operetta
of shorton duration.
The and
action is based
Santa Claus
League prepared a Christmas program arranged by Mr. Finston, covers a small plot with t>'pical
offering a rich variety of selections Christmas setting. Singing and
for the holiday week. This pro- tively.
dancing accompany the action,
gram is being distributed to Ex- while pantomime also figures effechibitors gratis. A choice of one
out of four is allowed in each unit.
Any exhibitor who has failed to
The program begins with overture
selections which include the Ray- receive the Christmas program can
mond Overture, the Dance of the secure it gratis by addressing the
Hours, etc. A light plot follows, New York Concert League at its
headquarters, 1664 Broadway, New
giving tion.directions
illuminaThe second ofunitstage
suggests
the York Citv.
On the eve of the new year, J. Parker Read, Jr., member
of the Associated Producers, Inc., and producer of the
Louise Glaum specials, greets the dawn of 1921 with the following credo:
" I believe the producer and the exhibitor are the joint
guardians of the greatest medium known to the world for
influencing the thought of people, the motion-picture.
" I believe that this guardianship should be held as an
expression of national confidence and that we are able to
give a worthy account always of that trust reposed in us.
"I believe that everything in life that is sincere and worthy
merits our most earnest efforts of portrayal.
" I believe that the screen through its universal humanity
should be made to reach and speak to all men and all
nations.
" I believe that since the world is our stage, we should be
unhampered by narrow prejudices.
" I believe that our creative horizon expands so rapidly
that what has been done in the past but faintly foreshadows
the possibilities of the future.
" I believe that with the co-operation of the people, both
exhibitor and producer will give to the world greater and
more uplifting benefits that will contribute to the realization
of the great ideal of the screen."
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*
*
*
To Theatres
placing
"HUSH
Your
announcement
and
presentation of
" HUSH

" should be done along lines that characterize and indicate it as " unusually brilliant "... a screenplay of caste, " an expose " of
the high lights of modern Society
. . .

" something ultra smart " of delicacy, charm
high dramatic power.
. . .
*
*
*

and

Never has Clara Kimball Young appeared to such
rare advantage, never so beautiful in any
former picture, never so chic and so stunning.
Never has Sada Cowan written a smarter
story and never have the artistic and dramatic possibilities of any story been brought out with
finer " finesse " than presented in " HUSH."
*
*
*
Distributed by Equity Pictures Corporation, Mew

York
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" Hush " is now being booked
through all Equity Franchise
Holders. Communicate with your
nearest Franchise Holder or with

III Piclmes
ion
Aeolian
Hall,al
New\brto
ipot
Co
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Trade Mark Placed on
Educational Product
Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., this week announced that it
had adopted a trade-mark that
would hereafter appear on all o£ its
itilms and in its advertising. For the
design the Greek lamp which has
been identified with Educational has
been retained. In case of titles on
the films themselves these will be
janimated with the smoke spelling
out the w^ords " Educational PicItures."
All of the posters, lobby photos,
etc., will also bear the same design
and a campaign will be conducted
to familthe trade papers
through exhibitors
liarize
with the new
trade-mark.
I With this ha. oeen adopted a slo,gan, "The Spice of the Program."
Since Educational confines its refleases to one and two-reel subjects,
!it takes the position that it can sup|ply the exhibitor with every portion of his program except the feai;ure and the news weekly and this
fact will be emphasized in all future exploitation.
Madlaine Traverse Is
Seeking Stories
Before beginning work on " The
Ivory Disc," from the novel by
Percy Brebnet which will be the
first of a series of special productions with her own company
Madlaine Traverse is in search of
at least three more stories of a
similar caliber.
There will be at least four of the
1Madlaine Traverse Photoplays
made during 1921, and the star is
desirous of securing the stories now
so as to avoid any delays in production.
Each of these productions will be
elaborately staged and presented
and will be based upon stories
especially selected with a view to
giving Miss Traverse the widest
range for her talents, it is announced.
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Two scenes from the Metro special production, " Hearts Are Trumps "

Unique

Arrangement
of the
ring the
acqui
INEight
y Selection of Armory
se Armor
h Coast
Defenuse
at Kingsbridge Road and Jerome
as Studio Marks
avenue, New York City, for the
Novel Step
construction of the special London
g
street scepp- in the forthcomin
Maxwell Karger production, " A dark with the ground covered with
Message from Mars," starring Bert snow, for the story of the drama
ration
L}-tell, Metro Pictures Corpo
feels that it has done something not is supposed to transpire at night between the hours of eight and eleven.
only unique in the history of screen
production, but of such permanent The difficulties, therefore, of buildvalue to the industry itself as posing the set on any out-of-door location were manifest, owing to the
sibly to mndi' V all future production
work in the East.
necessity of working only at night
The decision on the part of under artificial light and the hazard
Metro officials to utilize one of the of inclement weather which would
the structures as well as the
city's big armories for the building destroy
snow effects.
of the street setting for " A MesMetro's New York studios in
sage from by
MarsRichard
" resulted
from a
suggestion
A. Rowland,
West Sixty-first street were carefully considered in the quest for a
president of Metro. The problem
presented by the scenic requirements suitable interior, but the floor
of the first Maxwell Karger Pro- space of Metro's eastern production
duction starring Bert Lytell was plant was deemed inadequate for the
brought to Mr. Rowland's attention, large proportions on which the
for the difficulties attending the con- street set was planned. Any exstruction of a suitable set were
terior location was out of the quesmanifold and various.
tion, owing to weather uncertainty
The scenes of the photoplay called and the necessity for working only
for the building of a street in the at night. Mr. Rowland suggested
heart of the city of London, which the use of one of the city's huge
armories as a solution of the diffiwould present all phases of metro- cu\tv.
politan life, and be shown after

Little Rock Exhibitors
Signed for Hodkinson
Hodkinson representative, S. A.
Paramounts
in
Arnold, of the Little Rock terri- Two
tory, made what at first appeared
to be a very rash pledge when he
ER 19 is the release Lois Weber and Wash said that he would sell every ex- DECEMB
r's t,
of onLoisforWebe
date
hibitor whom he called on during
Paramounfirst
producti
burn Pictures to
he Hodkinson Anniversary Month. " To Please One Woman," which
But Mr. Arnold made good on his shares its place on the Paramount
Be Released
promise. Last week he covered schedule with Brj^ant Washburn in
thirteen towns, sold twelve of " An Amateur Devil."
them, and has a most excellent
A beautiful California seaside
The title of Miss Weber's prochance of closing the thirteenth.
duction, the story of which she her- home is the background for much
self wrote, epitomizes the theme. of
The mansion stands
It is a drama of American life on thetheaction.
famous beach at Santa
and
the
scenes
are
laid
in
a
CaliBLAC3CBEAU
and is the property of a
fornia seaside town and surround- Monica
wealthty retired Califomian. In
ing country.
The woman in this particular making many of the interior
case is one of those dainty, sel- scenes. Miss Weber embellished
fish creatures for whom lots of the alreadj- sumptuous furnishings
otherwise sensible men give up with many of her own personal
treasures worth thousands of doleverj'thing to please. The man is lars.
a young country doctor who is
Miss Weber long has been known
loved by a fine girl, but he gives
her up when the adventuress comes as a discoverer of stars — Mildred
to town; the shattered romance is Harris is one of them — and in " To
just one sample of the selfish wo- Please
One Woman " the leading
man's influence. Others are vividly feminine role is played by Qaire
given, but in the end, of course, Windsor, her latest " find," who is
true love wins out.
both a beautiful blonde and a cap-

by
Metro
In such a plan, it was determined,
the set could be completely constructed on a scale corresponding
exactly to the dimensions of the real
street itself, and the snow effect
created without disturbance by the
elements. Metro officials were quick
to
act uponandPresident
Rowland's
suggestion,
the search
for a
suitable armory began at once. Not
onlj' was an armory needed, it was
recognized, but one sufijciently
large enough to accommodate the
elaborate plans of M. P. Staulcup,
Aletro's art director, who has designed the set in the most realistic
fashion.
After a sur\-ey of the armories
strictly
within the
and
the discovery
that city's
none limits
of them
were reallj- spacious enough to permit of the construction Metro con■ templated,
Eighth CoastRoad
Defense
Armory attheKingsbridge
and
Jerome avenue was suggested by
N. R. Nanczy, assistant to Mr.
Staulcup. Investigation of the
Eighth Coast Defense Armory followed, resulting in the rental of the
huge military institution for the
period of weeks which would occupy
the screening of the exterior scenes
of " A Message from Mars."
December
able actress. Mona Lisa, she of
the beautiful black eyes, is the
" vamp," and others in the cast are
Edward Burns, formerly leading
man for Alice Brady and Elsie
Ferguson and seen recently in
Wallace Reid's " The Love Burglar " and Cecil B. DeMille's " Male
and Female;" George Hackathrone, prominent juvenile and
seen last with Bryant Washburn in
" Too Much Johnson ;" L. C.
Shumway and Howard Gay.
" An Amateur Devil " is characterized by Paramount as a typical Bryant Washburn picture.
Scenarized by Douglas Bronston
from the story " Wanted a Blemish," by Jesse Henderson and
Henry J. Buxton, the production
was directed by Maurice Campbell.
Ann May plays opposite Mr.
Washburn, and others in support
are Charles Wyngate. Christine
Mayo, Sidney Bracey, Norris Johnson, Graham Petty and Anna Hernandez.
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Hears

of Success

of "Testing Block"
News that his latest Paramount
picture,
" The
Testing
Block,"
broken all
Sunday
records
on had
the
opening day of its engagement at
the New York Rivoli was received
by William S. Hart while the producer-star was on location at Victorville, Cal. And what made the
occasion doubly pleasing for Mr.
Hart was the fact that the message, which was sent by one of
the Paramount home office executives, came on his birthday.
"The Testing Block" also marks
the debut,
Hart'swholeading
woman,
of as
EvaMr.Novak,
is a
younger sister of Jane Novak, who
will be remembered as playing opposite the star in " The Silent
Man," " Wagon
Tracks
" and onother
pictures.
Eva had
not been
the
screen a great while prior to her
engagement with Mr. Hart, but she
seemed to take naturally to the
work, and in the role of Nellie
Grey, the demure little maiden who
plays the violin with a band of nomadic players in the Far West, she
is said to have scored a genuine
success.

Anders Randolph, Marion Davies and her director, George D. Raker, completing "Buried Treasure," a January Cosmopolitan-Paramount release

News

Tom Terriss in Third
Year with Film
Tom Terriss, director of Tom
Terriss Productions for Vitagraph,
started his affiliation with the Vitagraph Company three years ago,
first directing Alice Joyce, Corinne
Griffith and Earl Williams. Since
then he has been awarded his own
producing company under his
name. With Miss Joyce he made
such pictures as " The Lion and the
Mouse," "The Third Degree,"
'■ The Vengeance of
Durand," and
" The Cambric Mask." With Miss
Griffith, " The Climbers," and with
Earle Williams "The Fortune
The first picture he made with
his own producing company was
" Trumpet Island," written by
Gouveneur Morris.
Trade papers,
Hunter."
newspapers and fan magazines were
unanimous in their praise of the
production. Following this, Mr.
Terriss has presented the industry
with another product of his com" Dead
Men Tell
No Tales,"
the R.pany inW.
Hornung
mystery
story.

Forman to Finish "The
Quarry" on Coast
Tom Forman is back at the
Star Resumes Work on " Sacred and
Lasky studio after spending two
months at the Long Island studit
Profane Love"; Taylor is Director
of
Famous Players-L&sky, directstated.
Playing
the
leading
male
AFTER six months of restful
travel in Europe and the Ori- role of Emilio Diaz is Conrad
ing Thomas
The
from Meighan
the story inby "John
ent, Elsie Ferguson has resumed Xagel, the one-time Broadway mat- Quarry,"
Moroso.
Paul
Everton
and
George
work before the camera. Immediinee idol. Thomas Holding, leadboth well known charing man for Olga Petrova and a MacQuarrie,
ately after her arrival in Los Anacter actors who have important
geles she started in the star role of score of other stars, has been
roles in the production, returned
" Sacred and Profane Love," from chosen for the difficult role of Is- with Mr. Forman.
man whose weak inArnold Bennett's tremendous play. penlove, the
Mr. Meighan has also returned
fatuation for Carlotta starts most
It is a William D. Taylor production for Paramount, with scenario of the tremendous dramatic situa- to Los Angeles, and work was
scheduled to be resumed on the picprepared by Julie Crawford Ivers. tions.
the Lasky studio without
Miss Ferguson is enthusiastic
Helen Dunbar appears as the nar- delay.ture atLois
Wilson is playing the
over the screen version of the play
row, torian
ignorant
but
lovable
mid-Vicaunt of Carlotta. The leading feminine role.
in which she scored such a remarkable stage success. Rested and re- ■■ nosey " Mrs. Sardis is interpreted by Clarissa Selwyn.
vived by her long vacation, the
emotional artist started work in the
The settings of the production Lynch House Opens to
Atlanta Public
new offering with a strength and have been arranged with the most
fire betokening that the tremendous careful attention to details. EspeA party of Famous Playersdramatic situations of " Sacred and ciallj' noteworthy is said to be the Lasky
executives attended the openmid-Victorian home and garden of
Profane
Love
"
will
be
portrayed
as
ing on Monday, December 3, of
only Elsie Ferguson can do them, Carlotta and her aunt. Behind its
declares a statement from the Para- brick walls the bower of forget-me- new
the Howard
theatre,
S. A.Ga.
Lj-nch's
house in
Atlanta,
The
mount headquarters.
nots, larkspur, hollyhocks, bach- formal opening ceremonies includWilliam D. Taylor has selected
elor's buttons and roses bloom beaued addresses by Governor Hugh
his cast with a full appreciation of
tifully in the neat, well-ordered
Dorsey, Mayor Key and other
fashion
of
the
period
indicated.
the production's importance, it is
prominent Atlanta men, all of
whom paid glowing tributes to the
enterprise of S. A. L>-nch and
Troup cierHoward,
for whom thetheSouthern
theatrefinanwas
2
Hodkinsons
m
January
named and
who
was
largely
instrumental in its financing.
" The Spenders," by Harry Leon
Elsie

Donald^ Crisp Finishes
Knoblock Pliotoplay
The studios of the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers at
Islington, have entered on a brief
period of comparative quiet. Donald Grisp has just concluded work
on his production of Edward Knoblock's
photoplay,
and from
all that "Appearances,"
one can hear,
the film promises to be particularly
interesting. The theme is one which
is of special significance in these
days when democratic feeling is
well nigh universal, declares Paramount.
The story deals with the struggle
of a rising, clever, but reckless
young architect to keep up appearances under that outworn system
of The
livingcast
beyond
one'sMary
income.Glynne,
includes
Langhorne Burton, Percy Standing,
Marjorie Hume and many well
known British players.

Picture

Ferguson

Week's Vacation for
Christie Forces
So far ahead of schedule is the
Christie Film Company on its one
and two - reel comedies released
through Educational Exchanges
that Al Christie, director general,
has decided to give every member
of his companies a unique ChristWilson, and " The
mas present — a full week's vacation
at full pay. Following the custom- TWO productions scheduled for
release by Hodkinson during
ary Christmas tree festivities at the
studio, the doors will be closed for the first month of 1921. The first
business until January 3.
picture
be " from
The Spenders
comedy will
drama
the pen," ofa
Harry Leon Wilson, author of
Rogers Rises in Favor " Ruggles of Red Gap," " Bunker
in 1920
Bean " and in " Ma Pettingill." To
on of " has
the
The given
Spenders
B. Hampton
great"
Goldwyn is proud of what the Benj.producti
year of 1920 brought to their star, care, as a result of which he has
Will Rogers. Each of his pictures succeeded in turning out produchas been well received and he is one
tion, perfectly balanced, and with
of the few whose names frolic in a cast of favorites. To Claire
electric lights above the largest Adams has been entrusted the leadtheatres. In commercial terms,
ing feminine role, while opposite
Goldwyn believes, this means that her is seen Niles Welch. Robert
Will Rogers has become a sure fire McKim contributes a character
financial investment for the theatre study. Joseph J. Dowling is seen
that books his pictures.
as " Uncle Peter Bines," a character.

Begins

Work

Truant Husband "
The production which will follow
" The Spenders " is to be " The
Truant Husband," made by the
Rockett Film Company from the
Cosmopolitan Magazine storj' of
the same name, written by Albert
Pavson Terhune.
Pantages Theatre Books
'*The Broken Gate"
The New Orleans office of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation reports that " The
has
been booked
by Broken
PantagesGate
big " new
Louisiana theatre for a seven day
engagement
beginning December
19th.

cl Special'In the

ihadow
of the
Dom€^

A David G. Fisdier Prodaction
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Elaborate Press Book
for Marsh Vehicle
To herald to American exhibitors
the return to the screen of Mae
Marsh in "The Little 'Fraid
Lady," which is a super - special
production, Robertson - Cole has
published a press book which is designed to give each exhibitor who
books this picture a complete and
comprehensive campaign for the
presentation of " The Little 'Fraid
Lady " ner.inThethe
mostbook
elaborate
press
showsmanthe
artistic posters which have been
conceived and executed for the
outdoor exploitation of " The Little
Fraid Lady,"
by Robertson-Cole
experts.
The largest
of them, the
24-sheet, sets forth the fact that
this production is based on '' The
Girl
Who Marjorie
Lived in Benton
the Woods,"
famous
Cookea
story, and that it was directed by
John G. Adolfi. On the next page,
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice president
and general manager of the Robertson Cole
Distributing Corporation, gives a selling talk on " Human Interest Stuff."
There follows, in addition to the
other features, a list of accessories, including the special accessories which Robertson - Cole is
publishing in conjunction with the
Rceland Publishing Company, 723
Seventh avenue. New York City,
3> which the exhibitor may adverise the picture.
Clyde Cook Is Scoring
Under Fox Banner
Qyde Cook, who until a few
nonths ago was little known out.ide of his accomplishments as prin:ipal clown and pantomimist at the
^ew York Hippodrome, is rapidly
ichieving, under the William Fox
)anner, the much coveted distinction
IS " the funniest man on the
creen," declare officials of the Fox
irganization.
"The Huntsman," Cook's current
;)icture, according to reports from
[he Fox offices, is doing a tremendous business throughout the counjry.
"All9, Wrong,"
anuary
promises toto bebe released
even a
reater success than " Don't Tickle "
ir "The Huntsman."
ithel Clayton Returns
to California
Ethel Clayton, star of Paratnount Pictures, returns to CaliI'ornia shortly before Christmas,
j.ccording to report and after the
|iolidays will begin work under the
lirection of Joseph Henabery, on
the play
)ySham,"
Elmer adapted
Harris from
and Geraldine
Jonner.

New studio building at 10th avenue and S4th street, New York, leased by William Fox

Fox

Leases

of his rapthe ngneeds
To MEET
production inidly expandi
terests, William Fox has
leased, for a term of twenty years
the four-story e and basement fireproof structur lately completed by
the Kelly-Springfield Tire Company
at Tenth Avenue and Fifty-fourth
street, New York. This announcement follows ■ closely upon the expenditure of more than a million
dollars in expanding and beautifying the Fox Studios in Hollywood,
Cal., the details of which were
printed a fortnight ago in the tradeAlso. included in the immediate
papers
enlargements of the Fox establishment is the new construction at the
Southeast corner of Tenth Avenue
and Fifty-sixth Street, where Mr.
Fox lately purchased a four-story
building, demolished it and is now
erecting an addition to his main
studio building, which (with this addition) extends an entire block on
Tenth Avenue, from Fifty-fifth to
Fifty-sixth Streets, and runs back
on both numbered thoroughfares —
275 feet along Fifty-fifth Street
and 150 feet, on Fifty-sixth.
At the time the Fox New York
studio was constructed it was presumed that its 150,000 square feet of
floor space in what is declared to
be the largest building in the world
devoted exclusively to photoplay
production and distribution, would
be ample to accommodate the Fox
activities for some time to come.
When the building was officially
dedicated, on May 24, of this year,
it had been already demonstrated,
in the three months it had been occupied, that much more room was
imperatively needed.
Built to encompass the activities
of 5,000 employees, the Fox studio
never has been able to hold all the
units of thfe organization. The scenario department, for one, has not
been able to find shelter in the main
building; the paint and sign shop is
another, and in scattered buildings
around town are various other departmentsthe
that remain
be concentrated under
home toroof.
Mr. Fox has so rapidly developed
his production and the attendant
distribution of films, and found his
organization still so cramped for
room, that he eagerly availed himself of an opportunity to lease the
Kelly- Springfield building, only one

Another

New Fireproof Plant
Leased by Fox for
Twenty Years
block south on Tenth Avenue from
the main plant. He has taken this
modern fireproof structure, occupying a site 100x 175 feet, and containing more than 50,000 square feet
of floor space, on lease for twenty
years at an annual rental of $47,000;
the gross sum involved in the lease
totalling practically $1,000,000.
The new construction at Tenth
Avenue and Fifty-sixth street will
provide further accommodation for
the expansion of the Fox interests,
and will completely fill the Tenth
Avenue frontage for an entire block.
At the time the original purchase of
the site for the Fox building was
negotiated there was a hitch in securing the one lot where Mr. Fox
is now building. Rather than delav

Building
ccnstruclion of the original building
Mr. Fox decided to build around
the property then in dispute, and is
now filling
in the "job"
proof construction
to matchwith
the firerest
of
the
building
to
its
full
height
of
four Stories.
Work is being rushed night and
day to Avenue
prepare the
Annex " at
Tenth
and " Fifty-fourth
Street for occupancy as soon as possible. Indeed, some of the space has
already been taken over by certain
sections of the various departments
that will ultimately be sheltered in
the newly acquired Kelly-Springfield building. As this structure
provides 50,000 square feet of additional space in its four floors and
basement, it means that a mighty
good-sized film plant is added to the
Fox New York equipment plant, a
stroke of rare good fortune, as its
location, only one block down Tenth
Avenue, makes
the to" Annex
conveniently accessible
all the "workers in the main plant.

Completing
'Three
Antonio Moreno
Filming Sevens'
Final

Scenes

on New Vitagraph Release
A NTONIO MORENO is near- Calhoun and Beatrice Burnham
ing the end of production of have played leads alone with the
men stars in pictures.
" Three Sevens," his new feature, principal
and the picture will be complete '■ Bull " Montana, who played such
within another two weeks. Direc- a terror inspiring gorilla in Martor Chester Bennett is making the
shall Neilan's
and character
Get It,"
takes the
role of" Go
a harsh
most
of
Perley
Poore
Sheehan's
in
"Three
Sevens."
Emma
King,
psychology in his famous novel of
prison life and the picture has real- Dfewitt C. Jennings, Edwin J.
ly worked out beyond expectations Brady, Thomas Jefferson and Hecin film form.
tor V. Sarno, all well known actors
The picture carries a thread of on the screen, have the other chief
prison reform throughout, but is supporting roles. Starke Patteressentially a melodrama with a
son, Virginia Nightingale and Jefbeautiful love story.
fery Webb are also in the cast.
The exteriors were taken at
The company will finish a train
Florence, Ariz., where the Gover- robbery scene at Newhall, in California's San Fernando Valley, this
nor of the State gave the Vitagraph players every privilege. week and return to the studio to
Three hundred convicts were per- finish the picture. An excellent
mitted to be turned loose outside prison set was constructed at the
the walls in a daring escape for the studio to match the interior of the
picture, declares a statement from Arizona penitentiary. The interiors
the Vitagraph headquarters. These
scenes, therefore, are as realistic would have been taken' at the actual prison, but it was impossible
as could be imagined, it is stated.
to light
the corridors sufficiently
Tony really has two leading for
photography.
women in the picture as both Jean
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Kane

Mabel Taliaferro, who will be seen in
" Sentimental
Tommy,"picture
a forthcoming
Paramount
Press Hails "813" as
Best Mystery Story
Robertson - Cole announces thaf
the daily press throughout the
country is hailing its production of
the Arsene Lupin story, " 813," as
the best detective-interest and mystery production of the year. The
picture is now playing at first-run
houses all over the country. The
following opinion from the Atlanta
American is submitted as typical
of the reception accorded by the
press :
" There have been mystery stories and detective stories for years,
but it has been many a blue moon's
age since one has reached the silver
screen with as much suspense, inhumanstories
appeal
as ' 813,'
one of terest
theand best
Maurice
Le
Blanc, internationally famous as
the creator of the 'Arsene Lupin '
stories, ever wrote."
Heavy Booking for the
"Double Adventure"
The announcement of January 23
as a definite release date for " Double Adventure," the Brunton-produced serial starring Charles
Hutchison, has elicited from exhibitors a response the measure of
which may be gauged by early
bookings, which are reported to be
unusually large, declares Pathe.
" Double Adventure " has made a
promising start and in the opening
days of the sales campaign is living up to the best records made by
Pathe serials during 1920 insofar
as it is adding new theatres to the
list of serial show houses.
Good Reports Received
on "The Scuttlers"
On pre-release showings and the
early reports following its regular
issue, December 12, William Farnum seems to have scored again for
William Fox in his newest photodrama "The Scuttlers." Incidental to the narrative, the scenes
present vistas of San Francisco
Harbor as well as numerous
"shots" and , locations at Catalina
Island, where some of the more
dramatic incidents were pictured.
J. Gordon Edwards directed " The
Scuttlers" and provided Mr. Farnum with a capable supporting
company.

Returns

from

Coast

Sees " No Cause for Worry " in the
Future; New Houses Being Erected
'■ In San Francisco two huge picARTHUR
KANE,
ture theatres are now being erected
of ArthurS. S.
Kane president
Pictures
Corporation, has just returned to and two or three are being built in
New York from a trip of more Los Angeles. In every part of the
than six weeks which took him to country, indeed, fine new houses are
the Pacific Coast and back. Mrs. either being projected or constructed. Exhibitors generally, far
Kane accompanied him. In Los
Angeles he conferred with Charles from anticipating reverses, are preparing for a business expansion.
Ray and other stars in whose activities he and his company are These activities, justified, from all
interested, and with numerous bus- appearances, by present conditions,
iness associates. En route, he ?ssuredly give no ground for pessistopped in Chicago, Omaha, Salt
Charles Ray, with whom Mr.
Lake City, San Francisco, Santa
Cruz, Topeka, Kansas City and Kane in in close personal affiliation,
other cities, talking with exhibitors, and whom he is presenting in all
exchange managers and business his newer productions, positively
mism."
men generally.
will
pay his long-promised initial
" I face the future with entire visit to New York Cty late this
winter
or early in the coming
confidence," said Mr. Kane, in
summing up the results of his spring, Mr. Kane declared. Speakobservations. " The present slight Kaneing ofsaid
this: player's activities, Mr.
slackening is merelj- the let-up that
comes inevitably in the theatrical
" Mr. Ray started his career as
and picture industries just before an independent star March 1, 1920.
the holidays. Harder work may be His contract with First Natonal
required next year to achieve as calls for twelve pictures in two
good results as have been attained years, six each year. Already he
in the last three years, but men with has finished five and the sixth will
deserving enterprises and who act be completed a month or more before the expiration of the first
with good judgment have no cause
for worry.

Ford I

TT"
Xmas

~\ Jf 1
Makes

Christmas

Tl"
Picture

Tho

year."
Be
During ught;'
HolidayWill
Season
in
their
comfortable
club, decide
LaboTHE Ford Motion Picture
ratories have produced a spe- they should share some of their
cial Christmas film for release comfort and pleasure with those
during the holidays. This is unlike who have none. They go to the
the usual Ford Education Weeklies Good Fellow's headquarters and
in that it is a one-reel drama por- get the names of the needy families.
trayed by actors. The film is en- Then we are taken to the homes of
one of these needy families living
." it can in
s Thoughts
"Christma
d
e
l
t
i
t
This film
is released
so that
a forlorn basement tenement.
be used in the theatres of the coun- The father is just getting over an
try during the holidays, and the illness which has kept him away
pathetic little story it tells will from work for three months and
preach a sermon to many. " Christ- there is no money for food let
mas Thoughts " is the contribution
toys for the three children.
of the Ford Motion Picture Labora- alone
tories and Fitzpatrick & McElroy The kiddies, however, have faith.
of Chicago, representatives, to the Santa Claus will not forget them,
Good Fellow movement of the and the poor mother wipes the tears
holidays.
from her eyes as they insist upon
The story of the picture tells of hanging up their little stockings on
a club of bachelors who, gathered Christmas Eve.
Released
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Executive
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for
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Goldwyn's
" Bunty "
Opens in St. Louis
December 26
The first screening of Reginald
Barker's production of " Bunty
Pullf, the Strings," the Scotch comedy from Graham Moffatt's successful stage theatre,
play, will take place at the
Missouri
St. Louis, Sunday,
December 26, followed by " Godless
Men," another Reginald Barker
Goldwyn production, on January 3.
The Missouri theatre is a Paramount house and up to the present
time that theatre has booked but
Paramount attractions, according to
Goldwyn.
Leatrice Joy plays the leading role
and Russell Simpson plays the
Scotch father. Others in the great
cast of this picture are Raymond
Hatton, Cullen Landis, Casson Ferguson, Josephine Crowell, Edythe
Chapman, Howland Rushton, Georgia Woodthorpe, Sadie Gordon and
Otto Hoffman.
Views of Greek Election
in Fox News
Another exclusive foreign feature
which appears in the latest Fo
News covers the story of the Gre
elections, in which the people o
Greece, by popular vote, invited th
former King Constantine back t
the throne.

'^^^ pictures, brought from E
through the streets of Athens,
t^e same time, Venizelos, the _
feated Premier of Greece, await
the result in his sumptuous home
Nice, on the Riviera. Fox News,
cameramen were there, too, and pic- .
tures of the exiled Venizelos in thei
grounds of the beautiful villa arel
shown in the reel, following the
Athens scenes.
Star

Leaves

Stage

Play in Fox Serial
Rena Parker, who was the star i|
" Betty Be Good " in New Yor
and on the road, has left that con
pany to take over a big part in
new William Fox serial, " Fantd
mas," the first episode of which wa
released December 19th. This
Miss Parker's first appearance
the screen. According to those wl
have seen her work in the serial,
is likely to create something of
sensation with her beauty and h^
acting.

Trip
of

for First Time in 3 Years
ttniity of meeting the various comN is makHODK
ponent parts of his organization,
WW.
trip in the field who would
firstINSO
• ing his
not otherwise be given
since the founding of his present ora chance to know the t\-pe of man
three
Conago.
years
ganization
ditions have been such heretofore for whom they are working.
that Mr. Hodkinson has been unThat his trip may be considered
able to get away, but as matters in every sense of the word a sucstand now, as he explained in a
cessful one is best evidenced by Restatement made before his deparpressions of opinion concerning
ture, he feels that his organization Mr. Hodkinson
which have come
is so welded together that for the
into
the
Home
Office of the ortime being at least they can disganization from men who have
pense with his actual presence.
And so he is taking this oppor- met him for the first time.
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A "Sage Hen," in the lingo of the West, was a strange woman of
doubtful character.
If a woman had that tag attached to her she might just as well
pull up stakes and leave town, — if she wanted to mix with decent
people.
What a horrible thing to call a good woman, — what tragedy,
what heartbreak!
Of such materials has Edgar Lewis made this thrilling human

Charles

America's

Hutchison

Deach'De/ym^

Hero

"D

ou

bl

e

Adventure
b/u^ck

Cunningham

of Daredevil

Deeds

Hutchison

is the chap who

made

your audiences gasp with his dare-deviltry in "The Great Gamble." He is the
man who brought them back week
after week to see that very successful
serial.
Today he is the world's greatest
'"stunt** man. The harder the stunt
the better he seems to like it. He does
thmgs that seem humanly impossible.
Now he is starred m a serial with as
many pimches as a trip hammer; jamfull of action, thrills, and gasps. Produced with some of the best photogsaw.

raphy and '•'atmosphere'' you

ever

'•Double Adventure" will show you
the way to double profits.
Produced

bjHohertSmntOK

Directed hyW.S,Van
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story, full of action

of the clean outdoors,

and

full of- girlish laugh-

love, you will like this superb

Blanche Sweet
ported by a notable

was

her

of the West.

If you like a great big western
the atmosphere

from

tribe where

her blood

took her to civilization, and

one of the most

o' the Wisp

production.

is seen at her best and she is supcast.

Director
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B.CLARKE

PAUL

SCARDON

ShF^aptured an unwilling husband; at least she made every one think he was her
husband.
,
She was daring in her play, but shexameon a man who was more daring than she.
She almost
She became
All of these
one of the-miost

became an unwilling wife, but she didn't.
a very willing one.
things with the gracious presence of Blanche Sweet combine to make
delightful comedy dramas of the year.

Distributors
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So successful has been the
work of Thomas J. Geraghty in reorganizing the continuity department of the new
Eastern studio of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation that Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president in charge of
production, wired yesterday
from Hollywood appointing
Mr. Geraghty supervising director of Eastern production
activities. In his new position Mr. Geraghty will have
general supervision over the
scripts and direction of all
Paramount pictures made in
the East, holding the same
position in the new studio
that Frank E. Woods holds
over all pictures, except specials, in the Lasky studio in
Hollywood.
Applaud Tourneur Film
at Special Showing
Forty members of the Norwich
Societ}',
of former
residents anin organization
the Connecticut
home
of Uncas, the hero of Cooper's famous Indian story " The Last of the
Mohicans,"
guestsarranged
this week
at a privatewere
showing
by
Associated Producers of Maruice
Tourneur's
tion of this motion
story. picture elaboraThe showing, which was held at
the Miles projection room in the
Candler Building, New York, was
generously applauded by those
present, among whom were Judge
William H. Barnes, former state
senator in Connecticut, and at present a Judge of the City Court in
Norwich.
The showing followed the annual
smoker of the Society held at the
University Club.
Claims

Made

for "Back

to God's Country"
" Back to God's Country," the
First National attraction, has established Canada as a source of successful productions and paved the
way for other big productions to
follow. It placed James Oliver
Curwood, the author, on a royaltyearning basis which is said to be
bringing him an average of from
$35,000 upwards per picture. The
picture has also established Nell
Shipman as a great star of " outdoor " productions, and contributed
materially to the reputation of
David M. Hartford as a director.
It has been re-booked as many as
seven times in some neighborhood
houses, with an increase of business
on almost every re-appearance.
Universal Duplicates
Mural Paintings
Universal officials announce that
the eight immense mural paintings
in the two principal salons of the
gambling Casino at Monte Carlo
are being exactly reproduced at
Universal City for Erich Von
Stroheim's forthcoming production, "Foolish Wives."
From a corresoondent of Universal in Monte Carlo, Von Stroheim and R. W. Day, art director,
have received photograohic studies
of the interior decorations , together with color charts which are
g'liding the artist in reproducing
the paintings.
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the

Winners

sensational
most staged
of the ever
one itions
INcompet
by
Pathe Exchange, Inc., for its
sales force, all organization records
for new business and collections
were shattered during the $10,000
Pearson Monthly competition in
November, according to a statement
just issued by Paul Brunet, of
Pathe, giving the winners in the
four competing districts as follows ;
Western, San Francisco, W. W.
Kofeldt, branch manager.
Central, Cleveland, Paul H. Tessier, branch manager.
Eastern, Albany, B. M. Moran,
branch manager.
Southern, Oklahoma City, Fred
B. Pickrel, branch manager.
When the terms of the contest
were drawn up, it was determined
to give a full prize to the branch
finishing second with the national
high average, and this award was
won by Seattle in the Western division, Paul G. Lj-nch, branch manager.
The returns recorded by the winning teams, and some of their competitors, were startling, state Pathe
officials. San Francisco, in capturing the Western division prize, recorded an aggregate increase in new
business and collections, of 113 per
cent. Seattle, which finished second,
scored a 100 per cent increase,
which gave it the extra prize, equal
to the award gained by each of the
division winners.
In the Southern territory, Oklahoma City with a 49 per cent increase, was only two points in advance of Atlanta. Albany, of the
Eastern division, once more triumphing in a Pathe contest, returned a97 per cent increase, while
Cleveland in topping off the Central
division teams, registered an aggregate improvement of 82 per cent

1920

Busy

wyn
GoldCal.,
os erin at
the City,
Culver
play
NO studi
has had a busier year than
has Tom Moore during 1920. During the twelve months this popular
Goldwyn star has made six pictures
and is nearing the end of the
nth. The
acter and qualit-'
seve
res char
of the pictu
he has made
in 1920
have greatly increased that Tot^t
Moore's following as the steadily
growing demand for Tom Moore
itors
pictures byGoldwy
exhib
n officials.indicates, declare
" Duds," from Henry C. Rowland's adventure tale, one of his
first 1920 pictures, is a rattling good
story of mystery and intrigue in
which the star played the part of an
ex-army captain turned detective
and he walked away with it as
to the manner born.
Then in " Toby's Bow," the
ctMTiedy drama by John Taintor
Foote in which Norman Trevor
was starred on the stage, he gave
a quiet, forceful characterization of
the writer bored with New York's
gay life who went to Virginia and
fell in love with the daughter of a
once wealthy and proud family.
" The Great Accident," from a
story by Ben Ames Williams gave
Mr. Moore
an opportunity
for He
action of a still
different sort.

Are

Announced

Harold Lloyd and company in i..- new
comedy, " Number, Please? " released
by Fathe
over the average of collections and
new business for August, September
and October.
The winning teams were composed as follows : San Francisco,
W. W. Kofeldt, branch manager ;
G. Glosser, booker; O. W. Helwig,
cashier; H. Henrioulle, W. C.
Green, M. A. Hulling, and R. Pielow, salesmen.
Oklahoma, Fred B. Pickrel, manager; H. R. Falls, booker; L. C.
Sipe, cashier; P. D. Fielding,
March Wood, G. Lancaster, and E.
S. Hochstim, salesmen.
Albany, B. M. Moran, manager;
J. H. Krause, bookerj Wilhemina
Wenzel, cashier; J. H. Loughborough, J.L. Rose, A. R. Hummell, L. Carboni, W. L. Elliott, and
S. Hochstim, salesman.

Year

for

Cleveland, Paul H. Tessier, manager ;ager;
O. Henry
J. Ruby,
assistant
S. Laws,
booker;manD.
E. Pratt, cashier ; L. S. Fleischer,
D. Stearns, B. F. McCoy, W. H.
Windsor, H. E. Smith, W. S. Ainsworth, R. A. Morrison, and R. E.
Flagler, salesmen.
Seattle, Paul G. Lynch, manager ;
L. A. Samuelson, booker; Mrs. H.
E. Manogue, cashier; F. N. Haas,
and F. W. Normand, salesmen.
The order of finish in the different divisions, was as follows ;
Western — San Francisco, Seattle,
Spokane, Portland, Denver, Salt
Lake ernCity
and Los Angeles.
South— Oklahoma
City, Atlanta,
Dallas, Charlotte, Little Rock, New
Orleans, Cincinnati, Kansas City
and St. Louis. Eastern — Albany,
Philadelphia. Boston, Newark,
Pittsburgh, New York, Washington and Buffalo. Central — Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Omaha, Des Moines
and Indianapolis.
The competition was exceptionally
keen, too. In three of the four
divisions it was not until ten days
after the close of the contest that
a definite line was obtained on the
winner. One of the pleasantcst
features of the whole " Pearson
Month" episode — even in the estimation of the money-winners — was
the thoughtful and gracefully expressed acknowledgment made by
Mr. Pearson, who went on record
to this
" My thanks
due,
and
are effect
most :heartily
given, are
to every
member of the Pathe organization.
For, while the splendid results of
'Pearson Month' display on their
face a triumph of salesmanship resource and enterprise, yet it is undeniable that every department of
Pathe Exchange contributed with
tireless energ>- and expert service."

Tom
Moore
"Hold Your Horses," from a story
Made Six Films and
by Rupert Hughes. Canavan was
an Irishman lately over from the
is Now Finishing
old country who acted as " chamHis Seventh
bermaid to Fifth Avenue," as he
called it— in other words a member
of the city's cleaning force. Run
had the part of the good-for- over by a coach he hadn't the cournothing son of a severely upright
age to return to that work and'
father who, though a practical joke joined the dynamiting gang of a
of the politicians, was elected building contractor. He was given
mayor of his city instead of his the red flag to stop street traffic
and the little taste of authority went
father,thethesudden
party'sbracing
.candidate.
He to
made
up of the
his head to such an extent that he
new mayor and the ridding of the not only became master of his own
town of crooks and gamblers entire- home, but of his ward and eventuly credible through his ability to
ally of the entire city. And Tom
get terinside
skin of the charac- Moore acts the part so sincerely
he was the
playing.
and unaffectedly that it is plausible
Then Moore was given an op- from start to finish.
portunity to demonstrate what he
Now as Barnes in Archibald
could do with farce and the picturization of Austin MacHugh and
Clavering Gunter's old novel and
Winchell Smith's famous stage suc- play, " Mr. Barnes of New York,"
ces , "Officer 666," was entrusted to
is nearing completion at the
him. He emerged so triumphantly which
from the test that he was at once Goldwyn West Coast studios, the
cast for another farcical role, that star has a role of different sort
of Jimmy Doogan, the crook in from anything he has hitherto done.
"Stop Thief!" Caryle Moore's And he is scheduled to play the
farce that ran for a year on Broad- part of a fireman who marries a
New York society girl in a screen
In sharp contrast to those two
roles came that of Canavan in version of William J. Hurlbut's.
play. " Made in Heaven."
wa\-.
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Mayer

Mae Murray production
in Robert forZ. Paramount
Leonard's
forthcoming
release, " The Gilded Lily "
Californians Generous
to Filming Units
Walter Reed, location director at
the Lasky studio, is doing his part
in maintaining and strengthening
the confidence of property owners
in Southern California in the motion picture companies located in
and about Hollywood, the Western
film capital.
" The property owners of Southern California are no longer backward about allowing reputable motion picture concerns to use their
homes and gardens -as scenic backgrounds for film productions," says
Mr. Reed. "A while ago however,
owing to the carelessness and negligence of some directors who
represented small companies, the
industry as a whole was given a
black eye, and even the most
reputable company was severely
handicapped when trying to obtain
permission to get a few scenes on
someone's private property."
May

Allison in Strong
Dramatic Role

In " Big Game," soon to be
filmed
company's West
studiosat inthe Hollywood,
Cal., Coast
May
Allison will have an opportunity to
show her versatility, for the role
calls for strong dramatic acting. It
is a virile story of the Northwest,
nearly all of the action taking place
in a oftrapper's
north
Quebec. cabin somewhere
" Big Game " is from the stage
play by Willard Robertson and Kilbourn Gordon, which enjoyed a
New York run last season. Mr.
Veiller has not yet announced members of the cast supporting Miss
Allison.
Novel

"Snipe" Advertising "Blind Wives"
One of the novelties to be used
by William Fox in advertising
"Blind Wives" is a "snipe" on
which only the word " Blind
Wives "in appears.
In each
of the
words
the title, there
appears,
in
place
of
the
letter
"
i,"
a
drawing
of the human eye, set wide open.
This method is used to follow out
the Fox slogan for this feature:
"'Blind Wives' Will Open the
Eyes of the World."

in

Optimistic

Picture

News

Mood

Hails Slowing-Up in Production
as Favorable Sign for Industry
sented the cream of the acting proT GUIS B. MAYER, producereleasing through Associated ability. fession, and directors of proven
I'irst National,
places
optimistic construction
upona very
the recent
" The first two men I talked to on
curtailment of activities in some of the proposition laughed at me.
ihe Coast studios. In a recent in- They were both successful producterview, he said :
ers and prominent figures in the industry, but they labeled my plan
" The old slogan of ' fewer and as ridiculou
They even went so
better pictures ' is finally coming far in their s.
criticism as to say that
into its own. For years it has been
bantered about the trade with semi- I would become a menace by spendhumorous intent, regarded rather as
ing so much money on pictures.
something to talk about than as
"
If
it were not for Mr. J. D.
something to strive for. But its Williams and First National, I
day has finally come, and I believe would probably never have seen my
tliat it represents a sound, healthy pet idea on production put into
development in the advancement of practice. We had no trouble getthe industry.
tmg together on contracts because
" Several years ago, when I sold Mr. Williams saw the wisdom of
out my theatres and entered the concentrating effort and finances
production field, I had the idea that on good pictures rather than just
money spent plentifully, even ex- grinding out films for release dates,
travagantly, toinsure a good pro- and in First National he had an
duction, would be wise expenditure organization
consecrated to the
in the long run. My plan included
securing stories that had strength work of making each production
and real merit, casts that represtand up alone."

Betty Blythe, who is one of the cast
of an Ince special production from a
story by C. Gardner Sullivan
New

Exploiting Twist

for "Over the Hill"
Every old trick has a new kink
and " kick " when the right man gets
hold of it, and the business of exploiting motion pictures is largely a
Producer
Is Responsible"
matter of giving new twists to
So Asserts Alfred
Walker in Disthings that have been done before.
If there really is anything "new
cussing the Blue-Law Agitation
the sun " your motion picture
THE current agitation regarding w;rongs relative to questionable under
the blue laws and the so-called pictures. It is within his power to exploiter is not -w-aiting until he
discovers
he's making the "old
" lookit—new.
cleaning of the motion picture in- produce pictures that the public stuff
cannot criticise yet of such enterdustry
has
brought
to
light
a
disW hich same is proved in the poscussion of whether the exhibitor or
taining
as to bring
the extal cards William Fox is issuing to
hibitor a powers
maximum
amount
of
the producer is to blame for the
patrons
at the Lyric theatre. New
revenue.
Although
the
general
outcountry-wide criticism.
That the exhibitor is in no way
cry against the picture industry is York, where " Over the Hill " has
to blame and that he should not be unwarranted, it is admitted, that too passed its third month on Broadpictures with vulgar themes
way. Because " Over the Hill " has
condemned either by the newspa- many
pers or the public is the opinion and questionable scenes have been been shown only at the Broadway
offered to the exhibitors under the theatres there is an unusual interexpressed by Alfred Walker, direc- guise of spectacles and advanced
est to out-of-town visitors in this
tor general of the World Motion
Picture Corporation. Mr. Walker art. The producer responsible for attraction.
calls attention to the fact that such productions is to be criticized
There are found different designs
in that he has prostituted one of on the cards Mr. Fox gives to the
nearlytureeighty
per
cent
of
the
picshowmen of the country book the greatest dramatic mediums — the throng that is patronizing the Lyric.
motion picture. To such individuals Very attractive and effective scenes
pictures and pay for them in ad- should
criticism be directed, Mr. from the photoplay are engraved on
vance, without seeing the produc- Walker allstates.
He also predicts a one side of the card, while half of
tions until they are offered on their
own screen to their patrons.
time when the members of the in- sage:
the address side carries this mesdustry
will
take
action against any
Mr. Walker contends that the
producer alone can rectify all such producer.
■' We are here enjo^nng " Over the
Hill ' highly.It The
acting
in it is
marvellous.
is simply
wonderful,
and you must be sure to see it.
\^'^ish you were here."
There is a dotted line for the
Willat
Film
in
February
name of the person to whom the
Hodkinson Delays Release Date:
card is addressed and another line
for the signature of the sender.
Producer
Promises
Big Picture
many other colossally successful
THE TIDE,"
NERSwas OFformerly
upART
i which
sched- novels. It is a story which deals
uled for release on the Hodkinson with the life of the hardy mariners
program on January 19, has been of the Atlantic seaboard, and in it
put back to February for the reason Mr. Willat has been enabled to inject a great deal of undersea stuff
that the taking of this picture has
proved to be a task of greater
magthat
helped toward making " Benitude than was anticipated. Irvin
hind the Door " and " Below the
Surface
V. Willat, his staff, and his corn- ductions. " such extraordinary propany, have been busily engaged in
the making of this picture for many
A very strong cast will be seen
weeks and it is expected that Mr. in " Partners of the Tide," playWillat will achieve some big reing the lead will be Daisy Robinson,
sults.
star of a number of past successes;
" Partners of the Tide " was
Gordon Mullen,
"heavy "Jack
of
written by Joseph C. Lincoln, au- prominence
; J. P. a Lockney,
thor of " The Portygee," " Shav- Perrin and many others.
ings," Cape
"
Cod Folks " and
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Chicago Exhibitors in
Lively Meeting
Chicago branch of The IIUThe
nois Exhibitors Alliance, the state
organization affiliated with M. P. T.
O. of A. has readied a membership
of one hundred and seven, a large
number of theatre men joining the
organization at the well attended
meeting held on December 10 at
Fraternity Hall, 19 W. Adams
street, Chicago.
It was decided to conduct the
Chicago branch under the commission form of government, and
twelve commissioners were elected
to hold office for one year, each to
act as chairman for one month during his term of office. The meeting also fixed the registration fee
at ten dollars, and already more
than seven hundred dollars is in
the treasury.
A committee of seven was named
to confer with the operators as to
working conditions, wage scale, etc.,
and also will take up the matter of
employing maintenance men with
the union officials.

To

Do
Original
Stories Only
Wm. DeMille to Make Only Original
Stories Done by Prominent Authors
s that it is be produced on the stage or to be
BECAUSE le he consider
impossib successfully to adapt published between covers. The motion picture medium is entirely difscreen, Will-y
plays or novels to the ed
ferent ;it is a new art form, and
yesterda
iam DeMille announc
that in the future he will confine authors with hope to see their
himself entirely in his Paramount storied or plays on the screen must
productions to original stories by realize that fact. They must realfamous authors.
ize that if they are going to have
Edward Knoblock, who is at the their works put into motion pictures
Lasky studio in Hollywood, is now they must go into picture studies
completing the script of an original and learn their new medium. I
story production
which will forbe Paramount.
Mr. DeMille'sIt have adapted several plays in the
next
past, and novels, too, but I am conis being written around an idea
vinced that the maximum of sucwhich Mr. Knoblock has had in
cess can only be achieved when the
mind for some time, and the story author learns motion picture techwas worked out by the author with
nique and works in close co-operMr. DeMille before the latter left
ation with the continuitj' writers
and directors.
Hollywood two weeks ago.
"
This
is what Mr. Knoblock is
The producer of "Midsummer
Madness " explained his decision to doing now on the next picture I
shall produce. When he arrived in
abandon adaptations as follows :
" Although there are several good Hollywood he went at once to our
plays and novels available, they are studio, literally took off his coat,
good merely as stage productions or rolled up his sleeves and started to
as books. They are rarely of any learn the craft from the bottom up.
use as motion picture material, for This is the same procedure being
the reason that they were written to
followed by Sir Gilbert Parker."

Jimmy Aubrey Finishes
*'The Blizzard"
Jimmy Aubrey has just finished
his latest comedy under the temporary title of " The Blizzard." Vitagraph officials say this picture is
the best Aubrey has made in his Baker
Selects
many years with the company. Jess
Anna
C.
Nilsson
Robbins directed. " Babe " Hardy,
Maude Emory, Vincent McDermott and Jack Lloyd prove apt
Head Line-Up in
foils for the comedian's efforts, and COMPLETION of what is deature.
surprise finish tops the whole picscribed as one of the strongest
casts ever assembled for a motion
picture is announced by Arthur
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, of S-L
ing
Boy Star in Katherine Pictures, for the forthcom
George D. Baker Production of
MacDonald's Cast
" Temple Dusk," that is now being
Wesley Barry is to be one of the made at Metro's New York studios
principals of a strong cast support- in West Sixty-first street. Metro
ing Katherine MacDonald in her will release this big special. Featured at the head of the all-star
present production, the first scenes
of which were shot last week. B. cast is the lovely Anna Q. Nilsson.
P. Fineman, producing manager of
Dusk " is the second
the Katherine MacDonald Pictures S-L" Temple
production to be made at the
Metro
studios,
the first having been
Corporation
the " kid "
actor
through secured
special arrangements
"
Love,
Honor
and Obey." " Temwith Marshall Neilan, who has the
ple Dusk " was adapted by George
youngster under contract as a star. D. Baker from Calvin Johnston's

Strong
Cast
and Robt. Frazer
" Temple Dusk "
feature story in the Saturday
Evening Post. Mr. Baker is also directing the production, which, it is
predicted, will be one of the picture sensations of the year.
Care in the selection of the cast
for "Temple Dusk" resulted in the
engagement of Miss Nilsson for
the featured role and of Robert
Frazer for the part of the profligate
young Marlow-e, who marries the
girl, Ember, portrayed by Miss
Nilsson. For the role of Bunny
Fish,
town, the
whogambler
inheritsandthe man-aboutVersailles
gambling house and seeks to win
Ember Marlowe while her young
husband is overseas, Mr. Baker engaged Robert Schable.

Maryon Aye, new leading woman for Vitagraph-Larry Lemon comedies

Three-in-One Gives
H. C. L. a Black Eye
The high cost of living would not
mean anything in the life of Hollywood stars if they would only take
a leaf from the book of Miss June
Day of Los Angeles.
In International News reel No. 87,
just released by Universal, Miss
Day
costumedemonstrates
made from a a three-in-one
silk scarf.
First she wraps it around her in
such a way that it makes a fetching
street dress. Next, while you are
reading a sub-title, she changes the
wrapping and then you see her in
the chic-est bathing suit ever seen
East of Venice - California. Her
third change — besides proving that
the hand is quicker than the eyemetamorphoses the scarf into a
stunning evening gown.
Educational Comedies
on B'way
" High and Dry," seventh of the
Mermaid Comedies released through
Educational Exchanges, is being
shown at the Strand theatre this
week. Jimmie Adams is the ieatured player, while opposite him is
Thelma Percy, a sister of Eileen.
" ShufflewTiich
the Queens,"
a two-reel
Christie
is described
as a
bedroom farce without a bedroom,
is on the bill at the Rivoli. It is
a fast moving farce of complications with a cast including Eddie
Barrj-, Vera Steadman, Charlotte
Merriam, Neal Burns and Lydia
Yeamans Titus.
Author Praises Screen
Version of Story
J. Parker Read Jr., producer of
"from
The the
Leopard
" picturized
novel Woman
of Stewart
Edward
White, has just received the following from the author, concerning
the screen version of his story:
" The sets, the directing, the
composition of the picture, are all
beyond praise. Miss Glaum and
Mr. Peters did most excellent work;
and I should also want to commend the man highly who did
' Chake ' and the little gun bearer.
Withal, I was very much pleased
and cannot too highly praise it."
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ABOUT
DIRECTORS

THERE will be new officers of
the Motion Picture Directors'
Association tes
e're long. Nomination
of candida
took place at the
regular meeting on Tuesday. It is
rumored that several new members
have been passed upon and await initiation.
Robert Ellis, following a recovery
from a recent and extended illness,
is once again at work directing
Selznick pictures, this time, with
Owen Moore as star.

MAKERS

OF

COMING

From
SAY

Picture

News

ATTRACTIONS

Producers
ABOUT

l)arrcd to the fullest employment of
his personality in the screening of
the stories placed in his hands.
Each Metro film released is
known by the name of the director
who was in charge of its picturization, as his own production. Bayard
Vcilkr, director of production at
the West Coast studios, works with
the directors of each production
throughout the making of the picture, but without hampering the
director in the expression of his
own ideas.
" The director can make or mar a
production,"
said Mr.
" It
was not intended
thatVeiller.
he simply
should take a 'script and carry out
the thoughts of the scenarist. Many
touches that would find no place in
the written story may be added in
the making of a camera version of
the story. It is in the handling of
these details that a director proves

Chet Withey, directing Constance
Talmadge, has an aversion against
what
is termed
cheap
and opines
that "the
bestpictures
way to"
Metro's West Coast directorial
his
staffworth."
now includes Philip E. Rosen,
eliminate cheap pictures is to set Lule Warrenton, who scored an india standard, which he says could be
Dallas M. Fitzgerald, Rex Ingram
vidual success in " The Sin That Was
and Wesley Ruggles.
His," starring William Faversham
done by the establishing of a motion picture school, one with such Cross enlistment is at stake, then
a high- standard of excellence that its different.
A virtual Salon of the Cinema
it would give the directing novitiate
The same was brought forcefully
by the National Board
an education and training that to the minds of the actors working established
of Review is hailed as an important
would make him a credit to the
in the artistic recognition of
photoplay realm. Mr. Withey in Rupert Hughes' picture " Dan- step
Curve Ahead " which Mr. motion pictures in America.
offers the camera man for an il- Hopper gerous
is directing. He noticed
Heretofore passing on films only
lustration.He
" must start at the that not all of them were wearing from a moral basis, the board has
bottom and serve an apprenticeship Red Cross buttons. When he men- instituted a Committee on Critique
with a camera that first of all must
tioned this, they all said ihcy meant to select \the most signficant film
make the man thoroughly familiar to buy, or they had buttons at home, achievements
for a list of excepwith everything about the mechan- or something of the kind.
tional photoplaj'S.
Only four have
ism. He must know everything
so
far
been
named.
But
Mr.
Hopper
felt
that
was
not
there is to know about the camera. enough, so he sent to the nearest
The
honor
of
heading
the list has
So it should be with the director. Red Cross station and bought butHe should be called upon to know
ReginaldMen,"
Barker's
tons for every one in the company. been given
" Godless
by proBen
every part of the work in every Just for good measure, he bought •duction,
Ames Williams. This is said by the
department, yet it is a positive fact a number extra, and whenever he
reviewers to bring " that peculiar
that the demand for films and the
without a button, sug- exaltation which the true tragic
increase of production has forced saw anyone
gested he buy one, but that until masters have always been able to
the amateur director and assistant he did so
he could wear one of the extract out of the very heart of
director into the breach, but the man
ones. said,
It didn't
look well,
who does know the practical as well emergency
The other exceptional photoplays
so Mr. Hopper
for anyone
to
as the artistic side of his work will be
seen without a Red Cross badge. namer are " Passion " and " The
be unable to obtain satisfactory
Devil's Garden " (Associated First
results."
Byron Munson has been cast for National) and " The Sin that Was
(Select). "Godless Men"
Thomas Ricketts, secretary of the an important role in the Metro all- His"
(Goldwyn release) is the only one
M. P. D. A., Los Angeles, will star production of " What Is the of the four made in the West.
Matter with Marriage?" which
To be considered for the roll of
" act " again,
the in- Philip E. Rosen is directing. Milformation thataccording
he has beento engaged
two-thirds of the reviewing
ton Sills, Ora Carcw and Nigel honorpain."
for the role of the priest in "Sor- Barrie head the cast for this produc- group must agree that a picture has
dramatic, artistic, picrentian,"
in which
Viola McDonald,
Dana will
tion of Jack London's novel, " The " outstanding
be
starred.
Francis
torial and instructive entertainment
Little was
Lady adapted
of the forBigtheHouse,"
Jackie Saunders, Fred Kelsey and which
screen
to the first The
bulletin of theaccording
critical committee.
Edward Kennedy make up' the other by Edward Lowe, Jr. The story has quality,"
important members of the cast. Mr. been re-titled for screen purposes.
general committee of the board
then discusses the film while the
Ricketts has appeared with Miss
Dana 'before — as the minister in
committee
critique sits
as jur>-.
Originality of the sort that makes The
new oncommittee
consists
of
" Please Get Married."
picture pjays which are " different " eleven persons chosen for wide
placed
a premium
at Metro's
of the motion picture
E. Mason Hopper, one of the is
West
Coastat studios
through
a sys- knowledge
and its audience and for trained
tem under which directors are given critical
directors for the Goldwyn Company,
capacity.
the most generous credit for the
shouldtionhave
from thesome,
Red special
Cross recognifor the entire production on which they are
work he has done for it. Usually, employed.
Philip E. Rosen is (i'l'^^ting
when Mr. Hopper is directing a picNo director handling a mega- "What is the Matter with Marture, he seems to have attention for
riage "and
his well
phone at the Coast
company's
on selected
castamong
will beothers
Bvronin Mtmson,
finds studios
the way
nothine: else, but when the Red the Pacific

PICTURES

Chet Withey, director, and Constance
Talmadge, star of " The Man from
Toronto," a Chet Withey production
Milton Sills, Ora Carew and Xigel
Barrie. The story is an adaptation from " The Little Lady of the
Big House," a novel by Jack London.
Wallace Worsley, one of the best
known of motion picture directors,
has renewed his contract with the
Goldvvj-n company. He directed
Gouverneur Morris' story " The
Penalty " and also held the mega" The Highest
Bidder,"
currentphone onrelease
starring
Madgea
Kennedy. He is now directing
" Don't Neglect Your Wife," Gertrude Atherton's first original phoMr. Worsley was formerly on the
stage, having made his first appeartopla}-.ance in 1901 under the management
of Charles Frohman. Later he had
his own stock company. He went
into motion pictures as an actor in
1916, but soon became so interested
in directing, that he laid aside the
make-up box for the megaphone.
It will be most difficult to follow
the Rupert Hughes picture directed
by
Sidney
Olcott,
" Scratch
My
Back,"
one of
the most
delightful
comedies, requiring the most artistic
direction with delicate touches ever
produced. However, GoldwjTi will
release another Hughes story, entitled "Dangerous Curve Ahead."
It is a stor>- of married life and
reports have it that it is most amusing and is of special interest befirst storj'
Mi".
Hughescause it ishasthe ever
writtenwhich
directly
for the screen. It will be directed
by E. ^lasoii Hopper.
About

Players

During the course of her Christmas shopping, accomplished in moments enacted from her wojk, Virginia Valli came to grief through
losing her purse which contained a
considerable amount of cash. She
had given up hope of its recovery;
when a dapper handsome youth
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Are

Typical

Baker

Money-Makers

fession, for June believes in letting
some one else plan and make the
striking creations she wears in her
pictures. " The experienced actress,
in my opinion, is better qualified to
' wear ' clothes than to design
them," states June, the little lady
of great promise, who believes in
choosing one's vocation, and lending
one's entire energies thereto!
Robert Schable asserts that he is
not the " villain " in " Temple
Dusk," the
D. Baker
duction nowGeorge
under way.
He isProthe
" heavy." " The difference lies in
the man typifying either appellation," says Schable.
"A villain
a blackguard
who knows
exactlyis^
what he is doing in executing his
despicable plans. A heavy is a man
The baseball championship of who acts natural; who is only doHollywood motion picture circles is
ing what he has always done, and
the property of the Buster Keaton is simply doing things in accordance
studios. The Keaton Komics, led with the environment he has lived
by Buster, recently won decisively in." Whatever any one may deem
over the nine representing the Brun- a " heavy " or a " villain," Schable
ton " lot." The game was played at certainly carried out the " realistic "
Washington Park, in Los Angeles and the " natural " requirements of
and the final score was 19 to 12.
his " heavy " definition.
The contest was witnessed by
numerous screen celebrities and
Promotion to the rank of stardom
proved highly exciting — until the has finally come to Vera Gordon,
second inning, when the Keatons
registered nine runs and sewed up although her first screen characterization in " Humoresque " led
theBuster
pastime.
was the individual star of exhibitors everywhere to feature her
the contest, rapping out five hits in above the nominal star of that production. Similarly in " The North
as many trips to the plate. Three
Wind's Malice," a Rex Beachchallenges already have been re- Goldwyn
Miss Gordon was
ceived by the Keaton Komics and featured picture.
by the producers on the
they
are
expected
to
defend
their
title shortly.
strength of her popular reception in
the earlier photoplay. It was Harry
Just before playing the champion- Rapf, however, who first accorded
ship game, Buster completed his stardom to Vera Gordon and it is
fourth comedy, " Neighbors," for this, his first independent producJoseph M. Schenck, which will be
tion in some time, that has just been
distributed exclusively by Metro
Pictures Corporation.
bought by Selznick Pictures Corporation for distribution as a
W. T. Benda, the celebrated special. Originally titled " Devocolorist, has completed a crayon
tion," the present name of the picture is " The Great Love " and it
study of Marion Davies wearing a
Spanish costume of the Sixteenth gives
thewhich
star itanother
'' mother
role " in
is said she
rises
Century, which Miss Davies wears to
supreme dramatic heights.
in her latest starring vehicle "Buried
At the present time Vera Gordon
Treasure " which will be released
is appearing in person as the star
about January 1.
of " Lullaby," a vaudeville playlet
Gordon H. Standing, who will be in which she is supported by StanPrice. This act is booked
seen as the minister in " The For- solidley L.until
the middle of April,
eigner " upon its release, is spending his odd moments compiling a 1921, and gives her myriad screen
record of the work of the Ameri- admirers a chance to see Miss Gorcan Medical Corps unit attached to
doncatein person.
Official
indithat they are
lakingreports
advantage
the Second Division, with whom he
served, in France. The tentative of this opportunity in great numtitle of the book is " The Caduceus bers.
at the Front," so called from the
insignia which the medical corps of
RockclifTe Fellowes, who will be
the United States Army wears.
Mr. Standing served in this branch seen opposite Ethel Clayton in '' The
Possession,"
the new Paraof service during the war and has Price of mount
picture, is completing
his
many interesting facts to record. part in the new screen offering.
The remarkable courage of the Hugh Ford directed the picture and
as the best in which
American
be reveale'd
from manydoughboy
new andwillnovel
angles. it is regarded
Clayton has recently been seen.
Gordon has not forsaken the screen, Miss
Fellowes, who has never played
despite the fact that he is now apanything
but has
" leadsappeared
" since with
his
pearing in the leading male role screen debut,
of the Barrie playlet, " Half an Miss Clayton in many of her most
Hour," in vaudeville.
successfulbinationphotoplays
and the
comhas always proved
a happy
June Caprice, the appealing one.
" The Price of Possession " was
blonde, who is co-starred with
George B. Seitz in the new Pathe adapted for the screen from the
Boggs story of the same
Romance," Winifred
Special
states that" Rogues
she seeks and
no controversy
name and in the screen version Felwith those stars who design their
lowes portrays a dual role.
The picture, which is being made
own gowns, but that as far as she
is concerned the geniuses who at the Famous Players Long Island
create fashions have no reason to City studio, will be completed within
fear the coming of a day when they the next week or ten days.
(Continued on page 416)
will have to look for a new procalled on her and returned her purse
with the contents intact. Such
honesty was remarkable, thought
Miss Valli, especially in these days
of bold brigandage; but she decided that the finder looked so prosperous that the money did not
tempt him. Imagine her complete
astonishment, therefore, when she
nexthad— saw
wealthy " aSirholiday
Galashe her
was " attending
tea at one of the leading hotels and
there she met him again. He was
the waiter !
Which reminds us that Miss Valli
is creating the role of Lady Alice
in
Barrie's
Sentimental
under
the "direction
of Tommy
John S."
Robertson.
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Films'*
to making a gripof Good
are being discovered
everyShortage
day, of good literature available
on**
Phillips
for and in addition
PS,
Dorothy
Y PHILLI
DOROTH
screen purposes has hardly been
ping
narrative
story,
it is educawhose first independent pro- but a year ago a star was thought touched.
tional in a most entertaining
way.
duction made under the di- capable of turning out at least
"The man who reads nothing but
rection of Allen Holubar, for As- twelve features a year, it has been
" Thought is action, despite the
found that four is the maximum, word of many eminent directors stories with the idea of selecting
sociated First National, is " Man, and
the number that they can do and motion picture judges to be them for the screen and then turns
Woman, Marriage," declares in a justice
to in the course of a year contrary. Human beings naturally it over to some other man to direct,
statement just issued that the scarcity of good productions is due is steadily decreasing. In my own think in terms of people and ob- cannot appreciate what can be done
to a lack of good actors and ac- case, for instance, I have just ended
jects with which they are fami- with the camera. The Associated
tresses. This no doubt, is quite a eight months spent on ' Man, Woliar. Their thoughts are mind pic- First National Pictures, Inc., idea
d
blow to those who have contende
tures and anything that the mind of leaving it entirely up to one perMarriage Holubar
' under and
the directionman,
of Allen
not a can picture the camera can. There
that the dearth of stories is reson, a star or a director to be responsible for the scarcity of high minute of time was wasted.
is nothing quite as elusive as insponsible for the whole producstinct. It is unconscious thought.
standard photoplays, and Miss
tion is the right idea. A director
" That is the result of the decan
see
things
in a story he can do
mand
of
the
public
for
better
picPeople are not aware of the picPhillips' declaration should prove
tures. A director finds a story lures in their minds "that cause that a scenario writer would pasj
of exceptional interest to the industhat will take considerable acting them to experience certain emo- up as impossible. A star knows
try as a whole.
Miss Phillips says :
to make it good. He finds most
tions, and it is these unconscious better what he or she can do, than
" It is not a dearth of stories of the capable actors working on thoughts that are grouped under anyone else. But it all takes time
adaptable for the screen that is pictures that may take from four the general term of instinct.
and they must give the necessary
causing the scarcity of really good months to a year to complete and
" They are distinct pictures, how- time to accomplish the results they
are
seeking and necessarily keep a
ever, and the camera can show
pictures which it is said, exhibi- he can't get a cast together which
tors are beginning to feel. It is would be capable of making the them, and Mr. Holubar has at- cast working with them.
the scarcity of capable actors and best of the story. The result is
" As leases
the become
regular
of retempted to prove it in " Man, Woactresses. There are no limitations that he is forced to abandon the
an intervals
antique system
man,
an ex-in
to the camera in depicting thoughts, better story and if he produces anyample,Marriage."
there is notTake,
much, asaction
more and more actors and actresses
thing it is an inferior story that a man and woman looking at each
ideas or actions that have yet been
ability will be in demand. The
discovered and I do not believe doesn't require the same high de- other and realizing that they are of
era
of production of more careful
meant
for
each
other.
It
is
called
ons
gree
of
talent
on
the
part
of
the
that any limitati
ever will be
and
necessarily slower, preparacast.
These
stories
are
made
up
instinctive liking. As a matter of
discovered. A sufficiency of capation has just started and people
ble people to depict stories will re- chiefly of action and therefore re- fact it is the conclusion of sub- of ability for casts are the prime
lieve the shortage of good pictures.
conscious thought based upon ac- necessity of the industry and wiU
quire "pep " on the part of the
tual happening in the most stirring continue
"There are more people available cast rather than real emotional
to be for many years to
for casting now than ever before. ability. It is true that direct ac- limes of the history of the human
Really capable actors and actresses ion stories are scarce but the mine race. As such it can be pictured

Peggy Shanor
with Seitz Again

The

Shipman
Clan
ploitation
of
First National and
whose screen caShanor,
stage,theinpublic,
pho- other pictures in
Peggy
tography andtobefore
the Far East.
reer began
under the direction of FROM pulpit
Edna Shipman has just finished
" Shipman " is fast becoming a
George B- Seitz in " The House of the
three two-reel comedies as co-star
Hate," returns to play an impor- " name."
Rev. Dr. Herbert Shipman, pas- with John Junior, for the Legend
tant role throughout " The Man
tor of the Church of the Heavenly Film Corporation.
Who Stole the Moon." Miss
Shanor, like many others, has for- Rest, electrified New York City by
Ernest
his record
associates haveShipman
made a and
unique
saken the legitimate stage for pic- his original poem on profiteering
recently
read
to
his
fashionable
within
one
year
by
building
on
the
le
tures. With this invaluab background, she is a decided acquisition Fifth Avenue congregation, and success of " Back to God's Counto the Seitz cast. Although she has exploited at length in the New
try " to such an extent that they
returned to the stage since the days York press. Dr. Shipman is con- now represent fourteen pronounced
dustry.
templating
the
making
of
a
feature
successes in the motion picture inof " The House of Hate," she has
always shown preference for the picture upon this theme.
screen. In fact, she was rehearsing
Samuel Shipman has written a
a sketch with Vera Gordon, when great number of stage successes
this opportunity to join the Seitz and bids fair to figure strong in Betty Blythe Signed by
Company came along. Miss Shanor both the legitimate and motion picInce
ture fields of the future.
is decidedly ambitious and admits
Betty Blythe has been signed by
Nell Shipman, as star in three of
that for a while, she thought perH. Ince for the leading
haps she was jeopardizing her ca- James Oliver Curwood's successes, Thomas
feminine
role of the C. Gardner
reer to play in serials. But when including " Back to God's CounSullivan
story,
tentatively titled
you consider how many more peotry," is now at the head of her
Mother," to be directed by Fred
ple you reach throughout the me- own producing organization and "Niblo.
Miss Bh^he was signed by
dium of the serial, it is decidedly is just completing a feature picture
worthwhile.
in which she is starring.
Ince immediately Upon her compleJoseph Shipman, proprietor of
In "The Man Who Stole the
tion of the star role in the " Queen
Process of Los An- \\ofhich
Sheba,"
spectacle
Moon," the latest Seitz serial, Miss the Shipman
she isthe
saidFox
to attain
stellarin
geles,
has
a
plant
in
operation
night
Shanor, although apparently in
and
day,
in
the
heart
of
the
film
league with the heavy, assumes a
place by reason
her brilliant
lineation of the of
famous
queen. deromantic, sympathetic role with a colony, from which he produces
Among
the
current
releases
in
subtlety which only one experienced the largest photographic enlargein dramatic art, could do. Her
ments in the world. His reproduc- v.'hich Miss Blythe is featured is
tions and inventions are creating First National's " Nomads of the
vehicle of locomotion throughout
national interest.
North," " The Truant Husband "
the serial, is a highly powered aero- a Helen
Shipman has astonished and Robertson-Cole's " Occasionplane, which makes her entrances
Chicago
by
her
unique
stellar
work
and exits most spectacular. A speIn addition to Miss Blythe the
cially designed costume which in the musical comedv " Irene."
Rev. Montagu A. Shipman, pas- cast ally
is Yours."
composed of such distinPeggy dons with becoming grace,
guished players as Lloyd Hughes,
tor of the Plymouth Congregaadds much to her spectacular and
tional Church, Pasadena, is a Joseph Kil.gour, Claire MacDowell
mysterious romanticism. Thus
and Betty Ross Clark.
motion
Miss Shanor makes Tharcn, an in- strongturesadvocate
both in the for
church
and picthe
Rich in story value, investiture
dividual and strikingly convincing home.
and
power, " Mother " will
Frederic Shipman has effected a be a historic
personality, — undoubtedly her most
worthy successor to " Lying
striking characterization since her contract with David F. Howells Lips."
thein January.
Ince special to be released
entrance into silent drama.
and Morris Greenhill for the ex-

come."About Players
(Continued from page 415)
ing.The story created a sensation
when it was pubhshed and it is said
that the picture is even more thrillLeatrice Joy says that with a
little condensation or judicious cutting hers is a perfectly good Chinese
name and that while she is playing
in ' The Water Lily " Gouverneur
Morris' story of China, she will use
it. The name? Why — Lee Joy, of
course.
May Allison, blonde Metro star,
suffered three fractured ribs as the
result of an afternoon of fun with
some of her little admirers. The
vivacious May was granted the rare
privilege of an afternoon off from
work in her latest starring picture,
"Are Wives to Blame?" B^ing a
great lover of children, she gathered
all the young ones of the neighborhood at her palatial home in
Beverly Hills and arranged a tea
party for them on the lawn. Soon,
childish games were indulged in,
and in a game of " tag " Miss Allison stumbled, fell, and in some unaccountable way fractured three of
her ribs.
" I didn't pay much attention to
it
at first,
as there
wasn'tbutmuch
pain,"'
said Miss
Allison,
the
next day the pain was exquisite.
" I just made up my mind I would
grin and bear it as best I could. I
can assure you it was very hard to
turn a smiling face to the camera,
al! the time suffering untold
Other Professional
Ne%vs443 >*-ilI be
found on page
agony."
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UNIVERSAL
Carl Laemmle has returned to
the East.
Tod Browning will produce the
Edna Ferber story, " Fanny Herself," with an all-star cast.
William Worthington will film
"Three at the Table," written by
Bennett Cohen. This picture will
be used as a starring vehicle for
Edith Roberts. Wallace Clifton is
at present writing the scenario.
Robert Thornby, recently engaged bv Universal for its directorial staff, will film "A Blood
Brother to the Pines." This is a
story of Northern California, written by J. G. Hawks.
Production work has been comre Kid,"
" The Millionai
Walton. Harry
starringpleted onGladys
Harris directed this picture.
Norman Dawn has finished the
filming
of " HiddenIncluded
Fires," starring
Edith Roberts.
in the
cast are Wallace McDonald, Walter Long, Arthur Jasmine, Beatriz
Dominguez and others. The final
^cenes for this production iriclude
several shots " of a miniature
volcano.
Other productions in the making
are: "Colorado," starring Frank
Mavo under the direction of Reaves
Eason; "If Only Jim," starring
Harry Carey, under the direction
of Jacques Jaccard (Carol Holloway plays the leading woman) ;
" Plain Folks," starring Eva Novak, under the direction of Leo McCarey
: "Dean,
Falseunder
Colors,"
starring
Priscilla
the direction
of Stuart P a t o n ; " Cinderella
Jane," starring Carmel Myers, under the direction of Rollin Sturgeon, and " Foolish Wives," being produced by Eric Von Stroheim with an all-star cast.
Vin Moore is making a new comedy entitled,
" Ghosts,"
which
Dorothea
Wolbert
is the infeatured
player.
METRO
Following a change in plans
" Camille " has been selected as the
next production to be made by Nazimova. "Aphrodite " will be filmed
later.
Settings
now being
madeforand" Camille
members" are
of
the cast are being selected. Jtine
Mathis is preparing the continuity.
" Big Game," the former stage
success, has been selected as the
next starring vehicle of May Allison. Continuity is by Edward T.
Lowe, Jr. Dallas Fitzgerald will
be the director. Forrest Stanley
will play the leading male role.
Edward Cecil has been assigned to
play the " heavy." Zeffie Tilloury
will film the exteriors for this production in Northern California.
" Uncharted Seas," written by
John Fleming Wilson and selected
as Alice Lake's new stellar vehicle,
will require a trip on the part of
the producing company to northern

Here is our old friend,
Chester Pictures
Conklin, Corp.
in a production
scene from " His Model Day,'
a Special
waters. Wesley Ruggles has been
assigned as director to this production, and Rudolph Valentino will
play the lead. It will also be necessary to build a reproduction of San
Francisco's Chinatown for this new
picture.
Al J. Kelly, who has been an assistant director at the Metro studios for the past four years, has
been selected to direct Viola Dana
in " Home Stuff," an original
screen story written by Agnes Johnson and Frank Dazey.
Arthur Somers Roche has written an original screen play for May
Allison. The title of the new story
is " Kissed." This will be produced, following the completion of
Miss Allison's current vehicle.
Jesse duction
Hampton
resumed
prowork and has
is now
personally
directing
Cave Girl,"
which
Theodore "The
Gerard
and inCharles
Meredith play the leading part.

Moore. Paul Bern has completed
twelfth of the " Edgar " series under the temporary title of " Ole,
Barker and his comtheReginald
Hand."
pany are still at Banff, filming
scenes for " Snow Blindness."
FOX

Winifield Sheehan returned East
last week. While on the Coast Mr.
Sheehan
aided inYankee
distributing
"A
Connecticut
in King
Arthur's Court," in addition to the
production activities in which he
was engaged. This picture, produced under the direction of Emmett J. Flynn, will have its premier
on Christmas
Day The
at Miller's
atre, Los Angeles.
picture thewill
continue at Miller's theatre for a
period of ten weeks.
" Over the Hill " has been booked
for the Auditorium, Los Angeles,
for May 9, and " The Queen of
Sheba " is due to follow immediGOLDWYN
ately thereafter.
Shirley Mason has completed
production work on her latest veThe O. Henr>' story, "Whisthicle, entitled, " Wing Top."
ling Dick," has been selected as the
next vehicle for Will Roger. Clarence Badger will direct. The cast
FIRST
includes Molly Malone, John Bowers, Darrell Foss, Larry Fisher,
NATIONAL
Leo Willis, Dick Honson and
George Kunkle.
Albert Kaufman announces the
Five productions have been com- title for the first Sidney Franklin
pleted at the Goldwyn studios.
They are Gertrude Atherton's story production to be " Not Guilty." The
subject w'as made under the title
— " Noblesse Oblige." Wallace of
Parrot & Company from the
Worsley, directing; the Gouverneur
Harold
McGrath story of the same
Morris'
story,
"
The
Water
Lily,"
name.
Frank Lloyd directing; Rupert
Franklin is next to produce
Hughes' "Dangerous Curves
" Courage," an Andrew Soutar
Ahfead," E. Mason Hopper direct- story.
ing. The pictures, just mentioned,
" The Love Wager " is to be the
were produced with all-star casts.
Victor Schirtzinger has also com- next vehicle for Katherine Macpleted the direction of " Mr. Barnes Donald, an original story of this
of New
York," starring Tom title by Charles Richmond, the ac-

by

Wire

tor, having been
red by B P
Fineman. A. S. prepa
La Vino is now
wntmg the continuity. David Winter will play the lead in
subject
under the direction of J.this
A. Barry.
Finis Fox, who purchased the
continuity for Charles Ray's
' Scrap-iron," now in
making,
has been engaged bytheLouis
B.
Mayer to write continuity for "The
Worst Woman in New York."
Hampton Del Ruth has been engaged by Louis B. Mayer to
an original melodramatic story write
and
continuity for Anita Stewart. Miss
Stewart is now working on " The
Tornado" and for
this Jamaica
village has been built which isinto
be destroyed during the making of
the production. The cast for this
subject has Herbert Rawlinson,
Walter McGrail, Wm. V. Mong,
Grace
Hedrick. Morse, and little Richard
Kathleen Curtis has been in Los
Angeles
for the past several weeks
conferring
with Directory King
Vidor respecting the picturization
of " The Sky Pilot," from the
Ralph Connor story. All scenes
have now been taken and Vidor is
engaged in editing the production.
HERE

AND
THERE

Andy Gunnard, studio manager of
the Cowwood Pictures Corp., is now
on the coast arranging for the production of the first Irene Castle picture. Charles Weeks, president, and
Ed Hollywood, director, are expected to arrive in Los Angeles this
week. Production work will be carried on at the Brunton studios or
in Hollywood.
The Producers Pictures Corporation has engaged William Conklin
to play opposite Florence Lawrence
in " The Unfoldment." W. E.
Keefe is the manager of production.
Barrett McCormick is expected in
Los Angeles this week to act as
manager of the Gore Brothers and
Sol Lesser Ambassador and Kinema theatres.
Arthur Kay, who was formerly
Grauman's orchestra director, has
been engaged by Jensen and Von
Herbemd as director of presentation for their theatres in the Northwest. He will inaugurate Sunday
morning concerts of 65 pieces.
Jess Crawford, organist, has been
engaged by Balaban & Katz, of Chicago. He wil play at the State
Lake theatre until the new Ambassador isfinished.
A farewell dinner was tendered'to
Vice-President Mary O'Connor by
the Screenwriters' Guild of the Authors' League.
O'Connor
to London
as theMissscenario
editorgoesat
the new Famous Players-Lasky
studio. She will remain there for
two years. The guests of honor
were Sir Gilbert Parker, Elinor
Glyn, Harry E. Wilson, Rupert
Hughes, John Emerson, Anita
Loois, Peter B. Kine, Leroy Scott
and Edward Knoblock. President

Motion
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Thomas Buchanan presided. Sonae
of the guests delivered three minute speeches, the principal one being
given by Frank E. Woods.
It was reported at the dinner that
the standard writer's contract is being rapidly completed by Albert S.
Levino. John Emerson urged that
the league and guild join forces with
the Federation of Labor and with
the
of which latter
Mr. Actor's
EmersonEquity,
is president.
The American Society of Cinematographers will hold their second
annual ball at the Ambassador Hotel on January 20th
The first indep.endent production
made on the West Coast under the
auspices of John Emerson and
Anita Loois is now under way way
at the Brunton studio. The title is
"Wife Insurance." Olive Balery is
playing the leading feminine role,
and Basil Sydney, an English actor
appears as the male lead. May Collins has been assigned to the ingenue role; Roy Atwell plays the
" heavy," and Carl Stockdale the
second
heavy."
OtherConnolly,
membersTomof
the
cast " are
Edward
Wilson, Lillian Lalor and Frank
Lalor.
rector. 'Victor Fleming is the diMarshall Neilan left for New
York on Monday of this week.
The Screenwriters' Guild and Motion Picture Directors' Association
adopted resolutions condemning the
Sunday closing movement. A copy
of this resolution was forwarded to
all the members of Congress.
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Will ''Passion" Make
Pola
Negri
in b. S.?
the Continental never revealed to the public. This present greatness, confirm belief
Pola alNegri,
To emotion
actress, whose debut quality of mystery is one of the that in e supremely great actress
there must dwell the element of the
y is made in " Pas- characteristics attributed iii great
in this countr
sion," released by Associated First measure to the striking PoUsh act- enigmatic.
If these be standards where^vith
National Pictures, Inc., is attributed
ress, Fola Negri, who is star of a
to measure the art of present^ apthe faculty of exercising that same
HEW YORK THEHTBES
" Passion,"
photo-drama,
plicants for fame, then Pola Negri
Associated
First National
has
European
peculiar quality of appeal that which
seems destined to win immortality
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Detail of staircase and exit hallway, Hoivard theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
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Howard theatre, Atlanta, the
THE
newest link in the S. A. Lynch Enterprises chain, and which is owned
by Mr. Lynch, personally, and Troupe
Howard, is the most beautiful theatre in
the South — and, indeed, one of the most
beautiful in the entire United States.
It has been two years since the ground
was broken for this building, and when
it opened its doors on December 13th it
had consumed $1,500,000. The house itself has cost an even $800,000, and is the
most completely equipped and most upto-date theatre in the South.
The Howard seats 2,700 people — 1,700
on the main floor, 900 in the balcony, and
100 in loges and two boxes. There are
27 fire exits, any one of which brings one,
with breath-taking suddenness, from the
heart of the theatre to the open street
and safety. The house is as nearly fireproof as any theatre can be built — but it
is a comfort to know that fire-exits have
been so carefully prepared.
The front of the theatre is in the Ro-

Proud

of

Its

Picture

.V e

Lates

Theatre

for Location

of Million

man temple style. Save that there is no
sweeping flight of steps to lead one to the
loggia, it might have been lifted bodily
from Rome itself. It is in beautiful polished marble, and the cashier's booth — the
box-office — will occupy a very small space,
but will be in perfect tone with the rest
of the front, being built of marble and
equipped with the latest and most complicated system of Automaticket machines.
This booth alone cost $4,000.
Entering the storm-doors, and just outside of the loggia, one finds ornate, specially designed lobby-frames, cunningly
lighted, and with special, hand-drawn
posters. Inside another set of doors, the
loggia proper commences. It is very
large, and done in cream and gold, with
touches of new-leaf-green and soft, dull
blue. The walls, up to shoulder height,
are of travertine, above that, cream and
gray
marble.
From
the center of the loggia rises a
beautiful marble staircase, of cream and
gray marble — and in this marble there are

Dollar

Howard

faint, elusive tones of pink, barely \
ceptible,
and not to be seen unless
looks
closely.
This staircase branches, at a wide la
ing, leading left and right up a sma
staircase and into a section of seats wl
sell at a lower price than the main pan
the balcony.
There is a large, arc
doorway leading straight back from
main staircase, which brings one to
balcony.
balcony-loges and the main part of
Downstairs, on either side of the
staircase, leads into the main floor,
the left of the staircase is a coat-ch|
room (something no other theatre, e
the legitimate houses, in Atlanta ha\
and on the right are Mr. Ralph DeBrul
offices. (Mr. DeBruler is the manage:
the Lynch houses in Atlanta, and
manage the Howard.) This suite of
fices is finished in paneling of black
nut, with an open fire-place in Mr,
Bruler's private office — a large, S'
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Ornamental details of new Hozvard theatre, Atlanta, Ga. At the left is a view of one of the ceiling lights with pale gold silk diffusing the light
rays from the bulbs behind it. At the right is the ceiling dome from n-hich will hang the costly Italian candelabra
jvjroom, furnished in antique mahogany.
JjThere will be a waiting room, furnished in
•frjmahogany, and Mr. DeBruler's secretary
jwill have a smaller office, just between the
office. waiting room and Mr. DeBruler's
.jmain
i The theatre, as a whole, has the colorfscheme of cream and gold, with the
'4'ouches of leaf green and warm blue. The
!>eats are handsomely upholstered in
leather, very thick and well cushioned,
ind are thirty-four inches apart.
The stage is hung in gold and purple —
t the top, across the proscenium arch, are
iraped curtains of pale gold satin and
)rocaded velvet, caught up with heavy
jold cords. Leading from this arch back
;o the top of the screen is a ceiUng of
folden yel'ow silk, drawn taut. From the
rch across the proscenium top to the
loor of the stage will fall graceful, heavy
iraperies of purple velvet, held back with
olden cords. The two arched doorways
hrough which the musicians will enter
le orchestra pit are curtained in gold.nd-purple velvet. At times during the
)resentation of pictures, these draperies
vill be drawn back, to reveal paintings,
ell lighted, that will carry out the spirit
ind character of the picture.
The orchestra pit accommodates fortyive musicians, but the Howard will open
yrith thirty-five. This will be augmented
ater with others, as Mr. DeBruler finds
.usicians he wants particularly. Beneath
he stage there are six beautiful little
Iressing-rooms, decorated like private
oudoirs. and curtained in cretonne.
There is also a smoking and lounging room
or the musicians, with forty lockers,
hower-baths, and every possible convenince for the comfort of these men.
The stage is supported by tall, graceul pillars of cream and green marble,
^hile the two boxes, each at ba}cony
eight, have similar columns. These
•oxes are fitted with gold Italian chairs,
nd each is lighted by a tall, beautiful

cathedral lamp, whose estimated age is
between two and three hundred years,
and which was imported from Italy at a
cost of several hundred dollars each.
The carpets for the entire theatre are
almost an inch thick, in a pale buff,
crossed with a thread of very deep blue.
The balcony loges are carpeted with this,
and furnished in tan wicker chairs, upholstered in buff-and-blue cretonne.
The promenade, at the head of the
grand staircase, is somewhat similar in
shape and space to that of the Rialto,
New York City, with a very high dome,
silvered, and in which is hung the com-

panion to the two cathedral lamps — a very
rare and beautiful old Italian candelabra,
with more than twenty lights, each with a
pendant of crystal. The candelabra is
richly carved, in the well-known Italian
filigree design.
The promenade, carpeted in buff and
blue, is furnished with comfortable lounging chairs of tan wicker, upholstered in
buff and blue, with tall standing lamps,
shaded in yellow silk, over which dark
blue has been drawn taut. At the right
of this promenade, a ladies' writing-room,
done in cream
and gold,
and 426)
furnished in
(Continued
on page

A section of the balcony of the Howard theatre, Atlanta, showing three of the black and
gold Grecian urns placed in niches as part of the side wall decoration
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Tivoli

Is

Latest
York

New

House

to Be

HANDSOME, new theatre is shortly
to be added to the already large list of
New York picture houses. In the vicinity
of the well-known Capitol theatre, this
new structure occupies a large site on the
northwest corner of Eighth avenue and
50th street, and will be known as the
Tivoli.
In the directorate of the Tivoli theatre
w'ill be found many of the names long
identified with the Consolidated Amusement Enterprises, and the success of the
new project is doubly assured by such association with these progressive exhibitors.
The Tivoli will contain 1,600 seats, and,
in addition, there will be a roof garden accommodating 1,000 people where pictures
will also be shown. Special attention will
be devoted to the musical program and
provision has been made for the construction of a small stage for solo music by
well-known artists.
In addition to the theatre proper, the
operation includes the rebuilding of six
store and apartment buildings, adjoining
the theatre and facing Eighth avenue.
The front of the theatre building portion
is designed in a free adaptation of French
Renaissance with sgraffitto decorations in
various panels. The design is enhanced
by means of an imposing open balcony
flanked on both sides with Ionic columns,
A

Equipped

Acquisition

Picture

to

News

New

Theatres
with

Typhoon

System

of Heating

and all parts of this front will be built in
terra cotta with a rich limestone effect.
The balance of the Eighth avenue front of
the building will be faced with pressed
brick, designed in Colonial feeling, all of
which has been well studied by the architects to make harmonious combination
with the terra cotta theatre front.

have shown unusual skill and artistic feeling in producing in one building so unusual a combination of styles. This becomes especially noticeable when consideration isgiven to the difficulties of incorporating the remodeled old buildings
and tictheensemble.
new theatre building into an artis-

The theatre and roof garden are entered from Eighth avenue through a lobby
two stories high with vaulted ceiling. Elevator and stairs to the roof garden open
into this same wide lobby.
The interior of the theatre is designed
in Italian Renaissance of imposing proportions and unusually fine detail in its ornamental parts. The stairs to the balcony
will be in marble, and in other respects the
interior will be finished with the finest and
most substantial materials.
The roof garden will be provided with
novel features of subdued lighting. The
screen and the roof will have an illuminated arcade on either side, forming an
artistic setting for the pictures. The roof
will be enclosed with picturesque pressed
brick piers, separated with stucco faced
panels,
simulating the Colonial Garden effect.

The question of heating and cooling the
Tivoli was given much attention, and the
final decision of the owners and architects
calls for a combined Typhoon System of
cooling and ventilation.
The system as finally approved by the
architects requires two No. 16 Typhoons
for heating the theatre, one on the east
side of the auditorium delivering the
heated air through a grille in the ceiHng
and one at the west side delivering the air
through ornamental grilles in the side of
the stage, thereby insuring thorough distribution ofthe heated air throughout the
auditorium.

The design and erection of the Tivoli is
under the direct supervision of Simeon B.
Eisendrath and B. Horwitz, architects, 18
East 41st street. New York City. They

The cooling of the theatre will be
complished bytwo No. i6 Tjphoons
four No. 15 Typhoons. Two of the
15s will be set in close proximity to

acand
No.
the

heating fans and the other two w-ill deliver their cooling and refreshing breezes
directly over the balcony.
A portion of the air delivered to the
auditorium will be used for cooling and
ventilating the mezzanine, and positive results in this direction are insured by the
installation of another No. 16 Typhoon
located in the space over the mezzanine
ceiling, the air being drawn from the orchestra to the mezzanine and passing out
through a grille in the mezzanine ceiling.
Each Typhoon will have its individual
motor drive, and it will be possible to handle each separately. In this way the entire Typhoon System will prove very flexible and adaptable to all weather conditions and temperature changes.
In a later issue we hope to present m6re
detailed information regarding this notable
addition to New York's amusement palaces, showing photographs of the interior
and exterior treatment and complete plans
of the mechanical equipment.
Reilly

The Tivoli according to the architect's conception of it

and

Hall

to Draw

Up theatre
Plansat Schenectady,
The new Strand
N. Y., will be designed by Reilly and Hail,
architects, of New York City, according
to a sign which has just been placed in the
arcade leading to the present Proctor
house in that city. The new building will
adjoin the Proctor theatre, the sign marking the proposed entrance to the lobby.
Operations will get under way within the
next few weeks, according to reports.
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CIRCLE THEATRE
Indianapolis, Ind
Cream Glaze Terra Gotta with Sculptured
Frieze and Pediment
RuBusH & Hunter, Architects

An

ALL-DAY,

ALL-WEEK,
Advertisement

a front which

is designed

with

material in which

well it carries

material.

is attractive because

full appreciation
it is executed.

the flat surfaces but the modelled

of beautiful, fine-textured Terra
Cotta gives you

not

it

of the

Not

only

are

only beauty

building is deli-

cate creamy- white glaze — unfading, always
clean and attractive.

TERRA
Termanent

THEATRE

Cotta

owner

is a permanent

structural

of the Circle Theatre

thusiastic about Terra
four years in which

Cotta.

He

is en-

has had

to test it. Other

theatre

owners, after ten years or more, tell the same
story.

They

say Terra

Cotta

not only at-

tracts the night crowds, but is a permanent
advertisement
week,

Cotta.

and variety of form, but of color, too. The
color of this Circle Theatre

The

ornament

and the sculptured frieze and pediment

Terra

Your

Terra

out the idea of a high class "feature" theatre.
The architect has made for this theatre
owner

for

building

IF you study this Circle Theatre
carefully, you will see how

YEAR-ROUND

and

Before

all day long, seven
)uller.
a sure busmess

days a

you decide, get the facts.

The

brochure, "The Theatre", is full of pictures
of beautiful theatres from Coast to Coast.
Write

for it today, to National

Society, i Madison

Ave., New

Terra

York, N. Y.

COTTA
beautiful

Vrofitahle

Cotta
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Data

on

Eastman

School

of Music
A recent copy of the Building Progress
Bulletin, from which the illustration on
this page of the lobby of the Eastman
School of Music was taken, has this to
say about it:
" This sketch of the lobby of the
motion picture-symphony concert auditorium conveys an idea of the architectural design but not of the
beauty of the color scheme. The
lobby is in the shape of a perfect ellipse, and will be 36 feet wide and 72
feet long. Entrance will be from the
corner of Main Street East and Gibbs
Street. The ceiling will be 12 feet
high and slightly domed. The walls
will be finished in Botticinno marble,
with six columns of black and gold
marble. The entire floor will be of
Travertine stone, which is cut from
the lava beds in Italy.
" Entirely in Italian renaissance
style, the lobby will be lighted by two
bronze tripods, with smaller ornamental hghting fixtures placed on the pilasters. One of the features of the lobby will be two mural paintings, each
S/^ by 10 feet, directly opposite the
main entrance. Entrance from the
street will be by six pair and two
single doors ; there will be three pairs
of doors leading into the Music
Hall. The lobby will be furnished
with several carved marble seats."

Comerford*s Capitol Open
in Wilkes-Barre
THE
new Capitol theatre, recently
opened at Wilkes-Barre, is one of the
finest vaudeville and motion picture play
houses in Pennsylvania. It has a seating
capacity of about 2,600 and is located in
the very center of the city, on the Public
Square and in a territory where it will
cater to the amusement wants of over
300,000 people.
The Capitol is owned by the Metropolitan Theatre Company of which L. A. De
Graf is president. It is under the management of the Comerford Amusement
Company of Scranton and Wilkes-Barre,

of which M. E. Comerford is managing
director. The Capitol has been playing tc
capacity houses every day since it opened
and demonstrated the wisdom of its promoters in adding another to the many excellent theatres in the Wyoming Valley.
The heating and ventilating system is
one of the most elaborate ever installed in
any theatre. For cold weather the theatre
is heated and ventilated by a hot blast system capable of supplying thirty cubic feet
of warmed fresh air to every occupant
each minute and a similar amount of
cooled air in the summer time. This ventilation issuppHed in such a manner as to
make the theatre free from drafts. The
system is the Webster Vacuum type.
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Have your linoleum laid by
experienced layers — it will be
more economical in the long
run. Write us for quality
samples of Gold-Seal FloorCoverings and Specifications
for Laying, to turn over to
your layer.
Your theatre probably presents afloor-covering problem.
Let our experts solve it. This
service is offered free of
charge or obligation.

Gold-Seal Cork Carpet, as soft and qmet as a deep woven carpet and hss expensive,
makes an ideal and sanitary floor for the theatre. Made in 10 attractive shades

n

\

your

For your lobby, Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum
makes a good looking, sanitary, and easily cleaned
floor, impervious to the zvear of heavy foot-traffic

theatre

durable,

quiet

floor-covering—
every roll. No other linoleum bears such a sturdy,
I SN'T this what you want for your theatre?
confident pledge of service and satisfaction.
A floor covering so tough and durable that even
Oold-Seal Cork Carpet
the excessive foot-traffic of theatre service can't wear
If you want absolutely silent floors in your theatre — lay
it out — that can be easily, quickly, and thoroughly
Gold-Seal Cork Carpet. Springy, yielding and comfortable
cleaned at small expense — that is restfully quiet underunderfoot, this floor-covering is as restfully silent as the
and that
blends attractively with the theatre's
deepest
and
water.velvet carpet. It can be easily cleaned with soap
schemefoot of
decoration.

Qold'-Seal Battleship

Linoleum

Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum, built strictly to the
rigorous specifications of the U. S. Navy for the grind
of deck service on our fighting craft, measures up to.
and even overtops, every one of these good floor requirements. In fact, Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum
is not simply built to satisfy — it's guaranteed to satisfy.
You will find our pledge, the Gold Seal Guarantee,
" Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back," on

IGOLD
Battl

SEAL

eship
Linoleum
(the famous FARR & BAILEY BRAND )

Vlade According

to U.S.Nayy

Standard

Made in soft shades of green, brown
anJ pand terra cotta— with
polished or dull surface — 10 pleasing gshades
in all. SatisGuarantee.factory service and wear guaranteed — by the Gold Seal
CoNGOLEUM Company
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia
New York Chicaeo
San Francisco Mir
Cleveland
Kansas City
Atla

Be sure to look
for this Gold
Seal on the
goods you buy.
It is tive
ourpledge
posiof
satisfaction.

Boston
Dallas

SEAL

GUARANTEE
SATISFACTION GUARAKTEEO
OR YOUR
MONEY"
BACK
REMOM
DAMP SEAL
OJOnWlffl UM
E
OL
llN
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peal to the masculine sex. A smoking
room, of unusual size, and a booth with
two telephones, all sorts of smoking
things, and the like, will have a distinct
appeal to men.
There are any number of features that
are not found in the average movie theatre. At the left of the stage is a soundproof reviewing room, where Mr. DeBruler will screen pictures for booking, and
where he and the orchestra leader may
plan out musical settings and prologues.
For prologues and musical acts of merit
and beauty are to be a permanent feature
of the Howard's presentation of pictures.
The Howard is purely an Atlanta enterprise— backed by Atlanta capital, designed
by an Atlanta firm of architects, Hentz,
Reid and Adler, decorated by W. E.
Browne Decorating Company, of Atlanta,
and built by Atlanta labor. The only piece
of work in the building that was not done
by Atlanta hands is the beautiful ornamental plastering, which was done by Jacobs & Co. of New York.
The stage of the Howard is 20 feet deep
and 40 feet wide. The small proscenium
arch is 25x26, and can be made larger,
if necessary.

The lighting of the theatre and stage is
of the most up-to-date character and innovations have been introduced not
heretofore in evidence in theatre Hghting. The dome, main ceiHng cove and
front of balcony are provided with indirect
hghting effects in various color schemes
and all colors are provided w^ith a dimming
system that will enable the operator to use
the lights to the full strength and reduce
the same to the merest glow. Concealed
reflectors light the procenium arch, private
boxes and sounding board. The stage is
provided with the most modern X-ray
lighting effects and it is one of the most
perfectly arranged stage in the country
and the scenery and stage apparatus is of
the most modern character.
The decorations are of subdued tones
and the prevailing colors are soft greys,
rose and blue. The entire entrance, lobby
and foyer are finished in marble and
ceremic tile. There is a spacious lobby
leading to a roomy mezzanine floor, with
rest rooms, parlors, ladies retiring rooms
and alcoves.
The organ is one of the largest and
finest ever installed and in operation has
made the musical elements of the Capitol
stand out conspicuously among the amusement places of the valley.

The operating booth, which is situated
at the top of the balcony, is, in effect, a
building entirely separate from the main
theatre. It is built of solid concrete and
steel, and houses three specially built Simplex machines, and one stereoptican machine, for color effects and " dissolves."
Four operators will be on duty throughout the day. The room is very large, and
one end of it has been fitted up with rugs,
comfortable chairs, while the other end
has been made into a " wash-room " with
two toilets and the latest and most sanitary facilities for the comfort of the operators. A door at the left leads out to
the roof of a three-storj^ building, and
also gives access to a platform on which
is built the tremendous electric sign, one
of the
biggest and surely the most beautiful in Atlanta.

Atlanta

Proud of New
Howard
(Continued from page 421)
Italian gold chairs and spider-legged writing tables, holds stationery of an odd
shape, with the name of the theatre engraved on it. Across from this, is a very
large rest-room, paneled in black walnut,
furnished in wicker, with a telephone
booth, and furnished with the daintiest of
boudoir necessities and luxuries. A " retiring-room," with a dozen toilets and
wash-stands, with walls mirror-outlined,
is done in white tiles and white enamel.
A maid will be on duty here all the time,
and will have a plentiful supply of facepowder, rouge, and similar feminine requirements.
At the other end of the promenade is a
men's writing room, a masculine version
of the ladies'. It is paneled in walnut, and
furnished in a style well calculated to ap-

BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

Start

United
H. T. Edwards
Pr«s. and Treas.

FOR

ihroughout the house, the lighi
J}i35,ooo.
three-color, screened in pale golc
taut-drawn, with small gold tassels.
The admission prices will be 85
for the loges and boxes and these
may be reserved for any perfon
designated. The main floor will
cents; to the first cross-over in th
cony,
55 cents; in
fromthe the
first to45th
ond cross-over
balcony
and back of that 35 cents. There is
seat in the house from which one c
get a perfect and unobstructed vit
the stage. Each seat is lifted high ei
above the one in front to give a good
over the head of the tallest person.
Enrico Leide, the only orchestra 1
and conducter who has ever had his
blazoned above broadway as a headwill be in charge of the Howard 01
tra. The assistant conductor and
ager of the orchestra is an Atlantan,
cent Kay, well known in musical c
of the South.
Others in the ore!
will be R. Hemery, released from th
chestra of the Capitol theatre, New
to lead the entire ensemble, and pi
specialfirst
solos;
U. Migli,
firstFrench
'cellis
Carr,
clarinet;
G. Kuhn,
soloist; M. Bremer, solo cornetist
talanotti, oboe soloist; N. Croccia,
soloist; and O. Mourmas, ba-^soon.
Another Argus Offic
Is Opened
The .'\rgus Enterprises continue to ei
their string of branch supply houses,
latest announcement refers to the opeiih
'' their enlarged quarters and Western D
Offices " in Omaha, Nebraska. Mr. F. A.
Husen, well known in the theatre eq'ii|
field, is in charge as Western District
ager.
CORRECTION
In the October 18th issue, proper me
tion was not made in the article on t
Community theatre of the gentlemen t
hind the project. The following are t
officers of the Greene County Amus
ment Co. : Pres., M. E. Silberstein ; V. 1
Treas.
L. B. Moneyford : L. F. Tri!U'>. Sec. ai

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS
the

Choose
EVERYTHING

i here is a beautiful specially buili
ert Morton pipe organ, which cost ai

There are two ventilatin<i systems used
— washed air and " mushroom." The
heater room is beneath the grand staircase, and, from the outside, it looks, in all
its white and gold and blue beauty, like a
v,ell-desiened bit of ornamentation.

CINCINNATI OMAHA
DETROIT
CHICAGO

THE

MOTION

Theatre

PICTURE

Picture

New
Your

THEATRE

Year

ST. LOUIS
CITY, MOJ

Right

Dealer

EXCEPT

THE

FILM

Equipment
Corporatio]
Executive Offices
J. H. Hallberg
Vice Pres. and Secy.
1604 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY
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All Successful Exhibitors
Buy the Best
Motion Picture Machiries and Equipment
Eventually It Will Be
" A MOTIOGRAPH
"
^^^Vj National Carbons, Minusa Screens, Transverters,
Accessories and Supplies
Bargains in Rebuilt Machines of All Makes
WE SELL ON PAYMENT PLAN
CATALOG FREE
Write for Information on Latest Mazda Projection

Controls
Arc
Automatic
" the watch dog of the arc "

Dept. X.
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., INC.
420 Market St.
228 Union Ave.
.■)37 S. Dearborn St.
Chicagro
St. Louis, Mo.
Memi)liis, Tenn.
Order from nearest office for quick service.

Are You Satisfied With Your Stage Lighting Equipment?
^Manufacturers of
N'itrogen
.\rc spot spot
lifflits lights
Music stands
Aisle ligtits
Rewinds
Film boxes
Musicians' ctiairs
Directors'
stauds
Plugging boxes
Stage
pockets
Cable
Condensors

We

manufacture

a high

grade line of stage lighting
and kino equipment,

Our

line is complete and prices
are reasonable. (Engineer-

It Will Pay You to Investigate.

ing service gratis.)
Drop Us a Line Today

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
820 SO. TRIPP AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
We are equipping 90 per cent, of Chicago theatres

Are feeding the projector arc lamps of most
every theatre in the land famed for perfect projection.
They produce a high degree of excellence in
screen illumination heretofore considered impossible to obtain.
Over a thousand in constant service.
Write for descriptive circular
Manufactured by
THE J. E. McAULEY
30 N. JeflFerson St.

RIGHT

YEAR

Present Your Attractions to Your Patrons
During 1921 in the Most Inviting Manner

OUR

I ventilation
■
I

LOBBY
FRAMES

Give That Inviting Look .
BIGGER

BOX

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

All frames made from the highest grade material, reinforced by corner-irons. Will withstand long and hard wear under all weather
conditions. Furnished in any finish desired —
Gold — Green-filled — Oak.
We build to order. Send us dimensions of
frames you want. We will submit blueprint
and estimate for your approval.

The 1921 Booking Book Is Ready * » • Send For Our Catalog

Heating
v/eNtilatin^

NEW

DISPLAY

MEAN

Let the theatre

CO.
Chicago, 111.

NEW

THE

START

No. 75767/10 Palm Plant, Datural prepared
everlaatlng.
Incties
Palm
With Without
No. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared
High
Leavea
Pot Pot
16 Inches diameter with red bow
75707/4
24 4
SI. 10 {.60 everlasting,
per doz.lasts
$12.00.
75767/5
30 6
1.25 .75 each
It thisJ1.50,
Wreath
only twenty years,
75767/7
42 7
2.50 2.00 cost will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
75767/10
48 10 3.00 2.50 year for Inferior goods.
Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants.
Our Illustrated catalogue In colors No. 75 win assist you In selecting, same Is free for
the asking.
FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York

MFG.

i1

specialists

how.—
tell
Sendyou
today
for
Booklet 7
1 KC7N5PPN ^C7I7LINQ SYSTEM,! Nc. NEW yi7RIC
■
BRAN<:ri -1525 VINE. 5T. PHILA- PA' yOW. ASZSST.

any
ST. LOUISInc.
y Comp
itors Suppl
Bklg.
Exhib
MIXXEAPOLIS
MILWAUKEE
331(i Lindell Blvl.
Produce Exchange
133 Second Street
CHICAGO
INDIANAPOLIS
137 N. Illinois St.
845 S. Wabash Ave.
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The

Picture

Better

the motion picture takes its place in
the theatrical, industrial and educational
field, there is constantly growing demand
for BETTER PICTURES. Producers are
equipping studios with the very best equipment
for scenic and photographic effects. Exhibitors are building theatres which are unrivalled
in magnificence. Yet the favorable impression
created by this tremendous investment may be
nullified by the selection of improper equipment for controlling the electrical supply for
the projection lamps. An appreciation of this
fact is largely accountable for the increased
demand for G. E. motor generator Compcnsarcs.

Selecting

Proper

Equipment

Pictures Requires Better
BY A. D. CAMERON

Current

AS

Control

company must be reduced to the voltage required by the arc by the most economical
method because the theatres that used 35 and
50 amperes for projection a few years ago,
are now using 100 and 125 amperes. Where
alternating current only is available, the conversion to direct current for the arc must not be
attended by the use of wasteful resistance.
This is particularly true where direct current
is available. The initial cost of the theatre
is an investment and enters into the annual cost
only in the overhead items of interest and depreciation. Power bills are maintenance charges
and must be met every month. The
best equipment is the best investment because
it pays regular dividends in the form of deductions from these power bills. It is an interesting fact that not only may the projection be
improved but the operating costs may be reduced by the use of the proper G. E. Com-

Notice ! and Warning
The Projection Department of the
NEWS has received a notice from Philadelphia to the effect that a Powers
mechanism No. 36,317 was stolen in that
city on December 9th. If a mechanism
of this make and number is offered to
you kindly get in touch writh this office
by telegraph and we will do the rest
tie down " ; white light free from discoloration; ease of repairing in case of emergency;
ease in raising or lowering current at arc; constant screen illumination at changeover protions. tection from changes in supply voltage condiThe Elusive Kilowatt
Efficiency can no longer be neglected in selecting generating equipment for projection
purposes.
The voltage supplied by the power

pensarc.

(To be concluded)

210
Volt-Ampere Characteristic
50 Ampere Generator forTwo
Projection- Arc5 in 5erie5

General Electric motor-generator, type A.C.
to D.C. compensarc
It is in the box office where the ultimate
value of any equipment for BETTER PICTURES is determined. The theatre which offers its patrons first class films projected without flicker, shut-downs or annoying waits between reels, is the one which draws the largest
audiences. People go where they know quality entertainment can be found and the way in
which a picture is shown is quite as important as the picture itself.
The Way to Better Pictures
G. E. Compensarcs have been designed to
provide two important aids to BETTER PICTURES :
First—To operate two lamps at the highest
possible overall efficiency.
Second — To permit perfect projection by an
inexperienced operator, particularly on twolamp operation.
These features afford the following advantages :
Steady arc; simple outfit; quiet operation;
reasonable overload capacity; maintenance of
current at set value ; quiet ate strike and " set-

Two

Lamps

One Lamp

0
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This curve was prepared to shozv how itAmperes
is possible to operate either one or two arcs
from the same compensarc
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The

Record

is

Forecast

the

HIGHLIGHTS

OF

Power's

of

1920

for

1921

POWER'S

ADVERTISING

Better

Than

IN

1920

Ever

Fox Studio, New York
Opens with 12 Power's Machines
Count Showed that 95% of the Machines Used in
the Studios of Los Angeles and Vicinity
are Power s
Royal Cinema, Madrid
Largest in Spain — Opens with Power's
Palads, Copenhagen
Opens with Power's
Moore, Rialto, Washington, D.C.
Replaces with Power's After Comparative Tests
Sig Samuels, Atlanta
Installs Power's After Comparative Tests

Tom

Graumann's Million Dollar Theatre
Replaces with Power's After Comparative Tests
Signal Amusement Co.
Standardizes on Power's — Orders 50 Machines
Rivoli, Toledo
Opens with Power's
Tex Rickard, Madison Square Garden,
Uses Power's for Big Feature Presentation

New

York

Capitol Theatre, St. Paul
Largest in the Northwest — Opens with Power's
Crandall's
Replaces
Coliseum,
Reopens

Metropolitan, Washington, D. C.
with Power's After Comparative Tests
San Francisco
with Power's

Power's

Roller

Greatest

Improvement

Pin

Intermittent
on

Movement

Projectors

NICHOLAS incorporate:
POWER D COMPANY
EDWARD
EARL, Presidem-t
NiNETY Gold St. Ne-w York, N .Y.

in Ten

the

Years
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patrons. The Branford is built fan-shape,
widening out from the orchestra so that there
are no objectionable side seats. The balcony
has been well cut back over the orchestra,
which gives an unusually spacious effect but
reduces seat capacity. Houses as large as the
Branford usually have a gallery and the absence of this floor further cuts down the number of seats. The orchestra seats are also unusually wide.
Although the Branford is one of the largest
theatre in the world, there is not a single supporting pillar in the entire building and every
scat gives a plain view of the stage and screen.
Jacob Fabian, owner of the Branford, has
gained an enviable reputation in New Jersey as
an enterprising and successful exhibitor. He
makes the following announcement regarding
the Branford.
Two million
years dollars
of strenuous
efforts and almost " two
have been
expended by myself and associates to provide
the city of Newark with the finest motion picture house in the United States. Every known
device that would serve to protect the safety
and comfort of our patrons, every architectural
embellishment that could lend beauty and dignity to a refined place of amusement has been

W. C. Franke, advertising manager, Precision
Machine Co.

Exhibitor*s Supply Adds
to Staff
The Exhibitors Supply Company of Chicago,
has had perhaps one of the most phenomenal
growths of any of the concerns in the industry
engaged in the selling of theatre equipment.
Only five years and one-half ago, H. A. R.
Button, now president and general manager of
the Company, K. R. Douglas, vice president and
G. A. Lincoln, treasurer, started the business
in a small room in the Mailers Building. Today
the business has grown to such proportions that
offices and stores are located in five cities,
Chicago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and
Indianapolis.
Mr. Button, who has been in full charge of
purchasing, sales and advertising reached the
point where he felt it was more than one man
could handle and he wisely added an advertising and sales promotion man and a purchasing
agent.
George E. Be Kruif, who has had twelve years
experience in such work has been put in charge
of advertising and sales promotion.
W. J. Ryan, formerly assistant purchasing
agent for the American Steel Machinery Company will sit in at the purchasing agent's desk.
Another move to better the good service the
Exhibitors Supply Company has been giving the
exhibitor is the placing of Joseph J. Duffy, as
manager of Chicago Sales, releasing Mr.
Lincoln, for general sales work.

Projection Room
Branford

There is no doubt that Mr. Fabian has sucemployed."
ceeded in providing his patrons with everj-thing that money could buy for a great modern
picture house. What, however, has been done
by Mr. Fabian to make the " Heart of the Picture House " equal other parts of this splendid
building? Have the owners, architect and contractors cooperated to make the projection room
as fine as it should be in a house such as the
Branford? Is the projecting room properly
equipped with the very latest devices, and is
it as comfortable and safe as it should be? It is
a pleasure to state that the Branford has one
of the best equipped projection rooms in the
United States and does great credit to all those
connected with the building of this theatre.
The projection room proper is large, welllighted and well ventilated. It contains three
Powers
6B for
type each
" E machine
projectors.
Indicators
and Power's
PeerlessSpeed
Arc

Picture

N »

Controls. The speed indicators are arrjl
to show in the manager's office and also b f
the orchestra leader. Ammeters registcrinj
current passing through the arc are moal
with Power's Speed Indicators, on panel:
tween the machines. In view of the impor
of this theatre, and taking into consider!
the fact that it was impossible to complebj
installation of some of the equipment as
will be permanently arranged, the plans
further details of the Branford proje |
rooms will be given in a later issue.
The picture is projected a distance of |
feet onto a Minusa screen.
Mr. Fabian is an experienced and succe
exhibitor fully recognizes the importance oi |
human element in projection and unques
ably has done everything possible for the s: [
and comfort of his projectionists. The b
is far more spacious than would appear i|
the photograph and there are windows a
those in the picture. Tw'o connecting rc]
containing the balance of the equipment
connecting doors and open onto the roof,
projection
shower
bath.room has its lavatory- and ah|
The projectionists have been with Mr. Fa I
in his other houses and all of them have fl
ten to fourteen years experience in their ch<l
profession. The projectionists are H. Del
J. Corbett and T. Burns. Edward McGil
also shown in the photograph, came over f
Mr. Fabian's Paterson Theatre to look the |
stallation over for the opening shows. It s.:
justifiable in this instance to emphasize
good judgment of Mr. Fabian in employins
jectionists who have thoroughly proven th I
selves reliable and experienced and then j
viding conditions and equipment which ine]
good work.
See next week's new*. It will tell
you ofwhat
the itmusic
convention
will bring
you. and

of

THE Branford, Newark, New Jersey,
which opened on December 16th is the
newest, largest and finest in the State of New
Jersey. The Branford seats two thousand in
the orchestra and fifteen hundred in the balcony. There is little doubt that a thousand
more could ha\e lieen secured had the management cared to sacrifice the comfort of the

Projection room staff at Branford theatre. Left to right: H. Debus. J. Corbett. T. Durvs anc
E. McGrath
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S

PROJECTION
The best to be obtained is none too good for your
theatre. The best can only be had with the " Keenolite "
Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market today and used by all of the largest and best theatres.
28% more light, 32.8% better definition. It will pay
you to investigate.
JUST ANOTHER

" IMSCO

P
SPEER
E

" PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136-37

R

Inc.

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK
and

BASS—

CHICAGO

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
YES REAL, U. S. MONET ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITT
LIBERTY WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most complete outfit of its type ever ofEered and at a greater money
saving than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
4 00 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features,
Universal
and trick
forward
take with
up, focusing on film,Regular
etc., fitted
with crank,
50 M. M.
F: 3.5andlens,reverse
complete
6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines
and
extra
parts,
case
for
camera
and
carrying
trunk
to
contain both smaller cases. Entire outfit finished off In a beautiful olive
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
TOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICE $450.00.
TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and TiltiniT Top Tripod with fine leather case.
List price $190.00. Onr price $165.00.
Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00. Oar
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill
109 X. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
Phone Bryant 6801
BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM

AMERICA

RAW

STOCK

TO THE

BEST

U»ed Successfully by the Foremoat Producers and
Laboratories

1
1a * A i 1
M

1^1 ill
NATIONAL

CARBONS

The Carbons for Better Projection
White A. C. Special for Alternating Current.
Silver tips
for Direct Current.
WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL SIZES.

Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, 111.
ITE FOR

L

TE

R

N

O
Carbons

Projector

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.
SPEER

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

The Paragon
The

of Motion

Picture

Screens

Gardiner

Special Representative

IN

EQUAL

CO., INC.
New York City

A

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

Velvet

Gold- Fibre

Screen

V/OU'LL agree, that the only way to
satisfy your patrons is by showing
good, clean, clear pictures without
eyestrain. The only way to accomplish this is with the use of a Gardiner
Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen.
You not only satisfy your patrons with
a Gardiner Screen but it also makes
each patron a booster for your Theatre.
You'll agree this is the best way to
advertise — it's a sure box office builder.
Some interesting reading matter on
screens is found in our little booklet.
Write to factory for booklet.
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacturerg
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHIO
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Competition Open to
Cameramen
To stimulate interest in and further advance
work for the screen, the Maryland Institute of Fine Arts of Baltimore, Md., offers a
gold medal as the high award in a " still " contest to be conducted under the auspices of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.
This contest is the outgrowth of a recent
visit in New York by Professor Alon Bement,
director of the Institute, at which time he was
the guest of honor at an A. M. P. A. luncheon.
Details and preparatory work in connection
with the contest were worked out by Mark Larkin and Samuel D. Palmer. The terms are
as follows :
" In recognition of the motion picture as a
distinctly American art, the Maryland Institute
of Fine Arts, in order to stimulate interest in it
and further advance work for the screen, offers
the following contest, eligible to bonafide motion picture cameramen and still photographers
regularly employed by motion picture companies, the winner to be rewarded with a suitably
engraved gold medal.
" Judgment in connection with this contest
will rest on the following pictures submited by
the cameramen:
" The best two artistic pictures (one, soft focus if the photographer so chooses; and one
publication. —
straight photograph for magazine portrait
of the
One of these pictures should be a
leading lady or star, and the other a study of,
say, three of the leading characters. If it is a
study of the three leading characters, it should
be a picture that tells a story— a picture that illustrates the climax of the story or some particularly spectacular moment, or a situation
wherein the composition of the picture or ar-

value.

rangement of characters has a distinct artistic

" The best two pictures for newspaper reproduction.— These should be particularly clear
and contrasty, with every line sharply defined.
One of them to be a portrait of the star or featured player the other a production still showing not more than three figures. These pictures should be distinctive for their news value.
In other words, they must have in them a particular appeal to the dramatic editor, art editor,
or news editor. The reproductive value of
these pictures should be a great factor in deciding upon them.
" The best set of six pictures for lobby display purposes. — One of these pictures must contain in it elements sufficiently striking to give
it the qualities of a poster. In other words, it
must be a photograph that will prove particularly interesting to the passer-by. It must be
so powerful and compelling that when displayed
in a frame in the front of the lobby, it will
catch the eye of a person standing on the curb
and lure him into the lobby. The other pictures
should show to the best advantage the most interesting pictorial features of the production.
At least one still should show the most spectacular feature of the photoplay and if the
costumes are particularly attractive, then at
least one still should sell the clothes idea. Then,
too, at least one still should deal with interior
sets, showing their beauty, grandeur, etc. At
least one other photograph should deal with
exteriors. This picture will give the cameraman a splendid chance to turn out a thing of
beauty, because he can play around with composition to his heart's content.
" The date of the contest is from Feb. 1 to

New

Features

in

T N addition to the general excellence of th<
"If" titled " If,'
Prizma natural color specialty
now showing Prizma^s
at the Criterion Theatre, in Xe»
York City, this short feature contains some
points
of interest to the technical workers ir
the
industry.
In the first place the double coated stock
usually employed by Prizma in its natural color
films has been supplanted in this case by a
single coated stock. That means that the two
colors popularly known as blue-gretn and redorange have been combined in the single emulsion. This is the same emulsion by the way
that is received from the film manufacturer
and the color is produced without recoating or
resensitizing in any way. Needless to say this
in itself is worthy of mention because it has
been thought that Prizma was essentially a
double coat process. As far as the eye can tell
the quality obtained in this last release has not
suffered one whit by the employment of the
single coat.
Secondly: a large number of the "shots" iQ
this fibn contain the " Transformation " fea»'
ture. In fact the picture itself is based on the
results obtainable through the use of this idea.
The picture first shows the pictorial subject
in flat black and white, then gradually the
color is "faded in" until the subject is showo
in all its natural colors.
This release is one of the finest ever put out ■
by the makers and marks a real advance im
color cinematograohy.

April 16."

feature films with the porver plant as a background. At he left, Ann May ts thro..wg t.,e o, ...a J, on a ~O0-n.p. n
may atexpect
Soon zve set
the Metro Studio. The tzvo views at the right show H. F. 0 Brien of the Westinghouse Co instructing Charlie f a>; "»
inahouse
These latter stills, by the way, were taken just before Ray indulged m a free-for-all battle with
eccentricities of the modern switchboard. burglars
which jus' naturally ruined his evening clothes

J amiar
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Mile after mile of

EAGLE

FILM

EASTMAN
FILM

IS exposed
month

and

ROCK

6i

developed

Quality

The

each

Stock^^

Raw

at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through

Right

continuous

photographically.

not

practical tests we may be sure that

go to pieces

the quality squares with the Eastman standard.

Will

in the

projector.
Made by

Eastman

Film never has an op-

portunity tobe anything but right.

THE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

LABORATORIES
Harry Houdini, Pres.
T. W. Hardeen, Sec'y- & Treas, FILM
Nathan Saland, Vice-Pres.

EAGLE

DEVELOPING

OF

THE

4800
Union 4801
4802

CORPORATION

216-218 Weehawken St.
West Hoboken, N. J.
We have enlarged our title department and guarantee 24 hours service.
Ring Union 4800, 4801, 4802 and ask for Title Department.
We

have three deliveries every hour and guarantee to return your titles within 24 hours, or sooner,
if required.
WE ARE ALSO READY AT ALL TIMES TO GIVE YOU QUALITY PRINTS AND
SERVICE ON YOUR RELEASE
WORK.

Our plant covers 35,000 square feet.

VIGNETTING
DEVICES
COERZ
Each day new equipment and methods are used in the field and in the
studio. Unless the cameraman is progressive and up-to-the-minute, his
chances of success are reduced to the
minimum. GOERZ VIGNETTING
DEVICES and other GOERZ motionpicture equipment is the last word in
design
and efficiency.
us he'p
you
to
permanent
success.LetCall
or write
to-day. Begin the New Year right!
C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
317J East 34th St.
New York City

THIS

IS THE

CAMERA
USED BY
Burton Holmes Travelogues (Exclusively)
By all the prominent
Camera Men, Leaders of Industry,
Scientists, Explorers, Government
Bodies and 100% of the
LEADING PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD

NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO.
1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
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Music

and

the

Picture
(Coiitiintcd from page 374)

A

New
Year's Overture
Last week we told of the uses of music in
seasonable situations, and in creating atmosphere for specific hoHdays. I listed a number
of days: Christmas, St. Valentine's Day, Easter,
Washington's
Hallowe'en,
along
with each day Birthdaj-,
was indicated
the kind and
of music
which could be used. I said then that while it
may be practically impossible to book pictures
which are in season, the atmosphere can easily
be provided with music. In placing the Christmas list of music I said that I have purposely
waited until the last moment to offer some
thoughts, so as not to interfere with any plans
which you may have had on foot. My purpose in these articles is to be suggestive rather
than purely serviceable, to arouse the imaginations of the readers, that they may follow their
own inclinations along the lines I have started.
It is with the same plan in mind that I now
publish my New Year's Overture*. (As you
read this over, can you not see how you make
a Springtime Overture or a Winter's Eve Overlure?)

Charles D. Isaacson's New
Years Overture
1920
1921
THIS TEXT APPEARS
THIS IS THE ^MUSICAL
UPON THE SCREEN SCORE-SHEET.
A — Solemnly the dying
A — Beethoven, 3rd symyear is carried in state by phony. Second Movement
the universe; to be en- (Adagio Assai) down to
tombed in history. Hu- the end of C minor — (elimmanity follows in naked inate C major.)
feet, treading the icy snow,
heads bent, mourning the
passing of a mighty year,
a year fraught with tragic
memories and vain hopes.
A year
of love, joy
of passion, of sometime
and
sometime sorrow
A year content
of mumbling
and hunger, dis-of
misery and pain.
The purple procession
mounts slowly the interminable peak of time.
B — Black and blacker
B — Write in an interlude
becomes the atmosphere, of two bars of slow reuntil benot seen.
a signIt ofis light
strained chord for full orcan
the orchestra,
dark before the dawn.
C — From the earth be- C — Blend into Nocturne
, low rise the sounds of in E flat (Chopin) arranged
I 1 souls that murmur, pray- for violin solo (not necesing for surcease of pain,
sary to plav it all — just
'' Ij praying
a newer forlifetheandcoming
a finerof about eighteen bars).
day.
" Bring bring
us to us seeto the
sunshine;
see
the light of love ; bring
, us to see the birth of a
diviner peace on earth."
" Something
better, something sweeter.
" Something
purer, somefore thing never known be" Something
the past before
will which
seem
—
ny
pu
ng
hi
omet
"Spray,
new — we
we
we hope,
plead."
D — As if in echo of
D — Blend into " The
those
the un-of Rosary " for soprano solo,
known, wholifts seek
this voice
the soul that yearns only
for the past :
" The
Thee, hours I spent with
" Dear Heart. — •

" Memories that bless and
" Memories
Burn — — memories."
E — Now silence, awful E — Blend into about nine
blackness
and Infinity
of (Greig).
bars of Ase's Death
Silence. Then
procession
is at the peak of the world.
The emperor of time has
dug the grave — Lower the
bier,
lowerof the
the end
the dead.
year. 'Tis
F — Hark! Midnight. F — Twelve slow solemn
From a myriad of spires blows on the bell, against
the churchbells ring, Mid- a vox humana organ backnight, and the birth of ground, blending then into
Time.
a development of chimes
Off with the old — on to repre.sent church bells,
with the new.
this building up a clangThe King is dead — long ing of the whole orchestra,
live the king.
the use of all the traps —
Confiision
! Madness
! ing.
a mad New Year's greetJoin
in — come,
lift your
voice. 'Tis Babel !
G— Now like the Mardi G — This blends into the
Gras, the whole world goes " Fete of Bagdad " (RimDancing, Lilting, Scream- sky-Korsakoff's "Schehereing
Welcome.
the zade
") about
twenty bars
New a King;
to theTo New
before
the violin
solo
Year, Happy New Year, ONLY.
Happy
New
Year.
Draw the curtain aside
now. — We will see the intimate secrets of a Boliemian
New Year's
Shocking!
Drainparty.
the
bottles.
Shocking
!
Kiss
the
women.
orgy.
Shocking!
Dance the
H — Yet one hears the
H — Violin soloist plays
soft whisper of violins.
about
of
strain. six
Dead measures
pause.
I — Now
the old-time I-^Now frankly medley
songs. In the streets, the of New Year's fun.
laughing, harmonized songs Chorus fragment — " Jinuf goodfellowship. The in- gle Bells," into fragment
ebriation of cheer and Merrily We Roll Along,"
beer !
into fragment, " There's
solete
(Oh words.)
ancient rites, oh ob- Music in the Air."
J— Yet
again
tender J— Fragment "Annie
songs
of
childhood
and motherhood,
sweethearts. Laurie."
Fragment " Auld Lang
K — All over the world. K — Fragment " Ma.rseilThe
new year is by
greeted, leise."
By
Fragment
English anland Sister
of oldFrance,
ruddy days,Engby them.
native Italy.
' Syne."
Fragment Italian song.
L — Slight pause.
L — And even — in this
Fragment " Wacht am
day of a newer life — even Rhine."
by repentant Germany. About ten bars of "Star
Then theFelowship
Nation — theof Spangled Banner."
Peace
Earth's and
king.
M — Rapid close, about
_M — Itmorning.
is early New twelve
bars ending "ScheYear's
herezade."
morning.
It is early New Year's
It is early
morning
and New
the Year's,
world
keeps right on.
Keeps on.
A mad world, gentlemen,
a mad world, but a happy
New Year to you.
To you.
* Editor's Note: Under the title of Charles D.
Iraacson's New Year Overture, 1920. 1921, this is
being shown
New L.
Year's
Week managing
in the Brooklyn
Theatre
(Edward
Hyman,
director, Strand
Alois
Reiser, conductor, Katherine Stang, violinist, Olive
Nevin. soprano and mixed quartette of voices. This
is where the Interpretative Overture of Marche Slav
(Tschaikovsky) was played with such great success
with progress
a screenof text
ifr. Isaacson's
the
the of
orchestral
playing. running during

FULL
WILL

PROGRAM
BE
NEXT

OF PLANS
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Watch for the next week's
News and see what three davs
at the convention
vou

will bring

I The

New

Picture

Music

Mews

Forum

(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered This
is where the motion picture fraternity
gets together on music.)
FROM THE MUSICAL INDUSTRIES
Music Editor:
The writer fully appreciates the opportunity
to cooperate with this big movement of bringing more closely together those who are interests. ested in music and the motion picture interIn that connection would say I think the
proper man for you to enlist would be Mr.
Richard Aldcroft, who is president of the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce, with headquarters at 105 West 40th St. This chamber
represents a business of about a million dollars.
I would also mention the name of Mr. Alfred
L. Smith, their general manager; also Mr. C.
M. Tremaine, who is the head of the Bureau
of
Advancement of Music. — Spambach
PianotheCofnpany.
Dear Editor :
I want to register for the Motion Picture
Music Conference. Please advise me of the
necessary steps. Certainly you know how to
put a thing over, and I presume the conference
will be a great success from outward appearances even if it will be impossible to do much
practical good at so young an art. — T. Scott
Burnham, Editor, American Organist.
Dear Editor:
Your letter of November 24 received and
it interests me very much, as the question of
better music for pictures is most important and
you can rest assured that the writer will be in
attendance on the specified date.
If there is anything further you may do regarding this, please be sure to notify me. —
JamestionB.Picture
Kelly,
Corp.Managing Director, World MoFROM A CELEBRATED ORGANIST
My Dear Mr. Isaacson ;
I have taken the society of which I told you.
Frank Seymour Hastings is its president and
its vocal make-up — there are many quite prominent soloists enrolled — excellent. I am hoping
to
make it one of the best of New York's male
choruses.
By the
way,
my plans
so shaped
themselves that
I could,
with have
advantage
to myself,
take a relief organist's job in a decent NewYork (or nearby) theatre.
I'm very interested indeed in the conterence
and expect to be " right in it." I certainly hope
so! — Richard
Henr>Warren, Conductor,
Singer's
Club, N. Y
Music Editor:
I hope the thing will prove an immense success. In fact I am sure it will, for I see in
your columns that jou have aroused nationlatewideyou. interest — and upon this I must congratuIn fact your columns in Motion Picture
News are really the most interesting, helpful
and delightful reading matter I have ever come
across in any magazine, and I am so glad it is
being backed up so well by your Mr. Johnson.
Surely both The News and you are making
for yourselves a niche of fame and usefulness
that will establish forever your names in the
historv' of motion picture development. With
best wishes for your success I am ever loyally
yours.
Joseph Carl Bresl.
Music Editor:
Notwithstanding my lack of ability in all
things musical, I appreciate the wonderful music
that is arranged for some of the pictures by the
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orchestra leaders of the motion picture theatres. Ithink it materially aids the presentation
of the picture and gives the audience the right
perspective and feeling for the incidents that
are being portrayed.
I shall be very glad to attend the conference
of picture executives, exhibitors and musical authorities that you are arranging to be held in
New York City on January 24th, 25th and 26th.
My musical education has been sadly neglected. About the only instrument that I can
■nake a sound on is a Jew's Harp. That was an
iccomplishment I had in my boyhood days.
Don't know whether it has stayed with me or
lot, as I haven't tried it for thirty years. — Oscar
\. Price, Pres., Associated Producers, Inc.

Dear Mr. Isaacson:
When I wrote you last, I had just started
playing at the uptown theatre I mentioned to
you, as contractor and director. The last letter
I received from you was, I believe, dated September 10, in which you advised me to get in
touch with concert bureau.
I have had the orchestra in this theatre for
nearly three months now and several things
have occurred of late which makes it desirable
for me to look around for another house for
the near future. After opening with them, they
decreased my orchestra to twelve. Several
weeks ago I received instructions to cut to ten,
and recently to cut to eight on account of a
more or less mythical drop in business.

"WHITE YOUTH"
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "La Petite Duchess" (Melodious Gavotte), Baron
1
—
Chimes" (And.), by Luigini (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
until —"Voice
S: At of
Screening.
2
—
Theme
(1
girls in garden. minute and 30 seconds), until — S: Close-up of group of
3 — '■ Southern Reverie," by Bendix (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T:
" Back in the bayou country."
4— Continue pp (30 seconds), until — T: *' Madapi, you married."
5 — —" S:Humorous
• until
Interior Drinking
of wine Theme,"
cellar. by Roberts (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
6 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " Fo lub ob de."
7— "Turbulence,"
by Borch (40 seconds), until — S: Colored fellow drops
bottle
of wine.
8 — "Twilight Fancies" (4/4 Andante Cantabile), by Fromel (4 minutes),
until — T: " Monsieur, will you simimon? "
9 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—
T: " I see one who by her."
10 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
T: "Following the old French."
11 — "Lento Allegro" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "When the fireflies."
12 — Continue pp (45 seconds), until — T: " You don't have to marry."
13 — " March and Procession of Bacchus," by Delibes (1 minute and IJ
seconds), until — T: "Sunday morning petite."
14 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "But at the Chateau."
15 — " On Hilo Bay" (Waltz), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: " Monsieur
Burt, will you dance? "
Note: Play to action during Jigg scenes.
16 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: "Close-up of watermelons.
17 — "Comedy
Allegro," by Berge (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — S:
Innkeeper
locks garage.
18 — " Conspirators " (To action pp or ff), by Santos (3 minutes and II
seconds), until — T: "Don't marry her, we're too."
19 — " Misterioso " (For general use), by Andino (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: Close-up of clock."
20 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute and
SO seconds), until — T: "I intend to marry Aline."
21 — " Caprice Joyeux " (Allegretto), by Seeligson (4 minutes and II
seconds), until — "T : "The cold dray dawn of a."
22 — " Birds and Butterflies," by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until—
T: " The field of honor."
23 — Theme FF (2 minutes and
seconds), until — T: "Are you shot?"
THE30 END.
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This is quite discouraging, particularly when
I had such an exceptionally fine aggregation of
musicians assembled, and on the next cut, I will
be forced to sever my connection with this
house, for I do not care to lead a six-piece orchestra.
It is possible that at this time you may know
of a New York house who wish the services of
a conductor with a large library. My library,
you will remember, now covers over six thousand concert numbers. I have spent over a
thousand dollars in augmenting it during the
past three months, and for an orchestra of
twenty-five men or less, it compares favorably
with any theatre library in the city, not even
excepting the large Broadway houses.
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recommended. forApply
in confidence. Photo Finishing Company, 32nd &
Indiana Ave., Chicago.
YOUNG MAN twenty-nine, graduate American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, desires position as
Assistant to Director now working in New Yorlc City
and environs. Excellent references. Please address
D. C. Rosetahl, Grand Central Palace, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — A MOLLER ORGAN, in excellent
condition,
Jefferson
thea're, in14th
StreetApply
and
Srd Avenue,at ontheaccount
of change
policy.
B. S. Moss, 7th floor. Palace Theatre Building.
Bryant 9200.
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Hoods
Made of Natural Colored Glass
Color* show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent
Far Ahead of Dip and
Let* Cottly
REYNOLDS
For S-10 W. and
25-M W. Lampt
ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Printing, Developing
and Art Titles
BRINNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager
1737 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Ulinois

li'ani^rieK
Aotomatlcally soppUes only gncb volta<« m are
requires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St.. Cleveland, Ohio, O. 8. A.

to Start

Soon

Picture

N e-

on

Electric, in K. C.
Construction work on the most unique,
as well as elaborate, motion picture theatre in Kansas will begin about February
20. The new structure, which will be
erected in Kansas City, Kan., by E. J.
Grubel and F. C. Grubel, who operate a
chain of motion picture houses, will represent an investment of $500,000.
Among the many features of the Electric theatre, as it will be known, will be
a children's playroom on the main floor.
The theatre proper will be 80 feet wide
and 49 feet high and will have a gray and
green glazed terra cotta front. The center over the canopy will be of art glass,
back of which will be operating constantly
colored lights. The theatre, which will
be entirely fireproof, will have a main
lobby 30 by 40 feet, with a maximum
ceiling height of 60 feet. A concealed
system of lighting and the latest devices
for manipulating lights will be in force,
while the stage will be of ample size to
accommodate the largest road attractions.
This is merely a precautionary measure
against a time when the theatre might be
used for other purposes.
A spacious mezzanine lounge floor, directly over the foyer and under the balcony, will be constructed. The seating
capacity will be approximately 2,000.
p
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"News"
Ol'

FRANCISCO

Ellis G. Berg, who has a wide reputation as the successful manager of the
Strand theatre, having been with that
house since before its advent as a firstrun picture palace, has resigned to become manager of the Ria.to theatre ownership of which was recently acquired by
J. H. Jackson and D. S. Markowitz.
Smith,theatre,
for some
of Edthe A.Rialto
and time
who manager
resigned
two weeks ago, has been appointed manager of the Strand theatre, taking the
place vacated by Mr. Berg.
Ben Westland. director of publicity for
the San Francisco Universal exchange,
is in Los Angeles for a few days to arrange some publicity for the torthcoming Universal release, " Outside the
Law."
The All Star Features exchange in
San Francisco is handling so much business according to manager E. R. Williams, that an addition to the sales force
has been found necessary and J. C. Lingenfelter has been added to the staff.
He will make the San Joaquin valley.
"The
Fair,"
plays at the
ImperialCounty
theatre,
weekwhich
of December
19,
is
booked
up
until
April
acording to
Williams.
Said to be due to the high class of film
on the state rights market, the Rialto
theatre is on the open market henceforth,
it is reported. The latest purchase of
the All Star Features of San Francisco
is " L^p in Mary's Attic."
OKLAHOMA
CITY
Sunday motion picture shows and Sunday baseball where admission fees are
charged are illegal in Texas, the Texas
Criminal
Court of Appeals held at Austin last week.
Motion picture shows are to be shown
at Harlington, Texas, during hours not
conflicting with church services.
A building permit has been granted at
Oklahoma City, Okla., for the remodelling
of the Dreamland theatre, at a cost of
$7S,000.
The new theatre will be one of the
finest movie houses in the state when
completed, stated Campbell and Price,
the contractors. The main auditorium
will
will be
be e.xtended
widened. 30 feet, and the lobby
A new balcony, the entire width of
the building, will be constructed, and
the house will practicallv be made new.
The
work is1st,to 1921.
be finished for opening
for March
At the recent Ft. Worth Texas, con
vention
they voted
for
censorshipof school
of filmsma'ams,
shown their
proteges.
The Knights of Columbus in San Antonio, Texas, backed bv the Daughters
of Isabella and the Catholic Societv,
adopted a resolution last week at their
monthly session condemning immoral and
suggestive pictures and calling upon the
tnayor to prohibit the exhibition of such
pictures in the city.
R. H.at Kelly
house
Gustine,is erecting
Texas. a new picture
The Dixie theatre was recently destroyed by fire at Caddo Mills, Texas.
N. G. Tinney has assumed the managership of the Grand theatre at San
Antonio, Texas.
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John S. Taylor of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
is contemplating the erecting of a theatre to cost $100,000, near the Clearwater
Sun Building, in St. Petersburg.
Colored capitalists of Savannah, Ga.,
are reported to be interested in the erection of a new theatre in the colored section of Harlem,
Vork City.
"This
theatre
will costNew
$600,000.
The same
capitalists are likewise interested in
theatres in Savannah and other parts
of the southeastern territory.
A house is being built in Erwin, Tenn.,
by the Barron Brothers, which will play
special feature and road shows of the
better class. .
The New Grand has just opened in
Coal Creek, Tenn.
The Dauphine theatre, at Mobile was
recently taken over by the Bijou AmuseBOSTON
ment Company, which owns and leases
the
city.
H. L.Empire
Fowler,theatre,
presidentin ofthethesame
company,
In a recent address Louis Nabaum, announced
that
the
house
would
run
the associate superintendent of schools second-run pictures and then along came
declared that many text books may the City Engineer who claimed the buildeventually be displaced by films. This
ing was unsafe, and condemned it. No
comes as a result of experiments con- statement
has been forthcoming from the
ducted in 30 public schools, where edu- Bijou Amusement
Company as to their
cational pictures were shown.
plans concerning the Dauphine.
The managers of moving picture theaAfter nearly two months strike, the
tres in Providence,
R. I.,an are
now dis- ■Pampa
movie-operators
on the
cus ing a plan to form
organization
job.
There
has been are
a hotbackcampaign
to be affiliated with the National Thea- throughout
the
two
months_.
and
a
strentre Owners'
It isfew
saidstates
that
uous effort on the part of the operators
Rhode
IslandAssociation.
is one of the
not having such an organization and the to interest the public in their side of
the fight.
Anyway,
managers are anxious to have the asso- and
everybody's
happy.it's all over now,
ciation organized.
The Southern Amusement Co., of VinThe motion picture industry was well
ton. La., has just installed a new Minusa
represented at the opening of the Capitol
theatre in New Bedford, Mass., a few gold-fibre screen.
days ago. The new house is located at
the junction of Acushnet avenue and dateZebulon,
N. C,called
now the
boasts
an up-tonew theatre,
Vooko,
under
Deane
Charette.street
Inc. and is owned by the AUen- the direction of Mr. Crosby.
Universal Film Exchange, of Charlotte,
N. C, reports that Mr. W. B. Cordy has
been
made special representative, his
PROV., R. I.
work consists chiefly of routing salesmen.

A branch of the International Church
Film Corporation will be established at
Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma,
Okla., in North
the nearTe.xas
future. Kansas,
and West Arkansas will be supplied
through the Okalhoma City office.
A charter for the Oklahoma Specialty
Film Company of Oklahoma City, under
the capitalization of $20,000 was issued
bv the state department. Incorporators
were R. E. Griffiths, L. C. Griffiths and
P. K. Johnston, all of Dallas, Texas.
P. C. Crown has sold the Liberty
theatre at DeLeon Springs, Texas, to
Stewart Brothers of KaufFman. Mr.
Crown has secured a position as manager
of the Constantine theatre at Pawhuska,
Okla.

At the annual meeting o fthe Moving
Pictureday, Operators'
Union
held the
here agitaSun12, blue
lawsformed
and
tionDec.
concerning
them,
the base
for considerable discussion, and it was
voted
the union
offer toto oppose
co-operate
with thethattheatre
managers
any
legislation that would tend to restrict
moving picture performances in this city
on Sunday. The following officers were
chosen : president, Edwin W. Anthony ;
vice-president, Charles Macomber; recording-secretary. Earl Madden ; financial
secretary, Samuel Taylor: business agent,
Thomas E. Spaulding.
The Theatre Musicians' Union of this
city have chosen John T. Greene as president, Patrick A. Kearns is the new recording secretary and William Gamble the
financial secretary.

The Pastime theatre, at Concord, N.
C, is being altered and will have a new
$5,000ager pipe
of the organ.
Pastime. Ed Stewart is manSt. Augustine. Fla., boasts the New
theatre, recently opened, which is said
to be doing an excellent business.
A theatre somewhat unique in this
territory is the Peoples theatre, at Greenville, Miss., which is owned by a stock
company of two hundred and fifty Greenville folk. It is enjoying an excellent
business.
Macon,trolled so Ga.,
towntheatrical
practically
confar asa its
activities
are concerned, by the Lynch Enterprises,
has been having troubles of her own in
re the exhibitors bete noir, the censorship problem.
Jewish Women's
Councilof protested
so Thevigorously
against some
the pictures now being shown in the local theathat theup "the
Citycase.
Fathers
" were mov-of
ed totres,take
A committee
three city aldermen was appointed to investigate the complaints.
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formation process at which he is an old
hand, his specialty being to popu arize
worn-down-at-the-heel houses. He declares that, if necessary, he will put on
an absolutely free show at the Victoria
and ask the patrons for contributions
as thev
liked
the pass
show. out, providing they have
Three Rivers, Quebec, is a town that
has two moving picture theatres which
are noted for the magnificence and efficiency of their projection equipment.
One of these houses is the Gaiety theatre, the proprietor of which is Mr. A. J.
B. Robert. The latter has made a particular study of projection and has carried out the policy of equipping his theatre with fine facilities to insure proper
presentation of pictures. It is interesting to note that the Gaiety, which has
about 1,000 seats, has no less than three
Powers projectors in regular use and the
equipment also includes generator, transverter and gold fibre screen. Each of
the projection machines is connected up
with an inductor. The Gaiety is about
five years old and has been remodelled.
The Imperial theatre is the other house
in Three Rivers which is finely appointed
This house, which is under the management of Mr. T. H. Crow, has two Simplexessary
projection
and other
details.machines
The Imperial
also nechas
about 1,000 seats and has been operated
for about one year.
There is considerable rivalry between
the two theatres regarding the quality
of projection and, although the place is
a comparatively small community. Three
Rivers lays claim to having picture proards. jection that is well up to accepted standThe Albee Building, which is the new
moving picture exchange building in
Montreal, Quebec, is to have a splendid
private theatre for the use of the various
exchanges which will have offices there.
This screening room is being fitted with
two Mazda Simplex projection machines.
All the offices have not yet been occupied in the Albee Building, which is
located on Mayor street, near Bleury
street, but practically all floor space on
the many floors has been taken and exchanges in the district are moving in one
after another.
The new manager of the Holman theatre, Montreal, Quebec, is Mr. Louis Garand who was formerly the assistant manager of the theatre under Mr. Morris
Kashin. Mr. Garand has been with the
Holman for a number of months previous
to which he was an advertising writer
with a local French newspaper. Mr.
Garand served with distinction during the
war as a member of the Canadian ExForce. taken hold of the HolMr. Garandpeditionaryhas
man theatre in fine style and is securgood crowds Hewithis using
Universal
and fronts
Selznick ingpictures.
special
and has been presenting features in one
week runs in a theatre with 950 seats.

The Amalgamated
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Limited,
Toronto, Montreal
and Halifax,
N. S., has lined up a series of twelve
feature releases for immediate booking
and has also secured the Canadian distribution rights for a variety of new
comedies and novelty subjects.
The short releases secured include
twelve Comedyart two reel pictures,
twelve each of the Ford Sterling. Chester
Conklin, Louise Fazenda, Gail Henry and
Billy Ritchie comedies, six new Alice
Howell comedies, twenty-six Comiclassics, consisting of 1,500 feet of comedy
CANADA
and 500 feet of scenic, twenty-six Moranti
fifty-two
" ClayhandPlaycolored
" one
ATLANTA
reel comedies,
specials and
fifty-two
Morris Kashin, formerly manager of scenics and travelogues known as " Sunthe Broadway theatre. New York, and
The twelve special features which have
E. N. Hirsch, at Gulfport. Miss., has the Holman theatre. Jlontreal, has startBurred."
just erected a new house there which
ed out to build up a chain of theatres in been setsecured
Canada E.include,
" "rhe;
K. Lincoln
was opened
with a bv
splendid
pro- Montreal for himself. His latest expan- Inner Voice," forstarring
gram. Musicrecentlv
was furnished
the Naval
"Thoughtless Women," Alma Rubens;
sion
has
been
the
acquisition
of
the
VicTraining Station Band. It is estimated
theatre inhasthea seating
Point St.
Charles'of " His Brother's Keeper," Martha Manscanaci'v
that the cost
of the house is in the neigh- section,toriawhich
field and Roger Lytton ; " Midnight
borho d of $100,000.
660. Mr. Kashin is busy with a trans- Gambols,"
Marie Doro and Godfrey

" Way. dence.
Down
East "athasthestruck
ProviIt opened
Providence
Opera House, a house devoted to the
legitimate, on Dec. 20 for an indefinite
run. None of the popular priced houses
would attempt to put it on. The Opera
House will charge 50 cents to $2 for
evenings and Saturday matinee and daily
matinees 25 cents to $1. The top price
is the largest ever charged here for moving pictures.
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Tearle; "Stolen Moments," "What
Women Want," Louise HuS ; " Her Majesty," MoUie King and Creighton Hale;
" Finders Keepers," Violet Mesereau
and Edmond Cobb ; " Place of Honeymoons," Emily Stevens and Montagu
Love ; " Neglected Wives," Ann Luther
and Claire Whitney ; " Eternal Mother,"
Florence Reed, and " Beyond the Cross
Roads,"
with Ora
Phil Hazza,
the Carew.
general manager of
the company, has also secured fifteen
two reel Westerns, featuring Harry
Carey, which have never been shown in
Canada.
The big features are to be released
every two weeks in Eastern Canada.
Maurice M. Davis, general manager
of the Davis Amusement Enterprises,
Toronto, has secured the Canadian rights
for
" That
Something,"
which
is aclubs.
film
feature
of direct
interest to
Rotary
Mr. Davis has undertaken to arrange
for the presentation of the picture m
various Canadian cities under the auspices
of local Rotary organizations. To aid in
this exploitation, Mr. Davis has secured
a number of books which tell the story
of " Thattribute
Something
he will disthese among" and
Rotarians
and
others. He is making arrangements to
appear before several of the Rotary clubs
to explain the purpose of the feature.
The organization has been eflPected of
Loew's (Canada),
Limited,to with
italization of $20,000,000
take ain capthe
Loew theatre enterprises in various cities
of Eastern Canada. The new company is
really a consolidation of Loew interests
and it is yet subject to the ratification
of shareholders and bondholders who are
associated with the various companies.
The huge capital allows for the absorption ofthe Loew theatres at Toronto,
Ottawa, Montreal, Windsor and probably
London. It is understood that there has
been some delay in arranging details at
the Loew house in London but this will
be settled in time. There are three Loew
theatres in Toronto, one of which was
opened a few months ago. A new_ Loew
theatre is now being opened in Windsor,
Ontario, and Mr. Terry Turner, a Loew
representative from New York, is now
in that city to supervise the opening.
The Loew house in Ottawa was opened
on December 8. The Loew theatre, Montreal, was opened three vears ago and
the Francais theatre, St. Catherine street,
Montreal,
beingit remodelled
theatre as iswell,
is declared.as a Loew
David M. Hartford, of the Hartford
Productions Corporation, Los Angeles,
was a recent visitor in Calgary, Alberta,
where he conferred with W. R. Marshall,
head of Motion Pictures. Canada, Limited, regarding
for the
shooting^ of
various
scenes details
in Alberta
for forthcoming
Hartford releases. Mr. Hartford is well
known in Calgary because of his work
in connection with the making of "Back
to
God's Country," which was produced
in Alberta.
The Isis theatre. Caleary. Alberta, is
being held on a tax title by the citv,
according to recent announcement, and,
ifis arrangements
be made
the hall
theatre
to be convertedcan into
a dance
by
R. S. Shngron who has offered to take
the building on a five year lease. The
city has
not premises
yet takenalthough
completethepossession of the
rents
are beincr collected hy the city to apply
against
arrears
of
_
taxes.
So
far
it
has
been found impossible to complete a deal
for thecauseproposed
use
of
the
theatre
bethe city is not recopnized as the
absolute owner, it is stated.
DETROIT
Lomse Fazenda was a visitor in Detroit
Thursday. She was interviewed by the
newspaperof prominent
folks _ and exhibitors.
was dined by a
number
Burrell Tripp has added the Princess
theatre at South Haven to his circuit.
J. M. Duncan, retiring president of
the Detroit Board of Exchange Managers,berswason tendered
dinner by the memMonday aevening.
Don Miller has sold his Garden theato George
owns tre,theMuskegon,
Chateau
theatre. Murphy, who
A campaign for state censorship of motion pictures is again under way, sponsoreby
d _ some
of theplanning
women'sto clubs.
Exhibitors
are already
combat it when the legislature meets in
January.
The Broadway Strand has reduced its
night prices to 20, 40 and 60 cents, with
$1 for box seats. At that the prices

North Presbyterian church, Buffalo,
launched forth with an attack on the
motion picture from his pulpit on Sunday, December 12, saying among other
John H. Kunsky has purchased state
rights on the new Clara Kimball Young are
thini^s
that most
of the ofmovie
shows
immoral.
In behalf
the Buffalo
pictures.
Theatrical Managers' Association, Harold
" Bob " Rowan has been appointed B. Franklin, managing
of Shea's
Criterion director
and North
Park
manager of the new Federated film Ex- Hippodrome,
theatres, issued a statement in defense
change here.
of the motion picture which was published by most of die local newspapers.
Lewtor, is now
Barnes,
former Kalamazoo
exhibi- Mr. Franklin
gave some excellent arguassociated
with the Goldwyn
refuting statements made by
exchange, covering the lower part of the Rev.ments inMr.
Stewart.
Michigan out of Detroit.
When Otis Skinner comes to the VicIt is reported that M. W. McGee, former manager of the Majestic theatre in
toria theatre, Buffalo, Manager Arthur
Skinner should have some job on his
its mostcently prosperous
days
and
more
rewith the Belle Isle Coliseum Co., hands taking care of the crowds that
will respond to the big exwill takehere.over one of the big first-run undoubtedly ploitation
houses
campaign he has outlined.
Arthur is some exploitation artist and
he is going to wake the natives up right
with his " Kismet " campaign.
NORTHERN
Hugh Rennie. manager of the First
National exchange, was host at a big
NEW
YORK
gathering of exhibitors in the Hotel Iroquois, Buffalo, Monday noon, December
20, when the franchise was discussed.
"
We
are
building
too
many
garages
Moe
Mark,
president
of the
Strand
theaand motion pictures theatres in Buffalo
tre. New York,
was one
of the
speakers.
today and not enough homes and apart- E. O.
Hayes,
city
sales
manager
and
ments," said Healthat Commissioner
Mr. Rennie
also spoke briefly. Luncheon
cis E. Fronezak
the Buffalo RealFranEs- was
served.
tate board luncheon in the Buffalo Chamof Commerce.
"Forgarages
every house
being
William
built berthere
are seven
and movie
versal and McKay,
who was formerly
to have with
gone Uniwith
houses goingmissioner.up,"
continued
the
comNu-Art,
died
suddenly
last
week.
This may be true of garages,
but it is not true in regard to picture
Howard
Brink,to Robertson-Cole
houses, as there have been but three or
ager, journeyed
Jamestown, N. manY.,
four new picture theatres built in 1920.
and
signed
up ainlota ofnumber
busiThese are the Shea North Park, the last week
ness.
H.
C.
Bissell
sent
Rivoli, the Capitol and the Criterion,
contracts frnm the Southern Tier.
which is the old Star remodelled. There of bigPowers
is now special representative
has been nothing but remodelling and re- Ray
decoration in the neighborhood theatres. for Robertson-Cole and is handling all
the big productions, including "Kismet."
Henry W. Kahn. manager of the Metro
Eddie isWeiijberg
theatre
going to oftrythean Mark-Strand
experiment office,
is_ pointing to the fact that Buster
with
Otis
Skinner
in
"
Kismet,"
which
in "for
Neighbors"
given credit
will be the attraction at this theatre the Keaton
last
week
attractingwascapacity
audiweek of December 26. Eddie had planned
Shea's
Hippodrome.
In fact
an elaborate exploitation campaign businessences towas
so
big
that
Mr.
Franklin
to put this picture over, but a week
before the presentation date, he decided held the comedy over for the entire week.
to cancel the entire program and let the
Taylor,
general
manager
picture stand on its merits. _He did not the" Buck"
Gardiner
exchange,
reports
thetheatre,
clos-at
even use an inch extra space in the newsing
of
a
contract
with
the
Eckel
papers. Eddie believes that a picture of Svracuse, for an extended presentation of
the
" should go over " The County Fair," " Before the White
big calibre
without ofthe" Kismet
aid of exploitation.
Man tre.Came
the Park
theaAkron, "N.opened
Y., lastat week
and broke
The Rex theatre, Corry, Pa., was
opened to the public Thursday evening, all attendance records.
December 16, under the management of
John Sitterly,
Dooley oflSce
has
Manley Parker. The Rex was erecte^
from Rochester
with chief,
contracts
at a cost of $75,000. The house stands inreturned
his pockets from the following theatres
on the site of the old Rex theatre which
Hart subjects : Ameriwas burned last winter. The new house on the newLyric,Neal
Grand, Clinton, Strand.
has a seating capacity of 1.200 and is Rialto,can,Astor,
Jefferson, Lincoln and
fireproof
throughout.
The
decorations
Rose Garden.
are elaborate.
The Savoy theatre in Syracuse has
Elmer C. Winegar, manager of the signed
up for the all new Clara Kimball
Central
Park_
and
Premier
theatres
in
Young
productions, according to Fred M.
the North Main street section of Buffalo,
Nu-.^rt manager. The Berhas been elected secretary of the new Zimmerman.
tis
Grand
in Auburn has taken on the
Twentieth Ward Luncheon club, which
entire
output,
the new Lillian
has just munity
been
to promote
subjects.including
Mr. Zimmerman
will
spirit inorganized
the section
in which comthe Gish
screen
"
Before
Dawn
Came
" next week
theatres are located. Elmer is there when in the Hotel Statler.
it comes to boosting the community idea.
He has been one of the most popular
N. I. Filkins. manager of the Merit
men in the North Main street section exchange
in the Palace theatre building,
for
work.several years as a consequence of his has signed up second run on " The
Hawk's Trail." at the Plaza theatre. This
serial is receiving a record number of
Theson beautiful
GoodwillThursday
theatre inevening.
John- bookings.
City was opened
December 16. This house, which was
built at a cost of $240,000 by George F.
Johnson
of thecompany,
Endicott-Johnson
shoe
CLEVELAND
manufacturing
has been leased
by William H. Mack. The opening attraction was Wallace
Reid a'so
in "onerates
What's funniest
Louise little
Fazenda,
one of the
comediennes,
was screen's
in the
Your Htirrv."
Atr. Mack
city on Friday and Saturday of last week.
the Endwell
in
Endicott
and
City
theatre in Binerhamton. The house ha.s a Miss Fazenda is on a vacation. No
seating capacity of 1,600 and is decorated sooner had Miss Fazenda gotten herself
in ivorv and gold. The architectural comfortably established at the Cleveland
style
somewhat
in New Hotel, than Bill Hoffman, local manager
York, follows
acocrding
to FredtlirM.Rivpli
Zimmerman,
for Special Pictures Corporation, for
president of Nu-Art Pictures. Inc., who whom the comedienne is about to make
attended the opening as the guest of a series of two reel pictures, began arManager Mack.
ranging for her appearance at the leading photoplay houses.
Bill Colhan, assistant manager of the
Miss Fazenda was widely entertained
Palace theatre. Buffalo, has returned while in Cleveland, and was the recipient
from Syracuse where he was temporary of much social attention. She left Saturmanager of the Palace, recentlv taken
day night for Cincinnati. She expects
over by Howard J. Smith of Buffalo.
Fayette,
InThe new manager is H. L. Bradner, for- to spend
theChristmas
placeago.whereinsheLa was
bom, not
merlv manager of the Lyceum theatre. so verydiana,long
Elmira. The Palace is the old Top theatre and when Mr. Colhan finished placManagerColumbus.
J. A. Maddox
Southern
ing a large Palace electric sign over the theatre,
Ohio, ofhasthebeen
busy
looking
at
all
the
big
feature
productions
old
Top
displav,_
a
Syracuse
newspaper
derlared that Bill had put the Palace on the market. He wanted one that would
" Over the Top." Bill likes Svracuse, be appropriate for anniversary week at
but
says. he would rather be in Buffalo, he the Southern, which starts on January
16th. He has selected "The Last of the
event.
The Rev. Charles A. Stewart, of the Mohicans" as most suitable for the event,
are
house.higher than in any other first class
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H. A. Bandy,
of Associated
Producers,
out in manager
these parts,
went over
to Toledo on the noon train last Friday
to
meet
P'red
Warren,
who
was
on his
way east.
Harry Skirbol, manager of the Ohio
Exchanges for Educational Films, feels
he has a right to enjoy a merry Xmas,
after his labors of the past six months,
since he first came into this territory
with Educational pictures. Among some
of the spectacular bookings that Br. Skirbol has tospicuous ishis
the mosttheatre,
conwithcredit,
the Euclid
Cleveland.
Four
Times
Foiled The
" theEuclid
week played
of June " 27th,
when the exchange first opened, and has
shown an Educational comedy every week
since that time, with the exception of
one
Keaton
in !" One
Week week
" waswhen
put Buster
on. Some
record
Federated Film Exchange Company,
which holds the Federated franchise m
Ohio, has taken over the distribution of
the product
SpecialThis
Pictures
Corporation in the ofstate.
announcement
was made the end of the week by Maurice
of thethrough
Standard Lebensberger,
Film Service manager
of Cleveland,
which the
physical
distribtuion
of
erated pictures is being conducted. FedThis
is to go into effect within the next sixty
days.
NEW

ORLEANS

The Mars
December 20 to theatre
furnish gave
some a ofbenefit
the funds
being raised in New Orleans to buy toys
for negro children.
Col. Charles E. Bray, former theatre
man of New Orleans, was back in the
city last
fromonSanthe Francisco to week,
hasten coming
the work
new
$600,000
Orpheum
being
in New
Orleans. He said he hopedbuilt
to have
the
theatre completed early in 1921.
He asserted that the threatened slump
in many lines of business is unlikely to
effect the show business adversely. On
the other hand, he said, a decline of the
cost ofnessliving
boostleave
the intheatre
busibecause will
it will
the hands
of the working man more funds for
amusement. The passing of the saloon
he described
God-send
to the
amusement businessas asa much
money
heretofore
spent for drink now is spent for shows.
More tionstrict
the prohibilaws wasenforcement
forecast bvof Colonel
Bray
and he declared it would be a good thing
as most of the money now spent for
" bootleg " also.
liquor would be spent for
amusement
The Globe theatre has been changed
by the Saenger Amusement Company
from a second-run house to a first-run
theatre. This has been done because of
the large number of excellent films being
booked by Saengers now. This also has
resulted in the Liberty theatre being
changed from a two program a week
house to a seven day run house.
Saengers originated the Saturday openingtherand andnowfor they
have weeks
gone ahave
step been
furseveral
starting
their
seven-dav
runs
at
Strand theatre on Friday. the,
MINNEAPOLIS
The Film Board of Trade has elected
officers for the coming year, consisting
of E. S. Holmes. Vitatrraph. president;
Beajamin Friedman, Friedman Films,
vice-president; C. S. Stombaugh, Pathe,
secretary, and L. " Mickey " Coen, treasurer. Close cooperation is being accomplished withLeague.
the United Theatrical Protective
George Beban. the character actor of
the screen, and Sol Lesser, the producer,
stopped off
neapolis orecently
n their wayfortotwoNewdaysYorkin Minwith
Beban's latest picture. " One Man in a
Million." sentatThey
conferred
with
repreives ofthe motion picture industry
here and were well pleased with the
facilities of the modem picture houses
of the city for showing their productions.
G. Carroll Johnston has been transto the "New Teorey.
Lyndalewhotheatre
succeed ferredChauncey
becameto
theatre.
manager of the recently opened Loring
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" Cowboy Jazz "
(S. & E.— State Rights— Two Reels)
OWBOY Jazz " presents the champion
>— ' cowboys and cowgirls of the world in
competition for world's supremacy in various
pastimes of the West.
The reels are full of action beside which the
feats of the old " Buffalo Bill " and " 101
Ranch " shows were pleasant pastimes. The
picture introduces many hair-raising stunts
which are so thrilling that one is kept in a
constant state of excitement from the opening
scenes up to the very last foot of film. This is
caused by the unique arrangement of the scenes
and the subtitles which vary to a great extent
and to the dare-deviltry of the riders who seem
lO face death every instant in their anxiety to
make the scenes thrilling.
Among the exciting scenes are broncho busting, wild steer roping, lariat throwing, fancy
riding and " bulldog steering." These latter
i'cenes include the unusual stunt of "bulldogging"
:a wild buffalo, which means riding this wild
(beast. The cowboy is seen mounting on his
back and " sticking to him " from one end of
the arena to the other — a new and interesting
stunt.
Many close-ups are also shown of the champion riders, among whom are : Joe Gardner,
champion steer roper; Guy Scholtz, champion
steer bulldogger; Chester Boyers, champion
lariat thrower ; Tommy Kirnan, champion fancy
rider; Bryan Roach, champion broncho buster
and numerous cowgirls including Rose Henderson and Bee Kirnan.
The picture, which was made under the auspices of the Benevolent Order of Elks, is interesting and exciting from start to finish and is
a splendid vehicle for any program. — FRANK
LEONARD.
"Number Please"
(Pathe — Harold Lloyd — Two Reels)
HAROLD LLOYD'S latest is filled with
action and gags. From the moment the
opening scenes are thrown upon the screen
when Lloyd is seen alone in the rear seat of a
roller coaster car much amazed because the hats
of the gentlemen in front, have a tendency to
"blow off" and bang him on the head, up to
the last scene, there is not one dull moment.
The situations are all laid at a beach resort
with Lloyd running the gamut of its amusements.
Among the most amusing incidents arc
Lloyd's scenes in a telephone booth which is
always occupied when he tries to use it, and
on securing a " seat inside " finds that he has
forgotten his sweetheart's telephone number,
which results in many comedy situations between the telephone girls and those seeking admit ance tothe booths ; the scenes in which the

star attempts to dispose of a pocket book which
always comes back to him, and those about a
"merry-go-round," around which the comedian chases a dog tied to a railing while the
" vehicle " is in notion.
In the latter scenes, Lloyd uses two good
comedy dogs, which are a welcome addition to
the cast.
Although many of the gags used are not new,
they are served in such a way that one is bound
to forget their originality.
Another good comedy for Lloyd. — FRANK
LEONARD.
" Broadway and Home "
f Selznick)
t«r> ROADWAY AND HOME," Eugene
Ij O'Brien's latest is pleasant entertainment.
There is nothing startling or thrilling in the
story and with the exception of a few dramatic
moments which appear in the last reel, it runs
along smoothly from beginning to end with
a few ripples apearing here and there to give
it incentive.
The locale is laid in the small town and the
big city, the latter scenes having some rich interior settings, one in particular, that of a ball
loom scene in which dancing girls are introduced in a novel way, being worthy of especial
mention.
The star appears in the role of a country boy
whose longing for the city is realized when
he meets a rich New Yorker, who invites him
to the big town and agrees to act as his guardian.
At an entertainment given by the latter, the
young man becomes enamored of a girl whom
he afterwards marries.
In a series of rather exciting incidents, the
young woman proves to be the mistress of the
wealthy man. Jealously is called into play and
when the latter tries to force the young woman to abandon her husband, she kills him.
In a rather strong climax, the girl dies in the
former home of her husband, in the small town,
as the police arrive to claim her.
The picture does not run above the average,
although it is well produced and has a popular
cast including. Frank Losee, Eleanor Fair,
Frank Andrews and Eileen Casidy. — Frank
Leon.\rd.

morning exercise (shaving) and the constant inter uptions ofhis wife offer moments of humor.
But the real fun starts when another husband,
accompanied by Louise Fazenda as friend wife,
a little boy, and the great Dane, attempt to have
an outing. They climb into their flivver with a
trailer on behind, loaded down with home brew,
the car stops traffic before it reaches the beach.
The big laugh is when one of the wheels rolls
off the trailer and Louise is forced to jack it up
with a wheelbarrow and wheel it herself.
This is the only original trick aside from incorporating the trailer. Hubby, wife, and child
get into their swimming togs and cache their
brew in the sand. But before the afternoon is
over, the bottles are either given away to make
peace or are broken. The Sennett bathing girls
are presented in a series of long shots with a
push ball, which seems to be endowed with intelligence the way it rolls over the amusing Miss
Fazenda. The final shot discloses the family at
a pop stand. The titles are in the best Sennett
style— crisp, brief and full of punch. The
comedy is not up to the usual Sennett standard
as far as measuring out humor. Still it is more
genuine than the trick stuff which has been made
out
REID.of the home brew idea.— LAURENCE

" If "
(Prizma-Selznick )
TTERE is a Prizma which has a peculiar
■■-J.- effect upon the spectator. It gives him a
healthy appetite. After seeing "If" one feels
like journeying to the nearest fruit store and
buying a luscious apple or a nice juicy pear
or one of those purple bunches of grapes. It
is excellent propaganda for the fruit dealer.
Of course the picture has to do with the coloring of the various articles. Viewed in the
ordinary state they present a drab appearance
and certainly do not contain a tempting appeal.
Which is proof that one's taste is most often
guided by the color.
Take the red out of the apple, the yellow
from the pear, the purple from the grapes and
in all probability these fruits and most of the
others would be left rotting on the ground.
The Prizma shows the difference, and the manner of presenting such a kaleidoscopic color
scheme with all the natural touches intact. It certainly extracts praise for Nature's paint brush
and the Prizma process. The " If " of the title
" A Fireside Brewer "
finds its meaning in the "before and after"
effect. It is a pleasant filler, one which gives
(Mack Sennett Comedy — Two Reels)
the spectator a healthy appetite for the suc/X^ORAL).
"If you must have your home
ceeding picture and his particular brand of
V
brew be sure to keep it at home!" Thus
fruit. It is not a misstatement in declaring it
Mack Sennrtt sums up the argument of his
the best Prizma ever conceived because it gets
latest comedy, " A Fireside Brewer?" He takes
the sting out of the Eighteenth .\mendment for awa\' from the " red " for the most part. This
those who look through dark glasses at it. vivid color hasn't reached the state of perfection of the blue or yellow or orange. Length
Summed up it spells quite an enjoyable twenty
minutes. A husband attempts to indulge in his one retl—LAURENCE REID.
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" When Dawn Came "
(Hugh Dicrker Production — Released by
Producers Security Corp.)
THIS picture is heralded by its sponsors as
a "picture revelation." And it is truly a
revelation in some respects — for its photography with its peculiar coloring is in places
most excellent, and it possesses a few real dramatic thrills that really sway the emotions in
a way equaled only by the highest class of pictures. But if it rises to heights, the production
also sinks into mediocrity. There is a tendency
to emphasize the non-essential details by repetition, and as a result there is a draggy, unstimulating feeling. The entire absence of comedy
and even lighter moments adds to this effect.
Mr. Dierker's production certainly has a
tlieme, but his message is vague and again not
quite convincing. He opens his story with a
most hackneyed series of incidents. A young
surgeon is devoting his life to charity, when a
young society girl lures iiim away from the
slums and the old priest, into the position of a
society doctor. He finds that she is unfaithful
and he takes to drink and the downward path.
Then the action shifts to an old mission in
Southern California, to which the old priest
has been transferred. It is really here that the
drama is brought in, and it is Colleen Moore,
playing Mary, a blind girl, who is largely responsible for it. She neither overplays nor yet
forgets her part for a moment, and it is a sympathetic scene that shows her ability when she
opens her eyes after a successful operation to
sec for the first time in her life. Moments such
as these are a credit to Mr. Dierker's direction.
The young surgeon is brought back to faith and
a higher life through the influence of the little
blind girl with whom he is in love. There are
scenes which are forceful and powerful as the
director seeks to bring out the idea of the man's
" denying God and hating men."
L. C. Shumway gives an impressive interpretation of the role of Dr. Brandon. He is best
when playing the embittered, drunken " down
and outer." We give Colleen Moore the honors,
although she does not make her appearance until the picture is half over. James Barrows
gives an intelligent characterization of the old
priest. There is none of the eye-raising, handclasping, and flat-hatted clergyman about him.
He is human. The other two principals, Kathleen Kirkham and William Conklin, are up to
the mark.
There are some splendid exteriors of the
California mission. The photography is another study in contrasts. In places it is unexcelled, and elsewhere it is the average.
Whether an average audience will fully appreciate this theme of Faith or not makes little
difference. It is a production which you can
guarantee will impress an audience by its few
good points and the depth of its thought, despite its slow moving action and occasional
jerky continuity.
It will be distributed on the state right market. Commonwealth Film showed the picture
to the trade of New York. Length six reels.
Matthew A. Taylor.
" The Price of Silence "
fSunrise — Six Reels)
A HECTIC picture of a woman's persecution
is offered in "The. Price of Silence,"
sunstarring Peggy Hyland. Hardly a ray of given
shine penetrates the six reels which are
up to painting in sombre colors a sob sister story
of misery and despair. It has a melodramatic
flare and offers some mystery in the disclosure
of a murder case. But the suspense is never
made dominant because the suspect is firmly
planted in the spectator's mind. There is much
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The comedian carries on his policy of remain
talk — too much talk about a certain weak
brother and an ivalid mother.
ing perfectly serious under the most ridiculou
The plot revolves around a disinherited circumstances. He uses his contortions les
woman who asks aid of her stern and relentless than in his previous pictures.
Matthew A. Taylok
father. She is to undergo an operation to prolong her life and her daughter is dispatched to
the proud old man to obtain the necessary funds.
" A Tale (Educational
of the Fur } North "
But mother dies because daughter never returns
home, although it seems reasonable that she
might have intrusted the money to a messenger. T N a most interesting manner, "A Tale of th(
" depicts incidents of the EskiShe is accused of murder and convicted and ■l Furmos' lifeNorth
in the far north.
sentenced to prison. The courtroom scene sort
The reel does not aim entirely at instructional
of violates ethics in the conduct of the case. The
value
a pretty little romance is interwoven,
story becomes real hectic and rambling in its which for
lends added interest.
account. A flash is given up to the persecuted
The opening scenes show the Eskimos on the
heroine at prayer in the chapel of the prison and
to the trading post in the springtime,
other flashes are presented with a prosecuting march
with their bundles of skins.
attorney harassing her at every opportunity.
After the tents are put up, one of the old men
If offers many convenient situations. For
example, the aforementioned attorney resigns of the tribe tells the story of his life to a member of the trading post and in this way their
when he finds himself falling in love with the
fair tenant of the prison. But she repulses him various modes of life are pictured.
Among the most interesting arc their methods
by calling him Tiberius Caesar. Her sorrow
continues even after her release is effected until, of fishing, the natives appearing in their skinfor the purposes of the story, the director finds covered canoes with peculiar oars which they
it convenient to end it, with the final shot show- wield with great dexterity, and their methods of
ing her happy with her erstwhile persecutor. handling the skins of wild animals and packing
The picture is told in a series of flashbacks as them for market. For interest some of their
far as the melodramatic incident is concerned games and dances are introduced together with
and this process destroys the suspense. The title their ideas of love making.
The sub-titles arc expressive and in harmony
finds its meaning in the determination of the
heroine to keep silent regarding her brother, with the character of the story. The reel should
Frank Leonard.
painted as a weak character. The direction is interest wherever played.
not inspired in any sequence and is decidedly
amateurish in the comedy relief. Was there a
" Sand Witches "
murder? No. The stern relative died from a
(
Gayety
Comedy — Educational )
stroke of lightning. The players haven't been
handled skillfully and appear to be mindful of tiQ AND WITCHES" is just an average
^ comedy which will give fair entertaintheir efforts — self conscious, so to speak.
ment.
Laurence Reiu.
The scenes are laid principally at the seashore
with the comedians injecting more action than
comedy into the situations and the bathing girls
" All Wrong "
rushing hither and thither in an endeavor to
(Clyde Cook Comedy — Fox — Two Reels) keep up the tempo.
BUILT up around a novel theme, the Cook
The cast,
which includes
'VeraandSteadman,
comedy is more spontaneous in its humor Charlotte
Merriam,
Neal Burns
George
and more refreshing in its originality than its George, is up to standard, each member working hard in a vain endeavor to inject something
predecessor, " The Huntsman." Cook is a soldier and the whole picture bristles with things funny into the many situations.
The scenes at the seashore are of the usual
military. Unlike Chaplin in " Shoulder Arms,"
the Fox comedian is not a member of " the awk- variety, with the comedians engaging in fights
ward squad." Instead, he is surrounded by over their sweethearts or the girls running,
perfectly drilled infantrymen. This makes the
contrast more decided, and when Cook about- screaming or huddled together in bad " formafaces the wrong way, and halts at the wrong
comedy isn't up to the usual standard,
time, flanked by men who move with machine- theThis
direction being more on the old-time idea
like precision, we consider it just as funny as
of "noise," if it may be called that, than the upthe opening
partlifeof has
" Shoulder
bur- to-date manner in which comedies are produced
lesque of army
not beenArms."
seen forA many
Frank Leonard.
a day, yet it comes at a time when thousands of today.
ex-service men will appreciate it to the extent of
tion."
many a loud roar of laughter.
" No Hope for the Drys " and
The action is laid on the Mexican border.
" Silver Silences "
Cook is assigned to guard duty. Here is one of
(Chester Sceenic — Educational)
the best bits of hokum in the picture. A signpost marks the border, and a very wild looking THE cameraman takes us under water in the
first half of this reel and in exploring the
Mexican soldier walks side by side with Cook,
and when the latter unwittingly bends backward unknown depths shows us life as it exists there.
The crab and the various members of his
into Mexican soil, he is quickly sent back Amerfamily or clan are brought into close inspection
icawards by the end of a bayonet.
and then for contrast various birds, such as
Then comes " the whiskey smugglers." Cook
is sent in plain clothes to get evidence against the seagull and pelican, are brought before the
the bootleggers. He discovers a building, half
of the camera as they " perch themselves "
of which is in Mexico and half in the U. S. The eye
upon the rock bound shores of the Pacific
bar is conveniently swung from one side of the Ocean.
" Silver Silences " is the title of the second
building to the other when a suspicious charachalf of this reel. The locale is laid in thfc'
ter
enters.
Thus
when
Cook's
superior
oflScer
arrives he finds the bar in Mexico and the Canadian rockies with its snow-capped mounAmerican cowboys drinking milk.
'
caves.
and crystal shots
Sometains beautiful
of Lake Louise are also
The comedy ends when Cook rescues the captain's daughter from the hands of the villain. taken showing tourists "boating" on this northlake and hiking and riding through the
He rides to the rescue on top of a huge, slow- land
moving horse, and is just as funny here as he mountains which surround it.
was in " The Huntsman."
Fr.\nk Leonard.
A good educational.
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Feature
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€1 A Complete Index to All Feature Productions Released During 1920 — the
Maker — Star — and Issue of Motion Picture News in Which Review and Plan
Book Appeared.

Adorable Savage, The (Universal) Edith Roberts
Aug. 14
Adventure in Hearts, An (Paramount-Artcraft) Robert Warwick
Jan. 17
Adventure, The (Fox) William Farnum
Mar. 6
Alarm Clock Andy (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) Charles Ray Mar. 27-Keb. 28
Alias Jimmy Valentine (Metro) Bert Lytell
Apr. 17
Alias Miss Dodd (Universal) Edith Roberts
June 19
Always Audacious (Paramount-Artcraft) Wallace Reid
Nov. 20
April Folly (Paramount-Artcraft) Marion Davies
Mar. 13
Amateur Wife. The (Paramount-Artcraft) Irene Castle
Mar. 20
Arabian Knight, An (H.aworth-Robertson-Cole) Sessue Hayakawa Aug. 28
Are All Men Alike (Metro) May Allison
Nov. 6
Away Goes Prudence (Paramount-Artcraft) Billie Burke
July 17
Bab's
Candidate
(Vitasraph)
Corinne
July 1711
Beautifully
Trimmed
(Universal)
CarmelGriffith
Myers
Dec.
Beauty Market, The (First National) Katherine McDonald
Jan. 31
Beckoning Roads (Robertson-Cole) Bessie B-arriscale
Jan. 3
Before the White Man Came (Arrow) Indian Cast
Mar. 6
Beggar in Purple, A (Edgar Lewis-Pathe) Special Cast
Nov. 13
Behind the Door (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) Hobart Bosworth Jan. 10-17
Behold My Wife (Paramount-Artcraft) Special Cast
Oct. 23
Below the Surface (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) Hobart Bosworth June 19
Best
of
Luck.
The
(Metro-Screen
Classics)
Special
Cast
July 3017
Beware of the Bride (Fox) Eileen Percy
Oct.
Big Happiness (Robertson-Cole) Dustin Farnum
Sept. 11
Black Shadows (Fox) Pe£gy Hyland
Apr. 3
Blackbirds (Realart) Justine Johnstone
Dec. 2S
Blackmail (Metro) Viola Dana
Oct. 16
Blind Love (Gerald F. Bacon-Awyon) Lucy Cotton
Jan. 24-31
Blindness of Youth, The (Foundation) Special Cast
Jan. 17
Blooming Angel, The (Goldwyn) Madge Kennedy
Feb. 21
Blue
Streak
McCoy
(Universal)
Harry
Carey
Aug. 237
Body and Soul (Metro) Alice Lake
Oct.
Brand of Lopez, The (Haworth-Robertson-Cole) Sessue Hayakawa Apr. 10
Branded Woman, The (First Nation-al) Norma Talmadge
Sept. 18
Branding Iron (Goldwyn) James Kirkwood-Barbara Castleton
Oct. 23
Breath of the Gods, The (Universal-Jewel) Tsuru Aoke
Aug. 7
Bright
Skies
(Brentwood-Robertson-Cole)
Zasu
Pitts
May 278
Bro-adway Bubble, The (Vitagraph) Corinne Griffith
Nov.
Broadway Cowboy. A (Hampton-Pathe) William Desmond
July 17
Broken Melody,
The (Arrow)
(Selznick)Glen
Eugene
O'Brien
Jan 193
Bromley
Case, The
White
..June
Brute-Master, The (Hodkinson) Hobart Bosworth
Nov. 6
Bubbles (Pioneer) Mary Anderson
June 26
Bullet Proof (Universal) Harry Carey
May 1
Burning
Daylight
(C.
E.
Shurtleff-Metro)
Mitchell
Lewis
.
.
^May
Burnt Winss (Universal) Frank Mayo
Feb. 29
28
Butterfly Man, The (Gasnier-Robertson-Cole) Lew Cody
May 29
Capitol, The (Artco-Hodkinson) Leah Raird
Jan. 3
Captain Swift (Vitagraph) Earle Williams
Apr. 24
Chains of Evidence (Hallmark) Special Cast
. . . . . Mar 6
Challenge of the Law (Fox) William Russell
.Oct. 23
Cheater, The (Metro) May Allison
Aug. 7
Child for Sale. A (Ivan Abramson) Special Cast
Apr. 3
Children Not Wanted (Carleton-Republic) Edith Day
Aug. 21
Chorus
The (Metro) Viola
Dana
Cinema Girl's
Murder,Romance,
The (Cosmopolitan-Para
mount)
Davies Aug.
Jan. 28
31
City of Masks. The (Paramount-Artcraft) Robert Marion
Warwick
July 24
City Sparrow, A (Paramount-Artcr
aft)
Dec
4
Civilian Clothes (Paramount-Artcraft) Thomas Meighan
Sept 18
Clothes (Metro) Olive Tel
l
Oct 2
Coast of Opportunity, The (Brunton-Hodkinson) J. Warren Kerrigan
Dec 25
Common Level, A (Transatlantic) Special Cast
May 8
Confession, The (National Film Co.) Henry B. Walthall
Apr.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Paramount-Artcraft) Thomas Meighan .... Nov 24
20
Copperhead, The (Paramount-Artcraft) Lionel Barrymore
21
Corsican Brothers, The (United Picture Theatres) Dustin Farnum Feb
Jan
3
Cost. The (Paramount-Artcraft) Special Cast
May
1
County Fair. The (Tourneur-Guy Croswell Smith) Special Cast
Sept 25
Courage
of
Marge
O'Doone.
The
(Vitagraph)
Special
Cast
June 122
Cradle of Courage. The (Paramount-Artcraft) William S. Hart Sept 25-Oct
Crooked Streets (Paramount-Artcraft) Ethel Clayton
Au" 7
Cumberland
A (Realart
Pictures) Mary
Minter. . . . . . Aug"
2124
Cup
of Fury. Romance.
The (Eminent
Authors-Goldwyrt)
SpecialMiles
Cast
Apr
Cupid
Will Rogers
.. .Aug
Curtain— The
(FirstCowpuncher
National) (Goldwyn)
Katherine MacDonald
Ort ifi7
Cyclone, The (Fox) Tom Mix
Ian 31
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Fox) Madlaine Traverse
.July 24
Dancin'
The (Paramount-Artc
Reide
May 1115
DangerousFool.
Business
(First National)raft) Wallace Talmadg
Dec.
Dangerous Hero. The (Selznick) OwenConstance
Moore
June
Dangerous Talent,
Paradise, A (Selznick) Louise Huff
Nov 196 "
Dangerous
The (American-Pathe) Margarita Fisher
Mar
20
Dangerous to Men (Metro) Viola Daaa
Apr 24
Daredevil,
The
(Fox)
Tom
Mix
Mar'
Dark Lantern, A (Realart) Alice Brady
Aug 2014
Darling Mine (Selznick) Olive Thomas
[
Sept 18
Two The
Worlds,
A (Fifst
Norma Talmadge
Daughter ofPays.
(Select)
ElaineNational)
Hammers
tein ' ' Jan'
Dec 174
Dead
Line.
The
(Fox)
George
Walsh
May'
15
Dead
MenSex,
TellTheNo (Hampton-Pathe)
Tales (Vitagraph) Blanche
CatherineSweet
Calvert .'.
Nov
Deadlier
Mar 2713
Deep Purple,(Democracy
The (R. A. Photoplay
Walsh-Realart)
SpecialSpecial
Cast
May 1115
Democracy
Company)
Cast...' " Sept
Desert
Love
(Fox)
Tom
Mix
'Apr'
24
Devil's Claim. The (Haworth-Robertson-Cole) Sessue H.ayakav.a
Devil's Garden, The (Bennett-First National) Lionel Barrymore May
Nov 226
Devil's Riddle, The (Fox) Gladys Brockwell
Mar ' 13
Devil's
Key, (Hampton-Pathe)
The (Universal) Snccial
t
Apr
Dice ofPass
Destiny
H. B. Cas
Warner
Dec 1711
Dinty (First National) Wesley Barry
Dec 4

Discarded Woman, The (Hallmark) Special Cast
July 10
Dollar for Dollar (Keenan-Pathe) Frank Keenan
May X
Dollars and Sense (Goldw^yn) M.adge Kennedy
July 3
Dollars and the Woman (Vitagraph) Alice Joyce
June 12
Don't Ever
(Neilan-First
Special Cast
May 261
Double
DyedMarry
Deceiver
(Goldwyn)National)
Jack Pickford
June
Double Speed (Paramount-Artcraft) Wallace Reid
Feb. 14
Down Home (Willat-Hodkinson) Special Cast
Nor. 6
Drag Harlan (Fox) William Farnum
Nov. 6-Apr. 10
Dream Cheater, The (Brunton-Hodkinson) J. Warren Kerrigan .Mar. 27
Duds (Goldwyn) Tom Moore
Mar. 27
Dwelling Place of Light, The (Hampton-Hodkinson) Special Cast
Sept. 2S
Easy to Get (Paramount-Artcraft) Marguerite Clark
Mar. 6
Empire of Diamonds, The (Perret-Pathe) Special Cast
Dec. 25
Even as Eve (First National) Special Cast
Jan. 31
Everybody's butSweetheart
Thomas
Oct. 2216
Everything
the Truth (Selznick)
(Universal)Olive
Lyons-Moran
May
Excuse My Dust (Paramount-Artcraft) Wallace Reid
Apr. 3
Eyes of the Heart (Realart) Mary Miles Minter
Nov. 13
Fabiola (Raphael Barette-H. B. Marinelli, Ltd.) Special Cast
Nor. 13
Face at Your Window, The (William Fox) Special Cast
Nov. 13
False Road, The (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) Enid Bennett
May 15
Family Honor. The (King Vidor-First National) Special Cast
May 8
Fatal Hour, The (Metro) Special Cast
Nov. 13
Fear Market, The (Realart) Alice Brady
Jan. 17-Feb. 7
Felix
H. -State
B. Warner
Sept.
Fickle O'Day
Women (Hampton-Pathe)
(David Butler Prod
Rights) David Butler
Aug. 21H
Fighting Chance, The (Paramount-Artcraft) Anna Q. Nilssen
July 31
Fightihg Kentuckians, 'The (Sterling Feature Pictures-State Rights)
Special
Cast
.'
Oct.
16
Figurehead.
The (Selznick)
Eu£ene
O'Brien
June
Firebrand Trevison
(Fox) Buck
Jones
July 26
31
Fixed by George (Universal) Lyons-Moran
Nov. 6
Flame of Hell Gate. The (Robertson-Cole) Beatriz Michelena
Mar. 20
Flame of Youth, The (Fox) Shirley Mason
Dec. 25
Flame of the Flesh (Fox) Gladys Brockwell
Jan. 3
Flaming Clue, The (Vitagraph) Harry Morey
Mar. 27
Flapper, The (Selznick) Olive Thomas
May 29
Food for Scandal (Realart) Wanda Hawley
Nov. 13
Fool
and His
(Selznick) Olive
Eugene
O'Brien
May 211
Footlights
and Money,
Shadows A (Selznick)
Thomas
Feb.
For the Soul of Rafael (Garson-Equity) Clara Kimball Young
June 12
Forbidden
The (Dwan-Asso.
Producers) Special Cast
Nov.
27
Forbidden Thing,
Trails (Fox)
Buck Jones
May 22
Forbidden Woman. The (Equity Pictures Corp.) Clara Kimball Young .... Mar. 6
Forbidden Valley (Blackton-Pathe) May McAvoy-Bruce Gordon
Oct. 16
Forged Bride. "The (Universal) Mar;' MacLaren
Feb. 7
Fortune Teller,
Hunter,The"The(Capellani-Rcibertson-Cole)
(Vitagraph) Earle Williams
Mar. 226
Fortune
Marjorie Rambeau May
45 Minutes from Broadway (Kane-First National) Charles Ray
Sept. 11
From Now On (Fox) George Walsh
Oct. 2
Full House. A (Paramount-Artcraft) Bryant Washburn
Sept. 18
Furnace, The (Realart) Special Cast
Dec. 4
Garter Girl. The (Vitagraph) Corinne Griffith
May 22
Gauntlet. The (Vitagraph) Harry T. Morey
Aug. 21
GGilded
ft Supreme.
The (Universal)
(Republic-Inter-Ocean)
Special Cast
May 23.1
Dream, The
Carmel Myers
Oct.
Girl in Number 29, The (Universal) Frank Mayo
Apr. 3
Girl in
in the
the Web,
Rain, The
"The (Hampton-Pathe)
(Universal) Anne Blanche
Cornwell
July 313
Girl
Sweet
July
Girl of My Heart (Fox) Shirley Mason
Dec. 25
Go and Get It (Neilan-First National) Special Cast
July 31
Going Some (Rex Beach-Goldwyn) Soecial Cast
July 31
Good-Bad
Wife,
The
(Vera
McCord
Prods.-Film
Booking
Office)
Special
Cast
Oct. SO
Great Accident. The (Goldwyn) Tom Moore
July 3
Great Air Robbery. The (Universal) Lieut. O. L. Locklear
Jan. 17
Great Lover, The (Goldwyn) Special Cast
Dec. 4
Great Redeemer. The (Tourneur-Metro) Special Cast
Sept. 4
Great
The (Adamac-Republic)
Tyrone Power
Aug.
GreaterShadow,
Than Fame
(Selznick) Elaine Hammerstein
Jan. 247
Green
Flame,
The
(Brunton-Hodkinson)
J.
Wa'-ren
Kerrigan
July
Guilty of Love (Paramount-Artcraft) Doro.hy Dalton
Oct. 249
Hairpins (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) En d Bennett
Aug. 14
Half a Chance (Jesse D. Hampton-Pathe) Special Cast
Oct. 30
Harriet and the Piper (Mayer-First National) Anita Stewart
Oct. 30
Haunting Shadows (Robertson-Cole) H. B. Warner
Jan. 24
Headin'
( Yankee-Kessel
& Bauman-State
Rights) Babe Ruth Sept.
Heart of Home
-a Child,
The ( Nazimova-Metro)
Nazimova
Apr. 2517
Heart of a Woman. The (Peerless Pictures-State Rights) Jack Richardson .Nov. 20
Heart of Twenty, The (Brentwood-Robertson-Cole) Zasu Pitts
Aug. 28
Heart Strings (Fox) William Farnum
Jan. 17
Hearts Are Trumps (Metro) Special Cast
Dec. 11
Held by the Enemy (Paramount-Artcraft) Special Cast
Oct. 9
Held in Trust (Loew-Metro) May Allison
Aug. 21
Hell Sh n, The (Fox) Madlaine Traverse
Feb. 28
Hell's Oasis ( Cosmopolitan-Paramount-Artcraft)
(Pinnacle Prods.) Neal Hart
Oct. 49
Heliotrope
Special Cast
Dec.
Help Wanted — Male (Hampton-Pathe) Blanche Sweet
Oct. 2
Her
(Realar-)
Wanda
Hawiey
Dec.
Her Beloved
Elephant Villain
Man (Fox)
Shirley
Mason
Feb. 257
Her Honor the Mayor (Fox) Eileen Percy
Sept. 4
Her
Unwilling
(Hampton-Pathe)
Nov.
27
Heritage
(W. L.Hus'b.and
Roubert-Prods.
-State Rights)Blanche
Matty Sweet
Roubert
Aug. 28
Hidden
Code,
The
(Sulmac-Pioneer)
Grace
Davidson
Ju'y
31
High House
Speed in (Hallmark)
Edward Earle Gladys
His
Order (Paramount-Artcraft)
Elsie Hulette
Ferguson Mar. Jan.
6-Mar.17-2420
His "Temporary Wife (Hodkinson) Rubye De Remer
Jan. 31
His Wife's Friend (Paramount-Artcraft) Dorothy Dalton
Feb. 21
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Notorious Mrs. Sands, The (Robertson-Cole) Bessie Barriscale June It
Nurse Marjorie (Realart) Mary Miles Mint
er
Apr a
Occasionally
Yours (Gasnier-Robertson-Cole)
Lew Cody
"Oct'
Officer 666 (Goldwyn)
Tom Moore
Nov l»2
Old Fashioned Boy. An (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) !!!!!!!!'!' Nov' 13
Old Lady
31 (Metro)
Emma Dunn
Apr' It
10
Once
a Plumber
(Universal)
Lyons-Moran
Sept
Once Hour
to Every
(Holubar-Universal)
Dorothy
PhUUps
'../.'.Oct
1<
One
BeforeWoman
Dawn (Jesse
D. Hampton-Pathe)
H. B. Warner
July 24
One Way Trail, The (Republic) Special Cast
June S
On With the Dance (Paramount-Artcraft) Mae Murray
Feb. 28, Jan. 31
Orphan,Men's
The Shoes
(Fox) (Edgar
WilUam Lewis-Pathe)
Farnum....
' May t
Other
Crauford
Kent
Jan. 24
Out of the Snows (Selznick) Zena Keefe
Nov
20
Out of the Storm (Goldwyn) Special Cast
June 26
Out Yonder (Selznick) Olive Thomas
Jan 3
Overland Red (Universal) Harry Carey
' Feb 21
Oyer theLove
Hill (Ballin-Hodkinson)
(Fox) Special Cast
'
Sept
Pagan
Special Cast
Dec. 254
Paliser Case, The (Goldwyn) Pauline Frederick
Feb. 7
Paris Green (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) Charles Ray
May 1
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (Screen Classics-Metro) Special Cast
July 17
Partners of the Night (Eminent Authors-Gold wyn) Special Cast
Mar. 13
Passers-By (Blackton-Pathe) Herbert Rawlinson
July 3
Passion (First National) Paola Negri
Oct. 23
Passion's
Playground
(First National)
MacDonald
Oct. 2916
Path
She Chose,
The (Universal)
Anne Katherine
Cornwall
May
Peaceful Valley (Kane-First National) Charles Ray...:
Oct. 23
Peddler of Lies, The (Universal) Frank Mayo
Jan. 31
Pegeen (Vitagraph) Bessie Love
Jan. 24
Penalty, The (Goldwyn-Eminent Authors) Special Cast
Not. 27
Penny
The (Hyman
O'Neil
Jan. 37
Perfect Philanthropist,
Woman, The (First
National)Attractions)
Constance Peggy
Talmadge
Aug.
Phantom Melody, The (Universal) Monroe Salisbury
Jan. 31
Piccadilly Jim (Selznick) Owen Moore
Feb. 21
Pink Tights (Universal) Gladys Walton
Sept. 2S
Pinto (Goldwyn) Mabel Normand
Jan. 31-Feb. 7
Plunger. The (Fox) George Walsh
Nov. 30
Point of View, The (Selznick) Elaine Hammerstein
Aug. 14
Polly With a Past (Metro) Ina Claire
Dec. 25
PoUyanna (United Artists) Mary Pickford
J»n. 24
Poor Simp, The (Selznick) Owen Moore
Oct. IC
Prey, The (Vitagraph) Alice Joyce
Oct. 9
Price of Redemption, The (Metro) Bert Lytell
Oct. 1
Prince Chap, The (Paramount-Artcraft) Thomas Meighan
July 24
Prince of Avenue A (Universal) James J. Corbett
Jan. 17
Red Foam (Select) Special Cast
Dec. 4
Red Hot Dollars (Paramount-Artcraft) Charles Ray
Jan. 10
Red Lane, The (Universal) Frank Mayo
July 17
Remodeling Her Husband (New Art-Paramount) Dorothy Gish
June 19
Respectable by Proxy (Blackton-Pathe) Sylvia Broamer
Feb. 14
Return of Tarzan, The (Numa-Goldwyn) Special Cast
June 12
Riders of the Dawn (Benj. Hampton-Hodkinson) Special Cast
15
Right of Way, The (Metro) Bert Lytell
Feb. 14
Right to Love, The (Fitzmaurice Prod. -Paramount) Mae Murray
Sept. 4
Rio Grande (Carewe-Pathe) Special Cast
Apr. 24
Risky Business (Universal) Gladys Walton
Dec. 4
River's
End,
The
(Neilan-First
National)
Special
Cast
Feb. 2813
Road to Divorce, The (Universal) Mary MacLaren
Mar.
Romance (United Artists) Special (^ast
May 29
Rose of Nome (Fox) Gladys Brockwell
Aug. 7
Rouge and
Riches
(Universal) Mary MacLaren
Jan." 18
10
Light Woman, The (American) Helen Jerome Eddy !!'.;
Round
Up,
The
(Paramount-Artcraft)
Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept.
\
Brusher, The (Hampton-Hodkinson) Special Cast
Jan. 10
L nl2e Cafe,
r,?^'^'?ra^"u
William RusseU J.';;! -jSi
Litt
The (Pathe) Max Linder
-If,"- i? Sage
Sand (Paramount-Artcraft) William S. Hart
July 3
L. t e Grey
'FraidMouse,
Lady The
The (Fox)
(Robertson-Cole)
Mae Marsh.
June 19
Dec 4 Scratch My Back (Eminent Authors-Goldwyn) Special Cast
Little
Louise Lovel
y .'.'.':'.'.'.'.'.•.'.
Nnv
11 Scuttlers, The (Fox) William Farnum
Dec. 25
Lit e Miss Rebellion. (New Art-Paramount) Dorothy Gish'. .'.'.".
Sea Rider, The (Vitagraph) Harry Morey
June 5
Oct 2 Sea
Wolf, The (Famous Players-Lasky) Noah Berry
May 29
Secret Gift, The (Universal) Kohlmar-Christians
Sept. 18
Seeds
(Inter-Ocean-C. R. Macauley)
Seeing ofItVengeance
Through (Brentwood-Robertson-Cole)
Zasu Pitts ......Nov.
Feb. 2813
' "^ " ^ ^^^^:::^ Ma?' A Servant
-rUi.^"-"
te-arT'^u
in
the
House,
The
(Film
Booking
Office,
Inc.)
Special
Cast
Sept. 4
^oVke^/lts
Lone
Hand,
The
(Alexander)
Roy
Stewart.
..
.■.■.'.■.'.'.■.■.'.'.'
Love
(J
Parker
Read. Jr.-Asso. Prods.) Louise Glaum
Servant Question, The (Selznick) Willie Collier
July 3
Dec n
Sex (J. Parker Rcad-Hodkinson) Louise Glaum
Apr. 10
Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes. The (Selznick) Elaine Hammerstein May 15
Shark, The (Fox) George Walsh
Jan. 24
She Loves and Lies (Select) Norma Talmadge
Jan. 17
Love's Harvest (Fox) Shirley Mason. ... ^
She
Played
and
Paid
(Joan
Film
Sales)
Fannie
Ward
Nov.
27
Tune s Sherry (Edgar Lewis-Pathe) Special Cast
June 5
nJk'.f r^'M^= '^''t^ .(Goldwyn) Pauline Frederick. !! l! l '.! I! l! I ' !
p'eb 21 Slam Bang Jim (American-Flying A) William Russell
Apr.
24
Luck of
of the
t^e'tkh%M"l5
(Robertson-Cole)
Barrisca le
! ! !Feb! M
i.uck
Irish (Mayflow(The
er-Dwan
Prod.) SpecialBessie
of Vanity, A (Robertson-(Jole) Pauline Frederick
Oct. SO
Cast
Jan. 24 Feb 7 Slave
Slaves
of
Pride
(Vitagraph)
Alice
Joyce
Jan.
24
M^i^°D
(Victor
Kremer
Prod.)
Lina
Cavalieri
Nov 6 Slim Princess, The (Goldvryn) Mabel Norman
July 10
Madam Peacock (Nazimova-Metro) Nazimova
.
Ort' ifi Smiling AU the Way (D. N. Schwab-State Rights) David Butler
Nov. 27
Madam
(Goldwyn) Pauline Frederick..........
Sent'
'I'l
Oct
9
MadonnasX and
Embers (Keenan-Pathe) Frank Keenan
Feb. 21
Men (B. A. Rolfe-Jans) Specif Cast
^
Tune 26 Smoldering
So Long inLetty
(Christie-Robertson-Cole)
Special Cast
Oct. SOIS
the House
(Metro) Special Cast
Nov.
Ther?wf°r".«^^'!?'i'°2-P^"^') Herbert Rawiin'so'n.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.-.-.-.^J^^^^ I* Someone
Something to Think About (De Mille-Paramount-Artcraft) Special Cast.... Oct. 30
Song of the Soul, The (Messmore Kendall-Goldwyn) Vivian Martin Oct. 23
Sooner or Later (Selznick) Osen Moore
Mar. 27
Soul of Youth, The (Realart) Lewis Sargent
Aug. 28
gl;^hra|^K°n^MFJx^^
^^o'rgt^V^alT."^" .^^
Marri,age
?i
Dfc.
Pit,
.•.'.•.
The
(Universal)
.•.■.■.■.•.'.■.•.'.'.'
.
Splendid
Hazard,
A
(Dwan-First
National)
Henry
B.
Walthall
Oct.
2-July
17
Fairbanks.
Frank
^""^'as
Ma
yo
''^^ .^'^^^^^'^
v\l\T^^i^^
Mar'ri,a«
Ort
ifi
Sporting Duchess. The (Vitagraph) Alice Joyce
Mar. 13
Married Life (First National) Special Cast
l",f
Square
Shooter,
The
(Fox)
Buck
Jones
Aug.
14
Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Paramount-Artcraft) Dorothy 'Gish " "m^" e'Aor \ Shipwrecked Among Cannibals (Universal) Native Actors
July 10
(Paramount-Artcraft) MacLean-May.
. . .
'Jm■•■•i'l-Maf
13
Shod
with
Fire
(Fox)
William
RusseU
Feb.
28
■•■••■•■Oct
•ii 1
M^^ r ^.'"tNation-al)
Barrymore
l!!!'-'
Master
Acres (Metro-Screen Classics) Alice Lake
Apr. 3
Stroke ^aS^,?'"""*
A (Vitagraph
) Earle Lionel
William
s...
Tulv
17I Shore
Should a Woman Tell (Metro-Screen Classic) Alice Lake
Jan. 3
Midsummer Madness (Paramount-Artcr
aft) Special Cast
Dec 25
Sick Abed (Paramount-Artcraft) Wallace Reid
July 3
Silent Barrier, The (Tracy-Fibraltar-Hodkinson) Special Cast
Aug. 7
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (Harry Garson-Equity) House Peters. ... Mar. 12
Silver Horde, The (Rex Beach-Goldwyn) Special Cast
May 28
Simple
Souls (Hampton-Pathe) Blanche Sweet
May 8
Misfit Wife, ■The (Metro) Alice Lake
Sin
That
Was
His,
The
(Selznick)
William
Faversham
Nov.
27
Tulv
Si
Miss Hobbs (Realart) Wanda Hawley
i'"'^
Sinners (Realart) Alice Brady
Mar. 27
of Rosanne (Paramount-Artcraft) Ethel Clayton
Oct. 23
Jan 31
Molly
and ?T^•^^^c.,°•
I (Fox) Shirley
Hope Hampto'n'.'.'.'.'.
Maso
ro) n
Pf Hampton-Met
.V.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'. Anr
10 Sins
Monv"«nH
Sister of Salome, A (Fox) Gladys Brockwell
July 31
Mollycoddle, The (United Artists) Douglas Fairbanks....!.!:.';:!:
June
26
Sky
Eye
(State
Rights-Sol
Lesser)
Special
Cast
Jan. 2717
Nov.
^°"'^"^^5"!l"'.5!!.^.A?.^"i«^P'?"-Pathe.) Special Cast /.
/nov I Skyfire (Independent Film Assn., Chicago) Neal Hart
Skywayman. The (Fox) Lieut. Locklear
Sept. 11
Star Rover, The (Shurtleff-Metro) Courtney Foot-Thelma Percy
Nov. 27
Stealers. The (Robertson-Cole) Special Cast
Oct 2
Stolen
Kiss,
The
(Realart)
Constance
Binney
Mar. 20
My Br
i-ady s Garter (Paramount-Artcraft)
Wyndham Standing-Sylvia
Stop Thief (Goldwyn) Tom Moore
Aug. 28
eamer
jj^^ 20 Strange Boarder, The (Goldwvn) Will Rogers
Apr. 24-May 1
Street Called Straight, The (Goldwyn) Special Cast
Mar. 6-Not. 20
N^w v!^iTr"
"^i*''Alice
"WhyBrad
Women Sin "-Wistario)
Apr.
24
S'^^X"."^^
Stronger
Than
Death
(Screen
Classic-Metro)
Nazimova
Jan. 24
T*^' (Realart)
y
Dec 2S
The (Fox) Renee Adoree
Feb. 31
No. 99 (Brunton-Hodkinson) J. Warren Kerrigan
!!!!' " !' ' May 2» Strongest,
Suds
(United
Artists)
Mary
Pickford
July
10
2°";?^^^*.^,^°'"*''
(^■••"(Rex
National)
Specialyn)Cast
Oct 9 Sundown Slim (Universal) Harry Carey
North
Wind s Malice. The
Oct. t
Beach-Goldw
Special Cast
Oct. 30 Sunset
Sprague
(Fox)
Buck
Jones
Oct.
9
Nothing
But
LiesTruth
(Taylor
Holmes-Metro) Taylor Holmes
'....May 29 Sweet Lavender (Real art) Mary Miles Minter
Nothing But the
Oct. 16
(Metro)
Taylor Holmes
Jan 17-24
Notorious Miss Li^le. The (MacDonald Pictures Corp.-First
Tarnished
Reputations
(Parret-Pathe)
Dolores
Catsinelli
Mar.
1$
Katherine MacDonald National) :.Aug. 2S Tattlers, The (Fox) Madlaine Traverse
Apr. 10

His \yife's
Money
(Selznick)
Eu£ene
O'Bri
en.
Mar. 46
Hitchin
Posts
(Universal)
Frank
May
o
Sept
Homer Comes
(Ince-Paramount-Artcraft)
Charles
Ray.'.
.'.'.'.July
Homespun
FolksHome
(Ince-Associate
Producers) Special Cast .Sept. 10
11
Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) Will d,Rog
ers
Sept 25
Honey
Bee,
The
(Flying
A-Pathe)
Marguerita
Sylva
'.'.■.■.'..'.
May
IS
Honeymoon Ranch (Bert Lubin-State Rights) Special Cast
Oct 23
Honor Bound (Universal) Frank Mayo
Nov' n
Hope, The (Metro) Special Cast
'.
Sept 4
tiie Tolling
Bell, The (J.he)Stuart
Special c'ast.' .'Sept.
House of Toys,
The (Amerioan-Pat
SeenaBlackton-Pathe')
Owen
June 'll5
House of Whispers
The (Brunton-Hodkinson)
Warren Kerrigan.
. Huckleberry
Finn (Paramount-Art
craft) Lewis J.Sarge
nt '.'.'.■. ".Sept.
Mar 256
Human Stuff (Universal) Harry Car
ey
June 26
HumoresqueHunter,
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount-Artcraft)
Special
Cast....'.'!.'.'! "Mav IS
Husband
The (Fox) Eileen Per
cy
Sept 25
Husbands and Wives (Gaumont) Vivian Martin
..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.June 12
Idol Dancer,
(First National) Mae
Special
Cast
'.. " Nov
Apr 273
;?°T
^-'^y The
(Paramount-Artcraft)
Murray
If I Were King (Fox) William Farnum
j°iv Tn
In
s Trail
1^ Folly
v^u ^^"^
'^w,(^"'^'
National)
Harris Chaplin.
!. ..'..■.';. ■.'.■;.' ."I'm
(Universal)
Carmel Mildred
Myers
.. .
Augay 288
In Old Kentucky (First National)
Special Cast
Ian 3
20
.'.'.'.■.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .'Mar.'
Talmadge."
ConstanceSpecial
In
National)National)
of a Fool (Dwan-First
°i^r^'"",?''
7h"»Heart
?!! the
C^t
Oct 23
In Walked Mary (Capellani-Pathe) June Caprice ...........'.
Mar
6
Inner Voice. The The
(American-Pathe)Pictures)
E. K. Lincoln
.... .....'.'. 'Apr' 3
Invisible
Cast
14
Iron Rider.Divorce
The (Fox) (National
William RusseSpecial
ll...
.... . Aug
dIc 4
.')"House
Carew"Prod
n
Davis-Edwi
H.
(George
^"'^
NovjJk
e'
Pete?s^-Jali
It's a Great Life (Eminent Aut'h'or's-Goidwyii) "SpeciarCa's't! !!!!!!!!! '.'.'///.S^ U
■J^r^Q?"* *?^'
'^^^ -Artcraft)
(Vidor-First Robert
National)
Special ......
Cast...
Aue
14
(Pajamount
Warwick.
Apt
■Artcraft)
- 10
-ount-ArtcrafSpecial
t) DougCr-*
Mary Miles M inter,
'n) Will Rogers. . . .
t (Fox) Wilham Fi
Mil
Mary Cas
(Realart)
•- — Pictures)
Ti7 r -Zif
r .o.- a Wife
Just
(National
Special
t
M,„ i
Just
Pals
(Fox)
Buck
Jones.
.•.
.'.'.'.'.■.'.•,•.•.
'nSI 27
Kentucky Colonel, The (National-Hodkinson) Special Cast
Sent 25
King Spruce (Dial-Hodkinson) Mitchell Levvis . . .
wfr lo
Kismet (Robertson-Cole) Otis Skinne
r .;...;..!!
Nov 6
La La Lucille (Universal) Lyons-Moran
"lnlv'24
^:lHv^in°T^'"'A^^'=r,^^^^'"°""t-A■■tcraft)
Ethel Clajko'n .■.'.' .'.'.';.'!
July 2917
Lady
in Love A (Paramount-Artcraft)..
jlfiX
. .E'sie Fergus'o'n.-.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'s|t
tAlrnfm^^ri^^^^
Spe'ciil-cist.'.'.'.'.'.-.'.'.-.'i^'!
^^""^^-^
-^-°'
^Scte"
v^,¥htrFox)^
Law i(rl'J
ofItthe
) Special'
TheWilliam
(RealartRussell.
Orf
.....Cast'. '.!;'. '.
Leave
to Yukon,
Me (Fox)
*iS'- !2
'^li
'.'.'.'.'.'^f.
'Louise'dlatii
n)
Jr.-Hodkinso
^^S" Read,
hTonJw^ ^t'
May ^^''"°"3ble
unt-Artcraft) Douglas MacLean-Doris
Ll°rBe%°aT
(Ince-Paramo

anuary
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Wall Street Mystery, A (Arrow) Glen White
June 5
Wanda's Water,
Affair Everywhere
(Chadwick-State
Righis) WiJRubyRogers
De Remer
Nov.
Water,
(Goldwyn)
Feb. 2014
Way Down East (David W. Griffith) Special Cast
Sept. 18
Web of Deceit (Carewe-Pathe) Dolores Cassinelli
Jan. 10
Week-End, The (American-Pathe) Margarita Fisher
Aug. 21
West is West (Universal) Harry Carey
Nov. 27
What Happened to Jones (Paramount-Artcraft) Bryant Washburn Aug. 21
What Women Love (Sol Lesser-First National) Annette Kellerman Aug. 21
What's Your Hurry (Paramount-Artcraft) Wallace Keid
Aug. 28
What's
Doing (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft)
Doris May
When a Your
Man Husband
Loves (Vitagraph)
Earle Williams
Jan. 17
When the Clouds Roll By (United Artists) Douglas Fairbanks Jan. 10
While New York Sleeps (Fox) Special Cast
Aug. 7
White Circle, The (Tourneur-Paramount) Special Cast
Sept. 4
White Lies (Fox) Gladys Brockwell
June 19
White Moll, The (Fox) Pearl White
July 24
Whisper Market, The (Vitagraph) Corinne Griffith
Sept. 4
Whispering Devils (Garson-Equity) Conway Tearle-Roiemary Theby Sept. 4
Whispers (Selznick) Elaine Hammerstein
July 10
White Rider, The (Foundation Film Corp.) Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick ... Aug. 28
White Youth (Universal) Edith Roberts
Dec. 25
Why Change Your Wiie (Paramount-Artcraft) Special Cast
Mar. G-May 8
Willow Tree, The (Screen Classic-Metro) Vio a Dana
Jan. 17
Wits vs. Wits (Hallmark) Marguerite Marsh
June 12 _
Wolves
Edmund Farrar
Cobb
June 175'
Woman of
andthetheStreet
Puppet,(Art-O-Graf-Arrow)
The (Goldwyn) GeraMine
Apr.
Woman
Game, The
The" (First
(Selznick)
ElaineNorma
Hammerstein
Mar. 24
20
Woman Gives,
National)
Talmadge
Apr. 17-Apr.
Woman He Chose. The (Mickey Film Co.) Special Cast
Apr. 24
Wom.an in His House, The (Mayer-First National)
Aug. 28
Woman in Room 13, The (Goldwyn) Pauline Frederick
Apr. 17
Woman in the Suit Case, The (Ince-Par.amount-Artcraft) Enid Bennett. .. .Jan. 24
Woman Who Understood, The (Robertson-Cole) Bessie Barriscale Apr. 3
Woman's Business, A (B. A. Rolffe-Jans) Olive Tell
Aug. 7
Woman's Man (Arrow Film Corp.) Romaine Fielding
July 31
Women Men Forget (American Cinema-United) Millie King
M.ar. 20
Women Men Love (Bradley Feature Photoplay Co.) Special Cast
Dec. 4
'Wonder Man, The (Robertson-Cole) Georges Carpentier
June 12
Wonderful Chance, The (Selznick) Eugene O'Brien
Oct. 9
WorldRubens
and His Wife, "The (Cosmopolitan-Par.amount-Artcraft) Alma
31
World of Folly, A (Fox) Vivian Rich
June 26
Would You Forgive (Fox) Vivian Rich
May 1
Yellow Typhoon, The (First National) Anita Stewart
May 22
Yes or No (First National) Norm.a Talmadge
July 17
You Never Can Tell (Realart) Bebe Daniels
Oct. 16
Young
Ethel Clayton Apr. 3-Mar.
YouthfulMrs.
FollyWinthrop
(Selznick)(Paramount-Artcraft)
Olive Thomas
Apr. 106
Youth's
Desire (Forward Film Distributors, Inc. -State Rights) Joseph Nov. 27
Bennett

error Island (Paramount-Artcraft) Houdini
May 8
error, The (Fox) Tom Mix
May 29
lesting
Block.
The
(Paramount-Artcraft)
William
S.
H.art
Dec.
25
exan. The (Fox) Tom Mix
Nov. 27
hiefj The (Fox) Pearl White
Dec. 11
ihird Generation, The (Robertson-Cole) Special Cast
Jan. 31
Ihird Woman, The (Robertson-Cole), Carlyle Blackwell
M.ar. 27
'hirteenth Commandment, The (Paramount-Artcraft) Ethel Clayton Jan. 17
ihirtieth Piece of Silver, The (American-Pathe)
May 22
■hirty-Nine East (Re.alart) Constance Binney
Sept. 11-Sept. 25
1(0,000 (Brunton-Hodkinson) J. Warren Kerrigan
Feb. 21
hou Art the Man (Paramount-Artcraft) Robert Warwick
June 12
houghtless Women (Goodman-Pioneer) Alma Rubens
Nov. 27
housand to One. A (J. Parker Read-Asso. Producers) Hohart Boswonh . . Dec. 25
hree Gold Coins (Fox) Tom Mix
Jujy 17
hru Eyes of Men (Radin) Special Cast
Apr. 3
ger's
Cub,
(Fox)Albert
Pearl,Ray-Elinor
White
Oct.
16
n)kioPanSiren,
AlleyThe
(Fox)
F.air
Jan.
A (Universal) Tsuru Aoki
June 2510
ill Gate, The (Paramount-Artcraft) William S. Hart
May 1
50 Much Johnson (Paramount-Artcraft) Bryant Washburn Jan. 24-Mar. 6
'easure Island (Paramount-Artcraft) Shirley Mason
Apr. 24
ee of Knowledge, The (Paramount-Artcraft) Robert Warwick
Jan. 24
■iflers. The (Universal) Edith Roberts
Jan. 17
Hp to Mars (Tower Film Corp.) Special Cast
May 29
uant Husband, The (Rockett Film Corp.) Special Cast
Oct. 23
umpet Island (Vitagraph) Special Cast
Oct. 16
uth. The (Goldwyn) Madge Kennedy
Sept. 11
uth About Husbands, The (Whitm.an Bennett-lst National) Special Cast. Dec. 25
irning Point, The (First National) Katherine MacDonald
Mar. 6
'/elve-Ten (Republic) Marie Doro
Jan. 3
'I/in
(First National)
Mr. and
Mrs. Russell
DeHaven
Sept. 11-Nov.
Yins Beds
of Suffering
Creek (Fox)
William
July 133
"70 Kinds of Love (Universal) Special Cast
Dec. 25
I './o Weeks (First National) Constance Talmadge
Jan. 24
' icharted Channels (Robertson-Cole) H. B. Warner
June 26
i icle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Harry Levey-State Rights) Special Cast Oct. 9
1 ider Crimson Skies (Universal-Jewel) Elmo Lincoln
June 12
lider Northern Lights (Universal) Special Cast
July 31
1i "([fortunate
Sex,
The
(Frank
Gersten,
Inc.
-State
Rights)
Frances
Edmonde-George Larkin
Nov. 6
,\ tamed. The (Fox) Tom Mix
Sept. .4
: Vknown Ranger, The (Aywon Film Corp.) Rex Ray
June 5
\\ in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts Pictures) Special Cast
June 5
IP. Trail, The (Benj. B. Hampton-Hodkinson) Kathlyn Wi Kams Nov. 20
Mley of Tomorrow, The (American-Pathe) William Russell
Jan. 17
^iled Marriage, The (Hallmark) Ann Lehr-R.alph Kellard
Mar. 20
••ry
The The
(Metro)
Taylor Ho'.mes
Mar. 206
^:e ofIdea,Fools,
(Vitagraph)
Alice Joyce
Nov.
'''lage Sleuth, The (Ince-Paramount-Artcraft) Charles Ray
Sept. 25
■«-gin of Stamboul,
The (Universal)
Dean
Mar.
lilk-Offs,
The (Metro-Screen
Classics)Priscilla
May Allison
Feb. 207

Edith
p^ignola Leaves for
Bahama Islands
[The " interiors " for " Redempli Cove," the fourth special
bert G. Vignola Production, for
smopoHtan-Paramount, are comte. The screen version of Donn
i-ne's story was adapted b)' Doty
hart and the location for ex;ors calls for the Bahama Isexpects
to
1cctor
about \'ignola
three weeks
in the
l)ic clime, which means that he
i ring out the old year and ring
. new in a land where Mr. Voland the Eighteenth Amendare impotent. Mr. Vignola
Tactically completed all of his
rs several days before Christiiut he postponed leaving for
outh so that he might spend
Unas with his parents in Al-his second Christmas at home
e years.
iiediately after the yuletide
. ations were over he assemiis company and entrained for
'nville, Florida, where they
1 d a ship for the Bahama IsOwingsouthbound
to the heavy
passenraffic
at this
time
ic year, regular accommodawere not to be had, so a spear was attached to the train
he Vignola company.
1 the party besides Mr. Vignola
r included Phil Carle, assistant
tor, E. K. Lincoln and Seena
I, who play the male and feleads respectively.
Al Ligchief cinematographer, and a
staff of players, technical
camera men, property men,
\ hile most of the exterior scenes
I " Redemption Cove " require
■ lical settings, Mr. Vignola chose
1 Bahama Islands because of their
T sual beauty and picturesqueness.

Wood

Praises

"T

ALWAYS like to direct a
picture written by an author
of experience," declares Sam
Wood, "mount
andhas ain writer
Elinor who
Glyn knows
Paralife and can describe it with great
xerisimilitude."
" The Sheltered Daughter " is
the tentative title of the story which
Elinor Glyn has written which will
serve as a vehicle for Gloria Swanson. Mrs. Glyn is now at the
Lasky studio and will w^ork in the
closest co-operation with Mr.
Wood w ho states " I have had
many talks with the author," " and
I find that she has the ' picture
sense ' keenly developed. She

Glyn

Story

knows life and can describe it so
nothing has to be supplied. It
is all there and the continuity
leaves no doubt as to its clarity;
iherefore. is almost ready made.
True certain alterations are generally needed to render a story
capable of visualization, but I am
satisfied that in this picture we
have a wonderful plot, stirring incidents, much human interest, and
I am looking forward to a really
great production. Also it is different— very different — from the ordinary type of film story, as might
be expected. I can truthfully say
thatMrs.I amGlynenthusiastic."^
is also inspired liy the
possibilities of the production and
is highly
pleased
ties afforded
for thewith
work.the faciliThe production of " The Sheltered Daughter " after
will Cecil
probablyB.
start immediately
De Mille completes The Affairs
of
in which
son Anatol,"
has a leading
part. Miss Swan-

Renatomas."
Parker,the William
appearing Foxin serial
" Fan-

Entertainment Given
by Terriss Company
.Tom Terriss, who has been in the
South with an all-star company
making scenes for his next Vitagraph special production, treated
several hundred of the residents of
Natchez, Miss., with a pleasing and
novel entertainment on Thanksgiving night in appreciation of the
hospitality of the citizens and the
assistance they had given him and
his company. The entertainment
was held in the big Independence
hall, which was crowded to capacity.

Stockton
Fore

to the

The rise of Edith Stockton to
the front ranks of leading women
of the screen is interesting because
of the steady progress she has
made through sheer merit, beginning at the very lowest rung of
the ladder and working up gradually but surely to her present position in the film world. Originally
a stenographer at a Chicago mail
order house, Miss Stockton's first
professional experience was as a
model for still fashion photographs
and later for the motion pictures
along the same line, which were
included in the weeklies of that
day. From this work she drifted
naturally
being
an " extrawhere
" at
the
Essanayintoplant
in Chicago,
she was living at the time, and
soon won the leading roles in that
company's two-reel comedies. With
a cessation of activities there, Miss
Stockton came to New York in
the chorus of Raymond Hitchcock's Revue, where her beauty
and personality soon brought her
film engagements. Her first feature
picture was with Edith Taliaferro
in " Keep to the Right," and since
that time she has played with a
nimiber of the leading film stars;
in addition, she was also featured
in a series of Plympton Epic Productions, of which " Through the
Slorm" is the latest completed.
Miss Stockton has just finished
filming
" Out
of the
Chorus "role
in
which she
played
the leading
in support of Alice Brady in an
unusually realistic portrayal of the
off-stage life of a couple of chorus girls. In fact, the entire picture hinges on the friendship — and
later the rivalry for the affections
of the samr man — of the two girls,
depicted
Stockton. by Miss Brady and Miss
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alph
betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, an
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibito
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of i
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Avf
ige or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the repoi
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion
chis department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to September ii, 1920.
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RELEASED
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RELEASED

PLAN BOC

BUBBLE,
THE (VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIF- FITH NOV.
ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE NOV. 20 BROADWAY
REID
"
Corinne
Griffith
does
excellent
work
in
dual
role."
— Jf. P. Sews.
" Clever txcists
make— "interesting
story.''
If. P.attraction.
Xeicg.
" Did better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-ran
simultane-w
Exhibitor
Comment
This is a crook
sure-fire
box —office
Audiences
ously.
Just
melodramaUc
and
not bouses
too emotional,
seemed well pleased." •' Story little impossible but business was big.
Some fine double
exposures In
thiswell."
and picture
onein ofstory
his best."
"proAn
BRUTE
entertaining
" Greatand
and in Went
as toMASTER.
offend." THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH. . . .NOV.
duction.feature
Wally Reld which
always drew
has good
following
great stories.
" Hobart BoKworth
vigorous
storyWILLIAM
o1 the tea."RUSSELL
— Af. P. yews.OCT.
CHALLENGE
OF THEscores
LAW,in THE
(FOX)
over
big."
"
Better
than
average
business."
"
An
unusually
pleasing
picture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. Star an excellent
" Russell at his best j a real entertaining drama." — if. P. Xewt.
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAY- TON DEC
Beid is very popular with our patrons and " Always Audacious ' pleased
our audiences. Did good business for the week." " Entertaining pic"
Weak
in
drama,
but
strong
in
sentiment."
—
Jf.
P.
Sews.
ture. Business was very good during run." " Drew large crowds
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted tnm
having
story. good
Box-office
Consensu* —entertaining
'• Good picture,
puller."receipts good."
mediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
ARE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAT ALLISON
NOV. 6
CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SEPT.
"Rather inconsequental for feature length.' — if. P. Xetet.
'• Entertaining picture with Meighan at a star." — Jf. P. Sevs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair business with a picture that was hard to teU
Exhibitor Comment — " Has met with much favor. Good money maker."
what it was about."
" Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture haa very entertaining
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
DEC. 11
qualities." " Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box
■ liciliocre picture on a hackneyed theme.'' — M. P. Xeics.
office returns were very good." " A bully fine picture, with popular plot
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE,
A (EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL NOV. 13
Going tolike
wild firePicture
here and
the those
best press
notices."
" Sevaa
days
capacity.
well getting
liked but
who saw
the stage
play
CAST
not satisfied." " This is a good production as far as entertainment gotB
" Good production given average story." — if. P. SeKS.
but it brought only average business." " Went over big. Meighan 1m
BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST. .OCT. 23
well liked in this city, and his vehicle lost none of its effect in the trans•'^orel story given rich production." — il. P. Seicg.
position to the screen." " Picture went big for whole week. Every
Exhibitor
Excellent
100 permovie
cent,fan.
entertainment.
everyA
one story
liked itcould
and bepassed
the two
goodreels.
word Meighan
along." always
" Entertaining
pictureIn
requisite Comment
feature —for" the
most —critical
Went big all Has
week.
but
told in
draws them
great box-office attraction." " Played at two theatres here and each
here.
Good
box-office
attraction."
seemed to do a big business." " One theatre considered it such a success
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
that it held it over for a second week." " Splendid production which was
CLOTHES (METRO) OLIVE TELL
OCT.
well liked by my patrons. Sure-fire box-office attraction." " Very good
" Talky picture made from stage satire." — if. P. yews.
pictureedly oneplaying
Held forpictures
second ofweek."
" Undoubtof the tobestgood
and business.
most successful
the year.
Played
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture. Picture drew well for first tw«
to
business toforboth
seven
" Interesting
and
days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts." " A good
wellexceptionally
put on whichbigappealed
mendays."
and women
patrons.picture
Did more
picture
whichwdlpleased.
days."
•• Veryto good.
The
title pulled
and theAverage
picture business
pleased.twoPlayed
a week
good busithan average business for a week." " Doing good business second week.
ness. It would stand some careful editing for it's too long. On the
Everyone agrees it s the kind of picture to hold the attention spellbound."
Consetisus — " Good picture^ good puller."
whole, a— nice
little picture."
Consensus
"Average
picture, average puller."
BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
OCT. SO
COAST
OF
OPPORTUNITY,
THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. DEC
■• This icould look better at a turo-reel tlapstick." — if. P. A'ew*.
WARREN KERRIGAN
Exhibitor Comment — " Favorably received and good program picture.
" Pictura^que story with Kerrigan in heroic role." — if. P. Sews.
Average business three days."
BILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC. II CONRAD
IN QUEST
OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV.
THOMAS
MEIGHAN
" Very weak picture material in yazimova's latest." — ^if. P. Xeics.
"Delightful story is enriched on the screen." — if. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Xazimova shows a decided improvement in this
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Fair
average
receipts."
picture over ' Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
•' Drew about
average
crowdspicture
duringbringing
the entire
week. box-office
People characterentire week."
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 25
ized it as
■ very good.'picture,
"
Consensus
— "Average
average puller."
•'Justine Johnstone is a welcome screen figure in crook melodrama." —
M. P. A'eics.
CRADLE
OF
COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WIL-OCT.
•
LIAM
S.
HART
BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA
OCT. 16
"
Hat
pltttty
of
action
and
should
please."
—
if
P.
yews.
"Viola Dana givet color to familiar ttory." — if. p. A'ev*.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture but we had about average btu4Exhibitor Comment — " Interesting. Instructive as weU. Favorably com" Well upcard
to the
average
of Wm.
Hart's
pictures and
should
upon. Average
Aboveredeeming
average feature
business inwith
aness."
good drawing
at aU
theatres
whereS. he
is popular.
We did
eic^be
very poormentedpicture.
Violabusiness."
Dana the " only
wholea
lent business with this picture for one week." " The combination of ■
picture
which
was
bad
as
to
story,
cast
and
photography."
••
A
weak
story that fitted its star beautifully and gave her a chance to do her
popular star and a good picture, and the result is good business." " Out
of Hart's line, should be kept in the Western type," " Carried picture
best. Obvioous plot. Business fairly good."
seven days. My custom is two changes weekly.'' " Attracted l&rga
Consensus
—
"Average
picture,
average'
puller."
audiences"boy." "Fine
but failed
meet with
the business."
approval usually
accorded Hart
the cowBODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE
OCT. 23
picture,to played
to than
big
" Aproductions.
different
pic• 6(orj/ of dual personality fairlj interesting." — M. P, Ifeice.
ture
but
none-the-less
vigorous
his
Western
Pleased
his admirers and also those who do not care for Hart as a rule.
Bis
BRANDED WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL)
SEPT. 18
• Plentu of melodramatic fireworks in this sob-sister story." — if. P. yeurs.
Consensus — " Ooo<f picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Thoroughly interesting story done well by a
good cast and good photographv. Verv good business." " Played
business."
CURTAIN
(FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINR MACDONALD OCT.
to capacity
for thevalue
wholebutweek.
" This has a very
poor
'• Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development.' — Jf. P. Sews.
entertaining
despiteWellthissatisfied."
fact the picture
went over
Exhibitor
Comment — "Played to exceptional business. Katherice Mcvery well." " The poorest story Norma has had In a long time
Donaldsatisfaction.
appears to be growing
popular." Splendid
" Katherine
MacDonsli
but, as usual with a Talmadge picture, drew well." " An entertaining—
gave
entire
Picture more
well produced.
suppoiring
casl
production. Business good during run." '• Splendid business attracBusiness
very
good."
"
It's
by
far
the
best
acting
Katherine
MacDonali
tion. Norma Talmadge always stands them up. Picture well produced
has
ever
done
People
liked
it
well
enough
to
fill
two
bouses
for
a
week
and acted. Norma Talmadge pictures continue popular. We did little
simultaneously. Good entertainment." " Averagely pleasicg stcrji
better than average business."
Poor
ending. 'toStar's
shows Miss
improvement"
Very picture.
pleasing Storj
an^
BRANDING IRON. THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 23
ence picture
good work
business.
MacDonald's " best
" Story of primitive passions it rather overdone." — if. P. Seics.
at least for her rational and she is livening up considerably."
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture. Fair box-office results."
Consensus — •' Good picture, good puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 446
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"ROGUES
!

ROMANCE"
AND
(Pathe)

J
Good Production Given Thrilling Story
I
EORGE B. SEITZ has given "Roguas and Romance" a splendid
I ^ production and this together with an interesting and exciting story
; V^J which borders at times on the serial order, should place this picture on the list with those which have afforded patrons good lively entertainment.
Seitz works very hard in this production and credit should be given him
for the way he has handled the detail and arrangement of scenes and for
the manner in which he has written the story, for in this picture he is actor,
author and director.
In order to inject real atmosphere into the story, the exteriors and some
of the interiors have been taken in Spain, but it cannot be said that any
great advantage has been gained in doing this for ths scenery of the open
cotmtry is of the scraggy variety and detracts from the poetic or romantic
value.
In other scenes where the views are of houses and narrow passageways so
well known in Spanish architecture, it seemed as though the cameraman
had not used his best judgment in selecting the shots, for he did not get
.' .enough out of them.
Still, the action makes up for any losses which may detract in any way
from the picture's value for it starts at the opening of the story and is
''fast and furious" throughout.
.of The
big scene
is taken in
in one
the ofcourt
house " battles
square ever
and shows
hundreds
soldiers
and civilians
the biggest
produced
upon
:he screen. Many views are also taken of the cavalry and infantry as they
march through the streets, viewed by the populace from the roofs of the
■ iionses and the adjoining thoroughfares.
The plot tells of a young American who follows his sweetheart to Spain
Dniy to find that shs has fallen in love with a revolutionary rogue, whom
jhe thinks is fired with a great purpose. The Spaniard sees in her ransom
that will buy gtms and ammunition for his outlaw gang.
The young American fights with all his might to save the girl who has
nmed him down and in the end wins out, the Spaniard going back to the
girl of his own race who has previously in a jealous rage tried to kill
ler rival.
June Caprice and Marguerite Courtot play their roles in a rather conning manner and are supported by a capable cast including Harry
luels, William P. Burt and Frank Redman. — Length, 5,827 feet. — Frank
onard.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
George B. Seitz who has provided thrilling moments for film fans with "Bound
ind Gagged,"
Pirate serials,
Gold," will" The
Foe," " Velvet
- .lumber
of other " Pathe
appearPhantom
at the
theatreFingers,"
on and a
if next
sharing honors with June Caprice and Marguerite Courtot,
n Several
" Roguesthousand
and Romance,"
his latest
feet of this
picturePathe
were production.
taken in Spain, where Seitz and his
'1 Company
journeyed
for
the
filming.
The story is that of a young American who falls in love with a beautiful girl
' ind
followshisherguitar
to Spain,
A bold
and recklessSherogue
had
strummed
and shewhere
had she
fallenspurns
for hisher.songs
and mustache.
thought
;he had found real romance at last but was suddenly thrilled when a Spanish siren
Irew a stiletto in jealous rage.
And because two women loved one rogue, a revolutionary plot did not go accordng to schedule. True, the city plaza was a riot of mad, fighting, hard riding,
:raight shooting soldiers, civilians and revolutionists, but the revolutionists were
orced to flee without their prize — the governor.
After the fracas, Reggie puUed off one by himself, in which, single handed, he
escued the girl from the rogues who were holding her for ransom.
The cast includes Harry Semels, William P. Burt and Frank Redman.
PROGR-\M READER
The receipt for making a picture with the thrills, the humor, the mystery and
ense
romance of " Rogues and Romance,"theatre
co-starring
a«t
GeorgeandB. the
Seitz
on June Capriceof
. will be found at the
It depicts the dashing, daring, whimsical yet tempestuous romance of an American
laid and man in Sunny Spain. It is imbued with the languorous tropical atmopfaere of the iand of the Alhambra moon and swaying palms, of serenading
roabadors and graceful, dancing, fiery-eyed senoritas.
Contrast is offered in its fighting mobs of revolutionists, soldiers and citizens on
be huge plaza, where one of the most spectacular and gigantic scenes were
ittenpted and staged with many a thrill.
All this is atmosphere with a plot involving the love of an American heiress
or a handsome Spanish rogue who strtimmed a mean guitar, a dancing senorita
rbo flashed a wicked stiletto and a Yankee youth who punched two well-aimed fists.
The supporting cast is excellent including Marguerite Courtot, Harry Semels,
'nuk
William P. Burt. Mr. Seitz is its producer, director and
lUtfaor asRedman
well as and
co-star.
SUGGESTIONS
This production should please and give good satisfaction. Seitz has injected
ilenty
of action
intoproduction.
the story, has selected a good cast and has been careful
hioughout
with the
Bill Seitz as strongly as you can and tell your patrons that he appeared in
aany well known serials for Pathe, among them being " Bound and Gagged,"
'erials.
Pirate Gold," " The Phantom Foe," " Velvet Fingers," and a number of other
beAlso
cast. mention June Caprice and Marguerite Courtot who are good additions to
Play up the fact that many of the scenes were taken in Spain and do not forget
mention
" in which
people runparticipate.
The
plot ofthethe" big
storyscene
is rather
originalhundreds
and youof might
a short account of it
a your town papers.

"PRAIRIE
TRAILS"
(Fox)
Trivial Story, Senseless Action, and a Feiv Good Thrills
IT is very probable that you could run this at matinees for several
weeks. The youngsters would storm the box oflBce, for it has Tom
Mix as its star and enough action in it to satisfy them — which is going
some. But to an evening audience it will appear to be a jumble of unending riding, shooting and diving over cliffs, with a story that would
hardly be strong enough for a two reel thriller.
Its titles are written in farce comedy styls, and. with their puns and
foolishness, are out of place. But the result is probably no worse than if
the tide writer had endeavored to make an audience take it seriously.
With so much absurd." wild and woolly" action, it has just about as much
convincing drama in it as a serial. It is only in a comedy that we expect
to see a man jump from a precipice through the wooden roof of a shack,
pick
himselfeven
up and
knock asouta result.
two heavies without a moment's hesitation
or without
a scratch
The excuse for all this action is very slight. The star, disappointed in
love, goes to a small Montana town, gets in an argument, and shoots up the
whole town. The sheriff and his posse pursue him and there is considerable riding and chasing. The bandit kidnaps a girl who is rescued after a
lot of more riding and shooting, and the star marries the lady of his heart,
whose father finally gives his consent. There are in this picture soma of
the best daredevil stunts which Mix has ever done. But when he shoots
the buttons off the sheriff's vest at twenty yards, disguises himself by
sticking some straw on his face for a mustache, hangs from a limb of a
tree as his enemies ride beneath, knocking one after another off their
horses with a swipe of his boot, it is more than any audience can stand.
The production is almost entirely exteriors and the film is colored
sepia. Playing opposite the star is Kathleen O'Connor, who has not much
to do, and does not look very attractive doing it. As a piece of dramatic
construction it is hopeless. — Length, 6 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Tex Benton
Xom Mix
Stephen McWhortor
chas. K. French
Janet
McWhorter
Kathleen
Winthrop
Adams Endicott
RobertO'Connor
Walker
Alice Endicott
. . Gloria Hope
Jack Purdy
sid Jordon
Ike Stork
Harry Dunkinson
Rod Blake
William Elmer
Story
by
James
B.
Hendryx.
Scenario by Frank Howard Clark.
Directed by George Marshall.
Photography by Frank Good.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Prairie Trails,"
which
will who
be the
at the
stars a screen idol
will feature
need noattraction
introduction
to patrons of the
—
;
theatre.
For
he
is
Tom
Mix,
star
of
"The
Untamed,"
"The Texan" and
other stirring Western dramas, crammed with action, which have
pleased large
audiences at the
theatre in the past.
Starting only a comparatively short time ago on the road to motion picture fame.
Mix is to-day known
the open
country.
strongan
virile dramas, the actionto ofmiUions
which throughout
is laid in the
West.He A plays
hard inrider,
expert with the lasso, and daring enough to thrill the most hardened picture devotee, Tom Mix is a perfect type of the West, and an accomplished actor besides.
" Prairie Trails " will be just as popular with the patrons of the
theatre as his other pictures. It combines action with drama and clean comedy
and is filled from beginning to end with Mix's daredevil stunts. The story is by
James B. Hendryx, and it was directed by George Marshall. Kathleen O'Connor
plays opposite the star.
PROGRAM READER
In Montana the cattle men and the sheep men are just as popular with one
another as cats and dogs. So it was rather unfortunate for Tex Benton, a sturdy
cowpuncher hailing from Texas, when he fell in love with the beautiful daughter of a
sheep rancher^ At first her father was adamant, but finally he decided to allow
the match provided " Tex " would turn into a sheep man. Then the trouble started
afresh, and it does not stop until the final fade-out of this picture. " Prairie
Trails " countless
is its name
and it before
stars the
favorite,
Mix same
has
thrilled
thousands
by popular
his daringFoxstunts,
and Tom
he willMix.
do the
in this picture. Leaping down cliffs and fighting on the edge of a mountain are
commonplace events in the life of this active cowboy-actor. An admirer of expert
horsemanship wiU find plenty of entertainment in " Prairie Trails." It will be
shown for
days at the
.
SUGGESTIONS
You will have a guaranteed audience of youngsters and a few others as soon as
you mention
name isMixby picture,
far the best
boost in Let
showing
this
picture. Mix's
Promisename.
them His
a typical
with thing
thrills toaplenty.
your
press notices be devoted almost entirely to creating an interest in the star. Do
not
go in The
muchcastforwilldescribing
story.
the star's
lobby
possible.
mean verythe little
to anUseaudience
unlessphoto
theyinarethevery
closeif
followers of the screen. The author, James B. Hendryx, also wrote " The Texan."
CATCH LINES
Tom Mix's latest and most thrilling picture. A red blooded drama of the West
—one that you cannot afford to miss.
A story of a cowboy's romance. He played the cave man without realizing it,
and he got away with it.
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SEPT. IM
DANGEROUS
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- DEC. 11 rULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
MADGE
" Stage farce lose* its punch on the screen." — M. P. Newt.
"leather frail but fairly amusing." — J/. P. Xeifs.
Blxhlbltor Comment — " A very entertaining story wblcb went orer blst."
" Below average
business,andas with
all Waihburns
these would
parte. doA mucn
v^ry
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
amusing
farce comedy
most any are
otherIn star
"Vivid, 'punchy' story; production excellent." — If. P. A'eirs.
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' >tlnner's Dress Suit " Is the only Washburn that we have been able to do big
DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
business with ." " Played It two days to average business. A »:ood
CAST
SEPT. 11
picture."
"Bryant Washburn
has been
quickly
but surely
" Vott a lot of money hut is doubtful as entertainment." — if. P. Xeics.
series of washed-out,
namby-pamby
releases
of which
this Is killed
one ofn.tthea
DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
poorest. Played to poor business for entire run." " Our patrons ilked
this picture very much and also the star." This Is poor both as te story
•' Strong mtistcry story carries i)itcrest." — if. P. Xeus.
and box-offlce receipts. Did not take at all."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
DEVIL'S
GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL NOV. 8
BAREYMORE
FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" Hatlier grewsome story, well produced and acted." — if. P. News.
Exhiliitor Comment. — "Appeals to the highly sophisticated audience.
" Talky picture has little appeal." — if. P. News.
EJshlbitor
Comment
—
"One
of
the
best
pictures
1
have
seen.
It
has
Opened to very big husinrss." " Its too heavy for the aver.nge audistrength and purpose and is wonderfully portrayed by excellent cast.
those whobutgo not
to the
see fine
acting, ence.
thisAnd it's
will too
be gloomy.
a splendidForattraction,
for theatre
the vasttomajority
Exceptionally
good
business."
"
An
absolute
sensation.
A
knockout
Had S. R. O. sign up from opening day till finish of week. One of the
who go only to be amused."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
best picture I've ever seen." " Unusually good audi' nee picture. KveryDICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11
body liked it. Opened to l>ig Sunday business." " Very big production.
Business better than avwage." " The plot of the picture is good bat
■II. B. Warner puts 'punch' into stronri drainatic story." — if. P. A'fic.s.
the details are not well worked out. It is fair. Average receipts."
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4 OILDED
DREAM, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
OCT. 21
" Alelodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — il. P. Neir.i.
" Commonplace ktory developed alomj traditional lines." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry in this picture is proving a worthy
attraction and causing favorable comment."
OIRL IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET
JULY ti
DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
" A splendid production from all angles." — if. P. Newt
" Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations."- — M. P. yews.
Eiihlbltor Comment — "A good story. It drew well. Two days to average
DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 6
biisino.-is." "Fair.
belongsactresses
in the.«eon sillv
namby-pamby
roles. Don't
She isthink
one ofP.lanche
the bestSweet
emotional
the
" Some intci\.tting moments in this rustic story.'' — M. A'. Xews.
screen
—
but
wasted
in
drivel
like
this.
Box-officionly
fair."
DKAO HARLAN (POX) WILLIAM FARNUM
NOV. 6
" // they like Fnrnum, it's a good bet." — il. P. News.
GIRL OF MY HEART (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " Our patrons were very glad to see VTilliam Faruum
'• .S'far fails to enliven very dull storii." — if. P. .Ycirji.
back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
Patrons seemed entertained." " William Farnum has a good box
GOOD-BAD
THE CAST
(VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING OCT. 1«
office value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine." " Farnum alOFFICE) WIFE,
SPECIAL
ways goes over big in a Western picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Good production given rather illoyicai story." — if. P. Xews.
DWELLING
OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SEPT. 2S GOOD REFERENCES
(FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAU
SPECIAL PLACE
CAST
MADGE
OCT. It
" Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted." — il. P. Neirs.
' tftnrs popularity may aet it by." — If. P. Xews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought crowded houses as do all Talmadge picEMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
tures, either Constance or Norma." " Above the ordinary Constance
CAST)
DEC. 25
Talmadge production?, and was well patronized." " Pleases star's fol"A splendid production f/ivrn my.'itery story." — .1/. P. Xcirs.
lowers. Opened to excellent business."
BYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
NOV. 13
GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
"Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. Netrs.
" Slnir Moving that depends largely on titles." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
fair
picture,
well
acted.
Mary
Miles
Minter
has
her own personal following, but aside from them, the picture did not
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture, .\verage box-office receipts."
have much of an appeal."
GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAU
TON
OCT t
FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM
FOX) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 13
" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl." — if P. Xews.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is an average picture but drew more than
"Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines." — M. P. Netirs.
nsual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — M. P. Neics.
usual audiences." " Pleased some classes while some resented it."
Con.8eii»u« — "Average picture, average puller."
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B, WARNER
SEPT. 18 HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. M
" A good production from all angles." — M. P. Newt.
■ Well acted and directed, but development suffers.' — if. P. News.
FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY 31
" Buck Jones practically iuplicatet his l<ut picture." — M. P. News.
HARRIET
AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA OCT. M
STEWART
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average business two days."
" Favorite formula given rich production." — if. P. Xeirs.
Exhibitor Comment — '' Regarded this as Just a fair picture and drew averFIXED BY QEOROB (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
NOV. 8
age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture Is good, and drew
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce." — M. P. News.
more than usual business." ■ This picture pleased. Business normal.
FLAME OF YOUTH. THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
Anita
is onlyJust
fairlyfair.
popular."
it — butis did
not doit
capacityStewart
business.
Wherever" They
Missliked
Stewart
popular
"A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Mason." — if. P. News.
should
"should
be
a
knockout.''
"
.\
rather
poorly
motivat«'>d
play
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
on an old theme, .\nita Stewart's charm and ability help to make oased
it an
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. Nt^irs.
average
drawing
card."
Consensu/^
—
■'Average
picture,
average
puller."
Exhibitor Comment — "Light, pleasing little comedy. Thev came because
they liked
a kick.
" Box-office
HEADIN'
(YANKBE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS) OCT. I
fair."
" ThisWanda
sure —didandgo they
over did
big not
and register
the picture
deserved
It. for Itjustis
. BABE HOME
RUTH
interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average box"Babe
Ruth
makes
debut and scores a hit." — if. P. New*.
office receipts."
Co)i.*(H.si/.v
— "Average picture, average puller."
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 11
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27
"Exhibitor
A complexComment
melodrama
very well
produced.''
— if. P.about
Newt.this production.
—
"
There
is
nothing
startling
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality.'' — if. P. Xews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business." " A fine production.
Ranks about average."
People stood in line all week to see this picture. Big business."
HELDCAST
BY THE ENEMY
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL OCT. f
rOKBIDDBN
VALLEY
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
MAT MCAVOYBRUCE GORDON
OCT, 16
" CirtJ tear romance looks good as a picture." — if. P. News.
" An eeciting story concerning a Kentucky feud." — M. P. Nevt.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " AnSurprisingly
average picture.
Fair business."
" Business
exceptionally
good.
large crowds.
Good picture,
well
FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
liked, surrounded by attractive program." " A beautiful picture but
WARWICK
SEPT. II
not
a
box-office
puller.
Got
through
a
week's
run
by
the
skin
of
the
" Some entertaining moments in Warwick's comedy." — M. P. New*.
teeth.
the best
stories liked
I've ever
Crowded
houses "forOnetheof entire
run.Civil
and War
everybody
it played.
From a box-office
Elxhibltor Conunent — " Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went
Tery big all week." " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well distandpoint it was a splendid attraction and business was great." " This
rected, wellFeatured
produced."
Robert Warwick
star who does
draw
feature seemed to please the audiences anf" we got big bos office results."
big here.
Bebe " Daniels
with him isin aadvertising
and not
it helped
HELIOTROPE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPE- DEC. 4
some. Personally think Warwick Is fine, but can't sell Wm to my auCIAL
CAST
diences. Picture did only fair buslnesB."
"A iliflerent picture here." — Jf. P. Xetrt.
Oomeniu* — Good picture, g»o4 fuller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
FROM NOW ON (POX) GEORGE WALSH
OCT. 2
and
attracting
rtm." " which
Good picture
well worth
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
by week
my houses,
were pretty
well
" Entertaining
crook
story,
with
Oeorge
WaUh,
weU
directed."
—
M.
P.
New*.
Box Office Reports continued
on page 448
crowded."
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OH,

LADY"
DY,
LA
(Realart)

THE

MISLEADING
(Metro)

LADY"

Rather Light But Entertaining
Stage Adaptation Is Fairly Successful as Picture
ng
entertaini
an
that
rule
the
to
art of winning a woman by cave-man principles jirovides the idea
exception
THE
THIS picture proves an
behind '"The Misleadmg Lady,'' adapted from the play of the same
picture cannot be made from a stage adaptalion. It is all the more
name. With Bert Lytell giving expression to it the offering may be
remarkable whey screen enjoxm^nl can be found in the picturizato be fairly entertaining. While liberties have been taken with the
tion of a musical comedy. At best the adaptation of such a type of photo- said
original text and characterization still it is faithful enough to be a true
play does not measure up so well becausa plot, characterization and action
representation. Its chief drawbacks are slow action and lengthy planting
a
with
fortified
is
"
Lady
Lady,
Oh,
''
However,
missing.
are usually
of characters. Then again the comedy spirit hasn't been fully realized.
semblance of an idea which is based upon a matrimonial mix-up. It looks
But once it gets into its tlieme. it moves with acceptable vigor. Some will
like robbing it of its vitality to present a screen version of the piece minus
say that the picture is miscast — that Bert Lytell is not primitive type,
ii> charming score. But wise is the exhibitor who can arrange his setting
enough, to make the part of the cave-man ring true. But so finished is his
.-o that it will contain the original music.
performance that the skeptical will overlook this minor fault.
While the oftering is not such excellent material as ''You Never Can
The original play revolved considerably about an inmate of an asylum
Tell" still it contains enough values of a farcical nature to provide a
who gained his liberty and provided the luniior with his shafts of satire
pleasant
vehicle
for
the
display
of
Bjbe
Daniels'
charm
and
talent.
One
and comic business. This is touched upon here, but the picture relies
must characterize it as wholesome entertainment which is exceedingly
mostly upon its romantic element for its strength. The hero is converted
frail, but which conquers for its comedy highlights. It carries hardly
enough substance for five reels and there is evidence in some places of into a cave-man when the girl whom he is courting encourages a proposal
and then jilts him. It is only a betting proposition with her. So her acpadding. However, it measures out enough humor and spontanaity to
tion makes him revert to the primitive. He lugs her away to liis woodplease those patrons who are not too exacting. For one thing it serves to
land cabin and compels her to obey by slieer strength. Wliile she is
give the fat Walter Hiers the fattest part he has ever had on the screen.
obviously displeased, deep down in her heart she is really delighted and
He has been \vinning recognition for some time and he certainly comes
proves it when he becomes injured, by tendering him first aid.
into his reward here. Miss Daniels is permitted to bask in the role of a
This is the point that the crazy inmate lias his inning. But where the
gay charmer who would save her erstwhile lover from a perfectly awful
vamp. She gets her wires crossed, for the girl in question is really held in situation provoked unbounded humor in the stage version it only excites
a ripple of laughter here. The reason may be found in the fact that it is
the greatest affection. So the plot revolves upon straightening out the
done so obviously and devoid of slapstick. The entire plot is given away
complications.
in the introductory footage, so the picture lacks the element of surprise.
The first part of the action is given up to a rehearsal of the wedding
ceremony with the erstwhile sweetheart popping in unexpectedly and
Then again the adaptation has been done before. If some of the star's
assistants had not striven so hard to be amusing the comedy values would
spoiling it all. The latter reels bring order out of chaos with the heroine
falling into an embrace with the best man and the wedding party being . have soared to a higher plane. The long wait for the action to begin dereconciled. There is good incident in several places. One bit of business
stroys the spontaneity. The picture proves that it isn't best to taunt a
man into reverting to type unless a girl secretly yearns for the dominating
is highly amusing and shows some trick photography, as the heroine
tactics of the male. There is an effective rainstorm offered and the inscolds an innocent troublemaker with the scene showing him growing
teriors are atmospheric and rich in detail — especially those of the cabin.
jmaller and smaller until he sinks into insignificance. Those who saw the
The titling is adequate enough. The picture misses the sure-fire hokum of
original piece are apt to be disappointed because of its dash and color
the original. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
iiiid capitivating music and dancing. But it strikes us that Director
THE CAST
Maurice Campbell has done a praiseworthy work. It may be rather inJack Craigen
Bert Lytell
nocuous, but the star and her capable players make it enjoyable. — Length.
Helen Steele
Lucy Cotton
.") reels. — Laurence Reid.
Napoleon
Frank Currier
Cannell
Stephen Grattan
THE CAST
Mrs. Cannell
Rae Allen
May Barber
Bebe Daniels
Tracey
Cyril Chadwick
Hale Underwood
Harrison Ford
Steve
Barnett Parker
Willoughby Finch
Walter Hiers
Reporter
Arthur Hausman
Molly Farringdon
Charlotte Woods
By
Charles
Goddard
and
Paul
Dickey.
Mrs. Farringdon
Lillian Langdon
Scenario by Lois Zellner.
Alec Smart
Jack Doiid
Directed by George Terwilliger and George Irving.
By Guy Bolton and P. G. Wodehouse.
Photographed by Arthur Martinelli.
Scenario by Edith Kennedy.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
PRESS NOTICE STORY
Photographed by H. Kinley Martin.
"
TheMisleading
Lady,"
a Metro screen version of Charles Goddard and Paul
PRESS NOTICE STORY
Dickey's
popularat play
of the same name,
Bert Lytell as. the
will affords
be the
main
attraction
the
theatre with
next
Thisstar,
picture
An adaptation
popular musical
comedy,
" Oh Lady, Lady,"
will Daniels
be the
the star with many opportunities to display his talents and his supporting cast,
feature
attraction ofai the
the
theatre
next
with Bebe
consisting of Lucy Cotton and Frank Currier, is entirely capable. The plot
as the star.
and —P. a G.photoplay
Wodehouse's
playthehasexpression
been scen-of revolves
around the principle of wooing and winning a girl by force.
arioized
into aGuy
cleverBolton
photoplay
which sparkling
is ideal for
Helen Steele held Jack Craigen lightly in her estimation. When she provoked
Miss
Daniels'
charm
and
talent.
The
star
is
splendid
as
the
gawky
country
girl
him
into
a proposal of marriage and then spurned him he decided to apply cavewhose transformation into a famous chorus beauty brings innocent entanglement
man tactics. This method proved to be entirely successful but only after the girl
as a supposed " vampire."
realized that Craigen meant business. This step of his precipitates a situation of
The picture revolves around May Barber's attempt to rescue her erstwhile sweetmost unusual character. The action is crowded with surprises and not a one does
a designing
she everything
is to d, is mixed
on Finch's
just as Finch
he is the
picture possess a strong vein of suspense but also some clever comedy situations
about heart
to frommarry
another woman,
girl. Shewhogets
up andtrailestranges
which
the players handle capably. George Terwilliger and George Irving directed
from the girl he loves. And then her own iover turns against her! The complifrom a scenario by Lois Zellner. These sponsors have constructed a tirsi-rate
and itsparkling
takes a deal
explanation humor
to bringandorder
out of inchaos.
"The
picture cations
is enter
always
with ofeffervescent
is acted
a correct
photoplay.
tempo by a cast that includes the well known Walter Hie s. Harrison Ford and
PROGRAM READER
She had great confidence in her power to intrigue him into a proposal of ma-riage.
others. "Oh Lady, Lady" was directed by Mau.ice Campbe'l.
He readily
trap on'y
to discover
thattold
she him
wasn't
Thenwhoit
PROGRAM READER
was
his turn fell
to into
apply thecave-man
methods.
She had
that sincere.
only a man
would carry her off could win her. So he carried her away to his bungalow.
Every woman cherishes a soft spot for her first beau, even after she has cca«;ed
to care for him. For the sake of old times, May Barber was glad to come to the
How his plan of action proved successful is told in five reels of most interesting
comedy-drama. The action is crowded with good incident and reveals flashes of
rescue of her o'.d-time friend who was in the clutches of a perfectly awful girl who
quaint humor. Bert Lytell is ideally cast in the part of the cave-man. Others
was on his trail. She did her best and for thanks was told that he didn't want
in his company include Lucy Cotton and Frank Currier. The picture is an adaptato be saved and he'd thank her to mind her own business, for now she had spoiled
tion of the popular play, " The Misleading Lady," and will appear at the
his
marriage
with
the
girl
he
really
loved.
Thing's
developed
into
a
bad
mess.
However, all's well that ends well, and you can depend upon Bebe Daniels to next
.
achieve
that
kind
of
an
ending.
This
is
a
brief
synopsis
of
"
Oh
Lady,
Lady."
the Realart picture adapted from the musical comedy success. At the
SUGGESTIONS
theatre next
.
You can tell them that this is an adaptation of the Broadway success which
SUGGESTIONS
kept New York entertained for many months. Bring out that it is still being
in stock. Tell that it affords Bert Lytell excellent picture material.
You can tell them that this is an adaptation of the musical comedy success of presented
Make much of the plot and treat it in a humorous fashion. Use program readers
the same name. Make much of the authors and tell that they are the most sucand
teasers
with pointed questions concerning the ideas of courtship — whether it
cessful playwrights of the day. Bring out that it is a scintillating picture. Tell
is advantageous to apply cave-man methods in wooing and winning a girl. For
that it revolves around a matiimonial mix-up. You can arrange a musical setting
a
lobby
display
you can distribute posters and have your artist draw a likeness
from the original score. Treat your copy in a light, humorous fashion. Bring out
of the ancient cave-man dragging his lady by the hair to his cave. You might
that
it is onplayers.
a par with
Can Tel'."
release.Hiers
Mention
the other
Your" You
crowdNever
is familiar
with thethestar's
work other
of Walter
and
present
stagesshows
of love
the ancient cave-man
method — atheprologue
romanticshowing
era and the
the different
modern which
an —elopement.
Harrison Ford. Play up their names. You might stage a miniature musical
comedy fashioned after the original piece using the song hits of the play.
CATCH LINES
CATCH LINES
in winninp a gir'? Come to the
methods
cave-man
in
believe
you
Do
See " Oh Lady, Lady," the Rea'art picture adspted from the musical play.
theatre and see Bert Lytell in " The Misleading Lady."
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PLAN BOOK

HELPSWEET
WANTED— MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
OCT. 2
" Too light and vapid for a flve-reeler." — if. P. Netct.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture to average bnelnesa for one
week." " This Is an average production which brought Dsual business."
"A good picture to poor business one day."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
HER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DEC. 18
" French
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirements." —
M.P. Nctos.
HER SWEET
UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV. 27
" Oood production given average story." — M. P. News.
HONEST HUTCH (OOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS
SEPT. SS
" Rogeri icorea again in human, Ukeahle role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience
seemed to like. Box-olBce receipts larger than usual." " Great as an entertaining teature and brought a well filled house at each performance."
" Laudedbutby Rogers
the critics
as the with
best picture
of the
week."
A good
picture
not popular
the women
folks.
Poor " business
two days." " An average, picture which played to poor business "
HONBYUOON
RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATB RIGHTS) SPECIAL OCT. 23
CAST
" Old
time
western
full of real cowboys and has action galore." — M. P.
News.
HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
NOV. 13
" Frank Mayo has pood material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture took well and brought good box office
returns."
HOUSE OF
WHISPERS. KERRIGAN
THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR- OCT. 2
REN
"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story." — If. P. News.
HUSBAND HUNTER. THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
SEPT. 25
" Faroial development of Fitzgerald's comedy drama." — M. P. News.
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY NOV. 27
" Colorful production marked by good incident." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew 13,()00 paid admissions the day it opened.
A wonderful drawing card." " Opening week equalled ' On with the
Dance.'
Held for
second
Picturebothmakes
talk." " Went
big.
Certainly
a sure
fire week.
production,
as to'ementertainment
and over
box
office value."
IN THE
HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL OCT. 33
CAST
" Very good entertainment in this complicated story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good audience picture. Its many leading love
themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good productions, which brought the crowds."
IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4
"Below William Russell's previous
work; only slightly interesting. —
M. P. News.
JUCKLINS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Rural story rich in detail and atmosphere." — M. P. News.
lAILBIRD. THE LAS
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
DOUGMACLEAN
OCT. g
" Rather obvious, but fairly diverting." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " MacLean does good work in a typical Charles Ray
part — but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."
" Disappointing after seeing ' 23 Hours Leave.' Fair business." "Very
bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started
big, slumped,
and then and
endedDoris
big.MayButproduction
on the whole
"A
usual
Doug. MacLean
whichit'sdida lemon."
the business.
Both of these actors have been vei'y popular in this city since appearing
in ' 23 y2 Hours' Leave.'"
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV. 27
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment." — M. P. News.
KENTUCKY CIAL
COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON)
SPE- SEPT. 25
CAST
" Old time favorite makes moss covered picture." — M. P. News.
KI8MBT (ROBERTSON-COLB) OTIS 8KINNBR
NOV. 6
" Otis
Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production." —
If.
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Broke house record
even at advanced prices."
LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" A Masterpiece of its kind." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
It's
certainly
a
screen
classic.
Wonderful
realism
throughout. Exceptionally good cast. Crowded houses from the first
of openingTHEday (REALART)
right throughSPECIAL
the week."CAST
LAW performance
OF THE YUKON,
OCT. 2
" This picture proves a disappointment." — Jlf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which drew the usual business."
LEOPARD WOMAN. THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
OCT. It
" Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked
at
all."is "one
An ofexcellent
picture here.
and a Her
good acting
box office
attraction."
" Louise
Glaum
the favorites
pleased
the audience
and
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
week." what" disappointed
Star fairlyinwell
and picture
did fair
business.
Was didsomethe liked,
production,
for while
lavish
the story
not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."
Consensus — " A,verage picture, average puller."
LIFEARBUCKLE
OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE DEC. 4
" Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckle's Latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An entertaining feature and a good box office
attraction."
" A week
laugh-getting
Arbuckle attendance
comedy which
played
business for one
with an increased
the last
parttoofgood
the
engagement."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
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LIGHT WOMAN,
THE (AMERICAN)
HELEN JEROME
EDDY
OCT. »
" Not above the average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Helen Jerome Eddy is fair In this picture. Business
LITTLE
'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. 4
as usual."
" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. News.
LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV. IJ
"New star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
LITTLE
MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY OCT. J
GISH
" Dorothy Oish scores in story filled with hokum." — M. P. News
Exhibitor
Comment
"This hearty
picturelaughs
affords
entertainment
'for those
most
any audience
and —brings
fromr<tJ
everybody,
even from
who claim the situations weren't funny. The photography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average bueiness." " Star at her best.
Picture only fair. Business no better."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
LOVE
(J. PARKER
READ, JR.-ASSO. -PRODUCERS) LOUISE
GLAUM
DEC. 11
News. Olaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — M. P.
" Louise
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all the
women.
It's
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive
business
at two
simultaneous first-run houses."
LOVE'S
FLAME OSBORNE
(FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIOAN- OCT. II
VIVIENNE
" Story has distinctive appeal." — M. P. News.
MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER
PRODUCTION)
LINA CAVALIERI
NOV. •
" Averaye production stars Cavalieri." — M. P. News.
MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
OCT. 16
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Drew big houses each day. This city has large
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
were a exceptionally
pleased
Nazimova
popular Nazimova
here. House
did
normal business
only.withLackIt."of "punch
In previous
picturets
has
affected
the
box
office."
"The
crowds
came
to
see
this well
picture
because they are enthusiastic about the star, Nazimova. Drew
for
entireof week.
Nazimova
pictureIn ever
produced
shows picture
plainly
lack
direction" Worst
and lack
of judgment
picking
story.andAnother
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-getters
I've had In a long time. Personally, did not care for the picture, so
Consensus
— " Oeod
picture, good puller."
why worry?
"
MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
OCT. ■
" Tremendous
drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced." — M. P.
Nexcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to very poor business ; competition
to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. Business, total,
very good.pictures.
A fine There
picture are
— a moments
classic."In "the
Not picture
up to that
the
standard
of Nazimova
do not ring true. However, Nazimova followers seemed satisfied." " Am
average production. Box office returns fair." " Despite the fact that
most persons who saw It seemed to like it. it didn't reach expectations.
only average
Is only 'fair.' "
"Crowds
Pleased were
Immensely.
Star atallherweek,
best. andWentmy bigreport
all week."
Consensus — "Oood picture, good puller."
MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR- BANKS DEC. 11
"Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popularity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
Well received and well liked."
MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
OCT. la
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride." — M. P Jfews.
MASTER MIND,
THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRTMORE
OCT. •
" Melodrama of interesting quality." — M. P. News.
'
Exhibitor Comment — " An artistic picture which played to only average
houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite The picture pleased."
" Large audiences. Very good attraction." *' Powerful and very high
grade
picture
better than average
business."
very
good all
week.which
Fairdidentertainment
qualities.
Star the" Business
real drawing
card." " This picture was nothing out of the ordinary but it drew
very well." " Fairly good picture. More than usual business."
Consensus — " Good picture good puller."
MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG. .SBPT M
News. lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending." — M, P.
" Drama
Exhibitor Comment — " Big picture which drew more than usual bnslnets."
'• A good taneous
picture
" Filled
two houses
durinc
a simulfirst run.which
YoungdrewhagweU."
a steady
following,
who are
enthusiastic
supporters. 'This picture is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much in evidence as in 'Eyes of Youth." Good support helps
to make the picture Interesting." " Picture Is O. K but we had poor
business."
to ClaraFair
Kimball
Young'sTheystandard
as
to either" Mediocre
drawing picture
qualitiesnotor uppicture.
business.
came,
but expected something better." " Business was good. Picture only
fair.
not well pleased."
" The Young
box-office
showed
the
public .-Audiences
likes this production.
Clara Kimball
is well
likedthat
In this
city and her name appeared frequently in the daily papers while the picture was— running."
Consensus
" Oood picture, good puller "
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL DEC. 18
CAST
" Perfecthi
constructed
picture
stamps De Mille as master director." —
M. P. News.
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"THE
BROKEN
GATE"
(Frothingham-Hodkinson)

"HEARTS
UP"
(Universal)

Soh Sister Story Is Highly Theatrical
OR the purposes of adding a theatrical touch, Bessie Barriscale's latest
picture, " The Broken Gate," might he called acceptable, hut from a
standpoint of being a reflection of life it widely misses its mark,
e star indulges in her favorite "mother" role here, playing the part of
village Magdalene, who is determined to play fair with her nameless
y by remaining in the town and suffering the taunts of the natives. It
hardly reasonable that the villagers wopld harbor a grudge for twenty
lars and give expression to it after such a lapse of time. But when the
•y comes home and sees his mother for the first time since a little child
id learns the true state of things, the agony is piled on and truth jumps
ght out of the overdrawn picture,
a The picture looks like a visualization of a Bertha M. Clay despite the
ct that Emerson Hough is the author. Undue emphasis is given to the
barrassment of the woman and the fact that she has been wronged by
le of the pillars of society in the town. It is the youth's privilege to
■aighten out the complications. He receives taunt after taunt concemg his mother and answers them with a good right arm. The melodrama
lars with a hectic touch when he is imprisoned for his attitude and be^mes quite ridiculous when a mob of natives storm the jail determined
lynch him. But he makes his escape. A subsequent title is provocative
laughter. The sheriff meets him out on the road and advises him to run
back to the jail. The mob, provoked at his escape, executes its vengeance
lapon the mother. Her home is a sorry sight when the enraged nativas are
finished.
There are other hectic touches which show an idiot youth as the real
Iculprit of the ofTense for which the hero went to jail. And the prosperous
philanderer attempts to make amends. A faulty touch shows him repulsed
ith the kindly benefactor waiting at the gate to bring happiness. The
[picture might have been genuine twenty or thirty years ago in regard to its
theme. But even country types are blessed with some generosity in these
Jays of enlightenment. The acting is quite as theatrical as the story, all^iough the star contributes a performance that is more or less subdued.
There are many holes in the logic which cannot be considered in the space
l^f a review, such as the long absence of the boy and the apparent imimnnity from punishment of the transgressor. " The Broken Gate " may
appeal to those who relish hectic mslodrama regardless of its unrealities.
Illiose in search of sound plot and characterization are certain to dismiss it
as false. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
lAurora Lane
Bessie Barriscale
Eph Adamson
Alfred Allen
John
Lloyd Bacon
Dieudonne Lane, Aurora's son
Arnold Gregg
Anne
Oglesby
.'
MargueriteJoseph
de laKilgour
Motte
The Hon.
William Henderson
"Hod" Brooks
Sam de Grasse
Julia Delafield
Evelyn Selbie
By Emerson Hough.
Directed by Paul Scardon.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
The
Broken
Gate,"
an
adaptation
by Jack be
Cuningham ofat Emerson
Hough's
story
sameBarriscale
name, is isthe
theatre.of the
Bessie
thelatest
star feature
of the to
offeringpresented
which will the
be shown at the
theatre next
. The picture tells an appealing story of a
brave and self-denying mother who guards her only son from the knowledge that
he is nameless for twenty years and keeps a modest millinery shop, which enables
her to send him through college. The screen version begins with the arrival of
the son when he sees his mother for the first time since a little child.
When he realizes all the suffering she has endured for him and that the scoundrel
who wronged her is still living in the same town, he determines to find the man
and make him confess before the entire community. The series of circumstances
which bring this confession about are wrought with a deal of dramatic force and
build a tense and interesting drama. Miss Barriscale is splendid in the role of
the mother — a role which brings out her capabilities to the utmost. Others who
contribute sterling performances are Sam de Grasse, Joseph Kilgour and Marguerite
de la Motte. Paul Scardon has shaped the story so well that the suspense is
ever dominant.

Harry Carey Has Satisfying Offering Here
IT is satisfactory entertainment that Universal offers in its latest Harry
Carey release, "Hearts Up." The "he's human" star can usually be
depended on when he fashions his own subjects. Although he has
contributed better material than " Hearts Up " in some of his " Cheyenne
Harry " stories, the present offering is a praiseworthy sample of his versatility. Itis a human interest theme which is unfolded here with the
star appearing in the role of a masquerader who must disguise his identity
for the sake of emphasizing the pathos of the situation. Theri is really no
need for the man assuming this attitude. He could tell the young girl the
facts of the case and chances are she would reconcile herself to them.
However, there wouldn't have been any story.
The action starts with the girl's father having , a brawl with a drunken
redskin with Carey coming over the horizon just in time tc carry the
deceased from the flaming cabin. This is an excellent shot and realistic.
He finds evidence on the body of the girl's expected arrival in 'Frisco and
assumes the dead man's identity. The star meditates a great deal in the
picture (as he docs in all his pictures), but this fault is praiseworthy to
emoting all over the place. Carey is always natural. So he meditates
whether to impart the information that the girl is not his daughter.
The author-star injects a little drama toward the concluding reels. But
it isn't entirely logical. A neighboring rancher is attempting to claim his
property and a youth who is making a survey takes the former's side when
he discovers that the hero is not related to the girl. So Carey indulges in
a fight which is rather tame. But it suffices in making his enemy respect
him. There is hardly any excuse for writing the note telling the girl that
he is leaving. It is his own house and he has played fair and square.
But such a point has its appeal in the generation of pathos. The picture
is rather quiet in action and depends mostly upon its characterization
and the little humanities for its entertaining quality. There is a good representation ofa railroad journey. It looks like the real thing. And it
seems good to see the star himself in some other regalia than Western.
He is dressed up and prosperous. Mignonne Golden is the girl and she
gives an interesting performance. In all "Hearts Up" should please the
Carey following. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
David
Brent
'
Harry Millet
Carey
Jim Drew
Arthur
Bob Hardmg
Charles LeMoyne
Gordon Swayne
Frank Braidwood
Lorelei Drew
Mignonne Golden
By
Harry
Carey.
Scenario by Val Paul.
Directed by Val Paul.
Photographed by H. Fowler.

I

PROGRAM READER
"
The
Broken
Gate,"
starring
Bessie Barriscale,
will be the feature
at the
theatre next
and
. Thisattraction
is considered an ideal vehicle for the display of the star's emotional capabilities since it
permits her to appear in a " mother " role wherein she is called upon to practice
self-denial.
story is an
of Emerson
Hough'sand popular
novelmanner.
of the
same name. The
It presents
an adaptation
age-old problem
in a strong
interesting
Miss Barriscale rises to heights of feeling in the character of the village Magdalene
and
her work
establishes
her still more
as one Joseph
of the Kilgour,
screen's foremost
emotional
actresses.
An excellent
cast, firmly
that includes
Sam de
Grasse, provides worthy support.
SUGGESTIONS
Play up the author's name and the fact that the adaptation is a fitting vehicle
for the telling
display that
of Miss
Barriscale's
emotional
talent,
a brief outline
ofmake
the
story,
it presents
an age-old
problem
— a "rell
problem
will to
people think and
make
them more
charitable
toward
those whowhich
belong
the
downtrodden classes. Bring out with emphasis that Miss Barriscale always gives
a good performance. Make mention of her fine supporting company. Tell that
it is a heart interest drama — a drama of universal appeal since it is founded on
the mother-love theme. You can give the director mention for the sake of your
steady patrons.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Harry Carey, the popular interpreter of " westerns," is coming to the
theatre
next
and by Universal
in " as
Hearts
Up,"Mr.a Carey
picture proceeds
written
by the star
himself. Characterized
human,
to live up to its full meaning. He has fashioned a story which revolves around
the adoption
of athegirllatter
as hisdiesown.
owes a steps
debt of
heroine's
father
and when
BrentHewillingly
intogratitude
his shoesto totheprotect
the
daughter. She has no suspicion that the masquerader is other than her father.
And the pseudo-parent has his qualms of conscience whether to confess his identity.
However, he determines to remain silent rather than bring disillusionment.
The facts leak out through another source and Brent is on his way to prove his
honorplay— one
whenwellthe emphasized
girl acceptsinhim
her lover.
Hearts The
Up " romance
is a human
photoits as
sentiment
and "pathos.
is prominently displayed but the offering also has its melodramatic moments. Patrons of
the
are due for a surprise when Mr. Carey appears here next
. " Hearts
Up " interpretation.
is certain to appeal
to every
audience
due
to its humanities
and clever
Prominent
in theclasscastof are
Mignonne
Golden and Arthur Millet.
PROGRAM READER
Would you like to see the popular Harry Carey in up-to-date attire? Then
come to the
theatre next
and see the human star in
" Hearts Up." This picture is written by Mr. Carey and he has provided himself
with a most entertaining subject — a subject which permits him to find wonderful
expression as the pseudo-father of a girl. The offering is marked for its romance,
sentiment, pathos and humor — elements which are finely blended. How he succeeds in palming himself off as the father of the girl he loves, only to be discovered
in his masquerade — how he succeeds in convincing the girl of his honorable intentions is told in five reels of human action. See " Hearts Up."
SUGGESTIONS
You can follow your customary plan in exploiting Harry Carey. Since he has
aSimply
credited
you don't
to hit that
upon heanyis the
new author
ideas of
advertising.
playfollowing
up his name;
makinghaveemphatic
as well
as the
star, and
also that
he appears
in a newupdisguise.
He doesn't
wear Play
his familiar
chaps
and tell
Western
regalia
but is dressed
like an office
manager.
up the
title. 'This can be worked out in the exterior frames. Have an artist draw a
heart hand — a royal flush of hearts. Or two hearts pierced with an arrow. And
use the stills of Carey in his human attitudes. Play up that it is a heart interest
drama which carries some good action.
CATCH LINES
Carey. See the popular Universal star
" He's human." Who's human? —Harry
a picture of wonderful appeal.
in his own photoplay, " Hearts Up '
as his own
didn't
whether to tell
| herHetheadopted
truth. aSeegirl" Hearts
Up " daughter
with the and
humanthenstar,
HarryknowCarey.
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MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPTON (FEB. 1)
JAN. a.
" batttfled from all angle*." — M. P. Xcv>s.
Exhibitor ComiiieDt — " Am average picture wblcb did big basinesg for tbre«
days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " TbU U a very
poor oflFering, and we had dull business during run."
OonsentiM — "Average picture, average puller."
MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHS) NOV. •
" iitctic melodrama may draw in tlie neigliborhood houtiea." — if. P. Hetci.
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. 18
" litafje succcsi not so good an a picture." — M. P. Xtws.
NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. 9
" Colorful hackgroundg and vivid action in this picture." — il. P. yeics.
Exhibitor Comment — Very good, played to better than average business.
Lots of action. The big scenes, especially those in which the animals
participated made a big hit." " Not up to some of the other Curwood
stories but was liked. Average business." " Good business on this
picture, which seemed to please."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
NORTH
WIND'S MALICE, THE (EEX BEACH-0OLDW7N) BPKC- OCT. M
lAL CAST
" Probably the beat Beach picture yet produced." — if. P. Neici.
Exhibitor
Not much.
Did fairbusiness
business."
" Good
picture
the cold Comment
northwest— "which
did excellent
for two
weeks,
havingof
been held over a second week on account of the large crowds it drew
the first seven days."
OCCASIONALLY
YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW OCT. 2
CODY
" Male vampire in a mere aucceesion of society scenes." — if. P. yeica.
iCxhIbltor Comment — " Entertaining picture. Business about as usuaL"
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
Nov. 13
" Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs." — if. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage
success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-olficebrought
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
" This
feature
business
to please
my
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box office attraction. Crowds
packed success.
the houseTomeveryMoore
performance."
A very
adaptation
the
stage
at his best, " but
as inclever
the case
of all of
previous stage and stock productions, business far below average."
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY. AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. 13
RAY
" Not much to the story, hut Ray puts it over." — if. P. Sews.
Exhibitor
— " Although
many — persons
— among
the dramatic
critic ofComment
a metropolitan
newspaper
considered
this them
an excellent
farce
and
an
excellent
picture,
it
made
no
big
hit
with
the
'
fans
houses were but average, although the cold weather may' here.
have The
had
some bearing on this. Many of Ray's followers did not like the kind of
part he played." " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
standard." " Kay always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more
than Ray
usualrunsbusiness."
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
Dervish.
around and" Should
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
business. " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
all week. (Middle West.)" " Onp of the poorest things Ray has ever
done. They
came picture,
because good
it waspuller."
Ray — but they didn't enjoy it."
Consensus
— " Good
ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
SEPT. 18
"Average comedy ichich should interest."— M. P. A'eic*.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture la good throughout.
Seemed to please
audiences."
" Only an average picture. Average business one day."
ONCEPHILLIPS
TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY OCT. 16
" Absorbing story, wen produced and acted." — Jf. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — "A fair production bringing average box office
returns." " This picture had little comment either favorable or otherwise. Box-office returns say production is fair." " Am playing it for a
second week in a town where ' Humorcsque ' played only one week.
One lips
of doesthesome
best ofattractions
I haveof played
this inseason."
" Dorothy
the best work
her careor
this picture,
whichPhil-is
interesting and handsomely produced. Did splendid business at this the." ".lust
and three
very days,
successful
week.
I make
practice atreof
one completed
week runs,second
or even
but this
picture
playeda
to two weeks' capacity business."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST
SEPT. 11
" Old-time western, well produced and acted." — if. P. News.
OVER THE HILL (POX) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 2
" A real masterpiece of direction, acting and casting." — Jf. P. News.
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — if. P. News.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 23
" German picture is spectacular ; tionderfully acted." — Jf. P. Neics.
PASSION'S
PLAYGROUND
(FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE OCT. 18
MACDONALD
"An artificial story holds it back." — M. P. News.
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANB-PIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
" Humorous
incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray — enough." — if. P.
Neirs.
. Exhibitor Comment — " Registered a big hit A real Ray triumph. Audiences applaud etnthusiastically." " Very good week. Ray always sure
of big business. This considered much better than "45 Minutes from
Broadway." " Charles Ray in any story is enough to pack this house.
In ' Peaceful Valley ' he is cast In a role that his admirers want to see
him in. The picture attracted capacity houses for a seven-day run."
"pleasing
Did veryfeature
well. which
Picturetook
entertaining
box-officeAs results
good."value
"A
well in myandtheatre.
to box-office
It is a pretty
goodpicture,
bet." good puller."
Consensus
— " Good
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RELEASED

PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
iMAK. I)
jAh a
' 9ood production of mechanical and unreal plot." — Jf. P. Newt.
PENALTY.
THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 2
" Great vehtile for Lon Chaney, but falls short in many ways." — if. P. Nem
Exhibitor Comment — " Very ^od picture although some women w«-re
shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very i'oo'l.
Chaney's work Is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonderand very
fine acting
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business
•• A
greatful story
picture.
It went
over on
exceedingly
liked" and
brought
big
box-office
returns."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
SEPT. 1
•' Blight Story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture." — Jf. P. yeirs
Exhibitor Couimi-ut — "Great picture. Turned them away at night." "The
boiled down opinions on this picture is ' Old Stuff.' "
PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
NOV. »
■' Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — M. P. News.
POLLY
DEC. l(
Sews.WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
" Ina Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — Jf P
PREY. THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
OCT. I
"Alice Joyce has highly involved story here." — il. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Patrons did not like this one. Two dar* to
average and poor business.' "One of the best Alice Joyce subjertg tbia
year. Did unusually well at the box-office." " Average production,
nothing out of ordinary. Business fair."
Consensus — "Average picture; average puller."
PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
OCT. i
" Lytell has hectic melodrama and acting opportunity here." — Jf. P. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment — "Big bouses first two days. Rest of week fair."
"Fine picture
whichFine
brought
receipts."
splendid
picture.
Thrilling.
acting.goodBy box-office
far the best
work Bert"A Lytell
haa
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and box
office results." " Bert Lytell is good drawing star. Poor title hindered
his possibilities of doing good business. Subject was only fair."
Consensus-—" Good picture, good puller."
RIGHT TO LOVE, THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL
SEPT. 4
" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance." — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Second week's business complete flop. Attractions
Jailed to please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture
well produced."
" Was was
only not
fair.up Miss
actress
ability,
but the production
to theMurray
standardis ofan some
of herof
former successes." " Business very good. Crowded houses all week. Audiences well pleased. Booked for indefinite run." " Second big weA
Good business, full houses. Audiences like it." " An average picture
and played to usual business." " Went big first week and average second
week of run. Ordinary story but fine photography." " Fell down a bit
on box-office receipts in third week of run. Audiences satisfied."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
DEC. 4
" Good combination makes interesting picture." — Jf. P. News.
ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SEPT. tt
" Colorful western with Fatty Arbuckle as feature star." — ^Jf. N. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is an average picture but seemed to please the
audience." " Fair business to fair houses." " Very goo<l. Played it two
days to big
" Very entertaining.
Fatty Iik<"d
in comedies." "Asbusiness."
ta.T as entertaining
value is concerned,
thisbetter
picture
does
not hit the mark, though business was good." " An old rail fence built
in
front
of
the
theatre
attracted
attention.
'
Modern
Centaurs
'
and
Pathe News are unusual and helped put over the show with a bang.
Average entertainment." " A Western melodrama of the old days, wiih
specks
of come<ly.
of 'Enoch
of Indian?.
half-l>r(eds.
shootingPlotanda variation
cavalry, and
not so Arden.'
much ofLots
Arbuckle.
He
should stick
the short
Consensus
— " toGood
picture,subjects."
good puller."
SCUTTLERS, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 25
" Farnum has a ' He-ilan ' role in story of the sea." — Jf. P. News.

KOHLMAR-CH
GIFT,storyTHEwith(UNIVERSAL)
SECRET
" A pretty
appealing value."
— Jf. P. NewsRISTIANS SEPT. '«
Exhibitor Comment — " Unusual picture, which brought more than usual
business." " Good. Big business one day."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
•' Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — Jf. P. .\eir».
SINSTONOP ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY- .OCT.
Terr little
appeal — in" Pretty
this wildly
— Jf. P.toNews.
Exhibitor
Comment
good fantastic
business. storu."
Satisfactory
people willing
to accept storv as just movie. Rather good drawing qualities. Many
OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLK) PAULINE FRXD-OCT. S*
SLAVE
ERICK
liked it."
P. yews.
— Jf. satisfied
acting standpoint.'and business.
a production
" Big from Comment
Exhibitor
— " Good
The picture
a critical

RIGHTS)
(D. N.• •SCHWAB-STATE
THE WAY
ALL
SMILING
DAVID
BUTLER
•
'y .•. " ■,>■ 'A'
"
audience."
" Butler's
third is tccU produced and thoroughhj xnterestcn. — Jf. P. Sews.
BO LONG
LETTY
(CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLK) SPBCIAL^^
OCT. M
CAST
" Famou's'stage "success
intelligently adapted to screen. " — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should
be cut out by all exhibitors that run it. as it has some bad morals."
NOV. IS
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
"Interesting crook story, wetll directed and acted." — Jf. P. Aeic».
Box Office Reports continued on page 452
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"FLYING
PAT"
(New Art-Paramount-Artcraft)
Fairly Pleasing Offering With Dorothy Gish
ALACK of variety is noticeable in Dorothy Gish's latest expression,
" Flying Pat." For three reels the comedy fairly scintillates, but
thereafter loses much of its spontaneity. The inability to keep her
pieces from becoming repetitious and vapid as they progress has been
observed in more than one instance. To be candid, "Flying Pat" does not
proportion of humor as " Little Miss Rebellion."
sameoriginal
out thesome
measure
incidents which are provocative of laughter,
it carries
True
but when these run their course its limitations are all the more readily
noticed. Even the star herself seems to be suppressed at times — as if, having nothing to do, she has relied upon her sure-fire mannerisms. Miss
Gish needs comedies of color and vitality — comedies in harmony with her
exuberant personality.
The story here is based upon marital misunderstanding. Hubby would
have his bride give up household duties for a career. Having lately relumed from the war as an aviator, he would have her cultivate his erstwhile profession. But when she lakes the air with a friend and fails to
return home the young benedict's suspicions are aroused — especially when
he receives word that she is dining out with her tutor. For three reels
there is very little evidence of padding, the scenes being well arranged,
though the line of action is considerably quiet. There is one rich scene,
however, which shows the star taking a test which will qualify her as a
flyer. She is whirled about in a compartment for the sake of establishing
her equilibrium.
When she runs away to Albany the picture takes a flop for the accompanying action is totally irrelevant. A scandal sheet reporter is introduced
for obvious effect. Ditto a detective, a policeman, and divers others.
Hubby never suspects that his bride has returned to the kitchen until tlis
required footage is utilized. He gets a sample of her cooking. This bit is
a tried and true comedy situation which has lost its effectiveness through
the passing years, although it is still capable of inspiring laughter. " Flying Pat" is an innocuous little comedy which is frail in action and incident and rather colorless in characterization. Miss Gish, however, is so
keenly alive, so dynamic in her style of expression that her pictures can
never be called dull. She has a good company here >vith James Rennie
standing out with a clean cut performance — one marked for its poise and
repression. " Flying Pal " will please a whole lot of people despite its
lack of variety and spontaneity. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Patricia Van Nuys
Dorothy Gish
Robert Van Nuys
James Rennie
William Endicott
Morgan Wallace
Butler
Harold Vizard
Detective
William Black
Reporter
Porter Strong
Policeman
Tom Blake
Old Lady
Kate Bruce
Cook
Mrs. Waters
Housemaid
Miss Waters
By Virginia Philley Withey.
Scenario by Harry Carr and F. Richard Jones.
Directed by F. Richard Jones.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Dorothy Gish with her undeniable and irrepressible humor will be the attraction
at the
theatre next
in her latest comedy drama " Flying
Pat,"
originalChet
contribution
the screen byby Harry
VirginiaCarrPhilley
Withey,
wife
of
the andirector,
Withey. toScenarioized
and F.
Richardthe Jones
and directed by the latter, it provides the charming comedienne with a vehicle
which should gain her many new admirers.
The story is about a young bride and her husband, who insists that she become
more
than aupkitchen
that she gowithout her
and handsome
make a " career
" for leads
herself.to
She takes
flying,drudge
but anand adventure
instructor
domestic strife, and the peppery, breezy Dorothy flees out into the cold world.
What follows introduces a series of side-splitting scenes which lead to an eventual
reconciliation. Miss Gish is thoroughly at home in such a type of picture and her
support includes James Rennie, who gives an excellent performance in the opposite
role,
Kate funBruce
comedyMorgan
which Wallace,
sparkles with
and and
wit. others. " Flying Pat " is a spontaneous
PROGRAM READER
Dorothy Gish, the peppy little screen comedienne has a sure fire success in
" Flying Pat," hernext
newest comedy
will bea young
the feature
the
. It which
is all about
bride attraction
who insistsatupon
staying in the kitchen. Most women are satisfied to give up the pots and pans
for a career, but Miss Dorothy is exactly the opposite. She is contented to be
just
homey besides.
" sort ofHow
wife,this
but insistance
her husbandon insists
make a name
for herself
in thea "world
his partsheprecipitates
a quarrel
and
leads the star into many adventures before a reconciliation is effected is told in
five reels of breezy comedy. The picture is Dorothy Gish at her best.
SUGGESTIONS
Dorothy Gish has established a following for her particular brand of humor.
So play up her name and state that her latest picture is ideal for the expression of
her charm and talent. Tell that it is written by Virginia Withey, the wife of the
director, Chet Withey. Bring out the value of the title. Have your artist draw
a design of the star — a head pose with aviation cap on and a background of a
flying machine. Tell that it is a breezy, peppy comedy which contains sixty
laughs a minute. Bring out that it is a sure cure for the doldrums. Make use
of thebeenleading
He hasn't been long on the screen but his personality
has
felt byman's
the name.
picturegoer.
(Continued on page 453)

'SQUANDERED
LIVES"
(Stoll Film Company of America)

Viewed From All Angles, Rather a Notable Film
44C)QUANDERED
LIVES"
is rather
a notable
film in several
ways.
First it is the initial
release
of the Stoll
Film Company
of America,
and as such will be taken as a criterion of what may be expected
from this concern. It introduces to American audiences Ivy Duke and Guy
Newall, two leading British stars. Miss Duke has a pleasing, sympathetic
personality and appears to be a finished screen player. Mr. Newall is a
juvenile who represents a type that some of our American players have
unsuc.cessfully tried to imitate. He is what they try to he— a likeable
young Britisher.
"Squandered Lives" presents the problems of the English younger sons
and daughters and placing its leading
players in roles that American stars
wouldn't want to assume. There is a lot of atmosphere, a good many titles
that ask and answer questions and not so much action, but for all of this
it is an interesting picture. And it rings true. Its climax, a scene where
Lord Delamere and his charming young wife having been exposed in the
manner by which they live— cheating at cards, plan a double suicide, is
made to seem a very natural thing, by the sincerity of the players and the
careful manner in which the production has been built. And when the
elder son who couldn't spare anything from his thirty thousand pounds a
year that his brother might live, conveniently gets killed in time to prevent
the complete carrying out of the suicide compact, it is a subtle compliment
to America that these two who married for love and lived by their wits
should^ sail overseas to begin life anew. As Mr. Thomas once said in a
play: "Some of our best citizens have made their mistakes."
As an English picture, " Squandered Lives " is far better than most productions tocome across. It is better directed, better acted, and has better
photography than anything we have yet seen from John Bull.
As for its audience appeal here that remains to be seen. We see no
reason why it shouldn't get over quite as well as the numberless English
stories that have been done by American producers, for the
badly, in the past few years.— Length, ^MO feet.— J. S. Dicherson. most part
THE CAST
Joan Lambourne
t
.
Lord Delamere
Ivy Duke
Adolphus,
Duke of Cheshire
va^^I ^I^kt* i
Lord Tarporley
du r t °
• ■ • • Phihp Hewland
Mary
Sir
H,L^m,^'
r^"p ^l","
MissRobert
Billie Sheen'.
Honour
Merrall
f'^'y
n
sowe
Hale
Lady
Charles
Denbigh-Smith
r'l awforH
Mrs.
Burberry
w -f ' n ^"a"^^
Douglas Munro
Sadler
from thery
novel by Cosmo Hamilton. VV.n.fred
ber
Mr. BurAdapted
Directed
by Franklin Dyall.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
It is a different type of picture which wil' be that attraction at the —
the
studios
near VLondon,
England.Lives"
One isof the
the first features
its wayof
Ih^Q?Stoll
1"Squandered
isto a find
product
from
England
smce the
war, this production
shows title
that and
the itBritishers
are not
far behmd us as picture producers.
Perfect
in
detail
and
enacted
by
a most
capable cast,
can-made film.this picture will win just as many friends as the most lavish AmeriThe author of this interesting story of English life is not unknown to Americans
He is one
Cosmo
Hamilton,
and " novels.
Squandered
" isis ana high-class
adaptation drama
of " Duke's
l5on,
of his
most popuar
The Lives
picture
of the
society type,^ filled with thrilling situations
and intense romance, as the story of
the cast-off second son " of English nobility is unraveled on the screen.
Featured in " Squandered Lives" are Ivy Duke and Guy Newell, two screen
players
of ability and recognized standing. Miss Duke is an actress of rare personality and beauty and she is certain to earn for herself a large followin'' of film
fans from her work in this picture alone.
Mr. Newell was formerly a director
and in this picture proves that he is just as capable
before the camera as he was
behind. He is seen as Delamere, the second son of the
house of Cheshire forced
to earn his living at cards.
PROGRAM READER
Out of a clear sky came the bolt that changed the entire life of Delamere the
second
son money
of the failed,
house was
of Cheshire.
living without
on his al'owance
when the
thrown outHe had been
the world
any means' andof
earning a livelihood. So he took to card upon
playing
—
for
there
are
ways
of playing
cards which bring in a fair income.
Starting with this absorbing situation, the story of "Squandered Lives" which
will be the feature picture at the
on ■
, is built'
It
is adapted from the novel " Duke's Son," by Cosmo
Hamilton, an English up
author
who
has
an
immense
following
in
America.
Made
in England
by
English
actors'
this picture is the most accurate picturization of British
society
which
has
the screen in many a day. It was produced by the Stoll Film Company inreached
their
studios in London, and is the most recent of high-class British pictures to come
to America. Featured in the cast are Ivy Duke
and Guy Newell, who are expected
to win a large following for themselves by their work in this picture.
CATCH LINES
An entrancing society drama by the writer of the most popular stories of life
in the upper strata — Cosmo Hamilton. A gripping tale from beginning to end.

A story of a "second son" of a financially wrecked family of the British
nobility. Adapted from Cosmo Hamilton's " Duke's Son."
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ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART- OCT. 10
SOMETHING TO THINKCA
ST
CRAFT) SPECIAL
— M. P Neics.
in this artistic production."
e muments "Excellent
" Imprensii Comment
production in every way. A great pic—
Exhibitor
De
a picture. Typical
is
here
Now
"
ture and drew like house aflre."
course, as
Mille cast, direction and all. Not as enjoyable throughout, ofof action
and
contrast
for
built
'Whv Change Your Wife," but finely
good
week."of "itsDrew
over another
carriedduring
Big business
susnenseto excellent
runveryCrowds
fourth week
business
houses
week.
business grows. Held for a third
continued." " Picture so good and
sure did go over extra big. House
"This picture is entertaining
" " Holding for second week in a one-week
crowded every performance.
the story."
tells picture,
house which
Consensus
— " Good
good puller.
SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-OOLDWYN) OCT. 23
'•^^ne^^sic'^pl^l^t lacks action and incident." — il. P. News.
SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B. .OCT. 2
" o'ood^^oduction'and ac/ins save this one." — M. P. News.
EY FOOT- i>i<JV. ^/
EFF-METRO)
THE (SHURTL
ROVER, PE
STARTHFLMA
Y COURTN
RC
" Artistic production', but disappointing for a London story."— M. P. News. 2
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST. ....... . .OCT.
STEALERS
P News. I
technical
and was
directionalthis
from both" Although
''Exceptihntl
box-office attraction,
a fair<^lSles.'^M.
Comment—
Exhibitor
was disappointed. Did not go over as big as I expected, nor was it as
big a picture as I expected."
R. ........ .OCT. 16
(REALART) MARY MILES MINTE
tWEET LAVENDER star,
though it lacks substance."— M. P-Newt.the plot.'
'' Ideal vehicle for
like the poorest
well ofalltheweek.
p^ihibUor
Considered
season.Audiences
surprises
th^ greatest'' Drew
One ofComment—
^'
s. ;
busines
capacity
did
it
picture this star has ever played in— yet
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
OCT. 2
BUNUOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY......
%^7^rt^:&^o^^oi business."
'^J^^^'^^y
SEPT. 25
•9 EAST (REALART) CO NSTANCE BINNEY
— M. P. News.
''fttertamna picture made from stage success."
"Great
Brought good business."large
W^hlS Comment--'' Fine picture.
boxcrowds with
fire money getter. DrewNo large
Picture A sure
By far
value."
box-office
liked.
well
very
Not
"
offlce results "
but
me
alwaysmoredraws
done.like She
star has
thingasthis
?®e
I can get.
it as for
like well
as many
Would
in this.
so well
neverbest
" ''Fine!
stuff" "An average picture, with fair business.
"fireat
had seen the play
n- splendid. Subtitles afe a scream. People who
Act
the comedy to better
7ald the picture was better. Picture brings out Fairly
interesting picGood cast" all the way through." "
Advantage patronage.
usual
ture,
puller.
good
picture,
6food
Consensus — "
TESTING BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.^^^
— M. P. News.
Western with 'star 'in 'the 'kind 'o'f'r'o'le 'that 'mdde him 'famous."
" furf^Fire

" ' " not
.' p: Ne^c^^]
pleases' ' "though
. Picture
popularingy-M
still 'offer
Mix :r?afnU°
Tom fs-i/i
t—'''1n'?'
Commen
or ?fnt?r
^?^faa
'^=<?A
FxhiMt
to help
comedy
Cook
goods."as other'recent ones. We boosted a Clyde
as
busines
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
V.v^r ' "^r 't^;;;,' "^^^^
'' Fairly interesting with Pearl White scoring a htt."—M. P. News. NOV
(GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.
THOUGHTLESS WOMEN
'•Bu^n document with real life-like touches:"— M. P. News.
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) ui^f.,.
THOUSAND TO
\jOBART BOSWORTH
"Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here."—M. P. Neics.

"
"
27

^3

failed
It Ne>r»
feature 'A"
White^^
A^^
iiny Pearl
the second
This isUy^lf^is
fes ^th^fugl
Comment—"
Exhibitor^MtFr^a
""pfafj
to draw so a Harold Lloyd comedy was added to the program.
TRUANT HUSBAND. THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL^^^
." — il. P. 'News.
this contribution
"^tmple' and 'hitman
SPECIAL CAST. .............. -OCT. 16
TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH)in action
and thnlls."—M. P. ^'etcs.
melodrama it rich
''Biectacular
pleasing and eatertaining. Drew
Exhibitor Comment— "A fine picture,fine
and excitpicture. . Spectacular
usual business." "Very
more than exceptional
for
indicationsGood
of showing with
first week
Tn Jbie Didsecond week. business
Sunday.
second
records
house
Broke
a
especially the comedy parts m the beginning^
business. Pictures liked
A nice
The ending slightly changed, which gives it more credence
Pleased
" office
week
all
houses
good
Fairly
satilfied.
generally
that
Picture
atbox
big
and
thrillsrun.
" Splendid
bi- audiencef."
two ofweeks
during full
recordpicture,
traction. Broke house
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
HUSBANDS,CAST
ABOUT SPECIAL
TRUTH
NATIONAL)
• V/
"Orthodox but careful production of well-known play.' — M. P. Neios.
MR. AND MRS.
NATIONAL)
TWIN BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
wuv. 13
DEHAVEN
P. News.Seemed to
M. heartily.
on the screen.—
a hit laughed
success "scores
stage
Famous
and
long
Audiences
Comment—
Exhibitor
" Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
eive entire
" " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in it, but
busy satisfaction."
Sellers
business." " One of the best comedies
week's
Splendid
spicy.
always
I have played in a long time. Went over great. Box-office receipts
run."
week's
for
entirely — satisfactory
" Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
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TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
"Rather crude, hut Aas moments of interest." — J/. P. Xeics.
ONCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATB
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 9
"Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment." — il. P. News.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE (FRANK
GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme lias pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — M. P. yew*.
U. P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NOV. 20
" First-class melodramatic western with fine cast." — if. P. News.
UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
SEPT. 4
" First class western melodrama with star in Ukeable role." — M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew well during week, but picture replaced Saturday by Pearl
White In 'Thehelped
Whitea lot
Moll.'in "making
" BestIt Mix
picture to Good
date.
Orchestra
accompaniment
entertaining.
box office attraction." " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the theatre. It is regarded by many as too commonplace." " Thig
is a good feature and we had good business while it was showing."
" Mix in good form. Big business three days."
Consensus — "Oood picture, good puller."
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 20
"A well produced society picture weakening in the end." — M. P. News.
VILLAGE
THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 2J
CHARLES SLEUTH,
RAY
" Ray scores again as country yokel." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures Ray has played In. This is a
regular picture and la playing to big business right along." " Played
It one week to big business one day and average six." " Audiences
thought Charles Kay just made for this ' Eube's ' part. Business only
fair." "Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures." " One of Ray's best productions and Its
box-offlce value was quite up to the usual Ray standard, which is saying
a good deal." " Not one of Ray's best — but it was clever and a bit
different, in point of story, to his usual efforts, while giving him essentially the usual sort of role. Anyway they liked It." " Well liked and
drew much
betterpicture,
than average."
Cotteensus
— " Oood
good puller."
VOICES (VICTOR KRKMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST.... OCT. It
" Crude production of familiar story." — M, P. Netes.
WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV. 20
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — M. P. News.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
OCT. 16
" Clever night scenes provide the interest here." — M. P. News.
WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHK) MARGARITA FISHER. . .AUG. Ii
" Typical Hamilton story well produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture with week much below the
average in receipts."
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 27
" Very ordinary Western for Carey." — M. P. News.
WHATBRYANT
HAPPENED
TO
JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT) AUG. 21
WASHBURN
" Oood Eookum and farce comedy." — U. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. Played It two days to average
business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big business one day." " Kather good comedy. Can't kick about the business.'
" Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this
picture. — Played
it one week
average business."
Consensus
" Oood picture,
good topuller."
WHITE YOUTH (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
DEC. 18
Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — il. P. News.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
OCT. II
" A real success from every angle." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts
about average." "A very plea.sing little picture; star has made a place
for herself and this picture suits her to a ' T.'." " Bebe Daniels shows
that she— is" aPleasing
real actress.
had a puller."
good production and drew well."
Consensus
picture,Sheaverage
" Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

" Humoresque " — "Starts second week with capacity business. Everybody
talking about it. Brings people never in the theatre before." Best picture
since ' The Miracle Man.' Playing to standing room at every performance."'
'• Bisgest business in history of house. Wonderful picture." " First week to
capa'city. House record broken by §3,000 at new scale of prices. Believed that
run"Married
will lastLife"
four or
five weeks.''
(Sennett)
— "This picture
is good
but drew usualDrew
business.''
" The Devil's
Passkey
" (Universal)
— " Picture
is entertaining.
well."
"The Man Who Lost Himself" (Selznick) — "This picture with William
Faversham
in
leading
role
drew
unusually
large
crowds
all
week."
" Treason " (Famous Players) — " Poor picture. Had only average business."
" Sink or swim " (Fox)^ — " Good picture with unusual business."
"Girl of the Sea" (Republic) — "Good moneymaker. Drew 300 extra chilA novelty
that will
attract.— "An
Not excellent
a world-beater
but everyone
satisfied."
"'Thedren. Idol
Dancer"
(Griffith).
production
which drew
well."
"The Toll Gate" (Paramount) — "Rather a mediocre picture and was not
up
to
the
Hart
standard
according
to
several
critics.
Nevertheless
it
drew
well, as Hart is popular here." ^
„„
^
,
„
t
"Humoresque" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "Second week excellent. Increased
prices
diminution
for thirdvalue
week."as
" Picturecaused
well no
liked.
Second inweekpatronage.
broke all Picture
records."booked
" Wonderful
entertainer.
Third
week
and
still
going
big."
■■The Cost" (Vitasraph) — "Good exploitation put the picture over."
'■What's Your Husband Doing" (Universal)— " Big business — took well
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"MR.
WU"
(Stoll Film Corporation of America)

"TO
PLEASE
ONE
WOMAN"
(Lois Weber Productions-Paramount)

||

Unique and Strongly Dramatic From Plot Angle
"lY
WU presented
" is undoubtedly
the strongest
storiesis
\/ yjr
I R.ever
on eitheronethe ofscreen
or stage dramatic
and as such
^
entitled to all the praise that it received when used as a stage
starring vehicle for Walker Whiteside some years ago.
As a picture, however, it runs rather contrary to the rule in that its
villain has the most important role and its love story ends, unhappily too,
in the early reels. After this the story is one of Chinese revenge, unique,
logical and carefully builded, a revenge that fails only because fate decrees
that "Mr. Wu " drink the poisoned tea instead of the woman on whom
the crafty Oriental had planned to wreck his vengeance.
Sumptuous
sets showing
interior
of "Mr.toWu's"
beautiful scenic locations
and a the
careful
attention
detail Chinese
add to home,
the dramatic

qualities the feature possesses. Matheson Lang plays "Wu" with extreme
skill. He is supported by a competent cast with which no fault can be
found unless it is that most of them who play Chinese characters are not
especially good types for Oriental roles.
It is, however, in the actual plot that " Mr. Wu " possesses greatest
strength. For audiences which appreciate the unusual, the something different, the picture should prove a hit. Those who insist on the sugar
coated live happy after offering will probably object to its lack of romance
and its reversal of motion picture tradition. Therefore, the subject of
whether or not it should be booked resolves itself into an individual
problem to be decided by the audience which each exhibitor may have. —
Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Wu Li Chang
Matheson Lang
Nang Ping, his daughter
Meggie Albanesi
Arthur Gregory
Teddie Arundel
Florence Gregory, his wife..
Lillah McCarthy
Basil Gregory, their son
Roy Royston
By H. M. Vernon and Harold Owen.
Scenario by Frederick Blatchford.
Directed by Maurice Elvey.
Photographed by Paul Burger.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
IS a screen
The inain attraction at the
theatre next
version
of
the
famous
play,
"Mr.
Wu,"
which
had
a
successful
career
the
stage in London and New York. Presented with an English company upon
it offers
players who are thoroughly grounded in their art. Matheson Lang and Lillian McCarthy are popular in the British metropolis. The play takes on an international
flavor in its plot and offers a truly tragic theme on love and parental vengeance.
The son of a tea exporter loved a Chinese girl who is killed by her father when
he discovers that she has violated the laws of his people.
The English parents of the youth go to Wu in search for him and in a startlingly dramatic manner the powerful Chinaman pays for his treachery. Mr.
Gregory had poisoned his cup of tea and he drained it. Realizing that he has
been poisoned he makes a rush with his sword when he staggers and falls dead.
The picture builds with a deal of cumulative suspense in scenes of tense situations.
The acting is superb throughout and the picture is competently staged. The
atmosphere
of the vitalcritics
factorsto toward
success
as a picture.
Mr. Wuhas"
is consideredis one
by impartial
possess itsgreat
dramatic
strength, " which
been made the most of by director and players.
PROGRAM READER
One
of
the
strongest
dramatic
of the year istheatre
promisednextin " Mr. Wu,'
the English picture which comes offerings
to the
with a celebrated cast of players headed by Matheson Lang. Included in the
company are such well known people as Lillah McCarthy and Maggie Albanesi.
'' Mr.
Wu " and
as aNew
play York.
aroused Probably
a great deal
upon the
whenWhiteside
enacted
in
London
manyof ofinterest
our patrons
saw stage
Walker
in
the
play.
If
so
they
haven't
forgotten
its
stark
realism,
its
dramatic
situations,
its notes of pathos and sentiment. The picture is said to be fully equipped in
the values of the original play — values which spell a most interesting hour. " Mr.
Wu " is well worth your time. Come and be really entertained.
SUGGESTIONS
. You can bring out for exploitation that this is an adaptation of the powerful
play
the New
same York.
name — You
a play
scored
stage in
Londonof and
can which
state that
it wasa decided
presentedhitby upon
Walkerthe Whiteside
on the New York stage. Make much of the fact that Matheson Lang is one of
the most capable players in England and that he makes the screen version startling
in its force and realism. Bring out that it is a play of love and vengeance on a
typical Chinese theme. Have your artist draw a Chinese head for your frames —
a cunning and malicious head. String your lobby with Chinese lanterns and have
your orchestra play Oriental music. You can stage a prologue irt harmony — a
sort of one act version of the picture. Your ushers can be garbed correctly in
Chinese costume. Play up the strong plot and the efficient acting.
CATCH LINES
The powerful Chinaman found his daughter in a white man's embrace. And
according
Chineseversion
law she
to sufferplay.the extreme penalty. See " Mr. Wu,"
a powerfultoscreen
of had
the tragic
See " Mr. Wu," a picture of love and vengeance.

At the

next

" FLYING PAT "
(Continued from Page 451)
CATCH LINES
H ere is Dorothy Gish who takes a flyer in matrimony and the air besides. See
the clever comedienne in a rapid-fire comedy, " Flying Pat."
Can a bride stay in the kitchen and become a " homey " sort of wife and retain
her husband's love? See Dorothy Gish in " Flying Pat," a snappy comedy.

Falls Rather Short for a Lois Weber Production
THE Lois Weber to whom the industry has taken off its hat for a
good many years for her genius in turning out great pictures from
ordinary material and with unkno^vn talent seems to have slipped
in " To Please One Woman." Were it not for good direction, a well knit
continuity and an elaborate production, this feature would be very bad
indeed for the plot is extremely formula in spite. of the effort to provide a
theme and its development is ultra-convenient and overdrawn.
There is hardly an original touch from beginning to end. It tells its
story very well, but there is little entertainment in the process. You get
the moral alright, that, because a vamp wife of a rich man chooses to amuse
herself in a small town, a half a dozen people have a lot of trouble before
she gets her just deserts according to motion picture formula, but Miss
Weber's characters, not her players, do not impress. Her " doctor " deserved quite all that he got for being such a " simp." The ingenue, to be
tempted so easily, wouldn't last until she got into long dresses in this age.
And the "vamp," she wouldn't be able to get away with it.
If Miss Weber had been able to provide entertainment with her preachment, all our criticism would go for naught, but since she hasn't at least for
audiences that demand the best pictures, she isn't going to see this make
much of a hit except in the matter of production and acting, especially the
latter, since the cast composed for the most part of unknowns is extremely
good. In this connection Mona Lisa, a newcomer, looks like a find. She
has looks and ought to " vamp " her way to national renown in short order
for she can act. Claire Windsor is a pretty heroine and Edward Bums a
fair leading man. The Photography is good and the scenic locations very
fine. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Alice Granville
Claire Windsor
Cecilia Granville
Edith Kessler
Freddy
George Hackathorne
Dr. John Ransome
Edward Burns
Leila
Mona Lisa
Her husband
Howard Gay
Lucien Wainwright
L. C. Shumway
Bobby Granville
Gordon Griffith
Written and directed by Lois Weber
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" To Please One Woman," the first of a series of pictures to be produced by
Lois Weber, famous for such great features as " Where Are My Children? ", " The
Price of
a Good "Time,"theatre
and others
for Paramount
distribution, .
comes
to the
for a equally asdaysbigshowing
beginning
In " To Please One Woman " Miss Weber will introduce to audiences in leading
parts
several
her " infinds."
Mona is Lisa,
a new of" the
vampcast,
" who
become
a second
Thedaof Bara
popularity
a member
whilepromises
in Claireto Windsor
is to be found a new and distinct type of leading woman, since the word star is
not to be found in Miss Weber's official vocabulary.
OthersKessler
of theandremarkable
cast of " To Please One Woman " are Edward Burns,
Edith
Gordon Griffith.
Miss
Weber's
initial
picture
for Paramount
a romantic
dramascenic
of American
life with the story laid in the California
of today, iswith
many pretty
locations
on the Pacific ocean adding to the dramatic values of the picture. Miss Weber
personally directed the pictitfe and also wrote the story.
PROGRAM READER
Those who personally directed the Lois Weber productions of the past, and
that means
everyone
since Time"
such great
Are My Children? " "ThemostPrice
of a Good
and photoplays
others are asnot" Where
to be forgotten,
will
rejoice
in
the
booking
of
Miss
Weber's
first
picture
for
Paramount
release,
"
To
Please One Woman " for the
theatre for a
day run beginnig . Woman" is a strong domestic drama of the kind that has
"To Please One
made its producer famous telling the story of how nearly a half a dozen lives came
to being ruined through the selfishness of one woman, who beautiful and unscrupulous chooses to amuse herself in a small town seaside resort of California. " To
Please One Woman " has been produced with an attention to detail and lavishness
that adds to the strong dramatic qualities of the story and should be a sure fire
audience
picture.Mona
An Lisa
all star
manyof ofthewhich
called
" appearof
in
the picture.
has cast,
the role
wife can
and be
shows
every" finds
indication
being a worthy successor to Theda Bara. Miss Lisa has youth, beauty, and is a
great
actress.fiance,
Clairewhile
Windsor,
Weber'sleading
" finds,"
the doctor's
Edwardanother
Burns ofis Miss
a pleasing
man. is appealing as
The picture is in six reels and was personally produced by Miss Weber, who now
has her own company and will make a series of pictures for Famous Players-Lasky.
SUGGESTIONS
The exploitation possibilities of " To Please One Woman " are contained first
in
initialof picture
for reminding
a considerable
thattheyoufactwillthatbe this
able istoMiss
see Weber's
her in place
a star by
your period
patrons andof
some of her great pictures of the past. After this comes the title and the suggestion it has of a spicy bit of entertainment and the suggestion of the age old conflict of the male and the female. We would use plenty of stills and work hard on
the title, especially in newspaper displays. Tie-ups with your local stores should
not be rely
hard.largely
Any merchant
who sellscampaign
women's for
goods
interested. with
We
would
on a newspaper
our should
straightbe advertising
good selling talk and snappy catch lines.
CATCH LINES
The question that silenced the sphinx was — To please one woman. It has been
the problem of all men except Solomon and Brigham Young since the days of
Adam and Eve. Can you accomplish it? This picture will show what attempting
it cost a half a dozen people.
Whata task?
must have been Solomon's problem when trying to please
such
. one woman is
From the days of Adam and Eve man's problem has been trying to please one
woman. This is a story of what the effort cost when the woman was selfish,
heartless and vain. It is a great picture — the kind that Lois Weber alone can
produce, a page from life and a lesson to every man and woman.
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Ail forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects ■
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottoo
LESTER CUNEO FKUDUCTIONS
AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
Lx>ne Hand Wilson
5
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
,
.
~~ . ,
„ „ „ „
* CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
rheB"Ve)
Blue Moon (Special Cast)
{At State Right Exchanges)
Fhe Gamesters (Margarita Fisher)
6
K Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary;.. 6 THE GUMPb
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5 Andy the Hero
Andy's thePicnic
Andy
Chicken Fancier
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Andy the Actor
rhe Golden Trail (Jane Novak)
S Andy on the Beach
Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins)
5 Pleasure Bent
Bitter Fruit (Special Cast)
5 At Shady Rest
Howdy, Partner
•'TEX" SERIES
a Reason
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White)
S There's
Ahoy
The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White)
5 Ship Toreador
The Unseen Witness (Glen White)
5 The
The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White)
5 The Broilers
FHcker, Little Star
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack UoTie-)
IS .FUcker,
Mixing Business with Pleasure....
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) IS Up
She
Episodes.
WestwardGoes
Ho
WESTERN DRAMAS
A Hunting We Will Go
Blued Trail Prods, (one eTery other week) . . ,
2 Get to Work
Lone StarWeatenu (one every other week)
3 Best of Luck
The Promoters
ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostriche (one a month)
3
XLNT (Ardath)
2
FILM CORP.
Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 2 COMMONWEALTH
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera)
1 The Hidden Light (Dolorea Caaiinelli) 6

Chester Scenics — 1 Reel
' Chosen Waters — South
Sea Planets — Apart
Fine Fe.athers — The;
' They All Turned Turments for Rent."
Seatle— Family
Naiads."Winding
Trees."
' Through
Then
Forgot Company
the Town."Cm
Wall— Climbing Cat— ArtofIstheEverythinlJ,'
Out
Past."
No Hope for the Dqr
' Mules and Gobtalk."
— Silver Silences. '
aracts."
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle)
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kunball Young;
Ihe Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Youngs
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives Ui'Juse feiers)
Eyes of Youth (Clari Kmiball VouDjj;

e
I
7
.1
.1
.<"

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNTARTCRAFT
Dec. 26 — Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 4SSt
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 592J
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman (Lois Weber
Prod.)
•.
Dec.
12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan
Prod) 608«
630)
Dec.
12
—
The
Life
of
the
Party
buckle) (Roscoe Ar- 4944
ASSOCLVTED PRODUCERS, INC.
Dec. S— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
Dec. 5 — Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Meighan)
592t
SPANUTH'S
VOD
A
VIL
MOVIES
Billy
Whiskers
(Comedy)
Lying
Lips
(PetersVidor)
6
Nov.
28 — A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy DalHomespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes)
6 La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
ton)
47U
The Dying Swan (Skating)
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Nov. 28— Idols of Clav (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.).723C
Love (Louise Glaum)
6 Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
Nov.
21
—
Burglar
Proof
(Bryant
Washburn)
4495
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
6 The Flying De Armands
Nov. 21— The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). 558*
and Geraldioe (Aesthetic Dancers)
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7 Reynolds
Nov.
Her Husband's Friend (Enid BennettHundeller
(Balancing)
Ince14 —Prod.)
4S» '
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
Threr
Whipple
Sisters
(Boxing
and
Wrestlinir)
.
.
.
Nov.
14
—
Always
Audacious
(Wallace
Reid)
SIW
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
6
Nov. 7— Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4862
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
Nov.
7—
Behold
My
Wife
(Geo.
Medford
Prod.).65S«
^.t^tt^ a rr.T/-wTVT a t Tt^tt
hjo /^/-vT>n
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6 EIDUCATIONAL
ILMS
CORP
Uct. 31 — An Old-Fashioned Boy (Ince Prod.MACK SENNETT PRODS.
Chas. Ray)
4617
{Rele<ued Through Educational Film Emchanget)
Oct. 31— The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6 505
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5
Mermaid Comedies — 2 Reels
Oct. 24 — A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 420«
A Fresh Start." " The Simp."
Oct. 24 — Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 55M
Duck In."
" April Fool."
Oct. 17— The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 4618
AYWON FILM CORP.
Dynamite."
" High and Dry."
Oct. 17— The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Up
in Mary's
(Novak-Gribbon)
66
Oct. 10 — Deep Waters (Maurice Toumeur Prod.). 5035
Woman
Above Attic
Reproach
(Florence Chase)
Chester
Comedies
—
2
ReeU
Oct. 10— The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Nonsense."
Evolution of Man (Special Cast)
6
Arbuckle)
6417
Woman of Mystery (Cunard Ford)
5
Four Times Foiled." " A Tray Full of TrouWhen Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy)
5
An
Overall
Hero."
ble."
ARTCRAFT
Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart)
5
Torchy
The Big Show."
Pet."
"" The
You'llOneBe Best
S'prised."
HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
June — Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Picklord)
53«
Comedies — 2 Reels
Wanderer
2
"" Torchy."
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
"
Torchy's
Millions."
Torchy
Comes
SherifiF's
Dilemma
j...2
Brothers
2
" Torchy
Cupid.''
Torchy's Turns
Double
Tri- Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
His Desperate Deed
2
3
Nov. 21— His Wedding Night
»
" Torchy
in High."
JOY COMEDIES
Through."
Oct. 24 — Rough House (Re-issue)
S
The Hoodoo Watch
2
Christie Comedies — 2 Reels
" Kiss Me Caroline."
Three of a Kind
'.
2
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT
COMEDIES
Shuffle
Queens/'
"
Going
Through
the
StoneMuch
QuarryGarlic
Romance
'..22 " A Seaside Siren."
Too
■
Dec. 26 — Bungalow Troubles
3
" Out for the Night."
. Fnatgima."
Dec. 12 — Dabbling in .\rt
3c
" Mrumph."
" Seven
Bald Pates."
Don't Blame
the
"
i
Not.
28
—
A
Fireside
Brewer..
I
d
s.
d
ue
e
Bl
W
"
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Not. 14 — Fickle Fancy
S
k
m
nt."
"" DBiancingfroRoomt,he KFirtochen
state Rights
Oct. 31 — Movie Fans
2
ng Models."
ki
ri
"
St
Dangerous Love
6 " A Homespun Hero."
Oct.
17
—
My
Goodness
I
The Victim
6
Education
Stork."
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS
COMEDIES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
and
Sink."
" Art of Diving " (Kel" The Race of the Age "
Specials
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
I
Dec. 23 — A Desperate Tenderfoot
2
lerman)
reels).
(Man o' War) (2
Rye."— 1 reel
Dec. 15— This is the Life
2
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
....I
" Valley of Ten ThouDec. 1— A Close Shave
2 " Babe Ruth— How He
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
..'
Nov. IS— Hired and Fired
2
sand Smokes ' — 1 reel PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Knocks His Home
Sept. 2— All Balled Up
-i
" Modern
Centaurs " —
1
reel
Aug. 19— Clever Clubs
2
Sept 10 — Spirits
Runs" — 1 reel.
Aug. S — Some Champs
2
3»
Aug.
Oct. 12— Kids Is Kids
Bruce Scenics Beautiful— 1 Reel
July 22— Wild, Wild Women
2
29
—
Never
Again
•
July 8— Stung Aga;«
2
Song of the Paddle."
"" W.anderlust."
Hope of Adventure."
June 24 — Back on the Farm
2
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
""" The
Mirror."
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Log Great
of the
LaviaDec. 26 — Quaint Kuala Lumpur
I
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Hec. 19 — The Snowbound Pyrenees
1
Dec. 28
No. 16
Bruce Scenics Beautiful — 1 Reel
Dec. 12 — Malayan Motor Roads
1
Dec. 1 —
No. 15
Dec.
5
—
In
Finisterre
1
"
Solitude."
"
The
Banana
Special."
Nov. 30—
No. 14
Nov.
28
—
Land
of
the
Tin
.Millionaires
I
"
The
Castaway."
"
The
Explorers."
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Nov. 21 — Around About Manila
1
" By Schooner to Skag" The Isle of Desire."
One two-reeler every two weeks.
way."
" The Business of
Nov.
14
—
Pyrenean
Perspectives
Dec. 15— The Man Hater..
2 " Tropical
Nov.
7—
The
Port
of
Penang
II
Camping."
jere." Nights."
Dec. 1 — The Mormon Trail
2
Chester-Outings — 1 Reel
Oct. 17 — Nature's Contrasts
1
" The Tamer the
Frozen Thunder."
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Iguazu the E.xquisite."
e."
19 — The .Tungfr.TU R.-iilway
1
" Trail to Wedontcarad.
FRITZI RIDGWAY PRODUCTIONS
GettingtheIsa Landlord."
Polish."
"
1^
rhe
ch
o
Swat
Ove
Mu
"" To
There
No Santa Nov. 21 — Kilawea Volcano Eruption
."
der
Wil
ue
ten
ag
Boo
Le
Sev
Bandit of Hell's Gap
2
at St. Moritz
Sports
Winter
—
17
Oct.
ATheTraitor's
Vengeance
2
Rookeries and
Girl of the West
2 " Hailing the Hunk."
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Almost an Outlaw
2
Crowning King
" Collectors of CranDec. 57—— Indian
Summer
The Avenging Trail
2
Not.
A Setting
of Ages
Jt
Squawkeries."
Western Rays
2 " Pipe the Penguin."
Claus."
1
"
Shadows of the Past
2 " Mad Hatters.
Oct. 10— The Cloud
Frivolous Fijis."
A Fight to a Finish
2 " Loiuvemsly
1
d."
e
an
Angl
il
Piscatorisl
a
From
—
5
or
."
5ept.
Ma
ers."
Bliz-455
Release Information Continued on Page
zard."
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GEORGE WALSH SERIES
ARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Dynamite Allen
lec. 26 — Twentieth Century Pictionary- Comedy- Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
1 Number 17
The Plunger
lec. 19 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Carfrom New On
toon by Earl Hurd
1
lec. 12 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-CarnnTii /-^nvTT'TTDvr r>r»ATVTi-»
BRAJNU
1 201U
Bailey....
toon by Henry D. Century
PartnersLEJNIUKY
of Fate (Louise Lovely)
lec.
Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1 just
Pals (Buck Jones)
toon 5—byTwentieth
Frank Moser
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
aw. 28 — Magazine Items — Frank Moser Cartoon .... 1 Two
Moons (Buck Jones)
OT. 21 — Magazine Items — Pat Sullivan Cartoon....!
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy)
or. 14 — Magazine Items — Earl Hurd Cartoon 1 Sunset
Sprague (Buck Jones)
Cov. 7— Magazine Items — Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1 The Little
Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely)
let. 31 — Magazine items — Frank Moser Cartoon....!
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
EDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
fobody'sMayGirl(Bessie
(Billie Lore)
Rhodes)
3S SUNSHINE COMEDIES
lonnie
Her Doggone Wedding
Pals and Petticoats
lONTE
BANKS' COMEDIES
. Rare Bird
3 The Slicker
[is Naughty Night
3
Nightmare
HoldElephant's
Me Tight
(early Married
3 An
His Noisy Still
. Bedroom Scandal
3
Pretty Me
Lady
Chase
FOX
NEWS
'IDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
Twice a Week
state RUjlits)
he Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
6 CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
rivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6 Don't Tickle
.ove's t"lame (Thos. J. Carrigan)
5 All Wrong
"he Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast)
5 The Huntsman
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
iTLM SALES COMPANY
The Parlor Bolshevist
{ILLY RUGE COMEDIES
The Hypnotist
The Papoose
wo Knights
On the Hip
Winning a Widow
Northwoods
Vill It Come to This
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
le Got It
All Stuck Up
lot Dog
A Hard Luck Santa Claus
;
'Chool for Skirts
Gum Shoe Work
"he Pai
nter
Home Brew
,
ione
Dry Blues
,
The Medicine Man
^IRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
■fov. 29 — Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
^ov. 29 — Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
■fov. 22
22 —— Dangerous
Love, Honor Business
and Behave(Constance
(Mack Sennett's)
ifov.
Tal- 5118.
madge)
s^ov. 8 — Wet
The Devil's
Garden (Lehrman)
(Lionel Barrymore) . 5600
^ov.
and Harris
Warmer
Did Dad1— (Mildred
Chaplin) 20616
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven)
5
ifomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
'eaceful Valley
Ray)
Tonnerville
Trolley(Charles
(Dan Mason)
26
The Kick in High Life (Lehrman)
2
(Vhat Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore)
6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart)
6
Durtain (Katharine MacDonald)
S
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan)
7
.
„
jood References (Constance
Talmadge)
6,
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray) 6
rack-Knife Man (King Vidor)
......6
Xotorious Mrs. Leslie (Katherine MacDonald) 5
rhe Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge) 5
3o and (Jet It (Marshall Neilan)
7

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani)
Branded (Josephine Earle)
The Sinker (Special Cast)
The
Edge «nd
of 'Y^outh
Earle)
dusbanaa
Wivei (Josephine
(.Vivian Martin;

Film

S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
22
1
2
2
2
Yz
16
Ya
J4
Yi
54
%
Yi
yi
}4
54
}4

Releases

CAPITOL COMEDIES
In and Out
2
Knockingand'EmHammers
Cold
Hearts
22
Artistic Enemies
2
Fingers and Pockets
2
Love on Rollers
2
At it Again
2
Professional Ethics
2
When Martin Gits Here
2
Ged
Ap
Xapoleon
'
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 28— Hurry Slowly
1
Nov. 21 — Number, Please (Telephone)
1
Nov. 14 — In Arizona (Scenic)
1
Nov. 7 — Nassau (Bahama Islands)
1
Oct. 31— What the Ocean Hides (Shark Industries).!
Oct. 24 — Timberlust
GOLDWTN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
The Isle of the^Mist
1
Through the liarth
1
What Is Vour Body Worth?
1
A Paradise for Birds
1
Venice of tlie Orient
1
Action of the Human Heart
1
The Reveter
1
The Human ^'oice
1
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Shodding a Profiteer (Judge Rummy) Lampoons....!
Apollo (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons
1
Cupid's
Advice (Happy
Happy Hooldini
(Happy Hooligan)
Hooligan) Lampoons
Lampoons 11
The Prize Dance (Judge Ruminy) Lampoons 1
The Sponge Man (judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Hunting Big Game (Shenanigan Kids) Lampoons....!
EDUCATIONALS
(CHICAGO)
GREIVEa R'S
Shedding
Profiteer (Judge Rummy) Lampoons....!
Speeamt< fhrougti Dixie
j
Royal Ease
i
Colossus of Roads
l
The Spirit of the Birch
1
Suds
1
Precisely as Polly
l

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC
TURES, INC.
The Dwelling-Place of Light (Winston Churchill) ... 7
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
INC. White's) .1!
The Westerners (Stewart Edward
PICTURES
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2 ZANE
(Benj.GREY
B. Hampton and Eltinge P. Warner)
Tuesdays— —Gaumont
(iaumont Graphic
News
.1
Fridays
1 The' "U. P.' ~Trail (Zane Grey's)
7
Kideri of the Dawn (Zane Grey't)
I
Desert Gold (Zane (jrey's)
i
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
5
STAR SERIES
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
7
onw^/^T
*
t
o
Sex
(Louise
Glaum)
;
SPECIALS
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore
Wolf's Daughter ( Louise Glaum) >
Kendall Prod
5 The Lone
(Louise Glaum)
'
Godless Men
6367 Sahara
INC.
The Great Lover
5202 DEITRICH-BECK,
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
i
Just Out of College
4779
Roads of Destiny
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)
•
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
The
Highest
Bidder
4960
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
SPECIALS
Prisoners of Love.....
The Capitol (Leah Baird).
(
Concert
Skirts (Special Cast)
6 The
Cynthia
of the Minute (LeaJi Baird)
•
Guile of Women
A Connecticut
Yankee
in
King
Arthur's
Court
(SpecBunty Pulls the Strings
6255
ial Cast)
BRUNTON PRODS.
Hold Your Horses
4610 ROBERT
Blind Wives (Special Cast)
House of Whl»peri (J. Warren Kerrigait) S
The Song of the Soul
3105 The
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
Green Flame Q. Warren Kerrigan)
5
A Voice in the Dark
4255 The
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
99 Q. Warren Kerrigan)
i
What Happened to Rosa
4148 No.
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
The
Dream
C^heater
(J.
Warren
Kerrican)
f
Boys Will Be Boys
-f I Were King (William Famum)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The White Moll (Pearl White)
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
•
Jr
7 The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Madame
X
(Pauline
Frederick)
6475
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
•
The Scuttlers
6
ine
Girl
With
the
Jazz
Heart
(Madge
Kennedy).
.4600
Drag Harlan
t The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) . . 5198
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Officer 666 (Tom Moore)
5290
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
•
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The
Tiger's
Cu
b
6
Milestones
(Special
Cast)
5782
The Thief
6 Honest Hutch (Goldwyn)
5349
The Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti) 5
The Mountain Woman
6 His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth)
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
5947
TOM MIX SERIES
LOUIS
TRACY PRODUCTIONS
Prairie Trails
6 EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
•
The Texan
g Earthbound (Basil King)
6772 The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
The Untamed
6 The Penalty (Gouvemeur Morris)
6730
IRVm V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
Down Home (Special Cast)
8
The North
Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
The Iron Rider
S Going
Some Wind's
(Rex Beach)
The Challenge of the Law
5
The Man Who Dared
5 BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Edgar the Explorer
3 INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
Chin Toy
6 Get Rich Quick Edgar
2 NEAL HART SERIES
Flame of Youth
6 Edgar's Little Saw
Jan. 1 — Danger Valley
S
S
Girl of My Heart
6 Edgar Campi Out
32 Not. 15— Skyfire
Merely Mary Ann
6 Edgar's Sunday Courtship
5
3 Oct. t— Hell's Oasis
Release Information Continued on Page 456
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6
6
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Releases

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
(Froaucea
( nutoe^ Two-ReelRoland)
{Produced oy
by joaepti
Joseph m.
M. tscnenck)
Schenck)
Episodes Starring Ruth
2
s
hbor
Feb.
Dec. 16—
22 — Neig
The Scarecrow
2 Kfijfeen
S— Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure J
Oct. 27— Convict 13
2 Dec.
Nov. 28 — fourteenth, Regina Island
J|
Sept. 1— One Week
3 Not.
21— Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
3
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Not. 14— Twelfth, The Secret Order
3
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier
S Mar. — A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton) t Nov. 7 — Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond
2
Bearcat
t
Oct. 31— Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk
2
Oct. 9— Ninth, The Perilous Path
2
Seeds of Vengeance
4 NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 17 — Kighth, Danger i rails
2
The Gift Supreme
• Dec. 6— Billions (Nazimova)
6
Oct.
10—
Seventh,
Troubled
Waters
2
Whispering Devils
5
11 — Madam Peacock (Nazimova)
7 Oct. 3— Sixth, The Eagle's Nest
The Victim
9 Oct.
3
3
The Trans^essor
I Apr. — The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 7 Sept. 26— Fifth, Double itossed
3
The Burning Question
S Jan. — Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7 Sept. 19— Fourth, Between Two Fires
Luring Shadows
«
7 TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
_
Sept 12 — Third, Th« Tower of Danger
3
Belcw the Deadline
5
Apr. — Nothing But
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
COLD
Mar.
—The
Very
Idea
(Taylor
Holmes)
6
6
s)
{Ten
Two-Reel
Episodes
Starring
Geo.
B.
Setts
Holme
(Taylor
Lies_
Cads and Caddies
2
and Marguerite Courtot)
Sttmg Again
2 Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes)....*
Wild Wild Woman
3 ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct.
17—
Tenth,
Defeat—
And Cross
Victory..' 2
Oct.
10
—
Ninth,
Double
Back on the Farm
3
25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
t Sept. 26 — Seventh,TheUnder
Suspicion
2
Mis Fortune Hunters
2 Oct.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 19 — Sixth, Kidnapped
3
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Sept. 12— Fifth, Drugged
3
Sept.
6
—
Love,
Honor
and
Obey
(Special
(3ast)....<
Sept.
S
—
Fourth,
Treasure
—
At
Last
3
Ghost of Slumber Mountain
1 MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Along the Moonbeam Trail
3 Oct. 18— The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6 Aug. 29— Third, The Dead Man's Story
3
THE THIRD EYE
BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps
1
{Fifteen Two-Reel
Starring Warner
Oland andEpisodes
Eileen Percy)
Vacation Days in Switzerland
miscellaneous
From Montreux to Bemess Alps
1 The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
Kug.
29—
Fifteenth,
The
Triumph
of
Justice 3
Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes
1 The Wrong Woman (Ivan Abraaison)
Aug. 22 — Fourteenth, At Bay
3
Aug.
IS—
Thiricenth,
The
Blind
Trails
of Justice 3
The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
Aug. 8 — Twelfth, Man Against Man
2
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Aug. 1 — Eleventh, The Long Arm of Veafeance. . . .3
Corp.
JANS PICTURES CORP.
July 2S— Tenth, The House of Terrors
3
The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Madonnas and Men
July 18 — Ninth, The Race for Life
3
r
Clark Cornelius Corp
Wings of Pride
July
11
—
Eighth,
Dangerous
Trails
3
Birthright
(Special
Cast)
Allied
Ind.
Attractions....
July 4— Seventn, The Double Trap
3
ALoveWoman's
WithoutBusiness...,
Question tUlive
^Xr;^l"'fli'r\
* The
Japanese
in California
Jnne 27 — Sixth, The Death Spark
3
lel»
jjjgFeatures
Fighting Question
Kentuckians
(Special (Pantex)
Cast) Sterling
YOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Aug. 8— The Hold-up Man
3
Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Aug. 1— The Hobo of Piren City
3
KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Photoplay
Corp
July
25—
The
Law
of
the
Border
2
Urban Popular Classics
Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
July
18—
His
Pal's
Gal
2
Levey Prods
Chas. Urban's
Movie Chats
July 11— Tex of the Timberlands
2
Kineto
Reviews
TRAILED BY TCREE
The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's
OasisFeature
(Neal Producing
Hart) Independent
Films Assn..
July 11 — Fifteenth, The Reckoning
3
Peerless
Co
July 4— Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime
2
The Hidden
Light
(Dolores
Cassinelli)
CommonKREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT
June
27—
Thirteenth,
The
Door
of
Death
2
wealth Film Corp
June
20
—
Twelfth,
The
Burning
Fuse
2
{Released on States Rights Basis)
r-/Mwi7r»Tirc
June 13— Eleventh, The Torture Trap
2
<;;"JMt>UllL3
5
ieri)
Caval
(Lina
VANITY
FAIR
MAIDS
COMEDIES
Love
Mad
Voices (Special Cast)
< Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi2 Dec. 12 — Greek Meets Greek
I"I
Skinner's
(Reissue-Bryant
Washbttm) . . . .5I After cate—BedCleveland)
14 — The Sandman
Time (Frazee Film Prods.)
3 Not.
The Land Dress
of LongSuitShadows
(Jack Gardner)
Billy
Ruge
Comedies
(Funful
Films)
1
Oct.
31
—
Mamma's
Boy
1
Efficiency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Holmes) S> Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)
3 Oct. 3 — June Madness
1
The
Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
BRINGING UP FATHER
Open Places (Jack Gardner)
S Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Picttires Corp.).
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (K. Traverse).. S Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-Joho Jimior)...
June 27 — Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion
3
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
i Legend Film Prods.
May
164—— Second,
Father's
CHose Shaye
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
J
i^^^—
Apr.
First.
Jiggs
in
Society
33
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
»
ivt
a
rriT/MVT
A
T
IT'TT
1%/r
?~VVDn
AFTER THIRTY
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
I NATIONAL
FILM COKF.
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
!
Drew and John Cumberland)
(At State Right Exchanges)
Broncho Billy Dramas
<
Snakeville Comedies
Nobody's Giri (Billie Rhodes)
5S July IS — Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green- wo d 3
Fables in Slang (George Ade)
1 Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast)
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
' Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re- is ue 5 May 30 — Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 3
Strife (George Le Guere)
1
Apr. 16 — Second, The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 3
ROLIN COMEDIES
CHAPLIN REISSUES
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
A Burlesque on Carmen
Dec. 5 — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
The Champion
3 PATHE EXCHANGES
Nov.
7
—
Insulting
the
Sultan
Jitney Elopement
3 Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
6 Oct. 24 — When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1I
Work
3 Dec. 5 — Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
5
Citizens (Snub Pollard) I
By the Sea
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pav (Brunette-Stewart) 6 Oct. 1026—— Fellow
Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
1
Not. 21 — The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5 Sept.
Sept. \2—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) I
Sept.
12—
Rock
a
Bye
Baby
(Snub
Pollard)
1
Nov.
7
—
A
Beggar
in
Purple
(Edgar
Lewis')
6
Oct.
31 — The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray 6 Sept. 5— A Regular Pal
1
LUBIN (BERT)
Stewart)
29 — Money to Bum (Snub Pollard) 1
STATE RIOHTS
Oct. 24 — Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7 Aug.
ROLIN
TWO
HEELERS
Ranch
Honeymoon
Oct. 103 —— The
Fo-bidden
Oct.
Riddle:Valley
Woman(Gordon-McAvoy)
(Geraldine Farrar) 66 Sept 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. 3
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
3
Sept. 26 — Help Wanted — Male (Blanche SweetHenry King)
5 May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 3
METRO EXCHANGES
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Sept.
12—
Felix
O'Day
(H.
B.
Warner)
5
Sept. S — The House of the Tolling Bell (Brace
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC., SPECIALS
10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
Gordon-May McAvoy)
6 Oct.
McAvoy)
.•
7 July
Dec. 27— Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana)
6 Aug. 29 — Lahoma (Edgar Lewis)
18 — Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawhnson).§
Dec. 20— The Misleading Lady (Bert Lvtell) 6
June
20
—
Passers-By
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
•
Dec. 13— Hearts Are Trtimps (Special (ist) 6 VELVET FINGERS
Nov. 29— Polly With a Past (Ina Claire)
6 (Fifteen Two-Reel Episodet Starring Oeo. B. Seitz NEWS REELS
and Marauerite Courtot.)
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Nov. 15 — Someone in the House (Special Cast) 6
Not. 8 — Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6 Dec. 19 — Third, The Hand from Behind the Door 2 SaturHaTS
Wednesdays— Pathe
— PatheNews
News ■-^^^^^_Lj_d.'
Not. 1— The Fatal Hour (Special Cast)
6 Dec. 12— Second. The Face Behind the Curtain 2
Oct. 2S — Body and Soul (Alice Lake)
t Dec. 5— First, To Catch a Thief
3
Oct.
The Saphead (Crane- Keaton)
6
Oct. 18—
PEERLESS Woman
PICTURES C0MP.4NY 5
— Blackmail (Viola Dana)
6 THE PHANTOM FOE
Sept. 420—
Clothes (Special Cast)
6 (Fifteen Two-Reel Episode* Starring Juanita HanThe Heart of a
Sept. 13 — The
sen and Warner Orland)
of Redemption (Bert Lytell)....6
Sept 1— The Price
Hope (Special Cast)
6 Dec. 19 — Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
2 PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
Aug. 16 — The Chorus
Dec.
12
—
Ninth,
The
Mystic Summons
Girl's
Romance
2 ctttut ttv urAcnivT BTTimTATG
(Viola
Dana)..
6
Aug. 2— Held in Trust (May AUison)
6 Dec. 5— Eighth, The Man Trap
MASON REVIVALS
2 SHIRLEY
J
Nov.
28
—
Seventh,
Gun
Fire
2 Apple Tree Girl
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 21— The Crystal Bail
2 Law of the North
5
Feb. 21— The Little Lady of the Big House (Special
Not. 14 — Fifth, The Tower Room
3
Ward
, Cast)
6 Nov. 7— Fourth, The Open Window
2 Cy
The Whittaker's
Awakening
of Ruth
5J9
in Darkness
2 Light
Jan. 10— The God of His Fathers (Special Cast) 6 Oct 31— Third, The Trail of the Wolf
Nov.
22— The Sur Rover (Special Cast)
Oct 24 — Second, The Disappearance of Janet Daie..2 The Tell Tale Step
6
5
Aug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast). 6 Oct. 17— First, Doom
3
5
Lady of the Photograph
Release Information Continued on Page 457
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Ian.
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WHITE COMEDIES
1 — Restless Rummies . ,
15 — Back to Earth
1— Razzin the Jack....

il

January
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FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
The Screen Fan
The Matinee Girl
The Man Eater
The Superstitious Girl
The
Artist's
Model
The Art
Bug
The Starter
The Spoiled Girl

1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1

\rhoughtlcs8
Women
(Alma CORPOR
Rubens)
ATION 6'
FILM
PIOJNEER
Place
ot Honeymoons
(Emily Stevens-Montaipi 6
Love)
Ifidnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
6
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
5
V/here Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
6
C'ut of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb). 5
Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall)
5
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5
His
Brother's
Keeper
(Mansfield.-Lytton-James)
.
.
.
.6
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
t
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
i
AIdleMoment's
Madness
(Marguerite
Namara) 65
Hands (Gail
Kane-J.
Herbert Frank)
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
Luke McLuke's
Film-osophy
}42
Sonny
Series
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin
1
Two's
Call MeCompany
Daddy
11
Knockout
Maggie
......
1
Down Beside
the
Professor Was Right
1*

In and Out
The Landlady
The Moocher
The Bull Fighter
Professor
Getting His Gout
Fixing Lizzie
Dry Cleaned
Kidnapper
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
Wind (Joddess
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
Lazy Lem
Bungalow Bungle
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
Dreamy Chinatown
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms
Help
The MoTiei

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
i
i3

Film

Releases

SELECT PICTURES
(Diatrihuted hy Select Exchanges)
The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day)
Man's Plaything
(Grace Davison)
Mountain
Madness
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
The Great Shadow
The One- Way Trail (Edythe Sterling)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Taking the Count (William Collier)
The Servant Question (William Collier)
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed ly Select Exchanges)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out Palace
of the ofSnows (Ralph Ince)
The
Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)

5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Opea the Bars
1
I
Moon Madness (Special Cast)
6 Hay Fever
Sweet
Dynamite
1
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
S
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
S COMICLASSIC
Bright Skies (Brentwood)
5
Not. 14 — Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwards) .a
The
Devil's Claim
Hayakawa)
The Notorious
Mrs. (Sessue
Sands (Bessie
Barriscale) 5S Oct 31 — A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam). . .3
...5
Oct 17— A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2
xhe Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa)
i SUNSET
BURRUD SCENICS
ASUPER
WomanSPECIALS
Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale)
Nov. 7— Totem Land
1
Oct.
31
—
Dawnland
1
Little 'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh)
6 Oct. 24 — Going North
1
PRICE (C. B. CO.)
Kismet(Arsene
(Otis Lupin
Skinner)
'.
96 Oct 17— The Highway of Wonderland
1
813
Story)
INDIAN DRAMAS
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
6 CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Fifteen
Single
reelers
starring
Princess
Mona
DarkSo
Long
Letty
(Christie
Comedy
Drama)
6
Oct. 10— Bubbles
1
feather.
The Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
8 Oct
1
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes).... 5 Occasionally
6 Sept 263 —— Dreams
„^^„,.„„„.._, Yours
^„„,^ (Lew Cody)
Up on the Farm
1
MORANTI COMEDIES
Power
(Holbrookughter^^
Blinn)
5 Brg°HTppmess
"^DusNTn "Fa'rn'^ii) !!!.*.'!.';!!!."! l!!.'
You^^^Da
an^^I^^
5
SPECIALS
31— Kids
1
Aug. 15 — Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 Oct
Oct 17— Guilty
1
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
Aug.
1
—
Life's
Twist
(Bessie
Barriscale)
6
J SUPREME COMEDIES
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
A Man There Was (Victor St-a'^troml
a
June 6— Becky Strikes Out
1 Not. 14— Who Am I
a
REALART PICTURES CORP.
May
Letty '■ Lost Legacy
I1 Oct 7— Home Rule
Mbted30 —Husbands
-FECIAL FEATURES
The Taylor Made Wife
1
Downstairs and Up
1 STOLE FILM CORPORATION
The
(Wm. D.
Taylor's)
6882
1
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
5995 Why Be Jealous?
BeloTcd Burglar
1 Jan. 2 — Squandered Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall).*
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6705 Her
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614 MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
! TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607 Marooned in the South Seas
I
Soldiers
of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911 The City of Broken Old Men
STAR PRODUCTIONS
in the
Solomons
'1 It
Broken
Hearuin (Lucille
de Tar-Florence
' Hackett) .. S
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4979 Recruiting
Lonely South
Pacific
Missions
Happened
Paris (Mme.
Yorska)
i
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181
Wild Men
' Human Passions (Lottie Tilford)
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
4214 Domesticating
Cruising in the Solomons
> Han and Woman (Betty Mason)
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5302
Saving Savages in the South Seas
) The
Red Viper (Garetb Hughes)
I.■
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
4212
ADVENTURE SCENICS
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Donngton)
.'J
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4646 The Lone Trapper
1 And the Children Pay (Gareth H, hes)
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
4648 Outlaw of the Wilderness
1
Dr.
Brind's
Wonders
of
Nature
(One
every
week)..
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084 The Tempest
Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley — one every ;
1 Johnny
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)
5134 Waters of Destiny
month)
1
Tree Magic
1 RADIN PICTURES
Ghosts of Romance
1 Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
J
Sons of Salooskin
1 Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
S
ROYAL COMEDIES
Weekly
Indigestion
(one
every
week)
1
5"'
^* Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2 t»ttoct-'T T
T>T^TArT-'r>
r»TTO
ot^t
t
Nov. 28— He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2 RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns)
2 TTT<!TT1V rnMFnTTr«
CUMLUitb
Oct 30— Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2 AUisUlN Wild
Women
1 UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Oct
15—
When
the
Cat's
Away
(Special
Cast)
3
" Kitchen to Throne
1 Jan. 9 — The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Sept 30— Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 3 Jan. 17- ■From
Buried Alive
1 Dec. 5 — The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks)...?
Sept 1— The Plucky Hoodoo (BiUy B. Van) a Jan. 10- ■A
Detective
1 Sept 5— The Lone Flower (D. W. Griffith s) /
Aug. 30— Snakes (Billy B. Van)
3 Dec. 27- NewSlick
S
Ralgia
1 Tune 27 — Suds (Mary Pickford)
Aug. IS— Buggins (Leon Errol)
3 Jan. 3June 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglaa Fairbanks) «
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Dec. 20May
30
—
Romance
(Doris
Keane)
(
Bold Bad Pirate
2
Apr.
on the(Mary
Farm Pickford)
(Mack Sennett's) «5
Summer Days
2 SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 185 —— Down
Pollyanna
Sunshine
2 Pickle
Girls, Women
Don't Gamble
S5 Dec 29— When the Qouds Roll By (Douglas Fair- banks) i
She's aDays
Vamp
Circus
22
Oct 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith's) <
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
S-E ENTERPRISES
Sept 1— His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair- banks) »
The Dreamer
3 It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason)
5
Hands Up
3 Cowboy Tazz
2
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
The Desert Vulture
3 SELZNTCK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
Girl of the Rancho
3 SELZNICK PICTURES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
S
Lunatics in Politics
3 Darling Mine
(Olive
Thomas)
5.000
Good Night Nurse
2 Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
5
5.000
Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
5
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore)
S.OOO Two
White.
Youth
(Edith
Roberts)
3
Snitch
1 The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien)
S.OOO Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
5
Moonshiner
1 The Flapper (Olive Thomas)
S.OOO
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
No. 13
1 The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham) S.OOO West
is
West
(Harry
Carey)
5
Pest
1 The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein) S.OOO Honor Bound (Frank Mayo)
5
S.OOO
Pile Driver
1 The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
Fixed Gilded
by George
(Lyons-Moran)
Undressed Kid
1 The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien) S.OOO The
Dream
(Carmel
Myers)
55
(Elaine Hammerstein)
5,000 Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak)
Live Wire
1 Whispers
5
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo)
5
Dummy
'
Rye and Wry
..l1 Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Sundown Slim (Harry Carey)
5
Referee
1 The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
Pink Tights (Gladys Walton)
»
Release Information Continued on Page 458
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JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6
The Devil's Among
Pass KeyCannibals
(Special Cast)
Shipwrecked
67
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)
6
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2
A Prohibition Monkey
2
KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Over
Tioo-Reel
Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo) 2
Seventh,
the City
Sixth,
Lion'sBlack
Claws
Fifth, The
Wallet
22
Fourth,
Facing
Death
Third, Stolen Evidence
22 •
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2
Firit, Blood Money
3
RED RIDER SERIES
{Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)
Sixth, The Timber Wolf
2
Fifth, The Forest Runners
2
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
2
rhird, Big Stakes
2
Second, The Girl and the Law
2
First, A Son of the North
2
THE FLAMING DISK
{Eighteen
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Fourteenth, The Purple Rays
2
Thirteenth,
Twelfth,
The Caged
Tunnel In..*
of Flame
22
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
2
Tenth, Spiked Death
2
Ninth, The Floating Mine
2
Eighth, Throtigh Walli of Steel
3
ScTenth, The Circle of Fire
2
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery
3
Fifth, On the Great Wall of China
3
Fourth, The Flaming Disk
2
Third. The Perilous Leap
3
Second, The Span of Life
2
First, The Rails of Dearth
2
THE DRAGON'S NET
{Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcamp)
Twelfth, Unmasked
3
EleTcnth, The Shanghai Peril
3
Ninth, The Train of Death
2
Eighth, Trailed to Peking
3
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
2
Sixth, Captured in China
2
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2
Fourth, Into the Chasm
2
Third, A Watery Grave
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintvpe (Armstrong-Jackson) 2
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2
Laughing
(Dorety-Jamisen)
22
Hot
Dog Gas
(Brownie)
A Fiihr Story (Monty- Jackson)
3
Twin Crooki (Byron-Dorety)
3
A Lyin' Tamer (Bowes-Lamont)
2
A Blue Ribbon Mutt (Byron-Dorety) 2
Uncle
(Dorety-PreTOSt) 32
Should Tom's
TailorsCaboose
Trifle
Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont)
2
A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) ..2
His
Master's
Breath
(Century
Dog)
3
Love and (Gasoline (Henley-Keaton) 2
The Pro6teering Blues (Sterling- Lambert) 2
STAR COMEDIES
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1
NearlyDown
Wed North
(Dorothy
Wolbert)
'
Way
(Dorothy
Wolbert)
11
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert)
I
Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
If aids A-Courting
1
My
Lady's inAnkle
11
A Scream
Society
Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven)
1
Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann)
1
Bill's Wife (Wilson-Gerber)
1

A

connplete

Complete

Film

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette)
Rings and Things (Hill-Bums)
Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette)
Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard)
Who's
Crazy COMEDIES
Now (Burkette-Howard)...
RAINBOW
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron)
2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2
Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey)
2
AA Villain's
Broken
Heart
(Engle-Zcmlick)
2
He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The Driftin' Kid (Hoot Gibson)
22
The .Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2
Superstition (Hoot Gibson)
2
Tipped Off (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson)
a
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson)
2
Genders
(Hoot Gibson)
j
In
Wright (Hoot Gibson)
2
SomeWrong
Shooter
(Hoot Gibson)
2
One Law for All (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Grinning Granger
2
A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson)
. .2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International Newt
l
Fridays — International News
i
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (UnivcriaJ) . . . . I
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
5
The Voice of Fools
5
The
Prey
*
Dollars and the Woman
(
The Sporting Duchess
7
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
5
The Romance Promoters
5
The Purple Cipher
5
A Master Stroke
5
Captain Swift
5
The Fortune Hunter
7
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It Isn't
Being Done
This Season
The
Broadway
Bubble
55
The Whisper Market
S
Bab's
Candidate
The Garter
Girl
S5
Deadline at Eleven
5
Human Collateral
5
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
5
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
5
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Nuisance
2
The Back Yard
2
HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet
S
The Sea Rider
I
The Flaming Clue
5
The Birth of a Soul
I
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
DeadCast
Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special 7
Tnunpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast
7
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Ctir-. '
"
Cast
Special COMEDIES
wood's)SEMON
LARRY
'The
Sportsman
The Suitor
22
The Stage Hand
S
Solid Concrete
'
School Days
2
The Fly Cop
2
The Grocery Clerk
»

index

Plan

All

Book

on

of

feature

during

pages

the

releases
past

Releases

0. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Cast)
An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast)
Trimble, Trimble (Special
t)
The Ransom of Hack (SpecialCas
Cast)
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe
Kyaa)

|
»
t
|
f

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) >
The Trials of Texas TbompsoD (NcU Shipmas) . . >
THE PURPLE RIDERS
{Fifteen Episode Elinor
Serial Field)
Starring Joe Ryan and
FIGHTING FATE
{Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
THE SILENT AVENGER
Duncan)
{Fifteen Episode Serial Starring William
THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Morino.l
Fifteenth, The Accounting
1
Fourteenth, The
The Sinister
Veil's Secret
Thirteenth,
Stroke
2S
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate
2
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom
2
Tenth,
A Demon's
32
Ninth, The
Slide forDevice
Life
Eighth, The Span of Death
2
Seventh, Human Targets
.3
Sixth, The Fiery Furnace
S
Fifth, The Well of Despair
3
Fourth, The
Trapped
in Mid-Air
33
Third,
Sea Demon
Second, The Quicksand
3
First, The Menace
I
HIDDEN DANGERS
{Fifteen Episode Jean
SerialPaige)
Starring Joe Ryam ami
Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape
Thirteenth,
A Woman's
Grit
Twelfth, Human
Bait
Eleventh, The Tank's Secret
Tenth,
A Fanatic's
Ninth, An
Inch fromRevenge
Doom
Eighth, Hemmed In
Seventh, Hindoo Hate
Sixth, Springing the Trap
Fifth, Hands of Horror
Fotirth, The FaUl Choice
Third, Plucked from Peril
Second, The Murder Mood
First, The Evil Spell

(JACOB) FEATURES
{At State Right Exchanges)
Ahset of Desire (Mra. Scsne Hayakawm)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
AThe Woman
Trap
Alone
Darkest Russia

I
1
..Ii
I
]I
I
3
i
i
}
1
J
}

WILK

»
•
J*
•

ROBERT
FEATURES
Man of the WARWICK
Hour
Stolen
Friday Voice
the 13tii

{
J•

Driftwood

'

Human

reviewed

year

News

will

be

in

the

found

441-442-443.
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMFiXY, NEW YOEK

lOOO ft*
r received
of
film
like
this

HOW

WOULD

YOU

RUN

IT?

part (>°°°\ 1 enctose*
see the part ' 'Ji-uoj

A^SuF
TWEl-"-

Meets

ThePreosion Machine 0.Tnc.

Here's more good news: —
Arthur S. Kane presents the
Third First National
Entitled "Nineteen

Joseph

Ray releaseand Ph^llh."

de Grasse directed this

Frederick Stowers' story and
Charles Ray, as usual, is great
In a typical Ray role.
Charles Ray

Of course. First National and
Arthur

Kane

and Charles Ray

Have guaranteed screen value
By Roth acker Prints.

There are
Come and

reasonssee them.

Ettablitbcd 1910

JANUARY

8,

1921

I

Announcement

^The circulation statement of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS, as of December 31st,
1920, will be audited by the Audit Bureau
of Circulation early in January, 1921, and
immediately

thereafter published in full to

the trade.

The

XXIII

No. 3

News

Alone

Covers

the

KntiTctl ax Sn'ond Clans JUattir,
at the
Post 011^
unilerOctohcr
the ActIS,uj/yi.i,
March
S, IST9
Published Weekly — $2.00 a year

Los Angeles
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Some

Exhibitors

Say:

THANKS to Paramount pictures I am
beginning on the New Year with
confidence that Paramount will carry me
through another successful year. I have
found the past year, when I showed a
Paramount picture and said so, I made
money. My patrons know the Paramount
trade mark means the best pictures. When
we are to have better pictures Paramount
will make them.
ROYAL THEATRE,
MILFORD, lA.

THE Paramount program taken as a
whole, in my estimation is the most
consistent for quality and box office receipts of ahy pictures on the market today.
The program features are as good as
other companies so-called specials. And
when I play a Paramount Special I just
naturally have the confidence in the picture that I am not afraid to advertise to
the limit ; but even go so far as to
guarantee the production or refund the
admission price. And I have the first
patron yet to step up to the box office and
want the refund ; and believe me we have
some people in Rocky Ford that would
avail themselves of the opportunity.
Paramount pictures are my one best
bet. One thing which is certain in this
little city, we must put on clean pictures
and when I have a Paramount on the
program, I can feel at ease. They are all
clean and there is something in each and
every one of them that is entertainment
of the highest degree.
After all, the box-office is the best
referee ; and the receipts on Paramount
days hand all other programs a knock out.
Just tell the Paramount bunch for me
to keep them coming in the future as they
have been coming in the past year, and
we won't need any red ink.
CHAS. DECKER,
GRAND OPERA HOUSE,
ROCKY FORD, COLO.

C/)a/tmount

K FAMOUS PL/aXRS-LASKY CORFORATIONI
Cpictures

Motion
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Some

Exhibitors

Picture

Say:

I HAVE run Paramount exclusively
for some period now and if I was not
convinced of their superiority over all
others, I certainly would not do this. I
am not in the business for my health or
to put any special producer's product before the public. Instead, I am in it to
make money, and to make money in this
business means to give the public exactly
what the great majority wants.
Any one in the picture game who goes
entirely by his own judgment is pretty
sure to fall down some day. My experience, and I know it is the same with
all successful exhibitors, has been that the
only safe way to play the game, is to combine my judgment with the wishes of my
patrons, and right here let me say that my
people not only want Paramount, but
demand it.
I often hear other exhibitors remark
that they have competition, but in their
cases, if they ran Paramount Pictures exclusively, they would to a large extent
eliminate all fears of the other fellow.
WILLIAM CONLEY,
STERLING THEATRE,
GREELEY, COLO.

PICTURES with
PARAMOUNT
Paramount exploitation put the
Crescent Theatre over the top when the
wise ones said it couldn't be done. We
play Paramount Pictures exclusively and
we advertise this fact extensively. Paramount is just what the name implies, the
pictures that top others in quality and boxoffice values.
PHIL SMITH, MGR.,
CRESCENT THEATRE, SYRACUSE.

been dealing with the Paramount Company for the past year,
and found when I have played the Paramount Pictures that my receipts have
shown a material increase. I am booking
Paramounts regularly, and continue to do
so.
BENJ. APPLE,
AMERICAN THEATRE,
TROY. N. Y.

^
/ESSE

presents
L.
LASICY ~

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
in
A Chailes Maigne

The

^-ontier

of ttie Stars*
I ^ HE heart-stirring story of a
crook who had never known

I HAVE

good and a girl who had never known
evil. A romance of the roof-tops of
New York, where the noises of life
are silenced in the harmony of the
stars. A knockout role for the Good
Luck Star.
B\ Albert Payson Tcrhune

(^ammount

Gpictures
!^SS: FAMOUS PLAlflRS-lASKY CORPORATION

d

Cparamount

Q>icture

EAMC^FLOTRS-IASIO' CORPORATION \

News

January
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They

Were

Right!

of people who saw " Midsummer Madness " predicted
LOTS
that it would be one of the greatest triumphs of the screen.
the reception given it at the Criterion, where it has been packing the house every day for the past month, proves that they were

And

right.
This public enthusiasm proves that Arthur James was right
when he said, in an unsolicited editorial in the Moving Picture
World:
"It

is unquestionably
the greatest legitimate production
the

seen"
has ever
screen
It proves that William A. Johnston was right when
an unsolicited editorial in the Motion Picture News:

he said in

"The
photodrama
of the future.
Has all the hold on an audience,
all the

expressive

unity

and

best

It proves that The

"In
the

construction

spoken
way— and

drama

more

New

York

when

on

than

all the
of

the

Broad-

most"

Telegram

was right when

it said :

story,

direction
and
acting,
to a perfect producnearest
tion the screen

And

acting,

you show

ever

has

it you'll know

held"

they were

right, too!

Jesse L. Lasky presents

William

De
production

"Midsummer
with
Lois Wilson,
From

Lila Lee, Jack Holt

Mille's

Madness"
and Conrad

the novel " His Friend and His Wife," by Cosmo
Scenario by Olga Printzlau

Ct

Nagel
Hamilton

Q>aramount
Q>icture
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
♦
ADOLPM ZUKORIV7S
JESSE LtASKY-LASKY
Pr« CECltCORPORATION
R DE MOLE C«antf

PHOTOGRAPHED BY
CHARLES ROSHER AND
HENRY CRONJAGER^

WRITTEN AND
DIRECTED &Y
FRANCES MARION

Jfew ProductionRY
MA

% PI
bQ released
January
Mintfi S
RD'
CKFO

"THE
LOVE
LIGHT".
^ Picture
that will
carry to your
screen all tfie beauty,
charm and ait that have made Mary Pickford the most
beloved girl in the world.
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPOUATION
D W. GRIFFITH
MAi3Y PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOL^GLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM A&RAMS, PRESIDENT

ffjQQ^g
Mark
sdys

Q
of

I me
to

Zorro'

Mr.

the

Offices

Loeiv

MT. Hiram Abrams, Pres,
United Artists Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, lew York
Dear

it

do
of

Schenck

Mr

Marcus

picture

City.

Abrams;1 have

just

returned

to my

office

from a screening of Douglas Fairbanks* new
picture "The l/Tark of Zorro", and I cannot
refrain from telling you that I think it is
really the most wonderful picture he has made.
We believe the picture is so big
that we have decided to play this feature in
our theat5i'es a full week instead of our usual
^policy which has always been to play everything
;hree or four days.

^ark

of Zorro"

It took a picture
to do it.
Best

wishes

and

like

kindest

Yours

AWK

INSTEAD

AT

OF

the

THE

MARCUS

THE

USUAL

regards.

very

truly.

lOtV
)
f

THREE

OR

THEATRES

FOUR

DAYS-

rom
the 'AW
NVeekly'' Directed
Novel "The by
Capistrano'^by
Johnston
Mc Storu
Culieu.
PREDoV HI&iO
ley.
Directed
byCurse
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY PICKPORD • CHARLIE CHAPLiN - DOUGLAS FAlR&ANkS • D.W. GRIFFITH
HIRAM A&RAMS, PRESIDENT
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PRODUCERS!

DISTRIBUTORS!

Picture

EXHIBITORS!

Certain self-appointed individuals and interests at Washington are threatening the existence of, the future, and the stability of the entire motion picture industry by means of
legislation to establish what is known as

"BLUE

SUNDAY"

To prove that the American people have no desire to eliminate happinesss and legitimate recreation for the one day in seven which is devoted to rest and peace — that the
American people have no desire to enter either a mental, spiritual or physical slaverv at
any man's dictation — we must submit at once a written protest of American citizens who
will demand that they be not denied the privileges of the free air of God on the golf
course; neither will they be denied the Sunday newspapers and magazines on their own
veranda — nor shall any legislation be enacted which will deny them the privilege of
silently witnessing a screen production of the master authors or artists of the world.
No

legislation will ever enforce or impose
RELIGION

which

or BELIEF

must and does come

from the soul

Personal petition blanks for the forwarding

of protests of

16,000,000
law-abiding and respectable citizens to their Congressional representatives in Washington have been prepared and are readv for
YOU
without cost or expense to yourself in forwarding the protest of your patrons to Congress
assembled.
WRITE
WIRE
PHONE

FITZPATRICK
202

South

JOIN

State

&

Street

McELROY

of

THE
Sole

16,000,000

CLUB

Representatives

TODAY

FORD

MOTION

Chicago,

JOIN

Illinois

THE

16.000.000

CLUB

TODAY
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"Believe

Me,

SidneY
KANKAKEE,

I

ILL.

'i}ecember 19th, 1920

Mr. Sidney Goldiian,
c/o ABsociated Producers, Inc.,
808 South V/ahash Av.,
Chicago, 111.
My dear Sidney:
Just a few words in vegard to the way in
' — 1.-Uthe
Maurice
prod. H-l.
4 „ It Toumeur
which I have put over
the
Maurice
T(
uction, "The Last of the Mohicans".
First allow me to thank you for writing ,
of schools here and for sendSuperintendent
our
ing
me"
a
copy
of
your
to him.
gav6adme a "lead off" and if letter
you don't
thini: That
I took
vantage of it you should have seen my business on
Also allow me to thank
the opening, yesterday.
you for sending me the print three days in advance
so that I could get an advance showing.

cms? Of SEBVICE I

UNION

WESTER
TEL.!
MEWOOMB CARLTON.
rUtSlDM

Xihen the print arrived I got busy and phoned
The Llinisterial
the leaders of the following:
Alliance, 'women's Club, Y.W.G.A., Y.LI.C.A. Schools,
City Officials, Board of Educction, Public Library and St. Vistor's College.
They all responded
at the privr-te shov/ing and when the picture had
finished I merely handed them the enclosed card
which I had printed for the occasion. Within
twenty four hours they all had returned their
cards with THEIR OPllIIOlI written on it. That was
all I needed — I went from there I Heavy on the
newspapers, my screen and lobby. The results were

OtORftE W. C 'AM

52 PT KH 30 COLLECT £ £XTHS
UOHSICH COira 425F ijKC IV 1920
W. JENKEH
HOTEL ASTOB HEW YOHC HY
FOR .^TEIITLAST OF UOHICAIIS SIJASHED EVEHY RECORD
^'"
^ctl'.-™TT)
S "'^^f.
SELLIM
STOPRATUL
^CE
lS °^it™
ATIOl
I^jmE TO
COlJG
^Ri^OR°0E^^
IB
SPLEHD
THIS
OH
iDR
TOUfflff
E
LliUEIC
ERS AKD
PRODUC
PRODOCTIOH
U. J.BRSKD
ZUCKSaiAH
THEATRE
450P

*
wonderful.
Friendly
competitors told me to lay off of
'Last of the i.Iohicans' ", in fact I was skeptical
myself uction
butwas there
I knew and
fromalso
criticisms
the get
prodImow if that
I could
the
folks interestea in the educt tion of the community
brsy, thi-t the picture would please and believe me,
Sidney that's the ansv/erl
It did please them and
too.
"niJUlI PITCHERS"
crave
that
ii pleased the kids
Show this letter to exhibitors and they can
use the same ideas and clean up the same as I have,
iluch success to you.
Sincerely,

MAURICE
TOURNEUR
presents

^

ifie
Jn

of

Last
American

Drama

the

Eternal

Directed by MAURICE

TOURNEUR

Mohicans

By James

Fenimore

Cboper

LBROWN

and CLARENCE

lfilliiii::j;«icii::iiiiii;^^^

GEORGE

LjOANE TUCKER

- MAURICE

TOURNEUR

Associated
HOME OFFICES.

- THOMAS

HiKCE

Producers
SEVESTH.AVE ME« YORK CITY

- CGARDNER

Inc.

SULLIVAN
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WHO

THEY"?

WIRE
HAVE

News

SAYS:
PICTURES"?

ARE

LIVE

Picture

SHOWMEN

BOOKED

99

6i

HERITAGE
ONE

OF

THE

FEWER

AND

BETTER

ONES

FEATURING

MATTY
FOR
GRAND
PARK

OPERA

HOUSE,

THEATRE,

COLONIAL
HOFFMAN
RIVOLI

PALACE,

THEATRE,

RUNS

CANTON

AKRON

.

AT

.

THE

.

.
.

CLEVELAND
TOLEDO
MR.

NATIONAL

WEEK

YOUNGSTOWN

THEATRE,

ASK

ROUBERT

THE

.

AVERAGE
LIVE

EXCHANGES

OF

STATE

WIRE
OHIO,

RIGHT

WEEK
WEEK

OF
OF

DECEMBER

19th

DECEMBER

19th

WEEK

OF

JANUARY

2nd

WEEK

OF

JANUARY

2nd

WEEK

OF

JANUARY

23rd

BUYER

EXCHANGES
Inc., 2163

L

SUCH

AS

9th ST., CLEVELAND,

OHIO

Who Are Booking This Super-Feature Into the Above Theatres and Are Now Placing "HERITAGE"
for First Run, WEEK ENGAGEMENTS,
Into the Leading Theatres of Cincinnati, Dayton, Springfield,
Columbus.

ONT
yjrs

30%

OF

Lj 1

YOU

WANT

Wire
1457

THE

Y

MATTY

TERRITORY
TO

BE

LISTED

ROUBERT

IS

NOW

AMONG

AVAILABLE
THE

PRODUCTIONS,

BROADWAY

LIVE

IF

ONES

Inc.
NEW

YORK

Jan u a r y 8 , i g 2 i

(6
T^he
does

Spice
not

subjects
means
REEL

of

mean
^^The

The

merely
Spice

THE

of the

SUBJECTS

230

above

a short

for

trade

Robert
Torchy

Mermaid

for

mark

Quality

for

SHORT

which

and

reel

Program'^

QUALITY

cational isfamous,
the

Program

Eduwhich

stands*

Releases

1921
C. Bruce

Scenics

Comedies

Vanity

Comedies

Comedies

Gaiety

Comedies

Christie

Comedies

Chester

Outings

Chester

Comedies

Chester

Screenics

Specials

" The

Race

"Annette

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

in slow
LIKE

of the Age "
Kellerman'*

EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

motion

" Babe

Ruth

"Polo"

etc.

E.

W.

'\

HAMMONS,

President
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ever saw.
you when
ns picture
big-passio
cleanest,
'JpHE And
the most
amazing.
For just
you
have it " all figured out " — you're all wrong ! And
that's what

people love in a melodrama — swift
action, big action, that makes them gasp at its surprises. Sensational but clean — that's " Outside the

Law."
Carl

LommU

p-W.

fve. Neur

UlWlMrSXXL

Stao,

KlSClhUL

Supported

by

LcMO.

Cho/lU)

'JpALK of amazing contrasts! Wait till you see
Priscilla Dean — one moment, apparently a
beautifully gowned,

laughing-eyed

daughter of lux-

ury— the next, a hounded, harried wildcat of the
underworld, convulsed with hatred, but never fear.
As fine a piece of acting as you've ever seen. Directed
by a real genius — Tod Browning.

...... I
I

«

The
SAN

Dirjejcted

b/j TocL

m.

WiclouL

Dading

of ike Scneen
BrXMJUflln^
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One

in

^

Goal

Qie

-^

Ite^'ar*

9ays ivlaiiQ^er Mayer

Says Manager Mayer of the Roebling Theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y. : " My problem is solved. I have tried every other
brand of comedies on the market, but the fault with
them all is that for every ONE that is good, they ring
in half a dozen ' bloomers.'
" With CENTURIES,
are all good.

however, I am glad to say that they

" You have no idea what a load this has taken from my
shoulders. The time that I formerly spent searching
for comedies that I could count on to furnish the laughs
that are so essential in a well balanced program, I can
now devote to the selection of features and to the operation of my theatre.
" Keep sending me CENTURIES of the same uniform
quality as the ones I have played during the last two
months. That is all I ask."
(Signed) E. MAYE«,
M. & S. Roebling Theatre, Brooklyn, New York.
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You

can't

have

cause they

don't
but

has

no

your

just

So,

just

as

a

sample

you

as

of

every

news

excuse

giving

be-

simply

happen

day

news

day

every

scoop

a

for

reel
not

something

thrilling.

what

it

does

regularly

INTERNATIONAL

gives

you

these

Fitzgerald,

in

who

startled

lately

almost

his

out

to

command

of

do

and

the

unusual

of

New

Yorkers

senses

stunts

Trust

you're

of

New

their

skyscraper

Broadway.

hair-raisers

with

along

International
every

betting

week

on

certainty.

International

I

Released

thru

News

Universal

a

Captain

York's

Charles

Aerial

E.

Police,
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Good

THE reason why yon can be sure of
fifty -two good pictures a year in Universal Special Attractions is because
the Law of Averages works for you and for
us in picture-making with exactly the same
sureness as it works in a Life Insurance
Table.

"^NIVERSAL
into its These
Specialcomprise
Attractions all its puts
resources.
the best playing, directing and mechanical
equipment in the whole world. The unbreakable Law of Averages then makes the
resuk a better grade of pictvu^es, week in and
iveek out. than you can buy elsewhere —
while their fair price makes your profit just
as much bigger in proportion.
^ND because you are sure of these two
things — a good picture and a bigger
no worry.
profit
every week in the year — you'll have

Administi'dlion Bld^s
Universal City
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<I AI
V '1.
WATCH

BOX
OFFICE
yoxxr
Back
up
the Editor
oF

IN the January issue of PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, its Editor, James R. Quirk, values the
best plays of the year 1920 and places among
the foremost, "THE DEVIL'S PASSKEY."
He says of this master-picture, " ' THE DEVIL'S
PASSKEY ' is a miracle of detail — it challenges
in its mosaic perfections any photoplay ever made."

1% "~0W — how does the box-office back this up?
Merely as a sample, read this from Mortimer
%
Lewis, Manager of the BIJOU, Atlantic
City: "I played 'THE DEVIL'S PASSKEY ' in my house four days ; had I not been
booked with another show which I found impossible to take out, I would have kept this picture on
I have never before had so
for an indefinite run.

picmuE
MASTER

many patrons come to me personally and praise a
My personal opinion is that it is the BEST
show.
PRODUCTION

I ever played."
(Signed) P. Mortimer Lewis,
Bijou, Atlantic City.

UDEVniS

JEWEL

de-Luxe
Production-

PASSZEy

Motion
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Picture

£NT£RTAinMENT

BALL-JUPP£R

CMAMBER
of COMMERCE

W£DAI£XD7Vy

MOT£L

E.V€/NIA|G

AT

fi5TOR
nfcJ^cs

available

at

1600

6 OtLOCKJYIARP

Broadway

News

saus

ofm

"MR.
"(Stoll
M

Unique

Film

and

WU

WU"

Corporation

Strongly

Dramatic

of America)

From

Plot Angle

R. WU " is untloubledly one of the strongest dramatic stories
ever presented on either the screen or stage. and as such is
entitled to all the praise that it peceived when usedi_as a stage
starring vehicle for Walker Wliiteside some years ago.
As a picture, however, it rims rather contrary to the rule in that its
villain has tlie most important role and its love story ends, unhappily too,
in the early reels. After this the story is one of Chinese revenge, unique,
logical and carefully builded, a revenge that fails only because fate decrees
that "Mr. Wu" drink the poisoned tea instead of the woman on whom
the crafty Oriental had planned to wreck his vengeance.
Sumptuous sets showing the interior of ''Mr. Wu's" Chinese home, beautiful scenic locations and a careful attention to detail add to the dramatic
qualities the feature possesses. Matheson Lang plays "Wu'' with extreme
skill. He is supported by a competent cast with which no fault can be
found unless it is that most of them who. play Chinese characters are not
especially good types for Oriental roles.
It is, however, in the actual plot that '* Mr. Wu " possesses greatest
strength. For audiences which appreciate the unusual, the something different, the picture should prove a hit. Those who insist on the sugar
coated live happy after offering will probably object to its lack of romance
and its reversal of motion picture tradition. Therefore, the subject of
whether or not it should- be booked resolves itself into an individual
problem to be decided by the audience which each exhibitor may have. —
Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.

TOIL

FILM

coRponmoN

ofamebea

7^BRADSTREET
of

FILMDOM

AUTHORIT

^^^^

FILM

CORPORATION

OF AMERIC? \

says

<f

MR

The StoU Film Corporation of
America has a gripping five-reel
drama in "Mr. Wu, " starring Matheson Lang, the eminent English actor.
"Mr. Wu was originally a highly
successful stage play, also starring
Mr. Lang, written by H. M. Vernon
and Harold Owen. The screen version was made under the stage direction of Maurice Elvey, chief of Stoll
directorial staff, and Barry Bernard,
the art director.
Mr. Wu, or Wu Li Chang, is the
dominating power in Kowloon,
China. Matheson Lang in this role
renders a powerful portrayal of a
strong man seeking revenge for the
iniquity against his daughter, Nang
Ping, by the young white man, Basil
Gregory, son of Arthur Gregory,
trader and financier. The close-ups
of Mr. Lang and the semi-close-ups
are excellent. Here it is skillful histrionic ability taking the place of
sumptuous scenery and crowds of
people. To see the play of emotions
sweep across Mr. Lang's expressive
face is a treat — a rare treat, that can-

. WU

not fail to enlist universal admiration
by its very novelty.
The lightings are, for the most
part, good, and the direction is adequate. Although the location is
China, most of the people can be singled out as Anglo-Saxons, despite
their Oriental garb. But, strange to
say, this is not a defect. The acting
of Mr. Lang so dominates the entire
production that such a mere thing as
an Anglo-Saxon attempting to be a
Chinaman is a trifle.
Lillah McCarthy as Mrs. Gregory is
also excellent. She is convincing and sincere as the mother of the erring son.
Meggie Albanesi, as Nang Ping, daughter
of Mr. Wu, does good work, and Teddy
Arundel, as Arthur Gregory, also comes
in for his commendable work.
the extremely
particular "Mr.
Wu"of
mayForseem
to be an exaggerated
story
the conflict between a powerful Chinese
house and the Anglo-Saxon house which
has done wrong to the Chinese house.
But to thoseand
ch'efly
interested
in dramatic
situations
artistic
dramatic
acting
this picture will be welcome d. All in all,
"Mr. Wu" lends itself to unusual exploitation, due to the relationship of China to
the rest of the world at this time, and is
a good box office attraction.

"y'.Y'

VV\-

'. ' 'I N ' ' ! '
11
CORPOraON

OF AMERICA.
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If
SQUMDERED
LIVES
tections of lighting an4 some of the settings are cramped, though others, apart
from the lack of illumination, will com"Squandered Lives"
■Stoll Film Corporation's First Offering a
pare very favorably witl^ the best in cinematographic architecture, notably the ball
Screen"Duke's
VersionSon"
of Cosmo
in Six Hamilton's
Reels
room scenes near the close of the picture
and the earlier hallway of an old castle at
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargeant
which
the players are guests. In the matInteresting-, from many angles, is the first
ter of exteriors a different story may be
offering of the Stoll Film Corporation,
told, for there is a fine country seat and
which is about to enter the American marsome shots of a Thames houseboat wijh a
ket with a weekly release. This is the
natural backg-round of unusual beauty.
first endeavor, of the British producers to
The story is primarily propaganda for
make a regular release since the days
and a defense of the younger sons of titled
when Pathe, Urban and Gaumont were
families. This is a matter which does not
■components of the old Motion Picture
concern American audiences, but the natural
Patents Company, and the ftrsi offering
narrative value of the storj', ai .^rt from
naturally interests quite apart from its
this propaganda, is decidedly good and the
entertainment value.
sincerity of the players adds interest apart
In point of acting, the production comfrom the work of the author. There are
pares very favorably with the work of the
one or two uncovered time jumps, but the
American companies. Ivy Duke, the starred
continuity is kept well in hand, and the
player, and Guy Newall, her featured supinterest sustained past the climax. If sucport, are but two of a cast of unusual
ceeding subjects are equal in value to the
excellence. Hugh C. Buckler and C. Lawfirst offering, the long-threatened English
ford Davidson 'also show prominently and
invasion should become a successful fact;
the lesser members of the cast are all competent. They are good judges of tempo,
not that the presentation equals in all respects the best of our native work, but
are excellent in the pantomimic registration of their thoughts and they look the
because it stands up well and offers varparts they play.
iety in stars and H-eatment.
Technically the production shows, imoer-

STOLL

FILM

CORPOMTION
GEORGE

150

KING

OF

President

Vest Forty-Sixth Street
DISTRIBUTED BY PATHE

NYC.

AMERICA

COMING/

Larru

Semon

U

//V

"TheSporfsman"

Larry
The Sportsman
The Suitor
The Stage Hand
Solid Concrete

Semon

Comedies

School Days
The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
The Head Waiter

Now

Dew Drop Inn
Dull Care
Between the Acts
The Simple Life

VITAGRAPH
ALBERT Z -cW/T^y PRESIDENT

Available
His Home Sweet Home
The Star Boarder
Passing the Buck
Well I'll Be—!

"Hold

Your

"Scratch

Horses"— as witty

My

Back"— and

as

funnier!

" Hold
class
t es
YOU
simply be" ify
Hors
Yourcan'
cause nothing quite like it has ever
been done before. It's more than
a star, more than an author, more
than a story — it's a perfect blending of the three in a combination
that will hand your patrons an
hour
ment.

of

magnificent

entertain-

GOIiDWYN
i*esei\ts

in
Tom

\
']

Mooro

Then the miracle happened.
They gave him a red
Hag and a little authority and lo! the rabbit began
to roar and the toivn stood still to listen. Enter
Canaz-an the Terrible!

In his early days, Canavan was known as the mildest,
meekest and most timorous Irishman who ever ducked
a frying pan or oozed out of an argument.
GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

I

Tom

Moore

better

part

has
or

a

never
better

had

picture

millions of fans
THE
have seen Tom Moore
dozen

varied

delightful

a

who
in a

roles are in for a

shock

when they see
him as the timid street cleaner who

became

a leader of men. It is a
characterization that deserves to
rank

with

any
can remember.

performance

we

Director

£MA$OK

HOPPER

A.utkor

RUPERT

HUGHES

By brain, brawn a.nd blarney he clawed his way to
the •top. Ffere he is— Mr. Canavan, the Big Boss of
■ politics, whose word madeernors turnmayors
green! trembk and gov-

Air.

W'h^t

CaLrtstva.n

. . . Canavan a gentlematif Has he forgotten the red flag, symbol of his blustering youthf
Ah, thereby hangs the tale, as funny a tale as ewr
found its way to the screen.
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drag every
man
and
woman
into the theatre
to

see

it

WILLIAM
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modern

society

dramas

wrvE

3ase(ion EDmRDKNOBLOCK'S
Joimous LntevnationaL st(ye siiccess

MY

LADY'S

DRESS

DirectioK dr Scenario £y CHARLESJ- BRABIN

O/
/I

^

'picture
Ln cohLch
adventure, romance,

comedy,
tiread
om

trcigedy

tkriLLLnghf

upon

the

heels

of another.
The
safest Lid
business
ever
an

exhibitor.

fbi' hi<£
offered to
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Spenders

Distributed by
HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York. City
th}-u PATHE fxc/wngif./nc

A

Benj . B , Hampton

Production
V

Spenders

Benj. B. Hampton,
"The
"The

producer

Sagebrusher,"

"Riders

U. P. Trail;" Harry

of "Rugglesof

of "Desert

Leon

of the
Wilson,

Red Gap," "Bunker

Pettingill;" Jack Conway,
of the Dawn" and "The
Adams, Robert McKim,

Gold,"
Dawn,"
author

Bean," "Ma

director of "Riders
U. P. Trail;" Claire
Niles Welch, Joseph

J. Dowling, — these are the people who

helped

to make "The Spenders" the perfect piece of
screen entertainment that it is.

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

January

8 , igz i

not

in

the

habit

of

dancing

with

waiters

working his way through college! The Nerve! And so her
WAITER
pretty nose went up in the air, and she crossed off his name from her dance

A

program. Her mother had brought her up a snob — and so, of course, a waiter
(even though he had been that very day the hero of the big football game) just
wouldn't
There

do.

you

have

the situation

of one

of the cleverest,

cleanest,

most

comedies ever screened. It is so full of the joy-of-life, so American
so wholesome in its ridicule of snobbery, so thrilling in its action !

refreshing

in its theme,

The college prom, the college boarding house, the big football game — so realistic that you
find yourself standing and cheering with the crowd when Captain Bill makes that touchdown !
Your

A

theatre

REALART

needs

a picture

STAR

like

"THE
SNOB"
FRANCHISE
PICTURE FEATURING

Adapted from the story by William J. Neidig.

Realart

Pictures

Photoplay by Alice Eyton.

Corporation,
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Fifth

WANDA

HAWLEY

Directed by Sam Wood.

Avenue,

New

York
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MAKE
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FIRST

COMEDIES
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WtN
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WEEK,
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I EYERV "TOP AfOTC/f "comedy Off £ every
II SECOND W£EK:jaiT0GErHER(e6)C0M£DfES
■ /N ONE YEAR, SEy£MTy-£IGffT$/O0. 00 CASH
II PR/ZE5W/LLBE PAW TO THE kY/NHERS.
I
BE A WINNER

HISTORY

T^REE

coMEoy

SECO/VD

■ MOT£:-TH/tEE $/OO.OO PRiZESGt^£NAI¥/IY
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NOTCH
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TITLE

Show.
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Coming

Bx

Miss

listen

look!

stop!

MOTION

PICTURES

EYERYTOP^OrC/f^'COMEOy IV/IL BE
SHOWN UNDER /I TEMPORARY T/TLE.
COME TO SEE E/9CH0HE AND AFTER
DEC/DfNG OH THE MOST APPROPRMTE
T/TLE FOR EACH PARTKUL/IP COMEDY
5£HO YOUR T/TLE OHAPOST/tL C/IRD
TO.
MOTCH

STUDIOS
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THIS ANNOUNCEMeNT IS ^OW APPEARING IN HUNDREDS OF SUNOAV »>AI»KRS
ANO DOZENS OF MAOAXINES THROUGHOUT
IV D-THE UNITED STATES.

To

the

Advertising

—

whose

every

job

Manager

it is to

dollar

of
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COUNT

^ Do you know

MOTION

for

PICTURE

all

its

NEWS

worth.

reaches almost twice as many

theatres as any other paper in tlie field —
f And

that we can PROVE

t| Do you know

it?

that in PREFERENCE

PICTURE NEWS
more to one ?

over any other publication MOTION

stands ahead of the field by from three to one to four or

^ Here you have gross circulation of DOUBLE
of TRIPLE AND MORE worth.
^ Can you conscientiously, then, overlook

value and advertising value

these facts?

Can you put your

dollars where they will work less? Isn't it as plain as daylight that your
advertising DRIVE must be made, because it CAN be made, in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS alone?
^ We leave it to you. We'll PROVE
don't know them to be true.

N. B.— MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

the above statements if you already

circulation is SUBSCRIPTION

circulation— a

positive known value. Newsstand circulation is plain WASTE. Any publication
that carries it does so only to swell gross figures. You must subtract it, in total,
from any circulation statement made.
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M 0 ti OJ^Pic ture

Every
week

Showman
of the year

knows
from

the

week

the box

of December

OF

and

Locust

MUSIC

Streets

Philadelphia,
OF

the hardest

at the

ACADEMY

WEEK

was

office standpoint —

But

Broad

20th

New s

Pa.

DECEMBER

20, 1920

TouMarriedMyHusband
Played

to enthusiastic

crowds

and

capacity

business

during

the entire week.

Box office receipts went over the top and were increased over each previous day's
exhibition. Diana Karene, the beautiful Russian actress, is the star. Her winning
screen personality

won

* Read

the praise and applause
what

the Philadelphia

Evening Public Ledger, Dec. 21
Most of the action is interior and the backgrounds
are beautiful with their charming pictorial qualities.
The Philadelphia Record, Dec. 21
This was vividly portrayed by a fine company of
Italian screen artists and the scenery was especially
notable. In fact, Italy offers opportunities in this respect superior even to our own California, because it
not only has the sunlight and natural beauty but added
to this it has the moments of antiquity and the picturesqueness* of its modern life as excellent stage
settings.

FOR

STATES

papers had to say —
The Evening Bulletin, Dec. 21

" You Married My Husband " is a moral play, not
exactly in the classical meaning of the term, but because of the human truthfulness displayed.

The Philadelphia Inquirer, Dec. 21
— there's an outstanding piece of work by the principal women players, utterly unknown in America, but
whose impersonations were rich in schooling, dignity,
repose and pictorial merit.

OUTRIGHT
UNITED

of every audience.

OF
AND

NEGATIVE
CANADA

Address

ART
1338

South

FILM
16th

Street

ENTERPRISES
Philadelphia,

Pa.
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Earl Shell, Majestic Theatre, Reno, Nev.
" The First National franchise is the best investment
offered by any branch of the motion picture industry.
is insured by it." — THAT'S ANfutureWHY
our REASON
I know OTHER

nhere'JI

He

be

a Franchise

Scared

Was
And

he knew

to

everyMdms

Death

a

by

Woman!

he was

dead, for he attended
his own funeral and
wept over his own bier.

Whitman

Bennett

presents his personally
supervised production

O

I

N

BARRYMORE

in

"The

Great

Adventure"

Adapted

from

Arnold Bennett's
famous comedy

Directed

by

Kenneth

Webb

Foreign Representation, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

^

first National
Attraction
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Motion
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Harry Hellman, Royal Theatre, Albany, N. Y.
"I have received my franchise and consider it some
Christmas present as I know my theatre is insured to the
limit for the finest pictures that money, brains and
organization
can buy."— THAT S ANOTHER REASON
WHY
nherel!

A

be a Franchise

Thrilling

Albert A. Kaufman

Sidney

A.

eyeryuihere

Drama

That

presents a

Franklin

"NOT
Adapted

Production

GUILTY"
from Parrot & Company

By Harold

McGrath

Horror stricken, they saw the Oriental creep
on his victim, raise his long dagger and strike.

A

First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative,
David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York Gty

January

8, ig 2 i

George A. Mitchell, Orpheum
Wis.

Theatre, Darlington,

"/ consider the Franchise the best buy I ever made.
I am more than pleased with the pictures and the price."
—THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
^There'll be

Points

Mystic Dance
Thousands
Murder

everywhere

the

Round

Speeds

Big

a Franchise

That

of Nautch

of women

in Famous

Will

Bring

World

Them

Girls.

bathing in Ganges.
Western

Scenes in Oriental " Hop

Gambling

Hell.

Joint."

Strange scenes along the Sacred Ganges

River.

Theft of the Rajah's Diamond.
Battle to death of white men with naked Orientals.
Horse

leaping over clif?.

Girl hurled from saddle.
A storv of love, romance

and adventure on two continents.

In!
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C. A. Smith, Star Theatre, Chillicothe, Ohio.
"All First National pictures are top notchers. All
franchise holders know that they do not have to hid for
the service next season after establishing the product in
his house."— TH ATS ANOTHER REASON WHY
^There'll be a Franchise

Critics

Call
We
the

ESSENCE

OF

told you
reviews

JUBILANT

" It is the very essence of the
jubilant, quick, pulsing romance
and comedy, and Ray plays with
his usual sure poise. Few things
are funnier." — New
York
Herald.
DELIGHTFUL

COMEDY

" A delightful comedy
first love in a small town.

His
we would
and
here

Best

capital R. The public likes him
* as is.' " — New York Telegram.
REMARKABLE

PICTURE

" Charles Ray is natural and
loveable. It is good fun and it
doesn't lag at all. The picture
is remarkably well acted and

of
A

natural and charming actor." —
New York Morning T elegraph.
AT HIS BEST
" Charles Ray is excellent
and at his best in this picture.
The quick, pulsing Romance is
worthy of being spelled with a

GAY

AND

BREEZY

" A gay
and American.
breezy romance."
— New
York
A JOY

Picture

oublish
all
they
are:

directed
and the
titles are good."
—
New York
Tribune.

happy picture for a holiday
program. Mr. Ray is our most

Speaking

It

everywh&:e

TO WATCH

SPECTATORS

HAPPY

" Brooklyn fans are having a
chance to laugh at their favorite
laugh-deliverer. The spectators were supremely happy at the
humane twists. Smiles brim the
picture under the happy touch
of Ray," — Brooklyn
A CHARMING

Citizen.

ROMANCE

"A charming boy and girl
romance of the type in which
Charles
Ray
excels. The
audience
—
Brooklynit Daily
appreciated
thor-

" It abounds in moonlit, rural
romance and sprightly jokes.
Charles Ray can always put
humor and appeal in a picture.
He is a joy to watch. Most

Eagle.

amusing
Globe.

You are going to enjoy this picture."— New York Mail.

touches." — New

York

oughly."
YOU'LL
" The

S. Kane's

presentation

Charles

of

Ray

in
By Frederick
Stowers Phyllis"
"Nineteen
and
Directed by Joseph De Grasse
A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

IT

picture radiates joy.

of
Arthur

ENJOY

Motion

Hctore

I
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and

are credibly informed that there are today,
in Washington, ten well-financed, and efficiently active lobbies. Each is working for
an individual and radical reform. Among them, and
foremost, is the Blue Sunday machine.
If these reforms were all put through we are told,
upon the highest authority, that the government would
be bankrupted and cease to function.
The situation, of course, is preposterous. We cannot regard these agencies as anything other than archenemies of the American Government. They are
deliberately and actively engaged in developing the
weaknesses of the legislative system to the end of
enacting laws without the consent of the governed.
They are deliberately instigating the Federal Government to override the functions and rights of the State.
They are rocking — in their blind, selfish, arrogant and
commercial intolerance — the very foundation of this
government, let alone impeding legislation which is
positively and immediately imperative if the people
of this country are to have employment, be paid wages
and be properly fed and clothed.
Why the great dailies do not rise to their opportunity and tell the wliole truth about these dangerous pests is beyond our comprehension.
In our own small way we can only say to those who
are concerned with the freedom of motion picture expression and the continuance of this industry; these
lobbies are hard at work. They are amply financed.
They have their constituencies in Congress. And left
alone they will slip their measures through as certain
as daylight.
But the screen can do much.

This is the screen's greatest opportunity.

No iii

Bolshevists
A

WE

All that is needed to chase these legislature fixers
into hiding is to let the clear sunlight of truth shine
on them — and keep shining. The screen can do this
— if the newspaper can't. All that is needed is the
plain, unvarnished truth — to tell the American public, each day, through slides and trailers — just who
these people are, how they work and what they propose
to do with our constitution given right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness.
The American public,, once enlightened will smash
this sneaky invasion of their liberty into smithereens;
and there isn't an honest legislator in the United States
but who will throw his hat in the air and yell with
glee to see the job well done.

News

WE

Lesson

from

Toronto

Vigilance n Comof the Associatio
attention
the of the
invite mittee
National
and

particularly, of exhibitors everywhere— to the
efficient manner in which motion picture stock selling
fakirs are handled in Toronto, Canada.
The Cinematographers' and Craftsmans' Union of
that City has effected a sympathetic alliance with the
local newspapers and the heads of the police and
dttective bureaus, whereby the Union is informed of
the arrival in the city of the stock promoter. A committee of the Union then proceeds to investigate his
wares before they are offered to the public through
newspaper advertising or any other medium.
The scheme is successful. The newspapers, naturally, are anxious to protect their readers. The local
authorities seek to protect the general public. The
Union submits that its members, being practical picture men, are able to distinguish broadly between the
honest and the openly dishonest purveyor of stock.
The very same course of procedure can be followed
by any exhibitor local in this country; and we don't
know of a better service they could render to their
public and to the good name of the motion picture.
*
Broadway

*

and

*
Main

Street

exhibitor sends us an interesting
AVVESTERN
exhibit. Exhibit " A " is the statement, in
detail, of an exhibitor who has his prices as high
as he can hold them, fills his seats right along by good
advertising and yet cannot pay the rentals asked of
him. Exhibit " B " is the statement of a record run,
together with the gross receipts of a recent picture at
one of the big Broadway theatres.
The western exhibitor feels that if this Broadway
theatre paid a proper rental, the rentals would be
proper for the small and later run theatre.
We feel so, too. And we don't believe that rentals
will ever be adjusted until some system makes this
possible.
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Motion
Decline

in

New

Film Incorporations
Barely $150,000 represents the capitalization ofcompanies incorporating in New
York state during the past few days for
the purpose of entering the motion picture
business or some one of its allied
branches. This is a decidedly low amount
when compared to a few months ago,
when a single day brought the chartering
of motion picture concerns with the
amount of capital stock ranging from
$50,000 to $500,000.
The six companies incorporating during the past week are Topics of the Day,
located in New York City, capitalized at
$10,000, and including in its directorate
Amedee J. VanBeuren, A. E. Siegel and
Clayton J. Heermance of New York; Fortuna Films, New York, $50,000, Allan A.
Deutsch, Henry Margoshes, Nancy Katz ;
G-M Laboratories, New York, $25,000; C.
I. Funkenstein, New York, A. O'Grady
and B. J. Longstreet, Brooklyn ; Dominant
Pictures, New York, $25,000, Charles C.
Burr, Brooklyn, W. T. Lackey and William S. Patjins, New York; Empire Film
Laboratories, New York, $30,000, J. P. H.
deWindt, Jr., George A. Kranske, Jr.,
Louis L. Alterman, New York; Jericho
Films, Incorporated, Rochester, $10,000,
Owen J. Kane, George A. Sarles and
Clinton De\'oe, Rochester.
Movies

Don't

Hurt

Good

Eyes," Says Bulletin
The National Safety Council, of Chicago, 111., the membership of which embraces about 8,000 industrial plants, trade
associations, governmental agencies and
technical societies, has sent out to its constituents abulletin discussing the effect
of motion-pictures on the eyes. The bulletin reads :
"If your eyes are all right, it should
not hurt them to look, at moving-pictures
for an hour or an hour-and-a-half. If
your eyes feel tired or if you have a headache after looking at clear moving-pictures, itmay be that something is wrong
with your eyes. Have your eyes examined by a competent eye-specialist."
California Exposition Co,
Names Director
R. E. Hicks, owner and manager of
the Carbrillo theatre of San Diego, has
been named as a director of the newly
organized California Exposition Company, which plans to operate an annual
mid-winter exposition extending over
four months in Balboa Park, where all
the main Iniildings of the San Diego exposition of 1915-6 are still standing.
Virginia Exhibitors to
Hold Convention
A convention of the Virginia exhibitors is scheduled for the Harrington
Hotel, Washington, D. C, for January 12
and 13, according to word received from
Harry Bernstein, secretary of the state
organization.

MOTION

PICTUKE

NEWS
William A. Johnston, Pres. & Editor
E. Kendall Gillett, Sec'y
RoberrlE. Welsh, Managing Editor
Fred. J. Beecroft, Adv. Mgr.
Publithed on Friday every week by
MOTION PICTURE NEWS, Inc.,
7«9 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. 'Phone 9S60 Bryant
Chicago Representative, L. H. Mason, 220 So.
State
St ; 'Phone
Harrison
Representative,
J. C.
Jessen, 7667.
Suite Los
205, Angeles
BakerDetwiller
Building,
412
West
Sixth
St.
;
Pico
780. Subscription %2 a year, postpaid. 'Phone
In United
States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and Philippine
Islands. Canada, $4. Foreign, $8. N. B. — No
agent is authorized to take subscriptions for Motion
Picture News at less than these rates. Have the
agent who takes your subscription show hU credentials and coupon book. Western Union registered
cable address is " Picknews." New York.
Copyright, 19tO, by Motion Picture New, Inc.

Albert A. , Cormier Leaves
Trade Review Staff
Among important changes in the motion-picture trade paper field annouced
for the year 1921 is the resignation from
the staff of Exhibitor's Trade Review of
Albert A. Cormier, who for over three
}ears has held the position of advertising
manager for that publication.
" Al " Cormier is one of the most familiar figures of the industry in the East
and numbers among his friends representatives of every element of the film world.
Leaving the advertising staff of the Morning Telegraph in August, 191 7, he went
with Exhibitor's Trade Review as advertising manager, a post he earned by industrious work and unfailing courtesy and
service to the trade.
Mr. Cormier plans a vacation trip to
Havana, Cuba, and on his return announcement ofhis future activity will be
made.

Constance
Dorothy

Talmadge
Gish

and

Wed

er 29
Decemb
cement
INofthetheannoun
es ofon Doroth
y Gish
marriag
and Constance Talmadge, a double
surprise was sprung not only on the
fan public, but in film circles
Miss Talmadge, who but recently
signed a long term contract with Associated First National, became the bride of
John
Piogolo,
wealthy Greek tobacco
man.
Miss Gish's husband is James Rennie,
an actor at present playing in the cast
of " Spanish Love," a New York piece.
The weddings were performed at
Greenwich, Conn., on December 26.

Picture

News

Opposition to Loew Merger in Canada
Opposition has been raised in certain
quarters in Canada against the proposal
for a $20,000,000 merger for theatres in
Eastern Canada. The amalgamation of
Loew theatre companies operating five
different houses in Ontario and Quel;<:c
has been undertaken and it has been p. ;posed to organize one large company %\ : h
a capitalization of $20,000,000 to cont.i<I
the five theatres. It is pointed out, however, that this would mean a capitalization
of $4,000,000 for each of the theatres and
various questions have been raised regardchange.
ing the real object and the need for any
In connection with this development, an
investment company of Toronto has asked
shareholders of the Loew theatres in
Ottawa and Windsor for their proxies for
use at a meeting which was called to distails. cuss plans and to arrange all possible deFirst

National

Franchise

Holders Meet in Buffalo
Associated First National franchises
formed the main subject of discussion at
the Iroquois Hotel in Buffalo, on December 20, the occasion being a luncheon tendered to Ralph H. Clark, general manager and treasurer of Associated First National Pictures, of New York, Inc., by
Hugh Rennie, manager of the Buffalo
First National offices, and attended by exhibitors of northern New York. These
included both Associated First National
franchise holders as well as non-franchise
holders. Mr. Clark introduced by Mr.
Rennie was the first speaker.
Mr. Clark after a brief resume of the
founding of the First National Exhibitors
Circuit took up the reasons for the formation of the association. Moe Mark of
the Mark Strand Enterprises followed
Mr. Clark.
Ready

to Co-operate,

Says

Anti-Blue Law Campaign
Announcement is made of the formation of the Anti-Blue Law Association
with headquarters at 109 \\est 42nd
Street, New York City. The object of
this new organization is to combat the
m.~>vement for a Blue Sunday at present
being sponsored by so-called refonners
and Blue-Law advocates. The AntiBlue Law Association expresses its readiness to co-operate with the motion-picture
forces at present engaged in fighting the
Blue-Law agitation.

Ragland Back in New York
John C. Ragland. general manager of
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, returned toNew York Tuesday, from Louis\ille. Ky., where he spent Christinas Day
and the week-end with Mrs. Ragland's
mother.

January
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Industry

Answers

Hoover's

Call

to

'
Aid
in
European
Relief
Work
Expected
that $2,500,000
Will Be Realized by Big Film Campaign
As an incentive to theatre owners and
THE motion-picture industry's cammanagers to exert every effort in raispaign to save 250,000 of Europe's
starving children is well under
ing funds, the committee is considering
the advisability of offering prizes for the
An enthusiastic response from
way.
^Full details of the big
theatres which turn in the largest amount
iI every branch of the industry has answered
of money to the fund in proportion to
the call of Herbert Hoover, chairman of
ricture- M usic Contheir seating capacity. Mr. Hoover has
the European Relief Council, through
also offered to place upon the Honor Roll
A which organization the funds are to find
ference on page 526.
of the European Relief Council the name
j their way in the form of sustaining food
of every theatre which actively partici:|to the hungry little ones across the sea.
1 There is no doubt in the minds of the
pates in the raising of funds. Honor Roll
certificates will be issued and forwarded
■I picture men who are devoting their time
^ Don't forget the dates:
j and energy to the campaign that at least
to all such theatres. The picture comt $2,500,000 will be turned over to the
mittee has requested the owners and manJanuary 24-25-26.
Hoover Fund through the activities of
agers of all motion picture theatres to
offer suggestions for unique and effective
the several branches of the motion-picture
methods of centering the public attention
The joint committee which
industry.
distributors and
represents producers,
upon the drive.
ditions as they now exist in those sections
The personnel of the motion picture
exhibitors of motion pictures in Amerof
devastated
Europe
where
need
for
recommittee which is handling the drive on
in the
headquarters
ica has opened
lief is greatest. Governors, Mayors, Senbehalf of both the National Association
Bristol on Forty-ninth street
Hotel
ators, Congressmen, educators, and others
near Seventh avenue, and is holding daily have been drafted for this work. Every
of the Motion-Picture Industry, and the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amermeetings, laying the groundwork for the charitable and relief organization which
ica, is as follows:
active campaigning by every branch of
is enrolled in the starving-children camOscar A. Price, WilHam A. Brady, C.
the industr}' from Coast to Coast.
paign under the Hoover banner will
The men whose names are household
cooperate with the picture theatres on ■C. Petti john, William Wright, H. M. Berman, J. R. Quirk, Arthur James, Sydney
words in picturedom are daily visitors at
Motion Picture Day, and the actual col.S. Cohen, Leo Brecher, C. T. Sears, C. E.
lections will be made by representatives
the committee's headquarters, ofifering
Whitehurst, S. I. Berman, E. M. Fay,
suggestions and practical aid to the end
of these organizations.
On the morning of January 29, it is John Manheimer and C. L. O'Rielly.
that this, the picture industry's first big
drive for a humanitarian cause, shall be
A novelty idea in the motion picture
planned
to have picture theatres, wherattended by unqualified success.
ever feasible, give a special performance
drive to save the lives of Europe's starvWilliam A. Brady, president of the
for children, tickets for which will be
ing children is the sale of " Hoover
National Association of the Motion-Picsold in advance by representatives of the Dolls " at picture theatres. The plan was
ture Industry, and Sydney S. Cohen, presEuropean Relief Council. These early
suggested
by who
a group
of New
York theatre owners
intend
purchasing
rag
ident of the Motion-Picture Theatre
morning
shows
for
children
are
expected
Owners of America, have both taken ofif
dolls
and
selling
them
to
their
patrons
on
lo produce a large revenue for the fund.
their coats and are devoting their driving
Motion Picture Day — January 26.
A plan is under consideration whereby
power to starting the big ball rolling.
the film companies will furnish gratis to
The price upon each doll's head will be
$10. It represents the cost of feeding one
As a forerunner to the actual campaign
the exhibitors suitable films for children.
of raising funds, a 200-foot film, entitled
The organizations through which tickets
child a meal a day until next year's
for the morning performances will be harvests in Central and Eastern Europe,
" The Invisible Guest," produced espebringing relief to the three million chilcially to rivet the public's attention in a sold in behalf of the European Relief
dren who are now starving there.
graphic way to the conditions in Europe
Council are the American Friends' ServThe
committee representing the motion
ice Committee, American Red Cross,
and to emphasize the necessity for impicture industry in the drive for funds for
mediate relief to starving children there,
American Relief Administration, Federal
has been sent to the exchanges of twelve
Council of the Churches of Christ in the European Relief Council, of which
Herbert Hoover is chairman, urges every
of the biggest film distributing companies
America, Jewish Joint Distribution Comexhibitor in the country to adopt the
and will shortly be seen by picture audimittee, Knights of Columbus, Young
ences throughout the country. This film
" Hoover Doll " plan and to sell as many
is of tremendous heart interest. It is Men's Christian Association, and Young
as possible to picture patrons.
Women's Christian Association. It is
Those who purchase the dolls will have
furnished exhibitors without charge and
anticipated that many wealthy citizens
a constant reminder of their philanthropy
they are requested to show it daily to their will purchase outright the entire seating
and the committee feels that it will be a
patrons during the month of January.
capacity of certain theatres and will then
The crest of the picture drive to aid the donate the tickets thus purchased to comforting thought for each doll purchaser to know that he or .she has saved
schools or charitable organizations so that
starving children will be reached on Janthe
life
of at least one child in the deuary 26. This day has been set apart by children may attend the performances
vastated land across the sea.
free of charge.
the European Relief Council as Motion
In
several
New York theatres the
Picture Day. Throughout the country on
An extensive poster and correspondence
January 26 the patrons of picture theatres
campaign will be inaugurated immediately
" Hoover Dolls " will be sold in the lobbies at every performance, beginning early
will be asked to give liberally to the fund.
by the picture men's committee to bring in January
and lasting until January 29
the significant facts in connection with
Addresses will be made in every picture
theatre by prominent men and women of the drive to the attention of every pic- when a special morning matinee will be
National, State, or local celebrity. These
ture theatre owner in the country and to given for children, preceding the regular
show in picture theatres.
the public at large.
B speakers will draw word pictures of con-
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"Make 'em in Five-Reels"
The following letter was received from
James J. Hoffer of the Victory theatre,
Peotone, 111. Mr. Hoffer writes anent the
five-reeeler vs. the seven- reeler :
that Itheam subject
up
for" Now
discussion
sending ofa five-reel
copy of apictures
letter Iissent
to Jimmie Kelly, and which I think expresses my
viewsbe.on the subject of Specials (?) as well as they
can
of making
seven-reeler
of a picture
that" This
couldidea
be made
in five,a because
the producer
can
get more money for it, is like a dentist pulling your
tooth out a little each day so you will feel you are
getting ofyour
of giving
plenty
actionmoney's
in one worth,
sitting instead
and getting
it over.them
" I am a dentist by profession and an exhibitor by
occupation
long asI can
the still
reformer
up the
mouths
on soSunday
make don't
make close
a living.
" But you keep up your good work and maybe the
timemy will
come when
I won'tmy have
to work so hard
at
profession
to support
occupation.
"Misleading Propaganda"
A letter has been received from the
Cincinnati Motion Picture Company, in
which the opinion is expressed that an
advertisement appearmg recently in the
Enquirer and bearing the name of the
Romell Motion Picture Company, " is not

British

Readers

Executive

Is

of Universal

Film Manufacturing
Univer
THECompa
ny sal
tendered a dinner at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York, on Wednesday evening of
this week, to Arthur Clozenberg, managing-director ofthe Film Booking Offices, Ltd., of London, which distributes
sal's produ
.
UniverGulick
Britainof
Paul
acted ctas in
the Great
toastmaster
on.
le,
the occasi
Carl Laemm
president
of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, welcomed Mr. Clozenberg in
the name of the Universal organization.
The other speakers who followed President Laemmle were Vice-President R. H.
Cochrane, General Manager Goldstein,
Sales Manager Harry Berman and Export Manager George Kann.
In the course of his speech, Mr.
Clozenberg paid high tribute to the executive ability of Mr, Laemmle and asscribed the success of Universal Film as
responsible in a large measure to the
grit and fixity of purpose of its president. Mr. Clozenberg further asserted
that he would finance a trip to London
of a Universal representative, the trip to
be in the nature of a reward to the best
Universal salesman.
General Manager Goldstein gave some
interesting figures in the course of his
talk indicative of the size and scope of
the Universal organization throughout
the world. He declared that there were
in operation at the present time no less
than forty-four distributing depots with
an aggregate force of three hundred
salesmen and twelve hundred other employes, exclusive of the forces in the New
York headquarters and the studios at
Universal City. One hundred fifty automobiles are employed, declared Mr.
Goldstein. The weekly payroll of the
company amounts to $135,000. At the
Fort Lee laboratories alone, Mr. Goldstein said, over 2,000,000 feet of print
were
turned out.

Stage Set for Movie Ball
THE grand ball, festival and dinner to
be given
by the Theatre
Owners'
Chamber
of Commerce
at the grand
ball
room, Hotel Astor, next Wednesday
night, promises to be even a bigger event
than those formerly given by the Screen
Club, well remembered as the elite events
of filmdom.
Many producers, stars, and film players have purchased tickets.
Not one distributing or producing concern is without box seats, and at the time
of going
to press,
more sold
thanandeleven
hundred tickets
had been
the issue
of tickets is limited to fifteen hundred.
The committee is located at 1600
Broadway, where those desirous of securing admissions will be accommodated
until the limit is reached.
only misleading but is bad propaganda."
The advertisement in question, as submitted in the letter from the Cincinnati Motion Picture Company, reads as follows:
" Circulation and exhibition of Business-Building
Motion Pictures is today possible through a h%lf dozen
practical proven methods.
" Method No. 2. Properly constructed screen sales
stories up to 1,000 feet in length may be booked for
exhibition in some thirty-five hundred theatres throughout the country. The circulation approximates seven
million. The cost compares favorably with that of
other publicity mediums.
circulation
method
is desirable
for" This
concerns
marketing
a staple
product and
and valuable
having
widespread distribution. Special dealer merchandizing
may
be
linked
with
each
exhibition,
thereby
obtaining
maximum results.
" Throughfilmourdistributing
connectioncompanies,
with one weof are
the able
largestto
industrial
contract for definite exhibitions to the above extent.
" There has long been a doubt as to the ability of
any distributing agency to deliver such service. Our
contract provides that you pay only for what you get
— and you pay for it after you are satisfied you have
The letter from the Cincinnati Motion
gotten it."
Picture Company anent the advertisement
above reads as follows :
" We are enclosing herewith clipping of an ad. published
morning's
which but
we are
inclinedintothis
believe
is not Enquirer,
only misleading
is bad
propaganda which, to our way of thinking tend towards impressing upon the public that full one thouadvertising reels can be run in such a vast
niunber ofsand-foot
theatres.
"
We
have
been
making
past
twelve years and in
that motion
length pictures
of time for
havethe never
attempted to introduce a thousand-foot reel in any
theatre. We never believed the public paid their way
into a theatre for such purpose. We would appreciate
very much an expression from you on the subject."
Film Shipments by Mail
A letter from Ludwig Ceiling, proprietor of the Majestic theatre at Baldwin,
La., encloses another letter written recently by- the postmaster at Baldwin and addressed to the Post Office Department at
Washington, D. C, concerning the shipment of films by the United States mail.
In submitting the letter of the local postmaster, Mr. Ceiling writes:
" 1 am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter which
is self-explanatory in itself and which I believe is a
fair sample of possibly hundreds of similar cases. I
am sending you this copy as I have so much faith in
the News that I believe there is no way for exhibitors
to get a square deal unless their grievances are presented in the columns of the News. I myself would
not try to run a picture show without the News, and
I think that I am not the only exhibitor with this
The letter written by the Baldwin postmaster, John W. Sewell, to the Chief
idea." of the P. O. Department at WashClerk

ington, and enclosed in Mr. Ceiling's letter, follows :
" My one
localfilm
picture
expressed
New
Orleans
case — man
44 lbs.;
express today
chargesto $94one case-— 16 lbs.; express charges,
$.56 — total express, $1.50.
couldmcludmg
have mailed them to New Orleans 44 lbs.
for" I$.50
the two
revenue; 16 lbs for
$.20 or a total of $.70 thus cent
this man $.80 on
this shipment. He, however, saving
has
pay both ways
therefore my savmg m this one caseto would
be $1 -^Obesides giving him the benefit of my messenger
vice tree, he has to pay his private messenger Sser-20

"iJ^^^
besides
revenues
be''$2'oo'
^ oi ^^"'"^
'°
to the t'lerefore,
Post
OflSce
1 speak
mydaily
ofiSce
alone throughou
t the
1st« oul4
and
And the Post Office should get this business "
Irwi ^.r^D
^^"^
°^"y simiUr cases.

First Nat 'I Home
Office
Have Xmas
Party
Christmas spirit was in ample evidence
at Associated First National offices on the
holiday eve, when as many of the big staff
as could find room on the seventh floor
and corridors leading thereto gathered at
the invitation of Manager James D. Williams ina festive " party."
Mr. Williams, in response to the applause which greeted his entrance, mounted the dais alongside Santa Claus ( impersonated byArthur Leslie of the publicity
department) and expressed the pleasure it
gave him to see sucK a large First National "family " gathering.
With Mr. Williams' address went seasonable tokens of regard to each member of the organization. In the spirit of
good fun and merriment, C. L. Yearsley
and other heads of the departments followed Mr. Williams on the dais. Placards
with humorous "copy" and sketches,
touching on popular personalities in the
First National organization and with
quips at the various trade papers adorned
the walls. Good cheer was dispensed, a
mistletoe bough [dayed havoc with Old
Doctor Formality and iwo hours of
Christmas Eve fun came to a close with
hearty handshakes and happy wishes for
the holiday and for a continuation for all
of the Alerry Xmas already so well begun.

A.M.P.A.^s Gridiron Dinner Set for February
The A. M. P. A. will give their annual
Gridiron Dinner during the latter part of
February at the Biltmore Hotel, New
York. This is considered the most brilliant affair of the year in the activities of
the A. M. P. A.
Only a limited number of tickets have
been issued for the dinner. It is expected
that it will be attended by many of the
biggest men in the motion-picture industry. While tickets were distributed to the
members at their last weekly meeting they
are already practically unprocurable, it is
stated. The advance demand for them is
declared to have been unprecedented.
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Howells

German-

Decries

Made

Demand

to

Bar

Productions

from Abroad;
of Competition
Belittles Menace
made
ignimportation of fore
THE
productions into the American marLeslie Mason Resigns
ket is discussed at length by David
from Trade Review
1 '. Howells in a statement just issued from
ters of Associated First Nailic headquar
tional Pictures. Mr. Howells says :
e nof
ionNT
is iemad
gnat
theUN
resi
of Lesl
Maso
ME
CE
ANNO
from the vice-presidency and
■■ Cries for reprisals against Germany
due to the edict there against the showing
orsh
bitor's
edit
the hasExhibeen
. ip
iew
Trade Rev
Mr. of
Mason
asof American films should not be taken
sociated with the Trade Review since
The
country.
this
seriously by the trade in
1916, when he resigned as managing edidemands for the barring of German films
tor of the Motion Picture News. In a
bv this country is raised by the uncertain
statement just issued Mr. Mason expresses his thanks to the trade for the coproducer, the maker of pictures in Ameroperation extended during his association
ica who is not certain that his production
with the Trade Review. He says:
can hold its own against competition.
" In retiring from the editorship of
Exhibitor's Trade Review and as a mem" The action m Germany is one that
ber of the company, I want to take this
would not be tolerated here inasmuch as
opportunity of thanking the officials of
it is a direct attack by producers to force
every bersconcern
in the Association
industry, theandmemof the National
the
the exhibitors there to take films of home
Associated
Motion
Picture
Advertisers,
manufacture that are of less value to them
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
than others that they could procure. The
America and the rest of the exhibitors of
the United States, for their friendly and
producers there found that they could not
compete with American films and because
generous co-operation.
It is vitally necessary for Germany to foster all possible industry within its borders
to say that if either this director or this
the government issued the edict prohibitstar had been working five years ago their
ing exhibitors there to show American
place
in the foremost ranks in America
films. Instead of being taken by producwould have been assured two or three
ers here as an insult to America, or as
years ago.
unfair tactics on the part of another country, itshould be accepted as a surety that
" ' Passion,' now being distributed in
there is nothing in the bug-a-boo about the this country by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., is a striking example of
American market being flooded with
foreign films at a cheaper price than the their combined work. Its universal appeal is well shown by the hordes that have
American producer can manufacture.
crowded into theatres in this country
" German manufacturers have found
where the production was shown. The
that they cannot compete with the Amerestablishment of a record at the Capitol
ican films in their own home market.
theatre in New York is viewed with alarm
They admitted this when they joined m the
by those producers who do not know of
application for the writ against the showconditions in France, Italy and Germany
ing of American films there. If they can.'ind all other European centres of motion
not compete in their own home market
I'icture productions.
what chance have they in the American
market? In view of their stand taken
" Mr. Lubitsch and Miss Negri work
on the same comparatively slow basis that
before their own government how much
is now characterizing the production of
basis is there to the oft re-iterated fear
that the American producer must beware
the leading producers and stars of Ameror he will find his own market taken away
ica. They realized that time must be
from him by foreign films manufactured
taken for a big production and on resuming work immediately after the conclusion
at a cost far lower than he could hope to
of peace they adopted a schedule of not
approach ?
more than four productions a year. Four
" As a matter of fact there is only one
foreign productions a year from this
director and one star in a foreign country
source that can compete with x\mericanthat can hope to break into the American
made films carries no great threat to the
market in direct competition with the best
American market.
of the producers here with any hope of
success. The star is Pola Negri and the
" Other producers in Europe are begindirector is Ernest Lubitsch. They work
ning to realize that hasty slip-shod work
together and the reason why they have a gets the motion picture producer nowhere
and the frantic haste to get productions
chance of breaking into American terrionto the market which was so marked
tory is because Mr. Lubitsch has adopted
when the resumption of motion picture
the American method of careful production and in Miss Negri has a star who has
production was possible with the ending
the inherent ability to rank among 'the of the war is fast disappearing and there
is a chance that other European stars or
leaders anywhere in the world. I venture

Passion' '
Discusses
directors may solve the pi'oblem of productions with a world-wide appeal in the
same manner as have Ernest Lubitsch and
Pola Negri. Before they can accomplish
this, however, they must accept the dictum
which these two have already adopted of
very few productions a year, so that even
if every producer of any account in
Europe should hit the mark of American
taste
in tliemarket
same way
' Passion
the
American
could
not be' has,
flooded
merely because of the small product a
careful scliedule naturally entails.
" That is the foreign position in a nutshell as far as it concerns the American
producer, but from the standpoint of the
American exhibitor an attempt to bar
German films should be fought tooth and
nail. A mere edict against films direct
from Germany would not satisfy the producer who is afraid of competition. An
edict against the importation of any film
would have to be issued for it is seldom
that a film comes from the point of its
origin. German films come to this country via Holland or France. French films
are apt to come via Italy, .etc.
" The exhibitor of the United States
has already made known his views in regard to foreign films through the resolution adopted at the Cleveland convention
last June :
" ' We deprecate the intents on the part
of certain producers to curtail the output
of quality pictures. Art being international, we favor all motion pictures of
merit and quality regardless of where they
are made. We, therefore, favor the importation of high class motion pictures,
if by Isuch means competition could be

kept alive amongst producers.'
" Anent the sentiment expressed in the
last sentence of this resolution the comment of the New York World in its review of the opening of ' Passion ' at the
Capitol theatre in New York is significant :
" ' A new artist of the screen made her
bow to New York yesterday and American young women of the profession will
see Pola Negri at the Capitol theatre this
week with apprehension and interest. The
acting of this Polish girl, about whom Httle has been heard in America, may go
far toward firing anew the ambitions of
established favorites who have rested,
perhaps too comfortable, for a year or
more on laurels of the past.'
" Other critics have made the same suggestion that this one film from the other
side may provide the urge for better work
on the part of many stars who have traded
chiefly upon reputation rather than honest exhibition of talent during the past
{Continued on page 508)
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Beecroft

Returns
Importer

with

40

Foreign

Picture

News

Pictures

Enthusiastic Over High Class of Product
Gathered from European Countries

CHESTER BEECROFT, cxporter
and importer of pictures, is the
latest film man to return from a
buying trip in Europe. Mr. Beecroft is
back with forty European pictures, which,
at some date as yet undecided, will find
their way to the screens of America.
Twenty of this number will reach the
United States in 1921, the others to io\low at a later period.
These productions, some of them, according to Mr. Beecroft, are of a lavishness and magnitude which will surprise
the trade. They were gathered in Italy,
Germany, France, Norway and Sweden,
all of them made since the war, and
picked from a vast number of productions which Mr. Beecroft viewed while
abroad.
" The importation of these productions," said Mr. Beecroft, " will be the
most healthful thing which could happen
for the welfare of the American screen.
We have been supreme so long — so far
superior to the rest of the world in picture making — that we, that is to say — the
American producer, has sailed merrily on,
content to grind out pictures in the same
way that a manufacturer makes furniture.
When our producers and directors realize
that their foreign competitors are not by
an}' means puny and helpless contenders
in the race for screen artistry, they themselves are going to put forth a greater
effort.
" The pictures I purchased abroad are,
I believe, the cream of the European output. From Germany I picked five pictures out of a hundred. France, Scandanavia, and Italy have contributed some
productions which I believe, have never
been equalled except by D. W. Griffith in
this country. I am willing to admit that
the majority of foreign-made pictures are
inferior in matters of direction and technical detail, but all foreign directors are
not inferior. And some of the continental actors are nothing short of marvelous.
Their photography is above ours. And,
because of the cheapness of ' extras,' in
Ital)% for instance, huge crowds can be
brought before the camera.
" Our producers must realize that they
have worthy competitors. They must
understand that foreign producers are
striving with every ounce of energy to
find a place for their product in this
country. They are making an earnest,
serious bid for a world market."
Mr. Beecroft is particularly enthusiastic over a picture entitled " Napoleon,"
which he purchased in France. He describes this as the most ambitious production which that cotrntr\' has ever at. tempted. With the permission of the
French Government the palace of Versailles and Fontainbleu, places wtiich
played a prominent part in the life of the

great Frenchman, were used, with the result that sets were obtained which could
never be duplicated in any studio. The
picture was made by Saffi, one of the
largest French film interests.
The five German-made pictures feature
Leah Mara, a Russian actress. The largest production is " Duke du Reichstadt,"
a story based on the life of the younger
Napoleon. Mr. Beecroft states that this
will be one of the most sensational foreign
pictures ever to reach America. Another
production is " Anna Karanina," based
on the story by Leo Tolstoi. The stories
of none of the German pictures are laid
in that country.
What Mr. Beecroft describes as bigger
than " Cabiria " or " Quo Vadis " was
I)urchased in Italy. It is entitled " The
Newark

Exhibitor

Dies

John B. McNally, manager of the Newark theatre and associated with the theatrical profession for nearly thirty years,
died from apoplexy on Christmas Day afternoon in his home at 63 Elizabeth Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Howell's

Decries Foreign
Agitation
(Continued
from page 507)

two years when abnormal demand for entertainment made the public swallow anything in the line of motion picture productions. The time is here, however, when
the exhibitor will need the best that can
be produced to keep his house crowded.
" If foreign productions can have the
effect of speeding ' established ' favorites
up to their best on every production the>"
turn out there are very few foreign films
tliat can stand the competition. Anything
that will keep the Americans keyed up
Ui their best is going to be a help to the
American exhibitor and a prohibition
against the foreign film that may accomplish this result would be a direct attack
upon the exhibitor.
" Let the foreign film come in unhindered. It can never surpass the American film at its best but it can have the
result of giving an exhibitor a basis for
demanding the best from the American

Advertising Ass *n Plans
Series of Discussions

The Pan American Advertising Association, which is a component part of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World, is planning a series of winter
luncheons at which speakers of recognized authority in various phases of the
advertising field will address the members
present upon topics of interest. The addresses are to be informal in character and
are to be followed by general discussions
on the part of tho.se present. The association has appointed Arthur J. Lang as
its executive-secretary. Mr. Lang is well
known in motion-picture circles through
his long association with the Nicholas
Power Company. He has traveled extensively in Latin America during the past
ten years and has acquired a thorough
knowledge of the merchandising and advertising practices of that part of the
world.
The first luncheon will be held during
the last week in January. The " keynote "
for this session's discussion will be : " Advertising isthe militant arm of foreign
trade." The luncheons will start at 12 :30
and terminate promptly at 2. Each principal speaker will be limited to fifteen minutes. In the discussion following, no participant will be allowed to hold the floor
for more than five minutes.

N.

producer."
Complete
the

1 all of Rome " and is a huge spectacular
product
Six ion.
pictures were purchased in Copenhagen. One of these is an adaptation of
Charles Dickens' " Our Mutual Friend,"
and is twelve reels in length. Another is
lounded on the old legend of " The FlyMr. Beecroft is not optimistic for the
ing Dutchman
future of the ."American export field until
the rate of exchange improves. Other
reasons for the decline of the export
trade, he states, are the oversupplv of piclures, and the local pride, especially in
England, where there is great feeling
" the American invasion."
against
Mr. Beecrof
t has as yet made no arrangements for the release of the pictures
which he has purchased for this countn,-.

Big

Program
Music

ference on Page

of

Con526.

Y.

U.

Graduates

Form

a Writers * Guild
The N. Y. U. Writers' Guild, an organization composed of graduates of New
York University who are engaged in the
motion picture, theatrical, newspaper and
magazine fields, was started at a recent
luncheon held at the Cafe Boulevard, New
York City. The organizers are I. Martin
Stern and Rutgers Neilson, both identified with the film industry.
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

the
RETURNS

UNIVERSAL
Once
to Everya Woman
—
Established
new record
for
our box office and received more
favorable comments than any picture even played. (West.)
Capacity business all the week.
Picture pleased all. (Middle
West.)
Broke all records. Turned them
away Sunday. (Middle West.)
Fixed by George —
Excellent. Very funny and
pleases the patrons who enjoj- high
class comedy. (East.)
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Idols of Clay —
Elaborate production and fine
photography. Story seemed to hold
the interest of our patrons.
Played to above average for a
week. (Middle West.)
Carried

fair

REPORTS

houses

Big
FROM

E

fT

IF E E K

RUN

Average picture. Played to
average business. (Middle West.)

ThePleased
Jucklins
— - who saw it, but
those
the title not well known enough at
West.)
this date, with result that it carried no popular appeal. (Middle

Usual comment on this picture.
Why was Meighan surrounded by
such ugly women? Fair business.
(East.)
Behold My Wife!—
A goodtraction
picture
which hasand
beenbox-office
held forat-a
second week at the highest class
theatre in the citv. (Middle
West.)
With the aid of exploitation, including a prologue, this picture
went over big and brought good
business. (West.)

The Restless SexFair picture playing to fair business for second week. (East.)
The
Blockdone
—
BestTesting
Bill had
to date.
(West.)
An average picture which went
over big. Hart great favorite here.
(West.)

RELEASES

Houses

The Cradle of Courage —
A fine Hart picture. Excellent
returns. (Middle West.)

Frisky Mrs. Johnson —
Typical Burke picture, very
pleasing, fair business due to holidays. (East.)

Here is another display ]or " The
Devil
to Pay,"theatre,
ployingyeuark.
this wekX. atJ.the
Terminal

N

Great. Opened very big. Great
crowds waiting to get in. Meighan
West.)
a great favorite here. (Middle

The City Sparrow —
and did
When I put out a poster advertising Ethel Clayton, I sit back and
wait for the money to roll in — for
she is one of the biggest favorites
here on the Paramount list. This
is one of her weaker stories, but
it went over in great shape. (East.)

TNEDEVILTOPAY

ON

The Charm School —
Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought good business.
(West.)
To Please One W oman- — Not a big picture, but up to the
a\erage. Plaved to fair business.

Say

THEATERS

Good —picture. Did excellent
Curtain
business
every day of its engagement. (Middle West.)
Good picture. Splendid vacation
Dinty
West.) —
attraction.
Big and little folks all
like Wesley Barrv. (Middle
The Heart of a Fool —
An interesting production and
ought to please, but did not draw
well and business was poor.
(West.)
GOLDWYN

Bunty Pulls the String —
Good picture although devoid of
any verj- cidents.
striking
inBusinessorwassensational
rather poor
first part of week but increased
did big
it played every day until the end of the
(Middle

(Middle West")
FIRST NATIONAL
Nomads of the North —
Splendid picture which
business for us although
West.)
the week of Christmas.

A lent
good
withansome
excelscenic picture
effects and
interesting
story. (Middle West.)
I'u in Beds —
Carter de Haven at his best, but
many did not like it. Poor business
due to holidays. (East.)
Another stage farce gone wrong.
Aabout
goodaverage.
program (East.)
picture. Business
Fcdcefitl Valley —
An improvement over " Fortyfive his
Minutes
From
but
not
best by
any Broadway,"
means. Usual
business. (East.)

Go and Get It —
An interesting feature, seemed to
enough business to warrant a secplease. Brought a good business.
Burglar Proof —
ond week's booking. (East.)
Exceedingly pleasing but not (West.)
Somewhat gruesome. Did big much of a draw. (West.)
Iiusiness. Held over second week.
The Truth About Husbands —
(East.)
Silk Hosiery —
Drew very strongly at the box
About average. Business about office and my people liked the picture. (Middle West.)
as
usual.
(Middle
West.)
Heliotrope —
AND
One of the season's finest picHATINZE
MATDTEE
tures, in my estimation — and my
SIGHT
DAILY
TODAY
AND
mOHT
opinion backed up by the fact that
DAILT
TOMORROW
TOMORRaW
it played to capacity business in a
TWO FEATUR
E A T TR A TODAY" AND
KERREDCP
house seating twenty-se\'en hunC T IO N S
dred. Consider it an excellent proCONSTANCE
duction from every angle. (East.)
BiaU&RT
vit'i the ^ero
stulT
A good picture but did not draw
BINNEY
Uadnolhinfion Atocardei'
well at my house. (Middle West.)
■ad Um odfwl
cut is^ pietaniaJLioD of
IME/
,
•^39 EA
ST
Conrad in Quest of His
Youth —
An extremely- entertaining picA FEAST OF FLN
OILED
ture with a star who is regarded in
A two withye*r thelUgvMDMneatm
ot Htwpii ToHc,
dd^tfol
lUr iaBoston.
the i&moChla^flt
this section as one of the most popular of the male species. ConsidSEATS FOR BTTOHTS HOW EELLIEO PiM
PRICES. ICOSt 25c, TAX i^^taaat
EZTU role.
ering that this was the week before
Tim cs
Christmas, business was very good Tliis displai/ c/iir/i «ijtits icniure honiirx on 39 East •■ and Four
tre
0/
Houghton,
Mich.
indeed. (East.)
Foiled " is the irork of the Kerredgc thca

CHILES RSy
"Nmeteen andPhyflis'
. .STRAND ENSEMBLE
Hallelujah Chorus frooiTheMKSiah Hum
FAMED
gvECTUBESTiaAND
-MusicaJ OBCHESTfiA
EnTpee of 1921SiisDiOc^Me'JI/taaalllei^cftheSxiUihnd'
TheNgvEra V)eSA' J&iv/ation inHrpsirhom
JOHNNYHINES inTorchy Turns Cupid'
111

p
|
11
Wi
pi
^
g4
32

Initial
ad for used
"19 and
Phyllis''
and
to he found,
in the
Brooklyn
papers
by Edward
Hyman, manager
||j|n^^ L. Strand
j^^pj
of [iiii
the|iii|
Brooklyn
theatre
week when we did big business.
(Middle West.)
Honest
Hutch — Unusually good
Fine picture.
story and unusually well made
story. Patrons liked it a lot.
(Middle West.)
FairThief
picture;
Stop
—
(East.)

fair business

TheA North
Wind's
Maliceto— very
very good
picture,
good business considering the
fact that is the the week before
Christmas. (East.)
Girl With the Jazz Heart —
This was a corker. I think it
the best thing Madge Kennedy has
yet done. They all liked it, and I
plaj'ed to capacity houses all week.
(East.)
The Penalty —
More than held its own against
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iels has become very popular here
in her short career as a star. This
picture has lost nothing; it is tranWest.) sition to the movies. (Middle

The Plunger —
This is a surprise. First time
Walsh has been tried out for a week
here. Even in the week before
Christmas it drew. (Middle eWst.)

Blackbirds —
.\ mediocre picture. Star not
particularly attractive, but played
to good business for reasons unknown. (Middle West.)

ROBERTSON-COLE

METRO
The Star Rover —
Very good. The ))lot is well put
together and the details are worked
out well. (East.)
The Misleading Lady —
The production was not much
al)ove average, but the audience
seemed to like it. (East.)
Blackmail —
Fine picture which brought good
business.
(Middle West.)
PAT HE
Money
Good — Changersconsistently satisfactory
Hand drawn iliniiluii. firr coliiniiiK bii Inisiness
all week. (Middle West.)
a page in depth, Joy '■ Prairie Trailx.''
all odds and pleased all patrons.
Went over in fine shape. Cork(Middle West.)
ingtion,good
plenty(East.)
of acand itstory
scoredwith
nicely.
REALART
FOX
Her First Elopement —
Nothing to rave about — but they
Troublemaker —
Joyous
The
liked " Food for Scandal " and they
My audiences are composed
like Wanda, so they all came out. chiefly of boys and men, and they
Box office report good. (East.)
are all crazy about William Farnum. He always plays to good audiences here, and my box office reOh, Lady, Lady —
ceipts were gratifying. (East.)
An excellent picture. Bebe Dan-

Picture

aisisisisisisisi

Opened— fine and improved daily.
Kismet
Wonderful acting on part of Otis
Skinner.
dle West.) Marvelous sets. (MidOccasionally Yours —
Only average business on this.
Picture
(West.) is fair entertainment.
UNITED

ARTISTS

The Mark of Zorro —
Besf picture Douglas Fairbanks
ever made. We have had such big
business during its two weeks run
that we are holding it over for a
third week.
(Middle West.)
EQUITY
The
of
the
Soulbut
— Vivian
Not Song
a great
picture
Martin's charm and cleverness put
it over. Played to good busiriess
for a week. (Middle West.)
HODKINSON
A Thousand to One —
A great picture but poor businessson.
on account
of the holiday sea(East.)
JANS
Madonnas and
Men —
Carried fairly good houses here
considering it was the week before

DEAD

MEN

TELL

NO

TALES

"Dead Men Tell A'o Tales" display,
ten inches by three columns, used by
the Rex theatre. Seattle, Wash.
Christmas and most people were
busy. It didn't seem to make such
a big hit, however, as most persons
who saw it didn't like it. (East.)
STATE

Gets

issue the
another part of thisratio
INStoll
n of
Film Corpo
America makes its initial use of
a colored insert as an advertising
medium. While the officials of the
company have been tempted during the preceding six weeks to employ this form of exploitation they
decided to wait until they would
be able to set before the exhibitors
of the country the verdict of the
trade press reviewers on the first
two releases and also coincident
with the opening of their program
on January 2.
As to " Squandered Lives," an
adaptation from Cosmo Hamilton's
" Duke's Son," and " Mr. Wu,"
taken from the story of H. M.
Vernon and Harold Owen, that verdict is now in. The critical opinions of the reviewers have been
generally favorable and have confirmed the expectations of Stoll
executives. From the many the
company has selected four, two of
each of the pictures named.
No attempt has been made to extract from these opinions only the
" Sweet " parts or to select those
phrases or portions of phrases
which disconnected from the context frequently ha\e an effect radically different from that intended
by the writer. The reviews are
printed verbatim — in fact, with one
exception they are reproduced
photographically. The exhibitor
will have the opportunity of reading the "knocks" as well as the
" boosts."

Start

RIGHTS

A Picture
Child for
Sale — and we had
is good
more than ordinarv- business.
(West.)
TheInteresting
County and
Fairseemed
— to please.
Largerual.box
(West.)office receipts than us-

Educational

Stoll

News

Releases at

Big Houses
" The One Best Pet," fifth of the
Chester Comedies featuring
this fact as he has demonstrated
Verdict on
Its First other things in jf showman way be- Snooky, the Humanzee, is given a
place on the holiday bill
fore, but there can be no question prominent
at the Rivoli theatre. Following
Release Generally
he has proved there is always room
unbroken since the showin this country for a picture made the policy
ing of the first of the series, this
Favorable
outside the boundaries of the picture
will be shown at the Rialto
United States when the production
is a worthy one.
the week following. " The One
The sales forces of Stoll, which
" ' Passion ' is not only a sub- Best Pet " is said to include a numincluding
ject made in another country, but rescueber ofofthrills,
the baby
from aSnookj's
church
are operating from thirty-three
Pathe exchanges, now ha\ e been in it is what we have in this country steeple, to which it is carried by toy
the field nearly a month. That characterized and frequently stig- balloons.
these managers and salesmen have
matized as a costume picture Mr.
.^t the Brooklyn Strand this week
received substantial encouragement Rothafel has shown that a costume Johnny Hines is appearing in
from exhibitors in their territories
Torchy Turns Cupid," fifth of the
production,
' there,' "two-reel
go and ifgo the
big.story
I amis bearing
comedies made from the
is attested by the reports being re- will
ceived by General Manager Ralph so hea\ ily on this phase of this par- stories by Sewell Ford. Agnes
Proctor.
ticular question because Stoll will Martin, a Broadway favorite,
" The word that comes to us release at the end of January ' The makes her film debut in this picfrom our branch managers uni- Tavern Knight,' adapted from the ture.
" Lots — a Yodel," an unusual
formly indicates what I have al- book by Rafael Sabatini, a picture
ways claimed that the spirit of fair I am anxious for all exhibitors, Chester Outing picture of the Swiss
play is just as strong among the first run as well as others, to ex- Alps, is on the program at the
amine critically. I believe they will
exhibitors of this country as it is
find in its unusual exteriors and Strand.
deEngland,"
in
those
among clared Mr. Proctor. " The former even remarkable interiors something out of the ordinary. And
are accepting English pictures just
Kempton Greene
are entirely subordias readily as American subjects are these factors
nated to the love and adventure Returns to Los Angeles
received in England. They are disKempton Greene, who has just
playing a spirit of absolute re- elements of the stor\-.
" So you may understand why it completed the role of Dr. David
ciprocity. The bookings have been
here the American ex- Gemmell in the John S. Robertnot only beyond our anticipations ; is we feel
hibitor will continue to accept picof "Sentimental
they have been a revelation.
tures regardless of their nativity Tommyson "production
for Paramount
has gone
" That the American market is as so long as they are good. And it to the West Coast to continue his
cosmopolitan as is any other in the is because of this open-minded motion picture activities. Mr.
world is proved by the reception spirit encountered b^' our sales Greene is president of the Motion
accorded ' Passion,' a European- force that the production chiefs of Picture Branch of the Actors'
company abroad have de- Equity Association and had a sucmade subject, at the Capitol in this the Stoll termined
materially to expand their
cessful stage career before he
city. It may have remained for
entered the picture game.
Samuel L. Rothafel to demonstrate picture making activities."
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GRAMS

With
HIRE

NEW

FOR

THE

First

REPORTS

WEEK

Run

FROM

OF

Comedy
— Edgar's
Booth
Tarkington.Little Saw —
Organ
Solo — " Hallelujah Chorus,"
by Handel.
Next Week— The Last of the
Mohicans — Maurice Tourneur.
Capitol Theatre —
Overture — Christmas Fantasy by
Capitol Grand Orchestra and
the Russian Cathedral Choir.
Musical — Russian Cathedral Choir
in a program of special Yuletide
music.
Special — Madge Evans in " Heidi,"
Prizma production. First story
presented in colors in motion
pictures. ]\Tadge Evans appears
in person at most performances.

1ST

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
berly. — Movie Chats — Kineto.
Educational
V ocal — Rose.
Solo by . Al Pem-

YORK

Rivoli TheatreRi
Overture
"JoHn Kcilibers'' i>-Mutt
voli —Orchestra.
Coined}- — bound Vour " A
and Jeff cartoon.
Special — Christmas Fantasy presented by Grace Eastman,
Alaria Lamor and Evelyn MacVay, dancers, children and
chorus.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocal — " lins,
In baritone
a Tavern,"
Carol Roland chorus.
Feature — The Charm School — \\ allace Reid.
Comedy — One Best Pet — Chester.
Organ Solo — Toccata from " Fifth
NextSymphony."
\v cck — Forbidden Fruit —
Cecil B. DeMille.
Kialto Theatre —
0\ crture — " The Merry \\'i\ es of
Windsor," by Rialto Orchestra.
Sccnic—Uttauquechee Valley — Post
Nature Scenic.
Special — Christmas Eve in a Toy
Shop, presented by Thalia
Zanou and Vera Myers, dancers, Maurice Cass and Harry
Edison.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal—" I Want What I Want
When basso
I Want
It," by Emanuel
List,
profundo.
Feature — The Rookie's Return —
Douglas MacLean.
Vocal — "Jewel Song" from "Faust"
by Mary Fabian, soprano.
Comedy — The Slicker — Sunshine.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Yuletide Tone Poem "
by the Strand Symphony
Orchestra.
Current Events — Strand Topical
Review.
Scenic — Lost a Yodel — Chester.
Special — A Yuletide Frolic in four
scenes. 1— Toyland, 2 — Over
the Housetops, 3— Christmas
Eve, 4— Christmas Night. Presented by Estelle Carey, soprano. Strand Male Quartette
and Joseph Martel, baritone.
Feature — Nineteen and Phyllis —
Charles Ray.
Vocalferne
— " For
You Alone,"
by RedHollinshead,
tenor.

JAN.

Feature
— Oh, Lady, Lady — Bebe
Daniels.
Xcxt Week — The Furnace,
^'iiperba Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International

"THE
CHARM
SCll<
A Paramount
picture from the
famous Saturday
Evening Post story read by millions the world over.
Thi*
is
positively
"Wally's"
biggest
success andLILAan
exceptionally strong supporting cast, including
LEE, Grace Morse and many others, enhance this
great production.
to other features including Sid Gm
potpourri
of Xmu
nov^e«:
Santa Claua,"
"A Mciry
Xmas— "Dr^i
i* a Novel
Way,"er*/John
Smallman'*
12 Xmu Carol Sing'
a
n
d
otKcf
big
acts.
50— PEOPli ON THE STAGE^-50
^ SVMPHONY
OKHESTRAAT -THEMISHA
SUTERSON'.^COlSDUC'fbB'HENRY
MUBTflOH.
.M!QHTy,,pC.EiWlKLT2Efe.'
>Si(Z Grauman's display for " The Charm School.Feature — Idols of Clay — Paramount
Current Events — Capitol News.
Prologue — The Girl With the Jazz
Special.
Heart,
presented
by Mile.
Kinema
Theatre —
Gambarclli and Capifol Ballet
Corps.
Overture — " Kamenoi Ostrow."
Features — The Girl With the Jazz Cartoon — Gump's release.
Current
Heart — Madge Kennedy.
News. Events — International
Organ Solo
Next
Week— Bunty
Pulls the Vocal — " Dear Little Boy of Mine."
Solo by Roy Smoot.
Strings— Goldwyn.
Educational — Screen Snapshots.
ScenicPictures.
— Burrod
Scenic — Special
LOS ANGELES
Ballet Number — In a forest setting
with moonlight effect six girls
present
number. an original dancing
California Theatre —
Feature — Love, Honor and Behave
Overture —Events
" If I —Were
— Sennett First National.
Current
Fox King."
News and
Local Events.
Next Week— Dinty.
Organ—" Do You Ever Think of
Me?" Solo by Milton Charles. Miller's Theatre —
Comedy
Edgar and' His Little Current Events — Fox News.
Saw —— Goldwyn.
Cartoon — A Parlor Bolshevist —
Mutt and Jeff.
Feature — The Guile of Women —
Will Rogers. Preceded by a Special — Scenes taken of the Los
prologue in which Julaine
Angeles Chamber of Commerce
on a tour through Mexico.
Johnston, former motion picture actress, renders a solo, as- Feature — A Yankee in King Arsisted by a cjuartette.
thur's Court ternational
— Fox premiere.
Special.
InNext Week — Prisoners of Love —
Booked
for a ten-week run.
Betty Compson.
Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — " Mademoiselle JNIoCurrent Events — Pathe News.
Organdiste."
— " Careless." Solo by Henry Murtaugh.
Educational — Paramount Magazine.
Special — A dance number titled, "A
Happy New Year in a New
Way," is presented. The stage
setting shows the roof of a
country home with a big chimney. The roof is raised and
discloses an interior where
mother puts two children to
sleep. As if the children were
dreaming, they see the new
year come dancing through the
fireplace. The act requires eight
child dancers.

P'eature
Outside the Law — Priscilla— Dean.
Presented with a prologue
showing an interior setting in
Chinatown with a vocal solo,
'' What's the Use of Dreaming?" rendered.
is for four
weeks. The booking
Grauman's Rialto Theatre
Feature— Heliotrope — Third week.
Mission
—
Feature — Theatre
The Mark
Fourth week.
of Zorro —
Tally's
Theatre
—
Current
News. Events — International
Vocal — Two song numbers rendered by local artists.
Educational — Movie Chats — Kineto.
Feature—
Knife Man— Vidor — The
FirstJack
National.
Next \''cck— Pa'-s on h'rv.k.
MINNEAPOLIS
New Garrick Theatre —
Overture — .Medley especially arranged by Musical Director
bill.
Nelson for the current week's
Comedy
— Shuffle
the Queens —
Christie
Educational.
Feature— Civilian Clothes— Thomas
Meighan.
Scenic — The Wanderer — Bruce Educational.
Next Week— Nineteen and Phyllis.
New
Lyric
TheatreSelections.
—
Overture
— Popular
Vocal— The Rosary and Love's Old
Sweet Song. Duet by Coster
and Clements.
Cartoon — Happy Hooligan.
Educational — Pictorial Review.
Current Events — From Pathe and
Selznick with Novagraph strips
added.
Feature — The Furnace — Realart

NextHouse.
Week — The Woman in His
Special.
Symphony
—
Current EventsTheatre
— Fox News.
Educational — The Wards of a NaBlue Mouse Theatre —
tion— Ford.
Cartoon — All Stuck Up — Mutt and Overture — Harlequin's Serenade.
Current Events — From all releases
with local views showing fire
Comedy
Fox. — Pals and Petticoats —
department and local events.
Feature
Jeff. — Prairie Trails — Tom Comedy — The Huntsman — Clyde
Cook.
Mix. Presented with a prologue in which two actors give Feature — The Mark of Zorro —
Douglas Fairbanks. Second
extracts from subtitles in an inweek.
terior set of a bunk house, reproducing scenes from the Next Week — To Please One Womfeature.
an.
Next Week — The Riddle : Woman.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Tickle Me.
Broadway Theatre —
Current Events — From Selznick, Current
Events — International
Fox and Gaumont News.
News and local events.
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Missouri Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " WillMissouri News — Select strips from
iam Tell."events films.
current
SEATTLE
Snappy Paragraphs — Literary DiTopics.
Clemmer Theatre —
\'ocal — Bygest Missouri
Singers.
Overture — " The Holy City " and Comedy — Mack Sennett.
" Rio Grande."
Presentation — The Toy Shop.
Comedy
Fox.— A Soft Boiled Yegg — Feature — Bunty Pulls the Strings.
Feature — The Mark of Zorro — Delmonte Theatre —
0\ crturc — Selections from " Miss
Douglas Fairbanks.
Next Week- The Misfit Wife.
Scenic.
Coliseum Theatre —
TopicsSpriofngti
theme."
Day — Literary Digest.
Overture — Selections from " Mile. Current Importances
— Pathe News.
Current Events — Gaumont Graphic Special Vocal Act— Four classic
Modiste."
singers.
No.
143.
Feature — The Jucklins.
Comedy — Without a Wife.
Scenic — Fine Feathers.
The Criterion Theatre —
Feature — Dinty — Wesley Barry. Overture — " Miss Springtime."
Presented with a prologue in Recent Occurrences — Pathe News.
which a boy quartette is fea- Literary Paragraphs — From the
tured.
Digest. Scenic Reel.
Next Week— The
Frisky Mrs. Criterion
Presentation
in accord with feaJohnson.
ture.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Cavalleria Rusticana." Comedy — Mack Sennett.
by orchestra folComedy — Edgar's Little Saw — Gold- Popular selection
lowed by organ solo playing
wyn.
Scenicmount.
— Lovely Moroland •— Para" Marjie," " The Love Bird,"
and —" The
Feather
Your Nest."
l-"catiirc
Jucklins.
Next Week — The County Fair.

News

Orchestra — " Southern Rhapsody."
Feature
— Everybody's
Sweetheart —
Olive
Thomas.

X^eimar at Clara
B.-tmnini Today and All thi. Wrak
Continuoua. 2 to II P. M.
MABEL

*WHAT

Picture

TO AOJVI*

IMPORTANT NOTICE

WILLIAM, rex

flmnie SymphonyOwimlvh.
Display hy
Ijouis, Mo.,
liosa." In

tfir Delmontc theatre,
on •' What Happened
size columns.
fourteen incites
three
Rue
D
Comedy •— To
Gumps.
oor
Feature — Dangerous Business
Constance Talmadge.
SAN

W. Omwhtr,'SEX'
Th.RoixrtRESTLESS

St.
to
bii

I, «niPMO*fv

••—

T*HT CveMT«lli
MOTiOM.

FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre —
Next Week — So Long Letty.
Current Events — Select News.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff — Fox.
Feature — The Untamed — Tom
Mix.
Next Week — The Last of the Mohicans.
California Theatre —
Overture — Ohio.
Current Events — California Topical
News.
Piano — Second Hungarian Rhapsodj-, rendered by Hans Hanke.
Comedy — The Scarecrow^ — Metro.
Organby —Eddie
" SomeHorton.
Little Bird " solo
Orchestra — Selections from " The
Only Girl" and "That Old
Irish Mother of Mine."
Feature — The Bait — Metro.
Next Week— Polly With a Past.

Imperial Theatre —
Overture—" Ohio."
Current Events — Imperial Screen
News.
Orchestra—" Dance of the Hours "
— ' Idle Dreams.'"
Feature— Idols of Clay— Mae Murray. Introduced by a tableau
prologue combining musical
and ballet features.
Tivoli Theatree Triumph— Torchy
Comedy— Doubl
Educational.
Orchestra—
Folks. Songs ' from the Old
Vocal — "The Miserere" from
"Rigoletto."
Madame
Zavaschi and Sung
Manuelby Procini.
Comedy— The Adventures of Edgar
Pomerov — ^Goldwyn.

An evtimlUAC n&ot
tal« of the high 9MLA. "The
thr«*-m*sted
•ottMtcr. &
ArescT detectzv^^DOArd
A
re&liatK
of th« acattlii:;rvprodvrtM*
of a EbipTcrriflc over
hAn<f-andto -under
hand
«DcoiiBtCD
Aa
cxcrptlonAl
storr.
TiridlT porcnyed. wtih
"Bit BilV FaJTum at hia
WM. FOX
best

•TKS aCDTTtAtThis

third of a page for theatre
"Oh, of
Lady,"
was used by the Xeic Garrick
Minneapolis
ST. LOUIS

New Grand Central —
Overture — Selections from " Tales
of Hoffman." Second Over" Egyptian Ballet."
Scenic — ture—
Universal.
News and Reviews — Best paragraphs and news pictures from
leading news and review reels.
Presentation — Singing and dancing.
Feature — Otis Skinner in " KisComedy — Sunshine.
Wm. Fox meLiberty
Theatre —
t."■
Overture — Selections from " Aida,"
by Hoffman's orchestra.
Current Importances — Fox news.
Scenic — Universal.
Vocal Solo.
Cartoon Comedy — Mutt and Jeff.
Seri^ — Fantomas.
Feature — Pearl White in " The
Comedy — Ben Turpin in " A Close
Thief."
West Shave."
End Lyric —
Overture — By Dave Silverman symphony. Current Events.
Universal
Educational — Universal Scenic.
Selections of popularity by pianist.
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner.
Comedy — Sunshine.

DETROIT
Adams
Overture—— " Semiramide."
Current
Review.Events — Adams Topicai
Educational — Selected Scenic.
Comedy — " The Skipper's Narrow
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Feature
— "AnRay.
Old Fashioned Boy,"
Charles
Escape."
Next Week — " Habit " and " Love,
Honor and Obey."
Broadway Strand —
Overture and Dance — " Dance of
the Hours," Florence Rogge.
Educational — " The Cloud Line,"
" Mecca of France."
Special — Tableau to the New Year.
Comedy
" The OneFrazier.
Best Pet."
Vocal
— —Sudworth
Feature — " Midsummer Madness,"
William De Mille production.
Next Week — Same.
Madison
Overture tor——Herbert.
" The Only Girl," VicCurrent
Events
— Madison Topical
Review.
Educational — Selected Scenic.
Comedv — Buster Keaton in " ConVocal — Ruth Chase.
vict 13."

Special

'^SS

ME

QUICK

CLYDE COOK
tk« bi( hJt of the New Toik HJ^podmnit —
who U coDTTtUln; ftadjenccs wtt^ hu liiuiow
eel-like whreluis and KTsaBhopper uti£9 — u
*"gli"h paBtomimist who bids fur to reach
rang — jls afimDy,
rival ofandCharlie
Cha^
Uomimicry's
— Cook top
i& hilariously
Ihe produo
tioD itself riots with lanfhter.

Double column sizteen-inch ad for
•■ The Scuttlers " used by the Symphony theatre, Los Angeles.
Feature — " Billions," Nazimova.
Next week — Clara Kimball Young
in " Hush."
Washington
—
Overture — Selections

from

" Car-

Current Events — Washington Animated Review.
Educational — " Sea Planets."

January

8, ip 2 j

Comedies — Clyde Cook in " All
Wrong," Mutt and Jefif in "All
VocalStuck
— JohnUp."Drummond.
Feature
Mix. — " Prairie Trails," Tom
Next Week—" Dead Men Tell No
Tales."
BALTIMORE

A Seniiniry Scraps a! ijis Strand
Sandwiches and r\i:>sea in
Dormitory at Midnight!
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Week Co«mencliw5

Feature—" Money Changers."
Next Week — " Heritage " — With
Matty Roupert.

Junddv Dec IS?*

CINCINNATI

New TheatreCurrent Events — Pathe and Pathe
Review.
Vocal — Operatic Selections.
Feature — " The Great Redeemer."
Mildred Harris Chaplin
Parkway Theatre —
Overture — '' Christmas
Carol s."
The lobby and stage still wear
"CMdDacT'
their festive attire for the
Christmas holidays. On either
".'^LTl'. '""' « Finl HilioBll
side of the screen are Christmas trees illuminated with soft
Extra! Oh, Boy!
lights while overhead and on
the walls are Christmas
"MR. FATIMA"
wreaths.
EXTRA
No. 2 FOX NEWS
Current Events — " Parkway TopicaliousReview
"
made
up
of
vartOMORROW
news weeklies.
STRAND
HLSTTRA — EBNESTO NATIEU-O.Hs:
C«dn«w '^
Feature — " Hearts Are Trumps."
Next Week-Charles Ray in "Peaceful Valley"
Wizard Theatre —
Display for " Old Dad " and " Mr.
Second week of " Idols of Clay." Fatima,"
comcdiihonors,
and feature
vidingtheadvertising
Jramed dihy
Next Week — " To Please One
the Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Woman."
Strand —
CLEVELAND
Oxerture — Selections from " The
Greenwich Village Follies."
Theme — " The Love Nest."
Stillinan —
Current Events — Luke McLuke
Overture — Victor Herbert SelecSayings.
tions.
Comedy — Vanity Fair Girl's
Theme — " Now there's a story that's
Comedy, '' The Sleepj' Head."
old." from
" The Madcap Feature
Barry.
— " Dinty," with Wesley
s."
hes
Duc
t
ry
.
ren
era
nts
est
Dig
Eve — Lit
Cur
Next Week — " Unseen Forces."
dy — " Edgar's Little Saw " —
ComeBooth
Tarkington.
Alhanibra —
Featiire — " Conrad in Quest of His Overture — Selections from " Mary."
Theme — " Beautiful Annabelle Lee,"
uth." — Nazimova in "Bilby Geo. W. Meyers.
Next YoWeek
Current
— Loew's Up-to-Date
NewsEvents
Events.
lions."
Euclid— Comedy.
" Double Triumph " —
Overture — Selections from " The Comedy
Torchy
Fortune Teller."
Feature — " Blackbirds " — With JusTheme — " Kismet."
tine Johnstone.
Current Events — Pathe News No.
103.
Next Week—" The Mutiny of ElsiFeature — " Kismet."
Next Week — " Kismet " continued.
Metropolitan
—
Overture — Serenade
by Tittl Trio,
with
harp,
flute
and
'cello.
Theme nor."
— " Irish Melodies."
Current Events — Selznick News.
Comedy
— " The
Sleepy Head " —
Vanity
Fair Comedy.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Feature — " Dinty."
Next Week — " Unseen Forces " and
Harold Lloyd in " Number,

Overture
Walnut-— Scandals 1920.
Current Events — Pathe 101, Literary Digest 86.
Comedy — Going Through the Rye. —
Christie.
Feature
— Behold My Wife. (Second
week).
Next Week — Dinty.
Overture
— Raymond.
Strand
Current —Events — Pathe 102.
Comedy — A Trayful of Trouble —
Chester.
Feature — Curtain.
Next Week — What Women Love.
Current Events — Fox 77.
l ctures — Comedy.
eciasSp
Giatft
ureie—vePiAl
ba and the Forty
Fe
Th s. i Ba
Next Week — The Forbidden Thing.

Current — Events — Kinograms, LiterPalace
DigestScuttler.
86.
Feature —aryThe
Next Week — The Saphead.
CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ Offertory — " Cavalleria RusWoodlawn Topical Digest.
Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.
Comedy
— Sleepy Head.
ticana."
Overture — " Home, Sweet Home."
Feature — The North Wind's Malice.
Intermission — Syncopated Vamp.
Coming Feature — Heliotrope.
Riviera Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " The
Chocolate Soldier."
Scenic.
Specialty — A Holiday Festival.
Feature — Dinty.
Coming — Mildred Harris in Habit.
Central Park Theatre —
Overture
— " La Farza del Destine."
News Weekly.
Comedy — A Homespun Hero.
Scenic.
Specialty — Vocal solo by Madame
Hugette
Arlys,— "Nomads
Lakme." of the
Coming
Feature
North.

Knickerb
Please."ocker —
Overture tor
— Herbert.
" Mile. Modiste " — VicTheme — "E\Humming."
Current
ents — Urban Movie
Chats.
Comedy
A Close Shave " — Hallroom— "Boys.
Feature — " Honest Hutch ".— With
Will Rogers.
Next Week — Mack Sennett's " Love,
Honor and Behave."'
HufF man-Palace —
Overture — Raymond.
Themes — " In the Land of Yesterday " and " In Aly Igloo."
Current
News. Events — International

Maarict "THE
Coo&c atHUNTSMAN"
thm Orvf^ttrat Pipm Orfm.
Comedy — " A Domestic Knockout."
Educational — Ford Weekly.
"theTheBlue
MarkMouse
oj Zorro
"
display
used
bii
theatre. Minneapolis. Specialty
and —old.^Mona Grey in songs new
It was ten inches by three columns.

Quarter
page hyhandthe drawn
ad. fortheatre,
•■ The
t<cuttlers,"
Neicark, Terminal
\. ,/.
Barbee's Weekly.
Loop Theatre —
Universal
Ford Weekly.
Specialty — Alia Axiom, the master
mind-reader and crystal gazer.
Comedy — The Simp.
Feature — The Great Lover.
Randolph Theatre —
Comedy — Shuffle the Queens.
Feature — The Charm School, featuring Wallace Reid.
Coming Feature — Midsummer
Madness.
Organ Selections.

SUPERBA
I

*TM)

KINDS

LOVE.
OF
■VITHTHE SCREENS ifeNDER-OltCMEZrEASoN

Here is a double column hu ten-inch
display by the Angeles
Superba theatre, Los

Full page ichich Will D. Harris, manager of the Grand theatre, Columbus,
0., ran to advertise " Kismet "

Ziegfeld
Theatre
— Canyon.
Scenic — Arizona
Grand
Comedy — Wateh Your Husband.
Feature — The Mark of Zorro, third
week.
Coming Feature — Geraldine Farrar
in The Riddle : Woman.

Motion
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XcxiParamount.
Week — The Charm School —
Arcadia
I'ealure
— —To Please One Woman —
Paramount.
Lloyd.
Cf)medy
— Number
Please— Harold
Current Events — Pathe News.
Scenic — Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Xext Week— Same.
Victoria —
Overturc--Selections
from "Lucia."
Feature — A Slave of Vanity — Robertson-Cole.
Comedy
— One Best Pet — Educational.
Current P2vents — Pathe News.
Xext Broadway.
Week — 45 Minutes from
Feature— The Testing Block.
PalacePalace News — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Xext Week — The Mark of Zorro.
lust ircrl; at
ilKinii ml tor ■■ .1 \'oi<c in I In limk," /ih,
the Valifurnid tlieati'c, Los Antjclcs
Xext Week — Harriet and the Piper— Anita tScwart.
BOSTON
Palace
Feature —— Something Different —
Park Theatre —
Constance Binney.
Overture — Park Symphony Orchestra.
Feature —— She Played and Paid —
Empire
Weekly News — Two issues.
Fanny Ward.
Features— The Sin That Was His
— William Faversham. Risky
PHILADELPHIA
Business — Gladys Walton.
Beacon Theatre —
Overture — Piano and organ.
Stanton Theatre —
Screen Smiles.
Overture — Ilgarney — ■ Prelude —
Stanton Orchestra.
Features — Cinderella's Twins— Viola Dana. Something Differ- Feature — The Mark of Zorro —
ent— -Constance Binney. The
United Artists.
Cure — Chaplin reissue.
Comedy
— One Best Pet — Educational.
Kiylit-incli !>.(/ yn .

BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — Toy Symphony — Romberg.
Stage Setting — Contmuation of the
holiday setting, showing brillantly lighted and decorated
Christmas tree, Santa Claus
and his reindeer train and
snow-covered villages.
Vocal — A Granada. Sung by
Ralph Brainard.
Feature — An Old-Fashioned Boy —
Charles Ray.
Comedy — The Sportsman — Larry
Semon.
Current Events — Hippodrome Review, consisting of excerpts
from the leading weeklies,
Topics of the Day and hand
colored Pathe scenic.
Next Week— The Mark of Zorro—
Douglas Fairbanks.
Shea's Criterion —
Overture
Dream.— A Midsummer Night's
Stage Setting — A strikingly colored
and lighted stage picture typifying the coming of the New
Year.
Feature — Midsummer
Madness —
All-star cast.
Comedy — Dabbling in Art — Mack
Sennett.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Next Monte
WeekBlue.
— The Jucklings —
Mark-Strand —
Overture
— Scheherazada — ^Rimskj'^Korsakow.
Current Events — Latest Pathe
News.
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner.

Stanton News — Special selection of
interesting events taken from
all the weeklies of the world,
and compiled, together with
local happenings, by the Stanton
Cameraman.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.

I'eature — Flying Pat — Paramount.
Comedy
Regent —— All Stuck Up.
Current Events — Fox News.
Xext— Realart.
Week — Her Beloved Villain
Feature
— Behold My Wife — Paramount.
Capitol —
Comedy — Going Thru the Rye.

The first " Misleadi ig Lady" display
to be secured, theatre, Loswork
of Tally's theAngeles
Current Events — Select News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Xext Week — The Restless Sex.
sr. PAUL
Capitol Theatre —
Overture — Excerpts from " Thi
Red Mill"— the Capital Symphony Orchestra, Oscar F.
Baum conducting.
Duet numbers introduced during this overture are offered by
Miss Lillian Crosman and Mr.
Walter Pontius.
Capitol Digest.
Current Events — Pathe and International News.
Music in the Air — Seville, Spain —
Pathe color.
In the Land of Temples — Pathe.
Neighbors — Metro.
Crosman and Pontius — 1. " I Hear
You Calling Me " — Walter
Pontius, tenor. 2. " I Love
You Dear,"
from soprano,
" GlorianaWal"—
Lillian
Crosman,
ter Pontius, tenor.
Charles Ray in " Nineteen and

This is the way Arthur Stolte, manager of the Des Moines theatre, Des
Moines, Iowa, hilled " Unseen Forces "

Capitol Grande Organ — " The Evening Star" from
"Tannhauser"
—Phyllis."
Wagner.
Arranged
for organ by Arthur Depew.

Picture

News

Here is the January forecast for Famous PlayersLasky Coast studios:
Cecil B DeMille will still
be engaged upon his big allstar production based on.
" The Affairs of Anatol." Mr.
DeMille has decided upon
" Five Kisses " as the title.
William DeMille is expected to start on a new production for Paramount written by Edward Knoblock.
William D. Taylor wall be
working vehicle
on Elsie
Ferguson's
starring
— his
production of Arnold Bennett's "Sacred and Clayton
Profane Love."
Ethel
will have
started " Sham " under the
direction of Thomas Heffron,
adapted from the play by Elmer Harris and Geraldine
Bonner.
George Melford will have
begun
" The Money
wiUi Dorothy
Dalton Master
as star,"
supported
James Kirkwood and abysuperlative
cast.
This is from Sir Gilbert
Parker's novel.
In February Sam Wood
will begin upon the Elinor
Glyn story in which Gloria
Swanson is to star, and which
has been tentatively titled
" The Sheltered Daughter."
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
is also scheduled to start in
February on " Three Miles
Out " by Frank Condon with
James Cruze as director.

hy" o Same
"Torc
'Bill
HousesWeek
Chicag
Big
.According to Educational Films
Corporation, a greater exhibitor
interest in Torchy comedies is being shown than in any other series
on the market. The New York
office declares that every week sees
a number of important first run
theatres added to the list showing
the pictures made from the stories
by S e w e 1 1 Ford and starring
Johnny
Hines. incident is reported
An unusual
from Chicago where Balaban and
Katz's Central Park theatre showed
" Torchy in High," after it had already been shown in the downto^vn
district. During the same week the
Randolph theatre was showing
" Torchy's Millions."
It was a regular Educational
comedy week in Chicago for the
Riviera, the other Balaban and
Katz house had "A Homespun
Hero," a Christie; and Barbee's
Loop, the latest Chester, "A Tray
Full of Trouble."
Julian Josephson Joins
Goldwyn Scenarists
Goldwyn
announces
the scenario
acquisition of another
noted
writer as a member of its editorial
staff at Culver City, Calif., in the
person of Julian Josephson. Mr.
Josephson has. for a number of
years, been numbered among the
most original and successful of
screen writers.
As a member of the Goldwyn
scenario staff, under the direction
of Managing Editor J. G. Hawks,
Mr. Josephson will specialize in the
adaptation of stories for the use of
Will Rogers and Tom Moore.
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Kismet" designed by H. A. Albright, manager
the American theatre, Butte, Montana, and fully described on the
oppositeofpage

Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre. Providence, B. I.
Harold
Franklin,Schade
Shea'stheatre.
Hippodrome,
George J.B. 8chad«,
Sandusky.Buffalo.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. li. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Panl.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Lnxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Knhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Jnllns L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Uinneapolig.
Paul Gusdanovlc, Strand; fclcTeland, O.
0.
'EAgarC.Nomand,
Strand'theatre,
theatre,Minneapolis.
Flint, Hlch.
Charles
Perry, Strand
8. Toledo,
Banet O.McCormick, Gen. Mgr. Rivoli theatre,

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson. Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
B. B. WUby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman. Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Sallna, Kan.
Arthur
Iowa, G. StoUe, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Liwell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres.
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewlston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Bntte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Lonis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Hyman's

Picture

Christmas
Bill

A' c u' 4
Week

Arranging an all-Christmas bill for the
holiday week despite the fact that the feature, '■The Truth About Husbands," had
nothing in keeping with the yuletide spirit,
was the task the Brooklyn Strand theatre
met with semi-rehgious and Christmas
music and short film novelties of a Christmas trend.
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
divided a special Christmas overture number in half, the Strand Symphony Orchestra holding the spot for the first part and
Strand Choristers the second. The latter
group sang Christmas carols, notably " Silent Xight " and " Come All Ye Faithful,"
with the effect of the music coming from
inside a church edifice. The audience got
achurch.
tiny glimp.-<e of choristers inside a

Prologue stape setting for " XomadsLaramie,
of the fVyoming
North" presented by the Emfress theatre of

"

Kismet
on"
bby
Albright*
Butte sLo
Exhibitor
Gives
Skinner
Picture

Hyman gave a greeting to Strand fans
through tlie use of a short film which revealed the latest inventions in mechanical
Christmas toys and which ended with a
■ white " Christmas scene and the usual
greeting.
Another effective use of Christmas music was the utilization of the violins in the
orchestra
tlie playing
of Handel's
■' Largo.'' for
A Christmas
delight
for the
children was The Waltzing Doll," a
novelty in which Mile. Sylvia, looking for
all the world like a doll taken off a Christmas tree, danced. In this same number

Novel
Exploitation
niuch
that a good many managers in the
X THE opposite page is shown a smaller cities would
not be justified in
of a lobby display H.for A." Kiscut
Alo
met." the work of
going to the expense, but for the weekKathryn
James,
contralto,
run house, a Kismet " display just exbright, manager of the American
■ Lullaby."'
The set
was an sang
interiorStout's
with
a
fireplace,
mellow
lights,
etc.
of
American's
the
friend
during
me
used
that
like
actly
old-ti
"
Mont.!
Butte,
r,
theateNews, and author of many a clever
run with news stories just as Mr. Al.\nother touch of Christmas serious
the
bright put them over, will be a mighty
idea in exploitation that has found its way
music "vas the group presentation of Gougood
nivestment.
to the printed page of the Service Bureau.
nod's "Ave Maria," by Grace Bemadette,
our word
for it. Take Mr. Albright's and
soprano; Grace Mergelin, harpist, and A.
Ordinarilv we let the " picture tell the
stor\-," when it comes to describing lobby
Deubrille, violinist. As a little contrast
The result
of Mr.didAlbright's
ettorts
dollars
and cents
considerable
morein
so
is
n
creatio
t's
Albrigh
Mr.
but
,
displays
unusual that some text will be required to than provide Christmas money even in Mr. Hyman had a group of soloists attired in Irish peasant costume in an emerdo it justice.
these times of high priced cigars and other
Yuletide
necessities.
scenic set sing " Thine Alone,"
the display measFrom top to bottom
fromald*■green
Eileen," and " The Kerry Dance.'
ured 22 feet and 24 feet in width, bridging
the sidewalk as shown in the cut. It took
1,500 square feet on compo board to build
the display besides the necessary- framework. The entire display was done in
brilliant gold bronze, except the imitation
stone work, which was natural color. People were compelled to see the display— to
absorb it. W hile walking under it or
through it, they were confronted by photographs from the picture and advertismg about it on every side.
Mr. Albright did not stop, however, with
just a lobby. He began to advertise the
before " Kismet "
display.at Athe week
American. Mr. Albright
opened
started telling about the big front he was
going to build for the film, not only to individuals, but to the newspapers. Building plans were drawn and run in the
papers.
After the display was completed that
also was played up in the papers as a real
news story with cut to illustrate what had
Ga..
been done.
How much the lobby display cost Mr.
Lobby disflay used by Arnette .V. Atken. manager of the C^'^iciui,
Probably so
Albright we do not know.
for the engagement of " Go and Get It
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Lobby display for "Suds" by the Temple theatre, Brantford, Ontario, Canada
Allow
Crandairs
"Amateur
Night"
Washington Exhibitor Revives an Old
Exploitation Idea With Great Results
the promenades, lobby and sidewalk space
ANY picture is first-run as long as
for a block in each direction from the enyou haven't seen it. By the same
token, any theatrical innovation is
trance of the theatre at Georgia Avenue
a novelty as long as the clientele of the and Quebec Street. The attendance was
house presenting it perceives nothing
even greater than that which greeted the
time-worn in its operation. So it is that
opening of the house.
Crandall's York theatre in Washington,
Among the contestants for the first, secD. C, has recently smashed all attendance
ond and third prizes of $10, $5 and $2.50,
s
l
"
ur
record
by
the
reviva
of
"
amate
night.
respectively, the rivalry was keen but enThe York is the newest of the seven
tirely good natured. Singing, dancing,
Washington theatres owned by Harry M.
musical
acts, sidewalk dialogue in blackCrandall and is located in a growing secface and other forms of histrionic ention of the city which has never before
deavor afforded a varied and amusing
boasted of a theatre of the first class. The
innovations to which theatregoers of an
program.
older and more metropolitan neighborhood
are accustomed therefore strike a new
note in entertainment value in the vicinity
from which the York draws its patronage.
Having these thoughts in mind, Nat Glasser, manager of the York, hit upon the
notion heofhad
theconducted
local " amateur
night,"
which
with success
in

Audience
Shows

to

Pick

Decision by popular vote of the patrons
on what pictures to book is one of the
features of the policy of the Kinema theatre, Scotia, California, which opened recently. Scotia, a town of 100 population,
is situated in the Northern part of the
state. The patrons are mostly lumber
jacks and employes of a lumber mill at
that place, and the lumber company is interested inthe show house, which is managed by civic organizations and run for
the benefit of the lumber company employes. Bookings from the Educational
Film exchange in San Francisco are frequent. The Christie, Mermaid and Torchy
comedies seem to be very popular with
ihe patrons. G. H. Nutter is manager.

other houses.
The first amateur contest at the York
was held on Friday night, December loth.
With no further announcements than
could be circulated by means of slides and
one-sheets posted in front of the theatre,
the section of the national capital in which
the theatre is situated responded with a list
of entrants that numbered almost fifty.
Eight acts were selected for the first contest, and long before time for the contest
to begin the York's seating capacity of
1,000 was exhausted and crowds packed

Stage setting for "A Chinese Garden," St.
a specialty
Louis, Mo.number staged by the Missouri theatre,
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Liberty, Portland, Ore.,
Presents Christmas
Numbers
The Liberty theatre of Portland, Ore.,
as in former years presented a Christmas
prologue, but unlike the majority of its
specialty numbers usually produced as an
atmospheric
setting,
this screen
year's offering,
creation
had
no relation
to the

Inside lobby display for " Kismet "
when this
picture
played Saxe's
theatre,
Milwaukee,
Wis. Strand

" Curtain," being instead entirely symbolical of the Yuletide.
Three scenes were included in the one
prologue. The house is entirely dark
at the offset of the prologue, which
had for its introduction a set Paul
E. Noble, manager of the Liberty theatre,
himself designed. This set had a holly
wreath exactly 15 feet in diameter and
crowned with a huge red ribbon in the
center of the stage. On either side of it,
gigantic bayberry candles burned. Suddenly words explanatory of the scene
which follow appeared in the space left
open within the holly wreath. The origin
of Christmas Day and a brief reminder of
the three wise men as they followed the
Star of Bethlehem to the Saviour's birthplace constituted the first explanation
which preceded the scene described appearing within the holly wreath as the
words disappeared into blackness.
Clothed in the garb of ancient Palestine,
the three wise men, still pointing to the
star they have followed, were then seen
in the distance. Gradually as they approached the front of the scene they commenced singing the familiar paean, " And
in tne Mom a Christ Is Risen." The stage,
or rather that part of it framed by the
holly wreath, went into darkness again at
the end of their anthem.
Typical of what the world regards as
ideal Christmas weather was the scene
which follows. Hills of glistening snow
and ice and three merry sportsmen enjoying winter sports were shown. A song
interpretative of the scene was given.
Three cloister choristers were the center
of the third and last scene, which, after
several loved Christmas carols were sung,
concluded the prologue.

Stunt
nd
Tompkin
Novels'
Lobby Earthbou
Display Gets Attention
At Liberty Theatre, Colorado Springs
by Manager Tompkins and his staff artist.
LY extensive pubICULAR
A PARTlicit
A week in advance of the showing, hery campaign was used by J. L.
alds, window cards, throwaways and billTompkins, manager of the Liberty
boards announced the coming of " Earththeatre, Colorado Springs, Col., in exbound." A special newspaper advertising
" thbound."
ploiting Ear
campaign was conducted. A private
The chief exploitation stunt was a simof
showing of " Earthbound " had been held
front
In
display.
lobby
unusual
but
ple
in Colorado Springs several weeks in adthe ticket booth was a large revolving
vance of the booking, to which clergyoceans
and
ts
continen
the
globe, showing
men, city officials and others to whom the
of the earth. The globe was constructed
theme of the picture would especially apof wire frame covered with heavy cloth.
peal were invited.
A mechanical device to keep it revolving
was obtained at a cost of $25.
As the globe revolved the passers-by
could read the following three signs:
1. " Earthbound."
No
God,
No Sin.
2. " Earthbound."
No
Future Life.
3. " Earthbound " Now Playing. Two
large flood lights placed at the extreme
right and left of the lobby, underneath the
canopy, were focused so as to direct an
abundance of light upon the revolving
earth.
The panels on the left and right walls
were painted to represent the heavens and
the stellar constellations, with blue background. The lobby cards carried the
same suggestion of the blue sky with
white stars ; scenes from the picture were
mounted among the stars on these cards.
Aside from the flood Hghts focused upon
the globe, all of the lobby lights were a
dark blue. The effect of the lighting was
most striking and attracted a great deal
of attention. The display was designed Novelty cut-out lobby display for "Married Life" and "Even as Eve" by the Rivoli theatre,
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Here is Harold B. Franklin's Christmas stage setting, part of the
an story
elaborate
Vuletide
prologue staged at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, as described in
appearing
below

Franklin

Presents
Cut

Above

His

Christmas

Numbers

and Story Following
Hippodrome Holiday

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, manager
of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
never allows a national holiday or
other occasion in which the city, state or
country is interested to pass without observing the event with appropriate pictorial setting and house decoration. It is
into the Christmas season, however, that
Mr. Franklin throws the greatest effort.
Last week the big Buffalo house fairly
bubbled over with Christmas atmosphere,
which began atop the marque, filled the
resplendent lobby and auditorium and
ended in a blaze of glory in the magnifi|:ent stage setting.
I The top of the marque was literally
Mvered with green garlands suspended
between fantastic forms, such as stars,
noons, and other designs, all of which
ivere illuminated with vari-colored incandescent bulbs. Evergreens in strands
were also suspended around the edge of
Jie cornice of the marque, with lighted
istars interspersed.
1 Entering the lobby, one's attention was
nunediately drawn to a large Xmas tree
placed at the side of the escalator en:rance. This tree was brilliantly decorated and illuminated. Evergreens were
draped over all the lobby frames and the
lusters in the ceiling. From these clus:ers strands of red and green leaves were
::arried to the tops of columns at the sides
)£ the lobby. The effect of this lobby and
narque decoration was to immediately fill
)ne with the spirit of the Yuletide season
:hings to come on the inside of the theatre.
This expectation was realized. The inside of the Hippodrome was also lavishly
lecorated with red and green wreaths and
strands, with artificial snow covering the
ops of the wreaths. The stage setting,
lowever,
was ofthethechef
d'oeuvre,theme,
the piece,
ie resistance
decorative
and
10 Buffalo youngster who saw the Hippo-

Give Details of Shea's
Week Show
ly, different colors being switched on at
intervals. Flood lamps then covered the
Capitors Yule Tide
whole with vari-colored lights. Falling
Presentations
over the entire set was Franklin-manufactured snow. With the aid of a trusty
NE of the Christmas specialty
stage hand, Santa made his joiJrney across
numbers at the New York Capitol
o
this week is staged under the title
the sky safely. He and his outfit were
suspended on a wire. The figures were
of " Christmas Fantasy."
It opens with a very beautiful full
cut out of beaver board.
stage painting of the Saviour, the Virgin
All Buffalo talked about the HijjpoMary, the Wise Men, etc., done in subdrome Christmas decorations and Mr.
dued colors, shown and the Russian Cavas.
thedral Choir singing back of the canFranklin, contrary to usual customs, kept
the settings on the stage the second week,
At the close of the vocal number, an
changing the musical accompaniment to
appropriate Christmas composition, what
was supposed to have been the painting
Haydn's
" Children's Symphony," a comreferred to, is disclosed to have been a
position also calling for the use of nutransparency through which the picture
merous toy effects.
was shown, by the removal of the sheet.
The original is placed several feet back
These " atmospheric " stage pictiu^es
of the transparency drop with the Cathewhich Mr. Franklin has worked up to undral Choir grouped at one side of the
usual excellence are always an important
stage between the two. The Choir renpart of the Hippodrome program and do
ders other Yuletide songs after being
much toward putting the audience in a
presented in person to the audience, assisted by Bertram Peacock.
leceptive mood for the feature which folfows.
drome stage set will ever again venture
the statement that there is not a Santa
Claus. In introducing the settings, the
stage was darkened, and as the big symphony orchestra began to play Romberg's
'■ Toy Symphony," with all the effects, a
soft blue light was thrown on the orchestra. As the overture proceeded, the two
small settings at each side of the central
one were unveiled. One depicted an evening in the city and the other a night in
the country. At the climax of the symphonic picture the central picture was unveiled. Exclamations of juvenile delight
greeted the largest Christmas tree in Buffalo standing out in the foreground with a
little village nestling in the rear. Across
the sky came old Santa Claus and his reindeer train. When the curtains were drawn
on this set, the tree was illuminated slow-

Quaker City Has New
Picture House
Another new theatre was added to
Philadelphia's six hundred picture palaces on Thanksgiving Day, when the Carman, at Germantown Avenue and Hilton
Street threw open its doors. The Carman
is modern, attractive in appearance and it
devised a number of stunts to attract patrons. One of these was to offer a prize
of ten dollars to the person who could
guess sions
closest
the totalday.
number of admison the opening
" Half a Chance " was the feature of
the occasion, being shown for the first
time in Philadelphia. The Pathe News
filmed the crowd with the aid of flares, in
the evening, to the great delight of the
people there.

Motion
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Fischer
City

Newt

Evaded

a

Ordinance

1

Tiny strips
of Salle,
linoleum,
th<"
sidewalks
of La
111., planted
had the oneffec
of evading an obnoxious city ordinanc<
and proved an unusual bit of exploitatior
when ■' The Right to Love " played at thi
La Salle theatre in that city. Managei
Fischer and Dan Roche, exploitation representative from the Chicago exchange o:
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation co
operated on the exploitation and it v a'
Roche's idea that used the sidewalk a= ;
handy medium for spreading the message
of ■' The Right to Love." Under an old
time city ordinance, in some ways a deac
letter, the stencilling of signs, letters or an)
advertising material on the pavement v. a:
prohibited. Roche was passing a fumitun
store when the strips of linoleum in tht
window brought the inspiration. H<
purchased a dozen of these, cut to 2 by ;
feet, painted the words " You Have tht
Right
Love "street
on all
and spread their
on the tonearest
corners.

Here is another "Shipwrecked Ansonia
Among theatre,
the Cannibals"
lobby display.
Butte, Mont.
Majestic Ushers Get
New
Costumes
An atmosphere suggestive of the Orient, colorful and pleasing, has been given
the Majestic theatre of Portland, Ore., by
what
the g^rls
call "house.
Chinee " costumes for
the ushers
of that
Without exception the costumes are the
most lavish ever boasted by any Oregon
theatre, for they are entirely made of
heavy silk materials. J. J. Parker, half
owner with Jensen and Von Herberg, obtained the eight suits through a huge Chinese importing house while on a recent
trip to San Francisco. The uniforms were
made in China and conform in every respect to the usual clothing worn by almond eyed, dainty princsses of China.

Gets

It ivas used by the

Streamer

Across

Top of Page One
A full page streamer across the top
column of the front page of a newspaper
for a motion picture is so unusual that
when it occurs it deserves comment.
When " Humoresque " played at the La
Salle theatre, La Salle, 111., Dan Roche,
exploitation representative at the Chicago
Exchange of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, got in touch with the editor of
the La Salle Daily Post. The result of his
salesmanship was that the day the picture
opened the Post ran a seven-column
streamer head across the top of the front
page extreme
with the right
one hand
word column
" Humoresque."
The
followed
up with the story of the picture.

'Frisco Strand Stirs City
with Want
Ad.
There is no law on the statute book.'
to prevent the sale of a white child in tht
United States, probation officers and tht
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty tc
Children told the San Francisco distric!
attorney, who was wroth when the wholt
city was stirred last week by want ad.'
in the newspapers which read :
" A child for sale ; age 4 years ; excellent parentage ; excellent health anc
charming. Reason for sale, High Cost oi
Living. For particulars, apply Box 764
The advertisement, which caused widespread comment throughout the city
The Call."
when the newspapers all took up the sale
in their news columns and even editorially
was prepared by Mervyn W. Jackson, director of pubhcity of the Strand theatre,
as his first step in exploiting " A Child
for Sale," which is booked as the feature
at that theatre, week of December 19.

house Paul
staff Noble of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore, for his front of the
New usherettes, uniforms in real silks and brocades provided by Manager
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New

York Strand Presenting Big Holiday Bill
The holiday idea is being carried out
to the fullest extent at the New York
Strand this week, where Managing Director Joseph L. Plunkett has prepared a
program that radiates a joyous atmosphere that is synonymous with the Christmas-New Year period. The overture,
" Yuletide Tone Poem," is compiled with
the aid of four different compositions;
starting with " Stars on the Mountain,'"
and including " Round the Christmas
Tree," " Suite Villageoise " and " Adeste
Fidelis." Upon the beginning of the
fourth composition, the curtains on the
upper stage parted, showing the star of
Bethlehem looming in the distance. Nearing the close, the sky slowly became
speckled with stars and the Bethlehem
rays became deeper. The orchestra had
meanwhile finished its number and that
concludes the overture. The side panels
of the orchestra stage were mounted with
a huge toy soldier on each side, colored
spots being played on both. On each side
of the footlight exits miniature Christmas trees were illuminated. Then, with
the Strand Topical Review and the Chester scenic as a preliminary, " A Yuletide
FroHc," in four scenes, revealed itself as
the curtains parted again on the upper
stage.
Scene i of the " Frolic " was " Toyland," an elaborate painted set in which
Joseph Martel as Santa Claus takes the
audience through his domain, and shows
Estelle Carey, soprano, in a box dressed
as a doll. He brings Miss Carey forth
and .she sings, " A Doll's Wooing," and
is led back to her place in the box. In
song, Santa Claus tells of Jack-in-the-box,
whereupon the lids of four boxes in the
center of the stage fly open and the Strand
Male Quartette is seen in Jumping-Jack
costume. They sing " The Drum," and as
each, beginning with the tenor and finishing with the bass, sings his final note, he
falls back into the box. Scene 2 is an improvised film novelty, showing Santa
Claus loading his sleigh, traversing the
continent and entering a chimney of an
American home. In Scene 3, which shows
a beautifully painted room with candle
lighted windows and four stockings hang^
ing up at the fireplace, Santa Claus enters
from the fireplace and apparently begins
fining them. As he fills each stocking with
a supposed Jack-in-the-box a head of a
member of the quartette appears simultaneously. They then sing their numbers,
finishing with " Holy Light," which closes
that scene. The fourth scene shows a
church entrance at night with the falling
snow and Estelle Carey, attired in the
white gown of a nun, sings " In a Manger
Lowly." As the scene fades out the curtains are drawn, ending the " Frolic."
All settings were especially painted for
this occasion by Gates and Morange, and
the " Frolic " is probably the largest " production "ever presented on the stage of
the Mark Strand, New York,

Capitol Has Prologue
Kennedy
Feature

for

Girl
Thefeatu
," "the
re with
picHeartfor
Jazz gue
As thea prolo
ture at the New York Capitol theatre this week, S. L. Rothapfel is
presenting a specially engaged jazz band,
Mile. Gambarelli and the Capitol ballet
corps in a musical and dancing number.
opensMile.
withGambarelli
" jazz " music
byThe
the number
band with
and
her company giving original dances.

The cuts and the text on this page tell you about
the Christmas specialty number at the Strand
theatre. New York. The cut below is from
tcene i. The top cut is scene 3 and the center
illustration from the final scene
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FRONT VIEW OF PaOLOGuE.
PHrULI S'AS'
ABPANGED FOQ,"i9ano
Br
Managing OiQEcroeevnYtnAN
Adapted From tme: BRoaDwatTIoSiC Snow ScuieriME*
Line drawing for a prologue being staged this zveek by Edzvard
L. Hyman,
manager of the
explained
by the accompanying
text Strand theatre, Brooklyn, for " 19 and Phyllis" and fully

Another

Complete

Edward
"
w
sho
ve
abo
diagrams
THEhow two
Managing Director Hyman
staged his prologue for "19 and
Phyllis," which played at the
Brooklyn Strand.
Seated in the striped awning hammock,
indicated in center stage, a tenor and soprano sang the duet from " Sometime,"
the Broadway musical show.
At the close of the song, the tenor starts
to embrace the soprano but very tactfully
pulls down a white shade hidden under
the flap of the awning. As he pulls the
shade all the lights come down and the
500- Watt lamp (see figure L on drawing)
is switched on from back stage, revealing
the two singers in silhouette.
This scene is laid in a garden. On
right stage and left stage was placed a set
tree. Upstage was lined with set bushes.
Down center stage, almost on top of the
footlights, the awning hammock was set.
For theatres accustomed to using prologues, Hyman's novel number will probably prove to be the same sensation it was
at the Brooklyn Strand. The requirements for scenic effects are small, and although few houses are equipped with the
Strand's costly rheostat, or dimming device, three or four calciums, and a spot
from the booth, will enable any exhibitor
to put this number on the program with
the assurance that it will get the big reception itdeserves.
The following list is the key to the diagram :
F— FOOTLIGHTS. Alternate bulbs
in red and blue. At opening of curtains
red bulbs are up. Near the middle of the
duet, begin bringing down the reds ; coming up with the blues.
L — 500- Watt, white lamp. This is out
until cue from orchestra leader. (This
light goes on when white linen shade on
iiammock is being drawn by the male
singer.)

Prologue

Manuscript

L. Hyman's Introductory Number for
19 and Phyllis " Fully Explained swing.
C — CALCIUMS. Two on each side of on the 500 watt lamp placed in back of the
stage. Right stage one calcium is in lemon
FD — FOLIAGE DROP. Two drops
and the other blue. Left stage one calcium
is red and the other blue. Lemon and red
from right stage for big tree. One small
drop from left stage for smaller tree.
calciums play until middle of selection,
ST— SET-TREES. One tree left stage,
then bring them down, opening up slowly
and double clump right stage.
with the blues. This effect is heightened
by a calcium in light green playing on set
B— BUSHES. These are the set pieces
bushes upstage.
that will give the garden effect. Try and
TL— TO LIGHTS. Alternate bulbs in
get set of regular hedges. If these aren't
obtainab
le get three small potted trees.
red and blue, switch these with the footD— DROP. Sky drop. You can use
lights.
anything
but a drop with buildings painted
Here is the key to the settings with a on
it.
short description of the pieces:
G— GREEN GRASS RUG. Tr>- and
S — HAMMOCK
SWING. Striped
cover as much of the stage floor as possiawning swing situated center stage. Male
ble with the grass rug.
singer places one arm around back of
swing so as not to actually embrace the
That's a complete list of everything that
was used by Mr. Hyman, and the only
soprano. White curtain is concealed under flap of awning on hammock nearest
thing omitted is the light rose spot on the
audience. At closing passage of song male
singers, worked from the booth. Hvman
singer pulls down curtain and orchestra
used two
he
g with
leader buzzes electrician to turn the juice irised
the spots.
red at Openin
the time
the the
bluere'd,
came
up. The blue spot flooded the stage, as the
footlights, and toplights came up. All
lights are practically out, at close of song,
to get the best possible effects with the
silhouette on the hammock shade.

Towanda
Pa. Theatre
Be Completely
Remodeled

The cut shows the front of the New Garrick
theatre, Minneapolis' latest picture palace,
during its opening week zvith " The Furnace "

to

The Keystone opera house of Towanda.
Pa., an upstairs tlieater success fully operated by William ^^'oodin for a number of
>ears, is to be entirely remodeled shortly
so that virtually it will be a new house.
Associated with ]\Ir. Wooditi in the management ofthe Keystone is Mrs. Woodin.
Following an annual custom the Kevstone
management was host to a theater full of
ine.
Towanda
youngsters on Christmas mom-
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Views of Managing Director Hugo Reisenf eld's the
Christmas
oppositeweek
pagespecialty

"A Christmas Fantasy" at the New York Rivoli theatre as described on
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The stage setting and characters ap fearing in the Holiday week special attraction at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
appears below

Riesenfeld

Puts

MAS fantasy which comCHRIST
bines all the beauties of the opera
ballet, a fine singing chorus and a
most original bit of motion picture work
is Hugo Riesenfeld's contribution to the
permanent field of Christmas entertainment at the Rivoli theatre, New York,
this week.
The Rivoli orchestra plays as an overture von Suppe's " Jolly Robbers," to be
followed by a " Mutt and Jeff " cartoon,
whereupon the larger of the two holiday
specialty numbers on the Rivoli bill is presented under the title of " Christmas Fan-

and then came " Christmas Eve," from
Jules
Massenet's
opera, remained
" Werther."
All
this time
the chorus
hidden,
while the audience saw nothing but the
lighted church.
The fourth number, " Oh, Sanctissimus," among the most famous bits of
church music, brought the singers into
view. The church doors opened and the
worshipers marched out, men, women and
children, singing the carol. As they disappeared around the bend of the lane the
lights in the house came up and revealed
children at play dressing a Christmas tree
and dancing around it. As they played
they sang " Mary Had a Little Lamb,"
"bits.
Humpty
other instead
thildren's
The Dumpty,"
choice of and
children
of
trained voices for this little incident added
immensely to the effect of the whole presentation.
Two ragged little urchins, played by
Grace Eastman and Maria Lamor,_made
their way to the happily lighted window

Big

Original

A

tasy."
The drapes part, revealing a setting
worthy of a Broadway dramatic hit.
There was a church of rich Gothic design
and near it a house of simple Colonial
construction. In the distance one saw the
fields. A clear sky showed its stars.
As the curtains parted an unseen chorus of thirty voices was singing " Break
Forth, Oh Beauteous," a chorale by John
Sebastian Bach. The singers were behind
the scenes, but the ef¥ect, because of the
proper centering of lighting effects, was as
if a full congregation were singing in the
church. An old Christmas carol followed

on

York,

while the merriment was going on and
gazed in longingly. It was cold and uncomfortable for the two in their rags and
it was snowing. One of the happier children opened a window and threw out
something, which was eagerly seized by
the Tittle dancers, who wandered over to
the church steps, and, hugged in each
other's arms, fell asleep in the open.
Their first moments of drowsiness were
made pleasant by the chorus, which sang
again Massenet's " Christmas Eve " and
then echoes
Haydn's
Silent
Night."
As the
the
last
of "this
anthem
died out
most brilliant bit of the whole Fantasy appiared. Where fields and sky had been a
mfnnent before a screen appeared, but a
screen so constructed that it seemed less
like a screen than anything that has ever
before been used for projection purposes
in a theatre. It looked like a frame for a
dream,
which is exactly what Mr. Reisenfeld intended.
On this screen appeared the dream of
the two hungry urchins. They saw themselves at the Christmas dinner table, devouring drum sticks without the limitations placed upon children by polite society
or manners. They wallowed in cranberry
sauce, fruit and candy. More important
than all, they had a mother, who beamed
upon
could
prize
gifts,
to do

Prologue

them.'
And their
justbeautiful
as the rag
children
eat
no more,
doll,
Christmas
dream
their
of
package
winked one eye at them and started
stunts. It danced, turned somersaults and did everything except talk. The
delighted screen children gazed at their
wonderful screen doll with mouths wide
open and eyes popping out — and suddenly
the whole thing vanished — even the screen.
The stage was dark for the twinkling of
an eye and when the lights came up the
audience beheld a living rag doll on the
stage, doing, in a larger way, what the
screen doll had been doing. The living
dancer was Evelyn MacVay. Her dance,
entitled " Raggedy Ann," was from an

News

Story concerning the event

Yuletide

Christmas
at New

Picture

Show

Presented

Rivoli

original dance score by Hugo Riesenfeld.
Another bit of darkness and the " Raggedy Ann " dancer disappeared, while the
urchins still slept on the church steps. An
angel of light wanders onto the stage and
holds her torch of love over the younsters,
while from the distance one hears the
strains of the chorale, the finale of the
last act of Massenet's ' Werther." Then
the angel vanishes and Santa Claus, himself, appears with gifts. The youngsters
come out of their dream, seize their presents and dance around the stout old gentleman. As one jumps onto the sled, the
other seizes the reins and all three, children and Santa Claus, disappear, while
from the distance one hears the words of
" Noel " " Hail Christmas in Here."
It is almost impossible to give in words
the effect of this unusual bit of work by
Mr. Riesenfeld, who wrote the whole thing
originally to entertain his young daughter.

Christmas

Week

at

Graumaa*s, Los Angeles
A view of the annual Christmas special
prologue
Grauman's
theatre,
Los
Angeles, is at
presented
in the cut
appearing
above.
All the joys of the glad Christmas week
were symbolized in this big presentation
by 50 people on the Million Dollar Stage.
The costly rouge draper}^ revealed two
" kiddies " asleep. Toys became animated
in song and dance by pretty juveniles, the
city
ent. having been combed for the best talTwenty-five beautiful usherettes, selected from the house force numbering
forty-two, executed a novel drill, spelling
out " We Wish You A Merry Christmas."
Ten choir singers of mixed voices, and
(flad in old English costumes, sang sweet
carols.
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The Chicago office of Universal
resumed the regular weekly trade
showings of features and short
subjects on December 22nd and
from now on this will be a regular
event in the projection room each
Wednesday had
at one
o'clock.thatMany
exhibitors
requested
the
practice of showing the pictures at
a regular time be taken up again
and a large crowd was present at
the showing this week, at which
Gladys Walton in " Risky Business " and " Two Kinds of Love,"
with a special cast, including
Breezy Eason, were the pictures
screened.
f

FROM

and
REP

RESENT

Employees entering the service
from now on will be insured for a
thousand dollars upon completion
of
employment.
This
willsixbe months'
increased
next Christmas
by five hundred dollars. In the
event of death, Jones, Linick &
Schaefer will act as trustee for
the
anyother
employee's
child,benefit
fatherof or
relative.wife,
Should an employee become disabled so that he cannot perform
his duties Jones, Linick & Schaefer
will pay the maximum of his policy. In making his announcement
.A.aron J. Jones, president of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, said : " The
certificates are presented in appreMary Miles Minter stopped over
ciation of earnest and faithful serin Chicago for a few hours on her
vice and an expression, in substantial form, of the value we place
way East last week. She is planning to spend a month or more in
and around New York and would upon our employees' loyal co-operlike while there, she stated, to start
work on a picture, but this will
Johnny Maple, of the Northwesthave to be decided after she ar- ation."ern Film Corporation, Sheridan,
rives in New York.
Wyoming, spent the week in Chicago. He had with him the reJoe Friedman is back at his desk
cently completed Indian feature
again after a week on Broadway, picture and is making arrangeduring which time he discussed
ments for the distribution of the
future plans for Federated and series of five reelers to be put out
also, it is reported, acquired some by his company during 1921.
new pictures for Celebrated to release in this territory.
Adolph Powell, of the Rex theatre, brought joy to five hundred
Mesco Pictures Corporation has children and five hundred adults at
completed the shooting of interiors the Northshore Tuberculosis Sanitarium, when he put on a complete
for their feature, " Jesse James
Under the Black Flag," at the free motion picture show for them
Rothacker studios, and Manager on Christmas Eve at the institution.
Harvey Hoffman, Director Franklin B. Coates and the principals of
A letter of Christmas greeting
the company have returned to Kan- from Ralph B. Staub, the camera
sas City, where the cutting and man who went north several months
titling of the picture will be com- ago to secure pictures, brings the
pleted.
information that he has left Alaska
for Los Angeles and thinks that the
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," the subjects he has shot should make a
big Vitagraph special, is proving a good picture. They include closeremarkable box office attraction ups of caribou in numbers from one
throughout the Chicago territory, to five thousand, mountain sheep in
according to Manager Tarbell, of the high mountains and rocks, bear
Vitagraph's
near Mt. McKinley and
Plans are now Chicago
being madeexchange.
for the pictures
last, but not least, plenty of dog
release
of " believes
Black Beauty,"
whichof team pictures.
Mr. Tarbell
will be one
the most successful pictures ever
put out.
Balaban & Katz's magnificent new
theatre, the "Tivoli," is being
Each year Jones, Linick & pushed to completion and it is
Schaefer remember their employes planned to open this forty-five hundred seat house early in February.
from the topmost to the smallest as
a reward for faithful service. This John Balaban will be manager and
year their present was more sub- is already engaging the people for
stantial than at any time in the the house. Jesse Crawford, forpast. Every employee was given
merly organist of Grauman's Los
an insurance policy. The newer Angeles theatre, and will be in
charge
help will be given a policy calling Tivoli. of the big organ at the
for a death benefit of a thousand
dollars, and this will range to
Albert W. Hale, well known
twenty-five hundred dollars, according to length of service. On director and producer of photoplays, spent Friday and Saturday
each succeeding Christmas these
policies will be automatically in- in Chicago, en route from Florida
creased by five hundred dollars to the Mayo Brothers Hospital at
provided continuous active service Rochester, Minnesota. Mr. Hale is
has been rendered during the year suffering from a painful illness and
immediately preceding, until a is going to the famous physicians
maximum of five thousand dollars to have a diagnosis of his case and
is attained.
possibly submit to an operation.
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Messrs. Foster and Teeter are Crown, Midway, Chateau, Calo,
now offering patrons of their Buck- Commercial, Frolic, Lane Court,
ingham theatre some of the finest Milford, Peerless, Terminal, Forest
music to be heard in Chicago. They Park, Palace and West Englewood.
have engaged Hugo Brumlik and his Special features in the way of onelarge symphony orchestra, beginning three and six sheets, lobby displays
this week, to play overtures and the and other advertising accessories
incidental music. Mr. Brumlik for are being provided by Gollos Enterprises who control the Illinois and
several years has been in charge of
tiie music and entertainment at the Indiana rights to the production.
Terrace Gardens and Morrison
Hotel and will have as his director
Three Chicago stars in one picand concert master Carlotta Steinture, "Dinty,"this
which
was gave
showngoodat
the Riviera
week,
dal.
material for publicity stories to put
Manager Carl Harthill of Reel- the picture over big at the popular
craft Pictures Corporation has re- north side theatre. The stars are,
turned from Kansas City where his Tom Gallery, son of Captain
company recently took over the Michael J. Gallery, a veteran Chibusiness and assets of the Equitable
cago police officer ; Kathleen Morrison, who is known on the screen
Film Corporation. While in Kansas
City Mr. Harthill installed G. L. as Colleen Moore, and Pat O'Malley
Stiles as Kansas City manager for who haUs from Ireland but is a
Reelcraft and arranged for the dis- citizen of the Windy City by adoptribution, of Reelcraft productions
tion and a nephew of Superintendthroughout that territory. Mr.
ent Michael O'Malley of the second
Stiles has been manager of Reel- division, Chicago Post Office.
craft's Milwaukee office.
Thirty thousand kids, members of
W. D. Russell of Russell-Greiver- the Peter Rabbit Qub, were the
Russell, is making a flying trip to guests of forty-four Chicago theatres this week. Special features
Los Angeles in the interest of his
company and while there will visit were arranged for at the various
their coast studios and confer with houses in addition to the regular
his son, B. D. Russell, who has programs and the big party was a
charge of production, as to future bright feature of Christmas-New
plans. It is rumored in film circles Year week for the youngsters.
that Mr. Russell will return with
Ascher Brothers have fixed Janucontracts with two or three wellknown stars in his grip.
ary 6th as the opening date for
their new Palace theatre at Peoria,
Dorothy Phillips, her husband, one of the most beautiful houses in
Allen Holubar, and Al Kaufman, the central west. It will bring the
were in Chicago for a few hours number of houses in active operation under the Ascher banner to
last week on their way from the
Coast to New York and made their twenty-four and like the West
Englewood theatre, which was
headquarters
at Max Goldstine's
office in the Consumers
Building. scheduled to open in Chicago on
Mr. Holubar stated that he hoped December 30th, will offer Ascher's
to have the first showing of his Unified Program including a feature picture, five acts of high-class
latest picture, "Man, Woman, Mar- vaudeville
and special musical feariage,"
at
a
Chicago
movie
house.
tures. Charles Menzing has been
It is a tremendous production and
transferred
to Peoria to manage the
hundreds of mounted men and
women are shown in a battle be- Palace, having been manager of
tween the Amazons, led by Miss Ascher's Oak Park theatre for some
Phillips and the masculine soldiery. time past. Harry Ascher and Mr.
The main part of the story, how- Menzing went to Peoria Monday
ever, is modern and up to date in to complete plans for the opening.
every detail. Marshal Neilan and
Blanche Sweet also passed through
New Year's eve midnight shows
Chicago and went East with Mr. promise to be popular this year in
Holubar and Miss Phillips.
Chicago and many of the larger
moving picture houses have arS. E. SchafTer, of S. E. SchafTer
ranged elaborate programs in addition to the regular picture features.
& Company, is making a trip to
Pittsburgh and New York in the in- In conjunction with the pictures
terest of his concern and expects Ascher Brothers will present elaborate cabaret reviews and report the
to be back at his headquarters in
the Film Exchange Building, 207 Chateau theatre already sold out
S. Wabash avenue, the first of and only a few seats left at many
next week.
other of their houses. From reports coming in from theatres in
Gollos Enterprises have just widely separated districts a record
closed a deal with Ascher Brothers New Year's eve business is indifor the showing of the big special cated.
feature,
" Whispering
" at
The next luncheon of the Motion
the
following
theatres Devils
: Adelphi,
Columbus, Cosmopolitan. Kenwood, Picture Press Club will be held at
Metropolitan,
Oakland Square, the Stratford Hotel on January 7th.
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By Charles

The basis upon which the First National Conference of Motion Picture and
Musical Men is called, is expressed in the
following " credo."
The time has come for a concerted
action on the part of the musical and
motion picture interests for an alliance which will have for its aim the
simplification of motion picture music; an alliance which will serve both
musicians and motion picture interests for the mutual welfare of the
industry and arts, an alliance which
will further the movement to bring
good music into the motion picture
theatre as a means for the development of the highest type of picture
patronage.
The time has come for a definite
move in this direction. The First
National Conference will be important not only for what it accomplishes
but for what it sets in motion and
for the goal toward which it moves.
The best way to make musicians
understand the theatre needs and to
make the theatre men get the most
out of the musicians, is for both interests to know each other intimately
and to make their plans in common.
With this attitude the First National Conference of Motion Picture
and Musical Interests is called.
At the present writing, over one hundred important individuals have indicated
their intention to be at the conference,
which as has been stated is being held at
the Hotel Astor, New York City. The
dates? January 24-25-26.
The extra evening is in the nature of
a Prelude or a Prologue to the Convention, on the night of January 23rd, for
those who can make their plans to get to
New York by seven-thirty the day before

Newi

"Picture

Picture-Musical

^^T "T T HA T can be done at a three\\ day session of musicians and
motion picture
men and
women? "
This question has been propounded by
a number people in all parts of the country, especially those who have been debating : " Is it worth while to go to this
conference ? "
Well, to tell the truth, it's so hard to
squeeze all that ought to be done into
three days that it's running over into an
extra evening! And every minute of the
time will be occupied by the visiting delegates in fruitful and significant discussion
and action.

Picture

D.

of

the

First

Motion

Conference
Isaacson

Next week Mr. Isaacson will write a
special story on the " Musical Aspects of
' Way Down East.' "
the formal opening. This Prelude is in
the nature of a great big Concert at DeWitt Clinton Hall, a regular Globe Concert (dedicated by The New York Globe
to the Motion Picture Musical Conference. This Concert is a " Special Movie
Night." It will be held before an audience of three thousand, who will listen to
the virtues of the film theatre as a means
of developing art — a medium for the bettering of American taste. The subject of
the principal address will be " Behold the
Picture Theatre: Patron of Art." The
musical numbers will include the famous
Oumansky Ballet, Emanuel Liszt, baritone; Amanda Brown, soprano; Erna
Prelka, contralto; Hugo Riesenfeld and
Nat W. Finston will speak. The visiting
honor.)
delegates
will occupy the chairs of
Of course the formal opening will not
come until Monday morning, January
24th. At 10 A. M. sharp, the meeting will
be called to order, in the big reception
room of the Hotel Astor. The purposes
of the conference will be tersely and emphatically announced. Immediately the
organization of the new association:
" The Association of Motion Picture and
Musical Men " will be affected. There
will be no loss of time, in fiddling about;
everything will have been prepared in advance, for submission to the delegates.
Such elections and committees as shall be
needed, will be quickly carried over.
Then will come the presentation of the
Music Tax Pact, which alone makes the
first conference worth while. If this pact
is acceptable to both sides in the music
tax feud, it will settle an annoying problem of the industry. The Society of
American Composers and Authors will
present the pact, which, if acceptable, will
be endorsed by the new organization, and
the
ever.fight on that subject will be ended forImportant discussions will then occupy
the first morning session. The dean of
the picture-musicians, Samuel Rothapfel,
will discuss the psychology of picture
showmanship of music. It is but meet
that the man who first saw the possibilities
of music in pictures should analyze his
vision and hopes at the outset of the conference. Then it is particularly seemly
that the dean of American musical publicists, John C. Freund, should tell how the

'■ Musical Fraternity Becomes the Ally oi
the Picture Theatre." Mr. Freund is the
owner and editor of " Musical America ''
and " Music Trades," as well as othei
musical publications. When he speaks,,
his words reach every musician in America, every musical instrument and publication man. He has, moreover, two hundred newspaper correspondents throughout the country, who carry his words to
their cities and towns. He represents the
musical fraternity. The South will then
speak through Maurice Barr, manager of
the New Orleans theatre and special representative of the Saenger Amusement
Company. He will tell of Standardization of Music for the Films " — one of the
big subjects of the conference. Ernest R.
Voigt, head of the Boston Music Company, will show how it is essential that
picture musicians must be specially
trained. He has been investigating the
subject, with discussions with musical
schools and universities over the country.
His findings are contained in " Picture
Music and Musicians of the Future."
After a short adjournment will come
the first " Exhibit " of the conference —
— and there will be many. In the opinion
of the present writer, these exhibits as
handled will be worth thousands of dollars to any theatre owner, and will prove
to be the most valuable lesson any musician could get !
The delegates will assemble at the Capitol theatre, where there is arranged a special musical program. This will be followed by a analytical discussion of the
music in its relation to the picture. Why
was the music used? How was it found?
How could it be adapted to the smaller
theatre, etc. This discussion will be
headed by Samuel Rothapfel, and will be
seconded by Erno Rapee, the conductor
of the orchestra of the Capitol theatre,
who will show the relation of the orchestra
to the show.
Think of it ! A show in the Capitol,
discussed in detail as to its meanings and
relationship to other theatres ! What is
that worth?
After this discussion, Carl Joseph Briel
will tell of " The Complete Music Score."
Mr. Briel is probably the foremost film
composer, and has had an opera produced
by the Metropolitan Opera Company. Nat
Finston, formerly conductor of the Capitol, has some important ideas on " The
Grand
Then Opera
" The Film."
Cue Sheet." There's where
one of the first big fights of the conference
{Continued to page 589)
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Charles Urban, president
of the Kineto Company of
America, Inc., has sent Carl
von Hoffman, a traveller and
photographer, on a trip to
Asia Minor to gather more
material for the Movie Chats
and Kineto Reviews. Mr.
von Hoffman sailed last
week. He will be away for
about six or eight months.
When Mr. von Hoffman
completes his schedule in
Asia Minor he will follow a
route in Europe. Mr. Urban
wants him to particularly
secure some material in
Spain, to round out certain
portions of the Urban Library. Morocco and portions
of Africa will also be visited
for the benefit of the Library.

"Parish Priest" Seen on
Stage in New York
While Herman J. Garfield is seeking to make arrangements whereby
his screen version of the old Dan
Bully vehicle,
" Thetwenty
Parishyears
Priest,"
which
opened just
ago
this month and is still paying big
royalties to its author, Daniel L.
Hart, can enjoy a run on Broadway,
the stage version is playing at a
New York theatre. On this occasion "The atParish
Priest " istheatre.
being
presented
the Yorkville
Where the film version will be presented will depend upon what arrangements Mr. Garfield makes for
a Broadway House as he is particularly anxious to find a theatre where
the drama will be allowed to run
without interruption as long as its
popularity promises that it will run.
Stiles Gets Reelcraft
Kansas City Post
G. Lawrence Stiles has been appointed to the position of manager
for the new branch office and exchange of the Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation, which was formally
opened last week at 928 Main street,
Kansas City, Mo., being transferred there from the Milwaukee
Exchange of Reelcraft.
Mr. Stiles is well known in the
picture industry, having entered
through the position of Location
Manager for the old Vitagraph
Company in Brooklyn over twelve
years ago.
District Manager Carl Harthill
of Reelcraft has promoted Lou
Anger, a salesman of the Indianapolis office, to the position vacated
by Stiles, as manager of the Milwaukee exchange, in recognition of
his past work on the selling force of
Reelcraft.
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No Fischer
Propaganda
in FoxProduction
Hush''
Premiere
in Boston
It is announced by David C.
Clara Kimball Young Picture
Fischer, director of " In the Shadow
Does Heavy Business at Park
of the Masterplays,
Dome," the Inc.,
new eightFoxFischer
THE New England territory has her pictures. Sumptuous scenery, reel feature drama, that his latest
once more justified its reputa- lavish gowns, brilliant interior sets production is not political propation as being a Clara Kimball and extravagance of investiture
ganda in any sense of the word.
Young stronghold, according to have always appealed to Bostonians. The locale of the photoplay is
Sam
Grand
of
the
Federated
Equity. Last week, the fifth Clara
and the story deals with
Film Exchange of New England, Washington
the social activities of our national
Kimball
Young
production,
"Hush,"
whose author is Sada Cowen, re- the franchise-holder of the Young law-makers and the intrigues of the
sponsible for " Why Change Your productions, is now capitalizing on
House. However,
of the play Mr.
does Fischer's
not take
Wife?" as well, made its debut at the
" Hush." treatment
number offirst-run
bookingsofdemanded
the Park theatre and played to one The successful
sides in any of the great political
of the most prosperous runs any by his exhibitors is said to be ex- issues of the day. Nor does the
ceeding all bounds. Immediately
production ever enjoyed at that
criticize the method of law
house, reports from the company " Hush " terminated its run at the play
making as it is accomplished in
state.
Park, Grand communicated its box- Washington. It merely states the
Just one month ago, the fourth office record to all his exhibitors.
for booking dates fol- problem and shows how the wellYoung production, " Midchannel," Requests
Congressman
can lobbies
overlowed fast, and Grand has ordered meaning
come the efforts
of insidious
played
one theatres
week at two
of Boston's two extra prints from Equity to acfirst-run
simultaneously
and
create
beneficent
laws.
commodate his exhibitors.
and filled both houses. This is said
to be the first time any production
An extensive exploitation camhad a simultaneous run in Boston
paign is now being prepared by
and
the
test
with
"
Midchannel
"
Equity for the benefit of " Hush " Alt and Howell a Team
proved the strength of Miss Young. exhibitors,
and small,
The reason for Clara Kimball which is saidboth
to belarp^e
sensational,
and
of Long Experience
will shortly be announced to
Young's popularity in the New which
England territory is declared to be the trade, and sent in detailed form
Alexander Alt, who is co-starring
due to the finesse and artistry of to all " Hush " franchise-holders.
with Helen Howell in two-reel
comedies now being produced by
the Union Film Company at Sherstates are
that in
he and
Direc-of
torman,Al Cal.,
Martin
receipt
Special
to Increase
Output
many offers for the release of their
More
Production Planned With
comedy
Both productions.
members of this comedy
team have had a varied experience
Elimination
of
Exchange System
on the stage and screen. Mr.
producing unit that has been re- both
ivelyscheduleincrea
sponsible for the Chester Conklin Alt originally embarked on his
AN extensduction
has
1921 profor sed
screen career at the old Thanbeen arranged for by the Special comedies.
hauser Studios after a successful
Pictures Corporation, announces
" Dick " Burrud, creator of the vaudeville
tour throughout the
that company, following the turn- Sunset-Burrud series of scenics will country. Miss Howell has played
ing of their distribution over to start on another expedition early in
the Federated Film Exchanges of 1921, while the best part of the opposite Smiling Bill Parsons, FlanAmerica and the elimination of travel pictures secured during his nigan and Edwards, Edwards and
others. The two comedians
their own exchange system.
" Tia Juana, Mexico to Nome, Fay and
been playing together for some
With the money that has formerly Alaska" jaunt are yet to be re- have
time.
been used in maintaining their own leased.
distribution organization the Special
Two
two-reel
western
companies
Pictures, it is said, will be enabled
at the Special Picto more than double production will beturesworking
studio, the Art Acord Comactivities at their studios in Hollypany of which S. M. Piercy is pres- "A Dog Gone Mix Up"
wood.
Is Fourth Hallroom
and theG."Broncho
Billy"at
According to Louis W. Thomp- companyident with
M. Anderson
"A Dog-Gone Mix-Up" is the
son, president of Special, the out- its head.
title of the fourth of the new series
put of Comiclassics will be doubled.
Instead of releasing one every two
Hallroom Boys Comedies, released
weeks there will be one release a
by
C.tion ofB.NewC. York.
Film Sales Corporaweek. Such stars as Ford Sterling, Lubin Reports Only 3
Territories Unsold
Neely Edwards, Charlotte Merriam,
The comedy was directed by HerStanley Laurel and Eddie Baker
man C. Raymaker, under the superwill be seen in the Comiclassics of
vision of Harry Cohn and is one
According to Bert Lubin, prowhich Reggie Morris will continue
the greatest hazardous stunt
ducer of " Honeymoon Ranch," the of
state right market is in excellent comedies ever filmed, according to
as director general.
Louise Fazenda will return from shape insofar as moderate priced Jack Cohn who is now cutting and
her nation-wide tour early in 1921, productions are concerned. Lubin titling this release.
and all will be in readiness for her reports that there are now but three
Polly Moran is tlee comedy feeder
to start production within a week open territories on his Western to Percy and Ferdie. Herman C.
after her return. An internation- state rights feature, this despite the Raymaker, who directed this
ally known comedy director has fact that it is just two and a half comedy, will be remembered for the
been engaged to handle her two- months since he first offered terri- comedies he produced for Keystone,
nett.
reelers, which are to be sponsored
by the A. L. Hart productions, the sale. tory on " Honeymoon Ranch " for Poppy, Hank Mann and Mack Sen-
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yourself in the
sharpshooter class
It's
Never,
Says
Eckels
ICATION nothingor
MUNNow
A COM
short of an emphatic wariiing 1 92 1 to Decide Fate and prepare for a quick exit.
to State Right exchange men
" Make all adjustments with recof State Right
ord-breaking speed— and show up
has just been issued by Eddy Eckthe
program exchanges by contrast.
els, general manager of the IndeExchanges
Ship your films infallibly — and ship
pendent Films Association.
bankroll to buy the quantity of film them in good condition. Keep your
Mr. Eckels' warning cautions the they'll have to have — because the contracts — verbal or written — to
independent dealers against mispace is going to increase in swift- the letter. Do not misrepresent.
takes and missteps during the com- ness.
Do not gouge— quote rental prices
ing year, which he says will be the
that fit conditions— and nobody
" And it's going to take a bank- knows
biggest
year
the
independent
marthose conditions better than
roll so big that all drafts and C. O.
ket has ever known.
each city, village and hamD.'s may be met fully and promptly you,let in
in your territory. Be fair and
" This is the year that the inde- —because the money that goes into
pendents are going to do either one that channel is the money that will square. Play clean ball !
of two things," says Mr. Eckels. keep the lifeblood flowing into the
" I warned against misrepresen" They will either build themselves veins of the producers who are just
tation. Here's another warning
an everlasting monument or else dig beginning to specialize on the inde- that I want
to make as rigid as I
their own grave.
pendent market and turn out the can put into words : Don't buy
" It is the year of the State kind of pictures that will make
Let 1921 sound the death knell
money for the State Right ex- of " this
Right men's biggest opportunity," changes.
junk
! kind of stuff. Buy on the
he continued. " If they watch their
step the open market will be so
" That's why I shout at the top basis of quality and merit. Quit
everlastingly established in another of my lungs at this time for the thinking of yourselves as the Cheap
twelve months that nothing can State Right exchanges that expect Johns of the industry. Go out and
shake it.
to keep pace with the unprece- buy good pictures — you'll find them
dented progress which 1921 will in demand. Moreover, you'll find
" There are four main things I
them this year easier to get than
would warn the independent ex- bring forth to strengthen them- ever before, because the producers
selves financially and then still furchanges about, and the first of
ther strengthen themselves.
are centering a good deal of attenthese is to strengthen themselves
tion on the independent market, and
"
Another
thing
I'll
warn
the
infinancially. They've got to play ball
dependents isthat they must play they'll continue it just as long as
or quit — one of the two. The clean ball now.
This year is going to the independent market justifies
choice is theirs. But I'll say one
be
a
test
in
more
ways than one — their doing so.
definitely
— it's
to take
" Remember this : You don't have
athing
bankroll
to play
the going
game the
way and one- of them is dependability.
The sharpshooters and the shysters to take somebody else's leavings
it's
got
to
be
played
in
the
next
will either play straight clean ball or this year unless you deliberately
twelve months.
get themselves eternally kicked out choose to do so.
" It's going to take a bankroll to of the industry. Tricky dealings
" The selective privilege is yours.
buy the sort of stuff the theatres will
be tolerated — there has Exercise it !
will be wanting in greater and been not
too much trickiness in the
" Watch your step and you've got
greater volume of bookings — and program field. Show the exhibitors the enemy licked and yourselves
established
with your feet on a
that
you
are
square
shooters
and
I'll touch on this subject again
presently.
It's going to take a they'll meet you fifty-fifty. Put

Kremer
Flays
the
MER, president Newspaper Article is
KREor
OR
VICT
Kremer Film
of the Vict
Features, in a recent stateAnswered by Inment, takes vigorous exception to
the article published in one of the
dependent Man
New York dailies in which a gen- date in film stocks, may have been
ook for the ineral pessimwasistic outl
dustry, given.
the reason
the itarticle's
tion, but be for
it as
may it publicaremains
The article in question dealt with
the calamitous conditions allegedly that in the propaganda to create
prevailing at present in the motion panic the author has overstepped
picture industry. Picturing Los himself through his extravagance
prophesy and his carelessness in
Angeles as a desert filled with an of
army of some 50,000 idle persons the use of figures.
whose sole means of livelihood had
" To start with the wildest imagination would never permit of the
been in connection with the camera
world the article went on in its idea that there were 50,000 persons
the motion picture ingloom mostfilled
style to of
prophesy
al- engaged dustryin
the elimination
the third
in Los Angeles.
industry of the country and that
" It would seem extravagant to
men and women who had hereto- say that one-third that number
fore earned their living in this were actually employed there.
highly profitable line of endeavor Again, the picture drawn of sheriff
must henceforth seek other avenues sales of studios, auctioneer signs
and cobwebbed windows and rusty
of income for their daily bread.
" That the article was inspired hinged doors is an exaggeration
that amuses more than it creates
seems peradventure of any doubt,"
or has a tendency to
said Mr. Kremer, "but the motive depression
back of the same is enigmatical. strike fear.
" From all reports from the
The general impression that I have Coast
the studios are filled daily,
gained is that strong Wall Street
influences, for reasons that may be cameras are clicking on locations
divined were responsible for the in and about the city and generally
same.
conditions are about as normal as
"The rumor that a new powerful one would expect at this time of
trust proporcompany, assuming
" Within the coming month I will
tions, was about to enter the field
start the first of the series of eight
and that as a logical result the year.
Western pictures with Texas
present ' Big Fellows ' might suffer Guinan
as the star and other indemay have been the cause, or again
pendent producers have informed
for purposes of creating a bear
market, worse than it has been to me of their plans which are that

Pessimists
rock."
they also contemplate producing
very shortly. On the whole I can
see no reason for alarm, but rather
I am of the belief that the year
1921 will prove a most profitable
one in the motion picture business.
"As I have said in a previous
interview all that remains for conditions to improve is that the independent producer, exchange and
exhibitor get together and have a
better understanding and the few
small clouds on our horizon will be
dispelled and the sun will shine for
us as in the past, despite the loud
wails of the calamity howlers."
Truth

Picture

News

Irving Lesser, brother of
Sol Lesser, arrived in New
York on last Sunday. Mr.
Lesser, who may be listed
under ducerthe
" pro" will heading
make hisof stay
as
brief as possible as the activities of his Western Picture
Exploitation demand his
presence on the Coast.
He stated that he could not
as yet divulge the motive for
his Eastern visit, but that he
will make several important
announcements before returning to the Coast.
Mr. Lesser is making his
headquarters with Harry D.
Wilson at the Capitol theatre
building, and is residing at
present at the Astor Hotel.
Arrow
Film Appoints
Two New Salesmen
W. E. Shellenberger, president of
the Arrow Film Corporation, announced the appointment of two
additional special representatives to
the sales force of the Arrow orIn accordance with the recently
ganization.
announced policy of expansion of
the Arrow Film Corporation an increase in the sales force became
necessary and appointment of
Thomas A. Curran and C. M. White
was the first step preparatory to
handling the greatly increased output of the Arrow during the coming year.Mr. White and Mr. Curran
Both
are experienced film men who are
said to be well fitted for the work
they will have to do in their new
positions. Mr. White was for a
number of years connected with
Gaumont and has had a great deal
of practical motion picture experience. Mr. Curran acquired most
of his motion picture experience in
Australia, of which country he is a
native. While there he had a
thorough training in theatrical and
motion picture matters. Both Mr.
White and Mr. Curran will spend
some time in the New York offices
of the selves
Arrow
them-of
with the familiarizing
business details
the organization before going to
their respective territories.
It has not yet been announced
where they will be stationed but it
is expected they will be allotted
their respective territories in the
very near future.

Productions

Complete Educational
Word has just come from the
offices of Truth Productions at 230
West 39th street, that the final
scenes have been shot on their
latest educational production which
is
" ThenowPorcelain
As
thetitled
feature
stands, Lamp."
it is in five
reels and depicts the evolution of
travel from the days when the only
known means of locomotion were
man's own two legs, down thru the
Mr. Levey, president of the Harry
ages.
Levey Service Corporation, under
whose direct supervision all Truth
Productions are made, announces
that this picture is in accord with
his idea to product only " Features
with tionain itself.
Purpose." It is an educa-

Jack Hoxsie, Film
who is starring in four
special features to beCorp.
released by Arrow

January

8, ig 2 i
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C. A. Taylor, general manager of Gardiner Pictures,
Inc., of Buffalo is not one of
the exchangemen who is
looking forward to 1921 as
" the greatest year in the industry." At the same time
he is not a pessimist. He
merely adopts a sane, rational view in regard to the
coming year. Here is the
way he puts it:
" There is without question a slacking up to some
extent of business in our line
as well as others. The distributors and manufacturers
must step on their producing
units and slacken their overhead for the future, or otherwise it might cause a flood
that few will have boats to
save themselves.
" The motion picture business today is a gamble, but if
we all look ahead and prepare
ourselves to take some loss,
we can eliminate the gamble.
There is no question but
■what the Independent Exchange Owners will be called
upon to solve a great many
perplexing questions for selling and distributing via a
sane route, because with a
man's
money
invested
lie
can own
educate
himself
more
quickly than the fellow who
has the Home Office to fall
back on every week.
" There is cause for the
remark : ' Take your losses
now,' and if the exhibitor or
exchange is clearing the
track this warning will help
to meet the slow time."
HallroomComedyReady
for Chicagoans
" This Is the Life," the third release of the new series of the PercyFcrdie Hallroom Boy Comedies
which was produced under the personal supervision of Harry Cohn,
is now ready for release in Chicago
according to the announcemeni
made by the Celebrated Playeri
Film Corporation which is offering
these comedies to state right buyers.
Harry McCoy, Hugh Fay, Lillian
Hackett, Polly Moran and a capable
cast make this a sure fire comic.
Southern Exchangeman
Reports Big Bookings
From Louisville, Kt., comes the
report of L. C. McHenry, manager
of the Greater Features, Inc., that
"far
The above
County his
Fairexpectations.
" is being booked
He
states they never before have
handled a state right picture for
which there has been such a demand
from the biggest and best exhibitors.
Memphis Enterprises have booked
the picture; and the Knickerbocker
theatre, one of the finest in Nashville, will play it for an entire
week, as will the Signet Amusement,
of Chattanooga. The Strand
Amusement, owning Paducak, Kt.,
Owensboro, Kt., Princeton, Kt., and
Mayfield, Kt., have also signed up
for " The County Fair."

The

Following Sales Are Reported in
the Independent Market
" Honeymoon Ranch " (Bert Lubin) to Maurice Less
Attractions of Indianapolis, for Indiana.
" Bitter Fruit " (Arrow Film) to Quality Film Service
of Atlanta, Ga., for North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida and Alabama.
" Girls Don't Gamble " (D. N. Schwab) to Midland Film
Corp., of Minneapolis, for Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota.
"Smiling All the Way" (D. N. Schwab) to Midland
Film Corp., of Minneapolis, for Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
and South Dakota.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Arthur
C. Bromberg Attractions, of Atlanta, Ga., for Tennessee,
Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
Hallroom Boy Comedies to Premiere Pictures Corporation, of Charlotte, N. C, for North and South Carolina.
20 Western Star Dramas (Dominion Pictures Corp.) to
Commonwealth Film Corp., of Boston, for New England
States.
20 Western Star Dramas to Special Features Film Co.,
of Knoxville, Tenn., for North and South Carolina, Alabama, Florida, Georgia and Tennessee.

Manheimer

Heads

J. W.

Co.

Allan Dwan
Many Artists Praise
''The Devil's Angel"
What is considered by some artists the most artistic achievement in
motion picture making was acbyLejaren
a' Hiller
" The Devil'scomplishedAngel
" starring
Helenin
Gardner and which is being handled
on
the state right market by Clark
Cornelius.
At a private showing of this picture for the artist friends of Mr.
Hiller,
" ThetheDevil's
" was
considered
most Angel
artistic
accomplishment in motion pictures
that they ever witnessed.
Mr. Hiller has become famous
for his photography and lighting
of subjects. He originated the softfocus on the still picture which has
become so popular. His lighting of
pictures, however, has not been
equalled by any other illustrator of
this country or Europe, it is claimed.
Mr. Hiller has succeeded in putting all of these artistic effects in
his first motion picture venture
" The Devil's Angel." They are
original
duction. and lend value to the pro-

Serial Producer to Manage New
Company; First Release Announced
special features rapidly nearing
R, one of the
MANH
ES.
zersEIME
• organi
of Paramount and completion.
known for many years as the
The initial offering of the new
•' Serial King," being the producer organization is a Burton King proof " The Branded Four " and " The
duction entitled " Every Man's
Lash," is the general man- Price " and is said to be of the very
Crimson
ager of the newly formed J. W. special nature demanded by IndeFilm Corporation with offices at
pendent Exchanges. Grace Darling
130 W. 46th street. New York City. is the star of the new feature and
The J. W. Film is a New York will be given the backing of a big
corporation which will devote its advertising campaign.
energies for the present to supply" Every Man's Price " is a society
ing elaborated productions of a drama,
laid in New York, and deals
special nature to Independent Ex- with the attempt of a wealthy
changes. Mr. Manheimer, who has
is also a power in polibeen operating on a large scale in banker,tics, towho
prove his contention that
the foreign market, controlling the
every man has his price. The District Attorney, who is selected by
foreign rights to "The Great Gamble," "The Evil Eye," "The Fatal the banker as a possibility for the
Sign been
" andpreparing
" The Mystery
has
for someMind,"
time office of governor, is the victim of
to become active once more in the his experiment and a beautiful 80 Prints of Serial in
producing and distributing fields, in woman with whom he is ig love is
Twelve Territories
consequence of which the J. W. the price of his dishonesty. Interesting
situations
develop
and
the
Film Corporation comes into being
According to Joan Film Sales Co.,
with its first production ready for drama is said to abound in deep
of " TheJackInvisible
immediate release and four other heart interest and exciting climaxes. adistributors
serial starring
SherillRay,"
and
Ruth Clifford, eighty prints of that
thriller are now working in twelve
territories. An emergency order
was sent this week to the laboratory
to print fifty more copies of " The
Invisible Ray."

'In ihe
c/.: Special..
ineiJow
of the

Mollie King, star of the American Cinema Corporation production, " Her
Majesty "

Dome'*'
A David G. Fisher Production

Motion
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Baum
Back
from
Selling
Trip
tures for Louisiana and MissisBAUM, sales manager
LOUIS
of the Equity Pictures Corp. Equity-Joan Salesman
sippi Frank
;
Salley of Salley Films
and the Joan Film Sales Co.,
Declares Depression
bought " Whispering Devils, ' " She
left New York two months ago and
Played and Paid," " Keep to ^he
returned this week to give the lie to
Reports Groundless
Right,"torandNorth
" TheandInvisible
Ray "
str.'dl
South Caro
reports of depression and slump in
change,
for
Delaware,
Maryland,
lina,
Alabama,
Georgia,
Florida
ndthe buying market ofce the indepe
ent field. His eviden consisted of Virginia and District of Columbia; and Tennessee, excepting the serial,
twenty-nine constracts signed by in Boston, Sam Grand of the Fed- which was purchased for four
erated Film Exchanges of New States only. The last deal closed
the most prominent exchanges for
the rights to the distribution of England bought " She Played and was with Tom Branon of Charlotte,
Paid," " Whispering Devils " and operating the Eltabran Film ExEquity's two special State Right the
Billy West series; in Pittstions,
"
Right,
the
to
Keep
"
produc
change, who bought the " Invisible
,
ing
ferro
and
Talia
Edith
starr
burgh, Joe Skirboll of First Na- Ray " serial
and the Billy West
tional purchased the Billy West comedies
for North and South Car" Whispering Devils," f eaturing comedies;
Herbert L. Weil, releasolina and Virginia.
Conway Tearle, and Joan's three
ing through the Minter United
pi eductions — "She Played and Amusements
of
Detroit,
closed
for
A
summary
of Baum's sales rePaid," starring Fanny Ward, " The
veals
that
the
Billy
West comed'es
ible
"She
Played
and
Paid,"
"Whisthe
and
serial
Ray"
Invis
were sold for distribution
in thirtwelve Billy West two-reel compering Devils " and " Keep to the
edies.
teen
States
;
the
"
Invisible
Ray " ;
serial
disposed
of
for
nine
States
Right," for distribution in Mich'.This number of sales negotiated
"
Whispering
Devils
"
was
closed
within such a brief period is con- gan.In Chicago, Clyde Elliott of
sidered byEquity to set a record in Greater Stars Productions bought for sixteen States, as also " She
Played and Paid " and " Keep to
the independent market, particular- the Billy West comedies for Illi- the
Right" sold for fifteen States.
ly at this time. Mr. Baum declared
nois and Indiana; Harry Landc of It is
significant that the buyers
that he encountered little difficulty vhe Lande Film Distribution Co. of mentioned above are without exin disposing of Equity and Joan Cleveland and Cincinnati purchased
ception among the leading expictures. He found that many the three features, " Keep to the
in Thetheir
respective
State Right buyers were simply Right," " Whispering Devils " and changemen ritories.
territory
sold terby
panic-stricken about the outlook for " She Played and Paid," for distri- Baum, and that sold from the New
bution in Ohio and Kentucky; in York office on all the State Right
the future without any substantial
grounds and that once the facts Kansas City, the Standard Film pictures mentioned, together show
were presented to them their fears Exchange purchased " Whispeiing
vsnished.
Devils" and "She Played and that " Whispering Devils " is now
per cent sold ; " She Played and
Paid " for Missouri and Kansas ; 70
Baum's
sales
trip
took
him
Paid " about 65 per cent sold ; the
through the principal cities of the William Underwood of the Spe- Billy
West comedies 60 per cent:
cialty Film Co. of Dallas purchased
East, South and West. He stopped
at Baltimore, Washington, Boston, " Whispering Devils," " She Played "Keep to the Right," half sold; and
Invisible Ray " serial somePittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, Cleve- and Paid," " Keep to the Right," the " what
more than half disposed of.
land, Cincinnati, Minneapolis, Mil- and the Billy West comedies, for Negotiations now pending for the
waukee, Kansas City, St. Louis, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Dallas and Atlanta. In Baltimore
In the South, J. E. Pearce of remaining territory indicate that all
Baum sold the Billy West comedies Pearce Films, New Orleans, bought of Joan and Equity's State Right
" The Invisible Ray " serial, the product will be 100 per cent sold
and " Whispering Devils " to Peter West
comedies and the three fea- within the next three weeks.
Oletsky of the Federated Film Ex-

Office
York
New
Open
to
Renco
made
audience
due to the fact that
OLDS, presiMR. H. J.dent REYN
Exploit Pictures
of Renco Film Com- To
Myrtle
Reed
has
an immense folpany, has arrived in New
lowing. More than 40 editions of
Based on Myrtle
York City for the purpose of
the book have been published, and
Reed Novels
establishing a permanent New
the
of toMyrtle
Reed's
books publishers
have offered
give us
full
York headquarters for the exploitation of the Myrtle Reed mean very little to the average co-operation by conducting special
audience,
and
I
firmly
believe
that
novels, for which he has ex- the time has arrived when a sweet displays in book and department
clusive rights and which will be
stores throughout the counto' wherever the picture will be playing, and
produced as super-features in the and refreshing story with heart interest would appeal strongly to the assisting exploitation in other
near future, it is announced.
" Lavender and Old Lace " has public taste.
" In ' Lavender and Old Lace '
already been completed under the
direction of Lloyd Ingraham, and we have a picture that not only
to women, but on account Canyon's Third Farnum
Mr. Reynolds is here for the pur- appeals
Picture Soon Ready
pose of ascertaining the best of its laughter provoking comedy
method of marketing this Myrtle appeals just as strongly to men
ways."
" The Fighting Stranger," the
Reed product. The attractiveness and children. This is a demon- third
five-reel feature in which
strated fact and not theory.
of the story is evidenced by the
Franklyn Farnum is appearing for
" Before producing this picture, the Canyon Pictures Corporation,
fact that many offers, both for program and independent exploitation, 10,000 synopses of the book were promises to be a screen offering
mailed
to persons representing all
have already been received, it is
will embody all of the elewalks of life. A questionnaire was which ments
stated.
the modern movie audiencesthatdemand.
enclosed, and from the returns we
Mr.lows : Reynolds is quoted as fol- were able to ascertain an average
The last scenes of the production
of 80 out of cilery 100 persons have just been taken and the work
consulted
have
read
this
book.
" For several years I have concutting is now under way in
sidered the wonderful possibilities We have also received thousands of
Los
the personal
for motion picture material of of answers from ministers and supervision
Selig. Angeles,of under
Colonel Wm. N.
Myrtle Reed's books, especially her school teachers pledging their
best known book, ' Lavender and moral support to this production
The first prints and negative of
Old Lace ' ; but up to last year I on
account of its elevating in- " The Fighting Stranger " are due
fluence.
felt that the public taste was not
in January.
New York during the first week
in
quite ripe for a pictjure of this sort.
" Furthermore, we have a ready" My observation has been that
the public has more or less grown
EVERYBODY
weary of the sex problem productions ; also, the big, spectacular
KNOWS
c
and costly productions very often
0M

BOYS'

Picture

News

The Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation has advanced
the first release date on
three new series of releases
scheduled for the month of
January. The Reelcraft
Scenic Nature Beautiful
series will be ready on December 25th, the current
week, instead of January
7th, as first announced.
The Paragon single reel
slap-stick series featuring
George Clarke in a weekly
release will be advanced
from January 23rd to January 2nd, while the Bud and
His Buddies series of single
reel comedies will be released
on January 7th, one week
ahead of the date previously
announced to the distributing
exchanges.
The above advancements
were made necessary by the
withdrawal of the single
reel re-issued Christie-made
comedies, featuring Betty
Compson and Billy Rhodes,
from the Reelcraft schedule.

Newark

Strand

to Play

"Madonnas and Men"
" Madonnas and Men " will open
its first engagement in the East at
the Strand theatre, Newark, on Sunday, January 9th. Jans Pictures,
Inc., has made special arrangements
for this opening and although where
ihe picture was put on at Baltimore
without any prologue whatever on
Christmas week it played to
capacity crowds. Herman F. Jans,
the president of the company, has
made special arrangements to produce the feature at the Strand with
the prologue intact exactly as it
was used at the legitimate theatres
throughout the country.
Mr. Jans is, of course, interested
in handling the production in this
manner in Newark, as it is his
home town. He especially desires
all exhibitors interested in the booking of pictures for Greater New
York and northern Jersey to see
the production during its play at
the Strand, week of January 9th.
Program Company May
Get Fischer Picture
Charles Reid Jones and Lewis F.
Leverson, of 145 West 38th street,
announce that they have an option
on the Fox-Fischer production " In
the Shadow
Dome " until
February'
1st. ofThetheproduction,
they
company.
state,
ma>- be released by a program

'In ihe
Ihadovr
of the

I

Dome^

i

A David G. Fisher Production

January

8 , i Q3 i

preissie
OTe, Sunr
of th
dentRN
MAX cturCA
es Corporation,
Pi
No. 220 West 42nd
Street, announced yesterday
that a big deal is pending
whereby the company will
acquire three or more productions inwhich Peggy Hyland will star.
Sunrise already owns " The
Price of Silence " starring
Miss Hyland, which is taken
from the novel "At the
Mercy of Tiberius," by Augusta J.Evans Wilson.
Winfield F. Kelley, general
sales manager, just returned
from a short trip to Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington and reports several
deals on, with prospects of a
Sunrise Exchange in Baltimore, Mr. Kelly is preparing
for a whirlwind swing around
the country about January 10
and expects to close on the
bigger territories.

** Silent Barrier" Sold
in Europe
" The Silent Barrier," the initial
ijLouis Tracy production, the series
of which were acquired by the
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation for
exclusive foreign distribution, has
been sold for a large block of European territory, according to a special statement issued by Gus Schlesinger, manager of the department
of foreign film sales of the InterOceah Film Corporation the early
part of the week. The contract,
1 which calls for the distribution of
r this production for physical disI tribution throughout France, Switli zerland, Holland and Belgium, is
; said to have been consummated for
4 large financial consideration.
1 A number of sales on this production for foreign distribution are
at present pending, and announcement of their consummation will
be made in the trade press upon the
dosing of contracts.
Campaign in South for
Arrow Picture
Arrow Film Corporation states
that Qiiality Film Service of Atlanta, Ga., which recently bought
the
rights
to intends
"Bitterto Fruit'
their territory,
conduct 'ina
big local advertising campaign in
exploiting this picture. The feature
was filmed in Florida and a great
deal of interest has been aroused
because of that fact. " Bitter
Fruit and
" was
made bybyWill
Dramafilms,
Inc.,
directed
Bradley.
Special Pictures Not to
Make Features
The report that the Special Pictures Corporation was to increase
Iits scope and enter the feature field
as well as the domain of comedies
. and other short subjects was vigorously denied this week by C. C.
Craig, business manager of the
West
tion. Coast producing organiza" We organized as specialists in
short subjects," said Mr. Craig,
"and have found that field sufficiently productive, and we will continue along the same line during
1921."
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point last to the trade was received week from the Top
Notch Producing and Distributing
any
Comp
:

Top
Notch Protests
the Suspicion of
Exchangemen

" Why must the future of the Independent Field be built upon lies;
why does the Independent Film
Man check
any possibilities
redeem this situation,
and finallyto why
is it that when you make every
possible effort to establish honorable policies and spend $100,000 to
prove your faith in your effort, the
Independent Exchange man will sit
back on his chair and tell you —
' I Wonder Where the Catch Is.'
Why are the policies of the Independent Field so undermined that
when you are talking of honest
policy they laugh into your face,
thinking that you have a new trick
to spring on them. Why? Why?
Why? Why?—
" Is there any possibility of ever
redeeming this situation; is there
any hope of ever putting the business on a solid, honorable and basic
foundation? We are spending
thousands of dollars for the past
six months, for advertising in the
trade magazines, in hundreds of
newspapers and dozens of magazines, to build a reputation for our
brand for the name of our firm.
We are distributing, free of charge,
thousands of posters advertising our
comedies and many thousand posters
regarding our Title Contest. Finally, after six months of solid advertising, when we finally began to
market our pictures, our policy was

firmly established that we are to
sell our brand without screening.
Here is the reason :
" We are the first company in
America to advertise a short subject six months before its release,
through the direct to the public
method. We are also the first company in the world who are selling
a franchise for a series of 26 tworeel comedies, guaranteeing the delivery of one every two weeks, without collecting a single cent in advance or deposit on the franchise
and; finally, we are the first film
distributing organization to furnish
any number of posters free of
charge both on our Title Contest
and on our Comedies. On the top
of all these, we do not charge for
territorial rights, but guarantee the
rights of the territory by the purchase of a single print of each release, while our franchise includes
a clause stating that the buyer must
take out his C. O. D. shipments as
he orders them : he does not have to
order more than one at the time
and can cancel his franchise at any
time, on instant notice, if he is
dissatisfied with any one shipment.
" We do not want to screen because
we have only tjie first five releases of
this series complete and not all the
twenty-six. Therefore, if we screen a
couple of the best of these that does not
furnish a guarantee to the buyer that all
the twenty-six will be up to that standard, but we give him the right of cancel ation of the franchise on instant no-

Commonwealth
Has
TH
To Start New Year by
ALON,
WE
ATI
MMON
POR
THEFILMCOCOR
Releasing Young
ident,
anZierler, presract
Sam that
ed for
nounces it has cont
Productions
the five new productions to be made
by Clara Kimball Young This,
they believe, will come as a welcome nel," Miss Young specials. Commonwealth reports.
Christmas surprise package to the
host of exhibitors of Greater New
Not content with giving the exhibitors the Young pictures Mr.
York
rons., who are Commonwealth pat- Zierler was successful in getting
" Our policy of giving the exhib- " She Played and Paid," starring
itor a' square deal ' and of handling Fannie Ward, and " Whispering
only the best open market produc- Devils," starring Conway Tearle,
tions available is really the back- for his territory. In addition he
bone of our success," said Mr. Zier- contracted for "Keep to the
ler.man"Every
Commonwealth
sales- Right," starring Edith Taliaferro,
and employe,
when engaged,
and " The Hidden Light," starring
is impressed with the fact that the Dolores Cassinelli.
exhibitor must be given good treatOne of Mr. Zierler's most recent
ment, co-operation and the support purchases for this territory is
" When Dawn Came," starring Colof the Commonwealth forces."
Opening its exchange in small
leen Moore, whose
"Dinty"
her as work
one ofin the
most
quarters in the Mecca Building, has stamped
1,600 Broadway, less than fifteen capable actresses on the screen.
Always alert for the timely and
months ago, Commonwealth sprung
a big surprise on Greater New popular in picture subjects, ComYork operators by outbidding all
monwealth bought " For the Freeits competitors for the Clara Kim- of thedom ofbest
Ireland."
It is bets
proving
box office
for one
its
ball Young productions made for users.
Equity.
The same success that marked
Answering the requests of scores
of his exhibitors-patrons who had
bookings
on
"
Eyes
of
Youth
"
was
repeated in Greater New York on been very successful with his full
Mr. Zierler also se" The Forbidden Woman," " For length curedsubjects,
the new Billy West Comedies
the Soul of Rafael," " Mid-ChanEVERYBODY
KNOWS
c>
I"
HALLR00MB0YS

Policies
tice if any one shipment is unsatisfactory.
Therefore, we are forced to make every
one of our pictures as good as the best;
otherwise, our comedies could not exist
and we want to start to establish faith
in business and make the Independent
Buyer understand that a company that
has
over brand
$40,000.00
to establish
name spent
for their
and fought
througha
all difficulties with the Postal Authorities to win the Government's approval
of their Title Contest, and are conducting a nation-wide Title Contest for
months, in newspapers and magazines,
aggregating
20,000,000is circulation
before the firstto picture
released : that
after all this publicity it could not be
the aim of the company to sell one print
on their first picture on each territory
and get out of business, but to deliver
the goods pecthat
surpass allfans
the extations of theofwill
20,000
the thousands
theatresmovie
that will and
see
the first picture and to win an immediate
recognition
the the
' Topentire
Notchfilm' brand.
" Knowing forthat
trade
read the Motion Picture News, we are
writing this letter to you and will ask
you totion,publish
so that wesame
can ingetyourthe earliest
opinion edi-of
the Independent Film men.
" Why can they not assist us in establishing policies that will abolish deposits,
advances and tie-up contracts, but each
picture
produced
should sell
its own
merit and
the exchange
manonshall
not
pay any set amount for his territory, but
pay so much for each print and if he is
financially not very strong he can order
four or five prints for his territory on
each release and take out his C. O. D.
shipments one by one, as he is able to
without running into debt, and probably
pay more for his territory than he can
get back on his picture, instead of not
taking more than one print, unless the
demand
created him
by the
picture or the
brand warrants
to buy.
"And;
although
we
do
not screen,
we
sold most of our territories
on the
strength of four Title Contest, as the inquiries in campaign,
response towereourso nation-wide
advertising
heavy that
theatre owners are willing to book our
comedies
satisfyTitle
the Contest,
public'*
dernand. blindly
Withoutto our
however, we could not have succeeded,
no matter how good our intentions were."
Big

Year

andCommonwealth
the serial, "Thelikewise
Invisible Ray."
was
chosen to handle Greater New York
distribution
" Headin'
starring BabeonRuth,
King ofHome,"
Swat,
idol of sport-loving men, women
and children everywhere.
" My faith in the exhibitor has
been vindicated," Mr. Zierler declared. The
"
exhibitor is now realizing that the independent picture
is his only salvation; that it means
more competition among the distributors and keeps the distributorproducer-exhibitor from cornering
the choicest theatres and forcing
the small exhibitor to the wall.
" Commonwealth's stand is, will
and always shall be with the independent exhibitor. The independent
distributor and exhibitor must work
hand in hand for their common
One of the milestones in the
growth of ganization
the wasCommonwealth
orits occupancy two
months ago of half of the large
fifteenth floor of the Godfrey
Building.
" We here at Commonwealth
would be remiss were we not to
thank the exhibitors of Greater
New good."
York for their splendid cosaid Mr. the
Zierler.
"They
were quick tooperation,"grasp
opportunity
to work hand-in-hand with an organization, which is always on the
alert to furnish the best productions
.available and offer them aid in th«
solution of their problems."
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Motion

Picture

Ex-Heavyweight
Active
Campaign
for
New
Year
ERNEST SHIPMAN and his Ernest Shipman Plans announcements of great interest to
ihe trade within the next thirty
associates have been preparing an active campaign for the
Active Schedule
dajs. The National Film Corporayear 1921, first by eliminating from
tion has arranged with Mr. Shipman and associated for reissues of
their list a number of pictures which
for 1 92 1
do not come up to the high stan" Tarzan of the Apes " and " Rodards required for success, it is
The Dominion Film Company,
mance of Tarzan" and more business is now being done by these
stated. New deals have beei? con- Inc., has established itself Ijy consummated for feature pictures ti oiling the rights to the stories of two features than at any time within the last year.
which, in the making, promise to Ralph Connor and other famous
surpass the average program prod- authors, and by arrangement with
James Oliver Curwood's First
uct and thus make them eligible for this corporation, the Winnipeg ProNational success, " Back to God's
l campaigns in nceme
run
firstspecia
Country,"
starring Nell Shipman,
ductions,
Ltd.,
of
Canada,
have
alnt
s.
The trade annou
house
has already passed the half million
ready produced " The Foreigner " dollar mark and is rolling up new
of Ernest Shipman and associates,
"Cameron of the Royal
include the following attractions, and
for repeat business in many
try.
Mounted" under the direction of records
most of which are being distributed Henry
neighborhood
houses of the counMacRae,
while
the
Cathrine
by the Associated First National Curtos Corporation had completed
Pictures.
New deals are being consum"The Sky Pilot" under the direcThe James Oliver Curwood Promated, which will be read with intion
of
King
Vidor
with
"
The
Man
ductions, Inc., is sponsor for from Glengarry" to follow.
terest by exchange managers and
The Legend Film Corporation exhibitors during the coming sea" Nomads of the North " and others to follow.
son. Everything that Ernest Shipare making unusual two-reel fea- man and
associates are identified
The Renco Film Company, Inc.,
tures, starring John Junior and
is producing the most successful of Edna Shipman. The San Gabriel with has proven to be of sound box
the famous Myrtle Reed stories, Producing Company is effecting ex- office value and no failure is yet
clusive contracts with certain stars chronicled to dim the horizon of
with scheduled
" Lavenderfor and
Old release.
Lace,"
now
an early
of prominence and will make soon their success.

2 Kin
on
T7J eto
TTs
TTir:ii One
01
nrPro
tt_i
gram
Ed. Hyman Will Show Two Urban
Subjects
at the Brooklyn Strand
in Dixie," a charming trip in the
rejuvenated Sunny South of America.
Leading exhibitors are watching
with interest Mr. Hyman's program
this week, because of its odd experiment. The way the audiences
take the " double dose " will probably have quite an effect on the
booking habit of managers elsewhere.
The Brooklyn Strand manager
himself has no doubt as to the outcome, it is reported. He has always gone on the assumption that
best is none too good for the
The subjects he has selected are" the
Strand patrons and he is satisfied
"
The
Trip
of
the
U.
S.
S.
Idaho^"
which played recently at the Capitol that they will welcome two Kineto
theatre in New York, and " Down Reviews instead of one.

' I "'WO Kineto Reviews in a single
program will be featured during the week by Manager Edward
Hyman of the I5rooklyn Strand.
It has been the contention of
Charles Urban, president of the
Kineto Company of America, that
these single reel subjects had the
substance and the quality to make
up even an entire program. Mr.
Hyman is taking the first step towards doubling the usual allotment
of this kind of entertainment by
using twoin of
Urban's Kineto
Reviews
one Mr.
program.

Mazur

Joins

Harry

Minneapolis Film Man
Treasurer of Producing

ME. MAZUR, who has been
• acting as special representative in New York for the Sherman
Productions Corporation, has been
appointed treasurer of the organization and will take up his duties
in that capacity on January 1, 1921,
according to an announcement
made early this week.
The appointment of Mr. Mazur
was made by the franchise holders
of the Sherman Corporation at a
special meeting held on Monday,
December
at the company's
office in the 20,
Fitzgerald
building, 1482
Broadway.
The newly appointed treasurer
comes from .Minneapolis, and was
engaged in that city as a special
representative for the Metro Pictures Corporation. Prior to working for Metro, he was affiliated
with Harry Sherman, president of
the concern, as salesman for many
of the special productions which

News

Champ

Plays Heavy Lead
Al Kaufman, former heavyweight
champion
was tothea
only man toprizefighter,"
fight Jack who
Johnson
draw when john.son was in his
prime, will be seen as heavy lead in
the Western Star Production, " Bill
of the B O Ranch," starring Wiiliarn I-'airbanks. In this picture Bill
Fairbanks and Al Kaufman fight
thiee bloodv rounds.
'Determination' Studio
Has Xmas Party
The day before Christmas was
celebrated by the cast and studio
staff
of " Determination,"
the
<uper-feature
photo drama being
filmed at the Grantwood, ""N. ].,
studio of the United States Photo-"
play
On Corporation.
behalf of the makers ol
" Determination," a suitably inscribed gold watch was presented to
Director John L. McCutcheon by
assistant
director George Murphy.
speech.
Leslie King made a real Christmas |

Nathan
Hirsh
Optimistic
Argues for Big
Independent Man
Year: Aywon Has Attractive Arrav
TSJATHAN HIRSH, president of
Aywon Film Corporation, is
one who believes that the coming
year will be a particularly fine one
for the independent field. He gives
two reasons for this belief. Firstly,
he believes that the slate right field
is more firmly established than ever
before, and secondly, that the general run of productions released
through this channel are of a much
higher grade than those of the past.
Concerning Aj'won, Mr. Hirsh
states that his company has several
unusually strong attractions for the
first few months of the new j'ear.
These include the E. K. Lincoln
feature, " The Man of Courage,"
Florence Chase in " The Woman
Above Reproach," " The Evolution

of Man," " The Woman of My
lery" and the recently announcedi
series of fifteen Mary Pickford bi
little features. In addition Mr,
Hirsh is now preparing to release
fifteen two-reel dramas in which
famous star's first made a name for
themselves. These are called the
" Success Series of Short Subjects"
and will soon be made available for
presentation. Other features and
short reel series are in preparation.
Mr. Hirsh states that it is a mathim that cuswithbuying
pride
ter oftomers
that began
from hini
when Ayw^on was first organized
are still doing business with the
■company. It has been a case of
" right
he
states.pictures at the right prices,"

Sherman
Will Be
Company

President Sherman handled prior
to the formation of the Sherman
Productions Corporation.
Mr. Mazur is a hard worker and
is said to be ably fitted for the duties
of his new office. He has been actively engaged in the motion picture industry for a period of eight
years and in that time has handled
some of the biggest productions.
He was manager of "The Birth of
a Nation " company which toured
the Middle and Southwest, including the States of Iowa, Colorado,
New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and
Utah.
The release date of the first
Sherman production, " Man and
Woman." will be annoimced immediately after the first of the year
and the final details for the distribution are being "whipped"
into shape at the new executive office in the Fitzgerald building.

Showing a scene from " The Hundredth Chance," from the novel by Ethel M.
Dell, a production sponsored by the StoU Film Corp. of America
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MAKERS

just become known
ITthahas
t George Loane Tucker, producer of " The
Miracle Man," is srecovejor-r
ing from a very seriou ma
ich was peroperationformedwh
about three months
Mr.
ago. For several weeks red
Tucker's life was despai
stated. The operaof it is whi
tion ch was performed
privately followed sevs.eral
ittent illnes
years' intermer
consented to
Mr. Tuck
that
the operation when toldmigh
t
further postponement
prove fatal. Only his closestthe opera
friends knew lyof Mr.
Tucker
tion. Recent
his physiitted by
was perm
cian to leave his home for the
first time in many weeks. ed
He immediately start
work finishing the editing of
produchis second Amers ican
tion "Ladie Must Live, a
as
ased
which will be rele
first
super-special aboutNewthe York
of February. A
theatre will be leased in anticipation of a long run of the
picture.

COMING

From
SAY

ATTRACTIONS

Producers
ABOUT

the producer, and M.
or, Met
ect
ves
up,
haro'
dir
art Sta
ulc
P.
R,
BAaKEDaco
E LuD.cind
Ged
Ron
Osi
Eis
Gmm
le, the well-known
vies Dubs,
sculptres to make a figure
of the God of Chance which
is to be a feature of the elaborate setting used in Mr.
Baker's current production,
" Temple e Dusk," scheduled
for releas by Metro.
The figure, known as The
Dicer, is a life-size model in
clay,ter ofwhich
occupies hall,
the centhe gambling
and
is represented in a semikneeling posture in the act of
throwing dice held in his extended hand. It is before this
altar in the temple of chance
that Clement Palter, the proprietor of the gambling
house, makes his daily genuflection as a ceremony and a
rite in the curious religion he
holds that later plays such an
important part in moulding
the destinies of the characters in the story.

One of the thrills in " Fantomas," the Fox serial in 20 episodes
Associated

in

Foreign

Deal

Australasian Films, Ltd., to Distribute for Associated Producers

Five-Reel Industrial at
Chicago Theatre
Industrial DiviThe Rothacker er
sion stae;ed a premi showmg of a
five reel industrial picture at the
Riviera theatre, Chicago.
The showing was in the morning
the
and was attended by officials of for
W. H. Miner organization
wlioin the picture was made.
The film shows the manufacture
for railway cars—
of draft lgears
the arriva of the raw material at
the Miner plant and the installation
of the finished product.
The picture will be shown at
ad Y. M. C. A.'s and before
Railro
workers in railroad shops.
Praise

Bestowed

by

Critics for R-C's "813"
Almost without exception, announce Robertson-Cole, the verdicts
of responsible critics throughout the
to " 813," the
country with regard
Rohertson-Cole
super-special featuring Wedgood Nowell, prove that
the picturization of Maurice Leblanc's greatest detective story is
one of the most interesting, entertaining and gripping films ever
flashed upon the screen.
Together with the wide acclaim
is the desire of exhibitors to book
the picture at the earliest possible
date thus adding further proof as
to its merits to all the distributors.

A NNOUNCEMENT of the closing of the first large foreign
contract for the output of Associated Producers, Inc., was made this
week by F. B. Warren, general
manager of distribution, upon his
return from an extended stay on
the coast. The contract is with
Australian Films, Ltd., of Sydney,
N. S. W., and calls for exclusive
distribution rights in the territory
of Australia, New Zealand and
Tasmania.
The contract was signed by Mr.
Warren with Millard Johnson,
American representative of Australian Films, after Mr. Johnson
had made a trip to Los Angeles
from New York to perfect details
of the deal. His company, the
oldest and most powerful theatreowning and distributing corporation in the Antipodes, exerts a
practical control of the theatre field
in its territory. W. A. Gibson, O.
B. E., is its managing director, and
Stuart F. Doyle, Edwin Geach and
F. W. Thring are directors. Its
head offices are in Sydney and it
has branches in Alelbourne, Adelaide, Perth and Brisbane. Its foreign offices are in Singapore and
Sourabaya, Dutch East Indies, and
its buying offices in New York and
London.
Associated Producers, Inc., comprises Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett. ^Marshall Neilan, George
Loane Tucker, J. Parker Read, Jr.,
Maurice Tourncur, Allan Dwan
and C. Gardner Sullivan. Its first

Will Rogers

four productions — " Homespun
Folks," an Ince picture ; " The Leopard Woman," a Read production
starring Louise Glaum; "The Forbidden Thing," an Allan Dwan picture, and " The Last of the Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur's picturiJames Fenimore
Cooper's
famouszation ofIndian
story — have
been
shipped to Australia, where the
first will be exhibited in February
after an extensive advertising campaign conducted from the head offices of Australian Films.
"The

Killer" Seen

Popular

PICTURES

as

Attraction

sponsorsB. ofHampton
" The Killer,"
theTheBenjamin
feature
which Pathe has announced for release January 30th, repose the utmost confidence in the picture to attain to a high state as a popular attraction. In addition to being a
melodrama based on the elements
of proven appeal, are the exploitation possibilities of a play adapted
from a novel written by Steward
Edward White, whose writings
have won him high favor with the
public, and a cast made up of players so well known for their special
talents as Frank Campeau, Jack
Conway and Clair Adams in serious roles ; Frankie Lee as a boy
actor; Frank Ha>Ties and Zack
Williams as comedians, and Tod
Sloan, the famous jockey who plays
a prominent part.

in "Boys

Will announces
Be Boys"
Goldwyn
coincident
with the release of Will Rogers'
current picture, " Guile of Women," based upon a Peter Clark
MacFarlane story, the completion
at its Culver City studios of the
next Rogers starring vehicle, "Boys
WiU Be Boys," based upon Charles
O'Brien Kennedy's dramatization
of the
the same
famoustitle.
Irvin S. Cobb stor>of
In its play form last year " Boys
Will BephaticBoys"
registered the
an role
emhit on Broadway,
of Peep
acted on
the given
stage
by
HarryO'Day,
Beresford.
being
high
of its which
unusual-it
ness praise
and thebecause
opportunity
afforded for human comedy acting.
Will
Rogers
has acted
Peep Badger
O'Day
for the
screen.
Clarence
directed.
Industrial Pictures at
Business Luncheon _ i
Practical pictures produced by
the Rothacker Film Company had
the lion's share of the program at
the luncheon of the Chicago Association of Commerce, Advertising
Council. Industrial Film Division.
The film program was to show
Chicago business men how the
powers of the motion picture
screen could be harnessed to their
problems.
T. T. Maxey, general advertising agent of the C, B. & Q. Railroad, gave a short talk on practical
pictures and discussed the pictures
screened.

Motion
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Two scenes from Antonio Moreno's forthcoming Vitagraph production, " Three Sevens "

ugurates the
PATH
new Eyearinawith the release of the Jesse D.
Hampton production,
a,"
at
ch
l Mon
"Th
Girnch
e tan
stars Bla
Sweet. whiThe
e
pictur has been set for release on January 2nd. The
picture, adapted from the
novel by Marah Ellis Ryan,
was staged in the beautiful
section of California, near
Truckee, under the direction
of Robert E. Thornby.
The supporting cast is
headed by Mahlon Hamilton
and includes Frank Lanning,
Edward Piel, Charles Edler,
Claire DeBrey, Kate Price
and Jack Roseleigh.

To

Screen
"Black
Beauty''
Vitagraph to
Show Feature
to
Trade at Astor on January 5
present, as well as Jean Paige, the
TOURING
a period
months,
'-^
word has
filteredoffrom
the star of the production, and Lillian
and George Randolph Chester, who
West Vitagraph
Coast thatspecial
" Blackproduction,
Beauty," have
been in charge of its editing.
the
" Black Beauty," in its picture
based on Anna Sewell's historic
novel, was gradually being rounded form, was made at Vitagraph's
into form. The actual film of this West Coast studio under the direction of David Smith, several
special production reached Vitagraph Brooklj'n studios the week months having been spent on the
before last, and Lillian and George production. Essentially, as written
Randolph Chester have finally com- by Anna Sewell, the story was the
pleted its editing and now comes
of a horse — the drathe announcement that the first autobiography
matic incidents were present, but
public showing of this film, which the human element was slight.
features Jean Paige, and an all- Black Beaut}', in his story, told only
star cast, will be at the Hotel Astor what he saw and knew. Mr. and
ballroom on Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. George Randolph Chester
New Officers for Art
January 5.
supplied the human storj- —
A special orchestra has been have
what the human characters de' Directors' Ass'n
the big film will be prescribed in the book thought, said
At the semi-annual election of secured and
sented under exactly the same
officers of the Art Directors' Asso- auspices and with exactly the same and did. Together, the story of the
ciation, Charles H. Kyson (Ince) effects as in the big theatres in horse by Anna Sewell and the
was chosen president; Edward M. which
it will be shown within the story of the human characters by
Langley (Fairbanks), vice-presi- next few weeks. Albert E. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Chester, blend into
dent; Frank S. Brown (Vitagraph), president of the company will be
secretary; David B. Edwards
(Fox), treasurer; Thomas F. Warrillow (Fox), sergeant-at-arms.
Robert J. Ellis, of the Hayakawa
Company, was elected a trustee for
Plans
Announces
a term of two years. Leslie M. Levey
Gordon continues as corresponding
Educationals Containing Advertissecretary and head of the research
department
ing to Be
Labeled
on Screen
ductions,
a certain amount
LEVEY SER- of advertising contains
THE HARRY
appeal incorporated
VICE CORPORATION an- in
such
a
manner
that it does not
nounces today that the New Year
will see the realization of several detract in any way from the high
entertainment value of the picture.
of their plans.
Mr. Levey states that from the An appeal will also be made to the
inception of advertising films, he audience for suggestions and comment on the production.
has felt that the theatre-going pubMr. Levey says further, that the
lic did not want to be fed sugar- exhibitor
should be paid for his
coated pictures. In other words,
they did not want to pay admission screen; that it is the only fair
method of doing this sort of busito a theatre expecting to see a ness.
good comedy or- dramatic offering,
Further, he states, the theatreonly to find that a certain amount
of advertising had been sandwiched going public likes to be informed
as to the various ways that things
into it.
Therefore, beginning with the thev use in everv dav life are made.
first release of 1921, all pictures
containing advertising produced by Fred Quimby Goes to
the Harry Levey Service Corporathe West Coast
tion, will have incorporated in their
Mr. Fred C. Quimby leaves on
first title the plain, unvarnished
fact that the following film, al- Sunday for Los Angeles, to be
though made with prominent and gone for about a month, and during his stay at the Coast he will
Leonce Perret, from whom a number experienced players, and the same
of big features are expected during the sort of settings and care in produc- complete arrangements for the
coming year
tion that is given to all Truth pro- next Jack Dempsey serial.
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Many Hits Credited to
Thomas Fallon
Thomas F. Fallon, author of the
last three George Walsh hits, co_
"co-author
While New
Sleeps,"authorof
and
with York
Max
Marcin and J. Searle Dawley
of
White's has
latest
feature,
soon Pearl
to be released,
found
time
amid the whirl of writing screen
originals and adaptations to write
a one act playlet for Amelia Bingham, entitled, " The Mysterious
Miss Grayson." Miss Bingham
will appear in this Fallon plavlet as
a headiincr at the Palace theatre.
New York, early in January.
Mr. Fallon was at one time in
charge of the manuscript section of
the Fox scenario department. Because of his experience as a playwright, he was deemed admirably
suited to judge play technic. But
his creative mind was not one to
remain at rest by merely reading
the efforts of others. So in a short
time, Mr. Fallon was writing originals for Fox. From the beginning
his stories went big — both as entertainment and box office attractions.
Now there is hardly a writer who
can claim the number of big hits
on the market at the same time.
Chief among Fallon's present hits
are: "The Shark," "The Plunger," "While New Y'ork Sleeps"
and "Bride 13," of which he wrote
the adaptations.
" Dynamite
Allen "
and
the new Pearl
White feature
are other Fallon stories scheduled
for January release.

EDYrolesis
E ngKENN
MADG
in four
appeari
on Broadway this week. Two
" Cornere
of them
the
and d,"
play atarethe inAstor,
the
other two are in Jhe Goldwyn
picture, " The Girl with the
is. the
Jazz
In
Capitol
at "thewhich
featureHeart,
the stage play Miss Kennedy
is a thief and also a socief
girl, but the parts are not
further apart than those in
the picture, where she is a
demure Mennonite maid and
a slangy telephone operator
in a big
not
it is Unplay,hotel.
stageYork
like the New
necessary to have the two
girls look alike, and in fact
difbe quite
they are
her hair
ferent— thesaidoneto with
smooth and her gown the
quaint garb of her religion,
and the other with elaborate
coiffure and dressed in the
height of fashion.
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Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan star, who
will soon abe Paramount
seen in " Buried
picture Treasure,"
»*The Stealers" Steadily
Winning Success
The success won by " The
Stealers," the Robertson-Cole super-special directed by William
Christy Cabanne, has assumed the
proportions of a national triumph,
announce the distributors. Since
the great trade showing of " The
Stealers " in the grand ball room
of the Hotel Astor to the present
n's career has been
the steadily
productiogaining
of
popularity. one
" The Stealers " has an underlying theme which, it is claimed, gives
it an appeal to a far wider audience
than the average motion picture. It
takes up the question of the spiritual Hfe which is behind the daily
existence of the race, and asks
pointed questions regarding the
hereafter which it convincingly
answers.
Eastman Executive at
Rothacker Plant
George A. Blair, sales manager
of the Eastman Film Department,
visited the Rothacker Chicago laboratories. John M. Stahl, director
for Louis B. Alayer, and W. H.
Leahy, of the Mayer Production
organization, stopped over at the
Rothacker plant on their way to
the Coast to go over the continuity
of the Mayer super- feature, " The
Woman in His House."

"'Fantomas'
Rings
serial, ' FanSays One Critic of
new Fox
^^r-p^H
I Etomas,'
rings the bell," So Fox
Serial ; Many
proclaims one critic who
viewed the early episodes of this
Aids Available
detective story. The daily reports
coming into the Fox headquarters
indicate that exhibitors who have
Novelty and daring, combined
booked the serial, which was re- with an absorbing story carefully
leased December 15, also believe
built up, were the features they not
" the new Fox serial rings the only
strove for, but realized.
bell," because their satisfaction
In selecting the cast for the sewith its drawing power is evidentrial Mr. Sedgwick reached out into
ly spreading and is bringing in Broadway
and selected players who
many new contracts from exhibi- were in big stage productions.
tors in the vicinity of those who Lionel Adams and John Willard
opened clareswith
it December
15, Fox
de- and Rena Parker have big reputaa statement
from the
tions in Broadway stage circles.
headquarters.
Rena Parker, after a season in
For this second serial " Fanto- " Betty be Good," on Broadway,
mas " Mr. Fox sent to France, and started on the road as the star of
his representative contracted with the " hit," but when she was ofMarcel Allain for twenty-six volumes of the Fantomas series with serial feredshe
aposition
in the gave
"Fantomas
promptly
up her"
which Allain and Pierre Souvestre prima donna role to return to New
has written for a public that York for work in the serial. It is
awaited eagerly each new volume. her first time in pictures, too,
With these famous detective stories though she had had many offers to
in his possession — stories that he leave the stage.
knew would be thrillers with the
The speed and the big punch, the
vast modern motion picture equip- daring
shown by Johnnie Walker
ment he had placed in his new and Edna
Murphy, and the clever
studios in West Fifty-fifth street, work of the
entire company are
New York, William Fox assigned
due to the fine handling of the
Edward Sedgwick to write the con- members by Mr. Sedgwick. His
tinuity. This work was done carenature and his knowledge of
fully and thoroughly, and Mr. Fox good
he wanted and the way he
watched each step in the develop- what
wanted it done filled the entire
ment of the writing, making num- company with confidence, and they
erous and valuable suggestions
through some of the most
based on his experience as a motion went
hazardous scenes without a doubt
picture showman. Months passed that they were having a good time,
before both Mr. ' Fox and Mr. effects.
Sedgwick were satisfied with the and not " working " for serial
Prints have been shipped abroad,
continuity. Anything that savored
of old serial stuff was eliminated. and especially great prosperity for

Goldwyn
next seven feature
of the
SIXphotopl
ays to be screened at
the world's largest playhouse,
the Capitol, New York City, are
Goldwyn productions. The series
was begun on Sunday, December
26, with Madge Kennedy's new
screen vehicle, " The Girl With the
screento folJazz Heart."
see
in force
out large
lowing turnedHer
her in the double characterization
of a slangy New York telephone
girl and a shy Mennonite maid.
For the week of January 2,
Reginald Barker's Production of
Graham Moffatt's famous Scotch
comedy,be "Bunty
Pulls the photoplay.
Strings,"
will
the featured
Leatrice Joy acts the role which
made Molly Pearson famous on the
spoken stage. Russell Simpson has
the role of her father, dour Tammas Biggar. Others in the cast
• are Raymond Hatton, as Weelum,
Bunty's Ferguson,
lover ; Cullen
and ;
Casson
as herLandis
brothers
Josephine Crowell, Edythe Chapman, etc.
Tom Moore will " hold " the
Capitol's screen week of January
16, with his newest release, " Hold
Your Horses," taken from Rupert
Hughes' Saturday Evening Post
story, entitled, " Canavan." Sylvia
Ashton, Naomi Childers and Sydney Ainsworth have the principal
supporting roles.
Then on January 23 comes the
Jean Paige, Vitagraph star, now appearing in " Black Beauty "
Betty Compson production, "Pris-

the
both
American andBell"
foreign cxhibi'.ors is expected in the Marcel
Allain and Pierre Souvestre stories. Five episodes have been completed, titled and distributed by
Fox branches throughout the
world.
preliminary
work on
five moreThe'chapters
was completed
before " Bride 13," the serial which
" Fantomas " succeeds, had finished
its last episode.
" Fantomas " has been equipped
with an unusual cojnplement of
lobby, window and billboard paper
and a special campaign book has
been issued by the Fox press department carrying details of an
extensive exploitation program, together with newspaper advertising
and publicity text. The first campaign book is printed on twenty
pages, including
handsomely
lithographed covers done
in attractive
colors in strikingly effective design.
Proofs of newspaper cuts, in
single, double and triple column
display, scene cuts, portraits of the
principals
cast, andnewspaper
especially written inandthedesigned
advertisements supply the showmen
with an extensive selection of attention -arresting illustrations.
When and how to use all these aids
is covered in full detail of explanation by expert publicity writers
who speak from experience.
In the text matter each of the
five episodes now ready for exhibition are given in synopsis form,
together with an outline of the
story these episodes relate as a
whole. Then, too, the text carries
the cast, advertising catch lines and
aanddetailed
of the
" highchapters.
spots "
thrills list
in the
several

in
Force
at
Capitol
Two
more
Goldwyn productions
Six of the Next Seven
are now scheduled for early showing at the Capitol though not in
Features Will Be
sequence
to "picturization
Guile of Women."
One is the
of the
Goldwyn Films
comedy, " The Concert," which was
oners of Love." Arthur Rosson one of David
nounced stageBelasco's
successesmost
andpro-in
directed the picture under Miss
Leo Ditrichstein appeared for two
Compson's personal supervision. In
the supporting cast are Roy Stew- years. It was directed by Victor
art, Emory Johnson, Ralph Lewis, Schertzinger and boasts a cast
Clara Horton, Claire McDowell headed by Lewis S. Stone, Mabel
and Kate Toncray.
Julienne Scott, Raymond Hatton
Another Reginald Barker pro- and Myrtle Stedman.
The second featured Frank Lloyd
"the sea Men,"
ic tale ofduction,Godless
foundeda dramaton Ben
Ames Williams' story of " Black Production, "A Voice in the Dark,"
from Ralph E. Dyar's famous stage
Hawk," isRussell
next on
the Capital's
schedule.
Simpson
has the mystery melodrama, will follow
leading role in this picture, as- " The Concert." Irene Rich, Ora
sisted by an all-star cast, including Carewe, Ramsey Wallace, Alec B.
Helene Chadwick, James Mason,
Francis, Alan Hale, Alice HollisJohn Bowers, Alec B. Francis, ter
and others appear in its leading
Robert Kortman and others.
roles.
Then comes a new Will Rogers'
picture and one which it is promised will show him to his legion of
admirers in an entirely new his- Jesse Lasky to Reach
trionic light. He has been seen
New York Jan. 1
hitherto in comedy roles, through
which have often been woven
Jesse L. Lask\% first vice-presistrong dramatic strands, but in
dent of the Famous Players-Lasky
" Guile of Women," based upon a Corporation, who has been at the
story by Peter Clark MacFarlane, Lasky studio in Hollywood for the
he has a dramatic role, a " charac- past two months, is expected in New
ter " part which is at the same time
the " lead " or star part, with his York about the first of Januarj-.
genius for simple, human comedy He will probably remain here for
several months.
showing through now and then.
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Dalton

Com-

Two dramatic moments and a picturesque shot from Harry Carey's latest Universal picture, " Hearts Up "
Exploitation

Used

on

"Whispering Devils"
The proof of the effectiveness of
the exploitation suggested by the
Equity staff on its Conway Tearle
feature, ' Whispering Devils ' is now
■beginning to appear, states that
company. The campaign-book on
this production has twenty-eight
pages, of which almost one-half is
devoted to exploitation. From the
information arriving from the staterighttobuyers
of 'Whispering
Devils'
in
Equity
headquarters,
the
amount of exploitation and advertising being done on that feature exceeds that of any other Equity special production.
The report shows that the smaller
houses made most use of the campaigns suggested. The most popular 'stunt' is the masked 'Devil
Rider,' wheeling on a bicycle and
announcing that ' Whispering
Devils ' are coming.

Dorothy
Big

Cast

with

Mae

Marsh

Former Stars Support RobertsonCole Actress in New
Production
tors
including
some of the leading
Robertson
THEColecast
to chosen
supportby Mae
Marsh stars of the screen.
Another actor in support is
in " The
Littleon 'Fraid
Lady,"
which
is based
the Marjorie
Charles Meredith who is the leading man. Mr. Meredith graduated
Benton Cooke novel, " The Girl
Who Lived in the Woods," and the to screen acting from the narrower
on
producti
by which Miss Marsh circle of the Washington Square
has returned to the screen after an
absence
of two
sev- players and Oliver Morosco's comeral actors
who years
have contains
been starred
Kathleen Kirkham, who has been
in their own right many times, and panies.
seen in many pictures of note, is
who now lend their work to sup- another
member of the cast of
port Miss Marsh.
Preeminent in the cast is Tully " The Little 'Fraid Lady." Herbert
Prior, who has a leading role in
Marshall, well known character ac- "The
Little 'Fraid Lady," is a
tor. Mr. Marshall, a member of the
older school of acting, won his way graduate of Oxford, who was on
the stage fifteen years, leaving it to
to legitimate recognition through a act
for the old Biograph company.
long career of one night stands and George
Jr., the nephew
stock engagements, during which of Miss Bertholon,
Marsh, a child of five, also
he supported such notables as John
McCullough, Joseph Jefferson, is seen in " The Little 'Fraid
Davenport, Clara Morris
Weil-Known Author at Fanny
and Lotta Crabtree.
This group of actors move before
Metro Studios
Also in the cast is Gretchen Hart- a broad and diversified background
man. Miss Hartman has been a Lady,"
John Fleming Wilson; noted au- star, and has supported many ac- in working out the story of " The
thor, has driven down from the
Little 'Fraid Ladv."
Southern California ranch on which
he produces mutton, beef and intensely human short stories, to join
Indian
Expedition
Metro's colony of authors and play- Unusual
v.'righls
at the company's studios in
Universal and F. B. O. Cameramen
Hollvwood.
With Bayard Vciller Mr. Wilson
Will
Film
Official Ceremonies
toured the Metro stages where several big special productions are in ARTHUR CLOZENBERG, man- two days' notice, and caught the
aging director of the Film warship at Marseilles, France. The
the making. Of special interest to
the author was the preliminary Booking Offices, Ltd., of London, Duke is going to India to officiate
last week at the opening of the Government
work on his own story, " Uncharted who arrived in America
n film field, House. He is taking the place of
Seas," generally agreed to be the to study the America
has just announced one of the most the Prince of Wales, whose visit to
best product of Mr. Wilson's pen. unusual
expeditions ever arranged India was deferred because of his
by a film company. By special tie- recent world tour.
It is expected that the ceremonies
up with the British Admiralty, the
Al Kelley Made a Full F. B. O. and the Universal Film attending the official function will be
most lavish sta.ged in India since
Manufacturing Company are send- the
Fledged Director
ascension of King George to
ing a complete moving picture out- the
fit with the Duke of Connaught, the the throne of Great Britain.
Al J. Kelley is now a full-fledged
Metro director. After four years uncle of King George of England,
Once a week, exposed film will be
with Metro as an assistant director, on his ceremonial trip to India. U.
returned
London
the Kmg's
he has been selected by Bayard K. Whipple; an expert film news messenger,to and
then bV
to New
York
Vciller, director of production at cameraman is in charge of the unit. by the earliest boat. Whipple plans
The
Duke
of
Connaught,
his
staf?
to
have
pictures
of
the
Delhi
Afctro's West Coast studios in
Hollywood, Cal., to handle the and entourage, and the film repre- ceremonies on the screens of American theatres before all the Indian
sentatives, are now aboard the
megaphone for Viola 'Dana's next
starring picture, " Home Stuff," an Briti.sh warship Malayo, proceeding princes have had time to journey,
original story by Agnes Johnston to India by way of the Suez Canal. elephant-back, to their homes in the
and Frank Dazey.
Whipple sailed from New York on Himalayan mountains.

pany|Back^from
Location
After three weeks spent on location in Port Henrj-, N. Y., for exteriors for the Paramount production of " The Teaser," a CanadianNorthwest storj', Dorothy Dalton
and a company of principals and
extras have returned to New York
to complete the interiors at the Long
Island City studio. The interiors
will be completed in a few days
after which Miss Dalton will go to
the West Coast to start work on the
George Melford production, "The
Besides Miss Dalton those who
Mrmcy onMaster."
went
the location trip were
Edwin August, leading man ; Riley
Hatch, E. J. Radcliffe, Joe King.
Jessie Arnold, Margaret Marsh and
Jules Cowles.
Advertising Helps Put
'*^Metro Feature Over
Liberal advertising to acquaint the
picture-going
publicwas
withone
the of
merits
of the attraction
the
contributing reasons for the popularity enjoyed by the Metro all-star
specialroom and
production,
BedBath," when" Parlor,
it was shown
as the feature attraction during
the week beginning December 12, at
the Rivoli theatre, one of the leadin.g showhouses of Toledo, Ohio.
Three three-column ads were
used, each of them being fifteen
inches deep. The amusement of
" Parlor, Bedroom and Bath." containing the reading material and the
alluring cuts, covered fully half of
each advertisement.
Sumptuous Setting for
Pathe Episode
Elaborate and sumptous settings
one of the f'^sare represented as episode
of "Veltures of the sixth Pathe serial
starvet Fingers," the
with MargSeitz episode
B. This
ringuerite
George
Courtot.
will
be released by Pathe on Januarv"Unmasked."
.^n
abodeis of
luxurious
and its title
9th. Oriental
character in the heart of Now
York's Chinatown is the locale.
Some unusual lighting effects are
said to have been effected.
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PH CONRAD, the
JOSE
prominent British author, has signed a contract in London to write
original storie,s for Paramount Pictures according to
an announcement made this
week by Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Mr. Conrad's
books
includes long
such list
well-of
known works as " Lord Jim,"
" Victory," " Chance," "Heart
of Darkness," " Youth " and
" The Nigger of the Narcissus." Mr. Conrad, it is announced, will soon go into
the Paramount studios and
work out one of his famous
stories in co-operation with a
prominent director and a
trained scenario writer.
The other prominent authors recently signed by
Paramount to write directly
for the scffeen include Edward Knoblock, Elinor Glyn,
Sir Gilbert Parker, Avery
Hopwood and Henry Arthur
Jones.

Huge Glass Curtain in
Fox News No. 22
Exclusive motion pictures of the
magnificent new National theatre
of Mexico, with its huge glass curtain, weighing 27 tons, are in the
current issue of Fox News, No. 22,
in the second volume of the reel.
The unique curtain, composed of
nearly a million separate pieces of
glass, several inches thick and set
in concrete, was designed by a New
York artist, Harry Stoner, and
executed by the Tiffany studios.
"The Furnace" Crowds
House at Opening
A telegram from V. C. Bryan to
Realart, dated December 21, says:
"Arcadia opened to full house in
afternoon. S. R. O. in evening.
'audience
The Furnace
fine production
well 'pleased.
Believe and
we
could not have selected a better
premiere."
"The Furnace" is a William D.
Taylor special feature.
"Godless Men" Booked
for Xmas Benefit

Scenes from " The Breaking Point,"
J. L. Frothingham
production starring Bessie Barriscale and distributed through
W. W. a Hodkinson
Corp.

"Mark
Books
Loew
this had been done and that " Mr.
his
G policyfrom
ing cusno Loew feels that this Fairbanks picof book
DEPARTINtomary
ture is so unusual that his patrons
picture for more than three
or four days, Marcus Loew has ar- will want to see it twice. Also he
that every one who wants
ranged to play "The Mark of predicts
s' current to see it will be unable to get in if
las
bank
o,"
Fair
Doug
Zorr
se,
tres
full
a
for
at his thea
relea
played only three or four days.
The picture is far the greatest
week. This engagement is ref^ardcd by executives of the United Art- Fairbanks ever made, in the opinion of the " Big Four" officials, and
ists' organization as a high tribute
it shows him in two roles, the weak. ' Abrams, kneed
" produ
to In" Doug
son of wealth in the days
a 's
letter
to ction
Hiram
president of United Artists, Nich- of old California, and a daring bandit, who protects the weak
olas M. Schenck, of the Loew offices, said :
and punishes the unjust. He is a
master
and leaves his
" I have just returned to my of- victims swordsman
with his skilled blade, a
fice from a screening of Douglas
Fairbanks' new picture, " The Mark "Z" cut in their forehead, which
of Zorro," and I cannot refrain becomes known as " The Mark of
from telling you that I think it is
really the most wonderful picture
The inerChicago
he has made.
in their Herald
review and
saidExamthat
Fairbanks always comes
" We believe the picture is so "Douglas
Zorro."
big that we have decided to play back with a bang. And he comes
this feature in our theatres a full back this time with more of a
week instead of our usual policy, bang than ever before and a much
which has always been to play shrewder actor to boot. In the
ever\-thing three or four days.
early reels of ' The Mark of Zorro,'
" It took a picture like ' The Mark where he is pretending to be an
of InZorro
' to do organ
it." of the Loew idling, spineless don, a weak-hipped
the official
lollypop, who yawns and yawns in
Enterprises, which is published the presence of his fiery father and
weekly, its editor, Nelse Granlund, his disgusted fiancee, he challenges
said that this was the first time in the best of the film actors, for his
the history of their theatres that facial play is restrained and effccPathe

Review

just received from
IN a statementrters
the headqua
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., Pathe Review, the
Goldwyn's new Reginald Barker
production, " Godless Men," from popular screen magazine, is presented as an important factor in the
Ben Ames Williams' powerful drastory of
Black Pawl,"of was
nt for. better picselectedmatic by
the " Woodmen
the presentturesmoveme
and general progress along
World of Alhambra, Calif., as the lines of human interest, beauty and
picture to be shown for three taste. Pathe Review was founded
nights at the Alhambra theatre to by Charles Pathe and became an
raise
moneyfund.
for the organization's established subject of interest in
Christmas
Europe over a decade ago before it
was irhported into this country. It
has since become a permanent
Christie Comics Comfeature on the programs of the better-class motion-picture houses in
pete in Philadelphia
the United States and Canada, says
Last week saw two Christie Com- the Pathe statement, and " is known
edies, released through Educational to be exercising a sensible influence
Exchanges, playing in competition in the direction of improving the
at two of the Stanley theatres in quality of picture productions in
Philadelphia. At the Victoria Eddie general." The Pathe statement
follows :
Barry
in the
" Mr.same
Fatima,"
and at appeared
the Stanley
actor
facts are gathered from
and Vera Steadman were seen in the" These
most authentic sources — the exhibitors themselves, which amounts
" Shuffle the Queens."

Hailed

to one of the most reliable signs
that are pointing to a highly reassuring future for the whole field
of motion picture production and
exhibition. The charm of Pathe
Color, which continues to maintain
its acknowledged superiority, is felt
everywhere. The garden spots of
the world, even almost inaccessible
wilderness nooks, are called upon
to contribute their varying tints
of Nature — cloud-wrapped mountain summits, isolated valleys and
blooming fields of many countries.
The time-stained architecture of
the Old World, cathedrals, monuments, habitations in streets that
have hardly changed their aspect in
centuries, native costumes scarcely
modified since feudal times, ancient
customs, social and religious — all
these are given their full significance through the fidelity to nature
of Pathe Color, which also stands
unrivalled in representations of
flowers and foliage.

Zorro"
of
live.
'■ And how he does gape ; ' yawn '
don't express it. He GAPES. Even
when the beautiful Marguerite de la
Motte in a Spanish mantilla and
sad eyes is before him he gapes.
" But that is his game, and to
tell you why he gapes so would be
to take a big suspense kick out of
jour
" Atlife.
anychaserate,
in Reel
inevitable
begins.
That3 the
sneering
Robert McKim, whose dirty-dog
roles are dirtier and doggier than
any one else's, and that roistering,
vicious but humorous Noah Beerj',
who can play anything any time
an>-Avhere, those two scoundrels
whip up a chase and take out after
the masked rider, the mad rider,
the mysterious rapier-slinging
Zorro, terror of the oppressors,
champion of the poor ; Zorro, who
carves
bloodydo "his
Z "people
on thewrong.
faces
of
thosea who
" Now for it ! Up over walls,
climbing churches, popping out of
clocks, sticking fat enemies a posteriori, kicking them in the slats,
jumping o\er jackasses, swinging
on ropes, kissing quick and bounding to the rafter just ahead of a
whickering knife. Romance and
surprise thrills ! Your own Mr.
Fairbanks — irresistible ! "
as

Leader

" As a magazine, Pathe Review
adds continually to its status, giving to the picture screen the variety
and competent selection of art and
literary material expected of the
world's best journals distributed
in print. In the case of informative material, and of industrial
subjects so acceptable to the practical-minded, its descriptive captions, concise and complete make
the demonstrations conclusive.
What is the process of making a
Swiss watch? Of canning fruits
and vegetables in great quantities?
Of building a warship? Of making lace fabrics of intricate designoutforamilad\'s
Of turningucts
ofgown?
different
which score
the world
consumesprodby
the ship-load? Pathe Review explains all and clearly. Things that
are impossible of analysis for intelligible explanation in print give
up all their secrets to the Pathe
slow motion picture miracle.
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Motion

Extends
Goldwyn

Will Rogers in " Boys Will be Boys," his next Goldwyn picture
South

Far

from

Any

Panic

Smaller Towns Hardest Hit; Houses
Closed Only in Few Isolated Cases
off, even to the extent in some
npHAT the Southeast and South- places
of 33 1-3 per cent.
west, which were the first secBut this condition is far from
tions of the country to feel the
present financial storm, and which the panic that a few misguided exhave been harder hit perhaps than
tremists are preaching, Mr. Flanagan states. Even under the worst
any other locality by falling prices,
ofler striking encouragement to the conditions, the business that exhibitors are doing again illustrates
motion picture exhibitors and producers who feel panic stricken the well - demonstrated fact that
about conditions in the industry, is amusements are the last to suffer.
the view of T. F. Flanagan of the The black side of the picture shows
sales department of the W. W. m.any of these small town exhibiHodkinson Corporation who has
tors who are playing fewer nights
each week, and in isolated instances
just
returned
from
a
two
months'
trip through eleven Southern states. theatres that have entirely closed
The actual facts are that in the down, it is stated.
larger cities admissions have not
But the bright side of it shows
suffered in the slightest, he de- many exhibitors who closed down
clares, while in the sinaller towns on the first impulse and who have
which are largely dependent on the now reopened and who are doing
cotton crop or other agricultural good business. It shows the vast
majority of exhibitors finding a
activities,
or on "the
of a way
to make their theatres pay in
single
industry,
suchpayroll
as lumber
mills, gross receipts have fallen spite of business depression.
Release
" Buried

Date
Treasure

Is

Advanced

" to Be

Released

Shortly,
B'way Premiere
SO numerous
have Following
been the in- storing
up every impression conquiries from exhibitors regardsciously or unconsciously noted."
Letters of comment from exhibiting the next Marion Davies Paramount picture, since the success in
ors and from fans in all parts of
New York and throughout the coun- the country have been coming to the
try of " The Restless Sex," that the Cosmopolitan studio, declares the
release date of " Buried Treasure," Paramount statement, commenting
Miss Davies' newest Cosmopolitan on the success in every part of the
production has been advanced, an- country of " The Restless Sex "
nounces a statement from Famous which broke all previous records at
Players-Lasky headquarters. The the Criterion theatre and which is
public in New York, therefore, will already playing repeat bookings in
soon view " Buried Treasure " at a many of the larger Eastern and
Broadway premiere and shortly Western cities.
thereafter it will be given general
" Buried Treasure " was begun in
release throughout the country.
New York last spring and completed in California during the sum" Buried Treasure " is a story of
the psychic ; based upon re-incarnamer at a cost of a quarter of a million. Of it Hereward Carrington,
lion dollars, it is said. Periods of
the psychic authority, writes : " In time from the Stone Age to the
the beautiful picture, 'Buried Treas- present are comprehensively revealed largely by the costumes of
and charmingly
playedure,' sobygraphically
Miss Marion
Davies, wc Marion Davies imported for the
see exemplified before our eyes the occasion. George D. Baker directed
power of the sub-conscious mind in " Buried Treasure "

Picture

News

the
"Edgar"
Series
With Tarkington
Arranges

" Pictures
for Additional " Edgar
strange depredations are made
through
ors have
exhibit
the country
been- upon the household furniture, the
who
THE outmany
cat, hats, dolls and other articles.
se- Edgar, of course, gets the blame
Boothl Tarking
bookin
s of boy
comedieton's
riesgof two-ree
life, under the collective title of for all this mischief until Iris, the
discovers his younger brother
" The Emotions and Adventures of cook,
is the culprit.
Edgar Pomeroy," will be interested
The new " Edgar " Comedies,
n's announ
in Goldwy
llycement
limitedthatto the scenarios for part of which
series, origina
the
have
already been written by Mr.
twelve pictures, has been extended.
The success of these pictures has Tarkington and are now at the
l)ecn so great with the public and Goldwyn studios, w^ill be interthe demand for them from exhibiby the same
actorspretedassembled
for cast
the offirstchild
dozen.
tcirs so insistent that Goldwyn induced Mr. Tarkington to increase Johnny Jones, who recently
the number of scenarios, declares a observed his twelfth birthday, continues as leading man and little
statement from the Goldwyn headLucille Ricksen as leading lady.
quarters
The .twelfth
" Edgar
" hasstudios
been They are without question the most
completed
at the
Goldwyn
widely known child actors in the
in Culver City, Cal., and the ninth, world, declares Goldwyn, and the
called " Edgar's Little Saw," is cleverness of their acting in the
now in all twenty-two Goldwyn ex- " Edgars " deserves all the popuchanges where exhibitors can see
larity they have won. Buddy Mesit screened.
senger, Marshall Ricksen, the
" Edgar's Little Saw " is said to Trebaol children, and most of the
be one of the cleverest and fungrown-ups seen in the comedies alniest ofMrs.
the series
" Edgars."
ready made will continue to appear
Mr. and
Pomeroyof give
Edgar
a tool chest for Christmas and in the new ones.

Has

Proved

" While
by Wm.

a

Big

Winner

New York Sleeps " Reported
Fox to Be in Great Demand
sought extended entfTpHE
glowing
reports
con- showing, have
A tinue
to pour
into that
the Fox
gagements— and
in order
to accommodate
them
some
other
house
offices indicate that the special
melodramatic screen production of would have to be set back in the
absence of additional prints.
night life in the metropolis, ' While
In certain quarters there appears
New York Sleeps,' is destined to to have been an impression that
take its place in the motion picture
hall of fame as one of the truly " While New York Sleeps " is a
serial, instead of an eight-reel
film of from
a decade,"
announces
agreat
statement
the home
office super-special melodrama told in
three
stories, portraying life among
of the William Fox Film Corporathe upper, middle and lower classes
tion.
pleteNewin York.
itself.
" Since its auspicious opening at of
Each story is comthe Lyric theatre in New York last
August — at which time it created
Douglas
Doty
has been
added
to the
scenario
staff
a genuine
— this toremarkable picture sensation
has continued
prove
of Supervising
Ela big winner wherever shown, in
mer Harris at Director
the Realart
many cases breaking all previous
Studio in Los Angeles. Mr.
box office records, and with exDoty was editor of the Book
tended engagements frequently in
Department of the Century
evidence,"
continues theexploitation
statement.
Publishing Company for ten
The tremendous
years. He was also editor of
possibilities in both the title and
the Century Magazine for
the theme of the picture have apfive years and editor of the
pealed at once to exhibitors. They
Cosmopolitan Magazine for
have found it an easy matter to
two years.
He the
was House
also con-of
couple the title with straight adnected with
vertising stories of live interest,
Harper before entering films.
which have been readily accepted
by newspaper editors. They have
also been verj* successful in tieing
up with local merchants through
their daily advertisements in the
papers. In fact, " While New
York Sleeps " provides the keen
showman with any amount of material that can be used to put over
his showing.
The Fox offices announce that
the laboratories have just completed new sets of prints to be
shipped
to the exchanges
to handle the enormous
demand for
this
master melodrama. This was done
to avoid any change of dates in
bookings on account of the fact
that man}' theatres, after the first

ggggllllllUlTilllil
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VELVET

riNCERS

MARGUERITE

COURTOT

Stonj by Bertram
PICKING OUTONE
VOICE
IN THE CHORUS OF PRAISE
Mciioa Piclure N<2V5 12/ 4* Velvet Fingers"
(Scitz-P«the Serial— 15 Episode*)
WELL'
George B.longSeiXzdislanfc
is at andit again
The champion
shon
(lash serial writer, director, and aclor has goticn off gtoers." Tanhe versatile
excellentimpresario
start withhas" Velvet
Finonly taken
care
of
the
direction
and
intcrpreialion
henleavingcrookthe xypcslorj-oftoserial
Beriram
the
whichMillhauscr
means thatItih^il>rotagonist is skilful with the mask or dark
lantern
or jim'my
or dynamite
The picture
is offered
to iheor velvet
public hngcras .tn
Arsenc AndLupinthisserial
HolmtiwisL
looks with
like aafirstSherlock
rate definition
The plot is woven around a smooth second-stor>
Raffles, atwhose
object otttoman.collecta gentlemanly
jewels and valuables
the expense
ihe
and engage in a battle of w"wilh Ott-ners
a criminologist.
first three asepisodes
vcr>- effective
111—aThe
planting
very areresourceful
man who\ clvel
makes a acomplete
goat out offigurehis
opponent.
There
is
considerable
suspense,givesas
there should be v\4th a serial. The picture
evidence of packing quite a healihy wallop in
ihc shaperected ofhimselfsnappy
action. Mr
Seitzgood
has di-rewith caution.
He uses
p
r
e
s
i
o
n
a
n
d
makes
quite
a
dandy
in
his
Raffles garb The goddess in the machine is played
hyarc Marguerite
Courtot.Lucille
while Lennox
others in and
the cast
Harry Scmcls.
Joe
Cuny. Thegraphed andpicture
isprove
well tostaged
and
photoshould
be
a
humdinger
—LAVRESCE REID

Produced

<±nd directed

A tremendously complete
able for this serial sensation:
Posters:

Lobby
Slides:
Cuts

«4|

MiUhduser
by Geor<^e B. Seitj

line of advertising

helps is avail-

1, 3, 6 sheet on each episode; 24 sheet for entire serial;
banner; windov^ card; herald for entire serial.
Display:
Colored

and Mats:
Get

8 llxl4's; 22x28 lobby; black and white photos
for first three episodes.
teaser; colored star.
Plenty; also Campaign
It, Advertise

It, Clean

^ ' Distributors ^ '

Book
Up

and

With

Trailer.

It.
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JESSE.

H.B

D,

HAMPTON

presents

WARNER
in

DICE/DESTINY

"As full of human
interest, incident
and
the stage play "Alias Ji
mmy
Valentine."

Motion
C

Story
MovW"Dice
Picture
World ^
of Destin
Fiv^.ReelHampton.Pathe R^Uasey"Fcot
ura
H B Warner in Tense Crook
Reviewed by Robert c McElravy
One of the actors of the screen who .^1
dom
fa.Is he
,0 impa
the roles
romaB^t"Wafn
playsrt isa H,
gllm
e? or to
screens exceptionally well and hir lit".^
active movements convev a crtfi^ ■ ^

Picture New.<^ 12/^DICE OF DESTINY
(Hampton-Pathe)

H. i>. earner Huts " P^h " Into Stron
g Dramatic "

0

m 0

The story which is from the Den of M
develo
a suong
"r'".?'^''' "^"^ " •>«.«, «.d
ps .0Unk,.
.mportan,
Thereclim^
a«7po,T^"'
s, however wh.^.
h ' "'"T*'"^
bm these "spots" are so few and f!r K !^
. ^* ^""^ « drop,"
eli^nated Y^-boo, effeai^r^Te^tat or^p^^^^ "'^'^V
no^^rh:,^;lr:»^^:
-^^^^^^^ i.s se.e„e. ^

tecfve, being "planted" nTato watch W» ?hr
J
"u" -Va^rf
a d«.
Prison, that he rmay !s- tge, a line" b
on U 7 ' ~"
«'««^d from
Warner " picks " him t
'"^'^ P^"'ha^ds
."dopUaffords
ie thet'eThlch^tSe
""TT' ""^^
»'««Py «>d
crook a .hiu'l" '""^^'^
condition
thishim
■n
Proceeding
home of a friend he fi^''.l,° 'f"^^ ^ °' his badg*.
and detectives,o the
ir. ri.e act of arreting hif dtnM*
^""'^
badge is flashed and in a m„s7fmeres^.tri
,"""^ '""><^ Th«
■n extncating his friends. A rXer ^ven"".?
^««d.
Bnt it is Warner's snlendiJ iT
. ""^odncUon.
Piay and Slne7 thf X' ot ""rrt"
^^'^ "Pbold.
the
moments he reaches h's j"„^*r""" ^PP^"-' I»
nd dramaUc
.n the Ughter
scenes he is a rell RoreT K " «be
u""
call for
situations ""■^«
maki
love ent
litUejudgm
aGood
ng."
is used in the
selection „f ,1,
" a type -Length. 5 reels.-f ranT teo2rf "''^ ^'^'l'

suspense

irorhe'r"' be ^ «d w t°h
tjon,
relea'sed by^Ta'he. UrT.rn.VT.'l

terization is well dra j^a'nd kep' Uul^'
^P«>-h.nsfon
froS^Iportrayed
K.rl.
e' from
Lillian R^ch
ThisTi^fof
a IX^^rcU'kto^n'e"':rwro"^r?ra'^
leader,
and a love affa r between hir
and'°"; "''daughter of tSiMni
sSt" The°' 1"^ ''^""^ futures of tSe
.he'Tncra",
streneth ir> 'aV.ifi'c?a'l!^7tt,. t . oBreat
emotional
"•thfs°-.fpr':?
nambers many"e■'x''cellem^y^e?''°^•'"«

men H. B. Warner sco
red his
'"^
"^"^^
meitio•^""
^^iltTwl
rable succes
s «nrf
to such enormous business?
"Dice of dL
•

full of hutnan

interest, punch a^Tv.t^^^"'"^

^"^^

play in
. ,
'"^^'^
^

—
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Youth!
Valued
Full

only

of folly

Gaining
To

be
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even

wisdom

had

but

only
once;

Love,

and
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we

realization

wonder

"When
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then

Laughter,

were

and

level
Joy

the

of Living,

Mistakes.

21, yet

of our

to

wealth

how

poor

an
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the stage play achieved
its phenomenal success; no
wonder
that the

picture will hit
Your
audiences

from

through

Lack

rich

have

at its wisest ;

with

our

Adapted

who

brim

How

No

by

We

the same
high mark.
will see themselves

Were

Goodwins

JDirector

in
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Success
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of
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best
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PRODUCED

mystery
A

LONG

draa/vas
TliVVE^

That's
w^hat they
sa.y of' The Devil to Pay/' you'll
at the
picture
the
see
you
so too when
say
nearest
Pathe
exchange!

Sunday, December S. 1920
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE DEVIL TO PAY
(PATHE)
Melodrama and
proportioned mystery
make this anwell
exciting
and absorbing feature. Unexpected turns and twists keep the
suspensepectedkeen
unexrevelationuntil
of thethemethod
ofnucleus.
the murderSwift-moving,
that is the feature's
aptly
titled and well photographed. A
Brunton production.

"The DevilStoryto Developed
Pay"
Engrossing
Six-Part Mystery
Brunton Subject, Released in
Pathe C. McElravy
Reviewed bybyRobert
One of the best mystery stories shown
inDevilsometo time
hasa Robert
been developed
inproduc'The
Brunton
tion, Pay."
adapted from
a novel
by France*
Nimmo Greene. It loses not a^moment in
by
a suggested
withthethebodywifeof
waiting
outsidewhen
thehanging,
prison
her
husband
themystery
lawforhassurrounding
taken its
course.
Slowly
the
the hanging, and the possible connection
oforiginal
one ofcrime,
the town's
big bankers
with Ittheis
is brought
play.
one
of ofthosetensestories
whichintoand
begin
in the
midst
situation
skilfully
weaves backward and forward from
the
starting
until
mysteryput istogether
finally
solved.
Itpointhascredit
beenonthe
expertly
and
reflects
all
concerned.
The cast is finely balanced, with Roy
Stewart as the calm, self-reliant prosecuting attorney;
Robert
McKim
as thein susbanker,roles
andsheFritzi
one
of the pected
best
hasup Brunette
had.
The supp
o
r
t
i
n
g
c
a
s
t
is
made
of
experienced
players,
and
the
resnlt
is
like
the
smooth,
even performance of a competent stock
company.
The scenes are laid in and about a
prison,rant andin ina afinecourtprivate
room.home,
The intriala restauscenes
have tionbeen
carefully one
staged.
is a fascinating
of itsThekind.produc-

Mystery Drama With Well Sustained Suspense and Good Production
"THE DEVIL TO PAY"
to perhaps an abrupt
and notit suffices
altogether'to
Robea Brunton Prod. — Pathe
solution.conclusion
Nevertheless
DIRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde comprehensive
bring
the
mystery
to
a
solution
even
if
they
the
AUTHOR
Frances Nimmo Greene rather old-fashioned method of having the usevillain
shoot
himself.
SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
Arthur L. Todd The cast is a good one, each player being well suited
AS A WHOLE A real "fan" type of picture with to his respective part. Besides those mentioned
good
Evelyn Selbie, George Fisher and others handles
sustainedmystery element and suspense well Smaller
roles adequately. The opening scenes are
STORY Some of its "intrikut" business not effective from a photographic standpoint. The scene
plausible but this doesn't matter; it plays its is that of a gallows on which a hanging is taking
place. The actual gallows is not seen, however.
part just .....
the same
DIRECTION.
Develops his material toward Merely the shadow is slu)wn. This is rather a gruegood
climax:
brings
things
to
rather
hurried
some opening for a picture but it was probably inconclusion
tended for purposes of emphasis which certainly
PHOTOGRAPHY
AU right
LIGHTINGS
Good register.
banker and politicion, comCAMERA WORK
Satisfactory Brent Warren,forleading
which he sends George Roan to
PLAYERS Robert McKim. Roy Stewart and death.mits a felony
In some way, never explained to the specFrui Brunnette handle most important roles
tator. Roan is brought back to life and from time to
well ; others all very good
time
Warren
is haunted by the voice of Roan, usually
EXTERIORS
Very few
the telephone.
INTERIORS
Adequate overCuUen
Grant,
district attorney and former suitor
DETAIL
AU right
Dare Keeling, a wealthy girl now in love with
CHARACTER OF STORY Mystery drama in ofWarren,
secures evidence against Warren and orders
which girl's Bance is proven crook while the his arrest. Dare maintains her confidence in Wargirl believes him innocent
ren
but
Grant's
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 5.800 feet aroused when Darefurther
begs suspicion
Warren toagainst
give herWarren
some ofis
After watching Roy Stewart hounding Robert Mc- her money for which he is her trustee. Grant suspects
Kim until he proves him a crook in both "The Money that the money is for -Warren.
Changers"
"The kind
Devilof toa story
Pay" folks
will begin
Dare's hrother Larry is against Warren but at the
to know justandwhat
to expect
when
wantssecretary
to preserve
his sister's
they see the two names announced in connection with same
Larry timft
becomes
to Warren
and happiness.
discovers
a picture. There is a similarity 'in these two produc- paparsren is confident
which
prove
Warren's
guilt.
At
the
trial
Warof
a
favorable
verdict
until
Grant
antions hat where "The Money Changers" had it in
nounces another witftess. It is Jloan, the supposedly
action, "The Devil to Pay" has it in mystery.
The director has developed the plot coherently, yet dead rair. who proves that Warren forced him to kill
Warren tocheats
the law by shooting himthe suspense is well sustained and the interest main- the sman.
elf as he attempts
get away.
tained until the end at which time things are brought
Play Up Title and Type of Story With Lines that Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"The Devil to Pay" is a typical "movie fan" type effectively with catchlines. Mention the tiames of
of story And as such should prove a good box office Roy Stewart and Robert McKim and recall their
bet. It has well maintained suspense and should be joint work in "The Money Changers" if you happen
played up from the mystery standpoint. Announce it to have played it and say that "The Devil to Pay"
as a story of a man who was hanged but later came contains as much mystel-y as "The Money Changers"
back to testify against the man who sent him to the contained action. Use the line: "You can't get away
with it if >ou have 'The Devil to Pay,' He'll get you
gallows.
The title has drawing power and can be used
sooner or later.' "
A

Robert

Brunton

Q^DEVIL
From
I

Bf. kk Mi III t» «^ *» tt» Ml—fc A Mwi
•rkrl^a
WwTM) rnmla^ vlfa.(trifiam
aa»lM tkammtteahavU Wt»urn*
ukiB*ertmlMl
Orut.
hmwrr\inm
tnatM.
WATtM. WtU D- A.TV* rafsMB.
mm %m»
aa kto faratftrW vttMa
owvlcto
Vaitw.
*oA viaamelodrama
UM vM. with a oniqae twist io the plot which
A
myslrry
not will
onlybaffle
lifts the pictnre outto theof the
of and
ctooktheatorics
bot
end.Bftjal
The nin
letters
terioui
telephonethe audience
voice axe excellent
touches
io keeping
opmy»-the
suspense
have suggestive
been skiJfally
Devilvariety
to Pay"of
isaadicDCC
a iplendidand title
enoagbhand)ed.
to auract'Thea wide
people, and the popular type of thi»- picture will entertain any
Cut— McKim
All star. isTheveryworktrueof toRoylife.
Stewart,
Bnaoette aod
Robert
JosephFritxiJ. Dowliop
and
tvelyn isSelbie
dot>oyish
woodeHul
bits ol brother.
characterizatioa and George
Fisher
a
very
and
earnest
Points
ol
Appeal
—
Has
interest,
saspensc,
mystery
mingled
with romance and the novel idea of resusctUting the dead man
andPbotogrmpfay
using him laandthe climu.
Lighting
— Of cspeoally
the best »ellthroughout.
scenes ol the mysterious
stringer
oone. The

"THE

TO

C. WARDE

DEVIL TO PAY"
(Brunton-Pathe)

Strong Mystery Story Carries Interest
HE DEVIL TO PAY - ii one oj tl>« b« m7>>"T iTtm±, pMdoced
tataifcriDio atodlonf
1>« •koWpildicd
ertrTthuif
oenaaaiTupon•» the«icile.
k«ep n Ilradieim
in •
tbnait
tci
mqii*
U
plM
iu
tli«t
ra«oi>
the
for
Aroothoit,
ker
high
th«
opon
lh«
U«
foot
of
film
projected.
. Krm toid
thrown
•rtioD from lb« lira* the opemng icaef arc
the ratot.to
Jtimia Crjene,
fireii totheTnoca
moa
the inapctMe
wiihholdinl
Borj, d.
ahe hube thewiineo
njrlo
the deietcredit
forAlih«i|h
and CM ihoild. Dot- hej
tnish. the director
trntU oke
remukihle dejpee
•OTe
puntedthe
.atiauonai andtbo««h
haa graiped
at timeaafterit looked
In fact,aitaatioo
natnral eoloti.
moM comhination
ihemThi. inhappT
actor* had been plaring their rolea foe aome lime b«*ore the accoca wte
"tSc production U well moimted. Ernest C. Tarde. the direcuc. ukinf
palticnlar
theorit
aelectioo
hiaies.
oteriocv to whether a man, can,. he,
the ofaniqne
isinbaaed
anth
The themecnteafter
de«i by itnte
hnnjideaandaa pronounced
bein|onofficial!;
reinKilated
and pobtical
buiker
Icndin(
a
of
Ufe
the
diidoaei
il
nnfolds
story
the
As
to be
dictator of a small town who commits a crime and caoaes siMlher
gnill.
his
tip
cover
to
sentAfterto thehis gallows
eiecnlion the man is resnaduled and like a (ho« hamu his
betrayer
nniil the latter
ahooudramatic
himaelf. The climai is resched in a coonroomThe scene
cast, which
which isis hishly
particslariy
strong, isdndea Bobeel HcEim. Boy
Uojth, 6 reels.— fr««i
Stewart.
Lecnard. Frilii BmneOe and George riaher.—

Production

the novel ii/ Frances Nimmo
directed by
ERNEST

"The Devil to Pay"
A Robert Brunton Production in Six Parts. Distributed byPathe. Directed by E. C.AVardc.
Running Time, Seventy .Minutes.
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Paramount Stars Lead
in Competition
Wallace Reid, of the Paramount
forces, is the most popular star
with Chicago film fans. Thomas
Meighan is a close second, and
Gloria Swanson is second winner
for popularity honors in the
feminine division. The Chicago
Tribune has just finished a popular
Star contest, and the above results
have been made public.
- Reid received more votes than
anj' other star, male or female. He
led the contest from the start.
Thomas Meighan was running fast
when Alae Tines, motion picture
editor of the Tribune, suddenly decided to terminate the contest.
Gloria Swanson, in the feminine
division, ran only 69 votes behind
Mary Pickford.
The Chicago Herald-Examiner
is also conducting a popularity contest in connection with its star
identity contest. At this writing,
the Herald-Examiner is carrying an
eight-column head announcing that
Thomas Meighan has taken the lead
from Wallace Reid.
Allan Dwan Announces
Cast for New Film
Following his policy of choosing
an evenly balanced cast rather than
flaunting a " star," Allan Dwan has
selected the players who will appear
in "The Perfect Crime," his second Associated
Producers'
picture.to
Monte
Blue has
been chosen
play the leading role, having been
borrowed from Famous Players
for the production. Jacqueline
Logan, a former Follies girl, is
entrusted with the leading feminine
part; Stanton Heck is the villainous Thaine of the story and Hardee Kirkland will have a character
role. The story requires very few
important players and is one of
those simple human tales which
Mr. Dwan best enjoys making.
Lyman Broening is photographing
the production assisted by Gordon
Pollock.
Adam's Circuit Books
Hodkinson Releases
The Adams Theatre Circuit which
controls a string of theatres in Iowa
has booked practically all of the
Hodkinson released production to
play over their circuit. According
to Joe Bloom, Hodkinson supervisor, the Adams people declared
that Hodkinson's is the most consistent program on the market today
and that they are always assured
of a nice patronage whenever one of
the Hodkinson subjects is shown in
one of their houses.

Two
Exchanges
Albany

More

Educational

Offices

to Open in
and Salt

Lake City

its own
AFTER compl
ysystem with
changeeting
twentexseven ofifices in the principal
distributing centers in the United
States and at the six focal points
in Canada, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., this week announced
that it would immediately add two
additional branches in order to
care for the demand for its product.
One of these will be in Albany
and located at 398 Broadway. It
will care for the middle portion of
the state as far south as Westchester county's northern limits and
the territory below that of the
Buffalo office. A considerable portion of this territory has not been
developed for sales and an intening- sive campaign will mark its openAlthough the last branch to open,
Manager E. J. Drucker, of the
Denver territory, has found the
demand for Educationals so strong
that he is opening a branch in Salt
Lake City early in January. He
has already made numerous bookings in Salt Lake, including showing of all of the comedies and most
of the other product at the American theatre. A separate office in
Salt Lake will afford better shipping facilities and will enable more
continuous use of the same prints.
According to the home office
every exchange is showing the effects of the year end drive just
started, which is evidenced by the
demand for additional prints on
many subjects. Since each office
is charged a certain amount against
each print and therefore seeks to
conduct their bookings with the
least number possible for efficient

Current

A scene from " Highreleased
and Dry,"
featuring Jimmie Adams,
througha Mermaid
Educationalcomedy
Exchanges
service, this is said to be a certain
indication of increasing business.
Service is one of the chief points
stressed by Educational to its exchanges and this point is being specially emphasized during the present drive.
" With barely six months passed
since the opening of our first office," says President E. W. Hammons, " it is quite pleasing to find
that we now have to go considerably beyond our original schedule.
The demand for Education product has exceeded our original estimate so greatly that we have had
to establish these new branches.
Theyicedeserve
consideredforservstations. to
Thebe demand
our
pictures has grown so great that
we do not consider our offices so
much from the standpoint of sales

as from that of service to the exhibitor. Yet that very point we are
making the foundation of our success, for we are endeavoring to
give the local manager a degree of
cooperation that has not been
known before in this field.
" With the opening of these two
new offices we take third rank
among all the motion picture organizations of the country in the
number of our branches. We will
continue to open them with every
demand for service. We established this organization as specialists in the short subject field. We
promised to give the utmost in exhibitor cooperation, and there is no
limit to the extent to which we will
go to meet every demand of the
theatre managers."

Paramount

ILLIAM S. HART'S new- Bill Hart and Enid
est production for ParaBennett Vehicles
mount, The
"
Testing
Block," which is now meeting with
Are Released
great favor in many of the largest
first-run houses in the countrj', was
released December 26, as was Enid a violin by a young girl who is a
member of a nomadic company of
Bennett's
vehicle,
Silk Hosiery," a
Thomas H.
Ince "production.
actors wandering through CaliforIn " The Testing Block," Hart nit in the old days, and it is tinder
has an opportunity of displaying most unusual circumstances that
not only his skill as a rider, fighter the bandit. Sierra Bill, meets and
and actor, but in portraying a char- falls in love with her. So strong is
acter which is essentially human. this incident that the song has been
Pioneer
to Syndicate As Sierra Bill he is said to " get republished and is being used most
successfully in the exploitation of
right under
thethe
skinspectators
" of his audiStory of Serial
ence, rousing
to a the picture.
Pioneer Film Corporation an- high pitch of enthusiasm, especiallj^
The story of " The Testing
nounces that in connection with its when he fights a half dozen of his Block " was written by Mr. Hart
the picture was direlease of "The Mystery Mind," own gang single-handed ; and then himself rectedand
by Lambert Hillyer. The
the serial starring J. Robert Paul- brings them to the point of tears
ine and written by Arthur B. Reeve, when he strives desperately to save photography is by Joe August, A.
arrangements are in progress for the life of his baby, lying at the S. C. Mr. Hart surrounded himself with a strong supporting cast,
the publication by one of the large point of death in his lonely cabin.
A distinctive feature of the film headed by Eva Novak as leading
newspaper syndicates of the story
of the serial. Shortly after the is its revival of the old song, " Dar- woman. This is Eva's first big part
and she acquits herself with much
publication of the story in the newsNelly Gray,"
which great
was popuwrit- credit.
Gordon Russell makes a
tenling
in 1856
and enjoyed
published'
be
will
papers, the&novel
larity for many years thereafter, Carpenter, Ira McFadden and little
by Grosset
Dunlap with illustrations taken from the scenes of the first-class villain, and Florence Richard Headrick have the other
In the story this song is played on important troles.
serial photoplay, it is stated.

Issues

The Enid Bennett picture, " Silk
Hosiery,"
of
Thomas H.from
Ince, the
was studios
written by
Frank Dazey and directed by Fred
Niblo. Besides containing a story
of much interest and real dramatic
value, the production has an added
claim to popularity in its fashion
show. One of the sets represents
the " most ultra " of the many ultrasmart shops on Fifth avenue. New
York. Here is a model throne,
heavily draped in black velvet, on
which many beautiful models appear in rapid succession, wearing
one fascinating
creation after ana day. other. It is declared to be one of
the best " woman " pictures in many
GeofYreyman,
Webbandis the
Miss supporting
Bennett's
leading
cast includes Donald MacDonald,
Marie Favis, Joan Standing, Otto
Hoff^man, Sylvia Brooks, Derrick
Ghent and Rose Dione.
Details of the MusicPicture Conference
in this issue. Page 526
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Motion
Vidor

Picture
Predicts

Changes

WMmmw/miimmmmmm
Wallace Reid is back again in " The Charm School," a Paramount picture
Stars in Five and TwoReeler on Same Bill
Along
with film
" The Buster
Saphead,"
the
only
feature
Keaton
ever made, exhibitors also have
played a Keaton two-reeler. These
exhibitors report phenomenal success with such a program, states
Metro.
The owner of the Broadway theatre, Springfield, Mass., was the
first to see the advantages in playmg the Keaton and the William H.
Crane feature along with a Keaton
comic two-reeler. The success attained through a tremendous box
office showing attracted the attention of other exhibitors, who also
have seen fit to play "The Saphead
film. " along with a short Keaton
At Loew's Stillman in New York,
and again in Cleveland, " The Saphead
" The Scarecrow
" were
teamed" and
to furnish
the entertainment
for the week. In each instance the
receipts were tremendous, declares
a statement from the Metro headquarters.

"Great Moment"
is
New Title of Glyn Story
According to information received from the Coast, the title of
the story Elinor Glyn is now working on for Gloria Swanson, originally called " The Sheltered Daughter," has been changed to " The
Great Moment." Production of this
picture for Paramount will be
started as soon as Cecil B. DeMille
completes his super-star production
of "The Affairs of Anatol," which
is now well under way at Hollywood. Sam Wood is said to be
slated to be the director.

BLACKvBEAUTY

Branch

Managers

Confer

Six Hodkinson Representatives
at Informal Meeting in N. Y.
ClX of the branch representatives
merly a " special " with Benjamin
^ the W. W. Hodkinson organiza- B. Hampton, later represented Hodkinson in Baltimore and was made
tion of the Atlantic Division, who
were in New York at Christmas Branch Representative at Charlotte,
time formed the basis of an infor- N. C, last fall.
views of Mr. Galanty and
the Hodkinson
of- Mr.TheEater
as to conditions in the
ficemalthismeeting
week.at Those
who attended
were W. H. Dunbar, of Boston ; H. South are interesting. Both say
E. Thompson, of Albany ; Norman that business has been affected in
H. Moray, of New York; S. A. Ga- spots only ; that in the large towns
lanty, of Washington ; John R. and cities the maximum volume of
Lynch, of Philadelphia, and J. G. motion picture attendance cpntinues, and, while ehibitors are
Eater, of Charlotte.
Each of these has made a splen- watching the signs, they find th?"
did record in his field. Mr. Dunbar apparently their business is a peculiar one which thrives at all
and Mr. Thompson have been Hodand under all conditions. In
kinson stand-bys
"
" for several times
years. Mr. Moray was formerly some of the small towns, where
manager of the New York Ex- everything depends on the cotton
change for Select. Mr. Galanty, market, there is some shrinkage.
who was salesman at the Hodkinson
Washington branch, was promoted The big towns and cities are "packto Representative last summer. Mr.
Mr. Thompson and Mr. Dunbar
ing them
in."
Lynch, who was previously with report
thein New
same York
generalstate
state and
of affairs
in
Pathe in Pennsylvania, took charge
of the Hodkinson Philadelphia New England. Eactory conditions
branch last June. Mr. Eater, for- have had no damaging effect.

News
Drastic

for 1921

King Vidor, director of " The
Jack-Knife
"The photoplays,
Sky Pilot"
and other Man,"
successful
believes that some drastic changes
are due in the types of photoplays
to be produced in 1921 ; he proffers conclusive reasons for believing that motion picture theatre
patronage will be increased fully
fifteen per cent, and says in substantiation ofhis predictions:
" The great number of churches
and schools that are beginning to
make photoplays a feature of their
entertainments, and the serious
consideration being given the cinerna as a possible ethical force of
wide scope, will cause many noted
educators and men in public service to take an active interest in
cinema production ; these men, with
their high ideals, will be the means
of fostering photoplays which will
present contemporaneous life in its
cleanest, most useful, and, therefore, highest aspects.
" The World War and ensuing
events have tended to make people
more unselfish, those statesmen who
love their country best by striving
to make it best will realize the farreaching power of the screen ; and
w^ill advocate the making of film
productions which stimulate the
love of country, and tend to solid-

ify national ideals."
Goldwyn

AddressesTDr,

Wilbur
F/ Crafts
Samuel
Goldwyn,
president ; of-'
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has
sent the following telegram to Dr.
Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent
of the International Reform Bureau, Washington, D. C. :
The movement to close motion
picture theatres on Sunday fostered by your organization is a
dangerous encroachment on the
liberties of the people and is an
effort to take away from them
beneficial entertainment. I maintain that motion pictures have a
tremendous influence for good on
the public. I ask you in all fairness to reflect for a minute on the
motion pictures which you have
seen. Is it not a fact that right
Tourneur
Picture
Endorsed
and virtue triumph in every photoplay; the basis of all dramas being
Detroit Police Censor Writes
that the sympathy of the audience
must
be
aroused? And this can be
Enthusiastic
Letter
of Praise
done only by a sympathetic, that is
fully and triumphantly portrayed, a good character. A thousand
remarkable endorseAMONG the
ments of "The Last of the that the dreams of fiction have moralists in a thousand lectures
stepped out of the book in living, could not drive home their lessons
's pic," Maurice Tourneur
Mohicansion
e breathing human beings, with their with as much force as these film
of James Eenimor
turizat
Cooper's Indian novel, received at trials, tribulations and romances.
" The hero of the story is a
the home office of Associated Producers is a letter from Royal A. savage, and never for a second are
Baker, Detroit Police Censor, who we allowed to forget that fact; because of this, never for a second is
was so impressed with the production that he wrote the following to our intelligence shocked or insulted stories."
Edward A. Crane, Associated Pro- by the love that the savage portrays
?c//I.Special.
Geniime-'I:n the
ducers' resident manager in Detroit. for the heroine of the story."
" It is not with unexpected surprise that Maurice Tourneur has
made the first motion picture classic,
Bebe Daniels Spends
ihaJow
for
it
was
merely
by
a
hair's
breadth
that he failed in reaching this point
Holidays in Texas
of the
in ' Treasure Island.'
Bebe Daniels, Realartist, is spendDoill€>
" ' The Last of the Mohicans ' is
ing the holidays in Dallas, Texas,
decidedly a
cinematographic her birthplace. Upon her return to
achievement — not a small achieve- the Realart studios she will start
ment, but a far reaching one. The
wonderful characters created^ by work on her next Realart picture,
an adaptation of a Saturday EvenCooper, historical
in probably
America's
ing Post story by Nina Wilcox
greatest
novel, have
been
A David G. Fisher Production
by Maurice Tourneur so succeLa- Putnam.
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"Kismet"
the American
Takes House
West
by artists on or
Does greatest
news
mbegNAL
SENS
on-Cole
to ATIO
Roberts
thiscoming
week Seattle
stage, in the St
role of Hajj, the
gar,
the
character
which
he
made
regarding the country-wide
Big Business on
famous on the speaking stage, it is
sweep of " Kismet," the superauthoritatively stated that close to
Opening Night
ion, the
special' product
starrin
Otis
Skinner,
came from
west g Coast
$1,000,000 has been spent on the
where the picture has now reached
Preparatory to the opening of magnificent
on its drive westward.
Swinging production."
back to the East, it is
The first city in the Far West to " Kismet," in San Francisco, it was of interest to know the way E. O.
shown at the San Francisco Press Weinberg, manager of the Strand
show "Kismet" was Seattle, where
it was chosen by Clemmer and Club by request of members. The theatre, Buffalo, has been advertisJames to open their new Winter invitation which was sent out by
ing "Kismet " under the head of
Garden theatre. At the last word the Press Club contained a large " The event of the screen year."
head
of
Otis
Skinner
in
his
role
of
Mr. Weinberg writes a personally
which Robertson-Cole received
"Hajj, the beggar." It said: signed advertisement as follows :
from
its
Seattle
branch,
"Kismet"
"
Members : Look at this now. "After viewing this wonderful
This is a glimpse of what to expect in was doing a good business at the
■• Torchy's Double Triumph," the latest new house, and about to be held Here's a regular entertainment for picture I did everything in my
Torchy comedy released through Educa- over for a third week.
you
! Otis Skinner on the screen power to secure it for Strand theational Exchanges, Inc.
There has been a line up every in ' Kismet.' Eastern critics have
tre patrons. No picture I have
night in front of the Winter Gar- pronounced ' Kismet , which has ever seen is better produced, and
den theatre, Seattle, according to not yet been released here, the certainly no artist has ever surpassed the work of Otis Skinner in
word which has reached Robert- greatest motion picture ever made.
th
ear
the
crust of
the role of Hajj, the beggar. The
son-Cole. Frequently people have It is in 10 reels."
THE
was cracked for a quarbeen turned away. The business
In Los Angeles, " Kismet " is to settings, the cast, the photography,
ter of a mile, buildings
has continued strong despite the be shown at Tally's Broadway the direction and every detail of
toppled and a volcano
Theatre, early in January. Says
hurled rocks sky-high in the
pre-holiday
bill.
Kismet
' has the Los Angeles Examiner of this the production have been given
been
a success
from " 'start
to finish
the most exquisite care and atfilming of a photodrama at
tention. The whole achievement
and working victoriously against engagement : " One of the biggest
l City, declares a
Universa
announcements
to
be
made
from
t
en
can be summed up in one word
some very adverse conditions. Has
statem
from Universal
an exhibitor comes from T. L.
done all we could ask," writes the
m's headquarters in New
Filk.
Yor
Robertson-Cole branch manager at Tally of Tally's Broadway, naming ' Perfection.'
The fifth " ver>' large first run
the first days in January as the theatre
Seattle.
in the city of New York
By artificial means the conRobertson-Cole has received sev- opening of one of the greatest to use " Kismet " was the Crotona
vulsions of nature were redramatic
spectacles
of
the
year,
theatre, which is situated in the
eral wires of congratulation from
produced to serve the draClemmer and James, managers of ' Kismet,' the Robertson-Cole sup- Bronx. This house exploited
matic needs of a screen story,
er-feature, starring Otis Skinner. " Kismet " in much the same way
the Winter Garden theatre, in
it is stated.
which these gentlemen expressed The entire moving picture work as the Audubon and the Academy
The notable engineering
anticipating this stupen- of Music theatrees, which also are
feat was achieved by Norman
themselves as believing that " Kis- has been
dous production and, aside from under the William Fox manageDawn, the Universal director,
mettion" has
proved
the
ideal
attrachaving Otis Skinner, one wf the
for their opening.
who wrote and is producing
" The Fire
" asRoberts.
a starring
vehicle
for Cat
Edith
To produce the earthquake
Universal civil engineers cut
Fashion
a jagged slice in the earth a
Show
in
Fox
Special
quarter of a mile long and
ment."
a king's
ransom tied
up
ten feet deep. Under ten
eye of the Noted Modiste Shop who
does the ng
OM catch
SELD
in thehadwealth
of beautiful
gown*
camera
anythi so strikequally divided sections of
locked
away
in
her
extensive
wardingly beautiful as the scenes in
one side of the slice were
Reproduced for
robe, yet had " nothing worth
placed sliding platforms. The
" Blind Wives," which depict the
wearing" to the annual Horse
Big Fox Film
ten sliding platforms were
's
zero
hour
Lucile
(Lady
DuffShow,
has been realized to the utGordon), noted New York fashion
then attached to ten powerful
there are a number of
shop, declares a statement from the accurate foresight obtainable from scenesmost ;and
motor trucks by concealed
of bewildering beauty, sidecables. The ten trucks were
Fox headquarters. The noted all the citadels of woman's fashlights on the lives of the idle rich,
ions. Straightway began a search
lined up evenly, each attached
modist
atelier, iswith
reprod
ul detail
faithfe's
a uced
host in ofa of the centres of Paris, London that are astonishing and amazing.
to one sliding platform by
" Blind Wives " is accompanied
ladies and several men occupying and the continent, with the result
just enough cable to be out
by
one of the most attractive exthat
all
the
early
future
holds
in
ous
of camera range. With mothe luxuri
chairs, while at inploitation books ever issued to an
tors running the trucks
tervals two ebony-hued youths ar- woman's eternal fascination of exhibitor.
waited for the word from
rayed in Oriental splendor part pretty gowns has been garnered
The covers are printed in sevNorman Dawn.
the draperies, from which emerge here and shown in all its exquisite
eral colors and embody two strikAs the camera clicked the
one b)' one the human birds loveliness.
ing drawings that are masterpieces
trucks leaped forward, pull" Blind Wjves," which was made in themselves.
of paradise who preen themThe type matter of
ing the crack in the earth
selves in dazzling array on the from Edward Knoblock's celebrat- the pages, which is condensed into
apart with an effect exactly
velvet carpeted steps and parade in
small panels, explains the merits
Lady's
" Mylives
ed play,the
hopes andIt of
and Dress."
details
like an earthquake fissure. At
stately grace down the aisles heartache
the production to the exhibitor,
toilers
humble
the
of
s
that moment a mountain top
and
the accompanying pictures, in
among the assembled guests. The who have each contributed some
in the background roared and
black
and various tints are keyed
gowns
worn
by
the
models
repre^the sky was bombarded with
part to the costly habil- to hook up with the copy.
sent the last work in the coutur- component
rock which fell on the scene
iments with which milady is wont
" Blind Wives," by reason of
ier's art and were made especially to seek the envy of her sisters and
in a genuinely dangerous
its many scenes of luxury, fashtion.
for
this
produc
"
The
gowns
barrage.
not
is
It
■
men.
of
admiratio
the
n
e
are extrem and sensational, and
ion shows, etc., is a subject that
will cause the eternal feminine confined merely to the lives of the lends itself to much in the wav of
far
wanders
but
home,
at
toilers
who beholds them to gasp with as- into the snows of Siberia, where beautiful pictorial advertising. This
tonishment at the prodigality of
the artist has realized to the utthe trappers supplies the costly fur
most, and the high quality of the
the producer who has staged so with
Daredevil Aviator in
enchantof
gown
her
which
is apparent in every detail
sumptuously this gorgeous display
ment is trimmed. It shows the oflfering
— which represents but one episode silk makers of France fulfilling of the publication.
International News
of " iamBlind
Fox. Wives," declares Will- their humble part in the scheme of
Thrilling pictures of Captain
Heralds Available for
Charles Fitzgerald of the New
Lucile's artisans worked day and milady's adornment. There are
York Air Police, going through a night for over two weeks in exe- scenes in the slums of New York
New Fox Serial
series of stunts on iron girders high
cuting the order for these gowns, where the artificial flower that
above Times Square, New York, as William Fox decided, after the helps to beautify the gaudy dress
In addition to handsome and purare contained in Internationai picture was in work that instead is fashioned by weary, aching finposeful press book on the earlygers and moistened by the tears of
News No. 89, according to reports of incorporating a mere fashion
of the big serial, "Fanfrom Universal, who claims that show, he would show the women a little worker, the possessor but episodes
tomas," William
Fox is turning
they are the most breath-taking who viewed the film not merely of one humble gown.
out
a
million
four-page heralds to
A glimpse into the life of the help to exhibitor
stunts ever performed for the the existing styles, but all the adput the new decamera.
vance tendencies, given with most wealthy New York society woman
tective serial over with a bang!
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" The
New
StoU

Is

Picture

News

Announced

Tavern Knight" Will Find
One-a-Week Schedule
on
«T^HE TAVERN KNIGHT," a this picture are the real scenes in
A love story of the Cromwell- which the fighting and lovemaking
ian period, when Puritan hordes depicted actually took place. The
were ravaging under direction of photography is by Paul Burger.
The play is a romance of a period
the Lord Protector, is now underHned for early release by the Stoll when battles were fought with
Film Corporation of America under swords and pikes, and the coat of
mail was still the most essential
its one-a-week schedule.
The title role is plaj-ed by Eille part
Norwood, a widely laiown actor, robe. of every gentleman's wardwhile Cynthia is acted bj' Madge
The cast includes, aside from Mr.
Stuart, one of the most beautiful Norwood and Miss Stuart, Conway
women of the English speaking Booth, who plays Cromwell with
stage. Historical accuracy in the
uttermost detail is said to have been intelligence ; J. E. Wickens, Cecil
secured by Director Alaurice Elvey Humphreys, Qifford Heatherly, George Arliss and James Young before
in this production. The huge bat- Teddy Arundel, Lawrence Ander- a set used in the Associated Ezhibiton*
tlemented castles and vaulted inof " The byDeviL"
son, C. H. Croker-King and Lionel Production released
Pathe It will be
teriors of the Stuarts displayed in Scott.
Boston Exhibitors See

Place

Fox
Madge Stuart, featured player in
" The Tavern
Knight," a current
Stoll production
"Face at Your Window"
a Timely jTheme
In the opinion of the Commissioner of Immigration stationed at
Ellis Island, every immigrant to
our land is entitled to a welcome
commensurate with the dignity and
ideals upon which this nation was
founded ; but when, as is so often
the case, the immigrant is poor and
ignorant, he is at once an easy prey
to the insidious teachings of elements not always compatible with
national security and safety.
" The Face at Your Window,"
Fox Film
melodramatic Corporation's
exposition of this
very
theme, is so accurate a gauge of
our present influx of prospective
citizens, and so graphic a portrayal
of the dangers of a too rapid filling of our national melting pot,
that it seems by its sheer timeliness
and accurate foresight to have
been made to sound a warning
against radical agitators, declare
William Fox officials.
That the mission of this moving
story, outside of its undoubted entertainment value, is being taken
to heart by the masses confronted
with this great national problem, is
arrested hy the singularly strong
demand by exhibitors all over the
country for this gripping photodrama.
Exploitation

Aids

for

"Movie Mad" Ready
Predicting that it will break all
records for two reel comedy exploitation, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., has issued a number
of suggestions to exhibitors on
" Movie Mad," a two reel Christie
Comedy released early in January.
It tells the story of a young woman
who comes to Los Angeles and
falls in love with a comedian, much
to the disgust of her sweetheart,
who is an unrtimantic bank clerk.
Imitation contests, special teaser
campaigns and a street stunt are
included. In addition. Educational
is supplying its usual full volume
of attractive trade paper and newspaper advertising.

Special

Moved

Again

" Over the Hill " Now at Broadhurst
Theatre; Continues to Big Business

Moving
announc
THE
Again,"
has ement,
come to" be so
much a part of the Broadway stay
of " Over the Hill," the great Fox
photoplay, that the question of its
exact location may prove somewhat
confusing — if not to New Yorkers,
at least to visitors to New York.
" Over the Hill " has just made
its fifth leap and landed this time
from the Lyric into the Broadhurst theatre. The necessity for
jumping an attraction about so
much might be supposed to affect
the stanchest spirit, but this is not
true of " Over the Hill " or of its
producer, William Fox. And the
public remains loyal. The people
are scrambling just as delightedly
to get into the Broadhurst theatre
this
weekdid toduring
see " the
Overfirsttheweek
Hill,"
as they
of

the picture's
showing
in mid-September, declares
William
Fox.
Nobody can predict how many
Broadway theatres will have
housed " Over the Hill " before the
public is satisfied. Thus far the
film has five to its credit — the Astor, the Nora Bayes, the Central,
the Lyric and now the Broadhurst.
And it is the intention of the proso long asholds
New out
York's
supply ducerofthat theatres
the

^ Nick Carter Series
Confirming predictions made
some ago, the Nick Carter pictures,
now being released by the Pioneer
Film Corporation, have taken hold
and are cording
going
" like announcement
wildfire," acto a special
made at Pioneer headquarters yesterday. At a private showing in
one of the leading hotels in Boston
a few days ago many exhibitors
saw these two-reel features, which
were
made by the Broadwell Productions.
All the executives of the Pioneer
Film Corporation, from President
A. E. Lefcourt down, are confident
that the series of Nick Carter pictures, fifteen in number, will register a new record for exhibitors,
due to the fact that the name, Nick
Carter, carries with it a magic atand young.traction which will appeal to old

people can have their " Over the
The unprecedented popularity of
" Over the Hill " is one of the
marvels of the film year. No star,
no sex lure, no mammoth spectacular production, no beautiful Educational Doing Well
Hill."— just a simple story about
gowns
in the Mid-West
the simple life and a love divine.
Glowing reports of business in
the Middle West were brought to
the home office of Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., this week by
Three
Realart
Releases
Joseph Skirboll, who is interested
in the Pittsburgh exchange, and
Alice Brady, Constance Binney
Jack Skirboll,
who has
put very
the Cincinnati office over
to the
top
and
Bebe
Daniels
for January
of the list, and by William Skirboll,
Hatch, Gertrude Hillman and Lucy who is associated with his brother,
«<COMETHING
DIFFERENT,"
The picture was directed by H. R., in the management of
^ featuring Constance
Binney ; Fox.
the Cleveland district, which has
R. William Neill.
" She Couldn't Help It," with Bebe
reached 100 per cent and over in
"
In
the
Bishop's
Carriage
"
furDaniels and " Out of the Chorus,"
the schedule set by the home office.
starring Alice Brady — these form a
nished the story for " She Couldn't
All of these reported that the detrio of pictures which Realart offers Help It." Emory Johnson, who
mand for Educational comedies,
for January release under its Star appeared in " The Devil's BondsFranchise.
woman," The
"
Right to be Happy," single reels and specials was inand each one volunteered
The first is adapted from the novel " Tiger Lily," and other pictures, to go a creasing
considerable amount over
plays
opposite
Miss
Daniels.
Others
" Calderon's Prisoner," bv Alice in the strong supporting cast are their quotas.
Duer Miller; "She Couldn't Help Wade Boteler. Helen Raymond,
It " is based on the successful book Vera Lewis. Gertrude Short and
" In the Bishop's Carriage," by Ruth Renick. The director is
Miriam Michelson, while " Out of Maurice Campbell.
the Chorus " is an adaptation from
" Voice of the Blood," a story by
Playing opposite ^liss Brad}- in
Harry Chandlee and William D. " Out of the Chorus " is Vernon
Laub.
Steel, who appeared last season on
Broadway with Ethel Barr\more in
' 'Something
Different,"
is The
said story
to abound
in entertaining
and " Declasse " and later in " The
romantic situations.
Hole in the Wall." Others in the
Supporting Miss Binney are supporting cast are Charles Gerard,
actor of established repCrane Wilbur, one of the most pop- a screen utation
and a large following;
ular actors on the screen ; Ward
Emily Fitzroy, Edith Stockton,
himfor
name
a
made
who
Crane,
Richard
Berr>self in " Soldiers of Fortune," and
Ben Carlyle,
Probst. Constance
Herbert Blache
"Luck of the Irish," "The Yellow directed the picture. The scenario
Tvphoon " and other pictures ;
William Riley is by Coolidge Streeter.
Millar,
Adolph
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Viola Dana in gingham and silks in " Cinderella's Twin," a Metro picture
George Elwood Jenks, author of the screen versions
of many of the big special
productions filmed by Jesse
D. Hampton, has joined the
story producing department
at Metro's West Coast studios in Hollywood, Calif.
As his first task imder the
contract just negotiated by
Bayard Veiller, director of
production at Hollywood,
Mr. Jenks has completed a
screen version of John Fleming Wilson's " Uncharted
Seas,"
the frozen
North ainstory
whichof Alice
Lake
is being starred. The story,
which offers wide opportunities for remarkable scenic effects, and the surprises that
baffle the fan who gets ahead
of the plot, has been treated
in a most original manner by
Mr.
ficials.Jenks, declare Metro ofGeorge Elwood Jenks has
been a writer of scenarios
and original stories for the
screen for seven years. His
first work was for Universal.
Then he joined the staff of
the old Triangle company,
preparing some of the biggest Triangle features for the
screen during his connection
with that organization.

ican Association of Mechanical
the Last Scenes Taken
onVehicle
Lytell's
Nears
Finish
work enting
on Engineers visited
camer
AL ate
FINelabor
the Eighth Coast
a
seta repres
Defense Command armory early in
London street in the forthcomthe week, where they inspected the
ing Maxwell Karger production, "A
London street scene.
Big Set for " MesMessage from Mars," starring Bert
Prior to the journey to the
Lytell, that Metro specially conBronx, the delegation of engineers
"
Mars pictures
structed within the Eighth Coast the production
sage of
frommotion
Defense Command armory in the in the East, and resulted from the and their wives visited Metro's
Bronx was completed Tuesday of problem presented to Metro by the New York studios in West Sixtyfirst street and witnessed the taklast week. Directly the camera had
necessity for a street scene in " A
ing of " Temple Dust," the George
enthe
scene,
last
the
clickedtireon
Message
" thatsnow
would
force of workmen started be
shown from
after Mars
dark with
on D. Baker production for S-L Picstriking the giant set that for the the ground. Weather conditions
tures of Calvin Johnston's notable
past four weeks has occasioned and the need for working only at short story recently published in
The
Saturday
Evening Post.
widespread interest and comment. night made the selection of an out
The visit and inspection of the
The scene on which the star and of door location impossible, so
of engineers, resulted
company have worked day and after duly deliberating the problem, delegation
from an invitation extended by
night ever since its completion un- Metro officials, at the suggestion of Richard A. Rowland, president of
der the personal direction of Max- Richard A. Rowland, president of
to Mr.
MacMillian,
chairwell Karger consisted of a full Metro, decided to build the set Metro,
man of the
association.
The annual
block of London dwelling houses within an armory.
meeting
of
the
organization
had
in the district known as South Ken" A Message from Mars," which
the members to New York
sington. The scene was portrayed is now rapidly nearing completion, drawn
from all parts of the country, and
after dark with the street and side- was adopted by Arthur Zellner and as
one of the concluding features
walks covered with snow, and all Arthur Maude from Richard
the life common to a London street Ganthoney's well known stage play of the convention, the association
scene was present from motor cars, in which Sir Charles Hawtrey decided upon a visit to one of the
hansom cabs, and push carts, to starred. The cast supporting Bert large motion picture producing
sandwich men, flower girls and the Lytell, the star, includes Raye companies, where they could sec
usual congregation of fashionably Dean, Alphonz Ethier, Maud Mil- " movies " in the making. Mr. Rowland's cordial invitation to the assodressed folk on their way to and
ton, Leonard Mudie and Gordon
ciation of engineers followed, which
from the theatre.
Ashe.
Arthur
Martinelli
is
photoresulted in their devoting an entire
The construction of the London
graphing the production.
afternoon to an inspection of
street set within the armory in the
As guests of Metro Pictures Cor- Metro's Eastern studios.
Bronx was quite an innovation in
poration, 200 members of the AmerNew

Willard

G. Patterson

Praises "Dinty"
Willard C. Patterson, one of the
most prominent showmen in the
country, is the latest manager to
laud Marshall Neilan's newest production, Dinty."
"
In a letter received at the Marshall Neilan studio, Mr. Patterson
says
:
Some boiled
film menegesaywhen
that itI
am a " hard
comes to seeing pictures. Maybe
they are right, but today, after see'
we use picture next
week.ing Dinty,'
" I and
wanted
to drop
you to
a few
lines
ask you
to convey
Mr.
Neilan and Wesley Barry my sincere congratulations for having
produced a picture that, to me,
with my limited knowledge of this
business, has every angle that an
exhibitor could expect and my personal opinion is that ' Dinty ' is
the best picture I ever saw."

H. B. Warner in a scene from Pathe's new special feature, " When We Were
Twenty-One "

Mayo

Production

AnReady
importantfor
production
entitled
Release"^
" Tiger True," now is ready for release, itis announced by Universal.
The story is by Max Brand and it
serves as a starring vehicle for
Frank Mayo. Jacques Jaccard, who
recently directed Mavo in " Honor
Bound," also supervised the production of " Tiger
True." a splendid
Mr. Jaccard
selected
cast to support the star. Fritzi
Brunette, starred in many a photoplays the
Wal-in
terplay,Long,
who feminine
recently lead;
scored
" Go and Get It," has the heavy
role; Al Kaufman, star of the
squared circle, has the part of a
" bouncer " in an underworld resort ;Herbert Bethew, well liked in
former Jaccard productions, appears in a character role, and others
in the cast include Eleanor Hancock, Charles Brinley and Willis
Robards. The scenes of the story
shift nuefrom
aveto the the
vice palaces
haunts ofof Fifth
the lower
East side.
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Picture

News

Kane

in
Missionary
Role
Executive Impresses Topeka Busi-

A" scene of interest from the Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy, " Dabbling in Art "
Alice
Lake's
Cast
Stated
Work
to Start Shortly on Coast
on
Away
"
leading Went
male roles.
Mr. Gerard
will
PRODUCTIONTheworkWoman
upon Alice Who
enact
the
role
of
Tom
Eastman,
one
Lake's latest starring picture, of the leading characters in Mr.
" The Woman Who Went Away,"
Wilson's story of the sea. Rudolph
from John Fleming Wilson's story, Valentino
" The Uncharted Sea," will soon sea captain.will appear as a dought>
start at Metro's West Coast studios
in Hollywood, Calif. In the cast
Many novel features will be inso far selected to support Miss Lake
troduced in this story of the sea,
are Carl Gerard, Rudolph Valen- chief among which will be scenes
tino, Fred Turner, Charles Mailes taken in the arctic waters and
and Rhea Haines.
among the icebergs and snowy land
This romance of the Seas is con- of the far north. Miss Lake and
sidered to be the greatest of the her company expect to spend part
stories written by Mr. Wilson and of the holiday season in the land
was adapted to the screen by George
of the midnight sun " shooting "
Elwood Jenks, under the title of scenes
for "The Woman Who
"The Woman Who Went Away." Went Away." The unexpected hapWesley Ruggles who directed Miss
penings during this voyage and the
Lake in her latest release, " Mother twist that places the heroine in
Love,"
handle thepicture
megaphone
in this will
forthcoming
while charge of the situation, form the
Sol Polito will be the photographer basis of one of the most gripping
and John Holden the art director. film productions ever made, states
Carl Gerard will have one of the Metro.

Screen

Is

Elevating

Drama

So Declares Hugh Ford, Who
Sees in Film an Aid to Literature
THE motion picture of today is where the worthwhile things get
having a basic elevating effect the attention they deserve. ' The
on the drama and literature, accord- Miracle Man ' was a good book and
ing to Hugh Ford, the well known a good play, but how many knew it
Paramount director, who recently until the picture was made? ' Hureturned from England where he moresque ' was a good story, but
produced the first two pictures not until it was visualized to the
made at the new London studio of public in a picture did its potentialities become fully recognized by the
Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.
greater
massincreased
of our population."
With
the
interest taken
" There has been a lot of talk
about the motion picture debasing in the films by such writers as Sir
Parker, Sir J. M. Barrie,
the drama and literature," said Mr. Gilbert
Ford, " but a close analysis of the Edward Knob lock and Henry
situation will show the opposite. Arthur Jones, Mr. Ford explained
The motion picture is having the that the motion picture had taken
same effect on the drama that the rapid strides toward its proper place
short story has - had on literature. in the sphere of literature drama
and the stage.
It the
is raising
the making
public's itinterest
in
drama and
more
"A good picture should make a
critical and more discerning.
good novel and a. good play," Mr.
" The motion picture is increas- Ford said. " Some plays made good
ing the audience of the drama. It pictures, but all plays will not make
has led the public to the point good pictures.

ness Men with Film's
nce circulated
which Importa
were widely
throughout the state, have given a
trans - continental
was decided stimulation to
ARTHUR
S. KANE'Striprecent
the picture
made with the primary object of mdustry
in this section. Not that
confering with business associates words were
needed to attract our
and picture stars in whom he is interested, but he found time to do people to the picture theatres, for
some effective missionary work also. the photoplay numbers virtually
This is indicated in a letter which everybody in Kansas among its enthusiastic fans. Where your exMr. Kane has just received from
conditions was of special
Roy Crawford, of Topeka, Kan., value wasposition ofin
manager of the extensive Crawford business men. the appeal it made to
theatrical enterprises, and a partner
" It was fortunate that one of
of theturespresent
years ago. head of Kane Pic- your addresses should be made before the Topeka Chamber of ComWhen he was visiting in Topeka
merce. The facts and figures which
Mr. Kane was guest of honor at a
luncheon given at the Chamber of you presented impressed upon the
Commerce and made an address to minds of the solid business men of
the large company of business men the state such a sense of the established importance of the picture inwho attended. An orchestra from
dustry as they had had no opporMiss
Ruth theWright's
to gain previously. They
furnished
music onCozy
thattheatre
occa- realize tunity
now that motion pictures,
sion.S
Mr. Kane also made a speech
to the pupilspof Topeka High School from the financial as well as the
and, again, on invitation of Miss artistic point of view, are no longer
Wright, from the stage of the Cozy an experiment; that the industrytheatre, preceding one of the even- rests upon a firm foundation, and
ing showings of Charles Ray in that in all time to come it must be
the First National release, " Peace- reckoned with as a factor of everValley."
In the said
course
letterfulMr.
Crawford
: of his increasing strength in the business
" Your
addresses,
reports of
onsors
Holds
Not

Costume

That

world."
Inferior

Pictures
Production

Costumes

Causes Unpopularity
was one of the greatest pictures
PREDICTING an open season for ever screened, made such a great
period plays consequent upon hit, the market was flooded with costhe success of Associated First Natume pictures of more or less questionable quality. And the result was
tional'sPassion,"
"
starring Pola
Negri, Michael Gore, of Gore that producers shied from this tvpe
Brothers and Sol Lesser, Los An- of picture for a long time, 'tageles, in discussing costume plays, biria' wasn't the only good
states his belief that the hitherto ' Quo Vadis ' and ' The Last one.
Days
generally credited aversion of the of Pompeii' were also well done;
exhibitor to the period productions but in between
were sandwiched a
great horde of bad ones.
lay not mentsoitself
much
in the
as in
the costume
fact of elethe
" A few months ago a producer
generally inferior quality of the here in Los Angeles started out to
actual product.
find the reason for the exhibitor's
" Being a follower of the motion apparent lack of interest in the costume picture. The result of his repicture trade journals," says Mr.
search into actual records proved
Gore, " I read from time to time
that the public is tired of costume that it wasn't costume pictures that
play pictures, and that exhibitors the public disliked — it was bad costume pictures. He also found, by
cannot make money with them. I
do not know how they get the ba- like
the way,
the picture
societythatdramas
either fans
when didn't
they
sis for such judgm.ent. I presume
that it is merely a part of the gen- didn't smack of realism, and the
eral condition which exists in the same rule applies to costume picindustry which demands that we
jump into a new cj'cle every year.
Personally, I believe that neither the
exhibitor nor the public is tired of
costume pictures. What they are
tired of is bad costume plays. The
tures."
'In the
incontrovertible success of " Passion " bears me out in this belief,
cA. Special .
\
me':
for here is no mere break of cirr /I Gemi
cumstance. The hit made by the
Pola Negri picture is not confined
ihadoif
to a single town. Its remarkable
pulling story
power everywhere
is told in theit boxof the
office
has
DOIII€>
played.
" I have been in this business for
a good many years and have played
all
sorts of
all t\-pes
theatres,
and pictures
I think inI am
fitted of
to
give
some
fairly
authentic
judgment
on this matter. I remember that •
A David G. Fischer Production
after ' Cabiria,' which to my mind
I
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Three scenes from " Out of the Chorus," Alice Brady's latest picture for Realart.
that the
EV
BELIpro
al Gto revive the
posIN
Puritan Sunday by
means of blue laws as
stringent as those of ancient
Salem is a serious menace to
on picture industry,
the moti
William Fox has devoted
nearly one-half of the current issue of Fox News, No.
23 in the second volume, to a
telling argument against the
" killjoys."
All the significance of a
Blue Law Sunday is realistically depicted in a series of
scenes directed and acted by
professionals. Each irritating
feature of the Sabbath gloom
is shown. There will be no
ballgames in the afternoon,
even for those who spent the
morning in church; it will be
a crime to take the wife and
children on an automobile
ride; there will be no public
conveyances or traffic lines in
operation; you cannot visit
friends unless they are within
walking distance — and even
then you may have to explain
what you are doing on the
street on Stmday, as they do
in Zion City, 111.; no candy,
no ice cream sodas, no entertainment— not even motion
pictures. People will learn
to hate and dread the Sabbath instead of loving it, and
longing for it as a day of recreation.

Prizma

Process Used

in

"Gilded Lily"
For the first time in the history
of Paramount picture-making in
the East scenes made by the Prizma
process in natural colors have been
incorporated into a Paramount feature picture. This was for " The
Gilded Lily," the first production
made for Paramount by the combination of Mae Murray, star, and
her husband, Director Robert Z.
Leonard, which has just been completed at the new Long Island City
studio.
" The Gilded Lily " is an original story by Clara Beranger, and
was written especially for Miss
Muft-ay. The cast surrounding Miss
Murray is composed of Lowell
Sherman, Jason Robards, Charles
Gerard, Leonora Ottinger, and Mrs.
Pauline Dempsey. Ernest Haller
'.vas the cameraman.

Realart

Vernon Steele is in the picture on the extreme right

Press

tion
S material
PRES
ions thatandputexploita
a picture
suggest
over are always appreciated by
progressive exhibitors, and often
ihey show their appreciation of
these aids. That is what Charles
H. Williams did. Mr. Williams is
manager of the Strand theatre,
Providence, R. I. When he selects
a picture he does his best to see
that it is properly exploited.
Recently, Mr. Williams booked
Realart's William D. Taylor special, "The Furnace." He made use
of the ideas and suggestions contained in the press material accompanying the picture — and the
production played to exceptional
business.
Commenting on this he paid
tribute to Realart by writing:
"Your department is to be congratulated on the press material
and the timely issuance of same for
first run houses. For it certainly
helped us in putting over the Realart production, Taylor special, ' The
Furnace.' with
We this
did and
a phenomenal
business
hope that
your company will release many
more
equal."
One ofofitsthe
advertising aids offered for " The Furnace " was a
rather unusual one-sheet. Hundreds
of newspaper clippings formed a
background for the display matter
of the poster. Each of these clippings carried a story of domestic
unhappiness — all of them forerunners of the divorce court and all
painfully prevalent.
Superimposed on this background
were some effective display lines in
color, while two characters from
the story in bold black and white
broke through and glared belligerently at each other across the page.
These fighting antagonists present
one of the strongest scenes in the
picture. The husband, nursing his
grudge and blind to his own best
interests, threatens his best friend,
who, he thinks has betrayed his
trust. This striking one-sheet is
particularly effective as a lobby display.
The press book for " The
Furnace " has been strongly commended by exhibitors. It suggests
for exploitation a play on the title
of the picture. An inexpensive
lobby display in which the box office
is made to resemble, with the aid
of some painted muslin, a furnace,
is easy to arrange. A number of

Exhibitor

Matter
Finds Suggestions on The

Furnace " Useful
butterflies, made from cardboard
could be suspended inside and outside the lobby — as though attracted
by the flames of the furnace.
A real wedding to be held on the
theatre stage is also suggested as
an exceptional advertising stunt.
The street ballyhoo consisting of
an automobile decorated in bride

Pioneer

Opens

Predicts "Son
Break
Serial

Praised

and groom style with announcements of " The Furnace " is another
exploitation aid suggested.
The usual tie-ups with local
merchants by advertising wedding
gifts, cards, gowns, flowers, and
hardware, including furnaces, are
also among the exploitation ideas
presented.
Other exhibitor aids include program readers, lobby photos and displays, slides, advance stories for
use in local newspapers, advertisements and production matts and
cuts.

Serial

Drive

of Tarzan " Will
Booking Records
Howells in the making of this junRACORPO
PIONEER TION, inFILM
nt issued
a stateme
gle attraction.
The
first public showing of the
this week, tells of the remarkable
of Tarzan " will take place
success being achieved with the "onSonChristmas
and from that
" Son of Tarzan," the jungle serial, time on episodeDayafter
episode will
d
produce by David P. Howells.
seen all over the city.
The prediction is made, by Pioneer be Pioneer
Film Corporation takes
officials, that this serial will break
anevery previous record, not only in particular pride,
nouncement, according
in pointing to
outits that
the history of Pioneer, but also that
moving
picture
theatre
owners,
who
of any other concern that has ever have never before booked serials,
distributed a serial to exhibitors in have realized the unusual features
New York City, State, Northern
the "itSonfor offifteen
Tarzanweeks
" andonhave
New Jersey, or any other territory. of
booked
the
What is decribed to be one of the strength of its drawing power.
most elaborate exploitation camHESTER A. CLEGG,
paigns conducted in connection with
the distribution of a serial has been
who is to be business
inaugurated by the Pioneer Film
manager for J. Stuart
Blackton in London,
Corporation in connection with the
" Son of Tarzan." Realizing the
sailed Thursday of last week
attractive value of the serial from
on the Imperator for Engthe box-office viewpoint, the execuland to open the Blackton oftives of Pioneer have spared neither
fices and start this new intermoney, effort nor time in perfecting
national film producing organization on its way.
the necessary machinery for putting
the
serial
over
in
a
most
unusCommodore
Blackton's
ual manner, it is declared.
lish organization
willEngbe
known as the Blackton ProIn the first place, every exhibitor
in this section of the country has
ductions, Inc., and elaborate
offices are being equipped in
been told the outstanding features
Bush House, A I d w y c h.
of the " Son of Tarzan " and what
Strand, in which an entire
it means to a motion picture theatre.
floor has been taken.
Furthermore, the public generally
has been acquainted with the fact
The entire outfit of electrical and other equipment of
that the " Son of Tarzan " will soon
the Blackton studios in
be shown in every section of the
Brooklyn are being shipped
city and state, and that never before
has so much money been spent on
to London and will be installed in the English studios.
the production of a serial equal to
that which has been spent by Mr.
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Company

Executives

Universal

THERE is too much calamity
howling among motion picture men, it is the opinion of
Mr. Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal, who recently returned
to New York after a careful survey of the California production
centers and of the conditions in
the various film exchanges from
coast to coast.
The Universal chief predicts
there will be much less production
during the coming months. This
state of affairs he welcomes as a
much needed correction for the
great over production of the past
months. It is his opinion that both
the producer and the exhibitor will
be brought successfully through
the coming year, by lessened production and concentration on big
pictures with high exploitation
value.
Discussing the relation of the
present conditions to the film industry, Mr. Laemmle, in a recent
interview said :
" This cry of business depression is all wrong."
" I won't
denyof that
thereunrest
is a
certain
amount
business
in commercial lines, but there
never was a period in which the
motion picture business was in a
more flourishing condition than it
is today, and there has never been
a tinie when exhibitors were more
prosperous.
" Naturally there is a slump in
some lines, but any thinking person knows that this slump had to
come sooner or later, and the surprising fact is that it did not come
sooner.
During
the war everybody
madea
a " lot
of money.
Some saved
little, but the big majority did not.
While the people were making the
highest wages they ever earned in
all their lives, they did not stop to
consider the price of anything, regardless of whether it was a suit
of clothes, or a can of beans, and
the profiteers, maddened by profits,
thought they would continue to
gouge the public.
" ' We'll keep it up as long as we
can, and when we can't we'll can
the idea,
and get
back to Then
earth,'theis
the
way they
reasoned.
people began to awaken to the fact
that they could get along without
certain things which were costing
them twice or three times as much
as they were worth, and suddenly
they quit buying. That left the
market filled with goods which
had been ordered at the very highest prices, and in order to dispose
of their stocks the merchants and
manufacturers had to get prices
down to something like normal.
" I'm not trying to argue an
economic question. I simply want
to show you how business uncertainty, or whatever you choose to
call
it, hasn't
a' thing
to do with
the motion
picture
business.
"Like other commodities the
price of producing motion pictures
doubled and trebled during the

Size

past three years, but unlike other
lines the tremendous increase in
the cost of production was not carried on to the ultimate consumer,
as was done in other lines of business. Rentals are higher now than
they were three years ago, but the
increase is nothing like the increase
which was made in commercial
lines. Building materials, for example advanced 200 and 300 per
cent. The production of motion
pictures was naturally affected by
this advance, yet the exhibitor was
not asked to pay 200 or 300 per
cent higher rentals as a consequence.
" Exhibitors may have made
slight increases in admission prices
but they did not go wild and put
the price up so high that they now
have to make radical reductions.
People may refrain from buying
suits of clothes for $75 or $100 that
are worth $25 or $40, but they are
not giving up attendance at picture
theatres, the admission prices of
which are 15 cents, 25 cents or 50
cents.
" As a matter of fact, even if
business were bad as it is painted
in some quarters, it would have
very little efifect on the amusement
business generally, or the motion
picture business in particular.
Nothing short of a panic can stop
the public from seeking amusement, and as moving pictures are
the most popular of all forms of
amusement, the people are going to
continue to enjoy their favorite entertainment regardless."
Metro
in the COR
PORATION,ES
year
O PICTUR
METR
now drawing to a close, has
made gratifying forward strides
and stands poised and ready for
even greater accomplishments
during the new year, according to a
Christmas statement issued by
Richard A. Rowland, president of
ing the acthe corporation, review
tivities of the company for the past
twelve months.
" Viewing the past year in retrospect," says the statement by the
Metro every
president,
that we
have
reason" weto feel
be grateful
for the good things that have come
our way. The results we have accomplished have been carefully outlined in advance, but we have
striven for them with unremitting
zeal. And if in the twelve months
of 1920 we have further strengthened our position in the industry
and inspired exhibitors and the public alike with a firmer confidence in
the quality of Metro pictures, we
have no mind to begrudge the effort we have put into our work.
" Doubtless it came as a surprise
to many in the industry when it
was announced last January that
Marcus
president
Inc., hadLoew,
decided
to joinofin Loew's,
a sort
of protective union his vast theatre
interests with the producing organization of Metro. Purchase of
Metro stock by Loew's, Inc., was
merely the working out of a situa-

up

New

Yearns

tion that everybody could see was
inevitable.
" Mr. Loew was proprietor of a
chain of more than 125 theatres
throughout the United States and
in Canada. As he explained at the
time, he affiliated with Metro as a
mattec of self -protection. He desired to be assured of a continuously
dependable source of supplv of the
best motion pictures for his houses.
It was likewise to the advantage of
Metro to insure a continuously dependable market for its pictures; a
market that meant there would be
an instant demand for Metro releases as soon as they were scheduled.
" It was early in the year — in
March, to be exact — that Metro
concentrated upon its intensive campaign to acquire for its productions
the foremost literary men of the
nation," adds Mr. Rowland's statement. "We obtained the services
of America's 'big three ' dramatists— Bayard Veiller, Winchell
Smith and Eugene Walter — in addition to signing up other exceedingly
prominent writers, among them
Irvin S. Cobb, Hulbert Footner,
George Kibbe Turner, Donn Byrne,
Arthur Somers Roche, Henry C.
Royland and Arthur Stringer, to
whom we have recently added
Montague Glass, John Russell and
In April
celebrated the
Eugene
Buck."Metro
fifth anniversary
of its organization.
The company rounded out five
years of existence with personnel
intact, being one of the very few, if
indeed not the only large producing company to be able to boast of
such a record.
In the latter part of May Metro
held its annual convention of district managers and branch managers, at the Hotel Astor. This
gathering
that splendid
Metro's
sales forcesdisclosed
were getting
results with and
the reflected
company'sa feeling
special
productions
of unbounded optimism among the
exchange men.
Mr. Rowland's trip to Europe, his
second in a year in the interests of
Metro, was undertaken early in
July and he returned late in
August. The most important
achievement of the Metro president
abroad was the completion of arrangements whereby Jury's Imperial
Ltd.,
exclusivePictures,
distributors
of became
the Metro
product throughout Great Britain.
In conclusion
Mr. Rowland's
statement
says:
" Another of the achievements of
this year that Metro regards as of
the highest importance is the conversion to the screen of ' The Four
Horsemen masterpiece
of the ApocaK-pse,'
the
immortal
by the great
Spanish author, Vicente Blasco
ibanez.
" Under the direction of Rex
Ingram, ' The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse ' has finally been
filmed, after more than six months
of constant activity. A cast of fifty
principals and an ensemble of more
than 12,000 persons appear in this
tremendous screen production,
which Metro will release early in
1921 as an extra special de luxe."

Picture

News

Prosvech
Vitagraph

sounding a strongly optimistic
THE
Company
note Vitagraph
in forecasting
activitiesis
in the film field during the coming
year. The facts and figures given
out in an announcement this week
by John M. Quinn, general manager
of Vitagraph, Inc., show that the
1920 business of that concern was
112 per cent greater than during the
year 1918, and 32 per cent greater
than it was in 1919. That this figure may approximate 35 per cent
seems likely, as the figures were
completed on December 27, with five
full week-days to be heard from,,
and in the very midst of the period
when additional bookings on " Dead
Men Tell No Tales " and " Trumpet
Islandtive "offices
were
daily.reaching the execuAn interesting sidelight on the
figures completed by Vitagraph last
Monday shows that during 1920, ail
but 3 per cent of all motion pictures
throughout the United States and
Canada used some Vitagraph pictures during the year now entering
its final stage. The harvest of
Larry Semon bookings co-incident
with the meteoric rise of that particular comedy king, the interest in
the wake of William Duncan's new
form of chapter-play and the success of such productions as " Dead
Men Tell No Tales," were said to
be a big factor in the achievement.
The statement of Mr. Quinn,
who has been at the helm of Vitagraph's distributing organizations
since 1918, attributes the extraordinary growth in the volume of
business done by Vitagraph in the
past two years and its constantly
increasing favor with the exhibitors
and picture-lovers, to the decided
increase ductions
in the
offered. quality of the proWhile recognizing the value of
proper sales and exploitation
methods and the importance of the
personnel in charge of these matters, he is firm in his behef that the
first cause is in the production end.
On the material side, better Vitagraph pictures have been in part
the result of greatly increased faBrooklvTi
studios, cilities
in at Vitagraph's
laboratory and
stage
space, and is a big addition to the
acreage of the Vitagraph lot at
Hollj^vood, California. Vitagraph
has gone further than the material
end, Mr. Quinn explains in his statement, and the experience of one of
filmdom's pioneers has been injected
into productions by the constant and
closebert personal
E. Smith. supervision of AlMr. Smith will continue to divide
his time in supervising production
in the East and West during 1921.
Both Mr. Smith and Mr. Quinn are
extremely
optimistic
overpositive
the out-in
look for 1921,
and are
their prediction that Vitagrajih will
have the most successful year in its
history. As the figures show, the
Vitagraph product cannot be shown
in many more houses than have already presented it during 1920, but
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Optimism

is the

Dominant

Note

in

Statements

Issued

u is believed that such productions
were manifold: First of all, I
Hodkinson
wanted to get to know the men
as " Black Beauty," " The Heart of
Maryland," George Randolph Cheswho go to make up our organization and, too, I wanted to get in
er's "Sonspecial
of VVallingford
other tbig
productions "on and
the
touch with the showmen
g which
durinweeks
the field
' triptimein personal
a two
1921 calender will hew the way to AFTER
of the United States. I did so, and
he visited Chicago, Milwau- I am particularly delighted to see
still brighter results.
kee, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Dayton,
It had been generally regarded in
Columbus and various other cities, with my own eyes that exhibitors
the industry that Vitagraph's re- W. W. Hodkinson, head of the or- everywhere are learning more and
the full significance of the
cently-welded chain of new and enwhich bears his name, more
name Hodkinson and all that that
larged branch offices was about has returnedganization
York.
New
to
complete, at least for several
name implies. My organization is
" While all the talk we hear beginning now to take exactly the
months to come. For a period of
said Mr. Hodkinson, place to which the quality of its
two years, during Mr. Quinn's "lately,"
would seem to indicate that con- service and the quality of its protenure as general manager, anditions
bordering almost on panic
nouncements were made of the enduct entitle it. It is my contention
larged exchanges and in many cases prevail throughout the United always that a square deal meets
the building of entirely new Vita- States, nothing that I observed dur- with a square deal in return — and
ing my trip would serve to substan- when you back that square deal up
graph buildings in cities not presuch a fact. The exhibitors, with an unequalled line of product
viously occupied by Vitagraph. Not- as I tiate
have seen it, are prospering achieving the result for which you
withstanding these provisions for
meeting a constantly increasing de- greatly.
strive is only a matter of time."
" It tionsisare bad
onlythat
where
local condimand, plans are being made to inthe theatres
feel
Pioneer
Vitagraph's and
distributing
sys- the reaction. For example, in
tem crease
still further,
these plans
have already reached the goal of Akron some of the theatres are
fulfillment in Oklahoma City, where closed, which ma}^ be accounted
Year's
l New
an additional Vitagraph building for by the fact that the rubber in- IN a forcefu
rs ofmesall
manage
sage to the
dustry— and that is practically the exchanges of the Pioneer Film
will be opened for business on Feb- only industry
which
Akron
knows
ruary 1st. This region was formfrom Maine to Calia state of great unrest, but Corporation
fornia, General Manager M. H.
erly served by the Dallas office, —in isthein majority
of
the
other
towns
n,
sounds a clear note of
which only recently was enlarged. where the manufacturing interests Hoffma
The first of the 1921 additions built are diversified, the theatres, as I optimism for 1921. Mr. Hoffman's
by Vitagraph is located on South have said, are in a prosperous message predicts prosperity for the
industry despite the reported deHudson avenue at the corner of state.
pres ion in other fields.
West Reno avenues in the Okla" Thanks to the loyalty, ability
" The purposes for which I went
homa metropolis.
out in the field in this trip of mine and conscientious efforts on the

part of our men throughout the
country,"
says Mr.Corporation
Hoffman, "the
Pioneer Film
has
tripled its business through the year
of 1920, and all indications point
to an era of unprecedented expansion and progress on the part of
our company during the coming

Morosco

Airplane
Stunt Almost
Ends in
Tragedy
prosper."
Details of the aeroplane incident
which the Katherine MacDonald
Pictures Corporation enjoined the
news weeklies from using, have
just been published. The scenario
of " Strongerin Than
Fiction,"with
the
production
connection
which the aeroplane was used,
called for an ascent from the roof
ot a building. Frank Clark volunteered to "hop off" from the roof
of the ten-story Railway Building
at Eleventh street and Broadway,
Los Angeles.
The plane rose from the roof before the edge was reached. As
soon as Clark had cleared the roof,
however, his plane suddenly entered an air-pocket created by the
open air channel between the buildings lining both sides of the street.
The plane started for the street
level, nose first. Before the roadbed was reached, however, Clark
succeeded in straightening out his
machine and ascended at a sharp
angle to a point above the roof
tops, where the manoeuvres required by the scenario were carried
out.

to Produce

a

Stage-Screen Play
Oliver Morosco Productions, Inc.,
of Los Angeles, which is now preparing several new productions for
the stage, building a new theatre on
the Coast, and plunging into the
motion picture industry, announces
that it is developing a new idea
which will be a combination of both
the stage and film.
" For some time," said the theatrical chief, " Miss Anna Nichols,
the playwright, and I, have had this
under discussion. I believe that it
can be done and so does she. I
am going to produce a motion picture as a stage play with the dialogue and then all of us will be aBle
to see just what it is that makes the
difference between the stage and the
. screen."
Clyde Cook Going'Over.
Big, Says Wm. Fox
Clyde Cook, the William Fox
funny man who contortioned and
twisted himself into a throne chair
alongside Charles Chaplin when his
first special comedy for Fox,
" Don't Tickle," went out to the
exhibitors, is vindicating the faith
of American showmen in him, if
the flood of contracts that followed
his second feature, " The Huntsofficials.man," is any criterion, declare Fox
When "All Wrong," his third
work, js released in January, it
will enjoy the distinction of being
one of the most heavily contracted
comedy features ever offered to an
exhibitor, according to reports from
the Fox offices.

Finishing

Five

Productions

One Edgar Comedy and Five Goldwyn
Feature
Productions
Near
Finish
which is said to be unique in
1^ IVE productions, one two-reel story tion,
as well as in technique.
" Edgar " Comedy and four
Director Reginald Barker and
big feature pictures, arc nearing
completion at the Goldwyn studios the " Snowblind " company made
here. Three of the specials are such good progress in photographing the exteriors of that Katherine
Eminent
The
directors Authors'
concernedProductions.
in the five Newlin Burt story that they
productions are now engaged in reached Culver City in time to
shooting the final scenes on these observe the Christmas festivities
with the other members of the
pictures
sembling. prior to cutting and as- Goldwyn West Coast studios.
Photography on the twelfth
" Don't Neglect Your Wife," the
Gertrude Atherton screen story story in the Booth Tarkington
comedies has been comformerly known as "Noblesse " Edgarpleted" by Director
Paul Bern. Its
Oblige,"
directed
by
Director
Wallace Worsley, is one of the five and
title be
is " changed
Ole, the Hand,"
this will
before but
the
the author who has been on the script
comedy
is
released.
Goldwyn lot during the photographing of her picture, expresses
herself as elated over the treatment
it has received.
♦'Two Moons"[Filling
The last scenes of "A Tale of
Houses, Says Fox
Two
the Gouverncur
Morris Worlds,"
original scenario
formerly
That Buck Jones, the William
called " The Water Lily," are being Fox star, was not elevated to stellar honors without reason is evishot by Director Frank Lloyd. Mr.
Lloyd was working at the studio
by the release of " Two
the night that the famous Venice Moons," dencedhis
latest picture, which
pier was destroyed by fire. With a was first presented to the public on
cameraman he speeded to the fire, December 19. Although so short
eight miles away, and took 1,000 a time has elapsed since the release,
feet of film, some of which will the demand for bookings by exhibitors, according to information
be incorporated in the Boxer uprising scenes of "A Tale of Two from the Fox offices, indicates that
the star has put over another
Director E. Mason Hopper and money-getter that will enable theWorlds." Rupert Hughes have ematre owners who have booked it
Author
ployed some unusual camera effects to play a little five-fingered exercise on their cash register to the
in_ "Dangerous Curve Ahead," the
third Eminent Authors' Produc- tune of crowded houses.

" Without taking away any credit
from the splendid selling ability of
our immense organization, you
year.
must bear in mind that our success
is due to the careful selection of
subjects for release. Quality, not
quantity, is our paramount thought.
Fewer pictures, but better ones is
the slogan we have before us, and
backing up these ideas by always
exercising extraordinary effort to
put forth the proper exploitation
and presentation of our productions.
" Let optimism reign supreme.
Hard work, conscientious effort
and common business sense have
always spelled success. They will
continue to do so and we, at Pioneer headquarters, look forward to
1921 registering the biggest business since the inception of our concern. Stock-jobbing, speculation
and promotions have met their
doom, whereas firms relying and
depending for their success on
sound business principles, have
prospered and will continue to

Nick Carter Series for
New England Houses
The Eastern Feature Film Company of- Boston,
whichof isNew
the
Pioneer
franchiseMass.,
holder
England, through its president, Herman Rifken, has telegraphed headquarters of the Pioneer Film Corporation advising that he had booked
the entire Nick Carter series for
all the Gordon theatres in New
England.
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New

Gladys

Work

Started on

Picture

Walton
" Rich

News

Film

Girl, Poor

Girl";
Harry Harris is Director
cants were elderly ladies with synPRODUCTION has started at
thetic complexions, girls in short
Universal City on " Rich Girl, dresses,
several stout dowagers
Poor Girl," a modern screen version of " The Prince and the Pau- and scores of pretty show-girls
per," in which Harry Harris will who
star. felt that they resembled the
direct Gladys Walton.
The story was originally written
Narrowing the competition down
by J. G. Hawks, the noted photo- to fourteen. Director Harry Harris
playwright for Mary Pickford, and made screen tests of each of the
and finally selected Miss Bilwas intended
as itMiss
Pickford's
lie McCarthy.
next
production,
is stated,
but girls,
her European trip altered the plans
While one leading man at a time
and Universal purchased the story
is usually sufficient for a photofor Miss Walton.
drama, " Rich Girl, Poor Girl "
"Rich Girl, Poor Girl" is con- calls
for two masculine leads opposite Miss Walton. -For her lover
sidered
to
be
one
of
Hawk's
most
brilliant stories. It concerns a rich in the
slum scenes Antrim Short
girl who changes identities with
has
been
signed, while Harold Ausher double, a girl from the slums,
tin plays opposite as her moneyed
and becomes involved in an amaz- suitor.
ing tangle of crime.
Other screen favorites in the
Production was delayed a week
while Universal scouts searched the supporting cast are Scotty McGregor, who plays the disreputable
West Coast for a girl who could
double for Miss Walton in the father of the slum-child ; Joe
scenes where both the rich girl and Neary, a gangster ; Wadsworth
the gutter waif are required by the Harris, the millionaire father, and
C. W. Herzinger, a brutal groom
script to appear together.
Among the two hundred appli- on the estate of the rich girl.
Fine

Dolores Casinelli, pretty and talented ingenue star, who is expected to sign
a contract with a recognized producing organization shortly
Goldwyn
Completing
Films
Four Important Productions to Be
Finished on Coast Within a Week
FOUR important productions at effects. In the cast with Miss
the Goldwyn studios here will Chadwick are Richard Dix, M. B.
be completed within the next week, ('Lefty") Flynn, James Neill,
it is announced. " Don't Neglect Edythe Chapman and Kate Lester.
Your Wife," " Dangerous Curve
"A Tale of Two Worlds," GouAhead,"
Tale of
Worlds of" verneur Morris' first original scenand
the "Atwelfth
in Two
the series
ario, is being directed by Frank
Booth Tarkington's " Edgar " com- Lloyd. The story has its inception
edies.
in the Boxer uprising in China, but
The first named, " Don't Neglect is soon shifted to the Chinese quarter of San Francisco. Leatrice Joy
Your Wife,"
Gertrude
original
screenis story
whichAtherton's
Wallace has the principal role while others
Worsley is directing, with the ad- in the cast are J. Frank Glendon,
vice and assistance of the author.
Berry and Jack Abee.
Prominent in the cast are Lewis S. Wallace
The
twelfth
in the series of Booth
Stone, Mabel Julienne Scott, R. D.
Tarkington's two-reel comedies of
MacLean, Arthur Hoyt, Kate Les- child
life known as " The Emotions
ter, Josenhine Crowell and Charles
and Adventures of Edgar PomClary.
eroy," which bears the working
" Dangerous Curve Ahead " is title
of "Ole,
the Hand,"under
will the
be
Rupert rectly
Hughes'
story,
written
dicompleted
on Saturday
for the screen in which
pretty Helene Chadwick has t he direction of Paul Bern, a new member of Goldwyn's directorial staff.
leading role. , Director E. Mason
stellarof vehicle
Hopper announces that the photog- willWillbe Rogers'
a screen new
version
an O.
raphy on this production will be
completed during the week. Mr. Henry tale, " Whistling Dick's
Hughes, who has been assisting in Christmas Stocking." Production
the producing of the picture, has was started this week under the direction of Clarence G. Badger.
devised many intricate lighting

Views

in

Pathe

News

Statue of Liberty in Close-Ups;
Striking Historical Review Also
Wilson at Brest, France, on December 13, 1918, is pictured. He also is
NOBODY but Bartholdi, the im's
sculptor
America
of
mortal
noblest and most picturesque monu- pictured with King Albert of Belment, ever has enjoyed as intimate
a view of the Statue of Liberty as
is shown in Pathe News No. 99 — "Half-a-Chance"
Proves
gium.
which is the final issue of the period
of the Tenth Anniversary celebraOnethatof returns
1920'sfor Hits
Now
the year
tion, announces a statement from
the Pathe headquarters. In a most are in, previous indications are
ratified, says Pathe officials,
spectacular manner " Miss Liberty " m.erely
that one of the outstanding picture
the " stunt
of Pathe
become
News." feature exhibited during the last
issue of
features ofthethisheroine
By special permission of the United twelve months is Jesse D. HampStates Army, she submitted to the
ton's by
production,
" Half
a Chance,"
attention of human pygmies who directed
Robert
Thomby,
with
scrambled about over her classic Mahlon Hamilton and Lillian Rich
features and made hazardous jour- in the leading roles, and distributed
neys among the folds of her
Pathe.
draperies, while cameramen took by For
weeks past, newspaper reviewers all over the country have
close-ups of the proceedings.
For graphic representations of been expressing their unqualified
world events, this number of Pathe
" Half several
a Chance,"
going ac-to
News — No. 99 — more than sustains approval cordingofto Pathe,
the high reputation of Pathe News
length of pronouncing it " the
service. In Mexico the ceremonies the
perfect
picture,"
content
with while
lettingexhibitors,
bookings
of the inauguration of President not
and
return
bookings
tell
the
Alvaro Obregon are pictured. In from the box office viewpoint, story
have
England, for the benefit of the War taken the trouble to turn reviewers
— in congratulatory letMemorialare Hospital
riders
seen in horses
daring with
featstheir*
of themselves
ters to the distributor, it is stated.
leaping through high spurting
flames. For the first time President
Wilson submits his message to Congress through a representative — and
it is his final message. His successor, U. S. Senator Harding, is
pictured
making
dress to the
Senate.his farewell adA magnificent panorama of the
Italian city of Naples with
Vesuvius in the background is pictured by a cameraman aboard a
dirigible, from which also is photographed Pompeii from a height of
3,000
feet.
In the historical review, Theodore
Roosevelt is seen speaking while on
his nat' on-wide tour for "preparedness." The arrival of President
•
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Notes

CONDUCTED

ABOUT
DIRECTORS

HARRY MILLARDE, who di"
rected Over
the Hill," and
handled to perfection the juvenile
players, is testing his ability to extract talent from "the masses,"
again, in a production he is now
directing, starring William Farnum. There are two little ones.
The first, about three, is showing
decided talent, while the tiny baby
player is actually learning to walk
before the camera, and developing
a marked histrionic ability under
the patient direction of Mr. Millarde. When the picture is shown,
there will probably be a great deal
said about the " realism " — for
teaching baby to walk, is a real job.
Kenneth Laflin Eagon, is putting the last finishing touches upon
"beThereleased
Nation'sthrough
Dream," Independent
which will
Films Association, January 1, 1921.
Mr. Eagon gave Pinnacle several "psychological
comedies
and one
feature for "Neal
Hart. At
present he is working on another
"psychological story," this time an
elaborate multiple-reel production,
exemplifying the ring of swindlers
who have the country in their
^rasp. Mr. Eagon is well known
as a writer, director and exploitation expert. He expects to organize a company to place Marjorie
Daw in super productions, as star.
Tod Browning himself will film
■ Fanny Herself," the celebrated
story
self. written by Edna Ferber, herThis was announced by Carl
Laemmle as a reward to the young
author-producer for his crook
masterpiece, " Outside the Law."
Browning will make " Fanny
Herself " with an all-star cast
when he returns from Gotham the
first of the year. Celebrated screen
actors are under consideration for
the leading parts.
" Fanny Herself " will be a Tod
Browning- Jewel production.
John L. McCutcheon, director of
" Detehmination," Capt. F. Stoll's
super-feature photoplay, is working the cast and staff at the
Grantwood studios literally night
and day. Often it is the wee sma'
hours before the usual " that's all
for today" is announced.
Director McCutcheon is now
running ahead of the tentative
schedule that he set some time ago.
Present indications are that the
picture will be ready to cut and
title ahead of time, bringing production ready for release by the
latter part of February.
The past several nights have
been devoted to " dark " exteriors

—

FOR

from
B

Y

THEATER

the

LILLIAN

Devotion to his art threatened to
land him in jail recently. The
company- was on or rather, looking
for " location." It was found, — a
camera-rich nook by the side of the
road, just what Mr. Irving wanted.
The afternoon was stepping fast
into late day, light meant much, so
^vaiving the usual procedure of
lookine up an owner and getting
permission, the camera was set,
Aliss King and Creighton Hale
were rehearsed, and started, the
eternal grind of the camera. A
sudden breaking down of falltime
bramble, right in midst of some
pretty. Hale variety of lovemaking,
and a tweed-garbed and irate
owner of the property stood investigating. Having his property photographed was one of his pet
abominations. He'd land the bunch
of 'em friendly
in jail, threat,
would up
he!spoke
To
which
Tom Terriss, director and Catherine Cal- our hero, Irving, with the earnest
vert, leading player in " The Heart of request that he be landed in jail
Maryland," under
a Toman Terriss
production,
old bell Vitagraph
in Wash- straightway, " but not until, O my
ington, Mississippi, where the company Sire, — please, please, not until
were on location
scene has
been affair
' shot was
'." The
come of the
that outthe
and McCutcheon promises that irate owner fell victim to the
some unusually fine fog and night finesse of Mr. Irving combined
effectsture is will
be seen when the pic- with the blonde charm of Miss
released.
King — and the scene was not only
Walter Ringham, an actor well- registered, but the town lockup
known on the other side of the boasted
of no handsome director
water, has been added to the cast as guest that night ! It bears
in the important role of Lord
chronicling, however, that Mr. IrvWarburton.
ing was ready to be jailed for his
A special train carried John art !
Emerson and Anita Loos, with the
An egg-taking station is being
entire company, with which they established
on the middle fork of
the San Joaquin river, about nine
are making
" Wife
Insurance,"
their
first special
production,
into
from the " bottomless " pool
Mexico. Frst stop will be San miles
explored recently by William D.
Diego; journey thence to Tia Taylor, according to a communicaJuana, and the surrounding country
tion received by the Paramount
for scenes in the Kingdom of Bun- producer from the executive office
konia, which is the locale in their of the Fish and Game Commission
new satire upon romantic melo- of California.
drama. Victor Fleming, who
The remarkable trout-fishing in
made " The Mollycoddle " and "the great hole " of Balloon Dome
"When the Clouds Roll By" for was reported to the commission by
Douglas Fairbanks, and who has Taylor on his return from an exjust finished the Emerson-Loos
tensive trip through that country.
The hatchery department, knowing
adaptation
of
"
Mama's
Affair
"
for
Constance Talmadge, will direct that portion of the San Joaquin to
the picture.
be inaccessible to fishermen, deAgents in Mexico and San
cided to secure as many eggs as
Diego have for the last week been possible for artificial propagation
rounding up the personnel of two elsewhere. The superintendent of
armies. One of these armies is the hatchery department knew of
composed of Mexicans, while the the pool and a few of his men had
other is negro. The party includes been down to it.
Basil Sydney, the noted Irish actor,
" Communications such as your
who came from London to play letter are always
very interesting to
the leading part ; May Collins, in- us as we have a great many lovers
genue in the stage success, " The of the sport who call in to discuss
Outrageous
" last these matters." concluded the Comseason ; FrankMrs.
Lalor,Palmer
Roy Atwell,
mission, in thanking Mr. Taylor.
Olive Valerie, M. S. Epstin, business manager for Joseph M. ABOUT
Schenck, and James A. Creelman
of the Emerson-Loos organization.
PLAYERS
A fine sort of chap, George
Irving, now directing "Her Majesty," starring
MoUie Corporation.
King for
American
Cinema

npHERE was cheer and noise aplenty at the International
Studio on Christmas Day, when

PROGRAMS

Studios

R .

GALE

Norma Talmadge, her director, Albert
Parker and Michael Barnes, standing in
back, who were among those on location
in Jamaica
about 1800 children in the neighborhood of the studio jammed
onto the limited floor space and
scrambled merrily for seats, the
better to enjoy the jolly party
Marion Davies had arranged for
their pleasure. There was music by
Baer's Band, droll antics from the
prop, men, dressed up like clowns,
singing and dancing, ice cream,
cake, candy, a Mack Sennett
comedy,
" Married
Life,"
then
the awarding
of dolls
for and
the girls,
skates for the boys, and more candy
for all. Amid it all was the hubbub of childish glee, subdued only
now and then when a deep, bass
voice thundered for quiet. Miss
Davies stood on the balcony, quietly
enjoying the good times of the
youngsters. Mr. Joseph Urban was
there, representatives of the press,
Miss Frances Marion, and other
notables. Miss Marion, by the way,
is to direct Miss Davies in her next
story.
picture, which is a Fannie Hurst
Doris Kenyou, who deserted pictures for the speaking stage last
year, has again heard the call of the
cinema. She returns to the screen
in " Get Rich Quick Wallingford,"
a Cosmopolitan production now being made under the direction of
Frank Borzage, maker of " HumorHere's a star going on a Christmas rampage — which is a big order
for such a little person. Bessie
Love. Miss Love pounded a nail
into her dressing room door and
esque."
hung
up a sign : " Says
Not toshe,
be opened
'til! Christmas."
with a
mighty toss of her little head-.
" There's only one role I'll play this
Christmas week. That's Bessie L.
Santa Clans." The kids all along
the block in Laurel Canyon are on
the invitation list and the Christmas morning party is to be a big

Motion
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affair in their joung lives. In the
meantime, Miss Love's next production, "Penny of Tophill Trail,"
must wait. But after all, philosophizes Miss Love, Christmas comes
only once a year.
Robert Schable, playing the hca\'>'
lead
in " Temple-Dusk,"
a George
D. Baker
production, has
about
three pictures released simultaneously. There is " Blind Wives,"
in which he plays a heavy lead opposite Estelle Taylor in one of the
big episodes ; " Paying the Piper,"
George Fitzmauricc's special, and
" The Romantic Adventurer," with
Dorothy Dalton. In " Temple
Dusk,"
Schablethatplays
a different
kind
of heavy,
of Bunny
Fish,
the gambler and man-about-town,
who inherits a gambling house and
seeks to win the girl while her
young husband is overseas.
Schable's years of stage and screen
experience form an admirable background to draw from, in his many
widely different roles.
James Crane and Alice Brady,
•his wife, are vacationing in Bermuda and will remain there through
the holiday season. On their return, Miss Brady will start work
on another picture for Realart, and
Mr. Crane will go on tour as the
star of "Opportunity."
Vera now
Gordon,
of " in
Humoresque
fame,
engaged
starring on"
the Keith Vaudeville Circuit, found
that she had a week's vacation from
the " two a day " so she decided to
arrange a protrram on New Year's
day for the Sing Sing inhabitants.
It will be presented under the
auspices of the Mutual Welfare
League. Miss Gordon's entire
vaudeville company will betake itself to Sing Sing on this occasion to
present the sketch she is now starring in and will continue to star
in until the middle of April. To
augment the bill, the services of
other film and vaudeville notables
have been enlisted, including Virginia Valli and Edith Stockton. As
an added bit of cheer. Miss Gordon
has promised the League that she
will give it the first showing on any
screen of her forthcoming picture,
"The Great T.ove." a Selznick
special nrodnred by Harry Rar>f, in
which she makes her stellar debut.
Vincent Coleman's voice has
broken out. After being suppressed
on the screen for months, Vincent
has eone in for cadenzas and arias
and is warbling some semblance of
melodv in the musical show, " It's
Up to Hereafter
Vnn " nowit will
plaving
in Chicaeo.
be Vincent
Coleman — the Caruso of screendom!
May McAvov, featured in J.
Stuart 'P^ckton'e "Forbidden Vallev" and in Whitman Bennett's
"Tnilh About Husbands." has completed work in the John S. Robert-

Rod La Rocque, who will be seen
shortly opposite Dorothy Dickson
in George Fitzmauricc's " Paying
the Piper," has completed his stage
engagement with Alice Brady in
" Anna Ascends." Rod is considering several new propositions
now, and will announce his plans
for the immediate future shortly.
Thirty days for David G. Fischer.
He meted out the sentence to himself, which may explain its severity.
But he says that in the capacity of
Director General of the FoxFischer Masterplays, Inc., he
ordered himself to spend thirty days
in the cutting room preparing " In
the
Shadow of the Dome " for the
screen.

May Allison begins work, early
in January, in her next picture,
" Big Game," under the direction of
Dallas Fitzgerald, a director whose
name on big Metro productions has
come to be recognized as a sign of
merit. In this Willard Robertson
and Kilbourn Gordon stor>', adapted
for the screen by Edward Lowe,
Jr., the blonde and vivacious May
will play a real outdoor girl, which
is a direct contrast to the societ\'
parts she has been enacting in her
recent pictures.

Early plans of the
first Motion PictureMusical Conference
on page 526
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I29th St. Ferry

News

Antonio Garrido Monteagudo Moreno,
whom the Motion Picture Industry admires and knows as " Tony Moreno **
Star Overtakes Liner
Aboard Airplane
Pearl White was among the passengers who arrived in New York
December 24 on board the Victoria
from Bermuda. That in itself is
not significant, but how Miss White
caught the steamship eight miles at
sea in order to keep a promise to
be in New York for her Christmas
dmner, is significant.
Miss White had promised to be
at her entsBayside
home with
her parfor Christmas
dinner.
The

Victoria, upon which Miss White
had booked accommodations, sailed
fiom Bermuda at noon on December 22. Miss White arrived at the
feature length."
dock jors
tooKitchsner
late toandgetHeming,
aboard.of Mathe
Directors' Ass'n Will
British
Air
Service,
came to her
Hold Elections
rescue with an offer to take her to
At the regular meeting of the sea in a monoplane and set her
Motion Picture Directors' Associa- aboard the vessel. Following Misj
tion on the evening of December White's acceptance, the trip by plane
21, the nominations for officers to was started. Eight miles out at sea
be elected for 1921 were announced. the Victoria was overtaken. Miss
On the regular ticket :
White
climbedto down
aircraft's
rope ladder
a lifetheboat
from
Charles F. Miller, director; Ash- which
she boarded the liner.
ley Miller, assistant director;
Miss White had her dinner at
Robert G. Vignola, technical direc- Bayside on Christmas and drank
tor; Charles M. Seay, scenarist; C. to the health of her rescuers.
Jay Williams, treasurer; Robert
Ellis, inner guard; George A. Lessey, outer
and years.
James Vin- Strong Cast Supports
cent, trusteeguard,
for three
Miss MacDonald
Opposition Ticket:
George B. Seitz, director; S. E.
An
impressive
has Katherine
been assembled for the cast
ninth
V. Taylor, assistant director;
George Archainbaud, technical di- MacDonald production for distribution by Associated First National
rectorWilliam
;
F. Haddock, scenarist ; C. Jay Williams, treasurer ;
Robert Ellis, inner guard ; John J. Pictures, Inc., which has been giver
working title of " Stranger that
Harvey, outer guard, and George the
Fiction." The picture is a serioIrving, trustee for three years.
melodrama a dramatic deThe election is to be held on the comedy parture
from the tone of Miss Macevening of Januarj^ 4th. January Donald's previous starring vehicles
4th is not only election day but
Chief inDonald
thewillsupport
of Miss Barry
Macbe Wesley
also the date of the annual meet- David \Mnter will
have
the
leading
ing. The reports to be read on that
date will show the great progress role. Jean Mumont, Wade Boteler
the organization has made during Tom McGuire, Barr\- O'Conner anc
EveK-n Bums are also in the cast
the past twelve months.

Dorothy Dalton is fast completing
v/ork in " The Teaser," under Roy
Neill's direction. Mr. Neill expects
to begin cutting this Alaskan picture shortly, during which process
Miss Dalton will be speeding to the
Coast.

PALISADE

Opposite

Duncan Lauds the
Serial
Melodrama is returning to favor
with the picture fans throughout
the country, is the opinion of William Duncan, Vitagraph serial
king. " The chapter-play with its
swift moving action and its absence of uninterestng episodes has
brought many new followers to the
silent drama, and exhibitors everywhere are impressing upon producers the necessity of catering to
this clientele in their feature productions," says Duncan.
" The taste of the public moves
in cycles and it is the constant aim
of the showman to accurately anticipate its trend. The tendency just
now is away from the sex drama,
which has been popular in the immediate past, toward the theme
dealing with men and women struggling with the vital problems of
existence.
" The serial chapter-play has
been a direct cause for this change,
which is evidenced by the overwhelming demand for this type of
picture not only in this country but
in Europe and South America as
well. The pronounced increase in
the number of picture-goers who
prefer these productions will doubtless influence producers to release
melodramas
in great numbers from
now on.
" The chapter-play itself is affected by this condition, and our
present serials are no longer
merely a series of stunts and thrills,
but contain a plot as definite and
well constructed as offerings of

son Production of Barrie's " Sentimental Tommy." Miss McAvoy, as
the lovable and pensive Grizel,
found this role one of the most
charming she has yet essayed. And
according to Mr. Robertson and
Miss Josephine Lovett, the continuity writer, the petite May is a
Grizel to Mr. Barrie's own liking.
Which is " nuflf said."
Corinne Griffith is going to prove
to the sceptics that she knows all
about that " obey clause " in the
" marriage contract ! " She is going
to be directed in her next Vitagraph picture by her husband, Webster Campbell, heretofore known as
a leading man. Although this is
Mr. Campbell's initial bow as a
director, he is a well-known figure
in producing circles and considerable interest will center around this
new combination of star and director.
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Marion Philosophises
" I have been asked to give my
views on the girl I play in my Cosmopolitan production," said Marion
Davies recently, "of ' The Restless
Sex' from the novel by Robert W.
Chambers. I never have thought
that large audiences actually prove
the worth of pictures; still, it does
make me happy to know of the
large crowds that thronged the
Criterion Theatre, New York City,
where it first showed, and of the
interest taken in 'The Restless
Sex ' in other towns and other
States. So many thoughtful and
brilliant people have written articles in the daily papers telling
what
effectI 'hesitate
Stephanieto ' say
hadwhat
on
them that
I think. Not that I lack opinions
on her. I studied her too long for
that. But she is elusive. She gets
away from me.
" Why should I wonder that she
gets away from me — when she gets
away even from herself ? She is
aimless as are all restless people.
Her thoughts, if I may say so,
' shoot all round the place.' For
aimlessness is the enemy of cleancut thinking. Brought up by a doting father, surrounded by every
luxury, including the luxury of not
having to think for herself, she
does not have to fight. The only
fight she might and should make —
the fight with herself — she does not
try to make, because there seems
to her at first no need for it. It
is only when she finds herself face
to face with bitter facts that she
confronts her soul and asks herself : What are you doing with
your life?
" It seems to me that after this,
' Steve's ' chief asset in the struggle she makes in her honesty —
honesty with herself and with the
world — her world of two men
whose lives so closely touch her
own. She wins her battle, but one
of the men is sacrificed — still,
through no fault of hers. This
sacrifice is the only grim note in a
story of light ; but the lesson seems
to be there.
" So that is what I think about
Stephanie. I think her experience
is a warning against restlessness- —
against nervous^ aimless, irreflective action — because she is so wonderfully equipped to be and to make
others happy in everv way save
that."

Meaning

of
Apocalypse
sisted that he personally act as their
is the significance of
WHAT
custodian during the weeks that
the word "Apocalypse?"
The question has been pro- Coast
usedas atreference
Metro's works.
West
studios
pounded so often in connectioti they were
The original wood-cuts, upon
with Metro's production of the
world-famous novel, " The Four which art connoisseurs have refused to set a price, form but a
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," by small feature
of a collection of art
Vicente Blasco Ibanez, that Webtreasures
that will be seen in the
it. ster may be called upon to answer
production. The total value set by
Webster's definition of the insurance appraisers upon the tapestries, paintings and other borrowed
word is "a revelation; a disclosure." In the early Greek version art works is $450,000. It is generof the Bible, the last book of the
ally agreed, however, that they
New Testament was called " The could not be purchased at this, or
other price.
Apocalypse
the any" The
later
versionsofof St.
the John."
Bible, theInbook
Four Horsemen of the
became the "Revelations" familiar Apocalypse," which is being directed by Rex Ingram, is being cut
to all present-day students of the
book.
and edited preparatory for its first
Pronunciation of the word, which New York preview. June Mathis,
also is shown by numerous corre- who prepared the screen version
spondents of Metro's as an all but of the story, will accompany the
^unsu,rmounta'ble! stumbling block, first print to New York for thii
has been solved by Webster by preliminary showing to production
placing the emphasis on the second officials and reviewers.
syllable.
In itsHorsemen
original book
form Apoca" The
Visualizing the symbolic figures Four
of the
of " The Four Horsemen " which
lypsetion,
" has
its 159th
edihavingpassed
been read
in every
has baffled some of the world's
greatest painters, finally has been quarter of the civilized world. In
accomplished for the colossal Metro its translation by Metro to the
production in a manner that ought screen the epochal story is visualized by a cast of 12,500 persons,
to prove satisfactory to the most
exacting. Probably the most inter- of whom there are two dozen principals. These include Alice Terry,
esting visualization of the " Horsemen " was found in Albrecht Rudolph Valentino. Pomeroy Cannon, Edward Connelly, Mabel Van
Durer's original set of wood etchings, done in the year ISll. The Buren and John Sainpolis. The
drawings, pictured during the age
by the time it is comof religious zealots, were borrowed production,
pleted, will have cost a million
from their present owner who in- dollars to make.
Tom

Terriss— Director

TOM TERRISS, director of Durand." With Miss Griffith,
" Tom Terriss Productions " " The Climbers," and with Earle
for Vitagraph, has consistently Williams, " The Fortune Hunter."
since his connection with that comThe first picture he made under
pany, produced what is termed in his own producing company was
TrumpetTrade
Island,"
by Gouverneur
motion picture circles as " suc- "Morris.
papers,
newspapers
Mr. Terriss started his affiliation and fan magazines were all unanicesses."
with
the Vitagraph company three
mous in the oraise of this production. The Vitagraph home office
years ago, first directing Alice
Joyce, Corrinne Griffith and Earlc and the various exchange centers
Williams and has since then beeri have received wires, letters and
awarded his own producing com- verbal congratulations on " Trumpany bearing his name. With Miss
Island,"
from proclaiming
exhibitors allit
country,
Joyce he made such pictures as over petthe
one
of
the
real
big
successes of
" The Lion And The Mouse," " The
year. This enthusiasm on the
Third Degree," " The Cambric the
Mask," and " The Vengeance of part of the critics is also true in

Thrilling Stunts SeenS67
in Hutchison Serial
Here are some of the stunts performed by Charles Hutchison in his
new Pathe serial, " Double Adventure," as described in a statement
from the Pathe organization : A
jump across a wide ravine on a
motorcycle; a hand-over-hand climb
on a rope stretched across a deep
cut in the rocks; a jump from a
falling tower into a tree; a jump
from one automobile to another as
both
ing. machines travel at high speed;
and an ascent, human-fly fashion,
up the side of a twelve-story buildMr. Hutchison plays a double role
in his new serial, the scenario of
which was written by Jack Cunningham. W. S. Van Dyke directed
the production.
Tom

Terriss

{C ontinued)
England,
mentary. where the trade publications were even more compliFollowing this, Mr. Terriss has
presented the industry with another
undoubted and proclaimed triumph
in " Dead Men Tell No Tales." It
is only necessary to repeat the
above statement on " Trumpet
Island," with even a little more
emphasis to convey the idea of the
splendid acceptance
this picture
received. The Vitagraph
company
launched the biggest advertising
campaign in the history of the organization on behalf of it.
The criticisms are unusually
favorable, one paper going as far
as to say, " This production is one
of the nearest to reach the goal of
Mr. Terriss
is now working on
perfect
pictures."
" The Heart of Maryland," the
famous David Belasco play, in
which Mrs. Leslie Carter made
such a big success nearly twentyfive years ago. The cast for the
screen version includes Catherine
Calvert playing the title role, made
famous by Mrs. Carter.
Mr. Terriss returned from the
South recently, with his entire
company, where they took scenes on
the locations described in the play,
where he managed to obtain a
house owned by Jefferson Davis,
used during the Civil War as the
headquarters of the Confederate
.Army, to accentuate the realism.
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" Ottauquechee Valley "
(Paramount — Post Scenic)
WHAT is considered to be the most picturesque spot in Vermont has been caught
by the Post scenic cameramen. It is the valley of the Ottauquechee River which flows for
thirty-five miles into the Connecticut River. The
rural landscapes, the revelation, so to speak of
an Old World atmosphere, compel admiration
of the spectator. Winter scenes are revealed
which take the onlooker on a journey into a
veritable crystallized fairy-land. The narrow
road which borders the river, the moonlight on
the stream, the fences covered with snow, these
form vistas which build fancies.
It is all the world like a wonderful landscape painted by one of the masters. An out
of the way spot, and looked upon by the natives
of Vermont as a marvelous tapestry of nature.
The Green Mountains form sentinels in the
background, as if to keep trespassers from robbing it of its charm. The picture is tinted in
sepia tones, and is effective as an example of
photographic art. Such an offering lends dignity to any program. The manager of the Rialto. New York, thought it fine enough for a
place on the Christmas week bill. Length, one
reel— LAURENCE REID.
" His Day of Rest "
(Joe Martin — Universal)
JOE MARTIN is back again. In his latest
comedy, the monkey comedian is a very busy
fellow.
As the protector of his little pal, he is a very
impressive hero of the old school, and when the
occasion is ripe rescues her from the clutches
of the evil one.
To accomplish this trick, which is the big
moment in the reel, Joe is compelled to ride on
the back of a " fast moving horse " behind his
little leading lady, and when the villain catches
up to the pair on Ifis foaming steed, our hero
surprises him by jumping from one horse to
the other
climbing up the
latter's back, subdues him and
in melodramatic
fashion.
This situation is amusing from the fact that
the monk's comedy riding is funny, and his
struggle with his antagonist on the back of a
galloping horse rather thrilling in that the
spectator may have a feeling that should this
wild chimpanzee or orang-outang forget that
he is only acting, well—- — •
the bigas scene,
His Day has
of Rest
is Outside
rather oftame,
the "monkey
little"
" monkev business" to do. — FRANK
ARD.

LEON-

" The Saddle King "
(Hoot Gibson — Universal)
THIS
two-reeler is up to standard and
should furnish patrons with plenty of excitement.
The story is of the usual Western variety
and affords the star plenty of opportunity to
display his ability as a hard riding, quick thinking cowpunchcr of the West.
Gibson is seen in the role of a broken-down
cowboy, who applies for work at one of the
Western ranches. The boss agrees to hire the
wanderer provided he can ride an immanageable

of Short

horse. Gibson consents, rides the horse and
gets the job.
In accomplishing
this "stunt,
he latter
arouseslearns
the
jealousy
of the foreman,
for the
that the ranchman's daughter has seen the newcomer subdue the wild animal and is beginning
to fall in love with him.
To prevent this the villain accuses his rival
of many misdeeds, but in the end is a victim
of his own folly.
Dorothy Wood and a capable cast support
the star.— FRANK LEONARD.
" One Best Pet "
(Chester Comedy — Educational)
THIS Chester comedy exploits a young circus for its idea and manages to send shivers of suspense up tender spines — what with a
few man-eating animals, namely, the tiger, and
the lion. The educated monk is a member of the
cast or troupe and effects a rescue act of baby
for a fitting climax. There is a comedian who
has a few pranks, attired, mostly au naturel,
but he doesn't inspire great concern. That is
left for the baby. He or she is carried up to a
high building but the monk scales up the wall
like a fly and comes down with perfect nonchalance. The lion buffets the players about
and seemingly enjoys himself. Most of the humor is generated by the monk. He goes through
his capers with the poise of an actor and certainly lives up to the title. " One Best Pet " is
up to the Chester standard, which means that
it furnishes a satisfying half hour. There is a
constant thrill present because of the animals
and the dangers in which the baby is placed.
It should please any type of audience. — Length,
two reels.— L/iL'/^£A'C"£ REID.
" Pahs and Papas "
(Chester Outing — Educational)
THIS reel deals with life among the Maoris
of New Zealand.
Before entering the village, the cameraman
shows us some delightful scenery along one of
the. large rivers of the island. These scenes are
interesting and refreshing, the river being bordered on both sides by beautiful trees and ferns.
The views of the Maori village arouse interest from the fact that these tribes seem to be
living the lives of their forefathers.
From their dress, customs and the ancient
habit of building a stockade around the town
one can easily imagine savage life as it existed
in bygone ages.
This is augmented when subsequent scenes
show their methods of existence. The totem
poles, the architecture of their houses and their
crude stone work, furnish interesting material.
Their dances, methods of warfare, feasts,
etc.,
enter manner.
into the day's work and are shown
in a all
concise
A good subject for any program. — FRANK
LEONARD.
" Their First Tintype "
(Universal — Two Reels)
«<'-p
FIRST TINTYPE"
is one of has
the
A HEIR
best slapstick
comedies Universal
produced. It is chuck full of comedy incident,
is well directed, and has a good cast, together with
a chorus of pretty girls and a good comedy dog.
Although the thread of the story, if it may be

Picture

News

Length

called one, is lost in the general mixup, there
need be no cause for alarm, as the injected situations contain manj' novel gags.
The fun begins when various characters pose
before the camera in awkward and amusing attitudes. First is the village firemen who ridiculously poke their faces into the lens of the camera, and then the small man with his large wellfed wife, who seemingly cannot get "set," to be
followed by other awkward characters.
Scenes in a " gjm " follow showing the girls
and boys doing various acrobatic stunts and
enjoying a slugging match with a medicine ball
between a midget and a young gentleman of
color. Action more than comedy predominates
in these scenes.
The windup is a hodge-podge of comedy situations in which village firemen attempt to put
outThe
a fire
a hosehis which
will not
dogwith
makes
entrance,
seizes" act
theright."
hose,
and in a series of humorous incidents, drags
hose and fireman about the town.
"Their First Tintype" should give good satisfaction wherever played. — FRANK LEONARD.
" Sound Your A "
(Mutt and Jeff Cartoon Comedy — Fox)
WHETHER Fox has reissued this excellent
cartoon subject or whether the Rivoli,
New York, revived it for a purpose is not of
importance here. What is the fact is that the
orchestra at the New York temple of motion
pictures has a great deal of fun with it. The
piece has been elaborated to permit the trapi
drummer to engage Mutt and Jeff in discussionor argument or what you will. Mutt still sings
" The Curse of an Aching Heart ' and sends
the house out in rivulets, rivers and oceans of
tears until not even the orchestra is left and
the theatre is thoroughly wet. He lingers andt
wants to sing again and asks the Rivoli to use i
its orchestra. Mutt calmly asks the leader tO(
sit down — that he will conduct. But the trap
drummer jazzes up the comedians and finally
shoos them off the screen. If the Rivoli could
do this stunt — it seems reasonable that any exhibitor could do so by simply substituting his
name of his theatre for Rivoli. The cartoon in i
its new shape is provocative of uproarious
laughter — what with the argument, the singing ,
of Mutt and the effects of the trap-drummer. —
Length one Reel.— I.^C/7?£A^C£ REID.
" His Four Fathers "
(Vanity Christie Comedy — Educational)
ACTION dominates in this comedy and the
result a combination of quick moving situations which mean ver\' little to the spectator.
The script is written on the order of the old
farce comedy which relied on funny situation^
worked up by quick action.
" His Four Fathers " has the action but is
minus the " set " situations which were always
good for a laugh.
Hence the director in order to fill in has
worked his scenes to a high pitch in the here
that
the spectator's
eye will
by the
the
movements
of the actors,
but behasattracted
failed for
reason that there is nothing to back them up.
The reel is well directed, however, and has a
good cast among whom are Laura La Plante,
Irene Dalton, Neal Burns. Sidnev Braccv and
Jack Henderson.— FRANK LEONARD.
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David Hartford leaves this week
for Northern Cahfornia to film
scenes in the snow country for
his coming production of the
James Curwood story, " The
Golden Snare."
^Mildred
Harris'sLouis
last picture
under the present
B. Mayer
contract will be put into production
shortly after the first of the year.
Principals for second Sidney
Franklin First National Production
a picturization of Andrew Soutar's
" Courage,"
together withhave
mostbeen
of selected,
the players.
Xaomi Childers and Sam DeGrasse
will have the leading parts and
those so far named for the cast are
Alec Francis, Adolph ]\Ienjou,
LIo\d Whitlock, and Lionel Belmore. Continuity is being prepared
!)>■ Franklin and Sada Cowan, and
the production will be filmed at
Brunton studios.
Charles Ray has made the last
scenes for his fifth release titled
Scrap
the directed
Charles
A" an
Loan Iron."
story. from
Ray also
the making of this film and had the
assistance of his cousin, Al Ray,
well known in films.
While Marshall Neilan is in the
East- he will make a number of
scenes for his production of " Penrod," which will star Wesley Barry.
For this reason Neilan was accompanied by his business manager,
Leeds Baxter, Production Manager
Howard Hawkes and Cameraman
David Keeson.
Neilan took with him to New
\'ork his two recently completed
pictures, "Bob Hampton of Placer"
and " Not a Drum was Heard."
Anita Stewart and company have
returned to the Louis B. Mayer
studio after making the exteriors
t >x "The Tornado " at Truckee, Cal.
Those in the party in the North
were Rudolph Cameron, manager,
Walter McGrail, Herbert Rawlin-'>ii, Grace Forse, Robert Kurrle.
cameraman, and a number of
otliers.
B. P. Fineman has not given out
the title for the next Katherine
^facDonald production for which
the cast has been selected. David
Winter, who played the lead in
"Trust Your Wife" with Aliss
MacDonald, will continue in that
capacity in the coming production.
Jean Dumond and Wade Botler
will take heavy parts. By special

Studio

News

by

Wire

Victor Schertzinger. They will
take scenes in New York for
Moore's next picture, entitled,
" Made in Heaven," written by
William H. Hurlburt.
E. Mason Hopper completes this
week production work on Rupert
Hughes' play, "Dangerous Curves
Ahead," in which Helene Chadwick
plays the featured role.
Goldwyn has purchased the
screen rights to " The Bridle Path,"
the Thompson Buchanan stageplay. Richard Dix will play the
leading part in the production, and
Marcia Mannon has been engaged
for the " heavy " role.
Paul Bern has finished production work on the twelfth picture of
the " Edgar " series under the temporary title of " Ole, the Hand."
UNIVERSAL
Universal starts the new year
with twelve companies ready to
Finding tosomeone
to look task.
like Gladys
play in " Rich
Girl " carry on the production work. Four
proved
be a difficult
Above Walton
are the toapplicants.
Miss Girl,
Billie Poor
McCarthy,
the sixth girl from the left inistheseated
upperin row,
was finally selected. Miss Walton screen plays will be put into prothe center
duction this week. Director Tod
Browning
is making
Fanny
arrangement with Marshall Neilan now being assembled for this subself." An all-star
cast " has
beenHerasWesley Barry will play an importsembled for this picture. Edward
ant kid role. Others in this cast
Director George Hill is still at
Kull has started work on "Renunject.
work
onfeatures
"When Louise
the Devil
Laughs,"
ciation," astorj' written by Peter B.
are nor
Tom
McGuire,
Harry
O'Conwhich
Lovelv.
and Evelyn Burns.
Kj-ne. Eileen Sedgwick is the feaMildred Harris, who returned to
tured player. Robert Thornby beLos Angeles last week, will begin
gins production work on " Blood
work in her last Louis B. Alayer
GOLDWYN
Brother of the Pines," with Frank
Mayo in the stellar role. William
production,
"Playthings
as soon as Director
Johnof M.Desire,"
Stahl
Worthington
starts work on
arrives from the East. No cast has
"Three
at
the
Table," with Edith
Leroy
Scott,
of
Goldwyn's
Emibeen named for this subject.
nent Authors' staff, has completed Roberts in the principal part.
David M. Hartford is making the the writing of his first original Harry Harris is beginning the filmfinal necessary arrangements for screen play, " The Night Rose," at
" The Bobbed Squab," with
the filming of the James Oliver the Goldwyn studios. Arthur Stat- Gladying of Walton
in the leading role.
Curwood story, "The Golden ler is the continuity writer. Wal- E. P. Heath wrote the continuity
lace
Worsley
has
been
selected
to
Snare." Locations which require
trips aggregating 3,000 miles have direct the picture production of this for "Blood Brother of the Pines."
Jack Perrin is starred in " Under
been selected and many of the story. Leatrice Joy will play the
Blazing
Skies, " Edward
Laemmleis
scenes for this Canadian story will leading part.
is the director.
Hoot Gibson
be filmed among the snow-clad
"A Tale of Two Worlds " is the starred in " The Kickeroo," under
title under which will be released the direction of Al Russell.
Rocky Mountain peaks.
Producer King Vidor and Cath- Frank Lloyd's production of GouvCentury Comedies in the making
erine Curtis are doing the final
Morris' story, "The Water are : " What's the Program," with
editing of the Ralph Connor story, erneur
Lily." The picture version of the an all-star cast under the direction
Morris story has been completed
"The Skv Pilot."
and " The Dog Docby Mr. Lloyd. His next production of Chintor,"Davis,
featuring a trick dog and an
all-star
cast
under
the direction of
will be "The Alibi," from an original screen play written by Charles Fred Fishback.
FOX
Kenj'on.
Mabel Normand has arrived at
METRO
Los Angeles from New York.
William
Russell's
company
has
completed the last scenes for
Reginald Barker and his comTwo casts for May Allison's new
pany have returned from Banff,
" Brute McGuire." They were
filmed in the snow country in the Canada, where the company spent starring vehicle, " Big Game," has
The line-up inhigh Sierras. The release title is three weeks filming exteriors for been completed.
cludes Forrest Stanley, Edward Ce"directed.
Bare Fists." J. P. Hogan Barker's current production of
cil, Zeffie Pilbury, William Elmer
" Snowblindness." Owing to the and Sidney Dealbrook. Dallas
Howard Mitchell has completed absence of snow at Banff, it was
Fitzgerald has been assigned as di" Wing Toy," starring Shirley necessary for the company to make
rector of this production. The
]Mason.
a forty-mile trip every day by rail continuity is bv Edward T. Lowe,
to
Lake
Louise
in
order
to
get
the
Jules Furthman has completed
atmosphere for the snow
Tom Gallery has been engaged to
the melodramatic farce, " The proper
scenes taken for the production.
Blushing
Bride,"
in
which
Eileen
The
company
leaves
again
at
once
Percy is the featured player.
play
opposite
Dana inJohnson,
"Home
Stuff,"
writtenViola
by Agnes
L}inn Reynolds is now complet- for the Yosemite Valley where they and Frank Dazey. Al Kelly is the
will spend a week in additional dii ector. Robert Chandler has also
Off,"This
in which
Mix ingis"Hands
the star.
picture "Tom
was work on exteriors.
Clarence Badger has begun the been assigned to an important part
riginalh"
titled
"O
You
Tex."
Jack Ford is making the last direction of the new Will Rogers' in this picture.
scenes for Buck Jones's current the
stellar
vehicle,story.
" Whistling Dick," HERE
O. Henry
AND
vehicle,
Emmett" Fighting
J. Flynn,Back."
producer of
Following the completion of
"A Connecticut Yankee in King " Mister Barnes from New York,"
Arthur's Court," is to make another Tom Moore left for New York on
Snow Baker, the all-around amalast week. He was folspecial entitled " Clung," from Max Friday lowedofon Monday
teur champion of Australia,
is to
of this week by
THERE
Brand's stor\'. An all-star cast is
Ji-.

I
Motion
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be starred by a new producing]
company on the Coast. The new
organization is to be known as the
Snowy Baker Productions and ha
been capitalized at $300,000. Thi
organizers are Samuel E. Rork and
William Selig. The company will
distribute four productions made
by Baker in Australia and will produce four more subjects, starring
Baker during the coming vear at
■ .« «
the Selig studios. Mr. Rork or- fiur Mnttrt* All thC
"UI IMUUU. All lilt
MacDonald
Katherine and
ganized the Company
Productions
has had ;
a long career in the theatrical
Rainy days are coming.
world.
Irene Castle is coming
The release title selected for the West.
Herb Rawlinson is back
next Douglas Fairbanks picture is from
Truckee.
" The Nut." Margaret de La Motte
Dorothy Dalton is expected
in
January.
is Fairbank's William
leading Lowery
lady inplays
this
Bob Doman is in our midst
production.
on Lois Weber advertising.
the " heavy." Ted Reid directed.
Harry Ravier has gone East
Brunton has completed " The with the last of Tarzan.
King
Vidor plans to employ
Avenging
Arrow,"Ruththe Roland.
latest Pathe
realism to the Nth degree
serial, starring
W. during
1921.
S. Van Dyke was the director. The
Eddie Cline is given credit
cast includes Edward Hern, Otto by having Buster Keaton be
by being natural.
Lederer, Virginia Ainesworth, S. funny
Sessue Hayakawa played
E Jennings and William Steel.
Santy Claus last week for
Hueling Mumpers of the Federal fifty kiddos in Hollywood.
Now that the mails are not
Photoplays has arrived on the
weighed down with Christmas
Coast from New York.
cards it may be expected that
Howard Hickman is now en- the bills will be coming in.
the poor postman.
gaged in the directing of "A Cer- Pity
Mickey Neilan had 57 men
tain Rich Man," from William Al- in his technical staff in makHampton of Placer,
len White's novel was
of the
samein title.
Announcement
made
Los so heing Bob
added one in order to
have
something
on Heintz.
Angeles this week of the organizaClarke Irvine has left
tion of Truart Photoplays, Inc., Maurice Tourneur and advises
which plan to produce a series of that he " intends to travel in
one-reel comedies, featuring Harry foreign countries," which
press inagent
some for acame
soing
is capitalized
Mann.
4. a-An riAAThe company
j
■
A cartoonist
and
at $40,000 and the organizers are and
drew some
us a picture
of Bill
Hart
day
if
we
can
find
Julius Lathenthal, J. Weinstock
are going out
and J. Rossen. The company has enough gunsthewepicture
to Bill.
offices in the American Bank andA show
piece of mimeograph
• Building, Los Angeles.
copy brings us the information that " Frank Lloyd is
The name of the Lone Star Picthe
a soul."
here wewith
been
tures Corporation organized inAnd director
^ have
Texas recently has been changed to thinking him as
these years going
Scotch-to
Alkire Pictures Corporation. This manUp all
company maintains offices in the press towe thehavetimenoof record
of
Mason Building, Los Angeles, and any New Year's resolutions
of the film induswill make a series of five-reel sub- by members
being broken. (Press day
jects to be released through the was tryprior
to January 1st.)
Jess Robbins is having
Forward Film Distributors, Inc.
Announcement of their first pro- Jimmy Aubrey frisk about in
" Theus Blizduction isto be made early in Jan- a picture
and called
Jesse tells
that
this haszard," nothing
to do with
uarj-.
that feature coming on named
"The Tornado."
The negro janitor at VitaGhas. Edw. Russell at graph
cannot understand what
kind
of bones were used by
the Metro Studios
the man who wrote Antonio Moreno's play "Three
John Russell, the globe-trotting Sevens,"
and Chet Bennett
short story writer who is one of promises
to make an explanation.
No fan need to send any
Metro's latest acquisitions to its
corps of storj' producers on the sympathy to Wa'ly Reid for
West Coast, is plaxing host to his the part he plays in "Anatol,"
he is the center of the
father, Charles Edward Russell, where
of such beauties of
famous author and publicist, at affections
filmdom as Gloria. Bebe,
Hollywood, California.
Wanda — but why name more?
The father came direct from New
Hokum takes this opportunitytion
of being
publicaYork for the purpose of seeing his
West of the
the first
Rockies
and
son and discussing with him the South of the parallel of the
Mason
and
Dixon
Line
plans
that theinj-ounger
writer with
has welcome S. Barrett McCor-to
formulated
connection
mick. But what we want to
stories to be expressly written for for.
the cinema. He was also interested know is what the "S" stands
Six stories received in so
in the film paraphernalia and tech- many
from Bill Keefe
nique, and made a tour of inspection advise days
us that Florence Lawrence is going to work in
through the Metro studios.

" WE

NEVER'

News,

^

*

If it's News, When
"The Unfoldraent." Incidentally Billducis
Manager
of Protions of the
Producers
Picture Corporation.
June Mathis did so well
with
Spanish"Theauthor's
story — the
we mean
Foiir
Horsemen,"
now having herthattry Metro
her handis
at a French autnor s story.
Yes, June is doing he conzimova's tinuity
next.for "Camille" — NaGertrude Atherton claims
that she had a great deal of
interest in the recent presidential election, but upon being questioned
closer, to
it was
learned
she referred
the
Goldwyn presidential election,
and
test. not the Harding-Cox conThe nextrequires
Emersona -vamp,
Loos
production
and the producers, John and
Anita, examined 200 vamps
before the right one was
selected, that is what the P.
A. 's copy says. But for the
life
us, mean
we don't
know
what ofyou
by saying
"examined."
Metro is going after the
last wonder of nature that has
not been
filmed
ment issued
this and
weeka stateis to
the effect that Aurora
Borealis is to be starred in
"Tnchartered
while
up to this timeSeas,"
we thought
that Alice Lake was the star.
Hokum dictions,
seldom
but frommakes
what prewe
have heard of Harry Myers
in connection with "Connecticut Yankee" praise, we
wanting totobeguess
he is
goa busythatlittle
fellow
for the next year, for as a 12
o'clock fellow in a 9 o'clock
town — well
Court
never King
even Arthur's
had a
candle lighted.
Emerson ofdid the'notScreen
have
allJohn
the members
Writer's
Guild
rush
up
and
kiss him when he suggested
they joineration ofthe
American
FedLabor. Imagine a
screen writer cheering for an
eight-hour
John'soiieidea
was
said to day.
be a good
by
some. In this decision,
Hokum wishes to sit right on
top of the fence.
Just when Regg Barker
and his troupe thought they
were going to get to spend
Christmas in Canada where
they have no Eighteenth
Amendment
' butRegginstead,
ptheentylastofscene
snow,
and theytook
all
started home to be in Los
Angeles
by
the
night
of
the
3 1 St of December, which by
some is referred to as New
Year's Eve.
Sir Gilbert Parker, a
Canadian and for fifteen
years a member of the House
of Commons,
made the
ment in public
thatstate-he
thought
it
was
a
honor to have his namegreater
on a
successful photoplay than to
serve fifteen years in the
House of Commons. This
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should cause a lot of politito go to work at writingciansscenarios.
ijniversal
has bygone
the
limit in realism
putting
$12,000
worth
of
glass
in
set. It was all plain platea
glass and we always thought
that anything
transparent
would
not photograph
but
would show what was on the
other side. Hokum may be
a little old fashioned, but we
cannot see through this.
Elsie Ferguson,
Globetrotting Paramountthestar,
has
been
questioned
by
reporters
of all of our local Dailies,
and by each was asked about
California. "Do you love
California?"
one. came,
Another day the said
question
"Don't you Love California?"
And then a sob-sister came
along and said, "I am sure
you
So
what LOV'E
could California
dear Miss!" Ferguson say, but that "Yes, I
do WeL-O-V-E
California."
iust learned
of a new
graft in our industry and it is
so good we can't keep it. If
aonedirty
is to upbe ofmade
thatscene
is made
mud,—
water, etc., the actor wears a
$20. suit and puts in a bill
for a $100.00 suit. Members
of the feminine gender have
been known to wear last winter's hat and charge the next
winter's
prices.
had
arrived
the Just
day like
beforeit
from Paris.
Metro needed a be-whiskfor " Big
Gameand"
—eredMaybunch
Allison's
next,
had to pay the extras while
they grew them, which in our
minds, (plural)
reallyanda
heaven
for the is
extras,
shoulding of Russia
begin
the
makpictures
on this
basis
Bolshevism
would
disappear,
not saying the extras are
Bolshevists, of course, but
merely pointing out another
opportunity
infant the
indutry. As ofa ourNation
safety razor has advanced us
beyond the BoLshevism point.
There promises to be an
epidemic of titling pictures
with
derivatives
of the
"kiss."
We have
heardwordof
one
to be known Kisses,"
as "Kisses,"
another
and
the
other "Five
evening we laughed
at "Kiss Me Quick," all of
which reminds
us ofofthetheword
epiof the use
"Hell" demicwhich
floated
through
the industry and caused the
City Councilor of Portland to
pass
to keep but
the
word anoffordinance
the billboards,
that is going from the sublime
to the ridiculous.
The Editor of Hokum was
given a most gracious surby mail,bigthisorganizations
week when
one ofprise, the
that syndicate the highest
class of dope to newspapers
throughout the land had
IJncle sage
Samwhich bring
us aif mesinquired
we,
the Editor, would care to
permit them to have all of

_

^

it's News

the newspapers that they furreprint
Hokum"nishin
a "Hollywood
conspicuous
place in such publications.
The proposition has not been
accepted,
they didas
not offer asbecause
much money
some other writers we know
of
for that
theirHokum
contribs.is
We get
believe
just about
best land
journalistic effort the
in the
and
consequently it should be paid
for at rates in proportion to
its
not quality.
off. We Negotiations
expect to go arein
conference by mail and feel
assured that this gigantic syndicate will come to our terms.
Hokum received a dissertationfectson ofthe
and evil
the good
vampire
by efno
less a person than Katherine
MacDonald, but inasmuch as
it does not all agree with our
viewsing like
we being
won't inprint
it. Noth-to
a position
throttle the press.
not a Chinese
justRowan Lee
Ince (he's
Director)
thought
he caught a fish and after tugging for three hours found
that
it was a deep
diver'sat
suit dangling
in theseawater
the end
the
other
side ofof athelineboatfromReally
a true fish story.
As Charlie Ray is now
making a pugilistic story we
may
expect the
to learn
has caused
studiothat
to he
be
thoroughly equipped with
training
short turningparaphernalia
the place —intoin
a " gr\m." (Anticipating the
news insible toadvance
it posgive ourmakes
readers
the
news
before
it's
news.)
Press Agents have been very
busy in the past week writing
wreckmise stories
surthat these and
were some
the result
of a heavy sea being reported
by the San
Pedro Harbor's
Weather
Department.
The exstorm was side-tracked,
but thepectedavalanche
of wreck
stories come right on.
John McCormick
the
well-known
tenor) (not
but the
genial publicity purveyor of
First National
W. the
C. amount
compliments Hokum on
of stuffumnsappearing
in
its
about his favorite coldistributing organization, all of
which might lead us to carry
another item about John's
The gang
of P.
A.'s were
and
writers
for the
screen
people.
called
together last week for
another
dinner.
Everyone screamer's
was confidentially
told
to
bring
their
own
brew,
and a good time was reported
to have been had by all. C.
Irvine ment
promoted
which was theheldentertainat the
California
Countr>Club.
We don't
rememberthewhether
Hokum
announced
arrival
of Peter Gridley Smith, but in
the event this important item
was overlooked in previous
editions, we wish to state now
that he forniais hishere
to make home.
Calipermanent
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Screen, projection machine, film and lamp all contribute to the quality of the pictures but the light source is of
prime importance.
3. Control panel with ammeter for reading current and field
Arc lamps operate more efficiently on direct current and produce a steadier, whiter light. To secure direct current from an
rheostat by which the current at the arc can be increased or
decreased.
alternating current supply, reduce it to the proper voltage, and
eliminate interruptions between reels, the General Electric Com4. Two short circuiting switches mounted on the projector
pany recommends the motor-generator compensarc shown above :
pedestals to enable the operator conveniently to shift from one
lamp to the other, without interruption between reels.
1. A motor generator connected to any supply voltage, either
alternating or direct current and delivering direct current to the
Emergency equipment: .It is also advisable to use A. C.
projection lamps at the proper current and voltage.
Compensarcs (5) connected to the lighting circuit for use in
case of failure of the power circuit to which the motor generator
2. Motor starting device which starts the motor generator
is connected.
and automatically shuts it off when lamps are extinguished.
With such equipment an exhibitor is assured of the best possiole quality of light for his pictures. Compensarcs are safe, easy to
operate, efficient, economical and reliable.
O-E offices or distributors everywhere
for quick delivery and service

General Office
Schenectady; N.Y

Sales Offices in
all large cities
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New

Mission

Theatre

Architecture
Interior

Is Treated

Wednesday night, December i,
1920, the Mission theatre, Los Angeles, opened its doors in a formal
opening to which a brilliant audience was
invited. The playhouse was crowded to
he doors, and the visitors represented
probably a couple of billion dollars and all
the journalism in the world of Cinematographic effort.
It was a great occasion. Mayor Snyder
was there in vocal eulogy and paid tribute
,:o Los Angeles' climate, Los Angeles' en:erprise and Los Angeles' civic pride, not
forgetting to commend the builders of the
Mission theatre and pronouncing their
;reation the most beautiful into which his
iteps had ever ventured.
Douglas Fairbanks was there, too, as
vvas appropriate, since it was his latest
iicture, " The Mark of Zorro," that gave
ind took honors of premiere significance
m a silver sheet of virgin newness. Mary
Pickford was likewise in a loge seat, and
;he center of such attention as was competent to remain focused on her dear self,
with the athletic and energetic Doug at
ler side to divide the gaze. One reporter
:ould hardly be expected to list the names
jf the Cinema stars that had gathered,
for the attendance was like a roll-call
from the Motion Picture Blue Book, with
everybody that was anybody answering
' present."
There is positive inspiration back of the
:reation of the Mission theatre ; it is not
00 much to say that its fagade will sell
ickets at its box-office. The theatre incites attention and beguiles into a purrhasing mood the imagination of the
Dasser-by. It radiates a restful, radiant
ON

in

What

Subdued

of

Old

Tones

of

Individual Lighting Sets
Will Do

This is the subject of an article to appear in the next issue of the News. It
will be of interest to the large number of
theatre owners who have theatres situated far from a local power plant.

spirit of the days ere the Gringo came to
make money and mar dreams. Inside,
images are evoked from California's distant past— images that might step in or out
of David Belasco's immortal setting of
Richard Walton TuUy's perennially fresh
" Rose of the Rancho."
There is a note in the souvenir programme issued by the Mission theatre that
compasses
this thought.
It says :of "those
The
Mission theatre
rises a reminder
days when Drama was Daughter of the
Church — a wayward daughter and saucy,
perhaps, but beguiling, human and prone
to seek the light. As did the Missions of
old, so does the Mission theatre of today
aspire to be the center of culture and the
arbiter of good taste and distinction in
artistic ministrations, conserving and preserving so far as it can those influences
that still come down the centuries to link
us with the past, the while we confidently
look into the future made more brilliant
in contemplation of this newest of arts
that man has created out of beams of
To one accustomed to the garish display of the average motion picture theatre
where
light."every dollar spent is made to look
like two, the artistic restraint, the econ-

Suggests

Spain
Browns

and

Reds

omy of good taste, the unostentatious display of beauty and the admirable harmony
abroad in the structure are qualities that
mark a revolution in motion picture theatre construction. Every effort has been
made towards achieving a uniformity of
impression — that of a banquet hall in
some old California castle of a Spanish
nobleman. No attempt has been made to
suggest Mission Church style of architecture on the interior, and, of course, no attempt has been made to duplicate the garish color effects produced by the pigments
Indian made and laid on with more zeal
than discretion. The prevailing tones are
brown, lit up with gold and raised to a
still cheerier key by the presence of reds.
Between the wide-parted pilasters and circling the room on its three sides are windows, the casements of which are beveled
to suggest acteristic
the of the
thickperiod
walls of
andadobe,
the chartype.
Fronting the windows are idealized bars
of colored and symmetrical beauty, and
from the windows flow beams of light,
constantly shifting in hue from the violet
of before-dawn mystery to the modified
glare of a California noon or a California
Stretching in front of orchestra pit and
poppyscreen and stage, and falling just outside
the proscenium arch, is a curtain of yellow
gold, into the molten folds of which flow
beams of color from a distant projecting
machine until the curtain seems a thing
alive and emanating, instead of absorbing,
light. It glows like a frozen, golden sheet
of solid metal, or it shimmers with no
more of substantial fabric than would
(Continued on page 578)

Inside and Outside of the new Mission theatre, Los Angeles, on the opening night
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Rialto,

Newark,:'

N.

Right:

Foyer with broad staircases leading
to vomitories and cross-overs

Right:

The sumptuous marble and gold lobby
of the Rialto

J. —

Three

Samples

of

Picture

its

News

Beauty
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NEWMAN
METAL
FRAMES
FOR THE PROPER DISPLAY OF PHOTOGRAPHS
Illustration shows oar
No. 69 frame holding ten
small and two large

When
a

picture

build

photos.
Also made in ten other
sizes and in special styles.

p
^
^

NEWMAN

MANUFACTURING
— 38 Years Young —

CO.

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Brai ch — 68 W. Washington St., Chicago, HI.
In Canada — Perklrs Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

it right!

to-date, practical. A hundred successful theatres,
arnong them the new Stanley $2,000,000 building in
Philadelphia, attest our skill
in design and execution.

/ We Specialize in Fixtures for Lobbies and Interiors,
^ Including Ticket Choppers, Booths and Railings, Brass
^ Door Hardware and Easels.
^
(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ARE HANDLED BY MOST DEAJLERS)
I THE
5

theatre

in the despecializ
signinge and engineering of every feature of
moving picture houses that
are at once harmonious, up-

Ask for your copy and
information about nonpolish Rnishes.

/

build

WE

Our complete catalog describes these items, also
frames for posters in a
score of different styles.

✓

you

Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Finance

Building

BARGAINS

IN

PROJECTION
ALL
No. 76767/10 Palm Plant, oatural prepared,
everlasting.
Incbee
Palm With Without
HIgb
Leaves
Pot Pot
No. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared
everlasting, 16 Inches diameter with red bow
4
76787/4 24
tl.lO
$.60
each
per doz.lasts
$12.00.
1 . 25 .75
6
76787/6 30
11 this$1.50,
Wreath
only twenty years,
2.50 2.00
107
76767/7 A2
cost
will
be
$.05
per
year and not $1.00 each
3 00 2.50
76767/10 48
year for Inlerlor goods.
Be aheadandof plants.
your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
Qowers
Our
Illustrated
the asking. catalogue In colors Mo. 75 will assist you In -electing, same Is tree for
FRANK NETSCHERT,

61 Barclay St., New York

Let tfie theatre
ventilation
'

Heating
v/eNtil/\tin

^

specialists
howfor—
tell
Sendyou
today
Booklet 7

MPNSPPM ^PI7LINQ 3y5TEM,iNc.NEWyi7RK
BRANQTH -1525 VINE 5T. PHIUA- PA' 7© W. ^5 US ST.

IN

GOOD

Philadelphia

REBUILT
MACHINES

Al

CONDITION

All machines have been rebuilt to give long
and efficient service. Priced low for quick sales.
If you want low priced equipment that will give
years of service this is your opportunity.
4-1918 shutter.
Motor driven Motiographs ; high pedestal, outside
Price, each
$250.00
2-1918 shutter.
Motiographs, motor driven ; short pedestal ; outside
Price, each
$250.00
2-1914 Motiographs, motor driven ; outside shutters ; short
pedestal.
Price, each
$200.00
4-Powers 6-A Motor driven; each
$250.00
2-6B Powers
motor
driven
;
head
mechanism
;
6
mos.
old.
Price, each
$375.00
2-6A Powers; hand driven: each
$175.00
2-1916 Simplex; Bell & Howell lamp houses; each .. $300.00
Price on all machines above includes
lenses, condensers, slide carriers, etc.
Send For Our Catalog Of Supplies
BIdg.
Exhibitors
Supply
Compani/
Inc.
MILWAUKEE
CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS
133 Second Street.
845 S. Wabash Ave.
Produce Exchange
INDIANAPOLIS
ST. LOUIS
157 N. Illinois St.
3310 Lindell Blvd.
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The 32' Bourdon
Pipe
npHE pipe which contains Ann (left
hand photograph) measures 21 inches
by 24 inches by 32 feet long. It is made
of number one clear pine three inches in
thickness and contains approximately 725
board feet of lumber. The little pipe
which is seen in its mouth is rather misleading. The thin stem or foot is merely
a wind conductor which conveys the wind
to the bottom of the pipe. The lower portion of the wood work which shows white
in the photograph is also merely a wind
conductor, and the vibrating portion commences from the mouth or small hole in
the center of this pipe. Both this and the
large pipe are members of the Flute family and are seven octaves apart. Contrary
to general expectations, the large pipe will
yield a soft but very pervading tone. Most
people think that such a pipe is apt to
blow the roof off, but quite the contrary
is the case. It may be used as a very deep
bass in conjunction with the softest stops
on the organ, but although it is soft
enough for this purpose, the tone is so
rich that the addition of this one pipe to
■the full organ will be noticeable.
The column of air in the big pipe vibrates at approximately sixteen vibrations
per second and the little pipe in its mouth
does its bit at the rate of 2,048 a second.
The average bass singer can sing with
good volume a low F, which can be depicted in musical notation as the first
space beneath the bass clef. When he accomplishes this he is rather proud of it
and feels entitled to applause, providing
he can sing it loudly. The C below this F
is what is known as " 8-foot C," which is
the pitch of the lowest C on an average
organ keyboard, which is based on an 8foot basis. This note will be the second
line below the bass clef. The large pipe
yields a tone two octaves lower than this.
A great many people, although having
ears well trained to ordinary musical
tones, find great difficulty in recognizing
the correct pitch of the lower notes on a
32-foot stop. Of course they are aware
that there is a decided vibration taking
place, but they have no means of knowing
the exact pitch of the note. Some cynic
has termed a 32-foot as an " expensive
draft," and when heard by itself there
may be truth in the statement, but then
the lower notes on a Bull Fiddle are not
exactly thrilling, but we must all admit
that they have their place in modem music. Were it not the case, Mr. Rothwell,
of the Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, would not hire eight of them at about
seven dollars per Bull, and if he could
get any instrument to play at as low a
pitch as our '32-foot pipe, it would undoubtedly be used in the modern Symphony Orchestra. This one pipe takes
about 150 cubic feet of air per minute to
blow it.

Picture
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Miss Sylvia Grogg— Mrs. Olive Grogg, who operate the California Theatre, Bakersfield. CaL
Rye,

N. Y., to Have Community Theatre
A THOROUGHLY community motion picture theatre is now in process
of construction at Rye, N. Y., which,
when it is completed, will be one of the
most attractive theatres of its size in New
York state. A company known as the
Rye Playhouse, Inc., has been formed
and has the backing of $150,000. There
are 97 stockholders, all residents of the
town of Rye.
E. H. B. Watson, one of the directors,
in telling a representative of Motion Picture News of the plans, said : " When the
stock was all subscribed, we found we had
97 stockholders. We had the butcher,
the baker and the candlestick maker and
everybody you could think of. We also
let the millionaires in, but no one took
enormous blocks of stock. Rye didn't
have a playhouse and the idea of giving
the people of our vicinity the finest playhouse in Westchester County appealed to

everybody
the town."corner in the town
The most inprominent
has been selected for the site and the construction has already started. The building will cost between $80,000 and $90,000.
The land is valued at $60,000. The architecture will be Colonial design. Red
brick will be used, together with white
Colonial pillars. Every latest improvement from the standpoint of ventilation
and fire protection will be provided.
An electrical organ costing about $10,000 will also be installed. The seating ca-j
pacity will be about 700 and there will be
boxes provided with wicker chairs for
parties. Smoking will be permitted in
these boxes. Flanking the entrance wiU
be two attractive stores. The building will
be two stories high. It is expected that
the
house will be ready for showings in
February.
The William L. Crow Construction
Company is doing the work, Ralph M.
Crowe of that concern being one of the
directors of the theatre corporation.
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CINEMA'S
Buy CHICAGO
equipment and you won't go
wrong; we manufacture only
the HIGHEST TYPE of stage
lighting and kino equipment on
the market.

A

Merry

and a Happy and Prosperous New Year is Our Wish for
All Who Read This and for All Those Who Have Read
Our Ad's in the Past. We Wish to Announce that Our
Policy for 1921 Will Be
SERVICE AND

Write your nearest dealer or direct

With Prices as Low as Are
QUALITY
Consistent
With the High
Standards We Maintain
in Artistic Designs of
Character and Refinement
of
PLASTIC RELIEF
ORNAMENTS

Onr De Lnxe Music stand. Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.
Chicago, ni.
A snappy
md stand.
evenly 11- 820 S. Tripp Ave.
laminated
(Three other types)

Why

Worry

We

Details?

ORNAMENTAL
COMPOSITION WORK
AND

Print ffigh Grade

Lobby
We

Over

LIGHTING

Photographs
Attend

Care for Financial Investment

WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE
1821-23 Berteau Ave.

COMPAOT
Chicago

Write for Our Catalogue
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements in Our Line.

328-330 MAIN

Fibre

Screens

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.
There's a distributor near you
Samples and Literalurt upon retfua
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.

SPECIAL TICKETS
The re{uIalisDS require 70U lo have tickets printed with the name and place of
your theatre printed on them.
Our tickets meet with all the requirements, and we can give you quick deliveries.
10,000
$6.50
100,000
$23.00
20.000
8.50 250.000
48.50
»0.000
10.50 500,000
90.00
BO. 000
14.00 1,000,000
170.00
Additional chargeOrder
for each
change
of
wording
or
price
$2.00
now for future use.

Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, 111.
WRITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

The
Velvet

CINCINNATI,

ST.

The Paragon
Gold

FIXTURES

No Order Too Small or
Too Large for Prompt
Execution.

to Shipping

Write today for prices, samples, and information about our distribution service.

Christmas

of Motion

OHIO

Picture Screens

Gardin

er

Gold- Fibre
Screen
'V/'OU'LL agree, that the only way to
* satisfy your patrons is by showing
good, clean, clear pictures without
eyestrain. The only way to accomplish this is with the use of a Gardiner
Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen.
You not only satisfy your patrons with
a Gardiner Screen but it also makes
each patron a booster for your Theatre.
You'll agree this is the best way to
advertise — it's a sure box office builder.
Some interesting reading matter on
screens is found in our little booklet.
Write to factory for booklet.
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacturer a
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHIO
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Subdued

Colors

Used

in

Mission Theatre
(Cotitinued from page 573)
suffice to make a spider web or a moonbeam. In its most gorgeous manifestation it avoids the garishness of a vulgar
display with complete success, and in its
least material expression it eludes description as easily as moonlight playing on a
bubble.

At a properly identified instant in the
programme the curtain parts and reveals
stage, proscenium arch, orchestra pit, with
the instrumentalists all ready to begin like
the fairy in Gautier's dream of " As You
Like It." This fairy-land effect is established by two limpid cascades of water
running from an unseen source and reaching a pool that fronts the orchestra pit
and stretches clear across the theatre from
right to left-hand aisle. The water, with
a barely perceptible gurgle, flows softly
over a fairy-river bed of jewels set in opal,
and the jewels blaze beneath the ripples
that are cut by their facets. Rich drapes
help frame this picture and complete the
effect of mystery and charm out from
whence shortly flows majestic organ music
or crisp and sonorous expressions from
the orchestra.
To direct the orchestra, the Mission
theatre has " imported " Dr. Carlos De
Mandil, whose presence in the music
world of Cinema endeavor is one of the
highest compliments that can be paid the
art. Dr. DeMandil is a first prize, goldmedal-bearing artist from the Paris Conservatoire, who, after concertizing
Europe and directing orthroughout
chestras in Paris, Vienna and Moscow,
was brought to the United States to direct
the orchestra that was being organized
when the Metropolitan Grand Opera
House was considered as a potential picture palace and was to have been opened
as such.

cipients ofa chorus of congratulations for
the creation of " something new under the
Chief credit for the completed Mission
theatre is, however, withheld for Mr. H.
O. Davis, to whom this tribute is paid in
thesun."
Mission's souvenir program :
" Back of every realized dream there
stands a creator as well as a dreamer. In
the case of the Mission theatre the two
are one; the visualization of this architectural conception is the accomplishment
mainly of him who designed and supervised every item that has gone into the
unique picture playhouse. From facade
to back wall, from ceiling, hidden lights
to soft luxurious carpet, everything that
has been assembled in the structure is the
result of the selection, design and conception of Mr. H. O. Davis, who has co-ordinated the multitudinous elements into an
entirety of realized beauty and artistic fit-

Loring
ness."

Opens

in

Minne-

apolis
The Loring theatre, Minneapolis' latest
motion picture house, was opened with a
packed house December 4, and met with
instant popularity. The Loring, named
after C. M. Loring, a pioneer who presented parks and playgrounds to the city,
is
a
"
neighborhood
theatre," set in the
residential
section.
" The theatre around the corner " applies to the Loring, buf it differs from
most outlying theatres by being a film
palace of beauty and comfort. It was
built by the Twin City Amusement Trust
Company, and is being managed by Fin-

Picture

New

kelstein & Ruben, with Charles Toerey a
managing director.
Equaling the beauty of the house wa
the excellent music provided by the nev
house orchestra, under the direction 0
Fred Heiseke, formerly of the New Lyri
theatre. The orchestra, of ample propa
tions, supplements a pipe organ, one 0
the best installed in the Northwest in re
cent years. The instrument was built b
the Kilgren Organ Company of St. Louii
George Haupt serves acceptably as 01
The Loring theatre is a Minneapolis in
stitution. It was designed by Minneapoli
ganist.
architects and constructed by Minneapoli
contractors. In the interior decoration
and arrangements particular attention ha
been paid to comfort of patrons. Th
stage is set in a niche formed by eigh
marble pillars set in pairs, and over th
stage is a dome of buff decorated with
floral design in blue and red. The light
ing effects, which were selected on!
after the most careful investigations 0
theatre construction from coast to coas"
enhance the decorative effect without be
coming garish.
In the seating arrangement the man
agement has sacrificed additional capac
ity to the comfort of the patrons. Wid
aisles lead between the sections and th
space between the seats is wider than the
of any other theatre in the city.
The decorative effect of peacock pane)
which marks the walls of the interior be
gins at the lobby and is carried ot
throughout the entire structure.
From the lobby on either side lead tw
wide stairways in marble to the balconj
which has been so constructed that th
view is perfect from every seat.

If Dr. DeMandil were not too individual to inspire such a title, he might be
called " the Paderewski of the Violin,"
for to a musicianship of acknowledged
supremacy he conjoins a genius for showmanship that promises to make him the
idol of the masses as well as the admired
of the discriminating critic and expert in
tone.
Jesse Crawford is the installing organist, and says that the instrument in the
Mission theatre is the finest organ he has
ever played upon, and this, he asserts, is
not a dutiful expression of a perfunctory
approval, but the enthusiastic comment of
a musician competent by experience to
make correct and unbiased appraisal of
pipe-organs.
Following the presentation of the Fairbanks picture. Architect Frank Meline,
Electrical Engineer Paul Guerin of the
Sennett Studios, Martin Syvertsen, decorator, Mrs. Violet Schofield, who fabricated the drapes and the costumes of the
nattily dressed usher-girls, were the re-

Interior Theatre Equipment Co., Seattle, IVasli. Individuals left to right: Hal 0. Bozvcn
Miss J. Lawe, M. Miller, Roy Peacock, R. C. Barthel and Ray R. Kelsall, manager
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J.

to

Be

Opened

Beauty, novelty and safety are terms
that can be justly applied to the Newark
Rialto
theater, New
"situated
at another
915 Broad
street, Newark,
Jersey,
link
in the large chain of theaters controlled
and directed by Max Spiegel, of the
Mitchell-AIark Corporation of New York.
The Newark Rialto corporation consists
of Max Spiegel, president, and William
Raflferty, of Syracuse, N. Y., secretarytreasurer. Mr. Spiegel has great faith in
Newark as this is the third house built by
him in this city. His first was the Strand,
a modern playhouse in every detail, and
later the Newark theater, then came the
Rialto.
Designed by Thos. R. Lamb, of New
York, the Rialto's main entrance is on
Broad street opposite the City Hall. To
gain access to the auditorium, one passes
through a lobby more than 100 feet in
length. The walls of this lobby are covered by Sienna marble with numerous
columns breaking what would otherwise
be a monotonous surface. Opening at right
angles from the west end of the corridor
in a broad foyer extending under rear of
the auditorium as far as the north wall of
the house. From this two gently sloping
aisles lead to the center of the auditorium,
the rear seats which can be reached not
only from them, but from two broad and
easily mounted stairways, which, besides
the utilitarian pui-pose, help to impart the
dignity and beauty to the foyer. Midway
in the latter and extending under the rising floor of the auditorium is a lounging
room equipped with a fireplace and other
furnishings that invite rest.
It is in the auditorium itself that the
architect has carried out his ideas of results that give a novel and pleasing aspect
to the place. Instead of erecting the usual
balcony and gallery, he has used the space
that might be occupied by them as a continuation ofthe main floor. From the orchestra pit the seats rise upward to a
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

Auditorium of the Newark Rialto.

The stadium form of construction is evident

broad and central cross aisle, back of
which they again rise by easy graduations
to the rear wall. By this arrangement the
audience is made to appear as a unit and
no section of it can feel that it is wearing
the roof for a bonnet, or that it lacks
breathing space.
The ceiling over the auditorium is constructed on the interlocking arch plan, the
sections of the arches narrowing as they
rise upward to the central ventilator from
which a handsome chandelier is suspended. Mural paintings adorn the halfcircle spaces formed by the arches as they
spring from the sidewalls, and the flat
surfaces below them are covered by velvet embossed satin hangings in panel effect and maroon in color, which contrasts
well with the ivory and silver tinting used
elsewhere in the decorative scheme.
CINCINNATI OMAHA
DETROIT
CHICAGO

Start

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS

the

Choose
EVERYTHING
United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

FOR

THE

MOTION

Theatre

PICTURE

The stage, half circular in shape,
is given a dignified and stately appearance
by the groups of columns bordering it and
supporting the curved ceiling. In the center of the orchestra pit is the console of
the organ built by the Austin Company of
Hartford, Conn., and equipped with three
manuals, twelve stops and twenty-three
mechanical combinations. The pipes have
been placed in fireproof chambers back of
the walls on both sides of the stage. There
is an orchestra of fifteen men with George
H. Morgenroth, of Newark, as director.
The projection booth, which overhangs
the rear of the auditorium, is one of the
most complete in the state. There are three
Simplex machines used which throw a picture 20 X 20 on a mirroroid screen. The
throw is 130 feet. James Young and Gus
{Continued on page 592)
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1604 BROADWAY,
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Control

{Continued)
The Smaller Theatres, Too
First class projection need not be confined
to the expensively equipped theatres. BETTER PICTURES are within the reach of the
smallest exhibitor. The G. E. Compensarc for
use with the alternating current arc is a simple
inexpensive device with many of the advantages
of more costly equipment. It saves current
■on account of its effective resign; it eliminates
flicker by varying the current without a break
in the circuit. It will not burn out even though
the lamp carbons are left in contact indefinitely. Its design is compact, substantial and
simple. In the past, it has been capable of a
range from 30 to 60 amperes but plans are now
under waj' for a larger size to handle 80, 100
and 120 amperes. This latter development is particularly interesting for use as emergency equipment in theatres where motor generators are
Tiormally operated.
Meeting the Changing Conditions
The demand for brighter pictures at greater
throws and with more house lighting, has resulted in the standardization of a G. E. motor
generator Compensarc for 100 amperes and for
125 amperes. The varying locations for these
sets in the theatre have called for automatic
starting and remote control devices by which

the machines may be started and stopped from
the projection booth or the office. The extreme
load required to carry powerful projection arcs
has necessitated the use of motor generator sets
which require a low starting current and are
not objectionable to the power companies. The
practice of using films of various densities in
rapid succession, such as cartoons, colored features and prints of normal density has made
necessary a field rheostat of sufficient range
to enable the projectionist to vary his current

Projection
Is

Room

Surpassed

instantaneously; with an accurate ammeter
mounted on the panel to record the current and
to indicate the limits of the set. The panel itself has been adapted to modem wiring methods
and the door on the side of the cabinet gives
access to the connections for inspection and
test after installation.
In general, every effort has been made to insure the reliability and uninterrupted operation
of the projection equipment during all conditions of ?er\-ice.

of New
by

Howard

None

in

Theatre

the

South

Lucas Theatre Supply Co. Had Charge of
Equipment for This Well Arranged Room

Transformer type compensarc for alternating
current

WHILE column after column have been
justly devoted toward describing the elegance and splendor of the Howard theatre, Atlanta's new million dollar motion picture temple
which incidentally concedes to eclipse anything
previously attempted in theatre construction, the
one important but least mentioned feature — the
operating booth — must not be overlooked.
The booth in the Howard is exactly 25x20
feet and consists of the following equipment :
Three special type " S " motor driven Simplex
projectors, one special make Hakilu double dissolving stereopticon, one special make spot
lamp, two double hundred ampere Hertner

transverters, two special fireproof film cabineis
with a capacity of 12 double 14^-inch reels, one
special film inspection and rewind table, complete with rewinders and unique mending machines.
In addition, there is a special panel board directly in front of each machine which contains
volt and ampere meters and a special speed indicator which is connected in series with similar
indicators in the orchestra, pit, stage and manager's office
generator
chine,
drivenand
froma small
the shutter
shaft.on the ma-

to these indicators the projecBy referring
tionist, manager, musical director and stage
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manager can instantly and simultaneously tell
exactly at what speed the picture is being run
and how many feet of film is traveling past the
aperture per minute.
This is, of course, very essential in large
houses with augmented orchestras and enables
perfect syncronism of the music with the picture on the screen.
The three Simplex machines, spotlight and
dissolver are handsomely enameled in battleship gray with trimmings beautifully nickeled,
while the projectors are equipped with pilot
lights in the lamp houses, special footage registers, etc. A specially built series of change over
switches are also included in the equipment and
a very novel as well as safe set of fire door
releases have been installed.
The review room, where all film productions
are displayed and timed one week in advance,
is also equipped with two motor driven Simplex
projectors of the Mazda type, as well as a complete set of speed indicators.
A specially made Minusa gold fibre screen,
with a picture surface of 17 x 22.6, and an unusual display of artistic lobby display frames,
constitute the equipment which was furnished
by the Lucas Theatre Supply Company, all of
which was engineered and installed by projection
experts under the personal supervision of Harry
K. Lucas.
In commenting on this unusual installation,
Mr. Lucas had this to say : " Of course, we are
proud that the opportunity of engineering and
equipping the projection booth, as well as the
lobby and stage, of the country's finest theatre,
fell to us, but at the same time we had absolutely no feeling of doubt regarding the contract, realizing that the builders of this remarkable temple of the motion picture were desirous
of obtaining the best, regardless of cost. At the
same time we were confident that our reputation for the successful handling of such projects
was so well known as to make it a practical
certainty that the " House of Lucas " would gei
the award, especially in view of the fact that
the owners of the Howard were familiar with
the high type merchandise that we handled, as
well as the big list of the South s most representative theatres which my company has had
the honor to completely equip during the past
few years."
" The day of experimenting with questionable
equipment has passed," said Mr. Lucas. " In
days gone by exhibitors were inclined to buy a
part of their equipment there and another part
here, accept the advice of almost anyone, buy
from the cheapest store and let the town electrician do the installing. But those were sad
and expensive days and such conditions seldom
exist during these advanced stages. My experience with the present type showman is that he
prefers taking his chance with an old and well
established concern which has some real
achievements to their credit. Of course, it apparently costs more to have experts take care
of the complete job of projection room installation, but in the end it is really cheaper. You get
expert service and advice, a guaranteed and finished contract with the absence of all worries
or anxieties, usually associated with such work."
Mock

Lays Out Pantages
Projection

Portage Park TheaBROTHERS
ASCHERtre, which
opened ' last December 11th,
through the untiring efforts of George Mock,
the expert Ascher projectionist, has one of the
most completely equipped projection rooms in
the Middle West.
The Exhibitors Supply Company, Middle
Western representatives of the Precision Ma-

Picture

News

the projectors; and one of the things that
strikes the visitor, upon entering, is the clean,
ship-shape appearance of this important unit
of the theatre. Everything has been arranged
and so located that the operator can give the
finest projection with the least difficulty.
The projection room has had special attention
in respect to fire risk. It is positively fireproof.
The openings are equipped with fireproof drop
shutters. Xo detail as to the temporary storage
of films has been neglected.
Mr. Mock is to be congratulated in the fine
arrangement of his work room.

Harry K. Lucas, who designed and equipped
the Howard theatre projection room
chine Company, through one of its dealers. The
Mid-West Theatre Supply Company, equipped
the theatre with two Type-S Projectors. These
were considered by Mr. Mock, to be the best
machine to use to get a good, clear picture in
a throw of one hundred and thirty-two feet.
Realizing that the public has been educated
up the point of expecting constant and brilliant illumination on the screen, two Peerless
Automatic Arc-Controls were installed — one for
each machine.
A large room, verv well ventilated, houses

Rectified Current Burns
Carbons Like Wood
H. G. S., Iowa: I have a rectifier which
v.a.s equipped with a 30 amp. bulb. This globe
was broken and I ordered a new one. They
sent me a 50 amp. tube by mistake. This
proves very unsatisfactory as i: burns the carbons like wood. I ;an reduce the airiperage
by removing a wire from one post to another.
Is thai what should be done?
Reply: Here is another case of altogether
insufficient information. We ha''e no means
of knowing what make of rectifier you have.
If it is a G-E or a Westinghouse the cycle of
operations is the same, but the method of solving your trouble would be described differently.
Please write back and tell us the make of your
rectifier and the location of the terminal which
you changed. It is possible that in changing
over the terminal you did the correct thing,
on the other hand it may be the one thing
you should not do. In the meantime why not
get some 50 amp. d. c. carbon sets and usethem. This would give you, perhaps, more light ;
than you would want, but it would at least prevent the overheating of the carbons.
^iiiiiillllllllllluuiilliiilJiiiuiiiillllllllllluiiiuiiiJiiiiiiimiiiiJliiiiiiiilliiliiii!ii:

Next onWeek
II An Article
Individual
I
Power Plants
^nillimniiii'iiiiiiniinmimiiiniiiiiiinnimniiiMiiiiniiiininminiiiiiiiMiuiimiinnmiinnimiimmnniminm^^^

f

George Mock and the projection room ichich he planned and ei:]u:f,\-d
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the quality squares with the Eastman standard.

of the moving picture industry, and has always main-

Eastman

tained supremac}- as the world's standard projector
carbon. Carried in stock by all live dealers everywhere, in all standard sizes. Write for .samples.

Film never has an op-

portunity tobe anything hut right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ELECTRA
NEGA
COPPER COATED NEGATIVE CARBONS
This remarkable product represents the most scientific
development of the metallically coated, negative
carbon. It has several advantages over ordinary

PROJECTION

-

The best to be obtained is none too good for your
theatre. The best can only be had with the " KeenoUte "
Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market today and used by all of the largest and best theatres.
28% more light, 32,8% better definition. It will pay
you to investigate.
JUST ANOTHER

" IMSCO

" PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136-37

Inc.

COSMOGRAPH

negative carbons. Used and recommended by discriminating theatres everywhere — including the great
New York " Capitol." Write for samples and booklet.

A. C. WHITE
"ELECTRA"
LOWERS

FLAME

FOR

A.

C.

A supreme quality white-flame carbon made expressly
for use as a LOWER trim on Alternating Current
Motion Picture Projection. In combination with
standard Pink Label " Electra " cored carbons as
uppers, they give a brilliant, pure white light of
absolute steadiness and ease of control — even on low
frequency circuits.

Write for samples and booklets.

Portable
Stereopticons
and
Portable
Projectors
with
Stereopticon
Attachment
$33.00
complete
Pricedifferent
Built in slides.
several
models, for properlr projecting motion pictures and
lantern
Models for either safetu standard or regular uidth film.
Equipped with Mazda lamps from 400 to 1000 Watt, for use with regular
lighting circuits, individual lighting plants, or in connection with a Ford
Automobile.
DE.4I.ERS WANTED EVERTTWHERE
Manufactured by
THE COSMOGRAPH MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO.
General Sales OflBces
Broadway Film Bldg:.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

HUGO

REISINGER

SOLE IMPORTER SINCE 1890
11 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

"ELECTRA" — the equivalent of carbon insurance.
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Expert Says Hook-Up
Is Not Possible
F. W,, North Bend, Wash., has a variety of
troubles. He writes:
I'm writing you to get your opinion of the
hook-up diagram which I am sending you. As
you can see I have a three-way service line, 220
volts, 60 cycle, single-phase current through it.
At present I have only one compensarc and
have to steal my light when changing-over. The
local electricians say that I cannot use the hookup that I speak of. I fail to see any reason
why I cannot, and the electricians fail to give
any reason why I cannot. Will you please pass
your judgment on it? I do not want to hook up
another compensarc and have the system go
" flooey " on me.
I am working as chief for two houses, both
run by the same man, one in North Bend, and
the other in Snoqualmie. At North Bend I
have a Powers 6A and a Simplex. A rectifier
supplies direct current to the arc, but I have
to steal at the change-over. At Snoqualmie I
have two Powers 6Bs, and am using A. C. I
am throwing a thirteen-foot picture at seventy
feet onto a Minusa gold fibre screen. A dead
black velvet border helps the definition of the
picture considerably.
At Snoqualmie the operating room is 12
X 12 X 9. It has a large vent in it, and is nearly
as cool as the auditorium. The only bad points
are the floor and the observation ports. The
floor is made of 2 x 4, laid edgeways. It was
put up in a hurry, and no attention paid to leveling itor making it smooth. It is impossible to
clean it. The observation ports are put in sideways, and are so high that to see the bottom of
the picture, the operator must stand on tip-toes,
if he gets as far from the well as the lamphouse. The other ports are so high that I have
my two Powers sitting on 2 x 6 nailed to the
floor. One of the machines is a little unsteady,
and the effect on the screen is slight, but I can
notice it standing down near the screen.
Another trouble I have with my projection
is outside light on the screen. The town council passed an ordinance that cars must be

Write, sketch, or draw directly onto glass
as if it
wereat paper.
run.
Dries
once. Won't smear, blur or
Outfit contains 4 oz. Bottles, different
colors, glasses, mats, binders, special pen
and penliolder.
ni oe
PRICE COMPLETE, BOXED. *l.'SO
3204 Carroll Ave. E. E. FULTON CO. Chicago
Manufacturert exclusively of
Motion Picture Accesaoriet
theteeworld
. Sold
^ BRANDyour
^fcliini
^ over.
^fUmj
your dealerof
Ifguaran
the BEST. Insist Iton isthem.
does not supply them, WRITE US.

parked on the railroad lot, off the street. The
cars are always parked with the lights toward
the show, and if a lobby curtain is pulled aside
a little, all this light shines on the screen when
the doors are opened. One night a car parked
itself right where the light could do most damage, then a handsome young man walked into
the show and engaged the head usher in conversation. He managed to open the door and
hold it open. When the door was opened, the
H. Y. M. in the car turned on his spot-light.
The manager wasn't in, and I had to stop the
show and go downstairs and wake up the head
usher.
Reply: Your local electrician was only half
right when he said that your proposed hookup was not possible. He should have said that
it was not practical. It is possible, but for reasons given in the paragraphs that follow it
would not be advisable to run in that manner.
The three-wire single-phase circuit is obobtained by taking the middle point of the transformer winding (that is, the transformer that
feeds your theatre) and calling it the neutral.
The voltage between the outside wires will then
be 220 volts, and between either outside wire
and the neutral, 110 volts. " F. W." has merely
taken two compensarcs and connected each one
to a leg of his three-wire service. It is unnecessary to reproduce the diagrams here.
Now in a system of this sort it is necessary
for one or more reasons that the load on each
" leg " be approximately the same. By " leg "
we mean the two wires comprising either outside wire and the neutral. In your hook-up
this would not be possible unless you operated
both arcs continuously, which would certainly
be unwise and exceedingly expensive. In practical operation you would burn one arc during a reel, and then strike the other preparatory to change over. Thus one-half of the
three-wire system would be carrying the full
load for 15 minutes at a time. This would be
a 100 per cent unbalanced system, a condition
which is not practicable.
It would not be practicable for these reasons: An unbalanced load loads the two sides

unevenly, causing greater heating in one-half
of the transformer coils than in the other. It
also is apt to cause high voltage on the lightly
loaded side and low voltage on the other. If
there were no other devices on the separate
'■ legs " this in itself would be of little consequence, but if the projection room lighting system happened to be connected to the side with
the high voltage, the bulbs would burn out
quickly. On the other hand, supposing the fan
motor was connected to the same side with the
compensarc being used. The voltage being low
would mean that the current used would be
greater and as heating of conductors carries
according to the square of the current this factor would soon make itself felt in burnt out
coils.
square increased
of the current
we mean
that if By
the "current
until it" was
twice

i

.
.
i

as great the heating would be four times as

You state that your lobby lights are on the
same service wires. Under the unbalanced congreat.
dition the lobby would be alternately lighted
very brightly and very dimly, according to j
whether they were connected to the " leg "
being used or to the other.
But why bother with this hook-up when you
can get a couple 220-volt compensarcs and connect both across the outside wires in multiple
With this arrangement you can run two arcs at
the same time with no trouble from unbalancing. Then you can distribute j-our lobby and
exits lights and your exhaust fan across the 110volt legs until they balance.
No one can say that you do not work under difficulties. When j'ou read in the trade
papers about other rooms that have battleship
linoleum on the floor and extra-sized port holes
it must make you envious. There is no exciise
for the condition of your room. It just goes
to show that the builder had no consideration
for his projectionists, and that he was under the
impression that the projectors would give a perfect picture under any and all conditions. Can't
you get your manager to lay on a layer of ^inch sheathing over the 2 x 4's ? That would fix
you up with the best of them.

I
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Theatre Equipments
the Pacific Coast

Picture

News

on

success of any theatre,t particularly places of amusemen wholly
or mostly displaymg pictures, depends greatly upon the arrangement,
operation and reliability of the electrical
equipment installed therein. The heart of
a theatre displaying motion pictures only
is the projection room, and in the past
many owners of theatres have found to
their regret that sufficient attention had
not been given to this part of their equipment. The failure in their projection
room — a poorly projected picture or a continual interruption in the continuity of the
res
pictu — has been the difference between
a successful house and a failure in many
cases.
The illumination of the interior has received more attention of late than heretofore. Many theatres now depend
lighting effects obthe many
wholly upon
tainable tomake
the interior of the house

THE

attractive to their regular patrons. These
changes are made weekly or bi-weekly and
create variable surroundings that attract
regular patrons and creates a desire to attend the theatre oftener than if the house
is illuminated in the same manner at all
times.
In describing the electrical equipment
the writer will start from the main
switchboard or meter panel and dwell on
the various steps as they arise in progressive order.
All theatres should be provided with
two independent sources of service wherever it is possible to obtain such supply.
The dependability of the entire installation
is made positive by the installation of such
two independent sources of supply. The
California State law now requires that
where only one source of supply is obtainable, such as is the case in the interior
cities and towns, an independent source
must be provided by means of storage batteries to the capacity of the emergency
lighting. This emergency lighting must
illuminate the entire house to the extent
of one-quarter foot candle power. This
minimum foot candle power has been determined by experience to be the least
amount of illumination whereby the
patrons can safely leave the theatre. In
several recent progressive theatres wherein only one source of supply is obtainable
they have provided an oil engine generator set with auxiliary storage batteries
for a breakdown service that will operate
the projection machines as well as provide
sufficient illumination in the house to continue the show without interruption.
The emergency circuit which in the past
has been understood to provide for exit
lighting only, is now extended beyond this
limit, as stated heretofore, and a general
illumination is provided throughout the
house for the safety of the patrons. The
emergency circuit should also be connected to the box office lighting, as it would
be inadvisable to permit the box office to
remain in darkness in the event of an inter uption inthe power company's service,
as darkness in the box office would neces-

Theatre l/isalia, Visalia. California
sarily cause the discontinuance of ticket
selling aside from the risk involved.
The lighting of the auditorium proper
requires particular attention to give satisfactory results and to harmonize with the
architectural interior. In many of the recent installations, single cove lighting on
each side has been provided with success
where the auditorium is not of considerable width. In cases where the auditorium
is of considerable width, an interior cove
has been provided, and in several other
cases large ornamental circular fixtures
are installed close to the ceiling and have
been depended upon more as indirect units
than as direct lighting.

Many theatres are now equipped with
the varied color lighting scheme to the extent of four different color circuits in the
coves and center fixtures. These color
circuits may be burned independently or
several at a time, and with the proper lamp
colors, beautiful effects are obtainable by
the combination of colors. As an illustration, by the burning of red and blue lights,
the beautiful magenta color is obtainable.
The control of the auditorium lighting
should be so arranged that they can be controlled from various points. Generally control buttons are located on the stage, in the
projection room, and, at times, near the
lobby switchboard. Contractors are installed at the most central location and
should be so located that their operation
cannot be heard in the auditorium. In
several instances this point has been overlooked and each and every time the lights
are thrown on the audience can hear the
contractors in operation. Preferably the
contractors should be located in the blower
room under the stage or in the generator
room of the projection room. The lobby
switchboard generally controls the outside
lighting and the various rest rooms in the
front of the house.
(To be continued)
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of Plans

for Conference
{Continued frotn page 526)
will take place. M. Winkler will start the
discussion, and then the meeting will be
open to all.
Is that a full day?
Here's the second. Sharply at ten the
delegates will assemble at the Hotel Astor.
The speakers are Hugo Riesenfeld, Joseph
Weber, Leonard Liebling, A. F. Adams,
C. M. Tremaine, Edward Hyman and a
noted film director. All of these men are
so well known in their respective fields
that a description seems to be superfluous.
Dr. Riesenfeld is the busiest managing
director in the world. He has in his keeping the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion theatres, and rumor says he is about to add
another. He is musician, film man, conductor, writer, composer and best allaround figure in the industry, because in
him actually the two arts are united. He
will describe the ideal motion picture impressario.
A. F. Adams is the king of musical agents.
He is the head of the Wolfsohn Musical Bureau, which is the biggest organization engaged in the development of musical artists
in the world. It is the Standard Oil of music !
The list of the Wolfsohn artists is the blue
book of music. Think of it ; Josef Hofmann,
Jascha Heifetz, Reinald Werrenrath, Albert
Spalding — and so on down a list of hundreds.
Mr. Adams is the outstanding figure in the concert world. Now that he is planning to enter
the film industry is significant that the psychological moment has arrived. Mr. Adams
will discuss the " Coming of the Musical Agencies for Picture Theatres," and will tell how
artists can now be routed in the theatres, with
the least possible trouble.
Joseph Weber is the president of the National Federation of Musicians — the union of
all professional musicians. He is the dominant
figure in the musical union; a fascinating gentleman and scholar. His address will be the
good will offering of the union to the new industry of picture music. His address is entitled, "What the Musical Union Has to Offer
to the Picture Industry."
C. M. Tremaine, head of the Bureau for the
Advancement of Music, is the man who is in
touch with everything that is being done for
musical development. He has at his finger tips
all the work of newspapers, organizations, musicians, etc.— so that he purposes to show " How
Musical Development Can Be Linked With the
Picture Theatre."
Edward L. Hyman, the wideawake managing
director of the Brooklyn Strand, has made a
specialty of musical interpretation, and he will
make an important address on that subject.
Mr. Hyman has more ideas to the square yard
than a dozen of the ordinary managing directors.
" Music from the Producing Director's Point
of View" will end the morning session.
In the afternoon, the second big exhibit will
be held in the Rialto theatre. The delegates
will view the musical show, and then will adjourn to the projection room, where Dr. Riesenfeld will analyze the performance. He will
strip the affair naked and expose the reasons
for every note and lighting effect.
Following the Rialto exhibit, there will be a

round table discussion by producers. All producers are invited to take part, and the others
will listen. The subject of music from the
point of view of the producer is important to
all fields of the screen and music. Among
those who will participate and head this discussion are: Arrow Film Corporation, Associated First National Pictures, Inc., Associated
Producers, Inc., Bray Pictures Corporation, Educational Film Exchanges, Equity Pictures
Corporation, World Motion Picture Company,
American-Indian Film Company, Denver, Colo.
In the evening, an informal dinner is being
tendered to visiting exhibitors by the New York
Concert League through its president, Hyman
S, Kraft.
Do you think there's any time wasted?
The third day will be devoted to more general discussion. Mrs. A. F. Oberndorfer, Mrs.
Winifred Stoner, Harry M. Prince, Richard
Henry Warren, W. G. Stewart, Fred Stark,
and others will make addresses. Mrs. Oberndorfer is the general chairman of the Federation of Women's Clubs in the United States.
She will show " What Two Million Club
Women Have to Say to the Picture Industry
on Music." Mrs. Winifred Stoner is the editor
of The Forecast. Harry M. Prince, noted accoustical authority, will speak on " Accoustirs
for the Average Man." Richard Warren is
one of the greatest organists in the world, musician, conductor, etc. He will say, " How the
Organist Can Be Most Useful to the Picture
Industry." Fred Stark, Superb theatre, Ralin the South."
and Pictures
C, " Musicformerly
W. C.eigh, N.Stewart,
of the Capitol and
lately
the California
" How Far
Pictureof Theatre
Should theatre,
Go in Allying
Witha
Other Musical Activities."
In the afternoon, all delegates are invited to
sit in on the general round table discussions
of exhibitors, of music publishers, of instrument makers and musical devices — in which
each ifidustry will discuss music from its point
of view. Among others who will participate
and head in these discussions are :
American Photoplayer Co. Belwin, Inc.
Brambach Piano Co.
Boston Music Co.
Marr & Colton Co.
Chas.
Pub. K.
Co. Harris Music
Bartola ment Musical
InstruCo.
G. Schirmer
M. Witmark & Soni
Steinway & Sons
Austin Organ Co.
Leo Feist, Inc.
Estey Organ Co.
J. W. Stern Co.
Estey Piano Co.
Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder
Lyon & Healy
The evening will bring the last exhibit. At
opera, " Aida," of
the Brooklyn Strand,be the
played by the orchestra
Giuseppe Verdi, will
under the direction of Alois Reiser, with a
Screen Musical Interpretation. This will be followed by a meeting in Mr. Hyman's offices, and
Mr. Hyman will discuss the meanings of the
idea, and its possibilities for further development.
Of course this program is not complete.
Many other features will be added. For
instance, the Chicago Opera Association
will hold a special dress rehearsal for
the visiting delegates, so that they may
see close up the stars of grand opera.
This special rehearsal is arranged as the
tribute of the Chicago Opera Association
and its board of directors to the Motion
Picture and Musical Conference.
Other features will be announced between now and the assembling of the conference.
The important thing now is to send in
your registration if you are coming.
Write The News and the Hotel Astor
for your reservation.

The

Music

Forum

(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This is
where the motion picture fraternity gets
together on music.)
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
For umns
some
time I have
been a NEWS
reader ofandyourit colin MOTION
PICTURE
has
often occurred to me that you might be able to help
me out of some of my difficulties. As you know, the
musical director in the small town has quite a time
selecting the proper music to go with the pictures,
even when cue-sheets are furnished, for he is at a
disadvantage in not being able to procure the music
in time for the picture and often his own initiative
must be brought into play because of the demands
of his patrons.
Do you know of some theatre music magazine published that would help along these lines? For a town
of this size we have two fine theatres, with organs
in each. The company is willing to go to any reasonable expense in order to have the best in all lines
and music seems to be the stumbling block. It
is not often that I get to go to other towns or theatres where I can hear other music, and to buy
promiscuously adds no advantage.
It is my desire to build up a good music library
here, as we control four theatres in two towns and
are going ahead steadily. Hence, I am at a loss
oftentimes as the whole thing is in my hands. Being
ahave
very wealthy
little college
manymusic,
of ourandpatrons
extraordinary
sense town
for good
they
demandan it.
If you are able to suggest anything that will help
me out, I should be very grateful to have your suggestions in the matter. Enclosed you will find a selfaddressed envelope for any reply you care to make.
Hoping to hear from you at your earliest convenience,
believe me. — Fred Heil, C. M. Amusement Co., Marietta, Ohio.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
It is the general opinion that there is still great
room for improvement in the musical part of the picture. The
_
conference that is being arranged is one
that is surely needed for all connected in any way
with
film_
production.
and inspiration to all. It will be a great education
I firmly believe that it is in the future of the motion
picture theatre that music in all its forms can be
carried to its greatest heights and a!l the people able
to enjoy it.
Relative to suggestions requested, I must say that
(1) Much depends upon the musicianship of the
organist and orchestra leader. (2) All music must
fit
the bepicture,
the employment
the " leit (ballads
Motif "
is to
considered.
(3) Popularof melodies
and jazz) should be those known or about to be
introduced to the public ; too much improvised syncopation isdistasteful. (4) Orchestras must give proper
separation to their part in the picture just as the
actor and producers grive the best of their talents.
(5) In the small theatres and communities where the
only music is that provided by mechanical instruments
and whose operators are often lacking in musical
knowledge, much help and advice is needed if the
musical tasteandandconsidered.
enjoyment (6)
of theGood
people
is toadds
be
influenced
music
greatly to the enjoyment of the picture in all its
scenes. — Florine Wensel, Pres. Sacramento Teacher Association.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
We have been giving the question of the Motion
Picture Musical Conference considerable thoufht. Tke
idea has occurred to us that it might be a good plan
if a little time could be allotted in the program to
an opportunity for exhibitors to discuss the different
phases of the organ as used in motion picture theatres for their musical program. This discussion might
be started oflE with an out-line by some organ builder
or organist on the development of the organ at a
motion picture instrument.
It would seem to us that the different organ builders ought to treat this discussion not as a tales or
advertising proposition but rather as a technical discussion answering the questions of any exhibitors. We
feel sure that different exhibitors have different ideas
about organ music and must have questions in their
minds as to the different phases of it. The method
of installation of organs is a spirit of cooperation
among the organ builders present and that they would
be more than glad to place their general knowledge
at the disposal of the exhibitors.
Please understand, Mr. Isaacson, that this is merely
a suggestion on our part and that it may or may
not have your approval. We will be glad to hare
you enlarge upon it if you care to do so and hope
that something good may come of it.
Our Mr. Marr and the writer plan to be there and
you can rest assured that it is our earnest desire to
help you in any way possible.
Assuring and
you our
againrealization
of our of
deephowinterest
this
conference
much init will
mean to the motion picture industry, we are. — Marr
Ik Coalton Co.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Just what I personally can do in the way of the
support of the convention I do not know, but
in all events, I am sure you know I approve of
better music idea in the motion picture theatre, »o
far as it can be done. I think the great feature of
the Strand is the wonderful orchestra and the beautiful music that is presented. That, however, would
not be possible in every moving picture theatre. It
could be, however, minimized, and no matter if it is
brought down to the smallest theatres with the auto-
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matic piano, good music could be encouraged there.
Thanking you for your communication and assuring
you that you have my support, I am. — Mark P.
Campbell, Brambach Piano Company.
Music Editor:
Your MOTION PICTURE NEWS page is always
interesting and most times mighty good ; you are
helping the theatre upward, and in a sane way.
I believe the organist is going to be the musician
of the future theatre — but he has to wake up, and he
must get a better instrument than is being built for
him
ist. now. — T. Scott Buhrman, Editor, American Organ-

DO NOT MISS THE
FIRST ANNUAL
CONVENTION
OF MUSICIANS
AND PICTURE MEN
For a discussion of Picture Music and
Picture Musicians and Picture Music
Problems and Picture Music
Possibilities
New York City Hotel Astor
January 24-25-26
Register now with
Charles D. Isaacson
Music Editor, Motion Picture News
and also make
reservations with the
Hotel Astor

in New
Experts Combine
Musical Association
The need for some music service designed and especially arranged for each
individual film has been recognized everywhere, particularly since the tremendous
success of " The Birth of a Nation " and
other famous pictures proved the value of
especially prepared musical scores. The
collaborated talents and experience of
three of filmdom's foremost impresarios
are represented in the new Synchronized
Scenario Music Service now being furrushed to subscribers by a new Chicago
company of the same name, 64 East Jackson Boulevard. Mr. Carl Edouarde, music
director of the Strand theatre, New York
City; Mr. James C. Bradford, formerly
music director of the Broadway theatre,

This new organization, it is announced,
pany.
is ready to supply an accurately synchronized music score especially written
and prepared for each individual feature
film, no matter by whom produced or distributed.

Picture
may
D.

- Musical

be

made

Isaacson

Motion

early

the

York

.

Minn., big time vaudeville, 1912 to 1920 manager— 45 years old, home town Rochester, ready
to go any place.
Percy G. Robbins, organist, a graduate of several of Europe's largest conservatories, spent
the past six years studying the adaptation of
the organ to pictures. — Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Edward J. Robarge, Pittsfield, Mass.— A
vaudeville
picture piano
leaderofof age;
14 years'
experience;andmarried,
33 years
and
would like to locate permanently. Would go
almost anywhere. A member of the union.
Local 109, in good standing.

Motion

Editor,

News

should

the

VV. G. Stewart — who is one of the greatest
experts in the country on opera — has finished
his contract with the California Theatre, where
he has done such fine work during the past six
months
on "Stewart
opera performances."
Previous putting
to that time,
was the opera
man at the Capitol Theatre, New York. He
was one of the best operatic baritones in years
gone by, founded the Commonwealth Opera
Company, was stage manager of many famous
light opera companies and was once stage
manager of the New York Hippodrome.
He prefers to connect on the Coast.

Charles
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at

MUSICAL PERSONALITIES
listed.)
(Under this heading interesting members of the musical fraternity will be
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A. N. Wolff, leader and conductor of large i
bands
and orchestras,
of '
the orchestra,
Orpheum 1910-11-12,
Theatre, director
St. Paul,

New York City, and previously writer of
musical synopses for Famous Players,
and Mr. C. J. Bi*eil, composer of the musical score for " The Birth of a Nation,"
are the directors on the professional staff
of the Synchronized Scenario Music Com-
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" THEselected
PRICE
OF SILENCE
"
Specially
and compiled
by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit
of
14
minutes
per
reel (1,000 ft.)
Levy
Tlieme: "The Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental Ballad),
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " Review March " (Grand March), by Berg (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "While in a Southern city."
"Serenade
" (And.
con mote), by Borch (3 minutes and
20 3 —seconds),
untilRomantique
— S: Interior
of office.
4 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: " Roses mean faith to me."
5 — "Southern Reverie" (characteristic), by Bendix (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Elm B!ufT, where many."
6 — "Dramatic Recitative" (for heavy dramatic scenes), by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Just say that a stranger."
7 — "Dramatic Narrative" (for scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (6
minutes and 5 seconds), until — ^T: "I'll read your mother's."
8 — Theme (45 seconds), until — T: "May your God be."
9 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T:
" Twenty-four hours later."
Poeme Symphonique
" (And.
quasi room.
adagio), by Borch (3 minutes
and10 —SO " seconds),
until — S: Scene
in court
11 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (4 minutes and 40 seconds), until
— T: "I need Note:
no help
ifitJitoail.tel'."
lil). rolls durina storm srcnrx.
ii itli nrl. lily, railrnnd effects.
12 — Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "That is exactly what."
13 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: " Bedney, I want to see."
14 — "Voice of Chimes," by Luigini (30 seconds), until — S: Interior of
church.
Note: orqan solo to action.
15
—
"
Cavatine
"
(Dramatic),
by Bohm (7 minutes and 10 seconds), until
— T: "A visitor that."
16 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "My handkerchief,
but I."
17 — "Bleeding Hearts" (A floral poem), by Levy (3 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: " She has reached the crisis."
18 — "Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: "Today I resign as prosecuting."
19 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: "A year later finds Beryl."
20 — "Budding Spring" (Mel. Int. Moderato), by Platzman (1 minute
and 50 seconds), until — T: "While she is absent."
21 — "Phantom Visions" (Skeleton dance), by Stevenson (3 minutes and
SO seconds), until — T: "As the months go by."
22 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "After weeks of
hard work."
23 — "Spring Blossoms" (Int. Allegretto), by Castillo (2 minutes and 2S
seconds), until — T: " New York, where for two."
24 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
unti' — T: "Twenty-four hours elapse."
25 — " Furioso," by Kiefert (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "Promise you will not."
26 — Theme ff (2 minutes), untilTHE
— T: END
"I am branded a thief."
" LOVE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit
Levy of 14 minutes per reel (1.000 ft.)
Theme: "The Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental Ballad),
1 — ^Theme (1 minute and SO seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — Continue ff (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Tucked away in
a grimy."
3 — " Poeme Symphonique " (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (1 minute and
55 seconds), until — T: " Accoimt of this case."
4— " Serenade Lointaine " (6/8 Me'odious Moderato), by Berge (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "New York's East Side."
5 — Theme fF (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Tom Chandler,
who has fought."
6 — " Lovelette " (light melodious Int.), by Levy (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: Interior of picture house.
7 — "Queen of My Heart'" (Dramatic Ballad), by Baron (35 seconds),
until — T: "Mother fainted in the."
8 — Continue to action (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "Days that
follow when the."
9 — "Tragic Theme" (Dramatic climax), by Vely (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Natalie, I am afraid — afraid."
10 — " Phantom Visions " (characteristic sinister allegretto), by Stevenson
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Burdened with the."
11 — " Frivolette " (characteristic Allegretto), by Baron (2 minutes and
40 seconds), until — T: "Another Spring and the."
12 — " Capricietta," by Varley (2 minutes), until — T: "The lease for
Miss Storm's."
13 — Continue to action (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Into a
secret little world."
14 — "Baby Dreams" (little reverie), by Boyaner (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "Evening and the bedtime."
15 — Theme (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — S: Natalie reads letter.
16 — "Petite Duchess" (Gavotte Unique), bv Baron (2 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: "The other world where."
17 — "onds),Hindoo
" (aup slow
fox-trot), by Levy (2 minutes and 10 secuntil — S: HopClose
of orchestra.
18
—
"
Air
de
Ballet,"
by
Varley
(1 minute and IS seconds), until — S: Close
up of scene on stage.
19 — "Love Song" (Moderato), by Puerner (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until — T: "The first steps toward."
20 — " Adagietto " (From Svmphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes and
50 seconds), until — T: "At Dunning's Long Island."
21 — Theme ff (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "To our deal
gentlemen."
22 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
— T: "Tom, you must listen to me."
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23 — " Lento Allegro " (Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "And with Monday morning."
24 — "Vivo Finale" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes
and25 —50"Birds
seconds),
— T: "The(Allegretto
bottom has
dropped out."
and until
Butterflies"
Intermezzo),
by Vely (2 minutes
and
30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"Mr.
Waring
is
on
the
phone." until —
26 — " In the Ruins," by Kempinski (3 minutes and 50 seconds),
T: "At the International Engineers."
27 — "Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes), until — T: "My machine is
Note: to action pp or ff.
broken down."
28 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (1 minute and 25 seconds), until —
T: "Her tortured brainNote:
snapped."
to action pp or ff.
29
—
Theme
ff
(1
minute
and 40 seconds), until — T: "And He watches I
over us."
" HOLD YOUR HORSES "
Theme: " Seremads Romantique" (And. con mote), Borch
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Wedding March," Lohengrin (20 seconds), until — T: "It Beat34 —— rice
Continue
(25 Symphonette
seconds), untilSuite),
— T: " by
She Berge
would (5
haveminutes
drowned.and
Newns." to action
" Scherzetto
" (From
S 5seconds),
until
—
T:
"He
would
have
jumped
off."
— " Hunkatin " (Half tone one-step), by Levy (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: " Canavan
6 — "Turbulence"
(play ppoozesor out
ff), as."
by Borch (55 seconds), until — T:
" The next day brought more."
7 — "Capricietta," by Varley (2 minutes and S seconds), until — T: And
he didn't even get."
Note: Watch explosion.
8— Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until— T: "It's wonderful what
Note: Watch explosion.
9 — "Comedy Allegro," by Berg (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Jim James, political."
— Continue ff (45 seconds), until — T : "There followed a little.
a 1110red."
— "Irish Dragoons" (Medley), by De Ville (2 minutes), until — T:
"That
night Canavan."
12 — "Eccentric
Comedy Theme" (begin pp then to action), by Roberts
(2 13minutes
seconds), (begin
until — ppT: then
"I tohaveaction),
been looking
— "HalfandReel10 Hurry"
by Levy for(2 you."
minutes
and 20 seconds), until — T: "After learning the might."
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FREE
For

the

Otis

The Official
"Theme" Music
Skinner

46

Kismei:
by Herschel
Meniere
and Guido
Diero
NO

Send

TAX!
This picture is the sensation of the hour
and the miracle of the theatre's art!
for a Free
Orchestration!
Orchestra Leaders!

Send also for the "Waltz" that all America is humming!
''DONT

YOU
REMEMBER
by W. R. Williams
You can use it in a dozen different ways.
It's a little beauty and beautifully arranged.

New

Fall B and O Catalog READY— Also FREE
TIME?"
HE Chicago
Send all mail to WILL ROSSITER, T"The
Publisher"
71 W. Randolph St. <"hicago, 111.
This organ has in truth made possible a new era
of music for the medium and smaller sized theatre
Every owner is a satisfied owner.
of quality.
[Write, for Literature)

New
Era
Organ
WARSAW,
MARR
& COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organs for the Larger Sized Theatres.

N. Y.
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tisiness
^^ferin^s
WANTED—
PIANISTS
OKOANI8TS,
plctur« experience;
goodANDsalary
sxeady with
positlona
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. tU
WalMra Building, ChlCKKO.
TO WHOM IT MAT CONCERN — We beg to deny
the many rumors that we have either sold or optioned
the Empire and Dauphlne Theatres. Mobile, Ala.,
Bijou Amusement Co., M. Luckel, Mgr.

Strand Theatre Opens
in Newark
{Continued from page 579)

Picture

T
News

ran:werte

Brenner are the chief projectionists. A
complete switchboard which controls the
lights and effects throughout the theater is
installed on the stage. All lighting and
electrical work was done by the Newberger Electrical Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

THEATRE DATES x— 28Don't
without
themnameat
Theatre
stripsbe with
7
prices.red25.ink,
these date,
and
white paper, 10 sets (for 10
shows) 60c per set, single set $1.75. Mailed same
list.
for date
NOW City,
Write Mason
day postpaid.
Central
Show Print,
Iowa.book-price

PerfeA Light Control
At the will of the Operator

eoeasily
regulat
toe light
or dark
readily
THE
pidures
asamperag
ascantuming
gasbe

and 8
FOR SALE. — Regina mandolin orchestrion
of music. Electric. A. C. Price $200.00, F.O.B
rolls
W. H. Heffley, Duncannon, Pa.

At the same time, the voUa^
up or down.
lowers
and raises automarirally tn
proportion
of the arc to the changing length
The Transverter insures a peffed
arc, a steady, bright, white lignt and
more
withoutartistic
wasu ofproje^ion
current. of pidurca

" LABORATORY EXPERT. Opportunity for man
and positive and take comwho can developof negative
motion picture laboratory in the
plete charge
andC. experience."
salary,
south.
Box 795, Give
Motionreferences,
Picture News,
N. Y.

You with
em Iwo^c
main a irmntrttr
P^'S <£>•
lolvt

Perfect Projection Possible For You Now
We have increased cur capacity and cau now
furnish Perfect Shutters with new shutter gears to
take out backlash, promptly for Powers and Simplex
machines. GUARANTEED to give a more brilliant,
clearer picture with more light and more detail with
lower amperage.
PERFECT PROJECTION SHUTTER CO.,
426 S. 5th St., Louisville, Ky.

Tbe HcrtiMt Eleatk & Mfg. Co.
1908 Weat Il4<fa Sc., CWrelnd,0.

Marqurce of Newark, N. J., Rialto
>r> ^ COLOR
USE
HOODS
Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely Better, More Lasting
and Cheaper in the Long Run
Made'of Natural Colored Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
For MO Wand
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
25-40 W. Lamps
2650 W. Congress St., - Chitag*. III.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent dsts of or iddreis cratempUted or exUtiDg tbeatrei, exchangea, atate rlghta owners, pabIiclt7 medlnma and producers, aelected as to territory, clasa, etc. Twenty tbOBsand changea were
recarded Id anr list laat year. Its nae meaDs a
aavlDg of from 20 to 60% In p*atage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phomt. Brytnt 8t3S New York
Addressing
Printint

Stop

Leaks

Frank L. Smith, for a number of years
publicity promoter for the Max Spiegel
Enterprises, is managing director of the
Rialto with Albert Barber, formerly assistant conductor of the Brooklyn Strand
theater, as house manager. Alex H. Sherman, formerly connected with one of the
largest advertising agencies in the state,
is in charge of the publicity.
Something New
in
Cameras
A new line of De Brie Cameras with attachments that have long been desired has made its
appearance in this country. Development work
on this camera was held up for several years
because of war conditions but full production
is now being reached and soon the De Brie in
its
tities.improved form will be available in quan-

i

Radio
3=

3

<
•

VV^y Slide

r
How would you
contrilDute to
A NATIONAL CAMPAIGII
without RADIOS?
t
CM

50 - R-MIIOS - |2.
J
For Sale by all Uadin« Dealers

DON'T FORGET e- THE MUSIC CONFERENCE
to he held at

:2i£^
L^O S S E S
^
Th£ >Automaticket System Stops
Box OmcE Leaks
&. Losses
"Ask
Us "About It
"AuToi-TATic
Ticket Selling fit Cash Register
1762
BROADWAV
NEW YORK Ca

FOR
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HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y. C.
Januarj' 24, 25, 26
under the auspices of
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MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO. ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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DETROIT
Hunter Robins, of the Robinhood thewinter. atre, has gone to Cahfornia for the
All street numbers in Detroit change
on Jan. 1. The address of the film building: will be 159 East Elizabeth street.
Hal Smith, of Special Pictures Corp.,
has moved his office to the sixth floor
of
the film building with Standard Film
Service.
Mary Pickford in "The Love Light,"
Otis Skinner in "Kismet" and "Midpopularitysummer
in Madness"
Detroitwill
the all
weekcompete
of Jan. for9.
W. nialS.Theatre
McLaren,
of the has
Majestic-ColoCo., Jackson,
leased the
Onlywon in Jackson.
Michigan exhibitors are getting together to fight the Blue Sunday law
which is to be proposed to the state
legislature at its sessions next month.
PORTLAND,
ORE.
G. \'on
Herberg,
member
of John
the firm
of Jensen
and junior
Von Herberg,
accompanied by J. L. Gottstein, partner
with the same corporation in ownership
of the Coliseum theatre in Seattle, spent
several days in Portland recently. They
arranged future bookings for the J. &
V. H. circuit throughout the Northwest.
Mrs. C. S. Jensen, wife of the senior
member of the firm of Jensen and Von
Herberg, returned to Portland in time
for the Christmas holiday. She was
called to Long Beach where her parents,
Mr. and
Mrs.mother.
Carlton reside, by the illness of her
Plans for the Liberty theatre midnight frolic to welcome in the New Year
are progressing.
The Pacific coast premier of " Love,
Honor and Behave " is the screen attraction forpart
the New
eve matinee.
The first
of theYear's
midnight
matinee
will be given over to a group of professional acts, some of which have already
been engaged. Noteworthy among these
acts
will be Orchestra
the appearance
the Ladies'
Symphony
of 30 ofpieces
which
has been playing at the Multnomah hotel
and which gave a concert programme at
the city auditorium recently. Exactly
at 12 o'clock
the be
special
New forYear's
prologue
which will
used only
this
one programme, will take place and will
auspiciously usher in the year 1921.
Amateiu- acts supplied by some of Portland's bestwill
likedconclude
musicians,
and
tricksters
the dancers
programme.
Serpentines, noise-makers of many varieties and souvenirs will be given away.
Christmas decorations were all in readiness for old Santa himself at the Maber 18.jestic theatre, Portland, Ore., by DecemSimplicity
markedwhich
the holiday
decorations at this house
has endeavored
lo portray the holiday fcstiveness by the
ariistic distribution of evergreens and
poinsettias and other means which for
centuries have been symbolic of the yuletide season. Cedar boughs were used
as the background for the trimmings and
Rave a theatre.
fragrant, Five
" woodsy
" aroma
to the
entire
hundred
poinsettias,
the majority of them beautiful cut flowers, were placed on the green with striking effect.
The decoration will remain through
New two
Year's
the Majestic
is one ofto
the
largeas down
town cinemas
PTe a New Year's eve midnight matinee.
" A surprise programme " is being plan-

IN

THE

FILM

CENTRES

Correspondents

the
exchanges
AND
ned for the matinee and no detail as to
It is planned that each film exchange
its nature may be extracted from Frank company using the new building will be
Macey, manager of the Majestic, in required to pay an annual civic fee of
charge of the arrangements.
$25 and the
city structure.
is to make regular inspections of the
CANADA
News of more than ordinary importance in Western Canada is that the Lyceum theatre, Winnipeg. Manitoba, has
been leased by Mr. K. M. Leath of Calgary, Alberta, who is the owner of the
Regent theatre in Calgary, the Strand
and Savoy theatres in Moose Jaw and a
fourth theatre in Swift Current. The
Lyceum has been leased to Mr. Leath
for a term of years by the owner, Mr.
A. R. McNichol, who has made a number of important alterations in the house
during the past months. A new feature
has been the installation of a fine new
orchestral
whileconstruction
other improvements haveorgan,
been the
of a
new ventilating system, the remodelling
of the theatre front and entrance and the
erection of large electric signs. Mr.
Leath plans to add to the.se changes by
the enlargement of the balcony to hold
400 additional seats, the construction of
an imposing staircase to the balcony, the
re-decoration of the theatre interior and
the re-carpeting of all aisles and open
spaces. The entire cost of all improvenounced.ments will run to $75,000, it is anHis policy will be to present special
attractions and the feature for the reopening on January 3 is to the Fox
special, " When New York Sleeps." This
will be followed by " The Prey," starring Alice Joyce, and " Kismet."
Four new Simplex projection machines
have been installed in moving picture
theatres of Vancouver, B. C, during the
I)ast few weeks. Two Simplex modeU
have been placed in the Rex theatre,
while the new Allen theatre, one of the
very handsome structures of the city,
has been provided with two Simplex
projectors under the direction of Joseph
Lachance, chief electrician of the I'nited
theatres. Limited, Vancouver.
The Maple Leaf theatre, Vancouver,
B. C, has been undergoing extensive
repairs, one of the new features being
an entirely new floor. Considerable work
has been done in and around the theatre.
specialtheholiday
at Ma»seyA Hall,
large engagement
Toronto auditorium
which seats 4,000 people, was arranged
for
"TherunShepherd
of the
Hills." afterThe
special
opened on
Christmas
noon
and
extended
to
New
Year's
night
with two presentations daily. Top price
for evening performances was $1 and
matinee prices were 25 cents and SO
cents. A large orchestra was organized
for the engagement.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, has fallen into
line with the leading cities of Canada
for the establishment of a large building
as the headquarters for local branches
of moving picture exchange companies.
Montreal,
'Toronto
and which
Vancouver
have
fine big
structures
are nowall
used exclusively for the accommodation
of film exchanges and the decision has
been reached in Winnipeg to have an
entirely new office building of a suitable
nature for the housing of film exchanges.
The Winnipeg Fire, Water and Light
Committee has been notified that steps
have been taken by local exchange manto have
own fire-proof
ing agersbefore
nexttheir
October.
Attemptsbuildhad
been made to obtain the Coca Cola building or a structure on Assiniboine avenue
which belongs to the Winnipeg Electric
Railway Company but it was found that
neither of these structures was available
for the purpose. The local exchange!
are, therefore, proceeding with the construction of a building on Donald street
that will meet all requirements. The
City Council h'fn asked to give the
first reading to the by-laws covering the
erection of the building.

NORTHERN
NEW
YORK
The Hotel Iroquois was the scene on
Monday, December 20, of an enthusiastic
hirst National franchise boosting gathering. Most of the prominent exhibitors of
the city and nearby territory attended.
The meeting was opened by Ralph H.
Clark, general manager and treasurer of
hirst National exchange. New York, and
Hugh Rennie, local manager. Mr. Clark
gave a history of the formation of the
circuit,
its problems,
its achievements
and
lis outlook
for the coming
year.
Mr. Clark was fol.owed by Moe Mark,
president of the Strand theatre interests,
who dwelt at length on the value of the
l''irst National
franchise.
H. Michael.
Harold
B. Franklin,
Harry J.Marsey,
Fred
UUman,
Walter
Jfayes
a'so
spoke
briefly.
Harry Rose of tile Flash theatre, Toiiowanila,
and told
E. O.of Weinberg
ot theofBuffalo Strand,
the advantages
the
franchise. At the close of the meeting
almost every exhibifor present became a
franchise holder.
Martin E. Wolff of Rochester, since
1902 principal owner and manager of the
Lyceum theatre in the Flower city, and
for about ten years, associated with
Charles Frohman, Inc., and David
Belasco in the management of the Empire theatre, Syracuse, died recently in
Baltimore.
The Buffalo
Theatrical
Association has elected
the Managers'
following officers for the ensuing year: Ira M.
Mosher, president; J. H. Michael, Regent,
vice-president; W. W. Bradley, United
Theatrical Enterprises, secretary and
treasurer. Board of Directors : Harry
Marsey,
Weinberg
and Mr.
BruceFowler
Fowler and E.
the O.above
officers.
succeeds William Graham, former manager of the Garden theatre, and Mr. Weinberg, takes the place of Earl L. Crabb,
who resigned as manager of the Strand
to assume the general management of the
Buffalo Motion Picture Corporation with
headquarters in New York.
C. A. Taylor, general manager of
Gardiner Pictures, Inc., announces the
closing of a week run for " The County
Fair,"
the Morgan
in Auburn,
N.
Y. atContracts
havetheatre
also been
closed
for Syracuse, Binghamton, Elmira and
Cortland. The Gardiner company is planning a big in
week's
run of thisauditorium
Tourneur
production
the Broadway
Easter week, putting on a mammoth
county
in connection
the preseiit. LewfairHorschel
of BarnwithDance
farm
will assist in the arrangements. " Before
the Shubert-Teck
White Man Came"
shown thein
the
theatrewillsoonbe under
auspices of the local Red Men lodges.
Fred M. Zimmerman, president of NuArt Pictures, Inc., has closed the entire
output of his company at the Oatka
theatre, Warsaw, N. Y., where Fred Rice
is
manager.
All the new
Kimba'lis
"S'oung
productions,
whichClara
Nu-Art
handling
in this territory,
nave
been
booked at the Young Auditorium, Perry,
N. Y. For the week of December 27,
Mr. Zimmerman placed " She Played and
Paid," at the Empire theatre, where
Manager Samuel Carver i)ut on a big exploitation campaign. Mr. Zimmerman
looks forward to an unusually successful
year during 1920 for a 1 branches of the
motion picture industry.
Every employe of the local Realart exreceived aofChristmas
PresidentchangeKohn
the home present
office from
The
present
in theE. form
"LongbuiltGreen."
Manager wasHarry
Lotzof has
up a

THE
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wonderful business for Realart in this
end of the state and predicts double the
1920 business the coming year. J. Walker of for Barcli, Schenectady, and B.
Vohwinkel
the franchise.
Orio'e, areJack
among
recent signers ofof the
Farren
of the Victoria, Rochester, has booked
" The Soul of Youth " for an extended
presentation next month.
Ben Fitzer, who has an independent
office in the Palace theatre building, has
placed
his for
big two
production,
Madonnai
and Men,"
weeks at" the
Eckel
theatre, Syracuse, commencing January 9.
"Hub" Taylor of the Buffalo Theatre
Supply theatre
Company,
is equipping
Strand
in Belfast,
N. Y., the
and new
the
Opera House in Dansville has purchased a
new Motiograph prejection machine. Mr.
Taylor journeyed to Corning last week to
confer with J. J. Kelly, who is erecting a
new house in that town to seat 1,275. Mr.
Corning.
Kelly now operates the Elk theatre.
li. O. Weinberg, without expending
one cent in extra adertising and exploitaput on OtisStrand
Skinner
" Kismet,"
at thetion, Buffalo
the inweek
of December 27 and broke all house records.
When every
other house
the neighborhood was doing
poor inbusiness
the
Elmwood had the good fortune to pack
them
first two Bruce
nights Fowler
of Christmas
week, inandth'eManager
gives
credit for the capacity business to the
fact that he presented Olive Thomas in
her last picture.
FLORIDA
Some competition the two theatres of
Lakeland, Fla., have been having. The
CasinolandhasAmusement
been operated
by the
Lake-of
Co., which
is one
the S. A.ditoriumLynch
The Auhas been Enterprises.
under the management
of A. R. Nininger.
With the very best pictures, each
house has been showing at an admission
price of 10 cents, which as any showman
knows, leaves no chance for profit, at
present rentals, so the two houses have
now consolidated, the Lakeland Amusement Co. taking over the Auditorium.
ThesiveCasino
be closed
extenalterationswill
made.
In theand
meantime
the Auditorium will be used for the
showing of pictures. After the Casino
is completed, the picture programs will
be transferred
to that house and the
sively.
Auditorium used for road shows excluTo entertain the winter visitors at
Fla.,ofthemoney.
city has
appropriated
aTampa,
large sum
A band
concert
every day in tbe Tampa Bay Park ; a
great
tent Can
city Tourists
in De Soto
the " Tin
" mayPark,
campwhere
out
for the winter; and community sings
every
Sunday
in
the
Tampa
Bay
Casino,
are some of the features.
Mr. Earl Stumpf is in charge of the
sings, and with the use of a stereoptican,
he is putting over some stunts that are
"packing them in." Mr. Stumpf
has "dug up" a lot of song slides
many
old-timers
hit the
touristsofin them
the place
where that
they live,
by
bringing
of their
hood, andback
how the
they songs
do sing.
Oh, childBoy I
it is a treat to hear them.
OKLAHOMA
CITY
C. C. Bailey has leased the Dreamland
theatre at Canton, Texas, to Henry
Taylor, a local business man.
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The Strand theatre at Denton, Texas,
has been completed and regular performances are in progress.
J. M. Reynolds has completed the
Palace,ton, Texas.
a new movie theatre at ArlingJ. Levy has started the erection of a
new theatre at Amarillo, Texas. The
new theatre will seat 1,700 and will be
under the management of C. R. Sullivan.
E. E. Harris, former auditor for Robertson-Cole at Dallas, Texas, has been
appointed office manager for Griffiths
Bros, at Oklahoma City, and will handle
specialty films.
The Dye, Ford & Rogers Enterprises,
owning a chain of theatres in Texas, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of
$300,000. Incorporators are E. H. Hulsey, L.tres L.
Dent and Falls,
E. LeeAmarillo
Dye. Theain Wichita
and
Plainview
will
be
operated
under the
charter.
CINCINNATI

at the Bijou until that is closed and then
at the Casino, thus concluding the use of
the town hall as a motion picture house,
as far as he is concerned. While the deal
is not completed, in detail, it is reported
to have virtually gone through. Eventually, this would mean that patrons of the
movies here would have their choice between the Casino and the Durrell, which
is expected to continue for the present
under the management of Mr. and Mrs.
Shuster.
ALBANY
Beginning January 30, the management
of the Avon theatre in Watertown, N. Y.,
will donate
10 per cent,
gross re-of
ceipts each Sunday,
after ofthtthepayment
the war tax, to charity. The house was
opened about a year ago, and wliilt Sunday pictures are permitted in Watertown,
the house ceased to run on Sundays several weeks ago, with the announcement
that itment indid
not think that public sentishows. the city was favorable to Sunday
On January 30, however, the theatre
will reopen for Sunday evenings, " Kismet " being
first ofmanager
the attractions.
Arthur
J. the
Forbes,
of the
house, proposes a committee be appointed to determine what charities are
to receiveceipts. Itthe
per suggested
cent, of the
has 10been
that re-a
different organization be designated for
each Sunday, in order that all will have
an
equal opportunity in sharing in the
receipts.

Louise Fazenda, on her way to Lafayette, Indiana, her home town, dropped
oflf at Cincinnati today and was enterat luncheon
film men,
exhibi-to
tors andtained movie
fans.by Later
she went
the Gifts theatre, and at the request of
McMahon and Jackson, managers, appeared before several audiences clad in
the comedy make up that she used in
" Down on the Farm." This is Miss
Fazenda's first trip east in six years.
As predicted in a recent issue of this
Wilbur Settle, owner of the Colonial
the Colonial theatre, Altheatre, Madisonville, will let contracts publication,
bany,
v., willfrom
revertstock
to motion
pictures, aN.change
to pictures
for an addition to his theatre, designed
to give the house a total of 600 seats. being scheduled to occur on January 3.
At the same time the original part of The house, which was originally given
the building,
now walls.
of frame, will be en- over entirely to pictures, has been playclosed with brick
ing stock since
June, withfigures,
much
success.
The last
management
however,
that
Albany
was
not
of
sufficient size to sustain a year-round stock
company. In all probability, stock will
occupy the boards next summer. A
MASSAgrand organ with orchestral attachments
CHUSETTS
has been installed. The house will open
under the new policy with a presentation of " Earthbound."
Frank H. Roberts of Northampton,
A
Masonic watch charm has been
who recently bought the Majestic thea- presented
Uly S. Hill, who retired as
tre at Easthampton, Mass., is making
extensive repairs and improvements. manager
ofin Proctor's
Albany, N. HarmanusV., to asThe outside is being painted and a wide Bleeckersumehall
management
of same
the new
Markporch is being built across the sidewalk Slrand theatre
in
the
city.
The
so that autoists may enter without be- gift came from the house staf? of the hall
ing exposed to inclement weather. The presentation was made by Albert
About 200 new electric lights are to be Crier, the publicity man. A supper folinstalled in the foyer, the inside walls
and later on the orchestra in the
are being retinted and a new roof is theatre lowedplayed
for the dancing.
being added.
Negotiations for extensive changes in
the management of local motion picture
houses at Ware, Mass., are reported
practically completed, although the
actual transfers may not take place for
several weeks because of the contract
for films, which will have to be shown
or be a complete loss. It is expected
that Goldstein Brothers of Springfield,
will buy out F. F. Sullivan of the Casino,
the veteran motion picture producer here,
and shift the production of their shows
to the more desirable location. The
Bijou in the Kaplan block may continue
for a time to show the films contracted
for by Mr. Gilmore, under the direction
of Bernard Satz, who has been staging
programs at the town hall on one or more
nights per week.
If Mr. Satz decides to accept the offer
made to him, he will direct productions

, Gerraiine'

In the
ihadow
of the

A David G. Fischer Production

CANADA
The Famous
Canadian
poration has nowPlayers'
established
itselfCor-in
the Strand theatre of Hamilton, Ontario,
one of the finest neighborhood theatres
in that city. This house was formerly
owned by Mr. Fred Guest, who was
rated
as one exhibitors.
of Ontario's The
most theatre
successful
independent
has
been remodelled, the new features including a ventilating
rest
rooms. The
house has asystem
seating and
capacity
of one thousand on the one floor. The
new manager of the theatre is Mr. H. E.
Wilton, a former newspaper man of Hamilton, who showed considerable cleverness in arranging details for the reopening. One of his specialties was an
eight-page
souvenirtheatre.
booklet regarding
the reconstructed
It is planned to install a pipe organ
at a later date and for the present a
piano is mission
being
Theandmatinee
adprice is used.
IS cents
top price
for evening performances is 25 cents.
The theatre was re-opened with " The
Prince Chap," starring Thomas Meighan.
Toronto and Montreal moving picture
exchange officers are now largely centered
under the one roof in their respective
cities. In Toronto, the development is
due to the erection of a large and handsome addition to the Hermant Building
which already provided quarters for a
number of film distributors. The Montreal film headquarters are now concentrated more or less in a brand new building which was constructed ior film exchangeleading
purposes. film
In both
citiescompanies
a number o fthe
renting
have moved into the new premises and
many of the leading celebrities of the
exchange world are now to be found i»
handsome new office*.

The new Canadian Educational Films,
Limited, which was granted a Canadian
charter with a capitalization of $500,000
by the Dominion government a few days
ago, has found a home in the Hermant
Building, Toronto, while the Toronto
offices of the Specialty Film Import,
Limited,
have been Canadian
moved to i'athe
ground distributors,
floor of the
Hermant structure from the original address on King street West.
The head office of Regal Films, Limited, has occupied the two top floors of
the Jlcrmant Building in Toronto, where
Vice-President Arthur Cohen and General Sales Manager Harry A. Kaufman
are established.
Vitagraph
the whole
of the
third floor ofhasthe taken
Hermant
structure
for
its Canadian headquarters and Mr. W. F.
Barrett,
has laid the
out Canadian
the officesgt-ntral
to takemanaj.'er.
care of
big
business.
A
recent
visitor
in Toronto
was Mr. F. W. Smith of Vitagraph,
Inc.,
New York.
The Fox Film Corporation, Limited,
Toronto, continues to have its fine premises in the older portion of the Hermant
Building, while the head office of the
Canadian Universal Film Corporation,
Limited, is only a few steps from the
Hermant.
Theis Famous-Lasky
Film south
Service, Limited,
on Victoria street,
of the Hermant Building, but the Select
Pictures' Corporation, Limited, is somewhat " distant " by being located at ISIS Adelaide street West. The Toronto
office of the Associated First National
Pictures (Eastern Canada), Limited, is
also located apart from others at 91-93
Queen street
Canadian
Exhibitors'East.
Exchange, The
Limited,
oiierated
under
the
auspices
of
the
Exhibitors'
Association
Ontario, is found on Richmond streetof East.

Picture

News

of the Isis at Peru, according to Dale
Loomis, manager. Loomis aUo operate*
the Victoria and Colonial in i'eru.
The Orpheum at Lafayette has beea
closed by the Hornbeck Amusemeat
Company as a non-paying proposition.
The toPeople's
about
open itsAmusement
new CapitolCompany
theatre atu
Clinton,
Ind. attraction.
"So Long Letty"
will be
tlie opening
Ihe company
also plans a new house in Evansville.
It
already and
has Tcrre
holdingsHaute.
in Ft. Wayne,
Richmond

ST.

LOUIS

Alert action on the part of the police
frustrated an attempt to blow the sale
of the Grand-Florrissant theatre containiiig i4,0u0, tlie receipts ol Saturday and
.Sunday performances. This is the third
attempt within the last two months to
lob theatres belonging to the Famous
Flayers- Lasky Missouri Corporation in
St. Louis. Several losses through theft
have already been sufiered.
Miss Louise Fazenda, until recently
with the Mack Sennett comedies, was ■
i .iur in bt. Louis last week, bnt -.as
given a luncheon at the Hotel Statler,
several local new:>papermen attending.
Miss Fazenda was accompanied by her
mother and is making the first trip east
of Californi a" since she can rememManager R. Baker, of the Skouras
theatres, left for a week's stay in New
York.

Virgil Kelly, formerly a feature writer
on the St.
has beenEspy,
appointedLouis
assistant Times,
to J. Reeves
pub
icity
manager
of
the
Famous
FiayMissouri Corporation with ofThe A. J. Obreshk Theatre Company ers-Lasky
fices in St. Louis. The Missouri concern has planned to spend more than
of Whiting, Ind., has been incorporated
ber." onvertisingnewspaper
at the
Secretary
of State'sthe office.
and billboard
ital is fixed
at $100,000;
purpose,Cap-to $400,000
during the ensuing
year. adoperate theatres and the directors: A.
rof.Obreshk, Alta Obreshk and Chris PetJ.
Harry
L. Pitner,
managerof ofSt.theLouis,
Special Pictures
Corporation
IS planning a trip through the state visiting the various exhibitors.
The first Baptist church of Kokorao,
Ind., was split into two tactions, one of
which wanted to see movies shown in
the church and the other of which opened
Douglasto aFairbanks'
" Markat oftheToro,"
capacity house
New
didn't.
The pastor
decided theThetwojudges
sides Grand Central this week.
should debate
the question.
decided
the movies,
favorable against
to celluloid
romancesbutsaythose
the
William Goldman, manager of the FaCorporafight notisbe stemmed.
not over, for true progress cantion,mous
whichPlayers-Lasky
controls 17Missouri
olcal houses,
haa
announced that the Kings theatre, one of
the
most
pretentious
theatrical
edifice*
Manager Ralph Lieber of the Circle in St. Louis, will hereafter run a Loew
entertained 2,000 boy and girl carriers vaudeville
program and that the Garrick
of the Indianapolis News at a Christ- theatre, which is situated in the downmas
party
at
which
"
Dinty
"
was
shown
will be the means of exin
thisadvance
city. of its public presentaation in huntingtown district,
the film features formerly displayed
at
the
Kings.theAnother
announcement from
office ofradical
Mr.
Every downtown photoplay house Goldman was to the effect that the
made comedy the heavy end of its bill Pershing theatre, one of the Famousfor the week ending with Christmas Day. Players most elaborate first-run houses
The ingtheory
was that
go- here, will offer a high-class stock bill
to be pretty
poorbusiness
because was
of the
after Christmas Day. The admission
fee will be raised from 40 cents to 99
Christmas
snopping
rush
and
that
most
of the folks who would attend would be cents.
those seeking relief from their trying
problems. The managers heard many
E. S. Holmes, manager, and Charle*
expressions of praise for their plans, the
Vitagraph, Minneapolis, renewspapers
taking offering
the leadof incomedy
recogniz-as Howard turnedofrecently
from a trip to La Crosse
ing the universal
and Eau Claire, where they closed cona sort of public service.
tracts for " Trumpet Island."
An tato,apple,
orange,or potato,
sweetarticle
poC. A. Gordon has become Minneapoli*
loaf of bread
some small
manager for StoU Films, the product of
of clothing was the admission charged an
English picture company which will
lo two special showings of Arbuckle and
Mack Sennett comedies given at the be distributed through Pathe. Mr. Gordon was formerly with Pathe.
Isis in Indianapolis for the benefit of
the Salvation
Christmas charities two days Army's
before Christmas.
The
affair exploitation
was arrangedrepresentative
by Oscar A. ofKantner.
the
Indianapolis exchange of the FamousPlayers-Lasky
Performances Corporation.
were given at 9 and 10
o'clock on the morning of the benefit.
INDIANAPOLIS

Clyde Wilson, owner of the Paramount
theatre at Rochester, Ind., is to have
the new Municipal Auditorium, which
will be completed in the early summer.
The Luna Amusement Company, operating theatres at Lafayette and Fort
Wayne, Ind.. and Kankakee, 111., has
taken over the Nelson in Longansport
and opened holiday week with "So Long
Ground will be broken shortly for a
new 1,000-seat house to take the place
Letty."

January
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" Heida "
(Dramatic Story in Colors by Prizma.
Directed by Tom Gushing. Scenario
by Catherine Carr)
PRIZAIA'S natural color subjects have
ceased to be a novelty even to audiences
but a dramatic story presented in colors, other
than those hand-painted subjects of French
origin and one or two multiple reel hand colored productions, is a most decided innovation.
For its first venture into the dramatic field
Prizma has selected the century old fairy story,
"Switzerland.
Heida," withThisits seems
localea laid
picturesque
wise in
choice
for the
apparel of the various characters of the play,
the beautiful exteriors selected and the back
grounds of flowers and red roofed Swiss buildings, permit the use of many of the photographic
tints that show best and allows an opportunity
of appealing to the senses both from a dramatic
standpoint and from the angle of beauty of
shades and colors.
Dramatically " Heida " is little more than an
episodic story of the little Swiss orphan who,
after living with her grandfather, a shepherd
of the Alps, goes to the city far below to become the companion of a rich man's daughter
and then back again to the old home when it
becomes evident that she is not happy elsewhere. There is a slender theme of " Miracle
Man " flavor to be sure, but the main interest in
the picture centers about Madge Evans as
" Heida " and the variety of beautiful colors
that have been utilized in the ever changing
sequences that make up the several reels of the
offering. In support of little Miss Evans is a
very capable cast of fine types for the roles of
the various Swiss characters. Harry Rattenby
whoWe plays
" thebutAimfeelUncle
is especially
cannot
that " the
release ofgood.
this
picture marks an epoch in motion picture production in that it is the first real indication that
the black and white photography with its limited
tintings is ultimately to be superseded by colors
for dramatic subjects.
artistry inbut
color
photograph
notPrizma's
need explanation
it might
be welldoesto
state that the gaudy glaring shades of red and
somewhat unnatural blendings of other tints
have been entirely eliminated in "Heida." Some
very beautiful efi^ects are achieved in close-ups
of the star and other players that lend naturalness to the images of the faces of the characters. There is, of course, an inclination toward
staging the scenes of the story in exteriors that
will allow the use of bright colors but the story
moves along fairly well as drama.
As a picture for children's matinees, or special shows when the ordinary subject is not
suitable this can not be excelled. Its exploitation possibilities from the fact that it is the first
picture to combine the dramatic and artistic so
successfully are great.

What the showing of " Heida " will mean to
the industry remains to be seen. If Prizma can
achieve as satisfactory results with any degree
of certainty, at a reasonable cost, we do not
see any reason why it should not monopolize
the entire photographic portion of production
until such time as competitors appear in the
field. Certainly such colorings as appear in
" Heida " would go far to put over the many
slender picture stories that go to make up an
average of the present day releases and further
enhance the good picture both in entertainment
and dramatic'valuc.— /. 5". DICKERSON.
" Edgar's Little Saw "
(Booth Tarkington — Goldwyn — Comedy)
HERE is a perfect representation of a certain
Christmas spirit which prevails wherever
big brother and little brother get together.
Booth Tarkington has touched upon an idea
which is remarkably truthful — one which generates humanites — one which scintillates with
efi^ervescent humor. Johnny Jones, who essays
the part of Edgar Pomeroy, has found on
Christmas morning that the long cherished carpenter's set is his for the asking. The most
prized article is the little saw. Now Edgar
reminds his baby brother to keep away from
his toys in general and his saw in particular.
But with infant precocity the youngster finds
the hidden implement and proceeds to carve up
the furniture, father's derby, the cat's tail, and
Edgar's other toys. He doesn't miss hardly a
thing which is destructible.
Of course when the parents see the damage
they naturall}' blame Edgar and. upbraid him for
attempting to place the blame on little Charlie.
Of course the youngster has forgotten the
incident. Which scores another point for Tarkington and the director. Mason N. Litson. Tiny
children forget very easily. But the cat is let
out of the bag in due time when the cook discovers little Charlie attempting to renew his
plan
of
sawingfrom
off blame.
the cat'sSotail.
Edgar
is exonerated
he isAndpermitted
to go to his best girl's party. She makes fun
of him for crying. But he retorts by saying,
" Only girls cry."
The comedy is rich in childish fun and the
pranks will be remembered by more than one
parent. Perhaps it has been exploited in more
than one home either by the parent when he
was a child or by his offspring. At the Strand,
New York, the audience was kept in constant
glee. These Edgar comedies are so true to life
that it is a pleasure to witness them and record
their excellence. The company includes Lucille
Ricksen as the best girl. Ruddy Messenger as
the pal, Virginia Madison as the little brother,
Charlie, and John Cossar as the doting and
chastisingRENCEfather.
Length, two reels. — LAUREID.

" Fantomas

"

(Fox Serial — Twenty Episodes)
THIS
"Bride 13,"
the successor
first four toepisodes,
is a judged
serial from
of a
battle between a master criminal and the
shrewdest minds of police headquarters. The
correct planting of the character of this prince
of crime and the development of the atmosphere
of fear and awe and baffling mystery is most
essential in the very beginning and it is excellently done. It is not exaggerated by crass
improbability, but at the same time the suspense
created is intense.
The story of the serial is adapted from a
series of French detective novels by Marcel
Allain and Pierre Souvestre. The various episodes are certainly full of the mystery and
daring we are wont to ascribe to French detective stories. For instance, in the first episode,
"At the Stroke of Nine," Fantomas threatens
to kidnap Harrington, an eminent scientist, at
nine in the evening. Harrington is sitting in
his library, surrounded by a detective and members of his household, and his grounds are
guarded. Seemingly it is impossible for any
foul play to take place. Yet by a series of incidents, far-fetched to a certain degree of course,
Fantomas carries off his prey under the very
eyes of the police.
The second episode concerns the million dollar reward for the return of Harrington, offered
by his daughter. It ends with Fantomas himself
stealing the money. More interest is created
by the effort to locate the formula for making
gold, which Harrington has discovered. There
is romance on the serial, with Johnnie Walker,
who created the unforgetable role of the hero
in " Over the'Hill," playing a serial hero in first
class style. He is athletic, hard-hitting, and is
able to defeat single handed about thirty men
in one episode. The girl is Edna Murphy, who,
in the first four episodes at least, is not called
upon to do any daredevil stunts. Fantomas is
Edward Roseman, who is sufficiently crafty
and hateable and wears his many disguises very
well. The rest of the cast is equally satisfactory.
The story is laid in New York City, with
some backgrounds which will be easily recognized. As for the physical thrills, they are
there, but not the stupendous, breath-taking
variety. There is a motorboat blown up, and
an automobile wreck. Walker also hangs from
the edge of a roof, with a crowd of villains
firing shots at him from a distance of ten yards,
and a man stamping on his clutching fingers
from above.
Fantomas should take its place with the best
of the "crack" serials if the suspense can be
kept up in the remaining episodes. The scenario
and direction are by Edward Sedgwick. Horace
Plvmpton is responsible for the photography.
—MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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The following also contains our reviewer's
summarizing a consensus of all
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly
on every picture (merely checking it Big. Averopinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment
published, but are a^so guided by the report,
and
made
comments
actual
the
by
only
not
consensus
se rPoor) we arrive at the
office value of the picture.
box
the
checked
merely
have
but
froni exhibitors who have made no actual comments,
are reviewed also^ At the conclusion of
Serials
otherwise.
marked
unless
TllX piSures m^^^^^ are five-reel features,
to September i8, 1920.
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior
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ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WALLACE^^^ ^^°B^/h'^rIS^cYl^E
1
REID
•.•
" " w " p * "ti;;;/" Xol) s,.-<t( i- sli.ri) is liit/hli/ theatrical." — M. P. A e%C8.
NOV. •
BOSWORTH
HOBART
Audiences BRUTE MASTER. THE (HODKINSON) story
l^SorTo^Zut^^^i'iT^^^
J/. (•. .\ ew:.^
of the «ea."—
oiomoH well nlPn<!Pfl " Storv little Impossible but buslDess was big. " hobart Hosworlh xcores m vxgorouH
aM
.OCT.
.
.
RUSSELL.
WILLIAM
(FOX)
THE
LAW.
THE
OF
CHALLENGE
An
"
lolSi flnl Me exposures in this and Picture one of his best." In proa real entertaimny drama."-il. P. ^e,r>,.
at ins lest;
and Went j,j,j.yKu.xell
storystories
" Greatandin great
well."following
feature
entmalnlnK
auction. Wally
Reid Xch
always drew
has good
SPARROW,
A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAY*
"An unusually pleasing
than average bigbusiness."
over
picturebig."
which"Better
ran to exceptionally
houses all week. ^Star an__exceuent ,< Wealc in drama, but strong in sentiment." — U. P. Neics.
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done.
Wallace Exhibitor Comment — "Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
Keid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious pieasea ^^^^^
^gjjt o^er big." " Mediocre picture lifted from
our audiences. Did good business for the week. _ Entertaining picmediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction,
ture.
Business
was
very
good
during
run.
P^.^^
5'"^^
Congensus
—
"
Average
picture,
average puller."
and met with the favor of home-going audiences.
A good production n othp-<? fMETROl OLIVE TELL
OCT. ■
having entertaining
story. good
Box-office
receipts good."
^^^Pjl"^
remade /ram^^
cn„ser,su8—'Good picture,
puller."
Exhibitorp "u
Comment--''
A fair picture. PictureP. W..
drew well for first two
4RE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON.
NOV. B
^^^^
mediocre. Average weeks receipts." "A pood
"Rather inconseguental for feature length." — M. P. News.
...
...
picture which pleased. Average business two days." "Very good The
Exhibitor Comment — " Pair business with a picture that was hard to tell
Jj^j^ pulled well and the picture pleased. Played a week to good bu.slwhat it was about."
ness. It would stand some careful editing for it's too long. On the
whole, a nice little picture." "A light feature, more of a woman s
DEC. 11
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
" Mediocre picture on a hackneyed theme." — M. P. N&ics.
picture than anything else. Business fair. ' ^

BEGGAR
IN PURPLE.
A (EDGAR
^-HWIS-PATHE)
SPECIAL^^^ coTsro^-O^ZZ^V^T TH^^^^^
J-^^, ^
"
Good
production
given
average
story."-M.
P. News.
fic^fe^que^^tfrfwm
Ker^gar^
".n 'heroic
'roie."-M. P. Ne^s. "
"^
■EHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23 roNRAD
IN QUEST OF HIS
YOUTH
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
"Novel story given rich production." — M. P. News.
THOMAS MEIGHAN
NOV. ^
Exhibitor
Excellent—
100 permovie
cent fan.
entertainment.
„Exhibitor Comment
^
^— enriched
on the bringing
screen."—average
il. P. Ncki.
. , ,. ^
requisite Comment—
feature for" the
most critical
Went big allHas
week.ever.v
A
" Fair picture
box-office receipts,
great box-office attraction." " Played at two theatres here and each
"Drew about average crowds during the entire week. People characterseemed to do a big business." " One theatre considered it such a success
.
.
«j , „ .. Average picture with about usual business,
that it held it over for a second week." box-office
" Splendid
production " which
was
Concensus—
" Average
picture,
tott
» puller."
h average
y
^
i^uhacuhu^
good
Very
attraction."
well liked by my patrons. Sure-fire
for second week." " Undoubt- CRADLE OF COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) Wll^
Held
business.
good
to
playing
picture
edly one of the best and most successful . pictures of the year. Played LIAM S. HART
\- • ■ • ' ' ' W \. ' 'ifZ,:^
to exceptionally big business for seven days." "Interesting picture and
"Has pl-nty of action and should please. — if P. ^««'f- .
v,„bi
f^^erage
about and
we had
Pleasing
Exhibitor
more
Did week.
patrons.second
womenbusiness
and good
both men
appealed
on which
well put
sbouiaouw-oe
s pictures
of Wm. butS. Hart
averagepicture
Well up to " the
npss." "Comment—
" Doing
for a toweek."
business
average
than
spellbound. ^ good drawing card at aU theatres where he Is popular. ^ e O}" wceito holdbigtheallattention
picture Went
it's the kind
Everyone
One of theagrees
best pictures
of theof year.
week.
lent business with this picture for one week
The co°;^^«V;°°..°on?
popular star and a good picture and the result is good Dusiness^
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
" This would
look BRIDE
better as(FOX)
a txco-reel
slapstick."
— if P. News.
fliidiences
but failed
to meet with the approval
usually "accorded
cow.CWARE
OP THE
EILEEN
PMCT.
OCT. >0
°^,f„-LVJMl^?!iVoL\\'^tl"o
-^^^^^^^
^^^^the ""^
Exhlbltor Comment—" Favorably received and good program picture. hnv
Fine picture plaved to big business." " A different Hart picAverage business three days."
but none-the-less vigorous than his Western productions. Pleased
his admirers and also those who do not care for Hart as a rule. Big
DEC. U
NAZIM
ETRO)in Nazimova's
(NAZIMOVA-M
BILLIONS
"Very weak
picture material
latest."OVA
— U. P. News.
business. — Good picture, gooa
„nnA nuiier"
puuer.
Consensus
this
in
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazlmova shows a decided Improvement
picture over 'Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the rTTWTATN fWTR«?T NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD OCT. II
entire week." "Picture proved a frost here. It is ' not much' and my
'< Lit eUke It ^suffers from mechanical development."— U. P. News.
audiences were below normal. Many thought it the poorest film Exhibitor Comment— " Plaved 1o exceptional business.
Katberine McNazimova has ever played in."
Donald appears to be growing more popular " " Katherlne MacDonald
Concensus — " Average picture, average pullei:"
.„„ entire satisfaction. Picture well produced. Splendid supporting cast
luslness ery good^" It;^ by ^ar.t^e ^^^t acting Kat^eri^^^^^ ^o'^'^^^e'^
DEC. 25
JOHNSTONE
JUSTINE screen
(REALART)
BLACKBIRDS
"Justine Johnstone
is a welcome
figure m crook melodrama."—
^'i^nnUaneousfv
Good entertaTnment '' " Averagely pleasing story.
if- P- Ne-^oPoor ending. Star's work shows improvement."
Very picture,
pleasing btory
audlMacDonald s " best
gnce picture to good business. sheMiss
OCT. 16
VIOLA DANA
•LACKMAIL (METRO)
is livening up considerably.
at least for her rational and
color to familiar story."— M. P. News.
gives
Dana
"Viola
Exhibitor Comment — " Interesting. Instructive &s well. Favorably com- Consensus — " Good picture, good puller.
mented upon. Average business." "Above average business with a
r, a mptttjotts: rti<;inesS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- ^^^^ ^
very poor picture. Viola Dana the only redeeming feature in whole DANGEROUS BUSINt-bb (i-lKai wft. i iwhao.; v.
- picture which was bad as to story, cast and photography." " A weak
^•p„,hZ- tr^h hut 'iWi'riu 'amtisino
story that fitted its star beautifully
and gave her a chance to do her
ExMiibit^rttment-''
Fi^p^Z
to please and brought
riu. n
ExhiDitor commeni:
Business fairly good."
best. Obvloous plot. picture,
.
tine Dusinest>.
average puller."
Consensus — "Average
t
^^^
TELL NO
MEN puncny
23 DEADvtvid,
OCT..
LAKE. ... .
ALICEinteresting."—
(METRO) fairly
un z. c
•ODY
, pruuuvi(V^^^^
sioryTALES
M. P. News
dual personality
"StoryANDof SOUL
SPECIAL CAST DEC. ■
story caiTie*^^
P^^^
"kt7ongTO miisTcry
OCT. « I^^VIL
— If. P. News.
overdone." CAST
is rather SPECIAL
primitiveTHEpassions
(GOLDWYN)
" Btory of IRON.
.RANDINO
Exhibitor
" An average
picture.
box-office results."
GARDEN THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL NOV.
" Brought Comment
a normal— business,
something
unusual Fair
for pre-Chrlstmas
days. orvIL'S
BARRYMORB
BROADWAY. BUBBLE.

THE

(VITAGRAPH)

CORINNE

GRIF-^

I'^'^'nor^'cZT^^^^^

" Oorline
-(^imhthan
'doesaverage
'^heii^business
whrk in
Y. 'Neu^s.
thole who'^goTo
fine
" Did better
at dual
two Vore."-i/.
first-run houses
slmultane- ence
Us
but not the
for Ihfafre'
the vasttoffee"
majority
a spi^iiuiii attraction,
oe |l°«"endid
wiii too
tins It'7too"gloomy'''For
acting, And
.Just melodramatic enough to attract, and not too emotional, so
ously.
as
to offend." "Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that .,rrl'°M!'^^lreran%^ct1^re average puller."
.
consensus— Average picture, average puuer.
pleased everybody because it Is logical."
Box Office Reports continued on page 598
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PHYLLIS"
AND
I "NINETEEN
(Kane-First National)
Ray Scores Again With Pleasing Study of Small Town
Life

IT is only a jump from the farmer lad to the smaU town youth, but
Charles Ray can always negotiate it. Indeed there is scarcely any difference in the two studies. What passes for one could easily pass for
Nineteen and Phyllis " could be called " Peaceful Valley " and
"
other.
ihe
dee versa, since there is not enough variation of plot and characterization
0 distinguish them. The newest release places the star in store clothes.^
That is about the only difference except the romantic note is better emPeaceful \ alley " relied much
)hasized and there is more broad humor.
" Nineteen and Phyllis " eon)n its note of pathos and heart interest.
[uers through its representation of small town life.
One might call it a grown-up Edgar comedy. The wealthy rival who
ports llie only dress suit in town. Ditto a car and the fact that the dash—
guessing
her "worshippers
by keeping
to herIt sex
ng heroine
his
is of the lives
Edgar upbrand.
is delightful
comedy
which sends out
flashes
.f real entertainment. Never is there a dull moment. The hero might be
nother Tarkington character too — one Billy Baxter. The incident is what
eeps the spectator's attention. The author or director is responsible for
dding a timely touch. He brings into play the crime wave which is
weeping the country. A burglar is preying on the village and a thousand
ollar reward is offered for his capture. To the " eighteen per week "
lerk, this is a sum not to be lightly dismissed. It means that he can also
lave a dress suit and a sport car.
! A trolley car is utilized which carries the young people to a dance hall
/hich is a reminder pf the Toonerville trolley that meets all the trains,
ts constant bumping generates enthusiastic guffaws. The laughter is mainlined in Ray's efforts to measure himself for a dress suit. The humor and
I athos are expressed in his attempt to sneak out of the house to attend the
arty. This is a rich incident which is subtly introduced and lightly
juched upon. The youth is aU togged out, but father waits at the bottom
f the stairs. He takes off his shoes and carries them, but father still
ails. Perplexed, he is about to give it up when he thinks of the roof and
scapes. But in effecting his release he runs right into the burglar. There
1 a struggle upon the roof with shoes and silk hat falling into disrepute.
!ut the criminal is captured and lugged out to the party and the reward
' i enough to make the heroine realize that her hero possesses the necessary
onrage. The titling is attractive, being placed in a circular frame after
I 16 manner of paintings. "Nineteen and Phyllis" is one of Ray's. best,
lake no mistake in booking it. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
ndrew Jackson Cavanaugh
Charles Ray
[is Uncle, Daniel Cavanaugh
George Nichok
(rs. Daniel Cavanaugh
Cora Drew
hyllis Laurin
Clara Horton
udge Lee Laurin
Frank Norcross
mmy Long
Lincoln Stedman
By Frederick Stowers.
Directed by Joseph De Grasse.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A story of small tovfn life is represented in Charles Ray's latest picture, " Nineen and Phyllis," which comes to the
theatre next
.
If course it is natural to expect Mr. Ray in a study of this character. He has
.ayed it so long that it has become a perfect representation of its kind. The
cture offers the star to flash his skillful talent in a part which he has made
mous. He is remarkably adept in giving life to the small town youth. As
ndrew
illery. Jackson Cavanaugh the star may be said to add a further study to his
The story revolves around a youthful romance. The hero works for eighteen
lUars a week and his poverty is a thorn in his side when he compares himself
I Jimmy_ Long, the wealthy son of the seed store merchant — a boy who flashes
le only dress suit and racing car in town. The youth knows that if he had a
lousand dollars he could win the girl easily. The sum is his when he wins the
ward for capturing a burglar. The heroic exploit makes him secure in the girl's
timation. And romance and riches are his for the asking. The company sup.
irting the star is proficient and the direction is praiseworthy.
PROGRAM READER
He was chagrined because his rival constantly taunted him with a dress suit and
fast motor car. Andy could only wear his store clothes bought with a salary
eighteen dollars a week. He knew that if he couldn't get a dress suit and a
ir that the girl would give her affections to his hated rival. It was a good thing
lat a crime wave was abroad in the little town. Else Andy might never have
uned the girl, the dress suit and the car. But in capturing the
.
1 telling more would be spoiling the picture for you. So come to the
leatre next
and see Charles Ray in his brightest and most humorous
>medy-romance of the year. See " Nineteen and Phyllis."
SUGGESTIONS
Here is Charles Ray again. So get out the S. R. O. sign. You might state
lat this comedy-romance is much
a story by Booth Tarkington — that it
Iters the same captivating study of like
small town
Play up the title. It is
tractive. Make use of the incident. Use the ideaslife.
Ray measuring himself for
dress suit and carrying his shoes in his hand to ofavoid
father. Your
list can exploit the idea for your lobby frames. You can ausestern
the old songs for
prologue with a rural character
singing
them.
You
can
stage
a
barn
dance e£pect
Jicn could appeal to your audience. But if you don't want to go to expense
the
nouncement that Ray is coming might be enough.
v
ui=

"THE

ROOKIE'S
RETURN"
(Ince-Paramount-Artcraft)
Quite Frail But Fairly Pleasing

IF the audiences who remember " Twenty-three and One-half Hours
Leave " have been waiting expectantly to see another model of its
kind, they are apt to be disappointed in " The Rookie's Return," the
latest Douglas MacLean and Doris May attraction. It seems to us that
Thomas H. Ince will have to trj' again. The first-mentioned has been
mellowed in the memory mitil it stands out as one of the finest pictures
ever made. Wliich, of course, counteracts the good points of the newest
release. One expects too much of these co-stars. Perhaps that is the
reason that we are doomed to disappointment. So we must accept the next
best thing.
" The Rookie's Return " is not quite up to the standard of some other
releases charged up to the MacLean and May accoimt. At that it offers
pleasing entertainment, although its substance is not overcharged with red
corpuscles or film calories. Its plot is easily penetrable, but manages to
exude a deal of color through the spontaneity of the action and the charm
of the interpretation. It is all about a young rookie who, unable to find
a job, takes up the precarious task of selling books. While he doesn't
dispose of any, good fortunes places him in the path of an attractive
specimen of the opposite sex. And orange blossoms are certainly seen in
the
hero conditions.
comes from a good family and he inherits his avmt's
estateoffing.
under The
certain
Here is where most of the comedy enters and it scintillates with effective
incident. The servants are under the impression that they will inherit
princely sums if they are discharged immediately. So they evolve a plan
to make things unpleasant for the erstwhile rookie. But he is determined
to put up with their insults to keep the fortune in the family. Another
channel of effective comedy flows from the efforts of a humorous grandfather of the girl who would bring the young people together. He, it is
who, translates the will to read 0. K. with tlie hero. And because of his
fondness for him there is no question of the love stakes. MacLean has a
pleasant way which has established a healthy following for him. It is to be
regretted that Miss May is not given equal opportunities. Her name is on
the silversheet in prominent display, but her presence in the plot is scarcely
noticeable. One of the best bits is rendered by a very competent character actor. Frank Currier, and Leo White has opportunities to play his
Gallic role again — a role he made famous in Essanay comedies. " The
Rookie's Return " is frail and hardly substantial enough for feature lengthBut it entertain* after a fashion. The speed keeps it going — breezy acting
and action — Length. 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
James Stewart Lee
Douglas MacLean
Alicia
Doris May
Dad
Frank Currier
Henri
Leo White
Gloria
Kathleen Key
Mrs. Radcliffe
Elinor Hancock
Gregg
William Frank
Courtwright
Tubbs
Clark
Mrs. Perkins
Aggie Herring
Francois Dupont
Wallace Beery
By Archer M. McMackin.
Directed by Jack Nelson.
Photographed by Bert Cann.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Rookie's Return " is the title
latest Douglas MacLean
and Dorisis
May picture which comes to the of the next
. This offering
said
to
be
on
a
par
with
"
Twenty-three
and
a
Half
Hours'
Leave
"
in
its
comedy and the spontaneous development of its plot. Besides it measures perfect
out an
equal portion of humanities. Mr. MacLean plays a rookie lately returned from
the war
of aisjob,
takesto up
of selling
books.Good
He fortune
doesn't
meet
withwho,
any deprived
success and
forced
turntheto task
another
occupation.
smiles
upon
him
when
he
inherits
his
wealthy
aunt's
estate
and
his
troubles
still
assemble when he endeavors to keep the inheritance within the family.
A clause in the will states that the servants will come into goodly fortunes if
they are dismissed. So it is a task to keep them despite their insults. He takes
his affairs to a lawyer who is so charmed with his manner that he arranges to
have him in the family. The lawyer allows himself to be kidnapped but it all ends
happily with the hero finding romance with a pretty heiress. The comedy
rich
in Its sure-fire incident and breezes through with plenty of vigor and vitality.is The
stars are perfectly at home in their respective parts and are splendidly supported
by Frank Currier and others. Jack Nelson directed.
PROGRAM READER
He
came
back
from
the
war
and couldn't find a job. But when one is out of
work one can always seU books.
It is a precarious task and Douglas MacLean
found It out to his sorrow. But in soliciting
his offers he met a very charming
gin— a girl he felt was the brightest personality that ever
entered his life So
well did he like her that he made provision to meet her again.
he' That
remains for you to discover when you see Douglas MacLean and Did
Doris May in
The Rookie s Return at the
theatre
next
It is a
highly entertaining comedy— one which is certain in its appeal to the fancies
of
young and old. It carries sentiment,
humor,
romance
and
heart
interest
and is
perfestly acted. To miss it is to miss the treat of the season.
CATCH LINES
He came back from the war to find himself out of work. He took up the task
of selhng books. What happened? See "The Rookie's Return."
See Douglas MacLean and Doris May in "The Rookie's Return."
enjoyable as "Twenty-three and a Half Hours' Leave." Don't miss it.A picture as
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DEC.
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11 GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
" sloir Moving that depends largely on titles." — M. P. News.
" H. B. Warner puts 'punch' into strong dramatic story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture. Average box-office receipts."
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL"Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — M. P. Hews.
TON
OCT
Exhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry In this picture is proving a worthy
" atar gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl." — M P. New*.
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
Exhlt)ltor Comment— " This is an average picture but drew more that
The public
wants
of this Barry
kind."considered
" Picturevery
proved
averageas
drawing
card.
Workplays
of Wesley
good very
but story
usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
carries off her emotional role." "Good picture which brought about the
a whole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic."
u.sual audiences." " Pleased some classes while some resented It."
Consensus- — " Good picture, good puUcr."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. M
" Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations." — il. P. News.
•' Well acted and directed, but development suffers." — M. P. News.
DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) 8PBCIAL CAST
NOV. 6
HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
" Ii07ne interesting moments in this rustic story." — M. N. News.
STEWART
OCT. *•
DKAO HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM PAKNUM
NOV. 6
" Favorite formula given rich production." — M. P. News.
" // they like Farnum, it's a good bet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ' Regarded this as Just a fair picture and drew averBJxhlbltor Comment — " Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum
age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture Is good, and drew
back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
more than usual business." " This picture pleased. Business normal.
Patrons seemed entertained."
" William Farnum has a good box
Anita
Stewart
is onlyJust
fairlyfair.popular.
' " They
it — butis did
not doit
office value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine." " Farnum alcapacity
business.
Wherever
Missliked
Stewart
popular
ways goes over big in a Western picture."
should should be a knockout" " A rather poorlv motivated play based
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
on an old theme. Anita Stewart's charm and ability help to make it an
DWELLING
OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SEPT. 25
SPECIAL PLACE
CAST
average —drawing
Consensus
"Averagecard."
picture, average puller."
" Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted." — M. P. News.
HEADIN'
HOME
( YANKEE-KESSEL ft BAUMAN-STATB EIGHTS)
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
BABE Ruth
RUTH
CAST)
DEC. 25
" Babe
makes debut and scores a hit." — if. P. New*. i"?.. T.OCT (I
"A splendid production given mystery story." — M. P. News.
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC 1
■YES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER NOV. 13
" A complex melodrama very well produced." — M. P. New*.
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " There is nothing startling about this production.
Exhibitor
" A fair picture,
well from
acted.them,
MarydieMiles
Minter
Ranks UPabout
average."
her own Comment
personal— following,
but aside
picture
did has
not
HEARTS
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
JAN.
have much of an appeal."
•• IJarrii Van ii has satiafiiing offering here.'' — J/. P. Neics.
FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 13 HELD BY THE ENEMY
CAST
OCT. I
" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox Unes." — M. P. Nettcs.
"
Cti
i7
war
romance
looks
good
as a picture." — M. P. Newt.
FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
Exhibitor
Comment
average picture.
Fair business."
" Business
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
exceptionally
good.— " AnSurprisingly
large crowds.
Good picture,
well
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B, WARNER
SEPT. 18
liked, surrounded by attractive program."
" A beautiful picture but
" A good production from all angles." — M. P. New*.
nut a box-office puller. Got through a week's run by the skin of the
FIKBBRAND TRBVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY 31
teeth.
the best
stories liked
I've ever
Crowded
houses "forOnetheof entire
run.Civil
and War
everybody
it plaved.
From a box-office
" Buck Jones practically duplicate* his iMt picture." — M. P. New*.
standpoint it was a splendid attraction and business was great." " This
Bxhlbitor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average bu.slfeature seemed to please the audiences anr" we got big box office results."
nesB two days."
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPE91XKD BY QEORQB (UNIVERSAL) LYONB-MOKAN
NOV. 6 HELIOTROPE
CIAL
CAST
DEC.
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce." — M. P. New*.
"
A
different
picture
here." — M. P. News.
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
" A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Mason." — M. P. News.
and
attracting
run." " which
Good picture
well worth
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
hy week
my bouses,
were pretty
well
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DpROTHY
crowded."
"
Did
well
and
held
over
second
w
eek.
Like
most
secondGISH
JAN. 1
weekers here unless they are far above the average or highlv advertised
" Fairlii jileasini; offering iritli Dorothy G-ish." — M. P. News.
it petered out." " An excellent picture in every respect and business
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
Consensus
— " Good picture, good puller." •
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. Ne^irs.
grew all week."
HELPSWEET
WANTED— MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
Exhibitor Comment — "Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because
OCT.
they liked Wanda — and they did not register a kick. Box-oflice just
fair." " This sure did go over ble and the picture deserved it, for It Is
" Too tight and vapid for a flve-reeler." — M. P. Newt.
interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average boxExhibitor Comment — "An average picture to average bnslness for one
office receipts."
week." " This is an average production which brought usual business."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
"A good picture to poor business one day."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27 HER
BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DEC.
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality. ' — M. P. News.
M.P. News.
" French
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirements." —
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business." " A One production.
People stood In line all week to see this picture. Big business."
UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV.
rOKBIDDBN
VALLEY
(BLACKTON-PATHB)
MAY MCAVOY- OCT. 16 HER SWEET
BRUCB OOSDON
" Good production given average story." — M. P. News.
" An exciting story concerning a Kentucky feud." — M. P. New*.
HUTCH (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS
SEPT. :
rsoM NOW on (fox) oeorge walsh
ocr. 2 HONEST
" RogerM icores again in human, likeable role." — if. P. Neirt.
" Entertaining
crook story, with George WaUh, well directed." — if. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wonderfully entertaining picture which the andlen<-*
New*.
seemed to like. Boi-offlce receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en
FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
tertalolug feature and brought a well filled house at each performance.''
"Laudedbutby Rosers
the critics
as the with
best the
picture
of the
week."
good
" "Talky picture has little appeal." — M. P. News.
picture
not popular
women
folks.
Poor "A
business
EJxhlbitor
— " One
best pictures
I have
seen. It cast.
has
two days." " An average picture which played to poor business."
strength Comment
and purpose
and ofis the
wonderfully
portrayed
by excellent
HONEYMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
Exceptionally
good upbusiness."
" Andayabsolute
sensation.
knockout
CAST
OCT.
Had S. R. O. sign
from opening
till finish
of week. A One
of the
New*.time western full of real cowboys and hat action galore." — M. P.
" Old
best picture I've ever seen." " Unusually good audience picture. Everybody liked it. Opened to big Sunday business." " Very big production.
Exhibitor
Comment
Played
to standing
pulled
Business better than average." " The plot of the picture is good but
in crowds.
Allene— "Ray
pleasing
as star.room.
PictureStrong
very posters
well receivel
the details are not well worked out. It is fair. Average receipts."
Best
Western
shown
here
for
long
time.
Patrons
asked
for
others
like
•ILDBD DREAM. THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMBL MYBRS
OCT. M
if. Full of action and suspense and the kind that draws crowds back
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines." — M. P. Newt.
to
see
more
of
the
same
kind."
HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
NOV.
•IRL IN THE WEB. THE (HAMPTON-PATHB) BLANCHE
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
SWEET
JULY 81
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture took well and brought good box offlO'
" A splendid production from all angles." — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " A good story. It drew well. Two days to average
HOUSE
OF
WHISPERS. KERRIGAN
THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR- OCT.
business." " Pair.
belongsactresses
in theseon silly
REN
namby-pamby
roles. Don't
She isthink
one ofBlanche
the bestSweet
emotional
the
returns."
"Kerrioan
has
another
interesting
mystery story." — If. P. Newt.
screen — but wasted in drivel like this. Box-office only fair."
HUSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
SEPT.
GIRL OF MY HEART (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
" Farcial development of Fitznerald's cnmedv drama." — If. P News.
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY NOV.
" Star fails to enliven very dull stnrii." — .1/. P. News.
" Colorful production marked by good incident." — M. P. News.
OOOD-BAD WIFE. THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew 13.000 paid admissions the day it opened
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. S«
A wonderful drawing card." " Opening week equalled ' On with th
" Good prod iiction i/ireu rather illogical story." — M. P Xdr.s.
Dance.' Held for second week. Picture makes 'em talk." " Went ore
big. Certainly a sure fire production, both as to entertainment and b*OOODMADGE
REFERENCES
(FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- OCT. It
office value." " Big business second week. Thrilling. Gorgi^ius set
" Rtara vopularitv may aet it hy." — M. P. News.
and sensational title are big attractions." " A good picture filled wit
sex appeal that did a good business." "Opened up extra big and cor
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought crowded houses as do all Talmadge pictinned so during week run." " This picture brought very good busines
tures, either Constance or Norma." " Above the ordinary Constance
and people
attractedgoodto puller."
it because of title."
Talmadge productions, and was well patronized." " Pleases star's folConficnsus
— ■• soomed
Good picture,
lowers. Opened to excellent business."
Box Office Reports continued on page 600
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"THE

CHARM
SCHOOL"
(Paramount-Artcraf t )

Wallace Reid Has Another W inner Here

WALLACE REID doesn't have to wait over a lapse of pictures for a
good one. For having consecutively excellent productions, this
popular star wins the prize. Is it any wonder that he is leading
his rivals in the popidarity contests? Here is "The Charm School" for
example. This product hasn't had lime to grow cold from its stage presentation, but someone's far-seeing eye has been used to advantage. Is it
Tom Geraghty? If it is, he saw the rich screen possibilities in this delightful bit of romantic nonsense — nonsense which is made almost real. It is
quite a departure for Reid, too. Thers is none of the crisp and snappy
action characteristic of "Always Audacious" and "Excuse My Dust."
It conquers for its original incident, its quaint humor, its intelligent
titling, its captivating charm and a nearly perfect interpretation. The continuity flows along evenly without a break discernible anywhere and there
is so much contagious comedy that the spectator is caught in the embrace
and capitulates without a murmur. The hero inherits a select boarding
school which is rapidly going to the dogs because of old fashioned principles and principals. The girls are modern to a degree and they welcome
the chance to worship at the shrine of a new head-master. Reid would
install a plan which would make the sub-debs charming — either through a
course of physical culture sprouts or being taught the graces of the perfect
deportment page. Calculus and higher learning, he claims is antediluvian
and tends to develop girls with masculine characteristics. And the star
has a lot of fun — fun smoking cigarettes on the side and fun exclaiming to
doting papas and mammas that their children are not commonplace. He
is a keen student of human nature and knows that to win parents he must
first praise their offsprings.
There is no single track development either. A romance carries on the
charm which is also generated through the new curriculum, the pretty
girls, and the spontaneity of the comedy. Every scene is perfectly dovetailed which shows finished workmanship in each department. The humor
is not lost for a moment, but effervesces throughout. This picture rounds
out a year of highly entertaining Wallace Reid pictures — the kind of pictures which is placing the screen on a par with the stage. The picture is
effective propaganda for those schools which are adopting a similar policy.
The old-fashioned schools wUl doubtless build propaganda against it.
What are studies compared to making a hit in society, through being
graceful and charming? The star and his company play with unbounded
enthusiasm. This will be one of the hits of the season. — Length, 5 reels.
— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Austin
Bevans
.'
Wallace
Elise
Lila Reid
Lee
Mrs. Rolles
Adele Farrington
Susie Rolles
Beulah Bains
Homer Jones
Edwin Stevens
Miss Hayes
Grace Morse
Sally Boyd
PatriciaStedman
Magee
George
Boyd
Lincoln
Miss Curtis
Kate Toncray
Miss Tevis
Mina Redman
Mr. Boyd
Snitz Edwards
Europia
Tina Marshall
By Alice Duer Miller.
Scenario by Tom Geraghty.
Directed by James Cruze.
Photographed by C. E. Schoenbaum.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Wallace Reid, who is considered by many the most popular star in pictures, is
coming to the
theatre next
in his latest comedy-romance
entitled
The Charm
adapted
Geraghty
by Alice" Duer
Miller.School,"
This story
has byalsoTomfound
its
wayfromto the
the magazine
stage and story
was
played with great success in New York the past season.
The
tale
may be said
to be highly original upon the screen and sends forth flash after flash
of rare
"""jor as well as scenes which captivate for the manner of their interpretation.
Mr. Reid plays
of a young man who inherits a girls' boarding school.
Tired of the m.annerthe ofpart
up the modern girl, he tries the plan of starting
a charm school, holding bringing
to the idea that it is more
advantageous
women to
possess charm and grace than higher learning. The picture buildsforwith
plenty
of scintillating high lights which captivate the audience. It is humorous to
the girls jump at the chance to give up higher learning for the sake of athletics seeor
the graces of the ball-room. " The Charm School " is said to be Wallace Reid's
best picture, which is saying a good deal after his memorable " Always Audacious."
PROGRAM READER
u^^^*
^°
^^'■^it?^ young
a gir s' boarding
school? What would you do with
Would man
you who
sell itinherited
or would you attempt to
teach in It? Would you also cultivate an acquaintance
with a charming girl or
popular Wallace Reid in "The Charm
that greets
the problem comedy
c u the scintillating
whichthecomes
to the
. theatre next
-— —
.
This
is
quite
the
most
delightful
that
Mr. Reid ever appeared in and offers him manifold opportunities topicture
show
his
rare
talent
1 he picture abounds with humor and romance and is the biggest comedy
comedy treat
of the season. See " The Charm School " and have
romance again.
CATCH LINES
ch?rmino^"'H'^
^Fj'i
school and determined to make the fair students
in
Which Wallace
Reid ever
^m^hirh
VJ^^V
^° ^''""^
'"^''^ Charm School," the finest comedy
appeared.
an^dSr.Hnn'lfT'
u^^Vlearning?
be-a girlSeepossessed
of captivating
an
education of higher
" The Charm
School." charm or one having

"CINDERELLA'S

TWIN"

(Metro)
Just Misses Being Very Commonplace
METRO acclaims this an original story by Luther Reed, which leads
us to obser\'e that "original" may mean not adapted from a
novel or play or can be taken literally.
In the latter connection the caption referred to is rather a misnomer.
If there is anything original or even interesting in " Cinderella's Twin,"
it is to be found in the first few sequences showing a " push button "
kitchen with the star presiding as chief cook and bottle washer. After that
Mr. Rsed's story is strictly orthodox and made to order from such material as is at the finger tips of the trained scenario writer, sliowing how
Miss Dana as a modern Cinderella went to a grand ball, danced with her
Sunday supplement hero, unwittingly became the accomplice of a gang
of crooks and finally posed for the clinch.
Had the fundamental idea of this picture been developed with entertaining incident, as, for instance, in " You Never Can Tell," rather than
painstakingly building to the end of an obvious story we would find no
fault with the offering, but such is not the case.
Titles that attempt to be clever and just escape being inane, and some
pronounced overplaying by several principals of the cast, add to the production's shortcomings. The star doesn't have much to do but look
innocent — rather too innocent for a girl named " Connie McGill," who
has been a kitchen mechanic on a lot of different jobs by her own admission. Ruth Stonehouse appears in a bit after a considerable absence
from the screen and makes the best impression of any one in a role that
offers little opportunity.
At times the offering borders on slapstick and never does it present any
real screen drama. However, there are probably some audiences and some
people in all audiences who will find it satisfactory and as a program picture it may slide by without raising a storm of protest. — I^ength, 5 reels.—
/. .S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Connie McGill
viola Dana
Prentice Blue
Wallace McDonald
"The Lady"
Ruth Cecil
Stonehouse
Helen Flint
Foster
•Pa" Dugeen
Edward
Conne.ly
■Ma" Dugeen
Victory
Bateman
Ma-cia Valentine
Gertrude
Gwendolyn
Valentir.e
Irene Short
Hunt
Williams
" Calvert
Edward Carter
Cecil
Boggs
Directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
Story and scenario by Luther Reed.
Photography by John Arnold.
A. E. Mantz, Art Director.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Viola Dana. Metro's popular ingenue star, is to be presented in a new comedy
drama, "Cinderella's
Twin," at . the
theatre for a
days' engagement beginning
As
may
be
inferred
by
the
tit'e
"Cinderella's
Twin"
is
a
moderu
version
famous fairy story presenting the star as a little slavey whom fate allows to ofgo theto
a grand ball there to meet the hero of her dreams who later asks her to become his
wife, after
jewel
robbery.it becomes known that she is innocent of being an accomplice in a
In support of Miss Dana is a well known cast and the production is one of the
most meritorious of the year. Miss Dana wears a wonderful gown when the good
fairy sends her to the ball and the p'ot and its complications will be found of
unusual strength. In addition to the feature a big bill of smaller attractions has
been prepared.
PROGRAM READER
"Cinderella's
Twin"
is
the
title of Viola
Dana's latest theatre
starringforvehicle
Metro program and will be presentsd
at the
a — on the •
days' engagement beginning
.
In the photoplay popular Miss Dana is shown as a little kitchen slavey whom
fate elects shall enact a modern version of the famous fairy story with additions
in the way of a gang of crooks who unwittingly use her to help steal some valuable jewels. How she goes to the grand ball there to dance with the hero of her
dreams and how she finally accepts the young prince's offer of marriage makes as
interesting
dramaby asa this
has players
presented.and the proIvliss Danaa romantic
is supported
strongseason's
cast ofphotoplays
well known
duction itself is fully up to the present day standard. There is plenty of comedy,
some
thrills and oodles of romance. What more can be required for a pleasing
motionrealpicture?
SUGGESTIONS
Opportunity is presented for tie-ups with merchants who sell kitchen articles,
11 the first scenes of the picture. Build window displays modeled after these scenes.
For a lobby display carry out the same idea. You could rig up a complete kitchen
with range, dumbwaiter, etc., all in spotless white and install a cook who will
double^ Miss Dana. Use signs such as these. This is the kind of a kitchen Cinderel'a's
Twinthis,
worksbut in.
got ninety
a month
a "'push button"
kitchen like
she Cinderella's
fell in love Twin
and wanted
a flat
of herin own.
In your newspaper advertising carry out the same plans. Use snappy selling
talk
and leadsaying
your that
patrons
expect Cinderella
light entertainment.
Don'tof tell
themmixed
the
plot beyond
it is atomodern
yarn with a gang
crooks
up in it. Use plenty of stills and big newspaper space. For a scene cut select
stills that
suggestalso.comedy. You might give the author, director «nd supporting cast
some
mention
CATcH LINES
Connie ran a push button kitchen at ninety a
prince. Then fate and a crooked fairy godmother
she lost her slipper and caused a lot of trouble,
for a four room flat in which to keep house for
little princes and princesses by and by.

month and dreamed of her fairy
sent her to the grand ball, where
but finally she went out to hunt
her prince and probably a lot of
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lack of direction and lack of judgment In picking story. Another plcturt
IM THE
HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL OCT. 2S
CAST
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the beat money-gett«rB
" Very yood entertainment in this complicated story." — M. P. Netcs.
I've had in a long time Personally, did not care for the picture, so
Exhibitor Comment — " A good audience picture. Its many leading love
why worry?" "Poor picture, business fair. Believe Nazimova is fallthemes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good proing back in her stories. If she keeps this up she's liable to lose her
ductions, which brought the crowds." " A rather complicated theme
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
which Ijept up the suspense until the end. However, a bit too meloMADAM
X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
OCT. •
popularity."
dramatic in spots."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
News.
" Tremendous
drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced." — M. P.
IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to very poor business ; competition
"Below "William Russell's previous
work; only slightly interesting. —
M. P. Netcs.
to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. Business, total,
very good.pictures.
A fine There
picture are
— a moments
classic."in "the
Not picture
up to that
the
JUCKLINS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
standard
of Nazimova
" Rural story rich in detail and atmosphere." — M. P. News.
do
not
ring
true.
However,
Nazimova
followers
seemed
satisfied."
"
Am
JAILBIRD, THE LAS
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
DOUGaverage production. Box office returns fair." " Despite the fact that
MACLEAN
OCT. 0
most persons who
it seemed
to likeand
it. It didn't reach
expectations.
"Rather obvwut, but fairly diverting." — M. P. News.
Crowds
only saw
average
week,
is only
'fair.' "
Exhibitor Comment — " MacLean does good worli In a typical Charles Ray
" Pleased— were
Immensely.
Stargood
atallher
best. Wentmy bigreport
all week."
Consensu*
"Oood
picture,
puller."
part — but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."
"Disappointing after seeing ' 23% Hours Leave.' Fair business." "Very
MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR- BANKS DEC. 11
bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started
A
"
lemon."
a
it's
whole
the
on
But
big.
endedDoris May production which did the business.
and then and
big, slumped,
" Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — M. P. News.
usual
Doug. MacLean
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popuBoth of these actors have been ve,ry popular in this city since appearing
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
in '231/2 Hours' Leave.'"
Well received and well liked."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
MARRIAGE
PIT,
THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
OCT. 16
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV. t7
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride." — U. P .News.
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment." — M. P. News.
THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRYKENTUCKY CIAL
COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON)
SPE- SEPT. 2S MASTER MIND,
MORE
OCT. t
CAST
"
Melodrama
of
interesting quality." — M. P. News.
" Old time favorite makes moss covered picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An artistic picture which played to only average
KI8HBT (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER
NOV. •
houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite. The picture pleased."
"U.OtisP. News.
Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production." —
'* Large audiences. Very good attraction." " Powerful and very high
grade
picture
better than average
business."
very
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Brol£e house record
good all
week.which
Fairdidentertainment
qualities.
Star the" Business
real drawing
even at advanced prices."
card." " This picture was nothing out of the ordinary but it drew
very well." " Fairly good picture. More than usual business."
LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUCConsensus — -" Oood picture good puller."
ERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
MID-CHANNEL
(CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG . 8KPT 3i
" A Masterpiece oS its kind." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " It's certainly a screen classic. Wonderful realism
" Drama
News. lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending." — M. P
throughout. Exceptionally good cast. Crowded houses from the first
Exhibitor Comin»»>t — " Big picture which drew more than niual business."
of openingTHEday (REALART)
right throughSPECIAL
the week."CAST
LAW performance
OF THE YUKON,
OCT. 3
'•tanecuB
A good first
picture
drewhaswell."
" Filled
two houses
during
a slmulrun.which
Young
a steady
following,
who are
enthusiastic
" This picture proves a disappointment." — M. P. News.
supporters. This picture Is different from those which have preciided.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which drew the usual business."
LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
OCT. It
Star not so much In evidence as In 'Byes of Tonth.' Good support helps
to make the picture Interesting." " Picture is O. K. but we bad poor
" Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story." — M. P. News.
business."
to ClaraFair
Kimball
Young'sTheystandard
Exhibitor Comment — " Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked
as
to either" Mediocre
drawing picture
qualitiesnotor uppicture.
business.
came,
at
all." Is "one
An ofe.vcelleut
picture here.
and a Her
good acting
box office
attraction."
" Louise
Glaum
the favorites
pleased
the audience
and
but expected something better." " Business was good. Picture only
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
fair.
not well pleased."
" The Young
box-office
showed
the
public Audiences
likes this production.
C!ara Kimball
is well
likedthat
In this,
week." " Star fairly well UkeA, and picture did fair business. Was somecity and her name appeared frequently In the daily papers while the picwhat disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."
ture was— running."
Consensus
" Oood picture, good puller "
Consensus — " Average picture, average puUer."
LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL DEC. IS
ARBUCKLE
DEC. 4
CAST
" Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckle's Latest." — M. P. News.
"
Perfectly
constructed
picture
stamps De Mille as master director." —
M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An entertaining feature and a good box ofBce
attraction."
"
A
laugh-getting
Arbuckle
comedy
which
played
to
good
MISLEADING LADY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
business for one week with an increa-^sed attendance the last part of the
" Stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — M. P. News.
engagement." "Fine picture. Splendid business. Excellent entertainment. The kind of show It's a pleasure to run. Everybody comes into
MODERN TONSALOME,
A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP- JAN. 31
(FEB. 1)
the theatre
expecting
to have
good time and go out happy."
Consensus
— " Oood
picture,
good a puller."
" Satisfied from all angles." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
LIGHT WOMAN,
THE (AMERICAN)
HELEN JEROME
EDDY
OCT. 1
days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This Is a very poor
" Not above the average." — M. P. News.
offering,— and
we had picture,
dull business
run."
Consensus
" Average
averageduring
puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Helen Jerome Eddy Is fair In this picture. Business
MONEY-CHANGERS,
THE
(BENJ.
B.
HAMPTON-PATHE)
NOV. 6
l.1 **
&S USUf'FRAID
" Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses." — M. P. News.
LITTLE
LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. 4
MR. WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANG" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally oast." — M. P. News.
M'CARTHY
JAN. 1
LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV. 13
•' Unique and strongly dramatic from plot angle." — M. P. News.
" New star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. It
LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH
OCT. J
" Stage success not so good as a picture." — M. P. News.
NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT.
" Dorothy Oish scores in story filled with hokum." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture affords ret.! entertainment for most
" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture." — M. P. News.
any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody, even from those
Exhibitor
good, played
to better
average
Lots of Comment
action. —The" Very
big scenes,
especially
those than
in which
the business.
animals
who claim the situations weren't funny. The photography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." " Star at her best
participated, made a big hit." " Not up to some of the other Curwood
Picture only fair. Business no better."
stories but was liked. .\verage business." "ood business on this
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
picture, —which
to please."
LOVE
(T. PARKER
READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE
Consensus
" Goodseemed
picture,
good puller."
GLAUM
•
., V^ -?r^9; "
NORTH WIND'S
MALICE,
THE
(REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC- OCT. 30
IAL
CAST
" Louise
Glaum
scores
in
familiar
picture,
sumptuously
mounted."
—
ii.
P.
News.
"Probably
the
best
Beach
picture
yet produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all business
the women.
It's
Exhibitor
Not much.
Did fairbusiness
business."
" Good
picture
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive.
at two
the cold Comment
Northwest— " which
did excellent
for two
weeks,
havingof
been held over a second week on account of the large crowds it drew
simultaneous first-run houses."
LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIQANthe first seven days."
VIVIENNE OSBORNE
OCT. 16 OCCASIONALLY
YOURS
(GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW OCT. 2
CODY
"Story has distinctive appeal." — If. P. Neies.
"
Male
vampire
in
a
mere
succession
of society scenes." — If. P. News.
MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER
PRODUCTION)
LINA CAVAExhibitor Comment — " Entertaining pictura Business about as usual."
LIBRI
NOV. • OFFICER
666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV. 13
"Average production stars Cavalieri." — M. P. News.
"Fair entertaitiment, but titles earn most of the laughs." — if. P. News.
MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
OCT. 16
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage suc" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting." — M. P. News.
cess won. Public praised the picture.'" " Not up to Tom Moore's
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew big houses each day. This city has large
standard, although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-office
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
feature brought
business
to please"This
my
were exceptionally pleased with it." " Nazimova popular here. House
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-office attraction. Crowds
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova plcturets has affected the box office." "The crowds came to see this picture
packed
the houseTom
everyMoore
performance."
A very
the
stage success.
at his best, " but
as inclever
the adaptation
case of all ofprevibecause they are enthusiastic about the star, Nazimova. Drew well for
entire week. " Worst Nazimova picture ever produced and shows plainly
ous stage and stock productions, business far below average."
Box Office Reports continued on page 602
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"THE

HUNDREDTH

CHANCE"

(Stoll-Pathe)
Familiar Story Is Well Picturized
difference between the English and American productions is not
so noticeable in StoU's latest importation, " The Hundredth
Chance." While a familiar and obvious story is represented here
nevertheless it has been well picturized. Praise must be given to the
scenario writer for furnishing an even continuity which the director has
fashioned into scenes which build consecutively. While there are certain
technical flaws in the production these will pass unnoticed by the average
spectator because of the story interest. The analytical may observe that
the interior shots are taken from corners — that complete reproductions of
rooms are not offered. Some may notice faulty grouping and the overelaborate sets.
These technicalities do not spoil the story which moves with effective
^ituations and finishes with a good thrill and an adequate climax. As far
as the plot is concerned, the picture can be easily punctured. For one
thing the note of pathos is stressed a trifle too much. The heroine is
represented as a much persecuted girl who, seemingly, flies from one pair
of brutal arms to another. To bring solace to an invalid brother
she willingly consents to marry a man far beneath her station in life, although she is unwilling to maintain her marital vows. In other words she
takes everything and gives nothing in return. Her husband is groom to
the " heavy " who would compromise her. And the latter is pictured as
having a firm place in her heart. But in the end she realizes that her
better half is a man through his willingness to fight for her.
It strikes us that treating the story with a touch of humor — painting the
girl succumbing to her husband by having him play the indiflEerent attitude would be more effective. Instead the pathos is accentuated. Wherever
she turns there is the sterner sex ready and eager to pounce upon her and
devour her, so to speak._ English country life is well visualized in appropriate atmosphere and the camera work is highly commendable. The thrUI
finds expression in a stirring steeplechase which is caught in a marvelous
long shot. Riders are tumbled from their horses with reckless abandon.
There are verj' few close-ups and more might have been used — especially
in acquainting the public with the delicate charm and beauty of Mary
Glynne, who is a composite picture of Constance Talmadge and Irene
Castle. She is given too much liberty in emphasizing the sorrowful note.
Still she has a distinctive personality which is certain to be felt. A finely
balanced cast is in support. The title finds meaning in the 'chances of the
husband to win the steeplechase and his bride at the same time. And he
succeeds. The picture should prove a good box ofiice attraction. —
Length, 6 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Maude Brian
Mary Glynne
Jack Bolton
Sidney Seaward
Sheppard
Teddy Arundel
Lord Saltash
Dennis Neilson-Terry
Bunny
Patrick Kay
Mrs. Sheppard
Ernita Lascelles
Dr. Capper
Eille Norwood
By Ethel M. DeU.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
and
The Hundredth
Film Company
of America. It isis" from
the pen of Chance,"
Ethel M. produced
Dell, oneby ofthetheStoll
foremost
novelists
of the day, and tells a story o fa girl who in order to escape the blows and caresses
of her guardian accepts a proposal of marriage from a trainer of horses — a man
far beneath her station in life, with the understanding, that he must win her love
before she
becomca
his wife
in fact.
After the wedding
groom'sis employer
renews
an old
friendship
and tries
to compromise
her. Her thehusband
not optitimistic
in
winning
his
bride's
love,
believing
that
his
chance
is
one
in a hundred.
In the stable is a horse that he thinks is capable of winning the coming
steeplechase. So he names the horse " The Hundredth Chance." The animal wins the
Derby and the husband wins his wife, but only after she realizes that the gold in
his character dominates the dross. It is a picture which is well charged with
human elements — elements which build interest and suspense. There are moments
of pathos and sentiment. The offering is well staged in the proper settings which
exude a perfect atmosphere. Prominent in the cast are such well known English
players as Dennis NeiJson-Terry, Mary Glynne and Teddy Arundel.
PROGRAM READER
A story of how a man won a girl against heavy odds — as the situation looked
to
him — is told intheatre
" The next
Hundredth Chance,"and
the Stoll picturewith
whicha celebrated
comes to
the
cast of English players. How the girl has full opportunity to compare him with
his rival, realizing that he hasn't a chance to lose — how the lucky man wins the
great steeplechase the same day — how he proves to his bride that while he may be
rough in manner but carries a heart of pure gold — these things are pictured in a
stirring melodrama
the such
eternalnotes
triangle.
"Theromance
Hundredth
Chance" isandwellis
balanced
with thrillsof and
as pathos,
and sentiment
wonderfully acted. It contains charming atmosphere.
SUGGESTIONS
You might tell your crowd that the chance is theirs to see a fine English pic
*>re— ;-a picture quite comparable to the best American production. Tell them
that
The aHundredth
Chancea chance
" is a instirring
picture win
of the
trianglehimof
a girl" and
man who had
a hundred
her.eternal
She married
under the stipulation that he had to win he r love tobefore
she
became
his wife in
fact. Make that plain to your crowd. Play up the cast. Tell that the
playing the lead is remarkably beautiful — a composite picture of Constanceactress
Talmadge and Irene Castle. Tell that Dennis Neilson-Terry is in the cast. Bring
out that he is a son of Ellen
Terry, the famous tragedian and a brother of Alice
Meilson Terry. Play up the stirring steeplechase. Use stills.
THE

THE

"TORRENT"^
(Universal)

Orthodox Story Makes Rather Colorful Picture
ALTHOUGH Universal's latest is fashioned from an orthodox formula
— the desert island refugee idea — it carries enough color and melodrama to provide a satisfying hour. There are highlights in its
favor which may be emphasized here as picturesque night photography, an
effective storm at sea, and enough adventurous incident to charm those
patrons who cater to serials. The action crackles much after the serial
fashion and provides a good note of suspense, although it is perfectly
obvious to discover the development of the story. " The Torrent " may be
put down as primitive melodrama witli emphasis placed upon a persecuted
heroine and the element of romance.
The introductory shot reveals a carousal aboard a yacht with the mortified bride jumping overboard to save herself from the beastly personality
of her husband. Conclusions are jumped at conveniently here and one
must accept it as unadultc rated fiction to discover the girl in the next episode a refugee on a barrer island. To this spot comes an aviator who is
forced to remain when his machine is destroyed by a bootlegger. " The adventurous incident develops when a party of whiskey runners come to
manufacture some "hooch" and carry it back to the mainland. They
mistrust the hero to be a government agent and subject him to various
forms of torture — one of w'lich is unduly cruel, jack Perrin certainly
earns his money in being tied flat to his back on a floating raft and the
surf allowed to nm over him. The villains have another object which is to
harass the girl and dishonor her if possible.
One must not question the means of sustenance or the fact that the hero
is clean-shaven despite the fact that he saved nothing from his wardrobe.
One overlooks these flaws in the vigorous episodes which certainly contain
some thrills not equipped with shock absorbers. Of course, propinquity
brings the pair together in a number of romantic embraces and their adventure on the island is taken up with rescuing one another. The girl
thinks she has become a widow, but for the purposes of the complications,
her husband is allowed to resuscitate himself. In the end he dies from dissipation, leaving the romancers to find love's fulfillment
matrimony.
They make their escape by overpowering their opponents andin riding
away
in their launch. Tbs picture offers several " he-man " fights which are
realistic with such capable character actors as Jack Curtis about. He is
unusually villainous here and may be said to excel himself. The night
photography, presumably taken with powerful arc-lights or search-lights,
always effective. Miss Novak plays with considerable enthusiasm. '"Theis
Torrent"
may defy
reels.
— Laurence
Reid.logic, hut it carries a sting all the same.— Length, 5
THE CAST
Velma Patton
-c- »t ■
Novak
Anne Mayhew
Lieut. Paul Mack
9^x^ pO«»
Leonard Shumway
Red Calvin
i,-^^"^ Curtis
Jud
First Rossen
Mate
^^^■■Rix.
^^^^:^:::::: I:::::::::::: I bS[ A^liZ
By George
Directed by Stuart Paton.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
A story of adventure and romance is " The Torrent," adapted from Georgei
Rix s novel, " Out of the Sunset," which will be the feature attraction at thS
—
theatre next — ;
and
with Eva Novak as the star.
The action pilots the charming
Miss Novak through ,scenes
which build the utmost
in suspense and adventure and compel
her
to
show
flashes of capable histrionic
ability. As Velma Patton, who is shackled to a brutal
husband
but who finds
love s expression after the supposed death of
spouse, she is called upon to
give vitality to scene after scene and her work her
calls for the highest praise
Unable to put up with her husband's brutality, she suffers him to have a paralytic stroke during a cruise on his yacht. The wild orgy ends in the girl finding sanctuary on a lonely island while
her husband is seemingly brought to his
death. To this, island comes a young
whose virtues counteract the faults
of her husband. And they manage toaviator
exist and propinquity lends an enchantment which ends m love. But adventure comes also in the figures
of bootleggers
who torture the aviator under the suspicion that he is a government
and
harass the girl at every opportunity. However they make their escape agent
and their
romance culmmates in marriage after the husband dies from dissipation.
The)
picture IS colorful and charged with crackling action and is capably enacted by
a cast that includes Jack Curtis and Jack Harris.
PROGRAM READER
She was cast upon a lonely isle. But she wasn't a Crusoe. Into her life came
a refugee, and together they managed to exist. Perhaps romance had something
to do with it. But their happiness was cut short by a group of bootleggers who
tortured them at every opportunity. How they made their
escape — how they find
real happiness in the end is told in five reels of adventurous melodrama.
The action
crackles with suspense and mystery. The patrons of the
will enjoy
" The Torrent " when it comes to the
theatre
next
, withat
Eva Novak as the star. They will enjoy the night photography — the storm
sea — the rescue — the startling scenes on the island — they will see a picture of
vigor and punch. Don't miss it.
CATCH LINES
pretty
and the
talented
in her the
latest
picture, See" The
Torrent."
SeeSeethethestorm
at sea,
rescue, Eva
the Novak
fine romance,
mystery.
a red-blooded
melodrama.
Can a wife give up hope of finding happiness if she is married to the wrong man?
The answer is found in " The Torrent," Eva Novak's latest Universal feature.
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OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1 ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
'• Good production given thrilling story." — J/. P. News.
■ Jiiitlu r li(/lit but ciiti rtaiiiiiuj." — M. J'. .\ < » x.
SCUTTLERS, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 25
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY,
AN
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
RAY
NOV. 13
" Farnum has a ' He-Man ' role in ."story of the sea." — if. P. News.
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
■■ Xot iiiucli to the story, hut Ray puts it over." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Kay
" Fannie ^yard's acting the redeeming feature here." — M. P. News.
standard." " Hay always good and does not fall down on tbis. Had
SINS OF ROSANNE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAYmore than Kay
usualrunsbusiness."
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
TON
■
OCT. 23
Dorvisb.
around and" Should
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
"
Very
little
appeal
in
this
wildly
fantastic
story."
—
M. P. News.
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
Exhibitor
Comment
good business.
to people Many
will" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
ing to accept
story— as" Pretty
just movie.
Rather goodSatisfactory
drawing qualities.
all week, (iliddle West.)" "One of the poorest things Kay has ever
done. They came because it was Ray — but they didn't enjoy It." .\n
SLAVE OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE)
PAULINE FRED- ERICK OCT. 30
amusing farce, but not quite up to some of Kay's recent efforts. A good
liked it."
box-ofiice attraction, however.''
Cojisf ji-SH.v — ■■ Good picture, good puller."
" Hill from a production and acting standpoint." — J/. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good business. The picture satisfied a critical
ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
SEPT. 18
Aici(i<ir eorni (III whii-li .tliould iiitrrcnt." — U. /'. yews.
SMILING
ALL THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. 27
Exhibitor Coniiacnt — " Picture is siood throughout.
Seeme<l to please
DAVID
audience. BUTLER
"
audiences." "Only an avera.i;o jiiiture. .\vcras.'(' business one day."
" Butler's third is well produced and thoroughly interested." — M. P. News.
ONCEPHILLIPS
TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY OCT. 16
SO CAST
LONG
LETTY
(CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL OCT. 30
" Absorbing story well produced and acted." — 3/. P. .Yctcs.
p]xhibitor Comment —
fair production bringing average box-office re•• Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen." — M. P. News.
turns." "This pic'ture had little comment either favorable or otherExhibitor Comment — " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should
wise. Box-olfice returns say production is fair." " Am playing it for a
be cut out by all exhibitors that run it, as it has some bad morals.''
-second week in a town where ' Humoresque ' played only one week.
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
One lips
of does
thesome
best ofattractions
I haveof played
this season."
'• Dorothy
the best work
her career
in this picture,
whichPhil-is
" Interesting crook story, well directed and acted." — J/. P. News.
interesting and handsomely produced. Did splendid business at this theSOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART." ".Tust
very days,
successful
we(>k.
I make
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 30
practice atreof
one completed
week runs,second
or evenandthree
but this
picture
playeda
• Impressive moments in this artistic production." — M. P. News.
to two weeks' capacity business." " A poor attraction, very little to
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production in every way." " A great picredeem it. Business far below normal."
and drew
like house
atire."
" Now
here isthroughout,
a picture. ofTypical
Cniiseusus — Ai crat/c picture, average puller."
Mille turecast,
direction
and all.
Not as
enjoyable
couri?e, Deas
OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST)
OCT. 2
'
Why
Change
Tour
Wife.'
but
finely
built
for
contrast
of
action
and
■ I real rniistcrpirce oj direction, acting and castiiiri.'' — .1/. P. Sews.
suspense.
Big business
carriedduring
over another
week."of "itsDrew
good
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
houses to excellent
business
fourth week
run.veryCrowds
■• ^fagaxine story developed into mediocre pictuvc." — J/. P. yews.
continued." " Picture so good business grows. Held for a third week."
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL)
SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 2316
•• "This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
•■ German picture is spectacular ; wonderfully acted." — il. P. News.
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
house which
tellspicture,
the story."
PASSION'S
PLAYGROUND
(FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE OCT.
MACDONALD
Consensus
— " Good
good puller."
SONGVIVIAN
OF THE
SOUL,
THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN) OCT. 23
■• An artificial story hold.': it back.'' — ^f. P. \en-s.
MARTIN
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY. .OCT. 23
•' Fine basic plot, but lacks action and incident." — 31. P. News.
" Humorous
incident, rustic settings and Charles Hay — enough.'' — M. P.
Keics.
SPLENDID
HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B OCT. 2
WALTHALL
Exhibitor Comment — " Registered a big hit. .\ real Ray triumph. Audiences applaud enthusiastically." " Very good week. Ray always sure
■
Good
production
and actiJtg save this cue." — M. P. News.
of big business. This coDsidered much better than ' 4.") Minutes from
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . JAN. 1
Broadway.' " " Charles Kay in any story is enough to pack this house.
In ' Peaceful Valley' he is cast in a role that his admirers want to see
• Vieucd from all angles, rather a notable film " — M. P. Ntws.
him in. The picture attracted capacity houses for a seven-day run."
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
" Did veryfeaUire
well. wliich
Picturetookentertaining
box-officeAs results
good."value
"A
pleasing
well in myandtheatre.
to box-office
■
Artistic
production,
but
disappointing
for
a
London
story." — M. P. News.
it is a pretty good bet."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
STEALERS, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 2
•• Ej-ceptional from both directional and technical angles." — if. P. News.
PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Although
this
was
a
fair
box-office
attraction,
I
(MAR. 1)
JAN. 31
was disappointed. Did not go over as big as I expected, nor wa? it as
'■ Gooil production of mcchiiniciil and unreal plot.'' — M. P. .Vcir-v.
big a picture as I expected."
PENALTY.
THE
(GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL
OCT. 16
CAST
NOV. 27 SWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
■ Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance.'' — M. P. Netcs.
•• Great
News. vehicle for Lon Chancy, but falU short in many icays.^' — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."
" One of the greatest surprises of the season. Considered the poorest
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture, although some women were
picture this star has ever played in — yet it did capacity business."
shocked at the idea of Lon Chancy with legs cut off." " Very good.
Consensus
— " Good picture, good puller.''
Chaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days." " "WonderSUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
OCT. 2
and very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful story
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, and
•• Carey in unattractive role in complex story." — M. P. News.
brought big box-office returns."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture •which brought good business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES
OCT. »
PINK
TIGHTS
(UNIVERSAL)
GLADYS
"WALTON
SEPT.
25
" Having enough thrills, it makes a good western.'' — M. P. News.
" Slight .v/ori/, 6i(( entertaining incident, in circus picture." II. P. Xeics.
39 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY
SEPT. 25
Exhibitor Coinnient — "Great picture. Turned them away at night." "The
•• Entertaining picture made frnm stage success." — M. P. Noes.
boiled down opinions on this jiicture is ' Old StufiE.' "
Exhiliitor
Comment
—
•
Fine
picture.
Brought
good
business."
"
Great
PLUNGER. THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
NOV. 20
picture. A sure fire moni-y gettir. Drew large crowds with large box■• story of frcn:ii'il finance makes ordinarii picture." — J/. P. News.
officel)estresults."
" Not
Xo box-office
By but
far
the
thing this
starvery
has well
ilone.liked.
She always
draws value."
well for "me.
POLLY WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC. 18
never
so
well
as
in
this.
Would
like
as
many
more
like
it
as
I
can
get."
" Jna
Claire's
rare
artistry
makes
her
a
welcome
screen
figure."
—
.1/.
P.
News.
"Great splendid.
stuff." "An
average
"Fine!
Acting
Subtitles
are a picture,
scream. with
Peoplefairwhobusiness."
had seen the
play
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks
said the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better
advantage. Good cast all the way through." " Fairly interesting picPRAaRIE
JAN. 1
pep." trails (FOX) TOM MIX
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — M. P. yeics-.
Consensusture,—usual•• patronage."
Good picture, good puller."
PKEY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
OCT. 9 TESTING BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.
HART
DEC. 18
.Mice Joiicc has highly involved story here." — -If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Patrons did not like this one. Two days to aver— M. fire
P. News.
'■■ Sure
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
age and poor business.'' " One of the best -Mice .Toyce sub.iects this year.
Did tinusually well at the box-office." " .\verngc production, nothing
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire bos-office
out
of ordinary.
attraction. Picture reenied to please and went fine all week."
Consensus
— ■'AverageBusiness
picture; fair."
average puller."
TEXAN,
THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
OCT. 2
••
Average
entertainment
in
this
J/i'J"
offering."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Lilt ell has hectic melodrama and aetinq opportunity here.'' — .U. P. yews.
Exhibitor
" Tom ones.
Mix still
popular. a Clyde
PictureCook
pleases
though
not
as good Comment
ns other —recent
We boosted
comedy
to help
Eshilutor Comment — " Big houses first two days. Rest of week fair."
"picture.
Fine picfure
which
brought
.good
box-office
receipts."
■'
A
splendid
Thrilling. Fine actin.g. By far the best work Bert Lytell has
THIEF. THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. IT
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
business."
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and
Fairly
interesting,
with
Pearl M'hite pleased
scoring aaudiences,
hit." — M. with
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
•
Thoroughly
result
that
box-office results." " Bert Lytell is good drawing star. Poor title hinpicture got good box-office plnv. Pearl Wliite feature our audiences
dered
his
possibilities
of
doing
good
business.
Suliject
was
only
fair."
Consensus — "'Good picture, good puller."
RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
DEC. 4 THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
" Oood combination makes interesting picture." — J/. P. News.
• Human docunnnt with real life-like touches." — M. P. News.
Bo.x Office Reports continued
liked."on page 604
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"THE

FRISKY

MRS.

JOHNSON"
(Paramount-Artcraft)

Play

"THE

GIRL

WITH

THE

JAZZ

(Goldwyn)

HEART"
Seems Old-Fashioned as a Picture
Madge
Kennedy
Plays
Roles
the
THIS is a pretty fair picture Ttvo
and ought
to goExceptionally
over in good shapeW^ell
with
IT may be that the late Clyde Fitch is old-fashioned if one accepts
any audience, but it might have been better, or at least more confilm version of " Ths Frisky Mrs. Johnson " as an example of his playvincing and less of a vehicle, if somebody, maybe Miss Kennedy,
wrighting ability. As a play the offering carried \dt and charm and
established itself as sure-fire entertainment. In its screen form the vitality
hadn't decided that in order to let the star appear in 99 44/100 per cent
of the scenes it was necessary that she play two roles when there is absois missing because the dia ogue could not be incorporated. Such a play
lutely no use made of the " look alike " stuff.
depended entirely upon its conversation. It is not a play of situation or
From the vehicle standpoint Miss Kennedy certainly delivers. Her
climax. Hence it does not make good screen material. The picture reprecharacterization of the maid who runs away from the straight laced resents adeal of talking between the characters with little or no movement
from the radius of the camera.
ligious sect is both unique and appealing, and just as clever is the way she
p!ays the gum-chewing way wise telephone operator in a Broadway hotel.
Developed as a lively, polite comedy or treated in a different manner
This latter characterization is aided by exceptionally good titles.
from the original might, have spelled some measure of genuins entertainment. But one can find no response in stilted figures who go through
The story of The Girl with the Jazz Heart " is largely a series of incidents showing how two girls, one a Quaker sort of a maid who has come
their capers like so many puppets on a string. The old-fashioned aspect
to New York to marry a matrimonial bureau advertiser, the other a
enters in the cut and dried plot and action. It is a theme which has been
used time and again by companies which cater to exaggerated comedies.
Broadway flapper, spend an evening at a Broadway " jazz " restaurant, each
grabbing off a satisfactory husband as a result thereof. As the Quaker maid
But here it is done with a great deal of repression — as if the soft pedal
Miss Kennedy has to go back home under arrest, there to be rescued by
was the best medium of expression. '\S1iatever charm it contains is found
the
in the personality of the star who gives color and zest to her role of the
at all.hero, while as the other girl she gets her man without anv trouble
mischievous widow who, to save her sister from disgrace, suffers hersslf to
AU in aU it is a very entertaining yarn, with good incident provided for
sustain a shady reputation. The tempo is altogether too slow wliich may
the cabaret scenes and some excellent religious sect characterizations by
account for the lapses of action. Quickened up, even with the risk of
a strong supporting cast. Miss Kennedy is as comely and petite as ever
shortening it this side of feature length, the picture would carry a better
and makes the most of the opportunities presented by two fat parts. In
spontaneity.
a way we don't blame her for not wanting to give either of them up to
This vital element is missing — an element absolutely necessary for comanother actress. Still the picture
would have been better dramatically
edy expression. There is a counter romance which provides the complicaif she had.
tions. But there is no su pense or surprise for the simple reason that
The exteriors used in the religious sect sequences were very evidently
every scene, every' incident, is firmly planted in the mind of the spectator.
the real thing. They suggest that a trip up into certain parts of PennsylOne knows far in advance just what will happen. Director Dillon has done
vania must have been made to film some of the scenes.— Length. 5 reels.
wonders in guiding his players. He has brought out Billie Burke's charm- j — /. S. Dickerson.
ing style and put her through her paces in a thoroughly- compelling 1
THE CAST
manner. And his backgrounds are always effective. Tliere is a carnival
Kittie Swasher
scene which is rich in atmosphere. Most of the action transpires indoors
Smith ""^
Madge Joe
Kennedy
and some of the shots are unduly studioesque. A comedy should never be Miriam
Miles Sprague
King
Tommie Fredericks
Leon Guerre Gendron
told through the medium of captions. Being a dialogue play, something
Miriam's Uncle
William Walcot
should have been written into it in the shape of incident or action. Very
Miriam's
Aunt
Helen DuVaughn
Bois
Simeon Althoff
Robert
little humor comes to the surface. An often-told tale, it somehow falls
Detective
Quinn
Emil
Hoch
flat for its absence of the necessary ingredients. The only peppery note is
Camille
Lillian Worth
Jimmie
Robert Tansey
found in the title. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
Mamie
Dorothy Haight
THE CAST
By RobertbyT.Lawrence
Shannon. C. Windom.
Directed
Belle Johnson
Billie Burke
Jim Morley
Ward Crane
Grace Morley
Jane Warrington
is ■• The Girl
Frank Morley
Lumsden Hare
PRESS NOTICE -STORY
theatre
next
Sir Lionel Heath Cote
Huntley Gordon
The main attraction -at the
Max Dendeau
Jean de Briac
With Thethe Jazz
Heart,"andstarring
Kennedy.
Thiseveris considered
best
Lai Birkenread
Robert Agnew
vehicle
charming
talentedMadge
Goldwyn
star has
had and itthe
permits
Mrs. Birkenread
Leonora Ottinger
her to play two parts with that poise and presence which is hers on stage and
Mrs. Chardley
Emily Fitzroy
screen. She captivates with her humor and conquers with her delightful manBy Clyde Fitch.
nerisms- Prominent in her support is Joe King, while others who contribute
Scenario by Lawrence McClosky.
noteworthy
performances are William Walcot, Robert Vaughn, Emil Hoch, LilDirected by Edward Dillon.
lian Worth. Helen Du Bois and Leon Guerre Gendron.
Photographed by George Folsey.
Miss Kennedy plays the part of a Quaker maiden who runs away from theboredom of a country village and comes to New York, where she finds adventure in searching for a husband through a matrimonial agency. There is plenty
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
of intrigue .and mystery and romance and no small amount of humor in the offerA picture of a charming widow who compromises herself to save her sister from
ing and the part played by Miss Kennedy is rich in its possibilities for expresdisgrace is revealed in " The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," adapted from the late Clyde
sion. One might say that it is a double role — a role which carries enough variety
Fitch's
play of theentertainment
same name.— one
Uponwhich
the afforded
stage, thetheoffering
was a characterized
for
the
star's talents.
the demure
Quakeress
and thea sophisticated
city
as
a scintillating
spectator
pleasureable
girl.
L-awrence
Windom,Shetheis director,
has given
the picture
good production.
hour in the theatre. The screen version is said to duplicate the original in the
He has proviiled settings which contain appropriate atmosphere and his action
manner of its sure-iire incident and effervescent humor. Mr. Fitch was a master
is charged with vitality and vigor.
of
the situation
playwrightandat climax
his best.and " The Frisky Mrs. Johnson " may be said to paint
As a vehicle for the expression of Billie Burke's talents it affords her wonderful
PROGRAM READER
opportunities to score her individual charm and personality. She plays the part
of a gay and winsome widow who, to save her sister from disgrace, suffers herMadge
Kennedy,
the
charming
comedienne, will come to the
theaself to be compromised. This precipitates a deal of adventure and causes her to
tre next
in her latest Goldwyn picture, entitled " The Girl With the
lose place in the estimation of her beloved. However, the sister comes to the
Jazz Heart,"
written permits
by Robert
Shannon toandbaskdirected
Lawrence
Winrescue by declaring herself guilty and compensates by bringing the charming
dom. This offering
Miss T.Kennedy
in the byradiance
of aC.double
widow and her fiance together. Miss Burke is delightful in the role — a role which
role — that of a demure Quaker maiden and a sophisticated city girl, and it is
may be said to be ideal for the expression of her personality. Her company is
so rich in its expression that the star m-ay be said to have the best vehicle which
competent and the production is of a high class order.
has ever been hers on the screen. The picture is marked for its adventure and
sentiment,
romance and humcr-elements which spell perfection in entertainment. A
PROGRAM READER
competent company is found in the star's support. " The Girl With the Jazz
Heart " is one of the best pictures of the year. Don't miss it.
The charming Billie Burke — the winsome Billie Burke — the most delightful
comedienne on the screen is coming to the
theatre in " The Frisky
Mrs. Johnson." This is an occasion to make the most of. because the picture is
SUGGESTIONS
an
adaptation
Clydeyears
Fitch's
the same
which — captivated
audiences
a fewof short
ago.playMr.of Fitch
was name—
a mastera play
of dialogue
a master
You can make a statement here which will not stand contradiction. Make plain
of domestic complications and he could write intelligently upon the triangle. " The
that Madge Kennedy has the best vehicle of her career upon the screen. Tell
Frisky
Johnson
a charmingis widow
who iscompromises
that the story tests her ability as a dramatic actress and also as a comedienne
for
the
love Mrs.
of her
sister." isHowa tale
her ofself-respect
established
told in five herself
enjoyable
and that she comes through with flying colors.. Play up the title. Make use of it
reels which scintillate with humor and gaiety.
Miss Burke gives a colorful porin your copy .and treat same in a manner which will invite curiosity. Play up
trayal. See "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson."
the cast and director. Use your artist to paint posters showing the star in the
two roles — that of a Quaker maiden in the correct costume. A good touch would
CATCH LINES
be to draw the star in a demure attitude. Then paint her .as a girl full of life
and keen for pleasure. Your prologue can contain a singer attired in a Quaker
.See Billie Burke
Frisky Mrs. Johnson," a picture of adventure and
romance. A picture inof "The
a
charming
costume singing a Ql^aker song. Then you can have some dancers going through
widow
who
found
herself
in
a
peck of trouble
but who came through with flying colors.
the latest jazz steps.
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THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TOBOSWORTH
■ Arbitruni pint and cnincidciiee hinder the values here." — M. P. Xews.
ICxhibitor Commpnt — " A -good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas."
TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE
OCT. 16
•• Pearl White makes thoroiighli/ interesting Alaskan picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the second Pearl White feature. It failed
to draw, so a Harold Lloyd comedy was added to the program." " Very
entertaining picture and went well with my patrons."
Consensus — 'Jood picture, good puller."
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
• J ails rather short for a Lois Weher production." — M. P. News.
TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. 23
" SinipU iDid Iiu)naii is this contribution." — M. P. .Yews.
TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 16
•' tipectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills" — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture, pleasing and entertaining. Drew
more ing.
than
usual business."
Very week
fine picture.
and excitDid exceptional
business " first
of showing,Spectaculai"
with indications
for
abusiness.
big second
week.
Broke
house
records
second
Sunday."
" Good
Pictures liked, especially the comedy parts in the beginning.
The ending slightly changed, which gives it more credence." " A nice
picture that generally satisfied. Fairly good houses all week." " Pleased
big audiences." " Splendid picture, full of thrills and box box-office
attraction. Broke house record during two weeks' run."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS, THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Orthodox hut careful production of well-known play." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it."
TWINDEHAVEN
BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
MR. AND MRS. NOV. 13
" Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to
give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in it, but
always
One of Box-office
the best comedies
I have spicy.
played Splendid
in a longweek's
time. business."
Went over " great.
receipts
entirely satisfactory for week's run."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
■ Rather crude, hut has moments of interest." — M. P. News.
UNCLE
SAM OF FREEDOM
RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 9
"Propaganda picture doubtful as to enterlainmcnt." — M. P. JVeics.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX. THE
(FRANK
GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — M. P. News.
V. P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NOV.20
"First-class melodramatic western, ivith fine cast." — M. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 20
•' A well produced society picture wcakenin(/ in the end." — M. P. News.
VILLAGE
THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 25
CHARLES SLEUTH,
RAY
■ Ray scores again as country yokel." — M. P. Netvs.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of the best pictures Ray has played in. This is
a regular picture and is playing to big business right along." " Played
it one week to big business one day and average sis." " Audiences
thought Charles Ray just made for this ' Rube's ' part. Business only
fair." " Went over big first day, hut average the rest of the week. Ray
always
pleasing
of Ray's
best productions
its
box-otficein value
was pictures."
quite up to "theOneusual
Ray standard,
which is and
saying
adifferent,
good deal."
"
Not
one
of
Ray's
best
—
but
it
was
clever
and
a
bit
in point of story, to his usual efforts, while giving him essentially the usual sort of role. Anyway they liked it." " Well liked and
drew much better than- average."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST. ...OCT. 16
•■ Crude production of familiar story." — If. P. News.
WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV. 20
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — M. P. Neivs.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
OCT. 16
'• Clever night scenes provide the interest here." — If. P. News.
WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE)
MARGARITA FISHER. .AUG. 21
" Typical Hamilton story well produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture with week much below the
average in receipts."
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 27
" Very ordinal ii ircstern for Carey." — M. P. News.
WHITE YOUTH (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
DEC. 18
■ Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — M. P. News.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
OCT. 18
■ A real ■■<uccess from every angle." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is very pleasing, box-ofiice receipts
about average." " A very pleasing little picture ; star has made a place
for herself and this picture suits her to a ' T '." " Bebe Daniels shows
that she is a real actress. She had a good production and drew well."
Consen.'<us — •• Pleasing picture, average puller."

Flashbacks " on Earlier Releases
The
(Paramount-Artcraft) — "Stood up well during second
week. A Restless
play withSexa 'wide
appeal presented on a
scale." " Good title
but poorly screened and business dropped toward endlavish
of week." " This nicture
began big but dropped steadily each day."
"Parlor, _ Bedroom and Bath" (Metro)— '• Business only fair. Audiences
liked It fairly well. Picture
too long for story."

" Humaresque " (Paramount) — "Breaking all records for attendance for
any picture ever shown here. '
"The Restless Sex" (Paramount)— " Played a week behind Carlyle Blackwell
s roadbusiness
show and
up. Had
'em good
chained
out atand2 one
P.M. with
on opening
day and
pickedcleaned
up later.
Corking
picture
a surehre feminine appeal." " This picture opened big and continued so. Full
houses every show."
"Girls
Gamble" (State Rights) — "David Butler is a comer, but I
don t thinkDon't
his second
picture was quite as good as the first. Played to better
business because he is getting better known. But
heard some disappointed
remarks. Nothing serious — nice little picture."
"Up in Mary's Attic" (State Rights) — "Only a fair production but a good
box-office attraction."
"The Fortune Teller" (Robertson-Cole) — "Despite the fact that star is not
known here, we put this over in great shape
by using a crvstal-gazer who told
fortunes immediately after the picture. Usual policy of this bouse is three-day
runs — played this one to a week's fine business."
" The Riddle : Woman " (Associated Exhibitors) — " Good. Any objections
to this picture may be the animosity of the public toward Geraldine Farrar."
"theThis
is a has
wonderful
story butPicture
Farrardidherself
does well
not atphotograph
well and
picture
other defects.
not draw
all."
" Best of Luck " (Metro) — " A poor show — looked like a serial all done up In
6 reels. Three days to poor business."
"The Flapper" (Selznick) — "One day to average business."
"Kiss Me Quick" (Fox) — "Far ahead of Chaplin. In Lloyd and Seamon's
class. Played is four days."
"Fortune Teller" (Robertson-Cole) — "One day to average business."
" Rose of Nome " (Fox) — " This is a fair Alaskan picture ; usual dance ball
stuff. Poor business one day."
"Nurse Marjorie " (Realart) — "Pleasing picture. Minter is growing in
popularity. Average business one day."
" Slim Princess " (Goldwyn) — " Gave very good satisfaction. Average business one day."
"Six Best Cellars" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "Pleased greatly. Big business
one" Sick
day."Abed" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "Some disappointment on this; perhaps
we exploited it too strong. Average business one day."
" Huraoresque " ( Paramount-Artcraft )- ■ Extra good. Two days to extra
big and big business."
"Desert Love" (Fox) — "A good picture to extra big and big business for
two"The
days."White Circle" (Paramount-Artcraft) — "A poor picture. Played It
two days to average and poor business."
"Mrs. Tempel's Telegram" (Paramount-.\rtcraft) — "Very good. One day
to extra big business."
"Whispers" (Selznick) — "Very satisfactory offering. Star very good. Big
business one day."
" For Woman's Honor " (H. B. Warner) — " Average production ; star good.
Average business one day."
" Rogues Romance " (Vltagraph) — " Star and support good and some very
fine shots taken. Average business one day."
"The Flapper" (Selznick) — "This picture pleased all. Average business
one"Judy
day." of Rogue's Harbor" (Realart) — "Some fine little star with picture. Average business two days."
" Search of Arcadia " (Billy Rhodes) — " Star and support good and a very
beautiful story."
"Little Boss" (Bessie Love) — "Fine star; fine picture. Big business one
"Great Accident" (Goldwyn) — "Very good. Two days to big business."
" Darling Mine " (Select) — " Ordinary comedy drama. Went over fairly well.
Average business one day."
"King Spruce" (Hodkinson) — "A good picture; plenty of action. Average
day." two days."
business
"The Love Expert" (First National) — "Excellent-average business two
" Humoresque " (Paramount-Artcraft) — "Held up better than any picture
ever played here. At advance prices."
"The Point of View" (Selznick) — "Big to average business two days."
days."
O' The
"Played tothere
a big
On "Heart
the whole
the Hills"
picture (Mary
seemed Pickford)
to please— although
wereweek's
some business.
adverse
criticisms."
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"THAT

GIRL
MONTANA"
(Hampton-Pathe)

"TWO

MOONS"
(Fox)

Star Dominates Pleasing Production

Jones in a Story of Gunplay and Hard Riding

^^'T^HAT GIRL MONTANA" might be termed a personal triumph
I
for Blanch Sweet, for she dominates every scene in which she
appears.
Although the stor>- is not as strong as some of her previous ones, and is
inclined to be illogical, the star has a role which entirely fits her personality and gives her opportunity to display her talents.
In tlie openng scenes the star is seen in the role of a boy who is forced
to become a bandit by a man she believes to be her father. Miss Sweet
paints her character very true and somewhat resembles the renowned
Maude Adams in action and appearance, when she played in Peter Pan.
These scenes are full of action and tense moments and should afford
plenty of excitement.
When Miss Sweet changes to women's apparel the story seems to change
with her and loses much of its former advantage. Not that the plot deteriorates inany way but that the interest seems to lag.
However, the star comes to the rescue and by a series of well thought
out situations, carries the picture to a pleasing finish.
The picture is well directed and has some wonderful shots of the great
out-doors.
The story is of a girl who seeks to free herself from a life of crime
she detests. In her efforts, she finds the man she had feared was not her
father, but a gambler who had run away with her mother.
She finds her real father, a just fate befalls the villain, and the girl and
her hero start life anew.
A capable cast surrounds Miss Sweet, special mention going to Mahlon
Hamilton, Frank Lanning and Edward Peil. — Length, 5 reels. — Frank
Leonard.
THE CAST
Montana Rivers
Blanche Sweet
Dan Overton
Mahlon Hamilton
Jim Harris
Frank Lanning
Lee Holly
Edward Peil
Max Lyster
;
Jack Roseleigh
Lottie
Clare DuBrey
Mrs. Huzzard
Kate Price
Akkomi
Charles Edler
Story by Marab Ellis Ryan.
Scenario by Geo. H. Plympton.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" That
Girl Montana,"
a picturization
the novel
of thebanner,
same name
Marah
Ellis
in which
Blanche Sweet
is starred ofunder
the Pathe
will beby the
attraction at the
theatre on
of next
.
In the production, Blanche Sweet is seen in a virile, outdoor portrayal, different
from anything she has characterized heretofore.
In thea opening
of theandpicture
she appears
in boy'sshows
clothes,
helping herfromfather
hold-up
stage coach,
the action
of the drama
her transition
the
untamed
state
of
a
girl
of
the
West
to
the
sweet
girl
of
her
lover's
Briefly, the story is of a girl who seeks to free herself from a lifedreams.
of crime she
detests. In her efforts, she finds the man she had feared was not her father but a
tin horn gambler who had run away with her mother.
She finds her real father, a just fate befalls the villain and the girl and her hero
are at last free to begin life anew.
somein real
in " That
the action
is smooth
fast.ThereIt are
is rich
humanthrills
interest
and theGirlloveMontana
theme "is and
a tender
and pretty
one. and
The locale is laid in the Kootenai country, which extends for miles along the
Canadian boundary line, with British Columbia on one side and Idaho and Montana
on the other.
PROGRAM READER
The elite of Sinna Ferry had foregathered in honor of the " day-out " of Montana
Rivers
" That
Girl recognized
Montana." as Itrepectable.
was the happiest
moment
of Tana's life — it
meant —that
she was
Then came
the thunderbolt!
"
What're
you
doing
among
decent
people?
Main
street's
the
dead-line
like you! Yon traveled around, dressed as a boy, with a lovr-down crook,forandwomen
now
you aim to horn in with respectable folks!"
This is one of the gripping, tense and dramatic moments in " That Girl Montana," Blanche Sweet's. newest Hampton-Pathe feature showing at the
theatre
It
is
a picturization
Ryan'sthenovel
of the
the terrific
struggle of ofa Marah
girl to Ellis
overcome
stigtna
of same
sins ofname
whichand sherelates
was
innocent.
The action of the story takes place in Montana, along the Kootenai River at the
time when gold seekers flocked to that beautiful country.
In the production Miss Sweet is seen in a virile, outdoor portrayal, different than
anything she has characterized heretofore.
She is supported by a strong cast, including Mahlon Hamilton, Frank Lanning,
Edward Peil, Charles Edler, Clare DuBrey, Kate Price and Jack Roseleigh.
SUGGESTIONS
If your patrons like Blanche Sweet, do not be afraid to book this one, for it will
afford them good entertainment.
The star does some of the best acting of her career and injects plenty of action
into a part that would fall flat if it were not for her talents.
You can play up Miss Sweet as strongly as you like without any fear of a comeback. Tell your patrons that in the part of the boy which she portrays in this
production. Miss Sweet resembles the renowned Maude Adams both in action and
personality.
Outside of Miss Sweet, the oast is a good one and includes Mahlon Hamilton,
Frank Lanning, Edward Peil, Charles Edler and Clare DuBrey.
CATCH LINES
"What're
you
doing
among
decent people?
dead-linecrook
for
women like you ! You traveled around,
dressed asMain
a boy.street's
with athelow-down
and now you aim to horn in with respectable folks!" So said one of the elite
to the young girl who believed she had become respectable. See Blanche Sweet in
her latest production, " That Girl Montana." It will thrill you.

I WO
anything
I
aboutMOONS"
it except isthata Western
the actionwithout
is carried
on en very
masse.distinctive
That it
to say instead of Buck Jones fighting single handed throughout
five reels, the combat is carried on with a great expenditure of ammunition by two miniature armies — the cattlemen and the sheepmen. For the"
story is one of those laid in that period of the West's history when the
meeting of a cowpuncher and sheepherder was the signal for the drawing
of guns and much billingsgate.
" Two Moons " also is unusual inasmuch as neither of the two factions
are much to be admired. Jones plays an inspector in the employ of the
Cattlemen's society who are carrying on a campaign of murder against the
sheepmen. The girl, who is naturally taken as representing the sheepherders is equally vicious in her hated of her enemies. So it is something like a fight between two East Side gangs or a couple of Chinese tongs.
Neither side wins the sympathy of the audience.
The character of the girl is probably the most interesting thing in the
picture. In the beginning she tries to kill Jones — the representative of
the despicable cattlemen. He punishes her for horse-stealing by kissing
her. In the ver^' climax of the picture she is fighting him with all her
strength and it is only when he falls wounded that she realizes her love
for him. It is another variety of the cave-man and primitive woman theme.
The girl is played by Carol HoUoway in a satisfactory manner.
Of course, the romance is only secondary to the main ingredient of
every Western — action. There is enough of this, for there are a couple of
lynching parties, shots in the dark, wild escapes of tlie heroine, a single
combat, and in the end, the storming of the cabin in the clearing with the
hero shooting first from one wndow and then another as his enemies encircle the hut. They are driven off at the nick of time by rescuing cattlemen, much like the cowboys used to scatter the invading Indians. Unlike
a Mix picture there is no outstanding daredevil stunt of the star to leave
a deep impression.
"Two Moons" has not the zest of Buck Jones' last picture, "Just Pals."
It is just an average, likrahle Western. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A.
Taylor.
THE CAST
Bill Blunt
Buck Jones
Hilma Ring
,
Carol Holloway
Old Man Ring
Qus Seville
Red Agnew, Sheriff
Bert Sprotte
Rogers, Cattleman
Slim Padgett
Timberline Todd
William EUingford
Uncle Alf
Louis Fitz Roy
Lang Whistler
Ed. Peil
Strayhom
Edwin Booth Tilton
Wooly Ann
Eunice Murdock Moore
Phenie
Eleanor Gawne
The
JimBilly
O'Neill
Von KiUer
Tromp '
Fay
Red
Agnew's
Wife
May
Blacksmith
Dick La Foster
Reno
Story
Robert
Wellesby Ritchie.
Scenarioby and
direction
Edward J. LeSaint.
Photography by Friend F. Baker.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Buck Jones, cowboy-actor-soldier and all around he-man, will play the stellar
role in " Two Moons," the feature attraction at the
which will open
on
for a
days' run. More thrills are in store for the
great
number
of
this
star's
admirers,
for
"
Two
Moons
"
is
a
swift
moving
drama, with plenty of action and love interest. The story is adapted from Western
Robert
Welles Ritchie's novel, " The Trail of Two Moons," and is a stirring tale of a
Western feud.
" Twoloway, inMoons
and directed
J. LeSaint.
Carol toHolthe role" was
of theadapted
tempestuous
daughterby ofEdward
the sheep
herder, proves
be
just as capable an actress as she is pretty. Buck Jones manages to find place in
the picture for new and daring stunts which will thrill even the most hardened
picturegoer. Jones enacts the role of Bill Blunt, a cattleman, who complicates a
feud between the sheep herders and cattlemen, by falling in love with the pretty
daughter of a sheepman. She has been raised in hatred of everything connected
vrith sheep, but finally Jones, largely through cave-man methods, convinces her
that even a cattleman can be worth loving.
PROGRAM READER
"
Look
'em
straight
in
the
says ofBilla sheep
Blunt, herder
" and they
bound atto him,
miss."a
And it worked. When the eye,"
daughter
was are
shooting
cattleman, he only looked her straight in the eye and smiled. And she missed.
Blunt also had his own methods of love-making. The girl who tried to kill hira
found herself in his arms before many days were past. How did he do it? That
is a secret that only Buck Jones can tell you. For this daring cowboy-actor plays
Bill Blunt in " Two
Moons,"
the feature .picture
which will
the attraction
the
theatre
on
This picture
is abehappy
combinationat
of romance and thrills, with its story laid in the West in those days when cattlemen and sheepherders engaged in a continuous feud. The story was adapted from
the
novel,
of Two
by Robert
Ritchie,feminine
by Edward
LeSaint, who" ThealsoTrail
directed
the Moons,"
production.
PlayingWelles
the leading
role J.is
Carol HoUoway, an accomplished actress as well as one of the prettiest leading
women on the screen. " Two Moons " is a story of a he-man, and if you like to
see a virile, rugged type of American manhood you cannot afford to miss this
picture.
CATCH LINES
A mixture of entrancing romance and virile action — with Buck Jones, the leading portrayer of virile Western characters, in the stellar role.
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All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects u
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom
.4MEK1CAJ\ FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Their
Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel 6
Barrie)
rfae Blue Moon (Special Cast)
Fhe Gamesters (Margarita Fisher)
6
\ Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 6
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5
.\RROW FILM CORPORATION
fhe Golden Trail (Jane Norak)
Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins)
Bitter Fruit (Special Cast)
'TEX" SERIES
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White)
The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White)
The Unseen Witness (Glen White)
rhe Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White)
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack HoTie)
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin)
Episodes.
?7ESTERN DRAMAS
Biased Trail Prods, (one CTery other week)
Lone StarWestems (oae ercry other week)
)NE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostriche (one a month)
XLNT (Ardath)
Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week)
.\rrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera)

S
5
5
5
S
S
S
15
15

LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson

5

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
I At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
Andy the Hero
Andy's thePicnic
Andy
Chicken Fancier
Andy the Actor
Andy on the Beach
Pleasure Bent
At Shady Rest
Howdy, Partner
There's a Reason
Ship Toreador
Ahcy
The
The Broilers
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure
Up She Goes
Westward Ho
A Hunting We Will Go
Get to Work
Best of Luck
The Promoters

1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Chester Scenics — 1 Reel
" Chosen Waters — South
" Sea Planets — ApartSea Naiads."
ments for I^ent."
" They All Turned Tur" Fine
Feathers— They
tie — Family Trees." Forgot the Town.''
" Through
Winding
"
Out
of
the Past."Came
Wall — Climbing
Cat" Then Company
aracts."
— Art Is Everything."
" Mules and Gobtalk." " No Hope for the Drys
— Silver Silences.''
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle)
I
Keep to the lUght (Edith Taliaferro) C
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara KimbaU Ymmg) 7
The torbidoen Woman (Clara Kimttall Young) I
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives 'House Feters)...!
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball V'^ung)
7

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Dec. 26— Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 4556
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
2
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
2 COMMONWEALTH
Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman (Lois Weber
FILM CORP.
2
Prod.)
6089
) The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) 6 Dec. 12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6307
Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4944
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
5— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo. ) Dec.
Dec.
5
—
Conrad
tn
Quest
of
His
Youth
(Thos.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Meighan)
5926
VOD A VIL MOVIES
6 SPANUTH'S
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
Lips (Peters- Vidor)
Lying
Not. 28 — ^A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy DalHomespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes)
6 La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
ton)
47M
'
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
The Dying Swan (Skating)
I Nov. 28— Idols of Clav (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.). 7230
1 Nov. 21 — Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 44M
Love (Louise Glaum)
6 Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
' Not. 21— The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). S5M
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
6 The Flying De Armands
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7 Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) ■ I Nov. 14 — Her Husband's Friend (Enid BennettInce Prod.)
4S3>
Hundeller (Balancing)
'
\LAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
14 — Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) SHI
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
6 Thre- Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestline) ... 1 Nov.
Not.
7
—
Sins
of
Rozanne
(Ethel
Clayton)
4862
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
Not. 7— Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.).65S*
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6 EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Oct. 31 — An Old-Fashioned Boy (Ince Prod.Chas. Ray)
4617
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
(Released Through BAueationai fOm Emchcnget)
Oct. 31— The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5
Mermaid Comedies — 2 Reels
Oct. 24 — A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 420«
" A Fresh Start." " The Simp."
Oct. 24 — Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 553<
'• Duck In."
" April Fool."
Oct. 17— The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 4618
^YWON FILM CORP.
"" Dynamite."
"
High
and
Dry."
Oct. 17— The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Nonsense."
Up
in
Mary's
Attic
(Novak-Gribbon)
6
Oct. 10 — Deep Waters (Maurice Toumeur Prod.). 5035
Woman Above Reproach (Florence Chase)
6
Oct. 10— The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Chester Comedies — 2 Reel«
Evolution of Man (Special Cast)
6
Arbuckle)
6417
" Four Times Foiled." " A Tray Full of TrouWoman of Mystery (Cunard-Ford)
5
When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy)
5
" An Overall Hero." ble."
ARTCRAFT
Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart)
5
" The Big Show." "" The
Pet."
You'llOneBe Best
S'prised."
HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
June
—— Rebecca
June
Rebecca of Stmnybrook Farm (Mary Pick- 53«J
ford)
ford)
Torchy Comedies — 2 Reels
Wanderer
2
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Sheriff's Dilemma
2
" Torchy."
" Torchy's Millions."
Brothers
2
" Torchy Comes
" Torchy Turns Cupid."
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
2
His Desperate Deed
2
Through."
"
Torchy's
Double
TriNot. 31— His Wedding Night
S
lOY COMEDIES
" Torchy in High."
umph."
Oct.
24
—
Rough
House
(Re-issue)
J
The Hoodoo Watch
2
Christie Comedies — 2 Reels
Three of a Kind
2
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Me Caroline."
ShuffleThrough
Queens."the
Stone Quarry Romance
2 "" AKiss Seaside
"" Going
Too Much Garlic
2 " Out for the Siren."
Dec. 26 — Bungalow Troubles
2
Night." Rye."
Dec. 12 — Dabbling in .\rt
3
" Seven Bald Pat«s." " Mr. Fatima." '
Not.
28
—
A
Fireside
Brewer
I
" Don't Blame the
" Wedding Blues."
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Not. 14 — Fickle Fancy
2
Stork."
" Back from the Front."
8tate Rights
Oct. 31 — Movie Faii>
I
"
Striking
Models."
"
Room, Kitchen
Dangerous Love
6 " A Homespun Hero." Dining
Oct.
17
—
My
(ioodncss
I
and
Sink."
rhe Victim
6
Education Specials
PARAMOUNTBRIGGS COMEDIES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Dec. 15 — This is the Life
2 " The Race of the Age " " Art of Diving " (Kel- Dec 28 — Housecleaning
(Man o' War) (2
lerman) — 1 reel
Dec. 1 — A Close Shave
2
Dec 21 — Those Distant Cousins
.1
Dec 7 — After the Circus
Nov. IS — Hired and Fired
2
reels).
"Valley of Ten ThouSept. 2— All Balled Up
2
" Babe Ruth — How He
sand Smokes " — 1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Aug. 19 — Clever Clubs
2
Centaurs " —
His Home " Modern
Knocks
•^ug. 5 — Some Champs
2
Runs"
—
1
reel.
1 reel
Oct. 1012—
— Spirits
fuly 22— Wild. Wild Women
2
Sept.
Kids Is Kids
J»
Bruce Scenics Beautiful — 1 Reel
2
in
July 8 — Stung Aga
Aug.
29
—
Never
A^-jin
«
2
m
Far
the
on
Back
—
/une 24
" Hope of Adventure." " Song of the Paddle."
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
" The Great Mirror." " W.anderlust."
PARAMOUNT HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
" Log of the LaviaDec. 26 — Quaint Kuala Lumpur
I
Dec. 24
-No- 16
Dec.
19
— The
Snowbound
Pyrenees
1J
No. 1.5
Bruce Scenics Beautiful — 1 Reel
15
Dec.
Dec.
12
—
Malayan
Motor
Roads
Nov. M)^
No. 14 " Solitude."
Dec. 5— In Finisterre
•
" The Banana Special."
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Nov. 28 — Land of the Tin Millionaires 1
" The Castaway." " The Explorers."
One two-reeler erery two weeks. tt „ j ^ -i " By Schooner to Skag- " The Isle of Desire.'
Not. 21 — Around About Manila
1
Dec. 24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..22
Nov. 14 — Pyrenean Perspectives
1
way."
" The Business of
jere."
Not. 7— The Port of Penang
1
Dec. 10 — The Man Hater (Grace Cunard)
" Tropical Nights."
Nov The Mnrmnn Trail (C. F.flward Hatten)..2
Chester-Outings — Camping."
1 Reel
Oct. 17 — Nature's Contrasts
•
" The Tamer the
" Frozen Thunder."
P A R A M 0 T TNT-B URLINGH A M
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Wilder."
" Igu.azu the Exquisite."
Dec. 19 — The .luncfrau Railway
1
" Trail to Wedontcare." " Getting a Polish."
FRTTZT RTDCEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Not. 31 — Kilawea Volcano Ertiption
■
" Too Much Overhead." " Swat the Landlord."
Oct 17— Winter Sports at St. Moritz
Bandit of Hell's Gap
2 " Seven League Boot- " There Is No Santa
A Traitor's Vengeance
2
ers."
Claus."
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
The Girl of the West
2 " Hailing the Hunk." " Rookeries and
Almost an Outlaw
2
" Collectors
of Cran- " Crowning
Squawkeries."King BlizDec. 5 — Indian Summer
1
iums."
The Avenging Trail
2
Not. 7— a Setting of Ages
I
Western Rays
2
zard."
Penguin."
•
Pipe the
Shadows of the Past
2
Oct. 10— The Cloud
"" Mad
Hatters." " Frivolous Fijis.
1
Sept. 5— From a Piscatorial Angle
A Fight to a Finish
2
Lovely Maoriland."
Release Information Continued on Page 607
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PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Dec. 26 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
1
Dec.
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
toon19 —byTwentieth
Earl Hurd
Dec. 12 —toon Twentieth
Pictionary-Comedy- Car- 1
by Henry D. Century
Bailey
Dec.toon .1 —by Twentieth
Century
Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
Krank Moser
Not. 2^^MaKazine Items — Frank Moser CAoon . . . . 1
Not. 21 — Magazine Items — Fat Sullivan Cartoon....!
Not. 14 — Magazine Items — £arl Htird Cartoon 1
Not. 7 — Magazine Items — Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1
Oct. 31- — Magazine Items — trank Moser Cartoon....!
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's
(BilUe LoTe)
Rhodes)
Bonnie MayGirl(Bessie
MONTE
BANKS' COMEDIES
A Rare Bird
His Naughty Night
Nearly Married
A Bedroom Scandal

Jd
2
3
2
2

FroELITY PICTURES COMPANY
state Hif/hts)
The
MarriedWives
V'irgin(Kathleen
(Vera Sisson)
Frivolous
Kirkman)
Love's
Flame
(Thos.
J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians
(Special Cast)

66
5S

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights
Winning a Widow
Will It Come to This
He Got It
Hot Dog
School for Skirts
The Painter
Bone Dry Blues

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 29 — Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
Not. 29 — Unseen Forces ( SpeciaJ Cast)
Not. 22 — Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's) .
Not.
22 — Dangerous Business (Constance Tal- 5118
madge)
Nov 18—— Wet
The Devil's
Garden (Lehrman)
f Lionel Barrymore) . 5600
Not.
and Harris
Warmer
Old
Dad (Mildred
Chaplin) 20616
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven)
5
Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray)
6
Xonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason)
2
rhe Kick in High Life (Lehrman)
2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore)
6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart)
6
Curtain (Katharine MacDonald)
S
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan)
7
Good References (Constance Talmadge)
6
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray).... 6
Jack- Knife Man (King Vidor)
(
Notorious Mrs. Leslie (Kathcrine MacDonald
The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge)) 55
Go and Get It (Marshall Neilan)
7
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast)
6
A Connecticut
Yankee inCast)
King Arthur's Court (Spec- 7
ial
Blind Wives (Special Cast)
7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
7
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
7
If
Were King rW-n(William Famum)
^TheTI wir,
I77I
White
Moll (Pearl ""^"^
White)
?^S f,^^"^,teir«K^™r>
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers
£
Drag Harlan
f
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub
6
The Mountain
Thief
I.'.g6
Woman
TOM MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails
6
The Texan
'' 5
The
Untamed
. "6
WILLIAM
RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider
5
The
the Law
's5
The Challenge
Man Who ofDared
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
diin Toy
g
Flame of Youth
.6
Girl of My Heart
6
Merely Mary Ann
6

All

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen
,
Number 17
The Plunger
From New On
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
Just Pals (Buck Jones)
The Land of Jazz (EUeen Percy)
Two Moons (Buck Jones)
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy)
Simset Sprague (Buck Jones)
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely)
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Her Doggone Wedding
Pals and Petticoats
The Slicker
An
Nightmare
HoldEleptiant's
Me Tight
His Noisy Still
Pretty Lady
Chase Me
FOX NEWS
Twice a Week
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Don'tWrong
Tickle
'.
All
The Huntsman
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
The Parlor Bolshevist
The Hypnotist
The Papoose
On the Hip
Northwoods
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up
A Hard Luck Santa Glaus
Gum Shoe Work
Home Brew
,
The Medicine Man
GAUMONT COMPANY
(/It State Ridht Exchanges)
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani)
Branded (Josephine Earle)
The Sinker (Special Cast)
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)
.xusbanat and Wivet (Vivian Martin)
SERIALS
In the Clntches of the Hiada (Ten Episodea)
i uesdays — Gaumont News
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic

Film

5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
1
2
2
yi
J4
H
54
Vi
54
yi
54
54
54
54
54

6
6
6
6
6
6
fi
3
1
1

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore
Kendall Prod
5
Godless Men (Special Cast)
6367
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
5202
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
The Concert (Special Cast)
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6255
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
4255
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
Boys Own
Will Law
Be Bovs
Rogers)
HU
(Robert(Will
Bosworth)
J. Parker Read,
Madame X (Pauline Frederick)
647S
Ihe Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy). .4600
I'he
Man
Who
Had
Everything
(Jack
Pickford)
..
5198
Officer 666 (Tom Moore)
5290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
Milestones
Cast)
5782
Jr. Hutch(Special
Honest
(Goldwyn)
5349
His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth)
5947
EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Earthbound (Basil King)
6772
The Penalty (Gouvemeur Morris)
6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The North
Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
(3oing
Some Wind's
(Rex Beach)

Releases

CAPITOL COMEDIES
In and Out
2
Knocking
'Em
Cold
Hearts and Hammers
22
Artistic Enemies
2
Fingers
Pockets
;
22
Love on and
Rollers
At it Again
2
Professional Ethics
2
When Martin Gits Here
2
Ged Ap Napoleon
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 28 — Hurry Slowly
J
Nov. 21 — Number, Please (Telephone)
1
Nov. 14 — In Arizona (Scenic)
1
Nov. 7 — Nassau (Bahama Islands)
1
Oct. 31 — What the Ocean Hides (Shark Industries).!
Oct 24 — Timberlust
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
The Isle of the Mist
1
Through the Earth
1
What Is Your Body Worth?
1
A Paradise for Birds
1
Venice of the Orient
i
1
Action of the Human Heart
1
The Reveler
1
The Human Voice
1
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Shodding a Profiteer (Judge Rummy) Lampoons....!
Apollo (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons
1
Cupid's Advice (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
Happy Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
The Prize Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
The Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Hunting Big Game (Shenanigan Kids) Lampoons....!
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONALS
(CHICAGO)
Shedding a Profiteer (Judge Rummy) Lampoons....!
Speeding Through JJixic
Royal Ease
J
Colossus of Roads
j
The Spirit of the Birch
1
■suds
1
Precisely as Polly
1
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIG
TURES, INC.
The DwelUng-Place of Light (Winston Churchill) ... 7
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
1
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's) .»
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Ben). B. Hampton and Eltinge P. Wanur)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
7
Kidera of the Dawn (Zane Grey't)
I
Desert Gold (Zane (jrey's)
'
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
J
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum)
7
Sex (Louise Glaum)
7
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum) >
Sahara (Louise Glaum)
'
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
I
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)
»
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
«
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
•
RO(?FRT RFT'NTON PRODS.
The House of Whiapera (J. Warren Kerrican) 1
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
J
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
•
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
I
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
«
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti) S
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
>
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
j
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
•
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
|
Down Home (Special Cast)
4

BOOTH TARKTNGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Edgar the Explorer
2 INDEPENDENT
HART SERIES FILMS ASS'N.
Get Rich Quick Edgar
3 NEAL
Oct 1 — Danger Valley
Edgar's Little Saw
2 Jan.
Edgar Campi Out
3 Not. 15— Skyfire
I — Hell's Oasis
Edgar's Sunday Courtship
3
Release Information Continued on Page 608
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WHITE COMEDIES
I — Restless Rummies
15— Back to Earth
1— Razzin the Jack

INTER-OCEAJN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier
Bearcat
Seeds of Vengeance
The Gift Supreme
Whispering
Devils .°
The
Victim
The Transgressor
The Burning Question
Luring Shadow*
Belcw the Deadline
UAI.L KOOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies
Stung Again
WUd Wild Woman
Back on the Farm
Mis Fortune Hunters
MAJOR I) AW LEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain
\long the Moonbeam Trail
8URLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps
Vacation Days in Switzerland
From Montreux to Bemess Alps
Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes
JANS PICTURES CORP.
Madonnas and Men
Wings of Pride
ALove
Woman's
WithoutBusiness
Question (Olive Tell)

S
i
4
4
%S
I
>
7
5
3
2
2
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
6
5
>

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Urban Popular Classics
Chas.
Movie Chats
fCinetoUrban's
Reviews
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT
{Released on States Rights Basis)
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
S
Voices (Special Czat)
4
Skinner's
Dress
Suit
(Reissue-Bryant
Washburn)
...
.5
The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) »
EfiSciency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Holmes) 5'
The Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
Open Places (Jack Gardner)
S
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Kow (S. TraTerse)..S
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
i
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
S
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
J
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
9
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
J
Broncho Billy Dramas
>
Snakeville Comedies
Fables in Slang (George Ade)
1
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur>
i
Strife (George Le ' Guere)
■
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
4
The Champion
2
Jitney Elopement
2
Work
2
By the Sea

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph M. Bchenok)
Feb. 16 — Neighbors
2
Dec. 22— The Scarecrow
2
Oct 27— Convict 13
2
Sept. 1— One Week
2
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar. — A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton) 6
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6— Billions (Nazimova)
6
Oct. 11 — Madam Peacock (Nazimova)
7
Apr. — The Heart ol a Child (Nazimova) 7
Jan. — Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Hohnes)
6
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes)....*
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
•
3. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept 6— Love. Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....t
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18— The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6
MISCELLANEOUS
The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
The Wrong Woman (Ivan Abra>nson)
The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Corp.
TheClark
Devil's
Angel Corp
(Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Cornelius
Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions. . . .
The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)
TheFeatures
Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling
Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp
Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special C^at) Harry
Levey Prods
The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's
OasisFeature
(Neal Producing
Hart) Independent
Films Assn..
Peerless
Co
The Hidden
Light
(Dolores
Cassinelli)
wealth Film Corp CommonCOMEDIES
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndicate— Cleveland)
2
After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.)
2
Billy Ruge Comedies (Ftmful Films)
1
Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)
3
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.) .
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.
NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
Nobody's Giri
(Billie
Rhodes)
55
Kentucky
Colonel
(Special
Cast)
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re>issue
'.
5

Film

Picture

News

Releases

RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
Roland)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes

Starring Ruth

Dec. S— Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
Not. 21— Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
2
Not. 14 — Twelfth, The Secret Order
2
Nov. 7— Eleventh, The Faul Diamond
2
Oct 31— Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk
2
Oct 9— Ninth, The Perilous Path
2
Oct 17 — Eighth, Danger 1 rails
2
Oct 10 — Seventh, Troubled Waters
2
Oct 3— Sixth, The Eagle's Nest
2
Sept. 26— Fifth, Double etossed
2
Sept 19— Fourth, Between Two Fires
2
Sept 12 — Third. The Tower of Danger
2
PIRATE GOLD
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitg
and Marguerite Courtot)
Oct 17— Tenth, Defeat— And Victory
2
Oct 10— Ninth, The Double Cross
2
Sept 26 — Seventh, Under Suspicion
2
Sept 19— Sixth, Kidnapped
2
Sept 12— Fifth, Drugged
2
Sept S — Fourth, Treasure — At Last
3
Aug. 29 — Third, The Dead Man's Story
3
THE THIRD EYE
{Fifteen Two-Reel
Starring Warner
Oland andEpisodes
Eileen Percy)
\ug. 29— Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
Aug. 22 — Fourteenth, At Bay
3
Aug. IS — Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 3
Aug. 8 — Twelfth, Man Against Man
2
Aug. 1 — Eleventh, The Long Arm of Vengeance. .. .3
July 25— Tenth, The House of Terrors
3
July 18— Ninth, The Race for Life
3
July 11 — Eighth, Dangerous Trails
2
July A— Seventh, The Double Trap
3
June 27 — Sixth, The Death Spark
3
YOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Aug. 8 — The Hold-up Man
3
Aug. 1— The Hobo of Pizen City
3
July 25— The Law of the Border
3
July 18— His Pal's Gal
3
July 11— Tex of the Timberlands
3
TRAILED BY THREE
July 11 — Fifteenth, The Reckoning
3
July 4— Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime
3
June 27 — Thirteenth, The Door of Deadi
3
Jtme 20 — Twelfth, The Burning Fuse
3
June 13 — Eleventh, The Torttire Trap
3
VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Dec. 26— The Sleepy Head
1
Dec. 12 — Greek Meets Greek
J
Not. 14 — The Sandman
1
Oct. 31 — Mamma's Boy
I
(Dct 3 — June Madness
1
BRINGING UP FATHER
Jtme 27 — Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion
2
May
Father's
Close ShaTe
33
Apr. 164—— Second,
First, jiggs
in Society
AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney
Drew and John Cumberland)
July IS — Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green- wo d 3
May 30 — Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16 — Second. The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 3
ROLIN COMEDIES
Jan. 9 — The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
J
Dec. 5 — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) J
Nov. 7 — Insulting the Sultan
i
Oct 24 — When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1
Oct 10 — Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept 26
Doing
(Snub (Snub
Pollard)
•
Sept
12—— (k)
As Time
You Please
Pollard)
I1
Sept 12— Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept 5— A Regular Pal
1
Aug. 29 — Money to Btim (Snub Pollard) 1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Sept 26 — Get Out and CJet Under (Harold Lloyd).. S
July 11 — High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
2
May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) S
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce (Jordon-May
McAvoy)
*
July 18 — Man and His Woman (Herbert RavUnson).*
June 20 — Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) •
NEWS REELS
Stmdays — Topics
the Day
Wednesdavs—
Patheof News
\
>
Saturdays — Pathe News

PATHE EXCHANGES
Jan. 16— When We Were Twenty-one (H. B. Warner) ■ 5
Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
6
Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner).., 5
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) 6
Not. 21 — The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5
Nov.
A Beggar
Purple (Edgar
Oct.
317—— The
Money in Changers
(ClaireLewis')
Adams-Ray 66
Stewart)
Oct 24 — Half a CTiance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
LUBIN (BERT)
Oct. 10 — Fc bidden Valley ((Jordon-McAvoy) 6
8TATB RIGHTB
Oct.
Woman ((Jeraldine Farrar) 6
Honeymoon Ranch
5 Sept 263 ——TheHelpRiddle:
Wanted — Male (Blanche SweetHenry King)
5
Sept
12—
Felix
O'Day
(H.
B.
Warner)
METRO EXCHANGES
Sept. 5— The House of the Tolling Bell (Brace 5
(jordon-May McAvoy)
6
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC., SPECIALS
Aug. 29 — Lahoma (Edgar Lewis)
7
Dec. 27— anderefla's Twin (Viola Dana)
6 VELVET FINGERS
Dec. 20— The Misleading Lady (Bert Lvtell) 6 {Fifteen Tteo-Reel Episodes Starring Oeo. B. Beitz
Dec. 13 — Hearts Are Trumps (Special (ist) 6
and Marguprite Courtot.)
Nov. 29— Polly With a Past (Ina Claire)
6
16 — The House of a Thousand Veils
2
Nov. IS — Someone in the House (Special C^at) 6 Jan.
19 — Third, The Hand from Behind the Door 2
Not. 8— Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6 Dec.
Dec.
12
—
Second,
The
Face
Behind
the
Curtain
2
Nov. 1— The Fatal Hour (Special Cast)
6 Dec. 5— First To Catch a Thief
3
Oct 25— Body and Soul (Alice Lake)
C THE PHANTOM FOE
Oct 18— The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6
Dct 4— Blackmail (Viola Dana)
6 (Fifteen Two-Reel EpiMdet Starring .Juanita Hansen and Warner Orland)
Sept. 20 — Clothes (Special Cast)
6
Bept. 13 — The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) 6 Jan. 16 — Fourteenth, Confession
2
Sept 1— The Hope (SpecUl Cast)
6 Dec. 19— Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
2
Aug.
16
—
The
Dec.
12
—
Ninth,
The
Mystic
Summons
2
(Hiorus
Girl's
Romance
(VioU
Dana)..<
Aug. 2— Held in Trust (May AUison)
6 Dec. 5 — Eighth, The Man Trap
2
Nov.
28
—
Seventh,
Gun
Fire
2
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 21— The Crystal Bail
2
Feb.
21—
The
Little
Lady
of
the Big House (Special
Not. U7—— Fourth,
Fifth, "The
Cast)
The Tower
Open Room
Window
23
Tan. 10— The God of His Fathers (Special Cast) 6e Nov.
Oct
31—
Third,
The
Trail
of
the
Wolf
2
Nov. 22— The Star Rover (Special Cast)
Oct. 2A — Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dale.. 2 PEERLESS PICTURES
3
Aug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast). 66 Oct 17— First. Doom
The Heart of a Woman.
Release Information Continued on Page 609
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ALICE HOWELL

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASOW REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
i
Law oi the North
3
Cy
The Whittaker's
Awakening Ward
ot Kuth
SS
Light in Darkness
0
The Tell TaJe Step
i
Lady oi the Photograph
i
FLAGG COMEUi REVIVALS
The Bride
1
The Screen Fan
1
The Matinee Girl
1
The Man Eater
1
The Superstitious Girl
1
The
Artist's
Model
11
The Art
Bug
The Starter
1
The Spoiled Girl
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
;rhoughtles« Women (Alma Kubens)
t
Place
of Honeymoons
(Emily SteTens-Montagu 6
Love)
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
6
\iTiat Women Want (Louise HufF)
5
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
6
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb). 5
Empty Arms (Gail Kane- Thurston Hall)
b
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5
His
Brother's
Keeper
(Mansfield,-Lytton-James)
.
.
.
.6
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
t
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
i
AIdleMoment's
Madness
(Marguerite
Namara) 65
Hands (Gail
Kane-J.
Herbert Frank)
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
Luke McLuke's
Film-osophy
H2
Sonny
Series
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin
1
Two's
11
Call MeCompany
Daddy
Knockout Maggie.....
1
Down Beside the Seaside
1
Professor Was Right
1
CO.)
PRICE (C. B.
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen
feather.Single reelers starring Princess Mona DarkHis Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)
5

All

Film

Releases

COMEDIES

ig^
^r^
WILLIAM FRANEY
COMEDIES t
Snitch
Moonshiner
No. 13
Pest
Pile Driver
Undressed Kid
Live Wire
,
Dummy
Kye and Wry
Referee
The
In and Out
L-a
I andlarf^ naiady
The Moocher
The Bull Fighter
Professor
Getting His Goat
Fixing Lizzie
Dry Cleaned
Kidnapper
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
Wind Goddess
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
Lazy Lem
Bungalow Bungle
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
Dreamy (Hiinatown
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms
Help
The Movies

I
1
1
1
1
1
.1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1,
1
2
3
3
1
1
3
2
3

—

lewis j.) ent.
selznickj
SELZNICK
PICTURES
{.Distributed by Select Exchange*)
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas)
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore)
The
(Eugene
O'Brien)
The Figurehead
Flapper (Ohve
Thomas)
The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham)
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
The
Wonderful'
(Eugene O'Brien)
Whispers
(ElaineChance
Hammerstein)
(Special)
Paradise
Dangerous
(Ralph
Special)
The p^^^
Daughter
PaysInce
(Elaine
Hanunerstein) .
SELECT PICTURES
{Distributed by Select Exchanges)
The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day)
Man's Plaything
(Grace Davison)
Mountain
Madness
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
The Great Shadow
The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Taking the Count (William Collier)
The Servant Question (William Collier)
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
6,000
5,000
6,0(X)
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
5^000
5!o00
5,000

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Moon Madness (Special Cast)
6 COMEDYART
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
5 Open the Bart
i
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
5 Hay Fever
1
Bright Skies (Brentwood)
5 Sweet Dynamite
1
CUAllLLAS.Mi.
The
Devil's
Claim
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
5
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5 Not. 1A — Watch Your Husband (Merriam- Edwards) .3
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa)
i
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) 5 Oct 31 — A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam).. .3
Oct. 17— A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2
SUPER SPECIALS
sLiNbET bUKKUU at^LiNICS
Little
'Fraid
Lady
(Mae
Marsh)
6
Nov.
Totem Land
1
Kismet (Otis Skinner)
9 Oct. 317—— Dawnland
1
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
6 Oct. 24 — (Joing North
1
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
6 Oct. 17— The Highway of Wonderland
1
So Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
6 CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
The Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
8
Oct 10— Bubbles
1
Occasionally
(Lew Farnum)
Cody)
'.....67 Oct
3 — Dreams
1
Big Happiness Yours(Dustin
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
Sept
26
—
Up
on
the
Farm
I
8PECIALS
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom).
MORANTI COMEDIES
Aug. 15 — Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 Oct 31— Kids
1
Aug. 1— Life's Twist (Bessie Barriscale) 6 Oct 17— Guilty
I
REALART pictures CORP
SUPREME COMEDIES
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
June 6 — Becky Strikes Otit
1 Nor. 14— Who Am 1
-iPEClAL FEATURES
2
2
May
Letty 's Lost Legacy
11 Oct 7— Home Rule
The
(Wm. (Taylor)
D. Taylor's)
6882
Mixed30 —Husbands
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
5995 The
Taylor
Made
Wife
1
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)* 6705
and Up
1
FILM CORPORATION
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614 Downstairs
IVhy Be Jealons?
1 STOLE
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607 Her
Jan. — The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) 6
Beloved
Burglar
1
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
Jan. — Mr. Wu (.Matheson Lang)
...4650
VI ARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Jan. — Tlie Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy Duketfarooned in the South Seas
:
Guy Xewell)
6
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4979
The City of Broken Old Men
l Jan. — Squandered Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall)....6
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181
1
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
4214 Recruiting in the Solomons
LrOnely South Pacific Missions
I
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5302
Domesticating Wild Men
1
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
4212 Cruising
in the Solomons
I
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4646 Saving Savages
Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)..S
in the South Seas
1
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
4648
!t Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
S
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084
ADVENTURE SCENICS
Human Passions (Lottie Tilford)
3
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)
5134 The
5
Lone Trapper
1 Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
«
Outlaw of the Wilderness
1 . rhe Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
The Tempest
1 Y^our Wife and Mine (Eve
on) 57
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
Hi hes)
Waters of Destiny
1 And the Children Pay (GarethDoringt
ROYAL COMEDIES
Tree Magric
I Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week) . .
of Romance
I lohnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley — one every
Dec. 10— I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2 Ghosts
month)
a
..
;
Nov.
2»— He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2 Sons of Salooskin
RADIN PICTURES
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Bums)
2
Skinning
Skinners
(Johnny
Dooley)
S
Oct. 30 — Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2
Throtigh Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
3
Oct. IS— When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) 2 RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1
Sept. 30— Where Are Yotir Husbands?
(Billy B. Van 2 TUSUN COMEDIES
Sept. 1— The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B.
Van) 3
^"™*''*^^™™^^™^"
Kug. 30— Snakes (Billy B. Van)
1
n
10
— Wild
From Wome
Kitchen
17
Jan.
2
Aug. 15— Buggins (Leon Errol)
3 — Buried Alive
3
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Dec. 27
Jan!
'3=IXd^Ari^.e"
11! i i l ]!! 11 ] i!!!!1 Jan.
UNITED Love
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
— A Slick Detective
Light (Mary
Pickford) 8,000
Bold Bad Pirate
1 Dec. 95—— The
2 Dec. 20 — New Ralgia
The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) ... 7
Summer Days
.2
a_^______>__^_i
a^^^^^^_^^^^^^^
^___
Sept. 27 5—— Sods
The Lone
(D. W. Griffith's) 37
Sunshine
2
Tune
(Mary Flower
Pickford)
Fane 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) t
c^^^us^DYyT"
.....:...:::...3 schwab
d. n. productions
May 30 — Romance (Doris Keane)
t
Girls, Don't
Gamble
Apr. 18—
5— Down
on the(Mary
Farm Pickford)
(Mack Sennett'a) I3
Fickle
S5 Fan.
BILLYDre
WESTP WMEDiES
' ,
' Women
"
" "
Pollyanna
The
amer
j
Hands Up
Dec. 29 — When the Ootids Roll By (Donrlaa Fair- banks) »
g
S-E ENTERPRISES
TEXAS
GUINAN
WEStEIlNS'
"
Oct
20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. GrifiA's) t
The Desert Vulture
3 It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason)
5
Girl of the Rancho
....3
Cowboy Jazz
2 Sept 1— His Majesty the American (DottrUs Fair- banks) •
Release Information Continued on Page 610
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UMIVERSAL EXCHAWGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Tiger Torrent
True (Frank
The
(Eva Mayo)
Novak)
5SHearts Up (Harry Carey)
a
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
S
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
o
Beautifully Trimmed (Ckrmel Myers)
i
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
i
We«t is We*t (Harry Cmrey)
5
Honor
Bound
(Frank Mayo)
'.
5
Fixed Gilded
by
(jcorge
The
Dream (Lyons-Moran)
(Carmel Myers)
5S
Wanted at Headquarters (Era Novak)
3
The Marriage Fit (Frank Mayo)
i
Sundown Slim (Harry Carey)
i
Pink Tights (Gladys Walton)
S
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6
The Devil's Among
Pass Key(Jannibals
(Special Cast)
76
Shipwrecked
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)
6
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2
A Prohibition Monkey
2
KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
Ninth, Dynamite
2
Seventh, Over the City
2
Sixth, The
Lion'sBlack
Claws
Fifth,
Wallet
22
Fourth, Facing Death
2
Third, Stolen Evidence
2
Second. The Mushroom Bullet
2
First, Blood Money
3
RED RIDER SERIES
(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)
Sixth, The Timber Wolf
2
Fifth, The Forest Runners
2
Fotirth, When the Devil Laughed
2
rhird. Big Stakes
2
Second, The Girl and the Law
2
First, A Son of the North
2
THE FLAMING DISK
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Lincoln)
Sixteenth, Running Wild
2
Fourteenth, The Purple Rays
2
Thirteenth, Caged In
2
Twelfth, The Tunnel of Flame
2
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
2
Tenth, Spiked Death
2
Ninth. The FloatinR Mine
2
Eighth, Through Walls of Steel
3
Seventh, The Circle of Fire
3
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery
2
Fifth, On the Great Wall of China
2
Fourth, The Flaming Disk
2
Third, The Perilous Leap
2
Second,
Spanof ofDearth
Life
First, TheTheRails
22
THE DRAGON'S NET .
(Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcamp)
Twelfth, Unmasked
3
Elerenth, The Shanghai Peril
3
Kinth, The Train of Death
2
Eighth, Trailed to Peking
3
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
3
Sixth, Captured in China
2
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2
Fourth, Into the Chasm
2
Third. A Watery Grave
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Fire Burs (Harry Sweet)
3
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintype (Armstrong-Jackson) 2
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2
Laughing
(Dorety-Jamisen)
22
Hot
Dob Gas
(Brownie)
k Fishy Story (Monty-Jackson)
3
Twin Crooks (Byron-Dorety)
3
kA Lyio'
Tamer (Mutt
Bowes-Lamont)
Blue Ribbon
(Byron-Dorety) 22
Uncle Tom's
(Dorety-Prerost) 32
Should
TailorsCaboose
Trifle
Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont)
2
A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2
His
Breath (Henley-Keaton)
(Century Dog)
Love Master's
and Gasoline
23
The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2
THIS

All

STAR COMEDIES
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
Chicken, Country Style
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert)
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)
Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert)
Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert)
Maids A-Courting
lly
Lady's inAnkle
K Scream
Society
Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaren)
Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann)
Bill'sBelle
Wife and( Wilson-Gerber)
The
the Bill (Bartine Burkette)
Rings
and
Things
(Hill-Bums)
Fix It For Me (Bartine
Burkette)
Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard)
Who's
Crazy
Now
(Burkette-Howard)
RAINBOW COMEDIES

Film

1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
11
11
1
1

An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
Should
((Jeo. Ovey)
22
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The
Driftin'King
Kid (Hoot
(Hoot Gibson)
Gibson)
22
The Saddle
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2
Superstition (Hoot Gibson)
2
Tipped Off (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson)
2
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson)
2
Cenders (Hoot Gibson)
2
In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson)
2
Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson)
2
One Law for All (Hoot (jibson)
2
The Grinning Granger
2
A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson)
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
1
Fridays — International News
1
(•ridays
— iN'ew Screen Maeazine (Universal)....)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
5
The Voice of Fools
5
The Prey
•
Dollars and the Woman
*
The Sporting Duchess
'
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
5
The Romance Promoters
5
The
Purple
Cipher
S
A Master Stroke
9
Captain Swift
S
The Fortune Hunter
7
CORINNE GRIFHTH PRODUCTIONS
It Isn't Being Done This Season
S
The Broadway Bubble
S
The Whisper Market
5
Bab's
Candidate
S
The Garter Girl
5
Deadline at Eleven
5
Human Collateral
S
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
S
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
5
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Nuisance
2
The Back Yard
2
HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gatintlet
J
The Sea Rider
I
The Flaming Clue
S
The Birth of a Soul
>
VTTAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
DeadCast
Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special 7
Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast
7
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Cnr-.
'
wood's) Special Cast

MONTH— 24-5-6
BIG
MUSIC-PICTURE
Are You Going to Attend?

Picture

News

Releases

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sportsman
The Suitor
The Suge Hand
Solid Concrete
School Days
The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
0. HENRY (TWO HEELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Cast)
An Afternoon Miracle (Special (jast)
Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast)
The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast)
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Syan)

]
t
I
1
I

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO HEELERS)
The Washerwoman's
(Nell (NeU
Shipman)
The
Trials of Texas War
Thompson
Shipman) >1
THE PURPLE RIDERS
(Fifteen Episode Elinor
Serial Field)
Starring Joe Ryan and
FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
THE SILENT AVENGER
Duncan)
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring William
THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fijteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Morin*,)
Fifteenth, The Accounting
I
Fourteenth, The
The Sinister
Veil's Secret
Thirteenth,
Stroke
3I
Twelfth. A Climax of Hate
3
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom
2
Tenth,
A
Demon's
Device
f
Ninth, The Slide for Life
11
Eighth, The Span of Death
2
Seventh. Human Targets
J
Sixth, The Fiery Furnace
1
Fifth, The Well of Despair
3
Fourth, The
Trapped
in Mid-Air
i1
Third,
Sea Demon
Second, The Quicksand
I
First, The Menace
1
HIDDEN DANGERS
(Fifteen Episode Jean
SerialPaige)
Starring Joe Ryam t
Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape
Thirteeath,
A Woman's
Grit
Twelfth. Human
Bait
Eleventh, The Tank's Secret
Tenth,
A Fanatic's
Ninth, An
Inch fromRevenge
Doom
Eighth, Hemmed In
Seventh, Hindoo Hate
Sixth, Springing the Trap
Fifth, Hands of Horror
Fourth, The Fatal Choice
Third, Plucked from Peril
Second, The Murder Mood
First, The Evil SpeU

WILK

1
1
1
1
11
1
J
1
1
I
I
J
I

(JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Ahses of Desire (Mrs. Scaaoe Hayakaw*) I
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
ADarkest
Woman Russia
Alone
•
••••)
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hoar
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13*
Human Driftwood
C.

CONFERENCE,

2
a
I
J
j
3
I

N.

Y.
See Page 526
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-and

still

another
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Now nearing completion in Hollywood

It

is

weeks

when

formally

open

now
we

good

famous

will

under

as one

developing

and

a

officially

our magnificent

will be operated
world

merely

announce

California

the personal

matter
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supervision
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of
and
which

of a man

of the

Art

of

printing.

Our
Chicago
studio is bigger, better and

laboratorymore efficient than

ever.
During

1921

we

expect to start construction
New York and in London.
Our
comfortable
equipment

New

York

projection
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office
and
West

in
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adequate
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15,
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1

An

Audit

^The circulation statement of Motion Picture
News, as of December 31st, 1920, is being audited
this month and inunediately on completion will
be published to the trade.
^ P. S. — Six hundred and nine more pages of advertising than its nearest competitor is the 1920
record set by Motion Picture Neivs.
The

YYIII
^Wlll

News

Alone

Covers

the

Field

M_,0.
A
Eittcrcd UA .<?tio)i(/ Class Hatter,
at the
Post Office at Kew York, N. Y.,
11
underOctoher
the ActIS.of1013,
March
3, im
Published Weekly — $j.oo a year
Los Angeles

—

J2g Seventh Avenue,

New

PRICE
C III cay I

York

—

20
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Dependable

Salesmanship

Even a gilt-edged bond doesn't find a ready sale
in the hands of an untrustworthy-looking
salesman. Similarly a film
excellent

production,
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31st
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Y.

CORP.

Phone Chelsea 8388

January

15,
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JESSE L.
LASKY

presents

WALLACE

REID

Charm

School

" Far better than ' Always Audacious,' .One oi.
the best comedy dramas going."
— Exhibitors' Herald
" Demonstrates why Reid has been heading all
the popularity contests— New
recently."
York Evening Mail
By Alice D u e r
Miller. Scenario
by Tom F o r m a n .
Directed
by
James

" Reid has never done better work. Lila Lee
is as good as she was in ' Midsummer Madness.'
— New York News
It will be swamped with spectators."

Cruze.

CH C/>aramount

Cpicture

Arbuckle
(BV ARRAbJGEMENT WITH
JOSEPH K. SCHENCKa)

\

CC Cparamount Qiclure
Four-coUimn press ad. above — Mats at your Exchange

Brewster's
Millions
From the novel by George
Directed by Joseph Henal
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LA8KY
CORPORATION tLUsPTTSl
Barr McCutcheon and the
Scenario by Walter W«»
play by Winchell Smith ^

♦

*

same wholesome
the
OR"Y Thewith
AnchSTas
Prince
pu
Chap." A romance of
New York's roof-tops
that will bring gulps to
your throat.
Tom Meighan has never
had a weak picture. You
can be sure of him —
sure that he will draw
the money and please
the people.
When you show this
you'll
why Luck
he's
called "know
The Good

Star."

Motion

LOIS

Picture

Mews

WEBER

ANNOUNCES

THE

COMPLETION

OF

"TOPLEASEONEWOMAN"

"What

Do

"WHAT'S

TO

BE

Want?

Worth

"Married

(MADE

Men

IN

While

Strangers"

HER

RELEASED

OWN

STUDIO)

THIS

WINTER

AS

Paramount

Specials

"

"
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The 'Boy With a ^Million Friends
You will laugh too — when you see
him. You must know him already —
from the famous Sewell Ford stories.

Hi

Tlie Spice of the 'T^rogranf

TORCHY
A

Monthly

Series From

COMEDIES

the Famous

SEWELL

FORD

STORIES

with JOHNNY MINES as ''TORCHY"
"Torchy," the famous red-headed office- laugh heartily at his every antic,
boy, has a lOO^o appeal to motion pic- "Torchy" — a sort of super office-boy,
ture audiences. His creator, Sewell Ford, with all the readiness of boys for a fight
has been writing about him for 10 years in or a frolic, all the quickness of wit, the
leading magazines such as "The Saturday
Evening Post," in leading newspapers,
also in seven books — all "best sellers."
Over 2,000,000 families in the United
States and Canada know him and

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

love of fun, and the sense of honor so
typical of our American youth. His capers
ring true — and yet have all the fur> of
the funniest farce. "Torchy" Comedies
are CLEAN, FINE FUN.

INC., E. W. MAMMONS,

President
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(SUPER)

KINO
TWICE A WEEK

EVERY

exhibitor

starting
Educational
rivalling

in

January

quality

weeklies

All

the

the

30th,

Exchange

city exhibitors
news

in

a

any

who

to

ever

forces

from

super

by

buying
them

formerly

be

able,

his

local

news

shown

been

cutting

will

book

single

have

and

country

weekly,

the

biggest

three
down

or

four

to

one*

producing

KINOGRAMSall the forces

formerly

GAUMONT

News

all the forces

formerly

producing

the

Weekly-

producing

an-

other Ne^s Weekly—
begin
to

contributing

produce

EDUCATIONAL

(Super)

FILM

their

best

on

KINOGRAMS

EXCHANGES.

INC.,

January

30th,

1921,

for

E. W.

HAMMONS,

President

News

(SUPER)

GRAMS
TWICE A WEEK

of

Cream

The

One

of

Price

the

for

fifty key centers of the world's
IN
are expert
picture reporters who
men

will

important,
shots

of the

You
the

day

this

for their

and

your

best

(Super)
And

interesting

novel,

three

news

weekly^

you

can

your

news

needed

even

for your

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

all

means

a better

which,

will

get only
three

in

KINOGRAMS.

just

source

most

in the

history- making
original organizations^

from

accomplishment

get

motion
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and
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shots

news,
news

in sending

other

each

vie with

Services

News

Three

now,

program

reel

It means
from

offers

the

you

except

EXCHANGES,

more

INC.,

to

you

that

in

same

every

than
future

reliable

other

item

features*

E. W.

HAMMONS,

President

MARY

PICKFORDS
JYqw

production
he

to

Released

January

e LOVE

^JVfnth

LIGHT

has its moments of delightful humor — the quamtest
comedy touches imaginable — human bits that will
find a response in hearts everywhere. And there are
bits of pathos — moments of real heart-searching
tragedy — and ageiin, scenes of tremendous meiodramiatic
force.
And withal, the radiant beauty aind exquisite dramatic
genius of Mary Piclcford herself, the foremost artiste of
the screen.
"The Love Light" is indeed a picture to be remembered.
Wntttn and 'DirtcleJ by FRANCES MARION
Photographed tj) CHARLES ROSHER and HENRY CRONJAGER

^NITED
ABTI ST?
COI2P0PATI0N
MARY WCKFOPD
CHAPLIE CHAPUN
DOUGLAS FAIRMNKS
D.W.GRIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMJ"
P R, E^l D EMT-

Please
this

statement

before
the

confirm

you

picture

boob
-

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
Newest

<S/Ae

is one
QF

Production

MARK

of ZORRO"
the most profitable

box-office attractions
released
fsk at
fhdf

ANY

hd9

ever

theatre

shown

it !

From fhe 'All S+ory Weekly'
NoveJ
Curse Mcof Culley
Capistrano'
5y 'The
Johnston
Dii ected by Fred Niblo

UNITED

ADTISTS

CORPORATION

MARY PICKFOQD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FA1D5ANKS • D.W.GRIFFITH
HIRAM A5RAMS, President-

THE SNOB— "/4 person who
vulgarly affects gertlility—who
regards wealth or position rather than
character.' '—DICTIONARY

THERE
are snobs in your neighborhood (as in all others) and
the patrons of your theatre are always glad to see them shown
up. They will come in crowds to see

A REALART

STAR

FRANCHISE

PICTURE

featuring the inimitable
WANDA

HAWLEY
B"
SNO

and they'll howl with delight at its swift comedy action and the
clean fun of its sparkling lines and situations. Its a home-grown,
made-in-U. S. A. product, and pictures the triumph of decent American ideals. Its cast of notable fun -makers includes Walter Hiers,
Sylvia Ashton, W. E. Lawrence and Edwin Stevens.
"THE

SNOB" /5 a clean-up for you!
Adapted from the William J. Neidig story in the Saturday

Evening

Post by Alice Eyton.
Directed by SAM

REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION

WOOD

- 469

Fifth Avenue

- NEW

THE

URBAN
POPULAR

BEST

IS

NONE

TOO

GOOD

URBAN'S
CHATS

CHARLES
MOVIE

CLASSICS

URBAN
POPULAR
CLASSICS

In the beginning

their

value

was

appreciated by a few — such men
as Dr. Riesenfeld in New
York.
His

Rialto

now

play

scores
the

of

and

Rivoli

them

every

exhibitors

country

have

theatres

week

and

throughout
followed

his

One

are

example.
KINETO
°/
COMPANY
AMERICA
Ikc.

These

Classics

proving

that

in moving
the

to

that

the

week

box

the

Reel

highest

pictures

highest

— and

In

may

quality

also have

entertainment
is what

brings

office,

week

value

patrons
in

and

out.

Exhibitors
for the

who

future

CHARLES
MOVIE

are building
are

now

booking

URBAN'S
CHATS

Exhibitors who have not booked "Movie Chats" can secure
catalogue and complete information by writing direct to us.

KINETO

COMPANY
OF
INCORPORATED

AMERICA

New York Gty

KINETO
COMPANY
AMERICA
In'c.
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JACKSONVILLE,
IS

THE

LOGICAL

FOR

PRODUCERS

** Jacksonville,

the Third

OF

Motion

MOTION

Picture

News

FLORIDA
PLACE
■a

WHY
SOUTHERN

Picture

FOR

HEADQUARTERS
PICTURES

Producing

Center"

NEW YORK

JACKSONVILLE
OFFERS:
SHORTEST ROUTE FROM NEW YORK.
27 HOURS TO JACKSONVILLE;
1U8 HOURS TO LOS ANGELES.
CLEAR CUT LIGHT, 272 DAYS OF SUNLIGHT, AVERAGE DURING YEAR.
NO SNOW NOR ICE.
HANDSOME TECTURE
HOMES
OF EVERYGROUNDS,
ARCHIWITH SPACIOUS
GRASS TER.
AND BLOOMING
TREES,FLOWERS.
GREEN IN WINMETROPOLITAN BUILDINGS. S K TSCRAPERS,
MODERN CLUBS.
DEPOT.' FACTORIES,
TENEMENTS ANDCHURCHES.
ALLEYS.
GOOD ROADS
BY FINE
SCENERY,
GOLFBORDERED
LINKS, COUNTRY
AND YACHT CLUBS, ZOO, CITY PARKS,
WINTER QUARTERS FOR CARNIVALS,
ANIMAL SHOWS, AND CIRCUSES.
DOCKS, R. R. SHOPS. SHIP YARDS,
ARMY TION
CAMP,
TRAINS. PULLMAN & OBSERVANORTHERN SHALL TOWN
DENCES AND ATMOSPHERE.
STEAMSHIPS, MILLIONAIRE
RIVER BOATS,YACHTS.
SIDKRESIWHEELERS.
MOTOR BOATS. SAILING BOATS.
SCHOONERS, HOUSE BOATS,
LAUNCHES, DUGOUTS, CANOES.
OND-HAND STORES.
FURNITURE
"PROP" HOUSES, SECSOCIETY RIDING SCHOOL, THOROUGH-BRED HORSES, AND FOX HUNTERS, OCEAN. LAKES, RIVERS. PONDS,
CREEKS, SPRINGS.
FULL FORCE OF MINOR CHARACTERS,
COMEDIANS, CAMERAMEN, ASSISTANT
DIRECTORS, STAGE CARPENTERS, 2000
EXTRAS, HOTEL AND CABARET LIFE
SECOND TO NONE.
CO-OPERATION BY PRESS AND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
UP-TO-DATE STORES.

January

15, 1921

t27

To
THE

the

Motion

JACKSONVILLE

Picture
CHAMBER

Industry
OF

COMMERCE

Announces
ESTABLISHMENT

FINE

OF

ARTS

CITY

More than 700 acres of ground in Jacksonville, have been purchased by Fine Arts Pictures, Incorporated, of New York.
Over $1,000,000.00 will be spent transforming Camp
of beauty.
-

Joseph E. Johnston into a spot

Florida's unusual advantages in producing motion pictures win over the Pacific Coast.
Murray W. Garsson, President of Fine Arts Pictures, Incorporated, starts work
immediately erecting 20 complete unit studios. These studios, capable of accommodating
40 companies, will be the finest in America. Each unit distinct and separate. Every
studio will give each company an entirely separate working space from all other companies
using Fine Arts City.
The streets already built in Fine Arts City are paved with brick. A complete sewerage system covers the entire city; fire pumps are on every street, close enough to each
other to limit fire hazard and assure perfect safety to the entire city.
In Fine Arts City there is being built a "Western City" for filming Western pictures; slums typical of Chinatown quarters; and outdoor sets of every description are being
built for filming big productions. A fireproof laboratory complete in every detail is being
erected.
Fine Arts City will stand for greater efficiency in the production of motion pictures.
Plus this wonderful motion picture city where complete service will be given producers, the City of Jacksonville and in fact all the people of Florida, stand behind this
gigantic movement ready to extend the motion picture industry their service and a hearty
welcome. This welcome means that producers will be treated in the kindest way; we assure
you it will not be necessary for you to form your own buying units; we pledge ourselves to
work with you hand in hand in making your productions a success from both an artistic
and financial standpoint.
For Complete Information
Address
Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce
Motion Picture Committee
V/. R. CARTER,
Chairman
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

2y hours from New York — White Sand Beaches—Seashore Bungaloivs — Hotels with Amusement Features— Large Oaks — Pine Forests — Palm Hammocks — Nile River Scenes zvlth African Desert Caves
Jungle — Hilly and Flat Farm Land — Water Mills—Falls — Lighthouse — Northern Farms — Southern Plantations— Nezv England Fishing Villages — High Bare and Wooded Foot-hills — Japanese — Chinese Italians — Greeks — Spaniards — Cubans — Moonshiners — Lumber-Jacks — Cowboys — Fishermen
Soldiers— Big League Baseball Teams — One Night's- Ride from Jacksonville to Miami — Palm Beach Key
West or to the Mountains in Georgia or Asheville, N. C. — One Night and a Day to Cuba — Two Nights
and a Day to Jamaica.
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To

Producers,

Stars,

Directors,

Dramatists,
A

"EVE

NEW

UNSELL

coincidentally

Et

YEAR

Authors,

Newt

Publishers,

AI:

GREETING

PHOTOPLAY

with this announcement,

Picture

STAFF,

Inc

takes its place in the industry as the first

independent staff of trained and experienced screen writers, in the earnest conviction that it can be of great service to all the creative factors of the screen,
and with the dedication of its purposes to a higher scenario standard.

We

Are

Gratified

To

Announce

(as our initial engagements)
that we have been contracted

Famous

to supply six continuities

Players-Lasky

and six continuities

for the popular

for the

Corporation
First National

star,
\

Katherine

" EVERYTHING

MacDonald

FROM

SCRIPT

TO

SCREEN

"

including
Continuities
Synopses
Opinions and Revisions
Sub-titling and Editing

EVE

UNSELL

PHOTOPLAY

112-118

EVE UNSELL,

President

Representation of Authors,
Publishers, and
Dramatists,
Consultation and Advice

W.

44th

STAFF,

Street

LESTER
E. J. CLODE, Jr., Vice-President
Temporary Phone 3887 Bryant

BLANKFIELD,

In
|

Sec'y & Gen. ^

January

629

75, i g 2 i

Stars

for

Unsell

has

Blanche

Mary Pickford
Pauline Frederick

Sessue Hayakawa
Owen Moore

Marguerite

Tom

Clark
Talmadge

Ethel Clayton

John

Billie Burke

Barrymore

Miss

for whom

Unsell

George

Charles Giblyn
Robert Leonard

John S. Robertson
Allan Dwan

Robert G. Vignola
Travers Vale

T. Hayes Hunter
Frank Reicher

Edmund Lawrence
Edward Le Saint

Authors

with

whom

Hichens

George

V. Hobart

works

co-

of:
Rice

Owen Johnson
Bronson Howard
Clyde Fitch
E. Phillips Oppenheim
F. Hopkinson

Smith

Molly Elliot Sewall
Edward Sheldon

Harvey O'Higgins
Owen Davis

UNSELL
PHOTOPLAY
1 1 2- 1 1 8 W. 44th Street
Jr., Vice-President

has

Louis Anspacher

Frances Hodgson Burnett
William J. Locke

E. J. CLODE,

Unsell

Alice Hegan

Hughes

Robert

Miss

the

Henry Arthur Jones
Edward Knobloch

I

Melford

Marshall Neilan
•
Emile Chautard

Rupert

I

'continuities:''

written

has

Ford

operated oradapted

President

Moore

Alice Joyce

Celebrated

EVE UNSELL,

Sweet

Alice Brady

Hugh

|EVE

^^continuities*/'

written

Elsie Ferguson

Constance

Directors

Miss

whom

LESTER

Temporary Phone 3887 Bryant

STAFF,

BLANKFIELD,

Inc.

Sec'y & Gen. Mgr.
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ATTENTION!

STATE

JOY

RIGHT

FILM

BUYERS

DISTRIBUTING

CO.,

INC.

PRESENTS

THE

FOLKS

WAY

DOWN
Produced

Photodrama
WIRE
JOY
117

West

46th

OR

FILM

CO.,

WRITE

By
Picture

Co., Inc.

IMMEDIATELY

DISTRIBUTING

Booking

THE

FOLKS

BILLY

RUGE
HIS

FILM

Motion

EAST

TO

CO.,

Inc.

Street

Now

JOY

FROM

1 17 W.

46th

FROM

For
WAY

New

York

City

York

DOWN

COMEDIES-TOPICAL
ENEMY^S

New

EAST
TIPS

DAUGHTER

St., N. Y.

Phone

Bryant

0248

I

w
Associated

Exhibitors

Inc.

presents

Mr.

George

Arliss

in

"The
The

Sensation

Devil"
of Two

Directed by JAMES

Continents

YOUNG

''''I am the good friend who visits your home —
the friend whom women dote upon and husbands trust —
and I am but one in the legion of Hell among you always!''

The Associated Extiibitors announce

brilliant and

this masterly creation in the utmost

tion.

confidence that it will receive from
exhibitors the enthusiastic reception

Chosen on merit, and after inspection, by The Strand, New York, for

which its superb artistry warrants. Mr.

its premier presentation.

Arliss, in his screen debut, has endowed the cinema with a fawless,

Highly recommended
itor, everywhere.

Ltj vv csr T^jiii oLrcci, i\c\v

PATHE

Distributors

i orK

indelible characteriza-

to every exhib-

is^m//////////////m^^

WJ/////////////////////////^^^^

//////////////////////////////////^^^^
-fl Record-Smasher

MAURICE

of

the

Strands

i
'//////A

U I liiiiSiO'wlTZ

THOMAS

H.INCE

TUCKER

- MACK

- MAURICE

A

Masterpiece

Mohicans

twice a year a
This is one.
be welcomed
An exciting
of breathless

Morning enceTelegraph:
Kept the auditense with excitement,
Tribune: One of the most
saw.
Wednesday
Thursday : Business still building.
convincand Friday : Capacity.
interest because
ing pictures
wele ever
Times:
Holds thi
means something.
You know the answer.
Saturday: You know the answer. it means something.

SENNETT

- MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

Associated
HOME OFFICES:
V/////////m/////rf/////////////////mw/////////^^^^

/

day night.
Tuesday: Business growing bigger.

S IKO 7.9 7AVK in.
IslorS PHOrUCBR
COir.l^TULf lOf Xs'^^^
ACCEPT

LOANF

Big

American Drama Eternal
By James Fenimore Gboper
Directed by MAURICE TOURNEUR and CLARENCE LBROWN
new
Eue. Mail: Once or
Brooklyn
^\
^^^^
Sunday
record in
E-ve. Mail: On
"perfect" picture.
With
...lin■awa
few
Sun: A picture to
ys dollars of New York
Sunday record.
Evening Telegram:
at both Monday
Turn
beautiful
beauty.
by all. drama.
matinees.
Evening Post: Scenes
Heavy business both houses Mon-

Sj NEWCOMB CARLTON.

GEORGE

Three

TOURNEUR'S

last

The

at

- J. PARKER

NEILAN
READ

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
r

- ALLAN

DWAN

JR.- C GARDNER
Inc.

SULLIVAN
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Picture

New-

T

Cdrl

Laemrale

announces
•me relaase

of

OOTSIDL
by
UNIVLRSAL
Directed

WE

.TOD
BROVNINC

doubt if any picture more thrilling than
this has ever been made. Or one bigger
with suspense — or with crackling surprise. Or
with cleaner drama in its very hvunan passions.
We confidently believe that "OUTSIDE THE
LAW
1921. " will prove the greatest money-maker of

PrasciLLA

(3'

5tdrnn

Hie Most Amdzinc^'
American Melodrdmd
ever

vScrfeened

i^'
L on " T
VL
YOUR
Help-book
OUTSIDE THE LAW "
JL
will be in your hands within the week.
Do not lose this book. Read it carefully — then
file it away for future reference. You will find
it packed full of the most practical and low-cost
methods
success. of exploiting your year's verv biggest

Supported
tAN

LON

by

CHANLY

636

Motion

Picture

OHIU

har

k

pidtied

^cyr example
tfie EASTosk
ltvth«WESTa5k

HARRY D. STERN, manager of the
Mt. Morris Theatre, New York City,
who says : " Wonderful. Went over very
big. Box office records were broken."
E
.
of the
room

SACHS, Steinway Theatre, Long
Island City, N. Y., writes: "Wonderful business. Necessary to cut out one
acts to shorten the show and find
for those standing. Talk of the

town ! "

it

GEORGE rector ofF.
managing
dithe SHARP,
Liberty Strand,
Fresno,
Cal., who writes: "As Harrison said, 'It
is a pleasure to witness such an enjoyable
picture. Both star and story are a superb
combination.' "
SKOURAS BROS. Enterprises, St.
Louis, Mo.,
: " Onein many
of thea
best pictures
shownsays
in this
St. Louis
day.

Capacity business all day."

biKeMIDDLE-WESTcuk
DFEINBERG
of the State Theatre,
JACOB COOPER, 20th Century The• Milwaukee, Wis., whom we quote :
atre, more
Chicago, pleasing.
111., wiresMade
: " Never
had a picture
many
" More profitable than I ever anticipated.
The great applause of the audience was exfriends. Did exceptionally good business."
cellent evidence of their satisfaction."
SAIVI HARDING, Liberty Theatre,
Kansas Citj', Mo., says: "Capacity'
DONOVAN, Fuller Theatre,
HJ.
business all week. Pleased everyone. Has
• Madison, Wis., who writes : " Uneverything that goes to make a real big
able to take care of the crowds. " Ben
Bolt " sung by local singer made a real hit."
picture."

UNIVER^yAL-

JEWEL

N e\

January

15, 1921

and

no

vorrF*

Good
The Turkish and Oriental Field
Sets at Universal City, with
their streets and separate buildings, would make a pretty good
sized village all by themselves.
Many of these buildings and
streets you often see, artfully
camouflaged, in the pictures of
other producers who have not
UniversaTs vast resources.

npHE Turkish Field Set (Number 170) shown here
is only one of more than two hundred similar reasons why Universal can give you scenic realism at low
cost in your Special Attractions — and do it fifty-two
times a year.
No other producer in the world has anything like Universal's standing resources in Field Sets. As a matter of
fact, competing producers are constantly renting from
us parts of this magnificent equipment at Universal City.
We think that visible picture-making facilities such as
these furnish you a far better guarantee of satisfaction

UNIVERSAL

than any quantity of printer's ink and adjectives. We
think you'll see that there's no cause to worry as to
where your weekly good picture is to come from — right
straight through the year.

ATTRACTIONS
SPECIAL
The largest and best equipped stages in the world are at Universal City
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Motion

READ

THIS FROM

GORE

BROS.

AND

Picture

LESSER

" I'or some little time, we ha\e b.en using your Century
Comedies over our entire circuit of thirty theatres and
we have found them to be so satisfactory, clean and
wholesome with a good hearty laugh in each one that
we feel in justice to your company that we ought t"
tell you just how good they really are. I am sure that
you will always run 100% on our entire circuit."
(Signed) William J. Quinn.
Booking Manager.
Gore Pirns, and Sol Lester
^
Los Enterprises,
Angeles.

"PIKE

Releasea

BXJGS

throu^Jlx

N e n: s
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We
So
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Couldn't
We

Improve

Improved

the

the

Service
Posters

International Xexva Service,
as it stands at the moment
of ivriting,proved.cannot
be imThis is because
during ei'ery minute of the
day and night members of
International's
organi-to
sation are onvast
guard
make even the most minor
improvement the moment
the need for it is shown. It
is this constant vigilance
that assures you the last
word in a news reel zvith
every issue of International.

is International
an aattract
great that
SO News
of new posters has
seriesion
been designed to draw even more
business to those houses presenting the service. These' posters are in four colors and
are intended to be used consecutively. Beginning on the first of the year, the outstanding features of the current reel were printed
on Design No. 1, the features of the next
issue on No. 2, etc. This step on the part
of International is merely one more indication of the spirit behind the International
organization that makes International service first in news, first in features, and first
in the theatres of the country.

Released

International

News

thru
Universal

It's a thin^ of Beauty. A tale of
Tender Love in Stern Days

Around "TheTavern Kni|ht"clin^s the
atmosphere oF ivy-covered, castellated

This

walls and ^reat landscape gardens;

finely photographed

Production
ation of the

is a charming
novel

by

StoII
adapt'

Rafael

Sabatini and features Eille Norwood

of rare seventeenth century interiors^of
adventurous

men and devoted women,

of clinking flasses^ and Flashing rapiers

"THE TAVERN KNIGHT"
PICTURE THAT ONCE
SEEN

WILL

ADVERTISE

IS A
IT IS
ITSELF

TOLL

FILM

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

"The TavernKnight" will prove to the
skeptical showman that real costume

George
Kin§ • President
l30West46thStreet.N. Y C

productions have come into their own

Distributed

by

Pa

t h e

^lio

killed

Dr.

n

Sainsbuiy

?

n^HAT

was the
question that puzzled Police Lieutenant Cloyd and every inmate of the G 1 e n w o o d
Sanitarium.
Here was a
^

man, an ex-army doctor,
who had no known enemies
and many friends, found
dead on the hospital
grounds with a bullet in his heart.
Who killed him? Was it the woman
he loved?
Was it the woman he
wronged?
Was it the man who
hated
him?
That's
what your
patrons will want to find out.
GOLDWVN

S
LLOYD'
PRODUCTION
OF
FRANK

VOICE
A
FROM THE A.H.WOODS STAGE
SUCCESS BY RALPH E.DYAR
DIRECTED
BY
FRANK

IN

THE

DARK

LLOYD

GOLDS\m^'PlcfTTRES'CORPO^

J

OQLDWYN

P

RC^^ffiHtro

^^.GRAHAMMOFFAT

New

York

"mdaptc d Joy-

reviewers think

ihe picture as big a success as
the stage play
! " Reginald Barker has achieved
I something in the way of an intimate picture for Goldwyn, and
Leatrice Joy, Raymond Hatton,
IRussell Simpson and Cullen
Landis at the head
of the cast give a
new meaning to that
famous painting,
'Scotland Forever.' "
Evening Sun.

1

y

" Mr. Barker has contributed
picturea
of charm and gentle distinctiona from
play that had both."
Evening Post.
i

"Reginald Barker has converted Graham MofYat's stage success to the
[films in a commendable fashion for Goldwyn, preserving the original
flavor of this tale of the shrewd lassie who scientifically managed a
jmatch for herself and her father."
I

PRODUCED BY GOLDWYN

*

PICTURES

Neiv York Herald.

CORPORATION

N
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The

Picture

Picture

Newt
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Productions

Plus

It has always been the keynote of the
Independent Films Association to give to
its exchanges PRODUCTIONS PLUS.
NEAL HART in "DANGER VALLEY" the latest Pinnacle Production of
the great American desert is superbly
dressed with the richest scenes it has ever
been man's privilege to picture — PLUS
STORY, DIRECTION, PHOTOGRAPHY, ACTION, HEART INTEREST and CLIMAX; PLUS EXTENSIVE ADVERTISING AND EXPLOITATION MATERIAL.
Cuts on this page are from the press
book prepared by the Master Advertisers
and now ready for distribution.
Believe us it is the keenest thing ever
gotten out in its line by any company.
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Picture

Qentlemen :
I have done away with a 3 piece
orchestra and your Fotoplayer nov takes the place of
a 5 piece orchestra, and ne can play the pictures to
the delight of the Patrons and make a poor picture
look like a Special, which was practically impossible
with an orchestra without expert musicians and a
great expense*
I would^ ad-vise every Exhibitor to inFoiophyer
lowers

inshlhiion

orchestra

stall a Fotoplayer; there are no nore troubles and

overhead

your nusio problem is solved*
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Great

Mystery

Picture"

LEONCE

PERRET
Presents

onds''
Diam
of by
re
Empi
"The
Technical Direction
by
Written
Photography by
John Birkel
Valentin Mandelstamm
Harry Harde
Produced

in the Original Locales with a Notable
including the Great French Stars

Cast,

LEON MATHOT
and MARCEL LEVESQUE,
Laurent
Morlas, M.
Mailly, Jacques Volnys
and the Eminent American Artists
ROBERT

ELLIOTT, LUCY
AND HENRY
Distributed

WHAT

THE

CRITICS

" ' The Empire of Diamonds ' is one of
have ever seen." —
picturesin we
the bestLeonard
Frank
Motion Picture News.
" Leonce Ferret has given one more
proof of his splendid direction in ' The
of Diamonds.' " — Exhibitor's
Empire
Trade Review.
" A really exciting plot . . . laid in some
of the most beautiful spots in the world
... it is what the National Board of
Review would classify as ' good family
entertainment ' and ' educational ' as
well." — Morning Telegraph.

FOX, RUTH
G. SELL

THORPE

by Pat he
SAY

ABOUT

IT

" A picture sumptuously set . . . abounds
with mystery and the dramatic . . .
delicately and artistically presented." —
Exhibitor's Herald.
" Rarely are picturesque beauty and
thrills so happily combined." — Robert C.
McElravy in The Moving Picture
World.
"The Locations are the real thing ...
the Casino at Monte Carlo and the
Flower Carnival
attract." — Wid's.

at Nice 'are sure to

" ' The Empire of Diamonds ' is a
mystery story in which splendid production, superb photography and exceptional
lighting effects have made the picture
one which will be loudly acclaimed ...
it will entertain in an astonishing
manner." — Margolies
Mirror.
FOR

"A

EARLY

in the Dramatic

RELEASE

Race
From

for
Millions''
p'^"^"^^^
Leonce
Perret
the original story by Louis Letang, with an All- Star Cast
of Distinguished American and French players
with
Marcya
Capri
The Renowned Spanish Beauty
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Revolutionize

Associated

Film

First National

History

Pictures, Inc.

presents

"A

Grand

Pictures

Season"

Charles

M a n- Worn a n-M a r r ia ge
An Albert A. Kaufniann presentation of
An Allen Holubar Production
Starring

The

Dorothy Phillips
A most extraordinary presentation of the eternal
drama of mother-right from the dawn of the
world through the ages of barbaric splendor
down to the present.

Chaplin
in
Kid

Written and directed by Charles Chaplin. This
is without doubt the greatest screen comedy ever
produced. Six reels of joy, on which the worldfamous comedian worked for more than a year.

Passion

The

With the famous continental actress

An

Pola Negri

Oath

R. A. Walsh

Production

with all star cast

The picture which amazed a nation in setting a
One of the biggest and most virile domestic

new world's record by showing to more than a
quarter of a million people in two weeks at the
Capitol Theatre, New York.

dramas yet shown on the screen and one of the
year's great super specials.

Anita

Sowing

Five

Public

powerful

tremendous issue of man and woman today.

Will

reasons
nherell

in
the Wind

A Louis B. Mayer special and a most remarkable story that hits the vital spot of the most
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Louis

of

Jan. 16

Presents

4NITA

B.

His

Mayer
First

Annual

STEWART

ANNIVERSARY

WEEK

To comply with so many unsolicited requests from exhibitors in large and small towns all over
the country I have, at their demand, inaugurated, and feel very proud to present, my first Anita
Stewart Anniversary Week commencing January i6th, which I will make an annual event.
The product in which I have presented Anita Stewart, coupled with her popularity, has reached
a pinnacle far surpassing my fondest dreams and this remark was made to me by one of the most
prominent executives of First National : " Mayer, in my opinion, you have been the most consistent shooter in First National and I congratulate you."
My ambition is a full ioo% representation in the United States. Many exhibitors of the
smaller towns have not, to date, played all the Stewart Productions. Every exhibitor has played
one or more but I want a full ioo% representation!
First National branch managers have received instructions relative to revised pric^ist which
I am sure will meet with the approval of all exhibitors to such extent that I will gain the object of
this campaign, namely, a full ioo% representation of the Anita Stewart product in every town.
Exhibitors by the score have repeatedly told me that the cost and worth of my productions
upheld my predictions and you will please me greatly by making my first annual Anita Stewart Week
commencing January i6th a great big success.
I thank you.
LOUIS B. MAYER.

LOUIS B. MAYER

If more pictures were made
ke this one exhibitor's troubles
"ould be over." — Pfeiffer Bros.,
. enton, O.

" Every theatre should run
this picture." — E. E. Bonham,
Prairie Dusac, Wis.

" This is a 100%
" Great picture. Any exibitor who can't cash in
I this one better close up
lop. Turned 'em away 3
lys."
tah. — /. F. Foss, Ogden,
" Great picture. Pleased
)0%.
Charged
25, 35.
,)c."_/. p. Adler, Marshdd, Wis.
Fine picture. Capacity
.V o days
at advanced
IIices." — L. Browne, Ponca
ify, Okla.
" Class A. Boost it big as
'U will not be overrating it
your patrons.
Get out the
you run it." — Chas.
pes when
Ivan,
Garfield Thea., Chicago.

A
S
K

picture

andGeorg
100%
businens,
ss-getAvon,
ter."
—
e Simmo
III.
" Great. House''—record
A. R.
broken."— /F. C. Cleeton,
Higbee, N. D.
" Immense.
Will stand
advanced prices
Falls,
Anderson, Twin
Idaho.
" Played a two nights return to big business."
E.
E. Hodgeson,
Kahoka, —Mo.
" 100%
picture. Packed
'em in in spite of rain. AdvanceAnderson,
your prices on
this one."
— PV. E.
Diller,
Neb.

ANYBODY-ANYWHERE

Week

Present

of

His
Jan.

Firs

Annua

16th

Louis

L"Jirt

B.

Mayer

'""VIRTUOUS

TEXAS
Webster and Waggoner,
Director-Generals,
Pastime,
Miami, Texas :
" ' Virtuous Wives ' good
drawing card for small towns.

WIVES'

IOWA
Louis Frana,

MISSOURI
McClure and Faulkner,
Comique,
Director-Generals,

Managing-Director,
Olympic,
Calmar, Iowa :

Jamesport,
Mo. : most
" Best
and

factory special ever in ot'
I
house. Grab it now ! "

" Pleased them all."

WiU please everyone!"

sati;

The criticisms of these men mean vo-lujties because each and every one of thet
has had years of experience and knoiv whereof they speak. — Book " Virtuou
JJ ives " and Convince Yourself!

'" "A

MIDNIGHT

KENTUCKY
W'. T. Hayes,
Director-General,
Dreamland,
Providence, Ky. :
" I had more good remarks
on this picture than any one.
It is a classy picture in every
way."

ROMANCE"

ILLINOIS

NORTH
O. Froyer,

C. T. Metcalf,

Director-General,
Lyric,

Managing-Director,
Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. :
"Enjoyed by all. Will
satisfy anv audience."

Smashinc/ criticisms from those who
night Romance " from your patrons!

DAKOTA

Rugby, N. D. :
" Good picture. Packed the
house. It's fine. Book it."

know! You can't afford to keep "MidBook Now!

Anita
Stewart

in

"MARY

NEW YORK
John A. Wade,
Director-General,
Wonderland Theatre,
Madrid, N. Y. :
" Have shown first three
pictures of Anita Stewart.
Book them for winners."

REGAN'

MINNESOTA
H. H. Billing,
JManaging-Director,
Pleasant Hour,

MONTANA
G. F. Rediske,
Director-General,
Star.

Pine Island, Minn. :
" Best Stewart picture I

Ryegate,
" Good Montana:
picture to goc
business. Anita Stewart ge

have ever used.

Pleased all."

us the business."
You cant go against a consensus of opinion as strong as this! Th
quality and drawing power are proven. Please your patrons. Boo
Now!

For

Full
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Anniversary

Inita

> n it a
15:ewart

Stewart

Jan.

Week

of

16th

in
"HUMAN

PENNSYLVANIA
.
ner
Haf
Jm
Imaging Director,
I incess.
I mora, Pa. :
" ' Human Desire ' made a bigger hit and
l,t more business on second day than ' Virf^ns Wives" despite strong opposition. It
pleased our patrons."

DESIRE"

WISCONSIN
Beth Drew Guhl,
Director General,
Pastime,
Delavan, Wis. :
" The people who said unkind things about
this picture were prejudiced. I found it to be
an entirely satisfactory offering. It pleased
our patrons immensely."

'^fese exhibitors tell the story! Nothing/ could be more phiin!
sire " Nou'f

Book

" Human

Anita
Stewart

in "HER

KINGDOM

TEXAS

OF

MICHIGAN
Dunhan and Stych,

MISSOURI
L. V. Henhart,
Director-General,
Benton, Kansas City :

H. A. Kempen,
Managing-Director,
Queen,
Nixon, Texas :

" W^onderful picture to
capacity houses at advanced

" Picture ioo% patronage.
Well pleased."

Managing-Director,
Regent,
Alleean, Mich. :
" Better pictures can't be
made. Pleased patrons. Also
box-office."

Criticisms that count/
Dreams " No^c/
\ n it a
Itewart

DREAMS"

You'll be of the same
prices."

opinion/

Book

in
"MIND
OHIO

. C. Vale,
lanaging-Director,
*ictorium,
)ennison. Ohio:
' Star good. Picture good."

THE

PAINT

ILLINOIS
Wm. Tarn,
Director-General,
Vaudette,
Sterling, 111. :
" Story good. Business
good. Stewart pictures all
O.K. Will say book 'em if
vou can."

)ee what Tafff saysf
md book 'em!

Book

For

Full

FIRST

IOWA
R. K. Stonebrook,
Managing-Director,
Windsor,
Hampton,

Iowa :

" Great picture. Went over
big. People liked it fine. Star
never made a better picture."

*em if you can."

Particulars

GIRL"

Get busy right now

Write —

NATIONAL

Wire —

Phone

EXCHANGE

"Kingdom

of

LOUIS

B.

Presents

Anita

His

Stewart

MAYER
First

Anniversary

ste"Jar^ " "THE

FIGHTING

Book

Everybody

it!"

Stewart

Agrees!

Your
Us

First

Up!

National
Book

Exchange

Will

Now!

in
"THE

NEW MEXICO
Sudie I. Haney,
Director-General,
Liberty,
Des Moines, N. M.:
" Very good thriller.
Pleased my patrons immensely. Book it ! "
Write,

SHEPHERDESS"

there with the goods and then some. Send us more like it."

Back
Anita

Week

MISSOURI
McClure and Faulkner,
Director-Generals, Comique,
Jamesport, Mo. :
" ' Fighting Shepherdess ' almost as good as ' Old
Kentucky.'
This is some good Western.
Have to hand it
Anita when it comes to real acting on the screen. She is

IOWA
C. p. Buswell,
Managing Director,
Empress,
Akron, la. :
" Good!

Annual

Phone

or Wire

YELLOW
TYPHOON"
CONNECTICUT
MICHIGAN
C. Frederick,
J. E. Stucker,
Managing-Director,
Olympia,
Myrtle Theatre,
New Haven, Conn. :
Detroit, Mich.
" Broke all house records.
Fine picture. College not yet
" Good melodrama. Extra
open, but business phenomgood business for two days."
enal "!
Your

First National

in

Exchange

HARRIET

for Dates

AND

THE

PIPER"

For
Once
They
All
Agree!
N. H. Gordon, Boston, Mass.
J. D. Williams, New York City.
Turner & Dahnken, San Francisco, Cal.
Balaban & Katz, Chicago, 111.
E. Mandelbaum, Cleveland and Cincinnati, O. Moe Mark, New York City.
Harry T. Nolan, Denver, Colo., and Salt H. O. Schwalbe, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rowland & Clark Enter., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lake City, Utah.
Frank Ferrandina, Richmond, Va., and
A. H. Blank, Des Moines, la., Kansas City,
Charlotte, N. C.
Mo., and Omaha, Neb.
R. D. Craver, Atlanta, Ga.
John H. Kunsky, Detroit, Mich.
Skouras Brothers, St. Louis, Mo.
Robert Lieber, Indianapolis, Ind.
Tom Boland, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma
Gore Bros. & Lesser, Los Angeles, Cal.
City, Okla.
Colonel Fred Levy, Louisville, Ky.
Jensen & Von Herberg, Seattle and PortThomas Saxe, Milwaukee, Wis.
land, Ore.
Ruben & Finkelstein, Minneapolis, Minn.
Harry Crandall, Washington, D. C.
W. P. Dewees, Vancouver, B. C.
Jacob Fabian, New York City.
Allen Brothers, Toronto, Canada.
E. V. Richards, Jr., New Orleans, La.

Write —

FIRST

Wire —

Phone

For

NATIONAL

Full

Particulars

EXCHANGE
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Footage
So we changed — and with considerable speed from
footage to features — and from footage exchanges to
feature exchanges.

a good deal of talk about reduced
THERE'S
production.
One of the New York dailies recently tried to
make a sensation out of the situation with a front page
story of closed studios, actors out of work, etc., etc.
The story is pointless — and not a discovery.
Within the trade we have been talking reduced
production for the past few years, starting with the

large number of feature exchange systems developed. The exigencies of the times encouraged
them. We have never believed in the producer-owned
exchanges. We believe the system to be uneconomic.
Just the same it has been difficult to argue against the

slogan of " fewer and better pictures and longer runs."
There has been, of course, more talk than action, more
advertising propaganda than sincerity.
Last Spring the writer, after a survey of the Los
Angeles field, called attention in several editorials to
the increase of production units and the decrease of
production per unit — a very sharp one, to not more
than four pictures a year.
This curtailment is healthful. It is economic

producer's contention that it was necessary for him to
own his own exchange in order to get the most out of
his pictures.
But the supreme fault of the many producer-owned
exchanges was this: their initial investment and large
overhead — at least a million dollars a year — put a
heavy strain upon production and induced the producer to go into volume production in an effort to
reduce distribution expense per picture.

progress. It simply means — better pictures and less
waste. But we'll do better if we stop talking about it
aimlessly, and superficially, and find out just exactly
what it means and indicates.

The aggregate effect, in other words, was to sway
us back into that which the industry climbed out of
in chapter one and only through the breaking down
of footage distribution — namely footage production.
For the past several years, we have produced, each
year, almost twice as many features as our domestic
and foreign market called for; and we have done so
at a heavy general loss. We know of individual instances where large annual sums have been lost on the
production of the regular program release only to be

In the writer's opinion, we are, right now, in the
midst of the second biggest turning point in the industry's history.
And the key-word, past and present, is— footage.
We turned from footage once before — that was the
first big turning point; and now we are turning again.
Trade history is being made — and we are entering
its second big chapter. New alignments will result,
and there will be a breaking down of old mechanisms.
In earlier days — in chapter one, in other words, —
the General' Film Company bought all product from
its producers upon a simple, arbitrary basis of ten
cents per foot. Footage was the sole basis of dealing
between producer and distributor.
The public bought footage too. That is to say, they
were largely interested in pictures as a mechanical
novelty. So the scheme worked well. It was sufficient unto the times — for a while —
Until — the producer wanted to make fewer and
better pictures, wanted, in other words to break away
from footage production. And with this aim he
wanted, necessarily, to break away from footage
distribution, because footage distribution made footage
production, was a leveller of effort, a damper upon
quality pictures.
So footage distribution gave way to percentage
distribution, the producer being paid by the quality
and not the volume of his product, by what, in other
words, its merit earned from the public.

A

made up by the production
features, serials, etc.

of a few

" special "

Which brings us to the " special " picture — and
chapter two of our history.
Out of the mass of feature footage production of
the past several years, we have had numerous
" special " pictures. They are better pictures, that's
all — the genuine fewer and better kind, made with
care and time and outside of the rut of schedule or
footage production.
So again — in chapter two — we are turning from
footage production to better pictures; and, as before,
we must now have the kind of distribution that discourages footage production and promotes
courages fewer and better pictures.
This is the highly important problem today.

and en-

W^e believe the industry for the next two years will seek to
readjust itself around this central and fundamental demand.
And, in closing, we add the thought: if distribution had to
change from a flat and arbitrary purchase price to percentage —
in order to encourage better pictures — won't exhibition have to
change in the veiy same way to achieve the very same result ?
/
WM. A. JOHNSTON.
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Urges Abolition of Police
Censors in Chicago
Complete abolition of police censorship
of motion pictures is one of the principal
recommendations of the Chicago Moving
Picture Commission, following an investigation and hearing that have been under
way since September 23, 19 18. The voluminous report of 184 pages contains
many remarks on the question of censorship and declares that there should be such
censorship, but not at the hands of the
police. A proposed ordinance is embodied
in the report, creating a department of motion pictures of three members which
should have exclusive jurisdiction over the
issuance of permits. A salary of $5,000 a
year, " in order to secure persons who are
fitted by education and other qualifications
to The
judgecommission
of the films,"
suggested.that the
alsois believes
commission should approve posters and
other advertising matter put out with each
picture and that the stamp or label of the
department should appear, not only on
each film but on each poster.
The present system of "pink permits,"
which permits the exhibition to children of
certain films, should be done away with,
in the opinion of the commission. " No
picture should be exhibited that could not
be shown before the father and mother
in company with their children," says the
report.
Lyceum, New York, Passes
to F. P.'Lasky Corp,
Announcement is made from the headquarters of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation that Daniel Frohman has
rented the Lyceum at West 45th Street,
New York, to the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation for a period of ten years
from next October. This does not mean,
adds the statement, that the Lyceum is to
be converted into a picture house. The
dramatic traditions of the Frohman management will be preserved at the Lyceum
as at the Empire, which has also come
under the control of the Famous PlayersLasky organization.
In the meantime, the association of
David Belasco with Charles Frohman,
Inc., continues at both these theatres.

New York F, I. L, M, Club
Install New Officers
Special meeting was held on Tuesday
evening of this week for the installation
of the following new officers who will officiate during 1921 : President, I. E. Chadwick, Vice-President S. Eckman, Jr.,
Treasurer L. Rosenbluh, and Sergeant-atarms A. Abies.
The membership now includes 99 per
cent of all distributing companies which
have offices in New York City.
Preparation for next annual convention
of exchange managers in Boston, New
Haven, Albany, Buffalo and New York
City will soon be under way.

M o I i o II P i c t II r c X e ia

Snapshots
By Wm. A. Johnston
Big Five,— Secret out at last. Has had
industry by ears for past four weeks. Pencils have been working overtime on hotel
table cloths, figuring out possible producer
combinations; trade papers beseeched for
information; wise ones knew all about it,
etc. But never a leak till evening of January third when the trade press, at a dinner, was informed that Big Five meant
five Big First National productions to be
given special showing to exhibitors in Chicago January loth. Clever publicity stunt.
About the best ever pulled off. Based
upon keen insight into industry's love of
gossip and
exhibitor's
in new
production
sources. Firstinterest
National
received
over 500 letters from exhibitors asking for
information.
N. B. — C. L. Yearsley made a speech at
the dinner.
Joe Brandt. — Back from interesting
trip. Saw many exhibitors. Says fewer
and better pictures is the note for 192 1.
Exhibitors must and will keep open dates,
(iood interview in this issue.
W. R. Rothacker. — Breezed in and out
of town. Happy over his new California
laboratory, right in the heart of Hollywood, ready for business in Februar}' and
with a capacity as large as his big Chicago
plant. The capable Joe AUers will be in
charge.
Benjamin B. Hampton. — Has a column
and more interview in Los Angeles Times
on how and why he produces good pictures. He does ; and deserves his success.
One producer who really works ; his hours
are from 8 A. M. till dark — and after.
Maps out the picture with his staff in advance of camera work — all sequence and
details. Infinite care taken. Holds conferences right along with directors, cast
and writers. Gets them all into the spirit
of
play.willSays
the play's
the against
thing."
Newthe stars
be "made.
Warns
censorship. About to launch big campaign
through Pictorial Review.
The New Riviera Theatre — Knoxville,
Tenn. Another addition to the S. A.
Lynch Chain. Cost $250,000. Seats 1,100.
Hope Jones Organ. Beautiful furnishings. Plans are also under way for RivoH
Theatre in Chattanooga, a combination
house, to cost $500,000. Will be similar
in design
to picture
the Tivoli,
Chattanooga's
million dollar
theatre
which opens
early in February. All in the Lynch chain.
Frank Dowler, Jr., General Manager of
Tennessee Enterprises, controlling Rivoli,
Tivoli, etc., in New York.

Does Not Expect Increas
in Chicago Licenses
Motion picture theatres m Chicago ar
not to have their licenses increased durin
192 1, according to Alderman A. J. Cei
mak, chairman of the council revenue coir
mittee, who has gone on the warpath afU
the legitimate theatres which have raise
jjrices and which have turned their bug:
ness over to brokers, from whom the dt
gets no revenue.
At a hearing of the committee this wed
Maurice A. Choynski of the AlUed Amust
ments Association, appeared to object t
any further increase in license fees for mc
tion picture houses.
" We get absolutely nothing from th
city now for what we pay," he declare*
" The police and health departments ca
find plenty of men to serve several notice
daily on me to remove the ashes from th
alley, but I have to pay a man to haul the
away — the city does not do it. All we gt
is fire and poHce protection, but any ta>
payer gets that."
Belgium
Raw Office
Film M'f'g
Co, Opens
Here
Producers and laboratory men of th'
country will be interested to learn of th
incorporation under the laws of the Stat:
of New York of The Gevaert Compan
of America. The firm will act as distribu
tors in this country- of the cinematographi
raw film manufactured by L. Gevaert Cc
of Antwerp, Belgium.
Encouraged by the volume of the sale
of their product to many of the leadin
producers and laboratories of the UnitC'
States during the past eight months, a
American company was decided upon, an
Mr. Louis Destenay, who has held th
position of American representative, no\
assumes the duties of vice-president an'
general manager of the new corporation.
Bronx

Theatre

Owners

ti

Hold Grand Banquet
The Motion Picture Theatre Owner;
Association of the Bronx, New York, wil
hold its ninth annual installation of officer
and banquet on the evening of January' i
at Daubert's Club Rooms, Fordham Roa<
and the Grand Concourse, Bronx. The fol
lowing are to be among the guests of th
evening: Sydney S. Cohen, president 0
the M. P. T. O. of A. ; Borough-Presiden
Henry Bruckner; District Attorney Ed
ward Glennon ; Judges Francis Martir
Robitzek, McGeehan and Gibbs ; ani
Health Commissioner Royal S. Copelanc
Tickets are now available for the occasio:
at $5.00 per plate.
Credit for the art work on the twopage advertisement of " The Tavern
Knight," distributed by the Stoll Film
Co., as in the case of all preceding announcements ofthe company, rests with
the Gablik Studios.
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Who

Are

First
Mysterious

^Big

Five'?"

National

Quintet

Is

are the ' Big Five ' ? " This
XWfi
W iOquestion, which has been the
source of much conjecture on
he part of the film industry during the
>ast few weeks, has at last been definitely
nswered. The Big Five are not producrs or distributors, as seemed to be comiionly supposed ; the mysterious quintet
■rove to be five products, which are to be
eleased by Associated First National Picures as " super-specials of the millionollar class." These five super-speials are announced to be " Pasion," which has already been presented
or two weeks at the Capitol theatre, New
i^ork; " The Kid," the multiple-reel specil upon which Charlie Chaplin is said to
ave worked for over a year ; the Albert
L. Kaufman production,' " Man, Woman,
ilarriage," in which Dorothy Phillips
:ars under the direction of Allen Holuar; the R. A. Walsh production, "The
)ath, which presents an all-star cast ; and
jie Louis B. Mayer special, ' Sowing the
yind,"
in which Anita Stewart appears
3 the star.
These pictures will constitute the initial
Big First
Five National
Productions
" series.
ated
announces
that Assoother
milar groups are to be made up in the
ature, as productions of a sufficiently
■igh calibre to qualify them for this cateory.
\ The mystery surrounding the teaser ad'ertising
of Thein Big
Five,"
which
ten conducted
recent
issues
of has
the
■ade publications, was cleared up on Moniay evening of this week when formal anDuncement of the character of the " Big
ive " was made to the representatives of
k trade press at the Hotel Astor, New
'brk. It was explained by C. L. Yearsy, director of publicity and advertising
)r First National, that the teaser adverjsing formed the preliminary announcelient of plans " of extraordinary importiice by which a group, of super-specials
if the million-dollar class will be available
pr booking in series for presentation in
iieatres in a special ' Grand Pictures Sea-

Illustrating First National's "Big Five" story.

a

Group

Answered

by

Announcement
of

First

National
Super-Specials
pendent
producers
to put forth their best
son 'with cumulative profits to exhibitors
efforts, coupled with the general public
of the series."
The scheme of advertising adopted has demand for bigger and better pictures, we
been conceded to be one ot the most ef- have obtained a class of attractions which
we feel must be handled in a new manner
fective advance campaigns thus far evolvin order that the maximum of the results
ed to stimulate curiosity and focus interest on a new enterprise. Frank Hughes
may be gained with a minimum of efof the J. P. Miller Agency, who handled
fort and expenditure. After many* conthe advertising, reported at the Astor
ferences between our executives, prominent franchise holders and exchange manmeeting that more than two hundred apagers, itwas decided to launch boldly into
plications had been received for employment in one capacity or another in the the undertaking of putting out super-specials in groups instead of singly. Having
new " Big Five " organization. Earl Hudson, assistant to J. D. Williams, declared
assured ourselves of the success of "Passion " as the result of trying out the Pola
emphatically that these letters when forNegri feature in Paterson, Newark and
warded to the First National headquarters were not read by anyone connected
New York, in every case to record breaking business, we proceeded to select from
with the organization but were immediately returned to the Miller Agency with
special merit completed productions a
instructions that they be destroyed at once
group of five which we believe will revolutionize box office receipts and set new
or returned to the writers. " In this way,"
records in exchange history.
said Mr. Hudson, " the contents of the
" It will be observed that a wide range
letters remain entirely unknown to members of the First National organization,
of entertainment is provided by the asand no confidences have been broken or
sortment of subjects included in the first
Big Five. ' Passion,' for instance, is a
will be broken."
The following statement has been is- powerful dramatic period spectacle ; ' The
sued from the New York headquarters of Oath ' is one of the most virile domestic
the Associated First National Pictures in
dramas yet produced for the screen ; ' The
connection with the announcement of the Kid
' is without doubt the greatest screen
'• Big Five: "
comedy ever produced ; ' Sowing the
Wind ' is a most remarkable woman-story ;
■' The company's statement is emphatic
in drawing attention to the fact that its and ' Man, Woman, Marriage ' is in
many respects the most extraordinary of
officials have screened and critically passed
the group. All are in eight or more reels,
upon the merits of each of this first Big
with
the reels.
exception of ' The Kid,' whicii
Five and can vouch for the super-quality
is
in six
of every one of the group, and stress is
" The expense and exhibitor effort neclaid upon the point that the success of the
essary to the exploitation of these five subundertaking is underwritten by the extrajects individually would be vei'y heavy;
ordinary quality and variety of the productions. The present announcement is advertised, however, as a group the expenses and labor for the individual offermade only after the final one of the seing is largely absorbed, for the general
lected productions has been screened and
advance campaign will, we believe, make
found to be of super-quality.
more effective the exploitation of the individual productions. Our great effort
" Speaking of the reasons for the groupwill be to convince the public, in advance,
booking of what Associated First Nationof the remarkable season of entertainment
al's directors believe to be five of the most
to be presented and thus to pave the way
pre-eminent productions yet made, execufor and enhance the effectiveness of the
tives of the company state : ' As a result
(Continued on page 669)
of the Circuit's encouragement of inde-

Beginning at the left — Pola Negri, Allen Hullubar, Anita Stewart, Dorothy Phillips, R. A. Walsh
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All Prepared for Washington Convention Jan, 26
Everything is set for the annual convention
C, of will
the exhibitorsin \\'ashington,
of that territoryD. which
be
held January 26 and 27. Local exchange
managers and theatre owners and managers have prepared an elaborate program
of events running over two days.
Committee appointments have not yet
been completed, but President George
Fuller, of the Washington Exchange Managers' Association, has put a number of
his fellow managers to work and results
are beginning to show. Abe Dresner has
been selected chairman of the entertainment committee. Associated with him are
Sidney B. Lust, vice-chairman; W. A.
Mack, S. A. Galanty, Jules Levy, W. L.
White and Paul E. Krieger.
The Finance Committee, under the leadership of Lester Rosenthal, has collected
from the exchanges a fund that in dollars
represents four figures to cover the entertainment expenses, which will be elaborate. Mr. Rosenthal has associated with
him Jean Crandall, vice-chairman, and
Abe Dresnes, G. R. Ainsworth, Louis
Reichert, Sam Flax and J. H. Beavers.
The Executive Committee has as its
chairman George W. Fuller, Lester Rosenthal as vice-chairman, and Clarence L.
Linz, Edwin A. Sherwood and Abe Dresner as members.
Other committee appointments will be
announced later by Mr. Fuller. Invitations will be sent to each exhibitor in the
Washington territory within the next week
or ten days and it is estimated that there
will be upwards of two hundred visitors
in town for this event.
Curwood

Warns

Against

Unauthorized Agents
James Oliver Curwood is urging the
producers of the country to get into direct communication with him, or with his
authorized agents, the Robert H. Davis
Corporation, when screen rights to stories
of his are offered from outside sources.
" Such caution may possibly save legal
troubles and expense for the producer,"
says Mr. Curwood. " In several trade
journals recently appeared the announcement that the E. P. Hermann Corporation
had the screen rights to four of my novels.
When called upon to explain, E. P. Hermann wired, ' In reply to your wire, Joseph Ziden, New York City, offered us
iour of your stories written before 1910,
but deal fell through.'
" I have never heard of Joseph Ziden,
and he has no screen rights to novels of
mine," states Mr. Curwood.
Broadwell

Office

Moves

Broadwell Productions, Inc., announce
that they have moved their New York
office from the Brokaw Building to 133137 West 44th street.

giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN
I First National Gets Mason
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiNiiniimii^

|

Lesley Mason
\

NOTABLE addition to the Associated First National home office staff
was made this week in the appointment
by Manager James D. Williams of Lesley
Mason, the announcement of which was
made to the Trade Press editors at the
Big Five dinner at the Astor Hotel, NewYork, Monday, January 3. Mr. Mason
last week announced his resignation as
vice-president and editor of the Exhibitors' Trade Review. The news of his affiliation came as a surprise to his felloweditors at the dinner and was received on
all sides with hearty congratulations to
himself and First National.
While the announcement was made on
behalf of Mr. WiUiams through C. L.
Yearsley, it was expressly stated that
while Mr. Mason's editorial experience
will prove of high "consultive value, his
B to other departactivities will be directed
ments of work as well as that of the publicity department.

All

Filmdom
at Big

Turns

Out

Ball

IGGER AND BETTER " might
pithily describe the ball held
by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce
at the Hotel Astor the night of January
5. Big it was — bigger even than advance
promises held out.
Everyone — or so it seemed — of Pilmdom's Blue Book was present.
A full account of the ball will be carried in next week's issue.

Distinguished
Baltimore

Picture

N e

Audience
Opening

t

Another motion picture theatre of chitectural grandeur that makes it 1
ornament to the city in which it is Ic
ted, has been added to the long list .
America with the opening of the 22 .seated Rivoli in Baltimore on Januarj
The first performance was to invi
guests only and among those present v.
(Governor Ritchie of Marydand, \\ ;
F. Broening, Mayor of Baltimore, a la ;
representation of other state and city (
cials, practically all the leaders of Be more society and men and women pron ent in the film industry in New Yf
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Washingi
Wilmington and other cities.
No special opening exercises were 1: j
in the theatre. After the guests of -:
evening had opportunity to appreciate ;
architectural beauty of the new struct £
the regular program, as decided upon
the opening week of the new house, ■<
presented for the assemblage.
This f
gram included an overture by the 1
Rivoli symphony orchestra of twentypieces. " Passion," starring Pola Ne
the European actress, and distributed
Associated First National Pictures, I
was the feature production on the j
Following the performance the gu<
were entertained at the Hotel Emersoi
a banquet tendered by James D. Willia
gram.
general manager of Associated First
tional Pictures, Inc. Guy L. Wond
manager of the new theatre, spoke u
the ideals which will govern the cone
of the new play house.
H. O. Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer
Associated First National Pictures, I
followed Mr. Williams in a further
pression of the sentiment that the <
cials of First National felt gratified t
its association with the Rivoli.
A.M^P.A,

Hears

Talk

I
Boy Scout Movement
Daniel Carter Beard, chief master of e
National Scout Commission, and Will,
Brandt, president of the New York Til
tre Owners' Chamber of Commerce, wj
the speakers at the weeklv meeting of
A. M. P. E., at the Cafe Boulevard
cember 30. Mr. Beard, who carries
highest
rankofinthethemci'
Scouts' commissioned
organization, told
ment's progress
countr}^
in 1905. since its inception in s
Mr. Brandt, speaking on behalf of J
motion picture theatre owners compri;]
his organization, offered Mr. Beard the
of their screens at any time they coulcJ
utilized to advance the Boy Scout mrl
ment. He also extended to A. M. P
members an invitation to the The
Owners'
Commerce
and
ball atChamber
the Astor ofHotel,
January diij
5,
Several amendments to the A. M. P !
constitution, dealing mostly with tov i
matters and the board of directors' n:
ings, were unanimously adopted.
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Great

Film

Relief
Hoover

at

Film

Campaign

Fund

Meeting

national campaign for the
THE
Hoover Luropean relief fund, now
benig conducted by all branches of
ihe motion-picture industr)-, was given
•iddeti unpetus at a rally meeting of the
|;xhibitors and exchange-men of New
i^ork and Northern New Jersey, held on
i.'riday morning of last week, December
ijist, at the 48th Street Theatre, New
ble Herbertng C. Hoover
jii^ork.
iiade a The
shortHonora
speech,
outlini
the work
hat is being done by the European Relef Council in administering to the milions of children in the stricken districts
!)£ Eastern and Central Europe and sum|noning the motion-picture screen as the
:^reatest medium of publicity in the pres•nt day, to the aid of the Relief Council
n the emergency that now besets it.
Sydne}' S. Cohen, president of the
\iotion-Picture Theatre Owners of
Vmerica, presided at the gathering. I
1^. Chad wick, president of the F. L
^M. Club of New York, followed
r. Hoover on the platform and promsed the whole-hearted co-operation of
he exchanges in the New York terriory, including the distribution of pictures
[0 all exhibitors, free-of-charge, that will
pe used in the picture houses of New York
md northern New Jersey on January 26th,
vhich is to be honored in film theatres

hroughout
countryKrass
as " also
Hoover
Day."
The
Rev. Dr.theNathan
addressed
he meeting, reciting from his experiences
ibroad in the effected districts and urging
hat the motion-picture industry lend its
'»vhole-hearted support to the cause, so
jthat purified by this great service it may
iscend to greater successes in the future."
President Cohen informed the assembly that a meeting of the exhibitors' committee with the exchange representatives
|for New York and northern New Jersey
[had been arranged to take place later in
jthe week, at which meeting the details for
ithe observance of " Hoover Day " in this
territory will be worked out. Announcement of these details is to be made next
week, Mr. Cohen declared. He also reported that the Hoover Fund campaign
u as being carried forward with great enjthusiasm in all parts of the country, as
[reports recently received from the various
exhibitors'
leaguesthat
indicated.
Mr.
Cohen also state
announced
William Fox
:nd Marcus Loew had informed the head'juarters of the M. P. T. O. of A. that
their chains of houses throughout the
country Avere available to the committee
for the observance of " Hoover Day." Mr.
("ohen also thanked \\'illiam A. Brady for
liis courtesy in extending the use of the
48th Street Theatre for the meeting.

for

Under

; Appoints
Section

First Picture —
Convention
JANUARY
24—25—26
Hotel

Astor,

Way

Committee

Music

New

York

Following a short introduction by Air.
Cohen, Mr. Hoover mounted the platform
amid the heartv applause of those assembled.
" During the War," declares Mr.
Hoover, " the associations in the United
States allied in this great work, contributed most liberally. With the present
financial depression and economic readjustment, the revenue from many of these
associations has practically vanished. The
Council has at present on its hand about
3,500,000 children. Unless the depleted
resources of the Council are quickly replenished, the Council will find itself in a
state of bankruptcy by the end of February, and this three-million and a halfchildren will be turned into the streets
destitute and the easy prey of crime, hunger and disease. The great people of
America, in whose name these 17,000 refugees have been administering to the
stricken children of Europe, must not allow the American flag to be hauled down
over the refugees they have established
and these children to be abandoned to
their fate. National honor and credit is
at stake, and hence it is that we have decided to call upon the great industries of
our country to come to our aid in this
emergency. We believe that with the coming of the next harvest, Europe will once
more be set on its feet, but it is the interval
between for which provision must be
made that constitutes the present emerMr. Hoover made it plain at this point
m his address that he regards the motiongency." screen as the most efficient chanpicture
nel whereby to reach the hearts of the
American masses. " The trouble with our
people is that they lack patience," declared Mr. Hoover. "The newspapers in
millions of instances are read but hastily
and much that is in them is lost entirely
upon
readers. situation.
With the People
' movies,'go weto
have the
a different
a theatre; they sit down, and with eyes
fixed on a screen, they are taught and impressed by the visualization of scenes in
a manner beyond the power of any other

European

Heads

in

Every

medium to convey. It is to the ' movies '
then that we look with the greatest of expectations to carry the message of the
stricken children of Europe to hearts and
minds of the millions of people in this
Latecountry
Tuesday
evening, January 4th,
great
of ours."
Herbert Hoover telegraphed seventy-two
representative exhibitors appointing them
as chairmen of " Save the Children " Committees intheir respective territories. The
telegrams were sent after a conference
with William A. Brady, president of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry and Sidney S. Cohen, president of the Alotion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
In the New York territory, Mr. Hoover
has selected Samtiel L. Rothafel of the
Capitol theatre. Those to whom telegrams
were sent are as follows :
W. Bernstein, Colonial Theatre, Albany, N. Y.;
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion Theatre, Atlanta, Ga. ;
Jacob Lourie, Beacon Theatre, Boston, Mass.; Mike
Shea, Shea's
Buffalo, N.Ohio;
Y. ; Ike
Walnut
StreetHippodrome,
Theatre, Cincinnati,
Sam Lipson,
Katz,
Balaban & Katz, Chicago, Ills.; Henry Lustig, 511
Williamson Building, Cleveland, O.; E. T. Peter, 1713'/2
Commerce St., Dallas, Texas; Thomas Furnace, Brunswick Amusement Co., Duluth, Minn.; Eugene H. Roth,
California Theatre, San Francisco, Cal. ; Glenn Harper,
2125 Oak Street, Los Angeles, Cal.; James Q. Clemmer, Clemmer Theatre. Seattle, Wasli. ;, Ray A. Grombacker. Liberty Theatre, Spokane, Wash. ; Messrs.
Jensen & Von Herberg, Portland, Oregon; Wra.
Swanson, Swanson Motion Picture Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah; Thomas Vick Roy. Tauber Theatre, Denver,
Colo.; Fred Seegert, Regent Theatre, Milwaukee,
Wise; Jake Wells, Colonial Theatre. Richmond, Va. ;
Frank L. Newman, Newman Theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.; Harry Crandall, Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C. ; Harry Goldberg, Moon Theatre, Omaha,
Nebr.; A. H. Blank, Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines,
Iowa; Eugene V. Richards, Sanger Amusement Co.,
New Orleans, La. ; Jules Mastbaum, Palace Theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa., John P. Harris, Grand Theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. C. Ritter, Rialto Theatre, Detroit,
Mich.,
Hayes,Mogler
Loeb'sTheatre,
Arcade,St. Minneapolis,
Minn.; Theo.
Joseph L.
Mogler,
Louis, Mo.;
E. M. Fay, Fays Theatre, Providence, R. I. ; Max
Spiegel,
Strand
Theatre,
Newark,
N.
J.;
Louis
thal. National Theatre, Jersey City, N. J. ;BlumenE. H.
Bingham, Colonial Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
J. A. Maddox, Southern Theatre, Colimibus, Ohio;
Charles W. Whitehurst, New Theatre, Baltimore, Md. ;
H. B. Varner, Lyric Theatre, Lexington, N. C; C. D.
Cooley. Strand Theatre, Tampa, Fla. ; H. C. Farley,
214 Montgomery St., Montgomery, Ala.; Fred C.
DoUe, Alamo Theatre, Louisville, Ky. ; William J.
Clark, Consolidated Theatres, Grand Rapids, Mich. ;
E. V. Lester, Rialto Theatre, Columbia. S. C, L. M.
Miller, Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kansas; A. Guggenheimer, Arcadia Theatre, Savannah, Ga. ; S. Z. Poli,
Poll Theatre. New Haven. Conn. ; Oscar Ginn, Du Pont
Theatre, Wilmington. Del. : Sam. L. Rothafel. Capitol
Theatre, New York City, Alfred Black, Blacks Theatre,
Rockland, Maine; C. H. Bean. Pastime Theatre, Franklin, N. H.; H. S. Graves, St. Johnsbury. Vt. ; Fitzpatrick & McElroy, Adams & State Street, Chicago,
Ills.; Al. Hamilton. Hamilton Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y. ;
C. A. Hayman. Cataract Theatre, Niagara Falls,
N. Y.H.: W.
A. Di'lion,
Strand Theatre,
Theatre. Utica,
Ithaca. N.
N. Y.J
Y. ;
W.
Linton,
Hippodrome
Emmett Cornell, Eckel Theatre. Syracuse, N. Y. ;
Theodore Jellenk. Albany Theatre. Schenectady, N. Y. ;
George Roberts, Middletown, N. Y.; A. A. Elliot,
Hudson Theatre, Hudson, N, Y. ; Frank Barhydt,
Alpine Theatre, Troy, N. Y.; L. Buettner, Cohoes
Opera House, Cohoes. N, Y. ; Ben Young, Illion, N.
Y. ; James Papayanekos, Watertown, N. Y. ; Jack Farren, Victoria Theatre. Rochester, N. Y. ; M. J. Burnham. Cortland, N. Y. ; F. J. Schweppe, Elmira, N. Y. ;
J. Schwartzwalder, Auburn, N. Y. ; W. E. Benton,
Saratoga
Springs,Gilmore,
N. Y. ;Oswego,
F. W. Mausert,
Falls,
N. Y.; Charles
N. Y. ; N.G'en
M. Peterson, Jamestown. N. Y. ; Robert Landlay, Ogdensburg,
N. Y.;' J.
J. Kingston,
Sa'amanica,
Warren.
Strand
Theatre, Massena,
N. Y.N. ; Y.M. ; J.V.Kal-A.
let, Oneida. N. Y.
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Picture

News

Scene at dinner tendered Arthur Clozenhcrg, British picture man, by Carl Laeininlc

Visiting

British

Film

Magnate

Feted

Arthur Clozenherg, of Film Booking Office,
Tendered Dinner by Carl Laemmle
ARTHUR CLOZENBERG, managing
director of the FiW Booking Offices,
(1919) Ltd. of London, was officially welcomed into the ranks of the Universal organization last week at a dinner given in
the Waldorf-Astoria, New York City, by
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company. Mr. Clozenherg, whose corporation is the British
distributor of the Universal product, came
to this country to get acquainted with Universal executives, methods and management.
The dinner was attended by prominent
film men, editors of the trade press, business associates of Mr. Laemmle, and by
half-a-hundred Universal department
heads, executives and employes. The al¥air
was a tribute to Mr. Clozenberg and his
associates of the F. B. O. who entertained
Mr. Laemmle royally during his visit to
London last summer.
The feature of the evening was a short
talk by the guest of honor, in which he
expressed his admiration of the Universal
organization, built up by Mr. Laemmle,
and the appreciation which the F. B. O.
officials feel for the Universal chief, and
for George E. Kenn, Universal's export
manager, who visited England prior to Mr.
Laemmle, to negotiate the preliminaries
of the big F. B. O. -Universal tie-up.
Mr. Clozenberg was greeted with great
applause when he anounced that long extended investigation on the part of the F.
B. O. organization had proved that there
is no more popular brand of film shown in
England than Universal pictures.
With a view of cementing closer relationship between the Universal organization in America, and the F. B. O. organization in Great Britain, Mr. Clozenberg
anounced that he would pay the entire ex-

penses of any Universal representative Mr.
Laemmle chose to send to England on a
pleasure trip. The tour will include all
the points of interest in Great Britain, and
possibly a visit to the Continent. The
lucky Universalite also will be conducted
to the points of interest in the British film
world and will have a chance to study the
British distributing system, as exemplified
by the F. B. O. It is understood that
Universal will accept the offer and award
the plum to one of its prize salesmen.
Mr. Laemmle recounted to his employes
and friends present at the dinner the surprise he received at the hands of the British organization when he arrived in London, where he found an elaborate banquet
awaiting him, and his astonishment at the
progressiveness of the F. B. O., which he
likened to an American film organization
in its alertness and systematic methods.
He predicted that the tie-up with the F. B.
O. will prove to be the most far-reaching
arrangement ever attempted by LTniversal.
Mr. R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of Universal, voiced the sentiments of the Universal executives in appreciation of the
genial personality of the guest from across
the ocean.
Paul Gulick, publicity director of Universal, whose reputation as a toastmaster
gained added weight during the evening,
called upon E. H. Goldstein, Universal's
general manager, to tell the visiting Englishman something about the L^niversal organization. Mr. Goldstein startled those
present, despite the fact many long had
been in the Universal employ, by an array
of figures indicative of the immensity of
Universal activities.
Interesting talks also were given by Mr.
Harry M. Berman, general manager of
exchanges for Universal, Mr. Kann and

Air. Harry Reichenbach. Among those
present were Messrs. William A. Johnston,
publisher of the Motion Picture Xews;
James Beecroft, Xew York manager for
the Exhibitors' Herald; Joe Dannenberg
of Wid's; P. D. Cochrane, exploitation
manager for Universal ; Edward Moffat,
advertising
managerFeature
; \'ernon
Carrick
of
the Fairmount
FilmR.Company
of Philadelphia; Louis and Oscar Jacobs
of the Century Film Corporation; I. N.
Landauer and Alvin Mayer of the Photo
Repro Company.
Among the Universal executives and
employes also present were John Ohrt,
controller ; John Ward, Charles Rozenweig of the Big " U " exchange, and his
two associates. George D. Uffner and W.
C. Herrmann ; Sam Sedran. Universal
purchasing agent ; Joe Alayer, special exploitation representative; Ben Grimm, F.
W. Talbert, Henry Clay Bate, Paul E.
Perez, Harry Zehner, George Brown,
George Perkins. L. I. Kutinsky, Robert F.
Roden, Sidney Singerman, J. A. Levinson,
Bert Xorth, Irving Stockman. Phil
Hodes, Alexander Kroll, C. A. Hill. David
Robbins, Joe Fine. Ernest Trucco, Paul
Kohner, Max Gorlin. Willy Wyley, Maurice Pivor and Theodore Solomon.
E,J, Ludvigh

Made

Famous^

Players' Treasurer
At a meeting of the board of directors
of the Famous Players-Laskv' Corporation, the resignation of Arthur S. Friend,
treasurer of the company, was accepted,
and Elek J. Ludvigh was elected treasurer
in his place.
Mr. Ludvigh has been secretary and
general counsel for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation since its organization.
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Readjustment
Cost
\ Discusses

New

to

Minimum,

Production

IN a series of statements just issued by
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the declaration is made by the ParaI mount executive that the motion-picture
j business is at present passing through a
period of readjustment, hke so many other
industries, and that the result of this experience will be the abandonment of extravagance and wastefulness in the making
of motion-picture productions. Another
i statement from Mr. Lasky announces the
■ acquisition by Paramount of W. Somerset
Maugham, the prominent British author,
who will become a regular member of the
literary colony on the West Coast. Mr'.
1 1 Lasky has just returned to New York
from the Hollywood studios.
" The motion picture business," said Mr.
Lasky, " is passing through a period of readjustment— it is becoming stabilized and
is getting back to normal. This readjustment is rapidly weeding out the incompetents and is reducing extravagance in film
production to a minimum. The day when
directors and players can waste time and
money in the production of a picture has
passed. This readjustment has had the
effect of throwing out of work a large
number of directors and actors whose
value in the past had been greatly ovei-rated. It has had no effect on good actors
and good directors, nor will it have.
" Readjustment has created a much
healthier atmosphere in the production end
of the film business and is proving of immense benefit to all producers, because it
enables them to concentrate more time and
, ability on more worth while pictures. It
flalso has brought home to directors, actors
I and authors the necessity of co-operation.
I ' Now we see in the Lasky studio in Hollyl {wood famous authors, directors and the
I ! best of casts all working harmoniously toIigether toward one end — better pictures.
I New young directors are pushing to the
_ I fore, with new ideas and more efficient
I methods, authors have recognized the need
of going into the studios and learning
II screen technique and stars have come to
I appreciate the fact that if they are to reI\ ■ main
theysalaries.
must give 100 per cent.
value stars
for their

i
i
i
k

Reducing

Our new production policy of merging
the entire production department into one
big stock company is working out with
entire satisfaction. Cecil B. DeMille already is well along on the first of the big
pictures to be made under this plan, ' The
Affairs of Anatol."
The cast includes
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Wanda

* Hawley, Bebe Daniels, Agnes Ayres, Elli' ott Dexter, Theodore Roberts, Raymond
II Hatton, Monte Blue, Dorothy Cumming,
Ij Theodore Kosloff and Julia Faye — prob-

Policy;

Production

Says

Announces

ably the greatest group of artists ever assembled in a single dramatic production.
Paul Iribe and Howard Higgin have designed some of the most beautiful settings
ever made for a picture, and everybody in
Los Angeles is expecting ' The Affairs of
Anatol ' to be the greatest picture ever
produced.
" Elinor Glyn already has completed the
script of her first original story for Paramount,The
'
Great Moment,' in which
Gloria Swanson will be starred following
the completion of her work in ' Anatol.'
" Sir Gilbert Parker has finished the
script of ' The Money Master,' his first
story for Paramount Pictures, and everything was being put in readiness when I
left Los Angeles for the start of the production under the direction of George H.
Melford, with Dorothy Dalton and James
Kirkwood as stars.
" Edward Knoblock has completed his
first original screen story and is now working in close co-operation with William DeMille, who will direct it, and Olga Printzlau, Mr. DeMille's scenarist.
" My experiences with the famous authors who have gone to the Lasky studio
to write original stories for pictures has
amply justified my behef that once they
saw how pictures were made they would
realize the imperative need of going into
the studios and studying screen technique
at first hand. They know now that it is
impossible successfully to adapt novels or
stage plays to the screen, and it is my
purpose to reduce such adaptations to a
minimum and in the future devote our energies to getting original stories from authors of recognized merit. In this way
only can we build up the dramatic merit of
Mr. Lasky expressed great enthusiasm
over
the motion picture prospects during
pictures."
the coming year. He anounced that the
new $2,000,000 studio in Long Island City
will reopen January 24, when three companies will begin work. Its reopening will
mark the completion of several necessary
alterations, including the installation _ of
$200,000 worth of additional electrical
equipment.
W. Somerset Maugham, author of "The
Land of Promise," " The Moon and Sixpence," "Penelope " and " Smith," is the
latest British author to join the staff of
Paramount Pictures.
" Mr. Muagham has already started
work on his first story," said Mr. Lasky,
" and has become a regular member of the
West Coast literary colony, which already
includes Sir Gilbert Parker, Edward
Knoblock, Elinor Glyn and Avery Hopwood. Perhaps no writer in English Hterature has more accurately mirrored human

Lasky

Signing

of Big

Author

nature as it really is in all its faults and
foibles, its humor and tragedy. And it is
this remarkable sense of human values that
we expect will bring new riches to Paramount Pictures." Maugham was born JanW. Somerset
uary 25, 1874, in Paris, France. He was
educated in Paris and lived in the French
capital until the death of his father, a
member of the British Embassy.
His first play, " The Man of Honor,"
did not meet -with success. His second,
" Lady Frederick," was done in America
by Ethel Barrymore, both on the stage and
screen. " Jack Straw," " Mrs. Lot " and
" The Explorer " followed on the stage.
Both " Jack Straw " and " The Explorer "
have already been filmed by Paramount.
After that came a series of well-known
plays, including " Penelope," a light comedy, played by Marie Tempest ; " Smith,"
starring John Drew in America and Robert Loraine in England ; " The Land of
Promise," starring Billie Burke both on
the stage and in pictures ; " Our Betters "
and " The Tenth Man."
Mr. Maugham left England some weeks
ago bound on a trip around the world. He
stopped in Hollywood, however, and was
so attracted by the motion pictures that he
was persuaded to sign his present contract
with Paramount.
" Being altogether an amateur of the
cinema," he said recently, " I was amazed
by the infinite time, money and pains spent
to get details precisely correct; to accurately mirror life. I was intrigued by the
new art — and was immediately anxious to
try my hand at it. I look upon motion
pictures as a new and wonderful method
of expression, with possibilities in many
ways beyond those of play and novel.
What I shall do with the new technique,
whether it will be comedy or serious
drama, depends upon my own reaction to
the profession as I learn it at the studio.
I know already, however, that I shall enjoy it and not the least part of the enjoyment will be the association in Hollywood
with Sir Gilbert Parker, Edward Knoblock and the many friends who are already
at work writing stories for the screen."

Date

of Virginia Convention Is Changed

The date for
the was
Virginia
Exhibitors*
Convention,
which
scheduled
to be
held in Washington on January 12 and 13,
has been changed to January 26 and 27, in
order that it might be affiliated with the
convention of the Washington exhibitors,
which is to be held on the later dates.
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Project

ING to reports from the
ACCORD
Southeast, work has started in real
eamebt lo make Jacksonville, i'la.,
the third gieat producing center of the
motion-piciuie industry m the United
States. Uround has been broken at Camp
Josepli \i. Johnson, Black Point, which is
situated outside the Jacksonville suburbs,
for the erection of twenty complete motion-picture studios. The enterprise is beted
conduc
Pictu
by theof Fine*
ay res,
W.
whichArtsMurr
Inc.,ingof New York,
Garsson is the president. It is stated that
$1,000,000 will be spent in transforming
the former cantonment into a modern
production center. Loomis and Company,
New York bankers, are reported to be financing the project. More than seven hundred acres have been purchased by the
Fine Arts Pictures Corporation as a location for the new studios, and building operations are to begin at once under the
supervision of H. J. Klutho, a prominent
architect of Jacksonville. The new ])roducing center will be known as Fine Arts
City.
The decision of the Fine Arts Pictures
Corporation to build a film city at Jacksonville isthe first result of an extensive
■character, of the campaign that has been
conducted for some time past to interest
motion-picture producers in the filming advantages of this part of the country. Mr.
Garsson first came to Jacksonville at the
suggestion of William J. McCormick,
special representative of the Motion Picture News, who was sent here to personally investigate the claims of the motion
picture committee regarding production
possibilities of Jacksonville. Mr. McCormick, after a stay of a few days here, telegraphed Mr. Garsson urging that he come
at once and see for himself what Jacksonville had to offer. That was more than
a month ago. Since that time Mr. Garsson
has remained in the city with the exception of three brief trips to New Y^ork.
The motion picture committee of the
chamber of commerce is credited by Mr.
Garsson for having brought him here,
though he came through the direct instrumentality of Mr. McCormick. W. R.
Carter, chairman of the conimitte, and H.
J. Klutho, one of its most active members,
have aided Mr. Garsson greatly in completing details for the transfer of the camp
property. Legal matters in connection
with the negotiations have been in charge
of Hal P. Adair, of Knight & Adair, attorneys.
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., has laid out a
program of production. The program
calls for the production of forty-six pictures classified as follows: Fifteen two-

European Relief Picture
Sent to Exctianges

Guest,"g
featurele showin
a 200-foot
"The Invisib
of tabloid
PRINTS
n andfrom
ngiate
the
childre
Europe's
relief
for starvi
immed
need
America, have been sent to the exchanges
enumerated below. The film is part of
picture
the
fund.industry's contribution to the
Hoover
The exchanges are: Famous Players,
New York, Des Moines, Atlanta; First
National, Chicago, Minneapolis, New Orleans; Fox, Cincinnati, Indianapolis;
Goldwyn, Detroit, Omaha; Metro, St.
Louis, Washington, D. C; Pathe, Pittsburg, San Francisco, Portland; Realart,
Cleveland, Seattle; Robertson-Cole, Albany, Kansas City, Milwaukee; Select,
Boston, Charlotte, New Haven; United
Artists, Denver, Philadelphia; Universal,
Los Angeles, Oklahoma City; Vitagraph,
Buffalo, Dallas, Salt Lake.
Emergency prints will be supplied to
the following cities by Universal: Butte,
Spokane, Wichita, Sioux Falls, Fort
Smith, Memphis.
reel comedies; fifteen two-reel Westerns;
twelve super-productions and four special
productions. Mr. Garsson announced that
the company will begin building a number
of permanent " sets " at once. These will
be available for the use of all producers
using Fine Arts City. Among these will
be included typical '' Westerns," Ghetto
streets, a Chinatown section, rural village
streets and many others. In addition, a
number of large indoor and outdoor swimstalled.ming pools and diving tanks will be inFine Arts City is eight and one-half
miles from the center of Jacksonville, on
a brick paved highway. A trolley line
runs into the property and has its terminus
near where will be erected the administration building for Fine Arts City. The
property is on the main line of the Atlantic Coast Line railroad from Jacksonville to Tampa, and a station will be erected within Fine Arts City and maintained
as a permanent stop for all trains, it is
stated. In addition to these transportation facilities, the St. Johns river touches
Fine Arts City at two points, the northern
and southern extremities of the immense
tract. • Ample dockage space is provided
for steamships and yachts.
Fine Arts City is 27 hours from New
York. This accessibility was one of the
deciding factors in Mr. Garsson's action in
securing this immense property. " Producers may be in thorough touch with
their companies working at Fine Arts
City," he said. " When it is considered

that the \v'est Coast is io8 hours from
the financial center of the motion picture
industry and Fine Arts City only 27 hours
from the Pennsylvania station, the importance of this center lo the industry will be
Scenic and climatic conditions in Floreasilyida were
realized."
important factors, also, in the
decision to locate Fine Arts City here, Mr.
Garsson said. " I have thoroughly investigated climatic conditions, and I find from
United States weather bureau reports that
the temperatures of this section are more
even than anywhere else in the United
States. It is a popular fallacy on the part
of many producers and directors that
work cannot be continued in Florida during the summer months. I have compared
summer temperature records of this state
with those of West Coast cities and I find
that Florida is particularly favored with
pleasant summer weather. It also is 2l
matter of record that there has never beena case
of heatwealth
prostration
Florida."
In scenic
Florida inoffers
incomparable advantages to the producer, Mr.
Garsson declared. This state has ever)|
character of scenery offered by the Wesi
Coast with the exception of mountains
However, mountain locations are availabh
within less than twelve hours' ride fron
Jacksonville.
" The mountains in th«
vicinity of Asheville and Hendersonville
N. C, offer the widest imaginable range o
such scener>' for the use of producers,'
Mr. Garsson said. " Foothills are avail
able within four or five hours from Fin
Arts City. Besides, there is ever}' othe
character of scenery including the mos
marvelous beach and seaside location;
The beaches, within less than one hour'
ride by motor from Fine Arts Cit}*, ar
the most wonderful I have ever seen. Bac
of these beaches lie broad stretches c
white sand as bare as the desert, makir
admirable settings for desert locations.^ '
" There is every other desirable locatic
within close reach of Fine Arts City. Flo
ida is not a land of palms and moss,
many directors who have come to thl
state' for a few locations erroneously
lieve. The trouble is that the majority 1 |
motion
picture
companies
worked on
location
in Floridawhich
have ha'
se< |
j
nothing of the state except the partictil '
locations they were sent to shoot. T^-pic
New
England
farms, fishing villag«
scenes, wonderful homes
northern
t>T^e of architecture. Spanish mevery
sion tvpe buildings, narrow streets, bro
winding avenues, boulevards. Italian aGreek colonies, t>-pical rural scenes are
great profusion. In fact, a 1
be had in{Continued
on page 669)
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I

LOOKS like a big 192 1 for the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. ! Watterson R.
Rothacker is starting out the new year
with about twenty new partners.
Shortly before the Chicago laboratories
closed down on the afternoon of December 31st, Mr. Rothacker called a group of
his fellow workers into his office and made
them his fellow partners by presenting
them with stock bonuses.
In all $14,000 of Rothacker Company
stock was distributed, according to the
terms of service.
" You have earned a partnership," Air.
Rothacker told them,
■ This stock is not
a present. I am giving it out the same as
one would give out anything in appreciation of loyalty and service. I look forward to tfie time when every one of my
present business associates shall have become my business partners."
The entire Chicago force gathered in
the studio where Mr. Rothacker spoke as
follows : " Almost ever}' industrial plant
in the United States is laying off workers
or cutting salaries. The Rothacker Film
Company has no desire at all to do either
of these. We want you to earn more than
you are now, if possible. We want to increase the number of workers instead of
laying off some.
" You can help us in our determination
to continue paying good salaries by keeping down waste in your various departments."

^^Jax"
m Cityfromfor
Fil
{Continued
page 668)
rector can secure within easy reach of
Fine Arts City every type of scenery necessary for any production."
Fine Arts City will offer the most complete service to the producer ever tendered
by any motion picture center, Mr. Garsson
said. " Immense warehouse buildings on
the property purchased by Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., will be converted into property'
and costume houses," declares a statement
from the Fine Arts' headquarters. " These
features will be complete to the most minute detail. Each company operating at
Fine Arts City will be given the benefit of
the city's information and service bureau.
Complete laboratories in fire-proof buildings will be provided. These will include
vaults for the storage and safe-keeping of
A bungalow colony to provide living accommodations for workers at Fine Arts
City is provided for in the plans of the
^ company. An immense tract with waterfrontage has been set aside for this purpose.
" Ever}- street in Fine Arts City is paved
with brick and cement," declares the Fine
Arts' statement. "Water and sewerage
lines already are in operation. Electric
installations are complete, and there fire
even telephone installations already in.
This work was done by the government
during the period of the operation of
Camp Joseph E. Johnston."

" Fine Arts City will be the largest and
best motion picture center in the world,"
Mr. Garsson declared. " And producers
will be quick to realize the benefits of producing here. Already a number of large
producers have requested the reservation
of studio space at Fine Arts City, and it is
certain that every studio will be occupied
on a permanent basis as quickly as comThe
Who
and What
of
pleted."
**The Big Five"
(Continued from page 663)
individual productions. The plan is being
perfected m every possible detail and we
believe it will have a far reaching influence
on existing distribution and exhibiting
methods and carry immense benefit to exhibitors.
" Necessarily, the thousands of holders
of First National Chaplin contracts will
get ' The Kid ' independently of the group
should they so desire. Equally certain it
is that all Associated First National franchise holders will get the other four of the
Big Five, and for those unable, because of
contract complications, to secure the Chaplin feature we may include a fifth release
of equal calibre. Exhibitors, however, will
not be obligated to book the series, and
may choose one or any number of the
Big Five. The greatest benefit will however obviously accrue to the exhibitor who
plays them in the form of a Grand Special
Season.
" This plan of group releasing and Season exhibition is designed purely to obtain
maximum returns for both exhibitor and
producer. The identity and individuality
of each of the productions and of the
stars, directors and others responsible will
receive fullest recognition and publicity.
It is our belief that by heralding such a
season of entertainment in advance, theatre goers will be prepared for the unusual
and will look forward to and receive the
series with keenest interest.
" Exhibitors booking the Big Five may
find it advantageous to increase the length
of the runs or possibly raise the admission
price. Theie is no doubt that every one
of the first Big Five is well worthy of increased, ifnot of doubled admission rates,
and in any case, of extended runs.
" In launching this new plan, our Board
of Directors are meeting the very remarkable situation of a distributing company
having value and also a line of stellar releases of a quality never before offered
by any one company. Productions of such
front rank stars as Norma and Constance
Talmadge, Charles Ray and Katherine
IMacDonald will go out at regular intervals to be interspersed between Big Five
productions ; or, in the case of those exhibitors who play the Big Five in direct
succession to each other, each will form
a powerful box office star feature available to follow the Big Five, thus obviating
the set back which usuallv follows the exhibition of two or three extraordinary attractions played in succession.
" We believe the general plan is fool
proof and can result in noth'ng less than
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Motion Picture News acknowledges
with thanks the Christmas and New Year
greetings expressed by the following wellwishers :
Air. & Mrs. Hiram Abrams
»u
Mr. & Mrs. Bert Adlcr
Frances Agnew
George R. Allison
Carl Anderson
Mother,
Mary & Billie
Anderson
Nick Ayer
Mr. & Mrs. W. A. Bach
H. C.W. Bar
Baremore
C.
r
•Henry Bate
Mr.Beec
& Mrs. Frederick
roftJohn
Mr.Bee
& Mrs.man
Marcus A.
Nelson B. Bel!
Alfred S. Black
Louis F. Blumenthal
BiUie
tow
Bloc
Ralph Bris
ks
Edgar
Oswald
Brook
Paul Brunet
Clark
Busch, Inc.
^r*?" &Company
Lowell
V. Calvert
Jimmie & ILddie Carrier
Frank J. Carroll
M. Lowell Cash .
Neil G. Caward
John
Chalmers
CharlesF. Spencer
Chaplin
O. cific
H. Ban
Cheney, Pres.
k PaC H. Christie, Christie
T, A. Clements
Lang Cobb,.
Jr.
TC.
Sam^i™^,H. Coml
y
Sydney S. Cohen
Edmund
Grainger
Robertson-C.Cole
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A.
D. J & Sid Grauman
R.Ti TD / Graver,
c ,1 nCharlotte,
Merritt Crawford
m
r: n
t J
Lromelin
Bernar
d& Depkin
Jr.
Crntvn^''Betty
Dietz n
James
VV.Howard
Donaldso

Messmore
Kendall B. Kelly
M/& Mrs.
Edward
L. James
Klein
John H. Kneif
Carl Laemmle
G. Warren Landon
Joe
Lee Lusk
Norbert
Paul N. Lazarus
Laurel Lee
T, E. Letendre
Louise & Edgar Lewis
A. Lichtman
Harold Lloyd
Robert
Edgar Long
J.
M. Loughboroue
Harry
K Lucas h
Walter Lusk
Mr. & Mrs LeMear W
Lesley Mason
Curdts
Mason
& McBee^^Mear H.
Mr. & Mrs. Fred I Mc
Connell

Fred
H. M.S.Messiter
Meyer
Maurie Meyers
Harry Millarde
Wm. Milligan
Minusa Cine Srrp».n r«
A. J. Modler
Vivian
Moses
Joseph M.
C. Moulton
Charles
F.
Moyer
Jerome A. Myers
Stewart B. Moss
Frank L. Newman
Wm.
RutgersNoble
Neilson
Nona
Mr. & Mrs T^rr, .^i.
FelixA Orman
Lee
Ochs ""^
P. Allen Parsons
Pasmesoglu Hector M E.
^"^^
Elmer
Pearson
Charles C Pvl/
^f^"^^ Anthony Powers
Harrv T t>„ 1 Y .
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^'^'^'"^^^
Mr.
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n
Ed.L Rosenbau
m
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Milton H. Feld
Mr.
&
Mrs.
W
H
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L, B.Fei
Roth J-ugenc Run..
Geo.
Flint,nma
Mgr. \nir- dolph
g.nia
Thea.,
Boone,
la.
Frank
Sah'sbury
Harold B. Franklin Jackie A.
Saunders
f^erald
.ster George
Mack Sennett
J.
W. Gleni
Shor
Louise
Glaum
Win c. G.Smith
Smith
A. cove
J.
Graves
Sales Corp. () j? Spahr
*u^^"- P"*--- Gridley
^'c
Covi
T^T
David
Griffith Jerome^St
orm
LambertWark
Guenther
Snnpr VUm
Mr. & Mrs Wid Gunning Norma. Constance & NaMr.
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TalmadgeAttractions,
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& Mrs.
Mr. &Benj.
D. Hampton
p ,a,ie
K Teioel
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Ulmer Urban
Ackerman
Heat
B. Heidelberge
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r, h
« ^^s.& Charles
Treas.
P. C.
World
M.
P.
Corp.
H.
H.
Van
Loan
\V.
Mr. \Y.& Hodkinson
Mrs. M. H.Corp.
HofF- Alfred
Mr. & Walker
Mrs. Walter Wanman
ger
Harvey C. Horater Eltinge F. Warner
Mr. Herbert Howe
Harry B. Watts
David P. Howells Richard Weil
E. ^ J.CHagan
Hudson
W.
Hurst Lawrence
Charles E. Weingarten
Whittalcer
Hygenic
Fibre
Co.
J.
International Film Service Mr. D. &Williams
Mrs. Jas. Dixon
Co., Inc.
Williams
Charles D. Isaacson Harry D. Wilson
Arthur James
Charles
M. Winchester
Jans Film Service. Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Everett
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Jessen Wing
Jim Quin
John S. Woody
Horace Judge
Bill Yearsley
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Mr. & Mrs. Howard Irving
Corp.
Young
.Tack R. Keegan
Adolph Zukor
the great benefit of exhibitor, producer
and all concerned. We will shortly announce aplan that will convince exhibitors that every claim made for the extraordinary quality of the Big Five is tnie and
that their box office possibilities are rather
understated than the contrarv."
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Jack Willis, who made the trailer
which carried the dedicatory announcement at the opening of
Ascher
Brothers'
West pleased
Englewood
theatre, is very much
over
the favorable comment on the artistic excellence of this trailer and
promises an equally handsome one
for thetheatre
openingat of
Asc'hers' new
Palace
Peoria.
For the second time in the history of Jones,
Schaefer's
Orpheum
theatre,Linick
it is &holding
over
an attraction for the entire week.
The feature to achieve this honor
is Wallace Reid in his success, "The
Charm School," which is regarded
by Jones, Dinick & Schaefer as the
best picture that Mr. Reid thus far
has been starred in by Paramount.
Bennett J. Brandon, well known
in exchange and export circles, is
scheduled to visit New York, arriving there on January 10, and
will make his headquarters at the
Elks' Club. He is conternplating
enlarging his Chicago activities and
while in the East will confer with
some of the leading independents in
regard to his new plans.
Dick Robertson of Independent
Film Association, made a New
Year's visit to New York on business connected with his organization. H. E. Belford of the sales
department, is back at the Chicago
headquarters after a visit to New
Orleans and other Southern points.
Alexander Alt and Al Martin of
the Union Film Company, California, spent the week in Chicago, en
route to New York where they will
arrange for the distiibution of the
series of pictures their company is
producing, featuring Mr. Alt and
Helen Howell. They report that
the Union Film Company is completing ahandsome new studio at
Sherman, California; that work
will start on the fourth picture
about the middle of January, and
that they hope to be back in California by that time.
Ben W. Beadell, manager of the
Stoll Film Corporation's Chicago
exchange, gave his salesmen a New
Year luncheon at the Hotel Brevoort on December 31, and it is
needless to say that with the genial
Ben at the head of the table, the
crowd had a good time. Those
present included Julius A. Alcock,
assistant manager; Walter Altland,
E. C. Davies, Charles Chase, John
Dilson, Eddie Bricketto and Ben
W. Beadell. Mr. Beadell is enthusiastic over the way the exhibitors
his concern's
signing
are
pictures and up
can for
see nothing
ahead
but a prosperous year.
Leo Brunhild of Brunhild &
Young, owners of the Shakespeare,
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week, where he will spend seven
days looking over pictures with
view to making extensive purchase
for release in this territory. M:
Vandawalker is convinced that 192
will be a big year for independer
exchanges, and is planning to hav
Lee Herz, of the Interstate Film an adequate supply of pictures t
Twothe years
ago at
New wasYear's
time
Randolph
theatre
pre- Service, has secured an imposing offer to exhibitors. The capita
of his corporation was r«
sented to Chicago's picture
fans array of pictures for release in ization
and in commemoration
of this event
Northern Illinois including fifteen- cently increased from twenty 1
its owners, Messrs, Jones, Linick & two reelers directed by D. W. Grif- fifty thousand dollars.
fith, starring Mary Pickford and a
Schaefer are celebrating the anniversary. In two short years the cast which included Mae Marsh,
Charles Goldberg, J. R. Mahc
Randolph theatre has leaped to the Harry B. Walthall, and a number
fore as a temple of exhibition for of other equally famous film stars. and Jake Link, all well known :
the cinema art. Last year a brand The first of these pictures to be re- Chicago film circles as artists, ai
vertising and publicity men <
now and imposing lobby was cut
be " A "Beast
Bay," ability, have formed a company
is willscheduled
for At
February
through from the State street side, which leased
making the Randolph the only pic- 3rd. Other pictures recently ac- be known as The Independent A
ijire house in Chicago having two
quired from Aywon are " The Masters, w-ith offices at 606 Co:
Woman Above Reproach," a new sumers' Building. They will 1
entrances
on
Chicago's
two
most
lioosted highways. Jones, Linick & six-reel feature starring Florence prepared to handle art work <
Schaefer spared no expense in Chase, and " A Woman of Mys- various kinds, including announc
n.aking the Randolph a comfortable
tery," a five-reeler starring Grace ments,
trade. posters, heralds, etc, for tJ
spot to view perfect projection and Cunard and Francis Ford. He will
expended a fortune on the State also release " When Dr. Quackel
street lobby, where picturesque Did Hide," a five-reel travesty on
Manager started
C. B.
Maberr>-,
marble fountains, urns, benches and Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde, in which Gold\vyn,
the new
year c
pedestals proclaim it an art spot. Charlie Joy and the Miami Bathright
by giving
luncheon
to Y
ing Girls furnish the comedy.
At night, the motor cars delivering
sales staff
at the aWinter
Garden
people to the Randolph clog traffic
the Consumers' Building on its fii
Manager Aschman, of Pathe, working
on State street, bearing witness to
day. Those present at t
the high-class of fans who frequent has booked " The Riddle : Woman," luncheon were : C. E. Knicke
featuring Geraldine Farrar, for six bocker, Ben Reingold, J. S. An
this theatre.
In celebration of the anniversary weeks showing in the loop, start- garat, Sam
E.
a double feature program has been
ing with three weeks at the Zieg- Schottmueller, Shurman,
R. A. Alber
feld at a dollar top price, and then Frank
Young, W. Weinschent
arranged. William C. DeMille's new moving to the Boston and Rose.
picture, " Midsummer Madness," Early reports from the Ziegfeld Harry Charmass
and Public:
and Alack Sennett's new First Na- are to the effect that the picture is Representative H. S. Lorch.
was announced at the luncheon tl
tional comedy, "Married Life."
opening to big business.
Frank Young was winner of t
ten dollar prize offered by J
H. A. O'Brien, city salesman for
Famous Players-Lasky CorporaK. Hoddy Milligan, vice-presi- Maberrj' for the best scrap bo
tion, is back on his job after nearly
dent of Creation Films, Inc., ar- on Goldwj'n productions. All 1
rived in Chicago from the west salesmen competed and it was s:
a two months'
ilness.by" turning
O. B."
celebrated
his comeback
coast this week for a conference
that they have a M-onderful coll
in four contracts the first day.
with his brother, B. Herbert Milli- tion of sales ammunitions in •
gan, who is president of the cor- books they got together, and tl
poration. Itwas stated that in ad- they all know more about Goldw
Of the many Christmas gifts that
dition to the production work, productions
found their way into the Paramount
now than they ever <
Exchange none were more highly which is being pushed on the west in their lives before, so that
appreciated than the wonderfully coast, that the making of a series contest has been a benefit
fine desk sets bestowed upon Dis- of
four or five' feature pictures around.
trict Manager Harris F. Wolberg, will be started at the Kalem
Manager P. A. Bloch and Exploita- Studios, in New York, about the
Superior Screen Ser\Mce, 1 .
tion Representative Doob by the of- end of February, and that a direcficers and men of the Great Lakes
has bought the rights for IlUc ;
tor and
star
already
have
been
secured for this seriei
and Indiana to "Madonnas 1
Naval Training Station. The desk
Men," from H. Jams Productic .
outfits were made up of airplane
Max Jessellson, owner of the This is one of the big product! ;
parts — bits from the Liberty motors,
the propellers, even the airplane Halsted Theatre, is planning to of the year and played to i >
clocks. The sentiment and work leave for California on Januan.' week's record business at Kunsl >
put into these gifts have endeared 10th, where he intends to enjoy a handsome theatre at Detroit. _ them to the Paramount men. Lieut. well-earned vacation.
perior also has closed for Illir '
Commander E. E. Wilson tendered
and Indiana for twelve-two : I
Several
resignations
marked
the
Perry Comedies, starring .Ambr :
the gifts in recognition of the cooperation given to the station by closing days of the year 1920. Pat McSwain and five-two reel Mi »
Dillon resigned as manager of the De Free (Mrs. Roscoe Arbudi ■
Paramount during the past year.
Chicago office of Comedyart and Comedies for Illinois. Preac t
The new Fort Armstrong theatre. Joe Smith as a salesman of the Harr}' Weiss is planning to S t
Rock Island, 111., will soon be ready same company. George Weinberg on a trip through Illinois and Ii for opening — the date being either resigned as salesman for Master- ana key centers on January 10
January 19 or 26. Joe Hopp is
piece Film Corporation.
bubbling over with enthusiasm and
Ben Weissenbach is now on ?
a look at the new house justifies all
President Vandawalker of Doll- sales staff of Celebrated. ha\ I
his radiant descriptions of its Van Film Corporation of Illinois,
Company.
beauties. He will play as his open- is leaving for New York next recently resigned from Kline F J

President and Emmett theatres, is
sojourning in New York for two
weeks seeking novelties for his
houses. It is reported that during
1921 Brunhild & Young will add
several theatres to their chain.

ing picture eitherMadness
William" DeMille's
■ Midsummer
or Cecil
DeMille's " Forbidden Fruit." The
house will seat 1,700 and carries
out
tions.the Indian traditions in decora-
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UNIVERSAL
Once to Every Woman —
Ran this picture a week and never
at any time have had anything more
pleasing or which made more
friends. (East.)
Record business for the week.
One of the few pictures that we
really could give the public to combat the opening of a big new house
in opposition.
(Middle West.)

ON

Big
FROM

Nineteen and Phyllis —
Good entertainment. Ray at his
best. Average business throughout
week. (Middle West.)
Nomads of the North —
Certainly a sure-fire box office
attraction. Just packed 'em in. As
to picture value, it is very entertaining indeed. (Middle West.)
The Master MindBig attraction.
Picture full of
interest. Box office receipts large.
(West.)

Story and star met with great applause which is excellent evidence
of their satisfaction. (Middle
West.)
Married Life —
Entertaining picture which went
This is one of the finest pictures over big. Good box office attracI have shown this year. (Middle
tion. (West.)
West.)
FAMOUS PLAYERS
REALART
An Old Fashioned Boy —
Oh, Lady, Lady —
Audience greatly enjoyed star in
Great. Bebe certainly has a great this picture, which attracted overfollowing here, and this picture
flow business during holidays.
went over 100% better than her first.
(East.)
Believe she is going to be one of
the biggest drawing cards among
Not up to the usual Ray picture
stellar-folk. (South.)
and after opening business dwindled. (Middle West.)
Good picture and business was
The Charm School —
'^l very good during run. (West.)
Wallace Reid went over big in
FIRST NATIONAL
this picture. Our patrons thought
it was one of the best of this popDinty —
ular star's productions. Played to
Personally, think this is better excellent
business the week precedthan " Go and Get It," but it didn't
ing New Year's. (Middle West.)
- [ make quite as much money for me.
' It's a wonderful picture, and thev Heliotrope —
-[alllikedit. (South.)
Splendid production. Well liked
Made a big hit at this theatre, by audience. Did capacity business
West.) its entire run. (Middle
pulling capacity crowds at each per- during
formance. Broke house records.
(_Middle W^est.)
Flying
Pat — Business very good.
Fair picture.
This is a fine picture and brought (East.)
>od business for me. (West.)
To Please One Woman —
Played to increasing business each
Picture only fair; business good
day.
Wonderful
kid picture. because of the fact that it is a holi1 (East.)
day week. (East.)

N

E

fT

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Opened to excellent business
which grew and was therefore held
over for a second week. The De
Mille name has a big box office
value. (Middle West.)

Say

THEATERS
The Great Lover —
Fine picture with some very excellent acting and interesting story.
Played to better than average business for week. (Middle West.)

FOX

The Guilt of Women —
Goodusual.
picture.
than
(West.)Business
Prairie Trails —
Regular Mix picture. Well liked.
King
West.)
Big crowds mostly men. (Middle
SELZNICK
A .fine picture which brought
more than usual business. (West.)
Connecticut Yankee in
Arthur's
Court —and it went over
Great picture
fine. No cause for complaint. Full
houses. (West.)
The
WentUntamed
over well— and brought good
business. Fine picture. (West.)
METRO
Billions —
Opened
big business,
didn't
hold
up so towell.
(Middle but
West.)
Picture heartily criticized and
Nazimova's
very killed
stagy and
ral acting has
her unnatuin this
city. (Middle West.)
The Mutiny of the Elsimore —
A good picture. Will appeal
strongly to those who like Jack
London's writings. Tremendously
exciting. (Middle West.)
The Bait
Picture well liked and brought
good business. (West.)
ROBERTSON-COLE
A Slave of Vanity —
Fair picture, business very good.
(East.)
Kismet
—
Wonderful
picture. Consistently
large attendance. A masterpiece,
according to general talk around
town. (Middle West.)

The Testing Block —
Best picture Hart's made in a
long while. Marks his return to
the sort he does best and that peoBroke all attendance records. The
ple want. Fine business. (East.) kind of picture that points to big
things in 1921 picturedom. A remarkable production in every way
Idols of Clay —
Picture is quite fair. Good busi- (East.)
This one went well and brought
ness during run. (West.)
Igood business. As a picture, it is
Wonderful picture. Brought
pne. (West.)
great box office reports. (West.)
Behold My WifeUnseen Forces —
Held over for a two week's run,
GOLDWYN
A fair picture that brought big and did big business throughout.
Critics
pronounce it one of the best
Hisiness. (Middle West.)
His Own Laiv —
of the year. (Middle West.)
to
of Majority of my patrons are worn
^urtain —
en and
didn't they
like the
ending
A fairly good picture which drew Midsummer Madness —
this, they
although
seemed
that
veil. Katherine MacDonald is very
A splendid production. Great like the picture itself^
rood to look at, but is rather cold. business. Held for second week point.
Box office, up to fair.
Middle West.)
(South.)
on demand. (East.)
Love, Honor and Behave —
Broke all house records on opening day. Great. Wonderful box
office attraction. Shows that people
enjoy a good laugh better than anything else. (Middle West.)

RELEASES

just

better

Everybody's Sweetheart —
It certainly
" tookthe"
well.
Everybody" took
liked" and
it. And
box office reflected these sentiments.
(West.)
UNITED ARTISTS
The Mark of Zorro —
Very good picture to fine business.
(East.)
This picture makes a hit with the
men. The women do not seem as
enthusiastic. Drawing big matinees.
Will hold over for another week.
Sure did go over well. And the
picture is worth it. Had crowded
houses during run. (West.)
ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS

Last of the Mohicans —
Opened to great business. Assured of great
success. Don't miss
this one.
(East.)
STATE

RIGHTS

Heritage —
Great — one of the most wholesome pictures made. Everybody
enthusiastic over it. Appeals to
young and old alike. A treat. Matty Roupert wins approval by his
clever acting and remarkable personality. (Middle West.)
The Inner Voice —
Fair production, star well cast,
and it went over fairly well.
(East.)
Smilin' All the Way —
David Butler's popularity growing with each picture. There was
nothing spectacular about this —
but
it was a (South.)
clean little picture, well
received.
AH

B ah a and

the Forty

This picture
will draw the youngThieves
—
sters, but will hardly prove of interest to the grown-ups. For those
who still like fairy tales the charm
is rather spoiled by the occasional
use of a too-modern sub-title. The
picture would be improved if it
were confined entirelv to child actors. (Middle West.)
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Capitol Theatre —
Special — Final from second act of
"Aida," by Capitol Grand Orchestra, with Miss Emily Beglin as Aida, Erik Bye as
Amanesro, Max Sasonofif as
Radames and Rose Reed as
Amneris. Assisted by the Capitol ensemble. Mile. Gambarelli
and Capitol Ballet Corps.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Feature — Bunty Pulls the Strings —
Goldwyn.
Novelty — Funeral March of the
Marionettes — A post-Yuletide
Fantasy. By the Capitol Grand
Orchestra, assisted by Capitol
Ballet Corps. A fantasy of
Toyland. The holidays over,
the ghosts of the Christmas
toys, battered and broken, destroyed and' discarded, pass to
the Land of Forgotten Things
in a sad, funeral procession.
Comedy — Number, Please — Harold
Lloyd.
Organ solo — By the Capitol Grand
Organ.
Next Week — The Love Light —
Mary Pickford.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Second Hungarian
Rhapsody, by the Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Special — Scene from Lakme. Presented by Grace Hoffman, so-

Ballet — Dance number by Senorita
Julia Ruiz and Senor Carlos
Urduna, of the Metropolitan

Now

LARRY SEMON

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

prano
let. ; Rivoli Chorus and BalFeature — The Passionate Pilgrim
— Famous Players.
Vocal — Toreado Song from " Caritone. men," by Edoardo Albano, barComedy — Out of the Inkwell — Cartoon.
Organ Solo — Intermezzo from
Cavalleria Rusticana.
NextInaWeek
— Polly with a Past—
Claire.

Strand Theatre —
Overture — Selections from Natoma, by Strand Symphony Orchestra.
Current
Review.Events — Strand Topical
Scenic — An Indian S u m m e r —
Prizma.
Vocal Prologue — Joseph Martel,
Baritone and Male Quartette.
Feature — The Last of the Mohicans— Associated Producers.
A'ocal — The Bird Song, from
Pagliacci, by Kitty McLaughlin, Soprano.
Comedv
— Number, Please — Harold
Ll6yd.
Organ Solo — Festival March.
Next Week — The Great Adventure
— Lionel Barrymore.
Riaho Theatre —
Overture
— Rienzi, by Rialto Orchestra.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine,
Vocal — Aria from Joan of Arc, by
Mary Fabian, Soprano.
Feature — The Bait — Maurice Tourneur.
Musical — Inflammatus, from Stabat
Mater, by Joseph Alessi, Trumpet Virtuoso.
Comedy — Going Thru the Rye —
Christie.
Next Week — The Frontier of the
Stars — Thomas Meighan,
Feature — Dinty — Wesley Barry.
This
one
/or
'■
Hixki/
Business
"
is
iy
the Superba theatre, Los Angeles
Given with a proiogue under

8TH

CORRESPONDENTS

>S'amuel Gold'v
5ro rent J-

Quarter page on ■' What Happened
Los toA ngeles

JAN,

N ew s

Theatres

PImjrini
NEW

Picture

run by the California theatre,

the same title in which a drop
an Irish coast cot"
Rosa showing
tage is the stage setting. A
hoy sings three
companied with Irish
harp. songs ac-

Next W'cek — Dangerous Business.
Clune's
Broadway
—
Current Events
— Fox Theatre
and Gaumont
News and Spanish bull fight
scenes.
Educational — Movie Chats — Urban.
Feature — The Furnace — Realart
Special.
Nextband.
Week — Her Villianous HusSecond week Theatre
of Tom
Mix in
Symphony
—
Prairie Trails.
Mission Theatre —
The Mark of Zorro in its sixth
week.
Siiperba theTheatre
Outside
Law in— second week.

quartette.
Novelty—
Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Ballet— Novelty dancing act, with
stereopticon and lighting effects changing the appearance
of the costume.
Feature — Flying Pat — Doroth\
Gish.
California Theatre —
Overture — Light Cavalry.
During the rendition of the ox er
ture Carli D. Elinor directs or
chestra from the pit and simul
taneously a film showing hin
directing is shown.
Educational — Paradise for Birds—:
Goldwyn — Bray.
Current Events — Fox News pic I
tures of the Pasadena flora
parade
and California-Ohii
football game.
An original
Organ—"
Betty." composition in
spired
by
Betty Compsor
Played by Milton Charles. |
Feature — Prisoners of Love — Bett ,
Compson.
Cartoon — Doctor Jeckyl and Mi'
Zip — Bray-Goldwjn.
Next Week — Blind Wives.
Kinema Theatre —
,
Overture — Dance of the Hours.
Current
News. Events — Internation; !
\'ocal — Louise Sullivan in a spl<
with violin accompaniment. '
DENVER
He
America Theatre
Solo — '■ Rose," by
baritone.
Klo;

Grauman's Riaho Theatre —
"Heliotrope in its fourth week.
Miller's TheatreConnecticut Yankee
in King
Arthur's Court in second week.
Tally's
Broadway
Theatre
—Metro.
Current
Events — Pathe
News. —
Feature — Passion Fruit — Doraldina
The star makes personal appearances in dancing numbers.
Next Week — Kismet.
LOS

ANGELES

Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — Estud Antina Waltz.
Current Events — Pathe News.
OrganBlossom
— I'll BeTime.
With You in Apple
Solo by Henry Murtagh, with
quartette singing the song.
Comedy
Metro.— Neighbors — ■ Keeton —

(Jiinrti r iniiic haiul liroicii (/i.-p'd •
•• The Life of the Partu " u>fd hii
Des Moines theatre. De» Moint

I

January

^SADAMS

InuxitiiUij (iltrnctirc ad for "The
Leopard Woman " and '-The Race
of the Age" bi/Detroit
the Adams theatre,
Comedy — An Overall Hero —
Christie.
Feature — The Riddle : Woman —
Farrar.
Next Week— The Guile of Women.
Rialto TheatreCurrent Events— Pathe News and
Topics of the Day.
Feature — The
Jucklins — Paramount.
Nert Week — Brewster's Millions.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Our Visitors."
Comedy— Mutt and Jeff in Sherlock Hackshaw.
Current Events — Fox News.
Special — Fashion Show, eight living models.
Feature — Blind Wives — Fox.
Next Week — Dead Men Tell No
Tales.
SAN
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Special — " Rigoletto Paraphrase,"
played by Hans Hanke and
" Lucia."
fromwith
Sextette
Feature
— Polly
a Past — Ina
Claire.
Next Week — The Charm School —
Famous Players.

Strand Theatre —
Musical
Rose."for feature ; scores
Overture— —Theme
from " So Long Letty " and
" LingerEvents
Longer— Letty."
Current
International
News Weekly.
Comedy — The Gumps in the Movies.
Imperial Theatre —
Feature
— So Long Letty — RobertOverture
—
"
Ohio."
son-Cole.
Current Events — Screen News.
Special — " Dance of the Hours " Next and
Week
— Her
Little
MissHusband's
Rebellion.Friend
and " Idle Dreams." Introductory Tableau Dance interpreta- Blue Mouse Theatre —
tion by Ramona.
Overture
— Events
" Marjorie."
Feature — Idols of Clay — Famous Current
Weekly.
— Selznick News
Players.
Next Week — To Please One Wom- Comedy — In His Noisy Still — Clyde
an.
Cooke.
Tivoli Theatre —
Feature — To Please One Woman —
Lois Weber production.
Comedy
— You'd Be Surprised — Educational.
Next W^eek — The Life of the Parly
—Fatty Arbuckle.
Overture
Piano— Liszt's
Cadenza.Second Rhapsody
Vocal— "Yokohama Lullaby," by
SEATTLE
special arrangement with publishers Shapiro, Bernstein and
Company, the first time this
was sung in the West.
Clemmer Theatre —
Scenic — Some More Samoa — Edu- Overture
— " You're in Love " and
cational.
" Avalon."
Ray.— Peaceful Valley — Charles Educational — Urban Film Chats and
Feature
In Fairyland.
Next Week — Nomads of the North. Current Events — Pathe Revue and
Fox News 79.
Frolic Theatre —
Serial — The Vanishing Dagger.
Feature — The Misfit Wife — .Mice
Current
Events — International
Lake.
News.
.H Next Week— U. P. Trail.
WEEK COMMENCINO-

WILLIAM rox.

SUN. JAN. 2 "

FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre —
Comedy
—
Homespun Her o —
Christie.
Current E\ent.s — Select News.
Specialty — Eddit Horton playing
Jazz on the piano.
Feature — The Last of the Mohicans— Associated Producers.
Next Week — The same.
California Theatre —
Current Events — Topical Review Half-pnijc for ■' Bihid M'ircs " hi) the William Fo.r Tcrmiiuil thciitrc. Xfirark. N.J.
and Topics of the Day.
Comedy — A Fishy Story — Century. Strand Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Faust " Feature — Beautifully Trimmed.
Overture — " The Chocolate Soldier."
Ne.xt Week — Honor Bound.
and " Mother Machree."
Current Events — New Strand
Novelty — San Francisco Chronicle
Smiles, Gaumont Graphic 54.
Movie Tests.
MINNEAPOLIS
Comedy
Hot 'Dog.
Scenic — —Banana.
Organ Solo—" Margie."
Special — .\udicnce
sings
" Pollv
New Lyric Theatre —
To Er-.jc-3
0\ erturc — " The Brook."
Feature
—
The
County
Fair.
kAlUppy New Veai
oily Doodle."
Current Events — Bells of Seville — • Next \\ Week
— Idols of Clay.
Educational ; Fox News WeeklyLiberty Theatre —
Overture
" Princess
Comedy — Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
Current —Events
— PathePat."News lO.S,
Feature
—
The
^^'oman
in
His
House
— Mildred Harris.
Jenson Volherberg News.
Next
Week — Heliotrope — Famous Comedy •— Wet and Wet and
Warmer.
Players.
Scenic — Quaint Isle.
New Garrick Theatre —
Feature — The Testing Block — Wm.
0\ crturc — Selections from " Honev
S. Hart.
W^eekly. Events — Pathe News Next have.
Week — Love, Honor and BeCurrent

Ten inch hy four column display for
" Oh, Lady, wayLady
by Clune's
theatre." Los
Angeles Broad-

ScenicBruce.
— Neptunes of the Sea —
Girl."
Comedy — Back from the Front —
Bobby Vernon.
Feature
— Nineteen
and Phyliss —
Charles
Ray.
Next W'eek — Held by the Enemy.

This by
" Anthe Old
Boy " ad Md.
Jcas
used
New Fashioned
theatre, Baltimore,
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — None.
Feature — Dinty — First National.
Next Week— rDangerous Business —
First National.
Loew's Columbia —
Overture
— " Semiramide.
Current Events— Selznick " News.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Feature — Earthbound — Goldwin.
Paramount.
Next— Week
— Midsummer Madness
Loew's Palace —
0\erture — "La. Sorella," " HumorCurrent
Events — Pathe
News —
Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Mark of Zorro —
United Artists.
Moore's Rialto
—
esqu—e."" La Burlesque."
Overture
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Edgar's Little Saw.
Feature — Once to E\ery Woman.
Next Week — Milestones.
CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn
News— "and
Views.
Organ
Offertory
Sunbeams."
Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.
Comedy
— Torchy's
Overture —Playlet
•" Dance
of the Millions.
Hours."
Feature — Squandered Lives.
Intermission — " We Will Be Happy

In June."

WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — " Echoes from Ireland.

Thisthedisplay
" TwinOmaha,
Beds "Neb.
is by
Rialto for
theatre,
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KINEM/milaek Senrieti
$ LOVE
^

I

A SIC)

Layout «.<t<i bi/ Kincma, Los Angeles,
to advertise Mack Bennett's "Love,
Honor and Behaie."
In size, five
columns hy ttvelve inches
Coming Feature — Clara Kimball
Young in Mid-Channel.
Pantheon Theatre —
Pantheon Topics of the Day.
Specialty— Victor
Young, violin
soloist.
Comedy — The Dawgone Wedding.
Specialty — Flute and Cello Duet.
" Title Serenade."
Overture—" In a Country Schoolhouse."
Prologue — •" Country School."
Feature — " The Jucklins."
Coming Feature — Bebe Daniels in
She Couldn't Help It.
Riviera Theatre —
Overture
— " Robinhood."
Educational
scenic.
Literary Digest.
Violin Solo — Popular Numbers.
Feature — Mildred Harris in Habit.
Comedy — A Tray Full of Trouble.
Coming Feature — Wallace Reid in
The Charm School.
"niGsday ajx
EORSYTUI II<Wedjjesdax
ftY SPKIAL APRAN6EMENT WITU f. Z£l6FIEl£lJr
kC
ur
r
Lu
'^TJB
je i
fr/skv
jjufflMOOTnAsacRArr prdductkjj

AiwgKm. COMEDY | ^^y^J^/j-^}^ ^ \ rff/ii/£io6i/£
How the Forsifth of Atlanta, Oa.. advertised its nhoirinij of " The Frisky
Mrs. Johnson,'' starring Billie Burke

Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Comedy— Married Life.
Feature — Midsummer Madness.
TheatreZiegfeld
c — Colorado.
Sceni
dy- Betty's Marriage.
Comeure—
Feat
The Riddle: Woman.
Coming Feature — Kismet.
tre —
Barb
rsal Loop
Univeee's
Weekly.Thea
y.
Ford Weekl
Comedj'— Going Through the Rye.
Feature — Godless Men.
Feature— Betty Compson in
Coming
Prisoners of Love.
CINCimATI

WalnutCurrent Events— Pathe 103.
Literary Digest— 87.
Comedy— Convict 13— Metro.
Feature — Dinty.
Next Week— Idols of Clay.

Specialty Number — William Smith
offering popular songs and
snappy stories.
Nextpert.
Week — " The Beggar in Pur-

Current
Gifts- Events — Fox 78.
Special Pictures Comedy.
Feature — The Forbidden Thing.
Next Week — Last of the Mohicans.

FORSYTH

Palace
Current — Events — Kinograms.
Literary Digest — 87.
Feature — The Saphcad.
Next Week— Darkened Windows.

Monday— Tue*day— Wednesday

PAUUNt

BALTIMORE

Wizard
Current —Events — Wizard Review.
Comedy — Easy Street — Charlie
Chaplin.
Feature — To Please One Woman.
CLEVELAND
Stillman —
Overture — Russian
Prelude by
Rachmanoff.
Theme — Dance Russc by Tschaikowski and " Love for a Year,
Love for a Day," from " Gypsy
Current Events — Pathe News —
Pathe Review.
Love—."Mutt and Jeff.
Cartoon
Comedy
— " You'll
Chester
comedy.Be Surprised "•—
Feature
—
"
Billions
" with ' Nazimova.
Next

Week — "The Misleading
Lady"— Bert Lytell.
Euclid —
Overture — Selections from " The
Fortune Teller."
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xjrrHl

Dovch/

DALTOi
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A lOTAflTIC AtVEnTURESS'
A1.9t.John SLICKER.'
RALPH DRAIMAKD Sbi,^

Another of Harold B. Franklin's handdrawn displays for •' A liomantie
Adventuress "

News

Feature — " Heritage " — Matty Rou-

Strand
Current — Events — Pathe 104.
Comedy — Number, Please — Harold
Lloyd.
Feature — What Women Love.
Next Week — Dangerous Business.

Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Madame Butterfly.
Current Events — Rivoli Review.
Comedy
— High and Dizzy — Harold
Lloyd.
Feature — Go and Get It.
Parkway Theatre —
Overture — Popular Selections.
Current Events — Parkway Review.
Comedy — Tea for Two.
Feature — To Please One Woman.
New Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe and Pathe
Review.
Vocalselections.
— Georges Ganter in operatic
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner.

Picture

FREDERICK,

ple."
Brooklyn Utrand theatre's hand-drawn
display for "The Last of the Mohicans"
Theme — Lakme.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature
— " Kismet."
Next Week
— "Kismet" continued,
to be followed by " Midsummer Madness."
Overture
Strand —— Selections from "Merry
Theme — Tales of Hoffmann.
Current Events — Ford Weekly —
"
Luke
Monologue.
Widow.McLuke's
Comedy
— " Lloyd.
Number,
Please " —
Harold
Feature — " Unseen Forces."
Next Week — " Women Men Love."
Metropolitan
—
Overture — A French
Revue.
Theme — Rubenstein's Melody in
Current
— Selznick News.
" F.'.' Events
Educational
— Bray Pictograph.
Comedy
— " Lloyd.
Number,
Please " —
Harold
Feature — " Unseen Forces."
Next W'eek — " ^\'omen Men Love."
Knickerbocker —
Overture — Selections from "As
Theme
The Lonely Romeo."
You— "Were."
Current
Events — Luke McLuke's
Monologue.
Scenic — Bruce Scenic, " The Castaway," "Japanese Sports " and
"The Lion Hunt."
Feature — " Love, Honor and Behave "— Jack Sennett.
Next Moore.
• Week — " Officer 666 " — Tom
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Here
is
a
display
for
"A column
Slave by
of
Vanity" ten inches double
the Forsyth theatre of Atlanta, Ga.
New TwfO-Red

DETROIT
Overture — Events
" The —Firefly."
Current
Adams
Adams
—
Review.

Topical

Comedy — Bennett's " Love, Honor
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Feature
Habit.
and — Behave."
Next Week — Otis Skinner in
" Kismet."
Broadway
Same as last Strand
week. —
Next Week— The Inside of the Cup.

Alhambra —
Overture — " Finale from the Fourth
Overture— Overture, " Goodbye '20, Madison —
Hello '21," a Revue of Last Current Events — Madison Topical
Seasons Song Hits, arranged
Sj-mphony in F."
Review.
by Musical Director Homer Educational — Getting a PoHsh._
Walters
and rendered by entire orchestra.
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in " NumRuth Chase.
Theme
" Pegg>'."
Current— Events
— Topics of the Day Vocal—
Young.
Hush
—Events.
Loew's Up-to-Date News Feature — ber,
Please."— Clara Kimball
Next Week — Lionel Barr>Tnore in
Comedy
— " Mind
Your Business "
— Christie
Comedy,
" The Great Adventure."
Scenic — Bruce Scenic.
Feature—" The Mutiny of the El- Washington —
Overture — " II Guarany."
Current Events—
mated Review.Washington AniNext Week — " Idols of Clay."
Educational
— Fine Feathers.
Hoffman-Palace —
Overture
— Light Cavalrv by Suppe.
si nor."
Sunshine, "The Slicker.'
Theme—" Click. Click," from "The Comedies— and
Jeff in "Sherlock
Mutt
VocalHawksha
— Helenw B.& Fitzgerald.
Current
Events
—
International
Co."
Singing Girl."
News.
Feature— Dead Men Tell No Tales
\\'eek— William Famum ?r
Comedy
— " Hired
Hallroom
Boys. and Fired " — Next"The
Scuttlers."
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Mark-Strand —
Overture — Irene.
Scene
Current Events — Latest Pathe To
Stage Spectacular
News.
London Slums Set to Be Set Afire
Feature — Harriet and the Piper —
Stanton —
in Final Scenes of Metro Special
Anita Stewart.
Overture
—
"
\'ampa
"
—
Harold.
Played by Stanton symphony Comedy — The Big Show — Chester.
story in thus shifting from
orchestra led by Albert F. Next Week — Dangerous Business THE final scenes on location for theThe
West to the East End of Lon"A
Message
from
Mars,"
the
—
Constance
Talmadge.
Wayne.
don shows the passage of the fire
forthcoming Maxwell Karger proFeature — The Charm School — Paraduction, starring Bert Lytell, are in engines through the former district
mount.
and their arrival at the latter, where
Palace— The Forbidden Thing — the course
of beingLong
takenIsland
at RecreaStanton News — First presentation Feature
tion Ball Park,
City, a tenement house, crowded with
—Allan
Dwan
Production.
of interesting happenings taken
where a section of the London slums poverty-stricken human beings, is
from all the weeklies of the
has been built by Metro to be de- shown consumed by fire. All the
world, together with local Feature
——Some Wild Oats.
Empire
stroyed byfire in the concluding big misery, all the destitution of Lonevents, compiled by the Stanton
scenes of the play.
don slum-dwellers is depicted here
cameraman.
Following the completion of in the great concluding exterior
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
camera work on the giant London scene of the picture, declares the
Cartoon — Sherlock, Hawkshaw and
BROOKLYN
street set that Metro has con- Metro statement.
Co.— Mutt and Jeff.
structed within the Eighth Coast
It is this fire which in the play's
Comedy — Back from the Front —
Defense Command Armory in the
Christie.
story, gives Horace Parker, a selBronx,
the
entire
force
of
workfish young scientist, his great opNext Week — The Jucklins.
Strand Theatre —
men and electricians were transportunity through the aid of the
Overture
—
Cappriccio
Espagnole
—
ferred
to
Long
Island
City
where
—
a
Arcadi
from Mars to redeem himScenic set of Spanish cloister the construction of the exterior set message
Same as last week.
self in the work of rescuing lives
utilized with string music, representing a section of London
Next Week — Midsummer Madness.
from the flames, to which emerCastanet and other effects.
slums
was
already
under
way.
This
Victoria —
gency he rises handsomely in his
Scenic — Topical Nights — Bruce.
set is virtually the companion set to final regeneration.
In the part of
Violinist Virtuoso last Movement the
Overture — " Princess Juan."
one built within the armory as
Feature — 45 Minutes from BroadMendelssohn Concerto — By the action of the story directly fol- Horace Parker, Bert Lytell porway—First National.
Katherine Stang, violinist.
trays one of the most interesting
lows the series of events that transCurrent Events — Pathe News.
roles of his career.
pire
upon
the
latter
locality.
Scenic — Apartments for Rent.
Comedy — The Sportsman — Larry
Semon.
Next Week— While New York
Sleeps.
Miss Mason
in "Wing
Toy"
BEGINNlSkS SUNDAY. JAN. S./J^r 4 Days
PalaceAction of Shirley Mason's Vehicle
Feature— The Mark of Zorro.
Comedy — Number, Please — Lloyd.
Centers in Los Angeles'
Chinatown
bit of business
and detail in order
Current Events — Pathe News.
that
the
production
might be conTopics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Fox
Toy,"
g
"Win ation's newest
N
WHEFilm
Corpor
sistent throughout ; and the result
Next Week— The. Life of the Party
y Mason, is revehicle
for
Shirle
unt
amo
— Par
leased the public is going to get a is said to be one of the most correctly staged pictures ever offered
100 per cent Chinese subject done
—
to an exhibitor.
Regent — ^Her Beloved Villain — ■
e
in 100 per
cent
Chines
style,
anFeature
Pearl Doles Bell, who wrote
nounces a statement from the Fox
Realart.
Film home-office. " Most of the Shirley Mason's two greatest sucCartoon — Sherlock, Hawkshaw and
action transpiring in Chinatown,
Her
"
Elephant
and
Co —Mutt and Jeff.
wroteManthe " book
the Los Angeles Chinatown, has " Love's ces es,Harvest,"
Scenic — Rookeries and Squawkers.
been the target of a battery of Fox for " Wing Toy," and is said to
Next Week — The Bait — Paramount.
cameras for seveVal months, and have turned out an exceptionally
many real Chinese players, wearing strong story.
—
Capitol
Feature— The Restless Sex.
The selection of the role of a
costumes that were imported from
China solely for this production, supposedly Chinese girl for Shirley
Comedy — His Dizzy Day.
Current Events — Select News.
have been registering enough Orien- Mason, was, according to advices
tal local color to make the picture from the Fox offices, the choice of
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next Week — Conrad In Quest of
g example of correct at- William Fox himself, who figured
a
strikin
His Youth.
and not without good reason —
mosphere," reads the announce- —that
ment.
the locale of an American
Howard
M.
Mitchell,
who
has
had
Chinatown,
so long a TOal of big
MaryPIQKFORD
MORE CHARMING THAN EVER . IN
charge of the direction, enlisted a city slumming parties and curiosity
BUFFALO
local Chinese intellectual at the out- seekers, would be particularly atset of the filming, to pass upon every
OXMER FlaEXCUUSIVEl
FEATORE-S
*7he
me in ike
Dark."
tractive to the theatre-going public.
Shea's
Hippodrome
—
Overture — Cavaleria Rusticana.
MaryfrontPickford's
Stage Setting — An Old-Fashioned Program
new picturecover
used for
on the
page of
Room, used as a background Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, housefor the soloist.
organ, this week
Vocal — Silver Threads Among the
Gold — Sung by Eldora Stanford.
Vocal Novelty — The Big Bass Viol
(Bohannon) — Sung by Walter
Feature — The Mark of Zorro —
Smith, basso. Humorous ditty
Douglas Fairbanks.
with soloist in pantomimic orComedy — The Skipper's Narrow
igination with bass viol.
Escape — Toonerville Trolley
Comedy.
Strand Topical Review — News pictures from Fox, Pathe, etc., seCurrent
view. Events — Hippodrome Relected by Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman.
Next Week— The Love LightMary Pickford.
Prologue Coloniale, introducing
feature film. As interior colonShea's Criterion —
ial shot is shown in The Last
Overture — The Forge in the Forof the Mohicans, a reproduction
est— Michaels.
of scene is shown in actuality
VocalGreek
— Three
with Lewis Rhodes, tenor, singEvans.for Jack — Sung by
ing Cellina, My Own, and Mile.
Feature — ^lidsummer Madness —
Sylvia and George Eastman
Held over for second week.
dancing The Pavlowa Gavotte.
Comedy
— Dabbling in Art — Mack
Sennett.
Feature — The Last of the Mohicans.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Vocal — The Winds of the South —
NextArliss.
Week— The Devil — George
Sung by Estelle Carey, so- Billy Burke, by arrangement with Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., appears in
tion of Elizabeth," a Paramount picture
The Educaprano.
PHILADELPHIA

ExKibitors'

Service

Bureau —

Stage setting and characters icho presented a vocal prologue for "Peaceful
Valley
Portland, Ore.
Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatre§, Lowell,
Chag. H. WUIiams, Strand theatre, ProTidenoe. R. I.
Harold J.B. Srhade,
Franklin,Sohade
Shea'stheatre.
Hippodrome,
George
Sandn§ky.Buffalo.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Darton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
Theo. L. Haye, New Garrlck theatre, St. FatiL
A. J. Hoeller, Theatre de Loxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landan, Butterfly theatre, Milwankee.
Jack Knhn, Lo«w theatres, CleTeland.
Julius L. Johnson, New Garrlck theatre, Hinneapolis.
PanI
Gnsdanovlc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
O. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Hint, Mich.
Obarles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
B. Toledo,
Banet O.McCormtck, Gen. Mgr. RivoU theatre,

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Pages

676-688

at the recent shozcing of this picture by the Liberty theatre.

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. WUby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala,
E. T. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amosement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thaoher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur
Iowa, G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

L)weU W. CalTert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Qoimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. HUton, Paramount theatre, Lewlston. Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramonnt-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Bvttc.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. cisco.
A. Partington, Imperial theatre. San Francise*.
Sidney Grauman, Granman's theatre, Los Angelea.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denrer.
Phil, Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, JacksonrlUe, Fte.
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Saenger*s Puts Married
Stage Stunt

on

"WANTED — One young and handsome
couple to wed; daring in nature, to embark on the olDvious enterprise before a
large and appreciative audience. Mail applications and photos to I. H. O. F.,
theater."
Strand
That's an ad as it appeared in one of
the New Orleans newspapers — handsome
and obvious, and all.
"What's it all about?" Maurice Barr,
supervising manager of the Saenger
Amusement Company's New Orleans
theaters, was asked. " Are you starting a
class in wedding technique, or what?"
Well, it didn't seem that there were
such a horde of folk wanting to be married, but there did float in enough applications togive the management something
to worry about. It was a job to decide
which couple should be let in on the good
thing. And it was a good thing for the
Saenger Amusement Company furnished
everything but the man and girl, license,
parson, carriages, flowers, supper, honeymoon (at the Saenger recreation home on
the Gulf Coast).
And the crowd! There was such a jam
at the Strand the night of the wedding,
that photos could not be taken for fear
of starting a stampede. Quite a successful
wedding. The bride's bouquet, when
thrown by her into the audience, hit an
engaged girl.
Of course " there was a reason." The
Strand is to show " The Heart of a Fool."
Pay Finds New
Way
to
Cooperate with Papers
A new way of grabbing space from the
newspapers has been devised by M. A.
Pay of the Colonial theatre, Sioux Falls,
S. D.
Mr. Pay writes a column that is being
run on the editorial page of one of the
Sioux Falls dailies under the title of " A
Weekly Meditation."
This " Weekly Meditation " is run each
week and is a sort of sermon with a motion picture to be played at the Colonial as
its theme. Recently " Earthbound " was
the subject with the biblical quotation
" Of the earth — earthy " its opening sentence.
Mr. Pay is authority for the statement
that the space he gets with his editorial
ermon could not be purchased at any
price and that the advertising he obtains
for his attractions thereby is not equaled
by any other form of publicity he has ever
tried.

Wiiido-a' display for

lluiuorcsqnc"
a leading
talking
machine shop at I'lltsfickl, Mass., by Ike
Union inSquare
theatre
of Pittsficld

Noble's
Big
Bet
Portland, Ore., Exhibitor
Specialty

Is Prologue
Stages Excellent

Number

for " Peaceful Valley "
claredtion tothe
" Peaceful
Valleyeconomical
" presentabe one
of the most
as
newing and
on eofsett
binati
old VER
songs, com
with
a stag
of
A CLE
a farm vista, including hay well as successful prologues ever used at
the theatre.
mows, wood piles, and other
The stage setting consisted of three
farmyard decorations, comprised the prodrops each depicting a rural landscape.
for "ngPeaceful Valley," ces
ch
logue
whi
caused cheeri
among the audien
at Two of these were used at the sides of
the Liberty theatre, Portland, Oregon,
the stage, set back a few feet from the
curtain opening, and the third was used at
where it was presented.
the back. The effect was one of unlimited
Paul G. Noble, manager of the theatre,
who has created quite a reputation for the
space especially when contrasted with the
house through the prologues he has origi- " props."
Directly across the front of the stage
nated during the past several months, dewas a picket fence which Mr. Noble had
gone to the trouble of buying from a
farmer some distance outside Portland.
He desired the weather-beaten appearance and knew of no cheaper way to procure the real thing. Near the back of the
stage on the right side he had piled about
two cords of split and sawed wood with a
few uncut logs and a saw-buck and saw
to give the required atmosphere. To the
left rear was a hay mow made up of real
hay borrowed for the week from a local
feed store for the cost of carting to and
from the theatre.
Three actors were used in the prologue.

" Theflavor
Weekly
n " the
has fact
no press
agent
and Meditatio
aside from
that
it ties up with pictures is really what it
is alleged to be, a semi-editorial, well written and of real literary quality.
Lack of space forbids publishing a samDle of Mr. Pay's "Weekly Meditation,"
)ut we feel sure that a copy of the Dally
Argus to which he contributes on the
''
t'
llai
" Slim Princess" zvindozv display zvliich S.
heme mentioned will be forthcoming if
O'Hare, manager of the Armory theatre,
my mterested exhibitor will write him.
Clartnda, Iowa, secured zvith a local merchant

Just before the curtain lifted the orchestra played a melody which included instrumental imitations of familiar farm animals
and changing into the vamp of Havseed
Jazz," as the stage was disclosed. The orchestra vamp was continued for a period
of about thirty seconds to give the audience time to fully view the stage before
the trio began the singing. Following the
conclusion of this number, the trio sang
" The Chicken Rav."

678

Stage setting for an atmospheric prologue
on "Peaceful
recently
by was
the Branford
showing
in the cut Valley"
was practical
and put
the over
village
lighted up theatre, Newark, .V /. The train dimly_
Classical

'Plane

Puts
Princess
Many

Over
"Flying
Theatre, Denver, Pulls

Stunts for New

loitation put
AEROPLANE exp
" Flying Pat " above everything
else in Denver when the picture
made its appearance at the Princess theatre, in that city. Fred V. Green,
Jr., exploitation representative at the local
exchange of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, put the picture over by a sensational exploitation stunt in which an aeroplane, the Princess theatre, the CurtissHumphreys Airplane Company and a
dead ringer for Dorothy Gish all figured.
The exploitation started a week before
the picture made its opening. Plans had
already been laid with the result that a
tie-up with the Curtiss-Humphrey Company resulted in the loan of one of the
company's machines together with an experienced pilot. This was all charged to
publicity and advertising as far as the
Curtiss Company was concerned and
didn't cost the theatre a cent. The Curtiss
Company got its share of the publicit}that exploited the Gish picture.
Contrary to what might have been expected, not a single newspaper story heralded the advent of the aeroplane. Green
had thought the matter out logically with
the result that when an airship suddenly
circled above Denver, without any knowledge as to how, when or where, curiosit}'
was sharpened. The papers took it up,
hailed it as a great stunt, forgot such
words as " free advertising " and popularized the airship in front page stories.
A plan to extend invitations to various
entrants who claimed a resemblance to
Dorothy Gish had to be cancelled because
of the alleged risks which the company refused to assume responsibility for. The
dolled up, wool wrapped waterproof Dorothy Gish of Denver, however, made all
flights with audacity.
The aeroplane made its daily trips

Gish

Pat"

Picture

throughout the entire week before " Flying Pat " played. The picture's opening
day, the aeroplane was taken through the
streets of Denver before the door of the
Princess theatre, where it attracted huge
crowds. In the rush to get a sight of the
plane, the advertising sign " Flying Pat- —
Princess Theatre " was torn away until
only the frayed edges were left. However, the exploitation engine had done its
work.
The aeroplane was taken in half and
the fore half was hung up in the lobby of
the theatre, where it remained during the
week that " Flying Pat " played.

Musical

Nunc

bers Needs Scenic Set-f
tings, Says Hyman
,
Do highly classical music numbel
used in a motion picture theatre need txf
stering up? Students of music insist Xhi
the numbers alone are adequate, yet t:
mass of the people get more from the m •
sic if scenic and other means are used <
interpret them, contends Managing Irector Edward L. Hyman of the Broo
lyn Strand theatre, who rarely gives t •
work of some great composer unless :
aids in putting over the number.
During the current week Wilfrl
basso, sangAs " Evening Star " frci
"Glenn,
Tannhauser."
a solo bare of settir,
etc., the number no doubt would ha:
been accepted by the audience, but by.
little
Mr. Hyman sent :
across embellishment
big.
Mr. Glenn, wearing an ancient toga a I
dressed in a real Tannhauser costume, £ •
peared in a suitable setting, a forest v •
ley at night. While he sang of the sf
one lone star appeared in the sky drc.
ability.
It was effective and accentuated his voflt
Gift

Books

Prove

Hit

it

Los Angeles Theatre
Gift books containing admissions to tl •
atres have been one of this year's Hcday showshop innovations in several citi ,
including New York, where seve 1
houses, including the Capitol, are usif
the stunt.
Fred Miller, manager of the CaUfor i
theatre, Los Angeles, is another manai r
who used the gift book plan and it Is
proven so popular that he is going to k« J
it up throughout the year. The Califor i
book sales have amounted to over )
so far and Mr. Miller figures that nin f
per cent of this is clear gain for the r son that the books will bring people to J
house that have never been there befor

Lobby
for " Flying
at the
Princessdecorations
theatre, Denver,
as Pat
told " in
the
accompanying story

Mr. ^Miller's books ranged from $2
for ten tickets to a season book of 52
missions selling at $25. The tickets
bound in a decorative cover announc
what is contained. The books were
vertised by means of circular letters
well as in the theatre.
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Lobby display for " West is West " by the Superba theairc. Los Angeles
9^
Aiken's

Stunt
Treasure

THANKSGIVING is always a home
day and people are not much inclined, particularly in small towns,
where the enormous
mid-day dinner
makes one feel very torpid and lazy, to go
out to theatres, or movies.
But Manager
j A. M. Aiken, of the Colonial theatre,
Commerce, Ga., determined to change this
j for one day, at any rate. He had booked

for
"Go
and
Hunt Goes Over For Big Hit
^ at Commerce, Ga.

tunity to help them out, is always willing
to cooperate with them in every way — and
their attitude towards him proves that
this pays.
The lobby was decorated to keep up the
Thanksgiving atmosphere. Garlands of
autumn leaves, and chains of them, their
bright colors glowing, were used over the
box office and across the front of the the-

Get

It

atre. Great stacks of cornstalks, piled in
corners, and with a pumpkin or two, hollowed out and with grotesquely smiling
faces, behind which tiny candles burned,
around the base of the cornstalks. Great
jars of chrysanthemums and potted plants
added their note of gay, colorful beauty.
But the prize achievement of the day
was a church choir and ladies' orchestra.

j(bpdy
" Go to
andseeGetit. It " and he wanted everyI So he announced a rather novel " treas,ure hunt " for the day before Thanksgiving, in order to focus the minds of the
people on the picture the next day. He
selected three citizens — a schoolteacher, a
' minister and a local merchant — to aid him
|in the stunt. To the minister he gave a
.|ten dollar bill, to the teacher five dollars
[and to the merchant two dollars and a
jialf. He then announced, by special her|ilds, a generous amount of newspaper
(Space, and from his screen, that valuable
:ash prizes had been given to local peo- |)le. Those who wished to enter the conjcst for the hidden treasure had but to
i>ick out the people they considered most
> jikely to have the money and say, " Hiden treasure— go and get it— Thanksgiv-

This proved very effective, and the
lird prize had not been discovered until
ite in the evening of that day, and by this
me, everybody in town was talking about
le picture, the unusual title, and Manner Aiken's stunt.
The lobby on Thanksgiving Day was
icorated by the Ladies' Civic Club, the
embers of which are Mr. Aiken's firm
lends. He never overlooks an oppor-

Lobby display used by Arnette M. Aiken, manager of the Colonial theatre, Commerce, Ga ,
for the engagement of "Go and Get It"
' ■ '
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This cut shows vicivs of the Rialto theatre, Omaha,
during fair.
the time
community
Storyvarious
appearschurch's
below and other women's organizations occupied it for a
Kinema

Stages

Prologue

for "So Long Letty"
The Kinema theatre of Los Angeles recently staged a pi^ologue in connection
w ith the showing of " So Long Letty "
that won special favor with the Kinema
patrons.
The set used was a replica of the two
bungalows used in the picture.
There were four characters to the stage
to represent the four principals of the
production. In pantomime they went
through the action which takes place outside the bungalows when Letty leaves her
husband and goes to live with the other
man.
To liven matters, the three principals
sang the song hit of the original production, entitled " So Long Letty." As a
background for the set was a sky drop
with a large moon just setting. Fleecy
clouds rolled by on the horizon. After the
song was finished the switched couples retired to the bungalows, pulled down the
shades (which were transparent) and
could be seen eating dinner.
As a climax to this very effective prologue, alarge flower pot, standing center
stage in the rear, opened and a little girl,
attired as Cupid, stepped out with bow
and arrow and took a shot at the couples.
A cut of the stage setting showing the
four characters who appeared in the
prologue appears below.

Omaha

'Frisco

Newspapers Boosting Picture Business
Just what cooperation and assistance
Messrs. Roth and Partington, associate
directors of the California, Imperial and
Partola theaters, San Francisco, are getting from the 'Frisco papers may be
judged by inspection of recent issues of
the Bulletm and Chronicle, two of the
leading daihes.
The Chronicle has been running a contest which has as its object the naming of
a new motion picture star from San Francisco in that the winning aspirant to film
honors will have a part in a forthcoming
picture which Allen Hullubar is to make
in San Francisco with Dorothy Phillips
in the leading role. The Roth-Partington
theaters screens will record the progress
of the contest ; hence added interest and
added bo.\ office returns, to say nothing of
the free advertising the theaters get on
the contest pages of the papers.
The issue of the Bulletin, to which we
refer, was a nice layout of a number of
poses of Roscoe Arbuckle along with the
announcement of the coming of " The
Life of the Party " to the California theater and of a contest under the caption of
" Can you tell by a man's facial expression
what he is thinking about? "
The support accorded the picture
houses of San Francisco is indicative not
only of the change of a comparatively
short period not only in that city alone, but
in the whole country. Papers that formerly begrudgingly gave three-line reading notices with big displays now are running their " movie " pages with profit to
themselves in many ways that formerly diu
not seem possible.

Theatre Lobby
Used for Church Fair
Ministers and church workers in Omaha
were given a timely introduction to the
true spirit of the movies when John
Loveridge, manager of the Rialto theater,
invited all the churches of the city to hold
their Christmas bazaars in the lobby of the
theater.
The response was spontaneous.
Every foot of available space in the entrance lobby and the balcony rest room
was taken up by booths representing 17
churches. A. H. Blank, director of the
theater, was so interested in the affair that
he made a special trip to Omaha from Des
Moines to see the result.
Some women who were so assiduously
interested a year ago in movie censorship
legislation in Nebraska were among the
attendants at the booths.
Mention of the hospitality shown the
churches
in being
allowed
space
at
the Rialto
theater
was t'he
madeuseinofpulpits
throughout the city.
The affair proved an enterprising exploitation stunt, in that the theater was
given wide publicity in newspapers and by
word of mouth of the " church fair in a
During the bazaar, Mr. Loveridge was
visited personally by prominent social
workers
theater." and ministers who commended
him highly on the spirit shown the
churches in giving them cooperation.

Stage setting and characters appearing in a prologue for "So Long Letty" staged by the Kinema theatre of Los Angeles.
prologue appears above
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Scenes from the prologue for "Something to Think About" staged by the Madison theatre, Peoria, 111, as told in the story appearing below
Robinson's
Proves Fine

Prologue
Investment

Ben Berkowich, publicity man, and Dee
iobinson, manager of the Madison theaer, Peoria, 111., are responsible for a proogue on " Something to Think About "
hat earned its cost of $180 many times
)ver. Taking inspiration from the fact
hat many of the scenes in the picture are
aid in the blacksmith shop, the prologue
vas merely a rendering of The Anvil
3horus." A quartette, male, garbed as
)lacksmiths, appeared in large gold
"rames — two men on each side of the
tage. One was an anvil setting; the other
i glowing forge, with a made-up Theodore
Roberts. The Madison orchestra played
' The Anvil Chorus," the blacksmiths
;ang and " worked " with the electrically:harged anvil emitting sparks, etc. Then
he men step from the frames and respond
o the encores. A big hand greeted each
>erformance.
" Something to Think About " played
he Madison just after the first of the
nonth. That gave Serkowich a real idea.
had a dozen rubber stamps made and
listributed them to that many big stores
n Peoria. The merchants used the stamps
0 imprint their monthly statements and
)ills, going out to customers. " Something
0 Think About " proved a real catch-line
n stead of " please remit."
Serkowich then went out and sold a
3age of tie-up ads each carrying the slogan "Something to Think About," and
:uts from the picture.
The billboards were plastered with 24
iheets arid other paper. Special block one;heets were used to imprint " Do Your
I^hristmas Shopping Early." Other winiow cards were made from stills, tying up
A'ith various businesses.
The cut above illustrates two different
scenes from the " Something to Think
|\bout " prologue described. The charjicters who took part were local singers
jnaking the presentation expense within
1'eason.

New

*'Aida"

Being

Capitol

Given
Theatre

at

curren
for the
THEweekCapit
is ol
usingtheatr
the e finals
of the
sec-t
ond scene of the second act of
" Aida " both as an orchestral overture and as a vocal number. With a
stage setting conforming in a general
way tu tiidC of the opera when sung
from the original score, showing a gate
of the city of Thebes, a cut-out drop
representing the stone wall with its
wedge-shaped openings, and a sky line
canvas back of this, Emily Beglin as
" Aida," Erik Bye as " Amanasro," Max
Sasonoff as " Radames " and Rose Reed
as " Amneris," assisted by the Capitol
ensemble and ballet corps, sing the finals
l.
inclu
" Amonasro's
" recitanumbers
Thedingentrance
and ballet
of
the " dancing girls carrying treasures "
is also given by Mile. Gambarelli and the
ballet corps.
The orchestra uses the famous " Triumphal March " as part of the score
played.

St.

Louis

Presenting

Theatre

Elaborate

Specialties
One of the features that makes the
Missouri theatre, St. Louis' $1,250,000
motion picture house, salient among the
advocators of good presentations with
each program is the manner in which
these special scenes are produced.
Every program of the Missouri theatre
contains at least four novelty features.
The stage is the largest in St. Louis and
is more than adequate for handling the
most pretentious spectacles. The accompanying photograph shows the setting for
the Chinese Garden," a dancing specialty which was on the program of the
week of December 12. The scenic and
lighting effects were in perfect accord
with the atmosphere of the dance and the
audience gave vent to a great applause before the sextette of Chinese dancers even
appeared.

Window display for "The Restless Sex" secured by the Colonial theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.
of which O. B. Feldser is manager
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This lobby display for " Qnce to Every Woman" was used by the Vircjiiion Theatre of Charleston. IV. I 'a.

Gives

Comedy

Big

Billing

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, Reverses
Its
Usual
Exploitation Procedure

EXPLOITING a two-reel comedy is
the latest stunt to be successfully attempted bythe management of the
Missouri theatre, St. Louis. When
Louise Fazenda was given the first vacation of her motion picture career she decided to visit her birthplace in Indiana,
having never left California since her arrival there at the age of five.
Manager Goldman learned of Miss Fazenda's contemplated visit East and immediately began correspondence with a
view of having her stop in St. Louis, at

which time he hoped to book " Home
Brew," her latest Sennett picture. Miss
Fazenda had never appeared on a stage
in her life, and was hesitant about accepting the invitation. She finally accepted,
however, and the picture was booked for
the week of December 5th. Announcements were made through several columns
of paid advertising in the four local dailies
of the proposed visit of the comedy star.
They attracted much attention because of
the fact that Miss Fazenda has attained a
degree of popularity locally and because
of the fact that she was the first comedy
star ever to make her personal appearance
in St. Louis.
The St. Louis newspapers began heralding the event, the editors having recognized the visit as a real news value. Before Miss Fazenda actually arrived the
press had devoted a total of six and a half
columns of news and feature stories to
the Tklissouri theatre in this connection.
'*Bunty"
Rothafel's Prologue

Holds Special Show for
Salvation Army Basket
One end of the Famous Player s-Lasky
Corporation's film storage room in the
Indianapolis exchange was filled with
eatables and other useful articles gathered
in at a Christmas party for the children
of Indianapolis given at the Isis theater,
Thursday, Dec. 23, under the supervision
of Oscar A. Kantner, F. P. L., exploitation representative in that city. The accompanying photograph shows the results
of the party, which was given to obtain
food and presents for the Salvation
Army's annual distribution.
Each boy or girl was admitted upon
presentation at the ticket office of an apple, an orange, a potato, some candy, nuts
or any other suitable article in any quantity. Two shows were given, one at 9
and the other at 10 a. m. The proceeds
consisted of twelve bushels of potatoes,
eight bushels of apples, six bushels of
oranges, 250 pounds of candy and nuts,
six cases of canned vegetables and fruits,
as well as a plentiful supply of clothing,
cabbage, onions, etc.

for

the
a prologu
" eat for
the " Bunty
CapitolPulls
theatre
As Strings
this week, Bertram Peacock, attired in Scottish costume before a
Scotch plaid drape, recites the following
lyric by Martha Wilchinsky:
day.
" O, lave a' yer worries an' troubles behin'
Wi'ye, niver a thocht tae the cares o' the
An coom
wi' me back tae the shores o'
auld Scotland,
Tae the fair purple heather that blooms

'Forbidden Thing"
theatre.lobby
Lima,display
Ohio by the Sigma

far awa'.
" C braw
a bonnie
laddie, sweet lass an' a bonnie
An' a faither sae dour, is the tale I
tell — that beat true in bonnie
An' wud
o' hearts
auld Scotland —
Noo open your een an' see for yersel'."

View of the "admissions" to the Sak'ation
Arm\ special shozv held at the Isis theatre,
Indianapolis, as told in the accompanying story
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Sid Grauiiian's " An Evening of Music in an Old Maslcr's accuni
Studiopanying
" as staged
article at th_' Grauman titcaire, Los Angeles, and described in an
Grauman's Latest Musical
Creation
Sid Grauman, of Los Angeles, is a firm
believer in music as an entertainment
feature.
His Sunday Symphony concerts, with
75 artists and the big organ, have won
national commendation and enthusiastic
approval.
His audiences were given a distinct and
pleasing surprise in the way of a feature
act, which he called " An Evening of Music in an Old Master's Studio."
Decidedly suggestive of Warfield's
" Music Master " was the stage set — a
comfortable, but old-fashioned room, with
beamed ceilings, kerosene lamps, ancient
furniture, with a grand piano as the outstanding feature. Snow crusted window,
a cheerful fire in the grate and two old
friends chatting, made up the picture.
Shortly sleigh bells are heard, and this
proved most pleasing to the big audiences.
Sleigh bells are never heard in Los Angeles, where snow falls about once in
forty years, and their merry jingle reminded visitors of the blizzards they will
miss while sojourning in the land of flowers and sunshme, while to others, not natives, they brought pleasing memories.
Soon after half a dozen visitors come piling in, stamping the snow from their feet
and shaking it fiom their clothing.
All were in the roles of old musicians.

Navy

Tie-up Still Brings
Them
In

With only two days' notice on which to
plan an exploitation campaign for the
opening of " Something to Think About "
at the Criterion theatre, Indianapolis, Oscar A. Kantner, local exploitation representative for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, turned to the Army-Navy Recruiting Service.
Two hundred cards were printed in a
tie-up for the picture with both services,
those for the Army in red and those for
the Navy in blue.
The title for the picture was used as the
caption for both instalments of the copy.
" Somehing to Think About " at the Criterion theatre and " ' Something to Think
About,'
Young Man " — told the stories in
both instances.
Posted in 400 prominent places throughout the city they constituted as strong a
campaign as could possibly be conceived.

Helmts

Gets

Newspaper

Co-operation
To the many exploitation exploits of
E. H. Helmts, manager of the Rialto theatre, Des Moines, has been added his campaign in the interests of " The Riddle :
Woman," whereby the Des Moines Capital, one of the leading papers, was induced
to conduct a scenario writing contest
based on " The Riddle : Woman."
Two weeks previous to the first presentation of the picture at the Rialto, the
Capital reproduced on the front page the
first of a series of twelve scene stills from
the production. The scene stills were selected bythe photoplay editor of the Capr^
tal, which reproduced one picture eacH
day, and are supposed to tell a connected
story in this pictorial form. The story
thus depicted is offered as an inspiration
to fans to write a scenario. Prizes of
$100 are to be awarded for the best scenarios submitted.
Riddle ; Woman's Scenario Test,''
as "itThe
is called
by the newspaper conducting
it, is reported to have excited a great
amount of interest among the photoplay
patrons of Des Moines. The stunt which
lias already proved itself a successful one
as exploitation for the picture, as well as
a circulation builder for the Des Moines
Capital, was worked into a direct tie-up
with the theatre.

A scene from Theodore Kosloff's dance presentation at Grauman's this
house Los Angeles, during the recent showing of "The Testing
theatre,
Block'

at
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Stage setting showing characters appearing in an elaborate prologue for "Kismet" presented by Saxe's Strand theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Arnette

Aiken
Old

Cashes

County

IT takes a brave man in a small town to
conduct a baby-show and give a prize
to the prettiest baby — for you will be
making one friend for life — the mother of
the lucky infant — and as many enemies as
there are unsuccessful contestants.
But Arnette M. Aiken of the Colonial
theatre. Commerce, Ga., decided that a
baby show ought to be a good stunt, and
figured out a way to get around the usual
unpleasantness that attends such contests.
A photographer from Atlanta was engaged, and when one wished to enter one's
infant prodigy in the contest, it was only
necessary to sign the slips which were furnished by the Colonial box-ofifice, giving
name and address, of the parents, and
mentioning a day on which the photograph could be made. The photographer
would then call and take from three to six
difTerent negatives.
More than forty infants were entered
in the contest, the age limit being three
years. To get things started, Mr. Aiken
had his own small daughter photographed,
and used the picture in every possible way
to boost the contest. A slide was made
of this picture, with a caption mentioning
the contest, the closing date, etc. A beautiful silver loving cup was the prize, and
this loving cup was on exhibition in the
lobby from the very first day of the contest's opening.
When the pictures began to come in,
slides were made of pictures chosen at
random. Then Mr. Aiken began the effort to get judges — and when various
able-bodied, sound-minded men in Commerce found out what they were to judge,
they immediately had other duties that

in

Fair Stunt With New
Goes Over For a Hit

on

Show

Trimmings

forbade their mingling in any way with
such a " dangerous occupation."
Finally, in desperation, he hit upon a
scheme. A slide was made of the best
negative taken of every baby entered in
the contest, and this slide was numbered.
Then announcements were carried to the
effect that proofs of the pictures would be
at the Colonial on a certain day, and a
special matinee was given so that all fond
and doting parents might see them. Then
the slides were run at every performance,
with coupons
for voting, by number.

Window display for

Baby

When all the slides had been shown for a
week, and the ballots were all in, three
well-known citizens from a neighboring
town were appointed to read the ballots
and make the final announcements of
prize-winners.
December lo was the final day of the
contest, and on that day " The Soul of
Youth " was the feature picture, the minister of a local church made a short address, and the most important of the three
visiting
citizens announced the prize-winner.

Kism£t" arranged for by Saxe's Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, with
Gimbel's store in that city
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Kinema's Presentations
Are Elaborate
Rivoli Presents Excerpts
from Two
Operas
Motion picture exhibitors who have had
difficulty in arranging appropriate profor the,
rs theatre
itst specia
logues for productions they have booked
week,ltythenumbe
Rivoli
FORcurren
New York, returns to staging bits
may be able to gather inspiration from the
from grand opera. The " Toreador
policy of the Kinema theatre in Los AnSong " from " Carmen " is being sung by
geles in deciding upon the method of
Edoardo Albano with the Rivoli chorus
presentation they will give. Productions
assisting. Both the soloist and the ensemble are attired in the traditional coswhich do not obviously suggest a prologue
tumes of the opera but the stage setting
are subject to analysis by the house staff
used is a decorative black drop instead
to determine the mood in which an audiof a painted canvas.
The second opera number, and by far
ence will be most receptive to the producthe most elaborate, is the presentation of
tion and a prologue is then based upon a
theme appropriate to this mood.
portions
of the
second noted
act ofconcert
" Lakme,"
with
Grace
Hoffman,
and
When '■ The Master Mind " was booked
opera artist, singing the title role, assisted by the Rivoli chorus and ballet
for the theatre, the house staff decided
ensemble.
that owing to the tense dramatic situation
With a stage setting showing a street
with which the picture opens, the best
in an East Indian city as in the original
mood to induce on the part of the audiproduction. Miss Hoffman renders the
ence would be one of tranquil meditation.
" Bell Song," after some introductory
singing and dancing by the characters
The mood suggested Italy by moonlight
of the opera, Indian dancing girls in abto the house artist and accordingly a scene
breviatetd costumes, natives in proper
in Venice was decided upon and put up to
attire and English visitors as impersonthe various departments of the theatre.
ated by Dr. Reiesenfeld's new school of
opera and ensemble.
The carpenters provided a gondola and the
Probably
few of the Rivoli audiences
brick work for a wharf. The scenic deknow
of
Miss
Hoffman's fame as a
partment provided a back drop of a cloudy
singer, but they are aware that they are
sky and appropriate street props. The
listening to an unusual voice, as is evidenced by the applause given her solo.
musical department provided three singers, but the main effect was acquired
through the electrician, who arranged a
the stage. The three singers, garbed in
subdued orange lighting for the whole
the conventional Italian costume and carstage, combined with a moon spotlight and
rying bandoliers, came front while singing
a cloud effect that continually dimmed and
the popular song. At the conclusion of
lighted the moon.
the singing one of the men produced a
The prologue began with the moon
concertina and played an effective solo.
darkened and the orchestra playing " VeThe conclusion of the act was another
netian Moon." As the moon came out from
song by the trio with their own instrumenbehind a cloud the gondola, drawn on
wheels which were concealed by the water
aria.tal accompaniments, this time an Italian
but apparently propelled by one of the
Cut of the prologue setting appears
singers, garbed as a gondolier, came out
and stopped in the center of the rear of below.

Here's

a New

and

Good

One for "Number
Please"
The idea of a pasteboard card about
three by four inches with a hole in the
middle to attach to a telephone mouthpiece was designed by W. W. Kofeldt,
manager of the San Francisco Pathe film
exchange, recently to advertise an allnight motion picture house. The former
design of an owl's head is being changed
to a card with the words : Number
please," a sketch of
Lloyd, and the
name of the theatre Harold
at which the picture,
'■ Number Please " will show and date inscribed.
This is a new idea in exploitation and is
admirably fitted to exploit the new Lloyd
release. The telephone company is cooperating with Kofeldt and several hundred telephones in San Francisco will soon
be decorated with the httle cards.
Portland

Sees

Fine

Pro-

logue for "The
The Liberty
theatre ofRound-up"
Portland, Ore.,
used a unique and entertaining prologue
forThree
its showing
of " The
cowboys
and Round-up."
three prancing
steeds put on the act. With a Western
background, the characters made their
appearance coming down to the front of
the
stageforwhere
horses
" parked " on
longa
enough
their the
riders
to harmonize
cowboy love song. Then each man and
beast showed off. Sharpshooting was
given a try. Throwing the lariat, dancing
and a Western line of comedy put to
shame all contributions such as Will
Rogers or Fred Stone may have put on.
The act is essentially a comedv number,
as the entire play was a take-off from be-ginning to end on Western rodeos and
cowboy performers.

This cut shows the stage setting and the artists which Kinema
appearedtheatre
in a musical
prologue for " The Master Mind " presented recently by the
of Los Angeles
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Publicity Stunt for
ToonerviUe
Trolley
A stunt that got mention in se\'eral papers and was pictured in at least one was
pulled of¥ in Philadelphia in conjunction
with the first showing of the ToonerviUe
Trolley comedies at the Stanton theatre,
during the week of December 20th. The
comedies happen to have been made at
Betzwood; just outside of Philadelphia,
so it was a comparatively simple matter
to bring the famous trolley into the city.
It was arranged to have the trolley
drawn through the very heart of the business district, on one of the busiest days of
the year, by a big car that towed it along
as if the ToonerviUe trolley as a trailer
was a daily event. It was a sight to behold
and drew all sorts of comment.

M o I i 0 II Picture

Wendt
Strand

Presenting Original Prologue

ertingof
the
York ETT,
Strand, ismanag
presen
PHNew PLUNK
JOSE
an original prologue for " The Last
ofturethe
Mohica
n thisns,"
attractio
week.the Strand's feaWith a stage setting showing a drop
depicting an exterior typical of those
used in the picture, and set rock pieces in
front of it, Joseph Martel and the Strand
male quartette, attired as Indians, sing
appropriate vocal selections.
The number opens with a quartette
rendition. During the song Mr. Martel,
leading a horse suggestive of a real Indian pony, makes his appearance to sing
a solo from the top of a set rock at the
finish of the quartette number.

N c u< s

Strives for the
Front Page

Harold F. Wendt, publicity and advertising director of the Rivoli theater, Toledo, maintains that a line of pubUcity in
the news columns of a paper is worth more
than a column for the theater page and
consequently directs most of his attention
toward this end.
,
An example of how well he succeeds
might be noted in his Christmas party
which he gave to three thousand of Toledo's poor kiddies on the morning of the
holiday. Any paper that w^ould pass up
such an event without giving it considerable space has but a noticeable circulation.
But Toledo's papers deemed it a corking
good human interest story as well as something with news value. For about a month
did Wendt work on the party and ever}-thing that he did was followed by a story
in the papers.
He purposely worked step by step for
this reason, rather than give it to them all
at one " shot." First there was a general
storj' on his plans. Then the traction company donated transportation for the children. A commission man donated the biggest tree in the city. Ten window trimmers donated their services in trimming it.
The Elks took a hand and asked that they
might assist by giving ever}' child that attended abox of candy, nuts, fruit and
other things that makes Christmas worth
while to a kid. An ex-circus clown agreed
to play Santa Claus. Theater employes
agreed to furnish their services.
Wendt then got after the film men and
the Fox, Metro and Standard companle?
came through with the funniest comedie?
they could find. Four vaudeville acts donated their services. Each and even*' step
received worthy mention.
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Crescent

Syracuse Tie-ups
THE RIGHT TO LOVE Your Coun
try and the right to serve it are combined
with the opportunity to acquire an excellent education."
This was the lead for a poster tie-up
effected by John S. McConville, exploitation representative at the Buft'alo Exchange of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for the showing of " The Right to
Love
N. Y. " at the Crescent theatre, Syracuse,
]\Iore than 100 large posters were distributed around the city, attracting a large
amount of publicity for the picture and
the Crescent theatre. The Slarine Recruiting band held a parade during the
week in which the posters and signs mentioning "The Right to Love " were introduced as part of McConville's exploitation program.
Even in smaller cities where the band
is lacking the tie-up with the Marine or
any military service recruiting station can
be a ready exploitation aid to the exhibitor.
Milk

O'Hare

Theatre,

Bottles Take
Place
of Usual Dimes
Here is an exploitation idea that ought
to be good about twice a year in any but
the largest towns. It originates in Findlay, Ohio.
FiNDLAY, Ohio. — Milk bottles will take
the place of coin of the realm in Findlay
on December 29th, as far as the price of
admission to the motion picture shows is
concerned. As a plan to have all milk
bottles returned, the Findlay Milk Distributers' Association has arranged with
the theatres to admit every boy who brings
two bottles. A money prize will be given
to the boy bringing in the greatest number of bottles.

Gets Results
Postals

with

S. O'Hare, manager of the Armory and
Swan theatres, Clarinda, Iowa, has just
put over a business building bit of exploitation that many a manager mav use
to advantage whether he be located in a
large or small city.
During a period of stiff competition
]\Ir. O'Hare mailed out a thousand postal
cards that contained a list of recognized
stars and requested the recipients to designate their favorites and announced also
that
sion. the card was good for a free admis-

Lobby signed
display
front theatre.
for " TheMuskogee,
Jailbird,"Okla.
deby the Palace
Finke

Uses Teaser
with Sucecss

Stuff

Friends of the teaser form of advertising will find this account of how Manager Harry Finke of the Palace theatre,
Schenectady, N. Y., put over a campaign
for "'What's Your Hurry?" interesting.
Some two weeks before the picture
opened at the Palace, mysterious signs
began to appear about the city bearing
only the words, " What's Your Hurry ? "
Then came a second query, " What's
My
Hurry?" but in
on smaller
this card
an announcement
typewasof also
the
showing of " 45 Minutes from Broadway " at the Palace and explaining the
headline by stating a desire to reach the
theatre. This apparently explained the
ftrst teaser question or at least connected
it with the Palace advertising and kept
the interest alive until the title of the Reid
picture was announced for showing.
The stunt attracted so much attention
that the Union-Star gave the Palace considerable free publicity on it.

The result
of hundred
Mr. O'Hare's
planof was
two-fold.
Nine
and one
the
cards were used as passes to the theatres
and invariably the dead heads brought
some one with them and that made the box
office receipts presentable in spite of the
passes. A list of people who had preference among players was made and now
when ever a picture is booked with one
of these playing in it the person is notified.
The scheme worked well all around, according to Mr. O'Hare and he will continue building up a mailing list with the
same plan.

Up

State

Church
Pictures

to Run

One of the churches in W'atertown, N.
Y., a city of 30,000 persons, tried out an
innovation this week, by meeting the entire expense in connection with the showing of " The Stream of Life," and inviting the general public. The picture was
shown in the church auditorium, with a
large attendance. It is quite possible: that
the success which attended the venture
will result in this and other churches in
the city putting on pictures from time to
time on the same basis.

Lobby display for "Honeymoon Ranch" for the shppiing of this picture at the, Kev theatre. Houston. Texas
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Fifty Cent Lobby Display
Attracts Attention
Effectiveness of lobby display often de
pends more upon the amount of thinkin;
expended on them than the amount o
money that goes into their preparation
H. A. Daniels, manager of the Rialt
theatre, Laredo, Texas, recently spent les
than 50 cents on the material that wen
into one of the most talked of lobby dis
plays ever used at his theatre. In bac
of the idea, however, was the thought c
three people.
The display consisted of three re
hearts cut out of Bristol board. Whit
letters, hand cut from white enamel boo
paper, put over the message. The large
of the three hearts twenty-six inches ove
all, was hung in the centre of the lobb]
On it in the white letters were the word

Novel and attractive lobby dcidial tons for " Twin Beds" by the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore.

"Dinty"
Exploitation
Makes Use of Wes-

Hyman
Gives Scenic
Elaborate Presentation

ley *s Freckles
The Capitol theater, St. Paul, started
an avalanche of publicity for " Dinty,"
when an advertisement in the newspapers
appeared reading as follows :

" In Dixie Land," a Kineto scenic review, alive with southern scenes and customs, was given appropriate presentation
help at the Brooklvn Strand theater,
where Managing Director Edward L. Hyman took the Strand ensemble of eight
voices and with suitable costumes, scenic
effects and lighting, made the short film
stand out as an unusual part of the pro-

" Attention, all you freckle-faced
youngsters ! Here's a chance to commercialize those freckles. Tomorrow night
every St. Paul boy or girl who has loo
freckles or more will be admitted free to
the Capitol theater to see Wesley Barry,
the boy star, in " Dinty," his first starring
vehicle. Get your mother or father or big
sister to count 'em for you. And if you
happen
have only
99, Capitol
don't beanyway.
afraid
to drop toaround
to the
You'll get in. Count 'em."
As a result of this advertisement over
two hundred children were admitted free
— but their parents came and paid. Great
local interest was attached to this stunt
and the newspapers played it up strong
under such spread heads as " Freckle Colony of St. Paul See Dinty Barry."

As soon as the audience had seen the
last
gram.scene and had their pictorial fill of
down south shots, the curtains lifted on a
night scene on a Mississippi levee. It
might have been a picture from Mark
Twain's " Tom Sawyer." The back^drop
was that of a river with side-wheelers
anchored at the wharf. The southern moon
hung yellow and large and lights glimmered along the shore line and on the
boats. Upon the levee in dim light sported
the members of the ensemble, men and
women, all garbed in typical Dixie cosing.
tume. The scene was homely and appeal-

" The Love Expert." The word " Love
in the title was made of small whit
hearts. On each side hung a heart, eac
nineteen inches over all, lettered in th
same way, the wording on one readin
" You Tell Me " and the other " I'll Te
The remainder of the lobby was give
over to lithographs advertising the Cor
stance Talmadge feature and the who]
effect was one of the best which has ev(
been procured for such a small expendii
ure of money.
You."
Wesley's Freckles
Counted
at Minneapoli
Middle West exhibitors are scoring
considerable success in exploiting " Dir
ty " by means of contests conducted Ic
cally, wherein the efforts are sponsore
by local newspapers endeavoring to fin
the most be- freckled lad in town.
In Minneapohs, Manager Charles (
Perry, of the New Lyric, had everyone i
town counting the freckles in Wesk
Barry.'s" face. In conjunction with tl
Daily A^ezvs, Mr. Pern,- offered $10
ever}- person who could count Wesley
freckles reproduced in big pictures froi
day to day during the run of the pictur
This special publicitj' in the newspaper a
tracted unusual interest in the film.

Two of the stage settings recently presented at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, of which H. B. Franklin is managing director
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Music

and

The

Meet

Picture

Mr.

Richard

Wagner

By Charles D. Isaacson

course the famous Wagner is he
of the baseball world, but there was
another who pronounced the name
as if it were " V-ogner " and wore a velvet cap rakishly on the side of his head.
Mr. Richard Wagner of Germany
wrote several of the highest-brow grand
operas which ever were set on paper.
Th^y caused a revolution in fine art, and
you were either a pro-Wagnerite or an
anti. There was no middle course. Not
even in President Wilson's manner could
one be neutral by word, act and thought.
Mr. Richard Wagner died nearly half
a century ago before the screen was anything more than a part of prestidigitators
and shadow-artists. Mr. Richard Wagner died without ever seeing Mary Pickford, or Charlie Chaplin or Geraldine Farrar transporting opera to pictures.
And yet today, . Mr. Richard Wagner
is the big man in pictures !
Think of it! What the highest highbrows in music thought Richard crazy for
attempting, all the modern screen geniuses
are using without so much as a blush.
I am referring of course to the music scores for big features.
The " best brains " in the industry (to
borrow a phrase from Mr. Harding) are
using the Wagnerian method, and it's
proving more successful than it ever did
in " Parsifal," " Tannhauser," " Lohenand readers
Isolde." have asked
"or " Tristan
A grinnumber
of News
OF

for an explanation of the " leit-motif " as
it is being applied to pictures and I shall
attempt to furnish that information.
The plan is this. Each character in the
opera or " movie " is labelled with a musical theme. Audiences have a very keen
sense of hearing. Also they have good
memories. In addition to a character being recognized by her face, by her play
name, by her manner, etc. — she now has
a sound. The heroine is designated with
a sweet, demure, captivating melody, written expressly for her or taken from some
familiar classic like " Traumeri " or Schubert's "Serenade," or Saint-Saen's
" Swan " or " Love's Old Sweet Song."
The villain is not only recognized by his
name, his face, his sneaking effrontery or
his coarse blustering manner — but by the
sound. The orchestra labels him with a
theme which is melodramatic or tragic,
which clangs out of the brass or the
drums. The hero is given an appropriately courageous and forceful, clear
strain of notes. Each person is accompanied by a characteristic theme, which
may be humorous, quaint, bizarre, awkward, tender, sympathetic, sneaky, provincial, cosmopolitan, French, Italian, etc.
I have spoken so often of the language

LAST CALL FOR
THE BIG
MUSICAL-PICTURE
CONFERENCE
You will read these words about Januard 12th or 14th — ten days from now you
should
be on your way to New York
City.
Remember the dates —
Prelude to the Conference — Evening of
Sunday, January 23rd.
Formal opening — Hotel Astor, January 24th, 10 a. m.
Sessions all day January 24-5-6.
Special dinner tendered to visiting delegates by New York Concert League.
Special Music by Chicago Opera Association (special rehearsal for delegates).
Special Movie Concert Night dedicated
by New York Globe, with big Ballet,
Special Artists, etc.
Important Special Picture Shows at
Rialto, Capitol and Brooklyn Strand,
with detailed analysis of the music used —
how, why, wherefore — explained by the
managing directors themselves, Messrs.
Reisenfeld, Rothapfel and Hyman.
Important Discussions led by foremost
musicians, editors, exhibitors, publishers,
instrument-makers, etc.

of musical sounds that I am certain to
have impressed that thought conclusively
upon my readers. Hence the " character
label " is easily understood.
At first when the orchestra introduces
the " motifs " they merely seem to be an
additional key to the character. But as
the themes are reiterated, the memory
sense of the audience becomes more active and assertive. As the picture progresses the theme sounds the approach of
the character and even when the actor is
not near the front of the stage but is influencing the action, the orchestra can
skilfully indicate the spiritual presence of
the person.
Of course it is necessary to make each
label distinctive and true. I recall one
use of a theme recently in a picture where
there was a chatterbox theme. One could
see her lips moving and her tongue chattering and her unscrupulous, scandalmongering heart beating quickly. I
laughed aloud as I saw her hurrying with
her secret, bursting with her importance —
I could see her breathing as that music
rolled and gibble-jabbled, jabbled, cackled, blathered and blabbered. I remember another theme of an old miser, which
seemed to be eternally counting up his
gold. Then there was a gay Irishman,
whose musical motif seemed to be saying,
" The top o' the momin' to yez."
This is Richard Wagner predominant.

This is the revolutionary plan which upset all music, drama, opera.
Of course the motif not only labels the
character but it also describes the idea.
Richard Wagner's musical secrets are
three- fold :
1. He realizes that he can foretell the
actual dramatic idea with an appropriate
and familiar bit of melody.
2. He knows that there is a memorysense in his audience which permits him
to further enhance the characterizations
of his players by giving each a distinctive
musical theme, which always accompanies
that person.
3. He has acquired the ability to give
voice to the action, the mood, the idea
which dominates each episode.
In the first idea, Wagner sets his audience into a state of mind in advance of the
actual demonstration, and so makes it
easier for the stage (or screen) to create
its atmosphere. At the opening of the
show, the orchestra plays an overture. It
is an attempt. Think of the screen adaptation. The orchestra comes to a dead
pause, the house becomes pitch dark. We
expect to see the title flash on the screen.
But it doesn't come. Instead a plaintive
violin solo plays some familiar melody. It
is so unexpected and so simple and so familiar and so tender, that the whole audience feels like crying in a homely sort
of way, catching the spirit of the idea.
Consider the situation. The audience, excited, eager to see this great masterpiece
which it has heard so much about, ready
to criticize, find fault and underestimate,
is suddenly grabbed by the heart-strings,
and told by the subtlest of processes : this
is a simple, home-story. Then when the
screen lights up after about two minutes
of this sort of music, and there is disclosed a little country street, a small
house and the parlor of an old-fashioned
home, the atmosphere is all there. The
scene becomes idealized, intensified, made
heroic in its way.
Wagner's secret is in finding the keynote to his story — and in advance setting
his audience in the frame of mind to understand. What is coming, thinks the audience ? Is it war and revenge, as in " The
Birth of a Nation " ? Is it something mystic as in " Earthbound " ? What is it ?
Well, here it is, says the orchestra, and
everybody settles back, in the proper
frame of mind.
This in a certain sense is equivalent to
the prologue which is coming into universal use before the big feature appears on
the screen. (Of course, a big feature being an evening's
full on
entertainment,
(Continued
page 746) is suf-
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TERRITORIAL

In
STATE

the
RIGHT

HARRY A. SHERMAN,
president of Sherman
Productions Corporation, left
for the Pacific coast late this
week to complete producing
arrangements for the company. On his return, it is expected that an announcement
will be made of his plans for
releasing Sherman pictures
during the coming year and
the final closings. of all territorial franchise
Franchises for practically
all the larger territories have
already been allotted, it is
said, and it has been understood for sometime past that
the only reason for the delay
in making the final announcement of the initial release
dates and the exchanges
through which the Sherman
productions will be booked
was to enable President Sherman to complete his production plans.
The purpose of his present
trip to the coast, it is stated,
is to arrange for the lease of
one of the largest studios in
the Hollywood section and
the final signing up of two
stars of the first magnitude,
with whom he has been in
correspondence for several
weeks past.
*'Madonnas and Men"
is Selling Fast
Herman F. Jans, president of the
Jans Pictures, Inc., reports that the
sales of " Madonnas and Men "
throughout the United States have
taken a leap in the past week. During that time he sold three separate
territories, and one man who had
purchased for his territory inothercreased
state.his block by adding on anClimax Film Corporation, for
Greater New York ; Independent
Film Exchange, for Maryland, Disof Col., Delaware and Va. ;
Columbia Film Service, for
Western Pennsylvania; Jans Film
Service, for northern New Jersey ;
First National, for Michigan ;
Allen Bros., for Canada ; Ben
Fitzer Film Co., for upper New
Yorl-- Statp • Alasterpiece Film Attractions, for eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey; Export
and import Co., for entire foreign
rights ; Federated Exchanges, for
New England ; Masterpiece Film
Company, for Ohio and Kentucky ;
Federated Exchanges, for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas ; Superior
Screen Service, for Illinois and Indiana.
Mr.
feels that before the
New Year is another month old he
will have sold the remaining territory now open.
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Aywon manFilm
MELVINager of the
HIRSH,
Corporation's
New
York
exchange, announces that the
first of the Mary Pickford big
little two-reel features to be
released are " The Beast at
Bay," " The Mender of Nets,"
Informer''
"" The
Friends."
These will be and
put
out and exhibited in the order named, the first to be
ready for public presentation
within a very short time.
The series of fifteen Mary
Pickford pictures present
the star in a series of pictures which first brought her
fame and fortune.
A complete
list of can
exchanges where bookings
be made on the Mary Pickford Series, the Success Series and " The Man of Cour" will time.
be published within aageshort
One of the many stunts which are now quite common in the Hallroom Boys
comedies, released by C. B. C. Film Sales
Jack
Exchanges

Vote

on

Title

Hoxie Popular
a Feature Star

as

State Right Buyers to Decide
Name of Second Lubin Feature
REALIZING the importance of Jjarticular picture. What may be
picking a 100 per cent, title for good in New York may fall flat
his second picture, tentatively en- in California.
" I will select the title according
titled Crossed
"
Trails," Bert Lubin
is circularizing the state rights field to the number of first, second and
third
votes received on it. If a
with a ballot sheet containing
twelve suggested names for his sec- title receives sixtj' per cent, of the
second votes and doesn't receive a
backing."
I will select it in prefTheond idea
is proving a very satis- single first
erence to a title which receives ten
factory one, it is said, and is demonstrating the value of the ex- per cent, first \otes with no secchangemen's
opinion
as to just
what constitutes
an effective
box
" Crossed Trails." as the picture
office
title
in
their
respective
local- is temporarily
ond backing.'" called, will be ready
ities.
for release to the independent marwithin two weeks, it is stated.
" I am doing this," states Bert The ket
winning title will be announced
Lubin, " because I don't believe any next
week. Allene Ray is the star
producer or any individual is capable of picking the best title for his and Robin Townley director.

The series of four special productions, starring Jack Hoxie, which
mark his departure from the serial
field to that of the feature photoplay, is proving extremely popular,
a fact which is tested by a letter
received by the Arrow offices, who
are distributing the Jack Hoxie
pioductions. from Walter A. Baier
of the Kay-Bee Film Corporation,
Milwaukee, Wis.
An excerpt from the letter says :
"We screened 'A Man from Nowhere 'yesterday and I want to
compliment the Arrow organization
for having such a splendid production for its exchange men. It is an
absolute knockout and what makes
it more
appealing
is the
cleanis tj-pe
of
Western.
If this
picture
any
criterion of what the rest of the
Hoxies will be, I predict a wonderful success for this series."

Sunrise

Irish-Made Production
Presented in N. Y.

Opening

Exchanges

New Company Appoints Managers
A photodramatic spectacle, " In
for N. Y. and Baltimore Districts
open
an indefinite
at
the
Days
of Saint engagement
Patrick,'* will
the con- change center. Ben Abrams was the Lexington Theatre, New York,
THE first twotemplatedlinks
series ofin exchange
appointed manager of the Balti- commencing Sunday afternoon,
more and Washington territory
centers to be opened by the Sunrise Pictures Corporation, of No. and has already established head- January 9. This six-reel super
production created a sensation in
quarters atNo. 420 East Lexington Ireland
220 West Forty-second street, in street, Baltimore.
because of its historical
es,
were estabthe larger territori
religious aspect and because of
lished during the week with the
To augment the two new ex- and
changes with others, Winfield F. its beauty. The picture was made
appointment of exchange managers
for Greater New York and the Kelly, general manager, who will in Ireland with an all Irish cast and
from documents colgton dis- make a swing around the country was written
Baltimore and Washin
lected by the Rev. W. MacSweeney
tricts. S. Rubenstein was made soon, will have his weather eye
manager for Greater New York cocked for promising territories of Maynooth University-, Dublin,
and Northern New Jersey and will and for men who know their re- through the courtesy of the Roj'al
Irish Historical Society. It is prespective districts.
soon locate in a prominent exsented by"Kehvin Film Company.
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Dixie Lee and Donald Hall appearing
in
"In the
Shadow for
of the Dome," a
Fischer
production
release states rights
**You Married My Husband" Is Shown
" You Alarried My Husband," the
initial production of the Art Film
Enterprises of Philadelphia, Pa., and
which has just completed a week's
run at the Academy of Music, Philadelphia, will be offered for outright
sale of negative to United States
and Canada.
The picture, a product of the
Market was made partly in Italy
and Spain. The company intends
to offer a number of foreign productions which they believe will
measure up to the standard of
American made pictures.
According to the announcement
from the producers, " You Married
My Husband
" waswhen
received
much
enthusiasm
shownwithin
Philadelphia. It was pointed out
that the week of December 20th,
when the picture was shown at the
Academy, was the hardest week in
the year from the box office standpoint. However, the picture played
to capacity business.
No expense was spared in its
presentation. A chorus of 30 people sang a selection from La Forza
Del Destino as an added attraction.
Especially written music has been
prepared by the well-known composer and director, Maestro Ettore
Martini, to accompany the picture.
Mr. Martini personally conducted
the orchestra. Philadelphia papers
were unanimous in their praise of
both picture and music.
The executive offices of the Art
Film Enterprises are located at
1338 South 16th St.. Philadelphia,
Pa., and offices will be opened
shortly in New York City, it is
said.
.
Anger Gets Reelcraft
Post in Milwaukee
Lou Anger has been selected by
District Manager Carl Harthill, of
the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation
to head the Branch Office and Exchange of Reelcraft at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, succeeding G. L. Stiles,
who has taken charge of the new
office in Kansas City.
Anger has been a salesman for
the Indianapolis office of Reelcraft,
whereeralhenew records
helped tofores,tablish
sevthat office
that enabled it to keep close to the
top of the Reelcraft list. He has
been with Reelcraft ever since its
■organization, and is well versed
with the products and releases of
its exclusive Short Subject program.

Open
Booking
in
1921
exhibitor feel that he cannot afford is or what the location may be, are
By Joe Brandt
to book his pictures 4or this year firmly convinced that it is to their
in
the same manner that he did in best interests to leave at least ten
1920.
ganda
propa
trial
indus
THE
to twelve weeks ot the entire year
which has been waged by alopen to set in big specials that are
most all of the big metropoliDuring
the
past
year
the
system
tan newspapers throughout the of laying pictures on the shelf was made by independent producers
from time to time, and those that
country with regard to careful
preparation of plans for 1921 and repeated and the exhibitors are en- are known among program organideavoring to arrange to book picthe execution of same has brought
zations as " accidents " and which
tures so that this will not occur
about a peculiar condition in the this year.
ultimately are released as specials.
motion picture industry.
I covered most of the territory
As far as my personal observaI have just returned from a very
tions are concerned, I am positive
extensive trip and I believe that the east of the Rockies, and I found that the
best interests of all will
in all of the terripresent unsettled business condition that exhibitors
tories I visited were inclined to be conserved if the program organihas brought very forcibly to the
zations produce and release fewer
attention of the exhibitors, the fact favor the independent producer. A and better
this year. I
that buying pictures for the new great many exhibitors had made don't believepictures
there is a program
money during 1920 with special pic.\ear isceivea more
matter
which
must
recareful consideration
tures made by independent pro- organization that didn't find at least
ducers, but they complamcd that one " accident " during the year 1920
than ever before.
owing
to their anxiety to assure that was finally booked as a speSo many changes have taken
cial, and if this organization figures
place in the producing field during themselves of the program service up in
and cents what it
the year of 1920 that the exhibitor for 1920 they had overstepped the cost in dollars
cancellations on some other
feels that it is imperative for him mark and booked more solidly than subject, or the amount rebated for
to use his utmost caution in secur- they should have. This necessitated adjustments, they would find if
in a great many cases laying picing bookings for the year 1921.
tures on the shelf to inake room they had restricted their producWhile there is the same general
tion activities so that they would
tendency on the part of exhibitors for independent productions which not have had as many pictures to
greater box office values. While
to become definitely associated with had
offer during 1920, they would be
at least one program organization it is true that the exhibitors did better
off financially.
for a series of pictures that will make more money on the independent
pictures
than
they
did
on
carry them through the greater part
My recent
confirms
impression that Itrip
received
whentheI was
of the year, yet they seem to feel some of the pictures they had preat
the
Coast
;
that
under
the
forced
viously
booked,
nevertheless
the
net
that their interest will be best con- profit was not as great as it should measures of turning out pictures
served by allowing at least ten to
fifteen weeks of the year for open have been, owing to the fact that on schedule, even the bigger orbooking.
they were obliged to pay the film
ganizations are compelled to offer
the public pictures that would
A great many of the exhibitors rental on the picture that had pre- to
not have seen the light of day if
viously been booked.
are therefore figuring on a booking
This also affected the revenue of more time had been taken and
arrangement that will guarantee the
program for about forty weeks of the independent exchanges, Ijecause fewer pictures demanded from the
in many cases a concession in price producing unit.
the year, but they are leaving the had
to be made because of the fact
I visited about twenty cities on
balance of the year so that they
will not be booked up when special that the exhibitor was compelled my last trip and I attended as many
pay for the two pictures booked shows as possible, and from the
pictures come along that they will to
for the same day.
want to play.
attitude of the public as well as the
I honestly believe that from the criticism in the newspapers, I feel
The fact that Griffith has held
that I have heard in al- certain that the producers did not,
back the general release of " Way remarks
most
every
section of the country during 1920 maintain the average
Down East " and that Fox does not that the exhibitors
will leave room standard of production that is
intend
to release
Hillsthe"
for some
time to" Over
come,theand
for more independent subjects dur- necessary to satisfy the public and
permit the industry to make the
ing the year 1921.
indication that several of the promiI am certain that all of the ex- strides necessary to keep it in the
nent directors contemplate making
hibitors throughout the country, no front
world. ranks of the amusement
at least one or two specials this
year, has a tendency to make the matter what the size of the theatre
Form

Scenario

be anto
to ice
is desc
WHAT
ofd serv
typeribe
original
,
stry
is
indu
film
the
the
tained in the announcement of concreation of the Eve Unsell Photoyiay Staff, headed by Eve Unsell,
one of the best known scenario
motion picture producwriters in Miss
tion. Unsell resianed her
position as a staff writer with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in order fr~ found the company bearing her name and is president of the
new organization. With it are associated as vice-president, E. J.
Clode, Jr., son of the well known
publisher, and Lester Blankfield, coof man
Unsell'';
Miss
etary.
ies,y asof secr
c riginal authorstor
The Eve Unsell Photonlay Staff,
Inc., according to announcement,
offers to ^he trade a well -"lected
erroup. of trained writers who, under Miss Unsell's
supervision,
will
undertake
to write
continuities,
synopses, opinions and revisions of
difficult sections of continuities already prepared, the building up of
plot outlines, the rearrangement or
alteration of stories for particular
stellar parts, and in every other way

Service
Staff
E. J. Clode, Sr., and Thomas J.
Eve Unsell Heads
Watt.
In a statement covering the plans
Co.; Will Represent
and policies of the Eve Unsell
Publishers
Photoplay
Staff, Inc., Miss Unsell
said
:
supply a detailed personal service,
extending to subtitles and editing
of complete productions.
The Eve Unsell Photoplay Staff,
Inc.. simultaneously announces as
its first two contracts with producers one for the preparation of
six continuities for the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, and
r.nother fr-r the next six continuities for the First National star,
Katherine MacDonald.
The organization will also comprise a book department designed
to operate as an exclusive agenc'
for prominent publishing concerns
in disposal of the film rights of
their books. This department is
under the guidance of E. J. Clode,
Jr., and Edna Garden, formerly of
the Metro scenario department, and
starts its active career with the representation inthis manner of Harper & Brother and others, including

" The average synopsis of a. play
or book written to indicate motion
picture possibilities, is not a work
of art, in the sense that art is a
force which Rather,
reveals the
exoression.
the creator's
average
outside synopsis submitted to the
editor conceals nine-tenths of the
picture
oftenin emphasizing thepossibilities,
wrong points
the story
and understating the climaxes and
other impelling incidents.
" It is my purpose to supply such
synopses for the consideration of
producers as will convey faithfully
a true, accurate, and well-balanced
digest of the plots offered for decision, with everj' possible opportunity to permit the reader to
visualize the story, our purpose being to go so far toward this aim
as to include in the synopsis a few
passages of the story in finished
continuity-form
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Sherman

A scene from " Mystic Mush," the latest Hank Mann-Arrow comedy
Graphic
Film
Will
Enlarge
To Release Other Pictures in
Addition of Abramson Features
ductions. It rather means a more
THE GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION, INC., the New intense and elaborate plan of effort
York Exchange, which has been on his part.
After carefully reviewing the
the releasing agency of the production made by Ivan Abramson, an- situation, Ivan Abramson, director
nounces an important change in its general of the company, has come
policy during the year 1921 and the to the conclusion that hereafter
future.
nothing but the very biggest kind
The Graphic Film Corporation of dramatic production shall ocexclusively handles the productions
cupy his time as author and direcwritten and directed by Ivan tor.
Herman
Einhorn, head of the
Abramson, its president. The efforts of the company in 1921 will sales force of the Graphic Film
be marked by the fact that the Corporation, who is well known in
Graphic Film Corporation in its the metropolitan district, announces
New York exchanges will also the first release of the year, under
handle other productions of merit. his management, namely. Jack
Several purchases have been con- Lait's sensational drama, '' Where
cluded and arrangements have been Is Mary?" Jack Lait, now and
made which will enable the ex- for a number of years past, conchange to issue a feature release
nected with the Chicago Tribune,
every six weeks. Under no cir- is the author of the story which
cumstances must this be considered has been ably directed and splena reduction in the efforts of Mr.
didly acted. "Where Is Mary?"
Abramson regarding his own pro- will be released January 15.

Staging
Kineto
Reviews
Hyman, of Brooklyn Strand, Wins
Praise With Urban Productions
EDWARD HYMAN, of the ready for a smackin' Nor'eastern
Brooklyn Strand, who recent- right over the decks of the Idaho
ly ran two Kineto Reviews in one battleship.
program, thus describes the manIn man
staging
" Dixieland,"
Mr. Hywanted to
get away from
the
ner in which he presented " On
Board the U. S. S. Idaho : "
use of the " burnt cork " by the
singers in the prologue. So he
" Running
this picture
regular
speed
would only
take us atabout
ten did not use any footlights and to
minutes, but O Boy ! what a hand throw the singers into a stronger
it got ! It offers a fine opportunity silhouette, the cottonfield drop was
for military music and we keyed lighted from behind.
the picture to some snappy orOne music critic remarked to
chestrations, besides staging a pro- Mr. Hyman that colored folks harlogue that introduced the picture
more beautifully than the
in great style with a dandy song, whites; amonizedremark
which goes to
"The Sea That Makes a Man a show that when the staging is
Man."
This
selection
was
sung
by
a basso soloist in the white duck is
properly
no the
" minstrel
needed done
to get
desired black
effect."
summer costume of a sailor, in
Five singers gave the introducfront of a drop representing the
Brooklyn Bridge. It went over
tion to " Dixieland " with " Old
big. As the curtain closed on the Folks at Home," " Swing Along "
Kineto
picturie everybody was and "Dixie."

Has

Picture

Fine

News

Casts

Well-Known Screen Personalities
to Be Seen in Two Productions
XT () TABLE casts will be seen in Joseph King, John L. Shine, Edwin
-'■^ the first two of the Sherman Sturgis, James Ailing, Harry Millard and G. H. Carlyle.
Productions Corporation releases,
In " Miss 139," the second of the
" Man and Woman " and " Miss Sherman
releases, in addition to
139." Both pictures were said to
have been produced with casts of Miss Allen, the cast includes Marc
eminent screen personalities and McDermott, whose remarkable work
with the special object of giving to in his triple role in " While New
each character the fullest opportun- York cial,Sleeps,"
the Fox
Super-Spewon the widest
comment
as an
ity for development.
The charming Diana Allen who example of screen acting almost in
made her screen debut in the not- a class by itself. Eugene Strong,
able Maurice Tourneur picture. who played a prominent part in
" Woman," plays the role of heroine " The Undercurrent," the Guy
in both productions.
Empey production which Select released, and Sally Crute, who played
Other notables in the cast include
Gordon and Herbert Standing, opposite Douglas Fairbanks in
members of the Standing family of " Officer 666," and who is known to
old-time photoplay goer.
actors. The former recently com- every
Gordon H. Standing also appeared
p
l
e
t
e
d
The
"
Foreigner,"
from
the
in this cast together with E. J.
Ralph Connor story which First RadclifTe.
National is releasing, and the latter
Charles A. Logue, who is author
plays a prominent part in " The
of
both stories, directed " Man and
Cup
of Fury,"
Cosmopolitan
production
which the
Albert
Capellani Woman," while B. A. Rolfe, who
directed.
as a producer has many screen successes to his credit, handled the
The other well known artists appearing in " Man and Woman " are megaphone for " Miss 139 "

Wide

Publicity

for
Star
Rubye de Remer, Arrow
Star,
Accorded Much
Notice in Press
advertising department has sucin effecting tie-ups, with
PROBABLY dividual inno
in- several ceeded
the other
motionsingle
picture
national advertisers who
industry has received as much pubDe Remer's photolicity as Miss De Remer, the Ar- will usegraph inMiss
their advertisements aprow star, according to reports from
pearing
in
the
magazines and
that organization.
newspapers in the United States
When Miss De Remer was se- during the coming year.
This advertising will exceed more
lected by Paul Helleu, the celeone
brated artist, as being the most million dollars in volume, than
and as
beautiful woman in America the it wiir cover a period
of a year will
story was syndicated through vari- prove beneficial not only to the
ous newspaper syndicates in the first run exhibitors but to the
United States with the result that neighborhood houses
as well. All
stories about Miss De Remer and this
advertising will be in addition
her pictures have appeared in over
two hundred newspapers in the to the advertising being done by
United States, in many instances the Arrow for these pictures in the
on the front page. This publicity' trade papers, which the Arrow
has been very widely spread and feels makes them one of the
appeared in papers from coast to strongest bets an exhibitor could
coast.
In addition to this publicity, the possibly have.

Third

" He's
Film

Bill

West

Comedy

in Again " Received by Joan
from
West
Coast Studios
tion of the comedy.
■' He's in Again '' is directed by
THEcomedy
thirdto two-reel
Billyby West
be released
Joan
to the state-right market has just Henry Keman, who was engaged
arrived -from the West studio on for an indefinite period by Joan to
the Coast, and is entitled " He's in supervise the production of the retwomaining
nine of the
Again." It is stated by Joan that
unavailab
was twelve
Kernan
le
West's third comedy surpasses his reelers.
has
but
comedies
two
first
the
for
,
first two — " Sweethearts " and
" Service Stripes " — in the number now been signed up by the West
has an enviable repof laughs
He's in company.utation asHe
a comedy director, and
Again
" is aper
weekminute.
behind "schedule,
inventive mind.
an
for
noted
is
which calls for the completion of
one comedy per month. The rea- deals
The with
action
" He's career
in Again
the ofperilous
of a"
son it took five weeks to produce
" He's in Again " is given by Billy tireless book agent, apparently endowed with nine lives. In his deWest as the length of time to pretermination tomake a sale he stops
pare the equipment and build the
special sets necessary for the ac- at nothing and nobod}'.
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THE fourth Clara Kimball
Young production released by Equity, " Midchannel," from the pen of Sir
Arthur Wing Pinero, has
just finished a run of four
consecutive weeks at Chicago's first-run theatre, the
Ziegfeld. One dollar admission was charged.
In addition to playing at
Midchannel
the Ziegfeld,
also
ran two "weeks
at the"
Castle theatre, the first of
which corresponded to the
last week of the Ziegfeld run.
The circuit of Lubliner and
Trinz also booked the picture for all its theatres.
The total attendance at
" Midchannel " during its
Ziegfeld run of four weeks
was approximately 48,000
each week, or 192,000 altogether, states Equity. The
total at the Castle was 56,000
for the two weeks, the Castle being smaller than the
Ziegfeld.
Bud Duncan Series May
Set Reelcraft Record
The new series of single reel
comedies being released to the
trade under the brand name of Bud
and His Buddies, featuring the
well-known diminutive comedian,
Bud Duncan, promises to establish
a new record for the Reelcraft
Pictures Corporation, states that
company.
This series has been extensively
advertised through the various
trade papers for the past six
months, and the numerous Reelcraft exchanges have made a selling drive on the pictures, with the
net result of the biggest advance
sale of contracts booked in the history of Reelcraft. Present indications point to a new high record
for any single reel release in the
number of theatres which the new
series will be exhibited.
The new series will be released
one a week from the distributing
exchanges of Reelcraft.
Press Book

is Prepared

for "Cowboy Jazz"
S & E Enterprises has prepared
an unusual campaign book for the
benefit of the state right exchanges
who are exploiting their two-reel
Western production, " Cowboy
Jazz."
The contains
" Cowboya Jazz
Campaign
Book
series" of
stories
for newspaper use ; several single
and double column cuts, and a
specially prepared campaign to assist the exhibitor in tying up this
picture with the various Elk lodges
in each territory, " Cowboy Jazz "
having been made under the auspices of this fraternal order.
" Cowboy Jazz " press sheet also
carries an endorsement of the picture from Lee Goldberg, of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit
of Louisville, Kentucky, which organization isdistributing this picture for Kentucky and Tennessee.
GREATEST

SINGLE

"Screen

sh"
"Hu
for
An artistic
prologue,
giving full
Exploitation
Wide
arrangem
en
hedH thisanweek
betweent
reac
directions
as
to
music,
cast
and setUG
THRO
Equity Busy Preparting is now being outlined. A tiethe Equity Pictures Corporaing
Big
Campaign
on
up with department stores with a
tinn and the nineteen franchiseholders of the Clara Kimball Young
view to featuring the gowns disYoung Production
productions, an exploitation camplayed by Misseffected.
Young Various
in " Hushna-"
being
paign of big proportions will be in- '■ Hush" will have its first run at is also tional
chain stores whose product
augurated on this Young release. the Madison theatre to test the adlends co-operation with the showing
vertising campaign.
Plans are now being drawn up for
of " Hush " are being approached
ihe campaign, including advertising
In
addition,
"
Hush
"
will
be
and publicity, on a big scale.
given extensive exploitation and on a national tie-up.
The link between the Equity exThis campaign has been under- publicity. Though there are some
ploitation staff and the first-run extaken by the common consent of ideas suggested in the Hush "
hibitors throughout the country
book, the Equity exploitaEquity and its franchise-holders, it campaign
tion staff has prepared many more, who will show " Hush," will be the
is announced. The title of the production has already been declared planned to fit any town or city, and Equity staff. It is planned to send
to be one of the catchiest in motion every grade of theatre. The ex- Equity exploitation men in evcr>picture history. The fundamental
ploitation isof a high-class calibre, large city, to personally direct the
nothing of the sensa- campaign on " Hush " and to coreason for embarking on a nation- and possesses
operate with the franchise-holder
states. tional and the bombastic. Equity and the theatre. The box-office
wide
drive
on
"
Hush
"
is
the
suggestiveness of the title, Equitv
states. It was felt that a name like
The publicity specially drawn up record of " Hush " thus far was beyond expectation, Equity states. In
"Hush" should not be disregarded on " Hush " will play the most important role in this campaign. Boston, for example, " Hush "
and treated in an ordinary fashion.
played to a large crowd last week
Accordingly, a series of teaser-ads Special articles on dress, fashions, at
the Park theatre.
that promise to create a sensation and other subjects of appeal to the
The
extensive campaign on
and to arouse suspense. to a high motion-picture fan are being written and a new set of photographs " Hush," it is estimated, will make
pitch have been conceived by the
Equity staff. Nat Rothstein left of Miss Young in effective poses that Young production the most
this week for Detroit, where have been ordered for the purpose. successful of any thus far released.

The

Benefit

ERGE
ow
ofNBthe
ArrR,
ALLE
SHent
WE. presid
• Film Corporation, in commenting on an article appearing in
one of New York's morning newspapers in which great stress was
laid on the fact that the national
distributing and producing organizations were curtailing their production and planning to release a
great many less pictures during
1921, stated that he did not consider this would be a serious matter for the exhibitors throughout
the United States.
He stated that while this would
undeniably lessen the number of
features available through national
releasing organizations it would not
injure the exhibitors for the simple
reason that the exhibitors would be
able to secure just as good pictures
and just as many of them on the independent market as he has been
in the past from the program
houses. Mr. Shallenberger further
stated that this would be met and
overcome by the indefiendent producers and distributors.
In his opinion it is only logical
development of the independent
rroducers, distributors and exhibitors. It will undoubtedly mean the
entrance of many producing companies who will release on the independent market and it will, beyond all question, mean a tremendous increase in the volume of business of the States Rights distributors throughout the United States.
Exhibitors will turn more and more
to the independent distributors and
there is no question but what this
increased volume of business is
merited by the independents for
REEL

of

Fewer

Exhibitors Will
to Independent,
W.

Turn
Says

E. Shallenberger

Pictures
suitable to his house without letter
hindrance, without being forced to
take a number of mediocre pictures
•o go along with one good one, but
simply choose his product and give
his patrons the best of entertainment.

Mr. Shallenberger is most optiyears past they have battled
mistic over the situation and states
courageously against heavy odds to
make their way in the field, starting that as further evidence of Arrow's
from the time when it was ex- faith in the bright future of the independent producers and distributremely difficult to get a good motors they are adding additional reption picture for independent disresentatives to their organization
tributors up to the present date
when the pick of the finest motion and spreading out in many ways
rather
than
curtail.
Last week saw
pictures are offered on the independent plan, the States Rights the appointment of two new special
buyer has never lost heart but has representatives to the Arrow organization in the person of Mr.
continued to consistently work for
a condition which has now come Thomas Curran and Mr. C. M.
about, that is, the absolute open White, and every week sees inmarket whereby an exhibitor can
creased activities in the Arrow orbook such pictures as he feels are ganization.

IN FILMLAND

Snapshois"

Billy West, in his third two-reel comedy for Joan, " He's in Again '

Motion
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Attractive

Features

in

New"ScreenSnapshots'
Each issue • of " Screen Snapshots "hasmoving
met with
suchpublic
approval
with the
picture
that
it has definitely taken its place with
them as the movie mag;azine of the
screen, states John Cohn of the C.
K. C. Film Sales Corporation, who
is producing this single reel movie
" fan Louis
" magazine
in the
co-operation
with
Lewyn on
Western
Coast.
"Screen Snapshots" No. 17 is
bigger and- better than ever in its
variety of subjects. Here we have
one of the greatest comedians, Will
Rogers, at work and also at play
and it certain' is a subject that
everybody will like," continued Mr.
Cohn.
" Everybody
of importance
in
movicland
attending
the Los
Angeles speedway motor races, and
showing humorous and serious situation with Charlie Ray, Wallace
Reid, Bryant Washburn, Douglas
AlacLcan, Betty Compson, Tom
Mix, Earl Williams and his wife,
H. B. Warner, Frank Keenan and
his wife, Herbert Rawlinson, Eileen
Percy and Scssue Hawakawa is another big feature ; how animal
actors act during their leisure moments is not only instructive but
has some very humorou*; bits intermingled with it; Director Jack
White burning a country hotel to
get a little laugh is one of his coming comedies ; and a day spent with
Bessie Love in her California home
are other features.

"The Son of Tarzan"
Breaking Records
"The Son of Tarzan," the jungle
serial which has been distributed
in the states right market by Da\ id
P. Howells, has broken house records in many theatres, announced
the distributors.
The fact that is pleasing exhibitors in the few territories in which
if has been released, it is announced, isthat the attendance for
the second and third episode is far
greater than that for the first.
This is said to be quite unusual
for a serial, owing to the fact that
extraordinary exploitation is used
to bring the crowd in for the opening and the usual practice is that
there is a distinct falling in attendance for the succeeding
episode.
One of the many thrilling moments from
" Fantomas." the new Fox serial

Changes
Among

Reported
Albany
Managers

Equity Production in
First Run Houses
Uly S. Hill, who succeeded Ed.
Word has just arrived at headquarters from the South and Hart as manager of Harmanus
Southwest, Equity announces, that Bleecker Hall, Albany, N. Y., over
" Keep to the Right " to date has four 3'ears ago; has resigned to bebeen booked in sixteen first-run
come manager of Albany's newest
houses of Georgia, nine of Ala- motion picture theatre, the Mark
Strand.
Joseph Wallace, manager
bama, twenty-one of North Carolina, eighteen of South Carolina, of Proctor's Grand and Leland theatres, has been appointed general
seven of Florida and five of Mississippi, through the Sallcy Film Co. manager of the Proctor theatres in
headed by Frank Salley, who Albany. His brother, John J. Wallace, has been appointed resident
bought the rights of distribution of
this Taliaferro feature for those manager of the Harmanus Bleecker
Hall.
Canyon Star in N. Y. states. In addition, J. E. Pearcc.
of Pearce Films of New Orleans,
for a Vacation
reports that he has secured sixteen
Franklyn Farnum, who has ap- first-run openings in Louisiana and Film Version to Break
peared in a fifteen-episode serial, thirteen in Kentucky.
20 Years Stage Record
"reel
Vanishing
Westerns,Trails,"
and inina several
series oftwosix
That the film version of the old
five-reel Western productions, ar- Levey Showing Jan. 12 stage success, " The Parish Priest,"
rived in New York, bringing with
break the record of the show
The Harry Levey Service Cor- will
him the first print of his latest picporation announces the premiere in one short season is the contention of Herman J. Garfield, in spite
the " Hunger will
of the
Blood."
showing of their educational pic- of the
Thisture,production
be followed
fact that the drama has
ture, "Thetheatre,
PorcelainBroadway
Lamp," at and
the twenty years of performances to
by two more in which Mr. Farnum Strand
will be starred. While in New York
Forty-seventh street, New York its credit and is still playing.
he was the guest of Joseph M. City,
on Wednesday, January 12, vat
Mr. Garfield states that the film
Goldstein and Jack Weinberg of the
Canyon Pictures Corporation, which 10 a. m. The showing is private, version of "The Parish Priest,"
being issued to promiis distributing all of the productions invitations
nent men in the automobile and with a hundred prints in use, can
starring Mr. Farnum.
travel industries as well as to city play in more theatres in three
Personal appearances of Mr. Far- officials,
Secretary of State and months than the stage version
num at the main theatres in the dif- prominenttheexhibitors.
could take care of in twent\- vears.
ferent territories while on his way
back to the Coast is luider consideration. In speaking of conditions on
the Coast, Mr. Farnum said that
while production is rather quiet at
present, he expected that the next The Following Sales Are Reported in
sixty days will see a marked change
in the condition for the better.
the Independent Market
Nick Carters Released
The first release of the Nick
Carter series entitled " A Cry at
Midnight,"
starring
as Nick Carter,
has Tom
been Carrigan
released
throughout the New England territory by the Eastern States Film
Company, announces Broadwell
Productions, producers of the
series. First showings were made
at Worcester, Mass., to capacity
houses and caused a sensation. The
Worcester exhibitor booked the
series solid and closed for two
weeks' run on the first release.
The Apollo Trading Corporation
of New York City controls the
foreign rights for the entire world,
releasing immediately in British
Isles and Belgium, it is announced.

" The Devil's Angel " (Clark-Cornelius Corp.) to Benjamin Weiser and Co., for New York State, except Albany
and Buffalo.
" The Devil's Angel " to Jolver Exploitation Service of
New York City for Buffalo and Albany.
" Love's Battle " (Climax Film Corp.) to Benjamin
Weiser and Co., for New York State, except Albany and
Buffalo.
" The Fighting Kentuckians " (Fidelity Pictures Co.) to
Merit Film Co , for Western Pennsylvania and West Vir" The Fighting Kentuckians " to W. I. Film Service of
ginia.
Indianapolis, for Indiana.
" The Fighting Kentuckians " to Security Pictures, for
Illinois.
Kentuckians " to C. O. Brokow, of the
Merit" The
Film Fighting
Co., of Detroit.
" The Fighting Kentuckians " to Ludwig Film Co., of
Minneapolis.

Picture

N eu

of Associated
ALLAN
DWAN,Producers,
member
is busy tying up the ends of
1920, and gathering up the
reins of 1921, for he is finishing the picture and starting
another. The last scenes of
" The Perfect Crime," which
he started only a few weeks
ago, earlier
are being
and
the
scenes " shot
in the" cutting room, while the busy director-producer ispreparing
the script for a new picture which he will start to
work upon immediately.
" The Luck of the Irish "
and "The Forbidden Thing"
were two of the most successful photographers of the
past season and others which
showed the big things of
which Dwan is capable were
" The Scoffer " and " In the
Heart of a Fool."
Kelley Selling
Soon toTrip
Start on
In respcjnsc to the demands from
state rights buyers all over the
country who are interested in the
first Sunrise Pictures Corporation
release, " The Price of Silence,"
starring Pegg\' Hyland, General
Manager Winfield F. Kelley will
begin a swing around the country
during the week and expects to be
away for at least five weeks. Mr.
Kellej' had originally planned this
trip last week, but business pressure
in the his
home
cancel
trip.office forced him to
Mr. Kelley will take several prints
of the picture with him and will
probably close on several of the
territories where deals have been
pendin"- for the last few weeks.
"Movie

Chats"

Are

Popular in England
The distributing agency which
handles Charles Urban's Movie
Chats Service,
in GreatLtd.,
Britain,
Butcher's
Film
with headquarters in London, has recentlv forwarded to Mr. Urban some correspondence which has come to them
from exhibitors in their territories.
One of these letters reads : " I
wish to congratulate you
secur'F. on
B. D.
w.
ing
the
most
entertaining
picture";
ever shown. Patrons say they could
sit and watch them all night, and so
could, yours faithfullv.
That letter is only one of many.

'In ihe
de/.A Special
Genunie": I.
ihadow
or the
Dome^
A David G. Fischer ProductioD
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W. W. Hodkinson organization announces that
the release date of " The
been Itad-is
has 6.
BreakingvancedPoint
to Febru"ary
also announced that the release of " Partners of the
ed to
"
Tide
Februaryhas20.been chang
Bessie Barriscale is starred
in "The Breaking Point."
Her support includes Pat
O'Malley, Ethel Gray Terry,
Wilfred Lucas, Walter McGrail and Eugenia Besserre.
The picture, which was adapted to the screen by H. H.
Van Loan from a story by
Mary Lerner, is described to
be a gripping story of mother
love and wifely sacrifice.
"Partners of the Tide" is
the second Irvin V. Willat
independent production. It is
a picturization of Joseph C.
Lincoln's sea story.
THE

Two scenes which show the pastoral beauty and remarkable photography in Mary Pickford's latest picture for release by
United Artists, " The Love Light "

"Behold
the bers
Man"
chosen to synchronize on
with the Broadway
the original production of " The
,EHOLD THE MAN," an
Life of Our Saviour." To begin
B adaptation of Pathe's fea- production, states Pathe.
Cast as "Tramp"
Among the soloists are Harriet with, it is supplemented now with
ture, "The Life of Our
Arthur Maude, co-adaoter to the Saviour," will have a Broadway Lark, colorature sorano, and Tlda a modern episode showing a mother
her customary bed-time story
screen of "A Message from Mars," run. This information is contained Arlando Boyer, baritone. .A chorus telling
the forthcoming Maxwell Karger in an announcement from Pathe, has been specially chosen from the from the Bible to her little son and
production starring Bert Lytell, re- stating that the production will open New York Opera and Oratorio daughter. This lends a plausible
cently stepped out of his role as as- at the Apollo theatre on West Societj^ many of whom are soloists reason for the appearance of the
sistant to Maxwell Karger, who is Forty-second street, on January 9, themselves. Among the song num- main story " Behold the Man ! " It
not only adds a great degree of
personally directing the picture, to and that the presentation will be
bers to be rendered will be " The human interest to the chief theme
play the part of the tramp in a repeated for a series of Sundays.
Holy City," the Prayer Scene from
scene opposite Bert Lytell.
Elaborate arrangements for pre- " Cavalleria Rusticana," " Oh, Holy but also builds it up much stronger
Mr. Maude donned the costume
ng Behold
" storythedemands,
Man," inhave
the ..ight," the "Hallelujah" chorus than it was originalh-. By this
of a tramp and appeared with Mr. settings sentiits
picture in its entirety .beand other selections from " The means the
comes an entertainment of rare
Lytell in a poignant scene portray- been made, and according to Messiah " oratorio. George Maring the gradual change that takes the announcement an unusual mustens, who was selected to interpret value with an appeal to an\- specplace in the heart of the selfish
ical accompaniment will be a fea- the incidental music which was
tator, whether familiar with the
young scientist, Horace Parker.
ture of the presentation. This set- chosen from the great masters, will Bible or not. At the same time it
ting will include an augmented also conduct the orchestra.
loses none of the reverential beauty
symphony orchestra and renowned
Al St. John in a Melo- \ocalists,
ment.sentiment, says the Pathe state" Behold the 'Man ! " in the new and
who will render a musical
15
form
is
a
vast
improvement
over
drama Burlesque
program of carefully selected numThe latest Sunshine Comedy released by William Fox is " The
Slicker,"
with Al
St. John,
limber comedian.
In this
latest the
comedy
Al St. John has hit upon a theme Big
First
Runs
for
"The
Devil
] An innovation
in motion picture
that certainly looks like a big win- 4^/nr^ HE DEVIL," a screen verJ
exploitation
will
bean inaugurated
in
I
sion
of
the
play
that
was
ner. Nearly all theatre-goers like
a
conception
of
electric light
the sensation of two conto see a genuine melodrama occatinents, in which the Associated
.'flashing sign box, alternating in
sional y— and they also enjoy a burI colors, about three feet long and
leque of the melodrama. That is Exhibitors, Inc., will bring George
, two feet high. These boxes can be
Arliss
to
the
screen,
will
be
exhibwhat " The Slicker " is— the oldplaced in lobbies, in store windows,
ited in virtually all the theatres
time sere and yellow drama treated controlled
where they make wonderfully atby the interests directing
in a comedy vein.
tractive displays and can be atthe Strand, New York. It is in
tached to any form of electric
the latter house that the world
current.
Lesser Corrects Error
premiere of " The Devil " has been
Irving Lesser, general manager slated for January 16.
sign figure
on " The
Devil " Arliss,
shows
Moe ]\Iark, head of the Strand
theThe
Satanic
of George
for the Western Pictures Exploiwhich at the first flash is displayed
tation Company in Los Angeles, organization, last week booked the
Exhibitors special, in
in red, then in green, and then in
and who is now in New York, de- Associated
sires to correct a statement that addition to the Strand, New York,
yellow. Far dif¥erent than any sign
of a similar nature ever attempted,
appeared in the trade papers which and the Strand. Brooklyn, for the
houses : The Strand,
announced that " The Toreador," following
these on " The Devil " gain attenWorcester, Mass. : Mark Strand,
tion because the kaleidoscopic color
the
Romayne
super
film
company's
Lynn,
Mass.;
Rialto,
Newark,
N.
production, was distributed through
changes give life to the figure of
California, Nevada, and Arizona J. ; Strand, Syracuse, and Mark
Mr. Arliss
consequently
mand the eyeand
of the
passerby. comby the All Star Features Distribu- Strand, Albany.
tors.
Preparations for the premiere at
The above statement, which ap- the New York Strand continue
peared in both Lesser advertise- apace. Probably no other picture
ments and general reading notices that has ever graced the Strand
is an error, inas the
" The
Toreador
" is screen ever received the exploitaITSammy
IS announced
that the
Burns Comedies,
distributed
above
mentioned
tion that will support " The Devil "
Inc., will make twelve new
territory by the Clune Film ex- presentation, declares a statement
George Arliss in the title role of "The
two-reel comedies in the near
change of Los Angeles and who from the Pathe headquarters.
Devil," an
Associated
Producers
production
released
by York
Pathe
and schedThe advertising campaign will be
have had charge of distribution for
future, all of which will featuled
for
the
New
Strand
soon
same for manv months.
ure Sammy Burns. They are
inaugurated in the newspapers a
expected to be started on January 15, under the direction
week before the opening on Sunof B. Bech. Releasing plans
day, January 16. New York also
will
be
announced later.
will be posted with the most attractive twenty - four sheet Pathe has
ever issued, it is stated.
Tri°l7^
HALLRQOM
BOYS
Assistant - Director
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Success

" The

Empire of Diamonds " Meeting With Success,
Reports State
and
who
appeared in another Per"T^HE EMPIRE OF DIAret production entitled, " Unknown
1 MONDS," the Leonce FerLove," Henry G. Sell, who also apret production which Pathe is repeared in one other Perret producleasing is meeting with marked
"Twin Pawn," Leon Mathot,
success throughout the country. one oftion,
the best known French leadtwentieth
the
makes
picture
This
ing men who was featured in the
screen success which the greatest
of French directors has made since French screen version of " The
Count
Christo."
entering the motion picture field.
Othersof inMonte
the cast
who contribThe picture won praise from the
uted to its great success are Lucy
reviewers of the trade papers when
Fox, Jacques Volnys, Laurent
shown prior to release and its suc- Thorpe.
cess was then predicted. Full credit Morals, M. Mailly and Ruth
for the excellence of the producThe exteriors of " The Empire
tion was given to the direction of
Diamonds " were all made at
M. Perret, and his selection of the of
their
original locales and many
cast.
It has the distinction, it is points of interest in London, Le
claimed, of being the first picture to Havre, Paris, Nice and Monte
he
all- Carlo are included.
starproduced
Americanabroad
and with
Frenchan cast,
Another big special production,
Pauline Frederick plays theRobertson-Cole
leading role super-special
in " The Mistress of Shenstone," a which included such players as
"A Race for Millions," directed by
Robert Elliott, who will be remem- M. Perret, will be ready for release
bered for his splendid work in the in the near future.
for Premier
Fox super production, " Checkers,"
Stunt
Special
Sings on Transcontinental Phone
as " So Long Letty
the Western premiere
WHEN
tof " So Long Letty," Rober
son-Cole release, took place at the
Earl
les,
Ange
Los
re,
theat
ma
Kine
oser of the musill,scoretheofcomp
Carrocal
the musical comedy,
" So Long Letty" in New York,
sang over a four thousand mile
telephone connection the verse and
chorus of the famous song of " So
Letty." At the Los Angeles
Long
end of the line was placed a voice
magnifier which amplified the tones
brought by the wire from New
York City four thousand miles to
the Los Angeles theatre. There the
crowd, which was assembled for the
premiere of the Robertson-Cole
come
voice.dy-drama, heard Mr. Carroll's
" So Long Letty " was produced
in the West by Mr. Morosco from
a one-act sketch first put on by
Elmer Harris. It attained tremendous popularity on the Pacific Coast

" Opens
Latest
Set for Feb.
7
and
was then in
sent West
to New York Ray's
First National Announces Release
where it began another triumph. It
was on the stage altogether several
years. The initial popularity won
Hole
his tops and
string" for a
Swimmin'
Date of the " Old trades
<« I T'S as big a thing in celluloid as
by
" SohasLong
the Pacific
candy
heart,
inscribed
I Love
Coast
beenLetty
taken" onadvantage
of
iley's poem is in literature." You," which he bestows "upon
the
poem
•l Riley's
by the Robertson-Cole branches in This
upon
placed
is the valuation
fair object of his heart's desire;
the West, for there " So Long Charles Ray's picturization of the steals apples from a temptingly convenient orchard, barely eluding the
Letty " has been going enormously,
classic, " The Old
according to a statement from the Hoosier poet's
watchful farmer, and, unable to
L
Charles
by
Hole,"
Swimmin'
Robertson-Cole home office.
hold in permanent confinement the
At the Rivoli theatre in Portland, Edson, well known versified and white mouse which he takes to
newspaper paragrapher.
concealed beneath his shirt,
Mr. Edson was one of a party school
Oregon, "success.
So Long ItLetty
" wasthea
decided
played
this week of is victim of a severe chastisement
pre-view
a
had
that
Strand theatre, in San Francisco to
in which theof teacher's
duced instrument
torture. ruler is the
a very large business. In the South this fourth indepndently-pro
the
in which
of Mr. Ray's,
also it has been going very well.
picture
The verdict of the audience at the
by Arthur S. Kane
Al Christie, known widely for his star is presented
National release. The re- pre-view was that Joseph de Grasse
work as a producer and director of for First
h id Jor.e maslei' \ work iii the dilease has been set for Februar>' 7.
rection, George Rizard in the
comedies is responsible for " So
Old
"The
in
boy"
"just
is
Ray
Long Letty," which Robertson-Cole Swimmin' Hole," a natural, red- photography, and Bernard McConreleased as a super-special produc- blooded, barefoot American farm ville in the adaptation of the poem
tion, Walter Hiers, T. Roy Barnes,
for use on the screen.
Grace Darmond and Colleen Moore kid, the type in which a hostOneof his
rebest.
him
likes
s
admirer
playing leading roles in the picture.
spect in which the picture is unique
is the absence of anv connected "Devil's Angel" Booked
itpoem ion
the Riley
as inmerely
Big in Philadelphia
story, self.just
a process
It shows
and
Dem
in
es
What is considered an unusual
Seri
schi
Sant
of days, not necessarily in sequence,
in a normal country boy's life. Ezra series of bookings was consumFirst of Western Series Has Been
mated by Jay Emanuel of the
and swims, runs
fishes
(Ray) in
thorns
his feet, practices his Royal Pictures, Inc., of PhiladelSet for Release for January 23rd
hot to the
prowess with ahisslung-s
on " TheGardner,
Devil'swhich
Angel,"
ern " Beyond the Trail " was screened discomf
own hand rather starringphia,Helen
iture of
the
ING need for WestTom
A CRY
for
the
first
time
in
the
Pathe
prothan
of
the
bird
at
which
he aims; Royal Company purchased for
dramas of the type
jection room. The personal popuPhiladelphia territory from the
Santschi has produced for Cyrus J.
h
larity of Tom Santschi undoubtedClark - Cornelius Corporation who
Williams, and the first of whic23,
ly
has
led
a
considerable
number
of
is distributing this subject on the
Pathe will release on January
endous exhibitors to book his Pathe feastate right market.
is apparent from the tremon
tures.
Always
associated
with
the
Mr. Emanuel succeed in booking
this
bookings already recorded
because of his powfor theatres during the first week
series, declares a statement from. great outdoors,
d/lGesrams
c/..^cidl
erful
build,
his
breezy
manner
and
Pathe's home office in New York
he had the picture for a total renappealing countenance, Santschi
on his
productiand
aappeal,
the Trail,"
tal of $2,500,
announces
the that
dis" Beyond
has
appeared
in
some
of
the
tributor. In view
of the fact
human
strong
a
with
screen's
foremost
offerings.
this
does
not
include
as
a
first
backl
some of the most beautifu
Now that he has become a star in
run one of the big Philadelphia
grounds ever seen upon a screen, his own right, he will receive the
theatres, it is believed that this is
anscries,
Santschi
the
ates
inaugur nounces the Pathe statement. This tremendous exploitation that he has
an unusual record for any picture.
by his clean-cut performances
The first run of this production in
feature i is emblematic of the entire won
in other productions, it is stated.
Santsch series.
the Philadelphia territory w a s
While Santschi has been accordplayed
It was Arthur S. Kane who ared the dominant role in each of the
tion. in a town of 20,000 populabu- Pathe series, he is supported by a
for the distri
ranged with Pathe
s.
ction
produ
chi
Mr. Rollo, secretary of the
tion of the Sants
cast of competent players. As a
Clark-Cornelius Corporation states
At the time negotiations were in consequence, each picture is said to
that
the picture has sold more rapn
Mr. Kane vowed the picprogress,
balanced product, suridly than any subject he has ever
tures were the finest of the Western be an evenly
rounded by atmosphere that will
handled on the states right market.
s
type he had ever seen. Mr. Kane
A David G. Fisher Production
have powerful appeal for audiences
when
ed
verifi
y
quickl
was
judgment

January
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finer pictures for the New Year.
It is another "hit"
by Sada Cowan, whom you remember as author of
"Why
The

Change
second

Your

Wife."

of the Big Five Clara

Kimball

Young

Productions will be "STKAIGHT
FROM
PARIS"
another Sada Cowan story, which as the title suggests
will be clever in the extreme, presenting Miss Young
as a fascinating milliner from New York.

The third production will be "CHAKGE
IT" an
absorbing tale of what happens to a woman who
forgets the value of money.
The

fourth

production

has for its working

title —

"TRY AND
GET IT," a photodrama that will sparkle
with those qualities that guarantee S. R. O. crowds.
The

fifth production

has for its working

CINATING LUCILLE FROM

title — FAS-

MANHATTAN,"

a

picturization of the high lights of N.Y.'s millionaire swells.
We advise exhibitors in every part of the country to
sign up for these five big pictures for they will present
Clara Kimball Young at the very zenith of her career.

EQUITY

PICTUKES
AEOLIAN

HALL,

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

Motion

704

To
Clara

Theatres

Kimball

During

Young

Nineteen

Picture

Playing
Productions

Twenty-One

FOR each of these Big Five productions there will
be provided high cla s exploitation matter pre'
pared by the highest salaried experts in the busi'
ness. This exploitation will be of a new and different
character, devoid of theories. Replete with practical
moneygetting ideas.

Arrangements are now being completed whereby
these pictures will be exhibited in the offices of all
Equity Franchise Holders so that first run theatres
and others will be able to view each production
and perfect plans for exploitation and exhibition
accordingly.

Equity Franchise Holders in all important cities
will co'Operate with theatres exhibiting the Big Five
Clara Kimball Young Productions so that the full
measure of value of the exploitation prepared may be
obtained. We direct especial attention to the importance of communicating with your local Equity
Franchise holder now for these forthcoming Big Five
productions.
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PICTURES

Sets

Mid- Victorian Settings Faithfully
Reproduced, Say British Authors
TL'ST like thousands of homes knocker, hollyhocks, asters, forget.•e seen in the North of Eng- me-nots, etc., all in prim, carefully
plots. In the rooms there
land," said W. Somerset Maugham. tended
are the quaint china slippers,
" A perfectandreproduction
of the
architecture
interior decoration
pewter birds and knick-knacks of
of England in the Mid-Victorian endless variety — all displayed on the
redAnd
and inblack
of the
period,"
agreed
EdwarddidKnoblock.
the plush
corner,
to period."
cap the
In such
manner
the two
climax,
an
old
lace-covered
lamp!
British dramatists set the seal of
" It's England in the heyday of
their approval on the English set- its old-fashioned precise, delighttings of " Sacred and Profane
chimed in Mr. KnobLove," the Arnold Bennett novel lock.ful rusticity,"
" Every person of English
and stage play in which Elsie birth will
appreciate the great pains
Ferguson appeared on Broadway which have evidently been lavished
and which is now being translated
Max Linder in "Seven Years' Bad Luck" into film at Los Angeles by Para- to make this production absolutely
a Robertson-Cole super special
mount under the direction of
trueMr.to Maugham's
type."
praiseabsolutely
is even
William D. Taylor. Miss Ferguson more
significant, being
Two Metro Companies is starring.
unprejudiced.
The
latter
author
to Go to North
" Every feature of the home of came to the Paramount studio
Carlotta
and
her
aunt
are
absolute
merely as a sightseer, being on his Eddie
"Nobody's
Wife," a
Two Metro producing companies
Christie Barry
comedyin tional
released
Exchanges by Educaway around the world.
said
Mr.
Maugham,
— one starring May Allison, the perfection,"
other Alice Lake — will venture into who is in Hollywood on a trip
" In fact," he said, " I have never
the regions of deep snow and ice- around the world. " Where the before seen a motion picture in the What One Author Owes
bergs within a short time for the play could only show part of the making and the wonderful completenes of the work is amazing to
Nick Garter Tales
shooiing of big scenes for forch- interior — here we have the garden
with its brick walls, green gate and
coming productions.
Arthur B. Reeves, writer of the
" Big Game," Miss Allison's picCraig Kennedy stories, gives to the
ture, requires a setting in the CanaCarter tales credit for some of his
dian woods. Practically all of the
earliest efforts in detective fiction.
supporting company participating
in the Allison photoplay, including Busy
for Universal
Outlook
He
wrote ofArthur
Tarshis,
director
publicity
and Pioneer's
advertisthe technical staff and scenario
Schedule
for
Coming
Months
Will
ing,
as
follows
:
writers, will take the trip to the
'■ Do you know that all the great
snow country.
Keep Units Constantly at Work
present day American writers of
The Woman
WentArctic
Away,"
me." Doty has written a story detective and mystery stories owe
Douglas
a "thrilling
tale Who
of the
ice As a result of President Carl
a great debt to Nick Carter? Mary
Laemmle's recent visit to Uni- especially for Carmel Myers. It is Roberts
fields, from the pen of John FlemRinchart has been quoted
versal City activities at the vast called " The Dangerous Moment " as confessing
ing Wilson, will take Miss Lake
she derived her
and her company much farther studios have taken on more and will be played by her as soon first inspirationthat
reading Nick
North as icebergs, blizzards and at vigorous life and production is not as she returns to the coast from a Carter stories. Ifrom
have heard scores
vacation. When Edith Roberts
least one ocean wreck are required only at a high pitch now, but short
make the same genin the telling of it.
promises to continue at capacity for has finished her present photoplay, of othererouswriters
appreciation of the debt they
Fire Cat," produced by Normonths to come, it recently was an- " The man
Dawn, she will appear in owe cur old friend Nicholas."
nounced byUniversal.
Priscilla Dean, who recently " Three at the Table," adapted from
ON March 5, " While New
a magazine story by Bennett Cohen.
York Sleeps," the Fox
finished " Outside the Law," proFor the use of Gladys Walton, JJOSEPH
President M.of SCHENCK,
the Norma
Film Corporation's big epiduced
by
Tod
Browning,
has
besodic spectacle of metropoliTalmadge Film Company,
Universal
has secured John Colton's
gun
on
"
False
Colors,"
an
adaptatan life, will complete the
tion by Lucien Hubbard and Doris fascinating comedv drama, " The
has obtained the services of
sixth month of its run since
Schroeder of a story by Edwina Bobbed Squab." " The Girl and the
Herbert Brenon to direct
,
ing
release and accord
to inLevin. Stuart Paton is directing the Goose," a story by Emma Bell ClifNorma in " The Passion
formation from the Fox ofton, has been secured as a vehicle
production.
for Eva Novak after she has
fices the tremendous success
Flower," and other producAs soon as Harry Carey finishes
that greeted the drama just
tions, and to act in a superfinished
her
current
feature,
"
Plain
Carey. being produced by Leo Mcafter its first showing has not
visory capacity for future
his current feature, " If Only Jim," Folks,"
abated; rather, it is declared
Norma
Talmadge Producbased on Philip V. Mighel's story,
tions.
" Bruvver Jim's Baby," he will beto be still gaining in popular
"
In
extending
my New
favor as it nears its half-year
gin on "written
Everybody
for Himself."
it was
especially
for the Special 24 Sheet for
mark.
Year's greetings to exhibwestern star by George C. Hull.
itors and the public, it gives
The Fox offices are predictKerrigan Picture
Jack
Ford
returns
to
Universal
to
ing a full year'sThis
showing
me exceptional satisfaction,"
produce this photoplay.
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporathe production.
is basedof
says Mr.
Schenck, " toof make
tion has prepared for the exhibitors
this
announcement
Mr.
on the fact that the demand
Frank Mayo, who is now engaged
Brenon's
affiliation
with
me.
has not begun to be filled,
in
conjunction
with
"The
Coast
of
in
" Colorado,"
adapted
In no other way could I give
and exhibitors in remote secfromfilming
the famous
stage play
by of
Opportunity
"interest
a twenty-four-sheet
special
and
drawing
a
better
assurance
of
my
tions of the country who have
Augustus Thomas, will next appear
expressed a desire to play the
earnestness
in
promising
bigin an original story of the snow
attraction continue to write
" The Coast of Opportunity " is
ger and better productions for
power.
country, " Blood Brother to the J.
in for bookings, it is stated.
Warren Kerrigan's newest release.
-Pines," by J. G. Hawks.
1921, than ever before."
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Thrilling
Rothacker

Dinner

a Success

Picture
Scenes

N e u s
Mark

"The Phantom Foe"
" Explanations are not alv. s
such thrilling affairs as the on*

Optimism for Future Reflected in
Speech of Watterson Rothacker
cupyinc^
portionchapter
of "(^ of
fession," the
thegreater
fourteenth
was not so many years ago that Pathe's serial, " The Phantom
Foe," in which Juanita Hansen
^"pHE
New Years
dinnerin only two plates would have been stars
A of annual
the Rothacker
forces
with Warner Oland. The
set at an annual dinner of the
I hicago is reported to have been Rothacker organization.
story here concerns itself with an
I decided success. Old (jeneral
of the motives for the
"A number of us will be going to exposition
attacks up<m the Dale family by
' tptimism was the guest of honor,
Los
Angeles
in
a
few
weeks
to
atrile dinner, which was held at the
tend the formal opening of our Ezra Sealkirk.
Ixlgcwater Beach Hotel, was at- Coast laboratory. London will furThe scenes, while expository altended by Chicago members of the
most entirely, have enough in the
nish the site for our third laboraIndustrial Division and hy the Chifourth plant in New way of action to give them place
cago laboratory executives and York toryisandnothemyth.
beside the best oflferings from the
their assistants. F. G. Conklin,
" The Chicago laboratory in 1920 serial producers, it is declared by
manager of the Eastern Industrial
Division, came from New York to set a real pace for future labora- Pathe officials. Great prominence
tories to keep up with. The Chi- is won by Harr>- Semels, whose
be present.
cago plant turned out the largest acting makes Ezra Sealkirk a realSpeeches being barred, there was
istically live and vital element of
no toastmaster but Watterson R. footage in its historj-, while the melodrama,
it is stated.
Charles Hutchison, star of " Double Rothacker volunteered to act as quality of 1920 prints was such as
Adventure," the Pathe
serial
to
be
retimekeeper to assure that when any to win the praise of our customers.
leased January 23
one arose to say a few words he Still we arc not satisfied and intend in 1921 to raise the quality to
made it short and snappy to the
Russell Seen
'Double Adventure" to limit of three minutes.
an even higher plane. Our 1920 William
Head Serial List
in
a
Dual
Role
Mr. Rothacker set a good exam- quality and service was made possiple
by
making
his
own
talk
short.
ble
only
by
the
loyalty
and
earnestAccorded the honor of first place
Advices from Fox headquarters
ness of my associates.
"Again we get together," said the
on Pathe's serial prograrrj for 1921, pioneer
in the practical pictures
"At the dinner a year ago, we set state that William Russell's newest
" Double Adventure," the stunt
the Industrial Di- starring vehicle, "The Cheater
thriller starring Charles Hutchison, field, "and again we see new faces a 1920 goal forfor.
That goal was Reformed," is receiving plentj- of
continues to take a leading place around the table. To me the most actuallyvision to strive
exceeded and Industrial
part of the business is
among the most active subjects gratifying
Fox ' Reexthe increase of my fellow workers Division workers who can make booking through
changes. In " The the
Cheater
booking at Pathe branches ; and as and
formed," which was written by
the pleasure of working side by such a record as that need have no
the date of release, January 23, side
Jules G. Furthman and directed by
with my business associates. It fear of future conditions."
draws near increasing demand is
Scott Dunlap, Russell enacts a dual
reported to prevail among exhibirole — twins, one of whom is rector
of a fashionable church, and the
tors long identified as serial showmen and those who formerly did
other a professional crook. When
not include the episode plays in
the rector is killed in a railway acPathe
Review
Issue
their billings, declares a statement Special
cident, and the evil brother dons the
from the Pathe headquarters.
clerical garb and assumes his brothDiversity
of
Interesting
Topics
The scenario and editing departer's churchly office, some of the
ment of Pathe has completed the
strangest and most unusual drama
in
Second
Anniversary
Number
titles for the episodes and the list
ever filmed is developed, states
William Fox.
of fifteen chapter titles is as folAn
aquatic
drama,
"
The
Thug
ly of the Under-Water World." is a
recent
NEWS
E
PATH
THE
lows: Episode One, "On the Trail
celebrated its tenth anniversary Pathe color presentation showing
of Fate;'' Two, " The Harbor Banforemost screen news med- the Dytiscus, the ferocious tiger of
the
as
dits; " Three, "Hearts of Stone;"
ium and now the Pathe Review
Four, " The Gun Runners ; " Five,
still pools, in battle array. " Two Clyde Cook Comedy Is
ry 16, cele- Problems
edd Janua
for Science " shows the
Due January 9th
" The Rebel's Nest ; Six, " Trou- No. 86,bratesreleas
its secon
birthday as one effect
of vibration on sensitive
ble Trail ; " Seven, " War in the Oil of the foremost screen magazines,
plants,
such
as
Ernest
F.
F.
ChladFox
Film Corporation announces
Fields ; " Eight, " The Grill of
presenting scenic, educational, ni discovered in his experiments in that " All Wrong," a new Clyde
Hate;" Nine, "The Black Whirl- scienti
fic, and industrial offerings. 1787. " Humpty-Dumpty Together
Cook special comedy, is to be reTen, "The Devil's Barr endeavleased January 9th. Cook appears
poedolge; " Eleven, " The Danger This anniversary numbe
" is a byhumorous
presentation
y diversified Again
widel
Lgain ; ";
as
to
give
ors
augmented
clever
photography
Twelve, " Hazzard features as can be secured, present- showing how scrambled eggs can as a discharged soldier who is endeavoring to run down a gang of
Heights ; " Thirteen, " By Air and
good entertainment of high box be " unscrambled " and restored to " bootleggers " doing business or
Sea ; " Fourteen, " The House in officeing value.
their shells.
the Mexican border.
the Canyon; " Fifteen, " The Wages
"Making Port Through the Ice
Crime."
of
Fields" is a vivid ofTering from i^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiimiijiii[i!iiiiuiiimi!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Gothenburg, Sweden, showing how
Views of French Loan the great ocean liners make port
through the ice fields. In the bitDrive in Fox News
ing, terrible cold of the Far. North
winter a ship could make little
The first pictures to reach Amer- headway without the powerful ice
ica showing the spectacular adver- cutters, which make a path for the
tising campaign used by the French ship. The Pathe cameraman risked
government and banks to put over the
experience of an icy bath and
France's Sixth National Loan arc secured some really remarkable
in Fox News, Volume 2, No. 25,
" and " closeups " of these
the current issue. The French peo- "iceshots
cutters at work.
ple adopted American advertising
Producing
nature in miniature is
methods, and even improved on shown in " The
Wonder Trees of
these in some directions.
Secrets
culture
Huge posters, designed by the Japan."
worked out
ages of
ago tree
enable
the
country's most famous artists, met Japanese to grow trees so small
the eye on every street. Pretty that they thrive in flower pots. They
girls, dressed
in everyto sort
cos- can wrap up a load of real pine
tume from crinoline
Hulaof Hula
trees and mail them, and a real
skirt, from poke bonnet to harem spruce looks like a flower, so perveil, paraded the boulevards. Fox
fect is the work of these skilled
News gives a comprehensive pic- gardeners. "After the Siesta," a
ture of the whole campaign, pro- Pathe color ofTering, gives us an
viding a feature of interest to all insight to any Sunday afternoon in
classes of theatre-goers.
Seville, Spain. Costumes that seem
The current issue of Fox News to us proper only in comic opera
W'
UN^Jl
is wide in scope and full of real prevail, with the mantilla, the pride
wSiyr/
-^^
APH STARf
VITAGRCALHO
^3 ALICE
punches. It contains newspictures of a Spanish girl's heart, very
much in evidence.
from all parts of the world.
.iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiimiiniiiiininnniiiiiim^^^^
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New Type of Chapter
Play Is Promised
Forecasting the readjustment of "Outside
the
Law*'
production during 1921, William
E, l presMMLersa
ident
Film
LAEUniv
L of the
Duncan is making a chapter play MR. CAR
Manufacturing Company,
that will fulfill the new demands
announces that the first prints of
of
public. " Fighting
Fate,"
his ■' Outside the Law," the big new
newthe Vitagraph
production,
which
will be released early in the new Tod Browning production starring
year, is said to be an entirely new Priscilla Dean, supported by Lon
form of screen entertainment. The Chaney and a strong cast, have been
l's
production plan of the five and received
Universa
e andin soon
will be New
shownYork
on
seven-reel features has been fol- offic
Broadway.
lowed through each two-reel epiA pre-release showing of the film
sode. Perfectly matched scenes,
well worked out expensive sets, and was arranged last week in the
Superba
Los Angeles,
thrills only where they logically be- where the theatre,
film took the town by
long as part of the story will be
seen in the new play. The thrills storm, states Universal, breaking all
do not necessarily close a chapter. records at that theatre, and causing more talk than any film shown
The chapter play that is really a
continued story, the same as car- in Los Angeles in many months,
ried by the best magazines in fiction according to the Universal anform, is always welcome, Mr. Dun- nouncement.
can believes, and will grow in popuIt istureMiss
Dean'sUniversal
second big
picunder the
banner
larity the same as they have in the
and
is
said
to
be
the
most
realistic
periodicals.
Lon Chaney, versatile character man
Edith Johnson, leading woman underworld picture ever filmed.
for Mr. Duncan in many plays, has Lon Chaney's work in " Outside the who appears as "Black Jack Moran" in
been advanced to co-star with him Law " is far better than the best support of Priscilla Dean in "Outside
in the forthcoming chapter play, of his previous work, critics report,
It is in the strong climaxes of
who have seen the picture.
the action and in the strenuous
"completion
Fighting at
Fate,"
which
is
nearing
the Law"
The picture is described to be a realism of the
the Vitagraph studios.
fight scenes that
Browning is said to have scored
gripping
story
of
San
Francisco's
gangster world, with its feuds and heavily with his new production. In
its vengeances, its fears and its one of these fights, an entire set
Exhibitors Sign Up 100% philosophies.
It was written by was demolished, it is stated, and an
Hodkinson Contracts
Tod Browning himself, and the actual film time of two weeks taken
Walter Jensen of the Jensen principal roles were written exget the
" shots."
the
screen,
thisdesired
fight lasts
only On
several
Theatre, Pasadena, Calif., is the presly for Priscilla Dean, Lon to
first big exhibitor on the Coast to Chaney and the other players who minutes. Its high light is a perappear in the picture.
sonal combat between Chaney and
«ignScammon,
a " 100% a Hodkinson
contract.
little mining " town
just
outside of Pittsburgh, has the same
confidence in Hodkinson that Jenlen has, for a " 100% Hodkinson " Feminine
Appeal
in
contract has just been closed there
70 per
also.
show that
STICS
STATI
Fashion
Revue
Excent,
of
the
motion
picture
patRepresentatives report a most
ronage of the country is compected to Prove Hit
posed of women. Wise exhibitors
favorable reception of the " 100%
Hodkinson " plan, which permits the recognize this and are always on the
with Women
Iexhibitor to sign up for all Hodkin- lookout for pictures having a disson releases in advance at a price
tinctly feminine appeal, or those
is " Blind Wives," a Fox Film
based on the grade of the produc- that are treated from an angle in ture
Corporation special production
tion.
which the woman interest is para- based on " My Lady's Dress," a
mount. They figure that if a picby Edward Knoblock, which
ture will entertain and arouse the play
scored a big success when it was
interest
of
the
mothers,
sisters
and
*'Loot of the Night" to
produced on the New York speakStar Earle Williams
sweethearts and draw them to the
several ofseason's
ago. Fox
,
theatre, the husbands brothers and
Theing stage
premiere
this newest
" Loot of the Night," by Fred- suitors can be depended upon to fol- special was given at a trade and
erick J. Jackson, has been purlow, declares William Fox.
invitation showing on December 30
chased by Vitagraph as the next
Outside of the home ties, most in New York City before an audipicture play for Earle Williams.
ence that completely filled the
It appeared in a popular magazine women's chief interest undoubtedly Broadhurst
theatre. There were
lies in dress. Therefore, a picture
and the screen continuity was pre- in
which clothes is the theme with managers from New York City and
pared by the author who wrote Mr.
the home as a background cannot
from out of town presWilliams' last story, " Diamonds fail to reach out and attract the exhibitors
ent, and they had an opportunity
Adrift,"
awaiting
The feminine theatre-goers. Such a pic- to judge exactly what appeal
story is now
another
actionrelease.
melodrama
" Blind Wives " contained for their
with many light comedy situations.
feminine patrons, as more than half
Production will be started on
of the audience was composed of
women.
"Loot of the Night" within a fortnight.
That the picture particularly
pleased this portion of the audience
^'"^^^^
was apparent by the applause that
greeted the episodes. Early scenes
are
fashionable
and laid
here ina afashion
show modiste's
is staged
c/.; Special/
in which the models from Lucile's
(Lady Duff Gordon), the famous
'In the
international creator of women's
dress, participated. The mannekins
ihadow ;
were attired in beautiful and luxurious gowns made especially for this
of the
production. The richness of the
display, which fits naturally into the
action of the story, caused a gasp,
for it proved about the most elaborate revue of up-to-the minute gowns
ever screened.
It was apparent to exhibitors
Estelle Taylor as she appears in the Fox
present that Fox had reached out
feature, the" Blind
Wives,"
adapted
from
play by Ed. Kjioblock
and caught the interest of the
A' David G. Fisher Production
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Sent
East
Wheeler Oakman which is reported to be more violent and thrilling than the combat between Oakman and Wallace Beery in " The
Virgin ing's
of former
Stamboul,"
Tod BrownUniversal-Jewel
picture, starring Priscilla Dean.
Universal is planning a unique
method of presenting this picture
to Broadway. In the meanwhile,
Universal is projecting a countrywide exploitation campaign, to
precede
" Outside
Law " inthetherelease
variousof key
cities. the
Harry Reichenbach and Joseph
Mayer, well known exploitation experts, are busy developing ways to
aid the exhibitor in packing his
doors with the big Dean feature,
says theversalUniversal
also announcesstatement.
the earlyUniappearance of one of the most pretentious campaign and press books
ever issued for a Universal picture,
and which will be devoted entirely
to " Outside the Law." Much extra
poster, window card and other material has been made up for this
Among the players who take
picture.
prominent parts with Miss Dean in
this feature are E. A. Warren,
Ralph
Melbourne
Dowcll, Lewis,
Wilton Taylor,
and a Macnew
child actor, little Stanley Goethals.
The picture is in eight reels and
was scenarized by Lucien Hubbard
from Browning's story.

Fox
women
at the very Film
start, laying a
foundation for word-of-mouth advertising that is to be reckoned with
when box-office results are taken
into consideration.
Following the fashion revue, the
action of the drama quickened and
the women were taken into corners
of the world where the various elements that enter into the creation
of " my lady's dress " are made or
assembled. The story back of the
artificial flowers proved a heartreaching drama in itself ; then the
tragedy
of theof fur
the sacrifice
the gatherer's
silk maker,home;
and
the story of the mannekin, all were
directed at women in particular —
and they did not fail to respond to
the dramatic appeal.
It was evidently the general opinion after the showing that " Blind
Wives " is another strong box-office
attraction, especially from the
woman's angle, declares the Fox
statement.
Accidents Attend the
Filming of Serial
Joseph Rickson, playing the heavy
in Vitagraph's " The Purple
Riders," recently broke a leg and
otherwise severely injured himself
by falling fifty feet down the side
of a cliff after a leap of several
feet for a scene. He is now in a
Los Angeles hospital. He is not
the first of the company to meet
with an accident. Joe Ryan, the
star and director in this western
serial, was hurt in a leap from a
tree to the back of a running horse,
and Elinor Field, the leading
woman,
fire scene.was severely burned in a

Motion
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Pearl

White

Picturesque
of Action

in
Setting

Picture

Good
and

News

Role

Wealth

in " Mountain Women "
stage and screen as a district given
ION over to " moonshiners " that it may
ORAT
CORP
FILM
Fox
ces
oming
announ
the forthc
re- be a relief to find a film story
lease of Pearl White in a stirring localized
there that does not stage
story of the Kentucky hills, called at least one pitched battle between
" The Mountain Woman." The " them revenue gents " and the
story is an adaptation of Charles other faction of gents who spent
Neville Buck's famous novel, " A their nights and week-ends experi" Charle
Pagan
of the
Hills.produc
Gibmenting with corn. In " The
tions with
ed the
lyn direct
Mountain Woman " there is plenty
an exceedingly high-class corps of of
vigorous, pulsating action, toplayers, states the arters
announ.cement
gether with an exceptionally beaufrom the Fox headqu
tiful love story, all told without
The Fox people state that a genuine surprise is in store for Pearl having recourse to the " chemist^,
White fans in this production, as
principal action revolve*
the subject affords Miss White a of The
the hills."
about
the
effort of " the gal in
characterization utterly unlike anyto take charge of her faththing in which she has heretofore pants er's" affairs
when he is laid low by
been seeq. She enacts in this story
an enemy's bullet. "The Gal
the part of " Alexander " McGiv- succeeds in getting her father'*
floated down the river to their
ens," the
known
as " the her
gal odd
in pants
or
he-woman,"
name" logs
The Fox comedian, Clyde Cook, in his latest laughmaker, " All Wrong "
destination and gets paid for them,
being due to the fact that her only
be held up while returning
father, with whom she lives alone home towith
the money. Owing to
in the Kentucky Cumberlands, Avas the fact that the girl has several
so disappointed at her not being suitors, there is plenty of sniping
"The
Sage Hen " Due
Jan. 23 born a boy that he named her from behind trees, and primitive
Gladys Brockwell Star of Harry
Alexander and caused her to wear conflicts between the men anxious
boy's
clothes,
he
would
a boy.rearing her just as to win her favor. The action ift
Solter's Drama of Mother Love
in one of the prettiest
by
to
give
her
child
its
one
chance
for
The Kentucky hills have been terminated
HEADING the cast chosen
climaxes ever devised, it is stated^
Edgar Lewis for his produc- escape from marauding Indians by utilized so long by authors of
tion of " The Sage Hen," which strapping it to the back of a pet
1
Pathe will release January 23rd liorse and starting the animal back
Gladys Brockwell will make her toward the town. Her escape from
savages and the sacrifices she
first screen appearance in a char- the
acter role as the central figure in makes in her later life to bring
happiness to her son, go to make up
Hodkinson
Service
Harry Solter's drama of mother a play of moving sentiment which New
love.
rests on the ever effective element
Sage Hen
" is
a drama
Exhibitors Service Department
laid" The
in Arizona
in the
eighties
and of mother love.
The story is typically an Edgar
deals with the struggle of a woman
Will Assist Hodkinson Showmen
against the shadows of a stormy Lewis play. Its characters are the
combined and grouped under the
past. The title of Sage Hen is hardy race engendered by the
given her by the ruling society of rough life &nd hardships of the old IN extending its plan for im- name " Hodkinson Selected Picproved direct service to exhibia small mining town. Her per- frontiers of this country. His settors and through them to the pubfor 192L"
The turesfirst
activity of the Exhibiting is the mountainous and desert
sistent stand against the curiositytors Service Department is to
lic, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporaseeking men and women of the country that has served as the
zeds a new ivedepart- bring an immediate knowledge of
has
tion
organi
town arouses their ire, and, moved
ment which become operat
with these selections to the exhibitors;
for some of his greatto violence against her, they accept background
photodramas. In the cast with the first of the year.
in order to create for him a solid
an insignificant incident as grounds MissestBrockwell
the following will
This is called the " Exhibitors basis and a backbone for his profor driving her into the desert with
her child.
appear: Wallace MacDonald, Lil- Service Department," and its funcgram for 1921 ; and to assure him
tion is to cooperate with exhibitors of a guarantee
lian Rich, Alfred Allen, Helen
and interest for his
On the way to the town on the
in enabling them to meet and take public in the productions shown at
other side of the great stretch of Case, James Mason, Arthur Mor- the
fullest
advantage
of
the
rapidly
rison and Richard Headrick.
his theatre.
parched sand the woman is forced
changing conditions in the industry
which have developed during the
closing weeks of 1920 and the be- Famous Jockey Appears
ginning of 192L
The planning of the program for
in Pathe Release
1921, as a result of many recent
People who are heard now and
disturbances in the field of production and distribution, has become a then to inquire, " What has become
serious problem for the exhibitor, of Tod Sloan?" will find themit is believed, who, with a large inselves answered in a very interestvestment to sustain, must more
way by the picture screens
than ever before be guided by whiching shortly
will show Benjamin
sound judgment and the ability to
B.
Hampton's
production of " The
look clear and straight through the
Killer," adapted from Stewart Edpresent
conditions
of
confusion
in
ward WTiite's novel with the same
the industry.
title. " The Killer " is announced
for
release
by Pathe on January 30.
The New Year's Plan of the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation is a This will be Tod Sloans first pubdefinite plan of selection made
lic reappearance of any significance
solely in the interest of exhibitors since the great roj'al and aristoto provide the surest possible guide
cratic personages of the English
through the present disturbances. turf turned " thumbs down " on
The plan is the direct application him nearly a half-score of years
of the practice by which the Hodkinson organization, having no producing entanglements, selects with- ago.
out prejudice for the exhibitor the Gerety with Hodkinson
ALICE CALHOU ma
best creations of independent pro^ VITAG-RAPH
T. W. Gerety has been recently
ducing units. These selections are
made from contracts with all added to the Publicity and Adversources ; they have separated the
tising Department of the W. W.
wheat from the chaff, and they are Hodkinson Corporation.
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By H.V Esmond
TWENTY-ONE'
Adapted from Nat Goodwin's
famous
Sta^e Success
Director Henri^ King
Here

is another combination of a great star who became famous on the stage and of a play that became a
lasting favorite. It is a wonderful story of the beauty of
youth as it is seen by the eyes of middle age. It is one of
those plays that will appeal to every man and woman.
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presents

THE
Vith
From

Gladys
the

SAGE
Brockvell,

novel

by

Lillidn

Hdrry

by

Rich

Solter

Ed^dr

Vi-^ Distributors

HEN
and

Vdlldce

MdcDondld

Persondlly

Directed

Lewis

A

woman

pure

"The Sage Hen,"
bad character!
What
Here

in heart
meaning,

greater wrong

and

clean of life, the best of mothers,

in the lingo of the

could be done

is a picture of human

a strange

woman

of

to a good woman?

beings, some

good,

frontier life of the yesterdays that are gone.
rifice, noble deeds and foul wrong.
It is a picture for your audiences.

West,

yet called

some

bad, built around

the

It has love, hate, fighting, sac-

Serial
Charles

Hutchison

America s Death-Defying in
Hero of Daredevil Deeds

jDouble

Adventure

j6y Jack
Produced

1?

Cunningham

by Robert
Directed
by
W.S.

Van Dyke

VfZ/ Distributers

e'

(S)Fbth

The King of Stunts — that's Charles
Hutchinson, He stars in the fastest
serial you ever saw.
Biff! Bang! Whee-e-e-e!
Your audiences will be tearing up the
seats in their excitement when they see
the Stunt King's matchless feats.
See him fall with the hundred foot oil
derrick; see him hurl himself from a
motorcycle going fifty miles an hour,
over the railing of a bridge, upon a
speeding motor boat ; see him jump the
dizzy chasm; see him do a hundred
breath-stoppers !
Get "Double
double profits.

Adventure"

now

for

Brunton
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All-star

Cast

in

the

Big

Production

Here they are. Famous personages who are contributing in various professional
production,
"Thewriting
Affairsstaff
of Anatol,"
for Paramount(Center
release.
Row)Swanson,
Avery
comprising the
for the production.
Row)(Top
Gloria
(Bottom Row) Agnes Ayres, Monte Blue, Raymond Hatton, Julia Faye, Dorothy
principal roles
National

Interest

''The

Affairs

of

AnatoV

ways to the assured success of Cecil B. DeMille's forthcoming all star special
Hopwood,Reid,
Elmer
Harris,
CecilBebe
E. Daniels,
DeMille, Wanda
Beulah Hawley,
Dix, Jeannie
Macpherson,
Wallace
Elliott
Dexter,
Theodore
Roberts.
Cummings, Theodore Kosloff. The last named are the players who have the
in the picture

in

RufuslSteel] Films
The
Goldwyn
Policy
for
1921
Educational reports that strong
changes
show
unusually
heavy adstatement just issued from To Be Based on Sucdemands are coming from all sec- II Nthea New
vance bookings, largely attribulcd
York headquarters ol
to the confidence inspired by the
tions of the country for the twocess Attending
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, the announcement is made that
popularity of the productions alreel comedy dramas, with the inready shown. Particular interest is
dustrial life of the nation as their llie guiding policy for its produc1920 Program
tion activities during the year 1921
being
displayed
' GodlessproducMen,'
background, which have been writ- will be rooted in the principles
a Reginald
Barkerin all-star
ten and produced by Rufus E. found so successful during the past of Goldwyn productions are
tion based on " Black Pawl," Ben
Steele, Saturday Evening Post j^ear. The Goldwyn statement, fol- ' Earthbound,' the Basil King mas- Ames Williams' story of the sea,
lows :
writer. The first of these pictures,
terpiece that scored a tremendous and Betty Compson in ' Prisoners of
" The success of the Goldwyn success at legitimate theatres in
in two isreels,
are in" The
Big Idea,"
which
released
December,
and production
" The confidence of the Goldwyn
policy of the past year New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
l c»her large cities before it was company in big productions, writ"January.
The Kick Back," scheduled for has been tested at the box office and an
ten by the most popular authors of
has determined the attitude on big released to motion picture houses ,
There have been many applica- pictures for the year 1921. During ' Madame X,' the adaptation of the the country and acted by all-star
tions for these pictures from large the new year the Goldwyn company world-famous drama in which Paul- casts has been fullv justified during
past year, and nlans are being
employers and from various com- is preparing to surpass the record
ine Frederick gives the most stir- theLove."
munity organizations, but all of
ring emotional portrayal of her carried out to supply a still greater
last twelve months by turndemand
for productions of the same
these have been declined for the of the
ing out pictures that will merit long
career; 'The Penalty,'
present by Educational since the runs and be even more profitable to screen
Gouverneur Morris' gripping story stamp during coming months.
" When Samuel Goldwvn arrived
organization believes that theatre the exhibitor.
in which Lon Chaney depicts the reowners should have the benefit of
at the Culver City studios a few
"
Reports
from
Goldwyn's
twenmarkable
character
of
'
Blizzard
'
;
ago to join the group of
their unusual patronage asset. It
ty-two exchanges covering the ren- Rupert Hughes' ' Scratch My Back,' weeks
is promised that these pictures will
which ranks as one of the spright- eminent authors alreadv on the lot
tal record made by pictures re- liest
comedies of the year; Reginald co-operating with the directors on
appeal to everv man in the comleased during the past j'ear have
munity who works for wages and been received at the home office and Barker's production of Katherine the production of their own original
salaries and that they will be as show that they have played to un- Newlin Burt's ' The Branding Iron,' stories, his first statement was,
fully appreciated by employers and
' There is no longer any room for
usually large business. Many of
all who are concerned with the in- the biggest productions on the and Rex Beach's ' North Wind's mediocre pictures.' This has been
'■' A number of other big pictures taken as the keynote for the produstrial prosperity of the coun- fourth year list made such an imduction staff which tackles each
pression at first run theatres in on Goldwyn's fourth year's list are
Unionism or the open shop does large cities that they are being just
being placed on the market, script with the determination to
Malice.'
not enter into the pictures, but booked for return engagements.
consequently it is too soon ti get turn it into a photoplay that will
stand out as a distinctive achievethey are aimed against Bolshevist
" The pictures that touch the estimates of their returns, but the ment.
unrest and un-Americanism.
high spots in the box office analysis reports compiled at the Goldwyn ex-
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News

George Beban as himself and two scenes from his latest picture, " O ne Man in a Million," which will be distributed by Robertson-Cole

Robertson-Cole
Closes
Big
Deal
From
an
exploitation
angle RobRobhoursclosedof 1920of the To Distribute George
IN the closing ertson-Cole
ertson-Cole feels " One Man in a
one
Million " has never been surpassed,
most important transactions of
and its campaign now being rapidly
Beban's " One Man
the motion picture year by signing
laid out will take advantage of
a contract for the distribution of
every angle to make the production
George Beban's special production,
in a Million "
one which will give each exhibitor
on," which rushed so that all theatres which opportunity to realize to the fullest
Millited
Manen in
" Onewritt
by Mr.
anda direc
was
book " One Man in a Million " will extent, it is declared.
Beban, and which stars him in the be
amply prepared to advertise and
most remarkable and original role
exploit it to the utmost, it is anof his entire career. Included in nounced.
Strong Cast Selected
the contract is reported to be $100,The cities and theatres in which
000 in advance bookings in a score
for "Money Master"
of American cities which will in- the Beban picture has been booked,
The new policy of peopling the
clude the personal appearance of and which will be supplied by RobMr. Beban.
ertson-Cole, inaddition to the thou- casts of forthcoming Paramount
sands of other bookings which the Pictures with several famous and
Robertson-Cole executives signed
company will immedi- capable celebrities is said to have
the contract which gives the right distributing
ately start to get through its own been faithfully observed in the
of distribution to the company with organization
are :
selection of the cast for George
Mr. Beban and with Irving M.
New Branford theatre, Fabian Melford's forthcoming production
Lesser. The latter represented Sol
Lesser, who has been interested in Interests, Newark, N. J.; Howard of Sir Gilbert Parker's novel, " The
theatre. Lynch Interests. Atlanta :
Mr. Beban's screen ventures. With
The cast,
which h^s just been
Master."
this picture Sol Lesser is leaving Orpheum theatre. Crescent Amuse- Money
ment Co., Nashville, Tenn. ; Strand completed, offers as the star,
the field of production, and his
brother, Irving, who signed the theatre, Memphis, Tenn. ; Strand Dorothy Dalton, as Carmen Dolores,
by James Kirkwood,
Robertson-Cole contract, hence- theatre, Colorado ; Fred Levy, supported
forth will look after production Levy, Louisville, Ky. ; Circle the- famous both as an actor and screen
atre, Robert Lieber, Indianapolis; director, in the leading male role
work.
Metropolitan and Strand theatres, of Jean Jacques Barbille. Ann
" I cannot express my satisfaction
(day and date) leading
at having obtained distribution tCleveland
h e a t r e controlled by Ascher Forrest is next in line as Zoe Barbille, while Virginia Poucette is inthrough
Robertson-Cole,"
said was
Mr. Brothers, Milwaukee ; Riviera and
terpreted byTruly Shattuck, famous
Beban, after
the contract
New Tivoli theatres, controlled by far and wide
a prima donna and
signed. "Above all I desire digni- Balaban and Katz, Chicago ; Circuit comic opera as
star. Fille is played
fied and fair handling of this pro- theatre, Ascher Brothers manageduction which I consider the best
by no less a personage than Harry
ment, Chicago.
Duffield, and Alan Hale interprets
thing that I have ever done. I feel
John H. Kunsky's Madison the- the slightly heavy but very adcertain that the Robertson-Cole oratre, Detroit; State theatre, manmirable character, Masson.
ganization isexactly the right one
aged by Finkelstein and Ruben,
to do this. I have watched closely
The
remaining
roles, each of them
Capital
Fink- delightfully human
the type of picture Robertson-Cole Minneapolis;
and full of
elstein and Ruben,
St. theatre,
Paul ; Liberty
is releasing, and have inquired into theatre, controlled by Jensen and characteristic touches are played by
its plans for the immediate future.
Seattle ; Tivoli the- Edward Sutherland, Charles Ogle,
These searching looks into the fu- Von Herberg,
atre, Turner and Dahnken, San Fred Huntley, John Herdman and
ture and present, together with my Francisco ; T. and D. theatre. Tur- Lillian Leighton.
ner and Dahnken, Oakland ;
knowledge
of the
company's
past
have
convinced
me that
my greatest
Kinema theatre. Gore Brothers and
Sol Lesser, Los Angeles, and a
Al Christie Directing
work is in proper hands."
" One Man in a Million " will be leading theatre at San Diego.
released January 8, in Newark, N.
Mr. Beban is supported by Helen
a Single Reeler
J. After this it is booked solidly Jerome Eddy, Irene Rich, George
As evidence the attention that is
for four months. Meanwhile work Beban, Jr., who is five years old ; being paid the single reel. Vanity
on advertising material and acces- Lloyd Whitlock, and a number of Comedies, which are alternating in
sories is being rushed by Robert- others. The casting of " One Man weekly release with the Gayety
son-Cole, in the expectation that a
brand. Educational announced this
is regarded
general release will be an event for in a Million
fect, as each " actor
fits his asor perher week that Al Christie himself is diearly in the year. After a careful type exactly. All work toward one
cting Hubby
"
Behave,"
which
study of the production, Robert- great end, that of telling an un- will be rereleased
late
in Januarv.
son -Cole executives have ordered
usual story dramatically, amusing- Irene Dalton, Earl Rodney, Bessie
the most complete and elaborate
ly and pathetically, the human ele- De Litch, Henry Murdock, Harry
ment being stressed above all Edwards and Frances Feeney are
press book and exploitation camothers.
in the cast.
paign possible, ^nd work is being

are scheduled to get
under way early in the
ns
Goldthe
new yea
ductio
w ats.pro
nerdio
VE
FI
They are
wryn Coast stu
Leroy Scott's first onginal
screen story, " The Night
Rose," in which Leatrice Joy
will be featured under the direction of Wallace Worsley;
" The Alibi," directed by
Frank Lloyd, from the original screen story by Charles
K e n y o n ; " An Unwilling
Hero," adapted from O.
Henry's " Whistling Dick's
istmas Stocking," as a
Chrlla
ste r vehicle for Will Roven,"
; "MadeMoo
inre Hea
diand
Tom
starring gers
rected by Victor Schertzinger; and Thompson Buchanan's stage play, " The Bridal
Path," directed by E. Mason
Hopper, with Richard Dix
and Marcia Anon in important rolts.
Realart

Opens Laboratory on the Coast
Realart's Precision Laboratory-,
regarded aslishmentsone
the finest
on the ofPacific
Coastestabfor
the repair of camera equipment,
has been completed and is now in
use at the Los Angeles studio. In
addition to repair work, the shop
affords facilities for the working
out of new and original ideas in
camera building and for experimental work along similar lines. Work
of installing the delicate instruments required several months.
Chief Mechanician \V. F. Rudolph has at his command milling
machines and lathes capabte of adtments to one
sandth ofjusan
inch,one-hundred-thouit is stated.
Lasky Studio Has New
Location Director
Fredtion Harris,
yearsstudio,
locadirector at for
the four
Realart
formerly known as the Moroso
studio, in Los Angeles, has just
been appointed to the same position
at the Lask>' studio, thus filling the
vacancj' created by the resignation
of Walter Reed, who had acted
in that capacity for some time in
the Hollywood producing plant.
k

January

15,

Bessie Barriscale and Pat O'Malley in
" The
BreakingforPoint,"
a Frothingham
production
Hodkinson
release
Good
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ton RE- Conde
Producer mns
Writes
Hamp
it-T^HE
PICTORIAL
I VIEW " has initiated its
program of " cleaning up Article for Magazine
the pictures " with a frank article
to Offset Reform
by Producer Benjamin B. Hampton,
entitled, " Too Much Sex Stuff in
the Movies," in which that active
creative force in the motion picture dustry's future. In order to exert
industry also does much to offset the fullest influence for the adBlue Law propaganda by showing
vantage of its crusade, "The Pictorial Review" is fortifying this
plainly that " the public is the real auspicious
opening with a big camcensor of motion pictures."
paign. The principal immediate
Having produced for Pathe disview — it being of vital intributionThe
"
Money Changers " object in to the
millions who make of
and " The Killer " and for the W. motionterest picture
shows their chief
W. Hodkinson Corporation " Desert recreation — is to offset the current
Gold," " The Sagebrusher," " Riders accumulating
propaganda issued by
of the Dawn," " The Spenders " and
" The U. P. Trail," Mr. Hampton organized
"
Blue
" advocates. Accordingly,Sunday
the publisher
is able to write with settled convicand
editors
are
making
appeals
pertion and aulhoritj-. The story resonally and by letters and circular
ferred to will appear in the Februmatter to every available influence
ary issue of " The Pictorial Re- which
the general public is accustomed to hold in respect. They
"The Pictorial Review," having a
circulation closelv approaching Z,- direct attention to Mr. Hampton's
view." this issue will be read by disclosures
000,000,
following : in such phrases as the
approximately five times that num■' Here is an industry that in a
ber of persons, most of whom are,
as a matter of course, regular few short years has become fifth
patrons of motion picture theatres. in importance in the United States.
These are the people who, as Mr. The pictures ought to be beyond
Hampton writes, are the real cen- reproach. Unfortunately too many
sors of the pictures. Not only will are not. There is something vitally
they be impressed by the force of wrong. What that something is, is
this argument against reckless fearlessl}- revealed by Benjamin B.
presentation
will Hampton, who is himself, president
be benefittedof by" sex
the stuff
clear" but
insight
of four big motion picture companies and vice-president of a fifth.
which he brings to bear on the in-

Stories a Pressing
Need, He Says
Gilson
Willets,
tion manager
now Pathe's
in New producYork,
laments the dearth of good screen
stories as the most depressing condition prevailing in the industry at
the present time. He says:
" Picture production," he said,
' is now nut
engaged
in cracking
hardest
encountered
in the
the
whole course of its career. Only
ne element of prosperity is lackiig, and that is the most vital element of all stories. Where are
the stories.' What is the matter
with the authors? Publishers of
books and producers of stage
plays never held out to them any- Release
of
thing like the inducements offered
rmation reby the picture screen. Yet, they DEFINITEgarding theinfo
channel of refail us, and at a time when we are
Charles Chaplin's
most in need of their best efforts. much contestedlease ofspecia
l, " The Kid,"
g
comin
is
forth
this
week in the anUpon them rests the responsibilciated First
by
nouncement
Asso
ity, for the present depression in
National Pictures, Inc., that this
the picture industry."
re
featu will form one of the series
ctions which that orR. V. Anderson Marries of super attra
ganization is to release as the .
Ruth Alexander
" Big Five." There have been
many conjectures as to the final
Two well known members of the dispo
y discussed
sition
motion picture industry were mar- picture andof itthehaswidel
recently been
ried on January 5. They are R. V. generally accepted in the industry
\nderson, one of the most successthat First National had arranged
ful men in the news film business for its release, but it was not until
and news sales manager of Inter- this week that definite announcenational Film Service in New York
ment of the fact was given out by
City, and Miss Ruth Alexander, that company.
one of the executives of the New
disposal
of " Chaplin
The Kid to"
^ ork office of the S. A. Lynch En- andWith
the the
return
of Mr.
terprises.
the Coast the way was cleared for
Dr. Stephen A. Wise performed
completion of the remaining
the ceremony, which was held at the
four of the eight short reel comthe home of the bride's father, Beredies for the production of which
nard Alexander, in New York that star was under contract to
City. Immediately after the cere- First National. The latter anmony the young couple left for Los
nounces that work is now in hand
Angeles, where they will visit Uni- at the Chaplin studio on the fifth
versal City. Before returning east of the eight comedies.
they will tour up and down the PaWliile the precise terms on which
cific Coast and visit the coast of- " The
Kid " was secured by Assofices of the Universal Film Exciated First National
Inc.,
changes. They then will make their are not forthcoming, Pictures,
they are said
home in New York.
to constitute a record. The company's statement regarding the plan
Miss
Frances Harmer on which it will be released is of
special
interest to exhibitors genon DeMille Staff
erally, and particularly to those already holding contracts for the
Miss Frances Harmer, who for
four years has held the position original eight Chaplins.
of reader on the scenario staff at
" The Kid," being a special and
the Lasky studio, has been trans- entirely distinct and apart from the
ferred M William DeMille's original eight short comedies alscenario unit at the Lasky studio.
ready contracted for, the Associ-

Some of the conditions
he describes
Stuff'
"Sex
are nothing short
of appalling.
His article bristles with astounding
information that has never been
published before. And, most important of all, the author explains
exactly how present conditions may
be changed over night in your
Communications of this character
have been sent in personal letters
to 35,000 of the leading club women
of the United States. Cards are
mailed to 21,550 motion picture exhibitors in the United States and
town." besides to every motion
Canada,
picture actor, actress, director, officer of organization, etc., in the
country. All of these are asked to
give their active co-operation for \
cleaning up the movies. To the
club women, especially, the editor
indicates the force that can be exerted in the right direction by their
organizations.
To 50,000 priests and clergymen
the editor of the Pictorial Review
refers to their influence and responsibilities inthe community and
asks active help in remedving existing evils. More than 100^000 school
teachers are circularized to the same
effect.
In the April issue of the Pictorial
Review Mr. Hampton will have a
second article on the same general
subject, which the magazine will
advertise and exploit with the same
thoroughness.

"The
Kid"
Associated Settled
First National release at
Chaplin's
Special to the studio at the present time, but
the building is commodious enough
so that neither the comedian or the
Be in First National's
De Havens will be handicapped in
" Big Five "
any
way by working in the studio
simultaneously.
" The Kid" is probably the most
ated First National statement sets widely discussed feature picture
forth, is not of course obligated for which has ever come onto the marrelease under the same terms as the
ket due to the conditions surlatter. It has been decided, howrounding its production. It was
ever, by the .Associated First Na- reported that the comedian had
tional Board of Directors, in order sold the American rights to it for
to afford every benefit possible to $1,000,000 and then an announcethose exhibitors who hold conment was made that his contract
tracts for the original eight com- with Associated First National Picedies, to give to such exhibitors
tures prohibited the distribution of
fir.st consideration in determining any production
starring him except
the conditions of release. " For ex- by First National.
The production itself is said to
hibitors other than these," the statement adds, " the big Chapli n special be the most ambitious ever attempted by the comedian.
will be available as one of the ' Big
Five ' grouped
together
for
exhibibition
under the
Special Season
Plan now announced, or it may be
booked separately on rental terms "Number, Please" Wins
corresponding to the determined
Applause of Fans
exhibition value the special will call
" Holiday crowds paid tribute to
for." Revised and recut, the print Harold
Lloyd in his latest Pathe
of " The
expected to reach
New
YorkKidthis" isweek.
comedy "Number, Please?" and
The remaining four pictures of with the emphatic endorsement capacity audiences supplies, demonthe original Chaplin series, the offistrated the high esteem in which
cial statement continues, will be this increasingly
popular comedian
produced in that star's own studio is regarded," declares a statement
in Los Angeles. While the com- from Pathe headquarters. The genedian completed a lease with Mr.
eral release of the picture bore out
and Mrs. Carter De Haven some
months ago giving them full use of the anticipations created for
the studio he reserved the right to "Number, Please?" at such prerelease exhibitions as at the Amerresume work on his own producica theater, Denver, and the Howtions in the plant at any time during the term of the lease. Mr. and
ard, Atlanta, " where Lloyd's new
Mrs. Carter De Haven are com- vehicle received tumultuous applause announcement.
from crowded auditoriums,"
Girl in the Taxi " for reads the
pletingThe
"
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Answers
Blue-Law
Sponsor
Goldwyn Comments on Campaign of
the Reformers
for Sunday Closing
T N commenting on the campaign reduced and not increased crime.
you ever see vice triumph
*■ of the Lord's Day Alliance to in " aDidmoving
picture? You never
prohibit the showing of motion pictures on Sunday, Samuel Goldwyn, did; and for every sensational picture put out by the studios there are
president of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, suggested that it might hundreds of sweet, simple stories
good, clean home scenes
also be wise to revise the old " blue showing
laws," still on the statute books in and depicting the rise of worthy
some States, which prohibit a man young men by virtue of hard work,
service and clean living.
from kissing his wife on the Sab- honest
bath.
is
That
the land. not bad for the youth of
" We have already gone far
" Opponents of motion pictures
enough in taking away the people's accuse
us of exaggeration of playConsliluticjnal rights," said Mr.
ing up the morbid, of increasing
(ioldwyn. '"There is a decided ten- juvenile
crime. Very well. I wish
dency to deprive them of still more,
and, unless we exert ourselves we to ask them what they would say
will wake up some morning to find if any moving picture, company in
the Statue of Liberty being carted the world should just once reproduce what they read in the headlines
away
formers.by a bunch of fanatical re- of
theirday?
daily papers, not once, but
every
"
Tell
the
critics
of
motion
picEstelle Taylor and Robert Schable in a "big moment" from the William Fox
" Of course, they charge the
tures," continued
•
Mr. Goldwyn,
special feature "Blind Wives"
papers with playing up crime, as
"theatres
that I take
have thousands
watched of
the men
picture
out they charge us with the same thing.
Pioneer
Release
for U.B.O.
of the saloons, keep millions of But the papers are printing actual
young boys and girls off the streets, occurrences, the acts of living men
is Booked by Big
bring travelogues to myriads of and women, far more sensational,
" The Barbarian "
mentally starved and bored people infinitely more cruel, vastly lower in
Eastern Circuit;
Heads 192 1 List
in small towns and out-of-the-way moral tone than anything ever yet
Predicting that this successful places, and I know that they have
with the compleCOINCIDENT
produced on any screen."
tion of plans for its releases
of the of
" Barbarian
is but booking
a fore-runner
other im-"
during the first six months of the initial
portant deals with other features on
new year, word comes from the
headquarters of the Pioneer Film the Pioneer list of attractions, Metro
Feature
in Demand
Corporation announcing the con- officials of the Pioneer Film Corsummation of a deal which calls
Metro Exchanges Report Very Heavy
poration are jubilant over the outlook for business this year.
for
the
showing
of
Pioneer's
first
important release in the new year,
" We naturally feel proud of the
Bookings on " Love, second,
Honorthatand
Obey was" prethe theme
the " Barbarian " on the entire U. fact that our newest release in 1921 METRO
reports from exchanges
sented with extraordinary power.
has
been selected by the U. B. O.
B. O. Circuit including the Keith,
throughout the country an exProctor and B. S. Moss theatres. officials for their circuit of high
There is no more attractive subceptionally strong current of demand
ject, Metro contends, than a story
The " Barbarian," which feature class theatres," said President A. _ for " Love, Honor and Obey," the
stars Monroe Salisbury and his E. Lefcourt of Pioneer. " The S-L production, written for the of marriage. It has perhaps the
players, who include Jane Novak, keen judgment of those who are screen by Eugene Walter, from a widest appeal of any, ranking side
by side in importance with young
the Cudahy children, Alan Hale, responsible for the booking of pic- novel by Charles Neville Buck.
tures on the U. B. O. Circuit has
romance and strong melodrama in
Barney Sherry, Lillian Leighton
In
some
cases,
the
distributing
and others, has been given a book- done more to uplift the industry organization announces, exchanges surety of interest. And " Love,
ing of over 100 days in the first run than a great many people imagine. have been hard put to find prints to Honor and Obey." taken originally
houses on the big circuit and will
" The care exercised in the selec- satisfy the booking dates of exhibi- from one of the most popular
have its premiere showing in the
tion of pictures has brought the pro- ■ tors, and in other instances the novels published in this country
ducers to a sense of the fullest branch offices have had difficulty within a decade, " The Tyranny of
Broadway theatre, in the near
future, where it will remain for realization that there must be more
the mechanical per- Weakness," by Charles Neville
one week or more, moving from than a title to a picture and also in maintaining
fection of the film, so short a time Buck ; and then given over to
there to every other big house on more than a star — there has to be did they have to overhaul it after Eugene Walter, whom David Bethe list. The U. B. O. houses are a human interest story and the story each showing.
lasco pronounced the leading Amerlocated in all sections of Greater must be one that can be readily
ican pla>-wright, for adaptation to
At the home offices of the Metro
New York, New York State and understood by man, woman and Company those responsible for the the screen, was one of undeniable
Northern New Jersey.
and decisive punch.
original selection of story and dra- appeal
The all-star cast is credited with
matist have expressed decided gratification but no great surprise at the a big share of the responsibility for
child."
its success. The line-up includes
success of " Love, Honor and Wilda
Bennett, Claire Whitney,
To two main reasons is
Idol Obey."
Is Cuba's
Polo
Eddie
ascribed the phenomenal showing Henry Harmon. Emma Dunn, KenUniversal Serial Star Draws Big
neth Harlan, George Cowl and E.
of the S-L production: the first that T. Ratcliffe.
it had a matrimonial theme; the
Crowds While Making New Serial
EDDIE POLO has taken Havana horde of Havana admirers was alFrom
REVIEW
most as exciting as some of his
by storm. Universal reports.
The serial star recently took a serial stuff'. He and his company
EXHIBITOR'S TRADE
company to Cuba to film his next had arranged to take a ride around
serial, " The Seal of Satan." Since the city, shortly after their arrival,
his arrival there he has made per- but when they started to leave the
sonal appearances in many of the Hotel Sevilla, where they were
leading theatres on the island and stopping, they were greeted by a
causes a young riot each time he struggling, fighting, cheering mob
leaves his hotel, so popular is he of more than two thousand of men
photoplay fans. Uni- and boys, anxious to catch a
with Cuban
versal asserts.
glimpse of their cinema hero.
Polo, besides being a doer of unGEM
first public theatre,
appearanceone wasof
usual and daring stunts for the
Feature, "Dead Men Tell No Tales"
at Polo's
the Campoamor
(Vitagraph).—
Positively
the best picture
camera,
has
gained
fame
as
a
circus
the best theatres in Havana. The
this season. Busihouseordinary,
this was
bookedness at into
dare-devil, but he hesiopening
but. picked
mangement had to call out the acrobattatedand
and decided not to force his
up until box office record for week was set.
police to handle the crowds that at- way through the enthusiastic crowd.
A
great
picture
with
plenty
of
thrills and
the
tended, only a fraction of which After a brief appearance and much
long best
day. bet this house has had in many a
could get into the theatre.
hand-shaking, he went back into his
hotel.
Exploitation.— Tie-n-^A wi'h local ?,iot^^
Eddie's first experience with his
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S HUTCHISON,
CHARLE
Pathe serial star, now
infully recovered from the fall
juries he received in a
" Douwhile performing forserial
the nt himin
Adventure,"
ble Pathe
will prese
which
as star January 23rd, arrived
in New York from Los Angeles, Monday, December
27th. Mr. Hutchison was accompanied byhis wife.
star's trip to
Pathe
TheYork
is in the nature of
New
a visit. He plans to remain
in New York for two weeks
and, according to present
arrangements, then go to
Florida to initiate a schedule
of intensive physical training
before commencing work on
another serial. The star has
had conferences with Mr.
Paul Brunet and some of the
other departmental heads in
the Pathe Home Office, but
for the funo definite plansmade
as yet.
ture have been
i^^^NN^sx^
^i<s^ " - ,
* _ .....vl^^asSSni^lSiE^ ^
Douglas Doty to Write
Bebe Daniels is as attractive as ever in " She Couldn't Help It," her latest picture for Realart
for Realartists
" Motion pictures are attracting
the very best literary talent of the
Gets
News
Reels
present day period and even the Educational
most conservative \vriters are realand representing the work of unizing the great possibilities of the
EXM unce
d Acquires Kinograms
anno
CHANGES, L\C.,FIL
UCATIONAL
the greatest
ED
expression."
of
tion of cameraquestionably men
that combinahas ever
medium
a
as
screen
this week that it had signed
This sums up the opinion of
and Gaumont; to
been
presented
to
the
exhibitor.
ion
s
isit
ract
the
of
acqu
the
for
cont
Douglas Doty, who for years has product of three separate news
" Various propositions to acquire
Add Another
been in closest touch with the
lies and that these would be
news service have been presented
world's best known writers. Air. week
to us before, but we have hesitated
ined m a single reel to be
Doty has recently been engaged by combased
disturbing the normal routine. Still to simply enter this field with a
twice weekly.
Realart as scenarist at the West rele
contracts have already been competing series of pictures and to
Coast studio.
This agreement includes the ac- further,
quisition of the forces making signed which will give the new give the exhibitor just one more
For twenty years Jilr. Doty has
been active as an editor and writer. Kinograms and Gaiiniont Weekly Kinograms camera men exclusive that he would have to buy to include in his selection of the very
pictures of several important exproduct
He served fifteen ^-ears as editor releases,bined whose
in the first
news willreelbe tocom-be
best pictures of the day. With
peditions
and
scheduled
news
feawith the Century Publishing Com- available
these three products there is little
in theatres January 30. tures.
pany and Century Magazine, and
Coincident with the announce- occasion for the exhibitor to go outin addition was associated editor- One month later another news
side this single reel, twice weekly
ment of '^''•''"itionars acquisition
ially with Cosmopolitan and Har- product will be incorporated in the of these
pictures came the news to be sure that he is covering every
new
offering,
according
to
the
anpers.
that contracts had been signed with important event that his patrons
nouncement.
Every camera man employed by the ent;-"" U. B. 0-Keith cir-uit for want to see on the screen.
" This selective work will be done
these three organizations and every the showing of Kinograms in every
Pictograph Sales Drive important employe will be retained. theatre on the circuit. This will under our own direction. The staffs
The product of these three entire nci prevent, however, the general that have been supplying the three
Winning Contracts
staffs will be avaiiaule for the se- release of the pictures to all thea- services will continue to send in
tres and the wire announcements of their total amount of material and
That the educational fihn can be
lections desired by Educational in
as entertaining as a story has long its release, it is stated. According the new service is reported to have from this only the cream will be
been known in motion picture to the plans announced, the offer- already bought Educational numerous requests for the services from
circles; that it can be as popular mg to exhibitors will represent the
with exhibitors has only recently very cream of news service and scores of theatres in every princiExhibitors Praise Fox
been learned. As a result of a a selection of product that is now
pal city of the country'. This is
sales campaign conducted during possible only to the theatre who true, although Educational first in- chosen."
Anti-Blue Law Film
formed its various branches of the
contracts for several services and
the past
few
weeks,
Goldwyn
salesFox News has evidently hit the
release of Kinograms only four
men have found exhibitors who had makes his own choice of scenes.
nail on the head with its anti-Blue
not hitherto booked the Pictograph
" Kinograms " will be retained as days ago.
In recent announcements Educa- Law picture in the current issue of
easy to convince of its merits, de- the name of the bi-weekly service,
Twoof the
of the
foremostHugo
extional has stressed the point that the reel. hibitors
clares a statement from the Gold- since il has established such a high
country,
wyn headquarters. They found standard of auality and does not its product enabled it to supply Reisenfeld, managing director of
many exhibitors who had viewed conflict with I he name of any other theatres with even,^ picture they the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion
some of the Pictographs at other producer. At tne same time ex- needed " except the feature and the theatres. New York, and Joseph
hibitors will be reminded through news wCvrkly." The acquisition of
theatres eager to contract for them,
it is stated. The Pictographs arc the sub-title-, that these news pic- Kinogran s reduced the product for Plunkett, managing director of the
have sent enthusiastic letmade at the rate of one a week at
tures represent the standard of Ed- the full urogram now handled by i's Strand,
ters to William Fox, congratulatucational inrecording the events of exchr nges to the .feature alone
the Brav Studios in Xew York City.
ing him upon his enterprise.
Besides marking another distinct
the day. The pictures will be subThey testify to the good work
ject to the same rigid rule of the
in Educational's one
is doing for exproduction board which passes on step forward
reel service, the new con- that Fox News
in giving publicity to the
Hodkinson Product for all other releases through Educa- and two
tract marks the biggest combination disastroushibitorsresults
that would suretional Ex(liiange.
San Antonio House
weekly product in the inly follow any application of Blue
It is announced that camera men oC news dustry's
history.
Laws in America.
Jack Schaeffer, Dallas represen- are to be retained in fifty of the
" We have taken over three news
" I have used the reel of proptative of the \\\ W. Hodkinson Cor- principal centers through the world,
aganda film against the Blue Laws
service
products," said Mr. E. W.
poration, signed a contract with the especially including the countries Hammons,
president of Educa- almost in its entirety," writes Mr.
Jewel theatre, San Antonio, Texas, which are most prominent in world
"
we believe that it
" I can fully appreciunder the terms of which the news. In addition to these staffs furnishedtional, because
us an opportunity to put Reisenfeld.
ate the effectiveness of this work
theatre contracts to play two Hod- will be kept at various pivotal the Educational Standard into this and must congratulate you upon
kinson productions a week from the points so that photographers may field. We will have the product the splendid spirit shown in the
first of January, 1921, until the con- be dispatched to and from the scene that has been heretofore released
tract expires.
of special news incident without through three different companies preparation of this material."

Motion
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Exhibitors
kinson

Praise HodReleases

New

" Speaking
of great
writes
J. L. Gibbs,
of the pictures,"
Ambrose
theatre, Gloucester, Ohio, to the
Hodkinson organization, " I sure
must compHment the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for the wonderful success I have had with their
productions. I found it especially
so with ' Riders of the Dawn,'
'Desert Gold' and 'The Westerners.' "
The second letter comes from J.
L. Foreman of the Palace theatre,
Wellston, Ohio. " A short time
ago," he writes, " I played your
' Desert Gold ' to record breaking
business in my house and without
my additional exploitation stunts."

Winner of Educational's
Competition
S. B. Brennecke, office manager
of the New York City branch office
of Educational Films, was announced this week as the winner of
the competition for the largest volume of bookings during December.
This competition was inaugurated
to stimulate sales during what is
regarded as the worst month in the
year, and it is reported that its result was to bring the largest total
amount of business in the history of
the exchange.

Jacksonville

Southern City to
Folio Locations

of
er tke
Jackso
THEComme
rce nville
to show
intends Chamb
ry that Flormotion picture indust
ida has more beautiful locations and
greater variety than the producers
ever dreamt this state had, according to work received from the
Southern city. To do this costs a
lot of money, but according to the
Chamber of Commerce, the city
government, banking interests, the
merchants and every body else is
behind the scheme, and they are
willingly spending this money in
order to show the producer the
hearty cooperation offered by all
classes of Jacksonville people.
Jacksonville, Florida, realizing its
meritorious claims for making itself the third motion picture producing centre, due to its climate
and scenic advantages and most of
all its proximity to New York, a
short distance of only 30 hours, is
now picturizing with professional
camera men hundreds and hundreds
of beautiful locations. These still
photographs will be taken all over
this part of Florida and placed in
folios. Each picture will be indexed
showing the exact location and how
to get there, also the time of day
and the month the picture was
taken.
" There will be no need in sending out your location man or hold-

Service

News

Silas Seadler Marries
Realart Secretary
Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Silas F. Seadler
of the publicity department of the
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, and Miss Dora A. Gelbin, secretary to Jay A. Gove, assistant
general manager of Realart. The
young couple
marriedandon have
November 24, itwere
is stated,
cherished their secret ever since.
On New Year's eve, when about to
leave for a week's vacation, they
announced that their outing was to
be in reality a delayed bridal tour.
Their many friends in and out of
the industry have been extending
them congratulations since the announcement of their marriage.

Photograph and
for Producers
ing your company over at a heavy
expense and loss of time and then
be disapTX)inted because a suitable
location could not be found, declares W. R. Carter, Chairman of
the Motion Picture Committee,
Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce.
" Youble kind
willof find
most inany
conceivalocation
these
folios.
Should your picture require dock
scenes — here they are of different
variety — or a desert, a beach, ferry
boats, cotton fields, log cabins or
millionaires' residences, seashore
hotels or tourists' hotels. New England farmhouses or southern plantations, awind mill or water, Nile
River scenes, scenes with moss and
plenty of palms or scenes without Christie Comedy Seen
moss and palms suggesting nofthat Rialto Theatre
ern settings, and ocean liner entering a dock or sailing out to sea,
A reminder of the days when
these photographs and many others
too numerous to mention will all people took resolutions not to look
upon the wine when it was red (unbe Mr.
in these
folios
Carter,
feelsproperly
that thisindexed."
service
forbidden by Mr. Volstead) is bewhich is furnished without cost to
ing conve>'ed to the patrons of the
the motion picture producers will Rialto theatre. New York, this
appeal as a practical proposition. week, where " Going Through the
Several copies will be on exhibi- Rye," a Christie corned}', occupies a
plar"featured
on the player.
bill. Bobbtion in New York for the conve- prominent
Vernon is the
Vera
nience of producers, so that they can Steadman is also in the cast.
scenalize their story at their desk
" Tropical Nights," a Robert C.
thereby saving a great deal of time Bruce Scenic, is bein"' shown this
and money.
week at the Erooklvn Strand.

LOUISIANA

THEATRE

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
^«ceml5er 20,1920.
Vitagraph, Inc. ,
City.

Picture

Attention Ur.Ira P. Stone,Jianager

Gentlemen :
We had- the fortune to play "UEAD UEII TELL NO
TALSS" , for one week, teginning Sunday December 12th, and are
pleased to say that we broke the_sao£X^ The title wae a
tery good one, which i^ernitted a lot of publicity which
ordinarily rsould not be obtained.
The pi':ture itself was
full of thrills and surprises, the action being of a superior
kind, and the acting of a high order.

The campaign you

carried out was. indeed, very commendable, and if oroducera
with the proper pictures would manipulate tneir features
as you have done in this instance, it would prove a great
adxantage to the exhibitor.
1 will be very glad to negotiate yritn you at
any time you have a real feature, smd I am able to use 'it at
the Louisiana Theatre.
Yours very truly.
Arthur E.Leopold,
Lanager, Louisiana Theatrr,

January
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R.
WATTERSON
'S proROTHACKERism
films
posal that American
be shown in the steerage of
immigrant ships won the instant approval of Chicago
business men. Mr. Rothacker has received many assurances of support when it
comes to putting the plan
into effect.
The editor of a Chicago
business magazine was one
of the first to endorse the
proposal.
" Mr. Rothacker is right,"
said the editor. " The time
to plant seeds of Americanism in the minds of immigrants is before they reach
this country. It is all right
to show them films while
they are at Ellis Island and
after they are admitted to
the country. But the psychological time is while they are
still on the high seas.
Thoughts given them then
would make a much bigger
and more lasting impression
on their minds. The time to
begin making them into desirable American citizens is
before they set foot on
American soil."
The indications are that
Congress will put the lid on
immigration for at least a
year, which will give time to
perfect plans so that when
immigration starts again a
projection machine can be
put in the steerage of every
ship bringing newcomers to
this country.
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Two thrills from " The Torrent " a U niversal feature starring Eva Novak

Is

Priority

ting rsfrom
ment emana
stateYork
INthea New
of
headquarte
the Realart Pictures Corporation, the claim is made that the old
reone ehouse
theorypeatthat
ut losing
on a "pictur
withocannot
ed. The
age " has been explod
patron
ly
on reports recent
claim is based
received from all sections of the
country and concern especially
neighborhood houses. These reports, according to the Realart
statement, also show that an overwhelming majority of exhibitors in
the same neighborhoods are using
the thirty-six pictures released under the Realart Star Franchise system.
" Aside from presenting a record
to be proud of this report indicates
something that to me is highly significant," said John S. Woody, Realart's general
manager.
" It theory
is, in
effect,
a refutation
of the old
of exhibitors that one house cannot
profitably show productions already
run by another house — that each
must maintain its prestige by getting first run pictures.
" It seems now that the shrewder
heads in the business have discovered something. They began to
realize, long ago, that too much
stress has been placed on the priority of run theory. They found too,
that the disinclination to repeat a

of

Run

Necessary?
cover an area of perhaps three or
John Woody Declares four square miles and draw from
possibly as many as 75,000 people.
Reports
Show It
It's obvious,
that each
with theatre
a limUnnecessary
ited number then,
of seats
has its own clientele. No three or
even four of the houses can accommodate all of the picture
picture because it had been shown patrons in that
neighborhood.
at other theatres in that neighbor" And so the progressive exhibihood
was
not
justified
by
box
oftor finds it better to secure successfice receipts.
ful pictures that have been shown
" Their reasoning was that if A
or rather
even
in his
disran a picture that B had already twice, trict
thanoftener
to select
a first
shown, A would lose business. That
sounded reasonable enough, in run production of less drawing
power. There is no doubt that the
theory,
but it didn't
to workof advance publicity given a successout
in practise.
Then seem
a number
ful picture is of great help to the
exhibitors began by securing bet- neighborhood
exhibitor later when
ter class pictures, which had, how- tre.
ever, been shown in their district he books that picture for his theabefore. They consulted their box
" But one point stands out promioffice — and the priority of run
nently in these reports : Not only
theory faded away.
" There's a sound reason for that : the big cities but the small towns
Take, for instance, one section in are finding it profitable to use good
regardless of previous
Chicago. There we find six thea- pictures,
tres ;Realart pictures are shovm in showings. It proves to me that
four of them. One house has 1,500 these exhibitors want strong pictures— productions they are confiseats, another has 600, a third has
dent will have a real box office
900,
and
the
fourth
600.
That's
a
value.
And when they find pictures
total of 3,600 seats in theatres showof this kind — whose value has aling Realart productions.
ready been demonstrated — they take
" At first thought it seems impossible that these houses can show them. They've discovered that first
the same pictures and still keep up runs are not always the most detheir patronage. But these theatres

The World in Review
in Pathe News 104
The world in review is found in
the December 29 release of Pathe
News— Pathe News Number 104.
In this issue of the Pathe News
there are scenes of important events
of world-wide importance in Germany, Ireland, Nova Scotia, and
such widely separated points in the
United States as Wisconsin, Florida, Washington, Pennsylvania,
New Hampshire and Washington,
D. C.
sirable."
Great interest has been manifested at all theatres that have
House
from
Within"
shown the reel so far, in scenes of "Clean
the proposed drastic regulations, —
on whi
atiN,
hea
chd Hodkinson's Stand on regulations which would act on but
porSO
President Ebert's visit to HeligocorIN
of the
land.
HODK
WW.
one day out of the week, — but that
• bears his name, has
Blue Laws is Proven
The scenes from Ireland in this placed himself definitely on record
they were striking at one thing, —
the motion picture, all the time.
issue of Pathe News show Sinn
Correct
s." In pass
e
Fein captives in the concentration in regingard
" And realizing this he said in
arked wha
tever
it mayto "beBluremLaw
the same interview quoted above :
camps maintained by the British Mr. Hodkinson says may invaria" ' There is one sure way that moforces. The camp is in Belfast and
bly be checked back and proven ment from the Hodkinson headtion pictures can be made immune
takes care of the " overflow " from because it is always of sufficient inquarters,did
" he once again prove
the prisons.
terest to find place in the columns his ability to strike right to the from such attacks, that is for the
Winter sports in the White of the various publications. In an
of a proposition. With an un- industry to cleanse itself from withMountains and scenes from various interview with Mr. Hodkinson on heart
dimmed eye and with a mentality
That Mr. Hodkinson was correct
cities where Santa Claus appeared December 4, 1920, he spoke as fol- unaffected by any species of camoulows :
everything that he said in this
in public, are subjects that possess
flage he placed a decisive finger in
interview early in December has
a seasonable color. The balance of
nub
of
the
whole
sit" The proposers of the ' Blue on the very
uation. He knew that in spite of been proven time and time again
the reel shows an alligator nursery Laws ' are evidently threatening to
since then — most recently by the
at St. AugTistine, Fla. ; the mam- close up everjlhing on Sunday with all hectic talk concerning the Sab- Rev.
Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, head of
moth oil painting of President Wil- the hope of effecting a compromise
bath
Day
and
what
the
various
althe
International Reform Bureau.
son, which covered the front of the whereby the public will throw over
liances proposed doing or rather
According to a very recent issue
Treasury building; eight-year-old Sunday amusements as a sacrifice making the great American public
Violetta Raditz, the prodigy of the to keep more drastic regulations do on that day, that the main of the New York Times, Dr. Crafts,
art world, painting one of her por- from being adopted. Sunday base- thought in the brains of the dif- speaking for his organization, said
traits and a cartoon on news reels
ferent gentlemen who headed the in part : " We are not out to deball and motion pictures seem to me
various organizations agitating for story the in.movies
but to clean them
'"
by Bert Green. "The World Before to be in the greatest danger."
You Lies."
" And therein," declares a state- Sunday reform was not so much

ALBERT E. SMITH
Preicnti

ALICE

JOYCE
in
A
V/ TA OR A PH
Sf*£C/AL PRODUCT/ON
COUSIN
KAT
E
BY HUBERT HENRY DAVIES
f<N ELABORATE ADAPTATION OF
THE FAMOUS CHARLES FROHMAN
STACrF SUCCESS
DIRECTED
MRS.

SIDNEY

BY
DREW

A whimsical comedy drama
presenting Alice Joyce in an
entirely new type of character,
but
body.one that will delight everyAn entrancing story, a popular
star, a capable cast — a picture as
clean as the proverbial whistle.
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PICTURE

theatres in Providence, R. I., and Atlanta,
Ga., recently conducted " allMetro weeks " for their audiences. The Rialto theatre.
Providence, R. I., under the
management of William J.
Mahoney, showed as its feature attractions during the
week of December 12th,
Maurice Tourneur's " The
Great Redeemer," " Nazimova in " Madame Peacock "
and Buster Keaton's comedy,
" The Scarecrow."
In Atlanta, Loew's Grand
theatre showed during the
week of December 6th, " The
Saphead,"
W i Lake
n c h e in
11
Smith,
and byAlice
"Body and Soul." The Criterion gave a release showing of Buster Keaton's
" Neighbors." At the Alamo
theatre, No. 3, " The Price of
Redemption," starring Bert
Lytell, was featured. The
Savoy theatre booked " The
Chorus Girl's Romance,"
starring Viola Dana for December 6th, while May Allison in " Held in Trust " held
the feature position on December 7th.
Reports to the Metro home
office declare that all these
houses experienced unusually
goodro attractions.
business with the Met-

Scenes from J. Parker Reid's production for Associated Producers distribution "Love," in which Louise Glaum is starred
Reviewers

N announcesCORthat
PORATIOES
METRO PICTUR
newspaper reviewers in many
sections of the country have greeted
the Buster Keaton comedies, released by Metro, with highly favorable comments on the amusing
"Scalpers" Are Busy at qualities of this series. Virginia
Dale of the Chicago Daily Journal
"Passion" Showing]
The success which was accorded 1 writes :
' Passion," starring
Negri, the
" Now comes Buster Keaton.
continental
actress, Poli
distributed
by Keaton
was declared by Arbuckle
Associated First National Ficliires, to be the greatest potential twoInc., came prominently to public reel comedy king. Exhibitors
notice during the showing at the everywhere declare his comedies,
New Branford theatre, at Newark, when presented at their theatres,
N. J. For the last seven days of its meet with almost unprecedented
ten
daj-s' showing
there, the
theatre success. Many whose policy it is
management
was forced
to employ
never to play a picture twice, have
special watchmen to guard against Ijroken their rules in the case of
ticket speculators who had secured Keaton. The perception of humor
supplies of seats calling for reserve with the ability to portray it succhairs in the balcony.
ces ful y, isa rare gift. Keaton has
The production opened there on almost a clear field before him at
December 16 as the first attraction
at the new theatre and the follow- this time."
Echoing the opinion of the reing Sunday when the theatre was
viewer of the Chicago Daily Jourdoing turn-away business on the
nal regarding the laugh-provoking
attraction the first complaint of
of Keaton's
workTimes
is a re" scalping " wasThereceived
by the qualities
view in the
Los Angeles
on
management.
New Branford
reserved about 200 selected seats in " The Saphead," the Winchell Smith
the balcony and it was the tickets comedy in which Mr. Keaton was
calling for the majority of these co-starred with William H. Crane
and which was the featured attracthat the " scalpers " succeeded in
getting.
tion
Los Angeles
theatre.at Tally's
Grace Kingsley,
the reviewer
for the Times, paid a high encomium to Keaton's work as Bertie the
Lamb, adding that he invested the
part with " scores of reallv fine
touches of kindly satire and pathos,
ane"l:
Genrcia
rc/.A Spe
as well as of nicely balanced

'In the
lhadow
of the
Dome^

A David G. Fischer Production

Hail

Buster

Keaton

serio-comic attitude he maintains in
the most amusing situations. Hence
the cleverness of it all, for the inHighly Favorable
terrupted marriage ceremony and
in Character
the buffoonery of the stock exchange scene are without parallel.
Newspapers that carried prominent advertising displays were the
the cinema world in a seven-reeler, Los Angeles Times, which featured
his debut in ' The Saphead ' the Buster Keaton comedy, " Con(Tally's)
being so
vict 13," on the front page of the
the
thoroughness
of auspicious
preparation that
for Sunday
edition, while it showed at
stardom is indicative of the fine the
Rialto theatre in Los Angeles ;
traditions he is following in his while the American theatre of Denacting. This Metro production prever, Colorado, carried a quartersented by John L. Golden and Winchell Smith in conjunction with page advertisement of Buster KeaMarcus Loew is interesting for
in " The Scarecrow."
In tonconjunction
with the showing
debut purposes, for it combines
comedy, in which Mr. Keaton is so of Bert Lytell in " The Price of Redemption "at Shea's Hippodrome in
apt, while it also provides little Buff^alo, the
manager of the Hippotragic notes that makes it a strong
drome gave a special showing of the
play.
" While the medium throughout Buster Keaton comedy, " The
has its farce side, this element is Scarecrow," which was announced
by demand,"
and adin leash, kept so by the young come- as " held verover
tised in a specially
prepared
cut
dian who gains his climaxes by the
by the theatre's own artist, as such.
Press

Comments

Business
Completes
Going to

Are

First

for

Moreno

" Three Sevens " Before
Honolulu
on Vacation
chology of the story in his screen
ANTONIO MORENO will leave
shortly after the first of the version. While prison reform
year for the Hawaiian Islands, to makes up a large part of the theme,
enjoy his only vacation in three there is nothing morbid in the picture and light flashes of comedy
years of uninterrupted picture
production. Tony had hoped that relieve the intense dramatic situations, declares a statement from the
before
Three
he wouldhe atstarted
least "find
time Sevens
to take"
comedy."
Henry Dougherty, Guy Price and a trip to Mexico City in response Vitagraph headquarters.
May Markson, dramatic editors of to invitations from leading citizens
The supporting
" Three
a strong cast
one. ofJean
Calthe Express, Herald and Record re- and high officials. But so great was Sevens houn"andisBeatrice
Burnham appear
spectively also are quoted as being the demand to see this pictureque
opposite the star. The principal
vehement in their praise of Keaton,
stating that the youngest star of star in feature productions that Al- men in the cast are all exceptionally
bert E. Smith, president of Vitafilmdom " is destined to win a high graph, was compelled to deny Tony well known and include Emmett
place in the esteem of the picture the vacation until he had completed King, Bull Montana, Edwin J.
" Three Sevens." He plans to sail Brady, Hector V. Sarno, De Witt
Florence Lawrence, dramatic edi- from San Francisco on January 5 C. Jennings, Bobby ]\Iack, Jeffery
tor of the Los Angeles Examiner, for Honolulu.
Director Chester Bennett has Webb and Starke Patterson. Viringoers."
her review of the picture says :
ginia Nightingale also has an im" Buster Keaton makes his bow to faithfully interpreted the psyportant role.
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ABOUT
PLAYERS
A new American beauty has
bloomed. Hope Hampton. Miss
Hampton has been singled out by
the eminent English artist-photographer, E. O. Hoppe, as one of
America's four most beautiful
women. She will pose for Mr.
Hoppe and her picture be among
those
of America's
and Europe's
four most
beautiful women
which
will be on exhibit at a Fifth avenue art gallery the latter part of
February. Miss Hampton is the
youthful star who is seen at the
Rialto theatre, New York, the week
of January 2 in the Maurice Tourneur production, " The Bait." Her
latest completed production is
" Passion's Penaltj'."
It is not the fortune of the average person to read a story, like it,
imagine just how he or she would
portray the role liked best, and
then be engaged as a feature
player to interpret precisely that
role. Such is the case of Anna Q.
Nilsson, who is now completing
the role of Ember, in "Temple
Dusk," the forthcoming George D.
Baker Production, now being
made
at Metro's New York studios.
" Portraying
the role
Embera debefore the camera
hasofbeen
lightful experience for me," enthuses
" I amto only
sorry that MissitNilsson.
is now soon
end
with the pictures completion. But
in doing it, I feel I have come to
know a new person, made a new
friend— that of 'Ember,' the girl,
in ' Temple Dusk.' "
Besides Miss Nilsson, the supporting company for this picture,
includes Robert Frazer, leading
man; Robert Schable, heavy lead;
Thomas W. Ross, and others.

Bert Lytell, the popular young
star of Metro's forthcoming pro"A Message from Mars,"
rapidly duction,
nearin
g completion, was
noted in his stage work for possessmg the quickest " study " of
anyone in the various stock companies to which he at one time or
another belonged, according to a
recent statement by Mr. Lytell himself. This meant that it took the
young Metro star less time to learn
a part than anyone else in the company.
" In those days," Mr. Lytell said
recently, "I would commence studying a part as soon as I had learned
another and was either rehearsing
or playing it, for it was our custom
to put on a different play every
week. This is the familiar repertoire work to which almost every
actor with a stage career behind
him has at some time or other performed. And while we were play-

Picture

News

PROGRAMS

Studios

Y.
GALE
especially fitted for him and one
that will call for genuine ability.
Mr. Stanley has just completed
one of the leading parts in Cecil
De Mille's
mostto recent
tions. Previous
that he producplayed
opposite Alice Lake in " The Mislit Wife,"
of the little star's
latest
Metroonereleases.
" Bobby " Agnew, remernbered
for his commendable work in
" The Burke,
Frisky isMrs.
Johnson,"
with
Billie
engaged
in playing
opposite
Talmadge
in " Theis
Passion Norma
Flower."
Mr. Agnew
well andwork.
favorably known for his
screen
Florence Evelyn Martin, long
identified as leading woman in Guy
Empey productions, will be among
the leading players seen in "Scramlease. bled Wives," a First National re-

Group of Metro players in the cast of
ing one production, I would at once
start learning the part of the play
for the week following, so that
wnen the time came for rehearsals
for the new play I would be " letter-perfect" inthe role.
I would pace up and down with
the typewritten part containing the
" sides " of the role in my hand,
and I would estimate afterward
that I'd walk easily ten miles in
an afternoon. I began, as a rule,
on
andpart
by almost
Thursdaycom"I
wouldMonday,
have the
pletely, and I am proud to say that
I never forgot my lines.
This facility of memory has stood
Mr. Lytell in excellent stead before the camera, where his quickness to grasp the meaning and
purpose of a scene, as well as to
carry in his memory a well-defined
sense of the play's continuity has
made the young Metro star a particularly facile subject for direction on the silversheet.
Recruited from the ranks of
" extras " and " atmosphere," as
the result of sheer ability. Miss
Lorraine Harding has come to the
fore as an actress of rare attainments in record time. Her versatility in the portrayal of widelydivergent roles has earned for her
name of " the girl with a thousand
faces " — and the phrase aptly
and concisely sums up the charming young lady's
attributes.
Maitland
Leroyscreen
Osborne,
well
knovvn writer and novelist, commenting upon one of Miss Harding's recent delineations on the
screen, praised the young lady's
work in glowing terms. Writing
in a current number of the National Magazine, Mr. Osborne
said :
" Miss Harding possesses in fullest degree the genius that consists
in the capacity for taking pains,

" The Four Horsemen of Apocalypse '
and endows each character that she
portrays with
similitude
of naturalness that the
bespeaks
the highest
art. Humor, pathos, the entire
range of human emotions are convincingly depicted in her character
interpretations before the camera.
. . . And so she lives vicariously
the life of each character, and
thinks, and feels, as well as looks
the part, which invests the filmed
record of her mimicry with the
heart throbs of actuality."
An ario
ofteditors
quoted
scenhas yarn
been about
effectively
disproved by Stella G. S. Perry, the
novelist whose recent book, " Palmetto," published
Frederick F. Stokes,
has by
so speedily
lers.
become one of this year's best selHaving heard that only persons
with an established reputation in
the film world could sell scenarios,
Mrs. Perry determined to see
whether she could not sell her first
motion picture story on its merits
alone. So she signed the nom de
plume of Carol Stone. Under this
unknown assumed name she had
immediate success. It is now an
open secret that "A Modern Diana " purchased by Joseph M.
Schenck for Norma Talmadge,
though signed and sold as by
"Carol Stone," is really the work
of Stella G. S. Perry. Mrs. Perry
is the author of several children's
books, as well as the novel, " Palmetto," but "A Modern Diana " is
her first motion picture scenario.

Gaston Glass completed his work
in "Cameron of the Royal
Mounted," some weeks since, and
is spending
in Canada makingadditional
personal time
appearance,
his popularity having reached
throughout the Dominion, in recognition of his
" Humoresque " and
in work
" The inWorld
and
In Wife."
" Just Pals," Helen Ferguson,
His
leading
woman with Buck Jones,
depleted her wardrobe to the extent that she is rebuilding it wifli
fundamentals, previous to receiving her wardrobe list for her next
picture.
Edwardof Cecil,
well known
thC''
patrons
the silent
drama,to and
famous throughout the country for
his
types,vivid
was portraj"als
selected to of
play" hea\'y
an im-"
portant part in the production of
" Bigson isGame,"
starring. in which May AlliMr. Cecil is a prominent member of Metro's stock company at
the West Coast studios. He has
recent in
special
among (
played
severalproductions,
of the company's
which are " Blackmail," starring ■
Viola Dana : " Cinderella's Twin,"
also starring Miss Dana and " The
Price L\-tell
of Redemption,"
in which
Bert
starred.
In "Big Game" Mr. Cecil will
enact a role that he is well adapted
to play, and one that offers him
everj' opportunity
display
hi?
versatility.
He will to
appear
as Jear
St. Jean, a Canadian fur trappei
and hunter, one of the most important roles in the production.

matinee idol
andForrest
hero ofStanlej-,
ABOUT
many picture plays,
will be seen opposite May Allison
DIRECTORS
in " Big Game," Metro production.
In the part of the frail New
England youth who goes into the
Although the scenario for Georgi
Northern woods to regain his !\Ielford's forthcoming production
health, Mr. Stanley will have a part via Paramount,
which will h

I
j
J
'
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founded on Sir Gilbert Parker's
novel " The Money Master," is as
yet uncompleted, it is rapidly taking shape under the combined efforts of the author and director
Mel ford, at the Lasky studios.
" ' The Money Master,' " stated
Sir Gilbert,
" is an intensely
matic and exciting
study of drathe
events in the life of Monsieur Jean
Jacques Barbille, an egotist who by
his cheap philosophy nearly destroys his career, and of Carmen,
his wife, who, born in Spain, does
not fit into the life of Quebec.
" I confidently believe that the
character, Jean Jacques Barbille is
a man whom all will love, in spite
of his shortcomings," thi' author
ventured, and with Dorothy Dalton as Carmen Dolores and James
Kirkwood as Jean, a picture much
worth while is anticipated.
The part of Dolores is one of the
most striking ever assigned Dorothy
Dalton, so 'tis said, and one expected to suit her to the last degree.
Others in Mr. Melford's cast include Ann Forrest, Fred Huntley,
Charles Ogle, Edward Sutherland,
Harry Duffield, John Hardman,
.Man Hale, Truly Shattuck and Lillian Leighton.
The first Chet Withey production,
starring Constance Talmadge, " The
Man From Toronto," is complete.
Mr. Withey, therefore, is busily engaged upon preliminary work upon
the second Chet Withey production
with Miss Constance — " The Butterfly in Harness."

America

First

I^U world over; atmosphere is
necessarily confined to
countries and peoples. But it can
be realistically injected into that
part of nature duplicating the typography of the country housing certain peonies. For this reason, I
firmly believe it is possible to continue making pictures with foreign
locales here in America and not
necessarily bundling up an entire
cast and taking every one over to
the other side, should the picture
call for scenes in foreign climes."
So says George B. Seitz, producer, author, director, and actor, in
refuting the argument — one gaining
in adherents — that a time will come
when the big photoplay productions
will be made abroad. Mr. Seitz,
following a journey over-seas, returned from Spain, where most of
the important scenes for his big
Pathe feature, " Rogues and Romance," starring Tune Caprice and
George B. Seitz with Marguerite
Courtot, were made.
" Much is being said these days
about making pictiTres where the
setting calls for them," said Mr.
Seitz. " I agree with this argument
in moderation. I necessarily do,
since I made parts of ' Rogues and
Romance ' in Spain. But I found,
from this experiment, and because
this was about my first experience
in foreign ' shooting,' it is more or
less of an experiment, that there is
a something about the foreign atmosphere that does not make excellent photography possible. You
have, no doubt, noticed this in
weekly news reels. The pictures
seem rather foggy. Why? Climatic
conditions.

says

George

" In fact, a rousing good argument against taking pictures abroad
could be expounded. Not to have
the facilities with which to take
pictures is a tremendous drawback
and powerful pronaganda against
putting the ocean between ' what
you have in the hand and the beautiful promise of what is in the
" If I were to go to the head of
a foreign cinema concern and express my desire to produce a picture, Iam sure some of my ideas
bush.'
and plans would be regarded erratic
and fanatic. The possibilities
which our directors have discovered
and combined in a photoplay have
not yet imbedded themselves in the
mind of the foreign producer.
" I'm not talking against the producer of the oMier side. But I do
want to get across the fact that
without proper facilities, even the
setting falls flat. Why abandon a
sure thing for an elusive 'might be'?
Here in America I can find precisely the setting I want for my productions. All that is necessary is a
willingness to expend time in geographical pursuits. My trip to
Spain with the ' Rogues and
Romance ' company was interesting.
I am not precisely displeased with
the
but Iover
certainly
can't go
into result,
rhapsodies
it.
" We were the first film outfit to
ever take scenes in Southern Spain.
Being something of a novelty, we
received wonderful treatment from
the populace. The government
placed everything at our disposal,
except in a few instances, and we
were treated very kindly.
" But as for confining myself to
Europe for a photoplay production.

B.

Seitz

I say no. There is nothing over
there that we cannot duplicate here.
True, we secured many picturesque
settings in Algeciras, but look at our
own beautiful scenes along the
Palisades and the Hudson River!
Scenery that has never been included inproductions. Over on the
other side, we secured scenes in the
Ancient Alhambra in Granada, and
also the beautiful Generelifa, the
summer palace of former Moorish
princes, but we could have made replicas. We secured ' shots ' of an
old fortress, and some very beautiful scenes in Northern Africa, but
are there not similar scenes in our
country, as yet untouched?
" In fact," concluded Mr. Seitz,
" theretions are
manyStates
beautiful
in the still
United
which locaare
net yet familiar to the film fans
and which lend themselves admirably to foreign settings. The atmosphere, the director and his technical director can inject. If we
want foreign atmosphere, we can
get our photographs and turn the
whole thing over to our architects,
carpenters, and scenic artists. For
instance, in Tarifa there was a public square; I wanted to stage a
revolution there ; the permit could
not be secured. We took photographs and made a replica of the
entire square for our revolution
here in the United States.
" Yes, indeed, I for one am firmly convinced that it is possible to
continue making pictures with foreign locales here in America with
realistic
and splendid
results."
And George
B. Seitz,
producer,
author, director and actor in many
successful Seitz serials and features knows whereof he speaks.

" Earthbound," which will be recalled, was directed by T. Hayes
Hunter, "has set Europe afire,"
writes S. F. Jacobs, American representative of Lord Nordcliffe's
motion picture magazines, adding
that Basil King's story, by film
route, has caused a tremendous
sensation. " It brought hundreds of
people who had never before
patronized the silent drama to the
Behan
Spent
Year
on
One
Picture
cinema theatres," was included in Why
Mr. Jacobs' statement concerning
the Goldv^ryn product, which worthy
Mr. Beban claims a child cannot be bug. When the scene is flashed on
praise is due Mr. Hunter for his
the screen it will show possibly five
ent
depend
to
an
inde
an
be
cided
Beb
masterpiece.
rge
Geo
ruled
— that they must be natural — or
EN
six feet.
WH producer and with the
humored at all times — their temperMr. Beban had occasion to use a
Tod Browning spent eight weeks nucleus of " One Man in a Million," ment must be played upon — and he scrawny feather fluffed parrot as a
latest film, in mind, the fact spoke freely with reference to his
Law," his
the titling
foil throughout the entire picture.
Dn the
that he would be engaged for a own boy, " Bob White," who is seen "Bo-bo"
ind
elevenstory
weeks" Outside
cutting and
is the bird's name and he
g
re
ucin
in
his
picture,
stating
that
in
many
pictu
that
prod
in
year
solid
he picture, which runs exactly 104 never occurred to him.
is
truly
a
remarkable speciment. But
instances,
when
a
scene
would
just
ninutes. Therefore, every minute
Mr. Beban wanted to create a film about be filmed — when everybody in one scene two thousand feet of
)f actual screen time represents at
used before the star obeast sixteen hours and more often product that would appeal to every- was keyed to high pitch. Bob would film was
tained the desired effect — which will
and still maintain a strong box suddenly take it into his head to
hirty-two hours — work by Mr. office bodyhold.
In his new and about hammer some nails. Perchance the occupy possibly ten or twelve feet
Browning and his producing staff.
the picture is seen.
be released picture, this star has entire day would be wasted but when
'"Nevertheless, Mr. Browning was to
Titles are another factor that
ailed upon to listen to remarks by woven throughout its scenes all of when Bob Beban finally enacted the Beban
is a stickler for. Cognizant
t detective sergeant in Los Angeles the elements that are necessary to scene, he did so naturally.
It took Beban several weeks be of the fact that the screen has devho, among other things said that make a universal appeal and still
veloped lip readers, Beban made
'nowadays the comedy is a farce! " managed to keep it in the " clean fore all of the dogs he uses in the sure that each word used by the
"
One
Man
in
a
Million
"
picture
" class. the star solicited the
meshed with the words in
^ " That's a ' Stern ' remark," said picture
For instance,
and respected his au- players
^'od
But, not aid of children; dogs, parrots, and knew himthority. Italso
eing Browning,
acquainted director.
with the illustrous
took several appli- the title. The star claims that every
title flashed on the screen is in perAbe " — the detective sergeant con- even spiders. Did you every try to
cations of peroxide on the star's
fect accord with the movement of
luded that as a comedian, Brown- make a spider turn a somersault? face before he convinced these dogs
Or try to get along nicely with that their feet could slip but their the speaker's lips.
ig was possibly a better director.
When items such as above menseveral hundred strange dogs? Or teeth must stand intact. Mr. Beban
tioned are taken into consideration,
Rupert Hughes was just about to try your hand in handling forty or carries a life scar on his cheek as
rotest when he heard E. Mason fifty young kiddies at once? George a memento from one little Boston it is easily explained that equally as
[opper, director and John J. Mes- Beban not only tried one of the terrior who, in a gleeful moment much time can be consumed in the
ill, camera man for his picture. above mentioned, but all three. He jumped toward him, catching his production of a natural, quiet, hustory as for D. W.
Dangerous Curve Ahead!" say succeeded. But it took him just cheek between his outspread fangs. Grifiithman tonatured
make a super-production
And spiders. Possibly the quicklat he wrote " wicked scenarios." one solid year to do it.
When you mention children to
est specimen of bug that crawls is a along "Way Down East" and
/hen he discovered that they did
ot mean immoral, but only difficult Beban, he sighs. When one stops to spider. George Beban spent a solid " Birth of a Nation " lines.
Helen Jerome Eddy, Irene Rich,
;enarios, that was another matter. think of the weeks spent by the star month in obtaining realistic scenes
, Mr. Hughes, who is spending all in the endeavor to teach dozens of in a cellar during which a spider and George Beban, Jr., are featured
is waking hours just now at the little folk what to do in various was the chief object. Hundreds of with the star in "One Mao *n a
scenes, it is little wonder he sighs. feet of film were cranked on this
I {Continued on next Page)
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(Continued from page 12t!)
Goldwyn studio cooperating in the
screening of his picture, has many
original ideas. That is why the
man who holds the megaphone and
the one who turns the crank of
the camera, assert that his pictures
are " wicked." Original ideas ar(
often difiRcult to execute. In "DanCurve Ahead
" for instance
some ofgerousthe
scenes ! called
for si.x
exposures.
Time was, and that not so long
ago, when it was revolutionary to
have a double exposure. Yet Mr.
Hughes blithely asks to have six exposures— and gets them, of course.
But
to
his desire,
the skill accomplish
of science and
patience "all
of
Job
are
needed,"
says
the
studio
stafT.

William Duncan, serial director and
star, who is now producing and playing
in Vitagraph's "Fighting Fate"

Al J. Kelley, who has served as
an assistant director in companies
including Viola Dana in leading Holds an Audience Test
feminine roles for four years, has
Before Releasing
been elevated to the rank of full
fledged director for the next picGeorge that
D. Baker's
ideas between
on the
should exist
ture under Metro banner in which relations
the director and the exhibitor are
Miss Dana will star.
interesting. Mr. Baker declares:
h director's successes can only
"Jennie Lind " will be the initial be " in
ratio to the successes of the
production of a new organization
who books his pictures.
of which James Young will be Di- exhibitor
rector General. Associated with An exhibitor with an investment
him
in the production end are of one hundred thousand to one
L' Estrange.
Frank J. Hampton and Dick million dollars in his theatre property should not be subjected to the
risk of running a feature which
has not received the acid test of
before it is reSpecial Setting for a audience leased.approval
Ithas been proven to me
that
after
I
complete
the direction
Single-Reeler
and assembling of my productions
More than forty special presenta- they can still be greatly improved
tions have been accorded regular upon by the aid of an audience test.
" Therefore. I am making it an
single reel scenic releases by principal theatres through the country invariable rule that all George D.
withm the past thirty days, accord- Baker productions are shown before a theatre audience, preferably
ing to an announcement by Educational. One of the latest of these in a small town house, before they
pictures to get unusual attention are released. My assistant and
myself attend this test showing,
from exhibitors has been " The and
carefully note the likes and
Quaint
Isle ofhasMarken,"
a Holland
scenic which
been featured
on dislikes of the audience to the various sequences of the storj'- After
many
Recentb' the New
Garrickprograms.
theatre, Minneapolis,
used the film has been run we compare
a special setting showing Dutch notes and carefully eliminate the
windmills and including a dance scenes which do not appeal to the
typical theatre patron.
by two little .srirls as a prelude."
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Ben Turpin in

A Small Town Idol," a Mack Sennett production, >o be released
by Associated Producers
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. Garreth Hughes has returned to
the Metro studio, having completed
work in " Sentimental Tommy,"
made ernatstudio.
the Famous
Players'
East-is
A starring
vehicle
now being selected for Hughes.
Five productions now in the
making are "Home Stufif," starring Viola Dana, under the direction of Albert Kelley; "Uncharted Seas," starring
Lake,
under the direction Alice
of Wesley
Ruggles; "Big Game," starring
May Allison, under
the direction
of
Dallas
Fitzgerald;
" Camille,"
starring Nazimova, under
Ray
Sniallwood's direction, and "What's
the Matter with Marriage," featuring an all-star cast which includes
Milton Sills, Ora Carewe
and
Nigel Barrie. Philip Rosen is the
tion.
director of the last named produc-

UNIVERSAL
William Bodine has been engaged
to direct a new series of comedy
productions for Universal. Franklin will write the stories, and Scott
Darline will take care of the scripts
All these men were formerly with
the
months.Christie forces for man}Art Acord will be starred in a
new Universal serial now being
written by Ford Beebe. Albert
Russell will direct.
Announcement is made of the
change in four titles. " Cinderella
Jane,"
in which
Myers has
been starred
underCarmel
the direction
of
Rollin Sturgeon, has been changed
to " The Mad Marriage." " The
Millionaire
Kid,"thestarring
Gladys
Walker
under
direction
of
Harry Harris, has been changed to
"Rich Girl, Poor Girl" "Hidden
Fires," starring Edith Roberts
under Norman Dawn's direction,
has been changed to "The Fire
Cat." is
" Plain
Eva
Novak
starredFolks,"
under inthewhich
direction
of Lee McCarey, has been changed
to " Society Secrets." All these subjects are now being edited.
Rollin Sturgeon will direct Gladys
Walton
" ThehasBobbed
Squab."
Florence in
Turner
been borrowed
from Metro for a part in this production.
Stroheim's " Foolish Wives "
troupe is expected to arrive from
the big Monte Cristo settings at
Monterey next week.
William Worthington is beginning
production work this week on
" Three at the Table," written by
Bennett Cohen and starring Edith
Roberts. Casson Ferguson will
play opposite Miss Roberts in this
production.
Jack Ford returns to Universal
from Fox to direct Henry Carey
and is preparing the script of
"Everybody for Himself."
The productions which are being
completed this week are : " If Only
Jim,"
starring ofHarry
CarevJaccard
under ;
the direction
Jacques
and " Colorado," starring Frank
Mayo
tion. under Reeves Eason's direcHarry Burns, formerlv of the
Chester Snookey Comedies staff,
has been engaged bv Universal to
direct a series in which Joe Martin,
the orang-outang, will be featured.
Harry Brown. Universal's chief
electrician, has been elected president of the Society of Electrical IIluminatina: Engineers.

by

HERE

AND

A scene from the Universal
serial,Sedgwick
"The Diamond Queen." starring
Eileen

" Oliver Twist."
The release title, " Don't Neglect
J. Gordon Edwards is engaged on Your
Wife," has been given to
the last scenes for " The Queen of " Noblesse Oblige," the original
screen
play written by Gertrude
Atherton and directed by Wallace
Subjects being completed this Worsley.
Sheba." are : " While the Devil
week
Laughs," starring Louise Lovely;
'■ Bare Fists," starring William RusVITAGRAPH
sell ; " Fighting Bark," starring
Buck Jones, and " The Blushing
Bride" starring Eileen Percy.
" Loot of the Night," written by
Frederick
has vehicle
been for
selected as theJackson,
next stellar
GOLDWYN
Earle Williams. David Smith will
be the director. Elinor Faire will
The Goldwyn organization is play opposite Mr. Williams.
William Duncan and Edith Johncompleting seven productions this
week. Six others are prepared and
son will have completed the Vitain readiness for the directors to be- graph serial, " Fighting Fate," by
February
1. Mr. Duncan claims
gin work. Reginald Barker is now
fifteen episodes constitutes the
completing "Snow Blind," and will that
next make " The Old Nest " from new type of continued photoplay
which is free from illogical seRupert tinuity
Hughes'
quences and built on the same
has been novel.
preparedTheby conthe
author himself.
methods followed in making a feature production. He has spent the
Lon Chancy has been engaged
Chadsworth, Cal., for exto play an important role in " The week at teriors.
Next week he will blow up
Nighters inRose,"
by
Leroy
Scott.
Otha
houseboat
at Balboa harbor.
the cast are Leatrice Joy,
Antonio Moreno is now completJohn Bowers and Edith Chapman.
ingnett"Three
Sevens." Moreno
Chester leaves
Ben"The Alibi," an original screen
is the director.
play by Charles Kenyon, to be dithe Coast for a month's vacation
rected by Frank Lloyd, will present City.
House Peters in the leading role. which he will spend in Mexico
Irene Rich will appear opposite Mr.
Larry Semon is now making final
Peters. Sidney Ainsworth and De
Witt Jennings will also be seen in scenes for "The Hick."
the cast.
Owing to the fact that Joe RickHelen Chadwick is on her way to son, the " heavy," is incapacitated
New York to play opposite Tom from a broken leg, the serial comMoore in the new Hurlburt story,
pany, engaged in filming " Purple
Riders."
is at present doing inte" Made in Heaven."
FOX
rior scenes.
E. Mason Hopper will direct the
screen version of the Thompson
The cast for the all-star special, Buchanan stage play, " The Bridal
METRO
" Clung," directed by Emmett J. Path." Richard Ricks has been
Flynn, includes Rosemarv Theby, engaged
to play the lead.
The complete cast for Viola
Jack Fielding, William \. Mongc,
The
Reginald
Barker troupe is
George Siegman and Charles Clary. now engaged on the
Dana's
stellar vehicle, " Homefinal scenes at
This is a drama with an Oriental
stuff," includes Tom Gallery,
background.
Truckee for " Snow Blind." "Snow Josephine Crowell. Nelson McDowell, Priscilla Bonner, Robert
Millard Webb is starting produc- Blindness " was the working title
tion work this week on the first for this production, but it will be Chandler, Ailecn Manning and
Harold Goodwin starring feature, released under the title of " Snow Philip Sleeman. Albert J. Kelley is
the director.
adapted from Charles Dickens's
Blind."

" Heart of
Open Range
a
five-reel Westethe
rn, featuring ,"
Milburn Moranti with an all-st
THE
RE
ar
cast
will be distributed by the Forward
^ilm Distributors.
Sample prints
are being shipped this week. Two
other similar subjects which are
shortly.g completion
neann
will be shipped
Tom Santschi, who is recovering
from an operation for appendicitis
will resume work this week in his
seventh two-reel Western for
Pathe, entitled "The Sage Brush
Musketeer," which is being made by
the Cyrus J. Williams Productions.
A company is also making a series
of two-reel child pictures which
will
be known as "The Adventures of
Bill and Bob." They will be made
under the direction of Robert
Bradtwins. bury and will feature the Bradbury
Five acres of land on Melrose
avenue, Hollywood, adjoining the
Brunton Studio, have been purchased by the 01 iver Morosco Productions for a studio. A site adjoining this is a twenty acre tract
which will, it was announced today,
made the
Moroscovillc
as Greenw
be knowfi
ich Village
. It will"
of
Los Angeles. Morosco will build
a theatre on this tract.
Charles Christie leaves this week
for a tour of the South, visiting
Dallas, New Orleans and Atlanta
The report that the Christie plant
would be closed for the month
of
January is erroneous. Two companies will begin on Vanitv
edies this week with Al ChristieComand
Scott Sidney directing.
Paulinr- Stark will leaxe for New
York WVrhicsday to nlav th^ title
role in
" Salvation Nell." a Whitn-'an
production
•'•*'>n Bcrn-t
at thet Commo
dore.. She will
Ruth Roland leaves for the East
this week to complete arrangements
for a new serial for Pathe.
Jackie Coogan is able to resume
work
in " Peck's Bad Bov," under
the direction
of Nate Watt at the
Brunton Studios.
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Our Motto: All the News,
he cannot be dramatic on a
Fair and warmer.
full stomach, which makes
Paul Brunei is here.
life in these holiday times
Chas.
Ethel Christie's
Clayton isgone
againEast.in depressing, as it 'twer.
our midst.
Milton
location for Sills
Metrowentandon comes
Production promises to be back with
a snake story and
speeded up in 1921.
rattles, which shows
Did you have your dip in eight
the Volstead act may be a
the ocean January 1st?
Percy Hilburn has a new good thing.
Here's Major Rupert
$20,000
avenue. home on Highland Hughes'
Christmas present
to
Chadwick : " Your
Reports
indicate
the
Volstead act was not completely workHelene
in
my
play, ' Dangerenforced December 31st.
ous
Curves
Ahead,' is indeed
Pauline Bush has given her marvelous."
Show us a
services to the Rex Cross stocking that will hold that !
and will go to China in the We will award the asbestos
cigar to you, Major.
near future.
Bessie Love has a stunWe wish to emphatically
ningyon,logandcabin
in Laurel
Can- state
that the title of LeRoy
we rise
to inquire
Scott's
eminent author Goldwhat do you mean " stunning "?
Charley
Ray is taking a wyn
Rose "play
and is
not "" The
The Night
Night
holiday vacation. It must be Robe."
This
makes
all the
wonderful to be an actor and difference in the world, as
Leatrice Joy is to play the
rest after each picture.
Viola Dana was given a lead.
Tomdix removed
Sanchi andhad now
his weighs
appenwonderful
present
—
an
old
hen wished herself on Vi
and now Vi has a fresh egg 45 lbs. less. Various ladies
who have inquired of our
every morning.
Regg Barker came home Beauty Department as to
from Canada vi'ith a tale of how to reduce are now notified to inquire of Tom. Serihaving frozen his ears listenously speaking, we are glad
ing to the chilly stories of
the Northwoodsmen.
to
hear
that gave
"Tom ais kid
better.
Nazimova
party
Sessue Hayakawa claims

If if s News, When it's News
he adds if Sour Sunthe other
nightin kid
and clothes,
every- Then days
becomemore
a reality
will
body was there
knock
thanit that
and Nazimova is said to have amount, oflE
which
is
a
statement
worn the kiddishest, but it all wool and a yard wide and
would be telling for us to
to the fact instead of
describe all the garments (or belongs
shall be call them garments) fiction class.
The first New Year's resolushe had on.
Kokum's sanctumtionsreadto reach
as follows.
Wess Ruggles
had an actor
consuming
sandwiches
and
Buster
Keaton
I resolve
glasses of milk all day long ihat I will not— "drink
for re-takes and he is still more, for reasons known anyto
under
a physician's
and Mr. VolWhat this
had to do care.
with every American
stead. IpromiseI resolve
not to pro" Unchartered Seas " is not
that
stated, but indicates the title I willducenotHamlet.
invent any more
excuses
to
refrain
from
work
might be changed to " Un- — for I have enough already.
Feeds."
We hearcharteredrumblings
of a I resolve not to buy any
new organization called the $25,000 automobiles, and my
" What-O What-O Club," bank account will make me
that proposes to give a num- keep this resolution."
ber of nut parties, which exEddieresolutions
Cline — " are
My notNewto
why they
selected
that Year's
name. plains
Some
of the
members
wear
any
puttees
my
are
supposedpeople
to beof raiments of directors,andandother
sane really
and sensible
reason is that I look funny
our
film
colony
set,
and
'ti.-;
said Nazimova, Milton Sills
Lou Buster
Anger
" I resolve
and others are members.
enough
now." —Keaton
and Ed-to
Tod Browning is more or allow
die Cline have their own way
less of a philosopher, which in the
productiontheyof agree
comis keeping right on the top of
edies— provided
with
me.
If
they
turn
out
a
the fencements.with
one's
stateWe say the above
I resolve
tothey
asbecause Tod points out that good picture
sume
responsibility
;
if
the
made Eighteenth
it possibleAmendment
to spend turn out a bad one it will be
$100,000 on a feature film. their own fault."

Picture

News

Vignola Company Now
in Bahama Islands
Cabled advices received in New
York this week announce the safe
arrival at Nassau, Bahama Islands,
of Robert G. Vignola and his company. Mr. Vignola, accompanied
by a large staff of technical assistants and players, is in the southern islands for the purpose of
filming exterior scenes for Donn
Byrne's hestory,
" Redemption
Cove,"
which
is making
as a special
production for Cosmopolitan-Paramount. The party left New York
on December 28 arriving at Miami,
Fla., on December 30 from whence
they left the same day for Nassau,
arriving at the Bahama capital late
on the afternoon of December 31,
or just in time to celebrate the advent of the New Year in more libhome. eral surroundings than those at
In addition to Mr. Vignola, the
party includes Phil Carle, assistant
director; Russell Mathias, assistant director; Al Ligouri, chief
cinematographer, a staff of cameramen and technical experts, and E.
K. Lincoln, and Seena Owen, who
played the male and female leads
respectively. While only two players were taken along Mr. Vignola
will make use of a large staff of
technical assistants because of the
nature of the scenes to be taken
which require a great deal of " behind the scenes " work.

Dorothy Gish Marriage
True Film Romance
The marriage of Dorothy Gish
and James Rennie, her leading man
in the Paramount Picture, " FlyLasky
Studio
Is Ready
for
1921
ingpicture
Pat," is the
culmination
true
romance.
Miss of
Gisha
over, the Fa- of the organization, and to Jesse based on Arthur Schnitzler's "Af- first met her husband when he was
THE holimousdays
Players - Lasky West L. Lasky, its first vice president
fairs of Anatol,"
of
Coast studio has settled down and others.
the largest
sets thatoccupies
has beenonebuilt
playing opposite Ruth Chatterton
to a new year of activity in the
" Moonlight and Honeysuckle."
The influx of the Eastern Para- at the Laslo' studio in many months in
production of Paramount pictures.
mount stars to the Coast has re- and which shows an enormous cab- He was chosen as her leading man
sulted in a schedule which means
aret scene wherein some of the im- in " Remodeling Her Husband." In
According to plans already perportant action transpires.
" Flying Pat," Miss Gish and Mr.
fected, the season just ahead will that every inch of stage space will
play husband and wife, and
William De Mille having return- Rennie
be one of the busiest ever experi- be occupied in the months to come
ed from New York after a brief Paramount calls attention to the
enced by the studio at Hollywood. and that everybody will be working
visit, is preparing to start work on exploitation value of this fact.
Not only will there be a large at high tension.
a new and original photoplay by
number of companies at work but
January doubtedly
andbe two
February
will
unof the busiest Edward K n o b 1 o c k, concerning
the importance of the productions
will entail an immense amount of months oi the entire history of the which announcements will be made
February seven has been set also
preparation in each case, including Lasky studio, and the prospects in the near future. He will start
for the starting date for Elinor
scenic investiture and costuming, point to a continuation of this ac- work some time thie month.
About the tenth of the month Glyn's " The Great Moment," in
special lighting and so on.
tivity during the remainder of the
The writers who have been en- year 1921. At the present time a George Melford will begin his Par- which Gloria Swanson will star for
Paramount, directed by Sam
amount production from Sir Gil- Wood.
gaged to write expressly for Para- number of very important productions are under way, and these will
mount, have added a decidedly
bert Parker's novel, "The Monev
Thomas Meighan is completing,
unique literary flavor to the studio. be augmented by the addition of
The Paramount heavyweight at the Lasky- studio, work on his
Sir Gilbert Parker, Edward Knob- the new companies starting from
lock, Elinor Glyn, Avery Hopwood, week to week. Elsie Ferguson, fun-maker, Roscoe (Fatty) Ar- picture for Paramount which was
Elmer Harris and others of note Paramount star, in William D. buckle,
Master."back in Hollj^vood after a started in New York and which is
and international fame now make Taylor's production of Arnold pleasure trip to Europe, is sched- based on the book by John Moto begin work the nineteenth roso, " The Quarry."
theThestudio
their announced
"stamping policy
ground."of Bennett's " Sacred and Profane imder uledthe
Ethel CTayton, just arrived from
direction of James Cruze
recently
Love," has reached an important
New York, is ready to start work
big stars gathered in single pro- stage of the picture which was in " Three Miles Out."
ductions has met with the instant adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers
Approximately on February 7 immediately under the direction of
Frank Urson will commence work Thomas Heffron, on her Parafavor of the public as well as those from the stage play.
Cecil B. De Mille in his all-star as director of Wallace Reid in a
mount picture, " Sham," by Elmer
involved — a source of distinct gratification toAdolph Zukor, president S'jper - production, " Five Kisses," picture titled. " A\'atch My Smoke." Harris and Geraldine Bonner.
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Three scenes from " The Marriage of William Ashe," a Metro picture starring May Allison
Broadhurst Audiences
Hail Johnnie Walker
The personal appearance of Mrs.
Carr in connection with the showing ofning"atOver
the Hill " now
runthe Broadhurst
Theatre,
was such a success that William
Fox decided the visitors to " Over
the Hill " should also have an opportunity of seeing Johnnie Walkerancein the
flesh.was
Johnnie's
in person
a happyappearidea,
judging from the ovation that is
tendered this young player at every
appearance.
His recent playing of Santa
Claus to two hundred crippled children, guests of the Fox management, was just another of these
happy human incidents that have
been so closely tied up with the
" Over the Hill " record breaking
run.

1920 Sport Highlights
in International
A comprehensive resume of the
Katherine Burt, Alice Duer Miller
outstanding sporting events of the
and Rita Weiman Go to West Coast
year 1920 are included in International News No. 91, just released
writers,
which
already
include
more
by
Universal.
Among them are shots showing
novelnt womencontrac
promine
THREE ists
ts than three dozen of the most promhave signed
inent American authors, is in line the Cleveland baseball team winwith Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
to write motion-picture scenarios. with the Goldwyn policy to get the
the world's
and of"Babe"
recordseries,
slugger
ballThey are Katherine Newlin Burt, country's authors interested in the Ruth,ningthe
Alice Duer Miller and Rita Wei- scenario as an original form of dom. There also are pictures of
man. Mrs. Burt has already arrived writing so that the creative principle William
tennis
champion,T. inTilden,
action world's
; pictures
of
all story-telling may find Chick Evans, national amateur golf
at Goldwyn's West Coast studios at underlying
itself
at
home
in
this
new
method
Culver City, Cal., to study the techchampion; F. K. Foss, making his
nique of the motion picture before of artistic expression.
pole vault record of 13
attempting her first scenarios ; Miss
Two photoplays from novels by famous
Weiman will arrive there within a Mrs. Burt have already been made feet 1 inch ; as well as pictures of
the yacht Resolute defeating Sir
few cfays and Mrs. Miller is ex- by Goldwyn, both being Reginald Thomas Lipton's Shamrock, for
pected alittle later.
Barker Productions. " The Brand- the America's Cup, and of Man
Signing up these three women as
ing Iron " was the first and it was O' War beating his speediest rival,
members of the Goldwyn staff of one of the mid-season's big dra- Sir Barton, in one of the greatest
matic hits. Mr. Barker is now com- turf classics of the age.
pleting the photography on a picturization of Mrs. Burt's new novel,
" Snowblind," now running serially
in the Red Book Magazine.
ScenarAlice Duer Aliller is a New Katterjohn
ize Glyn toStory
Yorker by birth and most of her
The writing of the scenario of
writings have dealt with life in that
city. Her first screen writings for Elinor Glyn's first original story
Goldwyn will in all likelihood be for Paramount, " The Great Moin whichtheGloria
Swanson
an original scenario, as will Mrs. to star ment,"
under
direction
of Samis
Burt's. Mrs. Miller makes her Wood, has been entrusted to Monte
home in New York City. Among
her more popular novels have been M. Katterjohn, author of such well"The Modern Obstacle," " Cald- known photoplays as " Carmen of
eron's Prisoner," "Less Than Kin,". the Klondike," "Madam Who,"
" The Charm School." " Ladies " Puppy Love," " The Man From
Must Live " and " Are Women Funeral Range," " The ClodhopPeople?" In addition to being
Elinor
per," etc. Glyn is said to live up to
an author of note, Mrs. Miller
her
reputation
for striking titles in
is also prominent as a worker for " The Great Moment."
Her books
woman's suffrage.
such
as
"
Three
Weeks,"
Rita Weiman has written " The Hour," etc., have all had" His
an
Watch Dog," " The Co-Respon- allusion to time and " The Great
dent," " The Beauty " and " The Moment " follows the procedure, inAcquittal " for the stage.
tensifying the period, however, to
the shorest space of time.
Pioneer
Will Release
*'Idle Hands" Soon
Napoleon"
' Capitol
With
special outdoor advertising "Gidap
Comedy New
ALICE CALHOUN^;
campaign announcing the coming
^ VITA GRAPH
" Gidap Napoleon " is the title of
release, by the Pioneer Film Corpthe newest Capitol Comedy which
oration,
of
"
Idle
Hands,"
starring
Gail Kane, preparations are being is now read}' for distribution
STAR
completed for the release of thii through the Goldwyn organization.
Park & Whiteside special produc- The comedy is from the pen of
tion within the next thirty days.
Kingsley Benedict.
More

Authors

for

Gold

wyn
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
lesignating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
vho have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
)pinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Averige or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report*
trom exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
iiis department will be found the "Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to September 25, 1920.
PLAN BOOI
PICTURE
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
BRAND
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
STAR
BROADWAY
BUBBLE.
THE (VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIFALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE NOV. 20
REID
FITH NOV. 21
" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role." — if. P. News.
Clever twists make interesting crook story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences
" Did better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-run
simultane-so
ously. Just melodramatic
and not houses
too emotional,
seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
as to ofifend." " Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one ol his best." " An
entertaining
well."
" GreatandIn great
storystories.
and in Went
propleased everybody because it is logical."
duction.feature
Wally Beld which
always drew
has good
following
BROKEN
GATE, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON)
BESSIE i
over
big."
"
Better
than
average
business."
"
An
unusually
pleasing
BARRISCALE
JAN. II
picture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. Star an excellent
"
Sob
sister
story
is
highly
theatrical."
—
if.
P.
News.
J
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
Reid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious ' pleased
BRUTE
MASTER.
THE
(HODKINSON)
HOBART
B08W0STH.
.
.
.NOV.
•'
our audiences. Did good business for the week." " Entertaining pic" Hobart Bosw'jrth scores in vigorous story of the sea. ' — if. P. Newe.
ture. Business was very good during run." " Drew large crowds
CHALLENGE OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. .OCT. Si
and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production
"Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama." — if. P. News.
having entertaining story. Box-office receipts good."
CHARM
SCHOOL,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
REID
JAN. S
AKE ALL MBN ALIKE? (METRO) MAT ALLISON
NOV. 6
" Wallace Reid has another winner here." — if. P. News.
" Rather inconsequental for feature length." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
Exhibitor
— " Fair business with a picture that was hard to tell
what it Comment
was about."
CINDERELLA'S
TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN. S
good misses
business."
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
DEC. 11
" Just
being very commonplace." — M. P. News.
•• Mediocre picture on a hackneyed theme." — M. P. News.
CITY SPARROW. A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAYTON DEC. 4
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE,
A (EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 13
" Weak in drama, but strong in sentiment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
" Good production given average story." — M. P. Neu:s.
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted from
BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23
mediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction."
" Novel story given rich production." — il. P. News.
•• When I put out a poster advertising Ethel Clayton, I sit back and
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent — 100 per cent, entertainment. Has every
wait for the money to roll in — for she is one of the biggest favorites
requisite feature for the most critical movie fan. Went big all week A
here on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories, but
great box-office attraction." " Played at two theatres here and each
it went —over
in greatpicture,
shape." average puller."
seemed to do a big business." " One theatre considered it such a success
Consensus
" Average
was
which
production
Splendid
"
week."
second
a
for
over
it
held
it
that
CLOTHES
(METRO)
OLIVE
TELL
OCT. I
well liked by my patrons. Sure-fire box-office attraction." " Very good
" Talky picture made from stage satire." — if. P. Newt.
picture playing to good business. Held for second week." " Undoubtedly one of the best and most successful pictures of the year. Played
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture. Picture drew well for flret two
to
business toforboth
days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts." " A good
seven
" Interesting
and
wellexceptionally
put on whichbigappealed
men days."
and women
picture
whichwellpleased.
days."a week
" Veryto good.
The
patrons.picture
Did more
title pulled
and theAverage
picture business
pleased.twoPlayed
good busithan average business for a week." " Doing good business second week
ness.
It
would
stand
some
careful
editing
for
it's
too
long.
On
the
Everyone agrees it's the kind of picture to hold the attention spellbound."
One ofture the best pictures of the year. Went big all week. " A good picwhole, a nice little picture." " A light feature, more of a woman's
and box-office attraction which has been held for a second week at
picture —than
anythingpicture,
else. Busine.ss
fair."
Consensus
"Average
average puller."
the
highesta prologue,
class theatre in the city." " With the aid of exploitation,
including
this picture went over big and brought good busiCOAST OF OPPORTUNITY, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J.
WARREN KERRIGAN
DEC. 21ness." — " Oood picture, good puller."
Consensus
" Picturesque story with Kerrigan in heroic role." — if. P. News.
BEWAEE OP THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
IN
QUEST
OF
HIS
YOUTH
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
OCT SO CONRAD
THOMAS MEIGHAN
NOV. 21
" This would look better as a two-reel slapstick." — M. P. News.
" Delightful story is enriched on the screen." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Favorably received and good program picture
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture bringing average box-office receipts."
Average business three days."
" Drew about average crowds during the entire week. People characterBILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC 11
ized it as ' very good.' " " Average picture with about usual business."
'' T'erj/ weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — M. P. News
•'
An extremely
a star
is regarded
in this
section
as one entertaining
of the most picture
popular with
of the
malewhospecies.
Considering
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazlmova shows a decided Improvement in this
that this was the week before Christmas, business wes very good
picture over ' Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
entire
week."
indeed." " Great. Opened very big. Great crowds waiting to get in.
It is it• notthemuch
' and film
my
audiences
were" Picture
below proved
normal.a frost
Many here.
thought
poorest
Meighan a great favorite here." " Average picture. Played to averag-?
Nazimova has ever played in."
business."
" Usual comment on this picture. Why was Meighan surConsensus — " Average picture, average pulle>:"
rounded
by
such uglypicture,
women?average
Fair puller."
business."
Consensus
—
"Average
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC 25
CRADLE
OF
COURAGE,
THE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WIL- OCT. I
" Justine
Johnstone is a welcome screen figure in crook melodrama"—
M. P. News.
LIAM S. HART
" Has plenty of action and should please." — if P. News.
Exhibitortive, butComment
" .\ mediocre
not particularly attracunknown."
for reasonsStar
business picture.
played to— good
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture but we had about average busines ." "Well up to the average of Wm. S. Hart's pictures and should be
BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA
OCT 16
a good drawing card at all theatres where he Is popular. We did excel"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story." — M. P. News.
lent
business
with this picture for one week." " The combination of a
Exhibitor Comment—" Interesting. Instructive as well. Favorably compopular star and a good picture, and the result is good business." " Out
mented
upon.
Average
business."
"
Above
average
business
with
a
of Hart's line, should be kept In the Western type." " Carried picture
very poor picture. Viola Dana the only redeeming feature in whole
seven days.
My custom
two thechanges
Attracted
picture which was bad as to story, cast and photography." •• A weak
audiences
but failed
to meetiswith
approvalweekly."
usually "accorded
the Iarg«
cowstory that
its
gave
fitted
and
cha"nce
beautifully
to
a
do
her
star
her
b
o
y
.
"
"
Fine
picture,
played
to
big
business."
"
A
different
Hart
picbest.
Obvious plot. Business fairly good." Fine picture which
ture,
but
none-the-less
vigorous
than
his
Western
productions.
Pleased
brought good bu.siness."
his admirers and also those who do not care for Hart as a rule. Big
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
business."— " Oood
" A fine
Hart good
picture.
Excellent returns. ''
BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE
Consensus
picture,
puller."
OCT 23 CURTAIN
(FIRST NATIONAL) KATHEEINE MACDONALD OCT. U
"Story of dual personality fairly interesting." — if. P. News.
" Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development." — U. P. News.
BRANDING IRON. THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
OCT 23
Exhibitor Comment — " Played to exceptional business. Katherine Mc" Stoty of primitive passions is rather overdone." — M. P. News.
Donaldsatisfaction.
appears to be growing
popular." Splendid
" Katherine
MacDonald
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture. Fair box-office results "
gave entire
Picture more
well produced.
supporting
cast.
" Brought a normal business, something unusual for pre-Christmas days."
Business very good." " It's by far the best acting Katherine MacDonald
Box Office Reports continued on page 750
I
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/: I rmirtesy National Terra Cotta Society
The above illustration presents a most excellent example of good theatre architecture and construction, conservative in
design, correct in mass, refined in detail, made permanent and fire resisting through the use of brick and gray unglazed
terra cotta trim. The lettering of the name panel is in color burned into and made a part of the terra cotta
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Twelve

Questions

~> VERY so often I am asked just how
i the isolated electric light outfit
works out with motion picture proiction. The great difficulty in this field
the isolated plant industry is the failure
prospective motion picture house owns to understand the technical requiresnts of the moving picture lamp, etc.,
id the ability of the isolated plant to
eet those requirements.
The operator generally knows more
•out what his machine needs to operate
ccessfully than the owner. There are a
eat many so-called " farm light and
iwer " plants operating moving picture
luses throughout the United States sucssfuUy. The traveling show has to dend on some such means of obtaining the
:cessary electric current.
Below I endeavor to ask and answer
e questions that must be answered beire the motion picture producer and the
Dlated electric light plant manufacturer
salesman can do business. These ques)ns and answers, I think, will do a great
al to clear up the subject and bring both
des to a better understanding of just
hat is needed and just what must be de/ered.
Here are the questions and answers :
1st Question — Can a Motion Picture Proction Machine be operated by an isolated
ectric light plant?
Answer — Yes.
2nd Question — Satisfactorily
and eco)mically?
Answer — Yes.
3rd Question — How?
Answer— By the use of the 20 Ampere, 28-30
lit, 600 watt, Mazda "C" Projector Lamp, or
30 volt, 900 watt, Mazda " C "
e 30 Ampere,
rojector
Lamp.

the

Should

and

Answers

Isolated

Be

That

Will

By A. G. Cruikshank, Editor Farm-Light and
Power

lor Lamps are made by the National Lamp
Works, the Edison Lamp Works and the Westinghouse Lamp Co., and are sold by most all of
tare stores.
The Sheck Universal Adapter is made by the
Argus Lamp and Appliance Company, Cleveland,
Ohio.
8th Question — What information will I
have to supply the manufacturers of this
apparatus in order to secure the equipment
that is best suited to my needs?
Answer — Complete information covering the
following items must be given before they can
make any definite recommendations :
(1) State what Type Plant is in use or what
type is contemplated.
(2) Amperes used at Arc.
(3) Current supply at Arc— A.C. or D.C. and
voltage.
(4) Control apparatus at present in use.
(5) Make and Model of present Projection
Machine.
(6) Equivalent focus of present Projection
Lens. (Give in inches if possible.)
(7) Diameter of free opening of Projection
Lens.
(8) Length of throw from screen to Projection Lens.
(9) Size of picture thrown on the screen —
(not size of screen.)
(10) Size of screen.
(11) Kind and description of screen.
(12) Size of projection lens used — No. 1,
size, or No. 2, 14 size.
N. B. — The more information you give the
manufacturers the better able their engineers
will be to recommend suitable equipment for
your requirements. Very often it is found
when complete data is given that it is possible
to use a wider aperture lens with the Mazda
Lamp and secure increased screen illumination
at a reduced current cost to you.
4th Question — What equipment is necesThere are now two sizes of the Mazda 28-30
ry?
Answer — For the successful operation of a volt Projector Lamps used, 20 ampere, 600 watt;
and the 30 ampere, 30 volt, 900 watt. Why use
I volt plant in the Motion Picture Projection
a 900 watt if a 600 watt lamp will give you
;ld, the following five items arc essential.
satisfactory
service?
(1) Mazda Projector Lamps of the types
9th Question — What are the advantages of
)ove stated.
using the isolated electric plant with the
(2) A special Prismatic Lens.
Mazda Projector Lamp for Motion Picture
(3) A spherical mirror or reflector.
Projection?
(4) A housing for the above.
Answer — 1st — More healthful — eliminates all
(5) A current regulating device.
carbon gases and carbon dust, which is espe5th Question — Where can I secure this
cially harmful for operators confined in small
juipment?
booths.
Answer — All of the progressive Motion Pic2nd — Eliminates sputter and noise which is a
ire Projection Machine Manufacturers now
nrominent feature where the A.C. Arc is used.
aild machines with this special equipment as a Eliminates flicker on the 25 and 40 cycle A.C.
art of their stock apparatus.
3rd — Eliminates flicker and Arc travel where
A.C. Arc is used.
6th Question — Could i use my present mahine?
4th — Only have to focus once. Allows operator more time to devote to care of apparatus
Answer — Yes. By the use of an Adapter.
and the picture on the screen.
7th Question — Where can I get the " Mazda
5th — The screen is evenly illuminated at all
1" 28-30 volt projector Lamps and this Uniersal Adapter?
times, no " ghosts," colored or dark areas, as
Answer — The Mazda "C" 28-30 vojt Projec- are found with arc projection.

1

Power

Used

Help

You

Decide

6th— The Mazda 20 ampere, 28-30 volt, 600
watt lamp will displace a 40 to 60 ampere A.C.
carbon Arc where the length of throw does not
exceed 80 feet and the width of the picture 12
feet on a plain mat screen.
7th — On a metallic or high reflecting screen,
higher screen brilliancy is possible and a satisfactory 15 ft. picture up to 75 feet can be
secured.
8th— Where the 25 to 30 ampere A.C. Arc has
been used with a rectifier, the Mazda 600 watt
lamp is conjunction with a metallic screen and
a No. 2 or Yi size Projection Lens will give a
brilliant 14 ft. wide picture at 80 ft. throw.
9th — Produces approximately the same intensity of illumination as the 25 to 30 ampere D.C.
carbon arc for a picture 13 ft. wide at 90 ft.
throw.
10th — Do not compare the " Mazda " 20
ampere, 28-30 volt, 600 watt lamp with a 40
ampere D.C. arc, as we do not claim equal illumination. The new 30 ampere 28-30 volt, 900
watt Mazda Projector Lamp when used with a
reflecting screen will compare with a 40 ampere
D.C. Arc.
Picture
Width Throw
Note
in Ft. in Ft.
400 watt 28-30 voU Mazda Lamp 10
60
600 " 28-30 "
"
"
12
80
900 " 28-30 "
"
"
16 100
11th — "Mazda" Projection produces a soft
lighted picture. The carbon Arc a more harsh
12th — The soft amber tone of the Mazda Lamp
picture.
is what motion picture producers are striving to
secure, also the increased depth of picture over
the carbon Arc is highly desirable.
13th — Preserves equipment No carbon dust
to destroy the working parts of the projection
machine.
14th — Easier on the eyes of the people look"
ing at the pictures. Reduces eye strain; hence,
patrons will come to the theatre oftencr. Less
fire hazard, no open flame to ignite the film.
15th — The simplicity of operation gives the
operator more time to watch the operating
mechanism and to improve the projection of the
picture.
16th — Rated average life of lamp is 100 hours.
17th — Two lamps may be focused ready to install in the lamp housing so that when one lamp
burns out the new or second lamp can be quickly
put into place.
10th Question — What is the cost of operating an Isolated Electric Motion Picture
Plant?
Answer — 1st, Figuring that you will occasionally use the full output of electrical current produced by the isolated Plant, we will use our
maximum figures.
If gasolene costs 36c per gallon and the
Plant produces 1,000 watts per hour and consumes one gallon of gasolene in four hours, the
cost per 1,000 watts is 9c, or current costs 9c
per2nd,
unit.We will use this figure also for the car(Continued on page 736)
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Winter Garden Theatre, SeatTHE
tle's newest photoplay amusement
house, has made its formal bow to
the public.
This beautiful theatre, on Third Avenue, just north of Pike Street, has been
in the course of construction for the past
ten months. New ideas combed from
theatres all over the country have been
taken advantage of in the construction of
The Winter Garden. The management
states that the comfort and safety of
patrons is guaranteed by many novel departures. The ceiling is high and broad,
insuring ample air space, giving a pleasing effect to the eye and allowing the utmost in musical features.
The screen upon which the picture
features will be projected is of a special
non-reflecting construction which also
gives a perspective to the photoplay
scenes.
The battery of projecting machines is
located at nearly right angles to the
screen. These are of the latest type as
are the stereopticon and spotlight lenses.
The heating and lighting power plants
are away from the building thus insuring
safety. Washed air, which is changed
every few minutes, guarantees proi)er
humidity preventing throat irritation, so
common in many auditoriums.
A Hope Jones organ has been installed.
The Hope Jones is the individual idea of
Hope Jones, the world renowned organ
architect, now deceased.
A private projection room is provided
where the management will view pictures
before their purchase.
An elaborate marquise graces the front
of the theatre, surmounted by a $5,000
electric sign which contains 2.500 individual lights.
Specially selected motion picture feature productions from the country's best
producers are guaranteed by The Winter
Garden management. These will be supplemented bycomedy plays from filmdom's best comedians and art travelogues
and the snappiest of news films.
The Winter Garden Theatre is owned
by the Progressive Company, composed
entirely of Seattle persons, of which
James Q. Clemmer is president, Edwin F.
James is secretary and George De C.
Myers treasurer are the principal stockholders. The theatre will be under the
personal attention of Mr. Clemmer and
Mr. James, with Mr. James as resident
manager. All these men are well known,
and well liked in Seattle and surrounding
territory. Mr. Clemmer, known as " Jim,"
is president-manager of " Clemmer's "
popular movie. " Jim " Clemmer because

Architect

all

Placing

Seats

all Seats

on

Picture

New

Planned

Good

One

of his popularity is always called on,
whenever some big city afTair is to be
held, to help out and he does. It seems
odd that the two other principals. " Ed "
James and " Georgie " Myers are the
same kind, but this is one reason why, or
rather three reason? why the " Winter
Garden " will pay.
Mr. F. H. Fowler, the architect, says.
" Within the last decade the motion picture has grown in popularity from a small
beginning, until today it rivals the socalled legitimate play. This condition is
particularly true on the Pacific Coast,
where the motion picture has attained its
greatest popularity.
The modem motion picture theatre has
developed rapidly from a small hall with
movable chairs to the great auditorium
of today, in which no expense has been
spared to provide a maximum of comfort
and convenience for the audience.

Inclined

Floor

There is a tendency at present to co:
struct motion picture theatres having
moderate seating capacity and in whi
every seat is arranged to afford a good
view of the screen. Seats from whidi
only a poor or distorted view of the pi^
ture can
be had have no place in an up-todate
auditorium.
In the design of the Winter Garden
Theatre an effort has been made to obtain
a maximum of " best view " seats, and to
eliminate the poor seats. In every large
auditorium there are a greater Percentage
of poor seats than in a medium-sized
theatre. Good view lines mean satisfied
In the Winter Garden Theatre all seats
patrons.
are on the inclined floor in the main auditorium, the balcony being reserved for
ladies' rest rooms, men's smoking room*»
lavatories and office space.
(Continued on page 736)
^
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What

Portable Lighting
will do
{Continued from page 733)

bons used in arc machines, but it must be remembered that in the arc machines there is an
occasional extra added expense for the arc
lamp parts, carbon, jaws, etc.
Also an item not to be overlooked is that with
the Mazda Lamp there is practically no lens expense owing to the special prismatic lens being made of high heat resisting glass. While
there is an occasional extra added expense for
Piano Lenses in the arc machines
(To be concluded in next issue)
Winter Garden Full of
Innovations
{Continued from page 734)
The fresh warm air enters the auditorium through a large grill in the ceiling.
The foul air is removed at the floor level
of the auditorium through wall ducts.
The downward flow of fresh air comes in
contact with the heads of the audience
first, thus insuring the freshest air for
breathing purposes. In summer the air
is pre-cooled instead of heated.
In the Winter Garden Theatre the indirect system of lighting has been chosen
for the reason that it produces a soft and
subdued lighting effect and gives a more
even diffusion of the light without any
glare. Satisfactory lighting conditions
add much to the effect of the decorative
scheme and to the comfort of the patrons.
A large pipe organ located above the
stage and directly behind the grill work
in the ceiling cove will furnish the latest
music. The location and arrangement of
the big organ is such as to deliver a large
volume of sound high above the audience.
This installation is calculated to have excellent acoustic results in any part of the
auditorium.
Among the many innovations to be
found in the new Winter Garden Theatre
are two special retiring rooms on the mezzanine floor, from which view of the photoplay may be had through plate glass
partitions.
One of these parlors, the one on the
right of the foyer, is exclusively for the
women patrons. It immediately adjoins
the spacious rest rooms and is furnished
with cozy sofas and telephones and furnishes aview of the audiences as well as
the screen. These seats are not specially
priced, but are accessible to all.
The parlor on the left of the foyer is
given over exclusively to the men and will
be used as a smoking room. As in the
women's parlor, there will be telephones
and cozy seats. The special ventilation
takes care of the smoke and the parlor is
separated from the main theatre room by
plate glass, through which the smokers
will view the projected pictures.
An especially attractive view of the
hand-painted walls and murals is to be
had from these two special rooms. A
maid will be in attendance in the ladies'
parlor.
The latest developments in theatre seating in thjis country have been introduced

in Seattle in the seating equipment of the
new Winter Garden Theatre. During the
last few years there has been a marked
advance in design, comfort and luxuriousness of motion picture theatre seats.
All of the seats in the Winter Garden
Theatre were furnished and installed by
the Northwest School Furniture Company, representing the American Seating
Company of New York and Chicago.
It is pointed out by the local distributors that the Winter Garden seats were
designed for comfort primarily, while at
the same time they follow correct architectural lines as carried out in the interior design of the theatre. All seats
are equipped with full coil springs, heavily padded and upholstered. The finish
tliroughout is in soft gray, harmonizing
witli the interior decorative scheme.
Steam is furnished from an outside
power plant, so there is no fire of any
kind in the building. This steam after
entering the building passes through large
coils under the stage and is forced by fan
up to the roof of the building and discharges into the theatre through the large
grill in the center of the ceiling. Direct
radiation is furnished for the offices,
rest
rooms and store at the front of the
building.
Probably no other phase of the construction ofa modern theatre is more important than that of adequate heating and

Picture

N

ventilation, assuring uniform radia
heat and constantly revitalized air.

Lobby of Mission theatre, Los Angel
Not the least attractive feature o
Winter Garden Theatre is the artist
terior decorating. The walls are do..
a mottled effect in creams and brown
lieved by a series of very artistic oil
scapes, all of which were handpaint
a local artist.
The most advanced model Simplex
jector has been installed in absolutely
proof quarters, assuring patrons ol
Winter Garden Theatre the " last w<
i
projectio
in
n. " Kismet,"
duced
the theatre,
afforded a which
splendi
of the i)rojection facilities of the th

Front of Rialto, Des Moines, Iowa
i
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The Typhoon

System

Costs the Exhibitor Nothing.

The increased attendance, due to the perfect ventilation that Typhoons
insure, pays installation costs and a handsome
Watch

this page for lists of TYPHOON

Strand
Mudd & Cooley
BREWTON
Vaudette
FLORENCE
Majestic
Strand
Theato
HCNTSVILLE
Hackworth
Lyric
MOBILE
Crescent
Dolphin
Empire
MONTGOMERY
Colonial
Strand
SELMA
Academy of Music
SHEFFIELD
Lyric
Majestic
Theato

dividend besides.

users.
MARYSVILLE
Atkins
Novelty
MARTINEZ
PASADENA
Florence
REEDLEY
Star
SANGER
Sanger
SANTA PAULA
De Luxe
VISAVisalia
I, I A

LITTLE
Gem ROCK
Princess
Royal
MARIANNA
Regent
PARAGOULD
Majestic
ROGERS
Gem
STAMPS
Brown

ARIZONA
GLOBE
Dime

ALABAMA
ANNISTON
Noble Theatre
BIRMINGHAM
Alcazar
Champion
Frolic
Gay

monthly

DOUGLAS
Grand
MIAMI
Elk's
Unique
NOGALES
Nogales
PHOENIX
The Hip

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFEELD
Bakersfleld
Pastime
DAVIS
Strand
FRESNO
Kinema
GLENDALE
Glendale
LOSVictoria
ANGELES
Windsor
New Palace
Mission
Broadway
College

ARKANSAS
DE Elite
QUEEN
FORREST CITY
Imperial
FORT SMITH
New
Fort Smith
HOPE
Crutchfleld
HOTPrincess
SPRINGS
JONESBORO
Grana
Liberty
THE

alone

COLORADO
COLORADO
SPRINGS
Odeon
CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT
Hippodrome
BRISTOL
Bristol
GREENWICH
Greenwich
MILFORD
New Capital
Moriarty
WATERBURY

PROOF

" I have derived wonderful results from your fans ;
not only from a cooling and ventilating standpoint,
but from a financial standpoint. TYPHOONS have
absolutely increased our business the year around."
H. M. Crandall,
Crandall's Theatres,
Washington, D. C.

It is the greatest SYSTEM in use.'
A. R. Noble, Manager,
Noble Theatre,
Anniston, Ala.

"We are more than satisfied; TYPHOONS are
wonderful. I have twice been compelled to leave
theatres on account of the heat — houses that could
have been made comfortable with your system."
S. Blumenstiel,
Princess Theatre,
Hot Springs, Ark.

" TYPHOONS have increased our summer busi"
ness over 100%. Frank
A. Salisbury, Manager,
Theatres Visalia,
Visalia, Calif.

WRITE FOR CATALOG ".V"

800 So. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

TYPHOON

FAN

COMPANY

64 W. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

ERNST GLANTZBERG. President
1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA, ,

345 WEST

39th STREET,

NEW

255 No. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

YORK,

N. Y.

215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH. N. C.
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Bay to Have New
Theatre
motion picture theatre is now
ANEW
in the first stages of construction in
Green Bay, Wis., under the direction of
Saxe Amusement Company of Milwaukee. The theatre will cost approximately $50,000 when completed. It is
expected that the opening performances
will be March i, 1921.
In building the new Green Bay theatre,
the Saxe company brings the fifth motion
picture house to Green Bay. The new
theatre is being built on the site formerly
occupied by the Royal theatre, which was
destroyed by fire last spring.
The contract for the erection of the
new Saxe house, which has not been
named as yet, has been awarded to the
H. J. Selmer company, prominent Wisconsin theatre builders. The design for
the structure was drawn up by H. W.
Carr, architect. According to the plans,
the theatre will be 44 by 160 feet. It will
be a one-story building, and all of the seats
will be placed on the messanine floor. It
is estimated that the seating capacity of
the new house will be in the proximity of
I, 000. A large foyer and outer lobby, as
well as rest rooms, are planned, and all
of the features used in the Milwaukee
owned Saxe houses will be incorporated
in the New Green Bay theatre.
E. C. Bostick, a member of the Saxe
managerial forces and former manager of
the Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, is personally supervising the work in Green
Bay. According to Mr Bostick, the new
theatre will receive the benefit of the
metropolitan innovations which the Saxe
company is using in Milwaukee at the
Strand, Alhambra and Princess theatres,
which they own. A thirty-five piece
orchestra will be brought to Green Bay
for all special presentations. The full
Milwaukee Strand and Alhambra orchestras will be sent to this city regularly
to entertain. Edward J. Weisfeldt, manager of the Strand theatre in Milwaukee
and originator of the prologue idea in the
Milwaukee theatres, will spend two days
a week in Green Bay in arranging prologues, song numbers and specialties here.
Advices from Milwaukee state that the
new Saxe theatre in Green Bay will be
built along the same lines on which the
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Green

♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

new Milwaukee Saxe theatre, the Gargoyle, is being built. Ornate outer accouterments will be used to enhance thLbeauty of the new cinema palace, and no
money will be spared in exploitation of
pictures. The lobby will be arranged to
permit lavish exploitation. Members of
the Saxe amusement advertising force
will visit Green Bay each week to write
the advertisements and arrange the publicity and exploitation for the theatre.
First-run Associated First National
pictures will be shown at the new Green
Bay theatre. The Saxe amusement company holds a First National franchise for
the Milwaukee territory, and these features exclusively will be shown. Short
subjects, including news weekly and comedies, will also be on the program, as well
as the orchestral presentations, prologues
and specialty numbers.
A

THE

United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

FOR

THE

and

beautiful new Loew's State theatre, Memphis, Tenn., opened to the
public on October 7th, is a model of construction as well as beauty. The State
theatre was built at a reputed cost of $1,000,000 and is said to be the largest in the
South. It is located in the very heart of
the shopping district, and easily accessible

THE
LARGEST
MOTION
BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
EVERYTHING

Model of Beauty
Construction

PICTURE

MOTION

Theatre

from every car point in Memphis and out-^
lying districts.
1
The lobby, facing Main street, leads
through two grand staircases to the mez-1
zanine floor and into a wide, sweeping or-1
chestra floor and balcony, giving a rooiny.1
airy effect and an instant relief vastly dif-1
ferent to the crowded, close conditions ofll
so many Southern theatres.
1
The color scheme is gray finished witM
gold, with beautiful tapestries and hang-i
ings to match.
The decorative art workj
has attracted unusual attention, for manymonths were consumed in their completion
throughout the lobby, the foyer and maina
mezzanine.
Lighting fixtures of a threecolor arrangement, very soft and soothingin effect, blend harmoniously with the sub^ j
dued yet dignified background, giving zjm
indirect illumination.
n
There is a beautifully appointed ladiesj
room, and a pretty little lounging roonal
where one may meet friends, write a noteJ
or just rest and wait until there are goodl
seats available. Blowers located under
the floor first wash the air before it is
driven into the auditorium through ducts,
it is then circulated through the playhouse
by side and wall propellers, and thea
sucked up and out of the building by means
of huge air drives situated at the ceilingline. A modern vacuum system insures
perfect sanitation at all times.

CONCERN
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THE

WORLD
OMAHA

CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY, MO.
PICTURE
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J, H. Hallberg
Executive Offices
Vice
Pres. and Secy.
1604 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY
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♦
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SPEEDCO

ARC

CONTROLS

Hoffman's
Palace Theatre
A New Million Dollar Theatre at
Cleveland,

Ohio

Equipped with Fulco Speedco Arc Controls
R. and F. New

Million Dollar Theatre

St. Paul, Minn.
Capitol
The
A battery of Three Fulco Speedco Arc Controls
The Biggest and Best Theatres in the Country
are Equipped with our Arc Controls

E. E. FULTON

COMPANY

3208 Carroll Ave.

-

Chicago, 111.

Are You Satisfied With Your Stage Lighting Equipment?
^Manufacturers of
Nitrogen spot lights
Arc
lights
Musicspot
stands
Aisle
lights
Rewinds
Film boxes
Musicians' chairs
Directors'
stands
Plugging boxes
Stage pockets
Cable
Condensors

We

manufacture

of Motion

Picture Screens

a high

grade line of stage lighting
and kino equipment.

The

Gardiner

Our

line is complete and prices

Velvet

Gold- Fibre

Screen

are reasonable. (Engineering service gratis.)

It Will Pay You fo Investigate.

Drop Us a Line Today

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
820 SO. TRIPP AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
We are equipping 90 per cent, of Chicago theatres

If
Let the theatre
i ventilation
■

r/ie Paragon

EVER tersee
artistan? oil painting by a masEver see pictures projected on a
Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen?
The sensation is the same!
Just think of showing pictures in their
true color values, the greys, blues,
browns, blacks and other colors having adistinctive value of its own. All
the many color effects are brought out
in their proper contrast when you use
a Gardiner Screen.
Your audience will appreciate this
screen.
Send today for Booklet.
For Sale by Leading Dealers

iJrATPiKir\/ENTIL/\TIN'3

I specialists
tell you flow,—
Send today for
Booklet 7

K17N5PPN ^(7I7UNCi Sy5TEM,iNc.HEWy(7RK
BRAN5:H - 1325 VINE. 5T. PHILA- PA' /O W. ^5Iif if T.

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHio
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Field for Stereopticon Lamps
The Mazda " C " lamp has practically a
monopoly on the stereopticon field. In days
gone by, without the aid of a simply operated,
portable, light weight stereopticon, the average
lecturer or entertainer had limited maans of
demonstrating detailed points to his audience.
Today, instead of a long description, he says,
" To illustrate what I mean," presses a button,
and, if his slides have been well chosen, he
can convey precisely what is in his mind to the
minds of his listeners.
Nature in all her marvelous colorings, detailed manufacturing in all the varied industries,
in fact, anything of which a photograph or
drawing can be made is a fit subject for the
screen through the aid of a stereopticon machine.
Time was when large cumbersome drawings,
blue prints, to which references must be made,
were filed away in drawers or cabinets and
necessitated much bother and inconvenience
when they were to be taken out. Today the
drawing can be put into slide form and thrown
upon a screen, and viewed by a much larger
number of persons with more ease and comfort.
In fact, practically all visual instruction and
its allied arts are dependent upon a light source
of high brilliancy and as such the stereopticon
type of lamp fulfills the need for a large part
of the field.
History of Development
The use of an illuminant to project the image
of a cutout or a transparency is centuries old.
The most successful light source prior to the
introduction of the highly concentrated Mazda
lamp and the one which is still in use with
many kinds of apparatus, was the carbon arc.
The arc came into existence about 1800.
The arc was of course limited to places where
electric current was available, and so both the
lime and the acetylene flame were extensively
used, especially by traveling lecturers. As
electric current became more universal, the use
of the carbon arc spread. But there was still
felt a need for an illuminant which could be
operated by anyone — i.e., did not require a special operator — a lamp of low amperage, and of
such a voltage that it would be tapped out
directly from any lighting socket.
The beginning of the incandescent lamp dates
back to October 21, 1879, when Thomas A. Edison made his first successful lamp. The filament
was made of paper — a carbon filament. It was
not until slightly over a decade ago, however,
that the tungsten filament was brought out and
not until several years after that until a coiled
concentrated filament was introduced, thus giving a lamp applicable to stereopticon work. The
first coiled concentrated filaments operated in a
vacuum. The present filaments operate in an
inert gas and the lamp is known as a Mazda

by

H.

F.

Barnes

Lamp

for

Service
Lighting

Several months ago we published a series of articles on the subject of Incandescent projection. The author was Mr.
H. F. Barnes, who is also the author of
the present series, which originally appeared in one of the Bulletins of the Edison Lamp Works.
Mr. Barnes has the happy faculty of
combining technical knowledge to practical application, and what is of even
greater importance, of stating it in simple, easily understandable language.

Service

Department

or more lenses; an accurately ground projection lens; the housing, flexible bellows, anc a
slide carrier.
The mirror is placed behind the lamp to cat
ihe rays of Ught in that direction and redir
them toward the condenser, so that they
pass through the slide, thence through the projection lens and subsequently on to the screen.
The condenser is so called, since it bends or
condenses the rays of hght falling upon it fro«
the lamp, so that after passing through the slidfe
they will enter the projection lens. The r'istance it is placed in front of the lamp is determined mainly by its combined back foci^
As will be explained later the lamp filament"
very rarely placed at the exact focus of the
condenser.

'■ C." The vacuum lamp is a Mazda " B " lamp.
(A semi-concentrated carbon lamp was introduced prior to this, but on account of its low
efficiency could not
be used, except for
very small pictures.)
The ordinary
Mazda vacuum
lamps, such as are in
our homes, would
not be applicable for
projection. As will
be shown later, a
concentrated light
source of high brilliancy, i.e., high candle-power is needed.
So the field of projection remained
practically untouched
until a concentrated
highly eificient light
source was produced.
Fig. 2
Principal Parts of a Showing by Photograph the Principal
Parts of a Stereopticon Lantern;
Stereopticon Lantern
Mirror, a 400-lf'n// Lamp, the Condenser System and Projection Lens
The cfimponent
The projection lens, which is placed at a
parts of a stereopticon lantern are fir of a
light source, which generally consists t, the distance in front of the slide, approximately,
stereopticon lamp and a mirror placed behind
corresponding to its focus, gathers the rays of
the lamp; a condensing lens, composed of one
light coming through the slide and projects
them upon the screen. Thus any image or
picture at the position the slide occupies is dupliCondenser
cated and enlarged on the screen.
Focvis
A housing, usually of sheet metal, is placed
around the lamp, mirror and condenser to shield
the lamp from the eye and keep the rci m
dark.
Again, since the distance from the slide
rror Lanxp CondtTl5Cirs
(which is directly in front of the condenser) is
relative!}' long (varying according to the focus
The Principal Parts Fig.
of a IStereopticon Lantern:
Mirror, Lamp, Condenser, Slide and Slide Car- of the lens) and therefore, since there may be
rier, Projection Lens. Notice the housing which possibility of stray light from the shde or concovers up the light source, and the bellows which
denser, aflexible housing or bellows, as it is
encloses the light beam from the slide to the known, must be used to enclose the light beam
projection lens
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as it passes from the slide to the projection
lens. This bellows must be flexible, that is
capable of being shortened or lengthened, since
the distance from the slide to the projection lens
varies according to the distance from the slide
to the screen.
For example, in a very small room, the distance from the slide to projection lens may be
at its maximum ; in a longer hall with a long
throw this distance will be considerably shortened.
A double slide carrier, placed as before indicated serves to hold one slide at a time in
position in front of the condenser. While one
slide is being shown another slide can be slipped
into the empty section of the slide carrier and
when ready the second slide takes the place of
the first, — the first slide can then be removed
and the third slide put into its place, etc.
Theory of Projection as Applied to Stereopticon
Machines
The Condensing Lens
Projected light has to do with light rays that
are accurately controlled, either by the aid of
a lens or of a polished reflecting surface. An
ordinary reflector in which house or industrial
lights are placed, is not considered a device for
projecting light. It, of course, controls the
light to a more or less rough degree.

.FLSN)/ ux glass

■Vmdow Glass

W\.a(iow Glass
Pig- 3

Indicating Hoiv a Ray of Light Passes through
an Ordinary JViiidozv Pane and Comes Out in
the Sai)!c Direction. How when the two sides
of the windozv glass are not parallel, the ray
will be deflected and come out in a different
direction than that which it enters
(To he continued)

Shutters for A C.
F. J., No. 1094: Which is the best shutter
for a. c. ? I ha\e a two-wing shutter and there
is a flicker.
Reply: The two-wing shutter is considered best for a. c. If .\ou have a bad flicker you
should examine the shutter blades to see if they

BASS—

are correctly proportioned. Perhaps by widening or narrowing the flicker blade (providing
the cut-off blade has been rightly designed) you
will be able to reduce the trouble.
A. Frederickson: What is the exact reason for the use of the two-wing shutter in
place of the triple wing when using alternating
current ?
Reply: This can be answered by means of
simple mathematics.
Suppose the machine to be running at normal speed of 1 turn per second, which means
1 foot of film or 16 frames passing by the aperture during that same time.
With a three-wing shutter, the screen goes
dark
ond. 3 times for each frame, or 48 times a secNow if a. c. is used it is probably 60-cycle
current, that is the current becomes zero two
times 60 or 120 times a second. At each of
these points the arc, while it does not cease entirely is greatly dimmed. Thus we have a
shutter which interferes completely with screen
illumination 48 times a second and a light source
attempting to do the same thing 120 times a
second.
From the foregoing you can see that if the
machine were to be run at normal speed at all
times and the generator at the power house
kept up to speed so that the frequency was unvarying there would seldom be trouble from
flicker, at least from synchronism. Only once
in five seconds would there be complete synchronism between between shutter and current frequency. Although this condition might
give the effect of a slowly moving wave, it
probably would not occur often enough to be
disagreeable or injurious to the eyes.
So much for operation under normal conditions. Due to variations in voltage (which
would affect the speed of a motor-driven machine), and in frequency, normal operation is
seldom possible. Frequency will often drop to
59 or rise to 61, perhaps for an instant only or
perhaps for a considerable period. Voltage
varies on the best of supply lines.
Now suppose that the frequency is maintained constant and the machine speed is increased due either to the nature of picture
shown or to the need for more rapid action.
Instead of a foot a second, the speed is increased 25 per cent or the same as 20 frames a
second. With our three-wing shutter there
would be 3 x 20 or 60 periods of darkness per
second.
,
Since our frequency is 60, you can see that
the current alterations and shutter are in exact
time. What would happen under these conditions will be left to your imagination.

Picture

News

From the foregoing you can readily see tl
if the wings of the shutter are reduced in nu:
ber by one, the danger of synchronism (
stroboscopic effect) is eliminated as at no t
under a wide range of operating conditi
would the dark periods caused by the b
coincide with the zero points of the current
With a two-wing shutter you are very apt to
get a certain amount of flicker unless the machine is overspeeded.

T.&

D. Projectors Featur I
in Newspaper

It's a rare treat to listen to an outsider di
scribe a motion picture projector especially
the writer of the description happens to be
newspaper man who takes his facts and cloth)
them in fanciful language. Listen to thi
clipping from the Stockton (Cal.) Daily Inde
Machines
with souls.
pendent
:
Such are the two new motion picture pro
jectors recently installed at the T. & E
theatre in Stockton. When motion picture
first proved their popularity with America
audiences the layman was heard to refer i
what the " operator does " with a " He doi
features make the machines
it Automatic
with a crank."
most self-operative, the attendants simpl;
" loading " the film magazines and maintai
ing the apparatus. When the layman watchi
one of the machines, his natural conclusi
is that the masters of mechanics havi
breathed almost a breath of life into t
contrivances of steel. Practically all of tl
most marked inventions of the last fi
years in the motion picture projector fiel
are said to be incorporated in the two Powei
Camerographs, Type E. installed at tl
Stockton photoplay house.
Equipped with roller pin intermittent mov
ments, the machines assure steady, clear pictures without flicker or cause for eye strai;
bringing out every little detail as developi
into the films. The machines are equippei
with Peerless arc controls, elements of tb
souls, which maintain a perfect arc at
times, thereby eliminating the objectionabli
shadows and colored light which so oft
appears at the bottom of the screens.
Another feature is that which affon
protection from fire. In case the portion o:
the film being used is inflamed an automati
knife severs the strip and drops a door ovei
the entrance to the magazine, saving thi
sheet remaining on the reels.

CHICAGO

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
YES REAL U. S. MONET ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most complete outfit of Its type ever oftered and at a greater money
saving than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features,
Universal
and trick
forward
take with
up, focusing on film,Regular
etc., fitted
with crank,
50 M. M.
F: 3.5andlens,reverse
complete
6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines
and
extra
parts,
case
for
camera
and
carrying
trunk
to
contain both smaller cases. Entire outfit finished oft In a beautiful olive
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
YOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICE $450.00.
TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod with fine leather case.
List price $190.00. Our price $166.00.
Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00. Onr
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill
109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

PROJECTION
The best to be obtained is none too good for your
theatre. The best can only be had with the " Keenolite
Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market today and used by all of the largest and best theatres.
28% more light, 32.8% better definition. It will pay
you to investigate.
JUST ANOTHER

IMSCO

" PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136-37

Inc.
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Automatic
Arc
Controls
" the watch dog of the arc "
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Projector

O
Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.
SPEER

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

Are

You

Using

Eventually

the

Are feeding the projector arc lamps of most
every theatre in the land famed for perfect projection.
They produce a high degree of excellence in
screen illumination heretofore considered impossible to obtain.
Over a thousand in constant service.
Write for descriptive circular
Manufactured by
THE J. E. McAULEY
30 N. JeflFerson St.

It Will Be
I

MIRROROID
ANY

MONARCH
432 Market St.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

THEATRE SUPPLY
540 Plymouth PI.
CHICAGO

CO., INC.
Cor. Union & Fourth
MEMPHIS, TENN.

COSMOGRAPH
Portable
Stereopticons
and
Portable
Projectors
with
Stereopticon
Attachment
Price complete $52.00
Built
in
several
different
models,
for
properly
projecting
motion pictures and
lantern slides.
Models for either safety standard or regular width film.
Equipped with Mazda lamps from 400 to 1000 Watt, for use with regular
lighting circuits, individual lighting plants, or In connection with a Ford
Automobile.
DEALERS WANTED EVEBYWHEKE
Manufactured by
THE COSMOGRAPH MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO.
.> General Sales Offices
Broadway FUm BIdg.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

CO.
Chicago, lU.

is&ii-flsim?siii»:

Best?

"A one now
MOTIOGRAPH"
Order
and your projection troubles are over
National Carbons, Minusa Screens, Transverters,
Accessories and Supplies
We Sell for Cash or Payments
Our Catalog Will Interest You
Bargains in Rebuilt Machines of All Makes
Write for Information on Latest Mazda Projection

MFG.

OTHER

OUTLASTS
SCREEN!

EVERY
MIRROROID
FROM FIVE TO SEVEN

LASTS
YEARS

AND
STILL
RETAIN
IT'S
BRILLIANCY, AND EVERY MIRROROID USER IS A SATISFIED
USER.
MOST

SOLD
AND
RECOMMENDED BY THE BEST AND
RELIABLE
DEALERS.

WHEN YOU BUILD THAT NEW
THEATRE
GET OUR ADVICE
ON

PROJECTION.
ABSOLUTELY FREE AND
DOES
NOT OBLIGATE YOU IN ANY
WAY.
WE WILL GUARANTEE
PERFECT PROJECTION.
MY THEATRE IS
WIDE.
DEEP
BOOTH IS
APPROXIMATE PICTURE SIZE . .
MIRROROID

CORP., 725 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
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A utomatic
from

France

This Feature is But One of Many Found on
Latest Model of This Popular Camera

THERE is no reason why that statement of
the cameraman, " If the DeBrie only had
an automatic dissolving shutter it would
give the other studio cameras a run for their
money," should be heard again. The DeBrie
factories in France, which were closed down
insofar as the camera output was concerned, by
the war, have not been lying idle since the be-

maximum of 170° or the minimum. Furthermore after each fadeout it locks automatically.
The lack of a shutter of this type has long
been the DeBrie's greatest drawback at least
as far as its use in regular studio production
is concerned.
The' second feature is the focussing device
by which it is now possible to focus directly
onto a ground glass. This is done by perforating the film and sliding a ground glass in
position behind the perforation. This feature
in conjunction with the new mask box allows
the operator to place his mask in the exact
position he desires it to occupy and to check
up the location with exactness.
With this latest model three lenses are supplied
in a quick changing mount which will take
any size lens up to 10". The changing of a
lens is rapid — a rod is slid slightly to one side,
a bayonet catch turned slightly and the lens
is free.
One other feature that will be appreciated
by the cameraman who abhors the metric scale
is the footage recorder, which registers in
good American feet instead of the Continental
meters. This change was made for the sole
purpose of meeting the demands of the American market and as such will find the favor of
American cinematographers.
Users of the older DeBries will remember
how the elevated front was held in place and
prevented from suddenly dropping by some
homemade catch or even a length of cord. In
the new model this makeshift has been made unnecessary b\' a special catch which seizes and

Crank side of DeBrie
holds the front when the latter is lifted to
Realizing that these cameras will find appliposition.
cation in all countries and in all sorts of
climates they have been constructed throughout
of 5 ply teak wood.
With all these additional features and improvements the camera has not been increased
either in size or in weight. It weighs complete —
without tripod — just 17 pounds.
Mr. Sennor concluded his demonstration with
the statement that other things of an interesting nature to cameramen were on their way to
America. Notice of them will be found in
the News as they appear.

Special

Devices to Photograph Aurora Borealis
By use of special camera devices, it is planned
to picture night scenes in the ice fields of the?
Pacific Ocean such as never before have been
attempted. Under the personal supervision ot
Mr. Wilson and George Elwood Tenks, whoprepared the scenario for Metro's " Thei
Woman Who Went Away " — both veterans of
the far Canadian woods — it is planned to reproduce scenic eflFects that will include giant icebergs, limitless ice fields, a ship wreck and thw
aurora borealis.
Tinted film and a modification of colon
photography will be used in obtaining beautifuH
photographic effects. Much of the action of the
picture occurs in the ice fields, thus giving an
opportunity for original direction and bizarre
camera effects.

The DeBrie Tvith front lifted. Notice ground
glass ill temporary position in aperture
ginning of 1920 and while rumors of an interesting nature were seeping through to this country
nothing of particular definiteness was heard
until of a sudden a new model DeBrie was
shipped across. Adolph Senner, manager of the
motion picture department of Herbert &
Huesgen, New York City, was the first to call
the Editor's attention to the new equipment, and
his cameras he believed were the first to arrive
in this country. An examination of them
brought out several new features besides the
shutter.
But first a few words about the DeBrie
automatic dissolving shutter. It has been designed to fade out in Syi feet and accomplishes
this whatever the shutter opening, be it the

View from left side showing dissolver dial and,
above it, the mask opening

Wesley Ruggles, who is directing the new
special feature, has striven for the unique, both
in the handhng of his players and the bigj
interior and exterior settings that will serve as|
a background for the stor>-. As .a result, thej
I
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Just
EAGLE

Quality

Right

Raw

Paris

DeBrie

Studio

Features:

Automatic Shutter Dissolve designed and built
Same length of dissolve
from any shutter opening.

Will

Focusing

go to pieces in the

ground
opening

projector.

MaAe by
THE

EAGLE

Cameras

in by DeBrie.

StocV^

photographically.

not

from

ROCK

FILM

The

Arrived

New
ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

camera or removing film from the

Interior

Mask

Also Pathe, Universal
gate. and Erneman

Cameras

& HUESGEN

CO.

New York City

IS THE

NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO.
1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

IS exposed
month

and

developed

each

at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through

Try

continuous

practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Guaranteed Rebuilt Machines at Bargain Prices
Look over the following list, and you will see machines
never before quoted at such low prices.
simplex complete with reels and lenses hand drive $200.00
Simplex complete with reels and lenses motor drive
250.00
1918 Motlograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 125.00
1918 Motlograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 150.00
1915 Motlograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 75.00
1915 Motlograph complete with reels and lenses motor drive 100.00
Each Machine fully guaranteed.
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, III.
RITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

Box.

Projection Apparatus for Every Purpose
HERBERT

CAMERA
USED BY
Burton Holmes Travelogues (Exclusively)
By all the prominent
Camera Men, Leaders of Industry,
Scientists, Explorers, Government
Bodies and 100% of the
LEADING PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD

on

glass without

18 E. 42nd St.

THIS

direct

Eastman

Film never has an op-

portunity tohe anything but right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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Meet

Mr.

Richard

Wagner
(Continued from page 693)
ficient unto itself; but in the case of the
the prologue seeks to esvaried program,
tablish astate of mind in advance of the
picture. That's what it is supposed to
do, but only the good saints above can
figure out what most of the prologues are
accomplishing in this direction. You
may remember in a recent issue of the
Motion Picture News I directly touched
upon this opportunity of the prologue to
" channelize " the minds of the audience,
and concentrate it upon some theme of
the stor>', some kind of emotion, etc.
The second and perhaps the more noticeable
secret is the use of the character theme.
The third secret is the way in which ideas,
emotions or words can be accentuated and intensified bymusic. Thus the high society spirit
may be contrasted in a very decided way with
the simple country scenes — by the music quite
as much as by the pictures. In the overdrawn
bits, the music can be just as much a burlesque.
Oftentimes the orchestra outdoes the actors
in its delineation of an idea. What cannot be
registered by the film (little shades of meaning) are clearly defined by the instruments.
One may dovetail seeing with hearing. If some
inventor succeeds in synchronizing a phonograph to speak with the screen, the result will
not be as satisfying as the Wagner method.
Did you ever for one moment think that the
plain people in the audience care for the words
the actor speaks. All they want is to get the
idea when the idea registers, the auditor translates it into his own kind of phraseology and
verbiage.
So I say, meet Richard Wagner.
I can see him smiling at the whole picture industry.
He sits there in his big chair, writing on his
opera, " Parsifal." On his head lolls the velvci
cap, falling over to one side. The spectacles
are set firmly on the firm nose. The forehead
rises high and intellectual. The hair is bushy
— at the back; a little suggestion of beard ion the side of his face. The cleft chin is forward and prominent, stubborn, obstinate. How
I get the impression I don't know, but something about the face makes me think of an old
seaman, who has known the roughest tides.
The eyes are deep and heavy lines are on the
forehead from frowning and thought, with
high hills drawn over the eyes. The cheeks arc
marked ferociously. The mouth — it is alwax s
seeming to say, "No quarter." An old captain,
at Gloucester, I knew looked exactly like him.
But there is an indolence about his clothes
which suggest the very opposite. Soft collar,
rich cravat, velvet jacket, slippers, a scent of
perfume.
The room in which he sits is hung with heavy
draperies, the floors are covered with thick rugs.
The whole place is adorned with something that
depicts the voluptuary at his worst.
As he sits writing his music, the lips going
tighter, the jaws are working incessantly, grinding, it,
grinding.
He is adoes
littlehe man,
you don't
realize
so straight
hold but
himself.
He
passes a theme and pauses a moment. As he
awaits his inspiration he rubs his hands against
a silk cloth, doing it with evident physical
pleasure.

The

Music

Forum

Picture

Newt

N. J.
tion manager of the New Branford Theatre, N-rwar.
I believe that it is fitting that we who are inirrcm
in the advancement of music in picture theatres ■::iob
do everything within our power to aid men lik^ H
Reid, in settingthatthemothers
up asmayan follow.
example of suc< • srf
showmanship,
This week Mr. Reid presented a prologue for " Pa
sion,"
which
to my
an incomparable
jiT'/.ogt
for
picture,
frommind
the isthree
angles of light,
mu»
and this
action.
I want those of us whose cause is your cause — Mni
for the Masses — to welcome to our ranks, on beta
of our soon to be organized conference — Gordon Be
and the men who are making his achievements posi
by their vision and sound business ethics — the Fabiai
of New Jersey, who own the Branford and ser«
other theatres. A wonderful combination in a «■
derful theatre.
HYMAN S. KRAFT,
New York Concert league
Motion Picture News :
It is with great interest that I read your inscrti»
that appear in the MOTION PICTURE NEWS t
garding the Improvement of Motion Picture Musi
Your idea of a Music Picture Conference is gi
and will no doubt mark a new era toward the adva
ment of Better Music in the Motion Picture Theal
especially throughout the South. I will conside
quite an honor to participate at your conference,
you can rest assured of my cooperation in every i
I will certainly be in the Big City, January :
without fail.
Director of Music,,
LYNWOOD M. WILLIAMSON,
Rialto and Rivoli Theatre
Columbia. S.

(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions cire gathered. This is
where the motion picture fraternity gets
together on music.)
Dear Sir :
I think that a conference along the lines you sugKest, is a splendid idea, and whoever is responsible
for conceiving it and undertaking to bring it to pass,
deserves the hearty thanks of all concerned.
Will bring the matter to the attention of the members at our next meeting, and at this time feel perfectly safe of assuring you of our hearty cooperation
in tin purpose of this conference.
Very truly yours,
E. C. MILLS,
Chairman, Executive Board,
Music Publishers' ProtectiveNewAssociation,
York City.
My Dear Mr. I:
I have just started a series of articles in ray music
column in the NEWARK LEDGER on " Music in
the Movies."
am going
write an article everj'
Sundav
on someI phase
of theto subject.
PHILIP GORDON,
Newark, N. J.
Dear Mr. I :
1 want to take advantage of your columns so that
we can welcome into our ranks, Gordon Reid, produc— Time
Sheet thefor following
" The Deceiver
" sheet:
Joe ZivelliCuesubmits
official cue
(D) denotesT. scene or action. (T) denotes title or subtitle. See foot-note also.
Description
Composition Tempo
Remarki
T.
4.1. 2
*Spring Serenade (2-4 Allegretto) LacoiW
T.D. At screening
2. 2
The
little
home
Cupid's
Caress
(3-4
Valse
Mod.)
(Witmark)
..
Robert
3.
I'm living
in the past
Romania
(3-4(Play
And.PiuMod.)
(T. B. Harms) ... .Thomai
CueGeorge
Boswell
(Continue)
Mosso)
T.
5. 4l'/4 T.T. Ivan Bamet
Prelude (arr. Roberts. Fischer edit.) (Heavy Dram
Begin pp.) (Play slowly to acc) Rachmaninol
2
6. iVz
With
the
sincere
*"
Illusion
" (2-4 Mod.)
7. 1
Dramatic Reproach
(2-4 Mod. Dram.) Bustanob|
Bergi
T. Out in the logging
2
T.
23/4
The
Superintendent's
"A
Love
Song"
(4-4
And. d'amor.) (Chapp. ) . . . . Wooc
9.
T. Ivan never
**'Boreas"
(3-4
Dram.)
(Witmark)
G.
Trinka«
10.
The Superintendent's
*"Prelude"
(by Kistler-Fischer) (4-4 And. ram.)
action)
Kunihflc(ft
8.
T. Many agitators
11.
"Dramatic Tension" (2-4 Mod. Dram.) (Jacobi)
NortM
'A D.
13. 3l'/4
12.
Va
Ivan
leaves
directors
"Dramatic
Suspense"
(4-4
Lento
Mist.)
Bel
T. I took the job
"Moonbeams" (Jacobs) (4-4 Allegretto) (to acc.) . CoU
T. As the weeks
14. 23/i
2
"Dream of Flowers" (4-4 Mod. Espres.) (Fox)..Coh«i
T.
15. 2
trees were like
"Butterflies" (4-4 Caprice) ( Forster) Johnsot
T. The
16.
Intoxicated
with
*"Serenade"
(Fischer) (4-4 Mod.) (to action) . .Widoi
18.
D. Ivan goes to men near fire
17.
'"Agitato No. 4" (Open ppp. Play to acc. ) . .Zamecni]
19. 1Wi
Girl stops
*"Serenade
Con Moto) Borci
T. When
the men
heart is
(Continue) Romantique"
(Play much (3-4
slower)
T.
20. 2
"I Love
Your pub.
Eyes Chappelle)
of Grey" (4-4 Mod. d'amor) bs
H. Wood.
2>/2 D. Ivan's ideals
21.
T.D. Half-breed and girl
*"Romance" (Schir.) (4-4 And. Dram.) Fromme
D. Letter on screen
22. 2
*"Broken
Hearted
Sparrow" (3-4 Patetico) (by Be«
dix. pub.
Jacobs)
13
23.
/4T. Blinded with
"Agitato
No. fast)
30" (watch
(4-4 Dram.
Agit.) (Begin slow Li
then KF
for shot)
25
24.
Praise God
"A Musical
Thought"
(Titlebaum-pub.
Belwin) (•
Mod.
Assai)
(Quasi
Dram.)
1
D.T.
"Agitato
No. Fischer)
20" (4-4 Heavy) (Play to acc)
T. Men massed — Ivan enters
Lake-pub.
T.
2'-4
26.
3
That's a lie
"Devotion"
(Fox)slow)
(4-4 And.) (Begin fast) Depi
28.
27.
(Continue very
T. I never did
To the crazed
"Desc.
Agit."
(4-4
Agit.)
(Begin ppp.) (fast Schoenfii
when
house afire)
29.
Let the forest
"Reve(Tympani
d'Amor" rumble
(2-4 tillMod.end of
Andante)
(Love
Songl
fire scene) .. Zamecni
THE END.
Length -5 reels (approx.) 5,000 feet.
Character
Projection time — 55 minutes.
Character of
of picture
picture — Dramatic.
Scored for projection at 14 minutes per reel. Locale — Woods — Lumber camp — mill.
NOTE; Type of picture demands dramatic music of the kind suggested in above setting. This setting wil
enable the Director to play for this picture the most appropriate music at the first showing of same in tb
tre. The compositions have been carefully selected and will please all audiences. Unless absolutely necessaif
do
numbers
marked
with *. The
remarks
the Director
to select
his not
own substitute
library andthealso
give him
the assistance
to make
his will
own help
selection
of numbers
fit the music
picture,out_0
pecially note suggestions of effects.
Phone Bryant 6MI
Don't Forget

the Music
Conference in

BAY STATE FILM SALES
22« West 42od Street
A. G. STEEN,
MADE

New York —
at the Astor
Hotel, January 24-25-26

FILM

CO., ESC.
New Yerk City

Special Representativ

IN

AMERICA

RAW

STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST
Uaed SucceesfnUy by the Foremost Prodncm
Laboratories

and

I

a nu ar y i j , i

2 i

" SHE COULDN'T HELP IT "
(Realart)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) ,
Theme: " Capricietta " (Allegretto Moderato), Varley
1 — "Clematis" (From Boutonniere Suite), by Tonning (3 minutes and
30 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " Children's Games," by Ascher (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: "In the tenement."
3 — "Baby Dreams" (little reverie), by Boyaner (3 minutes), until — T:
" Alright — get."
4— " Pizzicato Bluette," by Lack (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" Thanks to her reputation."
5 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Tom knows how to."
6 — Continue to action (50 seconds), until — T: "Thus Tom cimningly."
7— "Sleeping Rose" (Ught Moderato), by Borch (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "While Nance prepares."
8 — "Caprice Joyeaux," by Varley (3 minutes), until — T: Railroad stations are."
9 — "Gavotte & Musette" (6/8 Allegretto), by Raff (4 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "I have been robbed."
10 — Theme (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Concluding that the
poor."
11 — "Petite Duchess" (Melodious Gavotte), by Baron (3 minutes and
S5 seconds), until — T: "In this complicated."
12 — "Serenade Lointaine " (6/8 Allegretto), by Berge (3 minutes and
40 seconds), until — T: "The passing hours offer."
13 — " Heavy Mysterioso " (for general use), by Levy (2 minutes Eind 30
seconds), until — T: "After waiting another."
14 — Continue to action (2 minutes), until — T: "Grab his arm, Nance."
15 — "Lento Allegro" (3 minutes), imtil — T: "Having recovered sooner."
16 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "Realizing that in."
17 — " Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by Leath (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Won't Mr. Latimer be?"
18 — " Love Theme " (for general use), by Lee (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: "I love you Nance; will."
19 — "Love Song" (Moderato). by Puemer (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until — T: "On their way to meet."
20
— "Sinister
Theme" until
(for —scenes
of impending
danger),
by Vely (3
minutes
and 15 seconds),
S: Close
up of shadow
on window.
NOTE: To action pp or ff.
21 — "Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry), by Levy (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until — T: "I got you free while I."
22 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until
— T: "Mrs. Ramsey's purse is."
23 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (4 minutes), until — T: "What
have you to say."
24 — Theme ff (35 seconds), until — T: "And in the Spring."
THE END
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" SOMETHING

DIFFERENT

"

(Realart)
i
I
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
1
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1

Theme:' "Queen of My Heart" (Dramatic Ballad), Baron
I — Theme (3 minutes), until — S: At Screening.
I 2 — "Serenade Lointaine" (6/8 Allegretto), by Berge (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "Richard Meadely, the young."
3 — " Recuerdos " (Spanish characteristic), by Santos (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until — S: Close up of map.
4 — Continue to action (45 seconds), until — T: " Please don't start."
5 — " Perle Madrid" (Spanish waltz), by Lamotte (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Santiago and the greatest."
6 — Produce effect (10 seconds), untU — S: Shot is fired.
7 — Repeat: "Perle Madrid," by Lamotte (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — S: Close up of dancers. (Don Mariano talking to Alicia.)
8 — "Slimy Viper," by Borch (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T:
" Afterward with impassioned."
Conspirators
" (sinister misterioso), by Santos (3 minutes), until
— 9S —: " Interior
of garrison.
10 — " Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
E — T: " Senorita, the Commandante requests."
II — "Dramatic Tension" (depicting dramatic but not pathetic scenes),
I by Andino (2 minutes), until — T: "Night falls, the rebels."
I 12 — "Galop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute), until — S: Alicia leaves
f garrison on horseback.
I 13 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
\ until — T: " Dis am de kitchen."
i 14 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "As your stay will be."
\ IS — "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (4 minutes), until — T: "As for
I
I Don16 —Mariano."
"Comedy Allegro," by Berg (2 minutes), until — T: "I have no
\
17 — "toScherzetto
I power
spare." " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and
I 5 seconds), until — T: "That night Alicia."
I
18 — "Kiss A Miss" (Valse Chantee), by Baron (50 seconds), until — T:
\ " If you let me go."
E
19 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 10 seconds), until
I — T: "The gown you wear was."
I 20 — "Capricietta," by Varley (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
I
shoe."(2 minutes and 5S seconds), until — T: "Four hours later."
I "A21 —tight
Theme
I 22 — "Twilight Reverie," by Berge (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — ■
I T: " That night AHcia."
I 23 — " Half Reel Furioso." by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
1 T: "Then just because one sma.l."
I
NOTE: With ad lih. battle effects.
1 24 — "A Musical Thought" (Dramatic), by Titlebaum (2 minutes and
i 50 seconds), until — T: "Midnight and he."
i 25 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "You once offered me a."
26 — "Because You Say Good-Bye" (Dramatic ballad) (2 minutes), until
" THE TORRENT "
| 1
(Universal)
| 1 — T: " Back to the same old place."
27 — Theme ff (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "To be truly misSpecially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
\ I
erable is."
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) | =I
THE END
Theme: "Queen of My Heart" (Dramatic Ballad), Baron i
1 — —"Hindoo
Hop" (an oddity), by Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds), |1
until
S: At Screening.
" ONE AWFUL NIGHT "
NOTE: To action pp or ff.
% I
2 — Continue to action (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "Mrs. 1 I
(Universal)
Velma Patton."
\ 1
Specially
selected
and compiled by M. Winkler.
3 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — | 1
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
S : You think you're too."
=
4 — "Half Reel Furioso," by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: .1
Theme: " Caprice Joyeaux " (Melodious Allegretto), Seeligson
" As if angered by."
| I
5 — "Phantom Visions" (Sinister Allegretto), by Stevenson (3 minutes), \
until — T: "After the storm things."
1 I 1— Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
ThemePatton).
(2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Close up on island (aviator i= 1 2 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lente), by Borch (3 minutes and 20 secand6 — Mrs.
I onds), until — T: "The Harcourt home floated."
7 — "Sinister Theme" (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (1 minI 3 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berg (1 minute and S seconds), until — T:
ute and 55 seconds), until — T: " Now don't be alarmed."
the Harcourt kitchen."
8 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute), until — T: "Into port \ I; " 4In— "Kiss
(Valse Chantee), by Baron (3 minutes and SO seccame."
i I onds), until —A T:Miss"
"Andand now
you're all."
9
—
"Dramatic
Conflict"
(Hurry
Heroique),
by
Levy
(1
minute
and
15
i
=
5
—
Theme
(1
minute
50 seconds),
until — T: "This is where I buttle."
seconds), until — S: Man attacking Mrs. Patton.
I 1 6 — " Babillage " (Entr' Acte),
by Castillo (4 minutes and 20 seconds),
10— " Serenade Romamtique " (And. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes and | I until — T: " A perfect butler."
45 seconds), until — T: "'Through reckless disregard."
\ I 7 — "Capricietta" (Allegro Moderato), by Varley (3 minutes and 25 sec11 — "Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger (5 minutes and 25 seconds), I I onds), until — T: "He is a bit eccentric."
until — T: "Where the H
did you come?"
\ 1 8 — Continue ff (20 seconds), until — T: "Just why is it you."
12 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes artd 40 seconds), until \ I 9 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and
— T; " Help him back to that."
1 '15 seconds), until — T : "East is East."
13 — Continue pp (25 seconds), until — T: "Their true business." i 1 10 — "Impish Elves" (Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
14 — "Heavy Mysterioso" (for general use), by Levy (4 minutes and 50 \ i until — T: "This is Mr. Bradford's."
seconds), until — T: "Night brings no."
\ I 11 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " lisn't it wonderful
15 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until \ I
12 — "Pizzicato" (Petite Ballet), by Berge (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
— T : " Why did yuh do it."
i
16 — "Lento Allegro" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute 1 I until — T: "Elizabeth, you're a live."
i I 13 — " Vivoc Finale" (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "Heedlessly we bring."
17 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Minot (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — 1 I1 and 15 seconds), until — T: "You're going to bed."
14."— "Galop No. 7," by Minot (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
T: "To verify his suspicions."
§
18 — Theme (2 minutes and SO seconds), until — T: "Love, if you and 1 Ii " toYou
sleep." Visions," by Stevenson (4 minutes
I together."
i I 15 — "girls
Phantom
and 20 seconds), until
19 — "Musical Thought" (Dramatic), by Titlebaimi (2 minutes and 5 1 1 — T: " Mr. Harcourt is away and."
seconds), until — T: "However, I have not lacked."
1 I 16 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Now go to bed and."
20 — "Roses That Die Bloom Again," by Levy (SO seconds), until — T: i i 17 — " Mamselle Caprice," by Baron (1 minute and 45 seconds), untU —
" With the tempering
point."
| I T: "How dare you insult."
21 — " Poeme Symphonique
(Dramatic),
Borch (2 minutes and 30 1i I 18 — "Turbulence," by Borch (1 minute and 2S seconds), until T: "This
seconds), until — T: "Oh, for" another
chanceby to."
i is 19certainly
— Themeone."
ff (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until— T: "I'll have your
22 — Theme ff (1 minute and SO seconds), until — T: "And then that i= 1
certain.
hearts.
THE END
1 i1
THE END
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WAMTED— PIANISTS AND OHOA^aSTS, with pictare experience; good salary steady positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. »14
MalUrs Building, Chicago.
EXPORT MAN seeks position as manager with
Company desiring to develop business in South
America. Box 805, Motion Picture News, N. T. C.
THEATRE
without
themnameat
these
prices. DATES
25, 7 x— 28Don't
stripsbe with
Theatre
and date, red ink, white paper, 10 sets (for 10
shows) 60c per set, single set $1.75. Mailed same
day postpaid.
Write Mason
NOW City,
for date
Central
Show Print,
Iowa.book-price list.
FOR SALE — Simplex Projector. Motor drive.
Scarcely used, perfect condition. $275. Apply L. D.
Mannes, 181 W. 75th St., New York. Schuyler 7824.
PIANISTS-ORGANISTS: — Music publisher closing
out stock win send Postpaid 12 Copies assorted high
class sheet music for One Dollar. GORDON, 1931
Broadway, New York City.
BECOnE A PROFESSIONAL
irn'SSiolOOaWeg
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualifynating
forprofession.
this Three
fascimonths'
course
covers
all branches:
Motion Picture — Commercial — Portraiture
Cameras
and modern
Mafcrialsequipment.
f u niishrdDay fri'e
Practical
Instruction;
or eveniogr
classes:
easy
terms.
The
School
of
Call or write for complete CATALOG Ree,>gnizeJ
NO, 41. Superiority.
N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOCRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. OR 505 State St., Bklyn.
the dates

the big Musical

of

Confer-

ence—January 24-25-26
— in New York, at the
Hotel Astor

Motion Picture Photographers Association of 220 West 42nd Street, Candler
Building, an organization composed of the foremost studio cameramen in the East, have just
established themselves with the aim to raise the
standard of the Art of Photography in motion
pictures. Last Wednesday evening, Mr. Carl
L. Gregory, the well known motion picture
photographer, writer and instructor, gave a lecture in the meeting rooms of the organization,
on Filter and Color Screens used in Cinematography. Almost all the members attended and
as the lecture was well up to date with the
latest apparatus on view to test out, the members
well appreciated the talk as it was highly instructive. No doubt the knowledge gained by
the members present will be the -means of
putting forth some new ideas into forthcoming
productions that have been hitherto unknown.
The rapid strides in camera construction and
improvement and the ultimate result, better
photography, have all been through the earnest
endeavors of the cinematographer to reach out
for new ideas and attain something new and
novel and pleasing to the eye and to meet the
demand of the public for better pictures.
The Association holds members of only the
highest order as to ability and character and
membership is only through invitation.
Ned Van Buren is president; George Peters,
vice president ; Edward Wynard, second vice
president; Larry Williams, treasurer; Harry
Keepers, secretary; J. C. Bitzer, recording secretary, and Walter Arthur, representative. The
board of governors consists of such well known
cameramen as Oliver Marsh, Horace Plimpton,
Charles Downs, Paul Allen, Hal Sintzenich, Al
Liguori, Ernest Haller and Carl L. Gregory.
Among the prominent members are William
Bitzer of the Griffith studios, and Fred Chaston
also of the Griffith studios. Max Schneider,
well feature photographer. '

\W/
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Slide
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Remember

Radio

Lectures Cameramen on Fillers

Picture

—use

RADIOS—

50 -RADIOS- $2.

For Sole by all Leading Dealers
TRY

Hoods

FOR SIGNS, STAGE
OR CANOPY LIGHTS
TheyBrilliant
Cover the
Bulb and
Show
Lasting
Colors
Have Every Advantage — Save
Your als,Dollars
in Lamp Dipping
RenewNo Bothersome
For
^5-405-10W. W.«nd
Umpi
Easily Put On or Taken Off
ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. CONGRESSREYNOLDS
ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Printing, Developing
and Art Titles
BRINNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager
1737 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, niinois

Aatomatleally rappUes onir racli ToItac« ma a
require*. No waste of enrrent in ImllmTt
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. tl4th St., ClcTeland, Ohio, C. 8. A.

If you are interested in securing better results and more prompt service in the DEVELOPING
and PRINTING of your productions you will be interested to know that EVANS is in a position
to assure both.
We combine modem facilities with years of experience, which together with the personal
interest taken in the work we do assure you of the utmost satisfaction.
EVANS

FILM^MFG.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent ilsta of or tddress coDtemplmted or ezUtIng theatres, exchaDBes, state rlgbts owners, pabUclty mediums and prodncers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
rccerded In enr list last year. Its nae means a
savlDf of from 20 to 60% In pestage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Pknt. Bryant S1S$ New York
Addretting
Printing

CO., 416-24 West

Stop
Dependable
Firms
advertise in
the NEWS

FOR

THE

216th St., New

BETTER

York

City

v,.lt7r^r3^,-u

Leaks

^As^
L^O S S IB S
The >Automat/chet Sy-^tem Stors
Box Of-f-ice Leaks
& Losses
'Ask
Us 'About It
'Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Ca
IjaSl MOABWAV. .-f..- ,
, /
- NEW YORK

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER

THE
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.

109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

a n u a r y 15,
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"BLIND
WIVES"
(Fox)
Another Episodic Picture of Certain Appeal

"While New York Sleeps"
HATEVER success the Fox production
enjoyed throughout the country should be duplicated by Blind
Wives." For this production is modeled along tlie same lines,
is enacted by EsteUe Taylor, Marc MacDermott and Harry Sothern, the
morable trio of "While New York Sleeps," and it is built up of a
;s of episodes, each one distinct by itself. Unlike its predecessor, howwhich had three episodes, "Blind Wives" has five, which are confrom Edward Knoblock's play
.ected by the main theme — a theme adapted
»
My Lady's Dress."
elaborate
an
is
for there
andis certain,
is varied
appeal
^ The audience
the keynote of the second playlet;
-ashion show to start off with; pathos
lez appeal is dominant in the third; heart interest fiUs the fourth; and
melodrama, vigorous and climactic, marks the fifth and last.
The picture begins by depicting the extravagant wife who "does not
sell her
Iress to live, but who lives to dress." She is apparently aboutthetotragedies
lonor for the newest creation when she sees in a dream
»ased by the making of her piece of finery. Then comes the little cripple
if the slums who makes the paper flowers. We see the depth of her despair
vhen she sacrifices her golden hair and disappears in order that her sister
nay be married. The history of the sable fur that graced my lady's dress
bllows. It shows the Russian trapper, and his slow-minded, sordid wife,
-»ho is unfaithful to him. The story of the silk is told by a real hiunan
of the French weavers. Lastly there is a story of the manikin who is
orced to kill her employer, the modiste, to save her honor.
Entertainment is present throughout, but as a piece of logic, it is all
lecidedly unconvincing. The foreword, from Ruskin, preaches against
,ilks and lace, but how silks and lace can be blamed for the girl's crooked
or the French weaver's fondRussianis wife's
the bottle,
or his
)ack, for
icss
rather unfaithfulness,
hard to see. But logic is secondary in the
lox office.
— The work of Miss Taylor, MacDermott and Sothern is splendid. Their
i. ibility is accentuated by the fact that they are seen in such widely different
jarts. Miss Taylor's characterizations are remarkable. It is hard to beieve that the luxury-loving American wife, and the dull-witted, passionate
iussian are the same girl. MacDermott is best as the French weaver.
Jothern has fewer opportunities. Director Charles Brabin deserves a great
leal of credit. His series of closeups in the taxicab are impressive and
dever, but he failed to bring out soon enough the fact that the girl of the
lams was a cripple. Some of the titles are clever satire. The fact that two
^(iffe^ent men play the modiste is extremely noticeable, however. The phoography is only average.
We have only one fault to find with " Blind Wives " — it has one episode
00 many. An excess of even good short stories will grow tiresome, and
he same is true of too many screen playlets at one setting. — Length,
;,376 feet. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Home Episode
inne
EsteUe Taylor
ohn
Marc MacDermott
acquelin
Harry Sothern
(anageress
Sally Crute
Reginald Lizzard....
Robt. Schable
^he Maid
Annette Bracy
Slums Episode
uuie
Miss Taylor
ack
Mr. MacDermott
_ ber
Mr. Sothern
JaA
Sally Crute
Russian Episode
uma
Miss Taylor
van
Mr. MacDermott
fermak
Mr. Sothern
.K)uka
H. Gilson Wells
French Episode
knnette
Miss Taylor
canny
Mr. MacDermott
licolas
Harry Sothern
rhe Priest
John Costello
(ondier
Jacob
Kingsberry
Dressmaking Episode
nita
Miss Taylor
acquelin
Mr. MacDermott
lanageress
Sally Crute
Juand
Robert Schable
Based
on and
" My scenario
Lady's by
Dress,"
by J.Edward
Direction
Charles
Brabin.Knoblock.
Photography by George Lane.
i
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theatre on
A special treat is in store for the patrons of the
the
William
Fox
when the feature attraction will be " Blind Wives,'
lepecial
year.production, which is destined to be one of the most talked of pictures of
Mr. Fox had the honor of creating a new type of photoplay in " While New
Sleeps."a Breaking
the stereotyped
form ofintoscreen
heforkpresented
series of away
distinctfromepisodes
joined togther
one entertainment,
perfect superliioduction. He has duplicated and added to his success in " Blind Wives."
Enacted by the same cast, Estelle Taylor, Marc MacDermott and Harry Sothern,
[his latest production is going to surpass " While New York Sleeps,"

"THE

SILVER
(Metro)

LINING"

Interesting Crook Play Brings Jewel Carmen Back to the
Screen
ONE expects something quite daring from Roland West since witnessing his stage play, " The Unknown Purple," and his contribution to the screen here, " The Silver Lining," may be said to be
novel and out of the ordinary run of crook pictures. He calls attention to
the fact in his advertising matter that the offering is founded upon facts.
Not taking any credit away from him on this point it must be said that
the story has been seen before, although with marked variations.
If " The Silver Lining " contained an ordinary story, the fact that it reintroduces Jewel Carmen to picturegoers again after a long absence, would
be sufficient foundation to attract them. This young woman has learned
a great deal of expression since her first days of stardom. She fits her role
like the proverbial glove fits the hand and her pantomime is always effective. The shading of her portrayal — the jumping from grave to gay —
the delightful mannerisms — these are certain to bring her back quickly in
public favor. Mr. West tells his story in narrative form, the theme of
which is based upon the regeneration of a girl's soul. He places considerable stress upon the fact that a criminal is made no more from environment than from the forces of heredity. A trick of fate is used to emphasize his argument.
Two girls of an orphan asylum are adopted — one by a family of wealth
and refinement — the other by a family steeped in sin and squalor. Thus
the heroine is depicted as never having a chance. Not realizing the sinfulness of her crimes she has no scruples about her conduct until a young
man interests her through his book. He is detailing a story, the leading
character of which
stepped from when
"The theAngel's"
He is
endeavoring
to find might
a planhave
of regeneration
force ofshoes.
his logic
is
brought vividly home to the girl. There is a counter-conflict which isn't
concerned with human nature, but with a lovers' quarrel. The hero has
responded to the attractive crook because his sweetheart had provoked
him. The latter is the other orphan child. This looks like coincidence.
But facts are sometimes stranger than fiction. In all " The Silver Lining "
is well told, carries the utmost in suspense, is well charged with surprises
and good incident and is very capably acted. There is a twist and turn
in nearly every part of the footage, and though the outcome is anticipated
such a course does not rob it of its moving quality. The picture bears the
stamp of rich detail and colorful backgrounds and considerable money has
been expended. It should interest every picturegoer who sees it. — Length,
6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
"The
Angel"
Jewel
Robert Ellington
Leslie Carmen
Austen
George Johnson
Coit Albertson
Evelyn Schofield
Virginia Valli
"Gentle Annie"
Julia Swayne Gordon
"Big
J. Edwards
Herbert Frank
George Joe"
Schofield
Davis
Mrs. George Schofield
Marie Coverdale
BUly Dean
Gladden James
Eugene Narcom
Theodore Babcock
Burton Hardy
Charles Wellesley
Mr. Baxter
Henry Sedley
Mrs. Baxter
Jule Powers
Friend of Baxters
Arthur Donaldson
A Detective
Paul Everton
The Dancers
Carl Hsrson and Dorothy Dickson
By
Rolandby West.
Scenario
D. J. Buchanan and Charles H. Smith.
Directed by Roland West.
Photographed by Edward Wynard and Frank Zucker.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Silver Lining," a Metro production, starring Jewel Carmen, is a picture
filledadventures
with surprises which shows in an extremely novel and entertainiing manner
the
of a feminine crook who in her
with love and law has some
wonderful experiences. The picture comes tobattle
the
theatre next
.
The
plot
deals
with
the
theory
of
heredity
proves that there
are exceptions to every rule of life. The story is said to and
be
based
upon actual
experiences.
Miss Carmen plays the part of " The Angel," who is adopted as an orphan by
a family of crooks and taught the ways of crime. There is proof here that heredity
doesn't
The beautiful
confidencefigure
man soandmuch
has asno environment
pangs of conscience
until shecrook
meetsco-operates
the authorwithof aa
book,
the
leading
character
of
which,
is
a
feminine
crook.
"
The
Angel " falls
in love with him and finds regeneration. The picture carries a series
of highly
exciting incidents which always measure out action and suspense.
PROGRAM READER
Something unique in the line of picture plays will be presented at the
theatre next -—
when " The Silver Lining " is shown with Jewel Carmen
as
the star. The novel manner
in which this gripping story, founded upon real
hfe, is presented, is certain to arouse the interest
of every type of picturegoer.
" Thegirls,
Silver
whichand deals
with asthe a widely
two
one Lining
brought" isup aasstory
a
crook
the
other
society divergent
girl. As careers
the lovelyof
crook whose winsome ways prove a ready foil to her victims,
Miss
Carmen
a wonderfully attractive portrayal. Her support is of the all-star brand andgivesis
entirelya competent.
Silver Lining " is written and directed by Roland
West,
playwright of" The
distinction.
CATCH LINES
Is a thief a victim of heredity or is his life of crime due to environiaent? This
quesuon is argued in the exciting melodrama, " The Silver Lininff."
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PLAN BOOl
RELEASED

has ever done. People liked It well enough to fill two houses for a week
body liked it. Opened to big Sunday business." "Very big production.
Business better than avera;;e." "■ The plot of the picture is good bat
simultaneously. Good entertainment." " Averagely pleasing story.
the details are not well worked out. It is fair. Average receipts."
Poor ending. Star's work shows improvement." " Very pleasing audi•ILDED DREAM, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMBL MYERS
OCT. »
ence picture to good business. Miss MacDonald's best picture. Story
at least for her rational and she is livening up considerably." " Good
" Commonplace story dei etopeU alony traditional iine*." — M. P. News.
picture. Did excellent business every day of its engagement."
•IRL
IN
THE
WEB,
THE
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
BLANCHE
Contensua — " Good picture, good puller."
SWEET
JULY a
DANGEROUS
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- DEC. 11
" A splendid production from all angles." — if. P. News
MADGE
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
itory.
It
drew
weU.
Two
days
to
aTcrmfe
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — M. P. News.
business." " Fair.
belongeactresses
in theseon silly
Exhibitor Comment — " Fini production which seemed to please and brought
namby-pamby
roles. Don't
She isthink
one ofBlanche
the bestSweet
emotional
the
fine business."
screen
—
but
wasted
in
drivel
like
this.
Box-office
only
fair."
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13 GIRL OF MY HEART (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 1
"Vivid, 'punchy' story; production excellent." — M. P. Netcs.
" Star fails to enliven very dull story." — if. P. News.
DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4 GIRL WITH
THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
KENNEDY
JAN.
" Stroni/ mi/stcry story carries interest." — M. P. Neus.
" Madfic Kennedy plays tu o roles exceptionally well." — Jf. P. Netcs.
DEVIL'S
GARDEN, THK (BENNETT-FIRST HATIONAL) LIONEL NOV. •
BARKTMOKB
Exhibitor
Coniment^ —has"This
was a They
corker.all Iliked
thinkit, itandtheI best
Madge Kennedy
yet done.
playedthingto
" Rather gretcsome story, well produced and acted." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment.—" Appeals to the highly sophisticated audience.
capacity
houses
all
week."
Opened to very big business." " Its too heavy for the average audiOOOD-BAD WIFE, THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-PILM BOOKING
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST
OC^T. »
those whobutgo not
to the
see fine
acting, ence.
thisAnd it's
will too
be gloomy.
a splendidForattraction,
for theatre
the vasttomajority
" Oooil produvlKin (jn eii riiilier illuyicai ntory." — J/. P. Keics.
?yho go only to be amueed."
GOODMADGE
REFERENCES
(FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- OCT. I
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11
"
starM
popularity
may
get
it
by."
—
If.
P.
News.
" H. B. Warner puts 'punch' into strong dramatic story." — 3f. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought crowded houses as do all Talmadge picDINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
tures, either Constance or Norma." " Above the ordinary Constance
" Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — M. P. News.
Talmadge productions, and was well patronized." " Pleases star's folExhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry in this picture is proving a worthy
lowers. Opened to excellent business."
GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
DEC.
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
The
pulJlic
wants
plays
of
this
kind."
"
Picture
proved
very
average
" .'-.lou- Moving that depends largely on titles." — if. P. News.
drawing card. Work of Wesley Barry considered very good but story as
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture. Average box-office receipts."
a whole failed to please. Almost too niolodramatlc." " Good picture.
GUILTY
OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL- OCT.
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
TON
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl." — if P. News.
DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
Exhibitor Comment — " This is an average picture but drew more than
usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton rery well
"Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations." — M. P. 'Sews.
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about th«
DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 6
usual audiences." " I'leased some classes while some resented It."
" Some interesting moments in this rustic story." — if. N. News.
Consensus — " Averap* picture, average puller."
DBAO HARLAN (POX) WILLIAM FARNUM
NOV. 6 HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. >
•• U'<// acted and dirertid, hut derelopmetit suffern." — J/, f. .\>/r».
" // they like
Farnum,
it's patrons
a good were
bet." —very
M. glad
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— Our
to see William Farnum
HARRIET
AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA OCT. »
STEWART
back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
Patrons seemed entertained."
" William Farnum has a good box
"
Faiurile
formula given rich production." — if. P. News.
oflSce value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine." " Farnum alExhibitor Comment — ' Regarded this as Just a fair picture and drew averways goes over big in a Western picture."
age
houses."
" The entertaining value of this picture is eond. and drew
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
more than usual business." " This picture pleased. Business normaL
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
Anita
Stewart
is onlyJust
fairlyfair.
popular."
" They
it — butis did
not doit
capacity
business.
Wherever
Missliked
Stewart
popular
CAST)
DEC. 25
" A splendid production given mystery story." — If. P. News.
should should be a knockout." " A rather poorly motivated play based
on an old theme. Anita Stewart's charm and ability help to make it an
BYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
NOV. 13
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. News.
average —drawing
Consensus
"Averagecard."
picture, average puller."
Exhibitor
" A fair picture,
well from
acted.them,
MarytheMiles
Minter
her own Comment
personal— following,
but aside
picture
did has
not
HBADIN'
HOME
(YANKEE-KESSBL ft BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS) OCT.
BABE
RUTH
have much of an appeal."
FACE AT YOUR WINDOW. THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
" Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit." — if. P. News.
CAST
NOV. 13 HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 1
" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines." — M. P. Netics.
" A complex melodrama very tvell produced." — if. P. News.
FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
There
is
nothing
startling
about
this
production.
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — M. P. N»ws.
Ranks UPabout
average."
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER
SEPT. 18 HEARTS
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
JAN.
" A good production from all angles." — M. P New*.
'•
Marry
Carey
lias
natiafying offering here." — M. P. News.
FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY SI
HELDCAST
BY THE ENEMY
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL OCT.
" Buck Jones practioally duplicates his last picture." — M. P. Ifew*.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average busi"
C»ri/
war
romance
looks
good
as a picture." — if. P. News.
ness two days."
Exhibitor
Comment
— " AnSurprisingly
average picture.
Fair business."
" Business
FIXED BT OBORGB (UNIVERSAL) LTONB-MORAN
NOV. 6
exceptionally
good.
large crowds.
Good picture,
weD
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce." — M. P. News.
liked,
surrounded
by
attractive
program."
"
A
beautiful
picture
but
Exhibitor Comment — " Exrcllent. Very funny and pleases the patrons
not a box-offlce puller. Got through a week's run by the skin of the
who
enjoy
hi.ah
class
comedy.''
teeth.
"
One
of
the
best
Civil
War
stories
I've
ever
played.
Crowded
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
hon.ses for the entire run. and everybody liked it. From a box-offlce
" A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Mason." — M. P. News.
standpoint it was a splendid attraction and business was great." " Thia
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY
feature seemed to please the audiences anr* we got big box office results."
GISH
JAN. 1 HELIOTROPE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPE- DEC.
CIAL CAST
"Fairly pleasing offering uith Dorothy Gish." — M. P. News.
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
"A different picture here." — if. P. News.
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. Ntnrs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
Exhibitor Comment — " Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because
and
attracting
run." " which
Good picture
well worth
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
by week
my houses,
were pretty
well
they liked Wanda — and they did not register a kick. Box-offlce Just
fair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved it, for It Is
crowded."
"
Did
well
and
held
over
second
week.
Like
most
secondweekers here unless they are far above the average or highly advertised
interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average boxit petered out." " An excellent picture in every respect and business
offlce receipts."
Consensus
— "Average picture, average puller."
grew all week. ' " One of the season's finest pictures, in my estimation
— and my opinion backed up by the fact that it played to capacity
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27
business in a house seating twenty-seven hundred. Consider it an ex" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business." " A fine production.
cellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
People stood in line all week to see this picture. Big business."
draw well — at" Good
my house."
Consensus
picture, good puller."
FORBIDDEN
VALLEY
(BLACKTON-PATHB)
MAY
MCAVOYBRUCB GORDON
OCT. 16 HELP WANTED— MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET
OCT.
" An emciting story concerning a Kentuoky feud." — M. P. New.
FRISKY
JOHNSON,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) JAN. 8
" Too light and vapid for a flve-reeler." — Jf. P. News.
BILLIEMRS.
BURKE
Exhibitor Comment — "An average picture to ayerase bnstness for one
"Play seems old-fashioned as picture." — M. P. Ncus.
week." " This is an average production which brought asoal busineaa."
Exhibitor Comment — " Topical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
"A good picture to poor business one day."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
due to holidays."
FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4 HER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DE<X J
" Talky picture has little appeal." — if. P. News.
" French
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirements." —
M.P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
One
of
the
best
pictures
I
have
seen.
It
has
strength and purpose and is wonderfully portrayed by excellent cast.
HER SWEET
UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV. i
Exceptionally
good upbusiness."
" Andayabsolute
sensation.
Had S. E. O. sign
from opening
till finish
of week. A Oneknockout
of the
" Good production given average story." — M. P. News.
best picture I've ever seen." " Unusually good audience picture. EveryBox Office Reports continued on page 752
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SPENDERS"
"THE
(Hampton-Hodkinson)

Quite Interesting Picture Made From Best Seller
of frenzied finance, " The
HARRY LEON WILSON'S celebrated story not
many of its entertainSpenders," has reached the screen with
ing highlights absent. Indeed, Benjamin Hampton has achieved
|uite an interesting picture from the colorful tale, though it must be said
n all fairness that the yarn is more satisfactory in the original. For one
hing the characterization is painted better in the book. The contrasts are
jrought out vividly. In the picture the director has emphasized the plot,
#hich carrying so much detail, is enough to excite the imagination. In
the humor is not so abuujointing its conflict, its melodramatic incident,preciou
s element to give it
lant either. But it carries enough of that
"The Spenders" must have made quite a difficult story to translate into
erms of the screen because of its abundant details, its characterization
md its vivid and picturesque dialogue and descripHve matter. Those in
iharge certainly deserve praise for incorporating the gist of the story and
pving it to players who know the meaning of interpretation. Particularly
luccessful is Joseph Dowling in the part of the humorous uncle who puts
t over Wall Street by playing exactly contrary to Hoyle. This sterling
ictor shows here that he is fully competent to enact roles of a humorous
haracter despite the fact that his "miracle man" wiU linger in the
piemory for its pathos. There are romances here, the principle one carried
on by Niles Welch and Claire Adams, and it forms the chief conflict of
the action.
This conflict finds emphasis through the villainy of a Wall Street wolf,
played by Robert McKim in his customary suave and finished manner,
rhe story is told principally against interiors and for a wordy tale the pictture czn never be called tiresome. The humor is gained from the uncle's
wii breezy manner and style of speech as well as from his conflict with his
masses, doubtless its obnephew. Since this story has been read by thecovmtenance,
yet it contains
viousness will be reflected upon more than one
enough adventure — enough romance — enough color to make its second
reading highly satisfactory. The lighting is not entirely praiseworthy.
" The Spenders " is not the " knockout " that the book was, but it should
go well almost everywhere.— Length, 5 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
• ■ Claire Adams
Avice Milbrey
Robert McKim
Rulon Shepler
Uncle Peter Bines
Joseph J. Dowhng
Niles Welch
P. Percival Bines
Betty Brice
es
Bin
Psyche
Mrs. Bines
Adele Farnngton
Mrs. Athelstane
Virginia Harns
Mr. Milbrey
Tom Ricketts
Abe Trummel
Otto Lederer
Lord Mauburn
Harry HoUand
By Harry Leon Wilson.
Directed by Jack Conway.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A screen
of Harry
Leon Wilson"s famous
" The Spenders," will
be the
featureversion
attraction
at the
theatrestory,
next
and
. This tale is excellent material for adaptation since it carries a
number
valuablefinance
ingredients.
Many itconsider
it theMr.author's
work. A
stxjry of offrenzied
and romance,
established
Wilsongreatest
as a recognized
figfure in the fiction world. As a picture it may be said to be equally as entertaining. An all-star cast has been selected to interpret the colorful characters and
the crisp and sparkling plot — a cast that includes such names as Claire Adams,
Joseph Dowling, Niles Welch and Robert McKim.
It is a story of Wall Street and how a party of Westerners come to New York
to play the money market. It takes up in amusing detail how the youth of the
party
of the
" Wolvesby " playing
of the the
streetmarket
and how
his contrary
grandfatherto
shows isthefleeced
methodby ofonebeing
successful
exactly
Hoyle. The picture builds in interesting episodes which always hold the attention. The direction of Jack Conway is praiseworthy and the offering may be said
to be on a par with the other Benjamin Hampton productions.
PROGRAM READER
Harry
Leon
Wilson's
famous
storyattraction
has been atadapted
to the screen and
undernext
its
original title will be the feature
the
theatre
Patrons are certain to find in the offering rich entertainment for the
book was a sure winner. The film version follows the narrative in all its colorful
details. A cast of all-star proportions has been selected to interpret the feature.
With such names as Joseph Dowling, Niles Welch, Claire Adams, and Robert
McKim lending expression, screengoers are certain to find worthy interpretation, "Thein Spenders
" is aRemember..
lively tale ofAtfrenzied
offers an appealing .
romance
the bargain.
thefinance and next
SUGGESTIONS
Here is an author who is well known to the American fiction public. His
stories have always been in wide demand. So play up the fact that his best seller —
the_ finest story he ever fashioned has been adapted to the screen. Bring out that
it is equally as entertaining via the silver sheet as between the covers of a book.
Tell that it is produced by Benjamin B. Hampton, the man responsible for " The
Sagebrusher,"
the Dawn,'"
Tell vein
that ofit romance.
is a lively Bytaleallofmeans
Wall
Street
— a tale of" Riders
frenziedof finance
and an etc.
excellent
play up the cast. Each and every one of the principal quartette is well known.
Bill it as a most interesting comedy-drama. Use the covers of the book for a facsimile page for the papers.
CATCH LINES
He came from the West to fleece the moneyed Iambs of Wall Street. But
e didn't know how to play the game. See " The Spenders."
Remember Harry Leon Wilson's story, " The Spenders? " It comes to the
theatre as a picture. Don't miss it. Fully as entertaining.

"THE

LURE

OF

CROONING

(Stoll-Pathe)
Interesting Exposition
of Eternal
Triangle
WATER
"
S TOLL'S
importationof from
Englandtriangle,
is based
upon a its
somewhat
orthodoxlatest
representation
the eternal
considering
theme.
But the sponsors, taking into account that an old story can be refurbished \\n.th proper treatment, have contributed a picture which is effective
for its dramatic exposition. The title sounds like an Indian love lyric and
might be passed up by the disinterested passer-by. But he would do well
to pay admission to the theatre which shows " The Lure of Crooning •
Water." He wiU see an effective argument for the home, told in scenes
which are cumulative in action and suspense and which are forcefully interpreted byplayers equipped with genuine talent. There i.s no posing
here.
Guy Newall, who plays the part of the trespasser against his own home,
gives a remarkably finished performance. It is a difficult role, but he
endows it with realities and humanities which might well be copied by
more than one American actor. He is ideal for the part of the " young
diamond in the rough " who is lured into an adventure with a gay charmer,
and disillusioned to discover that he has danced and must pay the piper
and returns home sadder and wiser. The detailing sounds conventional,
but in the development the director has utilized the value of surprise.
His climax is really startling and shows the farmer confessing his wrong
to his wife. The sincerity of the man wins sympathy. Not so successful
has the director been with the character of the adventuress. In order to
extract sympathy for her, he has resorted to the " cut-back " of her life,
showing her a victim of circumstances. Oppressed on all sides by men
she is determined to make the sex suffer.
This bit of action is sort of anti-climactic and really has no place in molding the dramatic scenes together. The return of the disillusioned man is
also mighty effective. There is no stressing of the sentiment, although some
directors would have sweetened it with saccharine. The heart throb is
there because it has its place. The other woman also returns to make
amends and her entrance is also rich in dramatic force. A violent scene is
anticipated, but is avoided by the voice of a child. The introduction of
the other suitors at the shrine of the charmer eliminates the obviousness to
some extent. The picture is well titled and the scenes admirably arranged
and the composition of them achieved in an artistic manner. '* The Lure
of Crooning Water " is solid entertainment and deserves recognition. —
Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Horace Dornblazer
Guy Newall
Rachel Dornblazer
Mary Dibley
Dr. John Congdon
Hugh C. Buckler
Polon ius Smith
Douglas Munro
Gerald Pinkerton
Arthur Chesney
Frank Howard
Lawford Davidson
Mrs. Dusenbury
Winifred Sadler
The Little Dornblazers
The Hood Children
Maid to Georgette
Chin Ay Moy
Georgette Verlaine
Jvy Duke
By Marion HiU.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
An engrossing story of a young countryman's surrender to the wiles of a
beautiful actress who visited his farm and of his pursuit of the fascinating adventuress, only to return to his wife and children a wiser man, is told in " The Lure
of
Crooning Water,"
the StoU picture which comes to the
theatre
lext
Duke and Guy Newall. This eternal triangle play
IS vividly presentedfeaturing
in scenesIvywhich
hold the spectator through their tense action
and the notes of pathos and heart interest and the manner of their excellent
interpretation.
It moves with cumulative dramatic intensity from one startling episode to another and finishes in a chmax of compelling strength. The
are chosen
from the English stage and include the beautiful and talentedplayers
Ivy Duke, considered one of the most attractive women in England, and Guy Newall,
a recognized actor whose magnetism and dramatic skill are evidenced in every interpretation. The picture moves without a flaw and -points a moral which is highly effective. The director has staged the picture in attractive backgrounds, many of the
exteriors representing English country
life. The offering is splendidly photographed
PROGRAM READER
Patrons of the
theatre will be afforded the opportunity to witness
a tu
thrUUng
-ir love
,
J
■ TTrZ
"it«iuic
uc anuiucQ
ine opportunity
to Witness
drama
in
The
Lure ofwillCrooning
Water,"
a StoU picture
which
presents an Enghsh company
by the beautiful and talented
Ivy
Duke and
the forceful Guy Newall. It isheaded
a
love
story
replete
with
deep
human
interest
and
characterized by novel situations, some of these being of exceptional dramatic
intensity. The eternal triangle is disclosed
in a novel manner so that the denouement IS never guessed. How the young farmer is intrigued by a wUy adventuress and leaves his wife
children— how disillusionment comes to him— how
he returns sadder and wiser and
is told in a manner
to hnish. Don t miss this entertaining picture. which excites attention from start
SUGGESTIONS
Play up the theme and bring out that it points an excellent moraL Since the
cast IS not
known in this country don't concentrate upon it. But you can
tel that IvywellDuke
is recognized in England as one of its most beautiful and
talented actresses. Play
up the fact that the eternal triangle composes the theme
but
don't ingredients,
give away teUing
the plotthatbeyond
dweU entertai^
upon its
dramatic
the a bare areoutline.
assured Simply
of^pping
ment-entertamment which moves andpatrons
fascinates through thi ^omposiUons Sf

letting

""^

^^""^ * powerful play with a beautiful
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LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV. U
HONETMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-8TATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
" New star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
CAST
OCT. 23
LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
" Old
time tcestern full of real cotcboyi and has action
GISH
OCT. I
News.
„ galore." — M. „ P.,
Exhibitor Comment — " Played to standing room. Strong posters pulled
" Dorothy Oish scores in story filled with hokum." — M. P. Newt.
in crowds. Allene Ray pleasing as star. Picture very well received.
Exhibitor
Comment
"Thishearty
picturelaughs
affords
entertainment
"for tboM
mo«t
any audience
and —brings
fromntJeverybody,
even from
Beat Western shown here for long time. Patrons asked for others like
it. Full of action and suspense and the kind that draws crowds back
who claim the situations weren't funny. The photography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." " Star at her bert.
to see more of the same kind."
Picture — only
Business
better."
NOV. 13
HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Consensus
" Ooodfair.picture,
good nopuller."
" Frank Uayo has good material in this oni."
■
News.
LOVE
(J.
PARKER
READ,
JR.-ASSO.
PRODUCERS) LOUISE
Inhibitor Comment — "This picture took well and brought good box office
GLAUM
DEC. 11
returns."
" Louise Glaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — M. P.
HOUSE
WHISPERS. THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR- OCT.
^
REN OP
KERRIGAN
2
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all the
women.
It's
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive.
business
at two
"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story." — M. P. Neu>s.
simultaneous first-run houses."
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8 LOVE'S
FLAME OSBORNE
(FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN- OCT. U
" Familiar stonj is ivell picturized." — M. P. Neirs.
VIVIENNE
" Story has distinctive appeal." — M. P. News.
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY .... NOV. 27
MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMKR PRODUCTION)
LINA CAVA"Exhibitor
Colorful production
good paid
incident."
— M. P.theNews.
LIERI
MOV.
Comment — marked
" Drew hy
13,000
admissions
day It opened.
"Average production stars Caralieri." — M. P. News.
A wonderful drawing card." " Opening week equalled ' On with the
Dance.'
Held
for
second
week.
Picture
makes
'em
talk."
"
Went
over
MADAME
PEACOCK
(NAZIMOVA-MBTRO)
NAZIHOVA
OCT. M
big. Certainly a sure fire production, both as to entertainment and box
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting." — M. P. Newt.
office value." " Big business second week. Thrilling. Gorgeous sets
Exhibitor Comment — "Drew big bouses each day. This city has large
and sensational title are big attractions." " A good picture filled with
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
sex appeal that did a good business." "Opened up extra big and conwere exceptionally pleased with It." " Nazimova popular here. House
tinued so during week run." " This picture brought very good business
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova plcand people
seemed
attracted toStory
it because
" Elaborate
turets
the box office."
crowdsNazimova.
came to seeDrew
this well
picture
tion and fine
photography.
seemedof totitle."
hold the
interest producof our
becausehastheyaffected
are enthusiastic
about "The
the star,
for
patrons. Played to above average for a week." " Carried fair " houses
entire
week.
"
Worst
Nazimova
picture
ever
produced
and
shows
plainly
Somebooking."
week's
second
a
warrant
to
lack
of
direction
and
lack
of
Judgment
In
picking
story.
Another
picture
business
and did enough
what gruesome. Did big business. Held over second week."
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-gett«rs
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
I've had in a lorig time Personally, did not care for the picture, so
IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
why worry?" "Poor picture, business fair. Believe Nazimova is fallCAST
OCT. tS
ing back in her stories. If she keeps this up she's liable to lose her
" Very good entertainment in this complicated story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "A good audience picture. Its many leading love
Consensus — " G«od picture, good puller."
big." " Good proMADAM
X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
OCT. •
themes are apt to be confusing but It opened very complicated
popularity."
theme
ductions, which brought the crowds." " A rather
" Tremendous
drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced." — M. P.
News.
which kept up the suspense until the end. However, a bit too melodramatic in spots."
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to very poor business ; competition
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. BusiDEC. 4
IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELLinteresting.
ness, total,
very good.pictures.
A fine There
picture are
— a moments
classic."in " the
Not picture
up to that
the
—
slightly
only
irork;
standard
of Nazimova
previous
" Below William Russell's
M. P. News.
do
not
ring
true.
However,
Nazimova
followers
seemed
satisfied."
"
Ab
DEC. 25
average production. Box office returns fair." " Despite the fact that
JUCKLINS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
P. News.
most
persons
who
saw
it
seemed
to
like
it,
it
didn't
reach
expectations.
and atmosphere." — M. but
" Rural story rich —in " detail
the title not well
Pleased those who saw it,
Crowds were only average all week, and my report Is only 'fair.' "
Exhibitor Comment
" Pleased Immensely. Star at her best. Went big all week."
known enough at this date, with result that it carried no popular
Consensus — "Oood picture, good puller."
MARK
OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRappeal."
DOUOT)
-ARTCRAF
(INCE-PARAMOXJNT
lAILBIRD.LasTHEMAC
BANKS DEC. 11
OCT, B
LEAN
"Fairbanks
puts over another surefire attraction." — M. P. News.
" Rather obvi«u«, but fairly diverting." good
— M. work
P. News.
,
,
„^
,
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popuin a typical Charles Kay
does
Exhibitor Comment — " MacLean
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
part — but It was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also.
Well
lik"d."
" Best picture
Fairbanks
ery
Fair business.'
'23% Hours Leave.'
after seeingstory.
made.received
We haveand hadwellsuch
big business
during Douglas
its two weeks
run ever
that
"Disappointing
started
Picture
"
poor.
was
Business
weak
and
star
the
for
bad
A
lemon.
a
s
it
whole
the
on
But
big.
ended
then
big, slumped, and
we
are
holding
it
over
for
a
third
week."
which did the business.
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
usual Doug. MacLean and Doris May production
MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
OCT. II
Both of these actors have been very popular in this city since appearing
"
" Interesting ttory of big butinets and feminine pride." — it. P .Newt.
'23% Hours' Leave.'
in
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller.'
MASTER MIND,
THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRYMORE
OCT. ■
JUST PALS (FOX)
BUCK
JONES.........
• M.
W P.
o'
• ■
"
yew».
—
entertainment.
good
;
story
of
tvpe
new
in
" Jones
" Melodrama of interesting quality." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " .\n artistic picture which played to only average
...... .....NOV. 6
KIBMBT (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER...
houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite The picture pleased."
tn lamsh production. —
superb performance
Skinner gives .
" Otis
If.
P. News
, ,
„ , ,
,
"Large audiences. Very good attraction." "Powerful and very high
record
grade
picture
better than average
business."
very
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Broke houseWondergood all
week.which
Fairdidentertainment
qualities.
Star the" Business
real drawing
even at advanced prices." " Opened fine and improved daily.
card."
"
This
picture
was
nothing
out
of
the
ordinary
but
it
drew
sets."
Skinner. Marvelous
of Otisi/ood
partpicture,
ful acting
very well." " Fairly good picture. More than usual business,"
ConscHnu.-<
— ■•onGoad
puller."
Consen-ius — " Oood picture good puller."
LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUC- DEC. 4 MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL DEC. 18
ERS) SPECIAL CAST
CAST
"A Masterpiece of its kind." — M. P. News.
, , , realism
"
Perfecthi
constructed
picture
stamps De Mille as master director." —
Wonderful
classic.
a screen
Exhibitor Comment — " It's certainly
M. P. News.
Exceptionally good cast. Crowded houses from the first
throughout
MISLEADING
LADY.
THE
(METRO)
BERT LYTELL
.....JAN. 1
day right through the week." ........... .OCT. 16
performance of opening (ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS)
" i<tage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — Jf. P. News.
LEOPARD WOMAN. THE adapted
Exhibitor Comment — " The production was not much above average, but
from adventure story. — M. P. News.
"melodramatic romance
Exhibitor Comment — "Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked
the audience seemed to like it."
Louise
"
MODERN
SALOME, A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPattraction.
box office
good acting
and a Her
picture here.
An ofexcellent
at all " is '•one
pleased the audience and
TON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
the favorites
Glaum
entire
houses
\>lg
Drew
out.
carried
well
were
picture
the details of the
" Satisfied from all angles." — M. P. News.
business. Was didsomeliked, and picture did fair
Exhibitor
CJomment
—
'"
An
average
picture
which
did
big
business
for
three
week " " Star fairly well
not
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story
days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very poor
offering,— and
we had picture,
dull business
run."
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."
Consensus
" Average
averageduring
putter."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
MONEY-CHANGERS. THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6
LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
DEC. 4
*
" Hectic melodrama may draic in the neighborhood houses." — M. P. News.
ARBUCKLE
Arbuckle's Latest." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Good
week."
"Fun and hokum in— Fatty
office
box
good
a
and
feature
" Went over
in fine
shape.— consistently
Corking goodsatisfactory
story withbusiness
plenty all
of action,
" An entertaining
Comment
Exhibitor
attraction." " A laugh-getting Arbuckle comedy which last
played
to
good
part of the
scored nicely."
business for one week with an increased attendance the
MR. and
WU it (STOLL
FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANGbusiness. Excellent entertainengagement " "Fine picture. Splendid to
M'CARTHY
JAN. 1
run. Everybody comes Into
ment The kind of show It's a pleasure
" Unique
andIDEA.
stronglyTHEdramatic
from plotALICE
angle.''BRADY
— if. P. News.
out happy. '
go
and
time
NEW
YORK
(REALART)
DEC.
18
good
a
have
to
expecting
theatxe
the
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Stage success not so good as a picture." — if. P. News.
HELEN JEROME
THE (AMERICAN)
LIGHT WOMAN.
AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
OCT. t NINETEEN
EDDY
RAY
JAN. 8
"Not above the average." — M. P. News.
....
^,
,
^
„
,
Business
picture.
this
In
"Rail
scores
apaiti irith pleading study of small toirn life." — if. P. News.
fair
Exhibitor Comment — " Helen Jerome Eddy Is
NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 9
as usual."
MARSH.. DEC. «
" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture." — if. P. Neics.
LITTLE 'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) P.MAE
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good, played to better than average business.
News.
" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M.
Box Office Reports continued on page 754
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"THE

BAIT"

(Paramount-Artcraf
iO« 'William Russell Has An Entertaining Crook Picture screen,
Here
PERHAPS the crime wave abroad in the land has affected the
judging from the epidemic of crook plays. Since most of them spell
good entertainment there is no reason for exhibitors to feel alarmed,
y wiU bring money in rather than take it away. Here is William
.sell's latest, "The Cheater Reformed," which may be characterized as
of this star's best attractions. Jules Furthman has contributed a story
ch is strong in its spiritual force and which contains some rattling good
ident. While the star plays a dual role — that of twin brothers — the illogical character is quite eliminated.
It is hardly reasonable to believe that a wife coidd not identify the masinerader since no two voices are alike — even with twins. But there is so
irach crisp action, so much suspense, so much vitality and vigor to the sett!] inences that the flaws of characterization never become dommant. The
ipiritual quality finds its expression in the masquerading of the crook
iffother. His twin, a rector in a fashionable church, is killed in a train
rreck. To escape the minions of the law, the criminal who is severely inBred is lugged home where he recuperates and finds happy communion
id strength in the personality of his brother's wife. The suspense is ap■eciated through the conflict engendered by the wicked "pillar" of the
jmrch who believes that he has the prison record of the deceased pastor.
M course his evidence is correct concerning the crook and it is to the
liter's advantage to secure the papers. So he resorts to his old-time safereaking tactics, and his place as the rector is established.
His regeneration comes about through a daring and, what might be
sailed, colossal fraud. He puts on his ministerial wardrobe and preaches
»ne of his brother's sermons. The fire and persuasion of his address
nnses not only a remarkable feeling upon the part of his congregation,
bnt stimulates him into a desire to find redemption. Wlien his crooked pal,
irho is given the job of sexton, informs him that the chimes have sounded,
that the bells have been tolled by unseen hands, he believes that to be a
ngn from heaven. In due time a confession is offered to the woman who
lias learned, ad interim, that he is a masquerader. But since love is also
factor she responds by showing faith in his regeneration. The star
acquits himself splendidly in the double role and gives a forcefulness to
the interpretation which enhances the picture's punch. Seena Owen as
die wife, Sam De Grasse as the " heavy," and Jack Brammall as the crooked
pal furnish excellent support. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
fordan
McCall,
Alias
"Lefty"
Jordan
William Russell
Russell
)r. Luther McCall, Rector
William
Jarol McCall, his wife
Seena Owen
"Buster"
Dorsey, "Lefty's"
pal
Jack DeBrammall
Thomas Edinburgh,
financier
Sam
Grasse
Mrs. Edinburgh, his wife
Ruth King
Story and Scenario by Jules Furthman.
Directed by Scott Dunlap.
Photographed by Clyde De Vinna.

PRESS NOTICE-STORY
A strange case of dual identity — or rather merged identity — is portrayed in WilT.l liam Russell's newest
Fox picture, " The and
Cheater Reformed,"
whichstar
comes
to theto
theatre next
. The
is said
give
the
most
unusual
portrayal
of
his
career
in
a
double
role
—
that
of
a
respected
clergyman and a notorious yeggman, twin brothers. Through a chain of events
the crook assumes the brother's' position and, although still a crook at heart,
preaches
brother's
church.to his name. A financier, eager to win the
Howevera sermon
there isin ahisstigma
attached
affections of the dead dominie's wife, holds a trump card which would ruin the
masqijprader's reputation. He has the prison record of the convict. The latter
employs his old time " safe-breaking " skill in recovering the precious evidence and
bis brother's wife shows her affection by offering him her heart. The crook sees
the
by the
of the chapel
rung who
by unseen
hands.
"This ofcolossal
fraudlight
is told
in a strokes
most interesting
way.bell,Players
give good
account
themselves are Jack Brammall and Sam De Grasse. Jules Furthman wrote the story
while Scott Dunlap directed-.
PROGRAM READER
Patrons of the
theatre have something interesting to look forward
to when William RusseU"s newest Fox picture, " The Cheater Reformed," comes
next
and
. Don't
imagineitsthat
the ittitle
awayin the
story. It doesnt. Before the audience
can catch
breath
findsgives
itself
the
midst of the most exciting sort of dramatic entanglement. Imagine a crook taking
advantage
his brother's'
to assume
latter's
as rector
of a
fashionable ofchurch.
And no death
one suspects
the the
colossal
fraudposition
— not even
the clergyman's widow. That's something to think about. Make no mistake. " The Cheater
Reformed " is SOME picture and is Russell's finest achievement.
SUGGESTIONS
There is quite an idea in this story which should be tested in a mysterious
fashion.
might them
be advisable
to arouse
the plot.
public's
curiosity.
in.
terested byIt telling
a small inkling
of the
Bring
out that Sothe get
star them
appears
in a dual role. You can go further and state that it is his finest picture and not
make a misstatement either. Play up
daring theme by pointed teasers asking
your patrons what they would do underthe similar
circumstances. Bring
that
the picture carries a strong spiritual note. Send out circular letters askingforth
leading
questions of your feminine patrons. Bill it as a novel picture — a most unusual
picture— one strong in dramatic intensity.
CATCH LINES
What would you do if you found the man you believed to be your husband was a
fraude See " The Cheater Reformed."
I

t)

Rather Hectic But Fairly Interesting

catch vari" to redemption
" baitfinds
is used as aand
crook who eventually
feminine
of a but
THIS story
who capitulates
ous suckers,
through love, cannot be considered as highly original. In fact it is
fashioned from familiar ingredients which bring forth the obviousness to a
degree, although it contains enough excitement to compel one's attention.
Maurice Tourneur is always dependable with his climaxes. Patrons are assured of good action and suspense. But it seems to us he is better equipped
to deal with subjects of more picturesque calibre. A master of photography,
he should be given stories which take him to the big outdoors.
" The Bait " carries too much villainy, for there is scarcely a moment of
sweetness and light. And the character of the figure represented in the
title is unduly orthodox. It's the familiar tale of the innocent girl whose
innocence is so predominant that she becomes a ready prey to criminal
vultures. She accepts their plans and cultivates them without thinking
that the well known strings are attached. Her conscience finds an awakening when she responds to the right man. His unconscious influence
causes her to flee her environment and denounce herself. Such a hero is
always magnanimous and so the romance comes into its own. The major
part of the action has to do ^vith several novel ways of attempting blackmail. The crime wave is surely abroad. Still these scenes carry a good
flavor of suspense.
There is a good thrUl attached to the incident which shows the girl making her escape from the patrol wagon and a likely shiver is sent up and
down the spine in the scene which depicts her rescue from a group of performing lions. The beasts find freedom when the front of tlie cage is
loosened. Nattirally, the rescuer is the hero. Some originality has been
expended in giving the characters titles which fit their personalities. Such
a figure as the girl defies logic because she is not a victim of her environment. And it is strange to see such a disciple of innocence abroad. Miss
Hampton will be the dominating factor in making the picture appreciated.
She acts with quiet dignity and effective poise and her facial expressions
indicate that she knows something of emotional pantomime. Her supporting company is competent enough. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Joan Grainger
Hope Hampton
John Warren, the Fish
Harry Woodward
Bennett Barton, the Fisherman
Jack McDonald
John Gordon, the Game Warden
James Gordon
Dolly, the Hooked
Rae Ebberly
Simpson, the Bait-catcher
Joe Singleton
Madeline, the Minnow
Poupee Andriot
Jimm^, the Bullfish
Dan Crimmins, Jr.
By Sidney Toler.
Scenario by Jack Gilbert.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Love interest and melodrama are the dominant factors in Maurice Tourneur's
new Paramount production, " The Bait," which comes to the
theatre
next
with Hope Hampton as the star. The offering unfolds the story
of Joan Grainger, a pretty shop-girl who is picked out by Bennett Barton, a
master-crook, as his pawn in a game to blackmail Warren, a young millionaire.
With onthetheaidwayof his
assistant,
Barton, " frames
" Joan
and, after
her
to jail,
poses Simpson,
as her protector.
A chance
meeting
with rescuing
Warren
at the Folies Bergere leads to a love affair between the millionaire and Hope.
Later,
learning
of
Barton's
true
character,
she
tries
to
throw
off
his
ir&uence
and, in a series of melodramatic scenes, is finally able to thwart him and win
happiness.
Bait " is charged
with tense action
an of
exciting
vein of
suspense. But" The
its melodrama
is well counter-balanced
withand
a note
heart interest.
Miss Hampton covers herself with glory as the beautiful crook who wins redemption through love and others who contribute noteworthy performances are Jack
McDonald,is praiseworthy.
Harry Woodward, Joe Singleton and James Gordon. Mr. Toureur's
direction
PROGRAM READER
Hope Hampton, considered one of the most beautiful women identified with the
screen, is coming to the
theatre next
in " The Bait,"
adapted from Sidney Toler's play and directed by Maurice Tourneur. The fact
that Miss Hampton appears in a Tourneur production is sufficient guarantee of
Its excellence. The play is marked for its dominant notes of heart interest and
melodramatic adventure and pilots the characters through scenes which are certain to appeal to every class of patron. It's a picture of a girl crook who wins
redemption. _ How she finds
this regeneration is excellently brought out by the
director. " Thepatrons.
Bait " is rich entertainment and should not be missed by
SUGGESTIONS
Tell that it has tense moments. Play up its adventurous line of action Bring
forth in effective arguments that Hope Hampton is a beautiful woman and en,^
considerable talent.
that the picture is based upon Sidney Toler's
play. TTie Tiger Lady. By allTellmeans
the name of the director. A Tourneur production is certain to interest everyuseclass
audience. His name is sufficient guarantee of excellence as the trade-mark on aof well
brand of merchandise. Bill It as a big, romantic melodrama, packed with known
and love interest
The various fan magazines have exploited Miss Hampton thrills
to
the
the cast
year. So you are not gambling with an unknown personality. utmost
Use catch lijies
Bait■ -f""spelled
m vertical fashion.
H TThe
J''^^*
'n 5 ^"ysterious
fashion. Use superlatives after the first letters of
CATCH LINES
beautiful
Hampton in " The Bait."Sirl, a crook and a millionaire.
, " T-r*i Hope""Z?

See the

The
the Hope Hampton picture
Ti?- Bait,
5'5^?°''fi,°^T^''°°''\.'"
*° ^appearing
victims atat the
any cost are vividlytheatre.
told in
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POLLY WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC. 18- I
Lots of action. The big scenes, especially those in which the animals
" Ina
Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — M. P.
participated, made a big hit." " Not up to some of the other Curwood
News.
stories but was liked. Average business." "ood business on this
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks
picture, which seemed to please." "Splendid picture which did big business for us although it played the week of Christmas." " A good picPRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. I
ture with some c.xcoUout scenic effects and an interesting story."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — if. P. News.
OCT. »
NORTH WIND
S MALICE, THE
(REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC- OCT. 30 PRKY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
IAL
CAST
"Alice Joyce has highly involved story here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Patrons
did
not
like
this
one.
Two
days
to
aver"Probably the best Beach picture yet produced." — M. P. Nev>B.
age and poor business." " One of the best Alice Joyce subjects this year.
Exhibitor
— " which
Not much.
Did fairbusiness
business."
" Good
picture
the cold Comment
Northwest
did excellent
for two
weeks,
havingof
Did unusually well at the box-office." " Average production, nothing
been held over a second week on account of the large crowds it drew
out of ordinary.
Consensus
— "Average Business
picture; fair."
average puller."
the first seven days." '• A very good picture, to very good business
PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
OCT. t
considering the fact that is the week before Christmas."
" Lytell pep."
has hectic melodrama and aetinq opportunity here." — if. P. Sews.
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV. 13
Exhibitor Comment — " Big hoases first two days. Rest of week fair."
"Exhibitor
Fair entertainment,
earn mostof Moore
of the and
laughs."
— M. P.stage
A'eto*.suc" Fine picture
whichFinebrought
receipts."
splendid
Comment — "but
The titles
combination
a popular
picture.
Thrilling.
acting.goodBy box-office
far the best
work Bert" ALytell
has
cess won. Public praised the picture. ' " Not up to Tom Moore's
done."
"
Had
a
big
opening
and
average
crowds
during
the
rest of
standard, although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and
box-office
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
"This
box-office results." " Bert Lytell is good drawing star. Poor title hinfeature brought
business
to please
my
dered hLs possibilities of doing good business. Subject was only fair."
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-office attraction. Crowds
Consensus
— " Good picture, good puller."
packed the house every performance." " A very clever adaptation of the
RISKY
BUSINESS
(UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
DEC. 4
stage success. Tom Moore at his best, but as in the case of all previ" Good combijiation makes interesting picture." — if. P. News.
ous stage and stock productions, business far below average."
AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. M
OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1 ROGUES
" Good production given thrilling story." — il. P. News.
Rather light but entertaining."— M. P. News.
ROOKIE'S
RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC JAN. »
Exhibitor
Comment
picture.
Bebe This
Daniels
has has
become
LEAN-MAY
very popular
hexe — in" An
her excellent
short career
as a star.
picture
lost
"
Quilr
fntil
hut fairly
— il. P.FARNUM
Neii s.
nothing ; it is transition to the movies."
SCUTTLERS, THE
(FOX)pleasing.''
WILLIAM
DEC. 2S
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY,
AN
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
"
Farnum
has
a
'
He-ilan
'
role
in
story
of
the sea." — if. P. News.
RAY
NOV. 13
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
"Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over." — if. P. News.
"Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY- TON OCT. 23
standard." " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more
than
usual
business."
"
Should
have
been
called
the
Whirling
Dervish. Ray runs around and whirls like he wag crazy. Only fair
" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story." — if. P. News.
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
Exhibitor
Comment
good business.
to people Manv
willing to accept
story— as" Pretty
just movie.
Rather goodSatisfactory
drawing qualities.
" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
all week. (Middle West)" "One of the poorest things Ray has ever
done. They came because it was Ray — but they didn't enjoy it." " An
SLAVE OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED- ERICK OCT. 30
amusing farce, but not quite up to some of Ray's recent efforts. A good
liked it."
box-office attraction, however.''
" Big from a production and acting standpoint." — if. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good business. The picture satisfied a critical ^
ONCEPHILLIPS
TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY OCT. 16
audience."
"I
SMILING
THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. 27
DAVID ALL
BUTLER
"Absorbing story tcell produced and acted." — M. P. News.
" Butler's third is well produced and thoroughly interested." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair production bringing average box-office returns." "This picture had little comment either favorable or otherSO CAST
LONG
LETTY
(CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL OCT. 3»
wise. Box-office returns say production is fair." " Am playing it for a
second week in a town where ' Humoresque ' played only one week.
"Famous
stage
success
intelligently adapted to screen." — if. P. News.
One lips
of doesthesome
best ofattractions
I haveof played
this season."
" Dorothy
Exhibitor Comment — " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should
the best work
her career
in this picture,
whichPhil-is
be
cut
out
by
all
exhibitors
that run it, as it has some bad morals."
interesting and handsomely produced. Did splendid business at this theSOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
a
t
r
e
.
"
"
Just
completed
second
and
very
successful
week.
I
make
a
but
this
picture
played
practice of one week runs, or even three days,
" Interesting crook story, well directed and acted." — If. P. News.
attraction,
very
little
to
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ARTto two weeks' capacity business." " A poor ai
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 3»
redeem it. Business far below normal." " Established a new record
for our box office and received more favorable comments than any pic"Impressive moments in this artistic production." — if. P. News.
ture even played." " Capacity business all the week. Picture pleased
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production in every way." " A great picall." " B.roke all records. Turned them away Sunday."
and drew
like house
" Now
here isthroughout,
a picture. ofTypical
Mille turecast,
direction
and all.afire."
Not as
enjoyable
course, Deas D«1
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
'
Why
Change
Your
Wife.'
but
finely
built
for
contrast
of
action
and
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
suspense.
Big business
carriedduring
over another
week." of "itsDrew
good
houses to excellent
business
fourth week
run.veryCrowds
" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — If. P. News.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 23
continued." " Picture eo good business grows. Held for a third week."
" This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
" German picture is spectacular ; iconderfully acted." — il. P. Neics.
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
PASSION'S
PLAYGROUND
(FIRST
NATIONAL)
KATHERINE
MACDONALD
OCT. 16
house which
tellspicture,
the story."
Consen.yus
— " Good
good puller."
"An artificial story holds it back." — M. P. Neios.
SONGVIVIAN
OF THE
SOUL,
THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN) OCT.
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
MARTIN
2^
"Humorous
incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray — enough." — M. P.
News.
"Fine basic plot, but lacks action and incident." — if. P. News. « I
Exhibitor Comment — " Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. AudiExhibitor Comment — " Not a great picture but Vivian Martin's charm and
cleverness put it over. Played to good business for a week."
ences applaud enthusiastically." " Very good week. Ray always sure
SPLENDID
HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B. OCT,
of big business. This considered much better than ' 45 Minutes from
WALTHALL
Broadway.'" "Charles Ray in any story is enough to pack this house.
In ' Peaceful Valley ' he is cast in a role that his admirers want to see
" Good production and acting save this one." — if. P. News.
him in. The picture attracted capacity houses for a seven-day run."
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN
" Did very well. Picture entertaining and box-office results good." " A
"
Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — If. P. News.
pleasing feature which took well in my theatre. As to box-office value
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV.
it is a pretty good bet." "An improvement over " Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway." but not his best by any means. Usual business."
"Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — if. P. News.
Consensus — OF" Qoo'dLIES,
picture,THEgood (UNIVERSAL)
puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. The plot is well put together and the
PEDDLER
FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1)
JAN. 31
details areTHE
worked
out well."
STEALERS,
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
SPECIAL CAST
OCT.
"Good production of mechanic'l and unreal plot." — M. P. News.
"
Exceptional
from
both
directional and technical angles." — if. P. News.
PENALTY,
THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL
Exhibitor
Comment — "DidAlthough
this as
wasbiga asfairI expected,
box-office nor
attraction,
CAST
NOV. 27
was disappointed.
not go over
was it asI
" Great
News. vehicle for Lon Chancy, but falls short in many ways." — M. P.
big aLAVENDER
picture as I (REALART)
expected."
SWEET
MARY MILES MINTER
OCT.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture, although some women were
shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
" Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance." — if. P. Newf:.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."
Chaney's work Is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonder" One of the greatest surprises of the season. Considered the poorest
and very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful storv
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, and
picture this star has ever played in — yet it did capacity business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
brought
big
box-office
returns."
SUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
OCT. It I
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SEPT. 25
PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
" Carey in unattractive role in complex story." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture which brought good business."
" Slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture." M. P. News.
SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES
OCT.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Turned them away at night." " The
on this picture is ' Old Stuff.' "
boiled down opinions
"Having
enough
thrills,
it
ntakes
a
good
western."
—
if.
P.
News.
20
NOV.
PLUNGER. THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
39 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY
SEPT.
" Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — M. P. News.
" Entertaining picture made from stage success." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a surprise. First time Walsh has been
Exhibitor
Comment
—
Fine
picture.
Brought
good
business."
"
Great
tried out for a wek here. Even in the week before Christmas it drew."
Box Office Reports continued on page 756
i
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|rBUNTY

PULLS
THE
(Goldwyn)

STRINGS'

Fine Production Given Famous Stage Comedy
IN theatres catering to intelligent audiences, this adaptation of Graham
Moffat's quaint comedy, with its gentle ridicule of Scotch thrift and
Scotch conventions, ought to provide excellent entertainment and
prove a pleasant diversion from the ordinary picture.
If " Bunty Pulls the Strings " doesn't please, certainly no fault can be
found with the producer, unless it be that the story as a plot doesn't amount
to much.
The cast which Director Barker has secured is perfect, even to the unimportant roles.
The selection of exteriors or rather the building of exteriors is a revelation in detail and correct atmosphere. The incident provided is excellent,
with many a good, clean comedy bit, captioned by clever titles, some from
the original play.
Acting honors and opportunity in the various roles are pretty equally
divided. Leatrice Joy is a very charming and convincing " Bunty." Russell Simpson, sterling character man that he is, makes the straight laced
old Churchman a real personage, while Raymond Hatton in the comedy
role of " Weelum " is ideal. Others who have good parts and play them
well are Josephine Crowell, Cullen Landis and Casson Ferguson.
The story of " Bunty " provides an opportunity to hook-up with the
much talked of " blue law " movement, and this angle should not be overlooked in billing the picture. Another exploitation angle is to be foimd
in the cast which is labelled all star and lives up to the claim. Mention
of exploitation is made because we believe that this is a picture which will
not sell itself, but properly advertised should attract a great many people
who are not numbered among the so called fans. — Length, 5 reels. — J. S.
Dickerson.
THE CAST
Bunty
Leatrice Joy
Tammas Biggar
Russell Simpson
Weelum
Raymond Hatton
Rab
Cullen Landis
Jeemy
Casson Ferguson
.Susie Simpson
Josephine Crowell
Eelen Dunlop
Edythe Chapman
Minister
Rowland Rushton
Mrs. Drummond
Georgia Woodthorpe
Maggie
Sadie Gordon
Beadle
•
Otto Hoffman
Directed by Reginald Barker. From the play by Graham Moffat. Adapted by
J. G. Hawkes.
PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The picture adaptation of the famous comedy of Scotch life, " Bunty Pulls the
Strings '"for with
and pleasing
story comes to the
theatre
a its quaint characters
days engagement
beginning
.
For real humor and fine characterizations " Bunty " is a masterpiece. A truly
all
cast as
beenoldsecured
manyis fine
parts.
Leatrice Others
Joy is who
" Bunty
while
her star
straight
laced
Scotch thefather
Russell
Simpson.
have" prominent roles are Raymond Hatton, Cullen Landis, Casson Ferguson and Josephine
Crowell, acknowledged to be America's best character " heavy " woman.
. The wealth
and the has
atmosphere
" BuntyIt "is will
Nothing
quite oflikedetail
this picture
ever beenofdone.
like prove
a trip a torevelation.
Scotland
with each character in the picture a personage of real importance. Many of the
original lines of the play have been used as titles and the laughs that are provided by both titles and incident are many. " Bunty " is also a fine visual example
of what " blue laws " mean to a community. Poor Cullen Landis couldn't even
whistle
on Sunday
and "morning
Tammas and
" was
when in.the " widdie " opened up
the windows
on Sabbath
let horrified
the sun shine
PROGRAM READER
Who
has
not
heard
of
"
BuntyandPulls
the Strings,"
that Scotch
quaint thrift,
Scotch Scotch
stage
comedy that ridiculed in a gentle
humorous
sort of way
conventions and Scotch " blue laws."
has been that
adapted
to the
screenLandis,
by Reginald
Barker with
a truly HatallRaymond
Russell Simpson.
Cullen
includes
cast of" players,
star•' Bunty
ton, Josephine Crowell, Casson Ferguson and Leatrice Joy and will be the feattire
attraction at this theatre for
days' engagement beginning
.
" Bunty productions
" the management
feels ajustified
it one
of Inthepresenting
greatest picture
of the year,
picture inthatpronouncing
is in a class
by
itself and one that will appeal to those who sometimes complain that the "movies"
have nothing new and that picture plots are as alike as two peas.
" BuntyIt Pulls
" is visualized
a pleasing onevening's
entertainment
people.
is a the
bit ofStrings
Scotland
the screen.
Not a bitforofintelligent
the rare
humor of the stage version has been lost. Much that the stage could not
has been added. A most unusual production and one worthy every person's provide
attention. See " Bimty " by all means.
SUGGESTIONS
The biggest exploitation angle this possesses is the fact that in a semi-humorous
sort of a way you can make capital of the " blue law " movement with it. You
can relate that the laws of Scotland were so blue that " Tammas " was scandalized
because a window was opened
on Sunday morning to let in a little sunshine and
that Rab was chastised for whistling when he was supposed
be learning the
catechism. Next is the fame of the play and the excellence of theto cast
We would
give Raymond Hatton and Cullen Landis the best end of the player billing
Both
are popular juveniles. Keep the comedy angle uppermost at all times Some
quotations from the titles vnll make good catch lines.
CATCH LINES
This_ picture shows you what happens when " blue laws " are in operation
Poor Kab, red blooded, very much
boy even if he came from Scotch
parentage, was given a caning because healive
whistled Sunday morning before "kirk."
The play that brought Scotland to America enacted by a cast that is trulv allf„Y.n
^^y'"?"^
Casson Ferguson, Russell Simpson and a
dozen others off^^"',
big leag^ue
fame.

"WHEN

WE

WERE

TWENTY-

( Hampton-Pathe)

H. B. W arner Excels in Entertaining Comedy-Drama
THROUGH the splendid work of H. B. Warner, Nat Goodwin's famous stage success, " When We Were Twentj'-one " makes an entertaining feature. The star's
talents have been handicapped in
ONE"
many ways in this picture by the material
handed him, for the play is like
3 great many others of its kind wliich are splendid vehicles in play form
because of the entertaining dialogue. But when they reach the screen the
loss of the humorous situations and sparkling dialogue gives the screen
productions rather poor quality.
This would certainly have been the case with " When We Were Twentyone" had not H. B. Warner injected plenty of action in the lighter scenes
when it was needed and for contrast in the dramatic moments dominated
every situation by strong, forceful acting.
The picture really doesn't get its start until the middle of the second
reel, because of the numerous scenes which are introduced, many of which
are liable to be rather tiresome.
When the story finally swings into its humorous and dramatic contents
the plot is convincing and carries an appeal which should interest.
It is in the dramatic moments, however, that Warner excels and it is
a touching moment indeed when the star leaves his home and offers to
sacrifice himself for the young man whom he has brought up from childhood, but who has fallen a victim to the wiles of a crafty woman.
In the ligliter moments the picture loses much of its entertainment
value, for there seems to be little attempt to improve the situations, as
far as real humor is concerned. Still there is plenty of incident introduced
which keeps the action at a high pitch at all times and does not allow the
interest to lag.
The production qualities of the picture are excellent with capable direction and splendid acting an added attraction. — Frank Leonard.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" When we were tyventy-one " — what memories it conjures to those who have
passed its magic portals! Who has gone through without sowing wild oats?
H. B. Warner is presented at the
theatre
in a picturization
the stagestory
playof bya young
H. V. Esmond,
We his
WerewildTwenty-One."
It is a ofromantic
man who " isWhen
sowing
oats of wane,
woman and song, and knows not that he is a fool suffering from the blindness of
youth and of a man who has passed twenty-one and sees with the eyes of experience
the folly of the boy.
" Whencesses, We
Were by
Twenty-One
" was years
one ofago,Natwith
Goodwin's
sucfirst played
him nineteen
a cast greatest
includingstage
Maxine
Elliott, Constance Collier and Arnold Daly.
The cast chosen by director Henry King to interpret the story on the screen
is even as impressive. Claire Anderson is in Maxine Elliott's role, Christine Mayo
in Constance Collier's and James Morrison in Arnold Daly's.
Mr. Warner
Goodwin's
role of theunhappy.
man who in placing happiness of
others
above hisplays
own Mr.almost
made everyone
PROGRAM READER
Does youth deserve the fruits of its folly? Is it headed for the rocks of disillusionment when it plunges through the breakers of indiscretion? "When We
Were Twenty-One,"
in which
H. B. Warner
is starring
the
theatre
views that
bubblesome,
troublesome
age atfrom
the angle of present
and past.
" When We Were Twenty-One " is a photoplay version of H. V. Esmond's
stage drama, in which Nat Goodwin with Maxine Elliott, scored his greatest triumph. It tells the story of the sacrificial love of a man for a youth to whom he
has been father, mother and brother.
The youth falls for the wiles of a scheming adventuress. She marres him for
his money but promptly leaves him for another man when she finds him penniless.
It is a terrific blow to the boy, who thought his love was a noble beautiful thing
that was willing to shield a misunderstood woman from the slandering tongues
of a lying world.
With the desire of those who possess the wisdom of experience, the older man
wishes to shield the younger man from the hard knocks his follies had in store for
him. No sacrifice was too great for him to make for the boy left in his care by
a friend.
A splendid cast has been assembled by director Henry King. Mr. Warner plays
Nat Goodwin's
role, James
Morrison
boy man.
and Claire
Anderson
who
though engaged
to theW.boy,
loved is
thetheolder
Christine
Mayo theis girl
the
adventuress.
SUGGESTIONS
When you book this picture play up the fact that it is a picturization of the
play which made Nat Goodwin and Maxine Elliott famous.
Although the picture has its dull moments there is enough action and dramatic
moments
throughout.to give it impetus and keep the spectator's eye glued to the screen
Play up the title as strong as you can as it is a splendid one and will attract
attention wherever displayed.
As far as the story goes, do not promise too much, for there may be a few
who will not take kindly to it.
CATCH LINES
" When We Were Twenty-One " — what memories it conjures to those who have
magic portals! Who has gone through without sowing wild oats' See
passed
H. B. its
Warner
in the picture version of the play that made Nat Goodwin and
theatre.
Maxine Elliott famous. It will be shown at the
See H. B. Warner in a picturization of the play that made Nat Goodvnn famous.
It is the
story ofunhappy.
a man who, in placing happiness of others above his own almost
made
everyone
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Complete
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PLAN BOOK

picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large boxofficebestresults."
" Notstarvery
No box-office
By but
far
the
thing this
has well
done.liked.
She always
draws value."
well for "me,
never so well as in this. Would like as many more like It as I can get."
" Great splendid.
stuff." "Subtitles
An average
" Fine
Acting
are a picture,
scream. with
Peoplefairwhobusiness."
had seen the
play!
said the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better
advantage. Good cast all the way through." " Fairly Interesting picture, usual patronage."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puUer."
TESTING
BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.DEC. 18
HART
" Sure
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— M. fire
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-office
attraction. I'icture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." " An average picture which went over big.
Hart great favorite here."
Consensus — " Good picture, oood puller."
TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
"Average entertainment in this Mix offering." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Tom
Mix
still
popular.
Picture
pleases
though
not
as good as other recent ones. We boosted a Clyde Cook comedy to help
business."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET.. JAN. 8
•• istar dominates plea.<iing production." — M. P. News.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl Whiie scoring a hit." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Thoroughly pleased audiences, with result that
picture got good box-office play. Pearl White feature our audiences
liked."
THOUGHTLESS
WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
"Human document with real life-like touches." — M. P. News.
THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TO
BOSWORTH
"Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
poor business on account of the holiday season."
Cojisensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE
OCT. 16
"Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the second Pearl White feature. It failed
to draw, so a Harold Lloyd comedy was added to the program." " Very
entertaining picture and went well with my patrons."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
"Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture ,but up to the average. Played
to fair business."
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — M. P. Netcs.
TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. 23
"Simple and human is this contribution." — M. P. News.
TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 16
•' Spectacular melodram.a is rich in action and thrills" — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine picture, pleasing and entertaining. Drew
more ing.
than
usual business."
Very week
fine picture.
and excitDid exceptional
business " first
of showing,Spectacular
with indications
for
abusiness.
big second
week.
Broke
house
records
second
Sunday."
" Good
Pictures liked, especially the comedy parts In the beginning.
The ending slightly changed, which gives it more credence." " A nice
picture that generally satisfied. Fairly good houses all week." " Pleased
big audiences." " Splendid picture, full of thrills and box box-office
attraction. Broke house record during two weeks' run."
Consensus — Oood picture, good puller."
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS, THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Orthodox but careful prod^uction of well-known play." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TWINDEHAVEN
BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
MR. AND MRS. NOV. 13
"Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to
give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in It, but
always
One of Box-office
the best comedies
I have spicy.
played Splendid
in a longweek's
time. business."
Went over " great.
receipts
entirely satisfactory for week's run." " Carter de Haven at his best,
but
many
did
not
like
it.
Poor
business
due
to
holidays."
"
Another
stage farce gone wrong. A good program picture. Business about
average."— Oood picture, good puller."
Consensus
TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — M. P. News.
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. 8
' Jones in a story of gunplay and hard riding."- — M. P. Nen's.
UNCLE
SAM OF FREEDOM
RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 9
"Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment." — M. P. News.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX. THE
(FRANK
GERSTEN,
INC.-STATE ■
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — M. P. News.
V. P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NOV.20
" First-class melodramatic western, with fine cast." — M. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 20
" A well produced society picture weaketiing in the end." — M. P. News.
VOICES (VICTOli KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST. ...OCT. 16
" Crude production of familiar story." — M. P. News.

PICTURE

BRAND

Picture

Plan
STAR

RELEASED

News

Book
PLAN BOOK

WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV.
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — M. P. News.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
OCT.
" Clever night scenes provide the intercut here." — il. P. Newt.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV
" Very ordinary western for Carey." — M . P. News.
WHITE YOUTH (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
DEC.
" Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — J/. P. News.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
OCT
" A real success from every angle." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts
abotit average." " A very pleasing little picture ; star has made a place
fbr
picture suits her to a ■ T '." " Bebe Daniels ehowi
that herself
she is and
a realthisactress.
She had a good production and drew welL"
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."

Flashbacks

20
16
27
IS
IS

" on Earlier Releases

•■ The Daredevil " (Fox) — " Interesting picture which went over big.
"Shore .\cres " (Metro) — "This one is impossible, poorest drawing picture
I've ever
had.and The
plot is tlmeworn,
moth-eaten
; direction
startling
star
miscast
a thoroughly
poor picture
throughout.
The nothing
fact that
It has
been a stage classic doesn't save it either."
"Married Life" (Sennett) — "A fun roit. Audiences smiled when It started
and were roaring at the finish. Many enjoyed it more than feature." A roaring Sennett farce, funnier than " Yankee Doodle " or " Down on the Farm. '
" Humoresque " (Paramount-Artcraft) — "There is no doubt but that this
is one of the best box-office productions
of the year. When a picture can be
put over for three weeks in this town, it must be some production. That's
what happened here." " Has been held for the second week at 40cts top
price. I had a line a half a block long waiting for tickets by 7-aO each
evening." "Did not draw as big crowds the second week as it did the first
Houses were bigger than average, however." " Wonderful production. The
acting is very good and this picture certainly went over big here."
"The Flapper" (Selznick) — "A very entertaining picture and brought good
"The Figurehead" (Selznick) — "Best thing O'Brien has ever done. Busibusiness."
ness splendid."
"The
Simp" (Selznick) — "Average picture which pleased admirers of Owen
Moore and played to good business for three days."
"Get Out and Get Under" (Pathe) — "Good picture bringing more than
average business."
" The Devil's Passkey " (Universal) — " Big business all week. Wonderful
"Humoresque"
"Continues
week.hereStanding
them
up and giving(Paramount-Artcraft)
this new policy of —extended
runs second
a big boost
where
two
week
run
are
a
novelty."
"
Third
week
and
still
breaking
records."
Depicture."
spite unseasonable hot weather went so big it was held for a fourth
and "final
week." •• Third week held up in fine shape." " Seventh week continued good.
Record for house in receipts and length of run." " Second week still going big.
" Wonderful picture. Two weeks run and it's certainly knocking 'em dead."
"The Glorious Lady" (Selznick) — "Business went up particularly at
matinees by fans desirous of seeing Olive Thomas."
" Don't Ever Marry " (First National) — " This picture was entertaining and
well liked. Business about as usual."
" The Turning Point " (First National) — " The people liked this film and
turned out in large crowds."
"The Deadline" (Fox) — "As a film play and business proposition-not
"Heart of a Fool" (Selznick) — "A fair picture. Business about aa usual."
" Dangerous Days " — " A fair week. Average picture."
"Woman in Room 13" (Goldwyn) — "Did fair business on this, nothing to
rave
much."about but is got by. Well produced, nicely handled picture, but star
does"The
not Wonderful
draw."
Chance" (Selznick) — "Drew well at both matinee and
night performances. Regular O'Brien following of women of city saw to that.
Picture is about the most entertaining O'Brien has ever made.
"Everybody's Sweetheart" (Selznick) — "Despite the fact that this is Olive
Thomas' last picture it broke no records here. Audiences were about average.
Drew well at matinees."
"The Poor Simp" (Selznick) — This picture brought more than usual busiSeemed to please (United
the audiences.''
"Theness.Mollycoddle"
Artists) — "Drew well considering that it
played this city for two weeks during the summer."
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver" (American) — "They didn't like this one.
and I don't blame them. Margarita Fisher Is much too fat and the character
she played lost sympathy at the very beginning. Poor picture.''
"The Poor Simp'' (Selznick) — "Average picture. Did average business."
" The Wonder Man " (Robertson-Cole) — " Almost equalled records for opening day at this house. Had to take off comedy to accomodate crowds. Ordinary
" The Devil's Passkey " (Universal) — " Played eight days and holds the
house
" Jes'reco.rd."
Call Me Jim " (Goldwyn) — " A picture which appealed to my audiences.
The box office results were larger than usual. '
"The
picture.''JaUbIrd " (Goldwyn) — "Good picture with average business for one
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" (Metro) — "A big risque, vexy speedy, but undeniably funny and it went over very well. Even the broadest bits of horseplay did not offend, but on the other hand, was accepted bj my audiences in
good
part.Restless
A goodSex"
box office
attraction
"The
(Famous
Players)for— me."
"Good picture. Favorable comweek."
ments on all sides. Average business consitent all week." " Started well but
feU down last days of run."
"The Joyous
(Fox)part
— "Star
a partfor which
not in
In the
his
particular
forte. Troublemaker"
Yet he Is the best
of the has
picture
It has islittle
way of plot to recommend It Business only fair."
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SHOCKING
NIGHT"
(Universal)

Not Substantial Enough for Five Reels
UniIT is said that " A Shocking Night," the newest Lyons andin Moran
five reelers
versal comedy, will be the last which presents them
and that tliey will shortly return to comedies of one reel. While the
Stars have had a fairly successful season with pictures of feature length,
the law of averages indicates that their forte is the one or two reeler. In
other words, the short pieces will be remembered for placing them in the
spotlight, with which the feature length offerings will not stand comparison.
however. " La La Lucille " was their one
There has been one exception,
best bet and proved to be quite a winner everywhere.
Th new Lyons and Moran comedy, "A Shocking Night," doesn't offer
much entertainment. The plot is covered with moss and has served the
stage and screen for many, many years in various guises. Furthermore,
the development is rather amateurish. There isn't enough substance for
five reels, which naturally brings out its shortcomings. It is padded in
several scenes with repetitious details brought out time and again. But
its chief fault is the lack of humor. Blame can be attached here upon the
plot. Even the funniest joke, if repeated too often, loses its sting. This
story simply has been done too often. The stars, who are also the directors,
haven't shown any inspiration in their treatment of it. Probably because
there wasn't any to be found.
But the idea of the rich young couple who masquerade as servants and
their friends substituted in their place to hoodwink a wealthy prospect
from the West has lost its appeaL The prospect in question is simply a
variation of " rich uncle," or " grandfather," or some other relative. The
bedroom farce and simply shows the unpiece is a poor example of ths make
the unmarried couple embarrassed.
couth Westerner determined to
He believes them husband and wife, which is, of course, shocking to their
sensitive natures. There is considerable latitude given over to packing the
yoting people in one bedroom and locking an irate father in a storeroom.
offering" all over it. Edgar
of "program
stampbetter
picture
The
stories. His responsibility here makes
writtenthemuch
has bears
Franklin

ns wonder if he wasn't engaged to submit a vehicle. The time-worn plot
and action, the lack of humor, make " A Shocking Night " very fraU and
uninteresting. The stars and their assistants work hard to score and succeed in asserting their personalities. — Length, 5 reels. — Lnurence Reid.
THE CAST
Richard Thayer
Eddie Lyons
William Harcourt
Lee Moran
Bessie
Lane
■
Alta Allen
Maude Harcourt
Lillian
Hall
Bill Bradford
Lionel Belmore
Jack Lane
Clark Comstock
Cook
Florence Mayon
Butler
Charles McHugh
By
EdgarbyFranklin.
Scenario
C. E. Hoadley.
Directed by Lyons and Moran.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The Universal comedy team, Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, will come to the
theatre on
of
week in " A Shocking
Night,"a fitting
an original
by expression
Edgar Franklin.
entertaining
have
vehiclecontribution
here for the
of theirThetalents.
A well comedians
balanced
cast assists them. The story revolves around an adventurous night in the home
of the Harcourts. The young husband is nearly bankrupt and his servants leave
him. Since it is the night when an engaged couple, Richard Thayer and Bessie
Lane, are coming to have dinner, the host conceives the plcin to masquerade as
the butler and his wife as the maid.
A Montana millionaire is also expected who will invest his fortune in a mining
scheme mess
of Harcourt's.
turnsguests
out are
to bemarried.
a humanThis
wild-cat
and stirs
up a
pretty
by assumingButthathe the
precipitates
a series
of amusing situations. Eventually everything is explained satisfactorily and the
Harcourts are lifted from the depths of despondency. The stars enact their parts
with their customary vigor and dash. Their direction is capable throughout.
PROGRAM READER
Suppose you kept a retinue of servants and found yourself bankrupt. Suppose
the servants left just at a time when you expected guests. Wouldn't you attempt
to
Suppose
a Western
was extent
expected?
Wouldn't
youfillputtheir
up places?
a bold front
and again
endeavor
to pleasemillionaire
him to the
that he
might
make
you
wealthy
again?
This
is
the
outline
of
"
A
Shocking
Night,"
the
and Moran comedy which comes to the
theatre next Lyons .
To go into detail would spoil the interest for you. But sufSce to state that the
offering contains a series of highly amusing complications. How the husband and
wife invite a peck of trouble only to emerge with colors flying is told in five
reels of solid entertainment. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
If you have been meeting success with the Lyons and Moran comedies it would
be well to book their latest. Tell that it is on a par with their best achievements.
You might also state that it is an enjoyable bedroom farce which moves with
considerable kick and vitality for five reels. Treat your copy in a humorous
fashion, detailing just enough of the plot to arouse curiosity. Don't give it entirely away since it is quite familiar and might keep certain " hard-boiled " patrons
a_way. You can stir up interest by using snappy catch lines based upon the
title. Such expressions as " Is it shocking to be caught in your pajamas when
a_ guest in Bill
.someone's
house?as "a snappy
You might
play farce
up thewhich
other carries
Lyons adventurous
and Moran
pictures.
the picture
bedroom
high jinks.
CATCH LINES
They attempted to fool a breezy Westerner but his conduct was so unconventional that he had the laugh on them. See " A Shocking Night."

"THE

PASSIONATE
PILGRIM"
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount)

Better Than Average Picture From W ell Known Novel
FOR about four reels this is one of the best productions of aU time
and then things take a flop, the end being conventional " movie "
stuff, not up to the opening reels and disappointing because so
much that was extra good was forthcoming in the beginning.
However, there can be no question, but that " The Passionate Pilgrim "
is a much better than average film drama. It has been given a good production and the cast is exceptional.
Matt Moore, the best actor in^ the family when well cast, has a very
likeable role as the diffident novelist and newspaper man, whils Ruby de
Romer is appealing as the invalid heroine. Others of a long and well
balanced cast who are entitled to personal mention are Claire Whitney,
Charles Gerard, Sam J. Ryan and Frankie Mann.
'■ The Passionate Pilgrim," an adaptation of the story by Samuel Merwin,
is rather episodic, long lapses of time being bridged by titles wth fadeL)uts used to explain what has happened up to the time of the picture story.
A well produced trial scene, many beautiful exterior shots, correct and
expensive interiors are features worthy of mention.
The story of "The Passionate Pilgrim" concerns principally what happened to Henry Calverly, a famous novelist, from the time his young wife
committed
perjurywhen
on he
the finds
witness
to savein her
mother'smatrimonial
life until
after her death,
newstand
happiness
a second
ventiure with the invalid daughter of a deceased captain of finance. A
" Miracle Man " theme is given some attention rather to the detriment of
the dramatic value of the offering. Complications to the progress of the
romance are brought about by the machinations of the trustees of
"' Miriam's " estate who do not wish her to marry or regain her health. —
Length, 7 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Henry Calverly
Matt Moore
Cecily
Mary Newcomb
Madam Watt
Julia Swayne Gordon
Senator Watt
Tom Guise
Marjorie Daw
FrankieWhitney
Mann
Esther
Claire
Miriam
Ruby de Remer
Mitt
Van Dyke Brook
Qualters
Charles Gerard
Mayor Mclntyre
Sam J. Ryan
O'Rell
Arthur Donaldson
Amme
Albert Roccardi
Listerly
Bernard A. Reinold
Trent
Charles Brook
Nurse Russell
Helen Lindroth
By
Samuelby Merwin.
Scenario
George DuBois Proctor.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
The
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
Passionate
fromincludes
a storyamong
by Samuel
and which
presented withPilgrim,"
an all-staradapted
cast that
others. Merwin
Matt Moore,
Mary isNewcomb, Julia Swayne Gordon, Tom Guise, Charles Gerard, Ruby de Remer, Claire
Whitney and Arthur Donaldson. The passionate pilgrim is a newspaper man, one
Henry Calverly, who journeys through life as an unfortunate victim of circumstances. He is a very interesting figure as drawn by Samuel Merwin and humanized upon the screen by the clever Matt Moore is made doubly so.
Calverly is a truthful reporter and he details his articles just as he sees life.
The consequence is, he is discharged. However, he is rewarded eventually. He
enters the life of a crippled heroine and his solicitude for her welfare effects a
remarkable cure. The picture is wonderfully true to life, the scenes of the newspaper office being genuine. The offering points its conflicts and contrasts in a
manner which appeals. Mr. Moore is supported by players who have, seemingly,
been chosen for their adaptabilities as well as their talent. The picture enlists
the sympathies.
PROGRAM READER
theatre have a treat in store for them when Robert
Patrons of the
G. Vignola's Paramount picture, " The Passionate Pilgrim," comes next
.
This is an adaptation
Samuelread.Merwin's
magazine
story interesting,
which manybut ofwhen
the
patrons mayof have
Mr. Merwin
is always
his stories can be given color on the screen, they are doubly interesting. " The
Passionate Pilgrim
takes to
up detail
the adventures
truthfulness,
whose " ability
life just asof hea young
saw it, newspaper
causes himman,
to bewhose
discharged. How he finds himself — how he wins love and happiness is told in scenes
which are mighty effective in their dramatic contrasts and conflict. Rest assured
" The Passionate Pilgrim " is rich and rare entertainment.
SUGGESTIONS
In the exploitation of this picture, our advice is to play up the author and the
director and the all-star cast. Seldom has a picture carried such a galaxy of
well-known names. So play them up to the limit. Tell that it is a story of a
newspaper office — of a young reporter who wins sympathy for painting life as he
saw it. Tell that it offers a story of intrigue and adventure — that it is well tinctured with romance. Play up the title. It is a winner. You might use an allegorical prologue showing a pilgrim endeavoring to walk through life and overcome
the obstacles. Treat your copy in a dignified fashion. Exploit the theme and
advise your patrons that a rare treat is in store for them.
CATCH LINES
Is it safe to be interviewed by a newspaper reporter? See "The Passionate
Pilgrim," adapted from Samuel Merwin's story. See the treat of the season.
He was discharged from his position for telling the truth. But his sincerity
brought him unbounded happiness. See " The Passionate Pilgrim."
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Ail forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects ai
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAM FILM CO., mC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Their
Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel 6
Barrie)
rhe Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fiiher)
6
K Light Woman (irielen Jerome Kddy-Chas. Clary).. 6
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5
\RROW FILM CORPORATION
Penny
Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph Morgan). 53
gan)
Wolves of the Street (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston). 6
Desert Seorpion (Eiliuund Cohb-Vida Johnston) 6
Chamber
Mystery
(Claire (Glenn
Whitney-Earl
Metcalf) 55
Circumstantial
Evidence
White)
Wall Street Mystery (Glenn White)
5
I'nseen Witness (Glenn White)
5
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
3
Bromley Case (Glenn White)
5
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White)
3
House of Mvstery (Glenn White)
3
Triple Clue (Glenn White)....
5
Woman's Man (Romaine Fielding)
5
Love's Fruit
Protege(Special
(Ora Carevv)
Bitter
Cast)
55
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak-Jack Livingston) .... 5
Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins)
5
A ilan from Nowhere (Jack lloxie)
5
The Way Women Love (Kubye De Remer)
5
Luxury (Rubye De Remer)
6
The Deceiver (Carol Hollowav-Joan Hersholt) 5
The Tame Cat (Special Cast)
S
The Man Who Trifled (Special Cast)
S
Before the White Man Came (Indian Cast)
5
Daughter of the Don (Special Cast)
5
HANK MANN COMEDIES
OneMann Two-Reeler
every other week starring Hank
..
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
Stage Struck
2
Betty the Vamp
2
Meet Betty's Husband
2
Betty's' Romeo
2
Betty's
Green
Eyed
Monster
Betty Sets the Pace
22
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One every other week
2
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Man of Brawn
2
A Knight of the Pines
2
Looking Up Jim
2
Raiders of the North
2
Three and a Girl
2
In the River
2
Border River
2
Quicksands
2
Beloved Brute
2
A Fight for a Soul
2
Breed of the North
2
The Strangers
2
SPORT PICTORIALS
How Do You Get Your Exercise
1
Making Man Handlers
1
Girls Will Be Boys
1
The Happy Duffer
1
How Will You Have Your Bath
1
Thrill of the Thorobreds
1
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
Featuring BiUy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
11
AFather's
CabaretHero
Touchdown
Scandal A La Carte
1
All Over Overalls
1
Splash Me
1
Doomed at Noon
1
Imported Trotible
1
A Domestic Knockout
1
Wanted an Alibi
I
ARDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
His Wife Jimmy
2
Her Husband's
Flat
22
Kink
of Kawakki
Soap Bubbles
2
Champion by Chance
2
Homer Joins the Force
2
The Village Grocer
2
Wild Women and Tame Men
2
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Lying Lips (Peters- Vidor)
Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes)
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Louise Glaum)
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (Jmmes Kirkvood)

6
6
6
6
7

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford)
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
\YWON FILM CORP.
up
in Mary's
(Norak-Gribbon)
Woman
AboveAttic
Reproach
( Florence Chase)
Evolution of Man (Special Cast)
Woman of Mystery (Cunard-Ford)
When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy)
Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart)
BARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer
Sheriff's Dilemma
Brothers
His Desperate Deed
JOY COMEDIES
fhe Hoodoo Watch
fhree of a Kind
Stone Quarry Romance
Too Much Garlic

6
5
66
6
S
5
S
2
22
2
2
2
2
2

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORR
/State Rif/htt
Dangerous Love
6
The Victim
6
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Dec. 15— This is the Life
2
Dec. 1 — A Close Shave
2
Nov. IS — Hired and Fired
2
Sept. 2— All Balled Up
2
Aug. 19— Clever Clubs
2
.\ug. 5 — Some Champs
2
fuly 22— Wild, Wild Women
2
July 8— Stung Again
2
June 24 — Back on the Farm
2
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Dec. 24
No. 16
Dec. IS
No. 15
Nov. 30—
No. 14
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler erery two wedn.
Dec. 24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
Dec. 10 — The Man Hater (Grace Cunard)
2
Nov. 25— The Mormon Trail (C. Edward Hatten) . .2
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap
3
AShadows
Traitor'sof Vengeance
22
the West
Almost an Outlaw
2
The Avenging Trail
2
Western Rays
2
Shadows of the West
2
A Fight to a Finish
2
Trail of the Buzzard
2
A Fugitive from Justice
2
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
'-one Hand Wilson
S
The Ranger and the Law
5
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight of the Western Land
2
Bareknuckle Gallagher
2
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Fate's ofFrame
Up
22
Seeds
Dishonor
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
2
Overland Express
2
CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
Andy the Hero
Andy's Picnic
Andy the Chicken Fancier
Andy the Actor
Andy on the Beach
Pleasure Bent
At Shady Rest
Howdy, Partner
There's a Reason
Ship Ahoy
The Toreador
The Broilers
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure
Up She Goes
Westward Ho
A Hunting We Will Go
Get to Work
Best of Luck
The Promoters

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S
A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers VOD
(Comedy)
a
La Farre Sisters (Dancers
)
|
The Dying Swan (Skating)
\
Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
1
The Flymg De Armands
1
Reynolds
and
Geraldme
(Aesthetic
Dancers)
1
Uundeller (Balancing)
\
Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) '.\
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(R«lea»ed Through Bdueational rOm Emchanget)
Mermaid Comedies — 2 Reels
" A Fresh Start." " The Simp."
" Duck In."
" April Fool."
"" Nonsense."
Dynamite."
" High and Dry."
Chester Comedies — 2 Reels
" Four Times Foiled." " A Tray Full of Troa>
" An Overall Torchy
Hero." ble."
"The Big Show." "The
Pet."
" You'llOneBe Best
S'prised."
Comedies — 2 Reels
"" Torchy."
" Torchy's Millions."
Torchy Comes
" Torchy
Torchy's Turns
DoubleCupid."
T*
" Torchy in High."
2 Reels
Through." Christie Comedies" —Shuffle
Queens."the
Going Through
" Kiss Me Caroline."
" A Seaside Siren."
" Don't
Out forBlame
the Night."
the
" Seven
Bald Pates."
" Mre.ddiFnatgima."ues."
" Wack g rom Blhe ront.a"
inin f Roomt, KFitcbe
"" BDumph."
" StrikingspMoundels." ."
me
ro
He
" A Ho
Education " An of Diving " (Ke^
reels).
" The
Race
of
the
lerman) — 1 reel
Specials
(Man o' War) Age
(2 "
and Sink."
" Valley
of Ten Thoo*
" Babe
Ruth
—
How
He
"
k.
or
St
sand
Smokes
" — 1 red
1 reel
Knocks
His Home
"Modem
Centaurs"—
Runs" — 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful — 1 Reel
Song Ryofe."the Paddle."
"" The
Hope Great
of Adventure."
"" Wanderlust."
Mirror."
" Log of the LaviaBruce Scenics Beautiful — 1 Reel
Solitude."
"The Banana Special"
i*'* Castaway." " The Business
Explorers."of
By
Schooner to SkagThe Isle " ^
way."
'•" The
Chester-Outings — 1 Reel of Desire.'
' Tropical
The TamerNights."
the
Thunder."
" Frozen
Iguazu
the
Exquisite.*
Camping."
" Getting a Polish."
' Trail to Wedontcare."
"
Swat
the
Landlord."
There
jere."
Is
No
'' Too
Overhead."
Seven Much
League
Boot" Rookeries and Sant*
Wilder."
■' Hailing
Collectorsthe Hunk."
of Cran" Crowning King Bli*.
Squawkeries."
'' Pipe
the
Penguin."
"
Frivolous
Fijis."
Mad Hatters."
Reel
' Lovely Maoriland."
Claus."
Chester Scenics — Sea
1 Planets — Apar^
' Chosen
iums." Waters — South
•Fine
Feathers
ments for
Rent."— They
' They All Turned TurSea
Naiads."
tle—
Family
Trees."
' Through
" Winding
Forgot Company
the Town."
ers.Climbing
Then
zard."
Wall—
CatOut
of the Past."Cam*
— ArtHopeIs for
Everything."
" No
the Dryi
' Mules and Gobtalk."
— Silver Silences.''
EOUITY
PICTURES CORP.
aracts."
Whispering Derils (Conway Tearle)
(
Keep to the Ri^t (Edith TaUaferra)
f
For
the
Soul
of
Rafael
(Clara
Kimball
Yommg)
f
The Fnrbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Yonng) f
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives f House Feters) . .C
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball V^ung) .
7
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PAR AMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
JanMe
30 — Theig
Frontier
of n)
the Stars (Thomas
ha
Jan. 30 — Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
Jan.Pro
23 — Midsummerd.)
Madness
(Wm. ■DeMille
5905
Jan.Ince23 —Pro
The Rookie's d.)
Return (Douglas MacLean- 4123
Jan.Pro
16 — The Inside
of the Cup {Cosmopolitan
d.)

COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
i
6 The Hidden Light (Dolores CassinelU)
Release Information Continued on Page 759
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Jan.
16 — The Education
o£ Elizabeth (Billie
Burke)
Jan. 9— The Charm School (Wallace Reid) 4743
Jan. 9— The Jucklins (George Melford Prod.) 6023
Jan. 2— The Bait (Maurice Tourneur Prod.) 5289
Dec. 26 — Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 4530
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman (Lois Weber
Prod.)
6080
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6307
Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4944
Dec. S— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
Dec. S — Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos.
Meighan)
5926
Not. 28 — Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy D«lton)
473*
Nov. 28 — Idols of Clay (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.).7^3t
Nov. 21— Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 4493
Not. 21 — The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). SSM
Nov.
Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett- 453»
Ince14 —Prod.)
Not. 14 — Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) Sltl
Nov. 7— Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 48«2
Not. 7— Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.). 655*
ARTCRAFT
Jtine
— Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pick- S3M
ford)
PAKAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2
Dec.
19-Fatty_at
.
Coney
Island
Not. 21— Hii Wedding Night
J
Oct. 24 — Rough House (Re-issue)
.
PARAMO UNT-SENNETT COMEDfES
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Art
2
4
Not. 28 — A Fireside Brewer
Not.
14-Fickle
F^cy
PARAMO
" L) IN T' BRIGGS
" ' COMEDIES
/-k If fto
Dec
28
—
Housecleaning
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10 — Spirits
J
Sept. 12— Kids Is Kids
3
Ang. 29 — NeTer Agdin
J
PARAMO UNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURED
Jan. 30 — Under Cuban Skies
1
an. 23 — Old Malacca
1
Jan. 16 — Beautiful Bermuda
1
Jan. 9 — Catching Up in Canton
1
to Lourdes
1
Jan.
Dec 262 —— Bordeaux
Quaint Kuala Lumpur
Dec. ,019 — T'uThe Snowbound
1
c v-.._j Pyrenees
n
Dec. 12 — Malayan Motor Roads
i
Dec. 5— In Finisterre
1
Nov. 28 — Land of the Tin Millionaires J
Nov. 21 — Around About Manila
1
Nov. 14 — Pyrenean Perspectives
1
Nov. 7 — The Port of Penang
I
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGUAM
Jan. 23 — Wildest Wales
1
Dec. 19 — The Jungfrau Railway
1
Not. 21 — Kilawea Volcano Eruption
1
Oct. 17 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Jan. 9 — Victory Mountain
1
Dec. 5 — Indian Summer
,
Not. 7— ^A Setting of Agei
..1
Oct. 10— The Cloud
i
Sept. S— From a Piscatorial Angle
1
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-(rartoon by Sullivan....!
16 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Hurd
1
Jan
Jan. 9 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Bailey 1
Jan.
Dec 2 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
toon26-Twen
by Pat
SullivanCentury Picdona
tieth
ry-Comedy.Car-^
Dec. 19 —toon Twentieth
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Carby Earl Hurd
1
Dec. 12 —toon Twentieth
Century
Pictionary-Comedy-Carby Henry D. Bailey
1
Dec. 5—toon Twentieth
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Frank Moser
Not. 28 — Magazine Items — Frank Moser Cartoon. !. !I
HOT. 21— Magazine Itema— Pat Sullivan C:artoon 1
Not. 14 — Magazine Items— Earl Hurd Cartoon 1
NoT^T— Magazine Items — Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1

All

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
state Rights)
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love'sFighting
Flame Kentuckians
(Thos. J. Carrigan)
The
(Special Cast)
FILM SALES COMPAJNY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights
Winning a Widow
Will It Come to This
He Got It
Hot Dog
School for Skirts
The Painter
Bone Dry Blues

Film

6
6
55

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Releases

FOX NEWS
Twice a Week
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Don't Tickle
All Wrong
The Huntsman
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
The Parlor Bolshevist
The Hypnotist
The Papoose
On the Hip
Northwoods
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up
A Hard Luck Santa Claus
Gum Shoe Work
Home Brew
The Medicine Man

1
2
2
2
^
H
>S
%
^
^
J4
H
H
^
}4

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
GAUMONT COMPANY
Nov. 29 — Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
\ At State Right Exchanges)
Nov. 29 — Unseen Forces (Special Ca«t)
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
S
Not.
22
—
Love,
Honor
and
Behave
(Mack
Bennett's).
Nov. 22 — Dangerous
Business (Constance Talof the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
6
madge)
5118 Out
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani)
6
Branded (Josephine Earle)
6
Nov.
8
—
The
Devil's
Garden
(Lionel
Barrymore)
.
5600
Nov. 1— Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) 206X The Sinker (Special Cast)
6
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin)
6
and Mrs. DeHaven ■; -•*
5- The
Edge
of
Youth
(Josephine
Earle)
.-uaDouui Alii Wives (.Vivian Martmj
S6
Nomads of the
i^^^North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6 SERIALS
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray)
6
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason)
2 In the Clutches of the Hiadn (Ten Epitodea) 2
the Kick in High Life (Lehrman)
2 1 LicsUays — Li.iumont News
1
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6 Fridays
— Gaumont Graphic
1
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore)
6
The • Branded
Woman
Talmadge)
7 .^^^,
^a.^^
v*.
..-v-— (Norma
— '—
Song
Harriet -^'att^rin^'' MicD^onalf )'".'.^! !!!! 11!!!!!!!if GOLD
WYN EXCHANGES
STAR
SERIES
Heart of a (Constance
Fool (Allan Talmadge)
Dwan)
(jood References
76
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray).... 6 SPECIALS
fack- Knife Man (King Vidor)
$
Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore
Notorious Mrs. Leslie (Katherine MacDonald) 5 TheKendall
Prod
5
The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge) 5 Godless
(Special Cast)
6367
Go and (Jet It (Marshall Neilan)
7 The GreatMenLover
(Special Cast)
5202
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
Roads
of
Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
SPECIALS
Concert (Special Cast)
Skirts (Special Cast)
6 The
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
A Connecticut
Yankee inCast)
King Arthur's Court (Spec- 7 Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6255
ial
Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
Blind Wives (Special Cast)
7 AHoldVoice
in
the
Dark
((Special
Cast)
4255
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7 What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
yyyjgSkywayman
fjg^ York (Lt.
SleepsOrmer
(Special
Cast)
7 Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
The
Locklear)
If I Were King (William Famum)
7 His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
The White Moll (Pearl White)
7
Jr
Madame
X (Pauline Frederick)
64757
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Ane
Oirl
With
the
Jazz
Heart
(Madge
Kennedy)
.
.4600
The Scuttlers
6 Ihe Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) .. 5198
Drag Harlan
6 Officer 666 (Tom Moore)
5290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Milestones (Special Cast)
5782
The
Cub
66 Honest Hutch (Goldwyn)
5349
The Tiger's
Thief
5947
The Mountain Woman
6 His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth)
EMINENT
AUTHORS
PRODUCTIONS
TOM MIX SERIES
6772
Prairie Trails
6 Earthbound (Basil King)
6730
rhe Texan
6 Thf Penalty (Gouverneur Morris)
The Untamed
6 It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
The Iron Rider
S Going Some (Rex Beach)
The Challenge of the Law
S BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
The Man Who Dared
5 Edgar the Explorer
3
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Get Rich Quick Edgar
2
Chin Toy
6 Edgar's Little Saw
22
Flame of Youth
6 Edgar Camps Out
(Jirl of My Heart.
6 Edgar's Sunday Courtship
3
Merely Mary Ann
6 CAPITOL COMEDIES
In and Out
2
Dynamite" Allen
S Knocking
GEORGe
WALSH ' SERIES
Cold
22
Hearts and'EmHammers
Number 17
S Artistic
Enemies
2
The Plunger
5
From New On
...5
Fingers
and
Pockets
2
Love on Rollers
2
2nTH CENTURY BRAND
it Again.
-22
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
5 At
Professional
Ethics
Just Pals (Buck Jones)
S When Martin Gits Here
2
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
5 Ged Ap Napoleon
2
Two Moons (Buck Jones)
S FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy)
S
Sunset Sprague (Buck Jones)
S Nov. 28 — Hurry Slowly
1
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely)
5 Nov. 21 — Number, Please (Telephone)
1
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nov. 14 — In Arizona (Scenic)
1
7 — Nassau (Bahama Islands)
1
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodea)
S SsERJALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
2 Nov.
Oct.
31
—
What
the
Ocean
Hides
(Shark
Industries).'
Bonnie May (Bessie LoTe)
'*
5 "Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
2 Oct 24 — Timberlust
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
COMEDIES
GOT DWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
A Rare Bird
j SUNSHINE
Her Doggone Wedding
2 The Isle of the Mist
1
Hii
Naughty
Night
.'.*!.*.*..*'
."2
Nearly Married
Pals and Petticoats
2 Through the Earth
!!!!!!!2
1
A Bedroom Scandal
The
Slicker
2
!!!!!!I!!2
What Is Your Body Worth?
1
A
Paradise
for
Birds
1
FORD EDUCATIONALS
An
Elephant's
Nightmare
2
Hold Me Tight
2 Venice of the Orient
1
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education
His Noisy Still
2 Action of the Human Heart
1
1
Jan. 16 — The Message
Pretty Lady
2
1 Chase
Reveter
1
Jan. 9 — Faryland
Me
2 The
1
The Human Voice
-.l
Release Information Continued on Page 760
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'
GOLDWYNBRAY COMICS
Sheddin
_a Profitee
Apollo g(Happy
Hooligan)
r. (Judg^^Rummy) Lam^^^^ KINETO CO., OF
Popular Classics AMERICA
Cupid's Hooldini
Advice (Happy
Happy
(Happy Hooligan)
Hooligan) Lampoons
Lampoons 11 Urban Urban's
Movie Chats.
The Prize Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1 Chas.
Kineto Reviews
The Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Hunting Big Game (Shenanigan Kids) Lampoons....!
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
{Releasing through Patht Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIG
TURES, INC.
The DwelUng-Place of Light (Winston Churchill)...?
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
}
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's) «f
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warmer)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
7
Kiders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's)
•
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
T
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
5
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
7
Sex (Louise Glaum)
The Lone
Wolf'sGlaum)
Daughter (Louise Glaum) >>
Sahara
(Louise
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
t
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)
t
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
(
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
I
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) I
The Green Flame Q. Warren Kerrigan) 5
No. 99 a. Warren Kerrigan)
•
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) •
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
t
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The
(Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
»
King Tiger's
Spruce Coat
(Mitchell
Lewis)
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
•
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast)
«
INDEPENDENT
NEAL
HART SERIES FILMS ASS'N.
Jan. 1— Danger Valley
Not. 15— Skyfire
Oct. I — Hell's Oasis
LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Tan. 1 — Restless Rummies
Dec. 15 — Back to Earth
Dec 1— Razzin the Jack
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier
Bearcat
Seeds of Ventreaace
The Gift Supreme
Whispering Derils
The Victim
The Transgressor
The Burning Question
Lnring Shadows
Below the Deadline
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies
Stung Agrain
Wild Wild Woman
Back on the Farm
,
Mis Fortune Hmiters
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Ghost of SItimber Mountain
Along the Moonbeam Trail
BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps
Vacation Days in Switzerland
From Montreux to Bemess Alps
Through Switzerland in 10 Mintitea
JANS PICTURES CORP.
Madonnas and Men
Wings of Pride
ALove
Woman's
WithoutBusiness
Question (Olive Tell)

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Cavalieri)
(LinaCast)
Mad
VoicesLove
(Special
'S
Skinner's
Dress
Suit
(ReissueBryant
Washburn)
...
.5
The Land o< Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) S
EfiGiciency
Edgar'sLady
Courtship
Holmes) 5I
The Misleading
(Henry (Taylor
B. Walthall)
Open Places (Jack Gardner)
I
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (K. TraTerse)..5
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
I
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
S
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
>
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
I
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
I
Broncho Billy Dramas
•
Snakeville Comedies
'
Fables in Slang (George Ade)
1
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur;
S
Strife (George Le Guere)
I
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
*
The Champion
3
.^!°':!"."'.\.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.::::::::::::::::.^
By the Sea

Film

Picture

N e-

Releases

TheFe
Fightingat
Kcntuckians
(Special
Cast) Sterlinc
ur
es
Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Photoplay
Why
L^eave Your
Husbandrp
( Austin-Shepard) V->i«t«lfiy
Co
Uncle
Sam
of
Freedom
Ridge
(Special
Levey Prod
s Cast) Hany
The White Rider (Joe Moore-EUeen Sedgwkk)
Hell's
OasisFeature
(Neal Producing
Hart) Independent
Films Assn..
Peerless
Co
Thewealth
Hidden
(Dolores CassineUi) CommoaFilm Light
Corp

COMEDIES
Top
Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Sjttd^
cate — Cleveland)
J
After Bed Time (Frasee Film Prods.)
.S
Billy Ruge Comedies (FnnfuJ Films)
1
Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)
%
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.
NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
Nobody's Giri (BiUie Rhodes)
S
Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast)
S
Captivating
Mary
Carstairs
(Norms
Talmadge)
R»
issue
S

pathe exchanges
Jan. 16 — When We Were Twenty-one (H. B. War- ner) 5
Dec. 26 — Rogues and Romance (Seitz-Caprice) . . . .6
Dec 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
6
LUBIN (BERT)
Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
S
Nov.
28
—
The
Devil
to
Pay
(Brunette-Stewart)
6
8TATB RIOBTB
Not.
31
—
The
Unwilling
Htuband
(Blanche
Sweet)..
S
■
Honcyxnooti Ranch
Not.
A Beggar
Purple (Edgar
Oct.
317—— The
Money in Changers
(ClaireLewis')
Adams- Rar <C
Stewart)
Oct. 24 — Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
METRO EXCHANGES
Oct. 10 — Fo-bidden Valley ( Gordon-McAvoy) 6
Oct.
Woman (Geraldine Farrar) «
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC- SPECIALS
„
«::3— The„ ,Riddle:
Wanted — Male (BUncbe SweetHenry
King)
S
Dec.
27—
Onderena's
Twin
(VioU
Dana)
6
"S^™
"i^i„„^**
Dec. 20 — The Misleading Lady (Bert Lvtell) 6 Sept. 12— Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner)
S
Dec. 13 — Hearts Are Trumps (Special Ckst) « Sept.
5
—
The
House
of
the
Tolling
Bell
(Brace
Nov. 1529—
Polly Within athePa^t (Ina Claire).^... 6
Gordon-May
McAToy)
6
— Someone
House (Special Cast) <
^ t
ivA^i.^ t
i
5°!'
7
Lewu)
(Edgar
29— Lahoma
1 — Are
The All
FatalMenHotir
(Special
Cast)) 66 VELVET
Allison
(May
Alike
8—
FINGERS
Oct 25— Body and Soul (Alice Lake)
Oct 18 — The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6< (Fifteen Two-Reel Epitodet Btarring Geo. B. Beltt
6
Sept 4— Blackmail (Viola Dana)
and Marguerite Courtot.)
20— Clothes (Special Cast)
6
16 — The House of a Thousand Veils
3
3ct
Bept 13 — The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) 6 Jan.
Dec.
26
—
The
in the Blue Spectacles 2
Sept 1— The Hope (Special Cast)
6 Dec. 19— Third,Man
The
Hand
from
Behind
the
Door
2
Aug.
(Viola Dana)..<0 Dec. 12— Second, The Face Behind the Ctirtain 2
Aug. 162 —— The
Held Chorus
in TrustGirl's
(MayRomance
Allison)
Dec. 5— First, To Catch a Thief
3
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
THE
PHANTOM
FOE
Feb. 21 — The Little Lady of the Big House (Special
Cast)
6
:
J Jan. 10— The God of His Fathers (Special Cast) 6 (Fifteen Two-Reel sen Bpisodet
and Warner Btarrinff
Orland) Juanita HanNot.
22
—
The
Star
RoTer
(Special
C^ast)
6
> Aug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast). 6
Jan. 16 — Fourteenth, Confession
2
Dec. 26 — Through Prison Walls
2
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Dec. 19 — Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
2
{Produced by Joseph U. Schenok)
Dec.
12
—
Ninth,
The
Mystic
Summons
2
Feb. 16 — Neighbors
2
5 — Eighth, The Man Trap
2
Dec. 22— The Scarecrow
3 Dec.
Nov. 28 — Seventh, Gun Fire
2
Oct. 27— Convict 13
3 Nov.
The Crvstal Bail
2
Sept. 1— One Week
3 Not. 21—
14
—
Fifth,
The
Tower
Room
>
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
7 — Fotirth, The Open Window
3
S Mar. — A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton) t Nov.
Oct 31— Third, The Trail of the Wolf
2
i
Oct 24— Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dale.. 2
t NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Oct.
17—
First,
Doom
3
t Dec 6 — Billions (Naiimova)
6 dttttt nx? 'vu V wnrr nr€
S
9 Oct
Ta)
(Naiimo
Madam
11—The
HeartPeacock
of a Child
(Nazimova)
77 KUIH Of lUt, KUCK.lJ!i5
I Apr. —— Stronger
Episodes Starring Ruth
Than Death (Nazimova) 7 (Fifteen Two-Reel Roland)
I Jan.
7 TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
5 Apr. — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6 Dec. 5 — Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
Fourteenth. Repina Island
2
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
6 Nov. 3128 —— Thirteenth.
Sm-prise
Attack
33
3 Jan. — Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) < Not.
Not. 14 — Twelfth. TheTheSecret
Order
2 ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 7 — Eleventh. The FaUl Diamond
3
3
31 — Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk
3
25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
t Oct
3 Oct
Oct
9
—
Ninth,
The
Perilous
Path
3
2 S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Oct
17—
Eighth.
Danger
Trails
Oct 10 — Seventh. Troubled Waters
32
Sept. 6— Love. Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....(
1 MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 3 — Sixth. The Eagle's Nest
3
3 Oct 18— The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6 Sept. 26 — Fifth. Double Cfe-ossed
33
Sept 19— Fotirth, Between Two Fires
Sept 12 — Third. The Tower of Danger
3
1
1
PIRATE
GOLD
1 \IISCELLANEOUS
1 The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seita
and Marguerite Courtot)
The Wrong Woman (Ivan Abrainson)
The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
Oct
17
—
Tenth,
Defeat — And Victory
2
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Oct 10 — Ninth, The Double Cross
2
Corp.
Sept 36 — Seventh. Under Suspicion
3
6 The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Sept. 19 — Sixth, Kidnapped
3
Clark Cornelius Corp
5
Sept 12— Fifth. Drugged
3
Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions
Sept 5— Fourth, Treasure — At Last
3
The Japanese Question in California (Paatcx)
Aug. 29 — Third. The Dead Man's Story
3
Release Information Continued on Page 761
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Film

Releases

Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
« NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau- Edmund Cobb). 5 The Deserter
1
£mpty Arms (Gail Kane- Thurston Hall)
5
Chinatown
1
Finders Keepers (Violet Merscreau-Edmund Cobb).. 5 Dreamy
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
His
Brother's
Keeper
(Mansfield,-Lytton-Jame8)
.
.
.
.*
The inner Voice (£. K. Lmcoln)
• Heirlooms
3
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
6
2
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6 Help
The Movies
3
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank)
S
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5 '
wy'se^lS''"
^^"-"^"p*^'
ole prods.
THE
FACTS AND
FOLLIES SERIES::;;:::::;:?| robertson-c
SUPERIOR PICTURES
6
Babes in Bearskin
1 Moon Madness (Special Cast)
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Two's
5
Call MeCompany
Daddy
11 Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
5
Knockout Maggie
1 Bright Skies (Brentwood)
Down Beside the Seaside
1 The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5
Professor Was Right
1 The
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa)
i
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) .... 5
PRICE (C. B. CO.)
SUPER SPECIALS
INDIAN DRAMAS
Little 'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh)
6
Kismet (Otis Skinner)
9
Fifteen
Single
reelers
starring
Princess
Mona
Dark813
(Arsene
Lupin
Story)
6
feather.
6
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)...
5 A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
6
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5 So Long
Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
8
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast).. 5 The
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody)
6
Big
Happiness
(Dustin
Famum)
7
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
J 4PEC1ALS
Aug. 15 — ^Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
Aug. 1 — Life's Twist (Bessie Barriscale) 6
REALART PICTURES CORP.
SUPREME COMEDIES
SPECIAL FEATURES
June 6— Becky Strikes Got
1
May
Letty^s Lost Legacy
11
The
(Wm. (Taylor)
D. Taylor's)
6882
Mixed30 —Husbands
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
5995 The
Taylor Made Wife
^
1
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6705
and Up
1
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614 Downstairs
Be Jealous?
1
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607 Why
Her
Beloved
Burglar
1
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
STAR PRODUCTIONS
I
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4979 Marooned in the South Seas
1
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181 The City of Broken Old Men
i
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
4214 Recruiting in the Solomons
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5302
Lonely South Pacific Missions
I
>
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
4212 Domesticating Wild Men
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4646 Cruising in the Solomons
I
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
4648 Saving Savages in the South Seas
1
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) S084
ADVENTURE SCENICS
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)
5134
The Lone Trapper
1
Outlaw of the Wilderness
1
The Tempest
1
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
Waters
of
Destiny
1
ROYAL COMEDIES
Tree Magic
1
Ghosts of Romance
1
Dec.
10—— I'll
Say HeLike
Forgot
1
Nov. 28
He Looks
Him (Otis
(TuckerHarUn)
Twins) 22 Sons of Salooskin
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Bums)
2
Oct. 30 — Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2
Oct. 15— When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) 3 RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Sept. 30— Where Are Your Husbands? (BiUy B. Van 3
COMEDIES
Sept. 1— The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 3 TUSUN
1
Aug. 30 — Snakes (Billy B. Van)
3 Jan. 17— Wild Women
10 — From Kitchen to Throne
1
Aug. 15 — Buggins (Leon Errol)
3 Jan.
Jan. 3 — Buried Alive
1
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Dec.
27
—
A
Slick
Detective
1
Bold Bad Pirate
2 Dec. 20 — New Ralgia
1
Summer Days
2
Sunshine
2
Girls,
Circus
Days
3
f^^'^ a Vamp::::::::::::::.:::::::.:::.:::.::::..f schwab
d. n. productions
BILLY
WEST COMEDIES
Don't Gamble
5S
The Dreamer
3 Fickle Women
Hands Up
3
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Desert Vulture
3 S-E ENTERPRISES
Might Tazz
Happen to You (Billy Mason)
The Heart of a Woman
5 Girl of the Rancho
3 It
Cowbov
25
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
TWO
REEL
COMEDIES
Limatics in Politics
3 Beach Birds and Bombs
2
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
(^od Night Nurse
2 Hashers and Mashers
2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDI
Waffles and
Wallops
2
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
ES
""
Apple Tree Girl
1 ■
h
Snitc
j
Law of the North
«
Nr'^'!?^:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::i selznick (LEWIS j.) ent.
Cy
'.'.!!!*.!!!
The Whittaker's
Awakening Ward
of Ruth
!!!!!!s
Light in Darkness
5 Undressed
pictures
Kidi" i" i!i! ."i i."i:: 11 selznick
(Diatriiuted
hy Select Exchange*)
Pile Driver"
Live
Wire
1 Darling Mine (Olive Thomas)
The Tell Tale Step
!!!!!!"s
5,000
; Lady
of
the
Photograph
"
"'.
5
Dummy
1
Panthea
(Norma
Talmadge)
5,000
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
Rye and Wry
1 The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore)
5,000
I The Bride
Referee
1 The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien)
1
5,000
I The Screen Fan
The Flapper (Olive Thomas)
5,000
1
! The Matinee Girl
* * "j
T?,/"AijV*jl
1 The Point
Man ^Who
Lost (Elaine
HimselfHammerstein)
(Wm. Faversham) S.OOO
of View
5,000
The
Moocher
1
Man Eater
.'!i!.'!l1 The Bull Fighter
5,000
The Superstitious
1 The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
(Jirl
Professor
I
The Artist's Model
The Wonderful
(Eugene O'Brien) 5,000
(ElaineChance
Hammerstein)
5,000
His Cfoat
1 Whispers
The Art Bug
1 Getting
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Fixing
Lizzie
1
-'l
The Starter
Dry
Cleaned
1
Foam (Ralph
Special)
'
The Spoiled Girl
j Kidnapper
The Daughter
PaysInce
(Elaine
Hammerstein)
1 Red
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
SELECT (Distributed
PICTURES hy Select Exchange*)
The Mountain That Was God
I The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
5,000
Wind (k)ddes8
1 Children Not Wanted (Edith Dav)
Vhonghtless Women (Alma Rubens)
6.000
«
MILBURN
MORANTI
COMEDIES
Place of Honeymoons
(Emily Stevens-Montagu
Man's
Plaything
(Grace
Davison)
5.000
2 Mountain Madness
6,000
Love)
• J Double Trouble
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
5,000
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
!!!.!!.'.""«
Lazy Lem
3
6,000
What Women Want (Louise Hu£t)
.is Bungalow Bmgie '.'.'.*.'.*.* .*.*.'.■.■.■.'.'.' .'.'....'.*.'.'.'.*.'.*.'.' .'.'.3 The Great Shadow
Release Information Continued on Page 762
THE THIRD EYE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Warner
Oland and Eileen Percy)
Aug. 29— Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
Aug. 22 — Fourteenth, At Bay
2
Kag. 15 — Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice. .. .3
Aug. 8 — Twelfth, Man Against Man
2
Anc- 1 — Eleyenth, The Long Arm of VesCCMce. . . .2
ftlly 25— Tenth, The House of Terrors
2
July 18 — Ninth, The Race for Life
2
July 11— Eighth, Dangerous Trails
2
July 4— Seventh, The Double Trap
2
Jnne 27 — Sixth, The Death Spark
2
yOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
,&ng. 8 — The Hold-up Man
2
Aug. 1— The Hobo of Pisen City
2
Inly 25— The Law of the Border
2
inly 18— His Pal's Gal
2
Jnly 11— Tex of the Timberlands
2
TRAILED BY THREE
July 11— Fifteenth, The Reckoning
2
July 4— Fourteenth. The Hidden Crime
2
June 27— Thirteenth, The Door of Death
2
June 20 — Twelfth, The Burning Fuse
2
Jnne 13 — Elerenth, The Torture Trap
2
VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Dec. 26— The Sleepy Head
1
Dec. 12 — Greek Meets Greek
]
Not. 14 — The Sandman
1
Oct.
31
—
Mamma's
Boy
I
Oct. 3— ^June Madness
1
BRINGING UP FATHER
June 27 — Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion
3
May 16 — Second, Father's Close Share
2
Apr. 4— First, Jiggs in Society
3
AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reelDrew
comedy
featuring Mrs. Sydney
and dramas
John Cumberland)
July 15 — Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green- wo d a
May 30 — Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16 — Second. The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 3
ROLIN COMEDIES
Jan. 9— The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec. 5— Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7 — Insulting the Sultan
j
Oct. 24 — When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1
Oct. 10 — Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 26— Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 12— Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 12 — Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 5— A Regular Pal
1
Aug. 29 — Money to Bum (Snub Pollard) 1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26 — Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd i...
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
3
May 3— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 3
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct.
10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May t
McAvoy)
July 18 — Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).*
Jnne 20— Passers-By (Herbert Eawlinaon) •
NEWS REELS
Simdays
Wednesdays— Pstheof News
1
the Day
Saturdays — Pathe News
1

Motion

762

Advance

Information
on
< Continued from paye 7G1>

The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Taking the (jount (William Collier)
The Servant Question (William Collier)
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanget)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
Open the B«ri
}
Hky Fever
}•
te
Ujnasu
Sweet
CUMlCLASSlt;
(Merriam-Edwardi) .3
Not. lA — Watch Your Husband(Charlotte-M
emam) . . .2
Scandal
Oct. 31— A Seminary Marriage
Edwardi) 3
(Neely
Pajama
Oct. 17— A
SUNSET BUKKUD s(.ENlCS
Nov. 7— Totem Land
}
Oct. 31 — Dawnland
\
Oct. 24 — Going North
f1
Oct. 17 — The Highway of Wonderland
CLAYPLAV COMEDIES
Oct. 10— Bubble!
}
Oct 3 — Dreams
J•
the Farm
on
Up
—
26
Sept
MURANTI COMEDIES
Oct 31— Kids
}*
Oct 17— Guilty
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
'
Nov. 14— Who Am I
*
Oct 7— Home Rule

STOLE FILM CORPORATION
Jan.— The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) ...6
Jan.— Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
"A',
Crooning Water (Ivy DukeJan.— The Lure of ll)
Guy Newe
..V
%
Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall) 6
Squandered
Jan.—Tavern
The
Knight
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearta (Lnciile de Tar- Florence Hackett)..S
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
J
Human Passioni (Lottie Tilford)
J
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
S
The Red Viper (Garetn Hughes)
*
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dormgton)
J
....7
And the Children Pay (Gareth H« hea)
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley — one every *
Johnny
month)
RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
S
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
5
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Dec. 5 — The ISIark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) .. .7
Sept 5— The Lone Flower (D. W. Griflith a) /
Itme 27— Suds (Mary Pickford)
S
June 13— The MoUycoddle (Donrlaa Fairbanks) 6
May 30 — Romance (Doris Keane)
I
Apr.
S— Down
on the(Mary
Farm Pickford)
(Mack Sennett's) J•
Jan. 18—
Pollyanna
Dec. 29— When the Clonds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks) •
Oct 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Grifllth's) •
Sept 1— His Majesty the American (Donglaa Fair- ■
banks)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Risky
(GladysCarev)
Walton)
Weat IsBusiness
West (Harry
Honor Bound (Frank Mayo)
Fixed Gilded
by George
The
Dream (Lyons-Moran)
(Carmel Myers)
Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak)
The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo)
Sundown Slim (Harry Carey)
Pink Tights (Gladys Walton)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Everv Woman (Dorothy Phillips)
The Devil'i Past Key (Special Cast)

5
5
5
5
3
5
55
3
55
5
5
5
S
6
7

All

Shipwrecked Among Cannibals
6
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)
6
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2
A Prohibition Monkey
3
KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
Ninth, Dynamite
2
Seventh, Over the City
2
Sixth,
Lion'sBlack
Claws
Fifth, The
Wallet
22
Fourth, Facing Death
2
Third, Stolen Evidence
2
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2
First. Blood Money
3
RED RIDER SERIES
{Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Claphatn)
Bixth. The Timber Wolf
2
Fifth, The Forest Runners
2
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
2
rhird. Big Stokes
2
Second, The Girl and the Law
2
First, A Son of the North
2
THE FLAMING DISK
{Eighteen
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Sixteenth, Running Wild
2
Fourteenth, The Purple Rays
2
Thirteenth, Caged In
2
Twelfth, The Tunnel of Flame
2
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
2
Tenth, Spiked Death
2
Ninth, The Floating Mine
2
Eighth,
Wallsof ofFire
Steel ,
22
Seventh, Throtigh
The Circle
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery
3
Fifth, On the Great Wall of China
3
Fourth, The Flaming Disk
3
Third, The Perilous Leap
3
Second, The Span of Life
2
First, The Rails of Dearth
2
THE DRAGON'S NET
{Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcamp)
Twelfth. Unmasked
2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril
2
Ninth, The Train of Death
2
Eighth, Trailed to Pekmg
3
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
3
Sixth, Captured in China
3
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2
Fourth, Into the Chasm
2
Third, A Watery Grave
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintype (Armstrong-Jackson) 2
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2
Laughing
(Dorety-Jamisen)
22
Hot Dog Gas
(Brownie)
A Fishv Story ( Monty- Jackson)
2
IVin Crooks (Byron- Dorety)
2
KA Lyio'
Tamer
(Bowes-Lamont)
3
Blue Ribbon Mutt (,Byron-Dorety) 2
Uncle
(Dorety-Prevost) 33
Should Tom's
TailorsCaboose
Trifle
Loose Lions (Anderson Lamont)
3
K Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 3
His Master's Breath (Century Dog)
3
Love and Gasohne (Henley-Keaton) 3
The Profiteering Blues (Sterling- Lambert) 2
STAR COMEDIES
His Lady Frieiid (Joe Martin)
1
Chicken, Country Style
1
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert)
.1
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert).... 1
Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Maids A-Courting
1
Lady's inAnkle
AMy Scream
Society
11
Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven)
1
Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann)
1
Bill's
Wife
(Wilson-Gerber)
1
The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Borkette) 1
Rings
(Hill-Bums)
11
Fix It and
For Things
Me (Bartine
Burkette)
Her Night Out (Burkette- Howard)
1
Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) 1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Dorety Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marrv
(Engle-Dickerson)
22
Should
(Geo. Ovey)
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-ZemUck) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2

Film

Picture

News

Releases

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMaS
The Driftin' Kid (Hoot Gibson)
%.
The
Saddleof King
(Hoot (Hoot
Gibson)
The Trail
the Hound
Gibson) '. " "z* 'i
The
With (Hoot
the Punch
(Hoot Gibson)
"4 »'
FightMan
It Out
Gibson)
Superstition
(Hoot
Gibson)
"i\
Tipped Oflf (Hoot Gibson)
S i
Double Danger (Hoot (iibson)
The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson)
'.'.'A
Cenders
(Hoot (Hoot
Gibson)
"j
Some Shooter
Gibson
In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson)) '.'.'.',tj
The Law
Grinning
nger '.'....'.. ...t
forFool
AllGra
(Hoot Gibs
Gibson)
'.'..%
AOneGamblin'
(Hoot
on)
[[j
NEUS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays—
News
Fridays — International
International New
s
\,,\| '
hnaara
—New Screen Magazine fUniversal). .*..1
VllAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
The Voice of Fools
The
Prey
Dollars
and the Woman
The Sporting Duchess
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
The Romance Promoters
The Purple Cipher
A Master Stroke
Captim Swift
The Fortune Hunter
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It
Being Done
This Season
TheIsn't
Broadway
Bubble
The Whisper Market
Bab's
Candidate
The Garter
Girl
Deadline at Eleven
Human (x>llateral
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Nui.sance
The Back Yard
VITAGR.APH SPECIALS

5
5
«I
7
5
S
.S
A
J
.7
SS
S
5S
S
S
.5
.S
2
2'

I

Black
BeautyTell(Jean
> Terreas') Special '
Dead Cast
Men
No Paige).
Tales (Tom
;
Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast
7
The Courage of Marge (3'Doone (James Oliver Cat-.
wood's) Special Cast
7
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sportsman
2
The Suitor
I
The Stoge
Hand
I1 '
Solid
Concrete
School Days
.3 1
The
Cop
.- 2I >
The Fly
Grocery
Clerk
THE PURPLE RIDERS
{Fifteen Episode Elinor
Serial Field)
Starring Joe Ryan ond
FIGHTING FATE
{Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring \
iVilliam Duncan and Edith Johnson)
THE SILENT AVENGER
j
{Fifteen Episode Duncan)
Serial Starring William |
WILK

(JACOB)

FEATURES

(At State Right Exchanges)
Ahsea of Desire (Mra. Seaaoe Hayakawa) *
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
7
The Trap
I
A Woman Alone
•
Darkest Russia
'
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hoar
I
Stolen Voice
•I
Friday the 13tii
Human Driftwood
TRB WIIXIAMS PntimNO COKPAKT, nW 1

Mr. Watterson R. Rothacker, President,
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
Dear Mr. Rothacker:
Permit me to congratulate both yourself and
the Motion Picture Industry on your enterprise in opening such a wonderful new developing and printing establishment in California.
Fine feathers make fine birds; / have often
seen your splendid laboratory work, make peacocks
out of pelicans.
Many times I have wondered at the pennywise policy of some producers who spend hundreds of thousands in dressing up productions
and then send them out dressed in overalls
printing.
Rothacker Prints mean more than a mere
Trade Mark;
Mr. wonderful
O'Reilly and
astonished
at the
screenI were
valuesreally
you
reflected from the "Honeymoon Ranch" negative.
More power to you!
Very truly yours,

James R. Quirk
Publisher of Photoplay Magazine
Circulation 500.000

(Signed) JAMES R. QUIRK
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Invited

^To the First Nation-Wide Conference of motion
picture and musical interests.
CjThe place is the Hotel Astor, New
The time — January 24, 25, 26.

York City.

^ Present — a most representative gathering of motion picture and musical leaders. Every section
of the country represented. Every hranch of motion picture and musical thought and commerce
on hand to contribute to a great forward step.
^ Motion
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Chicago
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CENTS

Poster
A

Advertising

good poster does not necessarily mean an expensive poster. On the other hand it certainly does

not

mean

money
a

a cheap

by cheapening

penny

money

wise

spent

spending

dollar

is thrown

money

for the

foolish

away.

for posters

do

In

thing

picture
is the

poster

nothing

than

poster

good

not
save

it all and

it's the
In the

box-office

sale.

more

advertising,

vitally

use

advertise.

the

is

The

is no

advertising

resulting

exhibitor

is following

advertising

not what one saves that counts,
brought in that are important.
motion

saves

policy.

money,

entirely.

who

There

that

of saving

advertising

man

his advertising

and

If it is a question
avoid

poster,

it is

returns
case of
essential
To

the

important

nothing

more

fatal

than
his

bad poster advertising. When
he is furnished with cheap posters the very foundation of
business is menaced.
The more of them he

uses, the
harm

better

done,

attractive,
not

drive

poster
the
The

he

for

and
them

displays

cheap

posters
away.

convincing.

film

advertised

RITCHEY
cant as the

RITCHEY

poster

posters

the greater
are

should
In only

one

is likewise
upon

is an

the

sense
the

not

public

in,

is a cheap

public

that

cheap.
a poster

imprint

is the

repellant,

pull

It convinces

name

Sterling

them,

is upon

attractive

is as signifisilver.
poster,

The
it is a

convincing poster, and at all times it has the maximum of advertising value.
As an investment it
is as safe

as

a government

bond,

as a ticket

seller

it is incomparable.

RITCHEY

406-426

West

LITHO.

31st

St., N. Y.

CORP.

Phone

Chelsea 8388
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Was

Never

Before

TULES
J

Was

E.

before

Picture

MASTBAUM,

Company,

exhibitor

a

Praised

So

Picture

a

Never

controls

in America,

given

an

Deserving

president

more

and

So

theatres

we

believe

endorsement

of

of a picture

nature. About Forbidden

Fruit"

the

than

that

he

of

he

Praise!

Stanl^

any

other

has

never

over
has

his

wired

follows:
"I have
CECIL

just had

B.

the

pleasure

DeMILLE'S

of witnessing

Paramount

master-

piece, ^FORBIDDEN FRUIT'.
"It is the unanimous opinion of the directors of
the Stanley Company and myself that it is the
crowning

achievement

of the cinema

art.

"It is therefore gratifying to inform you that
we will open our magnificent $2,000,000 Stanley Theatre with
run,

as

this production

a fitting and

this picture, which,

appropriate

we

nacle ofart in motion

Cecil

testimonial

believe, reaches

to

the pin-

picture production."

JULES
Jesse

for an extended

L. Lasky

E.

MASTBAUM

presents

DeMille's
B.
production

^'Forbidden
Fruit''
By Jeanie Macpherson

Ct

Cf>aramount

Qicture

FAMOUS PLATERS -lASKY CORPORATION
ADOLFUZUKORPlrvi-. JESSE L.UVSKYZ^P/t«
B.DEMIIXEi7/mftr^emnir
--NEW YORIO CECIL
•
J
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Look

at

Study

them

They

the

patrons

advertisements

on

the

other

page.

carefully.

were

showed

four

Cent!

Per

SSVs

Receipts

Increased

Alone

Campaign

This

run

a 33
kept

during

1-3 per

one

week.

cent

on coming

And

increase.

the

And

receipts

those

new

!

Here's the statement from H. E. Ellison,
chain of theatres throughout Colorado :

who

runs

a

"These theatres have been using Paramount Pictures for several
years, and when I took them over I invented a new campaign of
advertising.

The

results

of any advertising
experience.

have

I have

been

ever

the most

done

in

satisfactory

my

ten

years'

"We have demonstrated that the right principles win, whether
applied to pictures or anything else. We carry ads like these once
in about
have

four or five weeks, and

doubled

the receipts

we

will continue

of all the

it until we

theatres.

"Aside from the monetary results of the campaigns they are also
creating an element of favorable public opinion, a confident assurance that clean and wholesome programs can always be found at
our

theatres.

The

voluntary

comments

of many

of our patrons

affirm this."
The

magic

campaignsin our

name
The

national

as a symbol

Paramount
name

advertising

for the

It isn't enough

that

was
has

the

been

until

keynote
hammered

it stands

of these
home

everywhere

best.

to show

got to tell people you're
make real money !

Paramount
showing

Pictures.

them.

Then

You've
you'll

A

gorgeous

^
politan
with merry
and

back

epic

of Metro-

Fashion, decked
midnight parties

stage theatre scenes.
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EASTERNVANIA & PENNSYLSOUTHERN
NEW
De LuxeJERSEY
Film Co.,
Philadelphia. Pa.
IOWA & NEBRASKA
Greater Productionj Co.,|
Des Moines, Iowa
MINNESOTA, NORTH
& SOUTH DAKOTA.
WISCONSIN
Walter A. Baier Film Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

|3

attrdc-i

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
D. M. Vandawalker. Jr.
(Doll Van Film Corp.)
Chicago, III.
r>^lla?,
TEXASTex.& ARKANSAS
Specialty Film Co.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma Spicialty Co ,
Oklahoma City. Okla.

ICTIJR.E^

I

*

liORGIA.FLORIDA.
- ABAMA, N. and
: CAROLINA and
NNESSEE
Iterprise Distributing
trp , Atlanta, Ga.

MARYLAND. DELAWARE,
VIRGINIA & DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
Associated First National
Pictures,
Washington, D. C.

irSTERN PENN:lvania&west
'ROINIA
( lumbia Film Service.
Itsburgh, Pa

Louisiana &
MISSISSIPPI
Enterprise Distributing Corp.,
New Orleans, La.
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Picture

Newt

Don't
You
Glasses
Need

to see

the

wonderful

possibilities

of the

Realart
pay-after- you-play
plan

SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE
(An Allen Dioan Production)
THE LUCK OF THE IRISH
(An Allen Dwan ProJucHon)
THE LAW OF THE YUKON
(A Charles Miller Production)
THE DEEP PURPLE
(An R A. Walsh Production)
THE MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM
(An Emile Chaulard Production)
Play these five big Mayflower
— five of the most

No

Specials

lavish productions

of the year —
advance payment —

No

percentage

No

tricks — no catch —

Play — then
box-office

dodge —

pay Realart w^hat your
indicates is a fair rental.

Remember — Realart

takes the risk!

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue
New York

X
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22,
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Gail J^mmle
offers
GUI' kind

WALTON
FOR a star to become a star in her very first picture
shows that she is really a star, and every showman in the country who has played " PINK
TIGHTS " knows that this is one hundred per cent
true of GLADYS WALTON.
See Gladys Walton in her newest
joyous hit, "RICH GIRL, POOR
GIRL," directed by Harry B. Harris.
Universal will bet its bottom dollar
that here is a picture to make your
audiences chuckle and glow for
zveeks aftenvards.

Universal has helped more players become stars than
any other producer in the whole world. We do not
say " has made more stars " — we say, " has helped
them become stars." In simpler words, it's all up to
the player. Which gives you pretty nearly the whole
diflference between an over-touted disappointment and
" 52 Good Pictures a Year — and no Worry."
The reason why you have no worry is simply because
it is yon who have made the star.

lliiivmal

Spedal

Attractioiu

Motion

88

Picture

News

Four

BROADWAY

THEATRES

AT
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Crack!

LYRIC

ASTOR

42nd west of Broadway

45th and Broadway

LONGACRE
48th near Broadway

OPENING
A

Four-Square

First

GEO.M.COHAN
42nd

and

SUNDAY,
Showing

Broadway

JAN.

as Unparalleled

as the

16th

Picture

Itself

January

22,
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Carl

Laemmle
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Greatest

Tod
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Starring
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CHANEY
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Most

Amazing
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EVER
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Get

Picture

This

from

Texas!

" In my opinion, these are the most laughprovoking comedies that are being regularly
released. They are always original and
those in which the animals are used are very
thrilling. I can heartily recommend them
to any exhibitor desiring a consistently good

a

two-reel comedy every tveeh.''
(Signed) C. W. Batsell, Jr.
King and Queen Theatres,
Strawn, Texas.
LATEST

UNIVERSAL

«

Vamps

RELEASE

and

Scamps

News

January

791

22, i p 2 i

Like

handing

money
silver

on

platter!

" A title that is a sure-fire box-office
attraction — and the picture is there to
back up the title — one of the really big
pictures this year. From any angle,
'THE
DEVIL'S PASSKEY'
is
perfect. The cast is exceptionally good
— the photography, like that of all
other JEWEL Productions, is wonderful. What more could any exhibitor
desire for his audience, small town or
"
big city?
(Signed) A. C. Chamberlain,
Madera Opera House,
Madera, Calif.

Carl

Laemmie

pre>-ent/

"From any angle, 'THE DEVIL'S
PASSKEY ' is one of the best pictures
we have ever had the pleasure of playing. Business was wonderful."
(Signed) L. M. Gorman, Mgr.,
Hostettler Enterprises,
Lincoln, Neb.

UNIVERSAL
JEWEL
MASTER
PICTURE

" It has broken all records at this
theatre — and I have played the biggest
productions on the market."
(Signed) Sam

a

Mendelson,
Empire,

Anacortes, Wash.
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Exceptional
Photoplay
Issued by
great white rings, liI
The National Board of Review
cobra's hood, painted
of Motion Pictures
true fashion, we imagij
riors; but behind the
70 Fifth Avenue - - - New York City
an Indian does not loi
thing tenderloinish
expects to see him
than
a tomahawk; i
The Last tt Mohicans*
it is easy to imagi
Adapted by Robert A. Dillon from the novel down over one eye
self, he has about
of James Fenimore Cooper.
Directed by Maurice Toiirncur and Clarence looking college
L. Brown.
at
the Tourneur^
beachesof Mr.
Produced by Associated Producers.
Indian — eloquen
"The Last of the Mo- duskiness in whic;
THE storyhicans" isof
too well known to need re- is patient and ;
skctching for the purpose of this noble
primitive
review. To the many who have read
ways imagined
James Fenimore Cooper's romance, Mr. They help to ci
Toumeur's motion picture will bring an added picture where
pleasure, and to those who have not, the pic- rather
rotun
ture should appeal as an exciting excursion
the wild
into an adventurous period of American his- to
bodies
tory with which one will be glad to be of i sine
acquainted. To both divisions of its audience,
the picture should come as something ire h
For in many ways the screen story is ncv,
and decorative of the book on
based.
Besides, its narrative is_

J. PARKER
GEORGE

LOANF

READ

TUCKER

JR. - MACK
- MAURICE

Maurice

THE

LAST

OF

THE

MOHICANS
An

American

Drama

Eternal

by James Fenimore Cooper
Directed By Maurice ^ourmur
md Clarence LBrown

- MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

HOME OFFICES'

Tburneur

presents

SENNETT

Associated

tended th,^

- THOMAS

NEILAN

- ALLAN

HTNCE

- C GARDNER

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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or
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pictures are
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pRODUCERS
invited to arrange pre-release
their pictures
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THEATRE
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Ltd,

Allen Theatre Bldg., Toronto, Can.

comfort.
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Irvin
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Well,

Goldvvyn
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BOYS
Z)irected

Clarence
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B

^

What
store

is

in

for

the

exhibitor

in

1921

?

Earthhound,

Madame

X, The Penally, The North

Wind's Malice, The Branding Iron and Scratch My
Back, have meant extended successful runs in 1 920

proStudy Goldwyn's
1921!
watch ductions
for January,
just to start
things off.
NOW

ANEW
star— the beautiful, the talented
Betty Compson is introduced. Her first,
personally produced vehicle, is Prisoners of
Love , a tense drama of sex . Reginald Barker's
production. Godless Men, is also featured.
Godless Men has been styled by advance reRight!

viewers as "the greatest sea story ever filmed."

OTHER

significant productions for immediate showing are Tom Moore in Hold

Your Horses, Frank Lloyd's A Voice in the
Dark, Reginald Barker's Bunty Pulls the
Strings, Pauline Frederick in Roads of Destiny
(remember Madame X) , Will Rogers in Guile
of Women, Vivian Martin in The Song of the
Soul (Kendall-Chambers) , Mabel Normand in
What Happened to Rosa, Frank Lloyd's The
Great Lover, Will Rogers in Irvin Cobb's
famous yarn. Boys Will be Boys, Jack Pickford in Just Out of College, and a big all
star production from the great stage success,
The Concert.
GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION
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Film
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Company,
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further.
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at
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time Irene Lee, the mother of Jane and Katherine Lee, obtained a judgment against the Rogers Film Company
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children and for money actually
poration tofinish the second picture.
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It now
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well as their sole guardian
the distribution
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business
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other

facts that a third picture
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undersigned
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representative,
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itors,
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Terrors." This
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the picture is injurious to the name
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carded in the cutting of the other two pictures.
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in the first two

pictures;
(2) because

the release and distribution

of this picture as a picture made

by the Lee children is unfair to the exhibitors and moving
are attracted by the work of the Lee children.

picture patrons who
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mation that he may desire.
IRENE

any further infor-

LEE,
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New

York

City.

Newt
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22,
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Prediction
April 1920
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That HARRY
REVIER would make the most
sensational box office attraction of the year. That it would
'top them air."
Joe Brandt
The Proof
January 1921
"The Son of Tarzan", directed by Harry Revier, is featured over the best feature attractions of the year.
Watch for announcement of what
I'BUHKVJP TKt POOR

HARRY
REVIER
Will Do Next!
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Directed ty Samuel R. Bradley

Seven Territories Sold in Seven Days
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in Association witb

ROSENTHAL
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&
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117 West 46tli Street
Ne w York City
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g'uaranteed
is the minimum
in
HOLDERS
to FRANCHISE

Qualih-

innuiTllli
©

[°i

(?)

0

[a

T

'HERMAN
FRANCHISE -HOLDERS pay onijr
their pro-rata share of each pictures actual
manufacturing'
Theatres

cost , when

the prints are delivered *

booking SHERMAN

PRODUCTIONS

are assured,

entertherefore, not only of obtaining' attractions of high charges,
tainment value, but oi fair and rea.sonabte rental
because SHERMAN FRANCHISE -HOLDERS do not have to
pay

an arbitrary or exhorbitant

profit to the producer*

Eveiy picture released by SHERMAN

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION, under a definite ag'reement with its
franchise-holders, in cost, as compared with jJulUng power
at the box office ,will be in an aHradion- class by itself *
These are only a few of the reasons vjhy SHERMAN
FRANCHISE Holders and theatres booking SHERMAN
Productions

are g'oing' to find 1921

a banner

year*

Cry^Lnal aUotment ofjranchises' in
remaining terntoTLes is now bein^ made*
Sherman
1482

Productions
Harry A' Sherman

Broadway

ATTRAC

NOW
TWO

NEARLY

Corporation
^Vresident
New

York

^

TIONS

READY
COMPLETED

-
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Newt

191
A
J
B
B

W
C
S
R

GOVERNORS
H P. ADAIR
G H BALDWIN
R. V. COVINGTON
A. G. CUMMER
JOHN A FUTCH
W R McOUAID

COCKRELL JR.
PRESIDENT
CHASE
FIRST VICE PRESIOENT
LEVY VICE PRESIOEN
SECOMO
KESSLER
EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
AMD
TREASURER

CHAMBER OF commerce: BUILDING
Jacksoxmlle.Fl.\., U.S.A.

Mr,

My

January

8, 1921,

William McCormack,
Motion Picture News,
720 seventh Avenue,
dear

^771.4-5
News.

Mr.

New York
McCormack:

as per

City.

V<5

pj^^^ KeW
ID
P
j^ofcwj" *A

I am enclosing you city voucher for
bill rendered by the Motion Picture

I wish to say in this connection, that
no money was ever better invested than that which, was
spent in your splendid journal.
I want you to fully
realize how valuable you and the News have been to us
in our efforts to make Jacksonville a Motion Picture
center.
With

kindest

H'-TU'^J^TO

Yours

WRC/SB

Chairman

regards,

I am

sincerely,

Motion

Picture

Commitlfcee.

IbC^

11
JAN 1 0 19
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I
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22,

Just

Edward

Completed

Hemmer

Production

featuring

Margaret

Beecker

in

''Sunsliine

Directed ty Edward

The

Hartor

Hemmer

PlayKouse

By Jerome Wilson

Bryant
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Special ^usic by George Spink

i
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Louis

B.

Mayer

Picture

N ews

\

Scores

"

Big

Minneapolis

"T

St

and

FINKELSTEIN
&
MA.NACEKS
TWIN

in

Triumph

Paul

RUBEN

CITY AMUSEMENT TRUST
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

ESTATE

he
EXECUTIVE OFFICES - FOU RT M FUOOB
1.0EB ARCADE, FIFTH ST. AT HENNEPIN

TMEO. L. HAYS
GENERAL MANAGER

Jamiary

W

o

m

a

n

m

5, 1921,

Mr* Paul Mooney,
General Manager,
Louis
Mayer Production-,
6 West 48th Street,
New lork City.

W

o

m

a

n

My dear Mr, Mocney: —

in

I vaah to congratulate
you on presenting
His

We are 'running it in
the xwin Cities as follows: ITew Lyric Uheatre, Minneapolis and New Garrick Theatre,
St, Paul, simultaneously this week.
husineus

House"

"The Woaan in His House,"
His

It is doing excellent
- way a"bove our expectations.

v.hich the picture
I "beg to remain.

Wishing you every success,
deserves, vdth kind regards,

Directed by
Directed by

Very sincerely

yours,

FINKEIfiJgflN & RDBETT

John M. Stahl

John M. Stahl

House

The

Greatest
Ever

Women's
Filmed

Picture

Sensational

LOUIS
BIGGEST

in

MAYER'S
B.
BEST
PRODUCTION

AND

The

Woman

His

House

Directed

Breaks
rick,

Facts!!

by

John

all records

at the

St. Paul,Week

Equalled

the

M.

Stahl

New

Gar-

of Jan.2nd,1921

record

Minneapolis, Week

of

the

Lyric,

of Jan.2nd,

1921

Don't
forget that the previous
records
of the above
theatres
were
established
during
the
good,
big, fat,
prosperous

times,

which

specifically

proves

that

Woman
In His House'*
is the Best drawing
card
year, because
in spite of the fact that everybody
business
the

is yelling

Bow-wows''

'em in at the
St. Paul, the

etc., "The

Lyric,
entire

everything
Broke

^^Hard

All

Times''

and

Woman

In

makes

Records
Breaking
A

His

House"

of
in
Gone

the
the
to

packs

Minneapolis,
and the New
Garrick,
week
of blizzards, rain, slush, and

that

Besides

^^Business

"The

for

up

rotten

Satisfying

Financial

First National

weather.
Patrons

Records

Attraction
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27000.000
TIMES

BIGGER

THE

is the newly

discovered

announcement
thmgs

nearer

used as a standard

use to all exhibitors

by reminding

is growing in popularity
star on the screen.
liked in " The

worshipped

in " My

and

them

But

accurately

measuring

Notorious

27,000,000

times faster than any other

Miss Lisle," admired
adored

in " Curtain " ; she

in " Trust Your

Associated

First National

Pictures,

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION
B. P. Fineman

Pres. and Genl. Mngr.
Offices: 576

Inc.

With

B. P. Schulberg,

Executive

Wife," and

Fiction."

By Arrangement

ATTRACTIONS

can be of

that

Lady's Latchkey,"

Through

speaking

MACDONALD

power

in " Stranger Than

Released

of more

to earth, this great scientific discovery

KATHERINE

will be loved

A. Michelson.

them.

therefore, and getting down

was

Albert

to the astonishing

of this fact unless it can be applied to

Comparatively

She

according

scientist, Professor

use in the knowledge

to us, and

and appraising

SUN

giant star, Betelguese,

of the noted

there is not much

THAN

Fifth Avenue,

Vice-President
N. Y.

f .V

anuary

/
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J. A. Schivahn, Eau Claire, IV is.
If First Narional continues to put out the record
mashing pictures it has been doing, UNDOUBTEDLY

there'll

be

a Franchise

everywhere

Distinguished
ALL WILL ENJOY IT

Film

— Neiv York Tribune
Triumph"

" A distinguished film triumph. We hope for a lot more as good as this one.
ifou do not know which to admire more, the acting of Lionel Barrymore, the
)erfectly human titles or the continuity. A delightful vehicle. Barrymore is
i happy thought in the lead as is also the entire cast. A picture which cinema
jxperts may safely recommend. No one can help enjoying it and it sets a
standard difficult to live up to." — New York Tribune.
BARRYMORE AT HIS BEST
dip who
into ishigh
comedy,
well done,
good cast
supporting
:he"Astar,
at his
best. extremely
Clever situations
with with
just a enough
of the
serious
:o balance the humor and make the plot convincing. Barrymore will add to
his popularity. The titles are extremely clever.'' — Neiv York Evening Mail.
" Barrymore proves his genius and is most amusing and convincing. A most
imusing screen comedy with a savor of humanity that keeps it on the right
side of the ledger." — New York Sun.
REALLY FUNNY
" It is really funny.

Yes, Mr. Barrymore is a comedian." — New York World.
BARRYMORE GREAT ARTIST

" Lionel Barrymore plays with great art." — Neiv York Evening Telegram.
SHOWS MUCH HUMOR
" Barrymore plays his part with much humor. Doris Rankin is a fetching
young widow." — New York Herald.
MOST AMUSING PLOT
" It is funny ! It follows the outlines of one of the most amusing plots vve
ever read." — New York Morning Telegraph.
SUCCESSFUL IN NEW ROLE
"Lionel Barrymore successful in pleasant comedy." — Neiv York Post.
Speaking

of
Whitman

Bennett's

personally supervised production

UONEL

BARRYMORE
in

"The
Great
Adventure"
Adapted from Arnold Bennett's famous comedy
Directed

by Kenneth

Webb

A

First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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Play

A

the

Big

New

Way

Announce

a special period

Run

them

to

Productions

Bigger

for showing

New.

these

Profits!

big

pictures,

like a

'

season.

Opera

Grand

Five

Picture

in succession

or at regular, stated intervals.

Five such pictures will focus the eyes of the whole

community

I

on your

theatre.
It will add untold
You

prestige to your house.

will reap bigger profits by advertising

the five productions

in a

specified season.
There's cumulative

value in such advertising.

Here's a chance for a clean-up.
The public will flock to see something
new and big.

i

Passion

Man — Woman — Marriage
Albert A. Kaufniann's
presentation of
An Allen Holubar Production
starring

with the famous continental star
Pola Negri
The picture that amazed a nation by setting

Dorothy

Phillips

A most extraordinary picture of the eternal
drama of mother-right

Anita

Stewart

a new world's record showing to a quarter of
a million persons in two weeks at the Capitol
Theatre, New York.

in Sowing

the Wind

A Louis B. Mayer Special and a most remarkable story
that hits the vital spot of the most tremendous issue
of man and, woman today.

Directed b}- John "SI. Stahl.

of
We

Can

Vouch

for

the

Super -Quality

Every

January

22, i q 2 i
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In

Grand

"A

Five,
Every

Big,

Smashing

one in 8 or more

Passion

Season'^

Pictures

reels except the comedy

took in $55,000 in one week

Pictures!
which

is a 6 reel special.

at the Capitol theatre, N. Y., smash-

ing aworld's record.
Man — Woman — Marriage

is the wonder

The

Kid

is a super comedy — more

The

Oath

is so big and strong it will make

Sowing
These

than a year in the making.
them

gasp.

the Wind — A big star in a soul stirring picture.
Big Five pictures will amaze

Charles

and

The

An

country.

Oath

R. A. Walsh

Production

With All-Star Cast

Kid

Reasons

nherell

the whole

The

Written and Directed by Charles Chaplin.
Six Reels of joy and without doubt the
greatest screen comedy ever produced.

Powerful

astound

Chaplin
m

Five

film of 192 1.

One of the biggest and most virile domestic
dramas yet shown on the screen and one of
the year's great super-specials. Directed b}John M. Stahl.

Why

be a Franchise

every

where

First National

One

of

the

First

Series

of

Big

Five

Productions

Motion
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Guy L. Wonders, Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore.
"Any exhibitor who does not own a First National
franchise has lost something from his theatre he cannot
replace. It is the best proposition from every angle that
any theatre
SON
WHY man can get'—TUATS ANOTHER REA'There'll be a Franchise

A

Beautiful

Star

^f^ery where

in

a

Famous

A

mystery

A

romance

A

love, strange

Story

that mystifies.
that's wonderful.
and

sudden.

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation

presents
KATHERINE

MacDONALD
The

most

beautiful

woman

in the

ICO rid
in

My
Lady's
Latchkey
From the novel. " The Second Latchkey "
By C. X. and A. M. Williamson
Her Husband

a Thief, Her Bridal Gift a Stolen Jeivel
Directed by Edwin

Carewe

Scenario by Finis Fox
Foreign Representative
David P. Howells, Inc.
A

First National

Attraction

729 Seventh Ave.
Xew York Citv

Motion
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time — January 24th to 26th — is drawing
near for the Conference at the Hotel x'\stor,
New York, of the Motion Picture and
Musical interests of the country.
This initial step to a most important end will, it is
confidently expected, accomplish much. There will
be a very large attendance. Widespread interest has
been aroused in New York music trade circles and
among the entire musical fraternity, many of whom
are coming from far away points. We take occasion
here to extend the thanks of the motion picture industry to John C. Freund, Editor of Musical America
and The Music Trades for his genuine interest in and
efforts for the practical success of the movement.
This first National Conference will be important
not only for what it accomplishes — and the program
promises many definite results — but also for what it
sets in motion.
Obviously the best way for the musician and the
musical industry to understand the theatre needs and,
equally, "for the theatre and the picture industry to
make the most af music is for both interests to know
each other and make their plans in common.
Briefly we need an alliance that will have for its
constant and energetic aim — the simplification of motion picture music, its higher and more serviceable
adaptation to the picture theatre program — all to the
end of developing a finer expression of the picture and
broader and higher type of picture theatre patronage.
We

reiterate our belief that the motion picture theatre of the future is destined to be the country's concert theatre, the community centre for those who love
and will grow to love good music.
Let's Shake Hands

in an Ohio town, the church
RECENTLY,
people and the picture theatre owners, met
in what promised to be a stifif fight over the
Sunday closing question.
One exhibitor, John SeifTert, President of the
Miami Valley Exhibitors League, made a long address on the history of the motion picture leading up
to an explanation of how better pictures have been
made commercially possible and why they could not
continue to develop if the industry were throttled by
Sunday closing.
The explanation proved enlightening and satisfac-

News
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Alliance

THE

e

of

No. v

Arts

tory. A working alliance was arrived at between both
sides and the outlook is most hopeful.
We stated recently that in our opinion this same
mutuality of understanding and interest could readily
be arrived at everywhere.
The church is a very old, a revered and a necessary
institution. The motion picture is the modern medium of expression. The two are irremovable forces.
They can move together but not against each other.
The church can no more afiford to fight the picture
than the newspaper — still less; and the picture theatre cannot afiford to antagonize the church.
We must remember, first of all, that the clergy, as
with the public at large, has very little correct information and mostly misinformation about us. Among
other misconceptions they believe that we are wallowing in easy money, that our insistence upon Sunday
pictures is actuated only by a hysteria of greed. They
know nothing of the mechanics or economics of the
industry; as for pictures and picture theatres they are
acquainted with so few. that, consciously or not, they
are utterly unfair towards them.
A general campaign of get-together is needed.
We emphasize the matter here because we believe
it lies at the very root of the censorship and Blue Sunday menace, the guns of which are now boogiing on
all sides.
There is no need for the exhibitor to wait for general action by his League or the National Association
— nor for an eleventh hour rally against a reform
lobby in his state legislature.
Let him start now to gain the understanding and
confidence of his home town churches, and women's
organizations. He can do this on his own; and we
know that it can be done, because we have many reports right along that it is being done.
If in every town and city of the country the church
and the theatre understood each other, censorship and
other such radical attempts at reform would die at
their roots. The professional reformers at legislative headquarters would have no backing; morally or
financially.
And

we can't help adding that a professional reformer minus a good salary is perfectly harmless.

Motion
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Snapshots
By Wm. A. Johnston
Murray Garsson. Left for Jacksonville
to rush the developmertt of Fine Arts City.
His slogan to be : " Saving on Production
Cost." Ought to interest any producer
these days. Speaks highly of Jacksonville's friendliness and broad spirit of
enterprise. Says Fine Arts City will be
able to house any number of companies
and offers every studio facility. Ready,
this Spring. Enthusiastic over Jacksonville's climate and scenery. 5000 photographs of " locations " now being made.
Tarkinglon Baker. Letter from far-ofif
India, Bombay, where he manages Indian
Famous Films, Lowgi Castle, Government
House results
Gate Road.
Says And
he's likes
very happy
over
achieved.
India,
even though he celebrated Christmas under a sun-shade.
Howard Estabrook. Points out parallel
between oil and pictures. 1870- 1878 oil
went through overproduction, depression,
suspension of operation, riots, etc. By
1919 production had increased 2500 per
cent and petroleum industry assets are now
over seven billion dollars. " So the World
does move," he adds. " Who limits the
future of the Cinema probably would not
have seen any possibilities in Guttenberg's
printing press in 1460.
W. H. Drummond. The Knoxville
Tenn., State Right man. In town. Says
South is pretty blue over cotton. Florida,
however, has biggest tourist crowd, in its
history. Theatres and exchanges have
been doing rushing business. Predicts
that Jacksonville will develop into a big
producing center. Enthusiastic over its
facilities and the spirit of its citizens.
Gowanda Opera House. John W.
Schatt, owner; Mrs. Marie Cummings,
manager. Deserve top of column in any
theatre honor roll. Run a 500-seat theatre in a town of 4,000. Make it beautiful
and make it pay. Rest rooms, wide, comfortable chairs, white and gold panels, attractive colored lights, special stage settings— but read the article itself next
week.
beenforbegging
Mr. Schatt
for this We've
material
some time.
Fine
man, this John Schatt. Takes pride in his
theatre. Not an experiment. Has been
going on — and successful — for several
years. Ever}^ small town house can do
likewise. And if everj'^ one did — well,
what ! a solid, prosperous industry we'd
have
Robertson-Cole Insert. This issue. Very
beautiful and striking. Dominates advertising pages — doesn't it ? Well, that's good
advertising. Last week two-page spread
from Stoll Film Company deserves honorable mention. Also dominated.
Ellis Berg. San Francisco. Manager
of Strand and Rialto theatres there. Excellent theatre man. In town. Looking
for Eastern connection.

Jule and Jay J. Allen's Allen theatre, Cleveland, O., which opens Monday, Feb. 21st

NewAUenHouse
land

to Open

inCleve-

Next

Month

miscarry,of
not opening
do the
present
IFClevela
nd willplans
witness
ay
one of America's finest photopl
houses when the Allen theatre, on
Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, now
rapidly nearing completion, throws open
its doors to the public on or about Monday, February 21. When completed, the
structure will, it is said, represent the last
word in modern theatrical construction,
and although the Allen will not be the
largest house in the United States, it
will be one of the real show places of
the country.
With a seating capacity of 3,500, the
theatre will be devoted to the presentation of exceptional motion pictures. Producers of high class motion pictures are
being invited by the Messrs. Allen to arrange for the premiere of their features to
be exhibited in this theatre. This invitation has ben extended to the independent
producers as well as to the established
companies. Runs of one and two weeks,
depending on the merit and drawing
power of the picture being presented,
will be the established policy of the
house. All productions will be given
elaborate presentations and special musical settings.
It is anticipated that many of the leading producers, distributors and exhibitors
of the country will be present on the occasion of the opening.
F. G. Bradford. Back in New

Gives

Getting-Rich-Quick. A producer — ^ir
our office, outlined his plans. Nearly took
our breath away stating that he didn't expect to make a fortune on each picture
Didn't expect to make a fortune in a year.
Xot even in two years. Said he'd be perfectly happy if he could make a moderate
but steady profit on each picture. A millennium If
! everyone in the business were
similarly minded, if we could eliminate
the blue-sky- poker ptayers and financial]
fanatics — we'd be a long wav toward sta-i
Al Lichtman. Going into '
business foi I
bility.
himself. As big a shock as the day we
heard that Bennie Schulberg had steppedout of the Famous Players door. Welto Asay regular
"Good luck
to Al comeinthe opportunity
his new field.
fellow!"
and a real film man. Succeeded by S. R-.
Kent. A recruit to Filmland from such
commercial organizations as Crucible
Steel. Clean-cut, forceful. Keep an eye
on him.

York

after a year's health vacation in the
South of France. Here's best wishes and
a heart}^ handclasp to a modest, courageous
gentleman to whom everybody in the trade
will extend a hearty and sincere welcome.
Needless to mention his long and efficient
service as Gaumont's general manager.
Mr. Bradford's future plans not announced as yet.
George M. Cohan.

box-office line, not the cost of production
As for stars' salaries — well, we'd all liki
to see them get less of the gross producing
income, but — it's the box-office line thai
counts. And these days — above othei
days — we do want pictures that make boxoffice lines — or we don't want any : at least
we can't afford them.

a good

reply to Ziegfeld's statement that actors'
salaries are coming 'way down. George
says : the thing to watch is the box-office
line, not the actor's salary. Right! And
it applies equally well to pictures — in the
big theatres. The thing to watch is the

Kaufman

Issues Correction

E. H. Kaufman, of Inter-Ocean Film
Accessories Corp.. of Holl>"vvood, in
referring to an article published in the
Motion Picture Xews of Januar\- ist, under the heading of " Seeks Export
Delegate
Meeting,"
states that at
the Foreign
inference Trade
was that
he was
aiming to have the trade represented in
the foreign trade council. His intention
was, he said, to have the trade get behind
a movement to have the picture industry
represented on committees as well as in
the foreign trade finance corporation,
organized for the purpose of furthering
export trade.

4nuary

Screen

^
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Made

Many

Object

Sections

of

of

Attack

in

Country

Censorship, Barringof^'Crook'^
Mnday-Closing,
l^r^HE motion picture screen appears
I to be the object of a general asAss'd Producers and Big
sault in many sections of the counFour to Combine
L , judging from the reports received
i)m correspondents in various parts of
Asso-d
rs andof the
the Unite
Produceunits
ciated
idual
THE indiv
t; United States. Agitations for the
.Artists have agreed upon the important details for the formation
c sing of all cinema-theatres on Sunday,
of a new corporation on the Coast this
icivements to legislate censorship into
week or early next week. The new or(f ictice and the barring of pictures showganization shall handle the distribution
of the eleven producing organizations.
^jt; hold-ups and similar scenes are some
The name for the new organization has
c the " slings and arrow^s" under which
not as yet been selected. Under the new
t: motion-picture is laboring at the presarrangement, the Associated Producers
Ue; time. Not in all cases, however, are
and United Artists will retain their ident: so-called reform elements successful
tity. This step is a revival of the proi their endeavors. Witness the following
posals made prior to the formation of
the Associated Producers.
.tegram from the United Theatrical ProThe minor details will be worked out
t:tive League,
Inc., of Minneapolis,
at a series of conferences to be held im1 nn. :
mediately after the arrival of Dennis
O'Brien and Hiram Abrams, who are
expected to reach the Coast on Wednes'^anday 'Closing Defeated
day. Oscar Price arrived in Los Angeles
' The first attempt in Minneapolis to
last week. None of the members of the
jt over a Sunday-closing was defeated
Associated Producers would speak for
a vote of three to one at Waterville.
publication. John Fairbanks declared:
" There is more than a possibility of an
'!ie ordinance proposed would compel
thibitors to exhibit pictures to censors
association."
three o'clock in the afternoon. If cen;rs decided production unfit for projec" I have made an engagement to discuss
im, the theatre would be dark on that
the
with isthe
chief," he man
said.and" II
ite. If the ordinance had passed at knowmatter
the chief
a reasonable
aterville. many towns and smaller cities
rather imagine that his order has been
•juld have followed suit. The W. C. more or less misinterpretted. It is the
U. and othei" women organizations were
old, old cry, but Judge David has ruled
back of the ordinance, and therefore
that the showing of a criminal or immoral
. rejection is a big victory for the Northscene in a picture is neither criminal or
^st exhibitors. President Stefifs perimmoral and the producers and exhibitors
have a recourse to the courts in the event
inally conducted the fight against the orof the censors going too far. But we have
dnance for the league."
found the censors much more reasonable
"Crook** Films Barred
in the last year and we do not anticipate
' From Chicago comes the following reany trouble that will be costly to produc::,;)rt:
Motion pictures showing daring holders or exhibitors."
)s have been ordered barred by Chief of
Censor
Bill in Michigan
slice Fitzmorris. His action came folWith
but
a
few of the formalities of
wing the assertion of three boys who
ere sent to the reformatory that they deorganization out of the way, a motion picded to steal an automobile and turn
ture censorship bill fight is looming up in
itickup men ' after having witnessed a the Michigan State legislature as one of
m of ' crooks ' at M^ork. ' Even if the the early features of the Fifty-First session. The legislature convened last
dure shows the criminals in cells as relit of their work, it should not be Wednesday, and three days later news of
the censor bill leaked out. It is virtually
Jfiown,'
the ofdictum
of the
The was
result
his order
to chief.
the motion
the first legislative matter which has been
taken up for consideration.
icture censors was a flurry in local exMrs. Eva M. Hamilton, of the Sixibitors' and producers' circles, and efteenth district, and Senator John W.
5rts were made to ascertain just how far
Smith, of Port Huron, are working on the
le chief intends to go.
bill, it is reported. Details of the measure
The chief's position is that his opposihave not been made public, but it is
on was directed soldy at actual criminal
promised that the bill will be submitted for
ene pictures showing holdups or burlaries. The censors themselves are very
legislative consideration within the near
future. Mrs. Hamilton is the first woman
uiet as to the exact text of the order, but
to take a seat in the Michigan legislature
dmit that it gives them much discretion.
or senate. Any bill in which she has a
"Dr. Atkinson, head of the Allied
i.musement Association, declares there is hand will earn for itself more general inothing in the order for the exhibitors to
terests than if it had its origin in other
sources.
orry about.
M

Films Agitate Industry
It is the opinion of many that there is
a sentiment in Michigan for a censorship
bill. The interest in the matter has been
growing for the last three years. The
bill to be proposed, will, in general, place
censorship power with the state department of public instruction. This would
eliminate, it is claimed, the idea of a
salaried board and the objection that such
a board might come into the hands of the
interests, cranks, or other prejudiced individuals.
Appeals from the decisions of the superintendent of public instruction to the
Circuit Court would be provided in the
case where motion picture concerns were
not satisfied with the decisions of the independent.
Doom

of

Screen

Foreseen

Nathan Burkan, an attorney in the film
business, believes that the movies are
doomed unless the course of the fanatics
is checked.
Mr. Burkan justified his belief with
facts that tended to prove that, even
though the many published attacks on the
screen are discounted by the majority of
folks who read them, the thought expressed takes root in some minds, and
these minds influence still others.
" This spreading of detrimental and unjustified propaganda against motion pictures must be stopped at once," he said.
" I believe this can best be done by an
intensive and far-reaching campaign of
education and truth. These men and
women who force their bigoted and misguided ideas on others must be fought
with intelligence. The public must be
brought completely to a knowledge that
their motives are neither sincere nor constructive; the public must further be
educated to an ever deeper belief in the
motion picture. We in the industry must
act at once."
M.P.T. Ass'n Active
Movements from within the industry to
offset the attacks aimed at it from outside
forces are also in evidence. Such a movement is being conducted at the present
time by the M. P. T. Association of the
World.
At a meeting of the M. P. T. Association of the World held in the ballroom of
the Hotel Plaza, Tuesday morning, January iith, 1921, Charles A. McMahon,
chairman of Motion Picture Bureau of the
National Catholic Welfare Council, in a
short address, emphasized the fact that his
organization had officially endorsed and
{Continued on page 831)
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First

National

Convene

Franchise-

at

Picture

N e:

Holders

Chicago

Discuss National Activities and Witness Showing
of the ^^Big Five
the contract department at the home ofifi
OFFICIAL directors and prominent
was also present.
franchise-holders from all parts of
the United States gathered in ChiBig Five" Shown
to the
Marshall Neilan, ]jroducer of ' Dint
Trade
cago this week for the annual meeting of
" Go and Get It," and other First Natio
attractions,
left Monday afternoon, w
the Associated F'irst National Pictures,
Inc. According to a statement issued
his
special
representative,
James R. Gra
Five in"
wereBig held
of First
" The
ngs ofal's
showiNation
FIRST
from the First National headquarters in
ger, for Chicago. Allen Holubar a
Chicago this week.
New York, the meeting held in Chicago on
Of " The Kid," the long awaited
Dorothy Phillips, producer and star
Chaplin feature, L. H. Mason, Chicago
say:
" Man-Woman-Marriage " also depan
Monday, January loth, discussed imporrepresentative of the News had this to
for the Lake city on the same day. P;
phases of the company's national
tant
activities and devoted special attention to
" It was worth waiting for: This must
C. Mooney journeyed westward in beh
be the verdict after viewing this muchways and means of presenting and exof
Stewart-Mayer Production.
discussed picture in which Charlie Chapploiting the group of super-special produclin
comes
back,
sharing
honors,
it
is
true,
tions to be released by First National and
First National of Mis sou
with Jackie Coogan, the wonderful childactor, but winning new laurels by his
constituting the group known as the " Big
Holds Meeting
own
ability
to
bring
tears
as
well
as
smiles.
Five."
The conference was made the occasion
Associated First National Pictures
" Real genius was shown in weaving
to present to the franchise holders and a
together this story which abounds in
Missouri perfected its organization at
heart interest and pathos, at the same
number of prominent independent exhibmeeting of the membership on Januarjtime giving ample scope for the wellitors who had gathered in Chicago for that
by the election of officers and a Board
known
brand
of
Chaplin
comedy
plus
oppurpose, the five productions which form
Directors.
portunities for exhibiting the sympathetic
the cream of First National releases for
Spyros P. Skouras of St. Louis w
side of the Chaplin character."
Of " Thy Neighbor's Wife," Mason
the first part of 1921. " The Kid," the
elected president ; Frank L. Newman I
writes:
Chaplin six-reeler, led the series of showKansas City, vice-president; Leo R;?
" This picture was adapted from the
ings on Monday afternoon, followed by
sieur, Jr., of St. Louis, secretary a
play,
"
Conscience."
It
is
a
beautifully
filmed picture which has for its theme
Charles P. Skouras of St. Louis, treasup
" Passion," with Pola Negri, the contithe power of a really ijood woman to
nental star, in the evening. Tuesday afThe Messrs. Skouras and Mr. Newm
bring forth the better instincts of a man
ternoon the theatre owners witnessed
were also elected directors in addition
who combines big business with love
" Man-Woman-Marriage," the Allen HolI. F. Truitt of SedaHa; \. F. Baker
piracy. Katherine MacDonald's work is
ubar production starring Dorothy Phillips.
Kansas City; Ferd Warner of St. Loui
(Full reviews of these and the other picexceptional."
" The Oath," a Raoul Walsh production,
Eugene Freund of St. Louis ; Jose,
tures of the series iiill be given in next
was set before the gathering Tuesday
Mogler of St. Louis, and Lee Jones
tveek's issue.)
^Marshall.
night. " Sowing the Wind," Louis B.
Mayer's latest presentation of Anita
It was decided to hold regular month
Stewart, was put in view Wednesday afmeetings
of the Board of Directors for t
ternoon, followed, in the evening by a
It is felt by the First National leaders
purpose
of
discussing the affairs of t
new Katherine MacDonaUl production,
that this group of specials sets a new high
local company so that the Board may
mark in the offering of quality production
" Trust Your Wife " as a surprise, tlinugh
all times be thoroughly acquainted wi
to the exhibitors of the Llnited States, and
not one of " The Big Five."
conditions peculiar to the territory whii
According to the telegram from the
consequently they deserve to be surmay have a value to the Executive Cor
News correspondent, great enthusiasm
mittee and Board of Directors of the n
rounded, inthe exploitation and presentawas shown over the splendid quality of
tional association.
tion of them, with an atmosphere as unthe pictures projected for the assembled
usual as the contents of the pictures themselves.
members. Charlie Chaplin's " The Kid "
Los Angeles Operators
Among the members of Associated
was hailed as a " sure winner," and tinpicture is to be released at once. In addiSeek Wage Increase
First National Pictures who participated
tion to the subjects mentioned in the prein the conference were J. D. Williams,
Los
Angeles Union Operators ha^
ceding paragraph, the telegram reports
manager New York ; Harry O. Schwalbe,
made a request for a six-day week ar
that two other pictures were screened and
Philadelphia secretary - treasurer ; F. for an increase in the wage scale. Tl
are to be released at a later date. These
present wage scale is based on a sevei
Bruce Johnson, chief of the legal departdav week. The advance asked for in tl
pictures are " Not Guilty," a Sidney
ment "Moe
; Boston
Mark,
New York
; Nathan
Gordon,
; Skouras
Brothers,
St. proposed six-day week schedule provid*
Franklin production, and " The Woman
for an increase from $42 to $45 and a r
Louis
;
Sol
Lesser,
Los
Angeles
;
Ruben
in
His
House."
a
Louis
B.
Mayer
production.
duction
of the working days from sew
and Finkel stein, Minneapolis ; John H.
hours to six hours, for Class A ; an n
At the outset of the conference, the in- Kunsky, Detroit ; C. L. Sanger, New Ordications were that much of the discusleans ;Ralph Craver, Charlotte, N. C. ; crease from $35 to $40, for Class B;^
sion would revolve around the arrangeincrease from $35 to $42 for Class C, ^
Balaban and Katz, Chicago; Abe Blank,
ment of suitable prologues to enhance the Omaha ; Jacob Fabian and Abraham
from $30 to $37 for Class D.
j
The
theatre
owners
have
submittted
Fabian,
Newark
:
TB.
Clark.
Pittsburgh
:
presentation
each of
" Big Fivethe"
in the leading oftheatres
of the
the countrty,
Harry M. Crandall, Washington, D. C. ; coimter proposition, offering a fifteen p
Tom Boland. Oklahoma City; J. G. Von
advisability of an increased scale of adcent, advance in the wage scale and gi%nr
mission being recommended to the franHerberg,
Seattle;
Emanuel
Mandelbaum.
opei-ators until Wednesday noon to a<
chise holders in connection with all or
Cleveland; Ralph Clark. New York, and
cept. If the operators reject their off(
the theatre owners will adopt the ope
some of the productions, and new deparToronto.
of
Allen
Herbert
and
J.
J.
tures in the advertising of them.
Canada.
William T- ]Morgan, manager of shop rule.
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XI

Lichtman

Resigns

Players-Lasky

Vill Go

Into

Business

t L LICHTMAN,
general manager
\ of the department of distribution of
h:
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporli; on, announced this week that he had
n idered his resignation to Adolph Zukor,
jsident, effective
immediately. Mr.
ditman is leaving Famous Players to
fill his ambition to go into business for
nself. His plans are nearing complen, and he will make them known
)rtly.
[n a letter accepting the resignation of
r. Lichtman, Mr. Zukor expi'essed deep
fret at the former's decision to leave thv.npany. " Although I have long known
it you desired to go, into business for
arself," he said, " I cannot accept your
;ignation without telling you how deeply
Ifeel at the severance of business relat ns which have extended throughout all
t; years that have seen the growth 01
1 ^ company.
You have been one of the
{incipal factors in building up our organiition, and during our association I have
mid you an executive of integrity, visand rare ability. But, more than that,
,ave always counted you as one of my
' )>est friends. I sincerely wish you the
1 Mr.of Lichtman
success inisyour
one new
of theventure."
best known
-'n in the distribution fields of the morn picture business.
In active charge
I the distribution affairs of the Famous
ayers-Lasky Corporation for a number
( years, he probably numbers among his
iends more motion picture men than any
(her man in the industry. Beginning his
ireer in motion pictures while on a fur'ugh from the United States Ai-my in a
cruiting office in Omaha, Mr. Lichtin's rise has been rapid. In 1910 he quit
e army and became associated with the
ucago Exhibitors Advertising Company
a salesman of its advertising service
iiong Chicago exhibitors. Later he was
ven the New York agency of this commy and in the metropolis made the
iendship of nearly all the men who were
en leaders in the film industry. Severg his connection with the advertising
)inpany, he went into the business of
lling motion pictures, his fir.st position
Miig with the Powers Film Co., selling
ctures to independent exchanges, on a
'tates Rights basis. In this connection
? handled the sales of such pioneers
nong feature pictures as " Dante's In-rno," " Homer's Odyssey " and " The
ife of Buffalo Bill."
At about this time Adolph Zukor anDunced the formation of the Famous
layers Film Company, the object of
hich was to produce big pictures, featring the best known stars of the dralatic stage in well-known plays. Mr.
.ichtman immediately got into touch with

for Himself;

from

Famous

Corporation

S. R. Kent

yll Lichtman, who has just resigned from th''
General Managership of the Department of
Distribution of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Mr. Zukor and became identified with the
sales department of the Famous Players
Film Company. He subsequently left
Famous Players and organized the Alco
Film Company, of which Metro is the
successor, and in three months built up a
releasing organization with an output of
one feature a week. When the Artcraft
Pictures Corporation was formed for the
distribution of pictures starring Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, Mr.
Lichtman was appointed its general manager, and when Paramount and Artcraft
merged into the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in 1918, Mr. Lichtman was
placed in charge of Distribution. In this
position he built up a sales organization
which now has an average weekly record
of $600,000.
In announcing his retirement from
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Mr.
Lichtman said : " It will be like leaving
home — and a wonderful home at that. I
shall always look back on the years I have
been associated with Mr. Zukor as the
happiest and most helpful of my whole
life. I consider him the outstanding genius of the motion picture industry, but to
me he always will be more than that — he
is my best friend. During my association
with him I have seen Famous Players
grow from a dream into the greatest motion picture organization in the world,
and there is no question but that its present greatness is due principally to the
vision and wonderful ability of Adolph
Zukor.
Much as I regret leaving him,

Appointed
as Successor
however, I do not feel justified in turning down the opportunity which has been
presented to me. What my future plans
are I shall make known shortly."
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced the appomtment of S. R. Kent,
now general sales manager, as general
manager of the department of distribution, succeeding Al. Lichtman. The
change becomes effective immediately.
The rise of Mr. Kent to his present
eminent position has been rapid, but, according to those who have watched his
progress, has been based on solid achieveinent. Before entering the motion picture
business he was for seven years with the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, most of
his work being in the West. Later he was
with the American Druggists Syndicate as
assistant to the president. He entered the
motion picture business four years ago
with the General Film Company, where

he worked
formej- Postmaste
r-Gen-g
eral Frank with
H. Hitchcock
in liquidatin
the aff'airs of that company. Three years
ago he became connected with the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in the administrative bureau in the New York office,
and a few months later entered the distribution department as a special representative. Later he was appointed district
manager of the territory embracing the
Kansas City, Omaha, St. Louis and Des
Moines exchange territories, which position he held until May, 1919, when he was
called to the home office to become General Sales Manager.

5. R. Kent, who succeeds Al Lichtman as General Manager of Department of Distribution of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
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Motion

Picture

I. eu

Production
Suffering
from
I
Paul Not
Brunei on
Return from Coast
Denies Paralysis*
Pessimism Prevails m
in the West
tres
there
is
a
constant
ebb
and flow of
ers in staple articles of general cor
picture production is not
MOTION
tion, and luxuries, and have cle;
I)eople
working,
and
seeking
work,
as
"
suffering from " paralysis, notway for renewed activity under h
withstanding the many statements
' extras.' They are employed for mob
scenes and work of that sort, whenever
auspices — with a general tendency towa.
to that effect which have found their way
an advance in quality.
it is essential that the film show a crowd
into print during the last few weeks. This
denial is from no less an authority than
in connection with the action of the prin" My investigations A^ere broadened ai
rendered simpler by the presence on tl
cipals in the drama. Naturally enough,
Paul Brunet, president of Pathe ExPacific Coast at this season of the year <
change, Inc. Mr. Brunet has just rethese people call themselves ' movie
turned from a visit to Pacific Coast centres
a
large number of visitors from the Ea
actors,' and usually are willing enough to
and
other sections of the country— men {
express
their
views
for
publication.
Their
of picture pi-oduction where he spent more
v. ealth and authority all of the importai
employment always is irregular, and whentlian two weeks with the object of satisfyever production lets down temporarily for industries. Without exception, their vie*
ing his own mind regarding the actual proany cause whatever they are the first to and their plans for the immediate futai
duction situation. Not only did he disfeel the effect. Whereupon they view the reflected the attitude and the correspoiK
cover thathasthere
no " paralysis,"' but
that there
been isnone.
ing actions of the picture producers as
general situation with much pessimism —
have stated them. All through the indoj
and
often
these
views
are
printed
in
good
" It is true," said the president of Pathe
trial world the decks have been cleared fc
faith as coming from bona fide members
Exchange, " that there has been a falling
action that spells solid prosperity.
of the profession. This is what happened
off in the output of pictures at most of the
Pacific Coast studios, but that was a during the last few weeks, and is largely
"The picture studios have passed throng
their period of preparation for the pron
responsible for the unjustifiable accounts
healthy reaction due to a period of over-'
ising near future and exhibit no mor
production. It was not influenced by any
of
tion.' paralysis ' in motion picture producsigns of retrenchment. But I was struc
pessimistic attitude on the part of exhibby indications ever^'where of a settled de
itors, for it is not true that any such atti" I, myself, was considerably disturbed
termination to proceed henceforth on line
by these reports. But I have returned
tude has existed. It simply was good busifrom
a
personal
investigation
of
the
actual
assuring a higher quality of production.'
ness to slow up for a little while and preconditions on the Pacific Coast in a most
Emphasis was placed on this policy at th.
pare for the era of greater general prosvarious centres where serials and feature
optimistic frame of mind. There is, and
perity presently to arrive, and which was
foreseen.
are produced for Pathe distribution. I
has been, no ' paralysis.' Conditions are
more fundamentally healthy than ever be- was in the air at the Brunton and the Ha
" Much of the mTsinformation regarding
Roach studios, and in a hardly less degre
production conditions that has been
fore in the history of the industry. Picture producers have taken a leaf out of the elsewhere. The merchants of Los Angele
printed came from sources that never arc
are sharing this optimistic attitude.
book of other manufacturers, and of dealentirely reliable. At these production cen-

Three-

Dimension
Photography
Is Perfected
New Camera
Will Make It Possible to Project
Claim
Dimension of Depth on Screen, Is
whereas the present picture is like a paiilf
perts that stereoscopic photography was
day of natural vision photogTHE
an
impossibiUty,
as
applied
to
the
screen,
ing
of the statue.
raphy has at last arrived, accordAccording to Mr. Spoor, the earned^
decided eight years ago that it could be
ing to George K. Spoor, president
made practical and started on a series of now in use may be made into stereoscc^
of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Comcameras for the taking of binocular visM
experiments and the camera which has
pany, and one of the pioneers and most
now been perfected, was based on Mr.
pictures, by the addition of a small atta<fi
prominent figures in the motion picture
ment and that this is also true of the prflr
industry, who annovmces that after years
Spoor's original idea.
ic
Four
years
ago
his
investigations
had
a
iment
oscop
has
camer
the stere
of exper
ent-day projectors which may also 6e
been perfected and will be put upon the convinced Mr. Spoor that he was on the equipped for throwing stereoscopic pioright track and he decided to cease his tures on the screen.
market at an early date, although plans
for the commercial exploitation of the large production and distribution activiMr. Spoor considers the Spoor-Be^
ties and give his attention entirely to the gren camera the most important contrib*
camera have not yet been completed.
perfection of the stereoscopic camera. He
The importance of this announcement
tion to the popularity and advance of tlie
to the motion picture industry is realized
thereupon liquidated his various motion
motion picture industry since the start at
when it is understood that this means that picture interests and started on the work.
the industry and believes that it will haw
pictures on the screen can be given the
The Spoor-Berggren camera may be
called the two eye camera as instead of a a very beneficial effect upon the imme^
third dimension, thft is depth, making persons or objects on the screen stand out as
single lense. used in cameras up to the iate future of the picture business.
if we actually were viewing them with our
Both the optical instruments and mepresent time, it has two lenses set a short
distance apart which result in two images
eyes in real life.
chanical devices which produce the stereoP. John Berggren, who was born in of the same object from slightly different
scopic pictures have been full}' protected
Sweden, is the actual inventor of the new
by basic patents owned by Mr. Spoor,
angles being photographed. This process
two-eye camera and has brought it to its results in a picture, which, when correctly
whose large fortune, which he made in the
present state of perfection after working
projected on the screen, shows an image
motion picture industry, has enabled him
under the personal supervision of Mr.
exactly as seen by the human eye, as op- to bring his experiments to a successful
Spoor, who financed the undertaking, at
posed to the flat picture (lacking the third
conclusion despite the enormous expense
the Essanay Laboratories in Chicago for dimension, or depth) such as we have
entailed.
four years, previous to that having been
been accustomed to seeing. The differFurther announcement as to his plans
engaged in study and experiments on
ence may be explained by saying that the
stereoscopic photography for eight years.
for commercial exploitation of the inventwo eye camera photography is like looktion are expected at an early date.
ing at a statue with a natural background.
Mr. Spoor, despite the statement of ex-
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for

Hoover

Enthusiasm

''Plans Under
Way in All
EKHIBITORS throughout the country
are responding enthusiastically to
Herbert Hoover's call for aid for
Europe's starving children. Mr. Hoover's
appointment of seventy-two regional
chairmen in the various cities to represent
the Joint Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of America has injected " pep " into the
campaign and from every quarter comes
news of exhibitor plans which insure success of the great undertaking.
With few exceptions the exhibitors selected by Mr. Hoover to direct the campaign in the various territories have wired
their acceptances, many of them outlining
plans for raising funds. In New York
the campaign has been started with a rush
by S. L. Rothafel, the regional chairman
for Greater New York. It seems probable that through his efforts and the efforts of the New York Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce, of which William
Brandt is president, that a large number
of New York theatres will donate their
entire receipts on Motion Picture Day,
January 26, to the Hoover fund. There
are strong indications, too, that this plan
will be followed by hundreds of other
theatres in other cities and towns.
Mr. Rothafel is arranging a special
children's matinee to be given in practically every New York theatre on the morning of Saturday, January 29, tickets for
which will be sold by the Red Cross, Y.
M. C. A., and other organizations which
are alhed with the European Relief Council in the " Save the Children " drive. At
the Capitol theatre, of which Mr. Rothafel is managing director, one of the most
elaborate children's shows ever staged
there will be given at that time.
At a midnight mass meeting held in the
Capitol theatre, New York City, on January 12, a large number of exhibitors convened at the call of Mr. Rothafel to discuss ways and means to make " Motion
Picture Day," January 26, one of the
greatest days in the local motion picture
history. Mr. Rothafel presided at the
gathering.
In Philadelphia Jules Mastbaum has set
in motion the machinery of the Stanley
Company, with its big chain of theatres,
to insure the success of the drive there.
In accepting Mr. Hoover's appointment as
regional chairman for Eastern Pennsylvania, Mr. Mastbaum wired : " Accept
appointment. All resources of Stanley
Company of America and motion picture
men in this section at your service. Have
appointed Frank W. Buhler as assistant
and will organize at once."
The Saenger Amusement Company of
New Orleans, has also started the ball

Sections

to Make

Carl Laemmle
for the West

Fund

Arousing

Everywhere
Jan.

Leaves
Indies

ent
rsalMLE,
LAEM
the Unive
Film presid
ManufacMR. of CARL
turing Company, has just left
for Havana, Cuba, where he will
personally supervise work on Eddie
Polo's new serial, " The Seal of Satan,"
now
Indies.being filmed in Cuba and the West
Mr. Laemmle was accompanied by his
daughter, Miss Rosabelle Laemmle, and
by his sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna Spreckles.
They first went to Palm Beach and Miami for a short stay before proceeding
to Cuba.
The Eddie Polo company has been in
Havana for several weeks under the direction of J. P. McGowan, veteran serial
director for Universal. Among those
with the company are Inez McDonnell
and
Polo's
womenMagda
for hisLane,
current
serial.two leading
Mr. Laemmle expects to remain in
Cuba for several weeks. It is his intention to be present when the Polo company films important scenes in and
around such historic points as Morro
Castle and San Juan Hill.
rolling. E. V. Richards has wired Mr.
Hoover : " You have the co-operation of
the entire Saenger organization and its
personnel, with the same hundred per
cent, energy we volunteered in behalf of
the motion picture during the war. Will
advise you fully after meeting parties you
instructed me to meet."
Mike Shea of Buflfalo, was early with
his acceptance. His answer was : " I will
be pleased to accept and am starting immediately to get action for this worthy
From Michigan comes encouraging
cause." J. C. Ritter, president of the Monews.
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan
has wired Mr. Hoover : " You may depend upon the motion picture theatre owners of Michigan to extend their fullest cooperation. Arrangements are being completed to put Michigan over the top. The
co-operation of the various organizations
contained in your wire has been assured.
January 26 definitely set as Hoover Day in
Michigan and the Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association assures its
whole-hearted support."
James Q. Clemmer of Seattle, Thomas
G. Vic Roy of Denver, E. T. Peter of
Dallas, Fitzpatrick & McElroy of Chicago, Theodore Jelenk of Schenectady,
Louis F. Blumenthal of New Jersey, and
a host of others have wired accepting
their appointments as chairmen and giving hearty assurances of co-operation. E.
H. Bingham of Indianapolis, wired:
" Will start campaign immediately and
give all there is in me to produce largest

26
fund
so it
At

Truly "Great Day"
possible for this worthy cause." And
goes through the list.
the headquarters of the Motion Picture Committee of the European Relief
Council at 122 West Forty-ninth street,
New York, the energetic C. C. Petti john
and a corps of workers are busy night and
day answering letters and wires and keeping the men of the industry thoroughly
posted on what is being done. William A.
Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, and
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, are
working earnestly and consistently to bring
out the industry's best effort and they feel
A broadside to exhibitors throughout
the country has been prepared and sent by
the Motion Picture Committee to every
theatre in the United States. It tells the
theatre owners concisely as possible what
is expected of them. One side of the sheet
is in the form of a poster which is intended
to be hung in the theatre lobby. It is a
message to the public calling attention to
the fact that 3,500,ckx) babies are starving
just across the Atlantic and that no more
appropriate place to contribute to their aid
can be found than in the motion picture
theatre. On the back of the one-sheet is
an appeal to the exhibitor to take oflF his
coat and work to make the " save the
babies " campaign a credit to the industry.
" Three and a half million children are
starving just beyond the Atlantic," reads
the broadside. " They are blood relatives
of some of the people who support your
theatre. Herbert Hoover, humanitarian
and international statesman, has asked the
motion picture industry to help save these
children. The industry has welcomed the
opportunity to show its strength.
" You know a score of reasons why we
should
regardhasthisbeen
as ' said
goldenabout
opportunity.'
Too much
the cold

commercialism of this great business of
ours. Too little has been shown of the
genuine humanity of the men and women
engaged in the motion picture industry.
Idle talk that disparages this form of entertainment, sodear to the people's hearts,
all too often crystalizes into harmful restraint. Upon our success or failure in
this great work of charity a great deal deThe broadside message to exhibitors
states that while there is no air-tight, driving tional
organization
the the
movement
NaAssociationin of
Motion the
Picture
Industry and the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners'
of America have given to Herpends."
bert Hoover the word of the industry as
a whole that 250,000 of the starving children would be saved by the picture men,
which, at $10 a life, represents the sum
of $2,500,000.
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First

Picture

N e ig

Nat* I of New Jersey
Elects Officers

The poHc}' of offering Uj ihc sul)franchise holders direct participation in
the operation and conduct of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., was put into
action at the first business meeting of -the
Associated First National Pictures of New
Jersey, Inc., at the Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark, N. J., on Thursday, January 6.
Between thirty and forty out of a total
of ninety-two sub-franchise holders of the
state gathered around the luncheon board
on the second floor of the hotel, Jacob
Fabian, of Paterson and Newark, the
franchise holder for the state, and
Abraham M. Fabian and S. H. Fabian,
his sons, made the sub-franchise holders
welcome as they arrived, and upon the
conclusion of the luncheon, the business
session opened with a bang.
The balloting resulted in the election as
director of Irving Rose, Union Hill ; William C. Hunt, Haddon Heights, N. J.;
Henry Haring, Hackensack ; and Benjamin Nussbaum, Newark.
The five directors already elected are
Jacob Fabian, President of Associated
First National Pictures of New Jersey,
Philip Dimond, of Paterson, A. M. Fabian,
Simon H. Glass, and S. H. Fabian.
The Exhibitors' Advisory Committee
was unanimously agreed upon as follows :
Morris Feldman, of the Grand Palace,
Newark ; Alexander Oaken, of the Granford Theatre, Cranford; Benjamin
Schindler, of the Victorial Theatre,
Camden; Herman Austerman, of the Playhouse, Newark ; Louis Belinger, of the
Summit Theatre, West Hoboken; Lewin
Pizor, of the Leader Theatre, Gloucester ;
Mrs. Lillian Webbe, of the Park Theatre,
Nutley; Philip Bornstein, of the Criterion
Theatre, Newark ; F. A. Struve, of the
Arcade Theatre, Princeton ; Adolph Bauernfreund, of the Cortland Theatre, West
Hoboken; and A. B. Smith, of the FenW'ick Theatre, Salem.
Anthony Gablik
tain Screen

to EnterMen

Anthony Gablik, who has doiie some
wonderfully creative art work for the advertisers of motion pictures will entertain
a number of motion picture executives and
writers at his new and elaborately furnished studio, 70 West Forty-fifth street,
on Friday evening, January 21, which informal function will also serve to introduce in this country three famous musicians, Josef Kardos, pianist; Stanley
Deak, celloist, and Adalbert Loblovitz,
violin virtuoso.
This evening of art and music for the
motion picture people is to be the first of
a series that will be given by Mr. Gablik
regularly during the winter musical season. Other prominent musical lights will
be featured at the future musicales, one
of which in the near future will be for
New York's music critics and music writers, at which the first public appearance of
an eleven-year-old Polish violinist of unu.sual technical merit will be made.

1

The Annual Rothackcr Dinner, held in Chicago, December 29. Left to rifjht around the
table: Walter Mtttlacher, Edmund Bertram, G. J. Kilgore. A. L. Parker. George Gibson
Wildred Aldoiu, A. K. Ander.ton, J. C. Richardson, Chas. Biylow,
G. Mammoser Douglas
D. Rothackcr. L. C. Boone. C. P. Tobin. H. J. Aldous. J. G. Hahn, J.IVatterson
R Rothacker
Chas. Pain, P. G. Conklin, J. W. Carnrick, W. H. Strafford, E. H. Seifert, A. P. Miller
S. J. Stoughton. Paul Cavagnaro, R. K. Aitken, E. O. Blackburn, J. A. Frecse. p. IV.
. Kraemer. Frank Sheridan, Edgar Hopp and Harry Brown
News

Photographers Plan
Big Time Feb, 5
News photographers representing New
York dailies, syndicates and motion picture weeklies will assemble again to make
merry at the seventh annual dinner of the
News Photographers' Association of New
York, which will be held at the Cafe Boulevard, Broadway and Forty-first street, on
Saturday evening, February 5, 192 1.
The affair is expected to bring together
the largest number of news photographers
that has ever gathered on such an occasion.
The arrangements committee, which is
working energetically to make the dinner
a huge success, is composed of Sy Siednian,
chairman;
Edwardand Jackson,
" Pop "
Wortheim,
H. Baader
H. Stockhoff.

Henry Ginsberg Visiting
Educational Exchanges
Henry Ginsberg, manager of the domestic sales forces of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., is this week visiting the Boston and New Haven branches. In each city
he will hold meetings of the entire sales
forces and outline some of the newest
plans of the organization.

Harry Owens Back from
''Tie-Up** Trip
Harry M. Owens, sales promotion representative of J. Parker Read, Jr., who
has been on the road for eleven weeks visiting the W. W. Hodkinson Exchange Managers in the interest of the J. Parker Read,
Jr., Productions for the purpose of " tieing up " a sales campaign with the J. Parker Read, Jr., Scenario Test, returned
to the Coast last Monday. As a result
of Mr. Owens trip over fifty newspapers
in the larger cities of the United States
and Canada are now running the J. Parker Read Scenario Test, which is creating widespread interest for Louise Glaum.

New

Distributing Organization in Canada

W. p. Nichols of X'ancouver, B
C, one of the large independent exhibitor;
of Canada, is the principal behind a movt
to establish a country-wide moving picture exchange for exhibitors in the Dominion. Mr. Nichols has organized the Canadian Exhibitors' Distributing Company
Limited, it is announced, and the capita
of this company is $5,000,000, it is stated
Mr. Nichols is the proprietor of a chair
of fifteen theatres in the West and recently acquired the Majestic theatre of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, which was re-openeo
after additional features and repairs costing $30,000 had been made. Mr. Nichols
is also interested in the new Garrick theatre of W innipeg, a large downtown theatre which will be formally opened in Febl uary, andManitoba.
also in the
theatre,
Brandon,
It is' Strand
announced
that
he will extend his chain of theatres to
Eastern Canada, following a recent visit
to Toronto.
Mr. Walter P. Wilson of Winnipeg, is
the managing director of both the Garrick and ^Majestic theatres and, incidentally, the second of these houses is being renamed the Rialto theatre.
Scenic Artists Plan Big
Ball on March 9
Scenic artists plan to hold their annual
ball and entertainment at the Waldorf-Astoria, in New York, March 9. It is being
planned on a big scale by the officials and
400 members of the United Scenic Artists
Local Union 829, w^hose offices are at 161
West 46th street, New York City.
Chairmen of the various committees in
charge of the ball are as follows: Walter
Percival, advertising; Charles Lessing,
ball committee ; George H. Williams, decorations Shirley
;
Braithwaite, entertainment; W. S. Darrell, publicity; M. V.
Scott, picket.
Posters to advertise the affair have been
printed by many of the artist? and will
be exhibited at the ball.
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Visiting Executive Says No Sund ay • Closing
Order Is Expected for Film Houses

THE blue lawagitationhasnotobtained
a foothold in England, nor is there
any likelihood of its doing so for a
iHg time, according to Ai^thur Clozeniierg, managing director of the Film
Booking Office, (1919) Ltd., London,
now in New York City to confer with Mr.
Carl Leammle, president of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company. Although
theatres and cabarets are closed Sunday
in England, a number of motion picture
theatres are open and play to capacity,
giving a percentage of their proceeds to
charity.
" Excellent opportunities await the
American capitalist eager to invest in the
construction of English motion picture
theatres," said Mr. Clozenberg in a recent
mterview. " There are at present ver\'
few large motion picture theatres in England. Next to the cost of building, the
greatest obstacle in the way of progress
along these lines is governmental interference. Such interference by His

thusiasts feel as I do, that American-made
pictures suit us as well as the English
variety.

Majesty's government may be anticipated
until the housing crisis has been settled.
" Unrest would result if elaborate theatres were erected while thousands of families remain homeless," he continued. " The
film industry is making the best of the
situation by remodelling all the available
legitimate theatres until business and
housing conditions are again normal.
" So pressed were the motion picture exhibitors for theatre space that they were
forced to show films for six weeks in the
Covent Garden opera house, the only opera
house in England," said Mr. Clozenberg.
" Considerable annoyance was manifested
by the musical interests, who pointed out
that the dread menace of the films had
finally arrived. The film industry denied
the implication of sacrilege and endeavored
to prove that the character and c[uality of
the films were of such excellence as to
constitute the real competition — not the
fact that lower admissions were being
asked for entertainment. In any event
opera will never fall into disfavor in England," he said.
" I am delighted and amazed at the
beauty and artistry evidenced in the presentation of motion pictures at the better
class American 'movie houses.' he continued. "One or two exhibitors in England are endeavoring to present films with
the same elaborate display, and I hope the
time soon will come when we, on the other
hand, will have just as gorgeous and sensesatisfying presentations.
"We English like the American-made
pictures immensely. The only discordant
note is struck by those who do not like tha
idea of English capital being sent to the
United States. They think they can make
just as good pictures in England." he said.
" This remains to be seen. Our principal
difficulty lies with our damp, and frequently sunless climate. Many English film en-

Industry on the Battle Line
(Continued from page 825)

" As a competitive product, German
films are not to be regarded seriously.
English exhibitors passed a resolution,
during the war, that they would not show
any German-made films for a period of
five years after the armistice was signed.
They declined to book ' Passion ' despite
the fact that they were confident it would
prove a financial success," continued Mr.
Clozenberg. " Thus, German films, inay
be eliminated from competition with
American-made films for the next few
years at least.
" The present flooded condition of the
English film market further precludes any
thought of German competition. Almost
95 per cent, of the films now in England
awaiting release are of American manufacture. American publicity and ex-

associated itself with the M. P. T. Association.
Dr. Winifred Sackville Stoner, in a
short speech, sanctioned the M. P. T. program. Frank Bacon of " Lightnin'," enthusiastically endorsed the M. P. T. movement and Mr. J. A. Ouinn, its founder
and president.
Rev. Robert Watson, pastor of the Second Presbyterian church of New York
City and president of the International
Reform Bureau, read and moved the
adoption of a resolution providing for the
appointment of a committee of five to
draft a plan under which will be created a
reviewing and information board or commission to operate under the supervision
of the M. P. T. Association, said board to
be composed of capable representatives
appointed and paid by nationally recognized religious, civics, welfare or ethical
organizations. The resolution was unanimously adopted.
R. L Seeks

Sunday

Opening

A bill to legalize Sunday moving picture performances in Providence R. I.,
was introduced on the second day of the
General Assembly which has just opened.
The bill is similar to that introduced last
year, which was passed by the House of
Representatives, but which was railroaded
in the Senate. The bill if it became a law
would allow moving picture shows beafter 8 o'clock
p. m. andwould
tween 3and 6Licensees
on Sunday.
be called
upon to pay a license fee of $11 for each
Sunday performance.
Much discussion was entered into last
year in favor of the bill, and it is expected
that an early impetus will be given the

l)loitation methods are fast gaining ground
in England and the people are becoming
accustomed to your more sensational
methods of advertising films.
" All the exploitation in the world," Mr.
Clozenberg concluded, " is of little value
when all our theatres already are signed
up Mr.
with Clozenberg
bookings forrecently
months arrived
in advance."
from
England. Universal films are distributed
throughout Great Britain exclusively by
his organization, the Film Booking Offices,
Ltd. The F. B. O. as it is called, is controlled by Sir Edward Hulton Bart, one
of the most prominent newspaper owners
in England. Sir Hulton owns a chain of
London newspapers, including the Daily
Despatch, Evening Standard, Daily
Sketch, Sunday Herald and Evening
Chronicle. Closely allied to his newspapers isone of the most successful newsfi.Ims in England, the " Topical Budget."
measure this season, and at the present
time its passage seems assured, as it has
the backing
tors' Union. of the Motion Picture OperaPlan

Detroit

Censorship

A new plan for moving picture censorship, which it is claimed meets the approval of all parties concerned, is expected to be put in operation in Detroit
soon. It was originated by Dr. M. C.
Pearson, executive secretary of the Detroit Council of Churches, who claims to
have received the approval of Mayor Couzens and Police Commissioner Inches and
to have been of¥ered the co-operation of
exhibitors throughout the city.
A board of three censors will be appointed and maintained under the recreation commission, according to the new
plan. At present there is one censor, appointed in the police department. It is
planned to retain his services and add one
member recommended by women's clubs
and one recommended by the churches.
It is said that the theater managers have
offered to provide a hall in which previews of pictures may be shown to the
censors.
Buffalo Exhihs Clear Deck
Buffalo exhibitors and exchangemen
are all set to fight any aggressive move
" reformbody of local
part itofisa understood,
on ersthe
" who,
hope
to put
through a local censorship ordinance. At
a meeting of the Buffalo Theatre Managers' Association in the Hotel Iroquois
last week, a committee of exhibitors and
exchange men was appointed to represent
the association at a meeting between the
managers association and the comrnittee
behind the censorship movement, which it
is planned to hold soon.
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Special— Butterfly Ballet—" Papillons."
Presented
by Mile. Gambarelli, Doris Niles, Gladys Waite,
Eugenie Claire, Mercedes Godfrey. Butterfly projection by
Prizma.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Prologue
— " Italian
Presented
by Fantasy."
Capital Grand
Orchestra, Erik Bye, assisted by
Capitol Ensemble. Capitol Ballet
Corps, assisted by Mile. Gambarelli and Alexander Oumansky.
The scene is laid in an Italian
fishing village among the cliffs
bordering on the Mediterranean
in Northern Italy. The dances
and musical interpolations are
original native folk songs and
folk dances.
Feature — The Love Light — Mary
Pickford.
Organ Solo.
Next Week — Prisoners of Love —
Betty Compson.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — "Festival," by Strand
Symphony Orchestra.
Current Events — Strand Topical
Review.
Scenic — Frivolous Fiji — Chester.
VocalWalter
Prologue
— " A Tenor.
Dream," by
Vaughan,
Feature — The Great Adventure —
Lionel Barrymore.
Vocal—"
MariaBaritone.
Mari," by Carlo
Ferretti,
Comedy — All Wrong — Clyde Cook.
Organ
Solo — Selections from
" Faust."
Next Week — The Devil — George
Arliss.

Run

FROM

OF
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News

8TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
SEATTLE

CITY

The Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " The Sorcerer's Apprentice," byRialto Orchestra.
Current Events — Rialto Alagazine.
VocalEmanuel
— Aria from
La Juive,"
List, basso
profundo.by
Feature — -The Frontier of the Stars
— Thomas Meighan.
Comedi' — All Wrong — Clyde Cook.
Organ Solo — " Toccata," from
" Fifth Symphony."
Capitol Theatre —
Overture
— " Queen
of Sheba," by
Capitol
Grand Orchestra.

S
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Picture
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today and ail this weeh at
THE CAPITOL -JVewVorK

JsTewest Pcoduction
MARYPICKFORD'S
WRITTEN
DIRECTED
MARION
' THE
UGHT"
Pholoqrophed AND
byLOVE
Chorles
Dogher BYandCPANCES
Menty Cronjaqer
yfehaps
believe'Vhe&veXiqhl'isaqieal
pictuze-per
"fineslpfaU'1 the wonderful Mary
Picklhrd
the
pioductloiw your aaudiences will ttiink so, too.
The picture
first display
he obtained
on "The
Light,"
to advertize
for its topremiere
ahovAng
in NewLoveYork,
at theusedCapitol
theatre this
Bump.— The Conductor — Bobby Next attraction — " A Small Town
Comedy
Idol," a Mack Sennett feature.
Organ Solo — " Scottish Fantasy."
Broadway Theatre —
Next Week — Paying the Piper — Current Events — Selznick, Fox and
Gaumont releases.
George Fitzmaurice.
Criterion Theatre —
Comedy
sal. — Way Up North — UniverIndefinite engagement of " The In- Educational — Movie Chats — Kineto.
side of the Cup," a Cosmopol— Aimee Torrian in two selecitan -Paramount production. Vocaltions.
Presented with a prologue as
described on another page.
Feature — Her
Beloved
Villain —
Wanda Hawley.
Next Week— Blackbirds.
LOS ANGELES
Symphony Theatre —
Overture
— Melodies
Curent Events
— Fox from
News. " Faust."
Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — Cavaleria Rusticana.
Cartoon — North Woods — Mutt and
Current Events — Pathe News and
Pathe color subject, " People of Comedy — The Huntsman - — CookFox.
Sicily," followed by a Spanish
dance by Julia Ruiz.
Feature
— The Riddle: Woman —
Jeflf.
Geraldine Farrar.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Next \\ eek— Hush.
Organ — Do You Ever Think of Me.
California Theatre —
Solo by Henry Murtagh.
Special — Song act showing slums of Overture — " Way Down Upon the
a city under the title of "Sweet
Events
— Fox News.
Swanee
River."
Singerspany ofoftwelve
the Street."
com- Current
singers Apresent
Specialty — Reproductions of famous
four vocal numbers.
tapestry
paintings.
W'aterman.
Feature
— Arbuckle.
Brewster's Millions — Ballet — Costume dance by Rose
Roscoe
Kinema Theatre —
OrganMilton
— " TheCharles.
Love Nest." Solo by
Current Events — International
News.
Feature
—
Blind
Wives — Fox Special.
Novelty — Screen Snapshots.
— Jerry on the Job — BrayVocal — William O'Mally, tenor, Cartoon
Goldwyn.
sings two numbers, with an inWeek— Bunty
Pulls the
terior drop representing the in- Next Strings.
terior of a club room. On the
last number " My Little Grey Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Home in thetheWest,"
a windowa Opening — Selected violin solo by
overlooking
city becomes
Herman
Seidl, " The Love
transparency showing a country scene with a girl silhou- Current Events — Pathe News.
etted.
— Chester Outing Release —
Cartoon — The Skipper's Narrow ScenicEducational.
Escape — Toonerville Trolley
First National.
Musical — Wallace Brothers in instrumental and vocal selections.
Orchestra — Melodies
from the
" Firefly."
Corned}-Ne—st."
Some Little Bird.
Feature — Dangerous
Business — Feature — Midsummer Madness — De
Mille Special.
Constance Talmadge.

Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Poet and Peasant by
Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events— Rivoli Pictorial.
Educational — Wild Men of Africa.
Pictures taken by ParamountVandenbergh
expedition. Lecture by Dr. Leonard J. Vanden- Snperba Theatre —
bergh.
Third week of "Outside. the Law."
Miller'sweek
TheatreSpecial — " Herbertiana."
of " A Connecticut
Presented by Grace Foster, So- ThirdYankee
in
prano Ralph
;
Soule, Tenor ; •Rivoli Chorus; Paul Oscard and
King Arthur's
Mission Theatr(
Vera Myers, Dancers.
h
nt
" ek of Thfe Mark of
Feature — Polly with a Past — Ina Seve Court.we
Claire.

Zorro."

Clemmer Theatre —
Zip.
Overture—"
Artist's Life" and "My
Comedy— Doctor Jeckyl and Mr.

ScenicDreams."
— Victory Mountain.
^
Current
Events — Fox News.
Feature—
son. The U. P. Trail— Hodkin- <
Next Week- The Stealers.
Strand Theatre —
Overture Events
— " Valse
Espana." Xo. 3.
Current
— Gaumont
ray.
Comedy — She's a Vamp.
Scenic-;-Some
More Samoa — Educational.
Feature — Idols of Clay — Mae MurNext \\ eek- — Isahelle.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre —
Special
— Walterin Krausgrill's
Jaal
Orchestra
popular numbers.
Current Exents- — Selznick News.
Feature
— Drag
Harlan
Fa
rn
um—.Williant|

Next Week — .\ Thousand to One. |
California Theatre —
1
Overture — " No Wonder I'm Blue.'
Current Events — Selected from
releases.
Orchestra — Selections from
Pagliacci " and " Bright eyes."
Noveltj- — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
Musical — Novelty singing act
Organ — " June."
three songs, " Rose," " Rosi
and —" Broadway
Rose."School
Feature
The Charm
Wallace Reid.
Next Week — Prisoners of Love.
Imperial— Rosie.
Theatre —
Overture
Current
News. Events — Imperial Scri
Orchestra — Selections from " Tl
Spring Maid " and " Nightin-^
Scenicmount.
— Victory Park — Post ParaVocal — Selections by Frederickk DtL
Bruin, baritone.
Feature — To Please One Worn;
Lois Weber.
Next Week — Midsummer Madness."!
Tivoli Theatre
—
OA-erturc
— II Guarany.
Orchestra — "The Whistler and His
Dog."
[

Vocal — Duet from " II Trovatore.*
Sung
by Constance
Emanuel
Proccini. Reece and
Comedy
and Dry — Edui
^ale."
tional.— High
Scenic— The Trail to We Dont
Care \\Tiere — Educational.
Tally's Broadway Theatre —
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner. Feature
Key.— Nomads of the North-^
Presented with an Oriental
First National.
•
prologue with elaborate stage Next Week— Mv Ladv's Latch
setting. Geraldine Karma who
performed for the screen pro- Rialto Theatre —
in a balletby number.duction
She isappearsassisted
two Current Events — Rialto News ReItalian singers.
Educational — Screen Snap Shots.
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Current Events — Selznick News.
Comedy — You'll Be Surprised.
Feature — The Life of the Party —
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Next Week — Mid Channel.

Comedy — The Baby — Sunshine.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — Events
" The Night
Boat." Pathe
Current
— Latest
. News.

BROOKLYN

Feature
— Dangerous
Constance
Talmadgc. Business — ■
Comedy — Torchy.
NextTrails.
Week — Tom Mix in Prairie

Strand Theatre —
Prologue :
Overture — " Robespierre " — Strand
Symphony Orchestra, Alois Feature
Palace —— Man's Plaything — MonReiser conductor.
tagu Love.
Dance — " Temptation," interpreted
BOSTON
by Thalia Zanou, who as " Passion " tempts Du Barry with
jewels, etc. Du Barry played
Seven inch by three column display for
by Hazel Drury, danseuse.
"Heart'shra Up."
sponsored
61/ the AlhamTheatre —
Music accompaniment was Park
theatre,
Los Angeles
Overture — Park Symphony Orchestra.
"
Passepied
"
from
opera
"
Le
~C o m e d y — Seminary
Scandal —
Weekly News — Two issues.
voi D' Amuse."
Christie — Educational.
— Amanda Brown as " Louis Features — Heliotrope — Paramount.
Orchestra — Selections from "Tickle VocalXV."
singing " Polannaise " Honor Bound — Frank Mayo.
from Mignon.
FeatureMe.—" Bunty Pulls the Stritig— Vocal — Jackson Kinsey, baritone, Beacon Theatre —
Goldwyn Special.
Overture — Piano and organ.
singing " La Marseillaise."
Presented with a novelty prolWeekly News — Two issues.
Polausual
Negridiversified
in " Passion."
— Get Lloyd.
Out and Get Under
ogue under the title of " A Little Feature
— Harold
Note : —The
pro- Comedy
Bit of Scotch."
gram eliminated because of ex- Features — Midsummer Madness —
Next Week — The Guile of Women.
William De Milles.
treme length of " Passion."
Frolic Theatre —
The Lure of Youth — All-star cast.
Comedy — Hot Dog — Universal.
Next Week — His First Born — SesCurrent
Events — International
ST. PAUL
sue Hayakawa.
News.
The Marriage of William Ashe —
SerialPolo.
— King of the Circus — Eddie
The Sportsman — Larry Semon.
ol Theatre —
Feature — Honor
Bound — Frank Capit
Gordon
Scollay Square OlymOverture
—
"Cortege
du
Serdare
"
—
Mayo.
Ippolitow-Iwanow.
Next Week — The Torrent.
" Beauty and the Beggar " — Overture — Olympia Orchestra.
1. " Dance of the Arabian Weekly News.
DENVER
Maid"— Mildred Billert, danse- Vaudeville
— Five acts.
use. 2. " Where My Caravan Feature — Dinty — Wesley Barry.
Has Rested" — Lohr — Walter
America Theatre —
Current
Events — International
Pontius, tenor. 3. " Allah's
News.
PHILADELPHIA
from " Katinka
FrimlHoliday
Lillian" Crosman,
soprano, " —
Comedv — Duck Inn — Educational.
pia—
Feature — The Guile of Women —
prano.
Stanton Theatre —
Will Rogers.
Otis
Skinner
in
"
Kismet."
Capitol Grande Organ.
Overture — Southern Rhapsody —
Next Week — Sportsman.
Stanton Symphony Orchestra,
" Andante from Ballet EgypRiaho Theatre —
led by Albert F. Wayne.
tian "— Luigini.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Organ Recital — E. J. Dunstedter. Feature
— The Jucklins — Paramount.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
"Turkish March " from " Ruins
Pathe.
of Athens " — Beethoven. Stanton News — First presentation
of interesting events selected
Cartoon
— Felix's Fish Story — Par2. "Melodic in G" (op. 46) —
amount.
from all the weeWies of the
Guilmant. 3. Popular SelecFeature
— Brewster's
Millions —
world, together with local
Roscoe
Arbuckle.
tions,
includinsr
"
Kismet
"
—
Henlere.
events,
compiled by the StanNext Week — The Love Light.
ton cameraman.
Rivoli Theatre —
Topics of the Day — Literary DiBUFFALO
Comedy — The Slicker — Fox.
Current Events — Fox News.
Cartoon — In North Woods — Mutt
and Jeff.
Cartoon — North Woods— Mutt and
Shea's HippodromeJeff.
Comedy
Skipper's Narrow
gest. — The
Overture — Tarantella Forosetta.
Overture — Selections from " You're
Escape
— Toonerville Trolley.
Next— Week
—
The
Branded Woman
Feature — Dead Men Tell No Tales
First National.
— Vitagraph.
Vocalin— Love."
Song hits from " You're in
Love,"
sung abymusical
Eldora comedy
Stand- Arcadia Theatre —
Next Week — The County Fair.
ford, with
Feature
— Midsummer Madness —
backp'round.
Paramount.
MINNEAPOLIS
Feature — The Love Light — Mary
Pickford.
Scenic — Burton Holmes TravelNew Garrick Theatre —
Comedy — The Morning After — . Current
ogue. Events — Pathe News.
Vanity Fair.
Overture — Melodies of the North
and South in 1864.
Current Events — Hionodrome Re- Comedy — Torchy's Double Triumph— Johnny Hines.
view, made up of excerpts from
Comedy — Edgar the Explorer —
Goldwyn.
the leading news weeklies, Next Week— Same.
Feature
— Held by the Enemy — ParTopics ofscenic.
the Day and a handamount.
colored
Victoria
— Fox.— - Special
Overture
arrangement by
Leo Dessauer.
Scenic — Laqua the Beautiful — Special — News-Shea Review, a new
Chester Educational.
feature, put on by the Shea Feature — While New York Sleeps
Amusement company and the
Next Week— The Devil's Garden.
Buffalo Evening News and Current Events — Pathe News.
New Lyric Theatre —
picturing local events of inter- Educational — Pathe Review.
Overture — " I' Guarany."
est.
Next Week — Same.
Cartoon
— Happy Hooligan — Educational.
Next Week— W. S. Hart in The
Testing Block, and Mack SenCurrent Events — Fox News.
Feature
Palace
—— The Life of the PartyParamount.
Feature — Heliotrope — Paramount.
nett's On a Summer's Day.
Next Week — Kismet.
Shea's Criterion —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Overture— "Mile. Modiste."
Topics of the Day — Literary DiSung by Greek Evans.
Overture—" Pretty Baby Melodv "
Paramount.
—
The
Devil
—
George
Arliss
Next■ — Week—
The Inside of the Cup
and "I Won't Want to Get Feature
— Pre-release showing.
."
ll
We
gest.
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Dearly Beloved

T,jff i| jL ■ 'Tor
my sermon at the Palace
Brethern:
^^rfe
f^^i this week, lo husband, wives,
J^-^
those
who want
used
to'to be,be-but
choose
the text
of and
the
^Hh^ wilM
who
dont
immortal
Apostles
of agony,
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This one four columns by a full page
in
depth,
Behai'e,"
teas onused" Love,
by the Honor
Palace and
theatre
of Des Moines, iihere this picture is
playing for the veek
Feature — The Bait — Paramount.
Comedy — Sandwiches.
Scenicnt—— Indian Summer — ParaRege
mount Post Nature Picture.
Next— ^First
Week —National.
Passion's Playground
Feature — Conrad in Search of His
Youth — -Paramount.
Current
Capitol —Events — Select News.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiLloyd.
Comedy
— Number, Please— Harold
NextRealart.
Week — Eyes of the Heart —
gest.
ST. LOUIS
Missouri" Theatre —
Overture
— " Orpheus."and
Current
AlissouriEvents
News.

Views —

Vocal—" Will
You
Remember "
f roin "and
Maytime
by Doris
Kesner
Grant " Kimbell.
Comedy — Bungalow
Troubles —
Mack Sennett.
Prologue
from Petrucci.
" Pagliacci " sung by
Giovanno
Feature — Midsummer Madness.
Delmonte Theatre- Overture — Selections from "Going
Recent Importances — Delmonte
news selections from leading
weeklies.
Cartoon Comedy — Mutt and Jeff.
Vocal Solo — Selections from " GoFeature — Midsummer Madness.
Comedy — Sunshine's " All Wrong."
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Criterion Theatre —
Same program as that at Delmonte.
New Grand Central Theatre Overture — Gene Rodemich's orchestra "From Italy."
Current Events — Sclznick News.
Scenic.
Vocal
Solo— Williard Andelin
singing " When the Light-House
Bell Goes Ding-Dong."'
Feature — Mary Pickford in " The
LoveComedy.
Light."
Special
West End Lyric Theatre —
Same program as that at Grand
Central.
William Fox Liberty —
Overture — Hochman's symphony.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Recent Happenings — Fox News and
paragraphs.
Serial — Fourth episode of Phantomas
(not shown Sunday
nights).
Feature — Blind Wives.
Comedy — Clyde- Cook
in ".All
" tre
g.
on
Wr
nd
—
Thea
Stra
Bessie Barriscale in " The Broken
Gate."

Comedy — " Edgar the Explorer.
Overture — Selections from " Ca\ a!
Feature
— Clara
Kimball Young .
leria
Rusticana."
Mid-Channel.

Euclid —— Selections from " The
Overture
Fortune
Herbert. Teller," by Victor
Theme — "Events
Lakme."
Current
— Pathe News.
F"eature — "utiveKismet
" — third consecweek.

Ziegfeld
Theatre —
Scenic — California.
Comedy
—
Up
Betty's Room.
Feature — The InGreatest
Love, featuring Vera Gordon.
Coming
Feature — Otis Skinner n
Kismet.

Next Week — "Midsummer MadMetropolitan
—
Overture
— Tannhauser.
ness."
Theme — Original theme, specially
composed by Phil Spitalny as
accompaniment
to the new feature.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy — " The Skipper's Treasure
Island — Toonerville Trolley
Comedy.
Feature
— " Women
William
Desmond.Men Love " —

Next Week — " My Lady's Latch
Key " — Katherine McDonald.
Knickerbocker —
Overture — Faust.
Adams —
Theme — Selections from "Dear
Prelude to " Kismet " — Ballet music Current Events — Fox News.
from " Salambo." " A Harem
Scenic — Frivolous Fiji — Sultans of
of Old Bagdad."
the Sea — Chester outings.
Vocal — " An Arabian Love Lyric,"
— "Officer
666" — Tom
Ruth Chase and Ralph Brain- Feature
Moore.
erd.
Me." — "When We Were
Next Week
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner.
Twenty-One" — H. B. Warner.
Next Week — James Oliver Curwood's " Isobel."
Alhambra —
Broadway Strand —
Overture — " Irene."
Theme — Selections from " The
Overture — " Slavish Rhapsody."
Educational — A Wedding in BritPearl Fisher."
tany — Pathecolor. The Most
Loew's
Up-'toCrooked Railroad in the World. Current
Date Events
News — Events
— Literary
Ballet Solo — Dance of the Dervish
Digest.
— Norma Wasser.
Comedy—" Dixie Madcaps," featuring Jane and Katherine Lee.
Comedy — High and Dr>'.
Vocal — " Then You'll Rememl)er Feature — "Idols of Clay."
Me," Sudwarth Frasier.
Next Week — "Conrad in Quest of
Feature — The Passionate Pilgrim —
His Y^uth" — Thomas ]\1eighan.
Matt Moore and Ruby de
Remer.
Strand —— Tannhauser.
Overture
Next WeekThemePhil
— Original
Spitalny. composition by
Madison —
Overture — Selections from " The Current Events — Ford Educational.
Bohemian Girl."
Comedy — " The Skipper's Treasure
Current Events — Madison Topical
Island
Comedy." •— Toonerville Trolley
Review.
Educational — A Setting of the Ages. Feature — "Women
Men Love "—
William Desmond.
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Comedv — Charlie Chaplin in " One Next Week — "My Lady's Latch
Key " — Katherine McDonald.
A.'M."
Feature
— The Great Adventure — HofTman-Palace —
Lionel Barrymorc.
— Selections from "Mary,"
Next ■ Week — Mary Pickford in Overture
introducing a light medley com" The Love Light."
posed of Jolly Fellows Waltz
Washington —
and " Young Man's Fancy."
Theme — " The World Is Waiting
Overture — " March Slav."
Current Events — Washington Anifor the Sunrise," by Ernest
mated Review.
Seitz, rendered by full orchesEducational — The Business of
tra, with special organ accomCamping.
paniment by Anna French.
Events — International
Comedies — The Baby — Sunshine. Current
News.
Mutt and Jeff in " The North
Comedy
— " Doomed
Woods."
Spotlight
Comedy. at Noon " —
Soloist
— Helen B. Fitzgerald.
Feature — The Scuttlers — William Feature — " A Beggar in Purple."
Farnum.
Nextwith
WeekBlanche
— "L^nwilling
Sweet. Husband,"
Next Week — Blind Wives.

Stillman —
Overture — "Carnival."
Theme — The Sun Shines Brighter.

N eu'

Current Events — Pathe Xeus — Literary Digest.
Comedy — " It's a Boy ! " — M ack
Sennett.
Feature
— " The
—Bert
Lytell.Misleading Lady "
NextBebe
Week—
"Oh, Lady, Lady "—
Daniels.

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

Picture

BALTIMORE
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Operatic Selections.
Current Events — Rivoli News.

Intermission — "The Hula Blues."
Coming
Wallace Reid in
The Feature
Charm —School.

Barbee's
Universal Loop
Weekly.Theatre —
Comedy — the One Best Pet.
Feature — Madge Kennedy in The
Highest Bidder.
Added Attraction — Alia Axiom, the
man of mystery and mind
reader.
Coming Feature— The Spenders.
Paytheon
Theatre —
Paramount Magazine.
Specialty — Jazz Band — " Margie "
Comedy
Trouble.
and —" Bungalow
Rose."
0\ erture — Scenes from " II TrovaThree column hi) tirelic incji ilinfilay Feature — The Branding Iron.
for " Mil Ladij'H Lntvh Kcii." y'"//'",'/ " Coming Feature — The Furnace.
liremhrp thus ireek at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Randolph
Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in Number,
Vocal — Fonsia Wilson, Coloratura
Feature — Midsummer Madness.
Soprano.
Second Week.
."
Trolley.
Comedy — ville
Fontaine
Fox's Tooner- Coming tore
Feature — Inside the Cur.
Feature — Dangerous Business —
Please."
Constance Talmadge.
PITTSBURGH
New
CurrentTheatre
Events —— Pathe and Pathe
Review.
Vocal — Operatic Selections.
Liberty Theatre
Events — — International
Comedy — Coming Through the Rye. Current
News.
Feature — Cinderella's Twin.
Feature — The Charm School.
Parkway Theatre —
— Her Dogone W^edding.
Overture — " Old Songs We Love." Comedy
Current Events — Parkway Review. Next Week — Kismet.
Comedy— Edgar Takes the Cake.
Feature — The Sin That Was His Current
— Gaumont
News.
Regent Events
Theatre
—
— William Faversham.
Feature
—
Fdols
of
Claj'.
Comedy — Homespun Hero.
Wizard Theatre —
Current Events — Topics of the Day. Next Week — The Master Mind.
Feature — The Furnace.
Current
Events
Savoy
— — International
News.Theatre
CINCINNATI
Feature — The Iron Rider.
Comedy — The Adventurer.
Next Week — Kismet.
Current Events — Pathe 105.
WalnutBlackstone
Theatre —
Comedy — Mr. Fatima — Christie.
Overture
— Selections from Victor
Herbert.
Feature — Idols of Clay.
Next Week— The Bait.
Current Events — Literary Digest.
Feature — The Charm School.
Current Events — Pathe 106.
^^'eek
Comedy
— ly.
A Domestic Knockout.
—
Strand — Shuffle the Queens. —
Comedy
Christie.
Grand Theatre
Current
Events —— Grand News
Feature — Dangerous Business.
Next Week— The Penalty.
Feature — Idols of Clay.
Comedy — Home Spun Hero.
Current Events — Fox 79.
Xe.xt ^^'eek — The Master Mind.
Special
Pictures Comedy.
GiftsFeature — The Last of the Mohicans.
Current
— Pictorial
Review.
Next Week — Undecided.
Olympic Events
Theatre
—
Feature — To Please One Woman.
Comedy — The Sportsman.
Current — Events — Kinograms.
Palace
Next \\'eck — The Jucklins.
Literary Digest 88.
Feature — The Palace of the Dark- Cameraphone Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
—
Next Weekened— \\'indows
The Great
Redeemer. Feature — Something Different.
Organ Selections.
Next Week— A Child For Sale.
CHICAGO
Minerva Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Feature — The New York Idea.
\^ oodlawn Theatre —
.Attraction — ChinaOrgan offertorj' — " Good-bye Rag." Extra Added
town, San Francisco with lecWoodlawn's
Brighter
of Life."
Woodlawn News
and Side
Views.
ture by Capt. H. J. Lewis.
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Lobby display for " The Fortune Teller" originated by J. C. Bradley, manager of the Strand theatre. Nashville, Tenn.
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^'Mystery Woman"
Stunt
Goes Over at San Jose
One of the latest .stunts sprung by
" Pep" (W. W.; Kofeldt, manager of the- ;
Pathe exchange, San Francisco, is the tie- 1
up with San Jose merchants and depart- ^,
ment stores and the local newspaper to ex- /
■
ploit Pathe pictures in that town.
Full page advertisements were runChristmas week by the various stores in
the tie-up advertising that two season;
passes to Loew's Hippodrome theatre and
$25 in gold to the person who first recognized and accosted " the Pathe Riddle
Woman," whose picture was published
blindfolded. The woman was to be found
in certain of the stores concerned in the
tie-up. The little California city became
extremely excited over the stunt which
had the backing of the town's largest
newspaper and the value of the resulting:
exploitation
very gratifying to the originator of the isidea.

Clever and effective lobby display on "Once
to Every
Portland,
Ore. Woman" used by the Rivoli theatre,

Getting Local "Big Men'*
to Endorse the Show
That the endorsements of local persons
are much to be preferred over those of
Isome national authority in the industry
has been proven by Harold Wendt, exploitation and advertising man of the Rivoli theater of Toledo, in his campaign for
"Wendt
The Soul
of :Youth." Here's the way
worked
After getting his regular publicity campaign under way, Mr. Wendt arranged a
special screening for important city officials, and heads of various civic departments, and after showing, while they
were still under the influence of the picture, a stenographer took down their enthusiastic endorsements.

Prints

Program

on

Post

Cards
S. O'Hare, manager of the Armory and
Swan theatres, Clarinda, Iowa, claims to
have found the perfect program for the
small-town manager, when everything is
considered, especially the matter of expense.
Mr. O'Hare has his week's bill printed
on an ordinary post-card, on one end of
which has been punched a hole. •" Hang
me up," explains the why the hole has
been placed in the card.
Mr. O'Hare has reduced his program
expense from $45 a week to $15 by using
the post-cards, and finds the results obtained are quite as satisfactory.

Deardourff to Practice
What
He Preached
C. C. Deardourff, who recently took
over the management of the Sigma theatre
at Lima, Ohio, after resigning as special
exploitation man for Goldwyn Picture
Corporation, gave his patrons a taste of
the kind of advertising he has been prescribing for other exhibitors during the
past two years when he decorated the
lobby of his house with big pasteboard
question marks and other display cards
bearing questions that would excite interest in his feature, " The Forbidden Thing."
The white question marks danced in the
breezes as it hung from the glass panels
that form a frame for the roof of the
lobby. They could be seen all along the
street, and brought people away from their
regular destination, to see what the display
was all about. In addition, Mr. Deardourff
used plenty of newspaper space, teaser ads
and billboard advertising, with most satisfactory results. Mr. Deardourff intends
to give Canton movie fans a series of
novel exploitation, putting into practice
for his own profit, the advice he has been
successfully handing out to other exhibitors in Ohio, Pennsylvania and ^Michigan.

Stage setting and the characters which appeared in a special prologue for " The Last of the Mohicans" as presented by the Strand theatre, Brooklyn
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Working draivings of the prologue which Managing Director Edward L. Hymaii of the Brooklyn Strand theatre originated for the showing of
"Passion"

petailed

Plans
for
"Passion"
Prologue
Complete Working Script of Edward L. Hyman's
Recent Specialty Creation
candelabrum as seen in sketch was made
HE NEWS is able to give its
The line cuts above illustrate the
especially by the Strand property man, inreaders a practical working
asmuch as it is very difficult to buy, rent
technical part of this prologue script.
On the opposite page is a cut showing
script tor a prologue on " Pasor
borrow
a three-bracket candelabrum
the characters in and the set for Mr.
sion," as staged by Edward L.
with
three
distinct
lines ; enabling the elecMark
the
of
director
lyman, managing
Hyman's special number.
trician todouse one light at a time. First
personal
with
Brooklyn,
theatre,
^trand
candle goes out as dance ends. Several
Issurance that Mr. Hyman's creation is
seconds
after guillotine is seen the second
|ighly dramatic and worth copying.
the door, from the booth. The doors are
candle goes out, and just before the curtransparent and reveal a singer (colora•After the " Robespierre " overture,
tain, candle number three goes out.
jjvhich included an interpolation of the
tura soprano) in the period costume
Border Lights : These lights (marked
(Louis XV) of royalty, who renders
Marseillaise," the curtains part, revealBLB on diagram) are blue, and come
ig a dimly lighted French interior. In
" Polonnaise " from " Mignon."
le center, upstage is flight of four steps,
As the dance moves on and becomes, down with the footlights — steadily.
Borderlights : These lights are dipped
eading to a pair of heavily hinged oak
more spirited, the lights begin to come
lieam effect doors. Immediately over the clown. With the finale, the white spot is a brilliant crimson, and come up only after
Jtairs is suspended a hanging lamp of removed from the singer, a candle light white spot has been removed from singer.
Hanging Lamp: Of French period
[French design. In the foreground, right
goes out, and
" and
" Jeanne " design. Contains cluster of small frosted
|ilage is a three bracket candelabrum, and
conclude
their" Passion
dance by
attitudinizing
from each of the brackets, representing
fright, looking in the direction of the door
Mazdas. This light goes out as canonnad:andles, a tiny red bulb is burning. The
which, lit from behind, reveals a guilloing begins, and just before the baritone
three walls of the room are tinted a light
tine bathed in red light, with ominous blue
solo of " Marseillaise."
)rown, and under the dim blue lights from
flashes across the sky. The second candle
Steps : Constructed especially for this
ihe floaters and calciums the room is im- goes out, and cannonading is heard from
set. These steps do not run at right angles
jressively dark, with lights shining from
offstage. The lights keep going down un10 the door but run off back wall of set, at
snly the suspended lamp and the candles.
til only the hanging lamp over the door
a tangent.
and the little red candle are visible. As
Passion,"
interpreted by a woman
jowned in crimson, fluff stuff, barefooted,
the cannonading becomes more intense, the
Doors: Painted on transparent cloth.
and with cherry ornaments for head-dress,
light in the hanging lamp goes out, and the Made to represent the heavy Gothic period
lights on the guillotine begin to come
enters from right stage. " Passion " regdoors, with massive bolts and hinges.
[isters her part by picking up a red scarf
down. At this point a very powerful bariGuillotine: This guillotine stands
[which has been thrown across the stairs,
tone, from off stage, picks up the chorus
about
four feet high, giving the effect of
land goes through the business of wrapping
of the " La Marseillaise " as the orchestra
perspective,
because of its dimunitive size.
(the red scarf about her semi-bared shoulfinishes the verse. With the last high note
Iders.
Drop.
Small
crimson painted drop to
of the French anthem, the remaining
Jeanne enters several seconds after
help the effect of bathing the guillotine
candle
goes out and " Passion " is shot
with the border lights.
I" Passion's " entrance, and is costumed al- on
the screen.
Imost identically with Pola Negri in the
Effect Light : At cue from orchestra
The following list contains the key to
Ipicture. " Passion " moves toward Jeanne
leader
operator of this lamp takes cap on
the
diagrams
:
Iwith sinuous movements, and at the same
and
off
light, and this operation goes on
Itime removes from her own neck a neckFootlights : Blue with opening of curwhen red border Hghts. are up. Lamp is
lace of jewels, going through the business
tain, and by means of interworking dimtrained on guillotine and effect is that of
of tempting Jeanne with the display of
mer, come down steadily with developgems. The movement of the characters
ment of the scene.
blue hghtning streaks across crimson sky.
is now bringing them almost center stage,
The only other effect employed was a
Calcium Lights : Light blue. With
1 and at this point an interpretative dance
white
spot from the booth, and a purple
aperature opened to full size the lights begoes forward typifying the fight of " Pasgin coming down. As Jeanne enters, cal- spot from overhead playing on " Passion."
sion " to overcome the God-fearing concium on left stage goes out.
The purple spot is slowly irised with endscience of Jeanne. As the dance begins,
Candelabrum : This three - bracket
ing of the dance.
an intense white spot light is thrown on
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View of the Clcmmer theatre (Seattle, Wash.) lobby showing the umbr£ ll-as furnished by the management during the run of " The Mark of Zorr
as told in the story appearing beUm-. The insert shows a picture of Resident Manager Claude H. Odom
Umbrellas,
Checks,

Not

Handed

Rain
Out

When the Clemmer and Wintergarden
theatres of Seattle, Wash., played "The
Mark of Zorro " day and date, so unusual
a thing that a great deal of stress was
laid on the fact, special attention was paid
to the house decorations, interior and exterior, doing everything in Spanish colors
and giving the theatres a distinctly Spanish atmosphere. The usherettes were
garbed in Spanish costumes, with short
dresses, while the doormen and outside attaches were dressed in the black bandit
garb, similar to that which " Doug " uses
in the picture.
It rains the best part of five months
in Seattle, and the management utilized
their exploitation ideas to make their
patrons comfortable while standing in
line in the rain, by supplying them with
large umbrellas on the top of which was
printed " Going to see Douglas Fairbanks
in ' The ]\Iark of Zorro.' " Besides the
comfort the umbrellas gave, they were extremely attractive to the thousands of people who passed in the trolley cars and in
autos. The managers of both theatres
have decided to use umbrellas for the
comfort of their patrons all during the
rainv seasons now.

Portland,
Elaborate

Ore.,

"Silk

Hosiery" Title Cleverly Used
When it came to planning the exploitation for the run of " Silk Hoisery," Palace
theatre, Wichita, the usual newspaper and
outdoor advertising campaign was supplemented by a small teaser booklet. The
front page was a brief outline of Silk
Hosiery " defined as a " Hand-Embroidered Paramount picture,"' while the back
page advertised the Palace theatre and
advertised the picture as a " beauty picfine as silk."came in the intervening
Theture, display
pages, the entire back length of the booklet, which could be unfolded until it
stretched in a single sheet, being a study
of various kinds of displays. There were
shoes, stockings (feminine), sometimes
garters and a border. The stockings were,
in every instance, tenanted.
It was a complete display of feminine
silk hosiery and peculiarly appropriate to
the picture, even though it failed to show
any
stars, or, in fact, a single face in the
display.

Original

Angle

ploiting

"In

for

Ex

Search

Clififord A. Carroll, manager of the Ca
a Sinner"
roll theatre,ofRome,
New York, put ovt
a neat exploitation stunt recently when 1
called upon all the young men of his cit
to evidence their ambitions to become d<:
tectives. Mr. Carroll utilizes this origin;'
idea for the showing of " In Search of
About a week previous to the run c
" In Search of a Sinner," Mr. Carro
caused the following ad to be inserted i
the local daily newspaper in the Mai
Help
Wanted "' column
" WANTED—
Alert, :Abie-Bodied Ma
Sinner.'"
to act as Private Detective in search of
sinner. Phone 808 between 7 and 9 p.m.
According to Mr. Carroll, " the pape
hadn't been out on the streets for an hou
before the telephone began ringing. I ha<
to
the front
of the house;
ableleave
to watch
the projection
and, inwasn'
fact
couldn't do anything but attend to tha

phone."

Stages

Prologue

Nineteen persons are used in the prologue being put on at the Liberty theatre
last week in connection with " Love,
Honor and Behave."
Paul E. Noble, manager of the Liberty,
planned the entire act, all lines, settings
and costumes having originated with him.
The prologue is called an " atmospheric
setting " for the comedy which follows
and reproduces an imaginary scene from
a sultan's harem.

The
admissions
to a special tin can shozi- 'u-hich the Hippodrome theatre Wolfe Cif\
obtained for the first episode of " Daredevil Jack." According to F. M. Ferguson, manager
of the Hippodrome, the stunt gave the serial a big send off
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My decorations manager
for " The ofMark
Zorro " theatres,
at the iVnitcrgarden
Wash.resident
The inserts
abo\eof are
James Q. Cleininer, general
the ofClenimer
and (right) theatre.
Edwin Seattle,
S. James,
manager
the {l-'ft)
Wintergarden

Cozy

Presents

Fashion

Revue

" You Never Can Tell " Tie-up at
Topeka, Kan., Proves Most Successful
lodges were specially invited. Scenes were
in "You
Daniels
Bebe
1^7 HEN
also taken of a number of public buildings
W
Never theatre,
Can Tell,"Topeka,
appearedKansas,
at the
Cozy
and prominent citizens.
The object of the campaign, according
)ecember 6-1 1, she had plenty of competijion and publicity.
to the advertisements, was " to create additional interest in motion pictures ; to
Manager Harriet Ruth Wright provided
oth. The competition was furnished in give Topeka people an idea of how pic, fashion revue, arranged by Lee D.
tures are made and to give talented ones
an
opportunity
to try without any cost or
s
'Jalsly, of Realart' Kansas City office, as
prologue to the picture.
Prizes were offered in connection with
For the fashion show some of the pretobligations."
lest girls in the city were selected. The
this, three judges being selected to choose
the three people who showed the most
lost advanced styles in feminine gowns
marked characteristics. The selection of
(.•ere supplied by a number of the leading
Itores, which came in for their share of types was made at the Cozy theatre when
lention in connection with the revue,
the film was shown. The prizes were $10
for the first best type ; $10 for the second
he local angle of the show was played up
oroughly and aroused wide interest, the best and $5 for the third.
When completed this film was added to
ewspapers commenting on it at length in
eir news columns.
the programme and announced as " An
interesting motion picture of Topeka
Another feature on the programme was
" Get in the Movies " campaign. This
places and persons." In the newspaper
stories of this it seemed that everybody
as also M'ell advertised in the Topeka
wanted to get into the movies and the
apers and received a great deal of space
cameraman evidently had no difficulty in
- a news item. The idea was that everyfinding subject matter for his scenes.
')dy could get in the movies — if they were
In addition to these features. Miss
iif right type. The only way to find out,
Wright got out a quantity of teaser slips
lie advertisement contended, was to apfor motorists and a number of cards for
pear before the camera. An opportunity
street
and house to house distribution.
'> do this was offered, through Miss
A right, when a cameraman went to the
Special arrangements were made for the
^tate Capitol grounds to take pictures of fasTiion revue. A runway was built
around the orchestra pit, connecting with
he girls appearing in the fashion revue.
the stage. On this elevated platform the
Topeka people were invited to be present
ind get in the picture, either singly or in girls, attired in the smartest and most advanced styles of feminine apparel, came
[roups. Members of the Chamber of
out towards the audience.
Commerce, the Rotary Club and several
i

Effective Method of Putting Over Song Number
A simple but effective method of putting over a song number was hit upon byManager
EdwardMilwaukee.
W eisfeldt ofAn theimmense
Saxe's
Strand theatre,
scenic telephone, as shown in the accompanying illustration, was erected on the
stage. A woman singer was concealed in
the mouth piece and her male partner in
the receiver. By means of interior lighting effects the heads of both singers gradually appeared as they sang a telephone
love song.

From the giant telephone designed by Manager
Weisfeldt of the Strand theatre. Mihmukee, as
part of a prologue as described in the accompanying story
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This

This is the zvay \V. R. RowcU. manager of the Gem theatre, El Dorado, Kansas, decorated
his lobby for the showing of " The Penalty "

Kunsky

Theatre

Madison and Adams,
Many New and Novel

UNIQUE and original idea in stage
settings has been introduced by
Howard O. Pierce, managing director of exploitation and publicity for the
John H. Kunsky interests in Detroit and
Thomas D. Moule, manager of Mr. Kunsky's Madison and Adams theatres of that
city. This idea consists in the presentation of various song numbers from time
to time in a cabinet set centre stage. This
cabinet, which is about six feet deep and
with an opening twelve feet square is
sometimes set off with a great gold frame
and closed in on the sides with soft pretty
draperies, no stiff scenery being apparent
on the entire stage. Through a system of
the most artistic lighting, soft shades of
varied color bathe the entire stage, while
in the frame itself is presented a minature
setting, with the living figures of the singer
or singers, who go through their business,
presenting in a way an animated living
picture, and all in keeping with the story
or the theme of the song number being introduced at the time. With the subdued
lighting on all sides and with an entirely
different and diffused lighting on the inside of the frame, which in some instances
ranges in three colors or more, a picture of
the utmost charm is introduced, which
when blended with the song invariably
charms the audience to the utmost enthusiasm.
This idea has been used for several
months at different times by both the Madison and the Adams with the most splendid results.
Recently the Madison introduced a
novel setting along these lines with the
rendition of the song number, " The
Love Nest," from " Mary," George
Cohan's new musical piece. The stage was
draped on both sides by great, soft btue
curtains sprinkled with just the least touch
of gold. In centre stage was a quaint,
pretty drop of a high green English hedge
row, with high sides and dropping towards
A
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the centre with a graceful curve. Directly
back of the row was shown the red tiled
roof of an old English house, chimney and
a section of the house itself. In this setting the first part of the song was sung
together with the first chorus. Then, as
the chorus was still being sung, the stage
was darkened, the singers disappearing behind the drapes, but continuing the song,
that no break might occur in the presentation of the number. As the chorus progressed the lights slowly came up behind
the special hedgerow drop, as described,
revealing it to be a transparency which as
the lights came up to full behind it brought
forth the interior of the same house as
shown in exterior on the drop itself, and,
in a quaint setting of a breakfast room,
with a high double window of old design
and which could be seen through, and
which was banked off at the sill by an old
fashioned window flower box filled with
bright flowers, sat the two singers, man
and woman, at each side of a small tea
table in the act of drinking tea while going
through with the action of the chorus sung
as a repeat. With artistic lighting as set
off with a red glow from a fireplace at one
side and a moonlight effect through the
window as seen above the heads of the
singers, the scene was most effective.

" Huvioresque " exploitation stunt by the
Lyceum theatre. New Britain, Conn

Is Surely New
at
Novel
A sensation occurred in the municq
elections in Toronto, Ontario, when
mysterious candidate figured in the ca
paign for the mayorality until practica
the last moment. The whole city was ii
state of excitement because of the parti
pation of the " dark horse " in the electi
drive, but had a good laugh when the i
nouncement was made that the disturbi
" third party " was none other than a chi
acter portrayed by Fatty Arbuckle
" The Life of the Party."
Two real candidates were in the d'
field for election to the mayor's chair, t
a huge surprise occurred when a third m
apparently threw his hat into the ring. T
name of this candidate was " Algem
Leary," and the local newspapers soon 1
gan publishing election advertisements i
the mysterious individual. The Algera
Leary displays were grouped right alo
with other campaign announcements f
more than a week but no Algernon Lea
made an appearance in public. His new
paper announcements were clever a;
caustic, however, so that the public beg.
to give him serious consideration in spi

of the name " Algernon."
On Friday, December 31, the day befo
the local elections, the Toronto newsp
pers carried a paid announcement whii
stated that " Algernon Leary, Candida
for Mayor, will issue an important stat
ment in the week-end papers. \\'atch fi
Then came the big surprise. The Satu
day evening editions carried big display
which read : " Algernon Leary, Candida
for Mayor, says, ' Gosh I'm licked,' hi
Inone
will be
the ' than
Life ofRoscoe
the Party
' for I Aa
other
(Fatty)
buckle, and I am the candidate that lookt
like the " Dark Horse ' you have been rea(
ing about. At that, you'll agree, some (
the planks in my platform are worthy (
consideration. One thing is sure, you
vote me ' the life of the party ' in this e?
cruciatingly funny photoplay in which
really do run for ^layor in one of the liv«
it."
liest campaigns ever waged." Announc«
ment followed that " The Life of tl:
Party," with Algernon Leary in the lea(
ing characterization, would be presente
at the
theatre,
the
weekPantages
of January
^. Toronto, durin
The man responsible for the big stur
was N. K. Miller, manager of the Toront
Pantages. Without quahfication, Toront
never before saw such a publicity achievf
ment as the phoney election campaign c
" Algernon Lear}-." It had the whole cit
talking and there was immense excitemer
over the puzzling activities of the unknow
third candidate. Mr. Miller took re.
" slams " at public issues and some of hi
statements were really bold — as compare
with the advertisements of other candi
dates.
One blatant Learv advertisement read
"I'll fight the beef' trust, the milk trus
the leather trust — and any other trust ths
abuses the defenseless cow."
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Peaceful

Val-

ley" Prologue
With the opening of its third week, the
Branford theatre, Newark, N. J., has
4 taken its place among those theatres that
1 have developed prologues to a high point
1

' of
artistr}- Day
and this
efficiency.
Beginning
on
Christmas
new theatre
presented
to its patrons a prologue made up entirely
of scenic effects which attracted wide
attention.
The prologue was entitled " Evening in
Peaceful Valley," and was used in connection with " Peaceful Valley." The effects were gained chiefly through the unusual design of the scenery employed, the
clever use of lights, and three simple
mechanical devices.
The setting consisted of a back drop and
three perspective floor sets. The nearest
of the perspective sets, or ground rows,
was two feet in height, and contained
painted scenery depicting a miniature railroad track and trestle bridge. The second
set, four feet in height, showed several
houses and general rural suggestions and
the third carried views of distant hills and
a general fade-away effect into the back
drop of clear sky color. Blue lights, dimmed, were used in back of each of the
floor sets, and the effect gained was one
of nearly immeasurable distance.
The mechanical devices consisted of a
miniature lighted railroad train, a moon set
and a shimmering moving river. The river
was merely a strip of blue silkalene set
on rollers originating in back of the
,„ middle ground set and terminating in back
of the foreground set. The silk shimmering in the softened glow of the blue lighting, and moving slowly over the rollers,
gave a very realistic effect of a lazily flowing stream.
■ The miniature railroad train was merely
a shell with a row of two candle power
incandescents affixed to the back. The description of the moon sounds almost
ludicrous in connection with the effect
gained by it for it was merely an incandescent light, hung in a tin pan with
orange tissue paper pasted over the front.
A line through a staple pulled it up slowly
from behind the back perspective set and
in front of the back drop.
The action was merely the passing of
the train through the foreground, and the
rising of the moon before the curtain was
lowered on it.

IVorkiuQ scriptNewark.
for a prologue
to "Peaceful
staged by thestory
Branford theatre,
N. J., and
explained Valley"
by the as
accompanying
Mitchell
Prizma

Film

Given
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at Capitol

beis re,
numboler theat
Y atballe
thet Capit
ing staged
A NOVELT
New York, for the current week.
Mile. Gambarelli and a quartet
from the Capitol ensemble present a
lons,"
ted
g's ing
" Papil
Grieshow
dancee aadap
variousprizma tofilm
whil
s
hued and shaped butterflie is projected
on a net hung in front of the dancers.
A black drop is used for a backing.
The dancers are attired in the usual robes
for esthetic numbers.

This

Idea

Worked

at Boulder,

Well

Col.

Mae Murray personally invited the inhabitants of Boulder to attend the showing of " Idols of Clay " at the Curran
theatre, Boulder, Colo.
*
A team of four girls had been engaged
by the exploitation man to provide the
fireworks prior to the picture's run. The
girls went around the streets of Boulder
distributing calling cards for " Mae Murray." On the reverse of these cards the
copy read :
" I will be at the Curran theatre today,
Tuesday and Wednesday. Come and see
me in ' Idols of Clay.' A Paramount Pic-

Originates

New

Exploitation Stunt
In the next column is shown a cut of
one of W. Grant Mitchell's exploitation
stunts in the interests of " In the Heart of
a Fool " when this picture played the Majestic Gardens theatre,. Kalamazoo, Mich.,
of which Mr. Mitchell is manager.
The horses did all manner of tricks,
standing on their hind legs and lying down
with the riders, and when performing
about the Kalamazoo streets attracted
great
crowds.stunt which Mr. Mitchell used
Another
for the " In the Heart of a Fool " engagement was to have fifteen thousand paper
bags, furnished by a grocer by the way,
printed with an announcement of the
showing dates for the feature, with* a small
ad for the grocer. These bags were distributed bythe grocer in the usual way.
The merchant was one of the largest in
the city, operating several stores.

Seven hundred cards constituted the
first printing order ; but so successful was
ture."
the
dodge in arousing interest and causing comment that the manager of the Curran theatre had a repeat order filled and
the girls, who had exhausted their supply
by
the noon,
day. were kept busy the remainder of

Girls used on the streets of Boulder, Col., to
advertise " Idols of Clay "

The girls wore pennants pinned across
their shoulders with Idols of Clay " for
the
stunt,
"and this
little to
touch
aroused
sufficient
patronage
repayalone
the
management.

Ballyhoo used by W. Griffith Mitchell, manager of the Majestic theatre, Kalamazoo, to
put over "In the Heart of a Fool"
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"The Lastof theMohicans"
Exploited in Philadelphia
When " The Last of the Mohicans "
opened in Philadelphia, it was given a
great deal of exploitation, and made the
subject of several tie-ups, notably with
the schools. The book is required reading
for the eighth grade of the public schools.
Therefore it was to the schools that Manager George Gravenstine, of the Carman
theater, which ran it for a week, turned
for assistance. Altogether eight schools
in the neighborhood were visited. Ofifers
were made for benefit performances in
connection with the schools, and special
matinees were also arranged, whereby pupils of the various schools interested in the
tie-up were admitted at a reduced rate on
presentation of a special ticket.
Another method of advertising the film
was by means of a float, featuring an Indian, a tepee, and characters from the
story. This was used the week before the
opening and during the run, standing before the theater at night, and traveling
through the neighborhood in the daytime.
It excited a great deal of favorable comment.
Elaborate colored descriptive sheets
were also passed out at each performance
the preceding week. They contained scenes
from the picture and a small amount of
description, and were most attractive in
appearance.
In addition to this, cards were placed in
store windows, advertising the program.

M o t i o II Picture
Big
Impressive Prologue Presented at the Criterion

d exornestain
ior
ess unad
ed
of the
richn
cept for theinter
A CHURCH
glass windows and illustrated in
the cut appearing below is the
stage setting used by Hugo Reisenfeld
for his prologue and introduction to
" The Inside of the Cup," opening for an
indef
y. nt at the New Yoi"k
rion, enga
Sundageme
Criteinite
The canvas is by Josef Urban, famous scenic artist, and is rich in its effects of stained glass windows, beautiful
columns of the Gothic Church and the
medieval statues of saints which are scattered within the nave. The entire symbolism of motion picture and prologue
is summed up in the main window which
represents Christ driving the moneychangers from the temple
In this unusual frame Gladys Rice, soGounod's
Ave Maria."
Her
costumeprano,issingsthe
simple "white
of the novitiate in orders.
On the same Criterion programme, but
offered more as an appetizer than as a
prologue, is the overture dansant. The
Criterion orchestra carries the theme of
the " Blue Danube " waltz. A ballet of
nine young and good-looking girls interpret the music.

Noble's "Round-Up
Prologue
Three hobbledy horses navigated by a
harmony trio put on an unusually good
" atmospheric setting for " The RoundL'p " when it showed at the Liberty theatre m Portland, Ore. Tails, bolt upright
;.nd manes flowing the three steeds dashed
into the western frontier stage setting
heralded by murderous shots from toy
pistols. A burlesque show was put on
which included sharp shooting, larir
tlirowing and waltzing by the horse

N e ws

Displays for Residential Theatres

The distinctive thing about the fullpage, cooperative advertisment which the
Broadway- Prospect- Art theatres, of Kansas City, ran in a Sunday issue of the
Kansas City Post, was that it marked the
first full page ever used by a theatre other
than a centrally located house. The theatres belong to the ' neighborhood " category, but it was largely upon the suggestion of John P. Goring, exploitation representative for Famous Players- Lasky Corporation, that the managers of the theatres
decided to give their patrons " Something
to Think About," with their unusual policy of newspaper advertising.
In order to reap the full benefit of their
full-page which
display played
these threeSomething
'" suburban to"
houses,
Think About " coincidently, had to run
their copy several days in advance of the
opening. This was done to allow several
hundred feet of film to be taken of the advertising spread and these in turn were
run in each of the three houses.
Bond's Clothing House was sold on the
advertising idea by the exploitation man
and came in for part of the page reducing
overhead for all three theatres. Such use
of advertising space by neighborhood
houses establishes a new precedent, shows
fields of exploitation still open to exploitation men, brings good will from newspapers and box office returns to theatres of
enterprise.

Their riders sang such songs as " Cowbt
Joe
" and
" Cheyenne."
Xoble.
himself
conducts the ciiorus.

Impressive slagc setting for a prologue to " The Inside of the Cup " at the Neiv York Criterion.

The setting zvas painted by Josef Urban
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Stag^ setting and characters appearing in a specialty number which serves
as a prologue for "Polly With a Past" at the Riz'oli theatre, New York,
this week

Sassen

Gives
Southern

Fox
Exhibitor

Serial

"
H Over
Puts

" Married

Stunt for " Bride
is an exploitation stunt for
HERE
" Bride 13 '' put over by Phelps
Sassen, manager of the Lyric
theatre, Easley, S. C, that reads
like a press agent's yarn, but it is all truth,
even down to part where Mr. Sassen's
bride came near being " snatched from the
altar.e" The title, by the way, of the first
episod of the Fox serial.
When Mr. Sassen booked " Bride 13 "
he began cudgeling his brain for a new and
novel stunt so far as Easley was concerned
to bring the first episode to the attention
of his patrons. He finally decided on the
" married on the stage " idea and made an
offer of prizes of considerable worth to
the couple who would consent to be married in the Lyric.
For several days no one appeared to
take advantage of Mr. Sassen's oflfer, although there were a number of " nibles."
However, the night before the serial was
to start an Easley business man approached the Lyric manager and stated
that he represented a couple who would go
through with the stunt. A bargain was
soon made and Mr. Sassen hustled out to
get together as large a list of wedding
presents as possible. In this connection
he was assisted by the Easley business
men and sooa had better than $150 worth
of useful articles pledged. In the meantime the coming event scheduled for the
next day at 4 o'clock was widely advertised.

Long before it was time to tie the knot
or start the show, the Lyric was jammed
to the doors.
At the conclusion of the first show, the
Lyric pianist began playing the wedding
march and down the isle came Manager
Sassen and a minister, followed by an
usher who led the bride in one isle. The
groom and an usher marched down anjother isle.

Rivoli

Great

Specialty
Novelty

13 "
Real

ERBERTIANA " is the title of
another unusual stage number
presented by Hugo Reisenfeld
at the New York Rivoli, this
week. Based on the music of Victor Herbert successes, it brings together a group
of singers and dancers which rival the
productions of the musical comedy stage.
The spirit of the production is that of a
young people's sociable. Grace Foster,
soprano; Ralph Soule, tenor; Paul Oscard and Vera Myers, dancers, and members of the Rivoli ensemble, appear in
the number.
The number opens with Oscard and
Miss Myers dancing to the strains of the
" Nightingale Song " from " Mile. Modiste"; Soule takes up the refrain and
the ensemble sings from the popular tune
while the dancers continue. " The Superlative of Love," from Herbert's " Her
Regiment,"
next alternatingly
sung by Soule,
the refrain issung
by with
the
tenor and Miss Foster, and the ensemble
taking it up while the dancers trip a few
steps. There is a soprano recitative
which modulates into the chorus of " Kiss
Me Again " which the ensemble repeats
and which the dancers bring to a close
with a charming bit of pantomime expressing the spirit of the song.
" Herbertiana " is a production of the
New School of Opera and Ensemble
with special choreography by Oscard.
Its rich melody and sprightly dance interludes made it one of the most pleasing productions at the Rivoli.

The party mounted to the stage and
took their places in front of the screen.
To the accompaniment of " Oh, Promise
Me " the minister began the ring ceremony, while Mr. Sassen thinking about
the box office receipts and how well his
stunt had gone over, smiled like the cat

Send

Off

on Stage "
that had eaten the canary. The ceremony
had proceeded but a short way when all
of Mr. Sassen's carefully laid plans blew
up with a bang and " snatched from the
altar " in real life threatened to ruin the
knot that was being tied and Mr. Sassen's
exploitation stunt.
Down the aisle hurried a middle aged
woman. Up on the stage she climbed and
hurriedly ducked behind the screen, dragging Mr. Sassen after her. From behind
the
cameof the
woman's
voice picture
shriekingcurtain
in the ears
the surprised
manager, such expressions as " It cannot
be. It cannot be. She is my only daughter. She is too young. Stop it. Please
stop it." It was not long before Mr. Sassen came to the conclusion that somebody
was making objection to his stage wedding
and that the somebody was the bride's
mother. Consequently the splicing operation was called off while a consultation
was held between bride, groom, mother,
sisters, brothers, friends and relatives.
After fifteen minutes of argument and
pleadings the mother was persuaded to
give her consent to the marriage and stood
by while the rest of the ceremony was performed. After all due formalities, clear
down to kissing the bride had been concluded, Mr. Sassen, his audience and
wedding party again gave their attention
to " Bride 13."
Mr. Sassen states in telling us of his
stunt and the attendant dramatic finish
that fate added to it, that he has tried a
lot of exploitation ideas but that never has
anything gone over like the married on
the stage idea. Of course he admits that
the " snatched at the altar " part helped
put a dramatic finish to his efforts and
that everybody in Easley is talking about
" Bride 13 " as a result of what happened,
planned and unplanned.
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Picture

New

Stage setting for H'illard C. Patterson's Christmas show at the Criterian theatre, Atlanta, Ga., as described below
Jackson
Patterson
Puts
Over
"Dinty
Exploitation
Campaign Extraordinary
i

Gets Atlanta's Attention

and Then

Some

C. PATTERSON has
WILLARD
recently put over a most successful exploitation campaign for
" Dinty " which began with newspaper
stuff six weeks in advance of the showing
and continued to the very last day.

favorite brand of smokes, and was picking up his change, the clerk, would say :
By the way — have you seen the picture at the Criterion this week ? " etc.
Every stitution
orphan's
charitablewere
inwhich tookhome,
care and
of children,

On opening day, Mr. Patterson's " pet
bet " started the ball rolling. This was a
trio of newsboys, dressed as much as
possible like the trio in the picture —
" Dinty," " Chinkie," " Watermillions."
These boys worked the streets of downtown Atlanta, always together, and wearing on their backs, placards which read,
" See Dinty — Criterion today." There
were an oddly assorted trio — the freckled
faced white boy, the lemon-hued "Chinkie"
and the shining, coal-black little Watermillions."
Another tie-up which proved astonishingly successful was that of the newsboys.
Since " Dinty " is the story of a newsboy,
it was peculiarly appropriate that the
newsboys themselves should help to boost
it. And they gladly did. On Monday,
every newsboy in town and there are more
than two hundred of them, — wore a
placard similar to those of the trio, reading "See Dinty — Criterion today." And
usually the newsboy, making a sale, would
conclude it with some such remark as

guests of the management some time during the week, to see the picture. And of
course, the newsboys also had a treat.

" Sa-a-ay, yu don't want to miss ' Dinty '
—effect.
he's great ! " All of which had its
But perhaps one of the most successful
" tie-ups " of the entire campaign was that
with the cigar-stores and the cigar-stands
in hotels. Twenty-five men who worked
at cigar-stands, either in drug-stores,
hotels, or cigar-shops, were hired, to finish
up a sale by boosting the picture. It was
very insidious, and worked with amazingly successful results. For instance, when
a man completed the purchase of his

But with
the exploitation
of "InDinty
not
cease
the outside.
other" did
words,
Mr. Patterson not only " Put over " the
picture in a new and interesting way — he
put it " on " with his usual success and
thorotighness.
Inside the theatre, the Christmas spirit
was carried out in the decorations, which
were great loops of smilax, looping gracefully from the side-lights, from the stage
clear back to the main entrance, the loops
" starred " here and there by great scarlet poinsettas. The balcony stairs were
twined with the vines, and the red blossoms, and great jars of holly and mistletoe stood on the tables in the lounging
rooms.
A special stage set that created no little
favorable comment, depicted a snow scene
— snow covered hills, a wintry blue sky,
and, nestled in a valley between the hills,
apparently very far away, was a tiny cottage, whose windows glowed with a warmlooking orange light. Down stage, and as
if on a lower slope of the hill, the snowcovered roof, and red chimney of another
cottage peeped.
The orchestra put over one of the best
numbers on the bill, in an overture called
" A Toy Symphony." Every member of
the orchestra wore little red caps with
" streamers " and they seemed to get even
more fun out of the overture than the
audience itself.

Gets

Out

Nov-

elty Herald
Making New York City sit up and take
notice with cards that cost $4 a thousand
to print, $3 worth of feathers, and a few
hours' work on the part of theatre employees issome stunt. It was accomplished
!•} Ben H. Jackson, manager of the Wilham Fox Audubon theatre, and although
the cards were issued some weeks ago,
they are still in circulation through the
city, because of their novelty.
The cards were used as a novelty advertising stunt for a showing of " Twin
Beds." They were postcards size and
through two holes punched at one end
theatre employees thrust a small feather,
the significance of which v as disclosed
by the wording, as follows :
" Here's a tickler. ' Twin Beds ' will
Tickle You," and other announcement.s
concerning the feature.

Willard D. Patterson's street ballyhoo for
"Dinty ' li'hen this picture played the Criterian
theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
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Window display for "Idols of Clay" by the Princess theatre of Colorado Springs, Col.
iile's Presentation Makes
Hit with Audiences
In his presentation of Once to Every
\'oman,"
A. V.Butte,
Hile, Mont.,
managerhasof followed
the Anjnia theatre,
ut the successful plan inaugurated durig the Xew York showing of using a
nger.
She was used in two places in the film,
rst while the screen heroine was shown
inging in the opera. As the shot was
ired the singer stopped, and the trap man
'.uplicated the shot. The effect was inensely realistic. The singer also was used
• t the sick-bed scene when the heroine
Itecovers her voice in singing " Ben Bolt "
jior her dying mother.
One of the city's
peading soloists was engaged for this work.
In exploiting the feature, besides a comirehensive and thorough advertising cam•aign, Mr. Hile originated an attractive
obby display, using cut-outs from a 24
heet. This was supplemented by a Magna
[/ox phonograph attachment to a talking
nachine that played Oriental operatic airs
hat could be heard two blocks away.

Strand

Has

"The

Great

Prologue

for

Adventure"

Greatat AdThe week
"this
gue
playing
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venture,"for
a proloYork
As New
nd, Mana
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Stra
Joseph L. Plunkett is staging a
ist
er, " A han,
Dream,"
vocal
tenor.the vocal
Walter Vaug
being numb
The stage setting provided is an artistic studio with a French window looking
out on a painted water scene. The setting is dressed with the usual studio
furniture and at left center is a large
picture in a gilt frame.
The first verse of the song is rendered
with the singer sittino^ at a table at right.
Later he rises and sings to the painting.
Gradually the painting dissolves and the
figure of the woman shown is replaced
by a girl, suggestive that the painted
form had come to life. Near the close
of the number the painting is faded back
again, the woman's form disappearing.
The illusion is performed with a transparency canvas covering the inside of
the picture frame.

• Christmas Decorations by C. W. Dieiel, manager of the Liberty theatre, Youngstown, O.
prologue number

Brooklyn
Strand Localizes Short Subject
Localizing film short subjects and the
incidental prologues that may go with
them, calls for thought and effort, as was
indicated in the home town exploitation
that the Brooklyn Strand theater got out
of a travel scenic, " On Board the U. S. S.
Idaho," in a recent performance.
Brooklyn having a great navy yard and
being continual host to naval officers and
sailors, gave opportunity for surrounding
the film with local effects. Managing Director Hyman devised a prologue to introduce the subject and had prepared a highly
artistic scenic drop showing the Brooklyn
Bridge in hazy outline. Before this drop
on the bridge of a ship stood Arthur
Smith, basso, in the shore attire of a sailor,
singing
Is the Life
Inasmuch" The
as theSeaBrooklyn
Strandforis Me."
only
a short distance from the big bridge all
in the audience quickly assimilated the
home touch idea and applauded the stroke.
That the film had been selected with the
local touch idea foremost was revealed
by the <!)pening scenes.

Left — Rest-room.

Right — Stage setting for a special
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Lobby paintings for exploiting "Godless Men" by Frank Lacey, manager of the Majestic theatre, Portland, Or^. A special shadow box with eig1it \
lights produced a clever onsilhouette
effect.of the
The painting
lobby was
in green
with gave
red and
ropespretty
were effect
used. A 500 watt spot in blue' ■
the waves
and done
a baby
spot ontrimmed
the skipper
the evergreen
canvas a very

Hyman's
New
Year
Specialty
Complete Details Concerning Last Week's
Number
Overture
Strand
Brooklyn
a way that a quick jerk will bring the
over
r's
thethat best
of tures
seen in this pigeons down and make them fly.
been Yea
have New
ONE
GS— GAUZE SCREEN. Run this
office is the one used by Managing Director Hyman to open the screen across close to the footlights to
prevent pigeons from flying over audiprogram on which Charles Ray " 19 and
ence.
PhylHs " was featured.
The overture was conceived expressly
CL — CALCIUMS. Lamp on right
stage to be in red. Left stage light in
for the New Year's week program, and
lemon. Frame this light so that the
the diagrams give a pretty good idea of
how it was put over at the Brooklyn
throw makes rainbow pattern on the neuStrand theatre.
tral drop, as indicated by dotted lines on
drawing.
On a stage that was half curtained, Hyman suspended a silver papered bell from
the loft. In the bell was placed a 500Watt lamp, together with a cardboard trap
that worked on a spring. The trap was
used to hold ten snow white pigeons
which were released during the playing of
the overture, by the simple process of pulling a string back stage.
While the Strand Symphony Orchestra
was playing " Come All Ye Faithful," the
bell was made to swing like a big pendulum. The efifect was beautiful and won an
enthusiastic round of applause.
Following is the key to the chart on this
page:
F— FOOTLIGHTS. In red throughout.
C— CURTAINS. Green plush curtains were half closed over stage.
D— DROP. A plain drop. Solid neutral blue in color.
B — BELL. A silver papered bell. Constructed of wood. Suspended from stage
loft on rope. Run conduit for 500- Watt
lamp in the inside of bell, on the rope.
Place pigeons in bell and close cardboard
trap after them. Fasten the trap in such

^.^oi^^'esttTsTxThe local advertising tie-up with the
is by no means
stores
new
stunt,
but mthetown
one engmeered
by thea
various
Schine Brothers up in Gloversville, New
York, for the three-day showing at their
Hippodrome of " The Restless Sex," is
unique in that the entire affair was encominto two of
days'
work.
One passed
feature
local
interest was the
fact that the date of showing also marked
the fourth anniversary of the Hippodrome
theatre, and incidental!)' the fourth year of
the S chines' arrival into Gloversville the- ;
atricals.

The big stunt was the evening paper's 1
spread. The Leader-Republican, always j
alert, scouted out and with the able help |
of Louis Schine, obtained two pages of
advertising, making a double truck with
the theatre ads totalling a page.
A unique sunt was the giving of readers to each advertiser on the double page,
thus inducing many who were running additional ads through the run of the paper,
to come in on the deal.
A double truck screamer, spreading over
the two pages, reading " Schine Brothers
Celebrate
Anniversary
Here in\\'ith
Week
of Fourth
]\Iany Special
Features
All
Theatres," greeted the reader.
A special article, dealing in general with
the theatres, covering over one and onehalf columns, was prepared by Lewis Geffen, the Schine exploitation and publicity
man. The regular readers, also consistof morepage.
than a column, were spread
on aingthird
Needless to say, every ad mentioned

,.
^
.
,
,.
" The Restless Sex " in it. Some of them.
^rrL?L{T'
^'"""''"sr^'l'''''
f;"^' "'^ prepared
accojnpanvmg text, luili
explain hozv Manager
1
. bv- Geffen,
• , laid. Fparticular
.
, stress
„
Edward L Hyman of the Brooklyn staged his on the picture without injuring the effecNew Year's overture specialty tiveness of the product listed.
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" Kinq of the Circus" lobby display by O. L. Mcistcr, inaiiagcr of the Whitchouse theatre. Milzcaukce. prior to the opening of the first episode
Saengers

Originate

Some

Two

Kiddie" Stunts
For the purpose of motion picture exhibiting the old adage about taking care of
the pennies and the dollars will look out
tor themselves, might be humanized and
l)araphrased to read " interest the kiddies
and the adults will turn out for the show."
Appeals to the youngsters have often been
made and just as often have resulted in
crowded houses for the theatres using
ihem.
The Saenger Amusement Co., New
originated two " kiddie "
have have
Orleans,
stunts which
been used with great
Miccess all over the territory by exhibitors
in connection with showing of " Dinty."
One of the novelties is in the shape of
a throwaway. Across the top of the sheet
is the question :
• Well, Well, Who Have We Here? "
Immediately, below the question is an
apparently meaningless spread of 215 dots
each one of them numbered. Instructions
are given on the sheet to start at dot No.
1, draw a straight line to dot No. 2, and
then to dot No. 3, and so on, until the
215th dot has been reached, when the lines
drawn take the form of the face of Wesley
Barry, grin, cap, and all, as he appears on
the one sheet posters on Dinty." At the
bottom of the throwavvays is the wording:
" If you have been careful not to miss
any of the dots you'll have a nice cheerful
smiling picture of Dinty. What ? You
don't know Dint\- ? Then you better get
"
He will be at
acquainted
and
then .space for the name of the theatre
and the date.
The proper tracing of the 215 dots is a
pretty complicated task and usually as
amusing to grown-ups as it is to the
youngsters to whom the throwaways are
distributed. It means that the circulars

More

Good

Stuff

WeD, Well, Who Have We Here?
"Dinty"
Althoughonthere
have been scores of
It)

IS
•1 «»'jV*V*7
H

Here is the piiccle. Sacnger's puc::le, for "Dinty"
as explained in tlic accnmpanying story
are taken home and the family knows
about the attraction.
The second novelty is a tie-up with
local merchants in an award offering contest for the boy or girl under fourteen who
has the most freckles. The judging takes
jilace either in the theatre or privately, but
the bestowal of the awards is always a
public event on the stage and consequently
a wide attention-attracton The novelty
of the freckles getting a person anything
of value has appealed to a. number of the
newspapers in the southern territory as
being interesting reading with the result
that many of the contests have been accorded the best sort of publicity.

novel and clever stunts to exploit " Dinty,"
great credit must be given Tom H. Boland, manager of the Empress theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.. for the keen show"1
manship that inspired
him to so carefully
work out the plans for a " Dinty Day '' in
connection with the showing of this feature.
By interesting the Oklahoma News in a
plan whereby the newsboys of the city
would be encouraged to increase the
street sales of the paper, Mr. Boland secured the co-operation of practically " all
newsboys, former newsboys and boys who
wanted menttosaid.be newsboys " so the announceAs a result of Mr. Boland's planning,
the great majority of newsboys selling papers on the streets of Oklahoma City wore
bright red tags pinned to their coats. The
tag was similar to that used by express
companies and "carried
ther following readBuy You
ing matter :
NEWS
From Me.
I Want TO Win a
DINTY DAY Prize
By Sellik<; the Most NEWS Today.
See ' DlNT^■ ' at the Empress Theatre."
As a reward for the newsboys selling
the greatest number of papers, the theatre
and the paper agreed to give $5 in gold to
the best seller, $3 to the second best seller
and $2 to the third best seller.
Cutouts mounted as banners and a
variety of posters enabled the newsboys
to
several
paradeslocal
boosting
" Dinty to"
andhold
create
sufficient
excitement

cause feature
pedestrians
who other
hadn't advertising
knovv^n of
the
through
methods to inform themselves.
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By Charles

these words are being read,
WHEN
the eve of the long-discussed
Musical- Picture Conference will
And the delegates from
have arrived.
the furthermost points will be enroute
eastward and northward.
If you have pondered up to now, pack
your grip and jump aboard a train to arrive in New York City Sunday evening
about seven or Monday morning about
eight. Telegraph at once to the Hotel
Astor to get you a room somewhere and
send a wire to the Motion Picture News
music department, so that the newspapers
and other publicity channels may be apprised of your coming — also so that we
can look for you and shower all the courtesies upon you which will make your visit
most pleasant and profitable.
If you come you will be among over
a hundred important exhibitors, managers,
owners of the biggest, the medium and
the little theatres where music is, or is
going to be a dominant factor in showmanship and better patronage.
If you come you will be amongst the
foremost musicians of America — composers, artists, conductors, grand opera and
symphonic men, who are lending their
presence and intellects to this historic
undertaking.
You will meet face to face with the men
who have pioneered the musical idea in
theatres — who have made their theatres,
headquarters for music — who have used
music to create the best patronage in their
houses. You will meet the successful impresarios, conductors, composers — the
men who are now known as picture-music
experts.
You will exchange ideas with the publishers of music who are seeking to give
the motion picture theatres what is best
fitted to the needs of pictures — not onh^
for the better fitting of themes to the pictures, but for special program novelties.
You will meet with the pioneers in film
music instruments. You will see what is
being done to better organs, pianos, pla} er-pianos, orchestras.
You will come in contact with the great
musical artist agencies who are planning
routing schemes which will materially
simplify and advance the idea of engaging high class singing, dancing and playing soloists and ensembles. You will be
first among the likely candidates for preferred position with these agencies.

New

"Picture

Call

Meetings

Picture

Week — Opens

Interests

January

24thl

Represented

Isaacson

You will be taken " into the secrets "
of the greatest minds in the new art. The
big men from all parts of the country for
the good of the cause are opening their
treasury-chests
and favoring forth their
riches.
How the Capitol, Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion, Strand and other noted instances of
music-pictures do their work will be illustrated, point by point. Not only will you
see and hear the best examples of the ideal
utilization of music and pictures but you
will know why it is done, and it will be
explained in the theatres by the directors
themselves.
/ conceive this phase of the conference
to be almost beyond estimate in its value
for the industry — and I have no praise
broad and loud enough for the bravery
and unselfishness which prompts the managers of the theatres which are being
turned over for the purposes.
You will have the opportunity of inaugurating the first venture of the kind
in history. You will become one of the
founders of the Association of Musical
and Motion Picture Futurists, which is
to be definite channel through whicli
these promising new possibilities can be
realized. You will have a hand in settling
for all time the music tax question. You
will give voice to the growing demand
for better cue sheets, special music score^
for big feature pictures, consideration of
the need for variable scores and cue sheetfor varying sizes of theatres. You will
make it possible to do more cordial business with musical union; to get musician
more easily and to get musicians who understand picture needs.
You will give impetus to music schools
about to train musicians especially for pictures.
You will show the strength of the musical idea in pictures and youu will encourage those who have been afraid to
inaugurate the policy in a large way.
The Amazing Strength of the
Conference
Although the Musical-Pictu?e Conference was only mentioned three months
ago, it has become the big idea of the
year. Among exhibitors it is being
watched, and will doubtless set the pace
for musical standards as well as indicating
jiretty definite lines along which the exhibitor can afford to follow.
Producers have listened to what is be-

ing planned and the biggest will be at the
meetings.
Of course the musical fraternity and
art are both in the idea full strength.
The musical union is on the job.
But the most amazing thing of all is the
way that the press of the United States has
devoted big space to the conference plans.
In New York City it is NEWS, and you
know how rarely matters of this sort get
in the news columns.
Not only are New York newspapers
paying attention, but cities and towns
everywhere are devoting articles and articles to it.
In fact, foreign countries are watching
and it is not unlikely that a proposal will

be presented
to make nextpropositions.
year's conference one of international
The periodicals in the allied fields art
ings.
i
giving very liberal attention to the meet- I
Although the News has been the original promoter of the affair, there is no
reason why the other motion picture trade
papers should not join along for the good
of the cause.
The News wishes at this time to announce that the plan is too big to be
merely a publication scheme.' The News
will be happy to withdraw from the actual sponsoring of the Picture-Musical Association, as soon as it is well on its feet
— although the News gives its word that
it will be at all times an enthusiastic supporter, lending the value of its space, its
columns, its editors and its music department.
Some

of the Leading Lights
to Be Present
It is almost an impossibility to single out
the leaders among the noted authorities who
have pledged their presence at the Motion Picture Musical Conference in New York City, Tanuar.\- 24, 2.^ and 26. But among those who are
to make addresses on live topics, lead discussions, present special exhibits, etc.. the following ought to be mentioned.
Exhibitors
Barr. Maurice. He is the manager of the
great New Orleans theatre of New Orleans,
La. This is one of the chain controlled by the
Saenger Amusement Company. Mr. Barr is,
perhaps, the leading exponent of the fine music in connection with pictures in the Solid
South.
(Continued on page 905)
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Paramount's advertising campaign
for 1921 started off with a big shot
Sunday, January 9, when a full
page advertisement appeared in the
Herald - Examiner. Several hundred theatres, booking Paramount
pictures for the week, were listed in
the ad which announced the attractions and policy of Paramount for
the coming year. It is said Paramount's year
advertising
for the new
hasappropriation
been made
twice as large as last year's.
Watterson R. Rothacker is on
another week - end trip to New
York. Douglas D. Rothacker lias
returned from his vacation ten
pounds heavier. Edward O. Blackburn went to Kansas City in connection with an industrial film,
while J. W. Carnrick headed toward Dayton.
One of the most successful meetings of the Motion Picture Press
Qub held this year was held at the
Stratford Hotel on January 7.
After the business of eating was
disposed of, Publicity Representative Roche of Paramount, was
elected president of the club to
serve for two years or until his
successor is elected, vice Richard
Robertson, who is shortly leaving
for the Pacific Coast. Irving Mack
was made secretary and the urbane
Ralph T. Kettering was put in
charge of publicity.
Harry Jones, son of Louie Jones,
manager of the Randolph theatre,
Chiczago, is the latest one of this
family to enter the film business.
While his uncle, Aaron Jones, could
have landed him a job with Jones,
Linick & Schaefer in some capacity,
young Mr. Jones desired to start
out without any pull and is now
selling short features for Reelcraft
Pictures of Chicago. It is reported
that he is getting away to a good
start and indications are that he
will climb to the top.
George H. Moore, dean of Chicago moving picture theatre managers, celebrated the tenth anni\ ersary of his appointment as manasrer of Jones, Linick & Schaefer
Orpheum theatre on January 13.
-Mr. Moore started as assistant manager of this house on September 7,
1907, and continued in that capacity for four years until Aaron Jones
put him in charge in January, 1911.
Chicago then had less than a dozen
picture houses and the Orpheum
V as the only moving picture house
n the Loop. It seated eight hundred people and it was against all
advice of friends and showmen that
Jones, Linick & Schaefer build
what was then considered such a
mammoth sized theatre for pictures. Mr. Moore's connection with
Jones, Linick & Schaefer goes back
eighteen years or more to a time
when he was a special policeman
in penny arcades operated by this

FROM

and
REP

RESENT

famous trio of showmen. His two
sons, Walter and George, Jr., have
followed in his footsteps and are
engaged in the moving picture industry, Walter having been assistant manager at the Randolph since
it was built, being recenth- transferred to the Orpheum to help his
father, and George, Jr., after serving in the U. S. Marines has become connected with Celebrated
Film Exchange as a salesman.
George L. Levey has resigned as
secretary of the Famous Features
Film Company of Indianapolis and
has joined Celebrated Players leature department at Chicago. He will
cover the South Side. Mr. Leve>is well known to Chicago exhibitors. For three years he was with
the Anti-Trust Company, of which
C. R. Plough is manag(ir. After
that he was manager of Fox and
up to two months ago was with
Unity where he had been for the
past three years.
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February 8 at San Francisco. Special cars are taking care of members of Federated and their families and all members from territory
east of Chicago will meet here on
February 4 and journey together to
the coast. Mr. Friedman states
that anj-one caring to join the party
will be more than welcome and
should
get in touch with him at
once.
C. R. Redlick, district representative of Special Pictures Corporation, and C. S. Smith, service manager of Celebrated, were busy last
week moving all the prints and
advertising accessories from Special's office to the Celebrated office,
which are now releasing all the
Special Comedies.

STATE

ST.

the same period last year. Another
who
just returned
from Rockford had
declared
that business
there
was limited in only to the seating
capacity
the that
houses.
" Thepacked
onh'
house in oftown
was not
to the doors Wednesday night," he
said, " was one that had a picture
that had been doing almost capacity
business for four days."
The Haymarket theatre in Chicago on Madison near .Halstead
street which has been a burlesque
and vaudeville house for years, recently announced the policy of running high class pictures and vaudeville. The theatre had to be remodelled to insure good projection
and fire protection, and the Exhibitors' Supply Company was called
on to recommend the correct equipment. The Iron Clad Amusement
Company, owner of the Haymarket, appreciating
such advice
purchased the complete
equipment
from the Exhibitors' .-^upply Company which included two Type-S.
Simplex Projectors.

Two beautiful girls, one stationed
at the entrance to the foyer and
one in the balcony, garbed in bizarre but effective style, form one
of the features recently installed
at the Riviera. They act as head
ushers, mercl\- informing patrons
Watterson
R.
Rothacker's
proposal that Americanism films be as they enter to which aisle they
E. M. Saunders, sales manager
shown in the steerage of immi- should go for seats. The costuming is effective. Each girl is dressed of Metro, was a Chicago visitor
grant ships won the instant approval of Chicago business men. in white palm beach trousers; a this week, and while here conferred
-Mr. Rothacker has received many black velvet sack ccjat wiih llaring with Jack Graumon, local manager,
assurances of support when it skirt, black velvet tam, with a white in regard to 1921 sales plans. Abe
comes to putting the plan into ef- Eton collar, and black velvet tie. Fisher, manager of Metro's Minneapolis office, also was in town.
fect. The editor of a national bus- Each holds 4 small bamboo walkiness magazine, which is published
ing stick in her two hands, hangin Chicago, was one of the first to
Ed. Hurley, well known director
ing at arm's length.
and producer of pictures, is now
endorse the proposal. " Mr. RothChicago his headquarters
acker is right," said the editor. It
" Exhibitors with any showmen's making
is all right to show the immigrants instinct
ought to do the best busi- and is considering tying up with
films while they are at Ellis Island
ness of their histories this vear," one of the local film exchanges.
and after they are admitted to the
declared H. W. Willard. of "Realcountry, but the psychological time art,
afterfrom
he looked
overinlast
week's
J. Maynard Keyes, of the A. A.
theatres
which
he
is while they are still on the high reports
A. A., announced in Chicago this
seas. The time to begin making is interested. That seems to I>e the week
that three thousand motion
them into desirable American citi- general sentiment of Chicago exhizens is before they set foot on
bitors, despite the fact that some picture actors in Los Angeles, members of three different local organof them had long faces the week
.Vmerican soil."
izations, had associated themselves
after the holidays, evidently feartion.
J. L. Friedman of Celebrated
with
the
Actors' Equity Associaing that the holiday week business
Players Film Corporation, Chicago, might continue. " Good pictures
who was president of the Feder- will get the business," said one exH. M. Herman, general manager
ated Film Exchanges of America,
hibitor, who declares that despite
will attend the annual meeting of the ante-holiday falling off, his of Universal, spent two days in the
Federated, which is scheduled for business shows an increase over Chicag'o offices this week.

George Arliss, as he appears in " The Devil," an Associated Exhibitors' picture released by Pathe
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REALART
Three subjects will be put into
production during the last week of
January. Wanda Hawlcy will star
in " Sweetie Peach " by Sophie
Keer. Mary Miles Minter will bework on starring
" Jerry," Billic
the former
stage ginsuccess,
Burke.
Joseph Henabery will direct the
screen version with Mary Miles
Minter in the stellar role. Bebe
Daniels will start work in " Two
Weeks With Pay."

ROBERTSONCQLE
Lewis Gasnicr has finished production work on " Good Women "
from the story written by C. Gardner Sullivan. Hamilton Revelle
and Rosemary Theby have played
the leading parts in this production.
The editing of " The Mistress of
Shenstone," starring Pauline Frederick, has been completed. " Salvage " an original screen story written by Dann Whitcombe, will serve
as
Miss Frederick's
iie.xt cast
vehicle.
Members
of the supporting
arc
now being selected. Henry King
will continue
Frederick's
director
in her as
newMiss
picture.
Colin Campbell is editing Sessuc Hayakawa's picture " Black
Roses."
Christy Cabanne is expected on
the Coast shortly to begin a newsubject for Robertson-Cole.

Studio
Shirley Mason begins work this
week on a new comedy drama
under the direction of Howard
Mitchell. The production is as yet
untitled.
Buck Jones is starting work on
his new subject, which bears the
temporary title of "The End of the
Trail." Bernard Burning is directEileen Percy is beginning "Tomboy," under the direction of Carl
Harbaugh.
Clyde Cook has finished work on
" The Jockey," which is classed
as a Sunshine Special.
Three new comedy productions
get under way this week with Harry
Williams, Del Lord and Al St. John
directing the subject.
LASKY

Thompson Buchanan takes up his
new duties this week as supervising director with Frank E. Woods.
\\'. Somerset Maugham, the
prominent English writer, arrived
in Los Angeles last week.
C. B. DeMille has completed production work on "Anatol." The release title will
be " Five
Kisses."
William
De Mille
will start
work
next week on an original screen
play written by Edward Knoblock.
George Melford has begun the
production
" Money and
Master,"
with James ofKirkwood
Alice
Hollister in the leading roles. This
production was adapted for the
screen by Sir Gilbert Parker and
George Melford from a story written by Parker.
Thomas Meighan is scheduled to
begin work next week on " White
FOX
and Unmarried," a Munsey magazine serial story. Tom Forman will
George Marshall has completed be the director.
the direction of Tom Mix in
Roscoe .Arbuckle will start w'ork
"Hands Off.'" Mix is this week be- next week on " Three Miles Out,"
an
original screen story written by
ginning the filming of " Wild
Condon. James Cruze will
Geese," which is a sequel to " Un- Frank
be the director.
tamed,"
written
by
Max
Brand.
Lynn Reynolds will direct Tom
Elinor Glyn's original screen
Mix in ■' Wild Geese."
story,selected
" The asGreat
Moment,"
William Russell starts work this been
a stellar
vehicle has
for
Gloria
Swanson.
The
continuity
is
week on " Colorado Pluck," written
by George Goodchild. James Hogan now being written by Monte Katwill direct.
terjohn. Sam \\'oods will be the

Edward

News
director. Work on this production
is to begin in the near future.

by

Picture

News-

Wire

shows the art of fooling the Eighteenth Amendment.
Negotiations have just been completed for the purchase of two stelFIRST
lar vehicles, '' Christmas Eve at
Pilot Butte," a recent magazine
NATIONAL
story, has been purchased for Harry
Carey, andby " The
a novel
AzolaTruant,"
Forester
and.
Sol Lesser left for Chicago on written
rank Mayo.
Page, has been bought for
Friday of last week taking with 1-Mann
him two sets of plans for the new
First National theatre which has
Dorothy Devore, who was formerly with Christie Films, has been
been proposed for Mercantile place
on the site of the Broadway theatre engaged as the leading woman for
between Fifth and Sixth streets, Frank Mayo in " Blood Brother to
Los Angeles. The plans provide the Pines." Robert Thornby is directing this production. The cast
for a seating capacity of 4,000.
Carter DeHaven, Director Lloyd includes Percy Challanger, Albert
Charles Edler, Dix SutherIngram, and Robert McGown are A. Lee,
land and others.
now editing and titling " The Girl
The cast supporting Edith
Charles Ray has begun the pro- Roberts and Casson Ferguson in
Three at the Table," includes
(lucti<^n
of Charles l4()yt's plav, "William
in the Taxi."'
Quinn, Joe Xeary, August
"The Midnight Bell."
Phillips,
Edith Stayard and others.
The final scenes for " Stranger William Worthington
is the direcThan
Fiction,"
starring
Katherine
tor. The story was written by BenMcDonald, were taken this week.
nett Cohen and adaptation is by
The
supporting
cast Winter,
includes James
W'es- Wallace Clifton.
ley Barry,
David
Dumont, Tom Maguire, Evelyn
The cast supporting Gladys Walton in cludes
" TheEdwardBobbed
" inBurns and Harry O'Connor.
Hearn,Squab
Frederick
Louis Mayer gave a pre-review Malatesta,
Ruth Royce, Richard
showing on 'Tuesday evening of this Norton, Helen Bruneau and Frank
week of the John M. Stahl producRoUin Sturgeon, is dition "Sowing the Wind," which Norcross.
recting the production.
stars Anita Stewart, in the ballJack Ford is directing Harry
room of the Hotel Alexandria, Los
Angeles.
Carey
in " Everybody for Himself."
Irving Lesser has resumed the Helen Ferguson is playing in the
leading feminine role opposite
production
" Peck's
Bad actor.
Boy " Carey. The supporting cast inwith Jackie of
Coogan,
the child
cludes Charles LeMoyne, J. FarDorris May, Wheeler Oakman,
Raymond Hatton (borrowed from rell McDonald, Joe Harris, and
Famous Players-Lasky), James Lydia Tj-tis. The continuity is by
Corrigan, Lillian Leighton, Charles George C. Hull.
Fred Granville has just returned
Hatton and Gloria Woods appear
in the cast. Sam Woods, the Lasky from England where he directed
director, will produce this subject. Peggy Hyland for the Samuelson
Mr Woods has been liorrowed Film Company. He has been enfrom the Lasky staff for the occagaged by Universal to direct Eva
sion.
Novak in " The Girl and the
Goose." The original story is by
Emma Bell Clifton, and the conUNIVERSAL
tinuity by Dorris Schroeder.
Hoot Gibson is at present at
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are work on his two-reel Western, ento go." Gibson is
starting
a series
this week.
The of
firsttwo-reel
of this satires
series directingtitled "Rarin'
the picture
as well as taking
the
leading
part.
is titled " Bootlegging," and it

Hemmer presents Margaret Beecher in " Sunshine Harbor "
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Edward Laemnile is directing
Jack Herrin and Louise Lorraine
in A" Tiger
numberTrail."
of comedies arc at
present under way at the Universal
studios. William Beaudine is directing Dorothea Wolbert in " A
Search for Suitors." William Watson is filming " Leaping Rajahs
and Dignified
LionsLee
" with
Zip
Monberg,
Florence
and the
Century lions taking prominent
parts. Tom Buckingham is direct- Our Motto: All the News,
If it*s News, When it'sjNews
ing Harry Sweet in " Superstition."
consent lor the publication
oned
by
her
Mother
!eft
to
The C^liristie Company is
Fred Dischback is completing " The
of these columns.
see New York and incidentally to end a year, for it all hap- broa<lcast
putting
in
a
practice
green
at
However, a definite decision
Doctor."
Dog
pened
on
December
31st.
the Studio for the benefit of to play " Salvation Nell."
Anita Stewart will not be has not been reached and we
Charlie and Al Christie, Fred
The youngest reader of
suggesPorter, Scott Sidney, Pat " Hokum " is Mary Jane seen in
Tornado,"
be- would tionsgladly
from our receive
many readers.
cause they" The
are going
to change
Moran
who
was
properly
DowHng, and all the other
GOLDWYN
If you
wish this
to besyndicate
exclusivetrust
do
members of the organization. taught to read the best motion the title.
permit
Ves, they have it bad.
picture magazine by Papa and NewJohnYork.
M. Stahl is here from not
to
take
away
your
pleasure.
Mama
Lee
Moran.
11. II. Van Loan, in retells us he is on
Clarence Badger. Will Rodgers
sponse to numerous inquiries
Cecil, Metro heavy, mute
DavedogHartford,
four players
Mala- hisBilllastHart
from Bob Welsh and Geo. saysEdward
picture and then reteams, and
it
is
possible
for
a
mean
tirement, to which E. H. Aland their company are filming "An Gould, of ye home office, man to be too mean.
have gone into the wilds for
len adds,
they
be able
he and his company are
Unwilling Hero." The company states
" The Golden Snare."
make
the
Ghostwillwalk
severalto
still
here.
Ruth
Anne
Baldwin
has
"
Benj.
B.
Hampton
has
shoot
"
to
Orleans
New
to
go
will
weeks
to
come.
Maurice Tourneur is back gone to the desert, not nec- broken into print with an
exteriors for this O. Henry storw
es ary to collect her thoughts,
the East where he
Bill the
Duncan's
cellar was
Victor Schertzinger, Tom Moore from
other night.
weathered
the cold blasts.
but she wants to spend half article entitled, " Too Much robbed
and members of their company
time
at
writing
and
half
Charlie Christie is planning her
Louis
H.
Thompson,
who
Sex
Stuff
in
the
Movies
"
—
featured
by
Pictorial
Review.
have returned from New York a tour of the South where he her time at play.
Campbell is in prison signs all mail as President of
Reg Barker did not get forColin
will
bask
in
the
sunlight
of
a
few
days
for
the
making
Special
Pictures
Corporation,
where scenes were made for "Made Dallas, New Orleans and At- enough zero weather in Can- of necessary scenes for a com- was in Los Angeles from
ada last month so he has since
lanta. (Our idea of a hard
in Heaven."
ing Hawakaya picture.
Hollywood this week.
rumped his troupe to Bear
Katherine Newlin Burt, who winter.)
Wallace Worsley while diKing Vidor is putting on a
Valley and Truckee.
V'i
Dana
will
be
Madge
Joy
cting a New
recep- movie contest with one of our
wrote " Snowblind " and " The in " Home Stuff " and other
tion rewas
heardYear's
to remark,
Harry
Meyers
has
been
reand getare Robert, Ma, Pa,
ceiving so many congratula- " This isn't a funeral, put the local tingcontemporaries
Branding Iron," has arrived at the characters
a lot of page publicity.
Susan Deep.
tions on the " Connecticut pep into it that you used to. King is trying to find another
Culver City studios. Rita Wein- andGareth
Hughes has come Yankee
mann and Alice Duerr Miller arc
partwork.
that he scarcely Gather 'round the punch Mary Pickford, Doug, or
has time" to
back to our town.
bowl." Who in this day re- Charlie Chaplin, or Charlie
members?
expected to reach here shortly.
Joe
Engle
has
decreed
a
Rollin
Sturgeon's
next playin
Whether he finds them
Metro star shall wear cotton will have Florence Turner
Mason Hopper is having Ray.
or not makes no difference,
hose — not for economy but it and it is the first time the trouble
children grow because you have got to hand
realism.
two have been in the same up whilebecause
he is making scenes it to Ted Leberthom, he's getMETRO
J. N. Nulty was seen at the company since years ago, when that require
ting the space.
two weeks — outXationalfirmedStudio
and
again
afthey
both
were
with
VitaHunt Stromberg is going to
grow
the
frame,
as
'twere.
the fact that he was
The public press has betn New York to place a lot of
alive and not dead as reported graph.
Tod Browning tells the giving
a lot of space to the advertising for Tom Ince. He
Arthur Ripley has been appoint- during the recent World war. s'ory
of
a
newsey
who
saw
is taking a trunk of publicity
motion
picture
industry
be- matter.
ed as assistant to Bayard Veillcr,
a
title
flashed
on
the
screen,
Samuel
Goldwyn
is
still
in
cause
Master Pictures
proved
" The Mills of the Gods grind to be an alleged poor investchief of production. Ripley has town.
We hear a noise like Mark
ment for some people who Larkin
Fred Wednesday.
Quimby arrived in our ' slow," who broke out with
been with Metro for three years in midst
coming West again.
bought
jobs.
the
statement
—
"
Say,
mister,
Morosco is original
an editorial and advisory capacity.
Jack Dempsey is also here. that's all wrong, De Mills
As previously stated the to Oliver
say
the
least. He is going
Oscar Price is adding dig- grinding slow." Everybody aF-ditor
of
"Hokum"
has
called
to
build
a
Greenwich Village
her director, DalAllison,
May
conference
(by
mail)
to
nity to theClub.lobby of the L. A. knows DeMille's a director
las Fitzgerald, and other members .\thletic
right
here
Angeles,
and not a cameraman.
di.spose of the syndicate rights which brings inup Los
the question,
of the company, who are engaged
this
publication.
To
date
So Charlie Chaplin cantered of
Ruthtler" forRoland
took
the
"RatNew York this week. away with a $500,000 check, we are considering protecting will he move the "Black Cat"
in the filming of " Big Game," ha\ e
Pauline Stark duly chaper- eh ! That is a sublime way our readers by not giving our out or " Kelly's Place."
gone to Truckee for a stay of one
week. Snow scenes will be taken
on the Truckee location.
Rudolph Valentino has been selected to play the role of Armand Chester
Signs
with
Federated
in Nazimova's production of
two-reel
comedies ever offered by
"Nazimova
Camille." The
supporting
also cast
includes
Rex WH.\T est
any history.
distributing organization in
the largbe act
said tocontr
is comedy
ever Big Comedy Deal Is film
Cheryman, Arthur Hoyt, Zcffie Tilsigned, has just been comAnnounced by Fedbury and Ruth Miller.
" While izations,
in bothgeneral,
organpleted, on behalf of the C. L. Chesin and other
out of
the
erated Film
A spectacular stunt was staged
ter Productions, Inc., and the Fedfilm
industry,
are
making
every
eferated Film Exchanges of America,
by Ora Carewe this week when she
fort to retrench, because of the
rode a horse off a twenty-five foot Inc. Negotiations have been going
exhibitors and producers shrinkage in their business, it must
cliff into a pool of water, in the on for over thirty days and have are" Both
fast learning that the Federated seem striking that the Federated is
.
just
been
closed
filming of a scene for " What's the
is not only the most logical film dis- entering into contracts that involve
Mr. Chester, up to the present
tributing organization in America, such large sums.
Matter with Marriage?" The
player sustained no injury.
time, has only been making one but, at the same time, has the most
two-reel comedy a month. The logical method of distributing,"
Federated will not only secure this said Mr. Friedman. " The contract
comedy, but in addition, have con- with Chester Corporation, following
VITAGRAPH
starring S e s s u e
tracted with the C. L. Chester
iHE FIRST-BORN,"
the contract with the SpeHayakawa, and beProductions to take from them a closely
cial Pictures Corporation, and the
ing released as a
Elinor I^air has been assigned two-reel comedy of the parlor type, contract with Fitzpatrick & McRobertson-Cole super-special
to the leading feminine role oppo- of similar quality to the Chester Elroy for their Ford Weeklies, is
will have its premier showing
site Earl Williams in " Loot of the Comedy. This comedy will be convincing proof that the largest
at the Strand theatre, New
producers
recognize
the
splendid
known
as
the
"
Federated
Chester
Night." Other members of the
York City, during the week
cast are Jack Carlisle, Jack
distributing facilities of the Federof January 30, according to
Matheis, Mary Huntrees, Alfred
The Federated have also conated, and by their selection of the
an announcement from RobAldridge and William McCall. Special." tracted for a single-reel comedy Federated for their product, they
ertson-Cole.
David Smith is the director.
each week, which they state pay testimonial to the most logical
The production is the first
William Duncan and Edith promises to be the highest grade naethod of buying and distribution
of a new series of Hayakawa
ever
devised.
Johnston are making the last ex- single-reel parlor comedy ever ofpictures made under a recent
fered to exhibitors.
terior scenes for their current
" The Chester Comedies are too
contract with RobertsonIn
connection
with
this
deal,
J.
L.
well known to require any comserial,Chatsworth
" Fighting Park.
Fate," at Balboa
Cole, whereby not more than
and
ment,
and
we
believe
it
is
a
fair
Friedman, president of the Federfour releases a year of a maxLarry Semon is again at work
ated, states that he was very much statement to make that when the
imum power are being reafter two weeks absence due to a elated over the contract that had Federated starts distribution of
is based on
leased.a"Thestage
First play
Bom"
wrenched back. He is now engaged just been entered into between the these comedies, they will be able to
by
on the final scenes for " The two organizations. Mr. Friedman honestly say that they offer not only
Francis Powers, produced in
stated, among other things, that in the greatest assortment of one and
Hick."
San Francisco by Fred Belasco.
Director Chester Bennett and his opinion, it would stamp for all two-reel comedies on the market,
Antonio Moreno are completing the time the mark of success on the ac- but unquestionably the largest quantivities of the Federated.
tity and the best quality of one and
editing of " Three Sevens."
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BALTIMORE
The flying start that D. W. Griffith's
"theatre,
Way Down
East " received
got at theadded
Lyceum
Baltimore,
impetus when Rev. Dr. De Witt M. Benham, pastor of Central Presbyterian
Church, denounced it in the newspapers
as being "shockingly indecent and unfit
for the
any second
decent dayperson
see." This was
on
of theto performance,
and
since that time the theatre has been
virtually sold out in advance.
Immediately upon the firing of Dr.
Benham's
came aof controversy
which tilledskyrocket
two columns
the letterbox of the '■ Evening Sun," while the
" News " devoted a half column of
space
to Dr. Benham's
the declarations
of people spoutings
who did and
not
agree with him.
Among these latter, strange to say,
was the
Maryland
tion Picture
Censors.State Board of Mo" We inpassed
we? " about
said the
Boanl
reply it,to didn't
a question
its
alle.ifed
" We to don't
allow
shockinglyimmorality.
immoral films
be shown.
Our board is thought to be too drastic,
if Members
anything." of the audiences who were
questioned were not of the opinion that
the film was either "shocking" or "immoral." A majority expressed the opinion that it was a " thing of art."
RICHMOND
Upon complaint from a Richmond lady
who had viewed in Washington the Robertson-Cole production
" Kismet,"
with Otis Skinner,
Mayor ofGeorge
Ainslie appointed Director of Public Safety
William H. Myers, Director of Public
Works Charles E. Boiling and the Rev.
F. T. McFaden, D.D., as a committee to
visit Jake and
Wells'
Lyrica theatre
Monday
afternoon
witness
private showing
of fbe feature picture in order that the
various scenes, especially the bathing
view, may be passed upon before beginning the regular performances.
According to the report given the
city's
executive
by theobjectionable,
committee,
there chief
was foimd
nothing
and the picture in general was highly
praised. After the Annette Kellerman
bathing pictures and many others Of similar construction, the committee did not
feel that any of the scenes should be
cut out, and it was unanimous in its
findings.
Later in the evening. Mayor Ainslie
saw the picture and agreed with the report of the committee. One result of
the announcement that the picture might
be cut, as a result of a censoring committee's visit, was thatMonday
the afternoon
night performances
played andto
capacity audiences, long lines waiting for
admission throughout the evening.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Police were called, sales of tickets
stopped and ropes stretched across the
sidewalk at the Strand theatre several
times Sunday and even Monday afternoon.

WE

NEVER

towns of Northern California. Westland
has just returned from Los Angeles,
where
he that
arranged
a campaign of publicity for
picture.

week of January 2, because of crowds
anxious to see the Associated Producers'
new
"The publicity
Last of the
Mohicans."
M. W.release,
Jackson,
director
of the
theatre has arranged some neat newspaper advertising for this production
which seems to be drawing the crowds.
All box office records at the house were
broken Sunday, January 2, by the
throngs which came to see the picture.
Eddie Horton, famous organist and jazz
piano player is doing some stunts at the
organ and on the Strand's large Knabe
piano.
House records for attendance were also
broken Sunday at the Tivoli theatre
where the " Peaceful Valley " is showshows clamoring
were packed
capacitying.
withSeven
people
for tostanding
room.
" It canmanager
never beof beat,"
declaredin
I. E. Phelps,
the theatre
commenting on " Peaceful Valley."
John D. Howard, for some time publicity director for the San Francisco Famous Players- Lasky exchange, has resigned and gone to Los Angeles where
he has been installed as publicity diMission
tre.rectorMr.at Mack
HowardSennett's
was well
knownthea-in
San Francisco for some lively publicity
and exploitation stunts.
The All Star Features Distributors in
San Francisco under the management of
E. R. \\'iiliains has purchased Conway
Tearle, Rosemary Thcby in " Whisex,change
also
bought pering
rightsDevils."
to The
the latest
JameshasOliver
Curwood
release,
"
Kazan,"
and
the
new
Billy West comedies ready for release.
A series
of
Mary
Miles
Minter
productions has also been taken on.

NORTHERN
NEW
YORK
Henry W. Kahn, Metro exchange manager in Buffalo,
been granted
a twomonths'
leave ofhasabsence
and will
sail
Februaryland. He12willaboard
the
Ryndam
for
Holvisit Paris, Berlin, where
he has relatives and will make a tour of
the Riveria. Someone from the home office will look after the local office during Mr. Kahn's
absence.of Mr.
has
resigned
as chairman
the Kahn
grievance
committee of the Buffalo Exchange Manabroad. agers' Association because of his trip
C. A. Taylor has taken over the New
England rights on Captain Weigle's Chicago Tribune
picture,
Ireland
in Reand hasterritory.
sent two" They
representatives
to covervolt," the
are E. F.
Callahan,
formerly
manager
of thebranch
Buffalo Special
Pictures
company
and
J.
C.
Parmelee,
formerly
with
Nubig. Mr. Taylor may take over addiArt.
tional territory if the picture goes over

Business is humming, says H. J. Sheehan, manager of the San Francisco Fox
exchange, and the business of the office
has warranted hiring an additional
booker, J. E. Smith, and another salesman, E. A. Langley, formerly of the
Seattle territory. George Colladay, formerly of the Montana sales force, has
been made manager of the sales staff
at the San Francisco exchange. Lester
Sturm, Seattle manager for the Fox company, is in San Francisco and Oakland
for a few days visiting.
The San Francisco Pathe exchange
men who were winners in that concern's
recentdistributed
" Pearsonstwenty
Monthper" cent
competition,
have
of their
awards to the employes of the exchange
as a testimonial of the concentrated cooperation ofall members of the exchange.
The distribution was made through envelopes hung on a Christmas tree in the
exchange. W. W. Kofeldt, manager of
the exchange,
some portfolio.was presented with a hand-

Michael Shea of the Shea Amusement
company, operating the Shea Hippodrome, Criterion, North Park and Court
Street vaudeville houses in Buffalo, has
been named Buffalo chairman of the motion picture committee which is co-operating with Herbert
Hoover's
Relief council.
Pictures
showingEuropean
conditions in Central Europe are to be shown
at
all Shea's
shows Hippodrome
until Januaryand26. the Strand at
C. R. Baird of the Baird Manufacturing company, manufacturer of parts for
projection
machines,
Becker
of the Becker
Theatrevisited
SupplyAlcompany
last week. Mr. Becker has handled the
company's
number twoof
years. Mr.products
Becker for
has ainstalled
Simplex
Buffalo. machines in the Oriole theatre.

Hugh Rennie, First National manager
in Buffalo ; E. O. Hayes, city sales manager wards,
and Murray
Hawkins
and McU
salesmen, have
returned
from Edthe
New York convention, filled with pep for
the 1921 campaign. Mr. Edwards recently resigned from the Goldwyn staff
to join First National, succeeding G. E.
Dickmon, who has been engaged by Fred
M. Zimmerman, as a Nu-Art salesman.
Ben Fitzer, who has an independent
office in the Palace theatre building, journeyed to Syracuse last week to aid Emmett Cornell put over " Madonnas and
Men,"
the Cornell
Eckel theatre.
Mr. Fitzer
promisedat Mr.
that he would
crack
all box office records with this picture
with the result that Mr. Cornell went
right out and bought a new Marmon
sedan a week in advance of the opening.
The Strand theatre in Ogdensburg has
signed upcording for
Realart franchise,
acto an the
announcement
by Harry
E. Lotz, Buffalo manager. The Tri-It
and Masque theatres in Buffalo have also
joined the Realart army. Mr. Lotz hopes
to hit the ISO mark in the number of
franchises in the district soon.

The exhibitors'
Buffalo
Express
continues fight
with with
boththesides
sitting tight. The Express, however, has
eliminated the midweek notices usua ly
givendaythe
downandthechopped
Monnoticestheatres,
to a fewcutlines
the Tuesday reviews in the case of
every house but the Teck, Majestic and
Shea'sSovaudeville,
to Express
about five
lines
each.
thus far, the
is ahead.
The exhibitors on their part are continuing to give the paper the same
amount of space in the daily issues, but
are keeping the Sunday display down
to one inch. The Central Park and
Premier have dropped the Express.
Others may soon do the same.

The Bufialo
Evening picture
News isshows
now reviewing the downtown
on
Simday viewsevening
and
publishing
the reon Monday, instead of Tuesday.
Harold B. Franklin, managing director
of Shea's
Criterion this
and
K. L. Eagon,
formerly
with
the
InNorth
Park,Hippodrome.
has long advocated
dependent Film Association in Chicago,
has joined the Gardiner Pictures staff in move,
to the New York papers"
in this respect.
the Warner building. He will be in policy pointing
Edward Armstrong, Western division charge
of
the
Albany
branch
sales
deLouise Fazenda visited Buffalo and
chief of Universal exchanges, has estabpartment. F. Williams, formerly witli Niagara
lished permanent headquarters in San the Dooley exchange
Falls, Wednesday. December
in Buffalo, has also 39, and under
the gniidance of E. F. Calbeen
engaged
by
T.
R.
Gardiner.
He
Francisco.
I'ntil
now
his
headquarters
have been in Denver, Colo. C. L. will cover the smaller towns. " Ireland
Pictiu-es
manager
theSpecial
Uttle
comedienne
visitedin
Theuerkauf, manager of the Los Angeles in Revolt," the Captain Weigle picture, Buffalo, lahan,
Universal exchange, is in San Francisco is breaking all quick booking records. the principal theatres of the city.
to confer with Mr. Armstrong for a few The lyric, Buffalo, has booked the picdays.
The Buffalo Evening News and the
ture for an eight-day run, commencing Shea
Amusement Company began the
January 16. The Weiting Opera House tirst
issue of the News-Shea Review
in
Syracuse
and
most
of
the
key
cities
.Advance publicity on Universal's forth- in the territory have been signed up.
Sunday,of January
a film showing
coming release,next
" Outside
Law,"Westwill The Gardiner company will inaugurate scenes
interest 2,in w^ith
and aroimd
Buffalo.
be undertaken
week the
by Ben
land, director of publicity in the San a new franchise proposition the first week The film will be a weekly proposition.
{Continued
on
page
881)
Francisco exchange, through the key in February, under which exhibitors will

DISAPPOINT

'

^
^

LOW
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get
a year.
will 13
be big
sent productions
out as a road
show, Each
with
advance men and special exploitation
equipment.
N. I. Filkins, manager of the Buffalo
Merit exchange in the Palace theatre
building, is in Albany " putting things
in shape."George
During Stockton
his absence
Manager
is General
looking
after the Buffalo
office.
Fred M.
of Nu-Art
announces thatZimmerman
the Star theatre,
Angola,
-V. Y., has booked the entire Nu-Art
output. The Regent theatres in Elmira
and Corning have signed up for the new
Clara Kimball Young series. The Amusu
theatre in Wayland, N. Y., has also
booked the entire output. G. E. Dickmon, formerly with First National, is
now ernrepresenting
Nu-Art in the SouthTier.
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TERRITORIAL

In
STATE

the
RIGHT

"Women Men Love" in
Cleveland Houses"
" Women Men Love," the first of
a series of feature productions to
be made by Bradley Feature Film
Company, has been playing this
week to big business at the Metropolitan and Strand theatres, the
uvo premier houses of Cleveland,
Ohio. The picture stars, William
Desmond, who is supported by
Marguerite Marsh, Martha Mansheld and Evan Burrows Fontaine.
It was made by Samuel R. Bradley,
of " House Without Children "
lame, from the story by Charles T.
and Frank Dazey.
Distribution will be made on the
state right basis, with sales in
charge of Syd. Rosenthal, formerly a district manager of exclianges and a Cleveland exchange
man.
The second picture to be offered
by the company is " Dangerous
Toys," readybyhas been
Edmund
Golding.William
It alcompleted.
Desmond, Margaret Clayton and
Frank Losee are in the cast.
5 Western Star Dramas
Are Completed
The first five Western Star Dramas, the series of which were recently announced for distribution
on the independent market by Dominant Pictures Corporation, have
been assembled, edited and titled,
and are now available for release,
according to a statement issued to
the trade press this week by Jacques
Kopfstein, general manager of the
Dominant organization.
The first of the series is entitled,
"The Call of the West," and features Art Accord, Edythe Sterling
and Pete Morrison.
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to State-Right

"Ireland To-Day "
" Ireland Today," the single reel
being shown in connection with
the photodramatic spectacle, " In
the Days of Saint Patrick," will be
sold on a state rights basis, according to an announcement from
Winfield F. Kelley, president of the
Kelwin Film Company, who is presenting the all-Irish program at the
Lexington theatre for a three
weeks'
run. of
" Ireland
shows scenes
present Today"
day Erin
and depicts the sufferings of the
unhappy people as a result of the
civil strife now existing. It is
meeting with enthusiasm at the
Lexington theatre.
Mr. Kelle}' instructed his office
force during the week to dispatch
night and special deHvery letters to
every state right buyer in the country offering the picture for sale on
a reasonable and profitable basis.
The pictures were taken exclusively
for the Lexington theatre showing
of " In the Days of Saint Patrick."
World's rights on this single reeler
are controlled by the Kelwin com-

" Heidi," Prizma
to Be Offered
to Independents
choice
the apparel
the vari^^LJ P:IDI," the dramatic story
ousfor
characters
of theof play,
the
presented in colors, has beautiful exteriors selected and the
been secured by the C. B. C. Film backgrounds of flowers and red
Sales Corporation of New York, roofed Swiss buildings, permit the
who will offer it to state rights' use of many of the photographic
buyers.
tints that show best and allow an
This Prizma picture, which was opportunity of appealing to the
shown at the Capitol theatre during
from a dramatic standChristmas week, received niuch senses, pointboth
and from the angle of beauty
commendation and notice. Critics of shades
and colors.
in the various newspapers and trade
" Some very beautiful effects are
papers have unanimously declared
that it is a picture that will set a achieved by the star and other
standard for pictures in the fu- players that lend naturalness to the
ture.
images of the faces of the characters. Its exploitation possibilities,
" ' Heidi,' which features little
Madge Evans, marks an epoch in from the fact that it is the first
picture to combine the dramatic and
motion picture production," writes
one
reviewer,
"
in
that
it
is
the
first
so successfully, are great."
real indication that the black and artistic
"The picture is a beautiful
white photography with its limited one which leads to the hope that
tintings is ultimately to be super- there will be more to follow soon,"
seded by colors for dramatic sub- says another critic.
" It is a rarely beautiful speci" For its first venture into the
jects.
men of photo-dramatic art, replete
dramatic field, Prizma has selected
with the simplicity and peace of a pany.
the century
old fairy
story,
' Heidi,'
with
its locale
laid in
picturesque
pastoral poem," states another re- Wm. Desmond Scores in
Switzerland.
This seems a wise viewer.
Los Angeles Play
Eckels

Announces

Changes

New Duties for Independent Film
Officials; Sign for New Comedies
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSO- all accessories. Mr. Belford will
■I- CIATION announces a change remain in Chicago as salesmanager.
in the duties of its officials. Eddy
Independent Films Association
Eckels, president, is turning over also announces the securing of a
the reins of the business end of the contract to distribute Pinnacle
association to Harry Rice, his new- Comedies, starring Max Roberts.
est acquisition. Mr. Rice will take The company has produced four
full charge of the home office,
far, and upon reJans Leaves for Pacific located in Chicago, and all depart- two-reelerssumptionthus
of production will work
ments operated there as well as with a view of delivering one comCoast
Midwest territory.
edy every two weeks. The first
Herman Jans, president of Jans
Mr. Eckels will make his head- four productions show the star in
Pictures, Inc., has left for the
quarters in Los Angeles, where he
character in each picPacific Coast and the inter-moun- will supervise all productions dis- a different
ture. This unit replaces the Leo
tain states in the interest of his
tributed by the Independent Films White Company on the Independent
picture, " Madonnas and Men." Mr. Association.
Jans expects to report further sales
Mr. Eckels' activities on the Coast program.
The Independent Films Associaon thfs picture in the near future. will consist of securing new units
tion is planning an extensive adHe recently sold Minnesota, North for independent distribution, supervertising and exploitation campaign
and South Dakota, and Wisconsin
vision of production, also sales of for the Pinnacle Comedies along
to F. J. Cubberley, representing the Western territory. Richard
that has proven so successRuben and Finklestein, of Minne- Robertson, director of publicity and the fulline
to the Neal Hart productions.
apolis.
advertising, will join Mr. Eckels in
The Pinnacle Company is headed
Los Angeles.
by
Samuel Klein, well known vetThe tionIndependent
Peacock Productions
will establish Films
a NewAssociaYork teran of the motion picture business, and Julius Heinsius is vice
office with a representative there to
Moves Headquarters
handle the Eastern division and president and treasurer. Contracts
The executive offices of Peacock foreign sales, and the purchase of were signed in Chicago.
Productions, Inc., controlling
branches in Dallas, Kansas City, St.
Louis and Oklahoma City, have
EVERYBODY
been transferred from Tulsa,
KNOWS
c
Olda., to the Film Exchange Building, Kansas City, Mo.
ROOM

BOYS"

While Herman J. Garfield is
launching the picture version of
Dan Sully's
" TheDesmond,
Parish the
Priest
starring
William
new"
Oliver Morosco play, " Shppy McGee," is making its first appearance
in Los Angeles with WilHam Desmond the central figure on the stage.
According to the CaUfornia critics
the new play, which is by Edward
Rose, is proving to be a personal
triumph for the popular picture star
whose services were enlisted merely
for the creation of the leading role.
The work William Desmond is doing in the play is said to be the
best he has ever done upon the
stage which calls attention to the
fact that Mr. Garfield is joined by
several others in film circles in his
opinion that the star's work in "The
Parish Priest " is the greatest he
has ever done upon the screen.
So much live interest is being
shown in " The Parish Priest " by
state rights buyers who are familiar
with the popularity of the play as
a stage offering in their territories
that Mr. Garfield is seriously considering selHng the production on
a state rights basis, it is reported.
New Company Formed
Charles H. Rosenfeld announces
the forming of the Tri-Star Pictures Company, in New York City.
Associated with Mr. Rosenfeld will
be Murray F. Beier.
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26 Alt and Howell

Comedies

Alexander Alt and Helen Howell, who
are being
starred infora series
reel comedies
Reelcraftof two-

Starting
Feb. 12
producing
field, having started his
AS Reelcraft
a part ofasitsoneplanof totheestablish
leaders career as a writer of vehicles for a
of the independent field in short well known film comedian, later
subjects, and following the an- serving as a cutter and co-director
nouncement of three new series of with the star of his productions.
releases for the market during
The supporting company has been
January, comes word of another selected with the intention of maktwo-reel comedy series to be reing a well balanced cast capable of
leased on February 12, by the Reel- producing a fast and clean comedy
craft Pictures Corporation.
Marked Women " is the titli
The new series of comedies will of " the
first release, and it bears ou
feature Alexander Alt and Helen the promise of the producing com
Howell. Alexander Alt and Helen
that they can and will mak(
Howell have teamed together for pany,
good comedies. The Union Film
some time in vaudeville, and are well Company is producing the series at
known to screen fans by their clever their own studio in Sherman, Caliwork in support of prominent
There will be twenty-six
screen stars. Alt is justly famous comedies fornia.
in the series, one to be
as a juvenile actor and portrayer released every other week.
Distribution will be through the A scene from the second Jack Hoxie feaof "boy" parts, while Miss Howell
ture to be released by Arrow Film, The
is equally well known as in ingenue. Reelcraft and allied independent exproduction has not as yet been tit ed and
Al Martin will direct the series.
changes throughout the United
is now being made on the Coast
Martin is well known in the comedv States.

Free Ad. Material Furnished by Top Notch
The Top Notch Producing and
Distributing Company of Cleveland, Ohio, who recently created a
sensation with their nation-wide
publicity campaign on their " Title
Contests," giving away $7,800 in cash
prizes direct to the public, now announce that all single sheet, threecolored posters and 11x14 photos
of any number will be furnished on
every release free of charge on
each two-reel Top Notch Comedy.
There will be no three or six sheets
made up on this series, because the
officers of the organization state
that it is superfluous to have any
other advertising matter on comedies, except photos and single
shelets, owing to the fact that the
feattire productions draw more attention with their large displays,
and it is seldom that theatre owners ask for large sheets for their
comedy bookings.

Arrow Representatives
Sent on Road
Guinan
Series
Is Started
In conformity with the announcement of the policy of the Arrow
Film Corporation of increasing
Kremer Star Begins Production of
their organization in anticipation of
an increased volume of business
First
Picture;
Ford Directing
during the coming year, Arrow this
week announces from the office of
started on the Woman " and " The Wild Flower
has already
WDRK
of eight western of the Mountain Range." The titles W. Ray Johnston, vice-president
series
of the remaining pictures will be and general manager, that Thomas
dramas in which Victor Kremer announced
C. Curran and C. M. White, newly
shortly.
will present Texas Guinan. Miss
appointed
special representatives,
Guinan having reached Los Angeles
No expense will be spared in mak- who have for
past week been
ing this series, it is announced, and attached to thetheNew
early this week where she at once
York office,
went into consultation with Francis one of the most extensive advertishave
this
week
gone
out
their
Ford who will direct the series.
ing campaigns as yet undertaken respective territories. Mr. toCurran
The first picture to be released has been planned.
his headquarters in KanThe following territory for the will sasmake
will be " The Girl Sheriff," from
City, while Mr. White has gone
the pen of Eugenie Kremer, with series has already been sold ; Great- to Oeveland.
er New York and Northern New
the continuity by Winifred Dunn,
Before going to Kansas City, Mr.
and is built upon an actual incident Jersey to the N. Y. Independent Curran
will visit St. Louis, while
of the great West, one of the chap- Masterfilm Co. ; Eastern Pennsyl- Mr. White will take in Pittsburgh
vania
and
Southern
New
Jersey
to
ters that has gone far toward makand Cincinnati while on his way to
ing up the history of the country the De Luxe Film Co., of Philathe other side of the Mississippi.
delphiaSouth
;
Carolina, Tennessee, Cleveland.
Tlie role in this picture is said Alabama, Georgia and Florida to
Sheldon Picture Ready
to particularly fit the dramatic per- the Southern Film Co., of Atlanta, Fox- Fischer Production
for Premiere
sonality of Miss Guinan and much Ga. ; Louisiana and Mississippi to
Not for State Rights
is
expected
of it in the way of the Southern Film Co., of New
"Is a Mother to Blame?" a new
drama from the pen of Andre Van oublic endorsement.
Orleans and Texas, Arkansas and
Remoortal, with the scenario by
Under a photograph from " In
Following " The Girl Sheriff " the Oklahoma to the Southern Film
the Shadow of the Dome," which
R. A. Wagner, has just been com- other pictures will be " Red Head," Co., of Dallas, Texas.
appeared
in the January 15th issue
of the MoTiox PicTiRE News, the
pleted and will be launched imme- " The School M'arm," " I Am the
diately. "Is a Mother to Blame?"
caption erroneously stated that the
was produced by A. L. Gilbert and
picture was for state right release.
Fox-Fischer Productions, who own
Staged by Roy Sheldon, with Walter R. Sheridan as assistant di- Bert
Lubin
Selects
Title the picture, state that it will not be
rector.
ofTered to the Independent field.

Ennis on Sales Tour
Bert Ennis, member of the firm
of S. & E. Enterprises, will leave
New York this week for a visit to
the important exchange centers of
the United States in the interests
of the various S. & E. productions,
among which are included " It
Might Happen to You," " Cowboy
Jazz," and a series of seven tworeel 'Midget comedies which the S.
& E. organization has recently acquired for state right distribution.
Among the exchange centers
which will be visited are the following: Boston, Washington, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Toronto, Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha,
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver,
Seattle and Los Angeles.

" West of the Rio Grande " Chosen
as Name
by Novel
Voting Test
ninety per cent of the reG a selective voting place in
FOLL
plies, and ran second in eight per
testOWIN
for the best title for his
cent.
second release which had tentative" West of the Rio Grande," is a
been entitled, " Crossed Trails," five-reel
Western and a sequel to
and ly in which
test the leading independent exchangemen about the " Honej'moon Ranch," Lubin's first
country had been supplied with release. It is adapted from the story
ballots, Bert Lubin announced to- of
the same name by Tex O'Reilly,
day that the winning title selected the famous writer and soldier of
fortune.
"
was under
" West this
of the
and
nameRiohisGrande,
second
Allene Ray, declared winner of
release will be placed on the inde- the 1920 Fame and Fortune Beauty
pendent market immediately.
Contest is co-starred in this producAs noted in last week's trade pation with Harry McLaughlin who
pers, alist of twelve suggested titles
was sent about the country. Lubin also supported her in her first
Lubin picture. Direction is by
reports that " West of the Rio
Grande " was selected for first Robin H. Townlej-.

c/. facial
In the
of the

;

A David G. Fischer Production
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Equity

Feature

Goes

Big

Scores on
Devils
in "
Whispering
City
Windy
in
Circuit
Ascher
'' Those who are familiar with the
bannery week
provedel a Equit
THIS
for week
the six-re
state first-run situation in Chicago know
that a picture must be exceptional
" to secure a full week booking at
, " Whisperin'^andDevils,
right feature
RoseTearle
y
starring Conwa
theatre," Equity
that com- the Commercial
mary Theby, announces
" this
' Whispering
GoUos, manager of the states,
pany. A. M. rises
excelled
mark.
UpDevils
to the' even
very
Gollos Enterp
of Chicago, who
controls the distribution rights of last showing of the week the patrons who jammed the streets in orIllinois and Inthis feature for ated
der to crowd into the theatre, numthe news to
diana, communic
bered into the hundreds, and it is
the Equity Picture headquarters. only because of previous booking
year's
his new
run arrangements that ' Whispering
sful busiHe inaugu
succes
the most
ness withrated
Devils ' was obliged to move from
had.
yet
have
es
any ot his featur
the Commercial to the Albany Park
purGollos
ago
time
short
A
to
about
are
who
Inc.,
the
following week. The story of
Films,
The executives of the newly-formed Salient
chased the distribution rights of
to right are J Charles
enter the independent feature production field. LeftFrank
success of ' Whispering Devils '
W. Weeks, vice" Whispering Devils " for his ter- the
and supervising director;
Davis 2nd secretary
president and treasurer; and Max F. C. Goosman, president
ritory. A week later he screened is by no means told, however, for it
Ascher
has the distinction of a simulproduction for the
this
Brothers circuit, the biggest of the
taneous run at the Flaisance theaAscher
Nate
West. Immediately
tre, where Jack Miller, one of the
New
Producing
Company
ing Devils " for most energetic showmen of the
" Whisper
booked
circuit, beginning with Middle West declared that the
entire
his
Company, to
Salient Films, New
the first of the year. Beginning
a Year
Devils'
Five-Reelers
lo
showing ofone'Whispering
Make
with Ascher's Commercial theatre constituted
of the greatest boxthe
affairs
of
the
Sahent.
Devils"
ring
a New
of Chicago,
the Ascher circuit.
about "Whispe
moved
SALIENT FILMS, INC.,unce
office triumphs in his memory."
J. Charles Davis, 2nd, came to
s its
York corporation, anno
the
motion
pictures
in
1912
from
the
proof
s
rank
the
into
lentrance
ranks of the advertising men. He
ducers who will film their pictures has
devoted the intervening time to
Release
in the East.
Kineto
Planning
An announcement issued to the an exhaustive study of the business
for
ging
Charles Urban Arran
trade this week states that Salient having been by turns scenario writer, assistant director, director, film
Films has been organized for the
Distribution of Kineto Review
producer and exhibitor. He
purpose of producing a series of editor,
will be everywhere. He now has staff men
URBAN
'ten five-reel features during 1921 has devoted the last two years to CHARLES
Europe and Asia and from
ready to announce within a all over atives
and that these pictures will be the advertising and exploitation of
in America there
made in New York. The new firm pictures. He became director of week or two the arrangements for represent
ries an unadvertising
and
publicity
for
the
laborato
his
into
C.
F.
Hows
Max.
on
Messrs.
of
Review
is composed
distributing the Kineto
Goosmann, Frank W. Weeks and J. Arrow Film Corporation, which a national basis which takes in all ceasing supply of new subject matand Canada, ter.
United
Charles Davis, 2nd., respectively position he held until last week Thus
of the this
reel States
will take its place
he resigned to accept his
president - treasurer when
president, vice
which
alongside of his Movie Chats,
Sales Manager Mintz
and secretary, the last named also present responsible one. He will have
been in distribution for quite
Leaves Celebrated
being supervising director with full have entire charge of the producing some time. That will mean two of
of Ae business for Sahent and the series of the Urban Popular
authority over all productions of ^nd
M.
J. Mintz, sales manager of
states
that
work
on
their
first
pic' ture"'""'^
Classics that will be available for Celebrated Players Film Corporawill be started at once.
y.
pan
com
theMr.
Goosmann
was for
several
picture exhibitors.
President Goosmann stated that motion
tion, has resigned to become genyears connected with the Famous
The Kineto Review has received
eral saleschronized
manager
of the
SynPlayers - Lasky Corporation in an it is the intention of Salient to a thorough testing out as to its
Scenario Music
Company
executive capacity, during which produce good strong human inter- drawing power in two high-class
time he travelled all over the est stories, with a well chosen cast theatres. For weeks past it has oc- of Chicago, assuming his new duties
United States in the interests of his and to give them careful produc- cupied a prominent place in the on Mr.
January
Mintz 3rd.
has had charge of the
company.
He
resigned
the
position
tion
with
the
best
of
direction
^^^^^ ' j-jg^ts
of office manager of the New York photography. It is the purpose andof programs of the Capitol theatre un- brated
of Celefor thedepartment
past ten months
and
der S.York
L. Rothafel's
Exchange of Famous to assume the the company to make these pictures New
and in thedirection
Brooklynin has made a highly successful canwith
a
careful
attention
to
cost,
management of the New York Ex- which will eliminate the vast sums Mark Strand theatre under the divas of the Eastern and Western
change of the Empire State Film
rection of Edward L. Hyman.
Corporation.
state rights field, selling " The
of money so often wasted in makThe viewssubjects
of and
the inclusive
Kineto Re-as Gumps " cartoon series, for which
F. W. Weeks, vice president and
ing pictures. A carefully devised
are as wide
treasurer, is a new comer to the system of producing will be fol- is subject matter for the camera. Celebrated Players hold the world
lowed, which, it is claimed, will There is humor and the serious, rights.
ranks of motion picture producers.
In his new field of endeavor Mr,
Mr. Weeks has long been interested permit the turning out of a high
and study, all of the sci- Mintz will have charge of sales for
in photography and has patented grade product far below the usual beauty ences,
all of the arts, scenic and
several inventions pertaining to the cost but equal in every respect to travel subjects of every land; pic- Synchronized Scenario Music Comwhich is supplying complete
motion picture end of the business, the present standard of feature pro- tudes of the customs and costumes p'any,
musical settings for every feature,
He will devote his entire time to ductions.
of every people ; pictures of work
and play; industries, laboratories,
military, naval and so on until
Return Engagements
every conceivable subject has been
included.
Farnum
Feature
Ready
This is possible because in Charles
" Midchannel
for Equity's "
Urban's library of film there alThe Fighting Stangrer " is Announced
News has arrived to the Equity
ready
exists
2,000,000
feet
of
film.
as a Canyon Pictures
Corp. Release
Besides this, Mr. Urban is constant- headquarters that the rum of "MidFrankl>Ti
Farnum, who has the
ng
ly receiving new negatives from all channel," Equity's fourth Clara
offeri
THE latest state right
of being among the most over the world, not only from his Kimball Young production, has alto be placed before the inde- reputation
ready begun its career of return
pendent buyers of the country strenuous and athletic of screen own staff of photographers but
stars is said to outdo himself in from
free - lance photographers engagements.
is Franklyn Farnum in " The Fighting Stranger." This production is " The Fighting Stranger." Wild
the third of a series of six " eastern riding, death defying leaps, tight
walking across canyon mouths,
JAWITZ
PICTURES
CORP.
and western " dramas. The fact rope
that it is a remarkable piece of are but a few of the stunts in
which
Mr.
Farnum
exhibits
in
the
729
7th
AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY
mous
ed
work is attest by the unani
words of commendation of all those
IN
THE
MARKET
FOR
HIGH
CLASS
The offering."
story is an adaption of the
buyers who have seen it. Canyon latest
INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS
Pictures, who are releasing the pic- Wing.
novel " Danger," by William E.
ture, announce. •
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Motion

Hush"
Scoring
in Detroit
Clara Kimball Young Production
Well

Liked

at Kunsky's

Madison

features in the MichiSl'CCESS
greeted
the of thegan Young
Clara Kimball
Young"Hush"
production
territory that, even considering
at the Madison theatre, in Detroit, the popularity of the star, the sucaccording to Equity, who is state
cess of the picture was unexpectedly large.
righting the picture. Two days beAn additional source of attraction
fore "Hush " opened, it was
screened before Mr. Kunsky, owner states Equity, that explains the
of the Madison, who booked it for triumph of the fifth Young release,
the coming
and although
De- was the teaser-advertising prepared
troit was inweek,
the midst
of a snow
by the Equity staff in advance of
storm in the early part of the week, the showing of the picture. This
picture fans were not prevented advertising campaign is based on
from turning out to see the star.
repeated use of the phrase " Hush
It is estimated that 34,000 patrons Money"
to arouse suspense among
saw the picture during the week. An the public as to the coming of the
artistic
lobby
display
ornamented
picture itself. The series of inexClara Kimball Young, whose latest pic- ioiiby.
pensive newspaper insertions sent to
ture, "by
Hush,"
beingCorp.
distributed the interior of the large Madison public officials
Equityis now
Pictures
in strong and crisp
Mr. Kunsky declared to Herbert language proved extremely effective
in
awakening
general curiosity.
Weil, who controls the distribution
Unsell Company an Aid
to Independents
The Eve Unsell Photoplay Staff,
Inc., which last week made its debut
in the trade, will supply a need that Frothingham's
1921
Plans
Independent Producer to Make
lias been paramount with independent producing companies, states
Four Specials in Coming Year
that company. Unless he wished to
shoulder the expense of a scenario
department that would mean an
plans Howard is Director Sloman's right
production
overhead of from three to five hun- ELABO
for RATE
1921 are planned
by J. L. hand man.
dred dollars per week at the mini- Frothingham, who recently entered
Mr. Frothingham is no newcomer
mum, the independent producer had
of independent special in photoplay production. For nearly
no way of getting the results neces- the ranks
s. During a recent trip to three years he has been producing
sary to the functioning of a suc- producer
New York Mr. Frothingham signed at the Brunton studio, of which he
cessful unit.
of the board of direccontract with the W. W. Hodkin- is a member
The new organization claims to asoii
tors. He produced several series of
ion for a series of
Corporat
1ia\c solved this difficulty by com- four specials all of which are to be photoplays starring Bessie Barrisliining into one, a staff of people directed
by Edward Sloman. one of cale. Early in the fall he entered
who understand the angles of the ihc best known
an arrangement with W. W.
directors in the busi- into
production end, thereby giving the
Hodkinson for the making of two
Th§
ness.
first
of
the
specials
will
trade a scenario department that
specials in which Miss Barriscale
will compare with any of the larger be a picturization of " The Other
Woman
"
a
novel
by
Norah
Davis.
.companies.
the first of which " The
The others will be announced later. appeared,
Broken Gate " a picturization of
In the ca.st of " The Other Emerson Hough's novel of that
Woman" are Helen Jerome Eddy, title, was a December release. The
Stills on Sunrise PicJane Novak, Jerome Patrick, Joseph other is an adaptation of a magazine
J. Dowling, and Frankie Lee, the story " The Living Child " by Mary
ture Reach New York
Lerner, the film version of which
iioy
of " The
Man," William
The long awaited set of stills Coiiklin
and Miracle
Aggie Herring.
Tony has been named " The Red Horithat go with the Sunrise release, Gaudio, until recently with the
zon." Mr. Frothingham is regarded
The Price of Silence," starring Allan Dwan Company, has charge as one of the big independent producers of the coming vear.
Peggy Hyland, arrived from Cali- of the photography and David
fornia during the week at Sunrise
Pictures Corporation, New York,
and in the Baltimore exchange. The
negatives for stills to this superGets
Comedies
independent production had been Dominant
lost.
The arrival of the stills means
Company Acquires 12 " Newlywed
^hat great
speedSunrise
will beoffice
the password in the
from
Comedies " with Rosemary Theby
now on, for the release of the picture and the press books were held
find favor with every kind of an
U RES
P I C Tannoun
NT ION
INAORAT
ce
CORP
•,up on this account. It is the pur- DOM
audience, according to Mr. Kopfpose of the company to issue as this week the release of a series of stein.
In this respect, the comedies
novel and original a set of lobby dis- twelve comedies, to be known as have been produced with the necesplays and oil paintings for exploi- " The Newlywed Series," for dissary amount of burlesque to make
tation purposes.
tribution on the independent mar- its appeal to followers of slapstick
ket. This is the gist of a statement comedy
and with an equal
issued to the trade press the early amount apparent,
of refined humor to season
part of this week by Jacques Kopf- its appeal to an entirely different
J. F. Lyons Gives Trade
manager of the Dom- audience.
stein, general
inant Pictures Corporation.
a Double Surprise
Rosemary Theby, who scored
" The Newlywed Series," patJohn F. Lyons, one of the youngterned after the Mr. and Mrs. Sid- such a sensational triumph in Robest pioneers in the motion picture
ney Drew Comedies which were
ertson-Cole'sKismet,"
"
is the star
industry, surprised his friends on
of the new series of comedies.
December 18th by taking unto him- so popular a few years ago, wall
self a wife, and at the same time
resigning his position as manager
GREATEST
SINGLE REEL IN FILMLAND
of the Simplex Projection Rooms,
at 220 West 42nd Street, to assume
an important position with the
First National Exhibitors, Inc.
"Screen
Snapshois"

Picture

N e

Western Star Planni
Enlarged ProductionI
Western Star Productions announces that after the completio*
of its present contract for twelve
Willi am Fairbanks productions it
intends producing a complete program for the independent market
consisting of twenty-six featuref
and twenty-six two-reel comedUf
These features will be distributed
per
year.exchanges on the same lines
to the
that they are now distributing William Fairbanks Productions.
The following is a list of the exchanges handling present release!:
Samuel Spitzer, Chicago, 111. ; TriState Film Exchange, Minneapolis,
Minn.; Spitzer & Ellman, Indianapolis, Ind. ; All-Star Features,
Dist., San Francisco, Cal.; Specialty Film Corporation, Dallas, Texas;
Super-Film Attractions, Washing- I
ton, D. C. ; Quality Film Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Pioneer Film
Co., New York, N. Y. ; Sterlii^
Film Corporation, Omaha, Neb.;
Big Feature Rights Corporation,
Louisville, Ky. ; Richards & Flynn
Film Co., Kansas City, Mo. ; Detroit Film Co., Detroit, Mich.;
Central Film Service, St. Louis,
Mo.; Savini Films, Atlanta, Ga.;
Twentieth Century Film Co., Int,
Philadelphia, Pa.; H. G. Till. New
Orleans, La.

W. E. Shallenberger

on ^

W. E. Chica
Shallenberger,
president
of r^
Tri
p left
the Arrow
FilmgoCorporation,
[
for Chicago Saturday on a special
mission of great importance, it is
announced by Arrow.
No details of the object of Mr.
Shallenberger's visit could be obt^e
tained,in but
is statedof that
his trflf.'
was
the itinterests
a very
important deal which had been ten<ling for some time, announcement
of which would be made upon hit
return to New York.
First Drascena Picture
Nears Completion
The first subject of Drascenn
Productions, recently formed in Los
Angeles, is nearing completion, and
the company promises to make
their initial announcement shortly.
Charles M. Conant is president,
.\eundell P. Watts, secretary; H.
C. Matthews, director; Elsie Albert and Hal Stephens, scenario
writers, and Stuart Featherstonhaugh, cameraman.
The production was carried on at
the Boyle Heights studio in Los
Angeles.

c/. special.'In the
r/lGeniime:
ihadovr
of the

\an II a r y 22,
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Scenes from " The Fighting Stranger," third of the Franklyn Farnum series being state righted by Canyon Pictures Corp.
laurice Nathan Leaves
Fox Organization
Maurice Nathan who, up to last
:-ek was associated with William
)x. has left that organization and
making his headquarters with the
w publicity firm of Cook & Sha}'.
During the past eighteen months,
r. Nathan with his battery of
ineras. has been doing practically
I the Fox photographic publicity
■rk here in the East.
It is understood that Mr. Nathan
ill tor the present, do some spe' ;. publicity
for Cook
while he work
is developing
a new&

Florida
as
Producing
Center
Chamber
of
Commerce and the
FOLLOWING the completion Garsson Describes His
City
Council
of that city have
of
negotiations
for
turning
F
pledged
their
co-operation. LikeCamp Johnston, at JacksonNew
Plant in
wise the local newspapers. These
ville, into a new gigantic motionhave pledged themselves to expose
picture cit}', to be called Fine Arts
mercilessly any one who profiteers
City, comprising 700 acres of
in connection with the industry.
Jacksonville
ground,ident ofMurray
W. Garsson,
Similar pledges have been given
Fine Arts
Pictures, presInc.,
has returned to New York highly
by
the Retail Dealers' Associations
Board.
enthusiastic over the successful teresting as a producing center, 27 and
the Jacksonville Real Estate
termination of the plans making hours' ride from New York," said
W. R. Carter, chairman of the
Jacksonville one of the big produc- Mr. Garsson, " but it will be an in- committee,
in a recent statement,
ing centres in the motion picture
spiring locale. Architecturally, it
will stand out in vivid relief as a declared the committee will remain
ess for ■ the improvement of industn,-.
!io •' stills."
"Not onlv will Fine Arts be in- gem among motion picture cen- an active body, and that it will
ters. One of the ablest architects work constantly ito prevent any
in Jacksonville has devoted weeks mistreatment of motion picture
of study to supervising the design- people. Sincere and steadfast coing of the plans for the studios
operation and all motion picture
The Following Sales Are Reported
where Fine Arts will make special> producing facilities are tendered
and program features.
on the Independent Market
to
producers
Jacksonville's
business
men andbymtmicipal
exec" -A big factor, too, from the utives.
Star Ranch Westerns (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Unity
monetary viewpoint, is railroad
Photoplays,
Inc.,
of
Chicago,
for
Northern
Illinois
and
fare. It takes a little over one day
Following the announcement
Indiana.
or 27 hours to get to Jacksonville that came on January 1st that Fine
" My Film
from New York. It takes 4'^ days Arts Pictures, Inc., would build
Enemy's
Daughter
" (Candler
Popular
Exchange
of Boston,
Mass., Pictures
for New Corp.)
Englandto
or over 108 hours to get to Los and operate Fine Arts City of
States.
Angeles from New York. The Jacksonville, scores of letters and
railroad fare to Jacksonville is telegrams came to the local Cham" Twinkle, Twinkle,
Star Tenn.,
" (Wholesome
Film Co.)
to Kaufman Specials, of Little
Memphis,
for Tennessee
and
$39.46. That to Los Angeles is
ber of Commerce, the Motion PicKentucky.
$120.59. A difference of $81.13.
ture Committee, and to Mr. GarsQuite
a
considerable
sum,
when
it
" Cinderella
" (Wholesome
Film Co.) to Kaufman Speson from producers seeking decials, for Tennessee
and Kentucky.
is necessary to make such a trip
tailed information concerning Fine
several times a year. Aside from Arts City, its new and efficient
"Little Red Riding Hood"
Film Co.) to
and Kentucky.
Kaufman Specials for Tennessee (Wholesome
money, what a time saver !
method of " unit plan of building
"The Holy
(Commonweal
th Pictures Co.) to
" And the time saving is not terest.
and Kentucky.
for Tennessee
Kaufman SpecialsNight"
studios," and. other matters of inmoney
wasting,
either.
Climatic
Sport Pictorials (Arrow Film Co.) to Special Features
conditions
in
Jacksonville
are
exCo., of Knoxville, Tenn., for Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
In connection with its motion
cellent; the big electric light plants
Florida, North and South Carolina.
picture
activities and for the conof the city is ready with the necesTop Notch Comedies to Special Features Co., of Knoxvenience of producers, the Jackville, for Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North and
sary electric facilities ; scenerj- is
sonville Chamber of Commerce is
South Carolina.
there that has never been photographed, and not to be equaled compiling a complete photographic
Western Star Dramas (Dominant Pictures) to Special
record of thousands of locations
Features Co., of Knoxville, for Tennessee, Alabama, Georanywhere else in the world."
Fine Arts City will boast other available in the immediate vicinity
gia, Florida, North and South Carolina.
Mack Swain two-reel comedies to All Star Features Disnovel and splendidly efficient car- of Fine Arts City, which is seven
acteristics. This site embraces a and one-half miles from the centributors, Inc., for California, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaiian
Islands.
much larger area than any other
ter of Jacksonville, situated near a
motion picture center. Each pro- brick paved highway and electric
" The Western Adventurer " to All Star Features Disducing company will be given the line conveyances. Experienced
tributors, Inc., for California, Arizona, Nevada, and Hawaiian
Islands.
use of a complete section entirely
separate from every other studio ; motion picture photographers have
Two-reel Frazee Comedies to All Star Features Distributhis unit plan of building studios been engaged in this work for sevtors,
Inc.,
for
California,
Arizona,
Nevada,
and
Hawaiian
Islands.
eral weeks and are assembling a
is expected to appeal strongly to
producers. Mr. Garsson said that photographic library that is expect"
Cowboy
Jazz
"
(S.
E. Enterprises)
to L. C. Baxley
Attractions, of Dallas, and
he expects to place orders for
Texas,
for Texas, Oklahoma,
ed to be of incalculable assistance
and
Arkansas.
equipment and to award building to producers and directors. Anticontracts upon his return to Jack" Cowboy
JazzIndiana.
" to Maurice Less Attractions, of Terre
cipating the inquiries about light
Haute,
Ind., for
sonville, which will probably be in
and time in taking these pictures,
the course of several days.
" It Might Happen to You " (S. and E. Enterprises) to
L. C. Baxley Attractions, of Dallas, Texas, for Texas, OklaMotion picture producers who each picture will have a time and
homa, and Arkansas.
come to Jacksonville to locate will a light record and will be indexed.
meet with square treatment. The This service will be established for
motion picture committee of the use of motion picture people.
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, anc.ek
Inwe
TURES, nounced this
the
launching of a new house
organ. First National Franchise, to serve as a connecting link between the more
than three thousand exhibitor members of the organization.
The first issue of the publication, whose page size will
be the same as the standardized trade papers, was scheduled to be put on the presses
January 11, dated January 15
The paper is to be circulated
monthly, and subsequent issues are to be off the press
one week prior to their date
of issue.
In announcing the new
house organ, First National
emphasizes the statement
that First National Franchise
is to be a service additional
to the publicity department,
several pages being devoted
to the interchange of publicity ideas and exploitation
stunts which have proved
valuable in different sections
of the country in presenting
First National attractions.
Lee S. Ferguson, who
joined First National December 1, 1920, has been named
as editor of First National
Franchise.
Exhibitor Celebrates
Tenth Anniversary
Gus Peterson of the Strawn
Opera House and the Cozy Corncr
theatre, of Strawn, Texas, recently
celebrated his tenth anniversary as
a 100% Universal exhibitor. He
was the recipient of congratulatory
letters and telegrams from officials
of the Consolidated Film Company,
which distributes Universal pictures
in the Southwest, and from officials
of the Universal home office in
New York.
Author Pays Tribute to
Vitagraph Adaptation
E. W. Hornung, author of "Dead
Men Tell No Tales," which Vitagraph made into one of the most
successful screen productions, recently saw the picture in London.
The author of " Raffles " and other
widely read stories, paid Vitagraph
the compliment of declaring that
" Dead Men Tell No Tales " was
the first of any of his stories
adapted to the screen, and there
have been many of them, where he
could recognize his own work, as
a motion picture.
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dred double expoa record numsures,
ber in the production
hunemoti
of any OR
thre,ee wer
n tur
E onthapic
M
de in " A Message from
ma
Mars," declares a statement
from the Metro headquarters.
The fantastic order of the
theme made necessary the
employment of some trick
raphy thangt . would renphotog
But after
der it convinci
consultation with Bert Lytell,
the star, Maxwell Karger,
who is personally directing
the picture, decided that the
double exposure would need
to be employed in order to
present the Martian messenger, an important character
the story, in a transparent
in
form.

Ensemble scene from " Out the
of the
Chorus,"
Alice Brady's latest picture for
Realart
program

Blaisdell
Resigns

Again

From

Publisher

Stoll Film

of a New

GEORGE
BLAISDELL,
tor of advertising
of the direcStoll
Film Corporation of America, has
resigned from that post, the resignation having become effective January 8. He becomes editor and
publisher of The Screen, a new

George Blaisdell

an

Film

Editor

to Become
Magazine

non-theatrical film magazine, according to an announcement just
made. Mr. Blaisdell was formerly
editor
the Moving Picture World
for twoof years.
Mr. Blaisdell is already at
work in his new activity, which
is a weekly publication devoted to
the interests of non-theatrical pictures, such as those produced for
industry, schools, churches and social organizations like the Y. M.
C. A. He will have the assistance
and co-operation of an advisoryeditorial board consisting of men
prominent in big business, educational and church affairs. The project has, from its inception, received
the heartiest encouragement from
men in the non - theatrical motion
picture field.
The Screen will be the only weekly of its kind. The first issue of
the paper is expected early in
March.
Mr. Blaisdell went with the Stoll
company as director of advertising
when it opened offices in this cit\'
three months ago. His achievements there have attracted widely
favorable notice. The association
has been most happy, he declares,
and^the severance of his connection
has been taken with real regret.
That the feeling is mutual on the
part of the officials of the Stoll
company is attested by General
Manager Ralph Proctor.

Ritchey Posters Are
Selected by Artists
.\n array of unusual posters are
in preparation for the Roy SheId(M»
special production, " Is a Mother to
Blame?" The question of posters
for this picture was submitted to a
group of Greenwich Village artists,
who at the request of Modre
Kovska, an artist and also a member of the Roy Sheldon cast, appeared in several of the Greenwich
Village scenes in " Is a Mother to
Blame?" These artists conferred
on the selection of the posters to
be used to advertise the production.
Color sketches were prepared and
submitted to the judges, .and three
of the water-colors selected for
reproduction hy the lithographers
were from brushes of staff artists
of the Ritchey Lithograph Company. These include a one, three
and six-sheet, all of which are declared to be striking illustrations of
the very latest developments in
poster art.
International Arranges
New Poster Designs
International News has arranged
for an increased selection of onesheet posters for lobby and other
display. Hitherto, the International
News has been heralded by one
standard form poster.
Three artistic and colorful designs have been added. One is
bordered hy clusters of flags of
various nations, to indicate the
world-wide scope of International
News. Another is bordered hy designs indicative of wireless stations
and radio-news, while the third has
scroll moving picture film and
camera decoration as a frame for
the current news sjTiopsis.
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Robertson
Four

-Cole

Announces

Releases

for

First

1921

iiayakawa, Frederick, Max
Linder Vehicles and Cabanne
Feature on List
father and takes her to San FranOBERTSON-COLE makes even higher niches in public favor public the best.
public the specifications of its than other pictures to which Rob" Almost ready for release is the cisco.
Wang follows his love
'•^ first four attractions of the
ertson-Cole put its name last year. first of the four which is ' The but" Chang
does not find her immediately.
ew year. Close inspection of
" Eachditions
waswhich made
under
the
conFirst
Born,'
starring
Sessue
Hayathe distributors have kawa. This picture is the first He meets another girl and marries.
ach will prove it to be designed
Chan Toy, the first born, arrives
■rimarily for the purpose of en- emphasized for so many months in made by Hayakawa under a new and
in the child he centers all the
hling the exhibitor to please his the past, that is, with the maximum contract with Robertson-Cole which
love
that he held for Loey Tsing.
of
time,
care
and
money
devoted
provides for the Iniilding of not
ublic and
increase his earnings,"
eclares
Robertson-Cole.
more than four productions a year In the bo}- he can see only the
to
their
production,
and
with
alimage of Loey Tsing. Man Low
These first four productions are
ways in the foreground the needs upon each of which is to be lavished Yek
has purchased Loey Tsing.
time, care and money than Her heart and spirit are broken.
The First Born," starring Sessue of the exhibitor and an all-im- greater
portant realization that the only suc- ever before.
layakawa; "The Mistress of
Chang Wang finds her. He still
cess which can be a complete one is
■' The stor> of ' The First Born ' loves
-lienstonc," starring Pauline Fredher and she him. Man Low
rick ; " Seven Years Bad Luck " that in which the interest of the ex- begins on the picturesque banks of Yek discovers and through his inhibitor are as carefully weighed as the Hoang-Ho river in China and
vith Max Linder; and "What's A
fluence and wealth succeeds in getweaves its way through the old
\ifcChristy
Worth?"
directed by Will- are those of the producer.
am
Cabanne.
■■ Robertson-Cole knows that the Chinatown that San Francisco knew
ting Chan Wang's wife and the
Toy, into his
In the statement from the Robbefore the eartlu|uake. Hayakawa 'first bornHe Chan
causes the death of
Big Four
rtson-Cole headquarters, these bo.x
will office
prove test
themoftothese
have ' been
made ' in his role of Chan W ang, the boat- clutches.
both.
Chan
Wang
revenges their
our pictures are described to be on the theory that the interests
man of the Hoang-Ho, wins the
deaths
and
returns
to
especially representative of the en- of the exhibitor, producer and dis- love of Loej- Tsing, fairest flower Ho
with Loey Tsing. the Hoangcrtainnient quality which Roberttributor are identical, the supreme of his village, onl\- to lose her when
on-Cole insists must characterize need of all three being to give the a slave agent buys her from her
" The second of the ' First Four '
for this year is ' Seven Years Bad
ts every release."
Luck ' in which Max Linder,
" Ever since its beginning Robcrtfamous screen comedian comes back
on-Cole has been working steadil\
to a long-waiting public. It is a
oward an ideal, which is the refive-reel super-comedy in which one
ja--c of subjects so powerful artiswave of uproarious fun follows anically, dramatically and commerciother so closely that there is scarceilly as to give the exhibitor a maxily a breathing space between. Mr.
num return," continues the RobLinder wrote, directed and acts the
rtson-Cole statement. '' Many
leading role in this most humorous
pecial and super-special producproduction which has many backions were released last }ear, culgrounds, a very large company of
ninating in the presentation of
supporting actors, including many
Kismet,' the great picture which
pretty girls, and which consists of
■.tars Otis Skinner, and which, by
ts record-breaking national achievean amazing series of ludicrous situations.
ncnts, has become the box office
sensation of the trade.
"The story of 'Seven Years Bad
Luck' is drawn from one of those
"
Now
Robertson-Cole
brings
the
)romise that the accomplishments
simple form
humanly-fascinating
facts
which
the basis for most
A 'Kismet' are to be continued,
amusing comedies. Superstition in
:vcn improved upon, by the results
vvhich exhibitors will obtain with
general, and that particular precept
which says that if one breaks a
its
■ Bigall Four
' of thegreater
year
mirror he shall suffer ill fortune for
1921.first
These
are pictures
han anything of their kind released
the ensuing seven years is the basic
idea. Max, who plays the leading
ast year, and productions bound l)\
their stars, directors, stories, and
role of(Continued
" Max," himself,
on fiagchas864)the bad
igcnci'al dramntic nnalities tn \\\\\

First view of some of Robertson Cole's forthcoming features. Top — " What's a Life Worth," a William Christy Cabanne production.
Left — Ruth
Whats a Life Worth?" Centre — Pauline Frederick in "The Mistress of Shenston." Right — Ma.\ Linder in "Seven Years* Bad Luck"

Renick in

Motion

864
Robertson Cole's Four
(Coulinued from page 863)
luck to smash a big chc\al glass.
The jinx starts after him.
■■ Through the most novel and
unique scenes this theme is developed in a manner that would
convulse the Sphinx itself. From
the moment the comedy begins to
unfold itself, when Linder is seen
as the host of his last bachelor
party through the incidents which
lead to the breaking of the glass,
the many screamingly funny things
that befall him after this, to the
final fadeout, which by the way contains a surprise finish calculated to
keep an audience talking and laughing for many moons, there is not
one dull or uninteresting situation.
" In the supporting cast with Mr.
Linder appear such well-known
screen players as Thelma Perc\',
sister of Eileen Percy, Alta Allen,
Harry Mann, to say nothing of Joe
Martin,
popular
monk laugh
" actor,by who
gets more
than one
his
fimny antics.
" The third of the first " Big.
Four ' is ' The Mistress of Shenstone,'cialawhich
Robertson-Cole-super
speis the second of Miss
Frederick's new productions for
Robertson-Cole. It is for early release, and is expected to make an
even deeper impression on the industry than did ' A Slave of
Vanity ' her first picture.
" ' The Mistress of Shenstone '
was adapted for the screen from
Florence
L. Barclay's
and
sets forth
in tellingpopular
mannernovel
the
inner emotions of a woman of noble
character who is mentally persecuted to the stage of last endurance.
As the wife of an English nobleman, Miss Frederick is a young
woman, free from care whose heart
and soul are wrapped in the beauties
of life, until that happiness is torn
from her by an accident that causes
her husband's death.
" Plunged
shifting
sands of fateintoshethelater
meetsquickand
falls in love with a man, only to
find after promising to become his
wife, that he was the man whose
error had caused her husband's
death. Thus trapped between the
new love that has come into her
life and the feeling that she must
avenge the death of her husband,
she is brought face to face with
a problem that furnishes exceptional
opportunity for displaying the marvelous histrionic ability with which
she is so peculiarly gifted. Miss
Frederick takes advantage of everjopportunity afforded her as Lady
Ingleby and carries each situation
to a higher pinnacle of dramatic
portraiture than she has ever
reached during her brilliant past.
" Throughout
the entire
tion Miss Frederick
invests producit with
her personality and paints vividly a
picture of a fine character battling
for happiness in a manner that
touches the heartstrings and awakens the sympathies for the woman
who struggles so hard to do the
thing that is best for all concerned.
" It is Christie
confidently
predicted
William
Cabanne
will that
win
greater fame through ' What's A
Wife Worth,' which is the last of
the first 'Big Four' for 1921 than
he did
' the
Stealers '
which
has through
proved such
a wonderful
box office picture. As usual Mr.
Cabanne has taken a most interest-,
ing human question and given it a
most potent production.
(Coficluded 'in last column)

A

Picture

"Something

FastMovin

A

Different"]

odrama
MelAntonio
of New
Avers Vitagraph g
Moreno Vehicle, " Three Sevens "
their utmost to make this picture
As a screen vehicle for Antonio exceptionally good.
Moreno, "Three Sevens,"
"Three Sevens" is described to
Perley hasPoore
Sheehan
novel,
worked
out 's
into famous
a fast l)e a psychological melodrama —
a good theme, a strong moral
moving melodrama, declares a with
and an absorbing entertaining plot.
statement from Vitagraph's head([uarters, and the first view of the Two young actresses, each well
as a leading woman in picpicture just completed at the West- known tures,
are seen opposite the star.
ern Vitagraph studios is reported
to reveal a feature beyond the They are Jean Calhoun and Beatrice
Emmett King, De Witt
greatest expectations. The pro- , Burnham.
duction is now being edited and C. Jennings, Bull Montana, Edwin
titled.
J. Brady, Hector V. Sarno, Bobby
To Chester Bennett, one of the Mack, Starke Patterson, Jeffery
and others of equal promibest known of the younger direc- Webb nence
complete the cast.
tors, goes much of the credit for
" Three Sevens " includes many
makingtion a Moreno's
feature
producmeritorious performance. spectacular sequences. Governor
Bennett's
series ofestablished
six pictureshimwithas Campbell, of Arizona, kindly gave
Earle Williams
the company every privilege at the
State prison at Florence. Three
a director of skill and his picturi- hundred
convicts were liberated in
zation of this new story gives the
screen something out of the ordi- an escape scene and permitted a
nary, it is declared. Both star and mile outside the prison, declares the
director are declared to have done Vitagraph statement.

Booked on B'way
" Something Different," a Rcalaitl
picture with Constance Binney, willl
have its Broadway premiere at Dr.l
Riesenfeld's
theatre,
where of|
itj
will be shownRialto
during
the week

New

Franchise, under
which thirty-six
oroductions
are released.

Producer

Enters

Field

Metropolis Productions, Inc., Are
to Make Short Subjects on Coast
stage success, " Molly be
THE film industry has a new English
Careful." This production will be
producing organization just under
the
supervision of
formed under the name of Metro- Mr. Somson personal
directed by Wilson
polis Productions, Inc., which was Welch, who and
is well known to the
incorporated under the laws of the profession, having
recently been
State of California for $200,000.
The officers of the company have connected with Famous Playersbeen announced as H. S. Somson, Lask>' Corporation, and later with
Robertson-Cole.
president and manager of producSome of the best farce comedy
;
Mertz, vice president, material
tions Joseph
has been contracted for, to
and Albert J. Guenther, secretary
and treasurer. Mr. Somson has appear in the one and two-reel
been connected with the film world program and the cast for " Molly
for over ten years, recently having i)e Careful," the first big production, includes David Warde, well
been manager of the Peerless Film
Service, of San Francisco, before known to the public in the farce
leaving for France.
comedy field ; George French, Lillian Guenther and Polly Fisher.
The board of directors have outlined the policy of producing one Preparations for release are being
one-reel comedy each week and two made at the present and future
will be announced at a later
a month of two-reel length — all to plans
date.
be situation type — and six to eight
The company has leased studio
super features per j'ear. Preparations are now under way for the space in Hollywood, and work was
starting of their first big feature, started on first production early in
which will be picturized from the

January 16.
-Miss cludes
Binney's
supporting
in- I
Ward Crane,
Crane cast
W ilbur,
Gertrude Hillman, Lucy Fox, Made
Smith, Grace Scudiford, William |
Riley Hatch and Adolph Millar.
" Calderon's Prisoner," the novd
by Alice Duer Miller, furnished the|
story for " Something 'Different."
Realart Picture Opens
Baltimore Theatre
January 8th was the date chosen
by William P. Stumpf for the opening of his new 1,000-seat .\pollo
theatre, Baltimore, Md. Mr.
Stumpf chose for his opening attraction Realart's " Food for
Scandal," with Wanda Hawley.
Other Realart pictures will be
shown
the Apollo
that theatre is aatholder
of thesince
Realart
Star

Pictograph Features
"Unshod Soldiers"
" The Unshod Soldiers," the first
subject in the Goldw^n-Bray Pictograph No. 703, is comprised of
^cenes clipped from a film record of
life in Indo China made by Major
Alexander Powell, the famous
traveler and author, during his recent tour of the Far East. The soldiers in the picture belong to the
Cambodian army and are of Malay,
Siamese and Hindu origin.

Robertson Cole's Four
(Concluded )
" One of the most imprcssivi
f
things
' What's manner
a Wifin
Worth ' about
is the consistent
which the story is told. It really
starts from the very first scene that
is flashed on the screen and goes
on straight
throughdeviation.
to the end without the slightest
Januarj-.
"In 'What's a Wife Worth?'
Mr. Cabanne
madepeople
a producCentury
Comics
in Favor
tion that willhassend
away
from the theatre feeling better for
Plant in Hollywood Enlarged; New
having
it. Itandiss>Tnpathetic,
a ' human
Players
and
Directors Engaged
document,'seensincere
in
which
the
characters
are not
tured players now includes six
R its n c w production popular comedians. They are Harry
UiMDE
schedule, the Century Film
but real bending
flesh and toblood
people, who
a director's
will
Sweet, Louise Lorraine, Charles puppets
Corporation, makers of the Century Dorety,
in passing through the whirling
Florence
Lee,
Zip
Monty
Comedies, released by Universal,
maelstorm of life, either break or
has entered into an era of unusual and Dixie Lamont. Under a recent come forth erect, as their power
and
long
term
contract,
Harry
prosperity and success, it is reported
at the Universal home office. Not Sweet will henceforth be the lead- may be.
" The theme about which the
ing Century star. Miss Lorraine,
only has the Century plant at Hollywood, Cal., been enlarged, more who gained great popularity in sup- is
of 'What's
written
teachesA aWife
moralWorth?'
lesson,
port of Elmo Lincoln in his two story
feature players and directors enbut in its teaching never becomes
gaged, and production stimulated most recent serials, " Elmo the tiresome
or wearisome. Neither
generally, but the recent output of Fearless " and " The Flaming
two - reel fun film has met with Disk," is the leading female player creeds or beliefs are flaunted, but
in the Century constellation.
one feels nevertheless, the influence
widespr
nounced.ead commendation, it is anThe Century staff of directors of a great " thought,' which prompted and inspired its inception.
The reaction on the part of the now includes Fred Fishback, Wilexhibitor to the production strides
" The story is enacted by a cast
liam
^^'atson,
Chuck
Reisner,
James
of the Century company is shown Davis and Thomas Buckingham, in
ability,
in whichasareRuth
in- 4
such favorites
in the commendatory letters from addition to Charles Gay, chief ani- of great cluded
mal trainer, whose work with the Renick, Casson Ferguson, Alec B.
theatre owners who have been using
Century comedies.
Century lions has made screen his- Francis, Cora Drew, Howard Gave
torv.
The Century Company of feaand Virginia Caldwell."
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Two scenes, right and left, from the forthcoming Allen HuUubar production starring Dorothy Phillips (centre),
by Associated First National Exhibitors' Circuit
^►elect Audience Views
Paramount Scenics
Hugo Riesenfeld gave a private
howing before an audience, made
ip of scientists, college instructors,
•xplorers and newspaper represenatives, of motion pictures taken by
he Vandenbergh-Paramount Expelition at the Rivoli theatre yesteriay forenoon, Friday, January 7th.
Jr. Leonard J. Vandenbergh, misiionary and explorer, who headed
he eleven months' expedition into
^.ast Africa and Uganda, personally
cctured on the pictures.
French Actor Coming
to America
Leon Mathot, the French star,
rwho enacts the leading role in
Leonce Ferret's latest screen succes , "The Empire of Diamonds "
which Pathe is releasing, is coming to America, it is reported, as
soon as he finishes his present piclure, " The Emperor of the
Poor,''
is now
making
for
the which
French hePathe
Company.
M. Mathot will probably be seen
again in a picture produced by
Leonce Ferret.

ir" Is
t ma
rs JanA.ffa
31st
fo'
Saem
M
t
adge's anreyxt reCisoe,nstsacnhcedeuleTdalmfo
r Janu
31st,
11 be " Mamm'sa's Affair," Rachel
irton Butler well known Harv^ard prize play, a muicnhg more asencrieConst
ous story than anyth
las previously appeared in. Victor
Flemming directed " Mamma's Aflanir,"theandcasstomeare of: thEfosfiee pSrhoamninnoenn,t
Katherine Kaelred, George Le<iuere, KeeLennBreantdth. Harlan and Gertrud
Press- Book

Available

for *'The Spenders"
To aid the exhibitor who plays
Benjamin B. Hampton's great piclurization of Harry Leon Wilson's
novel, licity
" Thedepartment
Spenders,"
of the the
W. pubW.
Hodkinson Corporation has prepared an elaborate press book
embodying practical suggestions for
use with this picture.

Anti-Blue
to fight
,000y Club,
16,000
THE" Blue
Sunda
" Legislation,
started by Fitzpatrick & McElroy of Chicago, representatives
of the Ford Motion Picture Laboratories, has developed so rapidly
that it threatens to turn into a 50,000,000 Club, according to a statement from the organizers.
Every mail brings a volume of
requests for personal petition
blanks from all parts of the country, it is declared. Most of the
letters say "send immediately;'
or " send by return mail ;" while
manysend
can't
Uncle
Sam
and
wireswait
postforhaste
to hurry
the blanks along, according to the
report of the Ford representatives.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy were the
first to start an organized national
campaign against this movement,
and the 16;000,000 Club pledges
every member to do their utmost
to kill tion.
theThis"firm
Blue isSunday
" legisla-to
in a position
realize from a number of angles
just
would what
mean this
to the"Blue
motionSunday"
picture
industry, because they own and operate a chain of theatres and are
also representatives of the Ford
Motion Picture Laboratories, so

Five

Man — Woman — Marriage," to be released

Law
Fight
16,000,000 Club Will
Become 50,000,000
Club is Report
they stand as exhibitors, producers
and distributors.
When the agitation first started
they wanted to jump in and help,
and in an effort to get at least 16,000,000 petitions before Congress
they paid
page advertisements offor
the full
16,000,000
Club in
every motion picture trade paper in
the country — both national and regional. They offered to furnish
free of charge personal petition
blanks which could be used by the
exhibitors, the distributors and the
manufacturers to gather signatures
to send to their representatives at
Congress protesting against the curtailing of the liberty of the American people, and legislation which
threatens the existence of, the future and the stability of the entire
motion picture industry. Thev
called it the 16,000.000 Club because
they wanted to get that number of
petitions to send to Congress. But
the way in which the members of
the motion picture industry arc re-

Growing
sponding make it look as if the millions will be many more than sixteen, and that Congress will be simply blanketed with these petitions.
The blanks are prepared to accommodate space for 100 signatures. They do not protest only
against the closing of the theatres
on Sunday
against
" the legislaenactment of anybutBlue
Sunday
tion which is intended to curb the
happiness, pleasure and innocent
pursuits
the American
Theatreof syndicates
are people."
sending
in saying " we want five thousand
lilanks." Distributors are wiring,
" \\t can use two thousand right
away and will send for more as
soon as these are filled." Producers are writing, " we can use thousands." Many of the theatre men
simply say they have three theatres
or they have four theatres, and
leave it to the discretion of the instigators of the idea to send as
many as they think proper. One
exhibitor wants to make his town
100 per cent against the Blue Sunday anddope
wroteforexpressively,
"Send
me the
the fight against
Blue Sunday. We have a town of
9,000." And he received a supply
which will enable him to enroll
every citizen.

Metro
January
Releases
Kurrle
;signed
theand art
interiorsby were
des from
ction
specia
R studio
executed
S>dncy
FOUthe
wood
s l inprodu
and Four Specials and a
Holly
Ullman.
Jewel Carmen in a Roland
Roland West Film
,
s
ise
ction
Metro'
compr
produ
West
on Schedule
May Allison stars in " The
January release schedule. Viola
Marriage
of William
Ashe,"17.which
Metro
releases
on January
This
Dana in F. Scott Fitzgerald's " The
Miss
Carmen
is
supported
by
such
picture
was
adapted
from
Margaret
Offshore Pirate " ; May Allison in
an adaptation of Margaret Mayo's screen favorites as Leslie Austen, Mayo's dramatization of the novel
dramatization of " The Marriage of Coit Albertson, Gladden James, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward. The
William Ashe," a novel by Mrs. Arthur Donaldson, Virginia Valli, supporting cast includes Wyndham
Humphrey Ward ; " Lure of Youth," Julia Swayne Gordon, and others. Standing, Zefifie Tillbury, Frank
Luther Reed's original story, pre" Lure of Youth," a Metro spe- Elliott, Robert Boulder, Lydia Yeacial, will be released on January 10. mans 'Titus, and Clarissa Selwo'mie.
senting an all-star cast; and Jewel
Carmen in " The Silver Lining," This absorbing picture of the sac- Edward Sloman directed. The
rifice of a famous actress for the scenario is by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
produced by Roland West, are the
sake of keeping fresh the illusions Jackson Rose was responsible for
pictures.
The last named, written as well of an ambitious youth, was adapted the photographing and John Holden
as produced by Mr. West, is the by Luther Reed, from his own the art interiors and lighting effects.
first to be released, the date being original story. The all-star cast
The fourth release of the month
January 3. The exciting twists in that enacts it includes Cleo Madi- " The Offshore Pirate " is anson, Gareth Hughes, Lydia Knott,
this story that deals with the dinounced for January 31, with magvergent careers of two girls, one a William Conklin, William Courtnetic Viola Dana starring. This
crook and the other a society belle, wright and Helen Weer. Philip E. Metro special was adapted from F.
insure to exhibitors booking it a Rosen directed " Lure of Youth." Scott Fitzgerald's Saturday Evening
certain response from patrons.
The photography is by Robert Post story of the same name.
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Famous Playersiniyng
s
trask
sch
porool
the
La
Cor
satiofon'for
clas
second
Een
TH
salesm
will open at the
home office in New York
Monday, January 17. Fred
F. Creswell, field sales supervisor, who conducted the first
class which terminated in
November, will again be in
ns of
charge, sand the sessio
the clas will run through a
period of four weeks as before.
Thirty-four carefully selected men have been notified
to be in attendance at the
opening session Monday
morning. Of these, the great
majority are from within the
Paramount organization,
although more than 300 applications were received from
outside men. The latter,
however, were subjected to
the most rigid entrance requirements, with the result
that only the most exceptionally qualified were accepted.
Five men will attend from
the exchanges in the Southem territory, which was unrepresented inthe first class,
and there will again be four
from the Pacific Coast offices
as well as representatives
from nearly all of the exchanges of the Middle and
Far West and East.

"Stock
Takes
Pearson
Elmer
ciated
Exhibitors.
WITH the turn into the New Pathe Exchange
" In addition to these attractions,
Year, and its alreadj' enDirector Reviews
couraging signs for industhere is ' Half a Chance,' ' The Ridtry in general and motion pictures
dle : Woman,' ' One Hour Before
Product for 192 1
in particular, Pathe has taken
Dawn,' ' Passers By,' 'Rio Grande,'
' Other Men's Shoes ' and ' The
" stock," as it were, and finds itself
equipped with what is believed to
Sex.'adding to our schedule
ge of enter- general stood up well under the Deadlier
" With the
be the finestin assembla
tainment its entire career.
shock. Various sections were tem- of the Tom Santschi series and the
Daystories.Pathe has some
porarily demoralized, but even this Holman
This " inventory," taken by
the best outdoor features it has
Director of Exchanges Elmer Pear- fact didn't bring any material de- of
ever
issued.
son, indicates that Pathe is prepared
of patronage to motion picturecrease
theatres.
"The short subjects department
for all events, with a series of feahas been substantially responsible
tures that have never been equalled
on any morning, one can
business of our orby a Pathe feature output ; the most pick" Now,
up a newspaper and read where for the record
ation inthe past few months,
attractive series of short subjects factories
shut down for weeks, are The Pathe ganizNews
continues strong
on the motion picture mart, and a again resuming activities. The
schedule of serials that rivals com- buying strike of the public has in the topical field. Hal Roach continues to turn out one comedy a
parison.
The lowering of reIn calling the attention of his abouttailended.
Snub ' Pollard gains in popprices in accordance with the week. ' ularity
with each release, while the
field forces to this "stock" Mr. drop in the wholesale markets, will
Vanity
Fair
girls captivate and act
Pearson keenly advises that the further aid this condition.
as beautiful aides to Eddie Boland,
product is of such high class merit
" In any event, Pathe is prepared
as to be a bulwark against any
in the ' Vanity Fair Girl'
to face conditions with a most su- comedian,
slump in business.
' Topics
the grasp
Day '
perior type of productions, serials, one-reelers.
also have taken
such of
a firm
And further, Mr. Pearson fore- short subjects
and
features.
Just
on
audiences.
sees no good reason at this time for
" The success of Harold Lloyd
any real depression in the motion a few of the coming features, or
current issues, are ' Dice of Des- continues to grow apace. With the
picturefects theindustry,
exhibitor.insofar as it af- tmy," "Rogues and Romance," the release of ' Number, Please? ' Lloyd
comedy drama, which led George
the second stage of his
" Conditions generally through- B. Seitz to take an entire company completed
career in two reelers. There is no
out the country, according to daily
episode
in
motion picture history
reports in the newspapers, giving to Spain ; ' That Girl Montana,' a
the opinions of the foremost men play with Miss Sweet ; ' When We so full of brilliant achievement as
of industry and finance, are soun- Were Twenty-one,' also an H. B. that of Mr. Lloyd's.
" Pathe serials will be ' The Douoffering;
'Theproduction,
Sage Hen,'
der today than in months," writes Warner
typical Edgar
Lewis
ble Adventure,' with Charles
Mr. Pearson. In the early fall con- tion.
Hutchison;
'The Avenging Arrow,'
ditions unquestionably were extremely precarious. Industry was
"And then there is ' The Devil,' with Ruth Roland ; Juanita Hansen
II
suffering its first and most serious in which Andrew J. Callaghan and in ' The Phantom Foe ' and ' Velblow from post war conditions and Harry Leonhardt will bring George
vet Fingers,' with George B. Seitz, Metro Photography Is
financial inflation. But industry in Arliss to the screen, via the Asso- two current releases."
Praised by Exhibs
Appreciative response from exi
hibitors throughout the country
upon the photographic excellency
Continues
First-Run
Discussion
of Metro productions has been re?
orget Realart.
' honor
system ' ceivedfice inatNew
that York,
company's
home ofSupplements ffound,
at exchanges»
and is The
finding,
a splendid
worth-while picture is not Woody
response.
to be measured by the time
Statement Made
and at wood.
the Unusual
big studios
in
photographyHollyaM
"A good example of successful
occupied in its first-run showings.
second
showing
is
found
in
Detroit.
artistic lighting are being sought
Last Week
A strong production that has made
Late reports from that section in- through the efforts of a corps oA;
money for a theatre once, will do
dicate that twenty-nine theatres — a experienced cameramen and the
fair
proportion
of
the
box-office
reit
again
—
if
it
is
given
a
chance."
remarkable number for a city of its most complete electrical equipmei^
This is the belief of John S. Woody, ceipts.
size — are subscribers to the risk
Realart's general
manager,
who was
" At first exhibitors who had al- plan. These houses have taken the and photographic devices procui^
discussing
the question
of first
and
ready
shown
the
pictures
were
subsequent run showings.
for showing — re- able.
franky skeptical about repeating five Mayflowers
gardless
of
previous
runs. But
" In discussing last week the
They argued that be- what is even more noteworthy is Broadway Beauties in
theory of first runs it was possible at a profit.
cause
they
had
made
money
on
to touch only on one phase of a them the first time it was not neces- the fact that out of these twenty"Torchy" Comedies
nine all but four have shown one or
broad and very vital subject," exsarily true that they could do it more of the pictures before.
of the most beautiful
Therefactis again. In fact, some of them were
■' These exhibitors first booked in Two
much moreplainedtoMr. \\'oody.
it than the "single
Broadway shows are featured^
the productions on a straight rental " Torchy's Night Hood," latest
that exhibitors are coming to real- mighty certain they'd lose at it.
ize the importance of booking
" Realart, however, had faith in basis. They had faith in the power the pictures from the Sewell Ford I
the strength of the Mayflowers, and of the pictures at their box-office. stories and starring Johnny H:ne&
strong productions, whether they to
convince exhibitors that we were .•\nd then they ran them again, un- These are Dorothy Mackaill, the
have had a tirst run or not.
der the risk plan, and found them
the play-and-pay plan v^-as
" For now there are many ex- sincere
English girl, who scored a
hibitors who are going still further. inaugurated. We said, in effect, nrofitable on the second showing. young
pronounced hit on the Centuiyj
These men are using pictures that ' take these pictures and run them. The very fact that they could and Roof and who is now playing
have been shown in their neighbor- Then pay us what they are actually did pay Realart on the basis of the the Midnight Follies, and Doro
hood before — and at their own thea- worth at your box-office. ' Exhibit- production's box-office value is Leeds, who is now a member of
ors investigated the idea, thought proof, I think, that the pictures ■■ Hitchy Koo '' company.
tres. And the'' are finding that the it over
— and sent in for the picsecond visit of the production is as tures.
were successful."
profitable as the first.
Edwin Carewe Finishes
"
We
shipped
the
productions
—
" The
pictures
chosen
for are,
a second showing
at these
houses
of .Mian Dwan's ' Soldiers of Fortune ' Tom Moore and SchertFeature for Mayer
course, strono- ones, otherwise no and 'The Luck of the Irish'!
zinger in New York
exhibitor in his right mind would Emile Chautard's ' The Alysterv of
With the shooting of some sci
dream of taking them. They are the Yellow Room'; R. A. Walsh's
Tom Moore, the popular Gold- on deserted Santa Rosa Island,
having successful runs all over the ' The Deep Purple,' and Charles wyn star, slipped into New York win Carewe finished the produci
country; they are productions of Miller's ' The Law of the Yukon,' last week with his director. Victor
Anita Stewart's latest Louis
known pulling power.
and that's all there was to it. The Schertzinger, with the ostensible of
Mayer-Associated First Nati
exhibitors
who
before
had
had
seriintention
of
taking
some
New
attraction.
The picture was pi
" Amone these pictures are the
ous doubt found themselves happily York scenes for the next photo- duced under the working title of
Mayflower specials, released by
Realart under its risk plan. Under surprised. They discovered they
play in which Mr. Moore will ap- " The Tornado." but a new title wiB
pear. At present no title has been be announced later. Heading the
this plan, as has been stated, ex- had made money on the productions
hibitors play the five specials, and (as we were certain they would", decided upon for the picture by the
supporting
cast areRawlinson.
Walter Mcthen pay us what they regard as a and in their discoverv thev didn't Goldwvn executives.
Grail
and Herbert
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it thrilling
it exciting
it gripping
it romantic

GIRL
the

MOM
Director

novel

Ellis

R ob e r t Thor

Rijcan

to find a timid and beautiful girl made the companion of a desperado ?
to find her taken into an Indian tribe as the adopted daughter of the chief ?
to find her turned out into the world as the companion of a man she never knew before ?
to find that he is the handsomest man in the West and to know that he loves her

but won't tell ?
Is it entertaining when you see the timid
young girl dominating everything and
everybody ?
It is all of these things and in addition it

is Blanche Sweet in the best role she has
'duction.
ever appeared in. It is a sure-fire box
office picture, in star, story, and pro-

Distributors

nbij

January

22,

j g 2 1

Showing the eminent actor. George Arliss. star of Associated Exhibitors' forthcoming feature picture, "The
expressions
Charles Ray's Feature
Shown to Jackies
The officers and men of the
United States battleship Idaho, then
at anchor off San Pedro, Cal., had
a treat recently, when Charles Ray's
picture, "Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway," was shown aboard the
ship by special arrangement with
the Los Angeles branch exchange
of First National.
Commander C. L. Hussej- was so
delighted with the entertainment
that he wrote in part as follows :
" The picture was very well received by the
men. It's
a pleasure
to officers
indorse and
a picture
of
this quality. It is a pity that there
are not more photoplays on the
market as clean and wholesome as
this one."
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Devil," in various poses and registering %-a-ious

"The
Devil"
Ready
for
Relea
that of Georges,
she wentse
back to
annou
s ofncement from the
office
the Pathe
to
Issue As- ding.
to an
ACCORDIXG
Georges, and hastened the wedsociated Exhibitors
Associated Exhibitors, " The
Devil," starring George Arliss, will
Their marriage and happiness
be released to exhibitors throughPicture February 6
did not discourage the malevory on Februarj- 6th.
out the count
lently mischievous Dr. Muller.
Practically every leading theatre in
Mimi was disconsolate because
the country has negotiated for the
Truth, o\ercome by him. Evil. To Paul blamed her as the cause of
production following its pre-re- that end he chose as his puppets his losing Marie. So Dr. Muller,
lease showing at the Strand the- Mimi, a beautiful model, and Paul
in his guise as tender-hearted
atre. New York, the week beginbeseeched Marie to use her
an artist who had al- friend,
ning January 16th, Pathe an- de Veaux,
influence over Paul to make him
ways loved
Marie
and
was
heartnounces. Several exceptional prebroken over her betrothal to forget
Mimi. the past and be happy with
sentations are assured, and long
Roben, who was his
friend.
runs in important cities are ex- Georges
Alarie went. But, instead of her
d. entire sales force of the
pecte
The
To bring Marie and Paul together. Dr. Muller arranged for Paul presence
firing made
anew him
Paul's
Pathe Exchange, through which
her goodness
see love,
the
the picture will be distributed, re- to paint a portrait of Marie as the truth. Her visit was quickly folport that the exhibitors who have true type of French woman. In
lowed by Georges, who had been
seen the production have spread Mimi he then aroused an interest told by Dr. Muller that his wife
Boom for Educational the word of its merit and they pre- in Paul, and a natural feminine was with her lover. His anger
dict phenomenal success in every jealousy, by insinuating that Marie melted when he found Mimi with
in the Northwest
was merely a heartless society
part of the country.
both owing their newwoman who was trifling with Paul and
found happiness to Marie.
the premier
of "The
J. F. Cubberly, manager of the at With
Paul's affections and would ruin
the Strand
theatre,
New Devil"
York his
wonderful career.
Minneapolis exchange of Educa- City, unique exploitation aid will
When the plan failed. Dr. Muller played his hisfhest card. He
tional Film Exchanges, Inc., re- be utilized for the first time. AssoMimi's
interest
quickly
turned
to
turned this week to his home after
ciated Exhibitors have contracted love, and Paul accepted it because lured Marie to his house and, behind locked doors, told her that he
a week spent in conference with for a large quantity of portable it helped him to forget Marie.
President E. W. Hammons. He electric signs. These signs are 36 When Marie came to have her was Evil and would overcome her
predicted that the next two months
Truth and Goodin a portable box and car- portrait painted she reproached — Truth.ness,Marie's
however, were steadfast.
would see the greatest gains in the X 22, set
rying
a
celluloid
poster
in
four
colfor using a woman's heart.
Evil gave way and fell before her
history of his office.
ors. Eight switch lights of various himHaving
caused Mimi to fall in
Educational comedies are now colors are set in the box and the
great faith.
umphed and fledTruth
to —theMarie
arms— triof
love with
Paul; ;kept
flaming inPaul's
playing the principal first-run the- ever changing color behind the cel- love
her husband.
for
Marie
awakened
Maatres in Minneapolis, Milwaukee ludoid screen gives a beautiful and
the knowledge
of Paul's
love,
and other key cities in the district. striking effect. These signs will and rieroused
suspicions
in Georges
These pictures have been booked be shown first in New York.
of
Marie's
constancy,
Dr.
Muller
Novel Exploitation for
solidly by Finkel and Rubenstein
mvited his human toys to a bal
The
story
of
"
The
Devil,''
briefand a number of other chains of
masque.
ly, is as follows:
Vitagraph Special
il'.catres.
It was amid scenes of mirth and
Dr. Muller, played by Mr. Arliss,
Vitagraph's special production,
was everyone's trusted friend. He frivolity that he particularly loved " Dead
Men Tell No Tales," has
to further his evil designs. At the proven one
of the best productions
visited
people's
homes
and
was
the
friend whom women doted upon height of the gaiety Dr. Muller told
for exploitation and special adverand husbands trusted. But he was
tising offered within the past two
w'as standthe devil incarnate. Out of the Georges
ing in theRoben
way ofthatthehehappiness
of or three years, in the opinion of
Goodness of others he made Evil. two people who loved each other Vitagraph
officials. The unusual
It was at the Champs Elysees — his fiancee, Marie, and his friend, title of the novel by E. W. HorPaul.
Galleries that Dr. Muller met
offered all sorts of possiMarie Matin and her fiance,
Because his love was great nun.g has bilities,
and coupled with local
Georges Roben. She had been ad- enough for the sacrifice, Georges movements it has almost become a
miring the newly hung painting of released Marie from her engage- national catch phrase. Vitagraph
" The Martyr — Truth Crucified by
ment, but— Dr. Muller's little game paved the way with a nation-wide
E\ il,'' and had remarked that the had only begun, and accordingly teaser campaign and exhibitors genthe
happiness
of Paul and Marie
erally have followed up the lead. A
picture was WTong — Evil could
never overcome Truth.
was short lived. He so arranged local tie-up with the traffic safety
Dr. Muller, while he pretended that Marie found Mimi with Paul campaign was cleverly worked by
to agree with her contention, dia- in his studio later that night. Be- the mana.gement of the Moon thel)oIically schemed to have her,
atre, Omaha, Neb.
lieving Paul's love for her less than
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Stage Mask Making in
Pathe Review
As an illustration of the motion
picture screen's high development
along the lines of the printed magazines in establishing a close contact between its patrons and the
most recent accomplishments in art,
industry and science, no more convincing example could be found
than that offered in Pathe Review
No.
89, which
will take
this on
article's
usually
important
place
the
Pathe schedule for release Februiry 6.
This issue of the Review contains
a group of views showing the designing and molding of stage masks
by W. T. Benda, celebrated for his
decorative sketches and the masks
he has displayed on the stage this
season.
The issue also contains a Hy
Mayer Capitol Travelaugh, this one
" Inscenes
the Land
of Fancy,"
aentitled,
series of
in which
the famous cartoonist combines his
sketches with motion photographs
of remarkable cloud effects. The
slow - motion pictures show the
New York Curb brokers, using
their queer sign-language in ordering the sale or purchase of stocks.
"Pathe
The Bamboo
Expressand
" is
the
Color subject
shows
views of the Tenryu River, Japan.
To Seek Screen Stories
in Strange Lands
Pauline Bush has been commissioned by Allan Dwan to tour the
world for story material. She will
go first to China and later to Japan,
India, South Africa, Egypt, Persia,
France and England. Foreign buyers complain that American-made
pictures " are merely variations of
the same old central theme," deMiss Bush.
" They viewpoint
are tired
of our clares
narrow
American
and treatment of drama." The
world, says Miss Bush, is full of
picturesque people and dramatic
events, and it is to secure such material as will be a departure from
the customary American scope and
atmosphere that Miss Bush will
tour the world in the interest of
future Allan Dwan productions.
Bebe

Daniels Returns
to West Coast
Bebe Daniels, Realartist, is now
back at the West Coast studios
after a visit to her birthplace,
Dallas, Texas, where she spent part
of the holidays.
At the Old Mill theatre in Dallas
Miss Daniels made four appearances. Each was the occasion of
an ovation to which Miss Daniels
responded by singing songs and
telling her audience how glad she
was to be home. The theatre was
packed and the streets nearby filled
with those unable to gain admission.

May Allison, in " The Marriage of William Ashe," a new Metro production

Picture

New.

'The Kid"Brings Heavjl
Demand for Seats
Announcement that Charlie Chap
lin's "The Kid," First Nationar.
six reels of joy, will be included oi
the program of the subscriptioi
benefit performance to be given a
Carnegie Hall on January 21 by tbt
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures for the working func
of
the
Department, hai
started aChildren's
demand for
boxes among
producers and stars of motion picture companies which indicates thai
the house will be sold out before tht
doors are opened for the showing.
Many applications for tickets have
come from theatre owners and
managers in the New York, New
territory.and Philadelphia exchanges
Jersey
In addition to arranging the
presentat
"P arrange
a s s i o n,"
Rothapfelionwillofalso
for Mr,
the
entire entertainment, including the
showing of " The Kid " and the remainder of the program that will
be offered.

Exhibs Thank Universal
for Service in 1920
Officials of the Universal salesThree-Story Tenement Set Burned
force are proud of a letter recently
to Secure Realism in Metro Film
received from Tracy & Powell, exhibitors of Wellington, Ohio, newscenes while the building was in
Metro
by
WHAT is described
flames until day had almost
comers in the list of Universal picto be one of the most spec- dawned.
ture exhibitors. After many
tacular and thrilling character fire
The building that was burned in months of hard work on the part
scenes ever done for the screen was
Universal salesmen, Tracy and
staged last Friday morning at 6 the fire scene at Long Island City of
Powell consented to book a few
of a row of brick tene- Universal
o'clock on Recreation Ball Park at was part
pictures, about a year ago.
ment houses specially constructed
City, when Metro offiLong Island
"As the year 1920 rapidly fades
cials, and workmen, directed by by Metro to represent a London
Maxwell Karger, burned down a street scene in "A Message from into the past," wrote W. J. Powell
three-story tenement house as part Mars." The set was the length of of the Ohio Amusement firm, " we
of the action of "A Message from a city block and reproduced a sec- consider it eminently fitting that we
tion of the London slums— a nar- should express our thanks to your
Mars," the forthcoming Maxwell
row dirty street in the Whitechapel
Karger production to be made and district.
company us
forandtheforsplendid
ser\-ice
Here was shown the rendered
the considera
released by Metro, starring Bert
tion and interest you have taken in
Lytell. The fire scenes came as a sweepings of London street life
grand final to the Metro production crowded in miserable squalor with- our business and our success."
in the filthy walls of tenement
which for two entire months has houses.
completely occupied the working
It was to this human hive of mis- "The Sage Hen" to Be
time of Maxwell Karger.
ery that the fire came, driving its
Released Jan 23
The company of players, includ- occupants
out into the streets.
ing Mr. Lytell, the star, had la- Then the lurid
Pathe Exchange, Inc., in accordof the fire
bored all night long in the effort to showed the arrivalglare
of the London
ance with its plans for bigger properfect the final scenes of the fire
ductions for the new year, has
department and the rescue by
enormous production. Scheduled to
take place early Thursday evening, Horace Parker, the principal char- scheduled the new Edgar Lewis
by Bert Lytell, of Production, " The Sage Hen," to
numerous delays ensued that post- some ofacter,theportrayed
head its schedule for the week of
helpless inmates.
poned the shooting of the final
January 23. Like a majority of
Spectacular

More

Fire

Staged

HodkinsonFirst-Runs

Increase
First-Run

Reported

Houses
of first
persistent quest
his for
INruns
Hodkinson pictures.
r
l
Genera Sales Manage P. N.
Brinch is getting a good deal of encouragement from his best men in
the field. Reports from the latter
are declared to be unanimous as to
the very lively interest the first run
exhibitors are showing, especially
in the newer releases. Many exhibitors declare they find an element
Fidelity Pictures Have of variety in the Hodkinson pictures which in their judgment
Comedy Series
makes them specially eligible for
first
run
houses.
Fidelity Pictures Co., of New
York, announce that they have seSpeaking on this question, a
cured a series of eight two-reel prominent Boston exhibitor, is
comedies featuring Jimmy Butts quoted as saying that patrons go
Thompson, which will be handled more in search of variety than ever
on the state right market. An- before.
nouncement will be made shortly
" Nowadays the public are but
as to their release.
little attracted by trade - marks.

in

Number

of

Booking Service
They go shopping and every shopper loves variety — the women shoppers especially and of course
we are bound to please the ladies.
Your pictures give this element
of variety right off the reel and
that's why I am inclined to favor
them
my two of
firstthis
run exhibitor
houses."
The forstatement
has been repeated in one form or
another in much of the correspondence that has reached Mr. Brinch
from
the
men in the field, it is declared.

Edgar Lewis' Pathe features, "The
Sage Hen," is an outdoor drama
with a powerful emotional appeal.
It is said to contrast the best with
the worst : those who have exalted
noble ideals with those who are the
scum of the earth. Arizona, in the
days of groundthefor the
'80sstory.
furnishes a back-

c/. Special
- ' the
c AGeaniaeIn

ihadovr
of the

" Before the first quarter of the
new year expires," said P. N.
Brinch, sales manager of the W. W.
Hodkinson
" Hodkinson will be aCorporation,
name to conjure
with
in many hundreds of first run theatres.

A Darid G. Fischer l^odncdoo
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Fox

Special

cal produ
speci
cut
THE Wm.
Yankee
Connecti
tion, "A Fox
,"
Arth
King Twai
in Mark
n ur's
of the
satire Court
from the
same name, now showing at Mil,
many50
is by at
$1, les,
and Ange
cents Los
75 theatre
cents, ler's
ved
to be the most unusual and
belie
highly entertaining picture shown in
Los Angeles for many months, and
local press critics have lauded Director Emmett J. Flynn and the
cast in most extravagant terms.
The production is timely, even
though the story was written many
years ago, for it contains the doctrine that keeps Europe in an uplieaval, namely, the divine right of
kings.

Charles Miller, well known artist who
das been elected Chief Executive of
The Motion Picture
Directors'
ciation, New York
Lodge Asso»i M.P.D.A. Elect New
Officers
The annual meeting of the MoPicture Directors' Association,
well as the date for election of
icers, fell simultaneously on Jan4. A large attendance gathto cast their votes for their fared candidates, with the result
.t Charles Miller will succeed
lil'ames Vincent as Director; CTiarles
VI. Seay will take up the work of
scenarist laid down by Travers
V^'ale,
the other
officersdirector,
elected
ire asand
follows:
Assistant
5. E. V. Taylor; technical director,
Robert G. Vignola; treasurer, C.
fay Williams; inner guard, Robert
Ellis; outer guard, George A. Les-ey ; trustee for three years, James
\lncent.
Striking Local Color
in "Home Stuff"
Time will roll back for many resiients of the big cities with their
first glimpse of Viola Dana in
Home and
Stuff,"
piquant
of
laughs
tears anow
being tale
filmed
as a special Metro production.
For the picture is being crowded
with the all but forgotten home
touches that will be recalled by
every city dweller. Everything
from the pet chicken that followed
its mistress about the back j'ard, to
the little opera house down on
Main street, will be seen in the production, declares Metro.
Pioneer Executive to
Visit Exchanges
Called away on some very important deals. Vice President and General Manager M. H. Hoffman of
the Pioneer Film Corporation has
left the city to visit Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit. In all probability he will also visit Chicago.
while visiting these cities Mr.
Hoffman will call on the Pioneer
exchanges for conference with
managers and their assistants and
outline to them the program of
activity for Pioneer for the New
Year.

The story having been brought
up to date in every phase creates
numerous comedy situations, keeps
the big audiences iti almost continuous uproar. Perhaps the biggest
laughs
by King
Arthur's
knights,arecladcaused
in armor,
going
forth
to war on motorcycles built in a
modern factory under the supervision of the Connecticut Yankee,
but the timely use of telephones, the
creation of Ford automobiles from
discarded armor and the destructionmiteof the
Queen'sequally
Castle ludicrous.
by dynaare almost
The production may be spoken of
as a spectacle for the settings, costuming, and effects giving an at-

First

Scores

J.

By

Jessen

)
ndentCorrespo
cial
(Spe
mosphere
time King
reign add ofa the
grandeur
and Arthur's
beauty,
not surpassed by films of early day
atmosphere seen by the writer.
There have been pictures made in
which more people were used in the
mob scenes, but I doubt if in any
the people have been used to better
advantage and dressed the sets in a
more convincing manner than in
this Fox film.
The completion of this production brings another director into
the limelight for in the making of
this Emmett J. Flynn has outdone
all previous efforts and produced a
real special feature worth higher
rentals and box office prices for the
production will not only please
every one but it will create that desired mouth - to - mouth advertising
wherever shown, thus adding inestimably toits value.
Superlative adjectives should be
used in speaking of every member
of the cast. Harry C. Meyers,
whose recent work has been as
heavy, is the leading man of this
feature, playing the part of the
Yankee in a manner most suitable

Neilan

release for
itial
will inbe
LAN'S
NEI1921
LL
MARS
hisHAspectacular visualization
of Randall Farrish's book, " Bob
Hampton of Placer," the big proier days
duction of America's
in 1876, which has front
been in the
on
se
ucti
cour
of prod
since early
last summer.
Undoubted!}- the most ambitious
picture yet staged by this producer,
declares a statement from the Neilan headquarters on the Coast, this
film will mark the beginning of an
active year for the Neilan producing organization. Upon his return
to Hollywood from New York Mr.
Neilan will finish this production
for early release in the New Year.
The picturization of Booth Tarkington's famous "Penrod" will
then be started by the Neilan company, with Wesley Barry again in
the starring role. This film will
be staged in the east in order to
give the picture its proper setting.
Albert Payson Terhune's " The
Lotus Eater " is also scheduled for
early production. These three subjects indicate that Mr. Neilan will
start the new year with the presentation of well known stories, staged
in a big wa}'.
" Bob Hampton
Placer
theForproducer
has used of1500
men"
and horses of the Tenth Cavalry
stationed at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. In the production of these
spectacular
entire fort wasmilitary
turnedeffects
over the
to Mr.
Neilan. A thousand Blackfeet Indians in their picturesque attire are
also shown and many night views
with novel lighting photographed
by David Kesson and Jacques Bizeul at the head of a rorps of cameraman are said to present the

C.

Release

on
Coast
lor this debonair semi-light comedian role, while Pauline Stark is
a most captivating heroine as Sandy
and gives the best performance of
her several years on the screen.
Rosemary Theby interprets the role
of Queen Morgan Le Fay with a
vampish hauteur that brings Mark
Twain's
word pictures
to life.
lin, the magician,
is played
by MerWm.
D. Mong, and this well known actor does not lose a single scene.
Charles Clary satisfied your imagination in his performance as
King Arthur and George Siegmann
as Sir Sagramore is again a heavy
and gives
an exceptional
ance. Charles
Gordon as performthe page
rounds out a truly all star cast,
while Carl Forms gives an impersonation of Mark Twain in the introduction of characters.
Of marked value to the production are the sub-titles, many which
are composed of up-to-the-minute
slang, which serve to contrast them
with ye olde English statements of
King
Arthur's
people. with
Bernard
McConville
is accredited
the
scenario.
Since the opening of this picture
at Miller's theatre, Los Angeles, it
has played from three to five capacity houses daily, and it is estimated the picture will continue at
this theatre at the present prices
for a run of eight or ten weeks.

for

1921

wise of great dramatic tensity
of throughout.
Playing
Tames
Placer " Heads Schedwood, who opposite
portrays the
title Kirkrole,
Wesley is always in the foreground
ule for 192 I
of the action as the pard of the
story's hero. "Dinty" has given the
most artistic conceptions of Mr. public an idea of the dramatic scope
Neilan's career of ten years in the of this boy's talents, and while his
producing branch of the industry.
work will chiefly be along a humorous vein in " Bob Hampton of
In picturing this story Mr. Neilan has found it unnecessary to de- Placer," there are several incidents
viate from the original plot. With of heart appeal in which he figures
the exception of the creation of the lhat are expected to outshine his
character portrayed by Wesley previous efforts, including such
Barry, to give comedy relief to the work as he evidenced in the death
otherwise highly dramatic theme, scene in " Dinty," conceded to be
one of the most striking bits of
he has closely followed Mr. Par- acting
disclosed this season on the
rish's book, which has had such
wide popularity. Marion Fairfax,
who has adapted all the Neilan
stories for screen presentation during the past year, has worked for
months on the script of " Bob
Hampton" with the idea of making this her best achievement.
In
the is
part
Bob," James
Kirkwood
givenof a " character
that
should register some of his best
efforts. The mystery surrounding
this character makes it a difficult
one to portray. Wesley Barry,
Marjorie
Daw,
Pat West
O'Malley,
Noah Beery,
Charles
and
other popular Neilan players in
"Go and Get It," "Dinty" and
"The River's End " are assembled
in the cast.
Wesley Barry forsakes his newsand ragged
cap six-shooters
of " Dinty "
for the papers
hair
chaps and
in " Bob Hampton of Placer."
In this production Mr. Neilan
again entrusts the comedy high
lights of the story to the frecklefaced youngster in a part especially A scene from the Cecil B. De Mille's
" Something
to Think
written into the plot which is other- production
About," a Paramount picture.

" Bob

Hampton
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Betty Compson, in her firstdistributed
starring and
heralded " Prisoners of Love,"
by long
Goldwyn

Coast
Hails Betty
Compson
Press Reviewers Shower Praise on
Her Work in " Prisoners of Love "
BETTY COMPSON in her first Some of the views of Miss Compson are the finest portraiture. Alstarring vehicle, " Prisoners of
Love,' released
by and
Goldwyn,
togetherPrisoners
,'
of Love ' is a
captured
the press
public has
of
that appeals
Los Angeles, declares a statement picture
An extract
fromstrongly."
Henry E.
from the Goldwyn home office. Her Dougherty's review in the Evening
performance is hailed as even Express reads : " Will say here
greater than that which she gave in and
now that Betty Compson's in" The Miracle Man." Given its
terpretative work in ' Prisoners of
initial public showing at tlie Cali- Love ' is better than in ' The Miracle Man.' The sympathetic, lovfornia theatre, January 2, " Prisonable, thoroughly human work of
ers of Love " was greeted by a
record-breaking audience, including Miss Compson cannot be denied."
many of the most prominent men
May Markson wrote in the Recand women in California's motion
ord : " Miss Compson is superlapicture colony, who come to see the
tive as Blanche Davis. The picture
debut of the young star at the head is a powerful and graphic exposiof her own producing company.
tion of the ancient truth, ' The sins
A dispatch from the Coast indi- of the father shall be visited upon
cates that Miss Compson scored a the children ;' yet told with such
personal triumph. Writing in the dramatic sincerity and beauty that
Times, Edwin Schallert said: "Miss even the men in the audience were
Compson of ' Miracle Man ' fame compelled to stifle their emotions.
has retained every vibrant element Betty Compson could hardly have
of her charm and her presence is chosen a subject with more appeal
as enriching as the gleam of an to humanity. The picture contains
opal, as glowing, as irresistible. unity, plausibility and suspense in
The picture is a real triumph of exquisite proportion. It strikes
beauty in settings and composition. home to every heart that sees it."

Another

Hampton

Ready

Advance Reports on " The Killer "
Foretell
Successful Melodrama
FROM advance reports received not to employ the star system. Up
by Pathe,
"The Killer,"
the to his latest finished work he has
Benjamin
B. Hampton,
which that
his guns, for in "The Kilcompany will release on January stuckler " heto offers
a melodrama with a
30, promises to be a worthy suc- cast which the producer asserts to
cessor to previous Hampton melo- be an all-star one.
dramas. "The Killer" is a StewThe players who interpret the
ard Edward White story.
characters of the Stewart Edward
" The Killer " illustrated another White play are familiar through
principle rigidly adhered to by B. their former works on the screen
B. Hampton since his entrance to and include many who have been
the field of motion picture produc- featured and starred in successful
tion, it is said. His experience as
For the name role Mr.
an associate with another producer photoplays.
Hampton selected Frank Campeau.
convinced Mr. Hampton that first Mr.
Campeau has done many heavy
of all melodrama was the one sure
type of play for the screen, and characterizations in picture with
with that conviction as the basis of the Triangle Fine Arts forces and
his working policy he determined with Douglas Fairbanks.

Doug"
Breaking
Records
" Mark of Zorro " Held Over for
Two Days at Akron, C, Theatre
lence, while the critic of the ChiBECAUSE
the great
number
of Akron of(Ohio)
people
who
cago Herald and Examiner states
had not the opportunity of jamming in his review . that " Douglas
themselves into the Allen theatre, Fairbanks always comes back with
Akron, Ohio, Manager Simons was a bang, and he comes back this
compelled to extend the engage- time with more of a bang than ever
ment of " The Mark of Zorro," the before and a much shrewder actor
latest Fairbanks picture to be re- to boot. In the early reels of "The
leased by the United Artists, for
is preto be an where
idling,hespineless
two days. Packed houses were the Mark of tendingZorro,"
rule at the Allen from the very don — a weak-hipped« lollypop who
first performance and the picture > awns and yawns in the presence of
shattered all previous attendance his fiery father and his disgusted
records at the theatre, it is reported. fiancee, he challenges the best of
Critics and the photoplay public the film actors, for his facial play
were particularly loud in their is restrained and effective — and how
praise — the people having gone
does gape; yawn doesn't express
away talking about the picture, and he
it hefulgapes,
evendewhen
the beautiMarguerite
la Motte,
in a
the critics did not hesitate in saying that they thought it was Fair- Spanish mantilla and sad eyes is
1/ank's best picture.
before him, he gapes; but that is his
The moving picture editor of the game and to tell you why he gapes
Lima Times said that there was so is to take a big suspense kick
out of your life. Mr. Fairbanks is
"no use talking
aboul
Fairbanks
is surely
the it."
goods"Doug"
in his
in this theatre
production."
At the Majestic
in Springlatest production, " The Mark of irresistible
Zorro," and that hundreds of peofield, Ohio, "The
Mark
of
Zorro"
ple were turned away on the first did capacity
business during
the
day, and those who succeeded in entire run of the picture, despite
the
fact
that
there
were
two
rainy
getting into the theatre were tremendously enthused about the pro- days. The management wired to
duction.
Hiram .\brams, president of the
The editor of the moving picture United Artists, that all their patrons
department of the North American were well pleased with the production and that it is the best Fairbanks
speaks of " Doug " Fairbank's latest picture as one of special excel- production ever made.

"Time

Out"

Elaborate
by Bennett

Sets to

for
studiosis
at the
ALLof product
n Bennett
, who
Whitmaions
producing the Lionel Barrymore
and other specials for Associated
First National release, will be suspended for a period of the month
of February, during which time, the
construction of sets adequate to
meet the requirements of a superl
tion, " Salvation
specia
Nell
" will produc
be the only activity
in the
studio in Yonkers. In choosing the
play written by Edgar Sheldon and
used with great success as the starring vehicle of Mrs. Fiske, Whitman Bennett planned to give it most
careful and artistic production for
the screen.
" Salvation Nell " was produced
as a play on November 23, 1908, at
the Hackett theatre in New York.
As it opened late in the season it
enjoyed the distinction of playing
twenty
York, onandtour,
afteiward weeks
broke inallNewrecords
having an uninterrupted run of
eighty weeks. Charles Darnton,
dramatic critic of the Evening
World, gave to it the unique sentence which afterward became famous in connection with its advertising, A" divine comedy of the
slums." Mrs. Fiske chose Holbrooke Blinn as leading man, and
it was he who immortalized the
character of " Jim." Gilda Varesi
who has recently distinguished herself as author and star of " Enter
Madame " portrayed a delightful
Italian character in the original
cast. Mrs. Fiske had previouslyidentified herself with the charac-

to Build
Sets
Be Constructed

ters from Ibsen, Nell"
and the portrayal
Salvation
of
Nell, was a broad departure
from her usual artistic characterizations.
Pauline Stark has been selected
after a search of six months, to
pcrtray the screen version of Nell.
Although she is young in years she
has had a great deal of screen exMr. Bennett
Director Kennethperience.Webb
were and
unanimous
in their enthusiasm over her work |
after viewing several productions
in which she displayed unusual talent. "Her eyes and facial expression tells a story of pathos and humanity,"
" it is and
astoundingsaidin aMr.girlWebb,
so young
yet, it is all there, exactly what
Dorothy
scenarist, has
Xell
should Farnum,
be."
completed the script. Miss Farnum's recent work in adaptations
of plays includes, " The Great Adventure "and '■Bennett
Jim theproductions.
Penman,"
both Whitman

"The Spenders" Is Due
Early in January
" The Spenders " from the wellknown novel of the same name by
Harry Leon Wilson, will be released through theearly
W. W.
Hodldnson Corporation
in January.
This is a Benj. B. Hampton production with an all-star cast including Claire Adams, Joseph J. Dowling, Robert McKim, Niles Welch
and others.

January
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Photographs taken of the teaser 24 sheets with zvhicli Universal is arousing the curiosity of all New York in connection ivith Priscilla Dean's new
starring vehicle, "Outside the Lazv"
Educational Bookings
on the Increase
Effective
Stunt
by
Universal
One of the strong points cited by
Educational is that the same theblock lettering, announcing the picscored again
hastune
ture. The mysterious shield with
atres which have been showing the UNIVER
and efan oppor
with SAL
fective exploitation stunt. It Links Drive for "Out- the P D evolved into a vignette for
two-reel Educationals are contractPriscilla Dean's initials. This was
ing for the greater portion of the
side the Law " With
being used to exploit "Outside the
followed by two more stands of
single reelers, and are employing is
world
picunder
new
big
the
Law,"
Blue Sunday Move
the colored 24 sheets advertising
these when the length of the fea- lure starring Priscilla Dean. It
ture calls for a shorter fun film. consists of an unusual and timely
the picture.
Where there are two or three teaser poster campaign.
By this time, exhibitors all over
seriously.
Others
treated
it
huOne morning, several weeks ago,
houses under the same ownership,
the
country had heard of the cammorously. Vaudeville teams used
Educational reports that in a great- a short time after the Blue Law it, cartoonists
paign and inquiries started comused
it,
and
soon
er portion of the cities its entire Sunday advocates had been herald- New York had made it a household
ing in relative to the stunt, announces Universal. A similar posted in the press and answered by
product, both one and two-reelers,
er -campaign was started in Chiare being booked by the same cir- charge and countercharge. New phrase.
During
the
fifth
week
after
the
cago, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, and
cuits and given a first showing at York awoke to find a big smashing
one of the houses in competition twenty - four - sheet staring from first " You Are Outside the Law " in other cities, and many exhibitors
started
same campaign six
every billboard stand.
posters appeared, the teaser post- weeks intheadvance
with the longer pictures.
of their play
were replaced by a third stand,
Production of these pictures is
"Do You Motor on Sunday? withersthe
same design and the same dates.
well ahead of schedule, and prints You Are Outside the Law ! " was
of the various pictures are in all of the flaring admonition that confronted New Yorkers in letters
the exchanges, so that exhibitors
can see a number of them before four feet high. There were four
contracting for either of the series, different styles of these posters. On
which alternate in weekly release. some the caption read : " Do You
Godless
Men"
for Capitol
The Vanitj'S which are available in- Work on Sunday?" On others:
Due at Big Theatre Week of Jan.
clude "Tea For Two," " Without a "Do You Dance on Sunday?" and
30; Also Booked in 39 Key Cities
You poster
Play Cards
Sunday?
Wife," " His Four Fathers," " Mind "OnDo each
was a onblack
shield,"
Your Business" and " Ouija Did
Loew's Vendome theatre, Nashville,
It." Among the first Gaietys are not unlike a policeman's shield,
Tenn. ; Republic theatre, Jacksonville,
Go
L
D
W
Y
N
'
S
production
of
"Godless
Men,"
from
Ben
Fla.
; Odeon, Savannah, Ga. ; Criterion,
" Ain't Love Grand," " Sand bearing
the cryptic initials " P. D."
Tenn. ; New Empire, MontWitches," " Rest in Peace " and This was taken by many to stand Ames Williams' sea story of "Black Chattanooga,
gomery, Ala. ; Avon, Utica, N. Y. ;
" Blondes."
for " Police Department."
Pawl," a Reginald Barker all-star Gaiety, Springfield, 111. ; Capitol, Davenproduction, has been booked for
'NewwasYo/k
was astonished.
port, la.; Gifts, Cincinnati, Ohio; PanYork
shocked.
New York New
was early showing in thirty-nine key
theon, Toledo, Ohio ; Liberty, YoungsOhio; Alhambra, Canton, Ohio;
"Partners of the Tide" indignant. " These Blue Law ad- cities and at the Capitol theatre. town,
Old
Min,
Dallas, Texas; Empire, San
New York, where it will be screened Antonio, Texas;
Prints in East
Queen, Houston, Texas;
certainlyheard
have on
theirallcrust!"
was thevocates
wail
sides.
Hippodrome,
Ft. Worth, Texas; Emweek of January 30. " Godless
press,
Oklahoma
City, Okla. ; Grecian,
Irvin Willat has shipped to the Outraged citizens wrote letters to the
Men" is the production singled out El Paso, Texas; Gem,
Little Rock, Ark.;
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation the newspapers, denouncing the by the National Board of Review Broadway,
Muskogee,
Okla. ; Dixie, Galveston, Tex. ; Idle Hour, Kansas City,
from the West Coast the completed Blue Law propagandists for the of Motion Pictures for first place
Tulsa, Okla. ; CaliforBlue Law people al- in the four photoplays selected from Kans. ;LosMajestic,
printsecond
on " Partners
the Tide,"It pesters.legedThe
Angeles, Cal. ; Regent, Paterson,
the poster campaign was current releases in its first bulletin N. J.nia,and
his
independentof release.
Strand,
Albany, N. Y.
launched by their enemies, to throw of critique, exceptional photoplays.
is claimed that " Behind the Door " the
Blue
Law
movement
into
disfaIt
has
already
been
seen
in
Los
and " Below the Surface," two of vor.
Angeles where it attracted such Tom Gallery Is Engaged
his greatest successes of the past,
have been far outdone in this new
Hardly had the Metropolitan dis- turn-away attendance at the Califor Viola Dana Cast
fornia theatre and aroused so much
trict recovered from its first shock,
production.
when a new set of posters appeared. favorable comment that it was
Tom Gallery has been selected by
The old ones still remained, and transferred to Miller's theatre for
Metro to play the leading male role
in many cases the new ones ap- another week.
peared opposite the former ones.
The cast which interprets this in Viola Dana's new special proOn the new ones was the following tale of human passions and virtues
advice :
duction,Home
"
Stuff."
is considered by Goldwyn officials
" Do Not Be Misled By Malicious to be one of the greatest ever assembled for one photoplay by GoldYouPropaganda
Are Not— Outside of the
wyn. Russell Simpson has the role
of Black Pawl, James Mason that
'In the
of Red Pawl, his son; Helene
If
You
Dance
on
Sunday."
Law
—
ihadow
If New Yorkers were interested Chadwick is the girl, Alec B. Francis the returning missionary, Robbefore, they were enthusiastic now.
of the
ert Kortman the tool of Red Pawl,
Even a dog-fight will stop traffic in
the metropolis, and here was a new and John Bowers the first mate.
The action all takes place on board
kind of fight — a billboard fight.
Doitie"^
More and more attention was a schooner in the Pacific Ocean,
paid to the mysterious posters by and there is much beautiful photogthe daily press. Pictures of the
raphy in the picture.
postersriouswere
reproduced
and
va"
Godless
Men " has already been
sources attributed to them.
Columnists picked up the slogan, booked at the following theatres in
A David 'G. Fischer Production
" Outside the Law." Some took it key cities:
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w Pathe
the ne
play anserial
WITH
nounced for exhibition on release date
in theatres in all parts of the
arles Hutchincountry, Ch
will
son, serial daredevil, es
make his bow to countl s
e fans in an epimotion pictur
sode romance of stunts,
thrills and excitement, when
" Double Adventyure " is offered on Januar 23rd. The
film in which Hutchinson
will star is a fifteen-episode
Jack Cunplay writtenham andby od
pr uced by
ning
Robert Brunton. W. S. Van
Dyke directed the picture.
" Double Adventure " is
" vehicle " for the
primarily
star. Its aplot was contrived
so as to permit the famous
stunt star all the freedom
possible for the performance
of his daring acrobatics with
motorcycles, automobiles,
aeroplanes and horses.

Picture

X ejg

"Scrambled Wives" Release in January

George Beban, in aproduction
scene fromdistributed
" One Manby inRobertson-Cole
a Million," the George Beban

Filming of " Scrambled Wive*
the
productionClark,
from the
the s* : '■'/
of first
Marguerite
chosen by the petite star for h : rr
turn to the screen, has been completed and the finished print will
he delivered to Associated First
Xational Pictures, Inc., who will
release the picture before the end
of January. The cutting and titling
will take somewhat longer than thai
of the usual production of the ^ame
length, due to a production theof)'
held by Miss Qark.
In the cast supporting Miss Clai^
appear Leon P. Gendron, Ralph
Bunker, Florence Martin, Virginia
Lee, Alice Mann, Frank Badgley,
America Cheddister, John Mayer,
John Washburn, T. A. Eraidon,
Harry Fisher, Wesley Jenkins, .\da
Neville and Emma Wilcox, Edwin
H. Griffith, assisted by A. F.
Bernadac, did the directing, and
William McCoy and Ray June
photography.

Film Shows How New
Exploit
Beban
Picture
York Gets Its Food
Action, Characters and Backgrounds
A motion-picture produced bjr
IS Report
the Community Productions, Inc.
Offer Fine Possibilities is
under the auspices of the State
lunch
room,
a
mysterious
den
of
THE week following the signing thievery and a secret still beneath Division of Food and Market*,
of the contract between Robshows how New York City gets its
ertson-Cole and George Beban, the sidewalk, the home of the hum- food supply. The views show the
ble,
big-hearted
Italian,
who
is
the
whereby the former undertakes the
transportation of food-stuffs from
the New Jersey freight yards to
distribution of Mr. Beban's special picture's
interestingcentral
scenes. figure, and other the
New York markets in lower
production, " One Man in a MilManhattan. The transfer of the
lion," finds the work of preparing
an elaborate exploitation and adfood-stuffs through the jobbing
Film Tester Invented
vertising campaign for the picture
sections to the retail store and
well under way, announces a stateby Metro Cameraman
finally
to the family's breakfast
ment from Robertson-Cole headJackson Rose, cameraman at the table is interestingly visualized. A
Metro
studios
in
Hollywood,
and
portion of the production was
quarters.
scheduled for showing at the
" One Man in a Million " on Janphotographer
of
May
Allison's
last
Rialto,
New York, for the week of
three special screen productions,
uary
8,
opened
a
week's
engagement
at the New Branford theatre, New- has perfected an apparatus whose December 19th. Prints will be
ark, N. J., this being its national
permits film to be loaned without cost to theatres,
premier. Following this it will application
printed
and
exposed to sunlight schools and
organizations,
ancontinue to play off the $100,000 in five minutes after
nounces thecivic
Division
of Food and
exposure in the
contracts which Robertson-Cole se- camera, declares a statement from Markets.
cured as part of its agreement with
Metro's headquarters. Mr. Rose
Mr. Beban and Sol Lesser, who has
recorded patents on the device,
was allied with Mr. Beban in mak- and it will be used on all Metro
Charles Ray's Picture
ing the production, declares the
Released Feb. 7th
R.-C. statement.
productions.
The
"
cinema
film
tester,"
as
the
A
smashing surprise is promised
Only two or three of these en- invention has been named, consists
gagements will have been played
box attached to the cam- the public when Charles Ray's
before Robertson-Cole will present of a tiny
era. It is so arranged that it may fourth independently produced picto the trade its complete campaign
ture, an adaptation of James Whitat any stage of the mak- comb Riley's poem, " The Old
for putting over " One Man in a be used
ing
of
exteriors
or
interiors,
reSwimmin' Hole," is released by
Million," and then first runs everygardless of the strength of sun- First National February 7. Acwhere may have the picture. Bookcording to Arthur S. Kane, who
ings are now being taken by the light.
Robertson - Cole branches in all
presents
the
star, the particular feaparts of the country.
ture that is destined to make exAll-Animal
Cast for
hibitors
and
fans alike to stop, look
"One Man in a Million" is said
Chester Comedy
and — look again, is something abto be highly adaptable to exploitation in many forms. It has several
solutely unique in film production.
■' Ladies' Pets," a Chester comhuman problems mingled with its
edy, which is to be released through
action. Its actors present such pic- Educational exchanges earlj' in
turesque characters as a city pound February, is promised as one of the
master, a post-war group of Bel- most unique pictures in all film hisgian waifs, a Belgian mother seektory in that every important role is
ing her lost child; a combination taken by animals, with a single exFagin and bootleeger, a detective
ception— that of the dog-catcher.
who pursues his investigations
along sociological angles, dozens of
children in appealing roles, and
Bebe Daniels Chosen
scores of dogs of all sorts, not to
Most Popular Star
speak of a most remarkable educated parrot.
Bebe Daniels, Realart star proved
popular moving picThe backgrounds of " One Man to be the most among
the picture
in a Million " add further to the patronstureinactress
the competition recently
exploitation possibilities of the pic- conducted under
the auspices of the
ture. They include a city dog
Grand Rapids Herald. Bebe
pound, and city streets wherein the Daniels
\^TAQRAPH
Reid were
dog catcher has amusing and dra- chosen theandmostWallace
popular stars.
matic adventures, a colorful low
To

Editorial Lauds "Edgar
Series" by Tarkington
Eloquent testimony to the lifelikeness, the humor, the insight and
artistry of the series of two-reel
comedies of American boy nature
produced by Goldwyn and written
gton, master delinby Booth
child types in modern
eator ofTarkin
American literature, is borne by the
motion picture editor of the New
York Times. Writing editorially
screen developon the outstanding in
the issue of
ments of the year
the Times for Sunday, January 2,
he says:
" The writer is inclined to regard
as among the most significant
works of the year the Edgar comedies from the pen of Booth Tarkington, produced under the direction of E. Mason Hopper and Mason N. Litson, with Johnny Jones
as Edgar. More imaginaton has
entered into the making of these
comedies than may be discerned in
any other production seen in 1920."
George Bunny Scoring
in Capitol Comics
son of the faGeorge
comedian, John Bunny, is
mous Bunny,
starring in the latest Capitol Comedy, "You'd Better Get It," which
is being released through the Goldtion. Rewyn Distributing Corpora
ports from the Goldwyn exchanges
show that George Bunny is being
well received. In support of the
star appears Estelle Harrison.
The Georee Bunny series of Capitol Comedies are being directed
by Mark Goldaine; and Kingsley
Benedict is writing them as well as
acting in them.
Roche Pens Complete
Comedy in Week
Arthur Somers Roche, the latest
acquisition writers,
of Metro's
colony
prominent
set a new
recordof
by producing a complete comedy in
one week. " Kissed " is the title of
the story, which was written especially for May Allison, who will
be seen in the production in the near
future.

A

January

LE
ceNs-C
SO
Tun
the Orecord
ROBEanRno
of having placed or
played all the first runs
In the United States on
" Kismet," starringialOtis Skinner, the suwhipechr-spec ed production
open
at the
Strand theatre, New York
ddle of Nother.eThis mi
City, in vemb
means that the
entire country has been sold
first run in about six weeks.
Quite a number of first
run houses have played " Kismet." Many more will do so
in the weeks just ahead.
Then the picture will sweep
into the second runs. Upper
Broadway, New York City,
was " Kismet " from end to
end last Sunday, as half a
dozen of the great houses in
the upper hotel and residential district played it day and
date.
An attractive window display has been arranged between Robertson-Cole, distributors of " Kismet," and
Will Rossiter, the Chicago
music publisher, on Rossiter's
song called " Kismet."
*'Down Home" Breaks
House's Records
From Jack Griswold of the Savoy theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., comes
the following wire concerning
" Down Home," which he played
the entire week of January 2:
"'Down Home' broke all house
records yesterday. Everybody conceded itto be the best picture ever
shown in Syracuse. Even Monday
matinee very big. Congratulations."
"Jack Griswold."
(Signed)
Elinor Glyn Guest of
Honor at Dinner
Elinor
who foris writin"inal screenGlyn,
stories
Parmountorig-at
the Hollywood studio, went last
w.eek to San Francisco where she
addressed the University Fine Art
Society at a gathering attended by
social and literary leaders of the
Bay City. She was accorded a
hearty reception and was guest of
honor at a noteworthy dinner party.
The topic of her address was
" Keeping the Aim in View."
New

Christie Finished
for Educational

" Man Against Woman " is the
expressive title of a two-reel comedy which is just being completed
by Christie for release through
Educational Exchanges. Dorothy
Devore and Neal Burns have the
leading parts, while in the cast are
Gene Corey, Bessie Delitch, H.
Harry Edwards and a group of
Christie beauties.
Hugo
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Ballin Completes

"East Lynne"
Huga Ballin has completed " East
Lynne,"
independent
productionhisfor second
Hodkinson
release.
This picture has been in course of
construction at the Ballin studio
for some time past, and has just
left the director's hands.

High

Mark

for

News

tres ofshow
theaase
sand rele
the first
the- 4,000 Houses Set as
FOUR ingthou
ams
Mark for Opening
nogr
r-Ki
is the mark
supe
set this week by Educational Film
Week of Jan. 30
g the anfollowin
Exchanges, Inc.,
of
the week
nouncement that with
January 30 it is to take over this
bi-wcekly news service which will nounced anticipates considerable
absorb Gaumont News and one expenditures for events of this sort
month later will include a service which can be anticipated. In addition each camera post is given
bein
tion. g handled by a third organiza- liberal advance funds so that advantage can be taken of every sudRelease of Kinograms will mark
den happening without the delay
the completion of Educational's incident to communication with the
plans to afford exhibitors every- home office and awaiting authorizawhere full service of every- tion.
thing for their program with the
Service on Kinograms will be one
single exception of the feature. It
marks the fullest accomplishment of the points emphasized in Educational. Since the company has devoted its entire attention to one and
of the
including theorganization's
establishment plans,
of exchanges
two-reel subjects the various branch
through the United States and Can- managers have been instructed to
ada in lessis than
Stress
being eight
placedmonths'
on the time.
fact call attention of exhibitors to the
that the absorption of these three fact that its own record guarantees
that each exchange will devote the
news pictorial is not simply a com- same attention to the handling of
bination of three different services,
the single news reel as it does with
but the acquistion of their full re- every comedy, scenic and special
sources and their full possibilities. that it handles. Each exchangeman
Each of the three will continue its
forces in the field and the merged is instructed to emphasize this specialization inshort subjects as an
editorial departments will select
guarantee that the exhibfrom everywhere available the additional
itor will get the very news weekly
cream of the material. These pic- that he has contracted for and on
tures will be released twice weekly time.
under the name of Kinograms.
More than fifty cameramen,
" We are putting our whole guarplaced in the key centers of the
antee
behindHammons,
Kinograms,"
commented E. W.
president
world, will be retained and in addi" We take the uttion to this numerous special ex- of Education.
most pride in this service because
peditions will be sent out to cover
it
now
enables
us
to offer the exworld events. A number of conhibitor everything for his program
tracts have already been made
which will assure exclusive news fifty-two weeks in the year with
exception of the feature, a field
pictures of important happenings the
which we have not and will never
for Kinograms, and the plan an-

Weeklies
enter. We are confident that the
super Kinograms will prove the
greatest news weekly that has ever
been put on the market, but in offering tent
these with
pictures
are not conmerelywe promises
of
superior quality, but stress the point
of superior service.
" From the beginning of this organizationbasis,even we
on have
its rather
servative
made conthe
point of requiring quality as the
basis of our every release. Our success has been largely based on that
point, so we feel confident that exhibitors generally will recognize that
we have taken over these three combined news services under the name
of Kinograms because we are confident that they will maintain our
standards.
" Since we added one and tworeel comedies and the specials to
our service, we have realized that
we needed one link to complete our
chain — a news service that would
assure the exhibitor the very cream
of the world's happenings and the
features of its daily life. During
the pastclinedfew
monthsof we
havefrom
dea number
offers
various organizations to produce
such news reels. We were not content with any one that was being
produced. We wanted something
more than that. But when we were
given the opportunity to acquire
the full product of Kinograms, the
Gaumont News Weekly and the
third service which we will soon
announce, and to combine the three
producing staffs with all of their
possibilities into a single semiweekly release, we felt that the opportunity had come."

mand
for this subject shows any
"Wing
Toy"
Has
Fine
Settings
ttxxrING TOY," which will Stars Shirley Mason ; marked abatement.
The Fox officials are in receipt of
the latter
be released
y/y/
" part
of this month by
the following communication from
" Flame of Youth "
Fox Film Corporation, will, accordGoing Strong
John J. Walker, manager of the
ing to advices from officials of that
Barcli theatre, Schenectady, N. Y. :
" Gentlemen — You are to be comcompany, be one of the most noteworthy productions of the entire
mended'for the type of picture of
Fox output for the year. The setFlame of Youth,' with Shirley
tings are particularly impressive, it cote are panels of rich Chinese fret- ■ 'Mason.
I have had more pleasing
work, gold and vermillion, and set
is stated, and their construction ocon it than any other piccupied several weeks prior to the on a black background. The set comments
ture Ihave used in a long time. It
filming of the picture.
contains twenty-five colored panels. goes to show that it is the clean,
' One of the most sensational in- This set alone took two weeks to wholesome thing that pay, after all.
teriors ever used in a picture, it is build and paint, according to the My business increased each day for
said, is a big Chinese gambling statement from Fox headquarters. three days with it, and it was very
A Chinese altar used in this set plain to see that it was the pleasant
room. This elaborate set, the decorative scheme of which carries out is the same from which Buddha taste it left that did the advertisthe motif of the Chinese woodcar- glares fiercely at the Los Angeles
ver, with plenty of dragons and Chinese who come to worship, as it
other grotesque figures forming the was borrowed from the local joss
background for some of the most house and promptly returned after
thrilling scenes of the story. The the filming, declares the statement Fox News Covers SailChinese gambling paraphernalia from the Fox home office. The exing of Fleet
used in this scene is the real thing,
teriors of the picture were taken in
When the Atlantic Fleet steamed
and represents the total hauls of Los Angeles' Chinatown.
out of Hampton Roads last week
several picturesque raids in China- wasThewritten
story of
Wing Doles
Toy," Bell,
whichis bound for Cuba and later for the
by "Pearl
town, where the instruments of.
chance fell into alien hands.
said to furnish Shirley Mason with Pacific via the Panama Canal, two
Another particularly striking set, the most attractive role of her ca- thousand reels of films made up
part of the cargo, announces a
declares William Fox, is a Chinese reer.
statement from the Fox Films Corcurio store, stocked with Oriental
Despite
the
fact
that
"
Wing
bric-a-brac and oddities.
poration. Every release of the Fox
Toy," ture,the
new
Shirley
Mason
picis already receiving some very organization was included in the
A set representing the interior of
lively lease,
booking
of re- film supply aboard the exchange
arepresents
wealthy aChinese
gambler'sof home
officials ofintheadvance
Fox company
ship Prometheus, according to the
great amount
labor
and detail in its manufacture ; the state that " Flame of Youth," Miss statement. These pictures are to
woodwork being painted to get the Mason's latest release, is holding on be distributed to the various vessels
effect of cherry wood and being with such tenacity that it promises for showing to the crews during
richly stenciled. Above the wains- to be many months before the de- the long trip to the Pacific.
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scenes from " The Oath," the R. A. Walsh production, one of the " Big Five " to be distributed by First National
Many Reviewers Praise
"Little 'Fraid Lady"
Chaplin
Release
Is
Due
Jan.
23
Trade paper reviewers of many
makes a business of breaking win- publications covering the motion
Charlie Chap- "The Kid" Will
Be
HE KID,"
dows, when Charles, as an itinerant
*<np
will
be
reI leased
lin's six-reeler,
by Associated First
glazier, is nearby to make the neces- picture field are at one in declarNational Pictures, Inc., on January
ing "The Little 'Fraid Lady " in
sary repairs.
Ass'd
by
Relea
sed
The contrast to make the humor which Mae Marsh returns to the
23. This will be the second release
screen
production entirely
more joyous is furnihsed by the worthy toof bethe a event.
of the first group of Big Five proThis picture
First Nat'l
ductions to be distributed by First
pathos
of Charlie
the mother's
search
for
proceeds
from
the
start
to
the
finthe
Kid.
and
the
Kid
bebased Girl
on Marjorie
National this year, " Passion," starWho Berrton
Lived Cooke's
In the
in the unraveling of the story
come beneficiaries of her kindness =s" The
ring Pola Nigri being the first, with and ishthe
action is fast and snappy, with no suspicion of the actual rela- Woods " and was directed by John
" The Oath," an R. A. Walsh pro- according to reports, right up to the
tionship until one day when the G. Adolfi. It is released as a
duction-, Sowing
"
the Wind," with climax.
authorities
try to separate the Kid Robertson-Cole super-special.
Anita Stewart, and Allen Holubar's
In writing their criticisms of
The comedy is said to excel any- and Charlie.
" Man, Woman, Marriage," starthing that Chaplin has ever done,
ring Dorothy Phillips yet to come.
The storj' was written by Chaplin " The Little 'Fraid Lady " the reviewers invariably gave full credit
"The Kid" is the comedian's and a great part of the effect is himself, and the production of it
initial adventure into the field of gained through the fact that none was directed by the comedian. to the past performances of Miss
feature comedy and is said to be a of the situations are forced to give Jackie Coogan, hailed as a genuine Marsh, and acknowledged the enormity of the following which she won
opportunity. The logi- discovery of juvenile acting ability
revelation in Chaplin humor. It is the comedian of
the comedian to plays the part of the Kid. Edna by them in all parts of the world.
the projection of a character such handlecal efforts
the
situations
into
which
he
Incidentally
they hailed Miss
as Charlie has made famous into
Purviance, well known for her
carried as the story develops scin- clever work in previous Chaplin Marsh's return to the screen as an
an intense, gripping, heart interest is
productions, has the part of the event of more than passing note.
with a genuine plot. The picture tilates with natural humor.
A synopsis of the story indicates Woman ; Tom Wilson, the Policethat the production is as unusual as
man, and Carl Miller, the Man.
First National found it to be when
six reels "and "Film-Osophy" Meetit was included in the first group willThebe production
released asis ain super-special.
of Big Fives. The play had but five
ing with Success
characters named as The Man, The
Woman, The Kid, The Tramp and "The Spenders'Tleases
Luke served
McLuke's
being
weekly" Film-Osophy,"
by the Pi<
The Policeman. Charlie Chaplin,
Loew Audiences
neejFilm
Corporation,
is meeting
dinky mustache, half sized cane,
A statement from the headquar- with splendid success and is gainfull-grown trousers, over-sized
ing headway each week in every
ters of the W. W. Hodkinson Corshoes and everj'thing is the Tramp.
of thefrom
countr>',
according to a
He finds an abandoned baby against
poration declares that the enthusi- part
statement
Pioneer.
asm displayed by the audiences of
an ash can in an alley and after
" Film-Osophy " is made up of a
several atempts to make someone Marcus Loew's New York theatre
else take charge of it takes it to during the recent showing of " The number of " gags " written by the
his own garret room. When the Spenders " at that theatre " was famous column conductor, Luke
McLuke, whose quips appear in
Kid has reached the age of six they greater than that which had been country.
have a f ullrfledgeed, efficient busi- accorded any other comedy-drama over 250 newspapers throughout the
ness organization running — the Kid that ever played there."
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Stahi to Produce for
Mayer on Coast
After a three months' visit to
\'e\v York, John M. Stahl, director,
las returned to Los Angeles to regime production activities under
he Louis B. Mayer banner. Mr.
stahl's pictures will hereafter be
aiown as John M. Stahl Producions. They will be famous stories
ihned on an elaborate scale, and
vill have all-star casts.
-Mr. Stahl's- first Louis B. MayerVssociated First National attracion, created
" The Woman
in His House,"
las
much interest
in film
ircles in the East. Arrangements
re now being made to put the picure in one of the big Broadway
l.catres for an extended run.
While in New York Mr. Stahl
ut
" Sowing
the Wind,"
his latestIt
licture
for Louis
B. Mayer.
lars Anita Stewart, and, according
o the reviews of the Eastern critcs, it promises to be one of the
i;g dramatic ofTerings of 1921.
^reparations are now under way
or Mr. Stahl to begin work on the
irst of his signed -productions that
viU be released by Mr. Mayer
hrough' Associated First National.
lohnny Hines Extends
Tour upon Demand
So successful has been the peronal appearance of Johnny Hines,
tar in Torchy comedies, released
hrough Educational, in several
learby cities, the leading exhibitors
n Cincinnati, Cleveland and Pitts)urgh have sent urgent requests
hat the celebrated portrayer of
jewell
office boy
)e sent Ford's
to thosered-headed
cities.
Charles C. Burr, president of
Jaster Films, Inc., has made the
.rrangements for these visits
hrough President E. W. Hamnons of Educational Film Ex:hanges. Inc. The schedule as aranged provides for Cincinnati the
veek of January 16th, Cleveland
he week of January 23rd, and then
-"ittsburgh the week of January
»th.
This trip is made possible only
)erause production of Torchy com■dies is well ahead of schedule.
Elinor Fair Opposite
Earle Williams
Elinor Fair has been engaged to
ippear as leading woman for Earle
Ailliams in his next Vitagraph
)roduction,
of the She
Night,"
)y Frederick " Loot
J. Jackson.
has
ust returned to Los Angeles after
inishing a picture in New York as
eading Srnith
womanwillfor direct
EugenetheO'Brien.
David
star in
his production.
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Two of W. W. Hodkinson's new pictures:
— BessieBillington
Barriscaleand in Mahlon
"The Broken
with Left
Francilia
HamiltonGate."

Hodkinson
The
on .of "res,"
the captiin
Rls Syst
UNDE
Spoi
inson, Pictu
W.
W. Hodkem
president
of the W. W. Hodkinson Pictures
Corporation, discusses the reports,
finding frequent place in the press
of late, to the effect that a lessening
of production and a general incisive
retrenchment are the predominant
features of the prevailing situation
n picture industrj'. Says
in the motio
Mr. Hodkinson :
'■ Too many of us are trying to
repress or defy the natural laws of
growth, too many of us are seeking
to escape
operation
inescapable laws.theHere
are theofcauses
of
all the ' howling and gnashing of
teeth.' There areducer-distributor
too many
concerns in prothis
industry built on the theory that
they are capable single handed of
supplying the theatres of the entire
world with all the product they may
need. Here begins one of the most
fatal of all the errors now afflicting the industry. The producer
be that their error arises merely
•from over-weening ambition, though
it is hard to resist the belief that
greed enters into the situation. Now
when we have a definite number of
producers, all of them releasing on
a definite and fixed schedule, and
all of them geared on the belief that
they are the best judges of the
merits of their own product, there
must be an end to all sound and
healthy development. One unfailing effect is the instant depreciation
of quality. This depreciation will
progress steadily until we reach
the point where the public, ordinarily the menagerie
most patientrebels
animaland
in God's
great
there
ensues great distress and confusion
ending in disaster for those who
have set natural laws at defiance.
" Growth in this industry is possible only through the conscientious
application of the selective principle. Talent must have free play —
ability and genius must be made
sure of their reward. How can this
be done under a system which seeks
to perpetuate arbitrary values and
which has no use for talent or ability or genius except as these elements may fit into the rigid and
unnatural scheme of producer-controlled organizations.
" I believe that we have reached
the point when the public is begin-

Issues

Right — "The Truant Husband,"

Statement

independent force within the industry isthe result of this unfavorable verdict of the public on the
Spoils
System " vs.
man
theatre.who owns the motion picture
" Merit
System "
His Subject
'■ W'e are entering on the final
of the battle between the merit
stage
ning to rebel. Constructive, conscientious and competent criticism system and the spoils system. The
places an arbitrary value upon his spoils system is the fated method
product. The fact is that no pro- of the producer-controlled organization, the system which lives by deducer and no group of producers is
spoiling both the exhibitor and the
capable of determining in advance
of a public verdict the honest and public and which will become extinct within a twelve-month or less.
genuine value of any nroduction. I
do not necessarily impugn the good It will be succeeded by the merit
faith of these producers. It may system which automatically keeps
has been a sore need in this indus- down any pictures with a taint of
the system which autotry. If we had had it in sufficient inferiority;matically
attracts and encourages
volume we might now now be con- talent in the
produc
ing field; the
fronted with the wrath of the public. The subject is tempting, but its system which relying on the play
further pursuit might lead me too of natural forces regulated by immutable laws will always be able to
far afield. The definite practical
thing which concerns me and ought serve cream instead of skimmed
to concern every constructive and
Pathe
New

Films
Year's

Eve

B'way Highlight
/^NE of the most picturesque features
New York's
celebration of theof entrance
of the
New
Year was the enthusiasm displayed
by vast street crowds in the methods
employed by the Pathe News organization indepicting its highlights
for issue No. 2. The camera records of these methods form an important part of the reel, and legitimately, for they were hailed by
multitudes all along the Great White
Way as adding an unique efTect to
the midnight spectacle. For the
first time, Pathe claims, in the history of the News Screen, New
York night life upon a great occasion was successfully filmed from
a dozen different points of view.
Editor Emanuel Cohen and his
staff had prepared for the occasion,
in the most thorough and farsighted manner. For purposes of
photographyluminationat
night,waspowerful
ofcourse
necessary,iland this is accomplished only by
means of heavy and cumbersome
apparatus. No single street installation would meet the opportunities
of a celebration covering so large

Night

Scenes

Celebration

on

milk."
anof
areaPathe
of the News
city, so three huge
motor trucks were employed. On
one of these the illuminating apparatus— including powerful sunlight arc lamps — was placed, while
the others carried the cameras with
their operators and assistants.
Wherever the Pathe News studio
on wheels appeared people gathered
and crowds thickened as though by
magic. Police officials with whom
arrangements for right of way had
been rnade estimated that more than
a million persons struggled goodnaturedly
cameras. to get within focus of the

Wm.

Farnum Wins Popularity Competition
In a competition just concluded
under the auspices of the Terre
Halite Tribune, and conducted in
conjunction with the Liberty theatre of that city, William Farnum
polled
lead of 3,546 over his nearFox. est acompetitor,
announces William

Motion
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From

Wid*s Review

"BLACK

Picture

N ewi

of

BEAUTY"

** 'Black Beauty* characterized
production/'

by thrills and

extravagant

"The story of 'Black Beauty' is so famous in every part of
the country that the title alone will be sufficient to draw a
crowd."
''It is a clean, wholesome picture, a fact which you can make
an especial appeal to women and children. The book is so
well known that there will naturally be curiosity to see it
visualized."
"The success of the picture with most audiences is going to
depend on its 'human' theme, for the story of the horse
holds interest only in those scenes involving fast action.
Among the latter are some very good shots of a fox hunt, and
a thrilling horse race at the finish which has been admirably done and will be apt to raise them off their seats.**
From

the New

York Sunday

"BLACK

Telegraph Review

of

BEAUTY"

"It is a picture that shines out like a good deed in a naughty]
world."
"The picture is just about perfect in its details.**
"The

picture is a high tribute to the artistic ability and

the patience of its director, David Smith."
"As for 'Black Beauty' himself, Man O* War could nqi haver
1
played the role with more finesse.**
Fine Outlook for Lloyd
for New Year
Harold Lloyd, whose rise in the
favor of motion-picture fans,
stands out as one of the features
of the film history of 1920, is giving evidences of winning continued
popularity during the new year, if
the newspaper reviews and exhibitors' comment on his latest comedy
release,
Please?"
are to
be taken"Number,
as criteria.
During
its
run at the Capitol and the Strand,
New York, the New York dailies
were liberal in their praise of the
two-reeler. Says the Morning
JVorld :
" Quite thethis
funniest
along
Broadway
weekcinema
is Harold
Lloyd's, ' Number, Please.' It is
shown at the Capitol. This young
man with the horn-rimmed spectacles is a comparatively young
comedian of the films and one of
the most popular of them all at this
time. Situation after situation, each
carrying with it a scream of laughter, comes piling out in ' Number,
Please?'
best days, Charley
has not Chaplin,
appeared ininhisa
funnier play."
Roy Blair, manager of Mister
Smith's theatre, Indianapolis, writes
the Pathe headquarters that his
business was vastly improved in a
short space of time by the introduction of a Harold Lloyd Comedy
into his program, and concludes
Mr. Blair:
" Harold Lloyd has proven to
me that he has a bigger drawing
power than the feature productions
that I am run? "ng or have run."

"Mark
Paid
Tribute
Board of Review Puts
D
AR
BO
AL
ION
NAT
THEOF REVIEWS OF
MOTION PICTURES, in its
Picture in Distinlatest issue of their official publicaExceptional Photoplays,
intion.
guished Class
clude as one of the three most
distinguished productions ever given
the public, Douglas Fairbanks in
Zorro, who enZorro," which was the blackdeavors tomasked
" ThentlyMark of
counteract the injustice
released by the United
rece
Artists Corporation, and which has and oppression of a corrupt governbeen smashing box office records all
ment by championing the weak and
over the country.
wronged. W^anted, dead or alive,
The purpose of the publication is with a price upon his head, he will
to bring to the notice of the public suddenly appear in the midst of a
of government officials, and,
— the exhibitors and all people con- group
cerned— those motion pictures which a marvelous swordsman will rescue
are considered to be particularly the miserable recreant of the mofine as photo-dramatic productions,
ment, disappearing again as mysteriously as he came, leaving his
and which are distinctive for entertainment quality.
mark — a bloody ' Z '■— upon the person responsible for the injustice.
In their review of the production
Wlio he is, whence came, no one
they speak of " The Mark of knows. Nor would they believe it
Zorro " in the following manner : if they were told that at home the
" Escape and disguise have been
favorite plot devices ever since the bold Zorro is none other than the
Elizabethan beginners of dramat- weak, bloodless, almost imbecilic
urgic art. With the development Don Diego Vega, son of a promiof the cinema plot quite naturally
nent Cabaleros. He finds courtthese traditions were translated to
ship of the beautiful Senorita Lolita
Pulido
too fatiguing, in spite
the screen, and we find them landthe displeasure of his father who
ing mysterj', suspense, romance and of
forces him to pay her his addresses.
clever comedy to ' The Mark of So while Lolita scorns Don DieZorro,' a photodrama in which the
daring escapes of the bandit Zorro,
go's indifferent attentions, she is
savior of Dumas, while the marvel- carried away by the fire and
ous swordmanship of the hero romatic zeal of Zorro, who throws
would accredit Cyrano de Bergerac. her a rose, though the troopers are
"Southern California of nearly a almost upon him, or kisses her
he holds his rival at the point
century ago, when it was still a while
part of the Mexican State, forms of his sword. He rescues the
the background for the exploits of Pulido family from prison, punishei

Zorro"
of
Captain Ramon, who is pursuing
Lolita, rounds up the Cabaleros to
the cause of ' Justice for Al!,' and
forces Alvarado, the corrupt Governor, to abdicate. All this Zorro
accomplishes before his identitj- is
disclosed.
" The Photoplay is unique in
type. It is difficult to place it in a
definite categor\\ Unquestionably
it is comedy drama. Yet there are
occasional hasty flights into meloand again,
as in the
flagellationdrama,
of the
wronged
Franciscan
priest, there is a stroke of pathos.
" It is not merely the exploitation of the
personalitj'
Mr. which
Fairbanks. It is
rather a ofplay,
requires skilful acting since dual
role demands the delineation of
two tj-pes of character diametrical-

ly opposed."
In the
of the
Doinc^

A David G. Fischer Prododioo
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The Skouras
entertained 170 of Brothers
their male Enterprises
employes with
a midnight banquet at the Hotel JefferThis isto the
tirst sonofthe anight
seriesof January
of annual3. affairs
be
given the members of the organization,
mcluding everyone from president to
doormen. A specially arranged program
by leading musicians of the city and a
variety of cabaret entertainers featured
the festivity.
citizens of St. LouisVarious
made prominent
short addresses
commending the wonderful achievements
of the three brothers who in less than
six years rose from the ranks of bus
boys in the very hotel in which the affair
was held to the heads of one of the
city'stionlargest
and most prominent
mopicture enterprises.
As an unusual
stunt Publicity Manager Baker engaged
the services of a newspaper cartoonist
to draw pictures of the speakers while
malting their addresses.
Manager William Goldman, manager of
the Missouri Famous Players Corporation, annomiced that Wallace Reid in
" The Charm School " coupled with a
Chaplin
" Easy during
Street,'!thebroke
all recordsrevival,
for attendance
past
week.
The New Grand Central drew capacity
crowds during the entire week of the
run of Otis Skinner's " Kismet."
A special showing of " Midsummer
Madness lication
" formen was
newspaper
and the
tradeStatler
pubheld at
Hotel Monday night. A banquet was
held by the scribes following which the
feature was presented. " Midsummer
Madness
during Delmonte
the entireandof
next
week" theatres.
atwilltheixm
Missouri,
Criterion
The Missouri Theatre Owners will
convene at the Statler Hotel in St. Louis
January 20, 21 and 22. The subject of
censorship will be the most discussed.
A formal ball, preceded by a banquet,
will be held on the night of the 22nd.,
at which the association will entertain
all persons in the city who are connected
with the film industry.
St. Louis primary and high schools
were recently equipped with motion picture projectors as the beginning of a
movement to give weekly shows to the
students not only of strictly educational
features, but of presentations of the
higher order.

DIEGO

Erie E.sociatDoherty,
years ased as auditor, for
withseveral
the Broadway
Amusement Company, owning the Bush
theatres, has taken the position of manager for the James
Mason theatres —
the California
and theB. Dream.

plan at the Christmas season which conof the " supper
show " sistedsoof thethatelimination
four performances
would
be held daily, two in the afternoon and
two at chanight.
Prices remained unnged at the Strand.

The Fox Film Corporation has sued
Mayor Moreau of Gatineau Point, Quebec, for $720 to cover the alleged cost
of moving pictures which were destroyed
by fire when the one and only theatre
in the town was wiped out by flames a
weeks ago. Mayor Moreau was the
V. Russo,
who Anna
recently
in- few
terests of Mrs.
B. secured
McVey the
in the
owner and proprietor of the theatre which
Casino theatre, has had installed a very had the singular distinction of being
the only theatre in Canada the
elaborate illuminated front and sign, in- probably
corporating more than a thousand small patrons of which were not required to
bulbs of dif?erent colors. The front lights pay an amusement tax either directly or
are
arranged in the form of two great indirectly. Incidentally the big day for
sun-bursts.
theThe
mayor's
week wasdemanded
Sunday.
Fox show
FilmeachCompany
At the Plaza theatre a change has been payment for the films lost in the disastrous blaze but a dispute arose over
made in the day of starting the new
the value
of the pictures, and the court
weekly program from Sunday to Satur- action
resulted.
one shown
of the to
recent
featuresday. " Shore
at the Acres,"
Plaza, was
big
A burglar with a leaning toward dehouses for a week. " Buster " Keaton structiveness
secured entry into the Imin " The Scarecrow," shared the honors
perial theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, a few
of the seven days' run.
nights
ago
and
caused considerable damAfter being a long time dark, the Isis
age to box oflice and other fixtures withtheatre was again opened for a two
outwardobtaining
one
cash broke
as a refor his work. cent
The incrook
up
weeks'
" Way
Downto East,"
at pricesshowing
ranging offrom
50 cents
$2.00. a costly coin-changing machine, smashed
the
ticket
chopper
and
wreaked
other
The film production was presented under
the direction of Dodge & Hayward, lesees damage. The theatre is owned by Harry
of the
direct franchise-holdof the Isis, who also operate the Spreck- Brouse,
ers of theoneFirst
National.
els
Hippodrome,
showing vaudeville and
occasional
road shows.
Following the abolishment of the Canadian luxury tax on practically all forms
The Kinema, the new motion picture
theatre in Escondido, this county, was of merchandise by the Federal Departan Order-informally opened on the evening of De- Council,ment of aFinance
number through
of exhibitors
in the
cember 23, the initial picture being "The Dominion encountered
difficulty
because
Mark of banks.
Zorro,"
featuring
Douglas
Fair- numerous patrons at theatres refused
to
The Kinema
occupies
a building
50 by 140 feet, constructed of reinforced pay theets. Itamusement
tax byon these
theatrepeople
tickwas believed
concrete. The lobby is 11 by 16 and
the foyer 16 by 20 feet. The prosceniimi that the amusement tax had been removed along with the Federal luxury tax
arch has a width of 28 feet and a height
of 16 feet. There is a balcony 30 by until it was pointed out that the theatre
50 feet. Indirect lighting is used for ticketince levy
was case
imposed
by the byProvor, in the
of Quebec,
the
the auditorium. The building is owned
by A. H. Nelson and the architect was municipalities and not by the Canadian
Walter P. Williams. The Kinema has government.
a seating capacity of 1,000, and on the
The staff of the head office and of the
opening night was filled.
Montreal branch of the Specialty Film
Hobart Bosworth and Mrs. Cecile Imported,
Limited, Canadian distributors
Kibre Percival came down from Los An- of Pathe and other releases, celebrated
geles and were married here on Decem- the occupation of the firm's new offices
ber 23 by Justice of the Peace Lacy in the Albee building, the brand new
D. Jennings. The event was a surprise moving picture exchange structure in
on December 24, by presenting
to thetiongroom's
many friends in the mo- Montreal,
L. E. Ouimet, president of the company,
picture circles.
with a set of handsome office furniture
and furnishings in mahogany. All employes of the company from coast to
coast contributed for the handsome gift
CANADA
which was also intended to commemorate
the fifteenth
anniversary
of Mr. Ouimet's
into the
moving picture
business
Changes in policy have been made by entry
in Canada.
two
of
Ottawa's
moving
picture
theatres
to meet new conditions. One change,
All employes of the several Allen theaadopted by Manager MacDonald for the
tres in Winnipeg, Manitoba, with their
Family theatre, involved the extension of families,
a Christmas party in
the programme to incorporate musical Manitoba enjoyed
on Sunday
Defeatures and an increase in admission
cemberHall
26. Presents
wereevening,
distributed
prices. This became effective on Mon- from a large
Christmas
tree.
day, January 3, with an added attraction
of a tabloid musical offering headed by
Joe Carr, a former favorite of the CanAn outstanding event in the moving
adian capital. Prices were raised five picture sphere in Toronto, Ontario, was
cents, the new evening scale being 20 the grea,t banquet in the Walker House,
cents and 30 cents. The film feature for Toronto, on Wednesday evening, December 29, under the auspices of the
the occasion was Pathe's " Help Wanted,
Players' Canadian Corporation
Manager Harry Pomeroy of the Strand Famous
subsidiary company, the Easttheatre, Ottawa, also instituted a new with ernitsTheatres,
Ltd. The dinner brought
Male."

together representatives from every
department
of the moving picture business.
The guest of the evening was Theda
Bara. Mr. H. M. Thomas, formerly
of Omaha, Neb., general manager of
the Eastern Theatres, Ltd., was the
toastmaster.
An outline of all attractions to be
presented at the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, for the first four months
of 1921 has been announced by Mr.
Harry Brouse, owner of the theatre, in
a newspaper
advertisement.
The schedule of bookings
listed comprises
the
chief attractions which will be shown
during the seventeen weeks, with programs being changed weekly except in
one instance when a special feature has
been booked for two weeks.
A brand new Board of Moving Picture Censors for Ontario was established and became operative with the
start of the New Year as a result of
the decision of Hon. Peter Smith,
Provincial Treasurer, to reorganize the
film censorship branch of the Provincial
Government.
A fresh outbreak in the battle over the
subject of Sunday shows in Sherbrooke,
Quebec, of
is expected
of the
decision
several ofasthea result
local moving
picture theatres to resume the holding
of Sunday performances. It appears
that all but one of the citizens of Sherbrooke are heartily in favor of Sunday
presentations in the .local theatres. It
has been claimed that the " objector "
is
a representative
the Lord'swhose
Day
Alliance
which is an oforganization
apparent
purpose
is
to
limit
the
liberties of the people in Canada.
In reply to various rumors regarding
the
so-called
" war tax Hon.
" on Edward
theatre
tickets
in Manitoba,
Brown, Provincial
Treasurer,
has
nounced that there is no intention anon
the part of the Province of Manitoba
to remove the ticket tax. A rumor that
the tax would be abolished spread after
the Dominion Government had discontinued the luxury tax on many articles
of merchandise.
PROVIDENCE
" Way Down East " is the first moving picture to have ever been shown in
this gancity
moreweek
than ontwoJanuary
weeks.3, and
It be-it
its third
is the intention of the management of
the house to carry it at least four weeks.
The picture has run, now, ahead of what
it was expected
it would
Two seat
performances are given
daily, do.
and every
has been sold thus far.
Charles I. Luther, for 27 years financial secretary of the Theatrical Mechanics' Association,
just been installed
president
of thehas association.
Lieut.
Richard H. Gamble, the amusement censor in this city, was made a life member of the organization at the annual installation.
Bert
Metro star,
will dur-in
ing theLytell,
week the
of January
10 appear
person at the Rialto and Emery theatres.
Manager
J. Mahoney,
the for-to
mer, whoWilliam
succeeded
in getting ofLytell
come here has arranged to have him
meet the governor and mayor and will
entertain him royally during the short
time he is here in the city.
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lows : Rialto, IJe Sales Harrison ; Forsyth, Harold Kestler; Strand, P. R.
Whaley; Vaudette, Jack Kaliska.
The Southern Enterprises formerly
managed the Rialto, Forsyth, Strand and
Vaudette theatres under one head, with
Ralph De Bruler as general manager.
Later, when the .Howard theatre was
to the four houses under the
Johnny Hines, the man who made, added
corporation,
it was decided to adminTorchy comedies famous, will spend
ister the business of the Howard sepaabout two weeks in and around Clevedue tothis
thetheatre.
ambitious program
land during January, making personal scheduledrately,for
appearance at the theatres.
Mr.
De
Bruler's
long
experience
and
him the assignment
of havChristmas business " was good this abilitying so'ewoncharge
of this theatre.
year tors
in say" that
movieland."
All
the
exhibithey have equalled the
best years they have ever had, and in
many instances, the report has come
DETROIT
through that they have bettered foriner
years. This is not only local, but intory. cludes the entire Northern Ohio terriStandard Film Service takes over the
distribution of the Ford Educational
Onemas ofprograms
the big
of the
Christ-of weekly
on January 9.
was features
the entire
absence
any special holiday attractions. All of
the theatres
booked
in alone
good toproducHal Smith, who has been with Spetions, and relied
on them
draw
cial Pictures Corporation, is now manthe crowds. And they did. Several of
ager of the Grand Victory theatre on
the first run neighborhood houses added Grand River avenue. Mr. Smith has
a singing number to the regular pro- been manager of the Ferry Field, Empire and Drury Lane theatres and is a
had away
a special
" kiddie
matinee gram.
andOthersgave
peanuts,
pop-" showman of wide experience.
c6rn and candy. The Strand and
Metropolitan theatres gave a morning
The new Delft theatre, in Marquette,
matinee
" Dinty,"
FirstBarry,
Nationalon opened Christmas Day.
picture, of
starring
Wesley
A state campaign against Blue SunTuesday
a Christmas present to themorning
Clevelandas newsboys.
day is being
waged by the Michigan
Exhibitors
Association.
edy, " Dining Room, Kitchen and
Sink," in connection with the Metro
feature,
Bedroom
andchief
liath."of
Joseph" Parlor,
Skirboll,
the big
Associated
First National
Exchange
in
Pittsburgh, with
spenthisthesisters
holiday
Cleveland
and season
brothers.in

SPOKANE

O. D. Woodward of the Woodward
Theatre Company has announced the organization of a company in Spokane for
the production of motion pictures, the
operation of a chain of theatres and the
direction of theatrical companies. The
new company will be known as the
Woodward Enterprises, Inc.
The Enwood Motion Picture Company
controloperating concern
of Denver, anWoodward,
and the Orecal
led by Mr.
Mr.
which
of
Film Company of Portland,
Woodward is half owner, will be merged
with the new Spokane concern. The object of this new company is to build and
operate theatres, both moving picture
and legitimate, Mr. Woodward said.
Active motion picture production work
win start at the studios of the Playter
Film Company in Minnehaha early in
Wellington Playaccording
January,
ter, director
generalto of the company.
The studios were formerly operated by
Motion Picture Comthe Washington
pany. All indebtedness of the company
has been wiped out ,and Mr. Playter hai
secured financial
several suc-he
cessful motion support
picture ofinvestors,
stated.
Assistant Manager Walter Fenney of
the Casino has just announced five new
special pictures to be shown early in the
new
" Sfnall
Town
Idol " isin-a
Mack year.
Sennett
six-reel stars
comedy
cludes his foremost
suchvvrhich
as Ben
ATLANTA
Turpin and Marie Prevost. Maurice
Tourneur's " Last of the Mohicans " will
follow. Next will be a Ralph Ince proAnnouncement was made Saturday
duction, "Lying Vidor
Lips,"
Peters. Florence
and with
HobartHouse
Bos- that Ralph De Bruler has been made
manager
of the Howard theatre, which
worth will play in "A Thousand to One."
will, in the future, be operated independentltheatres
y of the inother
Southern Enterprise
Atlanta.
According to the announcement,
CLEVELAND
Frank Hammond, former Atlanta publicity
for the general
Southernmanager
Enterprises,agent
will become
The Ohio exchange for Educational
Films, under the management of Harry of the Rialto, Forsyth, Strand and
Skirboll, is cashing in big on titles of Vaudette theatres, under N. W. Repictures. Last week Mr. Skirboll said mond, state supervisor for the corporation. Appointments of managers of the
that almost every exhibit in the territory is featuring the Educational com- various theatres are annuonced as folFrom

Wid's Review

"BLACK

Royal A. Baker, police censor, has
declared war on crime serials. He has
banned " Fantomas " in Detroit, and
the
showing theatre,
at the was
firstcancelled.
run, Fox's
Washington

Picture

New.]

exhibitions to be given in their churcbcl
and school houses. The farmers are paij
ticularly interested in educational filii
along agricultural and travel lines i
The latest movement of this charactc |
is in Warren township, Clinton Couato]
where thearefarmer
churches
gettingmembers
together ofon i'
proposition.
The new Capitol at Clinton, Ind , wa
opened
Dec. 24 to good business. Th
ville.
house runs feature pictures and v ude
The Indiana state legislature oper. : th.
week of Jan. 3, and the battle for i'gal
ized Sunday motion-picture shows n on

PORTLAND,
ORE.
Miss Virginia Norden, representiat
Louis B. Mayer, prominent Los Angela
producer and motion picture exhibitor
spent several days in Portland. She wai
the
of Mr. herandwith
Mrs.a highway
C. S. Jenser
who guest
entertained
trii
as well as with other holiday festivities
Miss Norden has been given the direct handling of the latest picture mad*
by Mildred Harris, " A Woman in Hi*
House." While in Portland the pictiiR
was first
viewed
each of the manager's
six
run by
houses.

Business and advertising interests ol
" Screenland," the official house orgaa,
distributed in the Liberty, Columbit,
Majestic, Peoples and Star theatres, hai
been sold by Jensen and Von Herbeig
to
David H. Rosenburg of Portland.
INDIANAPOLIS
Mr Rosenburg owns extensive orchaci
tracts in Oregon and will continue to
his major interest to them. He
A new field for the activities of film devote
will be represented on Screenland bjr
and projection machine salesmen is be- F. E. March, a local attorney. Willi,
ing opened up in Indiana. It is in Lofland who conducts a printing estabfarming communities, far disatnt from
lishment in this city,
......
towns where motion picture shows are weekly
land
advertising
up tohasthedirected
presentScreen'
time
j.^^
located. The farmers, in several spots
The present circulation of ScreenlandL
in Indiana are banding together to buy which
16 pages in size.
projection machines and rent films for

of

BEAUTY"

" 'Black Beauty* characterized
production."

by thrills and

extravagant

"The story of 'Black Beauty' is so famous in every part of
the country that the title alone will be sufficient to draw a
crowd."
"It is a clean, wholesome picture, a fact which you can make
an especial appeal to women and children. The book is so
well known that there will naturally be curiosity to see it
visualized."
"The success of the picture with most audiences is going to
depend on its 'human' theme, for the story of the horse
holds interest only in those scenes involving fast action.
Among the latter are some very good shots of a fox hunt, and
a thrilling horse race at the finish which has been admirably done and will be apt to raise them off their seats.^'
From

the New

York Sunday

"BLACK

Telegraph Review

of

BEAUTY"

"It is a picture that shines out like a good deed in a naughty
world."
"The picture is just about perfect in its details."
"The picture is a high tribute to the artistic ability and
the patience of its director, David Smith."
"As for 'Black Beauty' himself, Man
played the role with more finesse^."

O* War

could not have
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CONDUCTED

'ABOU
T
DIRECTORS

GEORGE D. BAKER has some
interesting things to saj' about
' the inevitable future."
" In attempting to peer into the
motion picture future," declares the
director, " we are apt to be misguided by the precedents of the
past. As a matter of fact, true
progress in any art is never attained
until the ironbound precedents of
the past are finally overthrown.
Last year was a record breaker for
overthrowing our ancient film idols.
It marked the decline of the star
and the rise of the stellar stock
company. It saw the author rightly
placed upon his throne, and the director's glory enhanced by the acquisiton of real story material.
Heretofore the gentle art of striking out upon new paths has been
frowned upon We directors have
been informed that costume plays
were taboo, until ' Passion ' and
'Kismet' came along and proved
otherwise.
We have been instructed never to produce a story
in which a member of the cloth was
the principal character, or else the
theatre patrons would leave the
theatre in disgust. However, 'The
Sin that was His ' proved this to be
a fallacy. In other words, the recent past has been fruitful in proving that even an orignal production
thought, could be successful, in spite
of the fact that it had never been
done before. The growth of an
entire industry has been stunted by
the use of the oblivious and stereotyped, instead of seeking more disinctive thought-trends. This state of
affairs is now happily changing for
the better and the creative minds
of the industry are now engaged in
building a new technique, which is
now being molded by the old precedents, but is being shaped by the
light of pregnant originality. The
future promises pictures of more
than two dimensions. It will work
off the banal, the sexual and the
inane. It will produce optical poems
as lasting as any masterpiece of
Corot's.of human
It will reality
express and
beauty
in
terms
not as
now, in terms of unreal humans.
It will express life, not plots. For
instance, ' Conrad in Quest of His
Youth,'ward inisthistherespect.
first great
forIn thestepfuture,
our actors will not act their plays—
they will live them. In the directorial department, there will be less of
guessing
andform
moreof oftheknowing.
I believe 'the
motion
picture will be more or less
changed. There will be fewer titles
and longer scenes. Drama will
come more from the heart, and less
from the heaving chest. It seems
to me that a great many of these
faults result from mediocre conM
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THEATER

the

Studios

LILLIAN

The Brooklyn studios of Commodore Blackton have been stripped of
all their lighting, fixtures and
equipment, and huge cases now arc
ready to transport them to the new
Blackton studios in London. Many
of these lighting devices are either
inventions of Commodore Blackton
or were changed or developed by
him during the years that he has
worked steadily at improving lighting effects for the screen.
The Blackton party has had to
postpone its sailing, and now will
not leave for two weeks or more.
In the meantime, several unusually
strong dramatic stories for Lady
Diana Manners arc being worked
on in the Blackton offices.
" I have done many things in the
motion picture field for almost a
quarter of a century," said Commodore Blackton yesterday, " but
never have I looked forward to anything with such pleasure as to this
work in England, doing big stories
with great historical and romantic

PROGRAMS

Karla Schramm, beautiful and talented
ingenue, featured in " The Return of
Tarzan " and in " The Son of Tarzan,"
and in " The Son of Tarzan "
tinuity. It is for that reason that I
write my own continuity for each backgrounds."
of the productions I direct. In the
Edward Dillon, who has been refeature,
' Templecompleted
Dusk,' which
sponsible for such notable produchave recently
for theI
tions
as
"
The
Wife," with
Sawyef-Lubin organization, I be- Irene Castle, Amateur
" The Frisky Mrs.
lieve Ihave produced a story which
" and " The Education of
contains a promise of what the fu- Johnson
latterfeasted,
two in will
whichin
ture presages for motion picture Elizabeth,"
Billie Burkethe was
future direct only special features
for Famous.
production."
Webster Campbell started to
shoot film for his first directorial
That serial chapter-play suffers
adventure, " The Co-respondent," less
than other forms of motion
starring Corinne Griffith for Vitagraph, with Percy Marmont as lead- pictures from deletion by the censors is the belief of William Duning man.
can, Vitagraph serial star and diWith the prospect of finishing the
rector,' who bases his statement on
equipment of his London studios reports gathered from numerous
bodies throughout the
by the end of winter and beginning censorship
country.
active producing early in the spring,
J. Stuart Blackton has now nearly
" It is significant to note," says
completed the plans for his English Duncan, " that every type of motion
screen activities.
picture which continues to find
Conferences have been in prog- favor with picture-goers follows
ress daily at the Blackton office closely the lines laid down for the
namely, clean, strong
since the commodore's return from chapter-play,
England, while similar conferences love interest and a gripping, fast
have taken place in London with moving plot. Producers of feature
his representatives in attendance. length offerings would do well to
By the frequent exchange of cable- consider these elements which congrams many plans begun in London
tribute to the ever-growing demand
have developed, and the enterprise for this type of production, indicatmay now be said to have been fully
ingsors
thathave
thestamped
fans as them
well aswith
the their
cenlaunched.
An announcement just received
from Commodore Blackton states
that his English company will be
Gordon Cooper, who has been
made up of many prominent play- responsible
approval." for the direction of the
ers of the London stage; there will " Chief Flynn " series and the
also be a number of eminent rep- " Bennie Leonard " serial, under
resentatives ofLondon's social and supervision of Wally Van, has completed his contract for the direction
artistic life in the Blackton organization. While in London and since of three features for the West Art
returning to America, the pioneer Film Company.
producer has been delucfed with apIn the filming of Metro's special
plications from prominent English
of " The Woman Who
actors, and from artists, decorators, production
Went
Away,"
one of the players is
costumers, etc.. who are anxious to called upon to devour
a sandwich of
identify
thmselves with the screen respectable proportions and a glass
art.
of milk with a great show of gusto.

R .

GALE

Edith Johnson,
co-starringserials
with
William
Duncan now
in Vitagraph
The scene was set for shooting
shortly after noon.
"But — but I've just had a hearty
lunch," mildly protested James
Quinn, the possessor of the alleged
Director Wesley Ruggles neverappetite.
theless insisted and Quinn became a
martyr to the extent of consuming
the generous sandwich and milk for
a " long
Now shot."
we'll have to repeat it for
a close-up," coolly announced the
director.
Quinn
permitted
protest
become more
vigoroushisthis
time.toBut,
after much argument, submitted,
crammed one more of the hateful
orders of bread and meat, washing
it down with milk.
Then it was decided that Alice
Lake, who is starring in the production, should participate in the scene
to the extent of watching the food
being consumed. Quinn, pleading
for mercy and tugging at a rapidly
tightening belt, held out for some
time, but finally submitted. To his
credit as an actor it may be said
that he gave all the appearances of
a hungry man — and a sick one.
" Now,
for another
shot — " began the director.
,
But there was no other shot.
It seems particularly appropriate
just
shouldnow
have that
been "Wedding
chosen as theBells"
next
Chet Withey production for Constance Talmadge, for whom wedlife. ding bells have just tolled in real
It was at first announced that the
Hatton picture, " A Buterfly in
Harness," would be the next First
National feature for Constance,
following " The Man from Toronto," which has just been completed, but as Mr. Withey found it
necessary to take many summer
scenes for this picture, it has been
decided to postpone this production
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for a later date.
Constance Talmadge will start
work
on " Wedding
which
is a screen
adaptation Bells,"
of Salisbury

Second

ABOUT
PLAYERS

Amanda Hen, who has been selected to enact an important role in
Metro's special production of
" Home Stuff," is one of the most
attractive chickens in Hollywood.
In explanation of this broad statement, it may be said, however, that
she is of the feathered and not the
blonde variety, lives in a coop instead of a gilded cage, and arises
rather than retires at runrise.
Amanda, who has shown rare
ability in her work before the
camera, owes not only her present
position, but her very life to Viola
Dana, who is starring in this picture. For Miss Dana carefully selected the egg from which she was
set, thus making it possible for
Amanda to become a screen player
instead of the basic ingredient of
an omelette.
On the morning that Amanda
cracked her shell and peeped out
into the big Metro stage that is the
only world she ever has known, she
was greeted by the fascinated Viola,
who offered her her first meal of

Special

Chosen
by Dr. Riesenfeld
as t*
ultra
attraction
for the Rivoli'
third anniversary, "The Passior
Pilgrim" was
widely
heralded
a"
advertised
a week
before
the show
ing, with the result that it drew tremendous business to the box-office
Hundreds were turned away nightly.

ER'S
WINIFRED WESTOV
work in " The Fighter," opposite Conway Tearle has won the
admiration of the habitues of Universal studio, as well as the star to
the extent that she has been reengaged for his next starring
king the Tiger,"
"Buc
cle,
vehi
through . her manager, Arthur H.
Jacobs.

Gladys"
whocast
has productions
been associated Leslie,
with all-star
since the completion of her contract
with Vitagraph, has completed her
work in " Street is the Right Road,"
a Cosmopolitan production under
the direction of Robert G. Vignola.

Vignola
Scores!

News

Robert production
G. Vignola's forsecond
spec'
X'ignola
CosmopoB
tan-Paramount, " The Passior
Pilgrim," by Samuel Mermin, ma
an unqualified hit at Dr. Hug
Riesenfeld's Rivoli theatre,
York, during the theatre's anniver
sary week, • indicated by recor
crowds at every performance.

Field's
play of Selwyn,
that name,
January 12. Edgar
underon whose
management the play was produced
last season, has offered many interesting suesrestions for the scenario

Arthur Rankin, of the famous
Rankin-Drew-Barrymore association, who did such admirable work
in " The Copperhead," and more
recently in " The Truth About Husbands " and "The Great Adventure," will next be seen in "Jim, the
Penman,"
duction. a Whitman Bennett pro-

Picture

We have here the production force of the Allan Dwan studio. Mr. Dwan is
centre. At his left is W. W. Kerrigan. Bert Adler, eastern representative,
is at the right of Mr. Dwan
warm gruel. Because of the kindly
ministrations of the star, Amanda
has associated Viola so intimately
with her three square meals a day,
that the two are inseparable.
As a result of this life long relationship— as far as Amanda is concerned, at least — the cameraman
and Director Al Kelley have no difficulty in finding this player whenever necessary. Moreover, Amanda
has a greater value than any other
member of Metro's highly paid
staff.
For Amanda has provided her
mistress with a fresh egg a day for
nearly three weeks.

this production. Miss Stewart was
having luncheon at the Beaux Arts
at the same time Whitman Bennett
was enjoying a repast, and he was
so attracted by her type and personality, that he sent a message
to her table and business was
negotiated with the aforementioned
result.

When " Dangerous Curve
Ahead ! ", the Rupert Hughes
comedy which is being filmed now
at the Goldwyn studio, is released,
anj'one wishing pointers as to the
correct way for a butler to deport
himself, should see it. For Charles
Green who is the over-ser\'ant in
Helene Montrose, who scored so the picture, was not only once upon
heavily with Elsie Ferguson in "The a time a butler — he was one for the
Counterfeit," and other Famous royal family of England!
Player offerings, has been added to
It was when the present king was
Prince of Wales that Mr. Green
the
cast the
of "direction
Bucking the
under
of Tiger,"
Henry served in the royal household. E.
Kolker.
Mason Hopper, who is directing the
production
of " Dangerous Curve
James Neill, veteran stage and Ahead ! ", says
it isto atellgreat
relief
him not to have
the butler
screen actor, now a member of the to
Goldwyn stock companj^ was argu- how to act — he is willing to concede
ing the other day for a " five-foot that a man who was butler to a
shelf " of books about the theatre, Prince of Wales knows all about
so that young and ambitious what he should do in a picture.
students could learn the history of
their art.
Sylvia Breamer will remain in
" They know nothing — absolutely
nothing of the traditions of the California for the balance of the
theatre," he complained bitterly. winter, and within the next week
One of the group hastened to the will announce her proposed affiliation, her contract with Sydney
defense, of the younger generation,
but Mr. Neill was unconvinced.
Franklyn being concluded.
" Say," he called to a young actor
Jack Salter, the property man
standing nearby, " who was Edwin with
the George Bunny Company,
" Why, he used to run a big making Capitol Comedies, says that
Booth?"
" It's a great life." Recently a call
oyster-packing
was the prompt plant
reply. in Baltimore," was made for roaches of the variety
Whereupon Mr. Neill smiled a found around water sinks and
small, sad, but triumphant smile.
kitchens. Poor Jack, with honesty
in his eye, went to the nearest
A few years ago Polly Van scored restaurant and asked the buxom
tremendously in comedies, and then lady, who is proprietress there to
disappeared from the screen. It is go into the rear and catch some
of interest to know that she will roaches. It was several days later
return, and appear in the cast that Jack returned to the studio.
asked Mr. Goldaine, the director,
selected to support Constance Tal- He
in the future, please not to send him
madge, in "Wedding Bells."
out on any such errands. He finally
Katharine Stewart, who is por- had to go to the beach and get
traying one of the roles at the sand crabs and paint them black.
" Props " also says that making
Strand in " The Great Adventure " with Lionel Barr>'more, re- dummies smoke, and trying to look
lates a very interesting incident of like a June day on a December
how she secured her engagement in night, also has its tough ends.

Samuel Merwin's " The Passion
ate Pilgrim," is known as one o
the most widely read novels in con
temporary American literature. I
created a sensation when it cam^
out a few years ago and even today it is still rated among the six
best sellers. Following the excisms : cerpts from the newspaper critiNew York World : " ' The Passionate Pilgrim,' a story by Samuel
Merwin, is featured. A mixture of
love and big business, through which
Robert G. Vignola as director, has
wovenest, thisa photoplay
gripping thread
ranks of
withinterthe
finest presented in recent weeks."
New York News : "In ' The
Passionate
Pilgrim
the newspaper
scenes are the
real 'thing.
For the
first time in my experience I have
seenNewa
Yorktreatment
Times
nola's
of :the" Mr.
storyVig-is
cinematographically good. Particularly his use of the cut-back is effective. The settings are excellent."
New York Globe : " Samuel Merwin's story of ' The Passionate Pilgrim 'has one remarkable feature.
The newspaper scenes are real. This
announcement deserves to be
labeled
Wuxtry,
Wuxtry,'
for these
are the 'first
film shots
we have
seen
that look like a newspaper office."
Day

Picture

Has

Booze

Smuggling Theme
More of interest than appears on
the surface is contained in the announcement that Pathe, on Janufirst picthe Canadian!
release Day
will
aryture30th,
of the Holman
Border series made from the widely
read stories of that author by thej
Edgar Jones Productions, Inc.
" Lochis called
release
This first
invar
of the
Line."
While it is a
love story on rather novel lines set
in the midst of a forest wilderness,
incidentally
it presents
with vexing
manifest realism one
of the most
of current problems connected with
the enforcement of the Prohibition
Law, Pathe announces.
The critical scenes of the love
House,"
a " Line
laid in and
are goods
adrama
general
liquor store
and residence erected on the border line of the two countries, which
visible line on the floor and walls
in fact locates half the building in
the United States and the other half
in Canada. The stock of liquors, of
course, is kept on the Canadian side
of the line — which is near enough
the bar, however, to be handily
" reached over " by thirsty persons
"in the States."
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tig Settings and Fine
Gowns Aid Feature
Criticisms on "A Slave of Vatiy,"
Robertson-Cole
super)ccial the
starring
Pauline Frederick,
low that no small part of the poparity of this remarkably successil picture is due to the beautiful
3\vns worn by Miss Frederick and
i the richness of settings throughit the production, declares a stateicnt from the Robertson-Cole
!adquarters.
Newspaper clippings from the
any cities and towns in which the
cture has been shown remark on
lese two subjects and give uninted praise to the quality of the
ni in these respects, it is stated,
he consensus of opinion seems to
: thatstory
in " AhasSlave
Vanity " ina
Dod
beenof doubled
ilue because of gorgeous settings,
id the screen star has enhanced
le effect of her work by the use
f a most beautiful wardrobe.
William McGrath with
StoU Film Corp.
William J. McGrath, for the past
vo years assistant publicity and
ivertising director at Vitagraph,
as resigned to ioin the advertisig and publicity staff of the Stoll
ilm Corporation of America,
hose offices are at 130 West
orty-sixth street. Mr. McGrath's
:signation at Vitagraph is effecive January 1, and he will assume
s new duties with the Stoll organation on January 3. His efforts
lere will be confined to the creaon of press books and other exoitation material.
,atest Mermaid

Comic

Albert
A.
Kaulrnam
Says
however, in having ideals and
A SHORT talk with Albert A. building
foundations to support
Kaufman — a safe narcotic for
the pessimist. For Mr. Kaufman, them, day by day. Encouragement
it is a warranted conjecture, is an is the one great factor needed to
optimist, personified. His success, uphold one's efforts, so that whenever it becomes possible for me to
the youthful executive attributes, in
the main, to that of which he says encourage anyone in an artistic effort, no matter how fragile the
the ambitious idealist has great
plans may appear, I try to extend an
need — encouragement.
In search of a theme which would encouraging hand, for encouragement was the incentive which has
offer opportunity to include some
of the ideas gradually worked into prompted me since the old days of
what, to him, seemed almost a liv- my affiliation with Famous Flayers,
ing thing, Mr. Kaufman hit upon a to form ideas and back them up."
story. It developed into what will
Mr. Kaufman, while of youthful
soon be known to motion picture appearance, bears the unmistakable
enthusiasts as " Man, Woman and stamp of an experienced showman.
His years with Famous Players,
Marriage."
Under
the of
acknowledged skillful
direction
Allen not forgetting his activities in the
Holubar, will appear the popular institution of a Famous Players
star, Dorothy Phillips, in the lead- studio in England, of course stood
ing role. It is no wonder, then, that him in good stead when the time
Mr. Kaufman is highly enthusiastic arrived for him to gratify hit pet
over
"castleformin of
the film.
air" in the ambition of having something so
more his
concrete
worth while that instead of having
But to return to " encourage- to proceed in any other than his
ment," of which Mr. Kaufman own way of securing proper supspeaks glowingly, and states was
port, he could exercise his own
the major incentive for his efforts. ability to visualize.
"Pessimists, people who unconA most congenial young man is
sciously, perhaps continually dash
alert, alive and alcold water upon hopes and ambi- Mr. Kaufman,
ways busy.
tions, do the world an incalculable
entire histrionic field could
amount of harm. Sometimes plans not" The
have afforded a better star than
or ideas sound most unethical, yet
when put into work develop into Dorothy Phillips for this great
the greatest things the world has story, had it been under military
ever known. It is so with inven- surveillance," said Mr. Kaufman.
tions, compilations, productions. " And with Miss Phillips as his inspiration, knowing his previous
Yet, with an encouraging help
along the road, one may accomplish work, there is nothing too much to
expect of Allen Holubar. He has
great things.
straight to the heart of the
" I have been most fortunate. My gone
ideas have never been discounted, situation and has dealt with sex
instead of sex attracand I have always been able to com- antagonism
tion, and the result of his work has
mand an audience, at least, for the
presentation of a plan. However, fulfilled the prediction made years
was directing for Unihad I not always had the encourag- ago whenversal,hethat he
would one day be
ing knowledge that in my ability to
among
the
greatest
of film play diaccomplish that which I proposed, rectors.
was in the minds of those approached, Ipresume I might not
" ' Man, Woman and Marriage ' i?
have been — well, at least the insti- really something to sec, rather than
gator of what is bound to be a to talk about," concluded Mr. Kaufmarvellous photoplay.
I believe,
man. "Wait and see if I am right!"

Named "Moonshine"
" ^Moonshine " is the un-Volstedn name given the latest Mermaid
omedy featuring Lloyd Hamilton
hich will be released through Edcational Exchanges in January.
1youthful
this picture
" Ham " who
is seen
as
mountaineer
is not
■ simple as he seems. Beatrice
fonson is his leading woman.
Ray
Jew Head for Pioneer
Offices at Cleveland
Gill Penn, one of the best known
Im salesmen in Ohio is now in
large of the Cleveland exchange
f the Pioneer Film Corporation,
[r. Fenn takes the place of Mr. D.
. Davidson who was compelled,
Irough ill health, to leave for the
acific Coast.
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BEAUTY

Makes

No

Personal

CHARLES RAY,Appearances
popular star, territory would be so small compared with the millions he is trying
despite the report started recently, has not yielded to the plea to reach, that he feels he must devote all his time, energy and attenof theatre managers for " personal
tion to making his appeal through
appearance,"
but
will
continue
to
his pictures.
let his pictures speak for him.
There is no one in New York so
From Los Angeles came the
word that after years of persistent well qualified to voice Mr. Ray's
refusal, Mr. Ray had succumbed to opinion as Arthur S. Kane, who
the " personal appearance " vogue. presents Ray productions, via First
Mr. Kane, upon his reIt was an interesting story and Mo- National.
turn from Los Angeles recently,
tion Picture News was among the
publications that printed it. Soon
discussPicture
Mr. Ray's
attitude for to
Motion
News.
came definite information from au- was asked
thoritative source that the report
" I am certain," said Mr. Kane,
was without foundation, in fact, " that Mr. Ray would like to meet
that Mr. Ray, far from having been his countless friends face to face.
He is deeply touched by the words
presented, personally, in any the- of
praise he is constantly hearing,
atre, has not swerved an inch from
his iron-clad non-appearance rule. and would be more than pleased to
make personal acknowledgment to
He is as firmly opposed as ever.
The popular First National star, every admirer. But the physical
however, does not decry the per- impossibility of touching even a
sonal appearance by players who small part of them while he is enhave sufficient time, opportunity and
gaged in picture making, is obvious.
inclination; his attitude is said to Should he apnear at night in a
be that any benefit that might re- theatre before as many as two thousult to him or to the public from
sand persons, and even do this
seeing him in a few theatres in one quite often, the effect would be

Scene from
" Movie
Mad," Educational
a Christie
comedy
released
throuKh
Barker Production at
the Capitol
Reginald Barker's production of
" Bunty Pulls the Strings," from
Graham Moffatt's famous comedy
of Scotch village life, was screened
this week at the Capitol theatre,
New York. It marked the first
presentation in the East of this
photoplay which scored a tremendous success on its initial showing
at the California theatre, Los
Angeles.
Its West Coast reception was
duplicated at its Capitol theatre
screening. S. L. Rothapf el gave it a
charming presentation of which the
music, mostly Scotch in inspiration,
was an important feature. " Bunty
Pulls the Strings " is one of the
series of " high " comedies which
Goldwyn has recently screened.
No Appearances
merely local to one territory out of
twenty-five in the United States.
The number thus reached would be
infinitesimal compared with the
twenty million American picture
fans, totionalsaynumbers
nothing
of the
addiin other
countries.
Manifestly, he cannot travel from
territory to territory and continue
to make pictures. His popularity is
universal ; his is a universal appeal.
This ence
must
be boosting.
catered to in preferto local
" It is a feeling that he should
dedicate to his art, time, talents,
energies and thoughts to the photoplay fan at large, outside of his
hours of recreation, which every
normal person and worker must
have, that causes Mr. Ray to look
with disfavor upon anything of a
business nature that takes his attention from his great task and
pleasure, that of giving of his best
to the great world-wide public.
Should the time ever come when
he feels he has accomplished the
objects he has set for himself, I
know he would be glad to undertake more personal relations with
the photoplay devotees the country
over. Until that time, however,
managers can rest assured that this
star is showing no partiality and
that he is not doing for one or a
few what he would not do for all.
Time, physical limitations, devotion
to his art and to the public at large,
all protest against any deviation
from his rule against " personal ap-

Motion
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases'
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects u i
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom i
AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
Barrie)
6
rhe Blue Moon (Special Cast)
rhe Gamesters (Margarita Fisher)
6
K Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 6
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)
S
VRROW FILM CORPORATION
Penny
Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph Morgan). 55
gan)
Wolves of the Street (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston). 6
Desert Scorpion (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston) 6
Chamber
Mystery
(Claire (Glenn
Whitney-Earl
Metcalf) 55
Circumstantial
Evidence
White)
Wall Street Mystery (Glenn White)
5
Unseen Witness (Glenn White)
5
Trail of tlie Cigarette (Glenn White)
5
Bromley Case (Glenn White)
5
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White)
S
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
5
Triple Clue (Glenn White)
5
Woman's Man (Romaine Fielding)
5
Love's Fruit
Protege(Special
(Ora Carew)
Bitter
Cast)
55
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak-Jack Livingston) 5
Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins)
5
A Man from Nowhere (Jack Hoxie)
5
The Way Women Love (Kubye De Renier) 5
Luxury (Rubye De Renier)
6
The Deceiver (Carol Holloway-Joan Hersholt) 5
The Tame Cat (Special Cast)...;
5
The Man Who Trifled (Special Cast)
S
Before the White Man Came (Indian Cast)
5
Daughter of the Don (Special Cast)
5
HANK MANN COMEDIES
OneMann
Two-Reeler every other week starring Hank
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
Stage Struck
2
Betty the Vamp
2
Meet Betty's Husband
2
Betty's' Romeo
2
Betty's
Green
Eyed
Monster
Betty Sets the Pace
22
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One every other week
2
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Man of Brawn
2
A Knight of the Pines
2
Looking Up Jim
2
Raiders of the North
2
Three and a Girl
2
In the River
2
Border River
2
Quicksands
2
Beloved Brute
,
2
A Fight for a Soul
2
Breed of the North
2
The Strangers
2
SPORT PICTORIALS
How Do You Get Your Exercise
1
Making Man Handlers
1
Girls Will Be Boys
1
The Happy Duffer
1
How Will You Have Your Bath
1
Thrill of the Thorobreds
1
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
Featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
11
AFather's
CabaretHero
Touchdown
Scandal A La Carte
1
All Over Overalls
1
Splash Me
1
AFmported'
DomesticVSe
Knockout :: ,
1
Wanted an Alibi
1
ARDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
His Wife Jimmy
2
Her
Flat
22
Kink Husband's
of Kawakki
Soap Bubbles
2
Champion by Chance
2
Homer Joins the Force
2
The Village Grocer
2
Wild Women and Tame Men
2
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Lying Lips (Peters- Vidor).
Ho
omespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes)
J. PARKER READ, JR^ PRODS,
Love (Louise Glaum)
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
VLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
fhe Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)

6
6
6
6
7

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
rhe Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford)
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
4YW0N FILM CORP.
Up
in Mary's
(NoTak-Gribbon)
woman
AboreAttic
Reproach
(Florence Chase)
ETolution of Man (Special Cast)
Woman
of
Mystery
(Cunard-Ford)
When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy)
Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart)
HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer
^
Sheriff's
Dilemma
Brothers
His Desperate Deed
JOY COMEDIES
fhe Hoodoo Watch
Three of a Kind
Stone Quarry Romance
Too Much Garhc

6
S
66
6
SS
5
2
22
2
2
2
2
2

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
state Bight$
Dangerous Love
6
rhe Victim
6
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Dec. IS— This is the Life
2
Dec. 1 — A Close Shave
2
Nov. IS— Hired and Fired
2
Sept. 2— All Balled Up
2
Aug. 19— Clever Clubs
2
\ug. 5 — Some Champs
2
fuly 22— Wild, Wild Women
2
July 8— Stung Again
%
2
June 24 — Back on the Farm
2
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Dec. 24
No. 16
Dec. IS
No. 15
Nov. 30—
No. 14
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler ererj two wedn.
Dec. 24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John HaUaday)..2
Dec. 10— The Man Hater (Grace Cunard)
2
Nov. 25— The Mormon Trail (C. Edward Hatten) . .2
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap
K Traitor'sof Vengeance
Shadows
the West
Almost an Outlaw
rhe Avenging Trail
Western Rays
Shadows of the West
A Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard.
A Fugitive from Justice
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight of the Western Land
Bareknuckle Gallagher
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Fate's ofFrame
Up
Seeds
Dishonor
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
Overland Express
;
^^^^m^^^^^—

celebrated
players
(At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
Andy the Hero
Andy's Picnic
Andy the Chicken Fancier
Andy the Actor
Andy on the Beach
Pleasure Bent
At Shady Rest
Howdy, Partner
There's a Reason
Ship Ahoy
The Toreador
The Broilers
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure....
Up
She Goes
Westward
Ho
A Hunting We Will Go
Get to Work
Best of Luck
The Promoters

corp.

3
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
S
S
2
2
22
2
2

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
i
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
2^
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
'|
The Dying Swan (Skating)
.i'j
The
De Armands
Free Flying
Hand and
Love (Acrobatics) .,\'i
Reynolds and
(^raldineanci
(Aesthetic ng)
Dancers)
Hundeller
(Bal
j
Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wresthng) . . !! !l
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
{Released Through Bducational Film Emchottoei)
Mermaid Comedies — 2 Reels
" The Simp."
A Fresh Start.'
Pool."Dry."
"" April
High and
Duck In." Chester Comedies — 2 Reel>
Dynamite."
Pour Overall
Times Hero.
Foiled." "Ahie.Tray Full of
" An
Nonsense."
Ttw.
"The One Best Pet."
Torchy
" The Big Show."
" You'll Be S'prised."
Comedies — 2 Reels
"" Torchy
Torchy." Comes
" Torchy
Torchy'sTurns
MiUions."
""Torchy's
DoubleCapM."
W" Torchy in High."
2 Reels
Through." Christie Comedies" —Going
Shuffle Through
Queensj"the
' Kiss Me Caroline."
' A Seaside Siren."
Out forBlame
the Night."
" Mre.ddiPanti
'' Seven
Don't
the
g ma."
Bald
Pates."
"W
Blues."
ckngfrom
Ba
umph."
ni
"" Di
Roomth,e KiFrtconbct"a
ng Models."
' Strikime
Ho spun Hero."
' Areels).
Specials
" Art of Diving " (Kd
lerman)
—of 1 Ten
reel Thog
and
Sink."
"Valley
(ManRace
o' War)
(2
The
of theEducation
Age "
Babe
Ruth
—
How
He
Stork.—" 1 reel.
Knocks
His Home
sand Smokes " — 1 rscJ
Runs"
" Modem
Rye. " Centaurs "—
Bruce Scenics
1 reel
Beautiful
•* Song— 1of Reel
the Paddle."
" Hope of Adventure."
" Wanderlust."
'I The
Log Great
of the
LaviaMirror."
„ Solitude."
„ ,.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
1 Reel SpecUl"
"The— Banana
By Schooner to Skag"The Isle of Desire."
.
c^?*"'^'''- "The Explorers.''^
Tropical
Nights."
Camping."
"The
1 Reel
, ^^y-. Tamer
, „. the
^Chester-Outings
„
"—The
Business of
Frozen Thunder."
'' Getting
Iguazu the
EzquisSUL**
" Trail to Wedontcare."
a Polish."
"Too jere."
Much Overhead."
Swat
theIs Landlord."
'
There
No S»m
" Seven
League
Boot' Rookeries and
Wilder."
"" Hailing
the Hunk."
Collectors
of Gran' Crowning King BSs— 1 Reel
"" Pipe
Penguin."
Squawkeries."
' Frivolous
Pijis."
Mad the
Hatters."
" lively Maoriland."
Chester Scenic Glaus."
" Chosen
' Sea Planets — ApMiums." Waters — South
•Pine
Feathers
" They All Turned Turments for
Rent."— Tb«f
Seatle— Family
Naiads."
" Throu
Trees."
gh
Windi
ng
"
'Then
Caat
ers.Climbi
ForgotofCompany
the
Wall—
zard."
ng CatOut
the Town."
Past."
— ArtHopeIs for
Everything*
' No
the DiTi
" Mules and Gohtalk."
— Silver Silences.''
aracts."
EQUITY
PICTURES CORP.
i
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle)
.3
Keep to the Rigtt (Edith TaUaferro) 4
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara KimbaB Yonnc) t
The
Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) j
Silk Husbands and Olico Wives f House Peters)...!
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young)
T
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCE
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
JanMeighan)
30 — The Frontier of the Stars (Thomas
Jan.Prod.)
30 — Paying the Piper
((jeo. Fitzmaurice
:
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Wm.
DeMille J?
Prod.)
sml.Jan. 23 — The Rookie's Return (Douglas MacLean- t
Ince
Prod.)
412) >~
Prod.)
Jan.
16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan

COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
<
6 The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassincni)
Release Information Continued on Page 914
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Sketch of Erber theatre to be erected in East St. Louis
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Equipment

Requirements

Up-to-date
One

of a Series

of Articles

as stated hereThe projection room,
tofore, isreally the main portion of the
electrical equipment within the theatre,
particularly those displaying motion pictures entirely. This room should be provided with two sources of energy independent of one another in each and every
case wherever possible to obtain two such
independent sources. The source of supply for the projection room machines
should at all times preferably be a motor
generator set operating from the primary
source. In many houses two motor generator sets are provided, using the sets intermittently. The reasons for the intermittent use of the motor generator sets is
to keep a set always in operating condition
continuity of the projecto safeguard the e.
tion room servic
The arrangement of
the apparatus in the projection room
should receive considerable thought and
should be so arranged as to give the most
efficient service for the purpose to which
the room will be applied. In many installations the apparatus is arranged as shown
herewith the dissolvers are loin the catedprint
to the extreme left of the room with
the spot and flood lights and projection
machines respectively to the right. The
port and lookout openings on the face of
the operating room are now made a portion of the original construction. The
practice in the past has been to make an
opening the full length of the room and
fill in this opening either with sheet iron
work or ebony board, cutting in the ports
and lookout openings after the machines
are set. No reason exists why these openings cannot be definitely and accurately
located during the construction, which
makes a much neater appearing and substantial installation. The installation of
these openings at the time of constructing
the projection room walls overcomes the
possibility of a noisy projection room, as
in many cases in the past the filling in of
the long opening particularly with iron
construction has created a vibrating wall
which carries the sound out into the auditorium. The use of exposed shutters within
the projection room is fast becoming a
past practice. Many of the projection
rooms equipped by the writer are provided
with concealed shutters similar to the shutters shown on the print herewith. The
types of projection machines is a matter
that should be determined in each individual case, and the writer has no desire to
recommend any particular make of machine. The promiscuous installation of
wires and exposed conduits within the
projection room is a practice of the past
and should not be tolerated in any present
day equipment. The unsightliness of dang-

by an

Picture

for

th(^\

Theatre
Experienced

This is one of the series of instructive articles by Charles
Felix Butte of the Butte Electrical Equipment Company on the
subject of theatre equipment
ling wires should condemn this practice
in itself, beside the fact that hanging wires
are always a possible source of trouble
and causes of interruption in service.
There are now three types of projection
room arrangements in existence ; namely,
the individual manual operating machine
— that is, the projection machine is started
and stopped by means of pressing individual switches ; the semimanual automatic
control — that is, the first machine is
stopped and the second machine started
by throwing one switch; and the full automatic, which automatically stops the first
machine and starts the second or third, etc.
The manual needs no further description,
as this type of installation has been in use
for many years past. The semi-manual
automatic is of recent development and
primarily consists of a double-throw transfer switch, which by throwing from one

Equipment

.^fll.'i

hrovi
Dealer

side to the other starts the motor, throw
in the contractor and operates the
matic dowsers.
With this type of
lation a perfect control is rendered a:
change of machines from one to the
is hardly noticeable on the screen,
full automatic control which is of
er '
development and has been installed :
eral projection rooms, automatically stop
the machine in operation and starts th .
next machine as soon as the film in tht
first machine is run through. This systtt c
is so arranged to give a perfect chaj^*^
from one machine to the other, and 3Bf
solves the picture on the screen, with tfc'
result
that it
appears as one
continuoti'"
film. New
developments
are now
takinj
place along these lines, with the possibl ^
result thatwith
all future
installations
will b,';
provided
this type
of equipment
^
The recent developments along the linerr
of the safety act of California have callec^

upon a new method of installation of tb " ;
stage switchboard controls and the usua^
exposed live parts of switches and fuse^ ^
on the face of the stage switchboard is, . ^
now fast disappearing. The type of stage^^
switchboard known as the " dead frcilr«5«
panel" will soon be the standard type«l7-.i
installation provided in all modern tb^ . ,
atres.

An artistic spot on the mezzanine floor of the Strand theatre, Seattle

ary
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and

When

Plant

Twelve

Questions

{Continued jrotii last issue)
ith Question — How does the current cost
:he isolated plant compare with the cost
Central Station Service,
nswer — It will be necessary to show the
:ral ways that arc machines may be operated
Central Station Lines in order not to make
unjust comparisons. In order to simplify
ulations we will assume that \.^n can purie Central Station current at lUc per unit,
dlowatt hour or 1,000 watts.) We will use
figure of 9c per unit in figuring portableit current, as this figure will cover the
of a 900 watt Mazda Lamp. When any of
smaller lamps are used the current cost will
correspondingly less. In the following exile we have used the 600 watt Mazda Lamp
the slant, as this will take care of the averMotion Picture theatres, but in the " Recalation of costs" we have used our maximum
rent costs. In the comparison with the arc
it used on the Central Station Lines, it should
remembered that in the calculations on the
watt Mazda Lamp used in connection with
It that only 2/3 of the output of plant is
j, leaving the balance of the current output
lable for other illumination, or if it is not
d the actual cost of lamp operation will be
espondingly less,
'he following seven examples cover :
1) A.C. 125 volt Central Station Line Reance Method.
2) A.C. 125 volt Central Station Line Transmer Service.
3) A.C. 125 volt Central Station Line RectiService.
4) D.C. 125 volt Central Station Line Reance Method.
5) D.C. 125 volt Central Station Line Motorlerator Set.
6) D.C. 125 volt Central Station Line Mazda
30 volt Lamp.
7) D.C. 125 volt Isolated Plant Service
,zda 28-30 volt Lamp.
A.C. Arc Resistance Method.
Line 120 volts x 60 amperes; 7200 watts
per hour.
Lamp 35 volts x 60 amperes ; 2100 watts
per hour.
Loss; 5100 watts per hour..
7.2 K.W. X 10c; 72c current paid for
2.1 K.W. X 10c; 21c current actually used.
5.1 K.W. X 10c; 51c current dissipated.
) A.C. Arc Transformer Service.
Primary Line 120 volts x 25 amperes ; 2700
watts.
Secondary Lamp 35 volts x 60 amperes,
2100 watts.
Loss; 600 watts.
2.7 K.W. x 10c; current paid for.
2.1 K.W. X 10c ; current actually used.
.6 K.W. X 10c; current dissipated.
) A.C. Line with rectifier; A.C. Arc.
Line 120 volts x 30 amperes ; 3600 watts.
Lamp 60 volts x 45 amperes ; 2700 watts.
Loss ; 900 watts.
3.6 K.W. X 10c; 36c current paid for.

the

Should

Power

Isolated

Be

Answers That Will
By A. G. Cruikshank
2.7 K.W. X 10c; 27c current actually used.
.9 K.W. X 10c; 9c current dissipated.
(4) D.C. Arc Resistance Method.
Line 120 vohs x 45 amperes; 5400 watts
and

per hour.
60 volts x 45 amperes; 2700 watts
Lamp
per hour.
Loss;
2700 watts per hour.
5.4 K.W. x 10c; 54c current paid for.
2.7 K.W. X 10c; 27c current actually used.
2.7 K.W. X 10c; 27c current dissipated.
(_5) D.C. Arc Motor Generator Set.
Line 120 volts x 30 amperes; 3600 watts
per hour.
Lamp 30 volts x 45 amperes; 2700 watts
per ;hour.
Loss
900 watts per hour.
Line Re(6) Mazda 28-30
sistanceVolt
Method. Lamp on D.C.
Line 120 volts x 20 amperes; 2400 watts
per hour.
Lamp
30 volts x 20 amperes; 600 watts
per hour.
Loss; 1800 watts per hour.
2.4 K.W. X 10c ; 24c current paid for.
.6 K.W. X 10c; 6c current actually used.
1.8 KW. X 10c; 18c current dissipated.
(7) Mazda 28-30 Volt Lamp on Isolated Plant
Service.
Line 32 vohs x 20 amperes; 640 watts per
hour.
Lamp 30 volts x 20 amperes ; 640 watts per
hour.
Loss; 40 watts per hour.
.64 K.W. X 10c; .064 current paid for.
.6 K.W. X 10c; .060 current actually used
.04 K.W. X 10c; .004 current dissipated.
RECAPITULATION OF COSTS
Central Station 125 Volt Lines.
(1) A.C. Arc Resistance Method Current
Cost, 72c.
(2) A.C. Arc Transformer Service Current
Cost, 27c.
(3) A.C. Line Rectifier; D.C. Arc Current
Cost, 36c.
(4) D.C. Line Resistance Method Current
Cost, 54c.
(5) D.C. Line Motor-Generator, Current
Cost, 36c.
(6) D.C. Resistance Method vs Mazda 30 volt
lamp Current Cost, 24c.
Isolated Plant Service 32 Volt Line.
(7) Mazda 30 volt lamp maximum current
cost, 9c.
The securing of the above results are dependent upon the following five items :
1st — Density of film.
2nd — Condition and kind of screen (co-efficient
of reflection, diffusion and dust.)
3rd — Condition of lamp (efficiency — hours
burned.)
4th — Focus, lens, condensers, reflector.
5th — Cleanliness lens, condensers, reflector.
Motion Picture Machine Manufacturers claim
that average carbon Arc for Picture Projection consumes 2000 to 4000 watts per hour.
Taking the manufacturers figures and comparing

Used

Help

You

Decide

them with portable plants we have:
AVERAGE ARC
2000 watts per hour
4000 watts per hour
2 K.W. X 10c ; 20c
4 K.W. X 10c ; 40c
Average Arc cost 30c per hour.
Average Mazda Isolated Plant cost 9c per
hour.
The probable cause of the difference in figures
hy the manufacturers and those taken by actual
observation and calculation is due to the fact
that the average Motion Picture Projection
Operator does not study his machine and learn
to operate it economically. He is satisfied if
he gets a good picture, but he does not know why
or how and cares less. He does not know that
he
loss. is wasting current which means a money
With the Mazda Lamp and the isolated plant
this loss is eliminated.
(Note — In the foregoing article very little hai
been said of the 400 watt Mazda 28-32 volt
Projection Lamp. The reason for this is, that
the 400 watt lamp is used exclusively for suitcase protable Motion Picture Projection Machines. The 600 watt lamp compares favorably
with the A.C. 25 ampere carbon Arc and the
900
lamp with the D.C. 40 ampere carbon
Arc watt
machines.)
The facts and figures presented in the
above article were gathered from the
manufacturers of the various isolated 32volt light lighting plants. In addition to
these costs and requirements, if the motion picture house desires to operate house
lights, fans and other devices about the
theatre, they should fully explain these to
the man figuring the requirements for
their plant. This will require a large storage battery system and in many cases a
slightly larger plant.
Intends

to Install

Portable

Lighting Plant
M. E. Y., Cherokee, Okla. : We are going
to install a lighting plant soon. I have a
throw of ninety feet and a picture eleven feet
three inches by fourteen feet eight inches.
How many amperes should I use and what
carbon combination ?
I just read a letter in your department
where a man was having trouble with one of
his machines giving him a hazy picture. I
had the same trouble and on removing my
lens found a big spot on it that was almost
invisible to the naked eye. I polished it and
the trouble disappeared.
Reply: Assuming that you would use direct current you would need about 45 amperes
to illuminate the screen you have. You
should have a carbon combination consisting
of a 5-8" cored upper and a 5-16" lower.
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%BRIKQl!^

Year
bright

in — year
and

out,

clean.

You can wash Craftsman Fabrikoid upholstery as you would
woodwork. Just soap and
water will keep the seats in
your theatre fresh and spotless.
No need to worry about this
upholstery getting discolored
and stained. Fabrikoid is impervious to moisture
proof, stain-proof and
tion-proof. No germs
in Fabrikoid. It is
sanitary.

— greaseperspiracan lurk
always

If you are planning to build or
re-upholster, investigate Fabrikoid. It is made in a score
of beautiful colors and grains.
Two very popular types are the
soft gray and delft blue.
We will be pleased to furnish
you with samples and complete
information.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours
&L Co.. Inc.
Sales T)&panm.tnV. Fabrikoid Division
Wilmington, Del.
"^ranck Offices :
Boston
Chicago Columbus
Detroit Indianapolis
New York
San Francisco
Plant: Newburgh, N. Y.

FAB
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the artistic effects of the decorations.
The Park theatre it is expected wil
opened December i and will be under
direction of L. F. Thurwachter, Mih
kee branch manager of the Triangle
tributing corporation.

Crandall Extends Chau'
to Roanoke, Va.

One of New Yorks recently completed theatres, the Valentine
Park Theatre, Waukesha,
Wis., near Completion
is rapidly being completed on
WORK
the Park theatre, Waukesha, Wisconsin, which is expected to cost in tlie
neighborhood of $70,000. The theatre
was designed by Brust and Phillips, Milwaukee architects, and is expected to be
the last word in small town amusement
places. The architects, who became especially well known in theatrical circles
when they designed the Merrill theatre,
Milwaukee, have combined practicability
and art in the Watikesha house.
The Park, which has been leased by the
Saxe Amusement Enterprise of ]\Iilwaukee, is one of the many houses that the
Saxe Brothers are acquiring throughout
Wisconsin. It will seat 870 persons on
one floor, the theatre itself covering
60x100 feet and being situated in an office building 85x100 feet.
The theatre entrance will have an outer
lobby 6 ft. 10 in. deep with swinging doors
and a ticket office separating it from the
inner lobby, which will be nearly 27 feet
wide. From the inner lobby the theatre
patrons will pass through another set of
swinging doors into a long foyer running across the entire back of the auditorium and being 13 feet wide. From
this foyer stairways will lead down to the
basement where ladies' and gentlemen's
retiring rooms are located. Fresh air.
warmed in the winter time, will be poured
into the theatre through fifteen 30-inch
registers placed in the aisles of the theatre, while foul air will be drawn ofif near
the ceiling. All of the registers are
hooked up with a series of air ducts
which connect with a large fan as shown
in the accompanying plan. A stage 6 feet
deep with a, rest room for the musicians

is included in the plans. A W agnerianWeickerherdt organ will be installed.
rile decorative ettect of the theatre will
be of the Renaissance period. Large
panels will be used on the walls, some of
them containing bright painted canvasse?
of rt(j\\ ers. Other panels will form backgrounds for modeled clay tigure>. I lie
general color scheme of the theatre will
be blue. Most of the lighting will be
from hidden groups of lights divided into
series of three colors for producing various effects. Brackets with square silk
shades are also being used on the walls.
Every part of the theatre is being constructed with a view to promoting an efficient handling of crowds and thorough
cleanliness at all times without sacrificing

CI^NDALL'S
Roanoke, Va., new
open Rialto
to the theatre
public ai
December 20th, is one of the most beau^
ful, most comfortable and most commoi'
ous theatres in the state. Situated in t|
heart of the business section of the ci^
the Rialto occupies a position of con
manding strategic importance. It will li
the aim of Harry M. Crandall, owner 0
the Crandall theatres in Washingtoi
D. C, and surrounding territory, to male
this, the twelfth addition to his chain, prt
eminent among the photoplay houses bear
ing his name.
.
The Rialto will be notable among Rf'
anoke theatres for a specially built, deed
rative box-office occupying the center a
a spacious lobby 28 feet wide by 15 fee
deep. This will open through three pa^'
of large double doors into a foyer will|
Caenstone walls and ceiling in ivc
grays and gold, 28 feet square,
lighting in the foyer is multiple color
a system of dimmers permitting any
sired degree of brilliance in illumination
The auditorium proper measures Ji
feet 4 inches by 118 feet and, with a balcony which projects over only a third of
the orchestra floor, has a total seating ctpacity of approximately 1,000. The cola
scheme of the auditorium is dominated b|
old ivory, gray and gold, modified by i
multiple-color lighting system operated on
a flood principle semi-direct to the au(fience. The permanent house lighting for
use during the projection of the picturel
subjects is provided by old ivory decorative wall fixture? equipped with -maH-

Lobby of Rialto theatre, Des Moines, Iowa
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SERVICE
- QUALITY
- PRICE
WE OFFER YOU ALL THREE

A

PROMPT SERVICE, Al QUALITY AND PRICES
That are low, consistent with the high standards we maintain
in workmanship and material

successful

ORNAMENTAL
LIGHTING
FIXTURES

hundred

picture

^T^HIS

OF

REFINEMENT
DETAIL

IN

We

and

Designs of Lighting Fixtures and Plastic Relief
Ornaments from Plans.

®If^ JJattonal Pafiltc
328 MAIN ST.

Gold

Fibre

Erit^f Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Screens

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.

planned

has

the building
the engineer-

ing of a hundred — and
more — picture houses that
in every feature have proved

Manufacture Special

Write for Catalogue
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements
NO JOB TOO LARGE, NONE TOO SMALL FOR OUR CAREFUL ASD
PROMPT ATTENTION

organization

designed

PLASTIC RELIEF
ORNAMENTS
ORIGINALITY
DESIGN

theatres

workable.

Among

successful

Stanley Theatres.

That

them

the

is the surest proof

of practical work.

Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Finance

Building

Philadelphia,

Twenty-eight
(28) of
Arc Controllers

Pa.

our

Installed in
B.

F.

KEITH'S

CIRCUIT

There's a distributor near you
SampUi and Literatart upon reques
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.

THEATRE

RECORDS

FULCO;SPEEDCO

You must keep your Government Tax correctly or pay the penally
Tou are custodians of Government funds, and are obliged to keep
atheperfect
law. record of the War Tax collected, In compliance with
Our Record
you complete dally record of total admission and warBook
tax gives
collected.
Loose leaf 57 pages with cover
J3.50
Set 57 pages without cover
1.50
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply haute in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, ni.
RITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

ARC

CONTROLS

Will Improve Your Projection
MAINTAINS A PERFECT ARC
GIVES
UNIFORM ILLUMINATION
FLICKERLESS LIGHT
MANUFACTURED

BY

E. E. FULTON COMPANY
3208 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, lU.
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voltage lamps with delicately tinted bulbh.
The auditorium is seated with leather orchestra chairs of ample size, with more
than usual free space between rows.
The Rialto, in addition to presenting the
finest special productions released, will afford the theatregoers of Roanoke a quality of orchestral accompaniment for the
pictures that heretofore has been unknown in the city. A full orchestra has
been engaged and will play as conspicuous a part in the Rialto's entertainments
as the symphonies play in the Crandall

Realistic
by

Assistance

Complete

C. C. Dahl, Formerly
Several

New

Stunts

houses in Washington, which are famous
the country over for their music.
The Rialto was designed by E. G. Frye,
a prominent architect of Roanoke, and
the interior decorations were executed by
J. W. Riley. The house will be operated
under the general supervision of the
Crandall executive staff with headquarters in the Metropolitan theatre building,
Washington, and the resident managership
of Allen Jenkins, whose experience in the
conduct of Roanoke theatres has been
comprehensive and successful.

Given

Assembly

to
of

Screen
Accessories

of N. Y. Capitol Has
for St. Louis'

STAGE which ranks second to none
A in the motion picture exhibition field
is the boast of the Missouri theatre, St.
Louis, the latest addition to the string of
local picture houses controlled by the Famous Players-Lasky Missouri Corporation. Descriptions of various other features of St. Louis' monumental theatre
have been given in the News but none
have dealt with the unusual stage and its
equipment.
The Missouri was completed less than
eight weeks ago at a cost of $1,500,000
and has a seating capacity of 4,000, which
is the largest in this city and one of the
largest in the entire country. The stage,
which has every possible convenience and
accommodation for large theatrical productions, measures 98 feet in length, 31
feet in width, and is 70 feet high. The
length is several feet greater than that of
the Shubert- Jefferson theatre, St. Louis'
largest auditorium of the spoken drama.
Its curtain length is 49^ feet. This, too,
is larger than that of any theatre in the
Mississippi valley.
The equipments and features of the
stage were purchased at a cost of $25,000
and include everything which is necessary
not only for the realistic assistance of the
screen productions, but for the presentation of elaborate prologues and scenes,
and even four and five-act dramatics
should the circumstance warrant it.
Besides the regulation switchboards,
the stage is equipped with two portable
ones used for a unique signaling system. Stage Director Charles C. Dahl,
who was brought to St. Louis by the Missouri Corporation from New York, has
installed many advantageous features
which make the Missouri picture offerings
decidedly different. Dahl, who received
much of his training at the Capitol theatre in New York, with various picture
houses in South America, and lately with
Mack Sennett, has evolved a system of
adding realism to the comedies, scenics
and features that is gaining much favorable comment. Seated in the wing of the

Developed

Missouri

Theatre

stage before a large portable switchboard,
Dahl can regulate drums, shot-pits, broken glass containers, and various other
noise makers that lend realism to the
screen. There are seven stage hands employed at the Missouri, which includes
three electricians. During the pictures
two men are stationed at the other end of
the signal boards and their actions are
controlled by Dahl, who watches the picture.
" There is nothing in the world which
will add interest to a silent screen and the
realism which drums and the like will.
The boom of a gun coming from behind
the stage and not from the drummer (and
by the way the Missouri has an orchestra
of 22 pieces) makes the scene appear

Picture

.V

truer. The sound of water or Lrok
dishes, the slam of a door or the fall oj
victim creates more interest in corned
and actually makes them funnier,"
said. " I have watched during va
performances when I have omitt
realism and found that the laughs an
as continuous and hearty."
One of the outstanding features
Missouri offering is the continuity
rienced by the audience from the
of the curtain until the lowering,
are no breaks which come from the s:
ing from a picture to a prologue, or frc
one picture to another. The transition
made perfect by the lighting effects and
done in this way : When the end of a pi
ture comes there is no break. Instead, 1
illuminating two silken columns ■■.hii
stand to either side of the screen, v.hi.
in turn is on the miniature stage at tl
rear of the major stage, the eye of tl
audience is taken away from the sco
momentarily. Thus, when the next pi
ture or presentation is ready for appea
ance the eye wanders back slowly ai
does not suffer a delay in interest.
All scenic painting and art work
the presentations is made in the Art i
partment of the theatre and under the ^
rections of Mr. Dahl. No show has
than an overture, four presentations
a prologue.
Each program is planni
weeks ahead of time and usually requi^
the services of from ten to twenty
formers. These are not obtained throii|
regular bookings but are selected from d
various dancing and dramatic schools
Mr. Dahl and then trained for a week
der his personal direction. In this
the offerings are made perfect and o
reach the classic level.

On the left is Grover M. Sholem, secretary and treasurer of the Ambassador Hotel Corporation, and on th«
right, Vernon Goodwin, vice-president
i
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CINEMA'S

CHICAGO

and you won't go
equipment
wrong;
we
manufacture
only
HIGHEST
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Our
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Luxe Music
stand.
A illuminated
snappy andstand.
evenly
(Three other types)
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820 S. Tripp Ave.
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Ticket Choppers
3 DIFFERENT

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

FINISHES

Brass Raihngs
For Balconies, Lobbies,
Boxes and Orchestra Pits
Velour-Covered Ropes
BRASS AND COMPOSITION CHANDELIERS
INDIRECT LIGHTING FIXTURES, DRINKING FOUNTAINS
DOOR HARDWARE
Kick Plates, Hinges, Bars,
Pulls, Thresholds
METAL
FRAMES
For Posters and Photos
Brass Easels
Write for Complete Catalog

OHIO

Let the theatre
I ventilation
HEATING
V/eNTILATIN^

i1

IN REBUILT

PROJECTION
ALL

IN

GOOD

MACHINES
Al CONDITION

AH machines have been rebuilt to give long
and efficient service. Priced low for quick sales.
If you want low priced equipment that will give
years of service this is your opportunity.
shutter. driven Motiographs ; high pedestal, outside
4-191S Motor
I'rice, each
.$2.50.00
2-191S Motiographs,
motor driven ; short pedestal ; outside
shutter.
Price, each
$250.00
2-1914 Motiographs, motor driven ; outside shutters ; short
Price,
$200.00
pedestal.each
4-Powers 6-A Motor driven ; each
$250.00
2-6B Powers
driven ; head mechanism ; 6 mos.
old.
Price, motor
each
$375.00
2-6A Powers; hand driven; each
$175.00
2-1916 Simples; Bell & Howell lamp houses; each . . $.SO0.00
Price on all machines above includes
lenses, condensers, slide carriers, etc.
Send For Our Catalog Of Supplies

6peclalists

how.—
tell
Sendyou
today
for
Booklet 7
1 MC7N5PPN ^PI7LlNCi3y5TEM,iNc.NEWyt7RK
1
B(?AN<:H-IJ25 VINE.3T. PHIUA. PA70W. ASltfST.

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

NEWMAN MFG. CO.
715 Sycamore St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Branch — 68
W. Washin^on
St.,
Chicago,
IlL

BARGAINS

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

Gardiner

Manufacturer*
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Coodale Street
COLUMBUS,

L

Cashiers' Wickets and GriDes
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Recent developments in border lighting
apply larger single units in preference to
the smaller distributing units used in the
past. Color screens are provided with
these larger units, and in several recent instal ations anautomatic color changing device has been attached to the border to
change the color scheme automatically
similar to the method used for color floodlighting. Automatic curtain controls
which can be operated in many instances
from the projection room, as well as from
the stage have been installed. These automatic curtain devices provide for lifting
the curtain, as well as drawing the draped
curtain horizontally. Effective results are
obtained particularly in strictly motion picture theatres by providing a velour or similar drape to be drawn over the screen
while the orchestra is rendering an overture or during the intermission. These
drapes are generally operated by means of
an automatic curtain mechanism and controlled from the operating room. In several installations the same effect has been
obtained by the use of a third dissolver,
although the efifectiveness of this means
of curtaining the screen is not as pleasing
as the draped velour effect.
In addition to the usual dimmers on the
stage for the foots and borders, provision
has been made in many installations to dim
the house lighting system. Beautiful effects are obtained by the use of these dimmers from the fact that the house is never
instantaneously and brilliantly illuminated.
Changing effects from one color to the
other is harmoniously accomplished by
dimming the color lit and bringing up the
color to be lit. In several installations the
house dimmers are automatically operated
and controlled from the projection room
as well as from the stage. In other cases
the house dimmers are located in the projection room and are manually operated
from this point. In these cases the theatre
is primarily used for motion pictures and
not vaudeville.
The increased demand made upon theatres displaying motion pictures for musical numbers has necessitated the employment of more musicians than in the past.
The music provided for many of the pictures required a great number of changes
and many changes that must be made with-

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

out previous conduct
arrangement.
In order' the
to
successfully
the orchestra
leader must have some means of advising the various musicians of a change
without the old habit of striking the music
stand with his baton or bow. This result
is obtained by the use of small signal lamps
located at each musician's stand with foot
switches at the leader's platform. Further
signalling apparatus is required between
the various points in the theatre, some of
which are taken care of by the house phone
system, with instruments usually located
on the stage, orchestra pit, box office, projection room and manager's office. Additional signals are provided between the
stage and orchestra, stage and projection
room, stage and dressing rooms, stage and
musicians' room, orchestra and projection
room, with return signals between these
points. Buzzers have been used in many
instances, but the fact that the house is
quiet during the running of the picture,
silent signals are now provided by means
of colored lamps.
The attractiveness of the exterior illumination ofthe theatre, particularly in relation tothe marquee and sign illumination,
now receives more attention than heretofore. Floodlighting of the exterior of the
theatre during the night performances individualizes the location of the building,
and with the attractive signs and brilliantly
illuminated marque, the results obtained
are very satisfactory.
The mechanical equipment, namely, the
heating and ventilating, will be described
in a later article.

You Can't Have too
Many Brass Rails
p LUSH-COVERED
have joined
A
the dodo in Oblivion;seats
velvet hangings
in boxes have gone the way of all flesh.
The purely decorative has given way to
the highly practical, and the comfort and
the safety of patrons are now uppermost
in the minds of exhibitors.
Styles in theatre furnishings and equipment change to suit conditions, but brass
railings have always held and always will
hold their place in the sun. No substitute
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has been devised for these effective barriers of polished metal.
In a recent issue we reproduced a photograph of the marble and gold lobby of tht
new Rialto in Newark. From entranct
door to inner door stretched a single brass
railing. It serves to separate the ingoing from the out-coming crowds. Not
all railings of this type are stationary,
however. Some are equipped with remov
able posts or standards. When the posts
are removed from the brass-lined sockets
plugs of the same materials are inserted
to prevent patrons from tripping.
To admit of easy ingress and egress
these long railings are often provided with
telescoping
gates or slide-bars, invisible to
the uninitiated.
Velour-covered ropes are a recent de
velopment in lobby rails. They are fur
nished by their manufacturer in sections,
with end caps and hooks complete, ready
for attaching to ornamental brass posts
with heavy cast bases. Rope rails are
especially valuable when the size of the
enclosed space must be varied occasionally
They are less expensive than one would
imagine.
Immediately in front of the box-office
or ticket-booth of every ultra-modem
theatre we find a double brass railing.
Why is it double ? Partly to prevent folks
from " ducking under," mostly to strengthen the rail. It is subjected many times a
day to a terrific strain, because it is designed to prevent congestion. It forms a
single Hne automatically.
The ticket-taker should be partitioned
off by a similar railing, to guard him
against rushes and enable him to properly
check up the audience.
If the stairway leading to the balcony
or mezzanine floor is unusually wide it
should be provided with a brass railing
down the center to separate the crowds.
Hand-rails should also be installed to assist the aged, the fat and the weary.
The orchestra pit also has its railing ;
the boxes are always finished off with low
brass railings from which curtains are
suspended. Railings form the loge boxes
in many theatres. And they are used to
subdivide the various orchestra and balcony sections.
Architects invariably specify them because they are strong, sanitary, durable
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ind beautiful. Whenever you need a
ransparent partition, a strong, cleanly
lotjbarrier,
yourmatters
architect's
superiora
udgment follow
in such
and install
)rass railing.
Polished brass harmonizes with any
:olor-scheme, but it is not the only finish
)btainable. The Newman Manufacturing
Zo., of Cincinnati, is now installing statuiry bronze railings in the new Stanley
heatre of Philadelphia. All other fixtures
n the Stanley are in perfect accord with
he railings, including the poster and
photograph frames being made by the
same company. Any standard finish can
3e had.
Ascher Bros.' Auditorium theatre (Day:on, Ohio) has been beautified with plushovered railings.
Other houses prefer
oxidized brass or copper.
You can't install too many brass railings ifyou have an eye to the comfort and
safety of your patrons.
Bijou in Fond du Lac
to Be Remodelled

colors, to be blended or used separately
as occasion may require. The walls and
ceilings are to be paneled and the high
lights brought out in silver.
A new plush curtain worked by automatic machinery will be installed. The
curtain will be under control of the operator and will part in the center, the stage
lights being turned out as the curtain
opens and turned on as it closes at the
end of the performance.
The lobby will be redecorated and beautified to correspond with the handsome
interior.
The ventilation of the Bijou will be improved by the installation of a ventilator
in the roof from which a ventilating flue
will project ten feet above the roof. Both
blower and suction fans will be installed.
These with these two large fans now in
operation in the rear of the theatre will
give a complete ventilating system.
The stucco work will be done by the
Decorating Supply Co. of Chicago and
the decorations by the Thomsen Decorating Co. of this city. The wiring will be
done by Frank Dufrane, Fond du Lac.

just announced for the re-decoration of the Bijou theatre. Fond du
Lac, Wis., will make that popular amusement place one of the handsomest in Wisconsin. Manager F. R. Smith has worked
out his plans with a view of adding to
the pleasure and comfort of his patrons,
and when the work is completed the Bijou
will not only be beautiful but it will have
an improved ventilating and lighting system.
The Bijou will close on January 9 in
order that these changes may be made,
and it is estimated that from three weeks
PLANS

to four
weeks' time In
willthebeevent
required
for
the
transformation.
it seems
desirable to speed up the work, night
crews will be employed to put the job over.
The decorative scheme is to be worked
out in a three-tone grey — a light grey, a
medium and a dark grey being used. Both
ceiling and walls are to be done in stucco.
All light wires are to be placed in conduits
buried in the walls, while the steam pipes
are to be hidden from view in the base
boards.
The ceiling effect is to be worked out
in the form of three great domes, each of
which will have lights of four different
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Don't Forget
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Put an end to your box-oflBce
troubles. Write to any one of the
theatres listed below and learn the
real secret of making money with
TYPHOONS. This list will be continued weekly.
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Circle
Knickerbockfer
Savoy
Crandall's
Maryland
Metropolitan
Liberty
York
Garden
FLORIDA
DELAND
Peerless
Arcade
JACKSONVILLE
Casino
Hiawatha
Imperial
Republic
LAKELAND
Auditorium
Casino
Prince
LEESBUBO
Stranc"
MIAMI
Fotosbo

TALLAHASSEE
Star
Baffin
TAMPA
Victory
Strand
Bonita
W. Rialto
PALM BEACH
BlJou

A photo of the Lucas Theatre Supply Co.
exhibit at the Southern Textile Exposition
held in Greenville, S. C. Projectors were
unknown to most of those attending and
they thought the Simplex shown was a mysterious device of some sort
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Care for Financial Investment
Write today for prices, samples, and information about our distribution service.
WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE
1821-23 Berteau Ave.
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Chicago
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Paramount
Hippodrome
PENSACOLA
Isis
Pastime
ST. Grand
PETERSBURG

at the Astor
Hotel, Janu-
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WINTER
Grand HAVEN
GEORGIA
ATHENS
Georgia Amusement
Co.
AMERICUS
Ryiander's Tbeatre
ATLANTA
Alamo No. 2
Bonita
Grand
Criterion
Loew's Howard
Strand
Vandette
AUGUSTA
Augusta
Kramark
BARNESVILLE
Palace
CEDABTOWN
Palace
Alamo
GAINESVILLE
MACON
Capitol
Douglass
Palace
MOULTRIE
Capitol
ROME
Folly
Elite
Strand
Arcadia
SAVANNAH
Colonial
Odeon
Star
Alamo
VALDOSTA
VIENNA
De Sota

"Typhoons absolutely increase our busiH. M.'round."
CRANDALL,
ness the year
D. 0.
CRANDALL THEATRES,
Washington

"A good Investment, and it has paid
times."
Itself S.several
for ABE
GDCKENHEIMER,
Mgr.
SAVANNAH Savannah,
PICTURESGa. PLAYS CO.,
"We are thoroughly pleased with our
Typhoons, and will give them the highest
C. E. SCHMIDT. Mgr.,
recommendation."
ALAMO NO. 2, Atlanta, Ga.
"Our business has increase<i in hot
weather, over any previous summer since
we haveKETTLER,
been in business."
CARL
Jr., Pres. and Treas.
BIJOU
COMPANY,
West AMUSU
Palm Beach.
Fla.
Write for Catalog " N "
Typhoon Fan Company
ERNST GLANTZBERG, President
345 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.
SOO So. Olive St.
255 No. 13th St.
Los Angeles, Cal. Philadelphia, Pa.
1044 Camp St. 64 West Randolph St.
New Orleans, La.
III.
215 Fayetteville Chicago,
St.
Raleigh, N. C.
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Perhaps the most simple example and most
familiar to us all concerning controlled projected light, is that found in the use of an
ordinary reading or burning glass. When
Uncle John lights his pipe with this glass, he is
taking a large number of the sun rays and concentrating them, bending them, condensing them,
to a small point. Such a lens or glass is known
as a condensing lens and receives its name from
the fact that it condenses light rays.
A condenser is somewhat analogous to a tin
funnel. If we had an electric fan and placed
a funnel in front of it so as to catch a portion
of the breeze, the air would probably strike the
sides of the funnel and be condensed and pushed
out through the small end as a concentrated
stream of air, or, if we were to place the
funnel in the stream of water issuing from a
hose nozzle the spray of water would be caught
by the sides of the funnel, condensed and
squirted out through the small end in a concentrated stream.
Now with our burning glass we are doing
just this. It is a poor rule, however, that will
not work both ways, and in practically all projection we do the opposite from what Uncle
John did when he lit his pipe. In his case he
was concentrating a large number of rays to a
point — in projection we reverse the process, take
a concentrated source of light (as near a point
as we can get it), place a condensing lens in
front of the light source, and then all the rays
falling upon the lens are sent out in a given
direction and can be accurately controlled.
Let us take a further example : when a
phonograph record is made, the performer or
artist sings, talks, or plays, so that a majority
of the sound will enter the mouth of a large
horn and be so condensed, concentrated that
it will actuate a diaphragm — which in turn
records the vibrations, by the aid of a sharp
needle, upon a record.
Now, in reversing this— a horn must be used
to direct the sounds — without a horn, the vibrations received upon the diaphragm can barely
be heard. The horn, however, takes these vibrations— coming as they do from a small concentrated source — and collects as many as
possible, and directs them in the manner wished.
So with a lamp. It gives off light in all
directions, but with the aid of a condensing or
directing lens placed in front of it a large
number of rays of light are collected, and
directed in the manner wished. The condensing
lens serves the same purpose with light as the
horn does with the phonograph.
Let us consider briefly, the action of a simple
lens— how does it work? An ordinary piece of
window glass does not serve as a lens — and
why? Because the light passes through it in

for

Several months ago we published a series of articles on the subject of Incandescent projection. The author was Mr.
H. F. Barnes, who is also the author of
the present series, which originally appeared in one of the Bulletins of the Edison Lamp Works.
Mr. Barnes has the happy faculty of
combining technical knowledge to practical application, and what is of even
greater importance, of stating it in simple, easily understandable language.

Projection

With no condenser (see illustration ) only s
very small percentage of the rays from the lanq
would enter the projection lens; and as thej
come from the center of the picture, that alom
would show on the screen. With a condensing
lens in place those rays (a-a) are bent so thai
they do enter the projection lens — the amount
of light picked up is thereby increased, and if
the condensing lens is large enough, the whole
slide is illuminated, and shown on the screea
Without the condenser the whole sHde is e
illuminated of course, but as explained, onlj
a small portion of these rays enter the pro- E
rays

a straight line. When we look at an object
through the window, we see that object exactly
as it is. However, we have oftentimes noticed
that at certain places in the window — which we
call flaws in the glass — objects may appear distorted— longer, shorter than they really are.
What has happened in this case? Evidently,
the rays in this case do not pass in straight lines
— they have been bent — and bent by a change in
the surface of the glass — from two parallel
surfaces to perhaps one parallel, the other
slightly curved.
This is lens action, pure and simple. Any
piece of glass which does not have parallel
surfaces will bend a ray of light.
Why, even then, is a lens used? Why not
place a lamp directly behind the slide and do
away with the condensing lens?
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Fig. 4

In the Upper Diagram Where the Condensers
Are Shown as Used in Normal Practice, tiic
Rays a-a Coming from Lamp, Are Bent, Pa^s
through the Slide and subsequently through the
Projection Lens. When, however, the condensers are removed, the rays a-a, while passing
through the slide, are not bent and consequently
do not pass through the projection lens, and are
not put upon the screen. In the latter case, the
projection lens will put only the central section
of the slide on the screen, since only rays from
the center of the slide pass through the lens

.4s Shozvn in the Upper Diagram, When Parallel
Light Rays Fall upon the Surface of a Convex
Condenser, They Will Converge at a Point on
the Opposite Side, Knowm as the Focal Point.
The distance from this point to the condenser
is known as the focus of the condenser. When
(I filament is placed at the focal point, the rays
sent
condenser,
upon the
falling lines.
of light
out
in parallel
When,
however,-will
as beshozvn
in the middle diagram, the lamp filament is
placed ahead of the focal point, the light rays
comingon through
condenser,
'will diverge;
while
the otherthehand,
if it is placed
behind
the focal point, the lamp rays coming through
the condenser will converge

i
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The device first in importance, it seems to us,
is the Roller Pin Movement. This is different
from the former Power's cam-and-pin movement
in that the pin bearings rotate upon the pins.
That is, sleeves of highly polished steel are
slipped over the pins of the pin-cross — the latter
having been made smaller in diameter than those
now used — and held in place by a disc of steel on
the cam. The oil reaching under these rotatable
sleeves forms a cushion, and in so doing reduces
much of the noise and wear that might otherwise
be caused by the impact of the cam on the pins.
Naturally in a movement of this kind, where
much depends on the film of oil between the
bearing surfaces, it is highly important that the
projectionist keep the mechanism well oiled at
all times.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

An extremely important change has been made
in the intermittent movement itself. This change
does not alter the form of the movement, but
makes for greater efficienq\ The steel cross pins
which engage with the cam have been reduced
in diameter, and the difference has been made up
by placing over each of them an oil tempered
steel roller. In order to secure absolute accuracy
of movement these little rollers are, after being
tempered, ground both inside and out. In order
to retain these rollers on the pins of the cross, a
thin steel flange has been added to the actuating
cam, the same being secured to its outer surface
bv means of four screws.
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jection lens. Putting in the proper condenser bends all the rays so that they pass
through the slide and enter the projection lens.
When parallel rays strike the surface of a
simple lens that point on the opposite side of
the lens at which the rays meet, is known as the
" focal point." The " focus " of a lens is the
distance from the focal point to the lens itself.
In reality, it is the distance from the focal point
to the optical center of the lens, which is a point
within the glass itself.
{To be continued)
Wants

Data

on Projection Room
L. E., Shelbyville, Indiana, writes : Please
answer the following questions. We are building a theatre, the distance from booth to curtain
is 140 feet. What size picture would be best
to show and how much larger should the screen
be than the picture?
We are wiring the booth with a threewire
system. What size wire should we use? We
expect to use No. 4. Is this sufficient or should
we use No. 2?
We expect to use a generator. Please advise
us whether it would be best to use a single or
three phase and what amperage and voltage
would you recommend?
Reply: Although you give us no floor plan to
indicate the shape of your theatre and the seating arrangements we would judge that a 13 x
1514 ft. screen would be plenty large enough.
Whatever size -you decide on don't select one
too large. There is a certain clique of theatre
managers who believe in a super-large screen
sometimes running to 24 ft. In a house like
the Capitol in New York City with its balcony
200 feet away from the screen it is necessary
to have a monster screen but otherwise there
is every reason why they should be discountenanced. The screen should be 10 inches wider
than the picture.
No. 4 wire is large enough to handle anything you would be called on to use in the projection room.
If you have three phase current available then
use it by all means. Motor generator sets are
supplied with motors of one, two or three phases
but the three phase is preferable to the single
phase because of its lower cost, its higher efficiency and the fact that the power company prefers to keep the regulation of its system as
good as possible. With a motor operating on
one side of a three phase system there is apt
to be trouble from unbalancing.
You would want to get the 70 ampere motor
generator set. This will allow you to draw
that current if you need it. Whether you will
or not will depend on several things ; amongst
them being the skill of your projectionist, the
film itself and the condition of the screen. Don't
worry about the voltage of the generator. Leave
that to the manufacturers. The motor generator set you want is the one made for motion
picture work and the voltage characteristic is
such that when you adjust the set for the right
current the voltage will take care of itself.
Splicing Films with Odd
Frame Lines
From S. B., Crete, Neb., comes this query: I
am enclosing two pieces of film which I am
positive cannot be patched in such a way as to
absolutely prevent a misframe. However, our
other projectionist says that in a former issue
of the News there was explained a method by
which it may be done. If so will you please
advise me. We have a Baird machine and by
framing one piece of film I find it impossible
to frame the other without moving the framer.

Answer : One of your pieces of film has its
frame line come in the center of the perforation
and the other has its line come between two
perforations. It is an absolute impossibility
to patch these two pieces so that the strip will
remain in frame without adjustment. A few
cameras still have the old non-standard frame
line but they are gradually being replaced by
standard instruments.
Name

Plate on Generator
Bothers Him
J. A., Hawaii, writes: In your Projection
Department there has been running a series
of lessons on Elementary Electricity. I have
taken great pleasure in - reading and studying
them. I would like to have you explain a few
questions regarding my generator. I have an
Allis Chalmers direct-current generator on
which
lows: is attached a plate which reads as folD. —116
C. Generator Continuous Duty.
Serial No. 3K6089.2
K. W— 4. R.P.M.— 1800. Volts. No Load

Amperes 33.3.
Volts full load— 120
Temp-rise, full load continuous winding —
40°C. Comm.— 45°C.
25% Overload— 2 hrs.— Windings— 55° C
I Comm.
do not 60°C.
understand the last two lines having
to do with temperatures.
I have also noticed that there are three
wires leading from the generator. I am quite
sure they are positive, negative, and neutral,
but as there are no marks to indicate which is
positive and negative how am I to know ?
After finding this out to which lead should
the field rheostat be connected to regulate the
voltage? I have looked over the wiring diagram
for a 35 amp. outfit manufactured by the
G-E Co., and I noticed that the field rheostat
is always connected to the positive wire. Does
this apply to all makes of generators.
Reply: The name plate of your generator
states that when you run the machine at full
load for a long time (continuously) the temperature rise in the windings should not rise
more than 40°C above room temperature and
that the commutator should not get warmer
than 45 °C above the same standard. With a
25% overload for 2 hours the machine will
naturally run still warmer but this, according
to the name plate, should not become more
than 55°C and 60°C respectively for windings
and commutators. If these figures are exceeded something is wrong.
As you know a d. c. generator will rotate in
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either direction according to the dispositio,n c
the connecting wires. As received from tb
factory these machines are connected to
tate counter-clockwise when viewed from
pulley-end. To accomplish this the field
nection is usually carried to the positive wi
If it is changed to the negative the rotation
be changed about.
If the field terminals are reversed the direc
tion of rotation will be reversed, but other .vis
there will be no difference in the general o: ra
tion.
Get a direct current ammeter. The ten.
will be marked plus and minus. Put the wirj
on either way, just touching one terminal
one wire. If the ammeter registers the
on the plus terminal is plus, but if the need
on the meter tends to go backwards you hav
the polarity reversed.

Exchange of United Artists Is Simplexized
Among the prominent distributing companies' exchanges, located in the Godfrg
Building at 729 Seventh Avenue, is that of the
United Artists CCorporation. This exchange;
located on the ninth floor of the world's busies!
film building, is that through which Mary Pick*
ford's, Charlie Chaplin's, Douglas Fairbank'*
and
D. W. Griffith's productions are released ana1
distributed.
One of the features connected with this establishment is the reviewing room. This room,
which is 12 feet wide by 25 feet long, is finished
in old rose with artistic panelling on the walls,
while the concave ceiling, lighted with indirect
domes.
A group of comfortable chairs are included in
the furnishings of this splendid little reviewing
room, which boasts of perfect projection upon ;
6x8 white plaster screen which is located at thi
extreme end of the room.
A most artistic border surrounds the picture
'^
screen, giving the exhibition
a real theatrical
4
atmosphere. It is here that private screenings
are staged of all United Artists' products, for
the personal attention of Mr. Hiram Abram^
the president of the organization.
The projection room connected with this reviewing room is operated under the direction of
Mr. Al Kaufman, a well-known New York Cityprojectionist, whose activities during thre&
years' service with D. W. Griffith are well
known in projection circles. In this projectio:
room are installed two Type " S " Simplex Pro
jeclors with motor-driven attachments.

Two views of the projection room of United Artists zviih the Simplcxes on the right
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Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
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I have often been asked why it is that seemingly very few cameramen ever rise any higher
ill the film profession than their' position as
cameramen — why they, like many in other departments, do not more often advance to a
directorship.
The principal reason, which I can give, based
on my observation during my term of experience
in the profession, is that cameramen as a rule
are apt to be too easily satisfied with themselves
and are probably too prone to rest upon their
laurels. Another great fault of which a cameraman must beware and which will greatly hamper
his progress, is a seeming lack of desire on his
part to cooperate with the directors and others
in the company. This has had a great deal to do
with keeping cameramen down, and is one of the
principal reasons why many cameramen have
not gone to the front as fast as men in other departments.
When a film corporation looks around for a
new director, the most logical man to fill that
position should be a cameraman, because, if he
is a successful cameraman, he has already mastered many of the essentials of good directorship. For instance, if he is a good cameraman,
his advice is sought by the scenario writer before the latter will attempt to write into his
story some pet effect which he is not certain can
be done, and whether or not this effect will be
used vicegenerally
rests upon
the he
cameraman's
and the manner
in which
illustrates adthe
effect.
Again, the technical director often calls the
cameraman into a conference to get his ideas on
certain problems in the construction of settings
or certain color effects to be used in those settings. The electrical department confers with
him regarding the necessary and special lightings for a setting and the wardrobe department
gets his opinion concerning the photographic
\alue of certain colors in costumes and fabrics.
Conscientious actors are continually asking the
cameraman to advise them regarding make-up,
the colors they should use and in what way they
will appear to the best advantage on the screen
with regard to composition, lightings, etc. The
director will invariably send him out to look up
locations that will be suitable for certain periods
or locales of the story, and will depend, in many
cases, absolutely upon his ideas as to composition. Very often he is called upon to correct
certain matters in the laboratory and to make
suggestions regarding the printing and developing of films, etc., in order to insure the best results.
Thus, it will be readily seen how extensive is
the cameraman's knowledge of the various
branches of film production and why he is, of

in

His

of the Subject by a
BY ALVIN WYCKOFF

Needs

to

Profession
Veteran

EDITOR'S NOTE: Alvin Wyckoff,
member of the American Society of Cinematographers, director of photography
at the Lasky Studio and who has photographed every Cecil B. deMille production from the earliest to the latest, contributes this article on a subject of extraordinary interest to the cameraman.

Alvin Wyckoff, supervisor of cinematography of the
Lasky studio
all men, one of the most logical choices for the
position of director.
In a great many instances, however, the successful cameraman has allowed himself to become somewhat of an egotist because of the
value and constant need of his advice on the
part of other departments in order to make for
the betterment of the picture and has become inflated, as it were, with the idea of his own importance and thus has built around him with his
own hands, the fence that has kept him shut in
and prevented him from advancing. This kind
of a cameraman will perhaps be responsible for
splendid photography in a production and will
receive praise for it, but will then lie back on
his laurels, puff out his chest and dream of how
great he is and how necessarj' he is and how the
world cannot get along without him. That is the
sort of stuff that stunts ambition and spoils his
chances of advancement. The wise cameraman
will, on the other hand, look at the finished production from a critical standpoint, finding the

Cinematographer

faults in his work, disregarding the praise th;
comes to him and by studying and rememberi
the faults, try to correct them in his succeedi

pictures.
Logically, a good cameraman should be pr
moted and should be able to advance, either
the position of assistant to a very successful
rector or producer, or to the position of dire^
tor, when he could first be entrusted with
small picture until he is able to build himsel
higher. A good cameraman who has become
director could thus be in a position to supervi
the work of a cameraman who is not so su
cessful and through his knowledge and cooper;
tion, build up the latter until he, in turn, is reai
to advance.
The cameraman should bear in mind at
times that cooperation with his director is oi
of the greatest recjuisites to the success of
production.
There are, among some of thi
present-day directors, a few very temperamental, nervous individuals. In some instances this
is entirely justified for there are actors who a:
exceedingly exasperating, and also many peopl
in other departments, all of whose shortcomings
the director must tolerate and bear with. But
liecause there are so many things to upset a director, it is all the more imperative that the
cameraman should cause him no worry, troubl
or grief whatsoever. There are cases, howevei
where the cameraman has failed to cooperat)
properly and has even taken a false stand ati(
thus added
to the
director's
worries,
have
known greatly
of actual
instances
where
the director was on location with a large number o i
extra people, when the cameraman refused t<
attempt to photograph a scene, because, in hi
judgment, he thought the light was too poor
This is an instance where cooperation is posi
lively necessarj-. Even if he does think the ligh
is too poor, he should make a tr>' for the shot,
if only to cooperate with the director and comply with his wishes. In any event he can do no
harm by such a course, and can spoil nothing
but a few feet of film, which represents a very,
very small cost, whereas, if he should chance to
be successful in getting something, he will have
saved the company a great many dollars.
It is the paramount duty of every cameraman
to endeavor in every possible manner to give
a director anything that he asks for, without
argument and with the greatest show of enthusiasm that he is capable of displaying. He must
remember that although he is a ven.- important
and necessan,' agent m the work of film production, that there are others. The presentation or
direction of the stor>- or picture is of course
most important and photography, though imporIt will aperhaps
secondarj'.
thi
fact thatsouni"
it is nevertheless
strange,tant, isbut

nuary
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acid test of good photography is photography
which is so excellent and so good that the audience in watching the story on the screen do not
even think of the photography. Everything
must be secondary to the actual presentation and
the photography, if too prominent or too unusual, will attract too much attention and thus
divert the minds of the audience from the story
atid will cause an interruption or break in the
thread of plot and theme. After the story has
been viewed and enjoyed by the audience, then,
if the photography has been excellent, this fact
will come naturally to their minds.
The director depends a great deal upon the
cameraman's advice and the latter should give
this freely and faithfully and without allowing
such dependence to give him a false sense of his
own importance. In the projection room at the
end of the day, while viewing the daily takes,
the director will often depend absolutely upon
the cameraman to tell him when the film is at
fault. Some directors do not know when the
scene is out of focus, some cannot tell whether
the film is over or underexposed and whether
the fault lies in the laboratory work or in some
other stage of the work. There have been unscrupulous cameramen, who in such cases have
led the director to believe that the fault lay with
the laboratory or some other department, when
the fault was really their own. Such a cameraman as that is a hypocrite who is too proud or
too vain ever to see or admit his own faults, and
will never advance to a directorship, inasmuch,
as explained before, a cameraman, to advance,
instead of disregarding his faults, must study
them and strive to prevent the recurrence of
mistakes.
Before he can advance to a directorship, a
cameraman must first become a good cameraman, and so extensive is the scope of this art
that he must devote a great deal of his time to
study, experimental work, etc. The midnight
oil is one of the greatest assets of any cameraman, if diligently burned, and joy rides and
other ultra-human joys which prevent him from
devoting the proper time to a study of an interest in his work may be his ruination, or at least
may form a bar to his progress and advancement to a high position.
When a cameraman has reached the point
where he thinks he has learned all there is to

BASS—

Redecorated stage of Liberty theatre, St. Louis

V

be learned about his profession and that no one
can teach him anything or tell him anything to
his advantage, or offer a good suggestion, then
it is time that he resign his position and ask for
a job as rack boy in some laboratory and start
all over again, for he can never master the entire knowledge of his profession, and such selfsatisfaction is dangerous. What he must learn
is endless and so deep that no bottom can be
found.
The cameraman, if he heeds and carefully
considers these points, can advance. In fact,
there are already a few cameramen who have
become directors and all are making evcellent
pictures and have a viewpoint that the other directors may not possess. One of our present
screen directors, who has the reputation of being
one of the best in the profession, made his start
as a cameraman and advanced from that position to a directorship. What one can do many
can do!

test to learn whether light, sets or players'!
ups have been satisfactor>-. This test (i
made on location, many miles from staA
laboratory, at any time the director
necessary.

According to Joseph Duff, Chicago branch
manager of the Exhibitors' Supply Company,
the Princess and Phoenix theatres at La Porte,
Ind., recently installed Simplex Type S Projection Machines.

Mr. Rose, who is responsible for
grade of photography that has marked
Metro's special productions starring Mi
son, has patented numerous camera devi
are being used by cinematographers gem

Jack

Rose
Ag5 Headline

Jackson Rose, who has served as cami
for May Allison's last[ain
three productioi
perfected an apparatus known as the
film tester," by use of which film may be ji T
and exposed in the sunlight five minutei
Si,
it has been taken. The printing and del
ment are accomplished by use of a t;
attached to the camera, and may be
any stage of the making of exteriors
tcriors, regardless of the sunlight.
The advantage of the device is that it
unnecessary
to wait until
an entire
has been completed
before
makingday'sv
a 1
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LAST CALL FOR THE
CONFERENCE
(^Continued from page 848)
\nell, B. E., manager of Eckle theatre, Sye, N. Y. Prominent pioneer in New York
Iart-picture affairs.
\nklin, Harold B., of Shea's Hippodrome,
jlo, N. Y. Mr. Franklin was the very first
litor to join the plan. He caught the spirit
le undertaking and instantly headed the
jrithout waiting to see what anybody else
say.
mn, Edward L., is the enterprising mandirector of the Strand theatre, BrookIvhich is the outstanding picture palace of
l<lyn Borough — and has no rival in a comj:y of three million people. It is always
lied, and Hyman prides himself on the fact
Ithe music has given an atmosphere to his
p, which is unmistakable. He is young and
|)f admirable ideas.
\senfeld, Hugo, is the managing director
le Rialto, Rivoli, and Criterion theatres of
1 York, and is therefore the reigning king
liotion picture impresarios. He is not
|a showman, but he is a musician of the
1st training, a violinist, composer, conIr.
fhafel, Samuel, the producing director of
Capitol theatre, will go down in history
le first man to make the musical-picture
lination. Although he is not a professional
pian, he has the keenest appreciation for
Irt, and was the first to catch the psycho(of music in its relation to meanings. He
self-made man, and a genius of the highbk.
nrk, Fred, of the Superba theatre, Raleigh,
\, etc.
Musical Figures
\ams, A. F., is the head of the Wolfsohn
\\SiU and Music League, which controls the
^ties of the foremost musical artists of
rica, such as Josef Hofmann, Jascha
:tz, Albert Spalding, Reinald Werrenrath,
bl Garrison, etc.
iel, Carl Joseph, the first composer of the
Ijmusical picture score. He wrote " The
of a Nation " and other film scores. He
\e writer of the " Song of the Soul," his
1, " The Legend," has been produced at the
[•opolitan Opera House.
\hrman, Scott, is the editor of the Ameri^rganist.
der, Paul, a noted orchestral conductor,
assistant conductor of the National Symliy Orchestra, Metropolitan Opera House,
\[enud, John C, owner and editor of MuAmerica, Music Trades, etc. The dean
.merican musical journalists, who has done,
|aps, more than any other single man in
listory to arouse the country to the possiies of music in everyday life. An eloquent
:er.
\nston, Nat, formerly conductor of the
itol Orchestra, Rivoli Orchestra, founder
le Ensemble Symphonique, and one of the
;rs of the younger picture conductors. He
le type of man who is prepared to entirely
le
and produce any picture theatre's musical
tram.
\ordon, Phillip, though the name of a noted
list, in this instance is the cognomen of
director of music in Newark
(N. J.)
Iiols, and a very great believer in pictures.

Kahn, Otto H. Foremost art patron in
America; chairman of the Board of Directors
of the Metropolitan Opera Company, author,
financier, collector, musician, member of Kuhn,
Loeb & Co.
Liebling, Leonard, is the editor of the Musical Courier, one of the world's foremost musical journals. Mr. Liebling's editorials are
trenchant, terse and conservative. He is a
thinker, a doer and a worthy co-operator in
this conference.
Marshall, Winifred, a gifted soprano, will be
the only artist to appear during the conference
proper, but in the prelude on Sunday night,
there will be a " Movie Concert " dedicated by
the New York Globe to the Conference, consisting of the Oumansky Ballet (one of the
world's greatest dancing organizations, including Alexander Oumansky, Maria Gambarelli,
Doris Niles and Eugenie Claire).
List, Emmanuel, probably the foremost motion picture baritone of the world.
Broivn, Amanda, soprano ; Erna Pielka, contralto.
Parker, Albert. Although this gentleman
is known as one of the screen's foremost producing directors, in this instance he will appear
as a musical authority.
Rappe, Erno, now the conductor of the Capitol theatre, formerly of the Rivoli theatre, a
noted Hungarian symphonic writer and musician, and recognized as one of the leaders in
motion picture music.
Reed, Florence, a famous musician. She is
really known best for her acting abilities, on
stage and screen. She has been the star of the
"Yellow Ticket," "Prodigal Son," "Roads of
Destiny," " Chu Chin Chow," and is now heading the hit, " The Mirage." Her screen work
is noted for its high artistry. She is, however,
a musician of high attainments, and indeed in
"ofThe
her Mirage
audience." plays the piano to the delight
Stewart, W. F., formerly famous opera singer, and later manager and stage manager and
producer of light opera; more recently noted
for his opera performances at the Capitol theatre, and then the California theatre, San Francisco.
Tremaine, C. M., head of the National Bureau for the Advancement of Music.
Warren, Richard Henry, one of the world's
greatest organists.
That the campjiign for better music in
motion-picture theatres, conducted by
Charles D. Isaacson through the columns
of the Motion Picture News, has struck
a responsive chord not only in the United
States but also abroad is evinced in the
following letter to Mr. Isaacson from
Albert Albon Hess, manager of the Hollandasche Handelsonderncming Cinematographic, the Hague, Holland. Mr. Hess
writes:
" With the greatest interest I am reading your excellent lines about Movie
Music in the MOTION PICTURE
NEWS, You may be sure that your fine
articles draw much attention not only
in the U. S. A.
" Experiment Tchaikowski in Strand
theatre, Brookl}^, N. Y., is a document
of your work, and I only wish to remark
of the influence of your articles in due
time
on are
European
' Music inIt Bioscopes.'
But we
conservative.
shall be a
long way of work to go.
play of films realize that the time has come
when the intelligence of the public demands a
better class of music than has been given hith" Am sorry not to be present at the
Music Conference
in January.
" Sincerely,
"Wishing you a successful 1921, I am,
" ALBERT

ALBON

HESS, Manager."

Weber, Joseph, president of the Union of
Musicians of America (National Federation of
Musicians), and many others.
In other fields, for instance, leading producers including: J. R. Bray, of Bray Pictures;
E. W. Hamons, of Educational Film; J. B.
Kelly, of World Motion Picture Company;
Oscar Price, of Associated Producers; J. B.
Schnitzer, Equity Pictures.
Many others like the following:
Steinway Piano Company (Herman Irrion),
American Photoplayer Company; Brambach
Piano Company, Marr and Colton, Ernest R.
Voigt (Boston Music Company) ; Charles K.
Harris (who wrote "After the Ball is Over"),
Nanine Joseph (of Witmar and Sons), the
Association of Music Publishers (headed by
Mr. Mills), Mrs. F. N. Oberndorfer, representing 2,0(X),000 Club Women of America; Mrs.
Winifred Stoner, Harry Prince, acoustician
expert; M. Winkler, cut sheet maker; Hyman
Kraft, head of the New York Concert League;
Jules Daiber, manager of Rosa Raisa; Charles
Wagner (manager of John McCormack), and
many, many others.
News Special Plans
During the conference, the News will appear with some special articles of interest, and
will
tor. be given to the delegates at the Hotel AsImmediately following the conference, the
full news, addresses, etc., will be published
in the Motion Picture News. It will be a
special musical issue. It will be dated February 7,and will be in the mails February 3.
It will close on January 25 for all articles, advertising, etc. Watch for it.

"The Music Trades** Says
One of the leading publications of the musical instrument and publishers — The Music
Trades — in its issue of January 1 devotes its
entire front page to an article about the Picture Musical Conference. Signed by its editor, the article is a call to the musical trades
to co-operate with the motion picture industry for the good of the new art.
This article is read by practically every manufacturer of pianos, playerpianos, phonographs,
records, string instruments, accessories, and
by practically every publisher of music, etc.
Also it is read by the foremost dealers in music across the country.
In part, the Music Trades says:
" A National movement has been started to
enlarge the scope and improve the character
of music in the movie houses. This movement has taken concrete form in the shape of
a convention which is to be held on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, January 24, 25, 26,
at the Astor Hotel, New York, under the auspices of the Motion Picture News, one of
the most able and important publications in
the moving picture industry. The convention
will be attended by managers, musicians, composers, directors of films. A number of leading
members of the musical industries have already intimated their intention of being pres" It is not alone the importance of music in
the movie business, but the great opportunity
which will be offered to the manufacturers and
dealers in musical instruments of all kinds,
when those engaged in the production and diserto in most of the houses, and which will naturally necessitate enlarged orchestras and a
ent.'
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far better type of musical instrument than has
been generally employed.
" Here is a splendid opportunity. We would
suggest that those who are interested should
communicate with Mr. Charles D. Isaacson,
who is the editor of the Music Department in
the Motion Picture News, whose editorial offices are at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York,
and express their willingness to be present at
the various sessions of the convention, where
they will meet not only those whom we have
already mentioned, but many of the grand
opera and symphonic musicians, composers, conductors, members of the musical unions, also
members of the various musical organizations.
They will also have an opportunity, during the
discussions, to express their own views and
thus aid the movement, which cannot but result in great benefit to those who publish music
or sell it, to those who manufacture pianos,
playerpianos, organs, band instruments — in fact,
this national movement opens up a field to all
those engaged in the musical industries, of vast
proportions. Consequently, co-operation with
the moving picture people should be wholehearted.
" There are to-day, at a modest calculation, at
least fourteen thousand movie houses, of
which over 90 per cent are as yet not properly
supplied with musical instruments and with
music, which would greatly enhance the value
of the films they show, and so bring in a greater
revenue than they now have. The best proof
of what good music means is afforded by the
leading houses in this city and other cities,
which are crowded daily during the entire period of the performances. Most of these houses,
where they give us a higher class of films, are
enabled to charge higher prices than they
otherwise could, because they have found it
I>ositively paid to employ symphony orchestras.
" Among the pioneers in this regard in New
York are Mr. Rothafel, of the Capitol theatre,
and Mr. Hugo Riesenfeld, of the Rivoli and
Rialto. These enterprising men, fully appreciating the value of music, have seen their endeavors in this direction, which were at first almost
ridiculed, bring them a clientele which is surprising both in quality and quantity. Their
houses are always crowded.
" For these various reasons we sincerely trust
that our principal houses will be at least represented atthe coming convention of the moving picture men this month, and that they will
aid the enterprising publishers 'of the Motion
Picture News, who have been active in bringing the convention about and which already
promises to be one of the most successful meeting of the kind for the furtherance of a great
cause ever held in this country."
(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries and suggestions arc gathered.
This is where the motion picture fraternity gets together on music.)
Dear Editor:
I have been advised by Mr. M. Winkler to see you
in reference to the Convention of Movie Theatre Musicians in which I am interested. If you have seen any
copies of The Observer within the last two years, you
will have seen that I have been making propaganda
for community opera. As the movie theatres will in
time to come be inclined to introduce one act operas
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of a practical
I feelin that
may get from
much the
information fornature,
an article
The I Observer
matter coming up at this convention.
J. VAN BROEKHOVEN,
New York.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
I quite appreciate the desirability and importance
of cooperation between the motion picture industry
and musicians, and in accordance with your request,
shall be pleased to say a few words, a very few, at
the
24-26.conference to be held in New York on January
OTTO H. KAHN,
New York City.
My Dear Mr. Isaacson :
I would like to enroll in the new Music Exchange
of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS. I think your
new department is very interesting, and what you say
will do a great deal of good. I have studied organ a
long time and would like to take up picture work.
I am a graduate of the Rochester Conservatory of
Music under George B. Penny, and am an associate
member of The American Guild of Organists. I studiedstonnearly
two wasyears
with the late
when he
in Cornell.
Last Mr.
winterEdward
I did Johnsome
special work under Mr. Sidney Steinheimer in New
York preparing to play for moving pictures. I took
about fifty lessons and worked up quite a repertoire
of suitable music. If you know of any position that
would be suitable for me I would appreciate it very
much if you would let me know. I would prefer a
small theatre in a residential suburb of some city
where I could go on
studying.
MISS EDNA STEBBINS,
Ithaca, N. Y.
About the Local
ion c
Unii
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
I am very much interested in the work you have
done for motion pictures. We are running or attempting to run a metropolitan presentation
best
pictures, but we have our troubles with ofthethemusic.
There are no very competent musicians in Lawrence,
and the local union refuses to allow any local musicians from any other town or city to come in here.
The consequence is that we have to put
up
whatever we can get locally. In spite of this we with
going
fairly well, but I want to do better. Our are
orchestra
consists of seven pieces, drum, cornet, trombone, clarinet, two violins and a piano.
reason for the
assortment is that these are the The
best players I can
pick up, but I intend to enlarge the orchestra shortly
It competent players can be obtained.
With best wishes for your success,
Manager,
ANDREW COBE,

Personalities
Lyle
Bishop,
Grand musical
Theatre,conductor
Kinston,andN.director.
C. — A
thoroughly experienced
Has complete library and can give you just what you
want.ville as Experienced
symphony pictures or vaudeconductor andin director.
A. L. Sloane, 237 West 107th Street, New York
City. — ^An experienced organist, and capable to organize an orchestra and lead same. Also arrangei
music properly for the pictures.
A. L. Morton, P. O. Box 389, Burlington, Iowa. —
A musician, pianist and composer of over fifteen years'
experience.
J. C. Crippen, Box 118, Otturawa, Iowa. — Has had
12 years' picture experience, and three years of that
was
Style K organ.
Wurlitzer,
yearsall on
a twomanualon Kimball
Can and
also two
handle
newspaper
work for theatre. Would like to make a change.
Have large library of music.
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MUSIC

Lawrence Rialto Theatre Co.

CONFERENCE

Mus ic Publ ishers Pro tective
Hotel Astor
Association
Representing the following houses at the Convention
JANUARY 24, 25, 26
Adrian-Reece, Inc.; Irving
Inc.; Broadway
Music Corp ; C. C. Church & Berlin,
Co.
;
Church Co. ;
Daniels & Wilson; Oliver Ditson &John
Feist
Inc.; Fred Fischer, Inc.; Carl Fischer;Co.;J. Leo
Fischer &
Bros.; Harold Flammer;
Forster Music Pub. Co. ;
Sam Fox Music Pub. Co. ;
Goodman & Rose : Gamble
Hinged Co.; Chas. K.
Harris; Huntzinger & Dilworth ; Hamilton S. Gordon ;Walter Jacobs ; KenEXHIBITORS!
dis-Brockman Music Co. ;
Edward B. Marks Music
how successful is your
Co. ; Joe Morris Music
Co. ; Jack Mills, Inc. ; McMUSIC?
Kinley Music Co. ; Pace
& Handy Music Co. ; E.
You know that tbe person at
Does your organist know
T. Paull Music Co. ; Jerwhat to
to play
play, It,andto how
and
your organ can do more than
ome H. Remick Co. ;
when
properly
any other individual to
Interpret your programs, and
Maurice Richmond Music
to develop a clientele among
createphere "the
righthouse.
" atmosCo.; Will Rossiter; Shalovers of good music?
for your
piro, Bernstein & Co. ;
Sherman, Clay & Co. ;
Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures
Skidmore Music Co. : Stark
& Cowan ; A. J. Stasnv
written
by musicians. E. Lang and O. West, who play for picMusic Co. ; Clayton F.
tells just what an organist needs to know, for
successful
picture tures,interpretation.
Price,
$1.25
Summy Co. ; Harry Von
Tilzer Co. ; Van Alstyne
& Curtis; Waterson, BerThe Boston Music Co., STREET Boston
lin & Snyder; Williams &
Piron
Sons. ; M. Witmark &
This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.
{Write for Literature)

The
NewEra
Organ
THE
MARR
& COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton

Concert

Organ

WARSAW,

N. Y.
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West
asiness
ferin^s

WANTBD— PIANISTS AND OKGAN1STS, wltb pic
tare
experience;
Kood INSTRUMENT
salary steadj' CO..
positions.
BARTOLA
MUSICAL
114
MalUrs Building, Chicago.
rEATURE
FOR and
SALE—
high-class
subjects
with FILMS
ample paper
lobbyBig,
displays;
fine
condition; Fools Gold (Mitchell Lewis); Limousine
Life, Indiscreet Corinne, and Toton, three fine Olive
Thomas features; Forbidden City (Tom Meighan,
Norma Talmadge), The Escape (D. W. Griffith);
many others. Write for list. W. M. Temple, Mason
City, Iowa.
CAMERAMAN of wide experience on any kind of
photography, one you can depend on, desires to
locate with a reliable firm. Not looking for big
money but wants steady work. Best of references.
Own Pathe outfit. Box SIO. M. P. News, N. Y. C.
Radio \W/

Slide

50- RADIOS -|2.
For Sole by oU Leading Dealers
FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS

USE

Hoods

For S-IO W. and
:S-M W. Lampt

Made of Natural Colored Glasa
Color* show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent
Far Ahead of Dip and
Lett Cottly
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Congress St., Chicago, III.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent iBti of or tddreis centempUted or exlitIng theatrei, exchaD(e«, itate rlgbti owners, pabliclty medlnmi and prodacerg, lelected ■« to territory, cl»8», etc. Twenty thonsand changei wer»
rccerded In ear Hit lait year. Ita lue meani i
tarlnf of from 20 to 60% In peetage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phant. Btfnt Slil New York
Aidretting
PrinUnt

Stop

S

S

E

Ascher's beautiful West Englewood
theatre on 63d street and Ashland ave.,
was to be formally opened to the public on
the night of December 30th.
The West Englewood theatre, which is
the newest link to Ascher's new large
chain of motion picture theatres will present Ascher's unified program, comprising
of photo-play master pictures, novelty features, five high class vaudeville acts
culled from the best of European and
American varieties, gorgeous scenic and
lighting effects designed to give a color
harmony to all settings and last but not
least, superb musical interpretations.
Representing a total expenditure of one
million dollars, the West Englewood theatre stands out, as one of the leading theatres on the south side.
Everything in the West Englewood
theatre is elegant. The main lobby, upon
entering, impresses one with its dignified
simplicity. The entire width of the theatre,
150 feet, is uninterrupted. To the right
and left of the main floor foyer are beautiful staircases leading to a large foyer
on the mezzanine floor, staircases lead
from the mezzanine floor to the balcony
to another large lobby. The lobbies on
the mezzanine and balcony floors are in
the nature of lounges. Large easy chairs
with tall reading lamps next to them, inviting davenports, appeal to the eye as well
as to the physical comforts of the patrons.
The standing lamps with their silk shades
and the side bracket lamps of parchment,
hand painted with color and design blend
in harmony with the theatre decoration.
The West Englewood theatre has three
thousand seats, 1700 on the main floor and
1300 on the mezzanine and balcony. All
of them are upholstered in heavy leather.
The floors are heavily carpeted with carpet that feel inches thick when one treads
upon it.
A $50,000 heating and ventilating system has been installed in the theatre, insuring a constant flow of pure and tempered air. The air is washed, cooled and
dried, and distributed throughout the theatre at the rate of 60,000 cubic feet per
minute.

r

Perfect Projection Possible For You Now
We have Increased our capacity and can now
furnish Perfect Shutters with oew shatter gears to
lake out backlash, promptly for Powers and Simplex
machines. GUARANTEED to give a more brilliant,
clearer
picture with more light and more detail with
loner amperage.
PERFECT PROJECTION SHUTTER CO.,
426 S. 5th St., LooisTiUe, Ky.

STATE RIGHT OWNERS
We are in the market for high-class attractions.
ADDRESS E. R. CUSTER, Gen. Mgr.
SOUTHERN FILM EXCHANGE
CHARLESTON, W, VA.
" Only State Righter in W. Va."

DON'T FORGET THE MUSIC CONFERENCE
to be held at
THE HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y. C.
January 24, 25, 26
under the auspices of

S

The >AuTOMATicKE:r System Stops
Box Off-ice Lea.ks
&. Losses
"Ask
Us "About It
-AuToi^ATic
Ticket Selling & Cash Register
ITS 2 BROADWAY
NEW YORK Co.

FOR

N ews^

Englewood Theatre
Chicago, 111.

Leaks
L^O

Picture

MOTION

BETTER

PICTURE

NEWS

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
r^,^^ x^n^K,ITP
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
^*'®c=^^^?o^^Ki^icrr»
r-Tl
CAL.
FRANCISCO,
SAN
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW YORK CITY
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An
All
American
Film
Line-up.
all opposition, so that William Fox would score
"The
Last
of
the
Mohicans"
—
(TourneurINis aourresume
of
the
year's
best
pictures
it
Asso. Producers)
privilege to take a leaf from Walter
a touchdown with "Over the Hill" and plant
his product squarely on the hearth. Or Marshall
" Kismet " — (Robertson-Cole)
Camp, Yale's celebrated football mentor, and
Neilan
with a vigorous drive would be able to
present an All American team after the manner
"The Devil's Pass Key" — (Universal)
Second Team
of his annual selection from the various colleges.
distance his rivals with " The River's End " unWhile Dr. Camp does not hold himself in the
der his arm. "The Devil's Pass Key" cannot
"Scratch My Back" — (GoldwjTi)
highest authority yet his judgment of picking Artcraft)
be caught in a clear field and " Earthbound "
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" — (Paramountis like a shadow on offense. " The Last of the
the star football players is held supreme by his
Mohicans " resembles the Carlisle Indians, so
contemporaries and the college world in general.
ducers)
"The Forbidden Thing" — (Dwan-Asso. Pro- perfect
is the team play.
We do not claim to be the highest authority in
It
is
perfectly
proper to endow these pictures
" The Great Redeemer " — (Metro)
the selection of the year's best pictures. We
with personalities. All possess sound hearts,
only claim that our judgment is in keeping with tional)
"The Jack- Knife Man" — (Vidor- First Na- red corpuscles and some have spirits. One 01
public opinion. We take pride in the fact that
them, " Earthbound," has departed this life but
our selections are supported by many of our
"Why Change Your Wife" — (Paramount)
its soul goes marching on.
contemporaries, picturegoers and exhibitors.
"The Mollycoddle"— (United Artists)
"Madame X"— (Goldwyn)
It is not our intention to list the best boxThere is scarcely a shade's difference between
the first team and the others in point of artistic
office attractions to the exclusion of those which
"The U. P. Trail"— (Hampton-Hodkinson)
virtues. The spiritual quality of the second
"The Servant in the House" — (Film Bookhaven't turned over a penny. In doing so we
would be compelled to name offerings of average
ing Office)
team is exceptionally prominent. " The Great
caliber which depend for their patronage upon
Redeemer," "The Jack-Knife Man" (con"Behind the Door" — (Ince-Paramount)
sidered by many as far advanced of its time),
the personality of the stars. We shall give Third Team
credit to those pictures which in our judgment
" The Forbidden Thing," and " The Servant in
"The Mutiny of the Elsinore" — (Metro)
have enough artistic values to stand out conthe House," these vibrate with a strong spiritual
"Go and Get It" — (Neilan-First National)
spicuously. Inother words they must have full
force. Sex magnetism is discovered in " Why
"The Sin That Was His "— (Selznick)
and complete values such as good plot material,
"Dead Men Tell No Tales "—(Vitagraph)
Change Your Wife." ' Behind the Door," " Dr.
craft)
clearly defined characterization and containing
"On With the Dance" — (Paramount-ArtJeykll and Mr. Hyde," and " The Mollycoddle "
are thoroughly alive — keen for the chase and
elements which appeal to every type of patron.
the pleasure of being alive.
They must be MOVING pictures which capti"The Right of Way"— (Metro)
The third team may be said to be the
vate an audience for spontaneity of action and
"While New York Sleeps" — (Fox)
healthiest
of all. The pictures which compose
forceful interpretation. In a word they must
"The Devil's Garden" — (First National)
it have rugged constitutions. Most of them are
have everything — excellent story, direction and
" The Copperhead " — (Paramount-Artcraft)
able to take punishment from rival attractions
genuine picture ingredients.
"It's a Great Life "—(Goldwyn)
without losing an ounce of energy. And they
That the screen is moving FORWARD cannot
"Passers By" — (Blackton-Pathe)
can administer some vital shocks in self-defense.
These teams are not presented in the order
be disputed in the thirty-three attractions which
compose the three teams. While some of these of their excellence. They have been shuffled
Such vigorous personalities as " While New
are proving great box-office magnets, others like the cards in a deck. The reader may notice
York Sleeps," " The Mutiny of the Elsinore,"
have not been genuinely appreciated, which may
that each team is splendidly balanced — that a " The Devil's Garden," and " Dead Men Tell
be due to the fact that they are far advanced
note of variety is well emphasized in the first No Tales," unquestionably inspire respect.
W hat an admirable battle any one of these teams
of their time. It is our privilege to give credit team. It carries spiritual, spectacular, homecould offer ! Coached by such names as Griffith,
where credit is due. We are not looking
spun, melodramatic, human, humorous, romanInce, Neilan, Dwan, Fitzmaurice, Tourneur,
through a glass darkly. This test is conducted
tic qualities which should appeal to ever>'one.
Those in search of tremendous heart interest
Slroheim, Vidor, Hunter, De Mille, Millard,
through an elimination process. Comparisons
and retrospections have provided the sole means
can find it in " Humoresque ; " those who are Borzage, Robertson, Hampton, Olcott, and
others of sound ability, they outclass anything
of sitting in high judgment. We have en- partial to exhilarating comedy can turn to " The
deavored to keep from showing favoritism to- Mark of Zorro;" those who cater to thrills presented on the film gridiron.
Honorable mention must be given to a repward any one company's products. Fair Play will certainly find it in Griffith's great climax
is the keynote of this article. We take great in " Way Down East," or in Tourneur's masresentative class, some of which are conpleasure in presenting
spicuous for their box-office values, others for
sacre in " The Last of the Mohicans." The
First Team
noteworthy performances, while all possess
domestic drama is represented in " Midsummer
Madness;" the spiritual drama is found in qualities which spell entertainment. Included
" Humoresque " — (Cosmopolitan-Paramount)
" Earthbound " ; the human, heart-throb has its in this number are " Behold My Wife" — (Para"Way Down East "— (D. W. Griffith— United
Artists)
place in " Over the Hill." We could continue
mount)"; In the Heart of a Fool " — (First Nagiving emphasis to this note of variety.
"The River's End "— (Neilan-First National)
tional) ;"The Fortune Teller" — (Robertson"Over the Hill"— (Fox)
With " Way Down East " holding down the Cole) ; " Sex " — (Read-Hodkinson) ; " The Sage
pivotal position, bulwarked by such spectacles
"The Mark of Zorro "—(United Artists)
Brusher " — (Hodkinson) ; " Pollyanna " •—
as " Passion " and " Kismet," with " Humor"Earthbound" — (Goldwyn)
(United Artists); "In Old Kentucky" — (First
esque "and " Midsummer Madness " providing National) ; "Heliotrope" — (Cosmopolitan-Para"Midsummer Madness" — (Paramount)
strong support — these pictures can sweep down
"Passion" — (First National)
mount); "The Life of the Party" — (Para
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mount); "Dinty" — (Neilan-First National);
" Smilin' All the Way" — (Schwab); "Honest
Hutch"— (Goldwyn) ; " Jes Call Me Jim "—
(Goldwyn) ; "The Untamed" — (Fox); "The
Woman In the Suitcase" — (Ince-Paramount) ;
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone " — (Vitagraph); "The Cradle of Courage" — (Paramount); "The Toll Gate" — (Paramount);
"The Broadway Bubble" — (Vitagraph) ;
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" — (Metro) ; " Nomads
of the North" — (First National); " Isobel, or
the Trail's End" — (Geo. Davis-Carewe) ;
"Once to Every Woman" (Universal);"
"Trumpet Island "—(Vitagraph) ; "The Man
Who Lost Homself " — (Selznick) ; " You Never
Can Tell"— (Realart) ; "Out of the Dust "—
(Apex); "39 East "—(Realart) ; "Hairpins"(Ince-Paramount); "Love Madness" — (ReadHodkinson) ; "A Chorus Girl's Romance"—
(Metro); "Whispering Devils" — (Equity);
"If I Were King"— (Fox); "Sick Abed "—
(Paramount) ; "Homer Comes Home" — (InceParamount) ; " A Broadway Cowboy " — (Hampton-Pathe) ; "The Love Expert" — (First National); "In Search of a Sinner" — (First National); "The Virgin of Stamboul" — (Universal); "Excuse My Dust" — (Paramount);
"Always Audacious" — (Paramount); "Overland Red" — (Universal); "The Luck of the
Irish" — (Mayflower-Realart) ; "The Woman in
Room 13" — (Goldwyn); "The Deep Purple" —
(Realart); "The City of Masks" — (Paramount); "The White Moll"— (Fox); "The
Greatest Question" — (Griffith-First National);
"One Hour Before Dawn" — (HamptonPathe) ; "Half a Chance" — (Hampton-Pathe) :
"Old Lady 31" — (Metro); "Honeymoon
Ranch" — (Lubin) ; "Something to Think
About " — (De Mille-Paramount) ; " Treasure
Island" — (Paramount); "Below the Surface"
— (Ince-Paramount) ; "Romance" — (United
Artists) ; " When the Qouds Roll By "—(United
Artists); "The Great Air Robbery" — (Universal); "The Devil to Pay" — (BruntonPathe) ; "The Testing Block" — (Paramount);
"Dice of Destiny" — (Hampton-Pathe); "The
Penalty" — (Goldwyn) ; "Her Elephant Man" —
(Fox); "Peaceful Valley" — (First National);
"Alarm Clock Andy" — (Ince-Paramount);
" The Love Flower" — (Griffith-United Artists) ;
"The White Circle" — (Paramount); "The
Right to Love" — (Paramount); "Huckleberry
Finn" — (Paramount) ; "A Man There Was " —
(Swedish Biograph) ; "The Sporting Duchess"
— (Vitagraph) ; "Haunting Shadows"— (Robertson-Cole)"Fighting
;
Cressy " — (HamptonPathe); and "Madonnas and Men" — (Jans).
In making a classification of the best westerns,
rurals, farce-comedies, adventures, romances
and human interest attractions we would list
them as follows : Western : " The U. P. Trail "
— (Hodkinson) ; "Out of the Dust" — (Apex) ;
"Honeymoon Ranch" — (Lupin); "The Testing Block" — (Paramount); "The Untamed" —
(Fox); "Overland Red" — (Universal); "The
Cradle of Courage" — (Paramount); "The
Toll Gate" — (Paramount) ; "The Sage Brusher"
— (Hodkinson); "3 Gold Coins" — (Fox).
The " rurals " include " Peaceful Valley " —
(First National); "Way Down East"— (Griffith) "Down
;
Home" — (Hodkinson) ; "Homer
Comes Home" — (Ince-Paramount); and "The
Jucklins" — (Paramount).
The outstanding farce comedies are " Scratch
My Back" — (Goldwyn) ; " It's a Great Life" —
(Goldwyn); "A Chorus Girl's Romance" —
(Metro); "The Life of the Party "—(Paramount)"; When the Clouds Roll By "—(United
Artists) ; " In Search of a Sinner" — (First National) ;"Don't Ever Marry" — (Neilan-First
National) ; "You Never Can Tell "—(Realart) ;
"Sick Abed" — (Paramount); and "The Love .
Expert " — (First National).

Motion
The leading human interest pictures are
"Over the Hill"— (Fox); "Humoresque" —
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount); "The Jack-Knife
Man "— (Vidor-First National) ; "The Right of
Way" (Metro); "Passers By "— (BlacktonPathe) ; "The Great Redeemer" — (Metro);
"Heliotrope" — (Cosmopolitan - Paramount);
"The Forbidden Thing" — (Dwan-Asso. Producers); and "Pollyanna" — (United Artists).
The best sea pictures would include " The
Mutiny of the Elsinore" — (Metro); "The
Shark" — (Fox) ; "Below the Surface" — (Incemount).
Paramount) ; and "The Sea Wolf" — (ParaThe best "snows " are " Nomads of the
North "—(First National); " Isabel "—(Geo.
Davis-Carewe); "The River's End" — (NeilanFirst National);
"The Courage of Marge
O'Doone
" — (Vitagraph)
.
Conspicuous among the leading " adventures "
are "The Mark of Zorro " — (United Artists);
"The Mollycoddle"— (United Artists); "The
City of Masks" — (Paramount); "Trumpet
Island"— (Vitagraph) ; "Dead Men Tell No
Tales "—(Vitagraph) ; "Behold My Wife"—
(Paramount);
(Paramount). and "The Right to Love" —
Deserving of mention among the " domestics "
are " Why Change Your Wife" — (Paramount) ;
" Midsummer Madness" — (Paramount) ; " Hairpins " — (Ince-Paramount); "The Devil's Pass
Key "—(Universal) ; "On With the Dance"—
(Paramount) ; and " Sex" — (Read-Hodkinson).
Character studies must include " The Penalty "
— (Goldwyn); "The Copperhead" — (Paramount); "Huckleberry Finn" — (Paramount);
"Honest Hutch" — (Goldwyn); "Alarm Clock
Andy" — (Paramount); and "Dr. Jeykll and
Mr. Hyde" — (Paramount).
The best " mysteries " are " My Ladj^s Garter"— (Paramount); "One Hour Before
Dawn" — (Hampton-Pathe); "The Woman in
Room 13 " — (Goldvkryn) ; " The Deep Purple " —
(Realart) ; " WhWe New York Sleeps "—(Fox) ;
"The White Moll" — (Fox); "Someone in the
House" — (Metro); "Partners of the Night" —
Goldwryn) ; and "Dice of Destiny" — (Hampton-Pathe).
The conspicuous romances are " 39 East " —
(Realart) ; "Romance" — (United Artists) ; and
"Conrad in Quest of His Youth" — (Paramount).
In conclusion we will present the best performances which have been selected after careful consideration. A number of the portrayals
are so exceptional that they uplift the stories.
The players are not chosen in the order of their
excellence but as they appear to us in the
resume. Thus we introduce Emma Dunn in
" Old Lady 31," Wesley Barry in " Dinty," Fred
Burton in " Heliotrope," Mar>- Pickford in
" Suds," Douglas Fairbanks in " The Mark of
Zorro," Doris Keane in "Romance," Bert Lytell
in " The Right of Way," Pauline Frederick in
" Madame X," Henry Walthall in " A Splendid
Hazard," Charles Ray in " Homer Comes
Home," William S. Hart in " The Toll Gate,"
Marc MacDermott in " While New York
Sleeps," Lewis Stone in " The River's End,"
Victor Seastrom in " A Man There Was," Will
Rogers in " Honest Hutch," Fred Turner in
" The Jack Knife Man," House Peters in " The
Great Redeemer," Marjorie Rambeau in "The
Fortune Teller," W>'ndham Standing in " Earthbound," Conway Tearle in " Whispering Devils,"
Robert McKim in " The U. P. Trail," Wallace
Beery in " The Last of the Mohicans," Theodore Roberts in " Something to Think About,"
Nazimova in "The Heart of a Child," William
Farnum in " If I Were King," Blanche Sweet
in " Fighting Cressy," Fritz Lieber in " If I
Were King," Norma Talmadge in "Yes or
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Elaborating further we discover George Fawcett in " Bab's Candidate," Noah Beery in " The
Mutiny of the Elsinore," Enid Bennett in
"Hairpins," William Welch in " Over the Hill,"
Mary Carr in "Over the Hill," Lionel Barrymore in "The Devil's Garden" and "The Cx<pperhead,'| John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," Vera Gordon in " Humoresque," Lillian
Gish in "Way Down East," Pola Negri in
" Passion," Lon Chaney in " The Penalty,"
Hobart Bosworth in " Behind the Door," James
Kirkwood in "The Forbidden Thing," Ina
Qaire in "Polly With a Past," Sessue Hayakawa in "An Arabian Knight," Gareth Hughes
in "A Chorus Girl's Romance," Viola Dana
in "A Chorus Girl's Romance," Otis Skinner
in " Kismet," Frank Keenan in " Dollar for
Dollar," William Faversham in "The Sin That
Was His," Jack Curtis in " The Servant in the
House,"
and W. REID.
J. Ferguson in " Deep Purple."
—LAURENCE

Can You

Qualify for

Screen
Authorship?
tion to traineducational
photoplaywrights
ANATIOK.^L
instituby correspondence during spare
time at home has been established
in Los Angeles to meet the needs of
the motion picture industry.
This institution is directed by experienced writers and sponsored by
Cecil B. DeMille, Thos. H. Ince
and other prominent producers.
The field for photoplaj-wrights is
lucrative and applicants drawn
from every walk of life respond to
the call.
Only persons naturally endowed
with the gift of creative imagination and dramatic insight, however,
can hope for success in this profesand applicants must be
selected sion,
accordingly.
All applicants, therefore, are reto apply
by mail
to Frederick quested
Palmer,
Director
of Education,
for the Palmer Home-Test Question aire todetermine their fimess
to undertake
tional training.this course of vocaThis questionnaire, scientifically
compiled by Professor Malcolm
Shaw MacLean, A.M., formerly a
Northwestern University instructor
of English composition, in collaboration with H. H. Van Loan, noted
photoplay author-producer, is the
first test of its kind ever adopted
by an educational institution.
The purpose of this questionnaire
is to help applicants determine the
degree of creative imagination
possessed by them and consequently
their eligibility to enroll in this
curriculum.
If successful in making this home
test, the Palmer Plan of Instruction
in Photoplay Writing is available
to you.
Address all inquiries to
Director of Education
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
9011 I. W. Hellman Building
Los .\ngeles, Cal. (1-22)
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"THE

INSIDE
OF
THE
CUP"
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount)

Conventional Melodrama Effectively Staged
THE picturization of Winston Churchill's vital story, "The Inside of
tlie Cup," does not assume the magnitude expected, when one considers the message, the spiritual flavor of the theme. The author's
dea based upon the bihlical text that the body should be cleansed inside
18 well as out stands only as a thin skeleton in the screen version. Director
l^pellani has become old-fashioned hare and has constructed a picture
vhich bears all the earmarks of stereot>T)ed melodrama. It strikes us that
le missed an opportiuiity to score a ten-strike vvith a simple yet spiritual
,tory which might transport the spectator and make him truly wonder,
l^at is revealed is a series of highly melodramatic scenes which defy
ogic, even though they have value in sustaining interest through moving
nth adequate tempo.
The Inside of the Cup" as picturized is not Winston Churchill's story
»f the indictment of the modern church. It is Albert Capellani's meloIrama which contains stock tricks and time-worn details — a melodrama of
nch quick-changing scenes that realities are missing. The offering is preented on a lavish scale. It is not big in any other way. A powerful pillar
if the church sends his son and daughter from his house. He causes the
lismissal of a faithful cashier from his bank; he resorts to hypocritical
►metises which are within the law. He is boimd in his conduct through
»ride and respectability. The depicting of these scenes are extremely hecic. The son sinks to the gutter; the working girl takes up a life of easy
irtue; the cashier is ejected from his house and becomes a derelict, alhough being an experienced man it shovdd have been no trouble for him
o find another position; the weak minister is discharged; another is en;aged in his place, who learns of the dregs inside the ecclesiastical cup of
lis church.
A counter conflict is given up to the age-old problem of Capital versus
jabor, with the representatives of the latter class storming the church and
lemanding privilege. A false touch is the whispered and talkative agitaion that occurs when the rector calls a spade a spade. They would have
he presence of mind to carry inscrutable expressions so as not to give
hemselves away. In the twinkling of an eye, the weak find redemption,
tnd Labor triumphs over Capital. But the chief pharisee remains unyieldng until a bullet from the cashier's revolver brings him to his death-bed
ind thus does he see the light. JTiere is so much to be told, so many charicters to be represented that "The Inside of the Cup" makes difficult ma«rial to be condensed into terms of simplicity. Mr. Capellani has utilized
iome pretentious sets, the church scene beiag impressive and artistic. The
interpretation is taken care of by a capable cast vvith Richard Carlyle con:ributing the most effective performance as the cashier. The various extras
ire thorouglily in character. The picture will be well patronized because of
its exploitation possibilities and certainly possesses interesting moments. —
Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
John Hodder, a Rector
William P. Carleton
Eldon Parr, a Banker
David Torrence
Alison Parr, his Daughter
Edith Hallor
Preston Parr, his Son
Jack Bohn
Kate Marcy, a Salesgirl
Marguerite Clayton
Richard Garvin, a Bank Teller
Richard Carlyle
Mrs. Garvin, his Wife
Margaret Sedden
Wallis Plympton, a Vestryman...
Albert Roccardi
Ferguson, a Merchant
•
Frank A. Lyon
"Beatty," a Butler
Henry Morey
Kate Marcy's friend
Irene Delroy
Garvin's child
George
Storey
By Winston Churchill.
Scenario by George DuBois Proctor.
Directed by Albert Capellani.
Photographed by Al. Siegler.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is considered to be one of the most powerful pictures of the season will
be shown at the
theatre next
when Albert Capellani's
production
Churchill's
story, its" The
Inside
of the Cup,"
presented. ofThisWinston
indictment
of the celebrated
modern church,
expose
of hypocrisy
amongis
wealthy churchgoers caused wide discussion with readers in both England and
America, The picture is said to be powerful and artistic enough to cause discus ion. Itwill undoubtedly be pronounced one of the artistic treats of the year.
The story deals with the Rector of a fashionable church who turns upon his
wealthy parishioners when he discovers them parading under a mask of hypocrisy
and invites the common people to the church. Eldon Parr, a vestryman, unscrupulous and tyrranical, alienates his son and daughter through his stubborn
pride and smug respectability and is finally killed by a man whom he has ruined.
The picture is remarkably strong in its message and the force of its logic is
brought home through scenes wonderfully well acted.
PROGRAM READER
A photoplay of tremendous force and sweeping action is " The Inside of the
Cup,
Paramountrun.
picture
which
comes to the
next
for an' a extended
It is
a picturization
of Winston theatre
Churchill's
famous and
widely discussed novel of the same name, the publication of which provoked a
world-wide controversy. The story is dramatic, the action thrilling, and the love
interest exceedingly appealing.
picture is directed by Albert Capellani, a
man of artistic appreciation and The
is finely
P. Carleton, Edith Hallor and many others. acted by a cast that includes William
CATCH LINES
See " The Inside of the Cup," a powerful picture from a tremendous noveL

"THE

LOVE
LIGHT"
(United Artists)

Production Overshadows the Star Who Is Not Any Too
Well Cast
TO criticize a picture that is going to be played by every exhibitor
who can get it and which most people who go to the theatre will
see is heresy, but all the same "The Love Light" viewed as a Mary
Pickford production presents some opportunities for fault finding as well
as praise, and perhaps no feature which this star has sponsored under a
United Artists banner is going to call forth such a wide diversity of individual opinion. It wll please some people who seldom find much entertainment in a Pickford picture. It will get a panning at the hands of some
more who usually call Marj''s offerings entirely satisfactory.
"The Love Light," or so/ne four or five reels of it which has to do with
the actual plot, is frankly melo'lrama — melodrama that is not especially
original either in story^ or in the incident used in developing it. Miss
Pickford is not any too well cast in the role of " Angela," nor is her part of
sufficient importance to make her the dominating character. In fact the
picture impresses as a production and would be just as pleasing with any
capable actress who can " emote " in the leading role. There are many
scenes in which the star does not appear. There are many more where
other characters have the best end of the opportunities. In the shipwreck
sequences Miss Marion falls short of what audiences have been educated
to expect, and consequently this technical climax is comparatively tame.
Against this array of criticism, all more or less valueless for the reasons
given, is to be found quite as much that is worthy of enthusiastic praise.
The first reel or so of the offering is replete with highly original incident
and carefully planned scenes that carry most excellent atmosphere.
Throughout the picture a east so good that it could be termed all star,
gives Miss Pickford perfect support. The star herself has never shown a
wider range of real histrionic talent. All the interiors are rare bits of
stage craft and the exteriors are unusually beautifuL The photography
is faultless. The direction, except for the shipwreck scenes, is first class.
There is considerable comedy in the first few reels and a cute baby earns
some laughs. — Length, 8 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Angela
Mary Pickford
Maria
Evelyn Dumo
Joseph
Fred "Thompson
Mario
Edward
Phillipi
Pietro
Albert Frisco
Giovanni
Raymond Bloomer
Tony
Georges Rigas
Antonio
Jean De Briac
Written and directed by Frances Marion.
Photographed by Charles Roscher and Henry Cronjager.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Mary Pickford, " America's Sweetheart," in her latest United Artist production,
" The Love Light," will be the attraction at the
theatre for a
days' engagement beginning
.
"
The
Love
Light
"
presents
Miss
Pickford
in
an
entirely
iji
entirely different sort of a vehicle than she has had recently.newThepart,
star and
playsin the
part of an Italian girl residing on the coast of sunny Italy, who after having given
two brothers to the war, found that her supposedly American husband is a German
spy and who later jumps from a cliff to his death rather than be taken prisoner,
has her baby taken from her because people think she is crazy, at last finds happiness with the faithful village lover.
It is an extremely dramatic role and in it Miss Pickford demonstrates one*
again
that that
she istheAmerica's
support
the star
is a ca»tof
so perfect
productiongreat
mightscreen
well actress.
be termedIn all
star. ofThere
is plenty
good comedy provided, especially in the early reels, and a thrilling shipwreck
scene.
The storyThewas costuming
written byandFrances
Marion,
Miss Pickford's
director
for
the production.
atmosphere
provided
are revelations
in tho
art of picture making. It is scarcely believable that such a picture so perfect in
every detail could have been made in America.
The visit
engagement
at the
patrons are advised to pl«n
their
well in advance
of the last isdaylimited
of the and
showing.
PROGRAM READER
Once more the
is able to present America's greatest screen star.
Mary Pickford, in her latest production, " The Love Light," a melodramatic story
of sunny Italy, for a
days' engagement beginning
.
" The achievements.
Love Light " has
been hailed
as oneof of
most
notable
Although
she is by
stillcritics
the Mary
the Miss
curls Pickford's
and the pretty
sweet ways, her role calls for a wide range of dramatic expression. She must
portray light comedy as she romps with her brothers, and tragedy as she weepi
over her loss in the world war, the knowledge that her husband was a German
spy and that her baby is to be taken from her.
The a Love
" is story
also awith
picture
that recommends
itself in
as the
a production.
It "has
strong Light
drEimatic
a thrilling
shipwreck staged
last reels.
It also has plenty of comedy, especially in the early sequences. Much entirely
new " business " has been provided. All in all it is a picture that even Mary
Pickford may be proud. You wiU like " The Love Light." Come and see it.
SUGGESTIONS
An especially attractive press book for " The Love Light " has been prepared
by thetionUnited
We itcannot
improve on these exploitasuggestions.Artists'
Get publicity
this press department.
book and read
carefully.
CATCH LINES
America's sweetheart in a new kind of a picture and in a new role. " The Lov«
Light " life
presents
Miss Pickford as an Italian girl in a melodramatic story of
peasant
in Italy.
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Feature

Subjects

" The Ranger and the Law "
(Capital Film Company, Inc.)
HERE we have a Western with a plausible
storj', good acting and fast and furious action, enough action in fact to be the basis for a
serial in fifteen episodes, and action is what the
lovers of Westerns want.
Lester Cuneo in the role of Dick Dawson, a
rich man's son, who prefers the life of the great
outdoors to a prosaic business career and luxury
backed bj" his parent's millions, gets a job as a
forest ranger and reports for duty at a mountain
camp located in a district infested by whisky
runners.
The story is one constant whirl of vigorous
action and thrilling incidents until having subdued the whisky smuggling gang, he is shown
proposing marriage to the little mountain girl in
the closing fadeout.
Cuneo in this picture proves his right to be
classed as one of the leading portrayers of
western roles and the fights he indulges in during the unfolding of the plot are some of the
most spectacular and realistic seen on the screen
and his portrayal of the ranger throughout is
marked by good touches of comedy as well as
strength in serious situations.
Francelia Billington, as Ann Hobbs, the
daughter of the leader of the whisky runners, is
appealing and pretty and does some very good
acting. The other characters are well drawn.
Locations were evidently chosen with more
than usual care and the woodland and mountain
backgrounds are worthy of especially favorable
comment. Cameramen also did their work in
first-class shape and the photography is excellent. Well-worded art titles are used and aid
materially the development of the story.
This is an excellent western which we predict
should appeal strongly to the admirers of this
class of entertainments ; 5 reels. — L. H. MASON.
" In the Days of St. Patrick "
(Kelwin Film Company — Six Reels)
THIS production was made in Ireland with
an all-Irish cast, and is not intended for
consumption in the American theatre. It is a
historical and religious picture which should find
an appreciative audience in Catholic and Irish
societies. It has, however, no reference to the
present political struggle in the Emerald Isle.
In other words, it is not anti-British, but it will
interest only those interested in Ireland or Ireland's history.
From a production standpoint, it is far below
American standards. Mr. Kelly, owner of the
film, announces that most of the cast served
without pay. They are certainly decidedly
amateurish in the acting, but they are evidently
sincere in their efforts to put on the screen the
life history of their patron. The photography,
considering the difficulties which must have
arisen because of the varying climatic conditions
in Ireland, is quite good. No interior scenes are
noticeable, and the director gives only a few
close-ups throughout the entire picture.
Despite its crude production, the audience at
the Lexington theatre, a typical Irish gathering,
burst forth into applause at the scene where St.
Patrick first sets foot on Irish soil, and other
places as well. So it will probably please the
people it is expected to reach.
The story simply pictures the traditions and
legends which surround the life of the Irish

of Short

patron. It shows him sold as a slave and
brought from Gaul to Ireland; his escape, and
eventual return as a bishop to convert his former captives. Other familiar incidents of his
life are shown on the screen. — MATTHEW A.
TAYLOR.
" Ireland in Revolt "
(Five Reels of Scenes Taken Recently in
Ireland by Captain Edwin F, Weigle.
Sponsored by the Chicago Tribune. Released on States Rights Basis)
*<TRELAND in REVOLT" is a remarkable
A camera story of the conditions that exist
in Ireland, especially in the districts where the
disorder is the most extreme, presented without
bias, by a photographer who was able to get
many interesting shots and who has evidently
gone to great pains to make his pictures not
only a mere box office attraction for the time
being but a historic document that has a strong
educational and scenic appeal to people who
have no particular interest in the political or
industrial fate of the Emerald Isle.
Captain Edwin F. Weigle, under assignment
for the Chicago Tribune, is responsible for the
scries of views that have been taken. What
he has obtained would illustrate the head lines
of the newspapei-s for the months of August,
September and October, in relation to the Irish
question. He has "faked" nothing. What he
shows is authentic, ruins of shops, factories,
homes, and public buildings, barbed wire entanglements,Black
"
and Tan " troops, mobs of
both factions, machine gun squads, armored
motor cars and all the other things that the
papers have described in print but which the
imagination can not paint so vividly as does
Captain Weigle's camera. All this however
alter a sort of a scenic prologue that shows some
of peaceful and historic Ireland as yet untouched
by the hand of either faction.
Some of the scenes shown have been given
some attention in the current events releases,
for instance, MacSwinney's funeral, but Captain
Weigle has been able to obtain a better camera
record in each instance and usuallj' his scenes
are more intimate and better from a technical
angle. Another feature of the picture is that
for the most of its fire reels, the photography
is very good. Some of the scenic shots are
truly beautiful and probably will some day find
their way into a one reeler.
As a box ofiice attraction there can be no
question of the fact that this will draw. Stress
should be laid on the self evident fact that
it is not propoganda for either side. It is a
" take a trip to Ireland to see for yourself what
has happened," picture. It will not incite a proIrish audience to throwing stones through
your screen. It has an appeal for all classes and
should be found suitable for all theatres.
Length, 5 reels.— 5. DICKERSON.
" The Price of Silence "
(Sunrise Pictures — State Rights)
Re-editing and titling gives a different aspect
to this Peggy Hyland feature, the first which
this star has offered to exhibitors in some time.
Realizing, evidently, that the mystery element
is the feature's greatest appeal. Sunrise has
injected into this picture suspense of the very

Picture

Net

Length

best kind. AnA one can build up a murder st«
and make it apparent that a sympathetic d
acter has committed the crime. The art o
is the unraveling of the mystery and cleai
the supposed criminal in a novel, and sufficiei
logical fashion. "The Price of Silence" d
this. The old man was killed by a stroke
lightning, and, although the sympathetic d
acter attempted to rob him, he was not
murderer. A sketch of the combat has b
etched upon the plate glass door when
lightning struck. This is certainly novel,
is also scientifically possible, as anyone v
understands the tricks that lightning plays
realize. " The Price of Silence " is a likea
mystery story, with a likeable star, which ^
hold the interest of all except the most bl
fan. Length, 6 reels. — M/.
'Itype
HEWof A.picture
TAYLOR.

" The North Woods *'
(Mutt and Jeff Cartoon — Foxj
THE old trick of leaving .Mutt and Jeff h
drawn,- and therefore crippled, is used
this half-reel comic. Jeff is minus a leg, a
Mutt finds himself without an arm. So the "
fellow draws himself an arm, and with his |
furnishes Jeff with a leg entirel}- out of propi
tion with his body. This is cleverly drawn, a
furnishes the funniest spot in the subject.
The two pals then decide to draw themsd>
the North woods, and become trappers. J
draws a bear, who becomes unruly and tui
upon his maker. The perspective drawing,
the bear chases the two over mountain and ti
tops, is well done. The human artist fina
comes to the rescue of the two by putting I
hand on the screen and erasing the hungry- be
—MATTHEW. A. TAYLOR.
Twenty-Seventh Series Movie
Chats
(Urban)
This one starts with the news that herdsm
have disappeared in the high Alpine mountaii
which necessitates a rescue party being form
immediately, armed with ropes and other hd
ful hints when a rescue is desired. The sear k
covers many interesting points, includes sot
hazardous stunts which are natural happenin
and holds the interest to the second part of tl
short subject which tells the tale of the " Pra
ing Mantis." This is a saintly looking inser
which like all hypocritical species, represen'
himself as harmless and proves most deadly, b
in the case of the mantis, the " female of tl:
species is more deadly than the male " is illu
trated. Mr. Mantis has no difficultv" handlii
his prej- until he starts looking about for cob
pany. If the female resents his advances, si
simply kills and eats him. Therefore, there
not a deal of affection wasted among the
grasshopper resembling creatures. While sms
comparatively, their strength is enormous,
large caterpiller has no chance and a chamIcon's fight is a short one. This is one of tl
most interesting of the series devoted to sda
tific research and is decidedly informative. Th:
the shots of the actual " killings " are obtain©
and the stealthy preparation for striking, is it
deed out of the ordinary. — LILLIAN GALE.
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"BLACK
BEAUTY"
(Vitagraph)

Entertaining Picture Made from Famous Classic
N picturiziiig Anna SewalJ's tamous classic, " Black Beauty," Vitagraph
is deserving of unbounded praise. The lovable story, which has been
translated into many languages and read by millions all over the globe,
s hien visualized with genuine artistic appreciation and should meet
rith popular approval everj^vhere. Certain liberties have been taken with
be tale which were absolutely necessarj', but one cannot say that it is a
'alse representation. On the contrary it approaches the original with rerkable fidelity. It has been necessary for Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
hester to incorporate an " inside " story which would strengthen the
outside " story and give it dramatic expression.
One would never guess in remembering the contents that it contained
icture material. In fact the story of the horse itself would have proved a
it of sentimental propaganda. So the "outside" incident — the career of
e noble steed — has been fortified with what might have taken place
side the house of his owner. The tale the Chesters have written is a
imple one of heart interest and romance and harmonizes perfectly with
le life of the horse. The dovetailing of these stories shows splendid
orkmanship — a difficult task at best. Yet William Courtney's continuity
[is marked for an even line of action which develops with a correct tempo,
ppreciating the fact that " Black Beauty " is remembered even to this
lay, it is a credit to Vitagraph that it has been able to command and hold
the attention by emphasizing the pathos, stressing the sympathy and incorporating requisite
a
amount of melodramatic incident.
Special attention has been paid to giving it proper atmosphere which is
Tonght out in efifective details and artistic backgrounds. Indeed, the
lamera work and photography are excellent. Only the pleasant side of
lack Beauty's life is told, the sad side being eliminated except for a subtle or two. Such a course is entirely proper. Depicting actualities would
ive been unnecessarily cruel. The sponsors have united the two stories in
in artistic and novel manner — a method which keeps the continuity even
nd progressive. The human sequences are revealed through lifting a
curtain which is dropped when the animal scenes are shown. The action
here develops through inserts across the printed page. Director Smith
has treated the animal episodes like a born trainer. And his handling of
'the players calls for a word of praise. Jean Paige, who is featured, seemingly steps from an old miniature, and her performance is graceful and
charming. John Steppling, James Morrison, Bobby Mack and others are
jthorough in character and costume. The picture carries a thrill in the
urning bam episode and another in the horse race across coimtry.
I" Black Beauty " certainly possesses exploitation possibilities. Those who
haven't read it have surely heard of it. And the exhibitor should have no
trouble in placing to capacity. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
IJessie Gordon
Jean Paige
I Harry Blomefield
James Morrison
Jack Beckett
George Webb
Derby Ghost
Bobby Mack
Squire Gordon
John Steppling
j Lady Wynwaring
Adele Farrington
[John
Charles McConnell
Morrison
Mrs. Manly
Gordon
Mollie
George Gordon
Colin Kenny
Flora Gordon
Georgia French
Lord Wynwaring
Leslie T. Peacocke
Vicar Blomefield
Robert Bolder
Mrs. Blomefield
Margaret Mann
Farmer Grey
George Pierce
Fat Bailiff
James
Lean Bailiff
Robert Donnelly
Milasch
[Black Beauty
Himself
By Anna Sewell.
Scenario
by David
Lillian Smith.
and George Randolph Chester.
Directed by
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
II offeredscreen
version
of
Anna
famousattraction
classic, "atBlack
Beauty," has been
by Vitagraph and will Sewell's
be the feature
the
theatre
(next
and Mrs. George
Randolph
unave
— kept
1 faith
<■ • t with
•'. . Mr.
■
ucuigc
i^anuoipn
v,nester
wno
aaaptea the story.
story,
Chester
who
adapted
the original although for the purposes of giving
substance they have introduced a story not found in " Black Beauty." itThea romantic
episodes
ISt, owner's
^""^.^ ^°t"'*?
line
bfe is depicted. well be shown to the exclusion of dramatic ingredients.
provided a capable cast that is headed by Jean Paige and contains
John Steppling,
f,^"'«^|.J^^
T"J'
wiJ^i^/tL
and
blendedAdele
are wonderfully
stories Webb,
The two George
McConnell.? Morrison,
S,. rf=?r I^oll-e
P'<=*"^^
'^'^
^'^'
ph^e.
a^n'oT
SteS^'
PROGRAM READER
The memorable and lovable tale of the horse, "Black Beauty." has been visual.
«ed upon the screen and will be the feature atiraction at the
theatre
book Tt ho. K » Nearly every man, woman and chUd is famUiar with this
mnh ni
h,, t.H«n-"^„J,T^^^-*''^
languages
and
is
considered
a
classic.
T?" wonders in transferring the lovable book to the silversheetVitaInf Jomfn^f^ Beauty Uves again. A romance accompanies th^ story of X horsed

"THE

GREAT
ADVENTURE
(Bennett- First National)

More Interesting Via the Printed Page
THE

most hasn't been made from Arnold Bennett's quaintly humorous
study of a sensitive soul, " Buried Alive," a study which captivated
through its quiet fun, its subtle charm, and novelty of characterization. As a picture the quaint highlights are missing. Bennett, being a
master of detail and description, it must be rather difficult to translate him
effectively for the screen. The director here has resorted to various samples
of slapstick wliich are not found in the original. The idea might have been
enlarged upon and more emphasis given to the romantic phase.
It is a fairly true adaptation at that, but somehow misses fire as clever
entertainment. The gentle comedy of the book is replaced by broad and
not very effective farce. The picture is likely to cause some discussion as
to whether Lionel Barrjniore is equipped by nature to play broad comedy.
After the memorable portrayal in " The Devil's Garden " it would seem
that his forte lies in powerful dramatic roles. As an exponent of such
parts he could dominate the screen. But in " The Graat Adventure " he
shows plainly that he is out of his element in attempting to draw a slapstick characterization. The shy, bashful artist who retires within himself — •
who shrinks from public gaze and adulation is never brought out in the
screen version. Perhaps Mr. Barrymore is artist enough to plav comedy as
well as drama, but we know he CAN STAND SUPREME in character roles
similar to that of " The Devil's Garden." or " The Copperhead."
There is one clever scene in the present offering. It is found in the
funeral of the " deceased " artist who submerges his identity, becomes his
own valet while the latter is the dead body. Westminster is filled with
hero-worshippers and die shy hero takes his place among the mourners.
He suddenly spies a persistent admirer and beats a hasty retreat to the
organ loft. His ejection from the church is slapstick to the finish, but it
has its compensation in being the big highlight of the offering. The church
scene is as fine as anything which has been contributed to the screen in
this direction. It is a very excellent reproduction and appears to be
genuine. The latter reels are given over to a romance which is exceedingly
quiet in action and humor. In fact it never reaches out and conquers because itlacks spontaneity and charm. A subtle story of whimsicalties. its
picturization is too sharp. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Priam Farll
Lionel Barrymore
Henry Leek
Thomas Braidon
Lady Sophia Entwistle
Octavia Broske
Ahce ChalUce
Doris Rankin
Duncan Farll
jyo Dawson
Mr. Oxford
Charles Lane
Mr. Witt... ..
Jed Prouty
Lord Leonard Alcar
e. J. Ratcliffe
Dorothy .
Maybeth Carr
^u^- Two
J^^^^Young Leeks
V ■ •,
The
Arthur RankinKatherine
and PaulStewart
Kelly
By Arnoldby Bennett.
Directed
Kenneth Webb.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Arnold Bennett's famous story which captivated readers with its charm and
humor.
Buried AUve, has reached the screen and will appear as a picture at
the ^
~ theatre next
with Lionel Barrymore as the star.
Certam events which enter one's life are sometimes
than fiction. The
tale here NEVER could happen, but it DID, accordingstranger
to Arnold
Bennett Mr
Barrymore
has
an
opportunity
to
show
his
comedy
skill
in
the
part of the illusl
trious artist of England who shuns publicity and love.
When he returns to his native
after years of absence, his valet is taken
ill and dies and the artist sees anhome
opportunity to pose as the servant while
atter is supposed to be the great Farll.
painter attends his own fuTeraf the
IS ejected for creating a disturbance. But The
though
he can avoid publicity he cSi't
avoid love and indulges in a romance wtth the valet's
sweetheart whom
had
won through a matrimonial agency.
Naturally he has to paint to keep the hewolves
from
the door
and
m
due
time
his
masquerade
is
discovered.
acceptable
humor and is well staged and acted. Kenneth WebbThedirected
pi"turl Tarrill
PROGRAM READER
How would you like to
alive, or rather, how
you like to think
that your friends feel that beyouburied
are under the earth? Thatwould
is the sensation that
comes
to
Lionel
Barrjmiore
in
"The
Great
Adventure," the First National pic^
ture which will be the feature attraction at the
next
Adapted from Arnold Bennett's interesting story, " Buried theatre
AUve," it furnishes
=t n "^/l^"^ entertainment. The part played by the star draws upon hU comedyan
the depiction '^Vf^
of dramatic figures. He ^^^^
is as "talented
ionTs
had hehimself
buried "inforthisa direc
reason
WhS
this H^^
reason is will be left for ^you^"""^^
next
. Don't miss it. A r^e treat!
SUGGESTIONS
With the name of one of the greatest of present day authors— with the name nf
one of the greatest actors on the American
and screen-witT a corkrnTtit?;
—you have some groundwork for exploitatistage
onT You can use fac-tit^les ff die
Great
Adventu^'f
re scored
Tb.t
a stage play " Tell
fact thatof asArnold
'^^^U "P°"
'P^'i
rZ JlV^V^^
a big success.
Tell t^^e
something
of his versatility. Treat your copy in a humorous fashion You can^Bennett
stale a nro
CATCH LINES
a^'?e\sr_c^rn" ^^""^"^^ -^^"per
fe^ilt:
be
than enjoy own
h» dead
rfrj"fl'!.n''l
funeralandandromance.
mourned See
the loss
himself.
He would rather
publicity
" Theof Great
Adventure."

Motion
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Advance

Jan. 16— The

Education

of

Information
on
All
(Continued from pa'je 880)

Elizabeth (Billie

Jan ""^9—
The Jucklins
"ciiarin School
4743
Prod.) 6023
Melford Reid)
(George'(Wallace
9— The
Jan.
Prod.) 5289
Bait (Maurice Tourneur
Jan. 2— The
Bennett) 45j<.
Dec. 26— Silk Hosiery (Knid (Wm.
Hart) ...... 592/
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (BryantS. Washburn)
. .446<
Devil
Dec. 19— An Amateur One
Weber
(Lois
Woman
Dec. 19— To Please
waa
Prod.)
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod.) ...6307
Ar(Roscoe
Party
the
12 — The Life of
Dec.
•••••
buckle)
. .
(Dorothy G'sh) ...........
Dec. S— Flying Pat
Dec. S— Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos.
Meighan)
■
" ' ■.u " 'f.' T
28 — A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy D«lNov.
ton)
Prod.).7^^t
Nov. 28— Idols of Clay (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Washburn) .... .4495
Nov. 21— Burglar Proof (Bryant
5584
Burke).
(Billie
Johnson
Mrs.
Frisky
Not 21— The
Her Husband's Friend (Enid BennettNovInce14—Prod.)
(Wallace Reid) 51»1
Nov. 14 — Alwfays Audacious (Ethel
Clayton) ..... .4842
Nov. 7— Sins of Rozanne (Geo. Medford
Prod.). 655*
Wife
My
Behold
7—
Not.
ARTCRAFT
of Stmnybrook
— Rebeccard
June
) Farm (Mary Pickfo
.S3S>
COMEDIES
BUCKLE
UNT-AR
PARAMO
2
o
Her
Countryat Coney
— Fatty
Jan. 1619—
Dec.
Island
^
*
ht
Not. 31— Hii Wedding Nig
'
Oct. 24 — Rough House (Re-issue)
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
2
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2
Art
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Bre
*
wer
Not. 38 — A Fireside
*
Not. 14— Fickle Fancy
S
COMEDIE
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS
'
g
Dec. 28 — Housecleanin
'
sins
Dec. 31 — Those Distant Coucus
'
Dec. 7— After the Cir
S
„„„
HAVEN COMEDIE
x-i.'ij iif...*.!*.
i-«ii_fiji±\y«ji^
PARAMOU
\n e NT-DE
• ••.
I
:::v;;;;;;.v.v.v.v.va
Ed;::::::::
&
'
in
39 — Never Aga
Ang. 'i^^s'i.PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Jan. 30— Under Cuban Skies
}
Jan. 23 — Old Malacca
}
Jan. 16 — Beautiful Bermuda
J
1
in Canton
Jan. 9 — Catching Up Lour
1
des
to
Bordeaux
—
2
Jan.
— Quaint Kuala Lumpur
Dec. 26
Dec.
19 — The Snowbound Pyrenees...
)
Dec. 12 — Malayan Motor Roads
11
Dec. 5 — In Finisterre
Nov. 28 — Land of the Tin Millionaires
Nov. 31 — Around About Manila
J1
Nov. 14 — Pyrenean Perspectives
}»
Not. 7— The Port of Penang
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
1
Wales
Jan. 2319—— Wildest
i
The Jungfiau Railway
Dec.
>
ion
Kllawea Volcanoat Erupt
Not. 31 — Winter
St. Moriti
Sports
Oct. 17—
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Mountain
Jan. 95—— Victory
'1
er
Indian Summ
Dec.
Not. 7— A Setting of Age»
1
'
Oct. 10— The Cloud
J
Sept. S— From a Piscatorial Angle
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Jan. 30 — Pictionarj'-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Sullivan 1
1
16 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Hurd
Jan.
Jan. 9 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Bailey 1
Jan. 2 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Dec. 26— Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Pat Sullivan ,
V'-.-'X"
Dec. 19 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- .1
toon by Earl Hurd
Dec. 12 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey
..1
Dec. S— Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Frank Moser
1
Not. 38 — Magazine Items — Frank Moser Cartoon....!
Not. 31 — Magazine Items— Pat Sullivan Cartoon....!
Not. 14 — Magazine Items — Earl Hard Cartoon 1
Not. 7— Magazine Items — Henry D. Bailey Cartoon.!

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
atate Uiyhtii)
l"he MarriedWives
Virgin(Kathleen
(Vera Sisson)
Frivolous
Kirkraan)
Love's
Flame Kentuckians
(Thos. J. Carrigan)
The Fighting
(Special Cast)
FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
His Bed Sheet
Nutt Inn
It's
r. Live
Powder
Puff One
Pirates
Harem Scarem
Lolly-Pop's
His Watch Daughter
Hound

Film

66
S5

1
1
11
1
.-...11

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 29 — Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
Nov. 29 — Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Nov. 22— Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett**) .
Nov.
22 — Dangerous Business (Constance Tal- 5118
madge)
Nov.
The Devil's
Garden (Lehrman)
(Lionel Barrymore) .5600
Nov. 18—— Wet
and Warmer
3061
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin)
(
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven)
5
Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
Ray)
Peaceful Valley
Ponnerville
Trolley(Charles
(Dan Mason)
36
the Kick in High Life (Lehrman)
3
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore)
6
The Branded Woman (Norma Tahnadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart).... 6
Curiam (Katharine MacDonald)
5
In the References
Heart of a (Constance
Fool (Allan Talmadge)
Dwan)
Good
67
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray).... 6
lack- Knife Man (King Vidor)
t
(Katherine MacDonald) 5
Leslie(ConsUnce
Notorious
the
PerfectMrs.Woman
Talmadge) S
?
go and Get it (Marshall Neiun)
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast)
6
A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Conrt (Spec- 7
ial Cast)
Blind Wives (Special Cast)
7
The Face at Your Window (Special C^st)
7
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
7
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
7
If I Were King (William Famum)
7
The White Moll (Peari White)
7
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
rhe Scuttlers
(
Drag Harlan
6
PEARL WHITE SERIES
r>>. T.:„.j. /^..u
!C
rhe Vf^"^'
Thief
The Mountain Woman
6
rOM MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails
6
rhe Texan
6
rhe Untamed
6
VTILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
rhe Iron Rider
5
rhe CHiallenge of the Law
5
The Man Who Dared
5
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy
6
Flame of Youth
6
Girl of My Heart
6
Merely Mary Ann
6
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen
5
Nimiber 17
5
The Plunger
5
From New On
5
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
5
lust Pals (Buck Jones)
5
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
5
Two Moons (Buck Jones)
5
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy)
5
Sunset Sprague (Bock Jones)
S
The Little Giey Mouse (Louise Lovely)
5
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
2
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
2
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Her Doggone Wedding
2

Picture

Net

Release

FOX NEWS
Twice a Week
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Don't Tickle
AU Wrong
The Huntsman
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
The Parlor BoUhevist
The Papoose
The
Hypnotist
'.
On
the
Hip
Northwoods
Sherlock
& Co
All
Stuck Hawkshaw
Up
A Hard Luck Santa Clatts
Gum Shoe Work
Home Brew
The Medicine Man

I

GAUMONT COMPANT
(At State Right Exchanges)
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy).
Infatuation
of Youth (Paul Capcllani) . . .
Branded (Josephine
Earle)
The Sinker (Special Cas
t)
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle) . . .
uusbanai and Wives (Vivian Martin; .. .
cctjtaic
In the aatchea of the Hindn (Ten Episodes).
S^-KiALb
1 uesdays—
traumont Grap
ISewo
Fridays
— Gaumont
hic

^>-.t »-^w7-.7-aT . . - ^ „^
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
^lAK. StKlM
SPECIALS
TheKendall
Song Prod,
of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Mess;
(jodless Men (Special Cast)
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
'
Just
College(Pauline
(Jack Pickford)
RoadsOutof of
Destiny
Frederick) 47 '
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) «.
Prisoners
of Love
Compson)
';
The
Concert
(Special(Betty
Cast)
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
Bunty Your
Pulls Horses
the Strings
Cast)
C2.
Hold
(Tom (Special
Moore)
46 ■
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
43!
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 41< 1
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read ;
Jr
:
Madame X (Pauline Frederick)
(4? :
Ihe Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .46C
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford). .519
.514
Officer 666 (Tom Moore)
529 i
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) .SNI
Milestones
(Special
Cast)
571
„
, « ,
m >
Honest Hutch>. .r
(Goldwyn)
(Hobart
Bosworth)
His Own Law
1
EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS i
Earthbound (Basil King)
4^1
The Penalty (Ckiuvemeur Morris)
flBI
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 50.
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach)
C73 ,
Going Some (Rex Beach)
BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES ^
Edgar the Explorer
Get Rich Quick Edgar
c
Edgar's Little Saw
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar's Sunday Cotirtship
r^PTTOL COMEDTFi!
Jan. 30 — Indigo Sunday (George Bunny)
i
Jan. 16 — You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bunny)
Jan.
2
—
Ged
'Ap,
Napeoleon
(Geo.
Bunny)
Dec. 19 — ^When Martin Gets Here (Geo. Bunny).... |
Dec. S — Professional Ethics (Geo. Bimny)
Nov. 21 — At It Again (Geo. Bunny)
Nov. 7 — Love on Rollers (Flanigan and Edwards)..:
Oct. 24 — Fingers and Pockets (Flanigan and BiOct.wards)
6— Artistic Enemies (Flanigan and Edwards)..;.'.
Sept. 22 — Hearts and Hammers (Flanigan and Edwards) :
Sept.wards)
8— Knocking 'Em Cold (Flanigran and Edr :
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Gypsy Scientists
Nobody's Girl (BilHe Rhodes)
S
Seein'Human
Things Voice
on the Orinoco
Bonnie May (Bessie Love)
5
The
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
Action
of the ve
Heart
;'
A Rare Bird
3
ter
The Ri
His Naughty Night
3
Venice
of
the
Orient
'.
Nearly Married
3
A Bedroom Scandal
3 The iricke^r^"'.*""^.*?: '.'.\'^v^\\\\\\\'.\:'.\'.\:\\'.:'.::'^ goldwyn.bray
30 — The Chickencomics
Thief
1
An Elephant's Nightmare
2 Jan. 23 — Fatherlv Love
FORD EDUCATIONALS
Hold Me Tight
2 Jan. 16 — Too Much Pep
J
2 Jan. 9— Oil
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education ^
1 His Noisy Still
.1
Pretty Lady
2 Jan. 2— Yes, Dear
Jan. 16 — The Message
1 Oiase
J
Me
2 Jan.
Jan. 9 — Faryland
1
Release Information Continued on Page 916
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"OUTSIDE
THE
(Universal)

915

LAW"

Best Straight Melodrama in Many a Day
ANUARY 6 is rather early to make predictions for twelve months, but
the Law " doesn't prove to be the best straight melodrama
J if " Outside then
1921 will see the release of more great pictures than
of the year
any preceding period of equal length.
Beginning with some carefully planned scenes that succeed in giving the
charproduction atmosphere and establishing sympathy for the leading from
acters, especially Miss Dean and Wheeler Oakman, the picture buUds
sequence to sequence with perfect suspense, good incident and excellent
action until its dramatic and thrilling climax almost at the tag of the
eighth and last reel, a free for all fight in which Lon Chaney, Mr. Oakman
and a dozen others, including Miss Dean, mix it in a way that carries the
spectator off his feet and makes him forget that he is looking at a picture
and view the melee as the real thing.
The star has a good role, one eminently suited to her talents, but the
picture is in no sense a vehicle. In fact Wheeler Oakman and. Lon Chaney
both have parts that present equal opportunities for acting and both de>;liver in a way that gives them a real right to billing honors. From a
fistory angle " Outside the Law " is one of the most logical productions of
{'sill time. There are no tricks in the matter of construction and each
dsequence carries its fuU measure of suspense and dramatic interest. The
Tod Browning's
perfect.
jump is
abrupttempo.
except fora one
continuity maintains
direction
highlyrather
dramitic
There
is scarcely a scene in
the whole picture that could be eliminated without hurting the story.
sets, especially those showing scenes in San Francisco's ChinaElaborate
town, have been provided. The titles are faultless, although some of them
are rather long. Through the dramatic action of the story is interwoven a
theme that can be summed up in the oft quoted "And a little child shall
lead them," for it is through a child — by the way one of the cleverest baby
actors ever presented — that Miss Dean as the crook heroine comes to decide that the straight road is the best road.
The plot of " Outside the Law " is rather too complicated for a synopsis
in the space allowed for reviews. Suffice to state that it concerns the
reformation of a trio of crooks, with dramatic situations enough for a half
dozen ordinary pictures. If they like action and real drama and thrills
they will like this. It is there f 1 om every angle. — Length, 8 reels. —
J. S. DickeTson.
THE C.4ST
Molly Madden (Silky Moll)
PriscUla Dean
Silent Madden
Ralph Lewis
Black Mike Silva
Lon Chaney
Dapper Bill Ballard
Wheeler Oakman
Chang Lo
E. A. Warren
Joe Wang
Guess Who?
"That Kid"
Stanley GoethaJs
Morgan Spencer
Melbourne MacDowell
Inspector
Wilton Taylor
Directed by Tod Browning.
Story by Tod Browning.
Scenario by Lucien Hubbard.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What has been termed one of the greatest screen melodramas of all time, " Outside the Law," with Priscilla Dean starred and Lon Chaney and Wheeler Oakman
in exceptionally strong roles comes to the
for a
day engagement beginning .
" Outside
" isis adramatic
perfectlyandbuilded
story provided
of the reformation
crooks
with the
muchLawthat
interesting
as incidentofinthree
the
unfolding of the plot.
The locale
the picture
is intheSanstraight
Francisco's
Miss isDean
as a
criminal,
who offinally
finds that
road Chinatown
is best. Thevnthdrama
provided
by
the
machinations
of
Lon
Chaney
as
another
crook
who
plans
to
"
frame
"
the
girl and scenes showing how a jewel robbery was pulled off, the hunt of the police
to bring the guilty to justice and how paying the penalty of the crime was avoided.
" Outside the Law " has a fight that surpasses even that long remembered battle
o£ "The Spoilers."
It has all
the othersuspense,
things heart
too that
go to and
makea theme
a great— apicture,
especially
a great melodrama
— action,
interest
theme
that never grows old, the love of a woman for a child and the wonders it performs
in changing her character.

"813"
(Robertson-Cole)
Interesting Moments

in Mystery Story
carrying entertaining qualithis feature
THERE tiesissincenoit question
possessesabout
the elements
of mystery, suspense, surprise
and picturesque characterization. Adapted from one of Maurice
Leblanc's Arsene Lupin stories which revolve around the colorful personality of a master criminal, it furnishes the spectator opportunity to show
his deductive processes of mind as well as enlivening his imagination.
The role of Arsene Lupin has been intrusted to Wedgewood Nowell, who,
because of his resemblance to a Latin type and the fact that he can adapt
himself to polite roles, gives an effective study. Sympathy is his from the
start.
The suspense is achieved in his efforts to hoodwink his enemies. One
wonders if he will be captured by the police or his plans outwitted by
equal resourceful criminals. The offering takes on the form of a serial at
times. There is the usual representation of secret doors and panels and
mysterious figures and all have been given the necessary emphasis. The
keen-^vdtted Lupin, of course, succeeds in eluding his pursuers by " doubling
or even tripling in brass." He resorts to various disguises, one of which is
so easy to penetrate, that the stupidity of the gendarmes assumes a colossal aspect. He even tells them that he is their prefect and they are
none the wiser. There is a note of stark melodrama in a murder scene or
two. Since Lupin makes it plain that he never commits such a crime and
since the evidence points to him as the assassin it is his task to prove his
innocence. How he establishes it provides the mystery, the meat and
sauce of this picture.
There is humor in the scene which shows a small army determined to
capture him. The house is surrounded, but the work of investigation is
left to a small number. At the psychological moment Lupin proves his
identity and shows that he is really co-operating with them to save the
honor of France against German spies. The murderer is discovered, but
Lupin covers his tracks by escaping through a secret panel. The final shot
shows the master crook of Paris in his country's uniform — in the Colonial
army of Algeria. The picture is told principally against interiors and
these are effective in building the sequencss. The incident, the mysterious
movements of Lupin, the action and suspesse, and capable acting by the
star and a well-balanced cast — these provide the entertaining qualities.
"813" is a first rate crook melodrama. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Arsene Lupin 1
LeNormand
Wedgewood Nowell
Prince Sernine J>
^ti^/"""^^}--Dolores
Castleback
Formerie
Prefect of Police
Gourel
Doudeville
Chapman
Castleback

■
Suzanne
HZc\
Genevieve
Marco
By
Maurice
Leblanc.
Scenario
by W.
Scott Darling.
Directed by Scott Sidney.

Wallace Adams
Beery
Kathryn
J. P. Lockney
Frederick Vroom
H. Milton Ross
Thornton Edwards
William V. Mong
Ralph Lewis

Kenny
VeraColinSteadman
Laura La Plant
Mark Fenton

PRESS NOTICE- STORY
A picture characterized as an exceedingly clever mystery story is " 813," founded
uponthe Maurice
Leblanc's
novels attraction
in which Wedgewood
in
stellar role
and itArsene
will be Lupin
the feature
at the Nowell appears
theatre
next
. The story of the play is steeped in mystery and action. Arsene
Lupin, an attractive gentleman burglar who also poses as a detective, steals only
from those who can afford to lose. He had never been known to kill.
In " 813 "toa aid
wealthy
and influential
dead, and
Lupinsameis accused.
He
determines
the police
in finding man
the isrealfound
murderer,
at the
time keeping
out of reach himself. His adventures and escapades from this point are said to
be extremely rich in suspense. Four criminals are on the same mission bent as
Lupin and for once he finds that he has met a wit as great as his own. Mr.
PROGRAM READER
Nowell, in the part of Lupin, adds to his record as a clever portrayer of foreign
Once in the while a picture is prodiiced that to use a theatrical term has every- types. He gives a polished performance. A finely balsmced cast which contains
such
known players as Wallace Beery, Ralph Lewis, Kathryn Adams and
Such a feature
" Outside
the Law,"
Priscilla which
Dean J. P. well
Lockney, renders capable assistance. Scott Sidney directed.
with Lonthing. Chaney
and isWheeler
Oakman
playinga melodrama
parts equal starring
in importance,
will be the major
days' run beginnig . attraction at this theatre for a
PROGRAM READER
" is one
picture
every one
will" Outside
praise. theIt Law
has more
thrills
thanthat
the thebestmanagement
serial ever feels
made,certain
as unique
and
Do
you
remember
the
famous
Arsene Lupin stories? Written by Maurice Lefascinating a story as any O. Henry ever wrote, the action of " The Barrier " or
Well, one of them has been adapted to the screen and affords a most
another great Universal picture that many of you will remember " Hell Morgan's interestingblanc? and
exciting hour in the theatre. " 813 " comes to the
Girl,"
as, vital as that of "The Miracle Man" and a love story as sweet theatre next
Arseneas aLupin,
the
as
thata oftheme
" Romance."
master criminal of Paris. Mr.featuring
Nowell Wedgewood
possesses an Nowell
enviable asrecord
delineator
of
foreign
types
and
his
impersonation
of
the
French
gentleman
burglar
is
a
study
"
Outside
the
Law
"
is
a
picture
big
enough
to
stand
on
its
own
feet
as
a
production, to be viewed with no thought of who is playing in it, but all the same in rich expression. The picture is one of the most entertaining mystery melodramas
the fact that such popular stars as Miss Dean, Lon Chaney and Wheeler Oakman,
has ever been offered at the
. Thrills and suspense, action and
to say nothing of others equally as prominent in the film world, have fine parts which
romance are contained in full measure. Don't miss it.
will be found interesting. The story of " Outside the Law " concerns the reformaCATCH LINES
tion of three crooks, burglars to be exact, through the teachings of a Chinese follower of Confucius and the influence of a little child and the drama is provided by
Is
there
honor
among
thieves?
See the exciting melodrama of the famous Paris
relating what happened when a super crook framed one of his pals for a prison
criminal. See the Arsene Lupin story, " 813."
sentence and attempted to railroad " SUky Moll " for a jewel robbery.
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Film
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Release

DUt. Sy
COMEDIES
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Topcate Notch
Comedies (Plymouth Pro.
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
— Cleveland)
{Released on States Rights Basis)
After
Bed
Time
(Frazee Film Prods.).
{Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
9 Billy Ruge Comedies
Films)..
Voices (Special Cast)
< Mack Swain Comedies (Funful
(C. B. Price).
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIG
Skinner's
Dress
Suit
(Reissue-Bryan
t
Washbtmi)
.
.
.
.3
pjo^a
FinchComed.es
TURES, INC.
Comedies(Edna
(Film Shipm*n.John
Frolics PicturesJtmior)/
The
Corp.; I
Land Edgars
of Long Courtship
Shadows (Jack
Efficiency
.
I
lency
(TaylorGardner)
Holme*)
I Xwo-Reel
Leeend FUm
Prods
The Dwelling-PIace of Light (Winston Churchill)...?
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
) Open
The Misleading
LadyGardner)
(Henry B.' Walthall)..'. SI
Places (Jack
The Westerners (Stewart Edward Whlte'a) v>
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (K. TraTerie)..S
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner)
S NATIONAL FILM CORP.
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn)
J
(At State Right Exchanges)
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge P. Warmer)
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
J Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
7 Men
of
the
Desert
(Jack
Gardner)
I
Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast)
Kideri of the Dawn (Zane Grey'i)
C
Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)
S Captivating
Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge)
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
1 Little
Broncho
Billy
Dramas
•
issue
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Snakeville Comedies
1
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
5 Fables in Slang (George Ade)
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum)
7 Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur)
5 n * T'ni"' t^a/ /''TT a tvt/^t^c
Sex (Louise Glaum)
7 Strife (George Le Guere)
I r A 1 Hh, tiACxlAIN LrtS)
-When We Were Twenty one (H. B. Wa:l
The Lone
Wolf'sGlaum)
Daughter (Louise Glaum) 77 CHAPLIN REISSUES
Sahara
(Louise
ner)
A
Burlesque
on
Carmen
'
Jan.
2
—
Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet).....
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Champion
2 Dec. 26 — That
Rogues and Romance (Seitz-Caprice) .
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
• Jitney Elopement
2 Jan.
16Dec.
19
—
The
Empire
of Diamonds
a Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)
I Work
(H. B. Warner) .By the Sea
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pay (Brunette Stewart)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Not. 21— The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
8
Nov.
7 — The
A Beggar
Purple (Edgar
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
I
Oct.
31—
Money in Changers
(ClaireLewis')
Adam»-Ra |
LUBIN (BERT)
Stewart)
ROBERT BRTINTON PRODS.
STATE
RIOBT8
Oct.
24
—
Half
a
Chance
(Mahlon
Hamilton)
The Honse of WhUpen (J. Warren Kerrigan) I Honeymoon Ranch
5 Oct. IC— Fc-bidden Valley ((Jordon-McAvoy)
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Oct. 3 — The Riddle: Woman (Oraldine Farrar).
No. 99 Q. Warren Kerrigan)
I
Sept
26 —King)
Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet |
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan) t METRO EXCHANGES
Henry
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
Sept.
12—
Feluc
O'Day (H. B. Warner).
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) • SCREEN CLASSICS. INC.. SPECIALS
Sept.(jordon-May
5— The House
of the Tolling Bell (Br
McAvoy)
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
• Dec. 27— CTnderella's Twin (Viola Dana)
6
Aug.
29
—
Lahoma
(Edgar
Lewis)
Dec. 20— The Misleading Lady (Bert Lvtell) 6
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
13 — Hearts Are Tramps (Special Cut)
6 VELVET FINGERS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
• Dec.
Nov. 29— Polly With a Past (Ina Claire)
6
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
and Marguerite Courtot.)
fjs;: ^|=£r^{l'M^ef
ilSr('M$I^T-S
The
(Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
1— The Fatal Hour (Special
Cast)
6 ^"^^ '-^^^i^a^L '^^y.
King Tiger's
Spruce Coat
(Mitchell
Lewis)
>J Nov.
Jan. 16 — Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veils.
Oct
25—
Body
and
Soul
(Alice
Lake)
t
9 — Unmasked
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
Oct 18 — The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6 Jan.
2 — Fifth, The Desert Pavilion
A— Blackmail (VioU Dana)
6 Jan.
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)..
■ 3ct
Dec. 26 — The Man in the Blue Spectacles
Sept.
20—
Clothes
(Special
Cast)
6
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 19 — Third, The Hand from Behind the Door...,
Bept 13— The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell)....6
Down Home (Special Cast)
• Sept 1— The Hope (Special Cast)
6 Dec. 12 — Second, The Face Behind the Curtain
Aug. 16—
(Viol* Dana)..<
Dec. PHANTOM
S— First, To Catch
■—
Aug.
2 — The
Held Chorus
in TrustGirl's
(MayRomance
Allison
)
FOE a Thief
6 THE
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
Feb.
21— The Little Lady of the Big House (Special 6 (Fifteen Two-Reel
ten andEpisode*
Warner Starring
Orlana) Juanita Bm
NEAL HART SERIES
Cast)
16 — Fourteenth, Confession
Jan. 10— The God of His Fathers (Special Cast) 6 Jan.
Jan. 1 — Danger Valley
J Nov.
The Sur Rover (Special Cmat)
6 Jan. 9 — Thirteenth, The Attack at the Inn
Nov. 15— Skyfire
S Aug. 22—
Jan.
2— Twelfth, Behind the Veil
23
—
The
Mutiny
of
the
Elsinore
(Special
Cast).
6
Oct I — Hell's Oasis
3 BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Dec. 26— Through Prison Walls
Dec.
19
— Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
LEO WHITE COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)
Dec. 12 — Ninth, The Mystic Summons
Jan.
1
—
Restless
Rummies
Feb.
16
—
Neighbors
2
Dec.
S
The Man Trap
t)ec. 15 -Back to Earth.
Dec. 22— The Scarecrow
2 Nov. 28 —— Eighth,
Seventh, Gun Fire
Dec. 1 -Razzin the Jack.
Oct 27— Convict 13
2 Nov.
21—
The
Crystal
Bail
Sept 1 — One Week
3 Not. 14 — Fifth, "The Tower
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 7 — Fourth, The Open Room
Window
,
31— Third, The Trail of the Wolf
ENTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
Mar. — A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton) ( Oct
Oct. 24 — Second, The Disappearance of Janet I>ale
The Silent Barrier
3 NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 17 — First, Doom
Bearcat
(
RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
s^^r;fveng;anc;::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::.
,f-^"°" Peacock
g^^'^nl--;
57
.. .
( NarimoTa)
Roland)
O^*i5 ^fme
Supre
Gift Supre
The
Apr. "^ad^
— Stronger
The HeartThan
of a Death
Child
(Nazimova)
7
Whispering
Devils
(Nazimova) 7 (Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Rutl
The Victim
9
The Transgressor
I TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 5 — Fifteenth. The Hidden Treasure ;
The Burning Question
I Apr. — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes)
6 Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
Ltiring Shadows
7
:
—The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
6 Not. 21 — Thirteenth. The Surprise Attack
Belcw the Deadline
S Mar.
:
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) « Not. 14 — Twelfth, The Secret Order
Nov. 7— Eleventh, The Faul Diamond
lili
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct
31—
Tenth,
The
Secret
of
the
Trtmk
Cads and Caddies
2 Oct 25 — Coincidence (Robert Harton)
t Oct 9 — Ninth, The Perilous Path
Afk
Stung Again
2 S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Oct
1"
— Eighth.
Danger
Trails
Wild Wild Woman
2
Oct
10—
Seventh.
Troubled
Waters
Back on the Farm
2 Sept. 6— Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....*
Oct 3— Sixth, The Eagle's Nest
i^fi
Mis Fortune Hunters
2 MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept.
26—
Fifth,
Double
a-ossed
Oct
18—
The
Great
Redeemer
(Special
Cast)
6
Sept
19—
Fourth,
Between
Two
Fires
J
MAJOR D AWLEY RELEASES
Sept 12— Third,, The Tower of Danger
J
Ghost of Slumber Mountain
1
Along the Moonbeam Trail
2 MISCELLANEOUS
PIRATE GOLD
BURI.TNCHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Episodes Starring
(Ten Two-Reel
Ride Under the Alps
f^^^^^^
and Marguerite
Courtot)Geo. B. Seit,
XVrolTwot
The Crimson
..
111 The
Cross (Fanark)
Vacation Days in ps.
Switzerland
m„„ and
--j Woman
Wntnan
r.<;r.A>-:.l
(Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Oct 17— Tenth, Defeat — And Victory
2]
Co
From Montreujc to Berness Alps
1 Man
rp
Oct
10
—
Ninth,
The
Double
Cross
2\
Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes
I The Devil's Angel (Helen (Sardner-Templer Saxe)
Sept
26
—
Seventh,
Under
Suspicion
3
Clark Cornelius Corp
Sept 19 — Sixth, Kidnapped
3
Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions. . . .
Sept. 12— Fifth, Drugged
2
The
Japanese
Question
in
California
(Pantez)
Sept
5
—
Fourth,
Treasure
—
At
Last
3
,
JANS PICTURES CORP.
The
Fighting
Kentuckians
(Special
Cast)
Sterling
Aug. 29— Third, The Dead Man's Story
3
Features
Madonnas and Men
6
THE
THIRD
EY
E
j
Wings of Pride
5 Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Leave Your
Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
ALoveWoman's
•7 Why
Photoplay
Corp
WithoutBusiness
Question (Olive Tell)
(Fifteen Two-Reel
Starring Warner I
Oland andEpisodes
Eileen Percy)
Uncle
of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
LeveySamProds
Aug. 29 — Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedrwick)
Aug. 22 — Fourteenth, At Bay
3
KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Aug. 15 — Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice.... 3
Hell's
OasisFeature
(Neal Producing
Hart) Independent
Films Assn..
Peerless
Co
Urban Popular Classics
Aug. 8 — Twelfth. Man Against Man
3
The Hidden
(Dolores Cassinelli) CommonAug. 1— Eleventh, The Long Arm of Tesgeuice. . . .3
Chas.
Movie Chats
wealth Film Light
Corp
Kineto Urban's
Reviews
Jtily 25— Tenth, The House of Terrors
Release Information Continued on Page 918
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"THE
>ei

FRONTIER

917
OF

THE

STARS"
(Paramount)

Interesting Story of a Crook's Redemption
in "The
T is a very effective picture which Thomas Meighan has
and manner
I Frontier of the Stars "—effective in its sure-fire incident
of creating sympathy and holding the attention. Besides it offers the
tar with a role which is not unlike his " Miracle Man " study. He can do
he crook characterization a trifle better than his contemporaries. His
wise and repression and knack of keeping himself within emotional
jounds— these traits make such a character as he depicts genuinely fas-

of the crook who finds redemp^TThe story itself is just anotheris version
novel which naturally keeps it from betion through love. The setting
or the fact that the conToming stereotyped. But despite the obviousness
clusion isforeseen one is kept interested. Charles Maigne has seen to
hat. Also Thomas Meighan. The protagonist of the Albert Payson Teris very
iiune story is a leader of an East Side gang. It happens thai helength
of
nuch wanted by Headquarters, and if not captured in a certain
a
has
detective
this
Now
jeopardy.
in
is
job
ime a certain detective's
ekes
rippled sister whose power of locomotion is destroyed. Hence Inshefleeing
•m a rocking chair existence on the roof-tops of the tenement.
rom the police the hero runs to the roof and his encounter with the
;irl is the spark which causes his redemption.
The fact that he frequents her society for months does not speak well
or the detective force who might easily have covered his tracks. And it
„ t likely that being an intelligent crook that he wouldn't know anything
bout the explosive power of chemicals. He is caught but escapes through
ising a good fist— escapes to the roof where the girl, in her eagerness to
lelp him, discovers that she can walk. This is the only flaw in the pattern.
Icreen cures are effected too miraculously through love. A thriU is sent
int when the tenement catches fire— a fire which looks like the real thing
md the hero saves his little sweetheart. He is rewarded with his freedom,
llhough his act takes him to the hospital. Mr. Maigne has constructed a
ood continuity from which the scenes progress in an even manner with no
padding discernible. The picture has its humorous side, too, which is
hown in the Coney Island talk which appeals to the girl's imagination.
The night scenes on the rooftops are effective. A backdrop of Brooklyn
Wdge provides good atmosphere and the lighting is highly effective,
^aire Binney presents a charming study of the heroine. The picture
hould be a winner everywhere.— Length, 5 reels.— Lnarence Reid.
THE CAST
Thomas Meighan
^uck Leslie
- F^i" Bmney
aUda Shea
Eth er
Alphonz
yt
hit Ho
Edward ElUs
eBorv
Mir
Gus Weinberg
Florence Johns
[ary Ho
By yt
Albert Payson Terhune.
Directed by Charles Maigne.
Photographed by Faxon M. Dean.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theMeighan, Paramount's popular star, will be seen at the
Thomas
itre in " The Frontier of the Stars," written by Albert Payson Terhune. The
affords
and
talent
Meighan's
Mr.
of
expression
the
for
ideal
be
to
is said
jicture
to show his skill at crook characterization. The star has the
opportunities
lim
•ole of Buck Leslie, gangster and gunman, who is the leader of his gang through
lis cleverness, utter disregard of danger and two fists. He tries to stop a fight
—jctween Gregory, a chemist and a Bowery tough, with the result that Hoyt, a
ietective,
catches him.
Buck with Gregory's gun, making a clear case of circumstantial
vidence against
The crook escapes to the rooftops, and there runs upon Hilda Shea, sister-in-law
)f the detective, a cripple, who has spent most of her life in a wheel chair. From
hen on is unfolded an interesting study in two entirely different personalities.
The girl, with her sweet philosophy of life and her belief in the inherent goodness
I mankind, and Buck with just as firm a conviction that everything is evil.
?aire Binney, the sister of Constance Binney, plays opposite the star and conributes a performance marked for its charm and wistfulness. There are numerous
hrilling scenes in the development of the story which have been admirably handled
)y director and players.
PROGRAM READER
He was a gangster who had never known what it was to live straight. A certain
ietective was determined to " frame " him, but when Buck, in escaping from htm
stumbled upon his crippled sister — well, fate took a hand and his redemptioii was
ertain. How Buck painted life to her — how he decided to go straight — how he was
aught in the clutches of the law — how he saved himself and found happiness is
»ld
in an exceedingly
interesting
in " The The
Frontier
of thea role
Stars,"
the newest
Paramount
picture to star
ThomaswayMeighan.
star has
similar
to his
lart
in
"
The
Miracle
Man
"
and
he
gives
a
fine
performance.
The
picture
has
jreat heart interest and romance, as well as exciting moments. At this theatre
xt
.
CATCH LINES
He was a dangerous criminal and the despair of the police. But he escaped detection by fleeing to the roof. How he finds redemption is told in a most appealing
manner. See " The Frontier of the Stars."
Thomas
Meighan heart
in hisinterest
greatestandpicture.
See " The Frontier of the Stars.'
A See
picture
of wonderful
sentiment.

"LURE

OF

YOUTH"

(Metro)
Acting Is Better Than the Story
4^ 13 EHASHED and warmed over drama verj' nicely served," is the
1^ way this could he labeled on the menu you hand your patrons.
For Luther Reed's story is a familiar story of an innocent little
country lad, who, at the age of twenty-two is writing plays, and a very
worldly-wise actress who grows to love him. It ends with the young man
a successful playwright, returning to his small town sweetheart, and the
actress going to the arms of her lover, a suave man of the world. In between is mildly interesting drama which will make it an acceptable audience picture.
In the cast are Gareth Hughes, who gives a splendid characterization of
tlie idealistic, enthusiastic youth of the small town; Cleo Madison, entirely
satisfactory as the idol of the stage; and William Conklin, pleasing as a
wealthy broker. There is an elaborate production as a background for the
story. Interior theatre scenes, cabaret scenes, and midnight suppers grace
its six reels.
The story concerns Florentire Fair, an actress, who goes to a small town
for a rest after a theatrical season. She meets and falls in love with the
embrj'onic young author, and takes him to New York in order that he may
be more successful in writing his plays. The actress' lover, becoming
jealous, tries to convince the boy's parents that their son is in the hands
of an adventuress. The boy, however, refuses to leave her. Then the
jealous lover insinuates that 'he actress is a shady character. The small
town playwright goes back to his home and "having- loved and suffered,"
produces a dramatic masterpiece, which is an instant success. The actress,
however, having helped him to realize his ambitions, gives him up, and
demands that he serve none other but success. So she marries her first
lover. Just whether the actress is a reformed adventuress or not is at
times in doubt, although the impression given is that she is not. It appears that the film editor found it necessary to slightly alter the original
version. Gareth Hughes' work is the best thing in the picture. It will
satisfy the majority who see it. — Length, 6 reels. — Mattheuc A. Tuylor.
THE CAST
Florentine Fair
Cleo Madison
Morton Mortimer
William Conklin
Roger Dent
Gareth Hughes
"Ma" Dent
Lydia Knott
"Pa"
William Helen
Courtwright
MarjorieDent
Farnol
Wear
From an original story by Luther Reed.
Scenario by Mr. Reed.
Directed by Philip Rosen.
Motion Photography by Robert Kurrie.
Art interiors by Sydney Ullman.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Lure of Youth," the Metro special production, which will be the attraction
at the
theatre on
, is a picture which combines the
atmosphere of the New York stage with the quiet peace of a small up-State village.
It is a drama that faithfully touches all the springs of humem emotion, and enacted
by a very capable cast, it is a motion picture of the highest class, which wUl win
the favor of every type of picture lover.
" LureHughes
of Youthand" William
stars no Conklin,
particular each
player,
but in isitswell
cast enough
are Cleoknown
Madison,
Gareth
of whom
and
sufficiently capable to be the featured player in any production.
The story is from the pen of Luther Reed, one of the best known of screen
writers. It wall be shown at the
theatre for
days.
PROGRAM READER
Engrossing drama is the keynote of " The Lure of Youth," which will be the
attraction at the
theatre on
. This picture was produced by Metro from the story by Luther Reed, well known newspaperman and
author. No player is featured, but the production is one of all-star calibre. The
drama is laid in a small New York state village and in the Metropolis itself. The
heroine, played by the celebrated beauty, Cleo Madison, is the idol of the New
York stage. Gareth Hughes, one of the rising stars of picturedom, plays the
hero — an ambitious young playwright who lives in a small town with dreams of
the New York stage. The story is a thrilling one of a woman's sacrifice for the
sake of helping youth cherish its illusions, and of a jaded man of the world who
IS purified
uplifted
example. It works up to a thrilling climax which
will
not soonandfade
from by
the her
memory.
SUGGESTIONS
Dramas of the stage are usually filled with a certain appeal to a picture audience.
As the heroine of this picture is a great actress you can play up the stage idea
m your copy. Luther Reed is a writer with a reputation and his name will
known to the close followers of the screen. In the cast Gareth Hughes and Cleobe
Madison and William Conklin will be remembered by some. Hughes should be
remembered by those who saw " A Chorus Girl's Romance."
CATCH LINES
A story of three people — a celebrated actress, weary of the shallow flattery and
pretty nonsense that engulfs her; a jaded man of the world, and an unsophisticated
country youth seeking the realization of his ideals.
A stirring drama of the New York stage,
Hughes, Cleo Madison and William Conklin. with a cast which includes Gareth
Music Picture Conference
Jan. 24-25-26
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July 18 — Ninth, The Race for Life
3
July 11— Eighth, Dangerous Trails
2
July A— Seventn, The Double Trap
3
Jnne 27— Sixth, The Death Spark
3
YOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Aug. 8— The Hold-up Man
3
Aug. 1— The Hobo of Pixen City
3
July 25 — The Law of the Border
3
July 18— His Pal's Gal
3
July 11— Tex of the Timberlands
3
TRAILED BY T'JREE
July 11— Fifteenth, The Reckoning
3
July A— Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime
3
Jtine 27— Thirteenth, The Door of Death
3
June 20 — Twelfth, The Burning Fuse
3
Jnne 13 — Elerenth, The Torture Trap
3
VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Dec. 26 — The Sleepy Head
1
Dec. 12 — Greek Meets Greek
1
Not. 1A — The Sandman
1
Oct.
Mamma's
Boy
II
Oct. 313 —— Jime
Madness
BRINGING UP FATHER
Jime 37 — Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion
3
May
Father's
Oose Share
Apr. 16—
A— Second,
First, Jiggs
in Society
33
AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reelDrew
comedy
featuring Mrs. Sydney
and dramas
John Cumberland)
July 15 — Fotirth, The Unconventional Maida Green- wo d 3
May 30 — Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16 — Second. The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 3
ROLIN COMEDIES
Jan. 9 — The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec. 5 — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7— Insulting the Sultan
i
Oct. 24— When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1
Oct. 10— Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 26 — Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 12— Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 12— Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 5— A Regular Pal
I
Aug. 29 — Money to Bum (Snub Pollard) 1
ROLIN TWO HEELERS
Dec. 26 — Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get (Jut and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. <
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
3
May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd).... 3
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct.
10 — Forbidden
Valley (Bruce Gordon-May •
McAvoy)
July 18 — Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).*
Jnne 20 — Paasers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) •
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
J
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman
j
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree (Jirl
j
Law of the North
5
Cy Whittaker's
5
llie
Awakening Ward
of Ruth
S
Light in Darkness
5
The Tell Tale Step
5
Lady of the Photograph
5
FLAGG COMEDY REVFVALS
The Bride
1
The Screen Fan
1
The Matinee Girl
1
The Man Eater
1
The Superstitious Girl
1
The
Artist's
Model
11
The Art
Bug
The Starter
1
The Spoiled Girl
1

THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin
Two's
Call MeCompany
Daddy
Knockout Maggie
Down Beside the Seaside
Professor Was Right
'.

Film

1
11
1
1
1

PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen
feather.Single reelers starring Princess Mona DarkHis Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)...
5
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)
5
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)

J

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The
(Wm. (Taylor)
D. Taylor's)
6882
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
5995
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6705
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4979
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
4214
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5302
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
4212
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4646
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
4648
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)
5134
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10— I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2
Nov. 28 — He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Bums)
2
Oct. 30 — Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2
Oct. 15— When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) 3
Sept. 30 — Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 3
Sept. 1— The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 30— Snakes (BiUy B. Van)
3
Aug. IS — Buggins (Leon Errol)
3
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Bold Bad Pirate
2
Snmmer Days
2
Sunshine
2
She's
a
Vamp
3
Circus Days
3
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
3
Hands Up
3
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture
3
(^1 of the Rancho
3
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics
3
(Jood Night Nurse
2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
1
Moonshiner
1
No. 13
1
Pest
1
Pile Driver
1
Undressed Kid
1
Live Wire
1
Dummy
1
Rye and Wry
1
Referee
1
In and Out
1
The Landlady
1
The Moocher
1
The Bull Fighter
1
Professor
1
Getting His (Joat
1
Fixing Lizzie
1
Dry Cleaned
1
Kidnapper
1
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
I
Wind (Soddess
1
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
2
Lazy Lem
3
Bungalow Bungle
3
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
1
Dreamy Chinatown
1
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms
3
Help
a
The Movies

Picture

!• 'u

Releas

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Moon Madness (Special Cast)
,
Heart
of
Twenty
fZasu
Pitt
s)
Li
Ting Skies
Lang (Bren
(Sessue Hayakawa)
*
Bright
twood)
The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale)
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa)
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale)....
SUPER SPECIALS
Little 'Fraid
(Mae Marsh).
Kismet
(Otis Lady
Skinner)
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
So Long
Letty
Drama).
The
Stealers
(Wm.(Christie
ChristyComedy
Cabanne).
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cx)dy) _
„
Big
Happiness (Dustin Faraum)
•JPECIALS

Aug. 15 — Arabian Knight (Sessne Hayakawa) J
Aug.
1 — Life's
Twist (Bessie Barriscale) '
SUPREME
COMEDIES
June 6— Becky Strikes Otrt
|
May
Letty 's Lost Legacy ....]1
Mixed30 —Husbands
The Taylor Made Wiie
,.j
Downstairs and Up
....1
Why Be Jealoiu?
4
Her Beloved Burglar
J
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas..
|
The City of Broken Old Men
1
Kecraiting in the Solomons
Lonely South Pacific Missions
I
Domesticating Wild Men
,.|
Cruising in uie Solomons
J
Saving Savages in the Sooth Seat
..1
ADVENTURE SCENICS
The Lone Trapper
Outlaw of the Wildemess
The Tempest
Waters of Destiny
Tree Magic
Ghosts of Romance
I
Sons of Salooskin
|
RUSSELLGREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES
Jan. 17— Wild Women
Jan. 10 — From Kitchen to Throne
Jan. 3 — Buried Alive
Dec. 27 — A Slick Detective
,
Dec. 20 — New Ralgia
SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Women
Don't Gamble
Fickle
S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Jazz
Happen to You (Billy Mason) .
Cowboy
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Beach Birds and Bombs
Hashers and Mashers
Waffles and Wallops

SELZMCK (LE\nS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Ecechanget)
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas)
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore)
The
Figurehead
(Eugene O'Brien)
The Man
Flapper
The
Who(Olive
Lost Thomas)
Himself (Wm. Faversham)
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
The Poor Simp (Owen Moore) ■The
Wonderful
(Eugene O'Brien)
Whispers
(ElaineChance
Hammerstein)
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
TThoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) 3 g*
Place of Honeymoons
(Emily Stevens-Montagu
SELECT (Digtributed
PICTURES by Select Exchange*)
Love)
"(5f
Midnight
Gambols (Marie Doro)
The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
Cniildren Not Wanted (Edith Day)
What
Want (Louise
[."5t
Where Women
Is My Husband?
(Jose Huff)
Collins)
Man's Plaything
(Grace Davison)
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb) 5
Mountain
Madness
Empty Arms (Gail Kane- Thurston Hall)
5
Mothers of Men (CHaire Whitney)
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5
The (Jreat Shadow
The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling)
His Inner
Brother's
The
VoiceKeeper
(E. K.(Mans6eld.-Lytton-James)
Lincoln) . . ! !*f
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
...5
Just
the Door(Bernard
(Edith Hallor)
Seeds Outside
of Vengeance
Dunning)
AIdleMoment's
Madness
(Marguerite
Namara)
6
Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank)
5
Taking
the
Count
(William
Collier)
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
The Servant Question (William Collier)
Luke
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Film-osophy
J42
Sonny McLuke's
Series
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Release Information Continued on Page 920
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"ROMANTIC
ADVENTURESS"
(Paramount)
This One Looks Like a Vehicle
SO orthodox is the story furnished Dorothy Dalton, and so uninspired
the direction that "A Romantic Adventuress" takes on the appearance of a vehicle. Every incident is cut and dried and anticipated far
in advance. But the chief fault of the offering is the moss-covered plot
which has performed its duty too often on the screen. The idea is presented in the character of an innocent girl who is offered in the marriage
market to the highest bidder by a scheming mother. The action travels
over a period of twenty years and takes in New Orleans, New York, and
some watering place in Europe.
This lapse of time apparently means nothing to mother and daughter
who greet each other and ask no questions. The girl has been brought up
in ignorance of the world by her father, who was deserted by his wife,
when a show troupe stranded in New Orleans. She has been educated for
the stage — particularly as a dancer, and upon the death of the father is
permitted to join her mother in New York. This woman commands no
sympathy since she is depicted as lacking any motherly feeling. This is an
unnatural touch, and painting the girl in an innocent color doesn't tend to
improve the theatrical story. The picture offers episodes which have nothing much in common witli the main idea. A flash of a street carnival is
apparently taken from a news weekly. The same may be said of a big football game. This last scene is necessary to introduce the hero, the captain
of the Yale team.
The action then jumps to the Europeon watering place after mother has
discouraged daughter from developing her stage career. And coincidence
or convenience has it that the romancers meet, although for the purposes
of the story the scheming dowager is led to believe that the football player
is wealthy. The girl has a galaxy of suitors, one of whom is blackmailed
by the plotters. But the romance enables the lovers to have their own
way and mother is forced to acknowledge her defeat. The story is false in
characterization and moves slowly and has little excuse as entertainment.
It also presents Dorothy Dalton in a wrong light since her personality is
not adaptable for the expression of unsophisticated girlhood. Twenty
years doesn't count much in the mother's life. Augusta Anderson, who
plays the part, hasn't added one line of age to her face. There are numerous characters who are unnecessary to the development of the plot.
Their introduction shows up the slow moving action. The only twist to
the ancient plot is giving a slap at a certain tj^e of stage mother. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Alice
Dorothy Dalton
Professor Vanni, her father
Howard Lang
Marietta Vanni, her mother
Augusta Anderson
Louie Fitch
Ivo Dawson
Tom Maxwell
Charles Meredith
Charles Robertson
Robert Schable
Signor Castelli
John Ardizoni
James Cortright
Lewis Broughton
By Charles Belmont Davis.
Scenario by Rosina Henley.
Directed by Harley Knoles.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
Dorothy Dalton, the talented Paramount star, will appear at the
theatre next
" A Romantic
This Knoles,
is a contribution
by
Charles
Belmont Davis,in which
has been Adventuress."
directed by Harley
and it afTords
the star with plentiful opportunity to display her effective pantomime. This
picture places her in the role of a young woman educated for the stage, who
upon
death of her father is placed on the marriage market to be sold to the
highestthebidder.
Alice, as she is called, has never known much of romance. Consequently when
she goes out into the world her imagination paints her pleasant fancies. Her
mother and a certain parasite are determined to make themselves wealthy at her
expense.
realizeathlete
the netwhoof isintrigue
involvesconsiderable
her, but shewealth.
does
fall in loveShewithdoesn't
a dashing
picturedwhich
as having
When he reveals himself as a man of ordinary circumstances, this fact is a terrific
blow to the mother. But Alice, loving him, has no worries about his income. The
picture unfolds an appealing vein of romance as well as dramatic conflict and is
capably acted by the star and a competent cast.
PROGRAM READER
She had been brought
a life of seclusion, although educated for the stage.
Her father realized that uphe inwould
not always be around
for her and he
wanted to make her independent. But being ignorant of tothecare
of the world
she found herself in a net of intrigue, woven by an unscrupulous ways
mother In other
words she was to be bartered ofT to the highest bidder. How she
saves
how she realizes that romance can destroy selfishness — how the tables areherself—
turned
on the schemmg mother, these are sequences which build up a fascinating
picture
"theA popular
RomanticandAdventuress
"
comes
to
the
theatre
next
with
talented Dorothy Dalton as the star.
SUGGESTIONS
Since this plot has been done often it would be well to use the soft pedal on
detailing it. Simply concentrate upon the star and use her name in all vour
exploitations. Make mention that
Dalton has a recognized
Tell that she created a sensation onDorothy
the speaking stage in " Aphrodite following
" Plav
up
the
title.
It
should
appeal
to
those
who
delight inForromance.
Bill
'it
as an
entertaining romance, which is certain in its appeal.
a
prologue you mieht
present a baUet
smgle ballet
dancer.
This would be in harmony with
the scenes of thegroup
picture.or a Mention
the other
players.

"THE

MAN

WHO

HAD

(Goldwyn)
EVER
YTHING"
Story and Generally Good Production Will Get It By
EXCEPT that Jack Pickford is always a lot more convincing in a role
of the homespun hero type than the gay young blade sowing Ma
wild oats, this possesses excellent audience qualifications and as a
program offering should prove satisfactory.
The fault that we find with the star, is that he does not bring much that
is likeable in personality to his part, nor does he play with sufficient
finesse to counteract the effect of the unsympathetic bits of business necessary to get over the theme of the story, which by the way is only another
version of the oft told tale of the rich, but wild young man, loved by the
sweet and winsome maid to whom he pays no attention until the last hundred feet of the final reel.
Our reason for claiming that the picture will get by is that this well
known but ever popular plot has been given rather unusual development,
with many excellent bits of business, some good for laughs, the acting of a
very excellent supporting cast and a generally meritorious production from
«11 angles. In fact to get down to brass tacks this is a good picture in
spite of the star, for he is very badly cast and delivers little that entitles
him to praise.
In acting honors. Alec B. Francis, who plays a genteel blind beggar,
with a penchant for handing out good advice as to how to reform wayward
youths. Shannon Day as a "vamp," and Lionel Belmore as a self made
man who can make a success of everything but bis own son's life, are entitled to praise for their characterizations. Priscilla Bonner is a pretty
heroine but doesn't have much to do except register that with all his
faults she loves Jack. All the technical part of the picture is up to
standard. — Length, 5 reels. — /. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Harry Bullway
Jack Pickford
Prue Winn
Priscilla Bonner
Mark Bullway
Lionel Belmore
Matt Sills
Alec Francis
Lenore Pennell
Shannon Day
Joel
William Machin
Bill
Carl Girard
From the story by Ben Ames Williams.
Directed
by
Al
Green.
Assistant Director, Billy Reiter.
Continuity by Arthur F. Stnatter.
Photography by Clyde Cook.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Jack Pickford, one of the youngest and most popular of screen stars, will play
the leading role in " The Man Who Had Everything," which will be the feature
attraction at the
theatre on
. This is a Goldwyn production which
gives the youthful star one of the best roles of his screen career. As Harry
Bullway,
son
of
a
multi-millionaire,
he
runs
riot with
his father's
at the feet of Lionel Penell, the baby vamp, gifts
of fabulous
price. fortune and lays
To carry out this idea the property rooms of the Goldwyn studios were made
to yield their most precious treasures. The paintings hanging on the walls of the
Bullway mansion are genuine antiques costing thousands of dollars.
" The authors
Man Who
Had Everything
Ben Ames
of The
the story
most of
popular
in America
today. "In istheby screen
versionWilliams,
the staroneis
supported by a capable cast, including Priscilla Bonner, Lionel Belmore and Alec
B. Francis and Shannon D.ay. The production was directed by Al Green.
PROGRAM READER
" This is my curse," said the old blind man, " may you always have everything
you want." Not much of a curse, say you? But Harry Bullway, with his
father's millions all for himself, had everjrthing he wanted, found it more of a
curse than a blessing. Hajry Bullway is Jack Pickford and the picture is " The
Man Who Had Everything," which will be the feature attraction at the
theatre on
. It is a Goldw^yn production .and is announced as " Jack Pickford's
picture."
This youthful
the most Pickford
brilliant
careers king-pin
of any actor
in picturedom.
In thisstar
storyhasbyhad
Ben one
Amesof Williams,
has a role which suits him to perfection. He is supported by a most capable cast,
which includes such players as Priscilla Bonner, Lionel Belmore, Alec Francis
and Shannon Day. It will be shown at the
theatre for
days.
SUGGESTIONS
Profitable tie-ups should be possible with this picture. The title suggests one
with a men's furnishing store. They could use such a sign as " The man who
had ererything
bought the
his picture
goods here.
have everything,
too." liberally
A separatein
card
should announce
at the We
theatre.
Play up Pickford
your copy and do not neglect the author, Ben Ames Williams. This blind man
incident could be made use of by having a man, posing as a beggar, giving away
throw-aways at the theatre door. Mention also Shannon Day, as the baby VEimp.
CATCH LINES
Could anyone sicken of money? Old Mr. Bullway thought so, and he gave his
son millions to spend. Whereupon young Harry bought motors and bulldogs for
himself, and diamond earrings .and shoe buckles for the baby vamp. It was a
blind man made him see the light. This is Pickford's best picture.
CATCH LINES
She was brought up for a career upon the stage. She scored a success that
was offered to the highest bidder. See Dorothy Dalton in " A Romantic
Adventuress."
See Dorothy
Daltonwithin a" AvitalRomantic
Adventuress."
picture of charm and
romance.
A picture
theme and
wonderfully Aacted.
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NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed 6j/ Select Exchange*)
Tearle)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Ince)
.............
(Ralph
Out of the Snows
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)

5,00U
5,000
5,000
S.OO'

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDY ART
Open the B»ri
j
H*y Fever
}'
Dynamite
Sweet
COMlCLASblC
(Merriam- Edward*) .J
Hot 14 Watch Your Husband(.Charlotte-M
ernam) . . . ^
Oct 31— A Seminary Scandal
Oct 17 — A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) i
SUNSET BljRKLD sCLNlCS
Not. 7 — Totem Land
j
Oct 31 — Dawnland
{
Oct 24— Goine North................ Ji
Oct 17 — The Highway of Wonderland
CLAlPLAi (.UAILUIES
Oct 10— Bubbles
}
Oct 3 — Dreams
j
'
Farm
the
on
^Up
—
26
Sejt
MORANTl COMEDIES
Oct 31— Kids
J'
Oct 17— Guilty
ES
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDI
*
Not. 14— Who Am I
'
Oct 7 — Home Rule

STOLE FILM CORPORATIOiN
..;6
Jan.— The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast)
......4630
Jan.— Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
Duke(Ivy
Water
Lure of Crooning
Jan.—
• • • ■ ■ 'A' ' ' 'tV ' ' 'tW ' '
Guy TheNewell) .■
d Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall) 6
Squandere
Jan.— Tavern
The
Knight
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearts (LndUe de Tar-Florence Hackett)..5
!
Yorska)
in Paris (Mme.
It Happened
•
(Lottie Tilford)
HtmianandPassions
Man
Woman (Betty Mason)
5
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
J
and Mine (Eve Dorington) !
Your theWifeChildren
And
Pay (Gareth Hi hes)
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week).(Johnny Dooley — one every ^
Comedies h)
Johnny Dooleynt
mo
RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
5
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
5
1
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)

UNITED ARTISTS C0RP0RATI0^
Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Jan.
Dec 9—
5 — The
The Love
Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) . .8
(D. W. Griffith's) 47
The Love
5— Suds
Sept. 27—
lone
(MaryFlower
Pickford)
s) 6
innc 13— The MoUycoddle (Douglaa Fairbank
I
lay 30 — Romance (Doris Keane)
(Mack Sennett's) IJ
Farm Pickford)
on the(Mary
5— Down
Apr.
Jan. 18—
PoUyanna
bee 29— When the CHoods Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks) •
Oct 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. Grittth's) •
Sent. 1— His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair- •
bMiki)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
West U West (Harry Carev)
Honor Bound (Prank Mayo)
Fixed
by George
The Gilded
Dream (Lyons(CarmelMoran)
Myers)
Novak)
at Headquarters
Wanted
The Marriage
Pit ( Frank (Eva
Mayo)
ey)
Car
(Harry
Slim
Sundown
Pink Tights (Gladys Walton)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips)
The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast)
Among Cannibals
Shipwrecked
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew)
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
A Prohibition Monkey
THE DIAMOND (JUEEN
First, The Vow of Vengeance

3
5
5
5
5
j
:
S
9
JS
.'
I
'
t
*7
6
6
J
3

2

All

KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2
Ninth, Dynamite
2
Seventh, Over the City
»
2
Sixth,
Lion'sBlack
Claws
Fifth, The
Wallet
22
Fourth, Facing Death
2
Third, Stolen Evidence
2
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2
First Blood Money
3
KED RIDER SERIES
{Six
Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)
Sixth, The Timber Wolf
2
Fifth, The Forest Runners
2
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
2
rhird. Big Stakes
2
Second, The Girl and the Law
^
first, A Son of the North
5
THE FLAMING DISK
{Eighteen
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Eighteenth, The End of the Trail
Sixteenth, Running Wild
fourteenth. The Purple Rays
Thirteenth, Caged In
Twelfth, The Tunnel of Flame.
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
Tenth, Spiked Death
Ninth, The Floating Mine
Eighth, Through Walla of Steel
Seventh, The Circle of Fire
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery
Fifth, On the Great Wall of C^iina
Fourth, The Flaming Disk
Third, The Perilous Leap
Second, The Span of Life
First, The Rails of Dearth

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

THE DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcatnp)
Twelfth, Unmasked
2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril
2
Ninth, The Train of Death
2
Eighth, Trailed to Peking
2
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
2
Mxth, Captured in China
2
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2
Fourth, Into the Chasm
2
rhird, A Watery Gtave
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintype (Armstrong-Jackson) 2
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2
Laughing Gas (Dorety-Jamisen)
2
Hot Dog (Brownie)
2
A Fishy Story (Monty- Jackson)
2
STAR COMEDIES
Hearts and Flour
1
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
1
Chicken, Country Style
1
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Maids A-Courting
,
1
My Lady'a Ankle
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Kcating-Henley) 2
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
22
Should
{Geo. Ovey)
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMaS
The Grip of the Law (Jack Perrin)
2
The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
1
Fridays — International News
I
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)....!
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
The Voice of Fools
The Prey
Dollars and the Woman
The Sporting Duchess

5
5
<
t
7

Film

Picture

N ewi)

Releases

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
f
The Romance
Promoters
I
The
Purple Cip
her
f
A Master Stroke
$
Captain Swiit
5
The Fortune Hunter
J
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It Isn't Being Done This Season
$1
The
Bubble
The Broadway
Whisper Market
55^
Bab's
Candidate
55
The Garter
Deadline
at Gi
Elerl
ven
Human Collateral
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Mysterious
Stranger
The
i\ uisance
The Back VTard
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
Dead Cast
Men Tell No Talcs (Tom Tertess') SpecimI fl
Trumpet Island (Tom Temss) Special Cast
7]
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Olrver Car-.
wood's) Special Cast
7|
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The
Sportsman
The Suitor
The Sugc Hand
Solid Concrete
II
School Days
.31
The Fly Cop
3|
The Grocery Clerk
S|
THE PURPLE RIDERS
(Fifteen Episode Elinor
Serial Field)
Starring Joe Ryan and ,
Fifteenth, Buried Alive..
21
Fourteenth, The Frame-Up
21
Thirteenth, A Devil Fish Foe
21
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
2j
Eleventh, The Stolen Millions
21
Tenth, The Fire Curtain
2]
Ninth, The Betrayal
2]
Eighth, The Camouflage Trap
2]
Seventh,
Red Feather's
Secret
2|
Sixth, Double
Destruction
2]
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
2
Fourth, The Fierv Trail
2]
Third, The Decoy
2]
First, Love or Duty
2I
FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fifteenth, Cleaning the Blot
2i
Fourteenth, Thieves Fall Out
2j
Thirteenth, Mystery Mountain
2j
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
21
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
2}
Tenth, The Stolen Bride
21
Ninth. The Air Avenger
2
Eighth. The Treasure Hun;
2
Seventh.
A
Demon's
Blufi
SLxtii, The Crown Jewel Clue
22
Fifth, Double Crossed
2
Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma
2
Third, A Modem Daniel
2
Second, Playing the Game
2
First, A Borrowed Life
2
THE SILENT AVENGER
(Fifteen Episode Duncan
Serial ) Starring William
Fifteenth, The Final Triumph
2
Fourteenth, The Lake of Fire
2
Thirteenth, A Human Pendulum
2
Twelfth, Facing Eternity
2
Eleventh. Shot Into Space
2
Tenth, Blades of Horror
2
Nintli, Into the Jaws
2
WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Ahse* of Desire (Mrs. Sesnte Hayakawm)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13th
Human Driftwood

...I
|
|
•
I
■
|
•
1
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"TIGER
TRUE"
(Universal)
Rather Crude, But Carries a Punch
UNIVERSAL has given Frank Mayo a picture which tests his pugilistic ability in "Tiger True." The star plays one of those virile
characters who craves excitement and who is resourceful enough
to take care of himself in times of danger. There is not much logic to
this offering of a hero who has hunted big game in Africa and who jour-.
neys to the lower East Side of Manhattan to satisfy his love for adventure
It seems to us that an Alaskan " honky-tonk " would be more fitting than
to represent a New York tough saloon presided over by a girl— a saloon
the star's
showsmatter
scene .which
ts. inThe
and iscut-throa
d bytogangsters
frequenteion
the
For that
brutality
a study
the district
introduct
entire picture is given over to showing the violent side of life.
The hero is attracted to the girl and wanders into her " dive " for the
purpose of encouraging trouble. And he doesn't have to wait for it.
There is a ' knock-'em down and drag 'em out" fight on the sawdust floor.
The hero wins naturally, but shows punishment in his face. A subsequent
scene reveals his wounds entirely healed, although Nature couldn't have
gotten in his work in such short time. For his reward he is given the job
of bouncer and is called " The Tiger " by the girl and the denizens of the
saloon. The action becomes rather quiet while the development of the
story takes up the introduction of divers characters and the romantic phase.
However, when " The Baboon " is introduced, violence is resorted to
again. This vicious gangster dominates the district and browbeats the girl
into submission. It is "The Tiger's" duty to show him his place. So
another battle royal is flashed, this time on the cold pavement. And the
hero emerges with no sign of punishment. If the director had allowed
some realism to creep in, or if Mr. Mayo had allowed himself to get
mussed up a bit, the picture would have carried truer characterization.
There is no reason for presenting the concluding scene unless it is to give
Fritzi Brunette a chance to wear evening clothes. A title states that whatever the hero does is accepted in society. So his wife is taken into the
smart set. The story finds its idea in the fact that once a man has engaged
in the strenuous life he must continue to do so. The star plays with his
customary vigor. He doesn't have much chance to appear romantic.
Waltsr Long makes a good " heavj' " and Fritzi Brunette is an acceptable
heroine. This picture will not score with the ladies, but will probably
please the workingman. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jack Lodge
Frank Mayo
Mary Dover
Fritzi Brunette
Mrs. Lodge
Eleanor Hancock
Larry Boynton
Al Kaufman
WhiteyBaboon S
)
The
„,Walter„ Long
.,
McGuire
Chas. Brinley
Sanford
Herbert Bethew
Mr. Lodge
Henry A. Barrows
By Max Brand.
Scenario by George C. Hull.
Directed by J. P. McGowan.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
It is a generally acknowledged fact that a man who has lived the strenuous life
and returns to a life of quietude is never satisfied until he takes up the strenuosities comes
again. toThis
is the idea behind
Tiger True," theof
Frank Mai o picture
which
the
theatre " on
week.
The popular Universal star plays the part of a society man who has hunted wild
game
in Africa.
After his retiu-n
civilization Consequently
he finds timehe rather
heavy
on
his hands
and is determined
to find toexcitement.
journeys
to the
lower East Side in his craving for adventure.
Jack Lodge,punishment
as he is called,
forgotten
take care
he
administers
to thehasn't
bouncer
of a how
cheapto cafe.
He ofhadhimself
enteredand this
place to be near a girl who had attracted him by her ability to defend herself.
Thus
she rewards
him with
defeated
position.
A time and
comessucceeds
when hein
is advised
to go away
or bethekilled,
but man's
he stands
his ground
defending himself. The picture carries a deal of stirring action which builds good
suspense
and offerswhich
interesting
of romance.
contains
tive backgrounds
suggestmoments
appropriate
atmosphere"Theandoffering
is capably
actedeffecby
a cast that includes Walter Long and Fritzi Brunette.
PROGRAM READER
He had hunted big game in Africa and longed to hunt it again. When a man
has killed a tiger he reverts to the primitive and longs to match his strength
again
of the jungle.
to Africa.
Insteadwith
he the
went beasts
to a notorious
dive onNowthe Jack
East Lodge
Side ofdidn't
New return
York under
the
impression that human tigers might be encountered. He had his wish. How he
defended himself against overwhelming odds — how he discovered romance — how
he cleaned up the place and his opponents at the same time is told in five reels
of
stirring action with
in " Frank
Tiger Mayo
True " aswhich
comes to the
theatre
next
the star.
SUGGESTIONS
Exploit this picture as of the " he-man " brand. Tell them it offers five reels
of stirring action — the kind of action which makes the pulse beat faster and makes
the skin tingle. Tell them it is founded upon a genuine idea — that once a man
has hunted big game he never gets over his desire to be in the thick of the chase.
Dwell upon the fact that Frank Mayo has his work cut out for him here and succeeds in giving a rich performance. Dwell upon the popularity and drawing power
of the star and state that it is his most virile picture since " The Brute Breaker."
Tell that it is a story of the manly art — the art of self-defense with one's two fists.
CATCH LINES
See ledge" ofTiger
True
"
and
learnFrank
how aMayo
man atcanhisdefend
best. himself through his knowthe manly art. See
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"THE
(Edgar

SAGE

HEN"

Lewis-Pathe)

A Well-Produced

Dramatic Story of the West
IT would not be quite fair to call this Edgar Lewis merely "a western." That name implies a certain type of picture which is below
"The Sage Hen" in point of drama and artistry. So, while Mr.
Lewis has produced a feature, the story of which is laid in Arizona in the
80's, he has given the screen something more than a thriller. There is
not a startling big idea behind "The Sage Hen," and basically the story
of the woman, wronged by gossiping tongues, whose son is taken from her
in the first reel and restored to her in the last, twenty years later, could
have been used by a less capable producer with disastrous effects. But
" The Sage Hen " is well acted, and great attention has been given to perfection ofdetail, so that it reaches the screen a highly likeable audience
picture which should please the majority of picturegoers. One of its best
points is its even continuity, which prevents the interest from taking any
lapses.
It is not the familiar boozing, gambling Western town which opens the
picture. Instead it is a more or less peaceful village of the early settlers.
" The Sage Hen," a strange woman who has come with her baby boy from
some unknown place to live, is the object of ths wrath of the Home Purity
League of the town. So she is stoned out of town and starts across the
desert in a borrowed horse and buggy. Indians attack her and in desperation she straps her little boy across the
back, sending the animal
back to the town. Wlien she is rescued horse's
she is unable to locate her son.
The story skips twenty years, with Gladys Brockwell, the "sage hen,"
doing the best acting we have ever seen from her as the middle aged
woman hiding her past. A romance develops between her adopted daughter and her real son, whom Fate and Mr. Solter bring back into the story.
There is a villainous gambler, excellently played by James Mason.
Do not think there is no physical action in the picture. There is a shot
of a man going through the rapids of a river in a canoe which is a wonder.
Lillian Rich and Wallace MacDonald have not much chance to impress. —
Length. 6 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
The Sage Hen
Gladys Brockwell
Her son (as a man)
Wallace MacDonald
Her son (as a baby)
Richard Headrick
Stella Sanson
Lillian Rich
John Rudd
Alfred Allen
Mrs. Rudd
Helen Case
Craney
James Mason
Grote
Arthur
Morrison
Produced and directed by Edgar Lewis.
Photography by Ben Bail.
From the story by Harry Solter.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
An Edgar Lewis production, " The Sage Hen," will be the attraction at the
theatre on
, when it wUl open for a
day run.
Mr. Lewis, one of the best known producers in the motion picture field today,
has here turned out another masterful drama which vrill add to his laurels.
Reality is its keynote. It faithfully depicts life in Arizona in the eighties, with
stirring drama as well as thrilling scenes, from beginning to end.
Mr. Lewis is a producer who does not believe in starring any particular player.
Instead of selecting a story to fit one actress, he selects an all-star cast to fit a
story which he realizes will please the vast majority of picture audiences in
America. This he has done in " The Sage Hen," and it is this that makes the
picture
a worthy
Mr. Lewis'
latest successor
screen hits.of " Lahoma " and " The Beggar in Purple," two of
The peculiar title of this picture is derived from the name which it was customary to give women of doubtful character back in the days when the gold fever
hit one Arizona town after another. In this all-star cast are Gladys Brockwell
formerly
a star
her own right, Wallace MacDonald, Lillian Rich, Arthur
Morrison and
Jamesin Mason.
PROGRAM READER
Did you ever
" a the
sage feature
hen? " attraction
This is theat name
of the new Edgar
Lewison
production
whichhearwillof be
the
theatre
.
"
Sage
hen
"
was
the
term
applied
to
certain
women
of
doubtful
character back in the days of the last century when Arizona was in the midst of
its gold fever. This production is clean, straightforward drama — the kind of a
play that will find favor with the majority of picture goers in America. It stars no
particular player, for Mr. Lewis, who produced the feature, believes that the story
is the most important thing in any picture. So he has selected a sterling story
and secured for it a cast of the same standard. Gladys Brockwell plays the title
role. She will be well remembered for her work as a star in numerous Fox features, which won for her a host of followers. Others in the cast are Wallace
MacDonald, Lillian Rich, James Mason and Arthur Morrison, all of
will
be well known to picturegoers. Few pictures combine the appeal of whom
the great
outdoors
with
the
soul
stirring
drama,
as
is
done
in
"
The
Sage
Hen."
It
is
a
production you cannot afford to miss.
SUGGESTIONS
You have a picture here, the story of which is laid in the West, but which
should
advertised
a " Western
For it laid
is above
type andof
picture.notYoube can
promiseas your
patrons athriller."
stirring drama
in thethatWest
they will not be disappointed. In the cast there is Gladys Brockwell, the last of
whose starring pictures have not been released so long ago that an audience will
have forgotten her. So play up her name in your copy. Lillian Rich and Wallace
MacDonald will also be recognized. If you have shovra " Lahoma " or " The
Beggar in Purple," two other Lewis productions, it would be well to recall them.
It is also possible to create a whole lot of interest from the title " The Sage
Hen."
Few, if any,
wrill know
what would
it means,
but itthewill
attract them by its
very strangeness.
A teaser
campaign
heighten
suspense.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report*
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless mar ked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of ||j
'
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October i, 1920.
PLAN
BOOK
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
BKANDINO IRON. THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. U
ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
" Btoi'j of primitive passions is rather overdone." — M. P. News.
REID
NOV. 20
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
An
average
picture.
Fair
box-office
re.sults."
i
" Clever twists make interesting crook story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences
" Brought a normal business, something unusual for pre-Cbrlstmas days." Jj
seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
BROADWAY
BUBBLE,
THE (VITAORAPH)
CORINNB
GRIPPITH
NOV. 27 *
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role." — if. P. News.
entertaining
well."
" GreatandIn great
storystories.
and in Went
production.feature
Wally Reld which
always drew
has good
following
" Did better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-run
simultane-bo
ously. .Just melodramatic
and not bouses
too emotional,
over
than average bigbusiness."
An unusually
pleasing
picturebig."
which" Better
ran to exceptionally
houses all "week.
Star an excellent
as to offend." "Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that 'i
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
pleased everybody because it Is logical."
Reid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious ' pleased
BROKEN
GATE, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
BARRISCALE
JAN. J
our audiences. Did good business for the week." " Entertaining picture. Business was very good during run." " Drew large crowds
"Sob
sister
story is highly theatrical." — il. P. .Vcirg.
and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production
BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART B08WORTH NOV. ■
having —entertaining
story.good
Box-oflice
Consensus
" Oood picture,
puller."receipts good."
" Hobart Boaworth scores in vigorous story of the sea." — if. P. News.
AKE ALL HEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON
NOV. 6 BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
" Fine production given famous stage comedy." — M. P. Xeirs.
" Rather inconsequental for feature length." — M. P. Hews.
CHALLENGE OF THE LAW, THE (POX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. .OCT. n
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair business with a picture that was hard to tell
what it was about."
"Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama." — M. P. Neics.
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. IS CHARM
SCHOOL,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
"Rather hectic but fairly interesting." — M. P. Neics.
REID
JAN.
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
DEC. 11
" Wallace Reid has another winner here." — il. P. Xews.
" Mediocre iticture on a hackneyed theme." — M. P. Netca.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
good
big popular
in this star
picture.
Otip
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE,
A (EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL NOV. 13
patronsbusiness."
thought It"Wallace
was one Reid
of thewent
best over
of this
s producCAST
tions.
Played
to
excellent
business
the
week
preceding
New
Tear's."
" Oood production given average story." — M. P. Neics.
REFORMED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. IS
BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23 CHEATER
"
William
Russell
has
an
entcrtainitig
crook
picture
here."
—
il.
P.
News.
" Novel story given rich production." — M. P. News.
CINDERELLA'S TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN.
Exhibitor Comment — " One theatre considered it such a success that it
"Just misses being very commonplace." — M. P. News.
held it over for a second week." " Splendid production which was
well liked by my patrons. Sure-fire box-office attraction." " Very good
CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAY- TON DEC.
picture
Held forpictures
second ofweek."
" Undoubtedly oneplaying
of the tobestgood
and business.
most successful
the year.
Played
" Weak in drama, but strong in sentiment." — M. P. News.
to exceptionally
business toforboth
seven
" Interesting
and
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
well
put on whichbigappealed
men days."
and women
patrons.picture
Did more
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted from
than average business for a week." " Doing good business second week.
mediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction."
Everyone agrees it's the kind of picture to hold the attention spellbound."
" Whenfor Itheput money
out a toposter
Ethel
I sit back
and
"One tureofandthe
best pictures
of the
year.hasWent
"A good
wait
roll Inadvertising
— for she is
one Clayton,
of the biggest
favorites
box-office
attraction
which
been big
heldallforweek."
a second
week picat
here on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories, but
the highest class theatre in the city." " With the aid of exploitation,
it went —over
in greatpicture,
shape." average puller."
including a prologue, this picture went over big and brought good bu.siConsensus
" Average
ness." " Held over for a two weeks' run, and did big business throughCOAST
OF
OPPORTUNITY,
THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. DEC. U
out. Critics p.ronounce it one of the best of the year."
WARREN KERRIGAN
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
"Picturesque story with Kerrigan in heroic role." — il. P. News.
BCWARE OP THE BRIDE (POX) EILEEN PERCY
OCT. SO CONRAD
OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. 1
" This would look better as a two-reel slapstick." — M. P. News.
THOMASIN QUEST
MEIGHAN
Exhibitor Comment — " Favorably received and good program picture.
"
Delightful
story
is
enriched on the screen." — il. P. News.
Average business three days."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture bringing average box-offlce receipts."
" Drew about average crowds during the entire week. People characterBILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC. U
ized it as ' very good.' " " Average picture with about usual business."
" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — M. P. News.
" .\n extremely
a star
is regarded
in this
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova shows a decided improvement in this
section
as one entertaining
of the most picture
popular with
of the
malewhospecies.
Considering
picture over ' Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
that
this
was
the
week
before
Christmas,
business
wes
very
good
entire week."
proved a frost
It is it' notthemuch
' and film
my
audiences
were" Picture
below normal.
Many here.
thought
poorest
indeed." " Great. Opened very big. Great crowds waiting to get in.
Meighan a great favorite here." " Average picture. Played to average
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
business." " Usual comment on this picture. Why was Meighan surhold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's very
stagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city."
by such uglypicture,
women average
? Fair puller."
business."
Consensus —rounded"Average
Consensus — " Average picture, average puUe>:"
CURTAIN
(FIRST
NATIONAL)
KATHERINE
MACDONALD OCT. II
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
.DEC. 25
" Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development. ' — M. P. News.
"Justine
Johnstone is a welcome screen figure in crook melodrama." —
M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played to exceptional business. Katherine McDonaldsatisfaction.
appears to be growing
popular." Splendid
" Katherine
MacDonald
Exhibitor Comment — " A mediocre picture. Star not particularly attracgave entire
Picture more
well produced.
supporting
cast.
tive, but played to good business for reasons unknown."
Business
very
good."
"
It's
by
far
the
best
acting
Katherine
MacDonald
has ever done. People liked It well enotigh to fill two houses for a week
BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA
OCT. 16
simultaneously. Good entertainment." " Averagely pleasing story.
"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story." — If. P. News.
Poor ending. Star's work shows improvement," " Very pleasing audiExhibitor Comment — " Interesting. Instructive as well. Favorably comence picture to good business. Miss MacDonald's best picture. Story
upon. Average
Aboveredeeming
average feature
business inwith
very poormentedpicture.
Violabusiness."
Dana the " only
wholea
at least for her rational and she is livening up considerably." " Good
picture.goodDidpicture
excellent
business
of Its MacDonald
engagement."
"A
picturethat
which
wasitsbadstaras beautifully
to story, cast
fairly
which
drew every
well. day
Katherine
is very
story
fitted
and and
gave photography."
her a chance to" Adoweak
her
best. Obvious plot. Business fairly good." " Fine picture which
good
to
look
at,
but
is
rather
cold."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
brought good business." " Picture played to two of the best days
DANGEROUS
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- DEC. 11
business in weeks — an average offering, but production first class."
MADGE
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
"
Rather
frail
but fairly amusing." — Jf. P. Neics.
BLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. IS
Exhibitor Comment — " Fini production which seemed to please and brought
" Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. Xews.
business."
BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE
OCT. 23 DEADfineMEN
TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST.... NOV. U
" Story of dual personality fairly interesting." — M. P. News.
" Vivid, ' punchy ' story ; production excellent." — Jf. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 923
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(Continued from page 922)
Exhibitors'
Own
Box
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
PICTURE
RELEASED

Office
BRAND
STAR

Reports
PLAN BOOK
RELEASED

OCT. M
DBVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4 aiLDED DREAM. THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
" BtroiKj mystery glory carrier interest." — M. F. Meus.
'• Commonplace story developed along traditional lines."- — M. P. News.
IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
DEVIL'S
OARDBN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL NOV. 6 aiRLSWEET
BAKKYMOKE
JULY tl
" A splendid production from all angles." — M. P. News
" Rather yreicsome story, well produced and acted." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good story. It drew well. Two days to average
Exhibitor Comment. — 'Appeals to tije highly sophisticated audience.
business." " Fair. Don't think Blanche Sweet belongs in these silly
Opened to very big business.'' " Its too heavy for the average audinamby-pamby roles. She is one of the best emotional actresses on the
ence.
And
it's
too
gloomy.
For
those
who
go
to
the
theatre
to
see
fine
acting, this will be a splendid attraction, but not for the vast majority
screen — but wasted in drivel like this. Box-oflice only fair."
GIRL OF MY HEART (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. II
Who go only to be amused."
Consensus — •' Average picture, average puller."
" IStar fails to enliven very dull story." — If. P. Nctvs.
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11 GIRL
WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
" H. B. ^Varner puts ' punch' into strong dramatic story." — M. P. News.
KENNEDY
JAN. S
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
"
Madge
Kennedy
plays
tiro
roles
exceptionally
well."
—
M.
P.
Neirs.
"Melodrama and Hentiment put this one over." — JLf. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment —has" This
was a They
corker.all Iliked
thinkit, itandtheI best
Madge Kennedy
yet done.
playedthingto
Exhibitor Comment — •' Wesley Barry in this picture is proving a worthy
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
capacity WIFE,
houses THE
all week."
The
publi?
wants
of this Barry
kind."considered
" Picturevery
proved
averageas
QOOD-BAD
(VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
drawing
card.
Workplays
of Wesley
good very
but story
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. !•
a whole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic." " Good picture.
"
Good
production
given
rather
illogical
story."
—
M.
P.
News.
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
QOODMADGE
REFERENCES
(FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- OCT. 11
" Personally, think this is better than ' Go and Get It,' but it didn't
make quite as much money for me. It's a wonderful picture, and
" Stars popularity may get it by." — M. P. News.
they all liked it." " Made a big hit at this theatre, pulling capacity
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought crowded houses as do all Talmadge piccrowds at each performance. Broke house record." "This is a fine
tures, either Constance or Norma." " Above the ordinary Constance
picture and brought good business for me." " Played to increasing
Talmadge productions, and was well patronized." " Pleases star's folbusiness each day. Wonderful kid picture."
lowers. Opened to excellent business."
Consensus — •■ Goorf picture, good puller."
DEC. 4
DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10 GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
" Slow Moving that depends largely on titles." — M. P. News.
"Hectic mflod-iimii with familiar stock situations." — M P. Aeios.
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture.
Average box-offlce receipts."
DOWN HOME (WILLART.HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 6
' Fine picture with some very excellent acting and interesting story.
"Borne interesting moments in this rustic story." — M. N. News.
Played to better than average business for week."
DBAO HARLAN (POX) WILLIAM PAKNUU
NOV. 6 GUILTY
OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL- OCT. I
TON
"// they like Farnum, it's a good bet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum
"
Star
gives
spiendid portrayal of mis-led girl." — M P. News.
back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is an average picture but drew more than
Patrons seemed entertained." " William Farnum has a good box
usual
business."
" Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
office value. Picture liked and box-offlce returns fine." " Farnum alcarries oft her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
ways goes over big in a Western picture." " This is the type of picusual audiences." " Pleased some classes while some resented It."
ture they like Farnum in. Extra big business three days."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
HALF
A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. St
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
" Well acted and directed, but development suffers." — M. P. Neirs.
CAST)
DEC. 25 HARRIET
AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA OCT. M
" A splendid production given mystery story." — il. P. News.
STEWART
BYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
NOV. 13
"
Favorite
formula given rich production." — M. P. News.
"Mary Miles ilinter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ' Regarded this as Just a fair picture and drew averExhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
fair
picture,
well
acted.
Mary
Miles
Minter
has
age
houses."
" The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
her own personal following, but aside from them, the picture did not
more than usual business." " This picture pleased. Business normal.
have much of an appeal." " Ordinary picture. Poor business three
Anita
Stewart
is onlyJust
fairlyfair.popular."
it — butis did
not doIt
capacity business.
Wherever" They
Missliked
Stewart
popular
should should be a knockout." " A rather poorly motivated play based
»ACE days."
AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 13
on an old theme. Anita Stewart's charm and ability help to make It an
" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines." — M. P. Netws.
average —drawing
card."
Consensus
" Average
picture, average puller."
FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
HEADIN'
HOME
(YANKEE-KBSSEL
& BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS) OCT. I
"Crude melodraina makes mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
BABE RUTH
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER
SEPT. 18
" Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit." — M. P. News.
" A good production from all angles." — M. P. Nev>*.
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. II
FIKEBRAND TREVISON (POX) BUCK JONES
JULY II
"
A
complex
melodrama
very
well
produced."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Btick Jones practically duplicates his last picture." — M. P. Vewt.
Exhibitor Comment — " There is nothing startling about this production.
Slxhlbltor Comment — " Not aa good as some of the others. Average busiRanks UPabout
average."
ness two days. "
HEARTS
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
JAN. 1
nZBD BY OEORQB (UNIVERSAL) LTONS-MORAN
NOV. ■
" Barry Carey has satisfying offering here." — M. P. News.
"Lyons and Uoran produce successful farce." — M. P. News.
HELD BY THE ENEMY
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. •
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent. 'Very funny and pleases the patrons
who enjoy high class comedy." "A rather poor picture to poor busi"
Civil
war
romance
looks
good
as a picture." — M. p. News.
ness
one
day."
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
Exhibitor
Comment
— " AnSurprisingly
average picture.
Fair 'business."
" Business
exceptionally
good.
large crowds.
Good picture,
well
" A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Mason." — M. P. News.
liked, surrounded by attractive program." " A beautiful picture but
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY
not a box-offlce puller. Got through a week's run by the skin of the
GISH
JAN. 1
teeth.
" Onetheof entire
the bestrun,Civil
stories liked
I've ever
Crowded
bouses for
and War
everybody
It. played.
From a box-offlce
"Fairly pleasing offering with Dorothy Gish." — M. P. News.
standpoint
it
was
a
splendid
attraction
and
business
was
great."
"This
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good."
feature seemed to please the audiences ani' we got big box office results."
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
HELIOTROPE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPE- DEC. 4
"Tery obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. News.
CIAL
CAST
Exhibitor
Comment
Light,theypleasing
comedy.
They Box-offlce
came because
they liked
Wanda— —" and
did notlittle
register
a kick.
Just
" A different picture here." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
fair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved It, for It Is
Interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average boxand
attracting
run." "Good
well worth
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
by week
my houses,
which picture
were pretty
well
offlce receipts."
crowded."
"
Did
well
and
held
over
second
week.
Like
most
secondConsensus — " Average picture, average puller."
weekers
here
unless
they
are
far
above
the
average
or
highly
advertised
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27
it petered out." " An excellent picture in every respect and business
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality." — M. P. News.
grew all week." " One of the season's finest pictures, in my estimation
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business." " A One production.
—
and my- opinion hacked up by the fact that It played to capacity
People stood in line all week to see this picture. Big success." " Well
business in a house seating twenty-seven hundred. Consider it an exacted and produced but rather long-drawn out ; exploitation put it over
cellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
to Ing business."
draw well at my house." " Splendid production. WeU liked by auFOKBIDDBN
VALLEY
(BLACKTON-PATHE)
MAT MCAVOT- OCT. 16
BRUCE GORDON
dience. Did capacity business during its entire run."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" An emciting story ooncemino a Kentucky feud." — M. P. Neics.
HER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DEC. 18
FRISKY
MRS. JOHNSON,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
" French
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirements." —
M.P. News.
BILLIE BURKE
JAN. 8
"Play seems old-fashioned as picture." — M. P. News.
Exhbitor Comment— " A good picture to average business three days."
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
HER SWEET
UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV. IT
due to holidays."
FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" Oood production given average story." — Jf. P. News.
HONEYMOON
RANCH (BERT LUBIN-8TATB RIQHTS) SPECIAL OCT. St
" Talky picture has little appeal." — M. P. News.
CAST
E>xhlbltor
— " One
best pictures
I have
seen. It cast.
has
strength Comment
and purpose
and ofis the
wonderfully
portrayed
by excellent
" Old
time
western
full of real cowboys and has action galore." — M. P.
Netrs.
Exceptionally
good upbusiness."
" Andavabsolute
sensation.
Had S. R. O. sign
from opening
till finish
of week. A Oneknockout
of the
Exhibitor
Comment
Played
to standing
pulled
in crowds.
Allene— "Ray
pleasing
as star.room.
PictureStrong
very posters
well received.
best picture I've ever seen." ," Unusually good audience picture. EveryBest Western shown here for long time. Patrons asked for others like
body liked it. Opened to big Sunday business." " Very big production.
It. Full of action and suspense and the kind that draws crowds back
Business better than average." " The plot of the picture is good but
the details are not well worked out. It Is fair. Average receipts."
to see more of the same kind."
Box Office Reports continued on page 924
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HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
NOV. 13 LITTLE 'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. 4
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. Neict.
Exhibitor Comment — "This picture took well and brought good boi office LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV. IS
returns."
" i^ew star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News!
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARlqVE
(J.
PARKER
READ,
JR.-ASSO.
PRODUCERS) LOUISE DEC 11
REN KSRRICAN
OCT. 2
GLAUM
"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story."— M. P. News.
-'Louise Qlaii'm scores in famiiiar 'picture\' sump^^^
P.
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8
vJlfl^,?* mu
,
. . , „
It's
women.
the
all
bring
to
enough
thrilling
and
surprising,
but
never
offensive.
Good
business
at
two
title's
The
'
Comment—
^
s.
Neu
P.
picturized."—M.
well
is
" Familiar storij
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY NOV. 27
simultaneous arst-run liouses." "Fair picture; did average business
" Colorful production marked hy good incident." — M. P. News.
three consensus days." " Good picture, good puller."
I
Exhibitor Comment — "Drew 13,000 paid admissions the day it opened. i r»wii"o ut a »»¥!• /ottmjt r^tr TiTo.T.TTi»r,o
» ...tt^.. . ».^^.r»... *
A wonderful drawing card." " Opening week equalled 'On with the ^^XFtSt^^^*!^ A?y?^^y?^ "^^"^^^
Dance.' Held for second week. Picture makes 'em talk." "Went over <<a*\Z-,.hlo^i.tiZ.t7
^.Ci" ;/ " V/ ' » ' «
"
"''^ distinctive appeal."— M. P. New.
to entertainment and box
fire production,
a sure business
big. Certainly
office
value." "Big
second both
week. as Thrilling. Gorgeous sets LURE OF CROONING WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKEand sen.sational title are big attractions." " A good picture filled with
GUY NEWELL
JAN. IS
sex appeal that did a good business." "Openpd up extra big and con- " Intercfstimj exposition of eternal triangle." — M. P. News.
tinned so during week run."
" Ttiis picture brought very good business LOVB rVTOTOB vrrmtcb T>i>nT\rtr^intj\ t t»i* nxvA
and people seemed attracted to it because of title." " Elaborate produc- LIRKI
KKBMKR PRODUCTION)
LINA CAVAtion and fine piiotogiapliy. Story seemed to hold the interest of our
■< jT'r^.l,„"^,I-^V,,V»i;^' '<.'** 1.' ' V.' *" i' " " * V
'n " VNOV. ■
^ewe.
P.
CavaUeri."—M.
stars
production
for a week." "Carried fair houses Aierage
to aljoveto average
Played busino.ss
patrons.
and
did enough
warrant a second week's booking." " Some- MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
OCT It
what gruesome. Did big business. Held over second week." "Picture "Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."'— m" P ' Neio't
is
quite
fair.
Good
business
during
run."
'
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Drew
big
houses
each
day.
This
city
has
large
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film The women

« THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) 8PBCIAL
'norri?TuiLrisTnt.""Lac"-"of ;uncrirprSrNa"mov?°pTc'
"Exhibitor
Very goodComment—
'mtertainme'nt
in thi^'
oom'piicaie'd
News. love
'
hP^^n^^i'fhi'J^pri^
»nHfn=ll\H?^„h'\,/P^ star,
f """l?
'^"'^
P',";^?"
"A good
audience
picture. 'siori/'—M.'
Its many P."leading
^n?frn
ll^v'^ ^r?x,«.^*^"4*/,fi^„
Nazimova.
Drew well
for
themes are apt to be confusing but It opened very big.'' "Good profn^i^f rt1^o^H«r,^^H^*i
h P^'^^Jf ever produced and shows plainly
ductions, which brought the crowds." "A rathe? complicated theme
lili^ th.^
Another plctnre
which keptIn spots
up the"
suspense until the end. However, a bit too melo- ^ ]^J^ f
1.9°^not°' care for
i*^**themoney-getters
dramatic
Personally, did
picture, so
ing
back
in
her
stories.
If
.she
keeps
this
up
she
s
liable
to lose
her
is fallNazimova
Believe
fair.
business
Picture,
^Z*""
Z^i'^^l
J^J
"
Consensus—" Good 'picture, good puller.
IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4
popularity."
" Beloio William Russell's previous work; only slightly interesting. —
Consensus — "Good picture, good puller."
M. P. News.
MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
OCT. »
JUCKLINS,
THErich(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CAST
DEC. 25
"Tremendous
drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced." — M. P.
" Rural story
in detail and atmosphere." —SPECIAL
M. P. News.
News.
Exhibitor
Commentat— this
"Pleased
the title
well Exhibitor
poor business;
competition
known enougli
date, those
with who
resultsawthatit, itbutcarried
no not
popular
to circus Comment
and Fair —as"Opened
well. But tohas very
built steadily
up etver since.
Busiappeal."
ness, total, very good. A fine picture — a classic." " Not up to the
Nazimova pictures. There are moments in the picture that
standard
DOUOfTNCK-PARAMOUNT ARTCRAPT^
THR (iNttt-PAi^
lATTRTRn
lAILBIKD,
THK
uvuMdo
not ringof true. However, Nazimova followers seemed satisfied." "Am
«D ^r. k I ^
•;/••;/•■>■/ 'n'VT.'wv,x. V
average production. Box office returns fair." "Despite the fact that
^^H^f^f
*."^^''^'"'*'t1''^^^h1'L^*.„..ai Charles
rh„ri«<=
""^t persons who
it seemed to likeand
It, It didn't reach
expectations.
Exhibitor
" MacLean
good atworkall. in May
a typical
Ray
Crowds
only saw
average
Is only
'fair.'"
part— butComment—
it was not
his sort does
of role,
very good, also.
"Pleased were
immenselv.
Star atallherweek,
best. Wentmy bigreport
all week
"
" Disappointing after seeing ' 23% Hours Leave. Fair business. Very Consensus — "Good picture, good putter."
bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started
big, slumped,
and then and
endedDoris
big. MayButproduction
on the whole
"A
MARK
OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR- DEC. 11
usual
Doug. MacLean
whichit'sdida lemon."
the business.
BANKS
Both of these actors have been very popular in this city since appearing "Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — M. P. Netcs.
in '231^ Hours' Leave.'"
Exhibitor Comment — "Big box-office attraction on account of star's popuConsensus — " Average picture, average puller."
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
xT^^^r ...
^'s'l
and had
wellsuch
liked."
"Best picture
Fairbanks
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV.
27
made. received
We have
big business
during Douglas
its two weeks
run ever
that
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment." — M. P. News.
we are holding it over for a third week." "Very good picture to fine
do
women
The
men.
the
with
a hit
This picture makes
business."
MOW 0m
bvtuubb
rtotro BKIMMSK
KI8MBT
/T>.-.r.BnKo.->» /^«»
^Touo^ (KOBSKTSON'COLiK)
OTIS
...wuv.
not
Seem as" enthusiastic.
Drawing
big matinees. Wll hold over for
"M.OtisP. News.
Skinner gives superb performance tn lavish production." —
another
week.'"
"
Sure
did
go
over
Had crowded houses durin*' run " well. .\nd the picture is worth
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Broke house record Cotisensus " Excellent picture hta puller "
even at advanced prices." " Opened fine and improved daily. Wonder> j i'
ful acting on part of Otis Skinner. Marvelous sets.'" "Wonderful pic- MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
OCT. It
ture. Consistently large attendance. .V masterpiece, according to gen- " Interesting story of big 1>usine»s and feminine pride." — Jf. P .News.
eial tallv around t-own." "Broke all attendance records. The kind ma^ttj-tj MTMn tmb" /wttjcx uAXTnuiAT ^ tI^lOMKl^
BAKKYremarkable MA8»it£K minu iwi£ (riKbl NATIONAL) TnuirT saddv
of picture that points to big things in 1921 picturedom.
ffflcXnortl"' '"'"'■^
P^^t"''*^- Brought great box
" MelodraZ of int'e^'esiing'quaiuy'."-^^^^
Cons-rnsusl-" Good picture, good puller."
=^h'<!^l^e°s^" ^"'Ta^r'l^m;^'' il'^a^^^gr^l^t^^Jlvrr^lf ^^^t^e^lVr^'^S'^
''^'JrS°)%JeCIAL°Ca'sT^''''
''''^ (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUC'^"^^l^iZ^'VuU
"A Mnstervi^ceofits kind''''—'M''p''^
^"°<^
^^^^J^I\eTe^
entertainment qualities. Star the real drawing
out of the ordinary but ,lt drew
was not^
picture
f."^-"
realism
Wonderful
classic.
screen
a
cerfainly
ir^^
CommeBt-"
Exhibitor
throughout. Exceptionally good cast. Crowded houses from the first 'ttJnpTf.n Pi tnVi^f.fiTnf^inforf;
performance of opening day right through the week." "Opened to great Colsen.Ts-"
GooTvlct
u^^^
^
^
Lonsensus— trooa picture gooa puller.
luisiness. .\ssured of great success. Don't miss this one."
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
LEOPARD WOMAN. THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
OCT. 18
CAST
DEC. 18
" Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked " Perfecthi
m. P. News.constructed picture stamps De Mille as master director." —
at
all." Is "one
An ofexcellent
picture here.
and a Her
good acting
box office
attraction."
" Louise
Comment
— " .\ splendid production. Great business. Held for
Glaum
favorites
the houses
audience
and Exhibitor
second week
on demand."
the details
of thethepicture
were well carried
out. pleased
Drew big
entire
week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some- MISLEADING LADY. THE (METRO) BERTLYTELL
JAN. I
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
" Stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — M. P. Neics.
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."
Exhibitor Comment — " The production was not much above average, but
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
the audience seemed to like it."
HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP- jaim. Jii
^
rF*FR°^n'
OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
LIFEARBUCKLE
i;
luxvi (rJirs.
DEC 4 ^°TnV^
Exhibitor Comment — An entertaining feature and a good box office ^
„ ..
nntrons ^ild not like this onewhich
at alldid" big
" This
U a verv three
noor
';fhTh,?n.''
'''^iii^^iiit^jf'^
'^^Lh
buslness-for
attraction." "A laugh-getting
Arbuckle comedy which
played'hlr nm'n. EfSr'^Comme
oBeTins anl we"t-^-^A^
had dull bnslne« durini ?un "
business for one week with an increased attendance the last parttoofgood
the
ron^Zfus—" Average picture, average puiier.
Splendid business. Excellent entertain- Consensus— Av^aaTJcturT^^^^
picture.
engagement."
ment.
The kind"Fine
of show
it's a pleasure to run. Everybody comes into MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. fr
the theatre expecting to have a good time and go out happy."
"Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses." — if. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — consistently satisfactorv business all week."
an^Tt* scored 'Sice?y."'^^^'' ^"""'^^ ^"""^ ^'^^
JEROME
HELEN
THE (AMERICAN)
LIGHT WOMAN.
"Bxhlbltor
Not ab^Fe^the'averagk''''—M.''p.'N'ew's'.
'
MR.
WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANG- JAN. 1.
Comment — " Helen Jerome Eddy is fair In this picture. Business " M'CARTHY
as usual."
Unique and strongly dramatic from plot angle.' — If. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 925
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NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. 18
In ■ Peaceful Valley ' he Is cast in a role that his admirers want to see
him in. The picture attracted capacity bouses for a seven-day run."
" Stage success not so good us a picture." — M. P. News.
" Did veryfeature
well. which
Picturetookentertaining
box-officeAs results
good."value
"A
NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
pleasing
well in myandtheatre.
to box-office
RAY
JAN. 8
It
is
a
pretty
good
bet."
".\n
improvement
over
"Forty-five
Minutes
" Ray scores auain it itli pleasing study of small town life." — If. P. Aeics.
From Broadway."
but not good
his best
by any means. Usual business."
Consensus
— " Good picture,
puller."
Exhibitor Coiumeut — " Good entertainment.
Ray at his best. Average
business tbrougbout week."
PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1)
JAN. 31
NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 9
" Good production of mechanical and unreal plot." — M. P. News.
" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture." — M. P. News.
PENALTY,
THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL NOV. 27
Exhibitor
good, played
to better
average
Lots of Comment
action. —The" Very
big scenes,
especially
those tban
in which
the business.
animals
CAST
participated, made a big hit." " Not up to some of the other Curwood
News. vehicle for Lon Chancy, but falls short in many ways.'' — M. P.
"
Great
stories but was liked. Average business." "ood business on this
picture, which seemed to please." "Splendid picture which did big busiExhibitor Comment—" Very good picture, although some women were
ness for us although it played the week of Christmas." " A good picshocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
ture with some excellent scenic effects and an interesting story." " CerChaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wondertanly a sure-fire box oflice attraction. Just packed 'em in. As to picand very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful story
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, and
ture value, it is very entertaining indeed."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
brought
big
box-office
returns."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
NORTH WIND'S
MALICE, CAST
THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC- OCT. 30
PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
SEPT. 25
IAL
" Slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture." M. P. News.
" Probably the best Beach picture yet produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Turned them away at night." "The
Exhibitor
— " which
Not much.
Did fairbusiness
business."
" Good
picture
the cold Comment
Northwest
did excellent
for two
weeks,
havingof
boiled down opinions on this picture is ' Old Stuff.' "
been held over a second week on account of the large crowds it drew
PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
NOV. 20
" Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — M. P. News.
the first seven days." " A very good picture, to very good business
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a surprise. First time Walsh has been
1 considering the fact that it is the week before Christmas." "This is the
tried out for a w^ek here. Even in the week before Christmas it drew."
sort of picture they seem to like. Went over big three days."
C07isensus — " Good picture, good puller."
WITH ArarePAST
(METRO)
News.Claire's
" Jna
artistry
makes INA
her ' aCLAIRE
welcome screen figure." — DEC.
M. P. 18
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV. 13 POLLY
"Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. 1
standard, although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-ofBce
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — M. P. News.
feature brought
business
to please" This
my
Exhil)if<ir Commont — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-office attraction. Crowds
mostly men." " A fine picture which brought more than usual busipacked
the
house
every
performance.''
"
A
very
clever
adaptation
of
the
stage success. Tom Moore at his best, but as in the case of all previPKKY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
OCT. 9
ous stage and stock productions, business far below average."
" Alice Joyce has highly involved story here." — If. P. News.
OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Patrons did not like this one. Two days to aver" Rather light but entertaining." — M. P. News.
age and poor business." " One of the best Alice Joyce subjects this year.
Exhibitor
Comment
picture.
Bebe This
Daniels
has has
become
Did unusually
well at the box-office." " Average production, nothing
pep."
very popular
here — in" An
her excellent
short career
as a star.
picture
lost
outness."
of —ordinary.
Business
nothing ; it is transition to the movies." " Good picture to average
Consensus
"
Average
picture; fair."
average puller."
business."
Bebe better
certainly
great following
here,is going
and thisto
picture went" Great.
over 1€0%
thanhashera first.
Believe she
RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
DEC. 4
" Oood combination makes interesting picture." — M. P. News.
be one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picture and business was verv good during run."
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Oood production given thrilling story." — il. P. News.
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY,
AN
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
RAY
NOV. 13 ROOKIE'S RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC- LEAN-MAY JAN. 8
"Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over." — M. P. News.
■■ Quite frail hut fairly pleasing." — J/. P. Xev s.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
SCUTTLERS, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 25
standard.'' " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more than Ray
usualrunsbusiness."
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
" Farnum has a ' He-Man ' role in story of the sea." — M. P. News.
Dervish.
around and" Should
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
"Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — M. P. News.
" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
all week. (Middle West.)" "One of the poorest things Ray has ever
SHOCKING NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
JAN. IS
done. They came because it was Ray — but they didn't enjoy it." " An
•' Not substantial enough for five reels." — M. P. Neics.
amusing farce, but not quite up to some of Ray's recent efforts. A good
SILVER LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
JAN. 15
box-office attraction, howeve." " Audience greatly enjoyed star in this
picture .which attracted overflow business during holidays." " Not up
"Interesting
crook
play
brings
Jciicl
Carmen
hack
to
the
screen."-—
M.
P.
News.
to the usual Ray picture and after opening business dwindled."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY- TON OCT. 23
ONCEPHILLIPS
TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHYOCt.^ 16
" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story." — M. P. News.
"Absorbing story well produced and acted." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
good business.
to people Many
willing to accept
story— as" Pretty
just movie.
Rather goodSatisfactory
drawing qualities.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dorothy Phillips does some of the best work of
her career in this picture, which is interesting and handsomely proDid splendid business
this theatre."
secondor
SLAVEliked OFit." VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE)
PAULINE FRED- ERICK OCT. 30
and veryduced. successful
week. Iat make
a practice " ofJustonecompleted
week runs,
even three days, but this picture played to two weeks' capacity busi"
Big
from
a
production
and
acting
standpoint."
—
M. P. News.
nes ." "A poor attraction, very little to redeem it. Business far beExhibitor Comment — " Good business. The picture satisfied a critical
low normal." " Established a new record for our box office and received
audience."
"
Fair
picture,
business
very
good."
more favorable comments than any picture ever played." " Capacity
business all the week. Picture pleased all." " Broke all records.
SMILING
THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. 27
DAVID ALL
BUTLER
Turned them away Sunday." " Ran this picture a week and never at
" Butler's third is well produced and thoroughly interested." — M. P. News.
any time have had anything more pleasing or which made more friends."
" Record business for the week. One of the few pictures that we really
Exhibitor Comment — ■ David Butler's popularity growing with each piccould give the public to combat the opening of a big new house in opture. There was nothing spectacular about this — but it was a clean litposition." Story
"
and star met with great applause which is excellent evidence of their satisfaction." " This is one of the finest pictures
tle
picture,
well received."
SO CAST
LONG
LETTY
(CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL OCT. 30
I have shown this year."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
"
Famous
stage
success
intelligently adapted to screen." — M. P. News.
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 23♦
Exhibitor Comment — " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should
"Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
be cut out by all exhibitors that run it, as it has some bad morals."
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
OCT.
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
" German picture is spectacular ; wonderfully acted." — M. P. News.
" Interesting crook story, well directed and acted." — M. P. News.
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
TO THINKCAST
ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART- OCT. 30
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15 SOMETHING
CRAFT) SPECIAL
■' Better than average picture from well known novel." — M. P. News.
" Impressive moments in this artistic production." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production in every way." " A great plcPASSION'S
PLAYGROUND
(FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE OCT.
ture and
like house
afire."
here isthroughout,
a picture. ofTypical
MACDONALD
Mllle
cast,drew
direction
and all.
Not as"Now
enjoyable
course, De
as
" An artificial story holds it back." — M. P. News.
' Why Change Your Wife,' but finely built for contrast of action and
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
suspense.
Big business
carriedduring
over another
week." of "ItsDrew
good
houses to excellent
business
fourth week
run.veryCrowds
" Humorous
incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray — enough." — M. P.
News.
continued."
"
Picture
bo
good
business
grows.
Held
for
a
third
week."
This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
Exhibitor Comment — " Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audicrowded every performance." " Holding for second week In a one-week
ences applaud enthusiastically." " very good week. Ray always sure
of ble business. This considered much better than ' 45 Minutes from
house which
tellspicture,
the story."
Consensus
— " Oood
good puller."
Broadway.' " " Charles Ray in any story is enough to pack this house.
Box Office Reports continued on page 926
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PLAN BOOK

KENDALL-GOLDWYN) OCT. 23
SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE
VIVIAN MARTIN
" Fine basic plot, but Lucks action and incident." — M. P. News.
Exhiljitor Coiiiiiient — ■" Not a great picture but Vivian Martin's ctiarm and
cleverness put it over. Played to good business for a week."
SPENDERS. THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
" Quite interesting picture made pom best seller." — M. P. News.
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. I
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — AI. P. News.
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
ROVER, PERCY
STARTHELMA
" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comiueut — " Very good. The plot is well put together and the
details are worked out well."
OCT. 16
SWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
" Ideal vehicle
Jor star,
though well
it lacks
substance."
— M. P. like
News.the plot.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Drew
all week.
Audiences
" One of the greatest surprises of the season. Considered the poorest
picture —this" Good
star has
ever good
playedpuller."
in — yet it did capacity business."
Consensus
picture,
SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES.
OCT. 9
"Having enough thrills, it makes a good western." — M. P. News.
25
SEPT.
BINNEY
39 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE
"Entertaining picture made from stage success." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great
picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large boxofficebestresults."
" Notstarvery
No box-office
By but
far
the
thing this
has well
done.liked.
She always
draws value."
well for "me,
never so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."
" Great splendid.
stuff." "Subtitles
An average
" Fine
Acting
are a picture,
scream. with
Peoplefairwhobusiness."
had seen the
play!
said the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better
advantage. Good cast all the way through." " Fairly interesting pic« tare, usual patronage."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TESTING
BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.DEC. 18
HART
" ISure
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— M. fire
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-office
attraction. Picture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." " An average picture which went over big.
Hart
favoriteto here."
picture
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks great
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Fine
business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
"Average entertainment in this Mix offering." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Mix still popular. Picture pleases though not
as good as other recent ones. We boosted a Clyde Cook comedy to help
business."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET. .JAN. 8
•' Star dominates pleasing production." — M. P. News.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl White scoring a hit." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Thoroughly pleased audiences, with result that
picture got good box-office play. Pearl White feature our audiences
liked."
THOUGHTLESS
WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
" Human document with real life-like touches." — M. P. News.
THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TOBOSWORTH
"Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
poor business on account of the holiday season."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE
OCT. 16
"Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the second Pearl White feature. It failed
to draw, so a Harold Lloyd comedy was added to the program." " Very
entertaining picture and went well with my patrons."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the average. Played
to fair businc.'^s." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week.''
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — If. P. News.
TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. 23
"Simple and human is this contribution." — M. P. News.
TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 16
"Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills" — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine picture, pleasing and entertaining. Drew
more ing.
than
usual business."
Very week
fine picture.
and excitDid exceptional
business " first
of showing,Spectacular
with indications
for
abusiness.
big second
week.
Broke
house
records
second
Sunday."
" Good
Pictures liked, especially the comedy parts In the beginning.
The ending slightly changed, which gives it more credence." " A nicepicture that generally satisfied. Fairly good hou.ses all week." " Pleased
big audiences." " Splendid picture, full of thrills and box box-office
attraction. Broke house record during two weeks' run."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS, THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
"Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." •■ Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."

PICTURE

BRAND

Picture

Plan
STAR

RELEASED

N e v.

Book
PLAN BOOK

TWINDEHAVEN
BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
MR. AND MRS. NOV. 13
" Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to
give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque io It, but
always
One of Box-office
the bt-i»t comedies
I have spicy.
played Splendid
In a longweek's
time. business."
Went over " great.
receipts
entirely satisfactory for week's run." " Carter de Haven at his best,
but
many
did
not
like
it.
Poor
business
due
to
holidays."
"
Anoth'-r
stage farce gone wrong. A good program picture. Buvsiness ab',ut
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
TWO average."
KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 2S
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — M. P. News.
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. S
" Jones in a story of gunplay and hard riding." — M. P. News.
UNCLE
SAM OF FREEDOM
RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 9
" Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment." — il. P. News.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE
(FRANK
GERSTEN. INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — if. P. News.
U. P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NOV.20
" First-class melodramatic western, with fine cast." — 31. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 20
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end." — if. P. News.
VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST. ...OCT. 16
" Crude production of familiar story." — M. P. News.
WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV. 20
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — if. P. News.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
OCT. 16
" Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—M. P. News.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 27
" Ve/y ordinary western for Carey." — M. P. News.
WHEN
WE WERE TWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B.
WARNER
JAN. IS
" H. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — If. P. News.
WHITE YOUTH (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
DEC. 18
" Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — If. P. Newt.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
OCT. 18
" A real success from every angle." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts
about average." " A very pleasing little picture : star has made a place
for herself and this picture suits her to a ' T '." " Bebe Daniels ebows
that she is a real actress. She had a good production and drew well."
" Business poor on account of weather;. The best and most entertaining picture
we have picture,
had in average
montlis."puller."
Co7isen.ius
— " Pleasing
" Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

"Black Is White" (Paramount- Artcraft) — "Good feature; gave satisfac" A Damsel in Distress " (June Caprice) — " Did not please here. Poor business one day." " (Paramount-Artcraft) — "Excellent picture. Several liked
" Humoresque
it better than "The Miracle Man." Big business one day."
"Young Mrs. Winthrop " (Paramount-Artcraft) — "Fair feature Clayton
tion."
not popular here. Average business one day."
" Bright Skyes " (Robertson-Cole) — " Very good picture. Only average busi" The Amazing Woman" (Selznick) — " Good picture to big business for
two"Polly
days."of the Storm Country" (First National) — "A very good picture.
Played
two days to big business. Audience pleased."
ness."
"The Third Generation" (Robertson-Cole) — "Fair picture; nothing out of
the ordinary. Average business two days."
"A Man's Plaything" (Selznick) — "Two days to average business."
" Ma.rried Life" (Sennett) — "Funny — it had interest of audiences throughout. Big to average business two days."
"Nurse Marjorie " (Realart) — "Good program picture; mildly pleasing."
" Average business one day."
"Suds"follows
(Pickford)
characterization.
probably
book —but"Well
weak directed,
for pictureconsistent
audiences.
Pleased fifty perFinish
cent
of patrons. Big business two days."
"Point of View" (Select) — "Good picture. Average business one day."
" Why Change Tour Wife " (Paramount) — " Fine and drew big. Big business two days."
"Darling Mine" (Select) — "Good picture. Poor business on account ot
"Dangerous Talent" (American) — "Good-poor business for one day."
" Everywoman " (Paramount) — " Return date. Average business one day."
"Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde" (Paramount) — "Too gruesome, none of the ladies
liked
rain."it. Public wants pleasant subjects in pictures. Extra big to average
business two days."
"The Greatest Question" (First National) — "Very good. Extra big busitwo days."Trail" (Universal) — "Very good. Extra big business two days.
"In nessFolly's
"Evangeline" (Fox) — "A good production to big business for two days."
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Leadership
^ Motion Picture News takes pardonable pride in
leading the way to the First Nation-Wide Motion
Picture and Musical Conference.
^ Next Monday, January 24th, at the Hotel Astor,
New York City, and for the two days following,
there will be gathered leaders of motion picture
and musical thought.
^Aiming at cooperative discussion and exchange
of thought that will weld the two arts in strong
cohesion.
^ You are invited; your presence will help.
The
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N the next six months the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will release forty-nine of the
I biggest pictures ever made.
The releases since September have already justified what was promised for them.

With

complete assurance, then, you can look forward to the next six months' releases, knowing
that they have been built for box-office value, out of the finest obtainable star, director and
author material.
March
George Melford's production "THE FAITH
HEALER" by William Vaughn Moody, with Milton Sills and Ann Forrest.
A Hugh Ford-British production "THE
OF YOUTH."

CALL

Thomas Meighan in "THE EASY ROAD,"
Lila Lee and Gladys George.
Dorothy Dalton in "THE

with

Cosmopolitan production "STRAIGHT
WAY," with Matt Moore.

IS THE

William S. Hart in "O'MALLEY OF THE
MOUNTED," a Wm. S. Hart production.
A Robert Z. Leonard production "THE
LILY," with Mae Murray.

GILDED

Thomas H. Ince special "BEAU REVEL,"
Louis Joseph Vance with Florence Vidor.

TEASER."

by

April
William DeMille's production of Sir James M.
William D. Taylor's production "THE WITCHBarrie's famous play "WHAT EVERY WOMAN
ING HOUR," by Augustus Thomas, with Elliott
Dexter.
KNOWS."
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in "THE
YEAR MAN."

DOLLAR

Cosmopolitan production "BURIED
URE" with Marion Davies.

A

TREAS-

Douglas MacLean in "THE
HOME
STRETCH," a Thos. H. Ince production.
Wallace Reid in "THE
Agnes Ayres.

LOVE

SPECIAL," with

Sir James Barrie's "SENTIMENTAL
Hugh Ford-British production "THE
MayDAY," with Arthur Bourchier.
TOMMY," a John Robertson production.

Thomas Meighan in "THE
MEN," with Lois Wilson.

CITY

OF SILENT

Cosmopolitan production "PROXIES,"
Keefe and Norman Kerry.

with Zena

GREAT

Sydney Chaplin in "KING, QUEEN,
a Sydney Chaplin production.

JOKER,"

A Lois Weber production "WHAT'S

WORTH

George Melford's production of a big Sir Gilbert
Parker story of the Northwest.

WHILE?"
Gloria
Swanson in "THE GREAT MOMENT,"
Elinor Glyn's specially written story.

William S. Hart in "THE
liam S. Hart production.

Elsie Ferguson in "SACRED AND PROFANE
LOVE," William D. Taylor's production of
Arnold Bennett's novel and play.

WHISTLE,"

a Wil-

Dorothy Gish in "OH, JO!"

Q>aramount

Q>idures

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION t^gm}'
ADOLPK ZUKOR i
"MEW YORK_
vi^^yT^ '"'^ '^1

June,

Roscoe "Fatty" Aibuckle

1921

in "THE

TKAVELING

SALESMAN

'

James Forbes' world famous farce comedy adapted to Arbucklc's own particular
brand of fun, and directed by Joseph Hcnabery, who made "Brewster's Millions"
and "The Life of the Party."

Cosmopolitan

product ion "THE

WILD

GOOSE"

by Gouverneur

Morris

PIa\ed by Mary AlacLarcn, Xorman Kerry, Holmes Herbert and Dorothy Bernard.
Personally directed by Albert Capellani.

Thomas

Meighaii in "BILLY

KANE"

John D. Swain's delightfully humorous story which ran serially in Munsey's Ma^^azine. j\leighan plays a crook who reforms when he inherits money, and mingles
socially with the same people he used to burglarize. A whimsical romance laid in
Paris and New York.

Thomas

H. Ince special "THE

BRONZE

BELL"

by Louis Joseph Vance

The famous writer's best-selling tale of adventurous romance, made up of countless
surprises and thrills. Acted by a typical Ince cast, and personally supervised by the
producer.
"APPEARANCES"
A Donald Crisp production, taken from Edward Knoblock's first original screen story.
Made in beautiful English settings with a wonderful cast of English stars, and
featuring David Powell, hero of "On with the Dance," "The Right to Love" and
"Idols of Clay."

Douglas 3IacLean in "ONE

A MINUTE"

A Thomas H. Ince production adapted from Fred Jackson's famous farce. Directed
by Jack Nelson, who did "The Rookie's Return."

Ethel Clayton in "SHAM

'

Henrietta Crosman's greatest stage success, written by Elmer Harris and Geraldine
Bonner. A wholesome, spontaneous, exciting and timely drama with a wonderfid
cast, directed by Thomas Heffron.

illiam DeMille s production

"THE

LOST

ROMANCE""

by Edward

Knoblock

A combination of director and author working on a super-special of extraordinary
interest. The author of "Kismet," "Appearances" and other pieces is working directly
with the great director of "The Prince Chap," "Midsummer Madness" and "What
Every ^Voman Knows."

Q>araniount

Q>ictures

July,

"MARRIED

1921

STRANGERS"

a Lois Weber

production

The greatest yet to come from Lois Weber. A timelj^ and all-absorbing insight into
real married life, played by a cast in every way equal to all the accomplished AVeber
players.

Cosmopolitan

Production

"THE

BRIDE'S

PLAY,"

with Marion

Davies

This picture is a gem of spectacular beauty both as to gorgeous gowns, magnificent
sets (designed by Josef Urban), and wholesome, absorbing story by Donn Byrne.
Wyndham Standing is the leading man.

WALIiACE

REID

in a new

production

Particulars of which will soon be announced.

DOROTHY

DALTON

in

an adaptation of E. Phillips Oppenheim's romantic story-drama, "Jeaiuie of the
Marshes."
"THE

MYSTERY

ROAD"

with David Powell

A Famous Players-British Producer's production, specially directed by Paul Powell,
director of "Pollyanna," with a great cast including Marion May, brilliant RussoItalian star. Scenes on the Riviera, in French villages and in London are in this
great melodrama by K. Phillips Oppenheim.

William A. Brady's production "LIFE"
A spectacular presentation of the tremendous melodrama by Thompson Buchanan,
which ran a year at the Manhattan Opera House, New York, and was pronounced
the most gigantic dramatic production ever staged.

Two

more

productions

for release in July to be announced

paramount

Q>ictures

August,

Cosmopolitan

Production

"GET

1921

RICH

QUICK

WALLINGFORD"

George Randolph Chester's great character, put into films by Luther Reed with Sam
Hardy and Norman Kerry. Directed by Frank Borzage, director of "Humoresque."

William S. Hart in "TRAVELING

ON"

A William S. Hart production that marks the highest point of that great western
actor's career.

Douglas MacLean

in "BELL

BOY

13"

The tentative title of a Thomas H. Ince production with MacLcan in the sort of
role it takes him to play.

Thomas

Meighan

in "TALL

TIMBERS"

From a story written especially for Mr. Meighan by A. B. Scherer and therefore
giving the Good Luck Star every opportunity for another great piece of human acting.

"THE

PRINCESS

OF NEW

YORK"

A Famous Players-British production, adapted from Cosmo Hamilton's famous novel,
staged in England with well known British actors.

Ethel Clayton in "THE

ALMIGHTY

DOLLAR"

Another big real-life story by Cosmo Hamilton, author of "Midsummer Madness"
and other successful screen plays. Miss Clayton plays a struggling j'oung artist in New
York's Bohemian quarter.

Roscoe

"Fatty" Arbuckle

in "CRAZY

TO

MARRY"

From a Saturday Evening Post story by Frank Condon. A roaring farce with as
much fun in it as "The Life of the Party" and "Brewster's Millions."

"YOU

CAN'T

FOOL

YOUR

WIFE"

A George Melford production written especially for the screen by Hector Turnbull,
author of "The Cheat."

Q>aramount

Q>ictures

January
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Christie

Comedies

are

Different
because

they

generation

of

are

built

comedians,

Christie Comedies are built around
"youth. "
Al. Christie's name has been identified with comedies since the
introduction of this form of
entertainment into the motion picture industry.
Exhibitors have made Christie
Comedies popular with motion
picture audiences. Exhibitors have
CHRISTIE'S

around

the

male

younger

and

female

made the pubUc know Christie as a
man who makes good comedies.
Christie's success is due to two elements— first, he always makes consistently good comedies; second, the
exhibitor himself, recognizing this
fact, has booked Christie's product
consistently for better prices year
after year. This has forced Christie's
product to the attention of the
theatre- going public.
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Independence
This is the year that the independents
are going to do either one thing of two
things. They will either build themselves
an everlasting monument or else dig their
own grave. It is the year of the State
Right men's
biggest
If they
watch
their step
the opportunity.
open market will
be
so everlastingly established in another
twelve months that nothing can shake it.
There are four things for independent exchanges to do. First, and most important,
they must strengthen themselves financially
It is going to take a bankroll to play the
game the way its got to be played in the
next twelve months. Its going to take a
bankroll so big that all drafts and C. O.
D's maythat
be goes
met fully
money
into and
that promptly.
channel is The
the
money that will keep the life blood flowing
in the veins of the producers who are
specializing on the independent market,
and turning out the kind of pictures that
make money for the State Right exchanges.
Another thing, independents must play
EXPLOITATION
THIS

clean ball. Sharp shooters and shyserts
play straight clean ball or get kicked out.
Tricky dealings will not be tolerated.
Leave that to the program monopoly. The
exhibitor
is for you. Show him you are
fifty. shooters
square
and he will play you fiftyAdjustments with exhibitors must be
made with record breaking speed. Verbal
and written contracts must be kept to the
letter. If the independents refuse to buy
junk,
theysound
will the
not death
be required
Let 1921
knell of tothissellkindit.
of stuff. Buy on the basis of quality and
merit. Buy nothing but good pictures.You'll find a big demand for them.
Remember : You don't have to take
somebody
unless
you chooseelse's
to leavings
do so.thisTheyearselective
privilege is yours. Exercise it ! Watch
your step and you have got the enemy
licked and yourself established with your
feet on solid
rock.
the
independent
market
has itThat's
over thewhere
program
monopoly forty ways.

HITHERTO

UNAPPROACHED

IS FOR INDEPENDENT FILM ASSOCIATION
EXCHANGES
AND EXHIBITORS DOING
BUSINESS WITH THEM.

The Independent Fiins Association has
in Richard Robertson, Harry Rice and
Eddy Eckels, a committee on advertising
and exploitation not to be equalled by any
distributing organization in the indtistry.
This statement is not made by either of
the three gentlemen mentioned, and only
allowed to appear after much solicitation
on the part of the writer. However, facts
are facts. All three of these gentlemen
have done big things in this particular
field, Mr. Robertson on the Coast, Mr.
Eckels in Chicago, and Mr. Rice in New
York, as director of publicity of Universal
Film Mfg. Company.
Mostfranchise
of the Independent
cion
holders have Films
been Associanotified
of the "BIG IDE.\." This idea unques-

tionablyploitation
is the stuntbiggest
publicity and
exever attempted
by any
company. It will unqestionably scoop the
industry. It is still a secret. All you have
to do is to tell us that you will use it
exclusively for Neal Hart, and the secret
will be unfolded to you.
Already those in line are as follows :
Illinois & Indiana Film Exchange, Chicago ; Commonwealh Film Corporation,
New York ; Cresent Film Company, Kansas
City; S. & S. Film & Supply Company,
Pittsburgh ; Twentieth Century Film Company, Philadelphia ; and United Film
Service, St. Louis.
Don't forget that this is the "BIG
IDEAL!" It is absolutely new.

NEAL
HART
IN "DANGER
VALLEY"
perience for $50,000 or more. Mr. ^yoody
Hugh Woody, general Coast manager of
Pinnacles Productions, just arrived in Chi- states that he would not under any circumstances undertake to send another company
cago, to confer with Eddy Eckels.
Little did we appreciate the hardships to Death Valley for any amount. He
and risk of life and property that was ex- would not take the moral responsibility of
perienced by the Neal Hart company in sending people almost to certain death. He
entering Death Valley to take the scenes has laid so much stress on the dangers of
that go to make up the thrilling this expedition that yon can't expect us to
be harping on it for sometime to ome as
"DANGER VALLEY."
He comes to us with the information a real achievement in motion picture prothat Neal Hart would not repeat his ex- duction.
EXTRA
AN INDEPENDENT SCOOP!

MAX

ROBERT'S

COMEDIES
Eddy Eckels and other officers of the
Independent Films Association, together with several of the franchise
holders, a number of Chicago exhibitors
and newspSper men, saw four two reel
comedies starring Max Roberts. The
unanimous verdict was that all four of
them were as good as any on the market. The Independent Films Association immediately contracted with Ma.t
Robertsdies.toThey appear
Pinnacle
will be in
released
one Comeevery
two weeks. Max Roberts will replace
Leo White as the leading comedian of
the Pinnacle Comedies. This product
has been seen and the Independent
Films Association places its stamp of
approval on them. The company will
be headed by Samuel Klein as president
and Mr. J. Heintius as vice-president.
Exploitation hitherto unapproached will
be given these comedies. Release date
will be announced later.

INDEPENDENT
FILMS ASSN.
COiSSUMERS BLQG, CHICAGO

SURPASSING EXPLOITATION!
Independent Films Association announces that it has just secured for
exclusive distribution through independent ezbanges the five-reel sensational
super-production
RECKLESS
WIVES
WITH AN
ALL STAR CAST
Including Leslie Austen, Myra Murray and Jane Thomas
— Directed by Alador Prince.
The

Picture

is Full of Pretty Women

On this big picture we will grant territorial options by wire subject to
screening. Priority rigidly observed.
Wives" will sell on sight.
Wire for "Reckless
price.
A FIRST
The

RUN

Biggest Independent

SPECIAL!
Release

of the Year

January

2 p ^ ip 2 i
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As

luring

as

the
lau^ter
of Inxurij

CADMEL

MTEK^

HARMING as the Spirit of Youth itself
. in those first pictures of three years
ago and now with beauty and talent
matured by a season's stage success, alluring
Carmel Myers comes to delight your audiences
in pictures as admirably fitting as her shimmering Paris gowns. Dramatic bits of intensely human appeal, picked out, like a summer's night, with starlike sparks of life and
love and laughter.
A perfect example of the wise, sure way in
which Universal encourages unknown young
players of ability to develop into national
favorites who bring you both pleasure and
profit. And excellent testimony as to the quality of those 52 Good Pictures a Year— and No
Worry,
to buy. which you will find it good business
Good business, because you'll realize it pays
better to get frequent Specials at Weekly Feature figures than to book only super-boosted
Specials at a Special's special price.

ttitlvei'sal

$pedal

A^ciion^

Motion

Picture

News

"^TEVER BEFORE! Anywhere — for any picture I
Not less than jour of Broadway's biggest houses
opening on one-and-the-same night, Sunday, Jan. 16th,
with Priscilla Dean in " OUTSIDE THE LAW." A
startling opening — a more-than-starthng picture — the
most amazing American Melodrama ever screened. How
do you know that ue know that such an unprecedented
first-showing is worth while?
Read the paragraph immediately below.
Any picture that can make two dollars grow where only
one dollar grew before is worth showing in every theatre
on Broadway — and yours, first of all.

The

AMERICAN
MEIODA4M4
ever
Screeiieid

1946615

year ago, at the Superba in Los Angeles, " The
ONE Great
Air Robberj- " grossed the imequalled total
of $5259.00 for 670 seats in only one week. This vear,
week endmg Jan. 1st, " OUTSIDE THE LAW " grossed
S9466.15 in the same theatre. In other words, for ever)dollar record-smas
you took in
tliat
heron of" aThe
great
vearGreat
ago. Air
you Robbery,"
stand to gross
two dollars on " OUTSIDE THE LAW."
Look up your receipts — get out your pencil — wire your
Universal
You can't
workgettoobusy!
fast on
this
thing. Exchange
Put this today.
book down
notv and

HaSOLLA

DEAK

Supported

"by

Now

that the whole trade knows

the tremen-

dous money-winning power

of Priscilla

Dean — now that everyone knows
remarkable

that this

actress has the greatest puller of her

comet-like career in that amazing American
drama, "OUTSIDE

LAW,"

THE

melo-

the star-stealers

are getting busy again.
It is time to stop this sharp-practice.
And

it will be stopped, so far as Universal is concerned. Time was when

it might have been con-

sidered adelicate compliment

to the player — -or a

perfectly bully subject for an " ad " — but that day
has passed. Universal does not propose to allow

The

any company,

di'e

or agent, or individual to jeopardize

its investments — or to cause you, our client, loss

fbllowittrf
a

the

few

or

NcLtionally

through disruption of your playing schedule.
Universal

hereby

gives the star-stealers, profes-

Pldyei'S
Poptildi'
trndei' contact
vitti

sional and amateur, fair warning that it will take
immediate

action in the event of any approach on

U

their part which results, or tends to result, in misunderstanding between Universal and those players with which it has made

honorable

agreement.

Universal does not anticipate such misunderstandings. Universal is simply telling the trade how it
proposes

to safeguard you and

itself and every

one of us.

IL

IV
e 1' s
Priscilla Dean
Harry Carey
Erich Von
Frank
Mayo Stroheim
Edith Roberts
Carmel Myers
Gladys Walton
Eddie Lyons
Lee Moran
Eileen Sedgwick
Eva Novak
Reeves Eason
Marguerite Armstrong
Gertrude Olmsted
Art Acord
Eddie Polo
Hoot Gibson

dl

Jack Perrin

Film
UNIVERSAL

ManufacftLrin^
Pre^sidenf.

Cb.

Motion

Picture

The reason is— a " scoop ' can
be something so ordinary as to be
neglected by other news gatherers,
but a beat is something that all
News Reels are eager to show —
only International generally shows
it first.
JN 1920, International gave you
beats that were ahead of all
competitors by 50 days, 28 days,
23 days, 18 days, 15 days — and
so on do\vn to 2 days — some thirty
in all, or one every two weeks.

INTERNATIONAL
that's
always first

Lternation

N ei

January

2^ , i QZ t
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USIVE

DISHES
"1T7E

cannot show you all the exclusive news pictures we
screened in 1920 — -we cannot even take the space to list
them — we simply pick out seven of the forty-four exclusives as
first-rate samples of the kind of service in exclusives alone which
International News has been furnishing you with right straight
through the year 1920. In addition to these exclusives. International gave you some thirty beats — news happenings which we
put on your screen anywhere from two to fifty days sooner than
our competitors put them on the screen of your competitors.
This is what we call " SERVICE " — because not one of these
exclusives or beats cost you one penny in excess of what you
contracted to pay for your year's showings.

News

-released

thru

Motion

9+1

Picture

rr^HERE have been some exceptionally
I good comedies the past year or two;
there have also been lots and lots of
rotten ones," writes Henry Sparks, owner and
manager of the Grand and Lyric theatres.
Cooper, Texas. " So, after trying out several
brands, I am convinced that your CENTURY
COMEDIES, taken as a whole, are the best buy
for any exhibitor who is looking for comedies
that he can depend on."

CENTUnV

COMEDIEr
WITH
HARRY

fWEET
Released
rhru
Universal

New

945
an it a r y

p , ig 2 i

Y)u

&

11 Say

WANTS

RETURN

Too

!

DATE!

" Just closed second big day. Production
talk of the town. Full houses night and
matinee.

Would like return date."
Family Theatre,
Marion, 111. .

WANTS

MORE!

" Open to-day for a three day run to
capacity houses. A wonderfid pictvire.
When you have more such,
me know.''
EliteletTheatre,
Appleton, Wis.

STILL

AT

IT!

" This is fourth day of ' Once to Every
Woman.'
Breaking all records."
Strand Theatre,
East on, Pa.

100%

VALUE!

" Highly pleased our audiences all last
week. The combination of your worthy
feat^u•e and a soloist proved to be 100%
entertainment value. I consider it one of
the verj' best offerings of the season."
Moore's Theatre Corp.,
Washington, D. C.

DOROTHY
PHILLIPS

Margaret ivLann
as tine
Motlner

in
Directed

The Universal-Jewel

aCE

TO

EVEE^

by AllenHolubar

miAK

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■mil
■ ■■■■■■■■■■Mill I
^ • ■ ■
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West

THEY

URBAN
POPULAR

INTEREST

ALL

AND

ALWAYS

URBAN'S
CHATS

CHARLES
MOVIE

URBA]
POPULy
CLASS

CLASSICS
One

may

not

that their

truly

appeal

in certain

in certain

neighbor-

only

Perhaps

those

to other

pictures.

Movie

criticisms

Chats

their drawing
°
KINETO/

their

of them

is only

seasons;
hoods.

But

say

do apply

are constant

power;

K

universal

in
in
KINETO

appeal.

COMPANY
They
for

AMERICA

draw

their

all and

Inc.

A

from

pictures;

they

world

interest

always.

wonderful

Exhibitors
for the

the entire

Ikc.
single

who

future

CHARLES
MOVIE

reel.

are building
are

now

booking

URBAN'S
CHATS

Exhibitors who have not booked "Movie Chats" can secure
catalogue and complete information by writing direct to us.

mm

COMPANY
AM
ERIC

COMPANY
OF
INCORPORATED

AMERICA

New York Gty

TME

and

LUPE

OF

CROONING

"SQUANDERED

Peafurin^^ IVY

WATER

LIVES"

DUKE(kGUY

NEWALL

G^GCOAK

PDODUOWNS
-that have

met

every vhere vith enthusiastic

javor and praise-exhibitors declaring that theii'
audiences have been delic^hted with the nev
faces
charmed
the fi'esh
and intcrestind
localesand
in which
the by
action
is laid.
The reviewers have pronounced both production^'
as forceful and artistic interpretations presented
by players equipped

STOLL

FILM

with (genuine talent:

CORPOMTION
GEORGE KING Piesident

OF AMERia

-130 Vest Forty-Sixth, Street NYC.
DISTRIBUTED

THTOUGH

PATHE

EXCHANGES

INC.
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CONTROL
'^bw?^
ORCHESTRA
PIT

GRAND

.
]

AND ORACLE THEATRES
BCm-A • BCRTA OWHlmi
ouaclc tmcatms
rtJhTIM* MCTVMn nVAJSMT

ROCK SPRINGS. WYO

Ro^Mbvr Tth , 1920.

The Aa»rloan Rioto Pl«y«r Co.,
Danver, Cole*
OsntJaain:
rirvt I «ant to thank jrou for ••lllr^ th* Potoplajwr
to
m»,
as
«e
dono may
auilelana'
and tb* aualo te-vs
!■ bettor
than «ith
when * «•grekt
naad deal
a S of
piece
orohertra.grimt,
I eari (afeljr reooaaend the Potopleyer to a brother exhibitor who It running a stral^t picture house as being better
than the orchestra that the snail toen nanager can afford to keep
In his theatre, and you can hare auBlc to suit the act Ion of the
eoreen, which Is laposslble to get vlth an orchestra and a dally
ebange of pictures.
Tours ♦ery truly.

QUICK

SHIPMENTS

ON ALL STYLESr-THE
TA YS FORIITSELF
WRITE FOR OUR TLAA

INSTRUMENT

C}-{\Cy^GO , ILL.
CITY
KEWOEICAmepic
'^e
an 9^ Photo
e.^ACKsof^ £u.vo.

S'AN FRANCIS<:o CAL.
aATe
Playe/OS
esoioeN Co.

Vivid

By

MAY

Drama

EDINGTON

of Life

and

Love

A wondrously beautiful girl pledged to marry
a man she can never love. The same beautiful
girl, on a sinking ship and with an hour to
live, touches the lips of the man she really
loves — and they face death together.
The girl is rescued. The lover remains on
the raft. A battleship blows up the drifting
derelict. Was Nance Abbott a murderess? At
the steps of the chancel, with a thousand wedding guests assembled, the girl
revolts; fights before a multitude
the battle with her conscience —

Romance.

Love.

Beauty.

Melodrama.

Spectacular and sensational episode and incident. A thrilling rescue enacted by the battleship "Minneapolis" and its entire crew. The
challenging and beautiful Court of Neptune.
A

production of tremendous scope and dimension. Astory of the bitter and the sweet
from the cup of life. Personally produced
and its smashing big scenes personally directed byThomas H. Ince, who pronounces
it to be bigger than his own great picture,
'Civilization."

r

/ haye taken five months to produce for the exhibitors of oAmerica "Lying
Lips," uvhich I announce to you as one of the big, enduring pictures of
screen history. Months of my personal effort, supplementing the 'jcvrk of
the ablest organization in motion picture production has resulted in a production that will bring millions of dollars into the theatre box-offices of the
nation. — THOMAS H. INCH.
This tremendous
HOUSE

GEORGE

J. PARKER

READ

LOANE

TUCKER

JR. - MACK
- MAURICE

SENNETT

by an all-star cast featuring
PETERS and FLORENCE

- MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

Associated

production is remarkably acted

- THOMAS

NEILAN
H.INCE

Producers

VIDOR

- ALLAN

DWAN

- C GARDNER

Inc.

SULLIVAN

UGH
Vritten and d'weded by Tronces Marion
Photogrdphed by Oiaiies [kosher and
'Henry Cronja^er

"Good for an extended run. Ought to keep the cashier busy. You
could promise a refund and feel sure no one would ask for it."
-Wid'i.

"A winner . . . seldom has a more direct appeal to the heart been so
effectively put over in a picture. Its success should be instantaneous,
A feature that is of prime importeince among the new year's publication
cuid of the highest worth. "
— Exhibitor' I Herald.
"Mis6 Pickford appeared to better advantage than she has in a long
time. As shown to a crowded house at the Capitol Theatre, Mary
registered a decided success."

— Moving Picture World.

"Throughout the picture a cast so good that it could be termed all star
gives Miss Pickford perfect support. The star herself has never shovm
a wider remge of real histrionic talent."

— Motion Picture Newt.

"Here we have Mary Pickford in all her glory. The Mary Pickford
whose artistry is untouched by any other actress on
the screen."
—Morning
Telegraph.
"Taken as a whole this is a deeply appealing picture. There are some
exceptional situations in it which are powerfully human."
—Harriton't Report*.
"Another undeniable Pickford success. Elxhibitors will find this picture
an attraction of unusual strength and great drawing power."
—Exhibitort Trade Review.

CORPORAT'^.
ARTISTS
UNITED
MARY PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN
D0UGLA9 FAIRbANKG • D VGRIFFITH
HIRAM ABPAMS. PRESIDENT.

Motion
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screen
people

drama

of

primitii^e

QTici turbulent

'William
PEARL

passions.

pi-esents

WHITE

i^ountaifi
Woman
OF THE
fyoYTL A PAGAN
4k Charles MeYille Buck^
yon u)iU see
captiVatiiii

a neuJ
Pearl

H11,LS

anci eVeit rnore
Uhite
in this

<ii f°erent pictiire.
Directecihij Cliarles ^iblyri
iMnniMnii»il!llllilllllilMIIIIIII|l|||IHIIIIIIIIinHIMIIII

ejCQiiisibe

star

ill the

dainiicstof j)ietiires<

'WllHani

^>

presents

IK
MASOIH

. story
'T
of a
(irearriy
x, a
f |-K.ECT£D 8y
C^riatQy)ii<rriiloi?e
5TO-K.y By
HO WA:RD M.MITCR£LL
EAEl. DOLES BELL

New
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(Jo eVeiybody I
Jke

WilHarn

^oyc production

BLIND

WIVE

5

famous inteniational sta^e success
"HY

LAPY'S

DRES3"

o ffei's tJqe ji\ost ahsoi'hif?^
enter hiijirjent the screen.
llcLS knoiOri. It is setting
rieu) cdbeiidanee records
eVeryiJhei'e .
Directed by Charles ^. Brabiii^ ^
iiii[iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiuiiiiiiiiuuiniiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiirmTTTTr
iiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiiniiiiiiiiii)iiiinn)iiiiiiiiiiiimi!iii

It's

a

knockout

story

and

Jn

star,

productiori^.

BUCK

J

STOTVyofBy the Western
JUirs (k. FllRTHMAN

BlR.eCTEO By
Iiills
JACK FORD

n
nnouncing
RealaRT

has produced

a
another

Bonus
picture which

qualifies as one of the great Specials of the year.
It is built of the stuff that crowds are made of.

"ALL

MARY

A

SOULS'
WITH

EVE"

MILES

MINTER

powerful story of love that knows no barriers. Three women were in love with a man. One

was his wife, whose
beautiful

flower.

love was like some
The

passion-torn, whose

second

was

how

a

woman,

love was like a searing iron.

The third was the wistful-eyed nurse
love was that of a Madonna.
And

rare and

girl, whose

the telling of this story is done by photo-

graphy that amazes you — causes you to marvel
it can be done — double, triple, and often

quadruple exposures !
This is the bonus

now

available

to

every

holder of a Realart Star Franchise — a big special
for which
be asked.

an especially big price would

naturally

(^ALL SOULS' EVE is adapted from the play by Anne Crawford
Flexner. Scenario by Elmer Harris. Directed by Chester Franklin.)

Trade Mark Res. U. S. Pat. Off.
REALART
PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

THE

CONCERT

BETTY

COMESON

Lc^i hereof,

ViXT?^^^ ^

^tr

1921

" Miss Compson has retained
every vibrant element of her
charm and her presence is as
enriching as the gleam of an
opal — as

glowing,

as

ridescent."
— Los Angeles Times.

ir-

3 15

" Betty Compson's acting is a
revelation. With shades of

" I will say here and now that

expression veritably mirroring each change of emotion,
she makes of the role of
Blanche Davis a vibrant, liv-

Betty Compson's

work in * Prisoners of Love '
is better than in ' The Miracle

— Los Angeles Herald.
ing part."

— Los Angeles Express.

interpretive

i
"

^

Tremendous

9/^ Her

First

Success

At

Two

Starring
" 'PrisoVehicle
ners of Love ' is genuinely
The
dramatic and its people are such
as one meets in social life. It is
York
New

Times

says:

full of ' plot,' it even has ' punch.'
Miss Compson has made good the
promise of ' The Miracle Man.' "

PRISONERS

^iyected

hy^l^thuy

^OSSOrL

" * Prisoners of Love ' is a
strongly dramatic story which
gives Miss Compson an opportunity to do even more
striking work than she did in
' The Miracle Man.' "
— N ew York Telegram.

OF

•

LOVE

'jOys'triJ^yvcted

" The picture provides Miss
Compson with copious opportunities for displaying her
rights to stardom. Miss
Compson plays her role exceedingly well with a perfect
mastery of the lights and
shadows." — Evening Mail.

byf 0'OJbJDWYN

" Miss Compson's

acting is so

good that your sympathies are
enlisted . . . she is exquisite
in all her phases and an ornament to any —production."
Daily News.

Motion

T.O.TUTTLE
of "Ddlasflejcas
announces
to

the

TEXAS

Theatre

, OKLAHOMA

ARKANSAS

secured

, that

the

has

for

the

DISTRIBU-

TION in this
attractions
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NOW
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READY
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now
of terntory
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PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATION
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'Broadway'

J^ew

york.

.

HANGING
conditions create changing tastes. That the "fans" are clamoring for something
different is known to every live exhibitor. And in the words of the IV eekly Film Review,
ALICE

JOYCE

in "COUSIN

KATE"

is "literature, pure and simple, and the sort of thing for which the educated picture fans are
commg

to want more and more."

"Cousin Kate" is a fitting special production for Alice Joyce at the opening of 1921. It's a
1921 type of picture, and, as the film review goes on to state, "the best thing this star has yet done."
Directed by MRS. SIDNEY DREW

IHE cat had a diamond bracelet around its neck. Sounds funny. It wasn't a bit funny to the
lowner of the bracelet. The cat departed suddenly, and took his neck with him. So — try and
[get the bracelet.
Now, Bob Bellamy thought he couldn't get some money nearly as quickly as by finding that
Icat. He started out after the cat, and found a great many other things. One was Adventure,
lone was Love.
EARLE WILLIAMS in "DIAMONDS ADRIFT"
lis amusing, thrilling, compelling.
Directed by CHESTER

BENNETT

ASTERN nights of Romance! Shopping trips in the bazaars of the Orient. Dinners in quaint
surroundings with suave, be-fezzed men, maddened with her beauty. Travel, elaborate gowns!
And it wasn't enough for Marcia Ventnor. She would have exchanged it all for the life of a
staid little stay-at-home wife who had the love of her husband.
Women will gasp when they see some of the gowns.
Yet the gowns are only a small part of the splendor of this production.
CORINNE

JESTER
■'THE

GRIFFITH in "IT ISN'T BEING DONE THIS
Directed bv GEORGE
L. SARGENT

extraordinary always, Larry Semon
SPORTSMAN."

SEASON"

gains further momentum

in his new

comedy,

He's a mighty hunter in this one — hunts rabbits and canary-birds and

^old-fish, and isn't afraid of them. Stumbles into the Sultan's harem, meets the Sultan's 57
wives — isn't afraid of them, either. See
LARRY SEMON in "THE SPORTSMAN"
Then

you'll want to see his next one,
LARRY

AGAZINES
Duncan

SEMON

in "THE

HICK"

of the highest class have featured the continued story for years. Now,

William

is making a screen parallel — the chapter-play.

You'll call his newest an original form of entertainment. It's just what the magazines have
been doing — giving, high-class, continued action, broken oft at just the right point to create
suspense.
Edith Johnson is co-starred with him.
WILLIAM DUNCAN and EDITH JOHNSON in "FIGHTING
A chapter play.
VITAGRAPH
ALBERT E. SMITH, President

FATE"
U atch for it!

LL over the United States and Canada
"DEAD
TOM
Marmont,

they are saying it:
MEN

TELL

NO

TALES"

TERRISS PRODUCTION.
Catherine Calvert the star.
George V. Seyffertitz and others form an unusual cast.

Holmes

Herbert, Percy

- ^
To quote from the Chicago Herald and Examiner review of this special, "The
A ^
excitement and tingle from start to stop without a wibble or wobble."

ULSING, crashing, action-front drama — a first-class feature production.
all the way and a finish that will surprise you.
ANTONIO

MORENO

in "THREE

Breathless suspense

Bull Montana,

Thomas

from the widely read story by Perley Poore Sheehan.
Directed by CHESTER

[AINTY,

is

SEVENS"

A cast of stellar calibre — Jean Calhoun, Beatrice Burnham,
JefTerson, Hector Sarno — more than a dozen others.
Adapted

whole

humorous,

BENNETT

whimsical — it's that kind of a picture.
ALICE

CALHOUN

in "PRINCESS

JONES"

Not one lag in it. A clean-cut gem of many facets. Situations which bring laughs, smiles
[anyhow. Scenes of love and pathos with a gulp in them. A perfect picture for the first stellar
production of Vitagraph's newest star.
Directed by G. V. SEYFFERTITZ

N

Mexico — fighting the bull, and all that. Leading

a merry life among

the snapping-eyed

senoritas. Getting into trouble, and out of it. This amusing comedian's best release in many
months — no doubt of that.^
JIMMY
And

AUBREY

there are just as many
JIMMY

in "THE

warm

MYSTERIOUS

STRANGER"

situations, despite its name, in this new one:

AUBREY

in "THE

Both produced by JESS

BLIZZARD"
ROBBINS

look for ACTION such as you've seldom, if ever, seen before. A real cow-puncher in a
NOW
real, smashing Western serial. The real spirit of the prairie land is in it. Roping and riding.
^lots of it. Yet only as merest incidents of a serial thriller that is DIFFERENT.
The public has never tired of Western
lare WELL DONE in this one.
JOE
A Smashing

RYAN

Serial of Western

thrills. WELL

in "THE

PURPLE

Adventure.

VITAGRAPH
ALBERT B. SMITH, President

DONE;

RIDERS"

and you will say that they
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One

We

extend

due

thanks

Picture

News

Reason

to a contemporary

which

contributed

last week a two page spread, advertising further the fact that Motion Picture Nfavs has by far the largest and best circulation and
that an audit soon to be published will give final and indisputable
proof of this fact.
Our

thanks

are tempered,

however,

by the fact that the adver-

tising value of the contemporary is open to some question — according tothe exhaustive tests of circulation value of the various
trade media made by prominent film companies the past year.
Six of these tests have been
Every

made.

single test puts Motion

Picture

News

so far ahead

of

all other trade papers that it stands alone — both in gross paid theatre
circulation and reader value.
Some

tests show

a supremacy

of as much

as three to one

over

any other trade publication.
There's no room for argument
in an effort to cover the truth.

here, no chance

Any advertiser can find out who
facts first hand.

made

to kick up dust

these tests and

We don't like to rub it in. But certainly the two
above referred to calls for recognition.
We can't say all we'd like to here.
published will tell the whole story.
Motion

Picture

News

get the

page

But our audit soon

is the largest advertising

spread

to be

medium

in

this field — with a lead of over 1600 pages in the past three years.
And
—namely:

The

the reason is the only one that ever prevails in such a case
LARGEST

News

AND

BEST

Alone

CIRCULATION.

Covers

the

Field

January

29,

ig 2 i

Victor
k'REHER
Production

A

Red

Mixed

Blooded
with

Tale

the

of the

Blue

Turf

Blood

of

England.
A Story Filled with
and Heart Throbs.
The
the

King
King

of

Action,

Sports

Thrills

Depicted

in

of Pictures.

Sensational

Racing

Scenes

that

Hypnotize.
Conceded

by Press

be the Greatest
of the Day.

Victor

and

Racing

Public

to

Picture

Krener

150West46^"^t.
New^^rkCitx
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THREE

ESSENTIALS

TO

A

Picture

New

SUCCESSFUL

PHOTOPLAY
A

Good

Capable

Story
Direction

and
ARTISTIC

PHOTOGRAPHY

The world's greatest photoplays were
selected for membership in the
MOTION

PICTURE
220

photographed

PHOTOGRAPHERS
West

42d

Street, New

by master cameramen

ASSOCIATION,

York

Inc.

City

Telephone Number Bryant 6492-3— Suite 2005

HONOR
ABILITY
INTEGRITY
These are only a few of the pictures photographed by members of this association
"Way Down East"
"While New York Sleeps"
"No. 17"— George Walsh
" Over the Hill "
" The Passion Flower " — Norma " The Passionate PUgrim " — Ruby
"The Girl with the Jazz Heart" —
Talmadge
De Remer
Madge Kennedy
" Fantomas "
" Other Men's Shoes "
"Mamma's Affair" — Constance "The Teaser" — Dorothy Dalton "The Tiger"* Cub" — Pearl White
Talmadge
" The Ghost in the Garret "—Doro- "The Gilded Lily"— Wae Murray
" The Riddle : Woman "—Geraldine thy Gish
" The Highest Bidder " — Ethel
Farrar
" Something Different " — Constance Clayton
" Dead Men Tell No Tales "
Binney
" The Price of Possession "
" The Silver Lining " — Jewel Car- " The Quarry " — Thomas Meighan " The Great Adventure " — Lionel
men
" The Sin That Was His " — William Barrymore ,
" The Education of Elizabeth "—
Faversham
" Her Majesty "^--Mollie King
Billie Burke
" Cardigan " — Buster Collier
" Life "
" Cousin Kate ^— Alice Joyce
" Guilty " — W^'illiam Farnum
" Inside the Cup "
HAVE

YOU

AN

ARTIST

Artistry of Experience, Applied to Making

BEHIND

YOUR

Beautiful the Commonplace,

CAMERA?

Is the Creed of These Men

OFFICERS
Ned Van Buren
President
Larry Williams
Treasurer
George Peters
Vice President
Harry Keepers. .. .Corresponding Secretary
Edward Wynard Second Vice President
J. C. Bitzer
Recording Secretary
Walter Arthur
Representative
Oliver T. Marsh
Horace Plimpton

BOARD OF
Charles Downs
Paul Allen
Nathaniel Cohen,

DIRECTORS
Hal Sintzenich
Al Ligouri
Attomey-at-Law

Paul Allen
Walter Arthur
J. C. Bitzer
G. W. Bitzer
Jack Brown
Fred Chaston
Charles Dowrns
Edward Earle

MEMBERS
George Folsey Harry Keepers
Alfred Gandolfi Frank Kirby
Charles Gilson George Lane
Carl L. Gregory
Al Ligouri
Tom L. Griffith
William McCoy
Ernest Haller Oliver Marsh
Edward Horn
J. Monteran
Roy Hunt
Horace Plimpton
Edward Wynard

Ernest Haller
Carl Gregory

George Peters
Joseph Ruttenberg
Arthur Ross
Jos. Schelderfer
Max Schneider
Hal Sintzenich
Ned Van Buren
Larry Williams

Membership in this Association is by Invitation only, each man being judged by his Record
and Ability as a Motion Picture Photographer

Rockett-

FilrrL

Coi-poi-a-tiorb

jDires/etx-hs

^^Truant

Husband

Albert
PaysbnlGrhune
WUh
including
CD
MAHLON
HAMILTON ' BETTY
BLYTHE'
@
FRANCELIA
BILLINGTON
M

Francelia
Billington

Hstrihuted by
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
lhi-u PATHE Ixchan^ejnc.

Billy and Sybil were married Happily. Had
been for six years. Then Vera came back.
An old gweetheart of Billy's. Despite her marriage and subsequent widowhood she had never
quite forgotten him. Billy didn't want to flirt.
Vera did. So you can guess the answer. But
the trouble really began when Billy lied to
his wife. The picture's a riot of laughter from
start to finish. A splendid cast. A nationallyknown author. The unanimous approval of"
the trade press.
These are your guarantees-

Rocke+t

'Best feature comedy thrown on sci*een
s,^ — Trade Review
W
/'Altogether
somethin";
out ot the
.m^^
laracterization
genuinely real. Splehj

Filnx

q^^lRUANT

Corpoi-a.±iorL

Husband

nG
Pdi/so
including nTerhu
TOJiih an Ml S'i-UT- Cast

Albert

MAHLON HAMILTON - BETTY BLYTHE'
FRANCELIA
BILLINGTON
U
OiV^off^i fcu^ TKojr\as N Heffi-orv
Distributed by
W.HODKINSON CORPORmON
52 7 Fi/ththru.Avenue
. New terk Gry
PATHS lirha»««r./nc.

J •L- FrotHin^ham
fyresenfs

"
KINCPOINT
EBREABARRISCALE
IHBESSIE

'■

Directed by

PAULSCARDON

I

Scenario by"

HHYANLQAN

witk cinaii star cQst including
WALTER

McCR/UL

JOSEPH

DOWLINC

IIIWILFRED LUCAS -PATOMAUEVI
II III ETHEL
GREY
TERRV
11 «

You

CarCt

Take

Her

From

Me!

One humiliation after another had she endured at a worthless husband's hands. Then came revolt — rebellion against his bestial
treatment of her and of their child. And he learned to his sorrow
that it is better to face an enraged tigress than a mother aroused.
It's a smashing story builded by a master craftsman. Offer it to
your patrons confident that it will answer their every demand for
screen entertainment.
Distributed

by

W.W.HODKINSON
CORPOMnON
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
1hi-u PATH'" Ixchange.Inc.

By

IMPORTANT

American
To

Society

the

ANNOUNCEMENT

of Composers,

Proprietors
Restaurants,

of

Motion

Picture

Cabarets,

We desire to announce the following
works are controlled bv this Society :

Authors

Dance

Theatres,
Halls,

Publishers
Hotels,

etc.

revised list of American

Music

Publishers

whose

Richmond, Maurice, Inc.
Ricordi, G. & Co., Inc.
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc.
Skidmore Music Company, Inc.
Victoria Publishing Company

Harms, T. B. Company
Harms, T. B. & Francis, Day & Hunter
Harris, Charles K.
Kendis, Brockman Music Co., Inc.
Marks, Edward B., Music Co.
Mills, Jack, Inc.
Pace & Handy Music Co., Inc.
Paull, E. T.. Music Company
Remick & Co., Jerome H.

Berlin, Irving, Inc.
Broadway IMusic Corporation
Chappell-Harnis, Inc.
Enoch & Sons,
Feist, Leo, Inc.
Fisher, Fred. Inc.
Forster. F. J. A., Music Publisher
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
Gordon. Hamilton S.

and

Von Tilzer, Harry Music Pub. Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.
Witmark, M. & Sons

If your establishment has not secured a license from this Society, you must prohibit the rendition upon
your premises of copyrighted musical compositions published by the above firms.
The United States Supreme Court has ruled that the unlicensed public performance for profit of copyrighted musical compositions infringes the exclusive right of the copyright owner to perform the work
publicly, and has fixed damages for each case of infringement of copyright of a musical work at not less
than $250 nor more than $5,000.
While heretofore the Society has been extremely indulgent in enforcing the provisions of the Statute
allowing the collection of damages, NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that we shall institute proceedings
against the proprietors of establishments in which infringements of the works of our members are committed to collect the damages provided by the Copyright Law.
To
music

avoid conflict with
or secure a license.

the

Law,

either

discontinue

the

rendition

of

our

Anyone desiring information regarding the cost of a license may secure the same by communicating
with the Society at its home office or to any of its representatives below.
NATHAN

BURKAN,
General Counsel,

145 1 Broadway.

New

BALTIMORE
Ed. H. Chesterman,
2607 Keyworth Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
BOSTON
Paul Amundson,
16 Prescott Street,
Cambridge, Mass.
BUFFALO
Henry C. Price,
947 EUicott Square Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
CHICAGO
E. S. Hartman,
1630 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
CINCINNATI
John W. Weinig,
First National Bank Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
CLEVELAND
Frankel & Frankel,
1019 Guardian Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

York

City.
DALLAS

F. D. Robertson,
511 North Texas Bldg.,
Dallas, Texas.
DETROIT
Frank R. Dentz,
225 Elmhurst Avenue,
Highland Park, Mich.
INDIANAPOLIS
Edward O. Snethen,
416 Indiana Trust Bldg.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
KANSAS CITY
Friedberg & O'Sullivan,
Kansas City, Mo.
LOS ANGELES
Philip Cohen,
812 Pantages Theatre Bldg.
7th & Hill Streets,
Los Angeles, California.

AMERICAN
SOCIETY
OF COMPOSERS,
AUTHORS
AND
PUBLISHERS,
56 West

45th Street, New

&

City.

PORTLAND
Yeon Bldg.,
Julius
Cohen,

MILWAUICEE
R. S. Simon,
Bldg.
■434BankMerchants

York

Mfgrs.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
MINNEAPOLIS
Bldg.,
Joss
& Ohman,
Minnesota
Loan
& Trust
Minneapolis, Minn.
NEWARK
Barney Larkey,
Prudential Bldg.,
Newark, N. J.
PHILADELPHIA
American Society of Composers, Authors & PubHshers,
616 Heed Bldg.,
121 1 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
PITTSBURGH
Allan Davis,
408 Union Arcade,
Pittsbureh. Pa.

Portland, Oregon.
SAN FRANCISCO
Samuel M. Roeder,
1302 Humboldt Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco, California.
Clark R. SEATTLE
Belknap,
Hoge Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
ST. LOUIS
O'Hallaron & Lowenhaupt,
1305 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
SYRACUSE
Earl I. Freshman,
516 Dillaye Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
TOPEKA
Newell & Wallace.
New England Bldg.,
Topeka, Kansas.

The

Big

Who

A

matter

what

Big Smashing

Productions

Said

Biggest
No

5

Hard

Times?

Profits
the picture business
new

idea and

in

History!

is in your section!

Big Smashing

pictures will chase away

all the

glooms !
If times are bad, you can make 'em good!
If times are good, you can make 'em better !
Here's some joy in life!

Put

A

over

the

Grand

Big

Five

Productions

Pictures

in

Season

'Five of the biggest pictures ever screened.
A unique idea of playing five in succession or at regular stated intervals.
Announce " A Grand Picture Season."
Advertise all five at once.
Every one in your city will be watching your house, and they'll go away talking about
your pictures and your " stunt."
It means the biggest box oflice returns ever oflfered.
It means stamping your theatre as a " big time " house.
The public will flock to see

Something

New

Something
First National

Never

Such
Five

an
Powerful

Big

Attractions

Opportunity!
Reasons

Why

The

The

Bi^

Wonder

5

Productions

Picture

of

1921!

Albert A. Kaufman's
presentation of
An

Allen

Holubar

Production

MARRIA

GE

The

Starring

Drama

DOROTHY

Eternal

PHILLIPS

Adapted by Allen Holubar from
the theme by Olga Linek Scholl

A

Big

Nine

Reel

Spectacle

Thousands of years covered.
4600 persons in film.
2400 warriors on horseback, including
950 mounted women fighters
1450 mounted male fighters
1300 footmen
900 courtesans and civilians.
Terrific battle of Amazons.
Beautiful girls bathing in Nature's garb.
Gorgeous festival scenes in Count of Constantine.
Voluptuous Barbarian dances.
Roman orgies.
Christian slave girls mating with Barbarian soldiers.
Whipping of slave girls.
Knights rescuing women imprisoned in castle towers.
Millionaire's revels of modern times.
Scores of other startling scenes.

A

First National

Attraction

A Pou-erful reason why
nhprell
The Dance of Folly at the millionaire' s midnight revel

be

a Franchise

every ivhe^

A

Grand

Pictures

Tremendous
Mayflower

Photoplay

in

Strength

Season

and

Intensity!

Corporation

presents
An

R.

A.

Walsh

Production

*'THE

OATH"
(Length about 8 reels)

With

Miriam
an

Cooper

all star

and

cast

Directed by R. A. Walsh

It's SO big and strong it will make
gasp.
The most
screened.

thrilling murder

them

trial ever

Smashing scenes with a lighting play of
deep emotions.
One of the biggest
and most virile
domestic dramas
ever shown.
Taken

from

Wil-

liam J.Locke's powerful story " Idols."

A

First National
Attraction

A Powerful

reason why

Held for murder he did not commit, he
kept silence to save a tvoman's name

I

Hail

The

Comedy

with
a

the

King!

world's

super-special,

a

He's

greatest
year

in

m

Six

Here

Again!

comedy,

the

making!

The

Reels

Kid

of

Joy

Written and directed
by Charles Chaplin
"In making
'Mr.
The Chaplin
Kid ' I says:
took nothing
into
account except to produce the
greatest picture of my life. I
spared neither time nor expense.
I think the result will show for

Wid's says : " It's an absolute
knockout and Charlie Chapitself."
lin's greatest picture. It's
your own funeral if you don't
get it at any price."
Every other reviewer who has
seen it says it's the world's
views. ! \\'atch for their regreatest

A

A Powerful

It's a sad life hut the Kid Chases away all Glooms
Reason ichy

a

Franchise

First National
Attraction

everywhere

i.Grand

$55,000

Pictures

One

in

Week

at

Season

One

Theatre!

PASSION
starring

Pola

Negri

The intimate story of the little
French milliner whom the world
came to know as Mme. Du Barry

A

New

World

Standard

Took in $55,000 in one week and more than
$100,000 in two weeks at the Capitol
Theatre, New York, playing to more than
a quarter of a million people.
Throngs striving to see picture blocked
streets for blocks, holding up traffic.
Thousands crowded Brooklyn Strand a
week before opening to get advance tickets
for showing.
Playing to capacity everywhere
sands turned away.

A

First National
A powerful

nherell

and thou-

Attraction

reason why

be a Franchise

where
AH my jewels for just one moment more of life

i

A

Big

Star!

A

Smashing
Story!
Louis B. Mayer presents

ANITA

^'

STEWART

Wind''
the
"Sowing
A super special and a most remarkable
story that hits the vital spot of the most
tremendous issue of man and woman today.

Stop! You, my mother, keeper of this den of vice?

The
Are

Big
Five

Five
Powerful

Productions
Reasons

Why
1

ise

everywhere

Motion

Kctore
—
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Face

January

We've got to tell the truth about ourselves.
So much

for that side of the matter.

There's another — also of deep importance.
We have drifted — the year past — into a riot of
sensational advertising.
It is not that pictures are bad: but we are making
out to the public that they're bad. We are screaming
about it. Everything is geared up to an exploitation
angle. Scenes are dragged into pictures by the heels
in order to furnish a sensational poster. And if the
sensation doesn't exist in the picture, suggestive
phrases are coined and worked into the newspaper
advertising. It isn't altogether the exhibitors' faultby anv means; this suggestive advertising originates

-■

29, 1921

the

entire agitation against the motion picture
THE
is based upon a misconception of the industry's
earning power and its general structure and
present economic condition.
Tell the average person today — ^anyone — that it is
exceedingly difficult to get back the high cost of production and distribution — that large losses have been
incurred and only met with renewed investment — and
he will stare in genuine amazement.
He thought everyone in the picture business was
rich and getting richer — that the business itself was a
veritable Klondyke.
We can grant very little, if any, honesty of mind to
the professional reformer but we do believe that he
honestly believes the very same thing.
When, therefore, we ask insistently for Sunday pictures, our request is universally believed to be due to
insatiable greed. We say universally. It is not merely
the professional reformer, nor the legislator, nor the
Club woman, nor the clergy who have this viewpoint:
it is practically the viewpoint of the entire public.
We alone know that if all picture theatres are closed
Sundays, all new production, all motion picture
progress will automatically stop. And the public will
have to content itself with reissues, else the whole
industry will stop.
So wherever the Blue Sunday or censorship threatens, in any town, any state or in Congress these facts
will have to be told to the misinformed by those who
know what they are talking about.
This is the first bridge to cross; otherwise there will
be no crossing.
We need a campaign of information.

News

No. vi

Facts

mostly with the distributing offices right here in New
York.
It is vastly overdone; it is highly inadvisable; it is
loaded with dynamite, and there'll be a loud explosion
from the public this year.
Of course there's an economic reason for it all. The
high cost of production plus the high cost of distribution— the sum total, in fact, of the big and glaring
economic mistakes of the industry, results in high
rentals. That's where the pressure comes. And the
exhibitor in turn puts high pressure upon his advertising appeal in order to drag the people in. Suggestive titles, phrases and pictures will always accomplish this; but there's a flare back in everv case
and soon — if indeed it is not already here — there'll
come a cumulative and united flare back that will
break upon the body of the entire industry.
As we write, a report comes in of the censorship
situation in Nebraska.
It is significant.
The women's organizations are demanding censorship again. The exhibitors are preparing for another
battle. They report that the State legislators are opposed to censorship ; even so they will carry their fight
on and into the State legislative halls.
But some exhibitors say — and here's the crux of the
matter in Nebraska and every other State — let censorship come! They point an accusing finger at other
exhibitors. The sensational advertising they have
done has instigated the demand for censorship. They
themselves are not guilty. They have run clean pictures and clean advertising. They have the support
of their communities. Let the storm come and break
upon the heads of those who deserve it. They, they
believe, will not be affected. They even believe they
will prosper.
What is the answer?
It is plain, it would seem. We won't make any
permanent headway against censorship and the Blue
Sunday until we remove that cause for which we alone
are to blame — namely sensational advertising.
And this will be difficult unless we remove the cause of the cause- —
which is the economic waste that, in the end, makes sensational advertising seem necessary.
Just the
we'vemerely
got tomaking
realize —andnowselling
or never
— our huge responsibility. Wesame
are not
entertainment.
We are
dealing with the motion picture, the great present day medium of expression. We are moulding, th'-ough the most potent force ever devised,
the minds and passions of the millions of the world —every day. We
belong, rot to ourselves, but to the great public ; and we are in the
hands of the public. If we make public opinion — as we have the power,
and do — then public opinion will make us — or break us.
And this is the year!
WM. A. JOHNSTOX.
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Chamber of Commerce for
Six- Reel Maximum
I Flays " Films-Too-Big-for- |
At
a meeting held in the Hotel Astor
I
Picture-Houses" Policy j
recently, the 'Iheatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce, representing over 500 thearetres in New York and New Jersey, went
er has been ,
lettry
owin
follceived
THE
fromg Har
M. Crandall
on record as disapprovmg the production
of features exceeding six reels in length.
the on,
prominent exhibitor of \\'ashingt
D. C. :
The objections to long productions, as
" One of the biggest menaces that I see to
stated
in the discussion that took place,
the moving-picture exhibitor today is the socalled production too big for him to run
were, in substance:
(according
some ofSaid
the production
producers' isideas)
the
picture tohouses.
placedin
That they break up the schedules of
in
the
so-called
'
legitimate
'
houses,
and
after
houses that work on the basis of a specific
they have gotten through with it, the exhibitor,
who has made this same producer possible, is
number of shows a day; that they cost the
allowed to have it.
exhibitor
more to play ; that they cost pro"
This
idea
to
me
is
ridiculous.
Let
me
cite
an example;
ducers
more to make — an additional ex" Several years ago Mr. D. W. Griffith
pense not warranted by any additional
made
a
picture
called
'
The
Birth
of
a
Nation.'
This, as you well know, played in the legitivalue to the exhibitor; that in the case of
mate houses. The moving-picture houses were
not allowed to run it for some two years after
houses which make a policy of showing
it had been released. From that time on Mr.
Griffith has made a number of pictures, none
vaudeville, particularly, many fine featof which has been of any great box-office value
ures which might otherwise be booked,
to the exhibitor, and many of them have lost
him money. Mr. Griffith, however, was perare kept from being shown because of
fectly willing that these should go into the
plain moving-picture houses.
such excessive length and consequent in" Now he makes a picture, called ' Way
terference with the rest of the program.
Down
East,'
and
again
he
finds
his
production
is too good for the moving picture houses,
Among other matters which were taken
despite the fact that said moving picture
up at the meeting were the report of the
houses today are far ahead of the so-called
ball committee which showed that the af' legitimate ' theatres.
" Now ducers,
Mr.absolutely
Griffith
like other How
profair held at the Astor on the night of the
upondepends,
the exhibitor.
long are we going to support this kind of
treatment ?
15th was a huge success financially, netting the organization close to $4,000.
" We should say to Mr. Griffith and others
that pursue this policy: 'We either play all
ofrefuse
your topictures
we any
shouldproducer
really
use anyor none,'
picturesandthat
New York F.I.LM, Club
makes and puts in any theatre other than
straight moving picture houses; and we should
Aids Hoover Drive
refuse to use any other product made or distributed by either the producer or distributing
organization that does this sort of thing.
President Chadwick has appointed the
" I feel
everyto exhibitor
in America
following Committee to cooperate with
should
havethat
a right
express through
the
columns of the different trade papers his views
Mr. Samuel Rothafel's Committee, to
on this. It may be that I am all wrong on
this, but I would like the opportunity of
make Hoover Day in the Motion Picture
answering any arguments that may be made
Industry, a success: Harry H. Buxbaum.
along this line. I am most anxious to get
the consensus of opinion on this."
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
chairman ; Louis Rosenblueh, Fox Film
Corporation ; Arthur Abeles, ^Nletro Pictures Corporation ; R. H. Clark, First National of New York ; Samuel Eckman,
British Film Director
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation ; SamReturns to England
uel Zierler, Commonwealth Film CorporArthur Clozenberg, managing director
ation and
;
I. E. Chadwick, ex-officio.
of the Film Booking Offices ( 1919), Ltd.,
An appeal from verdict of F. I. L. M.
of London, who had been in this countr\'
Club Grievance Committee w'as heard by
for several weeks conferring with Carl
entire membership. Theatre filed comLaemmle, president of Universal, returned
plaint vs. Exchange for late delivery of
to England last week aboard the Cunard
serial episode, but was dissatisfied with
Liner Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. Mrs.
amount of award. Club members voted
Clozenberg returned with him.
that Theatre was entitled to 33 K% addiMr. Clozenberg came to this country on
tional over Grievance Committee's amount.
a vacation, but took an opportunity while
ExhibitorCommittee
representation
on Club's
here to study the Universal home office
Grievance
was again
given
and distributing systems. The F. B. O.
consideration. President Chadwick anis the sole distributor of Universal picnounced aspecial meeting for the purpose
tures in Great Britain.
of deciding this matter.
J, R.Grainger to Represent
Chaplin in New York
J. R. Grainger, representative for Marshall Neilan, will act as special representative for Charlie Chaplin with regard to
contracts accepted for " The Kid." released through First National, it is announced.
This will in no way affect his relations
as New York representative for Mar.shall
Neilan, as !Mr. Neilan has approved his
appointment by Chaplin.

English Producer Coming
to United States
George Clark, producer of the George
Clark Productions, released through the
Stoll Film Corporation, will arrive in New
York in the near future, to make his own
productions.
Leila Lewis is due here shortly to open
up publicitv. Temporary officers for th's
the Eve L'''nsell
with Mr.
unit will
new
Photoplay
Staff,beInc.
Clark is best
known for his direction of " Squandered
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The

Last

Word

in

BUNK

than a
seldomoutgetofmore
men laugh
FILM
the sensapassing
tional attempts at muck-raking on I
; they can't
newspap
the partvelopofmuchlaymore
at 1
peeve dethanersa slight
the continual petty nagging of the American industry by British newspapers. But
when an official of a British exhibitor organization joins forces with a newspaper |
to weave flamboyant lies, it becomes nec- j
essary to award the prize for the last word I
j
in pure, undiluted BUNK.
No answer is needed to any statements I
so utterly ridiculous as those in the fol- f
lowing clipping from a London paper.
Only a sincere regret can be expressed
that those who so strongly urge and plead
reciprocity are so backward about encouraging itand — at times — so apparently
eager to effectually prevent it.
Read the latest :
50,000 FILM WORKERS TO GO.
£7,000,000 Worth of American Pictures Unsalable.
As a result of overproduction in films 50,000 cinema
actors and supernumeraries are to be discharged from
Los Angeles,
greatest ofcinema
centre,Sketch.
states
the
New YorkAmerica's
correspondent
the Daily
Films worth .£7,000,000 (nominal) are stated to be
unsalable.
" So great is competition now," said Mr. Gavazzi
King, secretary of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Assothe Daily
" thatto producers
send
along 800ciation, tofilms
for anSketch,
exhibitor
choose fromwillwhere
they once sent 200.
" Large concerns find their films unsalable, and they
have to be stored. The result is they become ' old,'
the lighting
are stale and lack ' grip,'
and
the film and
has scenic
to be effects
scrapped.
" The fault lies in the American system of ' blockbooking.'
film-producing
makeworkall
arrangementsA for
sale before company
the actualwillstudio
isproduce
commenced.
A
producer
says,
for
instance:
I shall
50 films this year, and if you take the 'lot
you
can have them for so much.'
" The other producers continue work, but they find
every exhibiting house has already bought its pictures
for the year. Then, if they have fony or fifty films
on their hands, costing several thousands each, the
result is bankruptcy."
Films

via
*Plane Ends
Fatal Accident

in

A disastrous ending marked the initial
attempt of the Cincinnati Paramount office to deliver films via airplaine. Word
was received in Cincinnati Sunday that
the hydroplane used in the delivery of the
films,'
piloted
by George
H. Simpson
and
Carl A.
Fisher,
burst into
flames while
over the Mississippi river Sunday, near
Tiptonville, Tennessee, hurling the occupants of the machine into the river.
Both aviators were killed.
The office was forced to discontinue its
first delivery of films last Wednesday,
when the plane carrying the two aviators,
and Miss Mildred Kerr, assistant publicity
manager of the local branch, was forced
to turn back, due to unfavorable weather
conditions, after one hour's flight. Miss
Kerr carried a shipment of film intended
for the INIajestic theatre, Louisville.
Kentuck)'.
The bodies of the aviators have not yet
been recovered.
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Screen

Interest

Bills
Measures

Are

Reach

Active

as

Censor

Legislatures

Proposed
in Three
States; Michigan
Expects
Fight
paid
two
thousand
dollars
annually.
The
year each and twenty-one employees of
censorship bills being introWITH
other two members of the board would
duced into the legislatures of sevthe Board to be appointed by the Goverreceive fifteen hundred dollars per annum.
nor. It also provides for a fee of two
eral states, the week's news from
various sections of the country shows a Except in a few details, the bill is pracdollars for each 1,000 feet or less of filfn
viewed. It is practically a copy of the
continued activity on the part of screen retically the same measure which was introduced
into
the
senate
at
the
last
sesformers, and at the same time, a conPennsylvania bill with more rigid provisions. The United Theatrical Protective
sion and which sufifered defeat by a wide
tinued and in some sections, a more conmargin.
The
board
is
authorized
to
bar
League, Inc., is expected to be active in
centrated effort on the part of picture interests, incombating their influence.
any film of an immoral character and it opposing the measure.
In Michigan such a bill is before the would be established, it is claimed, to place
the standard of motion pictures in the
legislature ; a State censorship bill has been
Screen Blamed for Crime
Wave
introduced to the California legislature at state upon a higher plane.
The board would receive a fee of two
Sacramento, and in Minnesota a proposal
dollars for each one thousand feet or less
for the censorship of film slides and stereTwin City exhibitors headed by manof film reviewed although the board would
opticion slide views has been presented.
agers of Finkelstein and Ruben theatres
carry the authority to lower this rate if have been kept on the jump for several
But the opposition is not inactive. Editorit were deemed advisable. The motion
ial comment against censorship has been
weeks past in an effort to disprove the
picture
corporations desirous of leasing
aroused in the Duluth press ; the " Allied
claims of various cranks and anti-movie
films in this state would share the brunt
Theatrical Industries " of California are
agitators who have used the slow ending
fighting the bill in their legislature; and
crime wave which has upset the country
charges.
the Nebraska and Iowa Division of the of Ittheis commission's
expected that the bill will arouse
and
St. Paul and Minneapolis in particthe motion picture men of the state and
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amerular, to combat the screen.
ica have issued a pamphlet called Issue
0 keen fight is expected when the measure
Mayor J. E. Meyers, of Minneapolis,
reaches the floor of the house. The inof Freedom," which is a reprint of an
entertained opinions of several hundred
editorial which appeared in the Omaha
itial attempt to pass a bill of like character
people representing various reform and
was a distinct failure but the supporters
World-Herald and urges all to take an aceducational bodies in an effort to stop both
of the Strom measure claim they have the
tive interest in the fight against censorthe crime wave and wagging tongues of
ship. This organization is also about to support of members in the house, and are
the more radical reformers, called a meetflood the State legislature with petitions
determined to make a fight for " whatever
ing of exhibitors and exchange men, gave
of over 400,000 names protesting against
will make motion pictures of a higher
them inside information as to the spread
a censor bill, which they expect will be standard throughout the state." The abof crime in Minneapolis and asked their
introduced into the Nebraska legislature.
solute right to dictate the future of a moco-operation in combatting it in every way
All exhibitors in that territory are urged
tion picture in this state, which right
possible. Exhibitors and exchange men
to communicate with the headquarters of would be held by the board under the new
though defending the screen agreed to
the organization at 214 South 14th street,
measure, is considered to be too flagrant.
Omaha, Neb.
help in any way the mayor deemed advisable and complying with his request
Fight on in California
agreed to withdraw several bookings of
Censor Bill in Michigan
pictures which the mayor, judging from
" The principle of film censorship is unEmbodying unlimited restriction powthe titles, believed detrimental to the cause
American, there are ways to control uners, a motion picture censorship bill has
lawful exhibitions, but it is not by putting
at this particular time. The mayor stated
been introduced into the Michigan senate
that he had no objection to the pictures
by Representative Edward B. Strom of the motion picture industry at the mercy
of any set of state officials, no matter how
being shown but that he would appreciate
Grand Rapids, INIich. The bill, if passed,
the co-operation of the theatre men in
well
disposed
and
fair
they
may
be,"
would control the entrance of every mopostponing such showings. He also asked
tion picture into the state.
Judge I. M. Golden, representing the "Allhat the use of pictures showing gun-play
lied Theatrical Industries of California,"
In the opening days of the session, antold Governor W. D. Stephens and the
nouncement was made that Mrs. Eva
and violence be kept from the theatres enstate legislature in session at Sacramento
tirely until such time as the police were
Hamilton of Grand Rapids, Mich., the
this week when a bill was introduced proable to get the situation under easy confirst woman senator in Michigan, would
trol.
viding for a state censorship board.
present a bill providing for the censorship
Irving Ackerman, H. G. Rosebaum,
He also asked that cuts showing gunof motion pictures. The action of RepreEdward Barron, Louis R. Greenfield and
sentative Strom came as a surprise and
play and crime be kept from theatrical
Herman
Webber,
prominent
theatrical
makes more certain than ever a bitter conadvertising. The mayor also requested
and motion picture men, headed the delethat theatre men carefully examine, all
test on the question in this session" of the
gation which went to the state capitol in serials which they were now showing or
legislature. As a result of this step, it is
had booked and eliminate as many scenes
believed that some sort of censorship leg- protest.
islation will be written into the Michigan
showing gun-play and crime as was posRigid Bill in Minnesota
sible. As a result several exhibitors who
laws during the current session.
The board would be made of up three
The bill presented in the Minnesota leg- had booked recently released serials cancelled them or set them back from thirty
islature to provide arbitrary censorship
members appointed by the governor, and
for film slides and stereopticon views, is to ninety days. Several exhibitors went
provision is made for the inclusion of one
woman on tlie board. The headquarters
sponsored by 700 women of Lesueur
so far as to cancel serials entirely, sevof the censorship board which would in- County. The expense of the administraeral being brought to a sudden termination at the end of the sixth or seventh
tion of this Board would be $74,500 a
clude an exhibition room would be located in Detroit under the supervision of year it is estimated. The bill pi^ovides
episodes, causing a slump in business
which was easily apparent.
the chairman of the board who would be
for three Board members at $3,000 per
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Snapshots
By Wm. A. Johnston
Moon Beams.
We print elsewhere a
story from the London Daily Sketch —
from its New York Correspondent of
course — telling us that fifty thousand of
our photoplayers are out of work and that
we have some $35,000,000 worth of unsalable film on our hands. Then quotes
Gavazzi King, Secretary of the British
Exhibitors' League, who blames us for the
British system of block booking, etc., etc..
Interesting ! Reminds us of our experiences in London during a half-year's sojourn there some time ago. Homesick
American looks to British press for some
news about his rather large country. Finds
story, front page, of terrible wreck in
Mud Valley and Rock Mountain Railroad
in which three hundred and fifty-seven
people were killed. Afterwards corrected
to say that a fireman was scalded by steam
on the M. K. and T. Next day reads
front page story of freak dinner given by
prominent society woman. Next day
elopement of social leader with colored
coachman, etc., etc. And that's all he
reads about the U. S. Pretty rotten
journalism.
But as
don't
London
dailies so much
the blame
Britishthefilm
man
who subscribes to and still further abets
such downright and highly ridiculous lies.
The Kid. Great ! Charlie Chaplin's
largest edition of himself to date. Five
reels of Chaplin humor and pathos with
full sustainance. Chaplin at his best because of a stronger and fuller background
of that pathos which is the genius of his
success. Chaplin taking care of a little
waif ! Could he have a better theme ? And
Jack Coogan ! An affectionate little, regular little chap who can act ! Some say :
the picture of the year. ' Perhaps so because itwill make millions of laughs when
laughs are needed. Some say : biggest
box-office picture. People are hungry for
Chaplin
meal
after
the and
fast.here's
P. S. certainly
The writera full
discussed
" The Kid " with Chaplin about a year
ago in Hollywood. Chaplin then cutting
the picture. Always hard to get Chaplin
10 talk and "The Kid" broke the ice.
Talked two hours. Fearful about it. Considered ita radical step. We enthused.
Prophesied great success. So can't forego
this : " I told you so." Interesting personage this Charlie Chaplin. Some day
some one will write the real story of him.
Boston Globe. After vigorous and
sensible defense of motion pictures as
" high brows " look down upon it ofifers
this true critician : " The art of photography which the movies display is superb.
The food which they ofifer the mind is considerably less so. The movies cannot —
that is to say, they do not — ' think up to
the level of their own towering style ' (as
Chesterson says of the poet Tennyson).
Their manner is better than their matter."

Sunday Reformer Classed
as Political Mountebank
Danger of the professional political
mountebank who would create a salary
for himself on the pretense of managing
a " no work " Sunday law was described
by William P. Strandberg, speaker at the
Motion Picture League of Oregon meeting held last Thursday noon at the Benson hotel.

" The Sunday closing issue has nothing
to do with religion," declared Mr. Strandberg. "It is purely a political move on
the part of cheap publicity .seekers who
would cripple the biggest industries if it
would get them a salary or place them in
a position where they might be bought ofif.
To make Sunday closing successful it
would first be necessary to change the law
of human nature.
" It would be an economic calamity if
Oregon should attempt a Sunday closing
law. Such a calamity will never be
brought about by the church people who
already understand the situation and
through the Ministerial association have
refused to take such action. But the public may be fooled by cheap publicity seekers out of work and then will come the
real danger."
Fred

Levy

Merge

and

with

Leo

M.

Keiler

Switow

Col. Fred Levy, holder of the Associated First National franchise for Kentucky, and Leo Keiler, of Paducah, who
control a chain of nineteen theatres in
Kentucky through the Strand Amusement
Company have completed negotiations for
an affiliation with M. Switow in the ownership of three theatres in Louisville. Included in the deal is the new $200,000
theatre erected by Mr. Switow on Fourth
Street, between Chestnvit and Broadway,
directly across the street from the new
million dollar Rialto. The Parkland and
another neighborhood house are the others
which will be affiliated with the Strand
chain.
The other theatres owned by Mr. Switow— two in Jefifersonville, three in New
Albany, one in Bedford, Ind., and one in
.Salem, Ind., were not included in the deal.

And the Globe concludes : " Man is unable to think without thinking in pictures.
Well — we have the pictures — moving ones
at that. Now give us the thinking." Respectfully referred to directors and not a
few stars.
Pola Negri. Hope the report is true
that she will appear in American pictures.
If so, she will set a new pace for the best
of our film stars. The balance are beyond
hope. Pola Negri's performance in "Passion" shows wide elasticity of technique.
Success of picture largely due to her ability. Our own film stars evidence, by comparison, a very limited technique. Cramp
their pictures and their choice of vehicles.

Picture

News

I A Telegram— and a Reply
Wm. Johnston,
Motion Picture News :
You have doubtless read the article in Pictorial Review for I- ebruary on too much sex stuff in the movies.
The I ictorial Review
have launched a tremendous campaign behind people
the movement by circularizing '
all the schools, churches, women's clubs and other or- ■
ganizations. Wires are pouring in from all parts of t
the country indicating that a constructive
movement k
has been
started inwhich
be onehistory.
of the most not- *
able
occurrences
motionwillpicture
You know k
that churches, women's clubs and civic bodies have r
already
lined force
up formally
for this movement.
The '
great moral
of the American
public
incensed f
and aroused as regards unclean pictures is
and
unless
the industry
it upon itself to voluntarily clean I^
house public takes
opinion will force
the enactment of censorship laws which will paralyze the
We
must not let that happen. Let us profit business.
by the lesson r
of
prohibition
and
make
the
m 'I
attack. The exhibitors and theindustry
public immune
will wantfr' to
know where the Motion Picture News
stands in this |
movement.
I believe you have opportunity
to launchB
a campaign in your paper which will again demonstrate your power of vision and leadership. PleaseH■
wire collect your viewpoint.
I
BENJ. B. HAMPTON. ■

Mr. Ben B. Hampton,
Brunton Studios,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Your Pictorial Review article is right. Agree also
and fully that public sentiment from now on will be ir
great deciding factor as to the picture and its entire
industrial fabric. Better pictures
mean clean
and clean pictures will kill censorship. Believe,pictures
how- '
ever, that theadvertising
fault lies and
not with
the picture,
but within '
sensational
introductio
n of scenes
production in order to permit sensational advertising,
indicating a state of mind which is opportunist only and will undermine industr>-. The same danger icapplies
to your articles. Misleading advertising or publicity ,.U
cleverly twisted to sell magazines
the expense of ■
the screen might do more harm thanatyour
articles can L
counteract.
Suggest
you
instruct
Pictorial
not ■
to make their own advertising sensational, Review
rather a
to follow constructive tone of your articles, but
otherwise .
censorship will be encouraged and the unscrupulous f
reformer given the ammunition he wants. This is V
Wm. A..
Johnston. i'I*
important

In connection with the above telegrams the L
following statement issued by W. W. Hodkinson r
assumes an added importance:
*
I have searched in the columns of the press both K
within and without the industry for some constructive ifl
suggestions to meet the growing anti-picture propa- k
ganda. This propaganda has before this obtained I
plenty of publicity, but it has been mostly sporadic, n
The last two weeks, however, show an apparently con- L
certed anti-picture propaganda. The daily press, the ■
weeklies, and some of the magazines are taking up ■
the cry in chorus. Of course, we all know that much I
of this propaganda is just propaganda, that is to say, I
it is the expression of a partisan and special pleader. I
There is spirit,
also inwhich
this inpropaganda
the '•
lynching
a coimtry something
like ours, ofwhere
public sentiment is so profoundly influenced by the
press, may at any time develop into an absolute danger 1
and eventual disaster for the motion picture. ^
Allowing for much ignorance, exaggeration and mal- i
ice
it cannot Ibeshall
denied
that intherethe is anti-picture
a sound basisarticles
for complaint.
not 'J
at this time attempt to trace the causes, which I think
are quite obvious to any thinking man within the in- 1
What we want to do now is to deal with the condusto'..crete and lately quite obtrusive fact of its e.xistence.
Are we on the inside going to trust to luck hoping
that this wave will subside as others have with no particular harm done? Are we going to meet this propaganda by louder denial and by more personal criticism
of
the
hold responsible?
I believemanthatand
morewoman
than awhom
mere we
palliative
is required,
This propaganda, whatever its source, is becoming
powerfuk The best method of fighting it is to remove
every just cause for complaint. Such a course on our
part is the only correct and constructive one. The
thinking
thisfirst
industry
must the
uniteconditions
and devise
wavs executive
and meansof of
remedying
which call for remedy, and second, let the public know
that we are capable of understanding and obeying
public sentiment without being driven by agitators,
moralists, or reformers.
on record in the
has put itself
Our organization
needs of united action
as recognizingThethe anti-picture
public prints
propaganda
propaganda.
this
against rising.
I think it is time for the leaders of
is still
I
field (and regard the
independent thought in ourbelonging
to that class) to
editors of our industry as
working out an
get busy on this subject and assist m this
proj»ganda
against
honest and effective campaign
abolrecognizing
by
begins
—a campaign whichcause of complaint againstandcertain
ishing every just

types of pictures.
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\ First Nat 'I of Northwest
^ Complete Organization

The election of an Exhibitors' Advisory
Committee, the assurance of lOO per cent,
^membership by February i, 1921, and a
Jf,number of important resolutions on matoi ters pertaining to the welfare of the in51 dustry as a whole, were the outstanding
'» features of the meeting of Associated First
'\, National sub-franchise holders of Minnej|sota, Wisconsin, and North and South Darn kota in Minneapolis last week.
\> More than 100 sub-franchise holders
* met at the West Hotel, Minneapolis, last
10 Wednesday for a two-day session at the
,^icall of J. F. Cubberley, manager of the
"■Minneapolis First National Exchange.
^ Virtually
eveiy county in the territory was
represented.

The meetings were crammed with constructive action by the exhibitors. Among
the measures advocated were : Hiring of
0, an expert on motion pictures to give an
impartial review of pictures other than
5 those of First National to guide fran'j chise holders in judging values; comple^ tion of one hundred per cent. First Na!,'tional franchise holders by February first;
^ lending of the screens of northwest ex>; hibitors free to every public enterprise to
J foster the good- will among business men
I and to promote community welfare; ex* Iploiting to the furthermost of every First
National picture susceptible to novel advertising; observance of strict ethics in
conducting their houses; offering co-operation to President William A. Steffes of

' the United Theatrical Protective League
in obtaining full membership for that orj_ganization in the northwest; working in
( Closer harmony with the exchange in
helping to realize the greatest possible
- benefit from pictures run in their houses;
guaranteeing their support to the Herbert
? Hoover movement
for the relief of
r, devastated Europe.
Mr. Cubberley presided over the meet' nial
ings, room
which of' were
conducted
the ofColothe West
Hotel. inOne
the
most stirring addresses of the sessions was
] Idelivered at the dinner meeting by Theot 'dore L. Hays of the Twin City Amuse|ment Trust Estate.
j Suggestions offered from Frank Ko^^
I pelberger of LaCrosse, Wis., and V. B.
f Valleau of Albert Lea, Minn., for meth1 ods of checking up on other pictures de; veloped into a tentative program to be
L taken up later. Because of the habit of
I many state rights men in selling films for
' various prices to the same class of ex' hibitors and the experience of several of
5 the exhibitors in paying excessive price.':
; for pictures from outside exchanges, p
system
of checking up picture -values was
advocated.
*
'
1
t
'
'
1
I-1

The following were elected members of the advisory
:ommittee : F. A. Rickstein, Majestic theatre, Beloit,
>Vis. ; J. P. Adler, Adler theatre, Marshfield, Wis. ;
Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis. ; Louis Nahin,
Rainbow theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Clyde Hitchcock,
Princess theatre, Minneapolis; V. B. Valleau, Broadway theatre, Albert Lea, Minn. ; S. G. Latta, Fergus
Pictures
Corporation,
; A. N,J. Kavmagh. New
Grand Fergus
theatre, Falls,
Grand Minn.
Forks,
D. ;
\rchie Miller, Grand theatre, Devils Lake, N. D. ;
r. A. Dundas, Strand theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D., and
F. Hansen, Lyric theatre, Redfield, S. D.

Joseph Schenck Is Made Director of Bank
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, producer of Norma Talmadge and Constance Talmadge productions for Associated First National Pictures, Inc., has been elected
a member of the board of directors of the East River National Bank of New
York, which is closely affiliated with the Bank of Italy, in Los Angeles, and
is reputed to be one of the strongest independent financial institutions in America,
with assets in excess of $150,000,000.00.
Executives of several large organizations describe it as a practical and prophetic move by a leading bank to equip its directorate with experienced advisory
services in turning toward an industry that has risen to fifth place in American
business
Dr. A. H. Giannini, president of the East River National Bank made the announcement of Mr. Schenck's election with the statement that it was, in the minds
of himself and his fellow-officers in the institution, the most direct and certain means
of obtaining the knowledge they sought of the motion-picture industry and is
recognition which Mr. Schenck merited for the place he occupies in the industry as
one of its prominent producers.
One of the chief comments rriade by officials of motion picture organizations in
New York, when news of Mr. Schenck's election to the directorate of the East
River Nationed Bank became known, was the close relationship between that institution and the Bank of Italy in Los Angeles, in which is seen a double significance, inasmuch as New York is the financial and distributing center of the film
world and Los Angeles is the producing center.
" I am very happy that Dr. Giannini and his fellow-officers in the East River
National Bank have selected me to represent the motion picture industry on their
board of directors, and I shall endeavor in every circumstance and in every way that
I possibly can, to honestly and fairly fulfill the responsibilities of that representation, both to the bank and to the motion picture business," declared Mr. Schenck, following his appointment.
Among those attending the meeting were:
Lynch & Higgens, New Richmond. Wis. ; W. C.
Clavier, Fargo, N. D. ; Mat Kohler, Buffalo, Minn. ;
A. L. Devine, Parker, S. D. ; Albert B. Muller, Maple
Lake, Minn.; S. G. Latta, Fergus Falls, Minn.; F. J.
McWilliams, Madison, Wis. ; J. A. Dundas and Mrs.
Dundas, Siou.x Falls, S. D. ; Frank L. Koppelberger,
Eau Claire, Wis. ; J. B. Shearer, Park Rapids, Minn. ;
William Wrede, Hayfield, Wis.; R. J. Ball, Sharon,
N.
; Jay E.S. Gould,
Minn. Milwaukee,
; E. W. McFarlane,D. Graton,
D. ; H. Glencoe,
J. Fitzgerald,
Wis. ;
A. C. cock
Klug
and
Mrs.
Klug,
Zumbrota.
Minn. ; Hitchand Tine, Minneapolis; Ed Buckley,
Foley,
Minn.
Miller,
N. D. ;Cloquet.
H. J.
Ludcke,; Archie
St. Peter,
Minn. Devil's
; R. A.Lake,
Fleschbein,
Minn. ; William Rund, Granite Falls, Minn. ; O. D.
Benjamin, Renville, ilinn. ; Sam Roisman, St. Paul.
Minn. ; James Costa, Ironton, Minn. ; John Filler,
Valley City, N. D. ; Fred Larkin, Anoka, Minn. ; C.
F. Hansen, Redfield, S. D. ; H. W. Anderson, Warren,
Minn. ; George W. Ryan, Mora, Minn. ; S. C. Carnell,
Tracy, Minn. ; W. J. Hawk, Fargo, N. D. ; Tom Foster,
Stanley, Wis. ; Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Ryan, Madison,
S. D. ; O. A. Leo, Minneapolis; Bentz and Gunner,
Grand Rapids, Minn. ; Herman A. Schwahn, Eau
Claire. Wis.; A. F. Hicrseman, Eau Claire, Wis.; G.
E. Miner, Rice Lake, Wis. ; Frank Rabinowitz, Eveleth,
Minn. ; J. J. Canar, Mondoir, Wis. ; Mrs. F. D. Hall.
Madelia, Wis. ; Mrs. James Barlow, Bovey, Mini-.. ;
Curkett and Brown, Nashwauk, Minn. ; A. Latts, Ashland, Wis. ; B. H. Wrede, Hayfield, Wis. : V. W. Newkirk, Belle Plaine, Minn. ; M. M. Hansen, Blue Earth,
Minn. ; George D. Sunderhauf, Williston, N. D. ; O.
Weempiin, Minneapolis; Marcus Rabinowitz, Eveleth,
Minn. ; R. V. Pepper, Fort Croix Falls, Wis. ; H. B.
Smoote, I^ittle Falls, Minn.; R. G. Risch, Appleton,
Minn. ; A. Staehle, Mitchell, S. D. ; Jos. St. Galipeau,
Coleraine, Minn. ; Julius Overmee, Hillsboro, Minn. ;
A. C. Abrahamson, Hill City, Minn. ; E. P. Schoenig,
Rochester, Minn. ; Enoch Thunc, Kenyon, Minn. ; W.
F. Hamilton, Galesvillc, Wis. ; L, L. McMillin, Winnebago, Minn. ; M. C. Cooper, Grand Forks, N. D. ; M.
J. Favanagh, Minneapolis; W. F. Buck, Waterville,
Minn. ; B. E. Anderson, Elbow Lake, Minn. ; M. E.
Brinkman, Bemidji, Minn. ; V. B. Valleau, Albert Lea,
Minn. ; Theodore L. Hays, Minneapolis ; F. W. Bell,
Stillwater, Minn. ; William S. Smith, Menominee, Wis. ;
Fred H. Smith, Menominee, Wis.; S. P. Cornish, Faribault, Minn. ; R. R. Thomas, Faribault. Minn. ; W. F.
Weiland, Brainerd, Minn. ; F, S. Workman, Brainerd.
Minn.; William Hamm, St. Paul; C. P. Murphy,
Minneapolis, and H. C. Anderson, Minneapolis,

Duluth

Bill Withdrawn

On the opinion of City Attorney John
E. Samuelson, of Duluth, Minn., that the
city council would be committing an illegal act in vesting in others authority to
appoint a committee to censor moving picture films to be shown in Duluth, Fred
Ward, acting as spokesman for the Better
Films committee, withdrew the proposed
ordinance regulating the display of moving
pictures, after it had been presented to
the council at its regular weekly meeting.

Billy James Sells Interests
to Peter Sun
The annual meeting of the directors of
The Sun and James Amusement Company, which controls the Rivoh and Toledo theatres of Toledo, O., was held
Tuesday, January 11, 1921, in the executive offices of the Rivoli theatre. At this
meeting the interest of Wilham (Billy)
James of Columbus was sold to Peter Sun,
former owner of the Sun Bros'. Circus.
It is believed that this change was brought
about on account of Mr. James centering
his interest in several theatres at Columbus.
The election of officers resulted as follows: Ed G. Sourbier, Indianapolis, president; C. Howard Crane, Detroit, vicepresident; Gus Sun, Springfield, Secretary; Charles Olson, Indianapohs, treasurer.
Joseph E. Gavin, temporary manager of
the Rivoh, following the departure of S.
Barret McCormick to Los Angeles, will
return to Indianapolis, where he will again
take up his duties as manager of the Lyric
theatre. Peter Sun was appointed local
manager of the Rivoli, effective at once.

Additions to Paramount *s
Exploitation Staff
Claud Saunders, director of exploitation for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced the following additional appointments to his staff: Arthur
M. Vogel for the Seattle territory of Paramount Pictures; Leon Bamberger for
the Minneapolis territory and Richard E.
Riddick for the Salt Lake City territory.
The three new exploitation representatives left New York for their respective
exchanges last Saturday.
Wayland H. Taylor, exploitation representative, has been transferred from
the Seattle to the San Francisco Exchange.
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Arthur

Ziehm
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Competition

for Alarm Over Producer Competition
From Abroad, Says Goldwyn
the exception .of the Goldwyn product,
being maintained in this country. TechRI'LTURNED from a five-months'
few American made pictures are being
nically, our product is much better, not
tour of Europeon countries, includ.shown
in Italy. Without any prejudice,
only
in
the
direction
of
the
players,
but
,
ing Germany France, Italy, Scanalso in the matters of photography and
dinavia, Spain and Holland, Arthur
1 may say that Italian producers have not
settings. Here, of course, it must be kept pace with the progress made in
Ziehm, foreign sales manager for GoldAmerican studios during the past few
wyn Distributing Corporation is convinced
understood that I am referring to the averthat there is no reason for American film
age run of pictures and not to specials
\ ears, although they are turning out some
impressive
spectacles. Incidentally, it
manufacturers to be alarmed over the possuch as " Sumurun,"' " Anna Boleyn " and
other productions of this class.
should be noted that reports of revolu
sibility of serious competition from fortions and unrest in Italy have been greatly
eign producers.
" One of the surprises of my visit was
While abroad, Mr. Ziehm established
to find that some really good Wild West
exaggerated.
Goldwyn exchanges in Holland, in Stockpictures are being turned out at the Ger"Economic and social conditions in
holm to cover Scandinavia and Finland ;
man studios. They recall the rapid-action
-Spain and Portugal are very depressing
in Milan, Italy; and in Barcelona, Spain.
type of melodrama popular when Broncho
indeed, and of course the motion picture
Another Goldwyn office is planned for Billy was at the height of his fame.
business is suffering. I was in Barcelona
Rome, Italy.
" A return to normal conditions in the
when the general strike was at its height.
marketing of our own product in GerAll industry was tied up and shooting on
" From Holland, I went to Scandinavia
where the motion picture business seemed
many is forecast by the partial lifting of the streets of the city was a common octo be in pretty fair condition, about
currence. Even at its best, the motion
the embargo, effective January ist, whereby films from other countries may be imseventy-five per cent of the current supply
picture business in Spain leaves much
of films coming from this country. There
ported up to 15 per cent of the German
room for improvement. There are few
is one theatre in Stockholm.
productions. In my opinion the embargo
first-class theatres, and the exhibitors
will be lifted entirely during the present
" My visit to Germany, where I spent
dominate the market to such a degree that
a number of weeks, was particularly il- year, and there is no question about the
film renters are unable to get a reasonable
German public being ready to welcome
luminating. With all due respect for the
price
for their pictures. Ufa of Germany
American
photoplays.
excellence of the work being accomplished
and Italian producers sell at a low figure,
by Lubitsch and May and one or two
" From Germany I went to Italy where
but even with this competition about sixty
I was received with the greatest cordiality
other of the foremost directors, I was
by the motion picture men of Rome, Milan
soon convinced that the average German
per cent of the film shown comes from
and other cities. Now, as heretofore, with
picture is far inferior to the standard

Cheap

Need

Films

Face

High'Grade
Foreign

ON from foreign marCOMPETITI
kets, especially from Italian and
German film fields, seriously embarrass the distribution of the cheaper
grade of American-made photoplays in
South America, declares John L. Day, the
South American representative of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who
is now at the Paramount headquarters in
New York, having just returned from a
six months' tour of South American countries in the interests of the Famous Players-Lasky organization. Mr. Day covered
Brazil, Argentine and Chile in the course
of his "tripsiderable
of inspec
a conportion oftion,
his and
timespent
in Rio
de
Janeiro at the offices of Peliculas D'Luxe
Da America Do Sul, which is a subsidiary
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
While the cheap American-made picture is in for some keen competition with
foreign-made productions, according to
Mr. Day, still the high-grade productions
from the United States are in a good position to fight European competition because such pictures have become strongly
entrenched in' the high esteem of the South
American picture audiences, asserts Mr.
Day.
" The day when the American exporter
could dump any kind of film into the
South American market has passed," said

Hard

Fight

America."
in So.

America

Pictures Safe in Competing With
Films, Says Paramount Agent

Mr. Day in discussing changed trade conditions. Falling
"
exchange values have
crippled the export and import business
through South America to a large extent,
with the result that the harbors are glutted with merchandise which importers are
unable to accept because of falling prices
and lack of markets.
" In addition new factors have entered
into the situation through the competition
of German and Italian film exporters, who
are making strenuous efforts to recapture
the South American film markets which
they lost at the beginning of the war. German exporters, in particular, have become
important competitors and are making all
sorts of inducements to the Latin-American exhibitors and importers to take their
films.
" The only manner in which the American film industry can successfully fight
this competition is through the production of better pictures for South American distribution. The old rule of the survival of the fittest is certain to apply to
trade conditions in the Southern republics from now on, witii the result that
the brunt of the foreign competition will
be borne by the cheaper grades of films.
American companies producing and exporting the highest grade films are in a
far better position to fight European competition, because of the tremendous pop-

ularity gained by the high-grade American pictures. Price cutting and the offering of special inducements of the importers and exhibitors by German companies
will not endanger the prestige of the best
American films, but it will make competition aserious matter for the cheaper films
from this country.
" The South American business of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
shown an important increase during the
past year and Paramount Pictures have
been big money makers for the higher
class theatres. Two Paramount productions which scored great hits in Brazil in
recent weeks have been John Barrymore
in ' Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' and ' Everywoman.' Both established new box-office
records for Brazil, and tremendous interest is being shown in other forthcoming
Paramount specials.
" The Cinema Avenida, the first-run
house for Paramount in Rio, is doubling
its seating capacity. When it re-opens it
will be one of the finest theatres in Brazil,
and Paramount Pictures will be exhibited
on a much larger scale than has been possible heretofore. Two other large theatre
building
propositions
are isunder
tion in Rio,
and there
everyconsideraprospect
that once exchange becomes more normal
Brazilian exhibitors will enjoy greater
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Three

Prominent
to

Geo.

Hobart's

Write

"Experience"

IN a statement issued this week
L. Lasky, the announcement
that Famous Players-Lasky
concluded contracts with Edward

b)- Jesse
is made
has just
B. Shel-

don, Samuel Merwin and Harvey O' Higgins, under the terms of which these prominent authors have agreed to write for
Paramount releases and assist in the production of their stories for the screen. In
the same statement news is conveyed of
the plan to film " Experience " in the near
future, from the successful stage play b\
George V. Hobart. The picture-version
will be made under the direction of George
Fitzmaurice and will have an all-star cast.
Announcement is also made in Mr. Lasky 's
statement of the forthcoming production
for the screen of " Peter Pan." This subject will be made in England under the
personal supervision of Sir J. M. Barrie,
its author. In announcing the engagement of the three prominent authors as
members of the Paramount literary staff,
the following statement was issued from
the Paramount headquarters in New
York:
" The acquisition of Messrs. Sheldon,
Merwin and O'Higgins to the ranks of
Paramount literary celebrities is in each
case a notable one. It was while he wa^
still a student at Harvard that Edward
Sheldon jumped into fame as the author
of ' Salvation Nell,' in which Mrs. Fiske
starred for two full seasons and whicl
many of that noted actress's admirers
consider her greatest play. Moreover, he
soon gave proof that his initial success was
not a mere flash in the pan, for he followed
it the very next year with " The Nigger,'
which also proved a sensation in the theatre. His reputation thus firmly established, his later contributions to the drama
have been frequent and notable, including
* The Boss,' in which Holbi'ook Blinn
starred ; ' Princess Zim-Zim,' ' Egypt,'
' The High Road,' ' The Garden of Paradise ' and ' Romance,' in which Doris
Keane appeared both on the stage and on
the screen.
" Samuel Merwin is one of the most
widely read authors of fiction before the
public today. Following his graduation
from Northwestern University, his first
novels to attract attention were ' The
Short Line War ' and ' Calumet K,' both
written in collaboration with Henry Kitchell Webster. Then followed, among
others, ' The Citadel,' ' The Charmed Life
of Miss Austin,' ' Anthony the Absolute '
and ' The Passionate Pilgrim,' the last
named of which was recently produced by
Cosmopolitan for Paramount and is already established as one of the most successful pictures of the year. For many
years Mr. Merwin was associated with

A.

Authors

for

to Be

Paramount

Filmed;

S. Aronson

Engaged

to Make

Elected

Vice-President
Goldwyn

of

ed
beenwynelect
N has
NSOdent
AROpresi
of Gold
DisAs. a vice« tributing Corporation and appointed general sales manager,
according to an official announcement
this week. He has assumed his new duties,
with headquarters at the home office in
New York.
Mr. Aronson is well known to the trade
in all parts of this country, particularly
in the West, where he has a large acquaintance among exhibitors. He is
equally familiar with the Canadian market, having organized the Regal Film
Company of Canada, in association with
N. L. Nathonson. Regal handled the
Canadian distribution of the Goldwyn
product.
Early in 1919, Mr. Aronson sold his
Canadian interests and became a member
of the Goldwyn distributing organization
in the United States, directing distribution in the territory from Colorado west.
Success Magazine in various capacities,
including that of Editor, and made an extensive tour of the Orient for that magazine, in the course of which he amassed
a large quantity of information for future
use in his stories.
" Harvey J. O'Higgins, a native of
London, Ont., has long been noted both
as an author and playwright. Among his
early successes was ' The Grand Army
Man,' in which David Belasco starred
David Warfield. At about the same time
he collaborated with Judge Ben B. Lindsey
Beast and
the Jungle,'
the
serieson of' The
sensational
articles
on Denver
politics which ran serially in Everybody's
Magazine. Shortly thereafter he collaborated with Senator Frank J. Cannon on
the equally sensational ' Under the
Prophet inIn Utah,'
an expose
Mormonism.
collaboration
with ofHarriet
Ford he has also written a large number
of successful plays, including ' Polygamy,'
' Mr. Lazarus,' ' The Argyle Case,' ' The
Dummy ' and ' On the Hiring Line,' the
list running the gamut from melodrama
andInmystery
to comedy."
connection
with his announcement
of Paramount production plans in immed iate contemplation, Mr. Lasky said :
" 'Experience,' the Paramount picturization of George V. Hobart's great stage
our Lon'^
be started
soon tounder
play, is studio
Island
the at
direction
of
George Fitzmaurice. The production will
feature an all-star cast, a complete announcement ofwhich will soon be forthcoming. Made in the East, it will parallel
in magnitude and wealth of settings ' The
Affairs of Anatol,' the super-star produc-

"Peter Pan" Abroad
tion which Cecil B. DeMille now has well
on the way toward completion at our West
Coast studio. I feel perfectly safe in
promising that ' Experience ' will eclipse
■ On With the Dance,' ' The Right to
Love ' or any of the other productions
Mr. Fitzmaurice has ever made. We purpose to go the limit in making it one of the
most elaborate and interesting productions
ever made.
" Plans for the production of Sir James
M. Barrie's masterpiece, ' Peter Pan,' are
now approaching maturity. Barrie himself will supervise the filming of the picture in England, and the cast, although I
am not yet ready to say anything concerning its personnel, will be one of superlative excellence. Actual production will
not be started until every preparation,,
down to the last detail, has been made, and
on these preparations the staff at our London studio is now at work. Probably noother production ever made has possessed
the advance box-office value of the worldbeloved ' Peter Pan,' and the motion picture public may be assured that it will not
be disappointed in the screen version.
" Other big productions soon to be produced, both of them probably at our Eastern studio, are ' The Wanderer,' Morris.
Gest's spectacular stage production of the
stoiy of the Prodigal Son, which ran for
more than a year at the Manhattan Opera
House, New York, and duplicated its metropolitan success in other large cities ; also
' Montmartre,' the recent predominant
sensation of the French stage. This pla^
is a veritable epic of Paris — a modern
' La Vie de la Boheme.' Manv of the
scenes for the production will be taken in
Paris.
" Cecil B. DeMille's next production
following ' The Affairs of Anatol ' will be
' Laurels and the Lady,' by Leonard Merrick, author of 'Conrad in Quest of His
Youth.' Mr. DeMille's plan is to make
this a worthy successor to his present production, with an all-star cast quite as notable as the one he is now directing in ' The
Affairs of Anatol.'
" George Loane Tucker, recentlv recovered from a serious illness, has about completed the editing of his production,
' Ladies Must Live,' in which he has been
at work for nearlv two years, or ever
since he completed 'The Miracle Man.'
in Nc'printandis Iexpected
The completed
York
very shortly
have reason
to
believe that in this picture Mr. Tuckev
has surpassed even ' The Miracle Man.' "
Program of the Music
Conference on Page 1070
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lining Revolutionary Stereo

simultaneous with the announcement of the Spoor-Berggren process of stereoscopic photography, rumors became current of other
discoveries and the existence of additional'
inventors in this field of endeavor. A
notable fact, in this connection, is that the
names mentioned — like that of George K.
Spoor — are those of pioneer motion picture producers. Upon the theory that
where there is smoke there may be a little
fire, the " News " trailed one of the reports
to its lair and the end of the quest disclosed Charles V. Henkel as the subject
. to be interviewed.
Past performances indicated this to be
a task, for Mr. Henkel has been either unduly modest or too reticent concerning
newspaper publicity of a personal nature.
Notwithstanding his many years association with the film industry in a really important way, his name has seldom appeared in print.
These facts were used to introduce our
purpose and served to influence Mr.
Henkel to talk for publication. He laughingly explained the reasons for - the apparent lack of personal publicity: " No, it
is not due to modesty — I am no violet.
You see, I never considered my pers6nal
doings would interest the general public
or add value to anything I had to exploi-t.
Therefore, I have never asked for a single
line of press matter for myself ; any space
ofifered me I have traded for space for

and

" Yes, it is true that I have developed
and perfected a method of stereoscopic
motion pictures," acknowledged Mr. Henkel, in an assured and confident manner
which left no doubt of his sincerity. " I
have not permitted the fact to become generally known, but now that it has reached
the stage of ' picture-gossip,' there can be
no harm in admitting it is so to the press.
However, only members of my immediate
family and a few intimate friends have
witnessed a practical demonstration and,
until my patent rights have been fully protected, Ishall avoid giving a private or
public demonstration. That is why I consider any mention of my discovery, at this
time, is premature — I believe it always a
mistake to make an announcement of anything new before it actually exists ; ready
for the market or for practical use. You
know : ' There's many a slip 'twixt the
cup and the lip.' "
" No — I have passed the experimental
stages. My invention is an accomplished
result. But, there are so many ' Doubting

to News

Out-

Aims

to warrant some explanation. Mr. Henkel's attention was called to the fact, that
it is a generally acceptted scientific truth
that it requires two eyes to obtain stereoscopic vision. His notice was also called
to the paragraph in the Spoor-Berggren
article, which reads: "The ordinary
camera, photographing only with a single
lense or eye, can only fix upon the negative an image as viewed with a single
human eye which is not stereoscopic because the stereoscopy which is obtained in
human vision is based on the optical
arrangement by which the eyes being set
apart focus upon an object from different

ALMOST

myIt proposition."
was suggested that anything he might
say regarding the subject of the interview,
could not be construed as personal publicity but would be informative and, perhaps, of interest and benefit to the industry. This influenced Mr. Henkel to
talk.

News

Effect

Interview

Color

Picture

Charles V. Henkel
Thomases ' who hail from Missouri, that
I hesitate about making an\' statement
under the circumstances."
'■ Yes — I have read the account of the
Spoor-Berggren process of stereoscopic
photography — with great interest. M\method, however, is entirely different —
yes, radically so. Their process is the
binocular or two-lense method — which is
the generally accepted theory as essential
lo obtain stereoscopic results. This principle is not new, it is the application of
the still picture stereoscope to motion pictures. To my knowledge, others have
been and are working along these lines
and actual public demonstrations were
made in the past showing satisfactory results obtained by this method, therefore,
there can be no doubt but that the SpoorBerggren process is all that is claimed."
" My method is entirely new — I hope
an original discovery. It needs but one
lense to obtain stereoscopic results. And,
an important advantage that my process
has over the binocular method, is that it
does not acquire special film or photography to produce the stereoscopic effect.
/ stereoscopically project any existina
This rather startling statement seemed
Full Program
of the
Music Conference on
film."
Page
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" Yes, I know," answered Mr. Henkel,
" I read that statement with particular
care because it was made conspicuous by
Its utter fallacy. Believing this supposiangles."
tion to be an absolute fact, is the cause
of all investigators working along those
lines in striving to obtain stereoscopic
photography. The paragraph in question,
reads to me like the argument advanced
in conjunction with the specifications of a
patent application ; not a statement born
of personal knowledge on the part of the
waiter of the article. However, substantially the same language will be found in
text books on optics — in the chapters
treating on stereoscopic vision. But it is
really an exploded theor}' — not, by any
" Allow
me to analyze this paragraph.
means,
a fact."
Admit, as it states, that a single lense can
only fix upon the negative an image as
viewed by a single human eye, and you
automatically agree that the rest of the
statement is incorrect. To illustrate :
Close one eye and look off with the other.
The objects you see appear solid — not
flat? Yes — of course they do! Now repeat the process, uring the other single
eye. Not much difference, if any? No —
certainly not ! And, just what you saw
with one eye is what a single lense would
have registered upon the negative- — the
statement agrees to that. Consequently,
there is solidity existittg in every photograph, but not visible to the naked eye."
" li there was any perceptible difference
in what and how you visioned with either
single eye, it was mainly due to impaired
eyesight ; no two eyes in any one human
head are one hundred per cent perfect.
This explains why cameramen test lenses
before they purchase — no two lenses of
the same focal length and optical speed
are absolutely alike ; made after the same
formula, from the same material and by
the same manufacturer, they will van*- —
perhaps, only the minutest thousandth of
a hair's width, ^^'hile eye defects, such as
I refer to, have no bearing upon stereoscopic vision, I wish to explain why, as
between your two eyes, there may have
(Continued on page 1086)
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To
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Music
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cannot realize what it is we set
in motion this week. What hes
beyond our efforts and what impressive significance history will find in
the things we do and say here in these sessions. The motion picture is coming to
the baptismal fount of art, and fine music
discovers its strongest disciple and champion in the temple of the screen. Civilization works in mysterious circles, and it
must appear very strange to those who
sneered at the motion picture to find here
at the conference table today the representatives of the oldest art in the world.
It must appear indeed incongruous to the
blue-stockings who were ashamed to be
seen entering the " Movie house " to hear
the representatives of historic and epochal
artists offering the services of these apostles of beauty. Hofmann upon the movie
stage, Jascha Heifetz in the theatre, John
McCormack, and yet if Caruso downs his
hateful malady, may the voice of the artist
fill the ears of the picture patrons.
WE

From

Picture
Charles

D.

Isaacson

Full Program of
conference
in
this issue — of
see continuation
this department in the back of book
Here's to the Association of Motion
Picture and Musical Interests — may it live
and prosper and serve the good of its two
parent industries and arts as the best
minds may deem the courses indicated by
wisdom as well as necessity. The new
Association can through its besought unity
of purpose, sever the dividing hurdle
which has placed musicians in one category and picture men in another — now
there is no dividing line, and the two professions can mingle with a common purpose and understanding. Indeed out of
the amalgamation of interests, a new kind
of individual has grown up — it is the motion picture musician, and is also the musician-picture man.
When I first took up my pen to write

Celebrities

I am with you to the end — Samuel Rothafel
(^Capitol Theatre).
My life and all I have done belongs to you
in this — John C. Freund (Alusical America).
This is big in its import and far-reaching in
its possibilities. It is right — Florence Reed, distinguished actress.
If you will permit me, I should like to tell
you how much I believe in this — Artur Bo•dansky, Conductor, Metropolitan Opera House.
If there is anything in the world I can give
you or do for you in this masterly plan and its
aims, command me — Hugo Riesenfelt (Rivoli,
Rialto, Criterion).
I wish you every success and offer you my
best aid — Leonard Liebling (Musical Courier).
This is the biggest idea in years — Nat Finston, conductor.
It ought to accomplish wonders — Joseph
Briel, composer.
The men of the union welcome the plan —
Joseph Weber, President National Federation
of Musicians.
The musical industries commend the action —
C. M. Tremaine, Director of The National
Bureau for the Advancement of Alusic.
We are ready to deal with the new Association— Society of Composers and .\uthors.
We will cooperate in every possible way —
Association of Music Publishers (Mr. Mills).
Two million club women are watching — Mrs.
A.
F. Oberndorfer, General Chairman Women's
Clubs.
The new comers to fine music who have attended 1250 Globe Free Concerts in the past
five years, totalling over 2,500,000 people, commend the action of their director and founder,
•Charles D. Isaacson and send greetings, and
"best wishes. We are behind you to the very
-end — Beryl Sherman, Secretary Globe Music
Club.
I am of the belief that there has been no move
to compare with this in effectiveness — Edward

Convention
to the theatres of America through these
columns, I said " It seems as if all motion
picture men must become musical impressarios " and I repeat it here. With the
turn of the tide of newer values and
broader showmanship, the house which
stands high in its community, is the
theatre which has learned the value of
giving something fine and beautiful, and so
grappling the patrons to an institution
rather than a place where pictures are
thrown on the screen. A film may be
shown anywhere — the difference of a
week or two priority makes mighty little
difference to the vast majority of picture
goers. But the music enables the proprietor and director to give the house a
personality, an atmosphere — the music
gives the institutional touch which makes
lasting patrons.
But all that might be said here of what
music can do and will do, how and where
and when music ought to be introduced,
(Continued on page 1070)

Everywhere

L. Hj'man, Brooklyn Strand.
I consider it a privilege to come — Harold
Franklin (Shea's, Buffalo).
The industry knows how I have believed in
music; believe mc then when I say that this
conference can aid the industry more than any
of us can dream at this time — David W. Griffith, director.
To the music-lovers of the screen, I send
you my lo\e and best wishes — Frances Alda,
soprano, Metropolitan Opera House (Mrs.
Gatti-Casazza) .
Tell me what I can do to help — it will be
a joy to do it— Hipolito Lazaro, greatest Spanish tenor.
As a lover of music, I am in a great joy
o\er your plans — Ethel Clayton, film star.
Marvelous — who started this? — George
Behan, screen star.
If I could do a few stunts to help, I'd do it.
I love the plan — Pearl White, serial leader.
I think it's bigger than you dream it to be —
Charles Wakefield Cadman, composer.
The day of music art in the film theatre has
come — Josef Lhevinne, international pianist.
The future of music is through the masses.
At the theatre, the people have their eyes glued
on the . screen, and they hear the music. Unconsciously they get the taste for the best. Unconsciously isthe best way to get it. I commend your plan — W. J. Guard, secretary, Metropolitan Opera House.
This is the thing which will be remembered
as long as the picture theatre stands and music
is played therein — Marguerite White, rising
young coloratura soprano,
T am a fan — and I know that what you are
doing is right — Florence Easton, Prima donna
soprano.
Without question, with reser\ ation, I add my
name to the well-wishers — Reinald Werrenrath,
famous baritone.

Music can do anything to me — I will do anything for it— Lillian Gish, film star.
Fine idea — George B. Seitz, film director and
star.
I'm with you — J. Stuart Blackton.
I use music in my picture studios — have you
planned to discuss that phase? — Robert G. Vignola, director.
I predict the entry of the biggest musicians
and musical organizations who will compete
for the rights to the theatre stage.
1 predict that new instruments, new musical
arrangements, new kinds of' scores, cue-sheets,
even compositions are coming.
I predict the use of grand opera and light
opera in a more important way.
I predict the coming of the symphonic and
opera score and feature picture.
I see the film fading into actual grand opera,
and
ment. grand opera fading into the film developI see the coming of a vast new music public
through the efforts of the great industry of the
screen.
Everyone of us who participates in any way
and contributes by his presence and his advice,
is giving in a marked way to an art and an
entertainment proposal which will show its
strength in the profits of the theatre men, the
producers, a greater field for the exercise of
the talents and geniuses of music and composition— and a finer life for the vast public.
The Motion Picture News sends greetings
to the participants in this great conference. It
wishes to acknowledge with the most heartfelt appreciation the magnificent support given
to the effort by the leading exhibitors, producers, musicians, composers. It here and
now wishes to publicly thank the musical press
of the country for the loyal support given the
(Continued on page 1070-71)
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An important development of the
week in Chicago film circles was the
annor.ncement by Jones, Linick and
Schaefer that that firm will have
two more motion picture theatres in
the loop by June 1st. The announcement means that they plan
the purchase or lease of more
houses, as of course it would be
impossible to build within the limit
set for their acquisition.
" That is all that may be said
about it at this time," said Ralph
T.
for theatres
the firm.for" But
we Kettering,
will have the
the
display of motion picture films by
the date set, you may be sure of
that."
This will give Jones, Linick and
Schaefer a total of eight playhouses
in the loop. Two of them, the
Rialtd and AlcVickers, now show
vaudeville. But a year from May,
the firm will acquire complete control over the McVicker property and
that site will be used for the erection
of a new playhouse.
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completed and the owners hope to So popular have been their offerings
have it ready for business within a thev could not handle the trade.
month or so. Ward Johnson has
Jones, Linick and Schaefer are
been engaged to direct the 50-piece
orchestra that will be employed. An planning to make a feature house
indication of the size of the building out of the Orpheum, which has been
is the fact that the inner foyer is a program theatre. Beginning Sun62 X 60 feet, which is almost space
day, January 30th, there will be but
enough for an entire theatre on one program change a week. The
Madison or State streets.
" Midsummer Madness " is to be
transferred to the Orpheum on that
date and from then on it will be
Thursday
are mak-of
ing a great "hitJazz
withnights
the "patrons
purely a feature house.
Balaban and Katz's S. Park theatre.
A special program pictures, music
" Bill " Cook, well known salesand all, is given each Thursday
man for the First National, in Chicago, has resigned. He has made
night and the term " Jazz night "
no
announcement
as to his future
given the break in the week's bill.
" It is catching on well, and the peocertainlyofdo W.seemHollander,
to like it,"
the ple
verdict
pub-is plans.
Harry Weiss, president of the
licity man for the firm.
Superior Screen Service, Inc., Chicago, has closed a deal with Colvin
Robertson-Cole have received the
prints of the new Max Linder pic- Brown, of New York, for 52 new
reelLife.releases
as PicHe also known
has closed
for
ture, "Seven toYears
of Bada release
Luck," single torial
and expect
announce
52 Kineto reviews made by Charles
date soon.
Urban, through franchise to NaBalaban and Katz have booked
tional Exchanges, New York. He
Jerseyville, 111., is to have a new also has closed with Arrow Film
the new George Beban picture,
theatre
to
seat
2,000
people.
"One Man in a Million" for the
Co., for " Daughter of the Don "
Tivoli and Riviera, through Robert" Bitter
six reel
Anton Krack has bought the and
son-Cole. It is declared to be a
features.
He Fruit,"
also hasboth
obtained
12
knockout.
Venus theatre in Gary, Ind., accord- Perry comedies, featuring Mack
ing to an announcement just made. (Ambrose) Swain.
" The first time on earth " is the
J. Hill, of the Glen theatre,
E. E. Dorris has sold his Grove
" gag line " being used by Jones, whoA. has
been laid up in the hospital theatre, 2417 Cottage Grove avenue,
Linick and Schaefer for the opento Max Rubin, of Chicago.
ing of the new Chaplin picture " The for some time, is out again.
Kid" which had its first public
showing any place on earth SunAaron Jones, of Jones, Linick and
Chicago's council committee on
day at the Randolph theatre.
revenue, which has been tr\'ing to Schaefer, whose return from
find some way to tackle the ticket Europe was chronicled in Motion
"Kismet" will have its premier scalper's business, also has before it Picture News, does not believe the
at the Ziegfeld on Jan. 22. Robert- a proposal to shut the all-night mo- British custom of having intermissions between each number, and of
son-Cole announce that they have
tion picture houses. Police complaint that bandits loaf in the the- serving tea to patrons in the
booked it thoroughly in outlying territory and expect it to go big.
promenades, will develop in this
atres until
to "go to work"
resulted
in time
an investigation
being
" Theatres
not builtto
At least two scenes in the new made by Sam Atkinson, of the country.
with the space
for suchareattention
.\llied .\musement .\ssociation and
Chaplin
The producers
Kid," which
their patrons," he says. " It is a
were cut picture,
out by "the
for members of the committee. Chair- delightful
custom, but would reman Cermak, of the committee, says
quire the rebuilding of most of our
fear they would not siand the test of
the Chicago censors, were put back he is not inclined to favor closing existing theatres in this countrv."
and shown to Chief of Police Fitz- the houses, because he finds that
morris, who put his ofiicial O. K. telephone girls, women employed in
" Forbidden Fruit," the new
on them. They do not relate to buildings, and many newspaper and Cecil DeMille picture, will be shown
crime, but they do add to the pi- other night workers, patronize the at the Jones, Linick and Schaefer
quantness of the picture and are house extensively, not only to see Randolph theatre for the first time
the shows but to have a safe place
reminiscent
EugenetheField's
Januarywith30th.
Under the
contract
Paramoimt,
no firm's
other
pressed of
poem aljout
habitssupof to wait until the car service is such on
as to make it safe for them to go releases are permitted until 4 weeks
Little Willie at night.
home.
from the date Jones. Linick and
Schaefer show it, and this clause in
L. .\. Rozelle has resigned as asMaurice Cho>nski on Saturday the contract is one of the things that
sistant manager of RobertsonCole Chicago exchange, according had the big opening of his new induced the change in the operation
to an announcement from the of- " Biltmore " theatre at Division and of the Orpheum. " In other words,
fices of the firm.
Robcry streets. Tt has a seating when we get a good picture, we can
capacity of 2,100. Wallace Reid, in give it the run it is worth," is the
Lublincr and Trintz annottnce "The Charm School " was the big opinion
of Ralph Kettering.
that thev expect to open soon their feature of the opening. Another
.Along the same line, Arthur
new $1,100,000 playhouse, "The feature
of the opening was Levitt's
Senate," at Madison and Kedzie. Concert Orchestra which furnished Stern, of Lubliner and Trintz. wants
They had expected this opening last ttmeful popular and operatic music. to know why better class of pictures
September but ha\ e been delayed by .A.ssociated with Cho>nski are Salo arc so hard to get. " The directors
lack of materials and other trouliles.
-Aucrbach, W^nlfe and Perlmuttcr. apparently are not getting rich; the
The huge theatre— it will have 3900 who operate the New Strand. Oak- producers do not seem to be covered
seats — however, is beginning to look
ley, Vision and Newberry theatres. with wealth. Possiblv the stars are
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getting it, but the fact remains that
we do not seem to be able to get
the pictures with the sort of punch
we need. Some of the pictures of
five years ago were better than
many we are getting now. And in
the old days, a good picture saw the
light of day but one night in a theA petition has been filed with the
Chicago City Council asking that a
policewoman be stationed in each
motion picture theatre in Chicago.
It
filed " by request
Aid.
A. was
A. McCormick,
of the "6thby ward,
having been forwarded to him by
members
atre." of the Arche Club. The
temper of the council is such, however, there is mighty little chance
for adding enough policewomen to
the force to put one in each motion
picture theatre.
J. Brottman has purchased the
Park theatre on North avenue.
Brottman is a brother of Barney
Brottman, the Moline, 111., showman.
Motion pictures are to be used
by the farmers of .America to lay
before the people the problems of
food supply.
raising and distributing the nation's
The Farmers' Film Corporation,
with officers at 910 S. Michigan avenue, has been organized for the
purpose of laying the whole problem
before the people, from the time the
seeds are planted until the foods
get toliamthe
consumer's
table.ofWilE. Skinner,
secretary
the
National Dairy Association, is secretar\' of the company, and the
Waukesha County Corporation, a
Wisconsin farm organization, has
agreed to bear the preliminar\' expenses. Harry E. .A.itkin, organizer
of the Triangle Film Corporation,
which was responsible for "The
Birth of
a the
Nation,"
is to be which,
associated with
new company
according to Skinner, has the approbation of the V. S. Department of
Agriculture. American Farm Bureau Federation, the Grange Movement and the National Dairj* Association.
Harr\- Rice, business manager of
the Tndependent Films .Association,
will leave for New York within the
next week to consummate an arthat will givean Independent Pilms rangement
.Association
Eastern
office. The United States will he
handled in three sections. Eddy
Eckels, president, taking complete
charge
the West
Harr>-NewRice,York
the
Middle ofWest,
and : the
office, the Eastern territory and
foreign sales. It i? intended to put
an exploitation department in the
Eastern office under the supervision
of the Chicago main office.
Manager Lesserman. of Universal, is preparing to leave for the
West Coast about Februarv 1st.
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received from News correspondents invarious parts of the
country indicate that theatre-owners and exchange-men are putting forth
special efforts to advance the motion-picture campaign for the Hoover-European
Relief Fund, which is to culminate in a
nation-wide observance in picture-theatres
throughout the country of " Hoover Day "
on the 26th of January. Special arrangements are also being made for January
29th. Reports from individual sources of
the progress being made in the great film
drive are confirmed by a report just received from the headquarters of the Motion-Picture Theatre Owners of America
in New York. President Sydney S.
Cohen announces " most encouraging reports concerning the work of exhibitors
in every part of the country for the benefit of the Hoover Fund."
Af.P. r.O. of A. Active
The following letter has been addressed
' to all exhibitors from the headquarters of
' the M. P. T. O. of A. :
■' Mr. Herbert Hoover has appealed to
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America to cooperate with him in his campaign for the raising of money to save the
starving children of Central and Eastern
Europe. We have pledged ourselves to
respond to this appeal.
" We have thus an opportunity not
alone of showing that our hearts are in
the right place, but of demonstrating to
the world the combined power of the
screens of America.
" Do not fail the children on the 26th
day of Januarv and advertise the dav
REPORTS

well."
St, Paul, Minn,, on the Job
A report from B. C. Ferriss of St. Paul,
Minnesota, states that theatrical men in
St. Paul are responding enthusiastically
to the call to aid the Hoover Fund movement. One-sheets and three-sheets are being used in the lobbies of the thirty-fivc
theatres co-operating in the campaign.
Space has also been secured in the St.
Paul newspapers, announcing the drive
and explaining its object and the way in
which the public could co-operate with
the theatre-owners.
Local clubs have also been interested in
the movement, and prominent men and
women have been pledged to the soliciting of funds in the picture houses on January 26th. Speakers have also been secured for the 26th through the old FourMinute-Men organization operating during the war. Special matinee showingwill also be staged on Saturday, January
29th, for the drive.
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CHICAGO,
mier of Charl
Chapl
" The
Kid," at the Randolph theatre in
Chicago's " loop," proved that the Chicago public agree with the reviewers of
all the City papers that it is a great picture. On the first day of the run, the
lph's
ance
ous
Rando
previ
records were best
surpassed
by fiftyattend
per cent,
according to Messrs. Jones, Linich and
Schaefer, although the temperature on
Sunday dance
wassmashed
nearprevio
zero.
us Monda
s forattenrecordy's
that
day by
sixty
per
cent,
and
the
crowds
continue at the time of this wire.
Talk of a six or eight weeks' run is
general in Chicago film circles.
Benefit

Matinees

in

West

A report from a News correspondent
on the Coast informs that W. A. Graeper
of the Union Avenue Theatre, Portland,
Ore., who is the state-secretary of the
Hoover-European Relief fund asked cooperation ofthe league which voted to put
on in each of the theatres represented by
its members, special benefit matinees with
four minute speakers. Exchange men
offered to donate the films used in these
matinees.
J. J. Parker, chairman of motion picture ball scheduled for February, reported
that J. G. Von Herberg now in the east is
arranging to bring to Portland some of the
biggest screen stars to be present in person when the affair takes place.
Philadelphia

Forward

Organizing

at All

Points

" Organization of the Committee was
perfected at a meeting held in the Sanger
Amusement Co.'s building and was presided over by Mr^ E. V. Richards, who
serves the Motion Picture Industry, in
this instance as State Chairman. Mr.
Howard W. McCoy, manager of the Palace Theatre, a vaudeville house, was
chosen Chairman of the Committee that
will arrange the special matinee for January 29th and for collections each day
and night in all of the picture houses and
theatres during the period covered by
January 23-30.
Special Shows in Indiana
From Indianapolis, Ind., comes word
that E. H. Bingham, part owner of the
Colonial, Indianapolis, and a member of
the national executive committee of the
Motion Picture .Theatre Owners of
America, has been named head of the Indiana division of the national motion picture theatre drive to save 250,000 of Europe's starving children by raising $2,500,000. The appointment came from Herbert Hoover. Special shows will be given
in photoplay houses throughout Indiana
on Saturday morning, Jan. 29. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana
are behind the movement in the state heart
and soul. President G. G. Schmidt called
a meeting last week, at which plans were
discussed. Another is to be held this week
for the purpose of furthering the movement.
The exchanges offered to give all films
gratis for the shows on the 29th, which
offer was enthusiastically accepted. Many
exhibitors from out of town attended the

Jules Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Company,
announced
he willdonate
to the has
Motion
Picture that
Committee

tion.
meeting in response to Mr. Shea's invita-

of the European Relief Council one full
day's receipts from every one of the Stanley Company's
one hundred
and more
theatres
in and around
Philadelphia.

Buffalo

Mr. Mastbaum declares the Philadelphia motion picture world will organize
itself into a money-raising unit that would
be second to none, throughout the length
and breadth of the land.
New Orleans Enthusiastic
In New Orleans, every picture theatre
in the city will devote the entire week of
January 23d to January 30th to raising
funds. E. V. Richards, of the Sanger
Amusement Company, the regional chairman appointed by Mr. Hoover for Louisiana has his territory well organized for
the drive. In a letter to the Hoover Headquarters, Leigh Carroll, State chairman of
the European Relief Council in Louisiana
writes :

Arranges

to Aid

At a meeting of the Buffalo Theatre
Managers' Association held in the Hotel
Iroquois, Buffalo, on January 14th, M.
Shea, Buffalo chairman of the Hoover
Fund spoke on the need of 100 per cent
co-operation among local exhibitors and
exchange men on Buffalo's part in the
drive in aid of the starving children of
Europe. As Buffalo's part in the Hoover
drive the managers have decided to hold
a drive in the theatres on Wednesday,
January 26, when the audiences would be
asked to help. It has also been decided
to give special shows in the downtown
theatres on Saturday morning, January
29th and in the neighborhood theatre,
Saturday afternoon of the same date,
when the entire proceeds would be turned
over to the fund.
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CITY

Riaho Theatre —
Overture—
Rialto "Capriccio
Orchestra. Espagnol," by
Current Events— Rialto Magazine.
\' ocal—
" Serenade
Edorado
Albano,Espagnol,"
baritone. by
Different —
ng
Feature — Somethi
Constance Binney.
Vocal—"
and Variations,"
by
GraceTheme
Hoffman,
soprano.
Bungalow Troubles —
Comedy
Mack — Seimett.
Solo—" Kamenoi Ostrow,'
Organ
played by John Priest.
Brewster's MillionsWeek—
NextFatty,
Arbuckle.
Capitol Theatre —
Tell," by CapWilliam
— "Grand
CKertureitol
Orchestra.
Special— Valse Bluette, presented
by Mile. Gambarelli.
ial— Making Man HandlersPictor
Merit Film Corp.
Xovelty— Excerpts from to" Lohen
Act 3,
grin," (a) Prelude
,
(b)'Aria, (c) King's Prayer
King(d) Finale of Act 1. The d-En
k
amun
Amund Sjovik, Telr
Bye, Elsa-Caroline Call, Lohengfin'
Parked-r
Heroldts,J. Ortru
Reed,r Rober
Rosc -Mine
l
Capito
by
ted
Coombs, assis
Grand Orchestra and Capitol
Ensemble.
Current Events— Capitol News.
" — CupidPrologue — "Capricieuse
Simone Cochet, ColumbmeMlle, Gambarelli, HarlequinAlexander Ouinansky. Violm
Solo by Jacques Gordon.
Feature — Prisoners of Love— Betty
Compson.
Hold Your HorsesWeek—
NextTom
Moore.
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Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
Angeles in the Early Days.
Vocalrender
— Quartette
native sons
several ofsongs.
Novelty — Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Organ
" California's
Calling Me."
Solo— by
Henry Murtaugh.
Feature — The Rookies' Return —
Douglas MacLean.
Specialty — Special number entitled
"California's Calling Me." In
an interior representing the old
Bella Union hotel, a land mark
of Los Angeles in 1861, a number of pioneer characters in
costumes of the period render
old time songs and dances.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre —
Organ — " —Springtime."
Orchestra
Selections from popular
jazz numbers.
Comedy
— Out Educational.
for the Night —
Crniimiiii's ml for • B rnr >itfr\- }fillimif:." in xizr fli c rohimnn hii ten inches
Christie
tette representing mother, Feature — A Thousand
to One —
\'()cal — " Una Voce Poco Fa" from
Hobart Bosworth.
" Barber of Seville." by .Amanda
father," girl and her sweetheart Next W eek— The Thief.
Brown, soprano.
sing, "The Bonnie Banks of
Comedy — A Dog-gone inix-up —
Loch Lomond " and " Wee California Theatre —
Hall Room Boys.
Deoch." The lighting fades to Current Events — California Topical
Review.
Organ Solo — Pilgrims
night with the " laddie " lingerfrom " Tannhauser," Ralph H.
for the "drives
lassie's him
' kiss.
rain ingstorm
away.A Orchestra — Beautiful Narentha '
Brigham and Herbert Sisson,
The
characters
are
costumed
as
and " Treasure Isle."
"
organists.
Novelty — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
Chorus
are
the
players
in
the
picture.
Next Constance
Week — Talmadge.
Mamma's
.\ffair — Cartoon — Hinges on the Barroom Educational — Pathe Review.
Special — The Musicalc. Novelty
Door — Krazy Kat.
musical act staged by Manager
Criterion Theatre —
Next Week — The Lo\e Light.
"The
Inside
of
the
Cup"
in
its
Partington, consisting of origithird week.
nal compilations of vocal and
Tally's Broadway Theatre —
instrumental features.
Second week of " Kismet. "
Feature — Prisoners of Love — Betty
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
LOS ANGELES
Second week of " Midsummer N'ext Compson.
Week — Silk Hosierv-.

Kinema Theatre —
Overture — March Slav.
Current
Events — International
News.
Noveltj- — Screen Snapshots — C. B.
C. — High and Dry— Mermaid
Comedy
Educational.
Ballet — Ten girls in Egyptian costumes present an original dance
under the title of " In the Tinted
Vocal—" At Dawning," by Mary
Palace." The stage setting is
Lind, soprano, and Frederick,
tenor.
a desert drop showing the pyramids.
— Paying the Piper— George
Feature
Fitzmaurice.
Feature
— Nineteen
and Phyllis —
Charles
Ray.
Comedy— The Papoose- Mutt and
Jeff Cartoon.
Next Week — The Devil's Garden.
California Theatre —
March,"
Solemn
Solo—"
Organ
played by Prof. Firmin Swin- Overture— Medley of Scottish airs
ncn.
arranged by Carl D| Elinor,
conductor of the California orNext Week — Forbidden Fruit —
chestra.
' Cecil B. Dc^Iillc.
Current Events — Fox News.
Strand Theatre —
Overture—" Mefistof ele," by Strand Organ — Medley of popular airs.
Played by Milton. Charles.
Symphony Orchestra.
Events— Strand Topical Vocal— Song number by Ogden and
Current
Banson.
Review.
Prologue — Interpreted bv Sergast- Scenic — Poor Butterfly — Prizma.
— Buntv Pulls the Strings —
chinko Ballet, " Mefistofele Feature
Goldwyn Special.
Aria."
Fernando
Guarneri,
baritone.
Presented with an orieinal prologue. In a Scottish street
Feature — The Devil — George Atliss.
scene with a cottage left a quarRivoli Theatre —
Rusticana,"
' )vcrture— " Cavalleria
by the Rivoli Orchestra, also
singing by Antonio Rocca, tenor
and Miriam Lax, soprano.
Current Events— Rivoli Pictorial.
a— PariMen of Afric
Scenic— Wildamount-V
andenbergh.

E

N e

Imperial— Bright
TheatreEyes.
—
Overture
Current Events — Imperial Screen
News.
Orchestra — Amico Fritz and Old
Pal.
Superba
Theatreof— " Outside the Scenic — If — Prizma.
Fourth week
Feature — Midsummer Madness — De
Mille Special. Given with an
Court."
atmosnhcric tableau prologue.
—
re News.
Current
EventsTheat
— Fox
Symphony
Cartoon — On the Hip — Mutt and Tivoli Theatre —
\"ocal — " Bedouin Love Song " and
"William
Asleep in
the Deep." Solo by
Comedy
—
The
Baby
—
Fox.
Myers.
Young.
Feature
— Hush — Clara Kimball
Law."
Comedy — Torch>' Mixes In — EduNextJeff.
Week Isobel.
cational.
Scenic — Polo and
Clune's Broadway Theatre —
Educational
Kineto. — Urban's Movie Chats Orchestra — Selections from " The
Fortune Teller '" and " NarcisCurrent Events — Gaumont News.
Feature
— ^ly MacDonald.
Lady's
Latchkey —
Katherine
Educational — Ford W'eekly.
Vocal — Relyea Virden, soprano soloist in selections.
Next \\'eek — Dangerous Business.
Feature — Blackbirds — Justine Johnson.
Rialto Theatre —
Current
view. Events — Rialto News ReGrauman's Theatre —
Scenic
— Sight Seeing.
Ox crture — " I Love Yon CaliComedy — His Model.
Orchestra
\'ocal — " California."
C.'B. —C.The Serenade.
Duet by local girls.
Organ — "—KissScreen
a Miss." Snapshots —
Current Events — Pathe News and Noveltv
Views
fornia."and Characters of Los
sus."
Miller's Theatre —
Fourth
week of " Connecticut
Madness."
Yankee in King Arthur's
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Feature — The County Fair — David
Butler.
Comedy
— Meeting .-Ml Trains — First
National.
JefT. _
Cartoon — On the Hip — Mutt and
Current Events — Fox News.
MINNEAPOLIS
New Lyric
Current
EventsTheatre
— From— Fox News
rjther selections.
Cartoon — Cleopatra — Mutt and JefT.
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner.
Presented with an atmospheric
prologue in four parts. (1)
Opening ensemble, " Hymn to
the Sun " from " The Golden
Cockerel." (2) Ensemble and
F'inale. " Dance Orientale."
(3) Solo dance, " Dance of the
Eg>ptians."
Finale.
Marjorie Leet and(4)ballet
ensemble
in a dancing number.
New Garrick Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Faust. '
Comedy — Rest m Peace.
Scenic — Song of the W aves — Bruce
Educational.
Current Events — Pathc News and
ding.
pictures
of the Galli Curci wedFeature — The
Devil's
Garden —
Lionel Barrymore.
Next Week — My Lady's Latch Key.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Selections
from
'' M>Lady of the Slipper."

Feature
— Charm
School — Paramount.
Next .\rtists.
Week — Love Light — United
Loew's Columbia —
Overture
" Firefly
Selections."
Current —E\ent5
— Selznick
News.
Feature — Midsummer Madness —
Paramount.
Moore's Rialto —
0\ crture — " Himgarian Rhapsodic
Current Events — Fox News.
Comed)- — Torchy Mixes In.
Feature — Something DifTerent —
Realart.
No. 6."
CLEVELAND
0\erture
Stillman —— Martha.
Theme — Oh, Lady, Lady !
Day. Events — Pathe News — ^LitCurrent
erary Digest — Topics of the
Comedy — Youthful Fancy — Mack
Sennett.
Feature — Oh, Lad}', Lady ! — Bebe
Daniels.
Next Week — The Silver Lining —
Metro.
0\ erture— — Selections from "The
Euclid
Girl torinHerbert.
the Spotlight,'" by VicTheme — Selections from "The Love
Boat" and from "The !Masic
Jklelody."

Another mi<]litij fine displaij from Da
Moines, four eoliimns by a full pngr ii
depth adrertisinii
Juekliii's " a
the liialto" The
theatre

Feature
— My Lady's
Latch Key —
Katherine
McDonald.
Next Week — The Trail's End.
Knickerbocker —
Overture
— " Martha."
Theme
— Medley
of songs that were
popular a decade ago.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy
A Ball
Room Romeo,
with — Ford
Sterling.
Feature — When We Were Twentyone — H. B. Warner — A Pathe
feature.
Next Week — Women Men Love.
Alhambra
Overture — — " Hawaiian Fantasie,"
arranged by Musical Director
Homer Walters.
Theme— If a Wish Could Make It
So, from Tickle Me.
Current
Loew's— Literary
Up - to Date Events
News —Events
Digest.
Scenic — Scenic Beautiful.
Comedy — His Four Father — A sinFeature —gle reel.
Conrad in Quest of His
Youth, with Thos. Meighan.
Next Week— The Misleading Ladv.
with Bert Lytell.
Hoffman-Palace —
Overture — " Masaniello."
Theme — Selections
from " Irene."
Current
News. Events — International
Comedy — ster,
Betty's
Green-Eyed
with Muriel
Ostriche.MonSpecialty — Lucille Howard in songs
of yesterday and today.
Feature — Blanche Sweet in " Her
NextUnwilling
Week—
Dead
Men Tell No
Husband."
Tales
— Vitagraph.
CINCINNATI

Feature — The Guile of Women —
Will Rogers.
Next Week — The Misleading Lady.
Frolic Theatre —
Feature — The Torrent — Universal.
Current
Events — International
News.
Comedy
Gas. — Universal. — Laughing
Next Week — Two Kinds of Love.

Current Events — Pathe No. 107.
Double b eature — Comedy, Lo\ e,
WalnutHonor and Behave — Sennett.
Paramount — The Bait.
Next Sleeps.
Week— While New York

SEATTLE
Clemmer TheatreOverture — Serenade.
Comedy — The Suitor — Fox.
Current Events — The Stealers — R.
C. Special.
Next Week — The Love Light.
Wintergarden
Theatre —
Same
hill as the Clemmer.
Liberty Theatre —
0\ erture — •" Roses of Picardy."
Current Events — Jensen and Herberg Local Views.
Comedy — Wedding Blues.
Scenic — Serials for Breakfast.
Feature — Godless Men — Goldwyn
Special.
Next Week — The Charm School.
DENVER
America Theatre —
Vocal — " Rose." Rendered as a
baritone solo by Henr>- Klotz.
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy
— The Sportsmen — \'itagraph.
Feature — The Saphead — Alctro.
Next Wf'k — Godless Men.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Morning,
Noon and
Night."

Comedy — Neighbors — Metro.
Cartoon — The Gumps.
Current Events — International
News, including the return of
the
" airmen '' and Galli Curci's
wedding.
Feature
— Cinderella's Twin — Viola
Dana.
NextBoy.Week — An Old Fashioned
Bhie Mouse Theatre —
(Comedy
)\ crturc—— AW
'■ Rose."
Wrong — Clyde Cook.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature — ball
MidYoung.Channel — Clara KimNext Week — The Greatest Love.

Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — High and Dry — Mermaid
Comedy, released through Ohio
exchange
for Educational
Films.
Feature
— Midsummer
Madness —
Paramount.
Nextcontinued.
Week — Midsummer Madness
Overture
" La Boheme."
Strand———Popular
Theme
Medley.
Current Events — Ford Weeklv.
Comedy
— Wet Comedy.
and Warmer — Harry
Lehrman
Feature—
My Lady's'McDonald.
Latch Key,
with Katherine
Next Isobel.
Week— The Trail's End or

WASHINGTON
Crandall's
Metropolitan
—
Feature
— Passion
— First National.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — " The Chocolate Soldier."
Current
Ex'ents — Pathe
News —
Topics of the Day.
Cartoon — Mutt and Tefif.
Comedy—
Me
Ti.qh— S-nshine. Hold

Metropolitan
— Butterfly,"
Overture—
■' M me.
with
Day"
I-'ine
One
"
singing
soloist
and a humming chorus off stage
and orchestral accompaniment.
Themetioiis.
■- Meulev c! po]Milar .-^ckcCurrent Events — Selznick News.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy — Wet and Warmer —
Henry Lehrman Comedy.

/ liix tliree column b]i thirteen inch displiiii
Outside
the Lain
" i.i Lot
the
iiork onof •• the
Sup(rha
theatre.
A nijelcs
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Motion
DETROIT

IF.VFALING so ne little known angles of new!
I. pjper life and i big city's underground polttju

A THRILL
myster>',
daringandand millions.
love in
a \enturouswithgame
for power

Cs^l- Includes • 4(Me<l /l'ttt*a>.cttonsRUPVEPeREMER Sndwarth Frazier £vUr'~j;.r"";'
MATT MOURE GYPS'i DANCE—NORMA WASSER
aAlREWHITNCV
FRflNKIEM/INN Sftupbony Orch«itT«
'jm-smnimm
RROAPWAVSTRANP
Here is one on

The Passiotiate I'Ufirhn
Detroit" by the Uroadicay Strand llicatre

Strand —
Current Events — Pathe No. 108—
Literary Digest No. 89.
Feature — The Penalty.
Next Week — Conrad in Quest of
His Youth.
Gifts—
Current Events — Fox Xo. 79.
Special Picture Comedy.
Feature — Down on the Farm.
Next Week — The Mark of Zorro.
Palace —
Current Events — Kinograms — Literar\- Digest No. 89.
Feature — The Great Redeemer.
Next Week — Scratch IVh- Rack.

Adams —— " Pique Dame."
Overture
Current
Review.Events — Adams Topical
I'.ducational — Selected Scenic.
\'ocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Comedy
Movie Madness,
l-eature —— Isobel.
Next Week — Earthbound.
Broadway —
(Jveriure — " Cavalleria Rusticana."
Current Events — Broadway Strand
Bits and Shots.
BalletRoseSolo
" Awakening
" — —Norma
W asser. of the
Vocal — Sudworth

Frasier — " A

News

Ballet— Miss
Solo —Roberts.
" The Flower Dance "
Comedy—" Fatty " Arbuckle in
" Fatty
at —Coney
Feature
— Love
LouiseIsland."
Glaum.
Strings.
Next
Week— Bunfy
Pulls the
Washington —
Overture —Events
" Orpheus."
Current
— Washington Animated Review.
Vocal — Charles Coates.
Comedy — Mutt and Jeff in " On the
Feature — Blind Wives.
Next Week — George Walsh in
" Number 17."
PHILADELPHIA

Comedx — Fa\' Tincher in " Diningroom,
Bedroom
and Bath."
Barbee's
Loop
Theatre^
—
Feature
— The
Frontier
of the Stanton Theatre —
Universal Weeklv.
Stars
— "Thomas Meighan.
Dream.
Overture —Hip."
" Beautiful Galatea" —
Ford Weekly.
Suppe — Played b> the Stanton
Next W cek — Dorothy Dickson in
Comedy — Torchy Turns Cupid.
symphony
orchestra led by AlFeature — The Spenders.
bert F. \\ ayne.
" Pa.\ ing the Piper."
Coming
Feature — The Guile of
Feature
—
The
Branded Woman —
Norma Talmadge.
Women, featuring Will Rogers. Madison —
Ov
erture —Events
" .Mignon."
Current
— Madison Topical Current Events — Stanton News,
Ziegfeld
TheatreRe\ icw.
Scenic — California.
specially compiled from all the
weeklies of the world, together
Comedy —— Vera
Up In Gordon
Betty's Room.
Ruth'■ I'ntil
Chase■' and " Rose " —
Feature
in The \'<)cal—
with local events of interest.
and Ralph Brainird.
Greatest Love, second week.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Fiature
—
The
Love
Coming
Feature — Otis Skinner in
Light — Marv Comedy — You'd Be Surprised —
Kismet.
Pick ford.
Educational.
Scenic— The Explorer — Educational.
Same as last week.
Arcadia
— — Same.
Next Week

CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn
Gran'd
Organ — " The
Love Bird."
Woodlawn
Pictorial Review.
Woodlawn Overture — " Al Fresco "
from
It Happened in Norand
" Feather Your
land "
Nest."
Comedy — A Tray Full of Troubles.
Feature — Wallace Rcid in The
Charm School.
Intermission — " Step With Pep."
Coming Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in The Mark of Zorro.
Riviera Theatre —
Overture — "11 Fuaran.v domez."
Scenic — Fruit, Prizma Color^.
Riviera
Presents
Daisy
Da> s,''
Stanley
Deacon " and
Ensemble.
The Modern Centaurs, a sensational novelty.
Topical Events.
Literary Digest.
Prologue
— The Rookies'
An Inspired
Specialty. Return.
Feature — Douglas MeLean and
Doris May in The Rookies' Return.
Comedy — Edgar the Explorer.
Organ Solo.
Coming Feature — Thomas Meighan
in The Frontier of the Stars.
Pantheon Theatre —
Organ Solo — Popular selections.
Universal News.
Overture — " The Barcarole Scene "
from " The Masked Ball."
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in Number,
Please.
Specialty — Piano solo by Ark Kahn.
Prologue to The Furnace.
Feature — The Furnace.
Coming
Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in The Mark of Zorro.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Feature — Charles Chaplin in The
Kid.

Picture

Same as last week.
.\'ext W eek
Victoria
— — Same.
Feature
— The Inside of the Cup —
Paramount.
PalaceCurrent Events — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Comedy
— You'd
Be Surprised —
Educational.
Wxt Week — Same.
First— Passion's
National.
Feature
A PERFECT PICTURE OF EARLY TIMES IN OUR GREAT WEST
Scenic
—
Frivolous
Fiji.Playground —
A DRAMA OF REAL LIFE IN THE 1A\D OF REAL ROMANCE
Regent——Without .\ Wife.
Comedy
\Veek — Something Different —
Half paye for The U. P. Trail " Ini the Supcrhn theatre of .Son Diego, Cat. Xext Realart.
Next Week — Katherine MacDonald
BALTIMORE
in "My Lady's Latchkey."
Capitol
Feature
art. — Eyes of the Heart — RealCurrent Events — Majcsticettes.
—
Majestic
— Back from the front — ■
Vocal
— " The Budding Rose," J. M. Comedy
Christie.
Rivoli Theatre —
Burnsteine.
"
L
o
ae
"
s
Old
Current Event.s — Select News.
Overture-^Popular selections.
SweetFlorence
Song," Mitton.
Clement Barry Topics
Current Events — Rivoli News of
and
of the Day — Literary Digest.
the World.
The Jack Knife Man
Educational — Along the Highways Next— Week
First —National.
\ Ocal — Fonsia W ilson, coloratura
and B^■^vavs of Fez, Morocco.
soprano.
Comedy — The Kick in High Life.
HOBART
BOSWORTH
Feature — Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway — Charles Ray.
m THE BRUTE
MASTER^
Next — Douglas Fairbanks in The
Mark of Zorro.
"A GU
M
BANK
MANN
In A
New Theatre —
Real Coraed>'
Current Events — Pathe and Pathe
Review.
Vocal — Operatic selections.
Feature — The Charm School — William Reid.
Parkway Theatre —
Overture — " Blue Danube."
Current Events— Parkway Review.
Feature — The Life of the Party —
Roscoe .Arbuckle.
Wizard Theatre —
Current Events — Wizard Review.
Feature — The Life of the Party —
Roscoe .'\rbuckle.

RIOT"

Now

Showing

at the ROYAL

Half i>aye display for - T i e Brute Master " by the Royal theatre of De* Moines

January
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\.'p/)piri6'?U:lflsh
^DEAIAIETT
1/691 Qi?y
'. jrf Cparamoiinl Q>iclure
CHE dispb>ed her charms in a
temple
Fashion.
"Modeled"she
for
gorgeousof ho(>e
silken
never
tosomething
own.things imTill could
onepossible
dayhappened!
Somelhing
straight dreams.
from the-Thebluerestof ishera
wildest
tingling tbhtl of romantic adventure.
PRINCESS
FOX NEWS
CONCERT
Gaiety Comedy.
• AINTT LOVE ALAlnhlon
SO'ORCHESTRA
M. SAXt«n. Director
GRAND?"
NOW SHOWING
Me PRINCESS

Xext Week— Wallace Reid in The
Charm School, and Harold
Lloyd in Number, Please.'
Shea's CriterionOverture—" Mile. Modiste."
Violin Solo — " Nocturne " — Chopin.
Played by Catherine Stang of the
New York Strand.
Feature — The Devil — George Arliss. Held for second week,
account big business.
Comedy — The Baby — Sunshine.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial, made up of news weeklies,
Topics
the Day, andsubject.
" If," a
Prizma ofhand-colored
Next Week — -World premiere of
Forbidden Fruit.
Mark-Strand —
Overture
" Mignon."
Current — Events
— Latest Pathe
News.
Feature — Prairie Trails — Tom Mix.
Comedy
— Shuffle the Queens —
Christie.
Next— Week
— Nineteen
and Phyllis
Charles
Ray.
PalaceFeature
— Outside
cilla Dean.

the
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dance with bubbles to music of
JjmUl
fll/TING KInc"
KCNIC
"Tb* 5mMI«
"LOV
MACK E,
5-Act First National Scream—
SENNETT'S
NOW—
HON

OR

("PeopleB
who live in glass houses shouldn't have their pictures taken")
^
EHA Somebody to love!
KU Men!
V
Eto!
wad Women!
Somebody
Hate!"
Marriage licenses! Sometbine to laush About!
Divorce Courts! Sometbing to Tliinli About!
A Bit of Heaven for Wives! Notbing to Weep About!
A Bit of Blaoli for Husbands! Nottiing to Worry About!
Featuring Charles Murray, Marie Prevost, Ford Sterling, Phyllis Haver

Law — Pris-

Feature — A Full House — Bryant
Washburn.
—
Lyric

Fire columns wide by full page in
depth ad for " Lore, Honor and Beharc, ' by the Liberty theatre. Seattle

Brahm's
Strand
Topical" Valse."
News.
Edited and selected by Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman.
The Short
Striking
Subject.Tires — Educational
Prologue to Feature.
Robert Howell, tenor, dressed as
artist, singing vocal duct with
Dorothy Bell, soprano. Miss
Bell is large portrait and takes
life in frame as artist sings
Fenn's " The Magic of Your
Feature Film — Lionel Barrymore in
The Great Adventure.
Vocal — Eldora Stanford suspended
on high in an electrical bubble
contrivance which with lights
makes her appear as if she were
inside swirling rainbow-hued
bubble. She sings " Bubble
Song " from " High Jinks."
" Old Eyes."
Timer's Waltz " — Strand
Symphony Orchestra.
Comedy — Fickle Fancy — Mack Sennett.
Organ
Solo —By" Serenata
" (Moskowski).
Edward Napier
and
John Hammond, organists.
sr. PAUL

Capitol — Theatre
Overture
" Sothern— Rhapsody."
Vocal Solo—" Love Nest."
Capitol
Digest—
Includes : The
Comedy
—
Number,
Please?
—
Harold
Lloyd.
Wonder Trees of Japan —
Missouri Theatre —
Feature — Prisoners of Love — Betty
Pathecolor. Current Events —
Pathe and International News.
Overture
Compson.
Two. — Sarli's Jazz Medley No.
Very
tasty
display
for
"
Silk
Hosiery
"
After the Siesta — Pathecolor.
in tchich border and cuts were borHappenings — Pathe Kings
rowed from a local merchant. The Current
Five actsTheatre
of vaudeville.
—
Weekly.
Echoes from " Cavalleria RustiPrtiicess theatre of Colorado Springs,
Current
Events
—
Fox News weekly.
cana" — Mascagni. 1. "The
Colo., is the oriffinntor of the arl
Paragraphs — Literary Digest.
Siciliana " (Thy Lips Like
Feature
Snob.— Wanda Hawley in The
Comedy
—
Harold
Lloyd
in
Number,
Crimson Berries) — Walter
Please?
BOSTON
Pontius, tenor. 2. "Ah, No,
Grand
Central
Theatre
—
Vocal — Grant Kimbell singing " In
Turiddu,
rimani " (No, TuridPark Theatre —
Overture
—
"
Ruy
Bias
"
—
Gene
Rodan Old-fashioned Town."
emich's orchestra.
du. Remain!) — Lillian CrosOverture — Park Symphony Orches- Presentation
—
"
Plantation
Days
"
—
man,
soprano;
Walter Pontius,
Missouri Vocalists and dancers. Recent Happenings — Selznick News.
tra.
tenor.
Feature — William S. Hart — The Scenic.
Screen Smiles.
Vocal Solo — By Williard Andelin.
Testing Block.
Harold Lloyd in "Number, Please."
Weekly News — Two Issues.
Comedy — The One Best Bet — Soky Lillian Crosman, dramatic soprano
Features — Paving the Pipe r — Dehnonte and Criterion —
— " Somewhere A Voice Is Callthe
Monk.
George Fitzmaurice. Beanti- Overture — Selections from Martha. Feature- — Mary Pickford in The
ing." Harp accompaniment by
fully Trimmed — Carmel Alyers. Topical — Literary Digest.
Love Light.
Herman Thclen.
Next Week — Outside the Law — Recent Importances — Fox News.
Priscilla Dean.
Feature Photoplay — Katherine McWest End Lyric —
Beacon Theatre —
Donald in " My Lady's LatchOverture
— By Dave SiK crman's orchestra.
Overture — Piano and Organ.
Screen Smiles.
Lyric News and Views — Selected Capitol Grande Organ — Arthur Defrom leading weeklies.
Comedy — The Sportsman — Larry
pew.
Scenic
beauty.
Lemara." .\ndantino in D flat "
Semon.
Feature
— Cinderella's Twin — Viola
Features — The First Born — Sessue
Danna.
A lore «tory u old m»
Hayakawa. The Marriage of
Comedy
— The One Best Bet.
the «ce« and aa fresh
William Ashe- — May Allison.
M fonth iUcIf.
TSEW
NextMiles
Week—Minter.
All Souls'The
Eve—Snob
Mary
—
Tlie/VTRG
Wanda Hawley. Easy Street —
Chaplin, re-issue.
~^
Mark-Strand
Theatre
KLYN—
BROO
~
key."
Overture
—
"
A
South
Sea
Fantas\
BUFFALO
Presented by native Hawaiian. "
troubadors,
dancers, instrumentalists.
Shea's Hippodrome — •
Overture" Rienzi "—Wagner.
(a) "A Hawaiian Selection."
Stage Setting — A Venetian boating
(b)Kolomuku,
"Drowsy guitarist.
Waters," Walter
scene used as a background for
the soloist.
(c) "Aloha
Nativequartette.
Hawaiian vocal Oe."
and string
Vocal— "Bv the Sea."
Sung by Carlos Ferretti, who clad
(d)
" Myona."
Louise Boslet,
dancer.
as a Venetian gondolier enters
OOLDW5IN fnsai}
the scene in a gondola, sings the
-Sport Pictorial
— Making
dlers at West
Point. Man Hanvocal gem, gradually disappear- Wm ROGERS
m
the'
delightful
oacaad^iiiama.
ing from the set.
Epilogue
— "A Day
GUILE WOMEN
The Strand
Maleat West
Trio Point."
singing
Feature—
Hart. The Testing Block— W. S.
college and camp songs before
Omcted. tnj
CLARSNCE BAPOEK
military drop. Finale is
Comedy
a Summer's Day —
Mack— On
Sennett.
trumpeter sounding taps.
A OOLDWYN PICXimE
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in Sound
Current Events — Hippodrome ReYour A.
PAISLCY NOON
view, consisting of excerpts
from the leading news weeklies,
Vocal "Until" — (Sanderson) sung
Topics of the Day, a hand col- Three-column display used 6,1/ the Caliby Irving Jackson, baritone.
One of the New theatre, Baltimore, adt
ored scenic and the News-Shea
fornia theatre to advertise Will Koijers Novelty Dance — The Bubble.
for " Cinderella's Twin," three column
Mme.
Desha,
dauseuse,
in
classic
« Local Review.
in ''The Quite of Women "
by ten inches in size
sr. LOUIS
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REPORTS
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FAMOUS PLAlf^RS
The Jucklins —
This feature was well liked by
our patrons and went over big for
four days. (Middle West.)

Big
FROM

Grand Opening Today at 12:15 P. M.
-ntc woRio PRcracRC^

Idols of Clay —
The Charm School —
at firstThoroughly pleasing picture, Reid
Going great. Showing in
fashalways popular here. Good
hborhood house
run neig
ionable location and this is the kind ness. (East.)
of picture that gets over the best.
busi(Middle West.)
—
re with business To Please One fFoman
ge pictu
Avera
up pretty well in second
Held (East.)
about as usual. (West.)
week.

J'</ur ciilumn advertisement framed hii
i-n])irha theatre, Los Angeles, to advertise "Outside the Lair."

fF

IV E E K

RUN

The Branded Woman —
Picture went over big and attracted the crowds to my theatre.
GOLDWYN

Honest Hutch —
the Will Rogers picyetHe isof growing
Best tures.
in popularity.
(Middle West.)

Our of the
Miller'n
theatre,
Los dixplaii
Angeles,iidsforrunthehijpremiere
Held over a second week to good shoicitifj
of
"
A
Connecticut
Yankee
in
as
great
as
business though not
King Arthur's Court "
the first week. (Middle West.)
play but after playing same found it
to be very satisfactory. It pleased
Life of the Party—
,
^
Much better vehicle for Arbuckle a particular audience. (West.)
nd Up." Still not
than the "Rou
best for big pictures. Oood Civilian Clothes —
hisess.
at
(East.)
busin
All liked this, but not a big box
office attraction. When Meighan is
not
is
Bully comedy, but Fatty
under De Mille's whip he can put
card— will not make it across but not so well with Ford.
yet a drawing (West
.)
any money.
(West.)

ng to Think About —
Somethi
Consider this a splendid money
maker. When I screened this one
didn't consider same a box otficc

E

Men — with some strong
Godless
Good picture
situations which played to excellentWest.)
.business for one week. (Middle

Midsummer Madness —
with inWell constructed picture beauti
ful
teresting episodes and
scenes. Went over so well we are
it for a second week. (MidholdidlengWest.)

Always Audacious — did go over
Great picture. Sure
big. Audiences were pleased and
contheir friends",
talked aboutsequentlyitextratobusiness.
(West.)

N

FIRST NATIONAL
An excellent
picture which drew
Dintythe crowds. Wesley Barry has
made a hit with the patrons in this
town. All of the critics praised
this picture. (Middle West.)
Took the town by storm. The
sidewalk was crowded for two
weeks by admission seekers. (East.)

R

E

Houses

(West.)

Very good story. The picture
follows the original narative well
drew(Eastthe.) "better class
it s.
and ence
audi

Flying Patis— good but brought no
Picture
extra business. (West.)

ON

big. Splendid comvery
Opened 66
6— West.)
r (Middle
Officeedy.
METRO
Misleading Lady —
Fine picture— splendid comedy,
and acting done by Bert Lytell. The
enpicture is thoro
in greatest
kind healthy
tertainment of the u
West.)
(Middle
demand.

L

E

A

N e u' f

S E S

Say

THEATERS
EQUITY
Put over with , extra advertising
campign.
Drew well and Miss
Voung liked. (Middle West.)
HushROBERTSON-COLE
Wonderful production as testified
Kismet
to by the— leading citizens Artistic,
from every angle. A picture all
should see without fail according
to general opinion. (Middle West.)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
The Forbidden Thing —
The best picture of the week ire
this city. A good story well acted.
(Middle West.)
VITAGRAPH
Dead Men Tell No Tales—
Regular record breaker. Smashing melodrama. Public liked it
though women were preiudiced
against it at first. (Middle West.)
STOLE FILM

Squandered
An axerage Lives
picture— which played
to
fair
business.
(Middle West.)
—
this
d
in
hit
a
hea
made
Sap
Keaton
The
Buster
picture. He is rapidly coming to
SELZNICK
the fore as a comedian. (Middle
West.)
Silver Lining —
Just a little above the average
production. (East.)

Twin— picture,
rella'saudience
Cinde
Pleasing
big business. (East.)

The
Point that
of View
— HammerEvident
Elaine
stein, not the picture, brought the
crowd. She goes big here and we
have musical audience.

Did

UNIVERSAL
DeviFs Passkey —
Crowds stood in line every night.

— all during
Purpleout
Beggar
A Had
'em in
standine:
opening.
dle West.) Everybody liked it. (Mid-

Concensus of opinion " Great.""
(East.)
STATE RIGHTS
Alice
in fVonderland
It worked
through— parents,

PATHE

teachers, schools, etc. Will do exle: Woman —
The Ridd
in
Good picture althoueh lacking for
ceptional business. As an ordinarybrow
high
action and too
program
feature, it is rotten.
average audience. It was also
t—
the
of
bi as ff^ature with " Love. marred bv too many close-uos
HaUsed
(West. I
Honor andD(nil)lc
(^bcy "program
as added
at- star. Plaved to average business.
trartio'i,
helped.
( Middle West.^
(Middle West.)
UNITED ARTISTS
W hnt Women Love —
This picture consisted mostly of
— but esoecially
of Zorro
Excellent
picture
Annette Kellermann in a number Mark
enjoy-ed
bv
the
men.
Held big
for first
secof poses. The action of the story
ond week. Went extra
hardlv licgiiis until the last reel. It week but onlv average on second
is only a fair picture, but Annette week. (East.)
Kellermann draws well. (Middle
West.)
One week run record broken here.
Powerful combination of picture,
players and plot.
sion —record attendance. WonPas
Broke
Continued to pack them in at all
derful production.
enthusiastic.
(East.) Audience \-ery hours. Excellent Iiusiness. (East.)
45 Minutes From Broadway —
Satisfactory picture though sonic
patrons
missed
the old Ray. Business rood.
( East.)

REALART
Her Beloved Villain —
Fair picture to fair business.
(East.)

This three entiimn hi/ seven :nch
display
•■ The Charm
by the for
Randolph
theatre, $ehool
Chicago" is
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Front of the Queen theatre, Houston, Texas, shozi'ing how Manager Hudson B. Scollard decorated for the shoioing of " Earthhound '
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Motion

Cut ciigugemcnt
from photograph
Joscpli
L. Pluiikett's
prologue
for " zvith
The the
Greatline.Idvciiture
duringi>
its
at the of
Strand
theatrr,
Neiv York.
Together
drawing ''bclozv
serves to illustrate the n'orking script appearing on this page

A

Picture

News

Novelty Exploitation for
"Heliotrope"
Novelty exploitation was relied upon to
a large extent by the Royal theatre of
Hutchinson, Kansas, for its showing of
" Heliotrope."
Small cut-outs were prepared which resembled in shape and color a bouquet of
heliotrope. A very tiny bottle of heliotrope perfume was attached to the cutout by a rubber band. The printing on the
front simply said : " Heliotrope — a Paramount picture," so that the same idea
could be adapted to any part of the country'. The reverse of the card was dedicated to local exploitation, the copy read"It was a apicture
whiff that
of 'Heliotrope'
which ing:
created
has without
doubt the most unusual and gripping plot
ever written. Royal theatre, Hutchinson,
Kansas^. Four days, commencing MonThese were distributed to patrons of the
3."
Royalday, Jan.
theatre
at the box-office several
days before " Heliotrope " commenced its
run, and gave ample opportunity for the
resulting mouth-to-mouth advertising to
do its work effectively.

Practical
Prologue
'Script
Details of Joseph Plunkett's Specialty
F — Chair.
Number for " The Great Adventure "
G— Table.
X — Footlights. These were in t)lue and
ing director
JL. PLUNKETT, manag
H— Knight.
were in efifect during the entire scene.
of the Strand Theatre, New York,
1 — Calcium light. In left wing. W hite
* staged a rich-looking and attractive
light. Small aperture so cut that a narC — Frame, ten feet high ; four and oneprologue for " The Great Adventure "
half feet wide; two feet deep. With
row ray of light remained on artist's head
last week, ound.
by using an artist's studio as
his backgr
gauze painting of girl stretched across
and shoulders, « '
front. Inside are rows of white and amThis setting is strikingly appropriate to
3 — Calcium light. Right wing. .Same
the picture in view of the fact that the as I.
ber lights on dimmer arrangement. Girl
play is built about a famous artist and his
frames herself against painting on net
2 — Calcium light. Overhead spot, attached to bottom of screen. This flooded
affairs with women. By visiting various
front and is revealed when white and amantique shops, Mr. Plunkett was able to artist's figure.
ber lights are gradually turned up.
BB — Back horizon drop.
dress his stage with an assortment of
B — Girl who stands within frame.
K — Building on horizon drop, and seen
chairs, draperies, pictures, sketches and
Drapery on wall.
ED — Chair.
vase^ that might ordinarily be found in through the meeting on interior drop.
AA — Front drop, showing interior of
an artist's studio in Russia.
Mr. Plunkett used no border lights, and
The only part of the setting that had to artist's studio. This drop is two and onehalf
feet
in
the
fore
of
the
back
drop.
the
only combination coloring used was
be built was a sort of frame ten feet high,
four and one-half feet wide and about
4 & S — Back stage spots, blued to light the blending of the white and amber lights
within the frame, revealing the painting
up horizon drop. Indigo blue, in efifect
two feet deep. To the audience this frame
come to life.
during
entire
scene.
res.embled nothing more than a large painting which the artist was apparently completing. Instead of an oil drawing however, the painting on the surface of the
frame was done in netting in order to
enable Mr. Plunkett to accomplish his
efifect later on in the prologue.
The curtain rose on the artist puttinrr
his last finishing touch on the painting.
Strains from " A Dream," by Bartlett.
were faintly heard as the curtain began
to rise. The curtain up, the artist went
into the song, singing directly at the painting of the girl, not the audience.
At the end of the song, the painting on
the frame seemed to come to life. The
girl moved her body and held out her
arms as if appealing to the artist. This
was accomplished by gradually bringint^
into play the dimmer lights, of white and
amber color, which were placed on the
four sides of the interior of the frame.
By a glance at the accompanying working script of the prologue, Mr. Plunkett's
building plan and lighting scheme are
Line drawing illustrating described
Joseph L.in Plunkett's
" The Great Adventure," as
clear.
the article prologue
appearingforaboie
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Gets

Red

Cross

As-

sistance for "Tlie
When " The Penalty"
Penalty " was shown at the
Lyric theatre, Richmond, the biggest exploitation feature was a tie-up with the
local members of the American Red Cross
Society.
There was a large attendance of Red
Cross members on the designated night
and most of them wore their Red Cross
uniforms, adding much to the exploitation
value of the stunt. The newspapers were
Iliberal in the space they devoted to the
Red Cross night.
Special invitations were sent out to
more than 250 physicians of Richmond,
calling their attention to Blizzard's mad
dream of having sound legs grafted upon
the stubs which had been left him by a
physician who had needlessly amputated
his legs. The query was propounded
whether medical science would not in time
be able to do that very thing. Medical
curiosity was piqued and many of the
city's physicians saw a screening of " The
Penalty."
A new style of " red-lined " newspaper
extra was pulled for the Lyric's showing
of " The Penalty," which also attracted
much attention. An 80-foot banner and
net suspended across Broad street, advertising the picture, was a flash " of unusual importance and attention-arresting
value.
The billboard, program and newspaper
advertising was increased and intensified.
Attractive displays were obtained in many
prominent shop windows.

Attractive
lobbytheatre,
displayWashington,
arranged for
the Description
showing of of"Shipwrecked
by the Leader
D. C.
the decorationsAmong
appearsthe onCannibals
this page"

Leader

Theatre

Washington

House

Puts

Exploitation
Over

Great

Campaign

for
" Shipwrecked
Among
Cannibals
lobby forthe
his display.
Filling "the upper
HE Leader Theatre of Washington,
lialf of the opening above the ticket booth,
T D. C, recently gave " Shipwrecked
he caused to be constructed a small stage
Among
Cannibals
" anfavorably
exploi^etting, the width of the theatre lobby
tation campaignthethat
compares
and about six feet deep.
with the best that the feature has receive(I.
The manager of the theatre utilized the
His back-drop consisted of a shipwreck and tropical beach scene. In front
high and wide entrance to his theatre
of this drop there were erected figures of
I he cameramen and of a group of savages
cut from one of the twenty-four sheets
with the picture. The effect was immensely realistic and could be seen from
across the street as easily as from close-up.
On each side of this setting there was
arranged
an the
additional
figures'
Ixaring upon
picture. group
At oneofside
was
a big kettle such as is associated with
cannibal stories. On this kettle was
painted the word "welcome." Sticking
from the kettle (this was what brought a
gasp from passers-by) were models of
IwoOnhuman
feet. side
The was
effecta was
startling.'
the other
skeleton
and
other bones which added to the wierdness
of the lobby.
In the lower part of the lobby, and
flanking the box office were hung- pennants beai'ing pvmchful slogans having to
do with the picture, such as: "Cannibals
Turn Green' After Death." " Cannibal
Men and Women Never Wear Clothes,"
■' Cannibals Fight Tigers With Their
Teeth," etc.
There also were several panels and
large oil paintings of true cannibal types
hung near the lobby entrance. The box
office and the entrance doors were covered
with bamboo and thatch work, giving an
Texas.

This is the ivay Ben Letvis and Vincent Andrea, managers of the Grecian theatre. El Paso,
decorated their lobby for the showing of " Earthbound"

of a cannibal dwell''"'^.
exact
The impression
result was highly successful from
a box office standpoint.
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Plunkett's Prologue for
"The Devil"
Manager Joseph L. Plunkett of tlie
New York Strand is staging a prologue
for the current week's feature attraction
The Devil " that further proves the intrinsic value of the special number in connection with the presentation of pictures.
For the basic idea Manager Plunkett
goes to the film itself, reproducing in the
main, one of the scenes, settings being
especially built for the occasion.
Cuts showing three scenes from the
prologue are shown below. The number
is a combination of clever lighting effects
and good music. A baritone, Fernando
Guarneri, sings " Mephistofele Aria "
from the opera by Boito, and at the conclusion the Sergastchinko Ballet emerge
from a trap door. Red lighting effects
predominate, with shading of blue and
purple. By an arrangement of these
lights, the scene appears to extend far
into the distance, giving the effect of a
long marble hall. This is another phasiof creating a perspective, with the aid of
proper and exact lighting. A flaming fire
down-stage center Seems to lick the bodies
of the dancers. As the intensity of red
mcreases they dance about the fire. One
dancer falls headlong into the flames,
thrown by the spell of the singer representing the Devil. A revolving color
scheme of lights is then thrown on the
others as they fall back on the steps at the
Devil's fused
mercy.
and aspurple
diffloods the Deep
whole redscene
it comes
to a close.
For the overture the Symphon}Orchestra played the overture from
"Mephistofele" — (Boito). The lighting
for that is a deep purple float and red on
blue-curtained panels, rendering the arrangement conducive tx3 the desired
atmosphere.

Newark

Theatre

Stages

Prologue for "Passion"
The new Branford theatre, Newark, N.
J., is receiving considerable attention from
Broadway's most original and artistic designers of prologue novelties as a result
of the presentation of " Passion." The

Hoffman
Rothafel
for

"The

Stages

Prologue

Love

Light"
elabis stagi
AFEL
SL. ROTHorate
gueng toan " The
musical prolo
,"
re
• Love tion atLight
the
featu
attrac
the New York Capitol thisweek.
Headed by Erik Bye, the Capitol ensemble sings original Italian folk songs
and the Capitol ballet, with Mile. Gambarelli and Alexander Oumansky give
native folk dances.
A stage setting conforming somewhat
to
the laid
exterior
" Angela's
" home,
scene
in anof Italian
fishing
villagea
among the cliffs bordering on the Mediterranean, is provided. A lighthouse
painted in silhouette on the back drop
has a practical light that winks every
few seconds. The company is attired in
the costumes of the natives of the locale
of the picture.
The number begins with chorus singing. Later Mr. Bye renders a solo to a
harp accompaniment and the ballet performs. A considerable amount of pantomime has been worked out, making the
prologue a continuous number. The
lightings
are for
night. Artist
Wenper's
scenic canvas
is especially
effective.
The
scene is rural with the sea dimly visible
over the top of the cliff on which the
lighthouse is placed. Diffused spots of
amber I'ght are moved slowly about on
the canvas, giving the effect of a moon
shining on the fields t'^ rough clouds.

prologue' consisted of a musical and pictorial act, harmonizing with the period
during which the action of the silent drama passes.
It introduced Pola Negri (Ruth Kellogg White), soprano; Louis X\T (Wilfred Glenn), baritone; Armond (Leon
Mario), tenor, and a sextet of dancers.
The numbers were respectively the Jewel
Song from " Faust," the " Vision Fugitive " air from Massenet's " Herodiate,"
and one of Chevalier des Grieux's airs in
Massenet's " Manon."
The sextet danced the minuet as a climax to the prologue.
The singing and dancing was done in
front of a massive curtain which was
pulled aside by two little girls dressed as
pages. Spots were used to good effect.

Picture

Gets

News

Results

with Advance
Prologue
George Hoffman, publicity director for
the Haring and Blumenthal Enterprises,
Union Hill, N. J., has devised an exploitation .stunt that he calls an advance prologue
" The Face at Your Window " was a
coming bill at the Lincoln theatre, and
Hoffman wanted to advertise it. So he
staged a prologue for the attraction a week
in advance.
" This is what the audience saw :
Stage lead
cardsthem
announced
" which
might
to believe" Extra
that they
were
to see a try-out of a new act not on the
program. The curtain rises to softly
played music, disclosing a living room.
On the stage is a woman in evening
clothes, which fixes the time as evening.
The woman is reading to a little boy, consulting her watch nervously.
■' A bell rings off stage, and a maid
ushers in what can be presumed to be
neighbor-^, as they are hatless. Then follows a few seconds of pantomimic conversation, with much agitation and an effort on the part of the woman to keep what
is being
little
boy. said out of the hearing of the
" Again the woman goes to the window.
More excited talk by those on the stage.
The boy returns to his picture book. Then
enters the man they have been awaiting.
He removes his hat and overcoat hastily,
kisses the woman and the little boy — whom
he holds tightly to him — and then, in an
attempt at sociability, motions the woman
to the
piano.
plajed
by
woman
and Song
sung "bySweet
two ofLove,''
the visitors.
■■ At the finish of the song a green spotlight is focused on the window and very
slowly there appears a hand, followed by
the body of a man with a menacing look on
his face. *The women scream. The man
of the house rushes to the drawer of the
table and gets his revolver, but before he
can use it, three shots are heard off stage
and the lights go out.
" The st.ige is now in complete darkness.
A sign is lowered electrically lighted
transparency which lights up gradually,
announcing
"The Face at Your Window"
all next week.

This cut shows three ■•icit'S of the original prologue ivhich Manager Joseph L. Plunk-ett of the Kezv York Strand thcdtre is presenting this week
with the showing of " The Devil "
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This layout illustrates the story appearing on the opposite page telling hoiv Manager George Schade of the Shade theatre, Sandusky, 0., Put over
"The County Fair"

Motion
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Picture

News

Sanson

Originates Window Display Idea
Manager Jack Sanson of the Bristol
llieatre, Bristol Conn., had a hunch that
somethmg unusually clever could be devoted to interest prospective patrons in
his showing of " Don t Every Marry."
The result of his playing the hunch was
a window display in a store adjoining the
Bristol that more than lived up to expectations.

Novelty window
display
for Conn.
"Don't Story
Ever concerning}
Marry" bysame
Jack appears
Sanson, onmanager
theatre,
Bristol,
this pacjeof the Bristol
Toy

Shop

Prologue

at

Saxe*s Strand
The animated Toy Shop which was
used as a prologue during" Cliristmas week
at Saxe's Strand theatre, Milwaukee, is a
prologue which may easily be adopted for
use in motion picture theatres almost any
time of the year. In the Toy Shop are
seen a variety of dolls, including a Scotch
doll, baby doll, sailor doll, Russian Cossack doll, Miss Liberty doll and two Teddy Bears. Each of the children playing
these parts provided a novel dance. A
Santa Claus was used to lift the dolls out
of the boxes and set them dancing, but the
character of Santa could easily be replaced
by an old toy maker. Manager Weisfeldt
received considerable praise for the staging of this number, which pleased the hundreds of children and grown-ups who
attended the Strand theatre during Christmas week.

Police

Inquire — " How

Rae Barnes, manager of the Hub theatre, Casper, Wyo., had a little explaining
to do at Police Come?"
Headquarters in that town
recently as a result of a stunt he put over
in his exploitation of Wanted At HeadHe had four hundred red cards printed
quarters."
bearing
the inscription, " You Are
■ Wanted at Headquarters.' " These he
caused to be hung on automobiles through
outLater
the vicinity'.
that day a policeman appeared at
the Hub Theatre and addressed Barnes:
" You are wanted at headquarters."
Barnes explained the stunt to the police
chief and soon was released. The Casper papers carried a full account of the
incident, thereby adding greatly to the
pre-showing publicity of the picture.

Christmas stage setting and prologue number as staged by Saxe's Strand theatre, Milwaukee.

Mr. Sanson divided the window in such
a manner that it seemed to portray two
(liiferent interiors. He cut down scenery
representing a parlor and which he had
back stage to fit the height of the showwindow. He cut down other frames which
represented the walls of a rather discolored kitchen to fit in the other half
of the window.
Out of the parlor interior which took
up half of the space of the window, Mr.
Sanson furnished up a corner of a
bachelor's apartment. There was the
big, comfortable chair, the parlor lamp,
nice table, rug, telephone and tobacco
conveniences. And the whole scene
looked very cozy. Mr. Sanson labelled
this side of the window with one word,
andIn that
simply,
" BEFORE."
the was
space
bounded
by the kitchen
walls he so arranged such articles as a
wash-tub, a broom, gas heater, washboard, baby's underclothes, clothes-line
and a few dirty dishes as to give the passintimate unattractive
glimpse into kitchen
a cornererby ofa pretty
a somewhat
of a young bride who might number a
young baby among her wifely worries.
This scene was labelled with another word,
" AFTER."
Across the two displays was the announcementMarshall
"
Xeilan's ' DON'T
EVER MARRY' at the Bristol." A
glance at the display told it all : the
bachelor who gave up his comfortable life
for the worries that come with marriage.

Story concerning same appears above
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Novelty Stunt Advertises
Doug on ttie East Side
It has remained for New York's East
5ide to originate the most unique exploitation stunt in connection with " The
Mark of Zorro " yet to be recorded.
hL. Dohnsky, manager ot i-oew's Avejiue B Theatre, New i'ork, is the exhibitor who put over the exploitation and
reaped the proht therefrom.
A miniature stage about eight feet from
the ground was constructed over the gate^
■of the stage entrance on the Avenue B
side of the theatre. The stage was
equipped with a curtain and footlights,
adding to the realism of the idea. Around
the stage were painted dripping, blood}red " Z's " with the words, " Watch for
' Zorro '— Here every night."
William E. Slutsky, a young man in the
employ of the United Artists Corporation,
who greatly resembles " Doug," enacted
the impersonation stunt. Dressed in the
bandit attire that " Doug " uses in the
production itself, he first appeared on the
stage, did a stunt or two and before one
could bat an eye he made a " mysterious "
appearance at some other section of the
theatre. This " watch for Zorro " kept
the crowds on edge continually.
In some manner a rumor got about the
district that Fairbanks was there in person, and then there was no holding back
the crowds. A cut of Mr. Dolinsky's
stage is shown on this page.
Small Town
Exhibitor
Guns for Rural Trade
In exploitation, mileage should not be
taken into consideration. The exhibitor
who voluntarily puts a limit on the territory from which his theatre can draw
is perhaps barring himself out from
jiatronage that is awaiting an invitation to
join the people who pay good money into
his box office.
Herbert H. Johnson, manager of the
Luna theatre, Lafayette, Indiana, recently
went gunning for a transient patronage
and hit a mine which has been pouring

1UU3
Washington
Pulls

Stunt

Theatre

for " Earth-

A seven-foot globe constructed of metal,
revolved by a motor, and with the oceans
and continents painted on it, was placed
bound "
marquise ofD. Loew's
the glassWashington,
top of theatre,
on
Columbia
C, to
Earthbound."
of " the
exploit the
Electric
lightsshowing
played upon
revolving
The stunt was originated by Goldwyn's
traveling exploitation man from headglobe.
quarters, W. R. Ferguson. Various milling
companies
to whom
he went to have in
the W'^ashington
globe constructed
told

"Mark of Zorro" exploitation stunt put over
by Loew's
B theatre. New
told Avenue
in the accompanying
story York, as
steadily into his theatre from a source he
had never thought of. " The Turning
Point " appealed to him as aflfording stunt
advertising that would appeal to touring
automobilists who break their journeys
through night stop-overs in Lafayette.
His stunt was to erect sign posts at all
the cross roads within several miles of
Lafayette, each sign reading:
" THE TURNING POINT
To the Luna Theatre
The First National Show House
Lafayette, Indiana."
The posts were placed in position
several days before the Katherine MacDonald feature opened. They were successful in attracting many automobile
parties to the playho.use, but in addition
to that, they reached the farmers who live
all around Lafayette, and who used the
same road.

him it could not be done, so he had recourse to a German metal worker named
Gischner who runs a sort of school for
skilled mechanics. He pays an instructor
$25 a night to run the classes but does not
charge a penny from the pupils. He at
last was persuaded to build a revolving
globe. The first attempt was not successful and only the persuasive powers of Mr.
Ferguson kept him at the task until it was
complete. The day after the globe was
placed above the marquise, Ferguson was
summoned before the building inspectors
and asked how he dared to put up a sign
in that exclusive section. He told the inspectors that it was just a reproduction of
the globe without a bit of advertising on
it and that therefore it was no sign. The
inspectors retired to consider that phase
and told him the)' would inform him of
their decision in the matter, but no decision
was forthcoming and the huge, revolving,
lighted globe continued to tell the public
that " Earthbound " was playing at Loew's
Columbia. The business was so big on the
week that the engagement was extended
for a second week.
Other stunts were worked in Washington by Mr. Ferguson. One was to persuade the daily Post to run theatrical readers at the bottom of the first page of that
newspaper. Special heralds were distributed; "a 1 92 1 announcement to Washington theatre patrons."

This panel illustrates how the Audubon theatre, New York, exploited " The Devil's Garden."

Motion

Picture

N cii.' .,-

Checking Babies at the
Theatre Nursery
Ax

unu.-^ual feature attached to the
service otiered the public by the management 01 the -\lis.soun theatre, bt. Louis'
largest motion picture theatre, reccndy
fciccied ai a co-31 ot Cjii, 500,000, is in tlic
form of a nursery service for babies and
small tot.s who accompany their parents
to the show.

i
Stage setting fur one of Ihc Christmas sfeeiallics at the A'eiv York Rivoli tlieaire
How

Churchill

of the Cal-

ifornia Puts 'Em Over
Much that was novel was injected into
the exploitation campaign for " Something
to Think About," by J. F. Churchill, manager of the CaUfornia theatre, Santa Barbara, Cal,
The opening clay every street car in
the city
six feet
b}'
two
feet carried
wide. aA banner
small cart
was long
secured
to which a horse was hitched in the
fashion illustrated by the accompanyingcut.
In presenting the picture a prologue in
which a Knabe Ampico reproducing piano
was used in a mystery number. This was
labeled " Something to Think About."
The prologue began with the stage in
darkness. Then a single light sending up
a veil of incense came on. It was a symbol of " Aladdin's lamp."
After a moment soft green lights from
right and left stage, at first small and
then growing in size and intensity, illumined the scene.
The piai^o solo was then begun. Later
the lights were blended into amber revealing the instrument.

"Something to Think About" ballyhoo Cal.
by the
California theatre, Santa Barbara,

Fitzer

Puts

Stunt

for

Over

Good

''Madon-

nas and Men"
In connection with the two-week run of
" .Madonnas and Men," which is being
shown at the Eckel theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y., Ben Fitzer, distributor of the subject in New York, north of Westchester
county, put over a good stunt in exploiting the production. Mr. Fitzer left his
Buffalo ofiice in the Palace theatre building to aid Manager Emmet Cornell put the
picture over. The stunt was the establishment of a series of Bureaus of Information in important buildings of the city.
These bureaus consisted of attractive mahogany desks. Behind the desks sat the
most beautiful girls in Syracuse. Behind
the girls was a display of photos and gold
frames with views of the play. On the
desks were heralds and other information
on the production. The girls answered all
questions about the picture, where it was
being shown, the time of the run, the members of the cast or anything pertaining to
the film which interested ones might wish
to know.
These bureaus were established in the
Hotels Onondaga and Yates, the City
Bank Trust Company and the Syracuse
Trust Company buildings and other
spots. The stunt creprominent
equally
ated alot
of comment.
Manager Cornell opened his publicity
campaign on the picture with three fullpage ads in the Syracuse newspapers,
something very unusual in the college
town. Mr. Fitzer expects the picture to
establish the long run record in Syracuse.

I he nursery rooms, which are situated
in the fore part of the theatre on the
iHezzanine promenade, are provided with
every possible need of a small child. There
are several cribs into which the sleeping
waifs are deposited while the grown folks
view the pictures. For those who are
as wide-awake as the audience there are
toys of every description — tables, chairs,
teddy-bears, tea-sets, rocking horses, and
slides. The cost of checking a child isnothing to the mother or father (and it is
reported that many a paternal parent has
left a baby there). Mrs. Mary Kennedt, a
trained nurse who is in charge of a staff
of two more attendants, told a News representative that many mothers leave their
children at the nursery early in the afternoon when the first matinee showing is
on, leave the theatre and do their shopping
down-town, and then return in the evening
to claim their progeny. Thus for two admission prices, totalling $1. a mother can
leave her child in expert care for the
afternoon. This practice is becoming popular, as was demonstrated one day last
week when 32 children remained in the
nursery for a minimum of four hours.
This is the first such service offered St.
Louisians either in motion picture or in
the speaking-stage theatre.
The success of the .scheme has been so
great that other theatres are planning to
install nursery rooms.

Novclt\ silhouette lobby card used by the
.V. J., to advertise
Branford theatre. " Neuark,
Passion "
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Plan

for "Flying Pat"
That good exploitation is impervious to
material obstacles was demonstrated recently when Fred V. Green, Jr., exploitation representative for the Denver territory of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, travelled to Sterling, Colo., to put
over " An Old Fashioned Boy " for the
America theatre. Business had been stagnant, mines were workmg at limited time
or not at all, and the biggest bank in town
had just failed. One of the first things
that Green did was to interview the local
police chief and persuade him to lend the
authority of his office to a change in the
traffic semaphores. They still read: " Turn
Right," but underneath this sign, wherever it pointed to the America theatre,
was added : " To the America theatre to
see ' An Old Fashioned Boy.' "
Before the theatre was a sign which
read :
" Parking allowed here if }'ou are going to the America to see ' An Old Fashioned Boy ' ".
These little stunts created intense interest, materializing as they did, in a community which hardly knew the meaning
of exploitation. The local weekly helped
out with news space and the attractive
white lobby of the America theatre,
dressed up with gilt frames, sheets of
lithographs and stills from the production
drew a good attendance from the start.
There was another stunt put over that
drew the crowds. The best drug store in
Sterling gave its window for the following
scene :
A large flat stone was placed in the
window to serve as a grave stone. It was
lettered :
Beneath this hunk of darned old stone
Lies a gay whose death was one long
moan ;

Gaxubl

In Matrin^on/

Left — Viezv of the lobby of the Alamo No. 2 tlwatrc. Atlanta, Ga.. decorated for the sho'cmg of ' The House of Tovs.
lobby stage setting, shozving the unique models used
DenverTheatre

a

the joy
He croaked when he heard he'd missed
Of seeing Charles Ray as " An Old FashThe e.xploitation
ioned Boy." window included a
sign:
This Outfit Donated to the " Dead One "
Who Doesn't Go to the America
Theater Wednesday or Thursday.
Sterlingites really jumped over each
other's backs to see what the window
showed.
Business may have been at a
despondent stage, but " An Old Fashioned Boy " drew enough interest from
its exploitation to pay the manager of the
American theater a handsome profit.

Small

Right — Close-up view

Town

Man

Who

Runs a Big City Show
W. E. Shafer of West Point, Ga., has
a theatre, the Vaudette, seating 250 in a
town of 2500 people, but that does not
deter him from exploiting his attractions
like a big town manager.
Lobby displays, window tie-ups and all
the modern methods of coa.xing patrons
to the theatre are used by Mr. Shafer. For
his recent showing of " What Women
Love " Mr. Shafer decided to ask his local
merchants for window space.
His first tie-up was with a furniture
store, where the manager was perfectly
willing to permit Mr. Sha#fer to decorate
the window in any way he chose. Mr.
Shaefer and his wife went down to the
store on Saturday and selected a varied
assortment of things to be put in the window. One was a beautiful white enamel
kitchen cabinet ; another was a handsome
floor lamp, a mahogany writing desk ; a
bab\' carriage in which reposed a life-size
baby doll, beautifully dressed, a talking
machine, and many other little things that
appeal to the feminine fancy. On each of
these was a tiny card, handlettercd, reading "What
Womencut Love."
Mrs.
Shaefer
out a lot of little
cards, cutting them from old stills and
bits of thin cardboard. These were cut in
the shape of hearts, or fruits, or flowers,

Window
"Silk
Hosiery"
for the
showing display
of this for
picture
at the
Cleveland,
O. Waldorf theatre,

or
anything
that occurred
to the on
lady's
mind.
These,elsecolored,
were pasted
the
window, in all sorts of positions. Back
of each card, and leading back to the back
of the window, were narrow tissue paper
streamers of vari-colored papers. These
tissue-paper streamers all leading back to
one big stock-one-sheet mounted, with the
title, " What Women Love " and the name
of the theatre, with the play-date.

Motion
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House

Picture

Employees

News

Used

in

Specialty Number
The management of the Regent theatre
,of Toronto, Canada, has i^cently put mto
efifect one of Sid Grauman s exploitation
stunts by using his house staff in a specialty number.
Manager Clarence Robson and director
of music and production, John Arthur,
thought that the Regent boy ushers would
make a hit in a song number, so an act
was framed that took in most everybod)
connected with the theatre.
The Regent specialty began with a drill
by the ushers dressed in their natty new
vmiforms.
While the boys were softly marching,
the floor manager came down the center

Showing the way an riifer/^risiiiy exhibitor fixed up his lobby for the enq<Hiement of the
Thomas H. Ince special. "Homespun Folks." The decorations arc novel and attractive

aisle ular
singing
choruscame
of "theRose,"
popsong hit.theThen
head ausher,
the doorman, janitor, stage carpenter and
electrician. From the balcony came a
^weet tenor voice — it was none other than
the chief operator who had stepped from
the booth long enough to join in the
chorus. The house roared and applauded
when the final chorus was sung by two
clever girls dressed to represent the scrubwomen.
Page
Burns

"Blind
^

Man"
Stunt
Goes
E. H. Helmt's Uses Novelty Ballyhoo for

Big

Idols of Clay " Run at Des Moines
this week, you can reduce the price of
tion in newspaper
innova
ANOTHER
advertising for exhibitors in large your movies next week by five cents. This
cities has been introduced by J. is not a money-making scheme, but a sincere effort to furnish the public with a
Reeves Espy, director of publicity of the
complete list of attractions for the entire
Famous Players Missouri Corporation,
week and to get the public to read and
under the direction of Manager William
Goldman.
preserve
this advertisement."
Such displays
are inserted in the four
Not only is the face of the advertisedaily
St.
Louis papers at various times
ment unusual and exceedingly attractive,
during each week. More than $400,000
but an offer is made to the public which
will be spent this year by the Missouri
not only demands immediate reading of
Corporation for newspaper advertising.
the description of the week's programs
but compels the reader to retain the page
of the newspaper upon which the ad appears.
First of all, Espy has eliminated all
" fancy
work " St.from
advertisements
of
the fourteen
Louishisshow
houses. No

Grabs

Front

Frank H. Burns,
publicity director for
Space
the Orlando Enterprises Inc., at Orlando,
Fla., recently put over a stunt for " Idols
of Clay " in connection with the Orlando
Sentinel that got front pages for the picture for ten days before the showing and
had all of Orlando talking.
Mr. Burns' scheme was to have the Sentinel offer prizes, consisting of tickets to
the Phillips theatre, one of the Enterprises houses for the best reviews of the
The scheme worked like a charm, busipicture.
ness being increased fifty per cent, with
the cost nothing but a few passes.

plate matter, elaborate borders, or freak
type faces are used. Type faces larger
than 24-point have been cast aside as undesirable. Thus by using only six columns
of an eight-page paper, the Famous Players are enabled to efficiently display the
weekly programs for their fourteen theatres.
As an additional feature Espy runs
across the bottom of the entire page the
following insertion : " In an effort to
direct attention of the people of St. Louis
to motion picture advertising and to offer
encouragement to those who read the advertisements, any of the above theatres
will allow five cents in part payment for
an admission ticket from January 10 to
15, inclusive. If you clip this entire advertisement and use it as a directory all

.S". O'Hare's stage setting for a special
Nezv Year's show as described in the story
accompanying

January
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Working the Village Cop
in on Exploitation
Ever and anon there comes a report
from a small town exhibitor of an exploitation stunt that must make the big
town man feel envious because it is one
that he can't use himself.
In every small town are characters
known to every other person in the city
and this fact gives the exhibitor the
chance for utilizing an intimate touch that
is denied his big-city brother. Every
small city and town has a constable who is
known to every man, woman and child
within his jurisdiction. Usually the job is
not redundant with fees and the constable
is available for special work that is not beneath the majesty of the law.
Tocco, Ga., the home of the Star theatre, managed by Joe Burton, has such a
constable. Mr. Burton counts the constable
as a friend and recently offered him a job
which the constable was glad to accept not
only for the fee connected with it but because of the humor with which it
abounded.
A few days later the prominent citizens
of Tocco received a visit from the constable. Apparently it was an official visit
for after the usual exchange of greetings
ihe constable dug down into his pocket and
produced a number of summonses. Selecting one of them he handed it over with
the remark usual in such cases :
" Nothing much to worry about I guess,
but I had to give it to you."
The recipient of the summons found it
made out to his own name and apparently
it was an action in court brought against
him by Joe Burton. On opening it, however, the jdke was out for the inside was
worded as follows :
" In the case of Joe Burton, manager
of the Star Theatre vs. John Smith, and
all others who wish to laugh. To any lawful Constable of said County, Greetings :

Lobby of the Rivoli theatre, Denver, during the showing of " Go and Get It "
" The above named defendant is required to be and appear at the usual place
for the showing of motion pictures, namely the Star theatre, on Dec. 8, 1921, before
the regular showing hours, to make answer to the plaintiff's demand that he try
to keep from laughing at Mack Sennett's
Life.' "
" Married
comedy, was
funniest
The wording
surrounded by the
usual
mons. legal formalities required of a sumMr. Burton had the constable distribute
1,000 of the " summonses " and nearly
every one responded.

Double
Spread

Page

Newspaper

Exploits

"Some-

About"
thing totoThink
" Something
Think About
" jumped
into fame in Topeka, Kan., because of a
double page newspaper spread in the Topeka Daily Capital, which was arranged
to exploit the picture. The stunt was
unique in the annals of Topeka's motion
picture history and marked a new spirit
of advertising aggressiveness on the part
of the local paper, which gave the full
assistance of its staff in obtaining the
necessary space to fill the two pages.
The entire lower part of the spread,
running in diagonal shape from the lower
left to the upper right-hand corner, was
used by the Isis theatre which had booked
" Something
to Think About " for a
week's
run.

Lobby display for "The Life of the Party" originated by Pat Argust, manager of the Princess theatre, Colorado Springs, Col.
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"Something
About"

Lobby decorations for

Home

theatre,
Married Houston,
Life " 'whrii
Texasthis picture played the

Talent

Wins

Prologues With
Make Big Hit in
HAT home talent prologues can be
T put over in even tne largest towns
has been demonstrated by John
Minhinnick, managmg director of the
Grand Opera House, London, Canada.
For the recent showing of " Behold
Wife," Mr. Minhinnick had a special
stage setting constructed representing an
Indian camp at the foot of the mountains.
Moonlight cloud effects and a very realistic snov^ storm were introduced. The
music vv^as arranged by A. J. Jordan, head
of a London conservatory of music and
dramatic art. Ten of the most popular
young people of the citv took part. The
program included such songs as " By the
Waters of Minnetonka," '" From the Land
of Sky Blue Water," " The Light Daw n
Is Stealing," " Far Ofif I Hear the Lovers
Flute," " The Moon Drops Low " and
others. Then there was a big corn dance
by the Indian girls for the pleasure of the
chief of the redskins. All the music rendered during the- prologue was founded on
authentic Indian airs. The prologue was
greeted by rousing applause at every performance.
The w^eek following Christmas, when
business was reported unusually " off " in
the more important cities of the territory
Mr; Minhinnick again " copped " a record
with. " Humoresque." Mr. Jordan and his
pupils were again induced to appear in
another prologue entitled " Yesterday an '
Today." A .second elaborate setting was
built. This time it represented a street in
the Ghetto. The audiences were taken on
a " slumming " expedition through New
York's East Side, during which they were
greeted with singers, dancers and street
musicians. An automobile party in a bi?
limousine drove onto the stage, stopped
and tossed coins to the entertainers. Signs
above the candy, fruit and clothing stands
along the .street bore the names of wellknown local merchants, remindinsf one
the old-time " Mercha'nts Carnival " and

in

Canada

Local Players
London, Canada
indicating that taese local boosters unting.
questionably helped pay for the stage setThe prologue opened with a scene that
immediately gave the audience the proi)er
atmosphere of " Humoresque." A rabbi
.■-ang ■■ Eli, Eli," and a group of girls followed with another appropriate song.
Then the scene shifted to the " East Side,"
where there was comedy and pathos
aplenty.
London is a city of 6o,ooo people, but
these prologues would do justice to a city
thrice that size. Mr. Minhinnick is having little trouble now lining up talent for
his ne.xl prologue, which probably will be
for " Heliotrope."

to

Sews

Ihink

for Neighborhood Managers

" The good-will and favor of the people
who are regular patronizers of your theatre is the uppermost necessity towarfl success with a neighborhood motion i»ic;ure
house," declared Hector Pa>mezoglu,
manager of the Delmar and Congress
Theatres, St. Louis.
In line with this theory, Pa>mezoglu
undertook a novel plan by which he hopes
to gain the highest favor of his patrons.
During the last three months of 1920, the
^Ianager of these two theatres instructed
liis doormen and ushers to obtain the addresses and names of the various persons
who were seen at the theatres regularly
with each change of program. As the
program is changed three time.-~ a week,
plenty of opportunity to obtain this information presented itself.
Having secured a list of over 1,000
names and addresses by Christmas time,
Pasmezoglu had a large number of NewYear's cards printed bearing, beside the
usual seasonal greetings, the followin'r
statement :
Your constant patronage of our
theatres has been sincerely appreciated by the management.
It has
enabled us to present the highest caliber of feature productions and to
bring our success to a high step. Enclosed you will find two tickets good
at either the Delmar or the Congress
Theatres on any night during 192 1.
The response to this clever bit of advertising is evidenced by the fact that
more than 600 of the tickets have already
been taken up at the doors.

by the Grotona theatre, New York. Members
Handsome lobby display
for house
"Kismet"
arranged
of the
staff in
costuin e are shoTvn in the center
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Carrier's

Practice
What
They
" Gift Book " Idea Goes I^ike Wildfire in
Southern City

shopping season of 1920
holida
THE ushere
d yin a new idea in the sale
s.
theatre
books
'■ gift ors
witli
so well
donemany
have" by
A lot ofof exhibit
the gift book idea that each succeeding
Christmas time will see them on sale, but
it has remained for those erstwhile exploitation experts, Jimmie and Eddie Carrier, who recently took over the reins of
the Kearse theatres in Charleston, West
Va., to turn the plan into something that
went over so big that the original idea
almost gets lost.
The Carriers went into the gift book
sales campaign on a wholesale scale. The
aid of the city's largest book store was
solicited and arrangements made for a
special display of Gift Books in the most
conspicuous shop window — incidentally,
the store to receive 15% of sales to cover
cost of overhead, etc.
The aid of the American Legion was
sought, and inasmuch as the local Post
was in dire need of funds, a scheme was
speedily worked out whereby the Legion
Committee would have full charge of the
Gift Book sales, receiving 15% of gross
receipts. Within the course of a week a
city-wide campaign was launched. The
Legion officials prevailed upon every soBooks. ciety to distribute its " quota " of Gift

tional books.
At the inception of the Gift Book idea,
both Jimmy and Eddie planned to devote a
few weeks
of real hnnest-to-goodness

Preached

hustling in " putting over " the idea. But
as soon as the American Legion Committee got busy on the job, the entire burden
was shifted from their shoulders.

Societies, clubs and lodges vied with
themselves in the sale of Gift Books. A
booth was erected on the postoffice steps
by the Legion, girls being posted throughout the day to handle sales. Other girls
organized a house-to-house campaign,
covering the city in an unescapable net.
Every channel of reaching the general
public was skilfully utilized. Among organizations helping in the drive were the
American Legion, Red Cross Chapter,
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, White Cross
Girls, Ladies Auxiliary and several
smaller clubs and lodges.
Unlike so many exploitation " stunts "
where expenses and other incidentals eat
up all profits, the Gift Book campaign will
always stand out in bold relief. Here's
the inside dope! Exactly 10,000 Gift
Books were originally printed, divided
equally between children and adult sizes.
At the time of this writinfr a ru.sh order
had been given the printer for 5,000 addi-

Photographs of recent prologues staged b\ Grand Opera House of London. Ontario. Canada.^
Wife." Center—Same for " Humorcsque:'
Top cut—Showing stage setting for - Behold Myprologue.
Description appears m text on the
Bottom— Another view of the - Humorcsque"
opposite page
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Novelty

Window

News
Card

for "Blind Wives"
Manager Ben Jackson of the Audubon
theatre, on upper Broadway, New York
city, demonstrated at his recent showing
of " Blind Wives " that he is anything but
a blind manager.
Jackson's contribution to the science of
theatrical advertising consisted of an ordinavy white window card, with the followface ing: copy printed in large letters across its

" Don't be ' Blind Wives.' Trade here
and have money."
To make sure that the name of the picture would not be lost sight of in the terseness of this commercial wallop, Jackson
had the lettering down in black, with the

Tie-up with a Colonial exhibit arranged by Aaron Shusternian, manager uf the Strand and
Empire theatres, New Brunsztnek, N. J., for the shewing of " Peaceful Valley "

exception
the words
" Blind
Wives,"
which were ofprinted
in large
red letters.
The entire neighborhood was soon talking "Blind \\ ives " and the sudden change
of heart on the part of certain merchants
who had theretofore steadfastly refused
to " clutter up " their windows and showcases w'ith anything that might help advertise
another man's
product
was forcibly
demonstrated
when three
additions
of the
cards were exhausted and Jackson was
compelled
to place a fourth " rush " order
with the printer.

ty
"Coun
Plays
SchadeSandusky
Exhibitor
Gives Burgess
Play Great Exploitation Campaign

e's Schade
of Georg
S Sand
PATRON
uskye, Schad
O., when they
theatre,
came out to see " The County Fair "
recently were greeted by perhaps the most
pretentious effort to secure reahsm ever
attempted by any moving picture manager
in Sandusky. From ushers attired in sunbonnets and gingham dresses to a genuine
rube band, nothing was lacking to create
the illusion suggested by the title of the
picture.
The theatre itself was decorated with
corn shocks, while in the vestibule patrons
passed a long row of exhibits labeled first
and second prizes, as the case might be.
There was a cage containing a pair of
doves, a duck which was called " goof "
duck. Rabbits, chickens and other exhibits were also displayed. Vegetables and
fruit and grain were shown as well.
After the ticket had been purchased
from a pretty sunbonnetted miss, the
patron was offered candy and peanuts free
at the door. These he could munch as he
watched the pictures. Another young
woman, sunbonnetted and clad in a
gingham dress, took up the ticket, and
ushers, similarly attired, escorted the
patron to a seat.
Inside the eye was confronted by such
signs as : " Don't Josh the Ushers ! "
" Watering Trough on Each Side of
Entrance ! " " Keep Your Hands in Your
Own Pockets ! " and similar warnings.
Before entering there was a place where
cigar and cigarette butts could be left, ac-

Fair'

cording to a sign which read: "Park
Your Butts Here ! "
The music was a real feature, however.
A rube orchestra which playe^-^verything
from " Annie Laurie " and " There Will
Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight,"
to " Sweet Rosie O'Grady " and '' Reuben,
Reuben,
distinct hit.Fve Been Thinking," made a
On the opposite page is a layout of cuts
which will illustrate the extent of Mr.
.Shade's e.xploitation.

Good

Stuff

if Nature Provides the Snow
Nature is a good exploiter; she knows
how to advertise. W. H. Ostenburg, Jr.,
manager of the Orpheum theatre, Scottsliluff, Neb., went to nature to exploit the

local showing of " The North Wind's
There was plenty oi snow in the street
in front of the theatre. Mr. Ostenburg
had
it shoveled into the lobby of his theaMalice."
tre after constructing a rude log cabin
about his box-office and having a few small
pine trees set up and a polar bear skin
hung from the roof of the cabin.

Shozi's hozL- Fo.r's Cratona theatre, New York, exploited "Blind IViz'es'

lOlt
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New

Slant

to Window

Display Advertising
" Out where the west begins " — otherwise Holdredge, Neb., Dan Roche, exploitation representative for the Chicago
territory of Paramount Pictures, staged
an exploitation campaign that was unique
for completeness. The picture in question
was " Something to Think About " at the
Auditorium Theatre. Holdredge is a
small rural town of 3,000 with a newspaper of 2,200 circulation and a motion
picture theatre of generous seating
capacity.
The prize stunt of the exploitation consisted in a teaser window display. For
two days the leading department store,
closed the curtains on their windows and
advertised their wares with one line on the
outside of the window : " This window will contain ' Something to Think
About.' " The raising of the curtains was
timed coincidently with the first run of
the picture at the theatre. . The window
displays contained articles of women's
apparel, men's clothing, jewelry, knick
knacks and odds and ends that would give
customers of every description, '' Something to Think About."
In addition to the window display,
Roche used a mailing list of 2,500, extensive newspaper advertising, including
a two-page advertising tie up and had the
manager of the house, through the staff,
call up patrons on the telephone service
and advise them of the picture's comintj
For a town of 3,000 Holdredge played to
a record capacity on the run.
Another
Pulls

Saenger
"Married

Theatre
on

the

Stage" Stunt
For the showing of " Married Life " at
Isis theatre, Houston, Texas, one of the
Saenger string. Manager Ed. A. Greenblatt staged a prologue, cut of which is
shown herewith, that made a distinct hit
with Isis patrons.
The theatre was decorated with white
wedding bells. With the lights on a local
singer rendered " Oh Promise Me " to
the organ accompaniment. At the finish
of the song the orchestra began playing
the " Wedding March." Then a wedding
party, consisting of the lady ushers, propriately attired, met a " bride and
groom " at the head of an aisle and the
party moved down the center aisle. A
" preacher " came on the stage about this
time, making a second surprise. The
" bride and groom " mounted to the stage
•and the ceremony was begun. The
" preacher " stalled through the service
and as the " groom " attempted to put the
ring
on the
" brides
fineer,
banda loud
was
allowed
to drop
to "the
floor the
with
crash of cymbals. Lights were then faded
out and the title of " Married Life "
flashed on the screen.
Mr. Greenblatt states that the prolofnie
went over better than anvthing the Isis
has ever presented and was the talk of
the town. The audience did not know
whether the marriage was real or not.

Christinas stage siUtiiig used by ll'c accompanying
Gon'anda Operastory
House. Gozi-'aiida. X. )'., as told in the

Ideal
How

Small
the Gowanda

Patrons

Town
Opera

Big City Shows

people
Y., tothatmost
GOWAND
sounds as
a name
be but N.
may A,
as if it might have originated with
It is
the Indians, which it did.
not a metropolis, for after a century of
existence the village boasts of only four
thousand population.
However, from a motion picture angle
Gowanda should be more than a name,
more than a village that affords one theatre and more than a place of historical
interest. Gowanda is the home of the
Gowanda opera house, of John W. Schatt,
the owner and proprietor, and of Mrs.
Marie Cumniings, the manager. The Gowanda opera house, its owner and its manager seems to us to embody all that the
small town motion picture house may hope
to achieve. In its appointments, policx
and management is to be found an inspiration for every exhibitor in a small
city or village. It is a big city house, run
along big city lines, doing more business
and making more money than a good man\metropolitan theatres.
There is a reason, of course, for thi';
exception to the rule in small town theatres. A reason that began with Mr. Schatt
and continues with Mr. Schatt and his
manager, Mrs. Cummings.
John W. Schatt is a Gowanda business
man of means who decided that he wanted
a hobby, something to have fun with. The
result was the Gowanda opera house, a
theatre that most showmen would say was
too good for the town. It is to be presumed that originally Mr. Schatt didn't
expect that his theatre was going to be a

House

Theatre
Gives

and Still Makes

Its

Money

good business bet. He wanted to give
Gowanda city entertainments and havesomething to play with. Early in the history of the Gowanda opera house, Mrs.
Marie Cummings, a widow with several
children who had seen some hard times,,
became manager of the opera house and
thus was completed a combination in
showmanship that makes Gowanda an entertainment center, the like of which will
be hard to find in a village of its size.
It is within the past year that the Gowanda theatre has really blossomed forth
as a house in a class by itself and become
worthy of this eulogy in a section of the
News that seldom can spare space to devote anything but a plain record of exploitation. Many improvements that add
to the comfort of the opera house patrons
have been consummated during the past
twelve months.
New opera chairs placed far enough
apart so that even the longest legs are
comfortable have been installed.
The theatre has been redecorated in
pink and gold with highly artistic panels,
real works of art, placed about the auditorium.
In presentation, Mrs. Cummings can'
give her city brothers many a lesson. Stage
settings, prologues and special numbers
are a weekly feature on the bill.
On this page is shown a cut illustrating
a Christmas specialty number presented at
the above theatre. A red electric lamp
with red strips of paper in front of it,
waved by the breeze from an electric fan^
gave the appearance of real fire.

lUli
Rickli

Motion
Gets

School

Co-

operation on "Mohicans '
Manager Joseph Rickli of tlie L,ayic
Theatre, Pana, ill., did not spend a cent
•of money in exploiting " '1 he Last of liic
Mohicans, " but he succeeded ui aitractni^
■exactly j,ooo oi the 2,400 mhahilants ol
his touii during tiie one day tlie picUne
was presented. this was the large.^i
•daily attendance in the Insloi) oL ilie
theatre and the only day on winch a c(jii
tinuous show from 11 a. ni. until 11 [). m.
was found necessary.
'I'his IS how Manager Rickli put il over :
"The Last of the Mohicans'" was the
iiubject of a literature study 111 the Paii.i
High School for a period ot over a nioiilli.
When the opportunity to book a picture
the name and plot of which was identical
with the current curriculum of the town >
high school, Rickli grasped it.
rie then consulted the chairman of the
local board of education and induced him
to permit all the children, who desireil to
5ee the picture, to use their tickets to the
Eagle 1 heatre as an excuse for their absense on the day the picture was shown.
It is needless to say that every student in
both the high and primary schools had
their tickets. Accordingly it was necessary to begin the showing of the program
at II a. m. and continue far into the night
that every adult who wished to see " The
Last of the Mohicans " might get his
•chance. The local papers gave considerable space to the idea and heralded the
feature two days before it arrived.
Delivering the Herald
in the Home
A keen understanding of human psychology helped Harry Swift, exploitation
representative in the Albany territory for
Paramount Pictures, to put over one stunt
in connection with the showing of Something to Think About " at the new De
Luxe Theatre, Utica, N. Y.
Swift wanted to have his message delivered right in the home by personal let
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American Aviators' Escape Affords New
Tie-up
Exhibitors who are about to play
" Nomads of the North " have an excellent opportunity to link the picture up
directly with one of the biggest news
sensations of the year.
This opportunity arises out of the fact
that Nomads of the North, ' as a story,
has its locale in the Hudson Bay country
where the three American aviators so
nearly lost their life.
It is recommended to exhibitors who

Artistic cut out from a 24-slicct used by thi"
Orf>hcum Theatre, WUkesbarre, Pa., to exploit
" Scratch My Back "

are to play " Nomads of the North " during the next thirty days, that they insert
in their advertising copy and advance
notices a few lines, embodying the thought
that ■■ Nomads of the North " should
have additional interest for every American at this time, because it brings vividly
home, through the similarity of its scenerv
to that which formed the background of
the aviator's tragic adventure.., the hardships and trials through which the heroes
were compelled to pass before they
reached the frontiers of civilization again.

ters ; but he knew that the ordinary circular might reach the waste basket before
it ever reached the eyes. So he had small
folders made up that could be bent to fi.
in the envelope, so that the only th;n
showing through the window of ^he envelope was the name of the addressee and
the left hand corner of the check showin-^
'■ Pay to the order of " — and below the
first words " Twenty-five."
It was a sure-fire hit. Swift knew, and
the average man knows too, that anyLl
resembling a check will make the receiver
dig for the envelope like a ground h'
burrowing into the earth. And then after
they had opened the envelope and unfolded the contents for a careful look —
thev got the message of " Something to
Think About."
If you quest'on the potency of this stu"
sometime try it on your own patrons and
watch them. Ten to one you hear of it
too — and favorablv.

How
Schaefer Bolstered
Christmas Week
Business
David Schaefer, manager of the Fifth
Avenue theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., recently
gained considerable publicity for this theatre by a Christmas stunt he arranged during the showing of " Once to Every
Woman," in his theatre.
As a part of the presentation, he hr,d
engaged Miss Mabelle Nash, lyric soprano, to accompany the picture with the old
song '■ Ben Bolt " during the scenes in
which Dorothy Phillips, the star, is shown
singing the ballad on the screen.
Hearing of a worthy Christmas charity
fund being raised, Miss Nash and Schaefer decided to add to it. Miss Nash volunteered her services as a singer. Thereupon Schaefer made a touching appeal,
and promised his audience that Miss Nash
would sing if those present would contribute to the Christmas fund.

ShoTciiKi hozt' tilt- theatre fronts 'cccrr decorated for the sl^ecial slwicing of "Outside the Lazv ' at four Xezi, York theatres last SunJay. Left —
The front of the Astor theatre. Riglit — The lobby of the George .M. Cohan theatre
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to Use Music
Small House

Invites

in the

Many pictures that are taken as a matter of course by the patrons of the firstrun motion picture theatres in the larger
cities can be put over by the managers of
smaller cities in a way that they will give
them the style and atmosphere of super attractions. Special music is one thing which
always makes a strong appeal to patrons
of those theatres which have limited orchestras and when occasion offers the
change for the musical exploitation of a
feature, the exhibitor can bring added
money into his box office by utilizing it.
The New Grand theatre, managed by J.
C. Snyder, serves the population of Williston, N. D. Mr. Snyder is up against
the same conditions as confront the usual
manager in the same position — inability to
get experienced players at a price commensurate with what the theatre ought to
pay. XAHien the New Grand booked
" Forty-five Minutes from Broadway " he
immediately recalled the song successes
that had grown out of the original stage
production of the George M. Cohan hit,
and sent for the complete scores and orchestrations onfour of the music numbers.
When they arrived, he found what he
had suspected, that the music was not so
complicated or difficult but that it could
be played by musicians at his disposal.
What he did and what is accomplished is
best told in his own words :
" We secured all the orchestrations and
five of the song hits, hired a five-piece
orchestra and a chorus of six boys and
used the songs during the screening of the
picture. Opened the picture with a light
overture until Ray boards the train for
New Rochelle, then the orchestra played
' Forty-five Minutes from Broadway '
with the chorus singing it. When the town
band meets Ray, our orchestra played

Local

Notables

lor Special Show
K. L. Burk, manager of the Baker
'I'heatre, Baker, Ore., pulled an unusual
.stunt in exploiting " Earthbound," for its
three-day showing in that city. He gave
an invitation showing of the photoplay
two days before the opening day of its
booking to about 150 invited guests from
among the most prominent men and
women in the city.
Among those present was W. \\'. Gardner, Mayor of Baker. Before the picture
was shown, Manager Burk distributed
l)aper and pencils to every person in the
audience and then, at his request, Mayor
( iardner asked each person present to
write out his opinion of " Earthbound."
The Mayor set the example.
Mr. Burk then took a sheaf of the
opinions to the Baker Daily Democrat,
which printed them along with a brief
account of the advance showing, under a
two-column head.
A "Risky Business" window dis[^lay obtained
in a local store by the Suferba tliea.re,
Los Angeles
" There'll be a Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight ' out of tune until the town
band is stopped by the leader. This caused
much laughter.
"With the next scene we used orchestra
and song, ' Mary is a Grand Old Name.'
with the chorus. When the old lady enters the room when the player piano is
running and Ray dances around with her
until he pushes her out of the room we
used the selection, ' Wait 'Till the Cows
Come Home ' and jazzed it up during the
dance. This scene brought the hors,down in laughter. When Ray first takes
Mary out in the car we used the selection,
' My Baby's Arms.' At the finale we use 1
orchestra and chorus on ' So Long

Another

of Hy man's Prologues Described
One of the most novel prologues devised by Managing Director Edward L.
Hyman for presentation in connection
with a feature production was served to
Brooklyn Strand audiences last week for

" The Last of the Mohicans."'
The photograph reproduced on this
page explains parti}' how Hyman put it
over, but, like all other photos, fails to
convey to the reader the impression it
made on the Strand audiences. In the
strict sense of the word it was not a prologue, inasmuch as the picture was thrown
on the screen and ran several hundred
feet before it slowly faded ofif the screen,
and the lights from ofif stage, slowly coming up, revealed the stage set almost identically with the shot at which the projector
was stopped.

Marv.' "

This unth the f^anel cut on the opl>ositc /'apt' slwics the e.vf'loitatioii zvhuh U liz'ersal put over for its special Sunday engagement for "Outside the
Laiv" at four New York theatres. Left — The decorations at the Long Acre theatre. Right — Lobby display at the Lyric theatre
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Window display arranged for "Idols of Clay" duriiu/ its run at the Strand theatre. Seattle. Hash.
Cleveland

Theatres

Newspapers

and

Cooperate

Demonstrating that It's always fair
weather, when good showmen get together," WiUiam Freedman, manager of
the Metropolitan Theatre, and Paul Gusdanovic, manager of the Strand Theatre,
both ot Cleveland, made permanent records in the annals of Ohio's best showmanship with a joint exploitation campaign just completed.
Involved in the campaign which Messrs.
Gusdanovic waged with such remarkable
success, were 200,000 subscribers of the
'Cleveland Press, approximately 5,675
Cleveland newsboys. Miss Gladys Briggs,
and '■ Dinty."
The first step in the campaign was naturally the agreement of the managers of
the Strand and Metropolitan to play a
day-and-date showing of " Dinty." This
accomplished, the next move was the matter of interesting the Cleveland Press.
The most important step in the campaign was to interest the Cleveland Press
in a plan whereby the paper was to lend
its editorial support to a big party for
every newsboy who sold the Press in
Cleveland.
The managers outlined their proposition. It was to be a big celebration. The
Cleveland Press was to be given credit
for providing the enteiiainment. The
Press thought the plan was a good one.
It was a bit of publication enterprise that
would awaken interest among its readers.
News stories began to appear about the
to have, at the same time making it plain
^ood time the Press newsies were going
that " Dinty " was a great picture. For a
week in advance of the special showing
the Press kept the story on page one.
A surprise was added to the celebration
when the Press announced that a local
^irl, Gladys Briggs, ten years old, would
appear in a " Dinty " prologue, as a newsl3oy.

Hyman
Grabs Publicity
on Current Events Strip
The minute Managing Director Hyman
of the Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn,
learned that Pathe was shooting out news
reel service on the fiight of the three naval
officers who lost their way and were found
in the w'ilds of Canada, and he invited the
officers and their wives to a showing of
the picture.
•
Lieut. Hinton speaking for his two
companions seemed inclined to doubt the
possibility, of getting into Brooklyn, even
with Hyman's of¥er of special conveyance,
but expressed their desire to see the picture and promised to be on hand during
the week.
Hyman

immediately got his press department on the job.

Reproduces Studio Scene
as Window
Display
That the readiest method of motion
picture exploitation is so simple that it is
often overlooked was exemplified again
when "Idols of Clay" was e.xhibited at
the Strand Theatre, Seattle, Wash. The
story centers around the career of a rising sculptor, so W'hat should be more natural than that a sculptor's studio should
provide the exploitation for the picture ?
It remained for W'ayland H. Taylor,
Paramount Pictures' exploitation man at
.Seattle, to adopt this ready means of exploitation. A display window was arranged to reproduce a studio scene and
advertise the picture at the Strand Theatre.
Cutouts of ]Mae Murray as she appears
in the picture and still from the production figured prominently in the display.
A w-ax figure of a sculptor's model was
placed at the extreme right of the window.
An amateur sculptor of Seattle tried his
hand at moulding clay and produced a
small statue which was placed on a pedestal in the center of the window. The fact
that the young man was well known socially added to the interest in the display.
From the plush covered divan to the
locked sideboard the window had all the

Gladys Briggs, zvho assisted in entertaining the
Cleveland
newsboys
saw "Dinty,"
special shozvinp
held who
in connection
with atthea
Pr£ss. Story at>t>ears on this page

earmarks of a sculptor's abode and as
such, was a novelty to Seattle pedestrians.
From II until 5 daily, a well groomed
figure, believing the usual hearsay about
the profession, clad in artist's smock, tam
o' shanter cap and a flowing tie, modelled
away at clay figures to the intense interest
of the crowd that filled the sidewalks outside the window.
The total cost to the Strand Theatre
was negligible, a small charge being rnade
for the rental of some of the articles
shown in the wrindow. The sculptor gave
his time, elated at the publicity it gave
him. The results spoke for themselves.
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Evolution of
Small Idea

a

Here's an exploitation stunt that started
mt as a small idea and developed until it
pread over 50 billboards in the most
)rominent location in San Francisco.
At the time the Imperial theatre was
)laying " Something to Think About," the
N. Wood & Co.'s business was preparng a big outdoor advertising splurge,
'ohn Howard, exploitation representaive for the local exchange of Famous
.-'layers-Lasky Corporation, stuck his oar
n and sold the clothing company's adverising manager, both on the advantages of
ying up with motion pictures and tht
junch of the title, " Something to ThiriK
\bout."
Somewhat skeptical of the result, the
idvertising manager tried it out on
Due billboard first. What followed must,
n large measure, be credited to the outdoor sign painters, who were responsible,
although Howard originally conceived the
dea. The first painting was done in
futurist style, with dabbed cheeks, a crescent to represent a mouth, two whirligigs
for a mustache and a circular derby, which
was accentuated by the lack of a jacket
over the shirt. The hand lettering was
distinctive and refined, while the title of
the production, run in quotation marks at
the bottom of the drawing, provided the
motion picture angle.
When the advertising manager took one
glimpse at the appearance of the first billboard his doubts vanished, and within a
week 50 had been completed, covering all
the outdoor sign locations in Frisco worth
covering.
It was a splendid drawing card for the
theatre and the picture. The most important point from a practical standpoint is
the permanent value of the tie-up.
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"SOMBTHIKG

^a)oi)&<iS
THE CHRISTMAS STORE

\ WHEBE VAUIE COMES FIRST

TO

THI#4IC

ABOUT"

Social 24 sheets stands that a local clothing firm at San Francisco zvas induced to have
painted in which a tie-up with " Something to Think About " was effect-ed
Wendt
Advertises His
McDonald
Originates
Ads
■'
Good
Idea for
To avoid any possibility of readers
"The Thief"
missing
his ads, Harold F. Wendt, adverAn inexpensive and novel stunt for the
tising manager of the Rivoli, Toledo, O.,
exploitation of " The Thief " has recently
has hit upon a plan whereby he almost
been put over by J. W. McDonald, manforces his message to the readers — while
Mass. ager of Fox's Nelson theatre, Springfield,
they are hardly aware of the fact — looking for it and reading it most willingly.
Stickers on which was printed teaser
Aside
from his regular ads in the movie
ads were distributed about the city.
columns, each day on the second page of
Following is some of the copy Mr. McDonald used on the stickers :
Toledo papers there is a small ad — one
Did You Lock The Back Door When
column by one inch — that hardly takes on
the appearance of an ad at all. Set up
You Came Out : You'd Better. For THE
similarly to a daily magazine page feature,
TPHEF is coming.
Where Do You Hide Your Money at
there appears the sayings of " Movie Mabel." Each day there is a new morsel of
Night?
"The
Thief"
can
find
it.
With [he Crime Wave At Its Height.
philosophy, worthy of being sought. This
The Thief is coming to Springfield.
philosophy, while the reader is unaware,
only tends to arouse interest in the subject
Who's that Behind vou ? Look Quick.
matter on the picture.
It may be THE THIEF.

Lobby display for "Suds" by the California theatre ofon San
An electric
the Diego,
line zvasCat.
a feature
of the washer
display and zvringer in actual operation, ivith the "zvash" out
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Pictures

EXPLANATORY

THE SKYMAN
4th— Sept. 18th— Oct. 2nd.
Produced by Fox.
Lobliy Displays — Page 2415, Issue
Distributed by Fox.
of Sept. 2.^th— 3192 of Oct. 23rd
—3360 of Oct. 30th.
Star — Lieut. Ormer Locklear.
Director — James P. Hogan.
"First Run"' Showings — Page 2231.
Issue of Sept. 18th— 2410 of
Reviewed Sept. 11-20, Page 2131._
Producers Ads — Issues of Aug. 7th
Sept. 25th— 3172 of Oct. 23rd.
—Aug. 21st— Aug. 28th— Sept.
NEWS Review Resume — Slight story is excuse for average 'plane
stunts.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports— Box office returns big on opening
days. Too early to get entertainment angle. — Business fell down
in " The Untamed "
after the opening and on Saturday Tom Mixis believed
to have afPair
State
at
aviator
of
Killing
replacedfectedit.
business.
45 MINUTES FROM BROAD1092 of Aug. 7th— 2209 of Sept.
18th.
WAY
Produced by Arthur S. Kane.
Lobby Displays— Page 2422 of Sept.
25th— 3354 of Oct. 30th.
Distributed by First National.
Star — Charles Ray.
•' First Run " Showings — Page 2049,
Director — loseph De Grasse.
Issupe of Sept. 11th— 2231 of
Sept. 18th— 2800 of Oct. 9th—
Reviewed
'Sept.
11-20,
Page
2129.
3172 of Oct. 23rd— 3349 of Oct.
Producers Ads — Page 381, Issue of
30th— 3531 of Nov. 6th— 4064
July 10th— 914 of July 31st—
of Xov. 27th— 514 of Jan. 8th.
NEWS Review Resume — Picture is entertaining, though Ray appears to be miscast.
Exhibitors Box Office Report — Ray well liked by our audiences
and feature played to better than average business. — Played to capacity for four days and was close to breaking house records. — The
entertaining qualities of this picture make it well worth seeing, and
my house was well filled at each performance.
HOME SPUN FOLKS
Sept. 18th— 2340 of Sept. 25th—
Produced by Thomas H. Ince.
2516 of Oct. 2nd— 2909 of Oct.
16th.
Distributed by Associated Producers.
Lobby Displays— Page 4240 of Dec.
4th.
Star — Lloyd Hughes.
Director — John Griffith Wray.
"First Run'' Showings — 2410 of
Reviewed Sept. 11-20, Page 2135.
Sept. 25th issue — 2596 of Oct.
2nd— 2975 of Oct. 16th— 111 of
Producers Ads — Page 1611, Issue of
Dec. 25th.
Aug. 28th— 1777 of Sept. 4th—
—1978 of Sept. 11th— 2149 of
NEWS Review Resume — Rural drama is interesting despite a theatrical touch.
Exhibitor Box Office Reports — Good audience picture. Broke lo
records but did good average business. — Entertaming picture which
drew more than usual patronage.— A very good picture. Filled hous2
entire week.
1964 of Sept. 11th.
LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER
Produced by Famous Players.
First Run" Showings — Page 1123,
Issue of Aug. 7th — 1691 of Auz.
Distributed by Famous Players.
28th— 2049 of Sept. 11th— 2231
Star — Elsie Ferguson.
of Sept. 18th— 2412 of Sept. 25th
Director — Hugh Ford.
^2.=;96 of Oct. 2nd— 2801 of
Reviewed Sept. 11-20, Page 2133.
Oct. 9th— 4063 of Nov. 27th.
Producers Ads — Page 155, Issue of
July 3rd— 1015 of Aug. 7th—
NEWS Review Resume — Mediocre picture made from best seller.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Story criticized by newspapers.
Audiences appeared to like it. Large attendance. — Elsie Ferguson
draws certain class, but cla'='s is limited. Each of her pictures does
just about the same. — Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it overj — Star attracted many, as she has not been out for some
t me. — An average picture that shows Miss Ferguson in an interesting role.
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THE GREAT REDEEMER
Sept. 25th, Oct. 2nd, Oct. 9th,
Produced by .Maurice Tourncur.
Oct. 23rd, Oct. 30th, Nov. 6th.
Distributed by Metro
" First Run ' Showings — Page 2596,
Star — House Peters.
Issue of Oct. 2nd — 2977 of Oct.
Director — Clarence Brown.
16th— 3174 of Oct. 23rd— 3530
of Nov. 6th — 513 of Jan. 8th.
Reviewed Sept. 4-20, Page 1943.
Producers
— Issues of Sept. 4th,
NEWS Review Resume — Van Loan contributes another winner.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — A fine picture but not the kind
the public
pay to see. It's
religious.butScreen
is for entertainment, not will
for preachment.
Fairtoobusiness,
not enough
to justify
longer than one week run. — The picture was well received for the
entire week. The patrons say there is " just enough " religion in the
picture. — Religious picture. Fair business.
THE RIGHT TO LOVE
Prologuc Descriptions — Page 1871,
Issue of Sept. 4th.
I'roduccd ij\ Uco. Fitzmaurice.
" First Run " Showings — Page 1338,
Distributed by Famous Players.
Star — Mae
.Murray
and David
Issue of Aug. 14th — 1513 of
Powell.
Aug. 21st— 1871-3 of Sept. 4th—
Director — Geo. Fitzmaurice.
2050 of Sept. 11th— 2232-3 of
Reviewed Sept. 4-20, Page 1943.
Sept. 18th— 2801-3 of Oct. 9th—
2977-8 of Oct. 16th— 3173-5 of
Producers .\ds — Issues of Juh" 3rd,
Oct. 23rd— 3552 of Nov. 6th —
.Aug. 7th. .A.ug. 14th.
3702 of Nov. 13th— 3884 of Nov.
Lobby Displays — Page 2036, Issue of
20th—
4411 of Dec. 11th.
Sept. 11th— 2995 of Oct. 16th3179 of Oct. 23rd— 370 of Jan. 1.
NEWS Review Resume — Worthy successor to " On With the
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Second week's business complete
flop. Attractions failed to please. — Ordinary story, but drew good
houses.
well produced. — Was only fair. Miss Murray is an
Dance." ofPicture
actress
ability, but the production was not up to the standard of
some of her former successes. — Business very good. Crowded houses
all week. Audiences well pleased Booked for indefinite run. — Second big week. Good business, full houses.
THE UNTAMED
Lobby Displays — Page 2036, Issue
Produced by Fo.x.
of Sept. 11 th.
Distributed by Fox.
" First Run "' Showings — Page 1871,
Star — Tom }klix.
Issue of Sept. 4th— 2412 of
Director — Emmett J. Flynn.
Sept. 25th— 2801 of Oct. 9th—
2975 of Oct. 16th— 3884 of Nov.
Reviewed Sept. 4-20. Page 1947.
20th— 512 of Tan. 8th.
Producers .\ds — Issues of Autt. 7th.
Aug. 28th. Sept. 11th.
NEWS Review Resume — First class Western melodrama, with
star in likeable role.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Drew well during the week but
picture
Pearl White
in " The White
Moll."
—
Best Mixreplaced
pictureSaturday
to date.byOrchestra
accompaniment
helped
a lot
in making it entertaining. Good box office attraction. — The picure
did not bring the usual numbers to the theatre. It is regarded by
many as too commonplace. — This is a good feature and we had good
business while it was showing. — Mix in good form. Big business.
Front Cover Nov. 27th.
THE LOVE FLOWER
Lobby
Displays — Page 2981, Issue of
Produced
Distributed byby Da\id
United W'ark
ArtistsGriffith.
Corp.
Oct 16th.
" First Run " Showings — Page 1871.
Star — Richard Barthelmess.
Issue of Sept. 4th— 2411 of
Reviewed
Page' "*
1953. ^u".
Prod'T^r-s Sept.
-Ads 4-20.
— Issues
Sept. of25th—
Oct.of2nd—
2801
Oct.25%
9th—of3173
Oct.
?8th. Sept. 4th. Sept. 11th. Sept.
23rd— 3882-3 of Nov. 20th—
18th. Sept. 25th, Oct. 2nd, Oct.
9th. Oct. 16th. Oct. 23rd, Oct.
406+ of Nov. 27th— 111-2 of
Dec. 25th.
30th, Nov. 6th. Nov. 13th.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's
high standard and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two
weeks
capacity
on account
of b'g business
held
over forto third
week.houses
— UsualandGriffith
type. Business
picked was
up every
dav. — A oleasino' ricture which brought more than normal business.
— Eight-dav engagement. Very good business. Griffith name still
very valuable.

The above page inaugurates a new service designed to save exhibitors a great d^al of labor and to make the filing of information on certain pictures easy. The selections for the page are automatic — those pictures which in the course of sixteen weeks
receive the greatest amount of exploitation so far as the News has been able to relate.
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TERRITORIAL

In
STATE

the
RIGHT

THE five - reel Western
production, the " Hunger
starringas
1 o o ,d,"is stated
then BFarnum
of
Frankly
the next release for the Canyon Pictures Corporation. In
this production, Mr. Farnum
plays the part of a youthful
Indian chief who fights for the
honor of his people against
the encroachments of the
white man. The " Hunger of
the Blood " is described as
the most pretentious of all
the pictures made by Colonel
Selig for the Canyon Pictures.

SALES

AND

PURCHASES

Independent
AND

EXPORT

Inter-Ocean
Acquires

Has

Foreign

NEWS

New

Rights

Film

to Bur-

lingham's*' Wild Men of Borneo "
CONTRACTS have just been special, continuity complete, with
signed under the terms of display photographs, or where desired can be exploited in single
which Inter-Ocean Film Corporation acquires the exclusive foreign reels in progressive serial form undistributing rights, with the exder the following titles : "A Borneo
ception of Holland, to Frederick Venice," " Monkey Land Up the
Burlingham's special five-reel pro- Barito River," " Towards the Sav"
duction, The
Wild Men of
ages," "Jungle Feast
Belles Among
ot Borneo,"
" A Wedding
the
It will" be recalled that Mr. BurlBorneo. last year led an expedition
ingham
Besides the Borneo picture Interinto the heart of the Dutch Borneo Ocean
also secured several new
Joan Aids Buyers Sell jungles 350 miles from the coast, single reels of Mr. Burlingham
Dayaks."
where he succeeded in filming the showing scenes in Japan, several
*'She Played and Paid"
intimate life of the wild men in
Sea Islands and films taken
Joan Film Sales Company an- their home. The newspapers of South
nounces that it has prepared a .America, the Orient and Europe all in the Malay States.
no\cl and inexpensive circular on have pulilished special accounts of
In consummating this new deal
the Fanny Ward feature, " She this expedition, the New York Inter-Ocean now controls the forPlayed and Paid," which is nowamong others, having pubenBurlingham's
of Dr. consistmg
eign sales
being used by state right buyers, World, lished
tire
production
already
two pages witii text and
to interest showmen in their offerfifty reels, shownews agen- of approximately
ing. The entire circular is of such photographs,
ing his widely known adventures in
cies carried while
specialthe accounts by
small proportions that the exhibi- telegraph.
the Swiss Alps, his English and
tor can digest its contents at a
Continental pictures, as well as his
This production has now been adventures
in America, the extreme
glance and need not wade through edited,
assembled and titled, and
a bulky press book to glean the is available either as a five-reel Orient and the South Seas.
selling points of the production.
Joan states that Sam Zierlcr of
New York, who bought this feature for his territory, is making
successful use of these circulars,
Units
New
Seeking
as also is Sam Grand of Boston, Eckels
A. M. Gollos, of Chicago, Frank
Salley of Atlanta, Peter Olctsky of
Independent Films' Head May
Baltimore, etc. These exchanges
Acquire New Product for Release
are timing mailing of these cirries of five reelers and one comedy
culars to precede their salesmen EDDY ECKELS, president of
visits.
the Independent Films Asso- unit.
Richard Robertson, director of
ciation, has been visiting the various independent exchanges on his publicity and exploitation of the
trip to the Coast He was scheduled Association, has been in the East
to arrive in Los .\ngeles Saturday, for the past three weeks in the interests of the Independent Films
January 22. The prime object of
product.
He part
will reMr. Eckel's going to Los .Angeles, Association's
turn to Chicago
the early
of
is to de\ote his time to supervising the production of the units now the week at which time a very interesting announcement is to be
operating through the Independent
Films Assf)ciation. Xcxt in impor- made.
H. E. Belford, salesmanager, has
tance is that he be on the ground
in order to secure additional units been on a tour of the East, which
will terminate in New York City
for independent distribution.
Harry Rice, business manager of during the coming week.
the Independent Films Association,
states that Mr. Eckels, while constantly on the alert for new units, Few States Remain on
will only accept those that have
been first submitted to the inde"The Devil's Angel"
pendent exchanges for approval,
According to a statement from
that being one of the policies of this Clark-Cornelius there are only a
organization. He also states that a few states left unsold on " The
new series of five reclers have been Devil's Angel." Those buyers who
closed and will lie ready for an- have already purchased this picnouncement during the coming
ture, are, as a general rule, putting
week. This will give the Inde- it
on
as a road show, the companjpendent Films Association two se- states.
Edythe Gallos, well known to exhibitors in the Chicago territory where she
assists in the management of Gallos
Enterprises, now releasing Joan features on the independent market

Field
AND

VIEWS

treas-MAZUanR, Produc
urer of Sherm
MAX E.
ion,
Corporat
tions
in
the
sence of President Harry abA.
Sherman, who is now en
route for the Pacific Coast,
where several of the concern's pictures will be produced during the coming
year, announ
the
alrialfinal
lotment ofces
territo
rights
in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas for the exclusive distribution of all Sherman productions during the next five
years to T. O. Tuttle of DalTexas. is widely known
Mr.las, Tuttle
to the exhibitors in the Southwest, where he is manager of
Criterion Film Service, 1913'/^
Commerce Street, Dallas,
Texas, a distributing organization handling many of the
big independent
specials released in that territory.
It is understood that he has
secured the franchise in Sherman Productions Corporation on his own account and
not on behalf of the Criterion
and will personally represent
the Sherman interests in the
three states mentioned.
Electrical Experts See
Levey Production
The first three episodes of " ThModern Aladdin,"
HarryhadLevey's
electrical
feature series,
their
premier showing to an audience of
electrical experts on January 18th.
at the New York otilices of the
Westinghousc Electric Company.
" The Modern Aladdin " is to be
released in the form of a series of
ten one-reel pictures, each one complete in itself and dealing with a different phase of the story of electricity, but each having a logical
connection with the next.
Farnum

Feature

Goes

Big in Milwaukee
The latest production to be released by the Canyon Pictures Corporation isFranklyn Farnum in the
■'Fighting Stranger." This production, which is the third of a series
of six S-reel pictures, has just been
released by the Walter .A. Baier
Film Company, ]\Iilwaukee. The
first reports
been that
received in Newwhich
Yorkhave
indicate

the biggest
" Fighting
Stranger
willever
be
the
success
which ''has
been handled by the Baier offices.
.\d^■ance bookings in other sections
GREATEST
SINGLE REEL IN FILMLAND
which this production is slated for
early release, indicate that it will
duplicate
its success in these terri"Screen
Snapshots"
I tories.

.1/ u t i o II J' i c I u r e X r
"Hush" Screened for

The
Independents'
Crucial
Year
with a few other independent
promane docs
l film
nclc-n
THEnot iiukpc
e the
that By Mr. Hecht, Treasmenac
realiz
ducing and distributing corporathreatens him in the current
tions, hook their own pictures and
urer of Top Notch
year; in fact, the independent film
Iiuy up the negatives of feature
ng,
es
as he
man never realiz anythi
Co., of Cleveland
productions of any independent prois the happ)-go-lucky kind who
ducer that may come to their attendoes not take any thing too seriously. sold out and are selling out daily tion.
He dropped intc) the film business
I believe that this year will be the
looking for some other busiand went right along with the tide. and are
ness
or
investment
to
capitalize
their
most
prosperous for the film proConditions are changing every year, time or turn their money where
ducer and distributor who wants to
as the industry grows, but the inde- they can make more than 8% profit raise capital and that all large inpendent exchangeman does not on it. The film business is the
dependent distributing organizations
seem to note the difference, until fastest growirig of all industries and are contemplating
to determine the
he will lock himself out accidentally the present oppressed financial con- fate of their future product,
and leave the key inside.
dition did not seem to affect the whether to sell to the independent
When the independent producer motion picture business in the exchanges for a prize that affords
makes a picture or a series of pic- measure that might have been ex- them a living; or get to the exhibitor direct and if necessary to go
tures, his only thought is to secure
pected, consetiuently good promoters
release or sell his picture. He often and financial brokers will be able still further and purchase or build
finds that the independent distribu- to raise more money this year, in their own theatres, as the film intor or exchangeman has not the this particular field than among dustiy must survive and this cannot
$20-30,000 on hand to buy his pro- prosperous circumstances. Never- be unless all branches will produce
duct, so he agrees to a release on
theless, the independent distributor
the percentage basis. The result, either gets a reasonable price for a reasonable profit.
The independent exchanges, not
in nine cases out of ten, is that the his state-rights, or will be forced to
producer, who is usually backed by join hands and open their own ex- only a few but all of them, must
outside finances, will not even get changes.
adopt substantial business methods,
I believe that 1921 will decide the thus knowing what their income and
back half of the original cost of
the production from the release; fate of their organization and its expense is and keeping account of
therefore, losing his backer, and as bearing on the independent field. same, as they will not be forced to
he must keep on producing he will If the independent exchangemen, as issue bad checks and return CCD.
find new capital to work with. The many of them do today, with due shipments on account of lack of
second time he does not give his respect to the exception, will not be
film to the independent distributor able to take out his C. O. D., and funds. Again we apologize to the
to release on the percentage basis, will not pay a price that at least exception to this rule. I am in
because he feels that by releasing will repay the original cost of pro- hopes that the independent field will
duction and exploitation ; this com- become substantial in the current
his own pictures direct to the expany will be forced to open their year or it will undermine its own
changes, although it is a more expensive and more tiresome process, own branches and will, in union future.
will repay him, both for the production and distributing expense ;
however, he will again find disappointment, asin selling direct to the
independent exchangeman he will
er^'
Deceiv
e Wide
t "Th
loi
Exp
find that the price he can obtain for To
Arrow
Film
to Give
Pubhis state-rights will not pay him
licity to Lifeograph Feature
back the expense, much less will it
leave him any profit.
rates the adventures of a man who
The only thing left for the pro- AN announcement is made by the becomes obsessed with the greed of
ducer and distributor is to release
advertising and publicity de- gold and the lure of ambition and
partment of the Arrow Film Cor- seeks to further his interest by fair
his own production direct to the
the means or foul, and who for a time
Deceive
that " The
ultimate buyer, the exhibitor, but five-reel poration
tionr,"which
produc
special
is successful by using unscrupulous
to do this he must have his own
for Arrow by the Amer- tactics and riding rough shod over
made
was
exchanges and to open a chain of
Port- his fellow workers.
ican Lifeograph Company, of
exchanges covering the country and
land, Ore., is to be exploited in a
to upkeep those offices, costs rather big way.
It will be advertised in the na- "He's In Again" Sells
a large sum of money and money
tional trade papers, and in addition
Entire West Series
is or rather was hard to get.
an especially devised adNineteen hundred and twenty-one will have vertising
The arrival of the third Billy
and exploitation campaign
has changed this situation. The in- worked out for the benefit of the
dustrial unrest and the financial independent exchan(?emen, who pur- caused
West comedy,
" He'sseries
In Again."
the entire
to be
panic in all other industries laid
chase this picture for their territory, booked by many Pittsburg exhibitors, according to reports received
off millions of workers. This, con- and a separate advertising and exsequently had its effect on thousands
the exhib- from Joe Skirbell of the First Nafor
ploitation
campaign
itor who books the picture.
tional of Pittsburg, who purchased
of other business men, who cannot
A number of territories have al- territorial rights to the Joan series
cling to their losing business, but
ready been sold in this picture, it is of comics. Many exhibitors, he
Ray Johnston, vice-presi- states, were waiting to see the third
said.dentW.
and general manager of Arrow, W^est two-reeler before booking the
has received a number of letters entire series of twelve. Fortyr A Genuine :
complimenting Arrow on the title of three
contracts for the series were
this picture
and
the
advertising
posobtained
last week, he states, folsibilities which it contains.
" The Deceiver " is a story of the
lowing a showing of " He's In
great North Woods, and is described
Sam Zierler of New York, who
as a powerful drama of the human
emotions of the people who live in has the ^^'cst series for the upper
Ihadow
the timber lands, and who face death part of the state and Northern
of the
Jersey, following
reports afifty-eight
daily as a matter of course in their New
Again."
new
contracts
showing
occupation
of
getting
out
the
lumof
"
He's
111
Again
"
to
expectant
DoniQ^
ber with which to supply the build- exhibitors.
ers throughout the country. It nar-

Fischer Production

Chicago Exhibitors
At a memorable gathering of
Chicago's exhibitors, the fifth Clara
Kimball
Young production
whose author
is Sada "Hush,"
Cowen,
was urescnted at the Ziegfeld theatre last week. I. Van Ronkel, of
the Favorite Players Film Corporation of Chicago, who has the distribution rights of the coming
series of Equity's Young productions for Illinois and Indiana, declared that this private trade showing surpassed any Chicago has yet
seen.
.\mong the prominent exhibitors
present were the Ascher brothers,
Balaban and Katz, Lubliner and
Trinz. .\aron Jones of Jones
Linick and Schaffer. Marx and
Goodman, .\be Gumbiner, Harry
Schoenstadt, and .\ndrew Karzas
of the Woodlawn.
.\fter
V'an Ronkel statesthethatshowing,
he was, Mr.
besieged
with
impatient inquiries for booking
To on
insure
thorough preparation
dates
" Hush."
for the bookings that are pouring
in fast
"Hush"
from
all
partsnumbers
of the on
Chicago
territory,
Mr. Van Ronkel has opened a
branch office in Indianapolis, Indiana, in the Wimmer building.
This expansion was undertaken to
give Indiana exhibitors more direct
and personal attention, and also
better service on the Young productions. Mr. Lee is in charge of this
branch office.
Sport Pictorial^ for
Capital Theatre
W. Ray Johnston, vice president
and general manager of the Arrow
Film Corporation, reports that the
series of twelve single reel subjects
known as the Sport Pictorials, produced by Jack Eaton of Town and
Country Films and edited by Grantland Rice, are proving extremely
popular throughout the country.
.\s evidence of this popularity the
important bookings being obtained
on these pictures are cited. " Makingtorial
Man dealing
Handlers,"
Sport Picwith thea athletics
of
the future generals of the United
States Army as illustrated by the
curriculum of sports at West Point,
has been booked in the Capitol theatre. New York City, for the week
of January 16. This picture has
also been booked for the Brookljm
Strand,
while Fabian's
new millionof
dollar theatre,
the Branford,
Newark, N. J., has booked the enials. tire series of twelve Sport PictorMr. Mark, of the Mark Strand
Enterprises, after viewing several
of the Sport Pictorials, booked the
entire series for the new Mark
Strand theatre in Albany. N. Y.
Buyers
Interested in
First Prizma Drama
Maiiy state rights buyers arc
writing to the C. B. C. Film SaK
Co., of New York, announces Jack
Cohn, of that company, inquiring
into the release of the first Prizma
dramatic stor>-. " Heidi." This is a
colored picturization of the classic
by Johanna Spyri which ran at the
Capitol theatre in New York during Christmas week.
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Foreign

Astarting
scene Peggy
from "Hyland,
The Price
whichof isSilence,"
offered
on the state right
market
by Sunrise
Pictures
Billy Quirk Comedies
Offered by Zenith
The Zenith Pictures Corporation
of New York announce that they
will present to the trade a series of
two-reel comedies featuring Billy
Quirk, supported by Peggy Shaw,
formerly of the Zeigf eld Midnight
Frolic. J. A. Fitzgerald has been
selected by President E. Don
Greaves to direct Mr. Quirk.
Albert Hofbauer is the camera
chief. The first comedy now under
production is from the pen of D. V.
Wall, and is entitled " Romeo Up to
Date."
D. J. Mountain, formerly of Fox
Film Corp., will handle the sales
end.

ofldsconofstu
in alldy fie
AFTER aditionsion
distribut , Herman
J. Garfield has decided
to launch his production of
the Dan Sully stage success,
Parish Priest," through
" The
independent exchanges. Since
giving the new picture a tryout at the Capitol theatre,
Wilkesbarre, the owners of
Independent Exchanges
throughout the country have
shown such a live interest in
the subject that Mr. Garfield
has become convinced that in
order to insure the picture
version of the popular old
drama the special handling it
has always received as a play,
it should be placed with
showmen, and he believes
that the training of the state
right buyers in exploiting
special productions makes
them the logical choice to
isherves.
Priest " the
The itPardes
giv
atteent"ion
In line with his decision,
Mr. Garfield has doubled the
numbers of styles of advertising matter to be used in heralding the picture. Among
the innovations which he will
introduce in connection with
launching of "The Parish
Priest " are four styles of one
sheets.

Films

to

Be
Offered
no
doubt
the European made films
Herz
Film
Has
as seen here before the war did contain many un-American characterTwelve Sascha Proistics. But these producers have
now acquired a knowledge that has
ductions for Inderesulted in the buiding up of the
international, or, in other words —
pictures of American quality and
pendents

of
Film Corpora
THENewHerzYork,
ce that
annountion,
they have acquired the entire
output of the Sascha Film Company of Prague, to consist of twelve
feature productions a year, which
they will offer in this country on the
independent market. The announcement ismade following the
recent visit to this country of Count of the Sascha company with the
Alexender Kolowrat, president of exception of continental Europe. In
the Sascha company, who returned this country they will be offered on
to Europe a few weeks ago after a the independent market. The negotiations were started several months
thorough study of American film
market and American production
methods.
ago." I have long realized," said Mr.
Vladimer Herz, president of the Herz, who was formerly sales repnew company, points out that these
resentative for Goldwyn, " that
pictures are to be made for the really good films were being proexpress purpose of reaching the
duced by certain European producers and further that these films
American market. Instead of buying a foreign made picture which would eventually find a favorable
has a hit-or-miss chance of appeal- market here. . On account of my
ing to an American audience, these connections abroad I have probably
productions will be made with a been in a somewhat unique position to study this situation and
view of pleasing United States
screen lovers. Mr. Herz states that could not share the view of so many
it practically amounts to having American distributors that foreign
films would never find a market
their own studio in Europe.
By the terms of^^he contract the here.
" Of course anyone holding this
Herz company will acquire the
world's rights to the entir*" output opinion could not be criticized, as

Kineto

Release

unced by
annodent
been
ITCharlhas
, presi
es Urban
of the
Kineto Company of America,
Inc., that a contract has been closed
with the National Exchanges, Inc.,
whereby the entire distribution for
the LInited States and Canada for
the Kineto Review, " The Living
Booked ofby them.
Knowledge," will be
handl
" The Living Book of Knowlencyclopedic
jectedge"thatis the
is being
carriedfilm
outproby
Mr. Urban. It will contain more
than a thousand reels. Each reel
deals with one subject and each
Kineto Review comes in one reel.
Mr. Urban's collection of film
material has been gathered in every
country of the world and the constant accession of new negative
material he is receiving gives " The
Living Bookbackground.
of Knowledge " a
magnificent
The National Exchanges, Inc.,
has formed an organization through
the ranks of some of the biggest
independents in the film trade.
Through its organization the
Kineto Review will be distributed

ihadow
of the

A David G. Fischer Production

National
Handle
.

is

Exchanges

to

Chas. Urban's Kineto

Review

in New York by its own exchange,
headed exchange
by Josephmanager,
Klein, who
a wellknown
has
held several important exchange
managerships in New York; notable among them that of First National. In Buffalo, too. National
Exchanges, Inc., will operate its
own office.
In New Jersey, the Jans Film Service, Inc., hold the franchise. In
Boston, Portland and New Haven,
and surrounding territories, the
American Feature Film Co. are the
franchise holders. The Philadelphia territory will be operated by
the Metro Film Corporation., under R. F. Lynch. The Chicago office will be under Harry Weiss,
operating as the National Exchanges, Inc.
The Baltimore, Cincinnati and
Cleveland offices also will be under
the national name. Ruben and Finkelstein, with J. F. Cubberly in
charge, will hold the franchises for
the Minneapolis and Milwaukee
territories. In Kansas City it will
he the .-Allied Exhibitors, Inc. ; in
St. Louis, the Standard Film Co.
Dallas, Oklahoma City and Little Rock will be handled by the National Exchanges, Inc. of Texas.
Atlanta will be under the Savini

Mr. Herz states that the first production to be released, which is
standard."
alread)' completed, is a story by
George Ohnet, an internationally
known author, and is to feature
Lucy Dolaire, a European star. It
is to be offered under the title of
"The Love Slave." Scenes for this
picture were actually taken in
Damascus, along the Mediterranean,
and in Trieste. Every production
to follow will be from a well-known
book or novel by an author oi
world-wide fame.
" I also wish to announce," stated
Mr. Herz, " that I have associated
with me, C. H. MacGowan, who has
had a long and varied experience
in the motion picture business. He
was for several years connected
with the Universal company."

Arranged
and Salt LakeCity territories will
be in the hands of the Swanson
Theatre Circuit.
All the Canadian offices will be
managed by the Royal Enterprises,
Inc., of Canada, an Allen Bros, organization.
The Kineto Review has been
shown to the critics of the film
trade press for many weeks past
and the published opinions have
been unanimous in their enthusiasm
over
its fine
subject matter and its
beautiful
photography.
It has also been frequently represented on the programs of the
Capitol in New York and the Mark
Strand in Brooklyn. The subjects
were picked for their variety and
in every case the response of the
audiences was full of praise.
An especial
feature the
of thecompany,
K"ineto
Review,
announces
quite apart from its own value, is
the readiness with which it lends
itself to especially fine presentations. Both Mr. Rothafel and Mr.
Hjman proved this beyond a doubt.

Luporini May Form Big
Export Organization
It is rumored in local film circles
that Luporini Brothers will shortly
form a large export organization to
be backed by unlimited capital for
the purpose of carrying out extensive and far-reaching plans in the
foreign market. The new corporation, itis intimated, will furnish an
outlet to American motion picture
Film, chiseInc.,
and
New
Orleans'
franisheld by S. T. Stephens Film producers for the distribution of
Distributing
while are
Sanheld
Francisco and LosCo.,
Angeles
by their product in foreign film territories, and will likewise serve as
All Star Features Distributors,
a
connecting
link with Continental
Inc., atroitSol
Lesser
organization.
will l)c
manned
by the J.DeH. Producers in the distribution of
Kunsky Enterprises, and Denver their productions in this country.
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To Play Vitagraph Serial
in One Week

"Cut-Backs"

Here's something unique in the
film annals of Duniap, Iowa, according to a statement just received
from the Vitagraph headquarters.
Mr. Taylor, owner of a local theatre, the Idle Hour, after inaugurating a policy of running two episodes
a week of Vitagraph serials, decided
to go a step further. Consequently
at the present time Mr. Taylor has
determined to run "The Silent
Avenger,"
starring
in
its entirety
duringWilliam
the oneDuncan,
week.
He annciunces that beginning with
October 23rd and continuing up to
October 31st, he will play two episodes each night.

THE following sales on the independent market have
been reported during the past week:
Eight
TexHarry
" pictures
starring
White Film
(Arrow Film)" to
Charnas,
of theGlenn
Federated
Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio.
" Woman's Man " (Arrow Film) to Federated Film Exchange of Ohio for Ohio and Kentucky.
" Love's Protege " (Arrow Film) to Federated Film Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio and Kentucky.
" The Law of Nature " (Arrow Film) to Federated Film
Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio and Kentucky
" The Golden Trail " (Arrow Film) to Federated Film
Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio and Michigan.
" Bachelor Apartments " (Arrow Film) to Federated
Film Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
" Bitter Fruit " (Arrow Film) to Federated Film Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
" Before the White Man Came " (Arrow Film) to Federtucky.ated Film Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio, Michigan and Ken-

School Coupons Prove
Exploitation Aid

" The Daughter of the Don " (Arrow Film) to Federated
Film Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
" Chamber
Mystery
" (Arrow Film) to Federated Film
Exchange
of Ohio,
for Ohio.

"School coupons" issued in connection with the run of " The
Countytre,Fair"
at the
Washington,
D. Leader
C, bytheathe
Super Film Attractions, of that
city, resulted in bringing hundreds
of school children to the theatre
during the run of the feature. The
coupon, with fifteen cents, entitled
the holder to one admission.
The exchange states that the
coupons were gotten out merely as
an experiment, but proved so successful from a point of view of
cost
and
expenseoutthat
idcn is
being carried
in the"
connection
V. ith other shows.
Another idea worked out was
to have an exploitation man or
theatre representative call at the
school and make a definite matinee
appointment for the entire class.
On one afternoon 109 children,
escorted by their teachers, marched
to the theatre in a bodv.

" Desert Scorpion " (Arrow Film) to Federated Film Exchange of Ohio, for Ohio.
" Wolves of the Street " (Arrow Film) to Federated
Film Exchange, for Ohio.
" Madonnas and Men " (Jans Pictures) to W. and S.
Film Distributing Co., of Atlanta, Ga.
"The Devil's Angel" (Clark-Cornelius Corp.) to Theatre Owners' Film Exchange of Minneapolis.
" The Fourth Face " (Clark-Cornelius Corp.) to Theatre Owners' Film Exchange of Minneapolis.
"Love's Battle (Clark-Cornelius Corp) to Theatre Owmers' Film Exchange of Minneapolis.
" Honeymoon Ranch " (Bert Lubin) to First National
of New York, for New York state.
" Cowboy Jazz " (S. and E. Enterprises) to Maurice Less
Attractions, of Terre Haute, for Indiana.
" Cowboy Jazz " to L. C. Baxley of Dallas, Tex., for
Oklahoma. Texas, and Arkansas.
" It Might
Happen to You
" (S. Haute,
and E. for
Enterprises)
Maurice
Less Attractions,
of Terre
Indiana. to
" His Enemy Daughter " (Candler Pictures) to Popular
Film Cdmpany, for New England States.

NewSt.Paul
Baker

Changes

Title of

"Temple Dusk"
" Without Limit," is the new
title decided upon by Sawyer and
Lubin for their forthcoming
George D. Baker production for
S. L. Pictures of Calvin Johnston's
story. ■'pearedTemple
Dusk," which
apin the Saturday
Evening
Post. The new designation was
chosen after considering that persons unfamiliar with the story
might think from its title '' Temthat it was laid in Indiapleor Dusk"
the East.

ne": -t
A Genui
?c/.;
Speoial

'In the
Shadow
of the
DoitlG"^

A David G. Fischer Production

Electric

House

Display

Feature

Opened
of

First

Night; "The Furnace"The Heads
Program
thing
about the New
stein and Rubin Garrickstriking
Finkel
WHEN
is the emphasis placed on
opened their New Garrick
theatre in St. Paul, the week of De- the theatre itself, while the production is given comparatively little
cember ,11, they did it with a blaze attention.
of light that attracted wide atten.According to reports, the theatre
tion and big crowds.
Huge electric signs formed the held capacity crow-ds on its openoutstanding feature of the display.
ing week and business exceeded exThe theatre stands on a corner
pectations. The New Garrick
where two important streets inter- opened with " The Furnace," Realsect. Over the sidewalk is a mar- art's William D. Taylor production.
and atopsign.
of this
big of
threesided quee
electric
On aeach
the
sides in large letters are the words
" New Garrick."
Below the signs are spaces for Ten More Cuneo Pictures in 1921
announcements of the current production. Over the entrance to the
Ten more Lester Cuneo pictures
lobby is another sign, composed of
heavy block letters. At the time of are set for production in the comthe opening of the house it carried
ing year,
an announcement of according
the Capitalto Film
Co., of
the
announcement,
"
Now
Open."
This served to focus the attention Chicago. " The Ranger and the
of passersby whose interest had Law" is this star's most recently
been aroused by the larger and completed feature, and his second
starring ^•ehicle for that company.
more prominent display.
Cuneo entered pictures many
Additional electric lights illuminated other sections ot the theatre years ago, and made his screen
debut with the old Selig Polyscope
front, where the words " New Garcompany.
He then played in suprick " again appeared. The display
port of Kathlyn Williams, and later
was rendered still more effective by
the fact that the marquis was joined the Essanay Film Company.
painted in a light color. Inside and There he appeared with such stars
outside the lobby were displays as Washburn and Bushman. His
containing announcements of the coming features will be virile, lively stories of the West.
picture being played.

Picture

News

Link Episodes in Serial

" Cutting Back " into the action
of a preceding episode so as to
give the audience a chance to make
the transition to the new episode
with an understanding of the sequences of the plot is a plan being
followed in the presentation of
Pathe's new serial, " Double Adstarringplan
Charles
Hutch-in
ison. Thisventure,"
is the
followed
the opening of " The Harbor Banthe title ofwillthe release
second January
episode,
which dits,"Pathe
30th At the close of the first episode, the bad man fires and the
hero is seen to fall down the narrow steps of a fire-escape, as the
picture fades out. In the new episode, this incident is repeated with
escape.
the subsequent action of the hero's
Francis Ford in Cast of
Guinan Pictures
Word comes from Los .Xngeles,
where the Texas Guinan series of
eight five reel Western pictures are
being produced, that Francis Ford
has
series.decided to appear in all of the
L'nder the original agreement Mr.
Ford was engaged by Victor
Krcmer to produce the pictures only
and had not been considered as a
prospective member of the company,
but after reading the several
scenarios Mr. Ford arrived at the
conclusion that in each of the pictures there was a role that in his
judgment fitted his particular talents and decided that for the better presentation of the finished product he would enroll himself as an
active member of the cast.
Although Miss Guinan reached
Los .\ngeles but a week ago work
has already started on the first picture and it is expected that it will
be ready for release late next month
or early in March.
Robert W. Priest Signs
Lottie Kendall
Robert W. Priest, president of
" The Film Market, Inc.," has
signed contracts with Lottie Kendall calling for a series of four
six-reel special photoplay productions to be released on the state
rights plan. The name of the
director will be announced later.
These productions will be made in
the East.
Aliss Kendall plaj'ed opposite
Carlyle Blackwell in " My Lady

Greenwich Village in
Friends."
Independent Picture
At least two thousand feet of Roy
Sheldon's production, " Is a Mother
to Blame?" is laid in Greenwich
Village, it is stated, and the scenes
were not only staged on the spot,
but actual Greenwich Village artists
took prominent parts in them. The
" mother " of " Is a Mother to
Blame?" was an artist and the part
was
who
is anplayed
artist by
in Modre
real lifeKovska,
in addition
to being an actress.
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Motion

Picture

News

In the centre is Franklyn Farnum and on either offered
side twoonscenes
from his latest
production,
" ThePictures,
Fightingof Stranger,"
the independent
market
by Canyon
New York the third oi a
ACOB WILK announces
to state right buyers
Canyon
Westerns
Are
50%
Sold
j that he is offering in certain territories three tworeel comedies starring Jane
of the widespread cry
INof spite
ing Stranger,"
has
just
Tieen
combad business and depression, Six Franklyn Farnums
pleted and the print has reacheil
and Katherine Lee, who are at
the chief executives of the CanNew York. It is a story which
Find Buyers Despite
present being featured on the
yon Pictures Corporation in New
gives the star every opportunity to
Keith and Orpheum circuits.
Pessimism
York have just announced that by
The titles of these comedies
impress an audience by his daretent
ty
ed
persis
activi coupl
with
devil stunts and thrilling horsemanare " The Circus Imps,"
optimism, and have disposed of the mental actors and directors has
ship. It is adapted from the novel.
" The Dixie Madcaps " and
rights of more than half the coun- been the cause of more failures " Danger," by William E. Wing,
" The Hicksville Terrors."
try on their series of six five-reel than anything else. Colonel Wil- and contains, in addition to its
For several years William
Western features starring FrankFox starred these two chilliam N. Selig, under whose super- thrilling Western action a real
lyn Farnum.
dren in a number of features
\ision Canyon pictures are made, gripping mystery story, with susBoth Joseph M. Goldstein and has an inestimable asset in his
pense as to the real identity of thi.
which made both for the producer and exhibitor large
Jack Weinberg of the Canyon of- long years of progressive experi- star up to the very end.
fices, believe that the reason for
It is this combination of a good
ence
as
a
picture
producer
and
exsums
of
adtheir success have been two-fold.
vent intomoney.
vaudevilleTheir
created
ploiter. He realizes that for every mystery story with a thrilling
a
sensation
and
so
successful
Mr. Goldstein said in part : " We- dollar spent in production, it is Western, which, Canyon believes,
believe that the policy upon which absolutely necessary- to receive in
were they that at the Palace
will give ' The Fighting Strangers "
all successful business operations
Theatre, New York City,
an especial apeal to the avcra;.>e
return
a
full
dollar's
worth
of
value.
have been carried on is just as esaudience. The story revolves about
they
second were
week held over for a
sential, if not more so, to the -pic"
We
do
not
believe
in
cheap
pica
ni\
stcrious
'
man
higher
up
'
in
ture industry as to the fields of intures, but we do believe in pictures crooked business and his false
dustrial endeavor. This policy is which represent the full value of promises to get an innocent man
simply this:
the money invested in them. It out of prison. The story opens in "Reckless Wives" Press
Book Completed
" We must produce product takes no great skill or shrewdness a city, and the action stays there
which can be sold at a profit to an to sell a product which is honest- just long enough to allow Farnum
Master Advertisers of Chicago,
exchange which in turn will sell to
ly made, and we believe that each a thrilling scene when he walks
prepare all advertising material
the exhibitor at a profit. This pro- and every one of the Canyon pic- across a narrow plank connecting who
and accessories for the Independent
duct must be of a nature which will
tures are one hundred per cent, the roofs of two buildings.
Films Association productions, have
find a general market among his
Suporting
the
star
is
Flora
Holexhibitors and must be sold at a
completed
the press book on " ReckThe third of the series of Frank- lister, who is an attractive leading
price to the theatre manager that honest."
woman
for
the
star.
lyn
Farnum
Westerns,
"
The
FightSam
Gold
states that Master Adwill assure him a reasonable profit
vertisers also have in preparation
less W'ives."
also. We take into consideration
the press and accessories book on
the exhibitors' problem the minute
the Pinnacle Comedies starring Max
we begin to produce. We realize
Roberts. The Pinnacle Comedy
that a picture must have not only Arrow
Exchanges
Formed
heart interest and artistic value,
press booktributionwill
ready offorweeks.
diswithin abecouple
but must possess a large measure
Shallenberger Heads Exchange to
of Incommercial
Serve Theatres in N. Y. Territory
seconding appeal."
the remarks of Mr.
Goldstein,
Mr.
Weinberg
said,
"
It
has always been my contention that AN announcement was issued this treasurer, and N. R. Champion, vice
week by W. E. Shallenberger, president and general manager.
the success or failure of a producMr. Champion, who will manage
tion is determined in the studio. president of the Arrow Film Corthe exchange, is said to be one of
poration, of the formation of a the
Extravagant waste due to temperabest known exchangemen in the
new company headed by himself,
which is to conduct an exchange in east. He was for a long period
Greater New York. The name of manager of the W'ashington exchange of Pathe, where he made a
this new organization is Arrow isEx-to record for that organization. He
changes, Inc., and its purpose
conduct an exchange serving the is well known throughout the trade
theatres of Northern New Jersey and is thoroughly conversant with
exchange management from every
and Greater New York.
The New York exchange of the angle.
In the I
Ihadow
Arrow Exchanges, Inc. is a disEmpire State Film Corporation,
tinctly separate company, having no
formerly owned by Arthur G.
of the
Whyte, has been taken over in its connection whatsoever with the
entirety by the Arrow Exchanges, Arrow Film Corporation, the forInc., who will retain the same offices
mer being a releasing exchange
Dome'*'
and continue the distribution of all operating in the aforementioned
films which were the property of
territory, while the latter is a disthe Empire State.
tributing organization marketing
ExArrow
of
el
The personn
filiTis produced for distribution on W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
ShallenE.
changes, Inc., is W.
A David G. Fischer ProducHoD
newly formed Arrow Exchanges. Inc.
berger, president; W. Ray Johnston, 4he independent market.
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" What do you want in
1921?"
Jacques Kopfstein, general
manager of the Dominant
Pictures Corporation, in an attempt to obtain an early solution of this question has sent
out a questionnaire to independent exchangemen and
state rights operators requesting that they express
their views on the type of
pictures they would like to
handle in their respective territories in 1921. Thus Mr.
Kopfstein expects to feel the
pulse of state rights buyers
and be able to accede to their
demands during the coming
year.
The questionnaire which
has been prepared by Mr.
Kopfstein will be sent out to
exchangeevery inindependent
man
the country. While
there will undoubtedly be no
unanimity of opinion among
state rights buyers, the replies will to a certain degree
act as a barometer of opinion
as to the type of productions
best suited to the demands of
exchangemen in various territories.
Second Baumer Ready
Baumer Fihns, Inc., producers of
industrial - educational films, have
just completed their second picture
for the Kelley-Spring:field Company. It is a single reel into which
*is woven the story of the production of rubber tires.
iuiiiuiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii""!'

Arrow
Makes
Big Contract
Charnas, Enlarging Exchanges, Buys
Many
Features
for Ohio Releases
ant starring Claire Whitney and Earl
announcement of import
AN sales
made in the independent Metcalf; "Desert Scorpion" and
field is issued this week by W. E. "Wolves of the Street," starring
Edmund Cobb, these productions
Shallenberger, president of the purchased for the state of Ohio.
Corporation, who conArrow Film summated
a deal with. Harry
This deal is the first big step in
Charnas, president of the Federated Mr. Charnas' plan towards the openFilm Exchange of Ohio, for a series
ing of feature exchanges to be
of features in that territory, which allied with his short reel exchanges
.
breaker
known
as the Standard Film Service
Arrow claims is a record
The contract covers the sale to Company which already has
in Cleveland, Detroit and
Mr. Charnas of the following pic- branches
tures for that respective territory: Cincinnati.
"Circumstantial Evidence," "Wall
The machinery of his organization will be immediately set in mo" Unseen Witness,"
Mystery,"
"Street
Sacred
Ruby," " The Bromley
tion to facilitate the bookings of
Case," " Trail of the Cigarette," these pictures with the efficient
" Triple Clue " and " House of organization he now has, backed up
Mystery," eight pictures all starring by the co-operative publicity that
Glenn White. These were pur- he furnishes exhibitors. Mr.
chased for the state of Ohio. Charnas is very popular with all
" Woman's Man," starring Romaine film men and has established a
Fielding, " Love's Protege," starring reputation for fair and square dealOra Carew; "The Law of Nature,"
ing that is in itself sufficient exstarring David G. Fisher, these purplanation of his success in the past.
chased for the states of Ohio and
Kentucky.
" The Jean
Golden
with
Jane Novak,
HersholtTrail,"
and
Jack Livingston, purchased for
Ohio and Michigan. " Bachelor
Apartments," starring Georgia Hopkins ;" Bitter Fruit," starring Jane
Gail; "Before the White Man
Came," with an all Indian cast;
"The
Don," were
with
an all Daughter
star cast, of
all the
of which
purchased for Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky. " Chamber of Mystery,"
iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiuii^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ocracy through
in Education"
America
her public
school systems must make democracy safe for the world, is the
theme of the Ford Educational
Weekly No. 3. " Democracy in
Besides showing the modern
. means of making the world safe for
Education."
democracy the picture tells of the
early history of the American
Pioneers.
" Democracy in Education " will
he released by Fitzpatrick & McElroy on January 23rd through the
Federated Film Exchange of America, Inc.
Ben

Berk to Represent
Alt and Howell
Ben Berk, formerly vice-president and general manager of Sammy
Burns Co., has resigned from that
position and arrived in New York
to be the eastern representative for
Alt and Howell Comedies, produced by the Union Film Co., Inc.,
at Sherman, Cal.

Notable Men Work on
''Sunshine Harbor"
Paul Gordon Considers
Torrey Ford of the New York
Picture Contract
Tribune has been engaged to write
Paul Gordon, starring in William the titles for " Sunshine Harbor,"
A. Brady's " The Man Who Came the new Hemmer production.
George Spink, composer and
Back," now playing over the Sub- orchestra
director is assembling and
way Circuit, after going on tour
through the Eastern States, is con- writing special music; and Francis
sidering acontract to appear in pic- Cugat of the art department of the
tures following his engagement as Metropolitan Opera Company is destar of the Brady production.
signing the art titles.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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Fifteen
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of the Greatest
Get
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Two-Reel

Western

Territory

Before

Attractions
It's Too

Ever

Offered

Late

nathan hirsh.
CORPORATION,
FILM
AYWON
729 7th AVE., N. Y. CITY
I
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Motion

ADVANCE

F I EfF

Live
WHAT

OF

News
THE

MAKERS

Larry Semon and his new leading
woman, Maryon Aye, in his Vitagraph
comedy, " The Hick "
s onFairglaucti
THE latestbankDou
s prod
released by United Artists' Corporation,
rked of Zorro," last
Ma
" The
week finish its run of thirty-eight days at the New Mission theatre, Los Angeles,
Cal.
Some three months past
the management of the theatre sought for a suitable
production to reopen their
play house, which, after having been redecorated and
furnished, was named the
Mission theatre. They viewed
every production that was to
be released about the time of
the opening, and chose " The
Mark of Zorro " as the best
possible bet.
They booked the picture
for a week, with the option of
extending the run if business
warranted it. The answer to
its success is the fact that the
original
days* ofrunthirtywas
extended seven
to a total
eight days.
Immediately after the Mission theatre decided to end
the run of the picture, the
management of the DeLuxe
theatre contracted for the
picture with the option of extending their run as long as
the management desired.

First Run

S

Bookings

for

htless Women"
* 'Thoug
First run bookings in practically
of any size in the United
city
every
States are being rapidly consummated for " Thoughtless Women,"
Daniel Carson Goodman's production, starring Alma Rubens, according to reports received at the home
Film Corporaoffice tionoffromtheits Pioneer
exchanges.

COMING

From
SAY

Picture

N e■

ATTRACTION

Producers
ABOUT

PICTURES

"The
Devil"
his
iniated
n debutARL
the ,Assoc
inISS
scree
GE
GEOR
Exhibitors' production, The
e
rds re,for atDevil," brok
d theat
New
Stranreco
tendance atthe all
Vork, at the premiere presentation
of the picture, declares a statement
just received from the Associated
Exhibitors' headquarters. From the
opening of the house shortly after
noon until the last performance at
night, hundreds of people waited in
long lines outside of the theatre and
because of the crowd thousands
were unable to get in, it is declared.
The picture itself was given a
favorable reception at every performance, and the work of Mr.
Arliss drew a liberal measure of
praise from all of the newspapers.
" Mr. Arliss has broken all records for the Strand theatre on an
opening
daj-," director
Mr. Joseph
Plunkctt,as
the managing
is quoted
saying at the conclusion of the first
Devil '
" ' The
presentation.
day's more
drew
people into
the Strand
theatre in a single day than any
other production in the history of
the house. As I saw the figures go
higher and higher during the day,
I began to think there was some
peculiar elasticity about the walls of
the theatre. I never did believe I

shown dancing up the steps of the
Opens
on
Bro
adw
ay the
great ball room,
slowly reaching
George
Arliss'
Vehicle devil (Mr. Arliss) at the pinnacle.
Is Well
Received
As he turns upon them with satanic
mockery, the dancers fall back upon
at the Strand
the stairs and writhe upon what
appear to be flames. In his procould put as many people into the
logue Mr. Plunkett duplicated this
Strand as we did on Sunday and scene from the motion picture. The
beautifully lighted, runmy only regret is that we were com- act was
ning from a light shade of red in
pelled to turn so many away."
the center to a deep blue for the
The national opening of the pic- borders.
ture was preceded by an extensive
newspaper and publicitj' campaign
As the curtains were drawn aside
which was inaugurated by Mr. Fernando
the Italian
Plunkett shortly after Mr. Moc baritone, wasGuarneri,
disclosed
on the top
Mark and Mr. Plunkett viewed the
step
in
a
make-up
resembling
picture for the first time. It had of Mr. Arliss in the photo-play. that
He
not been intended to release " The
the aria from Mephistopheles,
Devil " for some time to come, but sang
Mr. Mark had heard of the picture and as he concluded the number the
dancers slowly emerged from a well
and upon
seeing
it urged its toimmediate release
and guaranteed
give concealed trap in the center of the
stage. They squirmed and writhed
it a first-class presentation.
One of the finest sets used in the up under the spell of his gestured
motion picture was brought from and voice, and when the climax
the studio to the theatre and is came they tumbled back, falling
glass floor under which the
utilized for the prologue. The well- upon aeffects
were arranged. With
known Sergactchinko Ballet was flame
the dancers writhing apparently in
engaged for . the occasion. This air, flames broke out about them.
troupe of dancers also appeared in This immediately preceded the
the motion picture in one of the
most dramatic moments of the play. showing of the picture on the
In the motion picture they are screen.

emen-t
stat
toroa head
mp
Slu
RD
No
ACCOfro
quar
m IN
theG
Met
ters, there' is no evidence of
that much discussed slump in production on any of the big stages at
d studios, where
l^Ietro's Hollywoo
five companies now are at work
r nwayothefor
and
are unde
a newal
r speci
star plan
and s half
a doze
productions.
Moreover, the typewriters of a
long list of famous authors are
humming on plots and scenarios
that will go under production early
in the New Year, it is announced.
Bayard writers
Veiller'salready
colonyhasof turned
wellknown
out a batch of successful of¥erings,
and the announcement of plans
for 1921 includes many more, says
the statement.
A glimpse of the Metro stages
shows that there is no lack of industry among this producing company's units. Viola Dana will be
found romping about in the costume that accompanies her favorite role— that of a small town girl,
a part she is playing in " Hoinc
Stuff," a special production written especially for her by Agnes
Johnston and Frank Dazey. Al
Kelley, who has been promoted
to full directorial authority to take
charge of this production, insists

which is being directed by \\ esley
s
dio
Metro'
Five
Companies
Now s
at
Ruggles, Stu
is the gripping
tale of the
trial of two men — and of the draat Work; Others
matic decision of the woman between the two.
to Start Soon
Mr. Wilson and George Elwood
Jenks, W'ho wrote the screen adapof the stor>-, have spent many
that this will be the little star's months tationin
the ice fields pictured in
greatest picture.
May Allison is in the midst of a the production. Moreover, there
will be a series of natural settings,
picture
that
her before
opportunities such
as offers
she never
has state Metro oflicials, such as never
had in her screen experience, de- before ha\e been reduced to the
of the camera.
clares the ^letro statement. " Big language
Philip E. Rosen is shooting the
Game," by Willard Robertson and
Kilbourn Gordon, is a story of the final scenes of a spectacular proadventures of a Boston woman,
duction of Jack London's " The
who suddenly confronted with Little Lady
of the Big House," reprimitive life and emotions in the titled for screen
" The
wilds of the Northwest, meets the Little Fool." The purposes,
principal roles
situation in a manner that fur- are being played by Milton Sills.
nishes the surprises of this tale.
Ora Carew, Nigel Barrie — all of
been starred in proDallas Fitzgerald, who is direct- whom have
ductions of their own. The cast
ing the production, has carried out
numerous of his own ideas in the also includes Marjorie Prevost.
selection of artistic background for Helen Howard, Byron Munson and
the story that will prove an inter- Ann Forrester.
Gareth Hughes will begin work
esting study for the veteran picture
fan, it is declared.
at Metro's West Coast studios
Alice Lake is "engulfed in a shortly after the opening of the
sea of ice " in the filming of " The new year. Neither the title of the
picture nor the
Woman Who Went Away," from Hughes
of his organization
has.personnel
as yet,
ston,- of the been made k-nown by Mr. Veiller.
Wilson's
Fleming
John
Northern wastes, " Uncharted An announcement concerning his
Seas," declares the report from
Metro headquarters.
The story. plans will be made shortly.
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where his picture, " One Man in a Million,"
Branford thetheatre,
open ing of theis new
N. J., officials
Newark,
'Scenes attending welcome of George Bebanwasbygiven
its premier
showing. at Robertson-Cole
distributing
production
Joseph M. Scherck has
signed a contract for the exclusive services of Herbert
Brenon for an indefinite
period — a contract which
provides that Mr. Brenon
shall supervise all the Norma
Talmadge productions during the life of the contract,
as well as directing himself.
Mr. Brenon's direction of
" The Passion Flower," which
is to be Norma Talmadge's
next release as a first National attraction, was primarily responsible for the signing of the contract.
" The Passion Flower,"
from
drama ofJacinto
Spanish Benevente's
life, which
achieved a New York success
as a play last year, will be the
next release, instead of the
story adapted from Andrew
Soutar's novel, " On Principle" which was scheduled
for February 21st. In case
the production is not ready
by that date, it will be given
an early March release date.
Famous

English

Actor

in "The Great Day"
When " The Great Day," one of
the productions Hugh Ford made
for Paramount at the London
studio of Famous Players-Lasky
British Producers, Ltd., is shown in
this country, the American public
will see as the featured player one
of the foremost actors of the English stage. He is none other than
Arthur Bourchier, who has gained
wide fame throughout the British
Empire as a Shakespearean player
and an interpreter of comedy roles
in lighter drama.
The first appearance of Arthur
Bourchier in the films was in
"Henry
VIII" withTree.
the late
Sir
Herbert Beerhohm
He was
next invited — it was before the war
— to go to Germany to play in a
very elaborate screen version of
" M'acneth."
Mr. Bourchier, as quite a young
man. also appeared in " The Derby Winner " the first of the series
of famous Drury Lane dramas by
Raleigh and Hamilton.

Newark

Honors

latest inpro-a
" N'S Man
duction,One
GEORGE BEBA
ved
on,"
's
Milli
recei
its
worldre,
premier at the Branford theat
Newark, N. J., Saturday, Jan. 8. In
a statement issued this week. A. M.
Fabian, managing director of the
theatre, and Mr. Beban himself, give
credit for the exploitation campaign to Paul Gray, director of pubg for the Branlicity and advertisin
ford. The theatre has a seating
capacity of 3500 and was packed to
the doors two hours after they were
opened on the first day of the enent.
gagem
George Beban made a special trip
to Newark for the opening of his
picture. Without the formality of
an election he was made the Mayor
of Newark for the day. On his arrival at the depot he was welcomed
bv a Mayor's Committee of 500 of
the prominent citizens of Newark
and later he was whisked through
the center of the city at the head of
an automobile caravan of fifty automobiles followed by a crowd of five
hundred people on foot. A twentyfive piece band furnished music for
the march to the steps of the City
Hall. Here, Mayor Charles P. Gillen temporarily relinquished his title
to the visitor and conferred upon
him a huge floral key.
After much speechmaking by the
chairmen of the various reception
committees that had been appointed
and after a general handshaking
and liowing before a battery of motion picture cameras Mr. Beban responded with a speech of acceptance
and thanked the Mayor and the
dozen or more sub-reception committees for their greeting. From
the reception Mr. Beban went to the
Branford theatre to see the opening performance of his picture.
The general chairman of the
George Bel>an reception committee
was Mayor Charles P. Gillen. In
his work he was assisted bv numerous other groups. The first and
most important considering the fact
that a theatrical celebrity was being welcomed was the committee
representing the clergymen of
Newark. Dean Arthur Dumper of
ihe Trinity Cathedral (the largest

Geo.
Beban
ducts a prominent dancing and eloAttends Premier
of
cution school in Newark, acted as
Picture at the
I chairman of the Junior Hostess
Committee. Miss Greenwood used
Branford
a dozen of her prettiest girls to assist her in the presentation of the
Key of the City. These girls were
Church in New Jersey) was the dressed in white robes and carried
chairman of this committee. Father the floral key to the Mayor who
O'Neill of the Church of the Blessed made the presentation. One hunSacrament (the largest in Newark),
dred other young women of Newark
Dr. Henry R. Rose, pastor of the were present at the depot and the
Church of the Redeemer, and Rabbi city hall.
Solomon Foster served with Dean
A committee of twenty-five of the
Dumper on this committee. Several leading business men of Newark coof these ministers promised to use
operated with Mayor Gillen and
the Beban film as the theme of their greeted Mr.
Beban. They were
usual Sunday sermons. All of them present at the ceremonies which
are quoted as having endorsed the were held at the City Hall and asfilm as being the best attraction they
sured the actor that they were in
had witnessed in a picture theatre. accord with his plans for cleaner
Miss Elsie Greenwood, who con- and better pictures.
Fox

Feature

Well

Received

Screen Version of Mark Twain's
Satire Shown at Miller's Theatre
lasso, the delight of the audience
FOX producAM Twain's
THE WILLI
got beyond all control.
famous promptly
tion of Mark
" There is so much of sparkling
satire, "A Connecticut Yankee in
humor
in
the story that it seems
King Arthur's Court," has just strange it has
not found its way to
been screened at the Miller's the, Cal. Los An- the screen long before this," deLosreviewers
Angeles
atre,
are reported by Fox
geles
clares William Fox, " and enhanced
Films to have given the production as it is with the colorful presence
a liberal share of praise for its of King .Arthur's lords and ladies, it
and gorgeous cos- forms a combination of spectacle
grotesque effects
tuming. One review is quoted as and wit quite imlike anything ever
be "sa
the picture
describ
The Fox
offices report that the
e with to
h spectacl
humorou
mammoting
before
filmed."
Miller theatre played to recordtrimmin
The gs."
only radical departure from breaking business throughout the
which is considered
the story apparent in the film is the engagement,
substitution of motorcycles for the sufficient indication as to whether
the public is .going to be interested
bicycles of Twain's original. All in this adaptation for the screen of
the satirical treatment of the medieval idea that makes the book a one of Mark Twain's best known
masterpiece of humor is faithfully stories.
preserved in the filming. The hero,
wearing a top hat with a long Second Press- Book for
feather, an evening dress coat and
a pair of tights, is the sample of
Fox "Fox
Fantomas
William
has put out" the
the
picture's
and wheti
the effervescent
knight of oldhumor;
rides second exhibitors' press book on
forth in armor, with his trusty
Fantomas.''
The
spear posed for action, and meets his
new new
pressserial
book " contains
episodes
in the list an .American cowboy full six to twelve inclusive. It is sixpanoplied for war with his trusty
teen pages, one color.
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E announces that
PATH
the Benjamin B. Hampton production, " Th^
Killer," will be released
y
It is an adapon Januar of 30. war
tation Ste t Edward
White's novel of the same
name. It is described by
Pathe to be a " melodrama
and romance, clean, thrilling
fascinating." Howard
and kma
Hic n directed the production, and he is declared to
have injected a large measure
of " realism in both action
and characterization " into
the screen version of the
Stewart Edward White novel.
Frank Campeau is seen in
the title role. Jack Conway
is cast in the role of the hero,
and Claire Adams plays the
heroine. Tod Sloan, the former jockey; Frankie Lee, the
child-actor; Edward Peil,
Frank Hayes, Will Walling,
Milton Ross, Tom Ricketts
and Zack Williams are also
in the cast.
Meighan Finishing New
Paramount Release
Thomas Meighan, urrder the direction of Tom Forman, is Hearing the completion of his new Paramount picture, " The City of
Silent Men," which is a screen
adaptation of John Moroso's novel,
" The Quarry."
The picture was partly filmed in
and around New York, Mr.
Meighan, Mr. Forman and other
members of the staff journeying
there from the Lasky studio in
Hollywood for that purpose, and
returning, after a few weeks in the
metropolis, to finish the production
in the Hollywood studios. While
in New York many scenes were
filmed at The Tombs, on the
famous Bridge of Sighs and at
Sing Sing prison, as the first episode of the story supposedly takes
place in those locales.
Lois Wilson plays the girl, Kate
Bruce
the boy's Old
mother,
Evertonis portrays
Bill Paul
and
George MacQuarrie is Mike Kearney, the detective. Guy Oliver and
others are also in the cast. Harry
Perry is cameraman.
" Loot of the Night "
Cast Announced
The cast has been completed for
" Loot of the Night," Earle Williams' next Vitagraph feature.
Elinor Fair is playing opposite Mr.
Williams at the western Vitagraph
studios where production of the
feature has begun under the direction of David Smith.
Jack Carlisle will be seen in the
part of a detective in " The Loot
of the Night." Jack Mathies and
Mary Huntress, each of whom
played with Mr. Williams in " The
Romance Promoters," also will be
seen in important roles in this production. Henry Barrows has one
of the chief supporting parts in the
new picture. Alfred Aldridge, William McCall and Florence Hart have
the other principal parts.
"Loot of the Night" is by Frederick J.Jackson, who wrote '"Diamonds Adrift." David Smith is directing.

M 0 t i o n Picture

To

Present

a Dickens

Story

" Our

Mutual Friend " Is Being Prepared for the Screen in America
in
demonstration
of the universality
the NordiskALproduction
of
of
appeal
in the works of the Great
,"
FRIEND
MUTU
"QUR
Charles Dickens' quaint familiar English novelist, when they are
story, has been received at the properly reproduced.
That Mr. Beecroft thinks highly
offices of Chester Beecroft, 501
Fifth avenue, where its preparation of his "find" is apparent from the
for American presentation is now fact that he has arranged with Roy
L. McCardell to edit and title the
rapidly under way.
The picture is declared to have picture for its New York showing.
been the outstanding success of the Mr. McCardell is known to a wide
current season in Europe, dramatic range of newspapers and magazine
critics as well as film reviewers in readers and has contributed many of
all the Continental capitals having the greatest screen successes, such
invariably referred to it as mark- as " A Fool There Was," " The
ing the greatest advance that has Diamond from the Sky," " The Gay
yet been made in European picture- Life," etc. More important to the
making, declares its American present purpose, however, Mr. McCardell has long been recognized
sponsors. It is also declared that
" Our Mutual Friend " has met as one of the foremost authorities
with the same extraordinary degree on Charles Dickens, his writings and
of success in London, Paris, Ant- research work having won for him
werp, Berlin, Vienna, Prague and an honorary membership and degree in the Dickens Fellowship, a
Athens, with its variously translated titles, as it did in Copenhagen, society which is made up of the select
men of the literarv world.
where it was produced — a striking
To

Star

Florence

.V e w s

has signed a contract
with Arthur Sawyer
and Herbert Lubin
which assures thD.em BA
of his
esRfo
icO
GrE some timeKERto
seGrvE
.
lt
me
co
As a resu of this,
five George D. Baker Productions will be produced for the
S. L. organization during the
year 192L Following the
completion of his latest feature, "Without Limit," which
was produced under the
rking title " Temple
wosk
Du ," Mr. Baker is said to
have received offers from the
five most prominent comin eme. industry to direct forpaniesthth
All of the future George D.
Baker Productions will be released under the Metro banner. They will be founded
upon stories by famous American authors and will be enacted by all-star casts. As in
the past,
Baker will
write
his ownMr.continuities
as
well as personally directing
each production bearing his
name.

Lawrence

Story, Direction and Cast SelecPacific Film Executive
tion in Hands of George H. Kern
Touring Key Cities
the forceful managing ediC GEORGE H. KERN, general part tor of
A
tour of the key cities is being
of a great daily newspaper. The
J manager of the Producers
made by T. E. Hancock, one of the
Pictures Corporation, is one of the part of a newspaper reporter has owners
and organizers of the
few figures in the producing field been assigned by Mr. Kern to Al- Pacific Film
Company engaged in
bert Presco. Announcement is also
who write their own stories, sethe
exploitation
of a number of
made
from
the
headquarters
of
the
lect their casts, direct the producindefinitely made pictions and manage the business side Producers Pictures Corporation West Coast
tures.
Air.
Hancock
is carrying
of their organizations. The current that negotiations are at present unsamples
of
several
different
series
der
way
with
a
view
to
securing
the
production upon which Mr. Kern is
services of a well known Broadway
is in charge of disat present at work is " The Unf old- juvenile actor, who will be assigned his company
tributing and is making contracts
ment,"
which ofwillFlorence
serve asLawrence
the stel- the leading male role opposite Miss for all territories. Pacific Film
lar vehicle
in her return to the screen. Mur- Lawrence.
Company
is now
" The
According to a statement issued Fatal
Thirty,"
five handling
reels,
featuring
dock MacQuarrie will assist Mr.
Fritzie
Rideway,
George
Ovey
Kern as co-director.
by W. E.duction Keefe,
manager Pictures
of pro- Comedies, Irene Hunt two reel
for the Producers
William Conklin, who has appeared in many screen productions Corporation, two pictures will be newspaper ' stories, White Cape
and is well-known as a character made in Mexico under the auspices Comedies, Jack Livingston short
man and leading player. In the of that organization. Both these westerns, and other productions.
forthcoming production, starring productions will feature Miss Lawrence in the stellar role, declared
Florence Lawrence, Mr. Conklin
will play a most suitable role in the Mr. Keefe.
Enthusiastic Over the
Return of Mae Marsh
Robertson-Cole reports that
newspaper
critics all over the couns"
"Fan
ses
Plea
Claire
Ina
try are enthusiastic over the reRivoli Audience Show Much Interturn to the screen of Mae Marsh
in
in its release, " The Little 'Fraid
est in " Polly with
a Past
Film
the hearts
of the" multitude.
Lady." " The Little 'Fraid Lady,"
Much
credit
for
the
succ-ess
of
«pOLLY
A PAST,"
the
A Metro WITH
picturization,
starring
adapted to the screen from " The
Girl W^ho Lived in the Woods "
"
as
screen
enIna*" Claire, of David Belasco's " Polly With teratainmentPast
by
Majorie Benton Cooke, and
is given to Maxwell
stage success by George Middleton
directed
by John G. Adolfi, is the
Karger, who directed the picture.
and
Guy Bolton,
week's His care is seen reflected now in production in which Miss Marsh
engagement
at thebegan
Rivolia theatre
the week of January 9. The New every phase of the story, through is winning new laurels. It tells the
of a girl painter who fled
York premier of the screen version which the star. Miss Claire, trips story
such gay insouciance as the from the sophistication and sham
of the Middleton - Bolton comedy with
of the citj' to the simpler, pastoral
presents Miss Claire in the part she French adventuress.
All the gay brilliance of the stage life of the Great North Woods,
created on the speaking stage.
of surprising adThe Metro picturization of play was preserved in the adapta- where herventuresseries
began.
tion by June Mathis and Arthur
" Polly With a Past " is regarded Zellner,
and constantly amplified
by Metro officials as one of the
. notable screen productions of the by Maxwell Karger, who was inyear. As such it has been accepted
tent upon making " Polly With a
Ijy the thousands of people who Past " one of the finest productions
have passed through the door of of the year. A strong cast supthe Rivoli since the opening. The
ports the star, including Ralph
production
has
aroused
unusual
inGraves,
Marie Wainwright, Harr\^
terest at the Rivoli, declares Metro,
and the personality of the star Benham, Frank Currier and Clifton Webb. Arthur Martinelli phoseems to have found an effective
tographed the picture.
medium in the screen for reaching
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TKat Clara Kimball Young in "HUSH" her latest and
smartest picture by Sada Cowan, will win millions of added
admirers to her already huge following evidenced in the
first of the trade criticisms as published on the reverse side
of this advertisement.
Tho' Equity Pictures fully r<:alize
the colorful beauty, dramatic strength and box office power
of "HUSH", we
its virtues broadcast.
HERALD
EQUITY

prefer to allow the critics to herald
Note then what the EXHIBITORS
of Chicago says of 'HUSH".

PICTURES
Aeolian Hall

,".

CORPORATION
New

York
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(From

Clara

the Exhibitors Herald)
Issue of January 22nd

KimbalF

Young— m—

"HUSH"
(Equity Pictures)
A beautifully produced picture with a
domestic entanglement theme. Should
score success with every patronage and
be received with great enthusiasm by the
stars' devotees. Star is exceptionally
beautiful, elaborately gowned, and in
certain bits does what is probably the
best work of her career. Strong cast
affords excellent support.
Followers of Clara Kimball Young — and they are
legion — will doubtless accept with uncompromising enthusiasm this latest of her features. Certainly itis as compelling a role as she has lived on
the screen in the course of her career. The gorgeous
gowns for which she made a special trip to New
York last summer, especially for this production
are displayed — a great many of them. This is a
point not to be ignored in advertising. Miss Young
has a fascinating beauty of person and dress which
appeal strongly to the average feminine patron, and
they are presented to excellent advantage in this
production.
Settings are particularly ornate, one particularly
that impresses with the beauty of a Maxfield Parrish picture — a scene set for a society tableau.
Backgrounds in homes of wealth and their surrounding gardens are highly artistic and richly
done.
" Hush " is noiv being booked by all
Equity
There's with
one
in your Franchise
territory.holders.
Communicate
him today or covitnunicate with —

(q

[Pictures
quity
Qorporation
Aeolian Hall New York

Picture
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Monte Carlo Interiors
in Perret Pictures
For what is claimed to be the first
time in the history of the screen
the interior of the celebrated Monte
Carlo Casino has been shown in
motion pictures. Leonce Perret, the
French director, secured exclusive
permission to photograph the
famous Casino's interior for his big
special production. " The Empire
of
Diamonds," which Pathe is releasing.
While studio Monte Carlos have
Tieen shown in different big productions, never before has the interior
of the greatest gambling establishment in the world been photo:graphed for the screen, it is said.
Another Perret production made
-with an all-star French and American cast, is now nearly ready for
release. It is called " A Race for
bullions," and includes in the cast
the French artists, Eugene Breen,
and Will Bourbon, Marcya Capri,
the noted Spanish beauty and the
American players, Robert Elliott,
Lucy Fox, Ruth Thorpe and Henry
G. Sell.
The story is an original one by
Louis Letang.

of "OutsideLaw"
the Law" were
the
Production phases
"Outside
Sees
BVay
appreciated
by those who saw the
UTSIDE THE LAW,"
the Universal
I^■^^1 big Universal-Jewel propicture
was
well attested by several
duction starring Priscilla
colorful incidents that occurred durDean, received an enthusiastic reRuns
in
Four
B'way
ing the screening. In almost every
Houses at One Time
ception Sunday, January 16th, at the
one of the four theatres, outcries of
emotion greeted the high-lights of
hands of New York's photo-play
goers, when it was presented simthe terrific gang fight shown in the
Universal
picture
achieved
such
inultaneously at four Broadway thereel of the feature. Women
stantaneous success. It is hailed last
atres.
screamed as Lon Chancy was shot
This was the first time in screen as the greatest screen melodrama and
toppled from a balcony in his
history that the same picture ever of its kind ever presented, judging remarkable
death scene.
was shown in four Broadway from critical reviews of the feature.
So keenly did the audience, tj pical
houses at the same time. The the- Universal added another novelty Broadway crowds, feel the drama
atres were the Astor, the George to its Broadway presentation by of the situations presented in the
the front of each of the picture,
M. Cohan, the Lyric and the Long- masking
rounds of applause
acre. The novelt}' of such a unique four theatres with canvas frames followed that
the twists of the plot when
presentation registered well with painted to represent the gray and they worked to the advanta
ge of
New Yorkers, who crowded the somber walls of a prison. This
principals, played by Prisfour theatres during the two shows, weird effect created a sensation on the two
Oakman.
Wheeler
and
cilla
Dean
one matinee and one evening given Times Square. All day Sunday,
" Outside the Law " brought a
in each house.
great crowds gathered before the
to the screen in the perThis arrangement was for one theatres, curiously examining the new sonactor
of little Stanley Goethals, four
circus-like " fronts." The box office years old,
day
only
—
there
being
legitimate
shows in each of the four theatres figures indicated that the startling charm. Theand a master of screen
sequence of scenes in
during the week. The following lobby effect drew many people into
the houses.
winning " Silk>figured,
he
which
Monday, "Outside the Law" opened
Coming on top of the effective Moll," played by Miss Dean, to the
for a week's run at B. S. Moss'
" straight and narrow " by his
Broadway theatre, with the expecta- poster versalcampaign
wageda catch
by Uniand which made
line childish appeal, received great aption that its stay at that theatre
plause and much favorable comwould be extended. Universal's out of the title " Outside the Law ''
ment. In the George M. Cohan
four-of-a-kind presentation was the the four-theatre presentation was
woman broke into hysone
theatre
outcome of the moving picture situ- the culmination of Universal's six
terical sobs at the intense heart-in*'The Stealers" Scoring
ation on Broadway, which prevented weeks' exploitation to put the picterest of these scenes.
ture over in the New York territhat atre
company
from obtaining
a theinJAll Sections
In the New York newspaper refor an indefinite
run.
tory. Similar campaigns are bemg
views of the picture stress was laid
" The Stealers," RobertsonReviewers, as well as the crowds conducted in other key cities. Uniupon the assertion that " Outside
Cole's super-special, directed by which poured from the four theversal
promises
the
most
far-reachWilliam Christy Cabanne, conatres, united in singing the praises
the Law " presents real crooks acting as real crooks would act in
tinues to please audiences in all of the big underworld melodrama,
ing exploitation for " Outside the
that ever has been put behind similar situations, not as the usual
parts of the country, declares a which was Iioth written and directed aLaw"
Universal production.
statement from the Robertson- by Tod Browning.
That the force and exciting glorified crook of stage and screen.
Xe\cr has a
Cole headquarters. Exhibitors are
not slow in paying tribute to its
drawing power. Recently G. M.
Bertling, of Piqua, Ohio, who is
the proprietor of the Favorite New
Background
in Mayer
Film
theatre, played the picture. He has
ings of a hophead and others like
all
Anita
Stewart
Films
that
extracts
from
a
Robert Louis
report
the
ITEnia and its surroundjust written Robertson-Cole as fol- DESPCalifor
lows :
Stevenson tale. But the most perings have been made known
New Vehicle on
sistent story is that years ago two
" I wish to call to your attention to the world through the motion
brothers settled on the deserted
' The Stealers ' which I am run- picture, a brand new bit of land will
Pacific Isle
spot to raise hogs, bringing with
ning today. I have been in the make its debut to the public when
show business a long time and I Anita Stewart's latest Louis B. bara." It is about the size of one them some very rugged exponents
have never seen or don't ever ex- Mayer-First National attraction, of Jack London's South Sea canni- of the species swine. The island
pect to see a picture again like filmed under the working title of
bal empires, and its vegetation is was then infested with poisonous
thoroughly tropical in nature.
" The Tornado," is released.
snakes, possession,
and shortly sailors
after thefrom
men'sa
' The trons
Stealers.'
Many
of
my
pawho were here today at the
Tradition holds many weird taking
It is Santa Rosa Island, and its
matinee came out and patted me
stories connected with the island, boat which had put out from an
givencoast
vaguely
as " someon the back and said that is the locationwhereisoff the
of Santa
Bar- some of which sound like the rav- Alaskan tramp vessel during a
storm, found their lifeless bodies
most wonderful picture that they
on the shore. As they bore no
have ever seen."
signs of violence, it was generally
accepted that they died of snake
liite but among old seamen the beAction Galore in Buck
lief remains that some evil influence reigns over the island and no
Jones's New Vehicle
inducement on earth could tempt
ihe
old salts of the Pacific to spend
" The ■ Big Punch," starring
a night on Santa Rosa.
Buck Jones, is described by WilThe hogs, sworn enemies of the
liam Fox to be a melodrama " with
snake, have multiplied constantly
action galore." The bad man of
old frontier days is there with his
and have rid the place of its venomous inhabitants.
gang. The dance hall and the bullet-frescoed barroom, are there.
As
Missa boar
Stewart's
latest Jamaica
picture
All serve their purpose in formcontains
hunt with
ing the swiftly moving background
as the locale. Director Edwin
before which a strong man's soul
Carewe took the star, the princistruggles and eventually finds itpals of her supporting cast and a
self.
number of extras out to the deserted isle to get realistic scenes
depicting the chase.
Ruth Roland Arrives in
As the players journeved across
the water to and from Santa BarNew York on Visit
bara daily, a trip which allowed
them only a few hours of daylight
Ruth Roland has arrived in New
York on a visit in which she will
" shooting," they cannot either verundermine
sailors'
stor>combine the duties of a " hopping
aboutify or Santa
Rosa'sthebeine
haunted
tour " with the pleasures and rebut thev all declare that the defreshments of a holiday. Miss
radiates a distinctly
Roland arrived in New York Mon" spooky serted
" island
feeling.
Scene from Louis B. Mayer's First
specialNational
production " Habit," to be released by
day, January 10th.
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following warning
THE
has been issued by the
Fox Film Corporation concerning alleged infringements
of its dramatic and motionpicture rights to the William
Carleton poems, " Over the
Hill to the Poor House " and
" Over the Hill from the Poor
House: "
" Notice is hereby given
that Fox Film Corporation is
the owner of the dramatic
and motion-picture rights
throughout the world of the
poems Over the Hill to the
Poorhouse and Over the Hill
from the Poorhouse, written
by Will Carleton. These
rights were purchased from
the estate of Will Carleton
and Harper & Bros., who
were the sole owners thereof.
" Any attempt to reproduce
these poems or the stories on
which they are based, on
either the dramatic stage or
the motion picture screen,
will be vigorously prosecuted
as an infringement of our
rights and copyrights."

Novel
Clever
" The

Photographic
Work

in Building

Devil " Rouses

SOME of the photographic efDevil "
The discusin "able
fects produced
consider
have aroused
sion among professional and technical men, declares Pathe, in a
statement just issued. Charles O.
Scessel, the art director and interior
decorator, has been approached by
technical men inquiring about the
methods whereby these effects
have been produced. The Pathe
statement, issued in connection
with the queries prompted by Mr.
Seescl's photographic arrangements, follows in part :
" Charles O. Seessel, art director and interior decorator, with his
staff of architects and technicians,
are responsible for the material
beauty of the scenes, and for certain spacious interiors which have
puzzledtical other
So skepwere twocraftsmen.
technical men
who
came on from the Coast and saw
the picture after it was finished
that ' Phil ' Ryan, of the Associated
Duncan
Company
Exhibitors, became disgusted trying to convince them that the sets
Works in Mojave
referred to were built in a Fort
Desert
Lee studio. ' All right,' said Phil,
A real Western atmosphere will testily, ' if you don't believe me you
be introduced in the later chapters can go over and see the art man
himself. I suppose he can tell you
of William Duncan's new Vitahow they
it. Ibut
don'tI know
how
" Fighting
builtdidthem,
saw them
graph
by manyproduction,
scenes taken
in the Fate,"
heart they
with my own eyes, in the studio,
of, the great Mojave Desert. Duncan and Edith Johnson, his co- after they were done."
star, have just returned with a
" Of course, I'll tell you," said
company of fifty players from Vic- Mr, Seessel, when he was approached.I'm
" not trying to copytorville, California, where the desert begins.
right my ideas. By the time someWorking out from Victorville
one has imitated my work on ' The
the party penetrated into the most Devil ' I'll have gone on to something else. I can assure you that
dangerous sections of the desert.
The Duncan company shipped the De\irs ball -room and the
scores of horses for the sequences Elysee Art Galleries were built in
the studio. These sets look much
required.
longer than the studio itself beFrederick Shows Versatility in New Role
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is
releasing its picturization of " Roads
of Destiny " from the play made by
Channing Pollock based upon a
short story by O. Henry with the
same title. The stellar role of Rose
Merritt is portrayed on the screen
by Pauline Frederick. She plays
three diiTerent roles in the photoplay, but they are all the same person, seen in difTerenl environmcntSi
and under varying circumstances.
Mrs. Lee Is Associate
Editor for Goldwyn
Goldwyn annoimccs the appointment of Mrs. Maron Frances Lee
as assistant to Ralph Block, editor
of the scenario and research department in New York. Her title is
that of associate editor and she will
assume the duties of her position
immediately.
Mrs. Lee has been in the New
York scenario department of the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for
some time and previously was assistant editor for Pathe. She has
prepared continuity for that organization and for Vitagraph as
w^ell as for Goldwyn.

Much

Effects
Sets for
Interest

Picture

News

* 'Squandered Lives"Has
Gone Over Strong
Ralph Proctor, general manager
of the StoU Film Corporation of
America, has received reports
from every throughout
one of thatthecompany's
exchanges
country
"Squandered
Lives,"
aindicating
George that
Clark
production,
the
first release in its one-a-week prohas " gone
in even
bigger gram,
shape
than over
was " expected,
declares a statement from the StoU
headquarters in New York.
.As an example of the enthusiasm
with which the picture was received
by both exhibitors and motion picture public, Mr. Proctor stated that
" Squandered Lives " was shown
as the feature film at the StateLake theatre, the biggest and newest amusement house in the loop
district of Chicago, for one week,
starting December 25.
Gowns

and Dogs a Feature of Metro Film
Beautiful gowns will be one of
the features of Metro's production,
" The Woman Who Went Away,"
which will present .Alice Lake in
the stellar role. And in striking
contrast to the settings in which
George Arliss, as he appears in " The Miss Lake will appear in these atDevil," an Associated Exhibitors' Picture
tractive costumes, will be the
cause they were built very cleverly scenes of the Northwestern W'ilds
in perspective. Here, I'll show you which will also form a part of the
the plan." And Mr. Seessel pulled picture's locale. For the latter
scenes, seven .\laskan dogs have
out the
an arches
architect's
how
of theplan,
first showing
set and been imported from the snow
the Corinthian columns of the sec- country, and they will play an imond were measured and graded,
portant part in the Northern settings for the production.
and how everything else in those
" The Woman Who \\ ent
sets was built in proportion to
those perspectives. Then of Aw^ay" is an adaptation of John
course when the action took place Fleming Wilson's " Unchartered
it gave scaling and even greater Seas." The continuity is by
George Elwood Jcnks. Wesley
depth to the scenes,'' Mr. Seessel Ruggles is the director.
continued. " They appear to be as
spacious as the interior of the
Pennsylvania Station. But it is all
English
Journalist in
an illusion, based on arithmetic."
Wm. Taylor Picture
Raymond Brathwayt, English
journalist, has been added by \\'ilNew
Lytell Vehicle
Bought
liam D. Taylor to the cast of " Saand Profane
the
role ofcredLord
Francis Love
Alcar," aninaged
and sophisticated British peer.
Edwin Milton Royle's " Peace and
This is the Elsie Ferguson starring
Quiet " Purchased for Bert Lvtell
vehicle based upon the Arnold Benselfish young English scientist in
nett stage play in which Miss Ferarger proTHE secondduction toLytell-K
guson also appeared.
be made and re- "A Message from Mars," which
in
turn
succeeded
his
entirely
difleased by Metro in its Eastern
Mr. Brathwayt's unusual knowlferent characterization in " The
edge of English high society makes
studios will be " Peace and Quiet,"
him
an ideal choice, it is said. He
the picturization of a novel by Ed- Misleading Lady."
win Milton Royle. Announcement
Maxwell Karger, who person- came to .\merica in 1917 as a member of the British Commission.
of the purchase for Metro by
ally directed " A Message from
Arthur Zellner of the screen rights Mars " to be released shortly by
of the Royle story is made almost Metro will direct " Peace and
simultaneously with the completion Quiet." Arthur Zellner will adapt
the novel to the screen and Arthur Interesting
"Shots"
Pathe Review
No. 88in
of "A Message from Mars" starMartinelli will photograph the proring Mr. Lytell. The acquisition duction.
of " Peace and Quiet " was the reIf Milady wonders w^here a great
In addition to the acquisition of portion of her lace comes from in
sult of more than two months'
these days of high import duties,
departscenario
quest by
ment forMetro's
a suitable
vehicle
for " Peace and Quiet " Metro an- her curiosity w-ill be satisfied in
nounces
the
purchase
of
"
Tunk,"
a
Bert Lytell, declares a statement story b}' Kenneth Harris that was
from . Metro.
published recently in the Saturday the offering, " The Miracle Machines of Lace Making," showing
Evening Post, as the third Karger- the insides of a modern lace manuIn " Peace
and noQuiet,"
ficials feel that
better Metro
proof ofof Lytell production to be made and factorj-, in Pathe Review, No. 88,
the versatility of Bert Lytell could
by Metro. In " Junk," released January 30th. " Food or
be offered. ' The characterization, released
Metro promises a vehicle of un- Fun?" is an amusing study in
which is that of a Princeton stupsychology- arranged by
usual appropriateness for Bert monkey
dent who becomes embroiled in a
work upon which will be Dr. Ditmars of the New York
filibustering expedition to Mexico, Lytell,
Zoological
This is also
commenced directly following the a feature ofGardens.
the Pathe Review. No.
directly
follows
Mr.
Lytell's
unique
portrayal of Horace Parker, the completion of " Peace and Quiet."
88.
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THE world premiere of
" Man - Woman - Marriage," Albert Kaufman's
presentation of Allen Holubar's drama eternal starring
Dorothy Phillips, will take
place at the Regent Theatre,
Paterson, New Jersey, Monday, January 24th.
The Chicago showing of
the Associated First National's Big
"
Five " last week
— " Man, Woman, Marriage "
is the third of these — revealed
the picture as a stupendous
spectacle-drama mirroring
the kaleidoscopic conflict between the sexes that has
raged since the dawn of time.
That showing, however, was
purely a trade affair. The
theatre-going public will have
their first opportunity to appraise the worth of the production next Monday evening.
Jacob Fabian, president of
the Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., of New Jersey,
is planning to make this premiere a memorable occasion.
A number of prominent state
and city officials have been
invited to attend the opening
as guests of the management,
as well as state and city leaders of women's clubs.
Allen Holubar, the director, and Dorothy Phillips, the
star of the drama, w'll attend
the premiere at the Rea;ent in
person. The home office executives of Associated First
National Pictures. Inc., will
als*^ be present and a number
of the eastern franchise-hold-

Good

Cast

Seen

in

"The

Snob

Popular Players Support Wanda Hawley
in New Picture

« ■ r ANDA HAW LEY is capably
proher new
\\ supportedduction forinrelease
by Realart. The title of the new picture is
" The Snob." With a view to aid
the exhibitors in presenting this
comedy-drama effectively Realart
is preparing a large variety of exhibitor aids, according to a report
from the distributing company's
headquarters.
Especially prominent in the supporting cast forand" The
Snob,"Hiers.
are
Silvia Ashton
Walter
^liss Ashton has what is described
l)y Realart as " an usually fine
■ nouveau riche ' mother role." To
\\ alter Hiers has been assigned the
role of a college student. Mr.
Hiers will be rememl)ered for his
work in " Miss Hobbs " and " Oh
Lady,
Lady."
The W.other
members
a Realart
of
the cast
include
E. Lawrence,
A big dance after the football game in Wanda Hawley's " The Snob,'
[Richard Wayne, Eilwin Stevens,
Julia Faye, Josephine Crowell and pared by Realart for this producpicture
bates on " Snobbery."
.\lthea Worthley. Sam Wood di- tion.
A school song competition in conrected the picture.
nection with a local institution is
The press book, which is now
■' The Snob " is the story of a
another cooperation
idea oft'ered.
For a towns
girl who has been brought up as an ready for exhibitors, carries on the where
with
high
a striking halftone reproducinsutferable prig by her socially am- cover tion
school
or
college
is
impracticable
of
a
portrait
of
Wanda
bitious mother. She meets a young
collegian and is attracted by him. Hawley done in French cravon by a street ballyhoo is suggested. Five
boys (or more) take part as rooters
At a dance she learns that he waits Hal Phyfe.
Practical suggestions for putting and parade through the streets —
on table to work his way through
their
cheers calling attention to
college, — and turns him down flat. the picture over are set forth in
the
next
section
of
the
press
book.
themselves and " The Snob."
There's where Hiers comes in. As
the intermediary between the two, With a football game, college boardLobby displays and decorations
ing
house
and
college
prom
scenes
and an attractive prologue for the
the originator of plots to give " the
snob" a lesson, he has one of the " The Snob " presents a number of picture are also contained in the
Educational Aids Photo best fun-making opportunities in good exploitation angles. Among press material. In addition there
his long career. Miss Ashton, as the tie-ups worked out are those are an unusual number of tie-ups
News Agencies
the domineering wife and ambitious with local high schools, preparatory with local merchants both in store
With the news that the three mother has a part that provides schools, normal schools and col- window displays and newspaper advertisements. The combination of
missing American aviators in the many
comedy. splendid opportunities for leges.
naval balloon were safe at Moose
These include parades with take- college atmosphere and American
Song competitions, prologues and offs on the schools; ballyhoos youth in " "The Snob " furnish
Factory, Ont., Educational Film
Corporation was the only organiza- tie-ups of various descriptions form staged between halves of football more than the usual number of
tion of any kind in the entire coun- some of the exploitation aids pre- or basketball games, and local de- such tie-ups, it is said.
try that could supply pictures of
the Hudson's
post awhich
succored the trio, Bay
declared
statement
to
Build
Studios
Here
from Educational headquarters. Stoll
Panoramic pictures of the entire
Executive Back from
fur station appeared in the New
, presi
The productions,
rationof
RGE
Corpodent
Film
the StollKING
Crooning
Water." introducing new
York World and New York Ameri- GEOof
stars of the first magnitude, in
ca,
ned
New
to
retur
Ameri
can with the big story and were
stories by famous authors, and
Europe with Extenlast Tuesday on the Imperadispatched to principal dailies York
with settings in their original locator, after a stay of more than a
sive
Plans
through the country.
tions, aroused countrywide interEvery photo news agency, without month in England. Althou.gh the
est, trade and lay criticism, practiexception, was compelled to rely trip was taken up largely' with the brought back with him. It is procally without exception, being highposed to make the Stoll an internaon Educational or do without the perfection of plans for the enlargely favorable to the new venture.
tional organization, in the same
ment and development of the comscenes, it is declared. During the
The
rest of the Stoll program,
n activities, Mr. category as the Lasky- Famous
pany's America
days follo^ving many other photos King took
ion
back
bring
to
occas
Players,
it
is
announced.
Sites
for
called
the
World Famous Authors'
taken by Educational at and iround with him his family, which had
the studio are being considered, and Series, calls for productions of
Moose Factory were published.
and stories by such noted
been increased by the recent addi- progress will be rapid, once a plays
writers as H. G. Wells. Stanley
tion of a son. They will be estab- location is decided upon.
1,260 Exhibitors Book
lished in a residence acquired at
Jeffery Farnol, Baroness
Mr. King also brought back with Weyman,Marie
Corelli, E. Phillips
Bay Side, I^ong Island.
him a number of prints of the Orczy
Stoll Productions
Mr. King went abroad for con- latest productions of the Stoll Com- Oppenheim, Sax Rohmer. .\. E. W.
Phenomenal success has met the
ference with the Stoll officials in
pany, to be shown to officials and Mason, Ethel M. Dell, Sir Arthur
efforts of the Stoll Film organiza- London, and to give a detailed re- exhibitors here previous to release Conan Doyle, Alice and Claude
tion to interest the American export of the friendly and enthu- in the regular one-a-week Stoll pro- Askew, F. S. Fletcher, Hamilton
Gibbs, and many others.
hibitor in their motion picture prosiastic spirit with which the introgram for 1921.
ductions, declares a statement reduction of the Stoll products was
The first Stoll release here was
ceived from Stoll's headquarters greeted by American exhibitors
Squandered Lives," a George
in Ne\v York. According to com- and motion picture audiences from "Clark
production of the Cosmo
plete reports received from General Coast to Coast.
" Duke'sChinese
Son."
Manager Ralph Proctor at the
Following the successtul debut Hamilton
Then camestory,
the famous
main office 1,260 exhibitors and of the Stoll motion pictures here,
production,
" Mr.original
Wu,"
theatre owners, during December, Mr. King stated on his return, more atmosphere
with Matheson
Lang, the
signed contracts to show the pic- definite plans for the erection of
stage star, followed by " The
tures of the company in its one- a Stoll studio in America were Hundredth
Chance," and another
week release schedule for 1921.
promulgated, details of which he Clark production,
" The Lure of
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Motion

Ethel Clayton

Starts

Work on "Sham"
Ethel Clayton, back again at
Hollywood after a long absence,
during which she made an extensive tour of Europe and later tarried in New York long enough to
make one picture at the Long
Island studio, has started work at
the Lasky studio in her new Para■' Sham." Thomas
picture,director.
HefTron mount
is the
" Sham," from the stage success
by Elmer Harris and Geraldine
Bonner, presents the star as an
aristocratic girl of Knickerbocker
descent who is keeping just two
jumps behind her creditors. The
of this sham exhumor and drama carried
over into
istence are well
the film version which was written
by Douglas Doty, former editor of
Century magazine.
An excellent cast supportmg the
star includes Clvdc Filmore, Wallace Hiers, Theodore Roberts,
IrvSylvia Ashton, Helen Dunbar,
ing Cummings, Carrie Clark Ward
Thomas
Ricketts.
and Thomas
Heflfron is directing the offermg,
Charles Schoc-nbaum at the
with
camera.

Washington

Orphans

Light"
See "The Love manager
ol
Lawrence Beatus,
Loew's Palace theatre, of Washso successfully enington, D. C,
tertained all the orphans, homeless
and friendless children of that community last year by giving them
free performances of Mary Pickford in " Pollyanna," and so excellent did the idea appeal to the public from an exploitation point of
to review, that he has decidedwith
the
peat it, and in conjunction
again enTimes, will
tonthe children
Washingtertain
theatre
the
at
during the week of January 24willat
which time the management
have an extended run of Mary
Love Light."
Pickford in "n The
The childre will attend the theag
tre in the mornin from 10.30 until 1 o'clock.

"Partners of the Tide"
Has Been Completed
According to a letter from C. A.
Willat received at the Hodkinson
ed to
headquarters, he is schedul
start East with the new Irvin V .
Willat picture, " Partners of the
C.
Tide," in the very near future.
A. Willat: is associated with his
brother Irvin in the production field.
The picture is destined for release
Hodkinson. The producby W. tionW.
is now being edited. C. A.
this latest Irvin Willat
stvles
Willat
" Irvin's best" and
as
product" ion
It has all the elements that
adds,
a good picture needs— good sets,
photography, cast and acting.

E. Kenneth Todd Leaves
Universal Staff
E. Kenneth Todd, formerly a spedepartcial writer in the publicity resigned
ment of Universal, recently
to accept a position in the sporting
Traveler.
department of the Boston
Todd was with Universal for four
months and handled Universal's
newspaper publicity for New York
City and out-of-town papers.

Educational

Blankets

New

England

the prevalence of the double feature
ALTHOUG
policy, Hor the combination of vaudeville and features,
has caused Boston territory to be regarded as a sort
of forbidden land for short-subjects, says Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., every important circuit in that
territory and a greater portion of the better independent
houses
has beenpoints
signedout upthat
for the
Educational's
product.
Educational
greatest tribute
is paid to
its product by the fact that the greater portion of these contracts were made by the manager of the Boston Office and
without general solicitation on the part of salesmen. These
road forces are now working on the scattered houses that
have not contracted for Educational pictures and the
promise comes to the home office that a hundred per cent
results will be reported within the next sixty days, it is declared.
Completion of this new circuit record was announced this
week with the signature of contracts by the Goldstein
Brothers, who operate leading theatres in Springfield, Northampton, Westfield, and Ware, Mass. This contract like all
the other cities is not for a single group of pictures, but for
all the comedies released by Educational, and in many cases
for the entire single reel and special product.
Such bookings have been made by the two biggest operators in New England, the Olympia Theatres operating in
Key Cities like Boston, Worcester, Lynn, New Bedford,
Cambridge, Dorchester, Chelsea and Gloucester, and the
Alfred S. Black New England theatres, including a total
of more than 25 houses in Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New Hampshire and Vermont. In addition to merely
booking these pictures, both of these circuits are now featuring the comedies, something that has established a new
precedent in that section where the double feature has been
a principal advertising point.

in West
Drive
Nat'l
First
Launch
n
Salesme
e
Exchang
Seattle

Big " First Anniversary " Campaign
End." " In Search of a Sinner,"
in one hundred " The Fighting Shepherdess," " The
SOLID bookofings
the
in
tres
the thea
per cent,
Woman Gives," " The Idol Dancer,"
mark set for them- " Forty-five Minutes from Broadis the
territorselvesy bv the
salesmen of Associated
way," "Peaceful Valley." " Don't
First National Pictures, Inc.. in the Ever Marry,"
" The Family Honor,"
Seattle, Washington, exchange as " Passion's Playground," " The
an appropriate method of cele- Love Expert," " The Perfect
anni- Woman," " Yes or No." " The
brating First National's first
of Febweek
the
during
versary
Woman," " The Splendid
was Branded
e.
Work
usiv
incl
18
ruarv 12 to
Hazard,"
" What Women Love,"
in
begun in earnest the first week
"
The
Yellow
Typhoon," " Folly ot
January to make the week one of
the
Storm
Country,"
" The Inferior
t
the Coas
the biggest ever held onprel
Sex," " Go and Get It," " The Tack
iminary Knife
and according to the
Man."
"
The
Notorious
Miss
■reports the office stands a chance Lisle," " The Master Mind,' " Good
of
tive.accomplishing close to its objec- References." "Married Life," "Twin
" Nomads of the North,"
As an aid to the campaign the "Beds."
Curtain," " Harriet and the
exchange office has designed a
unique return post card. A figure Piper," " The Devil's Garden," " In
the Heart of a Fool," " Dangerous
of a small infant, attempting to ap- Business,"
" Nineteen and Phylplv a real match to onee candle, puts
lis." "Love, Honor and Behave,"
over the idea of a birthday celebra- " The Scoffer," "Old Dad," "Dint>-."
tion. The wording on the card is " L'nseen Forces " and " In Old
in part as follows :
" Say it with bookings and your
birthday congratulations will be ap- Kentuckv."
James Clemmer Lauds
preciated.
" First National's first anniver"The U. P. Trail"
sary week is destined to set a record
for the total number of bookings
From
James Q. Clemmer, proin this territory.
prietor
of Clemmer's
theatre
and
in Seattle,
Wash.,
" Even the few exhibitors who the Wintergarden
have not become franchise holders comes the following telegram, addres ed toW. Hodkinson:
have caught the spirit. Expressing
in the fullest sense their apprecia" Zane Grey Stor>- ' The U. P.
tion of what this organization has Trail ' opened to capacity business
accomplished in their behalf, they in both Wintergarden and Clemmer theatres. It certainly is most
are booking solidly, in many cases,
for the entire week. Cancellation of wonderful box office attraction. In
other service, previously booked, i^ spite of coldest weather existing in
many seasons this attraction exa common occurrence."
ceeded all expectations. CongratuThe exchange is oflFering thirt>eight features for bookings diirine
lations to Hodkinson on ' U. P.
the week including: "The River's

Picture

News

Harry Carey Starting
Work on Western
At Universal City this week,
Harry Carey began work on a new
western story, " Everybody for
Himself," from the pen of Geo. C.
Hull. The production marks the
return to the Universal studios of
Jack Ford, who directed Carey in
some of his most emphatic successes ; especially, " A Gun Fighting
Gentleman
and " Marked
Men."
Mr.
Ford is" directing
the Universal
star in his latest story and is injecting that combination of human
nature and stirring action which
mark all his productions.
Harry Carey is seen as the mysterious stranger whose smile hides
a fighting nature; Helen Ferguson,
one of the best liked of the younger
leading women, appears as the girl ;
Charles LeMoyne and Joe Harris,
who have appeared with Carey in
many of his features, provide the
villainy necessary to the plot ; J.
Farrell MacDonald has a comedy
character role as the town drunkard, and Lydia Yeamans Titus contributes an amusing role in the
character of the Ixjarding house
keeper.
Strong Cast in "A CerProduction tain
is under
full swing
Rich Man"
on Benj. B. Hampton's latest allstar picture, " A Certain Rich Man, '
photoplay
of William
Allen White's
famous novel
of American
life,
whichson release.
is being made for HodkinAmong the members of the cast
are Robert McKim as " John Barclay," Claire Adams as " ^Iolly Culpepper," CarlJean
Ganvoort
as " Bobas
Hendricks,"
■' Adrian Brownwell
"Hersholt
and Joseph
J.
DowlingLee asand
" Colonel
Culpepper."
Frankie
Marj- Jane
Irving,
famous
child Dumont
players, and
" grow
up "
into
Gordon
Eugenie
Gilbert, noted screen juveniles.
100<7c Hodkinson Club
Is Growing Steadily
Progress is reported from the
headquarters of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation in the campaign to
swell the ranks of the one-hundred
per cent Hodkinson Club. The
Liberty Amusement Company,
after showing " The Spenders," advises :" More pictures like this and
we continue one-hundred per cent
Hodkinson exhibitors." During the
past week the following theatres
have signed up under the 100%
Hodkinson plan ; Arris Theatre
Company, Mansfield, Ohio; La
Salle theatre. South Bend. Ind. ; and
Orpheum theatre, Elphant, Ind.
Pioneer
Planning for
New Expansions
Extending its link of exchanges
and broadening the field of activity
along greater lines than have ever
been attempted in its histor>% the
Pioneer Film Corporation is laying
the foundation for what promises
to result in the biggest returns it
has ever recorded, declared a statement from Pioneer's headquarters.
The expansion plans are being perfected under the supervision of
President A. E. Lefcourt.
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Shoe-Dealers Pick Out
Rothacker Pictures
Several months ago the program
committee of the Retail Shoe Dealers Association set out to find " the
best shoe films ever produced " to
show before the Milwaukee convention which was the biggest shoe
event of the year.
•The films were finally selected
and both of these films were
Rothacker productions. One picture was " Collosius The Cobbler "
a multiple-reel film, which visualizes, in detail,
how theproduces
world's
largest shoe
manufacturer
footwear on a large scale. The
other one, "Footprints of
Progress," is a picturization of the
history of shoes — the evolution of
footwear from the crude sandal of
the caveman down to the shoe of
today. This latter picture, which
contains a close-up of one of the
slippers believed to have been worn
by Marie Antoinette on the guillotine, is now being shown to American school children, theatres being
rented outright for showings.
Douglas D. Rothacker and E. D.
Blackburn attended the convention.

New

Educational

FilmsandCorof America
porationAL
its
EDUCATION
subsidiary distributing organization. Educational Films Exchanges, Inc., this week moves its
general executive and departmental
offices to the new Penn Terminal
Building at the corner of Seventh
avenue and 31st street, immediately
south of the Pennsylvania Station.
Some 8,000 square feet of space on
the twelfth floor is occupied.
Present quarters on the eighth
floor of the Godfrey Building have
been retained in their entirety. The
production, accessory, shipping and
film storage departments have been
retained at that address, as well as
the production room. The remainder of the space vacated by the
executive • departments has been
given over to the New York exchange for its expansion. Complete
re-arrangement of these offices has
been made.
This vast addition in office space
has been made necessary by the remarkable growth of Educational
within the past year. Some idea of
this can be gained when it is stated
that there are now twenty employes
Daisy Robinson Leads of the executive departments of the
home office alone for each one just
in Willat Feature
a year ago. This number includes
It has been decided that Daisy (inly the headquarters forces and
Robinson will play the leading role does not take into consideration the
in " Partners of the Tide " rather .>ales and distributing forces through
than Betty Francisco, as was prev- the United States and Canada.
Inauguration and completion of
iously announced. " Partners of the
Educational's
enlargement plans
Tide
"
is
the
second
independent
Irvin V. Willat production to be has occupied a space
of less than a
released through the W. W. Hod- year. The first of its own exkinson Corporation.
changes began operation only on
June 20, yet the first of October
saw the completion of the system
Colorful Setting for
Pathe Episode

With " The House of a ThouNo
Slump
sand Veilssetting
" to supply
gorgeously
colorful
for itsa action,
the
tors are now
WY
ngN the direc
seventh chapter of the " Velvet GOLD
finishing touches
putti
on seven interesting producFingers," measures
up tointhe Pathe
finest
standards
developed
tions, while six other pictures are
serials both for thrills and pictorial either in production or about to get
effects, states Pathe. This episode, under way. Special effort has been
to be released January 16, finds the made to select stories with strong,
principal characters gathered at a human themes, it is announced. Five
resort in Chinatown, whither Lorna of these will be Eminent Authors
was spirited by Professor Robin.
productions, filmed with the aid and
co-operation of the author, who in
every case was at the studio.
In keeping his studio forces up
to the normal pace of activity,
Goldwyn shows his faith in the immediate future of the motion picture industry and in the quality of
the Goldwyn studio productions,
many of which have recently scored
unusual success.
The pictures which are now being
finished are Reginald Barker's production of Katherine Newlin Burt's
" Snowblind," with an all-star cast
including Russell Simpson, Mary
Alden, Cullen Landis and Pauline
Starke ; Frank Lloyd's production
of " A Tale of Two Worlds," an
original photoplay by Gouverneur
Morris, with J. Frank Glendon,
Leatrice Joy and Wallace Beery in
the leading roles ; " Don't Neglect
Your Wife," an original photoplay
by Gertrude Atherton, with Mabel
Julienne Scott and Lewis S. Stone,
heading an exceptional cast, directed
by Wallace Worsley ; " Boys Will
Boys," an Irvin S. Cobb story
Josephine Scott in " The Diamond Be
Queen," supports
a Universal
Miss Scott starring Will Rogers, directed by
Eileenserial.
Sedgwick
Clarence Badger; "Mr. Barnes of

Headquarters
five hours' time was lost by any
member of the force and during
even that time each department was
functioning on a somewhat limited
basis.
" Our move," commented President E. W. Hammons, " has been
forced on us because of our volume of business over our greatest
expectation with the inauguration
of our own distributing system.
For the past few months we have
been so crowded in our present
quarters that we have been working
under handicaps and since service
has been one of the foundation
stones of this organization we immediately set about to obtaiu space
where each department could attain
its utmost effectiven«ss. We have
been delayed some time beyond the
date anticipated in getting ioto our
new offices, but I am sure that I can
promise exhibitors an even increased efficiency in our chosen task
of specializing in the short subjects

AChristie
scene Comedy,
from "featuring
Nobody's"-Pddie
Wife,"
Barry;a
released by Educational Films
with twenty-eight branches in the
principal distributing centers of this
country and six in Canada. Along
with these exchanges there have
been vast increases in the sales, distribution, exploitation, supply, advertising, publicity and various
other branches, and many departments representing entirely new
activities.
An example
of theby organization's
efficiency
is shown
the fact that
in the matter of moving offices only

at

"Reports from every -one of our
exchanges the first of the year
showed that they jiad alL passed by
a large• margin
the amourU of husi-.
ness
field. they ■ were supposed to do by
that time and that the increase continues on an upward trend. . We
have been compelled for the past
few weeks merely on account of
lack of office space, to hold back
some developments which have been
planned and which will immediately
be put into operation. I expect our
increased efficiency to he an added
reason , for still greater business in
one and two-reel subjects . during
1921 than that in our astonishing
year of 1920.

Goldwyn
Studios
John Bowers and Edythe Chapman
Completes Seven Pic- will also be in a cast which may
truthfully be called all-star. Wallace
tures and Starts
Worsley will direct.
Six More
Frank Lloyd's next production
will be " The Alibi," an original
screen story by Charles Kenyon,
New York," from the famous novel well-known play-wright, author of
and play of the same name by
stageandplay,Irene
" Kindling."
Peters
Rich willHouse
have
Archibald Clavering Gunter, star- the
ring Tom Moore, directed by Vic- the leading roles.
tor Schertzinger ; "Dangerous
Tom Moore was rcccntlj- in New
Curve Ahead," an original screen York
taking scenes for " Made in
story by Rupert Hughes, with
Helene Chadwick in the featured Heaven," William Henry Hurtstage play, which Victor
role, directed by E. Mason Hopper; hurt's
Schertzinger is directing. Helene
and the twelfth of the Booth Tark- Chadwick, Goldwyn beauty, is playington
Edgar Comedies
" featuropposite the star. Schertzinger
ing "twelve-year-old
Johnny
Jones, and ingMoore
have returned to the
directed by Paul Bern.
Coast.
The six productions now getting
" The Bridal Path," from the
under tional
wayscreenpromise
to make judging
excep- well-known
stage play by Thompson
entertainment,
Buchanan, will be put into film
by the combination of authors, di- form under the direction of E.
rectors and actors. Reginald Bar- Mason Hopper. Richard Dix, well
ker's next opus will be " The Old known on the speaking stage, who
Nest,"
Hughes'
recently essayed the silent drama,
of the from
same Rupert
name, for
whichnovel
the has
been engaged for the leading
author is now writing the contin- male role.
uity. Will Rogers is in the midst
of " An Unwilling Hero," a screen
version of O. Henry's " Whistling
Dick's Christmas Stocking," with
Clarence Badger again holding the
megaphone.
Lon Chancy, who did such fine
work in " The Penalty," has been
engaged photoplay
for " The Night
Rose,"
an
original
by Leroy
Scott,
Eminent Author.
Leatrice Joy,
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Motion

Current

A scene
Inside of theProduction
Cup " an released
adaptationas ofa Paramount
the Winstonpicture
Churchill
novel. fromIt "isThe
a Cosmopolitan
Big Author
Helps
on Script
Mary Roberts Rinehart at Goldwyn
Studio; Production Units Are Busy
tion this week under the direction
V| ARY ROBERTS RINEHART
arrived at the Goldwyn studios of E. Mason Hopper. Miss Collins
on the Coast this week to assist
ingenue in " The Outin picturizing her first original played the
rageous
Mrs. Palmer " when that
scenario at present called, " Let play was recently seen in New York
Sleeping Dogs Lie." Rita Wei- and achieved'a big hit.
man, playwright and novelist, reDirector Reginald Barker is fincently placed under contract by
the photography on " SnowGoldwyn to write an original blind," ishingKatherine
Burt's
scenario, is on her way here from new picture and hasNewlin
started preNew York City.
parations for filming " The Old
The complete cast for Leroy Nest," from
Rupert
famous
novel,
which
will Hughes'
be the
Scott's first original scenario, " The next Reginald Barker
production.
Night Rose," which will be directed Mr. Hughes is now at the
studios
by Wallace Worsley, has just been
announced, and is believed here to writing the continuity from his
be one of the best ensembles that novel and assisting in the editing,
Goldwyn has ever gathered for any titling, etc., of his original scenario,
all-star production. Leatrice Joy, " Dangerous Curve Ahead ! "
Will Rogers is taking the night
Lon Chaney, John Bowers, Cullen
Landis, Richard Tucker, Mary scenes for " An Unwilling Hero,"
Warren, Edythe Chapman, Betty his new stellar vehicle from an O.
Schade, Ross
M. B.and
(" Lefty")
Flynn,have
H. Henry short story. He will leave
Milton
John Cossar
on January 15, with his director,
been engaged for this production.
Clarence Dadger, and a few other
May Collins, a recruit from the members
of his company for New
New York stage, has been selected Orleans where
the action of the
to act the principal role in " The story takes place, for the exterior
Bridal Path," by Thompson Buch- scenes.
anan, which is going into produc-

Picture

Paramount

News

Issues

"Inside of the Cup"
and BilUe
Burke Vehicle Released Jan. i6th
"npHE
INSIDE
OF THE story loses none of its interest or
and it is, therefore, likely
CUP," the Cosmopolitan appeal,
open wide avenues of spirited
production
1 CUP."which has just opened to
discussion in every town where it
an indefinite engagement at the Cri- is shown.
terion theatre. New York, and Billie
The leading man is William P.
Burke in " The Education of Eliza- Carleton.
Edith Hallor is leading
beth " are the Paramount features woman. Others
in the cast include
released January 16.
Winston Churchill's sensational Marguerite Clayton, David TorJack Bohm, Margaret Sednovel, " The Inside of the Cup," rence,
Carlylc.
Albert Rochas been made into a fine motion- don,
cardi Richard
and Frank
A. Lyon.
picture drama under Albert CapelEdward Dillon directed " The Edlani's direction, according to the
New York critics. The World
ucation ofhas
Elizabeth,"
in which
lie Burke
the stellar
role ofBil-a
called it " the finest motion picture rough-and-ready chorus girl who is
of its type presented in New York
this season." " The most gripping, educated by the family of the rich
man who proposes to marrv her. It
the most
ment thatessentially
has been human
seen ondocuthe happens, however, that they do not
wed, for both find love elsewhere.
screen in some time," said the
American. " This great book makes In the development of the comedy
numerous laughable sita great film," said the Telegram. th.ere are uations.
This comedy was written
The
Mail
declared
it
was
'
wholly
absorbing from the first scene to by Roy Horiman, an English novelist and pla%'A\'right of international
the last fade-out." And the Sun :
" The engagement should be a long fame.
The supporting cast is headed by
The theme, which exposes the Donald Cameron as leading mati
hypocrisy of certain churchmen as and includes Lumsden Hare, Fredwell as laymen, has been bitterly
erick Burton, Harold Foshav Edith
criticized and consequently widely
discussed wherever the book has Shayne, Helen Dahl. Rav MacCausbeen read. In its picturization the land and Frank Goldsmith.
one."

Universal

Serial

Finished

" The Diamond Master," Which Stars
Eileen Sedgwick, Ready for Release
versal 'comedies
the ' C> clone
series and
of in
westerns
with
AN eighteen-episode serial based Smith
Eddie
Polo,
as
well
as
her work
."
Diamond sMaster
upon The
lle'sn famou
es Futre
Jacqustarri
ng Eilee
and
Sedgwick,novel,
has supporting Polo in his popular
Lure of
the Circus.'
been completed by Universal and serial.
" ' The' The
Diamond
Queen,'
schedule
is now- ready for release, reports for release January 31, alreadv has
Mr. Harry H. Berman, general been exceeded in advance bookings
sales manager of that organization.
It is called " The Diamond only in one case — that of ' King of
Eddie
Polo's The
mostlarge
reQueen," with Miss Sedgwick in the the Circus,'
cent chaptered
drama.
title role, her first starring vehicle
of exhibitors booking ' The
in the serial field, and the most im- number
portant role she has had under the Diamond Queen ' who also showed
'
The
Great
MysterxUniversal banner. Edward Kull, attests to theRadium
which' well
has
who has handled the megaphone for been achieved popularity
by Miss Sedgwick.
many Universal thrillers, was in. Universal's blonde serial heroine."
charge of production.
" The Diamond Master " has more
natural thrills," said Mr. Berman in
a statement announcing the comple- New Quarters for Parated
Star
ure
tion ofversal
theserialserial,
than any Unimount Magazine
Feat
h
grap
Vita
ever "produced.
The
Prolate Jacques Futrelle took the
The Paramount Magazine orCorinne Griffith Begins
characters of his popular story into
ganization isnow quartered in the
Brj-ant
Park Studios Building, 40th
lands and through adventures teem- street and
ndent "
Correspo
duction of " The Leslie
Sixth avenue, having
George Howard,
ing with excitement. Robert F.
<<T^HE CORESPONDENT," a Charles Roycroft,
Cook and Jane Jennings. Roden and George W. Pyper, who moved from the laboratorv- of the
-l story by Heliodore Tenno,
w^hich was popular when published Fortunately much of the action of adapted the story for the screen, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in Long Island City. The new
a year ago as a novelette, has been the play takes place indoors so that took full adventage of ' Futrelle's quarters
offer the cartoonists,
Cor- there will be no delay through un- masterful action and evolved a conselected as the next play for Work
favorable
weather.
The
outdoor
Messrs.
Hurd, Sullivan and Bailey,
tinuity filled with colorful situations
inne Griffith, Vitagraph star.
every
facility.
scenes
will
be
made
at
Saugertics,
and hair-raising punches.
an the new production already has
" Miss Sedgwick, who Ion" has
been begun at the Brooklyn studio up the Hudson River from New
under the direction of Webster York, where Miss Griffith made been known as one of Universal's
Campbell.
most of the scenes for " The Gar- most popular players, last was seen
as a co-featured role in ' The Great
Percy Marmont, who has appeared in the leading male role in
Aster Girl."
Clara Deene, in " The Core- Radium Mystery.' Her work in that
has
ns,
productio
h
many Vitagrap
spondent," Miss Griffith is said to serial prompted Universal to give
been engaged to play opposite the have a role splendidly suited to her her the starring role in 'The Diastar. He has been her leadin? man talents and beauty. Employed as
mond Queen.' She has more than
confidential secretary to Anthony
good her promise of abilitv.
in several photoplays, notably " The Blake, a power in railroad circles, made
and
has
improved bv far her
" by the
Climbers,
Clydecontains
Fitch. she is in love with her employer.
The
remainder
of late
the cast
former clever portrayals in Uni-
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s Corporation
FOX Film
announces that five featwill be reure productions
leased during February.
" While the Devil Laughs,"
starring Louise Lovely and
written and directed by
George William Hill, will be
released on February 13th.
" The Road Demon," which
stars Tom Mix, and which
was written and directed by
will be reReynolds,y 20th.
Lynn F. leased
For
Februar
February 20th also has been
Allen,"
" Dyna
uled Geor
sched
Walsh will
gemite
which
in
role.
ar
stell
the
appear in
The story was written by
Thomas F. Fallon, and the
by Dell
picture was directed Febru
ary
Henderson. On
"
Bride
ing
Blush
27th,
released. This picture
will be"The
story
.
The
n
Percy
stars Eilee
was written and directed by
Jules G. Furthman. " The
Jockey," with Clyde Cook in
ipal role, will be rethe princ
leased on February 20th.
First Nat'l Salesmen
Meet in New York
"Associated First National subfranchises not onb' make satisfied
exhibitors, but they convert them
into enthusiastic salesmen of subfranchises to their fellow exhibitors," was the unanimous testimony
of the Empire State salesmen who
convened in New York, recently for
the First National New York State
convention under the direction of
R. H. Clark, general manager of
the First National Exchange of
New York.
The convention lasted three days.
Before the final session, the men
met in the office of Mr. Clark and
organized themselves into a " sales
club," with E. J. Hayes, sales manager for Buffalo, as president; Ben
Levine, Greater New York sales
manager, vice-president; W. T. Wilson, treasurer, and Ben Davis, secretary and editor.

Says

Short

Is

in

Favor

P a t h e Reports Holman Day and Santschi's Series in
Demand

IN a statement just issued the
assertion is made by Pathe Exchange, Inc., that indications
point to a restoration of the shortlength dramatic subjects. It is
some time since producers put their
best available star, author or director to work in the producing of
dramatic themes of less than four
or five reels, continues the Pathe
statement. Pathe points out as a
noticeable development of the trend
toward short dramatic subjects the
fact that within the past few
months announcement has been
made of a series of pictures, starring Tom Santschi, and more recently, of another series of shortlength subjects written for the
screen by Holman Day. " King
Spruce," which starred Mitchell
Lewis, "The Red Lane" and
the
are bysomeMr.of Day
/'Squa
written
photoplreaysFinn"
which have already been presented
on the screen.
The Holman Day series, the first
of which Pathe will release January 30th were written around the
existing manners and customs in
the Maine Woods and along the
Canadian border, a country this
writer has sketched in many vivid
tales. Their success is already
manifest according to the amount
of bookings thus far recorded on
them at the Pathe branch offices.
The fact that .both the Santschi
features and the Holman Day
Series are receiving a hearty response from the exhibitors, declares the Pathe statement, is
taken as proof that the short dramatic subject does not succeed
only in isolated cases, but has its
fair opportunity of success provided itoft'ers something of feature
quality.
" The Santschi pictures are to be
featured for their star, who is
promised wider exploitation than
ever before accorded one who has
served screen drama faithfully and
brilliantly
years,"
continues for
thea number
Pathe of
statement.

Sargent to Direct
Alice Calhoun
George L. Sargent, who directed
Corinne Griffith in her last three
Vitagraph productions, "The Broad- " The Holman Day Scries presents
way Bubble," " The Whisper Mar- its most potent advertising feature
ket " and " It Isn't Being Done This in the name of an author who is
familiar to people all over this
Season," among the most successful country.
and popular of all her pictures, will
direct Alice Calhoun in her next
" ' Lochinvar O' the Line' is the
Vitagraph production, on which
first
offering It
in isPathe's
work was begun this week.
Day Series.
typical Holman
of the
In her coming picture for Vita- stories from this writer and has
graph, Corinne Griffith will be di- been commented upon for the exrected by Webster Campbell.
pert blending of humor, melodrama and the picturesque quality
of its characters and settings.
Dan Roche Elected
Edgar Jones, the producer of the
series, will appear as the main
Head of M. P. Press
character
in the play, which tells
Club
the story of a quaint woodsman
Dan Roche, exploitation repre- whose poetic nature and understanding of men enables him to
sentative for Paramount Pictures
in Chicago, has been elected presi- serve Cupid in a manner that
dent of the Chicago Motion Pivture seems both gallant and dramatic.
press Club. The Chicago Motion His boon companon, a volume of
Picture Press Club is a compara- Sir Walter Scott's poems, suggests
in one
favorite
verse, happiness
' Lochinvar,'to
tively new organization. Its mem- the
means
of bringing
bership is composed of press
agents, critics, theatre publicity men a young pair whose hearts are separated by the line traced between
and trade paper men.

Geo.

Drama

One of the many thrills in " TheforDouble
Pathe
Canada and the United States.
For the lover is a revenue officer
of
the United
father
is the States
keeper andof thea girl's
Line
House, the scene of much trickery
with the prohibition laws of the
United
States."
" Beyond
the Trail,"
will
initiate
the series
of Tomwhich
Santschi
features, releasing January 23rd,
will be followed bv " The Imposter," "The Death" Trap," "The
Tempest," " The Desert Wolf,"
and " La Rue of Phantom Valley."
The Pathe exploitation department has prepared a campaign

Knoblock
William

release
Adventure," a Chas. Hutchinson serial
sheet for the use of exhibitors. A
broadside has been designed for
each of the six releases announced.
It is regular newspaper size and
furnishes ad layouts and publicity
notes for use in connection with
each picture. The paper issued with
the pictures includes a stock onesheet, with an enlarged portrait of
Santschi in Western costume; a
one-sheet, three-sheet and sixsheet. Other material includes
eight 11 by 14 colored lobby photos
and fifteen black and white photos
on the entire series.

Photoplay
DeMille

Will

Begun
Direct

The Lost Romance " on the Coast
Lasky told me last summer to be
"'T'HE LOST ROMANCE"
A has been chosen as the title all too true. That is, that if an
wants his works to appear
of the story written by Edward author
on the screen to the best advantage
Knoblock, the British dramatist, he
should go into the studio, learn
which is to be produced as a Para- how pictures are produced, learn
mount picture by William DeMille the limitations and requirements of
at the Lasky studio, where Mr. screen technique and how to tell
Knoblock has been studying screen
his story in terms of moving picproduction methods.
tures. This is the ideal way for
The DeMille-Knoblock picture is
authors to have their works procited by Jesse L. Laskv, first viceduced as pictures — working in copresident of the Famous Playersoperation with the director and a
Lasky Corporation, as the first of trained continuity
writer. And I
the series of " famous authors- can see now why the more farfamous
directors
"
pictures
which
producers, in their search
he announced last summer on his sighted
for material, are turning away from
return from London where he en- stage plays and novels, and trying
gaged several well-known British to get authors to write original
authors to write directly for Para- stories. I am sure this is the only
mount Pictures. These pictures, it way. It is also the pleasantest way,
was stated then by Mr. Lasky,
I have found in working with
would be produced with the author, as
Mr. DeMille, who is an artist to
director and continuity writer his
finger tips and who, I am sure,
working in the closest co-operation will make the very best of the story
to the end that the author's own
story would be shown on the
Mr. Lasky
screen.
I have
written."announced that the
" Motion picture production was cast of " The Lost Romance " will
an amazing revelation to me," said include Jack Holt, Lois Wilson
Mr. Knoblock. " One or two of my and Conrad Nagel, who are in Mr.
stage plays had been produced as
pictures, but the results were not DeMille's latest success, " Midsummer Madness," which just
wholly satisfactory to me, their
author. Since coming to the Lasky closed a long run at the Criterion
studio I have found what Mr. theatre, New York.
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Novel
A

An elaborately
from " The
First Born,"
a Haworth production
starringstaged
Sessuescene
Hayakawa,
distributed
by Robertson-Cole

"The

First

Born"

at

Strand

Booked for Showing in New York's
Strand
Brooklyn's
and
son-Cole, eachTheatres
of which is designed
«»T*HE FIRST BORN," starring to be much
more powerful from
■ A Sessue Hayakawa, will be standpoints artistic,
and
shown: at the Strand theatre, New commercial than anydramatic
of his past
York, during the week of January work. The calibre of the
new pro30th. The Brooklyn Strand will
ductions isproved by the Broadway
release
Robertson-Cok
this
present
as the Strand has a place
during the week following. The booking, American
theatres which
managements of these houses will among
does not need to be explained.
exploit the picture in a large way,
One of the exploitation plans outdeclares the Rgbertson-Cole-organlined by the Robertson-Cole press
ization. The bookins: of the production by these two big houses in book consists in a great tie-up embracing all first-born children up
the Metropolis is considered by the
to the age of five years, the parents
Robertson-Cole officials to beoftestithe of whom will be interested through
monial to the high calibre
\arious lines of business. Another
production.
A large exploitation section is an phase of exploitation which can be
important part of the press book counted on to- let the whole town
which the distributors have just know that "The First Born" is
published on this production. It playing at a leading theatre consists
sets forth dozens of ways in which in the use of toy balloons. Robertson-Cole has arranged with the
" The First Born " may be placed
before the public.
largest company in the country
" The First Born," Robertson- which handles these toys to supply
Cole believes will mark a new epoch
low rate, it is dein the picturesque career of Sessue them atclared.a For very
who desire a quiet
Hayakawa. It is the first of a new advertisementthose
another plan is given
series of four pictures which he is
making for distribution by Robert- in the R-C press book.

Stunts
Wide

E.

Fox

News

Film

Variety of Exploitation

Stunts Tried for
«<r>.IND WIVES," Fox Film
-D Corporation's mighty potpourri of thrills and fashion, is, by
reason of its principal locale being
laid in New York City's " clearing
house of feminine finery," a subject that lends itself to exceptional
exploitation possibilities — possibilities, which, according to advices
from the Fox offices, are being realized by wideawake showmen in a
most vigorous manner.
Realizing the eternal fascination
of clothes for the a\erage woman,
few of the first-run house managers of the country consider their
presentation of the film complete
without an elaborately staged
fashion show wMth living models,
as a proper
for the have
picture. Not aprologue
few managers
run a fashion show prologue a
week in advance of the showing of
the picture, and others have
" parked " their living models out
in the lobby as well as on the stage,
declares William Fox.
Other managers report big results from the display of extravagant and sensational gowns, which
they arrange to put on display in
local merchant's windows, with
prizes consisting chiefly of tickets
to " Blind Wives " — for the crea-

Frank

for

Picture

" Blind Wives "
tion or designer that receives the
widest local approval. Generally a
group of three prominent women
judges decide the contest.
The title " Blind Wi%es," offers
in itself so many possibilities in the
way of inexpensive yet telling
street ballyhoos that various kinds
of blindfolded subjects, male and
female, have been uitilized. Wives,
well blindfolded and well be-bannered, have been sent out in cars,
carry-alls and even on motor
trucks. One enterprising NewEngland manager went so far as
to rent a whole string of cars,
which he filled
with blindfolded,
fashionablydressed
women
labelled them with the name of his
theatre and the date of the showing and sent them out on parade
through the main streets and the
suburbs, sandwich men, wearing
blue goggles and groping their way
slowly with canes have helped
carry the message along more than
one city's highways.
Such stunts, as these, coupled
with unique teaser advertising, are
making '' the
of " Blind
Wives
not presentation
alone the advent
of a
great picture, but a milestone in the
progress of theatrical exploitation
as well, says Fox.

Woods

Promoted

Is Appointed Supervisor-in-Chief
of Paramount
Studio Activities
system, Mr. Lasky appointed
JESSE
L. ofLASKY,
first Playvice- Thompson Buchanan junior superpresident
the Famous
vising director at tha Lasky stuers-Lasky Corporation, in charge
giving Mr. Woods more
of production, announces that he time dio,tothus devote
to his increased
has appointed Frank E. Woods,
supervisor-in-chief of all Para- duties as supervisor-in-chief.
mount studio activities. Mr.
Coincident with the announceWoods has long been supervising
ment of Mr. Woods's promotion,
director at the Lasky studio, Hol- Mr. Lasky also made public the
fact that Gardner Hunting, forlywood.
merly production editor at the
The the
appointment
marks
success ofof a Mr.
plan \\'oods
which Paramount eastern studios, had
been named associate supervising
originated with Mr. Woods him- director in the Long Island studio.
self, who, with the idea of further
Mr. Hunting, who. as production
solidifying the Paramount produc- editor,
handled the editing of some
ing organization, suggested to Mr.
Lasky some time ago that the best of the biggest Paramount pictures
results could be obtained by having produced in the old Fifty-sixth
somebodj'
in a position to supervise street studio, will take over some
annnel"
"Midch
for Young
all the non-special productions of the work now being done by Mr.
RunKimball
Big Clara
Productio
made in the Lasky studio. This Geraghty. This is due to the fact
in
plan was immediately approved by that the new studio soon will be
Chicago
in
Weeks
Eight
Stays
re-opened, and Eastern production
strating that the demand for IMiss Mr. Lasky and since its beginning activities
will be greatly increased.
THE run of the fourth Clara Young
has
proved
a
big
success.
has
by
no
means
been
l
ion,
g
Kimbal Youn
product
It worked out so successfully
satisfied
by
the
long
runs
just
" Mid Channel," from the pen of
the arrangement was adopted
First of Frothingham
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, released mentioned, states Equity. " Mid- that
in
the
production of all Realart
Series Announced
"
was
obliged
to
move
by Equity Pictures Corporation, in channel
from the Castle theatre after a two pictures, Elmer Harris, who had
Chicago, is regarded by the disThe
first of a series of four J. L.
worked
on
Mr.
Wood's
staff
and
tributors as an unusual event in weeks' engagement because of
booking arrangements, had been trained in Mr. \\'ood's Frothingham pictures for 1921 repicture history in that city. Begin- previous
methods, being named
leased through the W. W. Hodkinning with a one-week run at the and entered the Central Park the- production
supervising director of all Realart son Corporation will be " The Other
atre—
one
of
Chicago's
most
excluZiegf eld theatre in Chicago, " Midsive first run houses.
pictures made in California.
Woman " from the novel of the
channel " held out for four weeks
Mr. \\ oods was the man who same name by Nora Davis. It will
Concluding its capacity week at
at a stretch and played to capacity
business throughout its successful that house, " Midchannel " moved also picked Thomas J. Geraghty be directed by Edward Sloman and
showing. During the fourth week to the Woodlawn theatre, another for the post of supervising direc- photographed by Tony Gaudio. The
tor at the new Paramount studio cast includes Jerome Patrick. Jane
of its run at the Ziegfeld, it was ol Chicago's classic picture houses,
booked simultaneously at the Cas- where it is now completing a big in Long Island City. Air. Geragh- Novak, Helen Jerome Eddy, Joseph
tle theatre, also in the Loop dis- week. Andrew Karzas, owner of ty's appointment by ^Ir. Lasky was J. Dowling. William Conklin, .\ggic
trict.
the Woodlawn, may hold " Mid- recently announced. Last week, Herring, John Steppling and the
The last two weeks are demon- channel " for an additional week. further developing Mr. Wood's child, Frankie Lee.
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From
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Hickman

Every farmer knows what a "Killer" is.
A sheepdog, natural guardian of the
sheep, who has become their worst
enemy; sly, tricky, murderous, cruel,
implacable, killing for the love of it,
and incurable.
Imagine a man like that, rich, powerful and intelligent.
Then imagine a picture, based on that
theme and written by one of our great// est out-of-door writers, with its scenes
laid in the Southwest.

A

Pathe

Charles

America's

Dedth

Hutchison

-Defying

/^Double
By

Produced

by

Hero

of Daredevil

Deeds

Adventure

JcLck

Robert

S

Cunningham

Brunton

know

You

Most

reckless

"Hutch?"

doesn't?
Who
of daredevils, King

of Stunts,

hero

of

ten

thousand incredible exploits, the man who makes 'em rip
up the theatre chairs by the roots in their excitement. Wait
until your

patrons

into a tree;

hurl

see him
himself

leap from
from

a

a lofty, falling derrick

mile-a- minute

over the parapet

of a bridge ; jump

from

through

to

a

space

the

back

until they

of

see

him

motorcycle

a motorcycle

galloping
doing

a

hurtling

horse;

wait

hundred

such

stunts.

■ .V,

They'll see them

in " Double

Don't

it now

wait ; ^et

Adventure."

!

Distributors

JUNE

CAPRICE
Tvith

ayxd

GEORGE

Jflar^uercte

B.

SEITZ

Courtot

II

ROGUES

AND

ROMANCE
A stirring story, given magnificent and '
cx)stly production, with many scenes /
actually taken in Spain and with a cast
which included thousands of persons.
Bill it as a very special attraction.
"Good production given thrilling story.
Credit should be given Seitz for the way he
has handled the detail and arrangements of
scen^. Action fast and furious. Shows
one of the biggest battles ever produced on
the screen." — Motion Picture News.
"Full of romance and intrigue. Spectacular.
Action never slackens and fight scenes are
excellently
directed." — Exhibitors Trade
Review.
"Replete with
ings, beautiful
hiU country,
mystery
Herald. plot

thrills and exciting happenof setting in Spanish city and
rapid of action and with a
well developed." — Exhibitors

"Cplorful gnd stirring. Immense cast of
characters. Atmospheric^ effect notably
strong." — Moving Picture World.

/

OYritte-n, Directed
a7\d Produced
by

GeoiP'eB.Seltz
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KHTHE torrent," a colA orful melodrama, starring Eva Novak, and which is
the second picture made by
Stuart Paton under his new
directorial contract with Universal, has just been released,
it is announced by Mr. Harry
M. Berman, general manager
of Universal exchanges.
This picture is adapted
from the popular magazine
story,
" Out Rix,
of thewhich
Sunset,"
by George
was
published
" Telling
It is the instory
of a Tcdes."
young
woman who falls from her
husband's
and isin cast
ashore
uponyacht
an island
the
Pacific. It is the rendezvous
of a band of bootleggers,
from whom she is rescued by
a wandering coast patrol aviator.

Gladys Brockwell, whose first picture for Pathe release is "The Sage Hen." at the left. Right, another scene from the picture

"The Great Redeemer"
Wins High Favor
Attesting to the appeal made lo
audiences by the Maurice Tourneur's production, " The Great Redeemer," a Metro release, Metro
Pictures
offers' the
followingCorporation
written testimonials
from the Rev. M. Billmayr, pastor
of St. Peter's Church in Brovverville, Minn, and E. C. Robertson,
owner of the Victory theatre, Fayetteville. Ark. The Rev. Bilmayr
said :
" Just through with ' The Great
Redeemer.' A wonderful production. Our people were just spellbound. Every movie theatre,
irrespective of creed, should run
that artistic picture."
Mr. Robertson said of " The
Great Redeemer
of my
patrons
came out" : of" Lots
my theatre
tonight and told me that it was
a better picture than ' The Miracle
Man ' ever dared to be.''
Famous

Primadonna

in

"Money Master"
Truly Shattuck, famous both in
America and abroad as a primadonna, comic opera star and vaudeville artist, is now in the midst of
an engagement at the Lasky studio
in Hollj-wood, where she is portra} ing for the screen the role of Virginia Poucette in George Melford's
production for Paramount, " The
Money Master," which is an adaptaParker.tion of the novel bj' Sir Gilbert
Miss Shattuck made her screen
debut five years ago, but she declared that her present role is one of
the most interesting screen parts
with which she has yet been entrusted.
"Hey Rube" Called
Funniest Vernon Film
After its first showing in the projection rooms this week. Educational announced that " Hey Rube,"
a two-reel Christie corned}', which
will be released the last day of
Januar}', is the funniest creation in
which Bobby Vernon has ever appeared. Helen Darling has an important part in the cast which is an
unusually large one. A big array of
the Follies girls appear as school
children.

Two

Pathe

l pictu
seriad.
e lete
Twoha\ enew
beenPath
comp
At res
the
Robert Brunton studios in
Hollywood, ail production work on
w,"
"Ruth
The Rola
AvenndgingwillArro
which
hed.
star, is infinis
While the George B. Seitz studios
ha\ e filmed the final scenes of " The
Yellow Arm," the second serial in
en will star for
whic
Patheh. '^uanita Hans
Both productions arc, according
to present arrangement, listed for
an important place on the Pathe
schedule for this year. Merelv roulinc work remains to put these two
offerings in the finished form in
which the>' will be shown to the
public. The completion of the pictures puts the producing schedule
well in ad\ance of its releasing
chart, it is declared. With the increasing of the material issued with
Pathe serials, including the exploitation aids and ad\crtising campaigns, the time element has become more important than ever with
that company.
" The Avenging Arrow " will lie
Miss Roland's eighth serial for
Pathe. Her vehicle immediatel>
preceding
Ruth bettered
of the Rockies
is declared it,to" have
the best"
serial records of the past. In that
picture, which finished its first run
December 5, Miss Roland has
played in a greater percentage of
the theatres of the country than any
serial before its times, declare
Pathe officials, and the figures are
still mounting as bookings for
" Ruth of the Rockies " continue
to arrive at the various Pathe
branches.
In the Seitz production, " The
Yellow .'\rm," Juanita Hansen appears with Marguerite Courtot,
Warner Gland and a notable supporting company. " The Y^ellow
-Arm," the production made from a
story by James Shelley Hamilton,
will show Miss Hansen in the role
of stage favorite whom circumstance leads into the storm-centre
of a baffling and stirring mystery.
Miss Courtot, who as the co-star
of George B. Seitz in three episode
plays has attained widespread recognition, plays a role of importance
and great acting opportunities, it is
said. Mr. Gland, the premier heavy
of Pathe serials, takes the part of
the man who inherits the vengeance of a certain Oriental tribe and

Serials

Completed
Miss Caprice as a serial heroine, a
' Avenging
Arrow " role she is essaying for the first
time fore
during
her long experience bethe camera.
and " Yellow Arm "
" The Avenging .\rrow " is the
Are Just Finished
third fifteen episode serial Ruth Roland has made without an interruption in her studio work. After
becomes the object of their plots and
intrigues.
her trip East in 1919 Miss Roland
returned to the strenuous workinir
The direction of " The Y'ellow
Arm" is by Bertram Millhauser. program that carried her through
who
directed
" The at
Phantom
Foe," the filming of 4,t two-reel episodes
her first
production
Scilz studio.
without a let-up. Her new film is an
In addition to these there is also adaptation of a novel by Arthur
in course of production for Pathe, Preston Hankins, who publish;'d it
" The Sky Ranger," which George under the title " The Honc-'noon
B. Seitz is producing and directing Guest." Ben Cohen made the adapand which will star June Caprice
tation and the directing was done
with Mr. Seitz. The pla\- will be in by W. S. Van Dyke under the
fifteen episodes and will introduce supervision of Robert Brunton.

Fine

Combination

Paramount
to Direct

Effected

Assigns William Taylor
Elsie Ferguson Vehicle
t.vpe of interpretation that on her
THEas star
coupling
of Elsie D.Ferguson
and William
Taylor return from a European and Oriental trip she expressed herself as deas producer in " Sacred and Prolighted over his assignment to difane Love," a forthcoming Pararect ■'Sacred and Profane Love,"
mount special, marks the end of ef- in which
she had scored so decidedforts to bring their respective tally on the stage.
ents together in production which
have compassed several, according
Mr. Taylor has assumed the
screen direction of Sacred and
to a statement from Paramount.
Mr. scent
Taylor,
English
de- Profane Love " with a full underand wella man
versedof in
the lore
standing of the Mid-Victorian English literary circles in which the acand traditions of the British Isles,
tion takes place. Long educational
has always been considered an ideal training
on the continent, likewise,
choice for the direction of the Eng- makes certain
the accuracy of the
lish plays in which Miss Ferguson
has been so successful. So it was Parisian scenes marking the reunion of Carlota and her first lover.
that he had no sooner returned
Included in the supporting cast
from service as a captain in the
Canadian army that he was ap- are Conrad Nagel in the impressive
proached with a contract to make role of Diaz ; Thomas Holding,
two pictures with Miss Ferguson in formerly leading man to Madame
England. At that time, however,< Petrova; Helen Dunbar, Winifred
picture-making conditions overseas Greenwood, Clarissa Selwyn and
were so unsettled that the project Jane Keckley.
was abandoned.
for
Miss Ferguson remained in the Hugh Ford Leaves
Eastmake
while
Mr. Taylor
W'est
West Coast
to
a string
of such went
exceptional productions that he was named
Hugh Ford, who has just comfor a special production for Paramount.
pleted Ethel Clayton's newest production, "The Price of Possession,"
is
expected
for the Coast
So firm was Miss Ferguson's be- Friday to jointo theleave
Paramount forces
lief in Mr. Taylor's ability to make at the Lasky studio.
the kind of pictures suited to her
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Temple
Sponsors Dusk''
Proclaim ItCompleted
as One of
the " Big PicturesLane,of asthe
Year
" gambler ;
Palter,
the aged
CAMERA work on "Temple Frank Currier, as the old minister
Dusk," the forthcoming George
D. Baker production for S.-L. who defies the gambler ; Robert
Pictures, has just been completed Schable, as Bunny Fish, and
Thomas W. Ross, as Charley, the
at Metro's New York studios and croupier.
the picture is being cut and titled
preparatory to being released by
The striking and unusual story
Metro late in February.
of
" Temple Dusk," concerned the
" Temple Dusk " was adapted to marriage
of the girl Ember to
David Marlowe at a drunken
the
screen
from
Calvin
Johnston's
short story in the Saturday Evening party, following which Marlowe
Post. Produced under the personmoney in
al direction of George D. Baker, loses
establishment
andPalter's
forges gambling
a check.
"Temple
Dusk"
is
regarded
by
its
The
struggles
of
the
girl Ember to
sponsors to constitute one of the
throughout her povbig pictures of the year, and to this remainerty decent
provide the picture with some
end neither time nor expense was of its most
dramatic and moving
spared in providing the picture with
all it needed to ensure excellence. situations.
George D. Naker, made the screen
The all-star cast, which will be
seen in the picturization of Calvin adaptation from Calvin Johnston's
story and Andre Barlatier photoJohnston's
Nilsson, instory,
the includes
featured Anna
role Q.
of
graphed the production. The interiors were designed by M. P.
Ember, the girl; Robert Frazer, as
David who married Ember; Charles Staulcup, Metro's art director.

A batch of Century bathing girls appearing in these Universal releases

New
Metro

Uses

Special

Sets

Gigantic Swimming Pool and Luxunous
Ranch-Home Are Employed
A GIGANTIC swimming pool — a daring equestrienne, it was necessary to spend several days practicso designed as to permit daring this feat before she announced
ing acquatic performances — has
been erected on the grounds of that she was prepared to stage it
Metro's West Coast studios in for the camera, says a statement
Hollywood, Calif., as one of the from the Metro headquarters.
One of the most luxurious of
numerous remarkable backgrounds
to be seen in the forthcoming spec- Southern California's far-famed
ranch-homes will be seen in this
ial all-star production of " What's production,
announces the Metro
theAlthough
Matter with
Marriage?"
Southern
California statement. It was necessary to canboasts of thousands of luxurious
vass the ranch country for weeks
artificial pools, it was necessary to before just the proper environment
build this one especially for picture for the London story could be
purposes in order to conform to the found, it is stated. When Bayard
requirements of the story, which is Veiller, chief of productions, and
Philip Rosen, who is directing the
a screen version of Jack London's picture,
conferred on the details of
"The Little Lady of the Big the picture,
it was decided that the
House."
Ora Carew, in the role of the special lighting effects for the reheroine, will drive a fiery steed to
markable photography that is being sought, could be obtained only
the top of a tall incline and, while
still astride it, dive into the tank. by reproducing every room of the
Although Miss Carew is known as house on the enclosed stages.

"The

Exploits
Fairbanks
Stunts and Attractive Sign

Affairs

Story

of Anatol"

Known on Screen
"C^IVE KISSES" is the title
selected for Cecil B. De
Mille's forthcoming production
founded on Arthur Schnitzler's
play,
" The Aflfairs
Anatol."by This
announcement
wasof made
the
Paramount producer at the Lasky
studio where he is now in the midst
of production work on his adaptation of the Schnitzler play .
Brevity and fitness are the chief
reasons for the selection of this
title. The photoplay story as it has
been developed by Cecil B. DeMille
and his stellar scenario staff is
adequately told by the new title and
" Five Kisses " has a decided preference over " The Affairs of Anatol " in point of brevity.
The fact that the Schnitzler story
has been translated into an American background with American

Hope
Loew
Novel

DeMille

Will

Be

as " Five Kisses
characters is yet another reason for
the change in title.
The latest addition to the cast
announced by the producer is
Monte Blue, the young leading man
who made a success in " Everj-woman," Cecil B. DeMille's " Something to Think About " and George
Melfort's " The Jucklins." To him
has been assigned an important
role in the current production in
recognition of his excellent work
in a wide variety of roles. Another
addition is RajTnond Hatton, a
character actor.
The truly all-star cast now includes Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts, Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels.
Monte Blue, Theodore Koaloff,
Agnes Ayres, Dorothy Gumming.
Raymond Hatton and Julia Fave.

Hampton

"The

Titled

Film

Issued

Bait," Star's First Picture
for Paramount, Released January 2
ture and the mystery alike and the
Cards Exploit " The
Mark
ofLoew
Zorro
" in New
story
is developed as the characpicture
in
the
houses
ed
decid
ng
pic"
,
e
r
u
featuri
Bait,"
The
t
Loew
EUR'S
us
Marc
MAURICE TOURN
WHEN
ters each explain their parts in the
to run the latest Douglas York, this Fairbanks production Hope Hampton, was released this solution
of the crime.
to more than one million.
Fairbanks production released by played
week by Paramount. The combinaSome
of
the
material
that
was
"
The
Bait
" was adapted to the
seven
of
run
a
ts
for
United Artis
tion of Mr. Tourneur's direction,
appearance of Miss Hampton screen from Sidney Toler's stage
days, instead of following his used on the signs was as follows : the
former policy of three or four days,
" Oh what a thrill You'll get when and thel fact that the picture is a success " The Tiger Lady " which
melodrama of the type in had an extended run on Broadway.
he set his exploitation, advertising you see Douglas Fairbanks in ' The powerfu
which Tourneur excels is said to
Hope Hampton makes her first apand publicity departments to work Mark of Zorro '— You'll see it
pearance under the Paramount standoing a variety of things that were twice!" "We believe we're going make this a strong box-office attracdesigned to bring business into the to break all records — When we tion.
dard in this picture, taking the stelOut-and-out
melodrama,
a
love
lar
of
Joan Grainger. Harry
role
many Loew theatres.
Douglas Fairbanks in ' Mark
In many instances the managers play
of Zorro' It's a wonder!" "'I story and a screen of mystery per- Woodward, who played in Cecil B.
vading the plot have been woven DeMille's " Male and Female." has
of the houses " pulled " some unique want to see that again ' — Is what
the leading male role. Others in
exploitation stunts but one particu- you'll say after seeing Douglas together inmount.this
Takingpicture,
its titlestates
fromParathe the cast include : James Gordon.
larly good form of advertising that Fairbanks in 'The Mark of Zorro'
was used were attractive hand- A
Screen Sensation." " Imagine cue that everj' pretty woman is " the Rae Ebberly. Joe Singleton. Poupainted sign cards which were Fairbanks as a bold bandit and a devil's bait," the storj'' presents a pee Andriot and Dan Crimmins
, Jr.
placed in all of the lobbies of all of master swordsman — who rides alone varied career of an innocent girl
the theatres. These sign cards are in the dead of night. Great? We'll unscrupulously used as the bait for
John Gilbert, who was Tourneur's
credited with having brought much say so !— ^He's all that in ' The Mark a young millionaire by a band of leading
man in " The WTiite Circle "
of the business to the theatres; so of Zorro '■— A full week in order to underworld thieves. A shooting and "Deep
Waters." wrote the
much so that the management re- accommodate everyone and let you melee in the dark is the scene that scenariosisted infor
"direction.
The Bait " and asthe
ports that during the nm of the see the picture twice."
provides the opening of the pic-
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Mid-West

Express

Exhibs

Optimistic

to Outlook for
THE invasion of exhibitors into
Chicago following the holidays gave a good opportunity to
■fmA out what the theatre men think
is in store for them during 1921.
At the Paramount exchange the
•other day some forty or fifty exliibitors were buzzing around — and
out of the entire group there was
not a one who was not extremely
optimistic.
Representative showmen from
Chicago and surrounding towns in
this territory seemed to feel that
they are in for a mighty fine year.
John Hammond, of the Vendome,
Pickford and Phoenix theatres,
South Side, Chicago, was characteristically cheerful, reporting that
"business has rebounded splendidly
■since
he's
feelingChristmas.
prosperous,Andhe to
is prove
discussing
"bis
for a trip Karzas
to Cuba. ofLucky
Johnplans
! Andrew
the
Woodlawn and other Chicago theatres, was equally optimistic and
says the Woodlawn is going along
merrily with no complaints. Charles
■Lamb, of Rockford, 111., feels that

Cheerful

Opinions

as

192 1 's Business
the new year is going to be one of
good business. Joseph Hopp, about
to open his new Fort Armstrong
theatre, in Rock Island, 111., is
more than cheerful. He thinks the
coming year will be a big picture
Earl Johnson says that his
year.
Berwyn, 111., theatre is showing a
fine spurt after the holiday lull.
Wm. Cadoret, of Kankakee, said
that the slowing up of business during the holidays was just the normal thing to expect in the show
business and is preparing for a big
year which he says already has
opened well. Julius Lamb, of the
Shakespeare, Emmett and President, thinks the theatre that keeps
abreast of the times, shows good
pictures and exploits them, will
make big money during 1921. Saul
Optner, new manager of the Hyde
Park theatre, reports fine business.
And all the others, from whom
these typical cases were taken,
echoed the optimistic trend of
thought.

Two

views

Mr.
Is

from

Charlie Chaplin's super-special, " The Kid,"
First National as one of its " Big Five "

released by

Wu"Is
Well
Received
Played to Capacity Business

Despite After-Holiday Engagement
minutes after the doors were
REPORTS
part of thereceived
country from
at the every
New opened. He is Fred W. Falkner,
York offices of the Stoll Film Cor- his communication reading, in part :
Cast in "mThe Other Woman "
Capable
poration record the interest and
" I am playing your feature, ' Mr.
Set for Release in Month of March
enthusiasm aroused by the showing Wu,'
this week at my Strand theatre, a first run, week-stand house
of
"
Mr.
Wu,"
the
Chinese
play
reThe
seen
as "Avery
in the city of Newark, N. J., and I
THE complete cast of "
William
ConklinKir\cn."
handles the role one-a-week
cently released
in the company's must admit that when I saw the
schedule.
,"
Other
J. L.is
ngham Woman
Frothi
productionthewhich
of " Spencer Ellis," while Joseph J.
Exhibitors, the best judges of a picture in a cold projection room I
to be released by the W. W. Hod- Dowling, featured plajer in Hodanticipated it would meet
unani- never
kinson Corporation in March, is kinson's " The Kentucky Colonel " picture'smous insuccess,
with such splendid results when
declaringhave
the been
production
announced as follows : Plaj ing the and also seen in " The House of
made a phenomenal appeal, accord- ence.
■dual role of " Langdon Kirven " and Whispers," " Riders of the Dawn,"
ing to Stoll officials. The day after properly presented before an audiJohn Gorham," will be seen " The U. P. Trail," " The Spenders " a double holiday, in the lexicon of
" We opened to a very large SunJerome Patrick, last seen in " The and " The Breaking Point," — all the " showman," is the dullest time
day business, and yesterday, MonHodkinson
releases,
—
is
cast
as
e." Jane e Novak, who has
Furnaced
appear
opposit William S. Hart ■' Colonel Joyce." Frankie Lee, one for business. The day after a
New together,
"Y^ear's Day
and
coming
we natuNew Year's celebration, as Sundayday, after
in some of his greatest pictures, and of the most talented child players double
this year, following a whole week
rally
expected
a
very
light
Monwho was also in Marshall Neilan's of the day, who played in "The of festivities, is looked upon as the
day, but to our surprise we opened
production, " The River's End," will Westerners,"
worst for entertainment in the year. ai 11 o'clock Monday morning and
plays
"Bobbieis Kirven"
while
Lincoln
Palmer
cast
as
te seen as " Naomi Joyce." Helen
Yet one exhibitor— a typical case fifteen minutes later we were holdJerome Eddy, who will be remem- " Chprles Beattie." Kate Price, one — reported that on the Monday
of
the
real
veterans
of
the
screen,
ing people
out. nothing but praise
" We
heard
"bered for her work in many pic- whose career dates from the old morning following New Year's day,
for the picture, and I am really
ture successes such as " Pollyanna "
with
"
Mr.
Wu
"
showing
at
his
and " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Vitagraph days is also cast in a house, capacity was reached fifteen
delightfuly surprised myself."
Farm " with Mary Pickford ; with sympathetic role.
Edward Sloman will direct, while
Sessue Hayakawa in " The Tong
Man " and in his latest production Tony Gaudio will be responsible for
""The First Born"; and also with the camera-work. The story was
George Beban in his latest production "One Man In A Million," is written by Norah Davis.
Holman
Day"
Release
Set
Pathe to Issue One Picture Every
Strong

Cast

for

Hodkinson

Furnace"
for "The
Praise
Letters and Wires Commending
Film
Received
at Realart Office
COMMENDATORY letters from '■ It proved to be such by the thousands that were turned away at every
exhibitors who have played
" The Furnace," continue to arrive performance. Let Realart make
at the Realart headquarters, accord- more pictures of this kind and it
ing to a statement received from will be easier sailing for the exhibRealart Pictures Corporation. Folitor as well as the producer."
lowing is the opinion of Samuel
Mr. Goldstein's preference for
Goldstein, manager of the new Vic- strong productions is shared by
tory theatre, Holyoke, Mass., as many other exhibitors who also find
quoted in the Realart statement :
" The Furnace " valuable from
" When I booked ' The Furnace ' every point of view, declares the
to open Goldstein Brothers new Realart statement. " Capacity busiVictory theatre I considered it one
ness "; " S. R. O. sign " ; " packeed
of the best pictures available for the house " and " beyond expectations "
are
some
of the comments exhibhouse," Mr. Goldstein wired Realitors are offering on the picture.
art after showing the production.

Other Week in "Holman
Day and
Series"
been completed
will be released
detere
schedul
ng
e,
upon
releasi
under the title " Lochinvar of the
mined by Pathe Exchang
THE
Line." Its issue on January 30th
n Day
Inc.,dramas,
for the portray
"Holmaing
of
life Series"
in the will start the schedule of one every
and under this arrangeMaine woods, is to offer one pic- other week
ment the Holman Day Series will
ture every other week commencing alternate
with the Tom Santschi
January 30th.
These plays, produced by Edgar Series of outdoor features on the
schedule. " Single Handed
Jones Productions, Inc., and writ- Pathe
ten especially for the screen by an Sam " will be second of the Holman
author whose stories of the lumber Days and " The Black Ace " is
three. The Santschi feamen and guides of the Maine coun- numbertures will
be released on alternate
try have been celebrated for twenty- weeks commencing
January 23rd.
five years, are being produced in
the actual locations provided in the This arrangement does not merge
scenarios and the casts, save for the the two series into one as each will
principal roles, will present many be maintained distinctively as the
characters born and bred in that
country, states Pathe.
Tom Santschi Series and the Holman Day Series, respectively.
The first picture of the series has

Motion
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News

''Kismet"
Scores
in Texas
Rialto Theatre of El Paso Reports
Kismet " Has Smashed All Records
licity at the Rialto theatre, in a
ared by RobertWHAT are decl
son-Cole to be typical of the letter which supplemented the wire
the engagement said: "I want
results being obtained all over the on
the to thank you for the accessory
country were those reported by
service
which went with this pics,
on
,
Texa
Paso
El
tre,
Rialto thea
ture. It was so complete that it
" Kismet," the super-special pro- made possible
one of the easiest
duction, starring Otis Skinner. Past
I ever handled here. I
records were broken. Managing campaigns
made full use of your press book,
Director James C. Quinn reported,
following an exploitation program especially the special section regarding the New York Strand thewhich was the most extensive evern
atre showing. I used also the Newundertaken in El Paso. Mr. Quin
York newspaper criticisms. Three
said in a wire to Robertson-Cole: days before Christmas, the day on
" In face of local business slunip
which the picture opened, we sent
' Kismet ' carried us through a solid out
over one thousand letters, using
inat
ness
busi
ndid
sple
of
week
creased admission prices. Even >our stock program. Christmas
Saturday we broke the holiday recthose who miss many of the high cord,
although we ran only four
lights of the picture are bound to showings
instead of the customary
splen
the
ly impressed with
be deep
six. Sunday every past record was
dor and bigness of it. There is smashed.
just one thing necessary to stamp
" We consider this remarkable,
your theatre in large town or small inasmuch
as the Rialto is four
indelibly in the minds of your patrons and prospects and that is in- blocks of¥ the main street and business down here has slumped contelligent showmanship. ' Kismet
r necessary ingredallThisothe
siderably. Please note that our apsupphes ients.
industry awes a debt
propriation on this picture was less
of gratitude to Mr. Skinner, Gas- than on any former pictures, and
le."
n-Co
rtso
Robe
nier and
Westcott Young, director of pub- our results were better."

Scene from " Dining
KitchenBarry,
and released
Sink." Christie
ccTinedy, featuring Fay
Tincher Room,
and Eddie
by Educational

Kinogram
Prints
Laboratories Ordered
Prints in Anticipation

DECLARING that many of its
d unan-y
plansnounced tohave
preventremaine
the possibilit
or
of
anv
competit
adopting
them
News
in Pathe
Balloonists
in advance, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.. reported this week
that advance-advices from its variExpedition to Mattice Gets Views
ous branches indicated that the numof Rescue of the Three Balloonists
ber of theatres showing the super
ms during the week of the
Kinogra
adventurThe
speed.
ure
best
pict
their
at
upon the
FLASHING long
receive a rousing welcome when first release, January 30, will far
and anxiously the ers
screen the
town is reached. But they are pass the number ordinarily set. The
the Navy Balloonscenes of liza
awaited return
laboratories have already been adto civi tion out of the all eagerness to start home and per- \iscd
ists'
to increase considerably the
sonally reassure their anxious famifrozen North is the achievement
lies. You see them at the train — orifinal print order.
screened in Pathe News, Reel No. and that is the finale of the remarkBookings already include every
apable drama.
5 Pathe had every possible
theatre
of the Keith-U. B. O. cirmen
era
cam
by
ed
proach cover
cuit
where
the bi-weekly release will
The
preceding
Pathe
News
reel.
d
tar
eede
proc
ies
part
ge
sled
whose
be made a permanent portion of the
interesting
prelimiinto the white and frigid wilderness No. 4, shows
naries. There are views of Moose theatre. This contract does not infarthest railwayforcomNorth of the municatio
terfere with the simultaneous showhis Factory on St. James Bay, near
n. With Mattice,
the balloonists landed. Indian
ing of Kinograms in other theatres
une ot where
base, it was the good fort
in
the
same
cities. Included further
runners
are
shown
on
the
trail
miles
Cameraman K. W. Fasold of the to the north of Cochrane meeting in the advance contracts are said to
his
s
of
ber
mem
f
and
home staf
newsmen with the earl_\- reports of be more than fifty of the very best
'' the first
y towelbecomamor
ge part
sled
ued
motion picture circuits in the counresc
e
the
the adventurers' rescue.
to meet and
try. Further, it is declared that a
adventurers.
considerable
nercentage of these
The screen vividly shovvs the
bookings
represent
a replacement of
the
amid
g
meetin
scenes of this
some other news service.
by
snows tracked ordinarih- only
Kinograms, as released through
hunters and trappers, guides and
Educational,
will immediately take
arctic
the
see
You
s.
Indian runner
over aWeekly,
productandof thirty
the Gaudogs tugging at the burdened
mont
days
sledge with the Northbound part\
later
will
acquire
the
whole
maaccompanying it on snowshoes. You
terial of a third leading news picsee the trail stretching out toward
torial which cannot be announced
because of pending contracts, it is
distant Moose Factory between " instated.
Educational stresses the fact
trees,"
mas
terminable rows of Christ
as the returning balloonists were to
that
this
does not represent an abdescribe it. And presently you are
sorption of these two news weeklies,
thrilled at the sight of an approachbut the acquisition of the entire
ing sledge with weary men stragforces making them. The entire
Lieuten
first.
—
behindHinton, and then
along and
glingKloor
staff supplying the three ser\Mces
ants
will be maintained, and the best of
Farrell. They throw up their
all their work used in the semihands in greeting. Their fatigue
weekly release.
from the unremitting toil over two
" This wonderful advance showhundred miles of trail from Moose
ing," says Educational.
" is not ofalone
Factory forgotten — for they are
the result
of the knowledge
the
meeting an advance guard from the
quality
of
the
super
Kinograms,
but
s, tele""-anh lines
railway
world
of modern
comforts
ai'd allof the
because we have placed our emphasis on the service that we will Hve
civilized life.
exhibitors. We believe that with
The two sledge parties are shown
Harry Sweet
featured
in Universalthe three forces at work the super
Century
comedies
proceeding southward to Mattice

Increased
to Increase
of Demand

Kinograms
willbutfar
surpass
an\similar
effort,
without
ser\ice
the best news weekly is not dependable. The Kinograms as distributed by Educational will be, they
know, and that explains a large
number of the contracts."
Recent

Appointments

by Hodkinson
Joe visor,
Bloom,
Hodkinson
has appointed
C. E. SuperGregg
Hodkinson representative in the
Des Moines territorj- and S. E.
Marks, representative in the St.
Louis territorj-.
R. KENT, general manager, Department of
Distribution, has announced the following
appointments in the Famous
Players-Lasky
sales organization:
J. P. Corbett, formerly
BrcUich Manager at Dallas, is
appointed District Manager
in charge of the Dallas and
Oklahoma City exchanges of
Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Leslie Wilkes, formerly
Branch Manager at OklaCity, succeeds
Mr. Corbett ashomamanager
at Dallas.
Thomas H. Bailey is appointed Branch Manager at
Oklahoma City, succeeding
Mr. Wilkes.
Herbert I. Krause, formerly
temporarily in charge of the
Boston office, is appointed
Branch Manager at Omaha,
succeeding Paul J. Swift, who
will
takecompany.
up special duties
with the
Charles G. G. Epperson is
appointed Branch Manager at
Boston.
These appointments take
effect immediately.
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News

be the ultiWHATEVER
the new entermate fate ofmay
known,
or to be known
prise
as the Franco-American Cinema
Corporation, there is no getting
away from the fact that, thanks
mainly to the storm of opposition
which it has aroused in the French
world, it has almoving picture ined
an enormous
ready obta
amount of free publicity. For
more than a week now its originator, Monsieur Andre Himmel,
has been occupying the center of
the stage with the limelight of public opinion glaringly focussed upon
him and his activities on both sides
of the Atlantic. The polemics in
the press have been both bitter and
severe while the recriminations
heaped upon his head in the name
of the French cinema industry have
been sufficient to brand him a dozen
times over as the arch-enemy of
the trade.
The first intimation of the existance of the Franco - American
Cinema Corporation was made
known in France at an important
banquet held in Paris towards the
end of November, when the youthful promoter, who had just returned from New York, exploded
a bomb by announcing thai he had
been appointed General Manager
for Europe of what was to be the
world's greatest moving picture
society, with a capital of one hundred million dollars, under the
presidency of Mr. G. J. Fleischmann. The F. A. C. C, its founder proclaimed, had been launched
with good American dollars, and
was destined to play a vast and
important role, not only in France
but throughout the entire world.
Its principal aim was to develop
and extend the moving picture
business principally through Franco-American co-operation, and,
while the whole world's trade was
to benefit thereby generally, that of
France was to profit in particular.
In a- speech which aroused the
greatest enthusiasm and met with
acclamations of approval, he summarized these aims briefly as follows : To combine under one vast
organization the different branches
of the cinema industry which are
now separate and independent; to
facilitate and co-ordinate and standardize the manufacture of everything pertaining to the production
of a film; to establish a system of
international exchange whereby
every country should be assured of
a market for its own output both
at home and abroad ; to extend the
use of the moving picture so that
it may become a factor in other
branches of activity, such an education, science, publicity, propaganda,
tourism, etc. ; to establish an international congress for the purpose
of determining the commercial and
industrial rules and regulations
governing the trade, including those
referring to customs' duties and authors' rights, which, in France especially, require revision and standardization.
Such was the gist of the message
which M. Himmel brought back
with him from New York, where,
it will be recalled, he had just previously been feted at another large
banquet at the Ritz-Carlton by a

from

the

notable gathering of the American
moving picture trade and at which
the French High Commissioner had
been present. But the sequel was
not long in coming. In spite of the
rosy prospects which M. Himmel
held out for the future of the
French trade, and the great enthusiasm his projects evoked among
the guests at the Paris banquet, the
storm clouds began to gather. Up
and down the boulevards, the
Rialto of the trade, discussion grew
apace and the declarations and activities of this unknown young promoter became the suliject of many
adverse and vitriolic comments.
Cries of " bluff," " faker," " hot
air," were hurled at his head, while
the spectre of a colossal trust intended to monopolize the entire
French trade was held up as a
warningnation isand
a protest.
" Combi-is
one thing,
but combine
acried
horsetheofalarmists.
a very different color,"
Then the press took up the cry
and alleged, among other things,
that the so-called M. Andre Himmel was in reality one Himmelfarb,
late of Constantinople, where his
father ran a small tailoring establishment. This apparently was sufficient to bring the trade officiall.\into the fray. The French Motion
Picture Syndicate called a meeting
and decided to examine " impartially," as they
it, one
the
declarations
and expressed
activities of
Andre Himmel, alias Himmelfarb.
The result was that it was charged
that the said Andre Himmel had
falsely represented himself in the
United States as an emissary of
the French government and that
furthermore the letters and credentials which he had presented on that
occasion were open to question, and
in the case of one letter, supposed
to have originated from the Ministry of Commerce, it was declared
apocryphal. Having satisfied themselves on these points, the Syndicate declare their mission accomplished and retired gracefully. The
next move is expected from M
Himmel, who has alreadj- sent a

French

Film

message from New York that full
and complete explanations will be
forthcoming in due course which
will clear his name and confound
his critics. It may, however, be
safely assumed that the opposition
which the Franco- American Cinema
Corporation has already encountered in France will return to the
charge just as soon as the new
" combine " shows any sign of invading their territory and inserting
what they regard as the thin end of
the wedge of private monopoly.
Film Taxes Discussed
The French Moving Picture Syndicate, whose mission is to watch
over and safeguard the interests of
the trade in France, is at present
engaged on a project which is to
be submitted to parliament, aiming
at certain changes and ameliorations calculated to benefit the home
industry and to afford it a certain
measure of protection against the
foreign market. These proposals
include the inclusion of the cinema
in the theatrical category with a
uniform tax of 6 per cent, a reduction according to length of the tax
on French films and on films considered as strictly educational ; the
suppression of the municipal tax
or in lieu of this a maximum tax
of 10 per cent plus the poor tax.
In order, however, to replace the
loss for the budget which the acceptance of these proposals would
cause, the syndicate suggest what
they term " compensation taxes " in
the form
increased
duties. In of
other
words, customs'
it is a step
nearer protection and a blow at the
formidable foreign invasion of the
French film trade. It is, however,
unnecessary to state that in the
event of such a proposal being
adopted it will be the French public that will " pay the piper " because, owing to the enormous superiority of the foreign — that is,
the American films over the
French — the former will continue
iheir vogue in France, even though
the cost of importation is raised.
French producers may protect their

World

own interests, but they will not protect the public's pocket, which is
only concerned with receiving the
best"Jin'ac
exchange for their money.
cuse" Coming
• to U. S.
Abel Gance informs me that he
has arranged with Marcus Klaw
for the presentation of his film,
" J'accuse," in the United States in
the new
year.
" J'accuse,"
which
has
already
obtained
a remarkable
success in France and England, will
first be shown privately to the
President at the White House, and
will then open in New York some
time in Tanuary. According to M.
Gance, "J'accuse" has established
a record for bookings in England,
where it is at present showing. The
receipts from bookings between
May and July totalled some $200,000, surpassing even the " Birth of
a Nation." Its success in America is, therefore, regarded as beyond a doubt, according to its producer. Gance, however, states that
he is going to stagger even American producers with his latest picture, now nearing completion and
to be known
" The heroine
Wheel."of According toIvyasClose,
the
film, this Frenchman must be a sort
of superman or a Napoleon of the
film. Certainly the word " impossible "seems to find no place in his
vocabulary. Anyone who in the
present chaotic condition of the
French transport system can succeed in getting a railroad company
to place at his disposition fifty or
so large locomotives and the free
and unhampered use of a good
stretch of their line must be gifted
with something more than exceptional persuasive powers.
Miss Close told me that she will
never be able to forget her visit to
the United States and the many
friends she had made there among
all classes of the motion picture profession. She spoke with enthusiasm of American producers and
their enterprising methods and add(Coniintied on next f^igc)

Scenes from " Lying Lips," Thomas H. Ince's second production for Associated Producers release
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ed that she was looking forward to
a speedy return.
The hand of the censor has fallen
heavily this week on one of the
most important French film groups,
the Aubert Company. Some two
months ago this firm presented to
the public in Paris one of its greatest successes, " Li-Hang le cruel,"
a gripping drama of the spectacular kind, recalling vividly in many
respects the powerful play, " Mr.
Wu," and the equally sensational
drama of Japanese morality, " The
Cheat." 1 he plot of " Li-Hang le
cruel," as its title implies, is founded on the sinister cruelty of a rich
and powerful Chinese towards his
white wife, interprelted by May
Murray, and her white lover. The
author, a Frenchman, has followed
the traditional lines of the majority
of these dramas of Oriental morality, which differs from our Western code in that it is more intense,
more tyrannical and more cruel.
The alert French censor probably
overlooked the fact that the old reactionary Chinese Empire, with its
antiquated morals and manners,
had been recently replaced by a
modern and progressive republic,
at least in name. Consequently the
film was passed and met with great
success in France. But the still
alerter Chinese Legation in Paris,
whose members pride themselves
on the ease with which they have
absorbed Western manners and the
facility with which they have broken with the traditions of their
country, refused to sanction this
representation of Chinese morality.
A violent protest was therefore
lodged with the Minister of the
Interior with the result that " Li
Hang le cruel " was withdrawn until further notice. The Chinese Legation, to which I applied for explanations, declared that they had
taken this action because they considered the film a gross misrepresentation of Chinese customs and
methods calculated to convey an
utterly false impression of their
countrymen. The Aubert Company, on the other hand, are making strong representations to the
government against the decision of
the Minister of the Interior. One
peculiar feature of the situation is
that, while Paris is temporarily deprived of this film, it is being shown
in the provinces without let or hindrance. It will be recalled that
something similar happened during
the war to " The Cheat," known in
France
as " Forfaiture,"
to
the wounded
sensibilitiesowing
of the
Japanese government.

"Doug's" French Rival
Douglas Fairbanks, whose popularity in France has long been established, will have to look to his
laurels. It is announced that the
" I'athe Consortium," under which
name the recently transformed
Pathe Company is now known, has
just
signedof up"The
its " D'Artigan
" for
ihe film
Three Musketeers," which it intends to produce.
The role of the dashing Dumas
hero will be played by a young and
brilliant French actor, Aimc SimonGirard. When Douglas was recently in Paris he told me that it
had long been one of his greatest
ambitions to interpret the role of
tliis swaggering cavalier, whose romantic character hg particularly admired. The buoyant and lighthearted Douglas saw in the devilmay-care Frenchman the very epitome of his own daring and exuberant nature, and it is not surprising that he should hanker after
such a reckless and adventurous
role. It is no secret that Douglas felt that he held a sort of moral
copyright on this fascinating character. French psychologists, or at
least a certain coterie of them, refused, however, to recognize this
claim, asserting that to portray
faithfully the role of the French
national hero, something more than
mere acrobatic prowess was required. It was generally conceded
that in all that conceined vigor,
action and sensational exploits the
great Douglas could be relied upon
to fill the bill, but when it came to
grasping the finer and more subtle
parts of the role — whatever that
may mean — a Frenchman was the
only choice. So it comes about
that when he arrives in France
next February to deck himself out
in the ga\- trappings of the picturesque
Douglas
banks will
findD'Artagan
that he
has a Fairrival
in the popular young actor, Aime
Siinon-Girard. This may not be
altogether to Douglas' liking, but,
in any case, the screen is not likely to lose thereby, and it will be at
least interesting to compare the two
versions, the one French and the
other not merely American, but
rather international.

Honor
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Universal
Manager
Hague is Guest of Honor at

Big Dinner; Canadian Drive Opened
S a tribute to Claire Ha.yue,
The dinner was Mr. Stern's first
A general manager of the Cana- official
appearance before Univerdian-Universal Film Company, Ltd., sal's Canadian representatives, and
the Canadian arm of the Universal he took occasion to outline to them
Company, employees in the half-a- territory.
dozen branch offices throughout Universal's plans for the Canadian
Canada are staging an intensive
■' I am going to concentrate my
sales-drive for the opening weeks of
efforts to bring about an even closer
1921. This period
anniversary,
and isisincalled
honorHague's
of his relationship between Universal exchangesnounced.As
and" exhibito
completion
rs," he
\recent
ice with
Universal.of ten years' serthe head
of anthe
The Hague anniversary drive was Pittsburgh branch, I found that personal relationship, and mutual coninaugurated at a dinner given recently in the King Edward hotel,
fidence based upon 100 per cent, service, were great factors in building
Toronto, and at which Hague was
the guest of honor. Herman Stern, up Universal's prestige.
"In our projected work in this
recently appointed district salesmanager for Canada, was the prin- field, we are fortunate in having excellent backing by the newly formed
cipal speaker. The dinner was attended by many prominent Cana- exploitation department of Universal, under Mr. P. D. Cochrane. This
dian film men, in addition to
department is meant to work with
Hague's co-workers. By courtesy the
salesman and with the exhibitor
of J. Shea, Jules Bernstein and N.
K. Miller, entertainment was sup- in selling Universal pictures to the
plied to the banqueters by artists public. It means honest-to-goodfrom Shea's, Loew-'s and Pantages' ness co-operation and personal relatheatres.
tionship with exhibitors."
Holiday

Attractions

Listed

Features
for Lincoln's Birthdav
1 the and Valentine Day Are Announced
TN a statement emanating from Talmadge, and " In the Heart of a
Fool," the Allan Dwan production.
of the
Asso- The
ciation headquarters
First National
Pictures,
Tooner\'ille Trolley series are
four pictures on the release list of also suggested as offering novel exthat organization are recommended
ploitation possibilities. The subjectsclaredof the
are that
deas special holiday attractions for
to be two
of thefeatures
character
the coming celebration of Lincoln's will readily tie-up with the sentiliirthday and St. Valentine's Day.
mental appeal of the celebration of
For the Lincoln's Birthday program "Habit," starring Mildred St. Valentine's Day. The characters
Toonerville
TrolHarris Chaplin, and " The Jack- appearing
ley series,inthethe Skipper,
Katrinka,
knife Man," the King Vidor production, arc offered as features etc., can be used for throw-aways,
readily tied up with the spirit of the made up after the marvner of the
comic Valentine, with suitable
day itself. The subject of the free- \erses
attached.
ing of the negro slaves by Lincoln
and the theme of the Mildred HarFrench News
ris stellar vehicle, " Habit," can be
used in attractive tie-ups, declares
(Continued)
the First National statement. The
film industr>' in the United
theme of "The Jack-Knife ^lan," the
which is described as a human in- States. She explained to her French
Fanny Ward in France
terest story embodying the creed of readers that the motion picture at
brotherly
love, can also be readih home occupied a much higher rank
Fanny Ward has been supplementing her film work in France linked with Lincoln's famous quo- than in France and quoted the example of William McAdoo, who retation, "With charity for all, and
by trying her hand at newspaper
signed from his political work in
work. A few days ago the brilliant malice
National.toward none," asserts First order to devote himself to the picAmerican actress contributed nearture game. She also reproached
ly a column in a Paris newspaper
For the program on St. \'alen- them, mildly, it is true, for what
Associated First Na- she termed their opposition to the
on the importance and position of tine's Day,
tional Pictures recommends " The
(CoiiliiiKcd in last coliiiiDi)
Love Expert," starring Constance attempts of Americans to produce
films in France, and added that
such an attitude was beyond her
From the New York Sunday Telegraph Review of
comprehension since millions of
dollars would thereby be spent in
the countr\' and emplo}.-ment found
"BLACK
BEAUTY"
for thousands of ■workmen. Shecited the example of Sidney Chaplin, who recently came to France
"It is a picture that shines out like a good deed in a naughty
with the intention of spending
world."
nearly half a million francs on a
film, but left in disgust and disap"The picture is just about perfect in its details.**
pointment because of the obstacles
he met with. The film will now be
produced in California. Evidently
"The picture is a high tribute to the artistic ability and
Miss Ward is luckier than Mr.
the patience of its director, David Smith."
Chaplin, because she does not appear to be encountering many difficulties unless her perseverance is
"As for 'Black Beauty' himself, Man O* War could not have
the explanation of her activities in
France.
Francis J. TrcKFiEi.n.
played the role with more finesse."
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Celebrates Anniversary
of Ray Incorporation
The completion of the first \cai"
of the corporate life of Charles
Ray Productions, Inc., was celebrated in Los Angeles on Friday
evening, January 7th, when Mr. and
Mrs. Ray were guests of the company's officers
at a Mr.
dinner
and
theatre party.
Besides
and Mrs.
Charles Ray there were present the
star's father, Charles T. Ray, who
is president, and Mrs. Ray; Richard
Willis, first vice-president and general manager, and Mrs. Willis ;
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., secretary,
treasurer and assistant general
manager, and Mrs. Kidder, and Gus
Inglis, the second vice-president,
and Mrs. Jnglis.
The dinner was served at the Los
Angeles Athletic Club. In the
midst of the informal celebration
the guests paused to send a telegraphic word of greeting to Arthur
S. Kane, who presents Mr. Ray in
the productions made by the star.

Hodkinson

Announces

HODKIN
W. ON
PORATI
hasSON
pi;! Lists Coming Issues
THECORW.
forth a tentative release for
Up to the End of
ary the Hodkin1921. During Janu
Month of Mav
son organization will release two
s, " The
rama
,"
dy-d
ders
come
Spen
a Benj. B. Hampton production,
and," the It is a sea story written by Joseph
and " Thepend
Trua
Husb
entnt vent
ure of the
first inde
as the director of " Behind the
" and " Below the Surface,"
Rockett Film Corporation. " The Door
is given an opportunity to handle
Spenders'' is a picturization of the
type of story that Is popular
Harry Leon Wilson's novel of the with patrons of the screen — stories
same name. " The Truant Husband " was made by the Rockett C. Lincoln, and once again Mr. WilFilm Corporation from Albert lat, who will be long remembered
of the sea and its folk.
Payson Terhune's story which apitan maga
in the Cosmopolacte
peared
In March, Hugo Ballin's second
zine. It has been char rized by independent
production, "East
reviewers as " one of the cleverest, Lynne," will be offered to the exkeenest comedies ever brought to
hibitors as well as "The Other
another J. L. Frothingthe
n. en," declares W. W. Hod- Woman,"
kinsoscre
ham production. Much may be exIn February two more releases
pected from " East Lynne " as it is
are scheduled. First, " The Break- said to represent Mr. Ballin's
ing Point " ; then, " Partners of greatest work thus far, while " The
Girls Paint Ads for
the Tide." " The Breaking Point " Other Woman," adapted to the
is a J. L. Frothingham production screen from Nora Davis' novel of
in which Bessie Barriscale is the same name is a stirring mystery
''Outside the Law'
An novel idea used by Universal starred. In Miss Barriscale's sup- story to which the producer has
to attract attention to its feature
port is seen a strong cast in which given a fine cast. Important roles
are handled by Jerome Patrick,
" Outside the Law," was used in are included such popular artists as Helen Jerome Eddy and Jane
New York recently, when the Pat O'Malley, Walter McGrail,
changing of the sign on the Mecca Wilfred Lucas, Ethel Grey Terry, Novak.
In April there will be " Keeping
Building on Broadway from "To Joseph J. Bowling and many
With Lizzie," another Rockett
Please One Woman," to " Outside others. " Partners of the Tide " is Up
the Law " was executed by several Irvin Willat's second independent Film Corporation production made
pretty girls, attired in short skirts, production for Hodkinson release. "from the novel by Irving Bachelsmocks and tarn o' shanters.
The unusual painters, and the
sign they were painting attracted
much attention. Various news
photographers and news reel Coast
Critics
Laud
cameramen took pictures of the

stunt. stories
New ofYork
news
the papers
evert. ••■arried
Several exhibitors in the vicinity
of New York, who have booked
"Outside the Law," alreadv have
made arrangements to duplicate the
stunt in front of their theatres.
Mary Minter's New
Vehicle Praised
Final cutting and editing of " All
Souls' Eve " have been completed
for some time, and Mary Allies
Alinter's latest Realart picture is
scheduled for early release. Realart officials who have seen the advance screening of this production
are very enthusiastic in their praise,
declaring that it has the calibre of
a big special, and containing the
best work Miss Minter has ever
done.
Based on the successful stage
play of the same name by Anne
Crawford Flexner, "All Souls'
Eve" develops the theme of a
powerful love so strong that it
transcends even death itself.
•Pantages House Books
Hodkinson Releases
A. Gugel, Hodkinson representative in New Orleans, has closed a
deal with Pantages big new
Louisiana theatre. New Orleans, for
a full week's showing of " Pagan
Love," Hugo Ballin's first independent production for Hodkinson release and a full week's showing of
" The Brute Master," the J. Parker
Read,
Jr., production starring Hobart Bosworth.

Mark
PRE
cut
in'sLEA"SE
Connofecti
A run
Twa-RE
ur's
Yankee in King Arth
Court," the big film production that
kept the William Fox production
departments in a ferment of activity for several months, is now in
ress at Miller's acle
tre, Los
prog
the spect thea has been
Angeles, and
welcomed with a flood of commendatory reviews.
Grace Kingslcy, the Los Angeles
Times reviewer, has the following
to say concerning the production :
" Hurrah for Mark Twain and for
' A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court ! ' Then throw in a
couple of hurrahs for Emmett
Flynn, director, and Harry Myers,
star. For, mark ye, the most brilliant comedy drama in the history
of picturedom is here, and ' A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court ' is it.
" The picture's on view at Miller's and the big audiences are fairly pulling the house down.
" ' Make 'em laugh, make 'cm cry,
make 'eiti thrill,' D. W. Griffith said
once; and the Yankee docs all three
superlatively. Its comedy has
Charlie Chaplin's brilliant aliveness
and great, common, human touch ;
it has lightning flashes of William
De Mille's fine whimsy; it has moments as great as some of Griffith's
own ; it has touches of ' Miracle
Man,'
vision;
is
muchspiritual
more, for
it isand
all yet
Markit
Twain.
" In this film Twain lives again,
and, though he has gone before^ has
triumphed as the greatest picture
story writer the world has seen. The
adapter's hand, though it took some
A

"Connecticut Yankee"
Well Received at
Pre-Release

Releases
ler. Incidentally this represents
the
of Irving
Bacheller's
worksfirst
to reach
the screen.
Another Benj. B. Hampton production, "A Certain
Rich Allen
Man," White,
from
the novel
by William
will
also
be
released
during
this
month.
In May " The Light in the Clearing," another Irving Bacheller
novel, produced by the Dial Film
Corporation, and directed by T.
Hayes Hunter, comes to the screen,
and also the first of the new Cawwood Pictures Companys productions featuring Irene Castle.
Later on in the year, other pictures are scheduled for release,
among which may be mentioned
" The Man of the Forest," which
Ben. B. Hampton will make from
Zane Grey's novel, and " The Face
of the World," an Irvin V. Willat
production, made from the novel
by Johan national
Bojer,
author. the famous interThe Hodkinson release list is being so arranged as to leave space
for approximately six big special
productions which will be selected
from the independent producing
field. " These productions will be
chosen with the utmost care from
the various pictures which are constantly offered to this company for
distribution,"
declares W. W. Hodkinson.

Fox

Film

unmarred by problems and illumined
throughout by the master wit of the
great American humorist, Mark

The reviewer of the Los Angeles
Express writes:
" Retaining all the satire and subtic humor that made Mark Twain
liberties — eliminating for instance, the
poor of American humorists,
Twain."
the religious satire — seems fairly
inspired.
aiigmenicd
bj' in
down-to-the-minute
slang
the subtitles, em■' Never even at a premiere of a .American bellished
by
sets
so stupendous as
Charlie Chaplain picture have I to be almost bewildering,
and we
seen a house more rocked with
have William Fox's pictorial conlaughter
ception of Mark Twain's famous
" As forthan
the at
cast," The
that, Yankee."
too, seems
to have been chosen with inspira- satire or royalty and aristocracy—
tion. Harry Myers is the slangy, ' A Connecticut Yankee in King
capable, resourceful, yet chivalrous Arthur's
" Every Court.'
man and woman with
Yankee to perfection. No more American
blood in his or her veins
appealing and soul-satisfying Sandy will enjoy this Fox picture. It was
could have been found than Pauline Starke. William V. Mong docs made especially for Yankee cona superlative bit of character work
The Los Angeles Record reviewer
as Merlin ; George Siegmann is even
: " Setting enthroned among
more cleverly villainous than usual says
sumption."
gods of laughter, Mark Twain
as Sir Sagramorc ; Charles Gordon the
must
have heard the swelling thunis picture perfect and ideal as
der of the roaring humans at ^filClarence the page ; Charles Clary
ler's theatre last night. ' A Conis impressive as King Arthur; Rosenecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
mary Theby is the hard-hearted, but Court ' triumphed
the screen
alluring queen to the life ; and the — a kaleidoscopic across
moment of rich
minor parts are equally well done. humor, keen satire,
breath-taking
Florence Lawrence, who reviews
for the Los Angeles Examiner, was adventure and touches of rare emolows :
impressed
by the "Yankee" as fol" A spectacle in which dignity,
monstrous edifices and gorgeous
panoply vie with a constant running
comedy to keep the audience in high
spirits. While the action, costumes
and settings, with their unique combination of feudal customs and 1920
achievements, unite to make the ensemble one of clean, wholesome joy,

tion."
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RUTH ROLAND, Ruth of Pathe
fame, is indulging in a shopping tour mostly centered in Fifth
avenue, New York, but giving the
city a general
survey while separated from the sunshine and roses
<.if Hollywood.
In " A ^Message From Mars,"
Metro production in which Bert
Lytell will be seen in the leading
masculine role, the popular screen
star will illustrate his versatility
again, in the portrayal of a man
steeped in selfishness, a role quite
unlike anything he has previously
done on the screen, and calling for
an extraordinary amount of versatility and characterization. Supporting Mr. Lytell are Raye
Dean, Alphonz Ethier, Maud Milton, Leonard Mudie and Gordon
Ash.
May McAvoy. ingenue lead of John
Robertson's " Sentimental
Tommy,"
Louis H. Chalif, a dancing in- S.
Paramount-Artcraft,
whose work
in the
structor ofacknowledged ability and
production
is
complete
Manhattan fame, assisted David G.
Fisher in directing the danct .--cenes
Another player now " takes his
in the Fox-Fisher's production of pen in hand " and becomes a playwright, adding to his already en■■ In the Shadow of the Dome," unviable reputation as a versatile
der the direction of Mr. Fisher.
gentleman. Al Lincoln, now playTo have stood in your own front
ing the star dual role in " Deterdoorway, as a little boy, and seen
mination," isthe man. A few days
Jesse James, the notorious outlaw, ago one would sum him up as college athlete, soldier and actor, but
ride by on a blooded horse, is the
sort of experience to quicken the now his one-act play entitled " The
pulse of most lads, and is what is Criminologist," under rehearsal, en\ividly remembered by the author
titles him to the distinction of joining the playwright corps. George
of " Temple Dusk," the George D.
Baker production for Metro, by Howell will be seen in Mr. Lincoln's vaudeville offering, produced
Calvin Johnston. "Temple Dusk" by Joseph
Hart. Lincoln, besides
was originally published in the Sathis
activities
in the studios, indulurday Evening Post, and Mr. Johnston hails from the actual locale of
ges in boxing and fencing at the
the thrilling adventure of the James New York Athletic Club, daily,
hoys, having been born in Spring- where he keeps in " trim " for the
field, Missouri, where the James
clan lived and flourished. In the
hands of George D. Baker, one may part.
" Without Limit," another personally directed George D. Baker proexpect a great deal from " Temple
duction for Sawyer-Lubin, will soon
Dusk," and fear no disappointment.
be presented with a notable cast, including Anna Q. Xilsson, Robert
Percy Marmont, remembered for
his excellent work in the Tom Schable, Thomas \\'. Ross, Robert
Terriss production, " Dead Men Frazer, Charles Lane, Frank CurTell No Tales," in which he was
rier and Kate Blancke. In " Temple
co-featured with Catherine Calvert, Dusk," another George D. Baker
is now playing opposite Corinne production, Mr. Schable will also
Griffith in a picture which is tenta- appear in the heavy lead. In fact,
tively titled " The Correspondent," Robert Schable is one of those fortunate actors whose work recomadapted from a recent " Snappy
mends him for re-engagement inStories " story. Mr. Marmont is
favorably remembered for his work
cessantly. Soon, he will have two
big
releases
running on Broadway,
in " The Climbers," also a ^^itawith Miss Grif- playing opposite Estelle Taylor in
graphfith inproduction
the stellar role. This time
important episode of " Blind
Mr. Marmont will be seen as a an
in " Paying production,
the Piper."
social lion, a characterization very \\
a ives,"
Georgeand Fitzmaurice
much different from his last screen Mr. Schable also holds his own in
work in the Tom Terriss produc- an admirable wav.
tion. Webster Campbell will direct
Personal appearance of Franklxn
the picture.
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Studios
R .

GALE

Farnum in Philadelphia, and m
principal cities en route lo the
Pacific Coast, will take up the time
intervening
between
Mr. Famum's
studio activities
between
his last
series of pictures and the first in
which he will be under the direction of Harry J. Revier.
In "Prisoners of Lav.?," Betty
Conipson made her dcliut not only
as a motion picture star, but as a
producer. It also introduced her
country.
as the first actress-producer in the
Other stars have had their own
companies, but it remained for Miss
(.'ompson to be the first to attend to
I \ cry detail of the business of her
producing company.
Miss Compson admits she has a
natural aptitude for business and
as she went to work at the age
of fourteen to support herself and
her widowed mother, she has had
~ome training in money matters.
Hut she did not rely on these qualifications only when she decided to
organize her own company. She
disappeared from the studios for
some time and took a thorough
course in a business college. This
explains why Miss Compson has not
been seen since she made her great
success in " The Miracle Man."
Courtney Foote, distinguished
stage and screen star who plays
a dual role in the forthcoming InceLouis \'ance special " The Bronze
Bell." and who will shortly be seen
in the leading male role in " The
Passion Flower," starring Norma
Talmadge, complains that his name
is frequently misspelled. The end
of his patience was reached recently
when an unknown admirer adhim as " hails
Corkscrew
Foote."
Since Mr.dressedFoote
from London
town, where bottled and choice
liquors are not inaccessible, it annoyed him to be so rudely reminded
that
he
is in the
an fact
arid that
countn,-.
He
also bewails
someone
misspelled the title of " The Bronze
Bell," the picture being referred to
as " The Bronze Belle " — which is
quite impossible, according to the
"a
who becontends
woman
cannot
bronze,thateven
popular actor
though she may sometimes be
Leatrice Joy has been selected lo
plav
the leading feminine role in
brazen."
"The Night Rose," the first
original screen story to be completed by Leroy Scott. It is a tale
of the New York underworld upon
which Mr. Scott collaborated with
Arthur F. Statter in preparing the
continuity for Goldwyn. Miss Joy
will first finish her work in " A Tale
of Two Worlds," before commencing under the direction of ^^ allace Worslev, who will direct " The
Tom Rose."
Moore has taken to wearing
Nisht

Marguerite Clayton, now being seen in
the Capellani feature. International,
" The Inside of the terion
Cup."
theatre at the Crigreen glasses around the studios
during rehearsals. He does this, he
insists, to protect his eyes against
the glare of the powerful CooperHewitts, the light of which has an
orange tint. But there are skeptics
at the Goldwyn studios, who keep
referring to the fact that Mr.
Moore was born in Count)- Meath,
Ireland.
And the other day Rupert Hughes,
meeting the star as he left the set,
where he had been making " Mr.
New York." took occaBarnession to of
remark:
" Mr. Moore, it seems to me you
are carn,ing your Irish prejudices
ABOUT
too far."
DIRECTORS

' I *HE semi-monthly meeting of
Directors'
Motion
the on,
night,
on Tuesday
held Picture
.•\ssociati
found, for the first time, Charles
Miller in the chair as director. Mr.
Miller was made chief executive
at the last meeting, and succeeded
James \'incent. A large gathering
came forth to congratulate the
popular new president and to sit
in lodge under his direction. Mr.
Miller expects to be a busy man
within the next few weeks, and
hesitated not in the least in telling
and everythat each
the members
be responsib
one of them would
le
for the activities and progress of
the lodge in the coming year, as
well as himself. " You are all busy
men,'" said Mr. Miller, " and I, too,
within
as busy
to be But
expect
too
not abe veryI shall
short time.
busy to remember that the M. P. D.
A. stands for a great deal more
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than any of us, to date, realize and
that we must all combine to the
honor and glory of the profession
of which we are all members. 1
expect to do my best to make you
who have elected me glad, ultimately. For the present you may
not be so glad, since 1 expect to
find a task for each and every
member of this lodge to perform
and exercise my " presidential
authority to see that he performs
it." Incidentally, the social affairs of the M. P. D. A. may be
expected to be frequent and distinctive, Mr. Miller being one in
has " started things "
who
past
the
and " finished them,', too.
Tom Terriss, director of " Tom
Terriss Productions " for Vitagraph, does not wish to run in competition to any exhibitor, neighborhood or foreign, although he has
arranged for the showing of favorite productions in his own home.
He uses a " house equipped " projection machine and usually entertains an imptormptu audience upon
Sunday evenings. Recently he projected for family approval his latest productions, " Trumpet Island,'
" Dead Men Tell No Tales." " The
Heart
be
the of
nextMarjdand
attraction." will probably
Directors, too, are now among
the makers of personal appearances. Harry J. Revier, who directed the much talk of serial,
"The Son of Tarzan," following
the success of the previous one,
" The Return of Tarzan," has
found, to his surprise, that he has
a " fan " following. Throughout
the country exhibitors have written
Mr. Revier to be good enough to
visit their city and make a personal
appearance. That a director would
take the chances so plainly evidenced by Mr. Revier's thrilling
work in the latest '' Tarzan " serial,
has established a " hero worship."
He will, therefore, en r'.iite to the
Coast to make more thrillitis photoplays, stop along the way to afford
the motion picture going public an
opportunity to see the director who
made
beast serial
of the completed
jungle "act"
in
the sequel
by th?
director last November.

Geo.

Arliss
Pathe

Introduced

at

Luncheon

Mr. George Arliss, heralded actor
of the legitimate stage, has become
a full-fledged screen star, presented
with all due ceremony to the trade
and general press by his distinocPathe.
at theTheHotel
luncheon
was a sponsors,
casionguished
where
16,
January
.\stor, Monday,
from divers publicarepresent
gathered to meet the guest of
tionsatives
honor, incidentally star of the curDevil,"
rent local attraction
is conceded
in which, he" The
in film-form
to have repeated his acknowledged
success in the role upon the speaking stage.
Presented by Mr. Edward Eschniann, feature sales manager for
Pathe, whose remarks must have
Eulalie Jensen, who will appear in been
"ratifying, indeed, even to the
" In the Shadow
of the
Dome," di- famed actor, Mr. Arliss himself,
rected by David
G. Fischer
took the floor and in a deliehtful
inost unassuming manner made each
George Melford's recently com- guest feel at liberty to ask any
pleted production, " The Faith
Healer," it is said that they are ex- question that m'-^ht provoke an inpecting to see a veritably inspired first experiences
Arliss'
of Mr.
teresting description
before
the motion
performance by Milton Sills in the
title role.

picture camera. He stated that it
seems to him an art entirely separate from that of acting as he heretofore has applied the word, but
none the less interesting nor important. He pointed out that rather
than having interfered with the attendance of the public at spoken
plays, the screen had increased the
patronage, having brought people
out of their shells who never before
were onmentspeaking
with amuseenterprises.terms
Thereafter,
Mr.
Joe Plunkett declared that Mr.
Arliss had brought a few new ones
out, evidently, since the attendance
at the Strand theatre upon the day
of his opening had broken all
previous records, and that it looked
like a week which would crowd the
popular
play house to capacity never
before recorded.
Genial Joe Reddy, usually identified with Pathe functions, was unable to attend. Aside from that, the
affair was a most successful occasion.

Frank Lloyd, director for Goldwyn, is like the man who says of Plan
for
Stanley
Opening
course he hates to have a bad fire
break out, but if it does, he wants
to see it. Only Mr. Lloyd goes a
Paramount's " Forbidden Fruit " to
step further — he wants to get picBe Feature at Opening of Big House
tures of it. A few days ago he had
Bertrain Johns and Julia Fa\e.
his wish. It was when the famous
Alvin Wyckoff and Karl Struss
new $2,pier at Venice, California, burned. THE000,000
theatre,
StanleyMastba
um thehouse
in
That is about eight miles from the Philadelphia, which is soon to be were the photographers. The costumes, said to be more elaborate
Goldwyn studio at Culver City, but opened to the public, will present
the fire was so intense that the
than any yet seen on the screen,
ion
as
its
opening
attract
B.
Cecil
even in the DeMille production,
flames lit the sky.
Wv. Lloyd needed some fire DeMille's newest Paramount special were designed by Clare West; Paul
en concede
production,
" Forbidd
Fruit." dTheto Chalfin designed the settings and
usly
is unanimo
scenes for Gouverneur Morris' "A Stanley
Tale of Two World," so Mr. Lloyd be the finest amusement edifice in Theodore Kosloff staged the spechastily left the stage where he was the Quaker City and one of the
tacular scenes, the whole being under the general supervision of
working and with his assistant and most elaborate and perfectly aptwo cameramen, hurried to Venice
motion picture houses in Howard Higgins, Mr. DeMille's
He came back with 1,000 feet of the entire pointed
country, and the selection production manager.
excellent film.
of the DeMille picture as its opener
is therefore the most pronounced
tribute which could be bestowed A Difficult Continuity
David M. Hartford, engaged in upon any production at this time.
Task Well Done
Bertram Millhauser. who directs the making of " The Golden
The decision of Jules E. MastSnare," will be obliged to spare the bauin was announced in the followproductions for George B. Seitz, valued
consultation with James
Pathe presents the" adaptation of
ing night letter sent to Adolph
Pathe release, is taking a fewFranz
Molnar'sas an
play,example
'' The of
Devil."
weeks away from the megaphone, Oliver Curwood, whilst said Mr. Zukor, president of the Famous to
the screen
perreturning to his previous work, Curwood goes a'fishing. Together PIa\ ers-Lasky Corporation, this
fect continuity built up on a stage
with
Ray
Long
and
Julian
Johnson,
week :
that of writing scenarios. It will
production which at first sight was
be the eighth script from the pen the "three huntsman" will venture
"I have just had the pleasure of considered to be unqualified for
an expedition into the frozen
of the writer-director, and accord- upon
witnessing the Cecil B. DeMille'.> ready conversion into screen form.
ing to Mr. Seitz, looks promising. wastes of Northern Michigan, Paramount
masterpiece, ' Forbidden The liberal measure of dialogue
where
they
expect
to
spear
muske" The Yellow Arm," a George B. lunge through the ice, and shoot at Fruit,' and am delighted to state to and brilliant satire found in the
you that it is the unanimous opinion original stage version militated
Seitz production, directed by Mr.
Millhauser and starring Juanita rabbits. Before starting the tri- of the directors of the Stanley
angle will vow not to duplicate the Company and myself that it is the against an easy adaptation for
Hansen is in the last stages of preparation for release.
balloonist
while awa_\- crowning achievement of the cinema screen purposes. ' One cannot
from electricwrangle,
lighted civilization.
art. It is therefore gratifying to photograph dialogue, and one cannot strike a note of pessimism in
inform
vou we will open our magGeorge Lloyd Sargent continues
the motion-picture theatre," reads
to direct pictures for Vitagraph and
nificent "$2,000,000 Stanley theatre the
Pathe statement. " A master
production for an exis at present building up his already " Good References " to with this
tended run as a fitting and appro- craftsman was needed."
well established reputation for Be Published as Novel
Goulding was selected
priate testimonial to this picture, as Edmund
the man to do the work, and.
good work, by assuming the reOne
of
the
verylatest
photoplays
which
we
believe
reaches
the
pinsponsibility of directing a junior to be published in the form of a
nacle of art in motion picture pro- accordingly, Mr. Goulding was
star, Miss Alice Calhoun. Throughbrought from London by Assoout the country, where the names novel is Constance Talmadge's
" Forbidden Fruit " is from an cited Exhibitors and put to the
" Good References." This
of directors are not always recalled, vehicle,
photoplay was based on a story by original story and scenario by task of adapting " The Devil " to
duction."Macpherson. The leading the screen. The results achieved
Mr. Sargent's name, as director of E. J. Rath, being adapted for the Jeanie
" The Broadway Bubble " is imme- screen by Dorothy Farnum and re- feminine role is played by Agnes have surpassed " his own expecdiately identified with the comleased by Associated First National Ayers. with Forrest Stanley in the
tations." declares the Pathe statemendable feature.
Pictures, Inc. And now W. J. opposite part. Prominent roles are
ment,
and
this too " without sacriWatt and Company announce that taken by Theodore Roberts, Clarence Burton, Kathlyn Williams, fine characterization
Spirit
WTien the Paramount home office
ficing one particle of ofMr.theArliss's
will shortly publish " Good Theodore Kosloff, Shannon Day,
executives have their first view of they
References " in book form.
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Motion
Vignola Company
Defies Death

Staring death in the face, and
escaping by sheer luck, will,
hereafter, be an easy thing for
Robert
nationally
known
director G.toV' ignola,
vizualize,
and members
of his present company to enact,
collectively or individually. The
reason for this sudden though perhaps disagreeable education being
an accident, when a promontory
upon which the director and his
company- were working, collapsed
and slid into the sea, off the Bahama
Islands, where exteriors for Mr.
Vignola's Cosmopolitan-Paramount
picture " Redemption Cove," were
being " shot."
The accident, according to the report, occurred just outside of
Nassau. The promontory, or cliff,
towered fully two hundred feet and
was chosen by Mr. Vigonal for some
of his important scenes because it
afforded the necessary thrills which
he was endeavoring to secure. Consulting native fishermen, the dircctoi
was assured that the cliff was safe
and through an entire morning,
accident was evaded. Hardly had
the company resumed work, however, following a brief respite, when
the ground beneath their feet began to give way and before anyone
could grasp what was happening,
they were falling and sliding with
the loose earth into the sea. Mr.
Vignola, himself an expert swimmer, rescued Seena Owen, his leading woman, and turned to assist
others, but found, except for shock,
there were no serious injuries, the
only delay being in excavating the
cameras, buried in mud, at the bottom. Others in the company who
shared
unexpected
duckingand"
were E.in K.the Lincoln,
Phil " Carle
Russell Mathias, assistant directors,
Al Liguori, cameraman and other
technical assistants.
First Nat'l Organ "The
Franchise" Published
The first number of the official
organ of the Associated National
Pictures has just made its debut
under the date of January 15th.
The publication bears the title of
" The Franchise." In point of general make-up, typographical style
and interesting subject-matter,
" The Franchise " marks a noteworthy addition to the list of organization publications already in
the field.
In addition to its editorial page,
"The Franchise" carries six principal departments, captioned respectivelyKeeping
"
Pace with the
Leaders," " Interest Items for
Your Newspaper," " Opinions of
First National Attractions," " High
Lights of Exploitation," " How Do
You Advertise Films" and "Live
News, Short Notes and Some
Views.'' " The Franchise " is twenty pages in length and of standard
trade-paper size.'
The most elaborate section is presented under " High Lights of Exploitation."
Lee S. Ferguson, formerly associated with the Cincinnati office of
The Billboard, later with the Motion Picture News and until recently assistant to David Selznick
in the advertising and publicity department of the Selznick organization, is the editor of The Franchise.

Featuring
WHILE the discussion regard
ing the permanency of th(
present " star " system, vs. its rapid
decline goes merrily on, new " featured " ingenues are making appearances and in the face of the
frightening situation, hesitate not
for a moment in their inspired ascent.
Among these we find a new bit
of femininity eager to enter into
the struggle to maintain the " star
.system,"
becoming
herself, inincidentally,
the tiny being
known oneto
her family, friends and admirers as
Margaret Beecher.
Miss Beecher is making rapid
strides towards the goal that well
known stars have been led to believe is fading, little by little, and
the newcomer refuses to believe that
the motion picture going public will
ever be robbed of seeing their favorite artists " starred." Like many
famed and admired feminine nlavcrs who have risen to stardom by
merit of their work, alone. Miss
Beecher is willing to climb. She is
also desirous of bringing about her
popularity in certain kinds of stor-

Picture

News

Follies Girl to Head
Allan Dwan Cast
the
-Mian Dwan announces that his
Future
ies, such as simple, dramatic tales new ■' find " engaged from the
with strong human interest and Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic girls,
stated she would rather never reach Miss Jacqueline Logan, will play
the heights than to reach via the the leading feminine role in his
" sex pla - " trail.
Edward
Hemmer
has recently next production, " The Perfect
produced
Sunshine willHarbor,"
in
.
which Miss " Beecher
be seen as
.
featured leading ingenue. Her natural qualification are encouraging,
since her personality is altogether
and
definite.her ideas and plans" clear
charming,
" I have learned already that once
one has mastered the tricks of technique, which one must have done
before hoping for success in motion
pictures, one must also be sincere
in the work and to be sincere is to
really love it. Of gourse I have
learned, also, that there are many,
many things necessary to success
in any artistic line. One must have
courage, perseverance and almost
infinite patience to attain acknowledged success, but with supporting one's natural ability with untiring effort, it seems to me success
is not nearly so hidden a quantity as
is the popular belief."

(Continued from third column)
logic ,and the necessity of collabora
Crime."
tion.
way of apt
illustrating
some <,i
theBydifficulties
to be encountercJ.
Mr. Whittaker
out " La
Tosca,"
which, bypointed
the way, might
be described as a luminous example,
although among his difficult and
more recent contributions, include
" Kismet," " Billions " and a number of other works of acknowledged
merit.
At the University Club, where
Mr. Whittaker was a guest during
his short stay, one interview upon
another by representatives of the
Philadelphia daily press monopolized his time, for not only was the
assignment accepted by Mr. W hittaker to deliver the inaugural lecture of a series most unique, but the
local interest doubled because of the
memorial endowment. It is a permanent institution, provided by
Jules Mastbaum, President of the
First
Impressions
Stanley theatres, as a tribute to his
brother Stanley, whose great interBy W. Somerset Maugham
est in life, in the motion picture,
oring to correct it. Particularly will be carried on by the endowment
cinema. bsolute amateur of the
one who previous to does this seem true in the case of of the chair, in memorium.
:
ab
arriving
in
Hollywood
had never Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
an
S
A the making of a photoplay,
seen
I with whom I have just been asso- "DEAD MEN TELL NO
ciated. To find in their plant my old
have been asked to present my initial impressions o fthis great motion friends Edward Knoblock, Sir Gilbert Parker and Elinor Glyn emphpicture industry.
" If you want a thrill you
asized the impression that new writI was not in Hollywood two days
blood is being infused rapidly will find it in ' Dead Men Tell
before I was signally impressed with into ing
the industry.
No Tales' (Washington), a
the manner in which the technical
version " of the E.
As for the industry as a whole, cinematized TALES
side of photoplay production h^s
run i'.hcad o fthe stories interpreted. my impression is that it is tremen- W. Hornung story of the
beyond even my fondest same name. Readers of ficI found beautiful settings, marvel- dreams.dousThe
intense concentration
lous lighting, camera work uncanny
tion know what Mr. Hornung
ill its excellence, splendid direction on artistic ideals is amazing and
fills
one
with
enthusiasm.
The
conand almost faultless acting — all
can do. The ' Raffles ' tales
stant endeavor toward perfection were
wasted, in many cases, on stories
by him and then this
lieing
made
by
thoughtful
producers
lacking in truth, dramatic suspense
insures ultimate reward. Errors story of romance of the deep
and human interest.
Some of the writers for the screen have been made in the past, but came, not as a surprise but as
seem to have dropped into more or really sincere effort is being made a fitting follow-up.
toward their prevention in the fuless of a rut. A great success has ture.
" Better screen material has
been made, a story has scored a
rarely
been prepared. The
The
possibilites
of
the
cinema
tremendous hit, and immediately
is exceptionally
intrigued me during four continuity
scores of plays are produced, completely
founded upon the same fundamental short weeks in Hollywood and I smooth and logical, events
idea. This, however, is meant in no am looking forward to mv first flow evenly and with logical
plunge into this new and, to me,
way as a criticism of film pro- uncharted
sea of dramatic expres- sequence. The suspense is adducers, for they, first of all, have sion.
mirably sustained, the cumurealized this fault and are endeavlative force of incidents is well
illustrated, the acting is unusually good, and the picturization as fine as anything seen
Mr.
Whittaker -Presented
worthy adaptations and original in a long time. Catherine Cal1'^HAT
writersour
are leading
rapidly scenario
coming stories have won him the reputation
vert appears as the daughter
into their own as authority upon of extreme de.xterity.
of Santos, and a charming one
subjects closely related to the proThe class,
to Mr. \\'hit- she makes. George von Seyfduction of motion pictures, and that taker,
was according
most extraordinan.-.
Not
among
those
assembled
was fertitz appears as Santos, and
acknowledged skill in this direction
is commanding long past due recog- there a face wherein there was not others in the cast add materially to the excellence of the
nition ,is illustrated by a recent oc- a trace of earnest and determined
casion in Philadelphia, in the midst endeavor. Not the ' student age,' offering. It is a vivid and satbut men and women of mature
of procreativc censorship.
isfying presentation of a stirAt Temple University, there has years, seemingly seriously intent
ring romance of crime, but
been instituted a department, a closs
upon
their
purpose."
In
delivering
not
the
sort of crime that is
for the tutoring of aspiring writers
Mr. Whittaker was proof scenarios. Here, at the request the lecture,
vided with an opportunity to ex- usually associated with picof the faculty, and the choice of
those in authority, the inaugural plin the author's and producer's side
address was delivered by Charles of the censorship question as well as
— From Jackson D. Haag's
E. Whittaker, whose numerous to touch upon the importance of review in the Detroit News.
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Studio

News

UNIVERSAL
Announcement is made of recent
purchases of stories by Universal
for its stars. " The Open Shutters," written by Clara Louise
Burnham has been bought for
Edith Roberts. "The Kentucky
Cinderella," by F. Hopkinson
Smith has been purchased for
Gladys Walton. A magazine story
written by Wadsworth Camp and
published in the Black Cat Magazine
has been secured for Eva Novak.
A James Edward Hungerford story,
entitled " Patches," has been purfor little
" Breezy
" Eason,
who willchasedbe
featured
in this
story
under the direction of his father,
Reeves Eason. " Breezy " has already been seen in " Pink Tights "
and
'"
Two
Kinds the
of Love."
George
Piper is writing
continuity
for
Patches."
"
the screen version of
William Lloyd Wright has been
in charge of the serial, shortplaced
subject and Western department at
Universal City.
John W. Gray, George H. Clinipton and George Mordan are beginning a series of subjects deaUng
with the exploits of the Texas
Rangers.
Jacques Jaccard has completed
"If Only Jim " with Harry Carey.
He is now making two reel Westerns with Leonard Blatten. The
first is titled " Hit the Trail Harkness."
The company engaged in the production of " Blood Brother to the
Pines," under the direction of
Robert Thornby is spending two
weeks in Yosemite Valley.
Hoot Gibson has completed production work on his two reel western entitled " Assorted Nuts." Edward Laemmle has finished " Triger
Trails " which is also a two reel
western.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran have
engaged Lillian Hackett and Joy
McCreery to play as leads in their
two-reeler,
entitledon "prohibition
Boot Leggin,"
which is a satire
and
the Blue Law Sunday agitation.
Harry Burns has completed a two
reel animal comedy entitled, " A
Monkey
Martin isFireman,"
featured. in which Joe
Dick Larcno has been added to
the staff of " False Colors," which
is being
produced
under the direction of Stuart
Paton.
A number of feature subjects are
at present in the making. Eva
Novak is being starred in " The
Girl and the Goose " under the direction of Fred Granville. Harry
Carey is working on " Everybody
for Himself," with Jack Ford as
the director. Rollin Sturgeon is directing The
"
Bobbed Squab," starring Gladys Walton. Edith Roberts is engaged in the filming of
■"Three at the Table," under the
direction of William Worthington.
Eric Von Stroheim is still engaged
on " Foolish Wives," with an allstar cast, while Stuart Paton is directing "False Colors," in which
Priscilla 'Dean is being starred.

by
Wire
The Betty Compson company has
finished its third subject which for
the present remains unnamed.
Clara Kimball Young is at present engaged on " Straight from
Paris," an original screen story
written by Sada Cowen. Harry
Garson is directing; and the cast
includes William Carlston, Bertha
Grasby, Gerard Alexander, Clarissa
Sehvynne and Betty Francisco.
Vision scenes will show Miss Young
as Marie Antoinette. Constant
Frankie will appear as King Louis.
Tom Santschi has completed "The
Sagebrush
Musketeer"
for Pathe.
He
is now selecting
the members
of
his new cast for " The Sheriff of
LASKY

BRUNTON
J. O. Frothingham Productions is
completing
" The Other
Woman,"
under the direction
of Edward
Sloman. The cast includes Jane
Novak, William Conklin, Helen
Eddy, Jerome Patrick, Joseph
Do we, Kate Price and Frank E.
Lee.
The Benjamin Hampton Company
has taken the final scenes for " A
Certain Rich Man," written b\'
William Allen White. The production is now being edited.
The cast selected for the screen
production of " A Man of the
Forest," written by Zane Grey, includes Claire Adams, Robert Mc-

Kim and Carl Gantvoort in the leading roles. The director will be
.Howard Hickman.
cast vehicle,
for MarjnewThestellar
writtenPickford's
by herself, under the tentative title of
" Thru the Back Door," includes
John Harron, brother of Robert,
Helen Raymond, Bertwood Astor,
Wilford Lucas, William Menjoy,
Norman Hammond, Beatrice Jacks
and Dorsen Durner. The picture
will he made under the direction of
Al Green and Jack Pickford.
Douglas Fairbanks is now making
the last scenes for " The Nut." The
director is Ted Reed. The cast includes Margaret De LeMotte, William Lowrey, Leavy Gerald Pring,
Morris Hughes and Barbara Lamar.

Mojava."
Lila Lee will be Roscoe Arbuckles' leading woman in " Crazy
to Marry," which was formerly
titled " Three Miles Out." Laura
Anson has an important part in
the cast. James Cruze is the director.
Grace Darmond has been engaged
to
in " White
and Unmarried,"
in play
support
of Thomas
Meighan.
Jacqueline Logan has the leading
feminine role in this production.
GOLDWYN
Production work is starting this
week
on " The Bridle
ten originally
for thePath,"
stagevvritby
Thomas Buchanan. E. Mason Hopbeenpicture.
assignedAlay
as the
directorperofhasthis
Collins
of
New York, Raymond Hatton and
Stuart Holmes have been added to
the cast previously named for this
Victor Schertzinger and Tom
production.
Moore have arrived in Los Angeles
from New York.
HERE

AND
THERE

Lois Weber will start East this
week to attend the premier showing of "What's Worth While?"
The
firsthasyear's
for Famousby
Players
now output
been completed
the Lois Weber forces. During her
absence, the studio will be enlarged
and additional features added.
The Union Film Company is
making two-reel comedies featuring
Alexander Alt and Helen Howell.
It has contracted with Reelcraft for
a series of twenty-six subjects. The
first release will be made on February 12th.
On Friday of last week the studio
publicity men of Los Angeles held
a grand banquet
bassador Hotel. at the New AmBen Wilson has placed Ann Little
under contract for a serial producentitledwritten
" The Blue
Fox."Brant.
The
story tion,was
by John
Dell Henderson will direct it. The
production will be released by
Arrow.
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Lost Balloonists Seen
in International
The first news reel pictures of
the return to civilization of thu
three Navy balloonists stranded in
the Canadian Wilds, were released
January 14 by the International
News, in the News Reel No. 4, it
is claimed by the Universal sales
department, which distributes that
news reel.. At the same time the
reels were issued in New York City,
they were forwarded by fast mail
and air-mail to other parts of the
country.
The pictures also include shots
of the various other persons now
nationally known by their participation in the lost ballon story, pictures showing the territory over
which the balloon drifted, as well
as an animated diagram of the entire flight.
"Edgar's Country Cousin" Is Released
"
Edgar's
Cousin to" theis
the title of theCountry
latest addition

Motion

Our Motto: All the News,
-Merger?
Wild rumors afloat.
H. Abrams is coming to
town.
Associated and United means
together.
Ince was in conference
thisTomweek.
Doug ference
Fairbanks
this week. had a conCharlie Chaplin sat in on
a conference this week.
Conferencing was enjoyed
by /. Parker Reid.
Marshall Neilan missed the
conference — being East.
Dwan got an ear full
at Allen
conferences.

Up to the moment we put
on our Un" Edgar " series to be released by Hokum toderwood press
no papers had been
Goldwyn
and
is
the
story
of
Edgar's
signed.not.Maybe a merger —
visit to his country cousin.
maybe
Johnny Jones as Edgar does some
Oscar Price is still in town.
of the most humorous acting of his
Allen Holubar is still in
New York.
in this " Edgar."
young career
Lon Chaney has his makeEdouard
Trebaol gives him excelup case at Goldwyn.
lent support as his country cousin.
Sidney Franklin continues
In the cast are " Shorty " Callahan, to produce " Courage."
ex-circus clown, as the hired man,
Charlie Ray is directing
and Katherine Bates as Aunt Ellen. himself in " The Midnight
Mason N. Litson directed.
Headline on our desk reads,
" Should prove a big box office attraction in any theatre
in any locaUty. There are
many exploitation angles suggested in a comprehensive
press book furnished by the
producers.
" One of the best Vitagraph
pictures in many months.
Tom Terriss has plunged
right into his story in the first
reel and never lets up with
the suspense until the last few
feet of the film. The book has
been faithfully followed to a
marked degree.
" Catherine Calvert is a
very appealing heroine and
makes the most of her role.
George von Seyffertitz as
Santos gives a remarkable
performance. Holmes E.
Herbert makes Rattray the
best role of his screen career.
Percy Marmont, as Cole, gets
all that is possible out of a
fine part. Roy Applegate handles the role of Captain Harriss to advantage. Walter
James is well cast as the Portuguese, and gives a good performance. Bernard Seigel and
India Wakara give good performances in two supporting
roles. The production is well
built. It should prove a winner."
—From " IT," Los Angeles,
Review of " Dead Men Tell
No Tales."

Bell."

Picture

News

If it's News, ffhen it's News

DeHaven finishes "The Girl in
Dorothy
DeVore liked her
the
Taxi." in
e-\perience
drama so well
she's in it again.
Samuel Goldwyn was seen
on the million dollar Alexandria rug reading a telegram.
How does it come that Fred
Warren was not out on the
coast to attend a conference.
E. Mason Hopper is now
making
Bridle
which will"The
be news
to aPath,"
good
many of his friends.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
threaten to become criminals,
for they are working in a film
named " Bootlegging."
Frankstick Powell
averson slapwas getting
his
nerves, so he is not directing
comedies on the Sennett lot.
Helene Chadwick finds a vncation necessary,
recently served as for
the she
mother
of a dozen children in "Dangerous Curves
Ahead."
We are
advised
this week
that Stroheim and Company
are coming back from Monterey, Cal., where they have
been working on " Foolish

Buster Keaton maintains
that even actors and actresses
are entitled to vacations.
Whereupon a sage rises up
and
what else do they
have inquires
?
JohnandStahl
on theto
coast
says isheback
is going
stay out West, and have his
name put on pictures known
as The
Johnname
Stahlof Al
Productions.
Nathan we
finds
signed
to
a
letterDrascena
written
on a letterhead from
Productions
and below Al's
signature
Director. is typed Supervising
Rollinvinced theSturgeon
other daywas
that conthe
longest sentence in the Engestlishonelanguage
for heis also
was the
toldshortthat
it consisted
of the wordDirector
"life."
new to
Assistant
wasA sent
Suite 2 in the
Administration Building at
Universal City to get the
wind machine. Arriving there
he
chieffound
of theCharles
PublicityHertzman,
Dept.
Bebee Daniels got pinched
this week for allowing her car
to run too fast in Orange
County. The car is said to
have a beautiful cut glass
flower vase, make-up box

n'evcrything, which may have
something to do with its ability to get Bebee in trouble.
Louis B. Mayer gave a dinner
the public, fanTuesday
and night
trade topress
and
received no regrets. Covers
were laid in the banquet room
of the Alexandria and all ate
heartily. After the food they
feasted their vision on " The
Woman time
in His
good
was House,"
had byandall,a
which is more favorable criticism.
Samuel Goldwyn gave a
party this week, entertaining
25 guests at dinner and then
showed them what he termed
the grreatest
pictureartist,
everwhich
produced by a single
is titled
was
a lot "ofThe
the Kid-"
hoipoli There
there,
including Charlie Chaplin,
Will Rogers, and a number of
story writers, who recently
were edged into our industry.
A complete list would contain
the
of Gertrude
ton. names
Sir Gilbert
Parker, AtherElinor
Glyn, Gouverneur Morris,
Rupert
Hughes,
Edward
Knoblock, LeRoy Scott, J. G.
Hawks. Abraham Lehr, Mabel
Reginald Barker, and others. il
Normand,
Elsie Ferguson,

Wives."

Paramount

eted sky
its
complrs-La
Corporatio
Famon ushas Playe
THE
schedule of Paramount feature releases through next August,
the end of the current motion picture year. The greater proportion
of these productions have already
leted andr of the rebeen comp
now in the
mainder all are eithe
making or in immediate contemplatio
In n. announcing the completed
schedule, in which there is likely to
be few if any changes, Sidney R.
Kent, general manager of distribution, said: "This imposing list of
productions, following those for
January and February concerning
which exhibitors already have been
informed, furnishes the strongest
kind of evidence of the good faith
of the Paramoimt organization
when it promised exhibitors prior
to last September that they would
be assured a constant supply of pictures of the highest box-office value
throughout
the list
yearfor 1920-21."
First on the
March is the
George Melford special production,
" The Faith Healer," from the
novel- by the late W illiam Vaughan
Moody, which Jesse L. Lasky declared, on his recent arrival in New
York from the Coast, to be the
equal of George Loane Tucker's
production,
" The
.-Mso on the list
for Miracle
March is Man."
Hugh
Ford's production of Henry Arthur
Jones'
Call Famous
of Youth,"Players
made
at the" The
London
studio; Thomas Meighan in Blair
Hall's story, " The Easy Road " ;
the Cosmopolitan production,
" Straight Is the Way, a crook
story with Matt Moorp in the lead-

Lists

Its
Features
I'
" What's Worth \\ hile " ; Gloria
Releases Up to Sep- Swanson in " The Great Moment," J
the story Elinor Glyn wrote for
tember Are Named
her; andtation ofElsie
FergusonBennett
in an adapthe Arnold
play,
by Company
■■ Sacred and Profane Love," produced by William D. Taylor.
ing role; William S. Hart in his
The June list includes Roscoe
own Western production, " O'Mal- (Fatty) Arbuckle in "The Travelley of the Mounted " ; the Robert
ing Salesman " ; the Cosmopolitan
Z. Leonard special, " The Gilded
Lily," starring Mae Murray; production, " The Wild Goose '' ;
Thomas
Meighan
in " Billy Kane
;"
Thomas
H. Ince-Louis
Joseph
Dorothy
Teaser " ; the
and the Dalton
Thomasin "H.TheInce-Joseph
Vance special " The Bronze Bell " ;
\'ance special, " Beau Revel."
in the Ince pro-\pril will bring William De Douglas duMacLean
ction, ■One
'
a Minute ' ; Donald
Mille's production of Sir James M. Crisp's London-made production.
Barrie's play, " What Ever>- " .\ppearances," by Edward KnobWoman Knows"; Roscoe (Fatty)
.\rbuckle in " The Dollar a Year lock ; Ethel Clayton in " Sham,"
and \\ illiam De Mille's production
Man " ; Marion Davies in the Cos- of
the
titlean ofEdward
which Knoblock
has not storj",
yet been
mopolitan production " Buried definitely
decided
upon.
Treasure " ; John S. Robertson s
special production of Sir J. M.
In ]u1\ there will be Lois Weber's
Barrie's " Sentimental Tommy " ;
" Married
Strangers " ;
Marion Davies
in the Cosmopliian
William D. Taylor's special produc- production,
tion of -Augustus Thomas's play, production, The Bride's Play " ;
" The Witching Hour " ; Douglas Wallace Reid in " \\ atch My
MacLean in the Ince production,
Smoke " ; Dorothy Dalton in " In
"The Home Stretch"; Wallace Men's
Eyes " ; the London Famous
Reid in " The Love Special " and Players production, " The Mysteryadaptation of Frank H. Spearman's Road," directed by Paul Powell,
story. " The Daughter of a Mag" Polhas anna
" ; Billic :
Burkeproduced
in a picture
yet untitled
nate " ; and Hugh Ford's London- who
made production, " The Great Day." a Charles Maigne special production
In May there will be Thomas
tentatively titled " The Lifted Veil."
Meighan in " The Quarrj- " ; the and Gloria Swanson in " Ever>lhing
Sale,"
an original ston.- by HecCosmopolitan production, "Proxie" ; for tor
Turn bull.
George Melford's production of Sir
For -\ugust there are scheduled
Gilbert Parker's " The Money Master " ; William S. Hart in " The the Cosmopolitan production. " GetWhistleproduction,
" ; Sidney Chaplin
in his Rich-Quick Wallingford," directed
own
King. Queen,
by Frank Borzage. who made
Joker " ; Dorothy Gish in " Oh, " Humoresque " : William S. Hart
Jo " ; the Lois Weber production. in " Traveling On " and others.
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"News^^
0~F

NORTHERN
NEW
YORK
Following allegation by Rabbi Stephen
W ise of New York of the exhibition in
Jamestown, N. Y., of certain pictures
"Carlson
not tit has
to be
seen,"
Mayor Samuel
issued
a statement
in whichA.
he declares that he has invited the local
men's and sewomen's
clubswith
to send
repre-to
ntatives to his office
a view
forming a reviewing committee and eliminating al pictures of a demoralizing or
'legrading character.
Luigi Scalzo, proprietor of an East
Side picture theatre at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.. was held up and robbed of $125,
the day's
as he onwas theon night
his wayof
home
fromreceipts,
the theatre
r.uuiary 11.
Howard Riehl, formerly with Associated Producers in Buffalo has joined
the Dooley exchange sales staff, according^
to
announcement
by Riehl
John will
M.
Sitterly, an
branch
manager. Mr.
cover the \vestern part of the state. Mr.
Sitterly reports business booming on the
new Neal Hart subjects. Olive Tell in
" Woman's
Business,"
has
been presenbooked
by
Mr. tationSitterly
for antheatre
extended
in the Palace
soon.
Elmer C. Winegar, manager of the
Central Park and Premier theatres, is
confined to his home with an attack of
grippe. During his illness, the two North
Main street theatres, are being managed
by Art Young of the Nu-Art Pictures,
who is at the Central Park each evening.
UeMille's newest production, " ForIii'lden Fruit." will have its world preShea's
Criterion,
week of
Januarymiere in2.3,
according
to antheannounceimnt by Harold B. Franklin, managing
iirector. "The Devil," also received its
'■ world premiere " in the Criterion last
«wasL-ekheld
and for
did a such
businessBuffalo
that isit
secondbig week.
last taking its place as a " world premiere " city.' Broadway, beware!
C. E. Dickmon, Nu-Art sale.^man, fell
nhile in one of the Southern Tier cities
l.i^t week, injuring himself so seriously
tliat he will be confined to his home
lor several weeks. Mr. Dickmon was
formerly with First National.
T. R. Gardiner announces the coming
to Buffalo on February 7, of Richard C.
Fox, former manager of the local Famous Players-Lasky exchange, as general
-ales manager of Gardiner Pictures, Inc.
CONNECTICUT
Joseph Healy, for the past five years
manager of the Princess theatre on Riverside avenue, Bristol, Con., has resigned
to enter the automobile business in that
nty
with
his brother-in-law, John Mad<]<-Tl.
Fred G. Carney has taken over the
inagement of Fox's theatre at New
itain, Conn. He was formerly in charge

IN

THE

FILM

CENTRES

Correspondents

THE
E X CH
AN
GES
AND
THEATRES
Universal
Film Company has moved to
league "his publications,
such as areLife,
in Albee Building, the new and large movof that
theatre,
later
serving theatre
in a' sim-in which
ilar
capacity
at
the
Lyceum
verse
and
dialogues
to
be
that city.
seen now and then.
ing picture exchange structure which is
now practically completed. Mr. F. D.
George M. Fine, formerly manager and
Leduc succeeded Mr. Phil Hazza as manAs
an
added
feature
for
a
recent
week
lessee of the Bradley theatre at Putnam,
the Montreal office of the UniConn., later lessee of a motion picture the Superba management presented Miss ited. ager ofversal,
Mr. Hazza having organized the
Hazel Stallings,
the country's
house at New London, Conn., has bought foremost
whistlers.oneSheofappeared
at the Amalgamated Exhibitors' Circuit, LimSuperba
once
before
and
proved
a
strong
aGrass
part interest
Blue attraction.
Minstrelsin Bowman
and wilt Brothers'
be in charge
of the business and financial end.
To determine whether construction
PORTLAND,
throughout is in strict compliance with
CANADA
the building laws and under the belief
ORE.
that the south wall should be re inforced.
Building Inspector Benjamin R. Linicus
The City of Winnipeg, Manitoba, tias
has temporarily held up work on the new adopted
exchange
which
motion picture house being constructed will make a itfilm
C. S. Jensen, senior member of the
necessary
for by-law
all exchanges
on Bank street for the Walter T. MurSrm of Jensen and Von Herberg, has been
citystructure,
to behaving
established
in
a
firephy Amusement Company of New Lon- of the proof
named
a member of the general commitapproved vaults
don, Conn.
from the Portland Rotary club of
and ventilation, before October 1, 1921. whichtee he
is a member, to help put on
The law was adopted after assurance had
been secured from exchange interests that an entertainment February 1, funds
a brand new building would be available gained thereby going to a children's hosfor film offices by next fall. Each film
CLEVELAND
to this entertainment are all
company using the new structure will be oneTickets
$10 each. The affair will take
required to pay an annual tax to the placeprice,
in the municipal auditorium which
The Universal Film exchange of Cleve- municipality of $25 and the by-law pro- pital.
has a seating capacity of 3,500. Alreadv
land was host to more than 150 northern
Ohio exhibitors this week. There was ing. vides for regular inspections of the build- more than $3,000 tickets have been sold.
" open being
house freely
" at passed
the exchange,
cigars
around. with
The
C. Raleigh, a respectable bachelor,
Mr. agerJoseph
Lieberman,
formerly man-at is A.
projection room was the busiest room in
of the Fox
Film Corporation
making a bid for trouble, according to
the office, with films being screened con- Calgary, Alberta, has been appointed his married film row friends. Mr. Rastantly. There was no special reason for manager of the Winnipeg branch of the
leigh is the editor of Screenland, the ofthe gathering, other than to promote the Select Pictures Corporation, Limited.
ficial Jensen and Von Herberg theatre
spirit of friendliness between the exissue heas
hibitors and the exchange, and to screen
Mr. A. M. Wilbur of Winnipeg, for- house
plans
toorgan.
start In
whatthiswillweek's
be known
merly
with
the
Vitagraph
and
Select
in
tlie
newest
Universal
releases
for
the
the
children's
page.
He
has
obtained
exhibitors.
Winnipeg, has become a local distributor some exceptionally artistic photographs
of theatre supplies, having accepted an of local children with which he will open
Adolph Mahrer, for many years treas- agency of the Rialto company of Minne- the page. Portland mothers will be inurer of the Cleveland Motion Picture apolis.
vited to send in photos of their offspring
to decorate this page for future issues.
Exhibitors'
died Mr.
suddenly
on
the fifteenthAssociation,
of December.
JIahrer
Mr. Archie Laurie, formerly theatre
was in apparently good health at the .supervisor with the Famous Players
Miller who since last summer
last monthly meeting of the organiza- Canadian Corporation, Toronto, has hasCharles
been house superintendent of the
tion and made a complete report on the joined the sales force of the Specialty Columbia
theatre, will be assistant manfinancial status of the association. His Film Import, Limited, Toronto, distribuager of the Rivoli theatre under John
tor of Pathe releases.
death came as a distinct shock to the
members.
Stille,
his
new duties commencing at that
house
immediately.
The Canadian Aero Film Company,
Neighborhood motion picture theatres Limited, 39 Queen street East, Toronto,
have registered a grievance before the has added to its personnel by the apIllness
week prevented
C. S. Jen-J.
Grievance Committee of the Cleveland
sen from last
accompanying
his partner,
pointment of Mr. G. A. Sampson as secetary-treasurer ofthe company and by G. Von Herberg, East. Mr. Von HerExhibitors' Association complaining that the engagement rof
Mr. W. W. Miller as
berg is now en route to New York where
motion picture programs are being shown chief of the laboratory
department.
in schools for paid admissions. The King
he will attend an important meeting of
the
Associated
First National Pictures
theatre. East 79th street, was particularly
The Montreal branch of the Canadian directors.
anxious for the League to take some
action to stop the spreading of nontheatrical motion picture shows.
Leo. Selznick has been named office
"BLACK
manager of the Phil Selznick ProducBEAUTY"
tions Cleveland office, 318 Erie building.
Alex Winter is now handling the city
(From Exhibitor's Trade Review)
sales of " County Fair," " Trail's End "
and
" Women
Love " all released
Albert E. Smith, President of Vitagraph,
by Phil
SelznickMenProductions.
offers exhibitors an exceptionally good comE. M. Frankinl, representing the
American Films in Ohio reports that
mercial picture in * 'Black Beauty."
Blue Moon " is going over very well
in this territory. It opened to big busiWith a charming star and a splendid cast,
ness at the Standard theatre, Cleveland,
several weeks ago, and is booked to apcoupled with a story so very human that
pear at the leading first-run houses of
Ohio, including the Lyceum, Canton;
few people will fail to admire it, ''Black
Dreamland, Akron; and Regent, Youngstown.est "American
Light films,
Women,"willoneplay
of the
Beauty" looms large on the horizon of 1921
its newfirst
with promise of outliving this year and other
Ohio engagement at the Straiid theatre,
Akron.
years on the exhibitor's books. This production has splendid advertising and exSAN
DEIGO
ploitation details, with several decades of
book
publica
tion to enhance its value. Mr.
Jack B. Gillis has succeeded William
Stammler as house manager at the Broadand Mrs. Chester have added something of
way— one of the Bush theatres. E. W.
S. Delacour is the new auditor for the
sweetness to the love story of Jessie and the
Bush theatres, succeeding Erie V. Doherty, who has gone with James B.
Vicar's son, but the valued things in the
Mason,
manager for the California
and the as
Dream.
book are retained. The horse race at the
Stuart Taber, editor of The Chain of
close of the picture is a thrilling climax and
Blue, the liouse organ of the Bush theatres, occasionally breaks into the " big
^
splendidly staged.
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DETROIT
John H. Kunsky has purchased the
state
on "launch
Isobel it" orat "theTheMadison
Trail's
End "rights
and will
with a big advertising campaign.
Phil Gleichman has sold his interests
in the Majestic theatre to the Majestic
Operating company and will devote most
of his time to the erection of a new
house trictwhich
goes up in the business disthis spring.
The Drury Lane theatre management
lias adopted a first-run full week policy,
starting off this week with Pauline Frederick in " A Slave of Vanity."
Detroit and Michigan exhibitors are
co-operating in every respect to make
Wednesday, January 26, a great Hoover
day. In many of the theatres the employes have donated their salaries for the
day to the fund.
The Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association now has a membership
of 488. hibThis72 per cent of the exitors in the isstate.

J. H. Majeau, president, and Wyndham
Robertson, secretary and treasurer, have
incorporated under Louisiana laws The
General Theatre Supply Company with a
capital of $40,000. It is to open for business February 2 at 300 Dauphine street.
It will deal in motion picture machines,
opera chairs, generating sets, electric
lights, and will cater to churches and
colleges and schools. Carroll B. Walmsley is a director of the company.
E. A. Schiller, representative of the
Loew interests passed through New Orleans Tuesday enroute to Honolulu enjoying his first real vacation since he
was fourteen years of ago. He is accompanied by Mrs. Schiller and will sail
from San Francisco January 26. He will
be absent three months.
The Saenger Amusement Company
"banquet
dads " blew
their employes
to atheswank
December
29, to ease
old
year off. "Tapa " Clarke, the toastmaster, didn't call time until 11 P. M.
More than 300 persons were present, including besides the Saenger family of
New Orleans, Ivy Kittredge, city attorney. President Bouden of the Whitney
bank, Charles Rosen, theatrical managers,
film exchange managers, and some particular buddies of the organization. The
feminine loveliness would have made the
Aurora Borealis jealous.
The Saenger Amusement Company
gave its colored employes a Christmas
dinner at the Astoria Hotel, 237 South
Rampart, Wednesday night. There were
sixteen members of the Saenger Company and each member was allowed to
bring one member of his family.

more are nearing completion. Claffey
Brothers are erecting a theatre seating
1,800 that will house pictures and vaudeville, and Potter and Minton of Erie will
open their new theatre next fall with a
capacity of 2,100.
Manager Best of the Best theatre, is
tnaking extensive improvements at Albion, Pa,, that will give him one of the
best equipped houses in northern Penna.
Walter Silverberg, manager of the
Mercer Square theatre, Greenville, Pa.,
contemplates a tour around the world
beginning February 1. Mr. Silverberg
states that when he returns to Greenville
he will inaugurate many new ideas that
he intends picking up abroad.
Ontre will
February
the new Pa.,
Denman
open at1, Girard,
under theathe
management of Fred Wright. This new
theatre erected at a cost of $65,000, has
a seating capacity of 500, a stage that is
ample for any stage production and a
building that will stand as a monument
to Denman Thompson who was born in
Girard. The policy of the new theatre
is to play feature pictures and traveling
attractions.

Picture

News

Friend; business agent, Exlward J. Kenneally; Sergeant-at-arms. Ralph Fields.
The first moving picture star to visit
Providence, R. I., in nearly five years,
arrived on January 17, and it was none
other than Bert Lytell, the Metro sur,
who visited the city as the guest of
William J. Mahoney, manager of the
Rialto and Martin R. Toohey, manager
of the Emery theatres. At every visit
he made at the two theatres — two to
each — the
mortal
soulplay
that |jouses
could becontained
crowded every
into
them, and keep within the fire regulations. And there were more waiting outside to getthata Lytell
glimpsehasofhosts
theirof "hero."
It proved
friends
m this town. Even the Hotel Dreyfus
where he put up while here sold every
dinner seat, so anxious were people to
see him.

Palmer Slocum, well known in theatrical and motion picture circles of Cleveland fell from the sixteenth story of the
unfinished Hanna building through an
elevator .shaft last Friday afternoon. His
death was instantaneous. Mr. Slocum
has been more influential in flavoring
local motion picture exploitation with
origmality, than any other local man in
the same field. He was associated alternately with The Cleveland Press, The
The claim that one out of every five Cleveland Plain Dealer and manager of
Sidney Smith is now directing the Mamoving
picture
projection
machine
op
the
Grand
and Priscilla theatres. Of
jestic theatre with Ralph W. Thayer as
erators in the Province of Ontario is suf- late Mr. Slocum has been specializing in
house manager.
fering from lung trouble as a result of theatre advertising, and was handling the
poor ventilation of theatre booths was publicity work of most of the legitimate
The safe of the Majestic theatre was
laid before Hon. Walter Rollo, Ontario and first run motion picture theatres in
robbed by yeggmen last week and $500
Minister of Labor and Health, on Jan- and
Cleveland.
married.He was thirty-six years old
in change money secured.
uary 14 by a deputation representing
Toronto
Local
173,
Moving
Picture
MaSid Lawrence has resigned as manager
chine Operators, in asking for legislaLoew's new Park theatre, Euclid aveof the Ferry Field theatre, going to
tion to compel all theatre owners to pronue and East 101st street, opens SaturPITTSBURGH
Newark, ceededN.him. J. Will M. Elliott has sucvide approved ventilation of projection
day, January 22nd. The opening attracrooms and
to
install
drinking
water
facilities inall booths.
tion
be the
ParamountLoisfeature
glarwillProof,"
co-starring
Wilson"Burand
The Duquesne theatre which opened
Bryant Washburn. The Park promises
last November under the management of
to be the largest and most elaborate moOKLAHOMA
John
P.
Harris
as
a
picture
house,
has
tionversal
picture
up tocreated
date, and
closed its doors.
interesthouse
has been
over unithe
PROVIDENCE,
CITY
opening
by
the
advance
notices
of the
R. L
Captain
Lewis
and
his
Chinatown
proopening,
which
have
been
given
prom
logue was the added attraction at the
inent space in newspapers and bill boards
for the past three months.
Jesse Jones of Houston, Texas, and Minerva theatre last week.
soon
will
Texas,
John T. Jones of Dallas,
" Way Down East " is now in its
start the building of a new million dollar fourth
All records for the Providence Opera
week at the Sam S. Shubert theatheatre on Elm street between Harwood
House have been broken. This is a theatre and enjoying prosperous business.
and St. Paul streets, Dallas. Texas. The
NEW
YORK
tre that has always played to the legitihouse will be the largest in the South,
Harry Wimsatt is the representative of
seating over 2,000 persons.
mate at topD. prices.
" Way spectacle
Down East,"
STATE
the
Stoll
Film
Corporation
here.
the
big
W.
Griffith
has
Other
property
owned
by Jones Brothsmashed all high marks, having played
ers on film
row will
be improved
in the
E. Reiff, Hodkinson manager, one week to $13,076.50. The record has
near future and a twelve-story building hasHarry
an offer to tour the country been achieved largely through the efforts
W. L. Beebe, manager of the Candor
will soon be begun on Commerce and with refused
a concert company. Mr. Reiff was of Bert McKenzie, manager, and W. L. theatre
in Candor, N. Y., in the SouthPrather streets to be used for a film ex- formerly
a
singer
of
note.
Malley,
press
representative
for
D.
W.
ern Tier, has leased the Lyric theatre
change building.
Griffith. The picture rounds out its in Deposit,
N. V.
reopened
fourth week Saturday night, and will go the house, which
has He
been has
closed
for a
Isadore O'Brien has been added to the into
The Palace theatre at Cherokee, Okla.,
the fifth week Monday. Providence time, with the best obtainable in film
has been closed down indefinitely for Pathe selling staff.
has
gone
wild
over
the
film
and
packed
entertainment.
want
Sam Fleishman had a screen test re- houses are the order.
nounces.of patronage, the management ancently and is seriously contemplating en-Albert A. Fenyvessy, Rochester extering the movies.
hibitor, starts the New Year with an
Fire in the operating room of the
At a meeting on January 16th, the
Dreamland theatre at Indianola, Okla.,
picture inenterBill Graney and Mary Novak have Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving offer to provide
tainment at his motion
own expense
the
caused a bit of excitement on the open- been
promoted to the posts of booker following
Picture Operators'
installed
of the sick and invalided of the
ing night. No one was hurt and the and assistant-booker
officers: L^nion
president,
A. the
N. homes
of
Pathe
offices.
city.
Mr.
Fenyvessy
operates
the
damage was slight.
Decker ; vice-president, M. L. Tripp ; ;
With a population of 25,000, Sharon, recording secretary, Fred W. Newcomb ; Strand, Rialto and Family theatres in
A $7,500 pipe organ will be installed Pa., boasts five picture theatres, and two financial secretary and treasurer, Fred Rochester.
in the opera house at Vernon, Texas, in
the near future.
From Wid's Review of
The Snyder Opera House was destroyed by fire at Snyder, Texas, last
week. A loss of $25,000, which was not
covered by insurance, was sustained.
"BLACK
BEAUTY"
The Best theatre at Bonham, Texas,
" 'Black Beauty* characterized by thrills and extravagant
suffered heavy loss by fire at Bonham,
Texas, last week. The water did most
production.*^
of the damage.
Bandits held up the picture show at
"The story of 'Black Beauty' is so famous in every part of
Picher, Okla, at 8 P. M. one evening
the country that the title alone will be sufficient to draw a
last week. At the point of guns they
forced the cashier to empty the afternoon and evening receipts into a large
crowd."
suitcase. They then robbed two stores
and made their escape.
''It is a clean, wholesome picture, a fact which you can make
an especial appeal to women and children. The book is so
NEW
ORLEANS
well known that there will naturally be curiosity to see it
Maurice Barr, manager of the Saenger
Amusement
New Orleans
theatre, was Company's
elected commander
of the
Alvin Callendar post of the American
Legion last week.
Motion-picture theatres violating the
fire laws of tl^e city are to be the objects of special investigation by an inspector working imder the direction of
the fire board. An inspector will investigate complaints and make inspections of
fire hazards. Fire Commissioner Fitznatrick asked for the appointment.

visualized.'*
"The success of the picture with most audiences is going to
depend on its 'human* theme, for the story of the horse
holds interest only in those scenes involving fast action.
Among the latter are some very good shots of a fox hunt, and
a thrilling horse race at the finish which has been admirably done and will be apt to raise them off their seats.^'
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Advance

Information

on

All

Film

Releases

A.II forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects aa
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAJV FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary-Irene Rich)
5
fheir Mutvial Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
Barrie)
6
Clie Blue Moon (Special C«*t)
rhe Gamesteri (Margarita Fiaher)
6
\ Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 6
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5
\RROW FILM CORPORATION
Penny Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph Morgan).
gan )
Wolves of the Street (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston).
Desert Scorpion (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston)
Chamber
Mystery
(Claire (Glenn
Whitney-Earl
Metcalf)
Circumstantial
Evidence
White)
Wall Street Mystery (Glenn White)
Unseen Witness (Glenn White)
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
Bromley Case (Glenn White)
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White).
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
Triple Clue (Glenn White)....
Roman's Man (Romaine Fielding)
Love's
Protege(Special
(Ora Carew)
Bitter Fruit
Cast)
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak-Jack Livingston)
Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins)
\ Man from Nowhere (Jack Hoxie)
The Way Women Love (Rubye De Remer)
_uxury (Rubye De Remer)
The Deceiver (Carol Holloway-Joan Hersholt)
The Tame Cat (Special Cast)
The Man Who Trifled (Special Cast)
Before the White Man Came (Indian Cast)
Daughter of the Don (Special Cast)
3ANK MANN COMEDIES
DneMann
Two-Reeler every other week starring Hank
tfURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
stage Struck
Betty the Vamp
VIeet Betty's Husband
Betty's' Romeo
Betty's
Greenthe Eyed
Monster
Betty Sets
Pace
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
Dne every other week
VORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Man of Brawn
Knight of the Pines
Looking Up Jim
Raiders of the North
Three and a Girl
[n the River
Border River
3uicksands
Seloved Brute
\ Fight for a Soul
Breed of the North
he Strangers
ffPORT PICTORIALS
Sow Do You Get Your Exercise
Vlaking Man Handlers
3irls Will Be Boys
The Happy DufTer
Sow Will You Have Your Bath
Thrill of the Thorobreds
iPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet, Joy.
'.
V^ather's
CabaretHero
Touchdown
Scandal A La Carte
Kll
OverMe
Overalls
Splash

S5
6
6
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
55
5
5
5
5
6
5
S
S
5
5

2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
I
1
1
1

5

AYWON FILM CORP.
Up
in Mary's
(Norak-Gribbon)
Woman
AboyeAttic
Reproach
(Florence Chase)
Evolution of Man (Special Cast)
Woman of Mystery (Cunard Ford)
When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy)
Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart)
HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer
Sheriff's
Dilemma
Brothers
His Desperate Deed
JOY
COMEDIES
The Hoodoo
Watch
Three of a Kind
Stone
QuarryGarlic
Romance
Too Much

66
6
5
S
5
2
22
2
2
2
22

6
6

i

—

B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
state Rightt
Dangerous Love
6
rhe Victim
6
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Dec. IS— This is the Life
2
Dec. 1 — A Close Shave
2
Nov. IS— Hired and Fired
2
Sept. 2— AH Balled Up
2
Kue. 19— Clever Clubs
2
\ug. 5 — Some Champs
2
fuly 22— Wild, Wild Women
2
July 8— Stung Again
2
June 24 — Back on the Farm
2
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
bi-monthly news reel
Dec. 24
No. 16
Dec. IS
No. 15
Nov. 30—
No. 14
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler erery two week*.
Dec. 24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
Dec. 10 — The Man Hater (Grace Cunard)
2
Nov. 25— The Mormon Trail (C. Edward Hatten) . . 2

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap
^ Traitor'sof Vengeance
Shadows
the West
Mmost an Outlaw
rhe Avenging Trail
A'estern Rays
Shadows
of the West
^ Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard
A Fugitive from Justice
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
fMnr Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight of the Western Land
Bareknuckle Gallagher
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Fate's
Up
Seeds ofFrame
Dishonor
HELEN
GIBSON
SERIES
11
of the Rails
1 Trail
Overland Express
1
1

Pt^p'ted'
1
^ DomestictSc
Knockout
1
iVanted an Alibi
1
^RDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
3is Wife Jimmy
2
Her
Flat
Sink Husband's
of Kawakki
,22
Soap Bubbles
.,2
"hampion
by
Cha
nce
,22
Jomer Joins the Force
The
Village
Grocer
'
Vild Women and Tame Men
. .22
5ERIALS
ilrhunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes

ISSOCUTED PRODUCERS, INC.
rnOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
-jring Lips (Peters- Vidor)
lomespun
Folks (Lloyd Hughes)
. PARKER READ, JR^ PRODS.
x)ve (Louise Glaum)
|L Thousand
One (Hobart
Bosworth)
ihe
Leopard to
Woman
(Louise Glaum
)
ILAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
rhe Forbidden Thing (Jamea Kirkwood)

VIAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
rhe Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford)
MACK BENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)

celebrated
players
( At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
Andy the Hero
Andy's Picnic
Andy the Chicken Fancier
Andy the Actor
Andy on the Beach
Pleasure Bent
At Shady Rest
Howdy, Partner
There's a Reason
Ship Ahoy
The Toreador
The Broilers
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure....
Up She Goes
Westward Ho
A Hunting We Will Go
Get to Work
Best of Luck
The Promoters

COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
2
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
I
The Dying Swan (Skating)
1
Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
1
The Flymg De Armands
1
Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1
Hundeller (Balancing)
1
Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
{Releated Through Educational Film EmehangeB}
Mermaid Comedies — 2 Reels
" A Fresh Start." " The Simp."
" Duck In."
" April Fool."
" Dynamite,"
" High and Dry."
" Nonsense."
Chester Comedies — 2 Reels
" Four Times Foiled." " A Tray Full of Trou" An Overall Torchy
Hero." ble."
" The Big Show." "" The
Pet."
You'llOneBe Best
S'prised."
Comedies— 2 Reels
"" Torchy."
" Torchy's Millions."
Torchy Comes
"" Torchy
Torchy's Turns
DoubleCupid."
Tri" Torchy in Christie
High."
Comedies — 2 Reels
Through."
" Going Through the
" Kiss
Me Caroline."
Shuffle Queensi"
" A Seaside Siren."
"" Don't
Out
for
the
Night."
. Fatima."
Mr
"
Blame
the
Seven Bald Pates."
" Wedding Blues." t."
ckngfrom
onhen
Frtc
Ba
umph."
ni
Roomth,e Ki
"" Di
" StrikingspMoundels." ."
" Areels).
Home
Hero
Specials
" Art
of —Diving
" (Kel" The
of theEducation
Age "
lerman)
and
Sink."1 reel
(ManRace
o' War)
(3
"Valley
of
Ten
Thou" Babe
" His
HowHone
He
Stork.Ruth—
Knock
sand
Smokes
"
—
1
reel
Runs" — s1 reel.
Rye. " Centaurs " —
" Modern
Bruce Scenics
1 reel
— 1 Reel
" Hope of Adventure." Beautiful
"" Wanderlust."
Song of the Paddle."
"" The
Mirror."
Log Great
of the
LaviaBruce Scenics Beautiful — 1 Reel
'.!
" The Banana Special"
The
Castaway."
" The Explorers.'*^
By Schooner
to SkagIsle of Desire,
„ ^^y-.'
"
The
Business
of
Tropical Nights."
Chester-Outings — Camping."
1 Reel
' The Tamer the
Frozen Thunder."
Iguazu the Exquisite."
' Trailjere."
to Wedontcare."
GettingtheIsa Landlord."
Polish."
'' Too
Much Overhead."
There
No Santa
Swat
Seven
Wilder." League BootRookeries and
'' Hailing
Collectorsthe Hunk."
of CranCrowning King Bli«'' Pipe
Penguin."
Squawkeries."
Mad the
Hatters."
Reel Fijis."
Frivolous
' Lovely Maoriland."
Claus."
iums."
1 Planets — Apart' Chosen WatersChester
— SouthScenics —' Sea
•Fine
' They
All Turned TurmentsFeathers
for Rent."— They
Seatle— Family
Naiads."
Trees."
' Through
ers." Winding
Forgot Company
the Town."
'Then
Came
zard."
Wall — Climbing CatOut
of the Past."
—
Art
Is
Everjrthing.
'
No
Hope
for
the
Dryt"
' Mules and Gobtalk."

2
22
2
2
22
2
2
2
S
S
2
2
22
2
2

corp.

— Silver Silences.''
aracts."
EOUITY
PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle)
•
Keep to the Ri^t (Edith TaUaferro)
•
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Yotmg) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) t
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives 'House Peters)...*
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young)
7
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
JanMeighan)
30— The Frontier of the Stars (Thomas
Jan. 30 — Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Wm. DeMille
Prod.)
5908
Jan.Ince23 —Prod.)
The Rookie's Return (Douglas MacLean- 4123
Jan.
16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)

6
.6
7 COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
<
tt The Hidden Light (Dolorea CaaainelU)
Release Information Continued on Page 1054
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Advance

Information
on
All
tCnntiniifd from puf/e lO.TSj

Jan.
16 — The Education
of Elizabeth (Billie
Burke)
Jan. 9— The Charm School (Wallace Reid) 4743
Jan. 9— The Jucklins (George Melford Prod.) 6023
Jan. 2— The Bait (Maurice Tourneur Prod.) 5289
Dec. 26 — Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 455*
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
Dec.
19— To Please One Woman (Lois Weber tJ08«
Prod.)
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6307
Dec.
12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Ar-4944
buckle)
Dec. S— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
Dec.
S — Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos. 592*
Meighan)
Not. 28 — Romantic Adventureat (Dorothy Dalton)
473*
Nov. 28 — Idols of Clay (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.).72Jt
Nov. 21— Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 449J
Not. 21 — The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). S5U
Not.
Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett- 4S39
Ince14 —Prod.)
Not. 14— Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) Sltl
Not. 7— Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4842
Not. 7— Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.). 6554
ARTCRAFT
June
— Rebecca of Stunybrook Farm (Mary Pick- 53U
ford)
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
Not. 31— Hit Wedding Night
1
Oct. 24 — Rough House (Re-issue)
3
PARAMO UJNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Art
2
Not. 38 — A Fireside Brewer
j
Not. 14 — Fickle Fancy
i
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Housecieanmg
i
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
i
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10 — Spirits
j
Sept. 12— Kidi Is Kids
2
Aog. 29 — NeTcr Again
J
PARAMO UNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURE?Jan. 30 — Under Cuban Skies
1
Jan. 23 — Old Malacca
1
Jan. 16 — Beautiful Bermuda
1
Jan. , 9 — Catching Up in Canton
1
Jan. 2 — Bordeaux to Lourdes
1
Dec. 26 — Quaint Kuala Lumpur
Dec. 19 — The Snowbound Pyrenees
1
Dec. 12 — Malayan Motor Roads
1
Dec. 5 — In Finisterre
)
Nov. 28 — Land of the Tin Millionaires 1
Not. 31 — ^Around About Manila
1
Nov. 14— Prrenean Perspectives
1
Not. 7— The Port of Penang
1
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Jan. 23 — Wildest Wales
1
Dec. 19 — The Jungfrau Railway
i
Not. 31 — Kilawea Volcano Eruption
I
Oct. 17 — Winter Sports at St. Moritz
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Jan. 9 — Victory Mountain
1
Dec. 5 — Indian Summer
Not. 7— ^A Setting of Age*
1
Oct. 10— The Cloud
i
Sept. S— From a Piscatorial Angle
1
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Sullivan 1
Jan. 16 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Hurd
1
Jan. 9 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Bailey 1
Jan. 2 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Dec. 26 toon
— byTwentieth
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
Pat Sullivan
Dec. 19 —toon Twentieth
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Earl Hurd
Dec. 12 —toon Twentieth
Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Henry D. Century
Bailey
Dec. 5 —toon Twentieth
Century
Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Frank Moser
Not. 2a— Magazine Items— Frank Moser Cartoon . . . . 1
NOT. 31— Magazine Items— Pat Sullivan Cartoon 1
NOT. 14 — Magazine Items — Earl Hard Cartoon 1
"OT- 7— Magazine Itemj — Henry D. Bailey Cartoon.]

Film

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
tstate Rights)
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love'sFighting
Flame Kentuckians
(Thos. }. Carrigan)
The
(Special Cast)

6
6
55

FILM SALES COMPANY
HILLY RUGE COMEDIES
His Bed Sheet
Nutt Inn
It's
r. Live
Powder
Puff One
Pirates
Harem Scarera
Lolly-Pop's
His Watch Daughter
Hound

1
1
11
1
1I

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Passion (Pola Negri)
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart)
Man, Woman and- Marriage (Dorothy Philips)
I'arrot and Company (Svdney Franklin)
My Lady's
Latch Key (Lionel
(Katherine
McDonald)
The
Great and
Advefiture
Barrymore)
Nineteen
Phyllis (Chas. Ray
)
The
AboutMayer
Husbands
(Whitman Bennett's)
HabitTruth
(Lewis
Prod.)
Nov. 29
29— Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
WOT.
— Unseen Forces (Special Czat)
Not. 22— Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett't).
Not.
22 — Dangerous
Business (Constance Tal- 5118
madge)
..
Nov.
8—
The
Devil's
Garden
(Lionel Barrvmore) . 5600
Not. 1— Wet and Warmer (Lehrma
n) 2061
Old
Dad (Mildred Harris ChapUn)
«
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaVen)
S
Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood)
6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray)
6
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason)
2
The
Kick
in
High
Life
(Lehrman)
"'2
The Master
What
WomenMind
Love(Lionel
(Annette
Kellerman)
Barry
more) '.'.6(
The Branded Woman (Norma
Talmadge)... 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita
Stewart)
6
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
"5PECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast)
g
K Connecticut
Yankee Cast)
in King Arthur's Court (Special
7
Blind Wivesat Your
(Special
Cast)
.'. 7
Window
(Special
Cast),
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
7
The Skjrwayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
7
If
I
Were
King
(William
Farnum)
7
The White Moll (Pearl White)
7
«^ILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers
(
Drag Harlan
"j
PEARL
WHITE SERIES
The
Cub
The Tiger's
Thief
«<
The Mountain
Woman
rOM
MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails
The Texan
The Untamed
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider
The dallenge of the Law
The Man Who Dared
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy
Flame of Youth
(Jirl of My Heart
Merely Mary Ann
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen
Number 17
The Plunger
From New On
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
Just Pals (Buck Jones)
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
Two Moons (Buck Jones)
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy)
Sunset Sprague (Buck Jones)
The Little Grey Motise (Louise Lovely)
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Her Doggone Wedding
Pals and Petticoats
The Slicker
An Elephant's
Nightmare
Hold
Me Tight
His Noisy Still
Pretty Lady
Chase NFWS
Me
FOX

'.6
6
£
6
5
s
5
6
6
6
6
S
5
S
S
5
5
S
S
5
S
S

Picture

News

Releases

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Don't Tickle
All Wrong
The Huntsman
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
The Parlor Bolsheviat
The Hypnotist
rhe Papoose
On the Hip
North woods
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up
A Hard Luck SanU CUua
Gum Shoe Work
Home Brew
The Medicine Man

3
2
3
M
H
M
H
M
M
H
H
M
M
H
H

GAUMONT COMPANY
{/It State Right Exchanges)
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth (Paul C^pcllani)
Branded (Josephine Earle)
The Sinker (Special Cast)
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)
duabanas and Wives (Vman Martinj
SERIALS
la the Qntchea of the Hindu (Ten Epiaodea)
lucsdays — Ci'iumont New»
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic

f
•
(
C
•
*
■
3
i
1

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
The Song of the Sotil (Vivian Martin) Messmore
Kendall Prod.
S
Godless Men (Special Cast)
6367
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
5203
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
Roads of Destiny (Pauhne Frederick)
The
Highest
Bidder(Betty
(Madge
Kennedy) 4960
Prisoners
of Love
Compson)
5884
The Concert (Special Cast)
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
4496
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6255
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
4255
4148
Normand)
(Mabel
Rosa
to
Happened
What
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
-6475"
Frederick) .............. . .4600
Madame X (Pauline
Kennedy)
the Jazz Heart (Madge
Uirl With r
xneJ
5198
..
Pickford)
(Jack
Ihe Man Who Had Everything
EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
6773
Earthbound (Basil King)
6730
The Penalty (Gouveraeur Morris)
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberta Rinehart) 5659
6725
Beach)
Malice (Rex ch)
The North
(Rex Bea
Some Wind's
Ck>ing
BOOTH TARKINGTON^ EDGAR SERIES
Get
Edgar
\'
lorer
Exp
EdgarRichthe Quick
Edgar'sCamps
Little Otit
Saw
Edgar
J
*
Cotirtahip
Edgar's
CAPITOLSunday
COMEDIES
3!
Bunny)
SundavGet(George
Indigo Better
30—
16_You'd
It (Geo. Bunny) Ji
3
Bunny)
((Jeo.
Napeoleon
'Ap,
Ged
2—
Dec.
Dec 19 When Martin Gets Here (Geo. Bunny) 3
. Professional Ethics (Geo. Bunny) 3
..........3
At It Again (Geo. Bunny)
Nov. 21—
7— Love on Rollers (Flanigan and Edwards).. 3
Xov.
Oct. 24 — Fingers and Pockets (Flanigan and
wards) '' 'V EdJan
Oct. 6 — Artistic Enemies (Flanigan and Edwards)..a
Jan
Jan
Sept. 22 — Hearts and Hammers (Flanigan andwards) ■j '-iEd-j
Sept.wards)
8— Knocking 'Em Cold (Flanigan and EdGOLDWYN-RRAY COMICS
Hunting Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids)..-]
(Judge Rummy) Lampoons...
Man (judge
SpongeDance
The Prize
The
Kumir.y> Lampoons. . .
Happv Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons.
Cupid's
Advance (Happv
Hooligan) Lampoons
col nWYN-RRAY
PICTOGRAPHS

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
2
.2 No
of the King
Soldiers
Unshod
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Reg'lar
Bud
j
Scientists
Gvpsy
Bocnie May (Bessie LoTe)
*.*.*.*. 5
2 Seein' Things on the Orinoco
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
2 The
A Rare Bird
Human V'oice
j
2 The Riveter
His Naughty Night
2
22 Venice
••
Heart
the Orient
of the
Action
Nearly Married
!.'!.'.*!.*." !a
2 GOLDW^MNTERNATION.AL COMICS
AFORD
Bedroom
Scandal
!'.!!!!!'.'.!'.'.!
3
EDUCATIONALS
2
Thief
30— The Chicken
2 Jan.
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education
Tan. 23--Fatherlv
Love
1
Jan. 16 — The Message
1
Pep
Much
Too
16—
Jan. 9 — Faryland
I Jan.
1 Twice a Week
Jan. 9— Oil
Jan. 2— Yes, Dear
Release Information Continued on Page 1074
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Motion

(Equipment Service)

Pantages

Theatre

Complete
Fire

Protection,

Ventilation

new Pantages theatre of Salt
THE
Lake which has just opened has
cost $500,CXK) and the ground was
broken for the foundations November 3,
1918. From the Main street entrance to
the back of the stage the structure is 295
feet long. From the entrance to the lobby
is 175 feet. The lobby is 35 by 48 feet
and the foyer is 10 by 88. The auditorium
is 95 by 88 and the stage is 30 feet deep
and 88 feet wide. It is 68 feet from the
orchestra pit to the dome. B. Marcus
Priteca was the architect.
The projection room contains two Simplex machines and was designed by Vance
Bartlett, special designer for Mr. Pantages, who resides in Seattle. There is
a throw of 120 feet to the screen. There
is an extra set of everything used in projection so that if anything goes wrong
the current can be immediately thrown
into the extra set and the pictures will not
be delayed. The switchboard is so arranged that the operator cannot come in
contact with any live metal parts. A
special genei-ating set is provided to furnish the current for the moving picture
machines.
The fans for "exhausting the foul air are
located in the attic and are directly connected with individual motors. A special
switchboard is provided for the control
of these fans.
The stage lighting consists of several
distinctive features; the footlights are so
designed to effect the greatest possible

in
and

in

Salt

Picture

Lake

News

Is

Appointments

Lighting

Have

projection of light onto the stage with a
minimum amount of glare on the actors,
and entirely hidden from view of the
audience. They are constructed of heavy
cast iron base with heavy sheet metal reliecting surfaces scientifically formed and
shaped.
The strip lights or side lights on the
stage are likewise the result of study and
experimental work and are a new departure. There are sixteen floor and wall
pockets which are provided for the purpose of attaching a special apparatus used
with the various acts and for providing
spot lights, flood lights, colored lights, etc.
Two of these pockets are in the orchestra
pit and two in the gallery. Additional
standard plug receptacles are on each side
and at the rear of the stage near the floor
and near the top of the proscenium. The
main auditorium lighting consists mainly
of thousands of special electric lamps concealed in the ornamental plaster work of
the main ceiling.
Fire alarm service is provided on both
sides of the stage, in the operating booth,
in the foyer, in the basement and in the
main entrance. These are directed to the
central fire station. The exit lights, passage lights, foyer lights, entrance lights,
etc., are controlled from a separate switch
panel, located in the foyer near the manager's office, and are so arranged that
they cannot be turned out by the operator on the stage.
The Marquise lights and all lights on.

Been

Given

Attention

the front of the building, including the
main sign, are controlled by a smafl push
button switch located near the front entrance. The stage switchboard contains
seventy-five switches and is so arranged
and interconnected that any one light or
any number of lights or all lights can be
handled by a single operation. For instance, there is an individual switch for
each circuit, for each color and an additional master for all stage lights.
There are twenty dimmers on the stage
switchboard, which are for the purpose
of reducing the candle power on all stage
lighting and are of such capacity that the
stage can be gradually increased from
absolute darkness to sunhght brightness
within a few seconds, yet the dimmers
are so arranged that one light or all lights
can be dimmed or brightened by the operation of a single handle.

A mammoth dimmer is provided to con- '
trol the main auditorium lights, and is of
>uch size as to require gears and chain to I
operate. A special control apparatus is |
provided to operate the electrical letters
on either side of the stage, announcing
the acts. Call buttons are provided on
the stage board, so that the stage manager can instantly call any of the dressing rooms or operating room. This stage
switchboard is made of two-inch marble
slab, is ten feet wide and eight feet high.
The cost without installation was $4,000.
There are 52,000 feet of electrical conduit, or approximately ten miles, ranging

Three views from the interior of the Pantages theatre, SaJt Lake City, Utah

f
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in size from one-half inch diameter to
four inches diameter. The conduit is all
placed in the concrete and masonry construction of the building. The greatest
care and ability was necessary to locate
the outlets in the rough construction so
that they would be in their exact position
as regards the centers of rooms, panel
work, etc., when the final plastering and
painting was in place. The conduit was
completely installed and the plastering of
the building completed before any of the
wires were pulled in.
There are some 185,000 feet of wire,
or approximately thirty-five miles, ranging in size from i i-64th of an inch to one
and three-quarter inches in diameter.
After the conduit was all in place and the
plastering completed and dry so as to prevent any moisture collecting in the pipe,
the wires were pulled in the conduit by
means of pushing a flat steel wire through
the conduit and attaching the wires thereto and pulling them in.
After the wires are pulled in they must
be individually tested and tagged and then
inter-connected so that the current will
flow as intended. There were approximately 22,000 connections necessary to
complete the circuits. There are 5,675
electric lamps in the installation, consuming approximately 280,000 watts, or 270
horse-power, per hour. There is a total
of 175 horse-power in motors for the mechanical equipment, ranging in size from
one-quarter to thirty horse-power.
The current is brought into the building
by means of direct lines coming from the
Utah Power & Light Company's central
station to the main switchboard, which is
located in the basement. The demand for
service was so great that the distributing
lines of the power company were not sufficiently large to accommodate this installation. There are three separate feeder
lines or services supplying the building,
namely, power service, general lighting
service and emergency lighting service.
The emergency service is so arranged that
in case of a failure of the regular service
sufficient light will be provided for the
occupants to be either seated or let out of
the building.
The main switchboard contains the
enormous main line switches which control all of the power and light in the building, and twenty sub-feeder or branch line
switches to control the various distributing
panels and switchboards throughout the
building.
The decorative scheme of the theatre is
in the period of late Roman and early
ItaUan renaissance. The color motif
throughout is " Du Barry " gray to bring
out in sharp relief the carved enrichments; the background styling in warm
gray tones ; the whole highlighted in gold.
The fruit and floral enrichment are
brought out in natural polychrome colors.
The cherubim, the great frieze, the cartouches, the Capitols, the columns and
other major enrichments are executed in
dull Roman gold with burnished gold
highlighting, with pick-in colors of dull
primates for a background.
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The great dome has for its features, in
addition to the art glass panel, two figural
groups, an allegory of the Drama and
Music on a field of colored sky with four
ornamental corner pieces representing a
conventional idea of the tragic mask. The
whole is multicolored with mosaics of
colors and burnt gold encaustic.
The ceiHng and walls of the rear balcony are done in tones of burnt orange
and fawn gray, with conventional panel
and frieze decorations. The wall panels
in the auditorium proper are done in arabesques, areplica in color and design of
the arabesque panels by Raphael now
hanging in the Sistine chapel in the Vatican at Rome. The balcony ceiling diamond grill panels are in burnt orange, the
carved ornament being in gray and gold.
The curved ceiling panels are in warm
gray and the conventional ornamentation.
{To be concluded)

Remodelling
Adds
to
Glens FallsTheatre
No

effort has been spared on the part
of the O. H. Stacy Amusement Company of Albany to make their most recently acquired playhouse, the Empire
Theatre of Glens Falls, one of the most
beautiful and up-to-date homes of highclass stage and photoplay attractions in
northern New York. Approximately $45,000 was expended during the three
months' recess from July to October 2,
when the renovated and remodeled theatre was opened to the public under the
management of Charles Greenstone, for-

Charles Greenstone, manager Empire theatre,
Glens Falls. N. Y.
mer manager of the Majestic theatre of
Albany. Up until last July the Empire
was conducted under the management of
the Cohoes Amusement Company, of
which L. A. Buettner was general manager, and John Fitzgerald, manager of the
Glens Falls house.
The statement made in regard to the
Empire now being one of the most beautiful playhouses in northern New York
asserts itself in the harmony in which

The new Missouri theatre, St. Louts, prozndes this nursery for patrons zinth babies
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everything is arranged from the outer
lobby to the rear ot the back stage and
from the orchestra circle to the second
gallery. The institution of a large smokmg room for the men in the rooms formerly occupied by the office is one of the
big features of the improvement work.
The room is done over to match the blue
and gray color scheme of the theatre and
will have one entrance from the inner
lobby and one from the street.
Beautifully finished oak doors have
been put in place of the iron gates in the
outer lobby, with gold and black curtains
draped over the plate glass door panels.
Black marble casings have been placed
around the floor walls, while tlje four
walls in the lobbies are set off with gold
leaf and trimming effects in gray and
blue. In the inner lobby gold frames have
been placed around the walls for the announcing of forthcoming attractions. The
display window in the lobby of the adjoining footwear store has also been
trimmed with a gold frame and finished
off in gray and blue to match the hall.
Swinging from the inner lobby to the
rear of the orchestra circles are large
oaken portals with plate glass on the inner side and mirrors on the outer. All
the windows in the hallways and smoking rooms have been curtained with gold
and blue to match the lobby. The lower
floor and balcony have been recarpeted to
match the decorations of old ivory and
blue, while the railings along the back of
the balcony and orchestra circle have been
covered with dark blue plush. A complete
new system of wiring and an entire new
steam heating system has been installed
in the theatre, while around the walls of
all three floors new light fixtures of a
candle design have been placed. New
seats have been put in the orchestra circle,
Mhile in the balcony the seats have been
done over in gray.
Along with the previously mentioned
innovations a new moving picture booth
has been erected and two new Simplex
moving picture machines installed along ,

with a new spot lamp. An abundance of
new scenery has been secured for back
stage, a new floor built, entire new stage
outfittings consisting of ropes and drop,
new foot and border lamps, a new asbestos drop curtain of beautiful design and
a new $2,000 Steinway piano has been installed. The dressing rooms have been
renovated and the orchestra pit enlarged
and put into excellent condition.
The Morris Kantrowitz Contracting
Company of Albany was in charge of the
work. John H. Cover of New York was
the scenic artist, J. W. Gonyea construction engineer ?nd Jesse J. Dennick painter
and decoratoi.
Theatres

Planned

in

Troy, N. Y.
Gaspare Battaglia, of Troy, N. Y., who
already runs two motion picture theatres
in that city, has just purchased a plot of
ground and will erect another house in
the near future. The new one will seat
about one thousand.
M. and J. Weinstein, of Troy, have also
bought a piece of land in Fourth street,
and according to report, plan to build a
motion picture theatre in the spring.
New

Orpheum
Theatre,
Akron, Ohio

THE New Orpheum theatre of Akron,
which opened on October 22, is the
third motion picture house in the state
operating under the ownership of the Botzum Brothers. The Dreamland of Akron
and the Strand of Canton also belong to
the Messrs. Botzum.
The New Orpheum is one of the largest motion picture houses of Akron, and
offers seating capacity for 1,500 people.
Of this, one thousand seats are on the
main floor, and the remaining five hundred seats are in the balcony. The balcony is particularly well built, and is so
graded as to give almost perfect vision
from all parts, to the screen.

Picture

News

The New Orpheum follows the construction of the legitimate theatres more
closely than do the average picture houses.
It has considerably more width than
depth, wide aisles, all of which are heavily
carpeted, and simple but ornate decorations.
The lobby of the New Orpheum deserves special mention. It is all white
marble, and except for the lobby frames,
presents a formal appearance. '1 his lobby
IS 40 feet long and 12 feet wide.
The opening attraction was " Once to
Every Woman." However, the day before the official opening, Messrs. Botzum
gave a private exhibition of his house and
of the picture, " Once to Every Woman,"
to fourteen hundred invited guests. The
accompanying photograph was taken on
the night of the private showing.
The New Orpheum is one of the most
modern houses in the state. All technical
equipment was furnished by the Argus
Company of Cleveland, including two
."^implex, projection machines, bead screen,
and an elaborate stage setting. A fourteen-piece orchestra is one of the big features of the house, and serves as a fitting
accompaniment to the high-class superfeature productions which will be shown
exclusively at the New Orpheum.

Notes from San Diego
The Bush Theatres opened their latest
addition to their string of motion picture
houses — the \'ista — at East San Diego on
December 22nd, with a seating capacity
of 600. The seating arrangement i
somewhat unique in that it consists o
benches upholstered in silver gray denim
the benches having backs and being located 36 inches apart, thus affording easy
exit and ingress without disturbing seatec
patrons. The interior decorations of th
house match the seating arrangement in
color effect. The \'ista uses the latest
type of Argus mazda projection .equipment, with a Hoffman curtain.

No attempt at gaudy or fanciful decorations has been made in the Barcli. Schenectady. N. Y., yet it is attractive and giz'es a sense of comfo\
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PRINCESS THEATRE
HARTFORD, CONN.
White Glaze Terra Cotta

Summed

Up

hy

L. D. BaYLEY, Architect

a

Veteran

Exhibitor

Mr. Morrison writes us as a veteran exhibitor:
"I regard Terra Cotta as a most excellent material
for building exteriors; attractive in appearance; easy

of form and color, practically without limit, which
are at your architect's command

other facing material can ofter you the same oppor-

to keep bright and clean; durable in its wearing
qualities; and always presenting a refined and distin-

in Terra Cotta, No

tunity of making your house the feature theatre of
your city.

guished appearance."
Although his Princess Theatre is ten years old, it
doesn't look it. A

wash of the Terra Cotta with

soap and water occasionally is all it has cost Mr.
Morrison to preserve this bright, attractive appearance.
But that's a minor virtue compared to the beauty

TERRA
T^ermanent

We

have a beautifully illustrated brochure, "The

Theatre", which will be sent you on request. It is
full of photographs of many of America's finest
theatres, all executed in Terra Cotta. Write for it to
National Terra Cotta Society, 1 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y.

COTTA
beautiful

Vrofitahle
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Sun-Light

Arc

Europe

Official
After

Returns

Studying

from

Conditions

Believes Foreign Producers Must Apply American Methods to Bring Products Up to Standard
but their inability to use our technipue is the
MR. J. JUSTICE HARMER, president of root
of the trouble.
the Sun Light Arc Corporation, has recently returned from England after spending
Mr. Harmer went on to say that he carried
several months there and on the continent.
out several simple experiments for the benefit
of British film men to prove to them that the
Mr. Harmers trip was one of business, he having made the journey across to gain a first London atmosphere was not conductive to perfect negative production. The murky air of
hand knowledge of motion picture studio conditions in European countries and incidentally
London, while not always noticeable by the
to investigate the operation of the many Sun
electricians, is present in sufficient quantities
Light Arc installations in the studios. In the to impair the film. To one of the most imrelatively short time during which he was
portant film executives of London, Mr. Harmer made the statement that the easiest way
away, Mr. Harmer inspected in detail practically all the producing centers and conseout of their difficulty was to "make the
quently is well qualified to speak on the subweather '' for their studios.
ject. In an interview with the News repre^
When asked for information regarding the
sentative he talked freely of conditions as he
found them and did not hesitate to give his general impression he had obtained of the industry in Great Britain, Mr. Harmer went on
opinions as to the cause and remedy.
to say that the theatres themselves were being
supplied with such a poor quality of projection
as compared with America that it was impossible for an experienced spectator to tell
whether the fault of the screen picture lay in
the film or in the projection room. For one
thing, he was certain that the amount of light
being used by the theatres there is much too
little for good results.
During his stay abroad, Mr. Harmer was entertained by Duncan Watson the best known
of the inechanical engineers of Great Britain.
Mr. Watson has recently been made sole representative inEurope for the Sun Light Arc
Corporation. As an illustration of the esteem
in which Mr. Watson is held by his colleagues,
Mr. Harmer pointed out that he had been appointed Chairman of the Greater London Electrical Commission, a body which has been
formed to standardize electrical procedure in
that city. At the present time London is supplied with sixty-two different kinds of current. To lessen this number is the herculean
task of the Watson Commission.
/. Justice Harmer, President and General
Manager, Sun Light Arc Corp.
Mr. Watson has the distinction of being the
first Engineer to equip a British studio with
up-to-date equipment. The Famous Players
London studios, said Mr. Harmer, are not
studio was under his general supervision as
up to the mark in the production of motion
well as many of the other large ones.
pictures. The reason is that they have not had
the opportunity to ebuip themselves with
One of Mr. Harmers most interesting visits
American methods. When they follow present
was to the studio of Sir Oswald StoU. There
methods of American producers they will win
he was asked to address the personnel which
success. He is convinced that they are extrahe did gladly. The gist of. his remarks are
ordinarily clever from the dramatic viewpoint
included in this article. As he himself savs.

♦

♦
♦

THE
LARGEST
MOTION
BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
DETROIT

EVERYTHING

United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

FOR

THE

PICTURE

MOTION

Theatre

PICTURE

Picture

News

he talked straight from the shoulder and bii
hearers seemed to be impressed with the possibilities in following American studio procedure.
" There is no reason whatsoever," says Mr.'
Harmer, " why English films cannot be made
acceptable to the theatregoers of this country.
The greatest stride they can make it to use
modern equipment and modern tools. With
this done the greatest difficulty will have been
overcome and the quality of their product in
creased many fold over the present."

Duncan Watson, who has taken over the
European distribution of Sun-Light Arcs. This
photograph
was as
takenLord
just Mayor
before of
Mr. Marlebom
Watson's
term of office
terminated
Business

in

Equipment
Line
According to reports from the Fulco factory
the market for projection equipment is exceedinglyfor good.
sold theatre,
three Arc
Controls
the They
Kedziehave
Annex
a double
arc 100 amperes G-E Compensarc to the new
Wets Englewood theatre and to the Palace:
theatre both being Ascher houses.

CONCERN

THEATRE

Is Good

New Devices Appear
First in the
News
See Pages 1066-1068

IN

THE

WORLD
OMAHA
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY, MO.

EXCEPT

THE

FILM

Equipment
Corporation
Executive Office
s
j_ Hallberg
1604 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY
vice Pre., and Secy

♦
♦
♦
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♦
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♦
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A

Special

Message

for

Mr. Progressive
Exhibitor
There YOU are?
been iflooking
for YOU
a long time. We would
linuw We've
jou better
jou wrote
us occasionally.
How Are You Fixed for a New Machine?
yes: a KE.\I. one — Don't worry about the PRICE, we'U fix that.
EASY TERMS making
AND MSTEN
— we'llreasonable
take yourallowance.
old machine in trade
you a very
Cl!;|tT.4IXLY you are interested. Get busy RIGHT NOW and write
any of our three BIG offices for details and catalog.
We carry a COMPLETE STOCK OF
"EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIES"
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., INC.
432 Market St. Cor. Union & Fourth
540 Plymouth Place
CHICAGO, ILL.
ST. LOUIS, MO. MEMPHIS, TENN.
Th6 House of SERVICE

Automatic

Arc

Control

Are You Satisfied With Your Stage Lighting Equipment?
We

cManufacturers of
Nitrogen spot lights
Arc spot lights
Music standis
Aisle lights
Rewinds
Film boxes
Mnsicians' chairs
Directors'
stands
Plugging boxes
Stage
pockets
Cable
Condensors

manufacture

a high

grade line of stage lighting
and kino equipment. Our
line is complete and prices
are reasonable. (Ejigineering service gratis.)

It Will Pay You to Investigate.

Is the accepted standard arc feeding device of America.
There are over twice as many PEERLESS Automatic Arc Controls in use than all other makes combined.
This is a cold proven fact that we want you to know.
Take
note of CHICAGO'S
overwhelming endorsement
of PEERLESS
controls.
PEERLESS Controls in use in Chicago
189
All other makes combined
18
PEERLESS

Drop Us a Line Today

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
820 SO. TRIPP AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
We are equipping 90 per cent, of Chicago theatres

MAJORITY
Write for Circular

THE J. E. McAULEY
30 N. Jefferson St.

MFG.

171
CO.
Chicago, IlL

mmmifiiimiminimfiimnK&i
The

Paragon
The

of Motion

Picture

Screens
i

Gardiner

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Thousands of exhibitors are using Gardiner Screens
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealers

SHE
"Let's

Go

SAID:

Here ! !

Attractive

It's Such

Looking

An

Place!!"

You, too, can have your theater "such an
attractive looking place" by using our
Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 Weat Coodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Lobby

Display

Frames

They are attractive. Built to withstand
all weather conditions. Reinforced with
corner irons. Made in any finish desired.
Let the theatre
ventilation

'
L

Heating
\/eNtilati

n^

i

Write for Our Catalog of Frames and Let Us
Tell You More^About Them. No Obligation
^ Have You Our Complete Catalog of Supplies ?

specialists
how**
tell
Send you
today
for
Booklet 7

1 Mt7M5PPN ^t7I7UNQ Sy5TEM,iNc.NEWyi7RK
1
BRAN<;rt-IJ2J VINEST. PMILA PA70W. AJISST.

rs Supply Compani/ Inc
Ediibifo
CHICAGO
MILWACKEB ST. I/)UIS
845 S. Wabaab Are. 133 Second Street. 3316 Lindell Bird.
INDIANAPOLIS MINNEAPOlJS
157 N. niinols St. Produce Excb«nge BIdc.
(1514)
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Savtiprnert-t^

Projection^

The

Incandescent

Stereopticon
Information

Compiled

(Continued)
As was mentioned before, the filament of the
lamp is rarely placed at the focal point of a
condensing lens — since at such a point the lens
would deliver parallel rays. If the lens, however, did deliver parallel rays, the projection
lens would need to be the same diameter as the
condenser.
The less the diameter of the lens the more
accurately it can be ground and the less it will
cost. If, instead of a parallel beam therefore,
we can use a converging beam and allow the
beam to pass through the projection lens at the
smallest diameter of the beam, the size of the
projection lens need not be as great as the
condensers.
In order to accomplish this — converging or
bringing together the light beam from the condensers— the lamp filament is placed behind the
actual focal point of the combined condenser
system.
Most lenses in common use with the stereopticon are a form of a convex lens ; in other words,
one or both surfaces are curved out.

Fig. 6
Showing How It Is Possible Theoretically to
Obtain the Same Bending of Light Rays Where
the Curvature is Distributed between Two
Lenses or Combined in a Single Lens
The amount of curvature or the thickness of
the glass at the center with relation to the
diameter of the lens determines to a large
measure the amount that the rays will be bent.
A plain window glass as was shown does not
bend the rays at all, but a curved glass, such
as a reading glass, may converge the rays considerably. The greater the curvature of the
glass the greater the convergence of the rays,
and consequently the shorter the focus. The
shorter the focal length of a condenser system,
the closer the lamp can be placed, and consequently more light will be picked up.

by H.

F.

Barnes,

Lamp

for

Service
Lighting

Several months ago we published a series of articles on the subject of Incandescent projection. The author was Mr.
H. F. Barnes, who is also the author of
the present series, which originally appeared in one of the Bulletins of the Edison Lamp Works.
Mr. Barnes has the happy faculty of
combining technical knowledge to practical application, and what is of even
greater importance, of stating it in simple, easily understandable language.
li we had a bucket and were attempting to
catch water as it came out of a hoze nozzle
in a wide spray, the closer we placed the
bucket to the nozzle the greater the amount of
water we would obtain. The same principle
holds true for a condensing lens and a lamp.
With a given diameter of lens, however, there
is a minimum focus that can be practically and
economically obtained.
The majority of stereopticon machines use
two condensers, for two reasons ; a thinner lens
of a given diameter controls the light with less
loss (from aberation) than a thicker one; we
need a certain curvature, a certain thickness of
glass, which if put in a single condenser, would
make it a thick one indeed. Consequently, the
curva'ture is distributed between two lenses.
Most lenses, unless especially ground, will not
focus as accurately those rays which pass
through the edges of the lens as those that
pass through the center. This slight difference
in focusing is known as aberration. This second lens is put in even though loss of light
results from its introduction, from reflection,
since the total light lost is less in most cases
with two lenses than with one lens performing
the same function.
Each time a ray of light passes from air to
glass or from glass to air, at least 4 per cent
of the ray is reflected. A ray of light then,
passing through an ordinary piece of glass,
suffers two reflection losses of a total of at
least 8 per cent. Again — a thick lens will tend
to crack from the heat.
The Projection Lens
What difference does the focal length of a
lens make? Why be particular as to whether
the projection lens is a 10- or 20-inch one?
The rays of hght from the condenser after
passing through the slide, strike the projection
lens. If the projection lens were of a short
focus, i.e., of a steep curvature, the rays upon
passing through it would be bent through a
considerable angle. The picture on the screen
would thus be relatively large. If, however, the

Service

Department

projection lens were of a long focus, i.e., of a
slight curvature, the rays would not be spread
apart so much, and the picture would ^e smaller.

Point

rtfejedton. Lens
rdcll
Poml
'piCR-up'
Fdc^ "

fig- 7

PrTi)ed.uyv lens

Indicating Why it is Desirable to Use Two
Condensers Rather than One. In the upper
diagram if the filament were put at the focal
point, the roys coining out (shoz>.-n by the dotted
lines) zvill be parallel. If, however, in order to
pick up more light, the filament is placed ahead
of the focal point, the rays coming out will
diverge considerably, and only a small portion
will pass through the projection lens. So, in
order to overcome this, and at the same time
pick up a considerable quantity of light, the
filament is placed ahead of the focal point of the
first lens, and a second lens is put in, to bend
the rays a-a n-hich heretofore did not strike the
projection lens dozi.'n to position b-b thus passing
through the lens
It is possible, hoicever, to pass these rays
through the projection lens by the use of a single
condenser as shozin in the lozver diagram. The
filament is placed considerably behind the focal
point, and the rays are thus made to converge
and pass through the projection lens. Hozvever,
in this case, the " anale of pick-up," in other
zvords. the amount of light striking the condensers, isconsiderably less than where two condensers are used, and the filament placed close ta
the rear condenser
The shorter the focus, the larger the picture.
Thus, a 10-inch lens at 40 feet, gives a picture
about 11 by 12, whereas a 20-inch lens, which
has a much less curvature does not bend the
rays so much, and only gives a
by 6 ft. picture at 40 feet.
For small hall work, a 12-in. focus lens will
be most suitable.
The following table shows the pictures obtained at various distances with different focus
lenses.
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Small Picture

Fig 8
Showing How the Short Focus Lens Bends the
Light Rays Through a Greater Angle, Consequently Producing a Larger Picture on the
Screen
DISTANCE FROM SLIDE TO SCREEN
Lens
Focus
in In. 20 25 30 3S 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 100
5.3 6.6 8.0 9.4 10.8 12.2 13.5 16.3 19.0 21.8
10. .5.8 7.3 8.8 10.3 11,8 13.3 14.8 17.8 17.8 20.8
5. 5 6.6 7.8
10.1 11.2 13.5 15.8 18.1 20.0
8.5 8.9
12.
9.8 11.0 12.3 14.8 17.3 19.8 22.3
6.0 5.6
7.3 6.6
7.6 8.6 9.6 11.6 13.5 13.5 17.5 19.4
7.3
14.
6.2
9.4 10.3 12.6 14.8 16.9 19.0 21.2
8.3 8.0
8.9 10.8 12.6 14.4 16.3 18.1
6.2 7.1
8.7
7.7
9.7 11.7 13.7 15.7 17.7 19.7
6.7 6.6 7.5 8.4
5.8
10.1 11.8 13.5 15.2 17.0
7.3
6.3
9.1
12.9 14.8 16.6 18.5
7.0 7.8 11.0
6.2 8.2
9.5 11.1 12.7 14.3 15.9
3.4
17. .
8.6
10.3
12.1 13.9 15.7 17.5
5.9 6.8 7.7
For instance, suppose our screen were 50
feet distant and our projection lens were marked
12-in. focus — what would be the size of the
picture?
Glance across the lateral column of the 12-in.
lens till the 50-foot column is reached. The
picture size is noted as 11.2 feet high by 12.3
feet wide.
(To be continued)
Smith

Supervises Special
Showings
Mr. W. C. Smith of the Nicholas Power
Company might be called the " first nighter of
the projection world " as during the last year
very few first showings of films have taken
place without having him in charge of the
special battery of projectors.
When " Outside the Law " was shown a few
nights back Mr. Smith was again in charge.
But this time the showing was unique in that
the same film was shown in four theatres in
the same city at the same identical time and
the eight Powers machines doing the work were

One corner of the projection room of the Barcli, Schenectady, N. Y., with the Simplex
machines in the foreground. The trap door leading lo the machine room is just visible
behind the stool
installed and were supervised by Mr. Smith.
There is more than the mere motor running
to these special showings. The machines often
being placed in the theatre for the occasion
only must conform to certain stringent fire
regulations and it is necessary that the man
in charge understand them or be " Inside the
Law." This Mr. Smith has the ability to do.
Shall M.P.Films be Marked
The News Letter of the National Fire Protection Association carries the following
notice :
The Executive Committee X. F. P. A. at its
meeting January 20th, is to discuss the feas-

ibility of inaugurating a campaign to secure
the placing of distinguishing marks upon all
motion picture films. Members and correspondents of the Association in the states and provinces complain that in their efforts to exclude
the nitro-cellulose film from non-professional
use much difficulty is experienced in identifying films of the professional width (35mm)
by any other process than a fire test. An edge
marking repeated at certain distances would
afford ready identification. Manufacturers report a growing demand for the film on slowburning stock, but also the importation of considerable footages of nitro-cellulose film from
France, Belgium. England and other European
countries.

Two views of the machine room at the Barcli. On the left is shown the stainvay leading down from the trap door in the projection room.
There is tlso an exit from the machine room to the outdoors. In addition to the G-E Compensarc and control equipment this room contains a
fine assortment of tools and a working bench
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Thirty (30) of Our Arc Controllers
HAVE BEEN IN SERVICE
For Some Time
IN

s
p

F. F. PROCTOR'S
CIRCUIT
They Are Satisfied Customers of

SPEER

FDLCO

E

SPEEDCO

ARC

CONTROLLERS

R
DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK
and
ALTERNO
Projector

Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.
SPEER

ASSURES
100%

TRAIL
OF

ADVANCED

OF

Illumination — As Constant as That
of an Incandescent Lamp

A Clear Field Always
MANUFACTURED BY
3208 Carroll Ave.
E. E. Fulton Company
Chicago III.

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

THE

YOU

BLAZER

CINEMATOGRAPHY

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY NOW POSSIBLE
ON THE
ORIGINAL AND ONLY

NATIONAL

The Carbons for Better Projection
White A. C. Special for Alternating Current.
Silver tips
for Direct Current.
WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL SIZES.

STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
MANUFACTURED BY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO • LOS ANGELES
1801-11 Larchmont
Ave., CHICAGO

CARBONS

Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest auftply house in the motion picture trade
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, lU.
WRITE

Reputation for superiority in film DEVELOPING
ence and exhaustive investigation.

FOR

OUR

and PRINTING

LATEST

BULLETIN

is based on years of experi-

EVANS' SERVICE offers you today the residt of years of practically acquired knowledge.
we serving you?
If not, it is time we were.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO., 416-24

West

216th

St., New

York

City

Are

Wadsworth
3443-44
Telephone:

LATE
rOOL^VENTI
TYPHOONS
I TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
345 WEST 39"ST.l
NEW YORK
CITY
lOUCAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
255 NO. I3^-"ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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An

Instrument
Embodying
Many
Features Desired by Cameramen
But when the limit for the present
IN almost every industry the history of
its progress might be reckoned in seems to have been reached comes the announcement of the Rusbcll Camera, a
steps. First the idea, then the improvement of machinery to perfect the mechanism that embodies in its small size
idea, then the o\er-improvenient of the and light weight the finest of machine
work, the most attractive of finishes and
machinery while tiie art hastens to catch
up with it, and so on and so on. There
the smoothest of operation. It contains
is no stopping of either the technique oi so many interesting features that a mere
mention of them would be unsatisfying to
an art or the mechanism making the technique possible. One is essential to the the cameraman. They must be treated in
detail.
advance of the other.
It is the same way in this industry of
The Russell includes so many interestours. Inrst the bright idea of a scenarioist
ing departures from current cameras that
and the brighter idea of some cameraman
a stai'ting place is difiicult to decide on, but
which makes the utilization of the idea without much doubt the feature that will
possible. This alternate step by step up- be of greatest interest is the film shifting
wards has placed a severe strain on the in- mechanism, illustrated by A in Fig. i.
ventiveness of camera manufacturers,
By means of this device it is possible to
Fu-ii' of rear and crank-side of Russell Camera
since the demand for films of greater lat- focus directly on the ground glass without
itude has caused to be sent out an insistent
of the lever, an auxiliary' aperture conopening any part of the camera and withtaining aground glass. This ground glass
call for cameras of wider possibilities and
out the wastage of film. A small lever
occupies the exact position of the film and
ot more perfect workmanship. That the on the top of the camera case at the back
genius of the workman has been equal to does the work. By turning it slightly the the focusing is therefore exact " to a
the task is amply proven by the number
entire gate — with rollers and tension shoes
hair. ' The focusing completed another
of new cinema cameras and devices that
slight twist of the lever backwards swings
— is swung away from its natvu^al position
have been featured of late in the trade taking the film with it, and in place of the the ground glass to one side and replaces
it with the gate containing the film. Fig.
gate there is placed, by the same action
press.
I shows the gate in normal position with
the ground glass swung to one side.
Any camera to be used in studio work
requires an automatic dissolving shutter
with the widest latitude and sureness of
operation. In the case of the Russell this
feature seems to have been carried to a
point that will be eminently satisfactory,
to the studio cameraman. In Fig. 2 B is
the speed lever which sets the shutter for
any one of its three speeds of dissolve.
On the opposite side of the case is C in
Fig. I. is the angular setting of the shutter
opening. The controlling lever which
starts the dissolve in operation is at D,
Fig. 2. After .the proper adjustments
have been made this lever D is pushed
slightly forward or backward according
to whether it is desired to dissolve in or
out and when the operation has been coml^leted the mechanism locks. The shutter
which can be set for any angle from 170
to o can be operated by hand if desired.
J
there theis cameraman
nothing about
ithePerhaps
Russell though
that strikes
as
Fig. 1— Russell Camera zinth back and side ot>cncd. Features lettered are: A, Film Shifting
Lever; C, Shutter Setting; F, Door catch which operates Film Trap; G, Ocular; H, Focusing
scale shaft; J, Ground Glass; K, Film Punch

ibeing such a radical departure from existi^ng tvpes as the arrangement of die magTazines. One of them is placed on each
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IS

It Represents
Great
The

Contribution

Russell

Camera

possesses

which render all present
therefore out of date.
Master

the
to

Camera

Cinematography

new,

camera

Newest

patented,

equipment

Men

Need

the

practical
inadequate

features
—

and

Russell

There is only one way to lead — Get the best. In cameras it is the
RUSSELL
! This is a simple statement of fact which professional
camera
advance

men

will prove

to themselves

by examining

this great

new

in cinematography.
Our offices are open to all interested in learning
about the Russell.
Call Murray Hill 4284 and
arrange for a demonstration.

THE

RUSSELL

CAMERA,

Inc.

19

West

44th

Street,

New

York
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side of the camera casing and as this
feature coupled with the general arrangement of the mechanism calls for the location of the lens a considerable distance
from the front surface of the case a natural sun-shade is supplied. Of course as
the focal length of the lens is decreased
the divergence of the entering beam is
greater, but by a careful design which
takes this fact into account there is no
vignetting of the light rays until lenses
well below 40 millimeters are used.
Lenses are mounted in special mounts
supplied with the camera. A special arrangement makes it possible to change
from one lens to another in a matter of a
few seconds. The lens mount will accommodate any lens up to 6" focal length, and
even the latter size when in place does not
protrude beyond the face of the camera.
Vignetting and double exposure devices
are placed on the extreme front of the
camera and when in place do not interfere
with the rapid changing of lenses.
In conjunction with the ground glass
feature mentioned in a preceding paragraph, the focusing of the Russell is a
simple and satisfactory operation. At the
back of the case is an ocular, which is
pushed in nearly flush with the face when
not in use. Then by means of the focussing button, E in Fig. 2, the lens is adjusted
through a micrometer mounting. With
the ground glass in place and the lens
focused the image is seen right side up in
the ocular.
But in addition to the above method of
focusing, the camera man if he wishes can
make use of the calibrated focusing scale
on the back of the case. The scale is also
of value when it is necessary to focus
while operating.
For a take-up the designers of the Russell have developed a multiple dry disc
clutch which will take up 400 feet either
forward or backward and in solving this
problem have eliminated the buckling of
the film. The change from forward to reverse can be carried out instantly and the
reversal made as frequently as desired.
The take-ups work automatically in either
direction and there is no shifting of belts
or adjusting to be done. When the crank
is being turned forward the clutch engages the forward take up, leaving the
back spool to revolve freely. To reverse
the crank is merely turned backward.
This automatically throws out the forward take-up and engages the take-up on
the reverse. There is no loose motion and
the manipulation of the film is positive in
either direction.
The film magazines themselves are constructed totake the regular 400 foot rolls
direct from the film can. There is no
need to remove the film from the wooden
rolls and onto special rollers. When the
camera is closed and locked the door
catch at F in Fig. i, automatically opens
the film traps one half inch, which allows
ample room for the travel of the film.
When the door is opened these film traps
are instantly closed.
A student of mechanics or a lover of
good machine work would certainly appre-

Ftp. 2 — Front view of Russell. Farts lettered shozv B, Automatic Dissolve Setting; D,
Dissolve Lever; E, Focusing Button; M, Mask Opening. N, Stop Motion Screw
ciate the intermittent mechanism of the
Russell. This is one of the finest pieces
of design found in any motion picture
camera and when in actual operation is
practically noiseless. The basic principle
is that of the claw, but the manner in
which this well known movement has been
altered — and improved — to make it suitable for the Russell is worthy of study.
The movement is sturdy, perfectly balanced and supported by ball bearings.
Wherever possible the gears are spiral.
Full provision has been made for taking
up any wear in the gear trains and shafts.
Although the normal speed of the
movement is the ordinary 8-1, a distinctive
feature allows the operator to shift instantly to a I- 1 or back again to normal.
The crank itself is situated at the lowest
center of gravity which reduces vibration.
It is permanently attached to the camera
and when not in use folds tightly against
the camera case and locks itself.
Cinematographers have their own opinion of the proper material out of which to
construct camera cases, but it appears th;,
a new sect will spring into being with the
advent of the Russell. The makers have
departed from the usual and have made
use of fibrous material known as Condensite. The substance which is prepared
originally in a powder form is pressed
into molds under enormous pressure and
once the contour of the surface has become "set " there is nothing that can
change it. Extremes of temperature have
no effect whatsoever upon it. Besides
Condensite has the advantage of light
weight. The Russell Camera, complete
with a 400 foot roll of film weighs slightly
less than 20 pounds.
In size the camera is 9" high, 7^" wide

and
io}i" small
long. size,
The its
combination
of this
relatively
capacity of
400
feet, its light weight, its mechanical features and general design and the fact that
when the camera is taken from its carrying case it is ready for instant cranking
seem to give the instrument a premier
place in cinema camera development. The
Russell has been in actual operation in
some of the leading studios for several
years but it was only after many refinements had been carried out and its designers were certain of its excellence that
it was placed on the market and made
available to cinematographers.
Another
Circuit Orders
the Peerless Control
In order to provide the highest possible
standard of projection in their theatres,
the Lubliner & Trintz Enterprises of Chicago recently equipped their entire circuit
of seventeen theatres with Peerless Automatic Arc Controls, manufactured by the
J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co. of Chicago.
The four largest theatre circuits in Chicago are now 100% Peerless equipped,
which appears to be conclusive proof of
the treinendous improvement which these
remarkable devices effect in the screen illumination and general projection.
Browning
Gets Tyrone
Power inScreenSnapshots
Irving Browning, director-cinematographer of
Screen Snapshots, has made an interesting subject of the domestic life of Tyrone Power,
famous actor of the stage and screen.
Mr. Power is a gifted artist at painting, as
well as an artist actor.
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PROJECTION
. The best to be obtained is none too good for your
theatre. The best can only be had with the " KeenoUte "
Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market today and used by all of the largest and best theatres.
28% more light, 32.8% better definition. It will pay
you to investigate.
JUST ANOTHER

" IMSCO

EAGLE

FILM

" PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136-37

Inc.

''The

Quahty

Right

photographically.

not
BASS—

ROCK

Raw

Stock''

Will

go to pieces in the

CHICAGO

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
YES REAL U. S. MONET ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAK MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most complete outfit of Its type ever ottered and at a greater money
saving: than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features.
Universal
and trick
forward
take with
up, focusing on film.Regular
etc.. fitted
with crank,
60 M. M.
F: 3.5andlens,reverse
complete
6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines
and
extra
parts,
case
for
camera
and
carrying
trunk
to
contain both smaller cases. Entire outfit finished off In a beautiful oUve
drab. THIS IS TOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
TOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICE $450.00.
TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod with One leather case.
List price $190.00. Our price $166.00.
UniTersal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00. Dor
price (108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill
100 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ol.

projector.
Made by

THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE
220 West 42nd Street

FILM

A. G. STEEN,
MADE

CO., INC.
New York City
Mile after mile of

Special Representative
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FILM
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AMERICA
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EQUAL

EASTMAN

STOCK
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Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

IS exposed

and

developed

each

month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
Let
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Department
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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{There will be other features added, but the following activities are assured.)
Prelude to the Conference at De Witt Clinton Hall, 59th Street, Sunday Evening, January 23, 1921, at 8:15 o'clock(Capacity 3000.)
New York Globe Concert dedicated to the Motion Picture Musical Conference. Special "Movie" Night with
Oumansky Ballet; Amanda Brown, Soprano; Joseph Turin, Tenor; Felice Dann, Cornettiste and Florence Reed
(famous film star). Address — "Behold the Picture Theatre, Patron of Art." Blanche Dann, Emma Bachus-Baer,
Accompanists; Hugo Riesenfeld and Nat W. Finston, Guests of Honor.
2:15 P. M.— Rialto Theatre
Formal Opening of Conference
10. SPECIAL SHOWING FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION IN
DETAIL OF MUSICAL PROGRAM IN PROJECTION
HOTEL ASTOR
ROOM OF THEATRE
Headed by HUGO RIESENFELD
Monday, January 24. 1921
4:00 P. M.— Hotel Astor
(All meeiings, unless otherwise indicated, are held at the Hotel Astor)
11. ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF PRODUCERS
Led by OSCAR A. PRICE. Associated Producers. Inc.
10 A. M. — Hotel Astor
J.
Bray Pictures.
Inc. Films. Inc.
E. R.W. BRAY.
HAMMONS.
Educational
1. FORMAL OPENING
J. B. SCHNITZER. Equity Pictures. Inc.
2. ORGANIZATION OF ASSOCIATION OF MOTION PICTURE
J.
KELLY. World Motion Picture Co.
AndB. Others
AND MUSICAL MEN
3. PRESENTATION OF MUSIC TAX PACT
12. ADDRESS—
Mr. OTTO H. KAHN
1 3. EVENING.
INFORMAL DINNER TENDERED VISITING
4. ADDRESS
—
"Picture
Showmanship
Through
Music"
SAMUEL ROTHAFEL. Director Capitol Theatre
EXHIBITORS AND PRODUCERS
By
HYMAN
S. KRAFT. President of the New York Concert League
5. ADDRESS — "The Musical Fraternity Becomes the Ally of the
Rcture Theatre"
Wednesday, January 26, 1921
JOHN C. FREUND. Editor "Muaical America"
10
A.
M.—
Hotel
Astor
6. ADDRESS
—
"Standardization
of
Music
for
the
Film"
MAURICE BARR. Manager New Orleans Theatre. Saenger Amuse. Co.
1
.
ADDRESS—
"What
Two Million Club Women Have to Say to
7. ADDRESS
Musicians
ERNEST — R."Picture
VOIGT. Music
Boston andMusic
Company of the Future"
Mrs.
A.
F.
OBERNDORFER.
General Chairman Federation of Women •
the
Picture
Industry"
8. BRIEF TALKS
Clubs in the U. S.
PAUL EISLER. Asst. Conductor. National Symphony Orchestra
PHILLIP GORDON. Musical Director Schools of Newark
2. ADDRESS— "Women and Motion Picture Music"
SCOTT BUHRMAN. Editor American Oiganist
Mrs. WINIFRED STONER. Editor "Forecast"
3.
ADDRESS—
HARRY
M."Acoustics"
PRINCE. Architect. Dallas. Texas
2:15 p. M.— Capitol Theatre
9. SPECIAL MUSIC PROGRAM
4. ADDRESS— "How the Organist Can Be Most Useful to the
10. DISCUSSION IN DETAIL OF SAID PROGRAM
RICHARD
HENRY WARREN. Chatham. Mass.
Picture
Theatre"
Headed by SAMUEL ROTHAFEL
5.
ADDRESS
—
"How
Far a Picture Theatre Should Go in Allying
11. HOW THE ORCHESTRA WAS HANDLED
AT THE
CAPITOL SHOW
with
Other
Musical Activities"
W.
G.
STEWART.
Musical Director. California Theatre
ERNO RAPEE. Conductor
6. ADDRESS
FRANCIS— "Scenics
MANGAN and Music"
3:15 P M. — Hotel Astor
7. ADDRESS
— "MusicSuperba
and Theatre.
Pictures Raleigh.
in the N.South"
12.
FRED STARK.
C.
ADDRESS—
"The Complete
JOHN C. BREIL.
Composer Music Score"
8. ADDRESS—
"American
Opera
and
Motion
Pictures"
J. VAN BROEKHOVEN
1 3. ADDRESS—
"The Grand Opera Film"
NAT W. FINSTON
2:15 P. M.— Hotel Astor
14. ADDRESS—
"The President
Music Cue
Sheet"
M. WINKLER.
Belwin.
Inc.
9. ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF EXHIBITORS
Open Discussion on Cue Sheet
Theatre. Brooklyn. N. Y.
L. HYMAN. Strand
EDWARDB. FRANKLIN.
Led by
HAROLD
Sheas Hippodrome. Buffalo. N. Y.
W. G. STEWART. California Theatre. Los Angeles. Cal.
B. E. CORNELL. Eckle Theatre. Syracuse. N. Y.
Tuesday, January 25, 1921
And Many Others
10 A. M.— Hotel Astor
3:30 p. M.— Hotel Astor
1. ADDRESS— "How Music Development Can Be Linked With
10. ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF MUSIC PUBLISHERS
theC. Picture
Theatre" Director National Music Advance Bureau
M. TREMAINE,
Ass'n
Publishers'
ERNEST
R. VOIGT.
Music Co.
of MusicBoston
by Mr. MILLS
Led CHAS.
K. HARRIS MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
2. ADDRESS— "The Coming of the Musical Agencies for Picture
Miss
N. V. JOSEPH.
Witmark & Sons
. Belwin.M. Inc.
M. WINKLER
"
F.esADAMS.
Wolfsohn Musical Bureau
eatr
ThA.
And Others
3. ADDRESS— "What the Picture Industry Can Get from the 4-30 P. M.— Hotel Astor
Musical Art and Vice Versa"
LEONARD LIEBLING. Editor "Musical Courier"
1 1 ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF INSTRUMENT MAKERS
AND MUSICAL DEVICES
4. ADDRELSS
—
"The
Motion
Picture
Impresario"
HUGO RIESENFELD. Director Rivoli. Rialto and Criterion
& SONS tHerman Irion)
by STEIN WAY PHOTOPLAYER
Led AMERICAN
COMPANY
5. SOME SONGS IN COSTUME
BRAMBACH
PIANO
COMPANY
WINIFRED MARSHALL. Soprano
MARR
&
COLTON
CO..
Inc.
iHisiory of tht Organ)
6. ADDRESS— "What the Musical Union Has to Suggest to the
And Others
Picture
JOSEIPHIndustry"
WEBER. President National Federation of Musicians
Strand Theatre, Brooklyn
Strand
7. ADDRESS
ETATION at dciccd
INTERPR
yn
OF MUSICAL
okl
EDWARD— "Musical
L HYMAN, Interpretation"
Manager Strand Theatre. Brooklyn
Bro
Theatre,ION
12. EXHIBIT
Conducting
8. ADDRESS—
"The Producing
and Productions
Music"
The Orchestra will render 'Aida by Giuseppe Verdi— ALOlb Kt-IStJ*
ALPERT PARKER.
Directing Director
Albert Parker
SCREEN TEXT
, „
9. ADDRESS—
Theatre as a Community House"
MARSHALL"The
BARTHOLOMEW
Manager
HYMAN.
L.
EDWARD
by
detail
Explanation in
darinilhsCo-i}crcnce. details to be arranged, the Chicago Opera Association will hold a special rehearsal uilh the leading stars, as m
SPECIAL ;^OTE:~Som:lim:
tribute to the Mot'on Picta:e Musical Conference.
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Greetings

to the Convention
(^Continued from page 1070)
what music and the calibre of musicians to engage— all this will be brought out by the greatest authorities who are gracing this convention
with their presence and their genius.
All that is to be said of the picture theatre's
needs — what the big and the little house wants
— the handicaps, the advantages, the knowledge
or the lack of it— this will be brought forth
by the managers themselves and those who have
observed conditions.
What can be done to standardize the music,
the musicians, the method of procuring the
directors and their men specially trained, building libraries, getting the right kind of instruments— this will be told.
How the grand opera companies and the
concert managers and the tour directors can
find an alh' in the picture theatres, who in turn
can capitalize the other forces at work for
music's
in motion.development— these ideas will be set
But I want to look further at this moment
than anything which even the most optimistic
and enthusiastic of us can hope to see completed in this week of meetings — I want to
look in the future for just a few years. We
must do this, those of us who really can see
turther than our noses.
What we do in these several days — even if
we accomplish wonders — is nothing to compare
with what we set in motion. We make a centralized channel for the exchange of the big
ideas of the two arts now wedded. We make
a means for the united expression of the picture and musical fraternity.
What will history say of what we do? I am
thinking now of some other instances in the
past when men joined together for purposes
similar to this. Little did they know what the
future would say of them, or what the future
would bring as a resuk of their first audacious
dreams. There was a time when the theatre—
I mean the house of entertainment — was not a
thing of reality. And some courageous men
decided that there was a place where people
ought to be allowed to gather. Instead of
travelling players, visiting the audiences — let
the audiences visit the players. So started the
theatre.
Then there was a man named Monteverde
who opened the first Opera House. People
laughed at the idea of such a thing. But
Monteverde started the opera-houses of the
world.
Is it so long since that a man built the first motion picture theatre? How long ago is it anyway that a young man took his father-in-law's
backroom of the cafe and opened a picture
show with music (a piano). That man was
Rothafel and how long ago is it that the Rialto
opened amidst the derision of the picture and
musical conservatives?
No, as optimistic as I am personally for the
great results of our first convention of motion
picture and musical interests, I see mainly that
we are making a start. I predict that in the
coming year, the most revolutionary things will
happen in music for the picture theatres.
Synchronized Music Exchange for Chicago
WITH
the formation of the Bushmint
Company, this week, Chicago has the
distinction of being the first city in the world
A reference list of Good
"Movie" Music, Classified
according: to Screen Moods.

where there is a synchronized music exchange,
a place where the theatre man can get complete musical scores for his pictures — the same
as he can buy film, or posters or get other talent
to ''put the pictures over.'' The music exchange was started to handle the service the
Synchronized Scenario Music Company has just
inaugurated and controls the Northern Illinois
and Indiana territory.
The Bushmint Company will be managed by
Paul Bush, well known exchange and film man,
and will be located at 207 South Wabash Avenue for the present.
Although the idea is entirely new, a number
of the biggest theatremen in Chicago territory
have endorsed it and ha\e already signed for
musical scores under the new plan as soon as
the scores with
are ready
for trade
release.
Mr. aBush's
connection
the film
has been
long
one. For several years he was connected with
the Pathe Company, in fact opened the first
Pathe Exchange in Chicago. He then joined
Samuel Goldwyn's staff and took charge of
the Goldwyn St. Louis exchange. From St.
Louis he went to Detroit as Universal exchange
manager and later was transferred to the Kansas City office of L'nivcrsal where he i)uilt up
a splendid business.
Before entering the film industry he was with
the American Tobacco Company and first
sprang into prominence in film circles when he
promoted the Jeffries-Johnson fight pictures.
For a time he was in charge of the Chicago
Tribune's motion picture department, exploiting German War films and organized the Peerless Film Exchange Company in Chicago,
which handled state right features.
From

Celebrities Everywhere
{Continued on page 989)
Count me with you — Dorothy Phillips, star.
Anyone who can think, sees the value of your
plan. 1 heartily subscribe to it. — -Rudolph Ganz,
distinguished pianist and composer.
Welcome art and artists — George Arliss.
I'm in it— ^Paul Althouse, leading tenor.
Add my name — Alice Gentle, leading soprano.
It's historic — Molly King.
There is something which counts — June
Caprice.
I wish I might be present to say personalhall that is in my mind concerning this great
movement^ — Helen Stanley', prima donna soprano.
Anything for the good of music wins m>'
support — Margaret Matzenaucr, celebrated contralto.
that's big — Frank La Forge, conductor
andNow,
coach.
You have done something which in my estimation is of the greatest value to the picture
theatre and musical taste — Felix Warburg,
great philanthropist.
Congratulations — Charles Miller, President,
M. P. Directors.
Cards of greetings came from the following
stars of the screen :
Justine Johnston, Montague Lo\ e, Juanita
Hansen, Claire Whitney, Frankie Mann, Corinne Griffith, Katherine Cahert. Molly King.
Ruby de Remer, Hope Hampton, Martha Mansfield, Richard Bartholomes.
Other greeting cards came from :
Edmund Goulding. John F. Robertson, The
R. Cecil Smiths, George B. Baker, Charles
Whittaker, Allen Holubar, Robert Gordon,
Ernest Shipman, Joseph Storm, Tom Terris,

HANDY

The

Picture Player's
MUSIC
GUIDE

George Sargent, \\ ally Van, Jerome Young,
Harry Millarde, George Archimbaud, LonChaney, Charles Biblyn, and many others.
" I am leaving Rochester on the 16th of the
month for a trip south, to be gone until after
the first of February so it will not be possible
for me to be present at the MOTION PICTURE CONFERENCE. I have read the program and shall look forward with a great deal
of interest to learning what develops at the
conference. I hope that a pretty full report
of the transactions will be published. The
whole subject of the relation of music to motion pictures is one of great importance and
I hope the conference will mark an important
step in the advance of the industry — ^George
Eastman, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Magnificent effort — Richard Hageman, great
conductor.
Delighted — Claude Warford, teacher of
voice.
I'm with it— Edwin Franko Goldman, conductor.
So much am I for this big plan, that I shall
lend
my art
personal
leading
patron.aid — Otto H. Kahn, America's
It is a very ambitious and worthy venture —
Charles M. Schwab, head of the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation.
Big doings — S. Jay Kaufmann, ' Round the
How fine : Yes, count me in — Dixie Howell.
Special cards from Glad Forster, Alexander
Lambert, Dr. Noble (Director Juilliard Foundation for Music), Dr. Rush Rhees (President
University
Town." of Rochester), Vladmir Dubinsky.
comHenry Hadley (great conductor and Oscar
poser), Erno Rapee, Bertha Kalich, Mrs.
Hammerstein, Dallas Musical Association, and
Dear others.
Mr. Isaacson :
-xti-h-cmany
this weeksandJS't-Wb,
Your a program,
offers
rare treatas tooutlined
visitinginmusicians,
I am
looking forward to not only the entertainment side ot
but to the general discussion where
convention,
the
I am .sure can be found the key to the solution of
p'aver.
, .■ ,
many of the difficulties that beset the average picturiWith best wishes for the success of your splendid
will realize
thisforconvention
the hope
and than
plans,
even more
all youthathope
it, I SMITH,
am,
MILDRED
Organist Knickerbocker Theatre,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
I haveTUREfollowed
the MOTION
NEWS, foryoursomearticles
time inback,
and would PIClike
to add ray congratulations and appreciation for what
you are doing to bring the pictures and music closer
together.
When the date of the convention was first made
known, I thought it would be impossible for me tc
attend, as we are opening a number of large houses
throughout Canada. However, luck has been with rne
and I will be able to accept your invitation, and wil'
probably bring my assistant, Mr. Milton Blackstone,
and Dr. Harvey Bobb, who is in charge of our Organ
Department.
Hoping this will be satisfactory to you and wishing
basis,every
I am,
you
success in bringing your ideas to _ a working
JOHNMusical
ARTHUR,
FamousDirector
Players,
Canadian Corporated.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
Will you kindly note that besides myself, Mr. M.
Mauro-Cottone, formerly chief organist of the Capitol,
and Mr. H. Frommel, both members of our musical
staff, will attend the conference.
EUGENE CONTE,
Plaza
New Theatre.
York City.
Dear Editor:
I have your communication of January 7 in regard
to your musical conference, to be held at the Astor
Hotel January at24 this
to 26,
and advise that I will have a
representative
meeting.
Wishing
you
much
success
and with kindest regards,
I beg to remain,
H. M. CRANDALL,
Crandall Theatres,
Washington, D. C.
Sent Gratis on Request
THE BOSTON
MUSIC CO.
26 West Street
Boston
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Motion

(Equipment Service)

usiness
rferin^s
WANTED— PIANISTS AND OKOANISTS, witb pictur* experience; good salary steady posltlone.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. »14
Mailers Building, Chicago.
FOR SALE — Theatre; only amusement hall in
city oftures1.500;
500; Address
running Box
picand road seating
.show.s capacity,
and dances.
113. Srymour. Wis.
Owing to change of iiolicy will sell Pipe Organ.
3 years old. in first class condition. For information write or phone Pilnacek Trucking Co., 425 East
71 St., N. Y. City. Tel. Rhinelander 2187.
WANTKD
("A.\IKK.\.\1KN
— To ShootAddress
Stuff forKendall,
Negro
News
Htf\ all
over the World.
1816 12tli Street N. W., Washington, D. C.
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
ani'35*100aWee
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months'
course covers
all branches:
Motion Picture — Commercial — Portraiture
Camerati
and modern
Iifaferi(iL^fnrntsht'd
Practical
Day free
or eveniotr
classes:
easyInatruction;
The CATALOG
School equipment.
of Recognized
Call
or write
fort«rms.
complete
NO. 41. Superiority.
N, Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. OR 505 State St., Bklyn.

lran:^rteK
AntomatlcallT sappUee only sncb voltace me ar«
requires. No waste of correot In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, 0. S. A.
CoNGOLEUM Company, Inc.
Philadelphia
New York
Chicago Boston
San Francis<'<)
Cleveland Minneapolis
Dallas St. I>ouis Kansas City Pittsburgh
.Atlanta
Montreal
Manufacturers of
Gold-tieal Battleship Linoleum
Oold-fieal Cork Carpet
(inhl-Sial Inlaid Ivinoloum
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Ser?ice
We rent ilit« of or cddreis centempUted or exUtIng thcKtrei, excbtngei, itate rtghti owner*, pubas to terriselectedcbances
producers,thoassnd
licity medlnmi and Twenty
were
etc.list last year.
recordedtory, class,
In our
Its use means a
saTlng of from 20 to B0% In pestaie, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phtnt. Btynt tliS New York
AiireiUnt
PrinUni

JOE ERBER, pioneer showman of East
St. Louis, announces that the $300,000
Erber theatre will open early in 1921. He
and his partner, Mr. Cohn, are bending
every effort to get the house open in January, and claim that it will be the finef^t
appointed theatre in southern Illinois.
The policy of the house will be to show
the best photoplays the market affords,
with high-class vaudeville. This is in
keeping with a tendency of the show business at present— to combine the two kinds
of entertainment.

a

c
•

The projection equipment, furnished
1»\ the St. Louis branch of the Exhibitors'
-Supply Company, consists of articles that
Mr. Erber and Mr. Cohn know will give
satisfactory projection.
After much investigation, three Type .S
Simplex projection machines were ordered, equipped with Peerless Automatic
Arc-Controls and Keen-o-lite lenses.
Their investigation showed that many of
the best houses giving perfect projection,
w ere equipped this way, in addition to
liaving Hertner Transverters. Two double-75 440-volt transverters were ordered
to complete the ideal projection equipment.

IT,
^

"USe your own SGi ^'sn
the "best advertisin-^
medium at any pric~50-R.&DI0S-!|??.
k
For Sole by all Uodin^ Dealers

,
J

For S- W.0 WLampi
and
25-40
CO2650 W. Congreu SU,REYNOLDSI' ELECTRIC
Chicago, IlL
Fidelity Fumou^ Movas- <•
ingchine Motor
Pii'ture MaPrice .S22.00
Alternating or for
Direct Current and
variable speed.
Send direct to us or
tliiouf/h iiour dealer
I IDEMTY I>Hiica«ter,
ELECTRIC Pa.COMP.\NT.
Printing, Developing
and Art Titles
BRINNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager
1737 N. Campbell Ave., Cbicage, Illinois

The decorative scheme in the auditorium is salmon with picked in colors and
flowered basket designs on the walls,
large velour draperies of blue and gold
surrounds the boxes and lounges. The
house i.s sufficiently beautiful architecturally to stand nn its merits alone.

New Pdnu
and Old
CLEANED
CONSERVED
!go_s2^
A TEITEL
112 North La S>B* Sm« I. CkioLf, IffioM

DON'T FORGET THE MUSIC CONFERENCE
to be held at
THE HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y. C.
January 24, 25, 26
under the auspices of
MOTION

FOR

BETTER

PICTURE

NEWS

MUSIC

ER

FOTOPLAY
THE

AMERICAN

S^Y^RK^^t^Y

PH^^^

♦

Instead of Dipped Lampa
Infinitely Better, More Laiting
and Cheaper in the Long Rao
Made of NatnnI Cekired Blown Giast
Do Not Fade or Wear Out

In order to be assured of a good picture from this excellent equipment, a Minusa screen was included.
Besides the equipment for the booth,
the Exhibitors' Supply received an order
for a Brenkert Spotlight, a double dissolving stereopticon, a three-battery ticketselling machine, and a ticket chopper.

News

V^^> Slide

1*3X
£1 r

The seating capacity will be such that
2500 people can be accommodated comfortably, having a complete, full view of
the screen and stage.

^jA^TD
L>0 S S E S
The "-Automaticket System Stops
Box Of-f-ice Leaks
&. Losses
y^SK
Us 'About It
Co.
Selling i Cash Register
^Automatic Ticketadw
new york
av
iraa bro

THE

Radio

Perfect Projection Sought
in Erber Theatre

Picture

CO.
^^^^ ^^^^^^
, CAL.
FRANCISCO
SAN
^^
'^CmcTcaTi^^
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" The Son of Tarzan "
(National-Howells — State Rights Serial,
15 Episodes)
ANY picture which has the name Tarzan in
it— whether it is the father, the son, or
the "ape, himself, is certain to carry a punch.
An offering which contains the weahh of adventure found in Edgar Rice Burroughs' jungle
tales is surely rich entertainment. " The Son
of Tarzan " may be said to eclipse the previous
pictures founded upon the Burroughs adventures because Harry Revier, the director,
has incorporated a little more action and
suspense, mystery and thrills. He has a
good continuity to work with — a continuity
furnished by Roy Somerville who has written,
seemingly with one idea, to present the utmost
in plot. The latter has contributed praiseworthy
subtitles which are brief and do not give awa\the action.
The serial starts a trifle slowly which is excusable in planting the various characters and
giving the spectator an idea of what it is about.
After the prologue the action begins and never
stops throughout the succeeding reels. Serials
are supposed to carry action and suspense.
These two ingredients are absolutely necessar\
to stimulate interest from one week to another.
Well, " The Son of Tarzan " has an cxceptionall\
strong dose of action, some of which is of the
breath-taking or hair-raising kind. Director
Revier has fashioned a "tailor-made" jungle
which ' looks like a Burton Holmes. In other
words the observer is truly transported to the
heart of Africa. And the players enacting the
picturesque characters are certainly put through
their paces.
Thrills follow one another in rapid succession,
each one, seemingly, more dangerous than its
forerunner. The son of Tarzan is kidnapped
in his London home and taken to the land of
the ape. There he grows up and falls in lo\c
with a wild girl who is as untamable as the
hero. Their escapades, their adventures keep
the spectator's gaze glued to the screen. The
underbrush, the thickets, the suspense derived
from watching the man-eating lions who arc
ever ready to pounce upon their prey, the
fascination of taking in these sights spell an
entertainment which will satisfy everyone fortunate enough to see it. The girl playing the
wild character certainly earns her money. It
is apparent that Manilla Martan, the girl in
question, suffered some torture. The whole company must have felt relieved when the picture
was finished, so strenuous is their work. There
is enough plot substance to furnish surprises and
the scenery, the landscapes, the atmosphere, the
animal shots, the rugged acting — these arc ilic
vital factors toward the success of this picture.
It should prove to be a good box-office magnet.
The average feature catering to thrills stands
no comparison. Credit should be given Harry

Revier for accomplishing something which puts
zest into everyday life. His players should enjoy a long vacation with full pay. The titling
is presented on glass composition against black
backgrounds and is highly effective. There i>
some commendable double exposure work. Bui
technicalities aside, excellent though they are,
it is the big value of suspense which will make
spectators cling to the arms of their seats.
Imagine yourself in the heart of a jungle, with
danger and death lurking everywhere and you
have it. " The Son of Tarzan " is a regular
grown-up,
he-man," who
" reinforced
serial. The " exhibitor
books it concrete
will haxe"
packed houses.— L^i7/?£A'C£ REID.
" Behold the Man
(Pathe)

"

PATHE has revised its former release, " The
Life of the Saviour," and is presenting it
under the title of " Behold the Man." It depicts the life of Christ from Birth to the Ascension, the picture being taken up with the
outstanding episodes of the four Gospels. The
sponsors have introduced a modern story which
shows a mother relating the life of the Saviour
to her children before they are sent to bed.
Through a scries of fade-ins the action develops
and interests after a fashion. The scenes and
figures have been photographed in natural colors.
This process emphasizes the sharp contrasts for
the faces of the players are shown to be absolutely colorless.
The director has used discretion with his
scenes shaping them according to the popular
conception according to the Old Masters. The
titles are presented in a manner which may be
understood by every child. Aside Irom the
technicalities, " Behold the Man" is a satisfying
offering. But it must have a musical setting to
be wholly appealing. A French cast interprets
the biblical story and the performance is not
entirely acceptable because the players do not
appear adaptable to the parts. However, they
act with dignity and poise. The modern episode
is directed by Spencer G. Bennett. — Length 6
Reels.— 7.^r//?/r/Vr£ REID.
" His Enemy's Daughter "
(Candler Pictures — State Rights)
THIS is a fairly interesting drama for a
middle-classed house, with revenge as its
dominating motive. Lloyd Lonergan, the author, has not given his story any absorbing
incidents, to refresh his old familiar story. It
moves along with a fair amount of suspense
and sufficient drama to please, but not impress,
the patrons of the houses where it will probably be shown.
The story starts with the betrayal of a man
by his supposedly truest friend. The betrayed
man, sinking to the very depths of human so-

ciety, vows revenge. He ships as a sailor on a
vessel owned by his false friend. The daughter of his enemy is aboard by mistake and in
a shipwreck the two are cast on a small island
in the West Indies. There the ruined man discovers pearls, and stays while the little girl is
rescued. The story jumps fifteen years. The
girl is budding into womanhood, her father is
on the verge of financial ruin, and the vengeance seeker is a wealthy Cuban. Coming
unrecognized to .America he gets the girl in his
power, but her trust in him, and the memory
of her as a small child, prevents him from
harming her. His betrayer he also ruins and
captures, but lets his revenge take the form
of giving him a good scare.
Vincent Serrano is featured. His acting is
stilted and unconvincing.— MATTHEW A.
TAYLOR.
" Bungalow Troubles "
(Mack Sennett Comedy-Paramount)
THE

humor which can be found in the dinner party where the neighbors are called
in to help themselves has been appreciated by
Mack Sennett. There is an amount of fun in
the idea. As every one knows who conducts a
dinner party, the neighbors never come except
when they are hungry. Here are Louise Fazenda, Jimmie Finlayson and others from the
Sennett lots and they provoke a deal of amusement with their dinner antics and their efforts
at dancing. The comedy is not Sennett at his
best. But when it gives indication of losing
its high kicks he introduces a dream situation
which keeps it sustained to the finish. The husband is talking in his sleep and visualizes some
bathing girls of his acquaintance. The child
wakes up mamma, Louise, and the usual explanations occur. She decides it is better to
take a chance with her present husband than
to speculate with an unknown quantity. The
titling is pithy and more humorous than the
incident.— Length 2 Reel— LAURENCE REID.
Kineto Review
(Urban)
Here is a scenic, describing minutely, the
beauties of Panama, opening with a few views
of the Ancient City, showing thereafter the
methods of keeping the unfortunate lepers
within their exile running along smoothly to
scenes showing the U. S. S. Florida entering
the canal. An interesting part of the subject
is toward the end, where the electric operations controlling the Locks are shown in action.
A new idea of rushing things is introduced, by
rapidly moving a liner through the Panama
Canal in one minute, an action which requires
by actual timing, nine hours. An entertaining and informative compilation. — LILLIAN
GALE.
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HODKINSOJN CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC
TURKS, INC.
The DwelliiiK-Place of Light (Winston Churchill)...!
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
>
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White'i) .1
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warmer)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
7
Kiders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's)
t
Desert Gold (Zane (jrey's)
I
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
i
LoTe Madness (Louise Glaum)
7
Sex (Louise Glaum)
J
The Lone
Wolf'sGlaum)
Daughter (Louise Glaum) '>
Sahara
(Louise
DEITRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
I
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)
t
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
«
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
t
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The House of Whisper* (J. Warren Kerrigan) I
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan)
I
No. 99 Q. Warren Kerrigan).
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan) •
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
•
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
•
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The
(Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
5
King Tiger's
Spruce Coat
(Mitchell
Lewis)
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
«
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast)
•
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
NEAL HART SERIES
Jan. 1 — Danger Valley
Nor. IS— Skyfire
Oct t — Hell's Oasis
LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Jan. 1 — Restless Rummies .
Dec. IS — Back to Earth
Dec. 1— Razzin the Jack. . . .
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier
Bearcat
Seeds of Vengeance
The Gift Supreme
Whispering Devils
The Victim
The Transgressor
The Burning Question
Luring Shadows
Below the Deadline
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies
Stung Again
Wild Wild Woman
Back on the Farm
,
If is Fortune Htmters
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slimiber Motmtain
Along the Moonbeam Trail
BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Kide Under the Alps
Vacation Days in Switzerland
From Montreux to Bemess Alps
Through Switzerland in It Minntea

Film

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
{Released on States Rights Basis)
Voices (Diana Allen)
5
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
5
Wending Trail (Buck Manning)
.. .S
Skinner's
Dress
Sui
t
5
WESTERN
Handicap
g
HORSE-RACING PICTURE
Why Tell (Henry Miller)
6
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
The Cbampioa
Jitney
Elopement'.......'.'..'.,.,.2a
Work
2
By the Sea

LUBIN

(BERT)
8TATB RIQHTB
Honeymoon Kanch

J
S
S

5
6
(
*
5
9
t
i
7
5
a
2
a
a
I
3
I
I
1
1

TANS PICTURES CORP.
Madonnas and Men
5
Wings
of
Pride
!!*.
!!!!s
A Woman'a Buiineis
Love Without Question (Olive Tell) ' !
KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Urban Popular Classics
Chas. Urban's
Movie Chats
Kineto
Reviews

All

5

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Feb. 21 — Mother Love (Alice I-ake)
6
Feb. 14—
Fine Feathers
(Special Cast)
Feb.
7— Passion
Fruit (Doral
dina) '..'.60
Jan. 31 —
Off Shore Pirate (Viola Dana) . . .^6
Jan. 24 — The
Coincidence (Special
Cast)
Jan. 17 — The Marriage of William Ashe (May Alli- 6
son) 5
Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth (Special Cast)
(,
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
\yhat's
(Special Cast).. 6
Hot. 22—theTheMatter
Star With
Rover Marriage? Cast)
....6
Aug. 23 — The Mutiny ol the(Special
Elsinore (Special Cast).t)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph M. Bchenck)
Feb.
Dec. 16
22 —— Neighbors
The Scarecrow '
22
Oct. 27— Convict 13
q
Sept. 1—HAMPTON
One Week
j
HOPE
PRODUCTIONS ',
Mar. — A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton) e
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6 — Billions (Nazimova)
6
Oct. 11 — Uadam Peacock (Nazimova)
'.'.7
Apr. —— Stronger
The HeartThan
of a Death
Child (Nazimov
(Nazimova)
Jam
a) .'."77
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes)
t
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) 6i
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct, 2S — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
t
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 28— Temple Dusk (Special Cast)
Sept. 6— Love, Honor and Obey (Special C^t) ...6*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18— The Great Redeemer (Soecial Cast)
6
ROWLAND, WEST PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 3— The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen) 6
MISCELLANEOUS
The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
The Wrong Woman
(Ivan Abramson)
The Crimson Cross (Fan
ark)
ManC
and o
Woman r
(Specialp
Cast) Sherman Prod's!
Cornelius
p
TheClark
Devil's
Angel Cor
(Helen Gardner-Templer'Saxe)
Birthright
(Special
Cast)
Allied
Ind. (Pantex)
Attractions.'!.'!
The
Japanese Question in California
TheFe
Fighting
Kentuckians
(Special Cast) Sterling
at
ures
Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.) !!.!!!!!!!!!!!!
Why
Leave Your
Husbandrp
(Austin-Shepard) EquaUty
Photoplay
Co
Uncle
Sam
of
Freedom
Ridge
(Special Cast) Harry
Levey Prod
s
The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's
OasisFeature
(Neal Producing
Hart) Independent
Films Assn..
Peerless
C;o
The
Light
(Dolores
Cassinelli)
Common
COwealth
MEHidden
DIES
Film Corp
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndicate— Cleveland)
2
After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.)
2
Billy Ruge Comedies (Fnnful Films)
1
Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)
3
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Picture* CMp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Eidna Shipman-Joho Jtmior)...
Legend Pllm Prods.

NATIONAL FILM CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)
Vobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5
Release Information Continued on Page 10
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Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast)
5
Capuvating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re- is ue 5
PATHE EXCHANGES
Feb. 6 — The Devil (George Arliss)
6
Jan. 30— The Killer
6
Jan. 23 — The Sage Hen (.Special Cast)
6
Jan. 16 — When We Were Twenty-one (H. B. Warner) S
Jan. 2 — That Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet) 2
Dec. 26 — Rogues and Romance (Seitz Caprice) . . . .6
Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
6
Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
S
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) 6
Not. 31— The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5
Nov.
A Beggar
Purple (Edgar
Oct.
317—— The
Money in Changers
(ClaireLewis')
Adams-Ray tt
Stewart)
Oct. 24 — Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
Oct. 10— Forbidden Valley (CJordon-McAvoy) 6
Oct. 3— The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar) t
8ept
26 —King)
Help Wanted — Male ( BUnche Sweet- 5
Henry
Sept.
12—
FelU
O'Day of
(H. the
B. Warner)
Sept.
S— The House
Tolling Bai (Brace 5
son)
Gordon-May McAvoy)
<
Aug. 29 — Lahoma (Edgar Lewis)
7
DOUBLE ADVENTURE
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Charles HutchinFeb. 6— Third, Hearts of Stone
:
Jan. 30 — Second, The Harbor of Bandits
Jan. 23— First, On the Trail of Fate
EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
Lochinvar o' tlie Line
2
VELVET FINGERS
(Fifteen Two-Reel
Episodes Starring
and Marguerite
Courtot.) Oeo. B. Beitt
Feb. 6— Tenth, Shots in the Dark
Jan. 30 — Ninth, The Broken Necklace
Jan. 23 — Eighth, Aiming Straight
2
Jan. 16 — Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veils.. 2
Jan.
-.
Jan. 92—— Unmasked
Fifth, The Desert Pavilion
22
Dec. 26 — The Man in the Blue Spectacles 2
Dec. 19 — Third, The Hand from Behind the Door.... 2
Dec. 12— Second, The Face Behind the Curtain 3
Dec. 5— First, To Catch a Thief
3
THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel
sen andEpisodes
Warner Btarring
Orland) Juanita EonJan. 23 — Fifteenth, Retribution
2
Jan. 16 — Fourteenth, Confession
2
Jan. 9— Thirteenth, The Attack at the Inn
2
Jan. 2— Twelfth, Behind the Veil
2
Dec; 26 — Through Prison Walls
2
Dec. 19 — Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
2
Dec. 12 — Ninth, The Mystic Summons
2
Dec. 5 — Eighth, The Man Trap
3
Nov. 28 — Seventh, Gun Fire
3
Nov. 21— The Crystal Bail
2
Not. U — Fifth, The Tower Room
3
Nov. 7— Fourth, The Open Window
3
Oct. 31— Third, The Trail of the Wolf
2
Oct. 24 — Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dmie. .3
Oct. 17 — First, Doom
3
RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
Roland)
{Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth
Dec. 5 — Fifteenth. The Hidden Treasure 2
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
Not. 21 — Thirteenth. The Stirprise Attack
3
Nov. 14 — Twelfth, The Secret Order
3
Nov. 7 — Eleventh. The Fatal Diamond
2
Oct 31— Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk
3
Oct. 9 — Ninth, The Perilous Path
3
Oct 17— Eighth. Danger Trails
2
Oct 10 — Seventh. Troubled Waters
3
Oct. 3 — Sixth, The Eagle's Nest
3
Sept.
33
Sept 2619 —— Fifth,
Fourth,Double
Between€b-ossed
Two Fires
Sept 12 — Third, The Tower of Danger
3
PIRATE GOLD
{Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. 8. Seitt
and Marguerite Courtot)
Oct 17— Tenth, Defeat— And Victory
2
Oct 10 — Ninth, The Double Cross
3
Sept 26 — Seventh, Under Stispicioo
3
Sept. 19 — Sixth, Kidnapped
3
Sept 12— Fifth, Drugged
3
Sept S— Fourth, Treasiu-e — At Last
3
Aug. 29 — Third, The Dead Man's Story
3
THE THIRD EYE
{Fifteen Two-Reel
Starring Warner
bland andEpisodes
Eileen Percy)
Aug. 39 — Fifteenth, The Tritmiph of lattice 2
76Aug. 23 — Fourteenth, At Bay
3
Aug. IS— Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Joatice 3
Aug. 8 — Twelfth. Man Against Man
7
Aug. 1 — Eleventh, The Loog Ann of Teafeaacc. . . .3
fily 2S — Tenth. The House of Terrors
3
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" Double

Adventure "
(Pathe)
PATHE says that Charles Hutchison is the
■■ bravest daredevil of the screen." Judging
from the way this young man went through
the first two episodes of his new serial " Double
-\dventure," they're not far from it, for he does
many stunts which will make the serial loving
public gasp and be amazed.
When to
the equal
scenes orcallsurpass
for it, anything
Hutchison that
doesn't
hesitate
has
L\er been done before. And then again many
(it his stunts are new.
For instance, during a chase scene in which
two automobiles participate, the star climbs out
on the front of the rear " auto " which appears
to be going at top speed, does a forward dive
and grasps the emergency tire of the front
auto and by superhuman strength drags himself
to a sitting position.
This piece of daredeviltry is worth a hand
from any audience and is only an illustration of
what the fans may expect when they see Charlie
Hutchison in " Double Adventure."
The story is up to date in every way and is
given a splendid production. It concerns the
trials and tribulations of a young reporter. Bob
Cross, who is determined to land Jules Fernol
and his notorious gang of crooks behind the
bars for stealing Martha Steadman's inheritance.
The action is " fast and furious " in the first
two episodes and shows the star in many fights
and quick get-a-ways until the finish of the
second episode when he is seen hanging on a
hoist over treacherous water with the villains,
knives in hand awaiting their chance.
W. S. Van Dyke, who directed Jack Dempsey
in " Daredevil Jack," held the reins in " Double
Adventure " and has been careful in handling
his actors and developing an intricate plot.
A capable cast supports Hutchison, among
whom are Josie Sedgwick, Carl Stockdale, S. E.
Jennings, Ruth Langston and Louis D'or.
Jack Cunningham wrote the storv. — FRANK
LEONARD.
,
" Pleasure Seekers "
MpLEASURE
" is one of the best
A productionsSEEKERS
Elaine Hammerstein
has
ever done. It is a comedy-drama, gripping in
its dramatic moments and amusing in its lighter
scenes.
Although the story is not new, it has a number of novel twists which carry it entirely away
from the " cut and dried " and land it high in
amusement value. But it is Elaine Hammerstein's acting, especially in the dramatic
moments, which gives added impetus to the picture. And many a wet handkerchief did she
bring from the eyes of the women folks in a
Broadway house when the scenes show her setting out to bring back her wayward husband
whom she finds out is in the company of a
woman of uncertain character.
In the lighter scenes, Frank Currier in a
character role is a splendid foil for the star
and reminds one of William H. Crane, especially
in his methods of handling the comedy situations.
In the opening scenes the star appears in the
role of a secretary to an old clergyman. When
the latter dies, the girl marries the wayward
son of a millionaire. The latter does not forgive his son on learning of the marriage and
the young couple decide to go to work."

of Short

The comedy situations begin when Elaine
secures a position as stenographer to the irate
father and convinces him that she is not of the
ordinary " gum chewing, powder pufi " variety.
The son, however, cannot stick to the
" straight and narrow " and falls >a victim to
his old pals. When the wife finds that he is
in the company of a " not too good woman " she
sacrifices
own him
feelings,
home
and her
brings
back.goes
Hereto this
he iswoman's
met by
his
father and
who inhasanother
previously
discovered
identity
strong
moment,Elaine's
when
the young wife accomplishing her object is
about to leave, turns tragedy into comedy by
declaring, " If you ever desert her again, I'll
disinherit you." These words are said to soothe
rather than offend and bring the story to a
happj' ending.
Frank Currier, Webster Campbell, Marguerite
Clajlon and James Furrey head the cast. —
FRANK LEONARD.
" Hides— and Go Seek "
(Educational-Hudson
Bay Travel Series
One Reel)
THIS is another of the Hudson Bay Travel
series which should prove of decided interest to exhibitors for the reason that these
films bring before the public Eskimo and Indian
life in the far north, as it is lived in the service
of the company.
"Hides-and Go Seek " shows the Indian
method of trapping the beaver, minx, muskrat,
ermine and lynx in the Athabascan countrj'.
The Indian and his companion start in the
early dawn and trudge through the snow covered
wilderness until a suitable place is found to lay
the traps.
.\fter the:y are set, and it certainly requires
some skill in the setting, the northlanders proceed to their camps, build their fires and await
the coming of the morrow. When dawn arrives
they proceed merrily to the traps where the
preceding day's work proves a success, each
trap containing one or more of the precious
fur-bearing animals.
The scenes showing the laying of traps for
snaring the beaver and muskrat are especially
interesting because they have to be laid under
the ice where the animals live during the
winter.
The subtitles are clear and expressive, adding
life
ARD.and humor to the story— FRANK LEONMovie

Chat—
40tli Series
(Urban)

FROM this chat one may learn how difficult
it really is to obtain the skins of seals,
Alaskan seals, for (usually) the making of fur
coats for the fair sex^ Lives are risked in
thrilling fashion, and the scenes of the frozen
north where the seals are found, furnishes interesting location. Why not the fox, the kind
which this chat shows come from " fox farms,"
where the animal is raised and his coat perfected for the express purpose of decorating
the lady of expensive tastes. This part of the
subject will be of great interest to sportspeople,
who enjoy the thrills of fur trapping, while the
second half will be of more interest to those
in touch with scientific research. The habits
of the cobra, the viper and other reptiles are
shown, as well as the breeding of aligators and

Length

their growth into maturity. The photography
in its entirety, is much above the ordinary,
making the subjects doubly interesting — LILLIAN GALE.
" A Barefoot Boy "
(Post-Paramount Nature Picture)
ERE is one of the brightest little fillers
H
for an exhibitor's program -that has come
to the screen in many a day. The title exploits a youngster, but the interest of the subject is found in a fuzzy-haired Scotch terrier
who because of his homely and pathetic countenance certainly inspires a friendly response.
He follows the boy around in typically dog
fashion, waiting for him to come from school,
and joining him in some walks to the old
swimmin' hole. The picture is inviting in its
charming atmosphere.
One feels the call of the country, the call of
the rustic stream, the quiet contentment of the
farmhouse. The shots have been done in sepia
— some of which are of¥ered out of focus.
There is a spell about the subject which places
the spectator in an appreciative state of mind.
The city dweller who is unable to show his dog
a good time, feels a desire to take a week-ofF
and travel to the country. He may even feel
like going bare-footed again. This picture is
such a gem that it acts as an atmospheric prelude for a heart interest feature. — Length One
Reel— LAURENCE REID.
" The Porcelain Lamp "
( Harry Levey Service Corporation)
HE Harry Levey Service Corporation have
offered a five-reel subject under the title of
'■ The Porcelain Lamp," made for the Cole
Motor Company. It takes up in a fictional way
the discovery of gasolene and its application as
the motive power of automobiles. There is a
prominent engineer who escorts his dinner
friends to his studio to show them his antiques.
A porcelain lamp is one of the treasures. As
he relates the history of the lamp, the action
discloses the discoverer of gasolene and the
inventor of the lamp. He is a Frenchman
named Daimler who struggled for years in finding a satisfactory liquid fuel. He dreams of
success but never attains it until he accidentally
uses gasolene instead of kerosene to light his
porcelain lamp.- Thus he discovers his liquid
fuel. He invents a gasolene engine, the forerunner of the motor car of to-day. — Length 5
Reeh.—LAURENCE REID.
" The Officer Cupid "
(Paramount — Two
Mack Reels)
Sennett Comedy —
THIS
comedy
laugh.Containing
It is so
"polite"
that itwon't
fails togetbe afunny.
practically no slapstick or burlesque, it necessarily must depend for its humor upon a good
comedy idea in its story. And the idea is not
there. It is simply the story of a police chief
and a young patrolman, both in love with the
same girl. Burglars enter the young lady's
house and the patrolman and his chief both
come to the rescue. There is also a fake burglar at work, employed by the ambitious young
cop in order that he can make a hit with the
girl— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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July 18— Ninth, The Race for Life
3
July 11 — Eighth, Dangwous TraiU
2
July 4— Seventh, The Doable Trap
3
Jane 27 — Sixth, The Death Spark
2
VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Dec. 26 — The Sleepy Head
1
Dec. 12— Greek Meets Greek
1
Not. U — The Sandman
1
Uct.
Mamma's
Boy
11
Oct. 313 —— June
Madoesi
AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydnej
Drew and John Ctmiberland)
July
IS — Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green- 3^
wood
May 30 — Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16 — Second. The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 3
ROLIN COMEDIES
Jan. 9 — The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Uec 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
)
Dec. 5 — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7 — Insulting the Sultan
i
Oct. 24 — When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) i
Oct. 10 — Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 26 — Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
i
Sept. 12— Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 12— Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 5— A Regular Pal
1
A«g. 29 — Money to Bum (Snub Pollard) I
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26— Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd;...
Jofy 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
d
May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) i
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce (Sordon-May
McAvoy)
•
July 18 — Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).*
Jane 20— Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinsoa) t
iVEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
J
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PEERLESS PICTURES
The Heart of a Woman.

COMPANY

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
sdlRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
3
Law of the North
S
Cy
Whitt-.ker's
Ward
rhe Awakening of Ruth
iS
l.ig^t in Darkness
i
The Tell Tale Step
S
Lady of the Photograph
i
KLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
1
The Screen Fan
1
The Matinee Girl
1
The Man Eater
1
The Superstitious Girl
1
The
Artist's
Model
11
Hie Art
Bug
The Starter
1
The Spoiled Girl
1
Thoughtless
Women
(Alma CORPOR
Rubens)
ATION t '
FILM
PIONEE
Place
of RHoneymoons
(Emily Stevens- Montagu 6
Love)
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
6
vvhat Women Want (Louise Huff)
5
VVhere Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
i
Ciut of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb). 5
Empty Arms ((Jail Kane-Thurston Hall)
5
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5
His Inner
Brother's
The
VoiceKeeper
(E. K.(Mansfield.-Lytton-James)
Lincoln) . . . .i*
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
i
K Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane- J. Herbert Frank)
5
K (Jood Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
T.uke McLuke's Film-osophy
H
'^onny Series
, .... 2
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Flabea in Bearskin
1
Two's
-.
11
CaU MeCompany
Daddy
Knockout Maggie
1
Hown Beside the Seaside
1
Professor Was Right
1

RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)

Film

J

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The
(Wm. D.
Taylor's)
6882
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
5995
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6705
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4979
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
4214
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5302
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
4212
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4646
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
4648
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)
5134
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10— I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2
Nov. 28 — He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12— Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns)
2
Oct. 30 — Married to Order (Rosemary Theby)
2
Oct. 15— When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) 2
Sept. 30— Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 3
Sept. 1— The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 30— Snakes (Billy B. Van)
3
Aug. 15— Buggins (Leon Errol)
3
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Bold Bad Pirate
2
Summer Days
2
Sunshine
2
She's
Vamp
Circus a Days
3a
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
3
Hands Up
3
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture
3
Girl of the Rancho
3
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Ltmatics in Politics
3
(Jood Night Nurse
2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
1
Moonshiner
1
No. 13
1
Pest
1
Pile Driver
l
Undressed Kid
1
Live Wire
l
Dummy
l
Rye and Wry
1
Referee
,
1
In and Out
i
The Landlady
i
The Moocher
i
The Bull Fighter
i
Professor
i
Getting His (Joat
1
Fixing Lizzie
1
Dry Cleaned
1
Kidnapper
1
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
1
Wind (^ddess
1
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
2
Lazy Lem
3
Bungalow Btmgle
3
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
1
Dreamy Chinatown
1
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms
3
Help
3
The Movies
3

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
«!UPERIOR PICTURES
Moon Madness (Special C^st)
6
PRICE fC. B. CO.)
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
INDIAN DRAMAS
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
S
Bright Skies (Brentwood)
5
Fifteen
feather.Single reelers starring Princess Mona DarkThe Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa)
S
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)...
5 The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5 Tlie Rrand of T.oper ''Sessue Hayakawa)
?
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)
Tlir Woman W'lio T^nderstood (Bessie Barriscale')....
Release Information Continued on Page 1078

Picture
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SUPER SPECIALS
Little 'Fraid
(Mae Marsh)
Kismet
(Otis Lady
Skinner)
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
So Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
The Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
Occasionally Yours (Lew C^ody)
Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum)
SPECIALS
Ang. 15 — Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa)
Aug. 1 — Life's Twist (Bessie Barriscale)
SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6— Becky Strikes Oat
May
Lerty's Lost Legacy
Mixed 30 —Husbands
The Taylor Made Wife
Downstairs and Up
Why Be Jealeos?
Her Beloved Burglar
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas
The City of Broken Old Men
Recruiting in the Solomons
Lonely South Pacific Missions
Domesticating Wild Men
Cruising in the Solomons
Saving Savages in the Sotrth Seas
ADVENTURE SCENICS
The Lone Trapper
Outlaw of the Wilderness
The Tempest
Waters of Destiny
Tree Magic
Ghosts of Romance
Sons of Salooskin

69
6
6
6
8
(
7
5
6
1
11
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES
Jan. 17— Wild Women .,
Jan. 10 — From Kitchen to Throne
Jan.
Dec. 273 —— ABuried
Slick Alive
Detective
Dec. 20 — New Ralgia

1
1
11
1

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Women
Don't Gamble
Fickle

SS

S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason)
Cowboy Jazz
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Beach Birds and Bombs
Hashers and Mashers
Waffles and Wallops
MIDGET COMEDIES
if'tnrriii!} Eddie Frank and Jimmie Roaon)
Beacii. Birds and Bombs
Waffles and Wallops
Hashers and Mashers
Oh. What a Circus
Movies and Maniacs
.\ Tenderfoot Romeo
SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES
(Distriiuted by Select Exchange*)
The
Figurehead
(Eugene O'Brien)
The
Flapper
The Man Who(Olive
Lost Thomas)
Himself (Wm. Faversham)
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
The
Wonderful
(Eugene O'Brien)
Whispers
(ElaineChance
Hammerstein)
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
Pleasure Seekers (Elaine Hammerstein)
You Can't Kill Love (Special Cast)
Broadway and Home (Eugrene O'Brien)
SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchange*)
The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
Cniildren Not Wanted (Edith Dav)
Man's Plaything
(Grace Davison)
Mountain
Madness
Mothers of Men (Qaire Whitney)
The Great Shadow
The One-Wav Trail (Edythe Sterling)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Tust Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Taking the Count (William Collier)
The Servant Question (William Collier)
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)

S
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5, (KM)
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,500
5,000
6,00»
5,0€0
6,000
S,0«0
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
S.OOO
5,000
5,000

January
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"THE
DEVIL"
(Asso.-Exhib.-Pathe)

"THE
KID"
(First National)

Very Artistic With Arliss Superb in His Screen Debut
THIS production is certainly going to arouse a deal of discussion
among exhibitors and screengoers as to whether it constitutes good
film material. A great many will argue, that deprived of the subtleties of dialogue, it will appear unduly conventional. But since it is a
play founded upon a moral and utilizing a symbol for characterization
which in the shadow world seems highly effective, those who come to scoff
should go away feeling well entertained. It is a picture which can appeal
to the imagination. While the figure of the devil appears in, the flesh in
the identity of a false friend whose object is to plant seeds of distrust in
the minds of his acquaintances and watch them harvest a crop of evil
thoughts and deeds, it is our idea that the author intended the character to
symbolize the power of evil — in other words apjiear invisible.
Accepting it in this light the picture takes on interest which cannot be
denied. Certainly there is nothing the matter with the interpretation or
production. George Arliss makes his screen debut in the part he created
upon the stage and gives one of the finest portrayals even seen. He is
superb as the stealthy, scheming, polished, dignified arch — enemy of righteousness. He brings to the silent drama his subtle, keen understanding.
His make-up is marvelous and he is silhouetted in the foreground with
splendid lighting. A toss of his cape, a gesture of his hand, a mocking
smile, a lift of the eyebrow, whatever he does is the acme of grace. He is
the artist to his finger tips. Whenever he is in the picture it takes on
value because of his superiority to the story and the other portrayals.
The idea itself, looking at it from an analytical viewpoint simply exposes
the meddler in the home. It borders on the triangle without actually entering it. Some will say that the good people must have been exceedingly
stupid to countenance the devil's constant meddling. If they will look at
the figure as a composite representation of false friends and gossips who
are in every community though not actually identified they will get a proper
interpretation of the subject. Thus a moral is observed. The picture,
scene for scene, is always obvious. But that is to be expected. Doubtless
it will soar over the heads of the masses. If it does they can still derive
satisfaction from the wonderfully fine production and Mr. Arliss' performance. James Young has been given a free rein toward investing the picture
with artistic backgrounds. His attention to details must have been a labor
of enthusiasm. " The Devil " should draw them in through the star's
reputation, but we are frank in stating that it seems almost too high-brow
for the patron used to sharp conflicts and contrasts. — Length. 6 reels. —
Laurence Reid.

Long Heralded Chaplin Six Reeler Lives Up to

THE CAST
Dr. MuUer
Mimi
Marie Matin
Her Aunt
Paul De Vaux
Georges Roben
By Franz Molnar.
Scenario by Edmund Goulding.
Directed by James Young.

George Arliss
Sylvia Breamer
Lucy Cotton
Mrs. Arliss
Edmund Lowe
Roland Bottomley

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
The
Devil."
a
screen
version
the beplaythe offeature
the same
name atin the
which George
Arliss scored a most artistic success,of will
attraction
theatre next
. Mr. Arliss is also the star of the photoplay and again
shows his skillful interpretation which is marked for its subtle shading, poise and
dignity. A clever company which consists of such favorite players as Sylvia
Breamer, Lucy Cotton and Edmund Lowe, is in support. James Young has produced the picture from a scenario by Edmund Goulding.
This offering is from the Hungarian play by Franz Molnar, which symbolizes
the power of evil. The author shows his puppets being guided by a devil, whose
object is to sow distrust and corruption among the minds of his acquaintances.
While
he usesevilthetongue
name spreads
of Dr. unhappiness.
MuUer, the figure
well over
be any
friend whose
Right might
triumphs
wrong" trusted
eventu-"
ally. The picture is made fascinating through Mr. Arliss' masterly portrayal. Mr.
Young's attention
productionthrough
is highly
artistic.
" is certainly
a subject which
compels
its vital
theme" The
and Devil
the splendid
performance.
PROGRAM READER
A picture of vital theme, powerful characterization, wonderfully artistic performance and production is " The Devil " which comes to the
theatre in the near future. This play when it appeared upon the speaking stage
created a sensation since it was produced by two separate companies, one of which
was headed by George Arliss, the star of the screen version. Mr. Arliss is a
superb artist, a fact which will be testified to by patrons of the
. His
skill at pantomime, his artistic study, poise and dignity compel the utmost attention.
He is the diabolical power of evil that may be found — in fact, is found, in every
community.
See " The Devil " and marvel at the star's performance. A highly
artistic
production.
SUGGESTIONS
Concentrate upon the name of the star in your exploitation. He is one of the
most gifted actors on the stage and he brings to the screen a rare artistry. Make
plain that he created a sensation in the stage version of the picture. And he offers
screen patrons a genuine delight in the theatre. Make use the theme by pointing
out thatthethe false
Devil-—
the power
of evil is ever
abroadarein Powers
every community.
The
gossip,
friend,
the scandal-monger
— these
for evil. Make
use of James Young's name. He is a well known director and well known to your
crowd who are " dyed-in-the-wool " fans. Play up the artistic production, but
usesensation
most of your
in bringing
Arliss' byname.
Play up that
it scoredat
athe
when advertising
it was produced
upon forth
the stage
two separate
companies
same time.

Expectations
CHAPLIN'S
'■
The
Kid " no
livespicture
up tohas
expectations
saying considerable. Perhaps
ever been which
usheredis into
official being with so much to recommend it from an exhibitors
standpoint. To begin with it is Mr. Chaplin's first venture into the multiple reel feature not counting "Tillie's Punctured Romance" in which He
shared starring honors. Next America's foremost comedian has been
absent from the screen for a long time. His public which means about
everyone who goes to pictures is hungry for another comedy. Third, the
existence of " The Kid " has been known to both the public and the trade
for a year and during that period more publicity for it than could have
been purchased for a barrel of money has just naturally accrued in the
course of certain human events.
When and how this picture was going to reach the screen has been the
topic of the day.
Viewed from the picture angle, with no thought of the box office values,
■' The Kid " is a paradox. The picture is not a Chaplin comedy. It is
actually a drama, developed with a splendid lot of highly original and absolutely new incident, played in an exaggerated tempo with such skill, not
only
the star, but the entire supporting cast that the result is a high
class by
comedy.
MR.

There are few of the old Chaplin tricks made manifest in this picture,
although the familiar Chaplin makeup and mannerisms are retained. Also
there are few " custard pie " gags in it and a surprisingly small nimiber of
titles.
Mr. Chaplin and his principal comedy assistant, the child player, Jackie
Coogan earn their laughs by legitimate methods.
In acting honors the star is entitled to scarcely less praise than his supI)orting cast, especially the young Mr. Coogan. There is no doubt that
" The Kid " is going to receive the attention of the entire picturegoing
public and if it doesnt set new box office records our judgment is badly
at fault. Length. 6 reels. — /. S. Dickerson.
The
The
The
The
The

THE CAST
Man
Woman
Kid
Tramp
Policeman
Written and directed by Charles Chaplin.

Carl Mfller
Edna Purviance
Jack Coogan
Charles Chaplin
Tom Wilson

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The long heralded six-reel comedy " The Kid," in which Charles Chaplin is
starred
which forhas thebeenpastlinked
stories
of the ChapUns'
domestic andtroubles
year with
is to the
be newspeper
the attraction
at the
theatre
for
a
days'
run
beginning
.
In
" TheboyKidby" the
greatest of all screen comedians shares acting honors with a small
the
name of Coogan and between the two more clean fun is generated than any picture that Mr. Chaplin has ever made which is proof positive that a great deal of
fun is in store for the patrons of the
.
It is said that Mr. Chaplin has entered a new field in his latest production,
The " custard pie " variety of humor has been discarded along with many of tb«
famous
trickstheandold" The
Kid "make-up,
makes its
for popularity
as a straight
comedy.Chaplin
Of course
Chaplin
flatbidshoes,
battered derby
and ilt
fitting clothing is still retained but here the old ideas end. In fact " The Ki4 "
might have been a drama had if been developed along different lines. " The Kid^
is in six reels with so many laughs crowded into it that even such great comedy
pictures as his previous productions such as " A Dog's Life " and " Shoulder
Arms " are relegated to the rear ranks as laugh producers. Young Mr. Coogan,
who is "The Kid," is the most remarkable child actor ever presented on the screen.
He is entitled to a full share of honor for the picture's entertaining qualities.
PROGRAM READER
We've got it. It cost a lot of money but it is going to be worth it to us and
to you.
" The
Kid "ever
the filmed
first six-reeler
Charlie Chaplin
has ever made foranda
the
greatest
comedy
is to be that
the attraction
at the
days' engagement beginning
.
For a year we have all been hearing about this picture, speculating when it was
to reach the public and how good it really was. Well, in this latter connection
we are willing to make a "money back" offer. If anyone thinks "The Kid"
isn't the best picture that Charlie ever made,
that's going some when such
fun makers as " A Dog's Life " and " ShoulderandArms
considered,
we will
hand him back his admission money and a bonus. " The "Kidare" sets
a new standard
in picture making and also introduces a new child player who is a wonder. Little
Mr.
Coogan,
is the
is entitled
be half
co-starred
with All
evenwe thewantgreatto
Chaplin.
To who
tell you
what" kid,"
to expect
would tospoil
your fun.
impress
you is into
that one
this film.
is a picture of a million with more laughs than has
ever
beenon crowded
SUGGESTIONS
The exploitation possibilities of this picture are many but probably most exhibitors will get the best results from widely heralding the facts concerning what they
may expect in the way of fun. Extravagant praise for the offering, calling attention
to
the
fact giving
that it the
is Chaplin's
in a year, that it is his first sixreeler, and
history of first
it, isproduction
recommended.
CATCH LINES
The one and only Chaplin in a feature length comedy that sets a new record
forever for the king of comedians.
Chaplin, entertainment.
plus little Jackie Coogan and a fine story ic productive of six
reelsCharlie
of unexcelled
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Advance

Information
(Continued from on
page 1076) All

NATIONAL PICTURES
(Dittributea by Select Ewchanget)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out o£ the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am 1? (Special Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
The Invisible Divorce (Special Cast)
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)

5,000
5,000
5,000
5.00r>
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,500

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEUYART
0»tm tke Bar*
1
akr Ferer
1
Sweet Dyaamite
>
COMICLASSIC
Not. 14— Watch Your Hnaband (llerriam-EdwanU) .3
Oct. 31— A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam}. . .3
Oct. 17— A Pajama Marriace (Nedy Edward*) 2
SUNSET BURRUU SCENICS
KoT. 7 — ^Totem Land
1
Oct. 31 — Dawnland
1
Oct. 24 — Going North
1
Oct. 17 — ^The Highway of Wonderland
1
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct. 1*— Bubble*
I
Oct 3— Dreama
1
Uept 26 — Up on the Farm
1
MORANTl COMEDIES
Oct. 31— Kida
>
Oct, 17 — Guilty
1
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Not. 14— Who Am I
>
Oct. 7— Home Kule
3
STOLE FILM CORPORATION
Jan. — The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) 6
Tan. — Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650
Jan. — The Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy DukeGuy Newell)
6
Jan. — Squandered Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall) 6
The Tavern Knight
Broken Heart* (LocOle ES,
de Tar-Florence
EVc" Hackett)..! !
TUR
It
Happened
Pari*
(Mme. Yorska)
AD inPIC
TYR
Human
PaMion* (Lottie Tilford)
i
ICan and Woman (Betty Mason)
!
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughe*)
*
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) S
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hi he*)
'
■ Dr. Brind'i Wonden of Nature (One erery week)..
Johnny
Dooley Comedie* (Johnny Dooley— one eyery 3
month)
RADIN PICTURES
lUnning Skinneri (Johnny Dooley)
5
Through Eyei of Men (Frank Mayo)
9
Weekly IndigestioD (one erery wedt)
1
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATIO^
Jan. 9 — The Love Light (Mary Pickford) R.nno
Dec. 5 — The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) . .8
Sept. 5— The Love Flower (D. W. GrifiSth's) 7
June 37 — Sad* (Maiy Pickford)
»
tuna 13— The MoUycoddle (Dotigla* Fairbanka) 6
[ay 30— Romance (Dori* Keane)
t
Ajtr. 5— Down on the Farm (ICack Sennetf*) i
Jan. 1»— PoUyanna (Mary Pickford)
«
Decbank*)
39— When the Cload* Roll By (Dougla* Fair- •
Oct 30— Broken Blo**om* (D. W. Grifidi'*) •
S«gt^— Hi* Maj«*ty the American (Dongla* Fair-^
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Riaky Business (Gladys Walton)
We*t U We«t (Harry Carey)
Honor Bound (Frank Mayo)
Fixed by Gtorge (Lyont-Moran)
The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers)
Wanted at Headquarter* (Eva Novak)
The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillip*)
The Devil's Among
Pass KeyCannibal*
(Special Ca»t)
Shipwrecked
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew)
fender Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)

S
S
5
S
5
5
3
5
5
S
S
S
J
3
5
6
67
6
6

Film

Picture

News

Releases

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
a VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
A Prohibition Monkey
3 VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
THE DIAMOND QUEEN
{Eighteen Episode serial starring Eileen Srdgnick )
Second, The Plunge of Doom
2
First, The Vow of Vengeance
2
Trumpet
Island
Tensas)
"Speciaj*
CaatOW'(^l.
'j
)
Terre**'
woods)
The
^'^'^
Courage
Special
of (Tom'
Marge
Ca
O'Doone
w"
Games
Ca
st
j
KING OF THE CIRCUS
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
Twelfth, Deep Waters
2 Cousin Kate
e
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2
c
Ninth, Dynamite
2 The Vice of Fools
Seventh, Over the City
2 Dollars and the Woman
2
Sixth,
Lion'sBlack
Claws
The Sporting
Prey
.*
"i
Fifth. The
Wallet
22 The
Duch
-'.i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!?
Fourth, Facing Death
2 EARLE WILLUMS ea*
PRODUC
TIONS
Third, Stolen Evidence
2 Diamonds Adri
ft
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2
j
First. Blood Moner
3 The Romance Promoter*.
c
A Master Stroke
RED RIDER SERIES
|S
The Purple Qpher
.*.*.*.*.'.*
Captam
Swift
!
!!!!!*!*"
5
{Six
Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)
The Fortune
Hunter
ii!!! !!!!!!*'!* *7
CORINN
E GRIFFI
TH PRODUCTIONS
Sixth, The Timber Wolf
3
Fifth, The Forest Runner*
3 It Isn't Being Done This Season
«
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
3
rhird. Big Suke*
2 The Broadway Bubble
c
""■
Second, The Girl and the Law
3 Bab's
The Whisper
Market
'.'
C^aadidate
iS
First. A Son of the North
3 Deadlme
The Garterat Girl
EJerea
!.!!!"!
S
!!!!!!!!
I
THE FLAMING DISK
Human Collateral
i!!!!"!!!*!!!*"5
ANTONIO
MORENO PRODUCTIONS
{Eighteen
Three Sevens
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
j
Eighteenth, The End of the Trail
2 ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Sixteenth, Running Wild
2 Princess Jones
5
Fourteenth, The Purple Rays
2
Thirteenth, Caged In
2 LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
Twelfth. The Tunnel of Flame
2 The Sp
ortsman
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
2
3
Tenth, Spiked Death
3 The Suitor
«
Ninth, The Floating Mine
2 The Stag. Ha>
Solid Concre
d te.'.. .v.v;;;;;;,g
Kii^th,
Throncfa
Wall*
of
Seed
3
ScTentA. The Circle of Ffa*
2
^^'c^.;
;;:::::
::::::::::::::
:::::::
The Grocery
Cl
er
k:::;;;;::? |
THE DRAGON'S NET
{Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes
Feahirimg
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
Marie Walcamp)
The Mysterious Stranger
...........2
Twelfth. Unma*ked
2
Eleventh, The Shan^aJ Peril
3 The ^lUl8anL'e
"'2
Kinth, The Train of Death
3
The Back Yard
'.!.'.'.'.'.'.". 3
Eighth, Trailed to Peking
3 FIGHTING
FATE
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
3
Sixth, Captured in China
3
{Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Storrimg
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fourth, Into the Chasm
2 Fifteenth. Cleaning the Blot
2
Third. A Watery Grave
2 Fourteenth, Thieves Fall Out
2
Thirteenth,
Mystery
Mountain
...2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
2
A Choice of Death
2
Fresh from the Country (Harry Sweet)
2 Eleventh,
Tenth,
The
Stolen
Bride
2
Puppy Love (Brownie)
2
2
His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
2 Ninth, The Air .Avenger
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2 Eighth,
The
Treasure
Hunt
..'..2
2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2 Seventh, A Demon's Bluff
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
'.'.'.2
Their First Tintype (Armstrong-Jackson) 2 Sixth, The Crown Jewel Clue
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2 Fifth, Double Crossed
Fourth, APlaying
Desperate Gam
Dilemma e .'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.2
'.'.'.,.2
'.'.2
Laughing
(Dorety-Jamisen)
22 Third,
Second,
Hot
Dog Gas
(Brownie)
A Modem theDaniel
'2
A Flaky Story (Monty- Jackaon)
2 First, A Borrowed Life ,
.....'.'.'.
'.2
THE PURPLE RIDERS
STAR COMEDIES
Milk and Yeggs
1
{Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan)
Hearts and Flour
1
Buned Alive
2
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
1 Fifteenth,
Fourteenth,
Frame-Up
2
Chicken, Country Style
1 Thirteenth, ATheDevil
Fish
Foe
:
2
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1 Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
2
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Eleventh, The Stolen MilUons
2
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Tenth,
The
Fire
Curtain
2
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
] Ninth, The Betrayal
2
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Eighth,
The Camouflage Trap
2
My Lady's Ankle
1 Seventh, Red Feather's Secret
2
Sixth, Double Destruction
2
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
2
Fourth,
The
Fiery
Trail
2
An Oil C^n Romeo (Dorety- Byron)
3
Won by a Nose (Dorety Keating- Henley)
2 First, Love or Duty
Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 3 Third, The Decoy
'.'..'.22
Should Waiters Marry (Geo Ovey)
3
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle ZemUck)
2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2 WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
(At State Rioht Exchanges)
The Battler (Hoot Gibson)
2 Ahse* of Desire fMra. Seaaoe Hayakawa) *
The Trigger Trail (Jack Perren)
2 ALICE BRADY FEATURES
The Grip of the Law (Jack Perrin)
2
The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)
2
....f
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
2 Maternity
Trap
I
The TraU of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2 AThe Wotnan
Alone
9
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2 Darkest Russia
■
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Man of the Hour
.1
Tuesday* — Internationa] New*
1 Stolen Voice .
........................I
''riday* — Tntemational New*
1 Friday the 13*
I
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (L^niversal) 1 Htmian Driftwood
I

January
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"ONE
MAN
IN A MILLION"
(Beban-Lesser-Robertson-Cole)
Character Study Is Satisfying Offering
GEORGE BEBAN hasn't been absent from the screen long enough to
make people forget him. In fact that would be impossible since
his famous character study of the lowly Italian is imperishable in
the minds of all who have seen it whether on stage or screen. He makes
his return as author and director of "One Man in a Million," a picture
which conquers for its human qualities — it being rich in the elements of
pathos, humor, sentiment and romance. It is indeed similar to the offerings
which presented Mr. Beban some seasons ago. In fact all are cut from
the same cloth. But a sample of this pattern is preferable to the overdone
triangle. The author-actor hasn't incorporated the simplicity to the extent
it demands. In several places he has allowed his action to be uneven
with a break here and there in the continuity.
But the backbone is there — the foundation is strong since it relies upon
a forceful, rugged characterization. It is not a picture crammed with
drama and suspense. It rather depends upon the human note — the note of
sympathy. Beban always plays the soulful Italian who is oppressed on all
sides, but who is determined to smile and send the clouds away. He has
introduced some interesting incident. There are scenes which are highly
amusing. For example, the effort to corral the dogs and keep them from
being sent to the executioner. There doesn't appear to be too much sentiment or heart stuff. Indeed the picture is absolutely dependable upon
these elements. The character of the Italian is one that wins sympathy.
Where Mr. Beban has erred is in incorporating too much detail. And the
sequences are unable to carry it all and appear even at the same time.
At times the story impresses as being quite far-fetched. But despite Mr.
Bean's earnest desire to provide the spectator with his money's worth,
the picture reaches out and grips the spectator because it radiates with
humanities. The star dominates the story naturally. But never does he
assume the attitude of " I'm the star, give me plenty of room ! He gives
a study which he has mellowed with time and experience. It is a perfect
cameo. Humor and pathos are blended perfectly. Beban, Junior, cuts an
interesting figure as the youngster who is adopted and nearly lost. And
Helen Jerome Eddy and Irene Rich are others who complete the picture.
" One Man in a Million " is a sympathetic little heart-throb which will
interest with its incident and characterization. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Lupino Delchini
George Beban
Gustave Coppel
George Williams
Clyde Hartley
Lloyd Whitlock
Flora Valenzi
Helen Jerome Eddy
Madame Charlotte Mereveau
Irene Rich
Orphan
; . . . . George Beban, Jr.
Immigration Inspector
Wade Boteler
By George Beban.
Scenario by Dorothy Yost.
Directed by George Beban.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
George Beban makes his return to the screen after a long absence in "One Man
in
a Million,"
and directed
by the star
himself.
TheIn author-actor
has
achieved
fame inwritten
his skillful
characterization
of Italian
roles.
fact he is called
America's
greatest
character
actor.
In
this
picture
he
plays
one
of
his
beloved
roles which have not been forgotten by the steady picturegoer. For playing square
with his fellow-men he is rewarded with a responsible position — a position which
serves
him and
all kinds
of adventure — even offering him the care of a boy, the dogs
of
the city
a romance.
Mr. Beban invests the part of Delchini with warmth and color and understanding.
He is pathetic and humorous by turns. The star has associated himself with
players who have been chosen for their adaptability to the roles. Among them
H? M°y^ Whitlock, Helen Jerome Eddy and Irene Rich. " One Man in a
Millionpicture
" offers
humor,to pathos,
The
is coming
the thrills, sentiment,
next romance. and heart interest.
PROGRAM READER
He
was
only
a
foreigner
and
didn't— from
know Italy.
how to speak English ver* well. In
fact he came from the olda countree
he wasn't a much to
look at, but he had a da heart. He believed thatHe ifknew
wanna smile enough the
shadows would a run away. His generosity brought him
the gooda da luck
Soon he had alia da dogs in tovm. He fella in love and lost
a his heart. It
made
hmi
feel
ver'
bad
when
the
'Thorities
threatened
his aafter
sweetheart
back to de olda countree. But the sun it came
throughto desendclouds
a
and he was a happy. See George Beban in " One Man in a Million " written time
and
directed
by the star, himself. This picture marks the return of Mr. Beban after
a long absence. At this theatre next
. A rare treat.
SUGGESTIONS
Play up that George Beban comes back to the screen after a long absence to
appear in a story written and directed
Emphasize that he is supreme
in the delineation of Itahan roles— that byno himself.
actor approaches him. Make emphatic
that Mr. Beban has come back to the screen
determined
to provide patrons with
human and lovable stories of happiness and romance.
the idea of the storv
for a httle newspaper space You might obtain the Use
proper
for a
prologue by having a figure disguised in corduroy clothes of an atmosphere
playing a
hand-organ. Or a inusical prologue, a sextet singing NeapolitanItalian
love
songs
the Sextette from Lucia. By all means get the atmosphere. Play it up as ora
neart interest drama with America's greatest character actor as the star.
CATCH LINES
Georgenext
Beban, America's eminent
character actor, comes - to the
theatre
**
in " One Man in a Million."
entertained.
Come and be royally

"PRISONERS
OF
LOVE"
(Released by Goldwyn)
Very Unusual and Artistic Drama
BETTY COMPSON'S first starring vehicle, long herald sd and awaited
with considerable exi)ectation, is not a " Miracle Man," but it is an
interesting, excellently produced drama that gives the star an ideal
role and will probably fully establish her as an actress of stellar dimensions, ifthat has not already been fuUy accomplished.
" Prisoners of Love," a title which really does not have any great meaning as applied to the picture, is rather daring in theme, for it makes a
plea for charity concerning human weaknesses in general and the male of
the species sex indiscretions in particular, in a way that is not often
attempted.
Miss Compson is presented as a girl who loves not wisely, but too well,
and in so doing leams some lessons through suffering that are the means
of effecting a reconciliation with her father, with whom she had become
estranged because of his digression from the straight path, leads her to
consent to the marriage of a sister to the unfaithful lover and finally
brings her marital happiness, with Roy Stewart as a man who had himself
arrived at years of discretion after having made his errors.
It is really a big idea on which this picture has been founded. Almost
too big an idea and one too difficult of expression without the use of
words to be properly explained. Then, too, there are several holes in the
logic of the drama as it is developed. One of these slips is apt to jar with
a good many people in the average audience. There doesn't seem to be
sufficient reason for the heroine's becoming a mistress rather than a wife.
However, "Prisoners of Love" cannot help but be voted a better than
average production. Certainly it isn't hackneyed and certainly Miss
Compson delivers as a star. From a production standpoint it is most excellent. The supporting cast is very good and some exceptionally artistic
lightings and camera work is in evidence. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Blanche Davis
Betty Compson
Her Father
Ralph Lewis
Her Mother
Claire McDowell
Her Sister
Clara Horton
James Randolph
Emory Johnson
His Mother
Kate Toncray
Martin Blair
Roy Stewart
Story by Catherine Henry.
Directed by Arthur Rosson.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Compson,
the innever-to-be-forgotten
" Roseand " now
of " her
The first
Miracle
won
herBetty
standing
as a star
this wonderful picture,
pictureMan,"
in which
she plays the leading role has been completed under the title of " Prisoners of
Love," and will be the feature attraction at the
theatre for a
days' engagement beginning.
"
Prisoners
of
Love
"
is
a
picture
with
a
daring
theme,
for itofmakes
plea husfor
the indiscretions of men and finds charity for the unfaithfulness
loversa and
bands. It is a big story, one that will leave a lasting impression. In the role of
the girl who must live to learn, who suffers much before she finds herself. Miss
Compson is ideal. Her beauty and dramatic talent outrivals even that which
won her
instant Roy
fameStewart,
in the himself
" Miraclea star.
Man." TheIn picture
support has
of the
is a strong
cast,
including
beenstar
produced
with
great
attention
to
detail
and
some
of
the
most
artistic
lightings
and
camera
work
ever seen are in evidence.
PROGRAM READER
Betty Compson, the " Rose " of " The Miracle Man," in " Prisoners of Love,"
her first starring vehicle, is the feature picture at the
theatre for ^
■— days' engagement beginning
.
The picture is a remarkable drama based on a great theme, faultlessly produced
with
the staris in
a role eminently suited to her particular talents and in which
her beauty
enthralling.
With a story far above the average, a production that rivals *he best of the
year and a star ot undenied ability, we expect " Prisoners of I.ove " to prove one
of theof real
dramatic
one
the best
bets treats
of the ofyear.the season. Those who fail to s-^e it will be missing
SUGGESTIONS
In exploiting this picture centre your early publicity on Betty Compson so that
everyonethiswill
fully understand
is thevalues
" Roseof" the
of "story
The attention.
Miracle Man."
When
is accomplished
give that
the she
dramatic
Tell
your
public
that
this
is
a
plea
for
charity
for
men's
indiscretions.
Let ofthem
know enough of the story to guess at a bit of spice. Use plenty of stills
the
star and in your newspaper ads give a cut of her prominent position with captions
that will identify her as " Rose." Advertise the picture as one with a message.
CATCH LINES
Beautiful, brilliant and talented Betty Compson, the " Rose " of that never to
be forgotten " The Miracle Man." makes her stellar debut in this drama that
dares
charity
and demonstrates
thatshehercanperformance
as the togirlaskcrook
was forbutman's
a weakindiscretions
effort in comparison
with what
deliver.

" ofof" The
Man and
" blossomed
over supported
night intobya afullcastfledged
that
individuality
strength
power,Miracle
drama
starThein " aRose
includes Roy Stewart, Clara Horton and others of national renown.
The first starring vehicle of beautiful and talented Betty Compson, the " Rose "
of the "■ Miracle
further
endearof the
this year.
clever actress to
patrons.Man."
One Aof picture
the few that
reallywillgreat
pictures
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"SOWING
THE
WIND"
(Mayer- First National)
Powerful Drama, Well Produced and Acted
LOUIS B. MAYER has coiilribuled a photoplay to make First Na"
tional's Big
Five '" live up to the name given them. For " Sowing
the Wind," starring Anita Stewart, has real powerful drama behind
it, and is very well directed by John M. Stahl. He has fearlessly plunged
into an old theme and out of it made a photoplay of gripping situations
which will hold any audience intense.
The star, Miss Stewart, has one of the most difficult roles of her career.
It is a dramatic characterization of the heaviest variety, and she proves
herself easily equal to it. In addition, the many close ui)S of her show off
lier remarkEdile beauty as well as any picture in which she lia> appeared.
There is little to be desired in the way of acting from any of the cast. Especially noteworthy is the work of Myrtle Stedman and James Morrison.
The story is one based upon the theme that those who sin shall reap the
punishment for their guilt. Baby Brabant, of shady reputation, a part
played by Mrytle Stedman, is the mother of an innocent convent girl.
This part is in the hands of Miss Stewart. The mother is seeking to keep
her identity hidden from the girl. There is a powerful and appealing love
story worked in with Miss Stewart and James Morrison as the principals.
After well planned, intense, and forceful incidents, which bring out to the
full the potential drama in the story, there is a final reconciliation and happiness.
This drama has a background of lavish and perfectly detailed production. Some of the sets are magnificent, and the photography is quite perfect in every respect.
" Sowing the Wind " is probably the best production in which Miss
Stewart has ever appeared. This is partly due to her direction and partly
to the well-developed story. It is a tale which preaches its lesson without
in any way giving the idea that it is preachment. It is going to be a well
liked and well received drama everywhere. — Length. 6 reels. — L. H. Mason.
THE CAST
Rosamond Athelstane
Anita Stewart
Brabazon
Ralph Lewis
Ned Annesley
James Morrison
Baby Brabant
Myrtle Stedman
Watkins
William V. Mong
Petworth
^
JosefBenSwickard
Cursitor
Deely
By Sydney Grundy.
Directed by John M. Stahl.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is considered one of the leading pictures of the year is coming to the
theatre next
of First
National'sis an
Big adaptation
Five and
presents Anita Stewart in the best role This
of heris one
career.
The offering
of
Sydney
Grundy's
story
and
has
been
directed
by
John
M.
Stahl.
It
is
contain all the elements which go to make up a modern picture of ceaseless said
action.to
Miss Stewart, by her finished performance in her portrayal of the character of an
innocentcommands
girl whosehearty
mother
is a " queen " of revellers in a notorious gambling
house,
sympathy.
The story takes up the obstacles an evil fate may place in the way of a human
being, before happiness can result permanently. The most interesting phase of
the story hinges upon the girl meeting the man of her heart and her subsequent
battles to have and to hold him despite her maternal antecedent. The picture
throbs with strong dramatic scenes which are capably interpreted by a cast that
deserves special commendation. Ralph Lewis. Myrtle Stedman, James Morrison
and
Williamwhich
V. isMong
handle
roles most acceptably. " Sowing the Wind " is a
photoplay
to beof thoroughly
the weaknesses
and said
virtues
mankind. diverting in character. It is a study in
PROGRAM READER
The next attraction at the
theatre will be Anita Stewart in " Sowing
of the
the assurance
this
istheoneWind."
of the The
best ever-increasing
starring vehicles popularity
provided for
her star
wouldandindicate
that our that
patrons
are due for a full measure of diversified entertainment. In " Sovring the Wind "
an unusual story is unfolded — one which concerns an innocent convent girl who
goes out into the world only to discover that her reputation is tainted by a notorious mother — a mother who has achieved bad notoriety. Her struggles — her roto maintain
her ideals
to make a story of unusual
appeal.mance— her
Misseffort
Stewart
is supported
by athese
very combine
clever company.
SUGGESTIONS
Since this photoplay carries a vital theme and is considered one of the big ones
of the season, it would be well to give it a proper exploitation. Your musical setting should be highly appropriate. Have your orchestra play excerpts from
Tschaikowsky or Beethoven. Spread it on attractive copy for the papers. Play
It up far
advance.vndeBillpublicity
it as onetheof screengoers
First National's
Five. with
Since it.
thisBill
cam-it
paign hasinachieved
wUl beBigfamiliar
as
Anita
Stewart's
greatest
picture.
Bill
it
as
a
whirlwind
of
drama
and
the
spectator will reap its delight. Use the theme for convincing arguments. Use
every
possible
mtfans
to
get
a
"
sold
out
"
on
this
picture.
Exploit
a
follow-up
campaign with the title featured in a different style every day.
CATCH LINES
See the beautiful Anita Stewart in " Sowing the Wind." A picture of tremendous appeal. A picture of strong drama and charming romance.

Her mother did not deserve her. Did her father deserve her' The interesting
answe
nswer may be found in " Sowing the Wind," Anita Stewart's latest and greatest
picture.

Suffering is the portion of all humanity,
eventually begets a modicum of
happiness as comes to Rosamond Athelstane but
in " Sowing the Wind."

"HER

Picture

New*,

HUSBAND'S
FRIEND"
(Ince-Paramount ;

Rather Hectic in Spots, But Keeps the Interest
HI.S picture could be called quite a human document if the directot
had not attempted to exaggerate the action. It containi- a noTci
T idea, logical characterization and generates some good sound argm
merit. But those in charge labored under the impression that they miui
add fuel to the fire to keep it burning when it bore all the earmarks af
."mouldering without any reinforcement. One bit especially makee the pi»
ture anti-climatic. It shows the friend of the husband and the charming
widow he has won experiencing a violent accident when their motor it
struck by a locomotive. Indeed the picture offers enough violence when
the husband's life is snuffed out beneath the wheels of a huge truck. To
duplicate it makes one shudder. Although the lives for the convenience
of the happy ending are spared.
The idea revolves around a staunch friend of a waster whose wife has obtained adivorce. The husband has performed a good turn toward iIk
friend in a time of misfortime and he reciprocates by going on hii alimon
bond. Thus when the young sport is killed, the friend takes up fa
financial burden. The task proves irksome, especially when he falls i
love. But it i> made pleasant when the woman turns out to be the widoi
The picture is a happy variation of the eternal triangle and doesn't mai
tain its pace because it is really single-track in its romance. Thu>
director feels the urge to pile on the action.
The concluding scene which shows the romancers in a hospital coi
valescing from their injuries is hardly compensation for the violence <
the preceding shot regardless of how perfect the execution. The intr*
ductory reels are given over to painting the gay life of the waster who
gay parties cause his wife to seek a divorce. There is a pleasant detail
which shows the divorcees reconciled and a possibility is presented thafl
they might have re-married, but for the waster's death. The picture holda
the attention, however, because it is well acted by Miss Bennett and a verj
ccmpetent cast. The technical details are perfect. — Length, .S reels.—
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Judith Westover
Enid Bennei
Billy Westover
Roland Lee
Princeton Hadley
Tom ChattertonJ
Clarice
Mae BuschJ
Dr. Henrietta Carter
Ail«en Mannin|
Dr.
Ogilvy
......George
Pierci
John Morton
Robert Dunba
By
Marjorie
Cooke.
Scenario by R. Carol Kapleau.
Directed by Fred Niblo.
Photographed by George Barnes.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
theatre ne
The popular and talented Enid Bennett is coming to the
in her latest Ince-Paramount production entitled " Her Husband')
Friend." It
Thisenables
is saidherto tobe extract
a deal aforgreat
the deal
expression
of the from
star's thecharming
sonality.
of sympathy
role andper-is
dramatic enough to provide her with acting opportunities. " Her Husband's
Friend " is directed by Fred Niblo and adapted from a story by Marjorie Cooke.
Miss Bennett's role is that of a young wife who, when she becomes a widow, is
unaware
friendbelieves
had promised
care she
for receives
her. Neither
have met that
and her
whilehusband's
the youngbestwidow
that the tomoney
regularly
comes
from
her
husband's
estate,
the
friend
soon
begins
to
squirm
the
burden imposed on him. But romance enters and all taAs happily. Suchunder
a story
contains a great deal of adventure and considerable drama, all of which is splendidly emphasized. Miss Bennett is supported by a competent cast that include
Roland Lee. Tom Chatterton, Mae Buscb and others. The picture is handsomely!
staged.
PROGRAM READER
She hadn't
madeonlymuch
of a his
success
her marriage.
Her suppose
husbandthatwas
waster
who lived
to satisfy
eroticoftastes.
Now do you
introduction offers the usual triangle? No! A different kind of marriage stor
entirely. To detail it would be spoiling it for you. So you had better come U>\
the
theatre next
and see Enid Bennett, the popular and
charming
star,chapters
in her ofgreatest
Friend." The picture
is filled with
real life triumph,
— the kind" Her
of lifeHusband's
that is being enacted about ytju i
every
day.
It
is
filled
with
genuine
characters
whom
you
will recognize maybe
among your friends. Come and be entertained.
SUGGESTIONS
If you played *' Hairpins," an Enid Bennett release, your crowd certainly rememSo the
plan would
be tothat
tell itthem
that a" Her
Friend " is
of theber it.same
highbest
calibre.
Tell them
concerns
themeHusband's
and characterization
which are real. Tell that it offers a story which is going on in real life every
day, everywhere. Tell them that it has nothing to do with the eternal triangle.
The title might keep certain cautious critics away for fear that they were seeing
something ancient. So stress the fact that it offers a DIFFERENT version of
marriage.
Treat your copy in a mysterious fashion. Don't by any means give
away the plot.
which rings with Keep
truth.it as a real surprise. Play it up as a domestic heart drama
CATCH LINES
See
charming
Enid
Bennett
in
tiful romance and companionship. " Her Husband's Friend."

A picture of a beau-

If a husband neglects his wife, and denies her the affection she has a right to
expect—
Benett. what would you have her do? See " Her Husband's Friend " with Enid
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"THE

"WHY

KILLER

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
The
Killer,"
Benjamin
B. Hampton's theatre
latest on
feature to be released
will be the attraction at the
of next by
week.Pathe,
This feature contains about everything necessary to give the patrons rattUng
good entertainment. It has plenty of dramatic moments, suspense, romance and
thrills galore and is heartily endorsed by the management of the
theatre
as a sure-fire entertainer.
The locale is laid in Arizona, showing plenty of romantic atmosphere in the
numerous exteriors in and around which plenty of action is injected. Mr. Hampton
has been parts
particularly
the selection
of his cast
" Theprominent
Killer " players
as the
principctl
call forcareful
actors intypical
in their roles.
Amongfor the
are Claire Adams, Jack Conway, Frankie Lee, Frank Ccimpeau, Edward Peil,
Frank Hayes, Will Walling, Milton Roos, Tom Ricketts, Zack Williams and Tod
Sloan.
The latter will be remembered as one of the greatest jockies who ever rode in
a saddle and it is a pleasure to see him back on a horse again and in a part that
entirely suits his personality.
The story is entirely novel and is built around an Arizona rancher whose treachery overreaches anything that has appeared upon the screen in a long time.
If you want to see a real interesting picture, with plenty of life and action in
every scene and one that will hold and grip you throughout — go to the
theatre and see " The Killer," you won't be sorry.
SUGGESTIOxNS
This is a rattling good feature and should give good satisfaction to your patrons.
It has a good story strong in incident and dramatic moments and one that should
appeal.
Play up the author, Stevvart Edward White, for he is well known. Mention
some of his best sellers and if you can, tie up with some book story in your towm.
Be
and inrunprominent
a short synopsis
the can.
picture in your town papers and place
as manysurestills
places, asofyou
A good idea would be to order several stills of the villain and in heavy type
along the border run a line something like this : " This is the man who caused all
the trouble,"
or "screen.
This is Come
a picture ofseeonehimof act
the inmost" The
despicable
ever porupon the
Killer " villains
at the
theatre trayed
on
of next and
week.
Also play up the cast, for it is a strong one.
CATCH LINES
theatre, it will thrill and grip you. A
See " The Killer " at the
Benjamin B. Hampton production released by Pathe

YOUR

(Fox)

(Hampton-Pathe)

Thrilling Story Given Splendid Production
t "The Killer" should hit the nail on
a box offire standpoinry
FROM head
and do satisfacto business wherever it is played. This
the
statement is made by the writer because the picture contains about
all the ingredients necessary to make it a strong fan production.
The story is from the pen of Stewart Edward White and has received
excellent treatment from E. Richard Schayer, the scenarioist, and Howard
Hickman, the director, the result being an even continuity and a gradual
development of the many situations up to the climax. And then again
the suspense is withheld in such a way that it would be impossible to
guess the climax at any point in the story.
Stewart Edward White has selected a strong central character and has
built his yarn around him. Although the character is of the cunning,
scheming variety, and although the author makes him do many things
is a cerwhich may be entirely revolting in the eyes of an audience, there
tain charm about this deep-dyed villain which conlpel^ one to sit through
and wait for his finish.
The picture brings the mind of the observer back to the days of the old
melodrama, whsn the villain paid the price of his villainy— ^only Stewart
Edward White has entirely modernized the characters and placed them in
up to date settings. Length, 6 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Claire Adams
Ruth Emory
Jack Conway
William Sanborn
Frankie Lee
Bobby Emory
Canipeau
Frank
Henry Hooper
Artie Brower
^1°^ Peil
.Edward
n
mo
Ra
Windy
Smith
WiU Walling
John Emory
Buck
Johnson
.4,**''*°"
Tim Westmore
v
Zack Williams
Aloysius Jackson
Scenario by E. Richard Schayer.
Directed by Howard Hickman.
Story by Stewart Edward White.
PROGRAM READER
They had been partners for years and then the devil which was within him
broke out and what a terrible man he proved to be. First, in a most treacherous
manner
had his partner killed and then held the latter's beautiful daughter
and
son he
captives.
When the young lady refused to marry .this monster, did he try to use force?
No, but he did use mind work, which is said to be more weakening in its final
effects, and then when a young man tried to rescue her with his followers this
demon and his Mexicans put up one of the wildest fights ever witnessed upon the
screen.
And it all happens in " The Killer," a Benjamin Hampton production released
through
of
next Pathe. which will be the attraction at this theatre on
It you care to see a real good picture, one that will grip and hold you and make
you
are witnessing something entirely out of the ordinary don't
failThetofeelpicture
see that
"Theisyousplendidly
Killer."
produced, with its locale in Arizona.
Among the prominent players are, Claire Adams, Jack Conway, Frankie Lee,
Frank Campeau, Tod Sloan, Edward Peil, Frank Hayes, Will Walling, Milton Ross,
Tom Ricketts, and Zack Williams.

TRUST

HUSBAND?"
The Title Might Attract Them — That s All
IT surely was a happy thought when this picture was given the title it
carries. Whoever was the inspiration of it deserves the only mark of
commendation in this production. Patrons who are attracted by this
title will certainly see a "take-off" on the sex stuff, but if they become analytical they will wonder why it hasn't adornsd a Sennett or Sunshine comedy. Most any kind of burlesque could have been made out of the caption. And from this viewpoint it looks wasted here on this trivial and
naive attempt at farce. They haven't been coming very good for Eileen
Percy judging from her recent releases. Her sponsors seem to think that
she is adaptable to farce, but since shs hasn't been very successful in the
interpretation of it she should be given romances or ingenue stories.
"Why Trust Your Husband?" is about the most inconsequential thing
that she has ever had. It should have been " slapsticked " instead of being
treated semi-humorously. Two married couples are involved in the plot
and the action revolves around a masquerade ball. One husband says he
won't be home since he is detained on business and the other is called out
of town. But all four appear at the ball fairly well disguised. Now the
merest tyro at theatre-going knows just what is going to happen. The
wives get mixed up with the wrong husbands. And for the sake of emphasizing the comedy (?) relief, the stereotyped figures of the hen-pecked
uncle and his wife are trotted out. He must play at romance with a young
flapper while the spouse creates a scene.
This ball-room scene takes up the major portion of the action and ie repeated in several places. Farces are hard, enough to get over on the
stage. When they are deprived of dialogue and incident and tempo and
the pantomime is scarce, they become dismal failures on the screen. There
is a great deal of running about and hiding behind masks and lifting them
occasionally to see how the fun is progressing. The director must have
realized how shallow the story is for he introduces a court-room scene for
the conclusion. The ball room is raided and the innocent masqueraders
are lugged to the bench. Explanations and tears and kisses. The cast is
weak, too, for the interpretation of the picture. None of the players are
adept at comedy situation. It is a picture of one scene and antique hokum.
There is no continuity visible, the action jumping around at the eonvenience of the director. — Length, 5 reels. Lnurence Reid.
THE CAST
Eunice Day
Eileen Peicy
Elmer Day
Harry Myers
Joe Perry
Ray Ripley
Uncle Horace
Harry Dunkinson
Aunt Miranda
Milla Davenport
Maud Stone
Jane Miller
Gilbert Stone
Hayward Mack
Marie (Phone Girl)
Bess True
By George E. Marshall and Paul Cazeneuve.
Scenario by William E. Conselman.
Directed by George E. Marshall.
Photographed by Lucien Andriot.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Why Trust Your
Husband?
comes
Eileen
Percyto
theatre
next " is the titleandof the Fox featurewithwhich
as the star. The star, who is noted for her beauty as well as her talent as a
comedienne never has shown to better advjmtage than in this clever farce. She
enacts the role of a young wife who is left alone by her husband on the first
anniversary of their wedding, to keep a business appointment. Both are drawn
to a masquerade ball under vastly different circumstances; and at the ball many
complications arise that furnish the opportunity for some uproariously funny situations.
It is said that Miss Percy excels her previous performances in the manner of
her
interpretation.
TrustandYouris an
Husband?"
of George life.E.
Marshall
and Paul "Why
Cazeneuve
interestingis from
tangletheof pen
matrimonial
The masquerade ball is a rich scene and well executed by the director. The star
is supported by a cast of clever comedy players — a cast that includes Harry Myers,
Harry Dunkinson, Hayward Mack, Jane Miller and others. Mr. Marshall also
directed.
the

PROGRAM READER
"
Why
Trust
Your
Husband?
" a William
the beautiful
Eileen Percy, will be the feature
attractionFoxat production
thestarring theatre
next
and
.
It
has
been
in
fast
and
furious
farce
that Miss Percy has gained enviable success and great popularity as one comedy
of the
leading comediennes of the screen; and it will be in an original farce that she will
be seen in her present engagement. The fun starts in a matrimonial mix-up.
A certain husband drops an invitation to a masquerade ball and this falls into
the hands of the two wives. What follows may be called hilarious comedy. It
is fast and breezy, full of pep and ginger.
SUGGESTIONS
A press campaign would be the best angle to exploit this feature. If you have
been
vnth one.
any success
withsuch
Eileen
Percy'splotpictures
why you it shouldn't
afraid meeting
to run this
It carries
a simple
that detailing
might keepbe
patrons away. So kid them along. Tell them that the picture is a snappy farce
which concerns a marital mix-up. Tell that four young married people are concerned. Treat your copy in a snappy fashion. Use catch lines. You can have a
lot
of released.
fun with the
a " take-off
" on up
the the
heavystar,
sex featuring
stuff which
been
Use title,
catchwhich
linesis around
it. Play
her hasin
stills and press stories.
(Continued on page 1082)
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"THE

ROMANCE

PRO

MOT
ERS"
( Vitagraph)
The Sun Shines on Earle W illiams in This One
IT almost seems like a revelation to see Earle Williams in a picture
which enables him to indulge in an impersonation. "The Romance
Promoters" may easily be called his best assignment since "The
Fortune Hunter." It is fortified with a good comedy idea, carries enough
mystery and surprise to keep one interested and travels with quite a
sparkle up to the concluding reel. At this point the pace has proven too
fast and the plot is exposed as exceedingly harmless. There is enough incident to keep it moving, however, although most of it is far-fetched. The
director has arranged his scenes with the keynote of mystery fairly well
emphasized.
Most of the action has been taken against exteriors and revolves around
an eccentric millionaire whose idea of a good time is to develop his daughter's romantic disposition by testing his faith in human nature. He surrounds her with a group of grasping trustees and plays " possum with
them." They are under the impression that he has one foot in the grave.
Than like a bolt from the blue, the star is invited to enter the arena and
protect the girl. In other words he is employed to circumvent the plans
of the trustees. The introductory footage seems unnecessary in the development of the story since it serves no purpose other than to plant the mystery. The action keeps such a steady pace and is packed with enough
detail so that the shortcomings of the story are not made unduly evident.
To come down to brass tacks there isn't much meat to the thing. But the
" in-tri-kut "' plan of the eccentric father inspires curiosity as to just what
constitutes his purpose. lOne never has time to take into account that it is
all much ado about nothing because of the speed of the action. The star
has suffered in the past from being allowed too much latitude in the way
of posing. But " The Romance Promoters " keeps him active. There is no
reason why he may not continue to have quick action — material like the
present feature. There is so much play between the hero and the trustees
that the father's scheme becomes apparent. The director has used effective backgrounds which are charged with good atmosphere. In support of
the star is the personable Helen Ferguson. The picture, while of the program brand, is light, but pleasing entertainment. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Todfield King
Earle Williams
Quentard Lorris
Charles Wingate
Count Vorilla
Ernest Pasque
Simon Slane
Michael Matheis
Betty Lorris
Helen Ferguson
Trustee
Otis Harlan
By L. H. Robbins.
Scenapo by Harvey Thew.
Directed by Chester Bennett.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A picture carrying a novel romance which intrigues the imagination is presented
in
" The Romance, starring
Promoters,"
VitagraphIt feature
whichan comes
the that
next
Earle the
Wiiliams.
is of such
unique tocharacter
patrons are certain to be interested from inception to conclusion. The star plays
the part of an agreeable young man whose love of adventure causes him to
accept a position which calls for the safeguarding of a romantic girl. Her father
is an eccentric millionaire, who to test mankind, palms himself off as an invalid
and places the guardianship of his daughter in the hands of a group of trustees.
Events occur which causes him to lose faith in them, with the result that
Todfield is employed to circumvent their machinations. The trustees believe that
they
into Lorris' fortune
at his death.
But Todfield
King isspoils
their
plans can
by come
his resourcefulness
and romantic
disposition.
The picture
crammed
with pleasant adventures which intrigue the imagination. There is a surprise in
nearly every scene. . Effective backgrounds bring out the action in an agreeable
manner and the star and his assistants contribute clever performances. Prominent
in the company are Helen Ferguson in the opposite role and Otis Harlan. The
picture is directed in good taste by Chester Bennett.
PROGRAM READER
He v/as an eccentric father and conceived an unique plan toward the safeguarding
of
daughter's
wouldin mankind
place her was
in the
hands of Events
a groupoccur
of trustees
andhisthen
wait andwelfare.
see if hisHefaith
destroyed.
which
causes him to employ a resourceful young man to offset the machinations of the
trustees. How he frustrates their plans — how he wins the girl against every obstacle
placed in his path — how he proves that romance can be prompted by simply making
a girl fall in love is told in this charming picture of youth, love, and adventure.
See " The Romantic Promoters " at this theatre next
.
SUGGESTIONS
There is such an amount of originality about this picture that you can go into
detail without giving away the plot. You can state that every romance is promoted— either by the young people in question or by an anxious parent or guardian.
Play up the fact that Earle Williams is the star and that he has an offering here
which should appeal to everyone. Tell that it is his best picture of the year. Tell
that it is his
best and
picture
Fortune
Treat of
youran copy
in a
humorous
fashion
ask ifsince
it is" The
safe to
leave aHunter."
girl in charge
attractive
young man.
CATCH LINES
Can romance be promoted? Can a young man be interested in a project which
calls for him falling in love? See Earle Williams in "The Romantic Promoters."
He was hired to take charge of a romantic girl. His job was to protect her
from
determined
suitors. See Earle Williams in the dashing comedy, " 'The
Romantic
Promoters."

"THE

Picture

News

FIGHTING
STRANGER"
(Canyon Pictures — State Rights J

Selig Produces Another Thriller, with Franklyn Famum
THE third of this series of five reel Westerns offered by Canyon
Pictures to the independent market reaches the screen well up to
the mark set by its two predecessors. Wm. E. Seling is responsible
for the production, and the direction is by Webster Cullison. It is a
typical Western picture with a few daredevil stunts and plenty of hard
riding, a bit of mystery thrown over it all which starts it off in the manner
of a "crook" story, and just a touch of romance.
Farnum has not been given the usual role of a Western hero. The story
opens in a city prison, where the star, playing " Australia Joe," a criminal,
is released fiom the penitentiary. The second thread of the story concerns
a business man who has been sentenced unjustly, having been the tool of a
mysteriou.s "'man higher up." "Australia Joe" continues his career of
crime and there is a good chase scene after he attempts to rob a safe.
Escaping, he leaves for the West, and the riding and shooting enter antoniatically. He and his band of bandit rob the town hall to obtain a book
of land records required by the "man higher up" for his safety. A
delirious companion reveals to the star the identity of the master mind and
Joe, determined to punish him, interrupts his wedding to the daughter of
the man whom he has unjustly sent to prison.
At the very end " Australia Joe " flashes a badge and shows himself to
be, not a bandit, but a secret service man. Thus is our hero a hero after
all, and the criminals are all brought to justice. It is a true surprise, bat
some may find difficulty in accounting for his supposed crimes when he
was a guardian of the law all the time. It is logical enough, however, if
they figure it out.
Drama is, of course, sacrificed somewhat to bring in all the action. It
is a picture which will satisfy completely as a Western. — Length, 5 reels. —
Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
"Australia
Joe"
Franklyn
Farnum
Madeline Ayre
.Flora Hollister
Winthrop Ayre
W. A. AUeman
Bob Scarritt
Churchill Scott
"Laughing"
Billy
W.Emma
A. Bartlett
Mrs. Ayre
Burns
Joe Kilbum
Vester Pegg
Produced by Wm. N. Selig.
Directed by Webster CulUson.
Adapted from the novel by Wm. E. Wing.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The atFighting
Stranger,"theatre
the Canyon production,
which will —be. brings
the feature
picture
the
back
He is Franklyn
an old favorite screen actor to the on
patrons of the and
Farnum, who wUl be recalled as one of the most virile and likeable screen stars
who delineate the character of the Western plainsman.
" The
more and
thana surprising
a rough-and-ttmible
of cowboys and Fighting
Indians. Stranger
It contains" isrealfardrama
amount of story
heart interest.
Its most likeable feature, however, is the stirring and unceasing action. Few, if
any actors can handle a horse better than Mr. Farnum. Seemingly forgetful of
all danger to himself, this daring star rides down precipices, leaps across chasms,
and guides his horse across the rocky and almost impassable stretches of the plains.
In addition to the fast action, there is a gripping mystery story contained in
" The Fighting Stranger." This story reached the public as a novel under the
title
of " aDanger
" byandWilliam
E. Wing.
opposite
the star
Hollister,
beautiful
accomplished
screenPlaying
actress.
The others
in is
the Flora
cast
are skilled horsemen who assist Farnum in giving the picture audiences one of the
most thrilling and virile dramas that have reached the screen in many a moon.
PROGRAM READER
Thrills, romance and mystery! With these three elements as the principal ingredients of its story, with Franklyn Famum as its star, and with a capable supporting cast, ■■ theatre
The Fighting
the
on Stranger,"
, is which
going towillbe beonetheof feature
the mostpicture
popularat pictures of the year among
patrons. This production, produced by Wm.
Selig, the great creator of countless thrilling dramas of the Western plains, shows
the daredevil screen star at his best. Seldom have so many thrills been compressed
into one picture. Famum. a daring horseman, is also proficient with the lasso.
Lovers of action and thrills cannot aflord to miss this picture.
While primarily a story of the Western plains, part of the action is laid in a
large city. There is plenty of mystery in the story and the suspense never
lessens for a single moment throughout the five reels.
SUGGESTIONS
You can promise your patrons both mystery and thrilling Western action in this
one and they will not be disappointed. Appeal especially to the picture fan who
likes hard riding, shooting and fighting. Franklyn Farnum will be well remembered by those who have seen the first or second picture of this series, or the
serial "graphVanishing
Trails."
presentsYoua likeable
a lobby
photoof him should
attract Hemany.
can run appearance
teaser ads. and
in the
newspapers
reading
—
"The
fighting
stranger
is
in
town.
Be
on
the
watch
for
him!
"
The
fact that it is adapted from the novel by Wm. Wing will not mean very much,
unless you can prove to yourself by library statistics that it has had a wide circulation in your town, which may be the case.
"WHY

TRUST YOUR HUSB-\1VD? "
(Continued)
CATCH LINES
A snappy screen farce of gay husbands and charming wives. His first night
off since his wedding day — mask ball — she follows — what happens? See " Why
Trust Your Husband? "
Can you trust your husband? Are you sure that when he says " Detained by
Business" that he is telling the truth? See "Why Trust Your Husband?"
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"SOMETHING
DIFFERENT"
(Realart)
Rather Frail, But Backgrounds Save It
THE producers certainly haven't hit upon something di£Eerent in
theme and characterization for Constance Binney's latest release.
In fact it belongs to a very ancient screen formula — one which is
lugged out whenever there is a scarcity of idea. However, it has been used
against a highly colorful background and moves with considerable vigor so
that the obviousness is more or less eliminated. Instead of placing the
revolution,
£gure of a young ne'er-do-well in the center of a comic opera
(die natural plan!, the sponsors have substituted a society girl, bored with
s
her monotonou existence.
The story doesn't take any time in getting started. She is hardly in
Central America before the hero is trotted out in the figure of a generalissimo. And so the orthodox action begins. The romantic conflict finds
deve'opment in the hero teaching the girl good manners. Her proud spirit
is broken when she is imprisoned in his hacienda bacaufee of hit rebellious
attitude and the fact that she is something of a spy. It is a romance of
give and take " with the girl taking all the abuse and insults. His seeming indifference fascinates the girl, although it is her fancy to appear
greatly provoked. In due time she is released and the hero journeys to the
States to renew his romance. It finishes according to Hoyle.
Miss Binney and her company have gone to proper locations — either
Jacksonville or Havana. And the backgrounds certainly lend correct atmosphere. The director, appreciating the comic opera idea, has dispensed
with the warfare. Which is a mark in his favor. He has paid most of his
attention to the romantic phase. The spectator is offered flashes of Miss
Binney registering coyness, pride, playfulness, stubbomess and other feminine fancies. He is also offered a chance to see Crane WUbur, again, in
the role of a Spanish Bolshevik. This player has only a small bit, but he
stiU remembers how to assert his personality by using his profile. Ward
Crane is the hero and plays his part in a quiet, effective mannei The picture carries even continuity, the scenes being well arranged and not overburdened with padding. The production is better than the stor\. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Alicia Lee
Constance Binney
Rosa Vargas
Lucy Fox
Don Mariano Calderon
Ward Crane
Don Luis Vargas
Crane Wilbur
Calderon's
Housekeeper
Gertrude
Richard Bidgley
MarkHillman
Smith
Mrs.
Evans,
Alicia's
Aunt
Grace
Mr. Stinson, American Consiil
Wm. RileyStudiford
Hatch
Spy
Adolph Millar
By Alice Duer Miller.
Scenario by Kathrvne Stuart.
Directed by R. William Neill.
Photographed by Oliver Marsh.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The story of a girl who longed for adventure and got it in good measure is
told
in '■ Something
the Realart
picture
the
next
week,Different,"
with Constance
Biimey
as thewhich
star. comes
Aliciato Lee.
the character played by Miss Binney, is a spoiled darling. She is bored with life. She
longedvisit
for an" something
she married
decided toa take
a tripplanter
to South
America
and
old schooldifferent."
chum whoSo had
wealthy
there.
And
before she got her trunks fairly unpacked she found herself in the midst of a
seething revolution and a prisoner besides!
What made it interesting was the fact that while she hated the brute of a genwho had
the rebellion
was complicated,
over, she couldn't
love eral
with
him!detained
All inherall.tillthings
were rather
but shehelpwasfalling
wilbngin
to
admit
that
she
wasn't
bored.
This
picture
pe-mits
the
captivating
Realart
plentiful opportunities to score her vibrant personality. There is not a dull star
moment in the picture which carries romance, thrills, adventure ard excitement
throughout its five reels. It will interest picturegoers to know that Crane Wilbur,
ers*while
star, appears in a leading role and acquits himself with all his old time
dash and vigor.
PROGR.\M READER
The story of a girl who found life monotonous and longed for adventure — for
" something
and found
jail is the ideanext
of Constance . Binney's
latest
Realartdifferent
picture " which
comes ittointhe
If you
are a bit ti-ed of problem plays and eternal triangles and divorces and matrimonial
mix-ups.
well, and,
" Something
" willIt offer
you a change.
is something
new and fresh
above all,Different
romantic.
is something
which willIt entertain
you
with its captivating humor, its plentiful thrills, its fine romance and its flavor of
advetiture. You will forget the problems of the day whfn you see this delightful
star in " Something Different." You will come away a different person.
SUGGESTIONS
You can use effective catch lines for advertising based upon the idea incorporated in the Program Reader. You can play up the star and state that she has
agood
fitting
play up
Crane there
Wilburarereturns
rolesequel
here. toHe " 39stillEast."
has a Also
following
and that
doubtless
many inwhoa
would like to see him again. Bill it as a romantic comedy-drama with its idea
based
upon adventure.
Playplays.
it up asYoua " can
different
" picture
something
from
the problem
and triangle
exploit
cards— with
your away
merchants
for
window
displays
—
cards
which
read
"
Something
Different
"
in
waists,
shoes,
candies, etc. Use teasers for the papers.
CATCH LINES
He offered her freedom for a kiss. She rebelled against her imprisonment, but
at leastthinglife
wasn't boresome. Did she fall in love with her jailer? See " SomeDifferent."

"HUSH"
(Garson-Equity)
Interesting Picture on a Familiar Theme
of variation, naturally in the exposia great
be and
THERE tion ofcannot
formula— that of the woman with the past
true deal
the tried
who must create unhappiness for herself by telling her husband.
This is the idea behind "Hush," which serves to give Clara Kimball
Young, the best dramatic effort she has had in a year. It being so familiar, the contents of the offering are easily anticipated. One knows in
advance just how the sequences will develop. There are no surprises in
the situations and climaxes. And for that reason *' Hush " doesn't always
hold the interest. Appreciating the time-worn plot the director has paid
special emphasis to the elements of sympathy and pathos.
In such stories the husbands are always shown up in all their selfish,
relentless attitudes. Sympathy cannot be extended them. They are invariexception.
'■ Hush " is no
husband anin indiscretion
as undulyof stupid.
ably shownin upa moment
youth
of her
weaknessTheconfesses
The wife
into the
prscipitaied
is
quarrel
a
So
case.
the
in
man
without naming the
drama which results in the wife leaving the house and living by herself.
One sort of condemns the wife for putting up with such a type for so long.
He sulks and pouts and makes himself generally disagreeable. In due
time he realizes that his wife is genuine and sincere and forgiveness concludes the drama. The director has approached this ancient theme with
intelligence. He has not stressed the triangle or painted the pathos too
strongly. He even resorts to a comedy relief which gives it balance. Once
in a while a title grates because of its sob sister character, hut most of them
are in capital style — to emphasize the action.
Of course it will strike some that if the husband asked a few questions
he would discover that his suspicions are false. Such a treatment would
have eliminated the necessary conflict and contrasts. The picture is handsomely staged. The interiors have seemingly been taken care of by an
expert decorator with all details in good taste. The soft pedal has been
used. None of the players are guilty of emotional display. This subdued
Interpretation makes such a drama ring more genuine than when heroics
are given indulgence. There are some exotic scenes, one of which calls for
praise — the representation of a tableaux. The continuity is even, Uie sequences building with cumulative force to the climax. Miss Young g>ves
a capital performance as the distressed heroine and she is splendidly
gowned. In fact her wardrobe will stimulale interest among feminine audiences. In the company are Kathlyn Williams in a sympathetic role, Frank
Glendon, and Bertram Grassby. — Lenglh, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Vera Stanford
Clara Kimball Young
Jack Stanford
J- Frank Glendon
Herbert Brooks
Bertram Grassby
Grace Brooks
Gerry Alexander
Isabel Dane
'
Kathryn Williams
By
Sada
Cowan.
Directed by Harry Garson.
PRESS NOTICE STORY
A story of marital misunderstanding in which a wife's happiness is consiant y
threatened
because
of anClara
indiscretion
of her youth
is offered actress
in " Hush,"
Equity picture
starring
Kimball Young.
This emotional
has in the
the
ro'e
of
Vera
Stanford
a.T
excellent
opportunity
to
display
her
abundant
talent.
I:
is
a
part
which
exacts
sympathy
from
the
spectator
because
of
its
wealth
of
pathos
and human interest.
The Stanfords are extremely happy until Vera is prompted. to disclose her past.
But her husband instead of condoring her sins takes an attitude of intolerance.
He is countenances
blind to the fact
his wife
him. Hethat
onlysheseesis the
disil'usionraent.
Vera
his that
conduct
until loves
she realizes
robbing
herself of
happiness. She will make him suffer as she has suffered by living up to his
accusations. This course is sufficient to effect a reconciliation. The picture builds
through scenes of dramatic strength — scenes which have real situations and climaxes.
Miss Yotmg is supported by competent players. The offering is ar istical'.y
presented.
PROGRAM READER
Is it advisable -to tell your husband of your past? No matter how much he may
have sinned he naturally expects his better half to be above reproach. Every husband places his wife upon a pedestal ard woe to domestic happiness if 'he pedestal
crashes which
and breaks.
is the idea behind
the Clara. Kimball
picture
comes "This
to the
theatre" Hush,"
next
It is a Young
strong
dramatic story which builds through scenes of cumulative interest. It is a picture
which every married couple should see, and a. so every couple contemplating matrimony. Wives should not be blamed for in: ocent indiscretions of their youth.
See " Hush " and see Clara Kimball Young at her emotional best.
SUGGESTIONS
Since the idea behind this picture is a favorite one in screen circles it would
be well to argue its points in effective catch lines and newspaper copy. Put the
issue squarely up to your patrons. Ask them if they would conduct themselves,
likewise.
fact that the
subject histrionic
is worthy power
of Missas Young's
talents andPlace
that stress
it offersuponher theopportunities
to display
well as
appear
bueatiful
and
weU
gowned.
State
that
it
is
a
highly
dramatic
offeringin
on a domestic theme and one that is effectively staged. The title might come
for some live exploitation.
CATCH LINES
Must every woman who approaches the altar keep from her husband the indiscretions of her youth? Should she conduct herself with hushed lips? See " Hush."
She was honest enough to relate an indiscretion of her youth. But he wasn't
manly
enough Young.
to appreciate her sincerity. What resulted? See " Hush " with
Clara Kimball
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"RICH

GIRL,
POOR
(Universal)

GIRL"

Gladys Walton Scores in Heart Interest Story
THE

elemsnts which compose Gladys Walton's latest photoplay are
sure-fire in their appeal and there is no doubt that " Rich Girl,
Poor Girl," will meet with popular approval. Permit a pleasing
personality like Miss Walton to appear in a vivid study of a street waif
who manages to be happy despite a drunken father's abuse and then permit
her to double in brass, as it were, and play the pampered daughter of the
ri«h, and it is dollars to doughnuts that the picture will get over. J. G.
Hawks has fashioned his tale after the manner of Mark Twain's "Prince
and the Pauper." In other words, the girl of riches becomes the girl of
poverty and vice versa.
This is a good idea for the expression of Miss Walton's talent and charm.
It offers her opportunities to present vivid contrasts. The environment of
the poor is shown alongside of the estate of the rich. The early footage is
giren up to planting the characterization, after which it swings into its
action — action of a melodramatic and local color brand. The introductory
scenes show the Irish lass dancing on the pavement an<l going after beer
for her father. She wanders to the rich girl's estate and the exchange of
identities takes placj. Quite appealing are those scenes given up to MLss
Walton taking delight in the manners and custom?, of society. A bath in
an artistic bathroom, followed by a royal dinner, are sure-fire incidents.
If the story sags, and it does so occasionally, the director introduces
melodramatic hokum and the interest is maintained. The rich girl, disguised in the other's clothes, is made the victim of a kidnapping party, but
is rescued in time to give the " alley gang " a dinner party. The author
conveniently eliminates the drunken father by exposing his relationship as
a fraud. Thus the poor girl is destined to become rich. The picture is
Gladys Walton's any way you look at it. She is maintaining the stride
reTealed in " Pink Tights " and knows more about impersonation than a
lot of beauties masquerading as stars. The action is told against a street
set or two and the interiors of the tenement and the palace. The studio
atmosphere is exposed in one scene which shows the breath exhalations
of the players. Such a story is far-fetched. But Mark Twain found it surefire and so has J. G. Hawks. " Rich Girl, Poor Girl," is vivid in characterization and carries the elements of heart interest, pathos and romance. The double exposure work is commendable.- -Length. 5 reels. —
iMurence Reid.
THE CAST
Nora McShane
Gladyb Walton
Terry McShane
Gordon McGregor
Reginald
Harold Austin
Muggsy
Antrim Short
Spider
Joe Harris
Neary
Vanderfleet
Wadsworth
Boggs
C. W. Herzinger
By J. 0. Hawks.
Directed by Harry B. Harris.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Gladys Walton, the Universal star who just exudes personality in every gesture
she makes, is coming to the
theatre next
and
in " Rich Girl, Poor Girl," a picture written by J. Hawks.
Patrons of the
who
were
fortunate
enough
to
see
"
Pink
Tights,"
will
delighted
to know that the star has another role which is equally as strong in beentertaining
possibilities. The star plays a sort of dual role. As Nora McShane she ventures
into the estate of a rich girl who feels like a bird in a gilded cage.
The two girls exchange places which naturally precipitates a lively lot of action.
The incident reveals the star having a charming time adopting the customs of the
rich and as the latter girl venturing into Poverty Row. The true identity of the
girls is established eventually and all ends happily when the poor girl is adopted
into the other's
family.
Walton
is rapidlyperformance
forging to here.
the front
as ain very
accomplished
actress
and Miss
she gives
a delightful
Others
the
Mst are Antrim Short and Gordon McGregor. The picture is appropriately staged.
PROGRAM READER
She lived in Poverty Row and there was another girl who looked exactly like
her who lived in a gilded palace. The poor girl would like to have some of the
•ther's
rich vrish.
girl longed
fleeexchanged
away fromidentities
her cage.
the
two girlspleasures
met andandhadthe their
How tothey
and Sofound
pleasure and excitement is told in five reels of delightful entertainment. " Rich
Girl. Poor Gdrl " is chock full of pathos and heart interest. The star of this
picture is Gladys Walton who will be remembered for her charming performance
m " Risky Business " and " Pink Tights." Come to the
next
•■ the screen. smd be royally entertained by one of the most accomplished actresses
SUGGESTIONS
Yon can tell them that Gladys ^A^alton is coming in a fitting successor to '* Pink
Tights." Tell them that it carries the same kind of sure-fire incident and action.
Tell them that the picture is similar to Mark Twain's classic, " The Prince and
the Pauper "Emphasize
although entirely
up stills
of the
in herasdifferent
costumes.
the fact different.
she isPlay
rapidly
forging
to star front
a very
accomplished actress. The title that
should come in for some specialtheexploitation.
can stage a prologue in ideal harmony with the story. A prologue showing You
girls who resemble one another, each dressed according to the characters of two
the
story.
CATCH LINES
One longed to become a sparrow of the streets — a sparrow of the world outside
The
other wanted
enter the gilded palace. See " Rich Girl, Poor Girl " writli
Gladysto Walton.
the charming

"HER

Picture

N c -w s

FIRST
ELOPEMENT
(Realart)

Inconsequential and Too Vapid for Feature Length
JUST why this story appealed to the sponsors as fitting material for feature length, considering its frail idea and its single-track outline, will
be the thought of more than one that sees it. While the idea and
characterization are rather in harmony with Wanda Hawley's delicate
beauty and charm, it strikes us that she is capable of playing other roles
than that of the impressionable ingenue. The idea is all about an innocent
compromise in which the victim ( ?) turns the tables and emerges an honorable diplomat. In developing the idea considerable padding is resorted
to and the action is as mild as a church social. In fact it will impress
many people as rather silly— as if time and money had been wasted on immature material.
The picture is decorated with some enchanting scenes — one of which
shows a yachting background. And no expense has been spared in giving
it a good production. But artistic interiors and exteriors don't make a
picture entertaining even though they hide defects. A pretty ward runs
away to save her cousin from being compromised. There is a counter conflict which shows a wealthy young yachtsman endeavoring to save his
brother from the same " vamp's " clutches. He naturally suspects the
heroine to be the gay charmer and she believes him to be a certain scapegrace. So he abducts her— takes her on his yacht for the purpose of the
above-mentioned compromise. The twist of the story comes when she discloses the fact to the anxious guardians that they are married.
The picture suffers from arbitrary incident. It seems as if more could
have been made from this romance. There is never any opporttmity for
the star and her players to portray the customary emotions. Miss Hawley
is photographed from several vantage positions so that her loveliness is
clearly focussed. Jerome Patrick hasn't been cautioned by the director to
refrain from posing. He is caught from as many angles as a fashion plate
mannikin. This story should have been compressed into three reels and
made into a satire. Its weaknesses are always apparent. It is like the little
girl who wants to appear grown up but can't hide her curls. The picture
cannot hide its gentle action and mild incident. Feminine patrons may
enjoy it, but it is no attraction for sophisticated audiences.— Length, 5
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
^hrisiina Eliot
Wanda Hawley
Adrian
Ma.tland
Jerome
Patrick
Lotta St. Regis
njjj Craig
Ted Maitland
Lu^ien Littlefield
9"^}^
Jay Eaton
L"'"^,, Varden
Helen Dunbar
Mr. Ma.tland,
Sr
Edwin
J^^f
V
Herbert
Standing
Steveni
Bettie Carlisle
Margaret Morris
1Captam
nxie. Har
„ ••
Ann
Hastings
dy
j^hn MacKinnon
By Ahce byDuerEdith
Miller.
Scenario
Kennedy.
Directed by Sam Wood.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
" Her First Elopement " is said to give Wanda Hawley another of the cleverly
humorous roles which she interpreted in ' Miss Hobbs," " The
of Scandal "
and •• Her Beloved Villain." This Realart picture brings the School
beautiful and. The
talented star to the
screen on
of
next
star is cast in the role of a spoiled and wealthy orphan, who keeps her guardian
in a constant state of anxiety over her escapades and flirtations. She never
gets seriously interested in love until she decides to lend a hand in her boy
cousin s affair with a chorus girl.
She has never met the charmer, but is fond of her cousin enough to see him
get his heart's desire. How she wins a husband and saves her relative from
for
Wanda
Hawley.
I '"fir
' Y^Pfd
" makesThe upclever
this mirthful
hodge-podge which is said
be ideal
young comedienne
by ato cast
that
includes Jerome Patrick and NeU Craig. The pictureis issupported
directed by Sam Wood
from
a
story
by
Ahce
Duer
Miller. It is a breezy tale of summer-time yachtinE
and romance.
PROGRAM READER
She was pretty and very wealthy. Apparently every man in the world wanted
to marry her. Life became a terrible bore until one day a man just up and
kidnapped
her. trying
As a tomatter
of fact his
he thought
" would-be vampire "
who
had been
compromise
brother —she
but was
thata only
added spice to the
situation. " Out all night with a man ! On board his yacht, too. How shocking! But they fooled them all. How? Well, that forms the fun of "Her First
Elopement," the Realart picture which comes to the
theatre next
1 3"<1
withis Wanda
Hawleycomedy
as the— just
star. theThething
leading
man
IS Jerome Patrick.
This picture
a delightful
for Mis<
Hawley s captivating personality.
SUGGESTIONS
Inasmuch as this is light and fluffy it would be best to use the soft pedal in
your exploitation scheme. You can go after the flapper set. Doubtless the star
has established quite a following among the buds. Simply bill it as a clever
hodge-podge which carries a captivating romance. You might exploit Miss Hawley's previous
pictures,
being careful
to state
this keeps
to the same
average.
Describe
its charming
scenery.
Play that
up that
Miss Hawley
will high
some
in her role of the gay charmer. Play up that she wears chase
away
blues
the
stunning frocks. This will interest the feminine patrons. Play up the author if
you think she is read in your community. Treat all your copy hghtly.
CATCH LINES
He thought he would disillusion his kid brother by compromising the girl who
was after the youngster's money. But he succeeded in compromising the wrone
girl! See Wanda Hawley in the delightful comedy romance. "Her First Elopement "

January
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THE

PIPER"

Players-Lasky

Corp.)

Well Produced

Domestic Drama That W ill Please
EXCEPT for the fact that the continuity is rather episodic, the story
covering a period of some twenty years, this can be labeled a better
than average drama, very logically developed and produced without
regard to expense.
The plot has to do with the lives of the Wyndham-Grahame families
;ypifying America's mushroom aristocracy with a rather unusually logical
Jomestic drama story developed with good incident and carrying suspense
and interest.
The story begins with a juvenile prologue enacted by a talented cast of
children and then jumps to the lime they have grown up.
Dorothy Dickson is the spoiled daughter of wealthy parents. Rod La
Roque is a wUd oat sowing son of a captain of industry. The girl flirts
ivith a poor architect who is employed by her father. The son falls in love
with a nice little actress. Business and social expediency demand, however, that like wed like, and a marriage for convenience is consummated.
The jilted actress and the rejected architect console each other so well
that they finally marrj'. The Wyndham-Grahames lose their money. The
chap who has been a rotter develops a streak of real manhood, goes to
work for the architect, and finally the butterfly wife is reconciled to life
in a cottage.
Miss Dickson is a perfect type for the society trained Barbara Wyndham,
while Mr. La Roque proves a convincing Larry Grahame. Alma Tell makes
" Marcia Marillo " a sympathetic character. Reginald Denny is the architect. George Fawcett contributes considerable comedy as the elder
Grahame.
The picture has been lavishly staged. It has big sets, beautiful clothes,
Ipretty exteriors and extra good photography. The various roles are very
levenly divided and each one is splendidly interpreted. There are several
unusual twists in the development of the story that help to maintain interest. The titles used are of the best botli in style of writing and in the
information they contain. The direction is up to Mr. Fitzmaurice's usual
high standard. All in all it is a picture that should find favor with any
audience that doesn't insist on too much action. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S.
Dicker son.
THE CAST
Barbara Wyndham
Dorothy Dickson
Larry Grahame
Rod LaRoque
MarcU MariUo
Alma Tell
Keith Larne
Reginald Denny
John Grahame
George Fawcett
Charles Richard Wyndham
Robert Schable
Mrs. Wyndham
Katherine Emmett
By Ouida Bergere.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
Photographed by Arthur Miller.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
one next
of the best photoplays of the season will be offered at
theWhat is considered
theatre
when the George Fitzmaurice production, the
" Paying
the treatment
Piper," is of
shown.
The makes
feature its
hasappeal
a solidto theme
coupled
with
dramatic
the story,
almostwhich,
any audience
irresistible. The story deals with the idle rich and the chief character is Barbara
Wyndham, portrayed with charm and artistry by Dorothy Dickson, who makes
her scree* debut in this picture.
Dorothy is married to an idle rich young man, but there is little love in the
union until their wealth is swept by a crash in Wall Street. Then both are
regenerated in a series of interesting happenings which are calculated to thrill
the spectator. The author, Ouida Bergere, has woven a story replete with human
and dramatic situations. She shows that money cannot buy the happiness of the
most desired things of life. Miss Dickson is supported by a cast that includes
Robert Schabte, Alma Tell, Reginald Denny and Rod La Roque.
PROGRAM READER
An absoFbing story of how a frivolous, money-mad girl, blind to the finer things
of life, is regenerated through a baby she finds in the park is told in the George
Fitzmaurice production, " Paying the Piper," which comes to the
theatre next
. It is the sort of story that will interest all classes,
because It deals with the real basic things of life. There are numerous thrills in
hte deyelopment of this highly interesting theme. " Paying the Piper " is considered George Fitzmaurice's greatest production, even surpassing " On With the
Dance."
The picture
serves
introduce
DorothyGeorge
Dickson
to screen
audiences.
She
is
supported
by anothers.
excellentto cast
that includes
Fawcett,
Rod La
Roque,
Robert Schable and
SUGGESTIONS
You have a corking title which should be exploited here for all it is wortli.
You can detail part of the plot which is a most iteresting one and stimulate
interest by pointed teasers and catch lines in the papers. Play up the name of
Fitzmaurice. Your crowd should remember his " On With the Dance " and
" The Right to Love." Play it up as a great human interest play on a vital
theme
whichPlay
is startling
Featureto Dorothy
and
tell of— ahertheme
gowns.
up that insheitsisrealism.
asknowledged
be one Dickson
of the best
dressed women identified with the stage. You can doubtless obtain cuts from
your nearest exchange. Use an appropriate musical prologue.
CATCH LINES
On one side was the glare, the glitter, the white lights and jazz. The other,
the challenge and inspiriation and simple hearts and love. Which conquered'
See " Paying the Piper."
See "Paying
picture
of today. theA Piper,"
throbbingGeorge
story ofFitzmaurice's
pleasure-mad greatest
spenders.production A vital

"THE

TAVERN

KNIGHT"

(Stoll-Pathe)
This One W ill Hardly Interest the Majority
THE StoU pictures have been hitting a pretty high average since their
introduction on the market — high enough in fact to make a lessthan-average production quite noticeable. "The Tavern Knight"
can be labeled " costume " which should not be anything against it provided
it carried a vital theme and outstanding figures or episodes of history. This
it doesn't contain and the general public may look upon it with indifference.
It offers an adventurous story of a swash-buckling hero in the days of
Cromwell and his Puritanical uprising.
This part of English history doesn't offer any outstanding figure of romance which would appeal to picturegoers. Cromwell was not a figure
that inspired sympathy. Since he only remains in the background one
cannot condemn this "costume" on that account. One cannot condemn it
on any ground since there is earnest effort behind it. But swashbuckling
heroes have been used before without much success, even when they
haven't had any historical background. This picture simply takes up an
adventurous conflict between an expert swordsman and a couple of roysterers who have deprived him of his family and inheritance. Six reels
is a trifle too much for the expression of the story which is obvious to a
degree and which is told a great deal through the captions. There is a
representation of a battle between the forces of Charles the First and
Cromwell, but it is so insignificant that it offers no action and thrill. It
might inspire ridicule. One could easily say that the total extrat engaged
numbered ninety or thereabouts.
The rest of the picture is devoted to making substance of duels with
swords. For a story wliich has to do with life in the open considerable
footage is given up to interiors. Time and place are traveled over by introducing astibtitle. There is an effort to incorporate a romance which is
so out of place that it never appeals. The picture is marked by good atmosphere. Acastle, a moat, pictiu-esque bridges, and English country life
are excellently represented. The acting is of a mediocre calibre, the character of the youth being badly overplayed bj' Laurence Anderson. Most
of the cast suffer from poor lighting. " The Tavern Knight " doesn't take
one into the land of make-believe. It has undoubtedly suffered from excess
footage with the scissors applied too strenuously to make it eoM^MCt with
action and incident. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
"The Tavern Knight"
Ellie
Cynthia
MadgeNorwood
Stuart
Charles Stuart
J. E. Wickens
Oliver Cromwell
Conway Booth
Joseph Ashburn
Cecil Humphries
Col. Pride
Clifford Heatherley
Capt.
Teddy Anderson
Arundel
Master Hogan
Kenneth
Laurence
Gregory
Ashburn
C.
H.
Croker-King
Lieut. Pride
Lionel Scott
By RafaelbySabatini.
Scenario
Sinclair Hill.
Directed by Maurice Elvey.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A picture of the " days of old, when knights were bold " is offered in " The
Tavern Knight," which will be the featxu-e attraction at the
theatre
next
. ThisKingis aof romantic
of Cromwell's hero,
uprising against Charles,
England adventure
and tells aoftalethe ofdays
a swashbuckling
who has been deprived of his inheritance and his family. " The Tavern Knight,"
as he isat cciUed,
casts his
with the King and manages to hold Cromwell's
forces
bay through
his fortunes
swordmanship.
He
is
captured,
however,
along
with
he doesn't
make their escape and the Knight returnshis tosonhiswhom
ancestral
estate. recognize.
He is forcedTheyto
fight for his property but succeeds, though he spares the life of his enemy on the
condition
latterbutinform
son's But
whereabouts.
The Knight
his
escapethat
to the
France
the him
son ofis his
killed.
romance having
enteredmakes
the
swordsman's
life
acts
as
compensation
for
the
loss
of
his
boy.
'The
punctuated with scenes which depict adventurous action. The backgroundspicture
provideis
excellent atmosphere. A well-balanced cast of romantic players offer aa acceptable interpretation.
PROGRAM READER
You have all read of Cromwell and his adventurous life. You bare thrilled at
the days of old when knights were bold, when adventure and romance crowned
the lives of the people of England. Come to the
theatre next
and Uve over again the thrills of the stirring days of English history
—a the
conflict
Cromwell
the First.
" ThebringTavern
Knightto "youis
picture
whichbetween
will make
your and
pulseCharles
beat faster.
It will
romance
and the
call
of
adventure.
It
is
a
picture
of
a
time
when
a
man's
life
ured by announcements.
his ability to defend himself by a good, strong sword. Watckwasformeasfurther
SUGGESTIONS
You had better not tell your patrons that this is a costume picture unless you
are sure of them. While there is a general antipathy against the costtune subject,
if it is well done this antagonism should not be felt. Tell them that " The Tavis a colorful Stage
romancea prologue
of the adventurous
Merrie
England.
Play ernupKnightthe" atmosphere.
in harmonydays
withof the
theme.
You
might exploit a group of dancers attired in period costumes dancing around a
maypole. Have your orchestra play English Morris dances. Bill it as an adventurous romance of the days when knights were bold.
CATCH LINES
A picture of adventure and romance is coming in " The Tavern Knight." At
the
next
. Don't miss it.
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Stereo

(Continued from page 988)
been a slight variation of clear vision "
" The foregoing, alone
would seem to
contradict and disprove thethen,
statement : ' A single human eye does not possess stereoscopic
vision.' But, there are many additional scientific truths to substantiate the fact, that such a
supposition is a fallacy."
" The second claim in the statement is : ' That
stereoscopy attained
in human vision is due to
the optical arrangement of the eyes ; being set
apart they focus upon an object from different
angles.' This is also a scientific untruth, for
it is now known that each eye has a separate
function; that depth perception— stereoscopic
vision— is not mainly the function of the combined eyes."
"How we see, what things we see most
quickly, and how our eyes are deceived, have
been the subjects of painstaking research. All
for the purpose of helping to explain the functions of sight in man ; which scientists admit
has been a great puzzle. Students of optics,
have hitherto believed that man preceives depth
in solid objects because he see it with two eyes,
and that it would appear perfectly flat if seen
with one eye only. It has been scientifically
proven, that in stereoscopic vision — in which
we see an object in relief— the fusion of separate images is not essential; a single eye can
obtain the stereoscopic vision."
" Stereoscopic phtography, likewise, has been
the subject for considerable thought and experimentation. And, naturally, its study developed
many puzzling problems, as did the study of
the human eye. But, as in the latter case, I believe much of the puzzle has been Solved and
the unknown made clear to the investigators."
" My single lense process, I am convinced, is
the simplest and most practical method of obtaining stereoscopic results. Particularly so,
with respect to motion pictures. But, please do
not misunderstand me to claim that the binocular or two-lense process will not give perfect
stereoscopic results. I know that it will, for I
originally worked along those lines myself: resulting in my single lense discoveries. I have
merely endeavored to demonstrate that stereoscopic vision exists in a single eye and that
stereoscopic photography is obtainable with the
use of a single lense only: that stereoscopy
exists, to a certain extent, in all photographs
so made."
" No, my discoveries were not the result of
accident, for I have been working out the
problem for several years — on and off., In my
>ounger days I was employed by a manufacturer of optical lenses and instruments and,
here, also became interested in photography.
This knowledge came in handy when I first
produced motion pictures — in the early days,
existing cameramen might be counted on the
fingers of your hands — for I was obliged to
turn the crank myself. So, j'ou see, I was not
without a smattering of the basic knowledge
essential to conduct my investigations and experiments."
" The binocular method requires specially
made productions -and special two-lense projection. This will limit the use of such stereoscopic motion pictures to a great extent : the
principal obstacle natural color photography
has had to contend with. Compare the progress made in the last six years as between ordinary motion pictures and those in natural
colors. My single lense process has no such
limitations, for it projects the ordinary motion
picture by means of the standard projectors in
use: with perfect stereoscopic results."

" The ' Spectra ' in the name I have given my
process— Stereo-Spectra-Scopy— is there because Ialso obtain certain color effects with my
method. Color value exists in all positive motion picture prints, to a certain extent, not
visible to the eye as now projected; but which
I can make visible with my process, although
not comparable with natural color pictures
which have been shown on the screen. I have
had some success with ordinary negative, in
multiplying the color values so that a positice
therefrom gives me greater color value than
otherwise. But, I am almost convinced, to obtain true natural color, I will have to resort to
special photography."
We can now appreciate that Charles V. Henkel's supposed activity in the industry for the
past year has been only seemingly so. If he has
accomplished what he claims— and there is no
reason to doubt it a fact, for he appears to
have a broad familiarity with the subject — his
success can readily be accounted for. He inherited inventive ability. His father was the
inventor of the carving-machine and other
wood-working machinerj-, the basic inventions
for the modern tools usec^ in that industry. His
mother gave to the world's breakfast talile the
coffee-percolator.
Mechanically inclined himself, C. V. Henkel
has been granted and applied for over fifty
patents to his own inventions. He is the originator of the loose-leaf system of bookkeeping
and invented scores of binders and filing devices for that purpose : also, many other time
and labor-saving office devices and systems.
He designed, built and marketed the first hornless phonograph now in common use; the
"truetone"' talking-machine: "Eureka" recordcabinet and other kindred devices.
One of the first professional public accountants to practice in the United States, he thus
acquired a vast experience and intimate personal knowledge of the details of divers businesses: Manufacturing, Mercantile, Insurance
and Banking. His analytical mind aided him
in devising original manufacturing cost-systems and his varied experience proved of
\alue in his practice of efficiency expert and
business doctor.
Identified, in the minds of many, with the
business department of the motion picture industry, it is, nc\ crtheless, a fact that he has
spent over seventy-five per cent of his time in
the actual production of pictures. A pioneer
director, cameraman and the author of hundreds of produced scenarios, he is also practical in the processing and marketing of the
film.
As an independent producer, he experienced
all the trials and tribulations of the very early
days and with the Sales Co. His intimate
knowledge of patents and patent laws saved
the independent producers from annihilation by
the Patents Co. : responsible, to a great extent,
for the present day advancement of the industry. It was his knowledge of the celebrated
secret disclaimer facts, that invalidated the
Edison camera patent, killing the infringement
bugaboo and opening wide the doors to present
day producers.
Identified with the exploitation of Dante's
Inferno and other of the first big special features, he was one of the pioneers of the State
Right idea. And, subsequently, personally produced feature films for that market.
As early as 1908. he visioned the present day
prominence of motion pictures. Attempting to
form a company to build a chain of large seating capacity theatres for exclusive motion picture purposes, he wrote a prospectus in which
he predicted practically all that exists in the
exhibition of photoplays today: Large picture
houses; entire evening program of pictures:

Picture

Newt

multiple reel productions; admissions upward!
of a dollar; patronized by the best cUss of
In 1910 he formed the Sage Securities Syndipeople.
cate, for the purpse of acquiring and amalgamating the independent producing companiei
than existing. The patent bugaboo created obstacles, but the effort resulted in the birth of
the Universal and Mutual companies. An official of the former company, he supplied the
foreign film release to that program. Resigning and disposing of his stock in that corporation, he again became an independent producer.
Subsequently, Mr. Henkel was manager of
productions and also scenario editor at Universal City, resigning to become director general for David Horsley Productions. Realizing the great value of the screen to arous^
patriotism, he left California when we entered
the war and convinced the Government of the
importance of motion picture propaganda. " He
producer " The Eagle's Eye,' the story by the
Chief of the U. S. Secret Service— the first
step in motion picture propaganda — inspiring
other productions which helped the cause. . !
C. V. Henkel. we learned, has always heem
opposed to the star system — to his financisi
disadvantage. Believes that Shakespeare is
right — properly cast, artistically acted and intelligently directed — the stor>- is the only thing
That he created enemies years ago by insisting productions should be finally edited and
titled by fresh and unprejudiced minds. Thinks
common-sense admission charges should prevail
to encourage the fans — the ver\- foundation of
success in all amusement enterprises. Predicts
future distribution will supply complete picture program upon a box-office percentage : and
that distributors will cease to produce: and
that independent producers will supply the demand upon a merit basis.
Another mystery has been solved through
compiling this ^sketch of the activities of
Charles V. Henkel. It has been wondered what
the ■■ V " stood for. \N'e should say that his
middle-name is "Versatile."
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^ Our appreciation is extended to the scores of leading
conductors and exhibitors whose presence contributed
to the overwhelming success of the First Nation-Wide
Music-Picture Conference. And our gratitude for the
praise they give to Motion Picture News for the organization ofthis progressive gathering.
The February 19th issue of The News — a special
Music Number — will review in most complete detail
the discussions and addresses of the week. An issue
of unusual interest to the thousands unable to attend,
but on record expressing their deep interest in the
conference.
Watch for it.
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""rHE producer of "Behold My Wife!" has scored
again with "The Faith Healer," that unforgettable
masterpiece of America's greatest dramatist.
No picture ever made has a greater appeal to the
heart and soul of every man and woman. It reaches
unsealed heights of grandeur and sublimity.
With Milton Sills and Ann Forrest
From the ulay by William Vaughn Moody
Scenario by Mrs. William Vaughn Moody and Z. Wall Covington
I: FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION y1 'iI

WILLIAM.

S.

HART
in
"O'Ma

lley

<
of

BY WILLIAM
S, HART
the Mounte
"
AS an officer of the Northwest d
Mounted
Police who became a bandit to "get
his man," Hart has another he-man role
full of punch and thrills.
Scenes of sensational daring and mighty
heart appeal make a dramatic story based
on the greatest of all themes — a big man's
sacrifice
AdatteJ and dirtcted by Lambert Hillytr
Phelotrafihtd by Jot August, A.S.C.
A William S. Hart Production
a

Cparamount
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"Why

and "Dr.

for Cecil

B.

"As a gorgeous and lavisKlj? prepared film, it cannot be equalled
)oy an3?tKing seen here in the past. Moreover, it is a most absorbing story.
"Even the harem scenes in 'Kismet' fade into insignificance when
compared with the Cinderella scenes.
"Hugo Riesenfeld said that v?hen he can find good enough pictures
he hopes to transform the RiA)oli into a long run house. Here, it
v?ould seem, is his opportunity. The mind and hand of a genius
combined

in making it."

?

Jesse L. Lask>> presents

Cecil

DeMille's
B.
Production
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A Realart

Picture

Star

Franchise

Picture-

IN

THE

SNOB

Eyton from
ed by J.Alice
c>ldapt
the William
Neidig story in
the Saturday Evening Post.
Directed by Sam Wood.

Mamma : What is that down there in the lower right hand corner- —
a TDorm?
Mamma's

Daughter: It seems to be one of those waiter persons.

Mamma:

Up with your chin, darling; there are no waiters in

Who's Who!
Down deep in her heart the girl was not a snob, but
her fine wholesomeness was temporarily obscured by the
social ambitions of a designing mother. With the help of
Dad and a few real friends she wins happiness in a story
which sparkles with clean humor and the American spirit
of fair play,
"The Snob" is as packed with jokes as a Blue Law
convention.

frade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. OB.
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FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc., E. W. MAMMONS,

President

Motion

Picture

BRANCHES
ALBANY, N. Y.
378 Broadway
ATLANTA, GA.
61 Walton Sireet
BOSTON, MASS.
IJ Piedmont Street
BUFFALO, N. Y.
327 Main Street

Sducattonal

Has

iMade

Qood

CALGARY, ALTA., CAN.
Elma Block
CHICAGO, ILL.
220 South State Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
N.W. Cor. 7lh & Main Sts.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
502 Standard Theatre BIdg.
DALLAS, TEXAS
2003 Main Street
DENVER,
COLO.
1435 Champa
Street"
DES MOINES, IOWA
100 Locust Street
DETROIT, MICH.
63 E. Elizabeth Street
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
9 West Market Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Sth Fl. Film Ex. Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Film Exchange BIdg.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
732 South Olive Street
LOUISVILLE, KY.
National Theatre BIdg,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
501 Toy BIdg.
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THE

Look

SPICE

OF

THE

PROGRAM"

Here!
BRANCHES
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
407 Loeb Arcade
MONTREAL, QUE., CAN.
437 Bleury Ltreet

Educational promised to have its own distribution
in every key center within one year. That promise
was made good in seven months. There are thirtysix Educational Exchanges operating today.

Meadow Street
NEW 12-5HAVEN,
CONN'.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
415 Dryades Street
NEW YORK, N.Y.
729 Seventh Avenue
OMAHA, NEB.
1312 Farnum Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
1309 Vine Street
PITTSBURGH, PA.
119 Ninth Street

Educational promised Super Specials in terms
sounding like the usual superlatives too familiar
to exhibitors.
The New

York Times

did not feel it was indulging

In superlatives when it called our "The Race of
the Age" "an epoch-marking event in the motion
picture industry."
Educational

promised

quality throughout

comedies

of sustained high

SALT LAKE CITY
Utah
ST. JOHN, N. B., CAN.
87 Union Street
ST. LOUIS MO.
617 N. Grand Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
168 Golden Gate Avenue

a year's releases !

Right now — exhibitors are selecting from six
distinct types of Educational Comedies, each of
which is the best of its kind.
Educational didn't have to promise the best scenics
and travel pictures — its product in this short subject
field has long been without rivals.

SEATTLE, WASH.
308 Virginia Street
TORONTO, ONT., CAN,
21 Dundas Street, E.
VANCOUVER, B. C, CAN.
Leigh Spencer Bldg.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
916 G. Street, N. W.
WINNIPEG, MAN., CAN.
447 Main Street
LONDON, ENG.
76 Wardour W. I.

Educational now also releases the best News Weekly
ever offered nationally to exhibitors. This news
service started January 30th, enabling every exhibitor in America to make complete programs from
Educational
features.

product — with the sole exception of
EXECUTIVE

OFFICES:
NEW YORK,
Penn Terminal Building
370 Seventh Avenue

N. Y
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Says Bernard Shaw,
foremost
dramatist

England's
of today

A

ND if we may presume to transfer the
Shavian image, Goldwyn of today stands
on the shoulders of its Earthbound, its
Madame X and The Penalty.

HESE

great pictures of 1920 have helped

us to produce the pictures of 1921.
O start things off, we announce: Betty
Compson in Prisoners of Love, Reginald
Barker's

production,

Godless

Men,

Tom

Moore in Hold Your Horses, Frank Lloyd's
A Voice in the Dark, Reginald Barker's
Bunty Pulls the Strings, Pauline Frederick in
Roads of Destiny (remember Madame X),
WilJ Rogers in Guile of Women, Vivian Martin in The Song of the Soul (Kendall-Chambers), Mabel Normand in What Happened to
Rosa, Frank Lloyd's The Great Lover, Will
Rogers in Irvin Cobb's famous yarn Boys
Will Be Boys, Jack Pickford in Just Out of
College, and a big all star production from the
great stage success The Concert.
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WESTER

NS

!

The kind that will please any exhibitor who likes to have Westerns on
his programs

NOW

READY

FOR

STATE

RIGHTS

We are ready to " show our goods " and re ceive propositions for any territory. These
pictures are to be released one a month. We are not ashamed to screen them before
talking price, and the price is on a
JAM-UP

live and let live basis."

STORIES,

CAST,

DIRECTION

AND

PHOTOGRAPHY
Tip top locations, experienced direction, clever photography, splendid casts and genuine
dare-devil cowboys and cowgirls.

TWO

PICTURES
RELEASE—

READY
5

MORE

FEBRUARY

FOR
TO

COME

" The Cowboy Ace " and " The Killer " are now being edited, ready for early release.
We produce Westerns, exclusively.

Comedy as well as thrills in WESTART

WESTERNS

SCREENINGS

CAN

BE

ARRANGED
IN

NEW

YORK

CITY

Let US hear from you. Wire, write or phone
REASONABLE
PRICES
Yourself, as well as the exhibitor can make
money by dealing with us.
WESTART

PRODUCTIONS,

ROGER

S. MITCHELL

130 West 46th St., 11th Floor
NEW YORK CITY

INC.
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Exhibitors
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"The

Devil

T/ie Sensation
Produced

by HARRY

of Two

LEONHARDT

Both

Topple^
and

at

The premier presentation at "The
Strand," New York, broke the enviable record made by "Kismet," the
high record for the house.
At "The Criterion," Buffalo, the
picture broke the record held by
"Humoresque."

In consequence

ASSOCIATED
25 West

it

J. CALLAGHAN

YOUNG

at

Buffaloes

"The Devil" has been shown
only two theatres.

Continents

and ANDREW

Director JAMES

Records

Arliss

New

York'^s

Criterion
has been held over for another week.
Tremendous crowds and enthusiastic audiences at both theatres
prove that "The Devil" is one of the
very great pictures of all time.
Made by exhibitors for exhibitors
it is offered to exhibitors for what it

is — a phenomenal
tion.

EXHIBITORS,
45th Street, New

PATHE

Strand

Distributors

York

box office attrac-

INC.
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ASCA " gave this striking
young star her chance — that
golden romance of the old
Rio Grande, made still more wondrous
lovker
nov in
NoriiiAiiDdwt$
Gredl ^peddCuldr
Love-di'dmd
THE
FIRE
CAT

by Norman Dawn's exquisite camerawork. Then came " The Adorable Savage," with South Sea island backgrounds
like some famous painting. And now —
a still more gorgeous, still more appealing love-drama of hot-hearted youth,
flaming and blazing with the color and
passion of outraged Spanish blood —
" THE FIRE CAT "—a spectacular production whose catastrophic ending
marks Norman Dawn as the real screenfind of 1921. Only Universal, with it?
tremendous resources in playing talent
and equipment, can so surely produce a
winning director-player combination
and give it to you at Weekly Feature
prices. And keep on gi\ang it to you
fiftv-two weeks in the year.
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"Blue

Mondays'

— says Pry or of Austin
when we tell you that
DON'T raise the rental
we consider your comedies the best drawing
cards on the market. Our books show that the
CENTURY has made 'blue Monday and Tuesday
R. S. Pryor,
two of the best days in the week.."
Grand Central Theatre.
Austin, Texas.
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OPERATING
THE HOME OF SUPREME PHOTO-PLAYS
(ttituinnati. (§i]ia.

Janueuiy 17, 1921,

J. M. Johnston, Esq., Manager,
Associated Producers, Inc.,
Broadway Film Bldg.,
C inc innati , Ohi 0 .
Dear Mr. Johnston:

Again it is our pleasure to commend to the
exhititors°and the general puhlic an Associated
the Mohicans",
Last of any
~ "The receipts
n office
productio
Producers'
picture
in hox
exceeded
which
previously shovm in the Gifts Theatre.
It is indeed gratifying to have an Associated
break
Producers' production, ("The Forbidden Thing"),
and receipts
all previous records, both for attendance
record.
last week and then to have you exceed your own
This new record made xmder unfavorable weather conditions, is in our judgment, making exhibition history.
This clearly demonstrates to us a theory which
we have always held — that good pictures mean good
times and poor pictures the reverse.

921.

May we not extend through you to the Associated
Producers in general and Mr. Maurice Tourneur in particular our hearty congratulations upon this, your greatest achievement?

'^O^'S"""■orr,
CISCO

January 23
^

Very truly yours
The Greater Cincinnati Amusement Co.
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MOHICANS

By James
Directed by MAURICE

Fenimore

Cooper

TOURNEUR

and CLARENCE

L.BROWN

MACK

SENNETT-

MARSHALL

NEILAN- ALLAN

MAURICE

TOURNEUR

- THOMAS

H.INCE

Associated
HOME OFFICES:

DWAN

GARDNER

- GEORGE
SULLIVAN

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY ;

LOANE

TUCKER

-J.PARKER

Inc.

READ

JR.
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REELCRI^FT
ALL THE NEWS
THE CENSOR

WEATHER
Showers of $$$$$$$$
in the Box-Office if you
play Paragon Comedies

BOARD
SUBJECT
FEBRUARY

VAL. $

WHISTLE
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ALEXANDER

MOTION

PICTURE

Did YOU

BEGINNING FEBRUARY 12th, and
for ONE YEAR thereafter, you are ASSURED of TWENTY-SIX days on
which you can secure a GOOD
COMEDY release.
The STARS, for there are TWO of
them, have EVERY QUALIFICATION
that bespeaks a .universal SUCCESS.
They are YOUNG, in the bloom of earnest youth at the start of the great AMBITION, seeking FAME and FORTUNE; possessing the dash of vivacity,
the spice of joyful frolic, and all the
healthy of the great outdoors. Neat and
clean. Fair and square, genuine GOOD
FELLOWS,

PERMITS

NEWS

EDITION

receive YOUR

HUMDINGER?
It is mailed to you every month.
If you don't receive it, advise us.
GEORGE

CLARKE
in

PARAGON

COMEDIES

is the
BIG SURPRISE

ALT

I

OF THE

YEAR

and
HELEN

HOWELL

The Director knows his busmess and
is known to KEEP HIS WORD, so
when
says, SUCCESSES
" These pictures
going
to be he
REAL
for are
everyone
concerned from the Producer to the Boxoffice," you can COUNT ON IT. . . .
He'll MAKE THEM REAL SUCCESS.
The pictures are to be above the ordinary, abit more SPEEDY, RACY AND
RARE, risque to the point of enjoyment
and spiced with the romping happy freedom and laughter of PRETTY GIRLS.

There is an
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
coming from
REELCRAFT
Watch

the Trade Papers

" MARKED WOMEN " is the FIRST
one. It is not a GREAT picture, but it
IS a GOOD COMEDY. Every detail is
there to make it measure up to the BOXOFFICE requirement.
February 12th is the FIRST release
date, and there will be ANOTHER as
GOOD or BETTER every other week
thereafter for ONE YEAR. Assuring
you of TWENTY-SIX GOOD COMEDY DATES.
Distribution will be through the REELCRAFT EXCHANGES in the cities
where they are located, and LEADING
INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES in the
other distribution centers.

Billy Franey
IS
Planning SOMETHING
Worth WAITING For

BUD
And His Buddies
Are GOING OVER BIG.
Ask anvbodv.

There are a few territories still open
for LIVE WIRE Exchanges. Better
WRITE or WIRE.
Write, Phone or Wire

REELCRAFT

ALEXANDER ALT
HELEN HOWELL
The Latest Reelcraft Stars

PICTURES

CORPORATION

r29— 7th Ave., New York Cit>

"'The

Love Light' pleased our

patrons immensely. "
L. F. EICK. Mgr.
Fenray Theatre
Martins Ferry, Ohio.

MARY_

PICRTDM)
"'The Love Light' is without a doubt the very
best picture Miss Pickford ever made. As you
know, my house is new and 1 am

n

trying to give

the people the best pictures obtainable. 1 did not
disappoint them on this one and am proud to have
shown it at my house. Let me know in time

THE

LOVE

about her next release."
MAK

SCHAFER

Temple Theatre
Bellaire, Ohio.
UNITED
-

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MAPY PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIM
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS - D.W.GQIFFITN
WIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT.

Written

and

Prances

Marion.

by Charles
Henry

Directed

by

PhofO(^raphed

Rosher

and

Cronja^er
LIGHT'
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m

"The Morning Telegraph" said of it
"An interesting study of Mother-Love. Unusual in its clear delineation of character.
Demands serious thought on the part of the
audience. It has the human problem note
and the plot is logical."
Under the inspire^ direction of Paul Scardon
Bessie Barriscale rises to superb emotional
heights. And

a splendid supporting cast,

drawn from Screendom's favorite players,
lends the added prestige of big names and
great ability.

J •L -Frothin^ham
l^resents

THEBREAKINCP01

BESSIE

BARRISCALE

Directed by^

ill

PAULSCARDONj

Scenario by^

HHVANLQAK

witk cdtalL star cast including
WALTER

McCRAIL

IIIWILFRED
1! Ill ETHEL

JOSEPH

LUCAS
GREY

DOWLINC

PATOMALLEV I
TERRV

Picture

III III
Distributed by

W.HODKINSON CORPOMnON
527 Rlih
New YorkGiy
Ihru Avenue.
PATHS /jnr/ungr.Inc
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with

grippingly

over

those

real

psychic

portrays

left on

the

earth,

I

phe-

definite

Mr.

H.

G.

has carefuly studied the "box office angle" and has
a combination
of three-fold advantage that embraces

Smashing

Story

A

Strong

and

Balanced

Sensational

:|

1*

Combination

picture,

nomena, and interestingly
influence

News

Beat

This

In making

Picture
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to this:

ies the entertainment
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mi
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-No

1-28
The

Rvi
ific,
IIaak
49'"" ST. AT SEVENTH AVENUE

EJWTOTHE
Order <NP_

\

TO

EVERY

OPERATOR

PRODUCER,
AND

DISTRIBUTOR,

AGENT

IN

THE

EXHIBITOR,

MOTION

PICTURE

PROMOTER,
INDUSTRY—

You are hereby informed that full and complete
motion picture, book and dramatic rights to

The
HAVE

Story
BEEN

of

SECURED

AND

AND

PERRY
220

Audrey
ARE

CONTROLLED

PLAYS
West

NOW

42ncl

Munson

EXCLUSIVELY

OWNED

BY

INCORPORATED
Street,

New

York

By arrangement with Allan Rock
Miss Munson is the most famous
the greatest modern masterpieces.

of all artists' models whose beauty has inspired

Her intimate story is the tremendous drama now appearing in smashing two-page
spreads, every Sunday, in all the Hearst Sunday Newspapers and in more than
fifty other big Sunday newspapers throughout the country.
PERRY

PLAYS

INCORPORATED

has also secured the exclusive services of

Miss Munson herself, including all photographic
a period of time fixed by contract.

rights originating with her for

In view of the extraordinary value of the above rights — plus the value of the
newspaper
cooperation
in
the
resultant
publicity
and promotion campaign
PERRY

PLAYS

INCORPORATED

NOTIFIES THE TRADE IN GENERAL THAT IT WILL PROMPTLY PROTECT EACH AND EVERY
RIGHT THUS POSSESSED BY IT AND PUNISH INFRINGEMENTS TO THE FULL EXTENT OF THE LAW
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"Sowing
the Wind"
Stron
g
Drama
Mayer Production Starring Anita Stewart
and Directed
by
John
M. Slahl Featured by Powerful Situations and Fine Characterizations
TN THE Louis B Mayer production of "Sowing The
Wind" tiiere comes to Ihe
screen a splendidly produced
and excellently enacted drama
of compelling strength. John
M Stahl, the director, has built
into this picture a thoroughly
convincing story of striking intensity. Itiswhich
a tale carries
of passion's
retributions
with
it a singularly significant
preachment and drives home
unswervingly a moral that
many pulpits aim for but do
not hit so effectively
Thj pro3uciion throughout m
kfSdag
^hS eslabhshed
B. Mayer ^'•'■ili^
standard^
rich andLouLs
eKv
borate investiture and a cast of great
conipetenr^. Miss Anita Stewart is
called upon to enact a role of heavy
dramatic exactions and she succeeds
in registering
the entire
of
emotions inalmost
a manner
of suchganu'
c '
From

love's first kiss to
hell's

The

abyss

of

an outcast's daughter!
See it to see drama
oven^elmin^
It hits
like
He

the

in force !
heart

a hurricane

sowed

the

!

wind

for his son , and

ginal form In its trunslation to pictures nothing of its power has bieen
lost Of considerable Importance is
the fact that many situations of poinant strength involving conflicts of
sexes have been carefully and judiciously handled
The story, long familiar upon the
speaking
he
who shall stage,
sow therelates
wind the
shalltalereapof the
whirlwind, thai with every outraging
Df the social code a retnbution shall
be visited upon the guilty. TVIiss Sleadnian plays the errant mother and Miss
Stewart the daughter who upon leaving a convent school learns of the life
into which the mother has lapsed Tb*
code of double morals finds expression in the advice of the guardian of
the daughter's
suitor,
the girl tohaving
become
an actress
is pointed
as a
man's plaything The innate
decency
-M
J ridej
Q
the '-eyoung
bad man
adviceeventually
and the story
the happiness
the giri
itor
assured andof with
the
> tolled out to the guilty

of a woman,by
for men

!

love triumph

lamty that her work in "Sowing the
Wind" probably touches the uppermost point of the dramatic attainments
of her career In various close views
she is exceedingly beautiful In the
big dramatic moments — and there are
many of them — she effects a sincerity
of characterization that will yield to
her a very great sympathy
* * ♦
Mr Stahl has accomplished in
"Sowing the of Wind"
masterful
dramatization
a difficulta theme
He
has woven into the picture a story
that grips the sympathy of the spectator and frequently quickens the heartbeats m cfifectively registered scenes
of unusual dramatic intensity "SowWind"highas aItdrama
of its typeof
ranksing thevery
is suggestive
a wealth of exnloitan^
and has

his

daughter reaped the /
whirlwind !
^

and

a man,
women!

"Sowing the wind"
sweeps into screen
greatness !
Not just drama
in
the last act but
eveix

^^oment

moment
hen
youll

youll
you

know

dramatic

see

a
feel!i
it

what

master-

piece means !

ANITA
MIGHTIEST

a

STEWART'S
ACHIEVEMENT.

February
A.
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Baurenfreund,
Berger, N. J.

Courtland

Theatre, North

" First National Pictures have materially helped to
make my house a success. The goods you deliver are
something to be proud ofr—THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY—
nherel!

be a Franchise

Making

Money
Dramas

ev^yuib^

Attractions!

that will hold your audiences thrilled — comedies that will make
every one a hig box office attraction.

The

Truth

About

Husbands

Love,

A smashing drama adapted from "The Profligate," by
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, and directed by KENNETH
WEBB.
Whitman Bennett Production

Honor

Behave

A Big Special Comedy Feature in 5 riotous reels.
Something more than a slapstick.
A Mack Sennett Production

The

Dinty

and

'em all laugh,

Scoffer

A Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presentation of
a powerful drama of a man who defied God.
An Allan Dwan Production

A Marshall Neilan Production
With Wesley Barry
A great, big picture that every one will love — full of
thrills, laughter, sunshine and tears.

Lionel
Unseen

Forces

A Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presentation of
the strangest love story ever screened.
Sydney A. Franklin Production

The

Punch

First

National

in one of the most thrilling and powerful dramas of
the year, and a Whitman Bennett Special directed by
Kenneth Webb.
The Devil's Garden

Toonerville*s

of the Irish

A comedy that carries a punch in every foot,
rollicking reels of riotous laughter.
A Henry Lehrman Comedy

Barrymore

Tv

Fire Brigade

Not animated cartoons, but the famous artist's characters inreal life, presented by Betzwood Film Company in 2 reels.
A Fontaine Fox Comedy

Attractions
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"The

Greatest

Picture

News

Comedy

That's what
every reviewer
says and
many
say it
presented
ever
greatest in entertainment
is the

All Showmanship
It is only simple justice to congratulate
Charles Chaplin on his four-fold role of producer, star, director and scenario writer and
to assure the film world that " The Kid " is
entitled to a place at the head of the Grade A
Chaplin releases.
" The Kid," long expec*^ed, is worth every
second of the waiting. The Charles Chaplin
six-reel feature will receive a rousing welcome from public and exhibitors.
" The Kid " is all showmanship. It will delight the boys and girls and their mothers —
after their fathers have sampled the picture
for themselves and put up the money for a
treat for the rest of the family.
— Moving Picture World.
Will

Live

Forever

"The Kid" is worth waiting for.
It is Chaplin's best picture.
It will live when other pictures have died.
Its pathos is universal in its appeal ; its
humor is classic.
We think that he is a humanitarian. He
understands the hearts of the irresponsibles,
the children and the willing failures of the
world. Even the broadest humor of " The
Kid " is touched by the whimsical and the
pathetic.
The joys
" The beKid
logued. of
They must
seen." cannot be cataChaplin's
co-star
littletheJack
Coogan,
most
delightful
childis on
screen.
Jack theis
a miniature Chaplin. Some very fine acting
also is done by Edna Purviance, who beats
the emotional actresses at their own game.
— Morning Telegraph.

One

of

the

Will

Set

New

Jackie Coogan, that delightful youngster,
registers so convincingly that many will acclaim him the real star of the play. The
little fellow's scenes are certainly surefire.
Of considerable pictorial importance is Miss
Edna Purviance who is exceedingly beautiful.
It is probably the finest work of her career.
The public will in turn laugh and weep and
as the final is flashed on the screen they will
regret that the picture is ended — which to our
rnind is just about the acid test of a great

Records

Chaplin's " The Kid " lives up to expectations which is saying considerable. Perhaps
no picture has ever been ushered into official
being with so much to recommend it from
an exhibitor's standpoint.
It is actually a drama, developed with a
splendid lot of highly original and absolutely
new incidents, played in an exaggerated tempo
with such skill, not only by the star, but the
entire supporting cast that the result is a
high class comedy.
Mr. Chaplin and his principal comedy assistant, the child player, Jackie Coogan, earn
their laughs, by legitimate methods.
There is no doubt that " The Kid " is going
to receive the attention of the entire picturegoing records
public and
it doesn't
set new
boxoffice
our if
judgment
is badly
at fault.
— Motion Picture Xezas.

Chaplin returns to the screen in his greatest
picture.
picture, great as a comedy and great as a
drama. In it he is a master of dramatic as
well as comedy situations.
" The Kid " hits the bull's-eye as a boxoffice attraction. — Exhibitor's Herald.
A Knockout
" The Kid ". is a knockout.
That's all. This tells the stor>- in a nutshell.

Chaplin's Greatest
" The Kid " leaves little room for argument;there will be few if any who will not
regard it as one of the greatest box office
attractions since the commencement of pictures. It is that type of picture that can return again and again.
" The Kid is an extraordinary medley of
pathos and humor, accomplishing in no uncertain manner an amount of strength and
heart interest that is seldom seen. It is unlike anything that has ever previously been
done. It fits under no known classification.
It stands alone. Unless all indications fail,
this Chaplin feature will be a sensational box
office attraction, winning and holding the
public's favor for many a year.

Big

Five

If you don't get this — it's your own funeral.
Because
it's all THERE anywhere vou look
at
it.
The slory is there with a wallop. A synopsis
cannot begin to do justice to the innumerable
bits of real humor, of real comedy, that,
interspersed as they are. contribute to making
this one of the greatest pictures you ever had
a chance to book.
Little comerJackie
Coogan
is " The he
Kid."
-\ newwith a real
personality,
is —IVids.
immense.
Edna Purviance has a mighty good part, and
Charlie — well, he is the same old irresistible
laugh maker that he has alwavs be n.

Productions

Play it in

A

A

Grand

Powerful
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Pictures

Season

Why

everywhere
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Ever

d'^

Screene

Written and directed
by Charles Chaplin

^
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Hal Opperman, Crescent Theatre, Pontiac, III.
" The First National Franchise means considerable to
me. My public considers it a de luxe edition of the
silver sheet."— THArS ANOTHER REASON WHY
^Tfwrell

Takes

be

a Franchise

Brooklyn

Edward

L. Hyman,

everywhere

Strand

managing

Storm!

director, says:

" The house was packed all week.
Lionel Barrymore

by

The crowds thoroughly enjoyed

and the picture. They expressed their apprecia-

tion with roars of applause."

Speaking- of Whitman Bennett's
Personally Supervised Production

I

O

N

BARRYMORE

"The

Adventure^'

Great

Adapted

from
Famous

Directed
A

Arnold

Bennett's

Comedy

by Kenneth

First National

Webb

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Motion

Pictore
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How

Is

ERHAPS the best answer to the oft heard question:— how is the exhibitor doing? — is given in
P
a general report we have just received from
Ohio.
The report is typical, we believe, of the entire country, excepting, of course, those towns and sections hit
hard by industrial depression or a severe drop in commodity prices, like cotton for instance.
Exhibitors who are selecting their pictures, fighting hard for the better picture— and getting it, who
then advertise it for all it will stand, and for the
longest run it will stand, are doing well.
In a word: good pictures, good advertising, longer
runs, make good exhibitor business.
The exhibitor who is running any old picture and
letting the poster advertise it is up against it now —
to the point of desperation. He slipped along fairly
well in very prosperous times. Today his lackadaisical showmanship won't stand the test.
It is also interesting to note, in the report, that
some exhibitors of the latter class awakened at the
eleventh hour, put the balance of their financial resources into better pictures, better music, better advertising, and found their feet again.
So the answer for the exhibitor today is: Harder
work, — eternal vigilance, first in picking the picture,
secondly in putting it over. The public must be attracted, as never before— not merely allowed to
walk in.
And there's an interesting lesson here for the rest
of the industry, too.
It is this: Easy money times are misleading. They
will tolerate anything. The bad goes along with the
good. Economic wrongs are permitted. But let even
a slight pinch come and the truth comes to the surface.
The truth is that what the public wants is selected
pictures. Therefore the exhibitors want selected pictures. And what the industry at large wants is some
system which makes selected pictures possible and
profitable and which doesn't encourage a volume of
humdrum and unprofitable pictures.
In other words we want — we hesitate to resurrect
this old and well worn phrase, but it rises constantly
like Banquos' ghost — we want, as much as ever and,
we believe, more than ever — fewer pictures, better
pictures, and longer runs.

News
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Business?
The Exhibitor

Never

Fails

THERE
is every indication that the industry will
make a most creditable showing in connection
with its quota of the Hoover fund for the starving children of Central Europe.
Exhibitors who have borne the brunt of the effort
— not an easy or simple one, these days — deserve the
thanks of all of us for one of the most worthy campaigns the screen has ever undertaken.
We can't help remarking that the large contributions made by wealthy individuals last year to the
Reform movements in order to evade government
taxes might have been made for the saving of human
life. The picture theatre is now doing this charity
with one hand and fighting the well financed Reform
with the other.
The
TO

those who
play palace
arts — screen
ture Conference
encouraging signs.

Music

Conference

believe in the future of the photoas the community center of the two
and music — this week's Music-Picat the Hotel Astor gave many

It must be admitted that MOTION PICTURE NeWS
did not embark on the promotion of this conference
without some misgivings. There are warnings
aplenty in the skies for the man or the organization
" ahead of the times." To be able to say that success
has crowned our eflforts is to express only mildly our
gratification and our gratitude to those who have made
this cheerful result possible. In particular does this
appreciation extend to those whose informative and
interesting addresses went so far to add to the intrinsic
value of the sessions.
To exhibitors in every part of the country the Music Conference
carries a vital message. The orchestra leaders in picture theatres are
no longer merely outsiders "hired" to play in a picture house. They
are at once pioneers and students in a new art; sincere, earnest, striving
heartily to contribute something new to the Fifth Estate. The manufacturer of musical instruments, organs, etc., is not merly "selling" the
picture theatre; he is, by research and experiment, by counsel and warning, carrying on — and carrying forward.
That is the big lesson of the conference as it struck us, and we know
its far-reaching effects during the coming year will impress exhibitors.
And this means plain John Smith with his three hundred seat house as
well as the magnate with the three thousand cushion palace.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.

Motion
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Blackton

and

Staff

Sail

for England Feb, 3
J. Stuart Blackton, pioneer American
photoplay producer, will sail for England
on the Aquitania next Thursday, Februar}' 3rd, to open studios in London and
international distrimake
bution. photoplays for

Testimonial
Ballance

Succeeds

Kent

Commodore Blackton's departure has
been delayed several weeks for the completion of business arrangements in this
country, including the distribution plans
for his features, the closing of his American organization, and the sale of his residence and other real estate and his art
collection.
W'ith Commodore Blackton will go his
family. He will also be accompanied by
Felix Orman and Almon C. Whiting, who
are to act as literary director and art director of the Blackton productions respectively, and several members of his
Brooklyn Studio technical staff. A residence for the Blacktons has been leased
in London.
The Blackton organization will be
known as the Blackton Productions, Ltd.,
and the offices will comprise a floor in the
Bush Building, Aldwych, Strand, which
have already been opened by Chester A.
Clegg, an American, for some time resident in London who is to be business
manager of the new international producing company.
The London studios of Commodore
Blackton will be large and complete.
Much of the electric equipment from the
Blackton studios in Brooklyn was shipped
lo London two weeks ago, and much other
equipment has been manufactured specially for work in England after plans and
devices designed by Commodore Blackton.
Lady Diana Manners will start on her
first picture early in' the spring.
Idaho Exhibitors Seeking
Improved Parcel Post
Following a discussion at the regular
meeting of the Idaho Theatre Managers'
Association, held at Boise on January 12,
13 and 14, a resolution was adopted in
which the Post Office authorities were
asked to improve and systematize the shipping of film by parcel post. A copy of
the resolution was sent to Postmaster General Burleson together with a letter explaining that it was now necessary to ship
films by express with a consequent added
expense upon exchanges, because of the.
poor parcel post service.
Edward

Moffat

Marries

Emma
Kellogg Pierce
Edward S. Mofifat, advertising manager
of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, was married Saturday, January
22, at the Church of the Transfiguration
in New York City. The bride was Emma
Kellogg Pierce, daughter of Mr. Carlton
B. Pierce of Cranford, N. J. Universal
presented the bride and groom with n
handsome chest of silver. The married
couple will reside at Forest Hills, L. T.

H. G. Ballance, general sales manager of
Famous Players Lasky Corp.
SR. KENT, general manager of distribution,
• Famous Pla> ei s-Lasky Corporation, announced Monda.\ the appointment of H. G.
Ballance to the position of general sales manager, the post which Mr. Kent himself recently
relinquished when he became head of the corporation's distributing acti\ities. The appointment takes effect immediateh-, Mr. Ballance
coming to his new duties from Boston, where
he has been District Manager in charge of the
Boston and New Haven Exchanges.
The record of Mr. Ballance reads not unlike
that of Mr. Kent and others of the prominent
younger executives of the industry. He entered
the motion picture lield some seven or eight
years ago as an exhibitor in San Diego, Cal.
He later opened a State Rights exchange in
Denver, which he conducted for two years,
when he joined the Metro organization as
Branch Manager at Los Angeles. In July, 1918,
Mr. Ballance joined the Paramount organization, in charge of the Los Angeles Exchange.
In announcing the appointment of Mr. Ballance, Mr. Kent paid a high tribute to the executive ability of his successor. " He is constructive tothe highest degree," said Mr. Kent,
" and is one of those men who always seem to
have time to assist in developing those people

directly associated with him."

8th Annual Saenger Banquet in New Orleans
Fabacher's Rathskeller, in New Orleans,
was the scene of the eighth annual banquet of the New Orleans contingent of
the Saenger Amusement Company on December 29th. More than 300 persons attended. A neatly gotten up little booklet
containing the menu and short sketch of
officials served as a souvenir of the occasion.
Capital Film Co. Moves
The Capital Film Company, Inc., of
Chicago, announces that it has moved its
general offices to the Hartford Building
at Dearborn and Madison streets.

Picture
Dinner

News
Given

Sydney R. Kent
An impromptu testimonial dinner was
given in honor of Sidney R. Kent, General Manager of Distribution, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, on Monday
evening, January 24, in New York, by a
number of the members of the Paramount
distribution organization who have been
in close business association with him.
Beside Mr. Kent those present were
Assistant Treasurer Emil E. Shauer, H.
G. Ballance, General Sales Manager;
Frank V. Chambeirlin, General Service
Manager; H. M. Lewis and John \V.
Hicks, Assistant Sales Managers ; George
W. Weeks, General Manager, Canadian
Exchanges ; Fred F. Creswell, Field Sales
Supervisor; Melville Shauer, Accessory
Sales Manager; W. E. Smith, District
Manager, Philadelphia; H. H. Buxbaum,
Branch Manager, New York Exchange ;
Lester Rosenthal, Branch Manager, Washington Exchange; John D. Clark, Branch
Manager, Philadelphia Exchange; Jerome
Beatty, Director of Publicity and Advertising; Claud Saunders, Exploitation Manager, and Oscar A. Morgan, Editor of
Paramount " Pep."
California Organization
Names Business Manager
At the meeting of the Allied Amusement Industries of California, held on January 14, the board of directors appointed
Honorable Charles A. Nelson as the business representative of the organization.
Mr. Nelson is and has been for the past
three terms a member of the board of
supervisors of the city and county of San
Francisco and is a former member of the
State Legislature.
The success of the Allied .\musement
Industries is due to the work they have
been doing in protecting the amusement
interests of California, safeguarding the
theatrical interests against adverse city
and state legislation, such as Sunday closand various
otherandmoveinentsing,ofcensorship
the refonn
elements,
that
they have found it necessary to have special representatives as a business manager to give the undivided attention required to combat these so-called reforiiT^.
William S. Hart Aids in
Hoover Fund Drive
According to a statement from the
headquarters of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, William S. Hart, the
Paramount star, has donated to the cause
of the European Relief Council 290 autowell-known book,
of his
graphed copies
" Pinto Ben.
" The
distribution of these
books has been entrusted to the Paramount exchanges, ten copies going to each
one of the exchange-offices. The money
derived from the sale of these books will
be devoted entirely to the Hoover Fund.
Exchange managers will sell the volumes
direct or auction them off, according to
whichever way they believe most re\ enue
will be realized.
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Motion-

Picture

Opens
Interesting

Features

first national conference of motion-picture and musical interests
opened at the Hotel Astor, NewYork, on Monday of this week at lo a. m.
Dr. Charles D. Isaacson, musical editor
of Motion Picture News, presided as
chairman of the meeting. Although a
prelude to the conference was held on
Sunday evening at De Witt Clinton Hall
in the form of a New York Globe Concert dedicated to the Motion Picture Conference, the formal opening of the national conference did not take place until
Monday morning at the Astor. The conference has proved to be the most successful project launched to date to bring representatives ofthe various departments of
the motion picture industry and allied
musical interests on a common meetingground, and judging from the thorough
way in which the business of the conference has been carried forward and the
st
spirit manifest at the sessions, reearne
sults of a wide-spread and permanent
character are to be realized. The analyses
of the picture programs by Director S. L.
Rothafel at the Capitol Theatre on Monday afternoon and by Director Hugo
Reisenfeld at the Rialto Theatre on Tuesday afternoon were highly interesting
features of the conference's schedule.
While the business transacted and the
addresses delivered at the various sessions
will be set forth in detail in the special
musical edition to be dated February
19th, a summary of the conference at the
present time is in order in view of the
wide-spread interest that the first national
motion-picture music conference has
aroused. In opening the conference on
Monday morning. Chairman Charles D.
Isaacson pointed out the purpose of the
conference and the need for joint discussion and consultation between the representatives of the motion-picture industry
and those of the allied musical interests,
so that both arts may come to a knowledge
of their mutual needs and thus work together.
Following Mr. Isaacson's address, a
motion submitted by John C. Breil wa-^
adopted to the effect that the musical institutions of the country be urged to
establish departments in the musical
schools in which musicians wiW be trained
in matters necessary to combine music
and motion-pictures. On the other hand.
John C. Freund and Erne.st R. Voigt in
the course of their addresses pointed out
the need for the exhibitors to demonstrate
to the musical institutions of the country
that motion-picture instruction is necessary in their schools.
A committee of motion-picture men and
musicians was formed to carry forward

Mark

Conference

Musical

in

New

Sessions

of

York
First

National

Conference

addressed the gathering on the subject:
" What the Motion-Picture Can Get from
Musical Art and Vice Versa." He emphasized in particular the assimilation of
the business men of America into the fold

THE

^ A new
Music
Picture

idea in
for the
House

is offered
Page
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the recommendations that the conference
would make in the course of its sessions.
Following addresses by Ernest Lutz of
the Marcus Loew Enterprises and M.
Winkler of Belwin, Inc., on the subject
of music cues and scores, a resolution wa«
adopted providing for the appointment of
a committee of musicians and men, cognizant with the publishing business, to arrange for standardized index of themes
for motion-picture theatres.
Mr. Rosenthal, representing the American Society of Authors and Composers,
announced that he had come to the conference for the express purpose of saying that his society will continue the rate
of ten cents per seat for any number of
years desired, the same to be specified in
writing.
S. M. Berg
the Exhibitor's
Herald, followed
Mr. ofRosenthal
on the
floor and discussed some of the dififerences
at present prevailing between members of
the motion-picture industry and the American Society of Authors and Composers.
He concluded by saying :
'' Mr. Rosenthal, you made a remark
that in the past two weeks you ha\ e some
new members, but if I may take the present status, I will tell you that we have better music that is non-taxable than you
have in your entire society."
On Monday afternoon members of the
conference convened at the Capitol Theatre at 3 p. m. and listened to a highly interesting discussion by S. L. Rothafel on
the special musical program presented.
Erno Rapee, the Capitol conductor, told
how the Capitol orchestra is handled.
At Tuesday morning's session, an interesting paper on " The Spread of Music
in the Motion Picture Theatre," prepared
by C. M. Tremaine, director of National
Music Advance Bureau, was read. Leonard LiebUng, editor of Musical Courier,

of music lovers and the part the motionpicture plays in winning over the male
population to an appreciation of good
music.
An exhibitor's angle on the musical
phase of the motion-picture program was
given by William Brandt of the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Brandt told the members of the conference that the exhibitors are progressing
faster than the musicians and that difficulty is being experienced, especially in
the small neighborhood houses, in securing qualified musicians. He expressed the
hope that the conference would be able
to do something to remedy this trouble
and took the occasion " to congratulate
the News upon the happy idea in calling
this" The
conference."
Motion-Picture Impresario " was
the topic of an address by Hugo Riesenfeld. Joseph Weber, president of the National Federation of Musicians, touched
upon the union phase of the musician's
relation to the theatre-owner and predicted
that within a short time the supply of
musicians for picture houses would be
fully adequate to the demand. " The
musician is out of step," said Mr. Weber,
" but give them a little time and there will
be more organists and musicians in the
market than the theatres can use." Following Mr. Weber's address, a discussion
took place
hibitorsled
Herald.by vS. M. Berg of the ExAlbert Parker, the director, gave a brief
talk on the relation of music to the work
of the motion-picture director. Mr. Parker said that the usefulness of music in
getting across certain effects is being realized more and more by picture directors.
On Tuesday afternoon, members of the
conference adjourned to the Rialto and
engaged in a discussion of the musical
program. cussion.
Hugo
led in theroom
disA visit Riesnfeld
to the projection
followed. Here the library and system of
indexing themes was explained in detail.

Table " discusRound
m., aat " the
At sion4 tookp.place
Astor at which representatives ofsome of the leading producing organizations sat in.
The opening address at the Wednesday morning conference was delivered by
Mrs. A. F. Oberndorfer, general chairman of the Federation of Women's Clubs
in the United States. Mrs. Oberndorfer
look for her subject " What Two Million
Club Women Have to Say to the Picture
(Continued on page 11 27)
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ACTIVITIES, pro and con, in the
censor and Sunday opening question, continue to agitate the industry. Indiana joins the ranks of beUigerent states, a rigid censor bill having been
introduced in the legislature there. The
City Council of Chicago is in the midst of
a censor war; Wisconsin exhibitors are
preparing for the fight, and Nebraska
showmen are busy combatting the bill
which is now before their legislature.
Fight in Chicago

to

Council

Efforts of Chicago's Motion Picture
Commission to amend the present censorship ordinance to put into the hands of
three appointed censors the destiny of the
work of thousands of producers, has
started a bitter battle in the council
" No permit," reads the drastic part of
the proposed ordinance, " shall be granted
for the showing of any picture or series
of pictures that is immoral, or obscene,
sacreligious, unpatriotic, or holds up to
scorn or ridicule any nation, or the people
thereof, or portrays riotous, disorderly, or
imlawful scenes, or has a tendency to disturb the public peace, or debase the public
morals."
Under the ordinance, the censors would
have the power to determine whether pictures came within any of the above headings. With it, they would have the power
to censor posters advertising the films in
question. And all this demand is based
upon the declaration that children are led
to commit crimes by seeing pictures depicting shootings, and are led into immorality because social affairs are treated
lightly.
" Are we," asked Aid. C. E. Eaton, n
member of the judiciary committee, which
conducted an extensive hearing on the
subject in the council chamber, " to have
our pictures made for us on the theory
that the standard of morality for an adult
is the standard for a lo-year-old child? "
Adoption of the drastic ordinance would
work a terrible hardship, not only on producers and exhibitors of their films in
Chicago, but throughout the territory
served by Chicago.
And the backers of the ordinance declare that every effort is to be made to get
state legislation along the same lines at
Springfield this year, and one of the advocates, Rev. W. S. Fleming, a Baptist
preacher, declared many of them even
" favored another amendment to the Constitution governing the interstate handling
and censoring of pictures."
Another hearing on the proposed ordinance is to be held Feb. 3, when producers and exhibitors and others will be given
a chance to talk. There is no question but

Sunday

Agitate

Chicago;

Rigid

rs ofis
dolla
onaliza
tion
LYsentead half
capit
in themilli
NEARrepre
companies launched this week in
the motion picture business of
New York, through the filing of papers
of State's office. These
the Secretary
with nies,
numbering twelve, with their
compa
directors and amount of capital stock,
are as follows: Literary Digest Films
Enterprise, $100,000, Wilfred J. Funk,
William Neisel, George A. Dame, New
Amusement
'City; thel Elkwood
York any,
Mode Amusement Co. and
Comp
Elarem Theatre Company, each capitalized at $10,000, and having as directors
Louis Markowitz, Simon Lazarus and
Samuel Rochefsky; Ward Film Distributing Corporation, $2,500, E. F. Harmsen, Phillip Gentille, Isador Ward, Buffalo.
New York Federated Exchange, $25,000, Abel C. Thomas, Avrom M. Jacobs,
Garold S. Bareford, New York City;
Harry Reichenbach, Inc., $5,000, Harry S.
and William Hechheimer, R. Workmjm,
New York; the Publicity Foundation,
Inc., $105,000, Howard W. Bible, Elmore
Leffingwell, Joseph A. Durkin, New
York; Cincinnati Grand Opera House
Corporation, $50,000, Clarance W. Hobbs,
Lyndhurst, N. J., Florence M. Poast,
Joseph P. Bickerton, jr., New York;
Bergol Amusement Corporation, $10,000, Max Goldberg, B. H. Cantor, Morris Bayer, New York; Middletown Theatre Company, $100,000, Walter V, Donovan, Joseph Quittner, Carl Pack, New
York; Imperial Productions, Inc., $20,000, F. W. Dennis, C. J. Keck, New York;
Thomas E. Kane, Nyack; Steuben Theatre Co., Inc., $75,000, Fred Gerber, James
N.
J. Y.
Kelly, Claude V. Stowell, Coming,
that a desperate effort is going to be made
to drive the ordinance through the counit. cil, and it will require a hard battle to kill
Rigid Bill in Indiana
A censorship bill more drastic in its
provisions than any the industry has ever
heard of, has been introduced in the Senate of the Indiana State Legislature, now
in session in Indianapolis. President G.
G. Schmidt, of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana, following the introduction of the bill on January 24th,
called the leaders together to discuss
means of combating the measure, which,
from all present indications, is backed by
a strong lobby and has some prospects of
becoming a law unless the legislators are
brought to see its un-American character.
The bill in brief, provides that a State
motion picture commission with censorship powers, be organized. The commission would be composed of three members, the chairman to receive $3,000 annually and each of the others, $2,500. It

News

Questions

Industry

Bill

New
York Incorporations
Total Half a Million

Picture

Presented

in

Indiana

is provided that the Commission may appoint advisory commissioners and deputy
commissioners and may fix their salaries.
Every film, excepting news weeklies or
scientific subjects, before being displayed
anywhere in the State, would have to be
viewed by the commission and a license
issued for its display. The license fee
would be two dollars per 1,000 feet and
one dollar per 1,000 feet for dupUcates.
Every film, the bill says, shall be hcensed,
unless it is found to be '' immoral, inhuman, or indecent, or unless it shows a
bull fight or a prize fight." Judgment as
to its morality is to be left to the commission, who may alter the film as they see
fit.
Introduction of the bill stirred the
photoplay men of the State into vigorous
activity, following a period of " marking
time " apparently to await action by the
other side.
The exhibitor organization is now endeavoring todiscover how strong a lobby
is behind the bill, as it is known that some
of the professional reformers of the State
have been talking in favor of such a measure. The exhibitors are planning to enlist the support of exchangemen and there
is some talk of appealing to producers
also.

There is one organization which the exhibitors are counting on for help in the
is the Indiana Photoplay EnThis
fight.
dorsers, of Indianapolis, composed of a
group of society women who have been
for sevphotoplays
for cleaner
fighting
do not censor
The women
eral months.
films and they say they do not favor centhey feel it is an abridgeof thebecause
right of free speech. They
ment sorship
merely give the public their opinion of a
picture and let the public do as they wish.
The exhibitors have been cooperating with
this body and now expect to have its sup" Endorsers "
of the men.
port in return.
influential
wives of Some
are the

All Quiet in New York
Up to the present time, there has been
no open move on the part of the New
or any similar organiYork Civic League,
zation of so-called reformers, toward the
introduction of any bill in the New York
cenState legislature seeking a more strict
sorship, or a repeal of the present Sunday
law which permits the cities themselves
to settle the question as to whether or not
their houses shall be open on that day.
Senators and assemblymen are almost
unanimous in saying that they do not expect, and many also adding that they do
not want any bills introduced along censorship orSunday repeal lines. The broad
statement of the State Mayors Confer-
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ence, made public a week or so ago, is
taken as evidence of the sentiment which
exists in every city in New York State on
the question of Sunday movies. This
Conference is a powerful organization,
sweeping in its investigations, and its
recommendations to the legislature have
always borne great weight. Naturally
enough, when it made its report as showing that the cities were satisfied with
existing conditions in their motion picture houses, the legislators took this as
being about the last word.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America announces that it will supply
all who request it with a copy of the New
York State Sunday Motion Picture Option Bill. Exhibitors, as well as civic organizations, and legislators, have been
seeking this information, states this organization.
Censor

Hearing

in So. Carolina

A large number of motion picture producers are expected to attend the hearing
before the education committee of the
South Carohna Senate at Columbia, S. C,
during the week of January 24, when the
bill for a state moving picture censorship
will be discussed. This bill providing for
the creation of a South Carolina moving
picture board of review, is meeting with
much opposition from theater men of the
state and it is expected that a bitter fight
will be waged at the hearings. The bill
was introduced by Representative Harris
of Spartanburg in the House and by Senator Robers of Spartanburg in the Senate.
The bill has already been reported back
to the Senate favorably, but the education
committee of the House still has it under
consideration. The bill would create a
board of three members, appointed by the
governor, the chairman to receive a salary of $3,000, the other members $2,500
each, all to be citizens of this state. The
bill also provides that a tax of five cents
per annum against each seat in a theatre
shall be imposed on the motion picture
theatres.
There would also be a tax of two dollars on each reel of film examined, films
issued by rehgious, charitable or educational organizations to be exempted. All
films in the state would be reviewed before they could be exhibited. Violation
of the law would be considered a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for
from ten to thirty days, or by fine of from
ten to one hundred dollars. A second offense would make the offending exhibitor
subject to revocation of Ucense.
Nebraska

Exhibitors

Busy

The Nebraska and Iowa Division of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, with headquarters at Omaha,
are making a strong fight against the cenlegsor bill which is now pending in their bill,
islature. In addition to the main
there is a proposed measure in the Senate,
which is to be a memorial to the Congress
of the United States, asking for federal

Late

News

from

the

Coast

HANNIBAL N. CLERMONT committed suicide on Sunday morning by shooting himself through the head with a revolver. He w^as president of the Clermont Photoplays Co., wrhich was organized around the contract of Lloyd and
John Carleton with Selznick for a series of eight pictures, until January 1st, when he
was deposed by stockholders, who elected C. P. Blythe president. Clermont was
for many years with the Burroughs Adding Machine Co. as special representative.
He was thirty-five years of age and leaves a wife and son, aged thirteen.
Walter S. Ranz, manager of the local United Artist exchange since its opening, has been appointed Coast and Mountain States special representative by Hiram
Abrams. The territory includes exchanges on the Coast, Salt Lake City, and Denver.
Associated and United Artists people continue daily conferences on merger. " If
all attorneys were drowned, details could be worked out in an hour," said one of
those interested. Mr. Abrams left for the East Saturday after wiring that the merger was off. A United Artist attache states that a plan to distribute the product of
producers other than the original four is being made now and it may result in some
of Associated Products withdrawing to distribute with United Artists. Mr. O'Brien,
attorney for United Artists, left for the East Thursday.
Special Pictures Corporation is to reorganize and enlarge, increasing its capital
from $250,000 to $1,000,000. Louis R. Thompson, president and general manager,
and H. C.
J. Roberts,
organization,
resigned.
Frank
Collier, asales
localmanager,
attorney,since
has the
beencompany's
elected president;
A. N.have
Rosenbaum,
secretary and treasurer; and C. C. Craig, gneral manager. Mr. Thompson has been
placed in charge of a new department opened for the buying and disposing of features and short subjects made by independent producers. E. H. Silcock, who has
been traveling sales representative, has been appointed sales manager.
All film organizations represented at Sacramento are to combat the censorship
legislation which has been introduced in the California legislature. The newspapers
are working with the film interests to kill the proposed measure.
jurisdiction in the matter of motion picture censorship.
Every theatre in Nebraska is in possession of protest petitions and it is expected
that half a million names will be brought
before the legislature. The organization
is also putting in a great deal of work in
other ways, and has the backing of the
only city welfare board of any size in the
state.
Wisconsin Preparing
The special Mid- Winter convention of
the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association,
held at Milwaukee on January 26th and
27th, was called for the purpose of making
a concentrated fight against Blue Law
propaganda. Among the ideas used by
this organization to put across their antiBlue Law campaign, was a blotter on
which censorship is ridiculed and which
advertised the convention to the exhibitor
and public. Full reports of the activities
of the Mid- Winter Convention have not
as yet been received, but it is expected
that a definite line of action will be decided upon.
N. Y. Women Take Action
The Women's Division of the Republican Organization in the 13th Assembly
District, N. Y. C, at a meeting held on
i8th, adopted the folTuesday,lowingJanuary
resolution:
" RESOLVED : That the members of the
Women's Division, Republican Organization, 13th Assembly District, New York
in favor of the exCity, are unanimously picture
theatres on
hibition of motion
Sunday, and be it
"Further Resolved: That copies of
this resolution, which was unanimously
carried at the meeting on Tuesday, January 18, 1921, be immediately forwarded
to the Legislature now in session at
The meeting was addressed by Charles
Albany."
Pettijohn, Chairman of the Legislative
C.

Committee of the National Association,
who explained
industry's
ward censorshiptheand
Sunday attitude
closing toas
well as other legislative matters. So far
as known, this is the first women's political
organization to have taken such decided
action on the question of Sunday opening.
Motion

Picture

Conference

Opens in New York
(Continued from page 1125)
Industry," and her address was followed
with the greatest of interest by those present. Mrs. Winifred Stoner, editor of
" Forecast," followed Mrs. Oberndorfer
on rhe floor and spoke on the topic of
" Women and Motion Picture Music."
Among the other addresses delivered at
Wednesday morning's session were the
following: "Acoustics," by Harry M.
Prince, architect of Dallas, Texas ; " How
the Organist Can Be Most Useful to the
Picture Theatre," by Richard Henry Warren, Chatham, Mass. ; " Scenics and
Music," by Francis Mangan ; and " American Opera and Motion Pictures," by J.
Van Broeklioven.
At noon the members of the conference
adjourned to the Cafe Boulevard, where
a luncheon was tendered them by Hyman
S. Kraft,
president of the New York Concert League.
In the afternoon, an exhibition of musical interpretation was given at the Strand
Theatre, Brooklyn. The orchestra rendered Verdi's " Aida," with Alois Reiser
conducting. An explanation of the screen
text was given in detail by Edward L.
Hyman, the Strand manager.
Later the same afternoon " Round
Table " discussions took place at the Astor, in which representatives of the leading music publishers and manufacturers
of instruments and musical devices took
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Providence, R. I., to Front
In the East, the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Providence, R. I., " deserves
a niche of their own" for the extraordinary efforts shown, says a report from the
M. P. T. O. of A. Last Sunday, January
23rd, they raised $10,432. The press of
Providence devotes no little space to this
achievement, which is declared to be record breaking. Edward M. Fay, State
Committee Chairman for the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, under
who.se auspices the Moving Picture Day
for the Fund was held, has issued a state
ment expressing his appreciation to the
public for the hearty reception accorded
the theatre owners' endeavor and that of
their organizations to lend impetus to the
Children's Fund. The films shown were
donated by the exchanges and the operators, musicians and other employees gave
their services free. In this way every cent
<:ontributed found its way into the Fund.
Buffalo Plans Big Drive
Buffalo exhibitors and exchange men
held an enthusiastic meeting in the Hotel
Iroquois, Friday, January 21, to forward
plans to put over the local Hoover Relief
fund campaign. It was decided to give
the entire proceeds of the matinee shows
on January 29 to the fund. There will
also be silent soliciting in'' the lobbies of
the theatres.
The exchange men will

News

into

by
Industry
Sections, According
to Reports

the response to Herbert
THAT
Hoover's call to the motion-picture industry to raise $2,500,000 for
the European Relief Council, has been a
most enthusiastic one is especially manifest in the fact that instead of concentrating their efforts on January 26, known
officially throughout the industry as
r
"Mr.Hoove
ted
dedicagone
have really
bettermenandhave
one film
HooverDay,"
the entire week, beginning January 23 to
the work of raising relief funds for the
children of the stricken countries of Europe. From all sections of the country,
correspondents of the News have reported
intense enthusiasm, and from present reports at hand it is difficult to tell what
section, if any, has led the others in the
nation-wide film campaign for the Hoover
Fund. The reports from the headquarters
of the European Relief Council, Motion
Picture Committee, in New York, and a
recently issued statement from the executive offices of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America speak of the same en
thusiastic spirit with which the film interests in various parts of the countr\
have responded during the present week
to the summons of Mr. Hoover for assistance.

Picture

Photo of check and letter received by Charles
C. Pettijohn from Will H. Hays which will
explain itself
donate pictures for these matinee shows.
Henry W. Kahn, Metro ; J. E. Kimberly,
Vitagraph; John Sitterly, Dooley; Bob
Murphy, of
Pioneer
and Elmer
C. W'inegar,
manager
the Central
Park and
Premier
theatres were appointed members of a
committee to call on exhibitors who are
not members of the Buffalo Theatre Managers'
to co-operate
in theAssociation
drive and
for get
the them
Hoover
fund.
At Shea's Hippodrome the week of January 23 Managing Director Harold B.
Franklin reproduced the Hoover fund
poster for his stage setting. Michael Shea
of the Shea Amusement Company, is
Buffalo chairman of the fund.
Maryland on the Job
Under the joint management of C. E.
Whitehurst and Thos. D. Goldberg, the
exhibitors of Maryland are making rapid
progress in collections for the Hoover
Fund. Mr. Goldberg says that in a general way the plans of the New York exhibitors have been followed. He hopes to
be able to realize $100,000 on the sale of
tickets at 25 cents each, good for any matinee performance from January 29th until
April 1st. Tickets have been sent to all
the lodges and organizations in the state
of Maiyland with a request that they dispose of same. On February 5th, a special
benefit will be given in Baltimore of "Way
Down East " for the benefit of the Fund.
Arkansas Reports Progress
Excellent reports also are coming in
from Arkansas where the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners are hustling day and
night to make the Drive a record success.

In Ft. Smith, for instance, the five theatres have given an absolute free show
from 2 to 6 p. m. with numerous contribution boxes at the doors. The operators,
musicians and all employes donated their
wages to the fund. The Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Arkansas have also
had the benefit of enthusiastic assistance
irom the press. Mr. C. A. Lick of the
New Theatre, Ft. Smith, is the president
of the Arkansas Motion Picture Theatre
Owners.
Indiana Exhibitors Active
From IndianapoHs, Ind., comes word
that district meetings of photoplay house
managers and owners were held at Marion, Ft. Wayne, South Bend and Gar>' last
week in the interest of the special shows
to be given on the morning of January 29
throughout Indiana to raise funds for the
Herbet Hoover European relief movement. E. H. Bingham, Indiana director
of the campaign, and G. G. Schmidt, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana attended the meetings,
which were held on different afternoons
and outlined the plans. Thev reported
splendid response.
New York Has Week of It
In New York, speakers for the Hoover
fund made appearance at each performance at the Capitol Theatre beginning
Sunday January 23rd. In other centers,
picture houses give special performances
on the day most convenient to them. The
two biggest days in the industry campaign
to save the children, however, were \\'ednesda\-, January 26th and Saturday, January 29th.
25% Receipts from N. J.
In New Jersey under the leadership of
Louis F. Blumenthal the regional chairman, the theatres are giving 25% of their
total receipts on Saturday, Januar>^ 29th,
to the Hoover Fund.
Draws on Community Fund
Cleveland, Ohio, is in a peculiar position regarding the Hoover Fund, for
which the motion picture theatres ha\e
been asked to contribute tlieir share.
Cleveland raises a charitv- fund once each
year. It is called the Community Fund.
Each citizen gives his quota to that fund
annually. But he gives it with understanding that he is not to be asked for
further donations during the vear. The
Community Fund is apportioned out to
the various charities in proportion to their
needs. Now, along comes the Hoover
committee and asks for funds. Cleveland
has given its help to the needy with the
distinct understanding that no further demands shall be made.
And so, in order
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to keep faith with the citizens of Cleveland, as well as to uphold the honor of
the City of Cleveland, Sam Bullock, secretary of the Northern Ohio Exhibitors'
Association, and chairman of the Northern Ohio Hoover Movie Committee has
arranged with Secretary and Treasurer
Bender of the Cleveland Community
Fund, whereby $300,000 of the Community Fund be applied to the Hoover
Fund, representing the motion picture interests of Cleveland. So there shall be no
activity in Cleveland on January 26th, but
the surrounding towns are buzzing with
plans to raise their quota.
Michigan in Too
From Detroit comes word that six hundred and fifty-nine theatres in Michigan
will give special performances Saturday.
Jan. 29, at 10 a. m. in benefit of the
Hoover Relief Fund to aid the starving
children of Eastern and Central Europe.
Throughout the state the fund is receiving practically 100 per cent support
from the moving picture houses. In towns
where Sunday blue laws are in force
special petitions have been sent in to secure permission to have a special performance for the Hoover Fund Sunday afternoon, Jan. 30. Every community of
from 600 to 30,000 population will have
one child's performance at least.
Massachusetts Doing Well
In Massachusetts R. G. Larsen, Regional Chairman, designated Saturday,
January 29th, as picture day in their drive,
although a large number of theatres in
Boston and other localities devoted the
entire week of the 23rd to take collections
at each performance. Mr. Larsen reports
to the Motion Picture headquarters that
several cities and towns in New England
have arranged with the local authorities
for Sunday performances, receipts for
which will go to the European Relief
Council.
The Northwest Reports
In the Northwest the campaign realh
began on Saturday, January 22nd, when
all picture theatres in Seattle made collections for the Hoover Fund. In a wire
to C. C. Pettijohn of the Motion Picture
Division, James Q. Clemmer, regional
chairman for Seattle, said the drive in that
city concluded with a midnight matinee
at the Coleseum Theatre with a $2.00 admission charge, and that on Wednesday
morning, January 26th, a public auction
was held for tickets and reserve seats for
the midnight performance. All the Seattle picture houses ran slides and the " Invisible Guest " trailer during the entire
week of January 23rd. " On Wednesday," said Mr. Clemmer in his wire,
" speakers were in all the theatres in Seattle and receptacles for collections were in
each lobby. Many stars contributed personal belongings which were scheduled to
be auctioned at the midnight show on January 29th. Street singers also helped
' whoop it up ' for the cause."
Proclamation in the South
In Louisiana a special proclamation was
issued by Governor John M. Parker, re-

John Kunsky
Plans Children's Matinees
JOHN H. KUNSKY, a prominent Detroit exhibitor, is planning to inaugurate
morning matinees in his theatres solely for children. Co-operating with Mr.
Kunsky in this project, which is now in process of formation, is the National
Board of Review, a number of women's clubs and the local Parent-Teachers'
Organization.
George W. Trendle, attorney and general manager for Mr. Kunsky, says:
" Mr. Kunsky's idea in starting a movement of this kind, not only in Detroit
but throughout the country as well, is not only to provide the children with plays
of special appeal, but also to do away, if possible, with the custom of children attending the motion picture theatre during those regular hours the theatre is open for
the presentation of the customary attractions.
" The motion picture theatre is not a place where children's entertainment is
found. It does not, in the main, cater any more to the requirements of the young
than does the dramatic theatre housing the spoken drama and musical comedy nor
the vaudeville theatre.
" The picture theatre is a commercial institution the same as the other classes
of theatres named and it puts forth its appeal to the adult theatre-goer, who furnishes itwith its support.
" However, for the purpose of furnishing the form of motion picture entertainment that would appeal to the child and for the purpose of offering the wonderful
advantage of the motion picture as an educational feature, we are going ahead with
our plans steadily, and we confidently believe that the result will appeal to all the
social and educational interests of Detroit."
questing agenerous public response to the
campaign to save the starving children
and calling attention to the fact that the
motion picture interests are devoting their
time and energy to the cause. Wesley
Barry,
Neilan'son juvenile
arrived Marshall
in New Orleans
January star,
25th
and took a prominent part in the drive for
the Hoover film fund in that city.
In the Philadelphia territory Jules
Mastbaum is trying hard to lead the country in gathering funds through the picture
theatres. S. A. Lynch in the South is also
active.
Parade in Minneapolis
In the Minneapolis territory under the
able leadership of Theodore L. Hays,
General Manager of Finkelstein & Ruben,
ledge cards were distributed through the
audience in every big theatre in Minneapolis on Wednesday. A mammoth
parade was staged by the vaudeville and
legitimate theatres. Four bands comprising more than 400 musicians volunteered
for this parade. The Minneapolis plan
included the closing of their film exchanges between 1 1 130 and 2 p. m. on
that day so that the employes could join
the parade. Tickets for the Saturday
benefit performance in the MinneapoHs
theatres were sold by 550 women, included
among whom were some of the most prominent in the city. Mr. Hays says that in
his entire experience as a showman, he
has never seen a more whole-hearted enthusiastic response to a request of this
character.
Charles Mason Joins Bankers and Merchants Co.
Charles Mason, who will be the manager of the Orpheum theatre, Fort Wayne,
Indiana, has been appointed assistant general manager of the Bankers and Merchants Theatres Company, of Indianapolis, according to a recent announcement
by A. F. BrontUnger, general manager of
that company. Thomas H. Moore, of
Fort Wayne, will succeed Mr. Mason as
manager of the Orpheum.

Censor Movement
Starts
in Buffalo, N. Y,
There is a movement on foot in Buffalo for city censorship. It is understood
that a citizens' committee has been appointed and a tentative ordinance drawn
up. This ordinance has been mailed to
theatre managers, it is said, for the purpose of getting helpful suggestions. The
ordinance provides for the appointment
by the mayor of a commission of three
members one of whom shall be a woman,
the mayor's nominations being subject to
approval by the city council. It is also
planned, to have a film inspector. The
ordinance would prohibit the public exhibition ofany picture unless a permit for
the same has been issued by the board and
ascribed.
fee of $1 per 1,000 feet of film is preLocal exhibitors had not received the
ordinance the first part of the week. They
are prepared, however, to strongly fight
the censorship movement as soon as it appears in definite form. Some of the more
prominent exhibitors have already voiced
their views of the censorship proposition
in the daily press. Those behind the censorship plan declare that while most of
the exhibitors present nothing objectionable on their screens, some have been less
careful, and that in the absence of state
censorship, action by the city is necessary.
Buffalo may be the battleground soon for
a big oflFensive on the censorship question.
Sommerville Back in N. Y,
Harry Sommerville, theatre manager
and press agent, who has been South for
the past year, has returned to New York
and is now connected with Charles Steiner
at his new 14th street theatre.
British Film Man in N. Y,
David Numdell, British film importer
City. exporter, with offices at Prestwick,
and
Scotland, is a recent arrival in New York
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Promise
Aid in Combatting
Censorship
Legislatiot\
Resolved that the Motion Picture Theatr
laws,
closing
Sunday
d
propose
THE
Owners of Missouri are hereby oppose*
the bills on state censorship of proto producers of films using our screens fo
duction, existing systems of taxation of films, seats, and admissions, and
advertising purposes by using insert o
q A Special oervice
advance remittances on contracts were the
camouflage advertismg in their produc
tions." Considerable discussion was af
principal matters of discussion and protest at the second semi-annual convention
forded this question and the motion pic
Section on "Outside
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
ture owners expressed their hope thaf
of Missouri, which was held at the Hotel
film productions would cleanse themselve '
vertising.
of
the commercial aspect of concealed ad
Statler in St. Louis, January 20-21. More
the Law"
is one of
than 50 members of the association were
in attendance to a large number of film
Among the notables attending the ses
exchange managers and representatives
the Features of this
sions of the convention were Marcu'
from St. Louis and Kansas City.
Loew, W. W. Hodkinson, Col. Fred Lev}
Mayor Henry W. Kiel, of St. Louis,
of Memphis ; Julian Saenger and E. V 1
through his secretary, William Findley,
Richards of the Saenger Amu semen l
number.
See Page
who welcomed the delegates to this city
Company, New Orleans.
'
at the opening session of the convention,
Mr. Loew addressed the delegates wit?i
a
denunciation
of
the
proposed
Sunda>!
pledged his hearty support of the move1189.
blue laws and declared that it was th<
ment opposed to the enactment of the proposed Blue Sunday laws which are now
great menace which in time might quenclpending in the Missouri State Legislature.
the entire industry. Air. Hodkinson spokt
He also expressed sincere disapproval of
on the advantages gained by individua
the contemplated state censorship bills association, from the Mayors of St. corporations handling distribution insteac
which were introduced into the House of Joseph, Mo., and Sedalia, AIo. Mayor Elof the practice of working both producliot Marshall of St. Joseph also declared
Representatives at Jefferson City, Mo., on
tion and distribution by one concern.
that he would give his personal services to
At the banquet given the delegates or
January 19, the day before the convention opened. These bills were offered by prevent Sunday-closing legislation.
the first night of the convention, James N
The support of these three city execustate representatives at the request of Rev.
tives has formed a sound foundation in McKelvey, Director of Public Safety and
Howard Billman, secretary of the ComBuilding Commissioner of St. Louis, dethe fight, and delegates to the convention
clared that the motion picture theatres ir
mittee of Fifty of St. Louis, which is comunanimously
expressed
the
opinion
that
posed of clergymen, churchmen and Y. M.
this city had done more for the general
the possibihty of the bills passing had been
C. A. and Y. W. C. A. workers.
growth of St. Louis than any other endecreased to a minimum.
The censorship bill would prohibit the
terprise. ■There are no better class of
Resolutions
denouncing
the
state
censhowing of any film view or stereoptician
men in business today than those we find
in the state not approved by the board and
in the motion picture exhibition game in
sorship" and Sunday closing bills were
would instruct it to approve only such
Louis," he said.
Strenuous protest was registered by the St.The
passed.
which do not tend to debase or corrupt
convention was terminated with a
delegates against the system of deposits of
'■ Motion Picture Ball," the proceeds of
the morals." It would provide for a projection room at St. Louis and would give contracts, and the following resolution
which were turned over to the Hoover
the board three officers, two inspectors,
was accepted : " Whereas, the film exCampaign for starving European chilchanges throughout the state have condren. More than 2,500 persons attended.
two operators, and two " patchers." Fees
tinued their efforts to exact from the exof $2 per 200 lineal feet and a similar
AmongCharles
the delegates
whoBrookfield;
attended the
sum for each additional 1,000 feet would
hibitor adeposit upon each and every conwere:
T. Sears.
H. convention:
L. Pruett.
Centralia; O. W. McCutcheon, Charleston; H. K.
tract signed for the lease of Motion pic- Miller,
be imposed.
Festus
;
J.
R.
Pratt,
Fulton;
L.
B.
Womack.
ture productions, and
Houston; Billy Mueller, JeEFerson City; Ben Levy.
Mayor Kiel's secretary declared that
Joplin; William Parsons, Joplin; F. L. Newman, A.
the support of the city of St. Louis would
" Whereas, and deposits or advance re- M. Eisner, Lawrence E. Goldman, W. D. Scoville, A.
Thomas Hennebery, Kansas City; D.
be directed against the proposed laws and
mittances that have been made or are be- Josephson,
Michael. Mrs. S. N. Kennedy. Kirksville; Sears Jones.
that there has never been a cleaner or
MarshaU;
J.
Hayes, Perryville;
Moberly; E.Martin
E. Trunnell.
ing made are not protected by any securE. C.E.Mercer,
Operle,NovSt
ity offered or given by those receiving inger;
more productive industry in America than
Genevieve; Bert Howard, Joplin; Jack Truitt, Sedalia:
S. E. Wilhoit. Springfield; T. C. Goodnight. Warrenssaid deposits, be it therefore
the existing motion picture enterprises."
burg; J. F. Reese, Wellsville; and the following from
St. Louis : Charles Skouras, F. M. Hoelzer, Robert
"
Resolved,
that
the
Legislative
Com"The Mayor wishes me to inform you," he
J. P. Mehan, W. H. Field, Samuel Pasternak.
mittee be instructed to draw up and se- Mitsitk,
stated, " that he will go to the bat and
Spiros Skouras, George Skouras, L. C. Hale, Charles
cure the enactment of a bill whereby all Goldman, F. R. Spiros, John Carrin. M. E. Reickman.
offer you his efforts personally to obliterJoseph Mogler, J. P. Wagner, Fred Wehrenberg, J. J.
ate the designs of a class of religious
deposits or advance payments made upon
Walsh, M. J. Nash, W. O. Reeves, Joseph Kodnick.
Steve Karman, Charles A. Kaebfill, John Gentry, and
fanatics who are striking at the very heart
contracts for the renting or leasing of moSigeloff Brothers.
of American liberty. If these fanatics beSome of the exchange representatives were: Sid
tion'picture productions, will be properly
Baker,
First National; Sam Fox, Selznick; Charles
lieve that they are improving the morals
secured in such a way as said committee
Werser,
United; Barney Rosenthal, Universal: Joseph
shall
deem
most
effective.
of the public by banishing our Sunday
Desberger, Robertson-Cole; William A. Shalit, Unitec
Artists:
Charles
Raymond, Paramount; Barney Fegan.
amusements and sending the people to
The assembly condemned the practice president St. Louis
Film Board of Trade, and Ray
Weinbrenner.
Independent,
of St. Louis and Ralph
church, they are grossly mistaken. Such
of motion picture exchanges of leasing or
Simmons.
Hodkinson:
E. Richards. Richards-Flynn :
City.
deprivement will only tend to increase the lending films to churches, societies, and Joseph
Gilday: and Earl Kraemer. Select, of Kansas
schools throughout Missouri.
temptations for evil."
Similar offers of support were received
The next semi-annual convention w^ll
LTpon unanimous approval the followby Lawrence Goldman, counsel for the
be
held in Kansas Cit\' in June.
ing resolution was also adopted : " Be it
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The full text of Mr. Hodkinson's speech at
the Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri reads as follows:
' Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen :
AM here to address you on the relationship
I of the producer, distributor and exhibitors in
this business. I want to discuss with you
this important subject rather than to deliver any
set speech prepared for the purpose of influencing you in favor of any productions which I may
lihave made. As a matter of fact I do not proeduce any motion pictures. I notice on your
badge and on the little program before me the
slogan " An injury to one is the concern of all."
I wonder to what extent that is meant^ — I wonder if you mean it in your relationship to each
Dther or your relationship to the business general y. Iwish to say that that slogan applies to
the business generally and suggests the course
of what I have to say to you today. We might
compare the picture business as a whole to a
man's body. And we might compare the exhibitor to the hands. And the comparison is applicable in more than one way because the exhibitors are the hands that take the revenue
from the public to support the whole institution.
You gentlemen are gathered together here with
your local problems foremost and yet the hands
are related to the rest of the body, and if there
is something wrong with the heart, with the
brain, with the lungs, with the liver of this
Qjibusiness, in time the business will die or become
;^:lunfit, and you gentlemen will suffer though you
the symptoms of disease at
recognize
jljj|may
their not
earliest
appearance. Now I came from
New York where the big business organizations
which dominate this industry are centered, and
I want to give you my impressions of the gerieral
conditions which influence you now and will influence you in the future — rather than to put
over any argument of my own. I want to clear
up any points of uncertainty in your mind as
to what you can best do to function for the
good of the whole body, because a selfish viewpoint which only regards the local things, will
not be the best viewpoint in the future. What
I would first like to make clear to you is that
I am not a manufacturer of motion pictures and
never have been. I am discussing this subject
today with you from the standpoint of the exhibitor who has gravitated into the center of
things, with the endeavor to solve some of the
problems which I could see before me and which
kept me from staying in the exhibition field.
Let us consider what a producer is and let us
consider what a distributor is and what their
relationship is to you. A producer, as I think
of a producer is one who manufactures pictures
or who assumes the risk, the complete burden
of production cost of a motion picture before
it has demonstrated its value. The distributor
is an agency which carries that product to the
exhibitor. As a matter of fact nearly all of the
distribution systems in this country today are
merely adjuncts of the producer. The control
and the power is in this arter>' of distribution
which connects up with the distributor and the
producer. The producer today controls the
The producer is
channels of distribution.
very desirous of controlling this channel
of distribution because he then is sure that
his product will be handled— will be sold.
Without questioning the motive of the producers
in control of distribution channels today, I say
that it is impossible, it is my belief it is im-

and

the

Exhibitor

take your choice, and you think it is going to
continue are mistaken. Such a condition will
not help you. It is on\y the wonderful growth
As
W.
W. Hodkinson
of the business and the willingness of the public to pay more and more and more money that
has let this uneconomic unsound condition go
Pictured
them
to the
on. We all know of producing concerns who
make a lot of inferior pictures that do not
St. Louis
Convention
bring their money back but who stay in business
because occasionally they hit a big success, some
sensation. That is skating .on very thm ice. It
is
necessarj-, if this business is to go on, that
possible, for anybody to manufacture enough different
plans for the mutual supporting of each
pictures in this present market to completely other be worked out between the exhibitors and
support a distribution system, provided we con- the producer. The organization which I reprefine ourselves to those pictures that have suffisent is an effort to encourage individuals to
cient quality to satisfy the public to which you
produce
pictures and to distribute these products
gentlemen are catering. As you know, we have
through our organization, which is a common
some fifteen or more distribution systems. Not channel
to all meritorious productions.
because there is room, not because there is not This typeopen
of organization has been designed by
a great deal of waste. There is an over prome out of my knowledge of conditions and beduction of pictures today and a lot of unfit
cause of my belief that I cannot print an
pictures are thrown on the market. This con- arbitrary stamp of value depending entirely
dition that keeps the producers from putting
upon my personal view and judgment on films
their product through a lesser number of chanand then expect my selling organization to put
nels and cutting down their product to the these
films over on the exhibitor. If I thought
amount that they can do efficiently and well. In that
could be done continuously and was good
other words — I have said for some years past
business policy, probably I would have done it.
and repeat to you here today — that producercontrol of the channels of distribution is fatal As it is, I believe that every concern in the
business of distributing pictures today must now
to the progress and advancement of this business
or later reorganize and readjust and limit the
and any system of producer-control will result number of their pictures to the really meritorious
in all sorts of excesses in economic waste and
avoiding the waste caused by unprolosses. When the producer is no longer able ones, thus
ductive pictures. In this way the waste caused
through his distribution channels to pass on
by an excess of channels of distribution will be
this waste and these losses to the exhibitors,
done away with, not to mention the waste from
he is forced into reorganizing and readjusting
his business. The motion picture business is not the surplus products which are only partly
digested as well as the waste of paying an exsomething that can be handled as you would
travagant price for stories, stars, plays, etc.
handle shoes or clothing. We all recognize the You gentlemen
with your local organization are
unusual angles to it. We do not know the incapable of meeting
situation unless you
\ alue of a picture until it has had a chance to first realize what it isthis
that
to meet.
he tried out before the public. Any map will After that you must organizeyouandhaveshape
your
find his time fully occupied with a big job
affairs in such a way as to coordinate and cooperate with other such organizations from the
with
making
at consequently
a time; to dowhen
'this
it takes
geniusoneandpicture
ability;
exhibitor's angle, and you must also cooperate
that man assumes to have enough product which
keeps a machine of distribution running full with such organizations from the producer's
angle as are designed to deal with you on a just
blast all the year round we see that his system basis.
is wrong, — that it must fail ; that such a system
Two conditions now concern the industry
has resulted and is bound to result again in
making such a producer buy all sorts of things which are goirtg to give it a lot of trouble. I
at all sorts of prices in order to support his will tell you what they are, and possibly they
product without ever hearing or finding out are the reason for you being gathered here.
whether the market is likely to buy and support One is retrenchment in production! That is due
his product. The producers first buy these to bankers and others with money at stake in
things, incur this expense — collect from the ex- these large producing organizations which had
hibitors, and the question whether the exhibitor their own distributing forces; these men are
can collect from the public is not considered. I becoming concerned over general business conthink this condition that I am stating to you
ditions. That is going to slow up the amount
is generally familiar to ,you. You are familiar of product that is available to you gentlemen,
with the fact that there are more pictures turned and that is something that you will have to contend with in the future — there will be less
out than can be exhibited by the first run
theatres in St. Louis and every other center. product. There is no doubt about that. Another
Some exhibitors are noting this today and tak- condition is the amount of propaganda that is
circulated in the public press against moing advantage of the situation. They say : " I being tion
pictures, favoring regulations, censorship,
will take one out of every five of the best pictures this concern makes." Gentlemen this police control, Sunday closing, etc. Unless a
concern from whom you take one out of every great deal more intelligence is displayed in the
five of their pictures cannot stay in business
meeting and opposing of this condition than
under the conditions that are shaping up. These
there was any evidence of at the time I left
New York, the effects of that are going to be
producers have problems ahead of them, because
if they do not get a complete distribution for very drastic and very far-reaching. There is a
their product they cannot keep making that general attitude on the part of the motion picture business to seem incapable of contending
product. You on the other hand who are de{Continued on page 1134)
pending on this surplus of product to let you
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Hampton's
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Article,

Stuff/'
Rouses
T, O.of A. Objecting, Warns

article by Benjamin B. Hampton, entitled " Too Much Sex Stuff
in the Movies," pubHshed in the
February number of Pictoi'ial Review, has
aroused wide-spread interest both within
the industry and without. In a supplementary statement just issued, Mr. Hampton explains the purpose he had in mind
in writing upon this subject for Pictorial
Review. " We must show the public that
censorship is wrong," says Mr. Hampton,
" and that the industry will correct the
abuses to conform to public taste and ap-

'^Too

" You must
a very limited
does not want
shelf and run

actively in sympathy " with any honest
and constructive movement for remedying
admitted evils within the industry."
The supplementary statement from
Benjamin B. Hampton follows:
" My article, ' Too Much Sex Stuff in
the Movies,' published in the February
number of Pictorial Review was carefully
planned to benefit all departments of the
picture business.
" There is strong movement in all parts
of the country for censorship and Sunday
closing. Legislative lobbies can do nothing to stop or deflect moral force of public opinion through direct appeal to the
public. We must show public that the
censorship is wrong and that industry will
correct the abuses to conform to public
taste and approval. Sooner or later public
opinion rules this country; it does not
always move wisely, nearly always moves
emotionally, and often silently.
" The great silent vote, as the politicians
call it or the family trade as we term it,
is drifting steadily into an attitude hostile
to sex and crook pictures. Vigorously
narrow reformers are taking advantage of
the situation and are demanding censorship and Blue Sunday legislation.
" The picture industry must get public
opinion on its side. The picture industry
cannot win public opinion until it cleanses
its record of sex pictures. No individual
exhibitor can make the fight; the exhibitors must have the intelligent co-operation
get
public. ' The
of
becomes
the pubUccannot
untilexhibitors
co-operation
thisthe
educated to the truth, and the truth is that
the overwhelming majority of producers
and exhibitors are clean, decent men who
want to operate clean, decent businesses.

Q See page 1 136 if
you are interested
in what music cem
mean
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In ."
a statement just issued from the
proval
headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, objection is expressed to Mr. Hampton's campaign in
Pictorial Review on the grounds that excerpts from Mr. Hampton's article are
being used in the daily press " for no other
purpose than putting the motion-picture
in the pillory." The statement affirms the
stand of the M. P. T. O. of A. as being

Much

Picture

your

house.

" The wine and beer interests of this
country were warned fur years that unless
they divorced themselves from the hard
liquor interests they would be ruined. To
m}- knowledge, at least one great brewer
started a movement to bring about a separation of wine and beer from whiskey,
but this man was discharged from his task
by talk of injuring the industry. The
failure of his associates to listen to his
advice, put the brewer out of business.
" We men, with fortunes invested in the
business cannot make progress under censorship and Blue Sunday laws. Our one
and only hope is to face conditions frankly
and courageously and to clean house and
to win public support."
Following is the statement issued from
of the Motion-Picture
headquarte
the
Theatre
Ownersrs of America:
. " The Motion-Picture Theatre Owners
of America are in active sympathy with
arty honest and constructive movement for
remedying admitted evils within the industr>'. They most emphatically -disapprove all sensational and spectacular newspaper crusades against motion pictures
under the guise of attacks on objectionable pictures.
" The exhibitors object to the campaign
started by Mr. Benjamin B. Hampton in
the Pictorial Review. These articles and
excerpts from them are used in the daily
press of the country for no other purpose
than putting the motion picture in the
The following letter was sent by Sidney
S. Cohen to Mr. Benjamin B. Hampton
pillory."
which puts the Motion-Picture Theatre
Owners on record in this matter:
" Your article in Pictorial Review of
February claims that the exhibitor (retailer) dominates the producer (wholesaler). Your conclusion is that the theatre owner is responsible for the kind of
pictures he exhibits to the public. Surely,
this is not logic. Aside from this lack
of logic, the facts speak very loudly
against your theory.

know that the exhibitor h
choice in his pictures, if j
to put a lot of them on tl|
his business at a loss. Mc ■

pictures are never seen by' exhibitors un
run at their theatres. They are sold ,•
the exhibitor six months or longer in all
vance of the actual showing.
■■ Now as to the exploitation of the pi

ture, you must know that the manufa *
turers through their publicity exploitati< '
bureaus, so-called, furnish to the exhibit I
the most risque and often the most ridi '
ulous plans for advertising and explo '
ing the picture. If the exhibitor were n }
restrained by his common sense and if '
were to take literally the tons of print f
advice that are hurled on him through t '
publicity mills of the protiucers, he wou
be in constant conflict with the penal k
and spend much of his time either in j
or arranging for his bail.
i'
"The exaggerated sex appeal as a 5
against the common decency of the Ame
can people, must be laid at the door of t
producer. Taking your own method
reasoning, it is quite evident that the pi
ducers have misjudged the tastes and c
mands of the public, otherwise why woi
there be this universal outcr>- against t
low pitched appeal of the motion pictv
and against the exaggeration and degrac
tion of sex.
" We cannot understand how you f
to remember that the motion picture m^
ufacturer is the man who makes the p
tures and, after having made them, (
luges the exhibitor with plans of exploi
tion. The exhibitor is the man who sho
the picture, and I can assure you fr(
my own experience that time and tii
again we had to cut pictures rather
verely in order to insure our good star
ing with our audiences.
" You seem to forget that we exhibit*
have absolutely nothing whatever to
with the titles selected for objectiona
pictures and, as you know, some of th<
titles are more objectionable than the p
tures themselves.
" The fact that your plan of campai
against sex movies is linked up with
large advertising campaign in the press
tacking motion pictures more or less
discriminately, is not going to help
cause which you profess to espouse,
will merely furnish ammunition to c
paid moralists and professional reform? »
You are absolutely alienating the mot t
picture theatre owners without whose c<
structive co-operation a genuinely use
change in conditions cannot be accc
plished. Nothing can be gained by p
ting the motion picture in the pillory.'
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Hoover Day Committee
Harry H. Buxbaum, manager of Famous Players-Lasky New York branch
"Please the House
I exchange, has been appointed by President I. E. Chadwick, of the F. I. L. M.
"And a Little Less Consideration to Packing
tKe House |
Club, chairman of a special committee to
| book and supply the progrums for the
Will Help All Around," Says this Exhibitor
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniii:iii^
iimniiiiiiiiii;miimniiiiiiiiiiii:
ii>iiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiuiiiiiianiiii
Hoover Day special matinees on Saturday
I iiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiniiiiiii
morning, January 29, in co-operation with
Gentlemen :
and exhibitor to read the writing on the
Chairman
Rothapfel's
on Motion Picture
Exhibitors,Committee
who are plannmg
The information contained herein is sent wall in regard to the present state of afto
add
several
hundred
thousand
dollars
fairs in the picture business. It takes no
you for publication in your valuable trade
prophet
to
see
the
moving
picture
game,
to
this
fund
for
starving
children
of
same.
use
paper if you see fit to
A law has just been passed in our little as a commercial enterprise, completely Europe by donating the receipts of these
city which prohibits children under the ruined within the next two years unless special matinees.
Associated on this committee will be:
is a drastic change in the pictures,
pic- there
age of sixteen years from attending ied
and
the
method
of
their
exploitation.
Now,
accompan
ture shows at night unless
Louis Rosenbleuh of Fox Film Corp., Arthur Abeles, Metro Pictures Corp. ; R. H.
condemn the stand we are taking
by their parents or guardian (said guard- don't
ian to be over twenty-one years of age). until you have read our arguments. It Clark, First National of N. Y. ; Samuel
is a recognized fact that the religious
The promoters of this law advanced sev- papers of all denominations throughout Eckman, Goldwyn Distributing Corp. ;
eral reasons to the city fathers why it
Samuel Sierler, Commonwealth Film
should be passed. We did not fight its the country today are up in arms against Corp., and I. M. Chadwick, ex-ofificio
member.
passage, believing in the old adage, that sex pictures, of which so many are being
This committee will have the task of
did
offered
to
the
public
at
present,
and
genthe public is always right. What we
tlemen, their loud protests are being heard collecting the material for this special prodo, however, was to ask the city attorney
to at least consider a few suggestions we and given attention, not alone by the
gram and distributing it to practically aH
motion picture theatres in the New
had to oft'er regarding the framing of the church-goer, but by the parents, the teach- the
York territory.
ers and others w^ho profess no religious
proposed law. We requested that the paraffiliations
whatsoever.
It
is
no
exaggeratheatre
the
not
and
,
guardian
or
ents,
tion to state that the majority of the pubowner should be held responsible for an}Entertains
lic today (we say majority, because we F. L. Newman
violation of this law, — our responsibility
Theatre Employes
ending with a challenge as to the correct firmly believe the decent people are still
far in the majority of our citizenship) are
age of the child. If he stated he was over
An interesting entertainment and bansixteen years of age, we could sell him demanding Federal censorship, and it can
quet was tendered the employes of the
be
further
stated
that
unless
the
grade,
(or her) an adult ticket. The parent or
Newman, New Royal, and New 12th
style
and
character
of
pictures
change
for
guardian of children under sixteen years
the better in the immediate future, no or- Street theatres of Kansas City, by Frank
of age are obliged to purchase the chilganization of exhibitors, producers or L. Newman, president and general mandren's tickets and accompany them into
ager, on January 3rd. Over 190 white
the theatre. These children are then al- other influence will stop censorship, and if
lowed to sit down front, where they have we once get Federal censorship, — look out. employes of the three theatres were given
a party that started at 1 1 130, immediately
Don't shout " they can't do it." They will
always sat, at children's price. If the do
it. Look at the prohibition law. The following the last show at the theatres
truant officer steps in and finds a child
there under misrepresentation, he brings majority of pictures today — in both large the
and morning.
lasted until slightly past 5 o'clock in
the parents into court and they are fined} and small productions — instead of containIn addition to the banquet, a novel enWe intend to fully live up to our part of
ing good, whoelsome
entertainment —
tertainment was presented by a number
the law and if we are in doubt as to a qualities absolutely necessary if we expect permanent support of the decent of employes. During the serving of the
child's age, we will refuse to sell him (or
her) a ticket.
people — are filled with " effects," extrava- meal, the Admiral Sims Sextette, which
ganzas and lewdness. Why the producers, is appearing this week at the Newman, enWe have now inaugurated a. new plan
which we believe will ofifset the loss which with their investments of millions, allow
tertained with a program of jazz selections. Following this came the original
the directors to produce screen plays filled
would be otherwise sustained by the enactment of this new law. We are giving with suggestive .situations, near nude fe- portion of the program, which was arranged by an entertainment consisting of
males and rotten sub-titles ; why they ala children's special matinee twice a week.
low such sex titles, and above all, why N. DeRubertis, J. H. Menn, L. F. FohrThis consists of a single reel comedy, a
scenic or educational reel and closing with they allow such glaring posters to adorn stein and Perry Johnson.
Milton H. Field, managing director of
is beyond the undera two-reel comedy. This means no extra the public standingbillboards,
of many.
the Newman theatres, acted as ring masfilm expense as we show them at night
In conclusion, let us suggest that we ter.
anyway, and yet it gives the children an
hour's wholesome entertainment. The give a little less consideration to packing
schools have agreed to let the children out the house and more consideration to pleasNew Stanley Theatre in
ten minutes earlier on these days so they
ing the house. We will be ahead in the
Philadelphia Opens
long
run.
The
truly
respectable
class
of
may be in plenty of time for the matinee,
trade
is
the
best
paying
in
any
line
of
busiwhich starts at 4 P. M. Our hearty coJules E. Mastbaum, president of the
ness. If we are to exist it will be only Stanley Company of America, announces
operation with the citizens in this matter
appears to have pleased the parents, the the showmen who decide as a matter of the opening of the new Stanley theatre
school teacher and the entire clerg)- of good policy, if for no other reason, to run on Nineteenth and Market streets, PhilaFlagstaff. We are more than pleased on only clean, wholesome pictures. It can
Pa. The opening performance
be done and monev can be made bv so was held delphia,
our part because the matinees are a finan- doing.
on Friday evening, January 18.
cial success and we enjoy the satisfaction
Sincerely,
which comes to all who make an honest
effort to do the proper thing.
If the editor will permit us a few more
words, we would suggest that it might be
good policy on the part of both producer

Owner and Manager,
'
J. COSTIGAN,
J.Orpheum
Theatre.

^ A New Idea in MusicSee Page 1136
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Banquet given by Associated Firsts National Exhibitors Circuit to sub-franchise holders at the convention in Minneapolis — January \2th and Mtkij^(Continued from page 1133)
with this propagranda which is being turned against
our business, and which is supported undoubtedly by
the reformers and agitators who make a living by
spreading it. There has been no evidence that our
industry is going to combat that sanely. They merely
say to the Press Department, " Our business is all
right.
fine. Leave
alone."
Now, the
that motion
is not
the wayIt tois combat
that. usThe
first thing
picture business has "ot to do is to take stock, the
organizations in New York must take stock, and if
there are any points in connection with our business
that oflfend the public and give the reformers an excuse on which to attack us and denounce us — gentlemen, we must clean that situation up. If there are
such points, I will not go into a discussion of what
is right and what is wrong. I merely say instead of
denouncing the reformers and expecting them to leave
us alone — they are not going to do it. The motion
picture industry must first take stock, get its house in
order,
and orthenit isintelligently
combatoverthisthis" reform
movement,
going to sweep
country"
and result in so much censorship, Sunday closing, etc.,
that it will not be possible for anybody to make pictures for you because that person will not know
whether that picture will be shown in every community, or in enough communities to make an investment profitable. In the New York Times two weeks
ago there
were in
threethisdifferent
attacks onOne
motion
tures centered
one direction.
was pican
attack from foreign playwrights. They have an ax
to grind,
'tis not
true,know
but that
a lotthey
of people
read
this
stuff do
have anwhoax will
to grind.
One was an attack from a college professor in New
York City, who honestly believes there are lots of
pictures being shown which are not suitable for the
average family that go to the motion picture theatre.
He, probably, is sincere and has no ax to grind. Another of these attacks was a statement by the Chief
of Police in Chicago that he was going to widen police
powers and not let any picture which depicted crime
in any form be shown in Chicago. This is very serious, gentlemen, because within a few days the Chief of
Police of Newark who wants a little publicity is going
to do the same thing. And across my desk came a
big article from a publication in Brooklyn commending
this move. If the motion picture industry is not so
organized that it can intelligently from the head in
New York combat movements like that of the Chief
of Police in Chicago to put us on a basis with legalized vice, there is something wrong with this industry,
something that makes it an unsafe business to be in.
I have mentioned these three articles. I have seen
hundreds of straws which show which way the wind
is blowing; the executives in charge in New York must
get their heads together and quit " kidding " themselves. First they must make sure that they have
clean and legitimate goods, that nobody has « complaint against the picture, and then combat this thing,
or it will give this industry a great deal of trouble
within the next year or two. The attitude of turning
it over to the press and ridiculing it was the position the breweries took about five years ago, and you
know what happened to their business. Another condition which can give you equal concern is that the
picttire business is facing a general readjustment and

reshaping on account of its past sins, its past waste.
Let me illustrate. You gentlemen receive a picture
with some unknown players, but it is a good picture
and you display
this actress
picture;in and
of these
personalities, actor or
thisonepicture
becomes
popular as a result of your exploitation and the general
of thethepicture.
Underpopularity
the proper
system of excellence
cooperation
increasing
of that
personality, whether it is a star or not, would be used
to increase your earnings and increase the earnings
of the actors, and the benefit should be divided genUnder the present
although
you furnish theerally.
machinery
that hassystem,
done more
to popularize
that
personality
than
anything
else
—
it
is
merely
an
excuse to shoot your rentals up. The harm is that
somebody gets hold of a lot of money they never had
before and feels free to spend it any way because they
got it that way. Our business has been going on
that way for years. The bank elements that are perhaps not as good showmen, but realize more the necessity of not making these uneconomic moves, continuing these wastes, are getting more and more in a
position to control at some future time these big
organizations. There is every evidence that they will
endeavor to regulate this system and pay what a
thing is worth and no more. It has only been the
wonderful nature of the business whereby it could
pass on everything to the public that has made a lot
of concerns successful in this business. Let any condition of general readjustment — retrenchment — come
about in this country, such as we have started, no
doubt, and almost without exception it means reorganization of the business of the producers who are
supplying you with pictures today. The question is.
Have you adequate plans for meeting these conditions,
or do you think because you have had a surplus of
pictures that this will continue?
Now as I said when I first started to speak, I
would like to remove some confusion that I think is
in your minds relative to my organization. My organization is not an organization that is producing
pictures and competing for stars and story and material.
We know where such a course would inevitably lead.
My organization is a mechanism for selecting from
any source pictures that are worthy of presentation,
and if the picture should not be worthy of presentation
our judgment is wrong, the producer of these pictures
goes into the discard and we take on other producers.
Our organization is designed to select pictures just
exactly as the exhibitor selects them for his theatre,
with the idea of getting the best pictures regardless
of the source. Our organization is designed as a
mechanism to go into the market and get individual
producers or to take individual producers who are
now handling their own distribution and who may be
required to reduce their output so they cannot support a distribution machine; we are free to handle,
and contemplate handling some products of that sort
during the readjustment of the business, which will
sooner or later cut down the number of National Distribution Systems to perhaps 25 per cent of what they
are today. I wish I knew of some general plan whereby exhibitors and producers could work together, but
when a producer has committed himself to a condition
to make enough pictures to start a distributing machine, nothing will satisfy him short of a connection
insuring him a profit on all his pictures. That is a

condition
which
I, if at
1 were
an exhibitor,
would mil
no'
care
to face
because,
present,
there are many
lion
dollars'inworth
issuedtheagainst
producth< .
ing values
New of
Yorksecurities
today with
elements,
directors, the stars, and others, who made these values .
away in other camps producing pictures in competitior
with the organizations they have left. I do not knon
whether
you get
the significance
of that,
; i'
is
something
I think
about a great
deal,gentlemen
and I have
no way of knowing how much of the significance o:
that statement you really grasp. I would like verj
much to have you query me on what you have ir
mind and see if I cannot adjust my talk and my
knowledge
general
conditions
that itwaymaj-locally.
helf <j^ .
you,
or guideof you,
or benefit
you so
in some
As you realize, I am looking at the complete picturt " ■
all the while and doing the only thing that seems tc "
me
— thatwithis either
formingproducer
a machine
which is fret
to dofeasible
business
or exhibitor.
By putting each producer on his merit we will bum out
all the politics and waste from our producer. I know
that a selective system of that sort will make an im
provement in quality which will cause the exhibitoi
to deal with us whether he realizes why we are doing
this or not. If I have success in getting the exhibitoi
to see that. I have built an instrument out of fourteen
years'theexperience,
from his
angle,conditions
to give :
him
kind of looking
pictures atheit needs
under
favorable to him, I would like to accomplish that
But we are not depending on that, we are able and
willing to grow gradually by delivering a product
which proves the superiority of the selective principle
on which we are working. What this business needs
today, gentlemen, is some architects, it needs some
plans, it needs some intelligence. There are plenty oi v
theatres, there are plenty of technical people, there are t
plenty of distribution systems, plenty of studios. Get
the business
adjusted
so "thean business
injury to one is Ittheis concern of all," that
not
accomplished
now,is itwhat
is only
going to needs.
be accomplished
perfectly through economic pressure. The producer
in control of the machinery by which he gives you pictures has built that machinery by a lot of waste which
somebody has got to pay for. Now he will coordinate
with you and cooperate with you if you will get under
his waste and take him at his valuation — and you will
not do that if you can help yourself. If, on the other
hand, those
you are
the producers,
are —of
and
thatdepending
you onlyon partially
supportas goyou out
business because you only partially support them. then,
gentlemen, you take it from me the producer and distributor will make you underwrite every risk, waste and
all, if they take your theatre. That is what you are
facing.it?"TheI doquestion
is, what
do .
about
not believe
yoo are
are you
goinggoing
to getto any
place by any method which is not fair to the producer.
if you areyourself.
successfulI find
in taking
over the
distribtition
channels
that where
exhibitors
in a ^
community or in a city tie up all the houses they are
just as unfair toward the producer as the producer is
to them. It is a case of each taking all he can when
he can. As I see the industry today, they have lots of r
material in the yard and are trying to build a building,
but we have no plans, we have no specifications, we
have no men on this job Working on the respective
parts of the job under adequate control and direction."
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A goodly turnout of members of
the Chicago Motion Picture Press
Club greeted Watterson R. Rothacker, at its meeting, January 21, at
the Hotel Stratford. Chairman
Daniel Roche presided and to fill
existing vacancies Irving Mack was
unanimously elected Secretary of
the Club, and Ralph T. Kettering,
Treasurer. Harry Rice was made
Chairman of the entertainment committee, with power to make arrangements for speakers and other
entertainment. After the luncheon
was disposed of and the business of
the meeting settled, Mr. Rothacker
in an impromptu address outlined a
plan by which the Qub could become a valuable adjunct to the industry. Mr. Rothacker suggested
that the Club throw its strength into
the present local censorship fight
" Beasts At Bay," the first of the
fifteen Mary Pickford, all star cast, and offer the National Association
Industry every asreissues, to be released in this ter- Motion Picture
sistance in its national campaign.
ritory by Lee Herz, was booked
nto the Casino on Madison street He then outlined a plan by which
last week and had a very success- the Club could " boost " the industry in its publicity and counterful run. The second of these picof the adverse criticism
ures goes into the Casino next week that actismuchleveled
at individuals and
ii and releases in the outside are to
in
the
Roth'35tart immediately. Sam Reiger is companies
acker was tendered field.
a vote Mr.
of thanks
back again with Mr. Herz's sales at the conclusion of his remarks.
staff and will cover Chicago terri- The next meeting of the Qub will
»Jtory.
be held February 4th.
'I
J.
Minarch
has
purchased
the
Douglas D. Rothacker, manager
a; Liberty theatre on Fullerton avenue
Rothacker Industrial DiviJijand has taken over the operation of the
sion recently went to Battle Creek,
of this house. Mr. Minarch is a
!o newcomer in the film field but has Michigan, in connection with a
picture. S. J. Stoughton
•« many friends who wish him well in practical
a flying trip to Milwaukee to
^- his new venture and predict he will made
I, be equally successful as a moving confer with W. E. Hamilton, who
the Rothacker Industrial
picture exhibitor as he was a dry represents
Division in Wisconsin. Ray Aitken
igoods merchant.
of the Industrial Director Staff was
Sir Greiver of Russel-Greiver- on the sick Jist a week.
Russell, is absent from his desk and
Co-operating with Dr. John Dill
will continue to be absent- for
Robertson, Commissioner of Health,
"Jprobably
a
period
of
three
weeks.
of
the City of Chicago, Ascher
During this time he is covering
eastern territory with a grip full Brothers examined all employees of
of Lester Cuneo films disposing of their Chicago Circuit for smallpox.
Dr. Harry Heiss, Medical Directhe rights on Cuneo's pictures, " The
tor of Ascher
Ranger and the Law " and " Lone examined
over oneBrothers'
thousand Circuit,
(1,000)
Hand Wilson."
employees of the Circuit last week,
Frank Zambreno, of the Unity and those, who had not been vaccinated within the last seven years
Photoplays Company, has purchased
or could not show a presentable scar
the rights for his territory on " The were re-vaccinated. Over ten perRanger and the Law," Lester
cent of the employees were vaccinCuneo's latest production.
ated.
This step is taken to safeguard
Clarence Phillips, widely known
to the Chicago motion picture in- the patrons as well as the employees
dustry and who has been associated of the Ascher Brothers' theatres
with Ike Von Ronkel for the past which number twenty-two in Chicago alone.
two years, has been appointed sales
manager for Gollos Enterprises, InAutomobile
drivers will hope that
:orporated. He is a brother of
every
boy
between
the ages of six
Harry Phillips of Robertson-Cole's and sixteen, and also their parents,
organization.
see the Ford Educational Weekly
Ascher Brothers are expanding No. 5, " Hurry Slowly," which is a
and changing around their offices safety first warning.
on the seventeenth floor of the
The film preaches the motto of
Consumers Building to afford better hurry slowly and think about what
accommodation for their growing you are doing. It shows some of
staff.
the horrible examples of careless" The Kid " continues its recordreaking run at Jones, Linick &
chaefer's
Randolphon theatre,
its
ox
office receipts
the second
lunday of the run exceeding those
f the first Sunday by five hundred
lollars.sions, The
first Sunday's
admis-in
as heretofore
announced
hese columns, were fifty per cent
)ver any previous Sunday's business
lone at the Randolph. The enornous increase in business was made
)ossible by the fact that " The Kid "
akes fifty-five minutes to screen
ind an additional performance
starting at midnight was given in
)rder to accommodate the crowds,
he usual rule of the house being to
>tart the last performance at eleven
'clock P. M.
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ness. It warns children against
playing ball in the street; drawing
their wagons in the road; running
headfirst into the street without
thinking of the machines coming in
all directions; standing in the road
and asking automobile drivers for a
ride; holding on to the sides of
machines to be pulled along on
their roller skates; and stealing a
ride on the extra tire.
The children are urged to be more
cautious in their play. The film
shows how dangerous it is to take
risks like walking the beams of
structures high in the air, playing
near excavations, or pointing a gun
at a playmate even if it is not
loaded.
" Hurry Slowly " is a film which
will make everyone who sees it stop
and think, be they child or grownup. It is a valuable addition to the
safety first campaign.
"Hurry Slowly" will be released
February 7th through the Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc.
M. J. Mintz, sales manager of the
Synchronized Scenario Music Company, Chicago, has closed up state
rights with Theatre Service Company of Kansas City, Missouri for
Kansas and Western Missouri ; with
H. A. Kuyler of Denver for New
Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Utah, Idaho, Washington, and
Oregon,ceivedaccording
to word just refrom Mr. Mintz.
He is now on a tour covering the
entire Western section of the United
States for the purpose of disposing
of territory
ized Service. on the new SynchronHe reports that exhibitors,
wherever he has visited, have taken
it.
up the new music service very enthusiastical y and are eager to book
Harry Sherman stopped off in
Chicago for a day on his way to
the Coast where he will get busy
pushing production on some of the
pictures he plans to distribute later.

STATE

ST,

Jack Graumon, who has made a
splendid record as manager for
Metro's Chicago exchange during
the past two years, has resigned and
L. A. Rosselle has been appointed
in his place. Mr. Graumon has been
connected with Metro for the past
four years, having been in charge
of their Milwaukee office before
coming to Chicago. He has not announced his plans for the future,
but, in any event, will be in active
touch with the film industry as he
is interested with Saxe Brothers, of
Milwaukee, in the Alcazar, Rose
and Boston theatres which were
taken over Sunday by them. Mr.
Rosselle resigned as sales manager
of Robertson-Cole's Chicago exchange to take his new position and
is a popular and well known member of the industry in this territory,
having been connected with the
World Film Corporation for a number of years before going with
Robertson-Cole.
Ascher Brothers are more than
pleased with the business being done
at their New Palace theatre in
Peoria which was opened on January 6th and with the theatre which
was erected by William E. Hull at
a cost of more than a half million
dollars. In appreciation of the
beautiful house he provided for
them, Ascher Brothers, through
Nathan Ascher, presented Mr. Hull
with a watch and a platinum chain
set in pearls.
"Affairs of Anatol"
Retained as Title

Is

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, in charge of production, announced yesterday that "The
Affairs tainedof
" would
be reas theAnatol
title of
the mammoth
super-star production which Cecil
B. DeMille is producing at Hollyfamous wood
play.from Aj-thur Schnitzler's

Mr. Lasky had formerly conreluctantly
" Five
decided
to toleave
the Kisses,"
verdict
Hunt Stromberg, chief of Thomas but he sented
H. Ince publicity department, with to exhibitors and fans themselves.
headquarters in Los Angeles, was A circular letter was sent to 2,000
in Chicago last week in connection exhibitors throghout the country.
with an exploitation campaign for They were asked which title they
" Lying Lips."
liked best — "The Affairs of
Anatol " or " Five Kisses." Not
Si Griever of Russell-Griever- only that, but they were requested
to
ask their patrons.
Russell, is making a trip to eastern
and southern exchange centers in
Of
the 2,000 exhibitors circularthe interests of Lester Cuneo series
ized, 1,397 answered the letter. As
of five-reel westerns and on com- between " The Affairs of Anatol "
pletion of the present trip will and " Five Kisses," 1,010 votes for
the retention of the original title.
make the principal western cities.
Most of those who voted for the
C. H. Fulton, president of Fulco Schnitzler title are exhibitors in the
Sales Company, spent last week in
bigger
cities263,191 picture patrons
Of the
Peoria, 111., supervising the installation of projection equipment in who Voted, the tabulation of ballots
Ascher's Palace theatre which showed that 161,016 preferred
opened Thursday, January 6th.
" The Affairs of Anatol."
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D. Isaacson

Editor, " Our Family Music " Page, N. Y. Globe
Author, " Face to Face ^^'ith Great Musicians "
ihat sentiment in the community choruses? For
IN the interim between the coming and the
the purpose of letting off steam through song, |
going of the long-waited Conference of
To the Reader:
some twelve million persons are reported to have
Musicians and Picture Men, I should like
gathered in various places under community
to indulge myself in a discussion which I had
installment, we are
present
As twoI write
hoped to run in this department several months
chorus leaders, this past year. \t the comdays the
before
the coming of the par-e
ticipants in the first National Conferenc
munity sings, everybody rubs elbows with everyback. ... It has been postponed by necesof Motion Picture and Musical Interests. I
body else, and all the mouths are open wide to
sity of other pressing matters, that I was afraid
discover at the Hotel Astor where the meetings
let out sounds more or less melodious. With
it would never run.
will be held
amazing
rehave beenan made
servationsthat
and number
that manyof are
the escaping melodies, the grouches, blues,
If I seem to get away from the strict subject
already in town.
I am in the position of the fellow who is
dumps, radicalism all go too. The community
of music for the moment, I know that my
hanging
by atothread
precipice,
waitingto
chorus movement is a proof of the truth of the ,
for the hero
rescue over
me. a ...
I rnean
readers will understand that I have not forsay, that the managing editor is telling me
idea — town meetings are wanted. But a comgotten my job; that all through what I say here
that I must get my copy in for the present
munity chorus only serves a social purpose, it
is the realization that musical appreciation will
issue,
or
I'll
be
out
entirely.
And
I
can't
say
makes no claims to political or educational ideals
come out of a development of this viewpoint. It
anything
help the
convention
cause whenwhich
this iswillprinted,
the folks
will be (beon
isn't always necessary to talk music, music,
their way back home). Nor can I say any— that may come later. But now, we must have '
thing about what happened, because nothing
music, to turn the minds of my readers to think
town meetings. Yes, a great idea. Call the '
has happened yet. We re at what the soldiers
town meetings, everj-where.
f
upon such matters as these. In fact, I have dison the other side used to call the Zero Hour —
waiting
for
the
order
to
go
over
the
top!
But who will do it? And how will it be done? \
covered in word-of-mouth contact with certain
May I extend to the entire reading public
We are not like we were in the good old days.
exhibitors, that what I am saying in the followof the News the cordial thanks for the wonderful letters, telegrams, telephone messages of
ing lines has cleared their minds and made them
We spread over considerable territory, and we
good ture
cheer
wide-open to all the musical suggestions of the
are not to be summoned by the town herald.
music? in this plan for better motion picbest thinkers.
Even if some powerful, wealthy organization
HUNDREDS ARE ANXIOUSLY WAITING FOR THE NEWS OF THE CONVENshould undertake the renaissance of town meetTION. They want to know what takes place,
then to read the speeches and the accounts of
ings, would the people respond? Would they
The right of a free people is expression. If
the special exhibits, etc.
give up their evenings or Sunday afternoons, to
culand
to talk, intelligence
want
don't
they ture
If I rushed through the matter, in newspaper
become mixed up with some suspicious-looking
have not
awakened in their souls; if they
style, I could get it all in the next issue of
undertaking which would seem to have some
News
— that dated February 12th — and in the
can't talk, the surrounding conditions are
mails on February 5th. But this would not
flavor of commercialism or politics hidden away
enable The News sta£F to do the job well.
somewhere surly?
opposed. When a man expresses himself, necesto
speak
who
those
—
others
to
be
sarily itmust
Therefore in commemoration of the First NaWell, then, listen to the suggestion. The
themselves alone are insane or arc reputed to
tional Musical-Picture Conference, a special
ground is somewhat cultivated. There are in
Musical Supplement will be issued with the
have money in the bank. Expression suggests
News of February 19th (out February 12th —
daily session the embryonic forerunners of some
conversation, discussion— getting together, meetcloses mentFebruary
Suppleeighteen thousand town meetings.
ing with others.
will contain 8th).
the full'This
news,Musical
speeches,
pictures, etc., and will carry the Convention to all
I point to the movie theatre as the logical, i
The very idea of a republic means the united
the readers of the Motion Picture News. It
will be a momento for all time. Watch for it.
practical and psychological successor of the I
expression of an entire people. Anything other
meeting house of 1775. At first blush, I realize
than the united expression of a nation is the outpouring of monarchy or anarchy.
that the suggestion may seem somewhat idealistic
and slightly impractical. But after the keenest
The RepubHc of the United States arose out
and signing his name "Pro bono publico?"
analysis of the conditions existing in America
of a desire of the citizens of the colonies to be papers
Shall
he
get
up
on
the
street
corners?
Will
he
and in the theatres, it is the humble opinion of
more than just payers of taxes. So they met
cast his vote with decision and wait for results
the writer, that properly developed, this seed
together and said what they wanted to do about
with derision?
it.
of a thought may be sown to the salvation of
He
is
uncertain
about
it
all.
He
has
no
plan
these states.
In the course of time, the original plan of the
of action — no scheme of scheming. The prices
Whether you wish it or not, the work of the
been slightly overlooked. A fewRepublic has
of food have shot sky-high, the struggle beotherwise known as politicians, have
statesmen,
theatres
in developing taste and opinion, is gotween money-power and labor-strength is growvery kindly relieved the people of the necessity
ing
more
threatening;
the
cries
of
weakened
ing
on
right
now. last
Theyfootdidn't
wait issued
to be given
government.
of
of bothering with the affairs
the word. Every
of film
from
nations and star^'ing foreigners sound faintK
The plain, every-day families have been rather
the
studios
of
the
producers
has
been
doing
through the news headings. Meantime, as
glad of the opportunity of minding their own
good or bad. I told you in a previous article
always happens when normal-minded folk bebusiness and forgetting about the general weal.
how
much good even the worst picture has
or
come befuddled, abnormal mentalities and perBut when the general weal is left to itself
done,
in waking up provincials, in stirring imverted personalities put their heads together.
to a few zealous protectors of the general weal
, inrousing ambitions.
It's all
private
several
Radicals
and
anti-everj-things
call
their
meetown
their
forgotten
who have not
more or lessaginationshaphazard.
But the hand
of been
God
ings—
back-cellar
meetings,
gatherings
behind
inthe
With
wrong.
goes
has
been
guiding
the
seeming
uncaptained
ship,
something
interests,
locked
doors
and
in
darkened
dens.
for the theatres have unquestionably been the
disposition ofthe public health, individual sucI say that it is about time that somebody
cess starts to topple. So the man on the street
headquarters
for the finest sort of patriotic encalled
the
town
meetings.
Great
idea.
Summon
begins to wonder about it. Then in the course
deavors. It is rather late to tell how the mesthe people together in the different communities
of a few minutes or days, or years, the notion
sages against pacifism, against the enemy within
and let them all have it out? Let the people do
dawns upon him: something is awry with the
the
gate,
against the antagonists of the national
as
they
did
in
1775.
Let
them
weigh
arguments
his
affecting
is
general weal and that in itself
orogram,
were
flashed across the continent on the
pro and con as they did in the early days of
own business. He thinks he had better investiscreen.
1600. The town meeting is the solution of the
gate. . .
But something more definite, something mort
Now it isn't as easy to start a teaparty as it national problem.
specific and direct is coming through the legior
was in 1775. Then there was only King George.
The Republic of the United States was bom
of the movie theatres. The haphazard processes
in a town meeting. It was sent on its course
Today there are an infinite number of scounare to give place to a very orderly method of
and
steered
through
the
early
days
by
the
town
philana
drels, beside whom King George was
procedure.
This is my dream, this is my
He
do?
meetings;
and
it
looks
pretty
clearly
as
though
to
thropist. What is the poor fellow
prophecy based on all that is to be seen. Thf
the nation is returning to find itself, in these
has an objection to make. He wants to express
exhibitor in the movie theatre has a big job
himself. Where is he going to do it? At home,
meeting.
— in ofthethetown
He is being elected into something more that
uncertain
in the bosom of his family? Among his friends?
more
certaindaysproof
tendency
of the 'UTiat
times
in this direction is there, than the growth of a mere money-maker and a distributor of enIs he left the privilege of writing to the news-
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rtainment. He is being made the nestor of
is community, of his neighborhood. He is the
inductor of his "family's welfare." He is left
le privilege of selecting the right kind of picire or the wrong kind. He may use his disretion and pick a demoralizing story or one
hich raises the standard^ of taste. He has it
ithin his power to educate, refine, develop,
etter his crowds. Or he may cater to the lower
istes and deprave and undermine the tendency
f the times which is that of education and
'ider culture. The right kind of an exhibitor
i the propagandist of good literature, of fine art,
f good drama, of splendid music. The right
ind of theatre manager is the best friend of
uthors, artists, book and magazine publishers,
'he film, towhen
it issparking
rightly understood
disovered
be the
flint whichis later
ames into an eagerness to read, to study, to
■avel, to expand spiritually and mentally." By
le use of his sense of discretion and by the ■
xercise of his powers of elimination and selecon, the theatre man virtually controls the menil attitudes on all private and public opinions
f his patrons.
Is the exhibitor equipped for his big job?
Vill he be willing to accept his new position
)r is he so closely attracted to the immediate
lollar that he will laugh to scorn such a proosal as this?
First of all, I have faith in the exhibitors of
he United States. They have been maligned,
hey have been called by every nasty name.
They have been termed illiterate and scavenjer. We saw that the trade naturally drew to
t adventurous types, that the theatre manager
;enerally saw easier money in the theatre field.
Theatre men are mainly showmen. They are
laturally interested in the magic mystery of the
)ox-office. If tickets don't sell, the manager is
)Ut, nobody else. But if the manager of a theUre can be given that point of view which will
vin him to a more liberal faith in the buyers
)f entertainment, he will be ready to assume his
lew responsibilities. He needs to be shown that
he people as such, are not the depraved seekers
ifter sensation which they have been painted.
^ These exhibitors have been misled. They go
Jjy what they believe and not by what they hope
:or — give them a notion that good pictures are
.vanted more than cheap sensational pictures,
md they will answer the call.
These eighteen thousand exhibitors are calming down. They are settling into that state
where they are no longer frenzied shovmien.
rhey are business men with a regular trade.
They are building up a standing patronage. The
transients are no longer the livelihood of the
great majority of theatres. Neighborhood theatres in the true sense of the name, arc the
leaders. People go to the theatre they can
always depend upon as having a good show.
This is the trend of the times. So that there is
a peculiar check on the exhibitor who is so
close to the immediate dollar that he sees nothing of the ideals of his calling. If a theatre
manager has no vision, he will find himself
without a following. The people never stick to
a liar and a fraud. You find the same principles
in the magazine field. "VVhy has Collier's, Sata wide cirurday Evening Post, Leslie's such cheap,
nasty
culation, and why has the little,
sheet of perverted immoralities a little handful
of fluctuating circulation? If the exhibitor is
not up to his job, his following will soon desert
iiirn. But most of the theatre managers are
calming down into serious merchants, who know
their places and so plan their activities for all

time — not only this week's showings. They
realize that they may disappoint their public
once, twice — but they cannot do it all the time.
But all that I have said so far has to do with
an impassive audience. A town meeting Is a
place where people speak up. If the movie theatres are the logical successors of the meeting houses of 1775, then there must be planned
a method of speech. The right of a people is
expression. The audience cannot sit still and
be preached at, and talked al, and given pictures
for a silent answer.
My prophecy : That the movie theatres are
to be the open forum of the public who congregate for their screen entertainment. That
the people seek a means of expression is proven
by the twelve million persons who gathered to
let off steam in community sing';. That it is
becoming a vital necessity that people speak
their minds, is evidenced by the growing demand
for public forums. As an answer to the vile
propaganda of the cellar and back-cafe meetings, there must be offered an above-board, outin-the-sun opportunity to speak. The mutterings of tmrest can only be stilled when the freedom of speech is urged upon all.
MixTz With Synchronized Music Corporation
Announcement is made that M. J. Mintz has
been made General Sales Manager of the
■ Synchronized Music Company of Chicago. He
was formerly sales manager of the Celebrated
Players Film Corporation and is one of the
best known figures in Chicago filmdom.
Such well-known musicians as Carl Eduardo,
leader of the New York Strand orchestra, James
C. Bradford, seven years director of music at
the Broadway theatre, and Joseph C. Briel are
on the staff of Synchronized.
Symphonic Film Now
It is announced that the Cosmopolitan Pictures Corporation are now issuing a Symphonic
Film, " The Brides Play," in which Marion
Davies is to star. This is a new era — ^where the
music is considered at the very moment of the
time of the taking of the picture — where the
music oftentimes changes and alters the work
of the company — that the screen and orchestra
may the better blend. George Spink is the composer.
This brings to mind that a company is making
a film called " The Soul of the Violin " where
it is said that the screen is secondary to the
music — that is, where the music is played with
the accompaniment of the screen. Phillip Van
Loan is author and director.
For each of the principal characters in the
story he composed a theme and then arranged
all of the themes together with other necessary music in symphonic form. To the organ —
which in many theatres showing moving pictures is the only instrument used — is given a
part equally prominent with that of the orchestra. The themes were written and played
" on the set at the time the scenes were taken,"
then assembled and cut in cooperation with Mr.
Terwilliger, thus insuring perfect synchronization of the scenes and themes.
In this symphony the themes do not " flash
back " every time the player to whom the theme
belongs appears on the screen, but — in this manner : Whichever character dominates a scene at
anj- given time, his or her theme simultaneously
dominates the score.
To aid motion picture organists the Boston
Music Company has carefully classified its cata-

log according to screen moods and scenes, which
ought to be a great help in the selection of
proper music to accurately interpret photoplays.
This Piclure Players' Handy Music Guide, as
it is called, will be sent to anyone on request.
The list, which represents in most convenient
form a number of pieces suitable for use with
any of the situations often depicted in screen
drama, is further evidence of the serious interest which the Boston Music Company takes
in film music.

I TheNewMusicForumI
(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, and suggestions are gathered.
"This is where the motion picture fraternity gets together on music.)
I have a Marr & Colton five-stop pipe organ in my
theatre and am having considerable trouble in finding
an organist. We are in a small town of 15,000 population and while we have several pipe organs in the different churches,work.
we have no musicians that are available
for theatre
Can you put me in touch with a good artist, man or
woman?
L. Eastern
I. FRECKA,
Theatre,
Ironton. Ohio.
We are giving
you NEWS
publicity
in this
SOUTHERN
PICTURE
regarding
the week's
Music
Conference planned for January 24th-26th in New York
City and want to assure you that we are ready to do
our part in this territory among
NATtheL.exhibitors.
ROYSTER,
Southern Picture
News,Ga.
Atlanta,
I wish to ask you on behalf of the Miami Valley
Exhibitors'
if it towould
be us
possible
you or
your
music League
department
furnish
with aforcomplete
list of music publishers and composers that charge a
tax on music and also a list of publishers and composers that are Very
tax free.
truly yours,
RIALTO THEATRE,
Dayton, Ohio.
The contents of your letter gave me great pleasure
and satisfaction. The movement to bring good music
into the moving picture theatres is certainly very
laudable
with
the and
two ought
arts. to be supported by all connected
oblige,
Kindly send me a sample copy of your paper and
D. J. EHRICHT,
N. Tonawanda, N. Y.
I received your letter of December 21st and several
articles which appeared in the NEWS. I have not
been too busy to read these for I have taken them
home with me, but I really have been so busy that
I have neglected from time to time to answer your
letter. As you know, I am very deeply interested in
music, artistic as well as commercial. I am also interested in motion pictures as an educational medium
as well as a means of entertainment. The two make
an excellent combination. I think you have a big
field for your imaginative mind. I hope something big
will come out of the convention planned for Jan. 24.
It would seem to me that possibly at some future
time a combination Music Show and Motion Picture
Show would make a very strong proposition if projected
at the right time of the year and in the right place.
I am always glad to hear from you and to learn what
you are doing. Kindest regards,
CHAS H. GREEN,
105 West 40th St., N. Y. C.
Dear Mr. I :
I have been greatly interested in the announcement
of the forthcoming musical conference to be held next
month imder the auspices of your journal.
I am in charge of the musical arrangements for over
40 first-class picture theatres in the British Isles. I
regret it is not possible for me to attend the conference as I should like, but I should be glad if you
could arrange to forward me any press rjsports of the
conference. If you could spare the time to do this
for me, I should be greatly in your debt.
Needless to say, I am always glad to read your
splendid articles. I wish some people thought along
those lines on this side. I am with you every time,
butWith
at present
I seemfor tothebe success
" hoeingof athelonely
furrow."
best wishes
scheme,
BASIL CAMERON. Musical Director,
Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Ltd.,
109 Piccadilly. London.
Gentlemen
The writer: would like to send the Orchestra Leader,
Mr. Allen Kissinger, to New York to attend the MO(Continued on page 1230)
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

GOLDWYN
The Girl with the Jazz Heart —
Nothing great about this but title
is catchy and Madge Kennedy has a
following. Result— good houses.
(Middle West.)

The Highest Bidder —
Only an average picture and
played to very poor business here
for a week. (Middle West.)

Guile of Women —
Big entertaining values in this
picture. Took my house by storm.
Large box office attraction. (West.)
Bunty Pulls the String —
Dandy little story to this one.
Pleased my patrons and kept me
in. Almost a recordpacking
breaker. 'em(West.)
Earthbound —
Had big business with this one.
Brought large receipts. (West.)

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Midsummer Madness —
It took well for the entire week.
Audience seemed to like it. (East.)
Fine picture playing to good business. (East.)
Good show — opened to moderate
business. (Middle West.)

Big
FROM

whether or not the public wants
.\rbuckle in long features. (East.)
Idols of Clay —
A picture with beautiful scenery,
excellent acting, a rather mediocre
plot and several daring scenes. The
acting of Mae Murray and David
Powell and the South Sea and London Limehouse settings make the
picture well worth seeing. It drew
good sized houses. (Middle West.)
TheParamount
Passionate
seemsPilgrim
to have— fallen
down here this season in its big
releases. This picture did only an
average gross. (Middle West.)
Brewster's Millions —
Sure-fire winner. Pleased the
audiences immensely. Box office
returns much larger than usual
(West.)
FIRST NATIONAL
Dangerous Business —
Not as good as some of Miss Talmadge's previous vehicles, but satisfying. (Middle West.)
A good picture and brought more
than usual business. (West.)
MyI liked
Lady's
Latch very
Key much,
—
the picture
and
so did everybody who spoke to me
about it as they left the theatre.
Had one of the biggest Sunday's of
the year. In fact was a close second to the record-breaking opening. (Middle West.)

The Charm School —
We consider this one of the best
box office attractions we have ever
played. Did exceptional business
during its run at this house and is
Great Adventure —
an excellent picture. (Middle The
Not as good as some Barrymore
West.)
pictures but enjoyed and full houses
resulted. (Middle West.)
picture, full of entergoodpoints.
Very taining
Did good business.
Nomads of the North —
(West.)
This went over big and seemed
to please everyone who saw it. Has
Conrad in Quest of His large entertaining values. (West.)
Youth —
Big business. Meighan one of the Yes or No —
Brought full houses all week, and
most popular screen stars. Our
patrons like him and like the kind consequently large box office receipts. (East.)
of pictures he appears in. (Middle
West.)
Love, Honor and BehaveOnly average picture and brought
To Please One Woman
Fairly entertaining picture and poor returns. (West.)
average box office value. (West.)
FOX
Heliotrope —
Excellent. The patrons of this
theatre filled the house at each performance every day for the entire
week. (East.)
The Jucklins —
Good picture, pulling fairly well.
(East.)
The Life of the Party —
Fair picture, fair business. Some
thought it great but it is a question

ON

NEW

Houses
WEEK

RUN

The Iron Rider —
A William Russel picture of more
West.)average value and the box ofthan
fice results were pleasant. (Middle
Blind Wives —
Fairly good both as to pleasing
the audiences
turns. (West.) and box office reGreatHarlan
picture,— well liked,
Drag
over big. (West.)

New

RELEASE

Went

T H

EPA
THEE R t\\
AT
\

When We Were Twenty^OneJust as fine as the play of th
same name. Delightfully acted, an
charmingly directed. H. B. Wai
ner in a role that just fits bin
(Mid. West.)
Her Unwilling Husband —
Satisfactory picture both as ai
entertainment and as a box offic
attraction. Average good businesj
(Middle West.)
ROBERTSON-COLE

The
— picture and business
Not Bait
a good
was way
patrons
didn't
know
the off.
star. Our
(Middle
West.)

Not a record breaker but playe*
Kismet
to
above —average business. Pleasei
averagely well. (Middle West.)

Fair picture to fair business.
(East.)

Pleased tremendous crowds whi
call it a great performance in ever^
respect. Such pictures as this in
sure the steady growth of motioi
pictures. (Mid. West.)

The Lure of Youth —
This picture not up to average.
The plot is weak. (East.)
UNITED

ARTISTS

The
— the people to
TheLove
star Light
brought
see it and they were not disappointed. (East.)
The Love Flower —
A verj' entertaining picture, well
presented, but faulty in detail.
Played to above average business.
(Middle West.)
HODKINSON
The Palace of Darkened
An oriental
Windows
— feature with plenty
of thrills. Just an average production. (Middle West.)
The
P. Trail— which brought
GoodU. production
good business. (West.)
Sliit &«r nCht-witli

Bifficsl sniEae

MARK TWAIN'S
IN RINO AKranKS CXXJHX

REALART
Oh, Lady, Lady —
Good ment.picture
— good
entertainMeets modern
popular
taste
Average satisfactory business
(Middle West.)
VITAGRAPH
Dead Men Tell No Tales—
This one went over good anc
brought ness.
more
(West.)than the average busiASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS

The
OneLast
of of
the the
bestMohicans
pictures —seer
here in many months. Wonderful
scenery and enough action to please
ever>body.
This to
is the
ty-peand
of picture that appeals
young
old.
It went especially big with the
school children.
SELZNICK
The Greatest Love —
An excellent picture which Vera
Gordon's name helped to put over
to excellent business for one week.
Did
West.)so well we are holding it over
for second week's run. (Middle

EQUITY
Big picture,
box office
receipts increasing each day.
(East.)
Hush —
STATE

One of the displays for " A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court " used
by MiUer's theatre, Los Angeles

]

Say

METRO

VThile New York Sleeps —
Going over very big. First morning it opened had to turn them
away at eleven o'clock, the first
show having gone on at nine-thirty.
(East.)
The Scuttlers —
Fully up to the average as to
Farnum productions. Pleased our
audiences.. Business good considerWest.)ing general conditions. (Middle

Picture

RIGHTS

Fickle Women —
Butler is a wonder in " Fickle
Women" — great picture, the box
office returns were not ver>' large.
(West.)
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Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

CITY

Strand Theatre —
Overture—' Bui lesca," by Strand
Symphony Orchestra.
Current
Review.Events— Strand Topical
Scenic—
Film.In Dutch — Educational

Vocal — " Love in Lilac Time," sung
by Eldora Stanford, soprano.
Feature— Mamma's Affair — Constance Talmadge.
Vocal — " For You Alone," sung by
Redferne HoUinshead, tenor.
Comedy— Edgar Camps Out— Booth
Tarkington.
Organ Solo— Played by F. M. Smith
and Herbert Sisson, organists.
Next Week— The First Born—
Sessue Hayakaw^.
Capitol Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Pagliacci," by Capital Grand Orchestra, assisted by Erik Bye
and Bertram Peacock.
Scenic — Glimpses of Yellowstone—
Prizma. Musical score "Largo"
fromDvorak.
" New World Symphony"
by
Special
"Favorites
of Yesterday,"
by — Capitol
Grand
Orchestra,
assisted by Miner Roberts and
Caroline Cali, Alexander
Oumansky and Mile. Gamtarelli, James Parker Coombs.
Current Events— Capitol News.
Prologue—"
Your Leonidow
Horses,"
presentedHold
by Leon
and Doris Niles.
Feature — Hold Your Horses— Tom
Moore.
Musical— Solo for Small Drums,
composed and played by Max
Nichols, tympanist — Capitol
Grand Orchestra.
Comedy— Edgar Camps Out— Booth
Tarkington.
Organ Solo— Played by Dr. Alfred
Robyn, organist.

JAN,

Quarter page for. " Flying Pat" by Orauman's theatre, Los Angeles
Sharpe Minor dedicated to
Next Week — Godless Men — GoldMack
Sennett's
wyn.
Small Town
Idol. new feature,
Rialto Theatre —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Overture — Selection from " La Orchestra — Lucia Di Lammermoor.
Gioconda," by Rialto Orchestra, Educational— Paramount Magazine.
— Recital
by C. Sharpe
assisted by Ethel Qough, so- OrganMinor.
prano and Fred Jagel, tenor,
and Rialto Chorus.
Instrumental — Meditation from
" Thais."
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Violin solo by Carlos De Mandil.
Vocal — " Where My Caravan Has
A Small Town IdolRested," by Emanuel List, Feature—
Mack Sennett.
basso profundo.
Introduced
by a male quartette
Feature
— Arbuckle.
Brewster's Millions —
Roscoe
and booked for an indefinite
run.
Special
— " Broadway
Rialto
Ensemble. Hits," by the
Theatre —
Comedy — Back from the Front- Grauman's
Overture — Old Southern airs.
Christie.
Current Events— Pathe News.
Organ Solo — Prelude in C Sharp
Organ — " Some Little Bird."
Minor, played by John Priest.
Solo by Henry Murtaugh.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Pomp and Circum- Specialty — With a dark stage exstance," by Rivoli Orchestra.
cept twp red lamps of knowlCurrent Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
edge, apiano solo begins partiSpecial — " Love is the Best of All,"
ally accompanied by the orchespresented by Grace Foster, sotra. The stage very gradually
prano, and Rivoli Quartette, aslightens until the end of the
sisted by Vera Myers and Paul
solo when it can be determined
Oscard, dancers.
that there is no player. The
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — Cecil
stage is gradually darkened
B. DeMille.
Cartoon Specialty — Seeing Green- Educatio
nal — Making paper in
again.
wich Village — Ollendorf
Japan — Pathe Review.
Sketchograph.
Feature — The Jucklins — Famous
Players Special.
Organ Solo—" Finale in E Flat,"
played
by
Prof.
Firmin
SwinGiven with a prologue that prenen.
sents a Negro trio singing
Criterion Theatre —
Southern airs, a Pickaninny
" jazz " band of eight pieces, a
" The Inside of the Cup " continues with complete bill as on
twin pickaninny dance and a
opening.
colored woman's quartette. A
violin quartette accompanied
the performers. The stage setLOS ANGELES
ting provided is a Mississippi
River dock scene. The ensemble of fifteen people leave the
Tasty four column by ticelve inch dis- Mission Theatre —
stage
singing
"Lindy"
their voices
dicing
away inwith
the
distance.
Overture — " Small Town Mary."
Different,"
work play
of forthe•' Bomething
Rivoli theatre,
Toledo, theO.
A special composition by C.

Next Week — Frontier of the Stars.
Kinema Theatre —
Overture — Events
" The Only
Girl."
Current
— International
News.
Musical
— Southern Melodies. *
With a stage setting showing the
doorway of a colonial mansion
and a piano beyond French
windows
Lee "Waris
rendered by" Annabel
a girl in Civil
costume with piano accompaniment.
Scenic — A Tale of the North —
Bruce Educational.
Feature
— The
Devil's Garden —
Lionel
Barrymore.
Next Week— My Lady's Latch Key.
Clone's Broadway Theatre —
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Nevelty — Urban Movie Chats.
Current
mont Events
News. — Selznick and GauVocal— "With the Coming of Tomorrow." Sung by Al Pemberton.
Feature
—
The
Sins
Ethel Clayton. of Rosanne —
Next Heart.
Week— The Eyes of the
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Third and
last week of Midsummer Madness.
Next Week — Inside of the Cup.
Miller's
Theatre
Fifth week
of — A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court.
Tally's
Theatre
—
Third week
of Kismet.
Fifth week
of Outside
the Law.
Superha
Theatre
—
Second weekTheatre
of Hush.—
Symphony
Pantages Broadway Theatre —
Lyons and Moran in One Shockeville.ing Night and six acts of vaudCalifornia Theatre —
Overture— Italian Folk Songs.
Current Events— Fox and Gaumont
News.

Another quarter page for " Outside the
Law
" usedat during
the present
premiere
showing
the Buperba
theatre,
Los
Angeles
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MINNEAPOLIS
New
TheatreFeatureLyric
— Kismet
— Second Week.
Next Week— The Love Flower.
New Garrick Theatre —
Overture — Selections from "MadComedy am— Butterfly."
The Skippers' Treasure
Garden — Toonerville Trolley.
ScenicOuting.
— Lovely Moriland — Chester
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature
— My McDonald.
Lady's Latch Key —
Katherine
Next— Week—
She Couldn't Help II
Bebe Daniels.

ClydeCook
Hand drawn display for "Dead Men
Tell No
Tales,"
five columns
by thirtten
inches,
framed
by the Terminal
theatre, Newark, N. J.
Organtions.
— Milton Charles in selecSpecial — Novelty number by two
' men and three girls made up
as Quaker maids present a burlesque directed at " Blue Sundays," under the title of " What
Are You Going to do on Sun-

Strand Theatre —
Overture — "Georgia Camp Meeting " with variations.
Comedy — The Gumps.
Current Events — International
News and local events.
Feature
— An Ray.
Old-Fash ioned Boy —
Charles
Next Week — The Kid — Charlie
Chaplin.
Je«e L iMiy

Cahfomia Theatre —
Musical — ■' My Heart is a Bungalow
Current Events — Topical Review.
for Two."
Noveltj-Dcnishawn Dancers, three
people, six numbers.
Comcd}'— Neighbors — Buster Keaton.
Orchestra — " Hungarian
Fantasy "
and " Cuban Moon."
Organ
Solo —— "Digest
Bright Topics.
Eyes."
Educational
Feature— Silk Hosiery.
Next Week — The Mark of Zorro.
Tivoli Theatre —
Comedy- -The .Skippers Narrowest
Escape — Toonerville — First National.
Sccnics — Lost a Yodel and Balling
the Junk.
Overture — Grand
Opera from
" Aidz" and "Kismet."
Vocal — Madame Zacaschi sings the
" Flute Song," accompanied by
\\ . J. Fleschmann on the flute.
p>e*enu

By Alberter
PaysonofTerhuae
the Stars'l»Ye
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■yHATS
tS« bepujgof a
SHEthe rouei
LnJ ODo( iSe> tod.
abeve
* Ait tweetdl
dly, r.rWondcrlo'd. Ili-dhw Dob'ei
th: um
tag. inseCCTitly. wiul the woHJdowa ofitariesevei
hrutChap"appealRich(hata irtuatiotL
made "The
Pdau
Aod
thea.
obe
oight,
her
peace
there
lik<- A brutal thug, fleeAad the Good Uck Stir at
vsu iav«ded.
ing ftom the polic?. found her t d « the crooi doc* hu beit. hu moA «p>
h«vcn ud her innocence « refuge
pealiog wori
C£ C/>ammount Q>ictitre

SEATTLE

Theatre —
— All Wrong.
Events — Fox News.
— The Pappoose— Mutt and

Feature— Dangerous Business.
Jeff. — Selection from " Irene."
Overture
Next Week—
Alaster Mind.
Strand Theatre —
Comedy: — Movie Mad — Christie.
This
for " theatre,
Two KindsPortland,
of Love."Ore.6;/ Current
the one
Colonial
Events — Select l^Jews.^

Million Dollar Grand

Carefully framed, hand draxcn display,
four columns by twelve inches fi>r
" Heliotrope," designed by publicity
director James H. Thompson of the
Loew's Star theatre, Rochester, N. 7.
Second Theatre
Week of— Kismet.
Savoy
Next W eek — Same.
Blackstone Theatre —
Overture —Events
" Serenade."
Current
— Pathe News.
Feature — She Couldn't Help It.
("omedy — Edgar Takes the Cake.
Next Week — The Testing Block.
Columbia Theatre —
Feature — A Thousand to One.
Current
News. Events — International
Comedy — High and Dry.
•
Minerva
TheatreSecond Week of the County Fair.
Next Week — Same as above.

^Mtiis week: at the rialto
7//I.S' linlf pane
Frontier
the Western
Stars" theatre
uas run for the
New for
York "The
showing
of thisofpicture
at the Rialto
Feature — Dangerous Business.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Next Week — Kismet— Otis Skinner.
Overture — Selections from "RigoComedy
mon. — The Suitor — Larry SeSAN FRANCISCO
letto."
Current
Events — Selznick News.
Feature — ^The Greatest Love — Vera Rialto Theatre —
Gordon.
Current Events — News Review.
Next madge.
Week — Panthea — Norma Tal- Scenic — Sight Seeing.
Sterling.
Comedy
— Ball Room Romeo — Ford
DENVER
Orchestra—"
Organ
Solo— Katinka."
Sextette from Lucia.
Educational
— Screen Snapshots.
America Theatre —
Feature— The Misleading Lady.
Scenic — Through the Earth — Br^y Next Week — The same.
Pictograph.
Feature — Godless Men.
Frolic Theatre —
Next
Week— The
Kid— Charlie Serialtury.
— King of the Circus.
Chaplin.
Comedy — Trouble Bubbles — CenRialto Theatre —
Current
News. Events — Internationa!
Current Events — Pathe News.
Educational — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Two Kinds of Love.
Comedy — The Homespun Hero.
Feature — The
Frontier
of the
Stars.
PITTSBURGH
Next Week — Inside of the Cup.
Rivoli
Comedy
Current
Cartoon

News

'HELIOTROPE'

^OMAS
MEIGHAN
AChajles Majgne Ptodurtion

Feature
— The Love Li^^ht — Mary
day."
Pickford.
Cartoon
— Br—ay.Yes Dear — Judge Rummy
Next Week — Hold Your Horses.

Clemnier Theatre —
Overture — " Rigoletto."
Comedy — Happy Hooligan and the
Boot Black.
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature — The Love Light.
Next Week — The Misleading Lady.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — Tales of Hoffman and
" Polonaise."
Scenic — Jensen and Vanherber.
Comedy — Punch of the Irish.
Scenic — There Is No Santa Claus.
Feature — The Charm School — Wallace Reid.
Next Week — -Hold Your Horses —
Tom Moore.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " William Tell."
Comedy — High and Dry.
Feature — Isobel — Second week.
Next Week — Midsummer Madness.

Overture
" Moments."
Feature — —The
Thief.
Next W^eek — The Texan.

Picture

The-

Olympic
Theatre — from "My
Overture
Lady — ofSelections
the Slipper.
Current E\ents — Kinograms.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — Heliotrope.
Comedy
— The— Forbidden
Spo'rtsman. Fruit.
Next Week
Loew's
Lyceum Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Feature — The Misleading Lady.
Comedv — Rest in Peace.
Next Week— All SonTs Eve.
Feature Theatre
— The White
Circle.
Lyric
—
Comedy — Fox Sunshine Hold Mc
Tight.
Liberty Theatre —
News.— " Events
Ov'erture
Martha."— International
Current

«□ .: M POX PR£5DfT5

Next Week — Hearts Up.
Overture
— " La Boheme."
Weekly.
Current
atre— Events— Grand News

BLIND

Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Love Light.
Comedy— The Kick in High Life.
Next Week — Peaceful Vallev.

'MT LADrS
OKQS*
TOtkAT
AffDTOfOCKT
Quarter
of a page tlimtrf,
for " Blind
by
the Catijornia
Lot Wivet,"
Angeles

February

5, i g 2 1

Next Week — The Testing Block.
Theatre —
Regent
Feature — The Life of the Party.
Comedy — Kick in High Life.
Next Week — Peaceful Valley.
DETROIT
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Feature
Isobel, prologue.
or Trail's End
with— color
Next Week— The Devil, featuring
George Arliss.
Overture
" La Boheme."
Strand— —"— Liszt's
Theme
Liebestraum."
Current Events — Ford Weekly.
Corned}
— Whirl of the West— Snub
Pollard.
Feature — ceeded
Isobel,
Trail's End proby coloror prologue.
Next Week — The Devil — George
Arliss.

Christy Comedy — Mr. Fatima.
Specialty — Brindamour & Company,
World's Famous Escape Artists.
Feature — Will Rogers in The Guile
of Women.
Coming feature — Immortality.
Pantheon Theatre —
Organ Solo — Popular Selections.
Pantheon Topics of the Day.
Overture — " The Velvet Lady."
Comedy —terNeighbors,
featuring BusKeaton.
Specialty— Ten Minutes of Grand
Opera — Scenes from " CarFeature — The Mark of Zorro, featuring Douglas Fairbanks.
Coming Feature — Wanda Hawley
in Snob.
Ziegfeld Theatre —
Scenic.
Specialty — Sylvia Loder, soloist
" Kismet."
Feature — Kismet.
men."TheatreRandolpli
Organ
selections.
Feature
Kid. — Charles Chaplin in The

Adams —
Overture — " The Force of Destiny. '
Current
Review.Events — Adams Topical
Comedy — The Toonerville Fire Department.
Vocal — Ruth Chase, soprano; Ralph
Hoffman Palace —
Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Brainerd, tenor. " When the
Theme — " Supplication " by AlcKee.
Cherry Blossoms Fall," ''The
Current
News. Events — International
Spirit
Flowers."
Feature
— Earthbound.
Comedy — The Cheater.
Neit Week— Charles Ray in " NineFeature — Dead Men Tell No Tales.
teen and Phyllis."
Broadway Strand —
— HI
y/oc is a reproduction of a quarter Next WeekC
CAGO
Current Events — Broadway Strand lifi'ie on '■ Blind "Wives," this week's
Bits and Shots.
bill at Fox's theatre. Springfield, Mass.
Comedy—
My Goodness — Louise
Fazenda.
CLEVELAND
Riviera Theatre —
Vocal — " Love's Old Sweet Song,"
Woodlawn Theatre —
|
Clement Barrj', tenor; Florence
Topics
01
the
Day.
■
.
^
Mitton, contralto.
Woodlawn
Grand
Organ—"
WilCurrent
Weekly.
Stillinan —
Orchestral — Selections from " The Overture — " Rigoletto."
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Overture—" Merry Wives of WindTell."
Pink Lady."
Theme — " You and I as One " and Overture liam
— " Invitation to the
Organ — ^Jack Welch, " War March
" Sweet Idleness."
Feature
— Thomas
Meighan in
Phyllis.
Current Events — Pathe News — Topics of the Day.
of the Priests " from Athalia.
Frontier of the Stars.
Literary Digest.
Litcrarv Digest.
Feature— Paying the Piper— DoroComedy— Going Through the Rye,.
thy Dickson.
featuring Bobby Vernon.
Next Week — Same.
Dance."
Ccjining Feature — Nineteen and
Madison —
Overture — Selections from " Madame Sherry."
PHILADELPHIA
Current
Events— Madison Topical
Review.
Educational — Indian Summer.
— Ponchielli.
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Overtur
e—" Dance of the Hours
Stanton —sor."
Comed\— Buster Keaton in "NeighFeature — Harriet and
the Piper —
bors."
iMrst National.
Feature — My -Lady's Latchkey —
Katherine Mac'Donald.
Comedy — Bungalow Trouble — Mack
Next Week— Charlie ChapHn in
Sennett.
" The Kid."
Stanton Current Events — Specially
Washington —
compiled by Stanton camera
man from all the weekHes in
Overture — '' Eva."
the world.
Current Events
—
Washington
AniElopement
"
the
fork
of
Harold
F.
Wendt,
A
quarter
page
on
■'
Her
Fir.^t
mated Review.
piihlicitj/ director for ihe Rivoli theatre of Toledo
Scenic— Lost A Yodel— Educational.
Comedies — Selected comedy and
— The Huntsman with Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Mutt & Jeff in "The Hypno- Comedy
Next Week— The Penalty— GoldThe Mark of Zorro.
Clyde Cook — Fox Comedy.
tist." — Tales of the Far Feature — The Silver Lining.
Educational
wyn.
Intermission
—
''Empty
Cellar
North.
Next Week — Heliotrope.
Same
as last week.
Coming Feature — Thomas Meighan Arcadia
Soloist — Charles Coates.
— — Heliotrope.
Next
W'eek
in
Frontier
of
the
Stars.
Feature
— Number
17 — George Euclid —
Walsh.
Overture — Selections from " The Barbee's
Blues."Weekly.
Loop Theatre —
Same as —last week.
Universal
Girl in the Spotlight.
Next Week—The Last of the
Victoria
Mohicans.
Ford
Educational.
Next Week— The Sin that Was His.
Theme — Selections
from
" The
Love Boat" and from "The
~" BAL
Current
— Pathe News.
MagicEvents
Melody."
TIMORE
/I' „ Ih* TSeMOM lAy It i» "Popular wtlk Amujemeivt Seekers
Comedy
— High and Dry — Mermaid
Comedy.
Rivoh Theatre —
Feature — Midsummer Madness.
Overture — Bizet's " Carmen."
^■WEEK COA/\/VVENCINC SUNOAX .JANUARY 23
Current Events — Rivoh News of Next Week— The Penalty.
the World.
Vocal—" Aria," by Victor Herbert,
sung by Fonsia Wilson, colora- Paerrk
- — " Tannhauser."
Ov ture
tura soprano.
e
em
Th
— Selection, " Roval VagaFeature — The Mark of Zorro —
D. Fairbanks.
Current Events — Pathe Weekly,
Parkway Theatre —
Literarj' Digest.
Overture — Operatic selections.
bond—." Torchy's Night-Hood —
Comedy
Current Events — Parkway Review.
Johnny Hines.
Comedy
— The Scarecrow — Buster Feature — Burglar Proof with Lois
Keaton.
Wilson, Bryant Washburn and
Feature — Midsummer Madness.
Grace Morse.
New Theatre — Next Week — Hold Your Horses —
Tom Moore.
Current Events — Pathe Review and
News.
Vocal — Operatic selections by Mon- Metropolitan —
sieur Brenot, tenor.
Overture — " Carmen."
Feature— D. W. Griffith's "The Theme
— Godard's Berceuse.
Current
Events — Selznick News.
Love Flower."
Wizard —
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Current Events — Wizard Review.
Comedy
Half page for " The Mountain
WomanNeicark,
" and N." Numler
17 " bp the Terminal
Snub— Whirl
Pollard. of the Westtheatre,
J.
Feature — Midsummer Madness.

Motion

OME ■VEEK'
ONLY
BEGINNING
THIS AFTERNOON
The Eminent Giaractop Actop
GEORGE
ARLISS
"THE DEVIL
The Play of theVfear wth Prologue In&mo'
Strand Operatic Inaugural
'Aida" rerd/
Ord»stralScn»nAfecal Interpretation
"The Episode
Hunt'K-a'Av
AMusical
of fheChasp
lApril Fool'
'If /^yMormaid
jyns Corawfy
Ifitty McLaughlin— %y«no
iV
Ttco column by six inch disvlay ]or
" TJie Devil
" playing
uceek at the
Brooklyn
Strandthigtheatre
Palace —
Same as last week.
Next Week — The Furnace — Realart.
Regent —
Feature — Something DiCerent —
Realart.
Comedy
— Ain't Love Grand —
Gayety.
Scenic — Out of the Past — Chester
Screenic.
•
Next Week — Silk Hosiery — Paramount.
Capitol —
Feature — The Jack Knife Man —
First National.
Comedy — From Hand to Mouth.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Topics of the Day Literary Digest.
Next Week — The Saphead.
sr. LOUIS

Criterion Theatre —
Same program as that of Delmonte.
William Fox Liberty —
Overture — By Hochman's Symphony Orchestra.
News Events — Fox.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Presentation and singing.
Feature — Tom Mix in " Prairie
Comedy — Sunshin's " The Baby."
New Trails."
Grand Central Theatre —
Overture — " Babes in Toyland."
Current
Occurrences — Selznick
News.
Scenic.
Presentation and singing act.
Feature— Charles Ray in " Nineteen
Comedy.
and Phyllis."
West End Lyric —
Same program as that of Grand
Central.
Feature— You Can't Kill Love.
BOSTON
Park Theatre —
Overture — Park Symphony Or-

NOW
SHOWING !

1LUR0GBR5W
GUILE

OP WOMEN

one. Alhambra
/(/r '■ The theatre,
(iuilt ojLosWoman"
isThis
by the
Angeles
Artists.
Next— Paramount.
Week — The Rookies Return
Moore's Rialto —
Overture —Events
" Maryland."
"OLD— Fox News.
Current
Comedy — Rest in Peace — Christie.
Feature — Hush — Equity.
Next Week — Outside the Law.

LOS ANGELES

Paramount
made-in-Lot
Angeles comedydrama
with Lospresents
Angelesthefavorites
and California
surufune
DOUGLAS

MAC

LEAN
WEEK"

TtK RWmE'I
RETURN
prodactlonjL-S-r^mt
with DORIS
MAY. not ^ aiiac€
comt^y drama,
Presented by Sid Graumait oa a buce scale with 35 people eo
tlkc Bt&ge. A reveUtioD for tbe old aettlcn *• weU u (be
S Tht Old FiorMwn.
PriceltM
Views
of Thorn
That
Wm Day§
E)
El
ORAUMAN'S SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA^
OOTERSON ^COND.UCTOR.
HENSY MURTACH
AT. THEMl5H«
WUBOTZER
Eight inch by five column
display fortheatre,
" The Los
Rookie's
Return" last week's bill
at Grauman's
Angeles
^^

Missouri Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Leave
It to Jane."
Missouri Events — From leading
news weeklies.
Paragraphs — Literary Digest.
Presentation
— By Missouri Vocalists.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Comedy — Sunshine.
Delmonte Theatre —
Overture — " Martha."
Current Happenings — Fox News.
Literary Digest Topics of the Day.
Vocal Solo — " An Old Fashioned
FeaturToewn— ."Godless Men.
Comedy — Sunshine.

COMPlENCING SUNHVW
JAf!|.23 — AIXWEEJO

chestra.
Weekly News — Two Issues.
Features— Outside the Law — Priscilla Dean. A Shocking Night
— Lyons and Moran.
Next Week— Lying Lips— All-Star
Cast.
Beacon Theatre —
Features— All Soul's Eve — Mary
Miles Minter. The SnobWanda Hawley.
Next Week — The Passionate Pilgrim— All star cast.
The Off Shore Pirate— Viola Dana.
A Wild Night — Comedy.

BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome-Overture — "First Hungarian
Stage
Setting — Reproduction of
Rhapsody."
European War Relief Poster.
Violin
"Meditation."
PlayedSolo
by— Catherine
Stang of the

WASHINGTON
THE JAZZ

HEART.

Metropolitan —
Crandal
Feature —l'sPassion (continued.)
l Valley —
Week— Peacefu
NextFirst
National.
Loew's Columbia —
JAZZBOURINE ODCHESTRA'^
Midsummer Madness —
Feature — d.
Continue
Next Week— Inside the Cup.
Loew's Palace —
Lthc HOUSG*
e— "The Pink Lady," seOvertur
lections.
The first displaii to be obtained for
Events— Pathe News — " The Kid " hat ing been used at the
Quarter
page" for
"The Oirl
WithRialto
the Current
premiere run of the picture at the
Topics of the Day.
Jazz
Heart
sponsored
bii
the
Randolph theatre, Chicago
theatre, Newark, N. J.
Feature— The Love Light— United

picture

News

New York Strand.
Feature — The Charm School — Wallace Reid.
Comedy —old Number,
Please? — HarLloyd.
Current Events — Hippodrome Review consisting of excerpts
from the leading weeklies,
Pathe hand colored scenic. Topics of the Day and Evening
News-Shea Local Review.
NextMisleading
Week— Bert
Lady. L>-tell in The
Shea's Criterion- Overture — " Beautiful Galatea."
Stage Setting — Venetian boating
scene, used as background for
soloist.
Vocal — " By the Sea."
Sung by Carlos Ferretti.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — DeMille
production.
Comedy
Snub— Whirl
Pollard. of the West —
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — Events
" You're— in
Love." Pathe
Current
Latest
News.
Feature
— Nineteen
and Phyllis —
Charles
Ray.
Comedy —oldNumber,
Please? — HarLloyd.
Next Week — Katherine MacDonald in The Notorious Miss
Lyle.
Feature — Outside the Law, Priscilla
Dean — held for second week
Palaceaccount big business. Extra
show required everv night.
Feature — Dempsey-firennan Fight
Films.—
Empire
sr. PAUL
kovsky.
Capitol — Theatre
Overture
" Marche— Slav " — TchaiCapitol Digest — Includes Current
Events,
al News. Pathe and InternationWalter Pontius — Tenor.
1. " The Trail to Home Sweet
Home "—-Ernest Ball.
2. "When irish Eyes are Smiling " — Ernest ' Ball.
Torchy Mixes In — Educational
Films Corporation.
Oscar F. Baum — Violin Solo.
1. " Symphonie
Espagnole (1st
movement) — Edouard Lalo.
2. dner.
" From the Canebrake " — GarWay Up Yonder— A Prizma Prologue.
James
" Isobel
or Oliver
"The Curwood's
Trail's End,"
with"
House Peters and Jane Novak.
Capitol Grand Organ — Arthur
Depew.
—Verdi. Nuptial "—Dubois.
" Cantilene
Organ Recital — E. J. Dunstedter.
1. Selections from " Rigoletto "
2. "Romance" (op. 24. No. 9)—
Sibelius.
3. Popular Selections.
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ExKibitors'

.obby decorations for

Service

Bureau —

Pages
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Once to Every Woman " by the Rivoli theatre o f Portland, Ore., with an especially attractive result achieved from the
use of a cut-out

Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Cha«. H. WlUlams, Strand theatre, Proridence, B. L
Harold
Franklin,Srhade
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
George J.B. Srhade,
Sandusky.Boffalo.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark
Day^ton Strand
theatre,theatre,
Dayton,Brooklyn.
O.
BdwardGates,
L. Hyman,
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. M^. Flnklestein & Robin,
Minneapolis.
A. J. Hoeller, Theatre de Lnze, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landaa, Butterfly theatre, Mllwaoke*.
Jack Kotan, Loew theatres, CleTcland.
Jaltns L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Panl Gnsdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
O. Bdssr Nonuuid, Stntnd theatre, Flint, HIeh.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
B. Toledo,
Banet O.HcCormIck, Gen. M|t. RItoU theatre,

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatrei,
Jackson, Mich.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
B. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgromery, Ala.
E. T. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgrr., Saenger Amnsement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Boyal and Begrent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thaoher, Strand theatre, Sallna, Kan.
Arthnr
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Liwell W. Calvert, Manarlnc Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Panl, Minn.
W. C. Qolmby, Manaisrlng Director, Strand and
Jefferson theatres. Fort Wasrne, Ind.
H. SI. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramoont theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramoont-Bmpresg theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrlck, Bialto theatre, Batte.
Engrene
cisco. H. Both, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Granman, Granman's theatre, Los Angelea.
Louis K. Sidney, Managrlng Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Picture

N e

Rothafel Originates FinJ
Specialty Act
j
weektheatre
is staged
unONEnumbers
of the this
Capitol
specialty
der the title of " Favorites of Yesan elaborated
presentation of the terday,"
old beingtime
charades, with
music an added feature.
The drapes part showing a figure in a.
chair attired in dressing gown and seated
before a fireplace. A dull red spot brings,
the figure and the props into view of ihe
audience and leaves the rest of the stage
dark. Miner Roberts, playing the lole of
the person in the chair, reads an original
poem by Martha Wilchinsky, as followsj
" Songs are bom to live for a day
And then to the Past are banished away,
Whileto new
loves and new songs are put
the test.
But the soft hand of Time makes old
things the best.
" Thentheletyears,
us turn back down the road of
To tears
melodies mixed with laughter and
And just for a moment let Memory playl
A tune or two of Yesterday." j
Following the recital of the poem, ar-<
tists attired in old time costumes appear |
from the wings, each brought into view'
of the audience in the same mcuiner as,
described above. Caroline Cali renders •
favorite old song. Alexander Oumansky
and Mile. Cambarelli give an old fashioned dance and James Parker Combs
presents a solo.
The transparency drop is hung in one ■
A back drop, which is invisible from the
front, is used.

Hyman

Has

Novelty

Pro

for **Mohicans"
When
the picture
adaptation of Jamq
logue
Fenimore Cooper's " The Last of the Md
hicans " had its introduction to the pub
He in Brooklyn at the Brookljm Straiil
theatre, several of the most artistic shoi
in the film were used to make a founda
tion for a novelty which was put on dut
ing the action of this feature.
Managing Director Edward L. Hyma
called the novelty " The Prologue Colo
niale." One of the shots in the film T9
veals a Colonial interior set, such a oa
as a frontiersman would have found in i

"Kismet" exploitation staged by the New Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, as told in the story
appearing on the opposite page. Top-cut — Lobby display. Center — The N-ew Lyric employees
in costume, and bottom — the stage setting for the prologue presented

home in Cooper's time. When the fill
reached this shot a drop of scrim fell ov*
the screen and the curtains parted to shof
a beautiful colonial stage setting in sof
light with a colonial family grouped be
fore a fireplace. There was the buxoo
colonial madame with her harp, the spia
et, etc. Lewis Rhodes, tenor, in knickef
bocker and velvet doublet, to say nothinj
of buckled slipper and powdered hail
sang " Cellina, My Own." Then two 6
the colonial period, in all the garb of thi
time, tripped onto the stage and dancci
" The Pavlowa Gavotte." This minuet a|
fair was interpreted by Mile. Sylvia anl
George Eastman, dancers well known M
the Brooklyn Strand.
The novelty only interrupted the fita
a few minutes and gave in flesh and blocH ;
a picture that Cooper painted in hi!
book and which had been reproduced upoi
the screen.
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Even New York falls for the

hokum" exploitation. Above is shown some of the stunts which C. B. McDonald, publicity director for the B. SMoss Circuit pulled for the shoiving of " Thr County Fair" at the Broadway theatre
' Prisoners

Perry's
"Kismet"
Prologue
New Lyric
Theatre Sets New Exploitation
and Presentation Record for Minneapolis
was without question the when they fell prostrate to the floor while
WHAT
the orchestral accompaniment died away
most elaborate prologue ever conceived for a photoplay offered at and the lights faded out as the picture
a Minneapolis theatre was prepared by hheet was lowered and the picture flashed
on amid the flood of fading varicolored
Manager Charles C. Perry of the New
lights.
Lyric theatre for his presentation of Otis
Skinner in "Kismet."
Mr. Perry's stage setting w as conceived
In preparing what might be termed
by him and executed by his scenic staff,
Robert
Westerman and Frederick Gibson.
" atmosphere " for his presentation Mr.
Perry did not put all his effort on his stage
In front of the drops and stage pieces Mr.
decorations but continued the oriental dis- Perry placed four 12 foot inverted grey
plays to his lobby and foyer and ticket
bell pedestal lamps of dark blue. In the
offices as well.
center of the enclosure, Miss Leet rested
As one entered the New Lyric for the on a Turkish divan braced by varicolored
oriental pillows. The divan was draped
showing of " Kismet " nine oriental
tapestries valued at $5,200 and loaned by with runners of oriental tapestry and ribbons and before the couch three hand
a local rug company and five original oil
maidens awaited the commands of their
paintings valued at over $35,000 greeted
mistress. At each end of the divan stood
the eye. Above the second entrance door
two slave girls bearing large peacock
was hung an original oil painting entitled
" The Gates of Damascus," 5 feet deep by feathered fans and in the foreground rest24 feet wide. At the door a ticket taker
ing on rugs and low couches were four
dressed as an oriental peasant with veil liarem girls. All of these girls wore
and the half dozen Lyric pages garbed as
typical harem costumes of rich and bright
colored silk and satin.
peasants attracted the attention. Inside
the foyer several more oriental rugs
valued at over $5,000, several small oil
paintings and oriental lamps loaned by
Minneapolis merchants were visible and
the aroma of oriental incense could be detected.
Following the rendition of " Hymn to
the Sun " (Rimsky-Korsakoff) by the
augmented orchestra, the asbestos raised
while blue foot lights were turned on the
audience, killing the vision of the stage
while dancers took their places before the
back stage drop and setting. At a certain
cue these blue lights reversed and played
their rays upon the setting and gradually
turned yellow, pink and amber while the
dancers, Marjorie Leet and a ballet of ten
shapely girls clad in typical harem garb,
slowly arose from their couches and began
an especially arranged cycle of dances to
strains of " Dance Orientale " (Lubomirsky) and " Dance of the Egyptian Maidens " (Harry Rowe Shelby).
Gayly and with increasing tempo the
dancers whirled and stepped until they
reach the state of apparent exhaustion

of Love" Prologue Described
For the initial screening on any stage

of Betty Compson's first starring vehicle,
'■ Prisoners of Love," the manager of the
California theatre, Los Angeles, staged a
Song Review Between Mr. 1861 and
Miss 192 1 " during the course of which
many of the most popular songs between
those dates were sung, especial stress belaid upon the romantic and sentimental,
love ingsongs.
An elaborate stage setting was con^
structed for the review. The left half of
the set represented a room furnished in
the mode of 1861 with old-fashioned
portraits on the wall, a whatnot with shells
and figurines on its shelves, a heavily
upholstered chair and a stand of the
period. On the wall hung a large oil
painting of a man (Mr. 1861 ) wearing the
black stock, the flowered waistcoat and
other garments of the period.
The right half of the set represented a
very modern room, with chair and stand
of the modern sort, a telephone on the
stand. By the chair stood a floor lamp.
The wall, decorated in the modern fashion,,
was bare of all pictures except an oil painting of a debutante dressed in the height
of 1921 fashion (Miss 1921).

Two views of the stage setting designed for a prologue to the presentation of "Prisoners of
Love " at the California theatre, Los Angeles
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Devil''

Atmospheric Stage Specialty Presented
Last Week at New York Strand

SINCE motion picture presentation re- and effective in inducing a mental attitude on the part of the spectator that inquires lively imagination for its conceit and a trained sense of dramatic
sured the picture of an audience receptive
values for its execution, it is much like to its mood and responsive to its emotional appeal.
motion picture production, or any other
creative vi^ork. And since creative works
The program was opened with the overknov^rs no geometry, slide rule or precise
ture from Boito's " Mefistofele." Then
mechanical device, the regulated processes the curtains parted and revealed a setting
of which produce a predetermined effect, of arresting color effects. The set was a
not every motion picture or theatre setting staircase leading up to a small platform
is the equal of the finest achievements to or pedestal against an arched doorway in
which these arts have attained upon oc- the back drop. The staircase was of
casion.
twelve steps, which were broken in the
middle
by a deep platform. This was
The " occasional " therefore always receives its tribute of praise and widespread flanked by block pedestals supporting huge
discussion. Thus Motion Picture News urns, the only articles of furniture in the
presents this description, with detailed set. From the middle platform a baritone
specifications that may aid other theatre soloist, garbed in satin knickerbockers in
men to reproduce the prologue, of a rare simulation of Mr. Arliss in a scene in the
and illuminating example of photoplay picture, rendered the aria from " Mefistopresentation recently accomplished in
As the song proceeded a green light
New York, when the Strand Theatre offrom
overhead flashed upon the trap door
fered George Arliss in " The Devil."
The prologue designed and directed by in the center of the stage, near the footfele." lights. Then, one by one the dangers in
Joseph Plunkett, Managing Director of
the Strand in New York, earned its right the Sergastchinko Ballet made their way
to the term " rare " by the telling artistry upon the stage and danced. As the singof its blending of color and action, the
er's aria came to a close, he slowly made
close association existing between it and his way up the stairs and took his position
the photoplay it introduced and its strik- on the pedestal against the door of the
ing emotional appeal. It was illuminating back drop. Red lights flashed from underas an illustration of the value of the art of
foot and he was enveloped in a red glare.
The
music suddenly changed to a Bac" presentation." It created an illusion at
once impressive in its immediate effects
chanal and the ballet changed from the

slow, rythmic interpretive dance to a
scene of unrestrained revelry. The dancers crept up the stairs toward the Devil,
who, with a commanding gesture, waved
them away. At this motion the dancers
fell back prostrate on the middle platform.
The red lights under the transparency in
the platform flooded them with the same
color as surrounded the Devil, and finally
a flame effect light, set near the footlights,
was reflected on them, giving the tableau
the effect of being consumed in flames.
The prologue was suggested by a scene
in the picture, which Mr. Plunkett in arranging his setting followed in detail as
to general effect.
The feature of the setting was the
lighting. The entire set was painted in
vivid red, blue, yellow, green, orange and
brown. The colors were daubed on so
as to produce a dazzle effect, no set design
being followed in applying the colors. The
dancers wore costumes of a sateen material also in the vivid colors of the setting. These costumes were designed after
the ones worn by the dancers in the ball
room scene in " The Devil."
The following list contains the key to
the diagrams:
(A) Six 1,000 Watt lamps, red and
(B) Three 500 Watt lamps, red, blue
and orange.
green. {Continued on page 1147)
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Capitol

Presenting Prologue for Moore Feature
staging a
SL. ROTHAFELis
novelty prologue for " Hold Your
g lthis
week
Horses,"
^ New
e. at the
theatr
Capito
Yorkplayin
With a stage setting representing a
wing
is disclo
a " white
street,
hed sedwithwhen
the
part. He is" furnis
the drapes
ed attire
wagon
streetd cleane
wheeland
ls
overaland
in ther'swhite
atwobroom
and white cap of the profession. To
music by the orchestra, Leon Leonidow
the " whitewing " does some eccentric.
dance steps in which the broom figures
Later he is joined by Doris Niles, another
of the Capitol ballet corps, who reprethe " Beatrice " of thee.picture, bedressed
in riding costum
ingsents
The two give more eccentric dances.
The backing used for the number is plain
white muslin and the performers are
back lighted so that their figures are in
silhouette. The titles of the picture are
screened at first on the white back curtain and later on the front drapes while
the picture curtain is being lowered.

Newspaper,

Merchant

and

Exhibitor Co-operate
in Los Angeles
Through a co-operative advertising plan
participated in by the Los Angeles Express, B. H. Dyas & Co., a large hardware
firm, Tally's theatre and King Vidor,
" The Jack-knife Man " has received the
benefit of a publicity campaign which was
wider in its appeal than any ever staged
in that particular section of the Pacific
Coast.
The Los Angeles Express utilized the
contest as a circulation builder. The hardware firm offered a special line of jackknives as prizes to every boy obtaining
one three-months subscription to the paper, and ten special knives to the ten boys
turning in the largest number of subscriptions during the life of the contest. Tally's theatre offered a free pass for every
month's subscription turned in, each
month of every subscription to be rewarded by an additional pass.
King Vidor's part in the contest was
the end designed to make an especial appeal to parents to get their boys interested
in the contest. He offered, after the contest was closed, to arrange a date when all
contestants could come to Vidor Village
land there a film would be taken and the
parents of the boys each receive a print
of the strip carrying views of their son
in action. The Express featured this portion of the contest.

Lobby display for " Lahoma designed by iVilliam Koch, manager of the Garden theatre,
Darley
Minneapolis
^
How
Makes
Use Plunkett's Presentationjof
"The Devil"
of Cut-Outs
{Continued
from page 1146)
The lobby of the Savoy theater, Atlanta,
(C)
Three
500
Watt lamps, red, blue
and orange.
is small, and it isn't easy to put up a special lobby. But Manager N. V. Darley
A and B lights were reflected on the
made the most of it the other day when he
urns on either side of the staircase. They
were set one above the other and colored
was playing " In Search of a Sinner."
A cut-out of Miss Talmadge had been
the urns an orange at the top, blue center
made from a six-sheet and mounted. It and red base.
is the pose in which the girl in the picture
(D) One 500 Watt lamp, blue.
determined to shock the Purity League,
(E) One 500 Watt lamp, blue.
stands with one hand on her hip, the other
(F) One 500 Watt lamp, blue. Set
under glass in platform.
outstretched and resting on a tall cane.
The cane had been removed from the hand
(G) Four 500 Watt lamps, blue. Set
against back wall and shooting through
doorway.
in the cut-out and a bunch of narrow red
satin ribbons had been substituted. These
(H) One 500 Watt lamp, green.
ribbons held tiny red devils, in various
Overhead and focussed on trap door.
sizes and attitudes, some of them dangling
(I) Four 500 Watt lamps, blue. Overin the air, some crouched on the floor at head.
the " proud beauty's " feet.
As one passed the theater, one had an
impression of a tall, stunning girl gowned
in black, with a huge black hat, and dangling from her slim fingers half a dozen or
so red, red devils, dancing at the ends of
narrow satin ribbons.
The lobby was decorated with Christmas greens, forming an effective background for the business-getting cut-out
which made a distinct hit with everybody
concerned.

(J)
(K)
(L)
effect.

One 500 Watt lamp, blue.
One 500 Watt lamp, blue.
One 500 Watt lamp, blue, flame

In theatres not provided with stage
space sufficient for a set as large as the
one shown in diagram, a modified arrangement producing the same general effect is
possible by making the set of six instead
of twelve stairs. The lights at the foot
of the steps and set under a glass in the
platform may be placed just above the
stage level. The action of the prologue in
this case need not be altered, but may
proceed from this point and duplicate
that outlined in the above description.

The above cut describes some of the exploitation
staged
thetheTrenton
Trenton, N. J. Center shows lobby decorations
and at for
right" Kismet
and left" are
viewsby of
prologuetheatre,
presented
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Gathers

Publicity

on

News

in Free

"Earth-

How an ingenious and enterprismg manager can obtain a lot of free publicity for
his showing of bound
" Earthbound
" " has been
demonstrated
by M. Rosenthal,
manager
of the Allen theatre, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada.
Knowing that he could not land in
Viis local daily with anything that the city
editor could by any possibility recognize
as publicity material, Mr. Rosenthal suggested to a man in his city who likes to
see his name in print that he send to the
newspaper his views on spiritualism (linking up with a phase of the subject matter
of " Earthbound," though not mentioning
the picture) as he wanted a consensus of
opinion on that subject.

Lobby display for " The Mark of Zorro " by the Colonial theatre, Commerce, Ga.
Honorable Lost Key Stunt
Schaef er Invents Novelty
Unlocks Dubuque
Exploitation
Wallets
The
ancient
but
honorable lost key
W. G. Shaefer, manager of the Vaustunt was revived to the tune of considdette Theatre, West Point, Ga., brought
several new ideas into play when he deerable publicity and a full house recently
vised in his latest exploitation a campaign
in Dubuque, la., by F. L. McNamee, manager of the Majestic theatre, Dubuque, la.
to put over " Don't Ever Marry."
About ten days before the picture was
" The Devil's Pass Key " was booked
scheduled to open, Mr. Shaefer used sucli
to play the Majestic, so McNamee arslides as :
ranged with the management to distribute
"Said Myra to Joe: 'Take it from a dozens of old keys attached to small red
widow who knows. Don't Ever Marry.' " tags, bearing the inscription : " Front Door
■'Jim straightway went and did; and
Key — Majestic Theatre."
the cradle is the hand
The hand that rocks
Ads then were inserted in the local
that rocks the world. Every Quija board
papers announcing that the front door
in town is talking it— " Don't Ever
key of the Majestic had been lost and that
Marry."
the finder, upon returning it, \\ould reThree days before the picture opened,
five hundred post cards carrying sentences
to " Thefor Devil's
This adceive a pass
was varied
several Pass
days Key."
prior
similar to those quoted in the foregoing
to the play date. The newspaper thought
were mailed to a list of what Mr. Shaefer
that the stunt was so good that a news
calls " prospective brides and grooms,"
story was printed explaining it.
the young people in town ranging in ages
from sixteen to twenty-five years.
The keys came pouring into the boxThe campaign brought Mr. Shaefer the office and the attendant mouth to mouth
biggest business he had enjoyed in two
advertising did much to increase the sucyears.
cess of the picture's run in Dubuque.

Of course, the newspaper printed the
man's letter. A follow-up letter was ther»^
sent in by Mr. Rosenthal, signed with the
name of one of the theatre employes; it
refuted all the statements contained in the
original letter. A friendly physician was
then called upon. He wrote a letter disagreeing with the theatre employe's opinion. Then a clergyman was wheedled into
contradicting
the physician's
towards the unseen
world. Thenattitude
when
public feeling had been worked up to^
quite an extent, Mr. Rosenthal capitalized
on all this writing of letters to the newspaper with a house announcement stating
that " Earthbound," coming to the Allen
t'leatre, held the answer to the all-absorbiig question. .
The exploitation was indirect, but nevertheless eflFective, as the large attendance
at the showings of the photoplay testified.

Atmospheric sta^e setting showing the use of a transparency by S. Barrett McCormick, new managing director of the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles,
in connection zvith the showing of " Curtain"
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Left, local talent performers ivho took part lu ilic number. Right, a viezv of the stage
'Down Home" prologue staged by the Sun theatre. Omaha.
setting zvith the prologue characters
Hausmann

ty"
aign
Camp
Fine
Ralph Lieber,
Manager
of Circle for
Theatre, "Din
Indianapolis,
Gives Barry Picture Effective and Original Exploitation
bulb was used, and the dimming and bring
an instance of a thoroughgoing
As
ing up of the light attracted considerable
exploitation campaign which comattention.
prised ahiiost all of the devices genn
lly
In addition to the foregoing, the Circle
used
for the promotio
erally individua
of any one feature attraction, is the in- maintained its consistently large newstense drive made by the Circle Theatre,
paper display space. This, together with
the big appeal made by the other exploitaIndianapohs, to exploit " Dinty."
tion methods brought many few faces
Three weeks before the playing date
Manager Ralph Lieber started his caminto the Circle lobby. And that's quite a
feat. Because it is a well grounded fact
paign with a number of teaser notices rethat
almost everybody in Indianapolis has
fering to " Dinty " and his freckles.
at some time or other attended the Circle.
Following that was another ad, illustrated with a small picture of Wesley
Barry, and announcing the playing dates
of the picture.
Two weeks before the showing Mr.
Lieber arranged with a local heat and
light company to send out ten thousand
heralds along with their monthly bills.
Sixty-five thousand pictures of Wesley
Barry, ten by six inches, on which was a
printed announcement of the showing of
the picture and the dates, were distributed
through one of the Indianapolis newspapers by the residential route carriers.
The newspaper co-operated in this way in
courtesy to a special showing which the
Circle gave to the news carriers previous
to the first public showing of the picture.
In addition, the news carriers planted a
number of pictures of Wesley Barry in
down-town show windows.
One of the most effective window displays put over during the run was accomplished through arrangements made with
one of the music houses, located in the
heart of the business distric':. A miniature
stage set from one of the scenes from
" Dinty " was reproduced. The major
part of this scene consisted of the use of
cut-outs showing Dinty and his three pals
giving a <how for " Dinty's " invalid
mother.

The stage was about five by three feet
At night a 60-Watt Hylo
in dimensions.

Ballyhoo used for the shon'ing of "Down
Home" at the Sun theatre, Omalw.

Gets

Unusual

Editorial Cooperation
A bit of exploitation that tended toward
the extraordinary results enjoyed during
the showing of "The Devil's Angel," at
the Hippodrome in Pottsville, Pa., was the
display secured in the largest department
store of that town of one of Helen Gardner's gowns in their window. Miss Gardner is the star of the production and made
a personal appearance in connection with
the showing. In addition to the orthodox
billing Manager Charles Hausmann then
prevailed upon the publisher of Pottsville's leading paper to introduce Miss
Gardner at each performance. This gave
his show the endorsement not only of the
paper, but in view of the fact that this
publisher is a part of the social elect, it
gave the stamp of approval of that class,
with the result that Miss Gardner during
her stay in Pottsville was the guest at the
best homes and many social affairs were
given in her honor.
The display of Miss Gardners' gown in
the leading department store was considered a great achievement in view of the
fact that this store in its entire history
has never lent its windows to any outside
advertising. After the gown was placed
on display a card was secured describing
the dress and calling attention to the fact
that it was insured for $2,500 by one of
the local insurance men.
Metzgar

Uses

Ballyhoo

for

"Peaceful Valley"
A young man dressed in a tattered pair
of overalls, a pair of gum boots, a tattered
straw hat which in itself was enough to
attract wide attention at this time of year
with snow on the ground, carrying a cat
in one arm and a pitch fork over his shoulder, was the method used by E. Metzger,
manager of the Strand Theatre, Creston,
Iowa, to put over " Peaceful Valley." Appropriate cards which the man handed out
invited
lev
" at recipients
the Strand. to see " Peaceful A'al-
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New

Saengers' Use Local Talent to Enhance Presentation

Stage setting unveiled by the Colonial theatre, Rochester, N. H., for the showing of
" The Last of the Mohicans "
A

Bagdad
Burro
at
Manager Skinner of the Victoria

'Audiences at the Strand theatre, New'
Orleans, this week were given a touch of
mua«^l comedy in the presentation of
" Forty-five Minutes From Broadway."
Maurice Barr, manager of the theatres,
of the Saenger Amusement Company, arranged aprologue in which he engaged a
local talent to sing " So Long Mary," the,
musical theme song which runs through^
George M. Cohan's stage production. ;
A back drop gave the effect of a train'
preparing to leave a small-town station,,;
the counter part of the station in which
" Mary " tears up her legacy to marry the 1
man she loves. On the rear platform of ,
the train stood a woman, while a quartette of men, with arms outstretched sang
" So Long Mary," with the woman poining in the chorus.

Buffalo
Theatre

" Kismet "
Stages Novel Exploitationing, andfor
at times deliberately sat right
Skinner, manur L. ria
Arth
theatre, one
ager of the Victo
down in Main street, and it was only with
the assistance of traffic cops galore and
lo's largest neighborof Buffa
hood theatres, put on Otis Skinner in automobile and trolley sirens in numbers
never heard of that the brute was kept
" Kismet " he put over an exploitation
on the march.
stunt that had the whole town talking.
In viewing scenes in Bagdad Arthur
The third
outright
thedown
"Kismet"
booster
decided day
to sit
in the
saw that one of the popular animals used
middle
of
the
street
car
tracks
in
the heart
in that ancient city was the burro. Of
of the downtown section. There is no
course, Bagdad is far from Buffalo, but
the Victoria manager figured that one of ordinance against this on the city records,
but it is not being done, not even by
the beasts of burden ought to be in Bufburros. Traffic, of course, came to a
falo. He began a thorough search of the
city that ended with a burro, located in standstill, and it is recorded that no less
than six traffic cops were required to
a fashionable part of the city.
throw the four-footed exploitationist from
Arrangements were immediately made
to procure the apology for a horse, and a the track into the gutter. The while the
week in advance of the presentation Mr.
signs on the burro's side proclaimed to the
Skinner sent the animal down town in
laughingto throngs
that " Kismet ' was
coming
the Victoria.
back of a 15-foot towline. The towHne
had the burro on one end and a man
The burro was written up by the newsdressed in a costume of old Bagdad on
papers, cursed by the traffic cops, enthusiastically received by passersby and apthe other. On the burro's back were
plauded by Manager Skinner, who could
strapped two mammoth bags, and on the
not have procured so much attention with
sides of the bags were suspended two
a brass band.
large canvas signs announcing the showIn addition to the burro, Mr. Skinner
ing of " Kismet " at the Victoria.
put
over several excellent displays in large
So far all went well. But when the
store windows in the neighborhood of the
burro got into the swirl of Buffalo's downtheatre, put on a striking lobby display
town traffic that stubborn beast immedishowing scenes from the picture and
ately got tired, acquired an itch under the turned
the Victoria stage into a Bagdadian
harness, walked on its hind legs, brayed,
harem. Fifteen thousand cards were
yelled, and, as a climax, broke away from
given out by the man leading the burro —
the faithful sheik " leading " him, and,
that is, when he was not chasing the
throwing his clutch into high, made a mad
burro.
dash out one of the big avenues leading
off Main street. In the mad dash, however, the Victoria " Kismet " signs stuck
and waved their message to the crowds
YmQ SetWaad Esdumbf k ttii Sectitt at 1
that lined the street sides to see the " dash
for freedom."
hear Ihehirw: Voice
Of course, a burro can't get away with
that kind of stuff long even in Buffalo,
100 7 Er?c ri3tr>fT»er;t
and in due time was captured and rereturned to his disgusted leader in the
Permanent 24 sheet stands being used by the
downtown section. Resuming his march
Benn theatre, Philadelphia, and explained by
the accompanying story
his niblets also resumed his braying, balk-

WHEN

Special signs used by the Garden theatre.
Des Moines. Iowa, for the engagement of
" Once to Every Woman "
Benn Ties-Up with
National Advertising
A way of making use of national advertising is being tried out by Marcus A.
Benn, owner of several motion-picture
houses in Philadelphia. For the Benn
theatre, one of the Benn string, the manager has a contract for six billboards in
prominent locations. The expense of
changing
even.-Benn
few could
days proved
to be moreposters
than Mr.
see in
business returns, so he has hit on a
scheme to make permanent use of the
signs. The Benn theatre plays Paramount pictures exclusively, so the billboard stands have been painted as will
best be explained by an inspection of the
accompanying cut. Mr. Benn regards his
signs as pure exploitation, a tie-up with
the Saturday Evening Post advertising
that Famous Players-Lask}- is doing and
expects good returns on his investment.
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Managirv^ DiVec+or h/maTiS ETpilogo
MalCinoNovx na-ndle>s at West R>int

Epilogue

hand
"Man
for
Specialty
Number
Staged lers
by Edward
Manager

THROUGH the efforts of Managing
Director Hyman's artist, The
News is again enabled to publish
a complete working script for the presentation of a mihtary epilogue.
Mr. Hyman used it as a big finale for
Grantland Rice's sport editorial, " Making Manhandlers At West Point," when
that short subject was playing at the Mark
Strand Theatre, Brooklyn.
Instead of opening up with a prologue
•n this reel, which shows " Louies " in the
making at the War College, Hyman wisely
decided to end the film with a smashing
musicale presentation.
The film was so arranged by Mr.
Hyman so that the last shot showed
America's future generals in dress parade.
The curtains closed for a second, and then
parted revealing the campus grounds of
a cantonment. In the foreground was a
high stone wall and the background held
a barracks building painted on a sky drop.
Leftstage was a flagpole, but the scene is
very dimly lit, representing dusk, and at
the opening it is necessary that the flag
on the pole remain invisible.
The lights in the windows of the barracks are burning brightly, when a trio,
from offstage sing four old time American
barrack songs : " Good-night Ladies,"
"Upidee," "Boola, Boola," and "One
Grasshopper."
With the ending of " One Grasshopper," comes the military bugle passage for
" all lights out." The lights go out, and
the Strand's first cornetist, dressed in the
grey and whitte parade uniform of the
West Pointer, with his cockaded hat
perched forward in the most approved
military manner, enters from leftstage to
a snare drum accompaniment. Standing
at regulation distance from the flagpole,
with his cornet resting against his hip, at

Brooklyn

Reisenfeld
for

West
at
L. Hyman,

Point"

Strand Theatre

Has

Prologue

Forbidden

Fruit "
Is the
e nfeld
"Lov
of
title Hugo Reise
R oftheAll,"
's
UNDE
Best
new school of opera and ensemble is rendering a pleasing specialty number at the New York Rivoli
theatre this week.
In a stage setting representing a cabaret, Grace Foster and the Rivoli mixed
quartette and Vera Myers and Paul Oscard, Rivoli dancers, give a song number
and dance selections.
Thetion song
Victortitle,
Herbert's
composiof the is
above
while the
dance
is an original creation designed to fit the
melody. Small tables with individual
lights are arranged restaurant fashion
about the three walls of the set. The
players are attired in evening dress. The
number serves as a prologue for the
Rivoli feature picture " Forbidden Fruit."
an angle, the cornetist waits for the " Retreat Gun," which is sounded from offstage, and then raises his bugle to his lips
to play " Retreat." At this point, all the
lights should be down, and the overhead
spot, and electric fan simultaneously
turned on the flag.
This explains the diagram displayed on
this page :
G
Green Grass Rug. — This was spread
from fly to fly, and from the footlights to
the setwell.
F
Flagpole.- — White flagpole with gilt eagle
cap. Flag is on pole at opening of scene,
but should be invisible until trumpeter
steps under the pole to play retreat.
W
Wall. — This is a set wall, and should
stand about five feet, six inches. Helmets
and bayonets are just visible over the top
of the wall.

Soldiers. — Property man can rent the
helmets, and guns, and put the thing together in about an hour and a half. Or if
you are near a good theatrical property
man you can easily rent one. This is one
of the oldest theatrical devices in the country, and most supply houses have about
a half dozen of them. These soldiers
move across the stage, behind the stone
wall,
just as
signal
" lights
out with
" is
sounded.
Youthecan
bringforthem
across
a muffled drum effect.
D
Drop. — This is a sky drop with barracks painted on the rightstage end of the
sheet. Barracks windows should be transR
parent.
Rope used by stage crew to pull soldiers across the stage. Soldiers are
mounted on rollers.
Calcium (Backstage). — This is played
on the transparent windows of the drop,
and goes off when the cue for lights out
is sounded.
Use lemon colored slide.
Calcium (Leftstage fly). — In tense
blue. Wide aperture flooding set. This
OS
is slowly irised throughout.
Overhead Spot. — An intense white.
This goes on as bugler steps under pole.
This spot should get the flag and bugler.
B
Blower. — This goes on when the juice
is turned on the overhead spot. Big electric fan will do the trick fine.
Footlights.— These are in blue, and
like the first calcium keep coming down
until they are almost out at the finale.
All house lights are out during this
number.
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Describing

used by J Iiovias Proffit, manager of the Wm.
Dead Men Tell No Tales " lobbyPenn
decorations
theatre. Chester, Pa.
Canadian
Minneapolis
Theatre
"Held by the Enemy"
Presentation

*s

Although no prologue was used " Held
by the Eenemy " was presented in a very
attractive manner by Manager C. P.
Murphy at the New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, last week.
A special stage setting, with a back drop
showing an old Southern plantation on
the Mississippi River, was used for the
overture, " Melodies of the North and
South in 1865." During the overture a
steamboat passed slowly down the river.
Beautiful lighting effects were obtained.
The ushers and doormen were attractively attired in costumes of the Civil
War period and caused much favorable
comment. The lobby dressing was very
simple, consisting of a few artistically
draped Federal and Confederate flags, and
shields decorated with wreaths.

Theatre

Effects

Beneficial Tie-Up
An interesting and effective tie-up between the Allen Theatre, Calgary, Alberta,
and the Calgary Daily Herald, was a
'■ What Women Love " contest in the
newspaper on the occasion of the presentation of Annette Kellerman's feature of
that title at the Allen during the week of
January lo. Ten store advertisements
were published on the contest page, which
also carried a theatre display. In each of
the store ads appeared a section of Annette Kellerman's figure and these were
to be pieced together by the participants
in the test. Twenty-five double passes,
good at any performance at the theatre,
were given to those who patched the pieces
together most neatly and accurately. The
assembled pictures were to be sent to the
" contest editor " of the Herald before a
stated time and not to the theatre, thus
assuring the general public.

Picture
Another

News
of

Grauman's
Prologues
Another of Sid Grauman's famous
prologues, recently presented at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, is described
in the following text and the cut appearing below. The prologue was titled
" Sweet Singers of the Street
and is
partially self explanatory.
A section of the slums — a rubbish can,
twx) idle newsboys, a background of pawnshop and second-hand clothes dealer; a
dingy grocery, and in a bit of a sheltered
spot between two buildings a blind woman
and a young girl with a violin. Cup in
hand the woman sat, waiting for gifts
while the girl played.
A solid citizen hurries by, pauses, listens
a moment and a coin clinks into the cup.
The girl plays. A fat, ruddy, rotund
policeman, club in hand, saunters by and
almost out of sight, turns and contributes
and listens to the music. So do the newsboys, with late editions under their arms.
The woman sings, and the girl plays.
A worker, empty pail in hand, passes,
pauses, and then leans his bulk against the
rubbish can, entranced by the sweet
strains
Then the strains of Salvation Army
music are heard. The anny filed onto the
stage, with bass drum, cornet and the
usual music making instruments.
And they pla}- " Onward Christian
Soldiers," taking the audience back to the
days of long, long Sundays and longer
sermons.
After the bit the policeman returns,
having gone to ring in his box, and he and
the workingman and another idler make
up a trio of as fine singers as Los Angeles
had heard in many moons.
The littlest newsboy, in rags, sang old
Irish and other melodies, then his companion did a travesty on the shimmy that
proved one of the star oft't-rings of the
program.

by the Enemy" at the Xew Garrick theatre, MinneafoUs, and the costumes
View of the stage setting used in connection with the shozving of "Held Manager
C. P. Murphy originated the presentation
which the house staff zvore for tlic engagement.

Three views of the stage setting and characters taking part described
in a special
Nezv page
Year's number presented ,by the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, as
on this

Dolls
Steve

for
Willetts

Lobby
Display
of Liberty Theatre, Astoria,

Oregon, Decorates for Showing of " Twin Beds "
Willetts knew this, and knew his men,
and playthings featured oneDOLLS
half of the pubUcity, outside of and saw that they were at the first exhibinewspaper advertising, with which
tion of the picture. He didn't give them
Manager Steve Willetts of the Liberty
passes, for this was a study in psycholog}Theatre, Astoria, Oregon, exploited
and passes might have marred the effectiveness of the plot. He simply told them
" TWIN BEDS."
that he had a winner billed for that week,
No one knows where Manager Willetts
would appeal to them. He adgot the " props " for his lobby display, but one which
vised their seeing the first performance.
they may have been purloined from his
kiddies' Christmas stock, or possibly just They did.
The laughter of those men, came billowpurchased. They consisted principally
of the furnishings of a miniature bedroom
ing out of the doors of the theatre. People outside heard it and came in to see
with — of covu'se — twin beds.
what
it was about, if for no other reason.
In the Liberty Theatre entry way he
Other
people, laughing already at the picset up a tiny room, open on the side toward
ture, were convulsed at the explosions of
the street, with the two tiny beds, pictures
on the walls, a little rug on the floor, a the two master laughters.
diminutive night-stand between the two
The immediate results of the laughterbeds, and even a little night lamp burning
fest were not all which accrued. Manager
upon it. This dainty scene he peopled
Willetts reports. Throughout the whole
with two Kewpie dolls, dressed in the run of the picture people were talking
latest fad de nuit.
about the prize laughers and many an
In one bed was tucked the unknown in- extra dollar was coaxed into the Liberty
truder, but a tiny lock of his hair showing,
box office as a result of the stunt.
while the little lady doll was posed in midflight between the two beds, exclaiming.
" Hubby I'm cold."
The lobby got the crowds. More, it
got a laugh. Folks stopped to look and
then to laugh. The very laughter engendered by the display gave the character to
the picture to the townsfolk who had not
seen it, and who perhaps had not read the
newspaper advertising. The whole thin.sr
linked the film up with laughter, made it
among movie-goers as a laughknown
maker.
The more strategic part of Manager
Willetts exploitation took into consideration some of the folk in the city, but as
every place of this size has them the idea
may well be passed along.
In a town of from one family to 25,000
there are always some characters who are
widely known because of their vociferous
laughter. People will go places to hear
these men laugh. People will go wherthese men have laughed. They are the
very laugh-arbiters of the city.

Missouri Theatre Presents
Fine New Year Novelty
The accompanying cuts show three
views of the presentation offered during
Christmas Week by Manager William
Goldman of the Missouri Theatre, St.
Louis.
Nineteen Twenty, characterized by an
old stooping man with a rusty scythe, first
made his appearance and asked leave of
the world to permit him to review the
events of his regime.
As he pronounces each event, which
began with Winter Time, St. Patrick's
Day, Spring Time, Fourth of July and
went all the way through to Thanksgiving and Christmas, a young feminine dancer attired in proper costume made her
appearance and interpreted her character
with dance.
An ensemble dance followed the entrance of the last single dancer. Then
1921 with a large tuba in his hands came
from behind the scenes and drove the past
" events " and old 1920 off the wings of
the stage, while the orchestra engaged in
its
conception
of last
NewnoteYear's
jazz and
noise.
When the
was struck
an
electric sign, suddenly flashed a " Happy
New Year " to the audience.

C onicr of the lobby of the Glove theatre, Gloversville, N. Y., during the recent run of
" Treasure Island " at this house
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Grauman
Borrows
Page
from Medicine Sliow
History
A unique feature act and an unusual
atmospheric prologue marked the presentation recently at Sid Grauman's Million
Dollar theatre of " Flying Pat."
The feature act he called " A Study in
Pose and Color," and that's exactly what
it is. A beautifully formed girl stands on
a raised dias on the stage. By means of
beautifully colored slides she apparently
dons one costume after another, from the
furs of the far north to the riotously colored garments of the Orient.
One blended harmoniously into another,
similar to the " fade ins " of a picture.
Under the magic of the slides she became
an Indian maid, a girl of old Egypt, or
wearing chiefly a leopard skin and a dazzling smile. Then she was a shepardess,
with her charges in the background, or a
devout miss about to enter a church, while
the chimes were softly playing.
The finale showed her as Miss America
draped in the flag.
The prologue gave the audience a
glimpse of Old Mexico. A quartette of
Castillian maids sang " La Paloma," and
this was followed by graceful Spanish
dancers, to the accompaniment of castanets, and a cabellero sang " On the Road
to Mandalay."
It was a vivid, colorful scene, and an
added touch of realism was given by the
presence of a Mexican mother and her
youngster who sat stolidly watching the
dancing and listening to the singing.
The offering proved a popular one with
large audiences.
"Miracle Man" Draws
Another
Story
Regardless of how old it is, a motion
picture is always a good subject for exploitation, as was exemplified when Oscar
Kantner, exploitation representative for

^^L'^fP

CIRCUS

Picture

New

Nesbitt Inaugurates "Linwood
Chatter" Column
Earle S. Nesbitt, a live wire out at Tarkio. Mo., has recently inaugurated a new
departure in advertising that suggests itself as within the reach of most any manager who can and will write the kind of
stuff that Mr. Nesbitt does. The plan referred to is a colimm in one of the local
papers imder the title of " Linwood Chatter," in which semi-editorial reading matter of worth-while nature is presented to
Tarkio citizens. Mr. Nesbitt recently ran
an article on Censorship and ' The
Woman Thou Gavest Me,' " an approaching attraction at the Linwood, in which he
refused to allow a self-appointed (alleged) censor to judge the film on the
ground that " censorship in this case simply amounted to the doubting of either my
intelligence or morality — maybe both "
and placed the censorship in the hands of
his audience by means of a slip to be used
by the patrons.
It is a good idea and one that holds all
kinds of possibilities that are denied even
the cleverest advertising man if he is
forced to stick solely to display space with
his messages to the public.

Attractive lobby display for " Shipwrecked
Among the Cannibals"
by the Grand Circus
theater, Detroit
Paramount Pictures in Indiana, staged a
campaign for " The Miracle Man " at the
Dream Theatre, Jeffersonville, Ind. The
exploitation was notable not only for its
pulling power on a picture admittedly past
its youth, but also for the exhibitor's alertness in adapting to his own uses exploitation suggestions on this picture offered by
the Motion Picture News.
Heralds, folders, throwaways and teasers inculcating ideas used by other exhibitors were incorporated in the exploitation for the small town run. One of the
novel features adopted was the use of the
coat lapel tag with the simple slogan :
" The Miracle Man is Coming."

Grand

Rapids

Theatre

and

Newspaper
Cooperate
The manager of the I sis Theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich., gave a free Saturday morning screening, " The North Wind's Malice," as an exploitation stunt and reaped a
rich harvest in attendance throughout the
week's showing.
He arranged with the Grand Rapids
Herald to publish coupons in its columns
entitling every person who cut out the
coupon and presented it at the Isis box
office to a free admission to the special
morning performance.
The Herald co-operated with the exhibitor to the fullest extent.

View of one of Sid Grauman's specialty numbers entitled "A Study in Pose and Color" as described in a story appearing on this Page
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Thirteen
Kineto
Subjects
Urban Issues List of Single
Reelers
for National Release

president
ians," interesting studies of animals
URBAN,
CHAR
Company of subsisting entirely on vegetation;
the Kineto
of LES
America, Inc., announces this week " Thrills," some of the things in
the first thirteen subjects of the sports and everyday life which
Kineto Review which will be re- make the heart palpitate ; " Morocleased nationally through the Naco, the Mysterious " ; " Hunting the
tional Exchanges, Inc.
Sea Wolf," many devices and
Each subject treated in the methods employed in the destruction of submarines have been perKineto Review is handled in onereel lengths; each subject being
mittedernment
to be officials
published
the time
gov- ;
for thebyfirst
complete within itself.
The first
U. S.
S. Idaho,"
follows
: thirteen subjects are as "Trip
Brazil of
whenthe Dr.
Epitacio
Pessoa,to
president-elect, was on board ;
" Liquid Gold of Texas," a fas- "theWater-Babies,"
a refreshing view
cinating study of the oil industry
down there, with much pictorial of creatures which take kindly to
evidence as to why such a bumper the water ; " Beauty Spots," some
crop of millionaires was developed ; of nature's finest creations in the Muriel Ostriche, who has just been
" Down in Dixie," a charming trip United States and Canada ; " The
signed as the star
a series
of ten
be ofmade
by Salient
in the rejuvenated "Sunny South" Naturalist's Paradise," some fas- productions toFilm,
Inc.
cinating naturalist's studies photoAmerica ;reel
" The
Emerald
Isle,"
aof beautiful
showing
a restless
graphed by Maurice Ricker on the
land of a restless people ; Barados-Antigua expedition for "Midchannel" Gets Big
" Panama," a " survey " of the the University of Iowa ; " The Holy
Reception in South
ancient city leper colony, railway City,"
a magnificent
reel with the
According to a report received by
titles all
from the Bible.
and the great canal ; " VegetarEquity Pictures from Less Goldberg, head of the Big Feature
Rights, of Louisville, " Midchannel," the
Clara Kimball
Youngrecord
feaHarry J. Shepard, who recently joined
ture, is making
an excellent
W.Nowell
Heads
Company
the Kineto Company of America
in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Equity also states that Miss
To Make Super-Features Based on
Young is receiving a large amount
Second Alt and Howell
of unsolicited press publicity in the
Arsene Lupin or " Raffles " Stories
Comedy Arrives
South. Along the flattering stateis nothing whatever of
ments made by newspaper critics is
The second two-reel comedy fea- WORD has been received from the" There
'
serial
'
idea
included
in
my
turing Alexander Alt and Helen
Hollywood that Wedgwood
that" the
picturization
" Midchanis superior
to theofplay.
Howell has been received by the Nowell is to enter the production plans," said Mr. Nowell. " Each nel
and distinct sugeneral office of the Reelcraft Pic- field with four superf eatures yearly story is a separate
per-feature tobe founded upon one
tures Corporation, and word has to be founded upon either the inter- or the other
of the novels. Of "Dangerous Love"Press
been received that the third and
Sheet Ready
Arsenec Lupin
famouse " LeBlan
fourth pictures of the series are stories by nationally
Mauric
or the" course, Arsene Lupin himself is to
An
artistic
press sheet has just
now in the process of production at celebrated " Raffles " stories by E. be found in each of Leblanc's
stories, but the circumstances, conthe Alt and Howell studio in Sher- W. Hornung.
made for
" Dangerous
ditions and supporting characters been
the five-reel
thriller
which isLove
being"
man, California, under the direcBy virtue of an agreement en- vary with every story plot.
offered the Independent Market by
tion of Al Martin.
tered into with Joseph Menchen,
" I believe that the day of the the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
The Alt and Howell comedies are Jr., of the Celebrated Authors Soj
international ' picture is here. The of New York, and which was adapthe latest to be added to the exclu- ciety of New York and the Societe 'feature
made for a world market.
sive short subject program of Reel- des Films Menchen of Paris, Nowell
ted from the novel " Ben Warman " .
craft and will be ready for general has acquired production rights to Maurice Leblanc works exist in by Charles E. Winter and directed
distribution on February 12 through eighteen " Arsene Lupin " stories seventeen languages and dialects by Charles E. Barlett from a screen
the Reelcraft and allied independent and twenty " Raffles " stories as ma- five.
and E.Therefore,
W. Hornung's
in fourthat
or version by Hal Hoadley.
I feel certain
terial from which to select his forthexchanges.
This feature is a picture of thrillmy screen characterizations of
ing action, of love and sentiment, of
nounced. coming productions, it is an- Lupin and Raffles will find a ready- hate and jealousy, and portrayed in
made
market
of
admirers
of
these
Several Arrow Press
Los Angeles capitalists are re- two fictional heroes in all corners that section of the country where a
ported as being interested in the
man's strength is tested to the utBooks Ready
most. ; _
Nowell productions, and it is anof
the
earth."
nounced that each and every featArrow's
Advertising
Department
Hunter
Under
Way on
announces the completion of press
ure shall be produced with a wealth Saniel Leaves S. & S.
New Production
books on several features, which of scenic investiture and careful atFilm, of Pittsburgh
are no\v ready for the exhibitors.
tention to detail never before ofT. Hayes Hunter is now in the
fered
exhibitors
in
this
class
of
S. Saniel, president of the S. second week of production on his
Press ond
books
" Luxury," the
sec- attraction.
& S. Film and Supply Company,
specialonproduction
starring
of the
Irving
Bacheller's
Rubye De Remer, " The Man Who
Wedgwood Nowell is to be feat- has resigned from that organiza- adaptation
" The
Clearing."
The Light
entire incast
has
been filled,
tion after two years of active parTrifled," a Dramafilms production
ured as " Lupin " or " Raffles," as
ticipation inits affairs. Saniel has among whom are Clara Horton,
with an all-star cast, and " The the case may be, it being the intention of the producing organization no definite plans at the present Eugenie Besserer, Eddie SutherTame
Cat,"
an
Arrow
special,
also
a Dramafilms production, have been to utilize mainly the Arsene Lupin time, but it is expected that he will
land, Geo. Hackathorne and Frank
completed and will be off the press stones, with possibly an occasional remain in the film business in some lease.
Leigh. It will be a Hodkinson rethis week.
Raffles offering.
capacity.
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Levey Films Story of
Molasses Industry
Warns
Against
False
Reports
A title has been selected for the
stance is the elimination of inde- educational feature showing the
ALL authorities in the motion Robt. Priest, of Film
picture industry are far from
pendent competition. Either the in- molasses industry which is being
dependent is frightened out and
being convinced that it is in
Market, Encourages
by the Harry Levey Servseeks new fields of endeavor or he produced
a precarious condition. There are
ice Corporation. Officially it will
is bought out or absorbed by the be known as " What Could Be
Independents
many who regard what is terrned
more financially substantial.
" the preseas nt situation ng" in theion,
in" Competition in the film renting
dustry but a passi condit
JanelandFuller,
winner
the August
Cleve'■ Shrewd picture men sense this business is keen and has been for
which was to have been expected
Beauty Test
heldoflast
and curtail their own pro- several months past. The State Sweeter?
" picture concern has one
in the readjustment naturally fol- condition duction
by
a
moving
and also lioat propaganda Rights distributor was never more of the leading roles in this picture,
lowing the great war.
Robert W. Priest, the president to discourage competition, even of prosperous than he is today.
as has Mrf. Ida Bailey Allen, the
of The Film Market, is one of those the so-called second rate produc" Everything the State Rights home economic expert who for
buyer
has,
or
can
get,
is
anxiously
who take an optimistic view of the
tion which ' gets by ' on a cheap
future. In expressing his opinion rental. If their ruse is successful booked by the exhibitor, regardless many
years ran the housewife's
forum in a leading woman's magaof the situation he first emphasizes the other fellow curtails his pro- of geographical location. Recent zine.
conditions
of
production
have
duction activities, or discontinues althe fact that independent motion
Mrs. Allen will herself prepare on
and leaves the field clear proved effective in bringing down the screen many dishes containing
picture producers should not be de- to the mantogether,who
film
rentals
to
the
exhibitor
and
a
floats
discouraging
terred from following their plans
molasses as an ingredient and also
for productions by the manifestly propaganda.
source of great profit and encour- prepare some recipes for dainty
agement for State Rights buyers
for the big fellows,
false reports that are being circu- but" Fortunately
unfortunately for the others, and independent producers. They, molasses appetizers.
lated regarding hard times in the
industry.
under these conditions the " mental strange as it may seem, operate at
scare " registers and the result is a much smaller expense than the F.M.Sanford of Western
" Any depression in the motion that
the independent producers stop big producers and distributors are
picture business at this time," said planning ahead.
operating.
Star in New York
Mr. Priest, " is exaggerated in its
" My advice to independent pro" Not so with Famous Playersimportance and is the result of wil- Lasky,
F.
M. San ford, of the Western
First National or any of the
ducers is to get busy and make Star Productions,
ful and malicious misrepresentation,
of Los Angeles,
ignorance or selfish aggravation of big fellows who are in a position good pictures. Their chance of has just arrived in New York. He
a natural, readjustment of abnormal where they can get daily reports recognition was never better. If has come East in connection with
from all parts of the country and they neglect this opportunity and
conditions.
thereby keep in close touch with nurse a situation which has been Westerns,
his company's series of five-reel
" Motion picture theatr. s every- the
real situation. Their sagacious unquestionably magnified and en- Fairbanks. which feature William
where are .doing good business and
larged upon for its efTect upon
consequent require good pictures managements note that any growing
While en route Mr. Sanford
to supply their demands. Film shortage of good pictures create a them, they will be doing only what closed the State of Wisconsin to
stronger
demand
for
their
own
it
is
hoped
and
expected
they
will
rentals ui questionably are now
the Wisconsin Film Co., of Milcheaper, because exhibitors, for the product and they quietly plan ahead do.
waukee, and Indiana to Carl Hartfirst time, find it possible to fill their and map out campaigns that will
" I propose to immediately start hill, of Chicago.
This makes pracserve to swing everything their own a production for the State Rights
needs without submitting to oppres- way
tical y a100 per cent sale on these
when the right moment arrives. market with Miss Lottie Kendall, Westerns,
sion and dictation. State Rights
announces Mr. Sanford.
buyers are directly responsible for Independent producers will do well at the head of her own company to
this position of the exhibitor.
make
four,
and
possibly
six
picto
take
a
leaf
out
of
the
big
man's
tures.
Bernard Duming Heads
" The wonderful prosperity of the book. A good picture will always
I have also just acquired the
past three years served to promote
Macauley Cast
" When the shortage becomes rights to a strong dramatic feature
an unusqally large number of good,
C. R. Macaule>' Photoplays, Inc,
as well as mediocre, pictures, all of acute as a result of the present well written by Robert McLaughlin.
scare, film rentals will February 1, I am releasing Rex announces the early release of
which could not possibly be ab- boosted
go. go up ; and with film rentals Beach's wonderful success of a few
sorbed by the regular distributors, again
" Diane of Star Hollow." It conand so it was that the State Rights rising and profits increasing comtains the same cast as " When
ago,
"
The
Ne'er-DoWell."
mon and preferred stock will jump years
" Also, at the present moment Bearcat Went Dry," headed by
buyer or independent exchangeman in price by leaps and bounds and Tom
Bret is editing and writing Bernard Durning with the addicame into his own. Excess of pro- Wall Street will be happy.
the titles for the first three of a
tion of Evelyn Greeley, it is anduction in motion pictures creates
" Where great financiers are con- series of twelve two-reel comedies nounced.
the same result as excess of procerned and profits begin lo suffer, starring Jimmy Callahan, which I
It is said to be replete with acduction in any other business — the there is generally a reason for any shall release on the State Rights
suspense and thrills combined
less desirable product necessarily ' unusual condition ' and the ulti- market as soon as Mr. Bret can with tion,
a beautiful love story.
becomes a drug on the market.
mate result in practically ever\- in- finish his work on them,"
Fine Arts City
{Continued)
my
company
and the producing comFine
Arts
City
Is
Improved
panies with us every co-operation
will
be
found
within
the
gates
of
that
is
possible
for them to extend.
,
foxes, leopards, zebras, cobras, boaW. GARS SON
AY
MURR
president of the Fine Arts constrictors, armadillos, in fact al" Unlike Los Angeles, where remost every known species of the our" Acitj-.
ports have been current for some
Pictures Corporation, who
part of our seven hundred
recently announced that negotiations animal and reptile kingdoms, any acre tract will be set aside for a time past that the local furniture
had been completed to turn Camp or all of which can be had by the beautiful bungalow colony, where dealers charge the producers exorbitant prices at every turn, the
Joseph R. Johnston at Jacksonville, day or week, the same as a pro- the people and players connected
ducer would get any other kind of with the different producing comFla., into a gigantic motion picture
ciation haveFurniture
gone on Men's
recordAssothat
city, has just returned from the
panies engaging studio space with Jacksonville
Other features of Fine Arts City us may live not only comfortably, they will not onh- welcome prosoutheastern metropolis, and re- prop.
ducers coming to Fine Arts City
ports that Fine Arts City has passed will be a disappearing lake, one of but luxuriously and exclusively.
" Branch stores dealing in all the but they will lend them every
the prospective stage and that actual the most unique inventions to be
work has commenced in carrying applied to the modern art of the necessities of life will be established possible aid to facilitate production
out his plans to make the forrner motion picture, and entirely dif- within the limits of Fine Arts City at a minimum cost by working with
ferent from anything ever before by the merchants of Jacksonville. them and not against them.
camp the most complete motion
" To this end, there will be a
picture city in the world.
attempted. It has the combined use- There will be grocery, delicatessen,
One of the distinct features of
fulness of providing locations for drug, furniture, cigar, candy and warehouse on the grounds that will
Fine Arts City will be its large nautical stunts, sea battles, yacht housefurnishing stores on the be fully supplied with ever>- conmenagerie which will be maintained races, aquatic sports and hydro- ground. Then there will be a hos- day.
ceivable kind of furniture, embracfor the use of the many companies
pital, motion picture and vaudeville
ing all the period styles from the
plane
maneuvers,
and into
by itsamechanism
it
can
be
made
sunken
theatre,
gymnasium
and
swimming
contracting for studio space. The
days of ancient Rome to the present
animals available to these companies garden with pergolas, statuary and pool — in fact everything to make
Fine
Arts
City
the
most
delightful
are the property of two of the hanging walls, much like the hang" My plans
alreadyto under
construction andareI hope
have Fine
largest circus combinations in the
ing gardens of ancient Babylon.
spot in
the
country for motion picture
workers.
Mr.
Garsson
in
speaking
of
Fine
world and anything from an eleArts City completed and ready for
phant to a porcupine can be had on Arts City said, "We are going to
" The Rotary Club of Jacksonville occupancy by the various companies
a minute's notice. Included in the have the most complete and up-to- is highly enthusiastic
es- that have signified their intention
tablishment and have over
comeourforth
menagerie are lions, tigers, giraffes, date plant of its kind in the Avorld,
Jacksonville their producbuffaios, wolves, bears, elephants, and every accommodation and con- with assurances that they will lend to make
ing headquarters, within the next
(Continued on lost column)
venience that a producer may need
monkeys,
gorillas, chimpanzees,
two months."
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*'Parish Priest" Well
Received by Buyers
State right buyers are receiving
" The Parish Priest." which Herman J. Garfield is releasing on the
independent market, with great enthusiasm, according to reports received from Mr. Garfield. " The
Parish Priest
is Dan William
Scully's
famous
stage" success.
Desmond has the leading role in
the screen version.
Ten hours after his decision to
state right the production Mr. Garfield states, one of the territories
was sold and paid for in cash.
Other important deals are now
pending and are expuected to be
closed shortly.

" Another factor that explains the
Many
"Hush
All Booki
Star
Features
ngs record
on
ved otthis
number Coast
of first runs on
Ail "
theweek
office
from Sthe recei
ADVICE
Star Feature Distributors,
' Hush ' in Sol Lesser's territory,"
Report Big Business
headed by Sol Lesser and Louis
says Equity, " is the standard of
presentation maintained by Weston Young Picture
Hyman, general manager, confirm
ern showmen. The great number
claims that Clara Kimball
Equity's
of first run theatres of lavish diYoung is maintaining her lead in
mensions that abound on the Coast
popularity with exhibitors and mo- here be listed as proof of the unan- has made it necessary to book only
tion-picture fans in the Far West.
imity of Miss Young's popularity. the finer productions. As this
With every successive release of The Rialto
and Symphony theatres
the Equity star the superiority of of San Francisco and Los Angeles grade of pictures is comparatively
scarce, exhibitors have lengthened
Clara Kimball Young in the states
booked " Hush " for a two- the runs on first-class releases, such
of California, Arizona and Nevada have
week
run
apiece;
the
American,
as 'Hush' and the forthcoming
is established more firmly than
Goddard's
Sacramento,
ever, they state. Every record Oakland,
the
Liberty,
San
Jose;
the
Liberty,
achieved by the All Star Exchange
; the T & D, Stockton ; the Young series."
has been beaten since its release of Fresno
Bakersfield; the Court,
the new series of Young pictures, Strand,
Berkeley ; the Prince, San Diego ;
Price tPicture Shown
begins.ning with " Hush," Equity the Alpine, Pasadena; the Tivoli,
series
assert
THE
fifthof
of Hallroom
the new
Santa Barbara, are among those
to Chicago Trade
comedies is to be called " In
An itemized report of the book- who have booked the Young picC. B. Price, of Price Films Inc.,
ings on the new group of Young
Again,
Out Again,"
had a special trade showing of his releases reveals the unusual fact
ing to reports
from C.accordB. C.
beginning
" for
a full tures,
week's
run,with
with" Hush
an optional
that
every
theatre
and
circuit
of
Film
Sales.
A
print of this
latest state right offering " Your note in the three states mentioned second week arrangement.
has just been received from
Daughterhis— and
Chicago,
during
recentMine
trip" toin that
city. has signed for the entire Young
No town has been left out in conthe West Coast and is now
The picture was exhibited not only series for runs ranging from one
tracting
for
"
Hush
"
and
the
sucbeing
edited and titled at the
ceeding releases of the Equity star.
for the Chicago exchange managers, week upwards. This amount of
C. B. C. New York office.
but also the other western state business has never been achieved A 100 per cent representation was
right buyers in the centres sur- by the All Star Feature Distrib- secured in the theatres of Monterey,
Three recent sales of this
rounding the Windy City.
utors on any previous production, Carson City, Eureka, Phoenix,
series of comedies, C. B. C.
it
is
said.
It
elevates
the
box
office
Globe,
Tucson,
Yuma
and
Prescott.
This showing was merely an adreports, are the result of the
vance heralding of the release of merit of Clara Kimball Young to Many of the small towns of Arirecord-breaking week at the
zona and Nevada have billed few
the picture which will be made first rank and is a prophecy of unStrand in New York, where
shortly after the first of the year.
rivalled prosperity for Exhibitors. costly productions outside of the
It is an adaptation of the Stanley What makes this victory of Clara Young pictures. The advent of a
"A Dog Gone Mix-Up,"
fourth of the series, was
Kimball Young still more impres- picture
Houghton play " Hindle Wakes."
the prestigedominance
of " Hush of"
and theofunexcelled
shown. These sales are listed
sive,
states
Equity,
is
the
inclusion
In the exploitation of " Your
of
a
non-cancellable
clause
in
the
Clara
Kimball
Young
in
the
WestDaughter — and Mine," C. B. Price
elsewhere in this week's issue
ern belt have induced them to give
of The News.
will carry his campaign directly in- five-picture contract signed by this
to the territory of the different exchange with their exhibitors.
this screen favorite a series bookfranchise purchasers of this picture.
Only the leading theatres can
ing, states Equit>-.
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OTRJND
^

COMEDY

THEATRE

Sunday.

attended

every

a Hallroom
"y^ITH

More

people

in

than

performance

Boys^

Comedy,

New

York

ever

shattered

before

the

Comedy

the comedies of all producers to choose
lected for a record-breaking week — some

the

house

history

records

of the

on

theatre

MIX-VP/'

DOG-GONE

and-^'A

Was

in

all

shown,

from — Hallroom Boys' Comedies were serecord — some comedies.
And then some

reviews — read 'em.
DOG-GONE
MIX-UP"
is a dog-gone good comedy. It is as good as any comedy
reflected on the silver sheet by any motion picture producing concern — and we are not
unmindful

of the fact that Charlie

still very much

alive. — Exhibitors'

Chaplin,
Trade

Harold

Review.

Lloyd, and the other million-dollar
The

offering is packed

stars are

with original gags —

an incident that deserves a release on any exhibitor's program. — Motion Picture News. There
is more than the average amount of amusement in both reels, and the offering should go over
with any type of audience. — Wid's Daily. A well-chosen
graph. Acrobatic thriller. — Moving Picture World.
JF you are not hooking
C. B. C.

them now — get busy.
FILM

SALES

CORP.,

bit of amusement. — Morning

They will mean
1600

new

Broadway,

Tele-

records for your house.

New

York

City
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Motion

Key
Holding
Issue
Statement
authors who will contribute weekly
myssome
been
has
Well
Known
Film
RE
THE
tery about the meaning of
to "The Good Things of Life":
announcements recently sent
to Screen Ma- Charles Dana Gibson, James Montout by Life to the effect that that Men
gomery Flagg, Thomas L. Masson,
magazine is soon to make its screen
terial ofLife Magazine Oliver Herford, Carolyn Wells,
debut under the guidance of the
Wallace Irwin, Walt Mason,
Key Holding Corporation. The judgment as to the public taste is George Ade, Irvin S. Cobb, Don
Marquis, Meredith Micholson, Dr.
mystery has now been partially dis- of direct value in this new field.
pelled by the official statement that
Frank Crane, Maxfield Farnsh,
Mr.
Shepard
has
already
inaugthe latter organization is not comurated an exploitation campaign Raleigh Enright, Eliot Keen, Coles
posed of Wall Street impressarios
is said to be unique and far- Phillips Frieh, Montague Glass,
seeking fame and fortune in the which
Williams and others to be
reaching
effects, the tie-up Gluyas
announced from time to time.
picture world, but of men who have with Lifein isitsthorough
and
is
the
for some years been identified with basis of a worldwide publicity that
Both Life and the Key Holding
the film and popular amusement is to be of direct and positive help Corporation feel that this alliance
business.
is not only destined to give the
The filming and presentation of to the exhibitor in making " The picture
fan a new joy in life, but
Good Things
Life under the direction of Ashley one-reel
feature.of Life " a veritable also to provide the exhibitor with
Miller will, it is claimed, be a revThe following are a few of the
elation to filmdom. Just how this outstanding American artists and remarkably exploited feature in his
is being done is the still unsolved
program.
part of the mystery.
Harry J. Shepard, who is the
president of the corporation, is also
Exploit
King
Cartoon
associated with the Charles Urban To
Film Industries, and for the past
Russell-Griever-Russell Plan Directthree years was general manager
cf W. H. Productions Co. Mr.
to-the-Public
Ad
Campaign
Shepard is known in film land as a
DIRECT to the public publicity be carried out in all key cities
builder of successes. He created A and
exploitation campaign that where the independent buyer takes
the exploitation campaign that will be of real benefit to the exhibitor, as well as the state right over the territorial rights to " Gasomade
" Mickey
namea
and that
gave "thea household
film industry
Another
line Alley." exploitation proposition
is being put over by Rusnew idea in exploitation and dis- buyers,
is
the
formation of the "Gasoline
sell-Greiver
&
Russell's
publicity
detribution of big films.
partment to focus attention on the Alley Club " in Chicago, for which
Ashley Miller, the vice-president
Frank
King has designed a lapel
" Gasoline
Alley,"
and director of production, is coming
series of ofanimated
cartoons
soon the
to button, which is furnished upon reknown as one of our pioneer meg- be released, founded on Frank
quest to motorists. Membership in
aphone wielders. He has made
club carries no responsibility
King's widely syndicated cartoons the
features for Edison, Pathe, Fa- which
are appearing in the neighbor- with it except to be a little more
mous, Vitagraph and Community
hood of sixty papers scattered careful in the handling of autoduring the past twelve years, and, throughout
mobiles and be a regular fellow to
the country.
having originated a few stunts that
One of the angles of the cam- other motorists with whom the
are now common property, may he
paign is the sending of a carefully drivers come in contact. Mr. King
counted upon to actually deliver designed
one-sheet to all garages, is sending out letters to all papers
the
ised.'■ something new " that is prom- auto supply dealers and show rooms cartoons,
syndicating his " Gasoline
Alley ''
the automobile
Arthur Bergh, the treasurer of in the city of Chicago where it will editor to requesting
call the attention of car
the Key Holding Corporation, is brighten the walls and spread the users in his vicinity to the club and
Alley " tidings to all who
the Director of Recording of the " Gasoline
it without being too evidently this is meeting with excellent reEmerson Phonograph Company and asee piece
of propaganda. This is
was for six years the director of more or less
in the nature of a test sponse.
the municipal concerts for the City
The first " Gasoline Alley " recampaign
and
ft is as successful,
lease isforrapidly
approaching readiof New York, a position which fol- as indicated byifresults
ness
the screen.
to
date,
will
lowed long engagements at the
Metropolitan Opera House and
with the New York Symphony. He
is, therefore, not only a successful
business man, but an artist whose Billy West
in New
Comedy

mmiimm VheK/nq Cartoon"
Hi
:
W
UPisTAiBureo By Caivtm Filh Co.. A/c. Oucago
A one-sheet being sent to all garages,
showrooms and salesrooms in an experimental exploitation campaign on
Frank King's " Gasoline Alley," Russell-Griever-Russell's new cartoons

Picture

News

ot dbe
has jusciate
withco
neto
theme Kiass
Company of America,
D
ARbuas director of dis
Inc., R
EPtri
Hn.A RY J. SH
tioFor
the past three years
Mr. Shepard has been general
manager of the W. H. Productions Co., and previous to
that was associated with a
number of film corporations.
He has held executive positions in many phases of motion picture management
The contract recently executed between Kineto and the
National Exchanges, Inc.,
whereby the Kineto Review
will be handled nationally by
the National Exchanges, Inc.,
was handled, for Kineto by
Mr Shepard.
Rex Beach Re-Editing
"The Ne'er-Do-Well"
Robert W. Priest, president of
The Film Market, Inc., announces
that Rex Beach is personally reediting and writing new titles for
the
" Thesome
Ne'er-DoWell,"reissue
and isofputting
of the
punch of the original story into
the photoplay version.
More interest is being manifestedWell
in the " reissue
of rights
" The
Ne'er-Doby state
buyers than was shown in "The
Spoilers issued" by The
when Film
it wasMarket,
recentlystates
reMr. Priest.

W. F. Kelley Postpones
Sunrise Sales Trip
Because of business pressure in
connection with the special feature,
" In the Days of Saint Patrick,"
now playing to capacity crowds at
the Lexington theatre, Winfield F.
Kelley, general manager, has again
postponed his Western trip for the
states right sale of the Peggy Hyland production, " The Price of
Silence," which Sunrise Pictures is
releasing. The possibilities are that
another man will be sent in Mr.
Kelley's stead, who in addition to
his many New York duties, is sell" Conquering Hero " is Fourth of
ing a single reel special, " Ireland
Series to
to Be Released by Joan
Today," on a states right basis.
S. Rubenstein, New York ExSTATE-R
I G H as
T exchangemen
of the " girl in the
change manager for Sunrise, is arand exhibitors
a whole will photograph
case." our
By hidden
a feat hero
of substitutes
sleight-oiranging bookings at the present
be interested in the announcement hand,
time. A release date will be set
of the release by the Joan Film his rival's photograph for another.
felony goes in- probably within a week.
Sales Co. of Billy West's fourth The victimnocentlyofforththe
meet the fair
two-reel comedy — " The Conquer- maiden. As the to
for proposal
ing Hero." As the title suggests, arrives, he drawshour
the photograph New Business Through
this two-reeler exhibits the Joan
comedian in the mock role of the out of his pocket and delivers a
rhapsody over her
Billy West Series
gallant hero. " The Conquering passionate
received this week
Hero " is directed by Reginald beauty and charm. The zealous at Information
the home office, states Joan Film
Parker and supported by Fred lover then proceeds to flash the
Lancaster in the heavy role and photograph before her eyes when Sales Co. indicates that the buyEthelyn Gibson as the pretty and the horrible mistake dawns upon
ers of the Joan Billy West comedies, which include twelve in the
persecuted heroine It is claimed him, and he finds himself raving
over
a
picture
of
a
hideous
old
series of two-reelers, are running
to
be West's funniest film-farce yet maid.
released.
up a record total of bookings on
An extra amount of prints of the West comics, and that also their
" The Conquering Hero " follows
the lead of Billy West's former "The Conquering Hero" have been number of bookings on all their
Joan to meet the de- other product is increasing proporcomedies " Sweethearts," " Service orderedmand ofbyexhibitors
tionately as a result. It appears,
and exchangeStripes
"
and
"
He's
in
Again
"
by
striking a laugh with the first men. Judging by the number of from advices received from most
for the fourth West com- of the buyers of these fun-frolics,
" crack out of the box." The open- inquiries
edy that are awaiting attention, that the Billy West comedies are
ing scene reveals our versatile hero
record of bookings on the West serving them as a wedge with which
disguised as part of the surround- the
series will mount still higher now
ing
shrubbery.
As
siich
his
presare introducing their remainence is unknown to his rival, who that " The Conquering Hero " is they ing
subjects to exhibitors whom
stands nearby gloating over a ready for exhibition.
thev have never " landed " before.
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following sales on the independent market were reported during the week:
1921
Hallroom
Boy Comedies
Film Sales) to Series
Major " Film
Exchange,
of Boston," (C.
for B.NewC.
England states.
1921 Series " Hallroom Boy Comedies " (C. B. C. FQm
Sales to S. S. Film Supply Co., of Pittsburgh, for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
1921 Series " Hallroom Boy Comedies " to Standard
Film Exchange, of Kansas City, for Western Missouri and
Kansas.
" Madonnas and Men " (Jans Pictures, Inc.) to J. E.
Van Herberg, of Seattle, for Wyoming, Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico, Washington, Idaho, Montana and Oregon.
" Love Without Question " (Jans Pictures, Inc.) to J. E.
Van Herberg for Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico,
Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon.
" A Woman's Business " (Jans Pictures, Inc.) to J. E.
Van Herberg for Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico,
Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon.
"The Wings of Pride" (Jans Pictures, Inc.) to J. E.
Van Herberg for Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico,
Washington, Idciho, Montana, and Oregon.
" Madonnas smd Men " (Jans Pictures, Inc.) to A. H.
Blank, of First National of Iowa and Nebraska, with offices
in Des Moines, Iowa.
"The Woman Untamed" (Elmer J. McGovern) to F.
and R. Exchange for Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
"The Woman Untamed" to L. C. Baxley Attractions,
of Dallas, for Texas and Arkansas.
"Invisible Ray" (15 episode serial — Joan Film Sales)
to Oscar Oldknow, of the Southern States Film Co., for
Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.
" Bachelor Apartments " (Arrow Film) to Great Northway Film Corp. of Utica, for Northern New York.
" Isle of Destiny " (Specialty Photoplay) to Great Northway Film Corp., of Utica, for Northern New York.
" Heritage " (Matty Roubert Productions) to Great
Northway Film Corp., of Utica, for Northern New York.
Wm. Fairbanks Western Features (Western Star Productions) to Wisconsin Film Co., of Milwaukee, for Wisconsin. „ _
Wm. Fairbanks Western Features (Western Star Productions) to Carl Harthill, of Chicago, for Indiana.
(Equity Pictures) to First Na"Whispering Devils"
tional of Minneapolis for Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota.
^ ^.
.
to First National
" Keep to the Right " (Equity Pictures) North
and South
of Minneapolis for Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Dakota.
First Na" She Played and Paid " (Joan Film Sales) to North
and
tional of Minneapolis, for Minnesota, Wisconsin,
South Dakota.
.
., t
t--i
"The Invisible Ray" (15 Episode serial— Joan Film
of Minneapolis for Minnesota, WisNational
First
Sales) toconsin,
North and
South Dakota.
"The Ne'er-Do-Well" (The Film Market, Inc.) to
for Minnesota,
Benj. Friedman, of Friedman Film Corp.,
North and South Dakota, Wisconsin, and the peninsula of
Michigan.
"The Ne'er-Do-Well," to Super-Film Attractions, Inc.,
of Washington, D. C, for Minneapolis, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, and the District of Columbia.

THE

A scene from the fifth of the new
1921 series of Hallroom Boy comedies,
"released
In Again,
Again,"
on theOutstate
right which
market are
by
C. B. C. Film Sales

ON FILM
THE
ATIT
PORKET
have
CORROC
announced as a new addition
to their organization, Mr.
Will Ritchey, formerly supervising director of the Morosco and Famous Players
Studios and later continuity
writer and continuity editor
for the Famous PlayersLasky Company.
Mr. Ritchey is now engaged
on the continuity of " KeepUp WithBacheller
Lizzie,"story
the
seconding Irving
to be brought to the screen.
(The first Bacheller story,
"isThe
in the
wellLight
under
wayClearing,"
on the
Dial Film Company lot, with
T. Hayes Hunter wielding
the megaphone.)

Schlank

Series

for

Arrow

Twenty-Four Comedies and Eight
Features
for
Release
This Year
delivered
to
the Arrow about March
E. SHALLENBERGER,
15th and there will be one feature
w
president of the Arrow Film
Corporation, announces that he is delivered each month thereafter,
about to sign important contracts In discussing this contract Mr.
with
R. Schlank,
of for
the one
Schlank
" I believe
that this
Morris Morris
R. Schlank
Productions
of said
the most
important
dealsis
several series of pictures to be that I have ever entered into. I
made during the year. Among the have
secured
two well-known
list of pictures to be produced by Broadway female stars to feature in
Mr. Schlank are twenty-four two my productions. I have purchased
reel comedies to consist of two while in New York from prominent
series of twelve pictures each, authors a number of stories that are
These comedies will feature two specially adapted to the histrionic
well-known comedy stars and will ability of these stars. The first of
my feature productions will be
be of the highest type.
15th and
expect
to deliver
one a
about March
market
for I the
^eady
our
twenty-f
the
twoIn reel
comediesto Mr. Schlank will month
addition
thereafter. I have recently
make eight feature productions. built a new studio in Hollywood
These features will be specially that will take care of at least six
r the Arrow
A
T-"1 m Corpora
n
llJdl. Will LelK.C l,cll C Ul clL ICaSL SIX
madeJ for
Fi
- .^mpani
es all working
the same
tion and will consist of two series time. I intend to keep atthis
studio
of four features each, starring two busy constantly making productions
well-known stars. The first of exclusively for the Arrow and I
these features productions will be anticipate big things for 1921."
7

Westart

Pictures

Ready

Company, Formed Six Months Ago,
Has Western Features Completed
stands out. He is Al Hart,
ANEW
organization,
which producing
entered the
field six a man with years of experience as
a portrayer of Western roles. Jack
months
ago, makes this
their week
first public announcement
and Mower is the lead.
heralds the fact that they have
Roger S. Mitchell, who has offices
completed seven productions. The in New York City, is sales mancompany is Westart Productions,
ager of the corporation and is now
Inc., and they have specialized on prepared to screen his releases for
high
class five-reel Westerns, state rights buyers.
Their first two releases, now ready
" There is a demand among exhibitors for the kind of pictures
for showing, are " The Cowboy
Ace" and "The Killer."
we
are
making,"
said Mr. Mitchell,
The editing has been done by " and we have endeavored
to turn
Elmer J. McGovern, who has perproductions
thattheareword
'Westerns'
formed similar service for many out
in every
sense of
— good
enough for any program in the
productions,
such
as
"
Mickey."
One character in the pictures
Guinan

Picture

in

March

Kremer Names " I Am
Woman "
world."the of
As
First
Production
Series
The latter picture will, however,
it has been gen- follow " I Am The Woman," and
ALTHOUGH
announced
" The
thatfirst
of from then on thee pictures will be
be the
would
Girl Sheriff "erally
the Texas Guinan series of eight released at the rate of one every
five-reel Western dramas to be re- two weeks, so that the series of
have been completed and
leased by the Victor Kremer Com- eightthewillmarket
inside of the next
pany achange was made at the last on
four months.
minute with the result that " I Am
" The demand for the Guinan
the Woman " will replace it as the
first offering of that popular star pictures has by far surpassed my
under her present management.
most sanguine hopes," says Mr.
This picture is from the pen of Kremer, " and if they meet with
the
same reception from the public
Tex O'Reilly. The story is a grip- as they
have from the many state
ping
one,
and,
while
of
about
the
same dramatic value as the rest of right buyers and exhibitors in general it is probable that a second
the series, still does not call for the
great number of locations demanded by " The Girl Sheriff," and as a series will follow."
result, so that there will be no de- Community Theatres
lay in releasing the first of the
Book Arrow Feature
series, which should be about
March 1st, Mr. Kremer decided
H. Hirsch, manager of the Lightning Photoplay Service of New
upon the substitution.
England, announces that he has
The scenes in " The Girl Sher- just
booked the Indian feature,
iff" are more varied and require
considerable construction work of " Before the White Man Came,"
a nature that calls for time, and, an Arrow picture, to the Community theatres of New England. Mr.
with the present labor situation on
the Pacific Coast, it was thought Hirsch has received a commendainadvisable to take a chance of
tory letter from the Community
there being any disappointment.
general office praising this picture.
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F. P. Chicago Executive
Resigns
Famous Players-La>k> Corporation is to lose one of its most popular, and successful executives and
the motion picture industry one of
its oldest members in Harris P.
Wolfberg, district manager of
Paramount, with headquarters in
Chicago, who announces his early
departure not only from Famous
Players but also from the film business. The announcement came as
a doubly big surprise because it had
been freely reported that Wolfberg
was slated to be appointed general
sales manager of Paramount to
succeed S. R. Kent, who was recently elevated to general manager.
Mr. Wolfberg, as soon as his
successor is named by Famous
Players, will become vice-president
and general sales manager of the
Lake and Export Coal Company,
one of the largest mining and exporting companies in the world.

Southwest

New Baker Production
Sawyer and Lubin announce the
completion of a new George D.
Baker Production who has been
devoting the last months to the
production of this unique story by
Calvin Johnston. The picture has
been produced by Mr. Baker under
the working title of " Temple
Dusk," and like all Baker productions, itwas scenarioized, cast, cut
and
titled
by Mr. Baker personally.
The cast which interpreted the
Saturday Evening Post story include Anna Q. Nilsson and Robert
Frazer in the principal roles, supported by Frank Currier, Charles
Lane, Kate Blanche, Tony Ross,
Robert Schable.
S.-L. will release the production
on the Metro program as a Special
George D. Baker Production.
Salient

Announces Additions to Staff
An announcement is made by
President Goosmann of the Salient
Films, Inc., that Director Davis has
closed a contract with Paul H.
Allen, cinematographer, and Jack
W. Brown, associate director, for
the first ten pictures to be produced
by Salient.
Mr. Allen has for the past year
been working on production under
the personal direction of D. W.
Griffith, during which time he shot
sceines on "The Idol Dancer," "The
Love Flower " and " Way Down
East." Mr. Brown is one of the
old timers in the motion picture
business, having been connected
with it in many capacities for the
past twelve years.
The Victor Studio has been engaged for the first production and
work on construction of the sets
has already been started and it is
expected that actual shooting will
begin early next week.
Report Foreign Sales
Bech Van Siclen and Co., Inc.,
announce the sale for Japan of
" Inn of the Blue Moon " and
" Street of Seven Stars." " The
Man Who Won " has been sold for
India, Ceylon and Burmah.

State

Rights

to

Dominate

Picture

News

Strong

for

"Invisible Ray"
Oscar Oldknow, head of the
Southern States Film Co. of Dallas,
Texas, announced to Joan Fihn
Sales Co. that there is a comparative scarcity of serials in the Southwestern territory. The make-up of
the motion picture public is of the
adventurous variety, he states, and
they devour death-defying serials
wholesale.
About one hour after his arrival
in New York, Mr. Oldknow made
his exit from the Joan offices with
the contract for the distribution of
the Joan serial, "' The Invisible
Ray," Clifford
starring in
JackhisSherrill
and
Ruth
possession.
Mr. Oldknow is convinced of a
substantial demand and a prosperous business on the serial in the
States of Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas.

Canyon Pictures Executives Forecast Radical Change in Industry
THE next six months will see a best known film men to shift for
themselves. Although the names
complete change in the com- of
these men are for the moment
plexion
of
the
entire
film
industryis the forecast offered by Joseph M. not featured in the headlines of the
Goldstein and Jack Weinberg, the trade papers, they are waiting.
directing heads of the Canjon Pic- Within a few months, money conditures Corporation.
tions will be more favorable, countless new organizations will spring
According to these gentlemen
up.
The
methods and ideas of these
who have for years been keen observers of the picture industry, the new companies will be based upon
independents will completely dom- the policy of fair and open cominate the field, because men of artistic ability and other men with petition.
Many of the most efficient directors this country has ever produced
business training and experience
are not going to allow a few offi- have been blacklisted for some reason or another by the people who
cials in the larger corporations to
dictate as to what the policies and have held the reins of power. These
activities of scores of directors and men represent the best production
executives are to be.
brains available and must of necessity turn independent or find other
" Until
the
big
Wall
Street
interfields
of endeavor.
ests of the industry control every
C.B.C. Has New Westtheatre and place of exhibition in
" Independent production such as
ern Ready for Release
the country," states Mr. Goldstein, the series of pictures which the
"
A
Daughter
of tlie Law," fifth
" they will have an expensive fight Canyon Pictures Corporation is of- of the " Star Ranch Westerns,"
fering with Franklyn Farnum as has just been edited and titled, and
upon their hands. Men who helped
build the big companies have been the star show that the picture men is ready for release. This is one
frozen out in order to make way of the countrj' are anxious to en- of the series of two-reel Western
for other newcomers who represent
courage every attempt on the part features which are being offered by
money. These men who find them- of the independents to make honest the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporaselves out are men who know from and worth while productions.
tion of New York, to the indepen\ears of experience every angle of
" Within a few months the fight
dent market. The series is comwill be on, and the Canyon Pictures
picture making and exploitation.
prised of released
twenty-six
Corporation
will
be
found
in
the
" They will become independents
tures,
at the two-reel
rate of feaone
because there is nothing else for front ranks doing their share of every two
weeks.
them to do. The so-called ' clean- protecting the interests of the indePrints of " A Daughter of the
pendents against the frantic efforts Law " have just been received at
ing up ' ofizationsthehas forced
staffs ofmanv
large of
organthe
the C. B. C. offices at No. 1600
of the trust concerns."
Broadway, it is said.
" A Daughter of the Law," like
the preceding pictures of this
series, featuring Grace Cunard.
With its locale in the midst of the
Reelcraft's
FirstStarts
Birthda
Independent Company
Second y
Tennessee hills, it is said to provide Miss Cunard ample opporYear
of
Existence
in February
tunity for a display of her talents
il!
lecting and systematizing of the in Western drama.
THE Reelcraft Pictures Corpora- consolidated
companies into a single
tion will celebrate its first birthProminent in the cast with Miss
day, and starts into the second year corporation, also the expansion of Cunard is Gordon Griffith.
of existence in Februarj'. To mark the distributing organization which
the beginning of its second year in placed branch offices in Cleveland More Records^Broken
a fitting manner, it is rumored, and Kansas City in addition to the
cities maintaining Reelcraft
news of an important nature con- other
by Jans Feature
cerning the coming year will be offices.
The following is a quotation from
For
the
Short
Subject
program
of
a
letter
received by Herman F. Jans,
made to the trade, will be anReelcraft, many additions were president of the Jans Pictures, Inc.,
nounced. "~
made. The business of the com- from Ben Fitzer of Syracuse, reThe first year witnessed the perpany during the first year was all
that had been expected, surpassing
" be advised and
":
" Pleasegarding Madonnas
that Men
" Madonin gross amount the predictions
nas and Men " opened at the Eckel
made by the officials a j-ear ago, and theatre, Sj-racuse, Sunday, January
warranting the payment of the regu- 9th, and played to such tremendous
lar quarterly dividend on the Class crowds that we turned away at least
"A" stock on January- 15th, an- 6,0C0 the opening day and turned
nounced the company.
For the second year, President them
away
from then
on. and
\\'e beat
existing
record
this
R. C. Croper has in consideration every
record in my opinion is going to
a plan for expansion that will ex- stand unless they advance their adtend to the production and dismission price beyond those which
tributing end as well. Several new we played to, as we played to
producing units will be formed, and capacity and standing room for a
the releases of several independent solid week. Mr. Cornell has booked
producers
will be marketed by Reel- ' Madonnas and Men ' for a return
craft.

A. E. Lefcourt, president of the Pioneer,
announces year's plans on page 118S

Boston
engagement."Producers Make
Dell Henderson to
"A Thousand Faces"
Direct Jack Hoxie
The Metropolitan Pictures CorAn announcement is made by the
n,* aBoston
company,
announcesporatiothat
plans for
the filming
.\rrow Film Corporation that Dell
Henderson has been signed to direct of " A Thousand Faces," a novel
the third Jack Hoxie feature, work by Dr. George W. Galvin, have
on which will be started at once. been completed.
Private estates will be used in
The title of this production will be
" Dead or Alive," and Ben Wilson, filming the exteriors, and the Witchcraft Studio for the interiors. Cirl
the producer, staled that it is expected to be the best of the series the
Morgan
is managing director of
new company.
produced up to date.

February
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Prizma Prologue for
"Isobel" Sold
The Prizma Prologue for
George H. Davis' feature, " Isobel
or
Trail's Missouri
End," hasandbeen
sold
for the
Western
Kansas,
through the C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation of New York. It is
announced hy Joe Brandt, president of the latter corporation, that
the Standard Film Exchange of
Kansas City is to handle the Prologue for this territory, in addition to handling the feature itself.
The latter purchase was announced
some time ago.
This sale marks the second sale
to Standard by the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corp. this week, the Kansas
City Exchange having also arranged to handle the new 1921
series of Hallroom Boys Comedies for its territory.
Missouri

Exchange Enlarges Activities
The Standard Film Co., of St.
Louis, has been purchased by the
Independent Film Co., of Missouri
a $50,000 Missouri corporation,
headed by F. J. Fegan, who for
the pastident four
has been
of the years
Standard
Film presCo.
Identified with the company are
also J. E. Callahan, and J. Ray
Weinbrenner.
The policy of the jrndependent
Film Company of Missouri will be
to bring into the independent market a coterie of young men whose
objects will be to purchase independent productions of the better
class.
It is expected that in the near
future an office will be opened in
Kansas City, Missouri, with the
object of the company to buy for
Missouri, Kansas and Southern
Illinois.
Moranti

Resumes Production of Comedies
Milburn Moranti resumed the
production of his series of one reel
comedies under the direction of
Tom Gibson this week. Moranti
Comedies are already being shown
in over a thousand theatres, with
whom contracts were made by the
Special Pictures Corporation, and
whose distribution is now handled
through the Federated Exchanges,
Incorporated.
Helen Williams, Moranti's former
ingenue lead has been re-engaged
to support the comedy star. The
company will work at the Balboa
studios temporarily in Long Beach,
California.
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Ostriche

in

Features

Star is Signed to Make lo FiveReel Pictures by Salient Films
was made desire to see her return to the field
MENT
ANNO
of the Salient in which she first endeared herself
the offices
atUNCE
Films, Inc., that a contract had to the motion picture fans.
been closed for the services of
While still very young, Miss Ostriche has had a long and varied
Mi.'is Muriel Ostriche, who will be
l
s
starred in ten five-ree feature to experience on the screen having
be produced by Salient during 1921. first appeared under the Biograph
Miss Ostriche, one of the best banner, making her debut as a
known of the younger stars of the child actress. She rapidly advanced to leading parts and then
screen, is just completing a series
of comedies which have met with achieved stardom with the World
marked success on the independent Film after having been with the
market and her return to features Eclaire, Vitagraph, Thanhauser
was brought about as the result of and other well known producing
an investigation made by officers companies. The contract with Saof the Salient at the time they were
lient was negotiated by Mrs. Garorganizing. It was found, so Pres- nette Sabin, under whose manageident Goosman stated, that not
ment Miss Ostriche made a series
only the independent excnangemen
but the exhibitors throughout the of two reel comedies for the Arrow Film Corporation.
United States expressed a strong

Gordon Standing Seen
in Sherman Pictures
Gordon H. Standing, who recently forsook the screen, temporarily, to play a leading part in a J.
M.
Barrie
playlet,
" Half an roles
Hour,"in
will be seen
in prominent
the first two releases of the Sherman Productions Corporation,
"Man and Woman" and "Miss
Standing, who is a member of the
Standing family of actors, is at his
very best in both of these Sherman
releases, the first of which was
directed by Charles A. Logue, and
the second by B. A. Rolfe.
Just prior to his engagement in
the Barrie playlet Standing completed work Connor
on " Thestory,
Foreigner."
the Ralph
which
February.
First
National will release during
139."

Four Producing Units
for Clark-Cornelius
According to an announcement
from the Clark-Cornelius Corporation that organization will marC.B.
C. Comedy
on Bd Vay
ket during the coming year the
product of four producing units.
Joe Brandt Sees Proof of Future
All ofdled these
will plan.
be hanon the pictures
state right
of Short Stuff in Strand Booking
"That the independent field is
they can find a place in the most
THE inclusion last week on the exclusive
settling down to more definite and
market.
Strand theatre program, of
" On Sunday," says Mr. Brandt, substantial lines is being evidenced
New York,
one of
every day," said S. J. Polio,
largest
film palaces,
of aBroadway's
Hallroom " when the Strand inaugurates its more
Boys Comedy marks, according to new bill, it was announced that all general manager. Ouij company
Joe Brandt, president of the C. B. house records had been shattered — intends to lay-out its plans for the
coming year so that the market
C. Film Sales Corporation, a new that more people than ever before can
know what it might expect
milestone in the history of inde- in the history of the theatre atpendent production, and one which
tended every performance. ' A DogDuring the past few months the
independent
exchange
and ex- Gone Mix-Up,' a Hallroom Boys Clark-Cornelius
Corporation has
hibitors would
do well men
to consider.
Comedy, was the comedy used. from us."
marketing the productions of
" Audiences at the Strand re- What does this mean? That from been
the Climax Film Corporation
ceived this picture well," says Mr. the pick of all the comedies for the " Love's Battle " and " The Fourth
Brandt. " They laughed at the week, Hallroom Boys comedies
comic parts, Ohed and Ahed at its were selected for a record-breaking Face" as well as the Lejaren Hilthrills, and applauded the entire week.
ler picture "The Devil's Angel"
" This, of course, is of impor- starring Helen Gardner.
picture. And yet, to them, naturtance
to
us,
in
that
it
is
a
boost
ally it meant nothing more nor less
for our Hallroom Boys comedies, New Kipling Westerns
than an entertaining comedy."
To the exchangeman, the exhib- which are produced and released
Meet With Success
itor, and especially to the independ- by the C. B. C. Film Sales Corent producer of short comedies and
poration. But it has a much wider
The first pictures of the new
of " short stuff " in general, how- significance than this personal ap- Kipling series of Westerners,
ever, this should, says Mr. Brandt,
plication would seem to imply — for
Riders " and "Outcarry a message of the utmost im- it means that the independently " The Midnight
lawed" are proving to be big sucportance. That message is this — produced comedy in general has a
cesses, announces that company.
that short comedies, independently large field and answers a very def- Bill Patton and Carlyn Wagner
produced, are in demand, and that
are featured in the series and they
inite demand."
furnish thrills and death-defying
sensations. Kipling announces
" The Battlin' Kid " in preparation.
CuUison
to
Direct
Hart
Release date will be announced
soon.
Well Known
Director is Added

to Staff of Independent Films
New Exchange Formed
ISON has the shoulders of one man. Mr.
in Utica, N. Y.
R CULL
STEsigned
WEBbeen
on a long term Hart has directed Hell's Oasis,
Skyfire
and
Danger
Valley,
three
t
contrac to direct the popular Neal
A new
exchange to
exhibitors of Northern
Newserve
York
has
productions that have done much
ion as to
Cullisorn'scanreputat
Mr. directo
Hart.
been
incorporated
under
the
name
increase
his
popularity
as
a
big
summed
be
outdoor
an
Popular Players Seen in
The Great Northway Film Corp.,
up by recalling his many successes league star. It is our endeavor to of
with a capital of $300,000. John J.
"That Something"
in the past ten years, while direct- increase his popularity by improving, if possible, his productions.
ing such stars as Antonio Moreno,
is president of the new ex" That Something," a story writMr. Cullison is an artist and a Bradley change
and Fred A. Vail secretary.
ten by W. W. Woodbridge which Jack Hoxie, May Allison, Franklyn rran
The
offices
of the Great Northway
of
keen
intellect.
He
knows
will
It
Ware.
Helen
and
received wide circulation as a book Famum
are at 156 Genesee street, Utica,
and which was later adapted to the also be recalled that Mr. Cullison drama and he knows western char- N.
Y.
screen by the Hermann Film Cor- spent two years behind the megahis ten years'
rienceacters.
as aWithdirector,
Neal expeHart
phone with Metro, and a year with
poration and which has been purProductions should be second to
Colonel Selig.
chased by the Celebrated
none
in the industry. Within the British Exporter ComFilm Corporation,
includesPlayers'
in its
Mr. Eckels, the president of Incast Charles Meredith, Margery
dependent Films Association, in next two weeks the Neal Hart pubing to New York
licity scoop will probably be known
Wilson, Nigel de Brullier, John making this announcement, says :
John
H.
Taylor, managing diHooper. Carl Ullman, Gordon Grif- " I consider this a very fortunate and will explain our most imporrector of Screen Art, Ltd., of Lonfith, John Cossar, James Farley, connection. While there has never
don, film exporters and importers,
tant reason for endeavoring to imEugene Drake and Helen Wright. been any complaint agamst Neal
prove the Pinnacle Productions. is due to arrive in New York this
The picture was made under the Hart directing his own pictures, I Mr. Cullison
is now at work on month. Screen Art is the English
personal supervision of E. P. Her- have always felt that it was too
representative of several independmann.
much of a responsibility to load on " Totem Law."
ent producers.

Motion
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Realizes Ambition
in His New Role
When Arthur S. Kane presents
Charles Ray in " The Old Swimmin' Hole " the star's fourth personally-produced feature, to be released by First National, February 14th, Mr. Ray will be satisfying an ambition which he has
nursed ever since he became a
head-liner in motion pictures. He
has long wanted to put the Hoosier
bard's best-loved work on the
screen, not only because he considers it particularly suited to his
own personality but because Riley
is his favorite poet.

PICTURES

Ray

Beatrice Dominguez to
Go to Mexico City
Beatrice Dominguez, portrayer
of Spanish roles in a number of
Universal productions, when she
goes to Mexico City shortly to appear in person in the cinema theaHarry Sweet and Louise Lorain appearing in Universal Century comedies
tres of that metropolis. The occasion will be the showing in Mexico City of ' 'The Fire Cat," Edith
a Success
in South
Roberts' latest Universal feature — Beban
a story of the Peruvian Andes — in
which Miss Dominguez plays an
Reception in Newark is Dupliimportant role.
cated at Atlanta, Ga., Showing
The picture, a six-reeler, is a
Constance Binney Has CONTINUING its triumphant monument
to the years of theatrical
course which began at Newark,
experience
of Mr. Beban. He wrote
Begun New Subject
N. J., where George Beban, author,
Constance Binney has begun work director and star, was highly hon- the story, produced and directed the
and is plajing the leadored by city officials and influential production
on her new Realart picture, " The
ing role. To have done all these
," One Man in a Million," the things successfully is a remarkable
citizens
Magicinal Cup,"
adapted
from
an
origstory by E. Lloyd Sheldon. It super-production which is to be disand establishes a rectributed byRobertson-Cole, met like achievement
is being directed by John S. Robord in the cinema world.
ertson, who also directed Miss Bin- honors in Atlanta last week.
In support
of the includes:
star an Helen
excelWord which was sent to Robertney in " Erstwhile Susan " and
lent cast which
son-Cole by the exhibitor who put Jerome Eddy, Irene Rich, Lloyd
"39 East." Others in the supporting cast are Vincent Coleman, on the second showing in America
Whitlock, George Willian:, Jennie
Blanche Craig, William H. Strauss,
" One Man in a Million " Lee, Wade Rotoler and George
is that its
Charles Mussett, J. H. Gilmour pleased
Southern audiences quite
and Malcolm Bradley.
Beban, Jr. The la*tei is the fiveas well as the large ones which as- year-old
son of the s-ar and shows
sembled to see it in Newark.
wonderful artistic ability in one of
The Atlanta Women's Club tak- the most important roles.
Eileen Percy Seen in
ing cognizance of the fact that
a Farce Comedy
" One Man in a Million " is a direct New York Critics Like
William Fox reports that the effort at better and cleaner pictures,
new vehicle, starring Eileen Per- appointed a committee which at"Prisoners of Love"
tended aspecial preview of " One
cy, entitled, " Why Trust Your
Starting with one of the largest
Husband?" is "one of the funniest Man
in
a
Million."
Sunday attendances that has been
One Man in a Alillion " played recorded
screen
farces ever
George at " the
at the Capitol theatre in
Howard theatre, a leading
E. Marshall
and staged."
Paul Cazeneuvc
This theatre ar- a long while, Betty Compson, in her
supplied the subject matter. Atlanta rangedhouse.
for an extensive program of first starring vehicle, " Prisoners of
George E. Marshall also directed
exploitation which was set going Love," continued to draw large
the farce.
more than a week before the en- crowds throughout last week, in
spite of the extreme cold wave that
gagement of the Beban picture be- appreciably lessened patronage at
Third Part of "Double
gan. "One Man in a Million " all New York theatres. The enthumost readily to exAdventure" Out Feb. 6 adapts itself
siastic reception accorded Miss
ploitation of all sorts as its story
Charles Hutchison lives up to relates to a group of interesting Compson at the Capitol, following
the ovation with which the first
everyday folks.
expectations
in " of
Hearts
of Stone,"
the
third episode
his new
picture
Animals, including a number of showing of " Prisoners of Love "
" Double Adventure." There are dogs and an educated parrot, also was greeted in Los Angeles, leaves
scenes of spirited action and a gen- are leading actors in this epic of no doubt about the public's readiness to welcome this gifted young
erous number of daring stunts dis- human sympathy. There are a
played in the two reels of the lat- number of children as actors, in- actress as a star at the head of her
company, states the GoldwjTi
est episode, which Pathe will recluding George Beban, Jr., who has own
Company.
lease February 6.
a leading role.

is to pursueperiencein," Geor
" geExV.
Hobart's spectacle
y
sk
La
ed
L.
h
uc
y
ic
od
e
pla
wh
is
to
be
pr
ss
Je
Tmount by George
Ara
TrHPa
fo
Fitzmaurice, the same policy
of super-star casts whichd he
has already inaugurate in
Hollywood is evidenced by
his announcement recently
that Richard Barthelmess,.
who has played the leading
roles in many oftures,
D. W. Griffith's pic
including
" Way Down East," will be
seendining " Experienceth." in the
lea
role of You
Announcement of other
well-known players who will
make up a remarkable cast
for
picture are to be
made this
shortly.
It is expected that Mr. Fitzturnedmaurice,
from whoa recently
vacation rein
Europe, will begin work on
" Experience " immediately
at the new Famous PlayersLasky studio in Long Island
City. The continuity is being
written by Waldemar Young,
who is working in close cooperation with the author,
George V. Hobart.

Press

Book

Ready

for

"Truant Husband"
W. W. Hodkinson announces a
campaign
book for its
"The
Truant Husband,"
the release,
first picture
m.ade by Rockett Film Corporation
for Hodkin'son issue. The press
book is declared by Hodkinson officials to be one of the most practical ever issued by the Hodkinson
organization.
Dana Back From Trip
F. B. Dana, sales manager of the
Arrow, has just returned from another one of his short trips, bringing back with him contracts for
three different series of pictures,
including the Tack Hoxie five-reel
Westerns, the Ruby de Remer features andthese
"The features
Desert will
Scorpion.'"
.Ml of
be released by the Lightning Photoplays
Service. Inc. of New England, of
which Henrv Hirsch is manager.
"The Breaking Point"
Released Feb. 6th
Announcement is made by the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation that it
will release " The Breeding Point,"
starringruary 6. Bessie Barriscale, on Feb-

February
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Three scenes from Cecil B. DeMille's latest special production for Paramount release, " Forbidden Fruit," written by Jeanie Macpherson
Direction of Hunter
Lauded

Is

S, vice-president of
J. CURTI
J • the
Bobbs-Mernll Company, is
at present sojourning in California,
and much of his time is spent on
the lot watching T. Hayes Hunter
at work on " The Light in the
Clearing." This production is
based on Irving Bacheller's novel
of the same title, and as the BobbsMerrill Company is the publisher
of Mr. Bacheller's literary works,
Mr. Curtis is following the production of "The Light in the Cleart interest. Bewith greatesler
ing"
sides the Bachel
novel, other
works published by the BobbsMerrill Company have already
found their way to the screen. The
most notable of these have been the
novels of Zane Grey, James Oliver
Curwood and Jack London.
Mr. Bacheller has hitherto stood
with the anti-cinema literary element, says a statement from the
Dial Film Company, but finally
yielding to the advice of W. W.
Hodkinson and Mr. Curtis, the
prominent author consented to the
producing of his well-known story
for the screen. The work of filmLight in
the Clearingunder
" is
goinging "The
forward
successfully
the auspices of the Dial Film Company, with T. Hayes Hunter wielding the megaphone. The picture
when completed will be released by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
After viewing Mr. Hunter's work,
J. J. Curtis made the following
statement :
"If Mr. Hunter were the author
himself he could not have put more
enthusiasm behind the production.
Not one of the many great situations have been overlooKed in the
continuity, and I am for once and
for all convinced that the shadow
sheet is able to convey more clearly
and forcibly the story than is the
printed page."
Leonard with Geo. Perry
George Perry, vice-president and
general manager of the Perry Plays,
Incorporated, has just signed Robert
Z. Leonard to direct his first production starting January 10th. This
production is to be one of four
special productions made this year
bv Mr. Perrv.

is ringing with the
Englandand
Engl
ALLpraise
of " Kismet," according
to word which has been received by Robertson-Cole, producers
and distributors of this super-special
production, whih stars Otis Skinner.
Prints of " Kismet " were rushed
to England soon after the American premier. Sir William Jury,
who controls the British rights to
the picture, on the afternoon oi
December 20th in London gave a
showing to which were invited
every English motion picture authority of consequence, tiesides a
number of the most prominent exhibitors in England.
Cables to American newspapers,
news letters from correspondents
and other means of communication
have brought to America during
the last few weeks most flattering
reports on the manner in which
"Kismet" is being received. It
remained for all the English trade
papers to print their reports, which
have now been received by Robertson-Cole, before the full force of
the " Kismet " popularity wave was
felt.
" The greatest spectacular story
which the United States has yet
produced," as the London Daily
Mail called " Kismet," pretty well
sums up the estimates of the picture made by most of the English
journals. The British premier of
" Kismet " was an event carefully
planned and carried out in a most
elaborate manner.
Sir William Jury, who rarely

American
Film " met"
the London Times
said"Kis
:
" Mr. Skinner's Hajj is a fine
performance and the picture is one
of the notable achievements of the
film year. Mr. Skinner has the additional advantage of being supcast."
by a finely abalance
The ported
Bioscope,
traded journal,
commented : " An exceedingly
clever performance by Otis Skinner, elaborate settings, and beautiKingdom.
ful photography are the leading
The theatre was filled to its ca- features of this massive screen verpacity by members of the trade speEdward Knoblock's wellcially invited and the doors were knownsion ofplay,
directed by L. Gasnot opened to the public. A spe- nier. Otis Skinner gives a recial orchestra of 32 pieces gave an expansive markable
Hajj.study of the genial and
appropriate musical settmg to the
picture
enthusiastically
" The film has been staged on a
received.w'hich
The was
London
Times on very
ambitious scale and includes
the following
day referred
"Kis- numerous settings of the utmost
met " as " one
of the tonotable
magnitude and beauty. The inachievements
filmtheyear."
terior of the Caliph's palace, with
Due to the of
factthethat
English its shimmer
pohshed floor and
market can only absorb a fraction its colonnaing,
de of slender marble
of the films produced, at present
a truly magnificent examthere is usually a delay ot 12 to 16 pillars ofismodem
scene construction
months following the trade show as isplethe
bathing pool setting. For
before the release date of the film
is reached. It is said that in fixing the exteriors many solid-looking
February 1st, 1921, as the release buildings were specially erected.
date of " Kismet " Sir William has The costumes and .appointments
defied this custom and exhibitors are lavish and striking. As an imaginative impression of an Oriental
are paying allrentals
for records
" Kismet in" wonder city,
exceeding
previous
the staging of the
addition to paying rentals for the production is exceedingly efifective
programme which must be shelved
to
the showing of " Kismet " andOther
trade
at allow
this time.
beautifu
l." papers and the daily
Under the heading " A Notable press were equally enthusiastic.99

gives a trade omes
showing outside of
Welc
his private theatre was so convincedofthat "Kismet"
was the from
biggest film
the year, received
America that he engaged the Alhambra theatre, London, for Monday afternoon, December 20th. The
trade; show was preceded tiy a
luncheon at the Trocadero Banquet Hall attended by the lay and
trade press
and about
200 United
important exhibitors
in the

From the Devil
New York Evening
" Mr. Arliss gave precisely
the
Critics
Applaud
"The
es
motion pictur
is culled the following:
debute inArliss
THEof Georg
, in the As- same capable performance that he World
Arliss's characterization of
contributed to the stage twelve the" Mr.
sociated Exhibitors' produc- years
archfiend in that last moment
ago. He was the sinister,
" which had its
, "The Devil,
ncan
o
i
t
Ameri
premiere at the Strand, Mephistophelian, quite recklessly is so striking and realistic that the
New York, assumed the nature of sardonic, and mutinously devilish spectator can scarcely refrain from
I can assure you that a momentary chilling quiver. ' The
a triumph, judging by the com- person.
ments of the Metropolitan news- Arliss was every whit as admirable Devil' in its screen version is albreaking records at the
critics. of the New York in the picture as he was on the Strand, ready
which Sunday registered
AlanpaperDale,
stage. In the finale, when truth,
American, who manifests no par- of course, conquers, and the devil the largest attendance in its history. It is well worth seeing. Mr.
ticularly keen favoritism for the goes up, the actor was at his best.
screen, contributed his share to the It was striking personal perform- Arliss is supported by Sylvia
ance, in no wise different from that Breamer, Luc}' Cotton, Mrs. Arliss,
Arliss triumph. In the New York
American of January 17th, Mr. seen in the theatre twelve years Edmund Lowe and Roland BotDale said, in part :
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Aeroplane

A tense moment irom

NoiFirstGuilty,
" a Sidney
National
release Franklin production, and a

"
Killer
"TheEfforts
it Unusual
PatheExplo
to Make
in
Will
Advertising Benj.
BELIEVING the new Beiijaiiiiu
B. Hampton production, " The
Killer," from the pen of Stewari
Edward White, to be a photoplas
of unusual merit, Pathc is declared
to have planned more than ordiadvertising aids
for' the benefitnary
of exhibitors
in exploiting
this
Hampton feature which will be released January 30th. Accordingly,
the Pathe Exchange publicity, exploitation and art departments have
combined forces to such a degree
that a live-wire showman, in lither
big city or small town, will find
every possible " stunt " supplied to
enable him to put over the production in a big and meritorious manner, announce Pathe officials.
There are many angles why the
Pathe officials believe they are justified in calling " The Killer " a
"big"
Firstly,
it is
from theproduction.
novel of the
same name
by Stewart Edward White, the
writer, whose name is synonymous
W'ith the West. Mr. White's " The

Hampton Picture
Westerners " and " The Leopard
Woman " have established him as a
\,ritcr for the screen as well as the
book stores. Secondly, the feature
was produced under the supervision of Benjamin B. Hampton,
who is now a recognized specialist
in melodrama. He has made " The
Killer" a photoplay which surs es "The Money
Changers,"
other parecent
offerings
from and
his
studios, in dramatic tensity and
thrills, along with a touch of comedj',stated.
and a uelightful love story, it
is
The picture presents a strong
cast which Howard Hickman has
manipulated skillfully. Frank
Campeau, the suave villain known
both on stage and screen, is seen
in the title role, and Claire Adams
makes the heroine a living character. Jack Conway, who has directed anumber of Hampton features, abandoned the megaphone to
play the masculine lead opposite
Miss Adams.

Exploits

N ew s

Picture

Drops Throwaways for " Passion
Fruit " While Circling Stadium
aeroplane flew over the city of Los
THEinto thousands
who crowded
the Tournament
Field at -Angeles and the surrounding country at an altitude low enough to
Pasadena, California, on New
give the inhabitants, a chance to
Year's day to see the annual West- read the printed announcement and
ern football classic, were given an then circled the big tournament
additiontal thrill this year when field
and the section around it,
from a circling airplane throw- teeming with the thousands on
aways advertising Doraldina in their way to the game or trying to
" Passion Fruit " came fluttering get a glimpse of the field from
down upon them.
points of vantage.
This striking advertising stunt
From the machine 25,000 throwwas engineered by T. L. Tally, of
aways w-ere distributed which on
Tally's theatre, where the Metro one side contained advertising of
picturization of a romance of the Doraldina and " Passion Fruit "
on the other an announcement
tropical isles was scheduled to be and
shown. Realizing the drawing
of
Skinner in " Kismet."
power of this picture, Mr. Tally whichOtis
follows " Passion Fruit " at
flctermined to go the limit in ex" Passion Fruit " was adapted
ploiting it in such a manner that
the public would be convinced that for the screen from the original
he had a picture it could not afford Tally's.
story by Carey Wilson by Edward
Lowe, jr. It was directed by John
to miss, declare Metro officials.
He procured an aeroplane and E. Ince and photographed by Ruhad painted on it in large letters
dolph Bergquist. John Hughes was
responsible for the art interiors
" Doraldina Plaving in Passion and
effects.
Fruit at Tallv's this Week." The

Phillips'
Reports

Picture
Going
Big
from Exhibitors Indicate

" Once to Every Woman " Is Big Hit
picture as was done in the New
IX a statement just received from York presentation. This stunt has
ers
Univerthe
of
headquart
the
sal Film Manufacturing Company, been a hit everywhere. It goes far
to clinch the heart-appeal which
" Once to Every Woman," starring makes
the picture lasting. In the
Dorothy Phillips, is declared to be
Xew
York territory the singer. who
scoring heavily in all sections of
the country. It has broken rec- appeared at the .Astor Hotel for our
ord after record, reports indicate, initial presentation, is still accomand has been re-booked for many
panying thenear
film the
at the
tres in and
city. large theatheatres in which it has already
"
I
have
just
received
a letter
declare officials of the
shown,"
been
Company.
Universal
from Mr. Tom Moore, of Wash" I have never handled a picture
C, who exhibited
'Rialto
Once
that the exhibitors exploited so to Ever>-ington, D.Woman
theatre. He wrote' in
the his
following
consistently," said Mr. H. M. Her- commendation :
man, Universal sales manager, re" ' It gives me pleasure to praise
cently discussing the surprising
and
recommend your special picpopularity
of " far,
Oncethetomajority
Every
Woman." "By
ture "Once to Every \\ oman,"
which highly pleased our audience
of showings have been accom- all
last
week.
panied by a singer, used with the

D. Baker
to the making of "Without Limit" the Sazvyer and Lubtn production which George
Some of the fatuous artists ivho have contributed
woman, Frank
has directed for Metro release. Top rmv— Robert Frazer. leading man, Robert Schable, character man, Kate Blancke, character
Currier' cha-acter man, Anna Q. Nilson, featured plaxer, Thomas IV. Ross, character actor, Charles Lane, heavy man
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Universal

Stories

Launches

by

Production

Prominent

of

Authors

Works
of Best-Known
Writers in America
to Be Filmed During- Year
that
s
" Out of the Sunset,"
Geoge Rix'in
unce
anno
SAL
melodramatic
story published
UNIVitERhas
embarked upon a
" Telling Tales," was screened at
period which will go down in
Universal City by Stuart Paton
with Eva Novak in the featured
its history as an era of " better
stories " and in which the big film
role. It is called " The Torrent
any
hs
ual
comp
will go to unus
lengt
and ranks with the best phototo obtain the works of the best
melodramas.
possible writers for its stars and
directors. 'Mr. R. H. Cochrane,
Maxger"' Brand's
stirring
"Tihas been made
into tale
a picture
vice-president of Universal, in a rewith Frank Mayo playing the role
cent statement indicating Univerof the fighting millionaire. It is
sal's plan sfor 1921 in the story
line,
laid stres upon the policy which
called "Tiger True" and has just
now actuates the Universal scebeen released. "The Diamond
Master" the celebrated adventure
r
nario department, " that
no
write
and mystery story by the late
is too big for Universal and no
Jacques versalFutrelle,
was for
used its
by most
Unistory too good."
as the basis
Universal is producing or projecting pictures by a list of promrecent serial, "The Diamond
inent authors, which includes many
Queen,"wick. Itfeaturing
Eileen
Sedgis just being
released.
of the best known writers in America. Among them are F. HopkinAmong the popular stories ncarson Smith, Augustus Thomas,
ing completion at Universal City
Booth Tarkington, Edna Ferber,
or
being prepared for early release
the late Jacques Futrelle, Courtney
as Universal screen features is
Ryley Cooper, Clara Louise Burn" The Mad Marriage," taken from
ham, Max Brand, Marjorie Benton
Marjorie Benton Cooke's widely
Cooke, Izola Forester and Mann
read
novel,
Cinderella
Jane."
Page, Edwina Levin, Helen ChrisCarmel
Myers " plays
the leading
tine Bennett, George Rix, Philip
role. Another is " Society SeV. Mighels, James E. Hungerford,
crets," an adaptation of Helen
Wadsworth Camp, and such noted
Bennett's humorous
photo-dramatists as Forrest Halsey be called upon to exert her utmost screening of " The Flirt," Booth Christine
" It's Never Too Late To
screen talent. Both Paton and Tarkington's widely read novel. No story,
and Clara Beranger.
Mend." There also is a new storv
been selected for this pic" We plan to make the coming Miss Dean have had long experience star has
ture, says Mr. Brownell, Universal by Philip V. Mighels, called "If
season a criterion in the produc- in the theatre and are well fitted
Only
the Jim,"
star. in which Harry Carey
tion of great pictures, adapted to transfer to the screen the un- scenario chief, but continuity' writers is
at the coast are busy on its screen
usual
back-stage
atmosphere
of
Most heralded .of all, however,
from the work of great writers," Miss Levin's novel.
adaption and a director soon will
said Mr. have
Cochrane.
The past few
be
assigned
for
its
production.
months
seen as "unprecedented
is the screen adaptation of "Colo" Not only has the Scenario Derado," the famous stage meloF. Hopkinson Smith will be reppartment inthe home office been inactivity in Universal's
scenario
dedrama by Augustus Thomas, one
resented
on
the
Universal
schedule
partment, headed by John C.
creasedthe
;
sci nario staff at Universal City has been considerably by his engaging tale of the of thetists. leading
dramaBrownell, who, with an enlarged
It was one American
of the celebrated
staff, has obtained for our company augmented, within the last few mountains, "A Kentucky Cinder- " state " plays of several years ago,
the screen rights of more popular weeks, by the addition of such exella," in which Gladys Walton soon
perts as William Lord Wright, is to be starred. Rights also have among which were " Alabama,"
plays, novels and stories than at
John W. Gray, George Plimpton been bought for " The Truant," a " Arizona," " In Missouri," and
any other period in our history.
stirring tale soon to be published in others. " Colorado " has been
" Some of these stories were im- and George Morgan.
screened by Reaves Eason, with
mediately put into production.
" Mr. Carl Laemmle, the head of The Delineator, and which was Frank
Mayo as the star. It is
With a full realization that photo- Universal, soon will be in Cali- written by Izola Forrester and understood
that all the romantic
fornia to take personal supervision Mann Page, whose most recent
play patrons are becoming more
flavor of the popular melodrama
critical in their taste and have
coming
' at work, " The Dangerous Inheri- has been retained in the screen
our the
West
Coast'production
studios. I wave
will join
grown to appreciate a good story of
tance," now is gaining them added
properly told through the medium him there early in February to popularity as co-writers. Frank version, plus the opportunity of
putting the story in its proper
of the screen. Universal determined assist in the supervision of UniverMayo has been cast for " The Tru- mountain settings, thus giving it
to lose no time in supplying this
ant." It will be put into production
sal's drive for 100% pictures."
atmosphere that could only be
demand. Our production schedule
In addition to the two big Uni- as soon as it can be put into con- the
approximated on the stage.
for the opening months of 1921 \-ersal-Jewel productions now being
tinuity form.
The Universal scenario departlooks like a list of ' Who's Who made from the novels by Edna
Two other promising stories rement reports that it is considering
Ferber and Edwina Levin, Univercently bought by Universal are
in Literature.'
sal also has acquired the screen " The Black Cap " by Wadsworth a score of the best stories of the
" Tod Browning, who wrote and
directed
' Outside
Law,' now
the rights to " The Open Shutters," the Camp, noted for his out-of-doors past few months. The list of those
latest Priscilla
Deanthefeature,
popular novel from the pen of Clara stories, and " Patches " from the selected for production as Universal pictures will be announced
is busy selecting an all-star cast for Louise Burnham. This story now is pen of James E. Hungerford. "The
the screen adaption of Edna Fer- being put into continuity form and Black Cap," will be produced as as soon as possible.
will
be
used
as
the
next
starring
the next starring vehicle for Eva
ber's remarkable novel ' Fanny Her- vehicle for Edith Roberts.
This will
of the year,
bigUniversal's newest star.
The next picture to be made by "Novak,
gestself."
pictures
of betheonecoming
Patches " is being put into conand Universal is sparing no pains Harry Carey, Universal's popular
of Stamboul"
tinuity for " Breezy " Eason, the "Virgin
Scores in Paris
to assure it a sumptuous production. western star, will be an adaptation
youngster whose work in " Pink
" In the
the direction
meantime,ofPriscilla
'Dean, of Courtney Ryley Cooper's story Tights," in " Two Kinds of Love,"
" The
Virgin Dean,
of Stamboul,"
starunder
Stuart Paton,
ring Priscilla
and produced
" Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte," and in several Harry Carey feaone of the veteran directors in the which
tures, won him a place in the last season by Tod Browning from
recently attracted great attention when it appeared in the hearts of screen patrons. In
moving picture field, has started
Loan's
stirringParis
tale by
of
work on a photodramatization of Red Book. Cooper is regarded to- "Patches " young Eason will be di- H.
the H.nearVanEast,
is taking
day
as
one
of
the
best
writers
of
rected
by
his
father.
Reaves
Eason,
Edwina Levin's great novel of stage
reports Universal's export
His rugged charac- Sr., maker of many Universal suc- storm,
life, pect' False
This, ofwe Miss
ex- viriletersstories.
department, which has just reto be theColors.'
master piece
are those of the country and cesses.
ceived
word of the French preDean's
In portray-of customs that Harry Carey likes to
Among
current pictures
Universal
remier of the popular Universaling thescreen
subtle career.
characterizations
leases
are
several
adapted
portray and in which settin'^ he has
production.
" Thereleased
.Virgin of
from stories familiar to almost Jewel
the dual role drawn by Miss Levin won fame as a screen star.
Stamboul
" is being
in
in her powerful story, the star will
ITnivers'al also promises the early every reader of current literature. France by Pathe.
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Picture

News

A 24-sheet poster drawn by M. Leone Bracker and posed for by Dorothy Phillips, James Kirkwood and Shannon Day, for the First National
release, "Man-Woman-Marriage," featuring Dorothy Phillips
Mayer

and

Stahl

Laud

Rothacker's Work
To both Louis B. Mayer and
John M. Stahl, Watterson R. Rothacker replied that he would be in
California shortly to thank them
personally for these letters:
From Mr. Mayer :
"You might be interested in
knowing that as a result of the run
of 'The Woman in His House' in
Washington, wherel it played to
packed houses for three weeks, I
have received a number of comments on the exquisite beauty of
the picture. A goodly share of
this praise belongs to you for your
part in the finishing of the production."
From Mr. Stahl:
"I take this opportunity of expressing my sincere appreciation of
the whole hearted courtesy extended to me during my several
visits to your establishment. I
may add that this courtesy was
surpassed only by the wonderful
work you did on my production
'The Woman in His House.
Please accept my thanks and congratulations."
"Woman in His House"
Shown on Coast
" The Woman in His House," the
initial John M. Stahl production for
Louis B. Mayer, which will be distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., was given its
Pacific Coast premiere showing in
the ball room of the Alexandria
hotel, Los Angeles, January 11. The
room was filled with a list of invited guests which included Judge
Ben Meyer, Jurde Works, Mrs.
Millbank, Mrs. Horace Seeley,
Rabbi Isadore Myers, Mrs. Elinor
Glynn, Bernal Feagan, B. H. Dyas,
Motley H. Flint, Mrs. Hancock
Banning, Chief Prendergast, S.
Nordlinger and J. W. Lewis, as well
as various other prominent members
of the clerg>-, judiciary, society and
body politic. The picture, which
features Mildred Harris, was
favorably received.

Present "Maa, Woman,
Marriage'*
DESPITE the zero weather that settled down over Paterson, N. J., for forty-eight hours, " Man-Woman-Marriage " opened to a capacity matinee Monday afternoon,
January 24th, announces First National, and duplicated it
straight through the evening. When the theatre closed its
door shortly before midnight, the receipts had run well into
four figures, and Jacob Fabian, Abraham M. Fabian and
Mr. Dooley, manager of the theatre, were receiving the congratulations oftheir friends.
From a balcony loge, Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holubar, star and director of the third of First National's " Big
Five," watched the picture and the house during the entire
evening. Around them, in the other loges, sat more than
twenty of the prominent women of Paterson, members of
the Woman's Club, who attended the performance as the
personal guests of Miss Phillips.
At the close of the evening, there was an impromptu reception in Mr. Dooley's office on the balcony floor of the
theatre, and there Miss Phillips received her guests and
discussed with them the various phases of the production
which were nearest their hearts. Congratulations flowed
freely, and Miss Phillips and Mr. Holubar were both warmly
complimented, not only on their own efforts, but on the
spirit and lesson of the entire production, in both its modern
and historical phases.

The record made by " Man-Woman-Marriage," at the
because the preRegent Theatre, is all the more noteworthy of
Paterson was
liminary announcement of it to the people
carried out without any ballyhoo or outdoor exploitation of
any kind. In fact, until Tuesday morning of the week of
the run, the only paper to be found on the billboards of the
city were " teaser " posters announcing the coming of " the
picture ever produced.". Not until the second day
greatest
the booking were the first sheets of the celebrated Bracker
of
posters available for use.
Liberal use was made of newspaper advertising on the
the opening. Colored reproSaturday and Sunday preceding
ductions of the Bracker designs were placed advantageously
in store windows in the business sections of the city, and
hundreds of tack cards were " sniped " into every possible
location. These, with the personal invitations sent by Miss
City,
Phillips to Paterson's clubwomen, the Mayor of theAssemPrank Van Noort, Chief of Police John M. Tracey,
blymen John J. Roegner, Frederick J. Tattersall, W. W.
Evans Henry G. Hershfield, and Lester F. Maloney, andn
Senator Albin Smith, comprised the total of exploitatio
with the premiere, declares First Naused
tional. in connection

Vanity Fair Comedy is
"Oh Promise Me"
" Oh Promise Me " is the title of
a new Vanity Fair Girl comedy
produced by the Rolin Film Comschedule
forforthe release
week ofonFebruary
pany and
Pathe's
6. France, Italy, Spain, Holland
and the Argentine
all receive pulchritudinous
representation
by
members of the beauty ensemble selected by Producer Hal Roach to
enact the amusing tale of a sailorman whose
into the
monial sea plunge
is attended
by matristorm
and uproar.
Eddie Boland, the chief comedian,
appears
the ship's
of
many asvoyages
and officer,
as manya man
love
affairs.
Brinkerhoff Cartoons
for Ray Picture
R. M. Brinkerholt, the cartoonist,
has contributed two lobby cards for
the
of " TheCharles
Old Swiramin'advertising
Hole," starring
Ray,
which have created considerable
comment at the offices of First National Exhibitors Circuit, where
they are on exhibition. The designs
are especially attractive, but the
fact that surrounding the centre
figures are numerous others which
tell the stor>- of an average day in
the life of a countr\^ boy by means
of
pages tornwith
from outline
the boy'spictures,
diar>%
illustrated
makes the cards a departure in
lc:bl3y advertising helps.
Six Gold\\-yn Pictures
for Poli Circuit
Another important contract for
six of the most popular Goldwyn
releases was closed last week with
the Poli circuit for houses in New
England and Pennsylvania.
The pictures contracted for are
" Earthbound," Basil King's soulstirring drama ; " Prisoners of
Lcve," Betty Compson's first starMen." " The
vehicle ; " Godless
GreatringLover,"
" Bunty Pulls the
Strings," and " Hold Your Horses."

Cyrus

J.Williams

presents

Tom

in

SaiitscHi

BeyondThe

^

Trail

Directed,
Robert

lo^y

North

BradBiiry

Tom Santschi, popular hero of popular
"Westerns." Now starring in the^ best
twQ reel Mountain and Plains pictures you
cvfer saw.
Good stories, good production, good acting,
plenty of . punch. Futhermore, these pictures were taken in country you never saw
iin pictures before, wild, picturesque, magnificent Photography superb.
If you'll only look at some of these pictures
at the nearest Pathe exchange you're dead
sure to book them.
They're great.
EIGHT PICTURES— ONE EVERY
OTHER WEEK.
Santschi

Series

A

BENJAMIN

B.

IHE
Adapted

from

HAMPTON

PRODUCTION

KILLER
the

novel

Produced
Directed

by
bxj

of

STEWART

BENJ.

B. HAMPTON

HOWARD

Distributors

vz>^

EDWARD

HICKMAN

WHITE

A

man

who

killed for the love

of it, yet a lover of music

and

art.
Stewart

Edward

White

knows

the West ; knows out-of-door
men
and women.
He has
created

a new

character

one as dangerous
as

a rattlesnake,

in the

ranch

Southwest,
the power
a beautiful

here,

and as deadly
planted

country

him

of the

and then given him
of life or death

over

girl.

It is a picture of action, suspense and tense situation; filled
with the atmosphere of a wonderfully picturesque country.
PatheTf)

Distributors

^^zty

EDGAR

JONES

Productions,
pi'QSGn

The

HOLMAN
of

with

Edgar

Seven

Two

Jones

Inc.

t.

DAY
Reel

Pict

and

Senei

ures

Edna

May

Holman Day is one of the best known of the writers of the
great outdoors. His stories of the Maine woods are famous
the world over. In this series he has created strong virile
characters in rugged romance of the lumber camps and the
borderland. They are certain moneymakers for the exhibitors
who like a well balanced program.
The First Four
Lochinvar of the Line
The Two-fisted Judge
A Forest Diplomat
Single Handed

Spei
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the production field of
the motion picture industry, this week, by taking
exclusive control of his magnificent studios at DeLongpre and LaBrea avenues,
Hollywood.
A full working organization, including many of the
persons who for numerous
years have been identified
with the great comedian, began activities in preparation
for the immediate resumption
of production.
AH but a few of the executive positions in the Chaplin organization have been
filled and the players who will
support the star in his screen
efforts during the coming
year are fast being assembled.
Chaplin expects to be active
before the camera by the latter part of the week. He has
already prepared his story,
which is an original one of
his own conception but the
title will not be made public
until the production is well
underway. The picture will
be of the light comedy sort
and of the two reel length
and will be one of three to be
turned over to Associated
First National. Within the
next five months Chaplin will
aim to produce three two-reel
subjects, this being the required number to terminate
his contract with Associated
First National.
First Nat'l to Enlarge
Philadelphia Office
Pressure of new business has
made it imperative to increase the
size of the Philadelphia headquarters of the Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and a contract
for the enlargement of the present
quarters of the exchange has been
awarded. Work has been begun
and the work is to be finished as
speedily as possible. The additional
space will be gained by the building
back of the second and third floors
of the building at No. 1339 Vine
street, and will give the exchange
two additional rooms, each 16 by 40
feet.
Chas. Hutchison Recovering Rapidly
Owing to the results being accomplished by New York specialists in treating the contracted tendons of his right arm, Charles
Hutchison, Fathe stunt star whose
new
serial, January
' Double 23,Adventure,"
was released
has called
off his projected trip to Florida,
where he proposed to go through
physical exercises to strengthen the
arm that was broken in a fall at
the Brunton studios while performing before the camera.

Max

Linder

Comedy

Offered
ficials admit still to be possible.
Getting up
next
discovers that
hismorning,
servantshe have
broken a large mirror. Through
a remarkable train of incidents, the
character played by Linder is made
to break a second mirror, thereby

' 7 Years Bad Luck '
is Presented by Robertson-Cole

for early distribution
offering
INthe
super-special production,
" Seven Years Bad Luck,"
with Max Linder, Robertson-Cole
feels that it is giving the trade the
greatest comedy attraction of the
decade. Careful estimates of Mr.
Linder's work in " Seven Years
Bad Luck" indicate that the end
of his lapse, which was devoted to
war service, brings him back far
more talented than ever.
" Seven Years Bad Luck " was
directed and written by Mr.
Linder, who also enacts the
leading role. The broad scope
of story, support, atmosphere
and artistic and humorous effects reveals that no time, effort
or money were spared in making
a picture which will give the exhibitor a distinctive release, it is
claimed.
Many angles of appeal make
" Seven Years Bad Luck " the
most notable picture from an exploitation standpoint that has recently
released,
Cole assert.been The
centralRobertsontheme of
the picture shows a man striving
to escape from the jinx which has
been laid upon him by a broken
glass. Naturally this gives opportunity for a large play upon all
sorts of superstitions. This is a
human angle which has been
worked out in diversified form in
the large advertising campaign

putting himself in line for " seven
years bad luck." Max leaves home
to try to shake off this spell. Wherever he goes it 'clings to him, and
through its complications he has
opportunity to do the best comedy
work of his career.
" Seven Years Bad Luck " not
only tells a funny story, but has an
excellent cast as well, is the claim.
All of the actors and actresses apMax Linder, who is being starred in
pearing in support of Mr. Linder
the Robertson-Cole comedy, " Seven
are well known and have, at various times, appeared prommently in
Years Bad Luck "
which Robertson-Cole is publish- pictures of note. Included are
Thelma Percy, Alta Allen, Betty
ing on the Linder picture.
Freak scenes and extraordinary Peterson, Lola Gonzales, Harry
incidents abound in the picture.
Chance Ward, Ralph McThese are all taken advantage of in Mann,
Cullough,derson, Hugh
Zaxon, Cap Anthe exploitation which has been the
dog. F. B. Crayne and Pudgy,
mapped
Robertson-Cole
for
the use out
of byexhibitors
who play
In giving " Seven Years Bad
" Seven Years Bad Luck." Includ- Luck
" to the trade Robertson-Cole
ed in the atmosphere ot the picture is convinced
that it is releasing a
are scenes laid in a large zoolog- picture which will furnish every
ical
in atrain,
big railroad
exhibitor who plays it a maximum
tion, garden
on board
in a jail,sta-a return
for his rental. Hurnor is one
courtroom, a swimming pool and
most wanted qualities in picmany other interesting places. of the tures
in this presentation it is
These unusual backgrounds give presentedand in
lavish quantity.
opportunity for a long series of
With the proper exploitation the
humorous incidents in which Mr.
Linder and the large company distributing company is sure
"Seven Years Bad Luck " will go
which
cerned. plays with him arc con- over one hundred per cent everywhere it is shown, and prove one
Mr. Linder has a role of a man
who comes in from the sort of of the truly satisfactory attractions
of the year.
evening which even prohibition of-

Educational

Makes

New
Offer
the first of these pictures, and othFIL
ing To
isMplacEXRelease Single- vals. ers will follow at reasonable interEDUCATIONALCHANGES, INC.,
at the disposal of exhibitors
Reel Scenics and
this month and for the future a
Following its policy of purchasTravelogue Pictures
number of single-reel scenic and
ing outright
material.
Edu-a
cational hasunusual
in its vaults
nearly
travel-pictures which will be rehundred
of
these
single
reels,
leased under the heading of "Mis- to be the first time that such a pic- these are being carefully edited and
and
cellaneous." These will not be long
ture has been offered. The second titled so as to make them stand
series of pictures, but the chief aim
will be to afford variety as well as of the series is " Hides and Go out on any program. These releases are, of course, in addition
quality in the product so that some Seek," and shows trapping by Into the Bruce Scenic Beautiful and
single reeler to fit every program
dians
around
various
Hudson's
will always be available.
Bay posts.
the Chester-Outings,
the two stanBecause of the fact that attention
dard series.
Other pictures which are promised
by
Educational
as
notable
sinwas recently directed to the HudEducational states that the regle reel offerings belong to the
son's Bay territory by the lost
lease of these miscellaneous subnaval balloonists especial interest is " World Wanderings " series.
jects is sure to contribute greatly
These
were
taken
by
a
French
being shown in the four singleto the popularity of the single reel
who is said to have with patrons, and it is largely for
reels that constitute the Hudson's photographer
achieved
remarkable
photographic
Bay Travel Series. These pictures
this reason that it is placing the
were taken by an Educational cam- results. The first of these pictures, high quality in the pictures and
era expedition which had the as- " The Quaint Isle of Marken," is making them available to exhibitsistance of the entire Hudson's reported to have been shown at an
ors without the necessity of signBay organization, this being the unusually large number of houses,
ing contracts for long series.
first time that a motion picture in many cases with special stage
photographer had covered any con- settings. " In Dutch," released late
siderable portion of the vast terri- in January, is said to offer unusu- Universal in Force at
tory.
ally pleasing views in Holland, and
Washington, D. C.
Months were occupied in this presenting opportunities for Dutch
Two Universal favorites held the
trip and some 20,000 feet of film dances and special music.
made, it is declared, showing every
Contributing further to the vari- boards at Tom Moore's Washingety of these single reels are the
activity of this great organization
ton, D. C, theatres during the same
pictures made by the New York week recently, it is reported from
and every post owned by the com- State
Conservation Commission.
pany, even to those located where
Washington office. At
few whites have ever been. The Few people probably know that this Universal's
Aloore's Rialto, " Once to Every
state
has
immense
preserves
and
Woman"
was
shown to crowded
first of this series is " A Tale of that its activities in the control and
the Fur North," which shows inti- care of forests and game is greater houses during the entire week. At
mately the life of the Eskimo peoMoore's Garden theatre, Harry
ple, from birth, through courtship than that of any other state in the
Careymost
was recent
starredwestern.
in ' Hearts Up,"
and marriage to old age. It is said nation. " Wilderness Friends " is his
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Big

Cast

Jackie Coogan

Gladys Walton, a principal of Universal's " Rislsy Business "
Universal

Feature

Released

Gladys Walton Starred in " Rich
Girl, Poor Girl"; Harris Director
««r>ICH GIRL, POOR GIRL," in her current release, " Rich Girl,
■tv the five-reel feature just reGirl."B. Harris directed the
leased by Universal with Gladys Poor
Harry
Walton in the starring role, is said picture. He also is a newcomer
by Universal executives to be one among moving picture head-liners,
of the best pictures ever offered to having handled the megaphone for
exhibitors by that company.
only a few pictures. He formerly
Miss Walton, a new-comer was an assistant director. In
featured screen players, does by " Rich Girl, Poor Girl " he has
far the best work of her short proved
that he knows how to put
human nature on the screen, depicture
experience
in
"
Rich
Girl,
clares the Universal statement.
Poor Girl, declares a statement
Outstanding among the good
from Universal. Her first important role with Universal was qualities of its direction, " Rich
with Lyons and Moran in " La Girl, Poor Girl " contains one of
La Lucille." She next received the best double-exposure photogin many days. Miss
an important role in " The Secret Walton raphyisseencalled
upon to portray
Gift."
Her
work
was
so
good
in
these two features that she was a dual role, — two characters that
co-starred with Jack Pcrrin in frequenth' have to be seen together. This has been accom" Pink Tights." Universal starred
plished in an adroit way which
her
in
"
Risky
Business,"
which
disarms
critical
comment.
has been a decided hit, and then

in

specials.
Mr. Wood and Mr. Lesser made
arrangements wherebj^ the serv-

Kinograms

Lesser

Surrounded

ular Players for "
WORD
comes from Irving
producerstars
of " Jackie
Peck's
Bad Lesser,
Boy," which
Coogan, of Charlie Chaplin " The
Kid " fame, that an entire reorganization has taken place with
regard to the Peck production.
The recent and serious accident
which befell Jackie Coogan some
weeks ago, and which necessitated
Mr. Lesser to suspend activities
on production for a number of
weeks, and incidentally which
caused a loss of no little means
financially, instead of dampening
his spirits, had the opposite effect.
As soon as word reached Lesser
that Jackie Coogan would recover
and would be able to soon resume
his work before the camera, the
producer arranged whereby Louis
E. Loeb, who had been associated
with Al Lichtman of Famous
Flayers for a period of over five
years, became general production
manager. Both Lesser and Loeb
made immediate plans for a much
more artistic and elaborate production of the Peck film than had
previously been contemplated.
Through the courtesy of Famous
Playcrs-Lasky, Sam Wood was
obtained to complete the production. Air. Wood is responsible for
most of the recent Wallace Reid

In

Picture

News

Film

by Pop-

Peck's
BadMayBoy
ices of Doris
were " secured.
Miss
May will
appearOakman
as Jackie's
"big sis."
Wheeler
will
have the leading male portrayal
and important characterization will
be in the hands of Raymond Hatton as the village grocer, and
James Corrigan as Old Man Peck.
Lillian Leighton will assume the
role of Ma Peck, while others in
the cast include Charles Hatton
and Gloria Woods. With an assemblage of well known screen
artists such as above mentioned, it
is safe to say that Jackie Coogan
will be supported by an all-star
cast.
Arrangements have been made
whereby a goodly 'ortion of the
Robert Brunton studios in Hollywood will be taken over and here,
with every possible facility for
comfort and speedy production,
the remaining scenes for the Peck
story will be filmed.
" Feck's Bad Boy " will be in
full five-reel feature comedy form
and, according to Director Sam
Wood, will be chuck full of rural
laughs, gags, situations and atmosphere throughout its entirety.
IrA'ing Lesser will take full
charge of all distribution matters
pertaining to the finished product,
which should be ready for the cuttime. ting room within several weeks'

Big

Demand

Many First-Run Theatres Booking
Educational News Weekly Service

ACCORDING to preliminary
reports received by Educational Exchanges, Inc., the indications are that during the week of
January 30th, which will see the
first release of super-Kinograms,
the news reel will be played by
more first rim theatres than have
Fox
Opens
Chicago
Offices
ever booked any similar product,
New Headquarters to Meet Demand
declares a statement from Educational's headquarters.
of Increased Business in Chicago
Not only have the principal great
JANUARY IITH marked the matter that arc sent out over the chains of theatres which are using
other Educational product asked
official opening of the new district.
The building covers an area 55 for these pictures, but in practicWilliam Fox building at 910-914
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111. No xl65 feet, is fireproof throughout,
ally every city they have also been
time w-as lost in any elaborate and is more luxuriously furnished booked in competing houses, it is
housewarming ceremonies, declares than film men five years ago would declared. For instance, on Broadit is promised that the news
a statement from Fox's New York have dreamed possible for any reels waywill
be seen in at least five
headquarters; the first day of its moving picture business office. The
career was observed by an eight- projection room will seat 60 per- principal theatres, and an equal record is expected in other cities.
hour working day on the part of sons.
ofiiciah and subordinates.
The erection and occupation of
An announcement from Educational say* that the reports already
Built to comply with the new the new building come at a time
Chicago ordinance bearing on the when the Chicago office of Fox received have caused the order for
exchanges and film headquarters, celebrates the period of its great- prints for the first issue to be douest prosperity. A little over two
the building is also constructed for
bled over the original estimates.
the peculiar needs of the Fox con- years ago it had only 20 employees. However, the laboratory facilities
cern. It has offices for the exec- Today it has over 70 : and this in- are so extensive that a vast footcrease in number indicates only a
utives, reception, billing, contract
age can be turned out without deand Fox News departments. With measure of the increase in receipts,
lay in a single shipment. In fact,
the exception of the projection for better office facilities now per- salesmen have been instructed to
mit more business to be handled emphasize in their talk to exhibitroom, which is on the second floor
in the rear, all offices and store- per employee than when the branch
ors the facilities of the super-Kinrooms are on the street level, functioned in a suite of rented ofograms and the fact that they w'ill
fices
totally
unfitted
in
comparison
so that a minimum of time and efbe given
the same
special-as
ized
service
with sort
theseof films
with
the
new
building
to
meet
the
fort are consumed in handling the
demands
of
the
company.
volume of prints and advertising
they have been getting with one

and two reel pictures from that orReports from the field forces of
ganization.
Kinograms are said to convey
other assurances of an unusual
product. At the start the news
reel will represent the work of the
forces now producing Kinograms
and Gaumont Weekly, and thirtj"
days later the force making a third
weekly at the present time will be
added. The three entire staffs will
be maintained
and Education
ises that the reels
to be sentpromout
twice a week will represent the
best product of all three forces,
and that it will afford the same selective qualities that are now obtained by those houses subscribing
for several different news reels
and then doing their own editing.
All the editing for super-Kinograms will be done by the combined production staffs at the New
York office.
Trailer Available

for

"Truant Husband"
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has issued a trailer for the
exhibitor's use previous to the release of " The
It consists
of a Truant
series Husband."
of scenes
from the production introducing
the various characters and each
scene is described in a little rhymed
couplet.
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ERSKA is
ANZI
st ZI
theAlateYE
famous author
to jOiH. the ranks of
the Goldwyn company. Her
k " eHungry Heartsure" is to
boo
be mad
into a pict
and
Miss \ ezierska left last week
io to
pany's
for ver
the Cit
comy,
in
rnia,
Cul
Califostud
cooperate with the continuity
writer and the director in
making the screen version.
It is especially desired to keep
the essence of " Hungry
Hearts " and it is part of the
credo of the Goldwyn company that the author shall
have a voice in all decisions
as to his story.
Miss Yezlerska will be at
the Goldwyn studio for a
number of weeks. As she left
immediately after the signing
of the contract, the continuity
writer, the director and the
cast had not been chosen.
The selections will be made
as soon after she reaches the
studio as possible.

To
Launch
"Metro
Week"
Soon
5 will
to March
preparing to drive it over to an unFEBR
beUARY
Metro 27
week
throughout
paralleled success.
the country. Metro expects
" A special staff has been asthat at least 7,000 exhibitors of the
signed to work out fully an adverUnited States and Canada will
tising campaign to be launched
nationally,
and which will give
during that period show only attractions released through its orpowerful, money-getting publicity
to every one of the big productions
ganization.
Metro has distributed in the last
The inauguration of this week
eighteen months. The campaign
will be preceded by a - nation-wide
will be got under way well before
advertising campaign in prominent
the advent of Metro week, in plenty
newspapers reaching every comof time to stir up the interest of
munity, and the publicity drive
the nation in what promises to be
will continue throughout, it is declared. Free distribution of posthe most momentous period of moters and of slides will accompany
tion picture exhibition it has ever
the wholesale purchase of newspassed through.
" None of the expense of this
paper display space in order to
fully suport the exhibitor during A scene from " The Off-Shore Pirate,"
advertising attack will fall on the
a
forthcoming
Metro
production
starexhibitor. Metro will shoulder the
this special period, says a statering Viola Dana
entire burden of financing it, and
ment from Metro headquarters.
will further co-operate with the
" Metro week, while not under- of the Palace, Washington, O., of individual
showmen by issuing
taken without the most thorough having not one empty seat during
preparation, has been brought his long run of Metro photoplays; them free of charge all posters for
about," Metro officials assert, "by the appearance on Broadway of billboard display during Metro
the evidence of a spontaneous de- ' The Great Redeemer ' and of Bert Week. Slides, too, will be distribsire on the part of exhibitors to
uted on the A.sameRowland,
basis."
Richard
Metro
inaugurate such an institution, Lytell's latest, ' The Price of Redemption 'and of Buster Keaton's president, described the situation
rather than by an arbitrary desimultanecision on the part of the company comedy,ously for' One
sevenWeek,"
days, are
but a by saying :
to conduct a national drive at a representative
" All the exhibitor has to do,
few of the examples
given time.
tending to prove the desire for practically, is give his operator the
" Most recent instances of ex- Metro pictures is confined to no films. We'll do the advertising,
plaster his town with paper and
hibitors' taking the initiative in
but that in every communsetting aside a week for Metro locality,
ity, whether large or small, east or furnish the slide for his screen —
pictures only were those of the west, people want to see Metro in a word, fill his house. The showman has only to give directions to
Rialto theatre, in Providence, R. stars for long runs.
I., and several of the foremost
" Such cases of demand suggested his projection operator and cashier, and then make out a deposit
screen theatres in Atlanta, Ga. the idea of Metro week, and once
The experience of R. J. McLean, in mind the company has been
slip for his bank."
Booking

Carmel Myers, Universal star, whose
latest starring vehicle is to be " The
Mad Marriage "
Ruth "Roland Extends
Stay-in New York
As the end of the second week
of her intended two weeks' visit in
New York draws near. Ruth Roland, who traveled across the continent after completing another
Pathe serial, " The Avenging Arrow," decided to play an extended
engagement in the vicinity of the
Broadway shows, Fifth Avenue
shops and the Pathe Home Ofiices.
The serial celebrity found that the
time she had allotted herself for
the combined vacation and shopping tour in New York was not
sufficient.
Many First-Runs for
Single-Reelers
Educational reports that a number of its exchanges have exhausted the first run bookings for
the single reel Vanity and Gayety
Comedies which have been on the
market a little more than six
weeks. Detroit has booked all of
these two brands for solid week
runs at the Drury Lane in that
city. ,

ists just
of statemen
of the
home office
sued from the
IN a series
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
recent bookings of current Hodkinson releases by exhibitors in
various parts of the country are announced. In most cases the productions have been engaged for a
week's run.
Frank Cassil, Hodkinson Northwest supervisor, reports the closing of a contract with Jensen and
Von Herberg for a full week's
showing of " The U. P. Trail " and
" The Brute Master " for their
Portland theatre.
"The U. P. Trail" is a Benj. B.
Hampton production, made from
Zane Grey's highly popular novel,
while " The Brute Master," a J.
Parker Read, Jr. production,
starring Hobart Bosworth and featuring Anna Q. Nilsson, is a stirrinf
story of Southern seas.
From W. O. Edmunds, Hodkinson representative in San Francisco,
comes an announcement to the effect
that C. W. Midgeley has contracted
for " The U. P. Trail " for a sevenday showing at the Oakland theatre,
Oakland, California.
"The U. P. Trail" is a Benj. B.
Hampton production, made from
Zane Grey's popular novel. It has
proven one of the greatest box-office
successes of the current season, declares W. W. Hodkinson, and it is
confidently predicted that Mr.
Midgley will be more than pleased
with the results achieved with this
production.
From H. H. Hurn, Cincinnati
Hodkinson representative, comes an
announcement to the effect that Ike
Libsen booked " Love Madness "

Hodkinson

Myrtle Stedman, playing in the Dial
Film Company's
" The Tiger's' Coat," distribution
forproduction,
W. W. Hodkinson
for a seven-day showing at his
Family theatre in Cincinnati. Mr.
Libsen manis andreputed
to be a the
wise pulling
showrecognized
power of this truly great producIt has that
been never
said by
son tion.officials
hasHodkinLouise
Glaum had a vehicle better suited
to her talents than has been provided for her in this J. Parker
Read, Jr., production.
" The Spenders " has been booked
by Feiber and Shea for their
Colonial theatre, Akron, Ohio. This

Releases
is the recenth' released Benj. B.
Hampton comedy, made from
Harry Leon Wilson's novel, which
is creating such a furor wherever
shown, according
to W.
W. Hodkinson. It is a fast
moving
story
It is a fast-moving story, with
the locale shifting from West
to East. In the cast are included
such popular players as Claire
Adams, Robert McKim, Niles
Welch and Joseph J. Dowling.
James P. Dunlevy of the Strand
theatre, .Xkron, Ohio, has booked
through Herbert J. Ochs, Hodkinson representative of Cleveland,
Ohio, " Down Home," for a fourday showing.
"Down Home" is Irvin V. Willat's first independent production
for Hodkinson release, and is said
to have been built with great skill
and craftsmanship. It has been
proven one of the most highly successful of the recent Hodkinson recials. leases, according to Hodkinson offiEducational Sales Mgr.
Visiting Exhibitors
In line with the policy of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
keeping hibitors
in close
with that
exthemselvestouch
in order
the est
home
office may
fullinformation
as tohave
theirtheneeds,
Henry Ginsberg, domestic sales
manager, this week started on the
second of his series of short trips.
Louisville will be the immediate
objective
after this
the Cleveland and and
Cincinnati
branches
will
be visited.
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The above is the first of two special lobby frame cards, drawn by
Brinkerhoff, for the use of the exhibitors in exploiting "The Old
Stvimmin Hole," the next Ray-First National attraction
Nick

Carters

Well

Liked

Screen
Ibanez
Special
Preview for Metro Officials; a
Print Also Sent Abroad to Ibanez
t> EX INGRAM, director, and be present at the beginning of the
engagement in one of the
Mathis, adapter
"The picture's
largest of the Broadway theatres.
FourJune
Horsemen
of the ofApocaMetro will dispatch by special
lypse," theofmillion-dollar
production
the Ibanez screen
novel messenger on the first available
that Metro recently finished at its Atlantic liner a print of " The Four
Hollywood studios in California, Horsemen of the Apocalj-pse " to
left Los Angeles Wednesday for the author of this internationally
New York, bringing with them the famous novel, by Vicente Blasco
original print of the picture for a Ibanez, who is now sojourning at
special preview before Metro offi- Nice, in southern France.
cials prior to its presentation in
Harry
Bedker, will
of take
Metro's
New
exchange,
personal
the Astor theatre at Broadway and York
charge
of
the
print,
traveling
by
Forty-fifth street, February 20.
Although the picture is completed way of London, where he will meet
Mr. Ingram and Miss Mathis de- Harry J. Cohen, foreign manager
sired to be present at the special for Metro. It is expected that the
print will be held in the British
private showing of " The Four capital long enough for exhibition
Horsemen," in order to make any before Sir William Jury, managing
changes that might be suggested in
the cutting and titling of the mam- director of Jury Imperial Pictures,
moth production, should any be Ltd., exclusive distributors throughout Great Britain of Metro Procials.
deemed
advisable by Metro offi- ductions.
Following the brief halt in LonFollowing the preview of the picdon for the special showing Mr.
ture it will take possession of the
Astor theatre on February 20th, Cohen and Mr. Bedker will proceed immediately to the Continent
and commence an indefinite run.
Both Mr. Ingram and Miss Mathis for delivery of the print of " The
will remain East long enough to Four Horsemen " to Senor Ibanez.

Enthusiastic Reports From All
Pioneer
Exchanges
on
Series
did
cast,
starring
Tom Carrigan, Alice
Hollister
Plays
conLead
reports
STIC
ENTHUSIAcerning
the Nick Carter series and containing as much marrow as
of fifteen two-reel detective features the best five-reeler, and more than
Appears Opposite James Kirkwood
are being received at the home of- the average."
fice of Pioneer Film Corporation
Consistent with the importance
" Miss
Money
Master
Hollister
has now " been in
from its exchanges throughout the of this series, the Pioneer Film
in Geo. Melford's
ALICE
HOLLISTER,
charming
Corporation
has
put
forth
extra
the
Western
film
capital
for over a
y.
ized
countr
Recogn
by live exscreen leading woman and one
hibitors as an unusually strong box- efforts toward their exploitation. A of the few veteran actresses who year, and during that time she has
office attraction, containing all the special Nick Carter exploitation
played many important roles in
elements that assure public satis- bureau as an adjunct of the regu- wasn't won over from the stage, screen productions. She w^ill be rebut
made
her
professional
debut
befaction, the series is being booked
called for her splendid work in
lar publicity and advertising dethe camera, played her first
heavily, and some new sales recpartment has been created to han- scenefore as
Carmen Dolores, in " Milestones," " The Great Lover "
ords for two reelers will undoubtdle Nick Carter exploitation excluand " A Voice in the Dark."
edly be made, confidently report the
sively. This bureau will co-operate George Melford's production of Sir
with exhibitors in every possible Gilbert Parker's " The Money Masexchange managers.
on Monday, January 10th. Metro Announces Three
either directly or through the This ister," the
" Probably no two-reel produc- way,
leading feminine role.
tions within recent months have at- medium of the exchange managers, Miss
Changes in Titles
Hollister playing opposite
tracted much widespread comment or both, as is necessary.
and attention from exhibitors at the
Vice-President and General Man- James Kirkwood.
three pictures which
This marks Miss Hollister's first
Nick Carters," said Vice-President
are sc h e d u 1 e d for
ager
M.
H.
Hoft'man
desires
to
call
and General Manager M. H. Hoff- particular attention to this special appearance in a Paramount picture
ly S
are anreleasoe, tit
ear
bureau,
and
to
ask
exhibitors
to
and
she
expressed
herself
as
deman.ficient
"Short
and program
of sufturesof
Picles
nounced by Metrin
CHANGE
lighted with the opportunity to
strengthin tolength
fit any
make use of it. A full line of exn.
io
at
or
ee
e
rp
Th thr feaCo
in any theatre, regardless of the
ploitation accessories such as lith- work under Mr. Melford's direction.
m stories by fature films fro
ographs in the usual sizes and " I knew Mr. Melford at the old
character of its clientele, this semous authors were made at
ries is considered an ideal booking colors, lobby displays, heralds,
years ago," she res ywWe
y'll
bet. Each of the two-reelers is throw-aways, press books, etc., can Kalem studio
st,
e
Coaif.
co
th
marked, and
"
have often wished
d, Cal
oost
atanHo
studios mp
complete in itself, a keen, absorbing be obtained at all Pioneer ex- that I might play in one of his proed
ph
re photogra
ductions so when they asked me
unand wediff
detective drama, played by a splen- changes.
der erent titles.
to play this role, I was more than
The famous noved by Jack
London, " The Little Lady
Aliss Hollister made her first
Field
Force
Hard
at Work
screen appearance about eight years
of
the Big under
House,"thewhich
was
screened
working
ago in a picture directed by Sidney
title
of
"What's
the
Matter
pleased."
Olcott for Kalem.. She had gone
Hodkinson's Salesmen Are Out in
South to visit with her husband who
With Marriage?
" will
be
Earnest to Make 192 1 Banner Year
produced
under the
shorter
was at that time a cameraman for
«<\TlNETEEN TWENTY-ONE in his territory that use and have the Kalem Company, and Mr.
designation of " The Little
Olcott, who was then casting a new
■^^ looks like a show-down in used every Hodkinson release.
Don Bjone's original story,
the motion picture industry and
" P. N. Brinch, sales manager of picture, saw in her the very type
" Sorrentina," in which Viola
the Hodkinson field organization the organization, his worked out a he wanted for a certain part. He
Dana is starred, will be preis geared up to place their_ corn- new plan for the comin:^ year by offered her the role and she acsented to picure-goers under
pany in the very front position in which the sales representatives aijd
cepted.
She
proved
to
possess
rethe men in the fi£ld will know from
markable talent and thus realized
the caption of " Puppets of
the
distributing
field,"
declares
a
Fate." The widely read story
statement just issued.
week to week of the progress they her ambition of a lifetime to beofPool."
Ben Ames Williams,
come an actress. She spent six
" Each and every one of the men are making and the men are so
thoroughly imbued with the idea years in stock with the Kalem com" More Stately Mansions."
are out to sell the ' Hodkinson that
which appeared in magazine
1921 must be a banner year for
pany, and one of her most notable
Idea,' and are meeting with very
form and was screened under
Hodkinson
that
they
are
attacking
roles
was
the
part
of
Mary
Magdagreat success," declares the state- their work with the same determinment.
lene in " From the Manger to the
the working title of " Are
ation and magnificent spirit which Cross," a film depicting the Hfe of
Wives to Blame? " will be re"Leading the league is Norman
Moray, New York representative, was displaved d\iring November, the Christ. The picture was filmed
leased as " Extravagance."
in the Holy Land.
who reports one hundred theatre? 1920— Hodkinson month."
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Vita
Presents
-Q LACK BEAUTY,"
Vita"^"^ lsbased
on
the production
story by
graph's special
Anna Sewell, had its first performance in any theatre last Sunday
night at the Capitol theatre, HartConn. The story
world's
of the ford,
wonderful
of apremier
horse,
with the added human story written hy Lillian and George Randolph Chester, with Jean Paige as
the star, was a success, according
to a statement received from Vita-

"Black

Beauty"

graph.
The theatre was crowded to capacit}'
at both
it is
declared.
The performances,
Connecticut State
laws provide that Sunday evening
performances may not begin before
seven o'clock P. M., and must end
by ten o'clock P. M. The late arDorothy Mackaill, appearing opposite
rivals who could not gain an enJohnny Hines inleased byTorchy
comedies,
retrance to the first performance reEducational
mained patiently in the spacious
lobby for the second showing of
Ina
Claire Applauded
the picture. Mr. and Mrs. Chester
by Rivoli Audience
were present in person, Mr. Chester making a brief address before
Metro reports that Polly with
a Fast " has been accorded an un- the showing of the picture at which
usual reception at the Rivoli, New he explained to the interested audiYork, where it has just been given
ences just how the difficulties were
Scene from " Black
a special
by Vitagraph
fromBeauty,"
the famous
novel feature
by the being
same produced
name
a week's run. Ina Claire, the star, overcome in adapting the story of
attended the performance one even- " Black Beauty," a narrative told
An unusual feature of the enin the first person by a horse, to
est in " Black Beauty " as indicated
ing during the week, and upon be- the
by the hundreds of telephone calls
screen.
ing recognized by a number of
gagement
of
"
Black
Beauty
"
in
undoubtedly
was due to the efforts
Hartford
was
the
new
class
of
spectators among the audience was
" ' Black Beauty ' is a splendid
of
Manager
Clancey to reach the
patrons
it
attracted
to
the
theatre,
example
of
the
efforts
of
Vitagraph
hailed to the stage for a short impromptu stage. Hugo Riesenfeld to produce better pictures," Mr. declares the Vitagraph statement. children of the city through them,
their parents, through the medium
introduced the Metro star, who was
told the audiences. " It is Beginning early Sunday morning
given a cordial reception upon her Chester
a great step forward in the right there was a succession of telephone of the schools. A week before the
direction. The picture is clean and calls, lasting all day, asking ques- engagement every school teacher
appearance.
tions, the answers to which would and principal in Hartford, to the
The Evening Telegram had the wholesome, and it is also good enhave been familiar to any regular number of nearly 800, briefly defollowing to say about " Polly with
tertainment. If you like ' Black
scribing the special production of
of motion pictures. Rea Past":
Beauty ' simply because you know follower quests
were made for reserved " Black Beauty " and calling atten" At the Rivoli theatre this week the story and because there is nothtion to the fact that the picture
ing in it to offend man, woman or seats; inquiries as to the time of
the famous comedy, ' Polly with a
child, then we have at least failed performance and the prices ; would
be shown at 4:45 o'clock in
Past,'
is
every
bit
as
delightful
and
amusing as it was on the spoken in our purpose. If you like the pic- whether young children would be the afternoon each day, except
Sunday,
the picture closing shortly
ture for these reasons and because admitted if accompanied by govstage under David Belasco's magic
hand.
after
six
o'clock, thus enabling
ernesses
instead
of
parents
:
whethit is also good entertainment — exer there were boxes in the theatre school children to see the produc" Miss Claire is Polly on the
ceptionally
good
entertainment
—
tion
without
in any way interfering
screen as she was Polly on the then we have accomplished what and a hundred and one other questions which indicated that the the- with their school duties and stustage — pretty Polly she is, viva- we set out to do and will be endies. The gist of the latter was
atre was acquiring an additional
cious and lively and laugh-provokcouraged to continue along the and desirable
clientele.
told
to
the pupils and brought the
same lines in making better picdesired results, it is stated.
ing."
The
New
York
Herald's
critic
Something
of
this
unusual
interremarked :
tures."
. ' 'Ina fitClaire^
might
think her
name
for — ayoudrink
— smiles
her
way to the hearts of all at the RivParamount
Releases
oh. in ' Polly with a Past ' she Current
does a French wink quite discreet,
but still rather frivolly. In her
of them is said to have been ideally
debut Miss Claire may be said to
Douglas MacLean, with Doris
the general cast. In roles of lesser impor- May, comes before his legion of
was Will
UAR
JAN
be 'there.'"
se Ydate23 for
iam Derelea
tance, are Betty Francisco, Claire admirers again in the Thomas H.
Mille's production, "Midsum- McDowell, Charlotte Jackson,
Excellent Cast Seen in
ss,"
Ince production, "The Rookie's
h
mer Madne
whic recently
comedy declosed an engagement of five Charles Ogle, Ethel Wales, Lillian Return,"clared toabe rollicking
Arbuckle Production
a fitting successor to
weeks at the Criterion Theatre, Leighton and George Kuwa.
The
theme
is
not
a
new
one,
but
"Twenty-three
and
a
Half
Hours
Louis M. Goodstadt, casting di- New York, and the Thomas H. it is the manner of its treatment
Leave/' "What's Your Husband
rector at the Lasky studio, is en"The Rookie's by the author scenarist and direc- Doing," and "Mary's Ankle.' Jack
production,
Incern,"
thusiastic over the roster of play- Retu
ing relea
las onMacstarrare
Dougsed
tor that has raised it. Paramount Nelson was the director and Bert
. Both
ers chosen for Roscoe (Fa|tty) Lean
the
t
moun
ule.
says,
far above the evel of the Cann the cameraman.
Para
sched
Arbuckle's new Paramount piccommonplace.
To Bob Meredith
The story was written by Arture, "Crazy
to Marry." Here is
"Midsummer Madness," adapted
the cast
:
cher McMackin and tells of the rethe pursuit of his proby Olga Printzlau from the novel life means fession.
turn of a war veteran to wrestle
To Julian Osborne, his
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, Lila by Cosmo Hamilton, was hailed
Lee, Lura Anson, Edwin Stevens, by the critics of the trade press best friend, it means romance — with the problem of adjusting himself to the humdrum existence of
Sylvia Ashton, Allen Durnell, and the New York newspapers on the woman yet unwon. Fate, feedcivilian
life. However, he finds
ing
upon
the
neglect
of
Margaret
" Bull " Montana, Lucien Little- the occasion of its initial presenta- Meredith by her husband, brings
that post-war conditions are not
field, Genevieve Blinn. Hank Johntion for its technical perfection.
son, Charles Ogle and Guy Oliver. In story, dramatic construction, about the inevitable. Opportunity as devoid of action and excitement
courts indiscretion — a moment of as he had thought, and his fighting
photography
and on
lighting
di- madness ; the unseen witness ; the blood, roused by a household of
rection, itstands
a highandplane,
according to the reviewers, and has Neighborhood Gossip — and four rebellious servants, a rival for the
earned new laurels for William lives face grim tragedy. But rea- hand of the young lady of his
son dictates reconciliation, and choice, an adopted father and other
DeMille.
Four characters dominate the with it comes new happiness born things supply him with as much
story, and for these roles four of a better understanding. Guy excitement as did ever the treacherous Hun.
players of talent were chosen. They Wilky was the cameraman, and his
are Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Jack less.
Doris May is again seen as the
photography is said to be flawdelightful sweetheart.
Holt, and Conrad Nagel, and each
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Introducing Harold Goodwin, talented juvenile who has appeared in numerous important screen roles as a new Fox star. His first picture will be " Oliver Twist, Jr.'
New
Harold
Goodwin
Made
a
Star
from
issued
just
nt
ing on in a scene. But he deterIN a stateme
Wm. Fox Announces
the William Fox Film Corpormined to earn more fifty-cent
pieces,
and in a little while was
He Will Be Starred
headquarters, announceation's that
ment is made
Harold Goodplaying small parts. That was the
in Fox Releases
win has been elevated to the starbeginning of his upward climb.
dom and will be seen during the
"At thirteen he was playing in
present year in the stellar parts of
'Old Heidelberg' with Wallace
mained
for
WiUiam
Fox
to
see
s.
WilHam Fox release In the stateReid and Dorothy Gish for D. W.
ment just issued a sketch of the star stuff in the lad and ob- Griffith. At sixteen he had the
tain his signature to a contract for
younglows : star's career is given as fol- exclusive
lead with Shirley Mason in "The
service.
Winning Girl " for Laskj'.
" For the last two years his climb
" Goodwin was born in Peoria,
" Young Goodwin has attained
success after going through the III., eighteen years ago. He is six has been steady, until he has
hard school of experience, despite Jeet one inch in height and weighs reached the pinnacle and is now a
his youth. While he has supported 140 pounds, with a slender, boyish full-fledged star. His ambition in
several of the more prominent figure. It is the intention of Mr. life, he says, has alwaj'S been to
stars in leading roles, he started, Fox to show him as the sort of a get as high as he could and to get
like most others who have climbed boy mothers like to see. He is a the best there is out of everything.
to prominence in the picture world, wholesome chap, and his pictures This means professionally as well
by playing small parts when he was will carry a lesson and do good as in the personal aim. Seemingly
ten years old.
work, while losing none of the typ- Goodwin is a high-minded youth
ical Fox entertainment.
who has hitched his wagon to a
" Directors soon saw the boy had
talent, and from his first role at the
star.
"
In
the
matter
of
personality,
age of ten up until the present time Harold Goodwin strikes one as a
" So early this year the motionhe has played with Shirley Mason, typical American boy — slraightfor- picture public who have learned to
Mary Pickford, Mary Miles Min- word, absolutely without affecta- admire Goodwin in leading roles
ter, Lila Lee, Bebe Daniels, Dorothy
tion, modest, and even a bit shy at will have an opportunity to judge
Gish, Mary Allen, Vivian Martin times. For his first work as an just what kind of star he will
and Bessie Love.
extra, when he was ten years old, make.
" ' A good one,' says all his
delight that he re"He also played rough parts with he tellsceived with
fifty cents.
friends, who have no intention of
Tom Mix, Harry Carey and William Hart, as well as roles with
"'I was just about crazj',' he perpetrating a pun.
Jack Commy, Wallace Reid in early says. ' I thought it was a fortune.'
" The new star's first picture is
Griffith productions, and several
" That was with Carljle Black- now being made at the William
pictures with Thomas Ince. In well, and Goodwin says he could Fox Hollywood studio under the
fact, Goodwin has run the gamut not understand how they could pay title ' Oliver Twist, Jr.,' Millard
of motion picture roles, but it re- him so much money for just walk- Webb is directing.
Senator

Lauds
Universal
Film
tion for
" For many years I have been become the leader in advancing
UNUSUAL ng commenda
a movi
picture has just deeply interested in the study of and improving the conditions
been received by Universal aboriginal peoples," Senator France
among the backward peoples."
from the chairman of the commit- is
quoted
saying, " and
" Shipwrecked Among Cannilarly in theasinhabitants
of theparticugreat
tee of public health and national
bals " consists of seven reels actuquarantine of the United States undeveloped continent of Africa.
ally filmed in Siam and along the
Senate. The picture in question is It is because of my interest in this cannibal
coast of New Guinea. It
subject
that
I
was
particularly
shows a Siamese tiger hunt with
g Cannibals,"
" Shipwrecked
Amon
the adventure film accurately por- pleased to know that this wonder- startling climaxes, and gives a
ful picture is now being offered to
s of two Unithe cameraience
traying
men in
versalexper
the South large and enthusiastic audiences spirited and thrilling film history
of the adventures of the two exSeas.
throughout the United States.
plorer-cameramen, Edward Laemmle
and William F. Alder, among
" Shipwrecked Among Canni" Not only is this picture most
bals " recently was, booked for a delightful
from a romantic and ar- the New Guinea head-hunters.
week at the Leader theatre, Washpoint of view, but it also
The picture is enjoying unusual
ington, D. C. Senator Joseph has a tistic
educational value from success
throughout the United
Irwin France, of Maryland, the the facthigh
that it shows the customs,,
chairman of the aforenamed Sen- dress, dances, and habits of the States, being considered the greatest novelty of the past screen year.
ate Committee, heard about the pic- primitive peoples of New Guinea.
With a plot consisting only of the
ture, but was too late to catch it at
the Leader.
" I feel that as a result of the chronological adventures of the
Word of the Senator's interest wide publicity given this picture two Universal men, the picture conreached Jules Levy, manager of the people of the United States will
tains so much unusual scenerj', savtypes, customs and rituals, it
Universal's Washington office, who secure valuable information con- standsage by
itself as a film combining
cerning the uncivilized portions of
immediately arranged a special
showing of the film for the benefit the world. This is an important the educational, the unusual and
of the Senate committeeman.
work, for ultimately America must the sensational.

Betty Compson
Release Soon

in a pro-s
starringof venture
Betty Compson'
THEfirstrelease
duction made by herself, " Prisoners
of Love," which has attracted such
widespread attention in the two or
three cities in which it has been
shown, will be followed in a few
weeks' time by the release of the
second Betty Compson Production.
All of the pictures made by the
producer are distribyounguted actressby Goldwyn.
Miss Compson's second starring
vehicle has been adapted from a
popular story by Perley Poore
Sheehan, published under the title'
of " Reincarnation."
It is promised that the cast in
support of Miss Compson in the
second photoplay will equal in excellence that of " Prisoners of
Love." Among those who will be
seen in her support are Emor\'
Johnson, one of her two leading
men in " Prisoners of Love," Gerald
recenth'and
seenMacey
in Goldwyn's
"Pring,
Milestones,"
Harlan,
one
actorsstage.
of villains'
roles ofon the
the best
speaking
Miss Compson has the role of an
actress in a cheap vaudeville company touring Eg>pt. A mystic of
that countrj' recognizes in her the
reincarnation of a former queen
of that nation who was involved in
a drama that still had an act to run.
That last act forms the culmination
of the little actress's ston,-. It takes
place in and around a lost tomb in
the desert, the solution of the tale
involving an American and his wife,
an
Englishman and an Eg\-ptian
statesman.

Fox Special Adheres to
Twain Tale Closely
The pre-release showing Mark
Twain's "A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court," pla>-ing to
crowded houses at Miller's theatre,
Los Angeles — where it has entered
on a long run — shows, according to
advices from the West Coast headquarters, careful staging with rigid
adherence to the original story.
The andscenes
of King
court
the scenes
in theArthur's
wicked
Queen Morgan
Le Fay's
received, says William
Fox. castle
painstaking treatment. King Arthur's casused up 100,000
of lumber
and tle"700,000
feet of feet
plaster
board,
making one of the largest paper and
wood sets ever constructed.
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^'I^Z
^^X^Advance bookings
on "The Tavern Knight," the Stoll Film Corporation of America's costume
play production, according to reports received at the New York
office by Ralph Proctor, general
manager, show that the old tradition against the costume play is on
the wane.
More than thirteen hundred theatres throughout the country will
show " The Tavern Knight," which
will be released on January 30th.
It is the fifth of the Stoll company's releases in its one-a-week
schedule for 1921. The other releases were " Squandered Lives "
and " The Lure of Crooning Water," both George Clark Productions, "Mr. Wu," with Matheson
Lang and "The Hundredth Chance."
Whittier,

Cal.,

Given

Exhibitors
Charlesy
of comed
ngeel
E sshowi
TRADlin'
A Chap
six-r
al, Stran
was
Kid,
" The
d theat
re," New
at the
given speci
York, on Friday morning, January
21. A large number of exhibitors
from the city and surrounding districts were on hand at the invitation of Associated First National
Pictures to view the production.
The keen anticipation of the film
men present to see Chaplin in his
new First National release was
strongly evidenced in the impatience
that became manifest on the part of
the audience when R. H. Clarke,
National's
First
ofange
mana
, gave
signsNewof
Yorkgerexch
lengthening his introductory address. Mr. Clarke, who was just
launching into an explanation of
rentals as they affected the picture,
was clapped down by the spectators,
and he good-naturedly retired when
it became apparent that those present were anxious to see the picture
without further delay.
To say that the audience of exhibitors enjoyed the picture is putting itmildly. More than once the
action on the screen brought forth
undiluted expressions of merriment
and approval on the part of the
auidence, and when the crowd
passed through the exits at the
close of the showing, the general

a "Midnight Sun"
Whittier, the " Quaker City of
the West," was startled one night
recently when a Metro company
headed by Viola Dana arrived in
town to " shoot " some night scenes
for " Home Stuff." The cause of
the consternation on the part of the
townsfolk was the great portable
lighting equipment
recently
constructed for the Metro
studios.
The illuminating plant was quietly
brought into the town, and when
the current was turned on for the
filming of the scenes around the
Whittier railroad station the flood
of light transformed the quaint Realart's
uary are
se
nounced foructi
Febrons
releaanspot into a veritable " land of mid- THREE prod
by Realart under its star
night
sun,"
declares
a
statement
from the Metro headquarters.
franchise. These pictures are "A-1
Souls' Eve," with Mary Miles Minter ; Wanda Hawley in " The Snob,"
Gareth Hughes Returns Alice
and " Out
. the Chorus," featuring
Bradyof
to Coast Studios
" All Souls' Eve," adapted from
Gareth Hughes just has returned the successful play by Anne Crawford Flexner, is regarded by Realto Metro's Hollywood studios after
awhere
two he
months'
stay
in
New
York,
art
officials
Minter'sfrom
greatappeared as the featured
est picture,asandMissworthy
all
player in Famous Players produc- -angles to be rated as a special production. The scenario is by Elmer
of " Sentimental
was tion
permitted
to enactTommy."
the role He
by Harris, co-author of " So Long
special agreement between the two Letty " and " Canary Cottage," and
producing companies.
a scenarist of recognized ability.

Previ
sentiment
seemed toew
prevail that "The
of them are given toKid
talking depression. Nevertheless the cheering efin " The Kid " Chaplin and his
fect
the
picture
had
upon
those who
"kid" ally, Jackie Coogan, are due
to register strongly with the public saw it in Chicago was noticeable.
everywhere
that the picture is It started them laughing and put
shown.
them in good humor. They could
In a statement just issued in con- see nothing but clean-up business
nection with the Strand trade show- with thetimismpicture
galore. and there was oping.
First
National
has
the
following to say:
" In the showing of the picture to
public the same remarkable
" Whether planned or not, the re- the
gloom dissipation is apparent. It
lease of Charlie Chaplin's ' The
at the Randolph theatre in
Kid,' First National's six-reeler opened
of joy, just at this time is Chicago on the coldest day that
destined to have a far-reach- city has yet experienced. There was
ing influence on the whole an icy gale blowing, of the kind
only Lake Michigan can furnish,
motion picture industry," declares a which
made walking almost imposstatement from First National's
sible. Somehow or other, however,
headquarters.
"
It
is
the
greatest
foe to depression talk that has yet the psychological effect of the
appeared and has been the basis of picture had been transmitted to the
more optimistic talk from exhibitors Chicago public, for here is the rein territories where it has been
port on the opening day as telegraphed to the First National home
shown than any single happening in
offices
Aaron J. Jones, of Jones,
the trade since calamity-howlers Linick by
and
Schaefer, owners of the
first
slump.claimed to smell an impending
theatre :
" Chaplin in ' The Kid ' opened
" The gathering in Chicago where
the Chaplin film was first shown to yesterday to greatest business in
exhibitors may not be as good an history of Randolph theatre. Showing is doubly remarkable as day was
example of the effect the picture has
upon exhibitors themselves as the one of coldest this winter, and
trade showing at the Strand theatre heavy gale of cold wind made walkalmost impossible. Chaplin and
in New York, for the Chicago gath- 'Theing Kid'
were hugely enjoyable.
ering was made up only of the biggest men in the industry and none The press went wild with praise."

Chester
Franklin, who directed, y
was
Februar
also responsible f^r "You Never
Can Tell,"
Realartmade
production
which
Bebe aDaniels
a decidedin
hit.
Supporting Miss Minter in this
picture is a carefully selected cast.
Jack Holt, one of the most popular
leading men of the screen, plays
the part of Roger Heath ; Carmen
Phillips, known for her work in
" Mrs. Temple's Telegram " and
other pictures, is seen as Olivia
Larkin; Mickey Moore, a child
actor of unusual talent, portrays
the role of little Peter Heath, while
Clarence Geldart is said to be exceptionally cast as Dr. Sandy Mc-

Scenes from " Partners of the Tide," an Irvin Willat production to be distributed by Hodkinson

Allister.
Fannie Midgely and LotReleases
tie
Williams also have important
roles in the picture.
" The Snob," a brisk comedy of
American life and youth, has a
specially chosen cast in support of
Wanda Hawley. Furnishing fun
and laughs are Sylvia Ashton and
Walter
Hiers,
two players.
of the screen's
fattest and
jolliest
Edwin
Stevens, who starred in " The
Devil," on the speaking stage, has a
role in " The Snob ' that adds much
to the humor of the picture. Others
in the cast are William Lawrence,
a screen actor of experience and
growing popularity; Julia Faye,
Josephine
and Althea Crowell,
Worthley.Richard Wayne
" Out of the Chorus," scheduled
for late- January release, has been
made a February picture. It is
adapted from an original story by
the well-known writers, Harry
Chandlee and WilHam D. Laub.
Love and sacrifice play prominent
parts in the theme of " Out of the
Chorus." Florence Maddis (Alice
Brady), a member of the Winter
Palace Review, marries Ross Van
Beekman, son of an aristocratic
New York family. His relatives
are not proud of the alliance and
do their utmost to cause a separation. Although she proves to be
sweet and modest and seems born
to her position, they plot against her
happiness. Their efforts are partially rewarded when Ross returns
home and finds traces of an unwelcome caller. But here the plans of
the Van Beekmans miscarry. There
is a murder — and Ross is held. Despite his suspicions and accusations,
Florence remains true and stays
with her husband all through the
trial when things are blackest.
Finally an unexpected bit of testimony is offered and the j'oung wife
sees her husband vindicated. He
in turns learns to know her better.
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Tom Sanchi appearing in the leading role of "The Impostor," a two-reel production one of a series with this star which Pathe is releasing
Art of Mask ^Making
Projection Room Showing Aid Hoover Fund
in Pathe^ Review
Artistic
Posters
Prepared
The Hoover drive for the relief
An
outstanding leature of the
Bracker Drawings as Basis for
of starving European children, in
Pathe Review reel, No. 89, which
which the motion picture industry
is scheduled for release for Febis actively interested at present, is
Paper on " Man, Woman,
Marriage
"
The drawmgs
as completed
by
ruary 6, is the subject of maskreceiving an added forward thrust M
LEONE BRACKER, the
making. W. T. Benda has been
through a new plan for assistance
• poster artist, has com- Mr. Bracker are entitled " The projected into the limelight in the
pleted the set of seven original Dance of Folly," " She Taueht
conceived by Pioneer Film Corporation. This new plan is causing drawings for Associated First Na- Them to Pray for Their Father," world of art by his revival of the
tional Pictures, Inc., which will be " I'd Love to Wear it Always," ancient stage-mask. In Pathe Remany sound American dollars to
roll into the coffers of the Hoover used as the basis of all the posters " Cup to Cup and Lip to Lip," view% the entire process of maskCouncil and will continue to do so and a special lobby display on " When Man Fought Woman," making as carried on by Mr. Benda
is shown from beginning to end
until the end of the drive.
" Man, Woman, Marriage," the Al- " Just You and I " and " A Fool under close range of the camera.
le
Holubar
starspectac
great
len
Pioneer's
office
staff,
the
For Was."
the purpose of the posters Hy Mayer presents his latest
chief
executive
down
to from
the office
There
The enthusPhillip
ring
with which
creator the first two have been used as the Travelaugh under the title, " In the
thes.noted
iasm Dorothy
boy, consists of rabid movie fans
of Fancy." In this subject
who throng the projection room went at the preparation of these, his basis for one-sheets, the next two Landsatirizes
the ideals of the poet
every time a new production is first venture into the motion pic- for three-sheets, the next two for he
towards nature and her beauties.
six-sheets
and
"
A
Fool
There
shown. Mr. Bellman, New York
ture advertising field — has been am" Wig- Wag Dollars " is a study in
exchange manager, conceived the
" as a twenty-four sheet.
in the finished produc- WasA unique
ply shown
display which has been slow-motion of the language of
tions which have been pronounced
idea of charging admission and
sending the gross receipts to the the most appealing ever prepared made possible through the posters New York Citv's famous curb marHoover committee. The admission for the advertising of a cinema pro- is a series of facsimile artist's ket.
charge is fixed at fifty cents and duction.
proofs of each of the drawings, prepared as nearly uniform size as
the present outlook is that the total
The artist was given free rein in
amount raised will reach a substan- the preparation of the drawings. possible, each one framed and pro- Lytell Not to Produce
tial sum before the end of the drive. He made a special trip to California
vided with easels for the purpose
to visit the Holubar studio while of lobby displavs.
"Peace and Quiet"
In addition to the advertising
the sets and the cast of the picture
Contrary to a previous statement,
were
still
intact.
He
went
through
based
upon
the
poster
twenty-four
* 'Under Cuban Skies" Is
the continuity of the production and 11 bv 14 lobby cards, illustrating the next Karger-Lytell production
New Holmes Scenic
to be made by Metro, starring Bert
picking out nearly fifty different scenes in the production not touched Lytell
and directed by Maxwell
Cuba has alw-ays been a land of situations which were adaptable to upon bv Mr.. Bracker have been prepared. With the other advertising Karger, will be Lloyd Osborne's
legend and romance and tropical vivid poster work, and in the studio
loveliness; her cities Spanish in these scenes were re-acted while acessories of the usual sort which story, "The Man Who." This announcement follows that pertainarchitecture and daily life, her peo- over 1,000 still photographs were are also ready " Man, Woman,
ing to "originally
Peace andplanned
Quiet," was
whichto
ple Spanish in tongue. The Span- taken of them. While the stills Marriage " goes to the exhibitor it was
ish-American War made this love- were being taken the artist made with the strongest and most 'artis- have been made on the Mexican
tic advertising aids that have ever
ly island more or less familiar to sketches of the principals and combeen accorded a motion picture pro- border.
many red-blooded Americans. Topleted his drawing from the mate- duction.
rial thus gained.
It wras thus decided to postpone
day it is the Mecca for those who
love horse-racing and the good
the
picturization of " Peace and
things that are bought in a bottle.
Quiet." Metro
by Edwin
Milton
Royal,
Mr. Holmes cannot furnish the
which
has just
purchased
for production on the screen, until
contents of the bottle, but he visu- "The
Devil"
Breaks
Record
alizes for his audience the lovely
May,
meanwhile
make
The
Two-Day
Mark
Shattered
at
Criland where it flows freely.
Man and
Who,"
which isto in
all "ways
suited to Eastern production.
terion Theatre in Buffalo, N. Y.
to be played in the Buffalo
"Nonsense" Plays Stan- OPEN
the-j house turesince
at the Criterio
ING
Paramount acquired
on onlyn four
in Buffalo
atre
dard for Week
an interest in the theatre. It was
days' notice The Associated Ex- brought to the Criterion through New Capitol Comedy is
For the first time in its history
Devil of" the showmanship of Harold B.
" The ons
hibitors'aProduction,
few admissi
the Standard theatre, Broadway came within
Brewed Youth"
Franklin, general manager of the "Home
and 90th street. New York, is run- breaking all house records on the Shea
The search for eternal youth,
Amusement Company, who which
ning a two- reel comedy for an en- openin? day and on the succeeding saw the
has
kept
each generation busy
production at a private
tire week. The picture is " Non- day broke the house record for two sho%ving in New York City and im- with experiments that have ended
anmargin,played
a handso
sense," a Mermaid released days by nounces
in comedy and disillusion, is the
mediately secured it for his house. subject
Pathe. Theme picture
through Educational Exchanges
of the latest Capitol comedy,
to tremendous business throughout Mr. Franklin is also the managing
and featuring Jimmie Adams.
B. K. Bimbersf, proprietor of the the first week and was held over director of Shea's Hippodrome " Home Brewed Youth," now being
the Gloldwyn DisStandard, personally selected for a second week, Pathe officials and of several other houses under released through
tributing Corporation.
the
Shea
management.
The
Hip" Nonsense " as the only other declare. " The Devil " created a
Bunny is seen in the role
motion picture on the same bill sensation in Buffalo and received
podrome is committed to a twice- of George
assistant to a professional t>T)e
change policy and the Cri- of
with " Passion." " Nonsense " splendid notices from the Buffalo a-week terion,
chemist
who believes he has
which has been utilized by
scored an unusual hit during its
first showing at the Strand several papers.
"The Devil" is said to be the Paramount for longer runs, was brewed a liquid that will restore
youth to the aged.
weeks ago.
first picture not a Paramount pic- selected for the Arliss picture.

THEY

ARE

SEMON
LARRY
is funnier than ever. That means
the Larry Semon Comedies.

SAYING

NOW

THAT

SPORTSMAN"
"THE
in
a great deal to persons who have been following

**THE SPORTSMAN"
is funny — shows Larry as a comedy hunter getting
into a Sultan's harem unexpectedly. Larry stays until the lions enter — then he
departs.
Try to see this one.

Also — great advance
Larry

reports on his next release, **THE

Semon

Comedies

The Sportsman
The Suitor

School Days
The Fly Cop

The Stage Hand
Solid Concrete

The Grocery Clerk
The Head Waiter

Now

Dew Drop Inn
Dull Care
Between the Acts
The

Simple

Life

VITAGRAPH
AlB£RrS

-^A/77^y PRESIDENT

HICK.**
Available

His Home Sweet Home
The Star Boarder
Passing the Buck
Well I'll Be—!

Motion
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Clear

Plant

Fire-Drill

at

Demonstrates

Lionel Barrymore
"The Great
Adventure,"
a Whitman
production
released
by First in
National
and playing
next week
at the Bennett
New York
Strand

in

57

Picture

News

Seconds

Rothacker's

Plant

Company's Efficiency
The " tributed
salvage
dut\ carries
is disthat no "worker
out
no more film than he can pick up
quickly and carry easily. In the
assembling room each girl grabs
up the positive rolls they were assembling into reels. The inspectors, who are men, pass from the
projection rooms carrying reels
under each arm. In the dn.'ing
room there arc enough workers to
carr\- out all film that ha> been removed from the drying drums.
A tour of the Rothacker laboratory' after a fire drill would reveal that virtually every foot of
film not on racks goes fiut of the
plant along with the workers.
Of course, when a negative is
not being worked on it is kept in
the exterior vault in the Rothacker
'' ^lackyard " which engineers say
safety.
is
the last word in film storage

R held
ROTH-on
ACKERSO
K. watch
N the
WATTF.
a recent fire drill at the Chicago
Rothacker laboratory — and the
plant was cleared of workers in
fifty-seven seconds.
Not only did the workers get
out in that short length of time,
but also thousands feet of First
National releases went with them.
When the fire gong clangs forth
its warning each worker has a
of film tois " sosave."
portionlaboratory
specific
The Chicago
arranged that, of the workers on
the second floor, the negative cutters will be the first to reach the
first floor front exit, and with the
cutters go all negatives on which
they were working. Of first floor
workers, the girls in the printing
room are first to reach the rear
exit, and these girls clear the plant
of negative rolls which are being
printed.

i

Wesley
Barry
Aids
Hoover
New Orleans
Extends
Reception
to
Marshall
Neilan's
Juvenile Star
Kew Orleans to Mayor McShane
efreckl
the
Y,
BARR
WESLEY
faced star of " Dinty " and a of the latter city via young Barr>.
featured player in other Marshall The message was given to the
Neilan productions, injected a young star, amid appropriate ceremonies on the lot at Neilan stupunch into the Hoover Drivethatin
dios and the director carried the
New Orleans on January 2Sth
Louisi- star on the first log of his journexhas made certain that the
ana district in the Motion Picture in a " pony " blimp which has become practically a part of the stuTheatre Division is certain of godio equipment.
gcr
ing over the top. The Saen
Various civic associations of
.Amusement Company, who made
New Orleans have planned special
arrangements with Mr. Neilan for
the visit of the diminutive star to events to make the visit of the
the southern city, had made ar- youthful star to the city a memorable one. The racing associarangements for his reception and
tion has appointed one of the days
entertainment that resulted in the
of
the
visit
to be known as Marapentire city assuming a holida> four
shall Neilan Day and the main
pearance and spirit for the
special days of the drive, according event on the card is the Wesley
to a statement from the Associated Barry handicap.
First National Pictures.
ive thousand school kid- Mrs. Perry Is Author
Twenty-f
dies from the surrounding country
of Talmadge Story
were brought into New Orleans to
the reception combe a partto theof young
Joseph M. Schenck recently purstar. Outside
mittee
chased a story for Norma Talof the reception on the first day
madge entitled
" A Modern
Diana,"
nothing planned in con- which was
there was
signed
by the nom
de
nection with the drive by beginning
plume of Carol Stone. There has
on the 26th, the theatre men of the been
considerable curiosity as to
southern metropolis went into the
the
identity
Carol Stone, and
Neilan's it now turns of
matter in earnest, and Mr. on
out that she is none
juvenile was the attracti upon other
than
Stella
C. S. Perry,
which the whole drive hins;ed.
Mrs. Barry accompanied her son author of " Palmetto," one of the
on the trip which started from Los most popular of the 1920 novels
Angeles on January 23rd. The start published by Frederick T. Stokes.
was made a feature in the Los
.Angeles Hoover drive by the fact "Back to the Farm" to
that Mayor Snyder of the California city sent a message of conFilm "Home Stuff"
gratulations and wishes for the
Viola
Dana has gone " back to
greatest success of the drive in the farm."
For the next month
she will spend all her time at the
picturesque old Magnolia farm
near Whittier, California — the
Quaker city of the West — working
on " Home Stuff," her newest
Metro starring picture, written
especially for her by Frank Dazey
and Agnes
Johnston.
tion is under
directionTheof producAlbert
J. Kelley.

s
Unique
Appeal
in "Snob"
Ma's Objection to Pa's Smoking,
Basis of Humorous Comic Drama
"And why not?' asks Sam
Wood,
whoit directed the picture.
■■ I'll leave
to any married man
if
smoking
isn't
the Get
bone theof upper
most
family contentions.
hand there and 99 44-100 percent
of your troubles are over. Edwin
\
Stevens will have the s>-mpathy
and congratulations of every married smoker in the audiences which
f
see
this
new Hawley
productio
J r
The ever-present
cigarette
is n."
not
the only interesting feature in this
comedy drama, presented by Realart, take it from those who have
seen it. .A capable cast interprets
this story of snobbery and college
life. William Lawrence and Walter Hiers are convincing collegians
while Edwin Stevens and Sylvia
.Ashton appear as the father and
mother of the snob. Tula Faye
is also in the cast.
The picture was directed by Sam
1 NVood and is an adaptation of William J. Neidig's Saturday Evening
Wanda Snob,"
Hawley,a Realart
starringpicture
in " The
Post stor\-.

ti \ PICTURE that will win
■l\ the sj'mpathy and approval
of every married smoker who sees
it" — such, according to Director
Sam Wood, is the appeal of "The
Snob," Wanda Hawley's latest
Realart production.
The story introduces Edwin
Stevens, once a sheepherder. now
an accidental oil millionaire, who
has married a woman who insists
that his use of the " makins " is
a distinct sign of social degeneracy. All through the picture the
nagged husband is seen surreptitiously fingering the muslin sack
and papers — only to hide them at
his wife's approach.
In the end, however, he assumes
the family reins, sees that his
daughter, the reformed snob, is
safely married, and defies his better half by defiantly rolling a cigarette as the play's climax.

To Produce "Peace and
Quiet" on Border
In preparation for the forthcoming Lytell-Karger production,
" Peace and Quiet." which will constitute the second Bert Lytell picture for Metro under Maxwell
Karger's direction. Mr. Karger,
Mr. L\-tell and Arthur Zellner left
New York on last Monday for
Atlantic City, where they will
spend a week perfecting the details of the next Bert Lytell vehicle
to follow " A Message from Mars."
Following the conference at Atlantic City, Mr. Karger and Mr.
Lytell, accompanied by the principal members of the cast as well
as an entire staff of workmen and
electricians, will entrain for the
Mexican border, where most of the
action of " Peace and Quiet '' takei
place.

February
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LLE,
AM DEMI
WILLI
rtheiaPal,
produceramount of
.spec
r
me
um
ds
Mad" Mi
is cot nvinced that the
ness,"en
pm
lo
of the motion
deve
pends
picture from now on de
upon the development of a
terature itself — stoscreen s li
rie conceived, executed and
told from the screen.
" That is why," said Mr.
DeMille in elaborating on the
" men like Sir
above premise,
Parker, Edward
Gilbert
Knoblock, Avery Hopwood,
W. Somerset Maugham and
Cosmo Hamilton, who aided
me in adapting ' Midsummer
Madness ' from his book,
' His Friend and His Wife,'
are coming into the work.
They have seen that there is
something worth studying — a
new form of expression — a
new art being born.
" Many of the people who
screen don't
for the about
write anything
writing
know
—they are not authors — they
are ' hacks,' or authors whoto
have allowed themselves
become ' hacks.'
" Most real authors don't
know anything about the
screen. When the average
author comes in he comes
rather as a condescension.
But the real authors who are
coming in today are willing
to be convinced that there is
something they don't know."

Clevelanders Flock to
See Johnny Hines
Reports from Cleveland this
week where Johnny Hines isinmakthe
ing personal appearances
Loew theatres and other prmcipal
houses are that he is drawmg
crowds that test the capacities of
the theatres. The Torchy Comedies, released through Educational,
have proven especially popular in
the Cleveland territory where they
have reached almost a hundred per
cent, bookings, it is declared.
Following a week spent in that
section, Hines will go to Cincinnati, where he will appear at the
Lisbon and other principal theatres, devoting a portion of the
Akweek to apearing in Dayton, other
ron, Hamilton and several
cities. The third week of his tour
will be in the Pittsburgh territory
and then he will return to New
York to complete the tenth of the
comedies made from the stories by
Sewell- Ford.

Madge Stuart and Eille Norwood are the featured playersshown
in "The
aboveTavern Knight," a Stoll picture.

Stoll

Head
Outlines
Announces
Plans for
of
dent
, presi
Corporation
Film
the StollKING
GEORGE
of America, who returned a
Immediate Expan's back
busmonthht
fromnd,a broug
agoEngla
few days
sion of Firm
iness trip to
with him impressions of the greate?.t optimism for the future of the
motion-picture industry, both in a Stoll studio in this country and
this country and abroad. Mr. King bring companies here to make picgave some of the details of the tures.
Mr. King said that the Stoll offiration's
diate
corpo
cials abroad were more than
development.plans for
expansion and imme
A few outstanding phases of this pleased with the enthusiastic reimpressive program, Air. King said,
ception accorded by American exare :
hibitor, motion-picture patrons and
1. The recent opening of the new critics, to the five Stoll films thus
Stoll studio at Cricklewood, Eng- far released in the United States,
land, by far the largest and best in the one-a-week schedule* of the
company. The praise of the trade
equipped place of its kind abroad.
2. The presence of large com- reviewers, and the general appreciation of the new faces among the
panies in Northern Italy, Southern
France and Algiers, Africa, in ad- stars, the natural acting and the
dition to many companies in Eng- real settings in England and on the
land, all now working on authentic Continent, he states, had encourlocations in filming the Eminent
aged the Stoll officials to attempt
even greater things.
Authors' Series.
It is in this determination to
3. Plans under way to establish

Two scenes from it are

Program
bring picturesque colorful spots of
the world really before the American public, as the settings for productions by world-renowned authors, that the Stoll companies arc
now scattered over two continents,
he said.
Included in the stories which are
being " shot " or on which work
has been completed are " Four
Feathers," by A. E. W. Mason ;
" The Amateur Gentleman," by
JefTrey Farnol ; " Kipps," by H. G.
Wells : " A Gentleman of France,"
by Stanley
Weyman
False Evidence," by E.
Phillips; " Oppenheim,
and " The Yellow Claw," by Sax
Rohmer.
Among the other authors represented in the series to be released
to the American public are : Alice
and Claude Askew, Baroness Orczy, Marie Corelli, Ethel M. Dell,
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Robert
Hichens and E. Temple Thurston.

Two
Ass'd
Exhibitors'
Issues
Gloria Swanson,
Emmy Wehlen,
Pathe
to
Release
Jose
from
iated
proAssoc
ductions
two
of
nt
gnme
assi
E
TH
Tom
Moore
and
many
other favoExhibitors, Inc., for release
rites of the screen.
In
the
filming
of
the Logue
in February directs attention to
Feature and " The
the Pathe feature schedule for that
drama,, Mr. Jose is said to have
Devil
"
in
Feb.
month as the most noteworthy pregiven of his best efforts as a prosented in some time. The pictures
ducer and director. Evidence of
a
reliable
index
of
what
may
be
which Pathe will off^er during this expected of the new offering from the careful attention the director
to all details of his work for
d
," starring Associated Exhibitors when it is gave
perio
Associated Exhibitors is revealed
ssful
his succe
.^rli"ssThein Devil
George are
in
the
choice of a cast.
shown
generally,
Pathe
states.
rd
Jose
stage role, and the Edwa
In the endeavor to select a
With
a picture of the proved
,
n
ction
al
" What Wome
speci produ
worthy mate for the Arliss vehicle success of " The Devil " and anWith its achievements at the on the Pathe feature card for the
other held in such high esteem as
Will Do."
pre-release presentation at the month, an excellent opportunity "What Women Will Do" to iniAirplane Thrills Seen
tiate their offerings for 1921, AssoStrand theatre. New York, to es- was presented in the mystery melociated Exhibitors are confident of
drama which Edward Jose is detablish itas a commercial and arin International
clared
to
have
filmed
on
a
lavish
setting a standard for the year
tistic success, and one assured of
International News No. 6, just its proper place among the recent scale with an all-star cast that in- which should go a long way toward
cludes Anna Q. Nilsson, Earl Met- inspiring the future efforts of that
the screen,
" The Devil
released by Universal, shows 'Jer- events
is to beofoffered
for general
release"
calfe, Allan Forrest, George Ma- organization to the finest accomI as
sey"a Ringle,
Locklear's
successor
sky-dare-devil, performing on February 6th.
jeroni, Riley Hatch and Jane Jennings. The release date for this plishments.
stunts in an aeroplane high over
The
issue
of
"
TJie
Devil
"
early
in February makes it apparent that feature has been set for Februar>'
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The pictures were filmed by John screen precedent for 1921 will be 27th.
A. Bockhurst.
Bockhurst set up set early in the year, and at a plane
"What Women Will Do" is a
romance written by
j his tripod in a sister ship to the that is notably higher than in the melodramatic
one Ringle used for his stunts, past. While Broadway may not set Charles A. Logue. Among the
' and filmed the remarkable series of the theatrical and motion picture stars who have appeared in plays
" shots " from a distance which standards for the rest of the coun- written by Mr. Logue are Ethel
Pauline Frederick,
seems to have imperilled the occutry, it is a fact that the overwhelm- Barrymore,
pants of the two machines at all
I
Madge
Kennedy,
ing
success
of
"
The
Devil
"
there
times.
Mae Stevens,
Murray,
during the week of January 16th, is Geraldine Farrar, Emily
1
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Motion

''Life"

Scene from "Toichy
Torchy comedy
starring Johnny Hinos
and Mixes
releasedIn,"
by aEducational
Exchanges

The
First Born"
at Strand
Booked for January 30, It Will Be
Elaborately
Staged
by Plunkett
tising and exploitation, so that its
••TpHE
FIRST
BORN," which
starringis New York showing may not only
-'■ Sessue
Hayakawa,
having its premier showing at the commend it to the public but
Strand theatre, New York City, exemplify to exhibitors all over the
during the week of January 30, is country what can be done with the
from the showman's angle,
the first of a new series of super- picture
states Robertson-Cole.
special productions which HayaThe
picture
is adapted from the
kawa is making for Robertson-Cole.
Each is being given an investment stage play of the same name which
of money, time and effort calculated was written and acted by Francis
to make it a maximum attraction. Powers. The difficulties of depicting, in California, the scenes in the
Those who have been privileged to
quaint fishing villages along the
preview
Firststandard.
Born " say it shores of the Hoang-Hio river in
rises
fully" The
to this
China, were surmounted through
The new Sessue Hayakawa pic- patience
perseverance, it is
ture will be put on by Joseph stated. Theandscenes
reproducing San
Plunkett, managing-director of the
Strand theatre with an elaborate Francisco's Chinatown as it appeared before devastated by the hiscampaign of exploitation, so that
toric earthquake, called for much
its opening will be comparable to research
work and a big outlay of
that of " Kismet," the Robertson- money, but the settings are declared
Cole super-special, which was shown to be perfect. Colin Campbell direcently at the same theatre.
rected "The First Born."
All the rich Oriental atmosphere
Supporting Hayakawa are several
and the human appeal of " The First well-known screen actors and
Born " will be utilized in the adver- actresses. Helen Jerome Eddy plays
the woman lead opposite Hayakawa ;
Marie Pavis has an important role ;
Geo. Patullo to Write
Wilson Hummel is strong in a
for Paramount
character portrayal.
L yA orTt Ustor
,E
notedP sh
LOG
GEOR
writer and contributor
of special articles to
Saturday Evening Post, has
the Parawiat
signed a cotontrallctabor
with
mount co
Walter Woods in the writing
of the scenario of a new feature comedy for Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle. The comedy
will be an adaptation of "Gasoline Gus " and " Drycheck
Charlie, two recent Patullo
Saturday Evening Post stories.
Besides being one of the
most successful of presentday short story writers, Mr.
Patullo is famed for his war
articles in the Post, including
" A.W.O.L," " Horrors of
Moonlight" and a news beat
on the exploits of Sergeant
York.
Chester Bennett,
directing Antonio Moreno now
for Vitagrapb

on

Picture

Paramount

N e- X

lAil

Will Release William A. Brady's
Screen
Melodrama During July
formance opposite Mary Nash
ADOLPH
announced
last week ZUKOR
the purchase
by the that star's new play, " Thy Nam
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- Woman," at the Playhouse.
who in "Life" is said
tion of William A. Brady's recently Naldi,
prove a most fascinating scrc^
completed spectacular screen melo- siren, had a leading role in the ciJ^
drama, "Life," and that it would
of
" opportunity,"
be a July Paramount release.
melodrama
which the
Mr. Owen
Brady Dsp ij(
" Life " was directed by Travers
at the Forty-Eighth Str t!
Vale and is an adaptation of the sented
famous melodrama of that name theatre. She will be remembe
which scored a big success when for her fine performance in suppfJohn Barrymore in the Pai
produced several years ago in New of
York at the Manhattan Opera mount screen version of
House. Acclaimed at that time as
Rod and
LaRocque,
who plays a d
Mr. Hyde."
the biggest
melodrama
ever stage,
pro- Jekyll
onair and polished doer of «
duced on the
New York
"Life" enjoyed a run of more deeds in "Life," returned to
than six months there and was stage this season in a promin
later seen on tour in the principal role in support of Alice Brady
cities of the country. Written by " Anna Ascends," which is now
Thompson Buchanan and Mr. tour after a successful engagem
at the Playhouse. He has wor;
Brady,
the itself
storj- of
"Life" to
is one
that lends
admirably
the wide following in motion pictu
may now be seen in the curr
medium of the screen, declare Par- and
amount officials. Its theme is one George Fitzmaurice production
of contemporary life in New York Paramount. " Paying the Fipt J
— a thrilling tale of love, romance, Effingham Pinto, as " Dago Mik •j
crime and adventure.
plays
the same
in " melodrafe
Life " tl tl
he created
in therole
Brady
To Mr.
interpret
the at the Manhattan Opera House.
screen
Brady "Life"
engaged aonstrong
all-star cast. Leonard Cooksey,
In addition to these, the all-sr
who plays the inquisitorial chief of line-up of "'Life" includes Arlt
detectives, recently came into his Pretty, Jack Mower, J. H. Gilmo
own on the stage through his per- Edwin Stanlej- and Geoffrey Ste

Press

Book

Is

Robertson-Cole
ate Selling Aid

EXHIBITORS who embrace the
First
to show
nity son-Co
opportu
le "The
Born,"
Robert
super-spewa, afcial starring Sessue
Hayaka
ter its national premier at the
Strand Theatre, New York City,
will receive from the distributing
company one of the most complete
campaigns of advertising ever sent
out with a picture, certainly the
most complete ever given a Hayakawa picture, as befits his masterpiece, is stated.
The press book which RobertsonCole has
just ofpublished
this release is one
the moston beautiful
of
series.Hayakawa
" The First
Born in" isa
the itsinitial
picture
series of four which are to be of
greater tional
artistic,
dramatic
and emopower than
any previously
made.
The inside of the front cover is
devoted to the posters which are
based on striking scenes from the
production. It tells a story of China
and the Chinatown of old San
Francisco, before the earthquake.
In a selling talk A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general
manager of the Robertson-Cole Discalls
tion to thetributing
fact Corporation,
that until
thisattentime
Sessue Hayakawa has been making
consistent pictures at the rate of
one every six weeks. Now he enters upon a regime of only four
pictures a year, all of which will be
bigger and better than any made in
the past, and will be completely up
to the
Robertson-Cole super-special standard.
Accessories, special and usual,

Now

Read^i

Prepares Elaboron
First
Born
"
are "listed
on the
following
pati

Then comes
" What
You'll
which
contains
striking
linesSet'i
great value in framing up advo
tisement of all sorts.
The page devoted to Sessue Ha
akawa and telling of his care
and personality' is next. Thr!
pages of display ads of all siz:
follow,
combining
special li
drawings
with
display
type.
lines " take up another page," Cat<j
furj
ishing more valuable advertisiit
lines for use by the exhibitor j
framing his own advertisements.!
The exploitation section whiij
follows contains a general discu
sion of the best way to put the p:
ture over, teaser campaigns, tie-up
a big stunt embracing the use
toy balloons, lobby display, prolog;
suggestions, several street stun
and other means of exploitatic
The oil paintings used in conne
tion with "The First Bom" are
lustrated.
Following
a special
licity
sectionthis
of iseight
p:^es. pu'
comprises advance stories, openi!
day stories, re\news, general ar
special notices, feature stories at
shorts for all occasions.
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First Nat'l Releases
at Carnegie Hall

Four

^rrr^HE KID," Charsixin's
I lie
al and
JL
reel Chapl
speci
" Passion," s t a r ring Pola Negri, two of the
Big Five Group of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., attracted an audience which crowded Carnegie Hall on January 21, to a
special showing of the two
features for the benefit of a
working fund for the Children's Department of the
National Board of Review on
Motion Pictures. S. L.
Rothapfel, managing director
of the Capital theatre, staged
the presentation of the two
productions.
" Passion " was presented in
the same manner as at the
Capitol theatre. Erno Rappe
led an orchestra of twentyseven pieces through the musical score which was prepared especially for the presentation at the Capitol. Following "Passion," Michio
Ito, the noted Japanese dancer, gave a series of interpretations of modern continental music. The pipe organ in the hall furnished the
musical accompaniment for
"The Kid" under the guidance of the organist at the
Capitol theatre.

cated as a
ish indi
RY
FEBR
r mont
red UA
lette
on the calendar of the Pioneer Film Corporation, when, it is announced,
four special productions are scheduled for general release through all
Pioneer exchanges.
This annoinicement carries particular significance for exhibitors
because these four releases are considered by A. E. Lefcourt, president of Pioneer, and his associates,
and have been acclaimed by trade
and newspaper critics as productions of merit and box-office value.
" We feel keen gratification at
being able to offer to discriminating
exhibitors such an unusually strong
program as we have scheduled for
release in February," said Mr. Lefcourt. "Here are lour aftractions
of undeniable atistic fineness and
popular appeal, such productions
as contain everj/ possible virtue
that insures success at the boxoffice and sends patrons away satisfied. This is in direct accord
with our avowed policy, Dorn of a
sincere desire to distribute only
such pictures as in our experience
for exhibitors."
willOnemakeof money
the February
releases,
though possibly not the first, is
" The Barbarian," starring Monroe Salisbury, supported by Jane
Novak. The story is an adaptation
by E. P. Heath from Theodore
Seixus Solomens' novel. Any
Pioneer exchange, according to Mr.
Lefcourt, will be only too glad to
screen this picture for any exhibitor.

Pioneer

Releases

Special Productions ta
Make
Red Letter
Month for Company
The Nick Carter series of fifteen
two-reel features is another release. These features are adapted
from the world-famed detective
stories, which, according to the
publisher's
have Tom
been
read by over statement,
30,000,000 people.
Carrigan is the featured player.
A splendid cast supports him.
These are the stories which were
recently credited by Mrs. Mary
Roberts Rinehart and Arthur B.
Reeve, author of the Craig Kennedy stories, as having supplied the
inspiration through which these
two famous authors have written
.some of their best mystery tales.
Heavy advance bookings are already reported from every Pioneer
exchange as exhibitors are finding
this series a particularly desirable
subject. A full line of striking
lithographs and lobby displays
have been gotten up for this series.
After a long absence from the
screen, Violet Mersereau returns
in Robert Ames Bennett's famous
story,
" Finders
Miss
Mersereau
co-starsKeepers."
with Edmund
Cobb, supported by a fine cast of
players.
B. Thayer is responsible for Otis
the direction.
Henrik Ibsen's famous masterpiece, "A Man There Was," is the,

in

Feb.

fourth production scheduled for
February release by Pioneer. Victor Seastrom is the star. For the
present
Pioneer
tion willthe
confine
the Film
releaseCorporaof this
picture to New York only. B. S.
Moss, head of the great theatrical
circuit bearing his name, booked
this feature
two weeks'
run recently at his for
Broadway
theatre.
Following closely on the heels of
the February program will come
" the aristocrat of serials," in fifepisodes, " The Mystery
Mind."teenArthur
B. Reeve, who
wrote
"
The
Exploits
Elaine,"
wrote the story, togetherofwith
John
W. Grey. Heading the cast is J.
Robert Pauline, who is supported
by Violet MacMillan, Paul Panzer
and Peggy Shanor.
General Manager and Vice-Prespdent M. H. Hoffman is enthusiastic
about Pioneer's future. He has
just returned from a tour of inof several back
of with
Pioneer's
exchanges,spectionbringing
him
the most satisfactory reports.
" February looms up as a banner
month for us," said Mr. Hoffman.
" With such a formidable array of
productions to offer exhibitors
there is every reason to believe that
we shall set new sales records.
Our exchange managers and their
sales forces are keyed up to a high
pitch of enthusiasm. They feel as
the home otfice feels, that we have
the goods, and when an organization has that spirit there is nothing to stop it from achieving worth

Seattle Exhibitors Aid
Hoover Fund Drive
while results."
Seattle exhibitors combined upon
1 special effort to make the driving
for funds to aid the starving children of Europe a big success in
their territory and gave a special
midnight performance for the Four
quite different.
As a genial New
Goldwyn's
Soon
Ready
benefit of the fund. Jensen and ££-I-^ON'T NEGLECT
YOUR
Yorker,
Moore
finds
himself cataPicVon Herberg, holders of the AsStars in ed
I 1 WIFE," Gertrude Ather- Populartures to Be
pulted into a Corsican vendetta
Releas
sociated First National franchise
ton's first original screen
which forever threatens to turn
for the territory, and owners of a story, is one of the four Goldwyn
into tragedy, but the Tom Moore
in Near Future
chain of theatres, donated their pictures that will soon be released.
nonchalant humor averts the tears
houses, orchestras and other ser- It is a dramatic story of dowith a gale of laughter. The phomestic relations in early San
vices for the success of the venwas directed by Victor
ture. One of the features of the Francisco days which reaches lace Worsley, the man who wielded photoplay
Schertzinger, who was responsible
midnight performance was the its conclusion in New York's the megaphone on " The Penalty."
cast are Mabel Ju- for the screen version of " The
auctioning of autographed foot- notorious " Five Points " sec- In the notable
Scott, Lewis S. Stone, Concert." In the cast with Mr.
wear of the Talmadge sisters.
tion. It was directed by Wal- Charles lienne
Clary, R. D. MacLean, Moore are beautiful Naomi ChildArthur Hoyt, Kate Lester, Darrell ers, Anna Lehr. Sidney Ainsworth, Otto Hoffman and others.
Foss and others.
Betty
who took a
Will Rogers' new stellar vehicle, foremost Compson,
rank among screen stars
"the
Boysdramatization
Will Be Boys,"oi based
upon
Irvin S. and motion picture producers with
of Love,"
recently
reCobb's short story of the same " Prisoners
leased through
Goldwyn,
proving
title, is another one. It is said to
give the cowboy star an opportu- her wisdom in starring herself in
nity for the richest comedy acting her own productions after her trethat has fallen to his lot since be- nendous success in " The Miracle
coming a motion picture actor. Man," is also on the list. Her second starring production, to be reClarence Badger directed. Supporting the star are Irene Rich,
leased through Goldvvfyn Distributing Corporation, is a film version
Nick Cogley, Sidney Ainsworth,
Ed Kimball, father of Clara Kim- of Perley Poore Sheehan's popular
ball Young, who plays the part of story of " Reincarnation." The
photography, titling and editing of
Judge
Priest,
most famous
character,
MaeCobb's
Hopkins,
C. E. the picture have been completed by
Miss Compson, but she has not yet
Mason and Cordelia Callahan.
selected its screen title. Chief in
Tom Moore's new Goldwyn starring vehicle is a picturization of Miss Compson's support in her second starring venture are Emory
the novel, " Mr. Barnes of New
York," written by Archibald Clav- Johnson, one of her two leading
in " Prisoners of Love," and
ering Gunter. The novel had a re- men
sounding success which was dupli- Macey Harlan, one of the leading
in dramatichas fon.i.
star, interpreters of villains' roles on
as Mr. catedBarnes,
a role I'he
different
the speaking stage. Arthur Rosfrom any in which he has hitherto son directed under Miss Compson's
been seen, and the picture itself is personal supervision.
tar production, " The Concert "

Motion
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ABOUT
DIRECTORS
JOHN EMERSON, presideni of
the Actors' Equity Association,
producer, author, playvvhight, actor
and Mason, has also become a member of the Motion
Directors'
Association
and wasPicture
initiated
at the
last meeting of the New York
Lodge. At the same time Charles
Maigne, who directs famous pictures for Famous Players, and
Joseph
particularlywell
known Richmond,
on the Pacific
coast, were
made full-fledged members. It was
a busy night for the recentlj inaugurated Director, Charles Miller,
who was elected to the office of
chief executive at the previous
meeting. He established a rather
lively precedent for himself in holding the large attendance until a late
hour. The new members, it was
said,
sur\aved
the " hazing " with
splendid
stage presence.
Mused William D. Taylor, Paramount reformers
producer-director,
I won-to
der if the
who " want
inflict Sunday blue laws on America
ever heard of Liberty Bonds? "
Then, in the characteristic Taylor
way, sw'itched quickly to another
subject
saying:a "More
thanreHef
one
bachelorby drew
sigh of
when midnight closed on the last
day of Leap Year. What chance
had the poor male-man? Half our
literature shows how tragic
marriage sometimes is, for instance
Furnace,'
my
and own
the production,
other half, 'The
exemplified
.in
' Sacred and Profane Love,' shows
the tragedy of not being married.
It's a hard life! "
Tom Terriss is busily engaged
cutting " The Heart of Maryland,"
which, he stated, he found impossible to " break." Seriously speaking, the director of the Tom Terriss
productions. "'Dead Men Tell No
Tales " and many other celebrated
Vitagraph ofYerings, states that he
feels safe in promising a production
which will live up to all that is expected of the story, made famous
by ]\Irs. Leslie Carter upon the
legitimate stage.

Supporting Viola Dana in " Home
Stuff" (Metro) are Tom Gallery,
Josephine Dowell,
" Crowell,
NelsonRobert
McPrisciUa Bonner,
Chandler, Aileen Manning and
Philip Sleeman. The picture is being directed bv Albert Kellev. and
photographed by John Arnold.
Herbert Brenon, recently sisfned
to direct pictures starring Norma
Talmadge, is still engaged upon the
completion of "The Passion
Flower." This promises to be
among the " knock outs " of the
year, and with Mr. Brenon at the

H. H. Van Loan, author of " Tlie
X'irgin of Stamboul" and "Vive la
France," wrote the story of '" The
Great Redeemer." The screen
adaptation was made by Jack Gilbert and Jules Furthman. Clarence
Brown directed, under the personal
supervision of Maurice Tourneur.
The all-star cast includes House
Peters,
Marjorie
Jack Macdonald and
JosephDaw,
Singleton.
Edward H. Griffith, one of our
young but clever and capable directors, has recently completed two
First National productions, " Scrambled Wives," starring Margurette
Clarke, and " If Women Only
Knew." Mr. Griffith is also responsible for such
successes
"The
Vice of Fools
" with
Aliceas Joyce
and Robert
" Bob's
date " and " Gordon,
The Garter
Girl,"Candiwith
Corinne Griffith (Vitagraph).
Under the direction of Hugh
Paul Gordon, who will forsake the legitimate stage for the screen
Ford, a complete short subject was
Photo copyright hy Straugs-Peytoii
Studio
made in less than one day, following a scenario from the pen of
megaphone. Miss Talmadge as star Charles
E. Whittaker, which was
and a cast including some names of
written and ready for deliver>- after
note, why not?
the assignment in the eveOpposite Miss Talmadge there receiving
ning, to have said script ready the
will be Courtney Foote, distin- next morning. It is said to be the
guished stage and screen actor who shortest scenario ever written, with
recently finished playing the lead seven scenes, yet it tells its story
in " The Bronze Bell," a forthcom- with straight conviction and leaves
ing Thomas H. Ince production. In nothing wanting. The picture in
this, Mr. Foote played a dual role, question is the one that is being
now- an Indian Prince, and then an shown broadcast, appealing for help
adventurous American. Mr. Foote's for the starving children of Europe,
career includes many Paramount- and was written at the request of
.'\rtcraft releases, which have earned the Motion Picture Sub-Committee
him an enviable reputation as a suc- of the European Relief Fund. Both
cessful screen actor.
author are to.be conBetween the star and Mr. Foote, director andgratulated upon this original bit of
who, but Eulalie Jensen, in the
from the shoulder screen
role of Raimunda, the mother, and straight
deceived wife, originated by Nance talk, which is entitled "The Invisible Guest."
O'Neil.
In this
Miss splendid
O'Neil
reached the
zenithpart
of her
ability. It was a rather risky thing, ABOUT
therefore, to find the woman to
PLAYERS
portray the part satisfactorily upon
the screen. But -Miss Jensen not
only filled the bill, but is said to
HARRISON, after havhave surpassed herself in the role. JAMESing crossed
New
path d'twixt
the ywoo
en
fourte
and
York
Just previous to the engagement. times, states Holl
s
New
think
he
that
Miss Jensen had completed one of
York is a pretty good place to be,
the leading roles in " The Shadow
goof the Dome," under the. direction even in winter, and that ifastheit has
of David G. Fischer, and looking
ing keeps goingtsas good n
back over her career, it is readily been, he expec to remai east.
juunderstood wh\- she was selected Mr. Harrison was cast for the
venile lead in the Chet W^ithey profor Miss O'Neil's part, in preference
duction starring Constance Talto
the rnan>- others under considmadge, made under the title of
eration.
" The Man from Toronto," but
Then, along comes Bobby Agnew-. which will be know-n upon release
who has already completed w'ork as " Lessons in Love." And right
with Miss Talmadge in "The upon that, he was retained for Miss
Passion Flower," and has been re- Talmadge's next picture, "Wedengaged for the leading juvenile
ding Bells," which makes four picrole
in
"
on the Herbert
Door."
tures for the popular young HarriThe careTheinSign
Director
preferred direction
son, under the
Brenon's selection of the cast will of Chet Withey.
no doubt reflect his painstaking efforts to make " The Passion
William B. Davidson, wellFlower " live up to all that is ex- known leading man, has recently
pected of it.
completed the lead opposite Elaine

garet Kirb}' " and in the all-star
production,
" Youw'hose
Can"thabit
Kill Love."
Mr. Davidson,
of observing closely the ways and means i
of anything with which he may ;
come in contact, has been paying
especial
attention to the art of di- II
rection.

Karla Schram, who*e work in j
" The Son of Tarzan," has been the
subject of many exclamations, and
who also appeared in the previous
"Tarzan" picture (Goldwyn), "The
Revengeif of
next be
seen,
the Tarzan,"
rumor will
is founded,
as the star of a photoplay adapted
from a story by James Oliver
Curwood.
In the eighteenth episode serial, " The Son of Tarzan," Miss Schram wears fortynine different costumes. It is said 1
that she is possessed of a natural, '
artistic taste in the selection of becoming apparel, and, besides being
an accomplished musician, speaks >
three different languages.
Miss '
Schram, it may be recalled, was 1
seen in the heralded D.
Griffith j
production
and previousof " toBroken
that,Blossoms,"
appeared
upon the legitimate stage.
Helen Ferguson has been engaged to play leading opposite
Harr\- Carey in " Everybody for
Himself." In this production Miss
Ferguson has again been given an
opportunity to portray a breezy
out-of-door girl, which she did so
well in " The Challenge of the
Law," " The Mutiny of the Elsinore" and "Just Pals," her last
release featuring Buck Jones
(Co»f!iiut-d oil page 118S1
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Camera-Man Acclaims
Arliss
In the recently marketed photoplay "The Devil," the cinematographer, Harry Fischbeck enjoyed
what he states was among the most
satisfactory engagements of his
career. He attributes this in the
main, to the unique distinction of
being the first camera-man to photograph George Arhss.
"It was the first time," said Mr.
Fischbeck, in the annals of my
i camera work that I have photo' graphed a star who was being photographed, also., for the first time.
I ■ It was a new
andstars
interesting
experience. Many
and players
dread a " new camera man " and
sometimes one feels, despite the
fact that without a trained man
at the camera, there would be no
picture, that he is particular importance. In the case of Mr. Arliss, however, the camera-man was
paid flattering cognizance. The
star'srealized,
first picture
experience,
yet
he
fully the
importance
of good photography and acted,
with thoughtful consideration,
upon every suggestion. He made
a camera-man feel like a most important personage, with the result
that said camera-man made every
effort to photograph the great artist to extreme advantage. Some
of
the
"The encoiinDevil"
is the photography
most difficultin ever
tered in my experience — for instance photographing the interior
of a four-walls-and-ceiling "set,"
where many important scenes were
shot. Finding a. way to follow out
art director Charles Seessel's masterpiece constructions, giving him
the desired effects, and with added
care in photographing the screen
newcomer, increased by daily encounter, my knowledge of motion
picture photography.
"Speaking
of the
stars,
however,
who
work with
camera
man

Robert

Revier
Reverses — And
^Jx-tttHEN a director of mo- make one that would demand, by
been en- its superiority, exploitation, by the
has direction
pictures
\/\
^ ' tion
gaged
in the
the " feature atof feature photoplays, often do we exhibitor over
traction." Then, said some one,
hear him remark — •' I would not " It can't be done," which only
determined the director, the more.
want
go back
to making
serials.'
In myto own
opinion,
it does
not He would reverse the statement
mean ' going back ' necessarily, and prove it. And it has come to
and in my own case, decidedly the
pass. " The Son of Tarzan " has
actually been and is being exThe
foregoing
was
voiced
by
Harploited in many cities over and
reverse."
ry J. Revier, director, whose serial above the " feature," and it is be" The Son of Tarzan," is surpassing and has been run in houses
ing, in success, any of Mr. Re- where never before have episodes
vier's previous efforts. The goal of a serial figured in the exhiof the director is usually one which
bitor's offering.
he does not believe is reached unThe first three episodes of Mr.
til he has been engaged and has Revier's first serial, created an intense demand for the following
successfully as
directed
a " feature."
Thereafter,
Mr. Re\'ier
points ones. The insistent demand of exhibitors echoed through the chanout, said director speaks of " going
nels of distribution, ultimately
back " to making serials.
A reverse situation of interest floating along to the director and
" speed," at any cost. Calmhinges hereupon. Not until " The urging
ly, the director, set about reversing
Son
Tarzan
" has Harry
ever ofmade
a serial.
And toRevier
him, things, again. He had his mind
rather than looking upon making made up that he would not turn
the lengthy episodical film, as a out any one of the many episodes
retreat, it is considered by the di- with less care than given the first
rector of many features as a
if, because of " speed," an
marked advance, for, as he de- three,
episode was made to suffer in qualclared, itrequired many times the
ity. Each must hold its own with
amount of patience, regard for de- the previous, and if possible, each
tail and personal effort than is usu- was to be a bit stronger. The
ally experienced in the making of serial, finally complete, awarded
a six reel subject. Therefore, him the satisfaction of knowing
when he accepted " The Son of that the final episodes were as
Tarzan,"
knowing
throughout,
as the provercolossal task,
it waswell
withit awasspirta strong,
bial first
three.
of determination of proving a conHarry Revier, in addition to his
tention he had long held fast, that ability to direct, is perhaps one
in making a serial, if it were made of the most expert camera-men in
with the same care, precision and the motion picture industry. Many
pains bestowed upon shorter film times, in exciting and tense moments he has been known to
forms of entertainment, the serial
would take its right and proper take the camera himself, and
place. It was with characteristic withal, being also, one of the
tenacity, therefore, that Mr. Revier most expert " cutters," Mr. Revier
set forth to " make good to him- maintains that " The Son of Tarself " and win the desired position
has proven that a director
for a serial. He set himself the doeszan " not
" go back," to making
(always to his or her own ad- task of making a serial which serials, but sometimes scores over
would
be
booked
in
first
run
and above any previous work he
vantage) Imust admit "The Devil"
went 50-50 all the way.
houses, where serials had never be- may have done upon the delivery
fore been a part of the attraction, of a feature, of only five, six or at
and not only that, he expected to best, seven reels.
Peekskill News Carries
Stars' Greetings
The Peekskill Evening News of
Peekskill, New York, appreciating
the hold that motion picture stars
have on the hearts of the public,
recently devoted two-thirds of a
page to holiday greetings from
Metro's
picture
stars. The
in
addition
to publishing
the paper
prose
and poetry greetings of the actors
of the silent drama used cuts of
the stars with each of the greetings.
In the Metro gallery which the
paper displayed were greetings and
pictures of Nazimova, Bert Lytell,
Alice Lake, May Allison, Viola
Dana, Ina Claire, Jewel Carmen,
Buster Keaton and Frank Elliott.

"WE

NEVER

Serious

Play

by

Comic

Scribe
fact that he is the adaptor of this
dies
ing uscome
FROM
play \ersatility.
of a serious trend is proof of
is theto his
play
a serio
adaptingwrit
step Elmer Harris takes as
" I think the fact that I once
scenarist of " All Souls Eve," wrote
seriously has helped me
r's
n
t
s
scree
lates
Minte
Mile
Mary
vehicle for Realart. . The original
greatly
constructing
said Mr.in Harris.
For comedies,"
the most
play by Anne Crawfoi;d Flexner.
Mr. Harris' name has been iden- successful comedy-writers are those
tified with such comedies as " So who know the serious side of life,
Long Letty " and " Canary Cot- who know just how far they can
tage" for the speaking stage; the go in " kidding " a person or situation w'ithout causing offense. Some
Realart comedies " Miss Hobbs "
{Continued in last coluntn)
and " Ducks and Drakes," and tiie
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G. Vignola Com-

pany Returns
After spending
three weeks
shooting exterior scenes for the
next Robert G. 'Vignola Cosmopolitan-Paramount special, " Redemption Cove," the director and ^his
company
ha\e returned to New
York.
" There is little of interest to say
regarding the trip," said Mr. Vignola. "Nothing out of the ordinary everyday happenings occurred.
We met no titled or important personages, we weren't lost at sea in
a storm, we
weren't
deserted
shore,
nor wrecked
attackedon bya
pirates and robbed of our jewels
which we didn't take along. In
fact, it was a quiet, uneventful trip.
Mostly work. We did get some
" Was there no truth in the regratifying
port that results."
you and your company
were almost killed or seriously injured when a cliff collapsed, as circulated?" Mr. Vignola was questioned.
" Oh, well, what's an unexpected
ducking or two among friends?
The weather was so hot that all
of us except Mr. Lincoln and Miss
Owen worked in our bathing suits,
and a dip more or less didn't matMr. Vignola, whose "World and
His Wife" attracted nation-wide
attention, and who is among the
best directors in the industry, has
been a director under Cosmopolitan banner more than a year, and
has turned out the kind of work
expected of him, throughout.
Serious Play
ter." (Continued)
of the greatest comedians have
been men of extreme seriousness.
Moliere, it will be recalled, had a
life far removed from the delightful frivolity of his plays.
" Doing All Souls Eve," therefore,
just And
a return
previouswasmetier.
it wasto a a much
enjoyed change. The background
for the story is an old Irish
legend
that ofonthe"All
Souls return
Eve"
the
spirits
departed
to aid and comfort their loved
ones.
The filming of the production required more than two months, the
double and triple and even quadruple exposures calling for particular
skill, patience and a big financial
outlay. Miss Minter plays three
distinct parts in the picture — a
mother, the spirit of the mother
and a little Irish nursemaid. The
various character delineations are
said to offer her the best acting opportunities she has ever nad.
Jack Holt appears opposite Miss
Minter as Roger Heath. Other
well-known players in the cast arc
Carmen Phillips, Mickey Moore,
Clarence Geldart, Fannie Midgely
and Lottie Williams.
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the New
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Critics
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Said

of

LA'S

VIGNO

Personally

Directed

PASSIONATE
By SA>\UEL

Special

PILGKIM^'

MERWIN

When it Played the Rivoli Theatre
• • • Week of Jan. 2 • • •

" ' The Passionate Pilgrim ' ranks
with the finest presented in recent

" A beautifully acted picture with
an absorbing story that is something

weeks."

a little different "
New York Telegraph

New York World

"One of Mr. Vignola's best works,
he has brought out a play of remarkable power and interest."
Ntw York, Journal

" The play abounds in surprises
with a frequent thrill and always an

" ' The Passionate Pilgrim ' is a
romantic drama of more than usual

"Mr. Vignola's treatment of the
story is particularly good, especially

intense sympathetic appeal."
New York American

his use of the cui'back."
New York Times

Ntu) York Sun

quality."

" The story is interesting and the
humanness of the various characters

" One remarkable feature. These
are the first film shots we have seen

is refreshing."
Ntw York Daily News

that look like a newspaper office."
New York ('lobe

Vignola

"The

Ultimate
Screen

MADE

FOR

RELEASED
M. P. D. A.

Productions

Achievement

Entertainments

in
"

COSMOPOLITAN
BY

PARAMOUNT

the Players
(Continued)
During the current month once
again William H. Tooker, who has
earned his reputation as among the
screen's best character leading men,
will be seen in two hopeful pictures, one, " World's Apart," starring Eugene
O'Brien, and another
Selznick
production.
Although his roles have been
most varied during his notable
career on the stage and screen, Mr.
Tooker frankly admits that his part
in the forthcoming production
differs from any in which he has
ever appeared, and that he is keenly
interested in the reception his characterization will receive from picture play goers, who know him
best in benign and kindly roles.
More actors like William H.
Tooker would add a generous bit
to
the bigger, better pictures movement.
Pauline Starke, whose screen
career has made rapid advancement
under such direction as Maurice
Tourneur and Allan Dwan, is upon
her first engagement in the East,
" Salrole inBennett
important
an Nell,"
playing vation
a Whitman
production,
under
the
direction
of
Kenneth Webb.

Picture

News

film stories after his own heart.
Charlie will soon be seen in a
heart-warming adaptation of Jame=.
Whitcomb Riley's poem, " The Old
Swimmin' Hole." He promises the
biggest surprise of his career in
the method in which this picture is
to be presented on the screen. And
not only does he promise to give
his audiences a new treat, but he
actually expects to thrill the critics
into
some high-brow obRay. making servations
on screen technique.
Fancy thrilling a motion picture reviewer ! It's a large order, Mr.
In " The Price of Possession,"
starring Ethel Clayton, shortly to
be released (Paramount) Rockliffe
Fellows,
of themen,
screen's
most
successfuloneleading
will again
be seen opposite the delightful star.
This production offers Fellows the
golden opportunity of exploiting
his versatility. First, as the
scoundrelly husband, then as the
lover. Fellows proves his ability to
portray two distinctly different
kinds of men in a most artistic
manner.

May Allison
ionable gowns,has
silk discarded
stockings fashand
pretty shoes for a short time, and
is now wearing a fur coat, woolen
stockings and heavy shoes while
working
in " Big which
Game."Dallas
her new
"
the first starring picture,
the camera
facehuge
willTwo
Alaskanfor" huskies
M.
time in the Metro special produc- Fitzgerald is directing.
Zeffie Tillbur\' has been cast for
tion of " The Woman Who Weiit
Away," in which Alice Lake is an important character role. Miss
starring. The dogs recently have Tillbur\- also played with Miss Allibeen brought from Nome to Hollyson in " The Marriage of William
wood by Alexander Hall, a globe
blonde
star's next Sidney
forthtrotter, and for a number of years Ashe," thecoming
Metro release.
D'Albrook
has
been
cast
for
the
a prospector in the Far North. Mr.
Hall was a Y. M. C. A. worker in part of the French guide. He also
Siberia during the war. The two
animals will act as leaders for the played in the Metro production of
" The was
Mutiny
of released.
the Elsinor."
recentlv
dog team, which has been secured which
for many scenes of this picture.

Carlyle Blackwell is said to be
negotiating for a reconciliation,
whereby he will return to his old
friend, the screen.
Paul Gordon, now playing the
William A. Brady's
starring roleofin Jules
Eckert Goodproduction
man's melodrama, "The Man Who
Came Back." will enter the silent
drama for the first time following
the completion of his engagement,
having had several offers from well
known motion picture producing
concerns.
Mr. Gordon graduated from Yale
Universitj'. It was while he was
playing with the Yale Dramatic
Club that Daniel Frohman saw one
of his performances and advised
him to " take
the stage."
Accordingly Mr.toGordon,
following
his graduation, went to Paris where
he studied under some of the most
noted actors of France, and later
was awarded an engagement at the
Theatre Francais. Returned to
America, he was given a part in
" Moloch," later cast for a part in
"The Man Who Came Back" and
Mr. Brady thereafter starred him
in the company on the Eastern
tour.
Charles Ray Productions recently celebrated the first birthday, the
popular star declaring that it hardly seemed a year since he hung out
his own shingle and began making

Title Writer Delivers
Scenario
Known to the entire motion picture industry as a writer of general "titles," Katherine Hilliker
prepared a welcome for her first
screen stor>-. Realart Pictures
Corporation has made the purchase
of Mrs. Hillikers compilation,
which has been marketed in the
name
" He asTook
in Washing."
It willofserve
the next
starring
vehicle for Constance Binney. In
addition
to writing
script,'
Mrs.
Hilliker
will alsothebe " responsible for the titles.
Perhaps better known for her
comedy vein, Mrs. Hilliker, it will
be interesting to learn, is due credit
for the illuminating titles that contributed so largely to the sensational success
and
there have
beenofone" Passion,"
or two other
semi-seriousness touched with the
Hilliker pen. She earned her fame,
at first, by the entertaining quality
added to the Chester scenics. into
which she injected a rare humor
"Titled
by aKatherine
Hilliker"
has
become
regularly appearing
feature — a forerunner guarantee
to an audience that at least the
titles will be good.
There is a deal of credit due one
of the fair sex who holds her own.
and gradually builds her reputation
for delivering commendable work,
such as in the case of Mrs. Hilliker.
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Special

Priscilla

" is a
LAW written
THE ma
I crook
IDE melodra
i4 Iy^UTS
and directed by Tod
Browning. The story concerns principally a double fight, that ranges
from mental to physical, to obtain
possession of stolen jewelry. A
master crook attempting to get the
property from two other crooks, and
the police to recover the jewels and
arrest the criminals. It is a story
of action and incident, of life in the
underworld with its locale in San
Francisco's Chinatown, of fist and
gun fights, of intrigue and counterplots. Back of the actual drama is
a theme that is to be summed up in
" and a little child shall lead them."
The ending is happy. The development of the plot is logical.
The incident provided in the individual scenes is interesting and at
times extremely thrilling. The picture has suspense, a good love interest, afine cast and has been carefully produced. It compares favoratic picwithof the
ablytures
s
and resemble
timemelodram
all best
conof
style
in its
bothand the
somewhat struction
characters that
are presented in it, " Hell Morgan's
Girl," a well remembered picture of
some five years ago.
" Outside portthe
Law " presents
unities for exploitation
that opare
many and varied. From the title to
the type of story, and from the cast
to the theme, there is something
that can be written and done that
will make its appeal to the public.
The press book which the producer
is putting out on the picture contains many original ideas in this
connection, all of which can be
recommended.
This service section is written
after seeing the picture and viewing
it as if the writer was again an exhibitor who had purchased the feature and screened it before beginning his exploitation campaign. The
campaign outlined is a personal
view and the suggestions made are
intended to be of service to the
average exhibitor who will play this

Dean

in

Service

on

''Outside

THESE Special Service Sections are written with the
purpose of suggesting to exhibitors how to get the
most out of pictures that they have booked. They
are prepared after studying the picture and the best
way of exploiting them. Won't you let us know any use
that you made of suggestions printed here and the original
ideas that you have used in putting over this picture?

tlie

Law

'

" Black Mike Silva " we would
paint in the blackest of colors. We
would label him as a villian of deepest dye, making comparisons with
his recent previous roles such as in
'■ Nomads of the North," " The
Penalty," etc. We would describe
some of his pictorial crimes in detail.

For selling talk for our ads we
would take the theme, the incidents in connection with the child
role, and the fight in the last reel
picture. It begins with the belief the production has cost a lot of as a basis. Describe the fight so
which it did, and perhaps that the scene would be visualized
that " Outside the Law " is so good money,
a feature with so much audience ap- ci.mpare it with such pictures as by every reader, especially in
peal that it should be billed as a " Hell Morgan's Girl," " The mediums that will reach a majority
production in extravagant ways and Miracle Man " and other features of males. Likewise your advertiswith extreme care taken that no sin- of melodramatic tinge that have
ing concerning the child and the
theme should be directed toward
gle bit of exploitation should be at- proven popular in your city.
With the fan fully informed as feminine readers.
tempted that would tend to cheapen
For illustrations we would select
the public's opinion of the produc- to the attraction, we would begin
tion before they come into the thea- selling the story and the four prin- scene stills that show some of the
cipal characters of the picture, action of the picture but which also
tre. In other words, "jazz ex" Silky Moll Madden, Black Mike retain the personal element. Some
ploitation,"
and
"
ballyhoo
"
stunts
are out of place with the feature. Silva, Dapper Bill Ballard, and of the scenes shown in the accomWe would not recommend even " Joe Wang." We would hammer
cuts will be found suitable.
lobby displays and certainly nothing home the fact that these are un- The size panying
and style of the display adusual
characters.
We
would
quote
vertising recommended will depend
like street parades, contests, or an>publicity that would have a ten- from the titles or from printed say- on the amount of space usually purdency to invite more attention to
chased and the amount of extravaConfucius and link "Joe
the exploitation than to the picture. Wang ings" ofup
to the famous Chinese
gance in praise usually affected.
character. " Silky Moll " If your personal endorsement has
Our campaign for " Outside the b'Storical
Law " would be confined very large- we would describe in captions un- not been overworked this method
der a cut of Miss Dean, using sen- can be effectively employed.
ly to the newspapers. It would betences that would fire the imaginagin well in advance of the
For exhibitors who do sometimes
tion of the reader. We would try
actual playing dates with the
more than bid for business through
to
do
what
Director
Browning
has
announcement of the forthcoming attraction, in words that accomplished in the first part of the the newspapers, the special showing
establish sympathy for stunt should prove effective. The
expressed enthusiasm and ela- "picture,
Silk\- Moll " and make the fact police force is naturally the best bet
tion at the booking. It would carry
the idea that the picture was to be that she is a crook excusable. With on this picture. Arrange for a print
considered something well out of " Dapper Bill " much the same line for this special engagement some
the ordinary as a production and of procedure is to he recommended. day before the regular dates, to be
would at first bnly mention the fact We would tell how " Dapper Bill," shown to an invited audience of
and bred, was conthat Miss Dean and the other play- a crook vertedborn
to a desire to go straight police officials and officers, newsers, all of whom are known to
the fans, were appearing in it, the through his love for a girl, not a
and such as
other
ant paper
local men,
personages
youimportfigure
idea being to impress the public pure innocent child grown to
that the picture was bigger than womanhood under the protecting would be apt to call the picture good
star or cast.
roof of respectable parents, but a or better than that. Free newspaper
In these announcements we would criminal because of environment space and endorsement of the production by the various individuals
give some idea of the theme (in- and who finally awakened the dornate love of the female for a child)
mant natural instincts of woman- in the audience is of course the purmention the Chinaman role as a
pose of the special showing.
hood in her, that led to their re{Continued on page 1192)
disciple of- Confucius, infer that
demption.'

Tense scenes from " Outside the Law," showing Priscilla Dean, Wheeler Oakman, Lon Chaney and others of the principal characters in their respective roles
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" Carries the spectator off his feet — makes him forget
he is looking at a picture. Excellent action — carefully
planned scenes — perfect suspense — a dramatic and
i
ypi
moie
thrilling climax. ocm
Elaborate sets — faultless
titles —
scarcely a scene could be eliminated. One of the most
logical productions of all time. It is there from every

angle."

" Here's another good one with Priscilla Dean. Lon
Chaney — you can talk about him to the limit. If you
say he is the best character actor on the screen you won't
be far wrong. A mighty good picture, with a battle at
the finish that is bound to get them going. One of the
best casts ever assembled. Direction — uniformly excellent."

'* Many melodramatic moments — thoroughly attractive
to the eye — exceptionally fine from a photographic
standpoint."
The settings are sumptuous."
" The child interest is ven.- appealing."
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" Thase who like melodrama are certainly going to like
'OUTSIDE THE LAW.'"

^

N.Y

" It is bigger than anything of the kind we have seen."
OMBONE

" Lon Chaney, of course, is excellent."

The character work is very good."
The action scenes form the best part of the show.
Stanley Goethals, as the baby, is a delight."

" Above the average in point of suspense and development."
" Lon Chaney is convincing — Priscilla Dean and Wheeler
Oakman fulfill all requirements."
"Stanley Goethals (the baby I is one of the picture's
high-lights."
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Other views of

Outside the Law."

Picture

Center, a new photo of Miss Dean. Left. Wheeler Oakman and the child actor appearing in the picture.
and " Chang Lo "

A'

Right. Miss Deal

Use
Plenty
of Newspaper
Space
on This
Pictur
The Chinese musical instrumet
(Continued from fage 1189)
would also have to be secured,
For lobby decorations (not a display in the common accepted term)
THE CAST OF " OUTSIDE THE LAW "
ir soundthey
andmight
in form.
though
be " faked," bo
we would suggest the use of cutFor those who are unfamili
Priscilla Dean
outs of Miss Dean, Wheeler Oak- Molly Madden (Silky Moll)
man, Lon Chaney and Mr. Warren, Silent Madden
Ralph Lewis with the setting used for " The Yt
with caption cards that would lit Black Mike Silva
Jacket," same is describ
Lon Chaney low
the various characters that these
briefly. The set is boxed with i
Wheeler Oakman openings, either doors or window
players portray. Especially effec- Dapper Bill Ballard
Chang Lo
E. A. Warren at right or left. Two entranc
tive fucius
wouldin this
be quotations
from
Conto the corners are in the ba
connection.
Joe Wang
Guess Who? close
v.all. These have no doors, but tl
" Outside the Law " is a picture "That Kid "
Stanley Goethals entrance is barred by silk bannei
that lends opportunity for an effecMelbourne MacDowell not fluted or draped, that hang
tive prologue and a picture where Morgan Spencer
Wilton Taylor within a foot or so of the floor. .
the proper sort of a prologue will Inspector
center in the back wall of the set
be of value in putting the feature
over.
an arched alcove in which tl
We offer a suggestion in an
Chinese musicians are seated. " Tl
adaptation of that part of the stage and also might extend to the use of
Yellow Jacket " set has a balcoi
ent Gladden," and create an opposite alcove,
but this would not be nece
the
stage
setting
and
orchestra
of
comedy, " The Yellow Jacket," that this play.
atmosphere
for " ofBlack
Mike."would sary. The walls are decorated wi
An
elaboration
this
plan
pertains to the role of " The
Before screening the main title be to put up a special plea for Chinese svinbols, but otherwise a
Chorus " and his " Property Man,"
of the picture send an actor made " Chang Lo," reciting how this dis- plain in color, a yellowish pink,
ciple of Confucius, who had always backing for the alcove and tv
up as an educated Chinaman, costumed in Oriental attire, out to fol- advocated that right would triumph entrances extends across the back
low out the general plan of the role over wrong, was finally driven to
of " The Chorus " in the above take the law, not only of his adopted
mentioned play, that is, to introduce countrj-, but also of his God, into
the characters of the play and to his own hands and kill " Black
ONLY 4 Mys m
make some general observations
concerning the plot, its theme, etc.
" Chang Lo's " prayers to his God
He will be preceded by a stage for forgiveness after the deed, with
description of the rite, could be
Chinaman in ordinary " laundry adescribed.
This would probably
chink " attire, with two huge brass
cymbals. This will be in imitation addMike."
to an audience's understanding
of the " Property Man " of The of how " Black Mike " is killed, the
Yellow Jacket." With a bored ex- action and titles of the picture
leaving the information somewhat
pression the "down
property
man of
" will
walk up and
in front
the in doubt.
drapes banging the cymbals and as
The third angle suggested for
he ducks back on the stage he is
copying
" The a Yellow
Jacket similar
" idea
to provide
stage setting
to give the instruments one resound- is
ing crash. (See someone familiar to the one used in presenting " The
with " The Yellow Jacket " is your Yellow Jacket," which in turn was
'K>uts]detheLaw" S
stage director is not informed.) a reproduction of the Chinese
Your " The Chorus " makes his ap- theatre in San Francisco, presenting
pearance immediately after the the original composition used as inwA «■< jom rmj I'M C e a-^- -J
cidental music on the stage by musi" property
" exit.
man"ttie drama of am the emotions" ^
ner should man's
be suave
in anHis
Oriental
cians made up as Chinamen, playPrisdOa Dean
ing on the Chinese instruments, as
way, coirveying the idea that he conLON CHANEY
siders himself superior to the audi- was done in the play with an exence. There are three different
planation by the
" Chorus It" might
as to
ideas that might be carried out for what the set
represents.
be
well
also
to
give
a
little
history
the " speech." The " Chorus "
could introduce the principal char- of a Chinese theatre's customs. If
acters, giving a short resume of this latter plan is followed out it
in 111 rr TOO iTian
each role in a way that would get will be necessary to obtain the origthe sympathy for " Silky Moll,"
inal music, written for " The Yel" Dapper Bill," " Chang Lo," " Sillow Jacket," by William Furman.
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A

Variety

of

Aids

to

Exploit

Picture

New

ProductioiT^

PWSCHU

TJUWERSaL-JEVEl

OFFICIALS of the Exploitation
Department of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company assert that " Outside the Law," the
new big Priscilla Dean picture, is
backed by more publicity and exploitation aids, in the way of posters,
cards, novelties, slides, heralds,
post cards, press material, scene and
ad cuts, and cuts and instructions
for special exploitation stunts, than
any Universal picture ever released.
Especial attention was paid to an
elaborate series of posters, including a set of teaser posters. By
special arrangement with the
Morgan Lithograph Company, of
Cleveland, a special artist, installed
in the Universal office. New York
Cit>', conferred with Mr. P. D.
Cochrane, head of the Exploitation
Department, and facilitated the selection of striking poster effects.
The result was two forceful
twenty-four sheets, one for rooftop locations and one for side-walk
locations, both in five colors ; two
six-sheets depicting powerful scenes
in the picture ; three three-sheets of
great drawing power, and three one
and a half-sheets besides a striking
teaser one-sheet bearing the best
photograph available of Priscilla
Dean, with the teaser caption
" Catch This Woman. She's ' OutLaw.' "
Thisside theteaser line was planned for
extensive use. The same photograph and catch lines were used in
various ways — for window cards,
for stickers, for teaser post-cards,
and in a variety of newspaper ads.
/ A large series of twenty-four
sheet teaser posters, in block letters, black and red, were also made
for exhibitors who wish to duplicate the mysterious anti-Blue Law
campaign put over by Universal in
the New York and other territories.
Taking advantage of the Blue Law
propaganda, these posters, in three
stands, first confront the public with
admonitions such as : "Do You
Dance On Sunday, You Are Outside the Law."
A« vM Npw York Citv. person*

One of the striking Morgan Company 24 sheets on this special
seeing these twenty-four sheets will by the Kassel Studios, formed a
likely connect them with Blue Law conspicuous part of the lobby dispropaganda. After a week or so of
plays in the four New York theaspeculation on the part of the pubtresmier
at Universal's
prefor the new quadruple
Dean picture.
lic, the second stand posters can be
Together Photo
with the
22 byphotos,
28 handput up.
lows : They read somewhat as fol- colored
Repro
the
"Do Not Be Misled By Malicious oil paintings are being made available to all exhibitors, through the
Propaganda
You Are Not
Outside— the Law — local branches of the Universal
sales force, it is assured by H.
If You
The
thirdDance
stand,on toSundaj."
be used a M. Berman, sales manager.
Following the lines of its teaser
week or so later, carries a twentyfour sheet announcement of the pic- campaign, which Universal has
ture in the same block lettering. developed to a greater extent for
This stand can be followed by one this picture than ever used heremoving picture world,
of the colored twenty-four sheets, a seriestoforeofin theteaser
slides in colors is
thus completing a smashing and effective poster campaign.
being prepared by the Excelsior
Equally as much care was devoted Slide Company. The series consists of four slides, the first three
by Universal to the selection of
lobby display photographs^ accord- being teasers and the fourth beslide. They
ing to representatives of that com- will ingbethe give-a-way
available to exhibitors
pany. Both the black and white
SxlO's and the colored llxl4's, con- within a few daj'S, the slide comtain a combination effect — a grip- panj' announces.
The prepared newspaper ads inping scene from the photo-drama
clude half-page, quarter-page, and
and a characteristic pose of Miss
Dean. The Photo Repro Company smaller layouts, and are being distributed in out and mat form to
of Long Island, which won the con- all Universal exchanges, together
tract for the " Outside the Law "
lobby display cards, was on the with cuts and mats of a series of
point of moving its plant when the teaser 'ads of varying sizes, includorder was received from Universal.
ing a paign
material
for sixteasers.
days' camAll thought of moving was given
of one-column
In addition to the prepared ads
up until the " Outside the Law "
cards were completed, so deter- Universal announces that it has
mined was Mr. Alvin Mayer, head prepared an unusual number of
of the photographic reproduction portrait, scene and exploitation
company, that the cards should cuts — more in fact than ever was
strike a new note in lobby display made for any other Universal picphotography. All the lobby display,
ture. Thej' range from a thumb
including gelatins, newspaper stills, nail out to three column portrait
and scene cuts. The Raisbeck
etc., used by Universal on " Outside Electrotype Company of New
the Law,"
furnished by the
Photo
Reprowere
Company.
York now is turning out electros
Other lobby display material and mats for these cuts and already has made them available to
includes three Kassel Oil paintings, 40 by 60 inches, one an exhibitors in ever>' territorj-.
In the line of exploitation cuts.
enlarged portrait of Priscilla Dean,
said to be the best likeness Universal has taken a long forever made of that star, and the
ward step with " Outside the
other two, reproductions from Law." l^ot only does the elaborate
Campaign
and Press Book outline
striking scenes in the thrilling underworld picture. These full color simple and effective stunts and exphotographic enlargements, made
ploitation methods of great prom-

ise to the exhibitor, but also sup
plies him with the cuts or mat
with which to work many of the
stunts.
Among these are several " finger
print " cuts to be used for guess
and
crook " ads andor stories.
One'
ing " competitions
" mystervshows Priscilla Dean's face in the
middle of an enlarged thumb-print,
as it would appear figuratively to
the eye of a detective recognizing
her thumb-print through a magnifying glass. A reproduction of
Miss Dean'^ exact thumb-print is
included in the exploitation material, for the benefit of exhibitors
who wish to arouse interest in the
search for patrons with similar
thumb-prints.
A novel out showing four different expressions of Priscilla
Dean's eyes also has been prepared
for guessing stunts. This same
idea is applicable to an exhibitor
who wants to use teaser ads with
Miss Dean's eyes or mouth for
guessing competition. Line cuts of
her e\-es and separate line cuts of
her mouth have been made for
one-column layouts.
One of the ideas promulgated
by the Universal Exploitation Department, and which was successfully used in Los Angeles, at the
premier of the picture, outlines the
making of traffic signs bearing the
slogan :
"If You Park Your Car Here
You
ARE
OUTSIDE THE
In Los Angeles, half-sheet posters were printed with this caption,
and pasted on fire-plugs and at
other places where parking \vas
prohibited
by law.
LAW."
The teaser post-cards prepared
for the picture's exploitation offer
a fruitful opportunity for an exhibitor to stir up his public conerning Outside
"
the Law."
There
are six cdifferent
styles,
all bearing
striking scenes in white on Wack,
and some bearing, in addition, a
hand-writing
message from Priscilla Dean.
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Browning's
Calibre
Shown
in
Tod Browning
j
ii:iiitiii--iiUt'»i»'^ Pen Pictures of the Man

e the Law"
thrillthe"Outsid
THE
West is the result
is giving
of its startling parallel to recent
crime happenings in which the
s of
Francis
gangstertown
. co's
have San
actual
The Chinafigured
punishment " outside the law " of
three gangsters by lynching preluded the picture's release by about
three weeks. Tod Browning conceived his story nearly a year before that.
Not that three men were lynched
to make a good publicity story. Not
that Tod Browning foresaw a year
ago that 'Frisco criminals would
receive punishment not sanctioned
by statute book. This thing points
simply
to Browning's
knowledge
of
the criminal
of the West,
the result
of long study of the type in hit
underworld haunts.
Tod Browning, a master of melodrama, conceived the story of an
arch-fiend of the gangs to whom
legal death would be inadequate
punishment. A young woman,
daughter of the disposed king of
Chinatown, incurs his enmity and
a fierce and shrewd conflict ensues
between the crime fiend and those
who would protect the girl. Running like a thread of gold through
a squalid tapestry is the gentle
philosophy of an old Chinese who
finally is impelled to take into his
own hands the dealing of punishment to the sinister figure of the
draiTia The story of " Outside the
Law time
" is not
rriuchofimport
this
as isoftheso story
the manat
who wrote it, who directed it, who
edited and launched its first presentation upon the screen.
If not the youngest, Tod Browning is one of the youngest directors
of special productions in the game.
Although only in his thirties, his
Weekly salary figures causes the
comptometer operator at Universal
City to stray into columns seldom
touched on Universal salary lists.
Tod Browning was born in
Louisville, Kentucky.
He was a boy jockey there. He
joined a medicine show, and graduated to vaudeville and burlesque.
Charlie Murray invited him to the
studio to watch him work, then
offered him a part. That was in
1912. Browning was an actor in
Biograph comedies of the now almost legendary days when to be
chased along the Palisades by Keystone cops and fall into the Hudson
River was the acme of humor.
When D. W. Griffith joined Mutual he gave Tod Browning a year's
contract and took him to Hollywood with him. At the end of the
year Browning had set his mind on
being a director, and approached
Frank E. Woods, production manger for Fine Arts.
" I don't see Why you shouldn't
ijiake a director," said Mr. Woods.
There's only one way to find out,
though," and handed him the script
for a one-reel drama. Mary Alden
was featured and the picture was
named " The Lucky Transfer." The
title applied to young Browning as
weir as to the film, for he was permanently assign^ to direct Majestic two-reelers.
(Continued on page 1200)

His
Who

Hubbard

whoity colRD,
LUCIEN HUBBA
of
continu
laborated on the
Outside the Law," is a firm believer in the superiority for picture purposes of the story written
originally for the screen over the
play or novel.
" Given equal thought and preparation," hewritten
says, ' 'it
is evident
that a story
expressly
for
the pictures
will be more
than
one designed
for efl'ective
another
medium, and then trimmed or
altered to fit. In ' Outside the
Law ' we had this advantage, for
so experienced a director as Mr.
Browning naturally thinks in terms
of pictures. There was no excess
verbiage to dispose of, no flowery
description of mental processes that
could not be translated to the

News

be remembered
the Italian in
Choice
of as Aides
" Mother of Mine," the Italian in
" The Man Who Dared," a Fox
Made
subject, and the Turk in Tod
Browning's
of Stamboul."
In addition "toVirgin
the Chinese
part he

"Outside the Law** and His Co- W orl^ers
in the Melodramatic Hit

Lucien

Picture

Ah Wing is said to be the best
Chinese impersonation ever done
for the screen.
Prior to " Outside the Law "
Chaney's best roles had been that
of the legless underworld chief in
■'The Penalty" and that of The
Frog in "The Miracle Man." It
was as The Frog that Chaney became nationally popular as a screen
villain
in " The
which
made Chaney
the Penalty,"
featured player,
was exceptionally difficult. Chaney
had to enact the entire story with
his legs strapped to his body so
that he looked like a legless cripThe first work done by Chaney
for moving pictures was at Universal City,several
where months,
he did " first
extra in"
parts for
comedies
in "heavy"
ple.
roles. He and
laterlater
supported
many
popular Universal stars, including
Dorothy Phillips, in "Paid in Advance." Outside
"
the Law " is not
tTie first picture in which he has
appeared with Priscilla Dean. He
was in the cast of " The Wicked
The role of Black Mike was written especially for Chaney by Tod
Darling."
Browning, the author-director, who
is a personal friend of the noted

playsren will
in shortly
" Outsidebe seen
the Law,"
Warin a similar
role for the Goldwyn production
being made by Frank Lloyd and
titled " The Tale of Two Worlds."
Leo

McCarey

SELDOM
has any
young industo'
man in
the motion
picture
has such a rapid rise as Leo McCarey, who was first assistant to
Mr. Browning in the production of
■' Outside the Law."
Less than a year and a hatf ago
he came on the Universal lot with
a modest, unassuming manner and
a lot of ambition and ability to
learn. " My success," to quote Mr.
McCarey, "is due almost entirely
to my good
in being in
asso-at
ciated with fortune
Tod -Browning
least two of his big • productions,
'The Virgin of Stamboul' and
' Outside the Law.'
" After the completion of the last
named picture Mr. Browning made
it possible for me to direct a fivereel program picture with Mis?
Hubbard, as scenario editor of
Eva
Novak. This -has been done
screen."
Universal,
passes on hundreds of
under
the supervision of Mr.
stories weekly, and wherever posBrowning,
but Mr. McCarey wc
sible gives the preference to originals. But he is insistent that they
understand has done some ver>good work in the handling of his
shall show the same thoughtful
first subject, and it is. rumored on
preparation, the same attention to
the Rialto that the lad got away
characterization and soundness of
with a fine start. The name of
motives as the average' published
actor. • ^*''*y
character
work.
, ^ , ^ _ 1^^^ ,
'„;f„„^ this picture is 'It's Never Too
Hubbard came to Universal a
E. Alwyn Warren
year ago from Vitagraph. L^nlikc
many editors, he is a proficient conWilliam E. Fijdew
tinuity writer himself and has contibuted several scripts to Univer- THE exceptional twofold ability
of
E.
Alwyn
Warren
is
most
sal while continuing his duties as
head of the scenario department.
strikingly shown in •'Tod Brownsuccessis
creditdeforthetheLaw"
Newspaper work engaged Hubing's production of '" Outside the MUCHof' "Outsi
bard's attention before he entered Law" for Universal. For this pic- due Mr. William E. .Fildew/ who
ture Mr.- Warren has not only giv- photographed
the motion picture field. He was
the picture for Tod
en his ability as an actor in a most Browni
Late.'
ng." He is a veteran in his
a reporter and editor of newspa- remarkable
characterization,
but
he
pers in New York, Cincinnati, Chi- has also proven his rare ability as line of work, having spent several
vears at the Fine Arts Studio, uncago and New Orleans, ending his
newspaper career as city editor of a make-up artist in transforming
pleasant, youthful likeness to that
the New York Tribune.
W. also>-photographed
Griffith. ; *
Heder D.has
manxof an aged bewhiskered Chinese
features
for
"-Biograph, Kinemaphilosopher.
UniverIt is fortunate for Warren that color, sal.Metro,vGold\\->n.and
For the past two years^he ha^
Lon Chaney
a cast is stated in the film, for photographed
but features
were it not for this it would be for Universal,nothing
the last two of
impossible for any one to recog- which are "The Virgin of Stam, who is called nice him from the picture, even
LONthe CHANEY
boul." and " Outside the Law."
" Wizard " of the screen though the beard he wears covers
Mr. Fildew is one of the forebecause of his ability to portray but
a
small
portion
of
his
chin.
most members of the American Sounusual and weird characters, has
Not one in a hundred will realize
ciety of Cinematographers, having
one of the most forceful of his long
that the part of Chung-Low is been one of the charter members,
screen career in "Outside the Law," played by an American, through and used his influences to^^bring
the new Universal-Jewel produc- who's veins course the blue blood
tion, starring Priscilla Dean. Cha- of J:he South, for Warren is a son about
the formation of thiS'ilnportant organization.
of Richmond, Virginia.
plays
ney
the
part
of
"Black
Mike"
Silva, the desperate and unscrupWhen but fifteen years old Warulous gangster, whose machinaren used his first make-up and
tions precipitate the principals of
his first appearance on the
the story into a maze of under- made
stage, and since that time he has I ^Watch the Exhibitors
world intrigue and gang feuds.
Chaney also plays another role plained in every class of house 1 Service Biireau^^ each
in this picture — that of Ah Wing, a where amusement is purveyed —
Chinese servant. This part was a everything from a honky-tonk to
small one and Chaney took it to comic opera or Shakespeare, and I week to see xvlTat the
the long list of engagements even I "first runs" d© to put
demonstrate his ability at making includes
medicine shows, circuseis,
up. ' Seeing Ah Wing and Black repertoire and burlesque.
Mike together, no one could guess .
For the screen Warren has spe- I over "Outside the Law "
that the tw'o characters were being
cialized in character roles and will
played by the same man. Chaney's
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Night Scene Illuminated By Sun-Light Arc
ALL ARE BECOMING

CONSTANTLY

LESS DIFFICULT

SUN-LIGHT

THROUGH

THE USE OF

ARC

The directors who are testifying to this statement are those who
enthusiastic over their profession.

are most

Just as directing is more than casting, so the harnessing of such a tremendous
force as light is greater by far than the grinding of film.
In those screen successes that are netting thousands upon thousands of dollars
in profits, " seeing it in the mind's eye as it will look on the screen
the determining factor.
And the biggest element has been and always will be — CORRECT
ING.

has been
LIGHT-

SUN'-MGMT
AMC
COMFOIRATION
NEW YORK CITY
LOS ANGELES
^'r^i^MZ^Ti-^J^^IJa
jr.
JUSTICE
HAIRMER,
'If?
»aLLl>J:^o^^ari
TEL. BRYA/Vr 4463-69
PRES-- GENERAL MANAGER
TEL HOLLYWOOD STTSrS
C. G. NESBITT
FRANK ELLIOTT
EASTERN SALES MANAGER PREgTON Ri, BASgETT
WESTERN MANAGER
LONDON, PARIS, MILAN, CHIEF ILLUMINATING ENGINEER SYDNEY, RIO DE JANEIRO, BOMBAY
DUNCAN WATSON, EUROPEAN REP., 62 BERNEES ST., LONDON, ENG.
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'Phn.se address all commutiicatiom to the
Coihpmiy and refer to
January 10,1921.

Mr. J. Justice Harmsr,
Sun-Light Are Co., Inc.,
218 W.Usth Street,
HfT York City.
Dsar Ur.Harmar:
In tha making of "Outaida the Law" tha perfonnanoe waa one hundred percent plus, for in every particular
the Sun-Light Are served most auoceasfully.
Many scenes used
for this film would have been impossible were it not for your
lights.
We would have had to confine our shots to short ones.
All of the long night shots we secured by your lights. In making
the Chinatown night scenes, we flooded the streets and rooms
with no difficulty and secured panorama scenes of city and
other effects impossible without your lamps.
Besides aiding us in the making of the picture
Sua.-Light Aros were econoraicsil for by their use the number of
electricians needed waa greatly reduced.
This statement can
only point out the gres-t advantages of your lalnp, but my production will prove the correctness of every assertion made
here.
Sincerely yours.
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Quadruple
«/^UTSIDE
THE LAW,"
the
Universal-Jewel
production
starring Priscilla Dean, has been
hooked over the entire U. B. O.
circuit in New York City, comprising twenty-six first class theatres.
The opening run of the feature in
New York was at B. S. Moss'
Broadway theatre, near Times
Square, where the picture drew
large crowds during the week of
January 16. This run was preceded
by the unique premier arranged by
Universal, whereby " Outside the
Law
" appeared
simultaneously
the Lyric,
the Astor,
the Longacrein
and the George Al. Cohan theatres,
New York City, for one day only —
Sunday, January 16.
Following the successful week at
the Broadway, the new Priscilla
Dean picture was shown during the
week of January 23 at the 81st
Street theatre. New York, and at
the Flatbush theatre, Brooklyn.
" Outside the Law " was the only
picture booked in New York Cit}-,
in two leading theatres at the same
time during that week. In addition
to its two seven day showings, it
also was exhibited for four days
in the Prospect theatre, Brooklyn.
Following the New York quadruple
the was
next made
big presentation ofpremier,
the film
at the
Park theatre, Boston, where it
opened January 24 to a morning
crowd that bought out the house
before eleven o'clock. An elaborate
exploitation campaign was carried
on in Boston during the week preceding this opening, directed b\Harry Reichenbach.
The New York opening was preceded by a six weeks' exploitation
campaign based upon teaser twentyfour sheets or " mystery " posters,
playing upon the title " Outside the
Law " in a tie-up with the anti-Blue
law agitation — the posters being
worded. " Do You Motor on SunYou are Outside
and withday? similar
phrases. the Law,"
The quadruple premier itself a
novelty in filmdom, as no picture
ever before was shown in four leading theatres at the same time, was
accompanied by forceful exploitation in the form of startling
"four
frontstheatres
" and lobby
displays engaged
for the
Although

Motion

Premier

in

New

hearsal. The orchestras for all
four houses were assembled in the
George M. Cohan theatre and rehearsed as a unit under James C.
Bradford, who had arranged the
musical setting for the picture.
Everything was not in readiness
until a few minutes before the box
offices opened shortly after noon,
Sunday. The crowded houses during the matinee and evening performances attested to the drawing
power of picture and exploitation.

Lon Chaney, supporting Priscilla Dean
in " Outside
Law,"feature
the Universal
Jewelthespecial

Tod Browning
(Continued from page 1196)
"How about actors?" he asked.
"Oh, just use Mr. Griffith's stock
companj^" they told him. So when
D. \V. wasn't using the Gish sisters
Tod was. One week he'd have
Henry Walthall and the next week
Elmo Lincoln. Blanche Sweet,
Miriam Cooper, Seena Owen, and
the other now-famous members of
Mr. Griffith's company appeared in
the pictures he made during the
next four years.
Meanwhile Tod Browning was
promoted to direct four- and fivereel features, and when he left in
1917 torected
joinMabel Metro's
forces
diTaliaferro
and heEdith
Story in three pictures apiece. One
of the Story pictures was " The
Legion of Death," one of the first
war pictures.
In May, 1918, he went to Uni^■ersal City and directed Edith Roberts in " The Deciding Kiss " and
" Set Free." The latter was his
own original story, a drama of
gypsy life. From then on in his
work Tod Browning worked actively with the scenarist on his pictures, modeling the story as he himself saw its possibilities.
He directed Alary MacLaren in
" The Unpainted Woman," " The
Petal on the Current," and "The
Bonnie,
Lassie."little leading
There Bonnie
was a clever
woman with wicked eyebrows and
a tantalizing pout on the lot at that
time. William E. Wing and Tod
Bro^vning wrote a story for her and
Browning directed it. It was titled
' The Brazen Beauty'," and when it
was released the girl who played
the name part was made a star.
She was Priscilla Dean.
Underphone Tod
Browning's
megatuition Miss
Dean starred

Picture

York

News

City

with a story idea that at Browning's suggestion was developed into
"Browning
The Virgin
of Stamboul."
Tod
produced
this on almost
an unheard of scale and Universal
released it as a Jewel production.
Browning had spoken to Carl
Laemmle of his idea for a story of
the underworld, to be treated from
an unusual angle, and when the
Universal president saw " The Virgin of Stamboul " he instructed the
director to go ahead with his idea.
Browning spent several months
at his home preparing his story
and in June he started production
on " Outside the Law." Priscilla
Dean was assigned the stellar role,
and Lon Chanej', wheeler Oakman,
E. A. Warren headed the cast.
Four blocks of San Francisco's
Chinatown was reproduced at Universal City at a cost of $90,000 and
a series of elaborately designed and
constructed interiors were used.
Six rooms of a brick building
that was to be wrecked in a gang
fight were constructed of two-byfour studding, covered with lathing, plaster and with a brick wall
facing just as though it were a
regular building. Each wall was
built as a separate unit so that it
could be lifted bodily or rolled aside
at the camera's convenience. The
picture was fifteen weeks in production. The cutting and titling
required ten weeks more, while the
better part of a year was consumed
from the time the story was begu»j
till its release.
After viewing the picture on a
special trip to the West Carle
Laemmle decided that it would be
L'niversal's first release for 1921.
However, a pre-release showing
was arranged at the Superba theatre in Los Angeles for Christmas
week, and Tod Browning personally superintended the presentation.
Browning's Christmas present to
Carl Laemmle was the completion
of " Outside the Law." Mr. Laemmle's Christmas present to Browning was the assignment to him of
Edna Ferber's stor>% " Fanny Herself," which Universal recently
purchased.
Todtion hadBrowning's
inten-in
been to visitoriginal
New York
search of his own screen material,
but he abandoned this plan because
of the serious illness of his wife,
and will instead produce " Fanny
Herself," with an all-star cast, as
the first 1921 Tod Browning production.

melodrama played to capacity business during the first week and to
crowded houses during the second.
The
run for
in Salt
City
was aweek's
criterion
houseLake
records.
The picture also is scheduled for
early openings in Seattle, Montreal,
and many other key cities. In all
parts of the country the local exhibitors arc being aided in their
exploitation by the national exploitation drive being waged hy Universal in the interests of the new
Universal-Jewel.
The quadruple premier in New
York was a feat performed by Universal only at great labor, as well
as being a no\'eIty for New Yorkers.
It was as gigantic a task as ever
confronted an amusement concern.
It looms as one of the outstanding
events of the screen year.
Legitimate theatrical shows are
running in the four theatres used by
Universal, which mean that none of
the houses was equipped to show
pictures, and furthermore, that no
work could be done towards transforming them into picture 'houses
until after the close of the Saturday night performances, on the evening preceding Universal's Sunday
showings.
only for one day, Universal conPromptly at ten o'clock, Saturday,
loaded with signs, secstructedprison
"
" fronts for the night, trucks
tional projection booths and other
theatres, masking the theatre entrances with canvas painted to re- equipment, rolled in front of the in " The Wicked Darling " and
semble the walls of a prison. The four theatres, with special permits '■ The Exquisite Thief."
Then H. H. Van Loan came along
effect on Broadway was striking and from the Police Department to park
did much to crowd the theatres.
in the theatre district during the
traftic peak. Squads
The first public showing of " Out- after-theatre
of men immediately went to work
Credit Due Sun-Light Arc, Says Browning
side
the
Law
"
was
in
Los
Angeles,
at the Superba theatre. The picture transforming the fronts of the four
is now in its fifth week at that
on hase added
Arc Corporati
THEplumeSun-Light
effect
lightinganother
in the remarkabl
to its bonnet
canvasses. with the " prison wall "
house. From the first it proved im- theatres
on
the Univerin
co-operati
active
its
through
secured
As a result the novel lobby dismensely popular with the picturerama,
starring
the Law,"
sal super-melod
goers of that city. The opening
plays caught the eyes of the throngs
. While
the
Tod Browning
and directed by" Outside
Priscilla Dean
show was made notable by the that packed Broadway after theatre
prothe
in
part
prominent
a
playing
been
has
Arc
Sun-Light
presence of the star, Priscilla Dean, time, and added much to the adverduction of big specials for quite awhile and has proved a
and of the picture's author-director.
of the as
next the
day'stheatres
openings.were
valuable aid to many of the biggest producers in the industry
As tising
soon
Tod Browning. This run is unpreboth in the studio and at night on exterior locations, its part
cedented in the history of that cleared, mechanicians set to work
the production of " Outside the Law " is declared to be one
in
theatre since it showed " The Heart taking out seats and erecting proof its most important achievements up to the present.
jection booths, curtains, screens and
of
Humanity,"
Universal's
great
In a letter recently received by J. Justice Harmer, of the
war picture.
other necessary adjuncts to a picSun-Light Arc Co., Tod Browning pays high tribute to the
ture show.
Two other important first run
serviceable character of Sun-Light Arc. Mr. Browning says
It was long after daj'light before
houses which obtained " Outside the
in connection with the filming of " Outside the Law that it
the projection machines were ready
Law,"
for
early
runs
are
the
would have been impossible to take many of the scenes
Palace theatre in Buffalo, and the for operation. Hardly had the elecwithout Sun-Light Arc.
tricians and mechanicians left when
Kinema theatre, in Salt Lake City.
In Buffalo the Universal-Jewel the musicians assembled for re-
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PRODUCTIONS

of the Moving Picture Industry, the force, the Hfe, and the fidehty of portraiture
of the Screen need not be lost through the necessity of having to print from
inferior electrotypes.
Let the Public's expectancy be whetted
impression of coming plays and players.

by a snappy, crisp and faithful first

We are making QUALITY
electros by QUANTITY
that reaches the printer is fit for instant service.
t

Differences

in electrotype

quality are large.

methods.

Differences

Every cut

in electrotype

prices — if there are any — are small. Relative to advertising space and other
publicity costs, the electrotype price is insignificant, while the function of the
cut is of paramount importance.
Even if the low
occupy these extreme

cost and the sound worth of a good electrotype did not
positions it would still pay to use the best.
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Six-sheet made by Morgan Lithograph
Co. for " Outside the Law "

Merges 17 Theatrical Companies
FURTHER details of the recently incorporated $3,000,000
corporation announced exclusively in Motion Picture
News, known as the West Coast Theatre Company,
were given out in Los Angeles prior to the departure
of Sol Lesser and Gore Brothers to Chicago to attend the
Association's First National meeting.
The company, according to the statement, will take over
seventeen individual theatrical corporations, including thirty
theatres, four film exchanges, real estate holdings, leases for
theatres under construction, and contracts and plans for
houses to be built shortly. In short this corporation will
merge all the interests of Gore Brothers, Sol Lesser, Adolph
Ramish with the following institutions: Kinema, Alhambra,
Burbank, Optic, Regent, Lyceum, Liberty, Casino, Grand,
and La Tosca, and Rosebud and New Central theatres in Los
Angeles. The Windsor, Apollo and Hollywood theatres in
Hollywood. The Neptune and Auditorium theatres in
Venice, the La Petite in Ocean Park, Capital theatre in Redondo, the Belvidere and American theatres in Pomonci, the
Sunshine theatre at Taft, First National Exchange of Los
Angeles, All Star Features Distributors, Equity Pictures and
Educational Film Corporation Exchange of Los Angeles.
This company will also operate the New Ambassador
theatre in Los Angeles, the New Appolo in Hollywood, the
Neighborhood House to be built in March in Los Angeles,
and a 1,500 seat house being built at Anaheim.

Photo Repro Company
in New Quarters
The Photo Repro Company, formerly located at Broadway and
51st Street, has moved this week
to its new location in Long Island
City, where it will occupy spacious
quarters in the Queens Subway
Building.
In enlarging his plant to double
its former capacity and with the
installation of new machinery in Praise
for
Story
and
Star
the Long Island City plant, Alvin
New York Critics Speak Well of
Mayer, of Photo Repro, states that
his concern will be in a position to
turn out twice as much work each
Realart's
Something Different "
daj' as formerly, and in addition
and coQuetr}-, is the star at the
make lantern slides, all kinds of
Rialto
theatre this week," comT,"
EREN
DIFF
Constance
Binney's
latest
G
HIN
MET
lobby displays and other advertis- "gO
ments the Evening Telegram's
Realart picture, met with a generaling accessories.
ly favorable reception from New photoplay critic. " She is appearing in ' Something Different,' and
York newspaper critics, when it the photographic
play is worthy of
Vernon and Burns Seen was shown at the Rialto theatre its name.
during the week of January 15.
in a New Christie
" It is a refreshing, light and
" Here is a play," says the American's critics, " in which the story is well-knit little photoplay, in which
" Back From The Front," a two- the thing,
and a very good story it the beautiful young dancer has anreel Christie comedy, featuring
other chance to show that she can
as a
Bobby Vernon with Neal Burns is with Constance Binney
and released through Educational wholesome, attractive heroine. The be beautiful as a grown-up as well
an ingenue — and that she can
Exchanges, occupies an important dainty grace of the star, the beauty as
position on the bill at the Rialto of the pictures and the mterest in act. Besides, it is a story of a
theatre this week. It is described the plot make the production un- South American republic to which
deniably charming.
the bored young American girl goes
as an " after the war " picture, and
" After Miss Binney, Lucy Fox for a visit. And whenever any such
it tells the adventures of a youth
who has been in the air service but is most pleasing to watch as the situation arises in fiction there is
who never got off the ground, but school chum. Ward Crane as Don enough excitement to undo the
who is induced to take the place Mariano, the head of the federal bored feelings not only of the star,
of an American "ace" at a home army, gave a restrained, artistic but the audiences. And this picparty. Things become very com- performance. Crane Wilbur made
ture runs true to form. It is full
plicated when his host introduces a convincing revolutionist.
him to an aeroplane that he has
" Pretty little Constance Binney, of thrills and has a charming love
with her air of mingled innocence
just purchaser!.
story."

Three scenes from " Lying Lips," a Thos. H. Ince production to be released by Associated Producers

Beauty

Scoring

in In"Torchy"
Comedies"
the United States
less than
six months and established as a
screen favorite is the record of
Dorothy Mackaill, English beauty,
who is appearing in the Torchy
Comedies, made from the stories
by Sewell Ford, and starring
Johnny Hines and released through
Educational.
]Miss Mackaill first appeared in
"Torchy's Millions" and is seen
in "Torchy Mixes In," the current release. She has an important part in " Torchy's Night
Hood," which will be shown in
February. It is a rather striking fact
that though Miss Alackaill spent
her whole life in England, she was
selected as a distinct type of the
American girl, for these pictures.
Although she is not yet eighteen
Miss Mackaill has the distinction
of having
apeared
in motion
pictures in three
countries,
England,
France and here. She is a dancer
of distinction, and after appearing
in the "Joy Belle" revue at the
London Hippodrome, she came
here and is a member of the Ziegfeld Midnight Follies."
New

Yorlc F.I.L.M
Club Notes
Climax Film Corporation was
elected to membership at the last
meeting.resentMr.
F. Goldfarb will repthis exchange.
Mr. Nat Beier succeeds Mr.
Henry Siegel on the membership
committee.
Mr. Levenson of Universal Film
Mfg. Company, attended the meeting as a guest of Mr. Charles
Rosensweig.
President Chadwick urged all to
co-operate
Buxbaum's
committee inwith
makingMr.Hoover
Week
successful. Personal pledges of
members will exceed S3,000, it is
stated.
Masterpiece Film Corporation
tendered their resignation from the
club. It was accepted with regrets.
Fay Tincher Will Tour
Picture Theatres
With her appearance during :hc
week of January 24. at the Jones.
Linick and Shaeffer theatres
in
Chicago, Fay Tincher, featured
player in two-reel Christie Comedies released through Educational
Exchanges, began a personal appearance tour which will occupy
the next two months.
Miss Tincher's appearance is
under the management of Wm. S.
Bastar, a prominent Chicago film
man who was able to arrange with
the Christie Film Company for her
absence for sixty days from the
studios.

"Fantomas" Winning
Favor Everywhere
William Fox reports that the new
twenty-episode serial, '' Fantomas."
is being given an " enthusiastic reception "everj-where. The serial is
based on the detective stories written by Marcel Allain and Pierre
Souvestre. In its reception the
Fox officials see a public approval
of the " real old-time melodrama."
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Eric \'(in Stroheim and his compan\ returned from Monterey, Cal.,
on Saturday of last week after ten
\veek> spent in filming the Montr
•Carlo scenes for " Foolish Wives."
The t)rganization includes Isadorc
Bernstein, business manager ; and
the cast, which consists of Rudolph
Christians. Marguerite Armstrong,
Maude (ieorge. Mae Busch, Cesarc
Cravina, Edward Reinach, Al Edmundson. Dale Fuller, McEwen
Polo, Ruth Ashby and forty others
Manimouth settings are ready at
Universal City so that the subjcci
•can be completed without dcla\ .
The production was started on Jui\
10th, and to date it has cost more
than $600,000.
Tod Browning is now casting for
the Edna Ferber story, " Fann_\
Herself." It will have an all star
cast.
Marcel De Sana is casting " The
Dangerous
Moment,"
Greenwich
Village mystery
story,a which
will
star Carmel Myers.
Little "Breezy ' Eason is being
starred in " Patches," under the direction fif his father. Reeves Eason.
Rollin Sturgeon will direct Edith
Roberts in " Three at the Table."
Mr. Sturgeon is now editing " The
Bobbed Squab," starring Gladys
Walton, who is soon to play in " A
Kentucky Cinderella." ,
"The Fire Cat," which was directed by Norman Dawn, and which
stars Edith Roberts, was shipped
East last week. It is a South
American drama.
The following pictures are in production : "Blood Brother of the
Pines," starring Frank Mayo, directed by Robert Thornby ; "The Girl
and the
Goose,"
starring
Eva ;
Novak,
directed
by Fred
Granville
"' Everybody for Himself," starring
Harry Carey, directed by Jack
Ford ; " False Colors," starring
Priscilla Dean, directed by Stuart
Paton. Lyons and Moran are completing a bootlegging satire on
fanatical reform. William Bodine
is beginning a series of single-reel
comedies, featuring Dorothy Wolhert. Helen Darling and Eddie
Barry, late of Christie forces, will
appear in the series. William Watson is completing " Leaping Rajahs
and
Dignified
Lions," Lee.
with Tom
Zip
Monberg
and Florence
Buckingham is finishing " Superstition," featuring Harry Sweet. The
last named subjects are Century
Comedies.
Short Westerns in production are
Hoot Gibson and Gertrude Olmstead in " The Cactus Kid," under
the direction of Edward Laemmle ;
"The Range Rider," with Jack
Perrin and Louise' Lorraine, directed bv Edward Kull ; "The Heart
Tn loving memory
JOSEPH KAUFMAN
Died. February 1, 1918
ETHEL CLAYTON KAUFMAN
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by
Wir
Pauline Fredericks
has e
started
work on " Salvage," an original
photoplay with mother-love interest, by Daniel Whitcomb. She is
playing a dual role and one of the
most dramatic she has ever attempted. Henry King is directing
and her support includes Milton
."sills, Ralph Lewis and Raymond
Patton.
Gasnier has completed the editing of the C. Gardiner Sullivan
production,
" Good Cabanne
Women." is on
William Christie
the way West to begin production.
The screen version of the next
IHayawaka
ompleled. subject is now being
BRUNTON

Toln Santchi starring in a series of two-reel Westerns released by Pathe
William DeMille is beginnig
of Arizona," starring Eileen Sedgewick.
work
on "The
Lost Romance,"
Art Accord has been engaged for (jriginal
photoplay
by Edwardan
a series of short Western pictures Knoblach. Olga P^intzlau is the
scenarist. In the cast are Jack
and is now playing in " Range Jus- Holt,
Lois Wilson, Conrad Nagel
tice," under the direction of
William Craft. Marcella Lershing and Fontaine LaRue. Guy Wilkj^
is the cameraman.
has the female lead.
Mr. Ford is directing the Texas
Walter Long has been added to
Guinan series for Victor Krcnier. the cast of the Tom Meighan subHe is now making " I Am the
and ofUnmarried,"
underject,the"White
direction
Tom Forman.
Woman." In the cast are Joe Ford,
Kingsley Benedict, Frederick Jacqueline Logan has the lead, and
Moore, Cecile McLean, Valerio Grace Darmon will be seen in an
Olivo and Buck Rumsey. Elmer important role.
Mr. Katterjohn is completing the
Dyer is the cameraman.
scenario for Elinor Glyn's original
photoplay,
Sam Woods" The
will Great
begin Moment,"
directing
GOLDWYN
this picture, with Gloria Swanson
and Milton Sills in the leading
Reginald Barker is now produc- roles, on February 7th.
ing an original Rupert Hughes
James Cruze is directing Roscoe
story, " The Old Nest." In the cast
are Dwight Crittenden, Mary Al- Arbuckle in " Crazy to Marrj',"
story byis Frank
Conden, Johnnie Jones, Lucille Rick- an original
don. The scenaio
by Walter
sen and Buddy Messenger.
Woods.
Subjects now in production are
William D. Taylor has been as" The Bridle Path," under the direcsigned to the direction of Ethel
tion of E. Mason Hopper ; " The Clayton following the completion
Nightdirection
Rose," byof Leroy
Scott,
under of . the Elsie Ferguson subject
the
Wallace
Worsley,
with Leatrice Joy and Lon Chaney " Sacred and Profane Love." The
Clayton subject will be from the
in
the leading
roles ; " The
under
the direction
of Alibi,"
Frank Cosmo Hamilton ston,- prepared
for the screen by Julia Crawford
Llo3'd, with House Peters and Irene Ivers.
Work on this will be
Rich direction
; " An Unwilling
Hero,"Badger,
under started as soon as Miss Clayton
the
of Clarence
finishes in her current production,
starring Will Rogers ; " Made in titled " Sham " which is being diHeaven," directed by Victor Schertrected by Thomas
HefFron.
Elzinger, and starring Tom Mpore,
mer Harris
and Geraldine
Bonner
with Helen Chadwick as his leading
woman.
are
the story
"Sham"by
and co-authors
the scriptof was
prepared
Vincent — Tuesday — Mach 13
Douglas Dot}'.

"Through the Back Door" is
the release title of the next ManI'ickford picture. The continuity
b by Marion Fairfax. The directionfredisE.byGreen.
Jack Charles
Pickford Rosher
and Al-is
the cameraman. The story is of a
Belgium refugee who comes to
.\merica byroute.
the " It
backwilldoor,"
or
immigrant
require
three weeks more to complete the
production. The release date is
set for about Easter.
Douglas Fairbanks is making the
final
for theis"The
Nut,".April
the
releasescenes
of which
set for
1st.
The policy adopted calls for
three Mary Pickford pictures this
year. Fairbanks will also make
three.
Charlie Chaplin is beginning
work on three more two-reel subjects for First National. He plans
to
begin making a five reeler for
fall.
United Artists release late this
FOX
Howard Mitchell is beginning
work on " The Lamplighter." starring Shirley Mason. In the cast
are Albert Knott, Edwin Booth
Tilton, Iris .\shton, Phila McCullough,
McKee. Madge Hunt and Ravmond
William Russell is beginning the
production
of " Colorado
under the direction
of JamesJim,"
Hogan.
Carl Harbaugh is directing
Eileen Percy in her new picture.
The cast includes Hal Cooley,
Richard Cummings, Paul Steincamp, Byron Munson. Harry DunSulkey.
canson, James McEIhern and Leo

Buck Jones is being starred in
" Trails' End." under the direction
of Bernard Durning. The support
includes Beatrice Burnham, Helene
Rossen and James Farley.
LASKY
Lynn RexTiolds is directing Tom
Mix in '■ The Xight Horseman,"
ROBER
TSONby Max Brand. In the cast are
DeMille is now making the final
COLE
May Hopkins, Sidney Jordan. Burt
episodes
"Five Kisses."
StrofFe, Charles K. French and C.
Georgeof Melford
and company,
Anderson.
The second Max Linder release
including James Kirkwood, Alice
Director Millard Webb has comHollister and Ann Forrest, have is to be from a French farce, entitled "Too Much Pep." . Rose
the production of " Oliver
gone forth north for the Cana- Dione and
Charles McHugh have Twist." pletedstarring
Harold Goodwin.
dian scenes in " The Money MasThe
cast
includes
George Nichols.
importaiit parts.
ter," bv Sir Gilbert Parker.
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Scott McKee, Wilson Hummell,
Raymond Nye, Hayward Mack,
Harold Esbolt, George Clair, Fred
Kirby. Lillian Hall. Irene Hunt
and Pearl Lowe.
" The Queen of Sheba " has been
completed. J. Gordon Edwards
departed for the East on Saturday
of last week with the print and
negative. The release will be in
thirty or sixty days.
FIRST
NATIONAL
Louis B. ]\Iayer has renewed the
engagement of Edwin Carew to
direct Anita Stewart in "The Invisible Fear," an original photoplay by Hampton Del Ruth.
Interiors are now being made by
David Hartford for the Curwood
story, " The Golden Snare." The
cast includes Louis S. Stone, Wallace Beery, Ruth Reneck, Francis J.
McDonald, Melbourne MacDowell
and DeWitt Jennings.
The Catherine Curtis production
of Ralph Connor's story, " The Sky
Pilot," made by King Vidor, was
shown to Lesser on Saturday and
shipped.
Lew Cody has been engaged to
play opposite Norma Talmadge for
"ning
The Pollock.
Sign of the Door," by ChanWesley Barry has gone to New
Orleans to help the school children
drive for the starving European
children.
Anita Stewart's latest producedited.tion, "The Tornado," is now being
Charles Ray is at work on
Charles Hovt's story, " The Midnight Bell.""
HERE

AND
THERE

Our Motto: All the News,
^
MMIf it's News, When it's News
Charlestional star.
Ray, the First Naacterization, which we trust is
Micky Neilan is home again. news.
East are to the effect that our
We liamheard
a
rumor
of
WilMary
Rinehart
leading
industry
is
paralyzed,
Rita
Weiman
has
come
back
H. Ritchie Productions.
to Roberts
be the Goldwyn
which is a term that might claims
midst
andas can
now re- have
Anita Stewart has taken a to our
Goat, for every time they
been
applied
years
and
fer
to
herself
an
eminent
beautiful residence on Sunset.
want to spring a publicity
Lois Weber is leaving our authoress
before became
the Eighstunt they adventure
figure outfor some
with a thinks
capital it
"E."is years ago
Olie Morosco
teenth
Amendment
efmidst for a visit to Allegheny, all
hazardous
her.
wrong to change the title fective.
Pa. — her home town.
Records
show
she has been
Antonio
Moreno
had
a
four
of
a
stage
play,
story
or
book
Bill Conklin claims to have for the screen and so he is weeks' vacation and all of that asked to do everything from
the most complete set of golf not
time tried to make up his making a pie to bathing in
going to do it.
sticks in Hollywood.
mind that he wanted to go to the surf at Coronado (in a
A esegroup
of
influential
ChinBill Lord Wright is again
City, but he did not, natty suit), or aeroplaning
citizens of San Francisco Mexico
now the vacation period from our well known seaport
in our midst in charge of se- want Tod Browning to make and
is
past
and
he has got to go to New York,
them
a
propaganda
picture
to
U."
"
atgoing to
to work again.
rials and westerns
Wesley
Barry
is
Jackson
at Goldwyn
teach
peace
to
the
Tongs.
take his freckles to the Little
theJoeonly
publicity
man weis
Studio publicity men are go- know
Our sympathy goes out to
of
who
twenty-four
ing
to
organize,
but
they
asWally
Reid,
who
was
held
"Penrftd."
in
play us that the
Theatre
suredly state there will be sheets the work of his departA reportto reaches
to Five Kisses in that
ment. Every item or picture
Stroheim Company is returning down
in scale
tlie by-laws
regard-or that comes
much spoken of all-star pro- nothing
from Monterey SHORTLY.
from publications
ing
the
.of wages
duction
by
C.
B.
deMille,
rehours,be formade
fear high
the scale
couldor to the Department is posted
William Duncan is still lookgarding one Anatol.
not
enough
ing
for
the
fellow
who
relieved
on
a
twenty-four
Glass eaters were much in the hours few enough.
liis cellar of several things.
built in the Cafe, sheet
and board
really
Carter deHaven is cutting evidence
on
RoUin
Sturgeon's
it isber ofremarkable
the
numMcKimm's
claim
set, for especially made win- thatRobert
people
who
rjad
a
man
must
live
his
part
his
"
Girl
in
the
Taxi,"
which
of a taflfv composition does not hold good these days small print from one end thisto
you can take any way you were dowsused
when
burglars
want to.
some actors claim, who have the other.
through the glass.
been assigned to playing
Bebee Daniels was pinched
Mildred
Harris
fore- leaped
Bill Keffe calls to our at- breakers
saken
hotel life
for ahas
gorgeous
of the Volstead Act, the other day and goes before
tentifronting
on a grave
danger
conpalace in our midst, which she
Judge
Cox, who always gives
abandoning
husbands,
or
comthe fourth industry,
mitting similar crimes.
a jail sentence if the demon
purchased.
for ifticthe
goat
gland
and
plaswas
going
than fifty
Tod
Browning
was
ordered
Douglas
Bronson
was
foroperations continue there off Universal City groimds miles. The more
mer editor of the Century
Daniels car was
will be no character people three
times in one day by an trippmg along at fiity-six, so
Magazine, and he is now writ- left.
ing scripts for Realart.
over-zealous watchman, who we may expect the fair one
Speaking of the increasing
Lyons and Moran are liv- thought Tod was a bootlegger. to be singing, " I'd Rather Be
ing the probable life of the The watchman has since been on the Outside." Arrangepopulation
of
Hollywood,
recalls the fact that Elmer Har- future for they are putting on making apologies on three
ments are now being made for
ris is the father of a boy.
a blue Sunday satire comedy shifts a day — morning, noon teas tonoonbein the
served
in theCounty
afterOrange
and
being
true
artists
they
Harry Burns has been mak- know they must live the part and night.
ing a monkey
comedy
and
inAlbert and Mrs. Ray (forduced Joe Martin to use an to successfully film it.
Sam Taylor, 3rd, entered the
merly Roxana McGowan) are world
elephant's
trunk as a fire esWe heard of a girl who had the parents
and picturedom on Jancape.
of a son, named
uary 25. Mrs.
He isSam
the Taylor,
son of
Eva Novak is having a great been dubbed " the great un- Charlie Albert Ray. There Mr. and
was
so
much
excitement
in
washed,"
because
the
cameratime with her trained goose,
man
found
it
difficult
to
make
Jr. Proud papa is a former
which was purchased for use
that unable
Hokum'sto Jail.
pictures of her because of the the household was
Vitagraph continuity writer
in Katharine
" The Girl Mac
and Donald
the Goose."
has shadow below the hair. Yes, representative
learn who was the Godfather, and
is now "Lloyd
gag manforces
" within
the
forsook the society dramas you might say on her neck.
so we must make a rash guess these Harold
parts.
Various reports from the that
it must be no other than
and is now doing a :rook char-

the Raffles stories by E. W. Hornung, all of which will star Wedgewood Nowell. Rights for eighteen
Picturesin Corporation
LeBlanc's and twenty of the
hasProducers'
leased space
Hollywood of
Raffles stories were recently sestudios for the filming of George
cured by Nowell while in New
York where he entered into an
Kearn's
story,
'
The
Unfoldment,"
starring Florence Lawrence. The agreement with Joseph Menchen.
continuity is by Reed Heustis and
of the
James Caldwell. The direction is Jr.,
Society.
It isCelebrated
estimated Authors'
that the
by Murdock iMcQuarrie.
agreement covers stories worth
Announcement is shortly to be
made of a producing company to $750,000.
Nowell, it will be remembered,
film a series of detective stories was featured in the LeBlanc story,
adopted from the Arsene Lupin " No. 813," recently released by
stories by Maurice LeBlanc, and Robertson-Cole.

George Walsh Stars in
"TheNewest
Hick" Comedy
Is Semon's
^j
"Dynamite Allen"
Fox headquarters announce the
Larry Senion is finishing up the
final scenes of "The Hick" at the title of the next George Walsh reLos Angeles studios of Vitagraph,
as " Dynamite Allen," work
and the picture will be in New upon lease
which has just been comYork within a fortnight.
pleted. The story has its locale in
Over enthusiasm nearly cost
districts of PennSemon his picture career and for the coal mining
sylvania. The story is said to lack
the past two weeks he has lain on nothing in
the way of action.
his back unable to work. He
wrenched his spine in a scene, and Scenes involving the flooding of
coupled with that injury, he was the mine are declared to be realthreatened with pneumonia because treme. istic and awe-inspiring in the exof over-exposure in a water scene.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the origmal review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the repKjrt*
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
AH the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October 9, 1920.
PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN BOOK

PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN B00£

■BANDING IRON. THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. IS
ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE NOV.
REID
20
xtiit of primitive passions is rather overdone." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture. Fair box-office results."
" Clever twists make interesting crook story." — U. P. News.
Uxhibitor Comment — " This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences
" Brought a normal business, something unusual for pre-Christmas days."
'■ One ol'— tile
best picture,
hits of good
the year."
seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
Consensus
• (rood
puller." One week to big business
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
BROADWAY
BUBBLE,
THE
(VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIFentertaining
feature
which
drew
well."
"
Great
in
story
and
in
production. Wally Reld always has good following and great stories. Went
FITH NOV. 37
"
Corinne
Griffith
does
excellent
work
in
dual
role."
— if. P. News.
over
big."
"
Better
than
average
business."
"
An
unusually
pleasing
picture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. Star an excellent
" Old better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-run
simultane-eo
ously. .Just melodramatic
and not houses
too emotional,
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
Reid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious ' pleased
as
to
offend."
"
Opened
big
and
kept
up
big
all
week.
A
picture
that
Dleased everybody because it is logicnl"
our audiences. Did good business for the week." " Entertaining picture. Business was very good during run." " Drew large crowds
BROKEN
GATE,
THE
(FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON)
BESSIE
and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production
BARRISCALE
JAN. 1
having entertaining story. Box-office receipts good." " .V very good pic" Sob sister story is highly theatrical." — if. P. Neics.
ture to average busin(>ss two days."
BRUTE
MASTER.
THE
(HODKINSON)
HOBART
BOSWORTH
NOV.
•
Concensus — " Good picture, good puller."
AKB ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON
NOV. J
"
Hobart
Bosworth
scores
in
vigorous
story
of
the
sea."
—
if.
P.
Sewf.
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15
" Rather inconsequental for feature length." — M. P. News.
Fine production given famous static comedy."- — M. P. Ncii s.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pair business with a picture that was hard to tell
CHALLENGE OP THE LAW, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. .OCT. t>
what it was about."
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. 15 "Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama." — if. P. News.
" Rather hectic but Jairlij interesting." — M. P. News.
CHARM
SCHOOL,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID
JAN. S
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
DEC. 11
"
Wallace
Reid
has
another winner here." — if. P. News.
" Mediocre picture on a hackneyed theme." — if. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE.
A (EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST
,
NOV. 13
good business. ' " Wallace Reid went over big in this picture. Our
patrons thought It was one of the best of this popular star's produc" Oooi production given average story." — M. P. News.
tions. Played to exceUent business the week preceding New Year's."
BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT,
CHEATER REFORMED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. IS
" Novel story given rich production." — M. P. News.
"
Viilliam
Russell has an entertaining crook picture here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One theatre considered it such a success that it
CINDERELLA'S
TWINvery(METRO)
VIOLA
JAN. t
held it over for a second weel^." " Splendid production which was
•' Just misses being
commonplace."
— if.DANA
P. Neirs.
well liked by my patrons. Sure-fire box-office attraction." " Very good
picture playing to good business. Held for second week." " UndoubtCITY
SPARROW,
A
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL
CLAYedly one of the best and most successful pictures of the year. Played
TON DEC. 4
to
business toforboth
seven
" Interesting
and
" Weak in drama, but strotig in sentiment." — if. P. News.
wellexceptionally
put on whichbigappealed
men days."
and women
patrons.picture
Did more
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
than average business for a week." " Doing good business second week.
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted from
Everyone agrees it's the kind of picture to hold the attention spellbound."
mediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction."
"One tureofandthe
best pictures
of the
year.hasWent
"A good
" Whenfor Itheput money
out a toposter
Ethel
I sit back
and
box-office
attraction
which
been big
heldallforweek."
a second
week picat
wait
roll Inadvertising
— for she is
one Clayton,
of the biggest
favorite*
the
highesta prologue,
class theatre
the city."
" With
of exploitation,
here on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories, but
including
this inpicture
went over
big the
and aid
brought
good busiit went —over
in great
shape.average
" " Twopuller."
days to average busines.s.
nes ." "Held over for a two weeks' run, and did big business throughConsensus
" Average
picture,
out. Critics pronounce it one of the best of the year." " Went very
COAST
OF
OPPORTUNITY,
THE
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
J.
well. Two days of extra big business.''
WARREN KERRIGAN
DEC. 2S
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
"
Picturesque
story
with
Kerrigan
in
heroic
role."
—
if.
P.
News.
BKWASB OP THE BRIDE (POX) EILEEN PBKCT
OCT.
CONRAD
IN QUEST
OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. If
" This would look better as a two-reel slapstick." — if. P. News.
THOMAS
MEIGHAN
Exhibitor Comment — " Favorably received and good program picture.
"Delightful
story
is
enriched on the screen." — if. P. News.
Average business three days."
Exhibitor Comment — "Fair picture bringing average boz-offlce receipts."
BILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC.
"
Drew
about
average
crowds during the entire week. People character" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — if. P. News.
ized it as ' very good.' " " Average picture with about usual business,"
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova shows a decided improvement in this
" An extremely
a star
Is regarded
in this
section
as one entertaining
of the most picture
popular with
of the
malewhospecies.
Considering
picture over * Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
that this was the week before Christmas, business wes very good
entire week."
It is it• notthemuch
' and film
my
audiences
were" Picture
below proved
normal.a frost
Many here.
thought
poorest
indeed." " Great. Opened very big. Great crowds waiting to get in.
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
Meighan a great favorite here." " Average picture. Played to average
hold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's very
business."
•• Usual comment on this picture. Why was Meighan surstagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city."
rounded" byAverage
such uglypicture,
women?
Fair puller."
business."
Consensus — " Average picture, average pulte>\"
Consensus
—
average
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 25 CURTAIN (FIRST NATIONAL)
KATHEKINB MACDONALD OCT. 11
"Justine
Johnstone is a welcome screen figure in crook melodrama." —
" Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development." — if. P. News.
if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played to exceptional business.
Katherine McExhibitortive, butComment
—
"
A
mediocre
picture.
Star
not
particularly
attracDonaldsatisfaction.
appears to be growing
more
popular.'' Splendid
" Katherine
MacDonald
gave
entire
Picture
well
produced.
supporting
cast.
played
to
good
business
for
reasons
unknown."
BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA
OCT. 16
Business
very
good."
**
It's
by
far
the
best
acting
Katherine
has ever done. People liked it well enough to All two bouses MacDonald
for a week
"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story." — if. P. News.
simultaneously. Good entertainment." " Averagely pleasing story.
Exhibitor Comment — " Interesting. Instructive as well. Favorably comupon. Average
Aboveredeeming
average feature
business inwith
Poor ending. Star's work shows improvement." " Very pleasing audivery poormentedpicture.
Violabusiness."
Dana the " only
wholea
ence picture to good business. Miss MacDonald's best picture. Story
picture
which
wasitsbadstaras beautifully
to story, cast
at least for her rational and she is livening up considerably." " (rood
story that
fitted
and and
gave photography."
her a chance to" Adoweak
her
picture.
excellent
of its MacDonald
engagement."
"A
fairly goodDidpicture
whichbusiness
drew every
well. day
Katherine
is very
best. Obvious plot. Business fairly good." " Fine picture which
brought good business." " Picture played to two of the best days
good to —look
at, picture,
but is rather
cold."
Consensu*
" Good
good puller."
business in weeks — an average offering, but production first class."
Consensus
— " Averape
picture, average
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- DEC. 11
MADGE
BLACK
BEAUTY
(VITAGRAPH)
JEAN puller."
PAIGE
JAN. 22 DANGEROUS
'■ Eiitcvtaininii
picture SPECIAL
made fromCAST
fomotis <la.i.sic." — M. P. News. JAN.
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — if. P. News.
BLIND
WIVES (FOX)
IS Exhibitor Comment — " Fin • production which seemed to please and brought
"Another
episode
picture
of
certain
upjieal."
—
P
P.
News
BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE
OCT. 23 DEADfineMEN
TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST.... NOV. 11
business."
" Vivid, 'punchy' story; production excellent." — if. P. News.
" Story of dual personality fairly interesting." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1209
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JOHNSON,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) JAN. 8
DEVIL, THE (ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE) GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. 29 FRISKY
BILLIEMRS.
BURKE
" Very artUiic with Arliss superb in his screen debut." — M. P. News.
" Play seems old-fashioned as picture." — M. P. Nexcs.
DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
" Strong mystery story carries interest." — M. P. News.
due to holidays."
DBVIL'S
OASDEN. THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL NOV. 6 FRONTIER
OF THE STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS
BARKTliOSB
MEIGHAN
JAN. 22
" Rather grewtome story, well produced and acted." — M. P. Netcs.
"
Interesting
story of a crook's redemption." — Jf . P. Neivs.
Bzliibitor Comment. — " Appeals to the highly sophisticated audience.
FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
Opened to very big business." " Its too heavy for the average audi" Talky picture has little appeal." — M. P. News.
those whobutgo not
to the
see fine
acting, ence.
thisAnd it's
will toobe gloomy.
a splendidForattraction,
for theatre
the vasttomajority
Btxhibitor
— " One
best pictures
I have
seen. It cast.
has
strength Comment
and purpose
and ofis the
wonderfully
portrayed
by excellent
who go only to be amused."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
Exceptionally
gooid
business."
"
An
absolute
sensation.
A
knockout
Had S. R. O. sign up from opening day till finish of week. One of the
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11
best picture I've ever seen." " Unusually good audience picture. Every" H. B. Warner puts ' punch ' into strong dramatic story." — M. P. News.
body liked it. Opened to big Sunday business." " Very big production.
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
Business better than average." " The plot of the picture Is good but
"Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — if. P. News.
the
details
are not well worked out. It !s fair. Average receipts."
Exhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry in this picture is proving a worthy
•ILDED DREAM, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
OCT. M
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines." — M. P. News.
The
public
wants
plays
of
this
kind."
"
Picture
proved
v^ry
average
drawing card. Work of Wesley Barry considered very good but story as
•IRL IN THE WEB. THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET
JULY 81
a whole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic." " Good picture.
" A splendid produetion from all angles." — M. P. News
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
Exhibitor Comment — " A good atory. It drew well. Two days to average
" Personally, think this is better than ' Go and Get It,' but it didn't
business." " Pair. Don't think Blanche Sweet belonga in these silly
make quite as much money for me. It's a wonderful picture, and
namby-pamby roles. She is one of the best emotional actresses on the
they all liked it." " Made a big hit at this theatre, pulling capacity
screen
— but wasted in drivel like this. Box-office only fair."
crowds at each performance. Broke house record." " This is a fine
GIRL OF MY HEART (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
picture and brought good business for me." " Played to increasing
business each day. Wonderful kid picture."
" Star fails to enliven very dull story." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
DISCARDED WOMAN. THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CASt JULY 10
KENNEDY
JAN. 8
" Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations." — M. P. News.
" Madge Kennedy plays two roles exceptionally well." — M. P. News.
DOWN HOME (WILLAST.H0DKIN80N) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 6
Exhibitor
Comment —has" This
was a They
corker.all Iliked
thinkit, itandtheI best
Madge Kennedy
yet done.
playedthingto
" Some interesting moments in this rustic story." — M. N. News.
DKA« HARLAN (POX) WILLIAM PARNDM
NOV. 6
capacity WIFE.
houses THE
all week."
QOOD-BAD
(VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
" // they like Farnum, it's a good bet." — M. P. News.
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. sa
Bxfalbltor Comment—" Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum
" Oood production given rather illogical story." — M. P. News.
back In the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
Patrons seemed entertained." " William Farnum has a good box
GOODMADQE
REFERENCES
(FIRST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- OCT. li
office value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine." " Farnum always goes over big in a Western picture." " This is the type of pic" Stars popularity may get it hy." — M. P. News.
ture —they "like
big business three days."
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought crowded houses as do all Talmadge picConsensus
OoodFarnum
picture,in.goodExtra
puller."
tures, either Constance or Norma." " Above the ordinary Constance
813 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN. 22
Talmadge productions, and was well patronized." " Pleases star's followers. Opened to excellent busine.ss." "There is never any question
"Interesting moments iti mystery story." — M. P. Neivs.
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
whether
we no
willexception.
have a fullEveryone
house onsatisfied.
Miss Talmadge's
pictures.
This
one
proved
Big business
two days
CAST)
DEC. 25
to extra big
one day."
" A splendid production given mystery story." — if. P. News.
" Consensus
— " business
Oood picture,
good puller.''
EYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
NOV. 13 GREAT
ADVENTURE, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL)
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. News.
LIONEL
BARRYMORE
JAN. 22
Exhibitor
" A fair picture,
well from
acted.tbem,
MaryuieMiles
Minter
"More interesting via the printed page." — M. P. News.
her own (Comment
personal— following,
but aside
picture
did has
not
GREAT
LOVER,
THE
(GOLDWYN)
SPECIAL
CAST
DEC. 4
have much of an appeal." " Ordinary picture. Poor business three
" Slow Moving that depends largely on titles." — if. P. New*.
day.s." " Not as good as some of her previous pictures, but Miss
Minter is always pleasing." " Two days to big and average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture.
Average box-office receipts."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
' Fine picture with some very excellent acting and interesting story.
rACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
Played
to
better
than
average
business
for
CAST
NOV. 13 HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE)week."
SPECIAL CAST). OCT. 88
" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox Unes." — M. P. Netws.
" Well acted and directed, but development suffers." — if. P. News.
AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
FATAL HOUR. THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13 HARRIET
STEWART
OCT. Sf
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
"
Favorite
formula given rich production." — if. P. News.
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
Exhibitor Comment — *' Regarded this as Just a fair picture and drew averRIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29
age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
" Selig produces another thriller, with Fvanklyn Farnum." — .If. P. News.
more than usual business." " This picture pleased. Business normal.
Anita
Stewart
is onlyJust
fairlyfair.
popular."
It — butis did
not doit
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER
SEPT. 18
capacity
business.
Wherever" They
Missliked
Stewart
popular
" A good production from all angles." — U. P. Ne*M.
should
should
be
a
knockout."
"
A
rather
poorly
motivated
play
based
E.'chibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business one day."
on an old theme. Anita Stewart's charm and ability help to make It an
FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY II
average —drawing
card."
Consensus
" Average
picture, average puller."
" Buck Jones practieally dupUeates hU latt picture." — M. P. Newt.
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC, 11
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average busi"
A
complex
melodrama
very well produced." — if. P. News.
ness two days."
Consensus — •• Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " There is nothing startling about this production.
Ranks about average."
FIZBD BT OBOROB (UNIVBS8AL) LTOMt-MOKAN
NOV. •
HEARTS UP (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
JAN. 1
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce." — M. P. News.
" Harry Carey has satisfying offering here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent. Very funny and pleases the patrons
who enjoy high class comedy." "A rather poor picture to poor busiHELIOTROPE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPEness two days." " Good — one day to extra big business."
CIAL
CAST
DEC. 4
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
" A different picture here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
"A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Maaon." — M. P. News.
and
attracting
run." " which
Good picture
well worth
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT; DOROTHY
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
by week
my houses,
were pretty
well
GISH
JAN. 1
crowded." " Did well and held over second week. Like most secondweekers here unless they are far above the average or highly advertised
" Fairly pleasing offering with Dorothy Oish." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good."
it petered out." " An excellent picture in every respect and business
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
grew all week." " One of the season's finest pictures, in my estimation
— and my opinion backed up by the fact that it played to capacity
"Tory obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. Nmcs.
business in a house seating twenty-seven hundred. Consider it an exBxhibltor Comment — "Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because
cellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
they liked Wanda — and they did not register a kick. Box-office Just
draw well at my house." " Splendid production. Well liked by aufair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved It, for it is
dience. Did capacity business during its entire run."
interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average boxConsensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
office receipts." "Better than 'Miss Hobbs.' Miss Hawley is likable
HER
FIRST
ELOPEMENT (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
JAN. 29
in this sort of a story. Big to average business two days."
Oonseruus — " Average picture, average puller."
" Inconsequential and too vapid for feature length."- — if. p. News.
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27 HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN. 29
" Rather hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — if. P. News.
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality." — M. P. News.
HER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DEC. 18
Exhibitor Comment — Good oicture to fair business." " A flue production.
People stood in line all weok to see this picture. Big success." " Well
if.P.
News.
"
French
farce
adaptation
that
falls
short
in
American
requirements."
—
acted and produced but ralaer long-drawn out ; exploitation put it over
to big business."
Exhbitor Comment — " A good picture to average business three days."
VOKBIDDBN
VALLBT
(BLACKTON-PATHB)
MAT MCAVOTUNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV. If
BKUCB QOXDON
OCT. 16 HER SWEET
"Am emeiting story concerning o Kentucky feud." — Jf. P. Newt.
" Oood production given average story." — M. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1210
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LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
HONBTHOON
RANCH (BEST LUBIN-8TATB EIGHTS) SPECIAL OCT. n
ARBUCKLE
DEC. 4
CAST
" Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckle's Latest." — M. P. News.
" Old
Newt.time western full of real cowboy » and has action galore." — Jf. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " An entertaining feature and a good box office
attraction."
" A week
laugh-getting
Arbuckle attendance
comedy which
played
Exhibitor
Comment
Played
to standing
pulled
business for one
with an increased
the last
parttoofgood
the
in crowds.
AUene— "Ray
pleasing
as star.room.
PictureStrong
very posters
well received.
Best Western shown here for long time. Patrons asked tor others like
engagement." "Fine picture. Splendid business. Excellent entertainit. Full of action and suspense and the kind that draws crowds back
ment. The kind of show It's a pleasure to run. Everybody comes Into
the theatre expecting to have a good time and go out happy."
to see more of the same kind."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
NOV. 13
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
LITTLE 'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. 4
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture took well and brought good box office
" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. News.
returns."
GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV. IS
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8 LITTLE
"New star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
" Familiar story is well picturized." — M. P. Neica.
LOVEGLAUM
(J. PARKER
READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE DEC. 11
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
JAN. 29
"Interesting picture on a familiar theme." — M. P. Ne^cs.
News. Olaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — M. P.
" Louise
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY .... NOV. 27
" Colorful production marked by good incident." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all the
women.
It's
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew 13,000 paid admissions the day It opened.
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive.
business
at two
A wonderful drawing card." " Opening week equalled • On with the
simultaneous first-run houses." " Fair picture : did average business
Dance.'
Held
for
second
week.
Picture
makes
'em
talk."
"
Went
over
three consensus days." " Good picture, good puller."
big. Certainly a sure fire production, both as to entertainment and box
LOVE LIGHT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. 22
office value." " Big business second week. Thrilling. Gorgeous sets
and sensational title are big attractions," " A good picture filled with
" Production
overshadows the star who is not any too well cast." — M. P.
News.
sex appeal that did a good business." "Opened up extra big and continned so during week run." " This picture brought very good business
LOVE'S
FLAME OSBORNE
(FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN- OCT. It
and people
seemed
attracted toStory
it because
" Elaborate
VIVIENNE
tion and fine
photography.
seemedof totitle."
hold the
interest producof our
" 8torv has distinctive appeal." — M. P. Nei»s.
patrons. Played to above average for a week." " Carried fair houses
and did enough business to warrant a second week's booking." " SomeLURE OF CROONING WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKEwhat gruesome. Did big business. Held over second week." " Picture
GUY NEWELL
JAN. 15
is quite fair. Good business during run." " Went over very well and
" Interesting exposition of eternal triangle." — M. P. News.
held over for two days to big business."
LURE OF YOUTH (METRO) SPECIAL CAST...
JAN. 22
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
•• Actinfi is better tlian the story." — M. P. Xcirs.
INSIDE OF THE CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22 MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTION)
LIMA CAVA- MOV. •
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — M. P. News,
LIBRI
in THE
HEART
OF
A
FOOL
(DWAN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
SPECIAL
"
Average
production
stars
Cavalieri."
—
M.
P.
News.
CAST
OCT. as
MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-MKTRO) NAZIMOVA
OCT. 1»
" Very good entertainment in this complicated story." — M. P. News.
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting." — M. P. Ne%ei.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good audience picture. Its many leading love
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew big houses each day. This city has large
themes are apt to be confusing but It opened very big." " Good pronumber of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
ductions, which brought the crowds." " A rather complicated theme
were
pleased
Nazimova
popular Nazimova
here. Hons*
which kept up the suspense until the end. However, a bit too melodid a exceptionally
normal business
only.withLackIt."of "punch
in previous
plcdramatic in spots." " A very good picture that seemed to please the
turets
has
affected
the
box
office."
"The
crowds
came
to
see
this well
picture
majority of our patrons. Big business two days."
because
they
are
enthusiastic
about
the
star,
Nazimova.
Drew
for
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
entireof week.
Nazimova
pictureIn ever
produced
shows picture
plainly
IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4
lack
direction" Worst
and lack
of judgment
picking
story.andAnother
"Below William Russell's previous
work; only slightly interesting. —
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-getters
M. P. News.
I've had in a long time Personally, did not care for the picture, so
JUCKLINS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
why worry?" "Poor picture, business fair. Believe Nazimova is fall" Rural story rich in detail and atmosphere." — M. P. News.
ing back in her stories. If she keeps this up she's liable to lose her
Exhibitor
Commentat— this
" Pleased
the title
well
known enough
date, those
with who
resultsawthatit, itbutcarried
no not
popular
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
appeal." " This feature was well liked by our patrons and went over
MAN popularity."
WHO HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
big for four days." " Very good story. The picture follows the original
PICKFORD
JAN. 22
narrative well and it drew the ' better class ' audiences."
" Story and^ generally good production will get it by." — M. P. Ncirn.
lAILBIRD, THELAS
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
DOUGMACLEAN
OCT. B MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS DEC. U
" Rather obvious, but fairly diverting." — Jf. P. News.
" Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " MacLean does good work In a typical Charles Ray
part — but It was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popu"Disappointing after seeing '23% Hours Leave.' Fair business." "Very
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started
Well
liked."
" Best picture
Fairbanks
made.received
We haveand hadwellsuch
big business
during Douglas
its two weeks
run ever
that
big,
slumped,
and
then
ended
big.
But
on
the
whole
it's
a
lemon."
"
A
nBual Doug. MacLean and Doris May production which did the business.
we are holding it over for a third week." " Very good picture to fine
Both of these actors have been very popular in this city since appearing
business."
This picture makes
a hitbigwith
the men.
do
not seem as" enthusiastic.
Drawing
matinees.
Wll The
holdwomen
over for
in '23% Hours' Leave.' "
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
another week.'" " Sure did go over well. .\nd the picture is worth
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV. 27
it. Had— crowded
during
C07isensus
" Excellenthouses
picture,
big run."
puller."
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good. Played it one day to big business."
MARRIAGE
PIT.
THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
OCT. 1»
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride." — Jf. P .News.
"Long heralded Chaplin siw-reelei' Hues up to expectations." — M. P. News.
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29 MIDSUMMER
CAST
DEC. 18
" Thrilling story given splendid production." — M. P. Neics.
" Perfectly
M. P. News.constructed picture stamps De Mille as master director." —
KISMET (ROBERTSON-COLB) OTIS SKINNER
MOV. 6
" OtisP. News.
Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production." —
Exhibitor Comment — " .4. splendid production. Great business. Held for
U.
second weekLADY,
on demand."
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Broke house record
MISLEADING
THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
even at advanced prices." " Opened fine and improved daily. Wonder"Exhibitor
Stage adaptation
is— fairly
successful
aswas
picture."
— if. P.
Neics.average, but
ful acting
on
part
of
Otis
Skinner.
Marvelous
sets."
"
Wonderful
picComment
"
The
production
not
much
above
ture. Consistently large attendance. A masterpiece, according to genthe audience seemed to like it."
eral talk around
town."
attendance
records.
The kind
of picture
that points
to big" Broke
things all
in 1921
picturedom.
A remarkable
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPTON
(FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
production in every way." " Wonderful picture. Brought great bos
" Satisfied from all angles." — M. P. News.
office reports." " Eextra good to extra big business two days."
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
Consetisus — " Good picture, good puller."
days." " Mv patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very poor
LAST OF THE MOHICANS. THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
offering,— and
we had picture,
dull business
run."
Consensus
" Average
averageduring
puller."
" A Masterpiece oj its kind." — M. P. News.
MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. e
Exhibitor
Comment
—
*'
It's
certainly
a
screen
classic.
Wonderful
realism
throughout.
Exceptionally good cast. Crowded bouses from the first
"Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses." — M. P. ^ews.
performance of opening day right through the week." "Opened to great
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Good
week."
" Went over
in fine
shape.— consistently
Corking goodsatisfactory
story withbusiness
plenty all
of action.
business. Assured of great success. Don't miss this one."
LEOPARD WOMAN. THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
OCT. 16
and it scored nicely."
LANG" Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story." — M. P. News.
WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA)
MR. M'CARTHY
••
JAN. 1
E]xhlbltor Comment — " Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked
at
all."is "one
An ofexcellent
picture here.
and a Her
good acting
box office
attraction."
" Louise
" Unique and strongly dramatic from plot angle." — M. P. News.
Glaum
the favorites
pleased
the audience
aad
DEC. 18
BRADY
ALICE
(REALART)
THE
NEW YORK IDEA,
the Retails of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire,
"Stage success not so good as a picture." — M. P. Aetrs.
week." what" disappointed
Star fairlyinwell
liked,
and
picture
did
fair
business.
Was
someExhibitor Comment — " The verv best picture Miss Brady has made on tHe
the production, for while lavish the story did not
Realart program. Ran a two-reel Harold Lloyd comedy with this one
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."
and we had a program that was hard to beat. Drew usual Sunday
ConacTisus — " Average picture, average puller."
and Monday crowds ; big to average business."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1211
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PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
(MAR. 1)
JAN. 31
RAY
JAN. 8
" Good production of mechanical and unreal plot." — Af. P. Netos.
"Ray scores again icith pleasing study of small town life." — M. P. Aeu-a.
Exhibitor Comment — Good entertainment.
Ray at his best. Aveorage
PENALTY,
THE
(GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL NOV. 27
CAST
business throughout week."
NORTH WIND'S
MALICE. THE
(REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC- OCT. 30
" Great
News. vehicle for Lon Chaney, but falls short in many ways.'' — M. P.
IAL
CAST
" Probably the best Beach picture yet produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture, although some women were
Exhibitor
— " whi»,h
Not much.
Did fairbusiness
business."
" Good
picture
shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
the cold Comment
Northwest
did excellent
for two
weeks,
havingof
Chaney's wotk is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonderbeen held over a second week on account of the large crowds it drew
and very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful story
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, and
the first seven days." " A very good picture, to very good business
considering the fact that it is the week before Christmas." "This is the
brought
big
box-office
returns."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
sort of picture they seem to like. Went over big three days."
Consensus — " Good picture, gooi puller."
PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
SEPT. 25
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV. 13
" Slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture." M. P. Neics.
"Fair entertainmeut, but titles earn moat of the laughs." — M. P. Hews.
Exhibitor Comment — "Great picture. Turned them away at night." "The
Exhibitor Comment—" The combination of Moore and a popular stage sucboiled down opinions on this picture is ' Old Stuff.' "
cess won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
PLUNGER,
THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
NOV. 20
standard, although It did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
•' Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — M. P. News.
box-office
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
"This
feature brought
business
to please
my
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a surprise. First time Walsh has been
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-office attraction. Crowds
tried out for a week here. Even in the week before Christmas it drew."
packed
the
house
every
performance."
"
A
very
clever
adaptation
of
the
POLLY
WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC. 18
stage success. Tom Moore at his best, but iis in the case of all previ" Ina Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — M. P.
ous stage and stock productions, business far below average."
OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
. News. Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks
Exhibitor
" Rather light but entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
picture.
Bebe This
Daniels
has has
become
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. 1
very popular
here — in" .\n
her excellent
short career
as a star.
picture
lost
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — M. P. JVpic.v.
nothing ; it is transition to the movies." " Good picture to average
Exhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
business."went" Great.
Bebe better
certainly
here,is going
and thisto
picture
over 100%
thanhashera great
first. following
Believe she
mostly men." " .\ fine pijture which brought more than usual busibe one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picPRISONERS
OF LOVE
(RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
ture and business was verv good during run."
COMPSON
JAN. 29
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
■■
Very
unusual
and
nrtistic
drama."
—
iJ.
P. Neirs.
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY,
AN
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
JAN. 29
RAY
NOV. 13 RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
" Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over." — M. P. News.
." Gladys
Walton scores
in heart interest
story."
— II. P. Xctvs
pep."
RISKY
BUSINESS
(UNIVERSAL)
GLADYS
WALTON
DEC.
4
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
" Goodness."
combination makes interesting picture." — M. P. News.
standard.'' " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more
than Bay
usualrunsbusiness."
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT
Dervish.
around and" Should
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
" Good production given thrilling story." — M. P. News.
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
ROMANCE
PROMOTERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN.
JAN. 291
" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
■■ The sun shines on Earle Williams in this one." — M. P. Netcs.
all week. (Middle West.)" "One of the poorest things Ray has ever
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON..JAN. 22
done. They came because it was Ray — but they didn't enjoy It." " An
•• TItis one looks like a vehicle." — .U. P. Neivs.
amusing farce, but not quite up to some of Ray's recent efforts. A good
box-office attraction, boweve." " Audience greatly enjoyed star in this
ROOKIE'S
RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC- JAN. 8
picture ,which attracted overflow business during holidays." " Not up
LEAN-MAY
to the usual Ray picture and after opening business dwindled."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Quite frail but fairly pleasing." — M. P. Neivs.
ONCEPHILLIPS
TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY OCT. 16 SAGE HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
" A icell-produccd dramatic story of the u est." —
P. News.
"Absorbing story well produced and acted." — M. P. News.
SCUTTLERS, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 25
Exhibitor Comment — " Dorothy Phillips does some of the best work of
" Famum has a 'He-Man' role in story of the sea." — If. P. News.
her career in this picture, which is interesting and handsomely proSHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
Did splendid business
this theatre."
secondor
and veryduced. successful
week. Iatmake
a practice " ofJustonecompleted
week runs,
" Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — M. P. News.
even three days, but this picture played to two weeks' capacity busiSHOCKING NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
JAN. 15
nes ." "A poor attraction, very little to redeem it. Business far below normal." " Established a new record for our box office and received
"Not substantial enough for five reels." — M. P. News.
more favorable comments than any plctare ever played." " Capacity
SILVER LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
JAN. IS
business all the week. Picture pleased all." " Broke all records.
■■Interesting
P. News. crook play brings Jewel Carmen back to the screen.'' — M.
Turned them away Sunday." " Ran this picture a week and never at
any
time have
had for
anything
more One
pleasing
whichpictures
made more
friends."
" Record
business
the week.
of theor few
that we
really
SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY- TON OCT. 23
could give the public to combat the opening of a big new house in opposition." "Story and star met with great applause which is excel" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story." — M. P. News.
lent evidence of their satisfaction." " This is one of the finest pictures
Exhibitor
Comment
good business.
to people Many
willing to accept
story— as" Pretty
just movie.
Rather goodSatisfactory
drawing qualities.
I have shown this year."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
ONE GEORGE
MAN IN BEBAN
A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE) JAN. 29 SLAVE
PAULINE FRED- ERICK OCT. 30
liked OF
it." VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE)
" Character study is satisfying offering." — If. P. Ncu-s.
" Big from a production and acting standpoint." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good business. The picture satisfied a critical
OUTSIDE THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
JAN. 22
audience." " Fair picture, business very good."
"Best straight melodrama in many a day." — M. P. Xeics.
THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. 27
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4 SMILING
DAVID ALL
BUTLER
" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
" Butler's third is well produced and thoroughly interested." — M. P. News.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 23
Exhibitor Comment — " David Butler's popularity growing with each picture. There was nothing spectacular about this — but it was a clean lit" Oerman picture is spectacular ; wonderfully acted." — M. P. News.
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
tle
picture,
well received."
SPECIAL CAST
LONG
LETTY
(CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL OCT. 30
-M. P. News. JAN. IS SO CAST
"Better than average picture from well known novel."
" Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen." — M. P. News.
PASSION'S
PLAYGROUND
(FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE OCT. 16
Exhibitor Comment — " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should
MACDONALD
be cut out by all exhibitors that run it, as it has some bad morals."
" An artificial story holf^ it hack." — M. P. News.
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
PAYING THE PIPER (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.) DOR"
Interesting
crook
story,
well
directed
and
acted."
—
M.
P.
News.
OTHY
DICKSON
JAN. 29 SOMETHING DIFFERENT (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY . . . . JAN. 29
" Well produced domestic drama that xcill please." — M. P. News.
■ Rather frail hut backgrounds save it." — II. P. News.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ARTPEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 30
" Humorous
incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray — enough." — M. P.
News.
" Impres.'five moments in this artistic production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production In every way." " A great picExhibitor Comment — " Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audiand drew
like house
afire."
" Now
here isthroughout,
a picture. of Typical
ences applaud enthusiastically." " very good week. Ray always sure
Mllle turecast,
direction
and all.
Not as
enjoyable
couree, Deas
of big business. This considered much better than ' 4,5 "Minutes from
'
Why
Change
Your
Wife.'
but
finely
built
for
contrast
of
action
and
Broadway.'
" Charles
in any
Is enough
to pack want
this house.
In • Peaceful" Valley
' he Ray
is cast
In a story
role that
his admirers
to see
suspense.
Big business
carriedduring
over another
week."of "ItsDrew
veryCrowds
good
houses
to
excellent
business
fourth
week
run.
him In. The picture attracted capacity houses for a seven-day run."
continued." " Picture so good business grows. Held for a third week."
"pleasing
Did veryfeature
well. which
Picturetookentertaining
box-officeAs results
good."value
"A
well in myandtheatre.
to box-office
•' This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
it is a pretty good bet." ".\n improvement over " Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway." but not his best by any means. Usual business."
house which
tellspicture,
the story."
Consensus
— " Good
good puller."
Consensus — " Good picture, good pullar."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1212
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PLAN BOOK

SONGVIVIAN
OF THE
SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
MARTIN
OCT. 23
" Fine basic plot, but lacks action and incident." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a great picture but Vivian Martin's charm and
cleverness put it over. Played to good business for a week."
SOWING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEW- ART JAN. 29
" Pow erful drama, well produced and acted." — M. P. Neicx.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
'■ Quite interesting picture made from best seller." — M. P. News.
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. 1
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — M. P. News.
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitar Comment — " Very good. The plot is well put together and the
details are worked out well."
SWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
OCT. 16
" Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."
" One of the greatest surprises of the season. Considered the poorest
picture this star has ever played in — yet it did capacity business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" This one xiill hardly interest the majoritp."- — M. P. News.
TESTING
BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.DEC. 18
HART
" Sure
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— M. fire
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire boi-offlce
attraction. Picture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." " An average picture which went over big.
Hart
favoriteto here."
pictare
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks great
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Pine
business."
Consensus — Oood picture, good puller."
TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
" Average entertainment in this Mix offering." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Tom ones.
Mix still
popular. a Clyde
PictureCook
pleases
though
not
as good Comment
as other —recent
We boosted
comedy
to help
business."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET. .JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — M. P. News.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl White scoring a hit." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Thoroughly
audiences,
withourresult
that
picture got
good —box-office
play. pleased
Pearl White
feature
audiences
liked."
THOUGHTLESS
WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
"Human document with real life-like touches." — M. P. News.
THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TO
BOSWORTH
" Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
poor business on account of the holiday season."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Jan. 22
" Rather crude but curries a punch." — M. P. News.
TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE
OCT. 16
" Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is the second Pearl White feature. It failed
to draw, so a Harold Lloyd comedy was added to the program." " Very
entertaining picture and went well with my patrons." " Just fair ;
hardly up to Fox standard. -Average business one day."
Consensus — Oood picture, good puller."
^
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the average. Played
to fair business." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week." " A splendid picture to average business two days."
Consensus — " Oood picture; average puller."
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — M. P. News.
TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. 23
" Simple and human is this contribution." — M. P. News.
TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. 16
" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills" — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine picture, pleasing and entertaining. Drew
more ing.
than
usual business."
Very week
fine picture.
and excitDid exceptional
business " first
of showing,Spectacular
with indications
for
abusiness.
big second
week.
Broke
house
records
second
Sunday."
" Good
Pictures liked, especially the comedy parts in the beginning.
The ending slightly changed, which gives it more credence." " A nice
picture that generally satisfied. Fairly good houses all week." " Pleased
big audiences." " Splendid picture, full of thrills and box box-offlce
attraction. Broke house record during two weeks' ruu." " Good picture ;good story ; splendid acting and excellent production."
Consensus — Oood picture, good puller."
TRUTH
ABOUT HUSBANDS,
THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST DEC. 25
NATIONAL)
SPECIAL CAST
" Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
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TWINDEHAVEN
BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
MR. AND MRS. NOV. 13
" Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — U. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to
give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in It, but
always
One of Box-office
the beat comedies
I have spicyplayed Splendid
In a longweek's
time. business."
Went over " great.
receipts
entirely satisfactory for week's run." " Carter de Haven at his best,
but many
not like
It. APoorgood
business
due picture.
to holidays."
" Another
stage
farcedidgone
wrong.
program
Business
about
average." " An excellent attraction that proved a remarkable drawing
card for three days. Kept our crowds laughing from title to close-up."
big busiiK's.s
day.«.good
" puller."
Consensus
— Ooodthreo
picture,
TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 2S
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — M. P. News.
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. 8
■'Jones in a story o] gunplay and hard riditig." — M. P. Neus.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE
(FRANK
GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — if. P. News.
V. P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NOV. 20
" First-class melodramatic western, with fine cast." — SI. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 20
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end." — if. P. News.
VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST. ...OCT. 16
" Crude production of familiar story." — if. P. News.
WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV. 20
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — Jf. P. News.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
OCT. 16
" Clever night scenes provide the interest here." — if. P. News.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 27
•' Very ordinary western for Carey." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Verry good. E.xt.ra big busines.<! one day."
WHEN
WE WERE TWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B.
WARNER
JAN. 15
" //. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — if. P. News.
WHITE YOUTH (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
DEC. 18
" Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — if. P. News.
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
JAN. 29
"The title might attract them — that's all."- — if. P. .Vci's.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
OCT. 18
" A real success from every angle." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is very pleasing, box-offlce receipts
about average." " A very pleasing little picture ; star has made a place
for herself and this picture suits her to a ' T '." " Bebe Daniels shows
that she Is a real actress. She had a good production and drew well."
" Business poor on account of weather. The best and most entertaining picture
we have picture,
had in average
months." puller."
Consensus
— " Pleasing
" Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

■• llumoresque " ( Puramount-.Xrtcraft • — "One of the biggest attractions
here this year, and drawing big crowds during its two weeks" run."
"Thean unusual
Figure Head"
popular
picture
did than
not
draw
crowd. (Selzuick)
Played to —fair"Star
business
for ahere
week.but Much
better
this star's other releases so far. Think he's good, but must have excellent
direction and careful stories."
"The Yellow Typhoon" (First National) — "Has very interesting story.
Went over big. Good money getter." "A poor picture and was knocked hard
by the critics but apparently continued to draw well."
"The Restless
Sex"lavish
(Paramount-Artcraft)with
interesting
story and
production. Broke— "Is
housea very
recordsfineforpicture
attendance
during
run."" (Equity)—" Aa average production — some good
" For itsthethree
Soul weeks'
of Rafael
setting's but rather usual in situations. It appeared to draw weU."
" Humoresque " (Paramount-.\rtcraft) — "Hangs up a three-week record and
packs them in on the last night of 21-day run." " Fourth week held up to
good business. Patrons eagerly crowd the house to see it."
"Rio G.rande " (Pathe) — "All star cast means no star cast. Too tame."
"Average business one day."
"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals" (Universal) — "My patrons did not like
this one. Played it four days to extra big. big, average and poor business."
"Dangerous Trails" (State Bights) — "This production had plenty of action and as a result did extra big business for two days."
"The Best of Luck" (Metro) — "A fine picture, good front. Don't see why
I did such poor business. Poor business for three days."
"Broadway Cowboy" (Pathe) — "Good show, good front, good star and
good box-office results."
"King Spruce" (Hodkinson) — "Miserable title killed a good picture. Poor
business for four days."
"Why Change Your Wife" (Paramount-.A^rtcraft) — "Extra good. Did extra
big and big business for two days."
"The Beauty Market" (First National) — "Played this feature on the program with ' The Valley of Tomorrow ' starring William Russell (American)
to extra big and average business for two days."
" Sex ■' (Hodkinson) — " Good. Played it two days to extra big and big
" In Search of a Sinner " (First National) — " Played this attraction two
business."
days
with serial ' The Vanishing Trail ' to good business first day and average
"Footlights and Shadows" (Selznick) — "Fair picture- notoriety of the star
helped
second." to bring them in. No kick on this production."
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The Second in the Series of Terra Cotta Studies

Lobby of - Newman theatre, Kansas City, Mo. The architectural work on this theatre was conceived and executed by
Mr. H Alexander Drake. The lobby and ticket office are constructed of polychrome terra cotta which because of the
■fact that it lends itself readily to decorative treatment presents a beautiful as well as a substantial appearance
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MOTIOGRAPH
DeLUXE— truly behind quality presentation because its inherent quality, built into it by our
twenty-three years of manufacturing motion picture
projectors, insures projection that does not approach
perfection, but is perfection !
Perfect projection is rock-steadiness, crystal-clarity,
sharp definition, all combined with dependability. The
MOTIOGRAPH

DeLUXE

embodies

long-life and

ease

operation.

DeLUXE
of your

of

all these points with
A

MOTIOGRAPH

in your operator's booth means added efficiency
operator, and a screen untroubled by breaks,

stops and
audience.

flickers

that

annoy

and

exasperate

A MOTIOGRAPH
DeLUXE is the shortest way
faction ofyour patrons and yourself.

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL
564
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Picture
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to satis-

MOTIOGRAPH
DE LUXE
SPECIAL FEATURES
1. Non-breakable
condensroomy.
er mount
2. Lamp-house, large and
house. doors on lamp3. Two
4. 3000-ft. film magazine.
5. No die-cast parts.
type. a.< non6. wear-out
Gears known
7. Large substantial pedestal.
8. Levelling
device on
9. pedestal.
Operator can
usefrom
instrument board
either side of machine.
10. Peep glasses in upper
and lower magazines.
11. ism.
Interchangeable framing device and mechanMany
other special
features DeLuxe.
on
Motiograph
Write for literature.
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Pantages

Theatre

Complete
Fire

Protection,

Ventilation

{Continued)
The foyer proper and the mezzanine
foyer promenade are in the same color motif as the main auditorium, enriched with
a ceiHng panel of figural allegory representing Music and three wall panels representmg the modern stage. The corridor
ceiling panels are highly ornamental. The
friezes and relief work are done in
statuary bronze effect, burnished gold and
strong primary colors. The walls of the
corridor are done in old Caen stone, with
set-in panels of mosaics in time-weathered
colors.
The outside lobby panels are done in
elaborate design of mosaic, with cornice
and frieze in dull gold. The ladies' retiring room is done in rose and pearl gray
and gold. It is ornamented in natural
floral
patterns.
gentlemen's
room is
done in The
various
shades ofsmoking
leather
brown and ornamented with designs symbolical of My Lady Nicotine.
The decorations are by the Bell Decorating Company with headquarters in
Seattle. The opening of the Salt Lake
house will mark the eleventh new house
they have decorated for Mr. Pantages in
the last six years.
The box office is made almost entirely
of Alaskan marble. This is one of the
newest and certainly the most impressive
of gray marbles known to the world today. It comes from somewhere east of
Seward, in the vicinity of Cook's Inlet,
where an early voyager tried to find a newpassage to cross the continents. It lies
near the line of the Alaska railroad that
will soon connect the heart of that great
territory with the pulsing Pacific.
It has a rich, bluish-white background
for radiating streaks of gray, but more
than all, it has life. To a student of
marble who knows the history of the stone
it speaks volumes. Around the walls are
rich panels of this same marble, while
under your feet there is a great star pattern, done in white marble from Columbia, Cal., and brown marble from Tennessee. There is also a beautiful marble
base to the box office, done in a rare product from Lake Champlain. Above is a
triumph of plastic molding, a small dome
brilliantly lighted. The whole is an artistically conceived surprise partv for the
greater appeals to the love of the beautiful found in the interior of the house.
The long entrance arcade is paved in
California and Tennessee marble. On
either side is a striking baseboard of the
Alaska gray, blending with plastic molding on walls and ceiling, md occasional
niches illumined bv lights 01 extraordinan'^
workman.ship. The Alaska marble in its
soft gray follows around the entire lobby

in
and

in

Salt

Lake

Is

Appointments
Lighting

Have

This description of the Pantages Theatre is so complete in its details that we
are glad to give it full space in the Equipment Section. The theatre itself represents one of the finest examples of wellequipped houses that have appeared in
the NEWS.
at the baseboard and dominates the color
scheme by reason of its generous use on
the gi^and winding passageways ascending
on either side with massive balusti-ades of
Alaskan marble wonderfully carved.
One-half of the entire capacity of the
house is on the first floor, with no post in
sight. Eight hundred go into the balconies
and 300 in the boxes and loges. In making the arrangements for the balconies all
possible gross weights were figured for
the supporting trusses and were then multiplied by five. There is no possible
chance for a breakdown, short of a cataclysm, and by special careful arrangement
the house can be emptied in three and a
half minutes. It can be filled and emptied
in seven minutes.
The Salt Lake Tabernacle, built by the
Mormon pioneers, is said by architects to
have the best acoustics of any building in
the United States. The builders of the
new Pantages theatre undoubtedly took
lessons from the Tabernacle, as they have
done in building other theatres of the Pantages line. In this great new playhouse
the base floor has been laid in a great

Been

Given

Attention

curve or imperfect ellipse, as one might
consider a section of an egg shell cui
through the longest way. Another section
of the shell might be said to represem
the great dome over 100 feet above, bending over with its great expanse of an
glass, its imposingly beautiful dome and
its myriads of brilliant lights.
In harmony with this arrangement, the
sides of the big auditorium are slightly
curved along vertical lines and the baV
cony, represented by the mezzanine floor
and the two sections of the upper floor,
carry out the scheme of curvature. This
has been found productive of almost perfect results in other theatres by the same
builders and has been carried out in Salt
Lake with the elimination of such imperfections as experience has shown to exist.
The stage and dressing rooms and all
parts of the house where there might be
any danger of fire are protected with an
automatic sprinkler system supplied
through a six-inch water main running
from Main street under the building to a
point underneath the stage, where it is distributed throughout the building. The
theatre is also equipped with an inde^
pendent fire .system consisting of 800 feer
of hose distributed into eight units .supplied through an independent four-inch
high-pressure supply main, with two unifin the auditorium, two units in the bal(Continued on pag-e 1220}

Glendale theatre, Glendale, California
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Last of a Series of Articles on Equipment bv Charles Butte of the Beeco Firm

THE physical comfort of the patrons
in any theatre depends to a great extent on the proper ventilatng and heating
system. The construction of many theatres does not permit of the most efficient
heating and ventilating system, namely the
indi\'idual mushroom system using the
basement or the sub-space as the plenum
chamber.
Many of the auditorium floors are built
directly on the ground and other means
must be devised to furnish proper ventilation and proper heating. If it were
possible to merely throw a mass of heated
air out into the auditorium without considering the fact that the balcony atmosphere would be considerably hotter than
the auditorium floor, the heating system
would be a simple matter to design.
In many installations on the Coast heating ducts ai^e provided on each side of the
proscenium arch forming part of the ornamental grill built around the arch. Underground ducts are installed prior to the
completion of the auditorium floor to
carr)'^ the heated air back to the foyer and
to the rear portion of the auditorium. In

several cases vitreous pipe was used for
these underground ducts, but in recent instal ations a concrete duct was built at
the time of pouring the concrete form
work of the structure.
The location of the wall and floor radiators in the rear portion of the auditorium and foyer are so located to give
the best distributing results. The relation
of the radiators in reference to the passageways in the foyer and the foyer doors
is taken into consideration when locating
the radiators referred to. The heating
and ventilation of the balcony requires
more care than any other portion of the
auditorium, particularly in theatres where
smoking is permitted in the balcony. Several installations using the mushroom in
the balcony floor only have proven very
successful and in several installations
where it was impossible to install the systhem therein, the scheme of ventilation
was reversed, namely the air was blown
in instead of exhausted from the balcony
ceiling. It was found that this method
provided advantageous insofar as it kept
the air of the balconv in motion and did

Is this the largest one floor theatre in Americaf

Picture

N ew i

not suck out all of the heated air from the
auditorium. No appreciable draught was
caused by this system and no complaint
has been heard from in regard to any
patron feeling cold air blown in from the
ceiling above the balcony floor.
The movement of the atmosphere particularly where smoking is permitted, can
be readily seen when the operating room
is in use and it makes an interesting study
to watch the atmospheric changes that occur by this system. In the interior cities
where we have warm summers, air washers are provided with the heating and ventilating system to cool the air during the
summer months. In the extreme dry cold
season these air washers are at times used
to humidify the heated air before blowing
into the auditorium. The mechanical
equipment of the heating and ventilating
system should be of the type that will not
create draughts nor should the velocity of
the discharged atmosphere cause any immediate changes at the point of the radiators. Slow speed, large volume fans
should be used.
The speed of the motors driving the
fans should be variable and the type of
motor and controlling apparatus should
be provided to obtain these results. While
it has been found in a number of installations, particularly in San Francisco where
no extreme variations in temperature exist, that (Conthiued
the fans can
be 1220)
operated eflfion page
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NEWMAN
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CHOPPER
Has successfully replaced the
less substantial wooden chopper of yesterday.
Has a solid metal body,
heavily braced and reinforced
throughout.
Finished in mahogany enamel
with nickeled trimmings.
IT WILL STAND
MORE PUNISHMENT
THAN ANY OTHER CHOPPER
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of Pantages Theatre Salt Lake City
(Continued from page 1215)
cony, two units on the stage and two units
in the corridor under stage near the dressing rooms.
Although the building is as nearly hreproof as It is possible to construct it, Mr.
Pantages spared no pains or expense in
making it doubly protected against any
emergency in case of fire.
The house is heated by steam, derived
from a twenty-inch main running through
the basement of the theatre from the Utah
Power & Light Company's power plant.
and is then distributed through different
units of Vento heaters, which heat the air
drawn into the house through an air shaft
near the top of the building, the air being drawn through the first unit of heaters, then through an air washer, then
through the second unit of heaters and
then drawn through the large fan, then
blown into the plenum chamber, distributing the warm air through mushroom \entilators located at proper points underneath seats and in the auditorium and balcony.
The corridor is heated by the air being
blown through a third unit of heaters and
distributed at different points through
wall registers. The main fan, which is
motor driven, is the largest ever installed
in any theatre in the western country and
has a capacity of delivering 6o,ooo cubic
feet of pure washed air every minute
throughout all parts of the theatre.
The foul air is exhausted from all parts
of the theatre through three units of exhaust fans, which are installed in the pent
house on the roof of the theatre. Unit
No. I exhausts the foul air from the theatre proper, Unit No. 2 from the toilet and
smoking rooms and unit No. 3 from the
dressing, toilet and shower rooms, etc. It
is possible to change the air in the theatre
every minute.
The temperature of the house is regulated and controlled by the Johnson automatic temperature control, which automatically shuts the steam ofif from the different units of the Vento heaters, making
it possible to keep the theatre at the prooer
temperature in all kinds of weather. The
air washer is equipped so that ice can be
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

HALLBERG

United
H. T. Edwards
; Pres. and Treas.

Ventilating Systems in
Coast Theatres
{Continued from page 1216)
ciently at a certain speed, however, in
other locations where the temperature
varies considerably, the speed of ihe fans
varied during the various seasons to
t^ive proper results. The type of motor
ihat should be used in connection with
the ventilating system depends in many
cases on the conditions existing. While
the direct current motor is the type that
can be most easily arranged for variable
speeds, it can not be always used as direct
current is not always available in the location of the theatre. Single-phase variable-speed motors of the brush shifting
type have been used with considerable
success. Single-phase motors with the
variable grid type controllers have also
proven successful and it is only the conditions existing in each particular installation that would determine which type to
use. Variable-speed two-phase and threephase motors have been used in several
ca.ses, but the close regulation obtainable
on direct current motors or on singlephase motors cannot be obtainable as accurately as with the types mentioned before. The location of the fans and motors should receive careful consideration
to avoid any noise reaching the auditorium. The fan should not be located directly under the stage, as the vibrations
are carried out to the audience through
the proscenium arch. Preferably the fan
should be located in the concrete room
built under the side of the stage floor. The
puxiliary fans located in the balcony
should be provided with substantial foundations to prevent the carrying of vibrations through the balcony ceiling structure.
The method of heating the air in many
installations where steam is available consists of banks of steam coils or radiators.

CINCINNATI
DETROIT
"2-SERIES
THE

*

Used in the summer months for cooling
and washing the air with pure ice water,
so as to keep the house at the proper temperature inall seasons of the year. The
house is equipped with the latest up-todate vacuum cleaning system for cleaning
all parts of tlie theatre.

OMAHA
CHICAGO
ARC"

Picture

News

\V here steam is not available and oil burning boiler equipment is generally provided
and hot water or low pressure steam is
used for heating the air blown through
these coils by the fresh air ventilating
fan. Oil burners are universally used for
these purposes as they require minimum
attention and give maximum results. The
foul air exhaust fan generally exhausts
through grills provided under the balcony
and in the auditorium ceiling. In several
installations what is known as half-way
exhausts have been tried out placing the
exhaust grills midway between the line of
the balcony and the auditorium ceiling.
No definite result that could be of any
particular benefit has been obtained by
the installation of these half-way exhaust
outlets. The amount of fresh air that
should be discharged by the heating and
ventilating system depends to a great extent upon the character of the structure
and not entirely upon the seating capacity
thereof. No set rule can be made to fit all
conditions, but on a comparative basis, approximately twenty thousand cubic feet
per minute should be provided for a house
seating three thousand people. These figures cannot be taken as a definite factor,
but each case must be determined in
relation to the conditions existing therein.
Many of the smaller theatres are heating by means of gas radiators, a system
that should be avoided wherever possible.
Where these gas radiators must be used,
ventilation should be provided for each
radiator to take off the carbon monoxide
gas that is emitted from the gas flame.
The heating of the air should be done by
radiation and not by direct gas heating.
Many types of gas radiators are on the
market that will give fairly good results
for small auditoriums. The conditions
noted by the patrons where the gas radiator is used should indicate that this
method of heating should be avoided.
Sleepiness and discomfort in breathing
are some of the indications of the vitiated
condition in the auditorium atmosphere.
The writer is indebted to J. E. O'Mara
Company of San Francisco for their assistance in preparing the above article.
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Gardiner

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Thousands of exhibitors are using Gardiner Screens
Send today for booklet
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You, too, can have your theater "such an
attractive looking place" by using our
OHIO

Lobby

Display

Frames

They are attractive. Built to withstand
all weather conditions. Reinforced with
corner irons. Made in any finish desired.
Write for Our Catalog of Frames and Let Us
Tell You More About Them. No Obligation

SPECIAL TICKETS
The regulations require you to have tickets printed with the name and place of
your theatre printed on them
Our tickets meet with all the requirements, and we can give you quick dehveries
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New

Theatre in Philadelphia
npHE Carman theatre, which opened on
A Thanksgiving Day, is Philadelphia's
latest moving picture house. Built of
brick, and covering a large area, it is an
attractive one story building of pleasing

No. 75217 Basket filled with flowers,
each 7Sc, per dozen $7.50.
My Spring Catalogue No. 75 with illustrations in colors of Everlasting
Decorative Flowers, Plants, Vines,
Shrubbery, etc., free for the asking;
write for it to-day.
FRANK NETSCHERT
61 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.

design, with a fine exterior and an up-todate lobby, decorated with framed star
photographs, plants, and so forth, the
ticket booth being in the center.
The theatre is quite modern, not only
m appearance, but in appointments. It is
open on all four sides, with windows the
entire length of two of these, behind attractive lattice work. A modern heating
system keeps it warm, and the presence
of the many windows insures the necessar}' amount of fresh air.
The Carman doesn't aim at pretentiousness. It is a neighborhood house, situated in Tioga, near the mill district, and
it has been built with a view to giving
first-class first-run pictures at moderate
prices, with every possible convenience for
its patrons, including attractive lounging
and retiring rooms on the mezzanine floor
for both ladies and gentlemen.
It has a Wurlitzer Organ and the
newest type Simplex projection machines.
The lighting is especially good. It is all
indirect, and when the concealed side
lights are turned on the effect is a slow
flooding of the place with light, similar to
the effect of sunrise. They tone down
again to moonlight, making a most attractive feature. During the showing of the
pictures side lights, pretty shaded, provide
plenty of chance for visitors to find places
without stumbling.
The color scheme of the new house is

OWE
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Concern whose name we
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"before going into the proposition
we have tested out every screen on
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the picture on each sample. We have
proven to our own satisfaction that
Mirroroid is the best screen made.
surface was certainly superior
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Ornaments from Plans.
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Incandescent

Stereopticon
Information

Q)mpiled

(Continued)
A Mazda lamp emits light in practically all
directions, therefore as much light is given off
away from the condensing lenses as toward
them. If a mirror were placed back of the
lamp to redirect these rays, at least 50 per cent
would be added to the screen illumination.
The mirror chosen is a spherical one. A
sounding board, for example, is often placed in
an auditorium behind the speaker, and serves to
redirect the sound in that direction toward the
audience. The mirror is the sounding board
for light rays, and serves the same purpose.
If we had taken a hollow glass ball, silvered it
on the outside so that the silvering reflected
A.

TKi.5 seclujn. //
cat off for //
ro-vrroc — h-

X
,'^^F^.Um£.Tll )l
>

Hollow qlass

Fig. 9

M\.rrored
Surface.

Really 'Is—
Spherical
Showing
on
Ball Silvered
GlassMirror
Hollow
of a the
a Section What
g tozuard
Reflectin
Silvering
the Outside with the
the Center of the Ball. Thus, if a filament is
the center, all light striking the mirin surface
placed rored
zvill be reflected directly back upon
the center
towards the inside of the ball, and then cut
off a section of the ball, the section cut off
would be our spherical mirror.
The mirror is placed a distance to the rear
of the filament corresponding to its radius; its
diameter must be sufficient to cover the light
angle subtended by the condenser; making the
mirror larger than this will put no more light
on the screen.
This angle, oftentimes called the " useful
lines drawn
angle " of light, is that between
from the filament to the edges of the condenser.
The mirror must reflect light back through this
angle. When it reflects light back through a
the light does not strike the congreater angle,
denser. Consequently, it is of no use.
The Light Source
The brilliancy of a picture in all projection
depends largely upon the brilliancy of the light
source. By brilliancy we mean the candlepower per unit area. If we had a candle flame
1-in. square, giving off one candle-power, and

by

H.

F.

Barnes,

Lamp

for

Service
Lighting

Several months ago we published a series of articles on the subject of Incandescent projection. The author was Mr.
H. F. Barnes, who is also the author of
the present series, which originally appeared in one of the Bulletins of the Edison Lamp Works.
Mr. Barnes has the happy faculty of
combining technical knowledge to practical application, and what is of even
greater importance, of stating it in simple, easily understandable language.
also a piece of incandescent tungsten 1-in.
square giving off 2500 candle-power, we would
say that the tungsten was 2500 times as brilliant
as the candle.
The effectiveness of a Mazda light source
then depends upon two things — the concentration of the filament, so as to approximate a
solid light source, and the brilliancy of the wire.
Lamp Construction
The majority of stereopticon type lamps were
formerly enclosed in round or globular bulbs,
the size of the bulb being roughly dependent
on the wattage. Thus a 100-watt lamp is enclosed in a G-25 bulb, while a 1000-watt lamp
may be enclosed in a G-48. If hard glass is
used, the bulb size may be decreased. The glass
must, of course, provide sufficient radiating
surface.

"Smiling Joe" Hornstein and "Hustling Bill"
over Joe's order for
shaking hands
Kunzmatm
single order Bill has ever
carbons, the largestreceived.

Service

Department

Again, the bulb must be large enough tc
provide for blackening. When a filament
heated, and especially so at high temperatures,
a vapor is given off, which, upon coming into
contact with the relatively cooler surface of the
glass, condenses as a black deposit. This deposit must take place high enough to insure its
non-interference with the light rays.
This deterioration of the filament, the usual
blackening of the bulb, is taken into accoimt in
the rating of the lamp. Stereopticon lamps ar
rated, therefore, to give not less than 80 pe
cent of their original candle-power at the end
of one hundred hours.
In all projection, as explained before, on
necessary feature of the lamp is a concentrated
light source. The more light, i.e., the more
wire we can crowd into a small area, the more
efficient will the light source be. Obviously
attempting to bend or kink a straight piece o
wire into a small space, would not prove satis
factory, so the wire was made into a coil
Actuallj% in the factory, the tungsten wire is
wound on a thick piece of steel wire or " mandrel," as it is termed, and after the coil has
been made into a sufficient length the mandrel
is taken out. It is much the same process as
winding a piece of string around your finger.
Thus by coiling a long piece of wire, we are
able to concentrate the light into a small area.
A 400-watt, 110-volt Mazdo stereopticon lamp,
for instance, has a filament which if stretched
out is almost 29 inches in length; when coiled,
the coil of wire occupies a length of practically
3 inches. It is then bent into sections approximately H inch long; and the filament arranged
on a circumference of a small circle, the coils
being practically parallel to each other.
construction is known as C-5.
particular
This the
filament is mounted in the bulb, the
When
light center length (abbreviated L.C.L.) must
he carefully determined. L.C.L. is the perdistance from botton of base to center
of filament. pendicular
{To be continued)

of
Projection Room
Baltimore Rivoli
re, Md., recently opened
Rivoli,re,Baltimo
THEin Baltimo
which is owned by the Wilson
Amusement Company, Guy Wonders, manager,
is said to be one of the most beautiful and best
d theatres in the country. The Rivoli
equippe
seat.? 2500 and as the photograph on this page
shows has a very^ attractive and spacious projection room. The projectionists are: Chief
Conrad Haggard, one of BaltiProjectionist
more's best known operators, T. Carroll and L.
Marks.
(Continued on page 1228)
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^'^^ two-inch F3.5 Carl Zeiss Lens.

SCHUSTEK

FROM

QUOTATIONS

GET

OF

LINE

A FULL

ALSO

HEADQUARTERS

PICTURE

MOTION
118 West 44th Street

PRINTERS,

TRIPODS,

EAGLE

$90000

^ZSO""

ORDERING

BEFORE

CO., inc.
NEW YORK

APPARATUS

L.

ETC.

$71500

CITY

GEVAERT
& CO
ANTWERP, BELGIUM
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROCK

FILM

QEVAERT
"7A(?

Quality

Raw

Stock
RAW

Right
not

photographically.

FILM

STOCK

Will

go to pieces in the

POSITIVE

projector.
NEGATIVE
Made by
THE

EAGLE

COLORED
POSITIVE
(U. S. PATENTED)
ROCK

MANUFACTURING
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

CO.

UNITED

STATES DISTRIBUTOR

THE GEVAERT GO. GF AMERIGA, l^c.
HOOVEN B'LD'G
PHONE
117 W 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY
BRYANT 1642
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Projection Room of
Baltimore Rivoli
{Continued from page 1224)
The projection room of the Rivoli has the
following equipment : Three 6B type " E "
Power's with all the latest improvements, three
Peerless Arc Controls and one spot Hght. The
machines are equipped with Power's film footage indicators and Power's speed indicators.
Ammeters and speed indicating units are
mounted on panels between the machines. Additional Power's speed indicators were ordered
by the Wilson Amusement Company for use in
the manager's office and by the orchestra leader.
It is interesting to note that the owners of
the Rivoli are following the custom of other
progressive managers by equipping their theatre with speed indicators. The Branford recently opened in Newark have three of the
Power's indicators in the projection room, one
for the manager, one for the orchestra leader
and one for the organist. This willingness of
owners to be liberal in the matter of gettmg
the latest and most complete equipment for the
projection room is one of the things that helps
to make better projectionists. As the public becomes more critical the managers become more
exacting and the projectionists become more
skillful. It is obvious, however, that the manager who gets new and up-to-date equipment is
going to make his projectionists take more interest in their work and the results will be better for all concerned. Chief Projectionist
Haggard and Mr. Guy Wonders of the Rivoli
in securing the very latest equipment will undoubtedly find that the public of Baltimore appreciate the liberal and progressive shown by
the Wilson Amusement Company.

Projection room of Rivoli theatre, Baltimore, Maryland. The three projectionists standing beside the Powers 6B machines are Conrad Haggard, J. Carroll and L. Marks. The Peerless
Arc Controllers are shown behind the respective machines. A diagrammatic layout of this
room will be found on page 1226.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i:iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiin!iiiiiiiiiniiiiuini!iniiiiiiiinmnininnniiinm
VIGNETTING

s

DEVICES
GOERZ

p

Each day new equipment and methods are used in the field and in the
studio. Unless the cameraman is proand up-to-the-minute,
his
chances of gressive
success
are reduced to the
minimum. GOERZ VIGNETTING
DEVICES and other GOERZ motionpicture equipment is the last word in
design and efficiency. Let us help you
to permanent success. Call or write
to-day. Begin the New Year right!

SPEER
E
R

C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
New York City
317J East 34th St.

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK
and

BASS--CHICAGO

ALTERNO
Projector

Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.
SPEER

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

SAVE
390 COLX) DOLLARS
YES REAL U. a MONEY ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
"^iC LIBERTY
MODEL
most money
complete outfit WAR
of Its type
ever UNIVERSAL.
offered and at aThe
crreater
saving: than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive featarea.
Universal Regular and trick crank, forward and reverse take up, foenaIng on film, etc., fitted with 50 M. M. F: 3.6 lens, compleie with C fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain axtra
magazlres
and extracases.
parts,Entire
case for
camera
and offcarrying
trunk to olive
eontain both smaller
outfit
finished
In a beautiful
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME WIRH
YOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICK $4E0.*«.
TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and Tlltins Top Tripod with IIm l«*th«r eaa*.
Ust pric« $190.00. Oar price $166.00.
Universal Panoram and TiltiBg- Top Tripod. List priee $1M.00. Om
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA
COMPANY
Dept. Ill
109 N. Dearbem St.. C9tlcac*, m.
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Genuine

PATHE

JONES,

French

LINICK
& SCHAEFER
Chicago, 111.

Are

CAMERA
FULCO

Using Ten

SPEEDCO

ARC

(10)
CONTROLS

Including 2 Magazines, 50 M M lens.
War tax extra.
Outfit, consisting of: Pathe Studio Camera, 50 M
M F 3.5 lens, six magazines, two leather carrying
cases. Automatic Dissolving Shutter, Veeder Counter
and M. P. Tripod
De

Brie

$1,100.00

Camera

To Feed Their Projection Arcs, Realizing that
PicturesProperlyProjected is Their Biggest Asset.
Efficiency can only be had by
use of our arc controllers

Outfits

Write to us for prices, we have something interesting
for you.
G.

They Feed in Direct Proportion to the Consumption of Carbon
Is Adjustable to Maintain Exactly
the Proper Size Arc
MANUFACTURED BY

GENNERT
24 E. 13th St., New York

320 S. Wabash Ave
208 S. Spring St.
2102 First Ave.
Chicago
Los Angeles
Seattle

WHY

SPEND

YOUR

WHEN

YOU

E. E. FULTON COMPANY
3208 Carroll Avenue
Chicago, 111.

MONEY
MAY

UNNECESSARILY?
BUY

TWO

TRADE

MECHANICAL ARC-FEEDS
for less than the price of ONE complicated control.
Your dealer will be glad direct
to demonstrate
it for you or write
to
THE PROJECTOGRAPH
CO.
2573 E. 55th St.
Cleveland, Ohio

ATTACHED TO POWERS

C

OS

M

O

G

R

A

P

ATTACHED TO SIMPLEX

H

Portable
Stereopticons
and
Portable
Projectors
with
Stereopticon
Attachment
o «n
1 X $52.00
x.-^complete
Price
Built In several differeut models, for properly projecting motion pictures and
lantern for
slides.
Models
either tafety gtandard or regular iMth Dim.,
Equipped with Mazda lamps from 400 to 1000 Watt, for use with regular
lighting circuits, iDdlvidual lighting plants, or In connection with a Ford
Automobile
.
DEAUCB8 WANTED
E V£B \ WmSBE
Uannfactored by
THE COSMOGRAPH MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO.
General Sales OfBceg
Broadway Film Bids.
Cincinnati, Olilo.

PROJECTION
The best to be obtained is none too good for your
theatre. The best can only be had with the " Keenohte "
Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market today and used by all of the largest and best theatres.
28% more light, 32.8% better definition. It will pay
you to investigate.
JUST ANOTHER

" IMSCO

" PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136^7

Inc.
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Working
of

Plans

New

of

Rivoli

Projection
Theatre,

Md.

Showing Location of Machines, Switchboard
and Other Equipment Besides Wiring Layout
ON

page 1228 there will be found a set of
plans for the projection room of the
recently opened Rivoli theatre at Baltimore.
These plans, which were prepared expressly for
the News by Mr. Herbert Griffin, Technical Engineer of the Nicholas Power Company, represent one of the finest pieces of projection engineering that has been brought to our attention
in many months, and for that reason the projectionists who look forward to the time when
they will be placed in charge of a better room
than they now occupy should clip this page and
keep it for reference.
The entire projection layout occupies a space
29 feet in length and lOj^ feet in depth, with a
ceiling nearly 11 feet high. In this space there
had to be accommodated three projection machines, aspotlight and a motor generator set.
A study of the plans will indicate best just how
this was arranged by Mr. Griffin, so that a sufficient amount of room was allowed in all directions.
Looking first at the top plan, it will be seen
that this is the " Floor and Ceiling Layout,"
showing principally the simple electric light wiring and the position of the ventilating fans.
The outlet boxes in the floor are also shown.
At the upper right-hand corner are the steps
leading to the projection room from the balcony.
The second plan from the top of page 1228
gives the front wall plan with machine and observation ports and the Powers' speed indicators
in place. The wires leading from the indica-

tors to the manager's office and organ console
can be seen at the right. At the left is the rheostat and rewind room with its separate porthole.
Then comes the third drawing, which shows
the conduit layout from motor generator to
switchboard, and from there to the separate
machines. Beside each conduit is stated the size
and number of conductors to be run in it. This
plan also shows clearly the adequateness of the
ventilation system. There is a 16-in. exhaust
fan in both the motor generator room and the
rewind room, and an 18-in. fan near the center
of the projection machine room.
Finally at the bottom of the page is the detailed sketch of the front wall layout, with the
sizes of the ports and distance between them.
The Equipment Department of the News is
glad to publish this series of drawings in the
hope that the engineering features presented will
be appreciated by the architectural fraternity
specializing on theatres, and that through their
use the standard of theatre projection rooms
will be raised.
Questions and Answers
(Continued)
37. Only what kind of articles are permissible in a booth?
Only such articles as are necessary for immediate use should be permitted in the booth.

39. 'sibleOnly
what kind of fuses arc permisin a booth?
Link fuses.
40. In case current is cut o£F at the plant,
Why?
what is the first thing to do immediately?'
Open all incoming switches so that when
current comes on again all motors, control devices, etc., will be in correct position.
41. Give detailed accounts of how electimes. trical contacts in booths should be kept at all
Electrical contacts should be maintained in
an Al condition, bright, free from rust, rigid
and protected insofar as possible.
42. What is the best prevention of fire?
Carefullness every minute of the day.
43. What metals are 100% efficient ascurrent conductors?
All metals offer some resistance to the flow
of electric current ; silver and copper, however,
offer the least resistance, and of these copper
is the material usually used.
44. When the temperature of metal rises^
what effect does that have on its resistance?
The resistance of all materials except carbon
increases with a rise in temperature.
45. When does resistance increase? (a)
When decrease?
Increase with rise in temperature, except in
the case of carbon. Decrease with fall of temperature, except in the case of carbon.
46. sible
What
kind of insulation is not permisin a booth?
Rubber insulation.

Gold

Mile after mile of

News

Care should be taken that all films not iw
actual use be kept in fireproof cans.
38. Only what kind of wiring is permittad^
in a booth?
Only asbestor covered wire is permissible in
a booth.

Room

Baltimore,

Picture

Fibre

Screens

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.

EASTMAN

There's a distributor near you
Samples and LUeratart upon reqan

FILM

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

IS exposed

and

developed

each

at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous

St. Louis, U. S. A.

month

practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman

Film never has an op-

portunity tohe anything hut right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

THE

TRAIL
BLAZER
OF
ADVANCED CINEMATOGRAPHY

IMMEDIATE DELIVER V NOW POSSIBLE
ON THE
ORIGINAL AND ONLY
STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
MANUFACTURED BY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO • LOS ANGELES
1801-11 Larchmont
Ave., CHICAGO
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Music Forum
{Continued from page 1139)
TION PICTURE MUSIC CONFERENCE. Please
advise of necessary steps.
WHAT COULD WE DO WITHOUT YOU? NOT
■
J. M. BLANCHA
RD,
Strand Theatre,
Sunbury, Pa.
E. W. Hammons,
Educational Film Co.,
New York City.
As I am greatly interested in the coming Musical
Conference which is to take place at the Hotel Astor
in
New York
City onD. January
under the
direction
of Charles
Isaacson24th-26th,
of the MOTION
PICTURE NEWS, I am interested to know if an
argument is to be put forward for the betterment of
musical accompaniment for scenic and scientific subjects, which I believe the Educational Film Co. excels
in. I make this inquiry but for one reason and that
is because I have sdways maintained that the scenic
subject if properly handled as to pprogram space, music
cueing and advertising, is the whole beauty of the
diversified
of the belief
leadingthatmotion
picture
theatres, and itprogram
is my candid
all other
theatres,
other than the first-run houses, can be made to feature
these scenic and scientific subjects to their advantage
if it is brought forcibly to their attention at the coming
conference.
I am in charge of the staging of the performances
at both of Phil
theatres,
way-StrandGleichman's
and the Majestic,
and Inamely
think the
yourBroadlocal
manager, Mr. Starr, can tell you that the scenic subject receives as much attention on our programs as
the feature, in many instances an entire prologue or
epilogue has been built up around these subjects with
music that is matchless, until our patrons come now
to see the performances and not the feature alone as
was the case in the past and as the engagements at
the Broadway-Strand are extended to from two to four
weeks, it speaks for itself as to the general make-up
of the program in which the short subject plays an
important part.
In conclusion can only say that I hope this is a
matter that many fine points will be advanced in favor
of, at this coming conference, and I have in mind some
things that will be very helpful to some exhibitors who
do not give the picture of Educational value the place
which rightfully belongs to it upon the program of the
present day.
Extending to BROADWAY-STRAND
you the season's greetings,
I am,
THEATRE,
Francis A. Mangan.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
Apparently the conference is going to be one of
the most interesting conventions I have ever heard
of; I hope it will be entirely successful from your
viewpoint. If every speaker will do his best to help
the general cattse, and refrain from advertising him»elf, I am confident it will be a magnificent achievement, the credit for which must all go to you.
The subject of THE AMERICAN ORGANIST it all
too big to be dealt with by me in a brief address ; in
your own interests I feel it my duty to ask you to
substitute M. M. Hansford in my place. He knowi
the picture end of it far better than I, and he would
be able to fill a brief space on your program with
much better satisfaction to the viewpoint you must
maintain. In fact, I am so utterly at sea as to what
limitations of interpretations to drive at, that I could

national reputation, and the keen interest shown
by its members not only in film subjects, but in
projection matters, makes its determination to
standardize on the one type of projector much
more noteworthy.
The Board of Censors was created in 1914,
thru a legislative act, but owing to the lack
of appropriation, did not start functioning until
June of the same year, when one motion picture
equipment comprised the projection apparatus
upon which all censored films were reviewed.
From time to time, new machines were added
as the volume of reviews increased, until there
were 6 picture machines installed in the projection room, with the machine representation fairly
equally divided among the limited number of
machine manufacturers.
The many advantages to be gained thru
standardization of projection equipment, however, was frequently called to the attention of
the Board by Mr. Swaab, who is a well-known
pioneer film and supply man, and acting upon
his advice, the Board issued an order for three
Simplex Projectors late in November, tTiat
finally resulted in Simplexizing this most important projection room which now boasts of
a battery of 6 Simplex Machines.
As an indication of the importance of highgrade projection, together with a substantial,
well-built machine that will stand up under continual high-speed that is demanded in this type
of work, it is quite in order to remark that
the example thus established by the Pennsylvania Board will be followed in a great many
cases by similar Boards throughout the country,
and at the present writing, most elaborate plans
are being made by the Massachusetts Board of
Public Safety which is not only contemplating
the equipment of a high-grade projection room
for censorship purposes, but a most comprehensive installation of projection and electrical
equipment upon which to examine prospective
projectionists as well.
The projection maintained at the Pennsylvania
Censorship Board is under the direction of Mr.
Samuel Johnson, an active and progressive type
of modern projectionist, who is high in his
praises for the Simplex qualities that enable
this particular type of projector to stand up indefinitely under the exacting duties which censorship reviewings call for.

only
a disappointment
to you. Perhaps
after I've
gone bethrough
this first conference
and observed
the
drift,
be isablea next.
to do your bidding the next time,
if thereI'dever
To me the subject divides itself into these phases,
each of which must ultimately be faced :
1. The organist must have a good organ, which he
has never yet been given in the theatre.
2. He himself must be recruited not from the thetype, but from
the undergo
church-organist
type,
and what a atre-pianist
revolution
he must
!
3. He must learn the business by experience, and
be given ample time to so learn it.
4. He must use organ music or piano music, or in
every case legitimate transcriptions, and not attempt
to follow present cue-sheets with their mass of publishing-house hash.
5. He must have at least one full day oR each
week.
6. Unless he is to experiment at the expense of the
public's
ears, he the
mustpicture
have aandprojection
roomprogram.
where
he
can prereview
arrange his
And with every one of these phases we reach a
hundred difficulties. I would be too serious and not
practical enough, to fittingly occupy a place on your
program
so Iwould
suggest
who and
is practical and; who
do Mr.
creditHansford,
to both you
your
I shall attend all sessions of the conference and do
program.
it justice in subsequent publicity; and I hope there
will be some addresses which you will allow us toprint, giving the NEWS and the CONFERENCE due
credit.
Perhaps in some of the informal discussions I might
find a phase of some subject here and there which I
would like to speak on for a minute or two, but I
would only do the conference harm by attempting to
write an address now without any adequate idea of
what that address should cover. Might I suggest
also that you consider the advisability of asking Robert Berentsen, New Atlantic theatre, Brooklyn, to
make a few remarks on the subject? I believe he
could interest your managers with some ideas that
would be practical and worth while listening to. And
I think he would be a capable speaker. The moving
picture end of it is all too new to me; it is like trying
to talk about the world and all that is therein.
forget to keep me in touch with developmenti
andDon't
announcements.
With cordial regards,
SCOT BUHRMAN,
Editor "American
New Organist,"
York City.

Pennsylvania Censor
Board Installs
Simplex
A most noteworthy achievement recorded by
Lewis M. Swaab, Philadelphia distributor for
Simplex Projectors, is indicated in a recent factory report which includes the installation of 6
Simplex Projectors in the reviewing rooms of
the Pennsylvania Board of Censors. This board,
due to its activities, has long ago gained a

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for '^the medium^'and smaller 'sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER!
The
{Write for Literature)
NewEra
Organ
THE
WARSAW,
N. Y.
MARR
& COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ
WORKING PLANS
of a
PROJECTION
on page 1226

ROOM

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

Stop

Leaks

L^fQ

S S E S
i
Th£ >AuTOMATtCKET SySTEM StOPS
Box OrfTicE Leaks
&. Losses
\
^SK
Us "About It
^
-AuTor-i
Ticket Selling fi. Cash Register
1762 ATic
BROADWAV
NEW YORK Co.i

MADE
FILM

Special Representative

IN

AMERICA

RAW

EQUAL

CO., INC.
New York City

TO THE

STOCK
BEST

Used Succesefully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories
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Lucas

usiness
ferin^s
MANAGER;
pictures
or vaudeville;a ten
experience;appearance;
booking
and advertising;
real years'
businessgetter; neat
good education;
thorough
executive. Salary or percentage; go anywhere. Box
815. Motion Picture News, N. Y. C.
WANTED— PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS, with pictore experience; gooA salary steady positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. 114
MalUrs Building, Chicago.
WANTED CAMERAMEN — To Shoot Stuff for Negro
News
Reel Street
all over
the "World.
Address
1816 12th
N. W.,
Washington,
D. C.Clifford,
CAMERAMAN — With, own complete Akeley and
slow motion camera equipment. Best of recommendations and fine record of original accomplishments in industrial,
and Box
scientific
tography. Moderate travel,
salary. news
Address
820, M.pho-P.
News, New York City.
ORGANIST for Robert Morton; must be first class
for motion
pictures.
Call State
after St.,
4 P.Brooklyn.
M., Oxford Theatre, Flatbush
Ave and
THEATRE OR SAMPLE TRUNKS, 42 Inches high,
30 inches wide, 44 inches long; 1 latch on each
end; 4 latches and lock on front; 4 hinges; trays
from 3 to 12 inches deep, 30 in. wide, 21 long; fibre
canvass covered. $25 each; half cash, balance carrier. Chicago Theatre Wrecking Ex.; Tel. — Blackstone 7668. Dept. M.. 1547 E. 57th Street, Chicago, 111.
MUSICAL
change.results
Perfect settings Director-Conductor
and music scores. desires
Satisfactory
guaranteed. Prefer large orchestra. Musical Director, 25 St. Nicholas Terrace, Apt. 3, N. Y. C.
TRY

Hoods

FOR STGNS, STAGE
OR CANOPY LIGHTS
They Cover the Bulb and Show
Brilliant Leisting Colors
Have Every Advantage — Save
Your Dollars in Lamp Renewals, No Bothersome Dipping
For S-10 W. and
Eanly Pat On or Taken Off
25-40 W. Lamps
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
26S0 W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Theatre and Eichange Mailing List Service
We rent ilBts of or tddress eentempljited or exlstiDg tbe^tres, ezchsntes, state rlgbts owners, pnbUcltj mediomi and prodDcers, selected as to terntor7, eiSBs, etc. Twenty tboassnd cbanges were
recerded In ear list last year. Its nae means a
savlnt of from 20 to 60% In pestsfe, etc
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phtnt, Btynt SISt New York
A4iret$ing
PrinUnt
D. W. GRIFFITH, Inc.
An initial dividend of One Dollar per share
on Class A Shares outstanding of D. W. Griffith,ableInc..March
was 4th,
declared
15, 1921, pay-of
1921,January
to stockholders
record at the close of business on February
2Gth, 1921.
New York, January 20, 1921.
A. H. T. Banzhaf, Secretary

Moves

Larger

According to Quarters
reports the Lucas Supply Co.
has taken over two more floors in the building
where they have been located, adding about
7,500 feet of floor space. The main office has
been decorated and new lighting effects installed.
The lowspecial
departments consist of the foling :
Repair and assembling department, in which
there is every tool and appliance for repairing
and rebuilding motion picture apparatus; printing department, in which all of the enormous
amount of literature is printed, and where the
Lucas catalogue was also made.
There will be a theatre constructed on the
second floor of the building, in which the
Southern exhibitors will have the opportunity
of seeing the latest projection apparatus and
appliance in actual use.
This model theatre will also have a front
and lobby decoration and equipped with the
latest designed frames.
On the third floor of the building is where
the Hakilu cement is manufactured; a research
department for experimenting and inventing
new ideas for the improvement of theatres and
projection of same, painting and enameling department, carpenter shop completely fitted for
the manufacture of lobby display frames and
a chemical laboratory.
Supply Firm Formed
in
Birmingham
The Queen Feature Service of Birmingham,
Alabama, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 with A. M. Graham, president and general manager; Eugene M. Smith,
vice-president, and Mr. W. S. Bell, secretar>'
and treasurer.
The company carries a complete line of theatre equipment, and is prepared to furnish
everything that is used in a theatre from the
front door to the screen. They are also distributing an independent film service, and are
in the market for first-class state right productions, either short subjects or features.

News

this district the finest in pictures and
music.
One of the main attractions in this
beautiful new theatre is the three manual
Concert organ built by the Marr & Colton
Company, Inc., Warsaw, N. Y. The main
organ is located on the stage directly in
back of the screen with a sounding board
from the organ chamber to the proscenium arch, which directs the tone direct to the center of the stage instead of
allowing it to go up into the flies and be
entirely lost in volume and quality. The
Echo organ is in the rear of the theatre
and is located in such a way that it gives
a beautiful effect.
The installation required considerable
study on the part of the organ builders
and the results accomplished are very
satisfactory. Besides the regular organ
stops the instrument contains Harp,
Celesta, Glockenspiel and Cathedral
Chimes. In fact every tonal family to
be found in the orchestra is represented.
Radio

Slide

2=r

^
r
-Clear Typed Messagesreflecting personality
and good taste.

[ 50- RADIOS -|2.
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For Sale by all Leading Dealers

A NEW MACHINE FOR YOUR OLD
How? By Installing the Perfect Shutter with new shutter gean
Takes out all pla; and makes the machine like new. But, what
you need them for Is to give you a far better picture, with 25%
more
light shutter,
than a three
wing shutter,
and 11% fewer
more broken
bgbt thancon-a
two wing
no flicker,
less amperage,
densers— Guaranteed or money back. Ask your dealer, or write
direct. Accept no substitute.
PERFECT PROJECTION SHUTTER CO.
426 S. 5th Street
LoulrrUle. Ky
P.S. If you are using alternating Current, wire your order.

New
Neighborhood
House in Philadelphia
MESSRS. FINEMAN, SELTZER &
FINEMAN are to be congratulated r — p c— , PHONE BRYANT 3605
on the beautiful new Amber Theatre in
the Kensington District, Philadelphia, Pa. KJ
UNIQUE SLIDE COQuality AVE
Lantern
Mr. Seltzer, the efficient manager, is mak- |I^UJ Highest
717 SEVENTH
, NEW Slides
YORK.
ing an earnest effort to give the people of

A picture is finished only when
attained.
Cut

Into

Picture

perfection of DEVELOPMENT

and PRINTING

is

Save time, and lots of worry, by entrusting this work to EVANS — in the first place.
EVANS

HLM

MFG.

CO., 416-24

FOR

West

BETTER

216th

St., New

York

City waJsw?r?S°^3-44

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
1600 BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
»
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" Reckless Wives "
(Produced by Literary Art Films, Released byIndependent Films Assn. Inc.)
HERE we have a drama of smart society with
the country home of one of the idle rich
and its beautiful lawns and grounds as the setting in which is portrayed the tragic consequences of a reckless wife's selfish infatuation
for a young artist. The story is well told on the
screen and holds the interest throughout, with
several really tense situations which are well
developed and a finish which will please those
who want to see virtue triumphant and the conventional happy ending.
Mrs. Corbin, played by Myra Murray, wife
of a millionaire, emotional and unhappy in her
married life, idle and seeking excitement and
diversion, becomes interested in George
Cameron (Leslie Austen) a rising young artist
who becomes a victim of her charms, ignoring
the love of a sweet little girl in the home of
whose parents he had been brought up.
Florence Corbin, sister of Mrs. Bobette Corbin,
also loves the young artist and when an ugly
scandal develops from the flirtation of Mrs.
Corbin and Cameron, the younger girl is used
by Mrs. Corbin to hush the affair up and is
driven to commit suicide when she learns the
truth. Cameron suffers a nervous breakdown
as a result and is nursed back to health by the
"little girl" whom, he has known since childhood and realizes that she is the one he loves
and that his affair with Mrs. Cameron had been
only a temporary infatuation.
Myra Murray is excellent as the reckless wife
and Leslie Austin, who by the way is well known
on the speaking stage, gives a fine portrayal of
the young artist. Out of doors scenes are very
, beautiful and the interiors are adequate. The
picture will appeal to lovers of society melodrama.—L. H. MASON.

"The Elements of the Automobile"
(Leventhal-Bray Pictures Corp. — A Visual Education Picture)
is characterized as a step in seven
WHAT
league boots is offered in the field oi
visual education by the Bray picture, " The
Elements of the Automobile." J. F. Leventhal
of the Bray forces takes up the visual analysis
of every mechanical feature of the automobile
through a series of animated mechanical picyears'
work. tures. The offering is the result of two
This picture is indorsed by the U. S. Motor
Transport Corps and may be called a direct
outgrowth of the visual education pictures
made during the war. Such a course is really
intensive training for the student who i'^ able
to concentrate and visualize and thus absorb

quickly what text-books would not be able to
impart except after months of studious application. The picture is made on the order of a
serial which is to say that its reels overlap
one another. The simplest technical language
accompanies each pictorial explanation of the
different elements which start with the front
wheels and axle and detail the development of
the auto through to the finished product.
Each element is dwelt upon with careful
emphasis so that the " raw " amateur is able to
absorb the knowledge. The wheels, axles, propeller shafts, transmission, differential, engine,
carburetor, ignition and other elements are
thoroughly visualized in a manner that can be
caught by a child.
The exhibitor who books this feature can
perform a real service. Every person who owns
or drives a motor car should see it; every person who contemplates buying one should also
see it. The exhibitor can link up with schools,
the Y. M. C. A., and other educational bodies.
The educational possibilities of the screen are
just beginning to be realized. Indeed the silversheet may supplant the textbook in another
generation.
I^ength, 11 rtels. — LAURENCE
REID.
Kineto Review, No. 16
(Urban)
THE title of this subject running more than
950 feet, is indicative. It is " Beauty
Spots," referring to some of the " garden spots
of the earth," found, in this film, in divers places.
It starts with " Magnolia-on-the-Ashley " at
Charleston, South Carolina, where the gardens
shown have been famed for beauty since 1671,
and visited by tourists. An aged darkey overseer is paid the compliment of having devoted
his life to the charming estate, with gratifying
results, of which he is justly proud. Other
interesting spots of beauty are shown, including one called " The Fisherman's Paradise," in
Digby County, Nova Scotia, and " Apple
Blossom Time " in that country is more beautiful, seemingly, than in any other, resembling
" Cherry Blossom Time," in Japan. The scenes
arc enticing and are particularly well adapted
to run ahead of a feature where the location
touches upon the land of Arcady. — LILLIAN
GALE.
" The Driftin' Kid "
(Two-Reel Western-Universal)
ED (HOOT) GIBSON had a restless disposition in " The Driftin' Kid," a fairly interesting two-reeler which presents him at odds
with his ranch job and anxious to drift along.
Hoot has his arms sprawied along a fence rail
and wearing a woebegone expression as the
picture opens. This is not the "he-man" west-

ern that one expects from this native son, yet
it offers a likely story which the star makes
interesting in his own original way. He climbs
into the "' democrat " to meet the owner of the
XL ranch who is expected with her niece. The
" driftin' " part of the title comes in because
Hoot believes that the girl likes the dude of
the ranch in preference to him. At the " shindig" that night the action starts. He thwarts
the villain and is about to drift when the girl
makes it evident that she loves him. This is
an average picture which is sort of weak in
" punch " scenes. Hoot, however, adds the
necessary color.— LAURENCE REID.

" Screen Snapshots " — No. 17
Sales)
(Jack Cohn &Film
Louis
Lewyn — C. B. C.
THERE is enough variety in the latest
" Screen Snapshots " to please every type
of picture fan. Popular leading men, character
actors and a galaxy of feminine stars, to say
nothing of the actors' wives are presented as
they look over the auto races from the grandstand in Los Angeles. One spies Herbert Rawlinson thoroughly interested. And Charles Ray,
Frank Keenan and Missus, H. B. Warner and
Better Half, Sessue Hayakawa and camera,
Bryant Washburn, Wallace Reid, Agnes Ayres,
Douglas MacLean, Director Lloyd Ingraham,
Tom Mix, Earle Williams and Wife. They
all have their eyes on the races and the camera
at the same time. It must be chilly in the grandstand, because all of them are attired in overcoats. A close-up is offered of Charlie Chaplin's former studio which is taken over by Carter De Haven. S. L. Rothafel comes in for
a little exploitation. Director Jack White
shows an effort at realism by " shooting " a
scene of a burning hotel with the guests rescued in the nick of time. Will Rogers? Yes,
he comes in for a quaint shot or two — spinning
the
the " inner
man." some
The
reel lariat
closes and
withfeeding
Mae Murray
displaying
of her million-dollar wardrobe. — Length one
red.— LAURENCE REID.
" Quaint Kuala Lumpur "
(Paramount-Burton Holmes Travelogue)
THIS travelogue takes the audience to a
modernized Far Eastern city. Kuala Lumpur is in the Malay Peninsula. Luckily an animated map in the beginning of the reel shows
its exact location. There are not many unusual scenic shots in the picture, most of the
views being of the city itself, with its banks and
public buildings. The natives, with their quaint
dress, add a picturesque touch. The titles
are metrical— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects u
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
rLYING "A" SPECIALS
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary- Irene Rich)
S
Their Mutiud Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
Barrie)
6
Ilie Bhie Moon (Si>ecial Cast)
Ae Gamesters (Margariu Fisher)
•
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. CUry)..65
feggr Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Pomy Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph Morgan). 5
Wolves of the Street (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston) . 66
Desert Scorpion (Edmund Cobb-Vida rlJohnston)
S
(Claire Whitney-Ea Metcalf)
Chamber Mystery
5
)
Circumstantial Evidence (Glenn White
5
e)
Wall Street Mystery (Glenn Whit
5
Unseen Witness (Glenn White)
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
5
S
Bromley Case (Glenn White)
5
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White)
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
5
5
Triple Clue (Glenn White)
Woman's Man (Romaine Fielding)
5
Love's Protege (Ora Carew)
S
Bitter Fruit (Special Cast)
5
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
2
Struck
SUge
Betty the Vamp
2
Meet Betty's Husband
2
Betty's' Romeo
2
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One every other week
2
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Man of Brawn
2
A Knight of the Pines
2
Looking Up Jim
2
Raiders of the North
2
Three and a Girl
2
In the River
2
SPORT PICTORIALS
How Do You Get Your Exercise
1
Making Man Handlers
1
Girls Will Be Boys
1
The Happy Dufier
1
How WiU You Have Your Bath
1
SPOTUGHT COMEDIES
Featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
11
AFather's
CabaretHero
Touchdown
Scandal A La Carte
1
AU Over Overalls
1
Splash Me
1
Doomed at Noon
1
ARDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
His Wife Jimmy
2
Her Husband's
Flat
Kink
of Kawakki
22
Soap Bubbles
2
Champion by Chance
2
SERIALS
Thtmderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
tjring Lips Folks
(PetersVidor)
Homespnn
(Lloyd
Htighes)
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Lotiise Glaom)
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glanm)
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford)
MACK BENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Torpin)

66
6
6
7
6
i
S

VYWON FILM CORP.
FEATURES
TheHolmes)
Loggers of Hell ^
Roarin' Mountain (Mc(jOwan- S
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5
A Rough Shod Fighter (Wm. Russell)
5
A Crook's Romance (McGowan-Holmes) S
Youth's
Melting
(MaryRussell)
Miles Minter)
S5
High Gear
JefTeryPot(Wm.
The Moonshine Menace (McCJowan-Holmes) 5
Sally With a Past (Mary Miles Minter)
5
Quick Action (Wm. Russell)
5
The Man From Medicine Hat (Mc(jowan-Holmes) . . 5
The Virtuous Outcast (Mary Miles Minter) 5
From the West (Wm. Russell)
5
House Without Children (Richard Traverse) 6
Blind Love (Lucy Cotton)
6
Border Raiders (Hill-Lynch)
S
Dangerous Trails (Rex Ray)
S
Unknown Ranger (Rex Ray)
S

Days of Daring (Tom Mix)
5
Eternal Penalty (Kolker-Mayo)
5
Persuasive Peggy (Peggy Hyland)
6
The Law of Nature (Coleman-Lee)
6
Birth of a Race (Jane (Jrey-Geo. Le Guerre) 7
Mother Love and the Law (Dolly Matters) 5
Woman of Mystery (Grace Cunard-Francis Ford).... 5
Evolution of Man (Jack the Ape- Man)
6
When Dr. Quackel Did Hide (Chas. Joy)
5
Up
in
Mary's
Attic
(Eva
Novak)
Doman Above Reproach (Florence Chase)
66
SHORT SUBJECTS
Six Two-reel Joy Comedies (Chas. Joy)
Fifteen Two-reel Harry Carey's (Harry Carey)
Fifteen Two-reel Mary Pickford's (Mary Pickford) . .
Twelve
Two-reel
Franklyn Famum's ( Frankly n Farnum-Buck
Jones)
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORR
state Right*
Dangerous Love
6
The Victim
6
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Jan. 20 — A Dog-gone Mixup
2
Jan. 7— This Is the Life
2
Dec. 1— A Close Shave
2
Nov. IS— Hired and Fired
2
Sept. a— AU Balled Up
2
Aug. 19— Clever Clubs
2
Aug. S — Some Champs
2
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NBWS REEL
Jan. 8—
...17
Dec. 24
No. 16
Dec. IS
No. IS
Nov. 30—
No. 14
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler ereiy two wedn.
Jan. 20— The Rranch Mystery
2
Dec.
Tenderfoot
(John Halladay)..22
Dec. 2410—— ATheDesperate
Man Hater
(Grace Cunard)
Nov. 25— The Mormon Trail (C. Edward Hatten) . . 2
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap
AShadows
Traitor'sof Vengeance
the West
Almost an Ontlaw
The Avenging Trail
Western Rays
Shadows of the West
A Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard
A Fugitive from Justice
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight of the Western Land
Bareknuckle Gallagher
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Fate's
Up
Seeds ofFrame
Dishonor
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
Overland Express

2
»2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
S
S
2
2
22
2
2

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
Andy the Hero
Andy's Picnic
Andy the Chicken Fancier
Andy the Actor
Andy on the Beach
Pleasure Bent
At Shady Rest
Howdy, Partner
There's a Reason
Ship Toreador
Ahoy
The
The Broilers
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure
Up
She Goes
Westward
Ho
A Hunting We Will Go
Get to Work
Best of Luck
The Promoters

FILM CORP.
COMMONWEALTH
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassiaelli) «
COMMONWEALTH PTCTS. (Ch^o.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VTL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
3
1
ers')
(Danc
Sisters
Farre
La
The Dying Swan (Skating)
1

Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
I
The Flying De Armands
1
Reynolds and (^raldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1
Hundeller (Balancing)
1
Thre- Whipple Si9ter» (Boxing and Wrestling) 1
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(ReUated Through Bduc9»onal WQm Mmehaitge*)
CHESTER COMEDIES
You'll
A Tray BeFullS'prifed
of Trouble
The Big Show
An Overall Hero
Four Times Foiled
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Dining-Room, Kitchen and Sink
Back from the Front
Wedding Blues
Mr. Fatima
Going Through the Rye
Shuffle the Queens
A Homespun Hero
Striking Models
Don't
the Stork
Gribtxjn)
Seven Blame
Bald Pates
(Bobby(Harry
Vernon)
Out For the Night (Eddie Barry)
Kiss Me, Caroline (Bobby Vernon)
A Seaside Siren (Fav Tincher)
TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy's
DoubleCupid
Triumph
Torchy Turns
Torchy's
Millions
Torchy In High
Torchy (Johnny Hines)
Torchy Comes Through (Johnnie Hines)
MERMAID COMEDIES
High and Dry
April Fool
The Simp
Nonsense Qimmie Adams)
(Lloyd
Hamilton)
ADynamite
Fresh Start
(Marvel
Rae)
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton)
SPECIALS
Modem Centaurs
The ofRaceDiving
of the(Kellerman)
Age (Man O' War)
Art
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs
Valley of 10,000 Smokes
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Frivolous Fijis
Crowning King Blizzard
Rookeries and Squakeries There Is No Santa Claus
Swat the Landlord
Getting a Polish
Ignazu
Exquisite
Frozen the
Thunder
Lovely Maoriland
The Trail of Wedontcarewhere
The Tamer the Wilder
Wooly Bits C.andBRUCE
Monkey SCENICS
Hits.."
ROBERT
The Business of (damping
The Isle of Desire
The Explorers
The Banana Special
Tropical Nights
By Schooner to Skagway
The Castaway
Solitude
Wanderlust
The Song of the Paddle
SCEENICS
No Hope for the Drys — Silver Silences
Then Company Came — ^Art Is Evervthing
Out
the Past
'.
Fine ofFeathers
— They Forgot the Town
Sea Planets
Apartments for Rent
Mules
and —Gabtalk
Through Winding Walls — Climbing Cataracts
They All Turned Turtle — Family Trees....

22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
22
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
1
21
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
lI
il
1
l

EQUITY Devils
PICTURES
CORP.
Whispering
(Conway Tearle)
I
Xetp to the Right (E^th Taliaferro) •
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Yonc) 7
The Forbidden Womar (Clara Kimball Young) I
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)...*
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young)
7
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH
PARAMOUNTARTCRAFT
Feb.
27— What's Worth While (Lois Weber 569J
Prod.)
Feb. 27 — The Price of Possession (Ethel (HaytonHugh Ford Prod.)
Feb. 20 — The Kentuckians (Charles Maigne Prod.)
Feb. 20 — The Passionate Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
...MS7
Feb. 13 — Chickens (Douglas MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Feb. 13 — Forbidden Fruit (Cecil B. DeMiIle
Prod.)
7804
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"FORBIDDEN

FRUIT"

(De Mille-Paramount)
^
De Mille Scores Another Ten Strike; A Great Audience
Picture

SCORE another for Cecil B. De Mille! The producer of "Midsummer
Madness" eclipses that technically perfect picture in the way he has
handled his theme and characterization. That he is an expert technician is proven in the manner he can take an old idea and by stressing
its pathos, emphasizing its human interest, indulging in by-play and incorporating clever incident, make it look like something absolutely new.
Jeanie MacPherson has given him a modem version of the Cinderella tale
— one fraught with tense drama and human touches — one which reveals an
age-old problem in an up-to-date way and he has made it throb with action
and suspense.
The picture might be called theatrical because the characters are so
Cinderella like in their sketching, but De Mille pulls a chord here and
there which has dramatic meaning and the spectator is truly caught in the
embrace. The title is a sop thrown at the box-oflBce window and has nothing to do with the theme. Yet it is a magnet. Once inside the patron will
forget that it is totally irrelevant. In our opinion the picture will out■ draw " Midsummer Madness " because it is based upon an idea that ever
interests. Besides it is straight legitimate, drama except for a fantastic
interlude which reproduces the ancient Cinderella tale. This portion of
the picture doesn't advance the action, in fact retards it. It could have
been dispensed with entirely. This is the only criticism we have to make
of this exceptional feature.
The story, otherwise, builds evenly and surely, giving forth its vital
situations and soaring to a melodramatic climax which is tense with suspense. De Mille will surprise the spectator, too. One might guess that the
worthless husband will be caught by a policeman, but his elimination is
saved until the conclusion and then it is brought about in a totally unexpected way. He and his partner in crime shake dice for their iU-gotten
wealth and the former is killed. His body is thrust into a box couch and
the blood drops give away the crime. The idea revolves around the right
of a poor, distressed wife to seek happiness for a brief time by playing
Cinderella. A subtitle brings out the force of the argument when it says
"there is the protection of law against the big wounds of matrimony, but
none for the scratches. Yet a human can die from a pin prick." The picture is wonderfully staged. Lavish are the scenes in which the pretty seamstress doubles as a society girl. The drab settings of the squalid home are
first rate, too. The acting is in capable hands. Agnes Ayres makes an attractive and sympathetic figure of the heroine who would be Cinderella,
although she might have expressed more pathos in the husband and. wife
scenes. De MiUe has done better by the other players. Kathlyn Williams.
Theodore Roberts. Forrest Stanley, Clarence Burton and Theodore Kosloff
are perfectly cast. The latter as a crooked butler gives an exceptional
study in pantomime. The picture is certain of packed houses. — Length, 7
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Mary Haddock
Agnes Ayres
Steve Haddock
Clarence Burton
James Harrington Mallory
Theodore Roberts
Mrs. Mallory
Kathlyn Williams
Nelson Rogers
Forrest Stanley
Pietro Guiseppe
Theodore Kosloff
Nadia Craig
Shannon Day
John Craig
Bertram Johns
Maid
juUa Faye
By Jeanie MacPherson.
Directed by Cecil B. De Mille.
Photographed by Alvin Wyckoff.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A picture which is said to exert a powerful appeal in its exposition of married
life is " Forbidden Fruit," the Cecil B. De Mille production that comes to the
—
theatre next
with an all-star cast including such poptilar
pUyers as Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts,
Kathlyn Williams and Forrest Stanley.
The story rises to dramatic heights in the depiction
of the sufferings
a yoimg
wife,
who,
married
to
a
shiftless
scoundrel,
ultimately finds happiness of
in the love
of a real man.
Jeanie MacPherson, the author,
Mr. De Mille have shown that the marriage
laws are detrimental to those whoandsuffer.
While a wife can escape through big
wounds, the small injuries do not give her the
to have freedom, although a
human being can die from a pin-prick. The right
have built their subject
around the smaU injuries. The picture develops sponsors
through
of strong dramatic
power, scenes which are replete with pathos and thrills.scenes
is elaborately staged
and the feminine principals wear striking gowns. The It
production
in every
sense a feast for
eye. It is said to be a dramatic triumph since itis shows
the
clash of wealth withtheproperty,
duty with love, and honor with desire.
PROGRAM READER
r^,^f'^°h"f.
interested in the announcement that"(r**""
Manager — ■ theatre
_ has will
been besodeeply
fortunate
as to book the latest
Cec.1 B. De MiUe production
Forbidden Fruit." for an engagement beginning
■ ^ ■ that
u ^^'-'"^
'??^ produced
an all-star cast,
on \a TTTH
scale so sumptuous
it eclipses
all his this
otherpicture with
pictures. The production deals with a
problem of married life— a moUon
conflict
between
and
duty and convention— great
and it is solved in a way we beUeve wiU m-ove love
to be to
FTv,l^n'w-u'°"^5 I."-''"
^''^trenders
includes"^perfect
Agnes support!
Ayres. Theodo^ Robert?
Kathlyn WiUiams and
Forrest "i?^'
Stanley
".oDens,
CATCH LINES
A.^^^ off*"?^
masterpiece, " Forbidden Fruit," a tremendous
drama
love^^'^andj'*^'^
matrimony. ""'"^'^
Beautifully staged and acted by an aU-sta^cas"

"THE

MOUNTAIN
WOMAN"
(Fox)
An Excellent Pearl White Vehicle

IN story
" Thewhich
Mountain
Foxof seems
have White
found asthepopular
kind of
has the Woman,"
possibilities
makingto Pearl
in
features as she was in serials. For this picture has interest, and suspense as far as the romance goes; some of the best exteriors as a background for the action that we have ever seen; and is well directed.
But it has something more than all this — it has a character which Miss
White fits — well, like she fitted the persecuted heroine of the serial. It it
a vehicle that wiU leave in the memory of an audience an excellent impression of the star and give them perfect satisfaction as an interesting
photodrama. First of all, there is a locale with an audience appeal— the
Kentucky mountains. Wherever the scenes were taken, they are perfect.
Exterior follows exterior of sturdy timberlands, precipitous crags, stony
creeks and deep wooded mountain trails. Then there is the action. First
the lumbering scenes, and the bringing of the logs-raft down the river;
then a burning hotel and a thrilling escape; an attempted hold-up; some'
gunplay, and the star left bound and gagged in a deserted mine shaft.
And in the final reel, although the climax has been passed and the thread
of romance is being developed, there is a granary set on fire and another
thrill for good measure.
The star is cast as a daughter of a lumberman, who has been brought up
as a boy. Her father is wounded by a moonshine-soaked mountaineer and
she herself takes the lograft downstream. Receiving payment, she is attacked on her return, and finally saved by her friends. She goes back to
her mountain home in safety to find her father is dead. One expects to
have the picture end here. But the girl must have a husband, and there
are three to choose from. So, whUe the story momentarily drops in interest, it quickly picks up, and moves on with a bit of comedy relief brought
in by the mountain Romeo who laconically exclaims that " he aims to wed
with
girl."
The final action of the burning granary is forced but
makes that
a good
ending.
The cast is good. Miss White has the only female role. Her satellites
are Corlis Giles, John Webb Dillon and Richard Travers. J. Thornton
Baston is the villain. The title writer deserves credit for hitting off the
mountaineer dialect without overdoing it. Director Giblyn has put over
the atmosphere of the Kentucky hills in a very clever fashion. — Length, 6
reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Alexander McGivens
Pearl White
Jerry
O'Keefe
Giles
Jack Halloway
RichardCorliss
C. Travers
Aaron McGivens
George Barnum
Bud Sellers
Warren Richmond
Will Brent
John W. Dillon
Jase Mallows
J. Thornton Baston
Lute Brown
Charles Graham
From " AbyPagan
Hills," by Charles Neville Buck.
Scenario
Ashleyof T.theLocke.
Directed by Charles Giblyn.
Photography by Joseph Ruttenberg.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Few stars have attained more fame in picttu-edom than Pearl White, the former
star of many serials, who is now being featured in five-reel productions and who
has the leading
role in " Thetheatre
Mountain
will be isthe
feature
attraction
at the
onWoman," . which
This picture
an adaptation
of
the
popular
novel
by
Charles
Neville
Buck.
"
The
Pagan
of
the
Hills."
Charles Giblyn, director of this picture, took his entire company into the heart
of the Cumberland mountains in Kentucky to film the scenes in the exact location
in which the story is laid. The picture is filled with exciting moments as the life
of the hardy mountaineers is depicted on the screen. Its characters are all types
of the picturesque, quaint lumbermen of the hiUs who have endeaxed themselvei
to the hearts of all who have visited that section.
Miss White is given the role of a daughter of a lumberman, and is known
throughout the countryside as " the girl in pants." Apt and ready with revolver
andthefistendto one
protect
herself,suitor,
she iswho
far has
frombeen
" thewooing
clingingher vine
But
at
persistent
with type
fear ofin girl.
his heart,
breaks through her rough exterior and finds that she is truly feminine after all.
Supporting the star is a capable cast among whom are John Webb Dillon,
Corliss Giles, Richard C. Travers, George Barnum and Warren Richmond.
theatre
PROGRAM READER
Another Pearl White feature vrill be the attraction at the
It is entitled " The Mountain Woman " and it is a drama adapted
fromwhich
the are
novellaidbyin Charles
Neville Buck,
Pagan ofDirector
the Hills,"
the Giblyn
scenes
of
the Cumberland
range "inTheKentucky.
Charles
and his compemy journeyed into the heart of the mountains to take this picture
and as a result some of the finest scenery ever filmed is presented on the screen.
The star, who, before she entered into feature production, was the best liked and
best known of all serial stars, has been allowed to impress her delightful personto theoffull
in " Thewho Mountain
playsfather
the practically
role of ■
sturdyalitygirl
the extent
timberlands,,
has been Woman."
brought up She
by her
as a boy. Ready with revolver and fist, her many suitors come to have a wholesome fear of her, and carry on their wooing with the greatest care and respect.
Besides the romance there are some excellent thrills in this production. It is the
kind of a picture which will give the greatest number the greatest eimount of
pleasure.
CATCH LINES
Pearl White, famous throughout filmdom, in a picture laid in the Cumberland
mountains of Kentucky — a land of big men, big timber and brave women.
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Feb. 6— The Ghost in the Garret (Dorothy Gish) ..5037
Feb. 6— Brewster's Millions (Roscoe Arbuckle) . .5502
Jan 30 — The i'rontier ol the £>tar& (.Ttaomaa
Meighan)
Jan. 30 — Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Wm. DeMille
Prod.)
5908
Jan.Ince23 —Prod.)
The Rookie's Return (Douglas MacLcan- 4123
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
Jan. 16 — The Education
of Elizabeth (Billie
Burke)
4705
Jan. 9— The Charm School (Wallace Reid) 4743
Jan. 9— The Jucklins (George Melford Prod.) 6023
Jan. 2 — The Bait (Maurice Tourneur Prod.) 5289
Dec. 26 — Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 45so
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman (Lois Weber
Prod.)
6088
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6307
Dec 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Arbuckle) 4944
Dec. S— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
4867
Dec.
5
—
Conrad
in
Quest
of
Hi«
Youth
(Thos.
Meighan)
5926
Not. 28 — Romantic Adventtireia (Dorothy D«lton)
473*
ARTCRAFT
June — Kebecca of Snnnybrook Farm (Mary Pickford)
S3M
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Feb. 27— The Butcher Boy
2
Jan. 16 — Coimtry Hero
2
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
s
KoT. 21— Hla Weddiac Niglit
a
PARAMOUNT-SEJNNETT COMEDIES
Feb. 20 — The Unhappy Finish
2
Feb. 6 — On a Summer Day
2
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Art
2
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec.
t
Dec. 28
21 —— Housecleaning
Those Distant Cousins
Dec. 7— After the Circus
i
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10 — Spirits
I
Sept 12 — Kids Is Kids
»
AtlC. 29^— Nerer Again
I
PARAMOUNT-BC)LMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Feb. 27 — Modern Aspects of Japan
1
Feb. 20 — A Little Atlantis
1
Feb. 13 — Palma De Majorca
1
Feb. 6— All Aboard for Brindisi
1
Jan. 30 — Under Cuban Skies
1
Jan. 23— Old Malacca
1
Jan. 16 — Beautiful Bermuda
1
Jan. 9 — Catching Up in Canton
1
JaiL 2 — Bordeaux to Lourdes
1
Dec. 26 — Quaint Kuala Limipur
i
Dec 19 — The Snowbound Pyrenees...., 1
Dec. 12 — Malayan Motor Roads
1
Dec. 5 — In Finisterre
1
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Jan. 23— Wildest Wales
1
Dec. 19 — The Jungfrau Railway
i
IToT. 31 — Kilawea Volcano Emption
1
Oct 17— Winter Sports at St Moritx
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Jan. 9 — Victory Mountain
1
Dec. 5 — Indian Summer
l
Not.
7—
a
Setting
of
Ages
1
Oct 10— The Cloud
l
Sept 5— From a Piscatorial Angle
1
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Feb.
27 — Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon by Frank 1
Moser
Feb. 20 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Earl Hurd.l
Feb. 13 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Pat Sul- livan 1
Feb.
6 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and 1
Mootch)
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Sullivan. ... 1
Jan. 16 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Hurd
1
Jan. 9 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Bailey 1
Jan. 2 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Dec. 26 —toon byTwentieth
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
Pat Sullivan
Dec. 19 —toon Twentieth
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Earl Hurd
Dec. 12 —toon Twentieth
Century
Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Henry D. Bailey
Dec. 5—toon Twentieth
Century
Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Frank Moser
FEDEMTEDTILM
EXCHANGES
Nobody's
Girl
(Billie
Shodes)
95
Boanie May (Bessie Love)
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
A Rare Bird
S
His Naughty Night
2
Nearly Married
3
A Bedroom Scandal
3

Film

eORD EUUCATIONALS
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education ,
Jan. 16 — The Message
Jan. 9 — Faryland

1
1
.1

UDELITY PICTUKES COMPANY
6 fate Rights)
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love'sFighting
Flame Kentuckians
(Thos. J. Carrigan^
The
(Special Cast)

6
6
55

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
His Bed Sheet
Nutt Inn
It's a Live One
Powder
Puff Pirates
Harem Scarem
Lolly-Pop's
His Watch Daughter
Hound

1
1
1
1
i1

'

Picture

News

Releases

His Noisy Still
Pretty Lady
Chase Me
FUX NEWS
Twice a Week
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Don't Tickle
All Wrong
The Htmtsman
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
The Parlor Bolshevist
The
Hypnotist
The Papoose
On the Hip
Northwoods
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up
A Hard Luck Santa Clatu
Gum Shoe Work
Home Brew
The Medicine Man

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
^
^
^
H
^
H
H
H
M
H
M

NY
NTRightCOMPA
GAUMO
(At State
Exchanges)
NATIO
Passion
Negri) NAL EXCHANGES
FIRST (Pola
Pall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
«
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart)
Infatuation
of
Youth
(Panl
Capellani)
6
Parrot
and Company
(Sydney(Dorothy'
Franklin)Phillips) !!!!! '.
Man, Woman
and Marriage
°' -^^
i^^^^" ^y^^^
Sinker (Special Cast)
•
My Lady's
Latch Key (Lionel
(Katherjne
McDonald)
i
ph^c?^i,l^°'U^?.'i
^fi?^
The
Great Adventure
Barrymore)
The
Edge of Youth (Jos
Josephine
Earle)
Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas R "7^"'"'"=^
"ivian Martini
•4
The Truth About Husbands (Wh
Habit (Lewis Mayer Prod.) Whitm'an BenneU';)::;:'
SERULS ""^
In the antches of the Hindu (Tea Kpiaedea) 2
Nov. 29— Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
luesdays — Gaumont News
1
Nov. 29 — Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
Not. 22 — Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Bennett's).
Not. 22 — Dangerous Business (Constance Talmadge)
5118
Nov. 1—
8 — Wet
The Devil's
Garden (Lehnnan)
(Lionel Barrymore) .20(1
5600 GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
Not.
and Warmer
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin)
( STAR SERIES
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven)
S SPECIALS
Nomads of the North (Jas. OliTer Curwood) 6 The Song of the Soul (ViTian Martin) Messmore
Peaceful Valley (CHiarlea Ray)
6
Kendall Prod
S
fonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason)
2 Godless Men (Special Cast)
6367
he Kick in High Life (Lehrman)
2 The Great Lover (Special Cast)
S202
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) < Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore)
6 Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7 The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart).
6 Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
5884
The Concert (Special Cast)
Guile
of
Women
(Will
Rogers)
4496
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6255
SPECIALS
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
42SS
fikiru (Special Cast)
( A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
A Connecucut
Yankee inCast)
King Arthor's Court (Spec- 7 What
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
ial
Blina Wives l£>pecial Cast)
7 His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
rbe Face at Your Wudow (Special Cast;
7
Jr
64757
wnile Mew York Sleeps (.Special Casti
7 Madame X (Pauline Frederick)
inc Skywayman (Lt (Jrmct Locklcarj
7 Ahe Girl With the Jaii Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .4600
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) ■ .5198
.:t
Were JS-ing
i<amum;
lUei Wtute
MoU (William
(.Pearl White;
77 EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
WILLIAM tAiUMUM StJUil,a
Earthbound (Basil King)
6772
6730
I'lie bcuttlers
•A The Penalty ((Jouvemeur Morris)
urag
ttarlan
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
tt^Atai. WUliili SERIK")
Going
Some (Rex Beach)
rue
Tiger's
Cub
<
ine Xniet
• BOOTH TARKINGTON^ EDGAR SERIES
ine Mountam Woman
0 Edgar the Explorer
Get Rich Quick Edgar
J2
iuM iVllA. SEiUJ::^
Praine TraUs
6 Edgar's Little Saw
.2
*
Xtae Xesan
6 Edgar Camps Out
Edgar** Sunday Courtship
a
lAe Untamed
• •...6
CAPITOL
COMEDIES
WiLUAM RUSSELL SERIES
2
The Iron Rider
^ Jan. 30 — Indigo Sunday (George Bunny)
The Challenge of the Law
5 Jan. 16— You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bunny) 2
Tbe Man Who Dared
d Jan.
Ged 'Ap,
Napeoleon
(Geo.(Geo.
Bunny)
Dec. 192—— WTien
Martin
Gets Here
Bunny) 22
aHlKLEY MASON SERIES
Dec. 5 — Professional Ethics (Geo. Bunny)
2
2
n.- ~
< Nov. 21— At It Again (Geo. Bunny)
and
Edwards)..
2
Flame
of
Youth
6
S^J*7/V-:.;C
\ Nov. 7-Love on Rollers (FlanigaT,
Girl of My Heart
t Oct. 24 — Fingers and Pockets (Flauigan and Ed- wards) 2
Merely Mary Ann
6 Oct 6 — Artistic Enemies (Flanigan and Edwards)..?
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Sept 22 — Hearts and Hammers (Flanigan and EdDynamite
Allen
Number 17
55 Sept. 8— Knocking 'Em Cold (Flanigan and Ed- wards) 2
The
55
wards) ^
From Plunger
New On
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
S Hunting Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids) . . . 1
Sponee'Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Just Pals (Bock Jones)
S The
Prize" Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
The Land of Jazr (Eileen Percy)
S The
Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
Two Moons (Buck Jones)
5 Happv
Advance (Happv
Hooligan) Lampoons 1
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy)
5 Cupid's
GOI DWYN-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS
Sunset Sprague (Back Jones)
5 Unshod Soldiers of the King
1
The Little Grey Monse (Louise Lovely)
S
No Reg'lar Bud
1
SERIALS
Scientists
1
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
2 Gypsy
Things Voice
on the Orinoco
I1
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
2 Seein'
The Human
The Riveter
f
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
of the Heart
1
Her Doggone Wedding
2 Action
Venice of the Orient
I
Pals and Petticoats
2 GOLDWYN
INTERNATIONAL COMICS
The Slicker
2
Jan. 30 — The Chicken Thief
1
An Elephant's
Nightmare
Hold
Me Tight
22 Jan. 23 — Fatherly Love
J
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MILLIONS"
"BREWSTER'S
(Paramount)
What the Public Has Been Waiting for From Fatty
real
IT has taken Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle quite a time to strike his
be
will
Party"
the
of
Life
"The
.
Even
features
stride in five-reel
forced to relegate itself to the rear, though one must admit that the
rotund star found it a happy medium for his style. " Brewster's Millions "
is like Fatty's old time two-reel high jinks except it is elaborated. This
adaptation of George Barr McCutcheon's popular novel and WincheU
Smith's play fits the star to a dot. Though it has been made before as a
Lasky feature, those in charge have realized that much more could have
been made from the original picturization. Walter Woods, the scenarist,
and Joseph Henebery, the director, have simply brought into play the fact
that Arbuckle must have hokum and a lot of it. They have supplied it.
There is a lot of incident which doesn't appear in the book or in the
play. They have treated it almost as outrageous burlesque. But make no
mistake it wiU draw like a house a-fire. Those who have seen it will pass
it along by word of mouth exploitation. They will teU others that Fatty
Arbuckle is there, two hundred pounds ringsids, with rings on his fingers
and bells on his toes. Where Monte Brewster is forced in the novel to
in a year to inherit a more generous grandfather's five
spend a inmillion
the picture the ante is raised. He has to get rid of two million
million,
to inherit ten million. Henebery certainly keeps the star busy. A grand
piece of hokum is the stunt which shows the spendthrift getting trimmed
by the barber to the tune of a jazz orchestra. The chair is lugged into the
private office accompanied by a retinue of shavers, manicurists and bootblacks.
Fatty has a terrible time in getting rid of his fortune. Wherever he
places his money it seems to turn over immense sums for him. So that
when the time limit is nearly up he finds himself richer than when he
started. The laughs are sure; the humor is always certain, as in the case
when he turns the hose on his guests so he may be able to buy them new
clothes. Finally he charters a steamship and there is a great time on board
for the reckless millionaire and his gay crowd. It is a great time also for
the spectator. Give Arbuckle such pieces as " Brewster's Millions " and
there won't be any question of his drawing power. The picture is slapstick in several places. But it is so rich in humor, so spontaneous in action,
so snappy and bright and up-to-date that no one will mind it whether it
follows the book or not. The patron will be too busy laughing. The exhibitor iscertain to say after the audience has departed — " a good time was
enjoyed by all." — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Monte Brewster
Roscoe Arbuckle
Peggy
Betty Ross Clark
Mr. Brewster
Fred Huntley
Mrs. Brewster
Marion Skinner
Mr. Ingraham
James Corrigan
Barbara Drew
Jean Acker
Col. Drew
Charles Ogle
MacLeod
Neely Edwards
Harrison
William Boyd
ElUs
%
L. J. McCarthy
PettingiU
Parker McConnell
Blake
John McFarland
By George Barr McCutcheon.
Scenario by Arthur Woods.
Directed by Joseph Henebery.
Photographed by Karl Brown.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Brewster's one
Millions,"
been read
by thousands
of readers
and which
is " considered
of thewhich
mosthaspopular
novels
ever penned
by George
Barr
McCutcheon, has been adapted to the screen and serves as a feature for Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle. The rotund star will appear in the production at the
theatre next
with a cast that includes Betty Ross Clark, Charles Ogle,
Marion Skinner and a host of others. The story has served the stage also, but
impartial critics declare the screen version excels it as a medium of humor.
The story is one of pure comedy romance — one that sparkles with a number
of incidents that appear in neither the novel or the play. This enhances the comedy
value. The idea concerns a young man whose career is the bone of contention
between two wealthy grandfathers, one an aristocrat, who believes he should not
have to work, and the other a self-made man who wants him to work for the
salEiry. In other words one grandfather will give him five millions if he spends
the other guarantee
grandfather's
millions
in a year.
sufficient
of its
excellence.
This Joseph
directorHenebery
staged adirected
number theof feature
Douglas—
Fairbanks' pictures.
PROGRAM READER
"The
most
delightful
comedy
of thetheatre
season next
is guaranteed in "with
Brewster's
which comes to the
RoscoeMillions,"
(Fatty)
Arbuckle as the star. This is an adaptation of George Barr McCutcheon's popular
book which has been read by thousands and which met with great success upon
the stage. The
was presented as a Lasky feature many years ago, but
never has it beenpicture
so delightfully
presented as in this new screen version with
Fatty
as
"
Monty
Brewster,
the
young
had picture.
to spend A a sure
wad hit.
of
money in a year or" forfeit
his income. A millionaire
screaminglywhofunny
And Fatty in his best part to date. Don't miss it.
CATCH LINES
He had two grandfathers. One was stingy. He wanted to give Monty a mere
million; the other wanted to give him five million. See "Brewster's Millions."
See
in thefamous
joyous novel.
comedy, " Brewster's Millions." adapted from
George Fatty
Barr Arbuckle
McCutcheon's

"MAMMA'S
AFFAIR"
(First National)
Constance Talmadge Has Serious Moments
Fairly Interesting

Here; Picture

Talmadge's
been orfollowing
patronsthewhopasthave
THOSE
adventures
season
two are Constance
in for a surprise
whenscreen
they
see this vibrant and vital star in "Mamma's Affair," an adaptation
of the stage play of ths same name. They will notice that she is cast for
a part which permits her to indulge in serious moments. Surely a different
assignment to say the least. The play has its compensation in giving her
a new role to interpret, but her forte still lies in the direction of seriocomic portrayals. " Mamma's Affair " achieved quite a reputation for being
a Harvard prize play, and to win this coveted place, it must be technically
perfect and possess entertaining ingredients.
The author hit upon an original idea, by exploiting the malady of
"nerves" which the feminine sex finds fashionable. Her principal character is a hypochondriac who resorts to " nerves " on the slightest occasion
in order to give expression to her selfish impulses. It is really singletrack in development and doesn't carry enough action and incident to make
a thoroughly entertaining picture. The dialogue of the play is sadly
missed despite the fact that Anita Loos has incorporated her distinctive
subtitles. But there is an awful lot of standing or walking about from one
room to another. And the situations are developed in an even key which
become a trifle monotonous as the idea progresses. The big role of the
play — that of mother — still occupies the chief place in the screen version.
Which, of course, makes the star play "second fiddle" to Effie Shannon.
The latter appeared in the stage play and scored a genuine hit. And she
portrays the part here with considerable finesse. The character is unduly
selfish in her attitude toward her daughter. Every time that the latter
thinks of acting independently, mother has an attack of nerves. But
finally the daughter sees through her mother's false pretense when the
doctor arrives. The stage play emphasized the daughter's case of " nerves "
from attending her mother so faithfully. This bit has been somewhat negThepicture
daughter
too rapidly
under
the doctor's
It is a lected
one here.idea
told recovers
almost entirely
against
interiors
and it care.
may
get upon people's nerves, through its lack of variety. However, it offers
something new to the screen, is well adapted and capably acted by a cast
that includes three of the original players — Effie Shannon, George Le
Guere and Katherine Kaelred. The romance is a healthy factor toward
making it appreciated. Regardless of its novelty, the play is not high
class film material. However, the star and her company will doubtless get
it over. — Length, 5 reels.^ — Lmrence Reid.
THE CAST
Eve
Constance Talmadge
Mrs. Orrin
Effie Shannon
Mrs. Marchant
Katherine Kaelred
Henry Marchant
George Le Guere
Doctor Harmon
«
Kenneth Harlan
Bundy
Gertrude Le Brandt
By Rachel Barton Butler.
Scenario by John Emerson and Anita Loos.
Directed by John Emerson and Anita Loos.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
A
picturization
of
Rachel
prizeseason,
play, has
" Mamma's
Affair,"
scored a big hit on the NewBarton
York Butler's
stage last
been made
with which
Constance Talmadge as the star, and will be the feature attraction at the
theatre next
. This sparkling play has lost none of its vital theme
and characterization — its charm and wit — its original incident in the screen translation. Indeed it makes a most attractive picture for the expression of Miss Talvivid personality.
star appears
as the who
daughter
hypochondriac
—
a woman madge's
whose
nerves bringThetrouble
to everyone
comes ofin a contact
with her.
Even the daughter sacrifices her happiness to quiet her mother until she, herself,
suffers an attack from neurasthenia.
With the coming of the doctor, the girl recovers rapidly although she suffers
from a fatal heart attack when she falls in love with him. Fatal in the sense
that she gives it to him for future protection. And the mother is taught a much
needed lesson in real womanhood. The picture permits the star to appear in a
vital role — one which is quite a departure from the serio-comic figures of previous
features. It abounds in sentiment and heart interest and is well acted. John
Emerson and Anita Loos have moulded it into a most entertaining offering.
PROGRAM READER
She couldn't imagine her daughter away from her. In her selfish devotion she
couldn't bear to have the girl out of her sight. And when the latter talked of
marriage
mother
had a case
nerves."
relied
her
nerves to the
rescue
her atpromptly
every occasion.
But ofin "taking
care She
of her
the upon
daughter
also
developed
a
case
of
nerves.
See
"
Mamma's
Affair,"
the
Constance
Talmadge
picture which comes to the
theatre next
. This is a
picturization
of Rachel
Butler's
prize opportunities
play which scored
a hit her
on abundant
the New
York stage last
season.Barton
It offers
the star
to display
charm and talent.
SUGGESTIONS
The fact that this was a Harvard prize play should be exploited. Also bring
out that it makes splendid material for Constance Talmadge. Tell that it is an
original
idea pace
that ofis the
offered
bring outoffers
the an
importance
"nerves"of
in the fast
day.here.
Tell You
that might
this picture
interestingof study
a woman who allowed her nerves to get the best of her. Play it up as a romantic
comedy-drama with a new idea. The fact that John Emerson and Anita Loos are
responsible for the direction and adaptation should not be overlooked in the
exploitation. Play it up in a teaser campaign emphasizing the idea.
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Film

Picture

News

Releases

fLenvadcf Colonel (Special C^t)
5
Captirating
Mary Cantain (Norma Tafanadte)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VIC 1
iaane
S
{ReUojed on States Rights Basis)
Voices (Diana Allen)
S
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
5 PATHE EXCHAJNGES
HODKUNSUJN CORP., W. W.
Wending
Trail
(Buck
Manning)
S Feb. 6— The Devil (George Arliss)
6
^Releasing through Patht Exchamges)
Skinner's
Dress
Suit
S
Jan. 30— The Killer
6
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC
WESTERN
Jan.
23—
The
Sage
Hen
(Special
Cast)
6
TURES, INC.
Handicap
6 Jan. 16— When We Were Twenty-one (H. B. Warner) 5
The Spenders (Special Cast)
6 HORSE-RACING PICTURE
2— That Girl MonUna (Blanche Sweet) 2
The L»welling-Place ol Ligbi (Winston Chtirctaill)
Why Tell (Henry Miller)
6 Jan.
Dec.
26
—
Rogues
and
Romance
(Seitz-Caprice)
.
.
.
.6
The Sagebnuher (Emerson Hough's)
i
CHAPLIN REISSUES .
Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
6
The Westerners (Stewart Edward WUte'a)
Dec. S— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
5
A Burlesque on Carmen
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pav (Brunette Stewart) 6
rhe Champion
a Not.
31
—
The
UnwiUing
Husband
(Blancke
Sweet)..
5
/itney Elopement
2
Work
a Not. 7 — A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewi*') •
-rS^.Vk
^"^^'''V"'?
P*'*^'
^•'■•''>, / /itney
The
U. P. Trail
(Zane Grey's)
Work Elopement
Oct.
31 — The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Kay i
Kiden of the Dawn (Zane Grey'i)
« By the Sea
Stewart)
Desert Gold (Zane (irey's)
»
Oct. 24 — Half a CHiance (Mahlon Hamilton) ?
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
=====:
Oct 10 — Forbidden Valley (Gordon McAvoy) «
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
S rilRIN ^RFRT^
Oct 3— The Kiddle: Woman ((ieraldine Farrar) •
^
\^UJ:jJ\X
L.'-'-DAJ-^
7
m)
Glau
(Lotiise
MadnessGlaum)
STATE RIOHTB
Sept 36 — Help Wanted — Male (BUnche SweetLore (Lotuse
Sex
<
Henry King)
.....5
5
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum) ' Honeymoon Kanch
Sept. 12—
Felix Hotise
O'Day of
(H. the
B. Warner)
Sept.
5— The
Tolling Bell (Bmce 5
Sahara (Louise Glaum)
' ^
(Jordon-May McAvoy)
t
son)
Aug.
29 — Lahoma (Edgar Lewis)
7
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
a METRO EXCHANGES
DOUBLE ADVENTURE
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)
* SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 21— Mother Love (Alice Lake)
6 (Fifteen two-reel episodes starrinff Charles HuteMsif Feb. 14 — Fine Feathers (Special Cast)
d)
6 u t 6— Third, Hearts of Stone
The Capitol (Leah Bair
2
♦ Feb.
7— Passion Fruit (Doraldina)
6 Jan. 30 — Second, The Harbor of Bandits
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
2
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
Jan. 31— The Oflf-Shore Pirate (Viola Dana)
6
Jan.
23—
First,
On
the
Trail
of
Fate
2
Jan.
24
—
Coincidence
(Special
Cast)
6
The Coast of Opportunity (T. Warren Kerrigan) 5 Jan. 17 — The Marriage of William Ashe (May AlliEDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
The Hoiue of WUapert (J. Warren Kerrigan) i
s
o
n
)
6
Lochinvar o' the Line
2
The Green Flame (j. Warren Kerrigan)
S
10 — Lure of Youth (Special Cast)
6 VELVET
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
J Jan.
nNGERS
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
Episodes Btarring
(Special Cast)... 66 (Fifteen Ti»o-Reel
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) • What's
and Marguerite
Courtot.) Oeo. B. Sett*
22—theTheMatter
Star With
Rover Marriage?
(Special Cast)
The Blue Bonnet (BilHe Rhodes)
' KoT.
Feb. 6— Tenth, Shots in the Dark
2
Aug.
23
—
The
Mutiny
of
the
Elsinore
(Special
Cast).
6
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 30— Ninth, The Broken Necklace
2
BUSTER KJEATON COMEDIES
Jan.
23
—
Eighth,
Aiming
Straight
2
His Temoorarr Wife (Sorcial Ca^tl
'
(Produced
by
Joseph
M.
Bohenck)
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
'!jf\""'y^''"' oy ^usopn M. BonencK)
jan. 16— Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veils. .2
Feb. 16 — Neighbors
22 — The Scar
Scarecrow
a^ Ian- 9— Unmasked
22—
siL"
2
ecrow
The
(Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
» Dec.
The Desert Pavilion
King Tiger's
Spruce Coat
(Mitchell
Lewisi
Oct. 27— Convict 13
39 Dec. 262-Fifth,
The Man in the Blue Spectacles 22
Sept. 1— One Week
a Dec. 19 —— Third,
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Hand from Behind the Door.... 2
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
• HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 12— Second, The Face Behind the Curtain 2
S
Mar. — A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton) 6 Dec. S — First To Catch a Thief
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast)
( NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
THE PHANTOM FOE
Dec t— Billions (NaaimoTa)
t
HUGO BALLIN PRODS.
11— Madam Peacock (Nasimo^a)
7 (Fifteen Tioo-Reel
Pagan Love (Special Cast)
6 Oct
sen andEpisodes
Warner 8tarrin{/
Orland) Juanita EastApr.
—The
Heart
of
a
Child
(Nazimova)
7
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODS.
Jan.
—
Stronger
Than
I>eath
(Nazimova)
7
Jan.
23
—
Fifteenth,
Retribution
2
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
7 TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 16 — Fourteenth, Confession
2
Jan.
9—
Thirteenth,
The
Attack
at
the
Inn
2
Apr. — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
2— Twelfth, Behind the Veil
2
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Hohnes)
6 Jan.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
Dec.
26
—
Through
Prison
Walls
2
Jan. -Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) t Dec. 19— Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
2
Dec 12 — Ninth, The Mystic Summons
2
Oct
as
—
Coincidence
rSobert
Harron)
•
PRODUCTIONS
HARRON
Dec
S—
Eighth,
The
Man
Trap
3
ROBERT
.•
l^
Ier^vJl
jM^^^oS
Nov. 28 — Seventh, Gun Fire
3
Oct t — Hell's Oasis
S S. L. PRODUCTIONS
21— The Crvsul Bail
2
LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Feb. 28 — Temple Dusk (Special Cast)
6 Nov.
Not.
14
—
Fifth,
fhe
Tower
Koom
1
Sept 6— Love, Honor and Obey (St>ecial Cast) * Not. 7— Fourth, The Open Window
Jan. 1 — Restless Rummies
3
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 15 — Back to Earth
Oct 31— Third, The Trail of the Wolf
2
Dec. 1 — Razzio the Jack
Oct 18 — The Great Redeemer fSnecial Cast) C Oct 24 — Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dale.. 3
ROWLAND, WEST PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 17 — First, Doom
3
Jan. 3 — The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen) 6 RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
Roland)
The Silent Barrier
S
Bearcat
6
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth
Seeds of Vengeance
i MISCELLANEOUS
Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
The Gift Supreme
*
4S The
Dec. S — Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 3
The Wrong Woman (Ivan Abra>nson)
Whispering
DeTils
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
The Victim
9 The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
Not.
31— Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
3
Man
and
Woman
(Special
C^st)
Sherman
Proids.
The Transgressor
■
Not.
14—
Twelfth,
The
Secret
Order
S
Corp.
The Burning Question
t
Not. 7— Eleventh, The Fattl Diamond
3
Lsring Shadows
7
Devil's
Angel Corp
(Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Oct 31— Tenth, The Secret of the Tnmk
2
Cornelius
Below the Deadline
5 TheClark
Oct
9
—
Ninth,
The
Perilous
Path
3
Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions....
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Oct 17 — Eighth. Danger Trails
2
r.ji.
,r,A
r^./Mi..
a
The
Japanese
Question
In
California
(Pantex)
Oct
10
—
Seventh,
Troubled
Waters
3
Fight
Cads and
Caddiea
3 xheFeatures
Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling
Sttmg
Again
Oct
3
—
Sixth,
The
Eagle's
Nest
3
WUd Wild Woman
3 Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.) .
Sept, 26 — Fifth, Double €h^ssed
3
Sept 19 — Fourth, Between Two Fires
3
Back_on
the Ffrm.
..
3 why
Mis
Fortune
Leave
Your
Husband
(Austin-Shepard)
Equality
Hunters
r>i,«.^.Ni,„
r•/^«%
Sept
12
—
Third.
The
Tower
of
Dancer
3
Photoplay Corp.
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
PIRATE
GOLD
Levey Prods
Ghost of Sltmiber Mountain
1
Along the Moonbeam Trail
3 The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seits
BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Hell's
OasisFeature
(Neal Producing
Hart) Independent
Films Assn..
and Marguerite Courtot)
Peerless
Co
■ide Under the Alps...^
I The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) CommonOct 17— Tenth, Defeat — And Victory
3
Vacation Days in Switzerland
1
Oct
10
—
Ninth,
The Double Cross
3
wealth Film Corp
From Montreux to Bemess Alps
1 nr\\iiT?T\Tvc
Sept 36 — Seventh, Under Suspicion
3
I COMEUILS
Sept. 19 — Sixth, Kidnapped
3
Through Switzerland in !• Minutes
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi12 — Fifth. Drugged
3
cate— Cleveland)
3 Sept
Sept
S
—
Fourth,
Treasure
—
At
Last
3
JANS PICTURES CORP.
After Bed Time (Fraaee Film Proda.)
2 Aug. 29 — Third, The Dead Man's Story
3
I
Madonnas and Men
t Billv Ruge Comedies (Fnnful Films)
Wings of Pride
5 Flora Finch Comedies (FilmB. Frolics
EYE
Pictures
Corp.)
.
THIRD
3
1
!!!!!!
."l
Price)
(C.
Mack SwainComedies (Edna
a Woman's
. . .f» Two-Reel
Shipman-John Junior)...
Without Business
Onestion f Olive TelH
(Fifteen Two-Reel
Starring Wamet
Oland andEpisodes
Eileen Percv)
Legend Fllns Prodg
Aug.
39
—
Fifteenth.
The
Triumph
of
Justice 3
KINETO CO.. OF AMERICA
Aug. 22 — Fourteenth, At Bay
1
NATIONAL
FILM
CORP.
Atig. IS— Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Jiutice 3
Urban Popular Classics
Aug.
8
—
Twelfth.
Man
Against
Mao
3
rhas.
Movie Chats.
'.' (At State Right Exchanges)
Ang. 1 — Slerenth, The Long Arm of Teafeaac* 3
Cineto Urhan',0
Reviews
3
Nobody's Giri (Billie Khodes)
5 Ttily as — Tenth, The House of Terrors
Release Information Continued on Page 1240

Tan. 16 — Too Much Pep
Jan. 9— Oil
Jan. 2— Yes, Dear '

1
1
1
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"THE
BREAKING
POINT"
( Frothingham-Hodkinson)

More Than a Vehicle — A Well-Sustained Marital Drama
BESSIE BARRISCALE is the star of this production, but she is not
the one and only highlight. The picture is more than a mere vehicle in which the star emotes and looks beautiful. It has good
drama, especially well worked out. Basically it is not new material, being
triangular in theme, with a greatly abused wife for the heroine, and a
loose-living husband as the leading man. A quarrel over the child brings
about the climax.
Its development, however, is unorthodox inasmuch as the only sympathetic male character disappears in the early reels and never returns. From
then on it is well-developed and interesting incident dealing with marital
difficulties. H. H. Van Loan, who adopted the story which is by Mary
Lemer, deserves the credit here. The suspense rises insistently, the climax
is not forced, and the characterization of the unfaithful husband and his
cynical society mother are drawn with deft, and appreciable touches. The
theme — that there is an eventual limit to a woman's forbearance — is never
forgotten, but never stated broadly after the main foreword. The bugaboo
of continuity writers — the spreading of the story over several years, is
cleverly done.
Walter McGrail really outshines the star, and his work here seems to be
the result of a careful study of the character. He plays the wealthy bachelor
to whom the pursuit of woman is pleasure, but the possession, boredom.
He marries, wearies of his wife and is about to go off with another woman
and his six year old daughter, when the " breaking point " is reached. The
wife has suffered in silence, but whsn the future of her child is threatened,
she rises and kills her husband. And the unusual ending of a husbandless and loverless heroine is presented. This is unusual, but it will be appreciated far more, we believe, than to have the first lover, played by Pat
O'MaUey, emerge from the grave to comfort her.
Miss Barriscale is attractive, but is not solely responsible for this pleasant
bit of entertainment. Paul Scardon, the director, Eugenia Besserer, "the
mother"; Ethel Grey Terry, "the other woman"; the title-writer, and
especially McGrail and Van Loan, deserve to share the honors. — Length,
5788 UfA— Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Ruth Marshall
Bessie Barriscale
Richard Janeway
Walter McGrail
Lucia
Deeping
-..Ethel
Terry
Mrs. Janeway
EugeniaGreyBesserer
PhiUp
Bradley
Pat
O'MaUey
Dr. Hillyer
Winter Hall
Mortimer Davidson
Wilfred Lucas
Mr. Marshall
Joseph J. Dowling
Mrs. Marshall
Lydia Knott
Camilla
Irene Yeager
From
Adaptedthe bystory,
H. H." The
Van Living
Loan. Child," by Mary Lerner.
Directed by Paul Scardon.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Bessie Barriscale, one of the best known and most beautiful of picture stars,
is featured
in " The Breaking
Point,"
a modern society
whichhaswillneverbe
shown
at the
theatre
on
. Miss drama
Barriscale
had a better role than as Ruth Marshall, a girl who marries a wealthy society
man whom she soon learns is the type to whom pursuing is more attractive than
possessing.
Pointof "theis best
solid,known
interesting
drama,
to the
screen
by H. " H.TheVanBreaking
Loan, one
of present
day adapted
screen writers.
The picture takes its name from the fact that there is in every woman a limit
to her patience and endurance. As the string of the violin can be drawn only so
tight, so can the soul of a woman be tried only to a certain degree. And Richard
Janeway
soul ofandhisfearless
wife until
action of tortured
the most thedreadful
kind. she was whipped into action — and
Playing opposite Miss Barriscale is Walter McGrail, as gifted a leading man as
there isJ.inDowUng.
iilmdom. Others in the cast are Pat O'MaUey, Ethel Grey Terry and
Joseph
PROGRAM READER
The violinist, tuning his delicate instrument, must use care. For the sensitive
strings,^ turned a shade too high, will snap beneath the pressure. So, too, with a
woman's heart.
Patience,
forbearance
and self-sacrifice
dominating
acteristics, but there
is a limit
beyond which
she will standare nohermore
suffering. charIt is upon this theme that " The Breaking Point," the feature production at the
on
: is based. This
stirring,
gripping
society
drama and is of the highest type of screen picture
play. isThea star
is Bessie
Barriscale,
who
has
won
many
admirers
among
the
patrons
of
the
theatre
by her
work in past productions which have been shown in this theatre. In the cast
are
Walter
McGraU,
Ethel
Grey
Terry,
Pat
O'MaUey,
and
Joseph
J.
Dowling,
screen players of the highest calibre. The story is by Mary Lerner and it wasaU
adapted to the screen by H. H. Van Loan.
SUGGESTIONS
Besides the star you have several players in this cast who wiU be remembered.
Ihere IS Joseph
Dowling, of "Miracle Man" fame; Pat O'MaUey, of "Go and
Get It ; WalterJ. McGrail,
a well known leading man, and Ethel Grey Terry
Of course the star is the best
Promise them a real interesting society
drama, and not merely a vehicleknown.
for Miss Barriscale. Also
there is H H Van
l^an,
author
of wrote
"Virgin
Stamboul,"
Great Redeemer" and many
other scripts, who
the of
screen
version of"The
this picture.
CATCH LINES
l,A"-V
t"?^ cast,
gripping drama with Bessie Barriscale in the leading role, supported
by
a capable
including Joseph DowUng, Walter McGrail, and Pat O'MaUey.
Her husband wanted to bring up the child " as a good sport."

'WEST OF THE
RIO GRANDE"
(Bert Lubin-State Rights)
Real Western Incident and Good Hokum

Here

of a story, the only course left
carry much
a picture
WHENfor the
it with snappy action and good inis to fortify
directordoesn't
cident so that its plot shortcomings will not become noticeable.
Take "West of the Rio Grande" for example. Robin H. Townley, the
director, has incorporated a requisite amount of sure-fire incident, some of
which may be labeled hokum. But even this much abused word has its
place in providing entertainment when it is used within reason. WhUe
there is a skeleton of a plot which has to do with the exodus of the cattlemen of Texas who realize that the agriculturists have come to stay, the interest ismaintained through the sure-fire touches.
It is seldom that one sees real cattle in a Western made on the Hollywood lots. In " West of the Rio Grande " the spectator will probably be
amazed to see some real Texas short horns and a reproduction of a genuine
round-up. It is said that the players come from the Lone Star state, which
is believable after watching their skillful impersonations. They don't get
the drop
opponentsof by
"Hands
Up!"thembut tobyappear
placingat
their
handsonontheir
the holsters
the shouting
others, thus
enabling
ease. These little points may go unobserved. But real Westerners will
spot them in a jiffy. There is a mirthful moment when one of the cowboys attempts to rope a chicken. This stunt has never been done before.
The director who uses hokum or incident must keep it original in this day
of competition. A bit of play with a pitcher of buttermilk and a rodeo
show help along the action.
Of course it is to be expected that a Western will be equipped with
plenty of hard riding and quick shooting. These highlights are much in
evidence here. A romance also has its inning. This element is also emphasized in a humorous manner. The titles are in the vernacular of the
country, breezy and full of vigor. And the director has caught a couple
of scenes which resemble etchings. "West of the Rio Grande" is good
entertainment, although its story is conspicuous by its absence. The mere
fact that it shows real cattle (a shot not taken from a news strip) is something in its favor. The lighting could be better. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
EUeen
Nawn
Allene Ray^
Tom Norton
Harry McLaughlin
"Handy" Adams
John Hagin
"Pecoe BiU"
"Tex" O'Reilly
Wanda
Marguerite
Davit
Tom
Sadler
.
.
.'
George
Cravy
"Shorty"
Sam
White
Mrs. Nawn
Roberta Bellinger
Charles Nawn
Chas. HoUeman
By " Tex " O'Reilly.
Scenario by Robin H. Townley.
Directed by Robin H. Townley.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
West
of
the
Rio
Grande,"
photoplayand ofthethesettlers,
Big Bend
country
presenting
slory of the conflict between thea rustlers
will be
the feature
attrac-a
tion
at
the
theatre
next
.
"
Tex
"
O'Reilly,
the
author,
and
Robin H. Townley, the director, have produced a picture which is authentic since
they have been brought up in the saddle and know Texas from actual experience.
It is said by impartial critics to contain a rich amount of action, original incident
and genuine
Mr. Townley
the author's
story has
and achieved
kept it
moving
from backgrounds.
the start. Prominent
in the hascasttaken
are AUene
Ray, who
fame as the winner of a beauty contest, and Harry McLaughlin, Sam White, John
Hagin, Marguerite Davis and Chas. HoUeman.
The story revolves around the efforts of Tom Norton, a Texas Ranger, to capture
the rustlers who are making life unpleasant for the settlers. There is great animosity against the settlers since it means the exodus of the cattle-men. The
romance finds expression when Eileen Nawn, a New York girl, falls in love with
the Ranger. The picture is well balanced with humor, too. A rodeo show, the
roping
of chickens and other incidents are said to give the picture a great deal
of
its appeal.
PROGRAM READER
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
is " West of
the
Rio where
Grande,"
picture
of cowboys
and rustlers
a picture The
of the
Bend
country
it isa the
fashion
to shoot straight
and — quickly.
storyBigpresents
real happenings. There is a rodeo show, some humorous attempts to lasso a
chicken, and fast riding and quick shooting. The picture is written by " Tex "
O'Reilly,
a Texas
and directed
by Robin
In the cast
are
the
attractive
and native
talentedson,AUene
Ray, a Texas
girl,H.whoTownley.
won a position
on the
stage through being the winner of a beauty contest; Harry McLaughUn, who has
achieved fame as being one of the most daring aviators; and Sam White, the
ex-outlaw. This is a picture of real Texans, staged in Texas. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
The title is a winner here and should be exploited for its full value. You
can
prologue,
showing
a setting in harmony with the Big Bend country.
Have stage
some a figure
attired
in western
regalia recite some western verse. Or if he
is talented with the lariat, have him execute some tricks with it. You might have
him
" Lasca."
Tellmagazine
that the and
leading
Allene Ray,
the through
winner ofhera
beautyrecite
contest
in a fan
that lady,
she achieved
her isplace
abiUty to win the highest honors. Play up that the author and director are responsible forwhich
the fine
picture,
Honeymoon
Playstills
it upof Miss
as an Ray.
entertaining
Western
carries
good " romance
and Ranch."
humor. Use
CATCH LINES
See
"
West
of
the
Rio
Grande,"
of Texas A— apicture
picturestraight
of the from
plainsthea
picture
of the feud between cowboysa picture
and rustlers.
Rio Grande.
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Motion

Advance

Information
on
All
(.Continued from page 1238)

July 18 — Ninth, The Race for Life
2
July 11— Eighth, Dang<Tous Trail*
2
July H— Seventb, The Double Trap
3
June 27— Sixth, The Death Spark
3
VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Dec. 26— The Sleepy Head
1
Dec. 12 — Greek Meets Greek
J
Not. 14 — The Sandman
1
Oct
Mamma's
Boy
11
Oct. 313—— June
Madnefs
AFTER THlRll
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney
Drew and John Cumberland)
Jnly IS — Fourth, The UnconTcntional Maida Green- wo d a
May 30 — Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16 — Second. The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 3
ROLIN COMEDIES
Jan. 9— The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec. S — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7 — Insultmg the Sultan
1
Oct. 24 — When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1
Oct. 10— Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 26— Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 12— Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 12— Rock a Bye Baby (Snub PolUrd) I
Sept. S— A Regular Pal
1
Amg. 29 — Money to Bom (Snob Pollard) 1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26— Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. <
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
2
May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd).... a
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct.
10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May •
McAvoy)
July 18 — Man and Hia Woman (Herbert RawUii*on).i
June 29 — Paaaert-By (Herbert Rawlinton) •
NEWS REELS
Stmdays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays— Pathe News
}
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
,The Heart of a Woman
3
PHOTO

PRODUCTS

EXPORT

iS^T^ Gi^L
Law of the North
Cy
The Whittaker's
Awakening Ward
of Ruth....
Li^t in Darkness
The Tell Tale Step
Lady of the Photograph
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
The Screen Fan
The Matinee Girl
The Man Eater
The Superstitious Girl
The
Artist's
Model
The Art
Bug
The Surter
The Spoiled Girl

CO.

s
5
S3
3
3
5
1
1
.1
1
I
I1
I
1

RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor SeastromJ

Film

3

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The
(Wm. (Taylor)
D. Taylor's)
6882
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
S99S
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. WaUh's)
6705
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4979
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
4214
You Never Can Tel) (Bebe Daniels)
5302
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
4212
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4646
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
4648
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)
5134
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10— I'll Say He Forgot (Otis HarUn) 2
Nov. 28 — He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy
Bums)
2
Oct. 30 — Married to Order (Rosemary Theby)
2
Oct. 15— When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) 2
Sept. 30 — Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 3
Sept. 1— The Plucky
(Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 30— Snakes (BiUy Hoodoo
B. Van)
3
Aug. 15 — Buggins (Leon Errol)..,
3
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Bold Bad Pirate
2
Stmimer Days
.2
Sunshine
|.2
She's a Days
Vamp
.'...*. .23
Circus
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
a
Hands Up
j
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The
33
Girl Deaert
of the Vulture
Rancho

COMEDIES
ALICE
Lima tics HOWELL
in Politic*
2
^ Night
" "Nurse
'
Good
2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
1
Moonshiner
1
No. 13
Pest
1
Pile Driver
1
Undressed Kid
1
Live Wire
1
Dummy
1
J
R^f„?/
v.::.
:::::
^.^.v^^.v.v::
61^.
and
In
i
Landladv
The Mnn
7r '. ."ii}
Bull .1,
Fighte
The
Moocher
Professor
j
(jetting His Goit
!!!.']
Kidnapper
j
DS"cle^iVJ^:::.^^^^^^^^^^^^•:::::::::;::::::::::}
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
l
Wind (kiddess
i
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
2
Lazy Lem
3
Bungalow Bungle
3
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
]
Dreamy Chinatown
1
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirloom*
3
Help
3
The Movies
3

Picture

1
N e w j.

Releases

SUPER SPECIALS
Little 'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh)
$
Kismet (Otis Skinner)
9
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
(
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
6
So Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
i
The Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
8
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody)
6
Big Happiness (Dustin Famum)
7
SPECIALS
Aug. IS — Arabian Knight (Sesane Hayakawa) S
Aug. 1 — Life's Twist (Bessie Barriacale) C
SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6— Becky Strikes Out
1
May
Letty's Lost Legacy
11
Mixed30 —Husband*
The Taylor Made Wife
1
Downstairs and Up
1
Why Be Jealous?
1
Her Beloved Burglar
1
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas
I
The City of Broken Old Men
I
Becruitmg in the Solomons
1
Lonely South Pacific Missions
1
Domesticating Wild Men
I
Cruising in the Solomons
1
Saving Savages in the South Sea*
1
U) VENTURE SCENICS
The Lone Trapper
vl
Outlaw of the Wilderness
1
The Tempest
1
Waters of Destiny
I
Free Magic
1
Ghost* ot Romance
.1
Sons of Salooskin
1
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES
Jan. 17— Wild Women
Jan. 10 — From Kitchen to Throne
Jan. 3 — Buried Alive
Dec 27 — A Slick Detective
Dec. 20 — New Ralgia

1
1
1
1
1

or^rrwrAo
TVT wTj/^T^TTr-TTTrkTWC
SCHWAB
D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Women
Don't Gamble
Fickle

IS

S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Jazz
Happen to Y'ou (Billy Magon)
Cowboy
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Beach Birds and Bombs
Hashers and Mashers
Waffles and Wallops
MIDGET COMEDIES
t starring Eddie Frank and Jimmie Roson)
Beach. Birds and Bombs
wames and
ers
Mashops
and waii
Hashers
Oh, What a Circus
Movies and Maniacs
A Tenderfoot Romeo
m^^m^^m^^^^^^^^—

3
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
iThoughtleas Women (Alma Rubens)
6
Place
of Honeymoon*
(Emily Stevens-Montagu 6
selznick (LEWIS J.) ent.
Love)
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
i
SELZNICK PICTLTIES
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
5
{Dlttriiuted by Select Etohcnget)
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
C
The
Figurehead
(Eugene O'Brien)
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb). 5
The
Flapper
Empty Arms (Gail Kane- Thurston Hall)
5
The Man Who(Olive
Lost Thomas)
Himself (Wm. Faversham)
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
The
Poor
Simp
(Owen
Moore)
His
Brother's
Keeper
(Mansfield.-L'ytton-James)
.
.
.
.t
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
i
The
Wonderful
(Eugene O'Brien)
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
S
Whispers
(ElaineChance
Hammerstein)
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
AIdleMoment's
Madness
(Marguerite
Namara) 6S
Hands (Gail
Kane-J.
Herbert Frank)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
A (Jood Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) S
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
Pleasure
Seekers (Elaine Hammerstein)
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophy
^
Sonny Series
2
Y'ou Can't Kill Love (Special C^st)
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Broadway and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
Babes in Bearskin
1
SELECT PICTURES
Two's
Company
1
(Ditstrihuted by Select Exchange$)
Call Me Daddy
1
The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
Knockout Maggie
1
Children Not Wanted (Edith Dav)
Down Beside the Seaside
1
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison)
Mountain Madness
prX.or'w%s Right
::::::;:::::::::::::::::: :i SUPERIOR
r obertson-cole
prods.
PICTURES
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
Great Shadow
Moon Madness (Special Cast)
( The
price (C. B. CO.)
The One-Wav Trail (Edvthe Sterling)
Li
Ting
Lang
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
S
INDIAN DRAMAS
Faith
of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
5
Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
Bright Skies (Brentwood)
5 Just
Fiftee.i
Single
reelers
starring
Princess
Mona
DarkSeeds
of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
feather.
Devil's Claim
Hayakawa)
The Notorious
Mrs. (Sessue
Sands (Bessie
Barriscale) 5S Taking the Count (William Collier)
His Paiama Girl (Billie Rhodes)
S The
"The Servant (Juestion (William Collier)
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5 The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) S The
Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)
' The Woman Who l^nderstood (Bessie Barriscale)....
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Release Information Continued on Page 1242

35
2
3
3

3
2Z
2
'
2

S.OOO
5,000
5,000
5,000
S.JOO
5,000
S.OfO
5,500
5,500
5,500
5,000
6,0M
5,JjJ0
6.0t0
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
S.OOO
5,000
5,000
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"THE
FLAME"
(Stoll Film-Pathe)
A Good Production With Foreign Setting
^
She FLAME" taken as a whole is a mighty fine English producI
tion. From the opening scenes up to the last close-up it reminds us of the type of production Charles Frohman used to
import for his elite audiences.
It has a splendid and exceptionally conscientious cast, good direction
and a wealth of fine exterior and interior settings.
But the story is so " Englishy " that it is a question in the writer's mind
whether, outside of the larger houses, the picture will interest.
it is excellently written, has a very even continuity, plenty of incident
and dramatic moments and a strong love story, but then again it concerns
the lords and ladies of England and a few from the other continental
countries with no relief from beginning to end.
To an elite audience this sort of picture should have its appeal, but it is
doubtful whether audiences in the smaller towns will care for this sort of
entertainment.
In the latter production one thing stands out rather prominent — the lighting of the scenes. In many of the interiors and a few of the exteriors the
lighting is rather faulty, for the faces of the actors are not brought out
against the background. And then again when the actors are brought up
close to the camera, the backgrounds appear blurred for the reason that the
lights do not play on the scenes from the right angles.
Although these faults may be a drawback to the production's entertaining value the picture has many attributes which should carry it through
as an average program attraction.
The story relates the trials and tribulations of two youngsters, who being
rescued from the gutters by their uncle Sir Charles Saumarez and educated
ty the latter, drift apart and in the general whirl of affairs engage in many
strong dramatic moments. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Capt. Wynford Saumarez
Clifford Pembroke
Sir Charles Saumarez
Arthur CuUen
Dr. Lindsay
J. Edwards Barber
Toni (as a child)
Iris Lunan
Toni
Evelyn Boucher
Fane (as a child)
Sidney Wood
Fane
Fred A. Thatcher
Lady Henrietta
Dora de Winton
Lord Robert Wycke
Reginald Fox
Mrs. Carr
Gertrude Petley
Comte de Saulnes
Mons. Win Lenders
Mrs. Bayliss
Elsie Mack
Daphne
Mollie McLeod
Hyacinthe Fauroy-.
Dorothy Burke
Madame Fauroy
Madame Maupain
Boris Ritsky
Roland Myles
"Saparkoff
^
Ernest
Passeron
Jiren Maupain
Hevian
Muskoff
Frank E. Petley
•Georgette
Mile. Yolande Duquette
PROGRAM READER
He uncle,
and hisSirlittle
sisterSaumarez.
were rescued from the gutters and were brought up by
their
Charles
With the years, the young girl grew in charm and sweetness and the boy — into
a first-class snob and even looked down upon his sister, his companion of a
poverty-filled youth. And then something happened.
See " The Flame,"
which will be shown at this theatre on
of
next
.
It isleaseda by that
Stoll corporation.
Film production and it is said to be one of the best pictures reThe story, which is taken from the novel of the same name by Olive Wadsley,
filled with directed.
incident, dramatic moments and love interest — has a good cast and
ISIS excellently
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
The
Flame,"
said
to
be
one of the best pictures produced
the Stoll Film
Corporation,
• theatrebyon
of next will be . the attraction at the
The production has about all the ingredients necessary to make it one of the
biggest attractions the Stoll company has released under the Pathe banner.
It is filled with incident and dramatic moments, a strong love interest story
being interwoven in such a way
openmg scenes up to the last close-up.that interest is aroused and held from the
Rescued from a life in the gutters. Fane Saumarez and his little sister Antonia,
known as Tom, were adopted
by their uncle. Sir Charles Saumarez and his childless wife. Lady Henrietta.
Lady Henrietta vented all her bitterness on Toni, her wrath being heightened
by the fact that Sir Charles had taken to the girl from the very start. So Sir
M?- 1?
education of Toni, his wife consenting to look after Fane.
With
the years the
Toni grew in
and sweetness. Fane on the other hand,
mimickmg his benefactress, growingcharm
prig and even looking
upon his sister. In the years to comeintothea first-class
young woman falls in love with down
Lord
Robert
Wycke,
the
development
of
which
is
said
to
be one of the best love
stones ever told.
SUGGESTIONS
If
your
patrons
care
for
EngUsh
plays, book this one for it is a splendid type
of this sort of production.
However, if they become bored with continental stories, go light on it as to
promises in your advertising.
Pictures of this kind appear
more appealing value to the studious mind
(jut with plenty of exploitationto inhave
the right direction the picture
should attract
and appeal in its own way.
CATCH LINES
„»^'
'''^
^Vi'
j"" See"^^'^s.
fate brought them
into another world. Were they happy?
" The And
Flamethen
" at the
interest you.
theatre. It will certainly

HOLD
Comedy

YOUR

HORSES"

(Goldwyn)
Titles and Good Incident Make
Entertainment

This Fine

TITLES that have n^ver been excelled either in originality or appropriateness, most of them earning wholesome laughs, a splendid
lot of highly entertaining incident in the early reels, likewise of a
comedy turn and a good theme are responsible for this averaging up as a
praiseworthy offering in spite of the fact that the last reel or so is just
ordinary and very episodic in story.
Also it may be questionable whether this was a good Tom Moore vehicle, first from the fact that Mr. Moore won his way to stardom through
the portrayal of juvenile roles, entirely removed in type from the one he
plays in " Hold Your Horses," and next because his is far from being the
burly " Harp " that the part calls for.
Admitting that the star is good as " Canavan," an actor proof part by the
way, there still remains the question of whether or not his personal admirers will accept him as the " greenhorn " street sweeper and later as a
political boss with ideals usually allotted to " heavies " or relish the fact
that he is a " second hand " husband married to a woman who is pretty
much of a snob.
However, those who do not take their pictures or their favorite players
too seriously should find real entertainment in " Hold Your Horses " and
perhaps the Moore fans wiU have no regrets at seeing their dappsr Tom
playing the role of a roughneck once in a whUe.
The story of " Hold Your Horses " has to do largely with the evolution
of one "Daniel Canavan" from a New York "whitewing" to a political
boss through the authority that handling a red flag where dynamite was
being used gave him.
Technically the picture is extra good. The production has been developed along farce comedy lines, and it is only when it deals seriously
with the story proper that interest lags. — Length, 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Daniel Canavan
Tom Moore
Honora Canavan
Sylvia Ashton
Beatrice Newness
Naomi Childers
Rodman Cadbury
Benram Grassby
Jim James
Mortimer E. Stinson
Horace Slay ton
Sydney Ainsworth
from a Saturday Evening Post story by Rupert Hughes. Directed by
E. Adapted
Mason Hopper.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
Popular Tom Moore in his latest Goldwyn feature picture, " Hold Your Horses,'*
an the
adaptation
of Rupert at
Hughes'
famous Saturday
is
major attraction
the
theatreEvening
for aPost story, "Canavan,"
days engagement beginning .
Mr.
Moore
is
presented
as
a
New
York
"
white
wing
"
who
becomes
a
political bass through the confidence in himself that the job of handling powerful
the red
flag where dynamite was being used, gave him. The story has been developed
along comedy lines and there are many laughs to be had from the humorous
incident and clever titles provided. In support of Mr. Moore is a strong cast of
fine types, among whom is Naomi Childers, Sylvia Ashton and Sidney Ainsworth.
The picture was directed by E. Mason Hopper.
To those who enjoy the picture that has plenty of comedy, original development
and
unhackneyed story
possessed
a real
theme, suited
" Holdto Your
Horses
to
beanrecommended.
Mr. Moore
has aof role
eminently
him and
plays" isit
extremely
well.
PROGRAM READER
"Hold Your Horses," an adaptation of Rupert Hughes' famous Saturday Evening
Post story entitled " Canavan," with popular Tom Moore in the leading role will
be the feature picture at the
theatre for a
days' engagement beginning .
The story of " Hold Your Horses " is an extremely humorous picture recital of
how one " Daniel Canavan " a greenhorn Irishman, who at the beginning of the
yarn was a New York " white wing," became the great political boss and married
the
proud the" Beatrice
sweeping
streets. Newness," whose horses had walked on him when he was
A strong supporting cast, among whom are such well known players as Naomi
Childers, Sylvia Ashton and Sydney Ainsworth, has been secured.
From anice
production
standpoint
" Hold Your
" ranks
It has and
fine
clothes,
sets, good
scenic exteriors
and Horses
some very
fine high.
photography
lightings.
Mr. Hughes' story has been developed along farce comedy lines and those who
like best
to laugh
invited
to see this
it. year.
" Hold Your Horses " is ranked as
the
pictureareMr.especially
Moore has
produced
SUGGESTIONS
Your newspaper advertising should make much of the fact that this is a famous
Saturday Evening Post story and play up the comedy angle. A play for Irish
patronage is justifiable. Irish societies if properly approached will no doubt lend
support. The street cleaning department is a good place to look for tie-ups. For
a prologue
look in the
week forforthea description of one number
being presented
by S.Exhibitors'
L. RothafelService
at theBureau
Capitolthis
theatre
current
The prologue is so simple that any exhibitor who has a stage can present it.
In fact,
CATCH LINES
Here is a story of a " red flag " that doesn't have a Bolsheviki in it.
it is as Irish as Paddy's pig.
yarn ofwaving
a Newa York
wing " that
who dynamite
got hi» gtart
in Athehumorous
world through
red flag" greenhorn
that warnedwhite
passersby
was
to be exploded. Tom Moore is " Canavan," the flag waver.
More laughs than a dog has fleas. A story about a young Irishman who went
up in the world with a red flag as the inspiration.
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Advance

Motion

Information
on
(Continued from page 1240)

NATIONAL PICTURES
{Distributed by Select Exchange*)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
The Invisible Divorce (Special Cast)
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)

5,000
5,000
5,000
i.Ooo
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,500

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
teca Ae B«n
1
Uaj Ferer
1
Iweet DTiuuDite
I
COMICLASblC
Mot. 14 — Watch Your Husband (Merruun-Edwarda) .3
Oct. 31 — Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merrlam). . .3
Oct. 17— A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwarda) 2
SUNSET BURRUU SCENICS
Mot. 7— Totem Land
1
Oct. 31— Dawnland
1
Oct. 2A — Going North
1
Oct 17— The Highway of Wonderland
1
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct 1»— Babble*
1
Oct 3— Dreams
1
leyt 2t — Up on the Farm
I
MORANTl COMEDIES
Oct 31— Kids
1
Oct 17 — Guilty
1
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Not. 14— Who Am I
i
Oct 7— Home Sole
2
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Jan. — The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) 6
Jan. — Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650
Jan.Guy
— TheNewell)
Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy Duke- 6
Jan. — Tavern
Squandered
Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall) .... 6
The
Knight
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearts (Lucille dc Tar- Florence Hackett)..S
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
I
Human Passions (I^ittie Tilford)
5
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
S
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
t
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) 3
Aad the Children Pay (Gareth H» hes)
1
Dr. Brind's
Wonders
of Nature
(One
every
week)
Johnny
Dooley
Comedies
(Johnny
Dooley
—
one
every
month)
»
RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnay Dooley)
S
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
S
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Dec. S— The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) . .8
Sept.
S— The
(D. W. Griffith's) 57
rue 27—
Suds Love
(MaryFlower
Pickford)
tmam 13— The MoUycoddle (Dou^ Fairbanks) <
[ay 31 — Romance (Doris Kesae)
•
Apr.
on the(Mary
Farm Pickford)
(Mack Sennett's) <S
Jan. 185—— Down
Pollyanna
Dec 39— When the Ootids Roll By (Douglas Fair- banks) I
Oct 30— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Grifidi's) <
B^^— His Majasty the Aaaerkan (Douglas FairUNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Colorado (Frank Mayo)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
HearU Up (Harry Ckrey)
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
West Is West (Harry Carer)
HoBor Bound (Frank Mayo)
nxed by George (Lyons-Moran)
The (^Ided Dream (Carmel Myers)
Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Evcrv Woman (Dorothy Phillips)
The Devil's Among
Pass KeyCannibals
(Special Cast)
Shipwrecked
The Breath of the (Jods (Aoki-C^arew)
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)....

5
5
5
5
5
5
S
3
5
5
5
5
S
5
S
6
67
6
6

All

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2
A Prohibition Monkey
3
THE DIAMOND QUEEN
(Eighteen Episode aerial starring Eileen Sedgwick)
Third, Perils of the Jungle
2
Second, The Plunge of Doom
2
First, The Vow of Vengeance
2
KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel
Episodes
Featuring Eddie Polo) 2
Thirteenth,
A Fight for
Life
Twelfth, Deep Waters
2
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2
Ninth, Dynamite
2
Seventh, Over the City
2
Sixth, The
Lion'sBlack
Claws
Fifth,
Wallet
22
Fourth, Facing Death
2
Third, Stolen Evidence
2
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2
rirst Blood Money
3
RED RIDER SERIES
(Six
Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)
lixth. The Timber Wolf
3
Fifth, The Forest Runners
3
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
3
rhird, Big Sukes
2
Second, The Girl and the Law
2
First, A Son of the North
3
THE FLAMING DISK
(Eighteen
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Eighteenth, The End of the Trail
2
Sixteenth, Running Wild
2
Fourteenth, The Purple Rays
2
Thirteenth, Caged In
2
Twelfth, The Tunnel of Flame
2
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
2
Tenth,
SpikedFloating
Death
22
Ninth, The
Mine
Kighth,
WalUof offir*
tted
33
Screntk. Through
The Circle
THE DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcamp)
Twelfth, Unmasked
2
Eleven^TheTheTrain
Shanghai
Peril
Hinth,
of Death
33
Eighth Trailed to Peking
3
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
2
Sixth, Captured in (Hiina
2
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2
Fourth, Into the Chasm
2
Third, A Watery Grave
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Leaping Lions and Jailbirds
2
Fresh from the Farm (Harry Sweet)
2
Puppv Love (Brownie)
2
His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
2
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintype (Armstrong- Jackson) 2
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2
Laughing Gas (Dorety -Jamisen)
2
Hot Dog (Brownie)
2
A nshy Story ( Meaty- Jackaoa)
3
STAR COMEDIES
Won — One Fliver
1
Milk and Yeggs
1
Simple
Sweet
His Ladyand Friend
(Joe Martin)."
11
Chicken, Country Style
1
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)..... 1
My Lady's Ankle
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 3
Won by a Nose (Dorety- Keating-Henley) 3
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
Should
(Geo. Ovey)
33
A VilUin's Broken Heart (Engle ZemUck)
2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The
Fightin' Trail
Fury (Jack
(HootPerren)
Gibson)
22
The Trigger
The
Grip
of
the
Law
(Jack
Perrin)
22
The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — Interaatioaal Newt
1
Fridays — International News
1
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1

Film

Picture

Newt

Releases

VliAGRAPH EXCHANl^i!^
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
DeadCast
Men Teli No Tales (Tom Terress') Special 1
Trumpet island (Tom Terrus) Special Cast
7
The Courage ot Marge O'Doone (James OUTer Cv-.
wood's) Special Cast
r
AUCE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
5
The Vice of Fools
5
The Prey
«
Dollars and the Weaaa
4
The Sporting Duchess
7
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
5
The Romance Promoters
5
The Purple Cipher
S
A Master Stroke
S
Captam Swift
S
The Forttine Hunter
••••9
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It
Being Done
This Season
55
TheIsn't
Broadway
Bubble
The Whisper Market
5
Bab's
Candidate
.5S
The Garter
Girl
Deadline at Eleven
S
Human Collateral
$
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
S
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
5
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sportsman
2
The Suitor
%
The Suge Hand
1
Solid Concrete
t
School Days
»
rhe Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
>
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Mysterious Stranger
3
The Nuisance
2
The Back Yard
3
FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starrimg
William Duncan and Edith Johtuou)
Fifteenth, Cleaning the Blot
2
Fourteenth, Thieves Fall Out
2
Thirteenth, Mystery Mountain
2
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
2
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
2
Tenth, The Stolen Bride
2
Ninth, The Air Avenger
2
Eighth, The Treasure Hunt
2
Seventh,
A
Demon's
Bluff
2
Sixth, The Crown Jewel Clue
2
Fifth, Double Crossed
2
Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma
2
Third, A Modem Daniel
2
Second, Playing the Game
2
First, A Borrowed Life
2
THE PURPLE RIDERS
(FifteenBuned
Episode
Serial Starring Joe Ryan) 3
Fifteenth,
Alive
Fourteenth, The Frame-Up
2
Thirteenth, A Devil FUh Foe
2
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
2
Eleventh, The Stolen Millions
2
Tenth, The Fire Curtain
2
Ninth, The Betrayal
2
Eighth, The Camouflage Trap
2
Seventh,
Red Feather's
Secret
22
Sixth, Double
Destruction
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
2
Fourth, The Fiery Trail
2
Third, The Decoy
2
First, Love or Duty
2
WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchamget)
Ahsea of Desire (Mrs. Seaaae Hayakswa) .1
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
•
The Trap
*
A Woman Alone
'
Darkest Russia
'
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of 4e Hour
•
Stolen
Voice
TT..-i¥..»
Friday
the
13th
•
rst
Htittiati Driftwood
•
WTLK AND WILK
LEE Circus
KIDS Imps
COMEDIES
The
The Dixie Madcaps
The Hicksville Terrors

J
J
»
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"News"
THE
E XCH

UTAH

Announcement is made of the marriage
of Miss Neen Farrell of Logan, Utah,
and Wade Fitzgerald Hamilton of Los
Angeles. Mr. Hamilton, who is an organist in the Utah theatre, recently met
Miss Farrell when she appeared as a
soprano soloist in the Utah. A party
was given to the young couple at the
theatre, following the announcement.
Joseph Campbell, who recently acquired the Utah theatre of A. J. Fyhn,
has incorporated the Utah Theatre Company with $25,000 capital. The stock is
held by Mr. Campbell and the members
of his family. Mr. Campbell plans some
extensive improvements in the early
spring.
Some who
" regular
eroos,
were "in cowboys
the city and
last buckweek
with prize cattle from Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and Nevada ranches, applauded Tom Mix for some of the stunts
he pulled oflf in the late picture, " The
Texan,"
manager
H. W.
the
Ogdenwhich
theatre
offered
as aPerry
specialof
livestock
attraction.
Manager H. E. Skinner of the Alhambra theatre, one of the picture palaces of the West which Ogden is fortunate in having, has artists at work
painting a large curtain for the theatre.
It is expected the picture will be completed within two weeks.
Three B. F. Steck houses, as the Lyceum, Cozy and Rex theatres are called,
as they are under the management oi
B. F. Steck, have enjoyed very prosperous rtms during the past three months.

FILM

CENTRES

Correspondents
ANGES
AND
THEATRES

who has managed the Goldwyn exchange
for the past six months, has been appointed manager of Vitagraph, to succeed
S. Holmes,
has 1917.
been manager ofE. that
exchangewhosince
Mr.
Holmes
is
president
of
the
Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade.
Mr. Cotton is succeeded as manager
of Goldwyn, by Newt Davis, another well
known Minneapolis Film man.
Mr. Holmes' resignation was very
much of a surprise locally. He first enteredhibitor
the motion
as anLater,
exat Long picture
Beach, field
Calif.
after purchasing a theatre at Los Angeles, Mr. Holmes entered the distributing field as a member of the Los Angeles Mutual Branch. After a year with
Triangle, he joined with Vitagraph. He
was with Vitagraph only six weeks when
he was made manager of the New Orleans Vitagraph ranch. Mr. Holmes has
been olisanFilmactive
the MinneapBoard member
of Tradeof and
was only
recently elected its president. Upon his
resignation from that body he was elected
an honorary member.
Robert Cotton, the new Vitagraph manager, began his career in the film business
as manager of the World exchange in
Detroit. Remaining there for two years,
he was so successful that he was called
to New York by the World officials and
was olis
thenWorldmade
manager
office.
Later ofhe the
wentMinneapto Des
Moines, Iowa, as manager for Pathe and
resigned that office to become manager
of the Goldwyn exchange here.
INDIANAPOLIS

The city fire prevention bureau has
started its annual crusade against the
illegal storage of films. An inspector has
filed affidavits against one of the smaller
movie houses and the officials at one of
DETROIT
the interurban freight stations, alleging
that films were stored in a dangerous
way. Atspectorthe
the in-a
said heinterurban
found a station
clerk using
J. C. Ritter, of the Rialto theatre, an- box of old
film for a footstool.
nounces that construction on his New
Rovola theatre, at Cadillac boulevard
The Tokio
at South
Bend J.wasBreinig,
incorand East Forest, begins at once.
porated last week
by George
M. Breinig and Lester L. Busch
The new Strand theatre and arcade at Ada
Lansing, being built by W. S. Butter- with $20,000 capital.
field, is to open on March 17. The house
Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays
will seat 2,000 and represents an invest- of The
Indianapolis, the unofficial body which
ment, with the stores and office building, views
films and makes monthly reports
of close to $600,000.
upon their suitability from a family
and upon whose recommendaGeorge Weeks, Canadian manager of standpoint,
tions and with whom some of the neighdistribution for Famous Players-Lasky,
borhood
house managers have co-operhad a slight operation in a Detroit hosated at times, incorporated last week
ital last week. It was successful and with directors
as follows : Mrs. Theoe has returned to Toronto.
dore Wagner, Mrs. Curtis Hodges, Mrs.
C.
L.
Davidson,
Mrs. Fred Pettijohn,
Many Detroit motion picture theatres
Davis Ross, Mrs. Roy Potts, Mrs.
in the residential districts are introduc- Mrs.
M.
E.
Robbins,
Mrs.
O. C. Lukenbill,
ing vaudeville 'or one or two nights
C. B. Jackson, Mrs. J. M. Dailey,
each week. Detroit was very hard hit Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Geisel and Mrs. Harry Tuteby the industrial slump and the theatres wiler.
felt it but the automobile factories are
beginning to open and things are assumManager R. H. Winn of the Grand
ing a more normal condition.
at Washington, Ind., averted a panic in
house on Thursday evening, Jan. 20,
G. S. Goldwater, city fire marshal, his
the roof over the stage caught fire,
has begun a campaign to force managers wheninstructing
the orchestra to play its
of the smaller theatres to engage fire- by
loudest
jazz numbers. The performance
men as required by law. Every theatre
must have a house fireman in uniform. went on, the orchestra jazzed its jazziest
and the patrons enjoyed the show in
that firemen were
In Michigan the Detroit Free Press blissful ignorance
a hole in the roof to extinguish
film edition, will be combined with the chopping
the
blaze
in
the
attic
and that hundreds
Educational
gram weekly. Film company's new Kino- of
on. people out in the street were looking
MINNEAPOLIS

THE

CANADA

Minneapolis' colony of film men were
Recent visitors in Vancouver, B. C,
considerably surprised by some startling
changes in managers for Goldwyn and were Gaston Glass of " Humoresque "
Vitegraph exchanges here the past week. fame and Miss Edith Stirling, who is
Robert Cotton, one of the most pop- also coming to the front as a moving
ular exchange men in thia territory, and picture star. Mr. Glass arrived in Van-

couver from Banff, Alebrta, where he which is a rival organization, has been
in charge of the Strand theatre,
completed scenes for " Cameron of the placed
Kingston. As a result of this appointRoyal
Mounted
"
a
few
weeks
ago.
Miss
ment, considerable interest attaches toStirling went to Vancouver from Los the strong
competition
public favor
Angeles to search for locations for a between
two local forhouses.
Both
forthcoming release to be placed on the theatres arethemaking
a specialty of music^
market by the Republic Film Corpora- in addition to featuring special film protion through Select. After surveying loductions, each house having an orchestra
cations in British Columbia, Miss Stir- of nine pieces.
ling
proceeded
to
Banff
where
the
needed
scenes will proably be shot.
Mr. Harold Hitchison, formerly with
Louis Jacobs of New York, special the Regent and Strand theatres, Toronto, which are also under the direcrepresentative of the Universal Film
tion of the Famous-Players Canadiati
Company, has covered practically the Corporation,
has been made manager of
whole of Canada during the past four the
Ottawa Strand. It is understood^
or five weeks, having called on the however,
Mr. Pomeroy will return
branches of the Canadian Universal in to Ottawathat
within a few months to be
each of minionthefrom Halifax
six key tocities
of the Domanager of the new Capital theatre
Vancouver.
He the
also paid
visits to cities
a number
exhibi-to which the corporation is building there.
tors in prominent
from ofCoast
Coast. Mr. Jacobs announced that he
found business generally very good with
OKLAHOMA
both exchanges and exhibitors.
Another strong appeal for support on
CITY
the part of Canadians for British moving
pictures was made at Toronto on Januaryronto,
20 byNational
Miss
Joan Arnoldi
of ToThe Southern Enterprises announces
President
of the Imperial
following important changes in the
Order of the Daughters of the Empire, the
personnel
of itsTexas
film : exchange departin an address before the Ontario Chapter
ment at Dallas,
of the organization.
Jack
Corbett,
former
branch manager,
Miss Arnoldi declared that 96 per cent
has gone toParamount
the districtactivities
manager's
chair
of the films shown in the Dominion last governing
in Dallas
year were of American origin and four and Oklahoma City. He will make
his
per cent had been imported from Great headquarters at Dallas. This will enBritain. She admired the Americans for
able L. L. Dent to divide his attention
the progress that they had made with with First National, Realart and the inmoving
pictures,
she national
said, andpropaganda
the films
vestigations ofvarious other propositions.
had
become
effective
in the teaching of ideals.
Tom H. Bailey has been transferred
to Oklahoma City where he takes charge
The Good Films Association of Win- of the Paramount office.
nipeg, Manitoba, has apparently been on
the job, judging by a recent report of the
O. L. Wilkes of Oklahoma City is
organization in which various moving transferred
to the Dallas, Texas, office
picture features are endorsed as being as
office manager.
worthy
productions.
Fourteen
features
are recommended, these being pictures
L. E. Harrington is the new execuwhich are being presented in Winnipeg
tivemerly
withwiththetheEnterprises.
was fortheatres or are booked for presentation
Fox office atHeDallas.
in the near
future.
Pictures
are
recommended to the general public on the basis
The new Vitagraph home in Okalhoma
of general desirability and no reference City is completed at a cost of $25,000.
is made, in the published announcement, It was built as an addition to a building
to any picture not endorsed nor is any which houses several film exchanges and
located on South Hudson street outside
picturepose ofcondemned
as " unfit."
The theapur- of
the fire limit district.
the
association
is
to
guide
tre-goers with regard to support for what
are considered substantial and worth- which
TuckerhaveBrothers'
Road Picture
Shows,
exploited
successfully
while pictures. Incidentally, the Winni- in Oklahoma been
and
Arkansas
for
the
peg association is classed as a prospec- several months, will be circuited past
into
branch of the proposed Dominion- Texas and traverse these entire three
wide tive
organization.
states. Their road plan is somewhat of
The Good
Films Association
was ago
or- a new idea. It has been worked out oo
ganized in Winnipeg
several months
a single-picture basis before, but so far
and it comprises a numer of prominent as known, never on such a large scale
local people who are not generally re- as what might be termed a road show
Dates and
will be
bookedconsecutively.
for a numsense. garded as " moral uplifters " in the usual circuit.
ber of weeks
played
Booking
agents
will
go
ahead
the trail and the circuit standsand forblaze
an
The
Empress
theatre,
a
well-known
moving picture theatre of Prince Albert, indefinite period. A new show follows
along each week piloted by a road show
Sask.,
was
destroyed
by
fire
in
the
early
morning hours of Thursday, January 20, manager. All shows are played on a
from an unknown cause. The loss is
; advertising
pubestimated at $90,000. Insurance to the percentage
licity aids arebasisfurnished
by the and
company.
amount of $45,000 was carried.
The new shows now starting over the
states are " The Unfortunate Sex," "The
George Ganetakos, general manager of Woman
Above Children."
Approach " Sixanddifferent
" The
Without
the Independent Amusement, Limited, House
Montreal, operating the Strand, Regent circuits will be operated by February 1.
and Moulin Rouge theatres, was one of Upwards of 15 shows are now en tour.
the speakers at the charter meeting of
a new theatre
the Kingston, Ontario, Kiwanis Club on to H.be Silverberg
built at announces
Houston. Texas,
in the
Saturdayetakosevening,
January
22. Mr. Gan- near future.
was one of
the representatives
of the Montreal Kiwanis Club at the
Mrs. Alice Wooton, proprietor of the
big
gatheringIdeals."
and spoke onthe therequest
" Value Imp theatre at Benton, Ark., has leased
of
the Kiwanis
chairman of the At
meeting, he gaveof the Palace theatre at that place.
alanguage.
portion of his address in the Greek
Corporation charter of the Dixie Film
Company of Oklahoma City, Okla., hat
granted to B. H. Anderson, W. H.
Following the opening of a brand new been
and Walter Benson, all of
Allen theatre in Kingston, Ontario, in Hollman
January, Mr. Harry Pomeroy of Ottawa, Oklahoma City; capital stock is $5,000.
a prominent theatre manager of the
The new movie theatre on West Main
Famous-Players Canadian Corporation, street,
Oklahoma City, now generally
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Ttnown
as the
Cooper theatre, has been
named the
Criterion.
C. C. McCollister, one of the leading
and most popular managers in the Southhas been
appointed general managerwest,of the
Criterion.
It is expected that the New Criterion,
which cost nearly one million dollars,
an(# conceded to be the finest moving
picture house in the entire West, will be
opened for business within the next two
months.
C. S. (Sharmon) Timlin, has purchased
the Princess motion picture theatre at
Dublin, Texas.
The Crystal theatre at Gonzales,
Texas, was burglarized last week, and a
small amount of money taken. As usual,
-there
thieves.is no clew to the identity of the
L. B. Mace of the Universal Film Co.,
of Oklahoma City, has leased the Lyric
theatre at Watonga, Okla.
R. H. Clemmons, manager of the Palace theatre at Marshall, Texas, gave an
informal dinner last week to his employes
and a few persona! friends.
The Royal theatre was opened at Fayetteville. Ark., last week. The Royal
will show all picture at a uniform price,
ten and twenty cents the year around.
Mr. Budd, the manager, stated.
PITTSBURGH
The Family theatre, Fifth avenue,
Pittsburgh, has been turned over to Mr.
Opachersky, who also owns the Capitol
theatre, Wylie avenue. ' This theatre has
been regarded as a failure since its openmg about six years ago, so all eyes are
turned
to the
man that made good at
the
Capitol
theatre.
AH records for any motion picture in
this town are being broken by " Way
Down East " at the Sam S. Shubert theatre. It is reported that the management
intends to hold this attraction over for
a twenty-week showing.
The Penn Film Co., of which Matthew
Tepltts IS the manager, have purchased
the entire output of the Aywon Film
Corporation of New York city, which
includes the Harry Carey series,
Mary
Pickfords. Success Westerns, Helen
Holmes series and the following featuresWoman of Mystery," " When Dr.
Quackel
Did Hide " and " The Evolution of Man."

Bill Harkins is now the owner and
manager of the Old Reliable
theatre
Millvale. Harkins was until recentlyin
manager
of the Temple theatre, down
town.
The Western Penna Amusement Company now controls the following theatres: Regent and Grand theatres.
er talis; Grant theatre. Mill vale,Beavand
Main theatre, Sharpsburg; also the Avenue theatre. Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh.
The New Braddock theatre of Braddock
about Feb. 15,
li^oi
, t°are °Pen
;u
XOakland
f,"eatres
contemplated
in
the
sectionalso
of Pittsburgh and
in York, Pa. Mr, Hyman Goldberg is
the general manager of this chain.
Harris Silverb
formerly with Fox,
has been added erg,
the sales force
of the
Goldwyn local tooffice,
with Messrs.
Schulgold, Goldstein andso Cohen
it will
give Manager Nate Barach a quartet
etticient film peddlers to be equaled byof
none.

Phil Messina, formerly of
is
now manager of the GrandSharon
Corry, Pa. Joe Shamburg, the theatre,
owner, has decided to retire for a formed
It may possibly be for a trip towhile
muda or Cuba, but not very probably.BerThe Rowland
Interests have
purchased a site& forClark
a new
in
East Liberty, at 5804-10 Penntheatre
pteween Beatty and Euclid avenuesavenue,
The
lot IS 60x200 and was bought for $85,000.
Ihey have also purchased
for a
theatre in McKeesport from athesitePeoples
Savings
&
-Trust
Co.
This
lot
is 60x136
and was sold for $152,300. The
date when building operations areexactto
begin IS not available, but it will be very
likely as soon as building material will
permit.
The Steel City Amuseme
Co. have
purchased a site for a new nt
theatre to be
lot is
This
avenue.
Centre
LJ^"
en
60x266 and was bought for $28,000.
Building
operation
s
will
begin
as
soon
as possible.

Motion

Picture

News

to Buffalo from the Pittsburg o£fice. He
Jamessome T.
has theatre
completed
a handis a former exhibitor, having operated
motionLadd
picture
at Cheraw,
the Langan theatre in Syracuse several S. C., and the house played to splendid
years ago. Mr. Langan will represent audiences during the opening week. Otis
the company in the Syracuse district. Ladd is manager of the theatre. The
All prints and records have arrived at theatre is considered one of the handsomest in the state, being of finest qualthe Buffalo office from the Albany exchange, which has been discontinued.
ity brick, with white trimmings. The
theatre seats five hundred people comPORTLAND,
fortably and has dressing rooms, steam
Homer Howard is now acting as special representative for Universal in the heat, rear exits and offices in the secORE.
Buffalo and Albany districts. A. S.
tions not needed for theatre purposes.
Rose of New York has joined the local More than $40,000 was expended in the
Universal office and will assist J. Kauf- construction of the theatre.
man in the Syracuse district.
Oregon composers will be featured in
a series of Sunday concerts at the MaCity Federation
Women's toClubs
Charleston,
S. C, hasof appealed
the
Hugh
Rennie, First National manager of The
jestic theatre, according to Cecil Teague,
Film
Managers'
Association
for
master organist of the Majestic, in an- in Buffalo, reports that the Fillmore, Pal- Exchange
cleaner
pictures.
A
circular
containing
ace and' Sj'lvia theatres have signed up constructive criticism has been sent to
Sunday. nouncing his programme for a recent for the
franchise. Mr. Rennie also anthe association in which is pointed out
that Shea's
" Egyptian
Impressions,"
by Crist,
Bain- booked " nounces
Passion
" and Hippodrome
that Harold has
B. the theory that the popularity of motion
bridge
Crist, son
of Mrs. Maley
is threatened at the present time
herself an acomplished musician of Port- Franklin is planning an elaborate pres- pictures
by theexhibited
suggestiveness
of ofsome
of the
entation of this production. In Syra- films
land, were played by Teague. These
in the city
Charleston
cuse
Edgar
Weill
of
the
Strand
is
put" Impressions " are said to be of a vivid
recently.
It
is
said
that
the
federation
ting
on
a
big
exploitation
campaign
on
oriental nature and are growing in pop- this subject.
has the support of motion picture exhibiularity throughout the country. Two
tors of the city and that the appeal of
songs of the waltz-ballad type; "Song
Stanley
Hand,
who
represents
the
Hodof My Dreams " and " Come Back and kinson company in western New York the federation was made upon the advice
of
Albert
Sottile,Company
presidentof ofCharleston.
the PasDrive
the
Clouds
Away
"
written
by
time Amusement
Mrs. Virginia Nash and Miss Catherine and who has his office in the Pathe
Bernard, respectively, were also included building, screened " Pagan Love " for
local exhibitors and guests Friday evenWith an enlarged and remodeled buildin the programme.
January 21 andMr.the Hand
pictureis received
ing the Bijou theatre reopened at Spara
fineing,reception.
putting
tanburg, S. C, on January 24th after
F.
W.
Teufel,
manager
of
the
People's
is designing a new front for his house. all his efforts on signing up first-run having been closed for several months.
in the key cities of the territory The theatre will be operated by Southern
He plans to spring it on the coming houses
100 per cent for the entire year. The
Inc., and thousands of dolbooking, " Money Changers."
company is set for the coming twelve Enterprises,
lars has been spent in converting the
The People's
lobby
has
always
premonths,
productions have been decided building into a modem motion picture
sented a curious problem to theatre
house. New dressing rooms have been
managers as the house is located between upon until January 1, 1922.
installed and a new steam heating system
Washington street, one of the principal
John Sitterly, manager of the Dooley has been inaugurated. The building has
traffic arteries of the citj', and a section exchange,
that all office records been lengthened by forty feet and the
of Alder street which is unusually quiet. are being reports
by the new series of
There has been a tendency to concen- Neal Hart broken
capacity of the theatre appreciproductions, which have been seating
ably enlarged. The stage has been moved
trate lobby displays on the Washington placed in most
of the key cities.
street side of the house which some persome
thirty
farther
entrance. Newfeet
scenery
and from
more the
modern
sons have thought interfered with the
balance of the lobby as a whole. ManFred M. Zimmerman celebrated "Nu- lighting effects have been installed under
ager Teufel believes the influence of a Art Week " January 24 to 29 by putting the supervision of Manager C. L. Henry.
" Mid-Channel," the Clara Kimball The Rex, the Strand, the Rialto and the
well constructed lobby so important in Young
production, in first run houses in Bijou all are playing to crowded houses
getting persons who come near the thea- all
the cities of the territory. Among despite
the business depression.
tre actually into, the house that he is
the houses that presented this subject '
making elaborate alteration plans.
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo
;
Savoy,
The appearance of pussy willows in were
foyer floral displays has started the minds Syracuse ; Avon, Utica and Cataract.
CLEVELAND
Falls. " Hush," the new Young
of Portland theatre managers on the sub- Niagara
ject of new spring uniforms. The Peo- release, has been booked by Managing
ples theatre ushers are the first to ac- Director Harold B. Franklin for Shea's
P. Ochs has resigned from
tually blossom out in new garb but the Hippodrome. The Prizma subjects are theEugene
sales force of the Cleveland office of
management of the Star theatre has an- newest
going
like
wildfire,
"
On
the
Trek,"
the
release
of
this
company,
having
the
W.
W.
Hodkinson Corporation to
nounced a new set of uniforms for next
week.
become assistant manager to S. Barrett
been
signed
to
accompany
"
Kismet,"
for
ain two-week
the inNewLosAmbassador
Rochester.run at the Loew Star theatre McCormick
tre about to atopen
Angeles. theaC. A. Taylor has resigned as general
" Behold
Wife,"hardParamount
NORTHERN
manager of the Gardiner exchange in
set a My
standard
to beat fealast
Buffalo and has opened an office at 729 week ture,
in East Liverpool, Ohio, when it
Seventh avenue, New York, where he is broke the record of the Diamond theare
NEW
YORK
handling "Ireland in Revolt," for Greater for any individual day, as well as for the
New York, New England and New Jer- whole week's run. " Behold My Wife "
J. S. Parmelee,
formerlyof with
Nu- was booked for a three days' engageRalph Moseley has been appointed floor Art insey. Buffalo,
is in charge
the New
ment at the Diamond theatre. But busimanager at Shea's Hippodrome by Har- York office. E, F. Callahan is in charge
ness was still going so well at the end
B. Franklin.
is Mr. business.
Moseley's of the New England office in Piedmont of the third day that Manager H. Goldfirst oldventure
in the This
theatrical
street, Boston. The picture has been
stein held it over for full seven days.
the Broadway
M. Goldstein
did some neat advertising in
Paul Tobias, manager of the Tioga placed
Cohan attheatres
in New and
YorkGeorge
and the
connection
with the run. Beside going
theatre, Owego, N. Y., has gone to the Bowdoin Square theatre. Boston. Fred in for extensive
and large newspaper ads.
mountains for his health. It is under- Lantry
and
Joe
Lee,
both
formerly
with
he
preceded
opening of the picture
stood that the Comerford interests of Paramount, have been engaged by Mr. with a series the
of
teaser ads. These teaser
Scranton, Pa., are dickering for the Taylor as salesmen.
house.
ads. were extracts from titles and subtitles of the picture. They were spicy
enough to excite interest, and stopped
Elmer C. Winegar, manager of the
SOUTH
short
just
where the interest was keenest.
Central Park and Premier theatres, who
is official camera man for the Buffalo
H. landE.exchange
Elder,for manager
of the Lasky
CleveCAROLINA
Shrine, got some excellent views of the
Famous Players
big ball in Elmwood Music hall. Special
suffered an injured arm last week, as the
lights were installed for the purpose.
The Anderson Enterprises, Inc., of result of a fall on a sliopery pavement.
T. J. Connors, assistant general man- Anderson, S. C, have been chartered
ager of Metro wjll come to Buffalo from with a capital stock of $10,000. The
the home office to take charge of the company will operate motion picture
SAN
DIEGO
local exchange during the absence abroad theatres.
W. A. Bramlett and W. C.
of Henry W. Kahn, branch manager. Cothran, both of Greenville, S. C, are
Mr. Kahn sails from New York aboard the incorporators.
Kent G. Bush, of the Bush theatres, is
a member of the San Diego Club and at
the Ryndam, February 12 for Holland.
L. T. Lester, owner of four motion the weekly luncheon recently he gave a
J. M. MacMeekin, special representa- picture houses at Columbia, S. C, has pre-view of " Red Foam." the Ralph
tive for Realart is in charge of the
appointed regional director of mo- Ince picturization of William H. HamBuffalo office of this company for sev- been tion
picture industries for the European by's story, which appeared a few months
eral weeks during the absence at Mt. relief council.
in the Saturday Evening Post. Mr.
Mr. Lester's four the- ago
Clemens of Harry E. Lotz who has been
Hamby is a resident of this city and
and Manager
Gallagher's Imperial was
forced to take the rest cure. Realart theatreatres at
guesta member
of honor of
at the
Columbia
will
ofiFer
special
the luncheon.
Ad Club. HeA
franchises have been signed by the Win- children's plays on January 29 in order is also
tergarden, Jamestown; Park, Silver to assist in giving publicity to the Euro- theatre party was given by Mr. Hamby
Creek; Oliver, North Tonawanda and the
Monday night at the Superba theatre,
pean children's needs.
Cozy Comer, Buffalo. Mary Miles Minwhere the picture was shown for a week,
ter will soon appear at the Palace in
Exhibition of motion pictures showing at which local writers, many of national
her new Realart vehicle "All Soul's Eve." the life and needs of the Methodist in- reputation, were guests.
stitutions oflearning in North Carolina
Edwin Slocum. formerly house manA. W. GofT, assistant general sale*
feature eight meetings to be held
ager at the California and Dream thenianager of Vitagraph and J. S. Hebrew, will
in14
to
7
February
from
state
that
in
atres,
gone
to Losat Angeles
as asdivision manager, spent the first part of
sistanthas house
manager
the Superba.
completed
clusive.
been
have
Scenes
the week of January 24 at the Buffalo showing college life in every detail, it is
William
Stammler,
formerly
house
office with local manager J. E. Kimberly.
managercated in San
at the
Broadway, is now loWord comes from Toronto that " Bill " Asheville,
at
will
these
"be
shown
and
announced
Francisco.
,
WinstonNew- Salem,
Allen is meeting with great success in Greensboro, -Charlotte
Manager Hill, of the Pickwick,
Bern
Durham, ,Raleigh,
the new Canadian territory.
out on " the
an old-time
n. Prominent North Caro- brought
H. L. Levvy and George A. Langan and Wilmingto
"
sandwich-man
as anstreets
advertising
stunt
in
with
men
those
lina
cooperated
film
have been added to the Robertson-Cole charge of the campaign.
in his publicity for " It Pavs to Adrerexchange sales force. Mr. Langan comes
tise," featuring Bryant Wastibum.
THS WILLIAMS PBINTINQ COUFAXT, NSW TOBK
The All structure
Nations' Arcade
Building,anda
two-story
at Nineteenth
Carson streets, is to be remodelled by its
owner, George Columbus, Jr., into a moving picture theatre at a cost of $86,000.
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Charles

Ray is refreshing in

"The Old Swimmin' Hole;"
You will enjoy it too —
Mr. Ray always pleases.
James Whitcomb Riley's poem
Has been delightfully screenAdapted by Bernard McConville.
Edited by Harry

L. Decker.

Joseph de Grasse's skillful
Direction is commendable.
Robert

Bennett and Clarence

Supervised

de Wilt

technical details.

George Rizard assisted by
Ellsworth H. Rumer, obtained
Artistic photographic results
Of unusual excellence.
Charles Ray
Arthur S. Kane presents
This fine ensemble thru

in
"The Old Swimmin' Hole'

First National with
Rothacker

Prints,

0
by

There are
Come and

reasons-see them.

Founded 1910
Watterson R. Rothacker

FEBRUARY

12,

1921

I

Pictu

re
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Dominates
the Field
i

Ready

Soon

^The capable executives who comprise the membership of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
some time ajio lecjuestcd thai tlic trade puhhcatious
supply an A. B. C. audit.
^ The audit of Motion Picture News circulation has
been
The proofs have been O. K,'d for
officialcompleted.
printing.
^ The figures tell a convincing story; il is natural to
conclude thai ihey will also see a concrete response
in the space-buying policy of A. M. P. A. nuMnbers
during the coming year.
^ An audit speaks louder than words.
The
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when

dustry was still in

mark

OF

POSTER

IN THE

WORLD
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FAMOUS"PrA7ERS-LASKy

Tfie

CORP.

PRESENTS

Inside
99

Qf

d

the

Gup

(gsmopoUtan^roducHon

U^Tp

HE Inside of the Cup " has already beaten " Humoresque "
in attendance. At the Criterion, New
York, it has played to four capacity
houses every day — for four weeks.
The reception given this picture in
New York indicates that it will sweep
the country, as one of the biggest boxoffice attractions ever made.

From

the Noted

By Winston

Novel

Churchill

Personally Directed
By

Albert

Capellani

This is
column
In mats
at your

" W 0^ unto you. Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!
for ye cleanse the outside of the cup, but within
they are full from extortion and excess."

the fourpress ad.
or electros
exchange.
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Motion

JESSE

L. LASKY

PRESENTS

(By arrangement
with Joseph M. Arbuckle
Schenck )
Roscoe
"Fatty"
IN

"Brewster's
Millions"
From
the novel by George Barr McCutcheon
and the play by
Winchell Smith.
Scenario by Walter

Woods.

a play can be such a great success as was "Brewster's Millions"
on the stage, you can be sure it will be
WHEN

greater on the screen.
The

stage production

couldn't

have

Fatty," the world's funniest man, in the
leading comedy role.
The stage production couldn't show you
the hundred hilarious ways that Monte
tried to spend his millions —
it couldn't show you Monte at the age of
two, and five, scenes which in the picture
are

among

the

funniest

things

ever

imagined —
it couldn't show you the spectacular
race track scenes, the shipwreck, the grand
ball where Monte turns the hose on his
guests — the dozens
situations.
The

of other screaming

picture has all these, and

Can you imagine how

more.

funny it is? No!

You've got to see it!

FAMOUS
/*»Mwa*
AOOLPH ZUKOR P^iPLAYERS
JESSE L LASKY -LASKY
^-AT^fl^t CECILCORPORATION
B DE MILLE 0,'rc«^C./..rti' (J^B"=r=^3.,

Directed by Joseph Henabery.

Picture

News

February
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Cdfl

LdcuLfflle

OCIOMDO

Hei'o of Ilomance

biggest scenes in " COLORADO " is the flood
of the
\E
mine. Such things are hard to stage. They rein the
quire real genius in direction — experience in the technical end — unlimited resources in equipment. But Universal
has all of these and has them to a greater extent than any other
0

Diiected by
KELVES EASON,
llie mdii vlio made "PUSIKTLGHT3",
from fke femou-s >$fa<^ sSuocess by

'^e of ilicx&e

concern in the business. That's why you can show, in addition
to Universal's incomparable Jewels, Short Subjects and Serials —
" 52 Good Pictures a Year — and No Worry."
Among these " 52 Good Pictures " you'll often find what is really
a Special. But you'll get that Special at Weekly Feature Rates —
which is somewhat better than booking only Specials at a
Special's special price.

ttiilvietsal

!^»edal

Ai^ciioii^

Motion
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Buffili

o

Picture

N e

the Palace Theatre: "'Outside The Law' going very

JT

big in Buffalo/' says a wire.
**Breaking all records. Turning
away.

them

May

hold

picture

over."

SaltLak

JT

the Kinema Theatre: "*Outside The Law' opened Saturday breaking all previous

records.

First three days' run
$2964.50, beating previous rec-

ord

first

nearly

three

days'

run

by

$400.'

/IT the Superba
"every

Theatre:

Broke

previous

record. First
week's gross showed it did better
than nine dollars a seat. Holding
record-breaking

week."

run

in its fifth

February

12, i g 2 i
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Picture

New.

HE Century Comedies
which we have been running for the past three months
have gone \vay beyond expectations," writes Manager E. C.
Witherby, of the Strand Theatre,
Livingston. Mont. " T am sure
that for REAL
COMEDIES
they haven't an equal. The animals
in these comedies certainly are
wonderfully trained and I would
like to see a five-reeler come out
featuring them.

Released

thru

UNIVERSAL

entury

omedies
with
Harry

Sweet

February
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COME

AVc can not resist the temptatiou oL' persoiKi]l3' itcomiueudiiij,- and eiulorsing- "ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN" as one oL' the greatest pictures of aJl limes
To miss this atiraction means to have oveilookeil lli-L'-j
crea' -i^, sensation. With all the power at our command. wc nrgc you to see "ONCE TO EVEEY WOMAN". The engagement is limited to foui- days from
Monday to Thursday mid so long- as our supply lasts
every lady attending the matinee will receive free of
charge, with our conipliments a copy of "Beu Bolt"' .
r.s sung l>v Dorothy- Phillips in II10 picture of yo..</
dreamf^. "ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN".
/

TIMELY
4

I OPICS

Days

of

Capacity
Business!

The following ad. was used on the fourth day
and helped with the above exploitation
stunt to make this picture a record-breaker :
"We were somewhat undecided
How to word our
Advertisement for to-day
Just then somebody walked in
And told us that while we have
So wonderful an attraction as
"Once to Every Woman"
We don't need to advertise.
So we just want to call
Your attention to the fact that
This wonderful production and
" "Good
Special musical settings will come to a
Positive close to-night
To-morrow it will be historyWe thank !/ou
P.S. — A singer rendered "Ben Bolt,
Bye" and "The Flower Song" as ssuggested
in full detail in the Moving Picture Weekly
of Dec. 11th.
Carl Laemmle presents

Dorothy
Supported

^^^^

Universal-Je>vel

Dnce

Production

to

by MaR^avet

mthe^ieatest

de Luxe

Eveiy

Phillips

mother

Mann

love

AlSn^yoilSDa?^

Story

^

Vomari
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Motion
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Jnkmsti

Picture

o

t

l

iuccfusivc

jpidums

€onstantimto

ihe,

d recedente
unprec
top of
scoops in
big
thirty
ord ofits
1920, International News comes

ON

across again this early in 1921 ^>-ith
a walloping big exclusive. With
. every news service in the field competing. International alone is able
to present, in issue No. 8, pictures
of the once-exiled monarch who
again rules Greece.

But to score

such a big scoop is not imusual —
for International. Big scoops — and
lots of them — are only part of the
service that makes International
News worth more to you — although
you don't have to pay any more.

News

I

February
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Mermaid Comedies are
NEW—nsvi in vigor, new in
wholesome,youthfulappeal.
Just
"THErecall
SIMP" - (Ham)
"APRIL FOOL" - (Ham)
"HIGH andDRY"-( Adams)
"MOONSHINE" - (Ham)

The first Mermaid Comedy,
"A FRESH START", was
an instant box office winner. So were
"DUCK IN" - (Ham)
"NONSENSE" - (Adams)
"DYNAMITE"
- (Ham)

IN "HOLY SMOKE"

JIMMIE ADAMS

IS AT HIS BEST

MERMAID

COMEDIES
Mermaid

One a Month
Comedies are not one star comedies.

Mermaid Comedies are all star comedies — organization comedies — built up on the personalities of
comedians like

Lloyd

LLOYD (Ham) HAMILTON
His genius for making all
sorts and conditions of people
laugh has made his name a
byword to millions.

"Ham"
and

Hamilton

^^immie^^
Adams
It is the versatility of Director JACK WHITE, however, which
has made Mermaid Comedies such a "sure fire" box office success. Though Mermaid Comedies are rough-and-tumble comedies, they are not of the slap-stick variety. They are best defined
as ridiculous situation comedies which never insult the intelligence of an audience with pie throwing or similar childishness.
Director Jack White's unique art is that of being able to bring
out his story by manufacturing comic situations which are
genuinely humorous.
"HOLY SMOKE" is a roaring comedy of thrilling human interest. Good old fashioned melodrama and farce at their best.

"1

Book

"Holy

Smoker^

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
Distributors
E. W. HAMMONS,

President

Today!

INC.

Director JACK WHITE
He has carried screen comedy
direction upward and onward
till it ranks today with the
direction of feature pictures.

BOUULUJIUJLUJLUJLUJLUJLUJLULULUJLUJLUJUUULUJLUJUUJLUJO

"^"

PRO

CHA9. 12ANN
TIO
N

DUC

MEAN

AS

MUCH

TO

UEAD

EXTRACTS FROM
MOVIN(; PICTURE WORLD
"THE SKK\ANT IN THK HOUSF'
AFI I-I,Y
DRAMA ADAPTED
OF SINCERITY
FROM SKII,THK
FAMOLS PLAY
K<'»ie\ve(l liy I.ouis Reeves HarriMHi

'^.ra^t.>'>'',, voice- . ^ entei-t-'^^"

-:^sii:^./^;;^--oip-«^^^ih''*^ rtndit^S-.

u "^j'^nd* ^ sui>-

-S:^^°-itr^o:^^^-^

rwrwcwnrwrwcwnrw^

An intensive idea-phiy. •* The
in the House" — tlie
Servant
author lias heen guilty of no
Itreachiiient : rather he makes an
ai)i>eal lug with meaning in
lerms of the drama. " The
prothe House'" istion
Servantducedinfor screen
presenta
sinby H. O.is Davis, and its
cerity beyond nuestion. The
action is admirably ptn-trayed.
especially that of penetratinu:
the source of corruption. Hirector Hugh Ryan Conway
has displayed a high qualit.\
of skill in evolving such an
amount of artistic appeal. Tlxentire cast is splendidly typed.
The production in general is
big
lime. with significance at this

THE

EXHI5IT0B

A"

THEM

J

NOW

AT
FEDEMED

FIU

o/ AMERICA

WAIGREENE
WALTER

FIO

E.GREENE.
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PRODUCTION

THI9
THE9E

WONDER
REVIEW9

AND

PICTURE

WOULD

REPRINTED

HEBE

ACT
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Goldwyn

America's

induced

authors

cooperate

in

studio

First to conceive
aid of eminent

their

the

on

productions

to

lot

the idea of securing

novelists, Goldwyn

active

has fol-

lowed abig idea to its fullest development

TTTATCH

for Rupert

Hughes'

Dangerous

Curve Ahead,

"
(a deft comedy drama of domestic felicity), Gouverneur Morris' A Tale of Two Worlds (a colorful and
powerful Oriental play by the author of The Penalty), Gertrude Atherton's Don't Neglect
box-office title if there ever was one!)

Your

Wife

(a

^TpHESE
are not adaptations from novels — they are
original stories by the author, produced by a competent
director under the watchful eye of the author. They represent the story ideal that Goldwyn established and is
living up to. This point will be best
sults on your attendance records.

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

illustrated

by re-

CORPORATION

6^

E

Hey,

ar

do

It's the voice of your golden
boyhood days calHng to you
over the years.
The

magic

of it! To

see

yourself a boy again, carefree as a colt, with every
hour

a golden

coin

to be

squandered.
Booth Tarkington's "Edgar
Stories" have won a genuine
place for themselves in the
big heart of the American
public.
Exhibitors

the country

over

call them the biggest, cleanest short reel features ever
made.

Goldwyn

Booth

TarKington^

The

Edgar
They

Keep Getting
Better And Better

Edgar's Feast Day
Edgar's Country Cousin
Edgar's Little Saw
Get-Rich-Quick Edgar
Edgar The Explorer
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar's Sunday Courtship
Edgar Takes The Cake
Edgar's Jonah Day
Edgar's Hamlet
Edgar and Teacher's Pet

Presents

Adventures

and

Emotions of Edgar Pomeroy s
Storie
" The writer is inclined to regard as
among the most significant works of the
year the Edgar comedies from the pen
of Booth Tarkington, produced under
the direction of E. Mason Hopper and
Mason N. Litson, with Johnny Jones as
Edgar. More imagination has entered
into the making of these comedies than
may be discerned in any other production
seen in 1920."
Moving Picture Editor of
the New York Times

FILM

FUN,

A

MONTHLY

Why

FILM

REEL

f UN

OF

LAUGHS

Grown—

Has

It is the unofficial organ of the humor

of the movies.

Film fun

is Film Fun's specialty. No other motion-picture magazine
quite like it.

is

^It gives its readers the news of the movie world, but not because
somebody's press agent said it was news. Most of that stufif goes
in the basket.
FiLM Fux has its own slant.
It prints pictures of screen folks and screen plays, screen stunts
and tricks of the movie trade, but not in a commonplace way.
It does the unexpected.
It specializes, not in long articles signed by Stars {uhich Stars
didn't write), but in "short stuff" written by those who
take their movies too seriously.
It offers a fine course in supplementarv

don't

reading to all who

like

the movies, whether they're in the busines* or in the audience.
Sometimes it makes fun of verv high-salaried, important persons.
More often, it uses them to make fun.
—Frankly, its purpose is to amuse, and more

and more

people.

over 100,000 monthly, are getting their money's worth of amusement out of it. Advertisers find it pays, too. There is real response from readers who buv a magazine because they want it.
LESLIE-JUDGE
225

Fifth

Avenue

CO.,

Publishers

...

-

New

York

// you run a movie theatre,
you know the value of a
laugh. Why not have FiLM
Fun for sale in your lobby?
It's good play publicity,
and better than the cut-anddried kind. Your nearest
wholesale

news

company

will supply you and unsold
copies are returnable.

FILM

FUN

Runs
—

a

Contest

:Cash

for

Prizes

Budding
Monthly: —

Scenario

Writers

Take

Los

or

Anae/es

example

ON

ACCOUNT

The

OF

Cdlifornia

BREAKING

AWAT

FROM

nor the first
held
THE

a

THE
Miller's
and

Directed bi|
Frances Marion

weeks,
two

photo(^raphecl
bij Charles Rosher
and Henrq

over

weeks

k

UNITED

ARTISTS

Love

big

its history
a

second

POLICY
has
week

LIGHT"

Thedtre,

Los Atirfele?, will ^Ilow
run of three
with a second

followed
at

The

saying
Light"

is

picture.

CORPORATION

MARY PICKFORD- CHARLIE CHAPLIN -DOUGLAS FAII^BANKS- DWGRIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

by

d

third

Garrick.,

the voice

the (public

a

WEEK

IS

Cronjader

"One

ONE

LOVE

to be

:k

Theatre.

ITS
in

BUSINESS

ease
elK
^R
st I
FORD'S
C
^^^^weP

Cdlifbrnia

the

time

picture

PICTURE

MMY

Vritten

CAPACITY

run

of

DISTRIBUTED BY

MASTERPIECE
DISTPIBUTINC

FILM
CORP

I30\VEST46'"-*'ST. N.YCITY
660 BI^OADWAY ALBANY. N.Y
3Q7 MAIN ST. BUFfALO. N.Y
12 PIEDNONT ST
BOSTON
207 ScWABASH AVE, CHICAGO
JOSEPH

Be,B

MACK

BLD'G: DETROIT

FILM DISTRIBUTING
CORPOI^ATION

BROADWAY

£; PIONEER

ST CINC.

2169 E. 9"^" ST. CLEVELAND
1333 VINE ST PHILADELPHIA

From

the

THE

famous

IRON

^

novel

STAIK

RITA

A melodrama
life itself.
Depicting^

strangle

in viVfd

as

flashes

the
a^ony
a man's vhich
soul
of the
singleofpassion
moved
him— the love of a
gfi'ii
— and of inthe
committed
its crime
name. he

But
^I'lito
knew,
the
man the
came
knov and
at last
that nothing^ but the gireat
atonement vould wipe out
the stain .

Distributed
PATHE

STOLL

FIL
OF

GEO.

KING,

AM

by

EXCHANGES
Inc.

RPORATION
E R I C A

President.

I3O
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;;^REALART

STAR

FRANCHISE

writes Mr. Pfeiffer of Pfeiffer Brothers

Opera

House,

Kenton, Ohio, in the January 29th issue of the Exhibitors'
Herald.
A

Realart Star Franchise assures you 36 quality

pictures during the year*.
You can't go wrong — sign a Franchise today!

REALART
PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue ....
New York

Picture

News

MACK
^
A

Reseni§

His

Q

SENNETT
I^Qvt

SMALL

Comcclif

'^DrSnta

TOWN

EN
TURPIN
ARIE
REVOST

IDOL

HARLIE
URRAT
HTTLUS
AS^R

I>loLl>rett9Girl3^Q^ousandofem

and

Comedo

.

$13,950

Opening

Week's

Gross

800-Seat

in

/

House

[TELEGRAM]
14fT FDS 56 4 EX NL
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 24-25
F. B. Warren
Associated Producers Inc New York
No question that Small Town Idol is
Mack Sennetts greatest picture stop our
gross business week ending tonight
thirteen thousand nine hundred and
fifty dollars stop this seems unbelievable taking into consideration that
Mission theatre has only eight hundred
eighty seats regards
Harry David
Managing Director Mission Theatre
And

i

f

here are reasons why :

: "A Small
Los Angeles
Lawrence,
Florence
has
Mack Sennett
success.Examiner
is an instant
Town Idol
eliminated entirely the proverbial slapstick and has
evoked pne of the most amusing films of his career."
Guy Price, Los Angeles Evening Herald: "Hardly an
angle of melodramatic art escapes unscathed. Melodrama, farce, polite comedy, comedy-drama, revue,
spertacle and plot are all there. It is Sennett's first
big personal production since 'Mickey.' "
Ed-win Schallert, Los Angeles Times : "Ben Turpin,
valiant knight of careless eyes, corners all laurels.
You have to be hard-hearted indeed not to succumb
to the heroic charms of Ben in 'A Small Town Idol'."
Town
" 'A SmallTheatre.
Los Angeles
May Markson,
Idol'
created much
mirth Record
at the : Mission
can
who
director
Mack Sennett is perhaps the only
make an audience sit through so many reels ot frivolity and make them feel that the picture is too short.
He has accomplished this in 'A Small Town Idol.'"
Sennett's biggest personal
production since
•Mickey'."

MARSHALL
MACK

NEILAN

SENNETT

-

-

MAURICE

ALLAN

DWAN

TOURNEUR
-

Associated
HOME OFFICES.

GEORGE

-

J. PARKER
LOANE

READ

TUCKER

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

JR.
-

-

THOMAS

C GARDNER

Inc

H.I NCE
SULLIVAN
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THE

MAN

SAID:

THE

WOMAN

SAID:

"Do you want to know what I think of your
story?
You have, told me the cruelest story

"I am telling you the truth ! Blair Cornwell!
For God's sake, tell me it is you ! You

that ever disgraced a woman!"

shan't mock

"I am Charles Seaton

"If that is the way you want it, I don't care

Charles Seaton 1"
One

of the greatest punches

Vivid

who you are!"
ever screened

Drama

ofjlfe,

By MAY
All-Star
MACK
MAURICE

cast

featurlag;

SENNETT
TOURNEUR

picture —

from

EDINGTON

House

Peters

NEILAN

- ALLAK

- THOMAS

H.INCE

- CCARDKER

Associated

in a motion

andJs>VQ

- MARSHALL

HOME OFFICES'

me!"

DWAN

and

Florence

- GEORGE
SULLIVAN

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVR, NEW TfOKK CITr

LDANE

TUCKER

-J. PARKER

Inc.

Vidor

READ

JR.

Motion

Picture

SUCCESS

IS

the

result

of

OPTIMISM
J. J. H.

SO

join

the

Optimist

Dramatic

SUN

Directors

-LIGHT

The
WAY

Club

DOWN

and

use

ARCS

D.

EAST

W.

Louis

MAMA'S

THE

MEN
THE

Tod

LAW

TELL

Griffith

J, Gasnier

Victor

AFFAIR

OUTSIDE

OVER

successful

Proofs

KISMET

DEAD

of

NO

TALES

HILL

Fleming

Browning

Tom
Harry

Terriss

Millarde

mJN'^IJGm!
NEW YORK CITY
218 WEST Aa^" STREET
TEL. BRYANT 44&a-6Q
CG. NESBITT
EASTERN SALES MANAGER
LONDON,
PARIS, MILAN,

ARC
COMPOMATION
LOS ANGELES
1735 HIGHLAND AVENUE
jr. JUSTICE HARMERj
TEL HOLLYWOOD STTSrt
PRES — GENERAL MANAGER
FRANK ELLIOTT
WESTERN MANAGER
PRESTON R. BASSETT
SYDNEY, RIO DE JANEIRO, BOMBAST
CHIEF ILLUMINATING ENGINEER

European

Duncan

Headquarters:

Watson

& Co., 62 Berners St., London, Eng.
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PENPIT
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INDEPENDENT
FILMS CHICADO
ASSOCIATION
ASEDCMigN
DISTRIBUTORS

"RECKLESS WIVES"
INDEPENDENT FILMS
ASSOCIATION'S LATEST
Critics Unanimous in Praise

In securing the distribution of
"RECKLESS WIVES" the Independent Films Association feels that it
has acquired a production made to
order for the independent market.
There is one thing certain and that
is that it gives the Independent

JAXE THOMAS
Films Association an opportunity to
demonstrate the meaning of "'exploitation hither to unapproached."
"RECKLESS WIVES" is unquestionably blessed with one of the
strongest titles ever given a picture.
Beyond all question of doubt, it will
attract the crowds to your box-office.
More important, however, the production will stand up with any, assuring the exhibitor that his public
will be pleased and entertained.
I. F. A. have spread themselves in
the preparation of press books and
exploitation material. Harry Rice,
former director of publicity and exploitation of Universal Film Mfg.
Company, who has many exploitation
successes to his credit, is going to
take personal charge of the exploitation of "RECKLESS WIVES" in the
principal cities of the United States.
INDEPENDENT
CONSUMERS

EXHIBITOR

COMPLAINS
HART'S

FILNS
EDDY
ECKELS'
6tN HbB
RICHARD
ROBERTSON
DIRECTOR • S',
OFfk--.:,EXPUDITATIDN
NEWS

F.XPT.OITATION

ON NEAL

"DANGER

VALLEY"

SECTION

LESLIE AUSTEN AND
JANE THOMAS IN
WIVES"tha
S playing
KLES
fajne,
Broadway
Leslie Ausleii, of "REC
does very
artist,
young
the
Cameron,
George
of
role
work inS his busy time catenng to the
meritorious
irany
■•RECKLES
WIVES"
seeking
his
her
.lane Tliomas likewise adds new laurels tofavor,
already successful career. Her work will he remem-

Ralph W. Crocker, Proprietor, Star Theatre,
Elgin, 111., Pays Main Office Visit
"I wantnouncedtovisitorsee
roars an unanto Eddy
the I. Eckels,"
F. A. offices.
"Mr. Eckels is out of town," he was told, with
a ' ' Will anyone else do ? ' '
"Well, I've got a kick, and I want to talk to
anyone that'll listen to it."
Whereupon, Mr. Ralph W. Crocker was introduced to Independent Films Association's sales
manager, H. E. Belford.
"Frankly," said Mr. Crocker, "I have done a
big business on Neal Hart's 'HELL'S OASIS' and
also on 'SKYFIRE,' but regardless of that I feel
that I lo.st money, due to the fact that there were
many things in both of these pictures that
pleased my patrons so much, that had I known
of ahead of time, I could have cashed in on. Then
along come.s 'DANGER VALLEY,' with the wonderful Death Valley stuff. The action and thrills
all taken in the "hell hole" of America, all in this
picture, and for some reason or other, I didn't
know it until my patrons told me."
Mr. Belford, after assuring himself that after
all, Mr. Crocker was really not disple'ased at the
Hart productions, only over the fact that proper
advertising material had not been supplied him,
presented him with copies of the elaborate press
books gotten out on all Neal Hart productions.
' ' NEVER SAW IT BEFORE. " "The exchange
I do business with has never sent me a copy of
Neal Hart press books. Believe me, had they done
so, I would be several hundred dollars ahead."
"GREAT STUFF!"
"THAT'S THE KIND

OF STUFF

EXHIBI-

TORS WANT!"
"GIVE US MORE HELP IN PUTTING OUR
PICTURES OVER!"
were a few of the things Mr. Crocker said, after
congratulating I. F. A. and departing.

Note to Exchangemen
AMwe exchanges
doing deal
business
with thepreparing
Independent
know
that
go and
to aexploitation
great
of expense
pressFilms
booksAssociation
with unlimited
advertising
material.
Please, please, and again please see that they get into the hands of your
customers. As a matter of fact, see that these press books get into the hands
of every exhibitor. They will not only get you business, but keep it for you.
The above story is absolutely correct, and as near word for word as space
will permit. Help us give EXPLOITATION HITHERTO UNAPPROACHED.
FILMS

ASSOCIATION

BUILDING.

CHICAGO

bered in Rex Beach's
Wind's Malice.
• RECIiLKSS'
WIVES' "The
willNorth
be released
simultathe United
States,campaign
on or about
March LneouslyAnthroughout
extensive
trade paper
is to
be inaugurated at that time. Inquiries are coming
inbig every
day
from
pr.ictically
every
territory.
demand for this production assures I. F. TlieA.
of being able to pbce a simultaneous release date.

COMEDIES
p/VNACLE
//VC
presents
MAX

BERTS
RO
in a series of rip-roaring, 2 reel comedies,
expensively staged,
with beautiful girls
"Why Change
gorgeously
Your^^
(that
is, some gowned
of them).
First Subject

Second
March
"Shimmy
Isle"
Release
Mot
her-inDate
-Law?"

STATE

RIGHTS

YOU

WHO
—

BUYERS

KNOW

REAL

Immediate

Wonderful

PICTURES

Release —

Box

Office

Hit

THE

GRAND

PASSION
Written by Robert McLaughlin
and Charles T. Dazey
Played

FLORENCE
And

You

Notable

by

DIXON

Supporting

Cast

Can't Beat a Combination of the Authors
*«THE HOUSE WITHOUT
CHILDREN"
"IN

Punch,

OLD

Plus

of

KENTUCKY"

Heart-Interest

Will Go Everywhere — No Censorship

Worries

SCHEDULE OF UNITED STATES: Any State Right
Buyer or Independent Exchangeman can own this wonderful boX'
office attraction at a price that will enable him to turn his investment
quickly.
Our idea is to give you something to book the exhibitor at
reasonable rentals and yet strong enough to pile up a gross equal to
the most expensive picture. Posters by Ritchey.

Is a woman loved for beauty of body
or beauty o| soul?
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Exhibitors who have not booked "Movie Chats" can secure
catalogue and complete information by writing direct to us.
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71iW. Twenly-ThirdiSl.

AMERICA
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**BEHIND

THE
DOOR"
"PARTNERS

and "BELOW
THE
SURFACE^'
Far Surpassedl
OF THE
TIDE"
Is a Classic of the Sea.

"r) EHIND

THE

DOOR^'

hit

^ your patrons — and it hit
them hard, — for it was a marvel of dramatic construction.
"T) ELOW

THE

SURFACE"

^ gripped them with its stark
realism and its vivid tragedy
for it was

forceful and

true.

"p\OWN
HOME"andpulsated
^
with interest
tugged
at their very heart-strings
with its sweet human appeal.
And now in
"PARTNERS
of the
^ Irvin V. Willat
has TIDE,"
created
a picture in which he combines every quality that made
his past productions colossally
successful.

IRVIN

Distributed
w.w.eQraaNsoNeCORPCMTION
Sew York
Oty
527 Fifth Awn»c, New
YorkO^I

V. WILLAT

TRADE REVIEW, VARirry
DANIEL
<J
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GOODMAN'S

vaw.r>f^- W'^^

te
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1
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Gail Kane

.stole;;.'
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tr
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THEmrOCRAJ
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ARTHUR S.l^EEVE
THEKItlG OF AUTHORS

OM 1 H G
J. ROBERT PAULINE
PAUL PAHZER
PEGGySHAtlOR
VIOLET MAC MILLAH
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1
KEEPERS
1
Violet
A

WHEREVEB
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MAINE
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'

A

E LEFCOURT,
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EXCHANGE
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EDWARD
JOSE DO"
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WILL

story £y
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A. LOGUE
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Associated

Exhibitors^

Inc,

presents

"What

What
Ask

will women

Women

do ?

Will

Do"

betray, way underneath it all
with almost all of them will

the Sphinx !

Ask your wife, your sister, your
sweetheart !

shine

a sweetness,

a purity, a

charity and a conscience
Holy

and

belongs

that is

to Woman.

They will answer "Anything."
But you know that while some

Of such a woman

women

and

it will grip all those

are

women,

will use their wiles, will

skate on

the thin edge

of de-

pravity, will cheat, and steal and

ASSOCIATED

know

PAT

like women,

women.

EXHIBITORS,

25 West 45th Street, New
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Distributors
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William C. Mclntire, Rose Theatre, Fayetteville,
N. C.
" Pictures that pack the house and please all the
patrons. That's the pleasing result of having a First
National Franchise."— THAT S ANOTHER REASON
WHY
^rell

Big

be

a Franchise

Points

in

Scenes taken all around

everymMm

a

Big

Picture

the world.

Oriental mysticism clashing with western virility.
Theft of the Rajah's diamond.
Battle for life of white man with Hindoo
Dance

of the famous

Nautch

coolies.

girls.

Scenes on a night boat on the Ganges and thousands
of women bathing in the sacred river.
Typical opium

and fan tan dens of India.

Slaying of white man

by Oriental cut throats.

Shooting in western gambling

palace in battle over

girl.
Love — Romance — Adventure
Albert A. Kaufman presents a
Sidney

A.

"NOT

Franklin

production

GUILTY"

Adapted from the story, " Parrot & Company," by Harold McGrath
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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S. Olsen, Pastime Theatre, Delavan, Wis.
" First National
Franchise
THATS
ANOTHER
REASONpictures
WHY are all goodJ
nJiorell

"One

of

be

a Franchise

the

Louis

B.

everywh^

Few

Really

Mayer

presents

The

Super

"The

In

Big

Special

Woman

House

His

With All Star Cast
Bv Irene Reels
Directed

by

John

M.

Stahl

Photographed by Pliny Goodfriend
Art Director, Earl Sibley

A FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

99

Great

February
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Opera House, Greensboro, Ala.
" The combination of Norma Talmadge and First NationalOTHER
Franchise
REASONpictures
WHY cant be beat." — THATS AN-

^Therell

be

Productions

& Fmnchise

of

m^ry_u?h&'&

the

World"
-Washington Post.

Film

Picture

Breaking

Everywhere

Records

Played,

given

Exceptional Praise by Critics

IN CLASS

BY

ITSELF

" Film enthusiasts searching for something new in
drama with a powerful appeal will find it in this picture.
The scenes of tenderness and beauty are finely dealt with.
Unquestionably in a class by itself and one of the best
features of the winter. The dramatic strength and beauty
is masterly." — Minneapolis Daily News.
WORTH

SEEING

TWICE

" No more sweeping or powerful exemplification oi
the divine force of mother love has ever been penned —
and certainly never screened. Developed with consummate skill and directed with rare and touching emotions.
It is worth seeing twice. It registers as more convincing
and moving from the power of its treatment than " The
Miracle Man.'" The production can readily be ranked
with
the fewPost.
great productions of the film world."
JVashingfon
A GREAT

PICTURE

" Well produced — interesting scenes — realistic storm —
a talented child — go to make a great picture." — Minneapolis Journal.
SWEEPING— POWERFUL
" A sweeping and powerful exemplification of the
divine force of mother love." — rMinncapolis Journal.
oms

Motion

TheyVe

Money

If There

Ever

Picture

News

Makers

Were

Any

«

Three

Have

The

Hold

a

Prndiiction^

5

OhiJbig

Already

Other

Two

World

Will as Soon

Grand

Records

as Played

Pictures
.

Pola

Set New

Negri

Season!

with

in " Passion

"

Charles Chaplin in " The Kid "
Written and directed by Charles Chaplin

Dorothy

Phillips in " Man — Woman — Marriage
Allen Holubar's Drama Eternal

R. A. Walsh's

Anita

FIRST

Youll

all

" The

Oath

"

Stewart in " Sowing the Wind
Directed by John M. Stahl
NATIONAL

Have

to

"

"

ATTRACTIONS

Take

Our

(Gold)

Dust

Five powerful reasons why
'There'll be

a Franchise

every

where

'
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The

Root

of

outcry exists today against moWHATEVER
tion pictures — an outcry which always
jumps to the utterly false conclusion of censorship— is due, not to pictures, but to their sensational, suggestive, even salacious advertising.
Pictures are clean. They are ambitiously clean.
No individual today who knows pictures, their
development, their future and whose mind is unbiased can honestly claim otherwise.
But within the past few months a new force has
arisen.
It is the exploitation angle.
It doesn't mean harm but it is harmful. It is a
wild hysterical effort to get the money, without reckoning the cost. It is opportunism personified, blind
selfishness.
In brief, through titles, posters and newspaper
advertising, we are telling the public that pictures are
bad when positively they are not.
We give herewith an editorial from the Indianapolis News. What it says is being ratified editorially
by the most conservative newspapers in the country.
And it reflects the soundest public thought. It is
public sentiment.
"Hurtful

Film Advertising"

" The exhibitors of motion pictures as well as the
producers are to blame for the present movement in
Indiana and elsewhere to regulate the industry.
Everything against which the current agitation protests is set forth and emphasized in the advertising
that the theater owners themselves write or sponsor.
If a picture has in it a suggestive or questionable scene
that scene is twisted from its context and held before
the public in blazing headlines. Films innocuous, or
nearly so, are made to appear sensational and salacious. The cheap sex bait is utilized in the grossest
and most tawdry fashion. Respectable newspapers
can and do regulate to an extent the advertising they
print; they cannot change its spirit. Neither the public nor the film industry has any protection against
the sort of advertising in uncensored newspapers or
shown on billboards. Such " publicity " is often suggestive and hurtful. Fortunately not all of the exhibitors are culpable, and to them these remarks do not
apply, but there are those who are habitual offenders
against good taste and good sense.
The quick, cheap profits earned by such methods
may in the end prove costly. A fundamentally decent

News
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the
Trouble
public will eventually revolt. The turn is already
coming, as the picture interests have reason to know,
and foolishly sensational publicity is hurrying its
progress. The films and the theaters generally need
a cleaning up and if those most directly interested do
not do it themselves the cleansing will be done with
more painful eftect from the outside."
There is nothing more to be said, except that much
of the advertising in question originates right here in
New York.
We put the situation before the National Association, the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, and
each executive in the business.
*
*
*
Where

the Church

Stands

THE
Church is not behind, not in sympathy with,
the Blue Sunday law.
On the contrary the far-sighted clergyman
everywhere realizes that so drastic a law will put back
the Church several centuries.
We are speaking of the Church in a broad way.
But the statement is none the less emphatic and we
appeal to the exhibitor to accept the statement as a
solid fact and to proceed accordingly.
Let him approach his local churches — and it is
always best for him to make the first move — in this
spirit. If he encounters narrowness he must try
patiently to inform where ignorance exists. If he is
still unsuccessful in his efTort to explain that the
Church and the motion picture can and must work
together then he may be sure that public opinion will
back him and not the antagonistic church.
*
*
_*
Tell

WE

the

Public

the

Truth

will make full use of
that exhibitors
thehope
material
ofipered on the following page in

their " direct-to-the-public " censorship campaign. The material has been written, not so much
with the idea of comhating censorship, as with the
hope of educating the public. It is a patent fact that
the lay mind does not really understand censorship.
And it is equally obvious that the quickest and most
direct method of driving home that understanding is
through the screen. We will supply more
texts next week and occasionally thereafter.
WM.

" anti "

A. JOHNSTON.

Motion
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Against
THE real front line trench in the battle
against censorship is the motion picture
theatre itself. The fight would be half
won if the public mind only realized to the
fullest the meaning of censorship.
To the ordinary person censorship merely
means " some sort of control."
This does not sound dangerous to the average
movie fan. It has something of an appeal.
What the public does not realize is that censorship is ■■ prc-publicity dictatorship." This is not
" control " reflecting the public mind. Instead,
it means that before the great body of public
opinion has had an opportunity to see, to judge,
and to express its own views, a small and select
body of censors has said, ."Thou ^fealt Not."
" Control " — as applied to industries — is a
word not distasteful to Am"dricari ears ; " Thou
Shalt Not " is a commandment that fires libertyloving
said. blood. " Verboten " is Prussian. Enough
With a view towards aiding the exhibitor in
even the smallest community to conduct his own
anti-censorship fight, Motion Picture News has
prepared the material on this and the following page. The slide texts offer an opportunity
to reach the public through the most direct
method — the screen. The longer material may
find a place in the theatre's printed program or
the local newspaper.
For Slides
" Movie censorship op"6ns the door to
political graft. And the public — as always
—PAYS THE BILL."
" Do you need a committee to tell you
what pictures you shall see and what YOU
SHALL NOT SEE? That's censorship."
" Ours is a government of free speech
and free press," said the famous Mayor
Gaynor of New York in vetoing a film
censorship bill.
" Rushed by cranks South Carolina's
legislature passed a censorship bill unanimously. Then they investigated. And
then— CENSORSHIP WAS TURNED
DOWN UNANIMOUSLY."
" Aoutpicture
theatre can'tWho
succeed
withYOUR SUPPORT.
would
be
more anxious to please you, the theatre,
dependent on you. or the salaried censor
board grafting on YOU? "
" A picture theatre not run on clean
lines will inevitably fail. YOU — the home
folks right in this audience — will do the
job a blamed sight quicker than any censor
board. How about it?"
Censorship
does not
mean a' control
of "the
film business.
It means
salaried '
board DICTATING what you shall see
and shall not .see. Do vou need DICTATION?"

Picture

News

Censorship

A

Suggestion

How about using every press sheet and
II plan
leaves
office book
as a that
weapon
in athemanufacturer's
fight against
I censorship?
We know that the advertising men and
I publicity staffs would welcome the opporI tunity to roll up their sleeves and provide
I the exhibitors with material for use in
\ slides and programs.
Also snappy sloI gans that could be used as footnotes in
i theatre advertising.
Exhibitors will welcome the material
I and it will add new value to the press
i sheets. What producer takes first place
I on the line?

The Committee then went on to point
out one by one the various ordinances
already on the statute books providing an
effective check on the unscrupulous producer or theatre manager if properly invoked. These same laws, police powers,
and licensing restrictions exist in every
State and community.

j
1|
|
I
j
l
\
motion picture industry and the
\ THEpicture
theatre have no differences of
|
opinion with the clerg)- and with sincere
reformers that cannot be settled by openf hearted,
frank discussion and cooperation.
I
i The industry's battle against censorship is
not a fight against clean pictures; it is a
struggle against red tape, tax burdens that
must be passed on to the public. poHtical
graft, and AUTOCRACY. The millions
" Censorship of movies would be fol- of dollars invested in motion pictures canlowed by censorship of newspapers.
not be made safe — not to mention hopes
That's as sure as fate. For reformers
of profits — without public support. AND
THE PUBLIC WILL NOT SUPPORT
must keep on agitating to hold jobs."
THAT WHICH IS NOT CLEAN. So
" Russia leads the world in SPIES and
this theatre — in common with every
CENSORS. Is America to follow in branch of the industry — expresses a desire
to COOPERATE at all times with any
Russia's footsteps? "
sincere critic.
When did Americans begin to need
nurses and guardians to pick their entertainment for them? That's what movie
censorship means.
Censorship causes so much red-tape,
political graft, and dissatisfaction among
patrons in some sections that a few manufacturers advocate keeping ALL NEW
PICTURES out of such territories.
For Programs
THE late William J. Gaynor, Mayor of
New York, and one of the famous
jurists of the country, when vetoing a proposal for motion picture censorship, declared :" Ours is a government of free
speech and free press. That is the cornerstone of free government."
A few years later an Aldermanic coinmittee in New York, turning down another attempt at censorship, quoted this
declaration and followed with a statement
which rings clear to every American :
" Your Committee believes that the safe
way is to stick to a government of law
and not of inen acting in the capacity of
censors or monitors, or under whatever
other title its autocratic character may be
disguised. The Constitution and the law
should be eflfective weapons in the righteous pursuit of crime, and it will be a
sorry day when they are set aside and we
go back to a resoldering of the fetters in
the shape of censorship."

How

much better whole-hearted teamwork will eventually work out than the
liberty-endangering step of creating a
salaried, politically controlled censor
board, which, mind you, not only tells theatres and producers what the}' shall do
or not do. but which in reality dictates to
the public — to YOU.
In a countr}^ already over-burdened
with taxes, reformers of every breed and
description — most of them well-paid — are
proposing all sorts of new tax-creating
schemes,
from the
regulation
dress in China
to blue
laws of
and infants'
movie
censorship.
Someone has to pay the bills. That
" someone " is always the public — and you
don't dodge ufactured
your
\\'hether
article share.
be a bar
of soapa manor a
inotion picture, if taxes and handicaps are
loaded on it as it passes from factory to
consumer, the latter gentleman is going to
pay the freight.
No industry and no individual objects
to taxes that go towards the support of
legitimate government functions. But no
liberty-loving American relishes the
thought of taxes taking money out of his
pocket to pay salaries to a few politicallyappointed censors and their cohorts of
aides for the purpose of telling him what
he shall see on the screen and what he
shall not see.
The
capable
himself
without

average American thinks he is
of undertaking that responsibility
and for his own family. And
the expense.
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Proposed
Sound

Ohio
Death

Censor
Knell

of

Bill

Would

Pictures

in Canada
of Any Sort; Blue Laws
Depict Crime
Sunday " meetings " in the Allen and FurWHILE the news from South Caro
by Theatres respectively. Moving pictures
hna tells of the death of the proNational
Association
Rehave been featured at these meetings
posed censorship measure in that
which have been held regularly for many
ports Two Victories
state, an account of which is published on
News that the motion picture industry
months. The ruling, according to Mr.
another page of this issue, reports from
had scored two decisive victories was reBevington, is that no meetings on Sundays
Ohio and Canada on Blue Law and strictceived at the National Association of the
are to be tolerated at which films are
Motion Picture Industry this week. The
er censorship activities are of a less cheerscreened.
ful nature. A most drastic measure is now
Tennessee Legislature had voted almost
unanimously
not
to
take
any
action
on
pending in the Ohio legislature, and Winthe Sunday Blue Laws or motion picture
Chicago Organizing for Fight
nipeg, Manitoba, has been given a taste of
censorship. This welcome news was
ce
A series of conferences held in Chicago
feren
t
Blue Laws as a resul of the inter
quickly followed by advices from Columduring
the week closing Jan. 29 resulted
bia, S. C, to the effect that the Senate
by the Lord's Day AlUance with the cusEducational Committee after voting
in every efifort being made to have the
tom of holding picture performances in
unanimously a week ago for censorship
industry present a united front before the
the local theatres on Sundays under relihad reversed its decision and voted unancommittee in an effort to kill off the
gious auspices, and the censor board of
imously against censorship of motion picordinance
which would undoubtedly wreak
tures after a hearing at which Alva
that same province has threatened a more
Lumpkin
represented
the
state
exhibitors
immense damage upon the business in Chidrastic supervision of pictures which deand Jack S. Connolly, of the National
cago and surrounding territory and make
pict hold-up scenes, burglaries, " and other
Association,
had
addressed
the
committhe entering wedge for similar enactment
tee.
forms of crime."
at Springfield for the entire state.
The committee voted to accept the
The seriousness of the situation in Chiplans as approved a year ago by the
The Proposed Ohio Bill
New York State Conference of Mayors,
cago is based upon the fact that especially
Censorship and Blue Sunday appear
which gives to each city or town authororganized church interests are being used,
ity to regulate the theatres and the films
exhibited.
to be about to engulf the motion piceither knowingly or unknowingly, in the
ture industry in Ohio. There can be few
interest of the ordinance which would
motion picture theatres at all in Ohio, if
place in the hands of three persons the
the emergency bill recently introduced in surely is not in conformity with the law.
question whether or not a picture was
This
is
about
the
most
pernicious
bill
the legislature by Mr. Coy passes the that has ever been introduced into the
sacriligious, whether it ridiculed any nahouses and receives the signature of Govtion or its people, and whether it might
Ohio legislature. Its excuse is the crime
ernor Harry L. Davis. The bill, labeled
debauch
pubHc morals.
wave now sweeping over the state. Ohio
House Bill No. 14, if approved, will proMembers of the city council have given
has
had
censorship
for
many
years.
Other
vide for the showing of no pictures in the
assurance that the ordinance will not be
state of Ohio in which there appears a states have not. There is no perceptible
passed at once, and that there is no chance
lessening of crime in Ohio because censormurder, a robbery, a hold-up, a theft or
of
its coming to a vote imtil after the aldership
exists,
than
there
is
in
the
sections
any act made criminal by the laws of Ohio.
manic elections on Feb. 22. The aldermen
This is not all. Failure on the part of a where they never heard of censorship.
The Ohio Screen League is active in do not care to be on record one way or the
censor to condemn a picture which reveals
combating this bill and others of its like other until after the election, because of
a murder, a burglary, a hold-up, a theft or
the influence of the church campaign that
that
are coming to the surface, and hopes
any act made criminal by the laws of Ohio
has been led by T. D. Hurley, chairman of
soon to be in a position to issue an aswill cost Mr. Censor his job. The bill inthe commission which drew up the prosuring
proclamation
to
the
exhibitors
of
troduced byMr. Coy is very explicit as to Ohio.
posed ordinance.
the kind of pictures that are to be shown
Meanwhile warnings have been sounded
on the screen. But it fails to tell what
Blue Law in Winnipeg
in many quarters that as soon as his Chikind of pictures shall be shown. Mr. Mccago case is disposed of the reformers are
A
deputation
representing
the
Lord's
Coy does not tell where plots shall come
Day Alliance waited upon Hon. Edward
going to move on Springfield and endeavor
from, where everything is good and there
Brown, Provincial Treasurer of Manitoba,
to get state legislation there almost if not
is no evil. Mr. McCoy also fails to tell what
on January 21, to protest against the Sunquite as drastic as that they are demandhe wants done with the great literary
day concerts. This was followed by an
ing in Chicago.
monuments of the ages, in which there
announcement by T. A. D. Bevington, ProClergy Join in Fight
appear descriptions of murders, burglavincial' censor, that Sunday shows had
ries, hold-ups, thefts and acts that do not
been prohibited by Mr. Brown. In turn,
Many
of the prominent clergymen of the
accord with the laws of the state.
Hon. T. C. Norris, Premier of Manitoba,
country, especially those of the Episcopal
House Bill No. 14 deals a death blow
denied that an Order-in-Council had been
Church, are soundly opposed to any atto melodrama. There can be no more pic- passed by the Provincial Governmen,t to
tempt at Blue Sunday legislation, according to reports which have reached the
ture like " Daddy Long Legs " because it restrict or prohibit Sunday amusements.
home offices of Associated First National
is illegal to show mistreatment of children.
Nevertheless, the Sunday film shows were
not
held
on
January
23
because
exhibitors
Pictures, Inc., from franchise holders in
" Dinty " and its successors will have to were notified that their theatre licenses
be relegated to the rubbish heap, because
various parts of the country. Two notable
would be cancelled if the performances
expressions of opinion were made at the
the law will not permit a man to tie a wowere held.
man to a table while an axe swings danNinety-third Annual Council of the EpisThe people of Wininpeg have seen an
copal Diocese of Kentucky recently in sesgerously near her throat. Even " The Mision at Louisville.
unusual development in a protest to the
racle Man " would have to be withdrawn,
Provincial Treasurer by two clergymen
The Rt. Rev. Charles E. W oodcock,
because gambling scenes are shown. According to House Bill No. 14 educational
against the Sunday closing order. These
Bishop of the Diocese, declared that he
clergymen are Rev. George Salton and
films dealing with biblical subjects could
would join a revolution against such laws
(Continued on page 1295)
not be shown in Ohio. The crucifixion
Rev. William Hay who have been holding
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Censorship

Defeated

Unanimous

SOUTH CAROLINA has fired the
first successful broadside into the
camp of those who seek to muzzle the
freedom of the screen by drastic state censorship. By an unanimous vote the Senate Committee on Education of the South
Carolina Legislature reported unfavorably
on the bill introduced by Senator Rogers
of Spartanburg, vv^hich provided for the
creation of a board of motion picture censors in the state. This action, which kills
the measure, was taken four days after the
same committee had reported favorably
upon the bill.
Only the prompt action of exhibitors
and exchange managers in conjunction
with representatives of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
prevented the Rogers bill from being
brought up in the State Senate, it is said.
They asked for a rehearing at which the
arguments against state censorship proved
so convincing that the committee reversed
its previous action and voted to draft a
bill to amend the Penal Code and have

Blue

Law

each town and city in the state punish any
exhibitor who shows an objectionable film.
The committee was unanimous in the
opinion that a censorship board for the
state was impractical, but was also practically unanimous in the opinion that some
steps should be taken to prevent the exhibition of such films that lend a degrading influence especially for the younger
folk.
Sentiment expressed by members of the
committee and by the motion picture representatives was to have a law enacted that
would subject to fine or imprisonment any
theatre manager showing an indecent, immoral or cruel film. The committee may
also incorporate a license provision
whereby the license of any theatre may
be revoked at any time upon sufficient
evidence that the motion picture house
has exhibited a picture of an immoral, indecent or cruel nature. A sub-committee was appointed, composed of Senators
Hart, McColl and Rogers.
The committee held an open hearing

Film

BELLEAU WOODS and the Argonne
will have nothing on Wisconsin
when the film men of that state start
their organized warfare against censorship, Sunday closing and other fanatic
legislation, according to reports from that
state.
The press has been flooded with propaganda and publicity matter of the Wisconsin blue law advocates, but outside of an
occasional editorial or two sponsored by
up-to-date editors there has been little
come-back on the part of the film men.
In Milwaukee a committee composed of
Rev. David James Burrell, Reformed
Church ; Rev. Parks Cadman, D.D., Congregational Church ; Rev. Canon Wm.
Sheafe, D.D., LL.D., Episcopal Church ;
Rev. Charles L. Goddell, Methodist
Church ; Rev. J. B. Remensnyder, D.D.,
Lutheran Church, and Rev. Robert Watson, D.D., Presbyterian Church, has been
directing a state-wide campaign for Sunday closing. This committee charges that
the motion picture interests have a large
financial profit at stake and are, therefore,
doing everything in their power to break
down the Christian Sabbath. They claim
that the film men are subsidizing billboards and that the columns of the daily
press are reeking with misinformation and
misinterpretation in regard to the question.
While in the larger cities, including Milwaukee, little progress has been made in
favor of Sunday closing, the blue faction
has succeeded in swinging public senti-

South

Opinion of Committee Kills
ure; Picture Men at Hearing

Offensive
Three

in

Starts

Organizations

Unite

Picture

News

Carolina

Meas-

for nearly two hours, listening to representatives of the producers, distributors
and exhibitors and to members of the
^•committee. Alva M. Lumpkin, representing motion picture theatre owners,
and others, speaking for the picture interests went into a frank discussion of the
censorship idea.
Jack S. Connolly, representing the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, spoke in behalf of the producers. He outlined just what other
states were doing towards regulating the
motion picture business and suggested
that the penal code of the state be
amended so as to prohibit the showing of
any objectionable picture. Mr. Connolly
submitted the recommendations of the
New York State Conference of Mayors.
Among the motion picture men who
participated in the debate were Fred
Kent, of the Southern Enterprises, Inc. ;
Gerald Gallagher, manager of the Imperial theatre ; L. T. Lester, George G.
Warner, and O. P. O'Dowd.
in

Wisconsin

as Reform

Propaganda
Floods Press
ment in an alarming number of smaller
communities.
On top of all this agitation reports are
received almost daily concerning various
freak laws that are being enacted in local
communities. In Superior, Wisconsin, the
Douglas County Women's Council has petitioned the city commissioners to abolish
serial motion pictures and to enforce the
curfew ordinance. According to Commissioner A. D. S. Gillett, the recommendationceive
of thefavorable
women's
action.organization will reIn Madison, the state capital, the corridors of the state building are thronged
daily with persons trjdng to shackle the
motion picture industry. Laws governing
every phase of the film business are being
prepared for presentation, some of them
even as riders on apparently innocent legislation.
Realizing that concerted action is absolutely necessary if the censorship and blue
law jingoes are to be eradicated, the three
most prominent film organizations in the
badgei- state have joined hands. A joint
committee representing the Screen Club of
Milwaukee, composed of Milwaukee's
large down-town exhibitors, together with
the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association,
which includes the Milwaukee outskirt
houses and about 150 state theatres, and
the F. I. L. M. Club, has been selected
under the chairmanship of Louis Nahin of
Milwaukee.
Many of the exhibitors and exchange

men feel confident that if the people of
W'isconsin understand the full import of
the blue laws public sentiment will prevent the enforcement of the existing drastic laws and may even result in their repeal. While these exhibitors believe that
it is important to keep an eye on the legislature, they think it is more important to
mold public
opinion
by facts
the truthful
entation of the
actual
in the prescase.
These same film men are in favor of placing paid advertisements in as many newspapers throughout the state as will completely cover the territory.
Many Wisconsin citizens who have interests inthe motion picture industry have
made contributions for the waging of the
fight. The Milwaukee Exhibitors' Club
on January 29 staged a movie ball in the
Milwaukee Auditorium. The proceeds of
the ball are to be used in the blue law
offensive, according to those in charge.
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R bill to provide censorship
ANOTHE
of films exhibited in Indiana was
submitted to the state legislature at
Indianapolis last week when Senator Alfred G. Hogston of Marion introduced a
measure for the establishment of a censorship board. The exhibitors were already
s drastic
confronted with Senator Steele'
measure for the establishment of a state
moving picture commission.
The state exhibitors showed increased
activity when the senate revealed, in a
measure, the way it feels about " blue
laws " by coming within one vote of passing a law which would make vmlawful the
holding of any athletic or sporting event
to which admission is charged on Memorial Day. This bill was aimed at the annual 500-mile sweepstakes race at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, which attracts more than 100,000 people from all
over the globe on Memorial Day. The
Motor Speedway is owned and backed by
some powerful interests and there was
considerable surprise expressed when the
senate came near passing the measure,
known as the " Blue Memorial Day " bill.
The two censorship bills are in committee. They will not be printed and given
out for general circulation until one or
both of them are reported out of committee. Hence few of the exhibitors know
what the full provisions of the bill are.
The correspondent of Motion Picture
News is enabled exclusively to present an
analysis of both measures taken directly
from the original drafts.
Both bills are drastic enough to cause
all film people and friends of the industry,
as well as many patrons of the screen who
stop to think in any but a superficial way
upon the subject, to object to their passage. The Hogston measure is a stiff one
hut it is not half so full of " teeth " as the
Steele measure. The Hogston bill is not
considered as having much chance of coming to a vote, but the Steele bill is likely
to pop out into the open for a real fight on
the floors of both houses.

ited and displayed in the State of Indiana.
Such films shall be submitted to the said
board before they shall be delivered to
the exhibitor. The said board shall charge
a fee of one dollar ($1.00) for each reel
of film to be censored which does not exceed one thousand (1,000) lineal feet; for
any reel of film exceeding one thousand
(1,000) lineal feet the sum of two dollars
($2.00) shall be charged. All moneys so
received shall be paid each week into the
State Treasury to the credit of the General Revenue Fund."
This section brings the exchange men
into the battle because it would make them
responsible for the payment of the license
fee, since it is provided the film shall be
inspected before delivery to the exhibitor.
" Only
films as
the judgment andsuch
discretion
of are
said inboard
of a

The Hogston bill creates a " board of
censors of motion picture films, which
board shall consist of the Treasurer of the
State, the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction and the Lieutenant-Governor."
The Lieutenant-Governor would serve exofiicio as secretary of the board. Additional salar}^ is provided for the Lieutenant-Governor but not for the other members. The board is given power to employ
necessary assistants and pay its expenses
out of the general fund.
Section three reads : " It shall be the
duty of the said Board of Censors to examine and censor as herein provided, all
motion picture films to be publicly exhib-

moral, educational or amusing and harmle!?s character shall be passed and approved by such board," reads section four.
" They shall be stamped and consecutively
numbered. Before any motion picture film
shall be publicly exhibited, there shall be
projected upon the screen the words,
' Approved by the Indiana Board of Censors,' and the number of the film."
The board is given the right to work in
conjunction with any censor board or
boards of legal status in other states " as
a Censor Congress," and the action of such
Congress in approv'ing or rejecting films
shall be considered as the action of the
board and all films passed, approved.

News

Action

to Publish

Articles

on

European Conditions
departed
whoat has
JOE
range
close
to study
Europe ERG,
for STERNB
motion picture trade conditions
abroad, will write a series of articles for
the Motion Picture News which are expected to be of great value to the American producer and distributor and exhibitor, who will be able to recognize the
relative advantages or disadvantages of
g's in. Mr.
European methods
of
the details
uponSternber
vestigations will bear
European production system, and the
possible bearing of their work on the
American market. This series will be
written
News. especially for the Motion Picture
Mr. Sternberg has been with the World
Film Corporation for four years, most of
which time he had charge of all camera
and laboratory work and edited or aided
in editing 52 five-reel features a year. He
has edited features for William A. Brady,
Famous Players, World Film, Mayflower,
Goldwyn and numerous independent concerns.
He has been associate director and
edited most of Goldwyn's features recently made in the East, and has collaborated with or assisted well-known directors and producers.

in Committee

stamped and numbered by such Congress,
when the fees therefor have been paid to
the Indiana Board, shall be considered approved by such board," says section five,
giving promise of alliance of the Indiana
board with a national censorship later.
The bill provides that censorship shall
begin within ninety days after the act
takes effect. Violation of the law would
be punishable with a fine of from $50 to
$500 and imprisonment in a county jail
or on the Indiana State Farm for not more
than one year.
Persons dissatisfied with the orders of
the censors would be given the right to appeal to either the circuit or superior courts
of Marion County, which is the county in
which Indianapolis is located.
The fact that the Hogston bill gives the
lieutenant governor something to do will
cause its death, state senators say, since
the lieutenant governor does not want the
jobThe
at all.
Steele bill provides that three salaried commissioners to be appointed by
the governor shall compose the State Motion Picture Commission, and adds :
" No person shall be appointed commissioner who, directly or indirectly, has any
pecuniary interest in the exhibition of
moving pictures, or in any film exchange
or corporation, in furnishing or manufacturing of motion picture films or the advertising ofthe same." would hold office
The commissioners
for four years, the chairman receiving
$3,000 and the other members $2,500 annual salaries. Necessary employes, assistants and advi.sors may be named.
Section four provides that the commissioners may engage in activities involving an expense of not exceeding
$50,000 lected
per
year,
" unless the
fees said
colby the
commission
exceed
amount." In other words, film men point
out, the industry must hand over $50,000
or more per year to have itself " judged."
The censorship powers of the commis-sion are described in section five as follows :" That the commission shall license
every film submitted to it and intended for
exhibition in the State of Indiana, unless it
finds that such film is obscene, indecent,
immoral, inhuman, that it depicts a bull
fight, or a prize fight, or is of such character that its exhibition would tend to impair
the health or corrupt the morale of children or adults, or incite to crime. The
Commission may license any film, subject
to such excisions, amplifications or alterations as the Commission may direct and
require to be made upon satisfactory proof
to the Commission that such ordered excisions, amplifications or alterations have
(Continued on page 1294)
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A. BRADY, President
M
WILLIA
of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, has Famous Players-Lasky Restarted upon a tour of great importance to Opens Long Island Studio
the picture interests — a tour which will
the
activities
of produ
thisinweek
resumption
the ction
take him to most of the principal cities east
WITH
Long Island studios of the Faof the Mississippi River and probahly to
mous Players-Lasky Corporaseveral western states. In fact his
tion, Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
in charge of production, announced sevitinerary may carry him all the way to the
nel of the stucoast.
staff.changes in the person
dioeral
President Brady, who has guided the afVictor H Clark has been made genfairs of the National Association for the
eral manager of the studio. Robert T.
Kane, formerly head of the Brunton Film
past five years, will confer during his tour
Company, has been made production
with leading exhibitors, their state organmanager. L. H. Rich, who has been
izations, exchange men and others idenconnected with legitimate stage productified with the picture industry in the key
tion for many years, is Mr. Kane's assistcities, as well as with the legislators in
ant. William Smart has been made stage
manager,
several of the states where legislation afdirector. and Clayton Davis is casting
fecting the industry is pending.
Thomas Geraghty and Gardner HuntOne important object of his trip, according are supervising directors, dividing
ing to a statement from the headquarters
between them the work of supervision of
of National Association of Motion Picture
all productions made in the Eastern studios. Gaillard Thomas, who has been
Industry, is to get in closer touch with the
Mr. Geraghty's assistant, has been made
head of the titling department.
various factors in the picture industr\throughout the country and to establish a
Robert M. Haas remains as the art dimore intimate contact between them and
rector for Paramount pictures made in
the Eastern studios.
the organization which he heads.
" It is Mr. Brady's purpose to awaken,
if possible, in the minds of each picture Joseph Rhodes, president of the sconman he meets a keener sense of respon- sin Exhibitors Association. It is probable that I\Ir. Brady will be asked to go
sibility to the destinies of the motion picture industry as a whole, and to open their to Madison, the state capital, to confer
eyes to the necessity for unity of purpose with the legislative leaders in regard to
and concentrated action in the future de- legislation affecting the film industry.
Two days will be spent by the Associavelopment and growth of the industry,"
tion's leader in the Twin Cities of Minnedeclares the National Association's stateapolis and St. Paul. His itinerary' calls
ment. "In making the trip he has laid
aside his own personal business to devote for his appearance there on Monday and
the next few weeks entirely to the cause Tuesday, February 7th and 8th. Under
of helping the picture industry. Arrange- the direction of Benjamin Friedman,
ments for meetings of exhibitors, exchange president of the Minneapolis Film Board
men and others identified with the picture of Trade and President Steftes of the
industry are being made in several big United Theatrical Protective League,
plans liave been made for several imcities in anticipation of his arrival."
The present itineraiy of President
portant meetings in both cities. His
presence
has also been requested at the
Brady's trip calls for his appearance in
Chicago on Thursday and Friday, Febru- state house in St. Paul on Februar}- 8th
ary 3rd and 4th. He left New York to appear at a meeting on the Minnesota
censorship bill.
on the Twentieth Century, W'ednesday,
After the Twin City stop the itinerary
February 2nd. His headquarters in Chicago will be the Blackstone Hotel. He has not been definitely decided upon. He
will be met there by Martin J. Quigley. will decide later whether he will go direct
publisher of the Exhihitors Herald and to Idaho and Nebraska or will first swing
\\'atterson R. Rothacker, president of the into Missouri and Oklahoma, but he inRothacker Film Mfg. Company, who will
tends visiting each of these four cities.
act as a steering committee during his In the last three named states censorship
stay in that city.
measures are pending and in Sioux City,
Iowa, a drastic local censorship ordinance
From takes
Chicago
schedule
him toPresident
Milwaukee Brady's
where has been started on its way to passage.
In St. Louis. Mr. Brady will confer on
he is to spend Saturday. February 5th.
Arrangements for his reception and for the Missouri censorship bill with S. J.
meetings of the exhibitors, exchange men Baker, president of the St. Louis Film
and others are under the direction of Board of Trade, and Joseph Mogler.
Robert A. Hess, secretary of the F. I. president of the St. Louis Exhibitors
L. M. Association of Milwaukee, and Association.

Association

|
Chief

Sunday closing as well as a censorship
legislation is pending in Oklahoma and
anxious to discuss personally with Mr.
Brady ways and means of successfully
championing the rights of the industry
In Oklahoma City, which will be one of
the centers visited, he will confer withi
Thomas H. Boland, who, by appointmentf
of (iabriel L. Hess, chairman of the Na-E
tional Association's Censorship Committee, is representing the Association inf
combatting the hostile legislation.
Mr ^
Brady has the co-operation of the Oklahoma City Film Board and the Oklahoma
Theatre Managers Association, and it is
proposed to have mass meetings called by*
both these organizations to greet him.
Denver and possibly the coast may be

reached to
before
Association's
president
returns
New the
York
but this will
not be
('ecided until later, .\mong the cities stopped enroute. however, will be Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Columbus. Cleveland
and Pittsburgh. In all these centers therewill be gatherings of men who are vitally
interested in the future and present of thimotion picture industry and who wish to
hear the views of the industrj-'s leader on
the que.stion of the moment.
Preliminary to his start for the middleswest,
Brady
visited
several Mr.
nearby
citieshasfor already
the purpose
ot '

getting into closer and more intimate
touch with the picture men. Together*n
with Gabriel L. Hess and Frederick H. '
Elliott, executive secretary- of the National Association, he visited \\'ashington,
D. C, on January 24th and attended a
conference of exhibitors called by H. M
Crandall.
On January 28th ]\Ir. Brady conferred ni
in Philadelphia with Jules Mastbaum and
his associates. Also at Atlantic City many
exhibitors and others identified with the
industry discussed with him plans for a
unified front in facing the industry's
problems.
Court
of Appeals Rejects
''Babe"
Ruth Petition
A telegram from Albany, N. Y.. advises that the Court of Appeals has denied "
'■ Babe " Ruth permission to be heard in ^
his attempt to prevent the Educational
Films, Inc., from showing pictures of him
in the act of knocking out his famous
home run.
Ruth sought an injunction
against the distributing corporation which
was denied by a New York Supreme Court
Justice and aftinned by the Appellate Division, First Department.
His application I'
to take an appeal to the highest court was
denied
ments. today with costs and disburse-
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Snapshots
By Wm. A. Johnston
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court. William Fox scores again.
Vent over big at Broadhurst showing,
.ots of laughs, sub-titles excellent, clever
atire throughout. Slapstick, fun, thrills,
leautiful scenic effects, big sets, all given
plendid and sustained production. Unique
dcture. Sort of glorified satirical comdy. We predict success in this country.
■. L. Rothapfel. Deserves a lot of
redit — and Goldwyn Company, too — for
ioover night ..t Capitol theatre. From
.lidnight till two in the morning — a
•acked house. Great orchestra led by
iValter Damrosch. Highly successful and
ireditable performance throughout.
|. Stuart Blackton. At dinner, on eve
f his departure for England, with staff
nd family. Will make elaborate produclon. Take six months, maybe longer.
j'Tew treatment, but not to be announced
;s yet. Lady Diana Manners to be starred
Announces Arthur S. Kane in charge of
istribution. To return in October. Made
appy speech. Reminiscences of Pop "
iock. Spoke of friendship for Albert E.
pmith and his
. own continued interest in
aph
r
g
m.
ta
au
i^i y
b
ted o ay
e
st
t s
Star
Ma
tanl
Stanley Theatre " and then " Jules Mastaum " and felt that, after all, the Stan■ty Theatre, which Jules Mastbaum built
'jnd opened, is really a result of the ideas
jnd vision of Stanley Mastbaum, founder
If Stanley Theatres. Theatre is beautiful
jnd a strikmg tribute to motion pictures,
lules Mastbaum an able man and a fine
rellow. Makes a corking speech by the
I ay. Progressive. Handles his responsiiUties easily and well.
[orris Kohn.
Always like to talk
'ith him. Lots of keen, homely philosphy. Smooths out wrinkles of industry
ith a firm but soothing explanation.
Jways the same. Always there.
ir. Royal S. Copeland. Always a
lyal friend of motion pictures. Kept the
leatres open in New York during influiza epidemic. Sane and liberal man with
j rge and keen vision. Now out with stateI lent that a " Blue Sunday " will make
)r Bolshevism.
A leader in the Sunday
[ ights Association headed by Martin
ogel, former Assistant Secretary of the
' reasury. " Our organization," says Dr.
opeland, " is seeking to encourage inter^ \t in the churches and at the same time
irmit the people, when they have conuded Sunday worship, to indulge in any
> gitimate recreation they desire." Right !
nd the churches will say : " Right ! "

Late
News
From
the Coast
THE Gore brothers and Sol Lesser will open their Ambassador theatre on February 5, with " Passion."
S. Barrett McCormack is managing director of the
Ambassador.
At matinees the orchestra will sell for seventy-five cents and
divans for one dollar. In the evening the prices will be one dollar and a dollar and a half. All seats are reserved plus war tax.
D. J. Ghatkins, secretary of Federated Film Exchanges, and Marion Kohn announce that the Federated convention delegates will leave Thursday, February 3,
from Chicago, in two special Pullmans. They will arrive in 'Frisco on Monday and
go to Byron Springs on Tuesday, on a special train, remaining until Friday, February 11. They will then leave for Los Angeles via automobile over the Coast
road, and will arrive Monday, February 14, making their headquarters at the Alexander Hotel, where they will remain three flays. Forty exchange men are expected.
O. L. Sellers has gone to New York to accept the position of production manager for a new company now being formed by Harry Aitkens.
Albert Smith and George Randolph Chester will arrive on the Coast on February 8. Chester is to produce " The Son of Wallingford," a seven-reel Vitagraph
special.
Last Saturday was William Duncan Day at Phoenix, Arizona, when Duncan at
the invitation of Governor Thomas Canipbell, of Arizona, was the guest of the
State. He led the Hoover Fund Parade, and spoke at seven theatres. The admissions, taken in for the Hoover Fund, totalled $10,000.
Gore-Lesser West Coast Theatres, Inc., have acquired the California, Bakersfield, Hippodrome, and Pastime theatres at Bakersfield from the Charles Brogg estate. The deal is said to involve $200,000 and increases the number of theatres under this control to forty.
Allied Amusement
Ass'n
Headed by Schaefer
Important changes in the policy of the
Allied Amusement Association of Chicago are predicted, following the announcement, just made, of the re-election
of Peter J. Schaefer, of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, to the presidency of the organization, to fill the unexpired term of
Maurice A. Choynski.
Choynski recently opened another theatre on the north side, and it is understood that he gave as. his reason for resigning that his business demanded too
much attention to permit him to devotte
the proper time to the association.
It is declared that the election of
Schaefer probably will result in the Theatre Managers' Association and the
Showman's
League realigning themselves
with the association.
Thus strengthened, the association, it
seems certain, will be in much better position to combat such attempted legislation
as
the
Chicago.proposed censorship ordinances in
Al Christie Coming East
Al Christie, comedy film producer, who
has not left Los Angeles for more than
four years, will leave at the end of this
week for a tour which will eventually
land him in New York about a week or
ten days later. Mr. Christie intends making a few stops in the South, at New Orleans and at possibly one or two other
cities, visiting friends before joining his
brother, C. H. Christie, who is now in the
East.
Jacksonville. Messrs. Carter and Klutho here. Representatives of Chamber of
Commerce. Enthusiastic and determined
as ever to make Jacksonville a big producing centre. Have an excellent business slogan : economical production. Will
promote unit studios. Getting away from
big roofs and overhead. Say producer,
in future, must compete along lines of
economy. And they're right !

Independent
Filmsf
Ass*n
Has Griffith
Studios
Eddy Eckels, who recently arrived in
Hollywood from Chicago, to take charge
of all production there of pictures releasing through Independent Films Association, announces that the Association has
taken over the Griffith Studios and that
four producing units already are working
there. Pinnacle Productions, starring
Neal Hart, and Pinnacle Comedies, featuring i\Iax Roberts. Arthur Henry Gooden
Productions, and Tattenham Special Added Attractions, now being united under
one banner for co-operative production.
This is the first time in the film histor>'
that an association of independent producers has been effective, whereby the
units will work on the co-operative plan,
according to Mr. Eckels.
Utica Theatres and Press
in Midst of Controversy
Some of the motion picture theatres in
Utica, N. Y., are at odds with the newspapers of that city, the trouble starting
when the Utica Press published a resume
of conditions in Utica as the result of Sunday movies for one year. It is claimed by
the paper that pictures of the wrong type
have been shown by some of the theatres.
The motion picture propi'ietors retaliated by withdrawing their advertising from
the Press. The Press then published another story, telling why the advertisimf
had been withdrawn, and as a result the
entire city is now watching the controversy. One theatre, it is said, has resumed
its advertising, and has annouced that it
will no longer be open on Sundays.

National

Association Has
New Office in Washington
The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Inc., announces
through its representative, Jack S. Connolly, that its Washington Bureau is now
ital City.at 820 Albee Building, in the Caplocated
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EARLY tionsrep
the film campaign for the Hoover
Relief Fund, conducted during
the week of January 30th and setting aside
Wednesday, January 26th and Saturday,
January 29th as days of special effort in
behalf of the Relief Fund, has proved to
be a great success financially.

Detroit Gives Matinees
The theatres of Detroit, Mich., held
special morning matinees for children on
Saturday, January 29th, to assist in the
film campaign for the Hoover Relief Fund.
The receipts of the performances were
handed over to Hoover committee. A
100% representation of the Detroit motion-picture theatres was effected for the
matinee drive. Advertisements acquainting the public with the matinee performances were carried in all of the Detroit
dailies on Thursday and Friday, January
27th and 28th. Many Michigan theatres
also contributed, while on last Wednesday
night, collections were taken in the audiences after talks by Four Minute men.
Los Angeles Reports
Ten downtown theatres of Los Angeles
have donated their entire receipts taken
in between the hours of ten and twelve
on Wednesday morning, January 26th, to
the Hoover Fund. The total reached mor'^
than twenty-five hundred dollars. The
suburban theatres adopted the same plan
on Saturday morning, January 29th. Receipts have not as yet been fully counted.
A benefit performance has been arranged byFamous Players-Lasky and Sid
Grauman to take place at the Ambassador
Hotel on February 2nd to aid the Hoover
Relief Fund. The Paramount release
"The Inside of the Cup " will be shown.
Lasky stars are scheduled to give acts. A
dancing program is also being arranged.
Seats are being sold at five dollars apiece
and boxes at one hundred dollars.
Shows in Frisco Feb. 3
In connection with plans to raise money
for the starving children of Europe as
asked by Herbert Hoover of the motion
picture industry, the San Francisco exchange men have met with the mayors of
Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley and arranged for the attendance of school children and a large body of citizens on
February 3, which is designated in those
cities as " Relief Day " at special performances inall the theatres. . All of the
San Francisco theatres have lined up for
this program.
Big Quota from Buffalo
Almost $6,000 was collected in the theatres of Buffalo, Thursday night, January
27, for the Hoover fund for starving
children and as much more was realized
at the special matinees given in all the
houses Saturday, January 29. Buffalo film

Reaps

Success

men jumped into the local campaign with
both feet, and the result is one to be proud
of. Michael Shea of the Shea Amusement
company is chairman of the Buffalo committee. Four teams were appointed at a
meeting of the exhibitors and exchangemen to collect the receipts of the special
matinees. Four Minute Men spoke in all
the local houses during the week, and
soliciting was permitted in the lobbies for
this fund only.
Tampa, Fla., Contributes
Four Minute speakers told the audiences
of five of Tampa's, (Fla.) leading theatres, of the awful conditions in Europe,
and asked them to help in the great work.
A collection was then taken up, with the
following results.
The Strand went over the top with a
gross of $114.32. The Victory came in
with $103, and the Bonita added $23.16 to
the fund. All three of these houses are
operated by the Strand Amusement Co.,
Mr. C. D. Cooley, manager.
At the Alcazar, $28.22 was given by
the audience and the Grand added $22.87
to the total. Both of these houses are
operated by the S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
]\Ir. Kane being the local manager.
St. Louis Exhibitors Will Aid
Relief Fund
Members of the St. Louis Film Board
of Trade and managers of several local
picture theatres at a special meeting January 8th, discussed plans for giving benefit
shows January 26 to raise $100,000 to be
given to the fund for child relief in Central
Europe.
The meeting was called following the
receipt of a letter from Herbert Hoover,
director of the nation-wide campaign for
the funds, asking aid from the motion picture theatres. It is expected that all the
St. Louis houses will give benefit performances and all exhibitors within a radius of
150 miles will be asked to turn over the
receipts from their theatres for one day
for the benefit of the starving children.
It was decided to send invitations to all
theatre owners in towns near St. Louis to
attend a meeting to be held here next week
to further discuss plans for the benefit. A
committee on arrangements was appointed, composed of Barney Rosenthal.
Sidney Baker, Barnev Fegon, F. Fox and
G. E. Aker.

Lynch Becomes Director
of Ge orgia Bank
S. A. Lynch, head of the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises, Inc., motion picture theatre
operators, has been elected to the directorate of the Trust Company of Georgia, one
of the largest banking institutions of Atlanta. Mr. Lynch is a resident of Asheville, N. C. but spends much of his time
in the Georgia capital.

to Amend

Picture

N en

OperatonL

License Law in New Yorhf^'
There has just been introduced in t
Assembly at Albany, N. Y., a bill whi'
seeks to amend the general city law rel
tive to licenses to operate moving pictu
apparatus, the bill having for its intrfc^,
ducer Edward J. Flynn, a Xew York la>
yer. The bill contains considerable of i *
terest to motion picture operators, amoi jl
other things, requiring the appointment I '
the Mayor of a city of a board of exa:
iners of not less than three to determi
the fitness of all applicants for an opei
tor's Ucense. This board is to consist
one city employe, one moving picture pr
jectionist
of not
than five
years" c
perience, and
one less
employer
of projectic
ists, the board of examiners to ser
without compensation.
The examination, according to the pr
visions of the bill, will seek to ascert^
the practical knowledge of the operat<
Each applicant will be required to give
practical demonstration of his abihty.
Licenses will continue in force for <
year unless revoked or suspended,
person can procure a Hcense unless 1
shall be of full age. Each application f
a license must be accompanied by an at
davit of a licensed moving picture p:
jectionist to the effect that the applies
has served as an assistant for not less th
six months, the only exception being p^
sons who have had full charge of movi
picture apparatus.
Theatres

in Five

Cities

Affected by Car Strike
A street car strike in Albany. Cohoe
Watervliet, Rensselaer and Troy, startin
last Saturday, over a difference of wage
is raising havoc with the motion pictuilEj
theatres in the five cities, resulting in ar
most perceptible falling off in attendanC'lQ
A jitney service relieved the situatio'W
somewhat, although no doubt hundreds '
regular patrons remained at home rati,
than to pay the 10 and 15 cents be:
charged for the jitneys. Troy was part
ularly hard hit owing to the fact that hv
dreds flock there from Albany each Su:
day night by trolley to attend the motio-\(
picture
closed ontheatres,
Sundav-the Albany houses beir Charlie

Chaplin

Goldwvn

Denies

Rumors

1

^

ms, presidenthasof wired
Unit- •
HiraSm AbraCHAP
CHARLE
ts, that LIN
the recent rumors i
ed Artis
try
that he was
heard in the indus
to become associated with Goldwyn, are
absolutely false. He requested that an
unqualified denial of them be issued.
The facts of the matter are that Mr.
Abrams only returned from the West
Coast where conferences were held between the heads of United Artists and
three of the producing stars, and Mr.
Abrams states that Charlie is hard at
work getting things in readiness for the
producing of his big features for United
Artists.
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flxchange

Managers

Convene

at

and

Exhibitors

Washington

Also
and District Exhibs
j/irginia, Maryland
otn
"\A
CONVENTION of the WashingKane to Act for J. Stuart
"A
ton Exchange Managers' Associa'*
tion and the Motion Picture TheBlackton in America
:re Owners of the States of Virginia and
[aryland and of the District of Columton,
between J.have
BlackestabStuartbeen
lishedONS
AFFILIATI
a was held at Washington, D. C, on
nent
cer,
Arand
produ
promi
the
inuary 26th and 27th at the Hotel
Arthur S. Kane, president of the
ashington.
The convention organized
n.
ratio
res
S.
By
Corpo
thur Kane Pictu
the
exchange
managers
had
for
its
ation,
the Kane
virtue of this new associ
ilOIlorganization, it is announced, will repreDject the meeting of the exchange mansent J. Stuart Blackton on this side of
ners and exhibitors and the discussion of
the Atlantic and will supervise the disroblems in which both divisions were intribution of the Blackton productions in
America.
^rested. While the main convention headuarters was established at the Hotel
The announcement of the Kane-Blackton tie-up was made by Mr. Blackton in
Washington, the Virginia exhibitors conChicago this week. He returned to New
ucted a separate convention at the Hotel
York on Tuesday and sailed for England
larrington on the mornings of January
on Thursday aboard the Aquitania, acJbth and 27th and assembled with the
by his The
family
and the
mem-in
bers of his companied
staff.
Blackton
studio
ther state bodies and exchange-men in
London will be opened shortly after his
. le afternoon sessions at the Hotel Washarrival there, and the production of the
'^igton.
first picture, featuring Lady Diana ManGeorge Fuller, ])resident of the Washners recently engaged by Mr. Blackton
underspring.
contract, will be started early in
icai igton Exchange Managers' Association,
the
resided at the Hotel Washington meetigs. On W'ednesday evening, January
, the members of the convention atended a performance at the Gayety Theviewing the former efforts of the exhibitors in a national way and paying a
tre. On Thursday evening, January 27th,
grand banquet was tendered to the strong tribute to their final success in
isiting exhibitors at the Hotel Washingforming a national exhibitors organization under the leadership of Sydney S.
e on, and at eleven o'clock the members
Cohen.
ssembled at Crandall's Metropolitan Theihoei tre to witness a showing of Charlie
" After Mr. Wells' introductory adinin - haplin's six-reel comedy, " The Kid.''
dress, Mrs. Lodge Stevens who is interThe entertainment committee of the
ested in the question of relief for the
ctar
Near East, was allowed to address the
xchange Managers' Association which
in iiirranged
for the convention consisted of convention briefly, urging upon the exlanci . hairman Abe Dressner, president of the
cooperation in the
work
laltioiVashington Theatre Supply Company,
she washibitors
promoting.
After
shewhich'
was
'\i(krnd local distributor of the Nicholas
through, the matter was referred to the
attie ower Company ; Stanley B. Lust, vicerespective
secretaries of the three organizations.
hein
heinjiresident
of
the
Exchange
Managers'
Asartic
sociationW.
;
A. Mack, S. A. Galanty,
" A resolution to the effect that the conhiin
m^rules Levy, W. L. White and Paul
vention approves of the aims and purSun <^rieger.
In conjunction with the conposes of the Motion Picture Theatre
otioi
tioi|/^ention a special demonstration of the Owners of America and that each of the
lifini
lew 6 B type E Powers Projector was
units represented affiliate with the Mo^iven at the Washington Theatre Stipply
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America
was
passed
unanimously.
I!ompany's offices in the Mather Building
mder the auspices of Edward DeHart,
"
Chairman
Wells then introduced- Mr.
es ;ales-manager
of the Nicholas Power
Sydney
S.
Cohen,
of America.
the MoCompany.
tion Picture Theatre president
Owners of
The following statement issued during
Mr. Cohen said : ' The motion picture
he week from the headquarters of the theatre owners of the coimtry have now
Motion Picture Theatre 0\vners of convinced themselves that organization is
America covers the business of the conthe insurance for the protection of their
investments in this business. We are
tention of exhibitors of Virginia, Maryand and District of Columbia at the Hotel
organized not for profit but for protection. We have for the first time in hisHarrington on January 26th and 27th :
tory of the motion picture a powerful,
" Mr. A. Brylawsky, vice-president of
virile national organization consisting at
he organization of the District of Columlia, was elected temporary chairman and this time of thirty-eight states, none of
which has a representation of less than
mmediately gave way to Mr. Jake Wells
)f Norfolk, Va., who assumed the perma50% and most of which have a represennent chairmanship of the convention.
tation ranging between 75% and 95%.' "
J " Mr. Wells made a brief address re" Outlining the program of the Organ-

Separate Session
ization Mr. Cohen said that they would
first of all address themselves to the effect of abolishing or modifying the $%
film rental tax, the Music Tax and Sunday
Legislation. He gave a report of the
meeting of the Committee of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America on
December 14th in New York with representatives ofthe National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry.

Hold

" Mr. Cohen was followed by Mr.
Julian Brylawsky who launched into a
strong attack on Mr. William A. Brady
and the National Association because of
speeches made by Mr. Brady to the exhibitors of Baltimore and Washington a
few days previous. Mr. Brylawsky said
Mr. Brady is using Bolshevik methods to
disrupt our organization. Evidently, he
and his employers are afraid of us and
are trying to discredit our organization
and our leaders. They found out in New
York that the organization stands 100%
back of its leaders, which makes them all
the more afraid.
" Mr. H. B. Varner spoke in the same
vein accusing Mr. Brady and his cohorts
of trying to influence some exhibitors with
his pretended friendship. He said they
were more interested in creating dissension in exhibitor organizations than in
co-operating with them or in Sunday
opening or Censorship, a statement which
was greeted with sustained applause."
Mr. Thomas Goldberg, vice-president
of the Maryland Exhibitors Association,
described in the same vein a meeting of
the Baltimore exhibitors on Tuesday,
January 25th, called at the request of Mr.
W^illiam A. Brady. The M. P. T. O. of
A. statement continues as follows :
" Mr. Crandall of Washington delivered
an address and dwelt particularly on the
evils of the distributors and manufacturers furnishing films to churches and
schools and the development of the socalled ' Non-Theatrical Departments '
which were being used in competition with
exhibitors and which would eventually
result in severe losses to the exhibitors.
" On the evening of the 27th, a gettogether meeting was held at the Hotel
Washington in the Beautiful Hall of Nations Room, which was attended by every
exchange man in the territory and by the
exhibitors as well. The exhibitors were
the guests of the exchange men. Lieut.
Anderson acted as the toastmaster. A
very fine repast was served. An excellent vaudeville program arranged by Mr.
Julian Brylawsky was offered to the
guests. Among the speakers at the banquet were .Sydney S. Cohen, Harry M.
Crandall, Jake Wells, Congressman Burdick of Rhode Island, S. I. Berman, H. B.
Varner and others."

Motion
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Public
Library
Willing
to Cooperate
TiiE following letter has been received from the director of the New York
Public Library in regard to co-operation of those seeking information concerning the motion picture industry:
"The New York Public Library has frequently been asked what it can do for
the motion picture industry, and the receipt of a letter from California asking about
our relations with this important industry leads me to venture to outline our position through the columns of the Motion Picture News.
" We have always said, in answer to the question, that we were glad to help the
motion picture industry to the limit of our resources, just as we are glad to help
seekers for information connected with any other industry. The Library, however,
cannot give more than a reasonable amount of time in service, nor can it spend
from its general funds more than a reasonable amount of money for books and
material to be used on behalf of the industry.
That printed
great possibilities
the the
industry
lie inneeds
a research
of books
and "other
mater madeforfor
particular
of motioncollection
picture producers
is obvious. If the producers will provide funds for the creation and administration
of such a collection the Library will gladly undertake its development.
" Theforms
tendency
to-day isSometimes
undoubtedly
up special
various
of industry.
it istowards
best tobuilding
have these
librarieslibraries
separatedin
from the public library, but in the case of the motion picture industry, which draws
on so many fields of life and thought, it seems to us better to have the special library connected with a large general library which can supplement the special collection."
A.M.P,A.

Is Addressed

on

Shortage of Paper
That the threatening timber famine and
the question of nationwide reforestation
are matters of vital importance to the motion picture industry was the substance
of the theme presented by Hugh P.
Baker, secretary of the American Paper
and Pulp Association before the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at the
weekly meeting at the Cafe Boulevard on
January 27.
Asserting that many of the problems of
the trade paper, the publicity and advertising departments and the industry as a
whole are dependent upon a solution of
the paper situation which, in turn, is
linked up with the threatened depletion
of forests, Mr. Baker declared that aggressive methods were necessary to meet
the crisis.
Speaking in his ofificial capacity he
presented
figui^es to uphold his contentions.

He urged support for some remedial
measure before Congress. The measure
he specifically advocated is the Snell bill,
which has been indorsed by the American
Paper and Pulp Association, the American Newspaper
the United
States Publishers'
Chamber ofAssociation,
Commerce
and other influential organizations for the
conservation and recreation of forest supplies.
Civic

Our Civic theatre. Inc.. was incorporated during the past week in the secretary of state's office at Albany, N. Y., with
a capitalization of $300,000, the theatre to
show motion pictures. The directors for
the first year are Dr. A. L. Cardozo, Robert Buchanan. Jr., and Edgar N. Zom, all
of Richmond Hill. Among the other firms
which have incorporated and entered the
motion picture business the past week in
" Next to food and clothing," he contended. paper
"
plays the largest part in New York state are :
Kress Amusement Company. Rochesyour industry. There are fi^om six to
seven million tons of paper consumed in
ter, $25,000, John J. Appel, Isaac Fisher
this country annually ; but today we are
and Charles Stenzel, Jr. ; Henn,- Baron,
facing a shortage of paper producing
Inc., New York, $10,000, Rose Dolgin,
timber.
Stanley Eisenberg, Charles L. Grad ; Ros" In ten years, at the present rate, the lyn Theatre Company, Inc., $1,000, Abraavailable supply of southern pine will be
ham and Ida Phillips, M. B. Fischer.
depleted, and in forty or fifty years we
Brooklyn ; B. & A. Photoplay Corporation.
shall have seen the last of the forests in New York, $15,000, Samuel BergoflFen.
Washington and Oregon.
Sadie Appelgreen. Louis B. Cohen; Marsan Amusement Corporation, New York,
" There are thousands of acres of land
idle in the state that should be used for
$6,000, David and Edward Deutsch, Leoreforestation instead of standing idle ;
pold Freiman ; D. B. Berg Productions.
and instead of sending out of the state for New York, $5,000, Harry Friedman, Jaour timber we ought to take active meas; ^^'estYorkLouis
Shearer,
Breen, Ray
$10,000.
NewNewYork,
E.
ures to produce it right here. The sit- overcobFilms,
uation isconfined not only to New York
Swarts, Harold M. Pitman, Charles E.
state, but is t)^ical of every state where
Hawthorne; S. and E. Amusement Compractically half the broken area is lying panv, $20,000, New York, Ruth Wander,
idle and could be used to recreate the
S. S. Tolk, Morris Goldman; Hillok
timber supply of the country.
Amusement Company, New York, $10,Mr. Baker asserted that Japan had an 000, Charles Williams, Julius Cahn, John
Coleman; Harris Dickson Pictures, New
eye on the vast forests of Siberia and
would, if it were successful in obtaining
York, $27,500, Abel C. Thomas, Harold
these lumber tracts, be able to dominate
S. Bareford, Martha V. Knoedler.
the paper market of the world.
anv time for cause shovra."

N ew i

Agreement Reached in St.
Louis Theatre Wrangle
Harry Koplar, who last March deliveret
possession of nineteen motion picture the
atres in St. Louis which he controlled t(
the Famous Players Missouri Corpora
tion, and thereafter became a party tc
eight different lawsuits over payment foi
the theatres, said recently that he had re
ceived a substantial payment on the house.'
and had come to an amicable agreement
concerning ultimate full payment. Th«
suits have been dismissed.
The purchase price announced at the
time of the deal was $1,350,000, Koplar*?
personal equity being more than $500,cxx).
The sum represented the net accumula'
tion of Koplar in the motion picture busi
ness here, which he entered ten years ago
with a 5-cent show.
The theatres which he delivered to the
Famous Players Corporation were the
Kings, Pershing. Shenandoah, Juniata,
Grand-Florrissant, Lindell, Arco. Royal,
Cherokee, Gravois, Novelty, Maffiitt,
Lowell. Rex, Russell, Compton and St.
Louis.
Settlement is understood to be along
the lines of the original agreement as interpreted byKoplar. The transfer was
chiefly leaseholds and included fee to only
a few theatre buildings.
Linick

Theatre Incorporated in New York

Picture

and

Schaefer

Get

Three Chicago Houses
Announcement last week by Jones,
Linick & Schaefer would acquire three
more motion picture theatres in the loop in
Chicago, was followed this week by the
official announcement that they had purchased the three houses recently sold by
Harry Meir, of the Hotel ]\Iorrison, to the
Saxe interests in Milwaukee. No announcement was made as to the consideration involved.
Following the sale by Meir, a number
of Chicago interests are declared to have
been interested in obtaining control of the
theatres, which are Boston, Alcazar, and
the Rose, all near ^Madison and Qaric
streets, practically the heart of the loop.
It is announced also that Jones, Linick
& Schaefer are to take even still another
loop theatre \rithin a week or so.
Drastic Measures in Indiana
(Continued from page 1289)
been made. If the Commission shall not
license any film for any of the above reasons, it shall furnish to the applicant a
written report clearly setting forth the reasons for its refusal and a description of
each rejected part of any film not disapproved in toto, and upon the applicant
filing, in the office in which application for
license is filed, a statement under oath by
the owner or lessee of said film, that the
part or parts described have been eliminated from the film and all copies thereof,
a license shall be issued forthwith. But
any license obtained upon false or misleading affidavits or application shall be wholly
void ab initio.
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and
For

Solid

Front

to

Replies

Hampton

Wilbur

Against

oversy, which started with
THE contrcati
on by Pictorial Reviezv
the pubh
of Benjamin B. Hampton's article,
" Too Much Sex Stuff in the Movies,"
took fresh strides this week. The Motion
Picture News, in the issue of Februai^
5th, published a letter from Sydney S.
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, to Mr.
Hampton, in which Mr. Cohen objects
to the stand that exhibitors are responsible
for the showing of pictures with a
salacious sex appeal.
In answer to this, Mr. Hampton has
written the following letter to Mr. Cohen :
" Dear ■Mr. Cohen :
" ManyI amthanks
for you
your agree
esteemed
of unclean,
January
22nd..
gratified
with favor
me that
salacious sex pictures are a grave menace to the industry. Itbyisplacing
regrettable
you should defend
exhibitors
the responsibility
for sexthe stuff
•n the producers.
" The bigarticle
point isI am
to drive
in my
magazine
this trying
: motion
picturehomeproducers
and exhibitors are servants of the public. The entire
responsibility rests on the public; if the public wants
sex pictures they must have them, and they will have
them. If the public does not want se.x pictures they
will not get them. The theatres and producers will
respond promptly to the demands of the public. I
deal extensively with this point in a long telegram to
Wilbur F, Crafts, copy of which is attached hereto.
is this
: the motion value
picturein
an" The
and second
industrybigis point
a factor
of incalculable
American life. Sincere, intelligent reformers, animated
by high motives, not animated by desire merely for
notoriety will work earnestly to strengthen, broaden
and deepen the power of motion picture theatres. They
will do this solely for common good, and for the
benefit
of mankind. Again I refer to my telegram to
.Mr. Crafts.
■' The motion pictures are restricted and harrassed
by censorship,
constantof threats
of extended
censorship, by constantby threats
Blue Sunday
laws, and
by
the nagging
attacks
of
ill-advised
reformers
and
reform organizations everywhere.
It is my hostile
belief that
a large
sectionbecause
of the ofpublic
IS " growing
toward
pictures
sex
stuff poured on the screen. This section of the public
will be led into supporting destructive attacks oi
narrow-minded reformers, unless the picture industry
conducts a campaign of education. I insist most emphatically that it is an error for this great industry
to permit itself to be placed on the defensive. We
have nothing to apologize for. There is no reason
why we should slink around in secret and try to be
covert and subtle in our actions. We are public servants. We are ready and willing to use our producing
facilities to make none but clean pictures, and our
theatres are willing to exhibit none but clean pictures,
if and when th« public tells us they want this class
of product. No new laws are needed. No attacks from
reformers are needed. All that is needed is intelligent
and
earnest owners.
expression of opinion from theatre patrons
to theatre
" Letinterna!
us laydisagreements.
aside, at leastLet temporarily,
the
small
us forget theallpetty
incidents of trading between producers, distributor and
exhibitor.
us presentto aobtain
unitedlegislation
front to that
the will
elements that Let
are laboring
cripple us or ruin us. Let us say boldly and frankly
to the public :
" ' We
are custodians
of the greatest,
finest and
most
inspiring
form of entertainment
ever devised
for
all the people. We have given you beautiful theatres,,
thousands of beautiful theatres, and the best musical
presentations ever known in the history of the world.
We give you great pictures and productions made
by artists at costs running into huge sums. All these
splendid things we supply to all the people at prices
so low that the poor man and his family can enjoy
them
equally definite
with the working
rich man.outThis
democracythat
—
a practical,
of isprinciples
brought the American nation into existence. We give
you the
arts of pictorial
story-telling,
drama, architecture
interior decoration, costuming,
composition,
and
music. We give them to you so that all the people
are benefitted, entertained, inspired and educated. We
are entitled to your good will. We deserve your
earnest support. You owe it to us to fight for us.
It there are errors in our affairs, let us counsel together,
not at long range, nor through the medium of reform
associations but man to man. and fact to face. We
are at our theatres daily. We urge you to talk to
us when you come to our theatres, or we will be glad
to meet you in a neighborhood meeting or in any

F.

Censorship;

^The

Big

Music
Next
q Watch

Crafts

Protests

Special

Supplement
Week.
for

Cohen

Sydney

It.

g.ithering where all of us can discuss our mutual
problems and find a basis upon which we can build a
" Yours very truly,
solid, permanent friendship.'
BENJ. B. HAMPTON."
The telegram to the Rev. Wilbur F.
Crafts, of the International Reform Bureau, of which Mr. Hampton makes mention in Ills letter to Mr. Cohen, calls the
reformer to task for his recent interview
pubhshed in the New York World. Mr.
Hampton states that in the interview he
is quoted to prove that censorship of the
screen is necessary. He accuses Rev.
Craft of using part of the published article
in the Pictorial Review, and omitting
other portions, thus presenting an unfair
and incorrect statement of the producer's
position. "If this is the case," the telegram
reads, " you are guilty of a very grave
error, and I am confident you will move
promptly to make reparation."
" I have the courage," states Mr. Hampton, "to frankly and openly attack the
errors in the motion picture situation and
I have also placed responsibility of these
errors precisely where it belongs — that is,
on the shoulders of the public."
Continuing his explanation of his stand
to Rev. Crafts, Mr. Hampton states that
he believes censorship is not only unAmerican, but that it is so inefficient that
it is ridiculous. He states that it is a
matter of record that unclean sex pictures
have virtually come into existence since
state censorship laws became a fad. The
type of motion picture producer who
wants to make sex pictures long ago
learned how to disguise his product or
to so conduct his political or religious relations that he is able to cause his plays to
pass the censors, states Mr. Hampton.
" I cannot believe," he writes, " that the
object of your crusades is to kill motion
pictures. Educators and thoughtful
people universally agree that motion pictures are a great new force that is needed
by society. Human beings must be entertained, and certainly no form of entertainment has ever reached so many people
as pictures. This great power ought to
be encouraged." Continuing, Mr. Hampton
claims that pictures should be given great
credit for the ease with which the saloon
was done away with. The motion picture

Misuse

of

His

Article

theatre, he states, has grown to be a source
of entertainment for the working man and
his entire family.
" We do not need new laws," he writes
in conclusion. " No laws were needed to
drive war plays from the screen after the
armistice was signed, and no laws are
needed
to drive unclean pictures from the
screen today.
" We have laws enough. Every city
under its police power can cause unclean
pictures to disappear overnight. Here in
Los Angeles during the last year and in
other cities, the police power has been
evoked successfully to prevent appearanc.Cor unclean pictures.
" Censorship is un-American and itiefticient. Public opinion is all sufficient in
obtaining prompt, complete results.
" Your organization will not accomplish
results of benefit to the American people
by fighting for legislation that would
cripple or destroy this great new art.
Your organization will accomplish beneficial results by working with the picture
industry instead of against it.
" I urge you to invite theatre owners
and producers to meet with your organization. Get together. Cooperate for the
common good. Nothing will be gained
by fighting. Everything will be gained
by sincere, earnest cooperation."
Ohio Bill Sounds Death Knell
(Continued from page 1287)
if they were passed, and the Rev. Henry
Russell Talbot, canon residentiary of the
^^'ashington Episcopal Cathedral, Washington, D. C., declared that the U. S. congress had as much intention of passing any
blue Sunday laws as it did of commissioning a man to go to Mars.
Present New York Laws
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, anxious to aid the exhibitor in
keeping any stringent Sunday closing laws
from New York, has sent out a copy of
the present laws, which are printed below :
An act to amend the Penal Law, in relation to the
exhibition of Motion Pictures on the First Day of
the Week.
The People of the State of Nev? York, represented
in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows.
Sec. 1. The Penal Law is hereby amended by addinging at the end of Article One Hundred and ninetytwo a new section, to be section twenty-one hundred
andSec.
fifty-four,
read aspicture
follows:exhibitions on the first
2154. — toMotion
day of the week. If in any city, town or village
■motion pictures are now exhibited on the first day of
the week, they may continue to be so exhibited during
such time ofafter
two pictures
o'clock shall
in thenotafternoon
the
exhibition
motion
have beenas prohibited by an ordinance hereafter adopted by the.
common council or other legislative body of such city,
town
adoption, Ifrepeal
or re-adoption
which oris village,
hereby the
authorized.
in any
city, town orof
village, motion pictures are not now exhibited on the
first day of the week, they shall not be so exhibited
except
suchbe time
after bytwoan o'clock
the
afternoonduring
as shall
permitted
ordinanceinhereby thecity,
common
or the
otheradoption,
legislativeafterbodyadopted
of such
town orcouncil
village,
repeal or re-adoption of which is hereby authorized.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect immediately.
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Public

whi
ve toth-co
on deserwor
mmleandpro-a
theductibig
DOES
higher price at the box-office
than the average
release — or
doesn't it?
The theatregoing public to-da\- is insisting upon unqualified excellence, upon
extraordinary entertainment value in the
screen dramas to which it gives its wholehearted support — support that is expressed in crowded houses and lines of
waiting patrons.
Will the public pay more to see such
productions in proportion to their increased excellence over the common run
of features — or will they rebel against
an advance in admission prices?
The question is one of the most important confronting the industry today. Upon
the answer depends the producer's ability
to continue to progress as he has been
doing for the past twelve months, and
the exhibitor's ability to continue showing attractions of a cahbre which he can
feel
certaindemands.
will meet the public's most
fastidious

And now there comes from Harry
Crandall, of Washington, D. C, a tremendous demonstration of the public response to the call of quality from the
screen.

The outstanding productions of 192021 have proved their power to please the
public at advanced prices in every case
where the exhibitor has had the enterprise and foresight to play them for what
thev are worth.

Pay

a

iimninmmiiiniimiiniinniminnininiiniii<nimni
Fair
Price?"

IiiiiinmuiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiii
''Will
the
iiiin
iimiinniimiimiiminniniiinniminiiiiiniimiiiiiimiiniiiii

Mr. Crandall booked " Passion," the
Associated First National " Big Five "
production, starring Pola Negri, into the
Metropolitan for the week of January 16.
The regular scale of admission at the
Metropolitan is 20 cents and 25 cents for
matinees, 25 cents (balcony) and 40 cents
(main floor) for evening performances.
The house record up to January 16 for
one week's business was $13,600.
For the run of " Passion "' Mr. Crandall raised the matinee price to 55 cents
for the entire house and to 80 cents for
the evening.
An increase of 140 per cent.
At the close of the last show Saturday
night, January 22, the gross receipts for
the week totalled $28,829.41.
Not a single complaint was heard during the entire week about the advanced
prices. On the contrary, many patrons
of the Metropolitan made a point of stopping after the performance and declaring
that they would have cheerfully paid
$1.50 to see the picture and felt perfectly
satisfied.
" It is true that we did advertise the

I

m

Front zicii' of the nric Stanley theatre, Philadelphia

picture well and exploit it properly,
said Mr. Crandall. " For this we spen
$5,300. The newspaper campaign startc
with very small ads and worked up t>
three-quarter pages on Sunday. In addi
tion to that, we got every one of the twen
ty-six twenty-four sheet stands availabl
in Washington and we put one hundrec
24's, 3's and 6's in surrounding town:
within twenty miles of the capital.

Cinematographers Hold
Grand Ball on Coast
On Saturday night of last week thf
.\merican Society of Cinematographerii
held a grand ball at the Ambassador Hote'
in Los Angeles, Cal. It was the most brilliant and most representative affair of the
West Coast film colony. The attendance
approximated twenty-five hundred. The
majority of the picture stars, directors,
son,
producers,
players, writers and camera-j
men on the West Coast were present. The'
Ball Committee consisted of Arthur EdeH. L. Braining, Wm. C. Foster. T.
G. Gaudio, Frank B. Good, F. W. Jackman, J. B. Jennings, R. B. Currle, R. S
Newhard, S. S. Norton, Charles G. Rosher, Homer A. Scott, and L. Gy \\'ilky.
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Stanley

Theatre

Formally
Impressive

Ceremonies

FRIDAY evening, January 28th,
marked the formal opening of the
new Stanley theatre of Philadelphia.
The municipal government as well as the
industry was represented at the inauguration ceremonies which attend the formal
opening of the $2,000,000 cinema palace.
The exercises at the theatre were preceded
by a dinner at the Ritz-Carlton at which
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Company of America, presided as the
host. The Friday evening performance
was an invitation affair, and considerable
difficulty was experienced outside the big
house in making way for those invited so
great was the throng which gathered at the
doors intent on making their way into the
theatre.
The roster of those present at the opening on Fi"iday evening includes the names
of some of the most prominent members
of the motion picture industry. A partial
list follows : Adolph Zukor, H. G. Ballance, M. M. Belding, Ben Blumenthal.
Jules E. Brulatour, H. D. H. Connick, Lee
Counselman, J. D. Williams, Harry
i Schwalbe, F. J. Godsol, Oscar Price, Harry T. Gordon, Jesse L. Lasky, Hiram
Abrams, Marcus Loew, Morris Kohn, William Brady, Hugo Riesenfeld, Fred Warren, William A. Johnston, John S. Woody,
Lewis J. Selznick, Max Spiegel, B. S.
Moss, Lee Shubert, Felix E. Kahn, Sidney
R. Kent, Earl Gulick, Mannie Mandelbaum, Daniel Frohman. Mae Murray,
Eugene O'Brien. Martha Mansfield, Hope
Hampton, Dorothy Dalton, Samuel Rachman, Samuel Rothapfel, A. Walsh, Henry
Arthur Jones — and a host of others wellknown throughout the theatrical field.
Jules E. Mastbaum presided at the inauguration ceremonies and delivered the
opening address. Mayor Moore of Philadelphia followed Mr. Mastbaum and
felicitated the management upon the culmination of its enterprise in erecting such
a beautiful amusement palace of which
Philadelphia can well be so proud. The
opening orchestral selection consisted of
" The dition
Star
Spangled
Banner,"
in the
renof which
a chorus
of voices
behind
the scenes took part.
The program of entertainment included
the overture, " Pomp and Circumstance,"'
by the Stanley Concert orchestra under
the direction of Sidney Lowenstein. The
Stanley News, a compilation of current
News IV eeklies, followed. A cartoon,
" Out of the Ink Well," was screened next,
and this reel was followed by the Stanley
Male Quartette assisted by Emily Stokes
Hager, soprano soloist. A new Prisma
reel, " The Message of the Flowers," preceded the prologue, a beautiful tableau,
which was especially arranged by Hugo
Riesenfeld, director-general of the Cri-
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of $2,000,000
Signs

Sennett

has— gone
D love
back
her MAN
original
SenL to NOR
MABE
nett comedies, according to a
t.
atch
disp
from the Coas
E. N.
Ascher, personal representative of Mack
d
ne,
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Senn
anno
the come
one
of the original " Sennett Five," had been
signed for a series of super-comedies.
," will be
e, " MoU
The edhrst of arsa
in y-O
s.
plac
in rehe thesl with
three week

terion, Rialto and Rivoli in New

York

City. Cecil B. DeMille's dramatic production, "Forbidden Fruit," formed the feature screen attraction of the opening proThe Stanley theatre will accommodate
gram. persons so that every one may have
4,000
a clear and unobstructed view of the stage
and screen. Seating accommodations
alone cost $90,000. The seats are folding
chairs of red silk velour finish.
Full details of the construction and
decoration of the new Stanley will be
found in the Equipment Service Section
of this week's News. See page 1363.
Many interesting photos, as usual, with the
valuable features of the Equipment Service Section.
Loew Interests Acquire
St. Louis Theatre
Announcement was made today by William Goldman, manager of the Missouri
Corporation of Famous Players, St. Louis,
that the Kings theatre in the residential
district of that city has been leased for
a period of ten years to the interests of
Marcus Loew. The house will be taken
over by Loew on Sunday, February 27,
when a grand opening of the remodeled
and renovated structure will be held.
When Marcus Loew was in St. Louis
during the convention of the Missouri Motion Picture Theatre Owners January 20,
21, he announced his intention of beginning
work on the erection of his proposed State
theatre at Eighth and Washington avenues early next week. The State will be
erected at a cost of $1,000,000.
First Annual Dinner of
A.M,P.A. March 4
" The Naked Truth," a super-special in
seven reels with trimmings, will be featured by the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers at a special showing at the
Hotel Biltmore March 4, and will mark
the most stupendous entertainment which
the association has undertaken since its
inception. To the uninitiated, Business
Manager Tom Wiley ofifers the explana-

28

Cinema

Palace

tion that " The Naked Truth " is the title
which has been decided upon for the association's annual and first formal dinner.
Acceptances for this event have already
been received from some of the big motion
picture producers and it is anticipated that
the guests will include men who are representative ofevery branch of the industry.
Under the direction of Mr. Wiley and
George Landy, a committee is preparing a
program of vaudeville extraordinaire and
skits by home talent, together with singing and music. Paul Lazarus, president
of the A. M. P. A., will preside.
F. P. -Lasky Managers
Meet in New York

to

S. R. Kent, general manager of the department of distribution of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, has called the
annual
district
managersmeeting
to be of
heldtheallcompany's
of next week
in
the home office. Mr. Kent will preside
and plans for distribution during the coming months will be discussed.
Those who will attend fi-om the field
force will include Herman Wobber of San
Francisco, Louis Marcus of Salt Lake
City, H. P. Wolfberg of Chicago, R. C. Li
Beau of Kansas City, H. A. Ross of Detroit, H. H. Buxbaum of New York, W.
E. Smith of Philadelphia, J. D. Clark of
Philadelphia, Joseph H. Gilday of Kansas City, Philip Reisman of Minneapolis,
George Schaeffer of Boston, Mr. Pratt of
Atlanta, and Mr. Dent of Dallas, representing the Southern Enterprises, Inc.
MOTION
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MASON,

R. E. Niehls, manager of AmerFilm Company's
branch,icanwith
headquarters Chicago
at the
Pathe Exchange, has recently
added two more salesmen to his
staff. They are W. H. Cary, recently connected with Metro, who
will cover the southside and C. A.
Beauford, formerly with Vitagraph. Both the new American
salesmen are popular and have a
wide acquaintance in the trade and
will add materially to the strength
of
American's
in this
territory. selling organization
Carl Fulton, popular salesmanager of E. E. Fulton Company, who
enjoys the friendship and acquaintance of film men from coast to
coast, has returned from a brief
honeymoon with his bride, formerly Miss Hazel Jarmin, daughter
of Albert E. Jarmin, an oflficial of
the Joslyn Manufacturing and Supply Company. The wedding ceremony took place at the Jarmin
home on the night of January 20th.
The University of Wisconsin has
arranged with the Rothacker Film
Company, to make new prints on a
number of pictures, including " The
Vicar of Wakefield," " Silas Marner," " The Mill On the Floss," and
" Benedict Arnold." The University used these films in its class
rooms and loans them out to other
schools throughout Wisconsin. Professor W. H. Dudley, Chief of the
University'sstruction,Bureau
Visualat Inspent severalof days
the
Rothacker Chicago Laboratory.
Capital Film Company and Russell, Greiver & Russell have removed their offices from the second
floor
of
the Consumers'
Buildingtheir
to
8 S. Dearborn
street, where
quarters will be located permanently.
Balaban & Katz are rapidly completing their plans for the opening
of their new Tivoli theatre at Cottage Grove and 63rd street early
next month. One of the features of
this house will be the splendid music
given its patrons, Nathaniel Finston,
noted conductor, having been
brought to Chicago from New York
to take charge of the orchestra. Mr.
Finston was assistant concert
meister under Walter Damrosch in
Kew York and also occupied other
important positions in the musical
world. In the motion picture field
he is widely known as conductor of
the Rialto theatre orchestra in New
York and also had charge of a musical organization of eighty instrumentalists and seventy vocalists at
the Capitol.
Balaban will
& Katz's
new
house Mr.At Finston
direct
an orchestra of forty musicians.
Harry Reichcnbach arrived in
Chicago this week to take charge of
the exploitation and publicity cam-
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\\ illiam A. Brady, of New York,
paign for "circles
Outsidearethewatching
Law " and
local film
for was among the Easterners who
to Milwaukee Wednesday and
some of Harry's sensational stunts went
to be pulled l)efore he leaves Chi- Thursday to attend the Wisconsin
cago.
Exhibitors' Association c(mvention
there. Chicago managers, too, jourManager Lesserman, of Unineyed to the town once made
\crsal, left for the coast Sunday to
spend a month or two vacationing. famous by a now prohibited brew.
Mr. Lesserman expects to make his
Lecj Landau has taken over the
headquarters at Hollywood and Alhambra theatre, in Milwaukee,
spend considerable time watching
and after giving it a thorough overthe
C\ty,to but
hauling \vill haVe a gala re-opening
stateswork
that at
he L'niversal
is not going
do
leading first-run house. Lanany work while away as it is the of that
dau is expected to take actual charge
first vacation he has had in nine
years. During his absence Morris on Feb. 1. He has selected " Inside
Hellman will have charge of the the Cup," the big Paramount-Cosmopolitan feature, for the opening.
Chicago office.
Nathan Aschcr, of Ascher Bros.,
Dick Robertson, of Independent
called
upon the several hundred emFilm Association, has returned
from New York enthusiastic over
ployes of the firm'sduring
theatres
submit
to
vaccination
the torecent
the consummation of a contract with
small-pox
scare
in
some
of
the
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton towns surrounding Chicago. Folwhereby Independent will distribute
lowing the declaration of Health
the Commodore's
Dr. John Dill Robertners super featureLadjand Diana
three Manother Commissioner
son that Chicago was practically
big pictures which Commodore free of the disease because of the
Blackton expects to produce within prevalence of vaccination, Ascher
the next eighteen months. It is un- called upon his employes who had
derstood that the feature starring not been vaccinated to submit to the
the English beauty will be ready for
release early in the Fall. Other ministrations of the firm's physician.important Independent Association
news will be announced within a
Several Chicagoan's journeyed
down to Peoria Wednesday to witfew
days,
according
to
Mr.
Robertson.
the opening
the new
New theatre
Madisonness theatre
there.of The
Wm. A. Brady, president of the has a seating capacity of 2300, and
National Association of the Motion cost in the neighborhood of $500,000.
Picture Industry, is scheduled to It is directly across the street from
arrive in Chicago the latter part of the New Palace theatre opened rethe week to aid the motion picture centlx by Ascher Bros., of Chicago.
exhibitors in their fight for self-pro- This gives Peoria two of the newest
tection against censorship and other and most modern motion picture
adverse legislation which is seri- theatres in the countr>-, as both emously menacing the industry in Chibody latest developments in concago and Illinois.
struction, ventilation and convenience. The opening night was made
Many changes in the stafT of the occasion of a special prologue,
Jones, Linick & Schaefer have just which included dancing and singing.
been announced as result of the purchase of three more theatres in the
Tack Graumont, who left the
loop, giving the firm a total of 9 management of Metro to assume
locxp theatres.
the management of the three theatres the Saxe interest bought from
George H. Moore, who for 10
years has been the manager of the Harry Moir, is expected to return to
Orpheum, will manage the three Metro, following the purchase of
new theatres. George Burdick, who the houses by Jones, Linick &
for two j'ears has been assistant Schaefer. In fact, it is understood
manager of the Rialto, will be that his return to Aletro formed
Moore's assistant. Starr Walsh part of the agreement in the deal.
succeeds Burdick at the Rialto. He Graumont has many friends in Chicago as well as elsewhere, who will
has been the second assistant manbe glad to see him back with Metro.
ager
of
McVickers'
for
some
time.
Walsh is succeeded by Edward
Interest is keen here as to who
Malone, who has come up from the
ranks, having started in as a door will be the successor to Harris P.
Wolfberg as district manager for
keeper at McVickers.
Famous Players-Laslo'. His office
\V'alter H. Moore, who for several has
been deluged with telegrams
years had been associated with his
father at the Orpheum, succeeds and letters of congratulations from
to the Orpheum management.
his friends who read of his resigna"The changes made are in line
tion to accept the vice-presidencj"
with the policy of the firm in mov- and sales management of the Lake
&
Export
Coal Corporation, one of
ing up its own men rather than takthe largest concerns of its kind in
ing
untried
men,"
said
one
of
the
officials of the firm.
the world.
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KID," Charles
Chaplin's six-reel feature comedy, and the second
of Associated First National's
" Big Five," has been pronounced a" truly exceptional
pictur
" Revie
by thein aNation
al
Boarde of
special
w
report just
by theofCommittee onmade
Critia
the
ue
Board.
" It is a picture of original
situations and treatment such
as comprise a distinct stride
forward in American screenart," is the language of the
committee. " Chaplin's genius as a pantomimist is outstanding and the picture is
not only his most unusual, but
The title of " Exceptional
Photoplay
also conhis
best."ferred"uponwas
Lionel Barrymore's last First National release, "The Great Adventure," a comedy-drama made
from Arnold Bennett's novel
and stage play of that name.
The sion,"
other
two ofwere
the first
"The" PasBig
Five," and " The Devil's Garden," which was also a Lionel
Barrymore feature.
Vignola Completes New
Paramount Release
Robert G. \ ignola has completed
his fourth
special ^'ignola production for Cosmopolitan-Paramount.
Written liy Donn Bvrne and scenarioized by Doty Hobart. the storj-,
the working title of which is " Redemption Cove,"the
is based
a rare
dramatic theme,
locale on
being
the
South Sea islands and New York.
One of its unique features is its
plot development and construction
which are handled from an odd
angle producing an imusually dramatic effect, it is declared bj- the
The picture presents a strong cast
producer.
of players, including E. K. Lincoln
and Seena Owen who play the male
and female leads, respectively; and
Lillian Walker, Henn,- Sedley, and
H. Cooper Oiffe.
Fred

Niblo

Is Signed

by J. Parker Read
J. Parker Read, Jr.. announced
during the week the signing of
Fred Niblo to a directorial contract.
"My next production will be
about twelve weeks in production
estimate,"
to my present
according
said
MrT Read'
I amultimate
preparedin
to devote
to it "the
The new Read production will
money, time and effort.''
lease.
be an Associated Producers' re-
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"The

and
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Moonlight
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Sonata"

By Charles D. Isaacson
house.
the
in
lady
THERE was a tall thin old
To The Reader:
She never talked to anj'body, but carried
The First National Conference of Moherself aloof and went straight in and
tion Picture Music is a matter of history
out of her rooms, with the air of an empress,
. . . That it has made an epoch, esand the face of an Egyptian Priestess. Her
tablished an incalculable opportunity for
hands were folded before her and her chin
the new art, is best known to those who
attended the imforgettable sessions.
was out, her lips drawn tightly and her bonnet tied with ribbons from the back of her
Rather than give a hurried, newspaperstyle account of the Conferences, I am
head. We knew that she was a widow — of a
taking a few hours rest (your music
nobleman. She was known as the Countess
editor is practically exhausted after the
Gallenberg.
ninety
hours of vigil and rush) and then
1 never detected a smile on her features, nor
will prepare the most careful document
a sign of an emotion of any kind. Never once,
of the findings and deliberations. The
though I watched her, trying to fathom the
Motion Picture News next issue (watch
for it) will contain a Musical Supplemysteri,- of her existence, did I catch her unment, which will be the record of the
bending . . . Until the day my piano came.
three famous days. Speeches by the
She was coming down the hall when the men
noted authorities, dramatic accounts of
were carrying the piano up the stairs. She
the debates, a full listing of the ideas
stopped momentarily and looked at it, and then
which have been set in motion all will
went of¥, more stif? and formal than ever.
be contained, even to the analytical disIt was the summer weather, and the doors of
cussions of the Rialto Theatre program
my rooms were open to the hall. The sounds
(as it was told in the projection room)
and the Capitol Theatre program (as it
of my practicing must have annoyed the neighwas disclosed by the managing director).
bors more than once, though the rumor of a
The Motion Picture News Special
complaint did not reach me. The first few weeks
Musical Supplement next week will be a
were spent in bringing my hands back into their
" Cook's Tour " of the Convention and
supple state — the vacation from work had done
an absent treatment for those who could
havoc to my technique. So it was nothing but
not come.
In the meantime, I am passing on to
a sound of scales and exercise for two hours a'
day. The old lady seemed to be attached to my
you a story which you might like to use
practising. It was , in this way. She paused
sometime in connection with your musical program — if you ever use the Beethowhenever she came to my landing — presumably
to catch her breath. She had never done this
ven Moonlight Sonata. With the compliments of the News and myself you
before the arrival of the piano. But of course
may reprint the story and use it in your
she was getting older. And going up or down
advance sheets or in the program of the
she rested for breath, if the practising was
week. . . . Also I am publishing writh
going on. From this I concluded that she must
the permission of the Brooklyn Strand
have been interested in piano some time in her
and Mr. Edward Hyman, its managing
life.
director, their first Operatic Screen — OrSoon my hands resumed their normal pliancy,
chestra Digest ... of Verdi's " Aida."
and with zest I turned to my beloved music,
hungry to express the harmonies and themes
"You knew him, you knew him?" I exagain. First of all, like a starving man, I went
claimed in another moment, jumping to my feet
madly through my Beethoven. I played for and taking her hands. " You knew Beethoven
several hours, rushing through trying to swallow
himself?" She smiled to me and nodded her
so much at once. As I came to the beautiful
head, " Yes, very well, for many years."
notes of the Moonlight Sonata, I became con" Tell me of him, oh please tell me of him.
scious of the fact that someone was standHow he spoke, and what he wore, and how he
ing outside. I stopped playing and went to the made you feel to be near him. It is like knowhall. There to my amazement was the Countess
ing God " — my enthusiasm and interest ran
Gallenberg — standing with streaming eyes.
away with me.
The Countess smiled.
I said, and it sounded boorishly : " I beg your
" He was a little man, very solid in the body
pardon. May I do anything for you? "
and giving one the impression of being immovShe said, " No, thank you, I beg your pardon. You were playing Beethoven " and she
able if he chose
to be.
He was ugly "
went upstairs.
"Ugly?"
I cried
angrily.
The incident made an impression on my mind.
" But yet noble, and beautiful," she said with
Thereafter, whenever I played Beethoven, I softer
voice. " He spoke in a gruff voice, and
seemed
very stern. He would look out of his
felt eyes
as if streaming
the old lady
her
withwe're
tears.standing outside —
great eyes and you knew he had entirely forOne day, in the midst of my Beethoven hour,
gotten your presence, until he spoke to you of
the Countess bashfully stood at my threshold.
the thing you had asked him. . . . That was
A smile was on the old face as she said half as before he was deaf. (Afterwards he was tera query, half as a statement:
rible, always carrying a conversation book so
ycu could write down your questions.) It was
" You love Beethoven."
" I do, with all my heart," I exclaimed. " And
the younger Beethoven that I knew."
you do too?" I could have sworn that I saw
" And how did you know Beethoven ? " I
a faint blush rise to her cheeks, as she dropped
asked — and then regretted it. For instantly the
her eyes and said :
countess grew agitated and seemed eager to go.
" I knew him."
" He was my teacher — my piano teacher —I
will tell you more of him some other time.
It was only a few words, but the strange implication inher answer struck me. I had said
I loved Beethoven, the composer, the musician
When she had gone, I looked bewildered at
theGoodnight."
chair on which she sat. She had been a
and she had said she — knew him.

pupil of Beethoven, and she had been here. I
took down my picture of the master . . . and
forgot the present in the past.
That first talk led to many others. Piece by
piece she reconstructed the story of Beethoven.
She had come to Beethoven's city, with her
father. They had been introduced to the young
composer, and he had promised to teach the
\oung lady, then in her seventeenth year.
Beethoven was about thirty, serious, gruff, a
hard teacher, careful about details and fingering and emotional effects. He would take no
money at all — though he needed it. He made
the excuse that he was well taken care of.
He was so mean, so hard, such a taskmaster,
saying
spiteful was
things
when she but
didn't
Her father
a nobleman,
he play
had well.
very
little income from his estates at Modena. They
had come from Trieste. Her father's name?
And hers? "My name was Guilletta, and my
father's. Count Franz Joseph Guicciardi — Oh my,
oh my, I gave the name and you know me."
The old lady went panic-stricken from the
room. And I saw her no more for several days.
I took the next step — I knocked on her door and
declaredbefore.
I knewShenothing
that I at
hadn't
known
looked now
searchingly
me
and I reaffirmed what I had said.
" I thought
one of those
who bantered the nameyou ofwere
Guicciardi
and Beethoven
about in a scandalous way. I
it. I thought I had closed that
life forever, but here it is up
time, I will tell it to you, as
facts.

wouldn't permit
drama out of my
again. And this
it was, the true

" Once there was a stupid singer named Jahn,
who came to my home to dig at the secrets of
my heart. I recci\ ed him, and my husband, the
Count Gallenberg was with us. Jahn asked me
questions of Beethoven and I told him what a
good teacher he was and what a fine man. Then
he asked me if Beethoven had ever loved
me and I froze all over. My husband watched
me very carefully and I bid Jahn an icy
goodnight. Now, my husband is dead, I am
near death. Beethoven has been dead these
twenty-five years. Sit down and let me think.
" Look at this picture. Is it beautiful? I was
a lieautiful girl. I can saj" that now, because that
girl died years ago, when this woman you see
here was born . . . That was Guiletta Guicciardi when Ludwig Beethoven first knew her
.I looked
. . Shesearchingly
is lovely don't
think?" at the
and you
feverishly
little picture. A tall figure of a girl, slender
and delicately proportioned, lithe and graceful.
Beautiful arms, and it seemed a creamy skin.
The face an oval, the eyes large and black as
coals, with an expression like electrically fired
soft velvet. The eyebrows curved with a
thoughtful air. The features chiselled in stone.
In the picture Guicciardi was melancholy and
pensive, with an attitude of rapt splendor. S<
lovely, and such a beauty.
"You like her? That was this lady so man\
years ago, when Beethoven came to call on us
to teach me piano. I was romantic as are all
Alodenese. I was just such another Juliet as
Shakespeare's heroine, seeing romance in everything. Ihad many friends, and many lover-;
who sought to pay court to me. But I was col
to all of them, indifferent to all of them. For
reason . . . for a reason.
{Consumed on page 1376)
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THEATERS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Midsummer Madness —
People here educated to like
these extravagant pictures, and
they take very well. Held up to
better than average business for
two weeks. (Middle West. J

Liked this better than anything
this pair has done since " TwentyThree
and excellent.
a Half Hour's
Box-office
(East.)Leave."

The Devil's Garden —
Mosttional e\ erunsatisfactorjshown here. First Na-

ture pla.\cd the lart part of the
week and not because of interest
in picture. Pickford unpopular in
this ierritorj\ (East.)

The Inside of the Cup —
Going over very well indeed.
Good picture. (East.)

The
ThisBranding
picture Iron
great.— Liked by
everyone. Went over big. (West.)

Holding up nicely in second
week of its run. Fair crowds.
(East.)

Playing to excellent business
through second week. (East.)

Wonderful
The
Kid— picture and greatest
bo.x. otlicc attraction we have ever
run. Broke house records first and
second weeks of its engagement
and crowds are continuing to come
in
great West.)
numbers on third week.
( Middle

Holding up fairly well in third
week. (East.)

The Life of the Party —
Good picture as far as entertaining value goes, but did only average business during run. (West.)

This one brought only average
business for one week. (Middle
West.)

Heliotrope —
Broke all records for two years
Fair picture with business aljout as the poorest drawing card One
million per cent, overrated and
33 usual. (West.)
1,000,000 per cent, oversold picture.
Otherwise a good picture with none
Idols of Clay —
the muchly promised Hearst
Did not expect this to go but it of
free advertising, even an extra $700
grew each day and what surprised advertising
could not
us was that it pleased, or rather put it over.appropriation
(West.)
we got no kicks. (West.)

Daddy Long Legs —
Just as good as if it were brand
new. Bears out the theory that a
good picture
alwavs a good picture. (Middleis West.)

Tom Moore big favorite here.
Picture exceptionally good. Big
business. (West.)
Officer 666—
The

Girl With

the Jazz

Madge Kennedy has considerable
drawing power here. Her picture
Heart
is not —strong but our people liked
it. (Middle West.)

The Branded Woman —
Very here
good made
picture.
Big cuts
bycensors
it rather
choppy
in places, but the star is very popular and business was cpiite good. Godless
Men —
Fine production
which merited
the good business it brought.
(East.)
(West.)
Passion's Playground —
Mediocre
i)icture;
business
fair.
Thoroughly nice picture. Ought
The
Penalty —attraction from all
An extraordinary picture which
Wonderful
to
go with
most West.)
any kind of audi- (East.)
brought good business. (East.)
ence. (Middle
angles. Praised by critics and
patrons alike. (Middle West.)
Harriet and the Piper —
Consider this a line picture
Fair picture to fair business.
though it brought us only average The Testing Block —
(East.)
business. (West.)
Hold Your Horses —
\\'ent o\er big at opening and
Just ordinary picture and did just
though only average next few days.
ordinary business. (Middle West.)
The
Jack
Knife
Man—
It went big at closing. Prettj' good
Fair
business;
no
star;
not
The Frisky Mrs. Johnson- —
picture.
enough pulling power. (East.)
Just plain trash — it's a pity a
It's a Great Life —
good star and real money are exFair feature with business about
The Jucklins —
pended on such drivel. (West.)
average. (West.)
Had poor business with this, MyKatherine
Lady's Latchkey
—
MacDonald is a favorite with the women and matinee
Average business. No new though it seemed to be a good picture.
(Middle
West.)
angles throughout the entire five
liusiness was particularK' good. The Guile of W omen —
reels. Photography and direction
(Middle West.)
An avera.ge Will Rogers picture
good, cast fair, but story weak Burglar Proof —
which
was well liked by his numerfrom being overworked. (West.)
Excellent comedy. Opened with
ous admirers. Started out well but
— week. Big business
Ran welltheforPiper
the entire
tremendous crowds. (Aliddle West.) Paying
fell off toward the end of
Had poor business with this one
the week. (Middle West.)
houses
set
the
stamp
of
their
apfor entire week. (Middle West.)
proval on this picture. (East.)
Frontier of the Stars —
Good
picture
which
brought
more
FOX
Very trashy and silly. Audience
Held over for second week behardly enthused. Business only than usual business. (West.)
cause
of
tremendous
business.
Genfair. (West.)
While Neu- York Sleeps —
Continues
to draw
erally pleased. (Middle West.")
ness excellent.
(East.)them. BusiFlying
Pat — box-office results,
Just
average
The Charm School —
GOLDWYN
though the picture is quite good.
Fell down somewhat at box office
One of the most pleasing pic- (Middle West.)
in third week. (East.)
tures we have ever shown. BusiEarthbound
—
Never had a picture in my theatre
ness was very good. (East.)
which called for such divided comTo Please One Woman —
ment. Those who liked it were The Thief—
Pleased the audience but not up
Good enough for a second week
This picture went over extra big
holdover. Business extra good to the standard of Paramount pic- crazy about it— those who did not
like it roasted it. There were no during rup. Held for one week
both weeks. Best Wallace Reid
tures.
Business
was
pretty
good.
( East.)
half-way opinions on it. Kept it on where usual run is three days.
picture ever seen. (East.)
full week in house where limit of
run is three days, and it made a lot
Box office results on this picture
Certainly good. Business fine Silk Hosiery —
all week. Audiences well pleased.
Fairly enThis is a good picture, and my of money. Personally, consider it are quite satisfactory.
tertaining. (West.)
(West.)
patrons seemed to like it. Business the season'sduction.most
(East.) remarkable proVery good picture which held good. (West.)
Better than the average photoplay
down big business for a week.
17 — picture to less than
FIRST NATIONAL
An average
in estimation of our patrons and did }s umber
(West.)
a verv fine business. (Middle average box office receipts.
Dangerous Business —
This sure did go over big and deThe Rookie's Return —
Douglas MacLean and Doris May
Iron Rider —
served it for it's an interesting The Man Who Had Every- The
A pleasing Western Picture, well
were well liked in this picture by picture thruout. (West.)
acted
and produced. Did capacity
all our patrons and business was
business. (East.)
thing—
Terrible.
Business
was
fairly
Picture
brought
fine
business.
good during its showing. (Mid{Continued on page 1304)
dle West.)
good but that was because the picVery entertaining. (W'est.)
West.)'
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First

REPORTS

YORK

CITY

Strand Theatre —
Overture — " First Hungarian RhapOrchestra.sody," by Strand Symphony
Current Events — Strand Topical
Review.
Prologue — In two scenes. Scene 1,
In Shantung ; scene 2, Chinatown, Frisco. With Walter
Vaughan, tenor, assisted by the
male quartet and ensemble.
Feature — " The First Born "•— Sessue Hayakawa.
VocalJohanson,
— " Wake soprano.
Up," sung by Selma
Comedy — Bride and Gloom — Mont\
Banks.
Next Week — The Kid — Charlie
Chaplin.
Capitol Theatre —
Overture — " Thirteenth Rhapsody,"
by Capitol Grand Orchestra.
Special — " Air de Ballet," presented
by Mile. Gambarclli, Alexander
Oumansky and Simone Burnley.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Vocal — " Swing Along" and
" Mighty
a Rose," Eliz:al)cth
by Capitol mixedLak'
quartette,
Ayres, soprano: Louise Schccrer, contralto ; Alva Bombarger,
tenor; Peter Harrovver, basso.
Educational
Review. — Babyhood — Kincto
Prologue — " Credo " from " Otello."
by Mr. Bertram Peacock.
Feature — Godless Men — Goldwyn.
Next Week — Guile of Women —
Will Rogers.
Rialto Theatre —
0\ erture
— " Southern
by Rialto
Orchestra. Rhapsody,"
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Educational — The !\Iambuti Pigmies
— Paramount- Vanderbergh.
Vocal — " My Old Kentucky Home,"
sung b}^ Betty Anderson, soprano.
Feature — The Kentuckians — Famous Players.
Vocal — Aria from "The Barber of
Seville," by Edoardo Albano,
baritone.
Comedy — Pen and Inkling — Bobb\Bumps Cartoon.
Organ
" Chinoiseric," played
by Solo
John— Priest.
Rivoli Theatre —
Feature — Second week of " Forbidden Fruit"— Cecil B. DeMille.
"Thetinued.)
Inside of the Cup" (conLOS

ANGELES

Kinema Theatre —
Overture — Mignon.
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy —gade—The
First Skipper's
National. Fire BriFeature — My Lady's Latch Key —

THE

WEEK

Run

FROM

OF

FEB.

5TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Solo Ijy Henry Murtaugh.
Feature — The Frontier of the Stars
— Thomas Meighan. Given with
a prologue in which a male
quartette renders songs with a
special setting, showing the interior of a Bowery saloon, provided.
Special — A novelty act in which an
orange packing contest by local
girls is held, with the singing of
" I Love You California "
added. The stage setting is an
exterior showing an orange

WATESLOO-S rOBEMOST THIATBE

Starting Today for Four Days

grove. Broadway Theatre —
Clune's
Current
Events — Selznick News.
— Kineto.
Educational — Cuban's Movie Chats

ThisTerminal
one for "Prairie
Trails" isN. byJ. the
theatre, Neuark,
Vocal — Florence Midglej', appearing in the feature, sings " Your California Theatre —
Second week of The Love Light.
Eyes— Have
Feature
Eyes ofTold
the Me
HeartSo."
— Mary
Miles Minter.
Pantages Broadway Theatre —
eville. with Neal Hart and vaudSkj'fire
Symphony
Theatre —
Overture — Gasperone.
New Pantages Theatre —
Current Events — Fox News.
The ville.
Fatal Hour — Metro, and \ audeComedy — All Wrong — Cook-Fox.
Cartoon — The Hypnotist — Mutt and

Excellent
hy the Plazadisplay
theatreforof "Down
Waterloo,Home"
Iowa.
In size this ivascolumns
eleven inches by tivo Feature — Isobel — George Davis.
A prologue written by Clem Pope
and staged in front of an arctic
Jeff. with midnight sun and
Katherine MacDonald. Predrop
sented with a prologue in which
Aurora Borealis effects, is presented. Two men are shown
a soprano soloist renders " The
returning from the North with
Wildwood Song," accompanied
by a violinist. The stage setotdy sufficient food for one.
ting provided is a forest scene.
The older man being friendless
Next Week — The Truth About
feigns accidental shooting, perHusbands.
mitting the younger man to go
on to safety.
Superba
Theatre
—
Overture — Barcarole.
Grauman's Riaho Theatre —
Current
Fourth
week of Midsummer
News. Events — International
Madness.
Comedy — The Fire Bug — Central
Universal.
Mission Theatre —
Third week of A Small Town
Vocal — Just a Week from Today.
Idol.
Feature — The Torrent — Eva Novak.
Grauman's Theatre —
Opening
— Jazz concert by the orchestra.
Current
Events — Pathe
News —
Topics of the Da>- — Pathe.
Organ — Sextette from Lucia.

Tally's
Fourth Theatre
week of— Kismet.
Miller's TheatreSixth week of A Connecticut
Court.
Yankee
in King Arthur's

STRANDandMTROPOLlTAN
DIRECT FRCM THE VORLD PREMIER,
AT THE NEV YORK STRANP-THEATRE
A\r Gedi^e in Arliss
•THE

DEVIL"

TJiis half page for " The Devil " teas nsed hy the Strand and Metropolitan
theatres, Cleveland, 0., in Sunday^s issues

SAN

FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre —
Feature — The Texan — Tom Mix.
Current Events — Select News.
California Theatre —
Exit March — " Grieving For You."
Orchestra — ■" Dance of the Hours "
and Events
" Answer."
Current
— California Topical
Review and the local contest
for picture star honors under
the title of " Movie Aspirants
Feature— The Mark of Zorro —
Douglas
Fairbanks.
Semi-final."
NextBlue.
Week — The Jucklins — Monte
Imperial
Theatre
—
Overture—"Events
No —Wonder
I'm Screen
Blue."
Current
Imperial
News.
Orchestra
— "Raymond" and
" Answer."
Special — San Francisco Chronicle
tests
"Movie Aspirants" asj
at theofCalifornia.
Feature — The Inside of the Cup
Cosmopolitan-Paramount.
Presented with an atmospheric
proloarue and tableau song.
Tivoli Theatre —
Scenictional.
— Frozen
Thunder — EducaOrchestra
— The Caliph of Bagdad.
\'''ocal
— " Kismet."
Song by William F. Meyers.
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner.
NextandWeek—
The Devil's Garden
Blackmail.
Lady.
Rialto Theatre —
Second week of The Misleading
Next Week— Held in Trust.
Frolic
Theatre
Current
Events ——Feature — Heart
L^p — Universal.
I
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B, rth of i New Star

BKTTY
COMPSON
' PRISONERS
m
OF LOVE

[
First
display forThis"Prisoners
of Loit- by"
to be obtained.
is four columns
twelve inches, run by the California
tJieatre, Los Angelet
Comedy — Tails Up — Century.
Serial — King of the Circus — Polo.
Current Events — International
News.
Next Week — Rich Girl, Poor Girl.
DENVER
America Theatre —
Vocal — " Dearest One," solo
Henry Klotz, baritone.
Current Events — International
News.
Feature — The Kid — Charles
Chaplin.
Next Week Prisoners of Love.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " The Invitation."
Cartoon — The Hvpnotist — Mutt and
Jeff.
Comedy — The Skipper's Narrow
Escape — First National.
Feature — The Master Mind — Lionel
Barrymore.
NextEnd.
Week — Isobel or the Trail's
Riaho Theatre —
Feature — The Inside of the Cup —
Cosmopolitan-Paramount.
Comedy — Torchy on High — Educational.
Novelty
— Topics of the Da}' —
Pathe.

Priznia — The Message of a Flower.
Next ginia."
Week — Passion.
Stanton
Overture —— Stanton orchestra.
Feature — The Penalty.
Comedy
— Torchy Mixes In — Educational.
Current Events — Stanton news.
Topics of the Day— Literary Digest.
Next Week — The Perfect \Voman —
Constance Talmadgc.
Arcadia
Feature — —Heliotrope.
Comedy — Hey Rube — Educational.
byCurrent Events — Pathe News.
Scenic — Burton Holmes travelogue.
Next Week — Same.
Victoria
Feature — —The Sin that was His.
Comedy — Bungalow Trouble.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Scenic
—
Next WeekIdols of Clay.
Palace
Feature — The Furnace.
Comedy — Torchy Mixes In.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Topics
of the
Da}'.Branded Woman.
Next Week
— The
Feature ——The Saphead.
Capitol
Current Events — Select News.
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — You'll be Surprised.
Next Week — The Girl with the Jazz
Heart

Next \\>ek— Paying the Piper.
SEATTLE
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — " Chu Chin Chow. "
Comedy — His Model Day — Fox,
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature — The Misleading Lad\- —
Bert Lytell.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — " Beautiful Annabel Lee
and Narcissus."
Current Events — Jensen and Von
Herberg Local News.
Comedy — It's a Boy — Educational.
Scenicucational.
— One Drop Is Enough — EdNext Week — Brewster's Millions.
Strand Theatre —
Overture—" William Tell."
Comedy — High and Dry.
Musical — Special selections by Flora
Haley, world's youngest harpist
— aged six years.
Feature — Midsummer Madness —
Paramount Special.
Next Week — The Inside of the Cup.

Feature — Heliotrope.
Aext Strings.
Week— Bun ty

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley—
OverUirc liy Stanley symphon\
orchestra.
Prologue arranged by Hugo Reisenicld. Dance of Eve and the
forbidden fruit.
Feature — Forbidden' Fruit.
Stanley News — Pathe news and
special selections from all news
weeklies by Stanley cameraman.
Vocal Selections — Stanley quartette
— " Carry Me Back to Old VirComedv
— Bray cartoon — Out of the
Inkwell.

VIOEA

DANA
story
Sataidaii
^ost
Blackmail

Picture

/ANCE
Ke ii-eafest stonj of MotKeiLove ei>er screenedMADAME

News
Pulls the

Overture — Selections from
" Faust."
Euclid —
Themes — " Ariane," " Love's Last
Word," waltz ; " Moon, Lovely
Moon, ' from " The Rose
Current Events — Pathe News No.
Nine.
Comedy
One Best Bet —
Chester— His
comedy.
Feature — The Penalty.
NexttheWeek
— The Penalty continCup.
ued, to be followed by Inside
Maid."
Overture — " Kamenoi Ostrow."
Theme — Selections from " GloriPark- Events — Pathe News —
Current
Topics of the Day.
Comedy.
Comedy
— Movie Madness — Christie

TEAR- WIXnOUT SHAME
No on* can afford to m«« >*~CvVYt»K c*« aff&rd to rt.
FREE LIST CNTriStLY SuSPtNDED
Striking
X" display
by
the Sun "Madame
theatre, Omaha,
Neb. used
In size
this xcas sirteen inches by four columns
Feature — Silk Hosiery.
Comedy
Tea for Two.
Regent ——Pahs
Scenic—
and Papas — Chester.
Next Obey.
Week — Love,
Honor and
WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — Andante from the Surprise Symphony.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedj- — Pinning it On — Pathe.
Feature — Peaceful Valley — ■ First
National.
Next Week — Isobel — First National.
Loew's Columbia —
Overture
— " \\ illiam
Tell." News.
Current Events
— Selznick
Feature
— Inside the Cup — Paramount.
N^ext Week — Continued.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — Hawaiian Selections.
Current Events — Pathe News. —
Topics of the Day.
Comedv — Pretty Lady — Sunshine.
Feature
— The Rookie's Return —
Paramount.
Next Week — The Marriage of
William Ashe — Metro.
Moore's Rialto —
Overture — " The Elephant and the

Feature — Hold Your Horses — Tom
Moore.
Next Week — Midsummer Madness.
Knickerbocker —
Overture — " The Magic Melody,"
by Romberg.
ana."
Theme — Selections
from " MayCurrent Events — Fox News, Screen
Snap— Daddy
Shots. Long Legs, (by
Feature
popular request).
Next Week — The Truth About
Husbands — First National.
time."
Metropolitan
Overture — As a— prelude to the picture Wade Lane, baritone sings
" Fra Diavolo " with special
lighting effects and orchestral
accompaniment.
Theme — Original composition done
by Musical Director Phil
Current
Events — Selznick News.
Spitalnj'.
Now!

f

COME—
New Lrm
OB'VowLift—Take
G*la Anf
frnro
"Hnm-Draa**
E4irtnet
—
Eaioy
Yoarw'f
Lm 19 Tb» Und of Uyr-ano
tery asd A&nsitan I

Current Events — Fox News.
Comedj" — Hey Rube — Christie.
Feature
— Outside the Law.
— Realart.
Next Week— She Couldn't Help It

oAdded Attraction.
jJoQ Martin
VOTE
ronTOE
MOST
POPULAR
BUSINESS
cAWildNi^t'
IN OMAHA WMAN
(Appearing
04tleroi
thecastSun\)OurTheaOi?
Ih' .
at the Sim.Todsaj
JOO-'J-'iS-8:15-IOoclociK.
wd.
and
vote
awarded
(he
Omaha
Dailq
Nevs
to
defray
thB wumer
to be Martha Doty.
the tfucstexpenses
of ViolaatofHi:ihjwood.Calironu&.
Dana
at the Metro
Omaha's
Clever
Utue daJKer
Picture
Studios
This one, four columns by eighteen
inches ontheatre,
" Blackmail."
by the Sun
Omaha. isJfeb.

CLEVELAND
Fly."
Stillman
Overture ——dered
" Serenade
renas a trio by Titl,"
flute, horn
and piano.
Theme — kowsky.
" Nocturne," by TschaiCurrent Events — Pathe News, Litery Digest.
Cartoon — Mutt & Jef? in The Hypnotist.
Comedy — Tea for Two — Educational Film.

Flath at th€ Organ

Look
^jwitg
bbicim
dMhK
fksUw 3bo»of awi
» aU;|*adfra
Xr« Tb%miiki:
tbescaadali
akioMilan
idk theridL
ncfn)
Uclcof tiMivodet.
ntdmIm^ii& aUa
tren thtWr vuradt
pcdcsal,'—A ■tadwam
TWn
bfcarr fuervrJ—
drlt —

Very attractive three column by fifteen
inchthedisplay
"Silk Wichita,
HoM-erp Kansas
used
by
Palace ontheatre,
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Sclznick News.
Forsjth Magazine.
Last Half of Week —
Euffene O'Brien in '' Broadway and
Rolin Comedy.
Selznick News Weekly.
Forsyth Magazine.
Home."
PITTSBURG
Million Dollar GrandCurrent
W eekly.Events — Grand News

Six column by tuehe inch
display
for "The
Temple
theatre,
Toledo,Frontier
Ohio of the Stars" bii the
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy — The Toonerville Fire
Brigade — Toonerville Trolley
comedy.
Feature
— The Devil, with George
Arliss.
Next Week — George Beban in One
Man in a Million — Beban to be
here in person.
Strand —
Overture — " Faust."
Theme — Composition by Phil Spitalny.
Feature — The De\il — George Arliss.
Next Week — One Man in a Million
— George Beban
DETROIT
Adams —
Overture — " The Chocolate SolCurrent
dier."Events — Adams Topical
Review.
Comedy — Larry Semon in The
Sportsman.
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Feature
Ray. — 19 and Phyllis — Charles
Next Week— Wallace Reid in The
Charm School.
Broadway Strand —
Same as last week.
Madison —
Overture — " Marriage of Figaro."
Current
Events — Madison Topical
Review.
Educational — Selected Scenic.
Vocal — Ruth Chase and Ralph
Brainard — " Love Me at Twilight," "Do You Remember?"
Feature—
lin. The Kid— Charlie ChapNext Week— Same.
Washington —
Overture—" Poet and Peasant."
Current Events— Washington Animated Review.
Educational— The Voice of the Sea.
Comedies—
Tickle. Clyde Cook in Don't
Mutt and Jefif in The Hypnotist.
Feature— The Last of the Mohicans.
Next Week— Pearl White in The
Mountain Woman.

Educational — Topics of the Da\\
Featiire — Peaceful Valley.
Comedy — Fickle Fancy.
Next \\eek— Hush.
Blackstone Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — Homespun Hero.
Feature — The Testing Block.
Next Week — The Rookies Return.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
Current
\\ eekly
News. Events — Loew's
Comedy — Rainbow Comedy.
Feature — All Soul's Eve.
Next W^eek — Hearts are Trumps.

OlympicEvents
Theatre
—
Current
— Kinograms.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Corned)' — Bungalow Trouble.
Criterion —
Overture — Medley of popular jazz Next Week — The Inside of the Cup.
■ tunes, orchestra conducted by Minerva Theatre —
Comedy- — High & Dry.
Dave Love.
Feature — Panthea.
Topics of the Day.
Pathe Review.
Columbia Theatre —
Feature — Constance Talmadge in Current
Events — International
News.
Dangerous
Business — First National.
Feature — Danger Valley.
Comedy — My Goodness.
Comedy —villeFontaine
Fox's
Trolley Meets
All ToonerTrains. Next Week — Quick .A.ction.
ATLANTA

Howard —
Overture
Mignon" — conducted
Howard
Concert— "Orchestra,
by Enrico Leide.
Howard News and Views.
Grantland Rice Sport Pictorial —
How Will You Have Your
Bath ?
'Cello Solo — Saint-Saens " The
Prologue — A Dream of Cinderella,
presented
by members of the
Swan."
Dixie Ladies' Quartette, with
Alary F"aith Yow as Cinderella
and Virginia Kelley as Prince
Charming. Special stage set,
showing Cinderella in ashes,
while her sisters go to the ball.
Cinderella sleeps and dreams
of herself and Prince Charming, dancing a slow, stately
minuet, at the ball. Prologue
planned by Howard management, dances arranged by Mrs.
William Clare Spiker, famous
dancing teacher.
Feature— Cecil B. De Alille special
production. Forbidden Fruit.
Organ recitals during three special
performances.
Added feature — Dixie Ladies Quartette will sing • " Sweet and
Low " and " Will o' the Wisp."
Rialto—
Overture
— " II Trovatore " — Rialto
orchestra.
Paramount Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Feature- Ethel Clayton in " The
Sins of Rosanne."
Comedy — Sennett-Paramount, " It's
Bov.
Forsyth
—"
First a Half—
Bryant Washburn irl "An Amateur

Devil."

GOLDWTN BARKERS
^ /#PRODUCTCN
f PRESENTSOF
'REGINALD
BUNTY
FULLS THE STRINGS
JOY
KUSSELL 'sfMPSOX

RAYUpSD
HATT.OX
CASSOS
BDYTHE FERCUSOX
CHAPUAH

Here
is one ofadstheforCalifornia
theatre's
Los Angeles,
Buntycolum.ns
Pulls
the
strings."
SamA was "four
hy
ten inches

e—
Cameraphone
Current
Events — Theatr
Kinograms.
Novelty — Bray Pictograph.
Feature — All Souls Eve.
Comedy — High & Dry.
Next Week— What Happened to
Rosa.
Liberty Theatre
Current
Events —— International
News.
Feature — Testing Block.
Comedy — Fickle Fancy.
Next Week — Midsummer Madness.
—
Current
— Pathe
News.
Theatre
Regent — Event.'Feature
Peaceful Valley.
Comedy — Torchy Turns Cupid.
Next Week — Rookies Return.
Current Theatre
Events — —Fox News.
Savoy
Feature — The Thief.
Comedy — Number Please.
Next Week— Just Pals.
CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ — " Poet's
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Overture — "Second Hungarian
Rhapsody,"
Peasant." by Franz Liszt.
Woodlawn
lected. Comedy Playlet — SeFeature — Thomas Meighan in The
Frontier of the Stars.
Intermission — "Return
of the
ness. Feature — Midsummer MadComing
Pantheon Theatre —
Organ
Solo."— Popular
Pantheon
of theSelections.
Day.
ColorsTopics
Specialtj—
Bee
Palmer's
Jazz
Band.
Comedy — The Sportsman, featuring
Larry Semon.
Overture — " The Velvet Lady."
Violin Solo By Harrv Gilman.
"Old Pal Why Don't You
Feature
— Wanda
Snob.
Answer
Me ? " Hawley in The
Coming
Feature
in The
Riddle— Geraldine
: Woman. Farrar

Ziegfeld
Theatre —
Scenic.
Specialty — Sylvia
Loder. soloist,
" Kismet."
Feature — Kismet.
Barbee's
Loop Theatre —
other attractive features including: the muUniversal Weekly.
sical Comedy,
offering "A etc,
Night at the Club" staged
Sennett
Comedy — ^April Fool.
by P. Hans
Flath— Fickle Fancy," a new
Specialty — Jimmy Duffy, saxophone
player.
Popular Selections.
This isplays forone
of
Stanley
Chamber's
disFeature
— Immortality.
•' Oh, Lady,
Lady,"
when
this
picture played
the
Palace
theatre.
Coming Feature — Lying Lips.
Wichita, Kansas

1
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Riviera Theatre —
Educational Scenic.
International News.
Riviera Digest.
Overture — " The Clock Store."
Feature— Charles Ray in 19 and
Phyllis.
Comedy — The One Best Pet.
Specialty — Two dancers interpreting Spring.
Organ Solo — Popular Selections.
Coming
ness. Feature — Midsummer MadRandolph Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Feature — Charles Chaplin in The
Kid. Third Week.
BOSTON
Park Theatre —
Screen Smiles.
Weekly News — Two issues.
Features — Lying Lips — Ince picture. The Unfortunate Sex.
Next Week — Officer 666 — Tom
Moore. What Happened to
Rosa — Mable Norman.
Beacon Theatre —
Screen Smiles.
Weekly News — Two issues.
Comedy—
tin. A Wild Night— Joe MarFeatures — The Passionate Pilgrim
— Cosmopolitan.
The Ofif-Shore Pirate — Viola
Dana.
Next Week — Inside the Cup — Passion Fruit.
Bowdoin Square Theatre —
Feature — Ireland in Revolt.
Fenway Theatre —
Feature
— The Love Light — Marv
Pickford.
CINCINNATI
WalnutCurrent Events — Pathe No. 6.
Comedy
— You'll
be S'Prized —
Chester.
Feature — While New York Sleeps.
Next Week— The Devil.
Strand —
Current Events — Pathe No. 7.
Comedy
— Torchy's Double — Educational.
Next Week — The Inside of the
Cup.
GiftsCurrent Events — Fox No. 80.
Comedy — Special Pictures.
Feature — The ]\Iark of Zorro.
Next Week — Love.
Palace —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Literary Digest No. 90.
Feature — Scratch My Back.

from the leading weeklies,
Topics of the Day, a Pathe
hand colored scenic and the
News-Shea Review, a local feature.
Next Week — " Passion," with Pola
Negri.
Shea's Criterion —
Feature — " Forbidden Fruit," and
entire program of last week
continued
for second seven-day
run.
Mark-Strand —
■" Irene.'
ure — Event
s "— Latest Pathe
Overtnt
Curre
News.
Feature — " The Notorious Miss
Lisle "— Katherine MacDonald.
Comedy
— •" A Homespun Hero " —
Christie.
Next Week — " Earthbound."
Palace —
Feature
— " Whispering
Devils " —
Conway
Tearle.
Empire —— " Cleopatra " — Theda
Feature
Bara.
Feature—"
The 14th Man " — RobLyric — ert Warwick.
BROOKLYN
Mark-Strand Theatre —
Overture — " The Bat " — Strauss.
Strand Topical News.
Excerpts from Victor Herbert's
Successes, (a) " Give Me All
of You,"
from "tenor;
Florabella,''
Allen
Ramond,
(b)
" Nightingale Song," from
" Mile. Modiste," Dorothy Lane
and George Kiddon, dancers ;
(c) " Kiss Me Again," from
" Mile. Modiste." Eldora Stan. ford, soprano.
Prizma Scenic — " Rhcims."
Operatic presentation of prison
scene from " Faust.'' " Faust,''
Allen Ramond, tenor ; " Marguerite," Dorothy Bell, soprano ;
" Mephistopheles," Walter
Smith, basso.
Feature — Constance Talmadge in
" Mamma's Affair."
Vocal — "Captain Mac" (Sanderson), Walter Smith, basso.
Comedy
A Fireside Brewer '' —
Mack— "Sennett.
Organ Solo — "Allegro" (Haydn),
Edward Napier and John Hammond, organists.
ST. LOUIS

Missouri Theatre —
Overture — Carmen selections.
Current Events — Fox News.
Literary Digest Topics of the Day.
Vocal—" The Little Dreamer," impressionistic song featuring
Master James Brazier.
BUFFALO
Comedy — Sunshine.
Presentation — Italian Fantasy —
Missouri Ensemble — "A Night
Shea's Hippodrome —
in Venice," by Kesner and
Overture
Lehar.— "The Merry Widow" —
Kimbell.
The Tarantell,"
Missouri "Ballet,
assisted by
by
Stage Setting — An old-fashioned almandolin
and
guitar
instrucove at home, used as a backmentalists.
ground for a duo-art number. Feature — The Frontier of the Stars
Vocal — " On the Bonnie Banks of
— Thomas Meighan.
Loch
ferne Lomond."
Hollinshead. Sung by Red- Delmonte Theatre —
Overture
Feature
— " The
letto. — Selections from Rigo—Bert
Lytell.Misleading Ladv "
Comedy
— " The Punch of the Irish " Kews Events — Pathe.
— Lehrman.
Topics — Literary Digest.
Current Events — Hippodrome Re- Vocal — Duet, selections from " Oh,
view, made up of selections
Boy."

Comedy — Sunshine.
Feature — The Great Love.
Criterion Theatre —
News Happenings — Fox Weekly.
Topical Paragraphs — Literary DiFeature — Sunday and Monday,
Hold
^loore. Your Horses — Tom
gest.
Feature — Tuesday and Wednesday
— Hearts Are Trumps.
F^eature — Thursday and Friday —
Different — ConSomethistance
ng Binney.

Picture

News

Something Different —
Good ijicture to fair business.
Better crowds than usual. (East.j
Fair ofpicture
to fair
business.
Eyes
the Heart
—
Star popular. (East.)
The Furnace —
Very high-class society picture
with beautiful costuming and sets
which appealed particularly to the
women and did splendid business.

Feature — Saturdav— The Saphead —
W. H. Crane.
(Middle W^est.)
New Grand Central —
HODKINSON
Overture
— Gene . Rodemichs' Orchestra.
News Occurrence — Selznick.
Just fair.
anything reTopical — Literary Digest.
markable, justDidn't
cleareddo expenses.
As
Vocal — The Sunshine of Your
aattraction
picture
it's
awful
;
as
a
box
office
Smile — Nesi Cesare.
Love — it just manages to get
Comedy— High and Dry.
by.
(East.)
Feature — The Woman in the
House — All-star cast.
Failed to draw ^fter big advertisWest End Lyric —
Same program as Grand Central.
name ing
is campaign.
not a box
officeGlaum's
getter.
Louise
(Middle West.)
William Fox Liberty —
Overture — Specially arranged from
various operas.
Fox News Events.
Job
The
— verj- well liked
Cartoon
Comedy .
— Mutt and Jeff.
ThisSpenders
feature was
Feature— The U. P. Trail.
by our patrons and was an excellent
Comedv — Sunshine's His Unlucky box office attraction playing to better than average business for a
week. (Middle West.)
UNITED ARTISTS
Bigfront
Houses
Say I
I
II What
{Continued
page 1300)
The Love Light —
Splendid picture and business.
Mary Pickford really pleased
Blind W ives —
everv'one. Never heard a comGood melodrama that pleased
dle West.)
plaint. Capacity all week. (Midlovers of this class of entertainment. Box office returns better
than usual. (Middle West.)
Very Business
good production
well
liked.
was good. and
(West.)
ROBERTSON-COLE
W onderful production and biggest
Fell down badly second week.
business since " While New York
Didn't seem to satisfy. For total
Sleeps." (East.)
showing went over from average
Splendid production and Otis to poor.
Skinner's name helped to bring in
crowds. Did splendid business first
The Love Flower —
part
West.)of engagement and is starting
This one went over big at openwell the second week. (Middle West.)
ing and closing days and average
the
middle
of the week.
Ver>'
entertainingpartpicture.
(M iddle
This went over very big. Audiences seemed enthused with ii.
(Aliddlc West.)
METRO
Crowds came and I packed them
in.
Surelv a wonderful production.
(West.)

The Silver Lining —
Average (Middle
crook play.
business.
West.) Ordinar}'

The First Born —
By far the best picture that
Sessue Hayakawa has ever made.
It is a(East.)
true conception of Oriental
life.

The

REALART

Marriage of William

The picture follows the story well
and is nicely worked out. (East.)
Ashe — IMVERSAL
Outride the Laic —
The best crook picture that has
been shown in the city for many
months. Bis houses all week.
(East.)

The Snob-^
V erylous, butpoor
lightliked
and it,
frivosome stuff
of —them
and
the business was good. Personally,
consider it punk. But if the public
liked it and paid good money to
see it, I guess it was all right.
Beautifully
(East.)
A good crookTrimmed
picture. — (East.)
Very good. The people liked the
plot and business was good.
STOLL
.\dvertised as the first foreign
^ •
Mr. Wu—
(East.)
All
Sours Eve—
picture
ever shown here which
Avcrase
considerable
interest. Picfair.
(East.) r>roduction. Business created
ture liked.
(Middle West.)

ExKibitors

Paul

Noble's

Service

Prologue

Bureau —

Number

Pages

for

"The

Prologue stage setting and characters appearing in it, for the
of is
" TIte
Testing Block,
Paulshozving
E. Noble
manager
rbomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Cha«. EL. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, B. L
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Biiiralo.
George
J. Schade,Alhambra
Schade theatre,
H. C. Horater,
theatre, SandoskT'.
Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Darton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgrr. Flnklestein & Rabin,
Minneapolis.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laorence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landaa, Bntterfly theatre, Mllwaokee.
Jack Kahn, Loew thestrM, CleTeland.
Jallns L. alohnson. New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Paal GnsdanoTlc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
V. Edsar Momand, Strand theatre, FUnt, Mich,
r hHTles C. Ferry. Strand theatre, Minneapolis,
e. Toledo,
Banet O.McConnlck, Gen. Mar. RItoU theatre,

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatre*,
Jackson, Mich.
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
B. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
B.ment
T. Richards,
Gen. Mgr., Saenger AmnseCo., New Jr.,
Orleans.
F. theatres,
L. Newman,
Kansas Newman,
City, Mo. Royal and Regent
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Sallna, Kan.
Arthnr
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

1305-1320

Testing

Block"

at the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., of which

L iwell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn,
n'.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres.
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. HUton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramoont- Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Batte.
Engene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Granman, Graoman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, FTa.
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Illustrating the text appearing below concerning the prologue ivhich Joseph L. Phmkett, manager of the Xcu; York Strand, is presenting this u.
in connection 'cvith the shoiving ofis" shozvn
The First
Born." The
and half-tone
of th-e prologue. On the opposite pa
the working
plansline
and cuta scene
from the above
secondrefer
partto ofscene
the one
number

Practical

Prologue
New York Strand for
Theatre "The
Presentation
Given in Detail

initial showing of " The
FORFirsttheBorn
" at the New York
Strand this week, Managing Director Joseph Plunkett is staging a prologue
that takes its cue from the picture, the
scenes of which are placed in old China
and San Francisco's Chinatown.
The character of the principal entertainment tobe offered was early indicated
in the program when, during the overture,
two large panels on either side of the velvets were transparently lighted in red and
revealed as Chinese etchings, and showing
in marked contract to the blue flood thrtl
was thrown over the orchestra.
The first scene of the prologue, named
" In Shantung," was a simple but none the
less effective piece of staging, consisting
only of two drops. The front drop was
more or less neutral in design, cut away in
the middle to a keyhole shape. The drop
had a rich cream background, profusel\
dotted with blue and gold with two vivid
red panels, on each side of the wider part
of the keyhole opening. In about one and
a half, was a bright blue background drop,
toned down slightly towards the horizon,
and relieved by a sprig of some flowering
shrub which apparently came out of the
.side.
Walter
\'aughan,
the
silks
of the
Chinese,tenor,
stoodgarbed
centre instage
and as the curtain rose sang an appropriate
Chinese number. As he finished the refrain was taken up by an invisible male
quartet. The lights were gradually dimmed
out and during the stage was black, the
first scene was struck and the second
scene set while the audience still listened
to the harmonious voices. Then all lights
were dimmed up.
The second scene, representing Chinatown, San Francisco, was a street drop in
two with two street wings with a street
lamp on either side. The lamps were

lighted and the windows of the .street
scene were transparent with i,ooo Watt
lamps at the back wall flooding through
the windows. Strung from the flies was
a string of eight Chinese lanterns, all
lighted with small lamps.
As the voices of the quartet died away,
men dressed as Chinese shuffled across the
stage, followed by an imitation dragon on
the shoulders of three boys (this being a
scene taken from the picture). The
dragon pranced around the stage and as
it left, a Chinese was left dopilv sitting
under one of the street lamps. A police-

Showing scene thrc

First

Born

man sauntered on the stage, looked o
quiringly on the figure of the lone Chineand passed on. The Chinese then drifte
away as the lights dimmed down.
The lighting was equally simple but
was the lighting that made the prologi
stand out. For the first scene, practical!
all lighting was blue, including the stn
border on the bottom of the raised screei
the foots and the regular border. Bac
of the first drop, on either side, were tw
bunch lights and a spot, all blue which in
tensified ( the
blue background
of the bac
Continued
to page 1307)

of theinA'-ew
York Strand's
for pages
" The First
the article
appearingprologue
on these

He b r n a r y 12,
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These Izi'o illiislralidiis refer
sceneYorktzvoStrand
of the theatre.
text appearing
below page
describing
the prologue
for " relating
The Firstto Born
being presented this week
the toXezv
See opposite
for similar
illustrations
scene " one
Prologue

for "The
Born"
First
(Continued from page 1306)
drop. From the left wing a weak red spot
shone on the singer and, corresponding on
the right wing was a blue spot. The same
lighting scene, with very slight changes
was used for the second scene, the spots
and bunches remaining in the same position throughout the entire prologue, this
materially aiding in the quick change of
scene.
The key to the diagram of Scene One
shown herewith is as follows :
A. Screen, on bottom of which is attached astrip light (2) acting as
border when screen is raised.
B. Keyhole opening of front drop.
C. Front drop. The keyhole opening
gives this drop the semblance of a
wide leg drop.
D. Blue back drop for deep sky efifect.
1. Borders.
2. Strip border.
3. Foots.
4. Red spotlight for singer.
5. ^ Blue spotlight for singer.
6. Bunchlights radiating on blue back
drop.
7. Spots to intensify backdrop.
The key to the diagram of the second
scene is :
A. Screen.
B. Four street wings.
C. Street drop.
1. Street lamps each with small lamps as
transparencies.
2. String of eight Chinese lanterns
lighted similarly to above.
3. Strip border on bottom of screen.
4. Blue spot to central figure under lamp.
5. Bunch Hghts radiating to back drop.
6. 1,000 Watts to back drop transparencies.
7. Foots.
8. Border over backdrop.

Elmira, N.
Secures

Y., Exhibitor
Navy Aid

The recruiting forces of the U. S. Marines in Elmira fairly outdid themselves
in co-operation with Manager H. L. Walter of the Amusu Theatre of that city, and
John P. McConville, exploitation representative atthe Buflfalo exchange of Paramount Pictures, in putting over " Below
the Surface," which was playing a week's
run at the theatre. By interesting the recruiting officer, the exploitation man had
200 special one sheets and 300 special
hand bills posted and distributed respectively bythe recruiting service. The only
ing.
cost to the theatre was the item of printThe poster carried similar copy in
heavy tancered
type that
was visible at a disof almost
a block.
In addition the recruiting officer used
the station's American service flag for the
occasion to drape up the front of the
theatre. The sight of the military outfit
attracted crowds and naturally, a large
percentage of these crowds drifted into
the theatre. It ofTered a good example of
exploitation that can be effective and still
cost very little.
Tally's
Presentation of
'^Kismet"
Elaborate
" Kismet " recently completed an entheatre, conceived
Los Angeles,
in which gagement
theatTally's
presentation
by
Manager Talley was no small part of the
attraction.
Mr. Talley used a very pretentious prologue in presenting " Kismet." It opened
with a title asking the audience if it would
like to visit the city of Bagdad. Gates to
the stage open and a harem scene is
shown. Five dancing girls issue forth to
present Oriental numbers. The lights go
down, and the girls draw back a curtain
which discloses the screen. Besides these
atmospheric touches, Mr. Tally had his
ushers dress in Oriental costumes, and introduced subdued Oriental lighting
throughout his theatre.
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IViiidoz'.' display for "The Restless Sex," one of the exploitation
mediums N.employed
for the shozi'iiig of tins pieturr at the Hippodromt:
Gloversvile,
Y.
^5
Cobe

Puts
Over
"The
Devil
Exhibitor Neglects
Lawrence, Mass.,
on
Arliss Picture
No
Opportunities
(.)n the Friday before his opening this
J. COBE, manager of the
ANDREW
enterprising manager secured one of the
Rialto theatre, Law^nce, Mass.,
one of the four the^fes to play most prominent display windows in the
center of the town. H^e decked the entire
" The Devil pre-release put over an exwindow with red draperies and filled it in
ploitation campaign in coajunction with
his showing that eclipsed all previous ef- with a profusion of flimsy red silk.
forts of this kind for Lav^^nte.
Colored lights were jilaced on the shimmering cloth and fans working from below
Mr. Cobe began his^iexploitation drive
served to give movement to the whole. In
a week before" the sho\^ng of the picture
by the distribution of thousands of little I he center window he placed one of the
electric flasher signs issued by Pathe.
red cards with the follQwipg text : .
■ '''"GO^'tO the bE\TL
On Friday night I\Ir. Cobe gave a midAT THE RIALTO
night performance of " The DE\TL " for
invited guests only. Editors, newspaper
Week beginning MONDAY, Jan. 24th.
men, public officials and prominent citiThe City of Lawrence is an industrial
zens of Lawrence were invited. The midcenter with scores of factories, and utiliznight show was a distinct novelty in the
ing this fact Mr. Cobe placed his throwcommunity
and attracted widespread ataway cards in the factory pay envelopes.
tention. Saturday morning the papers
I\Ien were sent through the city casually
carried big stories and the most favorable
dropping pay envelopes here and there,
comment on the film.
and leaving them in restaurants and other
The newspaper campaign opened on
places, so that hundreds of Lawrence citiFriday prior to the showing with quarter
zens eagerly seized upon this clever bit of
advertising.
pages in the four daily papers. This adFollowing this, he started two Ford cars
vertising was repeated on Saturday and
on Sunday full page ads were used in all
throughout the city .traveling miles each
of the newspapers.
day. They were completely boarded up
with painted signs and paintings of George
Mr. Cobe based his presentation on the
Arliss. Each one carried the slogan :
plan inaugurated by Managing - Director
I AM ONE OF THE LEGIONS OF
Joseph Plunkett of the Strand Theatre in
HELL AMONG YOU ALWAYS.
New York, using a troup of dancers in a
I AM IN THIS TOWN.
weird thing called " The Dance of the
I AM THE DEVIL.
Imps." The stage setting was that of a
No mention was made of the Rialto
deep grotto. The lights were thrown from
Theatre and no suggestion appeared in the
under the stage through glass covered
advertising of a motion picture so that
traps. A singer in the garb of Mephismuch curiosity was aroused.
topheles opened the prologue. An original
The third step in his cleverly arranged
feature introduced by Mr. Cobe was a
cMampaign was the appearance in prac- contortionist who led the ballet girls
of
tically all store windows of Lawrence
through a writhing picturesque dance.
window out-puts.

Automobile

Tags

to Ex-

Thief
"
A new andploit "The
inexpensive
exploitatior
stunt for " The Thief " was devised by J
V. McDonald, manager of the Xelson the
atre, Springfield, Mass.
McDonald had a small red tag printc
" Just
a tip!
reading as follows
:
" I wouldn't leave my car alone like this
if I were you. You know THE THIEF
On the day and night preceding the
opening
" Theabout
Thief
engagement
every
car of
parked
town" was
tagged,
coming."'
and the intere.st isand amusement the tag?
aroused marked them as being one of the
best " teaser " stunts ever used.

Xozelty lobby display originated by M.
Rosenthal, manager of the Allen theatre,
St. Catherines, Ontario. Canada, for the
engagement of "Married Life"
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HOOVER

DAYi;!LMOTION

PICTURETHEATRES

Picture of Harry h'cichcnbach's "Outside the Laz^'" ext-loitativn street car used in Boston, as descrilied in the story af'f'eariiiii I'd,
Window
Boston
Harry
Novel

Exploitation
Unique
Reichenbach Startles Bostonians With

" Outside
the
OutBOSTON'S initial showing of "
side the Law," at the Park theatre,
was the occasion of an energetic exploitation campaign staged by Harry
Reichenbach, of the Universal Exploitation Department.
The principal exploitation stunt worked
in staid Boston was the use of a street car
bearing signs concerning the big Dean picture, which traveled over seventy - two
miles of tracks in the heart of the city
nine times each day during the several
days preceding the openmg.
In the windows of the car were painted
a variety of human faces, of ^all races,
ages and conditions. " We are going to
se ' Outside the Law ' at the Park theatre " was the streamer that adorned the
entire length of the car. On top of the
car was another big banner with the following capition :
" Watch for HOOVER DAY at all
MOTION PICTURE THEATRES."
This was the first time in the history of
the Boston Elevated Railway Company
that this stunt had been put over in that
city. It created a sensation in the New
England metropolis.
It was only after careful consideration
on the part of the traction company that
consent was gained by Reichenbach to
utilize the car. Boston laws prohibit the
use of public service vehicles for advertising purposes. It was not until Reichenbach thought of tying up the " Outside
the Law " showing to the Hoove-r Motion
Picture Day, a charitable activity, to the
mutual advantage of both, that the street
railway company leased the car.
Boston stared at the car. It became the
talk of the town. News reel representatives photographed it. Nevvspapers printed
pictures of it, explaining the stunt in detail and giving complete mention of "Out-side the Law " at the Park theatre.
Another idea which was worked with

Law " Exploitation
great effect was a sign painting stunt.
For four days preceding the opening of
the Dean picture in Boston, three girls in
smocks, tam-o'-shanters, and short skirts
mounted scaffolds near the entrance to
the Park theatre and painted signs advertising the picture.
The newspaper advertising in all of
the Boston papers was also much larger
than that usually carried by local theatres.
Display ads. running two and three columns and eight and ten inches in depth
were used in place of the ordinary one
column announcements that Boston papers
usually carry.

Displays

Adver-

tise "Silk Hosiery"
Among the exploitation stunts which
Nick Aver, advertising and publicitv director for the Roth and Partington theatres, San Francisco, Cal., pulled to put
over " Silk Hosiery " was window displays dressed so the women would look.
On this page is a cut showing a window
secured from the Emporium store. The
Emporium window boasted a model
dressed exclusively in silk hosiery. In fact
everything that the wax lady had on was
of silk, except the shoes.
The picture played at the California and
many of the dollars counted up at the end
of the run could be directly traced to the
advertising that the windows in the heart
of the shopping districts had given " Silk
Hosiery."

U'uido'cc display for "Silk Hosiery" one of a number which the publicitv forces of the Roth
and Partington houses, San Francisco, secured recently. Details appear 'on this page in text
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Special stage setting from a prologue ivhich Loew's Palace theatre, Kansas City, originated for the showing of " Doun on the Farm '

How

"A
Want Ad ited
With Trimmings
WendtFake Explo
Toledo Residents

"

CHILD FOR SALE " and
Harold Wendt's ingenuity in
his official job as publicity
director for the Rivoli theatre of Toledo is responsible for this story
of intensive and extensive exploitation:
The Rivoli had booked " A Child for
Sale " for Christmas week. Ten days in
advance of the showing, Toledo newspapers carried one-inch ads which read :
" For Sale— A Child." There was but one
ad to the paper. Theatres would ordinarily insert it in several places. Anyone
selling a child would have the ad in but
one place. So Wendt, too, ran the ad in
but one place — not on the movie page. And
none outside the theatre and the advertising men on the papers understood. One
of the solicitors on one of the papers even
had to explain to the advertising manager
what it was all about before he could
have the ad run. The result of this ad
being run for three days was the conversation such as appears in the first paragraph, being heard on the cars, on the
street corners and in the restaurants, and
in fact most everywhere. For the next
thi-ee days there appeared an ad similar to
the above, except that it also carried two
telephone numbers — the telephone numbers of the theatre office. The result of
this (everything done in the campaign
was followed by results) was that the
phones at the Rivoli rang continuously and
three people were kept busy all day and
late into the night answering inquiries concerning the child for sale.
" How old was the child? Is it white
or black? Is it a boy or a girl? Is parentage legitimate? How much is wanted
for the child? What is the reason for
A

selling? What is the child's disposition?
How is the child's health? And what
orphanage desires to make the sale ? "

Child
Stirs
Up

But none of these stumped Wendt. The
day before the ad first appeared everyone
in the Rivoli offices was given answers for
any possible question.
" The child was four years old. It was
white. It was a girl. Parentage was legitimate. The reason for selling was that the
high cost of living was depriving the parent and another child of a living. The
child's disposition was charming. Health
was excellent. And for further details,
well, call at the Rivoli theatre any time
starting Sunday and for a week thereThe following three days came more information concerning the child in all the
ads.
And the interest ran skyhigh all over
after."
the town.
Saturday was the time. The busiest
street corner in Toledo was the place.
And the auctioning of a child was the attraction.
A large car drove up to the curb and a
man, dressed none too well, stepped up
into the rear seat. Above his head he held
a child, answering the above description.
The curious stopped to listen when this
man announced in a loud voice that he
wanted to " sell this child — his own flesh
and blood." " How much was he bid —
he, the man whom the profiteers were depriving of a The
living?"
More were
stopped
and
still more.
sidewalks
blocked.
Traffic, too, soon jammed up.
Now came Wendt's surprise. He had
planned everything beautifully,, he
thought. " He had " rented " the child, engaged the " father " and planted a half
dozen men in the crowd to do some bidding. The crowd was expected and was
exceeding all expectations. He knew
there would be no interference, for the
day previous the chief of police had been
let in on the secret. But what surprised

for

Sale"'

Wendt was that persons other than the
'■ plants " were doing some of the bidding.
Everything was surely being taken seriously. Some women protested and claimed
that the sale should not be allowed to continue.
Suddenly, however, the child was
" sold " and the " buyer " jumped into the
machine and handed the " father " a roll
of money. Then a large card was flashed
on
the for
crowdSale
reading.
" You
Can atSeethea
Child
all Next
Week
Rivoli " — and thousands of small cards
carrying the picture of the child on one
side and information concerning the picture which would be shown at the Rivoli
on the other, were thrown to the crowd —
and the machine squeezed its way through
the jam.
The shock was too sudden. People
were left with their mouths wide open.
.\nd then the whole town seemed deluge i
with announcements of "A Child fo:
Sale.'' The newspapers that night carried
large ads on the picture. Stories were
used that day and followed the next week.
Windows displayed large cards and
hook-up arrangements. Photos like thoSvr
thrown out at the street stunt were passed
out at the exits of the Rivoli. Hotels had
large colored frames as " decorations."
while many
the Rivoli
lobby
with
frames.
A also
trailerwaswas" set
run,"
showing many of the thrilling scenes from
the picture. And autoists rushed up to
their machines, seeing red tags on the
steering wheels. They had been arrested
for parking too long or out of the parking
zone. But the card only told of A Child
for Sale " and smiles lit up their faces.
"A
a song
displayed
Song shops
Child
for Sale."
It had
been entitled,
written by
a Toledo boy — and this, too. was good for
a yarn in the newspapers.
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Some examples of what the Riviera theatre
of Mihvattkee, Wis., is doing to exploit its
attractions

Aborr — li'nidow display used for the engagement of " The Branding Iron." IVindou' display for " Sick Abed " obtained from a leading furniture store

Right — Portion of a lobby display for " The
Son of Tarzanused
'' serial
in which a cut-out is
to advantage

Bcloiv
■' The anSonoriginal
of Tarzan
" ivindozv
display— Ashowing
painting
by the
Riviera scenic artist as a background
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This, with the cut on the opposite page,
shows how E. R. Rogers, manager of
the Rialto Theatre of Chattanooga,
Tenn., decorated for the recent showing of " The County Fair."
Lobby
Holds Dances in Theatre
How

Admits
Fat People Free
as Exploitation Stunt
Manager C. L. Henry, of the Rex
Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C, during the
week of January 24-30, exploded the
theory that " nobody loves fat people."
During the showing of " The Life of the
Party," Manager Henry entertained at
the theatre all persons weighing more than
225 pounds. A scale was placed in the
lobby of the theatre and tremendous
crowds were attracted by the spectacle of
the town's most adipose citizens lining up
to be weighed. It was a notable fact that
both the successful and the unsuccessful
candidates viewed the picture.

Lobby decorations for the shotvvng of " The
Devil" at Shea's Criterion theatre, Buffalo

Wetstein

Grabbed

Front Page Space
It has remained for Elias Wetstein,
publicity director, to discover a new way
of getting publicity for his theatres, the
Queen, Majestic and Rialto of Wilmington, Del.
" The Branding Iron " had been booked
for the Majestic and Wetstein looked longingly at page one and racked his brain for
a scheme that would land something for
the picture.
The newspaper boys were willing to
help as much as possible but the well
known rules to say nothing of the real
news of the day, forbid sliding just publicity in without an excuse.
Finally Mr. Wetstein got an idea that
got by with the city editor. He arranged
to have a photograph taken by flashlight
of the crowd.
The photographer was instructed to
load his flash heavy enough to make the
touch of¥ a miniatui'e Wall street explosion
lioth in amount of flame and in sound.
The picture was taken with results up to
expectation. There was dull roar that
could be heard several blocks and a flash
of light that lighted up the sky like a fork
of lightning.
People on the streets rushed to the scene
expecting to learn of an accident. The
next day the new.spapers carried stories
telling about the picture being taken with
a plausible explanation worked into the
account stating that the photograph was
snapped at the instigation of the Goldwyn
company who were making a collection of
crowds gathered in front of theatres waiting to see "The Branding Iron." The
story of course told all about the picture
and where it was playing.

Dancing in the lobby of the theatre under the title of " Matinee Dansant " is ar
experiment which F. L. Koppelberger
general manager of the La Crosse Theatre
string.
Company,
of La Crosse, Wis., is conducting at the Rivoli, one of the company's
The Rivoli orchestra, which has obtained
a fine reputation locally, furnishes the
music. The " Matinees Dansant "' are
held from 4 to 5:30 P. M., and are attended principally by the young people.
Chaperones are in attendance and the first
function seem to indicate that the affairs
will be a jrrand success.

Charles Rai

i
Shoiving how George J. Maur, manager of thf
Strand theatre, Loutsztlle. Ky.. makes tise of
cut-outs
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Hammond
Colorful
Superba

Prologue
Theatre,

Los

Presented

Angeles,

Gives

Obtains

Local

Merchants' Assistance
Manager Frank H. Hammond, of the
Riaho Theatre, Atlanta, is a man who believes in co-operation, and he claims that
it isn't hard to get — if only you go about
it right. As proof of what he says, he
exhibits a double page spread, in the Atlanta Sunday American, consisting of ten
ads from local merchants, tying up with

'
" Outside the Law " Artistic Presentation
dow display locations in which he used
A simple yet effective prologue was
attractive pictures of Miss Dean, and the
used at the Superba theatre, Los Angeles,
other prinicpals, together with exhibits
during the five weeks' run of " Outside the
obtained from police headquarters, and
Law."
Manager W. E. Jones, who is a firm
consisting of various burglars' tools,
exponent of the prologue for pictures, is weapons, handcuffs, etc. A history of Mr. Hammond's exploitation of " To
each article accompanied it.
convinced that the manner of presentation
Please One Woman."
The Sunday American was so imhad much to do with the long run the fea- ■ Among the stunts Jones used was to
ture enjoyed.
set out about forty traffic stand signs bearpressed with Mr. Hammond's ideas that
ing the caption ;
they assigned their star advertising man
Carrying out the Oriental atmosphere
to accompany him on his rounds to get
" Don't park here ! You are Outside
in which " Outside the Law " is set — San
the ads — and out of twelve firms visited
Francisco's Chinatown — Jones used a
he
got ten ads. The title of the picture
"
!
He
also
had
several
thousand
tags
bearChinatown drop for his prologue, duplithe Law
was
used in each ad, and ten tickets were
cating as nearly as possible the Chinaing the inscription " You Are Outside the
town set used in the production of the Law " attached to automobiles throughgiven away onbytheeach
firm to
customers
opening
day.their first ten
out Los Angeles.
picture. In front of this drop he used a
male singer, costumed as a gunman. A
green spotlight was thrown on the singer,
and a faint green light on the drop.
The singer sang " Chinatown." At the
conclusion of the song the singer began
the portrayal of a dope fiend. He was interrupted bya police whistle, off stage.
Quickly there came two shots, fired so the
flash could be seen in the house. All
lights then were cut and the opening reel
of the picture thrown on the Chinatown
drop, which slowly rolled up, unmasking
the screen behind.
The publicity and exploitation campaign
put on by Jones for the " Outside the
Law " run was especially notable because
of its dignity. He depended mostly upon
newspaper advertising, using more than
one hundred separate ads during the run,
none of which was less than two columns
wide.
Lobby of the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore., during the shozcmg of "Dangerous Business "
In addition he obtained many ideal winillustrating how cut-outs may be used to advantage
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Deardorff Gets Lima Excited Over Slim Foot
Stunt
The selection of the slimmest foot in all
of Lima, Ohio, was the basic idea for an
exploitation campaign which C. C. Deardorflf erstwhile Goldwyn exploiter but now
manager of the Sigma theatre of Lima,
recently staged for the showing of " Cinderella's Twin."
The idea was the offering of several
prizes for the slimmest foot in the town,
and the standard of measurement was a
duplicate pair of the shoes worn by petite
Viola Dana, who starred in the production. Thanks to the initiative of Mr. Deardorff, the newspapers played* up the exploitation as a special feature.
The fitting of the feet took place in a
leading shoe store. Awards were as
follows : First prize, a $i6 pair of shoes
or slippers made to order ; second prize, a
$14 pair of slippers.
On January 9 the Lima News carried a
first page three-column story appealing to
all girls over eighteen years of age to uphold Lima's civic pride by showing that
the city could boast of paragons of slim
feet. Statistics were quoted to show what
sizes of slim feminine feet prevailed in
San Francisco, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Portland, Cleveland, St. Paul and Detroit.
On the following day in the same newspaper, another three-column story pursued
the same theme. It made a distinctive
feature of the stunt by declaring that it
was looking for the perfect Lima foot, and
would award the lucky winners.
And on January 11 this paper again devoted two more columns of space with the
heading, " Tomorrow Is Dav for Cinderella Hunt."
Weisfeldt

Invents

a New

One, the "Songalogue"
■' Songalogues " form a pleasing variety
of entertainment at Saxe's Strand theatre,
Milwaukee. Manager Edward J. Weisfeldt has created a modern version of old
fashioned illustrated si)ng.

Picture

News

"Jazzy"

Poem
as "Twin
Beds" Exploitation
" Twin Beds went over with a bang a;
the Orpheum Theatre, Pen du Lac, Wis.,
probably due to the jazzy line of copy put
out by Manager A. S. Ainsworth.
In case other exhibitors, who have yet
to play " Twin Beds " want to see some of
Mr. Ainsworth's ticket-selling copy, the
following, which started in the newspapers
a week in advance of the first showing is
quoted
" This: is the discreet young Blanche
Who declared to Hubby
There must be Two
Twin Beds in their flat
And this is Monti
Wicked and wise
Who longed for a look
Of those love lorn Eyes

Cut illustrating the story appearing on this page
concerning the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.,
exploitation of " Curtain "
At the openings of the number two
pages in uniform stand at one side of the
curtained stage and display a large canvas book on whose cover the name of the
song is printed. They then open the book
and the words are flashed on the two large
white pages. On the second chorus the
curtain on the stage is lifted revealing a
scene in keeping with the song. The accompanying photograph shows the scene
used with " Carry Me Back to Old Virginny." The colored mammy wandered
through the scenery cotton field singing
the chorus and picking real cotton as she
passed across the stage. The numbers
which usually include variations by the
organ and the orchestra are very popular
and provide an economical but effective
way of supplying a divertissement between
film shows.

Of Blanche's.
This
is the stocking
Of shimmering silk
That Monti saw reeling
Home with the milk
At early morn
This is the
So rich and
That jazzed
And ruffled
Of Monti

wine
rare
the feet
the hair

And here's the Window
To which he scaled
To enter the room
Where Romance prevailed
And this is the veil
We have to draw
Over the things
That Monti saw "
Mr. Ainsworth started his newspaper
campaign on Monday with a half -page
splash. Among his best lines were :■—
'■ Sheets of laughter — pillows-ful of
" Pep " — and nothing to blanket your

fun."

Sho'iving the stage, stage setting and characters appearing in a prologue
for " Cal
The Branded Woman.' presented by the X ew California theatre,
Bakersfield,

,
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Slage selling and "Negro Mammy"

of Saxe's Strand Ihealre, Mihvankee, " songologue"

"Masked Woman"
Stunt
Works Well for
Miss Grogg
Miss Sylvia Grogg of the California
Uieatre at Bakersfield, Cal., which is
under the direction of the Grogg Amusement Company, planned an attractive
campaign upon " The Notorious Miss
Lisle " which aided materially in putting
the picture over.
The day preceding the opening of the
pictui'e Miss Grogg arranged to have a
very handsomely gowned young woman
driven about the streets in a beautiful
limousine. The girl was masked so that
no one could identify her, and the automobile bore signs reading " I am the Notorious Miss Lisle— everyone is talking
about me." She called at every home in
the city, presenting a small card which
read " I am the Notorious Miss Lisle — the
tongue of scandal is ruining my reputation." By evening
thorough
been made
of the atown,
and canvas
when had
the
evening papers came out there was a sensational story about the mysterious " Miss
Lisle." The evening papers also carried
the ad of the theatre announcing that
" The Notorious Miss Lisle " was to be
shown the following day.
Miss Grogg had also arranged with
one of the large department stores to have
" The Notorious Miss Lisle " shop at a
certain hour on the day following her visit
to the different homes. The department
store offered a handsome pair of silk hose
as a prize to the first lady to identify her
by saying " You are the Notorious Miss
Lisle." The department store carried a
large ad on the same day that the theatre
made its announcement, with the result
that the evening paper of the day before
the opening of the picture was full of
" Notorious Miss Lisle " publicity, much
of which cost nothing to the theatre, and
brought a harvest of patronage both for
the theatre and for the department store:

as told in ihe aicum[^anying story

Chambers
Springs New
One for Hart Picture
It has remained for that consistent exploiter of pictures, Stanley Chambers,
manager of the Palace theatre, Wichita,
Kansas, to spring a new one for The
Mr. Chambers
obtained the use of a
Testing
Block."
pinto pony which was being exhibited at
the recent Kansas National Live Stock
Show as Bill Hart's original spotted nag,
hunted up a local man who looked like
Hart, attired him in full western regalia
and sent horse and man about the streets.
The horse of course had previously received alot of publicity and wherever he
went was an object of attention. Mr.
Chambers made no explanation of who
the rider was but let the public arrive at
its own conclusion.
The resemblance to Hart was of course
noticed and the stunt brought great returns.
i\ picture of Mr. Chambers' double for
Hart and the spotted pinto used to exploit
the picture are shown herewith.
Country Store Goes Over
Big with Suelke
Karl A. Suelke, managing director of
the Liberty theatre at Cape May, N. J.,
wanted something to get his patrons all
out for the initial episode of the .serial,
" Fighting Fate." That something was a
" country store '" night. For a week the
prizes to be given away were displayed in
a show case in front of the theatre and
all Cape May was informed about the approaching event.
There were 25 prizes ranging from
canned goods to boiled ham, and everybody was assured of something. The
awards were made after the first night
show.
The stunt proved a banner business
getter and " Fighting Fate " made its bow
at the Libertv to capacity houses.

Here
is Stanley
Chamber's
" Bill onHart
and
the pony
as explained
in the story
this " page
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" Something to Think About " window disf^lay, not htDidsomc but effective, which R. C. Gar\ of
the
Omaha Famous Players-Lasky Exchange obtained for the showing of theingabove
story named
picture at Keith's theatre. .Worth Platte, Xeb., as told in the accompan\inq storv
Duluth
Over

New
Lyric Puts
Big Stunt for

"Dinty "
With the co-operation of the Duluth
News Tribune, the New Lyric theatre of
that city put over an exploitation campaign that Minnesota records of showmanship will find hard to equal. The
campaign was in the interest of " Dinty."
Five hundred Duluth newsboys were invited to a special morning showing of
" Dinty." Details of " Dinty Day " were
then explained. Publicity attended the
rivalry among the newsboys to sell the
greatest number of N e w s Tribunes
throughout the showing of the picture. A
photograph of the winnirig newsboy was
published.

Stage setting for the showing of

New

Idea

for Exploit-

Joseph M. Trunk,
manager of the
ing "Dinty"
Dome Theatre, Youngstown, O., put over
a clever
stunt for
his showing
of Dinty."
Mr. Trunk
secured
the services
of a
sketch artist and dressing the artist up as
a newsboy had him cover the town drawing sketches on store windows in chalk.
Some of the pictures showed Wesley
Barry. Others showed striking scenes
from the play. Others were just strikin'^
ads. Trunk played the picture the week
of January i6. He used this stunt the
whole week previous to the play date, and
stirred up so much interest in the picture
that he had difficulty taking care of the
crowds.

Dotvn on the Farm" at the Rialto
Andreivtheatre,
J. CobeLaurence, Mass.

Picture

Improves an
Half Hour

News
Idle

R. C. Gary was passing through North
Platte, Neb., in his official capacity as exploitation representative of Paramount
Pictures in the Omaha territory on his return to the key city, when he noticed the
Keith Theatre of that town advertising
■' Something to Think- About." Also he
noticed a clothing store, across the way
from the station, advertising a reduction
sale. The first items of the window were
being
installed and the stickers were going
up.
With half an hour to wait between
trains the exploitation man went ahead
without consulting the theatre manager.
It required some quick talking to divert
Mr. Samuelson's attention from the window ;but the retail clothier was ready to
grasp an opportunity when it was outlined.
The result was that when the window display for his reduction sale was completed
ihe window stickers were topped by the
■ .Something
Thinkarrived
About.'Gary
" had time
Before his totrain
to write a message to the theatre manager
and stills and posters, tieing up the ten day
display with the picture.
While scrupulous critics may question
the artistry of the display there was little
room for doubt on the question of eflFectiveness. The title, capitalized in quotations, was large enough to attract the nolice of every passerby and the theatre-attendance evidenced the interest the display aroused. The photograph reproduced herewith was taken in the early
stage of the display before the theatre
posters and stills from the production had
been added.

An elaborate prologue ii'oj arranged by Manager
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This is the icav the lobby of the Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb., -a'as decorated for the shozi'ing of "Madame X." Complete details of the Sun's exploitation campaign are given belozv

"Madam
e
Omaha

X"
Campai
Showmen
Demonstrate gn
What

Exploitation
of the cities where
one
is
A
AH
OM
exploitatioafor pictures has reached
its greatest development with clever stunts the rule rather than the excep1,ion.
However, it has remained for N. N.
Fruedenfeld, publicity director, and H^jry
and Sam Goldburg, managers of the Sun
theatre to plan and carry into effect a
campaign that eclipsed all previous efforts
for the city.
The picture was " Madame X."
A four weeks' campiagn was started
by 100 eight-sheet posters covering the
city which read: "Should that great
photoplay, ' Madame X,' be shown in
Omaha at $1 or at 35 cents per seat?''
The posters were given a two weeks"
showing, during which time 50,000 dodgers asking the same question were distributed from house to house. Teaser
ads were also run in the three Omaha
newspapers. At the end of two weeks,
large display space was taken in the papers announcing that they had booked
" Madame X " for the Sun theatre and
for two weeks, starting January 9. The
announcement stated that $r admission
had been charged elsewhere and that the
theatre was under tremendous additional
expense in booking the film, but that they
were willing to leave the Omaha admission price to the decision of the public.
A special midnight social matinee was
given before the first showing to which a
special list of residents covering every
social strata were invited. Seats were
placed on sale at $1 each and 375 were
sold. Ads and dodgers advertised the
midnight matinee on December 27. More
than 700 stamped postcards were distributed to those present, bearing this
wording:
" Opinions differ. We consid-

Sets

Will Accomplish
er 'Madame X ' the greatest photoplay of
all time — and well worth the highest admission. However, you have seen the production and we would value your opinion.
Kindly write it below and mail this card
to On
the January
theatre." 2, on the billboards, in the
newspapers, by dodgers and on the theatre's screen and in its lobby, the Sun
that " Madame X "'
announced
theatre
would show
at 35 cents.
For the next seven days every possible
means of exploitation was utilized. The
lobby of the Sun theatre was cleared
of everything movable and a sign tacke 1
up reading: "This lobby enlarged for
big crowds for ' Madame X.' " Many of
the postcard opinions on the picture were
pasted on large boards in the lobby and
were the centre of attention. The Sunday
newspapers carried an announcement that
the Sun theatre had arranged for special
telephone service, with additional operator, to answer all inquiries regarding
" Madame X."
Mr. Frudenfeld arranged a great lobby
and f ront-of-the-house display. "A'ladame
X " being considered the greatest of
" mother " pictures the lobby, chandeliers,
etc., were decorated with the Mothers'
Day flower, the red rose. The rose decorations were carried out in the auditorium. The entire front of the theatre was
enclosed in a huge compo-board frame,
carrying scenes from " Madame X." The
marquise carried two powerful cut-out
scenes, illuminated from the rear. A
large illuminated letter X on the marquise
could be seen for a distance of a mile.
The presentation was dedicated to the
mothers of Omaha. A poem entitled
"recited.
Mother,'' written by an Omahan, was

M

4

iSi

.•N

"Madame X" lobby decorations used by the
Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb., as told by the story
appearing above
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Swift
"Don't

Picture

Ties
Jay

Up

Walk"

News

with
Cam-

A new exploitation idea was used by
paign exploitation man
Harry Swift, Albany
for F. P. Lasky in puttmg over Something to Thinkof About
Luxe theatre
Utica, "N.for
Y. the new De
A unique angle was given the exploitation by .Swift s adaptability in seizing upon
a popular theme on which to train his
guns for the (opening volleys. For a long
time ineffective agitation had been centered upon the rural custom, prevalent in
Utica, of crossing streets in the middle
of blocks. Despite admonition on the
danger in such careles.sness the custom
continued.
Window dist'loy fur

Here's

a

The Idol Dancer."
by Jack
Bristol,
Conn.Sansonc

New

One

for

Canandaigua, N.
Y., folks saw someBuck"
thing of a novelty when an old fashioned
vvood sawing contest was pulled off as an
exploitation stunt for '" Huckleberry
Finn," running at the Liberty Theatre.
The stunt was planned and executed by
John P. McConville, exploitation representative for Paramount Pictures in the
Buffalo territory. The contestants were
drawn from every representative body of
boys' clubs, including the Boys' Scouts,
and other young organizations. The contestants were " painted up " to represent
" Huck Finn," " Tom Sawyer " and
" Jim." Manager William J. MacFarlane
of the Liberty Theatre, offered substantial
prizes and the contest was staged directly
in front of the theatre lobby. Outside of
the vast amount of newspaper publicity
gained, the stunt was effective in the personal interest it involved, as every contestant had at least a dozen people interested
in his success. The crowds at the picture
afterwards told the storv.

"Dinty"

manager of the Bristol theatre,

Gets

More

News-

paper Cooperation
In conjunction with the Newark StarEagle, Frank Lamson Smith, managing
director of the Rialto theatre, Newark,
N. J., put over a most successful campaign
forMr.
" Dinty."
Smith directed his efforts toward
the circulation department of the StarEagle and succeeded in arranging for a
" Dinty Day." Each newsboy, and the
circulation department claims about 40x3,
wore placards, reading :
DINTY DAY
I'm out for the special Dinty Prizes
for selling the most Star-Eagles today.
BUY YOUR STAR-EAGLE FROM
The day before " Dinty Day," a special
show was given for the newsboys, at
which time the details of the contest were
announced.
The prizes were inexpensive ,
ME."
and consisted of a fountain pen, a metal
pencil
Rialto. and five one-month passes to the

L'pon obtaining official permission from
the mayor of the city, Swift placarded
every lamppost with signs headed by the
slogan : " Something to Think About."
The copv read : " X Your Streets at the
XXs. Don't Jay Walk." The fact that
these signs were used as teasers promptly
squelched any hostile criticism and after
their first success in enlisting public sentiment for the campaign, orders were issued
to post signs of permanent structure.
More than 250 such signs are hanging in
L'tica today, advertising " Something to
A further assault was made on local
Think
About."
store windows
in connection with the
theatre's opening. One of the most effective windows was made in conjunction
with a jewelry firm in the very heart of
the business district. A diamond tie-up is
" Something to Think About," according
to the proprietor of the store, who used
the title for his reduction sale on precious
stones.
Irnagine a sign 30 feet long on the first
floor of a building to advertise a picture !
It might cost anywhere from a hundred
dollars up at paid outdoor display rates ;
but the exploitation man obtained it gratis
for the De Luxe theatre on the strength
of the picture's advertising value.

Here is a zvindoic display for "Suds" Z\.'hich Henry Bercovich.
of the Allen
theatre, Regina, Saskatchenati, Canada, used for the shoxving
of themanager
above mentioned
feature
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Plays

Benefit

on

^'Freedom of Ireland"
Barney Fagan, show ing the " Freedom
of Ireland " at the Odeon theater, St.
Louis, charged an admission fee of $1, had
the Mayor of the city address his audience, secured the services of the leading
Irish baritone in St. Louis free, and enjoyed an advance sale of $35,000. Ten
per cent of this goes to the fund for Irish
freedom.
The lobby display at the Odeon was unusually attractive. The front of the theater lobby was decorated to resemble an
Irish village in green. The ticket office
was latticed with green shingles and profusely scattered with paper Shamrocks.
The ticket-seller and all the girl ushers
were attired as Irish colleens. Even the
footman at the door was clothed in a
green suit.
With the announcement in the daily papers that the picture would help the Irish
Fund, Fagan postered the entire city with
placards and signs of all descriptions.
Tickets were placed on .sale at all the drug
stores and music houses in the city. This
was two weeks before the presentation,
which came on Sunday, Dec. 16, for a
four-day run.
Fagan's offer of 10 per cent of the total
receipts to the Fund worked wonders. It
secured for him space in all the newspapers, and capitalized the Irish sentiment
to such an e.xtent that it drew unusual
throngs during the four days.

Walter D. Shafer' s "Blind Wives" ballyhoo,
as described in the story appearing on this fa'ge

This lobby display that makes use of large zcliile tellers as slioi^'ii above vjas used for the shoxving of "45 Minutes from Broadway" by the Orpheum theatre of Scottsbluff, Neb.

Good
"Blind
Wives"
Stunt
Walter D. Shafer, Manager Liberty Theatre
St. Louis Stages Unique Exploitation Campaign

D. SHAFER, manager
WALTofER
the William Fox Liberty Theatre, St. Louis, literally went out,
assembled the New Years Eve crowds,
and escorted them bodily to the threshold
of his house where enticing lobby displays
compelled them to seek entrance. It was
one of the cleverest ideas that .Shafer has
originated and was executed at a most opportune time.
The exploitation stunt was in connection with ■' Blind Wives."
The stunt began with a judicious teaser
campaign in the four daily newspapers.
The paper advertisements were in the
form of heavily bordered " bo.xes " bearing the admonition to " Watch the Blind
Wives." The advertisements continued
until the day previous to the opening when
they were ended with a display four
columns wide and 150 lines deep.
While the newspapers were heralding
the film production every person whose
name is on Shafer's large mailing list was
finding on his regular weekl\' program a
small sticker on which was printed the
head of a blindfolded woman and beneath
which was printed " Blind Wives Will
Open the
of atheprogram
World."alsoEach
envelopeEyes
containing
carried
one of Shafer's circus heralds which were
especially prepared for the occasion.
Then to culminate the exploitation on
New Years Eve when the majority of St.
Louis inhabitants were celebrating on the
main thoroughfares of the city, Shafer
procured the services of a man whom he
attired in a garb that reminded one of
the ancient but famous " Bedelia." The
apparel the manikin wore consisted of a

woman's hat of 1902 vintage, a foot-ball
sweater,
knee-length
of burlap,
socks
and a garters
(all visible)
and amen's
pair
of old stage shoes. The fellow also wore
a wig, a set of smoked goggles, and bore
a sign on his breast with the two words,
■■ Blind Wives."
Then he was assigned to parade a beat
in the vicinity of the center of night-life
in .St. Louis and a short distance from the
Liberty. In addition to startling the natives with his freakish attire, Shafer's employe distributed several hundred of tlitcircur heralds. Several times the parader
was compelled to appeal for police protection due to the inquisitiveness of enthusiastic celebrators who were doubtful]
whether " it " was really a man, womaiT,
or escaped lunatic.
As the parader marched up and down
he attracted large throngs of persons, and
having accomplished this, began a rapid
march toward the Liberty, the crowd following. When they arrived at the ticket
office, the secret of " Blind Wives " wa.s
out and many hundreds of the follower.s
paid their way inside to see the picture..
Then the parader would return to his
beat, assemble mob, and escort them to
the theatre.
One newspaper reporter who happened
to see the man on the street, but who did
not to follow him to his lair, wrote a feature story on how far some of the New
Years celebrators went in their carousal
and masquerading. To say the least, the
stunt was the best ever undertaken by the
Liberty and the results were remarkable.
Now Shafer's motto is: "Go Out and
Bring 'em In."
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EXPLANATORY

THE ROUND UP
" First Run " Showings — Page
Produced by George Alelford.
1690, Issue of Aug. 28th—
Distributed by Famous Players.
2230 of Sept. 18th— 2412 of
Star — Roscoc (Fatty) Arbuckle.
Sept. 25tli— 3172 of Oct. 23d
Director — Geo. Melford.
—3348 of Oct. 30th— 3531 of
Reviewed Sept. IStli^Page 2315.
Nov. 6th— 3701 of Nov. 13th
— J230 of Dec. 4th.
Producers Ads — Page 2514, Issue
of Oct. 2nd.
Exploitation — Page 2410, Issue of
Prologues — Page 2230, Issue of
Sept. 25th— 3172 of Oct. 23rd
—3702 of Nov. 13th— 685 of
Sept. 18th— 2428 of Sept. 25th
—3701 of Nov. 13th.
Tan. 15th— 842 of Jan. 22nd.
NEWS Review Resume — Colorful Western with Fatty Arbuckle
as feature star.

PAGE

FOR

Picture

News

RELEASES

Index
SHOWMEN

MID CHANNEL
Produced by Harry Garson.
Corp.
Distributed
by Equity Pictures

" First Run " Showings — Page
2410, Issue of Sept. 25th—
2597 of Oct. 2nd— 2976 of Oct.
16th— 3532 of Nov. 6th— 3884
Star — Clara Kimball Young.
of Nov. 20th— K)61 of Nov.
Director — Harry Garson.
27th— 4228 of Dec. 4th— 111
Reviewed Sept. 25th. Page 2495.
of Dec. 25th— 834 of Jan.
Producers Ads— Page 2065-6-7-8,
22nd— 993 of Jan. 29th.
Issue of Sept. 11th.
Exploitation — Page 2596, Issue of
Prologues — Page 2410, Issue of
Oct. 2nd— 2801 of Oct. 9th.
Sept. 25th.
NEWS Review Resume — Drama lost amidst family squabbles and
omnipresent dream ending.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Very disappointing and tame.
Just Uke hundreds of other Westerns. Those who liked Westerns
didn't mind it vefy much — but they certainly didn't like it. Box
ofiree receipts good, because they wanted to see Fatty in a fivereeler. — Pairly good picture, but business was not exceptionally
_good, due largely to the fact that the star has yet to make his reputation as the principal in a feature picure. His fame rests only upon
his work in comedy. — This is an average picture but seemed to please
the audience.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Big picture which drew more than
usual business. — A good picture which drew well. — Filled two houses
during
a s'multaneous
first run.ThisYoung
has is
a steady
following
who
are enthusiastic
supporters.
picture
different
from those

THE BRANDED WOMAN
" First Run " Showings — Page
Produced by Jos. Schenck.
2230, Issue of Sept. 18th—
Distributed, by First National.
2597 of Oct. 2nd— 2801 of Oct.
9th— 3173 of Oct. 23rd— 3347
Star — Norma Talmadge.-,
Director — Albert Parker.
of Oct. 30th— 3530 of Nov.
6th— 3703 of Nov. 13th— 3883
Reviewed Sept. 18th— Page 2315.
of Nov. 20th— 4061 of Nov.
Producers Ads — Page 914, Issue
of Julv 31st— 2021 of Sent
27th— 994 of Jan._29th.
11th— 2.580 of Oct. 2nd— 2959 Exploitation — Page 2595, issue of
of Oct. 16th.
Oct. 2nd— 2977 of Oct. 16th—
3174 of Oct. 23d— 3700 of
Lobby Displays — Page 4070, Issue
of Nov. 27th— 4581 of Dec.
Nov. 13th— 4582 of Dec. I8th.
18th.
NEWS Review Resume — Plenty of melodramatic fireworks in this
sob-sister story.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Picture not up to the previous high
standard of the star. Norma Talmadge. — Very big business, but picture criticised for slow action. — A slow-moving affair which failed to
create any excitement, although Norma Talmadge performs in her
usual excellent manner. A cut-back showing a Roman slave market
was unnecessary and plainly lugged in for its sensual appeal.

FEATURE— HONEST HUTCH
of Sept. 4th— 2005 of Sept
Corp. by Goldwyn Pictures
Produced
11th.
" First Run " Showings — Page
Distributed by Goldwyn.
2410. issue of Sent. 25th— 2975
Star — Will Rogers.
of Oct. 16th— 3347 of Oct.
Directed by Clarence Badger.
30th— 3531 of Nov. 6th— 388.T
of Nov. 20th— 1229 of Dec.
Reviewed Sept. 25th, Page 2501
4th— 4411 of Dec. 11th— 357 of
Producers .\ds — Page 1810, Issue
Tan. 1st— 513 of Tan. 8th.

CIVILIAN CLOTHES
of Sept. 4th— 2230 of Sept.
18th— 2412 of Sept. 25th—
Produced by Hugh Ford.
2802 of Oct. 9th— 3173 of Oct.
Distributed by Famous Players.
23rd— 3347 of Oct. 30th—
Star — Thomas Meighan.
3531 of Nov. 6th— 1063 of
Director — Hugh Ford.
Nov. 27th — 356 of Tan. 1st —
Reviewed Sept. 18th— Page 2319.
511 of Jan. 8th.
Producers Ads — Page 155-62-63,
Issue of July 3—2513 of Oct. Exploitation — Page 1690, Issue of
2nd.
Aug. 28th— 1872 of Sept. 4th
—2596 of Oct. 2nd— 2801 of
Prologues — Page 1689, Issue of
Oct. 9th— 3358 of Oct. 30th—
Aug. 28th— 3347 of Oct. 30th.
4589 of Dec. 18th.
" First Run " showings — Page
1689, Issue of Aug. 28th— 1872
NEWS Review Resume— Entertaining picture with Meighan as
a star.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Has met with much favor. Good
money maker. — Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture has
very entertaining quality. — Picture went very well. Patrons seemed
fine picmuch pleased. Box office returns were very good. — A bully
ture, with popular plot. — Going like wild fire here and getting the
best press notices. — Seven days to capacity. Picture well liked but
those who saw the stage play not satisfied.

39 EAST
Run. " ■•
Sho-R-ing. : — ^ Page
~
Corp. bi Realart : Pictiires " First23rd
Produced
2050,
Issue
of
Seot. 11th— 2411
Distributed by Realart.
of Sept. 25th— 2802- of Oct.
Star — Constance Binney.
9th—
29766th.
of Oct..
16th— 3531
of Nov.
,
Director — Tohn S. Robertson.
Reviewed Sept. 11th. Page 2127— Exploitation — Page 3052. issue of
Sept. 25th, Page 2497.
Sept. 11th— 2596 of Oct. 2nd.
Producers Ads — Page 2558, Issue Music Cues — Page 2483, Issue of
of Oct. 2nd— 3130 of Oct.
Sept. 25th.
NEWS Review Resume— Entertaining picture made from stag<
success.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports— Fine picture. Brought good business.—Great picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds
with large box office results— Not very well liked. No box office
draws
value.— By far the best thing this star has done. She asalways
many more
well for me but never so well as in this Would like
like it as I can get.— Great stuff.— An average picture, which brought
fair business.— Fine! Acting splendid. Subtitles are a screen. People who had seen the play said the picture was better. Picture brings
out the comedy to better advantage. Good cast all the way through.
— Fairly interesting picture, usual patronage.

which have preceded. Star not so much in evidence as in ' Eyes of
Youth.' Good support helps to make the picture interesting. — Picture is O. K., but we had poor business — Mediocre picture not up to
Clara Kimball Young's standard as to either drawing qualities or
picture. Fair business.

NEWS Review Resume — Rogers Scores Again in Human, Likeable Role.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports— Wonderfully entertaining picture
which the audience seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than
usual. — Great as an entertaining {'eature and brough.t a well filled
house at each performance. — Lauded by the critics as the best picture of the week. — A good picture but Rogers not popular -trith the
women folks. Poor business.

great deal of labor and to make the filing of informaThe above page inaugurates a new service designed to save exhibitors a those
tion on certain pictures easy. The selections for the page are automatic— relate.pictures which in the course of sixteen weeks
receive the greatest amount of exploitation so far as the News has been able to
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SHALLENBERWE.
. GER, President of the
Arrow Film Corporation, left
for Los Angeles on Saturday
where he is going to spend a
week securing a number of
new productions to be released during the coming season. The Arrow plans to release at least one feature a
week during 1921. A great
deal of this product it is said
has already been contracted
for and in many cases these
productions will consist of
series of features.
Dr. Shallenberger expects
to have eight features made
for him by Morris R. Schlank.
The first one to be delivered
March 15th. These features
will consist of four productions each with two prominent
addit'on
to this female
Mr. stars.
SchlankIn is
going
to make two series of comedies beginning production
right after the completion of
the Spotlight Comedies of
which Schlank has made fifteen of the eighteen contrac
ted for.
It is expected bv Arrow
that Dr. Shallenberger will
bring back with him a number of special productions for
. the independent state rights
exchanges.

»'The Price of Silence"
Press-Book Ready
A splendid press book, both from
an artistic standpoint and from a
point of sales, advertising and exploitation values, came off the
presses during the week to go with
the first Sunrise Pictures Corporation release, " The Price of Silence." starring sixteen
Peggy Hyland.
book contains
pages andThisis
in two colors. In addition to scene
cuts and ad cuts, the press book is
replete with original drawings
that have a compelling interest and
which can be used in exploiting
" The Price of Silence."
Arrow
Vice - President
Sees Good Business
Ray Johnston, vice-president of
the Arrow Film Corporation, has
sufficiently recovered from his recent operation on his tonsils to
take up actively his duties in his
office. Mr. Johnston reports that
business in the state right field is
improving and that more sales are
being made at this time than were
being made this time last year.
Reports from the various representatives of .A.rrow travelling on
the road indicate that business all
along the line is inceasing and that
judging from the number of contracts these men are turning in almost daily there is little truth to
the report that business is suffering
'a depression.
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ationof
"paper,"
line
ETEexploit
ACO
l, lobby
display, and
materiaMPL
advertising cuts, copy, and
mats has been prepared by
the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation in connection with
the release of the " Star
ns," nthedramas
series
Wester
Ranch
l Wester
of two-ree
which this company is releasing to the independent market, and is ready for exhibitors playing this series. It is
announced by Joe Brandt,
President of C. B. C. that the
same care has been taken
with the preparation of publicity accessories as for five
or s'x reel features.
" Star Ranch Westerns " is
a series of twenty-six tworeel pictures. Four pictures
of the series have already
been released, and the fifth,
" A been
Daughter
of titled,
the Law,"
has
edited,
and
will be released shortly.

Use of Simple Word " Hush " Will
Popularize
New
Young
Picture
necti( n with a motion-picture.
THAT Equity's fifth Clara Kmi- Placed at the end of a report on
' Hush ' crime or some divorce stor\, thi'
producti
Young exceptio
nalon attention
be given
is to hall
word ' Hush ' would be very suggesby exhibitors in the way of adver- tive.
tising and exploitation, was again
demonstrated this week when Leo
A novel and effective use of disBarclay of the Grand .Amusement
play cards in public schools with the
Co., Johnstown, Pa., stepped into the injunction ' fiush ' neatly printed
I'^iuity offices and sat at a round would be acceptable as a sul)stitute
lable discussion on the exploitation
of 'Hush' for his three theatres — for cards reading ' Silence ' in classrooms. With
word
" Hush '
llic Nemo, Fairview and Grand.
there would
be the
a small
illustration,
It was the consensus of opinion taken from a still of the picture,
ot' all present, including \iilton showing a profile of Miss Young's
Crandall, the new exploitation di- lips with her forefinger \erticall\
rector of Equityadvance
pictures,interest
that themost effective
in across them. In the tie-up with the
sh( wing of the picture, the same iithe picture would be obtained b.\- the histraiion will be used.
simple explanation
use of theor word
'llush'
One of the ' stunts ' that Barcla\
without
addition.
The
reason for this action is to arouse expects to bring most response is
that of a free Sunday supplement
m\stcr\- and suspense in the public
mind. A single-word ad\ ertisement given to readers of the most popular Initial Scenes Taken on
in Johnstown, consisting
appearing at the bottom of news- newspaper
of a familiar picture showing a
'The Unfoldment"
matter
in
the
press,
reading
'
Hush,'
is liound to arouse surprise, as the
The first scenes for George H.
?.t theasleep,
Ijottom.with the title ' Hush '
title gives no indication of its con- child
Kern's super-production " The Unfoldment," featuring Florence
Lawrence,
former Biograph beauty
Kineto
Review
at Capitol with William Conklin, were taken
at the Hollywood Studios recently.
Kern, who created the story, is di" Babyhood " Wins Praise of Critics
recting the play with Murdock
When Shown on Broadway House
MacQuarrie officiating as co-direcFor some weeks past a good tor.
Kine- many of the Kineto Reviews have
Urban'
Charleiss at
the s Capitol
ONE toofReviews
" The Unfoldment " is a psychoTheatre this week. The subject is been playing at the Capitol in Newlogical story of newspaper life in
York and the Strand Theatre in which Miss
Lawrence portrays the
Brooklyn.
entitled " Babyhood."
role of a newspaper woman. Albert
" Babyhood " is one of the inBeginnig March 1 or very soon Frisco, who scored a hit in Mary
stances of the variety in the Kineto Reviews. These subjects, all thereafter, the Kineto Reviews will Pickford's " The Love Light," plays
available to theatres everywhere
arranged in one reel lengths, com- be
t part in the producin the United States and Canada an imnortan
tion. Lydia Knott, famous mother
prise every possible variety in mo- through the National Exchanges,
of
the
screen,
is included among the
tion pictures. They form the nuls of the cast, which also
cleus of " The Living Book of Inc., and its distributors which in- principa
includes
Willis
L. Robards and
clude important Independen* ExKnowledge," a motion picture enchanges in all domestic territories others. Scenes for "The Unfoldcyclopedia.
and the .'\llen Bros, in Canada.
ment " will be taken in San Fran" Such a subject as ' Babyhood '
cisco, San Diego, Costa Rica, and
for
example,"
states
Kineto,
"
has
Cruz and Mexico City,
in it a great deal of instructional R. D. Film Corp. Start Salina
Mexico.
\aluc and it is as entertaining as
New
Comedy
Series
For his business organization Mr.
it is
while."
The said
reviewer
of
the worth
New York
Herald
of it :
Kern has selected James Caldwell
The R. D. Film Corporation, re- as
his scenario editor and Harry
cently organized under California
" ' Babyhood,' a Kineto Review
of the young of the species in all laws with capital of $100,000 Eflis Dean as business manager.
possible variations, deals with a has begun to make a series of com- W. E. Keefe has been chosen as
edies at a Long Beach studio. This production manager.
subject on which people can't be will featur^
Denver Dixon with
coached
too
much."
The New York Times said:
Alma Rayford and Merrill Mc- Seaboard Film to Open
" ' Babyhood,' a reel of babies of Cormick as principal players under
various notionalities, moods, sizes the direction of Fred Jefferson.
Clarksburg Exchange
Officers of the company are : W.
and shapes, photographed for the
A new exchange is to be started
Kineto Company, is also on the C. Rae, president ; A. F. Devcreaux,
Capitol program. Is there anyone vice-president, and S. B. Drum, src- on or about February 1st, in Clarksretarv and treasurer.
burg, W. Va., by the Seaboard
to whom it is not a reel of joy?"
Film Exchange, who have ofifices
in Washington, Baltimore. New
York and other cities. H. I. Coleman is the president of this cori^miROON
BOYS COMEDIES
poration and expects to personally
open this office with a number of
state
reels. right features and commercial
If You Want Comedies That '-—^
^
^
Mean Increased Box Office Receipts.
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HART, Independent
NEAL
s
ms Association'
Fil
rtis, edis
to be the most advestar
.
man on the screen Within a few
weeks his portrait is to appear on
the inside back cover of five milhon
telephone directories, the American
ely used reference
public's most wid
book, as a result of an unusual anl
revolutionary advertising compaign,
Driginated and carried out by Harry
r of IndeRice, business manage
pendent Films Association, for the
purpose of making Neal Hart
America's pal.
Mr. Rice's scheme of placing an
ad having the picture of the star
in every telephone directory in all
large cities of the country will start
to bear fruit with the January issue of the New York phone directory
with a circulation of 850,000 and
the Chicago directory, over 600,000
copies of which are issued. Both
will be out early in February.
Everyone who picks up one of
these directories next month will
pick up a portrait of Neal Hart,
other cities which will be included
in the campaign and carry Neal
Hart's picture an ad on the page
facing the inside back covers of
their phone directories, are Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Kansas
and other comAngeles
City, Los munities
in which there are first
run houses that show Neal Hart
series and which will bring the total
circulation of this portrait and ad
above the five million mark.
The tremendous publicity and
prestige given this star by Mr.
Rice's advertising campaign, not
only will add greatly to the prestige
of Independent Films Association,
but marks another healthy advance
in the publicity methods used by independents and is the most important national advertising campaign
ever entered into by an independent.
Eddy Eckels, president of Independent Films Association, in commenting on Mr. Rice's plan and

Aid
in

Phone

the way it is being carried out, said
" This idea is practically limitless
in its scope. Its advantages can
be viewed from a thousand angles
and its effect can as yet be only
vaguely estimated. It will mean
that in each large city every hotel,
c\ery drug store, every railroad
station, every film exchange and in
every theatre there will be as many
pictures of Neal Hart as there are
telephone directories. It will mean
that in thousands of homes whoe\ er picks up a telephone book will
lie reminded of a star who is fast
winning the national nickname of
' America's Pal.' It will mean that
anyone in the country who starts
to look up a telephone number will
presently find himself looking into
the smilling face of Neal Hart. His
features will be so impressed upon
the American people that the mere
mention of a moving picture, anywhere, anytime, will call to mind
the star whose portrait has become
part of their daily life. The idea
is to create a feeling of homely
friendship between Neal Hart and
the members of the average American household and the telephone directory isexactly the right medium
for making this an accomplished
Harr\- Rice describes his achievement as a million dollar idea that
can be put over at the cheapest
fact."ever paid for a publicity stuntprice
of anything like similar magnitude.
He states that Independent Films
Association made an arrangement
with Sam Zierler, president of
Commonwealth Picture Corporation, which handles the Independent
product in New York, whereby
Commonwealth placed the advertisement with the. directory company making mention in the ad of
the telephone number of the local
Commonwealth exchange, and of
the fact that all information in regard to Neal Hart and theatres
showing his latest features can be
received by calling the number.

Exhibitors
Directories

of

Mr. Zierler expressed himself to
Dick Robertson, of Independent
Film Association, who was in New
York in connection with the deal,
that he regarded this as the greatest
advertising stunt ever put over by
an independent. In Chicago Arthur
Lowy of the Illinois and Indiana
Film Exchange, distributors for the
Hart series in that territory placed
a contract with the directory company and also was enthusiastic over
the plan. These two progressive
exchangemen being the pioneers in
this big new field of motion picture
advertising and first exhibitors to
take advantage of this big opportunity and blaze the trail for other.i
to follow and the first exhibitors
to make use of this novel form of
advertising were Ralph Crocker,
owner of the Star theatre, Elgin,
Illinois, and Maurice Rubers, manager of the Princess theatre, Joliet.
The big Neal Hart advertising
campaign
only proposes
part of Mr.
Rice's
plan as heis also
to establish amoving picture supplement in
the back part of each phone directory consisting of several pages deto producer's
advertisements
which voted
will
be a unique
agency for
bringing pictures before the public.
Space will not be confined to the
Independent Film Association but
will be available to all producers
who wish to advertise. The agency
through which this will be handled
will be known as the Harry Rice
agency and will have branches in
various parts, of the country. Hand
in hand with this will go a service
department so that users of the
telephone can call the nearest Harry
Rice agency for information about
pictures which the enquirer has
seen advertised in the directory as
to when and where they will first
be
shown,will
etc., give
and Mr.
local
agency
the Rice's
necessary
answer.
It is planned that the first of
these supplements will be issued
within a few months.

Large

Cities

This inspiration as to Neal Hai
advertising first came to Harry Ric
during his recent visit to New Yor
and he first sold the idea to Sat
Zierler of New York, president c
Commonwealth and following th:
sought out R. B. Donnelly Print
ing Company, which prints many c
the phone directories tised through
out the country. Harvey Woo(
\ ice-president, convinced the off
cials of the advisability of th
scheme and forthwith one of th
most revolutionary publicity stunt
in the history of the motion pictur
industry was realized.
Screenart Announces
Ten Features
The Screenart Pictures Corpora
tion of New Y'ork City, announce
a series of ten all-star feature:
These ten features are the best o
a scries of pictures that were is
sued several years ago. Each pic
ture has a proven box-office recorand the ability of each star is s
well known that the reissuing o
these pictures it is said will mee
with popular favor everj-where.
The following pictures are in
eluded in this series : " The Ligh
of Western Stars," with Dustii
Farnum ; " Playing Square," witl
Gladys Hulette ; " Playthings o
Passipn,"
Kitty Gordon
: "' Ai
Amateur with
Orphan,"
with Glady
Leslie : " Mary Lawson's Secret,
with Charlotte Walker: "A Mai
in
the Open,"Double,"
with Dustin
" Hinton's
withFarnum
Jeann
Eagles ; " Adele," with Kitty Gor
don; "Just His Wife," with Glady
Hulette
" A Man's Fight," i
Dustin :Farnum.
the Screenart Pictures Corpor
ation have already begun an ad
\ertising campaign to state righ
these pictures. They will g<
through the independent exchange
and
low are
basis.being sold on an unusuall;

niniacle
^ pinnacle

HAjUT
^icrures
^
IF YOUR THEATRE
COES SOT SHOW

PI\S^CL£
PHOTOPtAVS
THE^ RE SOT
GIV ING
VOL' THE FEST IS
MOTION PICTL'RES
COHHONWEALTH FILM COAP
BRY'an( 1902
*SMERE OflSlS
^CH 9sVFiii£
IX^ >tlWNoEBMrs l^TfST -TCTCT
Ft Ml'KlS
'ritOS
UW|,
\EM
HAkTrwOTortw^
Ns.r fC^ Xll THM IS
t^^l t l- tsC'TIVi. THE VMER1 1 \» \s MK M II STIFIFS
'AMERICA.^ PAL'
Ketroductions from page ads in various telephone directories for Neal Hart pictures being distributed by hidcpcudent Films Association
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DRASCENA Productions
have completed distribution arrangements of Company's first six-reel drama.
" Get Out and Stay Out " will
be distributed by National
Exchanges Incorporation
which has offices in New
York. At the present time
Drascena organization is giving practically all its attention to filming two-reel comedies. Hal Stephens is being
directed in one series by
Stuart Featherstone. Another
company making a series
featuring Milburn Morante
and directed by Tom Gibson
is working at Balboa Studios.
This unit is to make a series
of 26 comedies for Federation
Exchanges. The first titled
" Politics " has been completed and another named
" Cakes " is now being made.
Helen Williams is leading
woman of this troup and Jack
Henderson is playing the
heavy.
Rockett Film at Work
on New Production
Production work has been started
by the Rockett Film Corporation
on its second release through the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and
Pathe Exchanges, which will be an
adaptation of the Irving Bachellcr
novel, " Keeping Up With Lizzie."
A very notable cast has been assembled for this subject by General Manager R. R. Rockett, which
includes Enid Bennett, late Thos.
H. Ince star on Paramount program, together with Victory Bateman, Lila Leslie, Eddie Hearn, Otis
Harlan, Leo White, J. L. Stevens,
Harry Todd and others.
At the time of announcing the
cast for this picture the information is also given out that Will M.
Ritchey, supervising director of
Realart Studios has become manager of production for the Rockett
Company. Ritchey has been identified with the film industry as scenario writer for the past ten years.
The engagement of Lloyd Ingram to direct this picture and
Ross Fisher as chief cameraman
is also announced. Miss Dolly
Harrison has been named casting
director; Ted Bevis technical director ;and S. E. Snyder press
representative.
It will be the policy of this company, according to President R. R.
Rockett to film only comedy dramas
of successful published books. A.
L. Rockett, brother of President R.
R., will be assistant to his brother.

Farnums
Do
Big
Business
Minnesota Exhibitors Send Fine
on
Reports
on
Canyon's
From allWesterns
parts of Minnesota,
Greathe
of
AIM
CONH
MH.
Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota
• ter Features Company in
Alinneapolis has just returned from come similar statements. Among
a trip in which he touched every those upon record as believing that
important town in his territory. In Franklyn Farnum series of features
a communication written to the are money getters may be mentioned Blackmore Brothers of Duexecutives of the Canyon Pictures
Corporation in New York, Mr. luth, Minn., Kaus and Townsend,
Conhaim enclosed letters whi(?h he Lake Minnesota, H. A. Brumund,
ed from a great num- Thief River Falls, Minn.
had ber
receiv
of exhibitors
C. H. Taylor of Corsby, Minn.,
in Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, and Wis- writes, " I want to congratulate you
consin, in which these theatre man- on ' The Galloping Devil ' with
agers express their opinions of the Franklyn Farnum is a good Western picture, with good comedy to
drawing power of Franklyn Farnum
as a star, and the value of the fea- offset it. My people liked it very
tures in which he is appearing for
the Canyon Pictures Corporation,
In speaking of the above remarks,
IS screen entertainment.
L. G. Darling of Kenmare, N. Joseph M. Goldstein and Jack
Weinberg
said, " These
have a opinions
peculiar
Dak., says, " ' The Galloping Devil ' voiced
much."by exhibitors
is a good picture; did a fine busi- significance,
inasmuch as they come
ness." Messrs. Vavrika and Kuhn from the men who pay their money
of Evansville, Minn., states, " Far- for pictures. They know what kind
num's are the best Westerns ever of a picture makes money for them
and at the same time pleases their
shown
J. F. here.
Miller Everybody
of Ogilvie,pleased."
Minn.,
It is this type of screen
told Mr. Conhaim that if all the audiences.
entertainment
that builds reputaFranklyn Farnum pictures are as
tions for theatres and establishes
the exhibitor as an asset to a comgood
as " The
the munity.
exhibitor
who Galloping
does not Devil,"
play them
is missing something. S. A. Goe" We feel justly proud of our
thel of Huron, So. Dakota, said,
Franklyn Farnum pictures for they
" The Farnums are very good pictures. Different from the general are making money for ^very exrun of Westerns."
change and theatre that use them."
Buyers

Tell

Their

Wants

largestis insurance
policy
WHAT
said to be
the
issued since the day that Ignace Paderewski, the famed
pianist, took out a policy calling for indemnity in the
amount of about one-half
million dollars against loss of
appearance due to any injury
that might arise from the
crippling of his nimble finfers,
was recently
called
for
y Victor
Kremer as
a safegiiard against any delay that
might arise through an accident happening as a result to
the hazardous risks taken by
Texas Guinan in her latest
series of eight western
dramas now being filmed at
Los Angeles under the direction of Francis Ford.
Several companies were appealed to, but on account of
the hazardous nature of the
riding done by Miss Guinan
no one company would accept
the whole amount called for
with the result that seven
companies finally decided to
assume and divide the risk.
Each picture calls for a policy of $50,000 and as others
who are more than incidental
to the picture may meet with
accident an additional policy
covering the rest of the cost
was issued in the amount of
$100,000, in all making what
might be called a blanket
policy of one-half a million
dollars.

Hirsh Gives Statement
on Pickford Reissues
Exchangemen's Reply to DominNathan Hirsh, president of the
ant Questionaire
Shows Needs
Aywon
Film Corporation, has sent
THERE has been a most enthusi- independent exchangenien in Penn- out a notice
the trade relative to
sylvania, West Virginia and New the .series of tofifteen
astic response to the questionMary Pickford
naire sent out by Jacques Kopfstein, Jersey indicates a great demand for
two-reelers and the Success Series
general manager of Dominant Pic- W cstern productions and virile out- of Short Subjects.
door dramas which contain plenty
tures Corporation, to state right
Both the Pickford pictures and
buyers and independent exchange- of action. The demand for Westmen at large, requesting that they
ern productions extends clear the Success two-reelers were purexpress their views on the type of through the entire West and Northchased by Mr. Hirsh, he states,
pictures they would like to handle
west and from the tenor of the re- from the Biograph Company who
in their respective territories in
plies received, demonstrates that owned and controlled the negatives.
1921.
this is the most popular typ£ of pic- The Aywon Film Corporation is
ture
in the independent market.
the ket
only
The replies received — and they
theseconcern
pictures. authorized to marIndependent exchangemen operatare many, show in a measure the
ing in the New England, New York
Mr. Hirsh states that in order to
complexion of the territorial marPennsylvania territor- protect exhibitors and all those
ket at the present time. * The de- and Eastern
ies, express a desire for society concerned in the releasing and
mand for Western subjects of feature and short reel length as well dramas which have a leaning showing of the Mary Pickford
towards sex. Contrasting the favor series and the Success Series that
as the desire for one-reel slapstick with
which Western subjects meet arrangements have been made to
comedies seem to be principal types
of pictures independent exchange- in other territories. Westerns in.g.
any theatre owner or remen welcome in 1921.
do not go so well in those terri- prosecuteleasing
company that offers any
although there is a possible
The analysis of the replies re- market tories,
such
pictures
for sale or for showfor
them
if
sold
on
a
ceived to date are as follows, states reasonable basis.
Mr. Popf stein :
Other territories from which
The replies received from inde- there has been a response request
pendent exchangcmen in the southSecond Alt and Howell
ern territory which comprises the high-class two-reel comedies.
Harry Levey Completes states of Alabama, Georgia, FlorComedy Announced
ida, North and South Carolina, Mis- Famous Art Model in
"The White Bottle"
" You Can't Tell," is announced
sissippi, Louisiana, Texas, Oklaas the title of the second release
''The Devil's Angel"
homa, Arkansas and Tennessee and
" The White Bottle," Harry
Included in the cast of players of the new Alexander Alt and
Levey's latest " Feature With a the South Western territory indiHelen Howell comedy series of
cate a strong demand for Western
Purpose"
haswhich
just been
The
picture,
is an completed.
appeal to and Northwestern feature produc- appearing in the Lejaren a' Hiller two-reelers recently acquired by
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation for
production,
Devil'sby Angel,"
children to drink more milk, has two-reelers.
which
is being" The
distributed
Clark- release.
an excellent cast.
tions as well as Western subjects Cornelius Corporation, is Miss
Lillian Bonnie, and Leslie Hull of short length.
" You Can't Tell " is a picture of
Peggy
O'Neill, who is famous as the studio_life and concerns actors
art model.
have the leading adult roles. The
The territory consisting of the an
their troubles. Director Al
Carr Kiddies — Tom and Rosemary District of Columbia, Delaware,
this picture Miss O'Neill plays and
who also have leading parts in Maryland and Virginia has evinced theIn part
of a model. She was Martin has injected many new and
a strong interest for this same type chosen by Mr. Hiller from all the original laughs into this picture,
"The White Bottle," will be re- of
product.
membered for their work in " Over
models in New York City to in- and lives up to his reputation for
The response that has come from
terpret this role.
,cood clean comedy pictures.
the Hill."
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THE following sales are reported during the week on
the independent market:
" Keep to the Right " (Equity Pictures) to Bern Amsterdam, of the Masterpiece Film Attractions, for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
Romance of Youth series (Reelcraft Pictures) to Harry
Lande of Quality Film Company of Pittsburg.
Paragon Comedies (Reelcraft Pictures) to Quality Film
Co., of Pittsburg.
Royal Comedy series (Reelcraft Pictures) to Quality
Film Co., of Pittsburg.
Bud and His Buddies series (Reelcraft Pictures) to
Quality Film Co., of Pittsburg.
12 Mack Swaila Comedies (Heraldn Productions Inc.)
to Klein Distributing Corp., of Boston for Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut.
12 Mack Swain Comedies to Screen Art Pictures of Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey.
12 Mack Swain Comedies to F. and R. Film Co., of
Minneapolis for North and South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Minneapolis.
12 Mack Swain Comedies to Superior Screen Service,
Inc , of Chicago, for Illinois and Indiana.
12 Mack Swain Comedies to Phoenix Film Corporation
of Kansas City, for Western Missouri and Kansas.
12 Mack Swain Comedies to Southwestern Film Corp.,
of Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
12 Mack Swain Comedies to All Star Features Distributors, Inc., for California, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaiian Islands.
12 Mack Swain Comedies to Davis Amusement Co., of
Toronto, for Canada.
"West of the Rio Grande" (Bert Lubin) to the Twentieth
Century Film Co., of Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey.
" West of the Rio Grande," to Reliance Film Exchange
of Washington, D. C, for District of Columbia, Maryland,
Delaware, Virginia and North Carolina.
" West of the Rio Grande," to the Fontenelle Feature
Film Co., of Omaha, Neb., for Iowa and Nebraska.
" West of the Rio Grande," to the C. C. McDermont
Theatre Amusement Co., of Salt Lake City, for Wyoming,
Utah, So. Idaho and New Mexico.
" West of the Rio Grande," to the L. C. Baxley Attractions of Dallas, Tex., for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

Picture

News

An interesting still frcm "The Parish Priest," offered by Herman J. Garfield
H

orizon

Pictures

Active

Backer States 14 Talmadge ReIssues
Are
Arousing Interest
Mr. Backer states that the interWITH
large suite
of offices
est shown in his re-edited Norma
in thea Times
Building,
New
York, Horizon Pictures, the new Talmadge subjects by state right
is even greater than
company headed by Franklyn E. exchange-men
Backer, has opened operations on he anticipated. He says that it
what promises to be a large scale proves to him that things are far
from quiet out in the field as he
it' the results already obtained are received sixty-four telegrams from
any criterion.
The first pictures announced by independent exchanges, and fully
Mr. Backer, and upon which he is as many letters, in less than a
week's time and that the inquiries
now planning an elaborate adver- covered
ever\- territory without a
tising campaign, are a series of single exception.
Three of the
fourteen Norma Talmadge two series are now completed
^nd
reelers to be released one every
two weeks beginning at an early ready for early release while Mr.
date and available to independent Hadley promises to turn them out
exchanges. These subjects are at the rate of one a week from
said to be splendidly produced and, now on. A full line of advertisFarnum
Combating
Cranks
matter is also ready on the
according to Hopp Hadley, under first ing
three, which includes Ritchey
whose
supervision
they
are
all
bePersonal Appearance of Star,
ing re-edited and whose long and one-sheets and three-sheets, hand
successful career in cutting and colored eleven by fourteen and
Arranged by Brandt, a Success
titling important productions is well twenty-two by twenty-eight photographs and slides. Mr. Backer
known, they present Norma Tal- promises to announce two five reel
madge
in
some
of
the
most
interFarnum, and that exfrom Philadel- ances of Mr.
subjects at an early date.
WORD phiacomes
esting roles she has ever played.
hibitors consider the Blue Law
of the enthusiasm that
situation
more
serious
than
most
is being aroused among exhibitors
and motion picture patrons by the people will admit, is shown by a
personal appearances of Fraklyn novel exploitation stunt that was
Jack
Hoxie
Ready
Farnum, who is making a tour of arranged in connection with Mr. Second
the country to talk against the pro- Farnum's appearance at the .A.stor
posed Blue Law legislation. The Theatre, Philadelphia, on Monday
" Cyclone Bliss " Available for
tour was planned by Joe Brandt, and Tuesday. January 31st and
Independents, Announces Arrow
President of the C. B. C. Film P'cbruary 1st. It was arranged
independent state right buyers
Sales Corporation, and Mr. Brandt that, in conjunction wnth Mr. Farreel praising the first Hoxie feature aiid
Jack Hoxie
made a special trip to Philadelphia
second
n featur
e is fiveentitled
num's personal appearance, a mo- THEWester
tion picture be made in which the
asking for more like it. There are
last week for the purpose of seere- to be four pictures in this series
has beenState
and ndent
girl in the neighbor- "Cycloneleased toBliss"
Indepe
the
ing how Farnum was " going most popular
hood was to be co-starred with
two that have been deover " and with what success he Mr. Farnum.
Right Exchanges. It is said that and the livered,
is meeting in the fight against the
he states, have been ree
sucworthy
a
is
"
Bliss
Cyclon
"
s.
y
lment
of Sunda libertie
cei\ed with enthusiasm by all the
curtai
The stunt attracted wide attene." exchanges who have contracted for
Nowherwith
ManfullFrom
cessor to " toA be
Mr. Farnum has been in Philaof action
tion, all performances were crowd- It is said
delphia for a week, and Mr. Brandt
ed and when Mr. Farnum ap- plenty of thrills and the story gives the series.
was assured personally by H. M.
peared and delivered his talk, the
The Arrow Film Corporation renitj- anship
of disan opportu
ports anumber of sales during the
S. Kendrick, manager of the Fair- audience was in a thoroughly re- Jack Hoxie
ul horsem
playing his wonderf
mont Theatre, C. G. Hexter, manceptive mood.
past
week. Several territories
and fighting qualities.
ager of the Point Breeze Theatre,
were disposed of on the two Rubye
The
third
jack
Hoxie
feature
is
Mr.
Farnum
is
putting
his
enand several other exhibitors, that
tire heart and soul into his ap- under course of production and de Remer features, the Spotlisht
the actor is lending just the perbe delivered to Arrow within Comedies and Sport Pictorial. The
pearances in behalf of personal will
sonal touch that is needed in this
the next two weeks.
publicity that has been given the
freedom.
Upon
the
completion
of
matter of Blue Law legislation and
P. B. Dana, sales manager of Ar- Snort Pictorial through the New
that his talks are having excellent his appearance in Philadelphia, he
row, states that nearly all of the York daily newspapers has been reresults.
will work west, arriving at the territory
on Jack Hoxie features
sponsible for the sale of several adWest
Coast
around
April
1st
to
has
been
sold and he has received
That real showmanship is being
ditional territories on these onea number of telegrams from the reel pictures, it is said.
applied to these persona! appear- start production.
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GEORGE torialWES
an forterri
salesmT,
the
Reelcraft Pictures, confirmed
the confidence in him of
President R. C. Cropper, by
closing negotiation in Boston
last week for the distribution of the entire Reelcraft
Program of releases through
the Exchcmges of Samuel V.
Grand in Boston for the
Northeastern States territory.
Grand is one of the best
known Independent State
Right distributors in the
United States.
The new additions to the
many series of releases distributed through the Grand
exchanges will include, the
George Clarke single reel
comedies, the Bud and His
Buddies series of comedies,
the Reelcraft Scenic Series,
the Romances of Youth and
the other various Reelcraft
releases.

Sham"
Has
Ethel Clayton
Version

a Strong
Cast
Stars in Picture

of Harris-Bonner Comedy
wood and Burnham, Two Girls
P MPHASIZING
Paramount's
new policy of " perfect
casts "
Both Miss Burnham and Miss
is the
one Harris-Geraldine
assigned to " Sham,"
Piano." entered musical comGreenwood
the
Elmer
Bon- and
ner stage comedy success, now beedy as show-girls in the Sam Bering made as an Ethel Clayton starNearly
Hero. '
six ofyears
theya teamed
ring vehicle. In support of the Then nardforcompany
star are such well-known players together in vaudeville. Miss Burnham left the team to play with
as Theodore Roberts, Walter
Hiers, Sylvia Ashton, Arthur Charles Irwin and then in " CanCarewe, Clyde Fillmore, Helen
ary Cottage
" by Elmer
Dunbar and Carrie Clark Ward.
Oliver
Morosco.
She Harris
soon and
rejoined Mis.s Greenwood, however,
After all of these were chosen,
however, one important comedy replacing May Boley in the cast
character remained. A fat girl
Letty," also by HarMorosco.
was needed, of proper appearance of "risSoand Long
to be the sister of the rotund Hiers.
" Sham " sees her again in an
Filmdom was searched in vain. Elmer Harris story with a full
Then the stage was called upon. understanding of the particular
twist of humor which has brought
And
the resultwill
is that
theatregoers
see in
the" Sham
motion" success to the well-known writer.
picture debut of a young woman
In addition to being a comedienne Miss Burnham is wellwho has been considered " the fun- known as
a writer of popular
niest fat girl of the American
stage." She is none other than songs. Her " A Wondrous Rose,"
Eunice Burnham, who with Char- has had a big vogue and " Naughty
lotte Greenwood made up the well- Brown Eyes " is being used this
known vaudeville team of " Green- season by Julian Eltinge.

Adolph Samuels to Buy
European Pictures
The president of the Southeastern
Pictures Corporation, Atlanta Ga.,
Adolph Samuels, has left Atlanta
and is on his way to Europe, ^e

Reelcraft Enlarging
Coast Studio
The Coast studio of the Reelcraft
Pictures Corporation is to be expanded to care for several additional producing units which are being added in accordance with the
plans of President R. C. Cropper
for the expansion of the Reelcraft
The plans call for a new dark
program.
stage, enlarged property room, a
new carpenter shop, an additional
outdoor stage, and the addition of
several new dressing rooms. There
is to be a special room constructed
for the handling of still plates and
prints for the Reelcraft productions.
The staff of the Coast studio is
also to be augmented, and several
additions have already been made.
Raymond M. Freil, creator of the
animated Mutt & Jeff cartoons, has
joined the scenario staff; Dick
Currier is to have charge of the
cutting for the Franey and George
Clarke Comedies, while Walter Bell
IS chief cinematographer.

Myrabel Film Corp. Is
Formed in NewiYork
The Myrabel Film Corporation
announces
that it has opened of^
fices in New York City, where it
will handle features for Greater
Miss
Young
in
Southwest
New York and New Jersey and
O
C-A.|./'-\_l.
L'^ »»*in touch
vv^v.v,.. with
" ■ - - - the
expectsJ to be
also
dispose of independent profilm industry of Europe, and also to
Make
Personal
ductions.
lity Star to
negotiate for and bring back with
Equit
Fred Meyers, formerly manager
him several productions.
Appearances in Lynch Theatres
of the New York Independent
Mr. Samuels started in Atlanta in
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG has theatres in San Antonio and Hous- Masterfilms, is president of the new
the early days of motion picture
kept a promise of three years
ton. Her appearance will be fol- company, Leo Lebel, formerly secbusiness, at one time owning twelve standing
and wired Mr. Lynch of
retary of the same exchange, is
lowed by a showing of ' Midchanacsince
but
theatres in the South,
the Lynch Circuit in Dallas today nel,' which
secretary, and F. J. M. Iredell is
has
not
yet
opened
in
Pictures
quiring the Southeastern
that she was at last ready to fulfill the Southwest, but which was de- treasurer. The sales force for
Corporation, he has disposed of
lated till Miss Young could appear New York and Brooklyn is comengagement for a personal visit
his theatres, with the exception of her
in person.
to the Lynch theatres.
posed of Jerry Wilson and Jeff
two in Atlanta.
In company with Miss Young will Dolan. Mr. Meisel will be in
The probability is that Miss
Young will take a flying trip to the be Harry Garson, her director, charge of the New Jersey terriSouthwest without stopping off in Louis Baum. Equity sales-manager,
tory. Miss Weitzer will take
First Muriel Ostriche
the interval. The moment her en- who is now in Dallas in anticipa- charge of the bookings.
Feature Started
gagement is completed she will
tion of Miss Young's arrival, and
Work on the first production of hurry back to the Garson studios. Milton Crandall, well-known exploitation expert of the Equity staff. .\ New Kineto Subjects
last
started
was
Inc.,
Films,
Salient
It is appearance
expected that
will Miss
be in Young's
Dallas, luncheon to the press is another of
week, and Salient announces that a first
Coming from Athens]
special cast which has been engaged during the week of Feb. 13th. the incidental events that will mark
From
there
slic
will
go
to
the
Lvnch
Charles
IMavroyeni has just writOstriche,
to support the star, Muriel
Miss Young's presence.
ten to Charles Urban, saying he is
is making rapid progress under the
shipping some new negatives which
direction of J. Charles Davis, 2nd.
lia\e just been completed at his
The leading role opposite Miss
Ostriche is in the hands of Wal- Mayer
to Make
New
Series studio in Athens. He says he has
ter Miller. The heavy is portrayed
a big schedule marked out for himself, one that will keep him busy
by Harold Foshay.
Known as Stahl Productions; Slowfor many months, all the results of
ing Up Not a Real Slump, He Says
which will be shipped to the Kineto
Urban Receiving PicCompany to be incorporated in the
year,
this
aiuiouncement
carNa- new ries
IDENT with First
COIXX
with it a distinct tribute to Kineto Review and the Movie
tures of Tangiers
tional's announcement that
Stahl's ability as a direc- Chats.
torial ability.
Carl von Hoffman, who was re- " Sowing the Wind " has been se- John M.
Many of the finest biological
cently sent on a foreign tour by comes lected
as
one
of
the
"
Big
Five,"
the statement from Louis
" What to many seems like a studies in the Urban Popular
Charles Urban, president of the
Classics
are the result of Mr.
B. Mayer's offices that all future general slump and period of deKineto Company of America, is pictures
by the director, John M.
pression in the industry is, in my Mavroj'eni's research. One of them
now in Morocco.
will be known as John M. opinion, merely the settling of the is especially familiar to the motion
A letter from him, received this Stahl,
ons. They will be
Stahl
Producti
week by Mr. Urban and dated from made
solid foundation,"
as
all-star
and will business
said LouisontoB. aMayer,
when asked picture trade. This is " The
Tangier says the first batch of be released by Mr.specials,
Mayer
through
"
The
''
question
of
the
hour.
which
at the
Rivoli Mantis.''
theatre
Tragedyplayed
of the
Praying
negatives dealing with life in and tjie channels of Associated First
in New York.
round Tangier, is already en route. Islational.
"The present slowing-up ol the
Von Hoffman will be away for
business is not depression. It is
Following the country-wide suc- the process of getting into step
about eight months.
cess of " The Woman in His with the times. The elimination New Sport Pictorial at
House" and First National's namBrooklyn Strand
contest is on, and the worth-while
Quality Films Opens
" SowingStewart,
the Wind,"
which
stars ing Anita
as one of
the picture is emerging untouched and
"
The
Making
Man-Handlers
Charleston Office
is the last
Sport ofPictorial
released"
five foremost productions of the prosperous.
and
played
recently
at
the
Capitol
The Quality Film Co., a Pittstheatre. New York. It also played
burg exchange, will open a branch
It the Brookly Strand where Eddie
GREATEST
SINGLE REEL IN FILMLAND
office
in Charleston,
W. Elder,
"Va., under
Hyman, manager of the Strand, put
the management
of Mr.
who
on a prologue which added greatly
has returned from Cleveland, where
to the presentation of this particular
he was manager of the Lande Film
Snapshois"
Corporation.
Screen
Sport Pictorial.
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"HpHE
Offshore
the new
Metro Pirate,"
production, starring Viola Dana, will
be released by Metro January
31, it was recently announced
from the home offices of the
company in the Longacre
Building. The picture, adapted from F. Scott Fitzgerald's
story in the Saturday Evening
Post, gives promise of being
the best vehicle for the screen
that Miss Dana has yet appeared in reads the statement
from the Metro headquarters.
" The Offshore Pirate " was
written as a story by F. Scott
Fitzgerald and was published
in the Saturday Evening Post.
The picture is a special production, adapted by Waldemar Young and directed by
Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
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Carewe Directing
Louis Mayer

R. W.

for

Priest Announces " The Great
Edwin Carewe, " The
Passion "
for
Immediate Release
r," Aniis
ta
isible
Inv
Lou of
newection
Stewart's Fea
R()B1:RT W. PRIEST of the as heroine of the play, is given the
dir
the
R
E First National veDerMay
B.UN
I' ilm Market, Inc., announces a demonstration of the precepts of
hicle, has gone rinto pros.ducnew picture for immediate release the theme.
tion at the Maye studio
on the state rights market. " The
Walter McGrail, Allen Foroffering
" The
GrandMr.Passion
rights
buyers
Priest''
Grand Passion " is the title. The to Instate
rest, Ogden Crane, Estelle
story is based upon the proposi- announces that it is his intention
Evans, Hamilton Morse,
tion :" Is a woman loved for beauty to schedule the United States at
George Kiwa and Edward
of ])ody or beauty of soul?" and such a valuation as to give every
Hunt support the star.
the treatment is such as to emph- buyer a chance to turn his monejHampton Del Ruth wrote
asize the pure and spiritual in love. quickly.
the
story and Madge Tyrone
Strange as it may seem, with a
"Money,"
said
Mr.
Priest,
"is
prepared
it for the screen.
theme such as the foregoing dcal- too important a factor in the moRobert Kurrle is in charge of
\n\z, with the primitive as well as the
tion picture industry at this time
the photography and effects.
spiritual in man and woman. " The to warrant considering a schedule
This
is Mr. Carewe's
secGrand Passion " is a picture that that would work a hardship on inond consecutive
picture with
will appeal to all that is best in
dependent cxchangemen, who, it is
Anita Stewart, the first being
mankind and will pass any censor- our purpose to aid in every way
a Jane Murfin story filmed
ship, it is stated. The production
under the working title of
is the result of collaboration of two possible.
" The Tornado."
"
'
The
Grand
Passion
'
is
the
first
of
the
best
known
photoplay
authors
Prison Inmates Enjoy
in America — Robert McLaughlin, picture I have seen in several
Crook Farce
author of " The House Without months that has what the state
rights buyer demands and still is "Ladies Pets" Title of
The latest number of Good Children," and Charles T. Dazey, not
a strong sex problem play likely
Words, the monthly publication author
of
"
In
Old
Kentucky."
Chester Two-Reeler
Florence
Dixon
is
the
star
of
to
irritate
the censors of the varedited and published by the inmates
"
Ladies Pets " is the unusual title
of the United States penitentiary at " The Grand Passion," and to her.
of
the
two-reel Chester Comedj' to
ious
states."
Atlanta, Ga., contained an unusual
be released through Educational
review of a recent Goldwyn comedy
Exchanges
in Februarj'.
is unique in early
the fact
that only oneIt
starring Tom Moore, " Stop
adult
has
a
part
of
any
importance
Thief ! " from Carlyle Moore's successful stage farce. The review in
— the dog catcher. Baby Arthur
part, follows :
Austin and eight year old Ida May
1921
Reward
McKenzie have important roles,
Brinch,toHodkinson
SalesFighters"
Manager,
" ' Stop Thief ' is a clever and
amusing screen farce of high order,
with Snooky, the Humanzee, the
hero and more than a score of dogs
Has
Cheerful
Slogan
for Force
presenting many complicated situathe remainder of the cast.
an
ot"
interest
tions that aholds
"Ladies Pets" is the eighth of
audience;
betterthefifty-fifty crook THE attitude of the W. W . Hod- organization feels. Wc have adopted as a working slogan that sen- the Chester Comedies released
comedy was never imagined, and
kinson Corporation toward "the
tence originated, I think, bv the through Educational.
suspense holds half, while humor period of unrest" is expressed in
a letter sent out recently by P. N. Chicago Tribune: '1921 Wifl Refills the other half."
Brinch, the general sales manager,
wardme Fighters,'
to the men in the field. This letter
lieve
when Iandtellyou
you may
that bein
1921
we
are
going
to
put
up the
Enid Bennett Is Signed starts off with a cheery phrase :
biggest fight in our career. The
for Rockett Picture
and"Boys,
goes we've
on to got
give'ema coming!"
few very truth of our own little slogan,
Nothing more
Can Stop
Us ! ' is every
being
brilliant ideas for obtaining results 'proven
thoroughly
The Rocket Film Corporin
the
selling
of
pictures.
ation, which is making
And then Mr. Brinch in one very
" Keeping Up With Lizzie,"
pithy
: " ;Let
us Tom Moore Scores in
the second of Irving Bachelfollow paragraph
up on our remarks
advantage
let us
ler's stories to be brought to
keep
the
ball
rolling.
A
lot
of
film
the screen, has engaged Enid
exchanges are laying off salesmen
"Hold Your Horses"
Bennett for the title role.
Tom Moore has scored again, anbecause they don't know of any
Miss Bennett has a long
other way to meet the present situnounces Goldwyn, with the producrecord of successful producation. We have anticipated this
tions to her credit. She has
tion of the Rupert Hughes' comedy,
dav."
" Hold Your Horses," based upon
'months
period ofandre-adjustment'
appeared in a number of
we are readyforto many
cope his story of "Canavan, the Man
Thomas Ince's productions,
with it. Instead of laying off men,
His Way,"
which
reincluding "Fuss and Feather,"
ceived its initial
showing
at the
we are advertising for more men — Who Had
"The Vamp," "The Biggest
Capitol
theatre
last
week.
The
high grade men who are strong
Show on Earth," " Law of
enough to handle the toughest prop- picture reviewers on the New York
Men," "The Haunted Bedosition in the land. We want to newspapers had all sorts of good
ro m," "The Virtuous Thief,"
take the aggressive now that the things to say of the story, the star
field is ours. We want to work and the production. Long since,
" Stepping Out," " What
twice as hard as ever before and Tom Moore demonstrated that he
Every Woman Learns,"
" How To Be Happy Though
place our scr\ ice in each and every was a real actor, could give a comMarried," "Partners Three,"
community. We can do it if we
plete, rounded impersonation as
"The Woman In The Suitwell as evoke laughter, but in "Hold
allMr.
put Brinch
our shoulders
to
the
wheel."
Case," " Hairpins " and " Silk
said in a recent inter- Your Horses " he has capped the Monte Blue, featured in Charles Maigne's
of his artistic career up to production for Paramount, " The KenStocldngs "
view, "This describes perfectly the climax
way each and every member of our date, states Goldwyn.
tuckians "

.F.ebruary
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New

Jackqueline Logan, leading woman for
Thomas Meighan in a forthcoming Paramount picture titled " White and Unmar ied "
Attractive Press Book
on "Wing Toy"
"
Wing
fanciful
written byToy,"
PearltheDoles
Bellstory
for
Shirley Mason and released by
William Fox last Sunday, Jan. 30,
jhas been made the subject of one
jof the most attractive press books
j ever offered to exhibitors by Fox.
I Printed in two colors throughout,
and liberally sprinkled with decorative art work in addition to the
scene and ad cuts, posters and lobby display, it reflects admirably the
Oriental atmosphere of the tale.
The live exhibitor will go far to
find a more effective exploitation
vehicle.
The Fox home office in Xew
York reports a most gratifying
volume of bookings for " Wing
Toy," which it regards us Shirley
Mason's best picture.

Pathe

opened
Inc.,buildi
nge,
HEnew Excha
PATits
arters
ng
headqu
at 35 West 45th street, New
York, on 'Fel)ruary 1st. The njw
building now houses in the uppcr
six stories the entire home office organization of Pathe, in addition to
the entire stafif of the Pathe News
with the exception of the positive
printing plant. They will continue
to occupy the Pathe building in
ly located
JerseytireCity,
where staff
former
the en-.
Pathe News
was
E\ ery modern appliance and convenience that would tend to develop
the efficiency of a business organization is to be found in the new Pathe
Building. The offices are segregated
in such a manner that cooperating
departments will be linked together
on one floor and will be in constant
contact.
The executive offices, with that of
President Paul Brunet, will be
located on the eleventh floor. In
addition this floor will contain the
offices of the secretary of Pathe
Exchange
the export
manager's
office ; the: auditor
and accounting
department ; the reception room ;
and offices for the secretaries of the
various executives. There will also
be the meeting room of the board of
directors of Pathe E.xchange, Inc.
The eighth floor will bc the first
occupied and will house the office

School for Rothacker Forces
The entire Rothacker Chicago
laboratory force now goes to school
regularly. How to turn out superior quality prints is the only
subject taught at this school.
Every department is taken separately to the large projection room.
The lesson begins witla the screening of film containing imperfections
which were caught in the inspection rooms where every Rothacker
print is put to the test of projection before being shipped to the exchange. The causes of various imperfections are explained and the
" pupilstions"can told
how suchTheimperfecbe avoided.
session
is ended with a round-table discussion.
Vitagraph to Produce
Curwood Story
One ofductionsVitagraph's
biggestof proof the year, another
the
series of special productions begun
a year ago which has met with success, will be " Flower of the
North," by James Oliver Curwood.
Like many other stories by this author, it is a tale of the North — a
romance of shores of Hudson Bay.
Work on the new production will
be begun almost immediately under
the supervision of David Smith.
There will be a specially engaged
cast, headed by Philip Whittemore
and Jeanne D'Ancambal. Some of
the scenes will be made at Vitagraph's West Coast studios at
Hollywood, Cal., but the greater
part will be filmed in the Hudson
Bay country of Canada.

I

Houses Home-Office
Forces and Pathe
News Staff
manager, the comptroller, the
branch auditing and statistical departments, the mailing department
filing department, switchboard room,
and the stenographic department.
The ninth Hoor will be given over
to the publicit.v department, the advertising department, purchasing
department, the Pathe Sun, the scenario department, and the production manager, in addition to stenographers.
The sales department and a
modernly equipped projection room
will occupy the tenth floor. Director of Exchanges Elmer Pearson
presides over this floor, which will
hold the offices of the assistant
director of exchanges, the feature
sales manager, serial sales manager,
short subject sales manager, the exploitation department, secretary to
the director of exchanges, and the
sales control department.
The projection room on this floor
will be used for public and press
showings, and for reviews by the
Pathe Reviewing Committee.
A considerable portion of the
twelfth floor will be devoted to the

Is

Opened

Pathe Xews, with the film editing
managerview and
Pathe Reeditor department,
and three projection
rooms — two for the film editing department, the other for the Pathe
News — sharing the remaining space.
In addition to the office of the
editor of the Pathe News, the offices
allocated to his department include
one where the cameramen will assemble ;another where the cartoonist of the Pathe News will perform his difficult tasks; another for
general equiprncnt, for film cutters
and one for clerks.
Many facilities for rushing the
Pathe News to the screen — some
but recent developments of the
modern science of motion picture
-technique — which will help the organization maintain its superiority
in the news reel field, are found on
the top floor of the Pathe Building.
There the news negative will receive the laboratorial treatment that
will make it ready for shipment to
Jersey City for positive printing and
fo distribution throughout the
United States. On this floor are
located two cutting rooms, the negative developing room, the drying
room, and the film vaults — one for
Pathe News library, and the other
to contain the prints necessary to
the workings of the film editing department.
^1

Strands
Open

Building

Book

special" producVITAGRAPH'
tion "BlackS Bcautj,
featurJean Paige and an all-star
ing
cast, has been booked for two weeks
by Air. Joseph Plunkett of the
Strand theatre, Xew York City,
starting February 20th. During the
first week, it will be presented at the
New York Strand, on Broadway,
and the following week at the
Brooklyn Strand.
Elaborate plans for the presentation of this unusual picture are being completed by Mr. Plunkett,
managing director of the Strand,
states Vitagraph, and full advantage being taken of the wealth of
exploitation possibilities back of
" Black Beauty," with its years and
\ears of publicity through Anna
Sewell's famous book.
Since the first announcement of
\'itagraph that this book was to be
.-idapted for the screen, the offices
of that company have received thousands of inquiries by mail and telephone, asking where the picture
would be shown, it is declared. Until last Tuesday, when the booking arrangements were completed,
no definite answer could be given
those seeking this information.
Alany inquiries were traced to the
<chools .of the city.
Representatives of the Strand
theatres were in the audience which
saw the first showing of " Black
Beauty " to invited guests at the
.\stor a few weeks ago. The enthusiasm displayed at that showing
has seldom been equalled, and from
the start of the great race scene
near the end of the picture to the
finish of the race at the close, the
aoplause was continuous. Many of
the very prominent exhibitors pres-

New

"Black
Beauty
make them stand and cheer." As
York and Brook- for the work of " Black Beauty "
himself, one reviewer stated that
lyn Theatres to Give
" Alan o' War could not have run

" was directed by
the" Black
race anyBeauty
better."
David Smith on the West Coast,
ent at the showing booked Black and it is one of the few productions
Beauty " that afternoon, although in which more persons were in back
it
5 o'clock before the showing of the camera than in front of it—
waswasconcluded.
this despite the unusually large cast.
In making the adaptation of The corps of attendants for the
" Black Beauty " Mr. and Airs. horses, the specialists on period cosGeorge Randolph Chester not only
tumes and period manners, all
have retained all the characters, helped to swell this number. Jean
both human and animal, described
Paige portrays
the different
role of "periods
Jessie
b\' the woman who created them, Gordon
" at three
but have added an entrancing story, of
life, first as a little girl romping
using only the persons told of in about the nursery with Harry, the
the book — the legitimate thrills Vicar's son, then as a girl in her
which have been added are logical middle 'teens, and finally as a young
and mdependent of the story proper lady whose experiences furnish
of ■' Black Beatity." The produc- much of the potent love interest of
tion, with its " outside " story told the story. James Morrison appears
by " Black Beauty " himself, and the in the opposite role, and he, also,
" inside " story enacted by the hu- as Harry, the Vicar's son, gives
man characters of the play, holds three different characterizations, at
three different ages.
an appeal for all ages.
\'itagraph
reports
more
interest
on this production than in any it
Southern Californian
has ever put out. Its special school
Theatre Activities
and child appeal is entirely independent of its general appeal. Its
Santa Maria, Calif. — Gaiety
race scene and other spectacular
Theatre.— J. W. Edrington &
thrills are such as to create enthusiFrank Powell sold their interasm in any audience, but the appeal
ests to H. C. Dorsey.
behind the title, regardless of the
Los Angeles, Calif.— The Folthrills, is a powerful lure to chillies Theatre, Inc. — Capitalidren as well as others, educators
zation, $75,000; T. V. Dalton,
and who may seldom attend the
Tom King & G. R. Wood.
motion 'picture theatre in any numR. L. Alderman, Atty. Capibers.
tal Theatre Co.— Style filed
The race scene has never failed
to thrill — reviewers in trade, fan
by
J.
Lasky, Carl Shapiro
& M. B.
Hurwitz.
and general newspapers have characterized itas the thrill that "will
it Week's

Run
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Motion

Picture

N e -o

Educational Comedit
Establish Record
Exhibitors
Expect
Big
Year
Cleveland and
C i n c i n ii a
branches of Educational Film 1^
PREDICTIONS that 1921 would
pleased
with
Realart,'
said
Mr.
prove one of the best years, MacMeekin, of Real- Chambers, " l)ut i always try to book changes. Inc., this week report* ;
them on their earliest release dates the home office that first run boo
if not the banner year in the
art, Reports Prevalhistory of motion pictures, are beif possible.' Mr. Chambers also ings of the new single reel Vani
•old me that he found business gen- and Gayety comedies, which alte
ing justified, according to John N.
ence of Optimism
erally building up right along and nate in weekly release, had be»i
l repreMacMeekin,sentative,Reala
said he could see no reason why this made in principal cities of Ohi
who hasrt's
justspecia
returned
to
These include:
New York after a six months' tour tions that this year is destined to shouldn't be a happy year for the
Loew theatres in Clevelant
of a large part of the United States. be a I)ig one for our industry is the industry'. W ilh new theatres openMr. MacMeekin talked with exhibi- fact that projects for needed new
Temple,
Toledo; Walnut, Cinci;|
ingtures
and the
public's
interest
in pictors in the key cities he visited and theatres can always find ready backincreasing
it looked
to him
as nati ; Palace, Hamilton; Pantheo
found them practically united in the
it would prove a banner Toledo ; Ohio, Toledo ; New Roy:
ing. The new theatres, I have ob- though
served, always open to big business season.
Alliance; Ceramic, East Liverpoo
opinion that the present year would
be an exceedingly prosperous one and continue to play to capacity
" This spirit of optimism and con- Jewell, Fremont; Southern, Bur
audiences.
fidence isshared by H. E. Sherman rus ; and many others. These t\\|
for the industry. Traveling from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, Mr. Mac" Denver, Colorado, is a close of the Bee theatre, Albuquerque, offices claim that the bookings t
Meekin obtained first hand informa- contender with Kansas City on op- New Mexico. In his estimation, these two single series surpass tl
timism and progressiveness. It is 1921 will round out a record to be records of any other comedies <
tion regarding the 1921 outlook.
equal length in the state.
" What impressed me particu- reported that two new first run
proud
of. is coming right along,
" Buffalo
theatres
are
to
be
added
to
Denver's
larly,"
said
he
yesterday,
"
was
the
optimistic attitude of exhibitors. list in the next six months. That too, as well as Chicago where the
This cheerful outlook is not confined city is in excellent shape and motion theatres are doing good business and Press- Book Complete^
to certain isolated localities, for my pictures are certainly coming into exhibitors are confident that they
for "The Barbarian"
will continue to do so.
tour embraced key cities from one their own.
Pioneer announces that a pre'
end of the country to the other.
'■ The same thing is true, I found,
" Out in Portland, Oregon, G. A.
for its coming release, " Th
" I spent some time in Kansas in Montana. Missoula, Billings and Metzger, of the Rivoli theatre, had book
Barbarian," has just been con
City and found local exhibitors in Clreat Falls, among others, are do- practically the same story to tell. pleted.
to Pioneer off
ing great business. Exhibitors in Better pictures, he felt, are bringing cials, thisAccording
an optimistic frame of mind. Frank
press book has been pr(
Newman, of the Newman theatre, those towns are most optimistic, bigger crowds, and with so many pared down to the finest detail wit
was particularly cheerful over the both as to the present and the com- important advances in the produc- the single purpose in view of aic
outlook. Mr. Newman deprecated
tion of pictures, the industry, as ing the exhibitor to put the pictur
ing season.
" Among other exhibitors with he saw it, is enjoying a prosperity over. All unnecessary informatio
the suggestion of lowering admission prices. In his opinion that whom I talked regarding conditions it has not known before. He, too. regarding the picture has bee
would be nothing less than folly. was Stanley Chambers, of the spoke of the building boom, refer- omitted,
it is stated.
Sam Harding, of the Liberty Palace theatre, Wichita, Kansas.
ring to it as a sure sign that the
First-run houses in every sectio
Mr.
Chambers
is
a
Realart
Star
theatre, also in Kansas City, exappeal of motion pictures
widen- of Greater New York has booke
Douisg
pressed the same cheerful optimism Franchise holder. ' Not onlv am I
the feature, according to Pioneer
over the business outlook generally.
New York exchange. Monro
" In Omaha, Nebraska, A. H.
Salisbury is starred and is sup
Blank, who controls a dozen or
prrted by a good cast, headed
more theatres, said that his man- Country
Praising
Jane Novak. Reports from ex
agers all report splendid business.
changes in various sections of th
He felt that the present season
United Artists Declares
ccjuntry indicate that the pictur
Mark of
would shape up as a good one for
will do a big business, state Pionee
ing."
motion pictures. And Realart, he
Sections
officials.
Zorro " is Scoring tinues
in the
All
told me, is proving one of his best
statement from United
bets for the year.
ORD-OF-MOUTH advertis- Artists.
to an enormous extent ac" Montana and Washington are,
Third Associated ExSo tremendous has been the
like the Middle West, in fine shape.
companies the presentation of
hibitors Feature
Seattle alone has opened two new Douglas Fairbanks' " The Mark of business this picture has done that
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., wil
first run houses, ihc I3lHe Mouse and Zorro " in all sections of the coun- there are but few exhibitors who
the Winter Garden. Both of them
try, according to a statement just have not extended their runs on offer their third big feature on Fel^
the date set for the release b
are playing to capacity business. issued from the headquarters of the the productions. In many cases ex- 27th,
hibitors ha\e set aside their stand- Pathe of " What Women Will Do0o
John Hamrick has just secured the United Artists Corporation. " The
Realart Star Franchise for his Blue critics, the theatre owners and manEdward
Jose'smelodrama
elaborate producti
ard tence
policysincewhich
has been of
in exisa modem
written r
the inception
their of
Mouse theatre. He, too, seerns
agers, the motion picture fans, have
Charles
A.
Logue
and presenting .
seemingly
set
themselves
at
the
task
business
of
never
running
a
picmore than pleased with this year's
ture more than two, or three or
outlook.
comprised of Ann-^ Q. Nilsson
being " committees of one ' to go four da\s, and have run this pro- cast
■" To me, one of the best indica- of
Jennings, Earl Metcalf, Allai
about and boost the picture," conduction for four, six and ten days Jane
Forrest. George Majeroni am
Riley
Hatch.
instead. In one instance in Cahfornia at the Mission theatre, Los
The precedent set by Associatet
Angeles, the picture, booked for a Exhibitors in the magnificence o:
week, ran an uninterrupted run to "The Riddle: Woman" and "Th,
" is observed in the new pla\
capacity business for a total of Devil
which is declared to be the mos;
eight weeks.
In speaking of the picture to pretentious staging Mr. Jose ha^
Mr. .-Kbrams in a recent communica- achieved. Two spectacular scenes
tion, R. G. Peltier, manager of the that have been singled out for remark by those who have attendee
Bijou theatre, of Mount Clemons,
studio
of "cabaret
What Wome
Mich.,
he
said
:
"
I
have
played
Doshowings
" are the
setting
every Fairbanks picture that he has \\'ill
made, and I speak for my patrons and the horse race.
as well as myself when I say that
Geo. D. Terry Endorses
I consider
' The Mark
by
far the greatest
pictureofin Zorro
which "
*'The Broken Gate"
Douglas
ever
appeared.
It's
a
A
letter received from George
whole week's entertainment, jammed
into eight reels of solid enjoyment, D. Terry of the Lincoln theatre.
suitable for all ages and all classes. Philadelphia. Pa., by Hodkinson
Business has been a little quiet, but reads as follows : " Let me conI liked the methods you used in
gratulate you on your picture, ' The
booking me this picture, and with- Broken Gate.' It is some feature
out even seeing it, I went right I very seldom talk about the feaafter it with the result that I turned
any time, isbutworthy
' The
Brokentures Ishow
Gate at
' certainly
what would have been a couple of of
praise.
Sincerely
vours,
bad business days into real profit.
"Geo. D. Terky."
' Zorro ' will sure send you off
" The Broken Gate " is a J. L
Scene from " Don't Neglect
Your
Wife,"
a
forthcoming
Goldwyn
release
from
Frothingham production.
the pen of Gertrude Atherton
with a fljnng start in 1921."
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few of the attractions
ON that
it has ever released has RobertsonCole received anything like
the number of favorable comments as on " The Stealers,"
Christy Cabanne's
William
picture which is playing all
over the country, announced
that company.
Spontaneous
con-,
tinues
to reach pra'se
RobertsonCole, telling of the appeal on
this picture and its entertainment qualities. All sorts of
audiences appreciate " The
Stealers " because it delves
into a phase of human existence which is of interest to
everyone. From houses catering to the highest types of
audiences, down to the
humblest theatres in the
country. " The Stealers " is
proving an excellent attraction.
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Two scenes from Paramount releases: At left, a "shot" from the George Fitzmaurice production, "Paying the Piper;"
at right, a view from " The Frontier of the Stars," starring Thomas Meighan
Current

"Old Guard" Branch Is
Founded on Coast
The Old Guard was the designating title selected by the recently
organized club of "old-time Vitagraphers
" at was
its held
regular
dinner which
last monthly
Monday
evening. At this same meetmg the
election of officers took place and
as it is an association of motion
picture men it was decided the officers should be known by a name
similar to that applied to officers of
a producing company instead of the
usual titles. Those selected to
guide the organization for the coming year were : Anders Randolf,
Director; Harry Morey, L. Roger
Lytton and William Humphrey,
Assistant Directors; Ray Gallagher,
Scenario Editor; C. Graham Baker,
Associate Editor; Edward Montagne, the Heavy; Eugene Mullin,
Location Man; Frank Loomis,
Studio Manager; Don Bartlett and
Walter Bonyan, Assistant Studio
Managers. This was the largest of
the three meetings so far held. At
the first dinner in November there
were twenty-three charter members
— at this last gathering the numljer
had reached a total of fifty.
Out in California a West Coast
Branch of " The Old Guard " has
been formed and a telegram of
greeting announced the fact that
they had already attained a membership of twenty-five.

Paramount

on ryits
presen
AMOeUNT
fortedJanua
schedule
PARreleas
30 feature-films directed by
two of its special producers — the
George Fitzmaurice production,
" Paying the Piper," and the
Charles Maigne production, " The
the Stars," starring
of an.
Frontier
s Meigh
Thoma
A new screen luminary sheds
lustrous light in " Paying the
Piper." She is Dorothy Dickson,
the Chicago girl who took Broadway by storm through her dancing,
singing and acting in "Oh, Boy!"
and " Lassie " and danced her way
into the fa\or of New York society
at fashionable entertainments with
her husband, Carl Hyson. In
"makes
Payingherthefirst
Piper,"
Dickson
screenMiss
appearance,
and it is said that the debut is a
most auspicious one.
'' Paying the Piper " was written
by Ouida Bergere, and featured
with Miss Dickson in the cast are
Alma Tell, George Fawcett and
Rod LaRocque. Other well-known
players also seen are Katherine

Goldwyn
A. dS.
the direct
ER son,
UND.\ron
tly ofelecte
recenion
\ice-president and general
sales-manager of Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, the Goldwyn
sales organization operating from
twenty-two branch exchanges is
Alice Lake Takes Snow keyed
up for an energetic sales
Scenes in Sierras
drive on the winter and spring releases of this company. The confiBy way of innuring herself to the
dence of the Goldwyn sales organirigors of the trip she later is to
zation is based on the strength of
make to the Arctic circle in the the pictures which have been placed
course of acting the stellar role in on the market during the past few
months, declares Goldwyn offi" The Woman Who Went Away," cials.
a forthcoming Metro special production, Alice Lake this week is
" The fourth year pictures, in
at Truckee, Calif., for the purpose dollars and cents, are proving their
of doing such snow scenes as can high box-office value beyond quesbe photographed there.
tion," says a statement from the
Miss Lake's presence in the
"Reportsof
mountain town, now embedded in Goldwyn
show an headquarters.
unparalleled number
from eight to ten feet of the snow extended runs, ' Earthbound,'
of the Sierras, is coincident with
Madame X,' ' The Penalty,' ' The
the stay of May Allison there for 'Branding
Iron ' and ' The North
winter scenes of " Big Game," that Wind's Malice,' taking the lead in
the
length
of engagements and the
star's production to follow " Ex- total of returns.
travagance," her next picture.

Emmett, Reginald Denny and
Robert Schable.
In this, her latest screen story.
Miss Bergere presents characters
typical of the monied classes of
New York, persons who believe
that e\erything worth-while may
be obtained with money, and who
ignore all the real things of life.
How they lose their wealth and
are regenerated when they are
forced to put a real value on love,
friendship and other human qualities makes a picture which Paramount claims has a universal appeal. It is, in fact, a companion
picture to " On With the Dance,"
the first Fitzmaurice special production for Paramount, which Miss
Bergere adapted from Michael
Morton's play and which proved
one of the biggest successes of
Paramount's 1919-20 series. The
production is said to have been
dressed up with unusual lavishness
and the photography by .Arthur
Miller is of high grade.
Thomas Meighan himself was
responsible, in a way, for .Albert

Releases
Payson Terhune's story, " The
Frontier of the Stars," being
filmed by Paramount, for when he
read the story when it came out
serially in All-Story Weekly he
immediately requested that it be
purchased and that he be starred
in it. So it was gi\en into the
capable hands of Charles Maigne
to produce, with wholly satisfying
results.
Themanstory,
in huinterest, which
is laid abounds
on the Lower
East Side of New York. Mr.
Meighan has the role of Buck Leslie, a gangster, who is mixed up in
a fight and in trying to escape
from a Bowery detective runs into
Hilda Shea, a cripple who has spent
most of her life in a wheel chair
on the roof of a tenement. The
ensuing events are amusing, exciting and pathetic and through them
all runs a love story of great apFaire Binney plays Hilda, the
little cripple, and the supporting
company includes Alphonz Ethier,
Edward Ellis. Gus Weinberg and
peal.
Florence Johns.

Planning
Sales
Drive
" The Goldwyn Company is bend- scheduled to reach them at an early
ing every energy toward turning
out the best pictures that can be
An authorized list of branch
conceived by the foremost authors managers, who will supervise the
of the country. These, it is con- Goldwyn distribution service for
fidently expected, will meet the need exhibitors follows : Arthur Lucas,
for genuine feature attractions that Atlanta, Ga. ; D. J. Horgan, Boswill warrant longer runs.
ton, Mass. ; George .A.. Hickev,
" Exchange managers have in- Buffalo, N. Y. ; Cecil E. Maberry,
^■ited exhibitors to compare the Chicago, 111 ; Jack Stewart, Cinpictures that Goldwyn is now ofcinnati, Ohio ; W. J. Kimes, Clevedate."
land, Ohio : L. B. Remy, Dallas,
fering with any product on the
market, from a box-office as well Texas; Ben Fish, Denver, Colo.;
as an artistic standpoint, and the J. E. Flynn, Detroit, Mich.; W. E.
result has been a great number of Truog, Kansas City, Mo. ; M. Wolf,
new bookings," continues the Gold- Los Angeles, Cal. ; Newton Davis,
wyn statement. " Tom Moore in Minneapolis, Minn. ; S. Eckman,
Rupert Hughes' ' Hold Your Jr., New York, N. Y. ; Felix Men- ;
Horses,' is accorded a place sec- delssohn, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Nat
ond to no comedy of recent months,
Barach, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; G. C. Parsons, San Francisco, Cal.; Jack J
not
evenMen' Scratch
Back,'
' Godless
' is beingMyranked
at Weil, St. Louis, Mo. ; J. A. Koerpel, i
the top of the dramatic class ; ' The Seattle, Wash.; W. A. Busch, i
Concert,' made famous on the stage
bv Leo Ditrichstein. is hi"h comedy Washington, D. C. ; Mrs. Anna K. ;
of the finest caliber, and more Sessions, New Orleans, La. ; E. J.j
equally strong dramas and come- Maclvor, Omaha, Neb.; W. E.
dies are either at the exchanges or Banford, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Filming
"Peck's
Irving Lesser
Pleased
of Jackie

Production at
<<npHE GIRL AND THE
1 GOOSE," the story written
by Emma Bell Clifton especially
for Eva Novak, Universal star,
has just been put into production
at Universal City under the direction of Fred Leroy Granville.
In this stor}' Miss Novak appears as the most attractive chorus
girl in a small time musical comcd\"
which goes on the rocks in a pro"props"to
carried vincial
by town.
the One
showof isthea goose
which the girl has become attached, and the awkward bird is her
sole possession when the troupe
disbands.
Amateur night in a vaudeville
theatre gives the chorus girl a
chance to win a prize, thanks to
the
and her
the tomone^■
thus faithful
receivedgoose,
enables
seek
a farm house, where she hopes to
spend a restful summer till the theatrical season opens again.

Universal City
Not far from the farm is the
country estate of the Vaughans,
whose chief worry is the son of the
family who labors under the conviction that money was made to
spend on having a good time. How
the chorus girl meets the rich
3oung man and how, under her
wholesome influence, he begins to
see life from a different angle, give
rise to a series of situations that
interests, amuses and occasionally
thrills.
Fred Leroy Granville, who has
just returned from London, where
he produced two photoplays with
Peggy Hyland, has some imique
ideas to introduce in this feature,
and Miss Novak's support includes
Geoffrey Webb, Frank Braidwood.
Mayre Hall, Norman Hammond,
Dorothy Hagan, Calvert Carter,
Margaret Mann, James O'Neill and
Eveb'n McCo>'.

Goldwyn's"
Concert"
Prints of Former
DitrichsteinRead
Comedy in All Exchanges Soon
picture that prom- portrays
Ditrichstein's
of
R to take
THE
ANO
is known character
to followers
ises
a high place the Maestro,
of
the
stage
and
screen.
Myrtle
among the comedies released by
Goldwyn during the past six Stcdman, long a favorite with picmonths is " The Concert," an adap- wife, ture
audiences,
the pianist's
while
Mabelplays
Julienne
Scott is
tation of the play that supplied Leo
hstein
Ditric
with one of the best the foolish j-oung woman captiroles of his stage career, and was
vated by the musician. The husthe sensational success of several
band she deserts is presented with
s
season in New York and on the finely humorous effect by Raymond
road. The picture was recently Hatton. Others who contribute to
completed at the Culver City the comedy are Gertrude Astor,
studios under the direction of Vic- Russ Powell, Lydia Yeamans Titus,
tor Schertzinger and prints soon Frances Hall and Louie Cheung.
The list of successful comedies
will be in all of the twenty-two
Goldwyn exchanges.
produced by Goldwyn is a long one.
At a pre-view of the picture, at- It includes such sound financial
tended by a critical audience in
as " Scratch My Back,"
which a number of the authors now successes
" It's a Great Life," " Honest
engaged in writing original stories Hutch," " Bunty Pulls the Strings "
for Goldwyn, were included, the
the asCowpuncher."
production was given a high rating and
From " aCupid,
box office
well as an
in the matters of story, presenta- artistic standpoint, it is confidently
tion, acting, settings and titling.
" The Concert" will
The cast of "The Concert" is assertedto that
be on a par with the best
comprised of players suited to fill prove
their roles. Lewis S. Stone, who of these.

Coogan

WITHAI. Lesser
the return
Irving
M.
from ofNew
York,
where he has spent the past few
weeks in behalf of his Western
Pictures exploitation projects, he at
once delved into all matters pertaining to his initial production in
which Jackie Coogan, the " kid " of
Charlie Chaplin's six-reel special,
Mr. Lesser, in company with the
appears.
Peck studio executives, witnessed
the running of all scenes filmed
(luring his absence and was highly
cnllmscd over their merits. " I
thoroughly feel," said Mr. Lesser,
" that this rural story will be one
of the most, if not the most novel
feature seen on the screen. It will
carry everybody back to childhood
again and the capital support that
Jackie Coogan has in the story
liave created their characterizations
to such perfection that they more
than
live their
respective
roles." has
During
the five
weeks Lesser
Ijeen awa\-. Director Sam Wood
managed to rush production to the
point where it will be but a very
short time before the picture is entirely completed. The recent accident to young Coogan has, in no
m.anner affected his work before the
camera and, according to all connected with the Lesser organization, he seems to have more ambition and display more cleverness
than ever before.
Mr. Lesser states that the subtitles that will be meshed into the
scenes of the Peck film will be very
novel and will be written by some
of the most expert people in that
line on the coast. Every inch of
the fi\e thousand or more feet that
make up the story will be gauged

Aiming

to

Picture

News

Bad Work
Boy"
With

in Leading

Role

Jackie
Coogan
asLesser
he produced
looks in by" Peck's
Bad Boy,"
now being
Irving
with respect to comedy situations
and laughs and no dragged out
scenes will be found throughout the
entirety. Lesser states that the
"Peck's Bad Boy" subject w-ill take
everybody .back to their childhood
days and bring back youthful recollections.
There is a strong possibility of
Lesser making a second rural
comedy
alongas the
" Peck's
Badmarketed.
Boy production
" lines
first
is
All asof soon
the late
Colonel
George Peck's novels have been
purchased by Lesser so he will have
ample material with which to work.

Set

New

Mark

This, Says DeMille, Is Reason for
So Many Stars in His New Cast
*'IX7'HY have so many stars in selection from the field of real
» ▼ the cast of a single pic- stardom it is possible to get the
best possible actor or actress for
individual screen character. I
That question has been asked of each
think this has been accomplished
Cecil B. DeMille many times fol- in this production.
lowing the aimounccment of the
truly stellar cast of his current
" This move was not made b>'
ture?"
whim — it was dictated by sound
production, " The Affairs of Ana- business.
The public is ready for
tol," suggested by Schnitzler's
play of that name. This cast in- the real super-production, to use a
cludes Wallace Reid, Elliott Dex- much-abused phrase. This superter, Gloria Swanson. Wanda Haw- production must surpass previous
ley, Bebe Daniels, Theodore marks in everj- department including the cast, of course. Hence the
Roberts, Agnes Ayres, Theodore
Kosloff, Monte Blue, Raymond grouping of this considerable
Hatton, Dorothy Gumming, Julia number of stars in a single proFayc,
Oliver
and players.
a number of duction.
other Guy
notable
screen
Today it is not uncommon for
" So-called all-star casts have a "picture
to play for six or eight
l^een common in the recent past," weeks in the best theatres of the
says Mr. DeMille, "but to the best country. This of course is true of
of mv knowledge the cast assem- only the best pictures. But it
for 'The
Anatol' marks the tendency of the times
sets ablednew
markAffairs
in thisofrespect.
" It is precisely for this reason and the attitude of the public.
that it was done — to set a new mark This may be summed up as folin motion picture production.
lows : If the picture is worthy,
" Stars achieve stardom because the public will support it for an
of their ability to play certain indefinite
period of time. The
roles better than anyone else,"
points out the Paramount pro- period of its popularity is entirely
ducer. By
"
making a careful dependent upon its qualitj'."
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Universal's
Chiefs
the
since
time
first
the
FOR
opening of Universal City, Augurs
Bigger Proeight years ago, both Carl
duction Schedule Says
Laemmle, president of Uni\ersal,
and R. H. Cochrane, vice-president
Home-Office
— the two men at the helm of the

on
Coast
together at Universal City during
the completion of the next big Uni\ersal- Jewell production, now approaching its final phases — the costly and elaborate photo-drama of
Monte
Carlo,
" Foolish
Wives,"
written and
directed
by Erich
Von
ration,
rsal'sIt
Unive
film
her.
os attoget
Coast
studiare
Westcorpo
Stroheim. This picture is said to
ane
marks the first time Mr. Cochr
be the biggest thing by far ever
has been to Universal City in sev- tends to remain at Los Angeles attempted by Universal. One mileral years.
lion dollars is being invested by
The presence of these executives for a considerable length of time, Universal in the new Stroheim
on the West Coast augurs great assisting Mr. Laemmle in super- film, declare LIniversal officials
vising the production work neces- The sets alone are said to have
things
Universal's
comingit pernew companies
iod of for
productive
activities,
was and halfsitated byaseveral
dozen new directors. cost in the neighborhood of half
announced at the Universal home
Mr. Laemmle will remain at Uni- a million. In order to reproduce
office ureupon
Mr.
Cochrane's
departversal City all winter. He has Monto Carlo exactly, full size reprofor the coast, last week. It
ductions of many of the buildings of
indicates, says the home office, that taken a house in Los Angeles, and the famous Mediterranean resort
Scene
from
"
The
Flame
''
a
Stall
has
engaged
tutors
for
his
chilUniversal,
instead
of
entering
upon
Film Corp. picture soon to be
have been constructed — some at
any dimunition of production, is Laemmle. dren, Rosabellc and Julius
released
Universal City and some on Monplanning upon a larger pictureterey Bay, California.
The presence of Air. Cochrane in
making schedule, in preparation
Gladys Walton Starts
Experts have pronounced the
California
marks
a
new
departure
for next season's film needs. In
New Production
the opinion of the Universal heads, in the management of Universal the
continuity
for " ever
Foolish
Wivesand"
most perfect
written
Hereafter, upon his re- to be far in advance of those prenext fall will see the moving pic- aflfairs.
Gladys star,
Walton,
turn
to
New
York,
either
Mr.
youngest
who wasUniversal's
so well
ture business in a new prosperity Laemmle or Mr. Cochrane will be
pared for " Blind Husbands '' and
liked in " Pink Tights," " Risky
Universal City nearly all the "The Devil's Pass Key," StroMr.
Business " and " Rich Girl, Poor peak. Cochrane timed his arrival at
heim's
previous successes, master
time.
When
Mr.
Laemmle
is
in
the
Girl," has begun work on her fourth in Los Angeles to correspond with East, Mr. Cochrane will be in the craftsman in the art of building
Mr. Laemmle's
arrival
from
Cuba,
stellar vehicle, " The Bobbed where
photoplays. The Universal heads
the Universal chief has been West, and vice versa. This will are
determined that the production
Squab," an original story of New
assure complete accord of this
York, from the pen of John Col- watching the work of Eddie Polo's absolutely
picture shall receive the
between
the
production
end
of
the
ton. Rollin Sturgeon, who claims serial company at the present
greatet
possible
care and attention,
Universal
organization,
and
the
credit for discovering this clever filming a new serial in Cuba
even to the cutting of the last foot
little actress, is directing the pro- and the West Indies. The Uni- executive and distributing ends.
film. At present ' the entire
duction.
It is expected that both Mr. of
\ersal vice-president was accomtechnical and advisory staff at UniLaemmle
and
his
chief
aid
will
be
Florence Turner appears as a
\ersal
City is concentrated upon it.
panied West by his family, and inw ealthy spinster ; Frecl Malatesta
is seen as an Italian opera singer
and Ruth Royce as his sweetheart ;
the part of a chaufYeur is played
by Ed. Hearn and other good parts
are in the hands of Frank Norcross, Richard Norton, Helen Bru- Refutes
"Paralysis" House.'
Rumors
neau, John Coff, Muriel Godfrey
.\ n t b o n y Paul Kelly,
First National Tells of
AssoissuedPictur
just nal
ment
eTurner and Lydia Yeamans Titus IN a stateciated
First Natio
scenarioist
for "'Way Down East,'
refutes the story recently circuWork Being Done
adapted
' TheanTornado
for the
screen
from
original' work
by
sis
cCanyon Press Books Are
that
of produ
lated a " paraly
tion activity on the West Coast "
in 8 Big Plants
Ready for Exhibitors
Jane Murfin, author of ' Lilac
time. experienced at the presIn order to fill the orders from was entbeing
" King Vidor is now concluding
the exchanges handling the Frank"
The
reading
public
has
been
•The
Sky Pilot,' the Ralph Connor
lyn Farnum series of six westerns, told that 50,000 actors had been laid
which he is directing for
the Canyon Pictures Corporation is off, that scores of studios had been tion,' written by Charles Richman, story,
Catherine
Curtis Productions. The
distributing on the state right basis closed — that, in short, chaos and with A. S. Le Vino on the scenario cast includes many players who
elaborate press books on the forth- confusion was the order of the day end, is employing a large amount are of star calibre, and every prinTime.'cipal has been featured in more
coming pictures have just been is- in Filmland," reads the statement of talent. Included in the big
sued.
are: the flight of an air- than one
production. They are :
from First National's headquar- scenes plane
from the top of a down
" The Fighting Stranger " and ters.
Colleen Moore, John Bowers, Datown
office
building,
never
before
"
In
direct
refutation
of
these
"press
The books
Hunger which
of thewere
Blooddesigned
" have
vidleen
Butler,
JamesDonald
Corrigan,
Kathridiculous and misleading asser- successfully performed, the replica
Kirkham,
McDonald
and written to present the pictures
tions, the following summary of of a big amateur theatrical per- and Harry Todd.
to the exhibitor in a manner which the work now being carried forformance, and a big Chinese res" Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven
will allow him to decide upon its
ward in eight of the leading inde- district. taurant situated in the night-life are bringing to a close their commerits, and at the same time to
pendent studios in Southern Cali" Charles Ray's ' Scrap Iron,'
supply him with a liberal allowfornia should be convincing. Repedyinproduction
of her In
career,
The
the Taxi.'
the ' cafe
resentative asthese producing units which is just being completed, is Girl
' sets ' playing an important part in
ances of press matter, cuts, " ads," are, the experienced
an
adaptation
by
Finis
Fox
of
film
man
may
and practicable exploitation suggeshundreds of actors
tions.
safely assume that a like amount of Charles Van Loan's Saturday *this production,
employed by Director Lloyd
normal activity prevails all through Evening Post story of the same were
The principals include
the producing areas of Los Angeles name. The cast supporting Mr. Ingrahani.
Mr. and Mrs. de Haven, King Bag"Love Light" Bringing and Hollywood. Each one of the Ray in ' Scrap Iron ' includes Vera got,
Grace Cunard, Leo White,
Fine Reports
productions referred to below will
McGuire, Lincoln Plummer,
Lydia
Knott,
Tom Heck,
\\'il- Tom
A statement from the headquar- be released as a First National at- Stedman,
son,
Tom
O'Brien,
Stanton
Otis
Harlan,
and Freya Sterling.
Charles W h e e 1 o c k and Claude
ters of United Artists announces traction.
"
In
Sidney
Franklin's adaptaThe direction is being
that reports from all sections tell
" Marshall Neilan's latest pro- Berkeley.
supervised
by
the
star,
assisted
by
tion
of
Andrew
Soutar'sthe' Courage,'
of Mary Pickford's " The Love
ductionBob
'
Hampton of Placer '
now under production,
scenario
Light" doing "tremendous .busi- required the services of 2,000 peo- Al. Ray, his cousin.
calls for many scenes depicting the
the big scenes depicting the
" Anita Stewart's current proness everywhere." In Los Angeles, lastple forstand
of a huge English founof General Custer
the California theatre, departing
ductionThe
,'
Tornado,' employs workings
dry. Tosecured
get these
from its customary policy of one- against the Sioux. A dirigible several hundred extras in the Franklin
the scenes
use of Mr.
the
week runs, retained it for a second blimp was used in photographing scenes showing the destructive
Baker
Iron
Works,
in
Los
Anweek because of the capacity busi- the action for these big scenes, work of a Jamaica hurricane,
geles, and every Sunday for the
ness done the first week.
which extended over miles of wild which sweeps away an entire vilpast month he has taken a large
country.
The
cast
includes
James
lage.
The
principals
in
Miss
" Thegeles will
Love
Los Anof players, including
also Light
have "a insecond
run Kirkood in the title role; Wesley Stewart's support include Herbert aggregation
Naomi Childers, Alec. B. Francis,
of three weeks at the Miller theaRawlinson,
Walter
McGrail,
WilDaw, Pat O'Maltre, which will be followed by a Barry,
ley and Marjorie
Noah Beery.
liam V. Mong, Grace Morse, and Lloyd Whitlock, Sam de Grass,
Adolph Menjou, Lionel Belmore
third run of two weeks at the Garlittle
Richard Headrick, who ap- and
hundreds of extras to the plant
" Katherine Ma:cDonald's presrick Theatre.
peared in ' The Woman in His
ent vehicle, ' Stranger Than Ficto get the required atmosphere."
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Two scenes from " All Soul's Eve," the latest Mary Miles Minter production for Realart
"Forbidden Fruit" Has
Broken Record

new-,
E'S ction
MILLprodu
DE ount
B. Param
CECIL est
" Forbidden Fruit," which opened
elease engageits New York pre-r
ment at the Rivoli theatre Sunday
broke all records for receipts on
the opening day, exceeding the
amount grossed by John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," the previous Sunday record
stateholder, bv $584, declares ta headment from the Paramoun
quarters in New York.
On Monday the mark reached
was just under the figures for
ay and Labor
Washington's Birthd
Day last vear, it is stated, both of
on Monday.
fell
s
holiday
which
Paramount states that the DeMillc
to break all precertain
is Rivoli
picture vious
records for a total
week's attendance.

Fighting
Fate"
on
Way
William Duncan and Edith Johnson

Finishing
15th Episode of Serial
William Duncan. Feature-length
WILLIAM DUNCAN a n d methods
have prevailed throughout
Edith Johnson are now finishing the fifteenth chapter of their the production of this chapterplay, and all settings are of the
g Fate."
" Fightin
new
s have
The product
earlierion,
chapter
been same quality as those of the biggest feature pictures, it is depraised by exhibitors as something
clared. The star, who also directs
novel and original, and the two
chapter-play co-stars were put on his pictures, is confident that withtheir mettle and deliberately slowed
in one year the chapter-play will
up their production speed so as to have showings in practically every
make the most of each separate high-class theatre in the land. He
calls attention to the fact that the
detail in the filming, declares statehighest-class American magazines
ph's
rfrom
ment
Vitagra
headqua
ters.
run
ries. chaptered installments of stoThe explosion of a large house" In " Fighting Fate " there are
boat recently rocked Balboa Bay
and gave winter resorters in the plenty of thrills, but every one
big hotels from Long Beach south in a logical sequence, declares the
a great thrill. Thousands packed Vitagraph statement, and there is
the shores after the explosion. no cheapening of the picture by
Several other exciting water scenes the haling in of any purely mes
Ray'
s
ort
anaseRep
Hym
chanical stunts. Edith Johnson is
a Success
Rele
for the late chapters of "Fight- a co-star with Mr. Duncan for the
L.
ing
Fate
"
were
filmed
along
the
In the opinion of Edward
spots
in " Fighting
Hvman, managing director of the prettiest ifornia
coast. of the Southern Cal- first rytime
Richardson,
Frank Fate."
Weed Larand
Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn,
West
have
important
parts in
"
Fighting
Fate
"
is
the
most
exthe very
" Nineteen ahd Phyllis " is
pensive production ever made by " Fighting Fate."
greatest production in which
Charles Ray has ever appeared.
This is the star's third independently produced picture for First
National, in which he is presented
bv Arthur S. Kane.
In a letter to .'\rthur S. Kane.
Air. Hvman says:
Brandt's
Successful
Trip
Trip Proves to Independent Man
" Without reverting to the verThat
Depression
is Exaggerated
nacular of the press agent, I don't
know how I can give you an impression of the furore Ray created^ <tT 1 r ITH the whole country in a Strand Theatre " New York.
Brandt declared that people
in a week's run at this theatre.
VV position where people are allMr.
over the country were inclined
until
Matinee and evening Itperformbuying
on
retrench
to
inclined
was a
ances were crowded.
conditions become better, and the to view things in a pessimistic
Strand au- moving picture business accordmg light and that he personally conpleasure to witness tothe
sidered it a form of economic
diences responding the irresistible
a semi-dormant
some reports inproduction
humor, both in the theatre and at to
has
it
hysteria.
He
state due to over
do aadded
greatthat
dealthetoexhibibring
the box-office."
been demonstrated that when you abouttor acouldnormal
condition by careful
have a good box office attraction no selection of pictures and a campaign
matter what the business conditions of optimism on his screen.
Next Christie Special
may be, people will patronize and
of the C.
Is " Man vs. Woman " buy," states Toe Brandt
who
Christie Film asks that the fol- B. C. Film Sales Corporation
lowing correction be published. has just returned from a five middle
Lucy Cotton Signed by
weeks'
trip through the
The title of the next Special West
business
and
South.
Metro Pictures
is to be " Man vs.
Christie "Comedy
Woman.
This will be released as
Miss
Lucy Cotton has been signed
is
Brandt's
Mr.
of
opinion
This out
the next in the scries of comedies borne
by the number of con- by the Metro Pictures Corporation
he
tracts
secured
on
George
H.
handled through Educational exthrough George L. Clarke, of 145
changes, and will feature Neal Davis' super-feature " Isobcl or The West 45th St., N. Y. C, to appear
Burns and Dorothy Devore with a Trail's End " which was recently so in their forthcoming production.
special cast.
successfully presented at " The

Picture

News

Ohio Censor Commends
DeMille's Picture
Maud Murray Miller, who has
been a member of the Ohio State
Board of Censors for many years,
and is now its chairman, is the latest to express her praise of Cecil
B. DeMille's new Paramount pro"a statementFruit,"
accordingductioton, Forbidden
from the
Paramount headquarters.
" I really consider Mr. DeMille's
'Forbidden Fruit' a glorious picture— the most wonderful from
every angle that I have ever
viewed. It was a story filled with
surprises and heart interest and
the Cinderella scene is the most
gorgeous ever presented. It is refreshingly clean and wholesome.
The only eliminations ordered were
trivial — less than ten feet out of
the 8,000 offered, a mere flash on
the screen in two places."
Dorothy Wood to Lead
in Mermaid Comics
Dorothy Wood, a New York girl,
has been selected as the new leading woman in Mermaid comedies,
released through Educational, opposite Jimmie Adams. She replaced Elinor Lynn, and has already
started to work on a two-reeler
which has not been named.
Two years ago, Stuart Paton,
Universal director, persuaded her
to appear in a feature on the Coast.
Then she was engaged by Fred
Fishback, who was looking for a
blonde beauty to appear in his comedies. Following this she appeared
opposite Hoot Gibson in Western
Motorcycling in Grand
Canyon in Fox News
Nothing on wheels ever had
reached the bottom of the Grand
Canyon of Colorado until the other
day, when John Hogg, an adventurous spirit, got there on a motorcycle, declares a statement from
the Fox Film headquarters. He
took with him a Fox News cameraman to tell the picture story — and
aWilliam
thrillingFox.
storj- it is, according to
Motoring to the bottom of the
Grand Canyon sounds like a sudden
affair. There was nothing sudden
about
JohndaysHogg's
feat. toIt cover
took
him four
and nights
22 miles ; and when you see the
pictures in why.
Fox News j"OU will
understand

New

"Passion" Prologue for Coast Opening
Interest in the opening or the
.Embassador theatre in Los Angeles,
which will take place on February
5. has been enhanced since it has
become known that S. Barrett McCormick, managing director, is
working on a prelude which will
contain a novelty never before used
on stage or screen which he confidently expects will be a sensation.
National production starring Pola
Negri,tionwill
be the
used for
the feature
opening producof the
house, and beyond the fact that
the prelude
is based
uponbeen
the kept
picture the nature
of it has
a profound secret.
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A drawing by M. Leone Bracker, which
will be a one-sheet to exploit " Man,
"Woman,
a First Phillips
National
release Marriage,"
featuring Dorothy
Critics Still Praise
"Great Redeemer"
Laudatory comments from the
press, public and the clergy upon
the recent Metro release, Maurice
Tourneur's production, " The
Great
flowingRedeemer,"
in a steady which
streamhave
intobeen
the
Metro home offices, either directly
or by way of the exchanges, indicate that this picture continues to
take the country by storm.
H. H. Van Loan wrote the story
of " The Great Redeemer." It was
adapted by Jack Gilbert and Jules
Furthman, photographed by Charles
J. Van Enger, and directed by
Clarence Brown, under the personal supervision of Maurice Tourneur.
Press- Book Available on
Realart Release

ciatedPremier
First National Pictures, Inc.,
Holubar
Film
Gifen"
tJ-m J- AN, WOMAN, MAR- Paterson House Pre- to determine the actual box-office
VI RIAGE,"
starring
values of production before a rentthy Phillips,
the DoroAllan
al value is affixed to them, Mr.
sents "Man, Woman,
Holubar contribution to Associated
Dooley
was not permitted to make
First National Pictures' first group
capital of the fact that the showing
of Big Five productions established
a city record for attendance dur- used in the Sunday Chronicle, two at the Regent theatre was the world
of the Holubar producpages of which were devoted to the premiere
week's inpremiere
tion, declares the First National
Regenting' itstheatre
Paterson, atN. the
J., production,Marriage"
and
in
addition
a
half
declares a statement from First page of display was used in the statement, and the advertising was
only upon facts that are
National headquarters. In the theatre section. The picture opened based
available to any exhibitor.
eighteen performances of the spec- the following day and the last large
Mr. Dooley's advertising aptacular production in the New Jer- display advertising was used in the
propriation for the production was
sey theatre in the six days of its one evening paper on Monday, a
and he turned back $22 of this
showing the box-office registered quarter page in size. For the week $500
after
all
bills
had been settled. The
an actual paid attendance of . 31, 741 of the run small two-inch one-colRegent
is
a
2,200-seat
and
umn readers were used in all of the the admission prices arehouse,
people, it is declared.
from 10
The present previous record of newspapers.
to 30 cents.
The outdoor advertising consisted
attendance for the Regent was 31," Man,
of the regular 100 one-sheet stands third of Woman
the FirstMarriage," the
198
during
a
six
days'
showing
on
a
production. Special exploitation that the theatre always employs. F"ive productions to National Big
be shown to
was used in establishing this ear- In addition to this Manager Charles the public is followin
g the prelier record, according to the First L. Dooley employed ten twentycedent of its two predecessors in
National statement, and nearly twice four sheet stands. His first billing the group in smashing
attendance
the amount of money spent in ad- on these were special printed yel- records. " Passion," starring Pola
low
and
black
sheets
merely
anNegri, the first of the Big Five to
nouncing :
\ ertising as was used on " Man
be released, is not resting on its
Woman,
Marriageup " tointhebringing
the attendance
figure
" The world's greatest picture is laurels gained by establishing a
which falls short of the record es- coming to Paterson. Watch this world's record for drawing power
tablished by the Allan Holubar
at the Capitol theatre in New York
for announcement
dates."
production by over 500 admissions. space
He left
these in place ofuntil
five but is still breaking house records
The advertising given the Big days before the opening when they wherever shown, declares First
Five production started with a full were replaced with the special National officials. It opened at
page in the theatre program for twenty-four sheet posters prepared the Plaza theatre, a usual four
the full week preceding the open- by M. Leone Bracker, the noted il- change a week house in New York,
for a five day run on Sunday,
ing. The newspaper advertising lustrator.
January 30, and the sale of tickets
started on the Wednesday precedTwo
thousand
tack
cards
featuring opening and consisted of eight
had to
to abe stopped at 8:30 o'clock
ing the mile-stone insignia of the due
or ten small teaser ads each one
sell out on all available
which distinguished all seating and standing
room in the
column and varying in size be- production
theatre
the
newspaper
ad\ertising.
The
for
the evening.
tween an inch and an inch and a
special
facsimile
lobby
display
of
half. This same advertising was the seven Bracker posters prepared
"The Kid," Charlie Chapli
six reels of joy, is starting on n's
repeated on Thursday, and on Friits
day display advertising two column especially for the production com- third week in the Randolph thesix inches in size was used in all of ture. pleted the advertising gi\eii the picatre in Chicago, with the capacity
of the theatre the only limit to the
the papers. Saturday the space was
Because the Paterson showing attendance.
increased to quarter page size. A
special rotogravure section was was in line with the policy of Asso-

cost of $50,000 (valued today at
$300,000 which was to be the first
"Fifteen
Years
of
Progress'*
Pathe
Traces
Career
from
issued
statement
INthea Pathe
theatre erected for the sole purffice, the career
home-ojust
pose of the exhibition of motion
of L. E. Ouimet, president of
of Veteran Showman
pictures in North America. This
Special Film Import, Ltd., is traced
new
Ouimetoscope theatre was
of Canada
with a view to set forth " fifteen
opened on the 7th of August, 1907,
ess
nin the motio
years of progr
and still remains as one of the
ryan" antici
re indust
howa the idea of calling this, the first
and show
pictu
pated by
showm
one wise
most up-to-date motion nicturc thegreat margin of time some of the Canadian moving picture, ' the
atres on the attack
Contineofnt."illness about
Mr. Ouimet's ideas
A severe
present-day methods now used in Ouimetoscope.'
at that time were far-sighted; and this
time
ture
obliged
ement
n-pic
Mr. Ouimet
of motio
the manag
theatres of the better class. The imbibed with the confidence of the abandon the picture business untilto
great future which lay behind mo- 1914, says the
Pathe statement follows:
Pathe statement,
tion pictures, this theatre was
" Fifteen years ago this January, operated and run on the principles which continues as follows :
the first theatre devoted exclusively of what the theatres are becoming
" In December of 1914, Mr. Ouito motion pictures in Canada was
met signed a contract with Charles
— the best pictures obtainable,
opened, in Montreal, by Mr. L. E. today
reserved seats at both matinee and Pathe, the veteran pioneer of moOuimet, now president of the evening, with prices ranging from
tion pictures, for the distribution of
Specialty Film Import Limited.
Pathe Films in Quebec and the
After having been two years as ten to forty cents. From the open- Martitime
Provinces.
In April.
day, the Ouimetoscope was a
motion picture operator with the ign
success ; and from week to week 1915, the success which had reKinematograph Company, showing the
audiences increased, making it
warded his re-entry into the motion
pictures on a vaudeville program evident
was a demand for picture business enabled him to obat Sohmer Park or between the this formthatofthere
entertainment.
tain an extension of this contract
acts in the re.erular vaudeville thea" The accumulation of films and to cover the Province of Ontario,
tres, and on the streets for adverfollowing Mav this contising purposes, Mr. Ouimet took the rapid development of the popu- and intractthewas extended
to include the
larity
of
motion
pictures,
saw
Mr.
over
Hall,'theatre,
originally
built the
as a' Porier
vaudeville
but Ouimet open an exchange for the Western Provinces, and so constituted the present formation of the
at the time being operated as a circulation of films in the fall of
1906. In December of the same Dominion-wide organization of the
Dance Hall.
Film Import limited,
this pioneer of the motion pic- Specialty
" Mr. Ouimet was confident that year, ture
which now stretches from Coast to
industry
in
Canada,
purchased
there was no limit to the develop- the Ouimetoscope property for Coast. From an initial distribment of motion pictures and he was
ution of 2000 feet of film per week,
then alreadv known bv the general $100,000 and in the following May
Film Import, Limited,
public for his association with this closed the Hall and immediately Specilaty
now distributes an average of 65,with the erection of a 000
L. E. Oumet, president of Specialty new branch of entertainment. It proceeded
feet
each
week.
Film Import, Ltd.
was this popularity which suggested real motion picture theatre at a

" Unusual stunts make the best
exploitation and are often the least
expensive," is the message conveyed in Realart's press-book for
" All Soul's Eve." The exploitation section of the press book offers a campaign to put over the
picture. This includes newspaper
tie-ups, mailing list suggestions,
unusual stunts to arouse public
curiosity, prologues, lobby displays
and other features.
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Beban
Has

Special
Scored

Is Now

Robert Vignola, E. K. Lincoln and James R. Quirk at the Bahama Islands,
where exteriors for " RedemptionareCove,"
Cosmopolitan-Paramount production,
being afilmed
Ray

Production
Release

of " The

Due
Old

Feb.

14

Swimmin'

Hole " to Be Delayed One Week
riRST NATIONAL
has changed characteristic of the whole picture,
*■ the release date for Charles which is a succession of scenes
every-day life of the norRay"s next great picture, " The Old from maltheAmerican
village boy and girl.
Swimmin"
Hole,"
in
which
Arthur
S. Kane will present the star, from Air. Ray described the spirit of the
February 7th to February 14th. piece exactly when somebodv asked
Even though this adaptation of him how he aQted the part of the
James W'hitcomb Riley's bcst-loved mischievous, barefoot Ezra. " I
heart-interest poem can be shown don't act it," he said. " I simply live
in comparatively few places on that over again many scenes of my boxdate, it is peculiarly fitting that the hood. It seems only yesterday that
release should be set for St. Valen- I was going down the meadow path
to the old creek near the home
tine's Day.
When Ezra slips candy hearts, where I was raised. And the little
freighted with such tender love schoolhouse came back to me vividly
messages as " I Love You," " Be as if I were still making life a burMine," and " Kiss Me," into the
den to ihe teacher."
hands of the fascinating but fickle
In selecting his favorite poem,
Myrtle, and Esther hides a big red
" The Old Swimmin' Hole," for picapple in Ezra's desk, there is some- turization,
Mr. Ray insisted that the
thing strongly- suggestive of the St. film must adhere closely to the time
Valentine spirit. Also, this is the
picture in which the star springs a and locale of the original, and
"'reat production surprise, and sur- Bernard McConville, who made the
prises always ha\ e been appropriate adaptation, and Joseph DeGrasse
to this holiday.
who directed the production followed instructions to the letter.
The candy and apple incidents are

in

Heavily

Picture

the

News

South

in South

and

for " Windy City "
for its national distribution with
productio"n Robertson-Cole. " In each city
George INBeban
the MAN
A MILLION,
**( )NE
where ' One Man In A Million ' has
which is being released by Robert- been
shown so far it has proved a
son-Cole, has turned its course
Northwestward, after a sweep sensation," declares a statement
Robertson-Cole headquarters.
through the South. It is heading from
While in Nashville, Tenn., Mr.
toward Chicago which it will reach
soon after the middle of February,
who is appearing with " One
and where more than three full Beban,
Man in a Million " for a limited
weeks will be played, announces tour, W'as invited to speak before
the state legislature. In reporting
Robertson-Cole.
Starting at Newark, N. J., where this one of the Nashville newsits national premier was marked by
papers saidwill
: be no necessity for
the personal appearance of Mr.
" There
Beban, who wrote, directed and censorship or closing on Sundays
acts the leading role in the produc- when the little producers, the parasites of the trade, are w-iped out.
Man Ga.,
In AafterMillion"
went tion,
to '"One
Atlanta,
which
clean, wholesome picit went to Nashville, Tenn., where and we get
tures,"
George Bel;an,
it played at the Orpheum Theatre, noted motion declared
picture actor, in a
controlled by the Crescent Amuse- talk to the joint session of the
ment Company. Its next engage- state legislature at 12:30 o'clock
ment was at the Strand Theatre, today
at the capital. Mr. Beban is
Louisville, of which Col. Fred Levy making
a coast-to-coast tour of the
larger cities in the country, making
is proprietor.
Intervening between this en- appeals for better, cleaner motion
gagement and the Chicago runs oictures in connection with the
will be stops in Indianapolis, De- showing of his picture, ' One Man
troit, Cleveland and Milwaukee.
A Million,' a featured attraction
These engagements are all included In
in the $100,000 worth of contracts today and tomorrow for matinee
which Mr. Beban had obtained for and night performances at the Orthe picture at the time he arranged

New

Headed

Priscilla

Dean
Story
pheum."
" The Conflict," bv Clarence Kelland, Is Purchased by Universal
Spring,' produced by MeUNIVERSAL has acquired the Hidden
tro with Harold Lockwood. Kelscreen rights to " The Conland also was the author of " The
flict," anovel by Clarence Budington Kelland, now^ running in the Little Moment of Happiness "' a
Red Book, and hailed as one of
the best stories of the year. It very popular war story, and " EfEdgar's Courtship."
" ' The ficiency
Conflict
' is a big powerwill be used as a starring vehicle
ful story of the north woods. It
for Priscilla Dean, the star of
is as griping a tale as has been
" Outside the Law " and " The written
in man\^ months . . . The
Virgin of Stamboul." Miss Dean story, despite its mystery and its
is now being starred in " False gripping drama, is filled with thrills
Colors,"
by Edwina
Levin.stiff price
Universal
paid a good
and virile action of the out-offor " The Conflict " it was stated
by Mr. John C. Brownell, scenario
chief for the big film company.
Edith Roberts Starts
Negotiations
regarding
the purchase extended
over considerable
New Production
time.
A Sm all Town
Idol" Opens
■
doors."
'■
As
soon
as
I
read
the
opening
" Three at the Table," a new
Sennett's Associated Producers'
photodrama
a unique plot,
installment of " The Conflict " in has just been with
Comedy Drama Scores on Coast
put in production at
the
Red
Book,"
said
Mr.
Brownell.
tion that Mission theatre has onlv " I knew that it was what we call Universal City with Edith Roberts
"A SMALL TOWN IDOL,"
a Priscilla Dean story. I lost no in the stellar role, supervised by
Mack Sennett's first conseats."
newspaper
critics of Los time getting in touch with Mrs. C \\ illiam Worthington. The story
tribution to the output of Associ- 880The
ated Producers, Inc., of which he is Angeles gave great praise to the
Wilkening, the author's agent. is from the pen of Bennet Cohen
a member, opened to an immediate production. Florence Lawrence, C.
Upon reading the entire novel, I and was adapted for picturization
public and box office success at the writing in the Los Angeles Exami- wsa more firmly convinced that bj^ Wallace Clifton.
ner, said :
Edith Roberts will have the part
New Mission theatre, Los Angeles,
the story suited Priscilla Dean as
it would no other actress on the of a small town girl who finds her
" 'A Small Town Idol ' is an in- screen.
last week, according to word received from the Coast.
stant success. Huge audiences filled
way into New York society; CasThe following telegram from the Mission theatre yesterday to
" The Kelland novel will be pub- son Ferguson, who will be rememlished in book form by Harper
Harry David, managing director of greet Mr. Sennett's picture. He has
bered as the son in " Madame X,"
the Mission, to F. B. Warren, gen- eliminated entirely the proverbial Brothers, after it has been com- plaj'S opposite
the star in the role
eral manager of distribution for slapstick and has evoked one of
pleted in the Red Book. It is very of Donald Grant, alias the Kid.
Associated Producers, indicates the the most amusing films of his likely that the book and the Uni- who comes to the small village
versal picture will appear about to rob and remains to reform ;
production's success.
the same time.
Willam Quinn and Joe Neary ap" Mack Sennett's ' Small Town
"
Hardly
an
angle
of
melodracareer."matic art escapes unscathed," says
pear as his pals ; Spottiswoode
"Clarence Budington Kelland
Idol
'
positively
the
biggest
thing
that ever played Los Angeles. No Guy Price, in the Evening Herald. has written several popular novels Aiken has an excellent role, and
" Melodrama, farce, polite comedy, which have been made into photo- other parts are plaved bv Augustus
question
is Sennett's
picture. that
Our itgross
businessgreatest
week comedy drama revue, spectacle and
Phillips. Bert_ Frank. Mathilde
plays. Among them are ' Sudden Brundage,
ending tonight, $13,950. This seems plot are all there. It is Sennett's Jim,' which
Jessie Pratt and Edith
was produced by Triunbelievable, taking into considera- first big picture since ' Mickey.' "
angle with Charles Ray, and ' The Stayart.

February

12,
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e Robertson-Cole
THE entir
organization was moved
from its recent location at
1600 Broadway, New York
into the new RobertsonCity,
Cole home office building,
723 Seventh Avenue, between
the close of the working day
Saturday and the opening of
Monday, January 31st. So
careful was the refiioval
planned that not an hour was
lost.
The six upper floors of the
new Robertson-Cole building,
a thirteen-story structure
standing at the corner of
Seventh Avenue and Fortyeighth Street, are now occupied by Robertson-Cole. The
executive offices of the Robertson-Cole Company and the
Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corporation are on the tenth
floor. The Robertson-Cole
New York Exchange is on
the eighth floor. The contract
department and other clerical
offices are on the ninth.
On the eleventh floor are
situated the auditing department, Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation offices
and the publicity department.
On the twelfth floor are situated the foreign department
and the theatres, of which
there are two. The thirteenth
floor is occupied by the shipping department ind the
stock rooms.

S. Barrett McCormick
Adds to Staff
S. Barrett McCormick, managing director of the New Ambassador hotel theatre in Los Angeles,
has secured the addition of Emma
Lindsay Squier to his publicity
staff for the Gore Brothers-Sol
Lesser playhouse.
Miss Squier needs no introduction to either exhibitors or motion
picture followers. Her many years
of experience as a staff writer for
fan magazines have gi\en her an
insight into the likes and dislike?
of film patrons.

Booking
Big
Many Theatres Will
Show Hayakawa
Pictures

g at the
to itse,bookin
additionTheatr
IN Strand
New York
City, for the week of January
30th, " The First
Born," RobertsonCole super-special starring Sessue
Hayakawa, has been booked by its
distributors to the Strand Theatre,
Brooklyn, and a formidable list of
other theatres in and around the
New York territory, which will
give it a greater showing there than
any other Hayakawa picture ever
has had.
After " The First Born " closes
its engagement at the Strand, New
York, it will be shown at the
Strand, Brooklyn. Thence it will
go over the U. B. C. circuit which
includes Keith, Proctor and Moss
houses in the East. It will play in
Proctor theatres in Albany, Troy,
Schenectady, Jersey City, Elizabeth, N. J., and Plainfield, N. J.
In addition to this, on the contract signed for Robertson-Cole b\'
B. S. Moss, " The First Born " will
be shown in t>lie 81st Street Theatre, Flatbush Theatre, Greenpoint
Theatre, Prospect Theatre, 23rd
Street Theatre, 58th Street Theatre, Harlem Opera House, 125th
Street Theatre, Mt. Vernon house,
Yonkers theatre, Regent theatre
and the Coliseum.
The booking of this number of
houses in the New York territory
amply shows the confidence which
the U. B. C. interests have in " The

for

"First

Born"

George Beban speaking before the legislature at Nashville, Tenn., incident to his
appearing here in his special
production,
" One Man in a Million," which is to
be distributed
by Robertson-Cole
his first love along the Hoang-Ho
First Born."
Thisto picture
Robertson-Cole believes
be the best
one river, and who came to America
Sessue Hayakawa ever made. It later where he became the father
is the first of his new series of of a child who was killed through
four super-specials made for dis- the plot of an enemy. How the
tribution by Robertson-Cole under father, played by Hayakawa, takes
a new contract which calls for revenge on this enemy for his
maximum attractions.
wrongs, is told in the photoplay.
Based on a stage production by
In the cast with Hayakawa are
Francis Powers, which was origi- Helen Jerome Eddy, Marie Pavis,
nally produced in San Francisco,
Hummel,
"Sonny-Boy"
" The First Born " tells a story of Wilson
W'arde,
the and
two Frank
Japanese
a Chinaman who was robbed of t(!rs,
GoroandKino
Seki.ac-

Without
Benefit of
Kipling
"Continuity"
G'S first
n auth
tder D
scrip
as
a KIP
scree
un-e
AR
RUDY
ractLIN
his cont
with orPath
has been received from England.
Clergy " Scenarized
It bears the familiar Kipling title,.
by Author
" Without Benefit of Clergy," and
has the form of a complete continuity, lacking nothing essential to the continuity of " Without Benefit
the process of filming. That Kip- of
Clergy " has been sent on to the
ling's first effort writing directly Pacific Coast to be consulted by
for picturization is technically so those in charge of production preFrom all accounts,
nearly perfect, occasioned no sur- their task willliminaries.
be a simple one, all
prise, at the offices of Pathe Exchange, for it was part of the great the research work respecting costumes, scenes, etc., having been
ist's
ngement with Paul
novel
Brunet thatarra
he should be
supplied done by the author, with the result
with competent technical advice set forth in his text. With what
and cooperation. Randolph Lewis, characteristic Kipling thoroughness
author of many successful picture this part of his work has been done
features and the expert assigned is indicated in correspondence reto advise the Englishman, corrobceived from Randolph Lewis. Beorates this evidence in a letter refore leaving New York for Engd
land Mr. Lewis predicted that,
cently receive at the Pathe home
offices announcing that his task is once interested in the technique of
w
eted.
ally
virtu
compl
the photo-drama, which he might
" One of the first things I did on master within a week, Kipling
some of his best activjoining Mr. Kipling over here," would ities give
to the work. Apropos, at the
writes Mr. Lewis, " was to supply
him with a model continuitj', the beginning of January Mr. Lewis
technique of which he mastered in wrote :
"The scenarios of all three of
an amazingly brief period. So it is
that now he really speaks in the the stories are as much the work
language of the studio, and talks of Mr. Kipling as though all of the
of ' fades,' ' lap dissolves,' ' irrises,' actual writing were his own. In
' fade-ins,' 'cut-backs' and 'flashes' many cases, and for considerable
as though he were either an old stretches of composition, the wordhand in the studio or at writing
ing is his. He has entered the
work with the greatest enthuscontinuity."
Pending
Mr. production
Lewis's return
with
John E. Storey,of Pathe's
assistant director other
exchanges
Kipling
material.
All of the titles in the continu-

Ready
ityIs
of " Without
Benefit of Clergy,"
too, are supplied by Kipling. ^Ir.
Lewis adds: "And his clever invention, which shows a woman in a
natural scene with her shadow
projected across a vision, in my
opinion, is one of the cleverest novelties yet attempted in picture making. It is not only a novelty for
novelty's sake, but has a vital relation to the plot from a psychological viewpoint. And his inspiration
came to him in a flash. He seized
a pen and a drawing brush and,
rapidly sketching, outlined just
what specific eft'ect he was seeking,
Like his father, the late J. Lockwood Kipling, Rudyard is a clever
artist ; he not only can draw pictures with pen and pencil, but he is
a wonder at mental visualizing. I
predict that, if Kipling continues
with the same enthusiasm, eventually' he will become the master
writer for the screen."
Sunrise

Publicity Director Married
Nat Dorfman was quietly married last week to Miss Belle Bloomfield, a Lynn, Mass., girl. The
couple spentN. their
honeymoon at
Lakewood,
J.
Mr. Dorfman is at present vicepresident and publicity director of
the Sunrise Pictures Corporation,
No. 220 West 42nd street.
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Three stirring scenes frcm " Passion Fruit." starring Doraldina, and presented by Metro
Ad. Accessories for
Dominant Westerns
The series of Western Star
Dramas, comprising twenty tworeel Western subjects, and now being offered to independent cxchangemen and state right operators by Dominant Pictures Corporation, have been provided with
a veritable barrage of advertising
accessories and exploitation helps
that should prove of inestimable
value to the state rights buyer in
disposing of the series to exhibitors
and to the enterprising showman
in arranging his program for his
patrons.
A press book and clip sheet containing breezy news notes, advance
stories, feature article and news
shorts co\'ering the series of Western Star Dramas has been elaborately prepared and printed.
In addition to the press book, the
Ritchie Lithograph Company has
been engaged to furnish a series
of one, three and six-sheet lithographs for every subject in the
series. Besides the posters, a complete line of advertising accessories
including slides, heralds, photographs, lobby displays, etc., has
been prepared to assist the exhibitor in obtaining the maximum results in the exploitation of the
series.

Arthur
Allison

Forces

at

Truckee

Beck Completes

"The Heart Line"
Following five months' intensive
Week on Location Filmwork on the West Coast, announcement is made this week that Arthur
Scenes
F. Beck has completed the screen
for
"
Big
Game
"
\/fAY ALLISON, Metro star, top of the world the appearance of version of Gelett Burgess' novel,
arrived this week at Truckee, polar frigidity.
" The Heart Line." Pathe Exchange, Inc., will distribute this
With the Metro expedition is an
Calif., high in the Sierras and celebrated as a location for Far North entire crew of technical men, pho- production, in which Leah Baird is
in which
pictures, to enact outdoor scenes of
tographers, carpenters, electricians, starred,
nent castand
supports
her. a pre-emi" Big Game " her forthcoming spe- and all the trappings that are reFrederick
A.
Thomson,
director
cial production. Accompanying
quired to stage spectacular screen
Miss Allison were Dallas Fitzger- scenes in the wilds. The supnort- of "The Christian," "The Island
ald, her director; members of her ing company includes Forrest Stan- of Regeneration,"
and Barn,more,
great pictures in which John
ley, popular matinee idol of the Marguerite Clark and other noted
supporting cast necessary to the action ;technical men, photographers, speaking stage; Edward Cecil, well
carpenters and electricians ; and a known to followers of Metro pro- players were starred, adds another
team of Alaskan huskv dogs. Mr.
ductionsZeffie
;
Tillbury, William splendid work to his list in " The
Fitzgerald expects the stay at
andofSidney
D'Albrook
Truckee to extend from a week to Elmer
The first print of " The Heart
A team
the powerful
dogs was Heart
Line " Line."
has just arrived in New
ten days.
brought from Alaska for the pro- York, and within a week or two,
duction, along with furs, sledges, the release date of this great picDallas Fitzgerald,
Metro's
rectorial forces, is atof the
head diof snow shoes and all the other essenture will be announced bv Pathe.
tials of life in the frozen North.
the film expedition, taking advantage of the heavy snows that have While it may be necessary to erecf
deposited drifts eight and ten feet a camp in the wilderness being used Hallroom Boy Comedy
high in spots. An average fall of for the exterior scenes for " Big
Satirizes Movies
four feet of snow v.ithin the last Game," no " sets " will be confew days has given this part of th; structed.
A satire on getting into motion
pictures
is ''series
In Again,
fifth
of the
of newOut1921Again,"
Hallroom Boys Comedies which is now
Famous
Ballet
for
Screen
in process of editing and titling and
will soon be released by the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation.
Phyllis Bedells and M. Espinosa
In this picture the producers have
seen the funny side of their own
to Appear in Paramount Release
Constance Binney Aids
industry, and have presented it on
Last year, in associa- the screen in a series of incidents
FDR his production of E. Phillips Hippodrome.
in Hoover Drive
tion with the famous Russian that
make a farce said to be the
Oppenheim's " The Mystery
M. Novikoff, she did a best picture of the series so far.
Road " at the London Famous dancer,
Constance
Binney,
Realart's
star,
series
of
matinees
of
ballet
at
the
played an important part in the Players studio, Paul Powell has en■■ In Again, Out Again " was directed by Del Pratt, under the per
gaged one of the foreinost ballets Duke of York's theatre, winning
Hoover campaign to save Europe's
starving children when she an- in Europe, headed by the famous the approbation of all of London's scnal supervision of Harn,' Cohn
The cast includes those well knowni
peared at a number of New York Phyllis Bedells who is recognized keenest critics.
funmakers, Sid Smith and Harry
theatres on Wednesday, January 2 >. as the most brilliant English dancer
In
the
ballet
in
"
The
Mystery
Using her automobile, she was abl:
McCoy, as Percy and Ferdie. and
of
the
London
stage.
Road,"
Miss
Bedells
will
have
the
to visit several theatres, ending at
Polly !\loran and Lillian Hackett
Miss Bedells is still quite young, support of another distinguished lend them able support.
the
Claremont
theatre,
Broadwa,.'
dancer,
M.
Espinosa.
He
created
at 135th street.
for she was a tiny child when she
embarked upon her professional a sensation in New York some years
Australian Exhibitors
career. The following year she ago on the occasion of the joint
appearance
of
the
Edward
Strauss
en Route to America
Strong Cast Is Seen in commenced a ten-weeks contract at orchestra and the Espinosa Ballet,
the Empire theatre and there she
W. A. Gibson, managing director
staged by his father, at Madison of Australasian Films. Ltd^ to"The Lost Romance"
stayed for nearly nine years.
Square Garden.
Jack Holt, Conrad Nagel, Lois
gether with Stuart F. Doyle of
So great was the new dancer's
Wilson, Fontaine La Rue, Maym success
In " The Mystery Road " ballet, Union Theatres, Ltd., are leaving
at
the
Empire
that
on
JanKelso, Robert Brower and Mickey
uary 1,1914, she was made Premiere these famous leaders will be sur- Sydney on Februar\- 3rd, on the
Moore are among those who com- danseuse, following worthily the
rounded by the Tiller troupe of steamer Niagara " for the purpose
pose the strong roster of players footsteps of Adeline Genee, of Palace girls from the London of
visiting all the studios and leading picture theatres of America,
in " The Lost Romance," which
Palace. The costumes have been
William DeMille is producing from whom Miss Bedells has always been
with a view to incorporating all
worshipper. On comple- designed by Mile, de Saint-Martin, that is best in the picture world, in
Edward
Knoblock'sOlga
original
story a devoted
tion of her contract at the Empire probably London's most famous and their new theatres, which they are
for
Paramount.
Printzlau
wrote the scenario.
in 1915, she went to the London exclusive modiste.
introducing, into Australia.
To Spend
ing Snow

g^g^

flfX^^-^^^^

^**
TBrockwell
HE
Wilh Gladij^
Vvorn

Ihc

Pcn/^ondllij

presents

Lillian Ricli C Wallace
M-acDon
SAGE
.rtorv/ bw H
Soli HEN
dircclcd

by

EdgarLcwiy"

A horse came galloping into the tiny Western hamlet, and bound to his back was an unconscious
child.
They, the people who had driven the mother from the place, knew her little son.
"It's the 'Sage Hen's' boy," they said.
But what of the mother?
What had become of her, what tragedy had caused her to give up the
only thing in life that she cared for?
Here is a fine out-of-door picture, made as Mr. Lewis makes all his pictures, with pathos, thrill,
human interest and deep understanding.
A picture for your audiences.

HUTCHISON

CHARLES

oAmericds

i«

Death-DeF^in^

Hero

oF

Daredevil

Deeds

DOUBLE

ADVENTURE

CUNNINGHA M
byJACH
Imagine a motorboat rushing at full speed toward
a bridge.
Imagine a man leaping into the air from that boat,
grabbing the timbers above, hanging there for a
moment and then hurling himself into another
speeding motorboat following behind.
That's another of Daredevil Hutchison's
stunts in " Double Adventure."
Give your audiences
markable serial.

a treat; show

thrilling

them

this re-

Produced
ROBERT

Directed

by

W.

S.

by

BRUNTON

VAN

DYKE

tJesse

,

HB

D/ Hampton

proswrtr

VARNER

from Nat GoodwmiJ^ famouZ/taqc rwccQfj;
Adapted
By KYE^^rrond,
ENTY
¥Ef
r-HenryTW
\
Direclofi
Kmq,
¥E
/ -ONE*
"VHEN
He did not dream that he, a man approaching middle age could atouse love in the
heart of that fair young girl. He could not guess that she should see in him
qualities that she failed to find in her fiance, the young man he loved as a son, and
whose happiness was dearer to him than his own.
Should he let her know how deeply he cared for her and thank heaven for his good
fortune, or should he try to turn the current of her love back into the old channels
again ?
\^
The stage success made famous by N^t-Good>yin, now put into a truly superior picture.
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Elsie Ferguson to Do
Next Film in East
Following the completion of the
Paramount screen version of Arnold Bennett's play, " Sacred and
Profane Love," which was produced at the Lasky studio under
the direction of William D. Taylor, Elsie Ferguson has returned to
New York and will shortly start
work in a new production at Paramount's Long Island City studio.
The new' picture will be " Footlights," adapted from Rita Weiman's
story
of
the Saturday
same name,Evening
and thePost
director
will be John Stuart Robertson, ow<
of Paramount's special producers,
who has just completed the final
cutting of his big production,
" Sentimental Tommy," adapted
from the Thrums stories ))>• Sir
James Barrie.

Scenes from the new Lyons-Moran picture. " A Shocking Night," a Universal feature

Jacqueline Logan Cast
Opposite Meighan
Reorganizing
at
Universal
City
der the direction of Al Russell.
role
and
Owen
Moore
as
the
vilJacqueline Logan, former Follies REORGAlNIZATION
re lain.
seria and short-reel of
featuthe
The second is "The Trail of Terbeauty, is playing the leading femtment
rsal
depar
at
Unive
City
ror," a chaptered screen mystery
Following
several
years
as
a
deinine role opposite Thomas Meigwhich Edward Kull will direct
partment chief on such trade pub- in
han in " White and Unmarried," has just been announced by Lucien
Eileen
Sedgwick.
lications as the Motion Picture
rio . chief at
scenastudios
Unithe star's
Paramount
produc- Hulibard, versal
Because of the demand for short
Williamthe Lord
News and the Dramatic ]\lirror.
tion whichlatest
Director
Tom Formaii
Wright published what is reputed reel subjects, Wright has arranged
has just started at the Lasky studio. Wright, well-known scenario ex- to
be the first text book on the art to speed up production on the
A little less than a year ago she
pert, has been engaged by Universtormed the theatrical offices of
-stuff depart- of writing scenarios. He then snappy two-reelers for which exto
sal
head
the
short
say there is an unusual
New York and won for herself a ment.
joined the Selig Polyscope Com- call amonghibitorsthe
fans. Before actual
pany in an assorted job of scenario
Wright is widely known in the
role
in
the
revival
of
"
Florodora."
Then followed an engagement with film world, having worked on vari- writing and editing, publicity, film filming begins on the serials, Miss
the Ziegfeld Follies. It was during
ous trade publications, as well as editing and title writing. Later Sedgwick will do " The Road
this engagement that she first at- in various capacities as a scenario he rendered a similar ser\ icc to the Agent," a fast two-reeler, and
tracted the attention of the mo- editor. Twenty years ago he wrote Pathe organization.
Acord will turn out " Range Justice," a western action-drama in
tion picture producers. A flattering copy on the Marion Daily Star
Cashing perience
in 011
his extensive
ex- two reels.
and
exacting
training,
offer brought her to California and and frequently watched PresidentHoot
Gibson and Jack Perrin
awarded her the leading role in a
elect Warren G. Harding make-up serial and short-reel feature derecently completed production. Her the paper at press time. Wright Wright now— is reorganizing the both popular as western stars, will
busy under the new production
engagement by Paramount fol- worked under George Van Fleet, partment at Universal City to keep be
schedule. Gibson will start a series
lowed.
who then was city editor and now up with the demand of the ex- of
two-reelers, each a complete
hibitors for the Universal output.
is the managing editor. Young
To his staff he has added John story but with the same character.
Wright
received
$9.00
a
week.
The
series is to be released as
Advance Bookings for
W. Gray, George H. Plimpton and
After varied newspaper exper- George Morgan, all widely known " The Texas Ranger " and will
ience, Wright arrived in New York writers of original material and give the hard riding star the chance
"The Devil" Heavy
with an idea that he could write continuity.
of his Ife for dramatic punches.
With three pre-release showings, material for the screen. Carl
Perrin, who has just finished
breaking three house records in Laemmle, president of Universal,
The first work of the department under the new arrangement is "Trigger Trail," an Edward HunNew York Cit}', Buffalo and Law- was then the executive behind the old
rence, Mass., the Associated Ex- Imp organization. Wright dashed the vvriting of two thrilling serials gcrford story, will soon begin proupon which production will begin
duction on " The Range Rider," a
production,
" The
featuring hibitors
George
Arliss,
has Devil,"
set the off a thrilling two-reel drama which immediately. The first of these is two-reel western which was written
highest record in the history of he called " For the Sunday Edi- ■' Opals of Evil," a mystery story by Edward Laemmle and in which
Pathe Exchange for bookings in
tion," and Mr. Laemmle used it in which Art Acord, the cyclonic young Mr. Laemmle will direct the
advance of release, declares a state- with King Baggot in the starring western star, will be featured un- popular player.
ment from the Pathe headqu irters.
" Statistics taken from the contract records ten days before its
release date, February 6th, show
that practically every important E. Hammons
on
Extensive
Trip
first run center in the country has
we
selected
the
product
that we are
have had with these pic- now distributing we examined
been closed and that in several inent- branches
a
tures.
MONlS,Filmpresid
HAMtiona
Corpo
stances indefinite runs in large E\\:of Educa
vast amount of product and we
• ration of America and its
Many other producers of one and were
cities have been planned for the
sure
that
we
selected
the
best.
distributing subsidiary. Educational two-reel subjects of much varietA'
picture," declares that statement.
Film Exchanges, Inc., left this have made appointments during the Not a week goes by that we are
week for Los Angeles on the most past few weeks with Mr. Hammons not offered much other material,
extensive trip he has made since and he will meet these gentlemen
have resisted an}- temptaHines Scoring a Hit on the establishment of the exchange in Los Angeles. While no effort is but we
tion to acquire quantity at the expense
of
quality. We have been too
r
m.
syste
He W'ill visit a numbe of being made to increase the volume
Tour in Mid-West
the branch offices on the way to of product handled by Educational, successful with the pictures we
have to endanger their standing
Johnny Hines, star in the Torchy California and on the return
with inferior material.
Comedies, made from the stories
it has always
beenis willing
Mr. Hammons'
urncy.
j<
position
that
he
to
conby Scwell Ford and released
" Another element entering into
In
Los
Angeles
he
will
have
imsider pictures within his company's the situation has been that we are
through Educational Exchanges, jKirtant conferences with the promeet in
its every
qualit\-casestandard. However,
he distributing organization new, and
ducers of Christie. Mermaid, Van- scope that
completes this week a three weeks'
personal appearance tour of Cleve- it\" and Gayety comedies, series has declined to make contracts un- as specialists in short subject sellland, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh ex- distributed through Educational.
ing, we have preferred to devote
til he has seen the product itself
change territories. . During that While representatives of these pro- and that he is satisfied the standard our efforts to the material that we
ducers have made frfequcnt trips to
time he appeared in some 200 thehave already had rather than to
atres and received a vast amount New York for conferences during of production can be maintained.
"There is no change in policy in- accumulate too much product and
of newspaper publicity.
the
past
year.
Mr.
Hammons
dedistribute our energies over too
volved
trip," said
Mr. HamThe February release of the
sires to get in personal touch with
mons,in my
just before
leaving
New
a field. We have now reached
series is " Torchy's Night Hood," production activities and to offer York. " As you know the plan of large
and this will be followed by such suggestions as the experiences j Educational has always been to the point where we have put these
of the home office and the various ' build slowlv and soundly. Before \ arions pictures ' over the top.'
" Torch) 's Big Lead."

Three scenes from the new Vitagraph special production, " The Heart of Maryland," in which Catherine Calvert will be starred
Theatres May Obtain
"Norma" Fox Trot
The Interstate Music Company
of Macon, Mo., and the Foster
Music Company, and the McKinley
Music Company of Chicago, 111.,
are co-operating with the Norma
Talmadge Film Company, in securing widespread publicity for the
Norma Fox Trot, dedicated to
Norma Talmadge, and bearing her
picture on the cover.
Through the New York home office of the Associated First National Pictures, Inc., copies of this
song and full orchestrations for
both orchestra and band have been
sent to every theatre playing
Norma Talmadge pictures.
Paul Brese is making a record
of " Norma " for the Columbia
Phonograph Company. Window
cards and one sheets bearing Miss
Talmadge's picture, are being
placed in music stores throughout
the count^y^ as well as in a number of theatre lobbies, and a novel
publicity stunt was put over at the
Chicago Winter Garden Cafe last
week, when the management called
up Marvin Jackson, who wrote the
words of " Norma," and May Hill,
who wrote the music, on the long
distance Bell telephone, and had
them listen in Macon, Mo., to the
Louisiana Five Jazz Band playing
"Garden
Norma Cafe.
" in the Chicago Winter
Novelty Is Supplied
Release by StoU

in

The productions thus far released by the Stoll Film Corporation of America have met the demand of the American picture-fan
for novelty of setting, story and
cast, declares a statement from the
New York headquarters of the
Stoll organization.
Of the five pictures released by
the Stoll company, two George
Clark productions, " Squandered
Lives" and "The Lure of Crooning Water,"
showed
set, stage
life, and
rural the
life sporting
abroad;
" Mr. Wu " was marked by exotic
Chinese atmosphere ; " The Hundredth Chance," English racing
story
;
and
Tavern
a spectacular" The
costume
playKnight,"
of the
time of Cromwell.
" The Flame," the next Stoll picture, will be released February 6th.

Civil

War

Vitagraph

Has

Play

Is

Completed

Filmed
Filming

n.y.

f.i.l.m.

club

The New York Federated Exchange, Inc., 729 7th Ave., New
York,
Mr. H. Rodner, manager,
of Belasco's " Heart
Maryland
"
Felix of
Krcmbe,
William Collier,
Jr., was admitted to membership at last
VITAGRAPH'S
specialofproduction of " The Heart
Mary- Ben Lyon, Bernard Sicgel, Henry Club meeting.
Arthur Earl, Warner
Mr. Iris, chairman of committee
land,"
which
has
been
more
than Hallam,
three months in the making under
Richmond, Master Russell Grififin,
to investigate and recomthe direction of Tom Terriss, has Jane Jennings, Victoria White and appointed
mend uniform action with referbeen completed and is now under- Marguerite Sanchez. In addition
ence to supplying service to middlegoing the final editing at the Brook- there are hundreds of extra peomen or sub-renters in either thealyn studio. The famous Belasco
trical or non-theatrical field, suhWhile certain of the scenes for mitted the following written report,
play of Civil War days works out
far better on the screen than most " The Heart of MarA land " were which was adopted as a rule of the
stage successes have done, declare made at Vitagraph's East Coast
Vitagraph officials. William B. studios
in Brooklyn, the major por- Club.
" The Committee appointed to inCourtney has provided a splendid ple. tion of the picture was fihned in
vestigate the non-theatrical field recontinuity, it is stated, working in the South, where Mr. Terriss had
their unanimous
ionports
it isthat in
considered
advisableopinto
thrilling scenes not previously the advantage of real Southern
shown, owing to the natural limi- types and scenery. Hundreds of old discontinue doing business w-ith all
tations of the spoken stage. He has Confederate uniforms were brought middle-men or sub-renters in either
not departed from the original out of cedar chests by Southerners the theatrical or non-theatrical
story, but has added a deft touch who displayed more than a friendly
here and there that lends additional interest in the production of the
The members welcomed Mr.
charm to the screen version, it is famous play. Many of the South- Earl Kramer back into the Club,
declared.
erners, some of them veterans of
manager of New JerMr. Terriss has a strong cast. It the struggle between the North and now seybranch
Select Pictures Corp.
is headed by Catherine Calvert, as the South, volunteered to appear in
Mr. Broskie was appointed chairthe heroine, who, oddly enough, is the soldier scenes, it is declared.
man of committee to represent F.
Rare
and
treasured
china
and
I.
L. M. Club at the grand openfield."
'• Maryland Calvert." Crane Wilbur is her leading man as Alan silverware of the war period were
Capitol Theatre, PaterKendrick
Others in the cast arc loaned for the picture, it is stated. son, ingN.of the
J., on Friday. Others on
this committee were S. H. Fabian,
Earl Kramer.
President Chadwick announced
Linder
Praises
that the exhibitor bodies accepted
Editorial
the proposal made by the F. I. L.
Robertson-Cole Sees Advertising
M. Club for exhibitor representation on grievance committee and
that no doubt they would appear at
Endorsement
Aid in Telegram's
just received when Max hurls a shoe through a the next grievance committee meetSTATEMENT son-Co
A from
le head- large mirror, shattering it all over
the Robert
ing for serA'ice.
Chadwick ruled that no
quarters quotes the New York the set. His first blow comes when F. President
L. M. Club member should
Evening Telegram as bestowing his fiancee returns the well-known sit I.
on future committees, when
engagement ring and asks him to this inmember
unusual editorial praise on " Seven visit
has a case before the
a warm cliamte for a rest.
Years' Bad Luck," with Max LinCommittee for consideration. An
der in the leading role.
Throughout the story Alax proves alternate
would then serve.
" Such comment is the word of himself a good fellow but certainly
President Chadwick appointed
walking advertisements who are captures the prizes for hard luck.
With the comedian is a good Messrs. Zierler (chairman), Iris.
advising all their friends and acquaintances to see the picture as cast including: Thelma Percy, Al- Levy, Committee of three to look
soon as possible after it is released, t.i Allen, Betty Peterson, Lola Gon- up
permanent
quartersandforF. future
Grievance
Committee
I. L.
declares the statement from the
zales, Harry Mann, Chance Ward, M.
Club meetings.
R.-C. headquarters. " The writer of Ralph McC'ullough, Hugh Saxon,
Anderson, F. B. CrajTie and
the editorial says without reserva- Cap
tion that Max Linder is the peer Pudgj', the dog.
Tom McNamara Joins
of French comedians and one of
The
press
book
for
the
producthe funniest men known to either
tion is being written with the genTomGeraghty'
McNamara, Office
well known
eral idea that the exhibitor shall
stage
or leading
screen inroleanyof country."
In the
the picture. work for a very big opening of the newspaper cartoonist, who has been
the Paramount
Max Linder (as himself) is de- picture and thus send out his hun- editorzine forofseveral
months, has Magajoined
dreds or thousands of patrons to
clared to give the greatest comedy
portrayal of his career. His is spread the word to their friends the production and scenario departof Paramount's new Long
a hard luck story and the old jinx that " Seven Years' Bad Luck " is Island mentstudio.
begins to work early in the picture
a picture that they " must see."

NEW HAVEN. CONN

January

Slet,

1921 •

VitagrajJi, Inc.,
1500 Broad'^ay,
New lork >^ity,
(Jentlemsn:Your "Black Beauty" special is a dandy,
it smashed
all attendance and money records at the Capitol theatre. More
people saw it than any picture ever shown in this Theatre, and
I have heard more favorable comneat on it tlian on any ten others
I ever booked.
Every performance packed to capacity, and our
special

children ♦s matinee

proved

the biggest

kind of a success.

on Wednesday we played to over four thousand children.
The letters I sent to school teachers made every teacher in town
a booster, and the talk the kiddies made brou^t in their parents
who enjoyed "Black Beauty" as well as the children,
^e
proved the most effective bit of advertising I ever did.

letters

It was this double-barreled idea that put the whole
thing over 100 per cent — it got my regular theatregoers in and
pleased them, and in addition drew thousands of persons who rarely
go to see a motion picture at all.
Hhe Capitol Theatre has an
unusually spacious lobby, but in holding out the crowds at the
special matinee, I had to open the side door into the alley, or
there wouldn't

have

been room

enough.

••Black Beauty" is a great picture and one that has an
appeal for all persons, from six to sixty.
No picture I ever
played has approached this one in drawing the crowds, getting
the money and generating real satisfaction.
It was a pleasure
to ha^e been able to offer this to ny patrons.
Yery

truly yours,
CAPITOL

THEAORE,

/
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Motion

Samuel

A still giving some idea of the m.-gnuudc oi ihe tasUe set in Fox's " A Conneciicut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court "
Fox

Prepares
Booking
Drive
Announces Arrangements for Issue

of Twain's " Connecticut
Yankee "
SPURRED
by the
successin ofKing
"A their contention that this producConnecticut
Yankee
tion will duplicate the Los Angeles
Arthur's Court," in Miller's the- record an\-\\hcre in this country.
atre, Los Angeles, where it was
"A Connecticut "S'ankec " is now
given a pre-release run, the Fox in its sixth week at Miller's theatre.
Film officials are preparing for the Its tremendous success there was
biggest booking campaign of its made in the face of big competition.
career, it is announced.
of was
Zorro,"'
with inDougAccording to the Fox officials, no " Thelas Mark
Fairbanks,
playing
Los
exhibitor will be allowed to book Angeles during four weeks of the
"A Connecticut
Yankee
" until
he run of "A Connecticut Yankee "
has
seen it screened
at one
of the
and there were other big pictures
Fox branches. The reason for this, and attractive programs offered to
explains William Fox, is that the
samecity's
time.picturegoing public at the
officials want every exhibitor to get the
the enthusiasm they themselves
The Fox officials claim that "A
have for this Mark Twain pictur- Connecticut Yankee " has more
ized story and then go out and put laughs in it than any picture ever
it over in the biggest possible way. made: that it is a spectacle as colossal as any ever presented to the
The. Fox officials believe everj' exhibitor who shows it can break public ; that it contains all the .subevery house record he ever had, if
tle humor of Mark Twain ; that the
he knows the real box office value acting and direction arc perfect,
of the picture. They demand that and that it contains absolutely the
the exhibitor make "A Connecticut best box office mouth-to-mouth advertising possibilities of any proYankee
maker he has" the
evergreatest
shown. money
They want
duction ever handed to the exhibitor.
him to be more than satisfied witli
LOUIS B. MAYER is now
casting his first John M
Stahl special production. The
subject chosen is Perry N.
Vekroff's story, " Muffled
Drums." The selection of the
cast, ■which will be an all-star
one, is nearing completion under the guidance of John M.
Stahl.
Barbara Castleton, engaged
' as
New
Yorkleading
for the lady,
Louis left
B. Mayer
Studios in Los Angeles, January 30th.
The scenario for " Muffled
Drums " has been completed,
and actual work of shooting
the picture will begin Monday, February 7th
" Muffled Drums " will be
the first picture to be known
as a John M. Stahl Production, aseries of which will be
presented by Louis B. Mayer
through First National.

"The Greater Claim" Is
Alice Lake's Next
" The Greater Claim " is the new
title chosen by Metro for its production. Mother
" will heLove,"
in which
Alice Lake
starred.
The
production has been known by several different tentative names in
the one
course
of the
company's
of
suited
to the
characterquest
of
the story. In the final selection of
" The Greater Claim," Metro officials feel that they have chosen a
title that thoroughly tj-pifies the
picture's stirring drama.
" The , Greater Claim " was
adapted by A. S. Le Vino from an
original stor>- by Izola Forrester
and Mann Page. The picture was
directed by Wesley Ruggles and
photographed by Arthur Reeves.
Sidney Ullman provided the art interiors for the picture.

Merwin

Picture

at

N etc

Studic

Prominent Author Joins Paramount
to Write Directly for the Screen
<< "T^ HE thing that inlcre>ts ine interests me very much," he sai
A most in motion pictures is " l)ut 1 am not familiar enough wi'
the possibilty of putting real human the technique of motion pictu:
writing to make many comment
characters on the screen," said The
opportunities are infinite,
.Samuel Merwin, author of " .\nth- have very definite ideas about storj
ony the stories
Absolute,"
the famous
"Henry"
and other
fiction, telling and how I think they shoul
alter a visit to the new Paramount l)e applied to the motion pictui
I do not want to say anythin
studio on Long Island where he but
until I have had an opportunity
viewed the actual making of mo- study the various angles of th
tion pictures for the first time since
joining the staff of prominent ljusiness — the lighting, possibilitie
writers for Paramount pictures. of the camera, the problems of th
director and all the things that
" To an old story teller — and I to
make up the finished motion pic
have been making my living at it
ture. There is a difference i
since I was eighteen years old — the
of telling a stor>' for th
op))ortunity of using the resources method
screen and telling one for a maga
(if Mr.
the Merwin
screen ishas
exciting."
had eight of his 7.ine or in a book but whether it
stories adapted for motion pictures, fundamental or not I do not know
-After spending a short tim
his latest being " The Passionate studying motion picture making :
Pilgrim,"
a
Paramount
release
and
knows something of the industry the Paramount studio on Long Is'
from that angle. But writing direct and, Mr. Merwin expects to go t
for the screen is a new experience the Lask>- studio in HoUywoo.
for him and one in which he has where he will stay six months, go
ing into every phase of writing fo
become greatly interested.
'■ .'\nv new wav of telling a story motion pictures.

English
Serves

Fog
Is "Captured
as
Background
for Storv

in
Stoll's
"The
A
the
final
title
gi\en
unpHE BRAXDED SOULto "theis
Stoll Film Corporation's production of " The Iron Stair," the novel
by " Rita." the noted English
writer, which will be released on
February 13. It is the seventh
in the Stoll one-a-week program
of adaptations from famous
authors, to be shown throughout
1921.
" The Branded Soul " contains at
least one remarkable no\eIty — it
has succeeded in imprisoning in
pictures the impalpable, but worldrcnowncd, English-fog. Furthermore, it has used the fog to lend
real background and atmosphere
to an intensely dramatic story of
mystery and romance. F. Martin
Thornton, the director, had to turn
inventor, and devise a special
camera attachment, to succeed
where many others had failed.
Many of the prison scenes in

Book

Branded
Soul''
'■ The
Branded Soul
" were take:
at Dartmoor, the great BritisI
penal institution. By arrangemen
with the officials C inmates too":
part was
in thecompleted,
scene. \\'hen
the wr
p;.
ture
the film
shown to a gathering of the cor.
victs. Because of the actual prisrr
scenes, arrangements
are bein;
made to have spec-aJ prints shippc
to Sing Sing and other penitc:
tiaries throughout the counti
cials.
and shown to the inmates and oti'
The cast of " The Branded Soul
is headed by Reginald Fox. wh
gives a skillful, contrasted per
formance of the roles of tA\
brothers, and Madge Stuart, tb
favorite of the legitimate stagi
"Rita" (Mrs. Desmond Humpli
reys"), personally superintended ar
advised at the production and th
taking
scenes. of many of the spectacub.

Hodkinson

Releases

Recent Engagements of Hodkinson
Releases Announced in Statement
Another booker of the HodkinINHodkinson
a statementheadquarters
issued from
the
during
son service is announced to be Edthe week, some of the recent bookSmith of Newman's College
ings for productions released by theatre.ward San
Francisco, Cal. Bethe Hodkinson organizations are
ginning
January
and continuannounced. Frank Cassil, the Hoding thereafter for 22
a period
of four
kinson supervisor for the Northwest division, closed a contract weeks. Mr. Smith will present "The
P. Trail," " Down Home,"
with George L. Hood of Spokane, U.
Wash., under the terms of which " The Brute Master " and " The
A. Price, manager of the Blue
" Down Home," " Love Madness,"
" The U. P. Trail " and " The Ken- Mouse theatre. Baltimore, Md., has
tucky Colonel " will be presented booked " The Spenders " for a twoshowing beginning January
at Mr. Hood's Auditorium theatre weeks'
in that city during February and 31.Spenders."
according to the statement from
March.
the Hodkinson home office.
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) e.xpect in " Doug's " next United Artist producticn scheduled lor March release and titled " The Nut
Pearl

Doles Bell Will
Write Titles
Pearl Doles Bell is the latest
novelist to offer to the producer
her services as a title writer. She
points out that too much good film
is wasted by inadequate and hackneyed sub-titles, and points out instances where our own critics have
had cause to remark that sub-titles
can make or break a picture. Mrs.
Bell quotes from a recent criticism
of a picture that won instant fame:
" The author of the sub-titles of
this picture should take equal credit
with the director." Another critic,
in reviewing a picture, said :
" Twenty-five
cent, of istheduesuc-to
cess of popularper pictures
titles."
good
Besides
being a novelist Mrs. Bell
has for some time been the editor
of a well-known magazine. Her
recent film stories are " Love's
Harvest," " Her Elephant Man "
and " Wing Toy."
♦'Angels' Feathers" Is
New Capitol Comedy
An original comedy idea is made
the basis of "Angels' Feathers," a
coming two-reel Capitol Comedy,
distributed by Goldwyn. The story,
written by Kingsley Benedict and
directed by Mark Goldaine, has as
its central character a freckle-faced
youth who grows weary of being
the pampered offspring of a millionaire family, and finds an ingenious way of realizing his ambition
to become amateur detective.
Under the direction of Mr.
Goldaine, this comedy is said to
move at a rapid pace and is replete
with humorous bits of incidental
business cleverly presented.
Rothacker Film Elects
Officers for 1921
THE 1921 election of officers of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company resulted as follows:
Watterson R. Rothacker,
president; Chas. E. Pain, vicepresident; H. J. Aldous, treasurer; J.G. Mammoser, assistant treasurer; John G. Hahn,
secretary; and Edward H.
Seifert, assistant secretary.
Those on the board of directors are: Messrs. Rothacker, Pain. Aldous, Mammoser and Hahn.

for
Set
s Next
make
lietter
citizens
of
New
York's
Califrom
n , Hiram slum children.
this week
UPON hisforniaretur
lie is opposed in this plan by a
ms,unce
d dent
presi
ArtistsAbra
anno
that oftheL'nitc
nextd \ ci"y plausible chap who poses as the
reality
,
Douglas Fairbanks production "The girl's
thebenefactor,
proprietorbutofwhoa in
gambling
Nut," which he viewed while at is
house.
With
this
opposition
there
the studio, would be released on
the story many difficulMarch 13th, wand that as the attrac- comestiesinto
which keep the hero on the
tion to follo the hit that is being
made
by
The
"
Mark
of
Zorro
"
the
jump
at
times and gives
'"Doug"a
of doing
exhibitors of the country will have no end ofall opportunities
a picture for their patrons that is great variety of things that are
par-exccllcnt and which will give seemingly impossible and some of
tlicm another real box-office winner. which just make the chills run up
In this story Fairbanks lakes the and down one's back.
Although one will laugh uproaripart of an eccentric young fellow
whose hobby is invention. He is oush' at " The Nut's " misfortunes,
yet
he has the trick of holding your
deeply in lo\ e with a girl who lives
on the floor above him in a Green- sympathy; you feel sorry for the
he gets into because
wich Village apartment house. predicaments
of his earnestness as a suitor. Not
Having
laid
siege
to
this
lady's
heart, he invents wavs of pleasing only does he get out of his troubles
her and he also invents ways of^ because of his agility, but also begetting out of the troubles caused
cause of his quick wit and invenby his inventions.
tive genius. A few of his tribulations involve being suspected of
Many complications arc developed murder,
starling a fire, getting
in the takesstory
Dougof " the
underto win when
the hand
girl caueht in the street in his B. V. D.'s
robbing a wax figure museum and
by obtaining for her permission to making a single-handed raid on a
use the homes of a number of gambling house.
wealthy persons in a philanthropic
As " Charlie Jackson," Fairbanks
project through which she hopes to is --aid to hn\-c one of the best
Doug

13
March
characters of his career to portray.
Not only will he have the opportunity of endowing the role with
a wealth of humanness and sympathy but he again has a chance to
inject into it that droll humor,
which he so wonderfully did in "The
Mark ture isof
Zorro."to The
whole picdescribed
be a wholesome,
gingery mixture of drama and
vi"-orous comedy, crammed with
whirlwind action, thrills, suspense
and irresistible funny angles with
never a let-up in its headlong pace,
from the very start to the rip-roaring, rattling, satisfactory finish.
Marguerite De LaMotte, who
was " Doug's" leading woman in his
last picture is cast for the leading
role in this one also, and will have
a new opportunity of proving herself as a bewitching heroine.
W^illiam Lowery plays the heavy,
in the part of the gambling house
proprietor, while the remainder of
the cast include Gerald Pring,
Morris
^rarr. Hughes and Barbara La
"The Nut" was directed by Ted
Reed and the story is from the pen
of Kenneth Davenport, while the
scenario was prepared by William
Parker and Lotta Woods.

Paving
Way
for
New
Success
son,
Arthur
Ruth Handforth
of
e
for the releas
Pauline Frederick to and Howard Hoyt,
Gaye.
the time ess
AS "The
Mistr
of Shenstone,"
" Although Iris Bellamy, played
Pauline Frederick's second
Surpass First Her
by Mfss Frederick, is introduced as
Robertson-Cole production, apEffort is Claim
proaches, the distributing company
a luxurious, pleasure loving wowatches with satisfaction how well
man, it soon becomes apparent that
she is really
the victim
of circumthe first production, " A Slave of
stance. The petted,
pampered
wife
to enterVanit
employes desiring
at a theatre
party of a wealthy English clubman,
. is paving the way for the peal.tain itsRecently,
secondy,"
which required the entire house, the showered with luxury ; after his
" Everywhere the first picture,
death she finds herself the victim
which is based on Iris, by Sir Ar- Shredded Wheat Compa'ny, of Ni- of his capricious will, forbidding
Falls, New^ York, chose the
thur Wing Pinero, is pleasing ex- Cataractagara Theatre,
which was play- her to re-marry unless she sacrihibitors and their patrons through
fices every penny of her fortune
"A Slave ofone
Vanity,"
its enthralling story of a pampered the ingattraction
whichdeeming
would and her social prestige.
English gentlewoman placed in the
" When she meets and falls in
dramatic situation where she is meet general approval among the
forced to choose between her love whole rank and file of its employes. love with Laurence Trenwith, an
" Miss Frederick again proves in upright young chap, who has nothfor luxury and her affection for a
man who desired to make her his 'A Slave of Vanity' that she is
ing of the world's
goods
offer,
to marry
him,to not
so
without a peer as an emotional she hesitates
wife,"
declares
the
statement
from
much
because
she
knows
that
it
.
actress.
The
story
gives
her
many
the Robertson-Cole home office.
opportunities to show her versatil- will mean giving up the luxuries
" Miss Frederick's following is a
ity and throughout she is well sup- to which she has been accustomed,
large and growing one, and theaported by an excellent cast. With but because she feels that she is
tres of all sorts of patronage find her are Nigel Barrie, Willard not fit to be the helpmate of a
her productions of the widest ap- Louis, Maude Louis, Daisy Robin- poor man. Her struggle is hard."
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A group of Universal Century bathing girls out for a hike in the California sunshine
Author
Anzia

Aids

in

Yerzierska

Production

on

Coast

Picture

N ewi

Exhibitor!

MEN

TALES'
NO
TELL
'
Broke all records for attendance and money at this
house and this means that we have during the last three
years run some of the most important and most
prominent pictures on the market. Extraordinary picture in point of story, attractiveness and photography
and wonderful money-getter. Shall be glad to give to
} ou bookings on an>-thing you may have that comparei
with it— and we won't argue about the price.
Marcus Notes, Criterion Theatre, Washington, D. C.

Will

Assist in Filming of Her Story
story for motion picture presentaTHE colony of authors at Gold- tion.
wyn's
Culver City Studios was
With the resumption of studio
ted
augmen
last week by the arrival
of Anzia Yerzierska, author of work on " Made in Heaven," following the eastern trip of Tom
" y
"which
HungrywereHearts,
rights
to Moore and
Director Victor Scherted by
recentlpicture
purchas
Goldwyn. In accord with the Gold- zinger to get exteriors, several important additions were made to the
wyn policy that encourages the cooperation of authors during the cast, including Al Filson, Freeman
Charles Eldridge and Rene
filming of willtheir works. Miss Yer- Wood,
zierska remain at the studios Adoree. Moore is supported by two
to assist in the production of " The leading women in this picture,
Helene Chadwick and Molly MaFat of the Land," the first of the lone,
another prominent role is
" Hungry ation.
Hearts " stories chosen filled and
by Kate Lester.
for picturiz
In order to secure just the right
" The Fat of the Land," a won- sort
of settings for the production
derfully penetrating study of the
soul of an immigrant as it reacts of " The Bridal Path," on which
to American environment, was se- he is working, E. Mason Hopper
permission to use one of the
lected by Edward
O'Brien inas1919.
the gained
finest estates in Pasadena and is
best short
story published
After a stay on the Coast, during working there with his compan>-.
which she conferred with Goldvi^yn Wallace Worsley and "The Night
officials on the production of her Rose " companj'
are going toFrank
San
for exteriors.
first original story for the screen, Francisco
Lloyd, who is directing Charles
tentatively called " Let Sleeping Kenyon's story, now known as
Dogs Lie," Mary Roberts Rinehart "The Alibi," is also out on location. Reginald Barker is making
■ returned to her home in Pittsburgh,
last week, accompanied by Frank
rapid
progress
Rupert
Hughes'
Dazey and Agnes Johnston, who " The Old Nest."on The
author
is on
will collaborate with her on another the set daily.

" Dead Men Tell No Tales " was a record-breaker at
this theatre. Opened doors 5 130 Sunday evening, instead
of 6 o'clock, the advertised time, on account of immense
crowd. In less than an hour the theatre was crowded
to capacity, including legal standing room. Had to stop
selling tickets.
James F. Clancy, Capitol Theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Played " Dead Men " to record business. Police
stopped sale of tickets second night. Everybody satisfied
with production.
Pete Hanlon, Strand Theatre, \"allejo, Cal.
" Dead Men Tell No Tales " did capacity business
opening day. Turned over two thousand away.
Chas. W. Denzinger, Strand Theatre, Youngstown, O.
Pleased to say that we broke the record. The title
was a very good one, which permitted a lot of publicity,
which ordinarily could not be obtained. The picture
itself was full of thrills and surprises, the action of a
superior kind and the acting of a high order.
Arthur B. Leopold, Louisiana Theatre, New Orleans.

A

Realart

February

Release

" Plaything of Broadway " Stars
Justine Johnstone; Has Good Cast
Supporting Aliss Johnstone is a
ANOTHER star franchise pic- cast
including names well known
ture, "The Plaything of Broadway," with Justine Johnstone, has to motion picture patrons. Craubeen added to Realart's schedule ford Kent, who has played lead
for February release. This pic- with many of filmdom's most
ne's famous stars, appears opposite her
which is
Johnsto
Miss, is
adapted
Realart
secondture,for
as the young doctor. Other members of the cast are Macey Harfrom the story, " Emergency
1am,
Edwards Davis, George Cowl,
Morgan.
Sidney
by
House,"
With scenes that carry one from Lucy Parker, Claude Cooper, Garry
the luxury of the exclusive " Thirty McGarry, Gertrude Hillman and
Club " to the misery of the slums, Mrs. Charles Willai-d.
" The Plaything of Broadway "
Jack Dillon, who directed "Blackpresents a wide range of contrastbirds." Miss Johnstone's first Realing settings. In some, Miss John- art picture ; " Suds," for Mary
stone is seen surrounded by every Pickford; "The Right of Way,"
luxury that wealth can provide,
while in others the lower East Side and others, is the director of " The
Playthingis of
The
provides the settings.
scenario
by E.Broadway."
Lloyd Sheldon.

Vitagraph special, " Dead Men Tell No Tales," broke
a:ll records for attendance in this house.
A. A. H. Weinberg, Mt. Vernon Playhouse,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y,
Positively the best picture booked into this house this
season. Business at opening was ordinary, but picked
up, until box-office record for zccek 7L'as set. A great
picture with plenty of thrills and the best bet this house
has had in many a long day.
Gem Theatre. Salt Lake City.
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A

Word

or Two

of What

the New

Newspapers

Said About

''DEAD

MEN

York

TALES*'
NO
TELL
When It Was Presented

at the Broadway
THE NEW

YORK

Theatre

TRIBUNE:

" Dead Men Tell No Tales " is a thrilling drama on the
screen.lows reel
It without
follows the
Hornung's
closely
and reelItfol-is
slightesttale
drop
in interest.
a fascinating story from first to last, much nicer, we
think, on ihe screen than in book form. The picture
is one of the best of its kind that we ever saw. It is
perfect in e\ery detail, and the burning of the ship at sea
is so realistic that you have to exercise great self-control
to keep from jumping on the stage and joining in the
rescue.
THE NEW YORK HERALD:
Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester who adapted the
picture from the novel by the master craftsman of mystery
and thrills
crime, inE.theW. way
Hornung,"have
a rapid fire
belt
of
of rescues atprovided
sea, smuggling
through
secret tunnels in an English mansion, altempts at murdering the barrister hero — unsuccessful — and attempts by the
hero at love-making — naturally successful.
THE EVENING SUN:
Starting off with an explosion at sea, engineered by a
Spanish villain to garner the cargo of gold, this Vitagraph
feature, adapted by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester from the novel of the same title by E. W. Hornung,
rushes along at breathless pace with piracy, casting away
on an island, smuggling in England and finally triumph of
virtue at the end.
THE DAILY ILLUSTRATED NEWS:
If you want to go back to the days when you sat with your
legs glued
wrapped
the " rungs
" of when
a chairyour
and,mother
your
eyes
to aaround
book, refused
to budge
called you for meals — all because you just had to find out
how the hero got away from the pirate ship — you must
see "Dead Men Tell No Tales."
THE EVENING TELEGRAM:
E. W. Hornung is the author of " Raffles." and in " Dead
Men Tell No Tales " he has supplied melodramatic material
which is as thrilling as any of RafHes' adventures. It
carries the watcher into the South Sea Islands and commands absorbed attention by its thrilling scenes and tense
situations.
THE

THE

THE
THE
THE

NEW YORK AMERICAN:
Tom Terriss has handled a big ship-wreck scene with fine
dramatic sense, giving the production a position among
the genuine features of the day, while the romance that
runs through its length has many episodes of emotional
appeal, fine lighting and dignified treatment.
MORNING TELEGRAPH:
At the Broadway theatre the new Vitagraph picture is
delighting
large
" Dead Men Tell
Tales "
is a picture
thataudiences.
will be remembered.
The No
production
could not be improved upon.
EVENING JOURNAL:
The picture has been made with a lavish hand and the
entertainment is of the exciting and lavish sort.
NEW YORK MAIL:
The production is most elaborate and consistent.
NEW YORK WORLD:
Keeps the audience on the qui vive.

Defence

for

Thrillers

Storey, of Pathe, Answers Critics
Who Condemn Serial Melodrama
sonal element or aspect and not
I * HAT
the adventurous
drama, through the broader medium of
vivid action,
panoramic change
of scene and romantic love interest public opinion.
"The vast majority of motion
of the motion picture serial, lift
thousands out of the rut of con- picture fans want serials. This
vention and every day happenings, manner of entertainment provides
is the contention of John E. Storey, them with an effective antidote to
Assistant Director of Exchanges, in the strenuous manual life of our
answering critics of the episode commercial, industrial and agricultural districts, as the spectacular
play in an illuminating and inter- and thrilling
scenes lift them out
esting article in the current issue
of the Pathe house organ, the of their otherwise daily and unromantic atmosphere, in which,
Pathe Sun.
" Neither man nor article ever through force of circumstances, so
attained universal popularity with- many millions are compelled to
out some just, and much unjust pass their working hours.
" This does not mean that they
criticism," says Mr. Storey, " and
the great success of serials has not do not desire to be mentally elevated. Itmust be remembered that
failed to produce a measure of
derogatory comment. Most of it the majority seek the motion picture theatre as a modest-priced
has been swept away by the tidal
form of amusement, and as such
wave of public opinion.
" Primarily, this critic has his eve it must provide a decided diversion
focused on the wrong end of the for their tired hands and brains,
telescope, which he is directing on and not endeavor to weary their
the discussion in question. In mentality too much with polemic
other words, he is examining the themes in the form of film proserial film from the restricted perduction."
iSuper-Kinograms
Released
Wide Representation for Educational's
News
CUPER-KINOGRAMS, under its
^ first release through Educational exchanges, was shown in
every atreprincipal
motion
thein New York
City,picture
according
to announcement by the distributors. Practically an equal showing
was made in every principal city
in the country, while it is said that
almost every important circuit of
theatres was represented among the
first showings.
So great was the demand for the
initial issue of super Kinograms.
which took over the product of
Gaumont News and will absorb another news weekly on March 1 that
exactly double the number of prints
that were originally estimated were
sent out from the New York laboratories Friday evening. Every
theatre as far west as Omaha had
copies for Sunday showings.
Stress has been placed on service
by Educational's
forcesattention
in selling these picturesfield
calling
to the fact that the organization is
the sole specialist in one and tworeel pictures and that exhibitors are
familiar with the attention that is
given in seeing that such pictures
reach them well on time and in the
proper condition.
The first issue of super-Kinograms contains exclusive pictures
of the Roumanian royal family on
a state visit to an ancient shrine,
the first pictures of them since the
close of the war to reach this country :striking views of the great fire
at New Haven: scenes in Washington and California showing the
railroads fighting the hcav\- snows:
pictures of the moving of the Hardirgs from the home they occupied
when he was a mere Senator, to
the White House with Mrs. Harding superintending the work and
the Harding cook posing for the
camera; striking views from the

Weekly Release
top of the Queensboro Bridge
showing the traiific across the East
River; testing the biggest of lighthouses at Navesink, N. J. ; photos
of a Siamese Prince who is here to
follow his study of bugs; views of
a ceremony at Chicago in which
Miss Van Gordon becomes a member of the Sioux tribe of Indians;
some
picturesof ofHaiti
war; and,
vetterans striking
in the wilds
finally, the latest pictures of President-elect Harding enjoying himself on his houseboat cruise in
Florida.
• .,f
Kinograms is to be released twice
weekly — Sunday and Thursdays. -

Raymond Bloomer, who played opposite
Mary Pickford in her latest United Artist picture, " The Love Light "
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CINCINNATI
Motion Ohio
Picture
of The
Southern
held Exhibitors'
a two-day League
session
on the ballroom floor of the Hotel Gibson Wednesday and Thursday, January
26 and 27. This was the first general
held by last
the October.
organization since
itmeeting
was launched
Telegram invitations were sent to all
exhibitors in Southern
motion
Ohio to picture
attend the meeting.
Incorporation
papers
were Street
filed inLyric
C9lumbus
recently by
the Vine
Theatre Company, which has takenof over
the
the Lyric theatre building, one
oldest legitimate theatres m the^
city.
$250,000
The company is capitalized at
Jackson
by I. W. McMahan, JeromeholdM. the
conwho
and Frank W. Huss,
enterprise.
new
the
in
trolling interests
AmuseHeuck
the
of
lease
The present
ment Company does not expire until next
continue
theatre willattractions
and the theatrical
September,
to house
until
that Shubert
time.
.
d,
I. W. McMahan, when interviewe
policy had
stated that while a definite
not been decided upon for the theatre,
it will positively be operated by the
newly organized company as a motion
of an exAll rumors Shubert
theatre.
picture tension
inof the lease to theconcerns
are
terests, or other outsided.
groundless he sai
.
While it is impossible to sec^ure definite
ruis
it
deal,
the
information regardingholders paid approximored that the new
mately $800,000 in defeating the Shubert
interests in a deal for the playhouse.
Comi Lyric Theatre
When the Cincinnat
n of the Vine
pany acquired itpossessio
the
that
d
understoo
street property was
realty was $680,000,
paid for
price
since which
timethethe owners are said to
have refused a profit of approximately
$100,000 on their purchase.
INDIANAPOLIS

George Beban was at the Circle in
person this week with " One Man in a
Million."
Richard
and atHenry
Stegmeier,
etors of a cafe
17 North
Illinois propristreet,
announced last week that they will raze
their building and erect a $175,000structure
photoplay house on its site. The
will seat 1,200 and the Central Amusement Isis
Company,andcontrollers
of the
harabra,
Lyric, will
be Althe
lessee, it is said.
SOUTH
CAROLINA
" Checkers,"
W. Blossom's
sensational racing Henry
story, will
not be shovyn
on the screens of motion picture theatres
of High Point, N. C. This famous picture was banned
by Association,
the Highbefore
Point which
Parent-Teacher
body the
shownThe
on the
noon of picture
Januarywas28th.
film afterwas
scheduled to be shown at the high school
auditorium in the evening, but the association forbade its appearance upon the
recommendation
of itsof censorship
committee. The action
the association
aroused state-wide discussion.
Fire gutted the Piedmont motion picture theatre at Concord, N. C, on January 27th,of entailing
of several
thousands
dollars toa thelossowner,
C. M.
Isenhour. The flames originated in an
office next door to the theatre and spread

rapidly. All the interior of the theatre,
including the scats, was completely destroyed. The loss Itwasis practically
ered by insurance.
understood covthat
the theatre will be restored as rapidly
as possible.
The Universal motion picture theatre,
Lenoir, N. C, has closed a contract for
a $4,000
Thistheorchestra
carries withorchestra.
it music of
piano, pipe
organ,
bass
and
snare
drums,
violin,
etc.
It will be installed within about two
weeks, it has been announced by Manager Hanks of the Universal theatre.
The Norma Talmadge Company will
be in Asheville, N. C, soon, according
to letters received by the Asheville Board
of Trade. Preparations are now under
way to place all roads in that section
of the Tar Heel State in prime condition.
N. F. Friend, Miss Virginia Friend and
Earl W. Rossman, of Famous Players,
have been at Esmeralda and Chimney
Rock., N. C, taking scenic movies in
the Gap and near Asheville for the past
two weeks. Films were made around
Wander Trail, Sunset Mountain and
Grove Park Inn, places of noted scenic
beauty in Western North Carolina.
DETROIT
The Majestic theatre has changed its
policy and is now offering two complete
programs each week.
. Herb Weil, of Port Huron, has sold
the Family theatre there and also has
leased the Majestic theatre to W. S.
Butterfield. Capt. Reid purchased the
Family. Mr. Weil will operate the Bijou
and American theatres and will open a
new one, the Maxine, in about a month.
Detroit Board of Exchange Managers
holds its annual banquet at the Detroit
Board of Commerce on Friday evening,
January 28.
An employment bureau for managers,
cashiers and operators is now under way
at
the officesinofthetheHotel
Michigan
Association
Tuller.Exhibitors'
The Maceo Amusement Co. of Tarnpa,
Florida, have applied for a charter. The
new company will take over the present
Maceo theatre, and build a new house.
The cerscapital
is $150,000.
offiare : H. stock
A. Wade,
president The
; Frank
H. Young, vice-president, and Chas. A.
Sappal, secretary and treasurer. Mr.
Sappal is now operating the Maceo and
it has been very successful under his
management.
Dunedin, Fla., has a new theatre,
called the Di.xie. It was built by the
Dunedin limprovement Co., and leased
to Mr. H. Pitman, who operates the
Royal theatre at Clearwater, Fla.
ST.

LOUIS

William A. Shalit, recently appointed
sales manager of the new St. Louis office
for United Artists, has located his headquarters at 3531 Olive street, the center
of exchange activities. Shalit has just
returned from a successful trip through
Missouri
and reports
that conditions are
more
favorable
than ever.
Harry D. Buckley, former manager of
the Columbia theatre, St. Louis, and
until recently in charge of the Kansas
City office for United Artists, spent severalatorydaysto settlement
in this cityinthis
prepar-as
Los week
Angeles
representative of the same organization.
Manager Hill of Associated Producers'

exchange has settled in his new quarters
on
row. Hill's
officeLouis
is oneandof part
the
mostfilmpretentious
in St.
of the space is being shared with the
Pioneer
Leonard. Film company in charge of Tom

The new motion picture theatre on
West -Main street, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
which has been generally known as the
Cooper theatre, has been renamed the
Criterion, according to reports of its
manager, Mr. C. C. McCollhouse. Good
businesshoma City
is theatres.
the report in all the Okla-

Walter D. Shafer, manager of the William Fox Liberty, has been informed of
a proposed transfer to the managership
Mr. C.
purof the William Fox Washington theatre
chased theS.newShapmon
Princess Timlin
theatre has
at Freein Detroit. Harry McDonald, who is port and left last Monday to take complete charge of the management of the
managing the Detroit house, is scheduled
to take charge of the Liberty. The theatre, which is the only picture theatre
in the town of 4,000 population.
change
will
take
place
about
the
fifteenth
of next month.
The corporation charter for the Dixie
Film Company of Oklahoma City. Okla.,
Virginiastar,
Corbiri,
Wednesday under capjuvenile
is intheSt.eight-year-old
Louis and Fox
will was granteditalization oflast
$5,000 by Mr. Joe Morries,
make
personal She
appearances
at severalby
local houses.
is accompanied
of state.
her mother and will tour the East before secretary
the company
are as 'The
followsnew: B.officers
H. An-of
returning to Hollywood.
H. Hollan
Walter City.
Benson, all derson,
of W.whom
are ofand
Oklahoma
Mr. C. J. Doerr has just purchased
the Ideal theatre at Kerens, Texas, and
SOUTHWEST
•will in the future operate it for the colored people of this place. Good business
is expected.
The Oklahoma newspapers do not like
the proposed
theatre tax They
fostered by the increased
national treasury.
NORTHERN
the
proposed
tax
would
destroy
business
claim that outside of a few large cities
and defeat its own purpose. In addition
NEW
YORK
to the ticket-tax, the motion picture
house,
if
the
secretary's
recommendations
are carried out, must sustain a surtax on
C. manager
J. Trowbridge,
films.
of Unitedassistant
Artists, general
left for
W. M. Weeks is erecting a new movie sales
Xew
York
last
Monday
after spending
house at Stephensville, Texas.
several weeks at the Buffalo exchange,
recently opened in the Nu-Art office,
J. tion
B. picture
Wilson
is building
theatre
at Clifton,a new
Texas.mo- under the management of P. H. Smith.
announces the closing of conThe picture show owned by Sparks & Mr. Smith
tractsofwith the
Shea's
for the
nextHippodrome
Fairbanks picture,
Connor at Marquez, Texas, was destroyed showing
by fire last week. No insurance covers ■■ The Nut," and " Through the Back
the loss sustained.
Door." the new Pickford production. The
Regent,town, Elmira
; Wintergarden,
and Regent,
Rochester, haveJamesalso
O. R. Xarroll's motion picture theatre
was destroyed by fire at Valera, Texas, in
these has
productions.
Mozart
Jamestown
been signed"The
up 100
per
last week. No insurance covers the booked
property destroyed.
cent on the L'nited Artists' product.
.■Vndrew Zuccaro, owner of the Queen
The Realart
franchise according
army is tocon-an
at Fort Worth, Texas, has purchased
stantly on the increase,
ground on Main street at Fort Worth, announcement by Harry E. Lotz, manand will erect a modern theatre in the
ager ofturned
thefrom Buffalo
office, whowhere
has re-he
near future, costing approximatelv
Mount Clemens,
went
to
take
the
rest
cure.
Among
recent additions to the franchise holders
$25,000.
The new Alcove theatre, owned by are the Gem, Delavan ; Family, Leroy ;
Lee Acuff, at Stamford, Texas, will open Family. Caledonia ; Strand, Brockport ;
in the near future.
Temple,
; Elk.George
Buffalo, andAlbion
Family,; Park,
Mount Avon
Morris.
R. L. Moore has purchased the opera Schaefer. formerly with Pathe in New
house at Veman, Texas, from Duke & York, has joined the local Realart sales
F. B. Smith, another Realart salesBarry. J. A. Crow will be the new man- staff. man,
was taken ill in Canaseraga last
week,
but has recovered and is now on
ager.
J.
M.
Sayeg
is
building
a
new
motion
the job again. Mr. Lotz looks like a
picture theatre at Ennis, Texas.
new man since his return from the mountains and anyone not a Realart franchise
Floyd T. Kennedy has purchased an in- holder had better look out.
Texas. terest in the Crystal theatre at Colorado,
Bob Wallner, formerly with Paramount
in New York, has come to Buffalo to
The Crazy theatre at Mineral Wells, join
Gardiner company, with which
Texas, is being remodelled and made outfit the
he was formerly associated. E. F.
strictly up-to-date.
Callahan,
formerly
the Buffalo Special
Picturesmanager
companyof exchange
\ deal was made last week whereby
R. L. Rudell of the Dixie theatre takes and more recently with C. A. Taylor,
handling
Revolt,"to inBuffalo
New
city," Ire'and
has also inreturned
over theOkla.
Wynola
theatreextensive
at Wy- York
nona,
Mr. (Lewis')
Rudell plans
to join up with the Gardiner sales force.
improvements in the house.
Richard C. Fox, former manager of the
Buffalo Famous Players exchange and
The Palace theatre at Hugo, Okla., was now
of the Select office in St.
damagedat bv$4,000.
fire last week. Loss Louis,manager
isbadly
estimated
on sales
his way
to Buffalo
to becomeisgeneral
manager
for Gardiner
Pictures.
Inc.
The
Dempsey-Brennan
Pierrement ofLevy
will assume the
the Hippodrome
and managePalace fight pictures are being handled by this
theatres at Fort Worth, Texas, but will exchange and are going over big. They
act in an advisory capacity only. Harold have just closed a week run at the Empire. Buffalo.
Gould, manager of the Hippodrome, and
Ray Whitfield of the Palace will confer
E. T. Gomersal!. manager of the Fox
with Mr. Levy over matters that come
up frommerlytime
to time.
Mr. the
LevyStrand
for- exchange, has been elected president of
owned and
operated
Buffalo
Exchange
.Association, succeeding
Fred Manacers'
M. Zimmerman,
and
Hippodrome
theatres. HeCompany
sold botha the
resigned. The exchange managers held
to the
United Amusement
short time ago.
a meeting Monday, January 24.
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GOLDWYN

UNIVERSAL
R. H. Cochrane arrived at Los
Angeles on Monday of this week.
Carl Laemmle is expected to reach
here on Thursday. The Universal
executives will tind the greatest
number of companies operating at
Universal City in the last two
years. Twenty-three units are actively engaged in the production ot
new pictures under the supervision
of Irvine G. Thalburg. This marks
the first visit of Mr. Cochrane since
1918.
The title " Blood Brother to the
Pines." has been changed to The
Magnificent
Brute."
production stars Frank
MayoThisunder
the
direction of Robert Thornby.
Dorothy
male lead.Devore is playing the fe-

Goldwyn has purchased the picwrittenture by
Yezierska.
The
rightsAnzia
to "Hungry
Hearts'"
author has arrived at the Goldwyn
studios on the Coast to assist in
the
adaptation of her work for the
screen.
Mary Roberts Rinthart has returned to her home in Pittsburg,
Pa., and is accompanied by Frank
Dazey and Agnes Johnson who
will collaborate with her on her
new original screen story.
Recent additions to the cast of
' Made in Heaven," starring Tom
Moore, include Al Filson, Freeman
Wood, Charles Eldridge, Rene
Adoree,
recting. John Cossar and Fronzie
Gunn. Victor Schertzinger is di-

The title of ''A Kentucky Cinderella," byHopkinson Smith, has
been changed to " Li'l Miss Alerr} dew." Gladys Walton is starred in
this production, under the direction
of Harry Harris.
Herbert Heyes has been engaged
to play the male lead in " The Dangerous Aloment," starring Carmel
Myers, under the direction of Marcel De Sano. George Rigas is playing the "heavy.". Smoke Turner
will appear as a Bolshevist. ■
The cast for " Patches," starring
■' Breezy cludes
" Eason,
aged four,
Gertrude Olmstead,
L. inC.
Shumway and Molly Shaefer
Reeves Eason is directing.
Subjects recently completed include: "The Girl and the Goose,"
starring E\a Novak, under the direction of Fred Granville; "Three
at the Table," starring Edith Roberts, under the direction of William Worthington ; " The Bobbed
Squab,"
under the starring
direction Gladys
of RollinWalton
Sturgeon. Art Accord has completed
the filming of his two-reel WestRanch and
Romeo,"
with now
Bill
Craftern, "The
directing,
he will
play in a Western serial. Lyons
and Moran have completed " Bootlegging." Production work has
been completed on " Dotty's Dire
Dilemma,"
Dorothy
Wolbert,
under featuring
the direction
of William
Beaudine. Jacques Jaccard has
completed "There Was a Pal," a
short Western subject, featuring
Leonard Clappan, with Dixie Lamont in a leading role. Edward
Laemmle has completed " Lighinin'
Perrin,Ferguson,"
with Louise featuring
Lorrain inJack
the
leading female role.

E. Mason
and producing
the members of theHopper
company,
" The Bridal Path," are at present
at Santa Barbara, filming exteriors
for the production. Andrew Robson has been added to the cast.
The company producing " The
Night Rose " under the direction
of
Wallace Worsley is now in San
Francisco.

A dramatic IVillat
scene from
" Partners
of the
a fortlicoiiiiiuj
production
for IV.
W. Tide"
Hodkinson
release Irivin I'.
cast include Rex Cherr\man,
.Vrthur Hoyt, Zeffie l illbury, Ruth
.Miller and Consuello Flowcrton.
The last
"Follies"lastgirl
arrived innamed
Los Angeles
week.
Ray Smalhvood will direct the picture.

Bayard Veiller has selected "Barber John's Boy," written by Ben
Ames Williams, as the next starring \ehicle for Garcth Hughes.
George Elwood Jenks is writing the
continuity for this production.
Director Wcslc}' Ruggles and
the members of his company are
at present at Flagstaff, Arizona,
filming snow exteriors for " Unchartered Seas," based on a story
by John Fleming Wilson. Alice
Lake is the star.
Doraldina has left for the East
to appear personally in connection
with the presentation of her picture, "Passion Fruit."
May Allison's next production is
titled " Dated." Al Roscoe plaj s
the male lead, and Frank Elliott,
Stanely Goethals, child role,
Irene Hunt and James Atherton are
in the cast. The continuitv is being prepared by Mollie Parro.
The following changes in titles
have been announced : " The Little
Lady of the Big House," based on
Jack London's novel, has been
named " The Little Fool." " IMother
Love," starring Alice Lake, has
been changed to " The Greater
Claim.'' May Allison's " Are Wives
to Blame," written by Ben .^mes
Williams, has been titled " ExMETRO
travagance."
T. Daniel Fawley, who has been
a
stage producer for twenty-five
Viola Dana has renewed her conyears,
has been
for Metro's
tract with Metro for a year. The directorial
staff engaged
by Bayard
Veiller.
actress has left for New York on
Some
of
Mr.
Fawley's
past
produca vacation trip, after completing
tions include " East is West,"
"Home Stuff."
" Polly With a Past," " Lightning,"
Nazimova's " Camille " will be and " The Brat."
presented as a modern production
Nelson MacDowell was engaged
with present-day costumes. Rodolph for an important part in Viola
Valentine will play the role of Dana's " Home Stuff."
Armand.
Other members of the
Malcolm Saint Clair, the former

-Mack Sennet director and comedian, has been engaged to alternate with Eddie Cline in the making of Buster Keaton comedies.
Saint Clair is now directing "The
Goat " with Virginia Fox in the
female lead and Joe Roberts in the
"heavy" role. This subject conBuster Keaton's
year's
series ofcludeseight
pictures first
for Metro.

The unit engaged in the filming
of "An Unwilling Hero," starring
Will Rogers, has arrived in Los
.Angeles from New Orleans.
The following subjects are at
present in production: "The Old
Nest " by Rupert Hughes, Reginald
Barker
directing;
and Frank
" The Alibi"
by
Charles
Kenyon,
Lloyd
directing.

BRUNTON
FIRST
The Robert Brunton Studio
1-as effected a banking connection
thus enabling the studio to give
financial aid to reliable picture producers. ^L C. Levee, vice president and business manager, who
is at present in New York, negotiated the contracts.
Director Edward Sloman has
completed the production of " The
Other Woman " for J. L. Frothingham. The picture is based on
a story written by Xora Davis and
is scheduled for release by Hodkinson. The cast includes Jerome
Patrick, Helen Eddy, Jane Novak,
William Conklin, Lincoln Plumcr
and Frankic Lee.
J. L. Frothingham will next
make Peter B. Kyne's story, " A
Ten Dollar
which William B. AfongRaise,"
will beinfeatured.
The Irving Lesser production,
" Peck's Bad Boy," in which Jackie
Coogan is starred, was completed
on Saturday of last week. Sam
Woods directed the picture. No
releasing arrangements have been
made as yet.
T. Hayes Hunter is continuing
the production of " A Light in the
Clearing" for the Dial Film ComThe Brunton organization is
pany.
completing the titling and editing
of the Ruth Roland serial for
Pathe release, entitled " The Avenging Arrow."

NATIONAL
Louis B. Fear"
Mayer's production,
"Invisible
by Hampton
Del Ruth is now under way with
Anita Stewart in the stellar role.
Edwin Carewe is the director. The
cast includes Walter McGrail, Allen Forrest, Ogden Crane, Estelle
Evans, Hamiljton Morse, George
Kuwa and Edward Hunt.
Production work is progressing
on the ninth Katherine McDonald
release, by" Stranger
Than Fiction,"
written
Charles Richmond.
The
continuitx is by Albert Lcvino. The
cast includes David Winter, Wesley Barry, James M. Dumont, Tom
McGuire, Edward Burns and Harry O'Connor.
The
Sylvia Breamer contract
with Sidney Franklin has expired
after the duration of a year.
John M. Stahl will direct Terry
N.
Vekroff, starring in " Muffled
Drums,"
which is to be procluced
by Louis B. Mayer.
Final studio run of " The Sky
Pilot," the first Catherine Curtis
screen production for First National made by King Vidor was
shown Monday evening, January 24,
to Associated First National representative Sol Lesser, and the following day editing print and negative was shipped East. Mr. Lesser
expressed himself as more than
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pleased with the production. All
star cast for this subject includes
Colleen Moore, David Butler, John
Bowers, Kathleen Kirkham, Donald
McDonald, James Corrigan, and
Harry Todd.
VITAGRAPH
William Duncan and Edith Johnston have completed their current
\^itagraph serial, " Fighting Fate."
" Three Sevens," which was made
under the direction of Chester Bennett, has been shipped East.
The Joe Ryan Company, which
is filming
Riders,"
back
from"The
San Purple
Francisco,
whereis
Chintown scenes were made for the
production.
Director David Smith has two
vv'-ks' more work on " Loot of the
Night,"
starring
Earlopposite
Williams.
Elinor Fair
is playing
Mr.
Williams in this picture.
SPECIAL
PICTURES
The given
title, " toCaught
in a Cafe,"
has
been
the Reggie
Morris
comedy. The picture was completed on Monday of this week.
The principal parts are taken by
Charlotte Merriam, Margaret Cullington and Eddie Baker. The production will be released February
20.
" The Vici Kid," featuring Chester Conklin and directed by Harry
Edwards, has been completed. The
release date is set for February 27.

Our Motto: All the Mews,
Hi Abram's gone East.
We heard a lot about Censorship.
Fred Quimby is still in
town.
Von Stroheim's home from
Monterey.
Wesley Barry is in New
Orleans.
Not a new merger suggested this week.
Alexander
Alt is back from
the East.
Now we are told that Lew
Cody is not a male vamp.
That new subdivision is to
be named Moroscotown.
Larry Semon has finished
" The Hick," poor fellow.
Will Rogers is to appear as
Romeo in a scene from Romeo
and Juliet.
Carmel Meyers is to wear
fashionable clothes in " The
Dangerous
Moment."
Tom Meighan
is to go back
to New York as soon as he
finishes " White and UnmarGovernor has promised to
give the protest against cenried." sorship a " careful consideraSnowy Baker has had his
famous
horse " Boomtion." erangArabian
" shipped to him from
Australia.
Bill Duncan has been
weathering the Pacific for

twoit weeks,
as
were. " Fighting Fate,"
Lois Wilson has gone to
New York to see what the
people and papers say about
her pictures.
Bob Thornby writes from
the Yosemite that the landslide killed his lightning effect
machine.
Mabel Normand sent the
speedson andcopforafter
a halfHugh
a dayThompHugh
thought he was pinched.
The Mathie Brewing Company advertised his fixtures
for sale — if that means anything to any home brewer.
Bob Cochrane's coming West
on hisis bi-annual
In fact
he
going totrip.
accompany
Carl Laemmle.
Vic Schertzinger has been
trying to perfect a manner of
the " Milky
ausinglocation
for "Way
Made" forin
Howard Hickman gives us
the
information that a syndiHeaven."
cate of spiritualists to cure
the desire of young people for
jazzOldmusic.
Triangle
which Lon
ChaneyPictures
appearedin
are now being shown, and according to the advertising.
Star
Lon
Chaney."
Harry Brand,
Buster Keaton's are
publicity
man,
actors
born, not
made,claims
and

inal photoplay, written by Miss
Bradley King. This is described as
a mystery story in which a husband
is called upon as public defender to
act as attorney for his wife charged
with murder. Mahlon Hamilton
appears in the role of the husband
attorney, and other principals of
the all-star cast arc Joseph Kilgore,
Ruth Stonehouse, Mcrrium Cooper,
and Claire DuBray.

if it's News, When it's New
He is a haired
newcrank,brand
longand ofHokum
Hokum
agrees with him with- would like
to publish his
out qualification.
Helene Chadwick claims the
title of the picture in which picture.
Page advertisements of Union
she is appearing at present as Film
Company and Realcraft
leading woman should be Pictures
Corporation were
changed to read " Maid in placed opposite one another
in the Christmas issue of
Joe with
Jacksona column
comes out
this Motion Picture News. No
week
headed,
until that time.
" I Knew Him When," but negotiations
On that date they started and
this
publication prints no such the
Heaven."
Union
is
now to release
stuff as might be termed lia- through Realart.
Advertising
blist.
Harry Caufield is positive
The
Metro
publicity
departthat
Too Much
Pep "making,
which
Max " Linder
is now
continues to receive fan
will be the greatest comedy lettersmentasking
for the photograph of Miss
ever,
here's hoping
it will.to pays.
Fordand Sterling
is going
but Lillian
Way Lillian
being Way,
only
try and wintographerlaurels
as
a
phoa
street
has
not
and is making a with the numerous compliea
requests.
number of pictures of Rose- Ray Leek is having photomary
Theby,
which
will
be
graphs
made
of
the
street
exhibited in New York and post, which are to be sent sign
out
abroad, we are told.
answer to future requests.
George Loan Tucker is in Mrs.
Lillian
Grant,
53
Grey
shortly to return from Europe,
and here we never knew that street, Boston, wanted to
he had gone to Europe, so we know the whereabouts of
Hugo Hamlin and Gweldlyn
apologize to our readers for Hamlin,
so she wrote a letter
not giving them this bit of
news.
addressed to " Motion Picttire
The
Blue
Sunday
fanatic
Information,
California,"
was at work at Pasadena this Mr.
U. S. Mail
brought and
the
week and wanting to be fair letter to Hokum's sanctum,
insisted upon closing churches,
so Hokum's editor will
carlines, light plants and and
write asiredletter
givingOldthe man
deinformation.
everything else at the same Mail
knows a thing or two.
time they closed the theatres.

twenty-six single reel subjects annually, and the Vanity Fair Girls
Comedies directed by Bruce Gordon, numbering twenty-six single
Mayme Kelso, Robert Brown and
reels each j'ear.
Little " Mickey " Moore have been
Future activities provide for the
added to the cast of " The Lost
revival of created
the "Lonesome
Romance,"
an
original
story
for
character
by Harold Luke"
Lloyd
the screen written by Edward
under
the
direction
of Hal Roach
Knoblock and scenariozed by Olga
when he did his first picture work.
Printzlau. William deMille is diGaylor Lloyd, who is the exact
recting.
image of his brother Harold in the
Allan Hale, Fred Huntley, Truly
Lonesome Luke make-up, and who
Shattuck, Harry Duffield, Charles
ROACH
has had considerable screen exOgle, Mabel VanBuren, John Herdperience, will be featured in the
man and William Boyd have been
new series. It is probable that Alf
The
Hal
Roach
Studio
at
Culadded to the cast of " The Money
Calif., already one of the Goulding will take the directorship
Master," a George Melford produc- largever City,
and
economically complete of this Companj- and another comtion of Gilbert Parker's novel. The
engaged to continue with the
principal roles are played by Jane producing plants of the West Coast Snub edyPollard
series.
Kirkwood, Alice Hollister and Ann is to be materially increased to
fifth unit to begin work at
Forrest.
make possible additional produc- theTheRoach
Studio will be that
The members of the cast arc now
tion work and give more comforts
headed by Ruth Roland for the
to
producing
staff,
accordingi
to
being selected for "the Great Momaking of serials for Pathe.
ment," written by Elinor Glynn. plans perfected and now being carAt the present time the Harold
ried out under the prcsonal direcAlonte Katterjohn wrote the contion
of
Hal
Roach.
Lloyd
Company has two productinuity. Gloria Swanson is the
Contract has been let by Mr.
star.
tions
completed,
" Xow consisting
or Never of"
is a railroad
comedy
•Subjects now in production in- Roach to the Milwaukee Building three reels which will be released
clude "White and Unmarried," Company for the erection of an in February and at the Studio is
starring Thomas Meighan under the inclosed stage, 100x200 feet, and considered
the greatest comedj^ of
direction of Tom Forman ; and the building of another frame
structure which will become the Ll.Nod's career, containing as it
"Crazy to Marry" starring Roscoe Green Room for the players and does the greatest number of .smart
.'Krbuckle, under the direction of
Cafe for the entire working forces
James Cruze.
New Film Firms on
of the Studio which will shortly
Cecil deMille has completed pro- number
more than three hundred
duction work on "The Affairs of
West Coast
persons.
Anatol."
The additional stage space will
Los Angeles, Calif. — Joe
be needed by March 1st when the
Rock Productions,
Inc. —$L000;
Capitalization subscribed,
producing activities at this plant
ASSOCIATED
will be doubled. In addition to the
Joe Rock, Albert Leighton,
PRODUCERS
Harold
Lloyd
Comedies
made
unMurray
Sinberg, Edna Turder the direction of Hal Roach
ner, Notary.
and numbering eight a year, the
Bell, Calif.— Unique Films,
The J. Parker Reed organization productions made there will be the
Inc.,
Hobart Bldg.; will
erect studio.
:s completing a Louise Glaum sub- Harry Snub Pollard Comedies directed
by
Alf
Goulding,
numbering
ject, "I Am the Woman," an origLASKY

" gags " in proportion to the footage, than
previously
com-is
edies.any
The cast
for thismade
subject
uniformly strong and the comedy
contains a story of unusual merit.
is now anworking
" Ain't
it Lloyds
the Truth,"
Englishon hunting
story, ment
andha^ complied
the Scenario
Departa domestic
comedy with an elopement titled
"I'll Tell the World."
HERE

AND
THERE

J. J. Goodstein, exhibitor and
film exchange man with theatre interests at Philadelphia and film exchanges at Denver and Salt Lake,
is in Los .\ngeles visiting Studios
and other institutions of the industr\-. While here he spent considerable time at the Robert-Morton
Pipe Organ factory at Van Xuys,
and it is probable he will install instruments from this plant in several of his theatres.
Doris Baker, who is considering
several proposals for engagements
in New York after five years in
films on the Coast, is on her way
East, den
andWedding
after anniversary
attending theof Golher
grandparents at Baltimore will go
to New York.
Irving Lesser arrived on the
Coast from New York on Saturday of last week after concluding
the arrangements for the release
of George Beban's "One Man in a
Million," through Robertson-Cole
and completing preparations for
Mr. Beban's personal appearance
tour throughout the country.
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ABOUT
DIRECTORS

GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD, is
Hearing the completion of his
fifth picture starring Elaine Hamly,"
merstcin, " The Gilded Butterf
which will follow the promised release of "The Girl From Nowhere." In addition to the Hammersleiii pictures, during the last
year, Mr. Archainbaud directed
one of the most successful Eugene
O'Brien pict-ures, "The Wonderful
," and "Tearle.
Marooned Hearts,"
Chance
with Conway
1 [. Griffith,
of the young<-stI*. and
busiest one
directors
in the
(icld, who recently completed
" Scrambled Wives," with Marguerite Clark, Florence Evelyn Martin
and other prominent players in the
Raye Dean, who will appear opposite
cast, has been signed to direct a Bert
Lytell in " The Message from
picture for Famous-Players. Mr.
Mars," and in Madonnas and Men "
Griffith, sojourning in Canada, on
Goulding, who is among our most
a mid-winler vacation, had been ap- successful
scenarists, and who
proached for the engagement before leaving, but negotiations had adapted " The Devil," as the starring vehicle for George Arliss, has,
been completed. He was re<|iu>sled by wire to make an imme- no doubt compiled a story with all
diate return, and the contract, the interest the title implies. Marthrough the offices of Edward
guerite Clayton and William Russell will be seen in the leading
Small, was closed.
roles.
Kol)ert Ellis, who, in the midst
The President of the Motion
of a picture was interrupted by
the illness of the star, Owen Picture Directors' Association, Los
Moore, hopes to renew upon the Angeles Lodge, received an acknowledgment of a protest against
l)iclnre at an early date, Mr.
Moore, being reported as much the proposed film censorship, from
Governor Stephens, of California,
improved.
who has promised to give the proCharles Maigne has commenced
test registered careful considerawork upon his next picture for tion.
On
behalf of the directors, a
I'"amons-Players,
with Alice Brady telegram
as
ihe star.
was sent the governor,
Al a recent meeting of the Na- contending that the screen has the
tional Board of Reviews, among same right as the press to the constitutional guarantee of free speech.
speakers who were called upon to
illnslralc (he director's side of the Censorship, according to Reginald
censorship question, was George Barker, Director, would violate
B. Scilz, whose youth is not against that guarantee. The telegram sent,
him ill the matter of production, read as follows :
" I understand a bill to establish
direction, acting or even speechmaking.
a State Board of film censorship
wall be submitted to you. In opinion of myself and colleagues, the
Jerome Storm will direct Katherine MacDonald ! A bit of screen as an instrument of entertainment, education and expression
good news. A contract for Mr.
Storm's services, negotiated is governed by the same rights and
through Arthur H. Jacobs, with responsibilities that fall on the
B. P. Schulbcrg, closed the deal.
And at the conclusion of the first press.
" The most important right is
picltire, it is expected more inter- that of freedom of speech, guaranteed by the first amendment to the
esting newsinregarding
Storm's constitution
affiliations
a similarMr.connection
of this republic. The
are to be announced.
most important responsibility is
that of safe-guarding the morals
Samuel R. Bradley, responsible of the people by offering clean
clean pictures. Violafor " Endearing Young Charms," readingtions ofand
decency by screen or press
" Women Men Love " and " The
House Without Children," has are already punishable under police
completed filming of a story from power. Further than that, the right
tic pen of Edmund Goulding, en- of free expression cannot any more
titled Dangerous
"
Toys." Mr. constitutionally be abridged by a
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LILLIAN
censorship of the screen than it
canClose-up
by a censorship
of thedigesting
press."
of Governor
contents of telegram and deciding
to act favorably upon the appeal !
" Lesson in Love " will be the
title of the Chet Withey production
starring Constance Talmadge,
adapted
fromsupplied
Douglas
Murry's
story, which
the working
title for the Withey film, " The
Man from Toronto." Following
closely
the studying
" Lessons,"
Talmadgeupon
started
her Miss
role
in " Wedding Bells," second Chet
Withey productions with the
young rison
First
National
star.asHarFord will
be seen
the
masculine subject of escape from a
loveless and bigamous marriage,
while the cast indicates the Withey
power of casting, William Roselle,
James Harrison, Emily Chichester, Ida Darling, Dallas Wellford
and Polly Vann.

GALE

|
||
|
|

Montagu
Love, screen
temporarily devotingto
his well the
known
legitimate personality,
stage
Alice Calhoun,
in
" Princess

Eulalie Jensen, playing a leading
role in the all-star David G. Fisher
special "In the Shadow of the
Dome," shortly to be released, was
first considered too young for (he
In Marshall Neilan's current pro- part of Raimunda, in the picture
Jones."
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
,
Bob
"
Hampton
of
Placer,"
which includes the Custer massacre version
of " The Passion Flower,"
and which requires the largest starring Norma Talmadge. Miss
number of people ever emloyed by Jensen, in the role enacted upon
Neilan, the part of Custer is played the legitimate stage by Nance
by Dwight Crittenden, who hap- O'Neil, is, in the play, the mollier
pens to be a nephew of the late of Miss Talmadge, and while il reexactly her qualifications,
Captain J. J. Crittenden, a member otherwise,quiredHerbert
Brenon opinecl
of Custer's staff who shared his the flattering news
that she
tragic death in the massacre.
looked too young. Thereupon,
Miss Jensen, with characlerislic
assiduous care and skill, applied
a
ten cent piece upon the make up
ABOUT
under
her eyes, bringing vivid rePLAYERS
lief shadows, and adding suCficicnl
years to satisfy the director. it
is guaranteed by the artist herself,
others who know, that this is
LITTLE JACKIE COOGAN, and
no
dime novel storv.
star of " Peck's Bad Boy " now
being completed on the coast by
Irving Lesser, came near having a
Lucy Cotton, states George I .
second serious accident this week Clarke, ex-juvenile man and present
artists' personal representative, has
duringroad the
scenes filming
for the of
Pecksome
film. rail- been placed under a term contract
Director. Sam Wood placed by Metro Pictures Corporation.
Jackie and Wheeler Oakman upon Miss Cotton recently appeared opa small gasoline hand-car which
posite Bert Lytell in "The Miswas supposed to be smashed into
leading LadyJ' and will appear opby a locomotive with its occupants
posite the same popular Metro
star in the forthcoming production
jumping in the nick of time.
When Oakman and young Coo- of "The Man Who." And opposite
gan were within sixty j-ards of the Miss
GeorgeCotton
Arliss
in honors
"The Devil,
shared
in its
engine, Jackie discovered he had
caught his shoe between the small phenomenal success.
rail on the seat of the car. Oakman realizing the immediate danRod La Rocque is featured in
ger, threw on the brakes and de- the leading male role of " Pa> ing
railed the car just
the oncoming
train.in time to escape" the Piper," a George Fitzmanriic
Realism is O. K. for films, ac- Paramount Special. Mr. La Koccording to Jackie and Oakman, but que has been playing upon the K usome times its a bit too real.
with but
Alicedeclares
Bradx- ho
in
"itimate
Anna stage
Ascends,"
will
enjoy
motion
picture
work,
,
Vincent Coleman, yho played
'
the leading masculine role in w-ith the same old vigor.
" Good References," starring Constance Talmadge, has been engaged
James has
W. returned
Morrison,to after
six !.'
the east,
to play opposite Constance Binney months,
in " The Magic Cup." Mr. Colerrian will also shortly be seen with completed
from sunnywork
California,
be '
in four where
pictures.
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Robert Schable, who plays the
heavy lead in a big episode of Fox'
Miller
Addresses
the
" Blind Wives
has lead
just
completed
work" and
as thewhoheavy
in
" Without
Limit,"hasa not
George
D.
Board
of Review
Baker
production,
always
been the disliked third of the
screen triangle. For ten years,
what should lie or should not be
CHARLES
MILLER,
()f New York
Lodge Uirtct<;r
of Mo- portrayed on the screen are as diSchable was John Drew's stage dilion Picture Directors Assoverse and varied in character as the
rector, and acted in a similar capaciation, was called upon to present individuals who maintain them.
city for Ethel Barrymorc, Nazimova, Marie Doro, and others. to the National Board of Review We have endeavored to ascertain
Schable's drifting, into heavy leads assembled at the Hotel McAlpin, their standards but to no avail.
in motion pictures was an instan- for a conference on January 2yth,
" I am frank to say that without
taneous matter — George Fitzmau- the difiiculties encountered by the
suggestions and critirice, Charles Maigne, and other director of the motion picture. A the helpful
cisms of the National Board of
noted directors recognizing in him part of Mr. Miller's talk follows :
Review, the director's labors and
precisely the type to put the
" If one were
form an opinion problems would be greatly multipunch into the story. And for sev- from the helpfulto inspirin
plied, and in many cases might .go
g and ineral years, now, Schable has been
forming remarks of previous speak- for naught, and, for this reason, I
ers regarding the advancement and do not think there can be too close
doing
heavy
" act.
Among the
his "big
1920 punch
releases
are continued healthy growth of the
a relationship or frequent inter"On With The Dance," "-The Sto- Motion Picture Art, he must admit
of ideas
betweenAssociation
the Motion change
Picture
Directors
len Kiss," " The Romantic Adven- there is little of value to add. Our
turer," Blind
"
Wives," and others. art can be approached and discussed and the National Board of Re\icw.
from so many angles, it is difficult Our objects and ideals are the
In the midst of the wholesome to decide which to select in. the >ame.
We are both seeking conbrief time I hope to hold \our atsurrounding of a big ranch .near tention.
structively toadvance and develop
Bakersfield, Cal., Antonio Moreno
this newest of arts, which as a
is guiding the operations of a giant
" First of all, I want to thank the means of entertainment, an adjunct
farm tractor these days, with all National Board of Review person- to science, and a molder of public
the seriousness that he puts into
ally and as the' representative of opinion, is the most potent force
his Vitagraph features. He recent- the Motion Picture Directors Asso- \et disco\ered for impressing the
ciation, for their consistent co-op- minds of all who behold it.
ly finished " Three Sevens," and
eration and splendidly helpful and
" The formation of the Motion
while he had earnestly hoped, beconstructive
criticisms for the ad- Picture Directors' Association and
fore starting another picture that
\ancement
of
our
art
and
better
the record of accomplishment
he could wedge in a trip to Honolulu, it begins to look to Tony as motion pictures; in all essentials, since its organization, is one which
and aims of the Naif the element of time will not per- the objects
tional Board of Review and the every member can point to with
mit. All preliminary preparations
avenues of inhave been completed for starting Association, which I have the honor pride. The various
vestigations and research, the
means taken to minimize the many
his next production. In addition to represent, are identical.
to plowing and cultivating, Tony
" Your President has suggested abuses which have been and arc
is directing the construction of a that I speak upon the difficulties still prevalent, would be a subject
real Spanish hacienda on the ranch encountered by a Director. There for interesting discourse, but which
" Three Sevens " was shipped is no field of endeavor worth enter- T will not impose upon you at this
from the Pacific Coast to Vitaing; no feat worthy of accomplish- time. One thing I will say, howment ;no ambition worth achieving, e\er, that every lover of the mograph's
Brooklyn
studio.
tion picture may be sure of and.
Chester Bennett, who has done that is not fraught with difficulties. It is the going over the toj) that is, that any picture which is
so many excellent Vitagraph feaby a member of the Motures, directed Moreno in " Three of the barriers, and meeting and produced
tion Picture Association, whatever
the unforeseen obSevens," which was adapted from overcrowding
stacles
that
make
the
game
worth
nia.\' be its other faults, it will not
the novel by Perley Poore Sheehan.
playing. The greatest difficulty offend, it will be clean, and we
The theme is that no man is which the director has, however, hope that the National Board of
greater than the law.
is in trying to comply with the re- Review will call upon our organiThe star will make the most of
quirements and demands of the
zation for its fullest and most enhis rest on the Bakersfield ranch various Boards of Censors in the
thusiastic co-operation, which I asdifferent
States.
It
is
difficult,
if
sure you will be forthcoming, in
in real outdoor work preparing
himself for the next of the An- not impossible to make a picture all things that wiJl make for the
tonio Moreno features. His next today which will meet with the ap- betterment of the screen and the
will be a radical change from
proval of all those numerous Cen- fuller realization of the wonderful
sorship bodies whose opinions as to possibilities of the silent drama."
"toThree
it is
hoped
retainSevens,"
some ofbut the
members
of the ' Three Sevens " cast, which
is an exceptionally large and adequate one, including such well
The
Third
Timeknown players as Beatrice Burnham, Jean Calhoun, Thomas Jefferson Hector Sarno, Robert
The
Charm!
Mack, and others.
Norma and Constance Talmadge
have just signed an important contract with Lucien Lelong, one of
the best known couturiers in Paris
— whereby they agree to have Lelong furnish them with twelve
models per year. These will be
the very last word in ultra chic
advance styles, and will be introduced into America exclusively by
the Talmadges.
The exploitation possibilities resulting from this contract are unlimited, as the photographs of the
Talmadge sisters in these French
clothes are to be syndicated by the
Overseas Feature Service, not only
in the United States, Canada,
France and England, but also
throughout the .South American
countries, Italy, Germany and even
India.

of supersti
IPLE
DISC
old,
is an tion,
heedS! Here
take
dyed-in-the - wool one - come
true !
And the proof, in a feminine object lesson — Hope Hampton.
Long has lived the petted belief
of the supersitious, that all important happenings come in threes.
Suppose the first article in the
household to be broken is the most
expensive treasure possessed. Does
that keep the next two from following suit? Never! The first
may be a bronze statue worth
hundreds. The second may be only
a common kitchen saucer, and the
third the
handle
oft' thebecupbroken
— but
three
things
will surely
before the sequence is ended, and
thereby is the charm.
So it was with the titian blonde,

whose c} es, animation and general
beauty without having time to think
it over, was drafted from a school
of dramatic art, and assigned the
leading feminine role in a motion
picture. She had had no theatrical
training of any kind, had ne\er
been upon the sta.ge, had never faced
a motion picture camera.
The first picture, according to her
own criticism, was found wanting, in
many ways. She fully realized her
inexperience was not an asset. It
robbed her of the necessary confidence in herself, and therefore
could not reflect the possibilities
that later were made potent. The
second picture, however, and a
marked difference was accentuated
by the appearance of Miss Hampton's name in electric lights on
Broadway, outside a down-town mo-

Picture

News

Hope Hampton, star of ■ The Bait,"
and who will soon be seen in •' Loves"
tion picture theatre.
and
" Theofhope
ambition of Penalty
thousands
girfs a
reality. Only no girl ever presumed
to dream of it being done so fast.
As a rule, it could not. Miss
Hampton, nevertheless, is, according
to
the fact,
rule.'not fancy, an exception to
Even the second picture did not
meet with her approbation. She
listened intently and with appreciation to the assurances that her impro\ emcnt was most extraordinary.
She said but little. And it was not
until the third picture that Miss
Hampton, herself, admitted that the
screen reflected the ability she felt,
intuitively, was hers — but the third
time was surely the charm, which
proves that in superstition there is
sometimes a rudiment of fact.
The first picture in which Miss
Hampton ever appeared was " The
Modern Salome." The director
who insisted upon her playing the
title role scoffed at her inex-perience. visualize
In such physical
beaut>-,
he
could
the subject
being
made to act. And when Miss
Hampton finds serious fault with
her own performance, we wonder
if she hastrainedever
pictured another
and unprepared
girl out un-of
school in the same predicament?
The second picture, of course,
gave her a bit more of an idea what
she herself must accomplish. By
this time her awe, and the novelty
of the sudden transplantation, had
begun to wear off. The mysteries
of the studio, the powers of the
varied lights, had all been made
known to her. So, she found herself face to face with the realit>' of
the work — the accurate record of
the grinding camera, and took time,
in a prolonged
conjecture,
to determine what it was
all about.
The when
thirda coveted
time- — therelease
" charmwas"
came
arrangedtures.for
Hope
Hampton
And those who came topicbe
convinced, will be bound to acknowledge the vast improvement
and the marked advances of the
young star, a solace to believers in
the superstition that in the third
time lies the charm. Personally,
the writer believes it lies in Hope
Hampton, herself.

February
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Subjects

" His Bitter Half "
( V aiiity Comedy-Educational)
JUST an ordinary comedy with much running about, a few acrobatic stunts and a
couple of girls to tie the story or whatever it
may be called, together.
The girls become excited because a tramp
seeks admittance to the house. When the iceman in performance of his duties enters with his
" cake of ice," the girls hit him on tTie head with
clubs. When he comes to he has an easy time
making love to one of the girls.
The husband of the other returns and is mistaken by the iceman for a burglar. In a series
of rapid comedy scenes the husband is bound
and gagged to a chair by the iceman but succeeds
in tumbling down the stairs with his paraphernalia where he finally makes himself known to
his wife who saves him from arrest when the
police arrive.
Ill the cast are Patricia Palmer, Kate Wynn
and Henry Murdock. This comedy should
please.— 7^7?^. Vif LEONARD.
" Kickaroo "
(Two-Reel Western-Universal)
THERE is no denying that this two-reel
Western featuring the dynamic Hoot Gibson is well named. There is a kick to it like
500 bomb proof " likker." It carries about the
most original idea that Hoot ever offered — one
that is go«-u for loud and spontaneous laughter
any time, any day in the week. Hoot is cautioned about his ability to pour the sizzling
hooch down his throat. He rises to remark that
it is his own business. So they play a large
sized prank, on him.
He is placed in a casket and taken to his
final resting place — overcome from his unquenchable thirst— when he revives. They still
remind him that he is dead. But he proves that
he is ver}^ much alive by chasing the practical
joker into a fade-out. " Kickaroo " is away
from the orthodox ideas — riding, shooting and
what not. It is going to make a lot of friends
for Hoot Gibson. It shows that he is in the
market for wide-awake ideas. The offering is
good enough for any house — bar none. — Length
2 reeh.— LAURENCE REID.
" The Chicken in the Case "
(Selznick — Five Reels)
AN audience that looks in on this feature
starring Owen Moore is certain to find it a
satisfying entertainment — one which explodes a
maximum of humorous scenes from very little
plot material. The idea itself cannot be called
original. It has served the stage and screen
in
various
Yet thebydirector,
man,
has guises.
kept it going
dressing\'ictQr
it up Hecrwith
bits of business, most of which arc generated
from the element known as surprise. It is as
light as a feather and a great deal more ticklish.
Whenever it shows signs of spending itself,
along comes a breezy sub-title, or a trick of
direction or seme effort of the star and it gains
new sparkle.
There are really two chickens in the case —
one belonging to the barnyard variety, the other
the species more dangerous than the male. .-\
rich aunt cuts off her nephew from his inheritance unless he gets married. Therefore

of

Short

when the antique lady comes a-visiting it behooves the hero to pose as a benedict. Which
he does by assuming the guardianship of his
friend's bride. You know the rest. The old
lady is extremely gullible but she knows what
constitutes connubial bhss. She will thrust the
niasqucradcr in the wrong bedroom and send
the real groom from the house. A bottle of iron
tonic is the kink in the chain of incidents. She
forgets it time and again which necessitates the
two schemers doubling in brass as it were.
The farce is provocative of laughter of the explosive kind in several places. The bedroom
scenes are stressed a trifle too much and become
quite repetitious — the only flaw in this pattern.
The young people journey to the newl3--weds'
Jersey bungalow for the week-end. When the
chickens are released from their coop, one of
them flies over the wall to the estate of the
human squab. And the hero, in pursuit, remains
to fall in love. Every time he wants to come
over, he takes the white leghorn and tosses
it over the wall. Aunty arrives unexpectedly
and jazzes the complications. The detailing of
each incident is impossible here, but there is a
lot of clever hokum. And Owen Moore, Kathryn
Perry, Teddy Sampson, Edgar Nelson and
\''ivian Ogden seem to enjoy themselves as much
as the spectators at the Broadway in watching
them. The picture shows what can be done with
slight material.— /.^L^/eZIA^CE REID.
" Bordeaux to Lourdes "
(Paramount — Holmes Travel Pictures)
THIS is a most interesting and appealing
travel picture, which goes in more for wellselected scenes of French natives and French
street scenes rather than emphasizing scenic
beauties. It opens with a close-up of a typical
native of southern France. After a few street
and harbor scenes in Bordeaux, it takes the
audience to Pau, and illustrates quite thoroughly
the famous Pau hunt, giving an international
flavor to the scenes by close-ups of the English
and American followers of the hounds. The
picturesque and ceremonious European hunt is
well portrayed.
The reel ends with some views of Lourdes, a
pilgrimage city for Catholics throughout the
world. It shows the grotto ; the piles of
crutches, left behind by those who were cured;
and the church itself.
An animated map shows the location of Bordeaux and Lourdes on the screen in the beginning of the red.— MATTHEW A, TAYLOR.
" In Gipsy Land "
(Urban-Kineto Review)
GIPSIES. They suggest hooded wagons,
dark, malicious looking faces and wholesale kidnapping. But 1800 years ago, the Roman
Emperor Trajan, according to the subtitle,
carved a road to burst the Iron Gates of the Blue
Danube and conquer Dacia. In those days.
Gipsies were only a calamity fearing people,
afraid to do wrong, and the descendants and
degeneration is shown in about half the footage
contained in Review No. 39. It is most interesting. We find that except for navigation, the
River life is little changed, and that Gipsies,
supposed to be possessed with the wanderlust,
only till the soil and act like civilized farmers
in a most common-place way. Neighboring

Length

towns, and the centers of commerce, are represented by a polyglot of races and religions.
They have even taken on the " Woman's
Rights " wave, and the women have a right to
carry the burden of making a living in all kinds
of manual labor, the same as the men. There
follows, mid-projection, a few illustrations of
the real gipsy folk, including the Romany Chief,
who is especially fond of his pipe, and in the
end we find all classes joining in the municipal
dance, to theGALE.
sound of the Gipsy fiddler's bow. —
LILLIAN
Sales)
" A Dog-Gone Mix-Up "
(Hall Room Boys Comedy— C. B. C. Film
THE fourth Hall Room Comedy of the 1921
series may be catalogued under the brand
that releases merriment, but it strikes us that
" A Dog-Gone Mix Up " may properly be called
a thriller. The offering is packed with original
gags and incident and deserves a place on any
exhibitor's program. Certainly it eclipses the
other Hall Rooms. One hasn't the inclination
to laugh because of the concentrated effort to
provide a thrill. Sid Smith and Harry McCoy,
under Herman Rajmaker's direction are put
through their paces when they attempt to win
a pretty girl's reward of a hundred simoleons
for rescuing her f rizzled-haired pup from the
air. The poodle takes the ozone when a mischievous youngster ties him to a group of toy
balloons.
The comedians dash over the ground, take a
series of hard falls and eventually find themselves on a skyscraper. This scene introduces
the thrill. It shows Percy (it might be Ferdie)
attempting to walk a plank from one building
to another and climbing the flag-pole. Shivers
of suspense are felt when he miscalculates in
his steps. Finally the law of gravity reveals
its force and the comedians and pup land on
the sidewalk. The girl's reward is a mere
" Thank You." It is an original idea used here
and
quite of
a departure
fromasthefound
cartoonist's
treatment
the character
in the
newspaper. Polly Moran is also in the picture
— sort of " also ran," because the part is only
a bit. Length 2 reds.— LAURENCE REID.
" The

Baby "

(Sunshine Comedy — Fox — Two Reels)
THIS is an average comedy, with a series of
fairly good gags running through most of
it, and a nice little thrill arising from an aeroplane and a drowning baby to end it up. Harry
Williams directed and the cast includes a number of familiar Sunshiners, among whom are
Ethel Teare, Gus Pixley and Tom Kennedy.
The story is that of a young man who leaves the
country to come to the big city. He wins a
thousand dollar reward for stopping a runaway
horse. A family, consisting of a father and
about eight children, have been dispossessed,
and the eldest girl decides that the easiest way
to find a home for her family is to marry the
young man with the thousand-dollar reward.
So the young farmer and his many in-laws take
up their abode in a houseboat. The villain
finally sets the houseboat adrift and the baby is
rescued from a watery grave by our hero.
Length 2 reeh.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature picture^ for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report!
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
this department will be found the "Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October i6, 1920.
PLAN BOOl
STAR
RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
BRAND
RELEASED
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
BREAKING
POINT, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE FEB. 5
BARRISCALE
•■ Moir tlt'in a vehicle — a ircll sustaiiied marital drama. "— J/. P. News.
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. 5
" A\ hat the public has been uuiting for from Fatty." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sure-fire winner. Pleased the audiences immensely.
Box office returns much larger than usual. "
BROADWAY
BUBBLE,
THE (VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIFFITH NOV. 37
" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role." — M. P. News.
" Uld better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-run
simultane-so
ously. Just melodramatic
and not houses
too emotional,
as to offend." " Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that
pleased everybody because it Is logical."
BROKEN
GATE. THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
BARRISCALE
JAN. I
" Sob sister story is highly theatrical." — M. P. Neics.
BRUTE MASTER. THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH NOV. •
" Hobart Bosworth scores in vigorous story of the sea." — SI. P. News.
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
" Fine production given famous stai/e comedy." — J/. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
and kept OF
me THE
packingLAW,
'em THE
in. .Almost
a record-breaker."
CHALLENGE
(FOX) WILLIAM
RUSSELL. .. .OCT. IS
"Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama." — il. P. Neics.
CHARM
SCHOOL, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID
JAN. 8
" Wallace Reid has another winner here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
good business. " " Wallace Reid went over big in this picture. Our
patrons thought it was one of the best of this popular star's productions. Played to excellent business the week preceding New Tear's."
"played.
We consider
this one ofbusiness
the best during
box office
attractions
haveandeveris
Did exceptional
its run
at this we
house
an excellent picture." " Very good picture, full of entertaining points.
Did good business. Consensus good picture, good puller."
CHEATER REFORMED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. IS
" William Russell )ias an entertaining crook picture here." — J/. P. News.
CINDERELLA'S TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN. •
"Just misses being very cummunplace.'' — M. P. Neus.
CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAYTON DEC. «
" Weak in drama, but strong in sentiment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted from
mediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction."
" Whenfor Itheput money
out a toposter
Ethel
I sit back
and
wait
roll inadvertising
— for she is
one Clayton,
of the biggest
favorites
here on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories, but
it went —over
in greatpicture,
shape."average
" Twopuller."
days to average business."
Consensus
"Average
COAST
OF
OPPORTUNITY,
THE
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
J. DEC. SJ
WARREN KERRIGAN
" Picturesque story u>ith Kerrigan in heroic role."- — If. P. News.
CONRAD
OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. M
THOMASIN QUEST
MEIGHAN
" Delightful story is enriched on the screen." — SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture bringing average box-offlce receipts."
" Drew about average crowds during the entire week. People characterized it as ' very good.' " " Average picture with about usual business."
" An extremely
a star
is regarded
in this
section
as one entertaining
of the most picture
popular with
of the
malewhospecies.
Considering
that this was the week before Christmas, business wes very good
indeed." " Great. Opened very big. Great crowds waiting to get in.
Meighan a great favorite here." " Average picture. Played to average
business." " Usual comment on this picture. Why was Meighan surrounded by such
women?
business."
"Big business.
Meighan
one of the
most ugly
popular
screenFair
stars.
Our patrons
like him and
like
the
kind
of
pictures
he
appears
in.
"
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
DANGEROUS
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- DEC. 11
MADGE
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fini production which seemed to please and brought
fine business." " Not as good as some of Miss Talmadge's previous
vehicles, but satisfying." " X good picture and brought more than usual
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST.... NOV. 11
business."
"Vivid,
'punchy' story: production excellent." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This one went over good aiid brought more than
the average business."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1359

ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE NOV. 20
REID
" Clever twists make interesting crook story." — M. P. News.
Ezbibitor Comment — " This is a sure-fire box ofiice attraction. Audiences
seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
entertaining
well."
" Greatandingreat
storystories.
and in Went
production. feature
Wally Reld which
always drew
has good
following
over
big."
"
Better
than
average
business."
"
An
unusually
pleasing
picture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. Star an excellent
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
Reid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious ' pleased
our audiences. Did good business for the week." " Entertaining picture. Business was very good during run." " Drew large crowds
and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production
having entertaining story. Box-office reecipts good." " A very good picture to average bu.siness two days."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
AKE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON
NOV. 6
" Rather inconsequental for feature length." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Fair business with a picture that was hard to tell
what it Comment
was about."
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. IS
" Rather hectic but fairly interesting," — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture and business was way o£f.
Our patrons TRIMMED
didn't know (UNIVERSAL)
the star." " FairCARMEL
picture MYERS
to fair business."
BEAUTIFULLY
DEC. 11
" Metliucre ^licturc on a liackneyed theme." — M. P. Neics.
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE,
A (EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 13
" Oood production given average story." — M. P. Neti-s.
BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23
"Novel story given rich production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One theatre considered it such a success that it
held it over for a second week." " Splendid production which was
well liked by my patrons. Sure-fire box-office attraction." " Very good
picture playing to good business. Held for second week." " Undoubtedly one of the best and most successful pictures of the year. Played
to exceptionally
business toforboth
seven
" Interesting
and
well
put on whichbigappealed
men days."
and women
patrons.picture
Did more
than average business for a week." " Doing good business second week.
Everyone agrees it's the kind of picture to hold the attention spellbound."
"One tureofandthe
best pictures
of the
year.hasWent
"A good
box-office
attraction
which
been big
heldallforweek."
a second
week picat
the
highest
class
theatre
in
the
city."
"
With
the
aid
of
exploitation,
including a prologue, this picture went over big and brought good busiover for aittwo
." "Held pronounce
business
throughout.nes Critics
one weeks'
of therun,
bestandof did
the big
year."
'• Went
very
well. Two days of extra big business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
OCT. SO
" This would look better as a two-reel slapstick." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " Favorably received and good program picture.
Average business three days."
BILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC. 11
" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova shows a decided ipaprovement in this
picture over ' Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
entire
week."
It is it' notthemuch
' and film
my
audiences
were" Picture
below proved
normal.a frost
Many here.
thought
poorest
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
hold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's very
stagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 2S
"Justine
Johnstone is a welcome screen figure in crook melodrama." —
M. P. News.
Exhibitortive, butComment
" A mediocre
picture.
not particularly attracplayed to— good
business for
reasonsStar
unknown."
BLACK BEAUTY (VITAGRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN. 22
" Entertaining picture made from fomous classic." — M. P News
BLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15
" Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. News.
Exhibitor
box officeComment
returns."— " Fairly good both as to pleasing the audiences and
BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE
OCT. 33
" Story at dual personalitu fairly inter exting." — M. P News
BRANDING IRON. THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
OCT. tS
"Stoiy of primitive passions is rather overdone." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "An average picture. Fair box-office results."
" Brought a normal business, something unusual for pre-Christmas days."
"One of— the
best picture,
hits of good
the year."
Consensus
" Good
puller." One week to big business."
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MRS. JOHNSON.
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
DEVIL, THE (ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE) GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. 29 FRISKY
BILLIE BURKE
JAN. 8
" Very artistic with Arliss superb in his screen dehut." — M. P. News.
"
I'la.ij
seems
old-fashioned
as
picture." — If. P. News.
DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
" Stronij mystery story carries interest." — M. P. News.
due to holidays."
FRONTIER
OF THE STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS
DBVIL'8
GARDEN. THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL NOV. 6
BARRTMORE
MEIGHAN
JAN. 22
" Rather grewsome ttory, well produced and acted." — M. P. News.
" Interesting story of a crook's redemption." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment. — " Appeals to the highly sophisticated audience.
FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
Opened to very big business." " Its too heavy for the average audi" Talky picture has little appeal." — if. P. News.
those whobutgo not
to the
see fine
acting, ence.
thisAnd it's
will too
be gloomy.
a splendidForattraction,
for theatre
the vasttomajority
BJxhlbltor
— " One
best pictures
I have
seen. It cast.
has
strength Comment
and purpose
and ofis the
wonderfully
portrayed
by excellent
who go only to be amused."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
Exceptionally
good
business."
"
An
absolute
sensation.
A
knockout
Had S. R. O. sign up from opening day till finish of week. One of the
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11
best picture I've ever seen." " Unusually good audience picture. Every" H. B. Warner puts 'punch' into strong dramatic story." — if. P. News.
body liked it. Opened to big Sunday- business." "Very big production.
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
Business better than average." " The plot of the picture is good but
" Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — M. P. News.
the details are not well worked out. It Is fair. Average receipts."
Exhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry in this picture Is proving a worthy
OILDED DREAM. THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMBL MYERS
OCT. IS
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines." — if. P. News.
The public
wants
of this Barry
kind."considered
" Picturevery
proved
averageas
drawing
card.
Workplays
of Wesley
good very
but story
tIRL IN THE WEB. THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
a whole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic." " Good picture.
SWEET
JULY SI
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
" A splendid production from all angles." — M. P. News
" Personally, think this is better than ' Go and Get It,' but it didn't
Exhibitor Comment — " A good story. It drew well. Two days to average
make quite ■ as much money for me. It's a wonderful picture, and
business." " Fair.
belongsactresses
in theseon silly
they all liked it." " Made a big hit at this theatre, pulling capacity
namby-pamby
roles. Don't
She isthink
one ofBlanche
the bestSweet
emotional
the
crowds at each performance. Broke house record." "This is a fine
screen — but wasted in drivel like this. Box-office only fair."
picture and brought good busine.ss for me." " Played to increasing
GIRL OF MY HEART (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. IS
business each day. Wonderful kid picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Star fails to enliven very dull story." — if. P. News.
DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10 GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
" Hectic melod''<ima with familiar stock situations." — M P. News.
KENNEDY
JAN. 8
DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 6
"
Madr/e
Kennedy
plays
two
roles
exceptionally
well."
—
if.
P.
Neics.
"Some interesting moments in this rustic story." — M. N. News.
Exhibitor
Comment —has" This
was a They
corker.
thinkit, itandtheI best
Madge Kennedy
yet done.
all Iliked
playedthingto
DSAe HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
NOV. 6
" // they like Famum, it's a good bet." — M. P. Newt.
capacity houses all week." " Nothing great about this but title is catchy
Exhibitor Comment — " Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum
and Madge Kennedy has a following. Result — good houses."
• back In the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
QOOD-BAD WIPE, THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-PILM BOOKING
Patrons seemed entertained." " William Farnum hag a good box
OFFICE)
SPECIAL CAST
OCT. SS
oflace value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine." " Farnum al" Good production given rather illogical story." — if. P. News.
ways goes over big in a Western picture." " This is the type of picGREAT ADVENTURE, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL)
ture they like Farnum in. Extra big business three days." " Great
LIONEL BARRYMORE
JAN. 22
picture, well liked. Went over big."
Consenf:us — " OocJ picture, good puller."
" More interesting via the printed page." — if. P. Neivs.
813 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN. 22
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some Barrymore pictures but en"Interesting moments in mystery story." — M. P. Neivs.
joyed iind full houses resulted."
EMPIRE
OF
DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE)
SPECIAL
GREAT
LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
CAST)
DEC. 25
"
Slow
Moving
that depends largely on titles." — if. P. News.
" A splendid production given mystery story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A poor picture.
Average box-office reecipts."
■YES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
NOV. 13
' Fine picture with some very excellent acting and interesting story.
" Mary Miles M inter tcores in ttory of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. New*.
Played to better than average business for week."
Exhibitor
" A fair picture,
well from
acted.them,
MarytieMiles
Minter
HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. Si
her own Comment
personal— following,
but aside
picture
did has
not
" Well acted and directed, but development suffers." — if. P. News.
have much of an appeal." " Ordinary picture. Poor business three
days." " Not as good as some of her previous pictures, but Misa
HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART
OCT. S«
Minter is always pleasing." " Two days to big and average business."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
" Favorite formula given rich production." — if. P. News.
FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM
FOX) SPECIAL
Exhibitor Comment — '' Regarded this as just a fair picture and drew average houses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
CAST .■
NOV. 13
more than usual business." " This picture pleased. Business normal.
" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines." — M. P. Netws.
FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
Anita
Stewart
is onlyJust
fairlyfair.
popular."
it — butis did
not doit
capacity
business.
Wherever" They
Missliked
Stewart
popular
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
should
should
be
a
knockout."
"
A
rather
poorly
motivated
play
based
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
on an old theme. .Anita Stewart's charm and ability help to make it an
RIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29
average —drawing
card."
" Selig produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — M. P. News.
Consensus
" Average
picture, average puller."
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER
SEPT. 18 HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 11
" i pood production from all anglet." — M. P. New*.
" A complex melodrama very well produced." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " .V fair picture to average business one day."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
There
is
nothing
startling
about
this
production.
FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY SI
Ranks about average."
" Buck Jone* practically aupHcatet hit latt picture." — M. P. New*.
HEARTS UP (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
JAN. 1
Exhibitorness twoComment
days." — " Not as good as some of the others. Average busi" Harry Carey has satisfying offering here." — if. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPEFIXED BT OEORQB (UNIVERSAL) LTON8-MOSAM
NOV. • HELIOTROPE
CIAL
CAST
DEC. 4
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce." — if. P. Newt.
"A different picture here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent. Very funny and pleases the patrons
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
who enjoy high class comedy." "A rather poor picture to poor busiand
attracting
run." " which
Good picture
well worth
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
by week
my houses,
were pretty
well
ness two days." " Good — one day to extra big business."
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. S
crowded." " Did well and held over second week. Like most secondweekers
here
unless
they
are
far
above
the
average
or
highly
advertised
"A good production with foreign setting." — M. P. News.
it petered out." " An excellent picture in every respect and business
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
grew all week." " One of the season's finest pictures, in my estimation
"A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Mason." — if. P. News.
—
and my opinion backed up by the fact that It played to capacity
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT; DOROTHY
business in a house seating twenty-seven hundred. Consider it an exGISH
:
JAN. 1
cellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
" Fairly pleasing offering with Dorothy Gish." — if. P. News.
draw well at my house." " Splendid production. Well liked by auExhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good."
dience. Didofcapacity
business
its at
entire
" Excellent.
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
The patrons
this theatre
filledduring
the house
each run."
performance
every
"Yery
obvious,
but
fairly
interesting."
—
if.
P.
Ntnct.
day
for
the
entire
week."
Exhibitor Comment — "Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
they liked Wanda — and they did not register a kick. Box-office Just
HER FIRST ELOPEMENT (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
JAN. 29
fair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved it, for It Is
" Inconsequential and too vapid for feature length." — if. P. News.
Interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average boxoffice
than to'Miss
Hobbs.'
MisstwoHawley
HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN. 29
In thisreceipts."
sort of a "Better
story. Big
average
business
days." is likable
" Rather hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — if. P. Neivs.
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
DEC. 18
FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST.. FEB. S HER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
" French
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirements." —
if.P. News.
"DpNews.Mille scores another ten strike; a great audience picture." — If. P.
Exhbitor Comment — " A good picture to average business three days."
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27
HER SWEET
UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV. sr
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality." — if. P. News.
One production.
fair hnsiness."
picture
Goodwe^k
— " all
Comment
Exhibitor
People stood
in line
to seeto this
picture. Big" Asuccess."
" Well
" Onod production given arerane story." — U. P. News,
acted and produced but ratner long-drawn out ; exploitation put it over
Exhibitor
— " Satisfactory
both as an entertainment and
as a box Comment
office attraction.
Averagepicture
good business.
to big business."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1360
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HOLD YOUR HORSES (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE)
FEB. 5 LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" Comedy titles and good incident maliC tJiis fine entertainment. — M. P. News.
" A M iisterpieee at its kind." — M. P. Newt.
HONEYMOON
RANCH
(BEST
LUBIN-STATE
RIGHTS)
SPECIAL
Exhibitor Comment — " It's certainly a screen classic. Wonderful realism
CAST
OCT. ai
throughout. ofExceptionally
'houses
from the
first
•• uld
SeiiH.time western full of real cowboyt and hat action tialore." — U. P.
performance
opening day good
right cast.
throughCrowded
the week."
"Opened
to great
business.
Assured
of
great
success.
Don't
miss
this
one."
"
of the best i)ictures seen here in many months. Wonderful scenery One
and
Exhibitor Comment — " Played to standing room. Strong posters pulled
in crowds,
star.Patrons
I'ictureasked
very for
wellothers
received.
enough action to please everybody. This is the type of picture that
Best
Western .\llene
shown Ray
here pleasing
for long astime.
like
appeals to young and old. It went especially big with the school children."
it. Kull of action and suspense and the kind that draws crowds back
LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
10 see more of the same kind.'"
ARBUCKLE
DEC. *
aONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
NOV. 13
" Fun and liokum in Fatty Arhuckle's Latest." — M. P. Nevt.
" Frank ilayo has pood material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment — " .\n entertaining feature and a good box office
BJ-ihibltor Comment — " This picture took well and brought good box office
attraction."
" A week
laugh-getting
Arbuckle attendance
comedy which
played
business for one
with an increased
the last
parttoofgood
the
returns."
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8
engagement." "Fine pi'ture SpleLdid business. Excellent entertainment.
The
kind
of
show
It's
a
pleasure
to
run.
Everybody
comes
into
" Familiar story is icell picturized.'' — M. P. Neies.
the
theatre
have athought
good time
and gobutout ithappy."
" Fair
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
JAN. 29
picture,
fairexpecting
business.to Some
it great,
is a question
"Interesting picture on a familiar theme. " — M. P. Neus.
whether or not the public wants Arbuckle in long features."
Exhibitor Comment — " Big picture, box office receipts increasing each day."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY NOV. 27
LITTLE "FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. «
" Colorful production marked by good incident." — M. P. Ncks.
" Mae Marsh retumt to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew 13,000 paid admissions the day It opened.
A wonderful drawing card." " Opening week equalled ' On with the
LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV. U
Dance.'
Held for
second
Picturebothmakes
talk." " Went
"New ttar's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
big.
Certainly
a sure
Are week.
production,
as to'ementertainment
and over
box
LOVE (J. PARKER
READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE
office value." " Big business second week. Thrilling. Gorgeous sets
GLAUM
DEC. 11
and sensational title are big attractions," " A good picture filled with
News. Olaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — M. P.
sex appeal that did a good business." "Opened up extra big and con" Louise
tinued so during week run." " This picture brought very good business
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all business
the women.
It's
and people
seemed
attracted toStory
it because
" Elaborate
tion and fine
photography.
seemedof totitle."
hold the
interest producof our
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive.
at two
simultaneous
fi.rst-run
houses."
"Fair
picture:
did
average
business
patrons. Played to above average for a week." " Carried fair houses
three consensus days." " Good picture, good puller."
and did enough business to warrant a second week's booking." " Somewhat gruesome. Did big business. Held over second week." " Picture
LOVE LIGHT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. 22
is quite fair. Good business during run."- "Went over very well and
"Production
overshadows the star who is not any too well cast." — M. P.
held overexcellent
for two acting,
dnys toa big
business."
with beautiful
News.
scenery,
rather
mediocre" Aplotpicture
and several
daring
scenes. The acting of XIae Murray and David Powell and the South Sea
Exhibitor Comment — " The star brought the people to see it and they were
and London Limehouse settings make the picture well worth seeing.
LUREnotOFdisappointed."
CROONING WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKEIt drew —good-sized
houses."good puller."
Consensus
" Oood picture,
GUY NEWELL
JAN. IS
"Interesting
exposition of eternal triangle." — M. P. News.
INSIDE OF THE CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22 LURE OF YOUTH (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — M. P. News.
•'Acting is better than the story." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture not up to average. The plot is weak."
(M THE
HEART
OF
A
FOOL
(DWAN-PIRST
NATIONAL)
SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. 23 MAD LOVE (VICTOR KRBUBR PRODUCTION)
LINA CAVA- NOV. •
LIBRI
•' Very good entertainment in this complicated story." — U. P. Neict.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good audience picture. Its many leading love
" Average production stars Cavalieri." — M. P. News.
themes are apt to be confusing but It opened very big." " Good proMADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
OCT. It
ductions, which brought the crowds." "A rather complicated theme
which kept up the suspense until the end. However, a bit too melo" Picture looki artifloial through poor direction and acting." — U. P. Neiet.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Drew
big
houses
each
day.
This
city
has
large
dramatic in spots." " A very good picture that seemed to please the
numiier of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked " the film. The women
majority of our patrons. Big business two days."
were exceptionally pleased with It." " Nazimova popular here. Honsc
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova ptcIRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4
turets hastheyaffected
the box office."
crowdsNazimova.
came to seeDrew
this well
picture
because
are enthusiastic
about "Tb%
the star,
for
"Below William Russell's previous work; only slightly interesting. —
M. P ' News.
entire
week.
"
Worst
Nazimova
picture
ever
produced
and
shows
plainly
lack of direction and lack of judgment In picking story. Another picture
Exhibitor Comment — " .\ William IJussel picture of more than average
value and the box office results were pleasant."
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-getters
JUCKLINS. THE (PAKAMOU NT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 25
I've had in a long time Personally, did not care for the picture, so
Way worry ? " " Poor picture, business fair. Believe Nazimova is fall" Rural story rich in detail and atmosphere." — M. P. News.
ing back in her stories. If she keeps this up she's liable to lose her
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Pleased
those
who
saw
it,
but
the
title
not
well
known enough at this date, with result that it carried no popular
Consensus
— " Osod picture, good puller."
appeal." " 'This feature was well liked by our patrons and went over
popularity."
MAMMA'S
AFFAIR
(FORST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- FEB. 5
big for four days." " Very good story. The picture follows the original
MADGE
narrative well and it drew the ' better class ' audiences." " Good pic'
Constance
Talmadge
has
serious
moments
here;
picture fairly interesting." —
ture, pulling fairly well."
M. P. News.
iAILBIRD,LAS THEMACLEAN
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUOWHO HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
OCT. 9 MANPICKFORD
JAN. 22
" Rather obv^ous, but fairly diverting." — M. P. Newt.
" Story and generally good production will get it by." — M. P. News.
Exbiblior Comment — " MacLean does good work in a typical Charles Ray
MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR- BANKS DEC. 11
part — but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."
" Disappointing after seeing '2314 Hours Leave.' l-'alr business." "Very
"Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — if. P. News.
l>ad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popubig, slumped,
and then and
endedDoris
big.MayButproduction
on the whole
"A
usual
Doug. MacLean
whichit'sdida lemon."
the business.
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
Both of these actors have been very popular in this city since appearing
Well
received
liked."
" Best picture
Fairbanks
made.
We
haveand hadwellsuch
big business
during Douglas
its two weeks
run ever
that
in ''23'/4 Hours' Leave.' '
we are holding it over for a third week." " Very good picture to fine
Consentus — " A verage picture, average puller."
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV. 27
business."
picture makes
a hitbigwith
the "men.Wll The
do
not seem as" This
enthusiastic.
Drawing
matinees.
holdwomen
over for
' ./ones in new type of story ; good entertainment." — M. P. Newt.
another
week.'"
"
Sure
did
go
over
well.
And
the
picture
is
worth
Exhibitor Comment — " Good. Played it one day to big business."
it. Had crowded houses during run."
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
" Long heralded Cliaplin six-rceler lives up to expectations." — if. P. Neii s.
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
CAST
DEC. 18
" Thrilling story given splendid production. "— M. P. News.
" Perfectly
if. P. News.constructed picture stamps De Uille at master director." —
KISMKT (ROBBKTSON-COLB) OTIS 8KINNBK
NOV. •
"U.OtisP. News.
Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production." —
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid production. Great business. Held for
second week on demand." " It took well for the entire week. Audience
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Broke house record
seemed to like it."' " Fine picture playing to good business." " Good
even at advanced prices." " Opened fine and Improved daily. Wondershow — opened
to moderate
business.'' BERT LYTELL
MISLEADING
LADY.
THE (METRO)
JAN. 1
ful acting
on
part
of
Otis
Skinner.
Marvelous
sets."
"Wonderful
picture. Consistently large attendance. .V masterpiece, according to gen" Stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — M. P. Newt.
eral
talk
around
town."
"
Broke
all
attendance
records.
The
kind
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
The
production
was
not
much
above
average,
but
of picture that points to big things in 1921 picturedom. .\ remarkable
the audience seemed to like it."
production in every way." " Wonderful picture. Brought great bos
MODERN SALOME. A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPoffice
" Kxtra
to extra
big business
days." averagely
" Not a
TON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
record reports.''
breaker, but
playedgood
to above
average
business.twoPleased
" Satisfied from all angles." — if. P. News.
well."
"
Pleased
tremendous
crowds
who
call
it
a
great
performance
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
in every respect. Such ]iicturos as this insure the steady growth of
days." •• My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very poor
motion pictures."
offering,— and
we had picture,
dull business
run."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
•■Average
averageduring
puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1379
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Opening

of
in

Forms

Magnificent

Stanley

Great

Event

Philadelphia

Monument

New Stanley theatre, at Nineteenth and Market streets, Philadelphia, opened its doors on Saturday morning, January 29th, to crowds
who have long awaited the great event,
and who found the theatre finer, if possible, than they had expectetd.
Erected at a cost of two million dollars,
in memory of the late Stanley V. Mastbaum, the theatre easily stamps itself as
one of the very finest in the country.
Architecturally it is unusually beautiful,
and its imposing white marble pile is fitted
to stand beside the greatest photoplay
palaces of the world. The HoffmanHenon Company, who designed it, have
every reason to feel proud of their work,
as have the Keystone Construction Company, who did the actual work of erecting
the majestic house.
To attempt to describe the house in detail is a stupendous task. The richness of
the decorations is perhaps one of the most
striking features. The richly ornamented
dome, for example, in the ceiling, with its
myriad of lights and fine gold decorations
was put in at a cost of two thousand dollars. The procenium arch is crowned
with a beautiful mural painting, the work
of Anton P. Aubers, who did notable
work at the Hague in Holland, representing beauty crowned by the Muses. Flood
lights make this picture stand out with extraordinary clarity and beauty. Another
fine painting in the building, best observed
from the mezzanine floor, is on the wall
at the main entrance just inside the doors.
It was painted by George Harding, is

Is

to

Memory

of Late

Stanley

Mastbaum

THE

Entrance and foyer, Stanley theatre,
Philadelphia

called " Le Carnaval," and represents
Pierrot and Columbine and Harlequin at
play in a dream garden overhung by glowing lanterns, the setting being the landing
place of an Italian lake. Other paintings
adorning the walls of the beautiful theatre are romantic historical subjects. One
panel represents Joan of Arc leading her
compatriots to victory. Another shows
Columbus returning triimiphant, from his
voyages of discovery.
Four thousand people can be seated
comfortably in the new Stanley theatre.
Every seat, whether in the balcony or on
the main floor, commands an uninterrupted view of the stage, and is commodious and comfortable. The folding chairs
are of red silk velour. The boxes and
lodges are furnished with beautifully upholstered wicker. The theatre is amply
provided with comfortable boxes and
lodges. There are four lower proscenium
boxes on each side on the first floor, and
two above. In addition there are four
lodges on each side, each seating twelve
persons. On a direct line with the balcony, and extending across its front and
below on the main floor are more lodges,
each comfortably arranged, for those who
like semi-privacy even at the movies.
One of the features of the new theatre

is the absence of steps. In their place inclines, easy on patrons who must sit upstairs, are to be found. There is one large
balcony, reached directly from the street,
as well as from the interior.
The stage, with a proscenium opening
of sixty- four feet, and splendid equipment of " flies " and dressing rooms, is
prepared to accomodate the largest of
theatrical attractions. It is provided with
a screen of the newest type, showing a
clearer picture than has hitherto been obtainable. Aspecially designed setting of
silk and plush, sets off the pictures to best
advantage, and is one of the loveliest in
the world. Superb lighting eflfects are
possible on this stage, and there is also a
miniature stage in connection with this
set that will provide accomodation for
spectacular tableaux that may be shown
behind the screen.
In addition, the theatre is equipped with
not the customary two, but three Simplex
machines. The projection room, at the
rear of the balcony, is the last word in
construction and equipment. To insure
patrons against breakdowns three machines have been provided and the operators have a special compartment in this
enclosure with every facility for providing
elaborate effects.
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The building, as constructed, is absolutely fireproof. Stone, brick, terra cotta,
and steel are the materials that have made
it. But it also has numerous well-placed
exits and fire escapes on each side of the
building.
The lighting system is unusually elaborate. There are both a direct and an indirect system, and there is also a system
of flood lighting, with a three-color effect.
Arrangements are such that one system
will diffuse with the others by a set of
dimmers, and any lighting effect is possible of achievement. An expenditure of
seventy-five thousand dollars was made
for the various chandeliers and concealed
lights behind sunken art glass enclosures.
The chandeliers were all specially designed. They are made of crystal and
gold.
On the outside of the theatre many
bright lights testify as to its presence in
the city. Two thirty-foot electric lighf
signs flash the news of its being in letters
ten feet high. A large sign projects from
the corner and can be seen for many
blocks. Hundreds of lights illumine the
marquee of iron and glass at the Market
street front, and each one of the handsome signboards that are found on the
Nineteenth street side is "flooded with radiance, coming from shaded lamps that cast
their beams on the announcements there
displayed.
Special arrangements for the comfort
of patrons are to be found at the box office, which is a handsome structure of
broad bronze and rose Tavernelle marble.
Two ticket windows and a separate compartment for the use of the manager are
within the structure. Just beyond the
ticket booth extends the lobby, eighty by
thirty feet, arranged
so that waiting

crowds shall be more than comfortable.
It has a beautiful mosaic floor and is
wainscoted to the full height with rose
Tavernelle marble.
When one enters the theatre proper the
mezzanine comes immediately into view.
It is an open promenade and lounging section, with a handsome Georgian marble
balustrade at the edge. On this floor one
gets
men's smoking
and style,
restroom,access
done to intheItalian
renaissance
and to the women's rooms, on the opposite
side of the building. These are decorated
in Japanese style, and another lounging
room for women, in the basement, is in
Louis XV. style. A beautiful, richly-upholstered settee extends along the wall
separating the mezzanine promenade from
the auditorium proper. Everywhere there
are handings of red silk velour and
damask.
The carpets have a background of old
rose with blue and yellow figures. Everywhere, alavish and artistic use of color
enhances the richness and beauties of the
bare building. The Adam style of decoration prevails in the main portion of the
building, the only deviations being in thtf
rest rooms.
Even the brass railings throughout the
theatre were not beUttled in importance is
proved by the care given to their design
and finish. According to the Newman
Manufacturing Co., who furnished the
railings, they are 2 inches in diameter and
finished in statuary bronze to match the
remainder of the decorations and furnishings. This finish was recommended
by the architects because it retains its
original beauty without polishing.
At the 19th street entrance are ten cast
bronze frames costing nearly $250 each.

Picture

New

In front of the orchestra pit is a remol
able railing, while the loges and side box!
and the balcony front are supplied wi|
the same materials in permanent form.
Excellent accomodation has been pr
vided for the large orchestra that is beii
maintained. The orchestra pit has roo
for a symphony orchestra of seven ty-fimen, and there too is the keyboard of tl
hundred-thousand dollar Kimball orga
the finest thus made, which is to suppl
ment the work of the musicians. Th
organ is concealed, the outlet for ton<
being through handsomely decorated gril
over the proscenium boxes. The men c
the orchestra have a finely equipped re
room at the Market street front of tl:
basement, which contains special re
rooms for men and women, in addition 1
the main rooms on the mezzanine floo
The basement also contains the apparati
for the heating and ventilating systems, c
the indirect blower type, furnishing thirt
cubic feet of fresh air per minutte f<
each person in the theatre.
Marble drinking fountains providin
iced water are conveniently place
throughout the building. Easy access t
the many exits is also afforded. There ar
seven of these on each side of the mail
floor, and four from the balcony directh
to the street. To the west of the theatn
is a ten-foot alley. Five entrances ris
from the mezzanine floor to the balcony
and seats extend both below and above th<
level of this floor. All the exits and en
trances are arranged to facihtate movement and to aid comfort.
And still there are many interesting details of construction that this description
has hardly touched. The immense switchboard on the stage is one of the best in
the country. Various devices for main-

Looking from and at the screen in the Riviera theatre, Knoxville, Tenn. This hous^ is owned by the Southern Signal Amusement Company
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PLUS

1960.

Your success as a^showman
depends as much on the
health of your patrons, as
it does on your ability to
properly exploit pictures.
Particularly is this true during the hot summer months.
Read this letter, then place
your order ^atj^oncej for
Typhoons.

WRITE
800 S. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
12 Woodward Street
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.

FOR CATALOG

"N"

TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
EliNST GLANTZBERC. President
345 WEST

39th STREET, NEW YORK. N. Y.

255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
€4 W. Randolpli Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
215
FayetteviHe
RALEIGH,
N. C.St.
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hoevf s Stale theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Opening

of Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia
(Continued from page 1364)
taining a fixed temperature and for providing fresh air abound. Every possible
modern appliance or piece of equipment
that would in any way aid in making this
the greatest theatre in the country has been
employed, and the results are gratifying.
Work on the theatre has been going on
for some time, subjected to the usual tiresome delays. But at last it has been completed. The demolishing of the old buildings at nineteenth and Market streets
started October 11, 1919. The cornerstone was laid with impressive ceremonies
on May 8, 1920, and since then work has
been constantly in progress, the only delays being due to difficulties in securing
sufficient steel. All the plaster casts were
made right on the ground, thus effecting a
great saving of time. Jules E. Mastbaum,
the president of the Stanley company has
been constantly on the ground and his unremitting efforts are responsible in great
measure for the success of the great
theatre.
Delft

Theatres
Strinja

Add

to

Delft Theatres, Incorporated, added a
second theatre in Marquette to their chain
of Michigan houses, when the Delft
Theatre was opened on Christmas Day.
The new theatre is the most beautiful of
the five houses operated by the company
and in point of decoration and appointments compares favorably with any theatre in the middle west.
The theatre is entirely a fireproof construction erected by the Foster Construction Co., of Milwaukee. Most of the material used in the construction was purchased in Marquette.
The theatre is 84 feet wide with a seating capacity of 1,250. The floor of the
auditorium is bowl-shaped, providing a
clear view of the stage and screen from
any seat. The foyers and lobbies are especially spacious.

Picture

N €■

The ventilating system of this theatre is described on this page

In the front of the balcony are ten loge
boxes which contain the only reserved
seats in the house. The balcony and auditorium seats are the overwidth, leather upholstered variety.
Agnes Foster Wright, of New York,
designed and supervised the decorations,
with the exception of the stage settings
which were designed by Joseph Piatt, also
of New York, and painted by the Lee
Lash studios. The lobby is decorated with
several Chinese panels which are imported
from the Defosse studios in Paris, and in
the foyer is a velvet panel brought from
Watanabe, Yokohama.
A novelty feature of the souvenir program which was used during the first
week of the showings at the new theatre
was a page devoted to coming attractions
under the heading: "Some Delft Prornises." Among those Usted for showing
in the theatre were:
" Peaceful Valley," starring Charles
Ray; Marshall Neilan's "Dinty;" "The
Branded Woman," starring Norma Talmadge ; " " Passion," starring Pola Negri ;
and the Toonerville Trolley series, all distributed byAssociated First National Pictures, Inc.
The music in the new theatre is supplied by Madeline
orchestra,
which
is favorably
known Sack's
throughout
Michigan.
Programs will be changed three times a
week.
The projection room is equipped with
two of the latest type 6 B Powers Projectors.

Loew*s State Theatre Is
to be Well Ventilated
In the construction of the equipment of
Marcus Loew's State theatre, Memphis, Tenn.,
one of the most important features is the method
of ventilating by the Typhoon Cooling and VenSystem, similar
that in other Loew's
theatres tilating
throughout
the toSouth.
The Typhoon System of cooling and ventilating is based upon the simple laws of nature, it
having been demonstrated a long time ago by
Ernst Glantzberg, patentee of the T>T)hoon System, that it was possible to maintain absolute
comfort in theatres under the most adverse

weather conditions throughout the warmest sec
tion of the United States, providing air is sup
plied into these theatres at a sufficient velocity
This principle is carried out to the letter by tht
Typhoon Cooling System, which delivers coo.
air to the audience with an air motion of sufficient velocity
break thus
up the"
aerial a envelop*
surrounding
thetobody,
allowing
natural
body.
dissipation
of the excess heat generated by th«
Wherever the construction of the theatre permits, the Tjphoon Cooling and Ventilating apparatus is installed on the roof, and by this
means is enabled to draw pure fresh air from
high above the dirt and dust of the street,
and blow it down through the grill into the
ceiling of the theatre, where it passes over the
audience both in the orchestra and balcony with
sufficient velocity to maintain a steady breeze,
the air finally passing out at the rear of the
theatre, through the opening doors or other
exits. So completelj' does this system renovate
the air in the theatre that it requires only one
minute to completely change the entire atmosThe Typhoon equipment installed in the State
theatre
phere. comprises two No. 28 and one No. 212
T>T)hoon Tw'in Sets, and one No. 112 TjT)hoon
Single Set — the twin sets being installed in the
attic space above the theatre, and the single set
on the roof.
During the winter months perfect ventilation
may also be maintained by simply reversing the
operation, as carried on in the summer, thus
drawing out all of the foul air.
For heating purposes the process is likewise
very simple, being very much the same operaiion as that which cools the theatre; the air before passing into the theatre is forced through a
heating chamber. Thus, when it reaches the
audience it is of a sufficiently warm temperature to make all parts of the theatre comfortable.
So popular has this system of cooling, ventilating and heating become, that a large number of the big new theatres being built throughout the South are installing Typhoons.
The Typhoon Fan Company, of 345 West 39th
street. New York City, manufacturers of the
Tj'phoon Cooling and Ventilating System, has
representatives in practically ever>- large city
in the country. Its business has so increased
during the past year that it has been compelled
to establish new factories in New York, New
Orleans, and Chicago, from where it is sending
out forces of salesmen and engineers to solve the
different ventilating problems of exhibitors in
everv localitv.
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Now
We

Own

the

Patents

have just purchased

all

the rights and arc now manufacturing, ready to sell and
distribute throughout the
United States

The

Leiand

Film

Cleaner

It is the only Cleaner that has ever been
Grabbing

invented which will remove all dirt, grease
and grit, at the same time adding flexibility
to the film.
Dealers Wanted

Simple

and

out

inexpensive.

ors Supply Compani/ Inc.
Exhibit
CHICAGO
ST. LOOIS
MILWAUKEB
845 S. Wabash ATe.
S316 UndeU Bird. 133 Second St.
INDIANAPOLIS
MINNEAPOLIS
157 N. IlUnoit St.
Produce Exchange Bldg. (1517)

Paragon

of Motion

The

the

air

everywhere.
Fou

The

of

money

I Picture

can

do

it, too

Yes, sirRight above your roof are millions upon millions of cubic feet
work

Screens

Gardiner

that you could put to
itiaking money for you.

A^*^'\^e/fe here

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Thousands of exhibitors are using Gardiner Screens

''

t
for boo
today
Send
For Sale
by Leading
Dealers kle

-f ' 7- •
..^kJ^t 'Mife ^nd

to tell you how.

n.
full informatio
us the coumail

You'll be glad you did it TODAY

hfanufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
qOUUMBUS,

MONSOON
Room

COOLING

601, 70 West

SYSTEMJnc.

45th St., New

York

OHIO
Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 601, 70 West 45th St.
New York, N. Y.

ii

YES SIR! THAT'S the name of
THE
Lense. 32.8% more light.
28% better definition. We can prove
it. Let us show YOU.
JUST

ANOTHER

"IMSCO

PRODUCT"

INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC.
729 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone Bryant 1136-37

I want to know how I can "make money
out of air." Please send me your booklet,
"A Better Summer Business."
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News

City

to Get Theatre After
Nineteen Years
A motion picture theatre which, after
a run of nineteen years will become the
property of the City of New York, is the
latest news item. This unusual condition
comes about through a lease made a year
ago of space under the Manhattan Bridge
to the Manbridge Company of New York.
The theatre is now nearly completed at a
cost of $230,000. The rental is said to be
$10,000 per year for the period of nineteen years, after which time the present
owners will relinquish possession and
allow the amusement house to become the
property of the City.
The equipment for the new house was
furnished exclusively by the Howells Cine
Equipment Company of New York. It
includes Simplex machines, Peerless Automatic Arc Controls, Gardiner Velvet Gold
Fibre Screen, Ticket Selling Machines,
Ticket Choppers and Lobby Display
Frames.
The actual operation of the house will
be taken over by The Florence Theatrical
Corporation of which Mr. Kay is President and Mr. Gross, Vice President and
Treasurer.

Sclienectady Gets New
Barcli
Of the many motion picture theatres
i which have been opened in New York
I state this year, few, if any, are handsomer
than the Barcli of Schenectady, a 1,100
seat house, owned by John Walker and
managed by William E. Gladstone. The
house is a downtown one and has been
opened but two or three weeks, with its
marquise still to be completed. The house
is a combination of mahogany and grey
in its interior furnishings, the seats and
carpets being in grey, while the women
ushers are also garbed in Quaker grey,
the whole effect being most restful to the
I eyes.
The house has been about a year in
building. One of its novel features is in
connection with the exits to the balcony
which run along the side walls to the first
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

HALLBERG

United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

floor with exits near the orchestra, an arrangement which results in the minimum
of annoyance from those who are leaving
the house.
The rather peculiar name is due to the
fact that the entrance to the house is in
Barrett street and the exits on Clinton.
The house is equipped with a most modern
projection room, so complete that the
General Electric Company has requested
permission to photograph it and use it in
their publications.
The room is about 10 by 16 feet in size,

CINCINNATI
DETROIT

OMAHA
CHICAGO

with a depth from floor to ceiling of nine
feet, two windows opening out of doors.
There is a trap door leading to the workroom below, where the G-E motor-generator set is installed. Speaking tubes
connect the room with the orchestra as
well as the office. Two Simplex machines
have been installed. The throw is about
1 10 feet. Charles H. Travis has been selected as the projectionist. Mr. Walker,
owner of the house, was for six years
connected with the Lincoln theatre is
Schenectady.

CLEVELAND
MINNEAPOLIS ST> LOUIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO

MOTOR
GENERATOR
"2.SERIES
ARC"
THE
HALLBERG
Was the PIONEER
Motion Picture Generator.
Always the most EFFICIENT.
Eleven years CONTINUOUS
SERVICE.
Is now made for TWO
ARCS
in SERIES operation
for those who prefer this type.
Requires less
frequent carbon feeding.

Theatre

Equipment
Corporation
J. H. Hallberg
Executive Offices
Vice
Pres. and Secy.
1604 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY
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JONES,

LINICK
& SCHAEFER
Chicago, 111.

Are
FULCO

Using Ten

SPEEDCO

Automatic

(10)

ARC

Arc

Control

CONTROLS

Is the accepted standard arc feeding device of America.
There are over twice as many PEERLESS Automatic Arc Controls in use than all other makes combined.
This is a cold proven fact that we want you to know.

To Feed Their Projection Arcs, Realizing that
Pictures Properly Projected is Their Biggest Asset.
Efficiency can only he had by
use of our arc controllers

Take
note of CHICAGO'S
overwhelming endorsement
of PEERLESS
controls.
PEERLESS Controls in use in Chicago
189
All other makes combined
18

They Feed in Direct Proportion to the Consumption of Carbon
Is Adjustable to Maintain Exactly
the Proper Size Arc
MANUFACTURED BY

PEERLESS

MAJORITY

Write for Circular
THE J. E. McAULEY MFG.
30 N. Jefferson St.

E. E. FULTON COMPANY
3208 Carroll Avenue
Chicago, 111.

CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES
Factor}^ :
NEWARK,

FRAMES
JNS
SIGNS

DE

N. J.

LUXE

TICKET
FOYER

Office :
]NEW YORK
729 Seventh Avenue

CO.
Chicago, 111.

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY

171

BOOTHS

LAMPS,

ETC.

Factory :
CHICAGO, ILL.

Are You Satisfied With Your Stage Lighting Equipment?
eManufacturers of
Nltroren spot Ufhtfl
Arc
lights
Musicspot
stands
Aisle liglits
Rewinds
Film boxes
Mosicians' cbairs
Directors'
stands
Fluffing boxes
Stage
pockets
Cable
Condensors

We

manufacture

a high

grade line of stage lighting
and kino equipment. Our
line is complete and prices
are reasonable. (Engineering service gratis.)

It Will Pay You to Investigate.

Drop Us a Line Today

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
820 SO. TRIPP AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
We are equipping 00 per cent, of Chicago theatres

Guaranteed Rebuilt Machines at Bargain Prices
Look over the following list, and you will see machines
never before quoted at such low prices.
Simplex complete with reels and lenses hand drive $200.00
Simplex complete with reels and lenses motor drive 260.00
1918 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 126.00
1918 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 160.00
1915 Motiogrraph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 76.00
1915 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses motor drive 100.00
Each Machine fully guaranteed.
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest swpply house in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, HI.
WRITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN
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1

New
Theatre Contains Excellent Projection Layout
the balcony and instead of reaching it by means
framing purposes without opening the left hand
THE
'projection
room at with
the Stanley
theatre
of the usual steep ladder, one steps into a full door of the mechanism; carbon periscopes
is indeed
in keeping
this splendid
mounted on the lamphouse doors, through the
width door, set on a level with the balcony
new example of up-to-date Cinema Palfloor. The room is unusually spacious with a use of which the projectionist may project the
aces, and a glimpse into the concrete enclosure
image of his carbon crater on any specified spot
impresses one at once with the tremendous
high ceiling. An ideal system of ventilation
at his convenience ; Simplex arc controls to
strides taken by projector makers in the past carries off the obnoxious gases and the always
regulate to a nicety the feeding of the carbon
several years. For where, a few years ago, one •present smell of cellulose.
machine with a stereopticon attachment would
A Kliegl spot light with color wheel is located
arc; and Robin Speed Indicators to register the
comprise the entire apparatus, the eye is greeted, in the corner nearest the entrance, with a suffi- manner in which the film is passing through the
machines.
in the Stanley, with an imposing, glistening
cient amount of space allowing for its operation. Then comes the battery of three Simplex
array of Simplex Projectors, each of them lined
A dissolving stereopticon completes the proup as accurately as are the huge guns on a type " S " motor driven Projectors, each of
jection apparatus and through its use, the promodern dreadnought, and one rather feels that them enameled in battleship gray with nickeled
jection of an announcement on the screen is
trimmings and fixtures. Contained on these accomplished in a most artistic manner through
he is in the presence of a subtle, weird influence
which seems to be a combination of science machines are numerous special appliances which
the dissolving method, so popular during the
Lewis M. Swaab, the Simplex distributor in days of the beautiful colored illustrated song
and mechanics, as the hum of electric current,
and brilliant streams of pure white light, with
Philadelphia, specified, through the Precision
slides. The system of wiring employed in the
Machine Company. Included among these feaa soft purring of perfectly running mechanlaying
out of the projection room is unique and
tures are the extension knobs on the fl>-wheel,
isms, hold one's attention.
The projection room is located in the rear of which permit the user to turn the flywheel for practical, in that there is a marked absence of

Iron LaodcR
Machine

RO o M
UP
° J

Genekator Room
CD

Rewinoina
Room
< «o
_• I

22
•PICTURE
500THProjection layout at Stanley theatre, Philadelphia. The room was arranged by Hoffman-Henon Co., Architects and Engineers. The equipment was supplied and
13' installed by Lewis M. Swaab of Philadelphia
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Projection Room of
Stanley Theatre
(Continued from page 1370)
visible wiring in and around the machines, for
to one accustomed to going into projection
rooms, the absence of the usual conglomeration
of wires is quickly noted.
In a separate generous-sized concrete room,
is located a full-sized sheet iron covered rewind
bench, fully equipped with cutting and splicing
appurtenances, while through a steel covered
door, one walks into the electrical room, in
which are mounted the three special Simplex
100 ampere, 200 volt rheostats controlling the
projector current. Here also is mounted the
100-ampere resistance unit, as well as two 100ampere G. E. Ft. Wayne motor generators of
D. C. to D. C. type with necessary panel boards
and short-circuiting switches. In this room,
too, are placed the huge " flashers " that operate
the intermittent flashing of the large electric
signs on the front of the theatre.
The projection room is in charge of two of
Philadelphia's well-known projectionists, the
Messrs. Harry J. Abbott and Oscar W. Lummis
respectively. Mr. Abbott, for several terms,
served as president of the Philadelphia Moving
Picture Operators' Union, of which Mr. Lummis
is also an active member. Both men are exceedingly pleased with the Simplex apparatus
which forms an important unit of the projection equipment in many of the Stanley
houses. Two of the younger members of the
projection staff are Thomas Dunlap and Jack
Dubin, who are apprentice projectionists, being
trained under the skilled supervision and practised eye of the senior members.
All of the apparatus described in the foregoing, was purchased through the establishment of
Lewis M. Swaab, of Philadelphia, who included,
besides the projection apparatus, two electrically
driven ticket choppers, as well as a Swaab super-light screen, equipped with a special stretcher
frame. Mr. Swaab announces that the order
for the Stanley equipment, which amounted to
more than $10,000, marks the high water point
in individual theatre orders up to date in his
territory.
Lewis M. Swaab, president of the Swaab
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Further commendation of his ability was
Company, together with its manager, Mark
Swaab, and Mr. William C. Francke, of the shown at the last meeting of the Bronx Electrical Contractors' Association, when he was
Precision Company, attended the opening of
unanimously re-elected to the office of secretary
the new Stanley house, and received the con- with
a doubling up of salary.
gratulations ofmany of the leaders in the industry who were present, for the very creditable manner in which the high-class features
were projected.
Wonders
Why
Union
Took This Operator
Alaska Man Keeps Record
Says C. F., a projectionist from Georgia: I
of Film Condition
was in Jacksonville, Fla., a few weeks ago and
E. Paulson, of Ketchikan, Alaska, the farth- while there went into several of the theatres,
and
est north of any of the correspondents of the
I never saw such projection in my life. In
Projection Department, seems to have been gosh,
one place he (the operator) had at least three
afflicted with a series of junk features. Ac- breaks in each
and he had punch marks at
cording to his record which we publish below the end of everyreelreel.
Twice he let the screen
in the hopes that some film executive may see
white. Then at the end of the picture he
and study it, some of the films that found their go
flashed a Union slide on the screen. If I had
way to Alaska were no better than many of been him I would
have been ashamed to let
those that the smaller theatres in the Middle
people know that an operator like him could get
West are constantly receiving.
in the Union.
This is the letter, and the film record :
I will send you a photo of my booth some
I am enclosing a little record of the films I
handled from July 17 to October 17, 1920. I time soon.
am getting a little better service now from Fox
Reply : Contrary to the general opinion mem3
but the champion of all came the •Oother
day
bership in the Union is not a sign of excellence. It would be a good thing if it were.
when I looked over a serial, " The Lure of the
Circus." In part 1, I made 119 splices and after This, however, is not the fault so much of the
I ran it through the machine there
" 5 many Union itself as of Human Nature. A man
rt O were
more to make, so the manager cancelled the may know his projection data by heart and yet
booking and got his film from the•o 3Alaska Film be lax and lazy in putting it into practice.
Union membership is more a matter of book
Exchange at Juneau. This is my record:
knowledge than of operating efficiency and that
July 17 to October 17
a3
is where the trouble comes.
■< o,
Send in that photograph so that we may see
Z
— iu_
if your room compares in any way with the
Features
hi a C/3 o
many others that have appeared lately in the
News.
62
53,630
40
76
1
Goldwyn...
12
1
900
87S
Select 12
56,700 c14u 46 8
87S 34,875
World
8
93 485 9
O 4>
Fox (M a n
636
41 900
1,800 111 369 12
Hunter)..
1
Fox
13
209 695 38
Auto-Rewinding
Device
900 54,400
5 300
850
Universal. . . 1
4,500 4 o12o
Hodkinson.. 1 64227 900
Stops
at
Every
Broken
6,300
B. P. ComPatch
850 18,700
7,200 223 1,227 14
S. S. C. Fox. 11edy 4
K. & G. S.
The
newly
exploited
Worman Auto Rewind
Fox News 14 14 800 11,200
400
is
a
vertical
rewind,
motor
driven that autoFord W'k'ly 8
3,200
matically stops when a broken place in the film
M. & J. Car- to ns 13 13 300
is reached so that the attendant may mend it
Topics
10 10 250
3,900
2,500
Where bench space is limited this Rewind will
Pathe Seri- als 14 28 900 25,200
12 30 13
be
found valuable.
Greater Fea11 850 9,350
ture C'mds. 141 1 14
Ms'cU'neous
900 12,600
Totals . .
370
283,375 706 2,940 95 10
Former
Projectionist
Makes Good asContractor
Morris J. Rotker, up to 1919 the secretary
of Local 306, and who resigned to associate
himself in contracting work with the firm of
Wilson-Rotker Co., has recently taken over the
entire interests in the company and is now the
sole owner.

Harry J. Abbott, Chief Projectionist, Stanley
Theatre.

Motion Picture Engineers
to Meet in Washington
C. Francis Jenkins, chairman of the
Spring meeting of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, has announced that
the Convention will be held in Washington, D. C, on May 9, 10, 11 and 12. An
unusually complete program of papers
has been arranged by the Papers Committee and these together with the numerous inspection trips to local points of
interest will make the coming meeting of
wide interest.

Oscar IV. Lummis, Projectionist, Stanley
Theatre.
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to Tell

Tube Capacity
John F. Hepp, Boonville, Ind., writes : " I
wish you would illustrate the new and the old
tj'pes of mercury arc rectifier tubes, also tell
me how to distinguish the 40 amp. tube from
the 50 amp., as there are no marks on them.
Reply: Your request was transmitted to the
General Electric Company, one of the firms
making mercury arc rectifiers and the reply
was as follows:
presume
your correspondent
in mind
the" Iold
tube made
before the warhas when
we
could aflFord to use platinum and the new tubes
made since that time which uses a special type
of wire. The difference is in the seals, the
platinum seals having a platinum color and the
new wire having a reddish color. The platinum
in the old seals has quite a little value but there
is no scrap value to the new seals.
" The best way to distinguish between a 40
and a SO-ampere tube is by the catalog number stamped on the condensing chamber of the
tube; the rating is also stamped, but sometimes indistinctly. The catalog number of the
40-amp. (G-E Tube) is 409S8 and of the 50amp., 47409."

100

Michael J. Campbell, supervisor of projection,
Marcus Loeiv Circuit
located at No. 10 East 14th Street, in which
district the motion picture industry got its first
growth. Thru the shop referred to, passed all
of the projection equipment both before and
after being used on " one-night " stands, and
road shows that the Miles Company specialized
in, and where, under Mr. Campbell's supervision,
all projection equipment was thoroughly overhauled and inspected. This applied not only to
the motion picture machines, but to all electrical
apparatus as well.
During this period, Mr. Campbell also operated
at the old Grand theatre on Grand Street, which
house was then conducted by the Automatic
Vaudeville Company.
Three years later, Mr. Campbell joined the
Loew Company, which had just opened their
first theatre located at Lenox Avenue and 125th
Street, which location, for a long period, had
housed the Penny Arcade thru which the
wonderful Loew Company made its entry into
the arena of amusements. Mr. Campbell was
chief operator at this important house, and
has, since that time, supervised the installation
and lay-out of every Loew theatre projection
room. Today, Mr. Campbell not only takes care
of the many details that are a part of the
making-ready and actual maintenance of the

Stop
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many Loew projection rooms, but he collaborates with the architects and builders of the
new theatres as well. There are at present, 55
I-rojectionists, not including assistants, under
Mr. Campbell's direction, which gives one a
definite idea of the scope of his position, the
duties of which carry him into almost every city
of importance in this land. Mr. Campbell is
also one of the original members of Local No.
306, L A. T. S. R, the New York City Union
of Projectionists.
Mr. E. M. Porter, General Manager of the
Precision Company, is quite elated over this
latest achievement and promises some most important announcements concerning other Simplex activities in the very near future.

Rectifier

j LoewCircuit Standardizes
on Simplex
FOLLOWING closely upon the heels of the
announcements of the important Simplex
installations in many well-known quarters, comes
a piece of news that will, no doubt, be looked
upon with considerable interest by progressive
men in that circle comprising projector users.
This relates to a recent determination by the
officials of the Marcus Loew Circuit, to standardize the projection room equipment throughout
this nationally-known circuit with Simplex Projectors. And not only has the standardization
idea been adopted in theory, but has become so
effective in practice that more than two dozen
Loew theatres in various parts of the country
have become Simplex-equipped, most of them
being provided with two machines, and some of
them with three machines.
Mr. Michael J. Campbell, whose picture is
shown herewith, is chief supervisor of projection for the Loew interests, and can well be
included among the list of well-known projectionists ofthe industry. Up to the present writing, he has been with the Loew organization for
15 years, which is a long period when one considers how time is computed in this industry.
Mr. Campbell's first active experience in the
industry dates back 18 years, when he had
charge of the Miles Brothers repair shop, then
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SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
YES REAL U. S. MONET ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most complete outfit of ita type ever offered and at a greater money
Bavlng than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying: all the exclusive features,
UnlTersal
and trick
forward
take with
up, focosIncr on film,Regular
etc., fitted
vrlth crank,
60 M. M.
P: 3.6andlens,reverse
complete
6 fine
magrazlnes, aunBhada, tool kit and extra parte, caae to contain extra
magazlres
and
exira
parts,
case
for
camera
and
carrying
trunk
to
contain both smaller cases. Entire outfit finished off in a beautiful oUva
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
TOUR ORDER NOW. LIST PRICE )840.00. BASS PRICE )4E«.»«.
TRIPODS
PreclaloD Fanonun and TUtliv Top Tripod with line leather caae.
Lilt prtee SIM.OO. Oar price f ISS.OO.
VnlTeraal Panoram and TUtln* Top Tripod. list prlee fUO.OO. Our
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPAl^fY
TOmvt, 111
100 N. Dearborn St., Ohloaco, lU.

Questions and
Answers
(Continued)
49. What kind of receptacle is necessary
for hot carbons?
Hot carbons should be placed in a pail of
water or covered tin container.
50. Give method of testing for grounds.
Tests for ground may be made with a bell
and battery set. Place one terminal on base
of apparatus and the other terminal in the
part to be tested. A ring is an indication of
a ground.
51. How can positive carbons be detected?
The positive carbon is that one in which
a crater is formed, and the one which remains red the longest when the current is
cut oflf.
52. Is it possible to use 110 volt rheostat
on 320 volt current?
One 110 rheostat cannot be used in a 220
volt circuit, but two 110 volt rheostats in
series would be suitable.
53. Is it possible to use two 110 volt theostats on one 110 volt projection circtiit? If
not, why? If so, how? And to what advantage?
Two 110 volt rheostats could not be connected in series in an arc circuit as this would
not allow a high enough drop across the arc,
however these two rheostats could be connected in parallel in order to obtain sufficient
current carrying capacity.
54. Is it possible to connect two rheostat!
of different voltage on one projection circuit?
If not, why? If so what will be the restilt?
It is usually not advisable to connect rheostats of unequal value in a projection circuit,
unless care is taken to figure the total resistance of the rheostats as connected, and thus
obtain the drop and current carrying capacity. This may be figured from Ohm's law.
Leaks

^l£l£
L^O S S E S
Th£ >Automatick£T System Stops
Box Of^f=-/ce Leaks
&. Losses
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IMace an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

Phone Bryant 6808
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BAY STATE FILM SALES
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A. G. STEEN,
MADE
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RAW

EQVAL

The greatest step towards highspeed cutting and joining the
equipment world has ever known.
Over 100% more work per

TO THE

operator.
Interchangeable for negative
or positive splicing.
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

STOCK
BEST

NEW YORK

Used SnccesBfolIy by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

BELL & HOWELL
CO. LOS ANGELES
1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS

T63 Jersey ATenac

IT-S
I/IKE

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

~~~~
Jera«7 City. K. i.

»
A. SEIO)
J. CORCORAN,
UST NO. Inc.
FOR PRICE
MAUXrrACTURERS
AND PATENTKIS
OtBee and Factorr-

Your production requires the same quality of skill in DEVELOPING
in the making — if it is to meet with public approval.
Onr service insures tliis. Investigate and b« convinced
that our ■ervlce Is indispensable to your saccesa.

and PRINTING
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MFG.

CO., 416-24 West

216th Street, New
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" My piano teacher was so different than all
of the other men. He never smiled on me, he
never paid me pretty flatteries, he lived so far
apart from my world and all our ordinary
world, that I thought him always to be communing with the angels. He was so stern, so
great, so thoroughly uncommon that — I was m
love with him, really in love with him.
" He Ididn't
after atday
called
would know.
watch Day
for him
the when
windowhe
and see him enter the door and come into the
room and look at me with those stern, spiritual
eyes, and command me to start. When he spoke
to me, I looked so hard at him, that he seemed
annoyed, and ' while I played he would walk
behind my back and give the corrections.
wanted
kneeshim.
before
and
tell" Ihim
that to
I fall
. .on. myloved
But him
he was
so stern.
" Many suitors called for my hand. One
more persistent than any other was the Count
Gallenberg. He conferred with my father. . .
. and it was decided that I should marry him.
It was all arranged, quite finally".
" It was the evening before the formal announcement ofthe betrothal, that I was to have
another lesson with Beethoven. I was bursting
with agony and so was he — I could see it in
his face. We had started the lesson, I was at
the piano, when I heard a crushing sob, and I
felt myself lifted into his arms, for one moment,
for one moment. ... he kissed me, his lips
were salt with tears. . . . then he was gone.
" I was overwhelmed. He had never known
I loved him. I never knew he loved me. I
pulled myself together, and went into the dining
room. ' Lesson over so soon ? Why you've been
crying ' my father exclaimed. ' Yes,' I lied, ' I
didn't know my lesson and Beethoven was mean
to me, and I couldn't stand it any longer. So
he's gone.' "
" That night when all the family were abed,
I crept out of the house and down to Beethoven's
room. He was fully dressed — sitting at the
piano, his head in arms. He did not hear me
enter, until I fell at his feet, and threw my
arms around him, and sobbed out my heart.
For an hour neither of us spoke. Then for
another ...
hour, only'
the confession
of our love.
Then.
the story
of Gallenberg.
" Well, you man, you may well stare at me.
I am a fine old, ugly woman to be telling of
this. Look at the picture. That is the girl who
spent these hours with Beethoven. . . . He
dedicated. ...
the Moonlight Sonata. . .
to me. . . . Ah me, we were mad for
weeks and weeks before that hateful wedding.
It had to be. Beethoven had his work to do,
and I would not take him from it. He loved
me, always, he said. Here are letters I received
from him, and even long after I was married.
I saw him many times in secrecy. ... I
was Beethoven's one love."
At B the tenor sang: at D the soprano had
her solo; at G the ballet appeared in Egyptian
costumes (all the singers were in costumes of
the opera), at H we returned to the Triumphal
Entrance and used the double quartette.
The stage was kept in an old rose hue light;
the text being used in the scrim.
Following is the screen text which can be
read, letter by letter referring to the orchestral
score (at certain times the text faded out — as
for instance when the singers had their solos, —
then the scrim was empty, but the text resumed
at the last few notes of the solos.
Note: This entire overture occupies a little
less than fifteen minutes; the best parts of the
opera are used, and the newest comer to the
opera must leave the theatre with an absolute
knowledge of the score, which he'd never get
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from librettos or a first visit to the opera house.
It is said that Mr. Hyman plans to carry oft
a series of Operatic Digests that will bring to
his patrons the whole operatic repertoire — in
the course of several seasons.

sculptured in stone frowns. Drowsy intoning, narco
incense, a mysterious light from above.
B — Gallant Rhadames, the finest soldier in the roua
has secretly adored Aida. He sings " O Heavei
Aida," who is always in his thoughts.
Rhadames is slave to Aida. Aida returns the lov
Amneris suspects and always seeks to learn the seer
of her hand-maid. To win her were Greater Than t
Throne.

The Operatic Digest
With the permission of Edward L. Hyman
and the Brooklyn Strand, I am enabled to pubhsh their first Operatic Digest. . . . Mr.
Hyman asked me to assist in an idea he had
developed. He wished to give his patrons the
popular grand operas in such a way that as he

C —armies
But there
is no time
The riv
are reported
outsidefor thelove-making.
nation, and Rhadam
has been selected by high priests and king to lei
the Egyptian armies.
Go nation.
forth Rhadames
up Nile's
sacred victorious.
river, gua:
your
Return —— up,
Return
Rhadames,

put1. itThe
: lovers of opera will get what they like.
2. Those who don't know the opera but want
to know something of it will get the idea of
its story and action, its atmosphere and its
principal melodies.
3. Those who don't know the opera and don't
want to be bored, won't be bored.
4. With this in mind, Messrs. Hyman and his
musical director, Alois Reiser, and I had several
conferences.
We used the orchestra with sixty pieces, the
and
pipe organ, a double quartette, a ballet
screen text. The score of the opera was not
changed in any particular— excepting that we
only used a small part of it— the meat of it—
and changed the order of the selections to suit
the particular psychology of our presentation.
In any opera, certain atmosphere is predominant. In Pagliacci, it is the actor-stage and
clown bit; in Cavalleria it is the Church-Easter
bit; in Rigoletto it is the tragedy of the jester;
in Tales of Hoffman it is the water-music. . •
. And so on. In Aida the Egyptian music must
be uppermost— hence we used the priestess theme
as the opening and dominant bit, with the Nile
scene music for the atmosphere.
Following is the score which was used :
SCORE
5—
intonation theme (Scene
A — Orchestra — Priestess
very listless, sensuous,
to conductor:
1) (NoteAbout
Act
Page 60
three full minutes.)
and slowly. orchestra
over to end of Page 64.
in score, full
Aida).
B—Tenor— " Oh Celeste Aida" (Heavenly
Begin Page 7, third brace to end of Aria, Page 11.
NUe).
"Su del Nilo" (Up more.)
C— ORGAN INTERLUD— E—
— no second
oneto mmute
wild 36 —about
played,
(Fiercely
brace.
^
Page
note,
first
37
down
Page
on
Last brace

Vincitor (Return victorious)
D — Soprano — " Ritorna only.)
of page .54• to jendr
of(Middle
changepartof ofkey.AriaPage 56. Top .
to the end ot
continue
can
this
desired,
If
Note: —
Page 59 at your discretion.
Page
E— ORGAN INTERLUDE— NUe Atmosphere.pause.
204 — Fade out at end of that page — A dead
orL MARCH."the Full
" TRIUMT-HA
F— Orchestra—
last two
end of Page to120.
chestra, begin at therunning
the
of
end
the
over
page,
the
on
bars
.
fifth brace on Page 122
Theme — exotic dance — about
Orchestra — Dance
G —half-minute.
Page 65 down to opening of the_ second
bar of the last brace on the page. Repeat this.
H — Quartette — Glory Chorus — Page 112, down to
first bar, second brace, Page 115.
FINALE
CHARLES D. ISAACSON'S
INTERPRETATION OVERTURE
AIDA
By Giuseppe VerdL
A Egypt. Old land of ancient splendor. The days
when Egypt was the ruler of the
the Pharaohs,
of
universe.
The temples, the pyramids, the cruelties,
the chanting religions of strange rites, the colorful,
sensuous hot lands. . . . Slaves, courtiers, dancpriests,confines
soldiers of
— and
the midst
of itpalaces,
all in
the ers,
close
the intemples
and the
a conflict of opposing emotions.
We are in the Palace of the King of Egypt. The
plants, the mystic temples.
statues,areexotic
high
Deitiesceilings,
leer, there
rows of columns, one behind
the other into the distance and darkness. The god

So the people shout, the king commands, the pries
pray.
D — Aida also prays for him to return victorious.
Aida, dusky maid, is held prisoner by the Egyptian
Herself, a daughter of Kings, she is now hand-ma:
to Amneris, Egyptian princess.
Aida secretly nursing the love of Rhadames is in tl
midst of terrific emotions.
If Rhadames falls, my lover die— oh woe is me. Aid
win, my— while
people's
in Yet,
blood,ifmyRhadames
father conquered
my land
captorswillflauiru
my dearest hopes asunder.
Return victorious — what can Aida really pray?
E —lessly.
Yet ever the priests commime with their idol
The frowning adamant god, Ptah, looks down relen
priests
— the chorus
in The
the high
darkness
and croon
the mystic
temple. drowsily intont
While in the distance, the Nile sluggishly flows i
its ancient bed.
The moon shines brightly in a yellow dazzle; th
deep blue of the sky illumined by a million stars.
The calls of frogs, myriad insects, the dull accent
of the river — and the midnight calm.
In the distance, the Temple, where the priests ii
tone their prayer.
TIME PASSES
by
F —The
Triumph.
soldiers
victorious.gates.
entrance The
to the
city return
of a thousand
Vast crowds await the rettuning heroes. Ancien
civilization's
The
King proudest march !
on
the throne
courtiers
following him
Bands playing
Tnmipeters
first
followed
chariots,
sacred vessels.
Gods ofbanners,
Images
the
Cheering crowds
Rhadames
on a
carried by
officers
Victorious Rhadames
Victims,
litter —
prisoners
spoils
of the
conquered
Dancing girls
in a sensuous
measure
brown-skinned
lithe-bodied
And always the
victorious soldiers
shouting multitude
Aida and
watches
all; her
tornpeople.
by her emotions-^ove of th'
victor
woe for
G — One of the prisoners is her own father.
Noting the love of Rhadames for Aida, her fatbe
contrives a scheme.
He urges that the two flee and leam the secrets o
the Egyptian army.
Amneris, returning from the temple, overhears, anc
notifies the priests of the treason.
Rhadames realizes that he has become a traitor anc
gives himself up.
The lovers die in a lonely tomb.
HThe— But
Egypt goes on. Ancient land of exotic splendor
Temples
The
Pyramids
The Nile
The
of the Priests
The Strange
Lust for intoning
Conquests,
^
The Marvels of Victory
The Splendor of Ancient Civilization, ^9
Egypt, the Queen of the Earth.
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" ALL SOULS EVE "
(Realart)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
speed
a
on
The timing is based
Love Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
(Characteristic), Stevenson
Ghost Theme: "Phantom Visions"
1— " Ghost Theme" (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " Bard of Ireland Overture," by Kretschmer (2 mmutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " In a little Irish."
„
„■
3 — " Ghost Theme " (1 minute and 50 seconds), until— S: Ghosts walking.
A— "Rosary," by Nevin (20 seconds), until — S: Mary Miles Minter
praying^ Thought" (Dramatic), by Titlebaum (3 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: "Nora's mother is in."
6 — "Budding Spring" (Moderato), by Platzman (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "When the day's work in the."
7 — " Innesfalen Medley Overture," by Koppitz (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
until— T: Lointaine
"It's the "day(6/8of Moderato),
Norah's."
.
8 — 'Serenade
by Berge (1 minute
and 20
seconds),
until—
T
:
"After
a
week
on
the."
,
i,
9 — "Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental ballad), ,by Levy
(1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: Close-up of wreath on door.
10 — "Baby Dreams" (Little Reverie), by Boyaner (3 minutes and 5
seconds),
until — T: " "At
the Heath
home."by Varley (1 minute and SO sec11 — " Capricietta
(Allegro
Moderato),
onds), until — T: "Maybe you could find some."
12 — "Love Theme" (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "And thus
it 13happens
that."
j n .,
— "Dramatic
S : Olivia
at phone.Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
14 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes),
until — T: "The shadowy woodland near."
15 — "Sinister Theme" (For scenes of impending danger), by Vely
(2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "In a human life."
16 — "Love Theme" (2 minutes and SO seconds), until — T: "On the
border line of the."
17 — " Elegie " (Heavy Pathetic), by Baron (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T : " But you will come back."
18 — "Love Theme" (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "The love
and19 —beauty
of." Recitative No. 2," by Levy (S minutes and 30 seconds),
" Dramatic
until — T: "If I could only forget."
20 — "Hindoo Hop." by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T:
" Roger accepts Olivia." Note: To action pp or ff.
21 —— "S Kiss
a Miss of" (Valse
Chantee),
until
: Close-up
Peter and
Nora. by Baron (1 minute and 20 seconds),
22 — "Sleep Baby Sleep" (Song) (20 seconds), until — S: Close-up of
music.
— Repeat: "Hindoo Hop," by Levy (2 minutes), until — S: Flashback
to 23cabaret.
24 — Ghost Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "All Souls' Eve
finds." Note: With ad. lib. tympany rolls during storm scenes.
— "Half-Reel
by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
S :25Nora
trying to Furioso,"
wake Roger.
Note: To action pp or ff.
26 — "Love Theme" (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "By the
time Doctor."
27 — "Ghost Theme" (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "As Death's
shadows and."
28 — "Thoughts at Twilight" (Moderato), by Berge (3 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: "During the months that."
29 — "Sleeping Rose" (Moderato), by Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Roger finds in Nora."
30 — Continue ff (30 seconds), until — T: "You mean this is the — end?"
31 — " Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by Leath (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "Free of Olivia's base."
32
— "Ghost Theme" (I minute and 40 seconds), until — S: Close-up of
old man.
33 — "Love Theme." (3 minutes),
THE until
END— S: Flashback to statue.
" RICH GIRL— POOR GIRL "
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Adolescence" (Melodious Allegretto), CoUinge
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " Dramatic Recitative " (For heavy intensive drjimatic scenes), by
Levy (2 minutes and S seconds), until — T: "Terry McShane enjoying one."
3 — " Japolomo " (Fox trot), by Sanders & Carlo (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — S: Close-up of grind organ.
Note: To 6e produced iiith grind organ effects.
4— Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Petted and pampered."
5 — "Petite Duchess" (Melodious Gavotte), by Baron (1 minute and 55
seconds), until — T: " Your old man, do you mean? "
6— "Hindoo
(Fox trot oddity), by Levy (1 minute), until — T:
" You'll
meHop"
dis."
Note:
To give
be played
with effects of grind organ; pp during interior scenes.
7 — "Laughing Beauties" (Moderato), by Berge (5 minutes and 50 seconds), until — S: Organ grinder leaves.
8 — "Moorish Rose" (Fox trot), by Baron (1 minute and 5 seconds),
until — T : " Come
lef 's show."
Note: on,
To Nora,
be produced
iiith grind organ effects.
9 — "Galop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:
" Beat it, kid, here comes."
Allegretto), by Seeligson (2 minutes
and10 —55"Caprice
seconds),Joyeaux
until — "S: (Melodious
Girl in bathtub.
11 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "I traded clothes with."
12 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Simons (50 seconds), until — T: "Shortly
after sundown."
13 — Continue to action pp or d (2 minutes), until — T: "William Durand
Vanderfleet."
14 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute and
40 seconds), until — T: "Your grandfather is home."
15 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "The sudden
realization."
16 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "The end of a trying
ordeal."
17 — "Conspirators" (Sinister), by Santos (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "Once more Fish Alley."
— " druv
Half-Reel
T: 18 "I
him Hurry
to." " (to action pp or S), by Levy (4 minutes), until —
19 — " Capricietta," by Varley (4 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T:
" While from the big house."
20 — Theme (1 minute), until — THE
T: "Through
courtesy of the."
END
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" TIGER TRUE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Elegie" (Dramatic), by Baron
1 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
"Hunting
Scene" jungle.
(Allegro Vivace), by Borch (35 seconds), until —
S :2 —Close-up
of African
3 — "Twilight Fancies" (4/4 Andante Cantabile), by Fromel (1 minute
and 35 seconds), until — S: Flashback to Jack and Lion.
4— "Vivo Finale" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and
20 seconds), untilNote:
— T: Begin
"In striking
contrast."
pp ; during
accident play ff.
5 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (1 minute and
SO seconds), until — T: " Sanford, I wish you would."
6 — Continue to action (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "That afterwhen the." " (Allegro Moderato), by Varley (2 minutes and 55 sec7 — "noonCapricietta
onds), until — T: " He must be the bouncer."
8 — "Conspirators,"
" Frame
him to start." by Santos (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T:
9 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T:
" Say
that agai^
and I'll."and 15 seconds), until — T: "I cannot figure your
10 — Theme
(1 minute
11 — Continue to action (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "The
Tangle
knew littleRomantique
of."
12 — "Serenade
" (And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and
35 seconds), until — T: "'The Tiger acquire his lair."
13 — " Sinister Theme " (Scenes of impending danger), by Vely (1 minute
andgame."
30 seconds), until — T: "The sinister shadow."
14 — "Lento Allegro" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes
and 5 seconds), until —Note:
T: "Known
the action.
Tiger."
Begin pponlythenas to
15 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "You're wonderful."
16 — " Grave Allegro Molto," by Borch (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: " By way of the roof tops."
17 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
T: " Please for the sake of our."
18 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "I was
Themethe."(3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: " Mary, say the word."
long19 — past
20 — " Dramatic Tension," by Andino (3 minutes and 4S seconds), until —
T: "But what about the Tiger?"
21 — "Dramatic Tension," by Levy (4 minutes), until — T: "Another
threat
from the."Agitato," by Kiefert (1 minute and SO seconds), until — S:
"Allegro
The22 —fight.
23 — Continue pp (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T: "I'm her — her
24 — Theme ff (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Mary, what are
stepbrother."
THE END
you doing? "
" THE SNOB "
(Realart)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Capricietta" (Allegretto Moderato), Varley
Joyeaux" (Melodious Allegretto), by Seeligson (2 minute),
until1— —"Caprice
S: At Screening.
2 — "Baby Dreams" (Little reverie), by Boyaner (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Lonesome little Kathryn."
3 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " And so after years of."
4— Continue to action (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: " As usual
"America United" (March), by Perry (30 seconds), until — T: "And
the5 — cipher."
the6 —flash
"Acesof."High" (lively march), by Roberts (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "Next Note:
to Captain
To be Bill."
played to action pp or ff.
7
—
"Capricious
Annette,"
by Borch (45 seconds), until — S: Flashback
to Kathryn.
8 — " Frat College March" (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "After
Note: To action pp or ff.
Bill's first."
9 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "At last the day of the."
10 — Repeat: "Aces High," by Roberts (1 minute and 25 seconds), until —
T: "And so Kathryn."
11 — "Hindoo Hop' (Fox trot oddity), by Levy (30 seconds), until — T:
" To Kathryn the."
until12 —— "Sleeping
S: Dancers Rose"
stop. (Moderato), by Borch (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
13 — "Moorish Rose" (Fox trot), by Baron (2 minutes), until — T:
" Whims, I'm in a fierce."
14 — Continue ff (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: Close-up of orchestra.
15 — "A La Paree " (One-step), by Verdin (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: " Please take me to my."
16 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "Buy, why?"
17 — Continue to action (3 minutes), until — S: Kathryn arrives home.
18 — "May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (3 minutes and 20
seconds), until — S: Close-up of taxi.
19 — " Serenade Lointaine " (6/8 Moderato), by Berge (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Take me to a small clean."
20 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "A few hours with."
21 — " Petite Duchess " (Melodious Gavotte), by Baron (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "Unaware of what the hours."
22 — "Adagietto" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and
10 seconds), until — T: "About the time Kathryn."
23 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " Please don't go away.
24 — "Impish
" Near
four." Elves" (Light caprice), by Borch (3 minues), until — T:
25 — Theme ff (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Bill, from now on
THE END
"TAX FREE MUSIC IN ALL REALART CUES"
Bill."
you're."
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usiness
ferin^s
WANTED— PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS, with pictnr* experience; good salary steady positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. S14
MalUrs Building, Chicago.
WANTED CAMERAMEN— To Shoot Stuff for Ne^ro
News Reel all over the World. Address Clifford,
1816 12th Street N. W.. Washington, D. C.
MANAGER;
pictures
or vaudeville;a ten
experience;appearance;
booking
and advertising;
real years'
businessgetter; neat
good education;
thorough
executive.
percentage;
116, Motion Salary
Pictureor News,
N. T. go
C. anywhere. Box
MUSICAL
change.results
Perfect settings Director-Conductor
and music scores. desires
Satisfactory
guaranteed. Prefer large orchestra. Musical Director, 25 St. Nicholas Terrace, Apt. 3, N. Y. C.
MISS NELLIE HULL KING
Una Fon Soloist with L. C. McHenry's "County
Fair"
Co.
Kentucky Have
and
Tennessee. Feature
PackedFilm.
housesPlaying
everywhere.
my own Una Fon and make announcements —
parading every street in every town. Played
week atreofin Nashville,
Jan. 17th atTenn.,
the "Knickerbocker"
Theto excellent business.
Permanent Address:
No. 2315 Ohio Ave., (Clifton), Cincuinati, O.
Care of Mrs. Young

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
arn'35to100aW^
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.!
Quality for this fascinating profession. Three
months'
course covers
all branches:
Motion Picture — Commercial — Portraiture
Cameras and Materials furuisJied free
PracticaleasyIndtruction:
Day or evening
classes:
Themodern
School equipment.
of Recognized
Call
or write forterms.
complete
CATALOG
NO. 41, Superiority.
N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. OR 505 State St., Bkl: „,
The Beethoven Conservatory
of Music
4525 Olive Street St. Louis, Missouri
MAKE A SPECIALTY IN TEACHING
MUSIC ADAPTED FOR MOVING
PICTURE SHOWS

AntomatlctUIy soppUes only such Toltage as ar*
requires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114tb St., CleTeland, Olilo, C. 8. A.
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
W* rent Isti of or tddreiB cantemplated or (zUtiBf tbearrei, excbinget, ittte rlgbts awners, pa^
Ildtj medinmi and prodncars, telected at to terrlterr, claM. etc. Twenty tboaaand cbaDgei war*
raearded In aur Hit lait year. Iti oae meant a
aaTlng of from 20 to B0% la paataga, ate.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORT CO.
244 Weat 42nd St. Plumt. Btftml Hit
New York
A4dre$iint
PHnUng

OHIO
Wellsville — This town is to have a new
theatre to cost approximately $125,000. A
Mr. Harris, who is interested in the
amusement business in Pittsburg, is reported interested in the new project.
OREGON

$150,000.
Uniontown — Uniontown's new theatre
will not be started until April ist, 1921.
The site is on Main Street at the place
now occupied by the Lyric theatre.
East Liberty — The Rowland and Clark
theatre interests announce that work will
start soon on the construction of a new
theatre at Squirrel Hill. The new theatre
will have a seating capacity of 1,200.
Palmerton — A modern theatre to seat
1,000 is to be built in this town.
Lebanon — Mr. John A. Jackson of the
Jackson Enterprises has purchased a lot
on the northwest corner of 8th and Spring
Streets and will erect there a motion picture theatre of 2,500-seat capacity.
Mount Carmel — A $200,000 theatre to
seat 2,000 will be erected next spring on
Third Street near Maple, by the Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises.
Altoona — Silberman Bros, have filed
plans for the erection of a one-story brick,
terra cotta, stone and steel theatre with a
seating capacity of 2,600. Mr. H. Childs
Hodgens is the architect.
Philadelphia — The Girard Construction
Company has a contract for a one-story
motion picture theatre on York Road,
Willow Grove.
Philadelphia — Jules E. Mastbaum of
the Stanley Company announced the purchase of property at Germantown and Lehigh Avenues for the erection of a theatre.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Darlington — A new theatre is to be
erected in this place. The officers of the
concern have not been made public yet.
TENNESSEE
Nashville — The
Dixie Amusement
Company intends to erect a theatre at
Church Street and Sixth Avenue*.
FOR

THE

Radio

BETTER

News

Slide

Type
Radio -Mats Daily PorCatch lines and Daily

Oregon City — A new $30,000 motion
picture theatre will be erected in ^his city
by W. A. Long, owner of the Star theatre here.
PENNSYLVANIA
York — Messrs. Jacob & Isaac Silverman of Altopna, who are connected with
the Western Pennsylvania Amusement
Company, plan to erect a $500,000 theatre
in this town.
Philadelphia — Plans are now being prepared for the erection of a fireproof theatre at Washington, Pa., which when
completed will result in an expenditure of

Picture

*
Announcements.
. . Live
talks . . .ExhiTDitors
Individual advertising
50 -RADIO- MATSFor Sale by all Leading Dealers
FOR

COLOR

{EFFECTS

USE

Hoods
Made of Natural Celared GItaa
Colors «how Beautiful and
Brilliant and sire Permanent
Far Ahead
of Dip and
Let' Cottly
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
Z6S0 W. Congreit St., Chicago, Ul.
Fidelity Famous
Moving Picture
Machine Motor
Alternating or for
Direct Current and
variable speed.
Sold direct to us or
tJirough your dealer
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO.HPAXT,
Lancaster, Pa.
Printing, Developing
and Art Titles
BRINNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager
1737 N. Campbell Ave-, Chicago, DlinoiB
NON-FLAM-LABOK\TORY
Artistic Printing and Developing
Narrow and Standard size Films
Iiiformation cheerfuUj- giren gratis
C. W. BRILHART M. H. SCHOENBAUM
Now Torty-second
York Citv St.
10Yonkers,
Cornell N.Avp.
T.
Phone — Brj/ait 2991
Phone 652

Watch for the
220 "U".Details
on the
Music

The

Convention
Held at
Aster

Hotel

JAN. 24, 25, 26

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHiCAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6 PEDDLER
(MAR. 1)
JAN. 31
" Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses." — M. P. Kews.
" Good production of mechanical and unreal plot." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — •' Good — consistently satisfactory business all week."
•' Went over in fine shape. Corlsing good story with plenty of action,
PENALTY,
THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL NOV. 27
and it scored nicely."
CAST
MOUNTAIN WOMAN, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
FEB. S
" Great
News. vehicle for Lon Chancy, but falls short in many ways.'" — M. P.
"An excellent Pearl White vehicle." — M. P. Nexcs.
Exhibitor
Comment — " Very good picture, although some women were
MR. WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANGshocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
M'CARTHY
JAN. 1
Chaney's work Is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonder" Unique and strongly dramatic from plot angle." — M. P. Newt.
and very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful story
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, and
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. 18
" Stage success not so good as a picture." — M. P. Xetps.
brought — big
box-office
returns."
Consensus
" Good
picture,
good puller,"
Exhibitor Comment — " The very best picture Miss Brady has made on the
Realart program. Ran a two-reel Harold Lloyd comedy with this one
PINK
TIGHTS
(UNIVERSAL)
GLADYS WALTON
SEPT. 25
and we had a program that was hard to beat. Drew usual Sunday
" Slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture." M. P. News.
and Monday crowds ; big to average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Great i)lcture. Turned them away at night." " The
NINETEEN
AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES JAN. 8
boiled down opinions on this picture Is ' Old Stuff.' "
RAY
PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
NOV. 20
"Ray scores again with pleasing study of small town life." — AS. P. News.
" Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment. Ray at his best. Average
business throughout week."
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a surprise. First time Walsh has been
tried out for a week here. Even in the week before Christmas It drew."
NORTH WIND'S
MALICE, THE
(REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC- OCT. 30
IAL
CAST
POLLY WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC. 18
News.Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — M. P.
"Probably the best Beach picture yet produced." — M. P. News.
" Ina
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Not
much.
Did
fair
business."
"
Good
picture
of
the cold Northwest whl^h did excellent business for two weelis, having
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks
been held over a second week on account of the large crowds it drew
the first seven days." " A very good picture, to very good business
considering the fact that it is the week before Christmas." "This is the
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. 1
sort of picture they seem to like. Went over big three days."
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV. 13
mostly men." " A fine picture which brought more than usual busi"Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage sucPRISONERS
OF LOVE (RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
cess won. Public praised the picture." "Not up to Tom Moore's
COMPSON
JAN. 29
standard, although It did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-oflBce
returns
while
not
especially
great
were
satisfying."
"This
feature brought more than usual business and seemed to please my
" Very pep."
uriusual and artistic drama." — M. P. News.
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-ofiBce attraction. Crowds
RICH ness."
GIRL, POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
JAN. 29
packed success.
the houseTomeveryMoore
performance."
A very
the
'• Gladys Walton scores in heart interest story." — M. P. News.
stage
at his best, " but
as inclever
the adaptation
case of all ofprevious stage and stock productions, business far below average."
RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
DEC. 4
OH. LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
" Good combination makes interesting picture." — M. P. News.
" Rather light but entertaining." — M. P. News.
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
Exhibitor
Comment
picture.
Bebe This
Daniels
has has
become
very popular
here — in" An
her excellent
short career
as a star.
picture
lost
" Good production given thrilling story." — M. P. News.
nothing; It is transition to the movies." "Good picture to average
ROMANCE PROMOTERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN. 29
business."
"
Great.
Bebe
certainly
has
a
great
following
here,
and
this
picture went over 100% better than her first. Believe she is going to
" The sun shines on Earle Williams in this one." — M. P. News.
be one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picROMANTIC
ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON..JAN. 21
ture and business was very good during run." " Good picture — good
entertainment. Meets modern popular taste. Average satisfactory busi" This one looks like a vehicle." — M. P. News.
ness." — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
ROOKIE'S
RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC- JAN. 8
LEAN-MAY
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY,
AN
(INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
RAY
NOV. 13
" Quite frail but fairly pleasing." — M. P. News.
" Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over." — il. P. News.
SAGE HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
"A well-produced dramatic story of the west." — M. P. News.
standard." " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more
than Ray
usualrunsbusiness."
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
SCUTTLERS, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 25
Dervish.
around and" Should
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
" Famum has a ' He-Man ' role in story of the sea." — M. P. News.
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fully
up
to
the
average
as
to
Farnum
productions.
" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
Pleased our audiences. Business good considering general conditions."
all week. (Middle West.)" "One of the poorest things Ray has ever
done. They came because It was Ray — but they didn't enjoy It." " An
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
amusing farce, but not quite up to some of Ray's recent efforts. A good
" Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — M. P. News.
box-office attraction, howeve." " Audience greatly enjoyed star in this
picture ,which attracted overflow business during holidays." " Not up
SHOCKING
NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
JAN. 15
to the usual Ray picture and after opening business dwindled."
" Not substantial enough for five reels." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SILVER LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
JAN. 15
ONE MAN IN A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE)
GEORGE BEBAN
JAN. 29
"Interesting
crook play brings Jeivel Carmen back to the screen." — M.
P.
News.
" Character study is satisfying offering." — M. P. News.
OUTSIDE THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
JAN.
SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY- TON OCT. 23
" Best straight melodrama in many a day." — M. P. News.
22
" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story." — M. P. News.
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. *
Exhibitor
Comment
good business.
to people Many
will" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
ing to accept
story— as" Pretty
just movie.
Rather goodSatisfactory
drawing qualities.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
OCT.
IS
" German picture U spectacular; wonderfully acted." — M. P. News.
it." VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FREDliked OF
23 SLAVE
ERICK OCT. 10
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST
.JAN.
"
Big
from
a
production
and
acting
standpoint."
—
M.
P.
News.
"Better than average picture from well known novel." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good business. The picture satisfied a critical
Exhibitor Comment — " Paramount seems to have fallen down here this 29
audience." " Fair picture, business very good,"
season in its big releases. This picture did only an average gross."
SMILING
ALL
THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. 21
PAYING THE PIPER (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.) DORDAVID
BUTLER
OTHY
DICKSON
JAN.
"
Butler's
third
is
well
produced
and thoroughly interested." — U. P. News,
" Well produced domestic drama that tcill please." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor ture.Comment
" Davidspectacular
Butler's popularity
witha each
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
There was —nothing
about this —growing
but It was
clean piclitHumorous
incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray — enough." — M p
A' etc*.
'"
well received.
tle picture,
Exhibitor Comment — " Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. AudiSO CAST
LONG
LETTY
(CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE)
SPECIAL OCT. M
applaud enthusiasticall
y." "much
Very better
good week.
Ray
always
sure
of big ences
business.
This considered
than ' 45 Minutes from
" Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should
Broadway.'
" Charleshe Ray
In any
is enough
to pack want
this house.
In Peaceful" Valley
Is cast
in a story
role that
his admirers
to see
be cut out by all exhibitors that run It, as It has some bad morals."
him In. The picture attracted capacity houses for a seven-day run "
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. U
"pleasing
Did veryfeature
well. which
Picturetookentertaining
and
box-office
results
good."
"
A
well In my theatre. As to box-office value
" Interesting crook story, well directed and acted." — M. P. News.
IV IV
it is a pretty good bet." ".^n improvement over " Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway," but not his best by any means. Usual business "
BIVN""
CONSTANCE
(REALART)
DIFFERENT
SOMETHING
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Rather frail but backgrounds » ive '.t." — V " »'-!!»
Box Office Reports continued on page 1380
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART' OCT. 30
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
" Impressive momenta in this artistic production." — if.
P.oNews.
t
Exhibitorture andComment
— " house
Excellent
production
In every
great picdrew like
afire."
" Now here
is a way."
picture." ATypical
De
Mllle cast, direction and all. Not as enjoyable throughout, of course, as
' Why Change Your Wife," but finely built for contrast of action and
suspense.
Big business
carriedduring
over another
week."of "ItsDrew
good
bouses to excellent
business
fourth week
run.veryCrowds
continued." " Picture eo good business grows. Held for a third week."
•' This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
bouse which tells the story."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller,"
SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MBSSMORE KENDALI^GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN
OCT. 23
" Fine basic plot, but lacks action and incident." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a great picture but Vivian Martin's charm and
cleverness put it over. Played to good business for a week."
SOWING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEW- ART JAN. 29
" Pou erful drama, well produced and acted." — M. P. Neu:s.
SPENDERS. THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
" Quite interesting picture made from best seller." — M. P. News.
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. 1
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — M. P. News.
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFP-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. The plot is well put together and the
details are worked out well."
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" This one tcill hardly interest the majority." — if. P. News.
TESTING
BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.DEC. 18
HART
" Sure
fire
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-office
attraction. Picture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." " An average picture which went over big.
Hart
favoriteto here."
picture
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks great
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Fine
business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
" Average entertainment in this Mix offering." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Tom ones.
Mix still
popular. a Clyde
PictureCook
pleases
though
not
as good Comment
as other —recent
We boosted
comedy
to help
business."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET. .JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — if. P. News.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl White scoring a hit." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Thoroughly
audiences,
withourresult
that
picture got
good —box-office
play. pleased
Pearl White
feature
audiences
liked."
THOUGHTLESS
WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
"Human document with real life-like touches." — if. P. News.
THOUSAND
TO
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART BOSWORTH
" Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
poor business on account of the holiday season."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Jan. 22
•' Rather crude but carries a punch." — M. P. Netcs.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture ,but up to the average. Played
to fair business." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week." " A splendid picture to average business two days." " Fairly entertaining picture and average box office
value." — " Oood picture; average puller."
Consensus
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — if. P. News.
TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST
OCT. 23
"Simple and human is this contribution." — If. P. News.
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS, THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed deliglited with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus — '• Oood picture, good puller."
TWINDEHAVEN
BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
MR. AND MRS. NOV. 13
" Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to
give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in It, but
always
One of Box-office
the beet comedies
I have spicy.
played Splendid
In a longweek's
time. business."
Went over " great.
receipts
entirely satisfactory for week's run." " Carter de Haven at his best,
but many
not like
it. APoorgood
business
due picture.
to holidays."
" Another
stage
farcedidgone
wrong.
program
Business
about
average." " An excellent attraction that proved a remarkable drawing
card for three days. Kept our crowds laughing from title to close-up."
Big business thrcn; days."
Consensus — Oood picture, good puller."
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RELEASED
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BRAND
STAR
t
le(UNIVERSAL)
TWO KINDS OF p
LOVE
SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 35
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — if. P. News.
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. 8
" Jones in a story of gunplay and hard riding." — if. P. News.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE (FRANK
GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — if. P. News.
U. P. TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV.20
" First-class melodramatic western, with fine cast." — if. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 28
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end." — if. P. News.
VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 18
" Crude production of familiar story." — if. P. News.
WANDA'S
-AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV. 20
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — if. P. News.
WEST OF THE RIO GRANDE (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS)
SPECIAL CAST
.FEB. S
"Real Western incident and good hokum here." — if. P. News.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 27
" Very ordinary western for Carey." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Verry good. Extra big business one day."
WHEN
WE WERE TWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B.
WARNER
JAN. IS
//. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — if. P. News.
ExhibitorfullyComment" Just as fine
as the play
same name.
Delightacted, and —charmingly
directed.
H. ofB. the
Warner
in a role
that
WHITE
YOUTH
(UNIVERSAL)
EDITH
ROBERTS
DEC.
IS
just fits
him." has frail and obvious picture here." — if. P. Newt.
" Edith
Roberts
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
JAN. 29
" The title might attract them — that's all." — if. P. News.
PICTURE

Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

" (Robertson-Cole)
— "While
this were
production
good,
it "The
did notWonderman
draw the business
which it should.
People
expectingis very
something
dififerent. Played two days to only ordinary business."
"Whispers'' (Selznick) — "Fairly entertaining. Average business two days."
"Bullet Proof" (Universal) — "Westerns well liked. Average business one
"Would You Care" (Vivian Rich) — "Average business two days."
"Figurehead" (Select) — "Pleased all classes. Average business two days."
"Bonnie,
(Universal)
— "One
of the Subtitles
best littleare comedy
dramas
ever Bonnie,
produced.Lassie"
Kept them
laughing
throughout.
great.
Big"Iron
business
one day."
Heart"
(Fox) — "A picture easily forgotten. Average business one
day."
" Mightnlght Gambols" (Pioneer) — "Public doesn't seem to grasp dual
characters. Average business one day."
" Silver Horde " (Goldwyn) — " Excellent comments. Big business two days."
"Crooked Streets" (Paramount) — "Excellent — big business two days."
"Everybody's Sweetheart" (Select) — "Not up to standard. Very light
Big business one day."
"Burning
Daylight" (Metro) — "Mitchell Lewis doesn't draw any more as
day."
he used to. Average business two days."
"Blindness of Youth" (State Eights) — "All star means no star. Silly picture. Poor business two days."
"His Temporary" (Hodkinson) — "Fair picture — no drawing card. Average
to "Marooned
poor businessHearts"
for two (National)
days.'' — "Splendid matinee days. Three days to
extra
big,
big
and
average
"Little Miss Rebellion" business."
(Paramount) — "Everyone satisfied with this feature. Two days to average business."
"Tree of Knowledge" (Paramount) — "Just a fair picture. Robert Warwick
is good, but not popular with my people. Average business one day."
" The Family Skeleton " (Paramount) — " Old rehash which was well received,
but"Innot Old
as good
as his others."
Kentucky''
(First National) — "Used with Mermaid comedy, 'A
Fresh Start,' which made a bang-up show and sent them out smiling with
"Prince Chap" (Paramount) — "Good picture with some faults. Average
satisfaction."
business
"Ladderoneof day."
Lies" (Paramount) — "Fair-average business one day."
"The Terror'' (Fox) — "Fair-average business one day."
"Husbands and Wives" (State Rights) — "Very good picture. Average
business
day." (Pathe) — "Very poor. Average business one day."
"DreamoneCheater"
" Old Wives For New " (Paramount) — " Still popular. Average business
"The Toll Gate" (Paramount) — "A Little Disappointing. Big business two
one"The
day."Man Who Had Everything" — "Average program picture, well received
with many favorable comments. Average business two days."
" Terror of the Range " (Pathe) — " Very poor. Poor business one day."
"Life's Twist" (Robertson-Cole) — "An average picture to average business
days."
"Girl of My Heart" (Fox) — "Nice clean picture. Average business ome
one"Rio
day."Grande" (Pathe) — "Very good picture. Average business one day."
" Felix O'Day " (Pathe) — " Average business one day."
"Sunset Sprague " (Fox) — "Big business one day."
"Whisper Market" (Vitagraph) — "Poor business one day."

The reel covers a lot of territory from the
opening scenes which show the camels which
are used to a great extent in China as beasts of
burden, being led by coolies, to the closing views
of the enormous tombs and tombstones erected
to the emperors of bygone times.
The state reception hall, the office of the
premier, his cabinet and even the president himself, with his children, march down the marble
steps of the " Chinese White House " and stand
for a close-up before the camera.
A good educational and instructional. —
; RANK LEONARD.

which is unusual. Certainly it is a novelty to
see pictures of a group of people who are a
part of civilization and yet not a part of it.
The two reels are packed with humorous incidents. As for instance, the silly little dance
which is done monotonously in a circle with the
participants closely crowded together. Truly
the shimmy.
The natives have no sense of shame and
nurse their infants and disport themselves at
their simple pastimes an naturel. They build
leaf
huts to as
sleep
in — huts No
which
aren't they
as well
constructed
birdnests.
wonder
are
doomed! And they are as temperamental in
front of a camera as a matinee idol. The
camera is certainly a great medium for enlightenment. The races and places of the globe are
being shown to us. It behooves us to show our
appreciation by becoming acquainted with them.
—Length two reels.— LAURENCE REID.

" Golf "
(Ginal Slow-Speed-Educational)
HERE'S one for the golfers. It's a half
reel principally of slow motion stuff showing how to hit the ball and then chase it for another hit.
The instructor shows you how to hit the ball
straight from the shoulder and at the same time
turn the wrists, the slow motion giving an accurate account of how its done.
The mashe approach, the bunker shot, the approach put, and the shot put are all illustrated
and made easy by the slow motion photography.
This is a splendid half reel for those interested
in this sport.
If your patrons care for the sport, by all
means
it. If they don't, it is a question. —
FRANKbookLEONARD.

" Whirl of the West "
(Snub Pollard— Pathe)
ttONUB" POLLARD'S latest is rather short
O on comedy, but it certainly provides compensation with some of the best action and
stunts in which this actor has ever indulged.
In fact we didn't believe "Snub" could do the
acrobatic contortions he performed on a wild
horse and get away with it.
In his endeavor to escape from a band of
" shoot 'em up " cowboys the star seizes a horse,
mounts him and does a series of " Arabs " on
his back that equals anything ever done by a
troop of trick riders.
This is one of the big moments in the comedy
which
sparkles
in action
from tothethetime
" Snub "
goes West
to meet
a relative
finish.

" The Mambuti Pigmies "
(Paramount-Vandenbergh)
THE third series of pictures taken by the
Paramount - Vandenbergh Expedition in
British East . Africa and Uganda are
worthy companion pieces to the forerunners.
They present educational values which cannot
be disputed since they offer most interesting
close-ups of a race of pigmies, doomed to extinction. It is difficult to believe that there
could be a race of people so backward — so absolutely hopeless. They have no conception of time,
religion or occupation. Averaging a height of
four feet, they live their circumscribed lives
in the heart of the Uganda jungles, subsisting
entirely on nuts, bugs, and certain animals.
Dr. Vandenbergh has shown great patience in
photographing these people who are naturally
timid. He had to coax them into the sunlight
with salt — a substance which doubtless appealed
to them and which they have long needed. The
subject is rich entertainment and surpasses the
average photoplay because it offers something

HERE is a Sennett comedy that is good for
many a laugh. Clever gags mark it
throughout. It is a storj' of a pair of immigrants
who arrive in America with no knowledge of
English and a little baby. The physical examination ofimmigrants is admirably burlesqued.
Our hero, stripped to the waist, is strapped to a
" Back From the Front "
chair which revolves about in pinwheel fashion
at a high rate of speed. His examiners, all good
(Christie Comedy-Educational)
palm himself off Sennett types, calmly read the paper during the
whothewould
THEas afellow
hero is
idea behind the latest test. Strange to say no sub-title comments upon
Christie comedy starring Bobby Vernon — " taking no more revolution out of him."
The couple are mixed up in a great deal of
an idea which never grows old because it is
trouble by a bootlegger who wants to smuggle
akin to human nature. " Back from the Front " a bottle of booze into the country by means of
is about the best full grown legitimate comedy
which has reached the screen in some time. the immigrants. There are two detectives who
There is no slapstick present, nor any recourse can smell whiskey within a radius of a couple
to burlesque. What is depicted is genuine. of miles. The smuggler, hidden in the immigrants trunk, is unable to escape them. There
Bobby has been a " stay at home " lieutenant. is lots of action in the home of the employer
When the boys come back with their decorations for bravery his humiliation seems com- with the detectives, smugglers and irate husband. Louis Fazenda is especially good as the
plete. He is invited to a week-end and to
make a hit palms himself as the most successful foreign yviie.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

" Pathe of Glory "
(Chester Outing-Educational)
ANY are the scenes which this one-reeler
M show in and about Pekin, China. And
thereest isn't
value. one of the many which hasn't inter-

Pollard's two assistants, the fat fellow and
the little negro boy, act as splendid foils for the
comedian and assist in many of the situations.
Although there are a few good comedy scenes
in the picture, it relies mostly on the development of its situations and the action which it
contains.— FRANK LEONARD.

" ace " in the aviation service. Now everything
would have been O. K. had Bobby just talked
of his exploits. He never dreamed that he
would have to indulge in aviation feats. He
attempts to find a way out of his difficulty but to
no avail. He is forced to take the air and
the evolutions certainly spell a heroism as great
as that he might have earned during the war.
The high spots of the picture come when the
ambulance corps attempt to follow him about.
A quartet of ambulances in perfect formation,
wheel and turn, and race, over the field to be
near when the machine tumbles to earth. It is
a very humorous bit and one that will be appreciated wherever it is shown. Eventually
Bobby is forced to fly with his fiancee's father.
The entire house party are indulging in heroworshipping. But Bobby . never leaves the
ground. Instead the aeroplane skims over the
surface and strikes a hugh haystack and Bobby
and his future father-in-law are propelled
through space. He hasn't proved himself much
of a hero, but he has the satisfaction in knowing that he will not be urged to fly again.
There is no repetitious detail, the company
builds from its idea, sending out thrills and
humor without effort. It certainly scor<;d with
the Rialto audience in New York. After one
has been " slapsticked " to boredom it is a relief to see something which can conquer with
realities. " Back from the Front " is a surefire comedy — a refined comedy, but one which
carries a " kick " like 500 bomb proof " likker."
Christie will have the slapstick directors eating
out of his hand if he continues with similar
ideas.— Length, 2 rech.— LAURENCE REID.

" Astray from the Steerage "
(Paramount — Two
Mack Reels)
Sennett Comedy —
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^ forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects u
prcU as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
Persuasive Peggy (Peggy Hyland)
6 TORCHY COMEDIES
AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
The Law of Nature (Coleman-Lee)
6 Torchy Mixes In
_
Birth of a Race (Jane Grey-Geo. Le Guerre) 7
rLYING "A" SPECIALS
Night Hood
2
Mother Love and the Law (Dolly Matters) 5 Torchy's
Torchy
's
Double
Triumph
2
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary-Irene Rich)
S Woman
of Mystery (Grace Cunard-Francis Ford).... 5 Torchy Turns Cupid
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
'
22
of Man (Jack the Ape-Man)
6 Torchy's Millions
Barrie)
6. Evolution
When Dr. Quackel Did Hide (Chas. Joy)
5 MERMAID COMEDIES
The Blue Uoon (Special Catt)
The Gamesters (Margariu Fisher)
• Up
in Mary's
(Eva (Florence
Novak)
Smoke
2
Doman
Above Attic
Reproach
Chase)
66 Holy
Moonshine
2
tL Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 6 SHORT
SUBJECTS
ftgfj Kebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5
High and Dry
2
Six Two-reel Joy Comedies (Chas. Joy)
April Fool
2
The Simp
2
Fifteen Two-reel Harry Carey's (Harry Carey)
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams)
2
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Fifteen Two-reel Mary Pickford's (Mary Pickford)..
SPECIALS
Twelve
Two-reel
Franklyn
Farnum's
(Franklyn
Far5
num-Buck
Jones)
Morgan).
ph
O'Neill-Ral
(Peggy
Modern Centaurs
1
Penny Philanthropist
The
RaceDiving
of the(Kellerman)
Age (Man O' War)
21
6
Johnston).
Cobb-Vida
(Edmund
Art
of
Street
the
of
Wow'es
6
)
Desert Scorpion (Edmund Cobb-Vida lJohnston
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Babe
Ruth
—
How
He
Knocks
His
Home
Runs
1
5
MetcaU)
Whitney-Ear
(Claire
Chamber Mystery
Valley of 10,000 Smokes
1
Btate Rioht$
3
White)
Circumstantial Evidence (GlennWhit
CHESTER.OUTING
SCENICS
Dangerous
Love
6
5
e)
(Glenn
Wall Street Mystery
6 Paths of Glory
5 rhe Victim
1
Unseen Witness (Glenn White)...
5 BALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Paps and Papas
1
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
5
Lost
a
Yodel
1
te)
Whi
(Glenn
Case
Feb. 4— In Again, Out Again
2
Bromley
5 Jan.
1
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White)
20 — A Dog-gone Mixup
2 Frivolous Fijis
5
e)
Whit
(Glenn
Crowning
King
Blizzard
1
Mystery
of
House
7— This Is the Life
2 Rookeries and Squakeries
5 Jan.
1
Dec. 1 — A Close Shave
2
Triple Clue (Glenn White)
There
Is
No
Santa
Claus
1
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
Nov. IS— Hired and Fired
2
1
2 Swat the Landlord
2 Sept. 2— All Balled Up
Suge Struck
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
Aug.
19
—
Clever
Clubs
2
Betty the Vamp
^ Aug. S — Some Champs
2
2
Meet Betty's Husband
Voices
The Willof o'thetheSea
Wisp
'. 1
Betty's' Romeo
2 SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
The Business of Camping
1
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
The
Isle
of
Desire
1
18 The Explorers
2 Jan. 21
One every other week
1
Jan. 8—
17
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
Dec. 24
No. 16 The Banana Special
.•
1
2
Tropical
Nights
1
Dec.
15
No.
IS
wn
Bra
of
Man
The
2 Nov. 30—
No. 14 SCEENICS
A Knight of the Pines
2
RANCH WESTERNS
Looking Up Jim
From Deer to Dam
1
2 STAR
Raiders of the North
One two-reeler eTery two weeks.
Sultans of the Sea — Getting a Toe Hold
1
Three and a Girl
2 Feb.
4 — A Daughter of the Law
2 Xo Hope for the Drys — Silver Silences
1
In the River
2 Jan. 20—
The
Rranch
Mystery
2
Then
Company
Came
—
Art
Is
Everything
1
SPORT PICTORIALS
24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
1 Dec.
Dec. 10— The Man Hater (Grace Cunard)
2 Out
the Past
'.
1
How Do You Get Your Exercise
Fine ofFeathers
— They Forgot the Town
Making Man Handlers
1 Nov. 25— The Mormon Trail (C. Edward Hatten)..2
Sea Planets — Apartments for Rent
1
Girls Will Be Boys
1
VANITY COMEDIES
1
DuflEer
Happy
The
Without a Wife
1
How Will You Have Your Bath
1 CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
Tea for Two
1
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
Ouija
Did
It
1
(At State Right Exchanges)
Featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
Mind Your Business,
1
THE
GUMPS
Father's Hero
1
COMEDIES
A Cabaret Touchdown
1 Sliip Ahoy !
1I GAYETY
Sand Witches
1
Scandal A La Carte
1 The Toreador
1 Ain't Love Grand
All Over Overalls
1 The Broilers
11
Blonds
Flicker,
Flicker,
Little
Star
1
Splash
J1 Mixing Business with Pleasure
1
1 Rest in Peace
Doomed Me
at Noon
Up She Goes
1 MISCELLANEOUS
ARDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
Westward
Ho
1
His Wife Jimmy
2 A Hunting We Will Go
Hides and Go Seek
1
1 In
Dutch
1
Her Husband's
Flat
to Work
1
Kink
of Kawakki
22 Get
1
Best of Luck
1 A Tale of the Far North
Soap Bubbles
2 The Promoters
1
Champion by Chance
>
2 The Masked Ball
1
SERIALS
Give 'er Gas
1
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
IS episodes Chester's Cat
EQUITY Devils
PICTURES
CORP.
Rolling Around
11 Whispering
(Conway Tearle)
Keep
to
the
Right
(Edith
Taliaferro)
Andy's
11 For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Yooag)....
.\ndy HasHoliday
a Caller
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
II Cuspidoree
1 The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Silk Husbands ard Calico Wives (House f eters) .
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young)
6
or)
Vid
(Peters-(Lloyd
Lying Lips Folks
Homespun
Hughes)
6 COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Louise Glaum)
6 The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) < FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
6
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7
Feb 27— \\Tiat's Worth While (Lois Weber
COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chgo.)
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
Prod.)
5693
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
6 SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Feb. 27 — The Price of Possession (Ethel ClaytonMAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
Hugh
Ford
Prod.).
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) (
? Feb."20-fhe Kentuckians (Charles Maigne Prod.)
?L\,^^%^«tr^^m/nt'',lo
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
20-The
!
l
!
!
!
".
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
l
!
i
!
!
l
!
1
!
^Skating^
Swan
TSe^DyTng^
" 1 : nV.V-;
■ v,' • V : (Cosmopolitan
• • z Pilgrim
^. Passionate
rroa.)
_F^b.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5 The
Love (Acrobatics)
Hand and
Free Flying
De Armands
JI Feb.
13— Chickens
(Douglas MacLean-Ince Prod.) 6357
Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) I Feb.
13—
Forbidden
Fruit
(Cecil
B. DeMiUe
Hundeller (Balancing)
1
''"^
Prod 6—)
Thre? Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1 Feb.
AYWON FILM CORP.
The Ghost in the Garret (Dorothy Gish).S037
. .5502
FEATURES
Feb 6 — Brewster's Millions (Roscoe Arbuckle)
30 — The Frontier of the ••Stars•;(Thomas
JanMeighan)
TheHolmes)
Loggers of Hell Roarin' Mountain (McGowan- S EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Jan. 30— Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitrmaurice
( Releated Through Bducational film Smchange$ )
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5
A Rough Shod Fighter (Wm. Russell)
5 CHESTER COMEDIES
(Wm. DeMille
Madness
23— Midsummer
Jan.
A Crook's Romance (McGowan-Holmes) S Ladies' Pets
5908
22
Prod.)
Youth's
Melting
Pot
(Mary
Miles
Minter)
5
Beat
It
MacLean(Douglas
High Gear JefTery (Wm. Russell)
5 You'll Be S'prised
Return
Rookie's
The
23—
Jan.
....4133
■- •
22
Ince Prod.)
The Moonshine Menace (McGowan-Holmes) S A Trav Full of Trouble
Sally With a Past (Mary Miles Minter)
5 The Big Show
2 Jan. 16— The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
Quick Action (Wm. Russell)
5 CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Jan.'^°16-^fhe Education of Elizabeth (Biilie 470S
The Man From Medicine Hat (McGowan-Holmes) . .5
The Virtuous Outcast (Mary Miles Minter) S Scrappily Married
Burke)
2
4743
From the West (Wm. Russell).:
5 Man Versus Woman
2 Tan 9— The Charm School (Wallace Reid)
6023
Melford Prod.)
(George Tourneur
Jucklins
The
9—
House Without Children (Richard Traverse) 6 Hey, Rube
2 Tan
5289
Prod.)
(Maurice
Bait
The
—
2
Tan.
Blind Love (Lucy Cotton)
6 Nobody's Wife
22 Dec.
26— Silk Hosierv (Enid Bennetti 455;
Border Raiders (Hill-Lynch)
S Movie Mad
..... . .5927
Room, Kitchen and Sink
2 Oec.
Dangerous Trails (Rex Ray)
5 Dining(W'm. S. \\Hart)
Testing Block
The Amateur
Dec. 26—
10 — An
Devil (Bryant
ashbum)
.4464
2 Dfc.
Unknown Ranger (Rex Ray)
5 Back from the Front
19— To Please One Woman (Lois Weber
2
Days of Daring (Tom Mix)
S Wedding Blues
608«
)
Prod
2
Eternal Penalty (Kolker-Mayo)
$ Mr. Fatima
Dec. 12— Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6307
Re lease Information Continued on Page 1384
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MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE"
(Holubar-First
Propaganda

National)

and Spectacular Melodrama
Here

"A

CONNECTICUT
KING

Are Blended

ALLEN HOLUBAR'S widely publicized picture, " Man-Woman-Marriage," certainly carries a healthy box-office value. The naras of its
sponsor, the attractive title and the fact that it carries a theme which
will interest feminine audiences are sure-fire factors towards its success.
There is no doubt that it offers spectacular appeal in the immensity of its
sets depicting in the development the triumphant march of woman down
proper
storythey
no place
have The
scenes
these of
ages, though
throughthantheshowing
" other
are
mannerin inthewhich
the sex.
the progress
introduced certainly preclude any effort at direct continuity. Yet their
very introduction sort of takes the sting off the propaganda.
Holubar hasn't done so well by his story which shows him at cross purposes with himself because he relegates his fine ideas to the background in
order to bring forth purely melodramatic moments. His logic takes flight
at critical times only to be brought back through captions which preach and
moralize. In attempting to limit his scenes, continuity is dispensed with
so that one is forced to jump at conclusions. The idea attempts to show
the emancipation of woman. The wife is represented as the reincarnation of triumphant woman through the centuries and her memory
goes back to the matriarchal age, the era of Constantine or the Elizabethan period. Here is Holubar and the players at their best. Some scenes
are tremendous and have no more space in the picture than a passing subtitle, yet as brief as they are. tell more of the big idea than the orthodox
and rather commonplace modern story. The battle of the Amazons is truly
breath-taking and the knighthood scene when milady is carried off by a
chivalrous trooper is like a rare tapestry. There is one " shot " which
standus out distinctively in its representation of a mad orgy.
In all the picture carries a big idea which is more or less forced. That
it is rich and colorful cannot be denied — that it is excellently acted cannot be disputed with Dorothy Phillips lending her emotional talents — that
it has triumphant moments is certain. A mighty and dignified climax
would give it the impressiveness that such a theme deserves. There is no
question of its success. Holubar doesn't do things by halves and Dorothy
Phillips is an actress of the first order. These names and the title cannot
fail. — Length, 9 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Victoria
Dorothy Phillips
The Father
Ralph Lewis
The Mother
Margaret Mann
David Courtney
James Kirkwood
Schuyler
Robert Cain
Henshaw (the Political Power)
J. Barney Sherry
Bobo (The Little Charmer)
Shannon Day
Richard (The Brother)
Gordon Marr
The Wronged One
Jean Calhoun
Milly
Frances Parks
Jerry
Emily Chichester
By Olga SchoU.
Scenario by Allen Holubar.
Directed by Allen Holubar.
PRESS NOTICE -STORY
Allen
Holubar's
tremendously
spectacular drama,
" Man
— Woman — Marriage,"
will be the feature attraction at the
theatre
next
. This
offering is said to be one of the most lavish ever produced. The director who
conceived the idea also has brought forth the emancipation of woman in terms of
colorful appeal, compelling drama and scenes of spectacular dimensions. The
emancipation of woman has been in progress throughout the ages and Holubar
simply visualizes them in a manner which can be appreciated by all. A modern
home is represented which depicts a marital conflict. The wife compares herself
to heroic figures of the ages as she progresses toward her emancipation. In her
search for complete independence and happiness she turns the pages of history
and becomes a Christian slave, or an Amazon, or a lady of the Elizabethan age.
The picture presents a forceful argument for womanhood and offers an entertaining
in the
bargain. Miss Phillips is ideal for the leading role and her cast
isdrama
entirely
efficient.
PROGRAM READER
Manager
takes great pleasure in announcing that Allen Holubar's
tremendous
spectacle,
— Marriage,"
to the
theatre for an
extended" Man
run.— Woman
This feature
is said isto coming
have taken
months to prepare, which is believable in the magnitude of the
sets and the number of people
in the advancement of motion pictures.
it marks
employed.
Its theme is Surely
vital and
timely; a itsmile-post
drama is always interesting and the magnificance
of the production will be appreciated by all who attend the —
next
— . and
Dorothy
Barney Sherry
RalphPhillips
Lewis. is the star and in the cast are James Kirkwood
SUGGESTIONS
the star
and cannot
the names
of the principal
playerstheHolubar's
attractivename;
title — the
thesename
are offactors
which
be dismissed
in the exploitation of this feature.
Get out your paper,
play
up
the
vital
theme,
tell
of the
immensity of the production and spread your arguments all over town through
every conceivable medium. Spread
them
far
in
advance,
too.
Your
crowd
will
flock to see this picture. You can link up with the churches and women's clubs
You can interest the feminine sex mightily. Bring out that it is the biggest picture of the year. Don t overlook a single bet in your exploitation.
CATCH LINES
Triumph^nt"~'^''"'^"~'^^"'^^^ "—Allen Holubar's mighty picture of the Woman

YANKEE

IN

COURT"
ARTHUR'S
(Fox)

Mark Twain Modernized in an Appealing Picture
FROM Mark Twain's story William Fox has produced a photoplay
version which wiU please the majority of American picture audiences. He has taken a modern young American, transplanted him in
a dream to the sixth century when King Arthur and his Knights of the
Roimd Table held forth in Britain and then piled one comic incident on
top of another as the young fellow proceeds to Yankeeize and modernize
the days of jousts and iron clad warriors. There is a plot of course, for
the Yankee finds envious members of the Court to contend with and also a
sixth century vamp to escape from. It is clever satire, and the titles,
written throughout in a vein of slang unknown to Mark Twain, but which
make excellent laugh-getters to-day, play an important part.
The scenic staff and art director who executed the medieval castle and
banquet hall set deserve great credit. The production from a scenic standpoint would bring joy to the ghost of Tennyson just as the satire would
make him writhe in anguish.
There are any number of good laughs from the time the Yankee awakes
to find a mounted knight above him inviting him to " joust." He is taken
to the court of King Arthur and there with his breezy Yankee familiarity,
earns for himself the penalty of death. But he claims credit for an
eclipse of the sun, and is made the King's magician. He is then sent out
to rescue a maiden, as was customary among able gentlemen of those days.
This he does, and then comes the tournament scene, one of the biggest in
the picture, historically correct, pictorially beautiful and screamingly funny
when our indomitable hero comes out on a broncho, dressed in a cowboy
suit to contend with the prepossessing figure in armor. After this, preaching the doctrine of democracy, he induces the king to disguise as a peasant
and journey forth in search of adventure. The pair are captured and
about to be hung by the vampire-queen, when the rescue party sets forth —
not on sloAV moving steeds, but in a flivver made from discarded armor,
and a whole battalion of motorcycles. It is a thriller and at the same time
ludicrous ride over the mountains. For each knight is still armor clad
and carries his pennant and shield.
The picture is really subtly disguised flag-waving. It says the same
thing as the village orator on the Fourth of July — that we are the pluckiest,
gamest, nerviest and most democratic nation in the world — but it says it
only insinuatingly. And that is its greatest appeal. For we have had
Fords made from cast-off sheet metal before in slapstick, but the contrast
between the carefree, give-'em-hell American and the ceremonious knights
of the Round Table, is more than funny. It is an apjieal to our national
pride and to our love of the traditions of the traditional American.
Harry Myers plays the Yankee and gets a whole lot out of this wonderful
part. Rosemary Theby is the wicked queen and Pauline Starke is an attractive heroine except in two close-ups. William Mong is splendid as
Merlin and Charles Clary is King Arthur. Emmett Flynn's direction is
quite flawless and his staging of the tournament is a wonderful piece of
work. — Length, 8 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
The Yankee
Harry C. Myers
Sandy
Pauline Starke
Queen Morgan le Fay...
Rosemary Theby
King Arthur
Charles Clary
Merlin, the magician
William V. Mong
Sir Sagramore
George Siegmann
The Page, Clarence
Charles Gordon
Mark Twain
Karl ■ Formes
Mr. Cavendish
Herbert Fortier
Mrs.
Cavendish
Adele Farring"ton
Sir Launcelot
Wilfred
McDonald
Story
by
Mark
Twain.
Scenario by Bernard McConville.
Directed by Emmett J. Flynn.
Photography by Lucian Andriot.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The management of the
announces one of the biggest pictures of
the year as the attraction beginning
. It is none other than " A
Connecticut
Yankee
in
King
Arthur's
Court,"
a picturization
the immortal
story by Mark Twain by the same name. The dean
of Americanof humorists,
had
he lived until today, would welcome this screen version of his wonderful satire.
For Mark Twain's " Connecticut Yankee," is just as real and just the same
happy-go-lucky
young
on the Yankee
silversheetis as
he was in tothetheauthor's
From the time
whenfellow
the young
transplanted
sixth book.
century
in his drearn until he wakes up to find himself still in the library of his palatial
home, the picture is crammed with screamingly funny satire of the highest type.
Especial attention has been paid to the correct picturing of the medieavel tournament scenes. Our young hero comes forth to joust with the armor-clad warrior
on his armor-clad horse, riding a broncho and swinging a lariat. It is a scene
which
will atmore
amuse him
the than
same interest
time. any American — it will enchant him, thrill him and
Playing in this wonderful satire are Rosemary Theby, Harry Myers, Piuline
Starke, Charles Clary and William V. Mong. The direction was handled capably
by
Emmett
Flynn,
Bernard
McConville
Mark technique.
Twain's story,
changing
it only
whereandit was
necessary
for the scenarioized
retention of screen
" A Connecticut
in King Arthur's Court " will remain at the
.
theatre
for Yankee days.
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Advance

Motion

Information
on
{Continued from page 1382)

Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4944
Dec. 5— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
4867
Dec. 5— Conrad in Quest of Hi« Youth (Thos.
Meighan)
5926
Kor. 38 — Romantic AdTcnturesi (Dorothy D«lton)
473*
ARTCRAFT
June — Rebecca of Stmnybrook Farm (Mary Pickford)
53i>
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Feb. 27— The Butcher Boy
2
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
i..*
Not. 21— Hia Wedding Night
1
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Feb. 20 — The Unhappy Finish
2
Feb. 6— On a Summer Day
2
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Art
2
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
'
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
>
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10 — Spirits
»
Sept. 12— Kids Is Kids
2
Aug. 29 — Nerer Again
*
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURE?
Feb. 27 — Modern Aspects of Japan
1
Feb. 20 — A Little Atlantis
1
Feb. 13 — Palma De Majorca
1
1
Brindisi '
All Aboard
Feb.
Jan. 306—— Under
CubanforSkies
1
Jan. 23— Old Malacca
1
Jan. 16 — Beautiful Bermuda
1
Jan. 9 — Catching Up in Canton
1
Jan. 2 — Bordeaux to Lourdes
1
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Jan. 23— Wildest Wales
1
Dec. 19 — The Jungfrau Railway
1
Not. 21— Kilawea Volcano Eniption
1
Oct. 17— Winter Sports at St. Moritr
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Jan. 9 — Victory Mountain
1
Dec. 5 — Indian Summer
1
Not. 7 — A Setting of Agea
1
Oct. 10— The Cloud
1
Sept. 5— From a Piscatorial Angle
I
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Feb.
27 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Frank 1
Moser
Feb. 20 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Earl Hurd.l
Feb. 13 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Pat Sul- livan 1
Feb. 6 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and
Mootch)
1
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Sullivan....!
Jan. Ifr — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Kurd
1
Jan. 9 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Bailey 1
Jan. 2 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1
Dec. 26 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
1
Dec. 19 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Earl Hurd
1
Dec. 12 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey
1
Dec. 5 —toon Twentieth
Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car- 1
by Frank Moser

All

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
His Bed Sheet
Nutt Inn
It's a Live
Powder
Puflf One
Pirates
Harem Scarem
Lolly-Pop's
His Watch Daughter
Hound

Film

1
1
11
1
11

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Passion (Pola Negri)
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart)
Man, Woman and Marriage (Dorothy Phillips)
Parrot and Company (Sydney Franklin)
My Lady's
Latcli Key (Lionel
(Katherine
McDonald)
The
Great Adventure
Barrymore)
Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas. Ray)
The
AboutMayer
Husbands
(Whitman Bennett's)....
HabitTruth
(Lewis
Prod.)
Nov. 29— Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
Not. 29— Unseen Force* (Special Caat)
Not. 22 — Love, Honor and BehaTC (Mack Senoett'i).
Not. 22 — Dangerous Business (Constance Talmadge)
SI 18
Nov. 8 — The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrymore) .5600
Not. 1— Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) 2061
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin)
(
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaTen)
5
Nomads of the North (Jai. OliTcr Cunrood) 6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray)
6
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason)
2
The Kick in High Life (Lehrman)
2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) tf
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore)
6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Aniu Stewart)
6

Picture

ISewi

Releases

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
The Parlor Bolshevist
The
Hypnotist
The Papoose
On the Hip
Northwoods
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up
A Hard Luck Santa CUus
Gum Shoe Work
Home Brew
The Medicine Man
1_
GAUMONT COMPANY
{At State Right Exchanges)
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani)
Branded (Josephine Earle)
The Sinker (Special Cast)
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)
dusbanas and Wives (Vivian Martin)
SERIALS
In the Clntches of the Hiada (Ten Episode*)
Xuesdays — Gaumont News
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic

H
H
Hi
yi ,
H {
Hr
H ;
H U
H I
M H
Vi ||

t
C
i
t
•
•
I
2
1
1

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore
Kendall Prod
5
Godless Men (Special Cast)
6367
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
5202
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
5884
The Concert (Special Cast)
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
4496
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6255
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
4255
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
Jr
7
Madame X (Pauline Frederick)
6475
ine Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy). .4600
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford). .5198
EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Earthbound (Basil King)
6772
The Penalty (Gouvemeur Morris)
6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The North
Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
Going
Some Wind's
(Rex Beach)

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast)
c
A Connecticut
Yankee inCast)
King Arthur's Court (Spec- 7
ial
Blind Wives (Special Cast)
7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cagt)
7
While New York Sleeps (SpecUl Cast)
7
The Skywayman (Lt. Onner Locklear)
7
If I Were Kingr (William Famum)
7
The White Moll (Pearl White)
7
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers
<
Drag Harlan
j
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The
Cub
The Tiger's
Thief
<<
The Mountain Woman
6
TOM MIX SERIES
EDGAR SERIES
Prairie Trails
6 BOOTHtheTARKINGTON'S
Explorer
3
The Texan
£ Edgar
Get
Rich
Quick
Edgar
: 3
The Untamed
6 Edgar's Little Saw
2
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Edgar Camps Out
2
The Iron Rider
s Edgar's Sunday Courtship
3
The Challenge of the Law
S CAPITOL COMEDIES
The Man Who Dared
S Jan. 30 — Indigo Sunday (CJeorge Btinny)
2
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Jan. 16— You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bonny) 2
Jan.
2
—
Ged
'Ap,
Napeoleon
(Geo.
Bonny)
Chin Toy
{ Dec. 19 — When Martin Gets Here ((5eo. Btmny)....23
Flame of Youth
6
5 — Professional Ethics (Geo. Bunny)
2
Girl of My Heart
6 Dec.
21 — At It Again (Geo. Bunny)
2
Merely Mary Ann
6 Nov.
Nov. 7 — Love on Rollers (Flanigan and Edwards).. 2
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Oct. 24 — Fingers and Pockets (Flanigan and EdDynamite Allen
S
6~Artistic Enemies
(Flanigan and Edwards).. 2
'.
Number 17
S « Oct. wards)
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
The Plunger
S GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS
From
Now
On
5
SPECIALS
Hunting Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids)...l
20TH CENTURY BRAND
The Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons I
Man
O"
War
1
S The Prize Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
The Midlanders (Bessie Love)
5 Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
S Happy Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
The Servant In the House (Special Cast)
S Just Pals (Buck Jones)
.Advance (Happv Hooligan) Lampoons 1
S Cupid'5
Hearts and Masks (Special Cast)
5 The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
Two Moons (Buck Jones)
5 GOLDWYN BRAY PiCTOGRAPHS
Nobody's
Girl
(Billle
Rhodea)
S
5 Unshod Soldiers of the King
1
Bonnie May (Bessie Love)
} Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy)
Sunset Sprague (Back Jones)
5
Reg'lar Bud
1
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
The Little Grey Moose (Louise Lovely)
S No
Gypsy
Scientists
1
Where Is My Wife
2 SERIALS
Seein'
Things
on
the
Orinoco
I]
His Dizzy Day
2
The Human Voice
1
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
2 The Riveter
Kidnapper's
Revenge
2
A Flivver Wedding
2 Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
2 GOLDWl'N INTERNATIONAL COMICS
A Rare Bird
» SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
Jan. 30— The Chicken Thief
1
Hit Naughty Night
2
23 — Fatherlv Love
1
Her Doggone Wedding
2 Jan.
Nearly Married
3 Pals
I
and Petticoats
2 Jan. 16 — Too Much Pep
. A Bedroom Scandal
2 The Slicker
1
2 Jan. 9— Oil
FORD EDUCATIONALS
Jan. 2 — Yes. Dear
1
An
Elephant's
Nightmare
2
2
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education
1, Hold Me Tight
2
Jan. 16 — The Message
1 His Noisy Still
Pretty Lady
2 HODKINSON CORP.. W. W.
Jan. 9 — Faryland
1 Chase
Me
2
( Rfleasina thrrmah Pathe Exchamces^
FOX NEWS
R HA\TT>TON GRE.AT AUTHORS PIC
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
Twice a Week
1 BENJTURKS.
INC.
state RiphtK)
The Spenders (Special Cast)
6
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
6 CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6 Don't Tickle
2 The Dwelling-Place of Light (Winston C3itirchiU) . . . T
All
Wrong
2
Love's Flame CThos. J. Carrigan)
S
Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's')
t
3 The
The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast)
-'> The Huntsman
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's^
Release Information Continued on Page 1386
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BORN"
FIRST
"THE
(Haworth-Robertson-Cole)
t and Hayakawa's Acting Should
Good Title, Heart Interes
Attract Them
is
Hayakawa, appropriate material and there
GIVE this Japanese star,
with
along
stakes
arity
popul
the
enter
t
no reason why he canno
stones
American favorites. Time was when his sponsors gave him
which
of
theme
very
,the
West
s
versu
based upon the conflict of East
like the
Bom
First
"The
But
s.
circle
in
certa
in
sity
animo
aroused
tal characterization and
nemorabL "Dragon Painter "is of strictly eOrien
. The idea itselt is
anyone
pleas
to
s
dient
ingre
it carries enough sound
interest, the touch of
The note oft heart
ire in appeal.certai
bsXely "ureJf
ine patronage. Place
femin
attrac
to
n
are
hese
est-t
Inter
le
uven^
him a good proin atosympa
pantoe mimis
did peopl
hun. c part and give
see theti
will t flock
on and
ductisplen
China. According
"The First Born" takes up the Oriental romance isinforced
to marry one
hero
the
and
slavery
,0 custom the girl is sold into
l
young
^^^^^^^^^
^ The
actionOrienta
fatherThe
to ^islater
h obedie
sn't love
h^'doe
;rm
somence years
the time,
own, throug
s Chinat
,0 Frisco'
boy
a
born
first
his
in
eart
sweeth
his
of
loss
finds compensation for the
of the romance is living
,vhom he adores. He doesn't dream that the girlOne-n
ot untd he chance
Evil
the
of
old
househ
the
in
slave
a
of
leTfe
vent any threat of
circum
to
,
villain
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Chan Wang
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Chan Tsing
Toy....
CJoroWard
Kino
Man Low Yek
Marie Pavis
Chan Lee
Wilson Hummel
Kuey
Lar
Frank
M. Seki
Hop Kee
By Francis Powers.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
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CATCH LINES
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"THE

KENTUCKIANS"
(Paramount)

Very Little Drama Here; Backgrounds Are Interesting
IT doesn't take a great deal of imagination to penetrate the idea behind
a John Fox story. In " The Kentuckians " he dwells upon his favorite
theme — the conflict between the mountaineers and the blue grass
aristocracy. The plot being obvious, the director should have hidden itsshortcomings with moving incident or substituted action which would
make it resemble something else than a picture of illustrated subtitles.
A goodly portion of the story details the conversations between a small
group of characters. One will walk into a scene and argue and a shot will
show him making an exit. Such a bit vrill be followed by a long and explanatory caption. There is a small representation of a feud depicted
which is more or less subordinated for the talky conflict between the rugged
legislator from " them thar hills " and the aristocrat from the Blue Grass.
The homespun hero is dreadfully serious and is guided by a sense of
honor which destroys sympathy. Rather than aid in releasing his convict
brother he permits the law to take its course. This attitude will save the
mountain counties from being absorbed. There is a play at romance which
is easy to guess if one knows the author at all. The girl marries the aristocrat when she realizes that he has developed some character. The
director has staged the picture among truly enchanting backgrounds. In
fact the Kentucky atmosphere looks like the genuine thing. The hills,
the ramshackled homes of the mountaineers, the valleys and the winding
roads — these are much more interesting to watch than the obvious thread
of story. There are two scenes which carry a little color — one shows a
fight between the rugged hero and his kinsmen and enemies from the
hills, the other shows an attempted raid on the jail.
It strikes us the jail delivery should have been shown to compensate for
the talky tone of the picture. As it is there is no suspense generated.
And the aristocrat and the girl jumping through the lines of the raiders
at
the psychological
momentcould
smacks
movie
heroics.
There isn'tsome
any
comedy
relief. And humor
have ofbeen
found
by incorporating
homespun touches in the hill scenes even though it would be unfaithful to
the story. The action is serious; the same may be said of the characterization. Monte Blue as the mountaineer is a good type, but it isn't a clearly
defined portrayal because of the subdued key in which he is guided. Wilfred Lytell as the aristocrat is called upon to orate and walk in and out
of sets. And he does it with excellent poise. Local color may be found
in some of the extras. " The Kentuckians " has too much conversation and
descriptive matter and very little drama. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Boone Stallard
Monte Blue
Randolph Marshall
Wilfred Lytell
Anne Bruce
Diana Allen
Mace Keaton
Frank Joyner
Governor
J. H. Gilmour
Colton-Journalist
John Miltern
Jake Stallard
Thomas S. Brown
Boone's
brother
J.
W. Johnston
Constable..
Russell
Parker
Young Keaton
John Carr
Young Stallard
Albert Hewitt
Ma Stallard
Eugenia Woodward
Uncle Cadmus
Wesley Jenkins
Mrs. Marshall
Grace Reals
By
John byFox,Frank
Jr. W. Tuttle.
Scenario
Directed by Charles Maigne.
Photographed by Andre Barlitier.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Kentuckians " is the name of the feature which comes to the
theatre
next
. Thisa cast
is anof adaptation
of John
story
of the same
name and presents
notable players
amongFox's
whomstirring
are Monte
Blue, Wilfred Lytell, Diana Allen, J. H. Gilmour and John Miltern. It is a
story of a mountain man, of a distinguished son of the Blue Grass, and of the
Governor's
With the
avowed ambition
of obtaining
for
his
people indaughter.
the mountains
of Kentucky,
Boone Stallard
goes emancipation
to the Kentucky
Legislature.
He discovers that the aristocrats of the Blue Grass regions are in conflict with
him but he triumphs in the end through his honesty of purpose. The picture is
told against backgrounds which are rich in spectacular appeal. The mountains,
the hills, the valleys, the streams, the winding roads, the sunsets, — these are all
brought out and give the picture much of its atmosphere. The action presents
a deal of clever incident which always interests. And the acting is of high
calibre. Charles Maigne directed.
PROGRAM READER
theatre next
" The Kentuckians " will come to the
with a cast headed by that sterling actor, Monte Blue. This is a picture version
of
John the
Fox'shardy
storymountaineers
of the sameandname
deals with
everGrass
present
conflictIt
between
the and
aristocrats
of thetheBlue
region.
is filled with tense moments, big dramatic situations and climaxes which exert a
powerful appeal. A plain story of bitter struggle — of vital contrasts — of love,
romance,
and sentiment
that is mountain
" The Kentuckians."
retains
the
fine pathos
characterizations,
the— simple
atmosphere The
and picture
the appealing
romance of the book. Monte Blue is ideal for the leading role. Others in the
company are Wilfred Lsrtell, Diana Allen and John Miltern.
SUGGESTIONS
A John Fox story is sure in its appeal. So exploit this by telling that this true
son of Kentucky is the author. Play up that the picture is a faithful adaptation
of the book and that it features that fine type, Monte Blue. This actor is not only
a splendid type but he knows something of his art. You might mention that he
scored a big hit in " The Jucklins." Play up the appealing romance, the fine
atmosphere, the wonderful characterizations. Have your orchestra play " The
Southern Rhapsody," by Lucius Hosmer.
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"THE

FIRE
CAT"
(Universal)

Edith Roberts Scores in Carmenesque Role
NOT since " Lasca " has Edith Roberts had such an ideal vehicle for
the expression of her vital and vibrant personality as " The Fire
Cat," %vTitten and directed by Norman Dawn. While it is a familiar
pattern insofar as its theme and characterization are concerned, the director
has incorporated some clever incident, a goodly measure of suspense and a
great deal of local color and atmosphere. The latter ingredients are richly
presented in nearly every scene and are so realistic that the spectator is
transported to the locale. "The Fire Cat" holds the attention because of
its painstaking detail and the picturesque characterization. Miss Roberts,
in the tide role, puts plenty of nsrve and vivacity in the portrayal — a
portrayal which she makes compelling. Her supporting company is also
thoroughly in character. Properly costumed a player would have to be a
rank amateur not to present the right conception of the part.
The star appears as the daughter of a proud Castilian family and the
introductory footage is given over to planting the characters. Once the
motive of the action is established, the picture moves with considerable
vigor. So " The Fire Cat " becomes a story of vengeance rather than romance. Her mother being robbed and killed by a notorious bandit, it behooves her to execute revenge. Hence the title. She goes to a wicked town
and absorbs its atmosphere for the purpose of hunting down the assassin.
Which of course permits her to score with Carmenesque touches. There is
no let-down in the action, but the director saves his trump card for the
finish. This climax depicts a volcanic eruption which destroys this South
American Sodom and ,is certainly realistic to a degree. Some may object
to the way that the backgrounds move back and forth. But it is no easy
task to stage a scene of such proportions. Mr. Dawn has taken a good
sized hill, considerable dynamite, started some huge bonfires and the result is an achievement of the first order. There is a touch or two of double
exposure which is also praiseworthy.
Naturally the eruption takes the Life of the arch-viUain which saves the
heroine from committing murder. Other incidents include a "he-man"
fight between the hero and the heavy and an uncanny touch depicting a
diabolical scheme of vengeance. An admirer of the girl uses a tarantula
as an instrument of death, releasing the poisonous spider upon the face of
the sleeping victim. The romance doesn't have much opportunity to intrude and isn't missed in t story which depends upon vivid action and
startling incident. The picture is told mostly against exteriors all of
which are in harmony except one bit of painted scenery. Your patrons
will like the star here. It is a good bst for her and her following. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Dulce
Edith Roberts
Gringo Burke
William Long
Cholo Pete
William Eagle-Eye
Mother Alvarez
Olga Dominguez
D'Mojean
Margarita
Beatriz
Pancno
Arthur Jasmine
Ross
•
Wallace McDonald
By Norman Dawn.
Scenario by PhiUp Hum.
Directed by Norman Dawn.

"WING
TOY"
(Fox)
A Shirley Mason Vehicle Slightly Below Past
Performances
AS in the case with other stars of the dainty and cute type, Fox seems
to be endeavoring, in starring Shirley Mason, to give her a chance
to portray every nationality on the globe. Here she is a Chinese,
or rather a supposedly-Chinese girl, who acts just as vivaciously and who
frolics about with as much vim, as in her previous pictures.
The story is laid in America where the girl has been brought up by a
laundryman in the Chinatown of an American city. It develops in the
end into more or less simple melodrama, deserting the romantic and human
interest touches of some of her past performances to bring in some rescue
scenes by the hero, who breaks down thick doors with axes just as the horrible Chinese ogre is about to marry the star. It is gripping enough, but
it is not the kind of stuff they have learned to expect from Shirley Mason.
The star herself does not disappoint except possibly in her appearance.
Playing a Chinese part her short-cut hair is plastered tight to the sides of
her face and throughout the picture she is not allowed to make herself as
attractive as it is possible for her to be. Raymond McKee has not a part
which gives him any opportunities, for romance is not the dominating note
of this picture. Harry Northrup stands forth as a capable Chinese villain.
The others in the cast are average.
The story is of the Chinese-American variety. There is none of the
plum-blossom pomp and ceremony of a straight Oriental picture. Wing
Toy as a baby, was adopted by a Chinese laundryman, forced by poverty
to forfeit his protectorate. Yen Low, the proprietor of- a gambling den,
has brought her up since the age of five, and seeks to marry her on her
sixteenth birthday. A cub reporter, having met her once, has fallen in
love with her, and seeks to have the den raided by the police. At the
same time the mystery of the girl's birth is solved. She is the daughter of
the district attorney. The criminal who kidnapped her thoughtfully telephones the entire details of her history and her coming marriage to the
father. Then comes the raid and the rescue scene.
There is one touch which is not sympathetic. Wing Toy, in order to
escape the coming marriage is anxious to run away and mary ihi
benevolent Chinese laundryman who has brought her up as a baby and
who is pictured as the most fatherly of persons.— Length, 5 reels.—
Mattheiv A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Wing Toy
Shirley Mason
Raymond McKee
Wong
Edward McWade
H"^,
Harry Betty
S. Northrup
Wh'^lfV'^
Schade
The
Mole
.. ....
Scott McKee
Story
by
Pearl
Doles
Bell.
Scenario by Thomas Dixon, Jr.
Direction by Howard M. Mitchell.
Assistant Director, Edward Dodds.
Photography by Glenn McWilliams.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Edith Roberts, the Universal star, who flashed a distinctive personality in
" Lasca," is coming to the
theatre next
in " The Fire
Cat," directed
a picturebysaidNorman
to be ideal
expression
of her elements
charm andas talent.
and
Dawn,for itthecarries
the same
" Lasca Written
" and
'■ The Adorable Savage " — which is to say that it is well fortified with good action
and incident.
location of the story is South America — at the base of Cotopaxi.
There
it is thatTheDulce
Alvarez, a young Castilian girl, who to avenge the brutal
murder of her mother, becomes a habitue of a dance hall in a foul Peruvian
mining
camp
and
lures
the
assassin
to his doom. Into her life comes a young American
who brings to light her finer nature.
The picture permits the star to run the scale of human passion and she receives
very capable support from Wallace McDonald and others. The backgrounds
are
rich in picturesque appeal with some of the scenes
being exceedingly gripping in
action, articularly the one which shows the demolishing
of
a
town
by
a
volcano
Indeed, the director has been painstaking in his attention to atmosphere and detail!
PROGRAM READER
" The
Fire
Cat
"
latest picture and vnll be the feature attraction at the — —is ■—Edith Roberts'
next
It may be described as a
colorful story of life in thetheatre
South American raining. district,
in the heart of the
Andes. Miss Roberts depicts the role of a native girl of primitive
passions In
one of the startling scenes she leaves the shelter of her mountain home
go to
the lawless town where she becomes a dancer. Her motive is to mete out torevenge
upon the despoiler of her home. The picture is remarkably rich in picturesque
backgrounds
and is appears
said to afford
spectator
role. a story of vivid action and incident
opposite
in the the
Wallace McDonald
SUGGESTIONS
This Universal star is rapidly forging to the front since her memorable nerfor

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Shirley Mason, the dainty Fox star, is the featured player in " Wing Toy," which
will be the
attraction
at the
theatre on
. Miss Mason was
recently
elevated
to stardom
by WiUiam Fox, and is fast gaining as many followers
among screen patrons as her sister, Viola Dana.
" WingherToy,"
she haspersonaUty.
been given a story
whichas gives
her girl
everyof opportimity
to Indisplay
remarkable
is cast
a little
Chinatown
where she was brought when a baby by She
a
man
who
left
her
with
a kind-hearted
Chinese laundryman to bring up. So Wing Toy grew up to be sixteen
and used
chopsticks instead of knives and forks and wore Chinese silks instead of
American dresses. In the end she is brought to her true American homepretty
and
wins
a true
hus
'
There
are American
some thrilling
and excitingban
scenes laid in d.
a Chinese gambling house
where
Wingluxurious
Toy is and
held lavish
a captive.
also faithfully
sets of exquisite
beauty'
for thepretty
Chinese
home There
life hasare been
reproduced
oti
thePlaying
screen.
opposite the star is Raymond McKee, while others in the cast include
Betty Schade, Edward McWade and Harry S. Northrup. The story is from the
pen of the popular novelist. Pearl Doles Bell. Howard M. Mitchell, who has directed^ Miss Mason s previous picture, is again behind the megaphone in this
WING TOY
PLAN BOOK
PROGRAM READER
Shirley Mason, the dainty and attractive screen star, is the featured player in
the pictureIt isscheduled
at the
theatre.
a story offor
the Chinatown ofand
a large American city and is entitled
"written
Wing other
Toy." photoplays
The story inis which
by Pearl
Doles
Bell,
a
well
known
Mason has been starred.novelist
Petit who
bobbedhas
haired, vivacious and of a whimsicalMiss
and
unfailing
personality,
Shirley
has
won for herself a large following in the series of pictures in which she Mason
has nlaveri
i'»«j'<;u
" Wing
leading
" ishearted
a story of le
.
a little
girl of Chinatown
who
was adopted
when
athebaby,
by Toy
aro
kind
laundryman.
Her
is shrouded
in mvsterv
and although her eyes are Chinese
not slanting nor her featuresbirth
of Oriental type she eats
with
chopsticks,
Chinese gods and wears Chinese dress. How' she finds
her true
father, worships
and
interesting photoplay. at the same time a true husband, forms the basis of thi<;

o .u American
A
■ - • ■camp. r,, °'- ''^^ ^"^ passion and sentiment in a
South
,t up can
as abemelodrama
carries oneQr,,thrill
after the
other. mining
Your musical Play
program
arranged which
from tvniralN,
■ i.
airs. You can have some talented dancer execute some nativ? daT?.""^ ^"^"'^'^

SUGGESTIONS
You have a star in Shirley Mason who is now fairly well established. Her
previous
pictures,Apparently
beginning her
withperiod
" Her ofElephant
her following.
probationMan,"
as a have
star isgradually
over. Soincreased
devote
a good part of your advertising to exploiting her.
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ROLIN COMEDIES
Feb. 23— Open Another Bottle (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 9— The Mornine After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec. 5 — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7 — Insulting the Sultan
1
Oct. 24 — When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1
Oct. 10— Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
I
Sept. 26— Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
1
Sept. 12— Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1
Sept. 12— Rock a Bye Baby (Snub PolUrd) 1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26— Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..:!
Jaly 11— High and Diziy (Harold Lloyd)
2
May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 3
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct.
10 — Forbidden
Valley (Bruce Gordon-May t
McAvoy)
July 18 — Man and Hia Woman (Herbert Ravlinson).*
Jnne 20— Pasteri-By (Herbert RawUnson) *
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
]
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman
J
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
3
Law of the North
S
Cy
llie Whittaker's
Awakening Ward
of Ruth
S5
Light in Darkness
..5
The Tell Tale Step
5
Lady of the Photograph
S
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
1
The Screen Fan
1
The Matinee Girl
il
The Man Eater
1
The Superstitious Girl
1
The
Artist's
Model
11
The Art
Bug
The Starter
1
The Spoiled Girl
1

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
You
Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley))
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)

4979
6181
4214
5302
4212
4646
4648
5084
5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10— I'll Say He Forgot (Otis HarUn) 2
Nov. 28— He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12— Oh, Buoy (Sammy
Burns)
2
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH •
Bold Bad Pirate
2
Summer Days
. . .' 2
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
j
Hands Up
!!!!!!!!!!!!!! .3
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulttire
j
Girl
of
the
Rancho
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.2
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Ltuatics in Politics
j
Good Night Nurse
"!'.!'.!.'!!!! 2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
J
Moonshiner
'
1
No.
13
'.i.i'.!!;;;;;*.!!!!'.".;i
BURRUD
(SUNSET) SCENICS
The
That Was God
1
Wind Mountain
Godd
ess
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
2
Lazy Lem
!.'!.'.' .3
Bungalow
Btmgle
NAPOLEON
& SALLY COMEDIES '.'.'.'.'.'.','.'.2
The Deserter
j
Dreamy Chinatown
!!!!!!!!!! 1
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms
«
The
Movies
Help
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.2
!!!!3

Film

Picture

News

Releases

RUSSELL-GREIVER.RUSSELL
Releasing Through Capitol Film Co.
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Fate's Frame-Up
Pate's Mockery
Fate's Double Cross
Long Riders
,
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
Daring Danger
Flirting with Terror. .
Broken Trestle
TUSUN COMEDIES
New Ralgia
A Slick Detective
From
Kitchen
to Throne
Buried Women
Alive
Wild
Giving and Taking
Pa Takes a Tramp
Splashing to Safety
Cabareting Under Difficulties
Stranded
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
Pat O' Paradise
Blue Blazes
GASOLINE ALLEY
Leave
" Walt "
FRITZIIt to
RIDGEWAY
SERIES
Bandit of Hell's Gap
AA Girl
Traitor's
from Vengeance
the West
Almost an Outlaw
The Avenging Trail
Western Rays
Shadows of the Past
A Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard
A Fugitive from Justice
A Race with Death
Across the Border
SPECIALS
Witch's
Lure
A Profligate
Woman
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight of Western Land
Dead
SquareLine
Shooter ■
Out of the West
SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't
Gamble
Fickle
Women

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
S E ENTERPRISES
Vhoughtless Women (Alma Rubens)
6 SUPERIOR PICTURES
It Might Tazz
Happen to You (Billy Mason).
Place
of Honeymoons
(Emily Steyens-Montagu t Moon Madness (Special Cast)
f Cowbov
Lore)
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
( Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
.'..s5 i-n^ri
uttitt /-r\»TrT»TT?o
TWO
COMEDIES
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
S Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
Beach REEL
Birds and
Bombs.
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
t Bright Skies (Brentwood)
Hashers
and Mashers
.'
5
^
'
"
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau Edmund Cobb). 5 The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa) ,*.*"5 Waffles and
Wallops
Empty Arms (Gail Kane- Thurston Hall)
5 The Notorious
Mrs. Sands
(Bessie
Barriscale)
'sJ MIDGET COMEDIES
Brand of Lopez
(Sessue
Hayaka
wa)
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5 The Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) ...
(Starring Eddie Frank and Jimmie Roson)
His Inner
Brother's
The
VoiceKeeper
(E. K.(Mansfield.-Lytton-James)
Lincoln) . . . « SUPER SPECIALS
Beach, Birds and Bombs
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
5 Little
Waffles
and Wallops
'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh)
( Hashers and Mashers
AIdleMoment's
Madness
(Marguerite
Namara) 65
Hands (Gail
Kane-J.
Herbert Frank)
Oh,
What
a Circus
813
(Arsene
(Otis Lupin
Skinner)
..".*!'.!!9
Story)
and Maniacs
A (Jood Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5 AKismet
Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick) !.!!!!!!6t AMovies
Tenderfoot
Romeo
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophy
J4
So Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
Sonny Series
2 The
6
Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
8
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody)
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
6 SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
7
Babes in Bearskin
I Big Happiness (Dustin Famum)
SELZNICK PICTURES
Two's
Call MeCompany
Daddy
1l SPECIALS
(Digtributed by BeXect Exchange*)
Knockout Maggie
1 Aug. 15— Arabian Knight (Seattle Hayakawa) S
Figurehead
(Eugene
O'Brien)
Down Beside the Seaside
1 Aug. 1— Life's Twist (Bessie Barriscale) ( The
The
Flapper
(Olive
Thomas)
Professor Was Right
I SUPREME COMEDIES
The Man WTio Lost Himself (Wm. Farersham)
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
June 6— Becky Strikes Out
CO.)
.1 The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
May
30
—
Letty
's
Lost
Lega
cr
i
Wonderful
(Eugene O'Brien)
PRICE (C. B.
Mixed Husbands
i The
Whispers
(ElaineChance
Hammerstein)
INDI\N DRAMAS
The
Taylor
Made
Wife
iil
Dangerous
Paradise
(Special)
Downstairs and Up
j Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Fifteen
Why Be Jealous?
|i The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
feather.Single reelers starring Princess Mona DarkHer
Beloved
Burglar
1
Pleasure Seekers (Elaine Hammerstein)
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5 MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
You Can't Kill Love (Special Cast)
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)
5
Broadway and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
Marooned in the South Seas
i SELECT
PICTURES
The City of Broken Old Men
j
(Digtributed by Select ETChange*)
Recruiting in the Solomons
» The Adventuress
(Julian Eltinge)
RADTOSOUL FILMS, INC.
Lonely South Paci6c Missions
I Children Not Wanted
(Edith Day)
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
5 Domesticating
Wild Men
)
Man's Plaything
(Grace Davison)
Cruising in the Solomons
1 Mountain
Madness
Saving Savages in the South Seas
J Mothers of Men (Claire WTiitney)
The Great Shadow
RFALART PICTURES CORP.
ADVENTURE SCENICS
One-Wav Trail (Edvthe Sterling)
SPFCTM FEATURES
The Lone Trapper
1 The
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Outlaw of the Wilderness
1 Just
the Door (Edith Hallor)
The
Furnace
(Wm.
D.
Taylor's)
6882
I Seeds Outside
The Soul of Youth (Taylor)
S993 The Tempest
of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Waters
of
Destiny
1
Taking
the
Count
(William Collier)
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6703
Magic
1 The Servant Question (William Collier)
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) S614 Tree
Ghosts
of
Romance
I
The
Valley
of
Doubt
(Special Cast)
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607 Sons of Salooskin
1 Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
Release Information Continued on Pase 1390

2
2
22
2
2
.2
2
...l

]

" ' ]j1
). . j
1
j
.A
]
5
5
5
■;
i
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
55
2
22
2
)S

5,900
5,000
5.00C
5,000
5,W0
5,MXI
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,50t
5,000
6,00<
5,000
(.040
5.000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
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"THE

MAD
MARRIAGE"
(Universal)

Carmel Myers Is Appealing in Greenwich Village Formula
THE vibrant personality of Carmel Myers is certainly felt in " The
Mad Marriage," a picture based upon the favorite Greenwich Village formula. The popular conception of life in the village is
something extraordinary— that its inhabitants are so "arty" — that conventions are flouted in every form of conduct. Place a hero in a painter's
jacket, permit him to dabble with a brush, introduce some high jinks and
you have it. This is really a respectable little story which seems more appropriate with an ordinary background. But Greenwich Village is supposed to lend it the required atmosphere. It is all about a temperamental
artist who marries 'for convenience and realizes after months of indifference, or jealousy, or both, that his wife is quite adorable.
it doesn't take much imagination to disis very
picture
The cover
how it will
end. frail
The and
wife goes in for playwrighting and develops
an affair with a manager. This is the point to introduce the conflict. The
husband comes home to learn that his rival is attempting to intrigue his
better half. The triangle is so arbitrarily planted that sympathy for the
svife is never inspired. The men indulge in a pugilistic encounter for the
purpose of finding out which is the strongest force — love or duty. The upshot of it is the wife leaves them both for the seclusion of the country.
cuts a compromising figure since the husband doesn't really
infant
An
know whether he is the father. But after all have suffered a reconciliation is effected. And the artist's eyes are opened to the splendid virtues
of his wife.
The continuity is ragged, which may account for the diflBculty to get
into the spirit of the picture. The scenes are too jumpy, some having very
little connection in advancing the action. If an older figure had represented the husband the picture would be more appealing. Truman Van
Dyke runs a poor second to Arthur Carewe, who plays the potential philanderer. It may strike some that the picture is miscast on this point.
Sympathy cannot be extended a man who continuaUy nags his wife, nor can
she obtain any for marrying such a type. The picture has an interesting
pageant, the outstanding highlight. There is nothing vmconventional about
it. In fact it is rather dull aside from Miss Myers' colorful performance.
— Length, 5 reels.- — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jine
Carmel Myers
Jerry
Truman Van Dyke
Willie
■
William
Mrs. Brendon
VirginiaBrunton
Ware
Harmonia
Margaret CulUngton
Althea
Jane Starr
Christiansen
Arthur Carewe
Bob
Nola Luxford
Mrs. Boggs
Lydia Yeamans Titus
By Marjorie Benton Cooke.
Scenario by Marion Fairfax.
Directed by RoUin Sturgeon.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Mad Marriage
" is the title ofof
the Universal feature
which
comesMyers
to theas
theatre on
week with
Carmel
the
star.
This
is
an
adaptation
of
the
novel,
"
Cinderella
Jane,"
by
Marjorie
Benton Cooke and the figure of Jane which Miss Myers interprets is called one
of the most delightfully droll characters ever drawn by a writer, and in adapting
the story for the screen Marion Fairfax has retained all the delicious humor. The
picture is full of action and suspense and gives the star a chance to prove that
she is one of the most capable actresses on the screen.
The plot revolves around a Greenwich Village artist who marries a girl for
convenience. It never dawns upon him to offer her love; he only finds time to
complain. Jane takes it good-naturedly. She is successful in winning the admiration of a play broker who produces her first play which scores an instantaneous
hit. Jerry, the husband, places a false interpretation on things which leads to a
quarrel. Their baby is taken ill but the recovery of the child brings a reconciliation. Thus theby husband
learnsincludes
to appreciate
wife's fine
Myers
is supported
a cast that
Arthur hisCarewe.
The qualities.
picture isMiss
adequately
staged.
PROGRAM READER
They say that one never knows what constitutes real happiness or sorrow until
one lives in Greenwich Village. Certainly it is the home of the artistic temperament. And only one blessed with such a temperament can feel the thrills of real
happiness or the woes of real sorrow. Carmel Myers is the star of " The Mad
Marriage,"
of romance
and matrimony
matrimony and
in Greenwich
She plays
the
part of aa picture
young girl
who enters
finds that itVillage.
is a sham.
How
she emerges a happy bride is told in five reels of a story crammed with action
and incident. The Mad Marriage " is picturized from Marjorie Benton Cooke's
charming
theatre
aeztstory, " . Cinderella Jane " and will appear at the
SUGGESTIONS
There doesn't appear to be much plot to this story and the fact that it has been
4one often might keep some away. So don't play it up. Exploit the picture on
the strength
of Carmel Myers'
personality.
Tell
that most
she is rapidly
forging
the
front
as an
— oneon gifted
to play
of role.oftoPlay
up that
she accomplished
has scored aactress
big hit
the stage.
Bring any
out type
the source
the
picture, of
playing up the author and the original book. Tell that it is a charming
picture
romance and matrimony and high jinks in Greenwich
Bohemia of New York. You can stage a prologue much after theVillage,
fashion theof
" Boheme." Have an ensemble attired in artists' costumes singing quaint songs.
CATCH LINES
She left him because he nagged her constantly. Was it a mad marriage? Come
;
theatre next
and see Carmel Myers in a delight^
ful
photopla
y.

"HIS
OWN
LAW"
(J. Parker Read-Goldwyn)
Trite Story Makes Poor Screen Material

falls
production
latest
nt. "His
HOBAR
shortT of BOSWORT
the mark H'S
in screen
entertainme
In factOwn
thereLaw"
is hardly
a redeeming feature in the production to raise it above the
ordinary.
The picture opens with a bang and runs along most interestingly for a
reel or so and then when one expects something of the unusual, it suddenly takes a decided drop and stays there to the finish.
The plot is well worn and could have been told very easily in two reels
and then have something left over. When padding is resorted to it is
easily noticeable in situations which are long drawn out and others which
areThis
introduced
as " fill ins."
is particularly
noticeable in scenes in which the star appears.
When he is not pausing and thinking, he appears to enter into weighty
dialogue with the other actors, while the cameraman grinds away.
When action is called for Bosworth engages in a couple of good fist
fights which are rather thrilling because of the way they are staged.
The opening scenes show the star well "lit up" in a bar-room where he
makes the acquaintance of a young Frenchman.
After engaging in many scenes, some of which are rather funny, the two
are admitted to a cheap lodging house for the night. The next morning
on disclosing their identities they both discover that they are in the same
profession, that of engineer.
Bosworth secures a job for the young Frenchman and when the latter
falls in love with a beautiful girl and is called to France to join the colors
before he has time to marry her, his pal protects the young woman and her
child until " Frenchy " returns.
Suspense is withheld in the form of a cable which announces that the
young soldier has been killed in action and this turns to surprise when
the latter returns to claim the girl. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
J. C. MacNeir
Hobart Bosworth
Jean Saval
Rowland V. Lee
Sylvia Harris
Jean Calhoun
The Child
Mary Jane Irvine
Story by Frank Brownlee.
Directed by J. Parker Read.
Photographed by J. O. Taylor.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Hobart Bosworth, popular screen actor of virile types, is the star of " His Own
Law," the latest production by J. Parker Read, Jr., released through Goldwyn,
which opens at the
theatre Monday for a three-day run.
men out
givesof Mr.
Bosworth
of the best roles
that"Thehasdrama
fallenof tofriendship
his lot between
and he gets
it every
bit ofoneentertainment
and
acting value that it contains.
As MacNeir, a member of a great engineering firm who goes off on a prolonged
spree after every big job, Mr. Bosworth gives a touch of naturalness and humanity
that makes the character continuously human and interesting.
After having a fight with a Frenchman in a saloon in the underworld, he becomes
fast friends with him because of his grit.
The next morning as the two pals are leaving a lodging house they discover
athatbig both
job. are engineers, which brings them closer together and eventually off on
The Frenchman falls in love with a beautiful girl but is called to the colors
by his country and as there is no one to marry them he can only pledge his faith
with yoiuiger
the ring man
whichhashe been
had killed
bought inforaction
the wedding.
the
he marriesWhen
SylviaMacNeir
in orderlearns'
that that
his
friend's
child
may
have
a
name
and
father.
The Frenchman returns after four years and then comes the big thrilling, human
drama which makes " His Own Law " one of the big pictures of the year.
PROGRAM READER
If you care for the real human interest drama, the one that will grip you at
the start and hold you until the last close-up, don't fail to see Hobart Bosworth
in
his latest
production, " His Own Law," produced by J. Parker Read and
released
by Goldwyn.
"
His
Own
is a roles
dramathatof has
friendship
givesoutHobart
Bosworth one Law
of the" best
fallen tobetween
his lotmen
and and
he gets
of it
every bit of entertainment and acting value that it conains.
In the opening scenes the star is shown as a prominent engineer, out on a
spree. In a saloon in the underworld Bosworth meets a young Frenchman, Jean
Saval, and is impressed by his ability to fight.
The two become fast friends and go off on a big job in the Chinook country.
Here the young Frenchman falls in love with a beautiful girl but is called to the
colors suddenly by his country and as there is no one at the camp to marry them,
he can only pledge his faith with the ring which he had bought for the wedding.
When MacNeir learns by cable that the younger man has been killed in action
marries his sweetheart in order that his friend's child may have a name and
ahe father.
The young Frenchman returns, however, and in a series of exciting moments
learns from the older man that — well, see the picture and find out for yourselves.
SUGGESTIONS
This feature is rather short on story and as a result should be handled lightly
in your publicity.
the only upon
exploitation
possibility
the playing
Hobartthe Bosworth's
pastAbout
experiences
the screen
and theistheme
which up
dealsof with
friendship
between the two principal characters in the production.
If you go lightly on this one you will get by. However, make no promises.
CATCH LINES
See Hobart
latestsacrifices
feature,himself
" His Own
human
interest,Bosworth
in which inonehisman
for theLaw,"
other. a play strong in
" Come on, Frenchie, they've discovered where I am " — and then something
happened.
interest
you. See Hobart Bosworth in his latest feature, " His Own Law," it will
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NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchange*)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
The Invisible Divorce (Special Cast)
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)

S.OOO
5,000
5,000
S.OOi*
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,500

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEU'KART
Ovtm the Bar*
1
Hay FcTCT
1
■weet Drnamite
1
COMlCLAIsSlC
Mot. 14 — Watch Your Huaband (Merriam-Edvarda) .3
Oct. 31— A Seminary Scandal (Charlone-Merriam). . .3
Oct. 17 — A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) a
SUNSET BLKKUD SCENICS
Not. 7— Totem Land
1
Oct. 31— Dawnland
1
Oct. 24 — Going North
1
Oct. 17 — The Highway of Wonderland
1
CLAYPLAV COMEDIES
Oct. 10— Bubbles
1
Oct 3 — Dreams
>
lett. 26 — Up on the Farm
1
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. 31— Kids
>
Oct. 17 — Guilty
1
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Hot. 14— Who Am I
«
Oct 7— Home Rule
3
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Jan.— The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) 6
4650
an. — Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
Jan.— The Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy
Duke- 6
• ■•
Guy Newell)
Jan.
Squandered
Lives (lyy Duke-Guy Newall) 6
The — Tavern
Knight
TYRAD PICTURES, ENC.
Broken Hearu (Lacille dc Tar-Florence Hackett)..S
It Happened in Parii (Mme. Yorska)
J
Human Pasiiont (Lottie Tilford)
J
Mao and Woman (Betty Mason)
5
The Red Viper (Garetn Hughes)
*
Your Wife and Mme (Eve Dorington) 5
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hi hes)
7
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Fohnny
Dooley
Comedies
(Johnny
Dooley—
one
every
month)
a
RADIN PICTURES
Ikinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
9
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
3
!■
week)
every
(one
Weekly Indigestion
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Dec. S— The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) .. 8
Sept. 375—— Snds
The Love
(D. W. Griffith's) S7
f«nc
(MaryFlower
Pickford)
Cina 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) <
ay 30 — Romance (Doris Keane)
I
Apr.
on the(Mary
Farm Pickford)
(Mack Sennett's) 5t
fan. 185—— Down
Polly anna
Dec 39— When the Ooods Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks) •
Oct 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griflth's) *
B«pt. 1— His Majesty the American (Donglaa Fair- banks) •
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
W.CIAL ATTRACTIONS
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
Colorado (Frank Mayo)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
West U West (Harry Carev)
Honor Bound (Frank Mayo)
(Lyons Moran)
by George
FbcedGilded
The
Dream (Carmel Myers)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips)
The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast)
ibals
Shipwrecked Among Cann
(Aoki-Carew)
The Breath of the Gods(Elmo
Lincoln)
Under Crimson Skies

5
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
3
5
5
9
S
5
5
6
67
6
6

All

Film

Picture

News

Releases

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2 VIXAGRAPH EXCHANGES
A Prohibition Monkey
3 VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
THE DIAMOND QUEEN
DeadCast
Men TeU No Tales (Tom Terreaa') ...VTlT.*
Spcciml
(.Eighteen Episode aerial starring Eileen Sedgicick)
Fourth, Fires of Hate
2 Trumpet Island (Tom Ternss) Special Cast
7
Third, Perils of the Jungle
^
Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Ou-.
Second, The Plunge of Doom
2 The wood's)
Special
Cast
T
First, The Vow of Vengeance
2 ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
K.ING OF THE CIRCUS
Cousin Kate
5
5
{Eighteen Two-Reel
Episodes
Featuring Eddie Polo) 2 The Vice of Fools
Fourteenth,
Out of the
Clouds
The
Prey
c
Thirteenth, A Fight for Life
2 Dollars and the Woman
Twelfth, Deep Waters
2 The Sportmg Duchess
7
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2
Ninth, Dynamite
2 EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
5
Seventh, Over the City
2 Diamonds Adrift
The Romance Promoters
S
Sixth, The
Lion'sBlack
Claws
S
Fifth,
Wallet
22 The Purple Cipher
S
Fourth, Facing Death
2 A Master Stroke
J
Third, Stolen Evidence
2 Captain Swift
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2 The Fortune Hunter
First Blood Money
3 CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
RED RIDER SERIES
It Isn't
Being Done
This Season
The
Broadway
Bubble
J5
{Six
Two-Reel
Specials
Featuring
Leonard
The
Whisper
Market
5
Clapham)
Candidate
,35
The Garter
Girl
Sixth. The Timber Wolf
3 Bab's
5
Fifth, The Forest Runners
2 DeadJme at Eleven
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
3 Human Collateral
5
rhird. Big Stakes
2 ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Second, The Girl and the Law
3
5
First, A Son of the North
3 Three Sevens
THE FLAMING DISK
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
S
{Eighteen
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
Sportsman
3
Eighteenth, The End of the Trail
2 The Suitor
.J
Sixteenth, Running Wild
2 The
The Suge Hand
I
Fourteenth, The Purple Rays
2 Solid
,.|
Thirteenth, Caged In
2 SchoolConcrete
Days
]
Twelfth, The Tunnel of Flame
2 The
Cop
2
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
2 The Fly
Grocery
Clerk
I
Tenth, Spiked Death
2
Ninth, The Floating Mine
2 JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
Eighth,
Wallaof ofT\n
Steel
33 The Mysterious Stranger
3
Seventh, Through
The Circle
The Nuisance
2
The
Back
Yard
3
THE DRAGON'S NET
{Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes Featuring FIGHTING FATE
Marie Walcamp)
{Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starrimg
Twelfth, Unmasked
2
William Duncan and Edith Johtuon)
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril
2 Fifteenth,
the Blot.....
2
Ninth, The Train of Death
3 Fourteenth,Cleaning
Thieves Fall Out
3
Eighth, Trailed to Peking
3 Thirteenth, Mystery
Mountain
3
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
3 Twelfth, Indian Vengeance..
3
Sixth, Captured in China
3 Eleventh, A Choice of Death
..,3
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2 Tenth, The Stolen Bride
2
Fourth, Into the Chasm
2 Ninth, The Air Avenger
3
Third, A Watery Grave
2 Eighth, The Treasure Hunt
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Seventh,
A
Demon's
Blu£E
2
Vamps and Scamps (Zip Monty)
2 Sixth, Double
"The Crown
Jewel Clue
22
Crossed
Leaping Lions and Jailbirds
2 Fifth,
3
Fresh from the Farm (Harry Sweet)
2 Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma
3
Puppy Love (Brownie)
2 Third, A Modem Daniel
2
His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
2 Second, Playing the Game
First,
A
Borrowed
Life
3
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2 THE PURPLE RIDERS
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintype (Armstrong-Jackson) 2
{Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan)
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2 Fifteenth, Buried Alive
3
Laughing
Gas
(
Dorety
-Jamisen)
2
Frame-Up
Hot Dog (Brownie)
2 Fourteenth,
Thirteenth, ATheDevil
Fish Foe
23
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
3
>«TAR COMEDfES
The Stolen Millions
2
Ring on the Groom
1 Eleventh,
The Fire Curtain
2
Won — One Fliver
1 Tenth,
Ninth, The Betrayal
2
Milk and Yeggs
1 Eighth,
The
Camouflage
Trap
2
Simple and Sweet
1
Red Feather's
Secret
22
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
1 Seventh,
Double
Destruction
Clhicken, Country Style
1 Sixth,
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
2
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1 Fourth,
The Fiery Trail
3
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Third, The
2
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 First, Love orDecoy
Duty
2
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)....
1
My Lady's Ankle..-.
I
RAINBOW COMFJJIES
{At State Right Exchanges)
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety- Byron)
3 Ahsea
of Desire
(Mrs.B)Sessoefeatu
Hayakmwa)
I
res"
(JACO
WILK
Won by a Nose (Dorety Keating- Henley)
3 ALICE
BRADY
FEATURES
Off
His
Trolly
(Engle-Dickerson)
3
Should Waiters Marry (Geo Ovey)
3 Maternity
I
A Villain's Broken Heart (Englr Zemlick) 2 The Trap
f
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2 A Woman Alone
'
Darkest
Russia
•
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
WARWICK FE.ATURES
The
Fightin' Trail
Fury (Jack
(HootPerren)
Gibson)
22 ROBERT
The Trigger
Man of the Hour
•
The Grip of the Law (Jack Perrin)
2 Stolen Voice .
■
The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)
2 Friday the 13A
t•
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibsoa)
2 H..mai- rit-i*»ww<
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2 WILK and WILK
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
LEE KIDS COMEDIES
Tuesdays — International News
1 The Circus Imps
2
Fridays — International News
1 The Dixie Madcaps
2
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1 The Hicksville Terrors
2
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"COUSIN
KATE"
(Vitagraph)

personality is the principal attraction in "Cousin
E JOYCE'S
ALICKate."
The production as a whole is well directed, has a good cast
and runs along smoothly from beginning to end, but is rather
short on incident, romance or any of the virtues which would place it
n^fe. the average program attraction.
^Cousin Kate" is another illustration of what happens to many plays,
strong in dialogue, when they are put in scenario form and reproduced on
the screen.
Action has to make up for the sparkling witticisms and the result is the
picture falls far short of the mark.
When Ethel Barrymore played "Cousin Kate" upon the stage the star
scored in almost every scene because of the situations and dialogue.
In the screen version Alice Joyce is handicapped in many of the scenes,
the picture simmering down to entrances and exits with the action rather
slow and draggy.
And then again Miss Joyce does not appear to have a clear understanding
of the principal role, which calls for a heroine who is alert and always
able to twist a situation to suit her purpose.
This, however, may have been the fault of the scenario writer in neglecting to develop the big situations.
Still, in a Broadway neighborhood house where the picture was reviewed,
the patrons seemed to be interested more in Alice Joyce's movements than
in the story, judging from their remarks. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Kate Curtis
Heath Desmond
^'ii'^" E"^"^
.Beth Martin
Amy Spencer
Inez Shannon
Mrs. Spencer
Rev. James Bartlett
Leshe Austm
Bobby
Freddie Verdi
Jane
Frances Miller Grant
Bishop
Henry Hallam
Story by Hubert Henry Davie
Scenario by Mrs. L. Cast Russell
Directed by Mrs. Sidney Drew
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Cousin Kate," a Vitagraph special production with Alice Joyce in the stellar
role, will be the attraction at the
theatre on
oi next
.
On the spoken stage as a comedy drama in four acts the play enjoyed two long
and highly successful runs, one when first produced by Charles Frohman at the
Empire theatre in New York City, and the second on its revival, several years later
with Ethel Barrymore in the title role.
The adaptability
tremendous assuccess
Hubertcaused
Henryheavy
Davies'
mostfor popular
play and
its
special
pictureofdrama,
bidding
the photoplay
rights.
It was finally purchased by Vitagraph as a special vehicle for Alice Joyce becaust
of Inthethestar's
talents
snugly
leading role. theories regarding love
picture
Katewhich
Curtisfitsets
forthinto
somethe unconventional
and marriage
in
her
hectic
romances
and
it
was
assumed that she was as unconventional in conduct.
Her lover was rather puzzled by her manner when he tried to kis& her, however,
for while seeming to accept his attentions she did so unemotionally.
And then his pride was hurt when she explained, " Scenes like this are a wonderful help in my writing." '
See " Cousin Kate " and let her tell you of love, marriage and romance.
PROGRAM READER
"
Cousin
Kate,"
the
famous
Charles Frohman
play by HubertvnthHenry
Davies,
will be shown at this theatre on
of next
the beautiful
Alice Joyce in the role which was portrayed by Ethel Barrymore on the spoken
stage.
roleherof portrayal
" Cousin Kate
" isremembered
ideal for theas charming
fascinating
Vitagraph
•tarTheand
will be
one of herand best
performances
and
most
notable
achievements.
On the stage as a comedy drama in four acts, the play enjoyed two long and
highly successful runs, one when first produced by Charles Frohman at the Empire
theatre in New York City and the second on its revival several years later with
the charming Ethel Barrymore in the title role.
Because the friends and relatives of Cousin Kate do not approve of the reckless
and unconventional heroines of her novels, they assume that she is unconventional
in
conduct.
theylover.
are rather surprised to learn that she is unemotional in her
manner
even But
to her
The climax was capped one day when Kate remarked to Grant when he tried
to The
kiss her: " Scenes like this are a wonderful help in my writing."
Drew. play ii admirably adapted as a vehicle and was directed by Mrs. Sidney
SUGGESTIONS
When you book this feature play Alice Joyce as strongly as you can in your
advertising, as her personality sticks out very prominently throughout the
production.
Do notas promise
them too
much goes.
as regards the story, for it is of the ordinary
variety
far as screen
material
A good idea would be to play up the story in your town papers and programs.
Tell
them atthat
Cousin theatre
Kate " was
first York
produced
by Charles
Frohman
the " Empire
in New
City, inandthis country
its second
revival
several years later was produced with Ethel Barrymore in theonleading
role.
Do not promise them too much, however, for the picture is not strong enough
for this sort of advertising.
CATCH LINES
Friends
and
relatives
of
"
Cousin
KateThey
" could
not approve
of the reckless and
unconventional heroines of her novels.
thought
in her ways. What did they find out? See " Cousin she
Kate."must be unconventional
the play that made Ethel Barrymore famous, " Cousin Kate"
It See
will AUce
surelyJoyce
amusein you.

Why did the beautiful and fascinating heroine refuse to be loved' See Alice
Joyce
Cousin— Kate," it will certainly amuse you. At the
theatre in— ^

"GODLESS
MEN"
(Reginald Barker Production-Goldwyn)
Unpleasant Story Depending on Acting and Unusual
Twist to Story
^^/^ ODLESS MEN" or rather "Black Pawl" as fiction was a virile
1^ "W" story of the sea boasting of vivid descriptions, good dialogue, a
semi-religious theme and an unusual twist at the end.
As a picture it becomes almost a tragedy with little to recommend it
from an audience standpoint and entitled to small praise except for the
acting of RusseU Simpson and a very fine cast and the unusual twist, with
its strongly dramatic tempo, of the original story.
The story told mostly by titles is pretty obvious as to its ultimate ending
and
certainly
most unpleasant.
There one,
are three
" Black
Pawl's
deliberate
shooting
his own son being
to say murders,
nothing of
a lot of
other"
scenes that will jar, like father and son looking with covetous eyes on the
heroine who turns out to be their daughter and sister, respectively.
Also there isn't any too mucb action for a melodrama. Long titles that
attempt to preach and only prove tiresome are used to tell the story for
the greater part of the offering. The love interest is negligible. Incidentially Helen Chadwick playing the role of a girl marrooned since childhood on a South Sea Island, uninhabited by white people, shows up on
the schooner with corsets, corset cover, patent leather pumps, a modern
shirt waist and sport skirt and a 1921 style of doing her hair.
The big trouble with the production is the fact that it does not enterlain in individual sequences. It has no comedy relief. It drags badly in
telling its story. Fade outs are used to tell what happened years before.
It is brutal and unreal, resorting to the undue use of coincidence, with a
continuity that goes to great pains to explain everything and make things
dovetail to the detriment of the dramatic climax withheld until the very
last few feet of the eight reel. The theme gets lost. About all that is apparent in this connection is summed up in the fact that titles tell you that
"mind.
Black Pawl " does not believe in God and then that he has changed his
From a production standpoint the offering is satisfactory. Mr. Barker's
direction is up to standard and the photography is extra fine. — Length, 8
reels. — /. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Black Pawl
Russell Simpson
Red Pawl
James Mason
Red Pawl (age 6)
Frankie Le«
Dan Darrin
John Bowers
Ruth Lytton
_
Helene Chadwick
Samuel Poor
T
Alec. B. Francis
Spies
Robert Kortman
Mrs.
Pawl
Rjch
Sea Captain
LionelIrene
Belmore
Adapted
from
the
story,
"Black
Pawl,"
by
Ben
Ames
Williams.
Directed by Reginald Barker.
Scenario by J. G. Hawkes.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Another unusually strong picture story, " Godless Men," an adaptation of th«
famous " Black Pawl," which ran in the Cosmopolitan magazine some months past,
is booked for the
theatre for a
days' showing beginnig .
" Godless Men " is a story of the sea and concerns principally " Captain Black
Pawl," a role played by that sterling character actor, Russell Simpson, commander
of a schooner,
his villainous
son, " with
Red her
Pawl identity
" and the
long lostThough
daughter
becomes
a passenger
on the vessel
unknown.
the who
picture is a theme founded on religion. The love interest is supplied by Captain
Pawl's daughter and the second mate of the ship, a part played by big handsome
John Bower. Except for a few scenes the action of the picture takes place on
board the schooner and many beautiful water shots have been secured. An unusual twist to the plot will recommend itself to those who object to the sugary
romance
that ending.
ends with " they lived happy ever after," although the picture does
have
a happy
PROGRAM READER
Those who are partial to the good sea story in pictures should be especially
interested m the engagement of " Godless Men," a Reginald Barker production
released by Goldwyn to be the feature attraction at the
for a
—
; of days'
beginning
" Godless Men " is an
adaptation
one ofengagement
the most popular
serial stories ever. to
be published in tht
Cosmopohtan
It was
Ames situations
Williams,
famous
for hismagazine,
virile tales" Black
of life Pawl."
on the sea
and written
replete by
withBendramatic
and
good
incident.
The
principal
role,
that
of
"
Black
Pawl,"
is
played
by
Simpson. Helene Chadwick is the heroine and John Bowers, as the mate Russell
of the
Deborah,"
is the and
lover.
Among
the other members
of the strong
supporting
cast
is
Aleck
Francis
others
of
recognized
screen
talent.
"
Godless
Men
"
Goldwyn special in eight reels. It has had bookings in the best houses of isthea
countpr
includingIt the famous Capitol theatre of New York, and the California of
Los Angeles.
is recommended to people who like good drama with a strone
story value.
SUGGESTIONS
Bill as a production, giving extra attention to the theme and the unusual twist
in the story. In your newspaper display make much of the title with a good
scene cut showing action on the deck of the schooner used. Your catch lines
should refer to " Black Pawl " and promise action. For a prologue you are
referred
in theat Exhibitors'
a description
of one
staged bytoS.a L.page
Rothafel
the Capitol Service
theatre, Bureau
which isforinexpensive
and capable
of being staged by the ordinary theatre.
CATCH LINES
The story of the man who turned from God because he claimed that the Almighty
did not mete out justice.
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Motion

PROOF"
BURGLAR
(Paramount)
JV ashburn's Best One in a Dog's Age — A Real Comedy
BRYANT WASHBURN has been starred so extensively during the
past year in adaptations of once famous stage comedies that it is a
relief to see him at last in a production in which it is not necessary
to rely upon sparkling dialogue, often ineffective in titles, for the humorous
note. He has tried them repeatedly — often disastrously. In " Burglar
Proof," which has only a fictional ancestry, the star has a story that he fits
into just as a cherry in a cocktail, or to continue the simile — the hand
into the w.k. glove. He is droll and really humorous and at his best since
" Skinner's Dress Suit." The part was S3emingly made for him and he
makes the most of it.
The story deals with the country bumpkin who has been brought up to
regard money as a fire extinguisher — to be used only upon urgent necessity.
He is so literally "Burglar Proof" that when he actually opens up and
spends
a dime
the chorusthatechoes:
"TheTheworld
is again
safe forto grafters."
It is sure
fire incident
follows.
tightwad
migrates
the city,
still with his first penny, wearing a hole in his trousers which he presses
himself. A doctor advises dancing as an exercise and it is in the jazz emporium that he runs foul of the one girl. He has passed every pitfall toward squandering his money; but he falls on the love pit. Then he cuts
loose to show that he is a regular guy. The subsequent development
offers complications which are eventually straightened out. The conclusion shows the star promising to give up his spendthrift habits. Which is
a sure sign that he is hitting on all six at last.
Some of Washburn's more recent pictures have palled by their overdrawn attempts at humor; but in " Burglar Proof the star strikes a human
note, humorously, in every respect. Lois Wilson and Grace Morse give
him good support. The scenario is by Tom Geraghty, who has been responsible for Wallace Reid's latest successes. He deserves credit for much
«f the sure touch exposed here. His titles are gems of abbreviated wit
and help carry the picture over. The adaptation and the direction of
Maurice Campbell's are directly evident in the results. Some good sets
are brought out in the dance hall where a colored jazz band adds to the
comedy. The picture offers more than the average program comedy.
They
certainly
will compare it to " Skinner's Dress Suit." — Length, 5 reels.
— Laurence
Reid.
" Sultans of the Sea " and " Getting aToe Hold "
• (Chester Screenic — Educational)
ALTHOUGH we have seen many pictures of
the sea-lion in his haunts we never grow
tired of witnessing longshots and close-ups of
this peculiar animal.
The first half of this reel pictures the sealion in his home surroundings among the rocky
cliffs of the northern Pacific coast.
The cameraman has caught him in his various
pursuits of happiness showing longshots of his
sportive ways on the rocks and in the waters.
Many close-ups are also taken of his many
wives, for he is a polygamist and sometimes
has as many as thirty.
The scenes are interesting and well worth
witnessing.
"Getting a Toe Hold" shows the way fancy
stirrups or shoes are made for the flashy
Spaniard. From the very beginning when the
maker takes his axe and hews a block of wood
into shape, up to the time the shoe is ready
for wear on the rider's foot, the process is
shown in various close-ups.
This part of the reel is instructional but contains enough interest to carry it through. —
FRANK LEONARD.
" Nature's Handiwork "
(Urban-Kineto Review)
EVER see a butterfly's egg? Then, take heed
of the magnified and photographed results
of these beautiful spheres in the varied stages
of progress toward becoming a worm, from
thence to becoming a butterfly. Then, if a butterfly moth, find out why, if precautionary

THE CAST
John Harlow
Laura Lowell
Mrs. Lowell
Jenny Larkin
Clara
Richard Crane
Martin Green
Uncle Jim Harlow
George, head waiter
By Williamby Slavens
McNutt.
Scenario
Tom Geraghty.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.

Picture

News

Bryant Washbur«
Lois WilsOH
Blanch Gray
Grace Moree
Emily Chichester
Clarence Geldhart
Clarence Burton
Tom D. BatM
Hayward Mack

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
^
A
man
so
stingy
he
was
dubbed
"
Burglar
Proof
"
by
acquaintances
is
character interpreted by Bryant Washburn in his latest picture which comes theto
the
theatre next
. The star is said to have the most
entertaining
sincebeenhis conceived
memorablewith" Skinner's
The
role
of John comedy
Harlow romance
might have
the star inDress
mind Suit."
so natural
is his interpretation — so much enthusiasm does he put into the part. He makes
a clever distinction between a " tight wad " and a man who is sensibly thrifty.
And " Burglar Proof " deserves special mention because it is one country-boywho-goes-to-the-city
storyheroines
in whichin the
doesn'tOnemarry
the rural
There are really two
the hero
picture.
is Jenny,
the sweetheart.
country girl,
spoiled by the city into a gum-chewing, slang-using teacher in a dance hall.
Laura, on the other hand, is a city beauty, who has remained sweet and charming
despite the temptations of the white lights. The picture travels on high from the
start and finishes in a blaze of glory. Tom Geraghty, who wrote the scenario, has
arranged a series of highly amusing scenes which are compact with action. Mr.
Washburn is supported by a clever company that includes Lois Wilson.
PROGRAM READER
It wrill interest patrons of the
theatre to know that Bryant Washburn is coming here next
— in his latest farce-comedy entitled " Burglar Proof." This is a story of a prosperous young man who is so tight in money
matters
that they
" Burglar Proof
" meaningbut that
nothing
can shake the
his
dollars from
him. call
His him
transformation
is complete
before
it is successful
patrons are in for some rich entertainment. It is safe to say that " Burglar Proof "
istravels
the star's
finestwithout
picturea since
" Skinner's
Dress romance
Suit." The
comedy
on high
letdown.
A charming
permits
Lois scintillates,
Wilson to
ingratiate her personality. The picture is adapted with fine workmanship and
directed by Maurice Campbell.
SUGGESTIONS
Here you have a star and a title which can be exploited to bring in the crowds.
Younotcan a tellmisstatement
them that iteither.
is his finest
since " Skinner's
"That
is
You picture
can but
emphasize
the one
factDress
that Suit."
Washburn's
comedies
are always good
entertainment,
that this
excels
the others.
Bring forth a novel throwaway written around the title. Use catch lines too.
These can be treated in a humorous fashion. How about hnking up with electrical
and
should
create
deal construction
of interest. firms
Bill itonas "Burglar
a snappy, Proof"
peppery, houses?
comedy This
which plan
carries
a full
quotaa
of laughs. You can link up with storage warehouses and banks by exploiting the
picture through cards.

methods have failed, your winter clothes look
like sieves, after having been put away all summer.
The caterpillar is a good contractor. He
builds his protection as he goes, in the form of
a thread, which issues from the mouth and
attached to the plant. In case of fall, the
elastic attachment saves the worm, be he wooly
or with horns, from a terrific fall. When in
greedy moments he travels a bit too far, and
the leaf gives way, the life line to the rescue.
Like in all interesting species of nature, there
are many breeds of caterpillar from the tiny
wiggly one familiar in the middle-western
states, which runs in quantities of millions, enclosed in a weblike home, to the large scarylooking ones which delight .in devouring cabbage. There is a surprising amount of informative data, told in the Urban way, set forth in
this short subject— LILLIAN GALE.

his who is a good snorer, is finally persuaded
to sleep in his bed while he is off playing at
his favorite game.
The friend snores loudly while the yoimg
wife who is listening at the door beheves all
the while that it is her husband.
When she finds out who's who, a series of
good comedy incidents take place in which the
unfortunate friend is landed in jail while the
husband succeeds in " explaining everything."
In the cast are Mary \\ inn, Harry Edwards.
Henry Murdock, Jack Henderson and Marion
Uacky.— FRANK LEONARD.
" In Dutch "
One Reel)
(Educational \^'orld Wandering Series —

<t lJNman
DUTCH"
describes the from
lives the
of the
and Dutchwoman
timeDutchthey
begin to wear their peculiar costumes in early
childhood until they are full grown men and
women of importance in community life.
" Rest in Peace "
The opening scenes show the younger genera(Vanity Comedy — Educational)
tion at play in the country of shoes and ships
<«"Q
IN PEACE"
-tv EST
due comment
amongwon't
the excite
patronsanybutun-it and dykes and sandunes and then the locale
will hold them in their seats while it is being shifts to the market places where there appears
projected and give fair entertainment.
a great
trading
" cheeses."many
alongdeal
the ofriver
frontin discloses
It has a rather novel idea but there seems to Abe trip
to be too much action especially in regard to interesting views of Dutch life, the cutting of
entrances and exits before the story explodes. hay along the banks of the stream and the placIn other words there is too much time taken
ing of it in flat bottomed boats being of particular interest.
up in working it to a climax.
The closing scenes show the Dutchmen in
However, when the " big moments " arrive the
situations are funny and good for a few big their Sunday best strutting about the winding
streets. They are a stolid lot and seem to take
laughs.
A young married man who is given to poker life seriously — which lends a certain charm to
parties provokes his wife because he snores so the picture and interest from an educational
loudly during his sleeping hours. A friend of standpoint.— F7?/iA'/: LEONARD.
THE WILLIAMS PB1>"TIK0 COVIPAJfT. NEW TOFB
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JESSE

L, LASKY

Cpixiures

PRES ENTS

Jbrjipril

ADOLPH

ZWKOR.

1^21

-

PRESENTS

WILLIAM

SIR
PRODUCTION OF
E'S
DeMlLL
SIR JAMES
M, BARRIES
FAMOUS PLAV

^hdt
Woman

Every

THE play that is a delicious joke
on the whole male sex — and
one that the men will enjoy as much
as the women.
Maude Adams' great stage success,
produced exacftly as Barrie wrote it,
by the direcftor of "Midsummer
Mad ness.
Scenario hy Olga Prinlzlau
a

C/>aramounlCpiclure
^ FAMOUS

M,BARRIE'S

Sentimental
Tommy

VithGARETH
MABEL
and

Knows

With CONRAD
NAQEL
and LOIS WILSON

JAMES

A

HV/qHES,

TALIAFERRO

MAVMcAVOY

S.ROBERTSON
JOHN
PRODUCTION

critics call Barrie the
MANY
greatest English writer since
Shakespeare, because of his warm
and deep sympathy and human understanding. Nocharadiers in fiction
are so real or lovable as Barrie's, and
this is his most appealing story.

Scenario hy Josephine Lovett

d

CparamountQicture
■a'. FAMOUS PLAYFBS-LASKl- CORPORATION Wi&T^

Cparamjoant

FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION
PRESENTS
Buried
Treasure
WITH
Marion
Cosmopolitan

Davies
Production

Cpictures

JESS E L. LASKY

P R ES ENTS

//

"FATTY"
ROSCOE
ARBUCKLE
in Joseph M. Schenck)
(By Arrangement with

Tho
a

Dollar

Year

Man

IT cost a half a million dollars to
make this picture. That makes it
one of the most elaborate and spectacular every made. Andwhenyousee
ityou'Uknowit was worth the money.
It is a modern story with all the
thrill of old-time romance, directed
by the man who made "Heliotrope,"
George D. Baker, with Norman
Kerry, Anders Randolph and Earl
Schenck.

(2 Cparamount

Cpicture

FAMOUS PUVyERWASKY CORfOR^VnON

HE

a year as a detecgot ative,dollar
and he had to work overtime to earn his salary!

A roaring farce written especially for
the comedian. Full of his funniest
gags and stunts, and every bit as con\-ulsive as "The Life of the Party"
and "Brewster's Millions." With Lila
Lee, Edwin Stevens, J. M. Dumont,
and Winifred Greenwood.
By Walter
WooJsCnize
Directed
by James

C£ paramount
Q>iclure
■■ FAMOUS PUOTRS- LASKY CORPORmOS J

JESSE

L, LASKY

PRESENTS.

PRODUCTION
D,TAVLOR'S
WILLIAM

TheWitchIng
WITH
ELLIOTT
DEXTER
Hour''
A UGUSTUS THOMAS' great play,
MX. even more timely than when
it ran a year on the stage, is a vivid
and dramatic unrolling of the strange
things that are a part of life, a melodramatic sensation that hits you between the eyes.
Produced

by the man

who

made

"Huckleberry Finn," with Ruth
Renick, Mary Alden, Winter Hall,
and Robert Cain.
Scenario hy Julia Crawford h'ers
C£ Cparamount

Cpicture

'■ FAMOUS PUBfERS-LASlOf CORPORATION

Cparamxmnt

Cpictures

1

Thomas

H, Ince

PRESENTS

DOUQLAS
Mac
//
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LEAN
in

Home

has given a new type
EAN
MACL
St
retch'
of comedy to the screen — a
type so popular that in a year he has
become a leading star.
"The Home Stretch" is a race-track
comedy, made up of the same brand
of laughs and realism that made
"23i Hours' Leave." With Beatrice
Burnham, Walt Whitman, Molly
McConnell and Wade Boteler.
B:y Charles Belmont Davis
Scenario by Louis Stevens
Dire(fted by Jack hJelson
Photographed by Bert Cann
A Thomas H. Ince produdtion
C£ Cparamount

Cpieture

a-. FAMOUS PIAYERS-IASKV CORPORATION \t

jbrjipril

-
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ColtI

Laemmle

prettier
ivhLlvLne

Directed

offers

tkavi cl sunn
^ ^
in

hy Leo Mc Carey

CHARMING and vigorous, yet with a strong
feminine appeal in every graceful move and
gesture, Eva Novak has won an undisputed
place in popular favor — a place so secure as to give
her every right to be in the ranks of stars appearing
With her
in those " 52 Good Pictures a Year."
natural ability, her refreshing beauty and her winning personality she made a big hit in " Wanted
She scored again in a big way
at Headquarters."
And soon
in " The Torrent," with Jack Perrin.
she'll come to your screen in " Society Secrets " —
a picture that furnishes further proof of Universal's
ability to develop star telent in a manner that is
profitable for you, and to perform a promise that
is backed by every facility — mental and physical —
known to the motion picture world.

UNIVEIiSAL
SPECIALATTRACTIONr

Motion
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Women

Picture

News

Jimpl/Cant

Re/ijtThi/

Title

MALL-TOTO women and big-city women
s are sisters under the skin. Both succumb to curiosity. As a title " The
Devil's Passkey " is a curio sity-arouser that
is irresistible to women, be they Broadway
butterflies or Main Street maidens; as a
picture The Devil's Passkey " is a dramatic masterpiece of elemental emotions
that brings more and more business the
onger it rims. The combination is one
that makes this ofifering an attraction that
unfailingly gets the women. And you, as a
showTnan, know that a picture that gets the
women
Carl La»mml«
PRESENTS

gets the whole family — and satis-

fies them. This, in a few words, is " The
De\dl's Passkey " — a picture that to-day is
repeating in the smaller to\\Tis its unprecedented success in the first rims. You'U

Ma*t«r
Picture

7^

make money by booking it— NOW.

DEVIL/*
Y
PAi/ICE
UNIVERSAL - JEWEL
PRODUCTION DE LUXE

.

ebruary
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says

ExWbWors
Heidld

ERE

are just a few excerpts from the

Exhibitors

Herald

review :

the Law ' is a melodrama
please
dously. mightily

that should

draw

and

* Outside
tremen-

It is a crook melodrama par excellence, with every element of popular
success.

Embodies

rapid dramatic

ac-

tion, well-developed suspense and considerable heart interest. Production
first rate. Picture should be a big boxCAHL

LA"B^dML"E.

poseasBL

office winner.
The picture is one of the best, if
not the best of its kind that has come to
the silversheet in many
As
Browning

UNIVEDML-JEVEL
PRODTICTION PE LUXE

author

a month.
director

Tod

has done an uncommonly

fine

piece of work."

and

you ever read anything like
I M this about any other molher■^"^ love picture? Everywhere and
every time that this picture has been
shomn — and the singer idea used —
it has be^n a tremendous success!
When are you showing it?

MbfLei-Love

^

Mefine

READ what Fred Meyer of the Palace
on, O., says: "CenTheatre, sorshipHamilt
and blue laws would have to
go out of business if we could get offerings
like this with greater regularity. Exploitation possibilities great! Put it on with a
singer and watch them break down your

Diieeted !by.AIleiLBblxLb^j;iieetecLi)y.AlieiLilQL
doors! "
xa?^-

Once

to

E veiY^m^

^

let
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CENTURY
COMEDIES
Rip-roaring laugh-getters featuring Harry
Sweet; Broivnie, the Century Wonder Dog;
Century Lions, Century Bathing Beauties, etc.
TWO-REEL
WESTERNS
Featuring Hoot Gibson; also Jack Perrin.
Two-reelers featuring Eileen Sedgttrick, star
of "The Diamond Queen" serial, soon to be
released,

Says Moving
Picture World:

ONE-REEL
COMEDIES
Star comedies with new stuff and big laughs.
Made by Chuck Reisner, Al Beaudine and
others. Each one a one-reel comedy feature.

J_J throws his hat in the
ring and challenges all comers
for the most laughable comedy
yet released for 1921. It is
' Kickaroo,' a two-reel Universal
Western."

RED

Says Motion
Picture News:

INTERNATIONAL

??rpHERE is no denying that
X this two-reel Western
('Kickaroo') featuring the dynamic Hoot Gibson is well
named. There is a kick to it
like 500 bomb-proof 'likker' —
good for loud and spontaneous
laughter — good enough for any
house — bar none."

RIDER

SERIES

A series of short-length features that will
stand up in quality zvith any five-reeler. Swift,
clean and dramatic stories of the Northwest
Mounted Police.

NEWS

Twice a iveck. The service that scored more
than thirty
tures and inscoops
news. in ig2i — best always in feaC O lS/1 I N GLYONS-MORAN

TWO-REELERS

The popular comedy team in sparkling tworeeUrs filled with well-dressed fun. One of
the best comedy bets on the market. Watch
for them.
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SEE
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STAR
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"
A

DAUGHTER'S

STORY BY
D. E. ACKERLY
SCENARIO BY
ARTHUR

INHERITANCE"
STAGED BY
VAN
DYKE
BROOKE

STRANGE

RE-EDITED BY
HOPP

C. LICHTY
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POWERFUL

PRENATAL
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presents
Mr.

George

Arliss

tn

"The

Devil"

Directed by James Young
Produced by Harry Leonhardt

Three

^^The

Houses,

Devil

continues

and Andrew

Three

J. Callaghan

Records

!

its perfect record of record breaking!

Joe Plunkett of New York's Strand, beat a record considered unbeatable with — "The Devil."
Harold Franklin of Buffalo's Criterion bettered
the house record with — "The Devil."
ASSOCIATED

Andrew

of the Rialto, Lawrence,

Mass., the third to play this sensational success, has just done the same, — in zero weather
with— "The Devil."
EXHIBITORS
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Mushy, Mushing On, in
"It's a Great Life -If-"

Ingityuk's Story in
"A Tale of the Fur North"

A Pair of Huskies in "An Eskimotion Picture"

Life

in

Castor Canadensis (Beaver) in "Hides and Go Seek"

tlie'*Moose

HUDSON^S
BAY
When the American Balloonists first reached human habitation in Canada, Educational supplied all the leading newspaper syndicates of the country with still photos of Moose
Factory.
EDUCATIONAL

alone

HAD

Factory

TRAVEL
SERIES
this great North Country, where all four of the Hudson's Bay
Travel Series were filmed !
No event since the Great War has been given so much

THEM!

Hundreds of big metropolitan dailies showed Educational' s
still photos and credited Educational with them !
There has been created a tremendous national interest in

Book

these

4 Hudson^

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

Country''

newspaper space as the "Lost Balloonists."
The press of the country has focussed national attention on
the Northland.
The Hudson's Bay Travel Series combines the up-to-dateness
of a news reel with the human interest of a feature and the
beauty and grandeur of a scenic !

s Bay

EXCHANGES,

Travel

Pictures

INC., E. W. HAMMONS,

President
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SAITFRANOISOO OALIF 31
HACK SBHHETT 1944
UAOK SKHSBTT STUDIOS 17^2 JUiBSAlTORO ST L0SAN0BLB3 CALIF
JUST SAVf SUALL TOWN IDOL CONSIDER IT BXCEPTIOIIALLY OOOD OIJS AU SURS
11 1ILL PLAY IT SOT LESS THAN TVIO WEEKS TO CAPACITY BUSINESS AT MY
STRAItD THEATRE
U L UARKOWITZ.

WORaCW. B. ATKINS. I

RECEIVED AT

say

a

this?

PEIVED AT R990 HU 1155PM 114 HI
SKAITLE WASH FEB 5 1921
MACK SKKHETT
HACK SEBBETT STDBIOS 1712 ALiESSAJTORO STREET' LOS AHGELES CALIF
HAVE JUST VIEWED YOUR SMALL TOWH IDOL POSITIVELY THE GREATEST OF
ITS KISH EVEHT MADE MORE THHILLIHG AUI COUEDY SITOATICHS CROWDED
IHTO EACH RE3L THAII ANY SHOW UAH OB EAHTH COULD EZPECT I AM SUES
rr WILL HAVE LONGER AND MORE SUCCESSFUL RUNS THAN EVEN MICKEY
BECAUSE IT HAS MICKEY CHEATED TO DEATH AHD THIS IS MY GREATEST
COMPLIMEHT TO ANY PRODUCERS ACCEPT MY HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES
JOBS HAHRICK BLUE UOD&B XBUIBE

B501SF 20 NL
SANFRANOISCO CALIF 31
MACK SBNHSTT
. _.
1954
HACK SEHNETT STUDIOS 1713 ALLESAHDRO ST lOSASOELKS CALI?
PRSVIEWBD TODAY SMALL TO'iJS IDOL HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS OH YOUR BEST
XraORT STOP FORTUNATELY HAVE IT BOOKED OH MY ENTIRE CIRCUIT
LOUIS R 0RE8NFI2LD.

HIT
TBU

[AM
RECEIVED AT
B493SF 24 NL 2 EXTRA
. SAHFRANCISCO CALIF 31
MACK SEiniBTT 1943
MACK SBNOTTT STUDIOS 1712 ALLBSANDRO ST LOSAHOBLBS CALIF
JUST PRSVIB»BD SMALL TOWN IDOL COHSIDER IT BEST SUPER COUBDY PRODUCTION
HAVE EVER SEEN AU BOOKIHO IT FOR ENTIRE TUBNBR DHAHK3N CIRCUIT
F U COSTBLLO GENERAL IMNAOER

A

SMALL
TEU

JAM

TOWN

IDOL
featuring

RECEIVED AT
B497SF 32 HL 21 EXTRA
SAHFRANCISCO CALIF 31
MACK SSNHBTT 1942
MACK SSNHBTT STUDIOS i7]^2 ALLESAIIDRO ST LOSANOELBS CALIF
JUST PREVIEIED YOUR SHALL TOWN IDOL CONSIDER IT YOUR BEST EFFORT
C » MIDOLSY AMERICAN THEATRE OAKLAND JAMES BEATTY LIBERTY THEATRES
FRESNO SAIIJOSS RSX MipOLBY AMERICAN THSATJIE OAKLAJID
AL MOORE U C THEATRE BERKELEY.
*AM

BEN

TURPIN

CMARIIE

-

MARIE

MURRAY-

PREVOST

PHYLLIS

HAVER

TEU
RECEIVED AT
B502SF 33 HL'3ANFRA1I0ISC0 OALIF 31
MACK SKHNETI 202?
MACK SEHNETT STUDIOS ^^-^g ALLESA'IDRO ST L0SAN03LKS CALIF
HAVE JUST PRBVIBWKD YOUR PRODUOTIOII SMALL TOOT IDOL 1ITH BEN TURPIN
I OOHORATULATK YOU ON YOUR WONDERFUL SUCCESS AHD LOOK IOR»ARD TO
CAPACITY RECEIPTS iniBH I PLAY IT AT OUR KBW FILLMORE THEATRE
JOSEPH H LEVIN.

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES' 7Z9 SEVF.NTTH AVE.. NEW YORK Cm

Inc.
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There's
in this latest

a

comedy
BEBE

lot
of "the

to
good

see
little bad

girl."

DANIELS
IN

"DUCKS
(o4dapted
by Elmer Harris from the AND
play by himself.

DRAKES"
Directed
by cTWajor oTWauriCe Campbell.)

You'll see some droll situations, some spicy funning, a hairraising fight between the heroine and an impromptu convict on an
abandoned houseboat — wherein a big knife went zip, and buried
itself in the wall; and some of the cleverest titles ever screened.
You can thank the gods that you hold a Realart ^tar Franchise which entitles you to this picture. A battery of machine guns
wouldn't keep the crowd away!
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An amazing story of human hearts,
sensational in its appeal, but wholesome. Will appeal to all lovers of
society melodrama.
NOTWITHSTANDING
the unprecedented demand for territorial franchises, RECKLESS WIVES
is released on a basis that assures
PROFITS for EXCHANGEMEN
and EXHIBITORS.
YOUR TERRITORY
MAY BE AVAILABLE
WIRE, as quick action is necessary
Independent Films Association
Eddy Eckels, Pres.
CONSUMERS BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILL.
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upon
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your inquiry, it is because

I could not get to it
PLEASE
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THE
HEART
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TRULY LOVED NEVER
FORGETS—

POSTERS
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NEXT
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PASSION

DIXO

and a Notable

THE

REVIEWS

of RECEIPT

BY

FLORENCE

SOME

SEQUENCE

ROBERT McLAUGHLIN
AND CHARLES T. DAZEY
AUTHORS ■• THE HOUSE WITHOUT CHILDREN " AND " IN OLD KENTUCKY."
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NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC., will distribute annually only such pictures as possess unusual
merit and unlimited box office value. Each picture we release will receive the intense exploitation which its quality will deserve, and in a manner which will revert to the ultimate profit of the
Elxhibitor. The first production to be released under our plan is:

WELCOME

CHILDREN

Produced Bu
KOSMIK FILMS Inc.
Directed By
STUART PATON

U.S. and Canadian
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The re-crowning of King Max
as Emperor of All the Mirths
will be the event of the Humorous Year. All your patrons
will want ring-side seats,
especially those with a sense
of humor. The others will
come away with one — if they
don*t die laughing! '
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J. A. Diindas, The Strand, Sioux Falls, So. Dakota:
" / am convinced that we have the only selling plan
that
WHY is fair to alU'—THATS ANOTHER REASON
nhere'Il

be a FraiK:h!so

everywhere

91
"IVe

Got
a
Surprise
for
A PICTURE
that is unique; a

You!

story of rare sentiment, that takes
9 >

you back to the days of the little red
school house, the old swimmin' hole,
the rag doll — days that are stamped
in the memory with the breath of
green fields; touches of pathos dispelled with miles of smiles; packed
full
of surprises;
It a Charles
Ray that's why we call
SPECIAL

Arthur

S. Kane

CHARLES

presents

RAY

in
The

Old

Hole

From James Whitcomb Riley's old home
poem — by arrangement with the publishers, The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Directed by Jos. De Grassc
Adapted to the screen by Bernard McConville ; photographed by Geo. Rizard ;
second camera, Ellsworth Rumer ; edited
by Harry L. Decker ; tech. supervisors,
Robert Bennett and Clarence DeWitt ;
foreign representative David P. Howelli,
Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
A

First National
Attraction

February
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A. H. Paxson, Valdosta Amusement
Valdosta, Ga.:

Co., Inc.,

" Received cash refund for difference due me. This is
the squarest deal I have ever had. This little incident
of fair play increases my franchise value 100 fo in my
estimation."— THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
^Th&rel!

Life
and

Is
We

a

be a FmncMse

Scramble

tliePoorEgfgs
What

a Ocream

to VC^atck
MARGUERITE

CLARK

Scramtle tke poor eggs
Tken unscramble tkem

Ocram
Announcing

tied

Wives"

Xlie deligkt^ul atar s
return to tke screen
witk her own company

Presented by Marguerite Clark Productions, Inc.; directed by Edward H.
Griffith ; supervised by J. N. McNaulty.
Taken from the recent stage success by
Adelaide Matthews and Martha M. Stanley,
as produced by Adolph Klauber.

A

First

National

Attraction
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Til

Your

Smashing

box

Theatre's

office

records

picture. The crowds are
tear down walls to see it.

Wid's

Kid"

"The

Play

Don't

is a

mere

breaking

Insured

trifle with

doors

Picture

and

this

trying

to

Says:

SMASHING
They are not only smashing every and all which separate the booth from the balcony
previous records at the Strand with Charlie
Mr. Plunkett said yesterday that in all of
proper.
Chaplin in "The Kid," but Manager Plunkett
hopes with the aid of the Police Department
his 20 years' of experience in the theater business he had never seen anything like it. At
and the Fire Department to hold the mobs in
check and prevent the smashing of every1 1 o'clock on Sunday night when the last performance was put on. the theater was filled to
thing that is movable and stationary, too.
At 8:30 Sunday night, the sale of tickets
capacity
those
who couldn't
get in
wondered and
whylots
the ofsale
of tickets
was stopped.
was stopped. At that time the doors were
smashed and the crowd that jammed into the The show starts at 10:30 in the morning at the
Strand and the last one goes on at 11 at night.
theater was so dense that people were crowded
Box-office records are the least things to be
around the projection booth in the balcony
smashed.
and actually hanging around the iron bars

m

Stays

Over

For

**The

Another

Kid

Week

At
The
Big
New
" ork
STrand
This theatre, with a seating capacity of 3,500, is playing to more than 15,000 daily.
Doors are opened at 10 A. M. and special midnight performances held in an effort to
accommodate the public and then thousands are turned away.
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Written and Directed by Charles Chaplin
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THIS issue carries a full report of the important
Motion Picture-Musical Conference held last
week in New York CityThe conference was a pronounced success.
It was a full-fledged start toward what is admittedly
the most important development in store for the
motion picture — namely the advancement of music to
its proper sphere in the picture theatre.
Had the rriovement merely been launched the conference would have accomplished all that was expected of it. But, also, a lot of solid work was done
and a permanent organization was efifected around, as
a nucleus, a committee composed of leaders in the
picture and music worlds.
The conference was attended by all the various
interests involved. Many important problems, never
discussed before, were brought to a focus. A great
deal of information was gained within a very short
time. The New York newspapers evidenced much
interest in the meetings and generously recognized
their importance. In musical circles, to judge from
the leading journals, the event was regarded as of
supreme importance.
Motion Picture News sponsored the conference;
that is all. Now that the preliminary work is ended
we ask the trade press to unite upon the furtherance
of what is obviously as important as the picture to
the modern picture theatre.
An exhibitor leader said at the conference : " Music,
the right kind of music is, with a good picture, 40%
important.
With a weak picture it is everything."
This speaks only of the immediate importance of
music with the picture.
Looking further ahead we can see, and very plainly,
that the picture theatre of the near future will also be
known as a music theatre. As a community centre the
picture house must cater to each of these great artamusements. Each is of great popular interest and
force.
The two go naturally together.
We can foresee concert singing in many theatres
upon a large scale, the regular routing of an army of
vocalists throughout the larger theatres, including
even the great operatic stars. We can foresee the
installation of more and finer musical instruments and
trained artists to play them. Even the smallest house
must and will have music of finer quality and
svnchronization.

e

News
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New

Paths

The people of this country — the masses everywhere
— want better music just as they want better pictures.
And they will get better music in their picture theatres. Nothing can halt so logical and inevitable a
development and the various problems that now exist
and will arise will find a satisfactory solution.
Motion Picture News purposes to lend its every
energy to this new epoch in the development of the
picture theatre.
Sex

in Pictures

^^T^HE
Faith Healer," shortly to be released,
I
comes along at an opportune moment.
Here is a picture, like many another, that
is at once uplifting, stirring, entertaining. It has its
element of sex interest, of course. Every sensible
person knows that if you take ^ex out of pictures, or
books, or magazines, or opera, or Shakespeare, or the
Bible — or out of life — you would have very little left.
But *' The Faith Healer," like many another
thoughtful picture and many another picture more
amusing than thoughtful, doesn't promote, or project
or distort, or seek to commercialize sex. It includes
sex because sex enters fundamentally into life and
every good picture seeks truthfully to portray life.
It is one thing to make a picture with sex only in
mind. It is quite another to include sex because a
mind higher than ours made sex the foundation of
life.
The first kind of picture we don't want. The public
doesn't want it. No reputable or reliable firm or
person will make such a picture. And in our knowledge— not opinion — such pictures are not being made.
What we are doing, however, is the putting of this
distorted and distasteful sex stuff into our posters and
newspaper advertising. It is mighty bad and ruinous
business; and it's got to stop.
It's such bad business that we predict, and simply
on an angle of good business sense, that before the end
of this year newspaper advertising will be telling the
public how clean pictures are.
Because the American home wants — and don't
mistake it— clean pictures. And the motion picture
caters to the American home.
Wm.

a. Johnston.

Motion
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Will Aid

Snapshots
By William
Fred Warren. Optimistic. Says business is good — and proves it with eye-opening figures. Associated Producers only
few months old yet books show gross business heavy enough to satisfy anyone.
Weekly gross climbing rapidly with such
business getters as " Last of Mohicans,"
" Small Town Idol " and " Lying Lips."
Exhibitors must be making money, too,
since books show that refunds are negligible, and percentage playing profitable.
Percentage playing now amounts to 30
per cent gross business done by Associated
Producers.
Hugo Riesenfeld. Dinner given him
at Delmonico's by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation " in recognition of his genius
in presenting motion pictures." Large
and representative gathering. Happy affair. Tributes to Mr. Riesenfeld. Good
speeches, some of which struck big keynote.
E. F. Albee. Always hits straight
and from the shoulder. And the picture
folk listen to him — and act. Have heard
him make two speeches. Each hit the
bull's-eye with a whack. First time, a
meeting at Delmonico's three years ago
when industry was raising a fund to fight
censorship at Albany. xVttorneys Stanchfield and Seabui'y present. Meeting was
stumbling along when Albee arose in rear
of hall and talked turkey. Told how the
vaudeville business organized against outside oppression, how a fund of $250,000
was raised in five minutes, etc. And —
then, the meeting got under way. Second
speech was at Riesenfeld dinner. Said two
important things. First, that picture producers W'ill make clean pictures only because only clean pictures pay. Exhibitors
will have better music because better music
pays. The picture and the picture theatre
must cater to the American home. Then
he spoke for organization. " Fight all you
want to among yourselves,'' he said, " but
be friends when you fight the outsider."
Veryindustry.
pat advice. \\"e need an Albee in
this
Jesse L. Lasky. Best speech he ever
made. Utterly frank. Said producer
would devote himself to clean pictures, and
in this statement he spoke not only for his
own concern but for every producer in the
business. Words carried conviction.
John Emerson. Spoke of new kind
of picture, made by trained staff. Cooperative effort. Eliminates the alibi. Eliminates the ego of a young industry. Pictures of future bound to be better.
South Carohna. Legislature votes
unanimously for censorship and then
unanimously reverses itself. Turns to
logical, sensible solution of local regulation. Just" goes to show how little knowl-

A. Johnston

^ A

special

Music

Supplement

starts

on

page

1501.

edge average legislator has of censorship.
He thinks it merely means control. Also
shows — most importantly — what the National Association and exhibitors can do
together. We came mighty near censorship in South Carolina. Also in Tennessee. Congratulations to both states — and
to those who won the day.
Sydney Garrett. Give
the best epigram since R.
last one. He says : " In a
contract there is no party

him credit for
X. Rowland's
motion picture
of the second

Censor Battles Individually,Says Pa the
Pathe Exchanges, Inc., issues the following statement in regard to its stand on
the Blue Law and Censorship fight :
" Word has come to use by wire from
Minneapolis, Minn., and Indianapolis,
Ind., to the effect that the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
in making its contribution toward the expenses of the fight against censorship in
said states has advised the local Committee Chairman that this Company had refused to contribute toward such fund.
" While it is true that this Company
since its resignation from the National
Association has not made any contribution to the fund raised to fight censorship
through the National Association, it has
never refused to contribute toward the
expenses to oppose any menace to the industry. We have contributed directly to
Minneapolis and Indianapolis local committees.
" We have always taken an active part
in fights against censorship in the past;
are as much opposed to censorship in any
form today as we have ever been, and any
statement to the effect that we have refused either moral or financial assistance
tow"ard defeating censorship in any form
is false and misleading."
Loew

George Melford. Oui congratulations. Scores again in " The Faith Healer." Fine picture. Conscientious workpart." manship. Local color. Suspen.se. Best
work thus far by Milton Sills and Ann
Forrest. Looks like big future for George
Melford.
Idle Hour Theatre. Kenton, Ohio.
Please take note of name and address —
everybody! Owner sends forth pathetic
appeal for relief. Says his theatre has been
out of business for four years. But his
motion picture mail comes along just the
same. Circular matter. Says it's bad
enough, anyway, but now just makes him
sick. Asks, What's the matter? " " Who's
doin' all the shootin'?"
Late
EW.

Wire

Briefs

Merger in Canada
to Be Delayed

Is

The completion of the merger of the
various Loew companies in Canada has
been delayed, it has been announced at
Toronto, pending the securing of certified
^tatements from the auditors as to the exact assets and liabilities of the various
companies. Before further steps are
taken, it is likely that meetings of the different stockholders will be called to discuss the situation, it is announced.
Intimation has been made that Marcus
Loew will probably build a theatre in W innipeg, Manitoba. A site has been selected
and the plans for the theatre have already
been drawn, it is asserted. This will mean
the
invasion of the Canadian ^^'est by Mr.
Loew.

from

the

Coast

HAMMONDS, W. W. Hodkinson, and W. E. Shallenberger are here.
The Ambassador theatre in Los Angeles opened on February 5th, un• der the direction of Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser. Barret McCormick
is managing director. Prices are fifty cents and a dollar in the afternoons, and
aprologue,
dollar and
dollar
and abill.
half in the evenings. " Passion," with an appropriate
was a the
opening
Rudolph Christians, the Otis Skinner of the German stage, for several years
director of the Irving Place theatre in New York, died on February 2nd of pneumonia. Work at Universal was stopped during the funeral services on February 4th. Mr. Christians had been featured in a number of Universal productions
and had just finished playing the leading role in " Foolish Wives " when taken
ill.
T. W. Chatburn enterprises have opened exchanges on the Coast for the distribution of State right pictures. L. E. Kennedy is local manager.
Indications are that Metro will adapt the unit plan of production on the order of the scheme followed by Robertson-Cole. If it is adapted, it will cause
many changes here, as the responsibility for each production will be centralized
upon the director, who is furnished the star and the story and must select his
own continuity writer, players, staff, and so forth. The Nazimova company is
following this scheme at present.
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Pennsylvania
Billboard
Tax
Bills in
SEVERAL bills affecting the motion
picture industry were among those introduced in the Pennsylvania Legislature this week — the first week in which
bills of any character were presented in
the present biennial session.
In addition to the bill of Assemblyman
William J. Brady, which would impose a
state tax of i per cent on the gross earnings of motion picture theatres, were a
measure, sponsored by Assemblyman
Hugh A. Dawson of Lackawanna county,
which would fix a tax of 10 cents a square
foot on billboards, and one by Assemblyman Charles C. Baldi, Jr., of Philadelphia,
which goes even further and fixes the
rate at $1 a foot.
Governor Sproul, in his message to the
Legislature, advocates a tax of 5 cents a
square foot on billboards,- not on the advertiser's prerhises, and it is considered
probable that the Baldi bill, amended to
suit the Governor's views, will be adopted
as the administration measure. The Governor believes that a 5-cent tax on billboards would yield the state $300,000
revenue, but motion picture men figure it
as close to $800,000.
Motion picture interests, as well as theatrical men generally in Philadelphia and
other parts of the state, and the National
Association of Advertisers are opposed to
the measure and have representatives here
watching their progress — particularly that
of the Dawson bill. This bill, it is contended, would eat up about one-third of
the receipts on a capacity billboard business, and it is claimed by its opponents to
be confiscatory. It provides fines of from
$500 to $1,000 for violations. Half the
revenue from this law, if enacted, would
go to the state and the other half to the
municipality in which the billboard is
located. Both measures call for reports
to be made by the billboard owners to the
auditor-general of the state, regarding
their amount of money received from the
use of the boards. Each board must be
numbered with a tag to be provided by the
state.
Another measure just introduced in the
House would give equal rights to members
' of the white and colored races in places of
public amusement. This was introduced
by John C. Asbury, a negro member of
the Legislature, from Philadelphia. Similar bills have been introduced in recent
sessions but always thus far have gone
down to defeat. Last session, however,
saw a vigorous fight put up by the negro
voters of the state in behalf of the plan.
The Asbury bill provides that all persons, regardless of race, color or creed,
be permitted in all places of public accommodation, entertainment or amusement.
Owners and managers of such places are

Committee;

Before

Legislature
Plan

Censorship
in Philadelphia
the last two years have been estimated at
at least $6,000,000, and the administration
" The Kid
Breaking
has certain plans for expansion that will
House Records
call for greater expenditures of public
funds
in the coming two years.
most k ofa
iny eviden
has
at twoce o'cloc
last been
M time
FROline
In this connection, too, it must be conthe New York Strand
atSunda
the
sidered that present established sources of
theatre, waiting to get in to see
revenue
will likely yield far less in the
e Chaplin's "The Kid."
Charli
Manager
Joseph L. Plunkett anform of corporation taxes in the next two
nounced aspecial showing of the feature,
years if the present business depression
beginning at 11:00 p. m. Sunday night,
continues.
by means of a small sign swinging from
the marquet, and even amusement-weary
The Brady bill describes a " place of
Broadway was anxious enough to see the
public entertainment or amusement " as
picture to stand in line until the appointed
hour.
" any building, tent or enclosure wholly or
partly used for dramatic or theatrical or
The Strand has been running eight
(operatic or vaudeville performances, or
shows a day all the week. The theatre
opens at ten o'clock instead of the custragedies, or comedies or farces," and also
tomary noon and any afternoon or evenfor " fixed or moving pictures, athletic exing the west side of Broadway between
hibitions or games, exhibitions of trained
46th and 47th streets has its line of
animals, circuses, menageries, museums or
patient
" waiters."
How many
thousands who would like
Wild
shows."i per cent tax is to be
The West
proposed
to have gotten in to see " The Kid " and
couldn't without more trouble than any
paid
on
all
gross receipts of such places,
show is worth to them, is a matter beexcept
those
intended for charities or reyond calculation.
" The Kid " is drawing like a " musligious or educational purposes. On or before the fifteenth of each month statetard plaster " in New York and early restory. ports from other cities tell the same
ments must be made by an official of each

prohibited from advertising or issuing circulars setting forth any discrimination
against persons because of their color, race
or creed. The penalty for violation is
$100
ment. to $500 or 30 to 3 months' imprisonAll the bills thus far introduced that
affect the motion picture business, have
been referred to committees which have
not yet reported them.
Motion 'picture interests may wisely
view with concern the bill presented to the
Legislature this week by Assemblyman
William J. Brady of Philadelphia, which
would impose a tax of i per cent on the
gross receipts of motion picture theatres
and all other places of amusement.
While at each biennial session of the
Pennsylvania law-makers there invariably
appears a batch of proposed bills aimed at
the motion picture industry, a majority of
which regularly fall by the wayside, persons familiar with the determination of
Governor Sproul vastly to increase the
state's revenues by legislation to be enacted this year, say there is more than a
fighting
for Assemblyman
Brady's
tax bill tochance
pass both
legislative bodies
and
receive the executive signature.
It is recalled that in his opening message
to the Legislature the Governor expressed
a desire to provide new sources of revenue
that would yield the state something like
$22,000,000 additional cash in the next two
The need for additional revenue is emyears.
phasized bythe fact that total deficiencies
in the conduct of the state government in

place of amusement, to the auditor-general of the state, by blanks to be provided
by his office. The taxes are due after each
performance and if the payments are not
made a penalty of 10 per cent of the
amount due the state will be enforced.
The right to examine the books of the
theatre is given to the auditor-general and
the state treasurer, and a maximum penalty of a fine of $1,000 or six months in
jail is provided for violators of the law.
According^ to newspaper advices from
Philadelphia,' Mayor Moore of that city is
contemplating a plan of municipal censorship for the theatres. The mayor is
quoted as declaring that it is his intention
to ask local theatrical managers to help
purge the stage and screen of suggestive
or otherwise offensive features.
The announcement came as the result of
a conference of a group of clergymen with
the mayor, when he outlined to them some
of his problems connected with vice and
crime and asked them to think over the
subjects with a view to offering advice.
Al Christie in New York
Al Christie, director general of the
Christie Film Company, arrived in New
York this week on what he declared to be
purely a pleasure trip. This is Mr. Christie's first trip to the big city in nearly five
He wound up his long period of work
without rest by personally directing " Man
years.
vs. Woman," a two-reel comedy, featuring Neal Burns and Dorothy Devore,
which
cational.is soon to be released through Edu-
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Motion

Famous

Players
Tends
MORE than 100 men prominent in the motion picture,
theatrical and musical world were guests Tuesday,
night, Feb. 8th, at a dinner given at Delmonico's to
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, by officials of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, in appreciation of his success as managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion Theatres.
A feature of the evening was a concert by the combined
orchestras of the three theatres, comprising 100 pieces, who,
arriving in the middle of the dinner, surprised Dr Riesenfeld by playing a number of his favorite selections. Elek
John Ludvigh, treasurer of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was toastmaster, and speeches were made by Dr.
Frank Crane, Daniel Frohman, Adolph Zukor, E. F. Albee,
Otto H. Kahn, Richard Rowland, John Emerson and Jesse
L. Lasky.
Those present included: Adolph Zukor, E. F. Albee,
Jerome Beatty, L. W. Boynton, F. V. Chamberlin, Hiram
Abrams, H. D. H. Connick, Dr. Frank Crane, Albert H. T.
Banzhaf, Lee Counselman, H. H. Buxhaum, David Bernstein, Al Boyd, Joseph Danneberg, Edward Dillon, Richard
Delafield, John Emerson, William H. English, Frederick H.
Elliott, George Fitzmaurice, Daniel Frohman, Felix F. Feist,
Abe Einstein, H. B. Franklin, Morris Gest, Leopold Fried-

Ernest Shipman to Have
Additional Offices
To care for growing interests of himself and associates, Ernest Shipman has
leased a suite of offices on the 8th floor of
1/ West 44th Street, from which headquarters the activities of the Renco Film
Corporation, the Edward Hemmer Productions, the San Gabriel Producing Company, the James Oliver Curwood Productions, Inc., and the Winnipeg Productions,
Ltd., will be cared for.
The other productions controlled or
represented by Mr. Shipman will continue
to be managed from their present established headquarters.
Ernest Shipman's associates now number twenty-one. S. T. King will continue
in the capacity of general office manager.
Rudolph de Cordova
Assist Blackton

Will

Rudolph de Cordova who has been occupied for several months writing the
continuities for the series of special
Super-Feature pictures to be produced by
the Vitagraph Company, has been engfaged to proceed immediately to London
by J. Stuart Blackton, in order to assist
in the preparation of the fisst picture to
be made by the Lady Diana Manners.
Mr. de Cordova's latest continuity to be
released is that of " Dead Men Tell No
Tales."
New Corporation to Fight
Blue Laws in New York
Naming George C. Craft, of Union Hill,
N. J., Adele S. Eberhardt and Louis Bennett of New York, as directors, the Liberty League of America filed its papers
of incorporation with the secretary of
state's office at Albany, N. Y., on February 5,for the purpose of fighting any
Sunday Blue Law legislation.

New

Dinner
to
Dr.
Riesenfelc
man, Maurice Goodman, Cosmo Hamilton, H. A. Hallett,
Gabriel Hess, Alf Hayman, Felix E. Kahn, William A. Johnston, S. R. Kent, Henry Arthur Jones, Adolph Klauber,
Morris Kohn, Jesse L. Lasky, Leo D. Langsfeld, Elek J.
Ludvigh, David Loew, Frank Meyer, Charles Maigne, William Morris, Jr., John McGuirk, B. S. Moss, N. L. Nathanson, Oscar A. Price, Richard A. Rowland, Louis S. Quimby,
John S. Robertson, Henry L. Saulisbury, R. W. Saunders,
Abe Sablosky, Louis Sablosky, William E. Smith, Edgar
Selwyn, Dr. Emanuel Stern, Emil E. Shauer, J. J. Shubert,
Lee Shubert, Walter Wanger, Joe Weber, Maurice Wertheim, Mr. Berthold Neuer, G. Visafora, Joseph Urban, Otto
H. Kahn, Pat Casey, Josiah Zuro, Edward Falk, George A.
Shor, Lawrence A. Walsh, Herman Wobber, Louis Marcus, H. A. Ross, G. H. Schaeffer, R. C. LiBeau, H. P. Wolfberg, Phil Reisman, Joseph Gilday, George Weeks, John D.
Clark, H. G. Ballance, Arthur M. Loew, Marcus Loew, J. J.
Murdock, Joseph M. Schenck, A. H. Woods, Charles Gatchell, Samuel Goldwyn, Arthur James, Morris Wolf, J. A.
McCarthy, William Hoodless, Frank W. Beulher, Melville
A. Shauer, John Hicks, M. H. Lewris, Harry Durant, Robert
Kane, Victor Clark, Gardner Hunting, Tom Geraghty.

J. P. Fritts Leaves Realart
John P. Fritts, who has been director of
advertising and publicity for Realart has
resigned his position with that company.
He has held that position since the organization of that company. Mr. Fritts states
that his future plans are as yet undetermined.

Big Pageant to Feature
First A, M. P. A, Dinner
A pageant, resplendent for beauty of
costumes and eccentricity of caricature,
will feature " The Naked Truth " dinner
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers to be held at the Hotel Biltmore,
March 4. According to Victor Shapiro,
who is in charge of the entertainment details, the pageant will mark a take off on
passing events of interest to the industry',
such as censorship and the threatened
blue laws.
Members of the A. M. P. A. who attend the dinner have been promised a
sightseeing trip " round the town " delving into '■ The Naked Truth " of so-called
reform movements of the industry and
revealing the real facts behind the su])port given these organizations.
" The Naked Truth " dinner will mark
the first formal function given by the A.
M. P. A. in several years.

Hoover

Picture

Drive a Success in
Oklahoma
Practically all Oklahoma theatres have
put on Hoover benefits, according to reports received from Ralph Talbot of the
Majestic theatre of Tulsa, who is state
chairman of the Motion Picture division
of the European Relief Council. The film
'exchanges, newspapers, and theatre employees rendered splendid co-operation.
The returns have not as yet been tabulated, but a substantial return is expected.

Hollywood Directors Plat
Attractive Clubhouse
The Motion Picture Directors' Asso
ciation plan to build a four-story Clul
House on Highland Avenue, just north o
Hollywood Boulevard in Hollywood, Cal.
and with this end in view have filed arti
cles of incorporation bearing the fim
name of Motion Picture Directors' Build
ing Corporation, capitalized at $200,000.
The Director's Association has for som<
time owned a very valuable piece of rea
estate and the Building Committee com
posed of Frank Lloyd, William D. Tay
lor, Wallace Wormsey, Murdock Mc-i
Quarrie,
Thomas
Ricketts, and San
Woods have made the plans for financing
the project. This will be done by thi!
issuance of two issues of bonds, each fo:^
$100,000.
The Trustees of the Association will ac
as Directors of the Corporation. The\- art
Reginald
Barker,
Frank Lloyd,
WilUam\\'illiam
Duncan, D.
Roy Taylor
Clem
ents, Joseph DeGrasse, and Thoma:
Ricketts.
Western

Motion

Picture

Advertisers Organize
The Western Motion Picture Advertis-j
ers have organized on the Coast. Thejl
have elected Ray Leek of ^letro, presi-|
dent; Arch Reeves of Famous Playei
vice-president ; Roy Miller of Miller*!
theatre, treasurer ; and John McCormidI
of First National, secretary'. The trusj
tees are Adam Shirk, of Famous Players-j
Lasky; Richard Spear of Kinema theatrij
Bradley Smollen of Vitagraph ; Pete
Smith of the Neilan Company, and M«
Larkin, of the Pickford and Fairbai
companies.
" I've been an exhibitor thirteen years,
but I learned more at this convention
about music than I did up home all diat
time.
" JOHN D. SULLO.
" Torrington, Conn."

Day

The

Dollar

the

of

^TT
We print herewith, in full, the A. B. C. audit of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS' circulation
^1 11 for the six months ending December 31, 1920.
I
And we suggest to each advertiser and advertising manager that the audit be carefully reac
ii and this issue filed for future reference.
This is the first audit to be made

in this field.

It gives, furthermore, a complete analysis and classification.
Compare these figures with those of any other trade publication whose
and submitted to you.

audit may

be made

If no audit is made — ask why not?
If an audit is made but not published or submitted — ask why not?
If no classification of circulation is made — ask why

not?

Invest upon definite information.
This is the day of the dollar. Every dollar spent this year in advertising must
every dollar buy circulation value — known

value.

count.

Make

Every dollar spent blindly is wasted.

Note.— The large circulation of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS is refined to the last degree.
It is all trade, practically all subscription, solid as a rock. Not a single copy, to our knowledge, is
wasted. Note the large exhibitor circulation, add 25 per cent at least to this because of chain theatres not permitted to subscribe individually (the head theatre is the booking office) and you have
in definite figures the proof that " THE

NEWS

COVERS

THE

FIELD."

Note. — Since this audit 430 exhibitor subscriptions have been added.
AUDITOR'S
AUDIT BUREAU OF
CIRCULATION
Century Building, Chicago
AVERAGE
NET PAID
3rd 1920
9779
4th 1920
9985
(Initial audit)

8.

1. Motion

REPORT
Picture News

2. City— New
3. State — New

York
York

4.

YearEstab.

1908.

5. Published weekly.
6. Report for six months
7. Date Examined,

ending Dec. 31, 1920.

January, 1921.

Circulation for period covered by Section 6 above :
147
BROUGHT FORWARD
*Mail Subscribers (Individual) .
178
tNet Sales through Newsdealers
II
Advertising Agencies and Adv
Single copy sales
9546
Exchanges and Complimentary
" Mail sub. special " (a)
Samples
TOTAL NET PAID
Canvassers
Employees
**Term Subscriptions in Bulk
9882
File Copies
Single Issue Sales in Bulk
Credit subs, in arrears over three months
TOTAL NET PD. INCLUD'G BULK
Arrears over six months
33
Correspondents
9882
Advertisers . . .
Average

TOTAL

FORWARD

TOTAL
9915

DISTRIBUTION

129

9915
132

22
933

1 1 641

462
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13. WHAT
Motion
14. GIVE

IS THE

CLASS,

INDUSTRY

OR

FIELD

COVERED

BY

PUBLICATION?

picture industry.
BELOW

IN PERCENTAGES
IFICATIONS AS ARE

BEST

TIONS. STATE WHEN

THE

ADAPTED

AND

HOW

ANALYSIS

OF CIRCULATION

TO

OR

SUCH

FIELD

SUCH

CLASS-

MAKE

YOUR

OWN

CLASSIFICA-

CLASSIFICATION

DATA

WAS

OBTAINED.

No. of sub. No. of subs.
Foreign
Domestic
187
7825

Exhibitors

BY

409
Studios

426

Accessory

375

Newspapers

152

Miscellaneous

221
18

Trades

8012
1157

3.6%

455

2.0%
.8
2.2% %

155
46

1002

Exchanges

Total

73.0%
104.31%%
Percentag
4.0%

10

436
395

209
13

161
234

80

Miscellaneous
Totals

520

10428

100.0%
98
10948

The above figures and percentages are based upon publisher's complete analysis of the Dec. 25, 1920
mailing list, classification being obtained from original orders, business cards, letterheads, reference to
trade directories, etc. Publisher's compilation was tested by auditor and found to be correct.
The difference between the total shown above and that shown in Par. 10 amounting to an average of
1045 copies, is accounted for by deductions made for credit subscriptions over three months in arrears,
subscriptions in arrears over six months,
tions and deducted therefrom.

ANALYSIS
21. SINGLE

COPY

REGULAR
ARE SHORT

etc., which

have not been separately analyzed as to classifica-

OF CIRCULATION

METHODS

PRICE: 20c.

SUBSCRIPTION
TERM

RATES:

SUBSCRIPTIONS

One year $2.00, two years $3.50, three years $5.00.
ACCEPTED

PRO RATA?

Yes, accepted but not oflFered.

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS: Period of two years for $3.00. (Xmas 1920).
RATES AT WHICH CLUB RAISERS MAY TAKE SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THIS PUBLICATION

ALONE:

None of record.
WHAT

SPECIAL RATES ARE MADE

FOR RENEWALS

OR EXTENSIONS?

None of record.
22. (a) TO WHAT

EXTENT

IS PUBLICATION

RETURNABLE?

No returns were found to have been allowed newsdealers during the period covered by this report.
(b) PREMIUMS, CONTESTS, ETC.
Records do not show any premium to have been used nor contests to have been employed during the period.
(c) CANVASSERS (IF CANVASSERS ARE EMPLOYED STATE WHETHER IN CITY OR COUNTRY
SALARY

OR COMMISSION

AND IF PAID BY

OR BOTH).

Records show canvassers to have been employed on a commission basis. (Motion Picture News, New York, N. Y., Page No. 2).

(d) WERE SUBSCRIPTIONS
None of record.
(e) WERE CLUBBING
SCRIBERS?
None of record.

OBTAINED

OFFERS

MADE

PROM

CLUB

(OF THEIR

WERE SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED (OTHER THAN
DIRECT THROUGH SUBSCRIPTION AGENCIES)?
None of record.
(f) WHAT
2.36%.

PERCENTAGE

OF MAIL CIRCULATION

RAISERS

OWN

AND

THEIR

WAS

(PAID BY REWARDS
ONE

OWN)

OR MORE

THROUGH

OBTAINED

THROUGH

OTHER

OTHER

OR

THAN

CASH)?

PUBLICATIONS)

FROM

OTHER

SUBSCRIPTION

TO SUB-

PUBLISHERS

AGENCIES?

(g) WHAT PERCENTAGE OF MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS WERE RENEWED? ACTUAL FIGURES ONLY TO BE GIVEN;
IF NOT AVAILABLE, SO STATE.
Actual figures not available.
(h) WHAT PERCENTAGE OF CIRCULATION WAS SOLD IN BULK OTHER THAN TO NEWSDEALERS?
None of record.
(j) DURING THIS PERIOD
None of record.

WERE

SUBSCRIPTIONS

OBTAINED

ON THE

INSTALLMENT

PLAN?

(k) DURING THIS PERIOD WERE SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED ON TRIAL OR SHORT TERM OFFERS?
Yes, accepted but not offered.
WERE THESE SUBSCRIPTIONS OBTAINED AT PRO RATA RATES AND STOPPED PROMPTLY AT EXPIRATION?
Yes, no exceptions noted.
(p) DURING THIS PERIOD FROM WHAT SOURCES OTHER
THROUGH NEWSDEALERS) WERE SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED?
None of record.

THAN

THE

PRECEDING

(EXCEPT

23. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF SUBSCRIPTIONS (OTHER THAN INSTALLMENT) IS IN ARREARS?
As at date of Dec. 25, 1920. Up to three months 2.9%, three months to six months 3%, total 5.9%.
(a) WHAT PERCENTAGE OF NEWSDEALER CIRCULATION IS IN ARREARS?
None, as at date of Dec. 25, 1920.
(b) IF INSTALLMENT SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE ACCEPTED STATE HOW MANY WERE SERVED
PORTRAYED IN PARAGRAPH 10.
None of record.

DIRECT

WITH

THE

AND

ISSUE

(Motion Picture News, New York, N. Y., Page No. 3).
24. IS PUBLICATION AN OFFICIAL ORGAN OF ANY ASSOCIATION?
Not an official organ of any association.
27. DURING THIS PERIOD WAS EACH COPY OF THE ENTIRE
TENTS AND QUALITY OF PAPER STOCK?
Yes, no exceptions noted.
28. EXPLANATORY:

EDITION

OF EACH

ISSUE UNIFORM

AS TO ITS CON-

" Mail subscribers (special)" as shown in Par. 8 averaging 147 copies per issue, represent yearly subscriptions sold to various theatrical corporations and large film distributors in lots of from 2 to 50 subscriptions at the regular subscription rate of $2.00 per year and
which copies were for the use of their branch offices, employees, etc. Copies were mailed by publisher in individual wrappers direct to addresses furnished by the purchasers.
This being an initial audit and publisher having complied with all the requirements of the Bureau is now a member and entitled to
full membership privileges.
Net paid circulation for this period by issues follows:
1920
July 3
9738
10
9766
17
9704
24
9661
31
9708
Aug. 7
9706
14
9789
21
9769
28
9805
Sept. 4
9825
11
9838
18
9896
25
9922

1920
Oct.

2
9
16
23
30
Nov. 6
13
20
27
Dec. 4
11
18
25

.r.

9988
10017
10058
10166
10239
9850
9911
9900
9921
9877
9837
9960
10081

CITY— New York, N. Y.
DATE— January, 1921.

AUDIT

BUREAU

OF CIRCULATIONS.
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Sydney

Cohen

A.

William
Lodges Charges Against
A. Brady's
William
CHARGI
for the alleged
country
of the that
tour NG
purpose of arousing the industry
to combat censorship, blue laws and other
menaces is in reality a move to disrupt the
Moving Picture Theatre Owners of
America, President Sydney Cohen, Secretai'y Sam Berman ; Senator James
Walker, attorney for the theatre owners'
organization ; and John Manheimer, chairman of the directors of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York,
attended the Chicago mass meeting called
to hear Mr. Brady talk on censorship and
bitterly attacked the methods of the National Association of Motion Picture Industry.
When Sam Atkinson, chairman of the
meeting, rapped for order, the hall at 19
W. Adams street was crowded with exhibitors, exchange men, newspaper men
and others interested in the industry, and
on. the stage as guests of honor were
Blanche Bates, Lenore Ulric, Otis Skinner, William Hodge and Henry Miller.
William A. Brady, immediately after
being introduced, stated that he stood for
co-operation and was making a trip for
the one purpose of sounding an alarm to
awaken the men and women of the industry to a realization of the dangers with
which they are confronted. He then suggested that for the sake of saving time
that anyone who had any questions to ask
put them at once and then he would proceed with his speech.
Mr. Cohen arose and asked why Mr.
Brady was making this trip following the
meeting between the committees of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and the National Association in
New York. After some discussion and an
appeal from Dr. Atkinson that the members of the industry present refrain from
conducting a dispute in public, it was decided to have Mr. Brady proceed with his
talk, after which the general public and
the members of the daily press would be
excluded from the meeting, which would
then take up questions in controversy.
In the course of his address Mr. Brady
made a strong plea for co-operation and
declared that it was not the reformers who
put over prohibition, but that the break
between the whisky men and the beer and
wine interests, both of whom stabbed th^
others in the back, was really responsible
for the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment and that the danger to the motion
picture industry was similar, unless the
industry got together and presented a
united front to the reformers and " profiteering moralists," who to keep on the
job, needed a new victim and had decided
to pick on the movies.

National
Mrs.

Motive

Questions

Dodge,
Back in

Brady^s
Ass'n;

Brady

of Vermont,
Business

of

Tour
Censorship
Condemns
" But it was not an ash-can," volunteered Watterson Rothacker, who was

among the spectators. " It was a limous-

of
ille, NE
Vt., K.
has DODGE
become, rePAULI
MRS.Morrisv
established again as an exhibitor
in her local district, according to
a statement just issued from the headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America. Mrs. Dodge became
prominent in trade circles in connection
with the recent controversy that centered
around the Paramount-Black interests in
New England.
Through the efforts of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Mrs.
Dodge succeeded in having the Selectmen of Morrisville grant her an exclusive license in the town. Irvin M. Salyerds, representing the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, had gone to
Morrisville and helped Mrs. Dodge to remove her equipment from the Bijou
Theatre into the Town Hall. It was a
gala occasion for Morrisville and the
country fifty miles around, because of the
nature of the production which was offered to the patrons on Saturday afternoon and evening, February 5th. " Way
Down East," the D. W. Griffith Production, was shown on the screen at the
opening performances.
Mr. Griffith furnished the entire performance without any charge whatever.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and Mrs. Dodge have written to
Mr. Griffith expressing their gratitude.

" Well, what's the difference between
an ash-can and a limousine?" was the reply of Hurley.
One important development in the hearing was the possibility of putting the question of such drastic censorship squarely
up to the people.
" ine."
Would you," asked W. S. Fleming, a
Protestant minister who saw the film,
" Hell's Hinges," and has started out to
battle for censorship, " agree to putting
this question to a referendum?
" Would you people agree to keep your
mouths shut and let it go honestly to a
, vote, without speeches or sermons from
the pulpit," was Brady's answer.
" We will, if you will agree not to menFleming.
tion iton a screen," answered Hurley and

Mr. Brady further pointed out that censorship and blue laws were not the only
dangers that were confronting the indus
try, but that tariff and taxation also were
serious questions. He declared that Secretary Houston had recommended the tax
on motion pictures be doubled and that at
a recent meeting of the National Manufacturers Association, that body sought to
.shift the burden of taxation from their
shoulders to that of the picture industry
Satisfaction with the present methods
of censoring pictures in Chicago, under
the direction of the police department,
headed by Chief Charles Fitzmorris, was
expressed by practically all the speakers
who insisted, however, that there should
be no more reason for pre- judging and
censoring pictures than newspapers,
books, or paintings.
During the hearing, Timothy D. Hurley, alawyer, declared that if he were the
censor of last resort, he would bar Charlie
Chaplin in " The Kid," and declared his
reasons were that there were included in it
scenes representing things that were in
violation of the law.

poisoned
Richard
is a mvu'der scene ;inin the
tower. III,
Butthere
this ordinance
would permit three persons at their individual whims
to barpledged
such pictures."
Senator
Walker
the support and

" Name one," shouted Brady, who had
been called to the rostrum to speak and
who agreed to answer questions.
" One is where a mother abandons her
baby in an ash-can," retorted Hurley.
" That is a crime."

" Then we will," was Brady's firm an- i;
swer.
"All we want is a square deal for a
great industry," said Brady. Newspapers
are not pre-judged. Grand opera is full of
crimes. In 95 per cent of the pictures,
virtue is always triumphant. Yon cannot
write drama without wrong, if you are to
have right triumph. In Hamlet, a king is

co-operation of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America in the fight on censorship, but declared that one big association was impossible unless a thorough
housecleaning takes place in the National
Association, and that the present deposit
system and the lack of uniform contract
are blocking the way to one big organization.
At this point the meeting adjourned
and when it reconvened with the public
and daily
excluded,
Mr. Cohen
attacked thepress
National
Association
and Mr.
Brady for the alleged failure to carry out
agreements as to uniform contracts and a
correction of the deposit system, which
he stated, were agreed upon at the New
York meeting. He also charged that Mr.
Brady had not received bona fide invitations to speak from the exhibitor organizations invarious cities he proposed visiting, and backed his allegations up with
letters and telegrams.
Joe Hopp of Chicago, president of the
Illinois Exhibitors Alliance, afifiliated with
the Cohen organization, also declared that
the Alliance had not been invited to take
part in the mass-meeting.
(Continued on page 1444)
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(Continued from page 1443)
Mr. Cohen then charged that Mr. Brady
was making an effort to disrupt the theatre owners organization and secure exhibitor members for the national association.
He also resented Mr. Brady's charge that
petty politics had prevented the motion
picture industry from turning in over five
million instead of two million and a half
dollars to the Hoover fund and said that
if anyone had played petty politics it was
Mr. Brady and the members of his organization. A long argument followed as to
this, with Mr. Brady making counter
charges and absolutely denying that he
had played politics.
The sentiment of the New York speakers was voiced by Sam Berman when he
interjected that he loved Bill Brady, but
that " he's yi damned rotten company "
and by Senator Walker, who said, " he's
just window^ dressing for other people."
Mr. Brady was aroused by various
statements made and at one point declared
that if Mr. Cohen's statement were proved
to be true, that the agreement as to uniform contracts and deposits made at the
New York meeting were not being carried
out by the National Association, that he,
Brady, will resign as president of that organization on his return east. He stated,
however, that it was the intention of the
association to make good on all promises
made, but that it took time to get the legal
details worked out.
One reason why the Cohen forces had
come to Chicago from New York, it is
understood, was to prevent Chicago theatre owners from being lined up for the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, and in this they apparently
succeeded, for the meeting dissolved without action. Even a vote of thanks for

AtMr. Brady's visit, proposed by Sam sight
kinson, met with protest and was lost
of in the shuffle.
Practically all the leading exhibitors, and
exchange men of Chicago were present at
the meeting, as well as a number of visitors from outside the city, including:
President John Rhode and Fred Siegert
of the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association ;
W. A. Steffis, president of the Minnesota
Exhibitors organization; President Gus
Schmidt and E..H. Bingham of the Indiana Exhibitors Association; and Jack
Connolly of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry.
Following his return from Chicago Sydney Cohen reports that wires addressed to
the M. P. T. O. of A. headquarters by the
organized exhibitors of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan promise absolute support to the stand that the national organization of exhibitors has taken at the Chicago meeting. Mr. Cohen quotes a telegram said to have been sent Mr. Brady
from the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association, as follows :

" A repetition of your Chicago City
Hall address not required in Milwaukee.
Do not come here on our account."
A letter has been sent to every memljcr
of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, according to Mr. Cohen,
the purpose of which is to inform the
members of the alleged attempt " to disrupt and destroy the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America," made, says the
letter,
the name
and by ofthetheauthority
of the "in
National
Association
Motion

Picture

News
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lecture Industry." The letter also asks
the member addressed " to define your
position without delay and as plainly as
The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York City, of which W Wpossible."
liam Brandt is president, also showed increased activity following the speech of
Mr. Brady at Chicago. In a resolution
adopted by the Theatre Owners Chamber
c f Commerce, exception was taken to the
alleged statement of Mr. Brady at Chicago
1.0 the effect " that there was dissension in
the ranks of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce of New York City and that
the Chamber of Commerce was not in accord with the plans, aims, purposes and
policies of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America." This alleged statement was branded by the resolution as a
" gratuitous insult " to the Chamber of
Commerce and denounced as " false and
malicious."
Paramount

District

Man-

agers Meet in N. Y,
A convention of district managers of
the Paramount sales organization was held
at the home office of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation this week at the call
of S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution. This convention is an annual affair,
the object being to bring all of the district
managers into direct touch with the home
office officials and with each other so that
the various problems of distribution may
be intimately discussed.
The sessions of the convention were
held in the office of General Manager Kent
and were attended by the following from
the home office: Mr. Kent, H. G. Balance, E. E. Shauer, J. W. Hicks, Jr., M. H.
Lewis, Jerome Beatty, Lee Counselman,
Claud Saunders, F. V. ChamberHn, Melville Shauer, Oscar A. Morgan, Henr}Saulisbury. Those from the field included
H. H. Buxbaum, Herman Wobber, H. J.
Corbett, R. C. LiBeau, J. H. Gilday,
George Schaeffer, Philip Reisman, H. P.
Wolfberg, Louis Marcus, W. E. Smith,
John D. Clark, George W. Weeks and H.
G. Ross.
At 12 :30 each day all of those in attendance went to the Hotel Commodore for
luncheon, while the evenings were given up
to social engagements, of which there were
many.
Several new appointments were made
by General Manager Kent at the convention, and these will be announced later.

Harris F. Wolfberg
Paramount

District

Man-

ager Resigns
At a meeting of the personnel of the
Chicago office of Paramount, tribute was
paid to the administration of Harris P.
\\'olfberg, district manager, who has just
resigned to accept the vice-presidency and
general salesmanagership of the Lake &
Export Coal Corporation. Telegrams and
letters from exhibitors regretting Wolfberg's departure and congratulating him
w ere read. Milton Hirsch spoke on behalf
of the organization. Wolfberg, in his
" swan song " and speaking as one now
outside the motion picture industry-, told
his force of the wonderful future of moving pictures, making it clear that he was
leaving with regret and only because he
had been offered an opportunity for personal advancement he could not reject.
Rocky
Club

Mountain Screen
Elects Officers

At the annual meeting of the Rock>Mountain Screen Club the following officers were elected for the year of 192 1 :
H. E. Hoffman, president; W. E._ Scott,
vice-president ; Charles Gillen, secretary
and treasurer; M. C. Gershart of Ft. Collins. Col., F. Fairchild of Boulder. Col..
F. R. Kelly of Salida, Col., and J. T.
Lynch of Laramie, Wyo., vice-presidents.
The Board of Directors consists of H.
E. Huffman, W. E. Scott, H. T. Nolan,
J. H. Ashby, W. Lichenstein, A. G. Talbot. F. B. Culp, M. H. Cohn. Chas. Gillen.
M. C. Gerehart, F. Fairchild. F. R. Kelly.
J. T. Lynch.
So.

Carolina

Exhibitor

Is

Acquitted of Charge
It took a Wilmington jury just twenty
minutes to acquit M. F. Schnibben. manager of the Opera House of Florence.
S. C, of the charge of manslaughter preferred against him. Mr. Schnibben was
driving a car which struck and killed a
negro woman last July.
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Bitter

Fight

On

in

Censorship
Film

Men

Attack

Bill in Hearing

BITTER tight is on in Nebraska
over the proposed state censorship
bill. It is the main issue before
the legislature.
Men connected with the motion picture
industry were given a hearing before the
joint committee from the house and
Senate on February 3 and expressed their
views on the proposed censorship bill introduced at the request of the Children's
Code commission.

Nebraska

Measure

Before

Senate

A

Among the speakers were : Sidney
Meyer of the Fox Film Corporation,
Omaha ; Harry Goldberg, manager of the
Aun theatre, Omaha; A. R. Pramer, Alhambra theatre, Omaha; Stuart Gould,
secretai-y of the Nebraska Motion Picture
Theatre Owners; W. W. Hughes, David
City, Neb. ; and J. C. Jenkins, Neligh,
Neb.
Mr. Meyer quoted David Wark Griffith
on censorship that it was impossible for
" small caliber politicians " to censor the
heart of one of the greatest art institutions in America. He stated that the proposed censorship was impractical because
the censors in one state would find one
objectionable feature while another state
would find another, and consequently the
picture would be ruined by amateurs censoring pictures that needed no censorshi]).
Mr. Meyer quoted statistics to show
that the figures presented by the commission to prove that the expense of the board
would be paid by the theatres were incorrect, and that the taxpayers would be
forced to pay the deficit. He stated that
the law of economics that the consumer
pays the expense would necessarily be followed out in this case and that the burden could not be borne by the industr)without increasing prices, which woul '
be done as soon as the law became effective.
Stuart Gould explained the workings of
the National Board of Censorship, composed of 200 leading men and women in
the United States, who, he said, now censored go per cent of all pictures shown on
the screen. He deplored the fact that 10
per cent were not censored and said within a year the exhibitors would force all
pictures to be censored by this board in
self defense.
Mr. Gould called attention to the leading art galleries of this country where he
said the majority of masterpieces were
in the nude. These galleries, he said, were
not censored and only the lascivious persons could see evil in them.
Co-operation and not arbitrary legislation was urged by William Hughes, a
David City operator.
"If representative men and women of
the city and towns will confer with the

Many New
in New

Incorporations
York State

the motion
in state
rating
S incorpo
FIRM
P-Cture
business
in this
during
the past week, consist of the following, the amount of capitalization and directors being given in each instance:
Meserole Exhibition Company, $200,000, Harry N. Wessel, Herbert S. Leman,
Carl J. Austrian, New York; Jewel
Amusement Corporation, $10,000, Hyman
L. Friedman, Anthony Piscotta, Max
Schneer, New York; Clarion Photoplays,
Nyack, $10,000, Molly Gerst, Rhoda Cole,
Harry G. Kosch, New York; Peerless
Booking Corporation, $100,000, John A.
Hopkins, John Klovoord, Jr., Charles
Monash, New York; Sidney Garrett Productions, $10,000, Anthony J. Romagna,
Nicholas Bucci, Sophie Cohan, New
York; Hertz Moving Picture Amusement Company, $10,000, Isaac Hertz, Edward Reitman, Samuel J. Bush, New
York; L and H Enterprises, $25,000,
Oscar I. Lamberger, Marx Hirsch,
Jerome H. Buck; Urbana Film Corporation, $10,000; Tyrone Amusement Corporation, $5,000, Fern Amusement Corporation, $5,000; Elwood Amusement
Corporation, $5,000, Attica Film Corporation $10,000, these five corporations having for directors Louis E. Swarts, J
Minot Pitman, Charles E. Hawthorne,
New York; Pelham Theatre Corporation,
$5,000, Lewis P. Evans, A. Dudley Britton, Bronxville, W. W. Evans, New
York; D and S. Film Corporation, $10,000, John E. Dunne, Samuel Schultz,
Israel Siegel, New York.
motion picture operator, he's too smart
not to heed their suggestions on the picclared. tures desired in that town," Hughes deA tin can almost precipitated a fight at
the hearing. It was shown by J. C. Jenkins, aNeligh motion picture operator, to
the committee.
" The day before I came to Lincoln, I
cut a little hole in this can, had some ballots printed and walked up and down the
main street of Neligh with the can," he
said. " The ballots were marked ' for
censorship ' and ' against censorship.' I
asked everybody to vote on the question.
I don't know how they voted now and
didn't then. But if 40 per cent are for
censorship, I'll withdraw my stand against
censorship."
The can was handed to Representative
Green, chairman of the committee and
sponsor of the censorship bill. Newspaper
men asked Green to open the can and
count the ballots. Green refused. Then
Representatives Harry Foster of Omaha
and George Williams of Fairmont, demanded that the can be opeined. Green
turned it over to them.
The vote was 23 for censorship and 96
against.

Over

and

House

Committee

Jenkins said it was unfair for a '' small
band of politicians " to censor pictures.
He said that every community wants a
different kind of picture. He illustrated
his meaning by the book, " The Shepherd
of the Hills." One reader, he said, would
give the book the highest praise, while
another would say it should not be read
because he found some objectionable feature in it.
The consensus of opinion of the motion
picture men was that children under 15
years of age should not be allowed to frequent motion picture shows alone. They
urged that if objectionable pictures were
shown, it was the duty of citizens of Nebraska to make complaints under existing statutes. The present law, they said,
makes ample provision for prosecuting
persons showing immoral pictures.
A large crowd attended the hearing,
which lasted until a late hour. The spectators were mostly Lincoln club women
\\ ho are leading the campaign for a state
censorship board.

Loew

Cleveland
a Big

Opening

Event

The opening of Marcus Loew's new
million dollar State Theatre, Euclid avenue and East 14th street, Cleveland, on
Saturday evening of February 5th, was
one of the biggest things of the kind ever
done in Cleveland. The announcement
that more than a score of prominent motion picture stars and directors would participate inthe grand opening of the theatre, rf5ade local interest keen.
Bert Lytell, Dorothy Phillips, Allen
Holubar, Anita Loos and John Emerson,
Lew Cody, Virginia Valli, Hope Hampton, Creighton Hale, Marguerite Marsh,
Johnny Hines and Lucy Fox were among
those who were present.
City and state officials occupied a conspicuous place in the formal opening of
the State theatre also. Mayor Fitzgerald
and his stafif were present. Governor
Davis and family occupied a box.
150 N, Y. Ministers Frame
Anti'Blue Law Petition
Governor Nathan L. Miller, of New
York, has received a resolution passed by
150 ministers ^who are protesting against
any " Blue Law " legislation. This resolution was passed at a general conference
of Seventh Day Adventists.
" Laws now in force serve to prot^t
citizens against all uncivil acts, making a
so-called Sunday law unnecessary," says
the resolution.
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Better-Booking Campaign
THE following letter has been addressed to
William A. Johnston by J. 1. Schnitzcr,
president of Eciuity Pictures Corporation :
'• I wish to call your attention to a campaign inaugurated by Equity Pictures which is calculated to stimmore and better bookings by exhibitors throughout ulate
the country.
■'
On
a
recent Itrip
some of the
cities
of the country,
foundthrough
that exhibitors
werekeychosing
the cheaper pictures and gradually eliminating the
more costly productions from their schedule. This
practice was
among liestheinsmaller
exhibitors. Theespecially
reason forcommon
this economy
the slump
in attendance which exhibitors as a whole are suffering at present, with some exceptions. By some process
of mistaken logic, the small theatre-owner figured that
when income is low, expenses should be proportionately
reduced, even in items that supply his income. The
prevailing notion seemed to be, that if patrons stop
coming to see good pictures, give them poor pictures
and
thenas itpoor
won'tpictures
matter cost
so much
or not,
little. whether they come
" With hasa view
to ' grabbing
the bull
by the
Equity
launched
a campaign
against
thishorns,'
false
theory before it wreaks further havoc on the already
depressed state of business. It has sent out a series
of leaflets to its franchise-holders, to be distributed
by them to every single exhibitor of their respective
territories. This series of leaflets constitutes an educational campaign that
the and
exhibitor's
attention
to his misguided
policydirects
in strong
simple language.
It illustrates to him the folly of cheapening a product
when trade is poor, instead of improving it. It points
out that by lowering the quality of his pictures, he
will even lose the little patronage he has left. Now.
above any other time, when discrimination is being
exercised by the public in its attendance at motionpictures, the exhibitors should make it his duty to
offer bigger
andthebetter
presented. While
cost pictures
may be than
more hethanhasanever
inferior
picture, the returns and the good will will more than
balance the extra expense.
I might
add that
no mention
of Equity
Pictures
is "made
in this
educational
campaign,
and that
the
entire plan is one of service to exhibitors. The official
title of the campaign is called ' Play and Pay.' "
More Evils Than Footage
THE following letter was received by Mr.
Johnston from E. J. Emery of New York
City:
" Having
on FOOTAGE in the
issue
of Jan.read
15th,your
I begarticle
to suggest:
"
Footage
is
a
good
heading
for footage
an articlethe onmatter
over
production,
but there is more than
with Filmdom.
" A as
wellif known
producer
said oftopictures.
me today, I ithastened
almost
seems
the bottom
was out
to assure him he was wrong, and told him that pictures were not going out of business, but that many
adjunctstures then,
to might
it were,go and
if they did not that picout that
for good.
"
Footage
is
the
stalling
device
of theoLdirectors,
unthinking
producer and director. And speaking
where do they get many of them ; where do They come
from? I can name twenty-five directors who three
years inent
agostagewere
obscureI second-rate
to emdirectors.
note that theassistants
stage directors
are still plying their trade, while the obscure assistants
now are ' Picture Directors.'
" Surely
elevate
able talent ain profession
so short athattime,can must
be such
on thequestionwhole,
conducted on a very lax scale, with the aforesaid result.
FOOTAGE.
" Again we are met with another very lax method.
I refer person,
to the King's
that certain
female
is theFavorite,
particular
ayoung
particular friend of who
the producer,
or directorfriend
or theof backer,
etc., et al., and so on. This young female becomes
a featured player, many times a star, for God knows
what reason, EXCEPT that she is a YOUNG FEMALE. Result again— FOOTAGE.
" Buttonhole
boat captains
persist,
however,
so longmakers
as a and
bank pickle
roll remains
and thus
the
FOOTAGE piles up.
thoseat who
the bottom
is out ofplayed
pictures
take" Let
a look
that think
real picture,
PASSION,
by
real actors, (no names mentioned of the cast) except
Mile. Negri, and from that picture take a long and
lasting lesson, that first of all a real picture must have
intelligence backed up by years of experience. And
let me throw a bomb into the picture camp, by adding
STAGE EXPERIENCE, actors that are ACTORS,
not machines, or marionettes pulled by the string in
the
often pulls the wrong string,
thus director's
adding tohand,
the who
FOOTAGE.
"
Let
the
producers
engage
are
schooled to do it the first time,actors,
and notplayers
have who
recourse
to FOOTAGE to cover the NEAR Director's mistakes.
" Is with
it then,
any wonder
that when
a picture
forth
intelligence
showing
in every
foot isof put
its
length, that this same picture should receive the plaudits of the public in that one unmistakeable way, i. e.,
patronage. In such a picture there is not time for
FOOTAGE, in fact many hundreds of feet of wonderful and painstaking and costly production work has
been cut out, but to the relief and benefit of the
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Thinking
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Picof Equity
ITZE
JL. SCHN
t for seripresentsR,a though
tures,
* ous consideration in the opening
letter on this page.
He offers a real message, not only to
exhibitors, but also to producers and distributors— especially independents — who
are meeting present conditions by playing
ostrich. At a time when live wire promotion and advertising are more necessary
than ever.
dramatic story of the picture. This cutting I may
suggest, could have been judiciously applied to the first
two
reels itself
of ' The
Zorro,' which, however,
redeemed
in theMark
latterof reels.
" But you will always have FOOTAGE as long as
you keep forgetting that the presentation of a good
picture is merely the art of stage acting, plus the
mechanical tricks and arts which tlie camera possesses,
and which enhance the subject by these said tricks and
arts and thus replace the spoken word."
Unfair Competition
of the Boulevard AmuseJL.
• mentCLAYTON
Co., Leaksviile, N. C, writes the
News as follows:
" I always look forward to the arrival of your magazine, and I can assure you that I always enjoy reading the same. I have been reading for the past few
weeks what the different branches of the industry had
to sayfare inand religious
regard to societies
the Y. M.running
C. A.'s and other
welcompetition to the legitimate
exhibitors. pictures
I was veryin much
impressed with what Mr. A. C. Bromberg had to say
in the Weekly Film Review of this week, and I am
sure that I for one can agree with him. for I think
I know something about Y. M. C. A. competition, as
I have had them to contend with for the past six years.
I am not a knocker of fair competition, but when
your
has no class
tax except
S'^ competitors,
film rental
tax tocompetitor
pay you cannot
them asthefair
and that is just what such societies as these are.
ask onebills
of the
whatintroduced
he thinks inabout
the" Just
censorship
that officers
are being
the
different states and see what they tell you. Ask one
of them to sign a petition for you. and then you will
soon find on what side of the fence he is standing.
I knowpay butfor very
of the
such societies
as "these
their little
service,
but rentals
I do know
of some
film
exchanges
that
will
give
their
services
the have,
'Y '
before they ever give me a chance at what tothey
and I know some more exchanges that always come
to me first, give me the chance to use a part or all.
and
then other
what exchanges
I cannot use
I know
that they
will will
comesellto tometheand' Y.'if
I have no dates that I can give them they say: "Well,
we don't care to sell the ' Y.' '
" We all know too there are plenty of pictures on
the
market;
a little
worrysella
fellow
much.so But
whenthing
he like
sees that
that doesn't
he cannot
you and then will not try to sell these societies you
naturally
a place for him on your booking sheet
as soon asmake
possible.
"
All
of
these
societies
good deal
in their
place and
some of them are
doing are
a great
of good,
but
where is their place? That is the point that we want
to find out: and if their place is in the amusement
field, then let them open their house as such, pay their
city, county, state and federal taxes and be one of
the regular fellows.
Until injustice
they areinsuch,
the them
industry
is doing Ifitself
a "great
serving
programs.
the
producers and distributors don't soon realize this fact,
it vvill ciation
be too
late.thisI think
managers' assoshould take
matter the filmconsideration
and
bring about some action. Thereunder
is lots that could be
said in regard to some of the above mentioned societies, but so much talk and no . work doesn't amount
to much."
Approves Crandall's Stand
HARRY M. CRANDALL recentlv voiced his
disapproval of the policy of certain producers in runninR so-called " big productions "
in legitimate theatres while excluding the exhibitor from the privilege of screening the attraction. Mr. Crandall'sfrom
statement
has'Morrison
won the
following endorsement
James A.
of Aleaford, Ont. He writes the News as follows :

" In reading your valuable journal of January 29th,
1921, prominent
I noticed exhibitor
a statement
of Harry M.D. Crandall's,
the
of Washington,
C. Now
I entirely agree with him. and I would like to see his
thoughts put into practice in Canada. This thing of
the
large theatres
playing
' big subjects
is certainly
not fair
to thethe smaller
houses. ' exclusively
And pictures. in my opinion, should not be allowed to be shown
in any theatre except the regular picture show-houses,
and this more so in the small districts. I hope that
we will see more <"igestions such as that which Mr.
Crandall has made."
Photoplay Magazine Wins
Four Year Legal Fight

,
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James R. Quirk, editor and publisher of
I hotoplay Magazine, has just been notified
of verdict in favor of his magazine rendered by the United States Court of Appeals of Pennsylvania in the four years'
legal fight against Photo-Play Journal,
charging infringement on the name and
registered trademark of Photoplay Magazine and unfair competition. The court
grants the injunction asked by Photoplay
^^agazine, restraining the La Verne Publishing Company, Inc., and the Central
PVess Company, publishers of Photo-Play
Journal, from further use of the distinguishing word, " Photo-Play," in the name
of this publication.
The action was brought in the State of
Pennsylvania as the defendant publication
is published in Philadelphia. In reversing
the decision of the lower courts in this
case, the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals states in part:
W e are of the opinion that there is such similarity
in the titles
the two
publications,
whichonetheword
defendants haveofcreated
by adopting
precisely
of
the ascomplainant's
title and and
the deception
synonym of
other,
to cause confusion,
in the
the
public mind. Relief should, therefore, be granted. The
decree of the court below will accordingly be reversed
with direction to reinstate complaintant's bill in conformity with this opinion."
The court states that " Photoplay is the
catchword in the title " of Photoplay
Magazine " under which it became popular and built up a large circulation, and the
defendant, knowing this, adopted the
catchword of the title and added to it a

I
^
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distinguishing noun, ' Journal.' in place of
' Magazine.' which in fact does not distinguish. Confusion and deception may readily happen, indeed, may be expected." The
higher court further finds that " the fact
that defendants have separated the first
part of the word by a hyphen from the latter part which begins with a capital, does
not avoid confusion, for this attempted
distinction cannot be detected in pronunciation and may not be seen by purNeither does the court find that the substitution of " Journal " for " Magazine "
chasers."
makes
much difference, " To illustrate,"
the decision continues. " Scribner's Magazine is popularly called 'Scribner's,'
though it is entitled ' Scribner's Magazine.'
It another Scribner were to issue a periodical of tlie same character entitled
'Scribner's Journal,' it is inconceivable
that there would not be a confusion and
deception in the public mind."
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First

National

Meet
Over

Fifty

Exhibitors

IN response to a call from Manager
David Bershon of the Los Angeles
Associated First National Exchange,
more than fifty First National franchiseholders of Southern California and Arizona convened in Los Angeles on February 1st and 2nd. Some of the prominent
producers, releasing through Associated
First National Pictures, were on hand and
addressed the assembled exhibitors. Sol
Lesser presided at the luncheon tendered
the visiting theatre-owners on the first da}
of the convention. Mr. Lesser dinging the
course of his speech pointed out the means
adopted by the First National executive
committee " to insure a fair medium and
protection for the producer and the ex" then in turn introduced Alber!
hibitor.
Lesser
A. Kaufman, producer of Allen Holubar's
" Man, Woman, Marriage ; " Louis B.
Mayer, producer of the Anita Stewart and
John M. Stahl productions; Pete Smith,
Marshall Neilan's representative ; and B.
P. Fineman, vice-president of the Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation.
The exhibitors listened to the commendation of the producers concerning the treatment of their productions by Associated
First National exhibitors. The salient
points advanced were that the producer
and the exhibitor are partners ; the producer is absolutely dependent upon the
exhibitor for success ; the motion picture
industry can never retrograde so long as
an organization of the type of Associated
First National, with the door always open
to artistic independent effort, is in existence.
Albert A. Kaufman informed the gathering of the success of " Man, Woman.
Marriage " at the Regent Theatre in Paterson, N. J. He congratulated the exhibitors upon the marvellous start they are
guaranteed for the new year with such
productions as the " Big Five."
" Five years ago when a pi'oducer contemplated making a production," said
Kaufman, he sat down to decide which of
three or four organizations he would offer his picture. Today there is no indecision, he takes it to Associated First National officials immediately."
Kaufman than told the gathering of the
progress being made on the Sidney Franklin productions. In conclusion he said :
" If First National franchise holders continue the way they have started, I hope always to be able to produce independent!}for them."
Louis B. Mayer also had a very optimistic view point. He said : " It is gratifying to me to be here today to greet you.
It was just about two years ago that I
was tendered a dinner by the Exhibitors'
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Nicholas Power, pioneer picture
inventor, died at Palm Beach,
Florida, Monday, February 7th.
Funeral Services, with Masonic
rites, will be held Friday evening, February 1 1 th, from the
Chapel at 86 Lefferts Place,
Brooklyn.

League of Connecticut, when they reviewedMrtuous
'
Wives,' my first offering to the circuit, I told those exhibitors
that First National would succeed, and I
am happy to be able to say ' I told you so."
And there's a reason — First National is
fundamentally right. The gates are wide
open for everybody who believes he can
produce the cream and has the money to
back his judgment. If he makes good he
can
— ifexecutive
he doesn't,committee
he's out. doe;The
Firstcontinue
National
not grant long contracts to any except
those
of undisputed
haven't
a gamble
in the calibre.
whole You
proposition.
' There'll ix' a franchise everywhere ' is
the truest statement that has ever appeared
in the trade ])apers." Mayer impressed
upon the exhibitors the fact that the producer's task was not a light one, nor his
path lined with gold. " We are both trying hard," said Mayer, " to give the best
that is in us. We both must live. Frankly,
I wish that I had stuck to my theatres,
because there is more money in it ; but I
didn't — I'm a producer, and if it wasn't
for First National I wouldn't be producB. P. Fineman said that he, like Mr.
Mayer, wasn't making much money : but
that he was having a lot of fun. " Five
ing."ago," said Fineman ; " I was workyears
ing for Adolph Zukor when J. D. Williams
conceived the idea of First National.
Wise ones said that the exhibitors would
not stick together long enough to give
the idea a test. They were wrong. The
fact that you have secured such pictures
as the ' Big Five ' (and there are others
just as big coming along), proves that the
proposition is right and that you are going to make a lot of money. I know from
reports that Miss MacDonald is gaining
in favor every week. Her work is getting better with every picture and we are
weekly strengthening our organization."

and

Arizona

Attend

Pete Smith, Marshall Neilan representative, extended Mr. Neilan's regrets on
not being able to be present. " When I
came out from New York," said Smith,
■' I learned a thing or two about putting a
picture over. You boys out here seem to
put more pep into your work. They are
more or less conservative back there —
mostly more. You westerners are entirely different. Your stuff is there. Its
more like the stuff Barnum, the greatest
showman of them all, used.
" Mr. Neilan is trying to make good pictures, and First National will try to sell
them to you. Previous speakers have
press agented his former efforts, and with
pardonable pride may I also remind you
of what Neilan has accomplished. We
believe that we have a wonderful picture
in ' Bob Hampton of Placer,' for Mr.
Neilan has devoted more time, energy and
money to it than any picture he has ever

Federated Film Managers
Meet on West Coast
made."
An elaborate program has been prepared for the members in attendance at
the semi-annual meeting of the Federated
h'ilm Exchanges of America on the Coast
this week. The exchange representatives
are convening at Byron Springs near San
Francisco. Following a banquet at Tates
in San Francisco on Monday of this week,
the members left for Byron Springs on
Tuesday, where all the business sessions
of the meeting are scheduled to be held.
On Friday afternoon, they are to return
to San Francisco for a festive celebration
at the St. Francis hotel. Saturday morning they will start for Los Angeles by
automobile over the Coast highway. They
are to arrive in Los Angeles Monday
morning, the 14th.
Tuesday the Warner Bros, will be the
host at an African Jungle entertainment at
.Selig Zoo when many of the scenes for a
coming animal feature will be filmed. The
other
two days'
for fully
their mapped
stay in
Los Angeles
haveprogram
not been
out. A portion of one day they will be
the guests of Special Pictures Corporation,
and no doubt on another they will make
a tour of the studios.
Plans for the convention entertainment
at San Francisco were made by George M.
Mann, Marion H. Cohn and D. J. Chatkins, holders of the Federated franchise
for San Francisco and Los Angeles.
The following are the officers : J. L.
Friedman, Chicago, president ; J. E.
Pearce, New Orleans, vice-president ; D.
J. Cathkins, San Francisco, secretary; S.
V. Grand, Boston, treasurer.
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Superior Screen Service has Linick & Schaefer an annual rental
closed with ihe Producers' Secur- of $96,986 for the twenty-five-year
ity Corporation for their six-reel period. So their quick decision in
production entitled " When Dawn the matter of taking over the lease
means $516,000 into the pockets of
has closed
aCame."
deal withSuperior
GaumontalsoCompany
for Jones, Linick & Schaefer, who arc,
fifty-two one-reel releases known under the terms of the agreement,
as Screen Magazine, also a five- to get $100,000 at once.
reel feature entitled " The Edge of
The Garden Theatre, Michigan
Youth," and a five-reel feature,
" The Infatuation of Youth." City, Indiana, was destroyed by fire
Harrj' Weiss is investigating con- last week and will at once be reditions in Indianapolis, St. Louis,
placed by a new and better theatre,
Detroit and Cleveland, and it is ru- according to Wallerstein Brothers
mored that he will put in branch the owners. Wallerstein Brothers
exchanges in those cities.
were successful department store
inerchants and broke into the moRichard Robertson announces
tion picture game with the purchase
his resignation as vice-president of of the Starland Theatre in Michigan City two years ago, since which
Independent Films Association effective at once. Mr. Robertson time the}- have acquired three other
has not as yet announced his fu- houses, giving them control of both
ture plans, but it is understood he the vaudeville and picture business
will accept another important posi- in that city. The Garden Theatre
tion in the film industry.
was the most recent of their purchases, the deal having been consummated within the last month.
\'ictor
Kremer
was
in
Chicago
this week in the interest of his corAscher Brothers have chosen Ed.
poration. Jerome Lewis of the
Kremer Organization was also ^•is- Nikodem, a veteran of their organiting Chicago last week.
ization, and at present manager of
the Terminal Theatre, Chicago, to
J. D. \\ hitchead has purchased be manager of their Capitol Theatre at Cincinnati, which will open
the Realart theatre on West Madison street from the Sultan Amuse- about March 15th. Mr. Xikodem
ment Company and will take per- was scheduled to leave for Cincinnati this week to make prelimitiary
sonal charge of the house.
arrangements for the prenitere performance at the Capitol.
T. E. Hancock of the Pacific
Film Company, Los Angeles, spent
One more theatre has been added
last week in Chicago negotiating
for the sale of this territory on to the chain of Ascher Brothers'
some of the Pacific Film Com- houses according to an annotmcejust given out. It is the Cappany's
productions
and, it details
is under-of ment ital
Theatre at Manitowac. Wisstood, closed
a contract,
consin, which is rapidly nearing
which will be announced within a
completion, and which Iras been
few days.
leased for ten years by Ascher
from George Brothers
What really was an interesting Brothers
Company of Manitowac. The house
battle between the motion picture will
have fifteen hundred seats and
and the spoken drama was staged
here last week, and the spoken is a first-class moving picture theadrama forces were routed with a
loss of $516,000 spread over a peritwentj'-tivcthe
years.
The l)attlc
wasod of between
Shuberts
and
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, and was
over the Garrick theatre here. In
January, 1920, the Garrick Building
Corporation acquired the property
and announced that \\hcn the Shuberts' lease
1923, the
rentexpired
would inbeSeptember,
$7.\000 a
year. The Shuberts were ])a.\ing
$45,000. They were given until
June, 1920, to make up their minds.
But they failed to do it and Jones.
Linick & Schaefer stepped in and
took the lease, announcing that they
probably would build a new theatre
there after actually acquiring the
property. Then the Shuberts decided they had made a mistake and
that they were willing to pay for
it. So finally the Spring Theatre
Company, most of the stock of
which is said to be held by the The new Vitagraph exchange at 839
South Waba?h Avenue. Chicago. 111.
Shuberts, agreed to pa.\' Jones.
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tre in e\ cry respect, with all modern improvements. General Manager Newhafer has just returned
from a visit to Manitowac, during
which he completed arrangements
for elaborate electrical installation
in the Capitol.
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STATE
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shippiiiL; lii- lar h) iht ctjasl and
expects to remain there for two
months at least, and it is rumored
he may locate there permanently.
George Hines, popularly known as
" daddy " of the Auditorium, South
Bend, Indiana, headed for the coast
Wednesday
where he will join Mr.
Norman.

B. Herbert Milligen of Creation
Film Company announces that he
has disposed of additional territory
Si Greiver, of Russell-Greiverfor his feature, " For the Freedom Russell, during his recent trip
throughout
the south, disposed of
of Ireland,'' as follows: \\'estern
Pennsylvania and West Virginia to state rights on Lester Cuneo series
the Apex Pictures Corporation of of westerns including " Lone Hand
Pittsburgh; Minnesota, Xorth and Wilson " and " The Ranger and
South Dakota, to First National
to the Pearce Film ComExchange, Minneapolis ; Delaware, the Law,"
pany of Atlanta and New Orleans
Maryland,
Virginia,of -North
Caro-to for the follow ing territory : Alalina and District
Columbia
bama,
Florida, North
Carothe Reliance Film Companv of
lina. Georgia,
South Carolina,
Tennessee,
Washington, D. C. C. Hoddy Mil- Louisiana and Mississippi. Frank
ligan is scheduled to leave on a Zambreno, who recently took over
trip throughout the South this the Cuneo Pictures for Illinois and
week to dispose of southern terri- Indiana, predicts a real success for
tory on the Irish feature.
this star in westerns basing his prediction on the great showing made
Friends of Gus Truelich are glad
to find him back on the job at the in " The Ranger and the Law."
Bonita Theatre greatly improved
in health.
It was stated at Metro's Chicago
Exchange this week that reports
that
Graumon was again to
The Blackstone Exchange, con- becomeJack
manager of Metro s Chicago
trolled by ^lorris Kline, and which
Exchange were entirely imfounded
has its headquarters at 27 E. Sev- and
that L. A. Rozzelle would conenth street, has sold out to the
tinue in charge of the office.
New Era Film Corporation.
H. A. R. Dutton of Exhibitors
The syndicate which controls the
De Luxe Theatre on Sixty-third Supply Co., is back in Chicago after
street has added the Rex Theatre spending sometime in Texas. Many
to its holdings, Adolph Powell hav- friends of this popular supply man
ing disposed of his entire interest will be glad to know that his little
in the latter house to the syndicate. daughter, whom he was forced to
take southwest on account of poor
Booker Heller has resigned from health has been \ er\" much benefited
Reelcraft and plans to inaugurate by the change.
a messenger and pick up service in
Chicago.
\ itagraph, Inc.. is the latest of
the big producing companies to
Two announcements of interest move into the new film district havto Chicago film circles were made
ing removed their quarters from the
at the Schoenstadt headquarters old Film Exchange to 835 S.
Wabash
Avenue w here commodious
this week. They are that Arthur
Schoenstadt is engaged to Miss offices have been prepared. ManDoroth\- Heyman of 4529 Ellis
is proud
didagernewTarbell
exchange
and ofis his
kept splenbusy
avenue, and that Miss Bertha
Schoenstadt's marriage to Lewis accepting congratulations from callers on the accommodations afforded.
Lindenthall took place at the Blackstone Hotel on February' 2nd.
A group of prominent exchange
Dcnigla> Q. Rothacker, manager men
gathered in Qiicago on the
of the Rothacker Industrial Divi- 4th and headed by Joe Friedman
sion, spent several days last week left for San Francisco to attend the
with W^ E. Hamilton in charge of Federated Film Exchanges, Inc..
the Rothacker branch in Milwau- Convention in that city where they
kee, and then proceeded on a tour
on Monday and wired back
of Canadian border states. S. J. arrived
Stoughton has returned to Chicago that they had enjoyed a splendid
trip. The partv included, beside
from a trip throughout the South- Mr. Friedman, Sam Grand, Boston;
west.
Ben .Amsterdam. Philadelphia:
Harry Charnas. Cleveland ; T. E.
Tom Xorman, who has just dis- Pearce. New Orleans : Al Kahn,
posed of his interests in the Gary Kansas City: .\bc Warner. New
theatre at Gar\-, Itidiana, to .\. I.
Sam Bischoff, Boston: WalCohen of Chicago, left Monday York:ter Crane.
New York; Ed. Bons.
night for Los .Angeles on a business New York and K. F. Fitzpatrick of
and pleasure trip. Afr. Norman is Chicago.
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FIRST NATIONAL
The Kid Broke all records for week run.
Carried over for 2nd week. (West.)
Smashes all records in the history of this theatre. (Middle
West.)
Broke all house records first
week and was held over for second
week. (Middle West.)
Nineteen and Phyllis —
Only a fair Charles Ray picture
and not up to his best. Did average business during its run here.
(Middle West.)
Business dropped off a little during the week from that usually given Ray productions. (Middle
West.)
The Notorious Miss Lisle —
An average picture with the star
interpreting an uninteresting role.
Business fair. (East.)
Passions Playground —
Title and star get the public. A
fair picture which went over well.
(East.)

ON

Big
FROM

Midsummer Madness —
Played to average crowds all
week at one theatre. At another
the crowds were sufficiently large
to justify
other week.our booking it for anFound this to be a good entertainer and business was slightly
above average during run. (West.)
The Inside of the Cup —
Seemed to take with my patrons
and we had good business (West.)
Went over very nicely and the
box office showed business somewhat above the usual. (West.)
The Passion Pilgrim —
The story was carried in serial
form by one of the daily papers
and this brought crowds to see the
picture. They were not disappointed. (East.)
The Frontier of the Stars —
Ven,- entertaining feature which
the popularity of Thomas Meighan
with our patrons help to put over
in good shape. Did excellent business. (Middle West.)
Heliotrope —
Good crook story from new
angle. Some liked it and a few
didn't. Business good. (East.)

N

E

IF

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

ed by big audience.
Well receiv
d bus
Goo
e-ss. (East.)
orine
Off Sh
The Saphead —
Fair ness.
picture
(East.) bringing fair busiUNITED

ARTISTS

Say

THEATERS
The
Texan
Pretty
good— picture as far as entertainment goes. Average business.
(West.)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
A goodLips
drawing title but the proLying
duction did—not justify the name.
Average picture. (East.)

The Mark of Zorro —
Bought
the then
Douglas
Fair-It
banks out
admirersall and
some.
Last of the Mohicans —
went over big and in the estima- The
Here is one that gets the money,
tion of most people who saw it, it
we can'tTheunderstand
is the (East.)
best thing Doug has ever though
for it is why
too bloody.
name of
done.
this classic is its best advertisement.
(Middle West.)
One of the best Fairbanks pictures in a long time. Drew capacREALART
houses during
its two week's
run. ity (Middle
West.)
Something Different —
A good picture. This star alSure did go over great. Packed
ways draws well at this house. Fine
houses each performance. Box of- business during run.
fice receipts very satisfying.
(West.)
The Love Light —
Mary Pickford interesting if one
would forget the story which utterly failed to measure up to the
standard expected. Held for the
entire week to our regret. (East.)

The
Furnace
Weak
story— of marriage that
played to average business. (East.)
SELZNICK
The Sin That Was His —
Entertaining
ness. (East.) story 10 good busi-

The Love Flower —
Pla>'ed to well-filled houses here
all week although the opinions of
UNIVERSAL
manj' who say the picture leads to
Hearts Up —
the
belief
that
D.
W.
Griffith's
name was the attraction and not the
This picture is a good bet.
Paying the Piper —
Business held up very well for photoplays Most critics seemed to Audiences seemed very much
feel film.
there was
not enough action in pleased with it and business was
second week. Pleased our patrons. the
(East.)
(Middle West.)
The Master Mind —
fine, (^\'est.)
Very interesting picture which
GOLDWYN
brought more than usual business. Conrad in Quest of His
ROBERTSON-COLE
(West.)
The Penalty —
Fa\orable comments were the
This picture did only axcrage
Youth —
A whimsical storj', well acted, order of the day. They all liked Kismet —
Go and Get It —
businessture.at(West.)
this theatre. Fair feawhich
seemed
to
please
the
crowds.
Certainly a great picture and a (Middle West.)
it but some thought it a bit gruesome. Business fine. (East.)
sure-fire box office attraction.
(East.)
VITAGRAPH
The Charm School —
Scratch My Back —
Fair picture but pleased Reid
A breezy comedy. T. Roy Barnes, Dead Men Tell No Tales —
Dangerous Business —
Only a fair picture. If properly
This one went over big and the fans. (West.)
a newcomer on the screen, is de- advertised
it will get the monev.
cidedly funny. (Middle West.)
box office showed large receipts.
Just
seemed
to
l)ring
'em
in,
and
(West.)
thev were well pleased with it. The Prince-Chap —
While this seemed to be a very Hold Your Horses —
(West.)
STATE RIGHTS
interesting and entertaining picture,
Fairly good picture. Business
Immortality —
business
FAMOUS PLAYERS
dle West.)was only average. (Mid- about as usual. (West.)
Picture with some very wonderful
F orhidden Fruit —
scenes but
interest andlacks
did any
not sustained
draw well.
Elaborately produced and enterEarthbound —
METRO
to poor business for a week.
taining production that went over
Personally I consider this a fine Plajed
Too much of a Bible story to please
picture and worth seeing though it West.)
for a two week run to capacity The Misleading Lady —
did not take very well at my house, the average audience. (Middle
business. (East.)
Bert Lytell an excellent hero of having only average business.
Fine picture that drew enormous cave-man love-making comedy that
crowds during opening week of this attracted only fair business. (West.)
A Smashes
Child forallSale
—
(East.)
records
for a five
FOX
theatre. (East.)
days showing. (West.)
Fair production which brought While New York Sleeps —
Silk Hosiery —
Clever picture but star does not about average business. (West.)
This is an excellent picture, but
it might be improved by having Women
Love-picture,
—
■draw. (West.)
Average Men
program
but the
Good business with this one. It some connection between the three
people
liked
it.
Built
according to
Entertaining little picture to fair seemed to entertain them well. episodes with which it deals.
rule, and doesn't
Fair
business. (East.)
(Middle West.)
(West.)
business.
(Middle disappoint.
West.)

Passion —
It is the consensus of opinion that
this is undoubtedly the greatest pro•duction from every angle shown
at this theatre since its opening.
Practically capacity business every
day. f Middle West.)
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Vocal—"
The Stanford,
Barefoot Trail,"
bv Eldora
soprano.sung
Educational— Thrills — Kineto.
Solo — " Grand Choeur,"
Organ
played bv Frederick M. Smith
and Herbert Sisson, organists.
The Rivoli TheatreOverture — Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody, by Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Educational— Wild ^Icn of Africa
•— Paramount-Vandenbergh.
VocalGreek
— "A Evans,
Son of baritone.
the Desert," by
Feature— O'Mallcv of the Mounted
—William
Special
— Dance S.'Hart.
- Minuet, by Ruth
Page.
Comedy— The Glue Factory— Mutt
and JefT — Cartoon.
Organ Solo — " Chant Seraphique,"
played by Prof. Firmin Swinnen.
The Riaho TheatreFeature — Forbidden Fruit — Cecil
B. De Mille— Third week.
Rest of bill same as Rivoli.

12

News

T H

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
Feature — The Law of the Yukon —
Mayflower Realart.
Next Week — The Daughter Pays.

Y0RKCITY_

Capitol Theatre— Suite U)
er
Special-" Nutcrackture
by Capitol
Overture Minia
Dance of
(b)^
stra
Grand Orche
Gamby Mile.
r Doll,
Suga(c)
the
Chinese Dance by
barelli
Doris Niles and Eugenie Clairbye
(d) Dance of the Flowers,
Mile Gambarelli, Eugenie
Qaire, Gladys Waite, Anna
Gordon and Florence Rogge
(e) Arab Dance, by Capitol
Grand Orchestra (f) Russian
Trepak Dance, by Dons Niles,,
Eugenie Claire, Gladys Waite
Anna Gordon, Alexander Oumansky and Leon Leonidow.
Dog's Life
a ation.
Leading
Educa— tiona
Corpor
Meritl— Film
Tableau — The Emancipation, by
Bertram Peacock.
Current Events— Capitol News.
Prologue — Capitol Mixed Quart, soette, Miss Elizabeth Ayres
prano; Miss Louise Scheerer,
contralto; Mr. Alva BombarHarger, tenor,
rower,
basso.and Mr. Peter
of CollegeFeature— just Out
Jack Pickford.
Musical—" Evolution of Dixie," by
Capitol Grand Orchestra.
Sportsman — Larry
The n.
— mo
Comedy
.
Se
Next Week— The Saphead— Metro.
Strand Theatre —
re — " Princess Pat," by
Overtu
Strand Svmpathy Orchestra.
— Strand Topical
nt Events
Curre
.
Review
and Go Seek—
l— Hide
tiona
EducaTrave
.
logue
te,
Prologue— Strand Male QuartetJohn
Donald Chalmers, basso:
George
Young, tenor, and Mellor,
on and Frank
Rcarde.
bariton
Kid-Charles ChapFeature
lin. - The

FEB.

Picture

MARY
"THE

The World s Sa eethearl
PICKFORD

LOVE

LIGHT"
■■Perfedtu Wonderful"

CONA BLAfKHE SHOWALTER
MERRILL CONCERT ORCHESTRA-N. SEMASCHKO.
papers theatre
advertising " The
Thix third </f a page iias run in t<un(lay' satMiUraukee
Ascher'ti Merrill
bot e Lisjlit. " till hill this u (ck
Organ — Sextette from Lucia.
Criterion Theatre —
Played
InsideFifthof week.
the Cup — Paramountoist. by Oliver Wallace, solFeature — The Inside of the Cup —
Moss'
Broadway
Theatre
—
Kinema Theatre —
Feature — Love — Louise Glaum.
And Keith vaudeville.
Overture — " The Fortune Teller."
Current
Events — International
News.
LOS ANGELES
Educational — Screen Snap Shots.
Musical — " A
Night
in Sunny
Grauman's Theatre —
With
a
drop
showing
a Spanish
Overture — Medley of popular airs.
Mission
building
with
a mounNovelty
— Topics of the Day —
tain in perspective, ten males
Pathe.
play stringed instruments, and
a Spain."
girl soloist in Spanish cosOrgan — by
" Rose."
Played
Henry Murtaugh.
tume gives a dancing number.
Special — Four hundred foot film Feature — The Truth About Husshowing the capture of the kidbands— Lionel Barrymore.
nappers of Mrs. Witherall Next Week — Passion.
near Los Angeles, augmented
by a stage novelty. After the California Theatre —
film is ofT the screen is raised
" William
Given —with
effects Tell."
in which the
showing the interior of a tele- Overture
phone exchange with the four
storm,
calm,
etc.,
are emphasized.
girl operators who secured the
information for the police that
" Bright
led to the capture of the kid- Organ
Solo— by
MiltonEyes."
Charles.
nappers at their desks. The Scenic — Trouville
Where Paris
girls are introduced and exPlays — Prizma.
plain how they caught the con- Feature — Hold Your Horses — Tom
More.
versation of the kidnapper demanding ransom, how poor
Given with atmospheric prologue
connection detained the man at
in which a player representing
the telephone, etc. They finish
a New York street sweeper
the act with a song. " Let the
singsa "stage
A Little
Bit ofshowing
Heaven a"
in
setting
Rest of the W orld Go By." On
tenement district in New York.
Saturdaysentednight
they
will
be
prewith the cash reward
Comedy — Movie Fans — Sennett.
offered.
Next Week — Roads of Destiny.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Special — Song act entitled " Twenty Superba Theatre —
Overture — Drigo Serenade.
in Pershing
TheMinutes
stage setting
is a smallSquare."
square Current
Events — International
News.
in Los Angeles with reproductury.
tion of fountain, concrete seats
and business buildings in the Comedy — His Fearful Finish — Cenbackground. Two soloists, Vocal — Edna May sings " Caliquartette, trio tamborine act
and a dancer are presented.
Cartoon — Tad
subject — Universal.
fornia Love."
Feature — Paying the Piper — Para- Educational — Ford Weekly.
mount Special.
Feature — Tiger True — Frank Mayo.
Next Week — The Passionate PilClune's Broadway Theatre —
Educational — Ford Weekly.
grim.
Grauman's
Riaho Theatre —
Novelty — Movie Chats.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Events — Gaumoiit and
Instrumental — Violin solo by Her- Current
Selznick News.
man Scidl.
Midgley sings
Cartoon — Bobby Bumps Release — Vocal — Florence
Paramount.
" Mother's Evening Praver."

Symphony
—
Second week Theatre
of " Isobel
or the
Miller's Theatre —
Trailsweek
End."of " A Connecticut
Seventh
Yankee
in King Arthur's
Tally's Theatre —
week of " Kismet."
Fourth
ssion Theatre —
Mi
of A Small Town
Third week
Court."

SAN

FRANCISCO

Strand
—
Feature— Theatre
Love— Louise
Glaum.
Star is making personal appearances ateach performance.
CartoonId—ol."
Mutt and Jeff— Fox.
Current Events— Select News.
Comedy — Dining Room, Kitchen
and Sink — Education
Next Week — Lying Lips.al.
California Theatre —
Opening— It's All Over Now.
Current Events— California Topical Review.
Orchestra—" The Bat " and '• EveEducational — Pathe Review.
Special — Personal appearance of
Katherine Coral Burnett, winner of the Daily Chronicle
motion picture contest.
Novelty — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
Special — Song Writers Contest in
ning."audience is determining
which
the winners.
Blue. — The Tucklins — Monte
Feature
Next Week — Paying the Piper.
Imperial
Second weekTheatre
of " The— Inside of the
Next W eek — The Love Light.
Tivoli Theatre —
Orchestra
acci "— Selections
and " Do from
You" PagliEver
\'ocalThink
— " Sextette
from Lucia."
of Me."
Rendered
by the Tivoli quartette.
Features
— The
Garden
—
— Mola
Dana.Devil's Black
Cup."
Lionel
Barrymore.
Mail
Next Week have.
— Love,
Honor and BeThe Stealers.
Rialto Theatre —
Current Events — Rialto News Review.
Scenictional.
— Petrified Forests — EducaComedy — Too Many Husbands.
Orchestra — The Firefly.
Feature— "— Moments."
Passion — Pola Negri.
Organ
Given with a prologue in which
a Hawaiian quartette presents
Hawaiian songs and dances.
Next Week— Hush.
Frolic Theatre —
Feature — Rich Girl. Poor Girl —
Gladvs W alton.
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PRESENTS
TODAY UNTIL SATURDAY
(or tlxo—
the dincnminali
A projnm•njoyfor eciflrUtnmca
l ot og—qa»llty.
ALL THE AMUSEMENT ARTS
Music-Motion Picturcs-The
PI^'l £UffStage
of

Feature— The Kid— Charlie Chaplin Feature — Something Different —
Constance Binney.
— Second week.
Next Week — Blind Wives.
Next Week — Prisoners of Love.
Biue Mouse Theatre —
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Humoresque.
"!'
from
Selections
—
Overture
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature
— The Love Light — Mary
Col."d Tea.
— cci
Comedy lia
Pickford.
Pagn— Mutt and Jeff — Fox.
*ikeafre
Cartoo
Vocal — When You and I Were Next Week — The Round Up.
Young, Maggie — Tenor solo by
Harry Harper.
lOA.M io
Comedy
Punch and the Irish —
First— National.
I030 PM^
Feature
— Isobel
or the Trail's End
— House
Peters.
Next Week— The Thief.
' PIUSCILU DEAN
Rialto Theatre —
SUPPORTEDandBY 200 others
LON CHANEY
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty — Topics of the Dav —
Pathe.
7Ae Mightiest MEimmnvc RmnifCE
Comedy
— Bungalow Troubles —
Em Screened
Sennett.
Feature— Paying the Piper — Paramount Special.
Next Week — Forbidden Fruit.

PREMIER PRESENTAtlON

WU
,
MR
MR.MATHESONLANG
MEGGIE ALBANESI
MRWU
DE LUXE
PROGRAM
PLAZA KINOORAMS

Tocal Solo
MISS AONES
rtndenngTHOMPSOH
■'My
Little
from The HoseBnapaJow"
of China
KATHESOK LANO
KXaOn ALBAITESI
mr!'wu

MR.WU
Shows — IAdmlMloo—
30, 3:30. 7 ■

The first (lispJmi to l>e ohtaincd on
" Mr. Wu," the u ork oj the Plaza
theatre' of Waterloo, Iowa
Comedy — Their First Tin TypeCentury.
Events — International
Current
News.
Next Week— Tiger True^
SEATTLE

Overture — Greenwich Village Follies and My Mother's Evening
Prayer.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Neighbors — Aletro.
Noveltv
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Feature
— Cinderella's Twin — Viola
Dana.
Next Week— The Whisper Market.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — The Girl from Dixie.^
Current Events — Jensen and Von
Herberg News.
Comedy — Beat It.
Scenic — Crowning King Blizzard.
Feature
— Brewster's
Roscoe
Arbuckle. Millions —
Next Week— The Kid.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Die Fledermaus.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Comedy — Movie Mad.
Scenic — The Isle of Desire.
Feature — The Frontier of the Stars
— Thomas Aleighan.
DENVER
America Theatre —
Current Events ■— International
News.

MR.CEORCIi

Person
■ B

lahis
creeiaoce
S
Masterp
Man

LYONS and MORAN in "A Shocking Night"
Xi:rcH iiicli. (liiuble ioUnnn display on
•' Outside the Laic" used for the run
of this picture Itoston
at the Par); theatre,
New Lyric Theatre —
Opening — New Lyric Review.
Training
the Jumpers — Pathe Slow
Motion.
Wedding in Brittany — Pathe.
Cartoon — Too Much Pep — Judge
Rummy — Goldwyn.
Current Events — New L\ric Screen

BROOKLYN

BEBAH

aKd'
'One

Tod BRoimmG
B Qim. Gmm. suspimuLMEioDmB
THAT STARTLES m THRIUS iOU!
'
Also On Same Bill

W)calJournal.
— Selection from " RigoIt-tto," sung l)y Coster, Clements, Wickham and Provisson.
Feature — Passion — Pola Negri.

'0^2 Circle
announces
ThGatre

,

A dramatic page from life^with love, laughter and romance
in a Million'

IS
ISc Circle
The Circle theatre of Indianapolis, Ind.,
is playing " One Man in a Million "
this Iloeek.
Herecolumns
is one of
Circle'sin
S*- four
displays,
iy the
a page
depth

CLEVELAND
Overture — " Symphonic Poem Finlandia," rendered by H. L.
Spitalny
and full symphony orStatechestra.
—
Theme — " Tomorrow " from " Take

MINNEAPOLIS
New Garrick Theatre —
Overture — II Guarany.
Comedy
— Torchy Mixes In — Educational.
Scenic — Ausable Canyon — Post
Paramount.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — Conrad in Quest of His
Youth — Thomas Meighan.
Next Week — Officer 666.
Strand Theatre —
Feature — The Kid — Charlie Chaplin. Booked for ten days' run.
Overture — When My Baby Smiles
at Me.
Current
Events — International
News and Local Views.
Comedy — The Gumps.

Chinatown at night and sings
" So Long
Oolong."
Conclu-in
sion is Grace
DeCarlton
geisha
girl dance.Hayakawa in
Feature
— Sessue
" The First Born."
Burton Holmes Travelogue —
Catching Up In Canton.
Vocal — " There is No Death "
(O'Hara)
mond,
tenor.sung by Allen Ra-'
Concerto for Two Pianos :
" Marche Militaire " (Schubert)
by Edward Napier and John
Hammond.
Comedy — Booth
Tarkington's Edgar's Little Saw.
Organ
Solo — Edward
" MorrisNapier
Danceand"
(German)
John Hammond.

Mark-Strand —
Overture — Pictorial Commemoration of Abraham Lincoln.
"Grand American Fantasy" (Herbert) by Strand Symphony.
(a) "Tenting Tonight," "Glory
Hallelujah," " Dixie " sung off
stage by quartette with scenic
set being Civil War battlefield.
(b) Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
delivered by Walter Smith,- raconteur.
(c)
"Birth
of Honest Abe"
(Film
Cartoon).

Current
— Pathe News —
Literarj'
Digest.
It FromEvents
Me."
Comedy — Neighbors — Buster Keaton.
Feature- Polly With A Past.
Next Week — The Mark of Zorro —
Douglas Fairbanks.

Overture
Stillman —— " Morning, Noon and
eme
hrodite."
Th
Current — " EvApents — Pathe News —
Literary
Digest— Screen Snap
Shots.
Feature— Bunty Pulls the Strings.
Next Week — The Great Lover.
Night."
Overture — Selections from "Faust."
Euclid
Theme —— " Ariadne," " Love's Last
Word Waltz," " Moon, Lovely
Moon,"
from Pathe
"The Rosemaid."
Current
Events—
News.
Comedy.One Best Bet— ChesComedy—terThe
Feature — The Penalty.
Next Week — Inside the Cup.

Hand drawn eleven inch by five column
(d) Tableau
" North Review.
and South." ad. on •■ The Cheater Reformed" and
Mark
Strand Topical
"
Why week
Trust atYour
f " theatre,
the bill
News pictures selected by Edward this
the Husband
Terminal
Neivark,
X. J.
L. Hyman, managing director.
Vocal — " Gianina Mia" (Friml)
Estelle Carey, soprano.
Park Theatre —
ani).
Overture—" William Tell."
Dance — " Ballet of Roses " (Tob- Theme
— " Sleeping Song."
Prizma scenic of opening flowers Current Events — Pathe News No.
95
— Loew's Up-to-Date News
on scrim with black background
Events.
used as setting for Grace De- Comedy — A Dog-gone
Mix-up —
Carlton, danseuse.
Hall Room Boys.
Prologue to Feature :
— Pleasure Seekers — Elaine
Shantung Chinese scene with Es- Feature
Hammerstein.
telle Carey, soprano, singing
Week — The Rookie's Return,
" Chinese Lullaby " from " East Nextwith
Douglas McLean.
and
West
"
to
accompaniment
of native Chinese orchestra.
Overture — George
Beban sang
—
Quartette appears before re- Metropolitan
" Finicula. Finiculi," by Chas.
production of San Francisco's

M o I i (J It Picture
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Overture— .A Potpourri of Irish
Dances and Popular Melodies.
Woodlawn
Comedy Playlet — O
Marry Me!
Feature — Midsummer Madness.
Intermission — I'd Like to Do It.
Coming
Feature
— Geraldine
in The
Riddle
: Woman. Farrar
Barbee's
Universal Loop
Weekly.Theatre —
Comedy — Wedding Blues.
Overture
—— " The
Sometime."
Prologue
Seven Ages of
Beauty.

Palace —
Feature
— The Branded Woman.
Comedy — Beat It.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next Week — Forbidden Fruit.

Feature — Lying Lips.
Coming Feature — Priscilla Dean in Feature— The Last of the MohiOutside the Law.
cans.
Palace —
Riviera
Theatre
—
Universal Weekly.
Feature — Humoresque.
Topical Events.
Riviera Digest.
Empire
—
Educational Scenic.
Feature — Dangerous Hours.
Overture^
" The Slavic Madness.
Rhapsody."
Feature — —Midsummer

Capitol
Feature
——Girl with the Jazz Heart —
Goldwyn.
Lane Melodrama: Current Events — Selznick News.
Th» hcp«*»
%\9rjandm fast
mmm wamsn.
«>h« Uanad
It'a fUt« Comedy — Torchy Mixes In.
Infx»1naKtnlnn.llk*
limit*
thrill*. fashUa and *lth an. Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
NextMetro.
Week— Body and Soul'Fire Bugs'

Specialty — Marjorie Warner, sooist, One
"
Kind
Day."
Comedy — lTorchy
Turns
Cupid.
Coming
Feature
—
Dangerous
Business.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Feature
Charles week.
Chaplin in The
Kid —— Fourth

Tlie first ad. to he obtained for " The
Hundredth
Chance,"
work Inof size
the
Strand
theatre,
Tacoma.theWash.
this is three columns hy fourteen inches
Roberts ; " Beneath Our Window " and " Solo Mio " to
orchestra accompaniment.
Theme — " Nina," by Tonara.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy — Oh, Promise Ale — Pathc
comedy.
Feature — One Man in a Million —
Featuring George Beban.
Special — George Beban in person, in
his sketch " The Sign of the
Next Rose."
Week — Lying Lips — Associated Producers.
Strand —
Theme — " Nina," by Tonara.
Current Events — Standard News
Reel.
Comedy — Oh, Promise Me — released by Pathe.
Feature — One Man in a Million — ■
with George Beban.
Special — George Beban in person,
reciting extracts from '"The
Sign of the Rose."
Next
Week
— Lying Lips — with
House
Peters.
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley —
Overture — " Robespierre — Stanley
symphony orchestra led by Sidnej- Lowenstein, conductor.
Prologue — Special boudoir scene
from the picture.
Feature — Passion — First National.
Next Week — The Frontier of the
Stars — Paramoimt.
Stanton —
Overture — Scmiramide — "Rossini"
by Stanton orchestra, led by
Albert F. Wayne.
Feature — A Perfect Woman — Constance Talmadge.
Comedy — Beat It — Educational.
Current Events — Fox News, Pathe
News.
Short Subject — Cold Tea— Fox.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next Week — The Love Light —
United .Artists.

Fcauirc—
Ihc Passionate Pilgrim —
Paramount.
Coniedx—
Fair. f)h, Promise Me — Vanity

Arcadia
Same
as —last week.
Next Week — Paying the Piper.
Victoria —— Fav(jritc selections from
Overture
Rudolph Friml, arranged by Leo
Dessaurr.
Feature
— Idols of Clay — Paramount.
Comedy — Beat It.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Scenic — Art Is Everything.
Next Week — Same.

Regent
Feature —— Love, Honor and Obey.
Scenic — The First People.
Comedy— Rest in Peace.
Next Week — So Long Letty.
Drury

News

A^nesAverf^-oEKlincdn

SUPER PROpUCTlCS I

Next Strings.
Week— Bunty

Pulls the

Mark-Strand —
Overture
.Anitra's
Dance" from
■' Peer— "Gynt
Suite."
Current
News. Events — Latest Patht
Feature — Earthbound.
Next Week — Broadway and Home
Eugene O'Brien.

Lyric —
Capitol
— UL
ST. PA
Overture —Theatre
Excerpts
from
" .Madame Sherry"- Karl Hoschna.
Capitol Digest — Includes : Current
Events, Pathe and International News. Tulip Time— Pathe
color.
" Ausable Chasm. "
Mile
in "Theinterlude,
Bubble blending
Dance."
An Desha
imaginative
prizmatic photo drama with interpretive dancing.
Nobody's Wife — Christie ComedyDonald Jonson — Concert Pianist.
1. " Seguidilla " — Albeniz
2. Dowell.
"To a Wild Rose"— MacWallace Reid in Alwaj-s Audacious.
Organ Solo — Ralph H. Brigham.
" Marche Heroique " — Dubois.
Organ Recital — E. J. Dunstedter.
1. "Semiramide" — Rossini.

m

|g TEMPIE ORCHESTRA-, \
hi-x column bp ten inch dtsplay for "The Inner Voice" used by the Temple
theatre, Toledo, Ohio, in Sunday's papers
BOSTON
les.
reen
Sc
Park- Smi
Weekly News — Two issues.
Happened to
Features - — What
Rosa — Mabel Normand.
Officer 666 — Tom Moore.
Next Week — The Torrent — Eva
Novak.
The Town Idol — Sennett-Turpin.
Beacon Theatre —
Screen Smiles.
Weekly News — Two issues.
Features — The Inside of the Cup —
Cosmopolitan.
Passion Fruit — Doraldina.
Next Week — The Kid — Charles
Chaplin.
Plaything -of Broadway — Justin
Johnson.
Gordon's
Vaudeville —Olympia
Five acts.—
Feature — 19 and Phvllis— Charles
Rav.
Next Week — The Kid — Charles
Chaplin.

CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ— Orpheus.
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.

Ziegfeld Theatre —
Specialty — Sylvia Loder, soloist,
Feature
— Kismet — Third week.
" Kismet."'
BUFFALO
I "^^^^l^ moneyShea's Hippodrome —
Overture — " The .American Patrol."
V-:^
Changers^
Stage— Setting—"
a striking .Abraham
set stagedLincoln
by Mr."
Franklin in commemoration of
✓ . ^ W DiNCLAIR
Lincoln's birthday.
Vocal—
Selection
by
Redfernc
Hollinshead.
Feature — Passion — Pola Negri.
Presented with special prologue
staged by Harold B. Franklin.
The
duced. guillotine scene reproComedy
— Omitted account length of
feature.
^ MONEY s=ir, MOMEYsnr
Current Events — Hippodrome Review, consisting of selections
from the leading weeklies. TopROBOT
■cKmADAMS
■torCLAIRE
STEWART
ics of the Day, hand colored
scenic and News-Slea Local
AUDREY CHAPMAN
Review.
Nex t Week — The Penalty and
Sennett's Love, Honor and Behave.

Shea's Criterion —
Overture — Southern Rhapsody.
Stage Setting — .\ Lincoln subject.

Display coma.byWash.,thefourVictory
Tacolumnstheatre,
by a fuU
papc in depth, for •• The Money Chang-
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2. '■ The Lost Chord " — Sullivan.
3. Popular Selection, including
" Rose."

William Fox Liberty —
Overture — Hochman's Orchestra.
Current Happenings — Fox.
Cartoon Comedy — Mutt and Jeff.
Serialment.
- — Fantomas — Eighth installFirstMason.
Feature — Wing Toy — Shirley
Second Feature — The Road to .-\mbition — Conway Tearle.
Strand Theatre —
Feature — Louis Glaum
in The
Leopard Woman.
DETROIT

Adams — — "The Beautiful GaOverture
Current Events — .^dams Topical
Review.
lathea."
Educational — Selected Scenic SubComedy — Edgar, the Explorer.
Vocalject.
— Emmons and Covlin.
Feature — The Charm School — Wallace Reid.
Nextsion.
Week — Pola Negri in PasTitii
This " Dead Men Tell No Tales " display, three eolumns by twelie inches,
is sponsored by the Palace theatre.
Pes Moines, Iowa
ST. LOUIS

New Grand Central Theatre —
e " — G. RosOverture
sini. — " Femiranid
Scenic — The Island.
Current Events and Views — From
leading weeklies.
VocalNesi.solo— "Ciribiribin " — Caesere
Super
— Charles byChaplin's
The Feature
Kid, supported
Jackie
Coogan.
West End Lyric Theatre —
Program same as that of Grand
Central.
Missouri Theatre —
Overture
— Jazz Melodies — Sarli's
Orchestra.
Recent Importances — Pathc and
Fox Weeklies.
Views of Prominence — • Literary
Digest Topics.
Presentation — Under the Bower—
Bv Missouri vocalists and ballet.
Feature — Ina Clair in Pollv with a
Past.
Comedy — Sunshine.
Delmonte Theatre —
Overture — " Chocolate Soldier."
The Past Week — Pathe and Fox.
Topical Paragraphs — Literary Digest.
Popular Airs (Vocal) — Dehnonte
Vocalists.
Comedy — Mack Sennett.
Feature — First half week — The
Ghost in the Garrett — Dorothy
Gish.
Feature — Second half — Billie Burke
in Education of Elizabeth.
Criterion Theatre —
Popular selections.
Comedy — Mack Sennett.
Feature — Sunday — The Saphead.
Feature — Monday and Tuesday —
She
Couldn's" Help It Bebc
Daniels.
Feature — Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday — The Song of the
Soul — Vivian Martin.
Feature — Saturday — Constance
Binncy in Something Different.

Broadway Strand —
0\ erture — "Morning, Noon and
Stage Picture — The Legend of Niagara, ascenic setting.
Educational
Night." — Horseshoe and Bridal
Veil.
Prelude — Cinderella, in two scenes
■— Elsie Holland as Cinderella
and Clement Barry as Prince
Charming.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
NextCup.Week — The Inside of the
Madison —
Overture — "The Slavish RhapCurrent
Events — Madison Topical
Review.
sodic."
Educational — Selected scenic sub-

\'ocal — Ruth Chase, soprano;
ject.
Ralph Brainerd, tenor, " The
Road to Paradise " and " I'm
Paying the Way to Your

Feature
— She Couldn't Help It —
Realart.
Nextmount.
Week — Silk Hosiery — ParaLoew's Columbia —
I'eature — Inside the Cup — Para.Next Weekmount,— cont'd.
Forbidden FruitParamount.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — Popular Hits.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — ]\lovie Fans — Paramount.
Feature — Marriage .of William
Ashe — Metro.
Next Week
— Education of Elizabeth— Paramount.

CINCINNATI

Current Events
— Pathe
News.
Regent
Theatre
—
Feature — Rookies Return.
Comedy — The Simp.
Ne.xt Week — Good References.
Savoy Theatre
Current
E\ents ——Kinograms.
Feature — Just Pals.
Comedy — All Wrong.
Next Week — Number 17.
Columbia Theatre —
Current
E \ e n t s — International
News.
Feature — A Man From Nowhere.
Comedv — Neighbors.
Next Week— The Kid.
Sam S. Shubert Theatre —
Way Down East at its Seventh
Week.
ATLANTA

t Events — Pathe 12.
Currenut
lne — -Passion.
Watur
Fea
Next Week — Earthbound.
Current
Events — Pathe 13.
Strand —
Literarx
— 93. of the Cup.
Feature — Digest
The Inside
Next W eek — The Rookie's Return.
Current E\cnts — Fox 84.
Special Pictures comedy,
Gifts-— Love.
beature
Next Week — Lying Lips.

U\
erture
—— " La
Tosca,"directed
Howardby
Howard
Concert
Orchestra,
Enrico leide.
Howard News and Views.
Comedy — To be selected.
Chester Scenic.
Feature
— The North
Malice,
presented
with Wind's
a prologue,
adapted from the picture, with
a dancer in the role of " Mal-

Current Events — Kinograms.
Palace —
Literary
Feature — Digest
Dice —of 93.Destiny.
Nextband.
Week — Her Unwilling HusPITTSBURGH
Current
— Selznick
News.
OlympicEvents
Theatre
—
No\ city — Pictorial Review.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Comedy
— Mind ^'our Own Business.
Cup.
Next Week — The Inside of the

I'iie column by ei(/ht inch display on.
• Jtrcirster's
Millions tLos
" used
by Orau-\
man's theatre,
Angeles

ice," costumed as in the pic-j
Grand Theatre
—
ture, and two other actors in
Weekly. E\ents — Grand News
Comedy— The Punch of the Irish. Current
the role of the husband and
Feature—
The Kid— Charles Chap- Novelty — Topics of the Day.
lin.
Heart."
wife. No words are spoken, all
being done in pantomime, vvithj.
Next Week— One Man in a Million Feature — Hush.
Comedy — The Simp.
a special lighting arrangement
— George Beban in person.
and musical score.
Next Week — Good References.
Washington —
Songs
Blackstone Theatre —
tette.by the Dixie Ladies QuarOverture— "A Peer Gynt Suite."
Events — Pathe News.
Current Events— Washington Ani- Current
The Howard Magazine — being speFeature — The Rookies Return.
mated Review.
cial bits from various screen
Educational— Travels De Luxe, No Corned) — You'll be Surprised.
magazines,
and scenics, edited
Next \\'eek — The Frontier of the
Hope for the Drys.
by the management.
Stars.
Comedy — Torchcv Mixes It and
Minerva Theatre —
and Jeff"
Cold Tea.
VocalMutt
— Frank
Besseninger.
— —Dave Love's orchestra,
Novelty
— Special
Criterion
of Greek
King.Pictures of return Overture
Feature
—
The
Mountai
n
Womanin a specially
arranged selection
Pearl White.
Feature — The Sin that was His.
of
popular
dance
tunes. .ArNext Week— Hobart Bosworth in Comedy — High and Dry.
ranged by Dave Love.
Pathc Review.
A Thousand to One.
Next Week — Same.
Topics of the Day.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
— All-star cast in " Lying;
WASHINGTON
Current Events — Loew's Weekly Feature
Lips " — Associated Producers
News.
Comedy
— To be selected. (Either
Comedy — Century Universal.
ton.)
Larry Semon or Buster Kea
Feature — Hearts are Trumps.
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — Lady Billy."
Screen Snapshots.
Current Events— Pathe News- Next Week — Cinderella's Twin.
Cameraphone
—
Topics of the Day.
Current
Events — Theatres
Selznick News.
Comedy — Oh, Promise Me.
Feature — What Happened to Rosa. First Half.
Scenic — Up Yonder — Prizma.
Burton
Travelogue.
Comedy — Bungalow Trouble.
Forsyth Holmes
—
Feature—
End. Isobel, or the Trail's Next Week— The Man Who Had Selznick News.
Everything.
Features — Enid Bennett in " Sill
Nexttional.
Week— The Kid— First NaHosiery " — Paramount.
Liberty Theatre
half of week.
Current
Events —— International Last
Pathc
Rolin Comedy.
News.
Moore's Rialto —
Selznick
News.
Feature
—
Midsummer
Madness.
Overture
— " Ilka."
Current Events
— Fox News.
Comedy
—
Neighbors.
Feature
—
Johnson in "Black-jj
birds Justine
" — Realart.
Comcd\- — Moonshine — IMermaid.
Next Week— The Kid.
I
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Ser\)ice

Bureau —
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This lobby display for "Madame A " is the work of the Blaekstone, tlieatre, Detroit
rbomuH D. Sorlero, Straud ttieatreB, Lowell.
unaB. M. Williams, sitruiid theatre, Providenoe, R. I
Harold
Franklin,Schade
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
Ueorge J.B. Srhade,
Sandnsky,Buffklu.
H. C. Horater, Albambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyraan, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. I>. Hays, Gen. Mgrr. Finklestein & Kubin,
Minneapolis.
A. >i. otocuer. Theatre de Lnxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Albambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landaa, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Ja«k Kuhn, Loiew theatres, CleTeland.
Julius L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul
GusdanoTlc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
<j. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, HIeh.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
H. Toledo,
Banet O.McCormlck, Ueu. Ugt. Uivoli iiiooiie,

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatre*,
Jackson, Mich.
Wiliard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre. Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
B. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thitoher, Strand theatre, Sniina, Kan.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

L>weU W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
H. M, Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton. Paramount theatre, Lewlston. Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre. Bntte.
Engene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San Fran4. .\. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Graiiman. Granman's theatre, Los Angele*.
Louis K. Sidney. Maniiglng Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, .\rcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Helped
Helping Hoover
Clara Kimball Young
An amount of free publicity and mouth
to mouth praise of Clara Kimball Young
that could not be bought for money, was
secured by Milton Crandall, the new exploitation director of Equity Pictures last
week. Crandall set out for Syracuse a
week before a showing of " Midchannel "
was scheduled at the Savoy Theatre. Arriving atthe depot, the Equity exploitation
manager bought a newspaper and began to
search for some peg of local events that
he could hang his publicity onto. He lit
upon a local item regarding the Hoover
Campaign for the relief of the poor children of Europe. Syracuse, it appeared,
liad launched its own Hoover drive and
the pride of its citizens was centered upon
its success.
Accordingly Crandall visited the
Hoover Committee and introduced himself* as personal
representative
of Clara
Kimball
Young. He
announced that
Miss
Young, whom he had just left on the
westbound train, had ordered him to stop
cfif at Syracuse and help the local Hoover
Relief campaign. Miss Young, Crandall
declared, had permitted him to use her
name and expense in whatever assistance
could be given to the cause. The Committee welcomed this voluntary co-operation and asked Crandall to suggest the
form of assistance, which Crandall did.
It consisted of selecting seven typical
poverty-stricken children of Syracuse and
taking them for an excursion through the
thoroughfares of the city on a Saturday
afternoon. The machine in which the
children were driven about town bore a
banner " Clara Kimball Young Unit
Hoover Relief Fund." This form of publicizing the Hoover drive took well with
the Hoover Committee, when Crandall
pointed out that the public would be impressed with the sad sight of the seven
poor kiddies and would
follow Miss

Stage setting and characters used in a prologue j or "Bathroom and Sink," a t~,vo reel comedy,
by the Liberty theatre of Portland, Ore.
Young's example of charity to the poor
by subscribing to the Hoover Fund.
The plan was carried out and the
curiosity of the public was aroused, as
anticipated. After the trip the children
were treated to candy and toys, for which
the Hoover Committee paid. Representatives of the Syracuse press were informed
of the e-vent, and all the papers carried
full-column reports of I\Iiss Young's generosity, together with pictures of the
group of children and the star.
Following this event, which took place
Saturday, came a big announcement of the
appearance of Clara Kimball Young at the
Savoy Theatre in " Midchannel." That
Crandall's stunt was a success from a
box-office viewpoint is attested by the reports of Jack Griswold of the Savoy of
excellent business.

DOU^OREATEST

Rouda
Has Novelty
Lobby Display
Below is shown the special inside lobby
display which H. M. Rouda, manager of
.\scher's Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, originated for the showing of " The Mark of
The background was an amber color
with red and amber lights overhead, and
blue lights to the extreme left, to give the
Zorro."a sort of a sunset efifect.
setting
The cutout figure of Douglas Fairbanks
in a jumping position was suspended in
mid-air between the two houses. These
houses were built of beaver board and
stand out very prominently in the display.
To the right was a hay stack and also
little cart filled with hav.

PICTURE

DOUGUIS
DOUGLAS
BURB&NKS
"THE MARK

AIRBANIfS
^THEMARK
***

JDF ZORRO"

WBEKOP
OF ZORRO*
Q/AN23
XJAN23

The above cut shows a special lobby display arranged over the lobby doors of Ascher's Merrill theatre, during the engagement of " The Mark of
Zorro." A story relative to the display appears below
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Putting

Wells

Over

"Down
Home"
On this page is shown by cuts some of
the exploitation for " Down Home,"
which O. F. Wells, manager of the Lincoln theatre, Charitan, Iowa, recently put
over.
Mr. Wells borrowed all his props from
local merchants through the medium of
passes. His " farmers," as shown, were
local talent who were recruited by the same
method. The " rubes " started to sing
about fifteen minutes before each performance. They also " cracked " some
rural jokes, played checkers and lit up
their corn cob pipes.
When not occupied at the theatre, they
paraded about town, causing Charitan
residents to inquire about all the unusual
demonstration. The answer to their questions was, of course, good advertising for
the Lincoln.
The Wells states that the stunts paid
their small cost many times over.
Action

Here are some of O. E. Wells' home talent entertainers 'who helt>ed put over "Down Home"
at the Lincoln theatre, of Chariton, lozva. Mr. ll'ells' stunt is described in a story on this page

Schade
Toy

Balloons

Pulls

A

New

and Spieler Exploitation

" Go and Get It " at Schade
ol
A KNOCKOUT stunt in the way
inexpensive exploitation tor street
corners was originated this week in
Sandusky, Ohio, when Cieorge J. Schade
discovered that all it takes is an object
floating through the air to make the average American citizen start talking.
Mr. Schade didn't use airplanes. He
several gross of small rubboughtwhich
merely
ber balloons
when inflated with the
right sort of gas could be liberated, with
the assurance that they would soar high
into the clouds, leaving onlookers gazing
ill, and wondering about the tiny objects
in the form of cards which were suspended from the little sky-chasers.
This stunt of Mr. Schade's was in the
exploitation of " Go and Get It."
" Go and Get It," cried a leather-lunged
young man as he released an ordinary toy
balloon with a string and a card attached
to it, at the foot of the principal thoroughfare of Sandusky, Ohio.
The crier addressed his command to
numerous men, women, children of all
ages, who had been watching him cavort
with the gas-filled rubber encasement
much after the manner of the average
youngster when a circus with a balloon
man on the job, happens to be in town.
One after another balloons were released at various street corners and other

Stunt

Mediums

for

Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio'
places throughout Sandusky, but the object of the leather-lunged young man who
accompanied each release with a " Goand-Get-It," was not disclosed.
The police were thinking of doing a
little investigating when the process of
liberation that had attracted so much attention, suddenly ceased.
No one had been able to capture a balloon for they had all soared high and far.
'■ Go and Get It " became a sort of jocular command in Sandusky. Every^body
was saying " go and get it " — and laughing— ver\' evidently enjoying w'hat the
average person considered a sort of a joke
at the expense of some irresponsible boob.
The newspapers — all of which had, of
course, been let in on the secret — carried
good stories of the liberation of the balloons. Not, however, — until the first of
the cards attached to the balloons released,
had been turned in, did they mention the
fact that each card was good for two admission tickets at the Schade Theatre —
two tickets, as the cards, advised, " to see
" ' Go and Get It.' "
Cards good for two tickets were turned
in from points forty miles away in several
instances.
" The idea was original with us," said
George J. Schade, owner and manager.
" It worked out in great shape."

Painting as Lobby
Decoration

Frank Ford, manager of the Gold Theatre, West Roosevelt Road, Chicago, believes in action pictures in his lobby and
theatre front for exploiting photoplays.
When " The Branding Iron " was screened at the Gold Theatre, Mr. Ford instructed the house artist to paint a picture
-showing the actual branding of Joan Carver by her drunken husband.
The large painting was mounted and
placed above the entrance to the theatre
where passers-by would see it whether
they entered or looked into the lobby or
not. It was strongly lighted at night by
the glare from the electric sign. Posters
and poster cut-outs were used in the lobby.
Mr. Ford had 10,000 heralds printed and
covered the entire neighborhood with
them.
To connect the painting up with the
drama of the stor\', Mr. Ford had the following words printed at one side of the
painting : " Has a man the right to brand
his own wife ?" and " Does a man o\\-n his
own wife, body and soul?"

This cut illustrates hoic James H. Thompson,
publicity director for Lock's theatres, Rochester, X. v., secured some most unusuai cooperation in exploiting " Earthbound." One of
Rochester's leading ministers was induced to
make the picture the subject of a sermon and
advertised the ezent on the church bulletin
board as shozvn ahove
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This lobby display by the Savoy theatre, Pittsburgh, for "Kismet," is fully described in the accompanying story
Lost

More

"Kismet"
Exploitation
Savoy, Pittsburgh Theatre Builds
Unusually Attractive Lobby Display
was treated as one scene, the inspiration
exploitation which " Kismet " is coming from the long shots of the mosque,
THEreceiv
ing is lacking neither in originality nor quality and threatens to shown in " Kismet." The mosque apparently stood at the junction point of twd
reach the high water mark that " Down on
streets,
the mosque forming the connects
the
Farm
"
Your
"
Hurry
and
What'
"
achieved.
ing link. The artist did a very effective
This week in text and but cuts we are
piece of work by covering the two entrance doors with panels that became a
able to relate how the Savoy theatre of
part of the general scenic setting and
Pittsburgh, one of the Rowland and Clifford string, decorated for its showing of nevertheless permitted him to logically
"" Kismet," especially concerning the lobby
carry an " entrance " sign. The impresdisplay arranged.
sion to be gained was that one was enterThere was not much depth to play with,
ing one of the painted buildings.
and little more than the average width,
The dome of the lobby was artistically
but every inch of space counted in the covered with streamers, and the front covdisplay. From the street to the entrance
ered with bunting. Overhanging the
doors, every piece of wall and door space
bunting, one on either side of the lobby,
was disguised in such fashion that one
was a star and crescent, the star carrying
might get the atmosphere of Bagdad. It a picture of Mr. Skinner with the words :
was an extraordinary transformation that
" Mr. Otis Skinner in," and the crescent
started from the sidewalk line.
Kismet."wasBe-a
Striking representations of the heavy
carryingtween the
the twosingle
starsword
and "crescents
stone walls of old Bagdad with doors or
shield, a cut-out of one of the one-sheets.
windows " let in " covered the spaces
tisually devoted to lobby frames. Where
there was an angle in the wall, back
panels showing houses and towers and
minarets were shown in perspective, giving great visual depth. A door that leads
to the office building above the theatre was
treated in such manner that it might have
been the entrance to one of the centuriesold buildings of Bagdad.
Perhaps the most striking piece of work,
however, was the covering of the six
Cut-out which George Schade, ynanagcr of
swinging entrance and exit doors to the
the Schade theatre. Sandusky, O., used for
theatre. The entire width of these doors
his shoz^'iiig of " Dozen on the Farm "

Balloonists

Assist

Long Island Showman
Taking advantage of interest aroused
by current news the manager of the
Strand Theatre, Rockaway Park, L. I., had
a special showing at his house for Lieutenants L. A. Kloor, and Walter Hinton,
two of the three Army flying officers who
were given up as lost when their balloon
was swept into the desolate wilds of northern Canada recently. The manager
cleverly lined up the showing with exploitation on " Heliotrope," the picture he
was playing, with the result that the event
was turned into a reception in honor of
the navy balloonists and their safe return.
Lieut. Farrell, the third member of the
party, had been expected to attend but was
confined at home by illness, the result of
his privations.
Officers of the staff of the Rockaway
Air Station got the esprit de corps and
made it a regimental affair. A special
vaudeville bill was incorporated into the
show for the occasion with " Heliotrope "
furnishing the feature of the bill.
Among the guests who participated in
the welcoming ceremonies to the returned
officers were: Lt. Commander J. H.
Strong, Lieuts. P. W. Carter, G. H. Carpenter, A. W. Evans, H. T. Stevens, E. C.
Hulett, P. Talbot, J. N. Newberger, J. B.
L. Murray, L. R. Corbin, L. A. Kloor, W.
Hinton and Ensign P. W. Powers. The
attendance was augmented by 450 enlisted
men from the station.
In addition to building up attendance
for the show, the manager established a
prestige for his house as a leading spirit
m the community's progress and bid for
publicity.
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Chips as Exploitation Medium

Poker chips, made of cardboard, twenty-five of which were good for admission
to the theatre, were used by Herbert H.
Johnson, manager of the Luna theatre,
Lafayette, Ind., as a most bucce>sful exploitation stunt. The chips were cut out
of red, white or blue cardboard and on
one side was printed :
" Cash these in at the Luna Box Office
Monday, Xov. 25th. Free Tickets for 25

Hmiiorcsque " i^'indoiv display
for iV.
theV.,('lu/acjeiiieiit
theatre, obtained
Watertown,
as told on of
thisthis
pagepicture at the Olympic
Introducing Exploitation
to Watertown
Securing a violin the exact duplicate of
the instrument used in " Humoresque,"
enabled Harr}' Swift, Famous PlayersLasky exploiter, to obtain a ten-day window display in the best musical store in
Watertown, N. Y., as exploitation for the
showing of the above named picture at the
Watertown Olympic theatre.
It was pioneer work, because Watertown had never become familiarized with
the meaning of the word " exploitation."
Swift used the daily paper, heralds and
posters, outdoor signs and window display
in putting the show over for the theatre.
In one day's work he arranged for four
window displays. The best one, and the
one which was most difficult to obtain,
was the music store display. The proprietor failed to see the advantage of such a
display until Swift remembered the
violin, referred to above, which he had
located in an Albany store. Mention of
this clinched the case, although it required
fast work to deliver the goods. Swifl
wired to Albany for the instrument which
was forwarded by express and was on
hand early the following morning.
The proprietor's demeanor thawed out
as he realized the advertising possibilities ;
and he gave his window over generously
to the theatre, using several posters advertising the showing of " Humoresque '- at
the Olympic Theatre, as well as his own
talking machines.
With the trail blazed, the exploitation
man has expressed confidence that Watertown will, in future, be fertile territory
for good showmanship.
As for th€ proprietor of the music store,
he is converted to the cooperative display
window, since the display brought him
many extra sales.

Lincoln Birthday Number
Presented at the Capitol
HE Capitol theatre, New York, is
presenting a tableau in honor of
T
Lincoln's birthday this week,
under the title of " The EmanciThe number opens with Bertram Peacock reciting the poem, " Abraham Lincoln," byclose
Coral ofThomas,
in Roycroft.
pation."
At the
the poem
the drapes
before which Mr. Peacock has been
standing are parted and two figures posed
and made up to represent Lincoln and a
slave are disclosed. They stand on a platform built to resemble the base of a statue.
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On the reverse side was :
" ' Passion's Playground,' with Katherine MacDonald. An Associated First National Attraction. A Romance of ^lonte
chips."
Mr. Johnson distributed 5,000 of the
chips, thus taking a chance of two hundred free admissions for the opening
night of the attraction. As a matter of
fact
less than fifty people in Lafayette
Carlo."
succeeded in getting 25 chips together in
order to present them at the box office,
but the efforts of boys and girls and some
men and women to collect the required
number resulted in enough word of mouth
advertising to have made it more than
worth while if all of them had been collected, in the opinion of Mr. Johnson.

Bride

and Groom"
Advertise
"Married
Life"
As a stunt for the presentation of Mack
Sennett's " Married Life " at the New
Grand Theatre, Montreal, during the
week of January- 16, Manager Rotsky had
a young couple, dressed as the bride and
groom in the stor\-, engage in a shopping
lour of the city. The trips were made
in a Studebaker limousine, which was duly
placarded with wedding mottoes.

SEASpNS^

S
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Lobby decorations for the engagementShamokin,
of " WhilePa. New York Sleeps " at the Victoria theatre^
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Three "Restless Sex" window displays that aided in putting this picture over at Los Vegas, N. M., as described in the accompanying story
Chinese

Band

for

"First

Born" Engagement
A native Chinese orchestra was the extent- of the enterprise displayed by the
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre in developing atmosphere for Sessue Hayakawa in
■' The First Born." The Chinese musicians with their bull fiddles and unique
drums were only one of the agencies Managing Director Edward L. Hyman enlisted to build, interest for the picture.
One of the most elaborate prologues ever
staged at the Brooklyn theatre introduc-.
ing it and in which an authentic picture
of life in San Francisco's Chinese quarter was reproduced with living Orientals
walking among the rose gardens and temples of Nippon.
On the opening a Shantung scene revealed Estelle Carey, soprano, as a geisha
girl within a border of red lights and
against a background of warm red singing, "Chinese Lullaby " from " East Is
West." The lights dimmed, the curtain
lifted again, disclosing a reproduction of
San Francisco's Chinatown at night. The
Mark Strand Quartette sang " So Long
Oolong." A Geisha dance by Grace De
Carlton, with the native orchestra, concluded the prologue.
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
provided lavish Chinese lanterns swinging
above the temples and pagodas, and there
were all the other languid beautiful things
that go with China. Mr. Hyman had continuity in mind in this prologue, for the
first scene revealed China in actuality and
then the next shift was to Frisco's Chinatown. The film feature had the same
course, the action starting in China and
--hifting to the United States.

Lobby
" The River's
End Lyric
" by
Charles display
Travis,for manager
of the
theatre, Liberal, Mo.

Chickens
Rothafel

Staging
Prologue

Musical

ColOuttheof New
" Just
el, of
a prolog
lege," S.ue
L. for
Rothaf
York Capitol theatre, is presenting a mixed quartette in a medley
of old songs. The stage setting provided
is an interior showing an old-fashioned
room, with college flags used to decorate the walls. The props used suggest
a college atmosphere. The singers are
attired in sweaters and other appropriate
regalia. They are grouped near the back
drop. The room is artistically lighted, especially near the close of the number,
when colors to suggest twilight are
blended on the set.
The quartette is made up of the following singers: Elizabeth Ayers, soprano; Louis Scheerer, contralto; Alva
Bombarger, tenor and Peter Harrower,
basso. Some of the songs rendered are
" Roll Along," " Those Endearing Young
Charms," etc.
As

Teaser

Campaign

for

" Blackbirds"
Two weeks of teasing through
medium of billboard posters was an
portant part of the campaign Frank
Browne launched in connection with

the
imL.
the

showing of " Blackbirds, " at Clune's
Broadway Theatre, Los Angeles.
Mr. Browne used both 8-sheets and 24sheets in his special display work. The
8-sheets appeared on a number of sign
boards throughout the city and did their
part in creating interest by asking the
question '■ Did you ever see blonde BlackThe 24- sheet used the first week bore
the
warning, " Look out or the ' Blackbirds?"
birds 'will get you." When everybod\
began to wonder \vhat it was all about
and who the " Blackbirds " were, the
signs were changed by covering the top
and bottom lines of the posters.
The second week's teaser sheets appeared with the name of the theatre and
the date at the top (the top line having
been covered) and Justine Johnstone in
place of the bottom line (also covered).
Striking colors added to the effectiveness of the posters. Mr. Browne had the
8-sheets done in red, top and bottom, with
the name of the picture appearing in black
on a yellow background. The 24-sheets
were done in black on yellow.

Used for
dow Display

Win-

Taking a page from the book of life,
Fred V. Green, Jr., exploitation representative for the Denver territory of Paramount Pictures, used a crate of chickens
to exploit " The Restless Sex " for the
picture's
showingN. atM. the Coronado Theatre, Las Vegas,
To what extent exploitation has grown
was evidenced when the exhibitor m the
small town of New Mexico found that the
few window displays and news stories arranged by the exploitation man brought a
I)acked house the opening night and then
followed up with attendance far above
normal during the remainder of the picture's run.
Manager Max Kohn of the Coronado
Theatre had called Green in to put over
the campaign. One of the best windows
the exploitation man arranged was the
Chicken display under the caption " The
Restless Sex," which also advertised the
theatre and date of showing. It didn't
cost the exhibitor a cent, because the druggist in whose window the display was
]ilaced was a chicken fancier and he was
glad to donate his fowls and turn it into
a co-operative window display to sell
chicken food.
The only way Green could obtain a window in the local bookstore on the picture
was by promising that the display would
sell the
Sex to"
that
the only
storecopy
had.of "HeThewasRestless
prepared
buy it himself if necessary. At noon the
first day of the display he passed the window, only to find the copy of the book
missing. The proprietress declared that
she had not only sold the lonely volume
but had requests for additional copies that
she was unable to supply.

Showing
the " inBlackbirds
" teaser 24story
she£t as
described
the accompanying
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Making
Right a Matter
of Geography
A little matter of geography needs explanation inthese columns. Some weeks
ago the Service Bureau carried a full page
layout showing a lobby display for " The
Idol Dancer." The captions and head
gave credit to the Tivoli theatre, San
Francisco, which was only a mistake of
some 2,500 miles and let 'Frisco grab off
honors belonging to Kalamazoo, Mich.,
which wasn't " fair, nor just, nor decent."
Therefore we acknowledge that the mistake was ours and that the lobby display
under discussion, a very meritorious one
too, was the work of W. Griff th Mitchell,
manager of the Majestic Gardens theatre
of Kalamazoo, one of the Bijou Theatrical Enterprise string.

Affidavit Attests Virtues
of Pictures

Scene from the Brooklyn Strand's prcscntatio
aboveu of the f>rison scene from " Faust," as described

Espy

Has
Scheme

New

Display

Idea

to Make Public Read Advertising Proves Successful at St. Louis

THERE is one man in the U. S. A.
today, in perfect possession of good
eyesight who wears dark goggles
and an " I am blind " sign on the streets
without the slightest intention of imposing
upon the public. His name is Harry
Skyes and his residence is in Des Moines,
Iowa.
Sykes, be it known, is far from sightless. He possesses unusually good orbs
and a mental capacity that can visualize a
good exploitation stunt. So it happened
that when E. H. Helmts, manager of the
Rialto theatre, and Norman Dixon, exploitation representative at the local exchange of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation broached a plan which would afford
something out of the usual line as well as
the means for providing a little Christmas
cheer at the home hearth.
His work started a week before Christmas and eight days before " Idols of
Clay " commenced its run. On a tall stiff,
light grey derby the words were painted :
" I am blind." The sandwich sign with
which Sykes paraded around Des Moines
read : " But I would give $io to see Mae
Murray in ' Idols of Clay,' at the Rialto,
Sunday."
There was one difficulty, a rather delicate one, Manager Helmts had to contend
with in this unique exploitation. It consisted in overcoming the prejudice of his

l^atrons against the use of a physical defect for commercial purposes. Some of
the regular attendants at the Rialto theatre
complained that it was inhuman to exploit
aa box
poor office
man'sangle.
condition simply to advance
Manager Helmts had conjectured this
opposition and figured accordingly. On
the day the picture began its run Harry
Sykes was in the lobby of the theatre. The
sign that he would give a huge sum, placed
definitely at ten simoleons, to see the piclure, still remained but the hat had been
removed. So were the goggles intermittently as Sykes bowed to fhe patrons and
wished them a very happy holiday season
and hoped they would enjoy the picture.
The expression of his clear eyes left no
question as to the sincerity of his wishes.
As soon as the patrons saw through the
stunt their attitude changed. " Inhuman,"
" brutal," were adjectives that were
changed to " clever " and " neat " in their
appreciation of the stunt. It tickled them
that a Des Moines manager had been the
first one to plan such an ingenious method
of exploitation. Sykes had been obliged
to refuse numerous coins which, in the
spirit of Christmas giving, had been tendered him in pity for his supposedly sightless condition ; but he made no attempt to
dodge the kindly grins cast in his direction
when the dark plot had been revealed.

When Manager Ralph de Bruler, of the
How ard Theatre, Atlanta, started to write
his ad for the Mary Pickford picture,
" The Love-Light," he realized that all the
flamboyant phrases in the world would
leave the people more or less unimpressed.
He wanted something a little out of the
ordinary
— and be.
he But
couldn't
quitemoment
think
what it would
at the last
he hit
deal of
The
sworn

on the idea, which gained a great
interest, and cost ver\- little money.
following affidavit, signed, and
to, all in the proper manner, was

the Howard's
ad favorable
for " The comment.
Love-Light "
and
created much

HOWARD
THEATRE
MANAGEMENT MAKES
SWORN

AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF GEORGIA
COUNTY OF FTLTCV.
Personally appeared beCore mt, the undersigned.
Ralph H. DeBruler. raanaeer of tie HOWARD
THEA.TRE, »ho. being duly sworn, deposes ln<l
sets forth as follows;
That, on the 12th day of January. l?:i, he saw
In the projection room of the HOWARD THEATRE
the MARY PICKFORD pkture. -THE LOVE
That, In his opinion as an observer of motion
LIGHT."
pictures
the past
fifteen years.
LOVE
LIGHT" for
Is the
GREATEST
MARY "THE
PICKFORD
PICTURE erer made, and one of the greatest pictures ot any sort that erer came to .\tlanta:
That
slashing
rescue of the
a baby
in the slorm
teeth ofscenes,
the so, thelh» dranatk
tragedy
of death, the pathos of blindness, the hungering heart
of motherhood for her stolen chiid. the droll humor
babyheadai
cutestthattaldthese
comedy,
of barnyard
that
ever crowed
on thethescreen,
and other
heart-touching
elements
of
'THE
LOVE
LIGHT'
lift
it far above the ordinary motion picture into a class
truthrully and sincerely advise
of itsThat
ou'o.heof does
the
people
Atlanta, whether admirers ot MARY
PICKFORD or not. that they DO NOT miss "THE
LOVE
LIGHT" during
its threeFRIDAY
days' showing
THE HOWARD
THURSDAY.
AND SAT-at
URDAY of this week.
RALPH H. DEBRyLER.
Sworn ^0(Signed)
and euhscrlbe4 before me. this ISth
day ot January. 19!1.
B. F. BEXNTJTT.
Uy CWBlnloa Kzpsm AfrU M, ItH. Notary. Pablic.
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Toy

Balloons Work Well
for Wendt
Regular contributions to these columns
by Harold F. Wendt, publicity director of
the Rivoli, Toledo, go to show that that
person is stronger for stories in the news
columns of the daih' newspapers than any
other sort of publicity, as is evidenced by
the lengths to which he goes in getting this

jspace.
Now he comes through with an old idea
the " sheets.'"
withascension.
to get
lused
This time
it isresults
a balloon
The
jreason for picking this stunt is seen when
he informs us that the feature picture for
the week was HERITAGE, a story of a
friendless street urchin and one that was
particularly pleasing to the kids.
First Wendt saw the editor and circulation manager of one of Toledo's leading
dailies. The Nezvs-Bee, and showed them
how they might derive some benefit from
the stunt, in fact, impressing upon them
that they were going to get the bulk of the
iresults derived. They were strong for
janything he suggested.
So he purchased a gross of small gas
balloons and a tank of hydrogen. The
balloons were inflated and tickets good for
jone child at the Rivoli the following week
attached. They were worded to the effect that the captors of the balloons were
to be the guests of the paper. This
sounded better.
Front page stories, double column headhnes, told the story a couple days in advance— and there was plenty of copy on
the picture to be shown — right on page
c/ne. But this did not suffice. Wendt got
the names and addresses of all those who
picked up the balloons, together with a
story of how they had to climb roofs and
trees to make the capture. Hence, another
big yam in the news columns.
This is a stunt which any paper will
be only too glad to cooperate on, regardless of the size of the town or city.
Exhibitors should always consider that
probably only one-third of the tickets sent
up will show up at the theatre, as many
jalloons travel as far as fifty miles before
.hey are picked up, while others are never
Eound, as Wendt's results show.

Lobby display for " What Women
Want," originated
by the
Portland,
Ore.Star Theatre,
Hymaa

Presents

Scenes

Faust"
from
Brooklyn's revival in music and the
prediction of motion picture men that the
greatest operas and highest priced opera
stars would eventually divide honors with
the screen stars — both gained support recently at the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre, where Managing Director Edward L
Hyman provided with elaborate scenic
investure a complete scene from the opera
" Faust," sung by men and women operatic artists, who had sung the same roles
with success in grand opera houses.
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
offered the entire prison scene from
" Faust." Scenic detail and adherence to
the original operatic score were component in the operatic presentation.
The prison atmosphere was emphasized
with the straw pallet, grated windows with
a mellow yellow light streaming through.
The soloists who were designated upon
the house program and identified as to
their singing parts, appeared in correct
Faust " costume.

Exploitation on the Banks
of the Wabash
The readers of the newspapers in Lafayette, Indiana,
a town of located
about twentyfive thousand
inhabitants
on the
historic banks of the Wabash river, had
their curiosity keyed to a high pitch recently by an ominous half-page display
which appeared every day in the newspapers throughout the week of January
tenth, Monday to Saturday, inclusive, uncaption itofread
" Dangerous
Onder theMonday
as follows:Business."
" Dangerous Business " — drinking
moonshine ; it may contain wood alcohol.
in Tuesday
a ditch. — joy riding; you may wake up
Wednesday — singing " Die Wacht am
Rhein " ; you may be shot.
Thursday — talking in your sleep ; you
may be heard.
Friday — guessing the answer to this ;
you may be wrong.
And then on Saturday a full page display announcing the showing of " Dangerous Business " at the Lafayette Luna
theatre told people all about the meaning
of the mysterious teaser ads.

Artists in costume, who sang selections from " Aida " at the Brooklyn Strand theatre recently
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Carroll Tries Out Triei
and True Idea
Tom Carroll, manager of the Standar
Theatre, Cleveland, put over a big wee
in the history of the theatre with his rt
cent exploitation of The Untame

Illnstra/iiig good tisc jf cHt-outs fay " The Woman Untamed,'' flaying recently at the Standard theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Exploitation

in Connie

Talmadge's Marriage
Rudolph Benson, publicity representative for the Libson Theatre, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and W. A. Clark, exploitation man
for the Associated First National Pictures, Inc., Exchange of Cincinnati, put
over a neat bit of exploitation when they
arranged for a monster letter of congratulations to be sent to Constance Talmadge
upon her marriage to John Pialoglou.
The stunt was staged simultaneously
with the showing of '' Dangerous Business " at the Strand. It was the occasion
of her first appearance in Cincinnati since
her marriage in Greenwich, Conn., where
she was married.
An artist was employed to sketch the
letter in enlarged form. He occupied a
conspicuous place in the lobby of the theatre during the entire week. A table, with
pen and ink and a young lady attendant,
made up the balance of this novel stunt.
Over two thousand names were attached tothe letter.
His Honor Mayor Galvin of Cincinnati was the first to place his name on
the list, the letter being taken to his office
in the City Hall where newspaper photographers snapped
"
'' the Queen City
Mayor in the act of signing the missive.
The Cincinnati dailies carried stories
for several days on the stunt, also photos.
Vesey

Model Advertising Calendar
Trying to describe or reproduce advertising calendars is a job that nev^er works
ovtt well, but those who are looking for
something neat, tasty and efl^ective in this
line will find the calendar used by the
Lodi theatre of Lodi, Cal., a model.
We have not inquired of IManager F
Vesey, but feel sure that he will mail a
sample to any exhibitor who asks for one.
Mr. Vesey's calendar covers the entire
month and is very attractive.

Overline Extra Goes Well
at Lancaster
The Fulton opera house of Lancaster,
Pa., recently pulled the " green extra "
stunt for the first time in the histor}' of
the city. The picture for the newspaper
extra was " Madame X." Additional advertising was carried out on a big scale.
Banners advertising the photoplav were
placed on all street cars ; an attractive
" Madame X " display, consisting of
mounted cut-out figures, etc., was placed
in the public square ; the theatre front
was decorated in snappy fashion with cutouts, posters, photographic enlargements,
stills, etc.
A fine soloist and special orchestra were
engaged as presentation aids, the singer
rendering " Wonderful Mother of Mine,"
■' Silver Threads Among the Gold " and
" The Curse of An Aching Heart
during the court room scene. " Madame X "
made a big hit in Lancaster.

\\'oman."
Carroll started his campaign by fire
announcing the showing of Doraldina i
'■ The Untamed Woman " for the week o
January 2. Then he announced a post
ponement of the showing until the wee
of the 9th. Then he again shifted th
play date to the 16th. This kept the nam
of the play, the name of the player, an^
the name of the theatre before the publi
for three consecutive weeks, and kept th
names associated one with the other.
The week of the actual showing of th
picture, Carroll placarded his bo.x offic
and the prominent corner of the lobb\
which is conspicuous to all passers-b\
with signs descriptive of the apache dan
cer. A thrilling cut-out hung over the en
trance. Three sheet posters were place<
so as to attract the greatest amount of at
tention, and there was always an audienc
in the lobby taking a free look at then:
Inside the lobby there were more intimat
posters, such as the one showing ho\
much insurance the star carries for he
ankles.
As a result of this persistent hammer
ing on the one " wild woman " idea. Car
roll packed his house for every perfor
mance.
"Love

Light" Extras Used'
at Seattle
After having run a constructive teasei

ad
campaign
for " of
TheSeattle,
Love Light
Clemmer
theatres
Wash.," th'
th'
Clemmer and Winter Garden, blossomec
out with page displays and then bought u]
a thousand " red ink extras " for distribu
tion about the business section.
The page smash announcing the show
ing at both theatres, day and date, con
vinced Seattle people that " The Lov«
Liffht " was worth seeing.

Has

Xovclty ballyhoo stuni for " Mr. Wu " used by Pantages Louisiana theatre, New Orleans
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r/d'j- i.y //it' icav //((? Superba theatre, Los Angeles, decorated the lobby for the engagement of "Outside the Law"
Weisfeldt Makes
Use of
Sylvia Grogg Stages
Engages Boy
Soloist for
Local Celebrity
Original Prologue
Special Feature
After a vigorous newspaper campaign
E. J. Weisfeldt, manager of the Xew
For the showing of " The Branded
Strand Theatre, -Milwaukee, with the co" A Child for Sale ' opened at the Palm
1 Woman " at the Cahfornia theatre, Batheatre, Pueblo, Col. , managed by Charles
operation ofThe Milwaukee Journal, suckersfield, Cal., an elaborate oriental proH. Ernest, where
ceeded
in
having
^liss
Edith
May,
relogue was made a feature of the presentaspecial presentation
tion.
stunts had been prepared for the showing.
cently chosen as the most beautiful salesgirl in America, tell the audiences who
Mr. Ernest engaged a very clever eight! The " auction block " idea was suggested in the prologue following the theme
came to review " The Scoffer." " just how
year-old boy singer, who rendered " Who
of the picture.
A\'ants a Baby?" at each performance.
it feels to be famous."
Miss !May told the audiences all about
The young soloist was the talk of the
Several girls, costumed as Egyptiap.
town.
her being chosen as the most beautiful
!nen were led upon the stage, whicli
salesgirl in America, her subsequent trip
,\\ as set to represent a slave market. Each
One of ]\Ir. Ernest's best exploitation
mediums was advertising that all children,
to
New York, a promising offer from one
jgirl in turn was rejected by the buyer, a
whose mothers wished to attend the perman costumed as a Shiek, until finally a of the foremost film companies to become
a film star, and her experience with the
formance, would be cared for in the nurbeautiful dancing girl takes her place upon
Ziegfield productions.
ithe auction block. The Shiek is pleased
sery. These ads were headed " Bring the
[Nliss ^lay until recently lived with her
Kiddies " and resulted in many extra
with her beauty and commands her to mother
and
father
in
Monroe.
\Ms.
dollars.
dance for him. She entrances him with
her gracefulness and he signifies his wish
to purchase her by flinging a bag of coin
upon the ground. At the conclusion of
the dance she falls at his feet, as the cur;ain descends.
The prologue was done entirely in pan;omime, and the action was enhanced by
Deautiful ligfhtins: and music effects.

Hewitt

Tests Memory
His Patrons

of

A memory test stunt in which the old
;ongs are used and prizes given has been
naugurated with great success by J. C.
■lewitt, manager of the Strand theatre of
lobinson, 111.
The plan of procedure is to have the
itrand organist play snatches of the old
avorites while the audience writes down
he titles which they recognize on prepared
lanks. The winners are given passes to
ae Strand good for a month.

Xeat and attractive original banner for the sh ozviug of an episode of
Siarland theatre, Winnipeg, Canada

Bride 13 " used by the
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Vieiv of Will Morrison's lobby display for " The Mark of Zorro " when this picture played the Pantheon theatre, Chicago. Story appears belot
Morrison's Lobby Display
Deserves First Prize

Salvini Advertises **Bullet
Proof "vi^ith Tank

Above is a lobby display arranged b}W'ill Morrison, advertising manager of
the Pantheon theatre, Chicago, for the
showing of " The Mark of Zorro," that
draws a first prize for effectiveness and
artistic worth.
The cut of course does not do Mr.

Below is shown a cut of the " war tank "
which B. G. .Salvini, manager of the Lyceum theatre, New Britain, Conn., used to

Morrison's display full justice. The
lighting was a most important part of the
decorations. To the left behind the
" trees " shown a 500 watt bunch red light
was placed. To the right in the same position was a bunch of blues. The result
was a very pretty sky effect of a sunrise
breaking in the blue clouds of dawn.
Mr. Morrison's display faced the patrons as they came in and when they left
the theatre and was instrumental in bringing manv extra dollars to the box office.

putThe
over" tank
" Bullet
" wasProof."
constructed around a
motor cycle and paraded the streets, attracting no end of attention.
Mr.big.
Salvini reports that the itlea went
over
Another of Mr. Salvini's exploitation
ideas that brought great results, was for
" Lady Rose's Daughter." Four high
school girls were engaged to go about the
streets with sashes over their shoulders
which read " Lady Rose's Daughter," distributing pictures of Elsie Ferguson.
Elsie Ferguson is popular in Xew Britain and the photographs were eagerly
sought.

Freckles

That

Won't

''
for !" Dinty
Come
Youthful Off
enthusiasm
It can't b
equalled.
As evidence of this, we cite a recer
happening at Lima, Ohio.
R. M. Emig. manager of the Reger
Theatre,
wasstunts
showing
Amon
the
several
that " heDinty."'
had arrangec
was one in which he wanted a Lima yout
to Aimpersonate
" Dinty."
thorough search
of the city revealC'
the startling fact that Lima did not boaj
of a very great number of freckled faceboys,
those
did " sport
the su:
spots, and
could
not who
be induced
to '"walk
th
city streets garbed as the Xeilan here
But it was an easy matter to manufactur
freckles and that was what Emig wa
forced to do.
And therein comes youthful enthusiasn
to the fore.
The lad was secured and his duties ex
plained to him. He immediately enterec
into the spirit of the stunt with a will tha
only a ten year old ruddy faced youngste
can command.
" But I don't like the freckles yoi
give me," said the boy after Emig ha«
dressed him up to impersonate " Dinty."
" Fm goin' to get better ones." And he did
That night when the lad made his appear
;'nce. his features fairly glistened under ;
covering of freckles that would mak»
\\'esley Barrj- turn green with envy.
" Huh, I told yen" chuckled the lad

Here is a cut showing the motor cycle "tank'' zfhich B. G. Salvini used to advertise "Bullet
^roof" for ihe showing of this picture at the I.yccuin theatre. Sew Britain. Conn.

" Fve got freckles that look like freckles.'
The youngster in his eagerness to ge
" real freckles "' had dotted his face witJ
iodine.
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RothafePsPrologue
"Godless

Men"

As a prologue number for the showing
of " Godless Men '' at the Capitol theatre
this week, S. L. Rothafel has adapted portions of the opera Otello, selecting thebaritone .solo "Credo" (Tago's Creed)
whi,ch is a free translation or rather adaptation of " lago's " last speech with
" Cassio " in the second act of Shakes]jeare's tragedy " Othello " and furnishing the soloist selected for the number^
F>ertram Peacock, with a stage setting that
conforms somewhat to that required for
the first act of the opera, an angry sea
beating upon a rock bound coast.

Here is Edgar C. Duncan's lobby
decorations
" Madame
Colonial
theatre,forLincoln,
Neb. X

NovelOperatic

:hcn this ["ictiirc played the

Presentation

Edward L. Hyman Gives " Aida " With
Screen Text at Brooklyn Strand Theatre

re's preTHE Brooklyn
operas has
standndardtheat
sentations ofSti^a
been augmented by the effective and
original wa) in which Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman gave " Aida " recently,
using soloists, the orchestra and a special!}'
prepared screen text.
As the overture played the intnnluctorx
passage to the opera, the film text which
told the story of " Aida " was shot on a
gauze screen hung in front of the black
velvet cyclorama. The border lights were
in red and blue, giving the effect of the
white letters being thrown against a deq'
crimson background.
At the ])oint in the screen text which
described one of the familiar highlights of
the opera, the projector was stopped, and
at the same time this was the cue for the
soloists to appear centerstage through the
opening in the eye. The appearance of
the singer was met with a soft lemon colored over-head spot, which was snuffed
at the end of each solo, and as the singer
retired behind the curtains from whence
he or she came.
The first cue for a soloist was a passage
telling of the maiden " Aida." An excellent tenor sang " Celeste Aida," and
then there was more descriptive matter to
the accompaniment of the Strand Symphony Orchestra. Next, a soprano sang
the " O, Woe Is Me " number. The screen
text went on telling about the return of
the victorious army, and mentioned
" dancing girls." This was the cue for
the appearance of three good looking and
talented young ladies, costumed in a manner familiar to all purchasers of Turkish
cigarettes.
When the dancers went off, the screen

text continued for a few moments, and
then the quartette in the costume of the
opera sang the big finale.
This is one of the few time> that this
method of opera presentation has been
staged. It is the evolution of the old lantern slide and song stunt, but it proved to
be exceedingly ])opular with the Mark
Strand, Brooklyn audiences.

IVindoiv display secured for the

The story told in " lago's Creed " ire
which " lago " declares he was fashioned
by a cruel God who intended him for evil,,
and that he fears nothing for the conseciuences of his sins as there is nothing beyond this life, is admirably fitted to portray the creed which " Black Pawl " of the
picture pretends to have embraced. Also
the stage setting fits well with the t\pe
of picture found in " Godless Men."
The mechanics of the prologue settinghave been cleverly contrived. The soloist
dressed in a costume similar to that worn
by Russell .Simpson in the jncture stands
on an invisible platform some feet above
the stage and is silhouetted by si)ots
against darb draperies. Below the singer
just cutting his feet a film showing a
rough sea dashing against rocks is projected. From the audience the singer
looks to be standing on a rock above the
water. Except for the spot outlining the
I)erformer, all lights are dimmed and the
curtains are scarcelv discernible.

showing
of " Outside
Los Angeles

the Law

at the Superba theatre.
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Full stage view of Sid Grauman's specialty number staged at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, as described in the accompanying story
Rouda
Designs Fine
Lobby Display
New Quinine,
"Peaceful
Stunt
Water and an Valley"
Idea Does Wonders
for Manager O'Hare of the Armory Theatre
itation achievements of S. stopped selling porous plasters and perexplo
THE
O'Hare, manageir of the Armory
fumery and devoted his time to O'Hare's
theatre at Clarinda, Iowa, are not
" Peaceful Valley " spring water.
unknown to News readers. Many a story
When the show opened at the Armor}of how the show has been put over at the
there
few people in town who didn't
ry
Armo
has been told in these pages to know were
how " Hosiah " felt toward " Ward
the betterment of the industry.
Andrews." When the picture showed the
However, Mr. O'Hare now gives us the characters tasting the water at the
details of an exploitation stunt that we
" Peaceful A'alley " well, the audiences
hail as his best achievement to date and
roared with laughter. They went out and
certainly the most original idea in many
talked
aboutbox
the office
show results.
and O'Hare's
stunt,
with more
The whole
a day.
The Armory was going to play stunt cost Mr. O'Hare $7.60 and was
worth a hundred. It was exploitation de
'■ Peaceful X'alley " and Manager O'Hare
wanted to pull something new to get his luxe. It got people into the theatre who
patrons interested. Here is what he did.
\'alle}-,""
Peaceful
of " the
had never
Ray heard
or maybe,
Armory.
From a local druggist he purchased 500 Charlie
small vials like you get when you buy ten
And Mr. O'Hare passes it along for
other exhibitors to use because, as he
cents' worth of toothache medicine, and
writes, " I am greatly benefited by your
fifty cents' worth of quinine. With ordinary H.O.-2 and the quinine he made a exploitation' department and feel that I
should contribute this idea for what it is
concoction that tasted like Burdock Blood
Bitters and looked like ordinary water.
Each bottle was filled, corked and a small
If this stunt isn't used a thousand times
card attached, reading as follows:
worth."
for
putting over " Peaceful \^alley " our
guess is all wrong. Will all exhibitors
"H vou want to know how Hosiah
who use the stunt report to us bow it
Howe (Charles Ray) felt toward Ward
worked? We in turn will inform Mr.
Andrews, taste this ; also have your friends
O'Hare in the News. Practise reciprocity
taste it. It's a sample of the water found
as Mr. O'Hare does.
and
in the well at ' Peaceful Valley ' farm taste
sells for a dollar a gallon. The
lingers. The memory of ' Peaceful Valley ' at the Armory, January 28 and 29 Gets Much Publicity from
will linger longer."
Local Hockey
Match
The druggist, who possessed a sense of
humor, furnished boxes and a place for
Manager Eddie Benson of the AA'alker
the boxes and bottles to rest in his store.
Theatre, \\'innipeg, Manitoba, pulled a
novel trick, which gave the theatre much
On the box was a sign, " Free Samples.
publicity, by having as his guests at the
One."
Take
\\'alker the members of two prominent
Mr. and Mrs. Clarinda Citizen walked
local hockey teams. It was not the mere
into the drug store, saw the sign, took a inviting of the players to the theatre that
bottle, read the card, tried the water, made
brought the notoriety but the fact that
Benson offered box seats to the players
immediate
and
foolish
looked
face,
wry
a
of the winning team and seats in the gally started out to find a friend on whom
lery to the losers. This little twist to the
they could spring the new joke. The
arrangement caused a lot of talk.
druggist, who had been the first taster,

A lobby display which created a sensation in -Nlilwaukee was recently designed
by Manager H. M. Rouda, of the Merrill
theatre, for the showing of " Godless
The display was mounted above the entrance doors leading from the lobby into
the auditorium of the theatre. The mechanical effects of the display were
worked out, under Mr. Rouda's direction,
by Men."
Edward Leidoff, house electrician.
The background was a transparent
moon and cloud effect, with blue lights in
front of them to give a subdued night
light. At the bottom was a series of beaver boards, scalloped and painted to represent rough waves. These waves were on
two separate nmners, going backward and
forward, in opposite directions, to represent the sea in motion. To the left was
a lighthouse, with small windows and a
door, lighted from within with soft, amber lights. In the tower of the hghthouse
was a flashing light which played a white
rav on a miniature sailboat on rockers
which rolled with the motion of the waves.
The- unusualness and effectiveness of
this display, coupled with exploitation and
advertising stunts, attracted great crowds.
Brooklyn Strand Has Fine
Lincoln Birthday
Program
Lincoln's Birthday is being properly
celebrated at the Brooklyn Strand theatre
this week, with a special program desigjied
b\- Managing Director Edward L. H> man.
The orciiestra opens with Herbert's
'■ Grand American Fantasy." The curtain lifts, disclosing a battle field scene of
Civil War days. Off" stage the quartette
sang " Tenting Tonight." " The Battle
'mn of the Republic,' and other airs of
Lincoln's period, including Dixie."
Walter Smith, raconteur, as Lincoln, de-

livered the statesman's address. A tableau, "North and South," closed the pictorial commemoration. It revealed veterans of the north and south against a
solid background of the American flag.
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Tie-Ups

with

"For-

Two interesting tie-ups
were effected
bidden Fruit"
in Philadelphia by the Paramount organization in conjunction with the opening of
" Forbidden Fruit " at the new Stanley.
One of these was the placing of a onesheet card, with an attractive scene from
the picture in the window of a small waist
and hat show called " The Paramount
Shop." On the card was a legend stating
that this was the Paramount Shop and
that not far away the Paramount Picture,
■■ Forbidden Fruit " was just as pleasing
and full of fine raiment.
Another hook-up was with a cigar store
at Thirteenth and Chestnut streets, which
displayed a scene from the play showing
Theodore Roberts with his inevitable
black cigar, and calling attention to the
fact that in " Forbidden Fruit " he smoked
this cigar, which was also for sale in the
shop. Both shops are in the heart of the
busiest section of town, on Chestnut
street, and the window card seemed to
ers-by.
attract considerable interest from pass-

Window display whicli attracted
lot of theatre,
attentionPhiladelphia
for the "Forbidden Fruit" engagement at
the aStanley

Essays
How

as

Exploitation

Jackson

Aroused

Interest

Stunt
for

His Showing of " Once to Every Woman "
tive stills from the production, with which
BEGINNING with a series of " teas- he intended decorating his lobby. But, at
ers," which were stock cuts — small
the Constitution office, he met the editor
black circles, occupying thumbnail " amounts of space, lettered in white
of the "Screen and 'Drama Section" of
the paper, and showed the pictures to him.
with such questions as " What is it that
comes ' Once to Every Woman '? " " Is The Editor was interested, and the result
it enough that it should come ' Once to was that he gave Mr. Jackson the full
front page of the Screen and Drama SecEvery Woman' ? ", and so on, Manager
James F. Jackson, of the Tudor Theatre,
tion, on the Sunday before the picture
Atlanta, played " Once to Every Woman " opened at the Tudor, — an amount of pubto highly successful business.
licity impossible to buy, though space in
He arranged a contest with a local pri- the Constitution brings this full page to
vate school for girls, in which he gave a the value of $304.00.
prize of ten dollars for the best essay on
Across the top of the page, ran the caj)" What Comes Once to Every Woman ? " tion, " What is it that comes ' Once to
The second prize was five dollars.
Every Woman'?", which, of course, inHe also arranged a " tie-up " with a
stantly connected the page with the '' teaslocal drug-store — rather, a chain of drugers " which had been attracting daily atstores owned and operated by one man.
tention inthe three papers.
and located in three different sections of
The
lobby
front of the Tudor for that
the city. Great care was taken to provide
week was also unusually good, showing an
windows that would appeal to the particular people who spent most time in that effective use of cut-outs, and a plentiful
use of striking stills, in the lobby-frames,
neighborhood; one window, for inst.ince.
'the figure of the mother, more than lifemade a direct appeal to gii'ls of the " flap- size, cradling in her arms, four tiny, dollper " school-girl age ; another, in the shoplike cut-outs of her daughter, (who was.
ping district, made its bid for the attenof course, the character portrayed by Miss
tion of older and more serious-minded
Phillips) at various stages of her career
women, while a third claimed the atten—
the school-girl, the music-student, the
tion of men.
prima-donna and the girl who comes
The best part of the entire campaign
home — was at one side of the theatre, ^r^ '
was .something that was unexpected and
drew a great deal of attention. At the
therefore doubly apnreciated. This hapopposite
side of the lobby, was a sort or
pened when Mr. Jackson went over to the
ladder on which the girl mounted, from
Constitution, to arrange for some advertising. He carried a bundle of photographs
the age of her school-girl-hood, to her
success.
of Miss Phillips, the star, and some efifec-

Kink to "What's
New
Your Hurry " Stunt
A new kink will often send an old exploitation stunt over the barrier for a
goal. Harry Swift, exploitation representative at the Albany Exchange of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, proved the
axiom when he went to Proctor's Schenectady, N. Y., theater, to exploit " What's
Your Hurry," in cooperation with Manager Charles Goulding.
" What's Your Hurry " had been exploited from coast to coast with antispeeding campaigns, truck parades and
stolen traffic semaphores. It was the latter stunt that Swift and Goulding decided
to appropriate and stamp their own particular ti-ade-mark on.
They got hold of a police semaphore
and planted the ' What's Your Hurry "
sign in a circular disk above the " Stop "
and " Go " signs. Then, instead of replacing the sign at a traffic crossing, they
put it at the entrance to Proctor's theater.
The semaphore alternately wig-wagged
" Stop " and " Go." As prospective patrons approached the theater it signalled
'■ Stop " and the unusual sight of a traffic
semaphore in the lobby of a threater
usually meant that the impei'ative order
was obeyed. As the patron gradually
turned so as to face the lobby and the boxoffice, the semaphore changed to read
" Go."
A real honest to goodness policeman
was on duty to operate the semaphore. He
caught the idea of the exploitation early
and need
signalled
" Stop
" and
'' without
the
of cues
from
back" Go
stage.
That the unique exploitation, new to
Albany, got the city's undivided attention,
goes without saying.
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IF there ever has been an exploitation
drive in a town of less than 10,000
population that will rival in effectiveness and small cost the publicity campaign
recently put over in Putnam, Connecticut,
then there are tzvo campaigns that mcru
the attention of such showmen as are alA\ ays read}- to learn what to do to increase
box office receipts. However, the " other "
campaign has not as yet been brought to
light. As a result, Jacob Alpert's Victory
Theatre campaign deserves the spot-liglit
all by itself.
Jacob Alpert is manager of the \'ictory
'J'heatre at Putnam. And although Manager Alpert modestly confesses that only
a few of the devices he used to put over
" the
Go and
" werefrom
original,
and trade
that
rest Get
were Itculled
various
journal sources," it is fitting and proper
that he should be recognized for his showmanship in assembling the various stunts
and j)utting them into one, big, reconlbreaking campaign.
It is a matter of interest to note that all
reference to " Go and Get It " \vas kept
from the lobby of the \^ictory until the
production actually began its run. This is
contrary to the policy of the Victory, since
advertising in the form of posters and cutouts is displayed in the lobby long before
runs are definitely scheduled.
In handling his newspaper display advertising, Mr. Alpert was forced to take
into consideration the fact that the two
new.spapers in Putnam are weeklies, one
being published on Wednesday and the
other on Friday. Accordingly, the opening teaser ad for " Go and Get It " appeared in the Friday paper. The ad
showed a line-cut of a railroad train going
nt mile-a-minute speed. Only the words

in

Small

Town

Picture

News

Showmanship

Conn., Exhibitor Gives " Go and Get It "
Big Town Exploitation Campaign
" Go and Get It " completed the ad.
Matters were left to rock along by themselves over Saturday and Sunday; but on
Monday morning between midnight and
4 a. m., Mr. Alpert's men were on a secret
mission in the business and residential districts, slipping blue cards bearing the mysterious "Go and Get It " phrase under
every door. This stunt had never before
been done in Putnam. It started a flood
of inquiries. Newspaper telephones began ringing, but the Obserz'cr and Patriot
staffs were " in " on the stunt and revealed
no information.
On the Wednesday following the Monda}- morning on which the entire city
found its official doorstep favored with a
" Go and Get It " card, the Observer appeared with three teaser ads. One ad
showed the snarling ape-man and carried
on the title of the picture for word matter.
The other again showed the speeding railroad train. The other merely carried the
title. The Observer commented editoriallv on Page One regarding the mystery.
The next day, Mr. Alpert distributed
10,000 paper bags to his friends among the
grocery store proprietors. The bags
varied in sizes from a quarter-of-a-pound
to two pounds. This was on Thursday
and as yet the mysterious " Go and Get
It " had not been tied up with the theatre
or identified in any manner whatsoever.
To the Putnam Patriot which appeared
the next day was accorded the honor of
announcing what " Go and Get It " meant.
This ad which set the puzzled minds of
Putnam folk at rest was a three-column
bv eleven inch display which was entitled
'■ If P. T. Barnum Were Advertising ' Go
and Cict It.' " .Xml the ad certainlv was a

glowing tribute to Mr. Barnum's use of
the superlative. The Patriot also published a cracker jack news story on the
opening of the production.
The free paper bags kept the public inwith respectand
to "onGo Monday
and Get and
It "
during formed
Saturday,
Tuesday
and
Thursday preceding
of the run the
of \\'ednesday
the picture, Mr.
Alpert sent out a freckled faced lad canying
a signbywhich
madea pass
capital
boy's
freckles
offering
to of
the the
Victory
to an}' boy who possessed as many.
Ramsey

Used

Teaser

for "DanCampaign
Howard G. Ramsey, manager of the
gerous Business"
Royal theatre. El Dorado, Kansas, writes
that he has just put over his most successful teaser campaign, the picture being
" Dangerous Business.''
The picture played EI Dorado, an importantandoil town,
when
chants
oil menduring
were anottime
enjo}
ing merv^ry
good business.
Several days before " Dangerous Business " w-as due to open, the local papers
carried a series of all cap, single column
display ads as follows :
" Bankers : Dangerous Business is
Coming. Merchants : Dangerous Business is Coming. Oil !Men : Dangerous
Business is Coming." The teasers excited
a great deal of curiosity due to the industrial depression and when Mr. Ramsey
announced his current attraction, all of
El Dorado was sold into the idea of seeing
the picture.
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1" O make clear the arrangements between the Kineto Company of America, Inc.,
and the National Exchanges,
Inc., it was announced this
week by the Kineto Company
that the contract between
them concerns only the Kineto Review. The National
Exchanges, Inc., will distribute a series of 52 Kineto Reviews. These will be the
first 52 subjects of the permanent film library, " The Living Book of Knowledge."
Ultimately the library will
be arranged in alphabetical
form just as an encyclopedia
of printed matter is arranged,
but for the purposes of release to motion picture exhibitors itwill be arranged numerically.

SALES

AND

PURCHASES
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AND

EXPORT
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M.D.Crandall
Joins
Equity
Well Known
Exploitation Man to
Aid Exhibitors With Young Series
MILTON
L). CRANDALL,
one same capacity in the nui of
of the best
known and most
Homer's ' Odyssey.' His next
successful exploitation and publicity achievements were in behalf of the
man of the country, has joined the
productions ' Cleopatra,' ' Buffalo
Equity staff. His duties will em- Bill's Wild West' and James K.
brace every angle of assistance in Hackett in ' The Prisoner of
the exploitation of Clara Kimball
hands with MontYoung productions, particularly the Zenda.' gomeryJoining
inexploitation
Jacksonville, director
Fla., he for
became
the
last two, " Midchannel " and
" Hush." The news of Crandall's Kleine's ' The Last Days of
connection with Equity comes at the Pompeii.' He then followed in the
end of several months of standing wake of Kalem's sensation ' From
invitations extended to him l)y
Joseph I. Schnitzer, head of Equity, the Manger to the Cross.' Returning to New Y'ork he handled the
to sign up as exploitation director.
Chicago Tribune's war film ' The
Crandall state-right interests in German
the War.'
later
Cleveland and Cincinnati delayed startled Side
New ofYork
and theHe entire
his acceptance till recently.
England territory by his effec' Milt ' Crandall's career in ex- New tive
handling of the Marjorie Sterploitation and publicity is marked rett Battleship
movement fostered
Arrow Does More Busi- by a series of achievements. It by the New York Tribune and attracting national attention. In
ness Than in 1920
was
of ' Mickey
' in
Ohio hisandadvertising
Pennsylvania
that first
Missouri, Crandall scored another
p. B. Dana, sales manager of the brought the attention of the na- triumph with his campaign on the
Arrow Film Corporation, is away on
tional producers to the necessity and
a southern trip and will be on the value of adding exploitation men Universal production ' Where are
My
Children,'
he followed
in
road for the next two weeks. to their staffs, it is claimed.
Nebraska
and which
Oklahoma.
One of
Crandall is said to have inaugu- his outstanding personal successes
Owing to a temporar\- shift in sperated the era of picture exploitation was connected with his campaign
cial representatives, E. R. Champion, who has been covering this years ago, when the first spectacular
southern territory, has been called feature ' Dante's Inferno ' was re- on ' The Whip.' His last crowning
to New York, and Mr. Dana is
leased. Associated with Joseph P. effort, which brought Crandall national fame in the film industry as
making this trip to clean up some Collins and Arthur Fearery, he unodds and ends, and close out some
dertook the task of lecturer and well as the country at large, was his
territory on a number of pictures. press-agent for the film in the state work on ' Mickey ' in Ohio and
Notwithstanding the fact that of Pennsylvania. He occupied the Pennsvlvania.
there is more or less talk concerning a slack period in the motion
picture business. Mr. Dana states
Picture
on
Busy
that business with Arrow is away Salient
ahead of last vcar at this time.
Feature, Starring Muriel
Ostriche, is Nearing Completion
*' Gun Runners" is New WORK on the first feature, the cials ot the company expressed
title of which has not yet themsehes as well pleased with the
S. B. C. Western
been announced, of Salient Films, progress of the first production and
" The
Gunnewest
Runners
'' is
ed un- stale that from every angle the picis rapidly being
title
of the
release
on the
the Inc., der
ture looks like a winner. President
the direction ofcomplet
J. Charles
"C.Star
Ranch
Western
"
series.
Davis,
2nd.
This
is
the
first
of a Goosman and Vice President Weeks
Edward Hatton is the featured series of ten five-reelers to be made
visited the studio and watched the
player in this two-reel Western by Salient during 1921, and stars filming of the final interior scenes,
thriller, which marks the sixth pic- Miss Muriel Ostriche who is ably afterwards viewing the film on the
ture^ of the series that is being re- assisted by a strong supporting cast, screen, and are most enthusiastic
leased by the C.B.C. Film Sales headed by Walter Miller. The role over the picture.
Corporation.
of the heavy is interpreted h\
Every attention has been paid to
Prints of " The Gun Runners " Harold Foshay, whose work in Ed- detail, and each part, no matter
have just been received at the
gar Lewis productions stamped him how small, has been carefully cast
C. B. C. New York offices, from the as one
of the foremost character
Jack W. Brown, who is assisting
Coast, and are being edited and actors of the present day. Others by
Mr. Davis in the direction. The
titled.
in the cast are John Hopkins. photography of Paul H. Allen is
Helen Courtney, Dorothy Black- said to be remarkably fine and it
burn, Wreath Maclntyre, Fred is rumored that several innovations
Soskin in New York
Nichols and William Armstrong.
will be seen when the final print
The company is now engaged in is shown. \\'ork is expected to he
Ike Soskin of Soskin Photoplays
on exteriors next week,
of Toronto, Canada, spent the earl}' making exterior scenes, having com- completed
part of the week in New York,
pleted the interiors this week. Olli- when the cutting will be started.
looking over various pictures, etc.
He made his headquarters with
SINGLE REEL IN FILMLAND
GREATEST
Nat Lcvine of Plymouth Pictures,
Inc., who renrcsents him in New
York.
Snapshots"
"Screen

Field
AND

V I E IV S

Walter E. Greene Visits
Exchange Centres on
Way to the Coast

TER
dent E.of GREE
WALpresi
Walthe NE,
greene Film Corporation, left
New York last week on an
extended trip of the country,
which will embrace a visit to
centres
every large dexchange
of the Unite States. During
e will
Green
tjiis trip
ntion
that at-is
conve
tend theMr.
being held by the Federated
Film Exchanges of America
in San Francisco.
It is Mr. Greene's intention
to include a visit to Los Angeles in his present itinerary
and to confer with several independent producersofcovering the distribution
their
product throughout the
world.
Mr. Greene will not return
to New York City until the
early part
inasmuch as he ofwillMarch,
visit many
southern exchange centres,
including Atlanta.
The 'Walgreene Film Corporation is at present marketing the product of several
well known independent producers and it is their intention
to expand their organization
to include several producing
units, thereby guaranteeing to
state rights exchanges an ample tions
supply
of quality producfor distribution.

Rapid Progress Made on
"The Unfoldment"
George H. Kern is starting on
his third week in the production of
■' The Unfoldment," with Florence
Lawrence and William Conklin as
the featured players.
\\'ork is being rushed on the interior settings at the Hollywood
studios in order that the entire
company can leave for Mexico City
within the next two weeks.
In l^'nfoldmcnt,"
Geo. H. Kern's
production.
"The
William
Conklin is cast in a part that gives him
splendid
opportunity' His
for transition
development of character.
from the callow college youth to
the hardened cynical man of the
world, and thence to that of an unselfish man, laboring only for his
fellow man, is said by those who
are viewing its daily run of film at
the Hollywood studios, to be one of
the most remarkable specimens of
pantomime acting ever shown.
The cast includes also .\lbert
Prisco,
Lydia
Knott, Willis L. Robards and
others

Motion
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" Broken Wing " Rights
Not Sold
in
April
EPORTS
to the effect
the so-called Sherman plan,
First Picture As Yet that
presMAN,Produ
A. of SI^R
that screen rights to
HARRY ident
with its many advantages to the
cSherman
"The Broken Wing," the
exchange and the exhibitor, which
tions Corporation, has comUndecided, States
pleted his production plans on the
by many was regarded as being too
play successfully drawing on
Producer
altruistic
ever
to
become
a
reality,
Broadway, had been disposed
Coast and will shortly return East
of was denied last week by
to arrange for the distribution of
is, on the contrary, an entirely practical proposition.
According to Max E. Nazur,
Lee Kugel. While a number
an- treasurer
his product, according to an an
of Sherman Productions
of concerns have been said to
nouncement made at the Sherm
" While perhaps it does more to
be dickering for the rights to
Corporation, the decision, as to standardize picture costs for the
offices early this week.
this, as yet, according to
It was further definitely an- which of these productions will be exchange and the theatre than any
nounced that the first Sherman pic- chosen for the initial release, will other system yet put into practice,
Kugel,made.
no disposition has
ture would be released the third have to wait the return of Presi- it is so eminently fair and equitable
been
dent Sherman to New York, and to them, that on first examination
Monday in April, although whether
unpractical from the pro- Screen Attractions, Inc.
this picture would be " Man and this selection will be governed it seems ducer's
standpoint.
largely, by the wishes of the franWoman," which was written and chise-holders.
" We are confident, however, that
Formed in Buffalo
produced with an all-star cast by
Charles A. Logue for Sherman
It is expected also that an im- we shall soon prove to the indusScreen Attractions, Inc., is the
try
that
it
is
the
best
method
yet
portant
announcement
will
be
made
Productions Corporation, and was
name of the new franchise idea
following his arrival evolved to give an absolutely fair just launched by C. P. Saunders,
originally scheduled as the com- immediately
of each the
picture's
profits the
to former manager of Famous Picpany's initial offering, or one of the in New York regarding future division
concerned,
producer,
other productions which President Sherman activities on the Pacific all
tures Sales Company of Buffalo
distributor
and
the
exhibitor.
Coast.
Sherman has had under way since
and Albany. The new corporation,
In announcing the date of the
the first of the year, could not be
" Personally, I look forward to which has headquarters at 257
first
positively ascertained.
said : Sherman release, Mr. Mazur manj' other independent producing Franklin street, Buffalo, will reconcerns following the lead of
It was stated, however, that the
lease 24 features on a percentage
" With the announcement of the Sherman Productions Corporation of cost franchise basis, first-class
first release might be any one of
four attractions, all of which have date for our first release, Sherman within a few months after we have houses paying a maximum of $100.
been completed, which Sherman Productions Corporation has come blazed the way, for, as a matter of for three days ; second-class, S30 t
Productions Corporation now have to the place where it can at last fact, only by so doing can they for two days; third-class, $15 for |
demonstrate even to the doubters actively compete with us.
ready.
one day. and fourth-class, $10 for I
one day. The percentage of cost |
in most cases, Mr. Saunders says,
will run mucli lower than the maximum. All contracts will carry a
cancellation clause enabling exhibiBetter
Foreign
Market
Seen
tors to cancel attractions if not enAmerican market.
tirely satisfied. The first release of
STRIKING evidence that the Cromelin Finds Out'■ The importation of foreign- four features already purchased
foreign film markets are recovmade films," said Mr. Cromelin. will be announced shortlv. One
ering and that conditions in
look for Exporters
these territories are returning to
'■ will be a real step ternatowards
the in- and two-reel comedies will be retionalization of the motion
leased on the same basis later on.
Greatly Improved
nincingh- demo
conv
normal,stratedis
picture industry. Commonly rethis week by a statement by
and
this
has
necessarily
acted
as
a
Paul H. Cromelin, president of the stimulus in foreign trading. While
garded as the ' universal language,'
picture should be uniInter-Ocean Film Corporation, one exchange is by no means normal, \the
Irving
Lesser
to^Star
ersalmotion
in scope.
Wheeler
Oakman
of the largest distributors of there is e\ ery reason to beliex c that
■' Importing productions made
American-made films and motion the recent activity is a forerunner
abroad will promote reciprocity and
After having appeared in featpicture acces.ssory products in for- to a rise in exchange.
assist in settling the problem of
ured
roles in some
of productions,
screenland's
eign market
most
successful
photo
Air. Cromelin endorsed whole- international exchange — and the
word
is
received
from
Wheeler
Mr. Cromelin, who is well known
heartedly the policy of importing
of this all-important quesin foreign film circles by virtue of the product of Great Britain, Ger- settling
tion is one of the greatest, if not Oakman, husband of Pricella Dean,
his long association with motion
many and other countries whose the greatest problem that faces us will now shine as an individual
star.
picture projects of an international productions are suitable for the
Mr. Oakman has been signed by
nature, is thoroughly at home in
at the present time."
matters affecting the foreign film
Irving M. Lesser and will make
market.
pictures under the Irving Lesser
productions banner.
Answering a query as to the Russell
Can
See
Mr. Lesser announces that OakNo
Slump
status of the foreign market at the
man will have his own studio which
present time, Mr. Cromelin said:
will be the second production unit
Chicago
Independent,
Back from
" It is obvious that the foreign
under Lesser's control. AccordCoast,
Calls Rumors
market is at present not as good as
Propaganda
ing to the producer, Oakman will
it might be. This is of course due
industry
on
a
more
stable
foundabe starred in a series of Western
RUSSELL of Russell- tion.
to the unprecedented conditions WD.
• Grcixer-Russell recently reknown as the " Bronco
which resulted from the recent
'■ Starting right now, each person pictures
turned from a trip to the studios of
Boy " series. That is the character
world war. Despite the fact that California, where he went to ar- in the motion picture
industry which Oakman made famous in his
the past year was one of the most
range for future productions to be should appoint himself a committee portrayal of the faro player in
of one to fight the crepe hanging " The Spoilers."
perilous which the American ex- handled by his concern.
Mr. Russell was on the Coast for propaganda that has been circulatporter ever faced, the foreign market as a whole presents a promis- some time and during his stay had
ing. The way to fight fire is with
ing outlook for the coming year.
the opportunity to investigate at fire. Each one concerned in the
the 1921
ClarkTHE firstleases
of which
their
reCornelius Corporation will
" I am optimistic and look for- first hand rumors current regarding motion picture business should make
ward to a readjustment of condi- the slowing up of productions. up his mind to face the future with
offer on the independent marentire confidence and with a smile.
tions within the very near future. I
ket will be the Jane Novak
about Mr.
the seriousbase this statement on the strength W'hen nessquestioned
of the reports,
Russell The constantly repeated murmur of
of recent transactions which have made the following statement:
good cheer and a hard slap on the
spectacle,
" Hearts
Aflame."
This picture
has been
made
been made by the company of which
in six reels.
" There has been an insidious hack and the spirit of optimism is
I am heard. During the past four propaganda of pessimism circulat- all that is needed to keep the wheels
The cast in addition to fifmonths the foreign market has
ing all over the film industry of oiled, things moving as they should
teen principals, contains sevtaken a decided turn for the better, late months. There are rumors of — at a normal, logical and legitimate
eral thousand supernumeraand its effects have been felt per- slumps, unemployment, and other
ries. Sets also are on a big
ceptibly by the Inter-Occan Film disagrccalilc situations being carried
"
If
every
exhibitor,
every
direcscale and the entire producCorporation in renewed activity in through \arious channels to those
tion has been built along
tor, every producer, and every exmarkets which have been practi- concerned in the motion picture in- gait.
change man will repeat to himself,
most lavish lines.
and
to
those
he
comes
in
contact
cally closed until now.
" Hearts Aflame " has been
dustry. I have personally dis"To determine the status of the
covered a great deal of this propa- with,
the
simple
sentence:
'There
selected
by S. J. Rollo, genforeign market at the present time,
ganda and a great deal of these are no bad times. The future looks
eral manaeer of the Clarkone must needs study the recent rumors to be unfounded. There is great.' We will shortly find ourCorneliu'i Corporation for the
selves traveling at a clip that will
initial offering of the year by
activity in the exchange market. no slump, but there is a pause to
Vis comnanv.
The pound sterling and the French take a fresh breath and start in tions.
come up to our fondest expectafranc have increased in valuation. on new roads to build up a finer
Sherman

to
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Billy West is Popular
Southwest

in

According to reports in the hands
of the Joan pubhcity department
the Southwest has gone on record
as solidly in support of West — the
Joan comedian.
William Underwood of Specialty
Films, Dallas, who distributes the
series of twelve two-reel comedies
in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
conceived the novel idea of introducing his Billy West comedies to
his exhibitors by means of a popularity test, in which the candidates
were exclusively screen comedians.
With every new contract on the
Billy West series, Underwood presented his exhibitors with the plan
for a popular vote by the exhibipatrons on The
theirtestfavorite
screen tors"
comedian.
which
has just come to a close ran for
five week'; in the leading towns of
the three Southwestern states. West
led in some of the smaller towns
and headed the list of independent
comedians.
Underwood managed the vote as
follows : Through his regular channels the exhibitor would announce
the comedy contest. The opening
of the match was always scheduled
simultaneously with the presentation of the first Billy West tworeeler, " Sweethearts." The posters,
window-cards, and other advertising media on Billy West carried an
announcement of the local contest.
Patrons were asked to judge the
merits of the leading screen comedians on the strength of their recent pictures. This made it necessary for every patron to visit his
local theatre and see the latest picture.
Enthusiastic Reception
for Price Feature
The unusual number of inquiries
that Mr. C. B. Price, president of
the C. B. Price Co., Inc., has received on his preliminary announcement of " Your Daughter — and
Mine," which he is marketing on
the state right plan, is, according to
an announcement from the offices of
that company, the most spontaneous
reply that Mr. Price has ever received on any picture during his
entire career in the motion picture
business.
This picture has been adapted
from the Stanley Houghton play
■' Hindle
" which
put
over
to a Wakes
big success
bothwas
abroad
and in this country. In America
it was produced by William A.
Brady and during its run on the
stage was highly endorsed by the
Drama League of America.
Oletzky and Warren Buy
Fanny Ward Feature
" She
Played
Paid," the
fivereel
Fanny
Wardand feature
released
by Joan on the state-right market
some time ago, was bought for distribution in their respective territories by Peter Oletzky, head of the
Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore, for Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia,
and by Frank Warren of the
Standard Film Exchange of Kansas
City, for Kansas.

First Morante
Horizon

Has

Five

Reeler

Comedy

Is Completed
The first efforts of Milburn Mprante, as star and producer of his
own comedies will be ofi'ered for
the approval of exhibitors and the
picture public soon when the
comedian's initial picture, an" Politics,"
is turned nounced
ox erundertothethetitle,
Federated
Exchanges, Inc., for distribution. The
picture has entered its final stages
of production
the Cal.,
company's
studios
in Long at
Beach,
and is
now tionbeing
prepared
for
introducon the state rights market.
Four weeks and three days were
consumed in the filming of the
story and the producers, it is said,
have spared no effort to place on
the market 1,000 feet of clean
comedy entertainment.
Tom Gibson, formerly director
for Gale Henry, Hank Mann and
other funsters, directed the first
Morante comedy.

Backer Announces Talmadge Feature in Addition to 14 Two-Reelers
In announcing the first Norma
ge apWITH Norma
pearing both Talmad
as the mother Talmadge feature to be offered by
and the daughter in the story a his company, Mr. F. E. Backer
five-reel special re-issue is an- said : " Dealing with the sensational
nounced by Horizon Pictures, Inc., and interesting subject of prenatal
for immediate release to independ- influence and presenting Norma
ent exchanges. The drama, which Talmadge in what I consider two
.is by D. E. Ackerly, was adapted to of the greatest acting roles that a
the screen by Arthur C. Lichty, and star could possiljlv essa}'. I think
staged by Van Dyke Brooke. It Horizon Pictures has a special prodeals with the subject of prenatal
duction in ' A Daughter's Strange
influence and is entitled " A Daugh- Inheritance,' which will be welcomed by exhibitors in every terter's Strange Inheritance." The
two roles played by Norma Talritory and I expect to see independmadge are said to give her a
ent exchanges in all parts of the
splendid opportunity for power- country handling it in a very short
ful emotional acting. The part of time as it is ready for release now
the mother runs through the first and will be launched immediately.
two reels when the main theme of
Mr. Backer recently announced a
the story is carried for three more series of two-reel subjects in which
reels to an intensely dramatic cli- Norma Talmadge is the star. There
max by Norma Talmadge as the arc fourteen in the series, three
daughter who has inherited, in ad- of which are now ready and all of Sunrise Pictures Finds
dition to riches, beauty and talent,
dangerous habits which promise to which will be released at regular
Business Good
two-week intervals.
spell her ruin.
Several deals for the states right
sale on the first Sunrise Pictures
Corporation release, " The Price of
New
Federated
Announced
Silence " starring Peggy Hyland, is
reported by S. Rubenstein, New
York Exchange manager, who just
" Servant in the House," Based
returned from a three days trip to
on Stage Play, for Early Release
the Philadelphia and Washington
Hugh Ryan Conway, director of territory. Another deal involving
" is
that Federated
Film Exchanges
many well'
known film successes,
ces
oun
ann
WILEY
states is also reGE
GEOR
of America, Inc., has acquired the the director of " The Servant in the NewportedEngland
about to be closed.
distribution rights to the film ver- the House," and he has followed
" If there is a business slump,"
sion of Charles Rann Kennedy's as closely to the original story as said President Max Carnot, " our
famous play, " The Servant in the possible.
The picture was produced under sales force can't seem to find it.
House,"
which Henry
Miller
scored a insensational
success
on the personal supervision of O. H. We've had offers from practically
every territory in the country and
Broadway about ten years ago.
Davis, who is personally responsi- we
will probably announce sales
ble for the selection of the splendid
The exploitation possibilities of
" The Servant in the House " are cast. Jack Curtis, rated among the soon for the larger slices."
said to be unique because of the screen's best character actors,
fact that this play is one of the
plays the Peil,
role who
of theis " well
Drainman."
known Mermaid Comedies Are
most widely known dramas of re- Edward
Well Under Way
cent years. " The Ser\ ant in the for the work with D. W. Griffith,
and Jack Gilbert, one of the recent
House,"
originally
produced
at
the
Savoy theatre in New York by
After a vacation of three weeks,
Henry Miller, has been on tour leading men to turn director, are made possible by being ahead in
prominent
in
the
cast.
Others
inthroughout LInited States and Canclude Jean Gersholt, Harvey Clark, production, Lloyd Hamilton and
ada for more than ten years, and it
Adams have both started
is estimated that more than one Zenaide Williams, Clara Horton, Jimmie
work on New Mermaid
Anderson, Anna Dodge and to
million persons have seen the play ilDClaire
Comedies
under the direction of
ick
Rosson.
on the stage.
Jack White at the Glendale, Calif,
studios. The Adams picture which
is promised as a burlesque on the
westerner will be released through
Educational Exchanges the last
week in March and the next HamilCanyon's
Big
Press
Book
Advertising Accessories on Picton comedy in April. This will
bring the total of Mermaids up to
tures One Reason
for Success
eleven.
Goldstein. These press books were
ACCORDING
to Joseph
Gold-of written with the one purpose in
stein and Jack
Weinberg
the Canyon Pictures Corporation, view of giving to the exhibitor, not
poration of New York,
SUNRISE
one of the reasons why their con- only an intimate insight into the
announces thePictures
release Cordate
cern has had a successful history picture, but professional advertisfor
the
Greater
New
York
ing and press matter. Mr. Goldis the high quality of the advertisterritory, of its first appearstein who has had large interests
ing matter which has been issued
on each of the Canyon productions. in motion picture theatre enterindependent special, " The
prises insisted that the exploitation
The great measure of success
Price of Silence," starring
which has attended the series of department of the Canyon Pictures
PeggyTheHyland,
February
21.
featureon has
been
Corporation
carry
on
its
operation
Franklyn Farnum pictures is due
with
the
single
idea
of
supplying
heralded
by
several
hundred
to a large degree to this policy, it
twenty-four sheet stands,
is claimed. The six pictures which the busy exhibitor with prepared
comprise this series of productions material which he could use withpublicity in all the New York
have selection of lobby display
out change or alteration.
newspapers, and has been
aided by a teaser campaign.
scenes which are not surpassed by
The latest press book to be isany other concern, while the paper
Following the release of its
sued
by
the
Canyon
Pictures
Corpon these pictures represents a small
first
picture. Sunrise anoration
is
on
Franklyn
Farnum
in
fortune.
nounces that the purchase of
" The Hunger of the Blood." This
another
big production with
Perhaps the greatest item of ex- publication
was
written
by
Mr.
a famous woman star will be
pense is the series of press books
made public.
which were published under the Goldstein and a well known exploipersonal direction of Joseph M.
tation man.
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Kineto Review Addec
to Strand Program
Charles
Urban's releases pub
"Raw
Material''
Relief
Drive
lished by the Kineto Company o
the
fact
that
they
do
not
need
of
relief
the
America, Inc. are now playing i
Exhibitors
Asked to
THE Sociely for
money, but do need raw materials. all the major first run houses o:
n and chilthe starvining wome
dren Austria and Central
All
members
of
this
society
are
Aid Relief Society
Broadway and in the Marj
Europe have adopted a unique plan
giving their services gratis. Every- Strand, Brooklyn.
in
Its
Work
thing connected with same must be
of procedure in covering the movThe last link was forged thi '
a free offering. There is no money
ing picture theatres throughout the
United States.
farmer, the merchant, and others to available for circularizing, advertis- week when Joseph Plunkett gav
over a unit of his program at th'
They have had published and now furnish them with raw materials to
ing, etc. The photographic supple- Strand Theatre, New York, t(
ready for distribution an eight send to Central Europe, so that
ment has been donated by a certain " Thrills," a Kineto Review.
starving people may have tools concern, and the slides by another.
page Tri-Colored Photo Supple- those
S. L. Rothafcl has been runninj
If the exhibitor will forward Tiis quite a number of Kineto Review
ment, showing many interesting to work with.
scenes of the exact conditions in
The society desires that the ex- name, theatre and address, the so- at the Capitol; so has Edwarc'
ciety will immediately get in touch Hyman at the Strand in Brooklyn i
hibitors throughout the country disEurope and comparing the situaplay either in the lobby or in a with him forward to him the neces- New York Strand is now added tc
tions "over there " with those over
here. This supplement has been window adjacent a copy of this
sary authority, slide and supplement the list.
made up at a great expense and will photogravure supplement. They with a detailed letter of instructions, etc.
be more than interesting to all who will appoint the exhibitor as their
see it. A slide is also available official agent in that vicinity to colNames should be forwarded to Tie-Up With. Publishei
lect the raw material from his James B. Kelly at 500 Fifth avc.,
calling attention to the Pictorial
Planned by Price
patrons this raw material may be New York, or to Mr. Kelly, care of
Supplement.
An additional piece of co-opera-i
This Relief Society is not asking anything from, a spool of thread to the Austrian Relief Society, 261
the Exhibitor to contribute money, a bale of cotton, they desire that Madison ave., New York City. Mr. tion which Pricefilms Inc. will ren-j
nor are they asking his patrons to the exhibitor run the slide upon his Kelly is taking charge of the mov- der the purchasers of their latest re- 1 t
%
contribute money, but they are screen calling attention to the hu"Your Daughter And Mine'
picture end of this drive for lease,
mane mission of the societv and to raw ing
which was adapted from the Stanmaterial.
pleading with the manufacturer, the
ley Houghton stage play " Hindlc
Wakes,'
be a co-operative
selling andwill
advertising
arrangement
with the publishers of the book
which has been put out on the play.
Negotiations are now going forward
Dominant's
Production
Plans
their demands.
between C. B. Price, president of 31
al hundred replies
THEwhichsever
The demand for snappy comedy Pricefilms Inc. and the John W.(
have come to hand on Questionaire to Guide
of feature length will be met with Luce Co. of Boston, Mass., pubthe Dominant questionnaire
Company in Filling
lishers of the book, for a coa specially produced comedy of fiveentitled, " What Do You Want In
operative exploitation campaign be-,
reel
length,
with
a
well-known
1921 ?" will shortly bear fruit in the
theatres that play xht piccomedy star as the featured player. tween turetheand the
Buyers' Wants
sed
ction
company's
propo
produ
aclocal book stores in
tivities during the coming year.
When full details of this produc- the city where the picture is being
tion
are
announced
it
will
come
as
Jacques
Kopfstein,
general
manager
"Hitherto," states Dominant, "the
independent market has been the of the Dominant Pictures has made a pleasing surprise to the independent market and one which will plajed.
dumping ground for such pictures throughout the country, will, it is
as did not come up to the standard said, inspire all future activities in prove that this type of film is in
"Sport Pictorial" in
or were rejected by the program the marketing and distributing of great demand.
Capitol Theatre
I
distributor. Instead of building up film product handled by that comA series of Western and Northwestern feature productions, for
the independent market by giving it pany.
Grantland Rice's Sport Pictorials P
The pronounced demand for which such a keen demand exists which are being produced by Jack I
merchandise which could compete
successfully with program material, " big " productions will be met with throughout the entire country, has Eaton and distributed by the Arrow \
most of the feature productions the release during the next month induced the contracting with one of Film Corporation, are playing in i
were second rate material that of a screen version of Edgar Sel- the greatest of all fiction writers for some of the best theatres in the ,
would play only the so-called wyn's play, " Lonely Hearts," star- a series of six stories from his pen. United States, announces the disThe requests for short subjects
ring Kay Laurell, the noted queen of
' shooting gallery ' type of theatre.
tributors. For instance, " Leading
The Dominant Pictures has inaugu- the Follies. John O'Brien, who has consisting of two-reel outdoor pic- a Dog's Life," the latest release, has
directed
Mary
Pickford
and
other
tures
and
one-reel
comedies
will
be
rated a policy of making special
played all this week at the Capitol
screen stars, has fin- satisfied by the release of a series theatre, New York. This is the
features directly for the independ- well known
ished
the
active
directorial
activities
of
two-reel
dramas
to
be
known
as
fourth release to play at the Capitol
ent exchange. Few so-called film
producers are interested to know on this production. Kathcrine Hil- " Western Star Dramas " and a unit theatre.
liker
has
been
entrusted
with
the
of twelve single-reel comedies to be
just what class of picture an inde" The New York Times," in retitling of the film. When finished known as " The Newly Wed Series." \ ie\ving
the Capitol bill last Sunday,
pendent exchange can handle."
in which
Rosemar\Theby
and
The questionnaire which supple- it will be the first production prom- Harrv
stated
that
" The brightest feature
Mvers
are
featured.
ised the independent market to meet
mented the last three trips with
on the Capitol bill this week is
Grantland Rice's Sport Pictorial."
Joan

Callahan
Film Co. is
Formed in N. J.
loses thread is intense because of its
Jimmy Callahan, head of the
Chappie Production of simple strength, is the claim. There Jimmy Callahan Film Co., and
the series of Jimmy Calare no side plots to distract atten- star oflahan
Poe Poem for IndeComedies which are being
tion and the continuitj' is clear
throughout.
offered by Robert W. Priest, presipendent Field
dent of The Film Market, Inc..
announces the formation of a
The is original
beauty
of
Poe's
poem
preserved
in
the
titling
of
Stearns as Colonel Lee ; Ben Grauer
underJersey
the
Lee.' The famous stanzas $500,000.00
laws of the corporation
State of New
who impersonates David Martin as 'ofAnnabel
the
piece
are
quoted
to
describe
a child ; Arline Blackburn in the the scenes that follow. There are to take care of the financing of
his activities.
character of Annabel Lee as a
scenes that are inchild ; and Ernest Hilliard as David also ball-room
troduced during the period that
Grainger.
Colonel Lee arranges brilliant social Aywon Film Moves to
' Annabel Lee ' is a simple, whole- gatherings in his home to entertain
some love-tale and abounds in color- his daughter while David is away.
Larger Offices
ful native scenery. Flashes of the
Because of a large increase in
The
Joan
Film
Sales
Co.
anticithe amount of business being done,
fishing hamlet, with tjT)ical views of
pates alively demand for a producthe life of the fisher-folk form one
tion that is wholesome, simple, and the A>^von Film Corporation have
that boasts of such an advance taken larger offices at 729 Seventh
of
the picture's
Avenue, New York City.
Midnight
scenes quaintest
of raging charms.
storms
and shots of natural beauty make reputation as ' Annabel Lee.' An
Last week Nathan Hirsh, presiannouncement
to
state-rights
buyers
dent, and the members of his
' Annabel Lee ' a kaleidoscope of of the release of this picture will
picturesque images, it is said. The be made this week.
organization moved from the
seventh to the sixth floor.
action of the storv, which never

Announces

THE latest newcomer to the
state-right market arrived this
week in the offices of the Joan
Film Sales Co. It is ' Annabel Lee '
in five reels, adapted, as the title indicates, from the poem by Edgar
Allan Poe. It was fictionized by
Olive M. Briggs, and put into story
form by Arthur M. Brilliant, William J. Scully, Paul M. Sarazan and
Joe Mitchell Chappie, the latter also
being the producer of the picturepoem.
'Annabel Lee' is the first of
Chappie's
production
series, andHeart
was Throb
produced
before
others because of the popularity of
the poem. It is a love story of a
fishing hamlet in New England, and
follows Poe's masterpiece faithfully.
The cast includes: Lorraine Harding, who takes the title role : Jack
O'Brien, as David Martin; Florida
Kingsley as Mother Martin ; Louis

New
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Associated

Has

Two

Stars

Doris May and Helen Gibson to
Make Series of Super Features
TrICTOR B. FISHER, general his most successful Paramount
V manager of the Associated offerings, is looked upon with great
Photo-Plays, Inc., has just issued favor by the independent buyers
an announcement to the effect that and exhibitors. Her later appearcontracts have just been signed
ances as co-star with Douglas McLean in several pictures has placed
whereby his concern will handle
her
in
the very front rank of
during the coming year two series
of super features starring Doris popular stars.
The staff of the Associated
May and Helen Gibson.
The contracts call for six pic- Photo-Plays are now busily entures with Doris May as the star,
gaged in selecting story material
and eight productions starring for both Miss Gibson and Doris
Helen Gibson. According to pres- May. It is the intention of Mr.
ent plans these pictures will be re- Fisher and his associates to give
leased at intervals of two months. both of these players the best stories
This arrangement will assure the and plays available for their forthexchanges handling Associated
coming activities under the banner
Photo-Plays attractions, one big of the Associated Photo-Plays.
The announcement of policy
picture a month. Helen Gibson will
have the honor of being released which was recently issued by Mr.
first and will be followed by Doris Fisher has aroused an unanticipated
May in her new production. This amount of comment and interest in
system will be followed throughout the field. From present indications
the year; each star being offered in it appears that the Associated
her latest production on alternate Photo-Plays will have a large
months.
majority of the best established inDoris May who appeared with
dependent exchanges in the United
Charles Ray. under the direction States and Canada, as its disof Thomas Ince in a number of tributors.

Hush"
Dispels Bad
Slump
Equity Feature Scores for Moore
in Washington in Week of Jan. 23
t«TLTUSH,"
picture,
•TA and the the
latestEquity
Clara Kimball
Young production, emerged victorious from a week's run at Tom
Moore's
theatreit inwas
Washington, D.Rialto
C, where
shown
during the week of January 23rd.
The conditions confronting the
run of the Clara Kimball Young
production were far from favorable.
Attendance was on the wane, the
weather was consistently inclement,
and
nine-reel
feature
was the
booked
for the
same ' Passion
week at'
the opposition house.
Shattering all expectation,
' Hush ' brought more money into
Moore's box-office than any picture
previous, since the slump period.
Even in normal times, the income

from yondthethe average.
run of ' Hush,' was beThis is what the Washington exhibitor himself says about the picture in a letter to the Federated
Film Exchange of Baltimore, who
are handling
the feature in that
territory
:
" From every viewpoint, we consider this release the equal of any of
Miss
Young'sat previous
the
star being
her best ;efforts
the —story
was most enthusiastically received,
being staged in a lavish manner,
both from the standpoint of settings and costumes. In brief, the
production has everything that the
high class of motion picture clientele of the dav demands."

Coast
Studio
for
Capital
Cuneo Pictures to Be Made in
Studio Now Under Construction
Y PRODUCTION the new studio. A herd of HoiDOUBLEDA
COMPANY have broken stein cattle together with grazing
ground for a new studio near Hol- space for them is included in the
lywo d, to cost in the neighborhood contract for use in the Cuneo pictures. There is a corral in which
of $150,000, according to word reover
a
hundred
head of horse will
y's
Filmo. Compan
ceived at Capital
The new be housed.
in Chicag
headquarters
studio will be used for the producA new departure is the establishtion of the Lester Cuneo pictures
ment of a riding school for the
for Capital Film Corporation.
The new studio will be almost equestrian education of the supporting cast in the Cuneo series.
completely out doors and glass cov- Although the bulk of the folks on
ered. 12,000 square feet of glass
payroll are graduare necessary to roof in the studio the Doubleday
in horsemanship, it was decided
proper and space sufficient for the that atesthe
riding school was a valushooting of ten scenes simultanable asset.
eously has been arranged. The
It is expected that the new studio
customary laboratory space and
projection space has been provided. and its surrounding acreage will be
Several new features enter into ready for operation by April 1, 1921.

A scene from " The Servant in the House," a film version of Charles Rann
Kennedy's famous play. Distributed by Federated Film Exchanges of America

Kremer

Returns

from

Trip

Argues That Prosperity is Not
of the Future But is Here Now
A FTER an extended tour be- from the pens of the foremost
twecn here and Kansas City, writers of this class of story. For
during which he visited most of the the most part they are built on actual chapters from the history of
large cities,
Kremer
re- the West
and have the punch and
turned to New \ictor
York on
Thursday
overflowing with optimism and pep that have gone so far toward
good
cheer,
resulttheofline.
what h:' making that country the wonderful
saw and
heardthealong
is. gloom purveyor take to
" Letit the
" All this silly talk about panicky place
dismal swamp of inactivity and
conditions, and decay of the mo- his
tion picture industry and a general let the real men of this business
outlook for poor business is abso- forget that he exists, for while my
optimism is in no small measure
lute rot," said Mr. Kremer.
" I find that in all the cities I built upon conditions that hold with
visited there had been no reduction me still it will soon be proven that
of admission prices and that the at- the motion picture industry is in
tendance was of about the same
average as it has been for the past for the biggest year of its history.''
couple of years. If such happens to
be the case how is it that an exhibitor can reasonably complain of poor George Matthews Sellbusiness?
ing Price Pictures
" The general excuse given by
George I. Matthews, who has
the complaining exhibitor is that long been associated with the film
the exchanges are demanding so business is now associated with
much more for their wares. Now Pricefilms Inc. in the capacity of
the exchange man argues that the special representative. Mjr. Matproducer is asking much more for
the Eastern
his productions. It seems a shame
torythewsforis covering
this company
right terrinow,
and
last
week
during
his
stay in
that
the
producer
can't
find
some
excuse to pass the buck along.
Philadelphia disposed of several of
" If the exchange man is getting the Price pictures.
more for his goods than before of
necessity he must be doing an increased business and so on along Urban Movie Chat at
the line so that in the final analysis
Lamb's Gambol
each and all engaged in our industry are in about the same position
One of Charles Urban's Science
as in the past.
Series will be the only motion picture shown next Sunday night at
" Therewithis areal
growing
for
stories
action demand
and a real
the Lambs Club when the Lambs
heart story in them and I know stage their pre-release of their
that in these pictures I have at- annual Gambol.
tained the ultimate in this direcJack Hazzard is going to use it
tion for my selection of the eight as the basis of an illustrated lecture,
five-reelers that are now under so the chances are it will not be
quite as serious a reel as the
way was
over four
dred made
scenariosfrom
submitted
and hunare Science Series Studies usually are.

Demand

^
^

OIfS
COMC
boys es
— —"»
ROOM
That
HALL
Want Comedi
If You
Mean Increased Box Office Receipts.
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THE following sales on the independent market were
reported during the week:
" Madonnas and Men " (Jans Pictures) to T. W. Chatburn Enterprises, of Los Angeles, for California, Nevada and Arizona.
" Love Enterprises,
Without Question
" (Jans Nevada
Pictures)
T. W.
Chatburn
for California,
and toArizona.
" Wings for
of Pride
" (JansNevada
Pictures)
T. W. Chatburn
Enterprises,
California,
and toArizona.
" burn
A Woman's
Business
" (Jans
Pictures)
to T. W. ChatEnterprises, for
California,
Nevada
and Arizona.
" A Woman's Business " (Jans Pictures) to Sam Grand,
Federated Exchange of New England.
" WingsExchange
of Pride of
" (Jans
Pictures) to Sam Grand, of
Federated
New England.
1921 Series Hallroom Boys Comedies (C. B. C. Film
Sales) to Specialty Film Importing, Ltd., for Toronto, Calgary, Vancouver and St. John, Canada.
1921 Series Hallroom Boys Comedies (C. B. C. Film
Sales) to Arrow Photoplays, of Denver, for Colorado, Utah,
New Mexico, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington and Alaska.
" Dangerous Love " (C. B. C. Film Sales) to First National, of Minnesota, for Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota and South Dakota.
Screen Snapshots (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Arrow Photoplays, of Denver, for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho,
Montana, Oregon, Washington and Alaska.
Midget Comedy series (S. and E. Enterprises) to Specialty Photoplays, Inc., of New York, for New York City
and Northern New Jersey.
Midget Comedy series to Pennsylvania Film Service, of
Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Midget Comedy series to Commonwealth Film Corp., of
Boston, for New England.
" Cowboy Jazz " (S. and E. Enterprises) to Commonwealth Film Corp., for New England.
" It Might Happen to You " (S. and E. Enterprises) to
Associated First National Exchange, of Washington, D. C,
for District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware and Virginia.
" It Might Happen to You " to New Film Exchange, of
Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey.
" It Might Happen to You " to the Quality Film Service, of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.
" West of the Rio Grande " (Bert Lubin) to Peacock
Productions, of Kansas City, for Kansas and Missouri.
" West of the Rio Grande " to George Fecke, of the Motion Pictures Distributing Corp., of Boston, for New
England.
" Hearts of the Range " (J. J. Sameth) to H. E. Baxley
Attractions, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
" Hearts of the Range " to Theatre Owners' Corp., of
Minneapolis, for North and South Dakota and Wisconsin.

Public

to

View

Kinekrom

Example of Urban Color Process
to Be Shown to Club in New York

EXAMPLES of Kinekrom, which
is Charles Urban's new Natural
Color Process for motion pictures,
will have a sctni-puhlic showing the
evening of February 18 when they
will be exhibited to the guests of
the nineteenth annual dinner of the
Canadian Camp at the Hotel Astor.
L'ntil now Kinekrom has never been
outside of the Projection Theatre
at the Urban offices in the Masonic
Building, 71 West 23rd Street, NewYork. The new Natural Color pictures controlled by the Urban-Joy
patents will be ready for the gen-

Acqi
Mystery

Serial

for

Picture

News

Howells

[uires Rights to " The Hope Diamond Mystery " Grace Darmond Stars
FOLLLOWING
his successful finish, according to Howells offidistribution of " The Son of cials, and tells a story that not only
Tarzan," David P. Howells has ac- touches the heart but carries the
quired the United States and Ca- audience through the entire gamut
nadian rights for another big serial, of the emotions.
" The Hope Diamond
Mystery," In order that the picture may be
featuring Grace Darmond.
marketed in a thorough and cffirhe final papers in the transac-; cient manner with the maximum
tion were signed last week and amount of service to the states
work has already been instituted in rights buyer and the exhibitor,
getting the picture ready for the David P. Howells has caused to be
market. The Hope Diamond is un- created a states rights department
doubtedly the most sinister jewel which will be separate and distinct
in the history of the world. It has from his foreign and export busian authentic history dating back ness
1,400 years and it has a story of This department will be under
disaster and misfortune.
Every the acti\c management of William
person who has actively been con- Fait. Jr., who has formerly been
nected with the diamond during in charge of the South American
that time has met disaster in some activities of the Howells organizaform or other, it is declared. tion. The advertising publicity and
It is a picture replete with ac- exploitation will be under the dition and excitement from start to rection of T. C. Eltonhead.
Brandt

Aids

Censor

Fight

Arranges Tour
tens to Sway

of Manilla MarPublic Opinion
T NDEPENDENT will fight tooth them, and to secure first-hand in1 and nail the curtailment of all
formation on their re-action toward it. According to Mr. Brandt,
privileges
of
freedom,
an
end
totending.ward which legislators are steadily it has heretofore been the exhibitor's side of the question that has
With Sunday Blue Laws, and been most closely considered, and
drastic film censorship the issues it is his belief that, since the public
of the day, the film industry is is, after all, the ultimate consumer
marshalling all its powerful forces, of motion pictures, it should know
and announcement comes from the exactly what Censorship will mean,
offices of the C.B.C. Film Company and its wishes and views should be
that it stands ready to do anything taken into full account on the
matter.
and everything in its power to upMiss Martens arrived from the
hold the cause of personal liberty.
By way of proof of this, it is Coast on Monday, and makes the
announced that Manilla Martens initial appearance on her tour on
has arrived from the West Coast February 20th, at Philadelphia.
this week, and is soon to start on With this tour, the second big gun
an extensive tour planned by Hoe in the fight against curtailment of
Brandt, President of the C.B.C. liberties, under the supervision of
Film Sales Corporation, to appear Mr. Brandt, will be fired, since it
personally in theatres throughout was he who made it possible for
the country in connection with the Franklin Farnum to accomplish the
subject of film censorship. Miss excellent work he is doing by apMartens, who is the heroine of the
pearing personally to talk against
super-serial
" A Son
of Tarzan,"'
will
tell audiences
of film
theatres the proposed Sunday Blue Law
just what Censorship will mean to legislation.

eral motion picture market some
time next autumn when the projection machines necessary to their
operation will be completed in sufficient number. These machines,
known as the Duplex Color Projector, also show black and white
pictures. The change is made b>'
the simple throwing of a lever.
Mr. Urban will be a guest at the
dinner as well as other officials oi
the Urban organization. Roy F,
Soulc. general sales manager of the
Urban Motion Picture Industries,
Inc. will be one of the speakers.

ATTENTION FILM EXECUTIVES
What (ill! you offer to a youug man admitted to practice law in
several states, college graduate, able executive. Has had experience
in Home Otfice routine, sales and film exchange organization. lias
successfully managed eastern exchange for large distributing organization, and is at present engaged in this capacity. Desires to become
associated as assistant or right hand man to executive in film or allied
industry. I'osition
must Motion
earrv respi)nsjl)ilitv
Box 830,
Picture News,with
N. it.
Y. C.

Two scenes from " Man and Woman," a Sherman Production Corporation release
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Producers
ABOUT

44npHE
FIRST
J. starring
SessueBORN,"
Hayakawa, according to Joseph
Plunkett, managing director
of the Strand Theatre, ran
second in actual receipts to
" Kismet," which Rolds the
house record. Both pictures
are Robertson-Cole productions.
Mr. Plunkett said: "'Kismet ' " the Robertson-Cole
super-special starring Otis
Skinner, holds the record for
the Strand throughout its entire history. The final count
on ' The First Born,' a second
Robertson-Cole picture which
has
just completed
week's
engagement,
shows a it
ran
second in actual receipts."
First National Men Wil
Meet in Des Moines
The Associated First National
Pictures of Iowa, Inc., will have a
meeting in Des Moines, Iowa, on
February 14th, for all Sub-Franchise Holders. A screening of
The Oath, Sowing the Wind, The
Kid and Passion will be featured.
A banquet will be given at the
Saverv Hotel.

A dramatic moment

from
the Paramount
Charles Maigne
" The Kentuckians."
on the
release production,
schedule

Current

Paramount

Issues

PICTURES
Robert Hichens Will
Write for Screen
1 ESSE L. LASKY, first
•J v.ce-president of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, incharge of production, yesterday received a
cablegram from London advising that Robert Hichens,
famous author of " The Garand denother
of Allah,"
"Bella
stories
andDonna"
plays,
had signed a contract to write
originalmountstones
Pictures. for ParaMr. Hichens was one of the
group of noted British authors with whom Mr. Lasky
negotiated last summer on his
trip to London, but because
of other engagements for
novels at the time Mr.
Hichens was unable until
now to begin active work as
a photoplaywright. Expressing enthusiasm over the opportunities which the screen
offers to authors, Mr.
Hichens said he was ready to
begin work immediately. It
is expected that he will work
in the London studio of Famous Players, where Arnold
Bennett, E. Phillips Oppenheim, Joseph Conrad and Sir
James M Barrie already are
studying
the technique of the
screen drama.

February 6 Sees Release of Gish
and Arbuckle Comedv Productions
C^EBRUARY 6 was comedy day Parker McConnell and others.
^ on the Paramount release
The Dorothy Gish picture, " The
schedule, for both the features list- Ghost in the Garret," was directed "Full House Program"
for Coast Theatre
ed for that day were comedies — by F. Richard Jones. The storx
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in was written by Wells Hastings.
M the Windsor theatre in Los
■■ Brewster's Millions " and Dorothy
William E. Park is Miss Gish's .Angeles on the same bill are adverman, while admirable supGish in " The Ghost in the Garret." leading
port is also furnished by Downing
No better guarantee of the merit
tised Metro's special •' Parlor, Bedof the picture could be offered. Clark, Ray Gray, Mrs. David
room and Bath " and Christie's speParamount says, than that it was Landau, Walter T. Lewis. Mrs. Foy,
cial two-reel comedy " Dining
directed by Joseph Henabery, who Frank Badgley, Tom Blake, Frank Room, Kitchen and Sink."
Strong. W illiam Nally and Porter
not only directed Arbuckle in his Hagne>-,
first stellar feature comedy, " The
Life of the
Party," but
also put
Douglas
Fairbanks
through
his
paces in three of his best pictures. Stoll Film to Release
Moreover, the scenario was writ*'God's Good Man"
ten by Walter Woods who so sucMarie Corelli's famous story.
cessfully adapted Irvin
Cobb'spicture.
story " God's
Good Man," will be refor the previous
Arbuckle
In transferring to the screen the
leased by the Stoll Film Corporation
of
America on February 20,
McKille Stone-Winchell Smitb
according
to an announcement isplay based upon George Barr Mcsued b3' the company. This will be
Cutcheon's popular novel, Messrs. the first
motion-picture production
Woods and Henabery introduced
some novelties which were impos- of a work by the noted author in
sible of incorporation in the play. which every detail was personal 1\
These were two sets of scenes which super\ ised and authenticated liy her,
served to introduce the story proper, it is declared.
showing Monte Brewster (played
Maurice Elvey directed the production, from a scenario by Kate
by
"Fatty"
himself)
at
the
ages
of one and five.
Gurney, who also pla}.s a part in
the picture. Miss Corelli left her
Playing
" Fatty
the home at Stratford-on-.'\von, within
first
time opposite
is Betty
Ross" for
Clark,
whose work is declared to be of a stone's throw of William Shakesa high order. These principals are
peare's abode, to spend all of her
aided and abetted in the fun-mak- time at the Stoll studio during the
the filming of the inby Fred Huntly, James Corri- period of
the W. W. Hodkinson reMary Louise Beaton, a Philadelphia so- ean,ing Charles
teriors, declares a statement from A scenelease, "AfromCertain
Ogle, Jean .Acker,
ciety girl, who has a prominent role in
the
Stoll
offices.
features Claire Ai-larosRich
and Man,"
Frankiewhich
Lee
Xeely Edwards, William Boyd,
Metro's " A Message from Mars "

Scott Sidney at Work
on Christie Comedy
Scott Sidney, Christie director, is
working on a new two-reel picture
for Educational release. The title
will be " Red Hot Love." A firedepartment will furnish the heat
and riot-call of fun as a background
for a love story in which Neal
Burns and Vera Steadman are to
play the principal roles.
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New
The Three Musketeers" for Doug
THE next vehicles for Douglas Fairbanks, following
the publication of " The Nut," his fifth United Artists'
production scheduled for release about April first, will
be Alexander Dumas' world-famous story, " The
Three Musketeers."
It is the intention of Fairbanks to engage one of the
world's best known dramatists to adapt this tale to the requirements ofthe camera. Several prominent contemporary
authors and playwrights are now being considered for this
task, it is stated, among them Edward Knoblock, who gave
to the speaking stage such notable works as " Milestones,"
" Kismet," " Tiger, Tiger," " My Lady's Dress " and " Shulamite."
" The most elaborate and extensive campaign of research
ever launched is now in process of formulation at the Fairbanks studio, the purpose of which will be to insure the utmost accuracy and faithfulness of detail in every episode of
the
picture," that
declares
a statement
fromwill
United
Artists. " in
It
is expected
considerable
difficuly
be experienced
this respect because of the divergence of various authorities
regarding the matter of customs and costumes of that particular period.
" In the beginning it was the intention of Fairbanks to
make this picture in Europe. Owing to the fact that so much
time would be required for the trip that it would be impossible for Doug to complete his 1921 production schedule, this
idea has been abandoned. But in order that the picture may
be embellished by the correct locale, arrangements are being
made to send two cameramen abroad, one to England and
the other to France, where suitable exteriors will be made
and in corporated in the production."

13
Comedy onMarch
Lloyd
" Now or Never " Marks Debut of
Star
With
Associated Exhibitors
tacularly successful star of the
ANNOUNCEMENT of March
13 as the release date of "Now screen. The policy responsible for
or Never," Harold Lloyd's
first pic- the ever increasing success of the
ture under his contract with Asso- comedian was formulated by Paul
ciated Exhibitors, Inc., was made Brunet, president of the Pathe Exthis week. This production is in
change, Inc., who saw the possibilithree reels and sets a new standard
ties of Lloyd in two-reel comedies
for Lloyd comedies. The contract of an exceptionally high character.
entered into between Hal Roach, His judgment was vindicated immediately upon the release of
the producer of the Lloyd pictures,
Lloyd and Associated Exhibitors " Bumping Into Broadway," the
last summer does not remove the first two-reel in which Lloyd apLloyd comedies from the Pathe releasing schedule as the pictures are peared.
" Captain Kidds Kids," " From
to be distributed by Pathe, with
whom Lloj'd has been identified for Hand to Mouth," " His Royal S\ysix years.
ness," "An Eastern Westerner,"
The release of the first three- " Haunted Spooks ' and " High and
reel Lloyd comedy marks another Dizzy," all established new box office records, it is said.
step in the career of the most spec-

Radiosoul

Picture

N

Production

L. E. Miller Announces " You and I "
to Follow
"A
Man
Thereof the
Was"
the noteworthy
season, and
LE.
MILLER,Films,
president
the w-hiie the New York Times in its
• Radiosoul
Inc.,of who
has returned from a short trip to New Year's review singled it out
the West, reports about the remark- for its merits alongside of the very
able change that occurred in the best of the year, and the New York
attitude of the film folks towards Globe in a similar review of the
the foreign product of the better year's output placed "A Man
class. Whether it was due to the
" alongside of " Treashighly favorable comments of the Thereure Was
Island," the state rights men
press upon the first showing of and exchanges were at the beginning somewhat shy to tackle it just
Ibsen's " A Man There Was," or to
of its being an Ibsen play.
the sensational success of " Pas- because
This, states Mr. Miller, is now
sion," or to the general awakening
of the trade which began to realize entirely changed and gone. The
that the craving of the public for Ibsen origin of the picture today,
things different cannot be dis- if anything, is one of its best and
regarded any longer, the fact is that most attractive points.
the old prejudices of the exhibitors
Mr. Miller cut short his trip to
are rapidly dying out and that a complete the second feature of his
high-class European picture does
and andI," direcwith
not require any longer a disguise organization,
Seastrom" You
as star
or the subterfuges of yore. Mr. Victortor, also
featuring Edith Erastow
Miller's experience with Ibsen's " A and Lillian Walker. " You and I "
Man There Was " established this is based upon the famous classic
fact beyond every doubt.
" Eyvind of the Hills," the original
While this picture, after its re- drama
of which is now being played
release showing
S. Moss'
Broadway
theatre, atwasB.received
by at the Greenwich Village theatre
the entire press, the trade as well in New York, with Margaret
as the daily New York, as one of Wycherly in the lead.

Cast
tes
Com
n
dywLandiss
Gol
Cullin
andple
Louise Lovely
in
Old

Crow " Rupert Hughes Story
"The Night Rose." William A.
practically Pinkerton, the famous detective,
has
N
Y
W
GOLD
completed the cast for " The has been at the Goldwyn studios
screenof this week consulting with Director
Hughes'novel
Old Nest,"
on ofRupert
his popular
adaptati
the same name, which is about Worsley on the underworld and
ready to go into production under police
phasesE.of Mason
" The Night
Director
HopperRose."
arid
the direction of Reginald Barker.
Cullen Landis, Louise Lovely and " The Bridal Path " company have
Billie Cotton have been added to gone to Santa Barbara, Cal., to
the cast which already included take exteriors on the Thompson
Mary Alden, Dwight Crittenden, Buchanan comedj-.
Johnny Jones, Lucille Ricksen and
Work on Charles Kenyon's first
Buddy Messenger, the three latter original
photoplay which went into
from the Booth Tarkington two- production under the provisional
" The Advenreel comedy series,
tures and Emotions of Edgar Pom- title of " The Alibi," was held up
a few days through the illness of
Wallace Worsley, director, and Director Frank Llovd.
Leroy Scott, author, have gone on
location with the company acting in
Mr. Scott's first original photoplay.
eroy."

president of the Vitagraph Company, and
George Randolph
H,
SMkITfor
r
steBElef
t NewE. Yor
Che
RT
AL
California late last week, and
immediately upon their arrival in Hollywood will commence preliminary arrangements for the filming of Vitagraph's big special production, "The Son of WallingMr.
direct
ford,"
novel

Chester will personally
"The Son of Wallingwhich he first wrote in
form. This is to be published in Collier's Weekly,
and
shortly after the final
ford."
chapter is printed in that publication, the novel will be
brought out in book form and
the film production will be
ready for release.
Exchange
Three amusing scenes from Harold Lloyd's new Associated
Exhibitors' production, " Now or Never," to be released by Pathe
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Hart

Motion

Maintains

Picture

N e 71

Popularity

S. R. Kent Says Bill Hart's Four
Last Films Are Best He Has Done
unquestionabli' the best he has e\cr
appeared in.
■' It is easy to call any picture,
but it
best yet,' people
any star,
with
to convince
thing' the
is another
that \()U are sincere when \ou say
it," said Mr. Kent. " I base my
statement upon a careful study of
l)ox-ortice reports sent in by exhibitors, some of them direct to us,
others to the trade papers. In the
reports on the last four Hart production, the number of times the
simple statement, ' Best Hart yet,'
or ' Finest picture Hart ever made,'
is used by exhibitors is simply astonishing. And in innumerable instances the reports include the sigall records,'the"
'BrokeParamount,
nificant phrase,says
Xo doubt,
big success scored by these independent Hart productions is the
direct result of the thoroughness
with which Mr. Hart built his organization and the confidence which
he
placed
in
it as a competent proWilliam S. Hart as Sgt. O'Malley in his
ducing outfit. For all these pictures
new
picture,
"O'Malley
of
the
Mounted,"
released by Famous Players-Lasky Cor- have been directed by the same man
poration
— Lambert Hillyer, who also adapted the stories of all of them for
dn
the screen ; all were photographed
ACCORDING to the distrilnUi
department of Paramount, by the same cameraman — Joe
William S. Hart is today more August, A.S.C., one of the acknowledged leaders of the profession;
popular than ever with the motion
picture fans not only of the United and Mr. Hart himself either wrote
States but the entire world. That or collaborated in the authorship
is due, says S. R. Kent, general of two of the four, besides writing
manager of distribution, to the fact the original story of " O'Malley of
that the last four Hart pictures, the Mounted," the fifth of the
series, which is shortly to be ret star's
produced
by ent
the Paramoun
own independ
organization,
are leased.

Miss Daniels appears to be anxious about something. Wonder what it is?
A view from Bebe in her new starring vehicle for Realart. " Ducks and Drakes "

''Slave
of
Vanity"
Newspaper Critics Praise
of
Pauline Frederick

Scores
Work
Film

\ ivid picture of a w ()m
D OBERTSON-COLE continues she paints a in
to recei\e telegrams and an rescued from her own selfishnes
letters and hundreds of newspa- by the " divine spark ' of love. Th
nature of the play demanded arti^:.
per clippings telling of the suc- costuming
and setting, and the pro
cessful trail blazed by " A Slave
of Vanity," the big super - spe- duction is luxurious!}- presented."
cial release starring Pauline Frederick. The photoplay, a screen
adaptation of Sir Arthur Wing Educational Comedies
Pinero's drama, '" Iris," has estabin Force in Philly
lished aremarkable record, accordKu
Klux
Klan
in Kinograms
Five out of six of the leading
ing to Robertson-Cole officials.
Newspaper comment bearing on theatres of Philadelphia last v>et\
Educational Says News Reels Will
the
successfrom
of " various
A Slave sections
of \'anity,"
received
are played in competition comedies re
leased through Educational ExMaintain Newspaper's Standards
changes. The sixth theatre usee
**T T is not the newspaper that ness to do this with one and two- interesting. The Constitution, of
.A.tlanta, Ga., has the following to no comedy since the length of the
■•■scores a beat now and then and
is content to be the second best reel
pictures."
Super
Kinograms No. 2012, third say: "Miss Pauline Frederick feature, '' When New York Sleeps,'
paper the greater portion of the of the semi-weekly release through charmed a large audience at the precluded the inclusion of any othei
time that keeps the circulation and Educational contains exclusive pic- Forsyth theatre on Monday when film than the news weekly.
At both the Stanton and the Paltures of the Ku Klux Klan actuallx' she made her debut as a Robertsonhas
confidencefrom
of Educational.
the public,"
says the
a statement
ace '■You'll Be S'prised," a Chestct
posed at their headquarters in Geor- Cole star in the super-special ' A
Slave emotional
of \'anity.'
Never
has
this Comedy, was shown while at the
gia, showing close-ups of the Im- sreat
"class,
People comprehensive
demand a readable,
firstactress
had
a
vehicle
perial Wizard and weird night
newspaper
which afforded her the opportunity Capitol Bobby Vernon was the fea
every da\" in the year. And please scenes of the Klan's meetings.
player in " Back From thf
.A^nother most interesting element that the new picture does. At all ti'.red
remember that the>- would not stay
Front," a Christie. The Torchv
Miss Frederick is convincing series
long on the subscription lists if de- is the exhibition by men of the times
was represented at the Arcadia where it was held for the secliveries were irregular, often miss- Royal Horse Guards, the crack ski and her superb acting is materially
ing the breakfast table or the din- athletes of all Norway. Champion- aided by an extraordinarily fine
ond week. "Without a Wife," a
ner hour.
ship winter sports at Banff, Cansingle reel Vanit\-, was an attractive
The
Tribune,
of
Beaver
Falls,
Pa.,
ada,
are
also
shown
in
the
release
portion
of the bill at the Regent.
newspaper
the■' Kinograms
screen, and iswethe mean
to makeof for the first of this week, as well comments : " One of the finest picIn addition to the comedies, ''The
the super Kinograms, already in- as the first ice boat races of the
tures in years is 'A Slavesuper-special
of \'anity,' Explorers," a Bruce Scenic, was
the Robertson-Cole
cluding the service of the old Kino- season at Red Bank. N. J.
the Stanton, and " Frivograms and Gaumont news, and soon
Other interesting items are Presi- starring Pauline Frederick, now- shown lousatFijis,"
a Chester Outing, at
to absorb the forces of a third news
dent Wilson's farewell to Secretary playing at the Majestic theatre. the Regent.
Here
is
a
photoplay
of
real
merit.
weekl\-, the same standard as the Tumulty, first views of Chicago's It has
cast."a story and a moral which is
subway for handling freight
best of newspapers. We will have secret
well
told by Miss Frederick and an John McDermott Does
underneath
the
loop
district,
a
great
our full share of 'beats' — this very festival of Koreans and a number
excellent cast. It is a picture difweek we have an important one — of others.
ferent from the general run and
but it will not be our point to boast
therefore a decided relief. In the
of these and then rest on mediocr?.
John W. McDermott, who wrote
stellar role Miss Frederick again
but to keep the standard of every
Ubiquitous
the
for "Bit"
"directed
The Sky
Fox
Issues
Booklet
on
demonstrates
the
ability
which
has
portion of the reels of equal quality.
Pilot."continuity
which is being
by
won
for
her
the
distinction
of
being
" Educational
adds
to
the
conIts
New
Star
King picture,
\'idor, also
plays
a
"
bit
centrated efforts of these three news
the leading emotional actress of the the
which occasions himin
The elevation to stardom of silver sheet. Critics have declared much glee whenever
staffs a service that exhibitors have
he thinks
learned to appreciate since the in- Harold Goodwin by William Fox her work in ' A Slave of \'anity ' about it, for in one scene he jumps
to
be
the
best
of
her
career
and
auguratit)n of our own exchange is being announced to the film
out of a window in an interior
system. They will all get their world by Fox Film Corporation
filmed
Village, filmed
lands onat
Ruth Peiter, in the Toledo Times, his
neckat in\'idor
an exterior
news weekly on time, and as much through the medium of a neat and
efforts will be put behind that de- artistic folder devoted to pictures wrote the following: "Miss Fred- Truckee, and disappears in a forest
so."has a role which allows her
livery as behind the most import- and reading matter about the new justly erick
way up at Banff, in north
emotional abilities full swav and filmed
western Canada.
ant feature. It is our peculiar Inisi- star.
i
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Movies Popular in the
Philippine Islands
R. G. France of Manila, a member of the firm of Wise & Cornpan}-, distributors of Paramount
Pictures in the Philippine Islands,
spent several days in New York
last week en route to Manila after
a vacation of several months spent
in England. Mr. France arrived ini
New York on January 29, and departed on February 3rd for VanManila. couver, where 'he will embark for
picture entertainment
screen is the
one" The
formmotion
of foreign
which has made great headwa}' in
the Philippines, and American pictures are popular wherever shown,"
said
Mr.
France. in" Formerly
the
natives delighted
cowboy and
wild west melodrama, but in the
last two years they have begun to
show a desire for society and business dramas. Once the process of
deflation is completed, I look for
great prosperity in the Philippine
Islands, and the motion picture
business undoubtedly will enjoy a
considerable growth.

Goldwyn

Returns

from

i)rcsiN, Pictur
UWYyn
es
GOL
of the
Goldw
UEL
SAMdcnt
Corporation, on his return
from California, expressed his extreme interest in three immediate
phasetion :s of motion picture produc-

Issues

on

1. The lengthening time element
in iiroduction; 2. The inevitable
drop in actors' salaries; and 3. The
replacing of the spectacle in pictures with convincing original stories of human beings.
" Actgr's salaries are coming
tiown," said Mr. Goldwyn, " but the
cost of production will not be materially decreased, because more
time and care must be used in making the kind of pictures that the
public is demanding. This means a
heavy overhead expense. J here has
been a mad rush to make pictures
whether there was a market for
them or not. This resulted in many
salaries being boosted to ridiculous

will find it unnecessary to drag a
circus into every photoplay. The>will also be doing themselves and
the industry a signal service.
" That is why the Goldwyn Company took a flying start two years
ago and invited the author into the
fold to tell his stories in pictures.
The important American authors
now on the Culver City studio lot
signify the great development that
the motion picture has made.
Nineteen new productions, six of
them already in work, and practically all original stories by wellknown authors, were announced by
Mr. Goldwyn on his return from
the Coast. The stories selected,
with tentative titles, are:
" Till Death Do Us Part," an
original story by Gouverneur Morris; "A Tailor-Made Man," the
pypular play by Harry James Smith
in which Grant Mitchell was
starred ; " From the Ground Up,"
an original story by Rupert Hughes ;
"The Bashful Romeo," a story
written especially for Will Rogers
by Elmer
Rice; "The byMother,"
an
originalL. photoplay
Leroy

Mr. Goldwyn said he is con\inced
heights."
that the pulilic wants sensible, wellInterior of Buddhist
developed stories more than anyShrine in Fox News
thing else. " The story will be the
of the future," he stated.
The interior of a newly-opened spectacle
" Directors have tried to out-do
Japanese temple, with the Buddhist
priests officiating at the altar and each other in devising spectacles,"
the congregation worshipping at he continued. " That has resulted
the shrine of Buddha, is a unique in great waste, and there is now no
and exclusive subject in Fox News, place in the industry for useless expenditure. If producers will payVol. 2, No. 35.
Another exclusive picture, taken more attention to their stories they
by special permission, shows a terrific explosion in a sulphur mine at
Westlake, La. A beautiful tint adds
a thrill to the scenes in this real No
Slump
place of fire and brimstone.

g a incondireflectinon
( ( 1^
ri AR
tionfrom
of stagnati
motion picture production at
Hollywood, which certain amusement publications are harping upon
in every issue, the exceptional activity which has been noticeable at
the Lasky studio for some time
has been further increased during
the past week, and prospects are
tinued
for a long-con
busy period,"
t received
declares
a statemen
from
the Famous Playcrs-Lasky headwhile " Movie Mad " was on the
bill at the Strand, and in Chicago quarters.
Cecil B. DeMille has just comBarbee's Loop had " Mr. Fatima "
pleted "The Affairs of Anatol,"
and the Riviera " Going Through
suggested
Arthur
The Rye."
play of thebysame
name,Schnitzler's
which he
has produced for Paramount with
Fox News Cameramen
an all-star cast. This epoch-making production now goes to the cutin Competition
ting room for the last stages of
A worldwide competition for work and when it is finally released
cameramen, with a gold badge as to the public it is believed that it
the prize, is announced In- Fox will create a veritable sensation.
News. All field and staff cameraWilliam DeMille is securing some
men of Fox News are eligible.
admirable scenes for his new ParaOne of the most important facmount production, " The Lost Rotors in building up Fox News from
mance," which is an original story
its beginning, only 16 months ago, by Edward Knoblock, scenarized by
to its present high place in the dlga Printzlau. Jack Holt has the
American motion picture industry role of Mark Sheridan and Conrad
has been the fostering of a competi- Xagel the part of Allen Erskine,
tive spirit among the great array of M. D., Lois Wilson appears as
Fox News cameramen in all parts Sylvia Hayes and others of note in
of the world.
the cast are Fontaine LaRue, Maym
Kelso, Robert Brower, Mickey
In the present competition, the Moore.
decision to give a gold badge was
made at a conference of William
The Gorge Melford production of
Fox, president, and Winfield R. Sir Gilbert Parker's "The Money
Sheehan, vice-president and general Master," for which the author and
manager, of Fox Film Corporation ; director wrote the scenario, has
and H. E. Hancock, director-in- been employing a large number of
chief of Fox News.
extra people during the past week

Statement

New Developments
in Production

Seen

at

Coast

Scott ; " Jane," an original photoplay by Mary Roberts Rinehart ;
" The Grim Comedian," an original
photoplay
Rita Caine's
Weiman ;famous
" The
Christian,"by Hall
novel adapted to the screen by
Elmer L.
Rice ; " photoplay
The Purple
Flask,"
an original
by
Gouverneur Morris; "The Wall
Flower," by Rupert Hughes ; " The
Poor Relation,'' Edward E. Kidder's famous play ; " Hungry
Hearts," from the series of short
stories by Anzia Yezierska;
" Cleared for Action," an original
story written especially for Tom
Moore l)y Charles Kenyon.
The six pictures now in production are : " An Unwilling Hero,"
an O. Henry story starring W ill
Rogers, under the direction of Clarence Badger; "The Bridal Path,"
a screen \-ersion of Thompson Buchanan's play, directed by E. Mason
Hopper
;
" The Alibi,"
Frank
Lloyd production
of an a original
story by Charles Kenyon, with an
all-star east ; " The Night Rose," an
original story by Leroy Scott, directed by Wallace Worsley; "The
Old Nest," a Reginald Barker proof Rupert
novel
adapted toductionthe
screen Hughes'
by the author;
and " Made in Heaven," a starring
vehicle for Tom Moore, adapted
from William J. Hurlbut's successful stage play of the same name and
directed by Victor Schertzinger.

Lasky

Plant

ing woman, with Ann Forrest in a
delightful role and a number of
other spendid players such as Alan
Hale, Fred Huntly, Truly Shattuck, Harry Duffield, Charles Ogle,
Mabel Van Buren, John Herdman
and William Boyd in the various
important characterizations.
The company engaged upon the
production
" Crazy Arbuckle
to Marry,"in
with Roscoeof (Fatty)
the stellar role, has left Hollywood
for a short trip northward to obtain some important scenes for the
picture. .James Cruze is directing.
Frank Condon wrote the stor\ and
Walter Woods the scenario. Lila
Lee is leading woman. During the
week terior
an sceneextremely
handsome
was utilized
and one inof

Christie Comedies in
Competing Houses
As evidence of the popularity of
the new Christie comedies, which
it is releasing. Educational pointed
out that last week these comedies
were playing in opposition in
theatres in two of the principal
cities, Chicago and Denver.
In Denver
" A Homespun
was
being shown
at the Hero
Rialto"

Lois Weber, ducer author,
director
and proof Paramount
releases
for scenes in some of the quaint
interiors and exteriors which have
been built at the Laskv studio. At
all times Sir Gilbert Parker is a
close obser\er of the progress of
the production, and as soon as the
company starts for its location work
iit the distant North, he will accomJames
pany it. Kirkwood is the featured
player, Alice Holister is the lead-

the amusing features was an amazingly clever fall perpetrated by the
star in which he somersaults over a
fountain and drops a dozen or so
packages that he is carrying.
Gloria Swanson will now have a
brief rest before starting on her
first star production at the Lasky
studio, for Paramount, under the
direction of Sam Wood, her picture being Elinor Glyn's " The Great
Moment," the scenario for which
was prepared by Monte M. Katterjohn. Miss Swanson is very anxious to begin work and will be engaged during the brief interim in
preparing
her production.
gowns and other details for the
Ethel Clayton, under the direction
of Thomas HefTron, is progressing
Thomas with
Meighan
is attired in full
splendidly
" Sham."
dress suit this
week
for some scenes
in a steamer cabin for his new picture, "White and Unmarried."
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Goldwyn's production
's photen
oof Basil
a ofKing
dram
S thewhounseplay
TOR
EXHIBI
d, es" Eart
worlselv
are
them
kingnd,"
breahbou
records,
along with the records which
" Earthbound " smashes. The
manager of the Alamo theatre, Louisville, Ky., Mr Dolle,
hbou
play
" for
itend stipu
lateda
weeked at" aEart
defin
rental price and without Goldvryn participating in the re- |
ceipts. The photoplay broke
all records for receipts in the
history of the Alamo theatre
and Mr. Dolle was so gratified with the results that he
made out a check for $250
above the rental price and
mailed it to Jack Stewart,
Cincinnati, manager for Goldwyn.

Delivers Print by Aid of!
Aeroplane
Two scenes from " The Mad Marriage," a Universal release starring Carmel Myers
The Rex Theatre at Claresholm,
Can., recently booked " Blind Husbands," Universal's release of the
Von Stroheim production, from the
exchange at Calgan,-, Can., one
DeviP'
bition to which
many shows have hundred
tations at the Strand, New "The
York;
of the Mastbaum s
Book
KINGS Circuit
Big
BOO
miles distant. Train decircuit of theatres in Pennaspired
and
a
chosen
few
attained,
liveries, however, were completely
Strand,
Brooklyn
;
Shea's
Hipposylvania and the Gordon Cirdrome, Buffalo ; Rialto, Lawrence, among them " The Devil " at its disrupted by a severe snow-fall
cuit of New England are among Mass. ; and the Strand, Albany, have premier
in Albany. To this achieve- and the roads rendered almost imthe high lights of last week's ac- spread far and wide the fame of
passable for motor traffic. In the
ment the following telegram, dated
complishments of Associated Ex- the picture as one having mighty
cmergencv, D. G. Walkley. general
production, " ThesionDevil " box-office appeal and rare artistic February Sth, to Pathe from Al- manager of Universal's Western
hibitors
in its triumphant proces
over
bany,capacity
bears testimony
: " Strand Canadian salesdivision, arranged
played to
all performances
the country following its successes merit.
" The Devil " carried its record- today. Traffic blocked for two with a local aviator at Calgar>- to
at pre-release showings in New
York, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Lawrence, breaking ways into New England blocks tonight. Largest crowds make the delivery of the " Blind
Husbands"
print to The
the round
Rex Theafter proving its worth in New
Mass., and Albanj', N. Y.
atre at Claresholm.
trip
of house." its success
Due to conditions obtaining in York. At its pre-release engage- since
The opening
picture duplicated
was made in two hours. Failure to
ment at the Rialto, Lawrence, the in the New York vicinity at presen- deliver the print by aero would
the booking engagements of these
tations in Cincinnati and Cleveland. have resulted in eliminating one
two theatre circuits the booking of Arliss starring photoplay played to
capacity throughout the week of The Cincinnati Post recorded the day"s showing of the film.
"certifies
The Devil
"
for
early
showing
the box office merit of the January 25, thereby living up to the
event of George Arliss's appearance
great production.
Under these that
cir- expectations of Andrew J. Cobe, on the screen at the Walnut theacumstances the announcement
tre there in a laudatory review
manager of that house, which he
Bebe Daniels Vehicle
George Arliss in his first screen ve- expressed to Pathe in a letter as which opened with the statement
hicle was under contract to the
Booked for Rialto
follows : " We opened with ' The that " George Arliss brings all his
Mastbaum and Gordon circuits can Devil
' to the biggest business ever superb artistry to the screen in ' The
be regarded only as a distinct tri- done in this house. The picture Devil.' " In commenting on the bill
Bebe Daniels, starring in " She
umph for the Associated Exhibi- went over splendidly and every one at the Metropolitan and Strand in Couldn't Help It," has been booked
tors production which Pathe is dis- was very much pleased with it. I Cleveland the Cleveland News sums by Dr. Riesenfeld for the Rialto
look forward to a record breaking up a review of the picture with the theatre for the week of February
tributing.
The successful showings made by week, despite the zero weather."
terse but eloquently praiseful state- 20. This is Miss Daniels' third
Realart picture and with its appearment :" It is Recommended."
"Blocking the traffic" is an am" The Devil " at pre-release presenance at the Rialto a 100 per cent
record of Broadwav showings for
■' The Good Little ' Bad Girl " is
Neilan
Finishes
New
Feature
maintained. The other two, " You
Never Can Tell " and " Oh Lady,
where — amidst nat- photography.
ILAN re- chuca, Arizona,
MARSHALL NE
urally artistic surroundings that
appeared respectively.
at the Rivoli and
The historical charge of " Sitting Lady,"
Rialto theatres
ting
"
" shoo
cently finished tacu
on the most spec lar pro- have never before been photo- Bull " and his thousands of savages
" She Couldn't Help It " is an
duction he has ever attempted — his story.graphed— he staged the action of on the little band of soldiers headed by General Custer, and resulting
" Bob Hampton of Placer " — an
adaptation
of Miriam Michelson's
With
the
idea
of
making
this
film
adaptation from the Randall Par- stand out as an artistic as well as in the famous " Last Stand of Gen- popular novel, " In the Bishop's
rish book of the same title. Reeral Custer," is said to have been Carriage." The scenarist is Douglas Bronston and the director Major
reproduced by Mr. Neiports from those who are in a posi- a dramatic achievement, Mr. Nei- faithfully
lan and serves as the great dramatic Maurice Campbell. The latter also
tion to know indicate that this film
lan transported two immense tenis undoubtedly the most artistic ton electric generators and a dirigi- climax to the story. In photograph- directed Miss Daniels in her second
offering yet staged by Mr. Neilan.
ble "blimp," together with other
ing of
theseparticular
scenes, the
" blimp in" Realart production, " Oh Lad\',
advantage
During the past year Mr. Neilan new motion picture producing ap- proved
it allowed the cameramen to
has not particularly emphasized on
paratus. Much of the exterior ac- that
tion takes place at night in the float over the action at will.
the artistic settings, his stories beMarion Fairfax, who has handled
ing of such a nature as to depend heart of the mountains. The generators made this not only possi- all the scripts of the Neilan inde- New Screen News Synentirely on the force of dramatic
dicate Is Formed
but resulted in obtaining effects
pendent
the forconstruction and presentation in or- that ble,are
mation
of hisproductions
own since
company,
has
expected to prove for all
Announcement is made that
der to get over. In " Bob Hampworked for months on the scenario
Ladv." Donald Fox and Charles
ton of Placer" the director has a time that Marshall Neilan, who has
Charles
plot that is of particular dramatic disclosed himself a master in all for this new film with the idea of Read Jones have organized Screen
intensity and, in addition calls for other branches of screen produc- making it her master work. A cast
tion, is second to none is artistic
the principal funcmight well be termed an all- News tionS>Tidicate,
unusually beautiful natural back- accomplishments. Unusual effects that
of which, according to the
star aggregation includes James
grounds.
statement
issued,
will be to act as
Kirkwood,
Wesley
Barry,
Marjorie
In order to get this atmosphere, were also obtained through the use
Daw, Pat O'Malley, Noah Beery, a " central bureau for news of the
Mr. Neilan took his entire produc- of the " blimp." With photographers Dwight
Crittenden, Charles West,
ing organization to Glacier Park, aboard, the dirigible made possible
its players
" and
to distribute feature
stories to
publishers.
Tom Gallery and Priscilla Bonner. screen and
Montana, and later to Fort Hua- something new in motion picture
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,
beenRAND
sales
EoRhas S.
WALTwh
manager of United
A r t is t s Corpora's Los Angeles
anch
tion
since the organization brbegan
,
ns
its operatio
has just received from Hiram Abrams,
t
en
id
Pres
of the Company,
substantial recognition of his
good work. Mr. Remd will
hereafter travel the West
Coast offices of the Big Four,
representing the Home Office.
His territory will include
Seattle, San Francisco, Los
s and Denver ExAngele
changes.
H. D. Buckley, who has
been Kansas City sales manager since the organization of
the Company, becomes Los
Angeles' sales manager.
T. Y. Henry, who has been
sales manager at the Denver
office from the beginning, has
been transferred to the position of sales manager at the
Kansas City office.
H. D. Cassidy has been appointed Scdes manager at the
Denver office.

Pattullo ^With F. P.
The recent signing of George Pattullo, of Saturday Evening Post
fame, to write a Paramount Picture
for Roscoe Arbuckle, emphasizes
the fact that the writer of special
articles on technical, semi-technical
and political subjects has his place
in motion pictures along with the
man who devotes himself strictly
to fiction.
For while Mr. Pattullo is a most
successful writer of short stories—
his success in the field of special
articles will provide, it is believed,
new values that will prove most
important to the new art of cinema.

Douglas
lAIRBANKS
"THE
Three attractive

NUT"

and artistic posters prepared by Uiuted Artists for its release of Douglas Fairbanks'
new production, "The Nut"

"Kismet"
fromn
t Amer
andicabroke
West
East toswep
HAVING
records in all the houses in
which it has played from the Strand
theatre, New York City, to Tally's
Angeles, " Kismet," the
theatre, Los
Robertson-Cole super-special starring Otis Skinner, made a wonderful record for itself in Chicago,
where it was shown at the Ziegfeld
re.
theat
At this house, which is a landmark of Chicago, " Kismet " played
to business which completely overflower the theatre. After his opening Roderick Ross, of the Ziegfeld,
wired to Robertson-Cole as follows :" ' Kismet ' went over so big
that my only regret is that Ziegfeld theatre is not five times as big.
It broke my heart to see the crowds
turned away. Got wonderful pubfrom never
all newspapers.
Ziegfeldlicity
theatre
saw such crowds
since it was built. Policemen on
the beat had a hard time keeping
the automobiles in line. Best

Madge Kennedy Stands
v'EmlUp in Troy, N. Y.
Madge Kennedy is a sort of
Helen of Troy to those modern
Trojans who live in Troy, N. Y.,
for her latest Goldwyn picture,
"The Girl with the Jazz Heart"
pleased them so much that it kept
them in line on' the sidewalk to get
seats from 2:30 to 9:30 P. M. on
the last day of the showing at the
American theatre, and showed to wishes."
A few days previous to this ChiS. R. O. throughout the booking,
cago engagement another part of
announces Goldwyn. The picture the Middle West registered for
was shown recently at the Ameri- " Kismet." At the Circle theatre,
can theatre.
Indianapolis, this super-special,
based on Mr. Skinner's greatest
stage success, proved the big Indianapolis house inadequate. In a
Mary Beaton Is Called
wire which he sent to RobertsonReal Film "Find"
Cole, Ralph Lieber said: "We
From early glimpses of the fin- opened
today onseat
' Kismet
and our
three
thousand
house ' was
enished print of " A Message from
tirely
too
small
to
take
care
the
Mars," the new Metro production tremendous crowds. Hundreds ofwere
starring Bert Lytell, there is offered
ample confirmation of the judg- turned away."
Another echo from the Coast was
ment displayed by Metro officials in
casting Mary Louise Beaton in the received by Robertson-Cole just as
part of Mrs. Jones. Miss Beaton the second month of 1921 was being ushered in. Frank J. Costello,
appeared first for Metro in two
of its Americanization pictures, general manager of the Turner and
namely " Strangers Beware " and Dahnken Circuit, reported another
" The Price Mystery," and dis- triumph for " Kismet." It only
played such unusual talent for the took the officials of this organizascreen as to warrant her selection
tion two days to realize that the
Skinner picture was an attracfor an important role in " A Mes- Otis tion
needed over the entire Turner
sage from Mars."

a new
record for the
Scores
in established
Chi
Makes
Great Record
cag
American theatre, both as o
to the
gross
week's
business
and
individual day records.
at tre
Ziegfeld
TheaShowing
" Robertson-Cole deserves a great
deal of credit for their fine policy
and Dahnken Circuit. Mr. Costel- in releasing ' Kismet ' to tors."exhibi„
lo's wire
read :January
" ' Kismet30, 'capacity
opened
Tivoli
Sunday,
At about the same time in Pittsbusiness. Monday broke all previburgh the record-breaking superous house records by two hundred special attraction was winning out
dollars. Audiences delighted with against a handicap of unfavorable
entire show. We have booked our weather. In Rowland and Clark
entire circuit on Sunday, Monday houses, where it has been booked,
" Kismet " will score most forcibly,
business
Further Tivoli."
East, in Salt Lake City, if its record at the first house, the
Georges Mayne, general manager of Savoy, is considered.
the Swanson Theatre Circuit, was
James B. Clark wired Robertsonfinding " Kismet " the greatest at- Cole : " With coldest weather of
traction in the history of the Am- season ushering in week and rain
erican theatre. He wrote Robertweek ' Kismet ' shattered all
son-Cole as follows : " Congratula- closing
office records.
tions on your wonderful production box
continued
for second' Kismet
week 'atbeing
the
' Kismet.' We played this produc- Savoy theatre. As a business gettion week of January 16th, and are
ter it is unparalleled. Congratulapleased to advise you that ' Kismet '
HodkinsonHasNew
"Program

Will

tions." Sold
Be

Ruling
in

Its

Entirety to
Desire
It " to them,
advantage
to All Who gram a distinct
the program provides them with
WW.
Hod- as
W._ W. presiof theNSON,
• dentHODKI
kinson Corporation, has just prom- a steady supply of quality pictures
ulgated a new ruling, which it is at reasonable prices," declares a
believed will interest not only the statement from the Hodkinson
users of Hodkinson features but headquarters. " In this way the
exhibitors throughout the country. frequent saying of Mr. W. W. Hodkinson that his organization is in
The ruling is to the effect that here- a position
to book every exhibitor
after the Hodkinson program will
according to his full needs is once
be seld in its entirety to all exhibi- more
fully borne out. Being close
tors who desire it. The pictures
on the Hodkinson program will to the sources of production at all
continue to be sold on the grading times, with an accurate appraisal
which has been applied heretofore. of the quality needs of each theatre owner, the W. W. Hodkinson
This, it is stated, has been done
in anexhibitor
excellent ofposiin response to a demand by exhibi- Organization
tion to relieveis the
his
tors who saw a distinct advantage
booking worries and asure him of
in buying the entire Hodkinson out- his
continued independence and to
" Exhibitors consider the pur- the fullest protection of his investchase of the entire Hodkinson pro-
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M o t i o n Picture

N e tv s

Scenes from Alice Lake's newest starring vehicle on the Metro program, " The Greater Claim
Exhibitors
RTED endorseWHOLEHEA
ment by the exhibitors of
the country of the holding
of Metro Week February 27 to
March 5 has influenced officials of
the company to make it an annual
institution in booking, declares a
statement from the Metro headquarters.
The recent announcement of the
period set aside especially for the
exhibitors of Aletro pictures only,
together
publishingcampaign
of Metro'sto
national with
advertising
back it and of the decision of the
distributing organization to further
support the exhibitor by the issuance free of charge of poster and
slides, brought a response from motion picture showmen that even exceeded promises.
The Metro statement declares
that from among the 7,000 exhibitors who, is is expected will, between
February 27 and March 5 of this
year, project upon their screens only
Metro pictures there came an immediate influx of hundreds of telegrams and letters, " not only commending the company for the inauguration ofMetro Week but also
suggesting — and in some instances
actually insisting — that this special
week
made an declares.
annual e\ ent," the
Metro bestatement
Remarking the spontaneity of the
demand that Metro Week be made
a yearly event in the motion picture
world. Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro Pictures Corporation,
said :
" It is a confirmation of our own
belief in our productions and a reward for the efifort we have put
forth to make them the best in the
world's market today, to note the
heartiness
of the
reception of Metro
Weekexhibitors'
and the further
and even more gratifying evidence
of the appreciation of the theatre
owners and managers in their expression of desire to have the week
not a thing of this year only but of
every year."
The company is making arrangements now for the increasing of its
personnel to handle the exceptionally heavy business before and during Metro Week. It is expected
that every one of the chain of
Metro exchanges throughout the
country will increase its staff to a
size capable of carrying on the mul-

Endorse

Metro

Week

Johnny Hines at Loew
Cleveland Opening

Johnny Hines, star in the
" Torchy Comedies " made from
the stories by Sewell Ford and released through Educational Exchanges, had the honor of being
Participate
the only motion picture player invited to appear at the opening of
titude of details incident to this
Loew's magnificent new Park
Theatre in Cleveland, O. according
special period. With an extraordinary number of prints of pictures in
to
a statment from
Educaiional's
use the task of keeping them, in this
headquarters.
Inasmuch
as the
week of uncommon stress of activLoew houses in Cleveland play all
ity, in the first-class condition
of the Torchy Comedies arrangeMetro insists on, is in itself a trements were made to have him apmendous problem. .A score of
pear. The park seats 3,800
others, equally as vital, makes it an
Since the other Loew theatres in
obvious necessity that emergency
Cleveland play all Torchy Comedies
methods be employed in meeting
them successfully.
promntly on schedule it was necesNo definite date has as vet been
sarj' to permit a pre-release showing of " Torchy's
Xightthree
Hood."
Hines
tour occupied
weeks,
during which he visited the Cincinnati, Cleveland and Pittsburgh
territories,
the Many
averLesser
Denies
"Depression"
Industry
age of six appearing
theatres a inday.
Simply
Passing
Through
requests were received from houses
in other territories, but the star
He
Savs
State
of Readjuiistment,
was
to return to New
TRYING M. LESSER arrived in film products if these pictures are York compelled
to start work on the tenth of
1 Los Angeles after having spent up to standard.
the series.
several months in New York City.
'■ There is a big future in store
Mr. Lesser is prepared to make a
for independent producers," states
fight against the "depressed condi- Mr. Lesser, and he goes further in Arthur Zellner Will Go
saying
that our big national distion ofganda
thewhichfilm
industry
"
propato Coast Soon
has been circulated
tributing organizations are willing
both in Eastern and Western film to consumma
contracts
on
inde.■\rthur
Zellner, Metro scenario
te
circles.
pendently produced products if they writer, and for the last several
are
worthy
subjects.
months assistant to Maxwell Karger
According to Lesser, the motion
picture industry is simply passing
the company's Sixty-First Street
" Recently," says Lesser, " several at
through a state of readjustment — people now producing films in the studios in New York will leave for
something that every standard in- \\'est have issued statements that Hollywood within a fortnight to
dustry has or will do. That they will, in the future, confine their join the colony of scenarists.
e\ erything is quickly working to an production efforts to the East — that
Since his appointment last Sepadvantageous point of harmony for the public desire new environments
tember to assist Mr. Karger in the
all concerned, is firmly believed by
production of special pictures at the
and faces on the silver sheet." Ac- Eastern
this producer.
plant. Mr. Zellner has done
cording to Lesser, none of the big
" I do not feel any fear concern- stars whom we all look upon with the double duty of this work and of
ing the future of the picture world," dignity and whose activities have writing portant
continuity
for several imscreen offerings.
says
a producer
and Mr.
am Lesser.
producing" I atam the
present put the motion picture industry on
time in Los Angeles. I will con- the pedestal it now rests on, have
tinue to produce in Los Angeles. I any thought of going Eastward for St. Louis Exchange of
productions. Among these are menPioneer Opens
have just completed ' Peck's Bad
tioned names such as Douglas FairBoy,' a five-reel feature starring
Marj' Fickford, Charles Ray,
Appropriate
ceremonies marked
Jackie Coogan. Within a very short Charles banks,Chaplin,
and many others.
the opening of the new St. Louis
space of time, I will add two adLesser also mentions the fact that, Exchange of the Pioneer Film
ditional producing units under my
banner. These also will be in Los within the past tew weeks, not less Corporation, a few days ago. The
is located at 3435 Olive
than ten new picture studios have exchange
street and is in charge of Thomas
Angeles." added Lesser.
been
built
or
arc
at
the
present
time
According to this film executive,
Leonard, who needs no mt reducbeing erected.
tion to exhibitors in his territor>-.
there is little need of "shelving"

Officials Expect 7000
Exhibitors Will

made public regarding the initiation of the national advertising
campaign which will precede and
^uppo^t Metro Week during the entire stretch of time, but it is understood that the wholesale display
of Metro announcements will break
forth in dailies covering everj'
community in the country well before the beginning of that week. In
addition to this, slides for flashing
on the screen of every theatre in the
I'nited States
be readypaper
for distribution; will
and billboard
to
advertise whatever attractions exhibitors may choose from those
Metro has released during the last
eighteen months, will be available
to the exhibitors without cost.
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Rothacker

Commended

for " Fine Work "
Moving
Into
New
Headquarters
" Such letters are certainly appreside and are reached through the
the
is
Seventh Avenue entrance. The
replied Emanuel,
Watterson of
R. Royal
Roth- ROBERT
t -CO
SON
recipien
of LE
hundreds of
ackerciated,"
to Jay
freight elevator is situated on the
wires and letters of conPictures. Mr. Emanuel had writeast side of the building and is
gratulation on its removal to its
ten this letter: " I wish to take this
reachedentrance.
through the Fort\-eighth
means of complimenting you upon new home, 723 7th Avenue NewStreet
The process of arrangthe extremely fine work you turned York City.
ing offices in the new thirteen story
For many months, in fact
out in printing and developing of
home
office building is now comthroughout its existence, Robertsonthe picture ' Isobel ' or ' The Trail's
pleted and the company, during the
Cole has been forced to struggle
past week, has been receiving
under the handicap of certain home
End.'
■■ The work in this was absolutely countless friends in the various
office limitations as regards space
a revelation to me, as I had seen lines of motion picture work who
and situation. These are removed
the picture, previous to the final have united in congratulating it
through the occupation of the new
touches, and I cannot help but tell upon the appearance and practicabuilding, and the distributing comyou that wherever I ha\e shown
ture.
of
bility the new struc
Work
pany feels that it will be enabled
this picture, the exhibitor was most on the new structure was begun late
hereby in the future to give even
loud in his praise for the wonderful last spring. Of the thirteen floors
better service to exhibitors all over
work which you turned out on this in the building, six are occupied by
the country. It will be able to conpicture. I feel certain it will help Robertson-Cole. The rest will be
centrate directly and solely on the
a great deal in making this picture rented to various commercial conbusiness of distributing the best
cerns which are now bidding for
more popular."
possible pictures now that it occupies its own home office building.
space.
Robertson-Cole occupies the
The plans were laid out with the
building as follows : On the eighth
needs of the company in mind, and
Bert Lytell Back from floor is situated the Robertson-Cole
it will be ideally situated henceforth
New England Tour
to give a maximum service to the
New York
Exchange
which
distributes film for this territorx. On
exhibitors who are playing its picFollowing cordial receptions .by the ninth floor are situated \arious
tures. The New York Exchange in
Massachusetts and Rhode Island clerical offices. The tenth floor is
particular will be better equipped
State and city executives, Bert devoted to the executive offices in- New Robertson-Cole building, corner of henceforth
to care for the needs of
cluding those of R. S. Cole, head 48th St. and Seventh Ave., New York its extensive patronage.
Lytell
returned
recently
at
Metro's
New York studios on West Sixtyfirst street in time to begin work on of the organization, and of A. S. side of this floor are situated two
The New Robertson-Cole buildvice president and gen- theatres where motion pictures will
ingrials
is entirely
fireproof.
Its mate"The Man Who," the next Bert Kirkpatrick,
eral manager of the Robertsonwere concrete,
steel and
other
Lytell picture to be made by Metro Cole Distributing
On be projected for the pleasure of building metals. Every precaution
under the personal direction of the eleventh floor Corporation.
buyers and for the purposes of the known to modern building was
are
situated
the
Maxwell Karger.
executive officers. The thirteenth
Robertson Cole Distributing Cortaken to make it safe. There is a
poration offices, and offices of the floor is devoted to a stock depart- universal sprinkler system and the
Mr. Lytell's recent trip to Rhode
ment where supplies and accessories
Island and Massachusetts sug- publicity department and those of
film vaults are surrounded by a
of all sorts are stored.
gested something after the order the auditing department.
of a triumphantal entry into the
Three
of
the
latest
high
speed
special
reinforcement which rendfire.
On the twelfth floor the foreign
New England States, states Metro, department of Roberston-Cole has passenger elevators serve the builders them absokitely imperx ious to
for following his reception by a its offices. On the Seventh Avenue
ing. They are situated on the north
large delegation of New England
exhibitors, the Metro star met and
was entertained by the governors
of the two respective states, as well
Gets
New
Series
as the mayor and city officials of Educational
Boston and Providence.
" Torchy's Double Triumi)h '' and
MONlS, president
HAMtiona
EW^.of Educa
" Torchy Mixes In."
FilmthisCorpo
ca,
ration of Ameri
week" These pictures have been parCarmel Myers at Work authorized the announcement that
ticularly pleasing to us because each
release has shown a considerable
a contract has been signed with
on New Picture
gain over the previous one. says a
r Film, Inc., whereby Educastatement from Educational. We
Production has been started at Maste tional
acquired a second series of
believe that there is no series of
Comedies, made from the
Universal City on " The Dangerous Torchy
stories by Sewell Ford and starring
pictures that has proven so well
Moment," aVillage,
dramatic
Greenwich
withstory
Carmelof Johnny Hines. This will be the
its cumulative power. From pracMyers in the starring role.
second year of the distribution of
tically every city where they have
beeti shown the same report comes.
these pictures through Educational
The story was written from the Excha
nges.
In
many
cases where a circuit first
police records of New York City
The current February Release is
booked the pictures in smaller
by Douglas Doty, formerly editor
theatres they have been transferred
of the Cosmopolitan magazine, who "ofTorchy's
Nightwhile
Hood,"
the series
the the
nintheighth
and
to the largest in the city, and have
adhered closely to the facts and inl)een many cases where they have
cidents in the original case, a cele- March release " Torchy's Big Lead "
been played simultaneously for
brated homicide mystery. It was has already been delivered to Educational. Work has been completed
week's runs at two theatres in the
adapted to the screen hy Wallace
same
city. The standard and appeal
Clifton and is being directed by on the tenth picture which completes the first contract and on
of Torchy Comedies has been
Marcel de Sane.
.\pril 1 initial delivery under the
greatly established. Our plans for
the future assure that they wall
second contract for twelve pictures
will be made. The schedule is so
have greater audience and box
Filming F. Hopkinson arranged that Educational will have
all prints six or seven weeks ahead
" We appeal."
selected Educational to disoffice
Smith's Novel
of release schedule, assuring the
tribute
our pictures.'' says Charles
fullest
service
to
exhibitors.
The suggestion of playgoers that
C.
of Master
" because
According to Educational the new
we Burr
beliexed
our Films,
pictures
were
Gladys Walton be starred in a modcontract
calls
for
the
expenditure
unique.
We
recognized
Educaern screen version of " A Kentucky
A late photograph of Johnny Hines, star
tional as the real specialists in the
of larger sums on the produc- of the Torchy comedies, produced by
Cinderella,"
the widely
tion of these comedies than in Masterfilms and released by Educational short subject field.
by
F. Hopkinson
Smith,read
is novel
being
followed. Universal reports. Miss the past. Johnny Hines gave up a
The initial general release of
Walton has begun work on the lucrative stardom in musical comedy
story under the direction of Harry to become associated with Charles " Torchy." the first of the series,
Harris and while it will be re- C. Burr, president of Master Films was made through Educational Exin making these pictures, and has
11th, though it had
leased as " LiT Miss Merridew" not appeared on the stage for the been givenchangesa Julypre-release
showing at
it will be based upon the popular past
year. The new contract calls the Strand Theatre, New York,
novel and follow the theme in all for his
exclusive service. Master
the romantically dramatic incidents Films controls the entire screen some weeks previously. It was followed by " Torchy Comes Through,"
which have endeared the work to right to the Sewell Ford stories
■' Torchy in High," " Torchy's Milthe public.
through the publishers, E. J. Clode.
lions," Torchy
"
Turns Cupid,"

Motion
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Picture

Scenes from three Hodkinson pictures releases. On the left is "The Spenders," a Benj. B. Hampton production; in the center is a scene from
Hugo Ballin production, and on the right is a tense moment from " The Coast of Opportunity," a J. Warren Kerrigan picture

Has
Many
^tr^iEVEN YEARS' BAD
1^ LUCK,"
with Max Linder,is
which Robertson-Cole
shortly to release as a super-special
production, lends itself most admirably to exploitation of all sorts,
and of this fact full advantage is
taken in the elaborate advertising
campaign which the distributing
company has just issued on this
subj ect.
In the very large press book
which has just been published, exploitation taks up three full pages,
the first two of which are headed
" Turning Broken Mirrors Into
Horse Shoes." Around this title
are worked all manner of humorous figures illustratig the familiar
articles of every-day life which are
linked with superstition, and which
are concerned with the story. These
include looking glasses, shoes, cats,
the numeral " 13," umbrellas, salt
shakers, pen and ink, horse shoes,
the
pins andof
othernumeral
articles." 7,"
At hair
the bottom
these two opening exploitation
pages is the line " Five Thousand
Funny with
Feet,"
over whichfeetfunny
bugs
innumerable
are
walking.
On these pages are set forth a
great variety of teaser campaigns,
tie-ups, stunts of all sorts and advertisements which may be used by
the enterprising exhibitor to draw

Exploitation
Angles
R-C Exec- clothing. " Advertise," says the
press gaged
book,
you have who
entailors "andthatseamstresses
utives About "Seven
will be in atendance at all performances to sew on burst buttons. Follow this ad up with another pleadYears Bad Luck"
ing with all patrons of your theatre
to bring additional supplies of buttons with them as your seamstresses
in the direction of his theatre much and tailors have run out of stock.
additional business. For instance, Another variation would be to advertise that your cleaners picked up
there is the " Horseshoe Matinee."
Says the exploitation book: "For so many hundred buttons after the
day's showing and these buttons
your opening advertise a ' Horse- will
be returned to the original
shoe Matinee.' Advertise that you
will pay the war tax for all chil- owners on application. Add to this
dren who bring a horseshoe to your
big box of buttons in your lobbj'
theatre for this matinee. For the awith
a sign :
average exhibitor this would mean
" These buttons have been burst
that he would get a horseshoe for from the clothing of the patrons
each two or three cents he expends. who have seen ' Seven Years' Bad
This is very cheap advertising Luck.' Do any of them belong to
when you figure that these horse- you? If so, claim them at the box
shoes will be an extremely \ aluable office. To all intending patrons we
lobby display, and when they are solemnly warn of the necessity of
of no further value than can be
sold as old iron to the junkman Loosening
The pressUp."
book pictures a good
for very little less than what they street stunt which utilizes a truck
cost. In fact, with the present high upon which is mounted a large broprice of old iron it is quite likely
ken mirror and a black cat which
that some exhibitors will show an are pushed along the street by a
grotesquely dressed man. On a sign
actual
profit."
Another
clever scheme is worked
placed
on the This
truck Isis Funny,
printed, See
" If
aiound the idea that the audiences You Think
which see " Seven Years' Bad ' Seven Years' Bad Luck,' with Max
Theatre, and
Luck" will laugh so strenuously Linder, at the
that they will burst buttons off their Have a Thousand More Laughs."
So Declare

News

Pagan Love," a

"Without Limit" Wins
Official's O. K.
Final cutting and titling of
" Without Limit," the George D.
Baker production for S-L (Sawyer
and Lubin) Pictures, which hai
just
completed,
Metro's New
Yorkbeen
studios,
is nowin finished,
and
the picture was given a recent
special showing before Richard A.
Rowland,
president of Metro and
other
officials.
Mr. Rowland pronounced himselfture,
as highly
pleasedwill
withrelease
the picwhich Metro
in
the fairly near future. " Without
Limit " was adapted to the screen
from Calvin Johnston's story,
" Temple Dusk " in The Saturday
Evening Post. In considering the
difficulties of transferring the story
to the silversheet, Mr. Rowland announced that the task, in his
opinion,
formed. had been creditably per"A

Small
Comedy

Town Idol"
Spectacle

In his six-reel comedy-drama, "A
Small Town Idol," Mack Sennett
has entered the ranks of the creators of biggest spectacles according to a report from the Sennetl
Coast headquarters. One scene involving the presence of more than
five hundred girls and an array of
comedians and supernumeraries, he
has called, " New Year's Eve in
Babylon " and it is declaared to be
a triumph of artistic skill.
At the Mission Theatre. Los Angeles, with prices ranging from
fifty-five cents to $1.50, all records
of
that picture plaj-house are being
shattered.

Atherton
Story
Released
Soon
THE first story written directly photoplay and collaborated with Di- should be repressed, but scandal got
for the screen by Gertrude
rector Wallace W^orsley on the pro- busy and the neglectful husband decides that, to save his wife. Masters
duction from the writing of the
Atherton, produced by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation under the continuity to the final editing.
must give up his promising career
"Don't Neglect Your Wife" is and leave the city. He goes to New
T. Daniel Frawley
title of " Don't Neglect Your Wife," said
to be an unusual photoplay, in York and is there drinking himself
is regarded so highly by Goldwyn
to
death
in
the
lowest
haunts
of
officials that it has been decided to theme, in treatment and in setAdded to Metro Staff
ting. Its action takes place in vice and crime, when Mrs. Talbot,
release it immediately, thereby givT. Daniel Frawley, who has
ing exhibitors an assured success the best social circles of San Fran- at last freed by her husband, arrives and rescues him.
staged some of the most notable
cisco, ending in what used to be the
with which to follow the early picThe old Five Points section of successes of the speaking stage in
Five Point section of New
in Goldwyn'sinterest
fourthcenters
year infamous
group. turesParticular
York City. Dr. Howard Talbot of New York was built on the studio the last quarter of the centur>-, has
in this production in that it marks the Southern aristocracy of an ear- lot at Culver City with the utmost
Coast directorial
a member staff.
of Metro's W'est
lier period in San Francisco, fidelity. Old prints of the section become
the
of Goldwyn's
faith
in thefulfillment
policy of having
the foremost
brought his beautiful Boston bride as it then appeared were obtained
Mr. Frawley.
just has
writers of the country devote their to a fine residence hotel in the from the New York Historical
turned from an who
extended
stay re-in
energies to the creation of motion Golden Gate city and then neglected Society and were copied, detail by
Orient,
joined Ba>'ard
Veiller's
picture stories. Also, it is interest- her for his club life. An innocent detail, by Cedric Gibbons, Gold- the
colony
of celebrities
in the
coming to note that Mrs. Atherton re- friendship with a rising newspaper
wyn's
art
director,
and
his
staff.
pany's
Garden
Court
studio
buildLewis S. Stone and Mabel
mained at the Goldwryn Culver City man, Langdon Masters, ripened into
ing and will undertake the study
studios during the filming of her love — a love which they decided Tulienne Scott head the cast.
of film-making at close range.
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pter in
E y cha
BLtor
A NO
of motion
theTAhis
pictures was written
this week when it was
ced
that Curator G. H.
announ
Sherwood of the American
Museum of Natural History,
had purchased sfrom Educational Film Corporation
principal portions of " The
Race of the Age," the exclupicture
War'sat
o'ton
Man Bar
victorsivey overof Sir
Windsor, Ont. The print will
be preserved for all time in
the vaults of the museum so
that generations yet to come
will be able to see the picture.

"Outside

the

Law"
in
Demand
management
of the Allen theatre
Is Booked in Almost in the local campaign
for the Dean
wel prosal-Je
the
I UTSI
1 new DEUniver
LAW,"
THE
44^^
picture. Other exploitation men are
duction starring Priscilla
Every
City
of
the
in other sections of the country,
Dean, already has been booked in
almost every city in the United
U. S., Is Report
giving direct aid to exhibitors.
States, so great has been the de" Universal exchange managers
mand for it on the part of first run
from
the Middle West, whom I met
"
We
have
been
greatly
surprised
nt
ors,
exhibit
is the stateme of Mr. in the Universal sales force, by the in Cincinnati
early this week, for
H. M. Berman, general manager of
an
important
conference on our
unusual
demand
for
'
Outside
the
exchanges for Universal.
plans for next season, were highly
Law,' had
on the
part
of
exhibitors
who
Interviewed upon his return from have
to see it run enthusiastic about ' Outside the
a sales conference of Universal ex- off. It is noourchance
belief that this de- Law ' and assured me that they only
change heads at Cincinnati several
mand has been prompted by the were echoing the expressions and
days ago, Mr. Berman admitted unusually
favorable reviews and enthusiasm of their exhibitorthat there is a greater demand for
criticisms
by
' Outside
Law ' in
" Outside the Law " than for any the trade journals
and the
newspapers.
" Not only the home office, but
patrons.
Universal picture ever released.
In addition to this, " The
" The unusual amount of advance the various Universal exchanges
Race
of
the
Age
"
was
shown
"
Although
the
picture
was
not
to the trustees of the museum
bookings also has resulted, I am have been flooded by letters of
officially released until January 17," convinced, from the extensive ex- commendation on the new Univerat their meeting on February
said the Universal sales chief, "-we
ploitation campaign inaugurated by
7.
inwhich great credit has
already have several hundred book- our company, and which has worked been givensal-Jewel,to
Miss Dean and to
ings, most of which are for from its way down through the exchanges
Tod Browning, the author and difour days to a week, and many of
which are for two weeks. The and local publicity men, so that it
rector of the photo-drama. It
Equipment Damaged
now is directly benefiting the ex- seems to be the concensus of
picture just completed a five week hibitor.
by Snow Avalanche
opinion
that Browning, with the
run in the Superba theatre, Los
A severe blizzard, which recently Angeles, which set a record in Uni" This campaign is calculated to help of Miss Dean and Lon Chaney,
isolated the Yosemite valley, did
versal picture success. The picture help exhibitors sell ' Outside the whose remarkable portrayal, ' Black
many hundreds of dollars damage played to packed houses for prac- Law ' to their patrons. J. H. Mayer, Mike ' is one of the events of the
our Exploitation Department,
to the equipment of a Universal
has made the best untically all of the thirty-five days of of
now is in Akron, O., aiding the screen year,derworld
company under the direction of the run.
melodrama ever filmed."
Robert Thornby, who was in the
valley filming scenes for " The
Magnificent
next
feature. Brute," Frank Mayo's Gloria
Swanson
to
Be
Starred
When the blizzard first broke,
In making her bid for stellar
Thornby set his cameramen to
week the Paramount Will Star honors Miss Swanson will have the
INd " the
work, taking snow scenes such as WITHwor
ra," ordered
Camenext
advantage of an excellent script
have rarely been filmed before. A
by Director Sam Wood, at
Her in " The Great
written especially for her by Elinor
small avalanche put an end to the the Lasky studio in Hollywood, will
Moment
snow scenes, however when a start the taking of the initial scene
Glyn, the noted English novelist
slide of earth, rock and snow for " The Great Moment," the first
who came to America for the expartially buried the company, ruin- production in which Gloria Swan- production,
of writing
mount star. will appear as a Paranals " press
for purpose
Paramount.
Miss" origiGlyn
ing much of the lighting equip- son, for several years a leading
ment.
her introduction into has co-operated throughout the
player in Cecil B. DeMille's special theFollowing
film world in comedies, Miss preparation of the continuity with
Swanson was featured by Cecil B. Monte M. Katterjohn, who prepared the film form. Sam Wood,
DeMillc, director-general of Para- who will
direct, has an enviable
mount Pictures, in a series of his
personally directed super-specials. reputation as a master of technique
The first of these was " Don't and an appreciation of a story's
Change
Your Husband,"
which possibilities.
Miss Swanson
played thein leading
feminine role of Leila Porter. This
was followed by another success,
" For Better, For Worse," in which
Part of the Show
Miss Swanson played Sylvia Norcross.
CLOSED
find
check for $2.00 in
The - promise given by this star
in the first two productions was
J-l/pa
TION for
PICTURE
payment
MOamply fulfilled when the release of
NEWS,
from January 15,
Cecil B. DeMille's stupendous
1921, to January 7, 1922.
" Male and Female," took place, for
few screen followers who saw the
" I couldn't run this show
production have ever forgotten
without the NEWS.
"FRANK
HOCKING, JR.,
Miss Swanson's keen appreciation
of the part of Lady Mary Lasenby
" Manager, Pershing Thein that momentous production.
At the time the picture appeared
tre, Fairfield, 111."
it was freely predicted that she
would soon be listed on the constel ation of Paramount stars ; but
it was destined that she was to appear as a featured player in two
more super-specials before that
event came to pass.
Both of these productions, it hap- rdontl
pened, only served to evidence still
further her right to stardom and
enhance her popularity with the
film public. They were : " Why
Change
Your Wife?"
whichof
Miss Swanson
took the inrole
'neglect'
Beth Gordon, and " Something to
J
Think About," in which she played
c/
the part of Ruth Anderson. Like
f
Gloria Swanson in some characteristic poses from her various screen vehicles. the previous productions in which
wi
she
was
featured,
these
were
diUiss Swanson is shortly to make her debut as a Paramount star, in " The Great
rected by Cecil B. DeMille.
Moment," directed by Sam Wood
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English

Producer

Picture

Is

News

Here

George Clark, Whose Pictures Are
Released by Stoll, Here on Visit
GEORGE
CLARK,
the George
Clark president
Productions,of Garden of Resurrection," and " The
arrived in New York from Eng- Persistent
AccordingLovers."
to Mr. Clark, who was
land
on
the
"
Aquitania
"
on
Janupreceded
to this country by his pubary 30th. He came to this country
licity representative. Leila Lewis,
for a short stay during which he Miss Duke
and Mr. Newall, behas planned to look over the Americause of their clear lead among
can field, with a view to becoming British Film Players, have been genbetter acquainted with conditions
here, and to inaugurate a campaign
erally nicknamed the " English
on behalf of his two stars, Ivy Marj- and Doug."' The two stars
are extremely versatile and talDuke and Guy Newall.
ented, for Miss Duke, in addition
The George Clark Productions to playing
the female lead, reads
are being released in this country
the stories for producby the Stoll Film Corporation of and selects
tion, while Mr. Newall doubles up
America, and it is at the latter's
the scenario, and directmain offices at 130 West Forty-sixth by writing
ing the production, besides holding
Street, New York, that Mr. Clark
is making his headquarters.
down the featured man's part.
Two of the Clark productions,
George Clark and Guy Newall
started the corporation following a
"
Squandered
Lives
"
and
"
The
Left — Winchell Smith. Right — John Golden.
Chicago)— (Golden photo, copyright by Moffett.
friendship which had sprung up beLure released,
of Crooning
Waterwon" have
been
and have
high
tween the men during the war, when
commendation. Others which will they were both attached to an antiaircraft defense station in England.
follow are : " Testimony," " The
Metro
Buys
Stage
Success

Pays Quarter of a Million for Half
"Xhe
Fumace"
Wins
Pralse
Interest World Rights Turn to Righ
t
j^^^,^^^,^
- Smith, at Farmington, Conn. This
Head
RES CORPO
quar
ters
Repor
METRO PICTU
ts
RATION announced this last location will be used for the
Exhibitor Endorsements Continue
week that it has purchased from celebration peach orchard scenes.
\ertising that but few pictures
John Golden one half interest in It so happens that Mr. Smith's
rters reheadqua
Realart
THE
or
that
ports
exhibit
endorse
country
place
has
just
such
an
or\\ . C. Clavier, of the Liberty
the world's screen rights to "Turn
chard and old-fashioned house as
" by Winchell Smith
ments for its release, "The Fur- theatre, Fargo, S. D., used teaser
to the
and
JackRight,
Hazzard,
for a quarter of that he presented in " Turn to the
continue
ng arrive
a million. Golden retains a half Right." \\'hen given at the Gaiety
the followito
mitsnace,"
letter and
fromsub-C. advertisements on the picture a
S. Musser of the Opera House, week before it was shown at his
interest.
theatre a few seasons ago " Turn Shepherdstown, W. Va., as typical theatre.
create." He writes : E\ er> one
Negotiations for the disposal of to
the Right " broke all records for
saw it was more than pleased.
this record-breaking stage success box office returns. Its run totaled of the comments received from who
Personally
I think it the most
bookers
of
this
William
D.
Taylor
452
days.
have been in progress, it is underelaborate
picture
we ever screened
stood, for more than two years, and
A. Rowland, president production :
and we have been in the business
offers were made not only by Metro ofRichard
" Book it, see it, advertise it and
Metro Pictures Corporation,
years. We can cheerbut by every other company of im- made the following comment upon then reap the benefit of the word- for twelve
fully recommend it to any exhibitor
portance,
according
to
the
Metrothe
announcement
of
conclusion
of
of-mouth
advertising
that
few
picstatement.
tures create. ' The Furnace ' is a who wishes a high class entertainThe picture production will be negotiations with Mr. Golden.
great picture and the work of
One exploitation stunt creating
made and distributed by Metro,
" We're doing what we said we'd
and presented on the screen by do : buying, at no matter what fig- Agnes Ayres is truly remarkable," considerable comment was employed
Mr. ^fusser. " Entire cast by M. MelincoflF of the Capitol
ure, the best in the world for the writes
John Golden and Marcus Loew.
is good with special mention of theatre, L>Tin, Mass. He cut out
The making of the picture will be stories for Metro pictures. In Milton
Sills and Theodore Roberts. some cardboard butterflies, painted
supervised personally by Winchell obtaining ' Turn to the Right ' we
believe we have something that will Every exhibitor ought for his own them and hung them from his marSmith, the American playwright.
The production will be made at do on the screen what the original benefit to book this picture; he
ment."
quis w-here they fluttered in the
Metro's Western and Eastern play did on the stage : absolutely should see it screened and then with wind. He also used additional advertising space in the newspapers in
studios, and at the estate of Mr. shatter all previous records."
his knowledge of it go out and advertise itlike the devil. It is too announcing the picture. Concerning ■'The
cantly : Furnace " he says signifigood a picture to let slip by without
strong
advertising.
Book
it
to
" This is the first time we have
New
Frederick
Production
benefit from the word-of-mouth adrun a full week on any picture."
" Roads of Destiny " to Follow Up
Acord
to Start
New
Serial
Success of Star in " Madame X "
FOLLOWING the success of ly conceded that never in her career as a screen star has Miss FredStar in " White Horseman ;
" Aladam X," Goldwyn Picerick given an emotional performtures Corporation is releasing anAlbert
Russell to Be Director
ance of such compelling force. In
other drama in which Miss Frederick is the star. The new release, ' Roads of Destiny " she has a role THE return to Universal City of ers.
Universal's New York headquartthat will make a follow-up for ex- fully on a par with her characteriArt Acord, star of " The Moon
zation in Alexandre Bisson's dra- Riders," to appear in a forthcomThroughout the eighteen epihibitors who have found " Madame ma.
sodes there promises to be no letX " to be a good drawing card, is
ing serial, "The White Horseman,"
Points
to
be
pla>ed,
says
Goldup in the succession of thrills and
is announced
by
the cowboy
Universal's
" Roads of Destiny," an adaptation
home
office.
The
popular
star
wyn,
up
arc
the
engrossing
story,
g
s
suc-d the gripping characterization, the will have for a director Albert Rus- suspense, which will mark ' The
of Channin
suggeste
turn, was stage
cess, which, in Pollock'
Horseman' as the superlative
sell, under whose supervision Wliite
by the O. Henry story of the same marvelous acting of the star and
in serials — hazardous feats, hairbreadth escapes and perilous stunts,
the
supporting
cast,
the
fascinating
Acord's previous chaptered photoname. With " Madame X " still
aplenty, to assure the success of
fresh in the minds of motion pic- twists and turns of the action, the drama was filmed.
ture audiences, the exploitation question of destiny, " can a man
latest effort. The story
" Acord has been training for .A.rtthe.\cord's
serial deals with the attempts
ties of "Roads of Destiny" overcome his fate, or is the unwrit- several weeks — he has been con- of
possibili
of several contending factions to
may be realized to the full, said
ten word unescapable? " the power- scientiouslj- conditioning himself as obtain control of a chain of valuGoldwyn.
ful
appeal
to
women,
and
that
preparation
for
the
dare-devil
stunts
From all parts of thef country
able opal mines formerly operated
Goldwyn states that it is receiving everyone who enjoyed " Madame which he will be called upon to by a tribe of now-extinct Indians
reports of new records established X " will find an equally stirring perform — and he is now in perfect and now in possession of a young
by " Madame X " and it is general- drama in " The Roads of Destin>-." trim." declares the statement from westerner, .^llen. played hy .\cord.
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FB. WARREN, general
• manager of distribution
of Associated Producers, Inc.,
announced this week the following changes in Associated
ers'
selling organizaProduc
tion:
William H. Jenner, who,
since the formation of Associated Producers, has been its
resident manager in Boston,
becomes Western District
Manager with headquarters
in Los Angeles. Mr. Jenner
is succeeded in Boston by
J. A. McConville. Walter R.
Liebmann has been appointed
Resident Manager in Atlanta.
He succeeds Frank L. Hudson.
Mr. Jenner, who is the first
district manager to be appointed by Mr. Warren, was,
until he resigned to become
Boston manager for Associated Producers, manager
for United Artists in Boston.
Previous to that time he was
for two years Boston Manager for Goldwyn. Mr. McConville, who succeeds Mr.
Jenner in Boston, was formerly assistant manager of
the Boston office of Paramount.
Donald Crisp Will Do
Hamilton Story
Donald Crisp's next production
for Famous Players-Lasky British
Producers will be an adaptation of
the popular novel by Cosmo HamilNew interest
York,"
and ton,it"The
will Princess
have a of
special
for both American and English
audiences, in view of the international character of the book and the
production, declares a statement
from Paramount headquarters.
Furthermore, Donald Crisp, his
assistant, Claude H. Mitchell, and
David Powell, who is to play the
hero, are all three British born, and
have had long experience of the
film industry in the States. The
heroine is to be played by Mary
Glynne, one of the most charming
and brilliant of the younger generation of British actresses.
Southern

Exhib

Praises

"Forbidden Fruit"
If Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount
production, " Forbidden Fruit," is
not shown in every important theatre in the South, it will not be
the fault of Charles W. Picquct
manager of the Carolina theatre,
Pinehurst, N. C. He says :
" I screened ' Forbidden Fruit '
for a jury of twelve blase New
Yorkers, after midnight and with
no musical accompaniment, and I
have never seen such unbounded
enthusiasm in a group of such people, and a picture that will stand
that test is some picture.
" I am paying
profor a price
paidhighest
for it that I ever the
duction which means, with my limited capacity and a limited number
of winter guests to draw from, that
I have no thought of profit. I am
proud of the opportunity of showing such a picture .and I consider
it will give my house a standing and
a prestige that it could attain in
no other way."

Hayakawa

SBornap-"
HAY
SESatSUE
First
TheonWA'
pearance in "ndAKA
way,
Broad
the Stra
New York, was hailed by the New
York City dailies with enthusiasm. Almost without exception
they devoted leading space in their
review columns to criticisms of
" The First Born," and many gave
the review a separate caption, contrary to usual procedure.
" The First Born " is based on a
stage play by Francis Powers, in
which that well-known actor played
the leading part. Hayakawa always
cherished a desire to play the role,
and chose it for the initial one of
his new pictures. The story is
that of a young boatman who loves
a girl along the Hoang-Ho. in
China, only to lose her to a " picture bride " agent, who sells her in
America. Later, following her
there, the hero finds her after he
has had a son by another woman.
How he loses this child in tragic
manner, and becomes reunited with
his first love is dramatically told.
The distinguished critic Alan
Dale, of the New York American,
paid a most glowing tribute to the
acting of Hayakawa in his criticism,
which was nearly one column in
length.
In part he said: "'The First
Born ' was designed primarily to

Seen
at
the
Strand
set forth the peculiarly graphic mented : " The earthquake shook
emotional power of that wonderful loose from San Francisco most of
actor, Sessue Hayakawa. (3ften I the landmarks of Chinatown so
have wished that Sessue could graphically and faithfidly limned in
speak, or that at least 1 could hear ' The First Born ' at the Strand
his voice. He has all the silently this week, but it would take more
sinister actors of the speaking stage than an earthquake to shake from
beaten in every direction. He has the mind the impression left by the
finished and poignant acting of
poise, his awe-inspiring eyes render Sessue
Hayakawa. As the simple,
mere speech unnecessary. His
coolie boatman from the
facial expressions are quite extra- kindly
Hoang-Ho
who exacts vengeance
ordinary. In his way. he is abso- on the Chinese
merchant who enlutely unique.
his wife — his second love —
" What actor of the stage or and hisslavedfirst
born son, Hayakawa
screen could
away with
such in- surpasses many an American actor,
cidents get
as Sessue
vanquished,
standing for long periods with the achieving his effects without requiring, as they so often do, a
dead body of a child in his arms?
Yet there was nothing maudlin in gutta percha face. In his tender
passages with his little son he
anything that Hayakawa did. It makes
one realize as though anew
was eminently impressive, artistic- that emotion lurks behind the maskally perfect, and worthy of the line face of an Oriental, and in his
highest praise. In fact, it would climatic moment of vengeful
pay many stage stars to watch this triumph over his persecutor he
picture,douslyand
the stamped
tremen- silently sounds the high C of
stirring stud>'
expressions
emotional acting. Helen Jerome
upon Sessue's face. There arc
several doseups that are extra- Eddy, Marie Pavis and " Sunny
ordinarily gripping. The eyes will Boy" Warde are his aid and comfort, and Colin Campbell has dihaunt you ; the terrific tragedy of
rected a most ambitious and praisethe man's out-look will register in
your memory. There is nothing Cole in worthy
productionthat
by makes
Robertsona manner
one
trivial or banal about the acting of
glad
one
has
managed
to live
Sessue Hayakawa. Such dramatic through so many problem plays
to
work
gives
dignity
to
the
screen."
The Sun, in a leading article com- see something like this." *

Subtlety
of
Appeal
has
who
N,
BALLI
HUGO
MR. just
finished his modernized Appeal
of Physical

version of " East Lynne,"
for release by the VV. W. Hodkinson Corporation, believes that the
stress of physical acting and indeed
the whole physical element in the
production of motion pictures has
reached its peak and that the public
are slowly but surely turning away
from this style of entertainment,
which at its best is often crude and
phimitixe. Mr. Ballin says:
'' I believe the time has come when
we must re-adjust the standards of
screen values. Because motion on
the screen was a sentimental novelty
we suffered much from exaggerated
motion in the early days of the industry. Indeed we all remember
that the first motion pictures aimed
at nothing more than the reproduction of motion as such and that
to be sure was novel and startling
enough. We had galloping horses,
express trains, the flight of birds,
athletic and gymnastic exercises, —
in short all those activities which
either consisted wholly of motion or
accentuated motion.
" It was but natural for us to import this tendency to emphasize motion into our early screen drama — a
fact which to my mind accounts
quite fully for the immense and sustained popularity of so-called
' Westerns.' From time to time we
attempted something of the subtler
t>-pe. When we started to translate
popular fiction into the vocabulary'
of the screen we began to realize
that the over-emphasis of motion
was a fatal defect. We all remember that at one time the foreign pictures, especially the picture of Latin
or to be specific of French origin
had a tremendous vogue. Ten years
ago the popularity of the foreign
picture reached its height. Patrons
still looked for plenty of motion,

Motion

on

Wane

Says Ballin
almost for its own sake. From that
day forward, i.e., from 1911, the
foreigncline andmade
to de-at
whilepicture
in 1909began
and 1910
least one-half of the average American motion picture programs consisted of pictures of foreign origin,
in 1915 the foreign made picture
represented a negligible quantity.
"This fact can be explained only
in one way, — the people who patronized the motion pictures had become tired of the mere novelty of
motion and desired something more

Required
subtle
and refined. The American
producer was quick to sense this
popular demand and by responding
to it reduced the foreign picture to
insignificance. I believe that we are
still in the initial stage of this revulsion from the over-emphasis of
motion. We have, I believe, now
arrived at a point where the majority of our patrons enjoy a picin proportion to the subtlety
of its tureappeal.
" This means above all things a
profound change in the nature and
quality of acting before the camera
and likewise in the nature and
quality of the successful director.
Pathos and atmosphere today count
for more than ever in the history
of motion pictures. Beauty and
lavish settings have become factors.

aoii:t

ne^ec

your
wife
/
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A bit of pulchritude from
Conditions

Just
Out byof Goldwyn
College," starring Jack Pickford, and
released
Favor

Serials

Pathe Investigates Business Conditions asThey Apply to Serials
A SEARCHING investigation of Ruth Roland will be standard for
general business conditions as the serial offerings of the year.
they apply in particular to photoIn a mass of material obtained
play serials has failed to reveal
by
Pathe from exhibitors, whose exany evidence in support of recent
periences with serials within recent
but fast-fading opinions of an " all times are conducive to the optimpervading
business
ism felt by the Pathe serial sales
now becomes
knowndepression."
that such Ita
department,
are found many exsurvey, completed a short time ago
direct from the box office
by Pathe, not only refused results which leavepressionslittle
doubt of the susindicative of existing or threatened
tained popularity of the episode
depression but offered the most em- film.
phatic encouragements of the elaborate serial program mapped out by
Three of Pathe's serials which
Pathe last summer for 1921.
attained great popular success last
The serial producing and releas- year are " Ruth of the Rockies,"
ing plans therefore will be carried " The Phantom Foe " and " Dareout to the letter by Pathe and with
devil Jack."
renewed confidence in the outcome
plishments ofVery
these recent
picturesaccomshow
of a schedule based on more exten- that the success they registered at
sive lines with regard to episode the time of release has not suffered
productions. The quality of pro- any depression up to the present.
duction displayed in the first two At the Rex and Capital Theatres,
releases in 1921, " Double Adven- Eugene, Oregon, the Ruth Roland
completed a reture " with Charles Hutchison, and vehicle hasmarkablyjust
successful run.
" The Avenging Arrow " starring

director of " The
WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE, -Cole
super-speStealers,"
in all
such wide success
achieved Robertson
has famous
cial, whichthe
parts of the United States, and of " What's A Wife
Worth?" another super-special which is to be released, has
returned to the Coast, where he has started work on a third
production which will be completed seyeral months hence.
Mr. Cabanne wrote the story which he imparted to the
Robertson-Cole executive staff recently, and which won the
approval of the experts who passed upon it from standpoints
of box office appeal, exploitation possibilities, and artistic and
dramatic merits. Mr. Cabanne is now at work obtaining for
the screen enactment of his remarkable story a distinguished
cast
He has in mind one of the most beautiful spots on the
Western Coast, where he will obtain his exteriors, while his
interior settings will be made in the Robertson-Cole studios
at Hollywood.
Included in the cast of "What's A Wife Worth?" are
Casson Ferguson, Alex Francis, Howard Gaye, Virginia
Caldwell, Ruth Rennick, Cora Drew and a number of others,
including an infant in arms. The scenes are laid in a typical
American town of today, and the situations are so familiar
and natural as to have instant appeal with audiences of all
sorts. Robertson-Cole publicity forces are now at work on
a complete exploitation and advertising campaign for
"What's A Wife Worth?" which will put the exhibitor in
position to reap ample profits from it.

Picture

News

Increased
Output
Comedy
Four Comedy Companies Busy at
Present Time at Universal Citv
ized with William Beaudine at its
in- head, as supervisor and director,
ly has
recentcomed
L its short
UNIVERSAcreased
y outby Frank Roland Conklin,
put by several hundred percent, aided
writer, and W. Scott Darling,
reports from Universal City indi- scenarist. These men formerly
cate. Instead of one-reel Star were with Sennett comedies.
fore
figcomedy uredwhich
in the hereto
weekly
Universal has
The new two-reelers being made
schedule of releases, four comedies by Lyons and Moran, also are an
City.
now are under way at Universal added feature to the Universal
comedy program, while Joe Martin,
A growing demand for short and the clever orang-outang screen
meritorious comedies is being dis- star, is again before the Universal
covered by film salesmen in almost camera for a series of short
all parts of the United States, it comedies.
is asserted by the heads of the
Officials at Universal City also
Universal sales force.
Universal's first move to build have obtained the services of
Ward Hayes, widely known as a
up its comed}'
outputchief
was oftheserial
in- director
of comedy reels. During
stal ation of a new
and short stuff scenarios. He is his experience with the megaphone
W illiam Lord Wright, well known he has directed for such companies
Triangle, Sennett, Christie,
as an author of books on the mo- as
tion picture. He has had a varied Nation and the Special Pictures
experience in the film game, in- Corporation. He now is directing
cluding editorial work on trade Billy Fletcher in one-reelers. His
first comedy for Universal will be
A
new
comedy
unit
was
organcalled " All at Sea."
papers.
Metro
Re-Signs
Viola
Is Coming East for Vacation;

Dana
New

York " Is a Closed Book to Her "
contract
feature production, " Home Stuff,"
g her
renewinfor
AFTER
with Metro
a term
of the
piquant
storyFrank
of farm
and and
village life by
Dazey
years, Viola Dana, whose most
popular film production recently Agnes Johnston, Miss Dana was
showed her in the role of a chorus granted a well earned period of
girl, is journeying to New York to freedom, far from the click of the
view the chorus girl of real life in camera.
'■ Then I'm going to do New
her favorite haunts.
For the petite Metro favorite, York," she said. " I'm going to
who played on the New York stage see the city from the Battery to the
as a child, who has enacted stage Bronx. It has been so long since
parts and appeared as a blase city I have seen the city that I know
girl for the screen, admits that New I'll be a bigger sight to the people
York is a closed book to her.
than they will be to me. I feel as
I had been absorbed by ' Home
Viola never
seen New
Follies.
She hasnever
has York's
toured if
Stuff ' and actually belonged on the
New York's far-famed roof reUnder the terms of the contract,
sorts. To be trampled upon in the
subway will offer new thrills to the she will star in special feature productions to be made from the best
city girl of pictures.
On completing her forthcoming stories available.
farm."
Trade
Views
*' A Con
necticut

Fox
Special
Yankee in King
' at Broadhurst

Court '
Arthur's
of congratulation
bei- ing messages
A
"
of
ion in King Connect
to pour into
the offices of Fox
THE reputat
cut Yankee
Arthur's Film gan Corporation.
Court,"leasewhich
is having
run of many
weeksa "pre-rein Los
W illiam Fox has made of " A
,
d
Angeles travele clear across the Connecticut
Yankee " a film that is
continent and brought great crowds at once a gigantic spectacle, a roarto the theatre,
trade showing
at theTuesday
Broad- ingly funny comedy and a gripping
hurst
New York,
drama. It would be a worthy sucof last week, Feb. 1.
cessor to ■' Over the Hill " if " Over
the Hill " needed a successor, which
It wasTwain
to prove
the " pullamong
" of this
Mark
masterpiece
all it does not.
classes of people that William Fox
introduced it on the West Coast and
Thecut Yankee
production
of "A Connecti" at mid-season
abundthen brought it East. It has been
antly fulfills the promise made by
running seven weeks at one theatre Mr. Fox last summer, when he anin Los Angeles, and will certainly
his plans for the in
season's
go ten at least. .\nd from the en- big specialnouncedproduction.
many
thusiasm aroused by the trade respects the best thingIt isFox
Film
showing the New York run, if this Corporation ever has done.
is Mr. Fox's plan will be even
longer.
.\ notable feature of the producImmediatelv after the trade show- tings.tion is the sumptuousness of the set-
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Centre — Jewel Carmen.

At left and right — two views from her current vehicle, " The Silver Lining," a Roland West production, released by Metro

ie Film ComTHE Christ
pany is again calling
attention of the trade
to the fact that
es
stie Comedi
icht
"havCheribee
n released un"derwhtha
ly protectbrand name and ful
ed, are positively not being
reissued.
Statements which are said
to be misleading, have again
appeared in the trade papers
which state that " Christie
Comedies
" are being reissued.
Fred L. Porter, secretarytreasurer of the . Christie
Company, states that the only
comedies that Al Christie directed besides Christie Comedies, were Nester Comedies
for the Universal Company,
and Cub Comedies for the
Mutual Company. Comedies
said to be reissued must be
the Cub Comedies, of which
there were sixteen made,
most of which were directed
by Horace Davey, and which
were made by the Christie
Film Compsmy five years ago.
Porter further states that
publicity concerning the
Christie reissues is not within
the bounds of fact.
" We have no desire to
hamper the sales of any comedies owned by another company, but we object to misleading advertising, and unlawful use of a fully protected name," states Porter, " and
any one advertising that they
have a Christie Comedy for
reissue will certainly be prosecuted."
Church
Journal Lists
Hodkinson Releases
" In these days when so much is
being said in criticism of the motion picture in the press and elsewhere, it is refreshing to note that
the well-known Catholic monthly
known as 'The Holy Name Journal '
has come out with a list of "Desirable Pictures ' which is headed
by two Hodkinson Releases, ' The
Kentucky Colonel ' and ' The U. P.
Trail,' " reads a statement from the
Hodkinson headquarters.

Metro

Releases

HREE dramatic special productions — " Passion Fruit,"
starring Doraldina ; " The
Greater
presenting
Lake inClaim,"
the stellar
part ;Alice
and
" Without Limit," a George D.
Baker production for S-L Pictures
and a Buster Keaton comedy, " The
Haunted
House
" constitute Metro's
releases for
February.
The feature-length pictures will
be distributed to exhibitors in the
order mentioned. Doraldina, in
Carey Wilson's romance of Hawaii,
" Passion Fruit," will be available
for booking February 7. Two
weeks later Alice Lake's next photo
play, " The Greater Claim," whose
story is of a chorus girl who, maryrying into a prominent family that
did not want her, will be ready.
This will bring the release date of
this picture and of the Buster
Keaton comedy, " The Haunted
House " to fall coincidentally on
the twenty-first of the month. February 28 will bring to the screen
George D. Baker's production,
" Without
an S-Lstudios
Produc-in
tion made Limit,"
at the Metro
Sixty-first Street, and to be distributed by the latter organization.
It is a picturization of Calvin Johnston's
" Temple
Dusk,"
publishedstory,recently
in the
Saturday
Evening Post. Anna Q. Nilsson
heads the cast of players who
enact it.
T

The story, " Passion Fruit," by
Carey Wilson, depicts the life of
the Pacific isles. Edward Lowe,
Jr., wrote the scenario for the picture. Rudolph Bergquist photographed it,and special art interiors
were prepared by John Hughes.
Direction was in the hands of John
E. Ince.
As Mary Smith in " The Greater
Claim " the star, Alice Lake, declares she has been given the most
ambitious part in her histronic career. Mary is a show girl who
marries " Chuck " Everard, wealthy
and well-born. His family objects
to the point of kidnapping the
young husband on his honeymoon
and later trying to buy a divorce
from Mary. She is disgusted with
the whole affair and returns to
Broadway to lead a more riotous
life than ever before, only to be
checked and brought to a sense of

for

Three
Features and
Keaton Comedv
on List
responsibility by the birth of a son.
The story is the original work of
Izola Forrester and Mann Page.
Albert Shelby Le Vino adapted it
to the screen. The director was
Wesley Ruggles.
George D. Baker's " Without
Limit ' ' retells Calvin Johnston's
magazine story, a sensation ever
since its appearance in print, with
increased dramatic power. It is
the romance of Ember, a girl from
Broadway, and of David Marlowe,
son of a minister conducting a mission on the East Side, who are
wed attable acast midnight
revel.headed
The noof the picture,
by

February
Anna Q. Nilsson, includes Robert
Frazer, as David ; Robert Schable,
as Bunny Fish, rounder and cad;
Kate
mother;
Frank Blancke,
Currier, asasDavid's
the minister;
Thomas W. Ross, as Charlie, the
croupier
the gambling
establishment of at
Clement
Palter, played
by
Charles Lane. Mr. Baker not only
directed but scenarioized the picture. Andre Barlatier was the photographer and M. P. Staulcup the
art director. It was produced by
S-L (Arthur Sawyer and Herbert
Lubin) Pictures.
Buster Keaton in " The Haunted
House," adds another to his list of
smile getters. This comic, written
and directed by Buster Keaton and
Eddie Cline for Joseph M. Schenck,
is a hilarious tale of ghosts and
counterfeiters with the slapstick
cracking merrily in characteristic
Keaton stvlc.

Motion
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News

Plan
Educational
Meeting
International Convention to Be

Frank Campau who has a prominent role in Pathe's feature picture,
, ■• The Killer "
Ruth

Roland

Pathe Announces

Serial
March

Soon

13 as Re-

Held in Mid- West During March
sentatives and giving them the fullEDUCATIONALCHANGES, FILM
EXest light on all developments. This
INC., this week
notified managers of all of its is reported to have made a big hit
at the Eastern meeting, but it will
thirty-one exchanges in the United be
carried out on a larger scale at
States and six in Canada to make
their arrangements to attend its first the general convention.
international con\ention at either
Heads of all the principal departments will be present from the
Chicago or Cincinnati at a date in
March to be definitely fixed later. home office, and in addition representatives of all the producers reIt is said that this will be the first
leasing through Educational will
time that any motion picture distheir plans and hear suggestributing organization has held such tell of tions
from the sales forces direct
an important meeting before the
first > ear of its existence was ended. as to how they can make their product even more pleasing to the exThe first release thrt)ugh an Educahibitor. According to the home oftional exchange was made on June
fice, some new and far reaching
20 of last year.
Late in the fall a convention of nounced.
specialization plans will be anthe Eastern exchanges was held at
the Hotel Astor and the results
were so pleasing that the general Naval
Balloonists Are
meeting was immediately planned.
Entertained
In the meantime Henry Ginsberg,
domestic sales manager, has made
Taking advantage of interest
a tour of all of the offices and then
special trips to different territories, aroused by current news the manager of the Strand theatre. Rockwhile President E. \V. Hammons,
who is now on his way to visit the away Park, L. I., had a special
producing units on the Coast, will showing at his house for LieutenL. A. Kloor and Walter Hinvisit most of the offices going, or on ton, ants
two of the three balloonists
his return trip. In addition, prac- recentlv
lost in Canada.
tically all of the managers have
The manager cleverly lined up
made trips to the home offices to get
in closer touch.
the showing with exploitation on
Definite announcement of the date ■' Heliotrope," the picture he was
of the con\ ention awaits the return playing with the result that the
of Mr. Hammons, since he an- event was turned into a reception
nounced before he left that he in honor of the navy balloonists and
would probably have some interest- their safe return. Lieut. Farrell.
ing announcements to make con- the third member of the party had
cerning future business. He has been expected to attend but was (
always pursued the policy of talking confined at home by illness, the result of his privations.
directly to the various sales repre-

lease Date of firmly
" Avenging Arrow "
D Y way of establishing
will for
be Pathe.
Miss Roland's
and at an early date its serial It
serial
The new eighth
play
program for 1921 as the most aus- is an adaptation of Arthur Prespicious ithas ever attempted, Pathe
ton Hankins' '' The Honeymoon
announced as its next episode re- Quest," put in scenario form by
Ben
R,
Cohen and produced under
lease Ruth Roland in " The Avengthe personal supervision of Robert
ing
Arrow."
This
picture
will
be
presented by Pathe on March 13th, Brunton. W. S. Van Dyke and
the issue being simultaneous with William Bowman were the directhe release of the final chapter of tors.
" Velvet Fingers," the current serial
Her part in "The Avenging Arstarring George B. Seitz, with Maris said
to supply
landrow"with
a wider
scope Miss
than Roany
guerite Courtot.
For a serial star, whose vehicles of her former serial roles. In
are not less than 30 reels. Miss this regard it is considered unuExchange,
Roland is making an unusually
sual to a degree and an important Vitagraph
l'-2-29 Vine Street,
early return to the screen in a new factor contributing to the anticipicture. Her last play, " Ruth of
pated success of the play. Colorful
Philadelphia, Pa.
the Rockies." was released last August and is still playing to a big setting is another feature of " The
following.
Avenging
which of
concerns
I want to take this opportunity to
itself with Arrow,"
the adventures
a girl
" Thelieved toAvenging
Arrow
"
is
bebe the superior of any of born and raised in Southern Cali- tell vou how proud I am of being able to present
her pictures as a starring vehicle. fornia.
"DEAD MEN TELL XO TALES," now being shown
at this theatre, also a few facts regarding it.

"Camille"
to Do
Nazimova
Principal Characters Are Already
Chosen; Ray Smallwood Directing
NAZIMOVA'S
next will
special
screen production
be
"hasCamille,"
upon
which
progress
been made already to the point
of casting the principal characters
of this classic drama by Alexandre
Dumas, the younger.
Following advices from the Metro
studios in Hollywood, where the
Russian star's pictures are made,
to the effect that " Camille " definitely would be the photoplay to folher latestto sensation,
Billionsof'
camelow news
the home " oflficcs
the distributing organization that
casting was begun.
Two members of the personnel
which aided in the production of
Vicente Blasco Ibanez's " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse " have
been brought into service by Nazimova for " Camille." June Mathis,
who adapted the Ibanez novel, prepared the screen script for the Duclassic ;ofand
Rudolph
\'alen-in
tino, masactor
Julio
Desnoyers

This picture has broken every record ever established by this theatre, since it has come under our
control three years ago. We played not only to more
people, but turned away at least 10,000 on Monday,
the first day of its showing.

" The Four Horsemen " — the principal male role — will play Armand
We have played practically every big production,
in " Camille."
Among the other members of the
cast thus far chosen are : Rex but never before have we received so many pleasing
Cherryman, the youthful actor, comments and congratulations as we hear from the
who appeared as the playwright in
lips of those fortunate enough to be admitted.
Xazimova's production of " Madame
Peacock
"
;
Arthur
Hoyt,
well
Nothing would please me more than to run the
known to followers of both the
screen and speaking stage ; Zeftic picture another week, as I feel sure we could play
Tillburj',' versatile character actress, to capacity, but owing to our policy it is impossible
who just has completed an impor- to
do so.
tantGame";
role in Metro's
production
ot"
"Big
Ruth
Miller,
and
Consuelo Flowerton.
I want to congratulate you on this wonderful proThe task of designing the many
duction and not only wish, but am confident, that
elaborate scenic effects has been assigned by Nazimova to Mile. Ram- you will derive from it all the benefits of which all
bova, who visualized the dream
garden that plays an important part good pictures are deserving.
in the star's current production,
Very truly yours,
"directed
Billions."
who
the Ray
threeSmallwood,
last Nazimova
(Signed)
H. STEVENSON,
pictures, is serving in the same ca^Manager, Knickerbocker Theatre.
pacity for this one.
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Unique Features in the
Ambassador Theatre
The Ambassador Theatre which
will open its doors to the public
soon, will stand unique among the
motion picture theatres of America.
In the first place, it is the only
cinema theatre which, though located in a hotel, caters to the outside public, and in which reserved
seats only will be sold.
World premiers will be shown,
with the exception of a few photoclassics recently released, which are
of such great general interest as
to warrant the breaking of this
rule. The policy of a weekly
change in program will be carried
out consistentlj', and the pre-releases will be far enough in advance of other showings to give
exhibitors throughout the country
a chance to gauge the possibilities
of a feature by the criticisms it
receives.
In the intermissions of the afternoon and evening performances,
interpolated bits of entertainment
will be given from time to time in
the lounging room which adjoins
the main body of the theatre.
Reserved seats may be purchased
a week in advance of all performances and season reservations may
be secured, for a preferred location
in the house.
Louise Lovely in Story
of N. Y. Underworld
The seeming fondness of film
fans for productions that have their
entire locale laid in New York
City, as is evidenced in the case
of " While New York Sleeps "
whose popularity shows no sign of
abatement, has led William Fox to
select
Louise
Lovely's
starring for
vehicle
a story
writtennext
by
George William Hill and called
" Whilethethe
Devil
which
entire
actionLaugh's,
transpiresin
in the world's first city.
The story of " While the Devil
Laugh's of
" Mary
concerns
chiefly
the
efforts
Franklin,
a girl
of the East Side side slums, to rise
above the level of her surroundings
and emancipate herself and her impoverished family from the letters
with which an unkind fate has enchained them. How this is brought
about is made the basis of a gripping tale of New York, with its
gaudy cabarets, dreary tenements
and picturesque Manhattanese
drawn with a fidelitj- to life that
will mark the characterizations of
a later-day Dickens.
Ziegfeld Beauty
for Nazimova

Signed
Cast

Consuelo Flowertpn, a Ziegfeld
Follies beauty, of the Spring Frolic
of 1920, and model for all of Howard Chandler
famous
war posters,
has Christy's
been selected
by
Nazimova, for one of the supporting roles in her production of " Camille," for Metro release.
Miss Flowerton arrived in Hollywood a week ago, and immediately
was given a screen test in the role
of Olimpe. The evidence of the
camera was such that she was given
a contract without delay, under
which she will be a member of
Nazimova's supporting company.
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Paramount's
February
Issues
urday
Evening
Post story, " Yanount
eightforParam
A
Striking
Array
of
RE esarelisted
THEfeatur
ry
Februa
conna Yillies," by Herschel Hall.
Jack Nelson was the director, and
release, including productions
Features Listed
Gladys George is seen for the first
"^rom the studios of Thomas H. Ince,
time as leading woman for the
Lois Weber and Cosmopolitan as
for
February
s
well as contribution from three of
lively young Mr. McLean.
On the 2Uth comes the CosmopoliParamount's own special producers,
namely, Cecil B. DeMille, Hugh
tan production, " The Passionate
P'ord and Charles Maigne.
The other release of the 6th is Pilgrim," from the story by Samuel
The honors for February 6 are
Merwin. Robert G. Vignola direc" The Ghost in the Garret." This
ted, the scenario being by Donnah
shared
" Brewster's
was written by Wells Hast- Darrell. Matt Moore plays the
in
which byRoscoe
(Fatty) Millions,"
Arbuckle comedy
ings ;and F. Richard Jones, who title role, and the cast includes
is starred by special arrafigement
rector.
" Flying Pat," was the di- Rubye de Remer, Mary Newcomb,
with Joseph M. Schenck, and " The produced
Julia Swayne Gordon, Tom Guise,
Ghost in the Garret," in which New
Art Film Co. presents Dorothy GiSh
Cecil B. DeMille's production, Frankie Mann, Claire Whitney,
as star. The former, adapted from " Forbidden Fruit," which Jules Charles Gerard, Sam J. Ryan and
the novel by George Barr Mc- Mastbaum pronounced " the crown- Helen Lindroth.
Cutcheon and the play by Winchell
ing achievement of the cinema art "
Charles Maigne's production of
Smith, has already been shown in when he booked it to open the new " The Kentuckians," with Monte
advance of the general release date $2,000,000 Stanley theatre in Phila- 20th.
Blue, is the other release for the
delphia, isscheduled for the 13th.
in some of the larger cities, includScheduled for the 27th is Hugh
ing New York, and trade paper as Written by Jeanie Macpherson, this
well as newspaper reviewers have super-picture presents in its cast Ford's production, " The Price of
pronounced it a riot of fun with Agnes AjTes, Clarence Burton,
with Ethel Clayton as
the star.
Arbuckle at his very best. Joseph Theodore Roberts, Kathlyn Will- Possession,"
Also on the 27th comes the Lois
iams, Forrest Stanley, Theodore
Menabery directed the picture from
Walter Woods' scenario, while the Kosloff, Shannon Day, Bertram W'eber production, " What's Worth
cast includes Betty Ross Clark as Johns and Julia Faye.
While?" Claire Windsor, who
On the same day, Thomas H. Ince made such a fine impression by her
leading woman and such film favorites as Fred Huntly, James Corri- presents Douglas MacLean in
in " Toseen
Pleasein One
gan, Jean Acker, Charles Ogle and " Chickens," adapted by Agnes work
is again
theWoman,"
leading
others.
Christine Johnston from the Sat- feminine role.
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News

Exhibs' Letters Laud
"So Long Letty"
" So Long Letty," the Robertson
Cole super-special release directed
by Al Christie, continue to break
house records through the country.
The screen version of the Oliver
Morosco stage success is received
with acclaim by all of the exhibiingtors
it. who have succeeded in bookNoteworthy are the letters received by Robertson-Cole from
small communities explaining that
the exhibitors were unable to take
care of the business and of how it
was necessary to renew booking to
accommodate patrons. In almost
every theatre where the picture was
shown, a prologue was also staged
with great success.
Exactly how the west coast has
Two scenes from " Midsummer Madness," with Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Jack Holt and Conrad Nagel playing the featured
roles. '■ Midsummer Madness " is a William DeMille production and a Paramount picture
received " Letty " is evinced in the
following reports from exhibitors:
Ellis G. Berg, proprietor of the
Strand Theatre, San Francisco,
Cal., writes : " Business during
New
Pathe
Single
Reel
Series
the run of ' So Long Letty ' was
very
good, especially
the
a hundred miles from any first week.
It takes during
something
ABLE scries of, *' Adventures of Bob located
RK
MA
A RE
human
settlement.
Yet
it
is
single reel motion pictures
of the ordinar>' in
reached in a few hours from their very much toout
bringing before the public
run two weeks in succomfortable home in Glendale, this town cession,
and Bill " Are Huntand
taking
this run as a
eyes the actual hunting and trapwhere school is not neglected, but
ping of the wildest animals of the
ing
Pictur
es
on
the
contrary
has
equipped
them
an
woods, and in which two
Americ
whole,
was veryof satisfactor>'."
The it
manager
Loew s Hippobook knowledge " concerntypical American youths are fea- these plans together with the re- with ing" animal
drome,
San Jose, Cal., wired as foland
insect
life
which
have ju'sge,
t been ■.,
uired by
: " Beg to advise you that ' So
Inc acqproduced
Exchan
Pathe tured,
tion. lease date of the initial produc- adds much to the zest and profit Long lowsLetty'
was a clean-up for me
of
their
adventures.
ribs,
dist
and
by Cyrus J. Wilham
It
is
explained
that
several
ausYou
are
present
at
the
scene
of
h
eoug
he
ang
arr
thr
uted by Pat
picious circumstances, seldom ex- all the preliminaries and the capments made by Arthur S. Kane.
paid " Letty
Cal.,manager
tribute.
of "thea
Stockton,The
isting in real life, enable the proture itself of coyotes, bears, wild- Loew's
" The Adventures of Bob and
ducer
to
combine
in
these
pictures
State
Theatre
there,
:
cats,
raccoons, interest
and you that
ob- " From a box-ofiice point ofwrites
Bill" are certain to establish a new thrilling stories and reliable nature
view,
servewolves,
with fascinated
standard for single reel entertain- studies. The twin boy adventur- each capture demands a separate we wish there were more pictures
ment in the American motion picWilliam and Robert of Glen- and established technique.
ture theatres, announced Pathe. dale, ers,
produced
like appreciat
' So Long
ed itLetty.'
audiences
very
not far from Los Angeles,
Plenty of natural, rude humor Our
here."
" Breathing the outdoors, thrilling California, have their home in vir- inseparable
from
such
adventures
much
and
you
can
hear
ex-presby the daring of these mere boys
tually the only section of this coun- is declared to enliven and add veri- sions on the streets regarding this
who are as skilled in hunting wild
try where civilization and native similtude to these motion picture picture by many people after its
animals as the most intrepid
woodland wilds frequently lies less
stories. City or country-bred,
woodsman of the Northland, ' The than a dozen miles apart. Their true
boy of the age of Bill and
Adventures of Bob and Bill ' will log cabin camp in the wooded hills every
Bob seems to have an instinctive
hold a universal appeal for audi- where they hunt and trap wild longing for experiences of this showing."
Work Is Completed on
"Peck's Bad Boy"
animals is as rough and primitive character — and often it is quickly
ences throughout the world."
"Bob and Bill" in Qvery day life
are William and Robert Bradbury, in all its appointments as though awakened in their fathers.
Word comes from Irving Lesser
elej^en-year-old twins, sons of
Robert Bradbury, who wrote and
productions
" Peck's
Bad Boy,"
the five-reelthat
feature
comedy
stardirected the series of Tom Santschi
ring
Jackie
Coogan,
is
completed
Bebe
Daniels
in Good
Role
westerns which Pathe also is reand ready for the cutting room.
leasing.
After the lengthy delay in pro" Born in the woods, and from
duction caused by the recent acciStars in " Ducks and Drakes," an
the time they started to walk
Elmer Harris Story, Available Now
trained in the art of protecting
dent of Master Coogan's. everjthe Peck
orthemselves from the untamed
ganization werewith
relieved
with the
that Teddy dreads the prospect of body connected
beasts that roam American forests *»pvUCKS
with Bebe
in the settling down to prosaic married fact that work had been completed
ANDDaniels
DRAKES,"
and plains, these boys typify all
role, is scheduled by Realart life. She wants to be entertained without additional delays.
that is American. Not actors, but leading
for immediate release under its and amused. So she hits upon the
As sistsitof stands,
the Peck offilmfeetcon-in
red-blooded, strong-armed adven- Star Franchise. The storj- is by idea of calling up numbers selected
many thousands
turous Western boys. Bob and Bill Elmer Harris, playwright and at random in the telephone directory excess to commercial footage and
perform before the camera feats scenarist and recently appointed and flirting with every pleasant
Irving Lesser, his production manof daring that have never been surmasculine voice that responds.
ager, Louis E. Loeb, and director
passed in motion pictures.
supcr\ising
Realart's
In this manner she talks with two Sam Wood will spend the next
West
Coast director
studios. ofJack
Holt,
"These single reel subjects, how- leading man in a number of well men who prove to be club mates of week looking over the film with a
ever, are not nature studies. They
eliminating as many epiare miniature dramas, with a known productions, plays opposite her fiance. One day he overhears view of
sodescutter.
as possible before it is given
.Miss
Daniels
in
her
latest
picture.
them
in
a
telephone
flirtation
and
to
the
goodly share of comedy in which
William Law- learns what is happening. Realizing
one of the most remarkable canine Edwardrence andMartindel,
Wade Boteler are also in the dangers of such promiscuous,
actors on the screen has a goodly
the cast. Other players are Maymc flirtations he enlists the aid of his
share.
Kelso, Elsie Andrcan and Maurie friends and they plot to cure her Rogers Makes Personal
" The fact that two lioys are the
Maurice Campbell direc- of the habit. An adventure, packed
comrade heroes of ' The Adven- Newell.
Appearance in South
with enough thrills and excitement
ted the picture.
tures of Bob and Bill,' should not
to
satisfy
anyone,
is
arranged
by
Will turned
Rogers,
who hasstudios
just re-at
be construed to mean that they will
It's a comedy with Bebe Daniels
to the Goldwyn
as the central figure. The action the conspirators. Teddy falls an
appeal only to youth. This is far introduces
her as Teddy Simpson, unsuspecting victim to the arrange- Culver City, Cal, after several
from the fact, for it is a certainty
ment and embarks on what proves weeks spent in New Orleans takthat every class of audience will a young girl full of life and the
desire for romance, excitement and to be one of the most exciting ex- Hero,"
ing exteriors
"An Unwilling
his newforGoldwyn
picture,
enterof
get the fullest measure
adventure. Through the untiring
peditions
imaginable.
So
successful
made
several
personal
appearances
tainment
from
these
pictures,"
efforts of her aunt she has con- is the plot that by the time the ad- while in New Orleans and aroused
state Pathe.
sented to marry Rob Winslow \ enture is over Teddy is more than a degree of enthusiasm remarkable
Releasing arrangements for the
ding.
series have not been definitely de- (Jack Holt). Her aunt, however, ready
to name a day for her wed- for a screen star who has been aptermined, but within a short time is tmable to persuade her to set a
in the asilent
tle morepearingthan
year. drama for litit is expected Pathe will announce (late for the wedding. The truth is
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FRANCISCO

F. R. Newman is the new manager of
the Strand theatre. San Francisco, having succeeded Ed Smith. Mr. Newman
seven years
has forager ofthe
thepast
Pantages
theatrebeen"in manSalt
Lake City.
Wayland ploitation
Taylor
for some
exrepresentative
at thetime
Seattle
Paramount exchange, will soon assume
that office at the San Francisco exchange
which was left vacant bv the recent resignation of J. T>. Howard, who went to
Mack Sennett's theatre in Los Angeles.
The Strand and Alameda theatre in
Alameda, two large new houses, have
been purchased from A. Kaliski by Sam
Levin, who will continue his managercisco. ship of the Coliseum theatre, San FranThe New Lorin theatre, Berkeley, was
scheduled to open January 27, under the
direction
ment Co. of the Beach-Krahn Amuse. NEW

IN

Picture

YORK

. Many
Buffaloto Rochester
exhibitors onandtheexchangemen
traveled
evening
of Tuesday, February 8, to attend the
" Hospital
in
the New Happiness
York state— Movie
armory.Star Ball,"
The Nicholas Dipson Theatrical Enterprises, operating a chain of theatres in
Western New York, will open the new
Strand theatre in Olean, N. Y., Monday,
February 14. The Strand is built upon
the site of the old Dreamland in West
State street.
The Buffalo city council has denied a
permit to Conrad E. Wettlaufer and
others to erect a garage at 22-26 Broadway, because the application came in
after the Monument Theatre company
had made plans to build a ten-story theatre and office building at Broadway and
Washington street at a cost nf $1,-500,000
The attorney for the theatre company
argued before the council that it would
be most inadvisable and certainly not in
the public's
permitimmediatelv
anyone to
open
a largeinterest
public togarage
adjoining a new theatre that is to have
a seating capacity of 3,500,
The Hudson theatre in Rochester is
to be enlarged and re-decorated and the
seating capacity increased from 300 to
700, following the incorporation
the
Kress Amusement Company, Inc., atof$25,000. Officers of the company are :
yeorge J. Kress, president; John J.
Appel, vice-president;
Charles Stengel
Jr., secretary, and Isaac Fisher,
treasurer.
These with Joseph R. Soehner constitute
the board of directors.
The Empire theatre has announced a
general reduction in prices
to ten cents
and this week
Sam Carver
changing his billManager
three times. Last weekis
he presented Theda Bara in " Cleopatra,"
at the ten cent top.
Manager Howard Smith of the Palace
run of
-r'" advanc
4-1*''^ Last
" The
of e of the week's
s," gave
a
private screeningtheof Mohican
the
picture
in
the
Hutchinson-Central High school for the
members of the Buffalo Society of Na
tyral Sciences, the BufTalo Historical society and the Anthropological club It
.1"^^^^^
principals? of the
city.
Fred M. Zimmerman, proprietor of the
P''ver theatre m Tonawanda,
N. Y has
installed a $10,00
0 organ in ihe house

the Dempsey camp, were in Batavia, N.
v., on February 4 with Frank McCoy,
Jr., of New York, attorney for Dempsey
and Kearns, to attempt a settlement of
two actions in supreme court for an aggregate of $200,000, brought by Frank
P. Spellman of Batavia, former showman,
against Dempsey and Kearns.
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of the
Victoria theatre, Buffalo, turned the
house over to the members of the 22nd
Ward ruaryWomen's
Saturday, Feb5, when a club
benefitonperformance
was
staged for the Hoover Fund for Starving
Children in Europe.
F,. J. Tfayes, citv sales manager of the
Buffalo First National office, has been
appointed manager of the exchange, succeeding Hugh Rennie, who has resigned.
T. J. Fitzpatrick, former manager of
the Regent theatre. Geneva, N. Y., has
been engaged by Fred M. Zimmerman
as a member of the Nu-Art sales staff.
G. E. Dickmon has returned to Nu-Art
after several weeks' illness.
C. John sentatiPredari.
Buffaloand repreve for \V. W. former
Hodkinson.
later
with Nu-Art. has gone to Chicago to
join the Realart office force.
H. E. Thompson, district manager for
W. W. Hodkinson, visited BufTalo the
week of Feb. 7.
Dan Savage of the Empire State Film
company is now handling the Special
Pictures company output.
Henrv W. Kahn. manager of the Buffalo Metro office, leaves Saturday, Feb.
12, for Europe for a two-months' stay.
ATLANTA
George Beban was in town last week,
making a personal appearance in connection with the showing of his picture.
" One Man in a Million," at the Howard
theatre.
Louise Fazenda was another film star
who made a recent most auspicious visit
to
Atlanta,
she appeared
at Loew's
Grand,
and when
was received
with due
attention.
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Savini announce
the birth of a son. Mr. Savini is junior
partner of the firm of Savini Films, Inc.
Carl Kettler, Jr., of West Palm Beach,
Fla., is in Atlanta this week and it is
rumored that the object of his visit is to
dispose of his holdings — which are incorporated under the head of the Bijou
Amusement
Company.
torney accompanied
him. Mr. Kettler's atThe National Amusement Company is
to erect
N.
C. a $125,000 house in Greensboro,
J. W. Camak will erect a new theatre
at Daytona Beach, Fla., with a seating
capacity of 800.
C. H. Simpson, of the Grand theatre,
Hawkinsville, Ga., announces that he has
just
taken over the Millen theatre, in
that city.

The Queen*
Feature
Service,
of Birmingham, has been
recently
incorporated
with a capital stock of $100,000.
Lynch interests, it is authoritatively
reported, will begin the erection of a
■new
theatre
Asheville.
with awillseating
capacity
of at
2,100,
and which
cost
$150,000.
H. B. Warner, of Lexington, N. C,
<:^J"''^^i:,i^'"^^-r
"S-anaser of Jackmanager
Demp- one of the best known exhibitors in the
1^^^V„^('^5^'"<^'^of treddie
territory,
has been appointed state diWelsh and now a member
of

rector of the motion picture drive for
funds for relief of starving children of
Eastern and Central Europe.

PROV., R. I.
F. B. Eades, of Orlando, Fla., hqs
gone to Kissimmee to take charge of
" Lying Lips," the Thomas H. Ince
the Casino there, which has recently special,
has Rialto
smashedtheatre
all attendance
reccome under the Lynch management.
ords at the
in Providence.
The picture was brought to the house
on Jan. 31, following a big exploitation
through the newspapers and by Wednes
DETROIT
day night it had gone $300 over the pre
vious three-day record made by " In
Advertising
Old
Kentucky."campaign went merrily on,
Johnny
Hines
made
a
personal
appearance at the Washington theatre Sunday and- the lines became longer each day,
night the manager had rein conjunction with the showing of a until Friday
ceived so many requests that the manager hold the picture over for another
Torchy comedy, " Torchy Mixes In."
that all might have a chance, forced
A "trade
showing
of "atThetheSonBroadway
of Tar- week
the engaging of the Shubert Majestic,
zan
will
be
given
Strand theatre the night of Feb. 14.
the biggest
happened to be theatre
dark forinthetown,
last which
three days
the week. The doors were opened
The Family theatre, at Jackson, Mich., of
at noon Saturday, and
had the first showing in this state of the at this house
open until 10.30, and there was
William Faversham picture, " The Sin aremained
constant line of patrons slipping into
the house. The prices remained the s^me
That Was His."
E.xchange managers and their chief as- at the Rialto — 11, 20 and 33 cents.
sistants gathered at the Board of Commerce last Friday evening for their annual banquet. There were no speeches.
" Way Down East " began its eighth
An elaborate cabaret entertainment was week at the Providence Opera House on
Feb.
7. Col. Felix R. Wendelschaefer,
provided.
manager of the house, was forced to buy
up
the
contracts of two smaller cities to
Moving pictures taken by the Ford
company of the sixth annual dinner of make it possible for him to show the
in the ofhis-a
the Kiwanis clubs of the state, held here picture another week.hasNever
any form
at the Hotel Statler, are being shown at show toryhadof Providence
such a phenomenal rim as the
the Broadway Strand and will later be
distributed in the state. Kiwanis No. 1
is located in Detroit.
picture.
Another benefit was held on Sunday,
More than $50,000 was raised towards Feb. 6, when every theatre gave two
the Hoover fund by about 600 theatres performances
for the benefit of the wives
in Detroit and Michigan who gave spec- and orphans of several firemen killed here
31. The Emery Brothers, owners
ial ing.
children's
programs
SaturdaysomornEverything
was donated
that Jan.
of the Rialto and Emery theatres, also
the entire receipts went toward the cause. arranged a big benefit performance at
the Shubert Majestic on Friday evening
" Passion " is scheduled to open here at which, among other things were
shown great
" Lyingcomedy,
Lips " and
BusterHaunted
Keaton Sunday, Feb. 13, at the Adams thea- on's
tre.
" The
House," which will not be shown in tlie
Fred Schafler, formerly of the Liberty, city for about two weeks.
St. Louis, has arrived to manage the
William Fox Washington.
The Christian Council of Atlanta,
composed of ministers and laymen of
the city, has passed a resolution in
which they commend the motion picture
ST. LOUIS
industry in general, and unqualifiedly
state that
that " people
owing to
to frequent they
visits offeelyoung
the
Manager Hill of the Associated Pro- movies, much good may be done by
ducers, opened his new office at 3534
Olive street early this week. The new month,
them (motion
one
members pictures)."
of this councilForvisited
headquarters of the Associated Producers every
in Atlanta, once or twice
is one of the most pretentious in the a week,theatre
for the purpose of making recit}' and has been the rendezvous for
many out of town exhibitors during the
past few days. It is the first exchange
Lenoir,
N. C,by isGeorge
to haveO. a Shakespear
new theain St. Louis to have every modern aptre, furnished
pointment which might characterize an
automobile show room. Silk tapestries, and
ports.associates. The new theatre will be
tile fJoors, windows on three sides of the completed by May 1 and will have a
vaudevillebvandR. picroom, all three of which face thorough- programtures. of
It willgood
be managed
W.
fares, mahogany fixtures, are just some
of the appointments.
Sherill.
Announcement was made this week of
Under the auspices of the Atlanta
the appointment of J. R. Baker as, pub- Federation
of Women's Clubs, a series
licity
director
and
assistant
to
the
presi-'
of
matinees will be given at
dent of the Skouras Brothers Enterprises the children's
Howard theatre, under the superin St. Louis which controls a string of
v
i
s
i
o
n
o
f
Manager
Ralph de Bruler. The
10 motion picture houses. Until recently
Baker was merchandising director of the first of these was given to highly satisfactorj'
business
on
January 22.
St. Louis
Star
and
previouslyJournal.
was connected
with
the
Minneapolis
He
will assume his new duties at once.
A. Samuels has sold his Alamo, at
to the S. A. Lynch Enterprises.
William A. Shalit, sales manager of Griffin,
Sol
Samuels, who has been managing
the recently established local oflSce of
United Artists Corporation, has settled the house, will come to Atlanta to make
at 3531
film
row. Olive street in the center of his home.
The recent amalgamation of the Independent FilmhasExchange
and the Standard Exchange
been completed.
The
new corporation will publish an elaborate
house organ for its own employes and
the exhibitors to which it caters.

The Atlanta branch of the National
Exchange.
Inc., will
an be
interesting
new na-of
tional concern,
in the offices
Savini Films,
Bob e.xchange
'" Savini has
accepted the offerforof" this
to represent
them.
(Continued
on page 1564)
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anything else. The Astor, the Lyric,
the George M. Cohan and the
Longacre were the four houses
used, and the exterior of each was
camouflaged to represent a prison.
The chief of Chicago police a
few days ago posted a drastic ruling that prohibited exhibition of
pictures in which a criminal appears, either as a hero or villain —
c\-en though a prison cell ends his
celhdoid career. Exception has
been made in the case of Tod
Browning's amazing American melodrama, Outside
" recognized
the Law,"
whicha
the censors
as having
restraining
influence
on
the
underworld element.

ABOUT
DIRECTORS

ONE phase of motion picture
making, which has been given
generally little or no consideration,
in the past, is the naming of characters, according to Director Robert G. Vignola, director of special
productions for Cosmopolitan-Paramount, whose current release is
" The Passionate Pilgrim."
Prompted solely by a desire to
tighten up the loose ends of production which retard the development of the motion picture, Mr.
Vignola declares that this phase is
worthy of the best attention and
sincerest efiforts of the author, director and producer, because of its
potential value.
"Answering the old query:
■ What's in a name? ' I can say that
'Everything's in a name,'" said
Director Vignola. "The proper
naming of characters is a base of
great strength because it_ is of
tremendous help in conveying the
true spirit and heart of the character. One would hardly think of
calling a minister ' Bill Skyes,' pv a
prize yet
fighter
' Reginald
Courtleigh '
and
I have
seen designations
almost as offensive. Giving a character a name in keeping with his or
her role assists in establishing in
the person
public'shemind
precisely
the type
of
or she
is without
the
necessity of going into long explanations. Thus, on the screen, it
saves footage and speeds up the
action to the ultimate advantage of
the production.
" The ideal name ought to be
characteristic without being eccefitric. For instance, it would be bad
form, indeed, to name a writer
' Stylus ' or a banker ' Richleigh ' or
a doctor 'Cutter' unless the story
were a slapstick, pie - throwing
comedy. It is clearly impossible,
however, to set down any definite
rules or suggest any principle of
choice since the characteristic quality depends upon a hundred subconscious, indefinable associations. The
only general rule that can be set
down, is that the key of the naming, so to speak, may vary with the
key to the play — farcical names,
within limits, for farces; eccentric
names for eccentric comedies, and
soberly appropriate names for serious plays."

PROGRAMS

A scene from " A Small Town Idol." Mack Bennett's new comedy production
Director Robertson has another
production awaiting him immediately upon the compfetion of Miss
Binney's picture, entitled, " Footlights," an adaptation of Rita Weiman's Saturday E\ening Post story
in which Elsie Ferguson will star.
Three important releases of John
S. Robertson productions are forthcoming, the first, " Sentimental
Tommy," being heralded one of the
biggest pictures of 1921. It will
recall that the great success of the
John Barrymore starring vehicle,
" Dr. Jek>landandpronoimced
Mr. Hyde,"
heralded
one wasof
the most representative of the successes of 1920.

Director Maigne is one who has
won recognition both as a scenario
writer and a director. Within the
past few weeks he has achieved the
singular distinction of having two
Charlesmost Maigne
productions
alin succession
at the run
Rialto

theatre on Broadway, "The Frontier of the Stars " and " The KenThe last few pictures under
tuckians."
Maigne's direction found locales in
the mountains of Kentucky, "A
Cumberland Romance," "A Modern
Europa." for example. Maigne is
thoroughlv familiar with the scenic
value of Kentucky locales, since at
an early age he was transplanted
from his native State, Virginia, to
the " Blue Grass " State.
James Young, who directed "The
Mr. Maigne's story, " The TowDevil," and thereafter returned to
er," is laid in New York and imLos Angeles, has again arrived in
city territory. Gilbert
New York, and will direct Marion W a r r e nmediate
t o n, who photographed
Davies in her forthcoming produc- " Humoresque" at the camera. It
tion, the title of which is yet to be
announced.
will
be recalled
Copperhead,"
starring
Lionel" The
Barrymore,
was
adapted and directed by the Southerner, with success. Recently Mr.
Lois Weber, noted woman producer and directing pictures dis- Maigne became a member of the
tributed through Famous PlayersAssociaNew York Directors'
Lodge.
Laskv, joined her husband, Philip Motiontion, Picture
Smalley, who preceded her trip East
se\ eral weeks since.
The Fox photopla>', directed by
T. Searle Dawley, starring Pearl
White,andis complete,
cutting,
assemb-It
Due to production arrangement, linfr
all the last
touches.
Charles Maigne, directing special will
be
released
as
a
special
John S. Robertson, special direc- production for Famous Players- date yet to be announced. atATr.a
tor for Famous Players-Lasky, is
Brad>-, Dawley is at present doing the prerapidly forging to the climax of his Lasky,
Realart will
star, direct
in her Alice
next picture,
liminary necessities of preparing to
latest picture, "The Magic Cup," temporarily entitled, "The Tower." shoot on anotlier Fox photoplay.
This
is
a
dramatic
story
of
high
starring Constance Binncy. Meancelebrities in New York.
time his big production of " Senti- social
mental Tommy," adapted from the Icnsc with dramatic situations and
Browning's " Outside the
James M. Barrie story, by Jose- a gripping climax. In collabora- LawTod" opened
four Broadphine Lovett, is also being titled
tion with Samuel ATerwin, Mr. wa>-- (New York")in theatres
by Miss Lovett and Benjamin de Maigne wrote the story, and
taneously. Never before hassimulsuch
Casseras.
adapted it into scenario form.
a thing been done for pictures or

The rumor that Stanley Goethals.
four - year - old "star" discovered
by Tod Browning, is related to the
builder of the Panama Canal was
conclusi\elv settled by Master
(iocthals himself.
" .A.w det out ! " he exclaimed,
waving a chubby hand at his inter\ iew er, " I's got one-two-three relashuns.
an' Toddie."
"What Mama,
relation pop
is Toddie?"
"Toddie
iss
my
d'rector,"
said
Stanley proudl>.
Philadelphians are expected to
rejoice at the news that Rex Ingram, who recently produced Vicente Balasco Ibanez's " The Four
Horsemen
the to
.Apocalypse
" for
Metro,
has ofcome
New York
to
sleep, for so, the director announced
at the Metro offices this week, does
he
expect to spend most of his vacation.
For wiien it comes to economy of
sleep, Thomas Edison has nothing
on Rex Ingram.
During the filming of " The Four
H o r s eextended
m e n of over
the aApocalypse
which
period of"
more than six months, Mr. Ingram
spent more time at the studio than
at home. On many occasions he
worked for eighteen and twenty
hours without a halt. During the
filming of the war episodes, there
were many times he worked at the
studio all night.
It was only on rare occasions
that the director got away from
the studio before 8 o'clock in the
morning. After working from 9
o'clock until 6 or 7 on the stage,
while filming the interior scenes,
he would eat at the studio cafe,
then go into the projection room
to view
preceding
work.
As
many the
cameras
were day's
used for
all
scenes, this took much precious
time. After this was concluded,
meetings of the assistant directors
were
and the following day's
work held
planned.
.After the picture was completed,
Mr. Ingram declared that at least
two people at the studio would miss
him, the night watchman and
" Handsome Harr>-," the Metro
cafe proprietor; for during practically the entire six months, he ate
his evening meal at his lunch counter, and often a midnight supper.
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Webster Campbell likes directing
the company selected for " The Coespondent," inwhich
r i n star
n e
Griffith will rbe
seen asC othe
(Vitagraph) and states that while
there is supposedly considerable
cross-examination connected with
most
" co-respondent
in find
this
instance
he has failedcases,"
yet to
the prosecution unjust. The entire
production has gone along just as
he would have it, will be finished
on time, and the co-operation shown
by the entire company, most unusual. The director and principal
players are busily engaged with
taking exteriors in the Adirondacks.
ABOUT
jPLAYERS

ANNA Q. NILSSON has been
engaged to play the lead in
Leave Home," under
" Whv Girls
the direction of William Nye.
Others who will appear in the cast
include Josephine Bernard and
William Gaston.
William H. Tooker, who appears
in prominent roles in two current
releases, " Worlds Apart," with
Eugene O'Brien, and " The Greatest Love," with Vera Gordon,
spends his leisure moments at his
country home near Peekskill, New
York, sawing wood and planning
poultry farming upon an extensive
scale. The construction of the
buildings will go under way early
in the spring. He expects to cut
sufficient wood for them himself.
During a period of three hours and
a half recently he cut and piled exactly three cords of wood, breaking all records for an amateur
wood-cutter. Now he boasts that
he does not have to worry about
the inflated coal prices, with plenty
of wood upon the farm, all for the
cutting. Mr. Tooker was recently
seen in "The Stealers" and in
" Heliotrope."

Eulalie Jensen, whose work has
won her increased favor with each
picture, is interested in thetheresults
role
of her latest achievement,
of Raimunda, originated by Nance
O'Neil upon the speaking stage in
" The Passion Flower." The screen
version, starring Norma Talmadge,
was directed by Herbert Brenon,
and that this picture is predicted
as one of the greatest emotional
productions the screen has ever
known, much is expected of Miss
Jensen by those who are familiar
with her ability. It is a part in
which she may portray the extreme
point of her versatility, depicting
the tragic predicament of the
mother who finds her daughter the
Jensen's
target of slander. Miss" Respectlatest pictures include
able by Proxy," " Man and His
Woman," " The House of the Tolling Bell," "The Whisper Market"
and " In the Shadow of the Dome "

George Fawcett, identified with
D. W. Griffith productions, will
appear in the Realart production
now under way starring Alice
Brady, "The Tower." The addition of an actor of Mr. Fawcett's
ability to a cast is welcome news.
The picture is under the direction
of Charles Maigne, photographed
by Gilbert Warrenton.

Courtney Foote plays a dual role
in the forthcoming Thomas H.
Ince production, " The Bronze
Bell," in which he will appear as
an Indian prince and an adventurous American. Foote, who was
born in Yorkshire, England, was
educated at Oxford and began his
stage career at an early age playing many important Shakespearian
roles. His first American engagement was to play Sir Arthur Clenham in Margaret Mayo's adaptation of "Little Dorritt " (Dickens)
called " The Debtors," Cathleen
Clifford and Digby Bell being costarred. He was then engaged to
play opposite Lenore Harris in the
William A. Brady production " The
Detective," followed by the part of
"Captain Jack Archer" in Sir
Conan
"Fire the
of part
Fate."of
Mr. FooteDoyle's
also created
" Viscount Deerfoot " in Louis N.
Parker's " Disraeli," which opened
with George Arliss in the title role,
in Montreal, Canada. Soon after
appearin? in Liebler and Company's all-star production of " Oliver Twist," Mr. Foote became interested in the motion picture industry, and despite the fact that it
was not elevating for an actor of
the legitimate stage at that time to
indulge in "movie acting," he decided to try a hand at it, believing from the first in its infinite
possibilities. In the first year, associated with Vitagraph, he playetl
every conceivable kind of a part,
gaining experience and establishing
favor with the motion picture going public.
Doris Mav plays opposite Mr.
Foote in " The Bronze Bell." Iti
" The Passion Flower " he will be
seen opposite Norma Talmadge,
and as the husband of Raimunda,
played by Eulalie Jensen, which
part he was persuaded to come
east to plav. from Los .A.ngelcs, the
choice of Herbert Brenon, director,
cnit of the many applicants for th
part.
Jacqueline Logan and Grace
Darmond appear in Thomas Meis;ban's newest Paramount picture.
" White and ITnmarried," which is
being directed bv Tom Forman
Miss Loean has the femini'"
lead of Andree Duphot ; Miss Darmond the hi silly important role of
Dorothea Walters. They are distinct opnosites, both perfect specimens of womanhood.
ATiss Logan was a Follies beauty
and a nrima donna in the re\'iva1
of " Florodora." Miss Darmond
has played in manv pictures and
was seen in the Paramount picture, "The
Valley Reid,
of theinGiants,"
starring
Wallace
which
she played the leading feminine
role.
Walter Long, the original Gus in
" The Birth of a Nation," is cast
as Chicoq, an Apache.
Others in the cast are Lloyd
Whitlock, Fred Vroom, Marion
Skinner, Georgia Stone and Jack
Herbert.
John D. Swain wrote the story,
which is now running in Munsey's
serially, and is titled: "Billy Kane
— White and Unmarried." The
scenario is by Will M. Ritchey.
Harry Perry is cameraman and
Harold Schwartz assistant director.
Molly Malone, of the Goldwyn
(Continued in last column)
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George

Archainbaud

picture-s
motion
nt perspec
S of
ha\e
widely
differe
CTOR
DIRE
tives. Those who are privileged to select their own stories;
those who are director-producers,
are relatively more responsible than
the director who is assigned a script
artedly
,
for film
sets
aboutversion
to do then
it. half-he
But to the man who must select
the best story out of those submitted
for his approval, there is a deal
more credit due. In one he may
find an opportunity to creen some
of his pet theories or situations, yet
if the balance of the story is not
strong enough in support, the director with the true perspecti\e is
obliged to lay one aside and peruse
another.
Among the directors whose clever
selections have won him recognition
of increased prominence, during the
past fifteen months, is George Archainbaud, for he has proven not only
his ability to direct pictures, but
also, to choose stories wisely and
well. If there were not wisdom in
his choice, he would not have been
assigned the direction of one of the
screen's most popular feminine stars
in five pictures since he signed upon
the dotted line that pledged his services to one producing company
for a period of months.
Mr. Archainbaud, as is locally
known, is not American born, but
of French parentage and birth. He
has retained all of the artistic ability
nature generously bestowed upon
his countrymen, yet having lived in
America and been in the service of
the Ignited States .Army, indicates
'hat he is thoroughly equipped to
direct pungent .'\merican pictures.
He likes them. He likes Americans.
when aof" mob
scene " people,
might
beOnly
composed
all French
would ^Ir. Archainbaud attempt to
use a megaphone. He would rather
take
patience
to "talk"
to his
players,
and direct
them through
their scenes in a natural tone of
voice. A " mob " made up of
.'\mericans would possibly pay
more attention to his characteristic
French accent, than to what he was
saying, anyway. So he patiently
describes the happenings as he
wishes them to occur, sometimes
taking small groups at a time, and
until he is positive that the erstwhile players are informed as to
what they are expected to do, he
does not " shoot " — and therefore,
as he explained, would have little
use for the megaphone.
One of the pictures directed by
George Archainbaud that brought
the skilled use of the double exposure into recognition, identifying it
from the old-time evidence of the
camera dexterity, was when in "The
Shadow of Rosalie
Byrnes,"
Hammerstein
triumphed
in theElaine
dual
role of twin sisters. His direction
of this picture was acclaimed by
press and public. So successful was
ills work with the feminine star,
that he was then assigned the direction of one of the most popular of
screen idols — Conwav Tearle. In
this picture the marked difference
in the kind of direction required,
brought Mr. Archainbaud into more
and^ then.
Success
Conway —Tearle,
and
favorablewithprominence
the greatly
exploited Eugene

O'Brien was next to be directed by
Mr. Archainbaud in "The Wonderful Chance." The director was
rewarded for his evident painstaking work, by the flattering reviews
of the picture, in which his direction was referred to as decidedly
out of the ordinary.
Then, back to Miss Hammerstein
again, and from thenceforth he has
remained directing the star in "The
Pleasure Seekers," " The Girl from
Nowhere," " The Gilded Butterfly,"
and
in of
" Handcuffs
and have
Kisses."
Neither
the last three
yet
been released, but it is said they are
all promising and that the director
has, step by step, gained, gradually,
a combination of American and
French technique that is difficult to
surpass.
Youth, has Mr. Archainbaud, and
enthusiasm, and the happy faculty
of making better out of good or the
best material. Satisfied, until he
could convince himself that his constant efforts have not been in vain,
was the French-American director
to appreciate the comment — " a good
picture,"
now, with
tative but
career upon
which a torepresenbuild a
foundation, we look to George
.■\rchainbaud
to develop into a master of his artistry.
About Players
(Continued)
players,
says if she were not an
ery.
actress,
the thing she would prefer
to be would be a designer of scenShe was visiting friends in Los
.Angeles and for a lark one day they
went on as " extras " in a picture
being made at the Goldwyn studio.
When the scenes had been taken,
the director asked Miss Malone if
she would like to join the company. She had never thought of
acting in pictures, but the moment
the director had asked, she knew
the one thing she wanted to do
was to act. And she has been at
the Goldwyn studio ever since.
She has played prominent parts in
" Stop Thief," " It's A Great Life "
and " Just Out of College," and is
cast as leading woman in Will
Rogers' next picture, " An Unwilling Hero." Before Miss Malone
was asked that momentQus question by the director, she had intended to be an interior decorator
and had studied for it. So with
her knowledge of decoration and
of motion picture requirements it
is safe to say she'd be an excellent
scene designer if ever she undertook it.
There was a notable home-coming of famous stars on the Metro
studio grounds in Holl>-\vood when
three screen favorites — former associates in the making of comedies
— gathered together before a
camera for the first time in more
than three years.
Alice Lake, Buster Keaton and
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, were the
principals in the reunion of laughmakers.
The(Continued
piquant Alice,
the sad-faced
on page
1564)
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Laemmle is directing " The Coward
of Comedies
Covelo," featuring
Jack Perrin.are
in production
"Billie
VeryFletcher
Fast Friends,"
under the featuring
direction
of William Beaudine ; "Dotty Sees
Double," featuring Dotty Wolbert.
Harry Burns has started directing
a new Joe Martin .comedy.
BRUNTON
Mary Pickford has decided that
Jack Pickford and Alfred E. Green,
directors of her present production,
are to direct " Little Lord Fauntlcroy,"
her roles
next picture.
Mary which
will will
playbethe
of the
Lord and his mother. This will be
her first dual role since " Stella
Maris." Jack Pickford has purchased the screen rights for Garrison's Finish,"
"
a race-track story
sirnilar to " In Old Kentucky,"
This production will follow " Fauntleroy."
Edward Knoblock is writing the
script for " The Three Musketeers "

Wire

upon the completion of previously
made subjects. Earle Williams,
who has just played in "The Loot
of the Night" from the Frederick
Jackson story under the direction of
David Smith, is now working on
" The theSecret
the Silver Car "
with
same ofdirector.
" The Hick," a comedy with a
small town atmosphere, has been
completed by Larry Semon and the
comedian and his troupe are now at
work
RentMoreno
Collector."
The on
first" The
Antonio
feature
" The Three Sevens " directed by
Chester Bennett has been completed
by the Editing Department and
shipped East.
Joe Ryan serial company, producing "Thetenth
Purple
Rider," is at work
on the
episode.

UNIVERSAL
Director William Worthington
is assembling the cast to support
Edith Roberts in " The Open
Shutters."
Mignon Golden will play the
female lead opposite Harry Carey
in " The Homeward Trail," by
Eugene Mann. Jack Ford is to
direct.
Director Norman Dawn and
Miss Katherine Madden were married on February 7th.
Subjects recently finished are
" Falsebard,Colors,"
by Lucia ofN. Stuart
Hubunder the direction
Paton, and starring Priscilla Dean,
and " TheEvaGirl
and and
the directed
Goose,"
starring
Novak
by Fred Granville. In production
are " Li'l Miss Merridew," starring
Gladys Walton and directed by
Harry Harris; "Patches," directed
by Reeves Eason and starring little
"Breezy" Eason; "Fanny Herself," directed by Tod Browning
with an all-star cast ; " The DanMoment,"the
starring
Carmelof
Meyers, gerous
under
direction
Marcel De Sano ; and " The Magnificent Brute," starring Frank
Mayo, and directed by Robert
Thornby, which is being taken in
the Northern California woods.
The Eddie Polo company has returned from Havana after making
exteriors for " The Seal of Satan."
Morro Castle and San Juan Hill
were used as locations.
Edward Kull has started "The
Terror Trail," starring Eileen
Sedgewick. Albert Russell has begun the direction of " Opals of
Evil," starring Art Accord. The
principal supports are Eva Forrester and Beatriz Dominguez.
Short Westerns in production include "Wanted : a Parson," starring Hoot Gibson and directed by
William Craft. Jacques Jaccard is
editing uring
" There
Was a Pal,"
featLeonard Clappam.
Edward

by

HERE

AND
THERE

The Lloyd Hamilton and Jack
White maid
organization,
producing MerComedies for Educational
has
for Douglas Fairbanks. Casting
will begin shortly.
Fairbanks has purchased from
Famous Players-Lasky, through Alfred Cohen, the screen rights for
" The Virginians,"
the initial
production of the Lasky
company,
which starred Dustin Farnum.
Production of this will follow " The
Three Musketeers."
GOLDWYN
Samuel Goldwyn returned East
last Wednesday.
Louise Lovely, CuUen Landia, and
Billie Cotton have been added to
the cast of " The Old Nest," a
Rupert Hughes story now being
directed by Reginald Barker.
Mason Hopper and "The Bridle
Path
company are on location at
Santa " Barbara.
The illness of Frank Lloyd has
delayed the production of " The

the story. James Kirkwood is the
featured player.
" The Lost Romance " is now in
production. The story is by Edward Knoblock and the continuity
by
Printzlan. William DeMilleOlga
is directing.
Arbuckle's " Crazy to Marry," by
Frank Condon, is in production.
The continuity is by Walter Woods.
James Cruze is directing;
The "White and Unmarried"
company are making boat scenes
near San Francisco. Tom Meighan
is starred, Tom Forman directing.
Ritchey.
The continuity is by William

engaged
Reisnerandto comedian
co-operate with Chuck
the director
in preparing stories for future
comedies. It is the aim of the
Hamilton- White forces to eliminate
slap-stick to a great degree and give
the comedies a real plot. Reisner
was formerly with Chaplin where
he helped to produce " The Dog's
Life," " Shoulder Arms " and " The
FIRST
NATIONAL

Complete cast of Charles Ray
production of Forest's " The Midnight Bell " includes Doris Pawn,
JessieKid."
Herring, Donald McDonald,
Van Dyke Brooks, Clyde McCoy,
VITAGRAPH
and S. J. Bingham. Following the
completion of this picture Ray will
President Alfred Smith and
take
a two weeks' vacation, as it
George Randolph Chester are here. completes
William Duncan and Edith John- six pictures.his first year's work of
stone are home from Victorville in
David Hartford and company left
the Mojave desert where the four- in a special car for Seattle and
locations this week to
teenth episode
of "are
Fighting
Fate a" Canadian
was filmed.
They
now using
make exteriors for the James Oliver
hundred players and as many horses Curwood northwoods story " The
Alibi." LASKY
and aeroplanes for the fifteenth Golden Snare." The principal
and final episode.
players in this production will be
William Taylor will direct Ethel
Preparatory work was started at Louis S. Stone, Wallace Berry,
the Vitagraph Studio this week for Francis T. McDonald, Melbourne
Clayton
in " screen
The Almighty
an
original
story by Dollar,"
Cosmo filming of a special production un- McDowell, Ruth Reneck, and DeHamilton.
der the supervision of the author, Witt Jennings. Business Manager
Wallace Reid's next will be George Randolph Chester, and to be Joseph Montrose, Asst. Director
" Watch of
My Frank
.Smoke,"
Gabin Young, cameraman Walter
" The Son
of Wallingford."
direction
Urson.under
It is the
an titled
Mr. Chester
accompanied
by Mrs. Griffin, and a complete technical
original story by Byron Morgan. Chester will arrive at the studio staff accompanied the Hartford
Agnes Ayres plays the female lead. next week and personally look after troupe.
Production starts next week, the making of this seven-reel story
under the direction of Sam Woods, from his latest piece of fiction,
of the Elinor Glyn story " The Great which is shortly to appear in a NaMETRO
Moment." The continuity of it is
tional magazine in serial form. Inby Monte Katterjohn. Gloria
struction for this preparatory work
Swanson is to be starred, with was given by President Albert E.
Milton Sills playing opposite her.
Smith, who left New York for the
John Fleming Wilson, author of
George Melford and his company Coast in company with Mrs. Smith many
short stories published in the
have gone north for the Canadian and Mr. and Mrs. Chester.
leading magazines of the country
Two • new productions were and a number of stories written diexterior scenes for " The Monety
rect for the screen and the highly
Master." He is accompanied by started at the Vitagraph Studio this
Sir Gilbert Parker, the author of week by companies immediately successful stage play " The Man
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WBrady,
ho Came
Back,''practically
producedall l)y
is to devote
of
his future writing to the screen
and has become a member of the
Metro organization. The first Wilson story to be produced by Metro
is
"
Uncharted
Seas,"
from the
novel of the
same adapted
name.
ROBERTSON
COLE
Louis J. Gasnier, producer of
" Kismet " and " Good Women "
for Robertson-Cole, has recovered
from a recent operation for the removal of his tonsils, and is again at
the studio at work on his next
story.
The Robertson-Cole Technical
Staff has been reorganized under
the supervision of W. L. Heywood,
Art Director, and the Department
now has four former Eastern studio
art directors as members.
One of the busiest film factories
on the West Coast is the reputation
now being earned by the new Robertson-Cole studios ui Los Angeles.
Although the R-C lot is one of the
largest studios in the world, for the
past few months the task of completing the buildings has taken up
much time and limited stage space
made it possibly for only two companies to work on the lot at the
same time. The past month, however, has seen the completion of
three stages and within the next
two weeks there will be four companies shooting features.
The studio has not yet oflicially
opened but Pauline Frederick, Sessue Haj akawa and Louis J. Gasnier
have all shot a picture on the lot
and are preparing to start the second. Christy Cabanne will also
join them, making four companies
on the lot who will be shooting
super-special features.
Louis J. Gasnier, whose production "Kismet " has startled the
theatregoing world, is back on the
Robertson-Cole lot after a trip to
the hospital. Gasnier will start
shooting another all star feature
for the R-C program sometime this
week. The story has not been announced.
One of the largest and most proficient art staffs in the country are
reported to be working with W. L.
Heywood, art director of the new
Robertson-Cole studios. Four members of his staff were prominent
art directors in the Eastern studios.

Our Motto: Ail the News,
to be.
Xot much rain,
] be a hne place was
delayed at
Wanda liawley had to play theProduction
Hal
Roach
Studio the
a shjvernly wife in her recent other day when Harold
Lloyd
production, but she is trying ;
stepped on his glasses, which
to get over it now with dum points
out anotfier danger of
bells, weights, etc.
The criminal charge against having contortionists about.
Lila Lee confirms the reBebe Daniels (speeding) will
port that she is engaged to a
come up for hearmg on March
Captain
the Aviation
Ser17th,Irish.
which is a good day for
vice.ofBelieving
no one cares
the
to
know
his
name
it
is
left
out
Ruth Stonehouse took a pic- on purpose. If marriage folture engagement because the
lows,
however,
Lila
becomes
EssanayfromStudio
was only a Mrs. Claude Collins.
block
her house.
Godfrey Webb of Universal
RoDertson-Cole Studio staff productions
one of the
threatens to solve the housing best known was
leading men of
problem as every production the London stage.
they have made recently reA paragrapher remarked
the building
that if Jack London knew that
dencequiredat the
studio. of a resi- Metro
had changed the title
Henry King is reported to
his novel, "The Little Lady
have caught a 150-pound fish of
the Fool,"
Big House,"
to " turn
The
at Catalina. Understand " re of
Little
Jack would
over.
R. E. Newman, electrical
Bayard Villier claims to
engineer,
Shour,
thetheatre
smallest
ported." andbothEugene
electrician,
of Louis B. have ture
in the motion
world. pic-It
Mayer studio, have been elect- is eight feet long including
ed to membership in the Elec- projection room and the pictrical Illuminating Engineers
ture projected is three feet
Society. No stars in this or- wide.
ganization.
R. B. Cochrane has come
The burglars who visited out West with his family, so
his children can grow for six
Vic
Schertzinger's
or eight weeks.
recently
the residence
engagement suchfound
a paying
one
that midst.
Carl Laemnile is in our
they made
a return
ment this week
and gotengageaway
Lyons and Moran are rewith $5,000 worth of jewels,
covering describable
from threesobrietyweeks
inclothing, etc.
required
Albert E. Sjnith is coming for the making of tfie blue lawback to our town.
Sunday satire.
George Randolph Chester is And now we learn of Art
following
the author's trail to Acord playing the role of " A
hlmton.
'Frisco.
Romeo. ' at Universal
The watchman
Antonio Moreno is seeing Ranch
City this week was introduced
The Federated Exchange to Tod Browning and explanwere made that Tod
men are to give our studios was a ations
director and had the
the double O ne.xt week, after
privilege
of
coming and going
conventioning
at San Fran- Irom the studios
cisco.
at anj" time.
Bill Duncan went over to Tod therefore feels assured
Arizona last week and did the that he won t be thrown off
lot again as a bootlegger.
town, as the guest of his old theSmoke
Turner has taken his
friend Gov. Thomas Campbell.
Marshall Neilan has stepped make-up bo.x and crepe hair
into fame, he admits, for he to Universal City.
Jim Kirkwood has grown a
has been sued for $150,000 for
beautiful
stealing a story.
should beard
say. — henna color
Jimmy Tynan, who writes we Publicity
Studios
pieces for " IT " is very pop- have organizedmenand ofthreatened
ular withsionals
some
of
the
profesbecause he adds the to make it a press club of
understatement. " If anyone cares motion picture industry
wo d-beaters, so that trade
to knowtinent
" toparagraphs.
many of his per- paper representatives
will be
eligible to membership and
Pauline
Buschwhat
is atwe Honolulu and from
have the last statement.
of dues — accent on
seen of Doraldina that must payment

If it's News, When if s New
Blanche Sweet, and the
Pauline Fredericks has a ford,
Gish girls in the good old Biomoveable dressing room that graph
who have
woulda tear
buy
she takes from set to set and race todaysseewould
from
location.a Ford lunch. The last one to bring
Marklocation
Strongto heard
the tears was stuck for the
whistle in the neighborhood of five
meals — but that was beRobertson-Cole
dressing-room
fore the days of the H. C. L.
row and immediately posted a
Will Rogers claims the way
sign " No whistling in the to get the most publicity is to
dressing rooms." Mark is one put on a rotten show.
of these
fellowslight
who their
won'tcigarperRupe
Hughes
has been ofelectmitettesthree
ed to the
membership
the
on oneto match,
and would
American Academy of Arts
take
poison
in
preferenc-e
to
and
Science
(just
between
ourwalking under a ladder.
selves let it be said this is
The announcement that the
of colored peoRobert Brunton Studio has ef- an organization
ple, but don't tell Rupe.)
fected banking connections to
CuUin Landis refuses to
enable them to financially aid
himself known to film
reliable producers will cause make
fans for fear the girls would
averily.
stampede nwe
fear
—
the
anouncement isimportant, yea pull
real orhis a hair
wig. to see if it is
Alice weather
Lake is getting
all theat
winter
she wants
Flagstaff and Director Wess
Ruggles
ment thatconfirms
it is so the
cold statethere
It froze the flame of a match.
What we want to know is
who is the fellow who named
that Flowerton girl, late of
the Follies, Coiisuelo.
Frank Dazey
his
automobile
to runpermitted
into a Ford
carrying a gas pipe and the
gas
wind pipe
shieldcame
and through
mashed the
the
inde.x
finger
of
Frank's
right
hand, which is iiretty tough on
a man who plays with an Underwood.
T. Daniel Frawley whose
time heretofore has been taken
up with such trivial matters
as
producing "Fair
" Eastandis West,"
"Lightnin',"
Warmer," etc., isuseful
going toto hiunanity
make his
lite more
by directing Metro pictures.
Atherton,
theJane
famous
Gertrudea isniece
in ourof
midst to gain fame as an actress.
Hughes
never wenthe
toGar'eth
see the
automobile
bought, but placed the order
by phone, brother
having seen
machine's
on the
the
boulevard, which is the timesaving way for one to do any
shopping
— to say
the least.
Alice Lake,
Buster
Keaton
and Roscoe Arbuckle had a
reunion the other day on the
Metro lot (you know they all
played together the other
year) and at the reunion for
variety's sake, they had their
pictures took.
Mabel Normand, Mary Pick-
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LeatricethatJoyshewaswould
heardhaveto
remark
to renew her magazine •contracts or send in new prescriptions.
Tom Moore in recent pictures has played the part of
the street cleaner, policeman,
district attorney, politician,
and next he hopes to be
Mayor.
Bill Wing is authority for
the statement that some day a
Los Angeles
reporter wUl forgetnewspaper
to state that
every criminal is a movie fan
and when that day arrives Bill
alleges
the job.
reporter is going
to lose his
Al Christie is going back
home don tois inLondon,
this Lon-Al
Ontario,butCanada.
went back seven years ago and
saw the old school bouse and
went in to see if it looked
natural. He knocked on the
third room door and the teacher opened," itsheandhadsaid.
" Why,
Alfred
there
all this— time.
Al wasbeenushered
in and introduced to all the
children and the teacher said,
" How many of you have seen
And Canadians
polite,"
Mr.
Christie's being
Comedies?
all hands went up, whereupon
Al's good friend the teacher,
told the children that Mr.
Christie would give them a
live minute talk on " Orange
Raising
can
take init California."
from us thatYouAl
don't know any more about
orange raising than that they
grow on trees, but he made
the talk. And after that he is
going tario,
backCanada.to London, On-

St.
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■
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Special
Music
Supplement
IN HONOR OF THE FIRST NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF MOTION PICTURE AND MUSICAL INTERESTS
AND THE ORGANIZATION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MOTION PICTURE AND MUSICAL INTERESTS

lilllillliiilllllillillllllllilillliilllllllillliillllliillllllllilli Edited by Charles

What

Is

the

Meetings held January 24-5-6 at the Hotel Astor, Neu) York City, special
sessions being held ot Rialto theatre, Capitol theatre, Brooklyn Strand
theatre, De Witt Clinton High School and in the offices of many publishers,
Jnstrument makers, etc.
T ten o'clock sharp on the morning of Monday, January
24, 1921, the chairman called the meeting to order and
a motion immediately following created the tentative
organization of the Association of Motion Picture and
Husical Interests. At the last session the chairman was em)owered to appoint a special committee to draw up by-laws and
I constitution and to name an executive committee representing
ill the interests embodied in the name of the association, this
jxecutive body to ratify the business of the conference and to
8sue the call for the next meetings.
The Motion Picture News in greeting the delegates made its
losition very clear. I was instructed by Messrs. Johnston and
Jillett to state the following:
" The conference is called because it is needed. There is an
absolute demand for a central organization to settle the growing problems of motion picture which it is anticipated these
meetings will disclose.
/\
/ %

''The News was happy to sponsor the plan; was happy to
back it to the Hmit of the power of the News and its music
editor. But in all fairness the News feels that the plan is too
big, too vital, too elemental, to be the property or the particular
hobby of a publication.
" The News has invited all the papers in the picture and
musical field to cooperate.
" The News insists that the Association of Motion Picture and
I Musical Interests must stand on its own bottom, must run its
I own meetings, must work out its own internal affairs.
" Of course the News will support the plan and the Associai tion with renewed and increasing vigor, as that Association
I seems deserving.
" Speaking for myself, the sooner I can relinquish the direction of the organization, remove myself from the chair, the
happier I will be. Speaking for myself, I will say that my
strength will be given in support of the Association, and every
aid which I can draw to the plan will be given gladly and
cheerfully."
What the future of the Association of Motion Picture and
Musical Interests is to be none can predict with assurance. But
from the temper of the two himdred who were present at the
sessions, it would seem that the need for the meetings was
vital, the opportunity for good work unprecedented in possibihties. All those who were present pledged their undying
support to the venture. One man, William Brandt, representing five hundred exhibitors of whose association he is president,
felicitated the News on the plan and declared that the AssocialiiililliliillllllilB

D. Isaacson

|
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Answer

f

tion of Motion Picture and Musical Interests wiU find his exhibitors, even the smallest of them, eager to assist, for what this
Association seeks to accomplish are the things his exhibitors are
feeling around to solve! Speaking for the hundreds of thousands of miion musicians, Joseph Weber, the President of the
Federation of Musicians, agreed to form an arbitration board
to settle all union problems of the picture theatres. Speaking
for the organists of the country, a representative stated that cooperation would enable the exhibitors and organists to get
together through the new association to settle their difficulties.
For, as was expected, the conference disclosed innumerable
questions, any one of which would have deserved a gathering
no less dignified and representative than that which gathered
in New York.
What was accomplished is historic. The future will look
back upon these sessions and will thank the men and women
who were present for their energy and foresight in taking the
steps they did.
It was promised to all those who were present at the conference that the News would send this supplement to them as a
momento and a record of the proceedings and findings.
To the thousands who were unable tp attend, but who have
been anxious to know just " what happened," this supplement
will perhaps prove a substitute for the real thing.
But the most important thing that the Special Musical
Edition can accomplish will be this:
It will put in black and white just what took place. It will
show the exhibitors and musicians of the country the wisdom
and necessity for getting together. Ben Franklin just celebrated his birthday, but what he said is still true, only more so :
" In Union there is strength. Let us hang together or we a 1
hang separately."
Music in the theatres of the motion picture field is seco:i 1
only to the picture needs. Shall we work on the easiest road,
following the most logical paths, or shall we all fiddle around
and fritter away our efforts? Or is the better way going to be
through the Association of Motion Picture and Musical Interests representing the exhibitors, musicians, producers, publishers, instrument makers — supported by all organizations of exhibitors and musicians and producers and publishers and
instrument makers — supported by all pid)lications of the fil n
and musical field?
The conference said the latter, and it now only awaits th ^
decision of the rest of the field to ratify.
I am deeply indebted to the News for the magnificent support given my personal efforts. I am everlastingly grateful to
all who participated to make one of the most interesting and
educative three days in the history of America.
CHARLES D. ISAACSON.
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A motion made by Joseph Breil and passed unanimously at the Musical Conference was, in effect:
" Those present and registered at this conference of members of the
of Motion Picture and
Musical Interests, will form a tentative association, which will be worked Association
out in constitutional form by the
body."
Among those enrolled executive
in the Association
are:
Adams, Mr. F. S., Rialto theatre, New York.
Alexander, Mr. Arthur, Eastman School of Music, Rochester, N. Y.
Alcroft, Mr., Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, New York.
Arnold, Mr. W. C, Marr & Colton Co., Warsaw, N. Y.
Arthur, Mr. Jack, Famous Players Canadian Corp., Toronto, Ont.,
Canada.
Bendix, Mrs. A. K., Bendix Music Agency, New York City.
Berg, Mr. S. M., Music Editor, Exhibitors Herald, New York City.
Borchard, Miss Gertrude, National Bureau for the Advancement of
Music, New York City.
Botti, Mr. A., 4 West 108th street. New York City.
Brandt,
Mr. William, president New York Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce.
Breil, Mr. C. J., 112 West 91st street, New York City.
Buhrman, Mr. T. Scott, editor American Organist, New York City.
Burnham, Mr. J. S., 9 Groton avenue, Cortlandt, New York.
Burr, Mrs. Louis E., 1358 East 48th street, Chicago, 111.
Chapman, Mrs., sister to Mrs. Oberndorfer, of Chicago, 111.
Cheatham, Miss Kitty, singer. New York City.
Christie, Mr. Louis H., musical director Lyceum theatre, Duluth,
Minn.
Conte, Mr. Eugene, musical director Plaza theatre, New York City.
Corber, Mr. B., musical director from Montreal, Que., Canada.
Crandall, Mr., representing Equity Pictures Corp., New York City.
D'Albert, Mr. Chas., conductor, 101 West 163d street. New York City.
Davids, Mr. George W., manager Bardavon Theatres Corp., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
De Veies, Mrs. Rene, 620 Orchestra Building, Chicago, 111.
Donlan, Mrj T. I., manager Sam Fox Music Pub. Co., New York
City.
Dorey, Mr. Milnor, representing Bray Studios, Columbia Graphophone Co., New York City.
Dubinsky, Mr. Vladimir, 547 West 147th street. New York City.
Dubinsky, Mrs. Vladimir, 547 West 147th street. New York City.
Durst, Mr. Harry A., from Marr & Colton Co., Warsaw, N. Y.,
and Philadelphia, Pa.
Engel, Mr. Carl, Boston Music Co., Boston, Mass.
Freund, Mr. J. C, Musical America, New York City.
Gladus Miss Lillie, New York City, from Department of Recreation,
Motion Picture Investigation.
Glassmacher, Mr. Joseph F., Charles H. Ditson Co., New York City.
Gould, Mr. Everett S., musical director. Gaiety Theatre Building,
New York City.
Greinert, Mr. Chas., 306 West 48th street, New York City.
Grosbayne, Mr. Benj., 42 Holborn street, Roxbury, Mass.
Hague, Mr. Fred M., 145 West 4Sth street. New York City
Hansford, Mr. M. M., Assistant Manager Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion,
130 West 70th street. New York City.
Harris, Mr. Chas. K., Chas. K. Harris Music Pub. Co., New York
City.
Harris, Mr. Louis J., Messig Orchestrion Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hoffman, Miss Grace, 216 West 72d street, New York City.
HoUwell, Mr. Bert, Bijou theatre, Greensboro, N. C.
Huennekes, Mr. Henry, representing Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., New
York City.
Irrion, Mr. Herman, representing Steinway & Sons, New York City.
Johnson, Miss May, from the Musical Courier, New York City.
Jones, Mr. F. Wynne, D. W. Griffith office. New York City.
Jopling, Mr. Morgan W., president Delft Theatres, Inc., of Michigan,
New York City office.
Joseph, Miss Nannine, representing M. Witmark & Sons, New York
City.
Kaplan, Mr. Samuel, Torrington, Conn.
Kissinger, Mr. Allen, New York City.
Klingenberg, Mr. Alf, Eastman Rochester School of Music, Rochester, N. Y.
Klugh, Mrs. Paul B., New York City.
Knapp, Miss Penelope, New York City.
Knecht, Mr. Joseph, musical director Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York City.
Kraft, Mr. H. S., New York Concert League, New York City.
Landis, Mr. Leonard L., 140 East 22d street. New York City.
Lepps, Mr. Wassily, New York City.
Liebling, Mr. Leonard, Musical Courier, New York City.

1

Lutz, Mr. Ernest, representing Marcus Loew Circuit.
MacHenry,
Miss City.
I. M., editor Concert and Opera Dept., The Bill
board,
New York
Marquardt, Mr. Edward C, music director Strand theatre, Akron, C
Marr, Mr. David, president Marr & Colton Co., Warsaw, N. Y
Marshall, Miss Winifred, singer. New York City.
Marx, Mrs. S., New York City.
Mayer, Mr. Daniel, Aeolian Hall, New York City.
Messig, Mr. George, 506 Gravesend avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mevi, Mr. George G., Art Bookbinding Company, New York Citj
Mirskey, Mr. N., musical director Broadway theatre, Richmond, Va
Mohr, Mr.Conn.
Frederic L., publicity and music director, Poli's theatre
Bridgeport,
Morgan, Mr. Joseph, Crandall theatres, Washington, D. C.
Napier, Mr. Edward, organist Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y,
Nash, Miss Mabelle, soprano with First National and Universa
Pictures, New York City.
Oberndorfer, Mrs. A. F., National Chairman of Music, General Fed
eration of Women's Clubs, Chicago, 111.
Parker,
New
York Mr.
City.Albert, producing director, Albert Parker Productions
Pauline, Mrs. J. Robert, New York City.
Payette, Mr. John J., assistant general manager Crandall theatres
Washington, D. C.
Pownall, Miss
604 Educational
\\'est 125th Films,
street,Inc.,
New New
YorkYorkCity.City.
Pritchard,
Mr., Victoria,
representing
Rapee, Mr. Erno, conductor Capitol theatre, New York City.
Ravinson, Mr. William, New York City.
Rice, Mr. Robert u. New York City.
Riesenfeld,
Mr. Hugo, Rivoli. Rialto and Criterion theatres, Ne
York
City.

Risinger,
Mr. BuelOhio.
B., producing conductor Ascher Bros'. Capitol
theatre,
Cincinnati,
Rittenberg, Mr. Arnold, 773 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Robinson, Mr. Lee, Music Trade Review, Talking Machine World,
New York City.
Rockwell, Mr. Will, manager Band and Orchestra Dept., M. Wit
mark & Sons, New York City.
Rothapfel, Mr. S. L., director Capitol theatre. New York City.
Schirmer, Mr. G., president G. Schirmer, Inc., New York City.
Sherwood, Mr. Vincent M., New York manager McKinley Music Co. Ko
New York City.
Sherwood, Mrs. V. M., 145 West 45th street. New York City.
Smith, Mrs. Mildred M., organist Knickerbocker theatre, Washington, D. C.
Sonneck, Mr. O. G., representing G. Schirmer, Inc., New York City,
Stark, Mr. Fred, musical director Superba theatre, Raleigh, N. C
Stoner, Mrs. W. S., editor Forecast, New York City.
1
Sullo, Mr. John D., Torrington, Conn.
Summers, Mr. Earl F., musical director Virginia theatre, Wheeling, W. Va.
Tremaine, Mr. C. M., National Bureau for the Advancement of
Music, New York City.
Van Broekhoven, Mr. J., Musical Observer, 146 West 95th street.
New York Cit>-.
Van Slyck, Miss Clara L., from The Fleet Review, Journal of Enlisted Personnel, U. S. N.
Voight, Mr. Ernest R., from Boston Music Company, Boston, Mass.
Wagner, Mr. Hans, leader of Alhambra theatre. Torrington. Conn.
Warren,
York
City. Mr. Richard H., conductor New York Sineers' Club, New
Watkin, Mr. Robt. N., Dallas, Texas, Music Industries Chamber of
Commerce.
Weber, Mr. Joseph, president American Federation of Musicians.
Winkler, Mr. Max, president Behvin, Inc., New York City.
Winkler, Mrs. M., New York City.
Young, Mr. Victor, from Thos. A. Edison Co., Orange, N. J.
Young, Mr. W. W., producer. Friars Club, New York Citv.
Zahler, Mr.
Mr. Raymond
Harry, 152H.,South
4th street,
N. Y.
Zerbel.
manager
Delft Brookl>-n,
theatre, Marquette
Opera
House, Marquette, Mich.
Zivelli, Mr. Joe, New York City.
Rosenthal, Mr. J., American Society of Authors and Composers.
Maguire, Mr. Ed, organist Stanley Co. of America, Philadelphia. Pa.

Many of those present at the sessions failed to register and their names may be missing above. These
persons are urged to forward their names to Motion Picture News for listing.
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three days and nights and the extra
night of the Musical-Picture Conference might be recorded in a formal
manner — event following event — or in
newspaper style (but this has already been
done). Instead, it is the feeling of the writer
that the field will best understand what took
place and the members of the new organization
will be able most clearly to remember the ideas,
if the convention be analyzed and discussed
under divisions of thought.
Thus, if I were asked to tell in a few brief
sentences what occurred, I should probably
answer the inquiry in the following manner :
1. We organized the Association of Motion
Picture and Musical Interests, showing why
it was needed, discussing the kind of people we
want in the society, how to complete a permanent organization which will stand on its own
feet. Also we touched upon the fields of endeavor which the Association must hope to
cover.
2. We endeavored to organize the musical
fraternity of the country in such a manner that
picture needs will be better satisfied and taken
care of, when once assumed. This brought in
the musicians, their clubs, societies, trade and
art papers ; it brought in the problems of the
union, pro and con, the opportunity for more
and better musicians, the demand for special
picture education of musicians, etc.
3. We endeavored to organize the exhibitors
in such a way that standardization of conditions
can be effected and a uniformity of policy in
music encouraged — thus taking in prices of
musicians, number of men in orchestra, kinds of
organs, music purchased, style of scoring, etc.
4. We endeavored to induce the producers of
pictures to study the musical situation with regard to complete scores, cue sheets, high art
scores and hodge-podge thrown together affairs ;
to bring the producers to see the necessity of
giving the cue man or the composer the opportunity to study a film almost from the time it
goes to the studio for taking — and at least to
see the censored film enough time in advance
of release to do a good job.
5. The kind of music to be used ; the question
of popular, jazz, standard and classical music
and just where each fits.
6. The kind of man for the job of director,
what he ought to do, how he ought to operate,
what liberties he should have; the combination
of showmanship and musicianship.
7. The matter of standardization of music for
emotional and psychological use, viz., some
methods of enabling the musician anywhere to
find by index the kind of music to use in any
situation.
8. Program making.
9. Methods of procuring musicians easily;
methods of routing artists for musical acts and
novelties.
10. Tying up with the agencies which are
begging for better music ; to wit, the music clubs,
women's clubs, etc.
11. Matters regarding instruments, acoustics,
etc., involving better placing of orchestras,
organs, and a means for the dissemination of
knowledge regarding such matters before a permanent installation is effected.
12. Publication of music — what is wanted;
what publishers are alive to the needs.
13. And an unlucky number — the matter of
the Music Tax.

14. Special exhibits in theatres of inestimable
value to visiting delegates.
15. Music at the convention, consisting of a
Globe concert and some other special music.
16. Advertising the musical show.
17. The Community Theatre and Opera in the
House.
18. Entertainment and a dinner.
19. Future Plans.
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Organization
of
Association
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indicated on another page, resolutions
were carried which made a tentative organization of nearly three hundred members in the new Association of Motion Picture
and Musical Interests.
Under further analysis this number represents
something much bigger. Mr. William Brandt
represents five hundred exhibitors. Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld represents three theatres and about
two hundred musicians. Samuel Rotafel represents the biggest theatre in the world and a
hundred musicians. Alf Klingenberg represents
the Eastman interests, Mrs. Bendix represents
a hundred artists, Mr. Hyman Kraft about thirty
artists. C. M. Tremaine spoke for all the
piano and player piano manufacturers, representing an industry of about $200,0(X),000.
Joseph Weber spoke for the organization he
founded and has headed for twenty-five years,
and he represents hundreds of thousands of
musicians of the union, to whom the word of
Weber is law! John C. Freund and Leonard
Liebling spoke for the leading publications in
the world of music, both in the art and the
industry, and gave their solemn word to advance
the cause of the plan through their columns
which reach every musician in the country and
every musical instrument maker. Mr. Mills
and Mr. Harris represent all of the popular
publishers in America. G. Schirmer and O. G.
Sonneck stand for probably five thousand composers ! Herman Irrion of Steinway not only
brings the prestige of his house, but he speaks
for hundreds of Steinway dealers and workmen. Mr. Ernest Lutz represents about five
hundred musicians under his direction in the
Loew Circuit of theatres. Messrs J. F. Adams
of Wolfsohn Bureau (which he owns) and
Daniel Mayer speak for the musical managers
of the biggest concert stars and operatic stars
of the world. Mrs. A. F. Oberndorfer and
Mrs. Chapman represent five million actively
alive club women. And so on down the line
of names.
Every phase of the related interests is represented in the membership of the new association.
There was little time wasted in parliamentary
procedure as it was the absolute determination
of the chairman to leave all that to committees
and to keep the conference for the real business.
On another page, the resolutions are noted.
Here it might be added that a special committee
is now in process of formation, which is to
frame the skeleton of the laws. Five important
individuals will be named, and these five will
choose the large executive board which is to
manage the affairs of the organization. In addition committees are to be named as follows :
1. Committee on Motion Picture Education
in Music Schools.
As

2. Committee on Encyclopedia of Musical
Psychology and Ready Guide to Music.
3. Committee on the Matter of Pubhshers,
Cue Sheets, Scores, Music Tax.
4. Committee on Women's Clubs.
5. Committee on Organists.
6. Committee on Board of Arbitration for
Union Matters.
7. Committee for Producers.
8. Committee for Instrument Makers.
9. Committee to Form Exchange for Musicians and Record of their Worth.
10. Committee for Musical and Picture Trade
Papers.
It is expected that within the course of a
month the committees will all be named,
the executive board actively working and the
permanent organization on such a basis that
the future of the plan will be guaranteed.

Concerning
the Musical Fraternity
AT musicians
the sessions
were manyanddistinguished
and composers
the representatives ofhundreds of others. At the
very first session, I had the privilege of presenting John C. Freund, editor of Musical America
and Music Trades, a gentleman of over seventy
years, virile, alert, with more energy and ideas
to the minute than most people of twenty-five.
I presented Mr. Freund as the veteran of
musical propagandists. In introducing him I
brought forth the fact that Mr. Freund and his
papers have been more than generous in their
support of the project, that for over a quarter
of a century he has been first in every movement
for the development of art, and that he could
summon by the force of his spoken word and
written
phrase, the best in the musical life of
the
country.
Mr. Freund is white-haired, wears Gladstone
side-whiskers and speaks in a slow, throbbing
distinct voice which can be heard everjwhere.
He has been the guest of the governors and
mayors and has addressed audiences of many
thousands, being known intimately in hundreds
of cities. He went to the platform, and first
felicitated the chairman and the Motion Picture
News and addressing the delegates said :
" This movement will go through many steps which
other great ideas have followed. In the beginning a
few faithful rally to the banner and then comes the
long period of work to establish a confidence in the
minds of those who are most vitally affected by the
things which the movement seeks to accomplish. After
a while, the field wakes up and rushes to become associated. The thing is a success. ... I have no
doubt of the ultimate outcome of what we do today.
We l;ave already stated our views editorially and I
can repeat them here. We are for you to the end
and we believe the end will be great success."
Then Mr. Freund launched into his formal
speech which was as follows :
JOHN
I am C.notFREUND'S
here, my SPEECH
friends, to tell you what you
can do for music. That will take care of itself. I am
here to suggest to you what music can do for you in
your industry, which is growing every day in importance and in its possibilities is but in its infancy. And
it is all the more important that due consideration
should be given to forces which may elevate your calling, widen its scope and give it even a greater .ippeal
than it has, for the reason that as you know the socalled
" slump " has
To understand
our hitartyou.
situation, let me first and
briefly as I may show you the attitude of the public,
so Scarcely
far as music is concerned.
a hundred years
there was very little
music in the United States. ago
The old Puritan hate of
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ir had permeated the country. They called the viohn
tunes inA
the •' devil's fiddle." They allowed but sevenbooks.
the churches. They would not have hymn
music
up
took
who
college
or
university
a
at
man
young
was looked upon a " sissy " and as a hopeless case by
his father, who was inclined to thrash any musical
might have, out of him with a broomability the Butboy
stick. when we began to get the great immigration from Germany, from Scandinavia, from France
to speak of the later
particularly, also from Italy, notcame,
things began to
English, Scotch and Irishthewho
last two decades we have
change, so that within
truth
it may be said with
reached a point where
today spend more money for music,
that we Americans
instruments and musical education than the
musical
rest of thfe world put together.
In 1913 I brought out the fact that this cotmtry
$600,000,000 a year on music in all its
was spending
forms on musical education and for musical itinstruments
is nearer
more than all the world spent. Now
with
$900,000,000. And today we Americanshavecanthesaylargest
opera,
finest
the
give
we
pride that great artists here, have the largest number
number of
of symphony orchestras, that our bands are increasing
in number and in quality, that our music schools and
teachers are just as good, and many of them better,
than they have on the other side, and that our musical
instruments, whose manufacture scarcely existed a hunin quantity and
dred years ago, today pass the world make
the finest
who
quality, for it is we Americans
guitars, reed organs. We
mandolins,
organs,
pianos,
have revolutionized the art of church organ building,
and it is we Americans who have invented those marvelous appliances, the player-piano and the talking
machine, which carry music into the home of the
mechanic as well as of the millionaire.
Now what does this mean, so far as you are concerned?
It means that from 30 to 40 per cent, of your audiences, never mind whether they are in the smaller
towns or in New York City, have already reached a
certain degree of musical knowledge and culture and
that therefore they demand something better than jazz,
something more than a pianist who plays by ear on
an instrument that has not perhaps been tuned in six
months, something more than such a piano, perhaps
accompanied by a violin and a cornet, and that they
resent, or at least their ears do, the musical cacophony
which is inflicted upon them in the great majority of
your movie terhouses.
plain words,
tainment inthe greatIn number
of the the
moviemusical
houses en-is
belovf the intelligence of from 33 to 60 per cent, of
your audiences.
To the next point.
The moving picture is given, as we know, without
words. That is just where music comes in, for music
begins where words end. It expresses emotions, ideals,
sympathies, where mere words, however beautiful, however poetic, however well chosen, are inadequate.
What would a movie be without music? It would be
dead. The alliance, therefore, between music and the
moving picture is absolute. Nothing can replace it.
What follows logically? That the music that accompanies the picture should not only be adequate, but
appropriate. Again and again have I and my friends
and others witnessed some beautiful scene and been
tortured by the lady who, without rhyme or reason
banged away on a piano a horrible medley of jazz
and out
operatic
melodies,
going orit rhyme,
full force,
any reference
to time
and bang!
insteadwith-of
our minds being filled with beautiful thoughts suggested by the fine pictures, they have been filled with
thoughts of bloody murder.
Men like Mr. Rothapfel, Hugo Riesenfeld, and many
others, have given us fine orchestras in some of the
palaces that we have in New York, not merely because of their personal love of music, their personal
musical culture, but because they very soon discovered
that it paid in good, cold, hard dollars and cents.
These men, my friends, are setting the example and
creating a standard in these matters. And through
them,ing the
expectation
of the
more exacting
all the
time.average public is becomThis, the first convention held to bring a closer cooperation between the musical and professional world,
and the musical industries, between those who are
engaged in the moving picture business, makes history, makes history for progress, makes history for
enlightenment, makes history for culture. Being today the oldest publisher in the musical world, in fact,
the man who gave this country its first musical paper
half a century ago, I think I may take upon myself
to tell you that you will have the most cordial, kindly
and generous cooperation from the professional world
and from
musicalthat
industries,
soon and
as they
stand thethematters
are at asissue,
how undermuch
not only they can help, but how much they can be
helped, by such cooperation.
Personally, I consider it to be a privilege to be
present on such an occasion, and I cannot refrain
from paying a tribute of respect and recognition to
the young man, Charles D. Isaacson, who not only
was the first to vision out such a convention, but has
been the main factor in bringing it about, through the
ready and generous cooperation of Mr. Johnston and
Mr. Gillett, of the Motion Picture News,
These three days will bring out, through discussions,
matters of great interest and grave importance, and
when sent by the musical and the moving picture press
through the country, will open up new fields, new
vistas, higher purpose.
And let me remind you, my friends, before I close,
that
if slapstick,
low-class,representation
vulgar comedy
has seen
its day,
if the persistent
of crime
and
impossible adventure be eliminated, there is a vast
field open to you in the musical world, a field providing
a wealth of good stories, dramas, comedies, tragedies,
which has scarcely been tapped.
So let us get together, work together, pull together,
and we shall go far to disarm the criticasters, the
Sabbatarians, the Blue Law agitators, who decry your
work, your industry, and declare it to be one of the
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debasing: influences in life, whereas when it is true to
itself it is one of the greatest, most noble and uplifting,
as well as educatipnal forces human ingenuity ever
conceived.
Musical America was quick to carry the news
of the convention. Before the third day's business had begun, the news of the first day was
upon the press. On the first page the followingheadlines were carried.

"LEADERS
OF
JOINT INTERESTS
UNITED
UNDER
THE MOTTO
' FINER FILM-MUSIC ' "
" First Attempt to Organize Association of
Musical and Motion Picture Interests Brings
Together 100 Representative Men in Three-day
Convention in New York — Forceful Addresses
by John C. Freund and Ernest R. Voigt — Convention Sponsored by " Motion Picture News "
Through Its Alusic Editor, Charles D. Isaacson— Resolution Asks More Attention for FilmMusic in Conservatories "
The story then goes on in newspaper style
to give in detail the things that happened. In
the same manner, Music Trade which reaches
the intrument makers carried for three large
pages an account in the following manner:
"BIG CONFERENCE UNITES MUSICAL
AND FILM INTERESTS"
'■' ' Finer Film-Music Is Slogan Adopted by
Leaders in Both Industries — Forceful Addresses
Made by John C. Freund, Editor of The Music
Trades and Musical America, Ernest R. Voigt
and Others at Three Day Convention in New
On the day following Mr. Freund's speech
Leonard Liebling, editor of the Musical Courier,
was an honored speaker. "Mr. Liebling is one
York in the art of music.
of the best known publicists
He is a writer of very forceful manner, he
speaks with a good presence and talks up to his
point all the time. He is sympathetic to the
plan in the most cordial manner.
In introducing Mr. Liebling, it was told of
his remarkable support of the best in music
and information was given that the Musical
Courier was the first to carry news of motion
picture music — the first of the music papers of
the country. Miss Johnson, the editor of that
department, was present all through the discussions as was Miss McHenry, musical editor 6f
the Billboard, ]\Ir. Hal Crain of Musical
America and many other reporters not listed in
the registry.
Leonard Liebling as the editor in chief of
Musical Courier has developed many educational
departments and has been always alive and an
eager listener to the new movement. His
presence at the conference was the sign for
pleasure, and his speech was crisp and telling.
Unfortunately Mr. Liebling did not furnish a
transcript of his address, so an absolute copy
cannot be given. However, the following will
bring out the gist of his remarks.

" Motion
Picture Musical Conference,
Hotel Aster:
" Am Division
acting chairman
the Motion
Picture
of Hooverof Relief
Fund
drive, going on this week, which makes
it impossible for me to attend. It is with
much regret, because I looked forward
to your conference as the biggest event
for motion pictures and music since the
inception of the industry and will look
forward with much interest to the printed reports of your meetings.
"H. B. FRANKLIN,
" Shea's Hippodrome,
"Bpffalo, N. Y.

Leonard
Liebling'j
Address

film and
AFTER
touching
importance
music upon
in thethenew
marriage,of ii :,
Liebling declared that there is still a c<
tain prejudice
to be broken down among certa
classical
musicians.
a very " noted
calledthere
upon wasm 'i
said" Last
Mr. June
Liebling.
He hadmusician
heard that
vacancy at the Rialto theatre and knowing that I v .
acquainted with Dr. Riesenfeld, he asked me to c I
upon the doctor and ask him to give the musician ■
job as conductor.
" I said
I couldn't
very well So
do Ithat,
but
would
write that
a letter
of introduction.
dictated
note, and while I was waiting for the typewritten lett
the musician told me the following:
" ' I know that I shouldn't be seeking a job. Y
know it's beneath my dignity. At least not in a fi
theatre. I am a big man. Of course I won't st
there long — why should I? I'll fill in the summer a
when I can sign up a symphony orchestra in the f.
that wrill be a signal to get out. One must fori
one's dignity nowadays.'
" Just then butmy I secretary
in the letter
introduction,
tore it up.brought
The musician
was si
prised. He wanted to know the trouble. So I told hi
You're
not
good
enough
for
that
job.
I wo:t
send you to Dr. Riesenfeld, for though he may
consider you, my recommendation might influence h
to take you. And I would be making a mistal
You'recannottakegoodup enough.
it. inBecause
man
the baton I torepeat
conduct
a theat
he hates, before an audience he despises. Some d
you'll understand what a jackass you've been. Goo
Mr. Liebling had a good round of app]au^
for that story, after which he told how tl
picture theatre is making men listen to musi
" For myself, my editors and my publication
I pledge the Association of Musical and Pictui
Interests" every last degree of support and
day.' you on what you have already don
felicitate
On the matter of music, what was said by (
and
can do." should next be recorded. Due t
M. Tremaine
a bad throat, R. C. Sedcroft. President of th
Musical Instrument Chamber of Commerce, rea^
it. Mr. Tremaine is the head of the Natione
Bureau for the Advancement of Music, anthrough his activities represents the piano an<
player piano interests and other interests whos
prime object is to spread an interest in music

C.

M.

Tremaine's

Speech
Before I say anything which may relate to the pur
pose of this gathering I want to pay a personal tribtit'
to Charles D. Isaacson, who is responsible for on
being here. I shall not say much. I do not need t<
say much. Many of you know him al well as I do
As I tmderstand it, the conference is to be a formi
for the exchange of ideas, an educational opportunitj
for the unifying of viewpoints and a business nieetinf
for the standardization of methods and practices wher
ever such standardization will prove helpful. AboT«
all it is hoped to inaugiirate a great forward movemeni
for the greater utilization of music by the motion pic
ture houses to the great advantage of all concerned
To what extent I fit in this program I do not know.
I am the director of the National Bureau for th«
Advancement of Music and my interest in this conference is confined principally to the influence it will
have upon the spread of music throughout the conntr>^, butpoint ofItheshall
discuss music entirely from the viewcents viewpoint.picture house manager — the dollarsi and
You have given the public what it wants. This is
largely due to the people desiring to see a picture io
action, but it is due to a far grreater extent to yont
careful study to give them the kind of picture they
want. You have built a great industry out of a novelty because you have given the public something
more than a novelty.
Do the people want music — not some people, bnt
the people as a whole, the general public? This is
what tant
youquestion
wantfortoyouknowto answer
and there
is no more
imporcorrectly.
If you
fail
to read the handwriting on the wall — and there is handwriting
on
the
wall
—
and
fail
to
make
use
of
thisi
natural ally, you will retard your growth until you do,
for ultimately you will be forced to use it
The people do like music. The evidence is conclusive.
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Music is used in industry. Employer and employee
alike have welcomed its advent. Jt refreshes the mind
and the body and relaxes the tension on the nerves.
Music is used to a steadily increasing extent in hospitals, sanitariums and eleemosynary institutions for
Its soothing and cheering influence. Within the past
few years the audiences at recitals and concerts have
more than doubled. New York will have this winter
the hitherto unattained total of between 200 and 300
symphony concerts, by its own and half a dozen other
leading orchestras.
Municipalities, recognizing the growing desire for
music
g^eneral
appropriated
money among
from the the
public
funds public
so that have
its citizens
might
enjoy it without cost. Baltimore maintains a municipal
orchestra
as
well
as
a
municipal
band
and
has
a
municipal music director. New York, Pennsylvania and
Maryland also have State Music directors. Dallas,
Denver,lished
Portland,
and several
other cities have estabmunicipal music
commissions.
What does all this mean? When the politician takes
up anything it is pretty certain to be Something the
people want. They have had their ear to the ground
also just as a few of your leaders have had their ears
to the ground and with the same successful interpretation of the message they read.
I do not wish to bother you with statistics, but it
may surprise many of you to know that the people
of the United States are spending more money on
musical instruction than on all other higher education
combined. According to the United States Census
Bureau cationthe
sums were spent in higher eduin 1913following
:
Public high schools
$64,199,952
Private high schools
13,949,195
Other private and public schools of similar
standing
13,196,033
Colleges and universities
89,535,110
Normal schools
14,956,105
Total
$195,838,395
The amount spent on music education of all kinds
is given as $220,000,000.
What
these Witness
figures mean
as to the
public's
desire for do
music?
the success
of the
musical
comedy and the popular song. Witness also the increasing space devoted by the newspapers to music.
Fifty newspapers are publishing a weekly music
page treating music from the democratic viewpoint,
namely that of the man on the street and the woman
in the home. Five years ago there was no such music
page as far as I know.
The public are buying phonographs and playerpianos because they want music. They go to concerts
for the same reason. Great throngs gather together
in community sings because of similar desire. Music
is welcomed in industry, in hospitals and among the
poor and the rich, beca^use it satisfies a want.
Music is an attraction. It even attracts people who
are unconscious of the pleasure music gives them. A
few of the progressive men in the motion picture world
have been quick to realize this fact and have made
music more and more a feature of their appeal to the
public. The proof of my argument is conclusively
demonstrated by the fact that the men in the motion
picture world who have done this are the conspicuous successes. The time is coming when all should
utilize music for their like benefit. They should do
this for the increased profit which will accrue to them,
but the time is also coming when they will need to
do so to maintain their relative position. Take two
houses showing equally good films. The one which
has the most attractive music program will steadily
increase its patronage at the expense of the other.
Part of the audience will come specifically to hear
the music. Many others will come without being conscious of the reason, but will find themselves gravitating there because they enjoy going without knowing
why. To get the full benefit of this you should exploit your musical achievements in your advertising.
Personally I wish to see the motion picture houses
iinprove their musical offerings because I believe they
- will be one of the chief factors in making America
a musical nation. It is the only agency which brings
music to many people who would not otherwise go
to hear music. But in your own interest I urge every
manager here not to leave without learning something
which will aid him to utilize music to make his house
more attractive to his local public.
I have
purposely
fromto day
to " day
answering
yourdelayed
invitation
attend the Musical Conference in New
York City in the hope that I might arrange to attend. I am sorry I shall not be
able to, but I want you to know that I am
heartily in favor of the whole movement
for better music for the film and especially the Musical Conference. I am
glad to see that my open letter to the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers has done its part
in compelling them to assure the exhibitor for a square deal.
" Next in imoortance to the music tax
question is the matter of cue sheets. I
earnestly hope that all producers will
unite in makinsc COMPETENCE the one
necessary qualification for the cue sheet
writer, and that they will insist that all
cue sheets be written from the standpoint
of and for the benefit of THE EXHIBITOR, not the composer, publisher, or
other interest.
" CHARLES H. LEACH,
" Jeffersonville, Ind."

Standardization

of

Conditions
IN

the discussion of conditions, it became
fairly well understood that the exhibitor of
small theatres and ihe bigger men in certain
cities are struggling with many problems. These
seem to be briefly analyzed as follows :
1. Where to find specially' trained musicians
to take charge.
2. Where to get the right kind of organist.
3. How to know what to do in buying an
organ, where to place it, how to correct it, and
other matters conce^rned with acoustics.
4. How to know the music to procure for
cuing the picture.
5. How to standardize the music for all kinds
of emotions and moods.
6. How to get the artists for the special acts.
7. How to measure up the film scores which
are sent along with big features.
First among those who brought up the
standardization of music and its necessities was
Ernest Voigt, a scholarly, throughly convincing
speaker, who represented his house. The Boston
Music Company. His address is as follows :
Much has been said and written about making America musical, about bringing music to the people in this
way or that, to weld the component races of our great
nation into a harmonious whole by means of music.
No one will deny that tremendous progress has been
achieved within the last few years. But can anyone
imagine a better
to sowyoung
the seeds
of music
everywhere,
amongopportunity
rich and poor,
and old,
than
at the thousands of picture theatres to which (I have
no exact figures at my disposal), but I think I am safe
in saying, millions of people flock every week, ready
and eager to see, and ready and eager, if they were
only given an opportunity, to hear.
But the camera man has had a big start over the
musician and the latter is only just beginning to realize
his possibilities and I might say his responsibilities,
in connection with the movies. The example set by
the leading moving picture houses in New York is
arousing the whole country, in fact ihe whole world.
We are far in advance of Europe in that respect, as I
had opportunity to see for myself last summer. Even
Germany, long reputed the most musical country in
the world, has nothing to offer that can compare with
the splendid and intelligent efforts made by America,
efforts to use the movies as a means of bringing to the
masses the blessings of the most universally appealing
art.The photoplay, unlimited though its advantages may
be, had to sacrifice something which constitutes the
potent charm of the spoken drama : that is, the inflection of human speech. This loss, which might seriouslymoreimpairthanthe made
value upof forthebyscreen
drama, emotional
is, however,
the equally
and more generally understood speech of tones.
Viewed in that light, it becomes instantly apparent
why the producers of moving pictures, realizing what
aid music offers in the enjoyment of their product,
have spared neither cost nor labor in order to perfec.t
that branch
of their
performances
to the
highest
gree. It is just
as certain
that a good
picture
can debe
spoiled by the wrong kind of music, as that good music
can go a erable.
long Needless
ways totoward
making
a
poor
picture
tolsay, when the right kind of
music is linked with the right kind of picture, the
success is complete. We saw this, not long ago, in the
film play, "'Way Down East," where a carefully premusical score appeal
constantly
and are
emphasizedparedthe emotional
of theinterpreted
scenes. We
just
beginning to see that we cannot do a picture justice
nr please audiences, which are becoming more exacting
every day, agitatos,
by merelymysteriosos
jumbling together
a lot ofof" love
motives,"
and imitations
animalactersounds,
but
that
it
is
just
as
important
chartraits be saliently brought out by graphicthatstrains,
such as the tell-tale village gossip, in the picture just
mentioned, whose evil loquaciousness was accompanied
by music of unmistakable realism. The art of accompanying the moving picture by music is something
infinitelv more subtle, something that presents new
problem's
the "trained
musician.
and
stress
the toword
Trained,"
for that
it is IItheadvisedly
need of use
trained
musicians
for moving
pictures
particularly
\yish
to dwell on today. Moving pictures require musicians
who are not only well-grounded in their profession but
they must be especially trained for the demands of a
new and special application of their art.
Considering the many-sidedness of moving pictures,
it is easy to see that the musician who wants to devote
his time and talents to their musical interpretation
must needs be as variedly gifted and speciallv trained.
Nothing really has been done to bring such special
training within the reach of the music student. I hope
to see the day when every musical conservatory of note
will have its department for the training of occasion
such play-to
instructors. I took
writeers,toundertheexperienced
fiftv leading conservatories in the country
to sound them on their attitude toward this subject.
sinanswered my letter and T amhardly
A goodlycerelypercentage
gratified to be able to report that with
are deeply
an exception the letters showed that they
interested, that the need for special moving picture

music departments has already made itself felt through
numerous inquiries on the part of students. , They are
all looking for practical help and suggestions and are
eager to know of the results of this conference. Tell
them that you need musicians trained in the new art of
moving picture music and they will do their part to
furnish you with well equipped recruits which will put
music
top." consider music from - the allLet "usover
for the
a moment
important point of view of the exhibitor and its value
to him reckoned in dollars and cents. What is the
difference between the showing of a film at the Rialto,
for instance, and the same reel at a dingy 10 and 20
around the corner. The actors are the same, the negatives identical, the methods of projecting the picture
on the screen, made of similar material, do not differ;
there are just as many feet to each reel ; why is it that
people throng to the former and are content to stand
in line and wait their turn, when they could see the
same picture perhaps a few weeks later next door at
half the price? What is this mysterious difference?
It is 90 per cent atmosphere. A well equipped theatre
with fine appointments, soft mysterious lights, an air
of luxury, comfortable seats, neatly clad attendants,
and, good music. Good music, I contend, goes as far
to create atmosphere as all the other factors combined,
and that is why good music with his pictures means
dollars to the wise exhibitor. The better the music,
the bigger his box-oflSce receipts.
Now as regards the special training. The first requirement is,of course, a thorough musical education,
the mastery of piano or organ, or both, and in the
case of a conductor, orchestral experience and general
leadership. Of prime importance is mental alertness,
the faculty
to " size
up " anareaudience,
the realization that most
audiences
capable and
of much
more
education and cultivation than they are generally given
credit for. As nothing is too good for the audience in
the matter of pictures, so nothing is good enough
when it comes to music. As the musical interpreter of
emotions depicted on the screen, the player must of
necessity be, himself, emotional and respond to the
quick changes in the situations. In fact, if not his
knowledge of life, his knowledge of the picture, must
enable him to anticipate, so that his music is always
slightly ahead
of the film,
preparing,
rather
than turn
reflecting. His attention
should
be riveted
on the
of events, his emotions should promptly respond to
pathos or humor, as they may be interwoven in the
picture-play.
Not the least essential requirement in his make-up
is a keen sense of humor. But his wit should be capable of attuning itself to various gradations, from subtle
irony to broad slap-stick farce. It depends on the
musician to suggest the proper atmosphere for a
picture. Nothing is so fatal as the distorting and burlesquing indulged in by some players, who believe it
their chief mission to set the house giggling. Flippancy and facetiousness are whollv out of place in a
serious and educational picture. The players attitude
of mind should always be one of interest ; never betray
tiredness or boredom.
In ings
order
illustrate
music be
the endowed
happenon thetoscreen,
the properly
musicianin should
with jectpsychological
insight.
Many
books
on
the
are within the reach of the student and not a subfew
of them are written in so popular a vein that they can
be understood
withitsprofit
by the can
layman.
Human tona-a
ture, in spite of
complexity,
be reduced
rather limited field of observation. There is more or
less resemblance between a great many films. The
intrigue is very often the same, the emotions follow
each other in a given circle, the development varies in
the main but slightly. Such fundamental emotions,
and their related affections, should be carefully studied
bv the player ; he should be able readily to recognize
them, and he should seek to express them in turn by
means of music. In order to do this successfully, he
should not wait until he is in the theatre and the
film has started. It is here that the higher training
sets in, and that the musical conservatories should find
ways fectof themselves
offering intheir
the class
opportunity
to pertheir students
task. The
should possess
a projecting machine to be in a position to learn from
practical experience, or perhaps it could be arranged
that the theatre manager permit the use of his machine
and films to such classes for practical demonstration.
There is no reason why moving picture producers, realizing the arvantages that they will ultimately gain
therebv, should not be willing to lend machines and
for educamusical conservatories
films to responsible
opera, never
singer, fittrained
as the
use. Just she
knows tional
whether
is really
for herfor job until sha
footlights and " faces the music, aso it isthein the case of a player for the movies.
were, before
itstands
what is recan he learn
experience
actual
Only by him and how to meet
these requirements.
quired of
"I take this opportunity to say to you
how very admirably and efficiently you
conducted the convention and the greatest credit is due you for your unceasing
and determined effort in behalf of the
cause. A fine beginning has been made
and a great deal has already been accomholds out the greatplished and the future
est of promise.
Unfortunately, my being
in Boston will to a large extent intera very active intermy taking
with affairs
est fere
in the
of the new organization,
but I need not tell you that you can count
on me to cooperate with you and the
committee who will have things in charge
and I hope that you will not hesitate to
call on me if I can be of any assistance
"E. R. VOIGT,
whatever.
" Boston, Mass."
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But before he sets out on his race with the fast
moving film, it must be his constant aim to improve
his musicianship and to develop his technique. He
must ingcultivate
musical
resourcefulness,
by gainfreedom and
authority
in musical chiefly
improvisation.
This does
not
necessarily
mean
that
all
moving
pictures should be haphazardly accompanied by strains
which suggest themselves to the player while he is
watching
film. To dobegin
ple could the
successfully
this,with,
nor only
wouldvery
it befewatpeoall
a satisfactory procedure. People in the audience like
occasionally to hear a tune that they kno\y. In fact,
only by mental association of certain melodies, or what
they stand for in the pictured events or emotions, will
an audience derive the proper enjoyment from the musical accompaniment. One hears much music in the
movies that is as foreign to the action on the screen
as anything could be, and frequently kills the effect of
the photographer's art. Therefore one of the first
thingstionforbetween
the musical
student tomoods.
learn isThethe classical
proper differentialiterature,
and most of exhaustible
all the
operatic
repertoire,
furnish should
an instore of material. The student
be trained to recognize theatrical values. The player
should never forget that he is not playing in a recital,
nor conducting an orchestral concert, but furnishing
theatrical music for a theatrical production.
As the play progresses, gains impetus, presents its
problems ancf intrigues, gradually reaches its climax
and leads to the solution, so should the music advance
and follow the march of events with an ever-increasing
intensity. Nothing can give a better idea of what
good moving picture music should be, than a careful
study of successful operas. Therein the welding of
action and music is so close that they cannot be separated ; the musical characterization amounts to a
labeling of each personality or situation with a pertinent phrase or motive. This matter of musical characterization cannot be dwelt upon too much. It is the
most difficult
problem
also Itthewillmost
important
which
the student
has toand
solve.
determine
the
choiceive interpretation
of musical material
that
goes
towards
the
effectof a film play.
Fine musical taste is necessarily a prerequisite. It
will guide the choice of music and its special elaboramemory,
interesttion.inA good
all the
musicalmoreover,
happeningsis essential.
of the day, Keen
and
familiarity with new publications in the fields of
serious byandthepopular
Although
" cut sheets,"
issued
various music.
concerns,
are intended
to help
the player in making his choice, he should be capable
of making independent and proper selection of music.
The main drawback of present-day cue sheets is that
they are often prepared by people who are connected
with special interests in the publishing field, and therefore their choice is obviously prejudiced and narrow,
much to the disadvantage of all concerned. Discriminating musicians with broad experience and unbiased
judgment should be engaged by producing companies
for the purpose of preparing these cue sheets. A great
deal would also be gained by the appointment of a
committee entrusted with the preparation of a standard
index of music suitable for the moving pictures, embracing the publications of all catalogues, and classified
the peculiar
needsbe ofmade
the moving
pictureaccording
organist.toAdditions
should
to it, from
time to time, and thus the compilation would be kept
up to date.
The old prejudices are fast vanishing. Musicians
are beginning to realize that, while the teaching profes ion is woefully overcrowded, the gates are opening
into a new field, promising rich harvest. But the harvest will be reaped only by those who have carefully
sown, that is, have laid a proper foundation of musical
culture and have applied themselves successfully to
the special demands that the musical accompaniment
of moving pictures are making. Perhaps our hopes
will be realized sooner than we think, and special
schools for moving picture musicians will spring up
here and there, and encourage established conservatories to start departments for the study of this subject. A central employment bureau or exchange for
organists and musicians who seek employment in the
moving pictures would be of great value. In order to
further these ends and to hasten the best results, I
would suggest that the conference express itself in
favor of such special music schools, or departments, in
existing conservatories, devoted to the training of
moving picture musicians, and that any resolution
adopted in that sense be published by musical journals
and conveyed to all musical schools in the country.
Following this address, a long discussion followed in which many participated. It was decided that the conservatories and music schools
of the country must be shown that there is a
demand for specially trained musicians in pictures. Not that a musician must play differently
but he must understand the picture psychology
" Owing to the fact that motion picture
drive for European relief opens here
Monday, twenty-fourth, which demands
my personal attention on several committees and the personal appearance of
Will Rogers, Wesley Barry and several
other stars, will prevent my attendance
at Music Conference. Regret my inability to be present. Congratulations to
yourself and the NEWS for the enterprise.
" MAURICE F. BARR,
" Supervising Manager, Saenger New
Orleans Theatres."

Motion
as it is practiced by the leading exponents.
So a committee is to be designated to urge
the musical schools and conservatories to introduce a course of lectures upon motion picture
needs. It was also shown how the exhibitors
locally can tell their schools to do this. But
principally it was decided to ask the exhibitor
associations to pass a resolution and take such
steps as will relieve this condition and turn
out in the next years the kind of musicians
who will understand.
At the next morning's session, it was announced that Alf Kliggenberg, head of the
Eastman School of Music (Rochester) a five
million dollar organization, had decided to take
advantage of the information, and instal within
the next few weeks a motion picture department.
So immediate action was guaranteed.
In this connection, it should next be recorded
that William Brandt, President of the Theatre
Exhibitors Chamber of Commerce, delivered a
brilliant address. Representing five hundred
theatres, Mr. Brandt in terse, alert style made
his listeners pay serious attention. He is an
interesting speaker and what he says is always
valuable.
He began in a witty way by saying that this
being a musical convention it seemed to be the
habit of the speakers to use notes ! Then he
worked into his speech. In part his address
was as follows:

ExFive Hundred
tiibitors Issue
a
Plea

for

More

Musicians
" I am a practical exhibitor, I have no Broadway
theatres, rather than that I represent a vast amount
of theatres, ninety per cent of which have not got a
big symphony orchestra but who must, however, supply
good music in accompaniment with the pictures they
show. The New York Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce, of which I have the honor to be president,
owns five hundred theatres in the United States and
are now building theatres that are the equal of the
Rialto,recently,
Rivoli, inStrand,
Capitol,
Criterion, etc.
Only
very
the heart
of Brownsville,
the ghetto
of Brooklyn, the poorest section of Brooklyn, there
was
opened
theatre, ' TheIn Stadium.'
its
splendor
was a unsurpassed.
my mind which
this isin one
of the finest theatres in the country. Theatres of a
similar character will be built and are being built in
every locality in New York. There is no question at
all that music is essential to the picture. Quoting the
practical exhibitor, these men rate music to a good
picture as forty per cent and music to a bad picture
as ninety-five per cent of the showing. So you see
how essential music is in the program.
let me that
say music
this — that
smaller thing
exhibitor
is "notNow,
unmindful
is thetheessential
and
that he must progress rapidly. The motion picture is
here to stay, we have arrived and we are going to
stay! We are not an infant industry — we are one of
the largest industries of this country ! When the war
arrived, the people had to find entertainment to forget
their sorrows and where could they find a more pleasing form of entertainment than the motion picture
theatre of today with a nominal price of admission?
"
I
want to sound
a note
warning
— the exhibitors
are progressing
faster
thanof the
musicians,
that the
small neighborhood
theatres
cannot
get
proper
musicians. The exhibitor is perfectly willing
to spend
fifteen or twenty thousand dollars for a good organ,
but he cannot get a good organist to play it! I am
talking from actual experience — and I know for a fact
that the musicians
keeping
pace ofwith
the exhibitors. Would thatarethenotworld
were full
Riesenfelds,
then what an easy lot the exhibitor would have! I
take this moment to congratulate the NEWS upon
the happy idea in calling this conference. There have
been conferences of all kinds — conferences of engineers,
conferences for seating powers, architectSv etc. — but
no one ever thought of a conference for music. Such
a conference has never before been called until the
present moment and I hope that it will help solve the
problems of the neighborhood theatre.
" We have
formedwanta market
good musicians,
the
theatres
of today
a goodformusician
and a good
musician should not find any difficulty in securing a
good position. I think it is the duty of the musical
unions to help in this movement rather than hinder
it. We find that it is very difficult at times to get
the proper kind of musicians from the unions and we
think that the bulk of this should be passed directly to
the heads of the unions so that the musicians we get
should be thoroughly proficient. The unions should
try to see that the men who are sent to the theatres

Picture

News

should be of a better calibre than they have been
up " toI was
now. interested to know from Mr. Rabee's discussion that fifty
thousand people attend the showing at
the Rivoli and Rialto at a single showing. Now let
me say that in New York City alone we have dote
to one million people attending theatres on a Sunday.
It is very true that these people are receiving the
proper kind of entertainment when they come to the
theatres in these numbers, and we in turn are trying
very hard to, and I hope that this conference will
solve the problems of music. We are trying to give
the best, and although with a small orchestra, we are
giving the best music available.
" One that
of the
problems
goodis complete
organists.withNo
theatre
is being
builtisorto isgetbuilt
out an organ. Sometimes the organ unfortunately
stands bare without the organist, too often so. To
conclude this, I want to say that with this conference
I hope that some of the wants of the exhibitors will
Mr. Brandt finished, I asked him if he
be When
satisfied."
would be willing to serve on some special committee which would confer with the exhibitors.
His answer was characteristic.
" Delighted— delighted. I'll do anything you
ask me for the good of our people; and I will
surely convey to our association the aims of

new itorganizatio
thisNow
n." that all through Mr.
so happened
Brandt's speech, another gentleman was growing redder and more fidgety. That gentleman
was none other than Mr. Joseph Weber, President of the American Federation of Musicians,
or as it is better known, the amalgamated
unions of musicians of America.
I had invited Mr. Weber to speak about the
aims of the union. This title annoyed two or
three exhibitors who wired me that they would
not come because " we were trying to unionize
the theatre, and that we had better spend our
time
more valuable."
My attitude
was on
thissomething
: Our exhibitors
are surely
coming
into contact with the musical union all the time.
Why not understand each other? Why not find
a way by which we can thrash out our mutual
problems
? had evidently come with the speech
Mr. Weber
I suggestedhim.
in hisHemind,
Mr. theBrandt's
talk
infuriated
came but
upon
stage with
his lips trembling and his voice throbbing. Mr.
Weber is a remarkable personality, he has the
gift of eloquence and persuasiveness.

What

the

Union

of

Musicians
Have
to Say

He began by remarking that Mr. Isaacson
had invited him to speak and had asked him to
send a speech ahead, but he had other things to
do beside write speeches in advance. But if he
had sent the speech and it were printed over
the United States he would still change it and
address himself to Mr. Brandt's remarks.
" I tionwant
say that does
the president
of thisthat
organizathat Itorepresent
not consider
he or
his
organization
is
on
the
defensive.
At
the
American musician has come into his own, last
and the
music art is independent of the foreign musician. But,
in the picture industry, the musicians have not been
given the chance to develop. The opportunity to
develop himself according to the needs of the theatre
man has not been given, that is why the musician has
not kept in pace with the exhibitor. As far as the art
of music is concerned, the American Federation of
Musicians has done the most work.
'■ We all agree that the motion picture industry
has been in the making for the last ten years. Before
that it was merely an experiment. Now it is forming
into a certainty and before this time the organist had
no calling for the picture theatre and while the motion
pictureture industry
motion must
picmusician has has
not,been
and developing,
therefore thethemusician
be allowed time to develop. You cannot be furnished
with the finished article from something which before
did not exist. It is true the motion picture musician
is out of step, but give them a little time and there
will be more organists and musicians in the market
than the theatres can use. Because a man carries a
union card does not say that he is an honest man. I
have learned by actual experiences that many employers
have shortcomings. At present, the main question is
that of the wage scale — in fact, the employers have
oftentimes ousted out a good musician and replaced
someone else who was willing to work for a lower wage.
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I agree that perhaps we have not good musicians, but
the matter will be remedied as best and quick as possible and you will soon have more musicians than you
need for your theatres. The question of supplying
musicians will be solved as far as the American Federation isconcerned. But again I say that the exhibitor
gives preference to the lower waged musician. In
this reference let me tell you this. I was once a
musician myself, considered music an art. I was a
member of a symphony orchestra and was taken formerly as a good musician. This was some twenty
years since. Why, we actually represented a class of
mendicants working away for a beggarly wage.
first started,
were orchestras
receiving
six" When
dollars wea week.
Even musicians
the symphony
were not paying more than fifteen dollars a week. In
order to live the musicians had to go out and work
for dances and cheap affairs.
" But
all that
...to goI from
have
been
askedwe whyhavewe changed
do not allow
musicians
locality to locality without interference by the local
union. This is to prevent bad practices which have
robbed musicians of thousands of dollars and almost
sent local men into the poor house.
" Let but
me say
we are
are are
for
music,
we this:
are first
for fortheeducation,
musician.we We
ready to do what you want, and to be fair. Give the
musician a chance and he will be in step with the
exhibitors."
After Mr. Weber sat down, I asked him if
he would consent to arranging a board of arbitration to settle all matters of difficulty between
theatres and the union, and he said he would
be happy to arrange this.
Then S. M. Berg arose, and asked for the
privilege of addressing Mr. Weber a question
through the chair. Mr. Berg had previously
been the means of arousing some lively discussions and had assumed that he was not wanted.
Mr. Berg represents the Exhibitors Trade Review and was under the impression that he was
refused admission, whereas invitations had been
sent to his paper as well as all others.
Mr. Berg asked if musicians might not be
rated, but Mr. Weber said it was not possible to
do this.
Before the morning session was adjourned,
Buel B. Risinger, director of an orchestra in
Cincinnati, Ohio, told the delegates that whenever he was unable to find regular musicians
in the town he was playing in he always referred to the local union agency. If the head
there told him he could not supply the want
he very often wired Mr. Weber himself, and
with the facts that he sent to Mr. Weber plus
the facts from the local union agency, he meted
out justice and if warranted, he would get
musicians from out of town to fill his needs.
Whenever he had trouble he always found willing help in Mr. Weber's office.
All of this brought out the facts that there
is a great need for a central agency through
which musicians might be listed and rated —
and the Association of Motion Picture and
Musical Interests can gradually accomplish this
result.

Artists

for

the

Mu-

sical Acts
Now next of interest and following the
present line of thought, comes the matter
of artists for the theatres. At the present
time there are several excellent agencies which
are supplying the theatre needs. Among these
might be mentioned the New York Concert
League, Mrs. A. K. Bendix and half a dozen
others.
But the conference marked the entrance into
the industry of motion picture music of the
Wolfsohn Bureau, the oldest and biggest managerial offices in America — in fact in the world.
They represent the greatest musicians in our
midst, and that they are agreeable to a plan
for the distribution of their artists through the
film theatres, even such as Heifetz and Hofman
is o sign of the times!
Mr. A. F. Adams, head of the Bureaus, was
in California, his son and partner was suddenly

sent to bed with an indisposition, so his speech
was carried by a representative and read to the
conference :
It would indeed be a surprising statement for me to
make to most of those who know our house, that for
years we have watched the picture field and awaited
the opportunity when we might consider the invasion
of it !
It must be understood that our house has for nearly
a quarter
of aartists
centuryin represented
first and
greatest musical
the world.theFrom
Schumann
iHeink to Heifetz, from Josef Hofmann to Mabel Garrison, from John McCorraack to Alma Gluck, so it has
gone. We have forged gladly the way of fine art, aiding and cooperating in the making of musical tastes
and musical reputations.
I believe it will be a pretty well conceded point that
it was not very long ago, when the mere suggestion
that our type of artists were going to appear in the
screen theatres would have been a ruinous assertion.
That even today the number of houses who could give
the right prestige to our international stars is very few
is also generally accepted.
But tudethe
we believe,
for a musician.
new attion thetimeparthasof come,
the most
conservative
The film theatre of tomorrow will be known by the
musical
company
keeps.
Today it finds itself seeking for the
finest itkind
of prestige.
The theatre may build to the skies, put in more seats
and finer fixtures than any other in the world. The
orchestra may be one hundred and fifty players, a
ruagnificent pipe organ, but of what use without the
right artists— the right conductor and soloists? Let
me draw a little comparison. While we are in the
frame of mind where we are ready to do business with
the film theatres, we are absolutely deaf to the proposals of the vaudeville people! Is not that strange?
The vaudeville represents the downward grade but the
modern film theatre represents the upward taste ! We
do not feel that properly presented that our artists will
suffer any in their reputation for appearing in the right
film theatre — but we would hesitate to put anybody
into vaudeville. They could not come out unscathed !
Now,ning theto making
make theof point
of myforideas.
We areinplancontracts
our artists
the
moving picture theatres. The biggest of them will not
keep away. But the theatre manager must have one
■thought
mind.
cannotHe buy
artists
for nothingin or
for cutHe rate.
must high-class
pay for quality.
I have been studying the picture situation. Today
a man pays thousands of dollars for the rental of a
film. How many years ago was it that one hundred
dollars rental seemed impossibly exorbitant?
If it has been possible up to now for theatre managers to engage artists for a few dollars — fifty dollars,
seventy-five dollars, a hundred and fifty — in his pickup way, with folks of fair ability and no special reputation, he must prepare to see the musical artists paid
for according to their worth.
If it is a fact, as we all seem agreed, that music is
forty per
of the performance,
sider thatcent
something
like forty perthen
centwhyof not
the concost
of the show ought to go to the music?
If the engagement of an artist at five thousand dollars a week brings its just return in box-ofHce receipts,
in and
prestige,
in publicity
and advertising, why not pay
it
be happy
!
Do not misunderstand me. It is not necessary to
spend anything like that sum. Good artists can be
engaged for very economical fees.
If the motion picture field wants the big concert
managers to turn their attention to the theatres, sending the internationally renowned musicians to them
for trial.
special engagements, then this is the time to make
the
(Mr. Adams then gave some very interesting facts
and figures relative to the amount of money which is
spent upon high-class artists, and proposed to prepare
for the field the Wolfsohn routing system for general
use of one theatre in a city.)
Following this, Hyman Kraft, who is the
youthful head of the New York Concert League,
made a very impressive address. He said that
he was supplying artists now, and making good
and giving many services which are related to
music in the film — sending out everything but
the film; that he had engaged Nat Finston as his
musical director and felt that the first consideration must be given to work such as his and
Mrs. Bendix.
Said Mr. Kraft : " I have tried before to get
some of the big stars. Galli-Curci stamped her
foot and said never, never, never, about singing
in a film theatre. We couldn't use Josef Hofmann, he wouldn't pay. We know the kind of
people who are needed, and we are making good.
But we're glad to see the newer houses come
in; it's good competition and this field is very
Following Mr. Kraft, Mrs. Bendix made a
very brief speech in which she said that the
exhibitor
young." was a very much maligned individual.
She found him always agreeable and amenable
to reason, and ready to appreciate the good in
music.
Said Mrs. Bendix : " I am now supplying
artists to over thirty important theatres. The
routing scheme is now in operation. And we

know just how to run it. But we welcome the
big houses too."
The
Kind

to

Be

of

Music

Used

upon
whoof first
Ernestof Voigt
ITthewasmatter
the kind
musictouched
to be used,
and although this phase of his address was
passed over in the heat of the conservatory discus ion, itcame up for reiteration, confirmation
and argument all through the three meaty days.
Stated in a paragraph, I think I can put the
conference attitudes on music in the following
analysis :
How much popular music can be used as compared with standard or classical music? How
can operatic airs be incorporated? Shall the
leader in the theatre be left upon his own resources in the making of his programs and
scores for pictures? Can there be some method
of standardizing music in an emotional and
psychological manner? How useful is the cue
sheet in its present form? How may it be
improved? Should a picture be accompanied
by a complete score such as is contemplated by
the new organization known as the Synchronized
Music Company? Should a big feature be accompanied bya specially written score such as
that which Joseph Briel has composed in the
Many the publishers were present in the convention, principal makers of cue sheets had their
story to tell, and composers added their point
past?
of view. Also exhibitors told of their experiences.
Although Charles K. Harris, who is composer,
publisher and exhibitor, declared that the popular
music is so essential to the exhibitor that he
can close his doors without it, the general consensus of opinion seemed to be that popular
music having its place in the theatre, the larger
need is for what might be termed standard
music.
Samuel Rothafel, Hugo Riesenfeld, Edward
Buel Risinger, Erno Rapee, Max WinkHyman,
ler and many others said in various ways this
idea :
" The lyric of a song if that song is popular is also
popular.
song dobe notusedagreein
vifith the Hence,
action ifofthethewords
play,of itthecannot
scoring.
To
illustrate,
'
Good-bye,
mother,
I'm with
goinga
off with Sue ' could not be used in a scene
young man making love to his sweetheart. On the
other hand, it could be used where that same boy was
bidding his mother good night. . . . No matter
how nice sidered,
thebut itmelody
be, the inlyricstandard
must bemusic,
conis notmight
considered
whichicalisconstruction
taken purely
for
its
emotional
and
psychologharmonically and melodically. . . .
In the same way, however, operatic melodies must
not be utilized. Thus, if the melody of " One Fine
Day " from
matter
how Madame
much theButterfly
melody were
might incorporated,
fit, those whono
knew the opera would see the Japanese garden and
the little lady praying for the return of her husband.
. . . Music must be neutral in its original use to
be most useful in pictures. . . . However, there
are certain pictures where the use of standard or
classical music would be simply ridiculous. Thus in
Jubilo, whenever Will Rogers whistles, he should be
given a popular hit for his theme. Comedies and
slapstick and light dramas often call for musical comedy
settings and jazz backgrounds, while the features of
heavy proportions are neutralized and made ridiculous
unless something substantial and classical is used."
Arguing for the making of special scores for
every big feature, not factory-made, but inspiration induced, Joseph C. Breil made a
brilliant address. Mr. Briel was introduced as
the founder of picture scores — he made the first
in " Queen Elizabeth " for Sarah Bernhardt and
then brought out " The Birth of a Nation " for
D. W. Griffith. S. L. Rothafel commented upon
the fact that nothing has ever surpassed Briel's
" Nation " score. Mr. Briel has been one of
the heartiest supporters of the conference idea,
and was not absent for a single moment during
its sessions.
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The

Perfect
Picture

Motion
Score

I am not here to tell the motion picture producer,
or the motion picture manager, his business. It would
be a rather presumptuous undertaking. But I have
been identified with screen productions longer, perhaps, than any musician at this gathering, and as a
consequence I have been privileged to observe from
within practically every phase of the growth of the
screen play and the development of motion picture
music.
In screen plays I have seen the best and the worst.
In their music scores I have heard the worst, and up
to date
(including
even my own) I have not yet heard
the
perfect
music score.
Therefore I ask your indulgence while we observe
what is now — and what might be or what should be.
It is more than eight years since Mr. Frohman and
Mr. Zukor summoned me to discuss with them the
making of a music score for the first film play that the
FamousSarah
Players
released.
Queen Elizabeth "
with
Bernhardt
in theIt was
title "role.
Up to that time I had given no thought to the
screen. In fact I was among those who had stayed
away from photoplays. But when I saw this film and
the
magnificent
actingconverted.
of the " divine Sarah " and Lou
Tellegen,
I became
I decided at once that the music for this picture
shoidd be a unit like the score of an opera. I. was
given inbutwhich
two weeks
the score
work — for
a woefiJly
time
to writeto ado new
even a short
short
four-reel film as was that.
The thought of adapting from other composers
never entered my mind. I went to work and mapped
out
do it.a scheme for the composition and then set out to
The first thing was to create motifs for the principal
characters of that play. Having established these, the
composition was comparatively easy, except that the
motifs or themes as they are called in motion picture
parlance, could not be subjected to absolute and full
development — such as the technical musician would
have
it-^butonthey
to beandmade
to synchronize
with
the action
the had
screen
to melt
into each other
without being abrupt.
This brings us to a point to consider in this dissertation. Ever since the production of " The Birth of a
Nation
" itpromulgate
has been thetheslogan
the
screen to
motifof ormusic
the writers
theme. forThey
do it often in the progress of a play but not always
wisely.
A motif in a music score is like the seed of a plant.
The seed is sown and soon it breaks through the earth
and develops into a stalk or a tree. Then it blooms
and at the end of its term it brings forth fruit and
seed.
The stalk of any plant or tree does not look like its
seed.
— morelifebeautiful
decidedly more
fragrant.It isItlarger
has more
and moreandcolor.
And so, too, it should be with the motif in a motion
picture music score. First plant the bare-bald motif.
Then when in the action of the play it is brought forth
again, let it emerge more enhanced — differently garbed.
Do not bring again the same idea or piece of music
in the same tone colors you had before, but alter its
instrumentation, alter even its form.
If you had it originally in a two-four measurement,
show it nowthatin will
a six-eight,
a three-four
or any other
movement
fit the intensity
or descriptiveness
of the action. Invert the theme — break it into parts,
make it lighter, make it heavier, do anything to it
whereby you avoid repetitions. Thus you will add
color to your score and above all you will avoid the
monotonous droning of an ever repeated bit of the
same thing.
And more important still, write the repeated theme
in such a manner that you will not have to leave it
abruptly but can easily melt it into the music that follows.
Theretions asisthenothing
disagreeable
in picture
presenta-of
blunt sobreaking
off from
one passage
music and the immediate taking up of another passage
entirely foreign to it both in construction and in atmosphere. It savors of the crudest kind of vaudeville
and suggests that a stage hand is ever standing by,
ready with the hook to pull the conductor and his
orchestra out of the spotlight.
Plainly the idea of thematic or motif treatment of
motion picture plays has been much overdone. That
is why today some of the finest and greatest pictures
have musical scores that are not units. Rather are
they
jumble
of incoherent
musical
long asince
I heard
one such and
it washodge-podge.
so broken inNot
its
sequences that it suggested a flock of geese that had
been disturbed in their bucolic waddlings by the antics
of a frisky barnyard pup.
Just as the many scenes in a great picture play are
all corelated, so, too, must its score be a collection
of logical and corelative musical sequences that melt
into each other. The composer must remember that
a character whom he has labeled with a theme at his
first entrance does not appear in the same condition —
in theicalsame
— nor in the same psychologmood at surroundings
each reappearance.
Therefore his motif must in its further presentations
be varied to suit the new situations. And the greatest
development of the theme must not appear in the early
part of the score but towards the end where is the
climax of the whole action. Thus is created a great
and a lasting impression on the auditor.
Hitherto most music scores for photoplays have been
adapted from compositions that had seen light of day
before, under other conditions. The reason for this
has been principally the short time permitted to put
together a score. This is at present the greatest fault
in motion picture production.
Adequate time should be given the composer to
allow him to acquire absolute familiarity with the film.

No matter
brilliant a all
mindthe ispoints
the composer's,
cannot
grasphowimmediately
that the pro-he
ducing director has sought to bring out in his film.
Perhaps the director has spent days and weeks over
certain elements of his play — and I dare say there are
some producers and promoters here who have experithis to their
financial
— and yet the composerencedis asked
to grasp
it allsorrow
overnight.
Therefore, Mr. Producer, if you want the best music
for your film, have consideration for the composer.
Give him time, just as you give your director time to
stage the play, for the ultimate success of a photoplay
depends not only upon the artistry that your director
displays — not only upon the acumen and skill of your
camera man — but equally with them upon the musician
who interprets their work. In fact, music is the one
thing
that plays directly upon the sensibilities of the
audience.
Therefore
that that
the theproducer
mustin ultimately come Ito maintain
a realization
film which
the
future will make the greatest appeal, the greatest success, will be the film which is not only great in its
conception, great in its direction and great in its photography, but also has its own great individual music
score.
Just like an opera, or a musical comedy, the feature
film must have its own music score. The story, the
staging,to the
photography
and theonce
music
should
made
fit each
other. Never
should
the allmindbe
of an auditor be diverted from the action of the film
by the .sudden recollection that he has before heard
somewhere else this piece of music or that he heard
and saw Dotty Dolly Dimples sing and dance that strain
in such and such a show. The only justification for the
introduction in a feature film of a composition of old
is when the film story has some direct bearing upon
that composition. In other words, when the photoplay
presents, we will say, all the beauties, comforts and the
spiritual attractions of a home, it is perfectly proper
to interpret it musically by the old familiar " Home,
Sweet
But that
is no reason
the other
music, Home."
too, should
be culled
from why
here,allthere
and
everywhere.
What would you think of a novel that was made up
of some chapters from Dickens, others from Thackeray, some from Chesterton and others from Laura
Jean Libbey? Or would you have your photoplay
made up of some scenes from a GriflSth play, others
from a Tucker, some from an Ince play, others from
a Sennet side-splitter? And yet that is what you ask
your musician to do when he is set to work at a music
score for your film.
And a last word to you. Remember that not every
man who can write notes on music paper a composer,
even if he is a member of the union. Nor is every
man who can write notes on music paper a composer.
The composer who writes a photoplay score must be
a cultured musician of diversified talents, just as must
be that composer who succeeds in having an opera, a
symphony
or a musical
produced
under reputable management
and bvcomedy
reputable
organizations.
He must be a thoroughly trained and scholarly inusician, a writer possessed of dramatic comprehension
and intelligence, and one who possesses that sixth
sense which tells him what the audiences can understand and what they will appreciate. Plainly he must
be a composer whose work will bring crowds to the
box-office. He must be an artist first.

The

Motion

Picture

News

Cue

Sheet

for

Pictures
Max W'inkler, talking on his subject of cuesheets, spoke as follows :

" The music score was to a great extent responsible
for the success of ' The Birtn of a Nation.' The
moment exhibitors, film producers and musicians realized what music meant to pictures, they all tried to
do what Griffith did. They all tried to make money
with
music.
Likewhich
in thebrought
days offorth
'49
there the
was assistance
a rush ofofgold
diggers
a mass of musicians calling themselves business men
tryingfirstto solid
commercialize
of ' music
pictures.'
The
result of the
theirideaefforts
is the tomusic
cue,
I believe known to every one of us. In a short time
the music cue attained popularity, and like everything
that is popular, it has been subject to severe criticisms
and
in the majority
of caaesbusiness
' we didn't
Everyas musician
and musical
man all
as agree."
I call
him was out to get his share of the money the various
film companies expend for the compilation of music
cue fulsheets.
Mostto ofseverely
these gentlemen
were condemning
unsuccessand resorted
criticizing and
the music cue.
" Gentlemen doing this work have had to digest these
criticisms and why.' This is just the reason why I
am here today and I welcome the opportunity to eradicate any unworthy opinion which may have taken root
in the minds of the people in this industry.
estimation
willBynever
able" Into my
compile
a perfecta musician
music cue only
sheet.
perfectbe
I don't
mean
the
fitting
of
a
particular
musical
ber to a certain scene. It is impossible to agreenum-on
this subject, because a scene which may strike me as
being funny, may seem sad to my neighbor. There
are other reasons why only a musician cannot compile a music cue.
" The music cue is meant to serve the majority.
Exhibitorspeciallyemploying
large not
orchestras,
and music
a man cue
esto conduct, will
accept the
sheet because he is under the impression, and I really
believe, that he can do it better because he is more
thoroughly
his audience.acquainted with the musical intelligence of
" Musical compositions suggested on music cues
must be published for every conceivable combination
of instruments used in the United States today. The
man compiling a cue sheet must be acquainted with
what can and what cannot be purchased in every part
of the United States. If the musician compiling a
cue sheet is an orchestra musician, he may mention
a great many numbers not obtainable for organ or
piano sole, because he is not acquainted with the organ
and piano
solo belibraries,
vice player.
versa with
musi-to
cian who may
only anandorgan
I saythe this
impress
upon
you
that
a
man
compiling
music
must not be a musician thoroughly acquainted with cues
the
game in general but he must also know the publishing
business.
Then came the subject of cue-sheets. The
" However, one of the most important factors to a
foremost cue-sheet maker in the country, Max great extent condemning the music cue, is the idea
Winkler, backed by S. M. Berg and others, that the making of these cue sheets is in the hands
of publishers
publishers'
tools employthe music
cue as aandmedium
to advertise
their
made a capital defence of the cue-sheets. Mr. of a inggang
Winkler, who is a great humorist in his way, publications.
"
Bear
in
mind
that
no
music
cue
is
designed
for
furnished a good deal of the entertainment of such institutions as Shea's Hippodrome, of Buffalo,
the
Strand
and
Rivoli
of
New
York,
and
other
theatres
the meeting. He criticised some cue-sheets on whose musical destinies are in the hands of competent
the ground that the makers are too high brow — directors and managers. In my estimation there is
living man who could enforce his idea upon men
and he brought out one instance in which he no
of such calibre as H. B. Franklin, Hugo Reisenfeld.
showed that most of the music indicated was out and
great cue
manyis others.
I can understand
of stock. Air. Winkler believes that a few the amusic
nothing Asbutfara asmusical
continuity,
dividing
the
film
into
musical
characters.
fact
standard works should be bought, the popular of the matter is, I have selected about 300 The
compositions, representing characters most likely to appear on
music generally eschewed and the musician
should stick to his few works, substituting as the screen. I have selected the ' Elegie,' by Massenet
scenes of a pathetic character; ' Cavatine.' by
he goes. Mr. Winkler spoke of 300 compositions for
Bohm Butterflies.'
for pathetic scenes of and
dramatic
' Birds
gay character:
scenes,
etc.
By
which he uses in his catalogue — all of which and
continuously usingforthelight
same niunbers
I will ultimately
are obtainable. He says that publishing condi- compel the musicians to purchase these particular compositions and become thoroughly acquainted with them.
tions must be considered.
The consequence is that whenever these compositions
In the discussions about publishings, often are
mentioned on the cues, the musician can intelligently substitute with numbers he has in his library.
times the music tax became hopelessly involved,
In brief, a music cue is not positive, but it is to serve
in
helping
disclose the character of the coming film
but
shall trypresently.
to keep' the two ideas separated in musical terms.
and Iexplain
•
" Let us for a moment consider
the consequence
if most music cues listed new and different material for
every picture. There is; no doubt but that such a cue
A Word from Sid Grauman
would be valueless, for the simple reason that the compositions would be unknown quantity to the musician.
Ninety-nine per cent of the music cues are used by
" Kindly wire or write my publicity
daily
changing
Without
the films
director, Arthur Wenzel, a full report of
and cues reach houses.
the theatre
a fewexception
hours before
the
what just transpired at the Music Conopening performance. After going through the cue
ference that will interest motion picture
sheet the musician will throw his hands up and exclaim: 'I haven't got this stuff and there is no time
exhibitors. Stop. Regret exceedingly
to geting short
it.' ofConsequently
that I was unable to attend such an imguess work, the
the first
next performance
a rehearsal isandnothby
portant conference. Congratulate you
the time the thing is perfected another film is due.
I admit there is room for improvement, and I do not
and the committee on your noble
claim that the music cue is a perfect solution of the
work in helping to perfect music in the
problem; however, I believe it is for the small house.
motion picture theatres. You have my
" "There is no question but that a perfect music
support at all times.
Best
wishes.
score
is THE for
thing.
But,usedon't
a music
"SID GRAUMAN,
score compiled
general
meansforget
that that
the exhibitor
cannot use his own ideas, but must play what the music
score contains. You will agree with me that there is
" Los Angeles, Cal."
not one clever enough to create something that will
meet with the approval of one hundred per cent. The
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music score is nevertheless the only medium for an
appropriate
I personally
believe that a musical
musical accompaniment.
director in collaboration
with the
exhibitor is the only one to compile a perfect music
score in strict harmony with the musical intelligence
of his audience. They can gradually educate the lofection. cality and bring their programs to the point of perI believe upon
I have saidthat
enough
and in conclusionenough
wish
to " realize
impress
to
that theyoumusic
cueI am
sheetprogressive
is not a solution
of the problem, at the same time I must admit I have
no other remedy. This is one of the purposes of this
convention. We are not here to tell one another how
wonderful we are. We are here to construct, improve
and possibly perfect. Let us therefore review our
faults and errors and try to benefit by them, and conSiider only one thing — ' Better Music For The Film.'
us get
together andofconceive
idea
out" Let
of the
conglomoration
advices aanddefinite
criticisms
which may be offered, and arrive at a style of exhibiting pictures and give the public a good feature and
an excellent concert for a single admission price."
Classic

vs.

Popular

SPEAKING to the subject of popular versus
classical music, the following came from
Charles K. Harris, who will always be remembered for his song, " After the Ball is
Over."
many I sides
the question
that" Now,
I can there
speakarefrom.
am atomusic
publisher,of amusic
sceexhibitor.
I've worked
questionnariofromwriter
all and
sides.an Now
as to music
from rhethepublishing viewpoint.
c is Itmusic
wh<;ther it'sThen
a popular
hit or
a grand Mus
opera.
is .jod-give:i.
i.gain
.there is no popular music and non-popular. All music
is popular. The reason why my s ings have spread so
wide is that there is a little hcmely s.ory in every melody. A story of love, mother and home — that is my
creed. Now as to popular music in the motion i icture
theatre. If you cut out popular music in your motion
picture house ycu can close up your theatre. Popular
music is all-essential to the film. Why, can you play
a classic to a Charlie Chaplin comedy? It would kill
the picture! You can't get along without popular muOf course
shouldsic, andnotdon'tbe fool
used yourself.
all the time.
Once popular
a classicmuiic
and
then a popular in their right places."
The speech of Mr. Harris and that which was
made by others present roiled the classical publishers, and finally. O. F. Sonneck of G.
Schirmer arose and in a clearly defined speech
brought out the attitude of the classical folks.
Mr. Sonneck was Librarian in Congress and is
a great authority and composer himself.
Inc., is a have
music made
publishing
company
and" G.likeSchirmer,
other publishers
their mistakes.
But we are willing to rectify these mistakes. We have
not really understood the needs of this art, the motion
picture musical side. We are trying to learn as far
as the moving picture house is concerned, and we hav;;
certain plans that may be for the benefit of the motion picture industry. Again it may net, I cannot tell.
Now I was very busy, but I came down here because
I was told I mipht be wanted to say something, so I
left my work and came down here. But when somebody stands up and passes slurring remarks about the
house of G. Schirmer, I really think I should not be
wasting my time to address you. But about popular
music. I want to say a few words on that. A popular
song may sell enormously when it comes out, but let
a little while pass and it's dead. Now take a song like
The Rosary,'
G. forever,
Schirmer,even
or songs
by
Schubert,
these published
songs willby live
from the
commercial side of it. We can hold our own against
the publishers of popular songs, in fact their music is
not popular at all and cannot be made popular until it
has to become popular. It may be all right for other
music houses to talk of their own music, but they
should not criticise other publishers who bring out the
kind of music they feel like usin". ... I know that
what is being given by the inspired writers and publishers iswhat is wanted in the larger sense by the exhibitors of the country."
The

Music

Tax

biggest fights of the convenONE of the
tion was precipitated by the matter of
the music tax.
I had invited the Society of .\mcrican Composers and Authors to come before the conference to settle certain problems. . . As I have
stated before and as I repeated then, I see these
facts :
The Society of Composers and Authors is able
to enforce its tax ; the courts have already given
precedents which make their position impregnable. To fight them is one thing, to ignore
them is another thing. Not to use the music
represented by their society is within the power

Up to a Standard
S organist and musical director,
find your paper the most desirable of all the trade papers
and I sincerely hope that you
will keep your music department in future
up to its present
high standard.
"LESTER
HUFF,
" 1220 No. Illinois St.,
" Indianapolis, Ind."
of any exhibitor. Then no tax need be paid. But
to use their music and not pay the tax is running the risk of paying a fine which is many
times the tax.
Everybody agrees that the tax is not prohibitive and is indeed very minor, and does not mean
anything to anybody. But will it always be that
— may it not become prohibitive — when the
Society has the theatres all signed up, won't
the price go up? Now several thousand theatres are paying the tax license, will they find in
a little while that the license costs a lot of
money ?
So Mr. Rosenthal, the executive secretary of
the Society, came before the conference and
stated as follows : The tax never will be prohibitive.
" Mr. Chairman,
and gentlemen,
am
empowered
by our and
Boardladies
of Directors
to say I that
we will go in writing guaranteeing to the industry
for any term of years you may specify that we will
not raise our present price of ten cents per seat
Now
this settled the question of price. The
per year."
conference was about to ratify this as a pact
which would clear this aggravating problem from
the
exhibitor's table, when other questions were
raised.
Mr. Rosenthal explained that the composer
deserved to be given his price for performance
and that a million dollars would go to the composers for performance in the theatres. He said
that
he now represented most of the publishing
industry.
S. M. Berg, asking if he had the privilege of
the floor (he always seemed to assume that nobody wanted him, whereas everybody was glad
he was present) spoke as follows:
" The
American their
Societyrights
we —know
are the
perfectly
fied in demanding
legally
paymentjusti-of
this tax is right, but morally they are not. It has
been the custom in this country for the musicians to
go out, buy a sheet of music, and pay the price. The
society said, ' We will do anything under the sun for
you — play
music'
Then they
tatives andour
handed
out music
gratissent
and ever
did represenanything
and everything to get the publicity which the motion
picture always gives. It is ment to say that if you buy
a standardized piece of music for about $1.50 everybody knows that when you buy this piece of music you
have the privilege of doing whatever you please with it.
"
It
been saidthethatcream
the members
American I
Society hasrepresent
of music cfin theAmerica.
beg to difTer. It is true that they have the musical
comedies and also the works of the genius of America,
but we are in the motion picture line, and, frankly, we
practically
don't aneed
any that
of their
music.
thal, you made
remark
in the
past Mr.
two Rosenweeks
you have some new members, but :f I may take the
present status, I will tell you that we have better music that is non-taxable than ycu have in your entire
Later Charles K. Harris speaking to the point of the
society."said the following: "As to the music tax, I am
society
a member and officer of the Society of Authors and
Ccniiosers,
a n-.embfi
Fr
tective
Association
and ofof the
the Music
Music Publishers'
Protective Society. In my opinion 90 per cent of the music of chis
country is in that society — the Society of Authors and
Composers — and without that music your theatres
might just as well close up."
Mr. S.I resent
M. Berg,
the Exhibitors
Herald:that
"Mr.90
Harris,
very ofstrongly
your statement
per cent cf the music is in the Society of Authors and
Composers and also that without this music the motion
picture theatre might just as well close up. Can you
substantiate these facts? We don't need your music,
and furthermore we won't use it."
G. Sonneck
then declared:
90
perO. cent
of the publishers
in this"Ycu
countryclaimare that
in the
society. They are not. Take the publishers who are in
that society, take the music they publish, that which
is not already dead, take the music of the publishers
out of the society, their current music, and then compare the total with the total of music in the society.
After that, where do you gentlemen come off? No, we
are not yet in that society. As vou know, G. Schirmer,
Inc., now means the Boston Music Co., Willis Music
Co, and Hatch Company, and we have over a thousand

branch stores in the larger cities of the country, and
are working for the uulift of music in this country and
in the interest of the American musician. We will
fight his battles, too, and we will not join that society
unless we are absolutely convinced that the hundreds
cf composers who are represented by us will get a fair
showing in the share of the moneys that the society
intends to collect, I happen to know that G. Schirmer
and a good many other publishers are simply an open
mind on this whole question and they are not going to
commit themselves one way cr the other until the Society of Authors and Composers will put before them a
concrete plan which will convince them that not only
the publisher is properly taken care of, under his rights
as drafted by Congress, but also the composer. Until
comes
will be tax-free.
Ithisdo time
not say
that G,theySchirraer's
will alwaysmusic
be tax-free.
We are
not thinking of ourselves but of the composer also, but
whatever happens, one thousand composers certainly
ought to get mere than one hundred publishers. But
our chief aim is to cooperate and we shall certciin cooperate, once the time is ripe for the discussion of the
Mr. Max Winkler, of Belwin, Inc. : " I resent Mr,
Harris'
you
that statements
this 90 pervery
cent strongly.
belonging Itowill
the figure
societyoutonlyto
constitutes 10 per cent of the music used in the motion
picture theatre. Let us see if there is enough popular
music represented in this society. Popular music is
used when the picture directly suggests it. Popular music is essential when the theme of the picture reveals
entirely the theme of the lyric. However, I maintain
that I personally am willing to see the justice of it, the
Amerocan
Society and the tax, but before anybody explan,"
tracts ten cents out of my pocket I want to know what
it is going for. Unless this society is put on a strict
business basis they will not get 100 per cent. Imagine
one million dollars collected out of the exhibitors, 50
per cent of which goes to fifty publishers and 50 per
cent of which goes to THREE MILLION authors and
composers !
Lutz, right.
of the Marcus
Loew toCircuit:
"We
areMr,not Ernest
functioning
We are here
better music
in the motion picture theatre and here we are listening
to the troubles of the music publishing industry. "There
is no use arguing, Mr. Harris' music is wanted in the
theatre What
and Mr.
Winkler's
music motion
is wanted
the
same.
we want
is to make
picturejustmusic
one of the arts and to develop the best kind of music
in America. We love America, then let us make her
This was good. It brought the conference
the
"
backbestto !business.
A good many people had forings. gotten for the moment the purpose of the meetSummarizing the conditions : Whether or not
the Composers' Society is functioning correctly
is a matter outside of the exhibitors' business —
that is up to the composer and publishers to get
together and work out, elect new officers, make
a new organization if necessary but settle.
On the matter of the tax : If the music of the
Society is used, it must be paid for (so says the
Court). The Society guarantees to the industry
that the price will never be raised. So be it and
the matter stands settled on that point at least.
For further discussion, a motion to act upon
the Society through a committee was passed
and the executive board will take that matter
up through such a committee.
Standardization
Music

of

CANdustrjan encyclopedia
up musicians
by the inwhich will be
givedrawn
to the
of the world the analysis emotionally and
psychologically of all music adaptable to the
screen.
Such an encylopedia would be a Herculean
task — as big or bigger a task than the original
making
be done. of Dr. Johnson's dictionary. But it can
Erno Rappee said that he has a book coming
out which is useful in this direction. Ernest
Voigt showed his book of emotional analysis in
music. Hugo Riesenfeld showed the visiting
exhibitors his library of lO.CXK) compositions
which he has analyzed in this manner.
Think of Utopia. You want any kind of mood
to be properly expressed. You turn to your
encyclopedia and there it is— stated in fifty
ways ! See So and So and this and that.
It can be done ! Will the industry jointly
work it out for the good of all? Or will some
private enterprise do it? A committee to see
whether this can be done will be appointed by
the executive board.
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What

Motion

Kind

of

a Man

Is Wanted
for Musical Director?

best way to answer such a question as
this was to call upon the biggest men in
the industry. On the first day of the
conference, Samuel Rothafel, introduced as the
man who pioneered the big idea from its infancy, the father of many who now are leaders
and directors, the man who first visioned the
future — was about to speak, when a telephone
message informed him that one of his family
was suddenly taken ill and was in danger of
death. He had just started his speech when
the message arrived, so it was postponed until
later, and then he combined his remarks with
those which related to the program at the Capitol theatre which will be taken up later.
What he said to the subject of the motion
picture impressario is as follows :
THE

Samuel

Rothafel

Speaks
" I think that the motion picture has done more to
cultivate a popular taste for good music in this country than have most of the symphony orchestras since
their inception. Let us take the Capitol theatre for
instance — whose architectural beauty and magnificence
is an inspiration in itself. There is no other theartre
in the world which can house so many people during
a week's tainmperformance,
form ofitsenterent— musical or neither
dramatic is— there
which a makes
appeal to so large a portion of the amusement-seeking
public.
No
symphony
orchestra
can
play
in
a
respective performance to any such number of people as
come to the Capitol in a single day — both because of
its physical limitation and the limited class of the
public that attend the symphonies.
" This
thenworld
is theof contribution
of the amotion
ture to the
music. It supplies
bridge picto
a new world of wide vistas and unexplored beauty and
delight.
To myan knowledge
of the
art of presentation,
I try
to "bring
insight in the
psychology
of my audiences.
I study the conditions that would influence in the
slightest degree the success of my entertainments and
shape and build my programs to meet the present
demands and contingencies.
" The p^chological
application
of entertainment has broadened
its scopeto sothisthattypetoday
its
possibilities are almost unlimited. It covers the field
of music, general news, topics of the day, drama,
comedy, travel tours, ballets and these interpreted by
the coordination of music, interpreted with light, color,
and architectural beauty has served to establish a new
type of entertainment, of a distinctive atmosphere and
a high standard.
" It thing
haswhicha must
universality
There
some-to
appeal of
to appeal.
both youth
and isage,
those interested in the simple things and those who
find pleasure in the classical. Americans live at a
rapid
pace, every
but America's
tasteas foranything
entertainment
I believe,
bit as fine
the moreis,
leisurely theatrical paths in Europe have to offer. The
American is appreciative of the beautiful, but he is
impatient and he will not sit through a long and
tedious performance, no matter how artistic. He wants
his entertainment quickly and well done and that is
why this type of performance which changes with
such rapidity and such diversion, at the same time
supplying every element of artistic entertainment, has
met with such popularity.
" Years
whena Ibarroom
presentedinmya first
moving
ture showago,
behind
mining
town pic-in
Pennsylvania, I dreamed of the day when a theatre
larger and more beautiful than anything ever built
would house the presentation of a new form of entertainment grown from days.
the seed of the crude ' movie '
of those nickelodeon
"
The
germ
of
the
idea
me the
whenmotion
with
perfect confidence in the first
greatcame
futureto of
picture, I thought of a manner of presentation in
which the best results could be obtained. I first tried
out the idea in the West where it met with instant success. I then brought it to New York, where at the
Regent theatre was shown the first stage of motion
picture entertainment as we know it today, with appropriate music, harmonious lighting effects and appropriate accompanying features. Continuous experiments, constant application, and the developing of
those elements which I fcund successful, brought the
presentations to its first house cn Broadway, the
Strand, and subsequently the Rialto and Rivoli.
" "The full
appeal
are thatandit
permits
scopeandandcharm
swayof forthe thepicture
imagination
this is where the music functions in its relation to the
picture, for music heightens the imagination and paints
the picture for you.

Music is my inspiration and into my score I try
to put the dramatic expression of the pictures. I
endeavor
to express the dramatic theme of the picture
by a musical theme and the counter
theme of the
story vfith a counter
musical
and these music
themes cross and recross andtheme
are woven into the
fabric of the score
dramatic themes develop
and build up through asthetheclimax
the story. Thus
the dramatic value of the story is ofintensified
augmented by the dramatic accompaniment of theandmusic.
The same principle applies to the music for comedies
and films of a lighter vein. There is just as much
skill and attention required
stories written in a
comedy vein as those of heavierfor dramatic
texture.
"
There
is
a
human
element
in
organization
the exhibitor should never lose his
of, for I which
am a
devout believer in the strength sight
of organization and
the power of esprit de Corps.'
" A good and
musical
organization
each can
member
coordinating
working
in perfectwith
harmony
rise
to unlimited heights of achievement
. Each musician
in the orchestra is an individual artist, not a mechanic,
and must be regarded as such. One must create an
atmosphere of love and respect for him to work in
so that he will give to you the best he has, not for
the stipend that he may
receive, but
he loves
to do it. That atmosphere of harmonybecause
must be carefully watched and zealously guarded. Thus
can
the program be successful in its fullest sense only
in the
careful nurture of the human element that —gives
life and vitality. Thus alone will it throb and vibrateit
with the creative spark that each artist who contributes
to the program imparts to it, until the whole is kindled
into a flame of glorious achievement."
On the second day of the meetings, the honor
guest was Hugo Riesenfeld, director of the
Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion theatres. This man
was introduced as the first of the musicians now
in the theatres. That is to say, that Dr. Riesenfeld, who was trained to conduct opera and
symphony, has chosen the film as his field, and
made it an art.

The

Motion

Picture

Impressario
" The ofsubject
allotted
to me byin Mr.
Isaacson,Picture
• The
Duties
a Music
Impresario
a Motion
Theatre,'
is
as
wide
as
the
world
of
motion
and music and as limitless as time. Those pictures
of you
who have been with me through
the birthpains of this
new industry — and I take the liberty
to
call
an
art— will sympathize with me. It never has beenit an
eight-hour
man's
job.
But
I
shall
not
cover
the
entire
field assigned to me nor shall I try to tell you
provide musric for your house. You each havehowprob-to
lems that are peculiar
— the size of
theatre, its location, the tosizeyourself
of the stage, the classyourof
patronage, the size of the orchestra
and the
at
your disposal. It would be futile for me to talkfunds
to you
here in great detail about scoring pictures or selecting
overtures or preparing the special numbers and socalled prologues that are put on at the Criterion,
Kivoh and Rialto theatres.
What can
New
York can not be done in the same waybe doneSt. inLouis
for instance. In fact, we can't do things in
the Rialto
that we can do at the Rivoli. Besides, at
talent of
America— I mean singers, dancers, scenictheartists
so on— drifts to this big city and needs only to and
found to be utilized. As for scoring pictures, I hopebe
to see you all later when
shaU try the only method
worth while — that of seeingwe how
is done.
There is one duty, however, thethatthing
upon all
of us with equal force. And to explainfalls
this I shall
go backin motion
for a moment
beginning of music's
career
pictures to
and the
tell you something of
progress.
you represent music, it will its
be
the story ofAndyoursince
progress.
• ". —music
came house
to the
the
nickelodeon
the cheap
with picture
cheaper wefilmshadwhich
became a by-word in the land. Conditions grew
so bad
that the word motion picture almost lost its original
meaning and came to stand for something cheap and
degrading. Of course, people went to the movies
—but It was not with head in the air and chest then
It, was something for which one almost apologized. out.
Need I
to you the conditions of the early
day? Small recall
stores were converted
so-called theafes by the nailing down of a fewintowooden
Admission prices were trifling and the returnsbenches.
And the pictures were changed every day. Whensmall.
the
exhibitor's
mereeven
pittance,
could
the producerreceipts
do? were
Coulda he
dream what
of
stories
especially written by famous authors? Or stage settings made by an artist of the fame of Josef Urban?
It IS to the credit of the pioneers in film production
that they wrought as well as they did.
" Then came the music man. With good music
h-^an to forgive the motion
a palliative,
as
picture
for its pastpeonle
sins. The creation of such theatres
as the Strand and Rialto brought to the attention of
millions the fact that motion pictures had in them the
The
finesttoentertainme
the world's
elements
remained
scoff and nt.
Some came
best peopleof came.
to praise. The newspapers, skeptical at first, finally
accepted us as institutions. At first peonle explained
that they came to the Rialto to hear the orchestra.
Today they admit that they come to see the nicture
as to hear the music. If they don't admit it
as
—wewellknow
houses.program, with a poor
crowdbestourmusic
not The
picture, will it.
" I have wandered into this bit of history to point

Picture

N c zv

" California theatre concert wonderful. Over three thousand in the house
and droves turned away. It is an object
ing.
lesson for movie houses. The house was
packed before 11 o'clock and was deUghted with the class
attend" A.ofF.people
ADAMS,
"Los Angeles, Cal."

out the one duty of music or the music-master. Fo
the motion picture house he has been the advance mai
into the field of respectability, — the connecting linl
between those who appreciated the possibilities of mo
tion pictures and those who scoffed or were indifferent
' Not that
scoffed
werefield
entirely
wrongari
Progress
has those
been sowhorapid
in our
that we
too likely to forget with what we started. Music ha:
helped in that progress. Just as motion pictures mad<
these theatres possible, so these theatres — still em
phasizing their music — have in some measure made the
present nigh-class photoplay possible.
" Runs of prices
a weekfor and
that gave
can pay
tremendous
the more,
rental theatres
of a picture
the
producers the help and encouragement they needed.
Better pictures — longer runs. Longer runs — better picmusic. tures, and both resting on the foimdation of good
the amusic
well
has" And
brought
steady impresario
clientele tobyhisdoing
theatrehis— work
a clientele
that came irrespective of favorite stars or alluring
titles. I do not know what part of my audience pays
its way in because of the music part of the program.
Seriously,
don't
know they
they like,
like always
the music
and
we tryI to
givecare.
them I what
remembering, however, that it is better to develop the
public's
taste
toward
the
things
that
are
worth
while.
Naturally the impresario has to move cautiously. We
can not in one day develop an institution that supplies
good music. It takes months, even years, to build
up an orchestra. It also requires months, even years,
to develop in your audience a taste for good music
Even something so prosaic as a music library, which
seems so easily bought by a mere trip to the publisher,
takes time and patience and much money to acquire.
in theashamed
married oflife
music and
film,pictures
music
was" Early
sometimes
his ofhelpmate
as the
rarely measured up to the music.
we keep
have the
passedpeople
that supplied
day. Ourwith
greatmusic
difficulty
now" But
is to
that
is in keeping with — and as good as the films we show
them. The most beautiful music in the world is none
too good for a good scenic — a moving painting that
brings
our vision.
As
the filmtheartCreator's
advanceschoicest
we are work
kept toincessently
trying
to find adequate means in music to match the proceeding on the screen.
" Until
havecreated
been able
to score
pictures
from
the now
worldwe of
music.
You ourknow
the
system. We divide each reel into so many scenes
according to the mood. Then we find for every scene
a composition or a bit of composition that fits the
mood. It requires continuous search in the classics,
modern and popular music.
But can we
forever?
limiutions
of" memory
leadskeepto that
evils.up The
same The
selections
are
likely to creep in again and again. Even in my theatres, where we have a library of 10,000 compositions,
these evils occur. How much greater is the danger
in theatres where there is no such vast collection of
music?
musicians
who itsdream
of the when
day when
the" There
motion are
picture
will have
owm music,
each
great screen production vrill have its own score, composed by a great musician when the world will be
searched for a composer just as it is now being combed
over for real authors to write the stories for the film.
I hope to see that day, but it is in the far, far distant
future. The present system of making films, the present system of releases, prevent any such dream from
coming to quick realization. Even if we did havethat necessary time where would we get the composers?
The man who devoted his life to writing real music
looks for more than money. He is thinking of posterity.
then, canwithwe the
do? giftWe of have
our orchestras,
and" 'What,
our organists
improvisation.
We
have adopted the leit motif idea — on the cue sheets they
call it the theme — the idea that was brought to perfection in grand opera by Richard Wagner. It is a
constant reminder to the audience that a certain character, with certain traits, is about to do something
which has a vital connection with what he has done
before in that same play. It is the thread of the story
in music, something that keeps the various parts, acts
and scenes from becoming separate units. Properly
done, it unifies a picture play and its music. It is
worth careful study by the impresario.
" Another matter that deserves attention is that of
music color — music accompaniments for pictures. Because the orchestration of already-created music is
usually arranged for concert purposes, that is. to be
played by itself, with the greatest possible dynamic
effect for that particular number, we are likely to lose
sight of the fact that the score for a motion picture
is not a series of orchestral numbers but an accompaniment in the tniest sense of the word. May I go so
far as to give you a little example? We have a certain
classification in motion picture music, which we call
mysterioso. As in all other groups every composition
in that classification is arranged for the whole orchestra.
On many occasions, however, a much more appropriate
effect could be obtained by having the melody played
by just one instrument, such as a double bass or cello
or on woodwind.
But noimprovise
such arrangement
Theconductor
must either
or prepareexists.
his own
score beforehand.
(Continued on page 1512)
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" The chestmost
essential
part house
of thein function
of anmuch
orra in a motion
picture
my opinion,
more important than performing an overture, is playing
to the picture. For the conductor this means that he
must unlearn a great deal of what he has learned and
disregard all dynamic and metric effects which the
composer conceived and improvise a fitting dynamic
accompaniment to the picture, accelerating or retarding
his music according to the action on the screen. It is
a much more difficult task than the layman thinks.
" Playing to
picture means
using
composition
and theimprovising
a spirit
for the
it. notes of a
" Now to something that is of rather timely interest.
" Once in so often some misguided reformer starts
a campaign to curb or even to suppress motion pictures. With venom bred by a neurotic condition, he
launches an attack that looks dangerous. Under the
guise of Sabbath reform or some other so-called moral
cause the personal spleen of an individual becomes a
menace not only to an industry and an art, but also
to the wholesome entertainment and recreation of all
the people.
" It comes
is in amost
crisisprominently
like this that
the value
of yourIt
music
to your
attention.
is music that has drawn the best people of the community to your theatre. The public that has learned
to associate the film with real music will not let the
hysteria of the reformer affect you.
" Take the case of the Rivoli and Rialto. In each
house we have an orchestra of about forty-five musicians. We spend about half a million dollars a year
on the two groups of musicians, including our singers,
artists, dancers and conductors. It is not for me to say
how good that music is. New York has decided.
Each Sunday alone there are approximately 20,000
persons in those two houses. Add the Strand and
Capitol and Criterion and the number reaches nearly
50,000. Of course, they see pictures, but they also
hear worthwhile music. Where else could they get it?
" I'llor answer
for one
you. ofThey
get symphony
it at Carnegie
Hall
wherever
our might
first rate
orchestras play. But would they go? The average
American who is not passionately fond of good music
will not take a chan»e on spoiling a whole afternoon
or evening by going to something that is over his head
—to oroneoverof his
he feels
that his
if hechance
goes
the wife's
good head.
motion Butpicture
houses
of disappointment is reduced to a minimum. If he
doesn'tare like
the who
overture
that
there
persons
chafe— and
under I themust
delayconfess
occasioned
by that number — he is almost certain to like the incidental numbers. Arias from famous operas — usually
the
of simple
— arecompanies.
sung by
voicesmostthatbeautiful
rival those
of our melodies
best opera
English ballads — old folk songs — and the best and
simplest songs from the Italian and French — all provide good music. The average citizen knowsl what to
look for when he comes to us. With him it is no
longer a risk of getting into water that is too deep for
him and his family. In addition, of course, he knows
that tohe excellent.
will get pictures that range in quality, from
fair
" I might
go on impresario
from this does
point for
and the
tell cause
you howof
much
the music
good music. We are a sort of missionary luring persons into our houses under the guise of giving them
motion
of music.pictures and then converting them to the cause
" Walter
Damrosch,institution,
who, liketoldhismeNew
phony, is a national
four York
y^ars Symago,
when we were still young, that we were making patrons
for his symphony orchestra. I was proud and happy
then. Since that time I have been working to make
my orchestras grow vnth the public. I believe we
are succeeding in a large measure.
one ofin the
greatest thein
the" Adolph
world ofZukor,
films,considered
said recently,
discussing
present and future of pictures, that after all is said
and done, the director makes or mars the production.
■The todirector
the thing.
So. in Remember
our case, Ithat
should
like
sound isa word
of warning.
the
conductor is to the orchestra what the director is to a
picture. He makes or mars your music. Beware of
the poor musician, but beware even more of interfering
with a good one. Give him his orchestra, tell him
what you want and let him work out his problems
in a musicianly way. If he succeeds, give him the
credit. Letyouhimwillgrow
businessfromgrows.
ultimately
have asan yoiuinstitution
which And
you
will profit and in which your commuunity will take
pride."
Brooklyn

King

Ex-

hibitor Speaks

EDWARD L. HYMAN, held, at a meeting
of the board of directors sent a brief
speech, which follows. (Mr. Hyman is
one of the livest wires in the industry; he is
managing director of the Brooklyn Strand.)
" Your mission here today is to get the benefit of
practical experience — plus progress and the success
that goes with it.
The distinguished speakers before me have taught
us " much.
'
It
is notMymypurpose
desire istomerely
nullifyto anything
been said.
give creditthatto has
the
one great factor that has stood for progress in the development of music in the motion picture theatre.
" That factor is the American motion picture theatre patronage.
" 'They are responsible for music having won a supreme place with the picture.
schooling
as anMoeexhibitor
that" My
veteran
showman,
Mark. came mostly from

" Mr.faithMark
always
have
in the
public.impressed upon me that I must
"
He
always
contended
that the
publicthat
mustthebe public
given
what they want. He always
insisted
never went wrong in its final selection of its entertainment.
" The public has not gone wrong in its selection of
musicing hasin not
the been
motionfalse.
picture theatre. Mr. Mark's teach"
You
here
have
done
music even
on a more.
high
plane in the theatre. Themuch
publicto put
has done
"
The
wonderful
development
of
music
in
the
motion
picture theatre is a tribute to the intelligence of the
public. Had they not demanded the best in music
they would not have been given it. For the public
gets what it wants.
" Music's progress in the theatre is a reflection of
the love the public has or the best in everything —
especially music.
" Weaged toofgive
the our
industry
have the
beenbest
inspired
and encourpatrons
in music
by the
patrons themselves. They have been behind us in
every advance. Their appreciation has spurred us in
" You are invited to the Brooklyn Mark Strand.
We believe that Brooklyn Mark Strand music is a criterion of the good taste Brooklyn has for rnusic. It is
no monument either to me or to Mr. Reiser, but a
testimonial to the Brooklyn people who demand good
music and get it."

Special

Entertainments and Ex-

hibits—Explanations and
Advice
It would be quite an oversight to pass over
the news of the First National Conference of
Motion Picture and Musical Interests, without
paying a tribute to the prelude to the conference.
On Sunday evening, the night before the formal
opening of the meetings, the New York Globe
(through my solicitation as music editor) arranged aMovie Night at the immense De Witt
Clinton Hall. The general public was invited
free of charge, as in all the Globe educational
series. The visiting delegates, in and out oi
town, were invited, and had a good time. They
saw how enthusiastic a crowd of people could
be made with just music.
Over 3,(XX) piled into the auditorium, which
was filled by eight o'clock and then thousands
more were turned away, necessitating the calling of special police cordons to handle the traffic.
All the people on the program were chosen
from the motion picture music field — that is to
say, those who are making a success in supplying music to film theatre audiences.
The Capitol theatre courteously loaned the
Cumansky Ballet, which danced with the finest
art and rivals with skill the best ballets of the
Chicago and Metropolitan Opera companies.
Alexander Cumansky is an artist of the first
rank ; his chireography places him as a worthy
follower of Fokine and Balm. He dances to recall memories of Nijinsky, and his premiere
danseuse. Mile. Gambarelli, is nothing if not a
second Genee. She is as light on her toes as a
bird on the wing. All the members of the ballet
delighted.
From the Rialto theatre came Eduardo Albano, familiarly known as the " King's Baritone." His voice is said to be the highest in the
world ; surely he sings with abandon, assurance and mighty manner, which recalls a combination of Amato and Titta Ruffo. Albano
gave probably fifteen encores.
From the Strand circuit, and by special courtesy of Hyman Kraft of the New York Concert
League, came dainty Amanda Brown, the
soprano. Here is a coloratura who is dramatic
and effective, with a voice of great flexibility and
sweetness, and a manner that is delightful. No
wonder
tures. she is featured as big as the feature picFelice Bann, cornettiste, made a novelty appearance, playing with the voice of a rich singer.
She is beautiful and effective, and her coming

Picture

News

(also through Mr. Kraft's courtesy) was singularly appreciated.
The guests of honor were Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld and Florence Reed. When Dr. Risenfeld
appeared on the stage, an ovation was given
him. I introduced him as I did later at the conference— the foremost musician in the picture
field. Very brief and to the point. Dr. Riesenfeld told how he is changing public taste through
his theatres and compared his work with mine
as being parallel and similar in ideals. Dr.
Riesenfeld commended the men of his staff and
his associates as patrons of fine art
Miss Reed, who was the only actress officially
summoned to the meetings of the conference,
was so named for her peculiar qualifications.
She is an actress who has won renown in theatre and screen. Besides, she is a noted musician and lover of the art. She is a literateur and
a broad-minded democrat and humanitarian.
" I am stage-frightened," laughed Miss Reed,
as she stepped to the footlights ; " you know I
am supposed
only to
knowandtheI am
author's
lines.
This
is an original
speech
just going
to ramble on. I am glad to be here and glad to
be introduced, not as an actress, but a lover of
music. It is my life. It is essential to my welfare. Ineed it all the time. I have music at
home, in my dressing room and everj^vhere. In
my present play I see how effective music can
be.
The theplay,
is brought
the
end of
first" The
act. Mirage,"
I am listening
to atolong
speech. I go to the piano and play to indicate
the real meanings in my heart. I use Chopin and
Liszt and MacDowell. When I first tried it, the
whole atmosphere in the house changed. It put
across the meanings I could not speak. ]Mr.
Selwyn, the author of the play, was delighted,
and we've never changed it since.
" When I see how musical taste is changing in
this country, I should shout for joy. I remember only a little while ago when you couldn't
bribe people to go to the concerts. Now they're
pouring
by thousands.
can't halls,
take care
them inin opera
houses, We
concert
movieof
houses. Now people understand. Europe is
sending all its greatest teachers to America, bemusic. cause this is the headquarters of the world in
"What is the reason? Reason stand up I (At
this point Miss Reed insisted upon Mr. Isaacson
standing, and despite his embarrassment, she
continued) : There's the main reason for it all.
He's comes
makingRiesenfeld
millions of
then
and music-lovers.
Rothafel and And
then
the others. These men are making our country
music-hungry. Thank God for them. I go
around in my spare moments rooting for them."
Unfortunatelj' a stenographer ran out of
paper at this time, and the rest of the notes of
Miss ence
Reed's
speech
the audicarried the
ideaswere
intolost.
their But
hearts.
Miss
Reed, who is beautiful, eloquent, magnetic and
thoroughly flattering, had me too flustered to
know
ber. what was being said. So I can't rememWith Florence Reed and others like her, we
are the
assured
on
stage. of intelligence in the studios and
During the sessions, music was brought into
the business to lighten the hearts of those who
were present and to make it easier for the brains
to operate. Winifred Marshall sang. This
( Co;iti'iurd on facje 1514)
" This convention will start me off
right. We are opening several theatres,
and I've now the right vievsrpoint. If you
had charged us ten thousand dollars, I
would say "LOUIS
it was wellH. worth
it.
CHRYSTIE,
" Duluth, Minn."
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charming
tume of a
Beautiful
arias and
by Louise

In

American soprano appeared in a cosFrench lady of the Louis XIV period.
in appearance, she sang exquisitely
songs. In this she was accompanied
Knapp.

the

Theatres

As

had been announced, special shows were
arranged at the Rialto, Capitol and
Brooklyn Strand — each of them being
analyzed by the managing directors. This feature, said the visiting exhibitors, was worth
a fortune.
I were
asked atto these
pay atheatres
thousandunder
dollars
for" If
what
I learned
the
frank analysis I could not pay for what it was
worth to me," said one exhibitor, and he was
seconded by many others in the same idea.
Thus on Monday the performance was shown
at the Capitol theatre, where the entire conference were the guests of Samuel Rothafel and
the board of directors.
The delegates assembled at the beginning of
the program and left shortly after the beginning
of the feature picture had appeared on the
screen. Returning to the Astor hotel, they listened to an analysis of the music as given by
Samuel Rothafel and Erno Rappee.
How

Rothafel
Did

It

IN beginning his analysis Mr. Rothafel said
that the feature, being a light comedy, required light and humorous score and therefore the rest of the program had to be built
around it, and the result was not of the best that
the Capitol has provided.
" Most people
that reasons
I place the
orchestra
on the disagree
stage. wtih
Therethearefacta few
for
doing this. The first is that the audience can see as
well as hear the music, and the second is the orchestra
on the stage is put on its mettle. Everything has its
result. The dress of the men, their attitude, they are
not considered merely mechanics but we can treat
them with sincere consideration. Now, again, the atmosphere of a theatre is created almost entirely by its
music. It has its result on the audience, has its result
on
the
patrons
entering,it and
its result upon every
soul confined wherever
can has
be heard.
The overture
is always
before the program
— "creates
atmosphere
— oifersplayed
the background.
Harmony
as wellclothes,
as sound.
orchestra
is " not
dressedof insight
evening
but The
in the
velvet
loose-fitting coat and the careless tie. To add to this
the color scheme. All this accentuates and helps to
make up the atmosphere. If you have noticed, at certain points the bringing up of the Ughts also accentuates the atmosphere, and while it may not be good
form and may be sneered at by our narrow friends who
laughed when we mentioned motion pictures, it seems
to be just what the public understands and appreciates.
Do you know, there was a time when I actually went
around begging men to take the job of handling an
orchestra of about 25 men. I think there is more bunk
in symphonic concerts that we have been hearing than
there is in anything I know of that is supposed to be
artistic and beautiful. There the orchestra on the
stage, in evening clothes, no two suits the same, room
improperly lighted, and white socks as the finishing
touch to the evening suit. Still, someone asks, how do
you know what the people want, how are you always
up to the standard? Well, I find out what is the best
seller. I visit the phonograph places, and find out
which songs are the best sellers. Some time during
the musical program I work it in, the audience hears
It, recognizes it, and the first thing you know they say
to
each other,
havepsychological
that home ! 'side
and ofthey
appreciate
it and' Why,
that weis the
it.
"
You
remember
the
striking
of
that
one
bell.
Well,
there was a reason for it. After that bell was sounded
you were anxious to see what followed, and you were
then ready to hear the few strains of ' Auld Lang
Syne.' There
It appealed
directly
to you, it warms your
heart.
is a reason
for everything.
"
Why,
once
I
had
a
short
West took
Pointoutreelthe— what
did I do? I went up to West Point,
commandant to lunch, and wheedled out of him all the
songs and melodies that were used right at the U. S.
Academy. When it was played this short 200-foot reel
got more applause than you would get at the end of an
overture.
, ^,
" Now the accompaniment to the Edgar comedy.
The entrance to the Edgar comedy places him in a
little suburb of New York. The best way to get the
audience to travel to the suburb is to let them hear the
old reUable, 'On the 5:15.'

" The motion
field opera
ofiFers has
a wider
scope and
unlimited
while picture
the grand
a limited
scope.is
You have every facility to interpret pictures. Some
pictures are easier than others, some hard and very
difficult, but as soon as you get a picture you can tell
whether it is good or bad, and if good you can arrange
the music for it. Arrange themes for the characters
or the scenes and then develop them.
" Youtributary
always— that
have isa the
themewayandmotion
from that
riverarea
little
pictures
going to be scored, properly cued and properly difaction. rected. With this you will have a psychological satis" When we had ' The Mark of Zorro ' playing, every
time
or the mark ofofit.the We' z 'took
appeared
there
had tothebepicture
some recognition
a climbing
of chromatics and repeated it just three times for every
appearance
of thelight
markpopular
of the music
' z.'
" Then
again
greatthefactor.
Most
of the
best things
can be doneis awith
light
popular music.
I dointerpretative
not pander, and
I never
will pander. I towilla
as " an
quality
or accompaniment
thing or not. I sit in the projection room and view
the showing, and if there is anything in it that has any
feeling, and if it satisfies me, then will I throw it out
to the encepublic.
I will not accept
the fact
do not understand
and know
less,that
buttheif audithey
know more I am very happy. I am the medium
through which I submit everything to my patrons.
If it appeals to me then I submit it to my audience.
of the present
ladies or ifgentlemen
wish" Should
to visitany
a rehearsal
of the orchestra,
you will
come to the Sunday morning rehearsals you will see
how simple it is to handle a mass of men, how they are
all with you to the end. The mere fact that a man is
a musician does not mean that he is able to take charge
of a presentation.
must be issomething
else besides the musician, There
the musician
the fundamental
and must be necessary, but the real thing nine times
out of ten, the musician must have dramatic instinct,
dramatic education and must know his subject. Make
him proficient in his study of music but do not make
him too academic. Then it will depend on his ability
and further it will depend on his imagination. Any
musician cannot take a stick in his hand and conduct
any number of individuals. It takes more than an
ordinary musician to be able to switch from a Beethoven symphony to an Irving Berlin melody, and still
retain a certain amount of his dignity. Imagination
and good taste send many pictures along. I will
never use an aria from an opera that is well known
as an interpretative quality or accompaniment to a
motion picture. This creates a conflict immediately,
if you have any imagination at all. When you hear the
well known aria and you are viewing a picture, there
immediately come up before you two pictures instead
of one.
tral music.This is one cf the things to remember — neu" My Wefirst
just four
days.
had venture
a dance inhallphotoplays
and a bar lasted
in the back,
and
we borrowed 250 chairs from the undertaker. Every
time
there
was
a
funeral
we
couldn't
have
a
show.
never saw so many people die as in that time. II
learned chine.
to Withmaster
the art
cf operating
picture that
mathe course
of time
I got so aproficient
I could run a film of 500 feet fairly well. Well, I mastered the art and soon had the best picture show in
that part of the country. I wanted to do something
more than that. So one day a tramp came into the
barroomdow. I and
drew interested
a picture and
of a struck
landscape
on the with
winbecame
a bargain
him. He stayed with me three months and during that
time he painted six or seven pictures on those walls,
and then I began the use of indirect lightipg. I made
my own
posters
the things
morning to put
themandupgoton uptheat four
main o'clock
street.in As
stand now I am satisfied, and I hope some day to have
a motion picture theatre that will be right on a level
and on a par with any of the arts as it is related to
Mr.
Rapee. conductor of the Capitol Orchestra:
the
theatre."
" "There
is not much more to add to the musical propram than what Mr. Rothafel told of the little showman tricks. The orchestra is handled in the same way
as a symphony orchestra is handled, with just a few
little side tricks. The size of the orchestra is not an
important factor. Sometimes volume must be eliminated.
" Playing to the news items, playing to pictures is
merely interpreting music to action on the screen.
You will gnd there are about eighty pictures out of
100 which cannot be interpreted. These pictures are
so that you will see a love scene and then switch to a
robbery and then back again to the love scene. This
breaks up the continuity of the plajnng. In this
particular
supposeit you
melodyto— use
the
conductor case,
will shape
and take
make a itlove
possible
in connection with music. There are very few pictures
which vou can play with any kind of continuity. Light
musical comedy music for action and atmosphere. An
orchestra of from twentv-five to thirty men should always rehearse the complete program before the showing and besides allow vour conductor an hour or two
bv himself with his orchestra. This is as a plea to all
motion picture directors and is being now carried out
by Mr. Riesenfeld of the Rialto and all the largest
theatres on Broadway.
How

Riesenfeld
Does

It

the
to ing
g adjour
y the, meetin
Tuesdatheatre
ON Rialto
beginn
the ned
and after
of the feature, " Brewster's Millions," the
conference sat around Hugo Riesenfeld's private
projection room.

Picture

News

Mr. Riesenfeld showed the delegates his
library of 10,000 numbers and explained in detail just how he has it sub-indexed by title, composer, and emotion. In the latter respect he
showed how oftentimes a composition might be
listed fifty times or more in the emotional catalogue. Mr. Wagner and others joined Mr.
Riesenfeld in discussing how it is done.
Then going into a discussion of the program
Dr. Riesenfeld said in part:
" We opened with the overture from ' La Giaconda,'
you seeon the
voices.
I had to using
put theas people
one chorus
side of ofthetwenty
stage instead
of balancing them. This brings out the idea that
every place must be considered separately. I do different things at the Rialto than I do at the Criterion
and Rivoli.
" Therepanies andisthat
a difference
between music
that accomwhich describes.
Oftentimes
I feel
that neutral music is best. I never leave music up in
the air. I mean that I would rather in the news reel
go over a second or two than not finish a phrase. I
don't synchronize exactly for each subject."
Dr. Riesenfeld then analyzed with the pro and
con for each number the score of his feature.
The score is as follows :
1 — In An Old-Fashioned Town (First Part).
2 — D.Repeat.
Segue (After Baby's Feet) Serenade. Cesek.
Make
3 — D. Segue (Dining Room) Danse Fantastique.
4— D.(Manuscript).
He Shoots Dice with Sugar Cubes. Flute
Solo.
5 — T. And Thus the Grandpops. Danse Fantastique.
(Again).
6— D. Insert of Military Academy Advertisement
Seen, Trumpet Signal. Improvisation.
7 — Grandfathers
Faust Ballet No. 7. Make
Repeat
and D. S. Argue.
(To Action).
8— T. And So the Grandpops. Spring Flowers.
9 — T. The Blue Star Line. Organ. (Orchestra Intermission).
10 — D. Stars
String Quartette
Seen Playing in Barber
Scene.
strain.
(Not too and
fast).Stripes (Strings cnly) Tio one
11 — D. Segue (Musicians stop) La Petite Duchesse
Sign.
12 — D. Grandfather Reads Newspaper. Pulcinello.
13 — D. Burglar Seen. 487. Slowly.
14 — D. He Dances With Joy. I Want to be the
Leader, etc. (Chorus).
15 — D. Captured Burglar is Brought In. Pause.
15% —Repeat.
T. At the End of Eleven Months. Burlesque.
Make
16 — T. On the Eve. Roaming.
17 — D. He Plays Hose on Guests. 116.
18 — D. Hose is Turned Off. Florida Moon.
19 — D. He is Locked In. 116 Again.
20 — T. Sailing Tide Next Morning. Florida Moon.
21 — T. Running Into Rough Weather. Sailing.
(Again).
(Twice).
22 — D. Segue (Water Pours In.) 484.
23 — D. Segue (He Tampers with Engines) 90.
24 — T. So Through Saving. Laughing Beauties.
Make Repeat.
25 — D. Segue (Grandfather Enters and Argues).
Devotion. Make Repeat (To Action).
26 — D. He Looks at Little Idol. It's All Over Now.
One Chorus.
Dr. Riesenfeld explained that he lives one
week ahead always. He forgets what is happening this week, because now he is thinking about
the week following and making the score.
Dr. Riesenfeld told of rehearsals. "I spend
the first rehearsal giving the men their markings— so that they can fix their own music and
understand the cues."
Aid

a at the

Brooklyn

Strand
N Wednesday afternoon the delegates
visited the BrookKn Strand especially to
see the
interpretative
which was
described
in detailoverture
in the oflast"Aida,"
issue.
Mr. McLaughlin, assistant manager of the theatre, received the delegates and was very gracious
to them, making them comfortable and happy.
(See last
week's News for text and score of the
Aida
overture.
A luncheon was tendered to the visiting delegates at the Cafe Boulevard by H>Tnan Kraft
of the New York Concert League. Informal
speeches and a good time brought the first real
social note into the meetings. A resolution of
thanks was voted Mr. Kraft and the Concert
League.
(Continued on page 1516)
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MRS.
COLUMBIA THEATRE
Phone Bryant 6462
GRACE HOFFMAN
CORA TRACY
ALYS MICHOT
RUTH CHASE
MARJORIE SQUIRES
BETTY ANDERSEN
BEULAH DALE
ZILLA SIMPSON
SARAH EDWARDS
HELEN NEWITT
MARY BAKER
COSTER & CLEMENTS
DESHA
EDITH BURTON
LUCILLE COLLETTE

A.
BUILDING,

K.

MUSIC
N. Y.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Phone Edgewater 235
ARTISTS
CESAR NESI
WARREN PROCTOR
THOMAS CONKEY
HERBERT WATEROUS
JOSEPHINE FORSYTHE
WALTER PONTIUS
GEORGES DUFRANNE
JOSEPH MARTEL
JOHN CRAWFORD
MORTON ADKINS
RALPH BRAINERD
PAUL OSCARD DANCERS
RALPH SOULE
JACOB RABIROFF
HENRY TAYLOR

DIXIE QUARTETTE
IRENE WILLIAMS
DOROTHY SOUTH
TAVIE BELGE
MARJORIE PRINGLE
WILLARD ANDELIN
MARY CASSELL
GRACE FOSTER
MARY MITCHELL
JOAN ZAFARO
LOUISE DELARA
KATHERINE STANG
VERA MEYERS
ANN JAGO
ELSA GREY

Rivoli, N. Y.
Rialto, N. Y.
Criterion, N. Y.
Academy of Music, N. Y.
Madison, Detroit
Adams, Detroit
Riviera, Chicago
Tivoli, Chicago
Central Park, Chicago
Senate, Chicago
Butterfly, Milwaukee
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Royal Grand Opera, Antwerp
Park, N. Y.

THEY

THE

Theatre, Kansas City:
you are worthy of getting all the business in Motion Picture
First, because you are very faithful and you can be depended
your artiats are of the very best.
Frank L. Newman.
" However, since your service has been so highly satisfactory 1 am
leaving the selection of these artists to you."
Milton H. Feld.
Riviera Theatre, Chicago:
" Artists decided hit for this I thank you."
Kohls.
New Capitol Theatre, St. Paul:
" This
an artist
comescent.
from There
Bendlxis that
everyone can means
depend that
uponwhenever
their being
100 per
no agfncy
or
circuit
or
booking
office
that
can
compete
with
such
a
line-up,
and
Artists should feel that when they are working for Bendlx playing
such houses as you now have, that they are playing the biggest and
hardest houses to make good in, in the United States."
" Thenicereports
the theatres
you have
been
very
indeed.fromEveryone
seems now
to bebeing
highlybooked
pleasedby with
the treatment from your office and with the soloists you are supplying."
L. V. Calvert.
Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee:
" Within the next two weeks or so I will have some news for you
which may be the means of your enlarging your circuit."
L. A. Landau.
New Ambassador Theatre, Los Angeles:
" I thank you sincerely for your efforts and trust we may again
resume our very pleasant business relations." S. Barrett McCormick.
Garrick Theatre, Duluth:
" I wish to acknowledge our appreciation for your P.
efforts."
F. Schwie.

ALMA DORIA
RICHARD HALE
FRED PATTON
LILLL^N GROSSMAN
LORETTA SHERIDAN
VAHRAH
HANBURY"
EDNA SHOWALTER
ELSIE MALSTAT
FRANK JOHNSON
BERNARD FERGUSON
JUDSON HOUSE
ARTHUR BALL
ROY DEITERICH
BILLY RHODES
CHAS. GARDEN

APPEAR

Capitol, N. Y.
Capitol, St. Paul
State, Minneapolis
Lyric, Minneapolis
Garrick, Duluth
Imperial, Montreal
Regent, Toronto
Savoy, Hamilton
Russell, Ottawa
Capitol, Springfield
Orpheum, Topeka
Orpheum, Leavenworth
Casino, St. Johns, N. F.
Criterion, Sidney, Australia

WHAT
Newman
I think
theatres.
upon, and

BUREAU

MY

WHERE

BENDIX

Newman, Kansas City
Royal, Kansas City.
New Grand Central, St. Louis
Circle, Indianapolis
Howard, Atlanta, Ga.
Sigma, Lima, Ohio
Globe, Flint, Mich.
Olympia, New Haven
Crown, New London
Strand, Hartford
Lona, Sedalia, Mo.
Columbia, CofJeyville
Harmanus Bleecker, Albany
New Amsterdam, N. Y.

MANAGERS
SAY
Madison Theatre, Detroit:
" Replying
to yourBooking
letter Agencies
of the 6th.
many
letters from
both Weold also
and have
new, been
but I receivingwill say
that we are perfectly satisfied to continue our arrangements with you."
T. D. Moule.
Butterfly Theatre, Milwaukee:
" We also wish to mention that we appreciate your services and
the class of artists that you have been sending to us."
John R. Freuler.
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis:
" I certainly wish to thank you for your interest."
Ralph Lieber.
Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis :
" I also
say usI sohavefar,been
verythat
wellthey
p'.eased
withbe theas
artists
you wish
have tosent
and very
I trust
will all
C. C. Perry.
Imperial Theatre, Montreal:
to congratulate
you on
the splendid
line ofof artists
am" Permit
receivingmeregularly
through your
bureau.
Your manner
bookingI
and
kindly assistance in cases of emergency are certainly more than
good."
H. W. Conover.
appreciated."
Lyceum and Crown Theatres, New London:
" I wish to express my appreciation and entire satisfaction for the
excellent entertainment furnished by you."
Walter T. Murphy.
Olympia, New Haven:
" I am going to leave it to your good judgment to send
best one
W. E.theSpragg.
you can to meet the conditions."
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that is, the action on the stage, through the use of
An important discussion followed somewhat
music, would
the freatest
scenario
motion
p"ctu?e
writer have
of thebeentwentiet
h
century
had
he
been
living today. Wagner lived a century too soon to hate in Mrs.
F. Oberndor
What
"
manner
this A.
the Women
General Chairman
the
caused coiitention between the motion picture proMusic Department: of thefer,
Federation of Women's ofClubl
ducers oftoday, but you can all use the same principles
which he employed m his operas. Many of you know
tunity to make America musical through the movies
that whenever you have done so you nave found an
than
we have through
the greatest
We have phase.
States-" any
nn rJ
^iave
to Say
Good oppcr!
music
immediate response from your audiences. I mean
in
theatre will make goodothercensorsh
ip. And when
specihcally the use of a characteristic theme, or a therethe will
be
good
music
in
the
theatre
character
we
won't
istic
need
instrume
nt
for each person depicted upon
censorship. The music, and the drama is of the utmost
MRS. A. F. OBERNDORFER, general
importan
ce
because
the
music,
the
drama
*^
and
chairman of the Music Department of the" We
the
audire
en. have been
all know
ence are all of equal importance, and we wiU use every
that I Wagner
used sc
successful
ly, yet
am sorrys principles
to point out to you
faciUty to cooperate viixh
you
the Federated Women's Clubs in the that
picture exhibitors.
you are still in the A, B, C class in the
When
we are made to reaUze motion
employthat you are the greatest
ment of the idea. Possibly you feel that your audience
United States (5,000,000 members), was introforce
then
will
we
work
with
you.
But
the
s
would
not be able to follow
complex method
duced and something immensely important was
are not working with the women's clubs, and exhibitor
but is It not quite as well to ausemorea real
I suggest
Indian
theme
that
some
resoluti
on
be
sent
broadcas
started. It was agreed that the Federated Clubs
t
to
the
as an imitation one?
not use a real negro
exhibitors in this country urging them to admit aiMny
spiritual, or clog, insteadCanof you
its cheap, vulgarized bas- citauon
would begin a campaign to put their local clubs
of the various organizations in their communisolitard-brother the blues or jazz?
ty
that
will
help to
better presentations of pictures
in touch with the exhibitors who show good
" Yoii spend
of real
dollarsIndians,
and a similar betterbring
arranging
liking for good music.
a cowboys,
Western
The
motion
productio
n; youmillions
choose
real
pictures. It was fortunate that Mrs. Chapman,
picture
theatre is the medium through which popular
real bpamsh Americans of the old pioneer days. You
music must and can
be made good music and good
who is head of the motion picture division, was
arrange for every detail of costume, you have your
stage
director
studying
for
weeks
life and customs
also present and she pledged her support to the ot a certain tribe of Indians, just the
C. M.popular."
Tremaine of the National Music Advance
cowboys in music
idea.
that section dressed and rode, andhowhowthe the
Spanish
Bureau — ' We have two great forces — the motion picAmericans wore
their clothes. Yet your music
ture
house
for
and the women's club. I think that the
Mrs.lows : Oberndorfer's formal speech in part fol- your him uses cheap imitations of the Indian and cowchairman
of the
music ofdepartment of the women's
boy themes. Maybe your organist will use real Indian
clubs
and the
chairman
this organization should be
music, but It is scarcely ever of the same tribe as that put on some committee
and I feel that a great deal of
you have so carefully depicted on your screen,
good will result. These people could suggest certain
■■ Although I am here as representative of the Gen- which
i'ossibly
the pictures
audience will not know the difference
eral Federation of Women's Clubs, it is not on ' Cenchanges that might be brought about and certain things
Until motion
taught us in America, there were
sorship 'that Imehaveandcome
to speak.
As ray topic
has very
to do, recommendations to give out to the motion picbeen assigned
I have
been requested
to bring
few people who could differentiate between
the
thenthey
the effected
women's these
clubs things
could tell
theatre andthat
Zuni and the Dakota Indians. All Indians were vis- own ture
a message regarding the music work of the General
and their
tell
ualized m the minds of the public as fierce, wild crea- them members
to
patronize
the
houses.
To
commend
once in
Federation
of
Women's
Clubs,
as
it
relates
to
the
motures, with rows of feathers down their backs and
tion picture industry, I suppose I shall have to try and
a while, to suggest once in a while and within the
remain within my subject for, at least, a part of the much bead trimming on their clothes.
course of a very short time the exhibitor will be asking
time that has been assigned me.
Why
do
you
not
try
to
have
real
negro
music
inthe
women's clubs for suggestions for the good of the
stead
of
Its cheap imitation?
" We aim
started
music
companies
definite
that our
we will
makework
musicin athevitalclubs
part with
of thea down the Mississippi to get Your
the atmosphere goofaway
the
Mrs. picture
Chapmanexhibitor
— " Whatto the
daily life in every community in America. Our motto
lower South, and your musicians accompany this pic- motion
do women's
is to use clubs
their want
forces theto
ture with a cheap, vulgarized version of a Virginia
is : ' To make good music popular, and popular music
carry out their ideas. What the motion picture people
plantation
air. written on the East Side of New York
good.'
Like
the
rest
of
the
world,
we
club
women
City who
by ahasman who has recently landed in America,
realize that a tremendous opportunity lies before Amerwant the women's clubs to do is to help them make
house."
and
never been below the Mason and
ica in the Sjuilding of a National School of Music. We
more money. With these two forces I don't see why
you use the same tune for the negroDixon
know that as history but repeats itself, America is des- line. olesThen
they
work in close harmony — to make their local
of Louisiana or Cuba, and again you use it justCre-as house can't
tined to be the leader of the world artistically in the
the best and to get all the people of the comcheerfully to depict the river boat negro. Now, each
munity to patronize the best. As Mr. Tremaine has
immediate future, just as in the past, after every war
and to this I turn again, get the joint inthe nation coming forth commercially and politically
is justandas said before formation
whichcustoms
types hasableits asownitsmusic,
1 t'josedistinguish
clearly
of the Advance Music Bureau, add the
supreme, has always builded its national art.
manners,
appearance.
women's
clubs
and intention
spread it tobetween
the exhibitors
" But
a
National
School
of
Music
in
America
is
diffitoday.
It
is
my
urge upon
the womenof
cult to build among a people who have been taught for
" When you reproduce a cowboy scene, which is
generations that they must look to European countries
of the country in every community that the local chairman of motion pictures shall make it her business to
for thement in education,
accomplishmusic. We inspiration
are not in and
the actual
least awake
to the
become personally acquainted with the local exhibitors.
— riding
. across the
wv....4^v/i ua
remember seeing cowboys
They
shall attend the pictures and whenever they see
fact that we have the greatest music in the world in : plain
to the acthe native Indian and negro sources of our music, and
companimentt of the ' Ride of the Valkyries.' and the
a good
picturethattheythatshall
their business
tell
the
owner
was make
a fine itpicture.
But whento
that from the beginning of immigration, way back in
Witchesrelated Dance
' aof subject.
MacDowellYet isthere
also popularly
cor- a poor picture
1620, when the first ship load of foreigners came to real cowboywith such
is
in
is
shown,
to
go
to
the
manager
and tell
America
music.
these shores, we have been receiving ever since all
him that they cannot get the women to come to see
that
picture;
it
was
not
up
to
the
standard
of
the
house,
"
Now,
you
have
a
big. squelching
the greatest and best of the world's folk music as our me: How will the audience
ask
know the question
difference,to and
and since he has been hearing commendations from
inheritance
from that
mythical
' land
of ourthefathers,'
which
in
America
today
embraces
practically
whole
as
long
as
it
does
not,
why
should
we
care?
'
And
I'm
some
of
the
patrons
he
will
listen
to
these
women
and
going to say that you
world.
it in your power to educate
try to ask their help in picking pictures that come up
your public to know thehavedifference
in two ways; either
"We
Americans
have
humbly
submitted
to
be
called
to the standard. If we start to work in this way directby employing few words, telling them you are using
a race of jazz and ragtime lovers, and by so doing we
ly in cooperation with the exhibitor on the kind cf
the real things,a just
as you inform them that you have
have rather definitely divided America's audience into made
picture
to the
show,
we canof music
then work
in active
your
picture
in
Arizona,
or
Texas,
or
Wyomingtion with
playing
and the
kind ofcooperamusic
two
classes
;
those
'
high
brows
'
who
have
learned
or you can help them to know these airs by playing
either a little or a great deal of the technique of the them
to
use.
as
interludes,
with
their
titles thrown upon the
art, and therefore judged themselves capable of listen- screen.
ing to good music ; and those ' low brows ' who openly
A beautiful speech on -women and music was
" There are a few ' high brow ' compositions, that in delivered
boast that they wouldn't give an ear to what they are
by Mrs. Winifred Stoner, editor of
manner have overstepped the wall be- the Forecast.
pleased to call ' classical ' music. Now, all this wall of some miraculous
tween
good
and
popular
music.
You
have
all
used
prejudice
is
broken
down,
it
does
not
seem
very
posand you all
profited by using
sible to build a strong national school of music in these,
There
IS no one here whohave
" Woman representing the great mother spirit of the
does not realize that them.
the audience
America, and it is this false wall of ignorance, which
universe, has more power than man to make the world
Hanthe
recognizes
it
because
picture
the
to
is of coiu-se but another word for prejudice, that the 'j del Largo,' the ' Intermezzo
better
or worse. She is the potter that moulds humanMascagni,
the
music
of the Women's Clubs wishes broken
Humoreske by Dvorak when 'it by
is plaved.
One orcould
into a department
million pieces.
ity's
clay. Upon
ship
of any
nation.her depends the good or bad citizenname
twenty-five
or
thirty
melodies which have
We havetheenough
music folk
in America,
in fact
"
Women
of
to-day areandrecognized
as leaders
all
become universally popular insuchAmerica,
and
I
am
we " possess
greatestnative
primitive
music which
the to
glad
educational movements
women even
more inthan
say that the motion picture theatres have helped to men
world knows today..
realize that of all the liberal arts, music has the
make
them
so;
but
cannot
we
increase
the
repertoire
" America has music enough, and good music enough,
greatest influence over young people. A well comof the public, so that they will know a hundred such
and we have singers and players enough, but the prin- composition
posed song the
sung best
by amoral
real singer
produces
a greater
s, where now thev know one?
effect
than
book that
has ever
been
cipal
trouble
in
our
country
today
is
that
we
haven't
" InClubs
manyare ofworking
the communities
audience enough. We have done practically nothing
in America
the Wom-by written. The book may convince our reason that we
to make good
music
in a definite and national way to make good music a theen suse
popular
should
do
right,
but
the
song
warms
our
hearts
and
of
Memory Contest. This plan of inspires us to BE RIGHT.
part of the daily life of every person in America.
familiarizingthetheMusic
communitv
with good music is the
" It is just because we realize that the industry,
most
attractive
form of presenting musical composi" Andthanthere
is nopicture
betterhouses
place that
to introduce
which catoryou
can webe five
the million
biggest women
audienceof edutions to both the old and young of America.
music
in the
work suchgood
an
The plan
in therepresent,
world, that
the
operation is doubtless
familiar
influence
for
good
or
for
ill.
The
picture
houses even
to
you.
A
committee
General Federation of Women's Clubs appeal to you to of
representing the musical interests of the town selects
the
actingandas ofAmerica's
eduhelp us in our campaign ' to make good music popular a certain number of good compositions, and these are more than
and schools
young; are
of native
foreign bom:
and
will the
not spreading
be a very unusual
played at school, at the motion picture theatre and in yes evencators ofofoldrich
and of poor. Crimes have been traced
thingpopular
if youmusic
are good.'
to find Itthat
of this the
home,
for
a
certain
to seeing scenes of happy and lucky criminals displayed
of time. Then a contest
propaganda will be of actual benefit to you personally,
IS held, at which eightperiod
or ten
the numbers are on the screen and poor foolish girls get their ideas
as well as to the building of a national art in America.
played without program, and theof contestants
of how to catch a rich husband through seeing scenes
write
" There is not a theatre manager in the world who
down the name of the composition that they have of love matches made on the top of a Fifth Avenue
does not try to improve his musicians and his musical heard,
who its composer was, and some brief facts bus or through being a movie actress, etc. In the
accompaniment every year; yet we are not going the about the
work itself. Prizes are given for the best same way a taste for jazz instead of real music has
entire way in the matter. AVe are using the language
been created in the hearts of young people.
turned in.
of music as a financial and artistic asset, but we are papers
"
You
motion
men
can
do
more
to
educate
" One's musical taste is no doubt created by the
only in the kindergarten class in the use of that lan- ycur audience to picture
an appreciation of good music by any lullabies
guage; while in the production and reproducing of
hear bom
at our
A baby
method of
a community interest in good American weblood
in mother's
China andknee.
hearing
from ofa
films we are taking college degrees, and in the adver- such
music. And by arousing
making
good music popular you will Chinese nurse Chinese
music would have his taste
tising
of
star
artists
we
have
long
ago
gone
away
be"Theodore
good.
music
oopular
make
automaticall
y
yond the master class.
cultivated to like that kind of musical sounds — sounds
music of'• that are as discord to the lover of Beethoven and
is familiar
Thomas
" Many musical organizations, and quite a few mothereforeonce
the said:
women' Popular
of themusic
General
Federation
Mozart. Some years ago the Shah of Persia when attion picture houses have found it to pay more profit- Women's Clubs
America
ask thefor popular
your cooperation
grand opera in London evinced great pleasure
ably in mands,
theand end
audience
more so
thanvvillit the
de- in makinc the realof and
and famil- when thetendingmen
the true,
thus toas give
the the
audience
develops
in thetheorchestra
werebegan
tuninghe their
inAmerica."
of
iar
music
struments,
but after
real music
was not
demand, until
formance will bethethegreatest
result. perfection in artistic perpleased. The first sounds, he said, were like those his
nurse had made to him when he was a baby, but the
" The entire basis on which all great dramatic music
is founded is to make the audience, dramatic action and
real music he could not understand. His ear had not
" Mydone
gratitude
to you
allconference.
for what youIt
have
in
calling:
this
music of equal importance. Many times operatic combeen
educated
either towinds,
the sounds
Nature's
posers have overlooked one or the other of these three
is better than anybody could have beorchestra
of waters,
insectsmade
and bybirds
— and
lieved.
neither
had
he
heard
the
beautiful
reproduction
of
compenent
parts,
which
make
up
dramatic
composi"ER
NES
T
LUTZ,
tion; but whenever this has been done, while in manv
these sounds as expressed by great artists. Naturally
cases the music may still be popular, the work itself
he was less capable of appreciation than the Indian
child who had been hung as a papoose where birds
has notmatic,been
as the highest form of dra"In charge of music, Marcus Loew
musicalrecognized
art.
and leaves sang to him, or the native African who
Circuit of Theatres."
slept in the junsrle
and listened
" Richard Wagner, who taught the world the impor(Continued
on pageto the
1518)call of his jungle
tance of ' making the audience a part of the beinp,'
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No matter where your house is located — no matter what distance from
Chicago or New York — you can have your music specially arranged
and directed by such musical celebrities and scenario §core writers as
Carl Edouarde, Director of Music at the Strand Theatre, New York
City ; James C. Bradford, director at the Broadway Theatre, New
York, and C. J. Briel, composer of the music score of " The Birth of

When you use Synchronized Scenario Music
Service you are assured of having proper music
at all times and you eliminate all expense and
trouble of preparing scores and purchasing a lot
of unnecessary music that would be used but once.

a Nation."
Ask your orchestra leader, pianist or organist what this would mean
— how it would please your audiences. These men are on our staff
and personally supervise all music issued by Synchronized Music
Service.

Practically the entire country is now covered by our representatives— from New York to California, Mississippi to Minnesota.
WRITE for name of our representative in your territory.
You cannot possibly afiford to be without Synchronized Service,
so write for informatiorl at once.

Synchronized
62 E. Jackson

Scenario

Blvd.

Music
Chicago,

Co.
111.

L

COUPON
Synchronized Scenario Music Co.
62 E. Jiickson Blvd.
Chicago, III.
Plea.se send full particulars about your new service to
Theatre
Street
City
State
Now using
Piano
Organ
Piece Orchestra
consisting of
Booking
changes per week. Seating Capacity..
Musical Director
City
State
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brothers blessed with musical voices. And that is
the trouble with our city bred children. They do not
have the opportunity to become acquainted with
Mother
Nature's orchestra and they do not have their
cars educated
ciate real music.in schools and picture houses to appre" It has been truly said : ' As a nation's music so
is that have
nationintoxicating
in morals, beverages
power, andtobeauty.'
We our
no
longer
steal away
senses, but some people are intoxicating themselves
with jazz music. They go on jazz drunks and jazz
does not elevate and inspire one to do glorious deeds.
Nature's
music,
language
of theus spheres
also
the
language
of thethesoul
that inspires
to lead ishealthier, happier, more beautiful lives. It is without doubt
the greatest of all educators, but how few of us are
trained
assimilate
real music,
that takesto away
sordidness
and liftstheus gods'
up to intoxicant,
the stars!
.."Our ears are trained to listen to the sounds of
street traffic and the rumbling of elevated trains. Children hear more of jazz than of Beethoven and razzle
dazzle instead of grand opera and that is why we have
no American school of composers. The children in
sunny
trained sing
in Nature's
through
hearingItaly
theirareparents
to them school
in the andcradle
and
their friends sing in the streets. The children in Germany, until the late war, were trained in an atmosphere of music and of song. The children of Russia
in the same atmosphere. That is why so many of the
world's
greatest singers and composers have come from
these countries.
"
Music
in this country is for the classes, not the
masses.
.D.." Isaacson
In the picture
to-day music
Dr. Riesenfeld,
and houses
other great
lovers andCharles
educators are striving to give the works of great masters
through the playing of fine musicians to those who
attend picture houses. They believe that although
some ofduring the
enjoy the
enit onlygrown-ups
until the may
picturenotappears,
yet music,
there will
be
some
mothers
who
will
receive
music's
message
and
carry it home to their babies, and there will be many
children who will become accustomed to harmony,
melody, and perfect rhythm of sound so that they will
learn to love real music that will inspire them to be
good citizens with noble purposes."
The

Producers
Speak

IT appears that most of the producers were
ill or in Chicago. But representatives did
come down and something was said which
showed that the producers are sympathetic.
Mr. Albert Parker, who has directed Clara
Kimball Young and Douglas Fairbanks, and is
now the head of his own producing company,
appeared with a swollen face and exhibit A of
his toothache. He said that he felt his pictures
could be killed by the wrong music; that the
right music improved his best efforts 25 per cent.
He also declared that he hoped for the time
when the scenario writer and composer could
get together at the start of the work and continue to think together. In the studio, declared
Mr. Parker, who is handsome as well as eloquent, he used music to put his actors in the
right frame of mind.
E. W. Hammons had sent his speech in advance and here it is :
" Without disparagement of my friends in the feature
field, I believe that the short subject and proper music,
in combination, have done more for the advancement
of the motion picture theatres than any elements which
have entered the industry in the past six years.
Certainly
theseof two
to " the
advantage
each forces
other, have
and worked
there hasdistinctly
been a
team work that is remarkable in the field which has
not always been known for its harmony. Pioneer as
Educational has been in its particular realm we found
the first great leaders in theatre conduct and from
you creators of music for the millions.
from theS. very
start, forafforded
with thea surrounding
first picture
that" Iwesayreleased
L. Rothapfel
that made this single reel one of the sensations of the
day at its showing at the Knickerbocker theatre. From
various sections of the country, especially from those
that today stand at the head of showmanship there
was not only a sincere welcome of our product, but
an appreciation shown by the musical presentation of
our pictures which did a great deal to encourage us in
days of very modest beginnings.
have confidence
never claimed
a prophet,
I didI
have" I the
in theto be
better
theatres butwhen
THE

MARR

&

started Educational Films Corporation — to the extent
that I left another very profitable field and invested
my every cent in an organization to give you the very
supreme of entertainment in one and two-reel pictures.
I believed that you gentlemen would welcome the same
quality in these short subjects that you demanded in
the best of your feature pictures. But there was
another and very strong element that entered into my
decision.
" You will
just picture
six years
a sort
Klondyke
rush recall
to thethat
feature
had ago
begun.
Mostof
producers were devoting their efforts to length in production; many of them thought of mere footage — as
is shown by the few producers of those days who are
in the field today. I do not mean any reflection when
I ask you to remember the number of notable companies which had produced really good pictures in one
and two reels, which were lost in the Chilkoot Pass in
the struggle for mere length and for expenditure. It
wasn't
becausetheythedemanded
public didsomething
not want more
featurethan
pictures,
but because
mere
footage — that they wanted a reason for the existence
of each film that was offered to them, whether it occupied the screen for two hours or for ten minutes.
" Thatwasvery
mad for
rushsomething
impressed more
upon than
me that
the
public
hungry
the five
or six-reel picture — that it would not be long content
to sit through some more or less elaborate drama and
call itthen
an seeing
evening's
were
the entertainment.
value of music You
in thegentlemen
motion
picture theatre. When you were offered the single
reels that gave you opportunity for more variety not
only in fihn, but in your musical interpretations you
showed your appreciation by bringing us far greater
business than our estimates had anticipated. I do not
believe that the present development of the theatre
would have been possible unless there had been such a
company as ours, devoted to this purpose alone, entered the field when others were offering you length
and so-called
magnificence
found
it somewhat
tarnished. in production — even if you
" I know that there could never have been our development without the musical surroundings that you
gave our product. Your music, settings, your care in
selection changed motion pictures from a mere show
to true entertainment. Without such an evidenced
welcome from you, we might have fallen into the
temptation of producing the mere filler, but when,
even in those comparatively early days there came
from Minneapolis, and Buffalo, and from literally the
four corners of the nation the news of the manner you
were presenting our pictures, the settings of melody
and artistry you were giving them, we were inspired
to better things — and steeled to resist the demand for
quantity at the expense of quality. We have always
earnestly tried to merit the trust that you evidenced
in us from our very beginning.
would beabout
presumption
on my
part to talk
you" Itgentlemen
the musical
presentation
of ourto
pictures. Week after week you give so many notable
examples
of your
make whole
these programs
one and tworeel
offerings
standability
out onto your
that
it would take me hours to even attempt here to place
a share of the credit where it is due. Just as our productions were few at first, just as the pioneers in music
for the theatres composed just a little band, you have
grown by the hundreds, with a sound growth that I
believe has brought you all prosperity.
" Will
you fact
pardon
of business
when ofI
refer
to the
that thewe element
have grown
in a period
six years from a company that was warned to be entering on an insane venture, promoted, the wiseacres
said by a man who knew nothing about the motion
picture's future
that has
a complete
distribution
systemto ofa itscompany
own at every
important
point
in the United States and Canada and which enjoys a
complete and most liberal circulation of all of its product to every portion of the world where pictures are
shown. With the organization of this exchange system
we have added one and two-reel comedies, have released frequent short subject specials that you have
madeincluding
real features
of yoiu- program and just now we
are
news weeklies. in our product the combination of three
" On a recent advertisement we announced that we
were now prepared to offer everything that the feature
needed fifty-two weeks in the year, exceot the feature
picture the
— andfeature
the music.
We are
will content
never beto tempted
enter
field. We
leave thatto
in other hands. But I do want to impress on you
how much we appreciate the value of the music element to the success of the theatre, and how sincere
we are in expressing our gratitude for the way that
your musical efforts have contributed to our success.
" Gentlemen,
the feature
picture Itsimply
grewwhoin
length
as a natural
development.
was you
with your music and your immediate recognition that
people demanded something more than the five or six
reeler, that they wanted a rounded out entertainment
and to your way of giving it to them — really meritorious short length pictures in an atmosphere of complete
delight that doomed the tin-panny nickleodeon and
brought it the orchestration of the arts.
It has beensomething
our delight
we haveof been
able
to " contribute
to that
the doom
the store
show, some encouragement to the creation of the national institutions of motion picture."
In addition certain producer speeches were

COLTON—

Picture

delivered (the following comments are only in
part)
Mr. :Pritchard, representing the Educational Filnu
of
America—" For the last few years we have been
makmg
smgle reel scenics and every picture
we
have made has been shown at one of the largestthattheatres in the city. We have been working hard for the
last few years and have tried to make these pictures
worthy of the music
and of the
in the program
that they receive. In fact, theposition
musical settings have
been specially arranged for these single-reel
pictures. I
do feel that the musicians of the country have
us in this and stimulated the interest in these reelshelped
and
have been responsible in a great degree for our success.
Mr. Crandall, representing the Equity Pictures Corporation— " It is my belief that music in connection
with motion
pictures will be the beginning of something which wUl revolutionize
industry. I predict
that when the next convention the
of this kind is brought
about, six months or a year from
now, that
hall
will not hold all the people that will be happy this
come
and who are vitally interested in it. Now, I to
want to
tell you of a bugabco, a bugaboo that exists between
the producer, the exhibitor and the word music. You
can never get a number of exhibitors to get together
to talk on music unless they are educated to the value
of music. But the average exhibitor will not. Now,
I will tell you what I think of the musician and the
exhibitor. I speak with authority and from experience.
The great trouble is that the exhibitor and the musician are not together on a wage scale. You can start
out and form your Coast to Coast plans with Tetrazinni
or Galli-Curci, but until you make that scale for the
exhibitor you can do nothing. There must be a price
for every theatre owner, no sliding scale and no change
in price. Broadway theatres do not represent the last
thing in music or in art, because the little fellow in
the small town is also working toward that end. Net
only does he want the good pictures, but wants good
music with his pictures."
Mr. Bray was unable to be present, but he was
represented by a gentleman from the Columbia
Phonograph Company, a Mr. Doray, who has
delivered speeches upon the subject of music
in the educational field where films are shown.
From

the Instrument Makers

ons of
table discussi
round
theent
ING
instrum
makers
was Herman
HEADthe
Irricn of Steinway & Sons. His presence and the registration of his company
brought much prestige to the gathering, as his
house is the oldest and finest in the industry of
instruments of the world.
Mr. Herman Irrion of the Steinway Company-— ' Ten
years ago
calledmanthistoconvention
together andifyouyouhadwould
askedhave
a piano
come to talk
to you you would have wondered how he would have
fitted insentedsuch
and that
has that
preitself to amegathering
when I came
here.question
We believe
we know, more or less, the musical development in the
United States, being the oldest musical instrument com^
pany, and will endeavor to take you back in a sort of
rapid fly over the steps in musical understanding and
will try to do this with the aid of a few rough sketches.
Probably the future may be best read by judging from
the past. Up to the middle of the last century there
had been very little musical development in this country. The first musical society, which still exists, is cur
own National Philharmonic Orchestra. It was first an
organization of music, pure and simple, and if there
was any money to divide from the receipts of the concerts, the musicians chared in it. They hired their own
director and conductor and usually brought him over
from Europe. If there was a deficit, some public
spirited men were asked to help it. Another musical
society was the National Symphony Society. A little
later the Metropolitan Opera House was built, also by
in the organizawho yettookhadshares
public tion,spirited
which havemen,never
any returns.
I give
you these facts to show you how very slcwly the public
in general took to music, the higher class music, and
estihave frequently
We twelve
it was.
long
what a mated
that upstruggle
to about
ten or
years ago the
entire concert-going public numbered in round figures
about fifty thousand, and as a consequence isyouestimated
always
see the same faces. Now, it
seemedthetoconcert-going
that
people number from three to
four millions. This was the situation ten or twelve
years ago, and then there suddenly came an uplift, not
only in New York City, but through the entire country.
brought it about, this tremendI do not know just whatupon
music, it did come suddenous turn in our views
ly, but I believe that the motion picture industry is in-to
houses gradually
picture
The
it.
for
be credited
stituted these wonderful orchestras, have given people

This orchestral

pipe organ

is bringing

into
the highest
theatre. class of organ'music
the very
Concert
THE
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G.
GALAXY

©F

Schirmer^s

ORCHESTRA

MUSIC

:hestra
MHSCELLAMY
Praise of these universally known Series is superfluous. Facts about them from the
lips of leaders who have used them, constitute far better advertising copy than we could
possibly conceive.
THREE
Enabling

Motion

SPECIAL

Picture Orchestras

Complete GALAXY
(.173 Numbers including Oct. 1920 issues)
Amount
List Professional
Saved
Price
Special
Price
Price
s. o.
$221.75 $199.58 $147.84
62.34
178.14 $51.74
267.20 240.48
F. O.
Separate
55.94
41.44 14.50
Piano Parts 62.15
GALAXY
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION

OFFERS

to Acquire

These

Series at Attractive

Complete1106 MISCELLANY
Numbers)
List
Amount
Saved
Price
Price Professional
Special
Price
S. O.
$212.45
60.50
F. O.
259.30 $191.21
233.37 $141.64
172.87 $49.57
Separate
45.15
40.64
30.10 10.54
Piano Parts
Small Orchestra
$12.50 postpaid
Full Orchestra
15.00 postpaid
Piano Parts Only
5.00 postpaid
(All piano parts fully cued)

Apply To Your Own

Prices

Complete GALAXY
and
Saved
MISCELLANY Combined
Price
Amount
List Professional
Price
Price
Special
$386.96
$257.97
S. O.
156.39
$429.95
521.30 469.17 312.78 $128.99
F. O.
106.15
95.54
63.69 31.85
Separate
Piano Parts

A year's subscription entitles one to
tw-enty-four numbers, two each month, or
their equivalent in double numbers. All sub(
)
scriptions are payable in advance.

Dealer Or To Us Direct
New

3 East 43rd Street
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"FEIST"

MUSIC

IS

York

GOOD

MUSIC

Let your patrons enjoy the clean, sweet, tuneful melodies that careful selection, clever writing and artistic orchestrations can give them — coupled with " Feist " Service and " Feist " Publicity.
" Feist " Service means organizations in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia, Denver, Cincinnati,
St. Louis, Kansas City, Toronto, Detroit, Atlanta, Baltimore, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Dallas, Seattle
catering to you, your musical director, your artists, eternally on the job and ever watchful of your music needs.
" Feist " Publicity is the aggressive campaign of national advertising for which we are noted and has succeeded in placing the good popular song (the only kind we publish) deep in the hearts of the music millions.
SOME " FEIST " SONGS
FEATHER YOUR NEST
A tremendous hit

THAT SHOULD BE HEARD IN YOUR THEATRE
GRIEVING FOR YOU
ROSE OF MY HEART
Sung by the inimitable Al Jolson
Sung by John Steel in " Ziegfeld Frolic "
HONOLULU EYES
Sung by the Avon Comedy 4 in the " Passing Show "
UNDERNEATH HAWAIIAN SKIES
Theme Melody in the Paramount Super -feature, " IDOLS OF CLAY." Thousands of requests
for the name of this song poured into theatres showing this picture
I NEVER KNEW
THE ROSE I CALL SWEETHEART
A wonderful Fox-Trot melody
Semi-classical melody ballad

STANDARD
"EACH SHINING HOUR"
" SING ME LOVE'S LULLABY '
" GIVE ME ALL OF YOU "
" IRENE"
"AFGAR'
LEO.

" FEIST " SONGS SUITABLE FOR
"HEART THAT'S FREE"
"ANSWER" (Go Forth and Find)
"RADIANCE IN YOUR EYES"

EVERY OCCASION
'LOVE HERE IS MY HEART"
'STAR OF THE EAST" (Sacred)

" FEIST " MUSICAL COMEDY HITS
" WHAT'S IN A NAME "
" LINGER LONGER LETTY "
« MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE "
" MAID OF THE MOUNTAINS "
FEIST,
"YOV

Inc.,
CAN'T

FEIST
GO

WRONG

BUILDING,
WITH

ANY

FEIST

'MAID TO LOVE"
'nSKE O'HARA'S SONGS'
NEW
SONG"

YORK
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music of a higher order and brought music to the attention of a great amount of people who ordinarily
would not have thought of ever going to a concert.
To show this is the fact that the artists of the picture
house are able to charge for their services, the exhibitor
is willing
and itthew^llartists'
are ofsought
for.
While toI pay,
feel that
alwaysservices
be a bone
contention between the motion picture houses and these
indebusiness
do
cannot
they
that Producer and exhibitor ought
artists, itpendent ofollows
f one another.
all they can with the music in
and
together
get
to
connection with thedo picture. The sooner music is
brought on a level with the picture, the sconer will
you
in your theatre.
make your attractions more profitable
directly
connection
in
anything
done
yet
not
We have
houses, we have not been apwith the moving picture
proached, but will consider the question of allying and
time is now ripe and opporthe
as
this
do
to
ready
are
'^Mr.saw, Marr,
of an
Marradvertising
& Colton,campaign
Inc., WarN. Y. — "President
This is not
for
our company but more a desire of the organ building
the
help to you,of tomusic
profession to be of every inpossible
defining the value
motion picture industry,
in the theatre. The organ builders of the United States
of America,
the Organ
formed
standard
maintain that
formed toAssociation
beingBuilders'
association
this
the
instrument
the
made
has
which
of organ ofbuilding
has
which
art
an
the world, and to preserve generation.
standard
Mr.
been handed down from generation ato technical
account
his paper, which was
ofMarr
the read
history of the organ.

The

of
History
Organ

the

•• Ladies and Gentlemen : We esteem itwaya privilege
the past
to come before you to present in a brief
and the general characteristics ot
organ organ.
of thetheatre
history
the modern
our
" This is not intended as an advertisement atordesire
to you more with to be ot
company, but isthepresented
profession
organ building
on tne part of
themusicin inthe the
t ofevents
aavancemen
help toatre.you
history
important
One of inthethemost
recently
in this country happened
of organ buildingbuilders
of the United States formed
when the organ
The chief
of America. that
Association
Builders'
Organ
the
high
aim of this association being to hasmaintain
organs
the
made
which
building
organ
of
standard
standard
manufactured in the United States the has beenof
the world, also to preserve an art which
Our degeneration to generation.
handed down f thefromorgan
one and
is necessarily a brief
scription o
the progress
is intended as a simple outline showing
building which has been made in
in the art of
the organ in the theatre.
withorgan
connection
" The desire for music has been experienced by man
since the earliest days and we find that down through
has played an important part in man s
the
life.ages
Thismusic
is shown first in the primitive pipes of Pan
and in the Chinese cheng, instruments which date back
to a time that is lost in the mists of antiquity, these
Possibly the
instruments being blown by the breath.
Chinese cheng may be taken as the first instance of
the organ.
, r ,
. u
" The earliest authentic record of the organ is probit
where
Genesis,
of
chapter
fourth
the
in
ably found
is recorded that ' Jubal is the father of all such as
handle the
and the
organ.' consisting
The organ inoforder
the
contrivance
a simple
was harp
ancients
of evolution of three essential parts, first, sequence
length and made of reed, wood
of pipes graduated ina contrivance
for compressing the
or bronze; second,
to make
wind and for supplying it to the pipes in order required
them speak. The ends of such pipes as were
a
to be silent being stopped by the fingers, andthethird
wind
the performer to store
of enabling
system
and
to control
the distribution of the supply separately
to the pipes at will.
.
" The primitive form was probably the Syrinxwnthor
These were later combined
the pipes of Pan.
the bellows and the bagpipes. The third part of the
organ was composed of contrivances made by artisans,
grooves
boxes or chests with sliding lids runningandinhydraulic
and controlled by levers. The pneumatic
the same inorgans of the ancients were practically
the wind supstrument, differing only in the method noof doubt
that the
ply. In the earliest organs there is pipes
of different
pipes consisted of flute and reed
early
the
by
indicated
clearly
is
this
as
length,ian, Greek and Roman carvings and pottery.EgyptThe
date back 200 years B.earlyC.
hydraulic organs probably
those
of
some
of
the invention
and were probably
scientists of that city of learning, Alexandria.
" It is interesting to note that the organ was probconnection
ably used largely in its earliest day in were
played
with entertainments. The hydraulicand organs
of its
account
on
Arena
the
in
and
theatre
the
in

association with the theatre, gladiatorial combats and
pagan amusements of corrupt Rome it was placed
under a ban by the early Christian church. Later the
recognition of the value of the organ in Christian
worship proved an incentive which led to the rapid
development of the instrument.
development
was
in "theDuring
hands theof medieval
the Monksperiod
and wethisfind
no fewer than
three treatises on organ building written by the Monks
of the ninth and tenth century. Considerable activity
was displayed in England in the tenth century in organ
building on a large scale for church and monasteries.
We read at this time of that organ of four hundred
bronze pipes, twenty-six bellows and two manuals of
twenty keys each which good Bishop Elphage built
for Winchester Cathedral. This marvelous organ required the labor of seventy men at its bellows, who
strove until the sweat poured off them while its iron
tongucd thunder roared forth with such a blast that
it could be heard all over the ancient town of Winchester. Saint Dunstan, that cunning craftsman, who
caught the devil by the nose, made an organ with
bronze pipes for Malmesbury Abbey which was still
unrivaled one hundred and fifty years later.
" At was
the at
closeBordeaux
of the medieval
period we church
read thatat
there
in the Cathedral
Saint Andrews the fairest and greatest of organs in
all Christendom, in which there were many instruments
and voices as of giants with heads which do move
and wag their jaws and eyes as fast as the player
playeth. Surely such an instrument might well be
copied for use in some of our modern theatres.
" And day.
so the
development
continuesanddown
to the
present
Italy,
Germany, France
England
all
to-day.
contributing their share to make the organ what it is
" We
that the
greatest
advancecentury
in organ
ing has find
happened
in this
twentieth
whenbuildthe
organ has come into general use for public amusement,
large organs being installed in public auditoriums and
concert halls. About this time the first instrument
was installed in the motion picture theatre and the ingenuity of the organ builders has been called upon to
meet this rapid advance and how well he is doing it
is shown in the instruments manufactured to-day. We
find tones resembling remarkably the tones of the
orchestra, such as saxophones, clarinets, cello and
other numerous representations of the orchestra assembled under the control of a competent player. The
motion picture theatre to-day is considered incomplete
without
orchestra. its organ for use alone or for use with the
■' Incipalthequalities
organof oftoneto-day
find that True
the four
are we
as follows:
organprin-or
foundation tone given by metal pipes of liberal scale.
Flute tone produced from stopped wooden pipes and
other flute pipes without stoppers modeled after the
orchestral instrument. String tone from pipes of
small scale and usually made from pure tin. Reed
tone which, as the name implies, is produced from
reed pipes of various shapes and materials. The tone
produced from a vibrating reed, is similar to the reeds
of an orchestra. It is interesting to note that from
the earliest records the organ and the orchestra have
been closely allied and present indications point to
that alliance becoming even closer in the future. A
set or row of pipes is generally termed a stop and
groups of stops of various tonal families are placed
together. We find in the modern theatre instrument
such groups of pipes assembled under the name of
Accompaniment, Orchestral, Solo organ, etc. The
number, power and quality of these stops vary greatly
and each stop is usually controlled by its manual.
The manuals are the keyboards which are played by
the hands, while the keyboard for the feet is known
as the pedal. All these keyboards are made up of
black and white keys throughout their compass and are
presided over by the organist. To the organist, whom
we
mightthe term
the exhibitor's
ambassador,of
belongs
responsibility
of the musical
musical portrayal
the picture as shown on the screen and at all times
he should be encouraged in every effort he puts forth
in presenting the musical interpretation which is so
essential for the accompaniment of the picture. He
plays an important part in the success of the theatre.
" We of will
glancewhich
for aaremoment
forms
organnowaction
in use atat the
the various
present
time. These come under the following heads : first,
mechanical; second, tubular pneumatic; third, electro
pneumatic. Notwithstanding the complications attached to number one, it is for small instruments both
cheap and efficient. For medium sized and larger organs it is entirely out of the question and has been
abandoned in large organs owing to the great weight
and variation of touch involved. In church organs,
however, this action is sometimes found even to-day.
As to number two, notwithstanding the great endeavor
that has been made to perfect this system much time
and ingenuity, that could ill be spared, has been wasted
upon it. The tubular pneumatic system never can
and never will be fully perfected owing to the fact
that instantaneous response with the tubular pneumatic
action
impossible.
compression
or in isconnection
with Aira working
vacuum under
will not
transmit
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an impulse instantaneously. This makes the action
sluggisn, especially when the organ is some distance
fromter into
the theconsole
or keyboard.
Complications
enconstruction
which makes
this actionalsomore
or less unreliable and reliability is one of the prime
requirements in theatre organs. Most forms of tubular
pneumatic action are fast being discarded and the
electro pneumatic action is becoming more and more
the standard action. This electro pneumatic action is
the third form mentioned and is the prevailing form
with all modern organ builders. This action eliminates i
all mechanism, tubes, etc., in the keyboard and requires
only a small electric conductor cable from the keyboard to the different parts of the organ. The electric
action when carefully designed and accurately made is
by far the most simple, efficient and reliable type of
action made and, as noted above, to-day is accepted
as the standard action in the organ building profession
and within a short time few organs will be made that
do not have this simple and reliable form of action.
Even to-day we can saiely say that 80 per cent, of the
theatre instruments are made with electro pneumatic
action. The rapidity in response and repetition secured by this action is really wonderful and mechanical tests prove them to be capable of no less than
one thousand clear repetitions a minute, such speed
being greatly in excess of any possible requirements.
" The may
greatest
advantages
of this electro
pneumatic
action
be briefly
summarized
as follows
: simplicity of mechanism resulting in increased reliability;
rapid response and repetition; light touch; stop key
contactors saving the organist unnecessary labor and
giving better control of all the registers. This also
applies to the keys and studs for automatic control of
pedals and registers, increasing control of swell shades.
To-day the modern theatre organ is fashioned after the
orchestra, all instruments being expressive and controlled by sets of swell shutters which produce a
crescendo of remarkable volume. It would be possible
to go on and minutely describe the various details
which enter into the construction of the modem organ,
but as we have said before, our object at this time is
more to show what an important factor the organ is
in every day life. You can readily picture in your
minds, as we are gathered here, what is happening in
all the motion picture theatres throughout the country
and the happiness and enjoyment that is being obtained
through the presentation of the motion picture combined with the musical accompaniment. You can also
realize what an educational work music is doing and
how it is him
appealing
to theideals,
betterwhile
part this
of man's
inspiring
to greater
appeal nature,
might
have laid dormant had it not been possible to reach
the mass of people through the motion picture theatre.
It is an acknowledged fact, and you can readily prove
this to yourself the next time you visit any motion
picture theatre, that music refreshes, invigorates, saddens or makes us glad through its action upon the
emotional side of our nature and is a language without
words, common to all people of the earth, a language
through which a musician speaks to the audience of
the theatre. The modern theatre organ should therefore be so designed that with varying strength and
delicacy it will be able to arouse these emotional feelings, and strange to say, its success mainly depends
upon the psychological effect upon its audience.
" It for
is interesting
pioneer
back
a moment for
and thereview
the exhibitor
progress toof glance
music
in the motion picture theatre. In the first days you
will recall we had a piano alone, possibly augmented
with a singer singing the words to the illustrated song.
Then there was a desire for a more pretentious musical
program and the automatic instrument found its way
into the theatre and at this period it may be questioned whether the art of music was benefited by some
of the terrible contrivances which were supposed to
regale the public with sweet sovmding music. Then
came the organ into the theatre, the first organs beingnouspractically
modelsnot ofhaving
church that
organs,
deadlywhich
monotoin tone and
quality
was
necessary manded,
to but produce
the
music
which
the
public
dewithin a short time the organ building
profession adjusted itself to the new popular demands
and we find that the instruments were a close counterpart of the orchestra until we now have that ideal
combination, which is tending to become the most
successful of all attempts on the part of the motion
picture exhibitor to overcome the music question,
namely, the combination of the organ and the orchestra.
Of course, where the expense does not allow this
ideal combination the exhibitor must turn to either
the orchestra or the organ. If a first class orchestra
is not available, or the expense thereof too great, then
the organ is the only solution to the problem We
find in the medium and smaller sized theatres the exhibitor is turning to the organ alone more and more
as the ideal music for his theatre. The patrons of
which demand a high class musical accompaniment to
the country.
high quality of pictures being shown throughout
the
" If thereformationarewhich any
questions desires,
or if there
is any
inthe exhibitor
please
do not
hesitate to speak, as we are here to further his
(Continued on page 1522)
interests."
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This
—

Week

at

the

HUGO

RIESENFELD
SAYS:
"/ consider the hook MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT OF MOVING PICTURES of the
greatest value to organists and pianists now
enyuyed in playing for the pictures, or contemplating to enter
this field.
The inboohwill
go far toward
convincing
musicians
general
that the musical interpretation of photoplays
can be made an expression of art and a serious
profession."
MUSICAL
ACCOMPANIMENT

CAPITOL

THEATRE
N.

Y.

PICTURES

of MOVING

by E. LANQ

and Q. WEST
Frice 1.25
A practical hand book for organists who play,
or want to play, for the movies, written by
musicians with years of experience in this
field. The contents include authoritative chapters on "Equipment" as .regards musical resourcefulnes and repertoire, and "Musical Interpretation" treatingofthethesubject
appro-of
priate accompaniment
variousoftypes
film.
"The Theatrical Organ" is presented from the
point of view of the sltllled moving picture
player, with practical mastery over the instrumeut, and there is particularly valuable instruction in producing special effects, the
identification of tone color for descriptive
purposes (registration) and orchestration by
means of organ stops.
—THE

BOSTON
MUSIC
26 West Street
BOSTON

CO.—
SUDWORTH

FRASER

Tenor
25 weeks at CAPITOL
12 weeks
^ From
—

the

week

Music

Motion

to

week

Section

Picture

4 weeks

of

News

Office op

THEATRE,

at Rialto and Rivoli, N. Y.
at Broadway

Strand, Detroit

Capitol Theatre
NEW YORK
S. L. ROTHAPFEL

—

Up

to

a Standard.

February
1
9

the Third
2
1 .

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
^ You
still be
new

can't
up

miss
to

it and

date

developments
cerning Music and

on

con-

N.Y.

Mr. Sudworth Eraser who
has a very remarkable tenor
voice, has appeared on our
programs for the past six
months, giving entire satisfaction to the management and
to the audiences at the Capitol Theatre.

the

Picture.

WRITE

FOR

c/o CAPITOL

OPEN
THEATRE,

DATES
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No competent musicians, impossible to import them a
salary
with North too smalL "Too uncertai
engagemcompared Even
cities at that time tma
orchestrents.
as. Southern larger
audiences, however,
always ai
preciated good music. Narrow poUcy of some
theatr
owners that the picture alone is the drawing card.
Ai
^ South, for Washington, D. C.
•RETURN; CHANGE OF CONDITIONS: Firs
news of proposed
e reached
in Washing
ton. Management conferenc
of Superba TheaUe—merealizing
grea
value of music with pictures — made
offer,
promising
ful
cooperation in order to bring music in this theatr.
with less than 700 seats, in a town of 25,000 up u
higher standards. Promised
salaries for musicUns fo
SIX days Start
per week
equal oftotwelve,
salariesalready
paid in seven-daj
cities.
orchestra
d
Kesult was very big success, highly pleased augmente
audienc
wilhng to pay Uttle increase in price of admission
.
MUSsICIANS: Most musicians do not want to gc
South
on account
of underpayment
uncertain en. HIRINGand COMPETENT
I^°.y^^^S=
Mi/1^rT^AK,
gagements. Even with better
salaries hard to gel
them. Notices on the bulletin
boards
of
larger locals
usually answered by inferior material, agitators;
demand full railroad expenses but cannot produce the
ts
' International
Advertisemen
goods.
not
successful
as this is inonly
a monthly Musicians '
Would suggest that a regular exchange ofpublication
trained picture musicians shall be esublishedspecially
NEWS shall cooperate with the different Locals ;of that
the
and
"
at liberty
"send
weekly such
publishingadvertisement
F. of M.,
A.wanted
musicians"
s;
them to the
different locals for publication and distributing
poses. To cover expenses make the locals or A.pur-F.
of M. subscribe for copies of NEWS, etc. It will help
to bring steady employment to members. Beware of
agencies who are not known! Beside the " agency
fee
theysending
chargeonly
for such
expenses
in advance
and " are
men both
they ways
are trying
get
New toYork
from
away
further
The
themselves.
of
rid
the worse men you will get !
COOPERATION
OF here
EXCHANGES:
Some
film" NO
exchanges
in some places
in South consider
the music as a necessary evil. We have to run two
and three pictures per week (features, beside all the
other short subjects) and usually the pictures come in
at the last minute. Have tried to get them early, to
have a private reviewing the day before first showing,
no success. An exchange man told me the other day,
that it was impossible to do so, but that they could
give
me a very
good " atcuethis
sheet."
Cue sheetneedless
has beento
suflSciently
discussed
conference,
say that if a leader only relies on such help he will
be lost. Many times a picture requires a special number, which the leader has not got in his library, and
is forced to arrange it himself in a short time. Can
he do it, if he only sees the feature the day of the
showing to the public, beside laying out his other short
subjects?
No!
" NO POSSIBLE
PROOF OF LENGTH OF
SHOW: We are trying to give the people a twohour performance if ever possible. When the hours
of performances are advertised ahead of time, the people vrill get accustomed to such hours. However, we
have no accurate means by which to determine the
length of a show to see whether it will be necessary
to add another shcrt reel, or musical number to complete the show, etc. The trade papers in their release
guides give the length of a feature perhaps to 6 reels,
while another one says 8 reels, and after the show
gets in we find S only. In small towns we have no
chancereelto to" run
" and
get some
short
put over
in. to
We themustexchange
know the
definite
running time ahead. Some cue sheets give the running
time, based upcn a certain speed. However, not always accurate. Would suggest that the release guides
in the trade papers would give the actual footage,
actual running time, based on certain speed. Also
number of reels, whether small or large. Suggest that
this association shall see that we have better cooperation from exchanges. The smaller exhibitor is paying a good price for his pictures, the people in smaller
towns tresare
payingis bigger
admissions
than should
in largenottheaand there
no reason
why they
be
entitled
to
a
first-class
presentation
of
pictures.
Under the present conditions it is impossible.
" SCORES: Whenever a score can be obtained from
the film exchange, such scores should be sent ahead
of the first showing of the feature. A score must be
studied, all the typographical errors, etc., corrected.
The print is bad. and musicians must be acquainted
with the score. Also would suggest that regular ORGAN accompaniment parts shall be included, especially for use companof
smaller orchestras,
where organ
aciment in coimection
with the orchestra
is very
effective. As it is now we have to use some extra
piano part or other, and the organist has to fake or
make up necessary accompaniment most the time.
LIBRARY CLASSIFICATION: Laying out music
for two or three features per week and all music for
short reels, scenic, news, comedies, etc.. is no easy
task. A systematic classification and cataloguing of
the leader's library is absolutely necessary. It saves
a lot of time. Would, however, be glad to hear suggestion from other musical directors regarding cataloguing alibrary.
Would Capitol,
like to etc.
see especially systems as used
in the Rialto.
"PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE: The erection of
our new large theatre, entirely on modem plan. Not
manyminute
theatres—
beautiful
in— like
the last
a rowonlyof aseats
has tobuilding,
be takenwhere
out

one has.theThe
kind and
thatMinnie
friend husband says, ' I
planned
outside,
planned
and the only thing our architect did was theto inside,
make
them
fit
together
and
put
in
a
stairs.'
yearsoldlater
finds the same couple trying to combatSix the
H.
C. L. with the addition of housing four children in the
original bungalow, and not enough money to build a
new one of larger size. Result: It is the Architect's
fault for had he not been so impractical, he would
have advised them six years before to provide for this
present condition. How he could have foreseen that
they proposed to increase and multiply their family,
he was supposed to do was to ' fit it together,'
iswhen
neverall explained.
"
So
it
be with Profession
you gentlemen.
the entire must
Architectural
if you Don't
entrust blame
your
theatre to an Architect, who has never designed one
before and knows nothing of acoustics. If you must
save tectmoney
on construction,
don'tweep
eliminate
the Archias the first
step, and then
afterwards
when
the acoustics are bad, for the first thing you will do
will be to go to that same Architect for an expert
opinion. You must not then be surprised if he tells
you that your system of blowing hot-air inio the auditorium up through the floor is producing heat waves
that are seriously deflecting your sound waves. Nor
must you complain when he advises you that the space
under the auditorium that you believed was an excellent place to secure revenue from a bowling alley
is now acting against your acoustics in a relative way.
The inside of a drum is hollow for a purpose. If your
auditorium floor covers a large empty space uuder it,
you mustn't
surprisedHe ifmight
you have
drum "to condition in your betheatre.
even abe " forced
tell
you that you must eliminate those beautiful ceiling
beams and put in a flat ceiling — that there is too much
concrete and hard plaster used — necessitating covering
those surfaces with an acoustical felt — and so I might
enumerate the dozens of pitfalls to be avoided, to say
nothing of the thousands of dollars to be saved by
' first being sure you are right, and then going ahead.'
" Everyone
of youor know
that the modern
interpretations of Mozart,
even Beethoven,
who used
only
one or two flutes, where you now use an independent
choir of flutes, is similar to a translation of one lanlanguage into another, though a kindred language; but
how many of you know that similar choirs of individual instruments are liable to produce too much vibration and thereby prevent rhythmical combinations
from being audible in a badly designed auditorium.
"
In
conclusion
may before
I add this
As youas
value your reputations,
you warning?
sign a contract
conductor for any new theatre, be sure the plans have
been drawn by an Architect who is a specialist in
acoustical problems, or that the plans have been overhauled by an Acoustical Engineer. If it is an old
building, try out the acoustical properties by playing
a composition of one of the old masters of the eighteenth century as it was first composed, and then as
it has been translated for a large orchestra of to-day.
Take an Acoustical Engineer or Architect with you.
Your combined findings may save you from a badly
damaged reputation later, and a desire to murder the
first man who tells you that ' You had ideas, but were
not practical.' "

RICHARD HENRY WARREN, one of the
world's foremost organists, made a plea
for the more conservative use of his instrument, declaring:
" Don't piano
overuse
— and when
maketheyour
audience
Alternate
and itorgan
orchestra
is at tired.
rest.
Don't
expect
your
organist
to
play
jazz,
it
can'tis upbe
done. Be sure your organ is rightly placed, and
to register and is responding correctly, otherwise it's
not theto organist's
On the other
use thea
organ
fill in withfault.
the orchestra.
Youhand,
can rnake
ten-piece
orchestra
do
the
duty
of
twenty-five
if you
use the organ with discretion.
" I think that the organist, if he is the right sort of
man, should be allowed the greatest amount of assistance. Don't hamper him — encourage him — occasionally say that you
what hethan
has done.
know
of anything
morelike boring
to hearI don't
an organ
pounding away for hours and I have left a good picture
because
longer.
allow theI could
organ notto stand
becomethe a organ
bore.anySave
it up Don't
as a
good
Mr. thing."
Fred Stark, Musical Director of the Superba
Theatre,
N. C.we— "getThere
is noandscore
an organ Raleigh,
part. When
a score
if wewhich
want hasto
use it with the organ, we have to work in an organ
part of our own. I strongly advise that producers and
film distributors issue a regular organ arrangement
forMr.the Richard
show." Warren — " I think there is a great crying need for a school for motion picture organists.
There are a great many organists in this country but
the moving pictures do not interest them. They should
be made to become interested in the film."
Mr. Charles D. Isaacson — " Would the Guild of Organists take up the idea of some kind of a bureau for
information which would be given the exhibitor with
reference to the building of his theatre, the placing
of his organ and the kind of an organ to get? "
Mr. Richard
Henrywould
Warren
ciation of Organists
be —the" The
properNational
place toAssoput
this before. I am also a member of this association
and I will be happy to take your question up with
them
will oflet the
you Famous
have a report
this." Corp. —
Mr. and
Arthur
PlayersonCanadian
" I think that an organist, if he is a good player and
has technique,
play popular
songsI like
and to
withhear
a certain amount ofcansuccess.
In fact,
an
organist play a fox trot. I have been using the organ
on our comedies. Not always, of course, we change
occasionally."
,
Mr. Buel B. Risinger of the Capitol Theatre,
Cincinnati— " I think that the organist should be allowed to
play whatever he wants to. It is no use to tell a man
to play his
the comedy
if he doesn't
to,
because
thenorgan
thereto would
be nothing
in his want
playing.
It he wants to play light numbers, don't ask him to
play anything else. Let him do the choosing."
Other
Addresses
Naturallj', the discussion veered around to
acoustics, and a speech from Harry M. Prince
N the next columns are the digests of
of Dallas, Texas, was read. (Previously representatives ofthe different organizations of or- I speeches of W. G. Stewart on " How Far
Should a Theatre Ally with the Musical
ganists promised to urge a department of inActivities" — Fred Stark on "Music in the
formation for exhibitors seeking to instal organs, to correct them and to get organists. This
South," C. M. von Brockoeven on " Community
alone will be worthy of an entire convention.)
Opera
in the Theatres."
Miss Nannine
Joseph, representing Witmark & Sons,
follows:
said — cuss" butI the
had other
manygentlemen,
things I representing
wanted to say
dis"Mr.
MuchPrince's
will be speech
said here
on the subject of Music,
the and
different
but too little, I am afraid, about Acoustics. Unfortumusic publishing houses, speaking before me, have
natelyfession,
for those
of
us
who
claim
Architecture
as
our
proquestions up with the exception of one
and Theatres our specialty, little of great value taken allThethese
motion picture director usually has a soloist
is known of Acoustics, except in a scientific sense, and thing.
perform
before
the picture which is to create the prethrough the work of such excellent men as Prof. W.
C. Sabine. There is not, however, any great mystery
feeling
andperforming
atmosphere.
why shouldn't
therethatbe
a
soloist
whileNow,
the picture
is running
relative to the subject, for it is a simple matter to
trace and exactly delineate the course of every sound
vril]
fit
in
with
the
picture?"
Mr. Fred Stark, Musical Director of the Superba
wave that eminates from an orchestra.
Theatre, inRaleigh,
N. ofC. —this" Icountry
represent
"
A
simple
knowledge
of
acoustical
fundamentals
directors
that part
whichthe hasmusical
been
should be as necessary to the orchestra conductor, as the fifth wheel
of the wagon — we have been sadly
asuccessful
knowledgeartist
of correct
perspective
is
necessary
to
the
neglected.
I
represent
the
small
musical
director
in
the
or Architect.
small theatre in a small town. The many points that
" No hard and fast rules can be laid down on what
I
want
to
discuss
of
the
neglectful
way
in
which
the
one. That one is,
to do, except
whatthenotArchitect
to
be do,
sureorthat
of your theatre, be it a Southern theatres are treated, will all come from the
three-hundred-seat house, showing only pictures with reading
of my speech."
" REPRESENTING
SMALLER THEATRES
the accompaniment of a three-piece orchestra,
or be (SOUTH)
: While most of the delegates to this conthree thousand seat capacity
it a sumptuous theatre oforchestra,
ference
are
associated
with
larger concerns, larger thethe
of
master
a
is
piece
and a seventy-five
atres with larger orchestras, better equipment, etc., I
are am representing
acoustical problems. It is said that Architects
the
smaller
exhibitor, resp. orchestra
you
tell
to
enough
I digress long has
impractical. May how
in smaller places, especiallv in the South.
condemned his leader
one client
a little story of world
"CONDITIONS
AS
THEY
HAVE BEEN: Bad;
impracticability?
his
for
Architect to the
— war times. Smaller theatres had practically no or" A young and blushing recently married young
chestra
at
all,
or
very
badly
crippled.
Some local
decided that they
couple of limited financial meanslittle
" professor " hired to play almost anybungalows, just " townerthing for"theor picture.
would build one of those cute dreams
No
experience,
no
library,
etc.
no
about, but
for two, of the kind everyone

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.
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to make room for the orchestra, where the organ is
only decorat.ve, etc. But it will be a house built with
the musical end in view. Owner, manager, musical
director, acoustical expert, organ builder, chief electrician, architect, etc., must agree first, before the plans
are drawn. Conditions all over the South are improving. I predict that the South will advance faster than
any part of the country, the possibilities are there. I
shall stick here, carrying out this great problem, the
new ideas I have gathered at the conference, and I
know that success will be assured. Motion pictures
and municipality, the community have to cooperate in
smaller places especially. If it had not been for the
motion picture industry, we would never be able to
brmg music to such high standards as it is now, and
have " America First in Music."
" There
should
be aor central
booking-office
style
of artist
in his
her particular
line is where
listed, each
and
who is easily accessible to the producer. Mr. Kroft is
able to give you more information on that particular
subject.
question orI amnotendeavoring
to solvebe indone
my
own" The
mind,greatis whether
anything should
more than give solos and quartettes to fill the void of
vocal effort, except in occasional cases, as the old question comes up about ' overshadowing the picture.'
" Certainly
vaudeville
world
be in-to
vaded, and thethestraight
musical
fieldshould
should not
be left
the theatres which are equipped for the rendition of
complete performances, as it is a generally conceded
fact that any musical work must necessarily be given
more
time than that which is allotted to two-hour performances.
'
To
sum up would
the ideabe inthatmy themind,
I should
that
my conclusion
moving
picturesayworld
should only ally itself with the musical field to the
point ting,
where
the net
moving
is givento aforget
musicalthatset-it
which will
causepicture
the audience
is
a
moving
pictiu-e
theatre,
but
keep
the
audiences
there assembled aware of the fact that their first
reason
for being MR.
there C.is M.
to view
films
and
pictures."
VON BROCKOEVEN
" It hashibitorsbeen
recognized
film producers
that music
is an byabsolute
necessity andas exan
artistic emotional factor in movie plays. The film play
is a pantomime in the fiJlest sense of the word, producing neither the human speech nor voice. In the
absencement ofmusicthis
emotional
intellectual
elehas human
been called
on toandreplace
word and
song by the purely instrumental side of the musical
art. Music — as now employed in the movies — is expected to serve as substitute for the absent word and
the singing voice. Instrumental music can not fulfill
this dual function, no matter what use it is applied
to in the movie plays. The film producers as well as
the progressive
managers
theatres attempts
are begin-to
ning to realize this
fact; of
andmovie
are making
introduce excerpts, or single acts from the standard
operas, tional
to human
supply
the living
emospeech,the toaudience
offset thewithwordless
film play.
But
to
give
the
public
a
disjointed
act
from
an
opera
which has logical cohesion with an intelligent dramatic—
action — is no better than giving the audience a vocal
concert. Hence this introduction of operatic fragments is a mere makeshift for something which the
public will insist on having in due time.
" Film-opera
the solution
growing
demand,
if not will
operabe without
film. ofFilmthisopera
can
be made a new and ideal artistic type of film-musicdrama, a perfect form of drama in which all the arts
are united : drama, music, dancing and painting.
This
cooperation ofbut,thein arts
Wagner's
his music-drama;
the was
absence
of the ideal
artisticof
possibilities of the film in his day, he did not realize
the technical perfection of his plan. This is clearly
demonstrated in the clumsy aspect of the moving scenery in Parsifal, and certain situations in the Nibelungen.
Considering
demands
for almost
stage effects,Wagner's
we are safe
in assuming
that —impossible
were he
now writing — he would employ the film to realize
them. The ideal music-drama in the Wagner sense
would thus include, beside the four artistic factors just
mentioned, also the highly developed fifth element —
the modern film. An artistic type of such a film opera
also demands an artistic director; a man well versed
in the possibilities of the allied arts with the drama:
music, dancing and painting. For this a new type
of scenario would be required, in which the musician,
the dancing master, and the artist painter would have
to be consulted. Neither of these arts could be treated
as music now is a kind of Cinderella.
The participation of the film in such a music-drama
would solve innumerable questions having always been
obstructive in stage presentations. An artistically conceived scenario would have no difficulty in surmounting
every obstacle which necessitated the change of scenes
in Shakespeare's
aid of
and
vocal music adramas.
scenario By
wouldthe have
the the
readyorchestra
means
at
its disposal
present ainmusic-drama,
or film
opera,as
which
could beto exhibited
a small movie
theatre
well as a large one. It would simply be a question
of a large or small orchestra, and the size of the chorus.
This musical question would require the cooperation
of a practical, able, and experienced musician with
the director in planning and conceiving the scenario.
Without this primary cooperation of representatives of
the allied arts involved no artistic unity could be obtained in an ideal film opera. But by this cooperative
process the film producers have it in their power to
create an absolutely new and novel type of drama,
which would fully realize Wagner's ideal of the musicdrama;' and bring such an artistic creation up to the
high-water mark of modern art achievements. It would
be a unique type of art, in that it would realize what
the Greeks attempted in their drama, and Wagner came
near achieving in his music drama.
" When
we expended
take intoby consideration
sums
that are
film producersthein enormous
their ambition to perfect an artistic film, we are justified in
assuming that some producers with a cultivated taste,
and high art ideals, will be induced to give to the
American people this new and modern type of film
opera.
" Theonequestion
will beCanasked
every
is, Whatwhich,
will beno thedoubt,
expense?
such bya
scheme pay? By stating a few points of expense now

necessary by movie houses, these questions may be
answered. It is known that Mr. Riesenfeld, the managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli, and Criterion, being an experienced musician himself, has a collection
of
fully
musicalmusic
compositions,
from Now
whichit heis
selects his35,000
orchestral
for the films.
not anber of overestimation
to
average
every
orchestra
numthis collection at $10, which makes a round
sum of $350,000. And when we understand that the
regular habitues of the movies are now becoming surfeitea — in the smaller houses — by a continual rehash
of the more popular musical numbers, how long will
it take for the public to become familiar with the
35,000 numbers? It is safe to state, therefore, that
such libraries, by their continued use in every kind of
film play, will become so cut and dried that the public
will resent their use as musical dramatic material.
And when this occurs the $350,000 invested will be
dead capital. Since every movie theatre has to have a
musicalatre or library,
purchaseditseither
by the theleader ofwhich
the isorchestra,
size depends
on
the financial capacity of these parties. From this condition we may
conclude
of theas musical
valuefactor
and effectivenes of the
film music
an artistic
in
the film play of such theatres. The orchestra leaders
of these theatres are paid as high as $10,000 a year.
For this amount a film producer could engage a musical
director to compose the music for all the films he puts
out. And this practice would relieve the movie theatre managers from engaging an orchestra leader, who
merely patches up the film music, at such high figures.
It would also remove the present demand for a large
musical library, since the producer would supply the
music with the film.
" The only expense which the introduction of a film
opera
add salary
to the ofmovie
outlayaverage
would
consistwould
in the
the manager's
singers. The
chorus singers are now paid $35 per week; and vocal
soloist receives from $75 to $150 per week. The number of singers to be employed in a film opera would
have to be considered by the scenario director, and
would have to be fixed in accordance with the nature
of the plot and the character, and the capacity of the
movie theatre — large or small — for which the film
opera must be designed. If this practical aspect is
taken into consideration by the opera film producer,
local singers in every community could be prepared
for a film opera. This feature is made feasible in the
training by a local musician of a local chorus. A local
interest in such film production would arouse a local
pride, much to the benefit of the local theatre. It
would engender a community interest in the local
movie theatre which no pure film play could arouse.
" These
phases ofThea film
operalaimching
are but ofgeneralities
stated
at random.
practical
this new
art creation would soon bring to the surface desirable
details of great value to producer and exhibitor. No
aspect of modern effort in promoting American drama
would be so sure of arousing the interest of the public
in every community — big and small, than would be
brought about by this new plan of uniting the arts in
this form of film opera. Its realization would call into
cooperation the foremost men in the film industry.
Men who have the capacity to see beyond the dollar
dangling before the ordinary hustling business man.
The whole nature of this novel form — if practically
presented — will appeal to the film industry, the dramatic-musical profession, and the public. It is the
opening of a new era in theatrical art; since it involves
the promotion of all arts in a form artistic, educational,
and entertaining, appealing to the people of all classes
as no single art has been able to do.
" cal
Theinterest
coming
convention
motion picture
musipresents
the firstof opportunity
for and
a general
consideration of this progressive and artistic move in
the film art. The spirit of progress is in the atmosphere, and the movie managers know that the public
makes demands which must be met if the film industry,
and last but not least, the film art is to rise to the
occasion, viz: the creation of an up to date dramatic
art; the ideal art of the twentieth century, involvin?
a union of all arts in the form of film, music, drama."
MR. W. G. STEWART
" How am I to tell you, fellow artists, the answer
which is already formed in your minds, viz : ' As far
as is possible and practical without making the
picture subservient.'
is just
the point
I have run
against
my" There
enjoyable
California
experience,
and up
believe
me, inI
have found plenty to study here in the West.
•' Naturally,
many
in the
the
purely
musical having
field, myspent
first so
desire
was years
to make
music the big feature of the houses with which I have
been connected, and I must say, and I think my managers will bear me out in my statement, that financial y, it has paid, but even then the question arises,
' If it is not a mistake from the picture angle.'
"
Take,
for Capitol
example,theatre.
the performances
givenwhere
last
Spring at the
New York City,
musical works were given which drew the attention of
the entire musical world, and which drew the highest
prices and the largest box-office receipts in the history
of moving picture houses, and yet, were they not a
mistake in that the shows were more for a musical
public than for a movie crowd? Mr. Rothafel, my
distinguished friend, may have struck a happier combination in the faster and more varied style he is now
giving, and undoubtedly has done so to get the twohour turnover necessary for lower prices, but certainly
it will be some time before the big alliance of music
and film given at that time, will be approached.
Now where to find the happy medium.
" Fundamentally we will, I think, all agree that the
best and most varied
of entertainment, both of film
and music, must be given at all times, consistent with
the expense and standing of the house and community,
as in all forms of entertainment only the best can
survive being
and keep
ahead of the audience which is
always
educated.
" Now what
best in Pictures
not for
discussion
in thisis meeting,
but what oris Film
best inis music
—
IS
—
and
vphen
one
looks
at
the
programs
of
our
houses, with their symphony orchestras, one seeslargest
very
little chance for improvement in that direction. Take
for instance our leading theatres here in the West.

Orchestras in quite a few theatres here are able toopen a program with from twenty to forty men playing not only the best of music of the best composers,
but oftentimes new compositions by good writers, 1523.
such
as
Cadman,
etc., with
and the
it isregular
quite symphony
the usual orchestra.
thing to.
interchange music
Now this
regularly
established
and needs the
no great
comment, as theis entire
musical
world recognizes
work in education this has been.
" Then,for this
same ororchestra
lighter
a scenic
weekly, will
still play
keepingsomething,
up the
musical atmosphere, to be followed in many instances
by an organ solo, where again great strides have been
taken, derful
and organists
by way
therebe are
somein wonout ofheredigression,
who should
heard
New
York, as they perform feats with the organ I never
dreamed were possible.
" Now comes the vocal end which is more in my
line," Shall
and which
is the ' hardest
nut to
we prologue
the picture
or crack
not? ' at present.
" Personally, I say — NOT — as a good picture doesnot need one, unless the director of the picture is incapable, or allowances have been made for it when,
making the film, which, of course, may be the solution.
having
the lot?
musician and picture director Howwork about
that out
on the
" If no prologue, what other form of vocal effort
should be given? Personally, I would say, that depends entirely upon the resources, and should be carefully studied for
each community."
(Continued
on next page)

Can You

Qualify for

Screen
Authorship?
tion to traineducational
piiotoplaywrights
A NATIONAL
instituby correspondence during spare
time at home has been established
in Los Angeles to meet the needs of
the motion picture industry.
This institution is directed by experienced writers and sponsored by
Cecil B. DeMille, Thos. H. Ince
and other prominent producers.
The field for photoplaywrights is
lucrative and applicants drawn
from every walk of life respond to
the call.
Only persons naturally endowed
with tiontheand dramatic
gift of creative
imaginainsight, however,
can hope for success in this profesand applicants must be
selected sion,
accordingly.
All applicants, therefore, are reto apply
by mail
to Frederick quested
Palmer,
Director
of Education,
for the Palmer Home-Test Question aire to determine their fitness
to undertake
tional training.this course of vocaThis questionnaire, scientifically
compiled by Professor Malcolm
Shaw MacLean, A.M., formerly a
Northwestern University instructor
of English
in collaboration with composition,
H. H. Van Loan,
noted
photoplay author-producer, is the
first test of its kind ever adopted
by an educational institution.
The purpose of this questionnaire
is to help applicants determine the
degree of creative imagination
possessed by them and consequently
their eligibility to enroll in this
curriculum.
If successful in making this home
test, the Palmer Plan of Instruction
in Photoplay Writing is available
to you.
Address all inquiries to
Director of Education
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
9012 I. W. I-Icllman Building
Los Angeles, Cal. (2-19)
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" The day has passed when the so-called ' movie
fan the
' is satisfied
with thetotinkling
of a tin-panny
pianoof
as
accompaniment
the pantomimic
actions
his favorite movie star," said Daniel Mayer, the New
York was
and aLondon
impresario.
" I felt
mustthatadmit
that
there
time when
I personally
the best
music wastronizedover
the
heads
of
those
who
ordinarily
pathis form of performance. Perhaps that was
because at that time I did not go very often myself.
However, all that is of the past.
" Whofacing amotion
would picure
have dreamt
a few
years ago ofof preplay with
a performance
any
work
so
exotic
as
Rimsky-Korsakoff's
' Sheherazade
And yet such compositions form the major
portion of'?
tlie musical fare in the great New York theatres. Another work which seems to adapt itself very frequently
to ' movie ' exigencies is the Largo from Dvorak's
' Symphony to the New World.'
" I have devoted considerable time to the study of
the problem
of assisting
theatre
to present before their
patrons the
artists
of themanagers
first class.
In
fact, last year I made a special trip to the Middle
West to confer with a director who controlled a circuit. He was even less optimistic than I was, and
hesitated because he feared that the time was not yet
ripe. I was willing to give him some of the leading
artists under my management, and of course I was
backed up by my artists. They, too, had undergone a
change gested
of suchheart.
year they
or so would
beforehave
I had
a thingIf toa them
heldsugup
their hands
in
holy
horror,
whatever
that
is,
and
protested that such engagements would have killed them
for their ordinary concert appearances. Now they
view such performances as so much more publicity
and the extension of their field of activity.
" I now tinction,
havewho have
on mysungroster
of the
highest diswithartists
leading
orchestras
and
at some of the biggest festivals, who between concert
tours fill in their time with a few weeks in some of
theMr.bigger
Mayermotion
speakspicture
with theatres."
the highest authority. He
has been identified for over thirty years with artists
whose names are now household words. It was he who
first broughttroducingoutthem toPaderewski,
Elman
and and
Levitski,
the London
public
later inon
presenting them elsewhere. He was responsible for
the
vogue
of
the
Russian
dance,
since
he
first
brought
Pavlowa and Mordkin to London and later arranged
for their appearance in America. Other artists who
have been under his management include Edouard De
Reszke, Melba, Gerhardt. Nordica, Van Rooy, Plancon,
and Vvette
to mention only a
few ofBauer,
the more
notable Guilbert,
ones.
Newspaper
Attention

that
THE industry will be pleased to know
the newspapers of New York City were
very kindly in their attention to the conference—a space of twenty columns being devoted to the activity, or in terms of lineage,
practically $3,500 of advertising space.
Also other cities copied, and the wires of the
press syndicates sent out accounts, and it is very
conservatively estimated that altogether the conference received publicity worth $150,000.
Now
the

Looking

to

Future

To the Delegates and New Members of the Association ofMotion Picture and Musical Interests and to the Future Members:
We have just made our start. We have
stated our platform. We have indicated the
problems that face us.
We have called to our support the brainiest
and most idealistic men and women in the industry. With them as our vanguard we cannot
fail to proceed and win.
inMy life is dedicated to the plan weandhaveideals
dicated, along with those other ideas
to which I am giving my energy and resources.
looking for a finer, nobler, more beautiI am
ful America.
Through the film theatres I see the way made
easier and clearer.
I am willing to draw to the film theatres the
love of music, and I am perfectly willing for the
exhibitors and musicians to make more money,
draw a tighter, more loyal patronage, if in so
we will raise our
doing, I can assure myselffinethat
arts.
American taste in the
To the new Association my greetings and best
wishe*.

To the future— let us toast the baby organization and speed it on its way with hearty applause.
Again I thank all who have been with us.
The convention closed with this resolution:
The conference wishes to give a rising vote of
thanks to Charles D. Isaacson, who first conceived this plan and has worked so hard to bring
it about. It wishes to thank the News and its
editor, Mr. Johnston, and its secretary, Mr.
Gillette, and its other members of the staff and
to say that the industry appreciates what it has
done.
Personally, I appreciate the kindly words, and
speaking for The News and Messrs. Johnston
and Gillette, I can say that we are in this work
to a finish — as supporters, not promoters.
That is my closing word tonight: The industry must stand by the Association of Motion
Picture and Musical Interests and must see it to
success.
Charles D. Isaacson.
Bartola

Co.

Pioneer-

ing for Better
Music
Figures just compiled by Dan Barton from
records kept by the Bartola Musical Instrument
Company and going back five years, show that
this pioneer for better music in motion picture
theatres has done a wonderful work in making
the consummation of this ideal possible.
Dan Barton, who had the advantage early in
life of experience as a musician, actually playing
in motion picture theatres, was quick to recognize the fact that musicians trained in playing
the pictures as well as being skillful in the
handling of an instrument, were an essential if
theatres were to have better music. Therefore
the haphazard method of hiring players to play
musical instruments was done away with by the
Bartola Company more than seven years ago and
under Mr. Barton's direction a school for players was organized and still is maintained in the
Bartola Musical Instrument Company's demonstrating rooms in the Mailers building, Chicago.
Through the Bartola Company's eflPorts Chicago musicians and others are brought into the
Bartola school from all parts of the country
where they are shown the operation of the
Bartola and Barton organ and are schooled in
the proper method of playing pictures, following
which they are placed with exhibitors. This
splendid service has been handled without charge
to either the player or exhibitor and has done
as much, if not more than any other agency in
the field to improve the quality of music offered
in hundreds of theatres.
In the last five years, during which time a
complete record of players trained and placed
has been kept by Mr. Barton, over one thousand
players have been trained in the proper playing
of the company's instruments and in gi\ ing pictures the proper musical setting.
The school at present is in charge of Vern R.
Comstock, who has had 3 ears of experience as a
player and is himself a writer of music especially adapted to motion pictures.
That this feature of the Bartola Musical Instrument Company's service to exhibitors has
been highly appreciated is proved by the constant call for players trained in the school, and
has added to the popularity of the Bartola and
Barton organ among exhibitors.
" I never spent a more profitable three
days in all my life.
" Mrs. A. F. OBERNDORFER,
" National Federation of Women's

Clubs."

Tile

Picture

News

Association

of
Motion

Picture

and
Musical

Interests

^ Motion Picture News acknowledges its pride in the fact that
the First National Music and
Picture Conference resulted in
the organization of a body so
promising as the Association of
Motion Picture and Musical
Interests.

^ A full list is heing compiled of
the several hundred workers in
motion picture and musical activities who have signified their
intention of becoming actively
associated \n\h this body.

^ Already the executive committees are laying the foimdation
of a fruitful career for the
Association.

C[ So let us urge all who are interested in better music for the
photoplay theatre — producer,
exhibitor, leader, musician, impresario, artiste and manufacturer— to join the ranks of the
Association of Motion Picture
and Musical Interests. Until
further definite arrangements
are made Motion Picture News
will be pleased to receive these
names.
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Light blue and white bas-relief was used on the proscenium arch
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Park

Theatre

Seating

3800

Opens

in

Cleveland

Latest

Loew

House

Shows

EWS new millionLO
US
MARC
k theatre, at Euclid
lar Par
dol
Avenue and East loist Street, is
not only a monument to the art of silent
drama, but is a distinct compliment to the
city of Cleveland.
Situated near the busiest section of the
city, where thousands of people' are continually hurrying to get inte^rsecting street
cars, where the leading markets are located, Loew's Park theatre offers photoplay entertainment to 3800 Clevelanders
at a time. It's the largest theatre in the
city. To say that it's likewise the finest
theatre in the city doesn't half tell the
story. The first thought that flashes across
one's mind after entering the plain, dignified outer lobby and ascending the few
marble steps that lead to the foyer is
" Where could anybody spend any more
money?" Everything is so elegant, ^^o
luxuriant, so expensive looking, that the
vast expenditure of money necessary to
achieve this effect is the predominating
thought on entering the theatre.
The Park theatre measures 130 feet by
185 feet, and there isn't a single pillar or
post to obstruct the view from any point.
It is what is termed a double-decker, with
first floor and balcony. The balcony,
however, is practically concealed. A
mezzanine balcony extends all around
over the heads of the people on the first
floor. This gives an appearance of nothing overhead. The balcony is over the
mezzanine. The advantages of this type
of construction are many. It gives the
appearance of added size; it removes the
oppressive feeling of having something
Ijeavy hang over your head, and it provides perfect air circulation, not to mention the additional beauty of the balcony.
Brown is the predominating color of the
Park theatre. The walls are inlaid with
brown brocade velvet. Three thousand
yards of the material were supplied by
The Sterling and Welsh Company. And
miles of heavy carpet cover the fireproof
floors in all .sections of the house.
On the main floor is the huge auditorium, with loges; a beautiful ladies' room
all done in lavender and blue silk brooffices. cade; asmoking room and the manager's

Thorough

Work

by

Designers

carved chairs of the Chinese Chippendale
period; spinet desks by the half dozen,
fitted with complete writing equipment.
And birds. There must be two dozen
bird cages around the balcony, all singing
canaries, and when the twenty-five-piece
orchestra, which is under the direction of
Homer Walters, former musical director
of Loew's Alhambra theatre plays, the
birds warble an accompaniment which is
delightful.
The balcony proper is steep and deep.
But there are easy risers to the higher
levels, and the screen gives perfect projection tothe furthermost parts.
The heating and ventilating system installed at the Park theatre by T. M.
Shand, Cleveland, incorporates all the
newest ideas of air circulation.
The lighting fixtures, supplied by the
United Electric Fixture and Supply Company, were all original designs. Handpainted parchment shades, all of similar
design, conspicuous by their simplicity,
decorate the lights.
The big novelty of the theatre consists
of a tier of lights under the balcony.
Hidden by a huge bowl, these lights
change with the music. In other words,
the lights synchronize with the music and
the music synchronizes with the picture.
This has never been done in Cleveland
liefore, and the psychological effect of

and

Decorators

complete harmony of the arts is one of
the interesting features of the theatre.
Miss Ann Dornin was in charge of the
installation of drapes and colors; Frank
Mclnerney, architect superintendent, and
J.
A. Perez. Mr. Loew's personal representative.
William J. Smith has been manager
of the Park theatre. Mr. Smith has been
associated with the Loew interests in
Cleveland for several years as manager
of the Mall and Alhambra theatres respectively.
Craig Curtis ajid Company were the
general contractors.
The Park theatre has all of the newest
equipment for providing its patrons with
the best possible projection. Simplex
machines have been installed. There is a
176-foot throw, but the distance from the
machine to the screen is bridged so as to
bring out a clear, concise picture.
Prices of admission have been kept
down to the level of the most modest
patron, it being Mr. Loew's pet policy ta
build theatres for the masses, not the
classes. Matinee prices, except Sunday
and holidays, are 25 cents. Sundays and
holiday matinee prices are 30 cents in the
balcony and 40 cents on the main floor.
Evening prices are 30 cents in the balcony and 40 cents on the main floor.

On the -|nezzanine floor there are additional rest rooms for ladies. The men's
lounge of the mezzanine floor equals the
lounge of the finest hotels. There is a
tile floor, marble fireplace, elegant leather
chairs, and wide tables. All around the
balcony of the mezzanine floor are handwoven tapestry wing' chairs, davenports
similarly upholstered, elaborately hand-

View of arch, screen setting and organ location at the Amber theatre, Philadelphia
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THE
Merrick Theatre at Jamaica,
Long Island, was opened to the public about two weeks ago. Although located in a town with considerable high
class competition, the attractiveness in design and furnishings of the Merrick are
such that it stands by itself. The facilities provided Manager O'Neil, together
with his ability as an exhibitor, are already showing results by the patronage
since the theatre opened. Once inside, the
people are not only treated to a beautiful
auditorium with the finest of lighting effects, but the screen picture is of such a
high quality that it is doubtetd if it can
be surpassed by any theatre of its size in
the Metropolitan district.
The interior of the Merrick is finished
in a combination of light blue and tan.
On the side walls the ornamentation, while
not simple, is not too complicated for the
remainder of the house. Near the front
of the theatre on both sides of the stage
the architect has placed a series of Corinthian pillers between which "blue draperies
are hung. Immediately in front of the
pillers is a balcony effect containing green
plants. This feature of the design is illustrated in one of the photographs below.
An innovation in die way of lighting
has been introduced in this play-house.
On both sides of the proscenium arch and
also across the top of the arch is lattice
work backed by opalescent glass, which in
turn is in front of a series of electric
Ughts controllable from the projection
room. These lights may be varied in intensity and color to suit the feature or to
coincide with the atmosphere of the prologue. While the picttu-e is being shown
the lights may be dimmed down to a point
where they are not obnoxious to the
audience.
The 200 seat comprising the loge are a
special wicker and upholstered type with
w ing backs.
The projection room has been placed in
the rear top of the house, but the layout
as furnished and installed by the Howells
Cine Equipment Co., more tJian makes up
for this deUnquency on the part of the
architect. One of the photographs shows
the projection room with its equipmen^
and another shows the generator room
with its machine and switchboard.
The projection room equipment consists of two Type S Simplex machines, a
Bausch & Lomb double dissolving stereopticon and a Kleigl spot light. Portholes of ample size have been provided
in the front wall. An intercommunicating
phone allows communication with all the
strategic points about the house and lobby.
At the right of the room is the complete
dimming equipment, consisting of sets of
Ward Leonard dimmers.
The machine room houses a 90 ampere
double arc Westinghouse motor generator
and a Westinghouse switchboard, complete
with emergency switches, voltmeter and
ammeter. For emergency use there are
Compentwo 60 ampere General ElectricThis
room
sares of the transformer type.
was
adjoining,
room
projection
the
and
laid out by Mr. H. C. MacNary, who has

All

IVestinghouse auto-starter. 90 amp. double arc
M. G. set and switchboard in control room of
Merrick theatre. Jamaica, L. I.
also designed most of the projection rooms
equipped
Company. by the Howells Cine Equipmen;
g'iiimiiniui:i:i'aiiiii!n!ii!!!iiKiiiiiuumiuuuiiiiiiiuiumuuimMiimuiuiiiuiiiuiiiimu:^^

?
NEXT WEEK
I
I An Article for the Manager Who :
Build a
Sometime
May
I
Theatre.
I
I Subject: How to Select a Site for t
I
a Motion Picture Theatre. I
I Author: Harry M. Prince, Archi- f
I^niimnininimimiimnmmmiiimimmmniiiinnmiiiiiiiniiinimmnnniiiiinmnnrmimiimmninmnamM
tect.
1

Picture

Mews

Roads Lead to Peoria
Opening

CHICAGO producers, exhibitors and
managers journeyed to Peoria Thursday to witness the opening of Aschcr
Bros, new $500,000 Palace theatre, at
Main and Madison streets. The occasion was made a gala affair and the
Ascher Bros, were congratulated upon
the beauty of their finished playhouse,
which is declared to be one of the most
beautiful west of New York.
One of the most startUng innovations
is the departure from the core lighting
lhat has been a feature of playhouses
built within the last decade. In the center of the main dome there hangs a beautiful crystal chandelier, 14 feet high, 9
feet in diameter, containing 33 lights and
costing in excess of $10,000. Within this
huge cut glass jewel is contained the
apparatus for complete direct and indirect
lighting of the theatre. Colored and clear
lights may be blended, dissolved and reblended in every imaginable light tone, but
as an indirect effect, only playing into the
dome, but with an indirect effect. Auxiliary lights play on the proscenium arch in
the same way. Lighting experts declare
the innovation will revolutionize lighting
effects in theatres.
From the Main street entrance, one
goes into the stately Italian lobby, which
in turn opens into the Foyer, done in beautiful French style. Lofty and imposing,
it is lined with mirrored walls, beautifully
draped. Combination ramps and stairways lead to the mezzanine lounge and

Merrick theatre, which opened recently at Jamaica, L. I.
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Upholstery
the

to

Decorative

Match
Motif

DEAUTIFUL seat coverings
'-^ — the final touch to a beautiful theatre.
Whatever your scheme of interior decoration there is a type
of Craftsman Fabrikoid upholstery perfectly adapted to it.
Fabrikoid comes in attractive
blues and gray s — ^beautiful
shades of green — rich browns
and reds. And in many different grains — the Moorish,
two-tone finish is very popular
with decorators.
With

Fabrikoid — you are assured of interior harmony —
so necessary if your theatre is
to be really beautiful.
And Fabrikoid wears as well as
it looks. It is strong and lasting. Perspiration can't rot it^ —
for it is impervious to moisture. Because it is waterproof — it is
readily washed with soap and water
— easy to keep clean and spotless
always.
We will gladly furnish you with
samples of Fabrikoid and the names
of theatre seat manufacturers who
use it. Write to the nearest branch
office.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Co., Inc.
Sales Department, Fabrikoid Division
Wilmington, Del. '
blanch Offices :
Boston Chicago Columbus
Detroit Indianapolis
New York
San Francisco
Tlant: Newburgh, N. Y.

FAB

RI

KO
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lower levels of the balcony. This also is
decorated in French style, soft lavenders,
pinks and olives predominating.
Stepping into the auditorium one is nol
impressed with a vastiness, but rather of
coziness, despite the fact that it is a large
theatre. Wonderfully artistic draperies
add to the impression of coziness. The design is Italian renaissance. Double pilasters at intervals about the walls carry the
wonderful cornice, which in turn supports abeamed ceiling, out of which rises
the graceful coffer dome which almost
spans the ceiling.
Both from the main floor and the balcony, the view apparently is unobstructed,
and little of the balcony. may be seen from
the first floor, which has an apparently
unobstructed view of the ceiling and dome.
But the same effect is seen in' the balcony,
which has the easiest incline of any theatie in the country, it is said.
The proscenium arch is a daring piece
of work. The background of the color
scheme is in two rich tones of gold, upon
which rich colors have been used in such
rare combinations that instead of appearing gaudy, it is richly dignified and fits
into the ensemble amazingly well.
Clarence F. Menzing is the manager of
the new theatre. He formerly managed
the Chateau for Ascher Bros, in Chicago,
and later opened the Portage Park and
Forest park theatres for them. Harr}- L.
Rogers, formerly with the Metropolitan
Opera Co., the Chicago Grand Opera Co.,
and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, is
the musical director. Incidentally, the
orchestra pit is most effectively arranged
and the great proscenium, with its artistic
perforations, forms the grill work for the
$20,ooo pipe organ, built by the Moeller
Organ Co., of Hoyertown, Md.
■' The Branding Iron " was the initial
play, and it was announced that the
Ascher policy of a " unified Program "
will be adopted.
" Dance Creations," by the International Ballet, former members of the Metropolitan Opera Co. ballet, was the opening feature. Britt Wood, aided by a trio
of singers of popular songs, was the feature of the comedy offering. The program
changes will be Sunday and Thursday,
with continuous performances every day
from 2 :30 to ii :30, the doors opening at 2.
Rest Rooms
Are Feature
of Lake Wales Theatre
THE little city of Lake Wales, Florida,
does not loom up very big in the census figures, but she is sure on the motion
picture map in large letters now, with her
beaytiful new Scenic tlieatre, which was
completed last month.
The company was formed under the
name of Lake Wales Amusement Company, and B. A. Bonfoey, the architect,
of Tampa, Fla., was instructed to give
them a theatre that would be a credit to
any city, and Mr. Bonfoey certainly delivered the goods.
One thing that stands out big in the

Machine room, Merrick theatre. Jamaica. L. I This installation, made by the Ho'jjcIIs Cine
Equipment Co., consists of the Double Stereo, two Simplex projectors and a spotlight. The
room is about 14 feet long, 8 feet wide and 10 feet high
plans of this theatre was the rest rooms.
There are two commodious and completely equipped rooms, one on each side of
the theatre, for the comfort of the male
and female patrons. Very few theatres in
cities of the same size can boast of such a
feature, and these rooms would be a
credit to the largest houses.
The theatre proper is 40 feet wide by
80 feet deep. To the side, and connected
with the house, is another building 20
feet wide, and running the entire length
of the theatre, which will be used as a
restaurant.
The construction is of steel and concrete, so it is as near fireproof as it is
possible to make. The front is of the old
Spanish Mission style, with outside finishing of stucco and ornamental tiling.
The roof is tile.
A seating capacity of 500 has been provided, all on the ground floor. The interior walls are decorated with panels and
columns. On the panels are lights and
on each column an oscillating fan. The
indirect lighting system is used on the
panels as well as in the large chandelier
in the dome. Besides the oscillating fans,
there is a large exhaust fan on each side
of the stage, and grill ventilators in the
ceiling. Heat is provided, though needed
very little in Florida, with a boiler room
in the basement.
An attractive feature is the stage arrangement. Though the house is intended
for motion pictures, still there is always
the chance of a stage being needed, so it
was provided, with ample space to accommodate vaudeville acts or lyceum numbers. Tlie screen is at the back of the
stage, and all around the screen is lattice

1

work, with hanging vines, giving it thd
appearance of a garden. Curtains can hi\
lowered to hide the screen when tht
stage is to be used. To further the garden effect there are French windows upor
the back wall, with flower boxes and trailing vines.
The manager's office, a large concrete
operating room, and a storage room, occupy the entire width of the building, on
the second floor. The Scenic was con-j
structed by the G. A. Miller Co. of|
Tampa, Fla., who carried out the plans'
of Mr. Bonfoey to the letter. The owner?
and the citizens of Lake Wales are delighted with their house and the latter are
giving it the patronage it deserves.
Stern Planning Theatres
for Jersey Towns
Mr. Joseph Stern is to build a 2,500
seat house in the Ro Seville section of
Newark, the plans for which are being
drawn up by Reilly and Hall, architects
of New York City. The theatre will be
built on the stadium plan and will have a
125lobby entrance 25 feet wide and 125 feet
in length. The auditorium will be 100 x
Another theatre which Mr. Stem is to
build will be in Irv'ington, N. T., at Clinton and Springfield avenues. This house
will seat 2,000 with an auditorium 95 x
Wm. E. Leha lobby is37thex 90.
176 and
man of Newark
architect.
Mr. Stem has been in the exhibiting
business in Newark for ten years. He is
a member of the National Executive Committee of the M. P. T. O. of America.
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TYPHOONS

ARE

PATENTED

United States of America granted the first patents on Typhoons in
1909 covering a period of seventeen years. Additional patents have
since been issued and others are pending. These patents are owned
and controlled exclusively by us.
YEARS

OF

EXPERIENCE
Our customers receive the benefits from these patents, and also the
advantages of many years experience in developing and perfecting
the mechanical working parts of the Typhoon Cooling System.

PATENT

-r

INFRINGEMENTS
Similar equipments even though inferior in construction and design
may still infringe on our patent rights. A guarantee by any one
selling equipment infringing on our patents does hot release the
owner from liability.

MAKESHIFTS

EXPENSIVE
Millions of dollars have been and are continually being, wasted in
attempts to secure proper cooling and ventilation of theatres. Why
not save this expense by installing the Typhoon Cooling System now.

TYPHOON

GUARANTEE
It is well
guarantee
find the
afford to

to consider our financial responsibility without which the
would be worthless. After careful consideration you will
Typhoon Cooling System is the only one you can
own.

Write for Catalog "N"
800 S. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
12 Woodward Street
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.

TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
tRNST GLANTZBERG. President
345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
215 Fayetteville St.
RALEIGH, N. C,
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Theatre

Ventilation

Picture

News

Is

Now
Being Appreciated
You can hardly blame the enterprising exhibitor in the days gone by for his desire to
keep his patrons cool and comfortable during
the summer months, any more than you can
the wide-awake theatre owner of today. The
only difference seems to be in the fact that
today we have much larger theatres, the equipment of which is in keeping with the construction, while during the days of the " movie
house " nobody cared about summer comfort,
or anything else, for that matter, as long as
they saw the picture. The people didn't demand
comforts of any kind, so they didn't get them.
In those days, however, there was one man
who had an eye to the future. He was making
ventilating and heating apparatus for schools
and churches. He realized then the coming
necessity of properly cooling and ventilating the
picture theatres, and with this in mind, he set
about the building of a system that would not
only properly ventilate and cool any theatre.
That man was Ernst Glantzberg, today president
of the Typhoon Fan Company.
Some idea of the development in the Typhoon
Cooling System may be had by glancing at ihc
accompanying photograph. This is a picture of
a twelve foot Typhoon Twin Set recently installed in the new Senate theatre, one of Chicago's handsomest new houses. This unit is
only one of several Typhoon outfits necessarx
to keep this wonderful theatre cool in summer
and comfortable in winter. Typhoon outfits
similar to this one are being installed in other
theatres throughout the country.

The \2-foot Typhoon fans at Senate theatre.
Chicago

Interior of Merrick theatre; story o)i pa<ie 1528
Equipment Gossip from
the West Coast
Construction of a motion picture theatre to
cost $500,000 on L street between Ninth and
Tenth Sacramento, by the Paramount Pictures
Theatre Corporation, will soon be commenced
according to the directors who are Jesse L.
i.asky, Herbert Rothchild, T. M. Henderson,
Herman Webber, head of the San Francisco
Paramount exchange, and George W. Peltier,
vice-president of the California National Bank,
Sacramento. H. L. Jacobs, Lasky Corp., architect and construction engineer, will be in charge
of building operations.
The Haight theatre, San Francisco, has acquired adjoining property and will soon be enlarged, itis announced.
The Quincy, Cal., town hall is to be altered
into a motion picture house or razed and a
new building erected according to decision of
the city fathers.
A $125,000 motion picture house for Madera.

LIBMAN-SPANJER
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY
CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES

FRAMES

DE
FOYER

Factory:
Office:
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW YORK,
729 Seventh Avenue

and Mazda. The Spencer Optical Company's
Delineascope and 3 models of the Acme portablegenerator
projectorsareandin the
Acme 110 volt automobile
stock.

corp.

LUXE

TICKET

SIGNS

Cal., at Fifth and D streets is planned ty A. C.
H. Chamberlain. Seating capacity will be 1,200
to 1,400 according to A. W. Cornelius, architect.
Plans for a motion picture house to seat 1,500
persons on lower Main street, Petaluma, have
been accepted bj- McNear and Egan, proprietors
of the Mystic theatre. The new house will be
the largest for many miles.
Arthur M. Miller, formerly manager of the
T. & D. house at San Jose, is manager of the
Oakland T. & D. vice Eugene L. Perry, who resigned to assume charge of distribution of
.•\frican expedition films.
.\ new store on Golden Gate avenue, San
Francisco, to handle the exclusive Motiograph
agency has been opened by Edward H. Kemp
and is in charge of A. F. Howell, well known
in the film game. The Motiograph projector
is on hand in 3 modes, the De Luxe, Standard

BOOTHS

LAMPS,
Factory :ETC.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

J
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YOUR

LOBBY

JUDGED"
BE
SHALL
YE
The more eflfective the display of posters and photos in ^9
your lobby the larger your
patronage
and the greater
your profits.

Changes
theatre
are

be
atu yo
have
sure th
ild,
buu
yo
WHEN
t
ce
d
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an
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e
ch
mi
th
ni
mi
there will be " something
wrong." And you can have
no greater assurance than
that the plans and engineering are both in the same
competent hands.

FRAMES

HAVE BEEN INSTALLED
IN OVER 10,000 THEATRES
They outlive all other frames
in the ratio of 6 to i, and cost
no more.

We

Send for your copy of our complete catalog "N." It illustrates our
justly famous unit frames, also other fixtures including easels,
booths, ticket choppers, railings, door hardware and signs.
(NEWMAN PRODrCTS ARE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)
THE

NEWMAN

MANUFACTURING
CO.
— 38 Years Yoouk —
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Aristocrat Box Office
It is indestructible etched brass, with changeable
of etched brass. Aristocrat will do credit to any
matter how elaborate, because it is the last word
of workmanship and design. Get our proposition.
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An

Automatic

Motion
Perfume

Spray System
There are at least two methods of
s^praying a theatre atmosphere; one is by
the hand spray, where an attendant walks
up and down the aisle at frequent periods
working a hand pump ; the other is the
H3
lilOi.ovTi.sr$
l,X,3,f^S AND
/HOICATB . THS
IN iTHSATne

S-1

HE
Air Compressor and Motor. This size is for 6
outlets which corresponds to a theatre of 1,000
seats

AIR LI fie Tg

about the building. The perfuming or
deodoring is carried on without the knowledge of the patrons, all the working parts
being hidden from view.
According to reports, the operation of
the set is noiseless, and after once being
set and adjusted the device continues to
a
perform
without attention. The frequency
of operation is made variable by setting
a clock regulator to function at the desired times. Once installed it is necessary
only to see that the supply of liquid is
maintained in the atomizer.

AJJlTOfilU^-f.

AND
CoMfitSSSa/l

"to iic,nr sec At r.

OOO
Diagram of theatre layout showing how the
clock operates the air compressor and how the
pipe lines for the perfume are run to various
parts of the theatre.
new way, which takes care of the spraying
automatically and in a hygienic manner.
The latter system consists of an electric
motor, which drives an air compressor,
forcing air through lines of tubing that
connect with the various containers placed
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

HALLBERG

United
H. T. Edwvds
PrM. and Treas.

Unique Lighting System
in Shaw-Hayden
Theatre
The Shaw-Hayden theatre, Cleveland,
one of the season's most attractive new
motion picture houses, has overcome one
of the greatest aggravations of the exhibitor, byproviding an excellent view of
the screen from any point in the house.
J. J. Mellert, manager of the Shaw-Hay den, worked out an original lighting system that has proved successful in making
the side aisle seats as desirable as the center aisle seats, thus materially adding to
the comfort of the patrons and to the
revenue of the theatre.
Mellert has operated a projection machine himsef. He noticed, among other
things, that the side lights often interfered with his vision, even though he saw

Picture

News

them from the projection machine. He
concluded that these lights must be eyen
more annoying to the people in the audience. So, when the Shaw-Hayden was
built, Mellert arranged for the lights to
be placed all around the moulding near
the ceiling. They are screened from view
by the moulding, much in the manner of
the footlights in a theatre.
This results in reflected light only, providing plenty of illumination for seating
purposes, without throwing any light
whatsoever on the screen, .\nother advantage of this system of lighting is thai
it greatly enhances the effect. Red and
blue lights are connected in series with
the white ones which are regularly used,
and when a picture is shown that has fire
scenes, the red lights are timed with the
screening. Night scenes are " atmosphered " in the same manner.
The controls for the hghts are all in
the projection booth, thus enabling the
operator to synchronize the lighting with
the scenes.
York, Pa., to Have Theatre
Called Strand
A theatre to represent an investment of
half a million dollars will be erected in
York, Pa., by Jacob and Isaac Silverman
of Altoona and Xathan Appell of York.
Mr. H. Childs Hodgens of Philadelphia
will be the architect in charge.
The building will probably be four
stories in height, with an auditorium seating 2500. Every possible convenience will
be incorporated in the design. The structure will be built of fireproof materials
throughout, with a front of white tile.
News
Notes
M. L. Goodwin has become connected with
the General Supply & Repair Company, of Portland, Oregon. This is the firm that was recently
appointed distributor of the Powers machine in
the Northwestern States. According to Matthew Aperton, manager of the company, he is
to be the agency for a complete line of the best
theatre equipment in existence. .\t the present
time he is handling Bio carbons, Fulco products, ttie Halftone screen and the Cli*fton R.
Isaacs products. Mr. Aperton recently sold a
6B machine to J. W. Silva, manager of the
People's theatre at Clatskanine, Oreg., and one
to the Gem theatre at Tillamook. Oreg. He also
reports the purchase of an entire machine head
by W. H. Durham, of the Grand theatre, Camas,
Wash., simply to get the roller pin movement.

CINCINNATI
DETROIT

OMAHA
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
OKLAHOMA CITY MINNEAPOLISKANSAS ST.
CITY,LOUIS
MO
55
MOTOR
GENERATORS
"2-SERIES
ARCS
Have HORIZONTAL BEARINGS, the only construction that
has given
universal satisfaction.
Arcs require LESS frequent ATTENTION where arc controllers are not used.
Have
INHERENT electrical CONTROL,
making
troublesome
relays unnecessary.
Gives CONSTANT CURRENT and BRILLIANCY for one or two arcs.
Accomplish CHANGE OVERS at UNDIMINISHED brilliancy.

Theatre

Equipment
Corporation
Elxecutive Offices
J. H. HaUberg
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NEW YORK CITY
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Orders Shipped Same Day as Received — That's SEKVICB!
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Order from Our Nearest Office — That Saves YOU TIME!
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- PRICE
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Gardiner
We

Velvet Gold' Fibre Screen
Thousands of exhibitors are using Gardiner Screens
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacture Special

Designs of Lighting Fixtures and Plastic Relief
Ornaments from Plans.
Write for Catalogue
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements
NO a01$ TOO LARGE, NONE
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PROMPTTOO ATTENTION

Manufacturer!
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
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Incandescent

Stereopticon
Information Compiled
{Continued )
Iypes of Machines and Requirements
As regards lamps and lamp performance, perhaps the paramount feature in a housing should
be that of ease of adjustment. To be able to get
the maximum amount of light out of lamp, it
must be always accurately focused and aligned.
If the adjustments do not provide for this,
mediocre results may be obtained.
Lamps vary. Due to their delicate nature,
there is naturally quite a bit of hand work, consequently there will be slight variation in construction. For instance, even though one lamp
is properly focused, it does not follow that
screwing another lamp of the same kind into
the socket previously used, without any change
ill adjustment, will bring the second lamp also
in focus.
The filament may not be in the same position
within the bulb as the former one. It may not
be exactly the same light center length.
A lamp ajdjustment is therefore necessarj'.
With the cylinder type (C-5) of construction
the best position of the filament with reference
to the condenser is with the leading-in wires
to the rear.
The question of mirror adjustment is largely
debatable. Probably, for the majority of cases,
a mirror which has been accurately centered and
positioned with reference to the optical system
and then fixed in place, is best practice.
As to slide carriers, there are several kinds
available, and the most practical perhaps is one
which, as the slide carrier is moved across,
raises up the slide just shown so that it can
be taken out with ease.
Before the advent of the Mazda lamp for
stereopticon use, there were naturally a large
number of machines in service, the majority of
which can now be easily changed over the Mazda
projection at a nominal cost. Most of the larger
stereopticon companies furnish adapters that will
in most cases fit inside of the old housing—
whether arc or gas.
Where, for example, a 400-watt bulb is used,
the housing should measure on the inside 8 in.
high, 5 in. wide, to use a mirror, 7 in. long.
Such a size, if ventilation is properly cared for,
will provide sufficient radiating surface, and the
lamp will not overheat.
The overall length, the perpendicular distance
from botton of base to tip of bulb, is also of
importance.
Most stereopticon lamps are designed to burn
tip up, or at an angle not to exceed 45 degrees
of vertical base up. Putting the base directly
over the filament, where the hottest part of the
lamp is, would not give satisfactory service,
unless specially designed. If the base is put
uppermost (in a standard design) the heat melts
the glass stem inside the bulb so that the anchors

by H.

F. Barnes,

Lamp

for

Service
Lighting

Several months ago we published a series of articles on the subject of Incandescent projection. The author was Mr.
H. F. Barnes, who is also the author of
the present series, which originally appeared in one of the Bulletins of the Edison Lamp Works.
Mr. Barnes has the happy faculty of
combining technical knowledge to practical application, and what is of even
greater importance, of stating it in simple, easily understandable language.
which hold the filament in position may loosen
and drop out. The filament will then sag and
in all probability short circuit and burn out.
Mazdo lamps for stereopticon service are
made in the following sizes, 100, 250, 400, 1000
In order to use a larger bulb, the 1000-watt,
for instance, a new housing must be obtained.
If a tubular bulb is used, the housing should be
at least 12 in. high, 6 in. wide by 9 in. long.
If a globular 1000-watt is used, the height can
be decreased slightly.
If attachments are made up for the Mazda
adoption, it should be remembered that four
adjustments are necessary: first, an up-anddown motion; second, a motion sideways; third,
a motion forward and back ; lastly, a socket
which will rotate.
The following companies are the three largest
stereopticon manufacturers, and from whom
literature and information relati\e to different
types of machines can be obtained :
Spencer Lens Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Bausch & Lomb Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Chas. Beseler Co., New York, N. Y.
An improved type of stereopticon machine is
now coming into vogue, a type which permits
of " dissolving " one view into the other. The
Mazda outfit, being quite compact, is most admirably suited for a dissolving stereopticon.
In most cases two separate machines are used
and each focused upon the screen. A simple
mechanism that gradually covers up one projection lens and uncovers the other at the same
time, produces the dissolve. Another stj'le has
a rheostat in connection with each lamp, and the
dissolve is obtained by dimming one lamp and
at the same time bringing the other up to full
brilliancy.
Still another type produces a quasi-dissolving
effect by moving the slide quickly out of focus
and thus blurring the picture and at the same
time bringing another slide into direct focu^:
the first slide is then withdrawn.
Another universal use of the stereopticon is
projection, and is oftentimes comfor opaque
bined in the same machine with the projection
of slides. With opaque projection a condenser is

Service Department
rarely used. The opaque object, such as a postcard or picture, takes the place, in reality of the
slide; the direct light of the lamp falls upon
it, is reflected, and the projection lens picks up
the reflected light. A much higher intensity of
Focusing
light
is required for opaque projection.
Satisfactor>- projection with stereopticon machines means more, as a rule, than pressing the \
button. Just as a careful motorist gives constant attention to his engine, so should the careful stereopticonist (if such a word can be
coined), keep his house in order.
Granted the user has the proper apparatus,
the first and most important rung in the ladder
of projection success is accurate focusing.
Perhaps the easiest way to focus, is to move
the lamp around imtil the screen seems to be
brightest. At its best, however, the e>e is a
poor judge
of intensity,
sees two
different intensities
at the unless
same ittime,
JuggUng
the lamp, therefore, is not the most accurate
way of focusing, especially when the mirror
must also be focused.
An accurate way of setting the lamp is as
follows :
Set the stereopticon machine up ready for
operation and focus on screen. Now remove the
projection lens. Also turn to one side the
mirror, which is behind the lamp. If the mirror cannot be turned and is fixed in position,
cover it up with a piece of cardboard or paper.
(To be concluded)
Plans tor Local 384 Ball
About Complete
i he grand reception and ball of Local 384 of
Jersey City, which is to be held on Washington's Birthday will be a success if the hardworking members of the committee have their
way. Besides arranging for entirely new and
unusual electrical effects during the dancing, it
is now certain that some of the foremost film
stars will be present in person. The dancing
will continue until morning. Anthony Boscarelli is chairman of the committee; Fred Harv-ey
will be floor manager, with Harvey Sapp as his
able assistant.
Local 306 Striving for
License Changes
For several months past the officers of local
306 have been active in a campaign to make certain changes for the better in the city ordinances
having to do with the licensing of motion picture theatre projectionists. The principal item
called for the insertion of a clause that would
make it prohibitory for a man to become a
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full-fledged projectionist unless he had had six
months or more of apprenticeship under a duly
licensed man. The idea is an excellent one, and
should have the backing of every person interested in the advance of the industry.
The ability to pass an examination is not an
absolute test of a man's fitness to serve as an
operator in a motion picture theatre. What a
man learns from books and what he learns from
actual experience are two different things. The
book taught man may be able to fix a fault after it has been brought to his notice, but the
man with experience is more often able to detect -the fault before it has a chance to affect
the operation of the machine. This applies particularly well to the fire hazard.
As long as a high temperature light source
is used in conjunction with an inflammable film
there will always be a fire hazard in the projection room. An experienced man in charge
of this hazard would realize conditions. It behooves the officials in charge, therefore, to see
that only men with experience and of proven
ability are placed in charge of the machines.
The six months' apprenticeship idea will solve
to a great extent this situation by making available a larger number of projectionists well
trained in every branch of the work.
To present their case before the Committee
on General Welfare, Local 306 has prepared a
creditable booklet that explains their aims in
language understandable to the laymen on the
committee. It is probable that the change in the
ordinance will be made.

Will

Mazda Do the Trick
for This Man ?
Albert Court, of the Court theatre, Livingston, Cal., is thinking of changing his equipment. His letter says:
I am running a small picture show, about
200 capacity, but am building a new house of
about 450 capacity. At present I am using a
6A Powers' projector with a 220-volt a. c.
through a Powers' inductor. My throw is 45
feet and the picture is about 8'10"xir6".
I would like to better my light in the new
house but I don't feel that I can afford a motor
generator set as I will only run three nights a
week. I will get another projector and am figuring on a Mazda lamp equipment. This is
where I need your advice. My throw will be
75 feet at the most but at present it will only
be 65 feet, as the screen will be on the stage
front and the stage won't be finished before I
move in. My screen is just plain white chalk
finish.
Do you think the Mazda outfit would be more
satisfactory under these conditions than the
220 volt a. c. with the inductor. If so would
you recommend the outfit put out by the Simplex people as I am figuring on getting a Simplex projector.
Reply : There is no reason at all why the
Mazda in its present state of perfection should
not be entirely suitable for your new house. A
number of changes have been made in the lamp
as now sold and the outfit is doing regular duty
much more severe than yours. Besides giving a
satisfactory light on the screen the cost of
operations should be materially reduced — for
instance : Assuming that you are now using
30 amperes a. c. for your short throw of 45 feet
it is not probable that with the slightly larger
screen at 75 feet that you would need more than
45 amperes a. c. The 45 amperes arc would
require a voltage of about 55, which would
mean a total wattage at the arc of about 2,500
watts. At 75 feet and with a screen slightly
larger than the one you now have you would
find that the 900 watt Mazda lamp gave good

screen illumination. With the slight loss in the
transforming equipment added to this lamp
wattage the total would not be over 1,000 watts.
On this basis your saving in current alone would
be about 1,500 watts per hour.
The outfit put out by the Simplex Company
is satisfactory as far as we know? This outfit
uses what is known as the piano convex system
of condensers in distinction to the prismatic or
corrugated lens. There are adherents to both
systems with separate claims for each. Whether
one is better than the other depends a lot on the
conditions under which they are installed. But
assuming that the light from each is the same
it is usually easier to adjust the prismatic system than the " piano." In either case, however,
the finest results are obtained only by careful,
attention to details.
100
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National Anii-Misframe League Pledge
jiiiiiiiijjHiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiimii

-.iniiiiiiuuiijiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiim
motion picture operator who has the interest ofhis profession at heart and is willing to assist iit eliminating some of the evils
practised in the operating-room, I promise that
I will to the best of my ability return films to
the exchange in first-class condition. Furthermore, Iwill when it becomes necessary remedy
all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in
the film which I receive and in this way cooperate with my brother operators and give
greater pleasure to those who make up the motion picture audience by showing films that are
free from such defects. I also promise that I
will not make punch marks in film, and when
film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they
may use their efforts to correct this evil.

Questions and
Answers
(Contimted)
55. In using a rheostat or rheostats, must
the line fuses be as large as the rated capacity
of the rheostat or rheostats?
Line fuses should not be the same as the
rated capacity of the rheostats, as a fuse is
a protection for a circuit it should be the
weakest part of the line.
56. In using an A. C. compensarc or low
voltage transformer, must the line fuses be
as large as the rated capacity of the compensarc? If so, why? If not, why?
^iiiuiiiiimuiiiuiui!uuiiNuui!!uuiuiiiii:ummmuuii:iuii:ii!iiiiiiuiiimimwiiL'ioi^^
Line fuses should not be as large as the
rated capacity of a compensarc for the same
I
Honor Roll
I
reason as stated in 55.
57. In using an A. C. compensarc, must
the fuses after the compensarc be of a difL. A. Fillerup Snowflake, Ari2.
ferent size than the line fuse? If not, why? If ii (1384)
(1385) W. Young Louis San Luis Obispo, CaL
so, what does the difference in size depend
1 (1386) Gilbert B. Richards Orlando, Fla.
1 (1387) C. Renfroe
Valdosta, Ga.
on?
i (1388) W. F. Hollis
Kansas. lU.
The fuses situated nearest to the arc m (1389) Clarence H. Freeze Marengo, Iowa
=
(1390)
Kenneth
Mitchell.
..
Kennebunkport,
Maine
should be of the smallest capacity in order
1 (1391) Jack Hepp
Greeley, Nebr.
Oswego, N. Y.
that time may not be lost in going to the i (1392) J. C. Gaffney
(1393) Locke E. Hanks
Lenoir, N. C.
main fuse for renewal in case of trouble on ii (1394)
Frank Domankas
Akron, Ohio
i (1395) Leroy E. Bittner Portsmouth, Ohio
the line. The main fuses may be of a capaci (1396) Leonard Coffield Versailles, Ohio
it}^ of about 25 amperes larger than the cus- i (1397 J G. W. Ballard
Newkirk, Okla.
1 (1398) Fred O. Piper
Derry, Pa.
tomary load on the line to act as an additional
1
(1399)
Wm.
A.
Ramer
Kutztown, Pa.
protection in case the branch fuses fail. The
= (1400) Arthur Votolato Thornton, R. I.
= (1401) Fremon E. Altee
Columbia, S. C.
capacity of a fuse is dependent on the area
1 (1402) J. W. Kessler
Del Rio. Texas
of cross section of the fusible material.
i (1403) Percy Gill
Tyler. Texas
(1404) W. Ollyn Strong
Elkhom, Wise.
58. How much oil is necessary for any ii (1405)
Sidney H. Hunter Goodman, Wise
bearing of any projection machine head?
i (1406) John O. Larson
lola. Wise
i (1407) Wilham Bord ... .Wisconsin Rapids, Wise.
A drop at a time applied a la Common
I (1408) Guy E. McAIlan . .Tompkins, Sask., Canada
Sense.
59. How tight should take up tension be liinraiinnnrannmiT
giiiiiiiuiimiiiuiiinimiiuiiiiinuiiiinuimiiimiuai _
set?
Just tight enough to pull down without
I
Blank for New League
|
undue straining of film. A too high tension
will make a jumpy picture. A too slight ten- I
Members
|
sion may jam up the film. Take up tension
depends to a certain extent on tension of I Member's name
|
shoes.
I
Home
address
|
60. Give relative position that upper,
lower and intermittent sprockets and aper- I Name of theatre where employed
|
ture plate must have to each other.
All feed and guide sprockets must be in a I Address of theatre and name of manager |
perfectly straight line.
61. Why should cam and geneva moveTaiiirmiiiimnimmininiimiiinmmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia
ment of a projection machine have a small
amount of circumferential play?
A too tight set may bind the machine after E-J Electric Gets Contract
it warms up, and when strain comes on it.
for San-Jacq Laboratory
62. If the top gate idler is set too tight,
Announcement has just been made of the
what is likely to happen? If it is set too
awarding of the contract for the design and
loose, what is likely to happen? If too far installation of the complete electrical equipment
to either side what is likely to happen?
in the new automatic printing and developing
(a) Will have a tendency to pinch film, in- plant
of the
San-Jacq Film Print Company at
Fort Lee,
N. J.
(Continued on page 1540)
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Lense. • 32.8% more light.
28% better definition. We can prove
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INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC.
729 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone Bryant 1136-37

Hoffman's
Palace Theatre
A New Million Dollar Theatre at
Cleveland,

Ohio

Equipped with Fulco Speedco Arc Controls
R. and F. New
Gold

Fibre

Dollar Theatre

Screens

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.
There's a distributor near you
Samples and LUeratun upon requts

The
Capitol
St. Paul, Minn.
A battery of Three Fulco Speedco Arc Controls
The Biggest and Best Theatres in the Country
are Equipped with our Arc Controls

E. E. FULTON

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

3208 Carroll Ave.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

BASS—

MiUion

COMPANY
-

Chicago, 111.

CHICAGO
S

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
YES REAL U. S. MONEY ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBER FY WAK MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most complete outfit of Its type ever offered and at a creater money
wvinK than could ever have possibly been expected. Outflt consists of
4t0 ft. Capacity Universal emDodylng all the exclusive features,
Universal Regular and trick crank, forward and reverse take up, focusing on Qlm, etc., fitted with 50 M. M. F: 3.5 lens, complete with 6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazlres and exira parts, case for camera and carrying trunk to conboth smaller
case.'). OPPORTUNITY
Entire outflt flnlsh.d
a beautiful WIRH
olive
drab.tainTHIS
IS YOUR
OF off
A In
LIFETIME.
YOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE 1840.00. BASS PRICE $4S0.«0.
TRIPODS
Preclalon Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod with flae leather case.
List price 1190.00. Our price $166.00.
Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. Ust price SUO.OO. Onr
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill
10» N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

P
SPEER
E
R
DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

COSMOGRAPH
Portable
Stereopticons
and
Portable
Projectors
with
Stereopticon
1
»
>ico
Attachment
Price complete $62.00
Built
several different models, for properly projecting motion pictures and
lanternin slides.
Models for either mfety standard or regular width film.
Equipped with Mazda lamps from 400 to 1000 Watt, for use with regular
ligbtlng circuits, individual lighting plants, or In connection with a Ford
Automobi
DEALERS le.
WANTED EVERYWHERE
Manufactured by
THE COSMOGRAPH MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO.
General Sales Offices
Broadway Film Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

and
A

L

TE

R

Projector

N

O
Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.
SPEER

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.
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crease the likelihood of film catching on bad
patches and cause buckling, (b) Might allow
film to flop, causing side ways "jump," increase possibility of film running from intermittent sprocket if sprockets are at all out
of alignment and have tendency to cause unsteadines inimage, (c) Answered in above.
63. What tests can be used to know that
tension springs are set correct?
If reierring to amount of " pinch " remove
drive belt and with handle judge amount of
force used to turn intermittent. Then with
film locked in gate judge amount of force.
If the machine turns over easily your tension springs are not too tight, if you are
running new film. In case you are using
old film allow tension springs to be as loose
as possible and still preserve rigidity on your
screen image. To test for too tight tension
springs on old film thread up and with handle
turn machine over slowly. If the film cracks
when sliding off the sprockets providing the
later are not hooked, the tension is too tight.
64. Explain proper method of removing
emulsion from tension shoes or aperture
plate.
Emulsion may be removed from tension
shoes or aperture with a piece of copper or
some soft material. To keep the machine
in perfect condition, these parts may be
cleaned occasionally with caustic soda.
65. Give full explanation in detail of the
cause of the keystone. Effect, and its possible
remedies.
When the booth is above the level of the
screen and it is necessary to tilt the machine,
the bottom of the picture will be wider than
the top since the light rays have to travel
farther to the bottom of the screen than to
the top. This effect may be remedied by
filing away and filling in the aperture plate
opening.
66. In what relative position must the cemi
shaft and star shaft be to one another?
Must be exactly parallel.
67. Give approximately the proper distance for idlers to be set away from the
sprockets.
About 1/16".
68. In a travel ghost, if streaks appear to
travel upward, how should shutter be moved?
If streaks appear to travel downward, how
should shutter be moved?
Should be moved ahead. Should be moved
back.
69. Give the size of the aperture.
.906" wide and .679S" high — approximately
29/32 X 87/128.
70. How can a condenser be measured?
(a) How can an objective lense be measured?
Pass parallel light rays through condenser.
Set up testing screen. Move latter until fairly
distinct image of distant object appears. Distance from center of condenser to image represents focal length. Measure objective the
same way. Start measurement from center
point of distance between elements.
71. What does back focus mean? (&)
What does equivalent focus mean?
Means distance from rear element to aperture of film plane.
Means the focal length of a compound len>
referred to a similar simple lens as a .standard.
72. What are the likely causes of picture
jumping in and out of focus?
Either a cupping film at the aperture or a
lens which is loose in its jacket. Sometimes
a worn ratchet on lens jacket.

Simplex Strong in Fort
Lee Laboratory
A most important branch of the film industry
centers around the laboratory where the negative film is sent and put through the process of
development and printing, and where, if not
carefully handled, the finest photography and
subjects can be irretrievably ruined.
The up-to-date film laboratory must, of necessity, be equipped with the finest appliances and
presided over by the most efficient and experienced men in order to properly handle the wonderful examples of directorship and cameraman's skill as represented in the present day
photography.
A brief glimpse into the huge building occupied by the Paragon Film Laboratories, at
once convinces the visitor that here indeed is a
splendid example of an efficient and modern film
laboratory projection room.
The entire second floor of the Paragon plant
is turned over to the perforating, printing, joining and inspection departments, and here also
is quickl\' noted the speed, which must of necessity be maintained, while at the same time the
highest
type of efficiency and precision must pre\ail.
One of the most interesting departments of
this bustling place is the large reviewing room,
where are located six motor-driven Simple.x Projectors. It is in this room, where every print
is run through the projection machines, and
the projectionist of each of the six machines
is also the film inspector, who, in running the
new print at amazingly high speed, watches the
screen intently for photographic imperfections,
poor assembling and any other causes that
might creep into the work.
One of the Simplex machines is equipped with
the special two to one movement which was dePrecision
Company's
engineers velopedforby the
exclusive
use inMachine
kinemacolor
work,
where twice the normal speed as used in black
and white projection was required.
It is this fast movement that is used exclusively where unusual speed is required in running off a print that is needed to take the place
of one that might have been destroyed or miscarried in some far-off city and where an exhibitor or exchange may be urgently calling for
a substitute print.
Besides the six Simplex machines used in the
reviewing rooms, there are two other similar
machines used in another department on the
same floor, while still another is located in a

P ic t ur € News

special reviewing room situated in the basement, making a total of nine Simplexes in all
used by this one organization.
Mr. Jack Wolf, formerly connected with the
Precision Machine Company for a period of
four years, and who is an especially trained and
high-class mechanic, has charge of the up-keep
and maintenance of the equipment.
Regulation

Sizes of Ventilation Ducts
E. M., Pennsylvania : Please let me know the
regulation size for exhaust fan openings in projection room?
Reply : As usual in matters concerning the
projection room there is no similarity in the
laws of the various States. But usually whether
there is a regulation or not it has been found
advisable to make the exhaust opening not
smaller than 12". In the case of the larger projection rooms with their two machines, stereo
and
spotlight
an 18" exhaust fan is to be recommended.
There are thousands of rooms with no mechanical ventilation. The only way the foul,
dust filled air can leave the room is through the
open doors or through rough openings cut
through the walls near the ceiling. In other
rooms, a 4" or 6" pipe does its best to carry
away the used air.
Metallic Screen or Wall
T. M. D., Xo. 902, N. A. M. L. : Which would
make the best screen, a home-made plaster wall
surface
fibres
? or a manufactured one like the gold
Reply : It all depends. It depends first on the
shape and style of your theatre, and second on
your skill and luck in preparing the wall surface. We have seen plaster wall screens that
produced the finest picture that a manager would
want. We have seen others so poor that it was
a crime to use them. A plaster wall is a diffusive surface, that is when light strikes it the
beam is reflected to a wide angle. There is little fadeaway with a good screen of this sort
.\ metallic surface sceen, on the other hand,
usually gives the best results near the center of
the house in which it is installed, although certain of the screen manufacturers have invented
screens that reflect light to a considerable angle.
As a rule, you would be better satisfied with
a manufactured screen than one which yon had
made yourself.
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Manheimer

Addresses

Fa-

mous Players* Executives
THE Famous Players-Lasky Corporation hold
regular weekly meetings and discussions
which are attended by all of the Department
Heads and Executives. Various subjects are
presented at these meetings by the heads of
the departments and occasionally outside speakers are called in to talk on subjects of interest
to the industrj-. These meetings are very mucn
like that of a forum and many lively discussions
have taken place between the various department heads which have resulted in improved
methods of studio and office operation and mcreased efficiency in production.
At the last meeting held, Mr. J. R. Manheimer,
the electrical engineer who designed and installed the power plant and electrical equipment
in the new Long Island City studios and laboratories, gave a very interesting talk illustrated
profusely with slides and moving pictures of
the complete electrical and mechanical equipment
in new studios and laboratories. His talk covered the various factors that were considered
when the studio was still a dream and showed
how completely the various requirements in a
studio of this size were taken care of. He
stated that the electrical equipment in the Long
Island City studio was capable of supplying
approximately 12 companies on a floor (24 on
both studio floors) without interference with
each other. This has been made possible by the
design and application of the E-J Electric Installation Company's Remote Control System.
Various new devices for use in studios, which
were especially developed for this studio, were
also shown and Mr. Manheimer stated that
since the completion of the Famous PlayersLasky studio, a number of other studios had
followed suit and were using the same type of
equipment.
A rather unusual feature of the electric system in the Famous Players-Lasky studio is the
feeder system. Mr. Manheimer stated that the
current requirements were so great that the use
of insulated cables and conduits would have been
very awkward and cumbersome and, therefore,
a system of bare copper bus-bar feeders was
installed throughout the entire building. It was
stated that these bus bar feeders could withstand
considerable overloads without deterioration
and without danger. These feeders are properly protected to prevent persons and objects from
coming into accidental contact with them. According tothe speaker the L. I. studio is the only
studio in the world which is equipped in this
way. At some future time when the Famous
Players-Laslcy Corporation extend their buildings to cover the balance of the acreage in Long
Island City, it will merely be necessary to add
on to this bus-bar feeder and extend to the new
section without any changes to the present system.
Mr. Manheimer gave a very interesting comparison between the studio of the past with its
one or two stages, and the studio of to-day such
as the one in Long Island City where 24 sets
can be worked at one time if necessary.
An interesting point brought out the fact that
continuity was considerably simplified since it

/. R. Manheimer who addressed F.P.-L
Executives recently

How
the B&H
Splicing
Machine Operates
With the larger problems incident to the production of motion pictures satisfactorily solved
by modern machines designed to keep step with
the rapid strides the industrj' has taken of late,
the manufacturers turned their attention to
some of the smaller, but by no means the least
important phases of the industry. Among the
various stages the film goes through before being released, none is more important to the
efficient editing of a production than the making
of splices. Heretofore this operation has been
conducted largely by hand and the conception
of a machine to standardize and improve the
making of patches was hailed with a certain
degree of timidity on the part of the film editor
on account of its secondary importance when
compared to the machines used in the earlier
stages of processing the film.
This prejudice however, was very quickly
overcome by the neatness and celerity with
which its operation was characterized and the
completeness of the results accomplished. This
machine is one of a series of machines designed
by the Bell & Howell Company whose entire
output incorporates the features of standardization to a high degree and it was the earnest
endeavor of the manufacturers to bring the
operation of splicing up to the same high plane

was
possible
a director
one set
and goforinto
another tosetfinish
which" shooting
would be"
ready for him either on the upper studio or
the lower studio as the case may be, without
loss of time waiting for the erection of the set.
It is also possible in the new studio to leave
sets up until the picture is finished, cut and reviewed by the director, so that if a retake is
necessary this can be easily done without the
expense of rebuilding the set.
Mr. Manheimer's talk was enthusiastically received and as time goes on he will give this
talk to the Famous Players-Lasky personnel in
the various big cities throughout the country.
A very elaborate program for weekly talks
has been arranged. This lecture course of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation bids fair to
become an important educational medium for
the executives and department heads of the company and these meetings have been very well
attended so that the company has every reason
to feel that the success and permanency of the
lecture course has been established.

Changes in Design in Corcoran Developing Tanks
For the purpose of saving space in the laboratory A. J. Corcoran, Inc., has made certain
changes in the design of their developing tanks.
It is now possible to develop the same number
of feet of film with a much smaller quantity of
solution and no one knows better than the laboratory man what this will amount to. This
economy of solution coupled with the economy
in space made possible by the altered sizes and
capacity will make the tanks particularly suitable for those laboratories working under
cramped conditions.

M. E. Diemcr, News Photographer of Madison,
IVisc.
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to give careful consideration to any device that
will further the perfection of his product. The
introduction of the film splicing machine marks
the passage of this haphazard method, and has
come to fill a predetermined place among that
of the other elements necessary for the modern
practice of. the art of picture making.
The machine consists of a polished metallic
surface along which the films are laid. This
surface is divided in two sections the right
hand one having a vertical movement and the
left hand one being stationary. These surfaces
are of a slightly larger width than of the film
itself and of such a length to accommodate
about four images of each end of the two rolls.
Above these two surfaces are two more of the
same dimensions made to move vertically so as
to tightly hold the film when placed on the lower
plates. The movement of these two upper
plates or cutter blades is controlled by foot
pedals. By an ingenious arrangement consisting of a locking lever the upper and lower
right hand plates are made to move upward in
unison. In operation the end of the roll of film
to the right is placed on the right hand lower
plate and extended slightly over its edge on to
that of the left hand plate and there engaged
with two projecting pins called pilot pins. The
position of these pilot pins with reference to
the frame line is very important and they should
always be engaged with the sprocket holes to
the left of the frame line on which the splice is
to occur. At this stage of the operation the
pedal controlling the upper right hand cutter
plate is released allowing this plate to come
down and tightly clamp the film thus far. The
locking lever is then brought forward locking
these two plates together with the film and the
right hand foot pedal is operated again carrying both plates and film upward and out of the

of efficiency as each of their other pieces of
apparatus has attained for its particular function.
The development of a practical splicing machine presented problems quite as intricate as
those of its co-worker, the printing machine
and its present degree of perfection was attained only after considerable experimenting?
and combining the data thus gained in the present model. The prime requisite which was constantly keep in view was a mechanism to take
the uncertainty out of splicing and making the
joint an element of strength rather than one
of weakness. In the hand-made patch it is
necessary first to over-lap the film a distance
varying from 1-16 of an inch to the total width
of a sprocket hole and in passing over the
various sprockets this presented a thickness
double that originally intended and in time the
joint became hard and inelastic. For this reason along the running of films that were slightly
aged became a question of great annoyance to
the projectionist and these patches were passed
with a sigh of relief on his part. Aside from
this, what is more distracting in the middle of a
performance, than to have a majestic battleship
or the deathbed scene suddenly give a lurch
heavenward on the screen and frequently end
with a glowing white surface and a pause for a
few moments while the operator rethreads his
machine. In this connection it is easy to note
v/hat an important factor that little insignificant joint which is a source of little thought to
the assembling room help really amounts to ;
when the finished story makes its final debut
before the public.
The wise producer has learned that these
trifling little links necessary to the composition
of the completed picture are not to be so lightly
touched upon. He is, therefore, only too eager

A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM

EQUAL

TO THE

CO., INC.
New York City

FILM

STOCK
BEST

Used .'successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

Perfect developing and printing demands
^

Jersey City, N. J.

THE

STANDARD
SPLICING

MACHINE
The greatest step towards highspeed cutting amd joining the
equipment world has ever known.
Over 100% more work per

AMERICA

RAW

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

Phone Bryant 6808

Special Representative

IN
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way allowing this process to be duplicated with
the left hand roll of film. After both ends of
the films are clamped in their respective plates
the scraping block is brought into play. This
device consists of a mounting for the scraping blade and is machined to fit square over
the edges of the projecting cutter plates to
allow the scraping blade to remove the emulsion
from the ends of the film. A few strokes over
each film is sufficient to attain this end and the
cement is now applied by one stroke of the
brush only, on the film at the left and immediately thereafter releasing the right foot
pedal by which operation the end of the films
are squarely cut off and pressure is automatically applied to firmly weld the two films together. It remains now only to raise both
upper blades and pull the pilot ejector allowing
the now continuous film to be rewound.
This is probably an exhaustive explanation
and the actual time consumed once the films
are placed in position is measured only by the
rapidity of the foot action and is scarcely more
than the fraction of a second.
The resulting splice is one whose edges <\ >
not over lap and present the thickness of only
one continuous strip of film, effected by the
angle of the blade used for scraping. The angle
of this scraping blade can be varied so as to
make a cut from a very shallow bevel to almost
an end to end joint.
The width of the completed patch is approximately 1-32 of an inch as compared to that of
the old style hand-made joints and owing to
the small area available for contact it was
found that the ordinary cement was unsuitable
for the enormous strain this joint was subject
to. In order to compensate for this the manufacturers experimented with various formulas
and are now supplying a cement specially
adapted for the requirements of their machine.

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
COSTS
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
SEND FOR PRICE LIST NO. 9
A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory
753 Jerse.v Arenne

BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street

Picture

operator.
Interchangeable for negative
or positive splicing.
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CC^^os^g^
1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

long experience and modern facilities.

We have both.

We have met every exacting demand; have in fact more than pleased the most critical.
We can satisfy you, too.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO., 416-24 West

216th

St., New

York

City
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3443-3444
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CAMERAS

LATEST MODELS

READY

FOR IMMEDIATE

STOCK

DELIVERY

French DEBRiE

complete with eight magazines, two carrying cases, two and three-inch
F3.5 lenses, set of masks, rewinder sunshade and Debrie or Precision
Tripod as preferred.

French PATHE

complete with six magazines, two carrying cases, two-inch F3.5 lens,
automatic dissolving shutter, Veeder counter, and Precision Ball-Bearing
Tripod.

American

1350 00

$55500
$71500

with 6 magazines, two-inch F3.5 lens, two carrying cases, Precision400Ballft.
Bearing Tripod.

CHRONIK

with two-inch F3.5 Carl Zeiss Lens, four magazmes, list.

SCHUSTEK

QUOTATIONS

GET

MOTION
44th Street

OF

LINE

A FULL

ALSO

118 West

$

200 ft.

complete with four magazines, automatic dissolving shutter,
two-inch F3.5 lens, sunshade, finder, carrying case and Precision Ball-Bearing Tripod,

UNIVERSAL

1300

FROM

PRINTERS,

HEADQUARTERS

PICTURE

TRIPODS,
BEFORE

APPARATUS

L.

EAGLE

$90000

ETC.

ORDERING

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK

CITY

GEVAERT
& CO
ANTWERP. BELGIUM
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROCK

FILM

GEVAERT
''Ike

Quality

Raw

Stock''

Right

photographically.

RAW

not

FILM

STOCK

Will

go to pieces in the

POSITIVE

projector.
NEGATIVE
Made by
THE

EAGLE

COLORED
POSITIVE
(U- S. PATENTED)
ROCK

MANUFACTURING
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

CO.

UNITED

STATES DISTRIBUTOR

THE GEVAERT CO. OF AMERICA, Inc.
HOOVEN B*LD-G
PHONE
117 W 46th ST.. NEW YORK CITY
BRYANT 1642
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;^ferin^s
WANTED— PIANISTS AND OKOANISTS, with plctnr* experience; good salary steady posJtlone
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. »14
Mailers Building, Chicago.
WANTED CAMERAMEN — To Shoot Stuff for Negro
News Reel all over the World. Address Clifford,
1816 12th Street N. W., Washington, D. C.
THEATRE MANAGER, good appearance, age 35,
who knows
how toormeet
the public
would Have
like position as manager
assistant
manager.
had
seven
years'
experience
and
often
mentioned
Motion Picture News. Recently manager of one ofin
the leading theatres. Box 825, Motion Picture News,
N. T. City.
THEATRES — Free Samples, Caution Labels, Shippingdress:Labels,
Film Tampa,
Reports,Florida.
Daily Reports, etc. AdBox 1155,
WANTED
POSITION as
Manager
of up-to-date
picture
and combination
theatre;
am violinist,
would
trade a farm for controlling Interest. Prefer Central
West and West in cities of 5,000 or more. D. C.
Burkholder, 38 West Main St., Waupun, Wis.
TWO NEW REELS OF COMEDY to be sold, no
slap stick. Write V. A. F., 251 West 34th Street,
New York City.
FOR SALE
Studio and laboratories equipped for
motion pictures, advertising and commercial photography; 3000 sq. ft. on second
floor of fireproof building with high ceilings, well lighted, both naturally and
artificially.
Inventory, Jan. 1, 1921, shows about
$5000 in equipment.
Owner will sell for any reasonable oflfer.
Educational Film & Commercial Pbolo Co., Inc.
1209 Spring Garden St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Radio

Slide

r
Type like a letterIt costs no more-

^

For Sole by all Leading Dealers

LENSES— PRISMS— MIRRORS
Cinema Optical Headquarters
Information cheerfully griven grratis
M. H. SCHOENBAUM
220 West Forty-second Street, New York City
Phone — Bryant 2991 — Wire Cinoptic — New York

Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely Better, More Lasting
and Cheaper in the Long Run
Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
For S- 0 W. and REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
25-10 W. Umps
Chicago, III.
26S0 W.Congreu St.,

Theatre ^nd Exchange Mailing List Service
W* rent il8t« of or i.ddreas csotrmplatrd or eiiatlug tbearrei. cxiQinfv*. atil« - rlgbti owners, fahUdtT medlnma tnd ii'-'>rtnceri« ••Ircted •» to territory, cltM, etc. Twenty thouand cbancet were
rtcerded Id ear Hit lait year. Iti oae meaai >
mt1d( of from 20 to 60% In pMlagc, sic
MOTION PICTURE DiRECTORT CO
244 Weit 42nd St. Pktmt. SrMHI Slli
New Ycrk
Aidreiting
PrinUn§
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Ne wOrgan in Los Angeles
The Robert-Morton Orchestral Organ which
has recently been installed in the Pantages thetre, Los Angeles, is in many ways a very remarkable instrument.
The concrete chambers in which the different
pipes and instruments stand are located beneath
the stage, occupying the full width of the proscenium arch. The organ contains a proper representation ofalmost all the voices in a modem
orchestra, in addition to the fundamental organ
tones which have caused the organ to be known
as the King of Instruments.
The flute family is particularly well represented, there being a concert flute, orchestral
flute, piccolo, 'cella piccolo, tibia or Roman pipe,
and doppel flute.
The string family is well represented by first
and second violin, viola, 'cello and double bass,
together with the octave violins, which add
greatly to the brilliancy of the organ.
The oboe, saxophone, clarinet and bassoon
are all available for the organist to use in weaving tone fabrics. The brass section contains
cornet, trumpet, tuba and orphicleide, which
produce a fitting climax which heretofore belonged only to the symphony orchestra.
The most outstanding feature of the organ
tone proper would, of course, be the dignified
diapason, which is the backbone of every organ; and in addition to these families, the fullthroated, cathedral-toned vox humana will recall memories of true ecclesiastical organ effects.
The instrument also contains many orchestral adjuncts, such as the harp, orchestral bells,
xylophone, bass drum, snare drum, etc., all of
which are so arranged that the expert musician
can be sure of finding them just where he wants
and when he wants them.
The pedal board and manuals are all equipped
with the Robert-Morton Double Touch System,
which permits the organist to use two separate
combinations of tones from the same division
simultaneously. The console or key desk, which
is located in the orchestral pit, is equipped with
the very latest devices in the form of adjustable
combination action, which controls the almost
countless stop keys and effects, so making the
master organist's task as light as possible.
There is also an Upright Grand piano
equipped with the mandolin effect.

50 -RADIO -MATS-:

Stop

Picture
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^^slr
l^o s s e s
Th£ >AuTOMATICKEr SYSTEM StOPS
Box Of-f-ice Leaks
& I-ossets
'Ask
Us 'About It
Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
ITaa
BROADWAV
NEW YORK
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SPECIAL
MUSIC
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No. 75217 Basket filled with flowers,
each 7Sc, per dozen $7.50.
My Springlustrations
Catalogue
Ko. Everlasting
75 with ilin colors of
Decorative Flowers, Plants, Vines,
Shrubbery, etc., free for the asking;
write for it to-day.
FRANK NETSCHERT
61 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.

How?
By Installing
the Perfect Shutter
new shutter irearg
A NEW
MACHINE
FOR with
Takes
out all play
and maSes the machine
likeYOUR^OLD
new. But, wh«»
you
need
them
for
Is
to
(five
you
a
far
better
p'cture.
withthan
25'~na
more light than a three wing shutter and 11% more Ugbt
two wing shutter, no flicker, less ampmtge. fewer broken cons— Guaranteed
or money back. Ask your dealer, or write
d.rect. denserAccept
no substitute.
PERFECT PROJECTION SHUTTER CO.
426 S. 5th Street
Loulartlto. Kj
P.S. If you are using alternating Current, wire yoar order.
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Reel)
" The Sportsman "
(Two-Reel Larry Semon Comedy.
leased by Vitagraph)

Re-

TRICK photography and the reliable " lion
stuff " save this from being just ordinary.
It will get some laughs, but most of the gags
are old and not especially clever. Compared
to Larry Semon's recent pictures this is far
below the average.
" The Sportsman " presents Mr. Semon as one
of those present in a mythical Turkish kingdom where he is chased about by divers persons for the sole purpose of providing action
and an excuse for pulling slap stick tricks.
Many familiar scenes have been used, like
tumbling into water, falling through trap doors,
crawling under the rugs, throwing crockery and
being speared in the rear with various weapons.
If an audience has not seen practically the
same thing hundreds of times it will go over as
a hit. If they have it will be mildly amusing
and probably hold attention because it keeps
moving. Mr. Semon is his usual self, working
hard and provided with good support. However
the lack of originality in the material provided
relegates the production to ordinary slapstick.
The lion mentioned is used in the last of the
picture and is instrumental through clever
camera work in providing some good comedy
scenes.—/. 6". DICKERSON.

" Roaring Lions on Parade "
(Sunshine Comedy — Fox — Two Reels)
PROBABLY working on the premise that
good things are more appreciated if they
come not too often. Fox has turned out the
first Sunshine comedy featuring lions in some
time.
Roaring
is one
of the time.
best
of "this
seriesLions
whichon weParade
have "seen
in some
It has more than a few thrilHng moments
brought about by a ferocious looking lioness
and a helpless baby. It opens with familiar
hotel stuff. Tom Kennedy and Ethel Teare
have the leading roles. A first class comedy
vamp and a large number of lovers bring about
the opening laughs.
Then the story takes a turn. Kennedy decides to discount a bragging hero. At the same
time the baby has toppled off a swing into the
lions' cages, and the villainous kidnappers, in
trying to get possession of the infant, loose the
animals. So there is ample opportunity for
cross-purposes. Kennedy whispers in the ear
of the real lion that it is time for him to
begin his act, and the disguised bellboy is the
victim of a terrific beating by the hotel people.
Two animals are brought into the hotel lobby
set, and chase a crowd upstairs and down in
a ferocious manner. Of course, they turn up

at most unexpected places and snarl into the
face of man who believes that he has just
escaped from them. One good shot is taken
from above the lions cage with the beast jumping up to within several feet of the camera.
The animal trainer is brought in at the end
and will thrill an audience by putting his head
into the lion's mouth.
There are good gags coupled with the lionthrills, which will insure a steady stream of
laughter from any audience. Harry WilHams
is responsible for the direction and familiar
Sunshine comedy types appear in the cast. —
MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

" Leading a Dog's Life "
(Sport Pictorial, Produced by Town and
Country Films. Released by Merit
Film Corporation)
«T EADING A DOG'S LIFE" is a
■L' teresting series of scenes showing
dogs in various environments with
humorous angle brought to the fore

very invarious
a semiin some

places.
Some of the shots secured of hunting dogs
in action will bring a thrill to anyone who has
ever hunted wild game, especially birds. Other
scenes show various breeds of canines being
trained. Among these are police dogs.
Some cute puppies are shown crawling out of
a clay vase, during dinner time, etc. Received
better applause at the Capitol theatre than the
feature being shown. Some slow motion photography isused to illustrate how the police
dogs climb over a fence seven and a half feet
high.—/. 6". DICKERSON.
" No

Monkey Business "
(Universal)

JOEcomedian.
MARTIN Inis fact
gettingthisto be
quite gentleman
a " prop "
young
from the jungle can handle the well known acces ories aswell as his human contemporaries.
To see him perform in " No Monkey Business," one must certainly believe in the Darwinian theory, for he acts like a perfect leading
man and handles his wife, another monk, as a
leading man should.
But Joe is given to drink and late hours, thus
causing his wife many unhappy moments. When
he is censured by his better half, he recalls the
days of his bachelorhood in the jungle and longs
for his independence.
It is not until the last few scenes, however,
that Joe regrets his folly and as he leans against
a bathtub and feels his head, swears he will
drink no more.
It is Joe's acting that counts in this reel,
which is of the straight, rather than comedy
variety.— FRANK LEONARD.

(Mutt

" The Hypnotist "
and
Jeff Cartoon— Fox— Half

THIS istoonabsolutely
most hasridiculous
of the series the
which
reached carthe
screen in some time. Nonsense-lovers
will start laughing at almost the very beginning
and never stop for a minute until the end. On
the other hand some will think it very foolish,
and possibly will not be able to find a laugh
for the preposterous absurdities it contains.
But the net laughter resulting from it should
be very great in volume.
Mutt and Jeff are hypnotized. Jefi is ordered
to act like a dog and Mutt like a cat. Then
the mesmerizer is arrested and there is no one
to take them out of their trance. So act like
cat and dog they do, although they are drawn
as men by the animator. They fight terrifically
and then Mutt climbs a tree and spits forth
his wrath, while Jeff leaps in a wild endeavor
to reach him, at the same time barking in rage.
littlea fellow
goeshasin ato second
a butcher's
andThesteals
bone, and
fight, shop
with
a dog this time, over the right of ownership.
Mutt, wandering alone, finds a little playmate
on the back fence and howls his love song at
her until old shoes and bottles are forthcoming
from flat windows. The two are finally captured by a policeman and brought out of the
hynotic
spell by their enchanter. — MATTHEW
A. TAYLOR.
"The (Prizma-Selznick
Royal Family — of
OneSwaziland"
Reel)
ALINE up of these dusky natives of a South
African principality takes on the form of a
comic opera to judge from their name. It is a
fantastic offering and acquaints the spectator
with the conduct of the royal court and the customs of the Nubians in a far-away land. Mr.
Sugden of Alaskan fame, takes credit for gathering close-ups of these people. And judging
from the royal reception given him he must also
take credit for being something of a diplomat.
The Frizma effects are prominent in the colors
of the royal wardrobe. Startling hues of red,
yellow and brown are prominently displayed.
But it isn't the best Prizma because the natives
are too dusky too appear at their best. It may
interest some to know that the queen is nearly
eighty years old and still able to rise from the
royal chair and greet the white man with a royal
and hearty handshake. The country has no
Eighteenth Amendment on its hands, for the explorers are given a taste from the royal jug,
which contains Kaffir beer. The picture will
arouse more curiosity than it will satisfaction
because the color effects are mostly of a sombre
shade. The trap drummer in an orchestra pit
can inject a deal of atmosphere with a tom-tom.
It makes a good m\tT.— LAURENCE REID.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report*
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October 23, 1920.
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
PICTURE
BRAND
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
PLAN BOOK
STAR
SCHOOL,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE NOV. 20 CHARM
REID
REID
.JAN.
"
Wallace
Reid
has
another winner here." — if. P. Neicg.
" Clever twiits make interesting crook story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
good business." " Wallace Keid went over big in this picture. Our
seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
patrons thought it was one of the best of this popular star's producentertaining
feature
which
drew
well."
"
Great
in
story
and
in
protions. Played this
to excellent
the office
week attractions
preceding we
New have
Year's."
duction. Wally Reld always has good following and great stories. Went
" We consider
one of thebusiness
best box
ever
played. Did exceptional business during its run at this house and is
over big." " Better than average business." " An unusually pleasing
picture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. -Star an excellent
an
picture."" One
" Veryof good
picture,
full of
entertaining
Did excellent
good business."
the most
pleasing
pictures
we havepoints.
ever
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
shown.
Business
was
very
good."
"
Good
enough
for
a
week
Reid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious ' pleased
holdover. Business extra good both weeks. Best Wallace second
Reid picture
our audiences. Did good business for the week."Drew
Entertaining
pic
large crowds
ever seen." " Certainly good. Business fine all week. Audiences well
ture. Business was very good during run."
" A good production
pleased." " Very good picture which held down big business for a week."
and
met
with
the
favor
of
home-going
audiences."
'
"
A
very
good pichaving entertaining story. Box-office receipts good
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
CHEATER REFORMED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. 15
ture to average business two days."
Oonaensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
" William Russell has an entertaining crool: picture here." — il. P. Newt.
AKB ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON
NOV. 6 CINDERELLA'S
TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN. ■
" Rather inconsequental for feature lenoth." — M. P. News.
" Just misses being very commonplace." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair business with a picture that was hard to tell
CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAY- TON DEC. «
what it was about."
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. 15
"
Weak
in
drama,
but
strong
in
sentiment."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Rather hectic hut fairly interesting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture and business was way off.
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted from
Our
patrons
didn't
know
the
star."
"
Fair
picture
to
fair
business."
mediocrity
by good
Ethel Clayton
by splendid
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
DEC. 11
" When I put
out aacting
posterof advertising
EthelandClayton,
I sit direction."
back and
• Mrilitirte iiii fiiii' on a hacknev'i theme." — M. P. News.
wait for the money to roll In — for she is one of the biggest favorites
laere on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories, but
Exhibitor Comment — " A good crook picture."
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE.
A (EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL NOV. 13
it went —over
in greatpicture,
shape."average
" Twopuller."
days to average business."
CAST
Consensus
" Average
" Good production given average story." — M. P. News.
COAST OF OPPORTUNITY, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J.
WARREN KERRIGAN
DEC. 1»
BILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC. 11
" Picturesque story with Kerrigan in heroic role." — If. P. News.
" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova shows a decided Improvement in this
CONNECTICUT
YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT, A (FOX) FEB. 12
SPECIAL CAST
picture over ' Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
entire
week."
"
Picture
proved
a
frost
here.
It
is
'
not
much
'
and
my
"Mark
Twain
modernized
in an appealing picture." — M. P. .\fir--.
audiences were below normal. Many thought it the poorest film
CONRAD IN QUEST OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
THOMAS MEIGHAN
NOV
hold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's very
" Delightful story is enriched on the screen." — M. P. News.
stagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city."
Coniensus — " Average picture, average puller:"
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Fair
average
receipts."
" Drew about
average
crowdspicture
duringbringing
the entire
week.box-offlce
People characterBLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 2S
ized
it
as
'
very
good.'
"
"
Average
picture
with
about
usual
business."
"Justine
Johnstone
is
a
welcome
screen
figure
in
crook
melodrama."
—
M. P. News.
" An extremely
a star
is regarded
in This
section
as one entertaining
of the most picture
popularwith
of the
malewhospecies.
Considering
Exhibitor Comment—" A mediocre picture. Star not particularly attracthat this was the week before Christmas, business wes very good
tive, but played to good business for reasons unknown."
indeed." " Great. Opened very big. Great crowds waiting to get in.
BLACK BEAUTY (VITAGRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN. 22
Meighan a great favorite here." " Average picture. Played to average
"Entertaining picture made from fomous classic." — M. P. News.
business."
" Usual comment on this picture. Why was Meighan surBLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. IS
rounded by such
women?
business."
" Big business.
Meighan
one of the
most ugly
popular
screenFair
stars.
Our patrons
like him and
like
"Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good melodrama that pleased lovers of this class of
the
kind
of
pictures
he
appears
in."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
entertainment.
Box-office returns better than usual." " Fairly good
both as to pleasing the audiences and box-office returns."
COUSIN KATE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
FEB. 12
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
"Alice Joyce lias strong personality in • Cousin Kate.'" — M. P. yews.
BREAKING
POINT,
THE
(FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON)
BESSIE
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TALBARRISCALE
FEB. 5 DANGEROUS
MADGE
DEC.
•• More than a vehicle — a irell-sustained marital drama." — M. P. Neics.
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — Jlf. P. News.
27
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. S
Exhibitor Comment — " Finj production which seemed to please and brought
H7/ait the public /lo.s- been waiting for from Fatty." — M. P. News.
fine business." " Not as good as some of Miss Talmadge's previous
Exhibitor Comment — " Sure-fire winper. Pleased the audiences immensely.
vehicles, but satisfying." " A good picture and brought more than usual
Box office returns much larger than usual."
business.' " This sure did go over big and deserved it for it's an interBROADWAY
BUBBLE,
THE (VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIFesting picture throughout." " Picture brought fine business. Very enFITH NOV.
Consensus
— " Oood picture, good puller."
tertaining."
" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role." — M. P. News.
Did better than average business at two first-run houses simultaneDEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST NOV. l»
ously. Just melodramatic enough to attract, and not too emotional, so
"Vivid, 'punchy' story: production eicellent." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This one went over good and brought more than
as to offend." " Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that
pleased everybody because it is logical." '
the average
busine.'ss."
DEVIL,
THE (ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE)
GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. 29
BROKEN
GATE, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
BARRISCALE
JAN.
"Very artistic nith .Arliss superb in his screen debut.'' — M. P. News.
DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
" t'nh sister story is highly theatrical." — M. P. News.
BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWOKTH NOV.
" Strong mystery story carries interest." — If. P. News.
" Hobart Bosworth scores in vigorous story of the sea." — M. P. Netcs.
DEVIL'S
GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL NOV. I
BARRYMORE
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
" Rather grcwsome story, well produced and acted." — M. P. Netcs.
" Fine production given famon.s stage comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment. — " .\ppeals to the highly sophisticated audience.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
Opened to very big business.'' " Its too heavy for the average audiand
kept
me
packing
'em
in.
.\lmost
a
record-breaker.
"
those whobutgo not
to the
see fine
BURGLAR PROOF (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN
FEB. 12
acting, ence.
thisAnd it's
will too
be gloomy.
a splendidForattraction,
for theatre
the vasttomajority
" Washburn's OFbestTHE
one LAW,
in a dog'^s
— (i realWILLIAM
c.omedii." —RUSSELL
.1/. P \rws. OCT. I»
who iio only to be amused." " Most unsatisfactory First National ever
CHALLENGE
THE 'ir/f(FOX)
"Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama." — .1/ P Venn.
Consensus
— "Average picture, average puller."
shown hero."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1550
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"O'MALLEY

OF

LIPS"
LYING
(Ince-Asso. Producers)

Spectacular But False in Idea and Characterization
doUar production with a "below
a million
like cally
looks
THISstairspicture
it is perfect, there being a spectacular
Mechani
" story.
appeal in truly picturesque scenes and the staging, lighting and
details standing out in bold relief. In fact it eclipses anything Ince has
ever done from a spectacular standpoint. Which, of course, emphasizes
the plot shortcomings. Characterized as a photoplay with a message it
has nothing to say that smacks of humanity or reality. Indeed the characterization isfalse. Yet " Lying Lips " will be talked about and will attract patronage because of the immensity of its sets, the fine quality of its
interpretation and the fact that it is sponsored by Ince. It attempts to
paint the conflict of love between a selfish girl reared in luxury and a
self-made man deprived of worldly goods.
For two or three reels the action is consistent, then it becomes exceedingly arbitrary and the characters are moved about in a mechanical
fashion. The opening shot is a gem and presents in convincing fashion
the reason for the heroine's attitude. A subsequent rainstorm is another
remarkable scene. It shows the introduction of the hero who falls in
love with the girl only to discover in a moment of extremity that she is
who, beunduly selfish. In other words he is just a convenient friend,
cause of his lack of culture and wealth, is not considered seriously. And
so the characterization rings false. This development does not invite
sympathy for either figure. The girl discards him and returns to England,
but he is persistent enough to travel by steerage in the same boat.
Ince presents a miniature of the steamer striking a mine and a subsequent shipwreck which is most artistically achieved. Yet the logic is lost
in the immediate action. A long shot shows the vessel being blown into
fragments, yet the chief characters find refuge in a huge portion of it.
There are matches, a kerosene lamp and hot coffee, bunks, dry clothing
and what not to make them comfortable. And so they pledge themselves
in sight of God thinking their days are numbered. The sight of a passing
steamer brings the girl back to her customary train of thought. She defies
her lover and excuses herself on the ground that life is sweet again and
that she had used his protection in another moment of extremity. The
all of a melodrama's use of coinwith shows
point is melodrama
picture atcidencethis
and convenience.
a reception given her by a
A lig scene
fiance, and the derelict of the wreck bobs up in arbitrary fashion with
plenty of wealth obtained by an inheritance. He has realized her shallow
and selfish nature and dismisses her from his life. It is then that the girl
develops a soul. At the altar she cries out that she has been married to
another in the sight of God. So she hastens to join the man who towers
above her in character. Her repentance invites his forgiveness.
The spiritual note is striven for here, but never found. The picture is
mechanical and melodramatic and judged in this manner is a winner because of its spectacular appeal. The church scene is a marvelous set.
Indeed the offering shows the marks of lavish expenditure. Would that
the story might have equalled the production. The acting is in the capable
hands of House Peters and Florence Vidor, and they acquit themselves
with forceful portrayals. They almost succeed in making the characters
human. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Blair Cornwall
House Peters
Nancy Abbott
Florence Vidor
William Chase
Joseph Kilgour
Lelia Dodson
Margaret Livingston
Mrs. Abbott
Margaret Campbell
Mrs. Prospect
Edith Yorke
Mr. Horace Prospect
Calvert Carter
John Warren
Emmett C. King
By
May by
Edington.
Scenario
Bradley King.
Directed by John Griffith Wray.
Photographed by Charles Stumar and Henry Sharp.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The and
theme
of Thomas
H. Ince's
spectacular
dramalifeis and
basedlove.
upon Ittheis two
vital
mysterious
elements
of human
existence,
said most
that
*'theLying
Lips
"
surpasses
"
Civilization
"
in
the
force
of
its
dramatic
contents
appeal of its scenes and situations. This feature attraction will appear at and
the
theatre next
with House Peters and Florence Vidor
heading a cast that includes Joseph Kilgour, Margaret Livingston and Emmett C.
King. The
picture isof adapted
Kingwhich
from isMay
Edington's
story isanda
depicts
the contrast
imselfish byloveBradley
with that
selfish.
The heroine
product of wealth and culture who is attracted to a resourceful type of manhood.
In a crucial moment her courage deserts her and she becomes a product of deceit.
The lovers are in a moment of extremity when she fails again. But her soul
is purged through the force of conscience. The picture teaches a good moral.
It teaches that confidence must be given in return when it is offered. The picture
contains scene after scene of spectacular thrill — each one having been staged in
a most artistic
manner.
fact itof isitsa interpretation.
picture which is appealing through its
striking
action and
the highIn order
CATCH LINES
See " Lying Lips," Thomas H. Ince's great spectacle of life and love. See the
marvelous scenes — the thrilling shipwreck — the realistic storm — the wedding.

THE

(Hart-Paramount)
MOUNTED"
Good Incident and Bill Hart Touches Make It Interesting
IT is customary for an actor of Westerns to appear at some time or
other in the Mounted Police story. Now that the leading exponent
of them all. Bill Hart, has interpreted it, his repertoire may be called
complete. It may be that the star has played the red-coated minion of the
law before. If so, time in the writer's case has erased the memory of it.
The pattern may be obvious, the plot may be anticipated, but Hart, being
the author, has introduced enough incident and action to keep it moving
with sustained interest. One knows that a member of the Mounted always
gets his man. One knows for screen purposes it is wise to let the man
have his liberty for the sake of romance.
This arbitrary development doesn't spoil " O'Malley of the Mounted,"
because it carries enough detail and typically Hart touches to keep one at
attention. For instance, there is as good a representation of a rodeo show
as has ever been shown. And it isn't an insert from a news weekly either.
A good reel is given over to some expert riding, with the star acting as a
spectator. It seems as if Hart and his director, Hillyer, appreciating the
antiquity of the plot, had said, " Let's treat it in a new way." There is
none of the forlorn chase over the snow with the inevitable fight, nor the
conflict or torment of sold of the hero torn between love and duty. The
red-coated officer indulges in flash-backs as he accepts his assignment and
before he returns to the post — minus his man — there is offered a sure-fire
brand of western melodrama. The rodeo has really nothing to do with
the plot other than planting the crooked characters who walk off with the
prizes. The officer knows that his man is a member of the gang and to
become a member of it he is forced to disguise himself as a cowpuncher
and show his worth as a bandit.
He robs a bank in broad daylight, but in returning the money is discovered and accused of treaciiery. While the characters are stereotyped,
the manner in which tliey are introduced takes the sting off the obviousness
of the plot. The real villain exposes the officer because of the beating up
he received at his hands — a regular, old-fashioned Bill Hart fight — a hammer and tongs affair. Bill goes to the defense of the girl's honor — the girl
being the cook of the organization of which her brother is a member.
And the boy is the much wanted criminal. Bill is about to become the
victim of a " necktie " party when his young friends rescue him. So he
returns alone out of gratitude and with the knowledge that the crime was
justified. The story has interludes of clever incident and keeps as much
out of single-track channels as possible. There is a good measure of
suspense and the romance isn't neglected. The scenes are united with good
continuity and are staged against picturesque backgrounds. Bill Hart may
have had better ones than this feature, but none which have carried a better
wallop. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
O'MaUey
WilUam
Hart
Rose Lanier
Eva S.Novak
Red Jaeger
Leo Willis
Bud Lanier
'
Antrim Short
Big Judson
Alfred Allen
Sheriff
Bert Sprotte
By
Williamby S.Lambert
Hart. Hillyer.
Scenario
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Photographed by Joe August.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
William S. Hart's latest Paramount picture of the West, " O'Malley of the
Mounted," will be the feature attraction at the
theatre next
.
The role
O'Malley
is saidhisto followers
be one ofin the
portrayals
which
Mr. ofHart
has favored
manystrongest
months.character
Thrills and
clever with
incident abound throughout the action of this virile photoplay. The star appears as
one of the Mounted — the inexorable law of which is. Get Your Man! He hits
upon the idea of robbing a bank to gain membership in a gang of outlaws, so that
he can capture the man he wants for murder. But he is discovered in sending the
money
He is forced to battle for a girl's honor —
the girl back
being andthe accused
sister ofofthetreachery.
alleged murderer.
She
saves
O'Malley
from
the
outlaws
and together
make wasa thrilling
escape.So
It is then that the mounted policeman learns
that thethey
murder
justifiable.
he conducted them to the boundary line and permitted them their freedom, while
he returned to the post and resigned. His resignation was decided upon when he
found himself in love with the girl. The picture is graphic in action and is highly
interesting. The star is supported by Eva Novak, Antrim Short and others. Lambert Hillyer directed from a story furnished by the star.
PROGRAM READER
theatre next
Bill Hart is coming to the
red-coated
horseman. Yes, the popular exponent of Westerns is a member as ofa the
Royal
Northwest Mounted Police. He has been assigned to the task of getting his man
and a member of the Mounted never fails. He rode on a lone hunt, disguised as
a cowpuncher. He was even forced to become a bandit. But he got his man.
Then
gripped
prisoner's
and asstolea pleasant
away in surprise
the night.
He returned
to his hechief
alone.hisWhy?
Thathand
remains
for you.
Suffice
to
say
that
"O'Malley
of
the
Mounted
"
is
a
story
that
races
across
the
the tune of lively action, thrills, and typically Bill Hart incident. It is screen
a pictureto
which takes you to the big outdoors. See the big Western rodeo.
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DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11
" H. B. Warner puts ' punch ' into strony dramatic story." — M. P. News.
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
"Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Wesley Barry in tills picture is proving a wortliy
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
Tile public
wants
of this Barry
kind."considered
" Picturevery
proved
averageas
drawing
card.
Workplays
of Wesley
good very
but story
a wiiole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic." " Good picture.
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
" Personally, think this is better than ' Go and Get It,' but it didn't
make quite as much money for me. It's a wonderful picture, and
they all liked it." " Made a big hit at this theatre, pulling capacity
crowds at each performance. Broke house record." "This is a fine
picture and brought good business for me." " Played to increasing
business each day. Wonderful kid picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
" Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations." — if. P. News.
DOWN HOMB (WILLAKT.HODKINSON) 8PUCIAL CAST
NOV. B
" Some interesting moments in this rustic story." — M. N. News.
DKAe HAKLAN (POX) WILLIAM PASNUM
NOV. 6
" // they like Famum, it's a good bet." — if. P. Newt.
Bxblbltor Comment — "Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum
back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual - business.
Patrons seemed entertained." " WliHam Famum has a good box
office value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine." " Farnum always goes over big in a Western picture." " This is the type of picture they like Farnum in. Extra big business three days." " Great
picture,
liked.
Went good
over puller."
big."
Consensus —well
" Good
picture,
813 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN. 22
"Interesting moments in mystery story." — il. P. Nevs.
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS.
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST)
DEC. 2S
" A splendid production given mystery story." — if. P. News.
ETE8 OP THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
NOV. 13
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor
" A fair picture,
well from
acted.them,
MaryUieMiles
Minter
her own Comment
personal— following,
bat aside
picture
did has
not
have much of an appeal." " Ordinary picture Poor business three
days." " Not as good as some of her previous pictures, but Miss
Minter is always pleasing." " Two days to big and average business."
" Pair picture to fair business. Star popular."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
WACR AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM
FOX) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 13
•' Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines." — M. P. NetKS.
PATAL HOUR. THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — if. P. News.
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29
" Selig produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — M. P. Neics.
PBLIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B, WARNER
SEPT. 18
" 4 good production from all anglet." — M. P New*
E.Khibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business one day."
PIKEBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY 31
" Buck Janet practically duplicate* his last picture." — M. P. Kewi.
Elxtilbltor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average busiConsensusness —two "days."
Good picture, good puller."
FIRE CAT, THE UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
FEB. 12
"Edith Roberts scores in Varmenesquc role." — M. P. Neics.
FIRSTHAYAKAWA
BORN, THE
(HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE FEB. 12
" AM. title,
heart
interest
and Hayakawa's acting should attract them." —
P. Xews.
Exhibitor Comment — " By far the best picture that Sessue Hayakawa has
ever made. It is a true conception of Oriental life."
PIXED BY QBORQE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MOKAN
NOV. •
"Lyons
Moran —produce
tuccesiful
Newt. the patrons
ExhibitorandCJoniment
" Excellent.
Veryfarce.''
funny— if.andP. pleases
who enjoy high cla.ss comedy."
".\ rather poor picture to poor business two days." " Good — one day to extra big business."
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEE. S
"A good production uith foreign setting." — Jf. P. Xeics.
PLAME OF YOUTH. THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
" A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Mason." — if. P. News.
PLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFTj DOROTHY
GISH
JAN. 1
"Fairly pleasing offerino vith Dorothy Gish." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good." " Just average
box-office results, thoufih the picture is quite good."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
POOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. AVicg.
Bxbibltor Comment — "Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because
they Uked Wanda — and they did not register a kick. Box-office Jii.-it
fair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved it, for It <8
Interesting and entertaining." " Pair picture with only average huxoffice receipts." " Better than ' Miss Hobbs.' Miss Ilawley is likable
In this sort of a story. Big to average business two days."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST.. FEB. S
"heNews.
Mille scores another ten strike; a great audience picture." — M. P.
PORBIDDEN THING. THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual guality." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good olctore to fair business." " A line production.
People and
stoodproduced
in line but
all week
see this picture.
Big success."
acted
ratner tolong-drawn
out ; exploitation
put it" Well
over
to big business."
Box Office Reports con
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^^^mLLl"luRI^E"^^°^' (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
" J'lau .seems old-fashioned as picture'.''— M ' 'p ''Ne't(:s
'
money
are <..xpend(Ml
■dupVir
h^o!f.'.!fv«"~'".T^Pj
P'<^f."r>
fair and
businesi
on such
,„^rnA
s- --Just
plain drivel."
tra.sh—
it's" Average
a'^"•^
pity pleasing,
a business
good star
real
Xo
nlw
ngles, throughout the entire five reels. Photography and dir^tion gSoJ
win, , tM« f. "
f,""-^' f"-'™
overworked
"Hadsillv.
poor Audience
business
. • and
h\
week."being "Very
trashy
^uuieuce
Business only fair."
enthu.sed.
hardly
Mt
Ll
UH
ANTHOMAS
^^^Mi^ruARJ "^"^ STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT)
22
Interesting story of a crook's redemption." — if. P 'News
ness '°''
" Good picture which brought more than usual busi'^,^J?'^,^^' ."'^"^ (^^ALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC 4
Talky picture
has little appeal."
— if.
News
" '
Exhibitor
bestp. pictures
I have
seen.
It cast
ha*'
strength Comment—"
and purpose One
and ofis the
wonderfull
y portrayed
by
excellent
Exceptionally good business." "An absolute sensation, a knockout
Had S. R. O. sign up from opening day till finish of week. One of the
best picture I ve ever seen." "Unusually good audience picture. Everybody liked It Opened to big Sunday business." " Verv big production.
the details
are not well
good but
the picture
average."
■1^''""
?hf'Tf
worked "The
out. plot
It of fair.
Averageis receipts"
h'gh-class
society picture
with beautifulIs costuming
and sets which
appealed particularly to the women and
did splendid busines.s •'
i"e».>. DEC It
pull
er."
Good picture,
^^^h^^.^y
Consensus — •HEART
(FOX) good
SHIRLEY
MASON
"Star fails to enliven very dull story." — M. P News ' "
°^^KENNEDY ^^^^ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
"Madge
plays
tiro
'weiV'—M
' 'p
' 'News'
*
Exhibitor
Comment--"
was 'exceptionally'
a They
corker.
thinkit. itand
the"
Madge Kennedy
Kennedy
ha.s This
yet roles'
done.
all Iliked
I best
plavedthingto
and
Madge l-®-''
but title is "catchy
this houses."
about good
all week."
^,^r,^?'^r*?i^°"
y has a "Nothing
following.great
Kennedy
has Kenne<
considerable
drawing
power Result—
here. Iler
picture is not" Madge
strong
°
it
but our — people
CoH.'.f/i.sHs
•• Good liked
picture,
good puller." .
GODLESS MEN (BARKER-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST.... FEB 12
•• LM.>iplra.^(int
P. News. utory depending on acting and unu-sual ticist to storu "~

°°°0°pl^PE)^l
^ic?A«L=
^^CT M
" Good production
given ^Xil^.".'.^^^
rather illogical^.^.^.^^^:^
story." — if. ^^.^'..^^^^
P. News
NATIONAL)
(BENNETT-FIRST
THE
*^^^ATx.^°^
LIONEL ^NTURE,
BARRYM
ORE
22
"Mure interesting via the printed
— if. P. News.
Exhibitor (Tomment — " Not as good page."
as some Barrymore pictures but enjoyed and full houses resulted."
GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
DEC 4
'■n
l"""- ''^"'^■"'f
depends
largely
on titles."
— if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
poor
picture.
Average
box-office
receipts."
Fine picture with some very exceUent acting and interesting story.
Played to better than average business for week."
^^W,^
CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. M
• Well acted
and directed, but development suffers." — if. P Xeics
oTKWART
e5™A^!J° "^"^ PIPER (MAYKR.PIRST NATIONAL) ANITA OCT N
" Favorite
formula given rich production." — if. p. Newt
Exhibitor Comment — ' Regarded this as Just
a fair picture and
averhouses." " The entertaining value of this picture Is good, drew
drew
moreagethan
usual business." " This picture pleased. BusinessandnormaL
Anita
Stewart
is
only
fairly
popular."
"
Thev
liked
it
—
but
did
not
capacity business. Just fair. Wherever Miss Stewart is popular do
should should be a knockout." " A rather poorlv motivated play basedIt
on an old theme. Anita Stewart's charm and ability help to make It an
Consensus
—drawing
"Averageca
picture, rd
<= ji
average puller."
averageARE
HEARTS
TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL."
CAST
DEC 11
A complex melodrama very well produced."
— if P. Newt
Exhibitor
Comment—"
Ranks about
average. There is nothing startling about this production.
HEARTS UP (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
JAN 1
"Harry Carey has satisfying offering here." — M. P. News.
HELIOTROPE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
) SPBCIAL CAST
DEC 4
"A different picture here." — if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — "Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
and attracting good business for week run." " Good picture well worth
seeing, which was attested by my houses, which were prettv well
crowded.
" Did well and held over second week. Like most second—business
and myin opinion
by the facthundred.
that it plaved
"to itcapacity
a house backed
seating uptwenty-seven
Consider
an excellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
draw well at my house." " Splendid production. Well liked bv audience. Didofcapacity
business during its entire run." " Excellent
1 he patrons
this theatre
filled the house at each performance every
day
tor
the
entire
week."
all records
two voars
as theper
poorest
drawing card. One million" Broke
per
cent
overratedfor and
1.000.000
cent
oversold picture. Otherwise a good
picture
with
none
of
the
mucMy
promispcl Hearst free advertisin.g. even an extra S700 advertising
appropriation could not put it over." " Thoroughlv nice picture Ought
to go with— most
kind ofgood
an audience."
" '
Consensus
" Goodanypicture,
puller."
HER FIRST ELOPEMENT (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
JAN. 29
incon.trqurnfinl anil too vapid for feature length." — if. p \eics
HER•■ HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN 29
Rather hectic in .tpots. but keeps the interest.'' — if. P \eirs
HER BELOVED
VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DEC IS
M.P. News.
.f n J'"''^'' o<ioPtation that falls thort in American requirements." —
Exhbltor Comment — " A good picture to average business three days."
tinned on page 1552
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SMALL
TOWN
IDOL"
(Sennett-Asso. Producers)

Mack Sennett Gives a Three Ring Circus Here
MACK SENNETT'S first picture for Associated Producers is certain
to give him the spotlight of popular favor. True he has presented the feature comedy before. But where he eclipses his previous achievements is in the manner of assembling all the tried and true
hokum and gag found in the ten, twent' and thirt' melodrama and not
relying entirely upon the farm stuff, the bathing girls, or a burlesque on
an old time favorite. Sennett has bean more ambitious here than usual.
He has spent money. In fact there are some big sets which would do
credit to his associates of the organization. And he has all of the players
who have made his comedies famous. Ben Turpin, Marie Prevost, Phyllis
Haver and Charles Murray make a rich quartette and they are ably supported by others equally well known. Louise Fazenda is present for just
a brief second.
The only trouble with " A Small Town Idol " is its length. A good deal
of its latter footage could be dispensed with since it generates very little
humor. Indeed Sennett gives up the laughs in order to collect a few
thrills. And there will be an argument with some if he hasn't trespassed
outside of his domains. The comedy gets off to a breezy start and shows
Ben as the country bumpkin, Phyllis Haver as his sweetheart, and James
Finlayson as the villain. The church scene is a rare one and good for a
large sized chuckle and the bit which shows the hero and rival fighting in
the pool room is occasion for a mirthful explosion. And Ben attempting
to fish is another good incident. The girl gives up Ben when she discovers
a photograph from Marie Prevost and Ben is escorted to the station and
advised not to return.
Sennett employs thousands in this picture and the effort to make it more
or less spectacular takes away the intimate comedy with which he has
been identified. In fact the picture presents him in a revolutionary frame
of mind. Ben turns up at a moving picture studio. And here the offering
loses some of its spontaneity. In the first place the director has utilized
the idea before in much more humorous fashion. But it does give him a
chance to play up the big sets. One of them takes up the entire studio
floor space and the thousand extras are introduced again in ballet numbers
and high jinks on the floor. There is none of the ridiculous tomfoolery
here. In fact the latter development is akin to several legitimate features.
Well, Ben becomes a star by his willingness to double for a timid thespian.
He jumps off a high bridge and is forced to have a re-take because the
director's cap covered the lens of the camera. Ben wants to commit suicide
because of Phyllis' cold attitude. Than he comes home famous and attends
the local theatre and watches himself on the screen. A good bit of business and well done. Finally he is accused of vile treachery and chased
by the natives. A " necktie " party is waiting for him, but he is rescued
by his old time sweetheart. Sennett has painted local color and atmosphere with a thick brush. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Sam Smith (Samuel X. Smythe)
Ben Turpin
J. Wellington Jones
James Finlayson
Mary Brown
PhylUs Haver
Martin Brown
Bert Roach
1°^^
.^^■^J?"'",AI. Murray
Cooke
Sheriff Sparks . .
Charles
Marcelle Mansfield
Marie Prevost
Mrs. Smith (Sam's Mother)
Dot Farley
gandit
Eddie
Bandit Chief
Chiefs ....
Rival
KallaGribbon
Pasha
Director of "Two-Gun
Sam"
Billy O'Hara
Bevan
Cameraman
.
.
George
By Mack Sennett.
Directed by Erie Kenton.
Photographed by Fred Jackman, Perry Evans and J. R. Lockwood.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A Small
Town Idol,"
the few productions
SIX" reel
proportions,
comes one
to of
the
theatreMack Sennett has made
. Within
practically every member of his all-star aggregation of next
funny
folk
enrolled
in a
congenial part there is assurance that the comedy will furnish
entertainment.
Ben Turpm IS the village hero. Phyllis Haver is his small vast
town
ideal;
Marie
Prevost IS the city girl that befriends poor Ben when the home-folks
down; Charlie Murray is the indefatigable constable; James Finlaysonturnis him
the
wretched villain who concocts
all the trouble, and Kalla Pasha and Eddie Gribbon
and the other Sennett favorites are to be seen advantageously
in
the
shifting
scenes that cover as many places as are usually revealed in a half-dozen problem
plays wherein the slums and the green fields are visited.
The comedy is rich satire and rare burlesque and carries enough material
for a dozen two-reel offerings The story value is legitimate,
the humor arises from
the characterizations and performances. The picture is decorated
with five hundred
girls or more; it also is lavishly staged.
PROGRAM READER
Mack Sennett's six-reel comedy-drama, " A Small Town Idol," will be the feature
?,',n"nf"?^r-1fc'
%romance
theatre next
As a melodrama
full of thrills and
by Dumas; as a .comedy
it travels onit ishighas
making the hills and miles asof afunnovel
with
plenty
of
hilarity;
as
a
spectacle it is an
Arabian Nights Dream visuahzed. There is a company that includes
1,000 beautifuJ girls— the type of girls which have been made famous by Senneti.
And a
typically Sennett cast includes those dependable players, Ben Turpin Charles
Murray James Finlayson, Kalla Pasha, Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver and others
It
every valu?
value. ^^''-"^"li
Manage
production"
d by Sennm!
r
stupendous
guaranteesever%onceive
clr^e*evlr?"
a most entertaining
I carries
hour.

"THE

(Metro)
GREATER
CLAIM

'

Alice Lake Scores in Ordinary Story
idea behind this photoplay is familiar to those readers who
THEperuse
sensational newspaper.s. A wealthy father, an independent
son, and a chorus girl complete the triangle. You can anticipate
every scene and guess it nearly right nine times out of ten. In " The
Greater Claim " the story doesn't upset the conventions and manages to
entertain because of some sure-fire incident, the lieart interest note and the
restrained acting of Alice Lake. Certainly she had opportunity to emote
and stress the situations. But her performance is kept within bounds \<nlh
the result that the human factor- i? considerably emphasized. The young
man is kidnapped away from his honeymoon cottage and is shanghaied with
his father's consent. Yet one cannot condemn the father because of the
easy manner in which De Witt Jennings interprets the character. It is not
a crusty type. And so the chorus girl-wife is forced to return to the footlights to eke out a livelihood.
Her suspicions are aroused to the idea that her husband may be a party
to the scheme, so when he returns she drives him away with her gay conduct. There are several gaps in the continuity which are not easily explained with subtitles. Yet the picture holds the attention and is bound to
be popular with the average patron. Wlien a child is born the picture
takes on a value which cannot be denied. It seems as if the director
stressed the infant scenes a trifle. There is a deal of padding which has to
do with the baby's bath. Eventually the story becomes " in-tri-kut," the
complications presenting a shyster lawyer who conceives a plan to mulct
the old man of his money. The latter offers to adopt the infant and the
mother is chosen as the nurse, although her identity is not disclosed. The
manner of her selection smacks of padded hokum. The same may be said
with the by-play indulged in by the servants.
The characters are moved about arbitrarily at the convenience of the
author. For three reels the stern parent doesn't make an- appearance, although he is constantly referred to in the dialogue. And the scapegrace
son is absent for a considerable period in the action. The old man's
heart bends after the baby grows to early boyhood and the complications
are swept aside with the return of the son for a second time. A pair of
blackmailers are on the verge of stinging the old man when their little
game is discovered. The picture could be compressed into five reels, thus
the scenes would have more polish and the action would be more compact.
The title finds its meaning in the fact that a mother will not give up her
child for all the gold in the world. The heroine and the blackmailer are
put to the test and the former is not found wanting in mother love. "The
Greater Claim "' is overdrawn, but it looks like a good bet for any exhibitor.— Length, 6 reels. — Lmirence Reid.
THE CAST
Mary Smith
Alice Lake
Richard Everard
Jack Dougherty
Abe Dietz
Edward Cecil
Richard Everard, Sr
De Witt Jennings
Gwendolyn
r
Florence Gilbert
Rosie
Lenore Lvnard
By Izola Forrester and Mann Page.
Scenario by Albert Shelby Le Vino.
Directed by Wesley Rugglcs.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A story of a girl's claim to the heart of her husband and her greater claim to
her own child of whom she is deprived is offered in Alice Lake's newest Metro
picture, " The Greater Claim," which comes to the
theatre next
It is a simple
interest
picture
scoresingredients.
for its generous
measure of. sentiment,
pathos,heart
human
appeal
and ft-hich
other vital
Miss
Lake has an ideal role for the expression of her charm and talent. She gives
a remarkably lifelike performance in the part of Mary Smith, a chorus girl who
marries
a richis man's
son and
her father-in-law
receive her.
The
husband
shanghaied
and finds
Mary that
is forced
to return to will
the not
chorus.
In time a child is born and becomes a means of breaking down the barriers.
The
is softened
he adopts
the baby,
the
mothersternwhoparent's
is not heart
recognized.
Whenas the
son comes
home the
and nurse
claims being
his vnfe
her happiness is complete. The picture is interestingly told against backgrounds
which are thoroughly in atmosphere. Prominent in the supporting cast are Jack
Dougherty, De Witt Jennings, Florence Gilbert and Edward Cecil. Wesley
Ruggles directed from a story by Izola Forrester and Mann Page.
PROGRAM READER
The greatest claim of all is mother love. A baby brings a claim upon its
parents which cannot be denied. Mary Smith married a young man who was
kidnapped by his father and the marriage was annulled. In time a baby came
to bring a measure of happiness — a baby that the stern grandfather adopted.
His heart was softened. 'Then like a black shadow, came an adventuress who
claimed the baby. Which woman won? How were they put to the test? 'The
answer lies in " The Greater Claim " which comes to the
theatre
next
starring Alice Lake. It is a picture charged with heart interest
and sentiment and offers a most interesting hour. The star gives one of the finest
portrayals of her career — a portrayal marked for its restraint.
SUGGESTIONS
There is no reason why Alice Lake cannot score with an audience. Surely she
is exceptionally gifted. In this picture she gives a remarkably human performance
in a role which fits her to a dot. The best plan for exploitation looks like concentrating upon her name. Tell of her past pictures. Play up the heart theme
and detail a bit of the plot. Ask leading questions concerning the claims on a
mother's heart. Play up the child interest. Interest the feminine patronage, telling themtown,
it is then
a picture
of the isheart
home. Ifonetheforstarher.hasn't
in your
the chance
ripe and
to establish
Makea following
emphatic
in your advertising scheme for program readers the mother love theme. Stress
the sentiment and human interest.
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OF THE PARTY. THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
HER SWEET
UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV. 1» LIFEARBUCKLE
DEC. 4
"Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckl&s Latest." — M. P. News.
" Oood production given average story." — U. P. Hews.
Exhibitor Comment — " An entertaining feature and a good box offlce
Exhibitor
— " Satisfactory
both as an entertainment and
as a box Comment
office attraction.
Averagepicture
good business.
attraction."
" A week
laugh-getting
Arbuckle attendance
comedy which
played
business for one
with an increased
the last
parttoofgood
the
HIS WORTH
OWN LAW (J. PARKER READ-GO LDWYN) HOBART BOS- FEB. 12
engagement." "Fine picture. Splendid business. Excellent entertainment. The kind of show It's a pleasure to run. Everybody comes Into
" Trite story makes poor screen matcrial."~~M. P. News.
the
theatre
have athought
good time
and gobut
out ithappy."
" Fair
HOLD YOUR HORSES (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE)
FEB. 5
picture,
fairexpecting
business. to Some
it great,
is a question
" Comedy titles and good incident make this -fine entertainment. — M. P. News.
whether
or
not
the
public
wants
Arbuckle
in
long
features."
"
Good
picture as far as entertaining value goes, but did only average business
Exhibitor Comment — " Just ordinary picture and did just ordinary business."BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
HONOR
NOV. 13
Consensus
— " Oood picture, good puller."
during'FRAID
run."
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
LITTLE
LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. 4
Siklbltor Comment — " This picture took w«ll and brought good box oflSce
" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. News.
LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV. IS
returns."
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8
" New star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
" Familiar story is well picturized." — M. P. News.
LOVEGLAUM
(J. PARKER
READ. JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE DEC. 11
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
JAN. 29
"Interesting picture on a familiar theme." — M. P. Neics.
News. Olaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — M. P.
" Louise
Exhibitor Comment — " Big picture, box office receipts increasing each day."
IDOLS OF CLAY fPARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY .... NOV. 27
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all the
women.
It's
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive.
business
at two
" Colorful production marked by good incident." — M. P. News.
simultaneous first-run houses." " Fair picture ; did average business
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture filled with sex appeal that did a
three days." Just fair. Didn't do anything remarkable, just cleared
good business." " Opened up extra big and continued so during week
expenses. As a picture it's awful ; as a box-office attraction it just manrun." " This picture brought very good business and people seemed atages to get by." " Failed to draw after big advertising campaign. Louise
traraphy.
cted to itStorybecause
of
title."
"
Elaborate
production
and
fine
photogseemed to hold the interest of our patrons. Played to
Glaum's name is not a box-office getter."
Conseiif^us
— " Oood picture, good puller."
above average for a week." " Carried fair houses and did enough busiLOVE LIGHT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. 22
ness to warrant a second week's booking." " Somewhat gruesome. Did
big business. Held over second week." " Picture is quite fair. Good
"Production
overshadows the star who is not any too well cast." — U. P.
News.
business during run." " Went over very well and held over for two da.vs
to
big
business."
"
A
picture
with
beautiful
scenery,
excellent
acting,
Exhibitor
Comment
— " The star brought the people to see it and they were
a rather mediocre plot and several daring scenes. The acting of Mae
not disappointed." " Splendid picture and business. Mary Pickford
Murray and David Powell and the South Sea and London Limehouse
really
pleased
everyone.
Never heard a complaint. Capacity all week."
settings make the picture well worth seeing. It drew good-sized houses."
" Very good production and well liked. Business was good." " Fell
" Did not expect this to go but it grew each day and what surprised us
down
badly
second
week.
Didn't seem to satisfy. For total showing
was that it pleased, or rather we got no kicks." " An extraordinary
went over— "from
poor." puller."
picture which brought good business." " Consider this a fine picture
Cousennus
Ooodaverage
picture,to good
though it brought us only average business."
LURE OF CROONING WATER. THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKEConsensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
GUY NEWELL
JAN. 15
INSIDE OF THE CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
"Interesting exposition of eternal triangle." — M. P. News.
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22 LURE
OF YOUTH (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — M. P. News.
" Acting is better than the story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Going over very well indeed. Good picture."
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture not up to average. The plot Is weak."
" Playing to excellent business through second week."
LOVK (VICTOK KRXMBK PKODUCTION)
LINA CAVA- MOV. ■
IRON RIDER. THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4 MAD LIBXI
"Below William Russell's previous
work;
only
glightlv
interesting.
—
M. P. Newt.
" Average production stars Cavalieri." — M. P. News.
MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIHOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
OCT. It
Exhibitor Comment — " A William Kussel picture of more than average
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting." — M. P. Neies.
value and the box-office results were pleasant." " A pleasing Western
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew big bouses each day. This city has large
picture, well acted and produced. Did capacity business."
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
were
pleased
Nazimova
popular Nazimova
here. House
JUCKLINS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
did a exceptionally
normal business
only.withLackIt."of "punch
la previous
plc" Rural story rich in detail and atmosphere." — U. P. Nev*.
turets
has
affected
the
box
offlce."
"The
crowds
came
to
see
this well
picture
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Pleased
those
who
saw
it,
but
the
title
not
well
because
they
are
enthusiastic
about
the
star,
Nazimova.
Drew
for
known enough at this date, with result that it carried no popular
entireof week.
" Worst
Nazimova
picturein ever
produced
andAnother
shows picture
plainly
appeal." " This feature was well liked by our patrons and went over
lack
direction
aad
lack
of
judgment
picking
story.
big for four days." " Very good story. The picture follows the original
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-gett«r8
narrative well and it drew the * better class ' audiences." " Good picI've had In a long time Personally, did not care for the picture, so
ture, pulling fairly well." " Had poor business with this, though it
why worry?" "Poor picture, business fair. Believe Nazimova is fallseemed to be a good picture."
ing back in her stories. If she keeps this up she's liable to lose her
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV. t7
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment." — M. P. New*.
Consensus
— " OeodTHE
picture,
good puller."CARMEL MYERS
Exhibitor Comment — " Good. Played it one day to big business."
MARRIAGE,
(UNIVERSAL)
FEB. 12
popularity."
KENTUCKIANS, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12 MAD
"
Carmel
Myers
is
appealing
in
Oreenwich
Village
formula."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Very little drama here; backgrounds are interesting." — M. P. News.
AFFAIR
(FORST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- FEB. 5
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29 MAMMA'S
MADGE
" Long heralded Chaplin six-reeler lives up to expectations." — M. P. News.
" Constance Talmadge has seriousM.moments
P. News.here; picture fairly interesting." —
Exhibitor
Comment
" Wonderful
picture
andfirst
greatest
box-office
tion we have
ever —run.
Broke house
records
and second
weeks attracof Its
MAN WHO HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
engagement and crowds are continuing to come in great numbers on
PICKFORD
JAN. 22
third week."
" Story and generally good production will get it by." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Terrible.
Business
was
fairly
good
but
that
was
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
because the picture played the last part of the week and not because of
" Thrilling story given splendid production." — M. P. News.
Interest in picture. Pickford unpopular in this territory."
nSMKT (SOBBKTSON-COLB) OTII 8KINNXK
MOV. ■ MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE
NATIONAL) DOR- FEB. 12
" Otis
Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production." —
OTHY (HOLUBAR-FIRST
PHILLIPS
M.
P. News.
"Propaganda
and
spectacular
mclodranua
are
blended
here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Broke house record
even at advanced prices." *' Opened fine and improved daily. WonderMARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR- BANKS DEC. 11
ful acting
part oflarge
Otis attendance.
Skinner. Marvelous
sets." according
" Wonderful
picture. on
Consistently
A masterpiece,
to gen" Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — U. P. News.
eral
talk
around
town."
"
Broke
all
attendance
records.
The
kind
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popuof picture that points to big things in 1921 picturedom. X remarkable
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
production in every way." " Wonderful picture. Brought great box
Well
received
liked."
" Best picture
Fairbanks
made.
We
haveandhadwellsuch
big business
during Douglas
Its two weeks
run ever
that
office
reports."
"
Extra
good
to
extra
big
business
two
days."
"
Not
a
record breaker, but played to above average business. Pleased averagely
we
are
holding
It
over
for
a
third
week."
"
Very
good
picture
to fine
well."
"
Pleased
tremendous
crowds
who
call
it
a
great
performance
business."
"
This
picture
makes
a
hit
with
the
men.
The
women
do
in every respect. Such pictures as this insure the steady growth of
not seem as enthusiastic. Drawing big matinees. Wll hold over for
motion pictures." " Wonderful production and biggest business since
another
week.'"
"
Sure
did
go
over
well.
And
the
picture
is
worth
' Whilehelped
New toYork
" " Splendid
production
and first
Otispart
Skinner's
It. Had— crowded
during
name
bringSleeps.'
in crowds.
Did splendid
business
of enConsensus
" Excellenthouses
picture,
big run."
puller."
gagement and Is starting well the second week." " This went over very
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL DEC. 18
big. Audiences seemed enthused with it." " Crowds came and I packed
CAST
them in. Surely a wonderful production."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
M. P. News.constructed picture stamps De Uille as master director." —
"Perfectly
LAST OF THE MOHICANS. THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUCExhibitor Comment — " A splendid production. Great business. Held for
ERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
second week on demand." " It took well for the entire week. .Audience
" A Masterpiece oS its kind." — M. P. News.
seemed
to like toit."moderate
" Fine business.
picture playing
to good
" Good
Exhibitor
Comment
— " It's certainly
a screen
classic.
Wonderful
realism
show
opened
here business."
educated
like
throughout
Exceptionally
good cast.
Crowded
houses
from the
first
these —extravagant
pictures, and
they take" People
very well.
Held
up totobetter
performance of opening day right through the week." "Opened to great
than
average
business
for
two
weeks."
"
Holding
up
nicelv
In
second
business.
Don't miss
this one."
week of its run. Fair crowds." " Holding up fairly well in third week."
of
the best Assured
pictures of
seengreat
here success.
in many months.
Wonderful
scenery" One
and
"Thistureone
brought about
only average
enough action to please everybody. This Is the type of picture that
with business
as usual."business for one week." "Fair picConsensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
appeals to young and old. It went especially big with the school children."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1554
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"SILK
HOSIERY"
(Ince-Paramount)
Long on Fashion, Short on Drama
ENID BENNETT'S latest offering, "Silk Hosiery," is far from being
another " Hairpins " in point of plot material and characterization.
In fact it carries very few ingredients of a dramatic nature and
relies
upon
the romance
romantic iselement
strength. Yetto the
it doesn't
far because the
more orforlessitssubordinated
display travel
of a
fashion show. Easily two reels are given over to a parade of manikins
or trying on gowns. The action for considerable footage takes place in a
modiste shop. Certainly " Silk Hosiery " is not a " he-man's " picture by
any means. The star appears as a model in a shop and becomes romantic
with the least encouragement. She longs to be the grande lady or the
sweetheart of any good " catch " that comes into the store.
There is a good deal of strutting round, with nothing accomplished in
the way of action or incident. The picture picks up a little when a plot
appears along toward the third reel. The heroine has discovered that a
certain patron of the shop is a crook and that jewels and incriminating
letters are the instruments of theft. A visiting prince from some European
nation is involved with the incriminating letter and to save innocent
victims the little model doubles in brass. She bedecks herself in a customer's gown and is whisked away to a roadhouse by a group of gangsters.
And she has the man of her heart for company, too. They make their
escape and turn up at the ball for the prince, where she is charged \vith
theft. But at the proper time she is exonerated by the son of royalty and
finds romantic expression with the hero, who is a secret service agent.
The twist of this picture comes in the conclusion. It presents the dream
situation. Romance being something elusive and intangible, the little
model has conjured up in her mind the fancies of love and courtship. She
has fallen asleep and awakened to find that life goes on as usual in the
same old way. This development gives the picture a fantastic touch, yet
even the liveliest dream cannot compensate for the real thing. There is
nothing to indicate that this surprise is coming. There is no falling asleep
by the model or any waving of a wand over her head by a fairy godmother.
Which is a good thing for the picture, for if exposed ahead of time an
audience might lose patience. The picture is handsomely staged, it being
correct in every technical arrangement. And there is no denying the fact
that it carries appeal to the feminine sex with its fashion display. Miss
Bennett is a very able actress, but she deserves dramatic fare and not Cinderella-like ingenue roles. The story is well constructed as rsgards continuity. ItwiU probably go in those houses which cater to a fashionable
clientele. — Length, 5 reels. — Lmirence Reid.
THE CAST
Marjorie Bowen
Enid Bennett
Sophia Black
Joan Standing
Sir Leeds
Geoffrey Webb
Cad Jones
Donald MacDonald
Yvette Fernau
Marie Pavis
The Prince
:
Derrick Ghent
Billy Black
Vern Winters
Jim Shanahan
Harold Holland
MoUie Milligan
Bonnie Hill
Von TwUler
Otto Hoffman
Mrs. De Windt
Sylvia Brooks
Mme. Louise
Rose Dione
Jacqueline D'Amour
Willie May Carson
By Frank M. Dazey.
Scenario by Agnes Christine Johnston.
Directed by Fred Niblo.
Photographed by G. Barnes.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Enid Bennett's
latest starring vehicle, " Silk Hosiery," which will be the feature
attraction
at the
; modern
theatre life.
next
is a story
dealing little
with
the
existence
of romance in
The star, portraying
a romantic
modiste's
model,
is
afforded
unusual
opportunity
for ofutilizing
exceptional
dramatic abilities, as well as for displaying a number
beautifulhergowns.
The
story
was written
directed.by Frank Dazey and adapted for the screen by Agnes Johnston.
Fred Niblo
As Marjorie Bowen, Miss Bennett appears as a model in a fashionable modiste
shop. There is very little romance in her life until Sir Leeds, a young Englishman
enters the shop to wait for his fiancee.
Later she overhears a conversation between
the fiancee and one Cad Jones and discovers that they are crooks planning
to
steal certain jewels and an incriminating letter which
prince indiscreetly gave
to a society woman in New York on a previous visit the
to America. Marjorie dons
the
and inwhile
ensuefiancee's
which gown
terminate
an wearing
unusual it is kidnapped
It has by
all thugs.
been a Complications
dream.
picture is rich in atmosphere and movesending.
with considerable vigor. ProminentThein
the cast are Geoffrey Webb, Donald MacDonald and Marie Pavis.
PROGRAM READER
Enid Bennett, the popular Ince-Paramount star, who has shown a fine talent in
several pictures, is coming to the
theatre next —
in her
latest
the been
screen,adapted
" Silk byHosiery."
This
is
an
original
story
by
Frank contribution
Dazey whichto has
Agnes
C.
and it offers the
star opportunity to display her dramatic capabilities Johnston
well as a chance to wear
beainiful gowns. The question of romance — whether as
it is dead or buried or lives
in the imagination of an impressionable youth or maiden
is brought forth here
■The
picture
is
told
in
a
most
attractive
way
and
interests
because by
of its
situations and the fine flavor of romance. The star is supported
unique
a capable
cast that includes Donald MacDonald, Marie Pavis and Geoffrey Webb

"THE

Redemption

BRANDED
(Stoll-Pathe)

SOUL"

Story Carries Little Appeal and Is Badly
Overacted

STORIES of brothers who possess entirely opposite temperaments may
carry dramatic values, but when they are presented with faulty characterization and interpreted in a slipshod style they lose their appeal.
" The Branded Soul," StoU's latest release offers a twin brother characterization— one being a dominie, the other, a gay adventurer. Both are presented in love with the same girl, who loves the bounder because he is
more genuine. The author or director using a minister may jar members
of the clergy and on second thought the figure could have been painted in
different colors, although it would affect the contrast. The upshot of it
all is the so-called good brother sins in order to win the girl and have his
relative out of the way. He raises the amount of a check and covers his
tracks completely and the weak-willed pleasure seeker pays the penalty by
going to prison.
The scenes would ring more genuine if Reginald Fox, who plays the dual
role, had used repression. He overacts dreadfully, rolling his eyes and
distorting his facial muscles so that he loses sympathy for each characterization. Itis when the innocent man is in Dartmoor, that the dominie
becomes conscience-stricken and attempts to make amends. He has been
successful in marrying the girl, but she is determined to remain his wife
in name only. He accepts a pastorate which brings him in close proximity to the prison and at the opportune moment exchanges identity with
tlie convict. This scene is the outstanding one of the picture and is realistic to the core. The English fog envelops the huge prison, the escaped
convict and guards. This is a real feat of photography. The minister
happens to meet him and the exchange is effected in a jiffy. Thus he finds
redemption. One guard suspects the truth and is shot for his trouble.
■' The Branded Soul " is a sombre story which is told in a minor key.
There is no relief from its heavy moments. It is simply a false study in the
redemption of a soul and carries no entertaining qualities. The continuity
is rather ragged in places which makes the action difficult to follow. But
aside from its technical faults, the idea is limited for dramatic expression.
There is no suspense for the simple reason that the climax is anticipated.
Had the leading role been intrusted to a more capable pantomimist the
picture would appear more consistent. The titling does not advance the
action either, most of the captions give away the subsequent scenes and a
majority of them being descriptive. "The Branded Soul" is not in the
with "Mr.Reid.
Wu," and "The Lure of Crooning Water."— Length,
— Laurence
reels.class
5same
THE CAST
Geoffrey Gale )
t. . , , ^
Fox
Reginald
Gale j
George Bur
Renee
ke
Madge Stuart
Andrew Jessup
prank
Petley
Morton Peacham
h. Agar Lyons
Warden Dorkan
j. Edwards-Barber
Roy Peacham
D. D. Lyall
Channing
Dalton Somers
Scenario
by F. Martin Thornton.
By
Rita. by
Directed
F. Martin Thornton.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
A picture of love and redemption is " The Branded Soul," adapted from Rita's
story,
The Iron Stair.". It will be the feature attraction at the
theatre " next
The offering is said to contain the same dramatic elements
as " The ItLure
of Crooning
Water,"
Squandered
previous
Stoll pictures.
is also
fortified with
vital and
heart " interest
and Lives,"
sentiment.
story revolves around twin brothers,
one of whom is a minister, the otherThea
pleasure-seeking
adventurer.
Both are in love with the same girl, who in turn
favors the latter.
Geoffrey, the gay brother, loses a gambling bet, for which he gives an I. O. U.
A chance came for George Gale to square his brother's debt. It was the work of
a moment to raise a check which came into his hands and palm himself as his
brother. When the crime was discovered,
Geoffrey was forced to go to prison
while George married the girl. The latter became conscience-stricken
and attempted
to atone for his sin by prayer. Finally he makes compensation by full
When Geoffrey escapes from prison, the minister exchanges clothes withatonement.
permits himself to be captured. And so his redemption brings happinesshimto and
the
others.
acted. The picture presents some realistic incident and atmosphere and is capably
PROGRAM READER
A picture of love and redemption, developed around brothers of entirely different
temperaments will be shown at the
theatre next
in " The
Branded
SouL"
is a ofpicture
of a gay,bothweaklovewilled
adventurer
and a his
brother,
a minister.
By a Ittwist
circumstance
the
same
girl,
and
time
comes
when the strong-minded brother finds occasion to discredit the other. He commits
a crime and succeeds in marrying the girl who is his wife in name only, while his
brother is forced to go to prison. But happiness doesn't come. His conscience
forbids
The Branded Soul" is a picture of human frailties and is capably
and acted.
directed It.
CATCH LINES
See
The Branded
Soul,"Seea vital
pictureEnglish
of lovefog.and A redemption.
the great
English prison,
Dartmoor.
the great
picture to be See
remembered.
He was a minister. His brother was a gay adventurer. In a moment of weakness the former committed a crime. And the latter was forced to pay the penalty.
f ^
^
See The Branded Soul."

Motion
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MISLEADING LADY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
" Stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — M. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " The production was not much above average, but
the audience seemed to like it."
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPTON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
" Satisfied from all angles." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This Is a very poor
offering, and we had dull business during run."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 0
" Hectic melaSrama may draw in the neighborhood houses." — M. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — consistently satisfactory business all week."
" Went over in fine shape. Corking good story witb plenty of action,
and it scored nicely."
MOUNTAIN WOMAN, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
FEB. S
•• An excellent Pearl Wliitc ichicle." — M. P. News.
MR. WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANGM'CARTHY
JAN. 1
" Vnique and strongly dramatic from plot angle." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Advertised as the first foreign picture ever shown
here, which created considerable interest. Picture liked."
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC 18
" Stage success not so good as a picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The very best picture Miss Brady has made on the
Eealart
Ran a that
two-reel
with this
one
and
we program.
had a program
was Harold
hard toLloyd
beat. comedy
Drew usual
Sunday
and Monday crowds ; big to average business."
NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
RAY
JAN.
" Bay scores again icith pleasing study of small town life." — M. P. News. 13
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment. Ray at his best. Average
business throughout week."
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV,
" Fair entertaxnmerU, hut titles earn most of the laughs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard, although It did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-office
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
"This
feature brought
business
to please
my
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-offlee attraction. Crowds
packed success.
the houseTom
everyMoore
performance."
A very
the
stage
at his best, " but
as Inclever
the adaptation
case of all ofprevious stage and stock productions, business far below average."
OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN.
" Rather light 6ut entertaining." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
An
excellent
picture.
Bebe
Daniels
has
become
very popular here in her short career as a star. This picture has lost
nothing ; it is transition to the movies." " Good picture to average
business." •' Great. Bebe certainly has a great following here, and this
picture went over 100% better than her first. Believe she is going to
be one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picture and business
was modern
very good
during
" Good
picture — busigood
entertainment.
Meets
popular
taste.run."
Average
satisfactory
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PENALTY,
THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 27
" Great
vehicle
for
Lon
Chaney,
but
falls
short
in many ways." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture, although some women wer«
shocked at the Idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
Chaney's work Is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonderand very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful story
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, aad
brought big box-office returns." " Wonderful attraction from all angles.
Praised by critics and patrons alike."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
SBPT. 2S
" Blight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture." M. P. Netot.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Turned them away at night." " Tht
boiled down opinions on this picture la ' Old Stuff.' "
PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
NOV. 20
" Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — M. P. Ne%ts.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a surprise. First time Walsh has been
tried out for a woek here. Even in the week before Christmas it drew."
POLLY WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC. 11
" Ina
News.Claires rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture Is entertaining bat lacks
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. 1
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — if. P. News.
E.xhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
mostly men." " A fine picture which brought more than osoal busi-

PRISONERS
OF LOVE (RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
COMPSON
JAN. 29
" Very unusual and artistic drama." — if. P. News.
RICH GIRL.
JAN. 29
pep." POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
ness." Walton scores in heart interest story." — if. P. News.
'• Gladys
RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
DEC. 4
" Good combination makes interesting picture." — U. P. News.
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
" Good production given thrilling story." — if. P. News.
ROMANCE PROMOTERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN. 29
" The sun shines on Earle Williams in this one." — if. P. News.
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON..JAN. 21
" This one looks like a vehicle." — if. P. News.
ROOKIE'S RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY JAN. 8
" Quite frail but fairly pleasing." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Douglas
MacLean
and
Doris
May
were
well
liked
in this picture by all our patrons and business was good during its showing." •'Liked this better than anything this pair has done since
' Twenty-Three and a Half Hour's Leave.' Box-office excellent."
ness." — " Oood picture, good puller."
Consensus
SAGE
HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. 13
" A ic ell-produced dramatic story of the xcest." — if. P. News.
RAY
SCUTTLERS, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 23
" Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
" Famum has a ' Ee-Man ' role in story of the tea." — If. P. Netes.
standard." " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
Exhibitor Comment — " Fully up to the average as to Farnum productions.
more than Ray
usualrunsbusiness."
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
Pleased our audiences. Business good considering general conditions."
Dervish.
around and•' Should
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 1>
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
" Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — if. P. Ne^»t.
ail week. (Middle West)" "One of the poorest things Ray has ever
SHOCKING NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
JAN. II
done. They came because It was Ray — but they didn't enjoy It." " An
" Not substantial enough for five reels." — if. P. News.
amusing farce,
but nothoweve."
quite up "toAudience
some of greatly
Ray's recent
efforts.
box-office
attraction,
enjoyed
star Ain good
this
SILVER LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
JAN. 15
picture ,which attracted overflow business during holidays." " Not up
■•Interesting crook play brings Jewel Carmen back to the screen." — M.
to the usual Ray picture and after opening business dwindled."
P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average crook play. Ordinary business."
ONE GEORGE
MAN IN BEBAN
A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE) JAN.
SLAVE OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED29
ERICK
OCT. M
" Character study is satisfying offering." — if. P. News.
" Big from a production and acting standpoint." — if. P. News.
Comment — " Good business. The picture satisfied a crltlcai
OUTSIDE THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
JAN 22 Exhibitor
audience. ' " Fair picture, business very good."
■• Best straight melodrama in many a day." — M. P. JVeics.
SMILING
THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. IT
Exhibitor Comment — " The best crook picture that hafr1>een shown in the
DAVID ALL
BUTLER
city for many months. Big houses all week."
"
Butler's
third
is
well
produced
and thoroughly interested." — M. P. Newt.
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. *
Exhibitor ture.Comment
" Davidspectacular
Butler's popularity
witha each
There was —nothing
about this —growing
but It was
clean picllt" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — if. P. News.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
OCT.
SO CAST
LONG
(CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL OCT. M
" Oerman picture ia spectacular; wonderfully acted." — M. P. News.
well received."
picture,LETTY
tie
2j
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM,
THE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
" Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen." — if. P. News.
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15
Exhibitor Comment — " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should
" Better than average picture from well known novel." — if. P. News.
be cut out by all exhibitors that run It, as It has some bad morals."
Exhibitor Comment — " Paramount seems to have fallen down here this
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 11
season in its big releases. This picture did only an average gross."
" Interesting crook story, well directed and acted." — if. P. News.
PAYING THE PIPER (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.) DORSOMETHING DIFFERENT (REALART) CONSTANCF BINN"" .""CS. t»
OTHY
DICKSON
JAN.
"
"Rather frail
but backgrounds
live to
'.t."fair
— V business.
" >u Better crowds than
" Well produced domestic drama that will please." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Good picture
Exhibitor Comment — " Rau well for the entire week. Big houses set the
.'•tamp of their approval on this picture." •' Held over for second week
SONGVIVIAN
OF THE
SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN) OCT. 23
because of tremendous business. Generally pleased."
MARTIN
PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
Fine
plot, but lacks action and incident." — if. P. News.
usual."basicComment
(MAR. 1)
JAN. II "Exhibitor
— " Not a great picture but Vivian Martin s charm and
" Good production of mechanical and unreal plot." — if. P. News.
cleverness put It over. Played to good business for a week."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1556
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'THE

"WHAT
WOMEN
WILL
(Associated Exhibitors-Pathe)

BIG
PUNCH"
(Fox)

Buck Jones as a Minister; a Dull Picture
HERE is another reform picture. The erstwhile cowboy, Buck Jones,
enters the ministry. Of course, he is not the rector of a large city
church, and the production can still be classed under the general
title of "Western." He plays the part of a circuit rider of the Western
hills. A circuit rider is a kind of wandering preacher.
The picture is dull and not as interesting as other Buck Jones releases.
It is too goody-goody, hackneyed, and supersaturated with Salvation Army
and spiritual uplift sentiment that does not appear sincere. At least it has
only a very slight effect upon the emotions. It appears that Jules Furthman, who is credited with the story and the scenario, filled a rush order
in a very short time. There is such a dearth of refreshing incident that
there is little zest to the whole production. Everybody does everything in
the same old way, even up to the climax when the hero fights his way
through a crowd to rescue the Salvation Army lassie who is struggling to
escape the hot kisses of the proprietor of the saloon and dance hall. This
scene, by the way, is a fast piece of action and the most commendable bit in
the entire picture from an audience standpoint. It is about the only real
action in the feature. The rest of it is made up of what is commonly
known as "sob stuff" — a hero sent unjustly to prison; the rebirth of courage and enthusiasm brought about by a pretty face beneath a Salvation
Army bonnet; and the scoffs of the populace as he tries to bury his past
and enters the ministry. In the end the hardened drunkards are carrying
the bass drum for the street corner meeting.
The best bit of acting is done by Jennie Lee, who plays the mother
anxious to see her son wear the cloth. Jones himself can do little in the
way of impressing as a regenerated, self-sacrificing sufferer. When he does
enter the pulpit, he neither looks nor dresses his part.
There are a few typical " movie " improbabilities. For instance, three
men must escape from prison. This they do by knocking three visitors on
the head, dumping them into a large box and nailing down the lid. Then
they walk out of the prison, dressed in their victims' clothes. The little
action in the picture may pull it through, but only a very naive audience
can like the reform and regeneration theme as it is handled here. —
Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Buck
Buck Jones
Hope Standish
Barbara Bedford
Flash McGraw
, . . . . George Siegmann
Jed
Jack Curtis
McDonald
Jed-s pals
!(Jack
Al Fremont
Buck's
Mother
,
Jennie
Lee
The Sheriff
Edgar Jones
Dance Hall Girl
Irene Hunt
Salvation Army Girl
Eleanor Gilmore
Story and scenario by Jules G. Furthman.
Directed by Jack Ford.
Photography by Jack Good.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Buck Jones, the popular Fox star, hero of many a thrilling Western production,
will theplayfeatured
the leading
" The Big Punch,"
Fox production. which
be
pictureroleat inthe
theatretheon
This iswilla
new type of picture for Jones. He has won laurels for his clever delineation of
cowboy roles m the past. Here he plays the part of a " circuit rider " of the west.
although
the part with
of a preacher,
to thrill
withBuckhisJones,
daredevil
ridinghe plays
and strength
his fists. doe's
Therenot neglect
have been
few
inore exciting moments on the screen at the
theatre
for
many
a day
than
when
Jones
fights
his
way
through
a
crowd
of
hoodlums
to
rescue
the
girl
from her persecutor.
Buck Jones is in town again! He will be seen in his latest picture, "The Big
Punch,"
writtenandbya Jules
It is a story of devotion and self sacrifice
lor
a mother
little Furthman.
Salvation Army
.
days. lassie. The picture will remain at the
theatre for
" The Big
PROGRAM READER

Buck Jones is in town again! He will be seen in his latest picture
Punch,
at the
theatre beginning
for a
- Furthman,
run.
days'
not to
" is andifferent
adaptation
ofthean star's
original
story pictures
by Jules but
and" The
one Big
whichPunch
is
slightly
from
previous
such a degree that he is not allowed to thrill an audience by his hard riding and
'
manly personality.
just
Jones is a perfect type of a son of the West, He is at home on a saddle
is a story
as much as the Easterner is in his office chair.
,„u- ugives him
^- plenty
, of'r
well.of For
which
opportunity to ^
ride and "The
fight Big toPunch"
act, as one
self
he plays the part of a circuit
rider of the Western hills. and
The
story
is
sacrifice and devotion to a loving mother and a Salvation Army lassie
SUGGESTIONS
This picture will satisfy the admirers of Buck Jones, so it would be best to
exploit his name as much as possible. Tell of his previous work whether vou
have shovm it or not, and describe
the star as one of the most virile and attractive
" he-man
" personaliti
es of
Giveof the
that he gh neighbor
type
1 uerfLct
of picture
hero who
willthewinscreen.
the hearts
all.impression
If in a church-goin
bnrp"op"iifr%?ife„"?taV'.?.^^" ^ P^""" °^ ^ " fightin/Z^soT&
CATCH LINES
pictrt7aid°in'thTgri«^West.''^''°^ ^"^"^

—
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DO"

Pretty Arbitrary, But Has Audience Appeal
THIS starts off like a million dollars, with good incident, excellent
suspense and wonderful technical achievements, and then degenerates into an arbitrary development of " The Miracle Man " idea,
in which logic, probabilities and consistency are mostly sacrificed to build
up a continuity that wiU dovetail and arrive at the conventional conclusion,
a clutch for hero and heroine.
However, as an audience picture this will probably slide by as good entertainment. Ithas a lot of sure fire stuff in it, including a horse race in
which the villains are foiled, good clothes, nice scenic settings, some unusual twists, if you aren't too particular about improbabilities, and wonderful photography. The cast is made up of excellent types and competent
players, although they seem to be handicapped at times by too much
direction. Anna Q. Nilsson, capable actress that she is, has the principal
feminine part. Allan Forest is the hero, with not much to do but look
the part.
The middle of the production sags considerably, due to a too painstaking
continuity, but since the finish and beginning are strong this fault will
probably be overlooked.
The picture has cost some money. There are a number of big scenes
that have been very well done. ' The sets used are lavish. The story carries
suspense in individual scenes and there is considerable doubt as to finish
so far as the romance is concerned.
The story of " What Women Will Do " has to do principally with the
reformation of a girl crook and show girl through her association with
people of clean morals and kindly intentions, especially an old lady who
lives by the golden rule. The picture has the same " uplift " idea as
" The Miracle Man " and for this reason its audience strength is increased considerably. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Lily Gibbs
Anna Q. Nilsson
Jim Corling
Earle Metcalfe
Arthur
Brent
'.
Alan Majeroni
Forrest
Dr. Joe
George
Mrs. Wade
Jane Jennings
Stryker, detective
Riley Hatch
By
Charlesby A.Charles
Logue. Whittaker.
Scenario
Directed by Edward Jose.
Photographed by J. Roy Hunt.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
and
is " been
What adapted
Women toWillthe Do,"
by Charles
Loguewhich
and has
whichto
has
screenan byoriginal
Charlesphotoplay
Whittaker.
It is aA.story
do principally with the reformation of a girl crook through her association with
people of clean morals and a healthy environment. These people are blessed with
kindly intentions, especially an old lady who lives by the golden rule. In fact the
picture has an uplift idea not unlike " The Miracle Man." It offers a cast which
is of all-star proportions. Prominent among the players are Anna Q. Nilsson, who
lends her radiant beauty in a part which she makes thoroughly compelling, Earle
Metcalfe, Alan Forrest, George Majeroni and Riley Hatch. Edward Jose directed.
The picture moves with quiet force sending out strokes of simplicity and melodramatic vigor. It is chock full of action and a reasonable amount of suspense.
The romantic element is well emphasized and is ably taken care of by Miss Nilsson
and Mr. Metcalfe. The heroine is a worldly wise creature whose life is influenced
by Dr. Joe, a fake spiritualist. His object is to wheedle grullible people out of
theirfinds
money.
But into her life comes the motherly influence of Mrs. Wade and
she
redemption.
PROGRAM READER
This being a day when spiritualism is argued pro and con and which is taken up
as a means of livelihood by certain vicious types who find it a medium to make
an easy living — well, it is no wonder that such an idea has found its way to the
screen.those
" What
Do " bringsTheintogirlplayhas thelivedvicious
practise
playing
upon
who Women
are easilyWillsusceptible.
the life
of a of
crook
and
is
a
party
to
the
fakir's
scheme
to
get
rich
at
the
expense
of
a
kindly
disposed
woman. But something in the manner of the old lady — something which stamps
her ashasblessed
with humanity
— acts her
as a soul.
force This
towardis her
time
she
the satisfaction
of finding
the redemption.
brief outline And
of thein vital
photoplay, " What
Women Will
theQ. Nilssontheatre
next
and
with Do,"
a castwhich
that comes
includesto Anna
and Earle
Metcalfe. It is a picture charged with sympathy, pathos, sentiment and romance
and builds with ever increasing action and suspense.
SUGGESTIONS
This is rather a timely photoplay, since it expliots the idea of getting rich quick
by fake spirituaHsm. You can certainly interest those who are easily gullible.
You can emphasize the fact that one should not countenance spiritualism unless
one knows the medium. Make use of the title in a special exploitation. And by
all means play up your cast. The names of Anna Nilsson and Earle Metcalfe are
well known to your patrons. So play them up. Tell that it is a vital melodrama
which
IS true and
to theadvertising.
core. If the
your audience
use human
it in your
Playdirector's
up the name
human means
note. anything
Stress to
mother-love theme and the idea that there is a little bit of good in the worst of the
us.
You can mention the outstanding scene such as the horse race, the good clothes
worn by Miss Nilsson, the unusual settings.
CATCH LINES
She had been brought up in an evil environment, but when sympathy was extended her — when she discovered that there were people who were guided by the
desire of doing good, she found redemption. See " What Women Will Do."
See " What Women Will Do," a picture of a girl's redemption. A picture of
te^e drama and romance, heart interest and suspense. Anna Q. Nilsson
is in the

Motion
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SOWING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEW- ART JAN. 29
" Powerful drama, tcell produced and acted." — M. P. Neiea.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
" Quite interesting
made from
beat seller."
— M.by P.
Exhibitor
Comment-i-"picture
This feature
was very
well liked
our News.
patrons and
was an excellent box-oflace attraction, playing to better than average
business for a week."
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. 1
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — M. P. News.
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
"Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. The plot is well put together and the
details are worked out well."
JAN. 29
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
" This one will hardly interest the majority." — M. P. News.
TESTING BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.
HART
V V :-^^^-.. "
" ISure fire western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— M. P. News.
^ ^ ^
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-offlce
" Best
week."
all
fine
went
and
please
to
seemed
Picture
attraction.
Bill had done to date." " An average picture which went over big.
Hart great
favoriteto here."
picture
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Fine
business." " Went over big at opening and though only average next few
days, it—went
at closing.
Consensus
" Goodbig picture,
good Pretty
puller." good picture."
NOV. 27
TEXAN. THE (FOX) TOM MIX
"Exhibitor
Average Comment
entertainment
in
this
Mix
offering."
—
M.
P.
News.
.
— " Tom Mix still popular. Picture pleases though. not^
as good as other recent ones. We boosted a Clyde Cook comedy to help
business."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET.. JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — M. P. Neics.
DEC. 11
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
a hit." — M. P. News.
scoring
White
Pearl
with
interesting,
Fairly
Exhibitor Comment — " Thoroughly pleased audiences, withourresult
that
audiences
good box-office play. Pearl White feature
picture got
liked."
" This picture went over extra big during run. Held for one
week where usual run is three days." " Box-office results on this picture
are quite— satisfactory.
Consensus
" Good picture,Fairly
good entertaining."
puller."
THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
"Human document with real life-like touches." — if. P. News.
READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) .DEC. 2S
ONE, A (J. PARKER
THOUSAND TOBOSW
ORTH
HOBART
here." — M. P. News.busihinder the valuesInteresting.
" Arbitrary plot and— coincidence
Steady
Exhibitor Comment " A good picture. Virile.
" A great picture but
Christmas."
to
proximity
of
spite
ness all week in
on account of the holiday season."
poor business
Consensus
— " Oood picture, good puller."
Jan. 22
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
" Rather crude but carries a punch." — M. P. News.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARA- MOUNT JAN. 1
News.
short for a Lois Weber production." — if. P.average.
" Falls rather
Played
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the
because of the
good
business
;
fair
only
Picture
"
business."
to fair
week." " A splendid picture to average busifact that it is a holiday
ness two days." " Fairly entertaining picture and average box office
value."
„ „
Consensus — " Oood picture; average puller."
JAN. 8
K
NOVA
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — if. P. News.
TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL OCT. 23
•
CAST
" Simple and human is this contribution." — if. P. News.
THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST DEC. 25
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS,
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
production of well-known play." — if. P. News.
" Orthodox but careful
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with It." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
MR. AND MRS.
NATIONAL)
TWIN BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
DEHAVEN
w :/ k- ir
"
" Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — if. P. News.
to
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed
" Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
satisfaction."
give
sellersentire
busy."
" Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in It, but
Splendid week's business." " One of the beet comedies
always spicy.
receipts
I have played In a long time. Went over great. Box-office
best,
entirely satisfactory for week's run." " Carter de Haven at " his
Another
holidays."
to
due
business
Poor
it.
like
not
did
many
but
ab9ut
Business
picture.
program
good
A
wrong.
gone
stage farce
average " " An excellent attraction that proved a remarkable drawing
days. Kept our crowds laughing from title to close-up."
card for three three
days."
Big business
Consensus — Oood picture, good puller."
DEC. 25
(UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
LOVE
OF
TWO KINDS
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — if. P. News.
JAN. 8
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
" Jones in a story of gunplay and hard riding." — M. P. Newt.
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UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE (FRANK
GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — if. P. News.
U. P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NOV.20
" First-class melodramatic western, with fine cast." — if. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 20
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end." — Jf. P. News.
WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV. 20
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — if. P. News.
WESTSPECIAL
OF THE
RIO GRANDE (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) FEB. 5
CAST
" Real Western incident and good hokum here." — if. P. News.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 27
'■ Very ordinary western for Carey." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Verry good. Extra big business one day."
WHEN
WE WERE TWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B.
WARNER
JAN. IS
" H. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — if. P. News.
ExhibitorfullyComment
" Just as fine
as the play
same name.
Delightacted, and — charmingly
directed.
H. ofB. the
Warner
In a role
that
WHITE
just YOUTH
fits him." (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
" Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — M. P. Newt.
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
"The title might attract them — that's all." — if. P. News.
WING TOY (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
"A Shirley Mason vehicle slightly below past performances." — if.

" Flashbacks

DEC. 18
JAN. 29
FEB. 12
P. News.

" on Earlier Releases

" What Women Love " (First National) — " Wheeler Oakman and the form in
Annette
one-piece Second
bathing week
suit toonly
that stand
out ofin specthis
picture. Kellerman's
Did good business.
fairthings
business.
Majority
" Perfect Woman, A " (First National) — " As usual I steer 'em out with a
Talmadgetators men.''
picture. Think this is a distinct improvement over ' The Love Expert.' Scored heavily here."
"
Married
Lifeso" many
(First people
National)
" Nonsense,
but sothecleverly
that it pleased
that — manager
reported
biggest constructed
Sunday in
several months. Held up well all week."
"Madam
X" them
(Goldwyn)
"Splendid
box-office
tion. Packed
in and —had
to put onpicture
three and
showsexcellent
on closing
night attracof en" Earthbound " (Goldwyn) — " So peculiar as to afEect people very differently.
Some were lavish in Its praise. Others didn't like it at all. All agreed, howgagement."
that it'sarguing
a wonderful
production,
wonderfully
It's got Nothe records
people
talkingever, and
all right,
which has
made fordone.
big houses.
broken, though." " Didn't seem to entertain and business was only as usual."
" My audiences seemed to find this very interesting and business was good
"The run."
Paliser Case" (Goldwyn) — "A fair attraction. Pauline Frederick has
during
lost in popularity here and the picture played to only fairly good business."
•• While New York Sleeps " (Fox) — ■" Good business to good houses."
"Madonnas and Men" (Jans) — "Capacity first week and held over for
second. Four horses in chariot race provided prelude."
" The Jack Knife Man " (First National) — " A good picture but failed to
hold"Blackbirds"
up. Only fair
box-office
recorded."
(Realart)
— "Afigures
mediocre
picture. Justine Johnstone Is good
to look upon but not much of an actress. In addition, her vehicle is poor."
"Marooned Hearts" (Selznick) — "Impossible. The public is waiting eagerly
for Conway Tearle's first starring vehicle. This is it — two more like it and
he'll be am'ong the also-rans. Poor box-office receipts — but not surprised after
" Panthea " (Selznick) — "This is one of the best re-issues I've ever seen.
stands
IIt saw
it." the test of time splendidly, and my patrons liked it. Good box-office
" The Leopard Woman " (Associated Producers) — " Just an average picture
attraction."
that was put over for week run by good advertising and exploitation."
" Earthbound " (Goldwyn) — " Falling down in its second week. Too highbrow for the average movie patron."
" The White Moll " (Fox) — " The idea of this picture being a serial was
overcome by newspaper advertising. Had big business."
" Three Gold Coins " (Fox) — " Opening big and continued so during entire
run. As to entertaining value, let the above speak for itself."
"Suds" (United Artists) — "This picture was a disappointment and even
failed to hold the regular Pickford following. Some attribute their dislike to
the film to the fact that Mary Pickford played a character part throughout
and in no way was her beauty set off as usual. Others averred it was the
poorest picture they have ever seen her play. Box-office receipts seem to
strengthen the last-named contention."
"The Alice
Misfit Lake
Wife"clever,
(Metro)
the best
nor the
worst.
and —is"Not
becoming
very picture
popular.in the
Not world,
much material
in this, trite and hackneyed story, but has a faintly novel twist at the end.
Fair"Thebusiness."
Restless Sex" (Paramount) — "Elaborate picture. Wonderful pageant
and dance scenes. Marion Davles improving. Big business."
" Earthbound " (Goldwyn) — " From an artistic angle it is wonderful and has
unexcelled photography. Well directed and splendid acting. No box-office v.ilue
here, however, because the theme is not accptable generally. This type of picture is more successful if played in legitimate theatre* at SI. 00 and ' $1.50
with two shows a day.' " " Appeals mostly to women. Men remark, ' a church
has nothing on you,' etc. Box-office receipts larger than usual."
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"COLORADO"
(Universal)
Maya's Latest Strong in Action
latest is developed more as a serial than a feature atFRANK MAYO'S
traction, for the scenario writer or whoever is at fault, has taken
Augustus Thomas' play and crowded it with entirely too much
action.
Romance and love interest has been sacrificed for scenes depicting life
in the mines with the miners rushing hither and thither in a vain endeavor
to stop a mine flood.
In many of the latter scenes Mayo and his sweetheart are pictured rushing about the water swept "pit" until they finally reach the elevator and
give the signal to be hauled up.
The father of the girl refuses to obey the call for aid, for he believes the
" young man from nowhere " is secretly making love to his wife and is
determined to use rough methods. When he is told that his daughter is
"todowTi
there " with Mayo, he pulls the lever and the two lovers are brought
the surface.
We are previously shown, he ivever, that it is the villain who is guilty of
misconduct and when the latter confesses and " squares things " in the last
reel, the heroine rushes to her sweetheart when he is about to leave town,
secures his suitcase, throws it into his shack and gets ready for the final
clinch.
The opening reels are rather slow in getting started and picture the star
a victim of intrigue. He has discovered a gold mine and has gone fiftyfifty with the girl's father, only to lose his half because he believes the
villain has " something on him."
If the story were developed with more heart or love interest it would
have been more interesting. Still there are audiences which will delight
in this sort of entertainment. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Frank Austin
Frank Mayo
Tom Doyle
Charles Newton
Kitty Doyle
Gloria Hope
Mrs. Doyle
Lillian West
James
Kincaid
'
Charles
Moyne
David Collins
Leonard LeClapham
Lem Morgan
Dan Crimmins
Sally Morgan
Rosa Gore
Story by Augustus Thomas.
Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Directed by Reaves Eason.
I
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
In the production
" Colorado,"
. Frank Mayoof will
be seen incoming
a role,toforthe
the portrayal of theatre
which henextis
eminently fitted by his temperament, dramatic force and physique.
And it all happened because Mr. Mayo in driving from New York to Los
Angeles in his motorcar crossed the Colorado desert and there saw the appealing
advantages
Augustus
Thomas'to well
known City,
play would
have inwere
screenmade
form.whereby
Shortly after
his return
Universal
negotiations
the stage success was assured Frank Mayo as his next vehicle.
Although the star has not appeared in many western roles during his screen
career, his first huge stage success was scored in a western part — that of Cash
Hawkins
in " The
And itthewasrolein which
the bigwasLondon
production
this
American
play Squawman."
that Mayo created
originally
played of
in
New York by William S. Hart.
In
filming
"
Colorado,"
Reaves
Eason,
the
director,
adhered
to
the
original
theme, but slightly modernized it and added dramatic punches and romance.
Gloria Hope plays opposite the star as his leading woman and Leonard Clapham,
Charles LeMoyne, Lillian West and Charles Newton have other important characterizations.
PROGRAM READER
If you care to see a real good western, one written by a man who understood
the western country as it was in the days when romance ruled that wonderful
land, do popularity
not fail to of
see the
Frank
in histhrilling
latest Universal,
" Colorado,"
the
personal
starMayo
and the
situations in
which theforstory
abounds, should attract those who love the great outdoors.
Thomas isBroadway
the authorhouses
of " Colorado,"
whichfor asan a indefinite
stage playperiod
occupied
oneAugustus
of the prominent
in New York
last
season.
Although Frank Mayo has not appeared in many western roles during his screen
career, his first huge stage success was scored in a western part — that of Cash
Hawkins
Squawman."
The partin "ofTheFrank
Austin, alias Lieutenant Hayden, differs from those other
virile roles in which he has been seen of late. Most of Mayo's big parts have
shown
him Lane."
as a character of the north woods, as in " The Brute Breaker " and
" The Red
In
"
Colorado
" hestart
appears
self exiled
from politeof society,
trying
forget the past and
anew asamida man
the sands
and mountains
the rugged
west.to
Mr.
Mayo
is
supported
by
a
strong
cast
including
Gloria
Hope,
Leonard
Clapham,
Charles LeMoyne, Lillian West and Charles Newton.
SUGGESTIONS
Do
not
play
the
story
up
too
strongly if you book this feature unless your
patrons like plenty of action.
Your one best bet is to play the newspapers as strongly as you can with a
series of short stories on the play, without praising it. Mention the fact that it
was written and produced by Augustus Thomas, the dean of American playwrights,
and
New that
York theCity.production had a very fair run in one of the Broadway houses in
You might also secure a number of stills of the star and his leading woman and
place them in prominent positions about your town.
As the picture doesn't show many attractive exteriors and doesn't delve into
thePlayromantic,
cannot asexploit
advantages.
Mayo asyoustrongly
you can,the andproduction's
exploit the scenic
title, for
it is attractive.
CATCH LINES
He believed that the young man was making love to his wife. What did he do?
See Frank Mayo in his latest feature, " Colorado," it will interest you.

"KAZAN"
(Selig-Hamilton — States Rights)
Another Curwood Story Makes Interesting Picture
HIS is episodic as the deuce, covering practically the whole Curwood
story besides some necessary additions in the way of plot complication, hasn't been any too well acted and is convenient as to
development, but all the same it is a remarkable picture.
The reason for this apparent paradox is the fact, that the production has
as fine snow stuff as has ever been filmed, some wonderfully realistic
animal scenes in which the dog used to portray " Kazan " performs with
the intelligence of a human being and a most careful and well devised
technical production.
As in the novel, practically two different dramas are carried along, one
a melodramatic story of certain people of the land of the Great Snows, the
other a sort of biography of a wolf-dog and his wolf mate. Dramatically,
paying much attention to the dog episodes has hurt the picture, but it is
in these sequences that much that is unusual in picture-making has been accomplished. Wolves, catamounts, and otlier wild animals apparently in
their native haunts are shown doing things that only the patience of cameraman and director and a knowledge of how to trick the creatures of the
wild, could have made possible. Snow storms that were certainly the real
thing, with camera work of unusual calibre, are also features.
The acting of the cast is made subordinate to action and overshadowed
by the technical production, except for one sequence where hero, heroine
and villain are snow bound in a cabin for several days. Here the continuity ispractically unbroken for the better part of a reel. This scene
carries excellent suspense and also furnishes a thrill or two.
The atmosphere of the picture and the costumes and props used are first
class.
For those who like the picture of the great outdoors we should call
" Kazan " a great bet. The exploitation possibilities are of course equivalent to those of any Curwood picture, which is saying a good deal.
The cast portraying the various roles, while good types and for the most
part competent, contains no name of any great importance except Jane
Novak. " Kazan " is a picture to book and bill as a production. — Length,
6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Joan Raddison
Jane Novak
Jim Thorpe
Ben Deeley
Pierre Raddison
William Ryno
Frank Raddison
Ben Haggerty
Black McCready
Edwin Wallock
" Kazan "
By Himself
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Another
ofhusky
JamesandOliver
Curwood'sthatstories
of with
the North,
" Kazan,"
that into
virilea
tale
of
the
the
him, has
beenfor
made
motion picture and will be theshe-wolf
attraction atmated
the
theatre
days' engagement beginning
.
all of out
the doors,
other famous
tales written byincident
Mr. Curwood,
" Kazan
a storyof
of Like
the great
full of melodramatic
and replete
with "theis feats
wild
animals.
"
Kazan,"
the
dog,
has
a
really
big
role
in
this
picture
and
his
performance is a tribute to the intelligence of the canine and the patience of director
and
camera
man
who
must
have
tricked
the
animal
into
doing
many
of
the
things
that the film records.
" Kazan
" hashunter
to doandwithtrapper
the life
Joan McCready
Raddison, aa renegade
daughter
of The
the story
North;of Jim
Thorpe,
and ofBlack
and murderer. The action of the picture covers the problem of convicting Black
McCready for the crimes he has committed, with a melodramatic climax when
"cast
Kazan
" accomplishes
that which
human beings
have the
beenatmosphere
unable to and
do. snow
The
headed
by Jane Novak,
is universally
good and
stuff will be a revelation. The picture was produced by Col. William N. Selig
and is presented by George H. Hamilton.
PROGRAM READER
Those who remember the James Oliver Curwood pictures of the past, " Nomads
of the North," "The Trail's End," etc., will know what to expect in the
booking for next week, " Kazan," from the famous novel of the
hero wolf dog who brought to justice a renegade of the North country when
human agencies had failed, a virile story of the land of snow, ice and deadly cold,
where wild animals abound and life is a struggle against the elements. The
pictureNovak,
versionthe ofmost
" Kazan
" presents
with a competent
by
Jane
remarkable
dog along
ever appearing
in films. cast
This headed
hig husky
has been taught and tricked into doing stunts that will be considered marvelous.
The dramatic story of the original novel has been strengthened by the addition
of much original incident and the picture stands as an epoch making production
of its kind. The atmosphere of the North is perfect. The drama that the picture
contains is real. It will thrill and hold the attention of the most hardened picture
fan.
If you liked the other Curwood stories you will be more than pleased with.
" Kazan."
SUGGESTIONS
The exploitation for the other Curwood pictures will be suitable for this pro-duction. Big newspaper advertising, with a strongly dramatic scene cut, emphasis;
on the dog and wild animal stunts, the wild animal tracks, the log cabin lobbydisplays, prologues carrying out the atmosphere of the North and such like are
sure fire. We would not attempt to lay much stress on the cast, but give the
author and production the best end of the billing. Stories about the exploits of
the dog playing " Kazan " will be effective.
CATCH LINES
"
Kazan,"
the
Killer.
Half
wolf,
dog, treacherous
husky,an used
beatines.
and the lash of the whip, indomitable half
in spirit,
never forgetting
enemy,to but
with,
one soft spot in his canine heart, a love for Joan Raddison. daughter of theNorthland, who had patted his head when others kicked him. And the time came
when he repaid the girl for her act of kindness. Black McCready had escaped
man, ofhethehadfrozen
laughed
at the
but " Kazan,"
halffight.
wolf, half dog^
athebigjustice
brute ofhusky
North,
was law,
a different
enemy to

Motion
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Ail forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by bo th the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects ai
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom
\MERICAJ\ FILM CO., ENG.
fLYING "A" SPECIALS
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary-Irene Rich)
5
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
Barrie)
6
the Blae Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher)
<
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 6
Pegfj Kebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5
VRROW FILM CORPORATION
Penny
Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph Morgan). 55
gan)
Wolves of the Street (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston). 6
Desert Scorpion (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnston) 6
Chamber
Mystery
(Claire (Glenn
Whitney-Earl
Metcalf) SS
Circumstantial
Evidence
White)
Wall Street Mystery (Glenn White)
5
IJnteen Witness (Glenn White)
5
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
S
Bromley Case (Glenn White)
S
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White)
S
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
S
Triple Clue (Glenn White)
S
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
Suge Struck
2
Betty the Vamp
2
Meet Betty's Husband
2
Betty's' Romeo
2
BLAZED
TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One every other week
2
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Man of Brawn
2
A Knight of the Pines
2
Looking Up Jim
2
Raiders of the North
2
Three and a Girl
2
In the River
2
SPORT PICTORIALS
How Do You Get Your Exercise
1
Making Man Handlers
1
Girls Will Be Boys
1
The Happy Duffer
1
How Will You Have Your Bath
1
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
Featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
11
AFather's
CabaretHero
Touchdown
Scandal A La Carte
1
All Over Overalls
1
Splash Me
1
Doomed at Noon
1
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES
His Wife Jimmy
2
Her
Flat
Kink Husband's
of Kawakki
22
Soap Bubbles
2
Champion by Chance
2
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes
-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
L^ing Lips Folks
(PetersVidor)
Homespun
(Lloyd
Hughes)
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Loaise Glaum)
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaimi)
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford)
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)

66

Birth of a Race (Jane Grey-Geo. Le Guerre) 7
Mother Love and the Law (Dolly Matters) 5
Woman of Mystery (Grace Cunard- Francis Ford).... 5
Evolution of Man (Jack the Ape-Man)
6
When Dr. Quackel Did Hide (Chas. Joy)
5
Up
in
Mary's
Attic
(Eva
Novak)
Doman Above Reproach (Florence Chase)
66
SHORT SUBJECTS
Six Two-reel Joy Comedies (Chas. Joy)
Fifteen Two-reel Harry Carey's (Harry Carey)
Fifteen Two-reel Mary Pickford's (Mary Pickford) . .
Twelve
Two-reel
Franklyn Famum's (Franklyn Farnum-Buck
Jones)
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Utatt Uxyhu
Dangerous Love
6
The Victim
6
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Feb. 4— In Again, Out Again
2
Jan. 20 — A Dog-gone Mixup
2
Jan. 7— This Is the Life
2
Dec. 1 — A Close Shave
2
Nov. IS — Hired and Fired
2
Sept. 2— All Balled Up
2
Aug. 19— Clever Clubs
2
Aug. 5 — Some Champs
2
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Jan. 21
18
Jan.
8—
Dec. 24
No. 1716
Dec. IS
No. 15
Nov. 30—
No. 14
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler erery two weeks.
Feb. 4— A Daughter of the Law
2
Jan. 20 — The Rranch Mystery
2
Dec. 24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
Dec. 10— The Man Hater (Grace Cunard)
2
Nov. 25— The Mormon Trail (C. Edward Hatten)..2
PRIZMA
Heidi
2
CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
Ship Toreador
Ahoy!
The
The Broilers
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure
Up She Goes
Westward Ho
AGetHunting
We Will Go
to Work
Best of Luck
The Promoters
The Masked Ball
Give 'er Gas
Chester's
Cat
Rolling Around
Andy's
Holiday
Andy Has a Caller
II Cuspidoree

11
1
1
I
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
11
11
1

COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) i

TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy Mixes In
2
Torchy's Night Hood
Torchy 's Double Triumph. ......22
Torchy Turns Cupid
2
MERMAID
COMEDIES
Torchy's Millions
'j
Holy Smoke
...2
Moonshine
!'.!.! .2
April
Fool
High
and
Dry
.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.'.'.'.'.232
The Simp
Nonsense
(Jimmie
Adams)
2
SPECIALS
Modem Centaurs
i
Art
of
Diving
(Kell
erman
)
The
of the Age (Man O' War)
'. 3l
Babe Race
Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Runs 1
Valley of 10,000 Smokes
.. 1
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Paths of Glory
j
Paps and Papas
1
Lost a Yodel
!! i
1
Frivolous Fijis
!l
Crowning
King Blizzard
Rookeries and Squakeries
l
There Is No Santa Claus
l
Swat the Landlord
I
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
The Will
Wisp
Voices of o'thetheSea
jI
The Business of Camping
i
Thf Isle of Desire
l
The Explorers
j
The Banana Special
i
Tropical Nights
i
SCEENICS
From Deer to Dam
i
Sultans of the Sea — Getting a Toe Hold
....1
No Hope for the Drjs — Silver Silences
1
Then Company Came — Art Is Everything
1
Out of the Past
i
Fine
Feathers
—
They
Forgot
the
'Town
1
Sea Planets COMEDIES
— Apartments for Rent
;
VANITY
Without a Wife
i
Tea for Two
!!.!!!l
Ouija Did It
1
GAYETY
Mind
Your COMEDIES
Business
.' ' '\i
Sand Witches
Ain't Love Grand
Blonds
.1i
MISCELLANEOUS
Rest in Peace
'..i
Hides and Go Seek
i
A Tale of the Far North
' ' '1
In Dutch
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Hush (Clara Kimball Young)
6
Mid-Channel (Clara Kimball Young)
6
She Played and Paid (Fannie Ward)
5
Whispering Denis (Conway Tearle)
i
Keep to the Right (Edith TaUaieno)
«
For the Sotil of Rafael (CHara Kimball Yotmff)
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Yoong) I
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (Home Peters)...!

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY EXCH
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Feb.
27— mat's
Worth While (Lois Weber S693
Prod.)
COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chgo.)
Feb. 27— The Price of Possession (Ethel ClaytonVOD A VIL MOVIES
Hugh Ford Prod.)
6 SPANUTH'S
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
3 Feb.
— The Kentuckians (Charles Maigne Prod.)
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
1 Feb. 20
20 — The Passionate Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan
]
C The Dying Swan (Skating)
Prod.)
63S7
Free Flying
Hand and
(Acrobatics)
'. II Feb. 13 — Chickens (Douglas MacLean-Ince Prod.)
De Love
Armands
Feb.
13—
Forbidden
Fruit
(Cecil
B.
DeMille
5 The
Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1
Prod.)
7804
Hundeller (Balancing)
] Feb.
6— The Ghost in the Garret (Dorothy Gish).S037
Three
Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) I Feb.
4YW0N FILM CORP.
6 — Brewster's Millions (Roscoe Arbuckle) . .5503
Jan 30 — The Frontier of the Stars (Thomas
FEATURES
Meighan)
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORP.
Jan.Prod.)
30 — Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaorice
TheHolmes)
Loggers of Hell Roarin' Mountain (McC^wan- S
I Relf.aiteii Through Educational film Bmehcnget )
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5 CHESTER COMEDIES
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Wm. DeMille
A Rough Shod Fighter (Wm. Russell)
S
5908
Pets
22 Jan.Prod.)
A Crook's Romance (McGowan-Holmes) S Ladies'
Beat It
23
—
The
Rookie's
Return
(Douglas
MacLean- 4133
Ince
Prod.)
Youth's
Melting
(MaryRussell)
Miles Minter) SS You'll Be S'prised
22 Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
High Gear
JefiFeryPot(Wm.
A Tray Full of Trouble
Prod.)
The Moonshine Menace (Mc(Jowan-Holmes) S The
Big Show
2 Jan.
Sally With a Past (Mary Miles Minter)
S CHRISTIE
16 — The Education of Elizabeth (Billie
COMEDIES
Quick Action (Wm. Russell)
S
Burke)
4705
Married
2 Tan. 9— The Charm School (Wallace Reid) 4743
The Man From Medicine Hat (McCJowan-Holmes) . .S Scrappily
2 Tan. 9 — The Jucklins ((George Melford Prod.) 6023
The Virtuous Outcast (Mary Miles Minter) S Man Versus Woman
2 Tan. 2 — The Bait (Maurice Toumenr Prod.) 5289
From the West (Wm. Russell)
5 Hey, Rube
House
Without (iJhildren (Richard Traverse)
.6 Nobody's
Wife
22 Dec. 26 — Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 4556
Movie
Mad
Blind Love
(Lucy Cotton)
Dec. 26 — The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
g
Dec. IP— An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
Dining-Room,
Kitchen
and
Sink
2
Border Raiders (Hill-Lynch)
S Back
from the Front
2 Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman (Lois Weber
Dangerous
Trails
(Rex
Ray)
!!.'!s
Persuasive Pegsry (Peggv Hyland)
2
Prod.)
8086
.6 Wedding Blues
The Law of Nature (Coleman-Lee)
6 Mr. Fatima
2 Dec. 12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopoliun Prod.) 6307
Release Information Continued on Page 1560
6
6
7
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"WINGS
OF
PRIDE"
(Jans Pictures, Inc.)
Has Interest, But Too Melodramatic
^^T'T TINGS OF PRIDE" rsniinds us of the time when the good old
• \/\/
melodramas had their days, the days when the hero was
» ▼ heartily applauded for his manliness and the villain hissed for
his " dirty work."
In fact you can almost hear the hero utter the words, " You shall pay for
this, Jack Dalton," as he faces the bold villain, who struts about the stage
with the arrogance of one who feels his position.
And most of it happens because the two rivals are in love with the same
girl.
To keep the plot in ths proper atmosphere, the hero is cast in the usual
role of a rising young district attorney with the handsome name of Kent
Ordway, who is continually annoyed by the machinations of Kavanaugh,
the political boss.
The latter is surrounded by the usual retinue, crooks and spies, who are
always at the beck and call of thBir master.
The theme jumps from the home of the elete in the opening scenes,
wanders about the saloons, dives and small town and ends in the home
of the district attorney, where the big scenes are played.
The latter scenes are not well staged, the hero standing off six men, the
henchmen of the boss, who have come to " settle him," in a very tame fight.
The finale is reached when Kavanaugh shoots the heroine's father and is
arrested by the police.
The picture is fairly well directed and produced, but is entirely too
melodramatic for the larger houses. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Olive Muir
Olive Tell
Kent
Ordway
John
Dick
DentonO'Brien
Vane
Mrs. Muir
Ida Pardee
Prentice
J. D. Walsh
Mrs. Prentice
Margaret Seddon
Kavanaugh
Edwards Davies
Lady Lou
Cora De Orsay
Alice Prentice
Raye Dean
Story by Louise Kennedy Mabie.
Scenario by Violet Clark.
Directed by B. A. Rolie.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Tell's
latest production,
of Pride,"
Inc., feature, .
willOlive
be the
attraction
at the " Wings theatre
ona Jans Pictures,
of next
It presents a story of New York social life and underworld life in the big city
where a crooked political boss determines to get rid of the young District Attorney
andThe" get
the girl
for himself."
picture
isfromstrong
moments, swift action, exciting events and
holds attention
first into dramatic
last.
Miss Tell's
supportingof cast
includes
JohnAttorney
O'Brien, fighting
a leading
who boss
gives and
an
■excellent
performance
a young
District
the man
political
his gang. Ed Davies enacts the role of the political leader and makes it stand
out strongly. Denton Vane, who played many prominent parts with the Vitagraph
Company also has an important part while others in the cast include Raye Dean,
Margaret Seddon, Ida Pardee and others.
The picture was directed by B. A. Rolfe, who also directed Miss Tell in " A
Woman's Business."
PROGRAM READER
She was proud, haughty and the adopted daughter of a wealthy New York
society woman. Olive Muir knew nothing of her real parents, nor did she bother
much about anyone who did not come into her own sphere of life. And then one
day the crash came. She was compelled to acknowledge a drunken tool of a
political boss as her father.
the" Wings
star. of Pride," which will appear at this theatre shortly with Olive Tell as
This is a brief synopsis of a tensely dramatic story written by Louise Kennedy
Mabie. It has many rare dramatic moments, sensational scenes and thrills.
It shows the brutal political boss making advances to the beautiful daughter of
a man whom he holds in his power and the determined efforts of a rising young
District
offsetthethesufferings
" bad man's
" efforts.
It also Attorney
brings totomind
of many
human beings on this world who
because they believe in right are compelled by some unknown power to endure
terrible tortures of mind, until they are brought face to face with happiness.
Miss Tell's
supporting
O'Brien,District
who gives
an excellent
formance in the
leading cast
role, includes
that of John
the young
Attorney
fighting perthe
political boss and his gang; Edwards Davies, who enacts the role of the political
leader, Denton Vane, Raye Dean, Margaret Seddon and Ida Pardee.
SUGGESTIONS
This picture should please any audience that delights in strong situations and
enjoys the thrills that go with straight from the shoulder melodrama.
If your patrons do not care for this type of picture, it is a question whether
they
with scenes depicting life as it is led in the bar-rooms and
seamy will
sidebeofsatisfied
life.
deals with New York's social life but it does
notOfrestcourse
there the
long,picture's
the plotopening
being obvious.
You might run a series of short stories in your town papers telling the plot
of
Wings
of Pride too
" which
and " do
not promise
much. will certainly look strong in print but be careful
The
picture
has
a
good
star and a splendid cast which might be played up to
good advantage.
CATCH LINES
She thought she was a wealthy society girl — but there was a crash and then
she discovered something. What was it? See Olive Tell in her latest production,
" Wings of Pride."
How would you like to be brought up by a wealthy society woman and have
all that wealth could give you and then to discover that you were the daughter
of
very you
poor think.
man? See "Wings of Pride" with Olive Tell as the star. It
willa make

"JUST

OUT
OF
COLLEGE"
(Goldwyn)

Slender in Plot But Rather Amusing at Times
WITH those who have never seen the original production or either
the stage or screen version of " It Pays to Advertise," this will
probably earn some hearty laughs. To others it should prove
mildly amusing farce, built on a slender, " it pays to advertise " idea and
deijending mostly on the mechanical part of picture making for its humorous qualifications.
In fact there is nothing in the acting or the incident provided for the
cast that justifies much praise. The characters wander from one set to another and titles explain what is happening.
The star does not appear to the best advantage. He has only a small
part and is presented with few opportunities. Besides Mr. Pickford and
Bill Hart break about even as to ability to look comfortable in " dressed
up " clothes.
The picture gets its entertaining qualities in some scenes that illustrate
the advertising campaign that is being waged for " Bingo " pickles with
the sole idea of selling out to heroine's father who is a big man in the
pickle business. These sequences have been developed along the same
lines as were those of " It Pays to Advertise." Everywhere prospective
" Father-in-law Pickering " goes he is confronted by the " Bingo " advertising. George Hernandez has the role of "Pickering," which by the way
is the only one worth calling a part. The rest of the cast are just in the
show.
Titlas have been used to excess and the picture drags badly on this account. Evidently the producers have had hard work to string Mr. Ade's
farce out to feature length. However, with all its faults, "Just Out of
College " is better than a lot of pictures for which greater claims are made
and should slide by as an average program release. — Length, 5 reels. —
J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Ed Swinger
Jack Pickford
Caroline Pickering
Molly Malone
Septimus Pickering
George Hernandez
Mrs. Pickering
Edythe Chaphian
Professor Bliss
Otto Hoffman
Miss Jones
Irene Rich
Herbert Poole
Maxfield Stanley
Paul Greer
M. B. (Lefty) Flynn
Genevieve
Loretta Blake
Adapted
GeorgeGreen.
Ade's stage play of the same name.
Directed from
by Alffed
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Just Out of College," George Ade's famous stage farce of " pickles and advertising," has been made into a motion picture with Jack Pickford as " Ed Swinger "
and pretty Molly Malone in the role of " Caroline Pickering," daughter of the
" Pickle King," and will be the feature attraction at the
theatre for a
days' engagement beginning
.
Mr.
Ade's
play
has
proven
ideal
material
for
the
photoplay
and
the
have made a highly entertaining vehicle for Mr. Pickford from it. It is producers
light and
amusing, free from preachments, sex complications, etc., to which many people
object. It is a picture to be seen, laughed over and forgotten, which after all
makes the best photoplay fare.
A very capable cast that includes George Hernandez is in support of Mr. Pickford
and Miss Malone and the technical part of the production is unusual. There are
plenty
of " clothes,"
setsto and
" JustandOutis of
College recom" will
please those
who are fine
partial
the pretty
pleasantexteriors.
clean picture
especially
mended for those who are admirers of George Ade's writings. A great many of
the titles used are from Mr. Ade's original play.
PROGRAM READER
There are few people who have not heard of George Ade with his " Fables in
Slang " and other clever stories and stage plays, including which is " Just Out
of College," a highly amusing farce comedy founded on " It Pays to Advertise "
ideas.
" Just Out
College juvenile
" has been
to the
screen
by Goldwyn,
v?ith Jack
Pickford
in theof leading
role adapted
and pretty
Molly
Malone
as the heroine
and
will be the feature attraction at the
for a
days' showing
beginning
For a picture which . will entertain, earn a lot of hearty laughs and a whole grist
of All
chuckles
we known
can recommend
Outoriginal
of College."
the well
Ade humor" Just
of the
has been retained in the picture
version
a 'lot offrom
new heavy
incidentplays,
has with
been complex
added. "Just
Out perhaps
of College
" will be
a welcomeand change
plots and
questionable
themes. It is recommended for a pleasant evening's entertainment.
SUGGESTIONS
Bill with the idea of bringing the fame of the play and the author to the front
and give some idea of the theme.
Unless the star is unusually popular advertise as a production rather than as
a starring vehicle for Mr. Pickford. Mention Molly Malone and George Hernandez
in your billing. In your newspaper advertising copy the George Ade style so far
as you are able. A prologue staged by S. L. Rothafel at the New York Capitol
theatre is described in another column.
CATCH LINES
George
Ade's
famous
play
adapted
to the screen with all its original humor and
cleverness retained.
The story of two pickle companies, one real and another on paper, with much
that is really funny told in the story of how the real pickle company came to buy
out the one whose assets consisted of billboards and a demonstrating parlor.
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Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4944
Dec 5— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
4867
Dec. 5— Conrad in Quest of Hii Youth (Thos.
Meighan)
5926
Mot. 28 — Romantic Adventureas (Dorothy Daltoa)
473*
ARTCRAFT
Jane — Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pickford)
5311
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Feb. 27 — The Butcher Boy
2
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
^
Not. 21— Hi* V/eAiing Night
I
PARAMOUNT-SEINNETT COMEDIES
Feb. 20— The Unhappy Finish
2
Feb. 6 — On a Summer Day
2
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Art
2
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
'
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousms
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
•
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
•»
Oct. 10— Spirit*
Sept. 12— Kid* It Kidi
••••J
A«s. 39 — Nerer Again
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Feb. 27 — Modern Aspects of Japan
J
Feb. 20— A Little Atlantis
J1
»
Feb. 13 — Palma De Majorca dis
1
i
Feb. 6— All Aboard for Brm
Tan. 30— Under Cuban Skies
}
tan. 23— Old Malacca
J
1
Bermuda
Jan. 16 — Beautiful
1
9 — Catching Up in Canton
{an.
1
an. 2 — Bordeaux to Lourdes
NGHAM
PARAMOUNT-BURLI
1
Wales
Jan. 2319—— Wildest
Dec.
The Jungfrau Railway
J1
31— EUwe* Volcano Eruption
Oct. 17— Winter Sports at St. Moriti
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
1
Jan. 9 — Victory Mountain
1
Dec. S — Indian Summer
KoT. 7— A Setting of Afe
\»
Oct. 10— The Cloud
1
Sept. S— From a Piscatorial Angle
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Feb. 27 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Frank
Moser
* ' i,' ' ■,' i4 ' * j '}
Feb. 20— Magazine Subjects— Cartoon by Earl Hurd. 1
by Pat SulCartoon
Subjects—
Feb. 13— Magazine
livan •■
A
and
(Hootch
Cartoon
Subjects—
Magazine
Feb. 6—
Mootch)
•••• :--\vMoser 11
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by
oon by Sullivan 11
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cart
Cartoon by Hurd
y-Comedy-Cartoon
Pictionary-Comedy5an.
by Bailey 1
an. 169 —— Pictionar
1
Jan. 2 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser
omedy-CarPictionary-C
Century
Dec. 26 —toon byTwentieth
Pat Sullivan
1
Century Pictionary-Comedy-CarDec.
toon19 —byTwentieth
Earl Hurd
mj_laj_u_i^- ^

All

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
His Bed Sheet
Nutt Inn
It's a Live
Powder
Puff One
Pirates
Harem Scarem
Lolly-Pop's
His Watch Daughter
Hound

1
1
11
1
.11

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Scrap Iron (Charles Ray)
6
Lessons in Love (Constance Talmadge)
6
The Oath (R. A. Walsh Special— Big Five)
7
Scrambled Wives (Marguerite Clark)
6
Passion (Pola Negri-Big Five)
7,000 or 9,000
The Old Swiinmin' Hole (Charles Ray)
6
Mamma's Affair (Constance Talmadge)
The Woman in the House (Mildred Harris) 67
The Kid (Cliarles Chaplin-Big Five)
6
Not Guilty (Sydney Franklin)
6
My
Lady's
Latchkey
(Katherine
MacDonald)
The
Great
Adventure
(Lionel
Barrymore)
66
Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas. Ray)
The
About
Husbands
(Whitman Bennett's)....
HabitTruth
(Lewis
Mayer
Prod.)
Nov. 29— Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
Not. 29— Unseen Forcet (Special Catt)
Not. 22 — Love, Honor and BehaTC (Mack Semiett's).
Not. 22 — Dangeroui Busineii (Conttance Talmadge) S118
Nov. 1—
8— Wet
The Devil's
Garden (Lehrman)
(Lionel Barrymore) .5600
Not.
and Wanner
30(1
Old Dad (Mildred Harrit Chaplin)
<
Twin Bedt (Mr. and Mri. DeHaTen)
S
Nomads of the North (Jat. Oliver Ctirwoo4) (

Film

Picture

News

Releases

All Wrong
The Huntsman
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra
The Parlor Bolshevist
The
Hypnotist
The Pap
oose
On the Hip
Northwoods
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up
A Hard Luck Sanu Claus
Gum Shoe Work
Home Brew
The Medicine Man
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Fall of a Saint (Jotephiae Earle)
Out of the Darkneit (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani)
Branded (Josephine Earle)
The Sinker (Special Cast)
The Edge of Youth (Joiephine Earle)
Uusbandt and Wivei (Vivian Martin)
SERIALS
la tke antche* of the Hla4n (Ten Spiaode*)
I'ueadaya— —Gaumont
Gaumont Graphic
Newt
Fridays

a
3

^
^
^
^
}^
U
H
H
$4
%
^

*
ft
ft
6
*
•
•
a
11

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore
Kendall Prod
5
(lodless Men (Special Cast)
6367
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
5203
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
S884
The Concert (Special Cast)
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
4496
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
<255
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
4255
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
Jr
Madame
X (Pauline Frederick)
64757
ine Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .4600
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford). .5198
EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Earthbound (Basil King)
6772
The Penalty (Gouvemeur Morrit)
6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Robertt Rinehart) 5659
The North
Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
Going
Some Wind's
(Rex Beach)
BOOTH TARKINGTON^ EDGAR SERIES
Edgar the Explorer
3
Get Rich Quick Edgar
3
Edgar's Little Saw
3
Edgar Campt Out
3
Edgar'i Sunday Courtship
3
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 30 — Indigo Sunday ((3eorge Bunny)
2
Jan. 16— You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bunny) 2
Jan.
2
—
Ged
'Ap,
Napeoleon
(CJeo.
Bunny)
Dec. 19— When Martin Gets Here ((Jeo. Bunny) 33
Dec. 5— Professional Ethics (Oo. Bunny)
3
Nov. 21 — At It Again (Geo. Bunny)
2
Nov. 7 — Love on Rollers (Flanigan and Edwards).. 3
Oct. 24 — Finger* and Pockets (Flanigan and Edwards) 3
Oct. 6— Artistic Enemies (Flanigran and Edwards).. 2
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Hunting Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids)...l
The Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
The Prize Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Happy Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
Cupid's
Advance (Happv
Hooligan) Lampoons 1
GOLDWYN-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS
Unshod Soldiers of the King
1
No Reg'lar Bud
1
Gypsy Scientists
1
Seein'
Things
on
the
Orinoco
11
The Human Voice
The Riveter
1
GOLDWYN-INTERNATIONAL COMICS
Jan. 30— The Chicken Thief
1
Jan. 23 — Fatherly Love
1
Jan. 16— Too Much Pep
1
Jan. 9— Oil
1
Jan. 2— Yes. Dear
I

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast)
<
A Connecticut
Yankee inCatt)
King Arthur'* Court (Spec- 7
ial
Blind Wives (Special Catt)
7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7
While New York Sleept (Special Catt)
7
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
7
If I Were King (William Famum)
7
The White Moll (Pearl White)
7
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlert
<
Drag Harlan
6
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The
Cub
<(
The Tiger't
Thief
The Mountain Woman
6
TOM MIX SERIES
The Road Demon
6
Prairie Trailt
6
The Texan
6
The Untamed
6
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Bare Knuckles
5
Cheater Reformed
S
The Iron Rider
b
The Challenge of the Law
5
The Man Who Dared
5
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Wing
•.
66
Flame Toy
of Youth
SPECIALS
Girl of My Heart
6
Merely Mary Ann
i
Man O"
War
The
Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
5J GEORGE
WALSH SERIES
The
Servant
In
the
House
(Special
Cast)
5
Allen
5
Hearts and Masks (Special Cast)
5 Dynamite
Number 17
S
nobody's Girl (Billie Khodet)
*5 The
Plunger
5
Boanie May (Betsie Love)
From Now On
".
S
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
2 20TH CENTURY BRAND
^Vhere Is My Wife
The
Big
Punch
(Buck
Jones)
5
■flis Dizzy Day
2 Two Moons (Buck Jones)
S
Kidnapper's
Revenge
^ Just Pals (Buck Jones)
5
A Flivver Wedding
Sunset
SpragTie
(Buck
Jones)
S
A Rare Bird
J« The Blushing Bride (Eileen Percv)
5
Hit Naughty Night
Trust Your Husband? (Eileen Percy)
5
' Why
ried
Nearly Mar
5
* The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
A Bedroom Scandal
The
Husband
Hunter
(Eileen
Percy)
5
FORD EDUCATIONALS
While the Devil Laughs (Louise Lovely)
S
1 Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
5
Jan. 23— Democracy in Education
5
Jan. 16 — The Message
J The Little Gray Mouse (Louise Lovely)
Jan. 9 — Faryland
l SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
3
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodet)
2
FroELITY PICTURES COMPANY
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
state R{0ht»)
« Her Doggone Wedding
3
Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Married
The
Pals and Petticoats
2
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6 The
Slicker
3
Love's Flame (Thos. J. Carriganl
S
.■> Hold
An Elephant's
Nightmare
22
The FieVitine Kentuckiana fSpecial Cast)
Me Tight
His Noisy Still
3 HODKEVSON CORP., W. W.
THE FILM MARKET
(Releasing through Patht Exchauces^
Pretty
Lady
23
The Grand Passion
6 Chase Me
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC
The House Without Children
7 FOX NEWS
TURES, INC.
Twice a Week
1
The
Ne'er-Do-Well
(Reissue)
The Spenders (Special Cast)
•
The Spoilers
(Reissue)
97 CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
The Dwelling Place of Light (Wtn»ton (Smrehill) . . . *
.TIMMY CALLAHAN COMEDIES
The Jockev
Sagebrusher (Emerson Houfh't)
t
Don't Tickle
3 The
(Series of twelve two-reelers)
The Westerners (Stewart Edward WUte't) -»
R elease Information Continued on Page 1561
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Wending Trail (Buck Manning)
5
ZAISE GREY PICTURES, UNC.
Skinner's Dress Suit
5
(Beuj. B. Hampton and Eltingt F. Warutr)
WESTERN
The U. P. TraU (Zane Grey's)
7 Handicap
6
Siden of the Dawn (Zane Grey'i)
...»
PICTURE
Deiert Gold (Zane (jrey'i)
< HORSE-RACING
Why
Tell
(Henry
Miller)
6
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
5 CHAPLIN REISSUES
LoTC Madness (Louise Glaum)
7 A Burlesque on Carmen
4
Sex (Louise Glaum)
t The
Champion
2
Jitney
£lopement
2
The
Lone
Wolf's
Daughter
(Louise
Glaum)
l
Sahara (Louise Glaum)
i Work
2
By the Sea
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
I
The Bandbox (Doris Xenyon)
t
LUBIN (BERT)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
STATE RIGHTS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
0
5
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
I Honeymoon Kaoch
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The Coast of Opportunity (T. Warren Kerrigan) .... 5 METRO EXCHANGES
The Houe of WhUper* (J. Warren Kerrigan) I
The Green Flame Q. Warren Kerrigan)
5 SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Na 99 U. Warrea Kerrigan)
.....S
Feb. 21— The Greater Claim (Alice Lake)
6
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
Feb. lA — Fine Feathers (Special Cast)
6
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) • Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit (Doraldina)
6
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
• Jan. 31— The Ofif-Shore Pirate (Viola Dana)
6
Jan.
24
—
Coincidence
(Special
Cast)
6
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
I Jan. 17 — The Marriage of William Ashe (May Alli- son) 6
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth (Special Cast)
6
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
The
(Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
King Tiger's
Spruce Coat
(Mitchell
Lewis)
'I Mar. 14— The Little Fool (Special Cast)
6
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
Not. 22— The Star Sorer (Special Caat)
6
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
• Aug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast). 6
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
(Produced by Joseph M. Bchenck)
Down Home (Special Cast)
•
Feb. 21— The Haunted House
2
HUGO BALLIN PRODS.
Pagan
6 Oct. 27—
^I^^^^^^
' ---------j 2
J.
L. J^v^(SpeciaLCast),,,.,,
FROTHINGHAM PRODS.
Conrict 13
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
7 Sept. 1— One Week
2
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
ICar. — A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton) f
HARISON PICTURES, INC.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(^A series of fourteen Norma Talmadge revi- Dea (— Billions (Nazimora)
t
vols, two r£els each)
Oct. 11— Madam Peacock (NasimoTa)
7
Apr. — The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 7
Jan. — Stronger Than Death (NazimoTa) 7
INDEPENDENT
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
NEAL
HART SERIES FILMS ASS'N.
.5 Apr. — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
Feb. IS— Totem Law
.......... e
Hoimes)_^Holmes)....*
-p? y^y-But the (jayior
"vauey " .".":::::;;::::;:::::::::;J
U^i
liZswfiri
1 :» Ian. "—Nothing
Tnith (Taylor
1-Danger
Skyfire
^
Octor. 15—
I— Hell's
Oasis
» ROBERT
HARRON
PRODUCTIO
NS
PINACLE COMEDIES
Oct. 25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
•
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
(One every two weeks)
Mar. 29 — Absence Without Leave
Feb. 28— Temple Dusk (Special Cast)
6
Mar. 15 — Shimmy Isle
Sept. 6— Lore, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....*
Mar.
1— Why Change Your Mother-in- Law.
MAURICE
TOURNEUR
PRODUCTIONS
SPECIAL
, ^
Oct. 18— The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) t
Mar. 1-Reckless Wives
ROWLAND, WEST PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 3 — The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen) 6
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier
.....5
MISCELLANEOUS
Inc.).
Bearcat
i The
Cowboy Ace (Westart Prods.,
Seeds of Vengeance
< The
Killer
(Westart
Prods.,
Inc.)
The Gift Supreme
4 The Guiding Spirit (Burroughs Photoplay Corp.) .
Whispering Derili
5
The Victim
vicom
m9 The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
Cross (Fanark)
( Ivan Abramson) .
Wrong Woman
!!...... I.. I! X..
Qaestion
^. i 1^ i1!^ 11 1^ ^! !iit The Crimson
Trt^^essir!
The Burning
L«ring Shadows
7
Corp.
Cast) Sherman Prods.
(Special
Woman
Below the Deadline
5 Man and
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
TheClark
Devil's
Angel Corp
(Helen Gardner-Templer Saze)
Cornelias
Cads and Caddies
3
Sttmg _Again
2 Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractiont.
in CalifomU
%
w^;'.V
WJM*wiM
Cast) Sterling
(Special (Pantex)
Kentuckians
Fighting Question
2 Th= Japanese
»», Farm
„ the
Sl^v
Sack on
^
Mia Fortune Htmters
22 OutFeatures
of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Why LcaTe Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp
Ghost of SItmiber Moimtain
1
Along the Moonbeam Trail
2 COMEDIES
BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi2
Ride Under the Alps
1 After cate—BedCleveland)
(Frazee Film Prods.)
2
Vacation Days in Switzerland
1 Billy Ruge Time
(Funful Films)
I
From Montreox to Bemeaa Alpi
1 Mack Swain Comedies
Comedies (C. B. Price)
2
Through Switzerland in It Minirtea
1 Flora Finch Comedies
(Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
JANS PICTURES CORP.

Film

Releases

Dec. 26 — Rogues and Romance (Seitz-Caprice) . . . .*
Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
*
Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
5
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) 6
Not. 31 — The Unwilling Htuband (Blanche Sweet).. S
Not.
A Beggar
Purple (Edgar
Oct.
317—— The
Money in Changers
(ClaireLewis')
Adams-Ray *<
Stewart)
Oct. 24 — Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) <
Oct. 3— The Riddle: Woman ((ieraldine Farrar) «
Eept
2i —King)
Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet- 3
Henry
Sept. 12— Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner)
5
Sept. 5— The House of the Tolling Bell (Brace
(jOrdon-May McAvoy)
i
Ang. 29 — Lahoma (Edgar Lewis)
7
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
Theson)Death Trap
2
DOUBLE ADVENTURE
{Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Charles ButchinFeb.
Rebels'
22
Feb. 20—
13—Fifth,
Fourth,TheThe
Gun Nest
Runners
Feb. 6— Third, Hearts of Stone
2
Jan. 30 — Second. The Harbor of Bandits
2
Jan. 23— First, On the Trail of Fate
2
EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 13— The Two-Fisted Judge
2
Locbinvar o' the Line
2
VELVET FINGERS
(Fifteen Tufo-Reel
Episodes Starring
and Marguerite
Courtot.) Oeo. B. BeiU
Feb. 20 — Twelfth, Into Ambush
2
Feb. 15— Eleventh, The Other Woman
2
Feb. 6— Tenth, Shots in the Dark
2
Jan. 30 — Ninth, The Broken Necklace
2
Jan. 23 — Eighth, Aiming Straight
2
Jan. 16 — Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veila. .2
Jan. 9 — Unmasked
2
Jan. 2— Fifth, The Desert Pavilion
2
Dec. 26 — The Man in the Blue Spectacles 2
Dec. 19 — Third, The Hand from Behind the Door 2
Dec. 12 — Second, The Face Behind the Curtain 2
Dec. 5— First, To Catch a Thief
3
THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel senEpisode*
and Warner Starring
Orland) Juanita HanJan. 23 — Fifteenth, Retribution
2
Jan. 16 — Fourteenth, Confession
2
Jan. 9 — Thirteenth, The Attack at the Inn
2
Jan. 2— Twelfth, Behind the Veil
2
Dec. 26— Through Prison Walls
2
Dec. 19— Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
2
Dec. 12 — Ninth, The Mystic Summons
2
Dec. 5— Eighth, The Man Trap
2
Not. 28— Seventh, Gun Fire
2
Not. 21— The Crystal Bail
2
RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
Roland)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth
Dec. 5 — Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
Not. 21 — Thirteenth, The Sorprise Attack
1
Not. 14— Twelfth. The Secret Order
fl
Not. 7 — EleTcnth, The Faul Diamond
3
Oct. 31— Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk
3
Oct. 9— Ninth, The Perilous Path
1
"
Waters
I
Oct.
17—
Eighth,
Danger
Trails
3
^ ^ ,„ „ " .u t r_ui.j
10— Seventh,
Oct
DTP A.Tir
PHT n Troubled
rltUflrlli l^ULiJ
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitt
and Marguerite Courtot)
Oct. 17— Tenth, Defeat— And Victory
3
Oct. le — Ninth, The Double Cross
3
Sept. 26 — SeTcnth, Under Suspicion
2
Sept. 19 — Sixth, Kidnapped
1
Sept. 12— Fifth, Drugged
I
Sept. 5— Fourth, Treastire — At Last
1
Aug. 29 — Third, The Dead Man's Story
I
THE THIRD EYE
(Fifteen Two-Reel
Starring Warmer
Oland andEpisodes
Eileen Percv)
Kng. 29 — Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 3
Aug. 22 — Fourteenth, At Bay
I
AtJg. 15— Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 3
Aug.
8
—
'Twelfth,
Man
Against
Man
3
Ang. 1 — EleTcnth, The Long Arm of Teageanc* 3
Tnly 25— Tenth, Tho House of Terrors
8
Jtily 18— Ninth, The Race for Life
3
wiSr"
Prid^*"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!
national
film
corp.
Jtily
11
—
Eighth,
DangCTOus
Trails
3
At,OTfWoman's
»»
(At State Right Exchanges)
July 4— Seventh. The Double Trap
3
WithoutBusiness
Question (Olive Tell)
Nobody's
Giri
(BiUie
Rhodes)
5
Jime
27—
Sixth,
The
Death
Spark
3
Kentnckr Colonel (Special Cast)
S
CaptiTating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) ReVANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
issue
5 Feb. 6— Oh Promise Me
1
Urban Popular Classics
Feb. 20 — Prince Pistachio
1
Chas. Urban's Movie Chata
Tan.
30—
Whirl
o'
the
West
1
PATHE
EXCHANGES
ICineto "Revi^wo
Jan. 16— Burglars Bold
1
Sydney
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
j^zo-tI'
^vur^""'.":.'.'
;:::::::::::::::
:^
after
thirty
Jan. 23— The Sape Hen (Special Cast)
6 (Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs.
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Drew and John Cumberland)
Jan. 16 — When We Were Twentv-one (H. B. War
Voices (Diana All
ner)
5 Taly IS — Fowth, The Unconventional Maida (xreenen)
5
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
wood
3
.5 Jan. 2— That Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet) 2
Release Information Continued on Page 1562
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ROLIN COMEDIES
Feb. 23— Open Another Bottle (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 9 — The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec. S — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7 — Insulting the Sultan
1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26— Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. j
July 11— High and Diziy (Harold Uoyd)
i
May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 3
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy)
•
July 18 — Man and Hi* Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).*
Jane 20— PaMert-By (Herbert Rawlinion) t
NEWS REELS
Sunday* — Topic* of the Day
Wednesdayi— Pathe New*
1
Saturday* — Pathe New*
I
PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman
S
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
9
Law of the North
i
Cy
Whittaker'*
Ward
5
The Awakening of Suth
S
Light in Darkness
5
The Tell Tale Step
5
Lady of the Photograph
S
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
1
The Screen Fan
1
The Matinee Girl
1
The Man Eater
1
The Superstitious Girl
1
The
Artist's
Model
11
The Art
Bug
The Starter
1
The Spoiled Girl
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
tThoughtless Women (Alma Rubens)
A
Place of Honeymoon*
(Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love)
6
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
t
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
5
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collin*)
t
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau- Edmund Cobb). 5
Empty Arms (Gail Kane- Thurston Hall)
5
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5
His
Brother's
Keeper
(Mansfield,
-Lytton-James)
...
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
t
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
5
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank)
S
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
Luke McLuke's
Film-osophy
H2
Sonny
Series
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babe* in Bear*kin
:. . .I
Two'*
Company
Call Me Daddy
1I
Knockout Maggie
1
Down Beside the Seaside
1
Professor Was Kight
S

She
Couldn'tDifferent
Help (Bebe
Daniels)
Something
(Constance
Binney)
BlackbirUs (Justine Johnstone)
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)

Film

4423
4840
4979
6181
4214
5302
4212
4646
4648
5084
5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10— I'll Say He Forgot (Oti* HarUn)
Nov. 28— He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twin*)
Nov. 12— Oh, Buoy (Sammy Bum*)
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH
Bold Bad Pirate
Summer Days
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
^
Hand* Up
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The De*ert Vulture
Girl of the Rancho
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatic* in Politic*
Good Night Nur*e
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
Moonshiner
No. 13
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
Wind (joddes*
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
Lazy Lem
Bungalow Btmgle
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deaerter
Dreamy Chinatown
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirloom*
Help
The Movie*

2
2
2
t
2
2
2
3
a
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
I
1
]
3
3

Picture

News

Releases

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Releasing Through Capitol Film Co.
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Fate's Frame-Up
Fate's Mockery
Fate's
Double Cross
Long Riders
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
Daring Danger
Flirting
with Terror
Broken Trestle
TUSUN COMEDIES
New Ralgia
A Slick Detective
Buried Alive
From Kitchen to Throne
Wild Women
Giving and Taking
Pa Takes a Tramp
Splashing to Safety
Cabareting Under DifiBculties
Stranded
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
Pat
Paradise
Blue O'Blazes
GASOLINE ALLEY
Leave It RIDGEWAY
to " Walt "
FRITZI
SERIES
Bandit of Hell's Gap
AA Girl
Traitor's
from Vengeance
the West
Almost an Outlaw
The Avenging Trail
Western Rays
Shadows of the Past
A Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard
A Fugitive from Justice
A Race with Death
Across the Border
SPECIALS
Witch's Lure
A Profligate Woman
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight
of Western Land
Dead Line
Square Shooter
Out of the West
SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Women
Don't Gamble
Fickle

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
S-E ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to Vou (Billy Ma*on)
Moon Madness (Special Cast)
( It
Cowboy Jazz
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
S TWO
REEL COMEDIES
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
5
Bright Skies (Brentwood)
5 Beach Birds and Bombs
Hashers
and Mashers
XTie
Devil's Claim
Hayakawa)
The Notorious
Mrs. (Sessue
Sands (Beisie
Barriscale) 55 Waffles and Wallops
The Brand of Loper (Sessue Hayakawa) J MIDGET COMEDIES
The Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale)....
(Starring Eddie Frank and Jimmie Roson)
SUPER SPECIALS
Beach, Birds
and'Bombs
Waffles
and Wallops
Little
(Mae Marsh)
t9 Hashers and Mashers
Kismet 'Fraid
(Otis Lady
Skinner)
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
( Oh. Whatanda Circus
Maniacs
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
6 AMovies
Tenderfoot Romeo
So Long Letty (Christie Comedv Drama)
*
The Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
8
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody)
6
Big Happiness (Dustin Famum)
7 SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES
FECIALS
(Distributed bu Select Exchange*)
Aug.
15
—
Arabian
Kniglit
(Sestue
Hayakawa)
5
PRICE (C. B. CO.)
The
Figurehead
(Eugene O'Brien)
Aug.
1
—
Life'*
Twist
(Bessie
Barriscale)
6
The
Flapper
[NDIAN DRAMAS
The Man Who(Olive
Lost Thomas)
Himself (Wm. Faversham)
SUPREME COMEDIES
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
Pifteed
June 6— Becky Strike* Out
I The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
feather.Single reelers starring Princess Mona DarkHis Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5 May
30 —Husbands
Letty'* Lo*t Legacy
1I The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien)
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5 MixedTaylor
(Elaine Hammerstein)
Made Wife
I Whispers
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)
5 The
Paradise (Special)
Downstairs and Up
1 Dangerous
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Why Be Jealous?
I "The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
Her Beloved Burglar
J Pleasure Seekers (Elaine Hammerstein)
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
You Can't Kill Love (Special Cast)
\ Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
J MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Broadwav and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
Marooned in the South Sea*
' SELECT
PICTURES by Select Exchanget)
The
City
of
Broken
Old
Men
'
(Distributed
Kecruiting in the Solomon*
) The Adventuress
REALART PICTURES CORP.
(Julian Eltinge)
Lonely
South
Pacific
Mi*sion*
I
Not Wanted (Edith Day)
SPECIAL FEATURES
Domesticating Wild Men
I Children
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison)
Cruising in the Solomon*
I Mountain
The
(Wm. (Taylor)
D. Taylor's)
6882
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
5995 Saving Savage* in the South Sea*
1 Mothers ofMadness
Men (Claire Whitney)
The Great Shadow
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6705
\DVENTURE SCENICS
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614 The
The
One-Wav
Trail (Edythe Sterhng)
1 Faith of the Strong
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607 OutlawLoneof Trapper
Lewis)
the Wilderness
1 Tust Outside the Door(Mitchell
Soldier* of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
(Edith Hallor)
The
Tempeat
1
Seeds
of
Vengeance
(Bernard
Dunning)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Water* of Destiny
1 Taking the Count (William Collier)
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone)
Tree Magic
I The
Question (William Collier)
Ghoat*
of
Romance
I The Servant
Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
All
(MarvHawley)
Miles Minter)
5778
The Soul's
Snob Eve
(Wanda
4015
Son* of Salooskin
^ Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Release Information Continued on Page 1563

3
3
22
2
2
22
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
S
S5
1
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
22
2
2
IS
3
8
2
3
3
22
2
2
2
3

S.OOO
5,000
S.OOO
5,000
S,»00
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,S0»
5,50#
5,000
g.OOJ
5,OfO
5,000
''SS
5,000
5,000
5,i00
5,000
5.000
5,0it
5,000
5,000
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NATIONAL PICTURES
(Diitributed by Select Exchange*)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
The Invisible Divorce (Special Cast)
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5.500

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
0»*» Ac B«n...
Hay Fever
■weet Drnamite
C0MICLA3S1C
■OT. 14 — Watch Yonr Husband (MerrUm-Edwards)
Oct 31 — A Seminary Scandal (Oiarlotte-Memain).
Oct. 17— A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards)
SUNSET BURRUU SCENICS
Hot. 7— Totem Land
Oct. 31— Dawnland
Oct. 24 — Going North
Oct 17— The Highway of Wonderland
CLAYPLAV COMEDIES
Oct 1*— Babbles
Oct 3 — Dreams
le»t 3<— Up on the Farm
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct 31— Kids
Oct 17— Guilty
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Not. 14— Who Am I
Oct 7— Home Rule

1
1
1
.3
. .3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
2

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Jan. — The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) 6
Jan. — Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650
Jan.Guy
— TheNewell)
Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy Duke- 6
Jan.
Squandered
Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall) .... 6
The — Tavern
Knight
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearu (Lucille dc Tar- Florence Hackett)..*
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
S
Htunan Passions (Lottie Tilford)
i
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
i
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
I
Yonr Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) J
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hi hes)
7
Dr.
Brind's
Wonders
of
Nature
(One
every
week)..
Johnny
Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley — one every 3
month)
RADIN PICTURES
Ikinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
S
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
I
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATIOIN
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Dec. S— The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) .. 8
Sept 5— The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith's) 7
Jaae 37— Suds (Mary Pickford)
J
fans 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) (
May 30— Romance (Doris Keane)
>
Apr. 5— Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett's) !
Jan. 18— Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
(
Dec. 39— When the Qonds Roll By (Douglas Fair- banks) t
Oct 30— Broken Blossoms (D. W. GrilBth's) <
B^t^^— His Majesty the American (Douglas FairUNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
If Only Tim (Harry Carey)
Society Secupts (Eva Novak)
Colorado
(Frank Mayo)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
Tiger True CFrank Mayo)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast
)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
We« U West (Harry Carey)
Hoaer Boond (Frank May
o)
Ftarf by George (LyonsMora
n)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips)
The Devil's Among
Pass KeyCanni
(Special Cast
shipwrecked
bals)
The Breath of the (3ods (Aoki-Carew)
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)

5
5
5
5
S
5
5
i
5
3
5
;
5
J

6
67
6
6

All

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
3
A Prohibition Monkey
3
THE DIAMOND QUEEN
{Eighteen Episode serial starring Eileen Sedgwick)
Fifth, The Tide of Destiny
2
Fourth, Fires of Hate
2
Third, Perils of the Jungle
2
Second, The Plunge of Doom
2
First, The Vow of Vengeance
2
KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen ATwo-Reel
Featuring Eddie Polo) 2
Fifteenth,
Woman Episodes
in Black
Fourteenth, Out of the Clouds
2
Thirteenth, A Fight for Life
2
Twelfth, Deep Waters
2
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2
Ninth, Dynamite
2
Seventh, Over the City
2
Sixth,
Lion'sBlack
Claws
Fifth, The
Wallet
22
Fourth, Facing Death
2
Third, Stolen Evidence
2
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2
nrst Blood Money
3
RED RIDER SERIES
(Six
Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)
iixth, The Timber Wolf
3
Fifth, The Forest Runners
3
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
3
rhird. Big Sukes
3
Second, The Girl and the Law
3
First, A Son of the North
3
THE FLAMING DISK
(Eighteen
Lincoln) Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Eighteenth, The End of the Trail
2
Sixteenth, Running Wild
2
Fourteenth, The Purple Rays
2
Thirteenth, Caged In
2
Twelfth, The Tunnel of Flame
2
Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail
3
Tenth, Spiked Death
3
Ninth, The Floating Mine
2
Eighth,
Thronch
Walla
of
Steel
J
leventh. The Circle of Fin
2
THE DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen
Two-Reel
Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcamp)
Twelfth, Unmasked
2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril
2
Ninth, The Train of Death
3
Eighth, Trailed to Peking
3
Seventh, The Unseen Foe
3
Sixth, Captured in China
2
Fifth, A Jump for Life
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
The Dog Doctor (Century Dog)
2
Vamps and Scamps (Zip Monty)
2
Leaping Lions and Jailbirds
2
Fresh from the Farm (Harry Sweet)
2
Puppy Love (Brownie)
2
His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
2
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintvpe (Armstrong- Jackson) 2
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2
STAR COMEDIES
A Waiting Maid (Dot Wolbert)
2
Ring on the Groom
1
Won — One Fliver
1
Milk and Yeggs
1
Simple and Sweet
1
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
1
Chicken, Country Style
1
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
My Lady's Ankle
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 3
Won by a Nose (Dorety Keating-Henley) 3
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
Should
(Gto. Ovey)
33
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The Show Down (Art Accord)
2
Out o' Luck
The Grip of the Law (Jack Perrin)
2
The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
2
The TraU of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
1
Fridays — International News
1
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1

Film

Releases

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special
Cast
......7
Trumpet
Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast
7
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Cmt'.
wood's) Special Cast
J
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
5
Viceand
of Fools
' g5
The Prey
•
Dollars
the Wom
an
The Sporting Duchess
7
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
5
The Romance Promoter
5
The Purple Ciphers
J
A Master Stroke
S
Captain Swift
5
The Fortune Htmter
;
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It
Being Done
This Season
55
TheIsn't
Broadway
Bubble
The Whisper Market
5
Bab's Candidate
35
The Garter Girl
Deadline at Eleven
;.J
Human Collateral
5
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
5
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
5
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sportsman
a
The Suitor
|
The Suge Hand
S
Solid Concrete
1
School Days
|
The Fly Cop
3
The Grocery Clerk
I
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Mysterious Stranger
3
The Nuisance
2
The Back Yard
3
FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play StarrtBg
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fifteenth, Cleaning the Blot
2
Fourteenth, Thieves Fall Out
3
Thirteenth, Mystery Mountain
2
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
2
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
3
Tenth, The Stolen Bride
2
Ninth, The Air Avenger
3
Eighth, The Treasure Hunt
2
Seventh,
Demon'sJewel
Bluff
22
Sixth, TheA Crown
Clue
Fifth, Double Crossed
2
Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma
2
Third, A Modern Daniel
2
Second, Playing the Game
2
First, A Borrowed Life
2
THE PURPLE RIDERS
(FifteenBuried
Episode
Serial Starring Joe Ryan) 3
Fifteenth,
Alive
Fourteenth, The Frame-Up
3
Thirteenth, A Devil Fish Foe
2
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
2
Eleventh, The Stolen Millions
2
Tenth, The Fire Curtain
2
Ninth, The Betrayal
3
Eighth, The Camouflage Trap
2
Seventh,
Red Feather's
Secret
33
Sixth, Double
Destruction
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
2
Fourth, The Fiery Trail
3
Third, The Decoy
3
First, Love or Duty
3
WELK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Ahses of Desire (Mrs. Sessae Hayakawa)
\LICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
.\
WomanRussia
Alone
Darkest
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13th
Human Driftwood
WILK AND WILK
LEE KIDS COMEDIES
The Circus Imps
The Dixie Madcaps
The Hicksville Terrors

t
|
I
»|
I
I
I
|

,.3
3
3
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About Players
(Continued from page 1498)
Buster and the corpulent Roscoe
answered the call to bigger roles
and the happy film family was
broken up. Miss Lake first was
featured by Metro, then was made
a full fledged star. Keaton, under
contract to star in a series of tworeel comedies for Metro, made such
a decided hit in his first picture that
his success was assured. Arbuckle,
meanwhile, has made a definite
place for himself in the production
of feature pictures.
of the memAlthough the paths
bers of the trio have crossed and
re-crossed during the succeeding
years of their greater success it
has so happened that they never
have been gathered together before
the camera since they ceased workArbuckl
of
resultThe
wase'sthelens.
re-union
Metroing before
an invitation from Miss Lake to
join her noon-day dressing room
tea party.
Mr. Arbuckle paid a high tribute
to the two Metro stars who are the
products of his training during the
course of a discussion of the making of comedies.
"There's no more trying school
than comedies,"
players
for screen
said
he. "And
I can honestly say
that I know of nobody who has
profitted to such an extent from
her early training as has Miss Lake.
When she was with our little family of laughmakers, I always knew
I could depend on her to hold up
her end of the game. Making comedies requires an agile body and
wits. You can't wait for the
nimble
voice of the director — you have to
know what to do in the face of any
sudden change of situation.
" As for Keaton— Buster is far
beyond any need of praise from
me. He has a distinct personality
and an ability for getting into and
out of impossible situations that
keeps anybody who sees him work,
on edge every moment.
" I have seen many experienced
players leave the legitimate stage
to go into film comedies. And the
failures are so numerous it would
take a book to publish the names of
those I can recall. Entering screen
work through this gateway one
either makes good with a bang, or
is retired to oblivion. I am sure
that Buster and Alice, who already
have reached an enviable position
on the screen, will go further than
any of the comedy workers it has
been my good fortune to select."
Lionel Pape has signed to play
an important role in the Jewel Carmen production, a Roland West in-a
dependent special, yet without
working title, but advanced to the
point of engaging players.

Tom Moore's first appearance in
motion pictures was in a story
written by himself and Stuart
Holmes. They described it as a
Kentucky comedy. Now both
Moore and Holmes are at the Goldwyn studio, the former being the
star in " Made in Heaven " and the
latter the "heavy" in "The Bridal
They can be seen any day between scenes, laughing over some
reminiscence
of those days, now
Path."
twelve years in the past, when they
would sit up until three in the morning or later to write their parts.
They collaborated in a series of
three reel comedies — considered
long pictures for those days.
Alan Forrest has been engaged
by Louis B. Mayer to play a leading role with Anita Stewart in
" The Invisible Fear." This is the
star's
secondsince
Mayer-First
National
attraction
her return
from
the East. Edwin Carewe will direct. Hampton Del Ruth wrote the
story and .Madge Tyrone prepared
the screen version.
The

R. Cecil Smiths en
Tour
To the R.
coastCecil
— viaSmith
New Orleans,"
is " where
states he
and his wife, professionally known
as Ella Stuart Carson, have gone.
Fashionable, indeed, it seems for
players, writers, etc., to dart too and
from the coast, so known for
"R.Keeping
up with hurriedly
the Joneses,"
the
Cecil Smiths
packed
a few belongings, and away from
the wintry weather in New York.
Incidentally, before leaving, the
clever couple, who write scenarios,
original stories, and all other compilations connected with picture play
productions, for Selznick, learned
that upon the two acres of ground
purchased by them in Ocean Park
Heights, nothing less than oil had
been discovered. No wonder they
wished to investigate. First thing
we know, there will be an original
story, scenario, continuity et al,
written by the R. Cecil Smiths — in
oil, and framed with respectful pre-

Justine Johnstone, noted beauty,
and known for her exquisite taste
in feminine attire, is engaged, busily, playing the leading role in a
starring vehicle (Realart) in which
she will be seen robbed of all her
finery, and clothed in cotton stockings, low heel slippers, such as are
worn by very young country girls,
and dresses that carry out the " atmosphere." Which proves Miss
Johnstone is willing to act, and
does not confine her desires to
looking her best. In a gingham
apron, she will still be possessed,
Alice Joyce and Holmes Herbert in
however, of her famed face and
Miss Joyce's next starring vehicle for
figure.
Vitagraph, " Her Lord and Master "

Picture
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News
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I
With
News
Correspondents
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Prospects of New Orleans becoming a
S. A. Lynch Enterprises have taken second
Hollywood loomed last week
over the <j'-and, Greensboro, N. C, from with
the arrival in the city of Carl
Jake
Wells,
and
are
playing
vaudeville
there. Don Trent is the manager.
Laemmle, president of the Universal
Film Company. Mr. Laemmle came to
The Strand, Durham, N. C, is closed look over the advantages the city offers
the permanent establishment of one
for a week for repairs and redecorating. for
The aryBroadway
will for
closetheearly
Febru- of his film producing companies, it is
for two weeks
same inpurpose.
said.
" You the
see,"Coast
said onMr. theLaemmle,
reason
west has" theso
many companies
there iswith
atmosphere. Andproducing
that, together
SAN
FRANCISCO
business potentialities and the situation
as regards film production here, has impelled me to visit New Orleans.
engagement
Charles M.theatre,
Pin" This is my first visit to the city,
cus,Themanager
of theof California
San Francisco, and Miss Viola Jacoby and I intend to make a thorough examhas been announced. They expect to be
ination of all prospects."
married in June.
E. W.tionalHammons,
presidentof ofAmerica
EducaFilms Corporation
Urging exhibitors in the San Fran- and its subsidiary
distributing
organizacisco territory to tie up with his distribtion. Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
uting concern, W. W. Hodkinson is
Orleans paying his first visit
spending a few weeks on the Pacific is intheNewbranch
Coast announcing the embarkation by to
months ago. office opened here some
the distributing company on a plan of
contracts contingent on the right of the
Nick Fiorito, grocer, of Dauphine and
W. W. Hodkinson Corp. to cancel any Elizardi
streets. New Orleans, is the
contracts with exhibitors contingent on
latest
addition to the motion picture
the right of the W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
to cancel any contracts with producing field in that city. He has recently completed the erection of a very pretty
units if pictures do not come up to the
required standard.
neighborhood
cery store. theatre adjoining his groW. S. Wessling, Western division
manager of the aPthe exchanges, is in
San Francisco. Other visitors to the
city this week are: Frank Rogers, genCANADA
eral manager of Blackton productions,
and Harry Leonheardt, producer of the
For the fourth time in almost as many
Pathe release, " The Devil."
Mr. Harry Brouse, proprietor of
Motion pictures on steamship lines weeks,
Familylosstheatres,
sailingcome from
San Francisco
to has
be- the Imperial
tawa, Ontario,and
suffered
because Ot-of
the custom.
The MatsonareLine
made the beginning with pictures on burglary on the night of January 26 when
artiststore
smashed
the service between the Western me- a padded-brick
dow in the jewelry
owned theby winMr.
tropolis and Baltimore, Md.
Brouse in the Canadian Capital. A considerablestore
quantity ofwindow.
jewelry Exactly
was snatched from the
one
week previously, burglars broke into the
CLEVELAND
Imperial theatre office and secured about
$700 in cash. A short time before that
caused considerable damage
The Gordon Square theatre, West ain burglar
office of the Imperial theatr*
65th and Detroit avenue, started out and theonlyboxa few
ago a burglar stole
with a new policy Monday, January 31. all the watches weeks
the Brouse store
Vaudeville and high grade photoplays that had been from
left for repairs — and
will be shown instead of a straight pic- Brouse had a whale
of
time compenture program as heretofore.
sating customers for the aseveral
score of
solid gold
eighteen-jeweled,
diamondThe Liberty theatre, Cleveland, is said studded
time
pieces
that
had
been
left to
to be the first Loew house of the coun- be fixed.
try to put on a serial picture for six
days a week. The Liberty is running
Mr. James T. Moxley. manager of the
" The Son
of Tarsan " every afternoon
e.xcept
Sunday.
Allen's Russell and Regent theatres, Ottawa,fromOntario,
received the incongratulafellow-exhibitors
the city
The Standard Film Service of Cleve- on thetionsoccasion
of the marriage of his
land is about to put upp its own ex- son, Edward John
Moxley,
to
change building. Forty feet of land have Martha Agnes Lamb of Ottawa. Miss
Mr.
been purchased by the Standard Film and
Mrs. Moxley, Jr., will reside in
Service Company on Payne avenue just Pembroke,
where the son will
east of East 21st street, and directly be manager Ontario,
of the Copeland House, a
adjoining the property on which the large hotel owned
by interests which inFilm Building is being erected. The
clude
his
father.
building of the Standard Film Company
will have three stories and a basement,
" Alf's Button," the Hepworth comedy
with a footage of 20,000 square feet, all
of which they will utilize.
which
said tohasbe been
the superior
of "ManThe
Better is'Ole."
booked by
ager
Ben
Stapleton
of
the
Centre
theaNational Film Corpany, with Louis
tre, Ottawa, Ontario, for a second enLevenson at the head of the local terrigagement of three
daysdrew
to start
Februtory, announced this week the purchase
ary 7. This
picture
big crowds
of " Infatuation of Youth," a Paul Cap- to the Centre for a whole week a short
pellani picture; and "The Restless time ago. The feature is being distributed in Eastern Canada by the AngloSex,"
a Signet
picture, forthrough
distribution
in Ohio
and Kentucky,
the Canadian
Plays.
Limited.through
MonSterling Film Service of Cleijeland,
treal andPicture
London,
England,
Horsfall Productions, Limited.
Mrs. Vallance Patriarche, a veteran
member of the Manitoba Board of Moving Picture Censors, gave as address oo
" The Influence of Motion Pictures on
The Southern Amusement Company National Life " before the quarterly meetof Lake Charles, La., has purchased the
ing of the Order
Provincial
of the
Strand theatre at Jennings, La., for $40,of the Chapter
Daughters
of Imthe
000. The deal involves the lot and new Empire perial
at
the
Fort
Garry
Hotel.
Winbrick building and all equipment, includnipeg,
on
Thursday,
January
27.
ing a fine organ installed about a year
ago. The Southern Amusement ComMr. Harry Kaufman, Toronto, sale*
pany owns the Princess theatre at NatRegala Films.
chez and was beginning the construction managerronto, is of
businessLimited,
tour of Tothe
of a new and up-to-date movie building Canadian making
being accompanied by
to
cost about thirty to forty thousand Mr. H. L.West,
dollars.
Nathanson, manager of the
The company owns a chain of motion Winnipeg branch of the exchange compicture shows in southwest Louisiana,
pany, and brother of Mr. N. L. Nathanthree in Lake Charles, one in Vinton, son, managing director of the Regal
and one in Jennings. The company was Films, Famous-Players Canadian Comrepresented in the transaction here bv
pany and subsidiary companies. The
A. G. Wachsen and Bert Tiller, officers two officials are securing advance bookof the company. Tt is understood the
ings for a line-up of strong releases, inoperation of the Princess will be discluding "The Four Horsemen of Apoccontinued.
alypse." "The Witching Houi ," " One
Man in a Million."
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